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which are placed in their alphabetical positions
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For Names of AuDtors of Articles and Papers, see Authors' Index, p. VI.

Accident preroiitjoo, use of pbotograjkbs. Bj G.
D. CrsiD, JuDr., 636

Acetic acid substitute in weitpVate deT«loper (Cor.).
826

Actinometer, multiple-type, racing. 4«
AitrartWng tlie studio. By Practdcus, 263— photo-eoeraved novelties for, 3*5
Aerial, Araerioan, Photograptiy Assoolation, 342
Aerial cameras, British, provgrese 'i war-time. 13!»

evoiution during war. By C. M. Williamson,

A. Brock, Junr. (Pat.). 506, 507
O.E.M. BnglDeerijM Co. CPaA.).~tn
F. C. V. Laws (PatJ, 299
movlDg, E. Duerr (Pat.), 2S7
etercoscopic, D. A. Ettglish (Pat.), 535
TbonitMKPickard. By S. L. Hughes, 293
WHUamson (Pat). 323. S24
H. Worlcman (Pat.). ISl— photoitraphs, mapping from. Bv M. N. MacLeod,

D.S.O., 50,3. 618— photop-aphic supplies for sale, 623— photogrammetry, present position surveyed. By
Major P. R. BurchaU, E.A.F., 096
and Ordnajice Survey, 655, 685— photograpliy and town planning (Cor.), IS
ansling, admissible limit, in vertical or hori-

rontel photosrraphy. By L. P. Cterc. 297
; correction of negatfves takem obliquelv. By
L. P. Clerc, 396. 411, 428, 440

h . j

development of British lenses for, 133 243 264dunng the war. 39. 148, 211, 340
cstimatjnir height 5f object by measurement

of cast shadows. By L. P. Ocrc. 295
horizon line, lowering. By L. P. Clerc, 295

^'^^''IS '."Ji"''®-
By *. Brock and L. J. R.

Moist, 87. 106
CSee also Royal Flying Corps.)

Aer«U Photos, Ltd., commercial aerial photography,

A^jopljiie post and photography. 421
Affiliation outiDg to Croydon, 286. Mi, 374A^rai^ cm iMnOoa photographer's' premises, 143AMrush tn advertisement work, 88
AWes Studios, limited partnership, 478
AlnmiDium, soldering with Kavolm (Soc.). 609
Anxiteors work, finishing, I9i
Am<>ricaij Aerial Photographv Assnointion. 342
Amidol developer. Piper formula, 713— V. M.Q. for bromides, 75— Griffins (Rev.), 654
Anti-su!»huric paint for labellinz bottles, 552
Apparatus, minor repairs to, 268
Appearaoce.', of studio and .«tafT value of 66
Appreo(^2''*P- report of the Edinburgh 'Societv ofiTwMsional Photographe™. con
ArtMelal Ughting, merit* of various types Bv

Practlcus, 69
-'

Aaatatant photographers'. Bv D. Charles 14'>
AsMstanta. association for (Oor.). 4^, 419 446 46^— (BKunion of condctions (Cor.). 7. 18. 'si 43 s'i

&. TOS."l4"''
^^' ^^' "' ^-'- '^^- '''^•'''™'

— eduostioo of, S2
-- J»gea (Oor.), 808, 84S. 858. S75
Atli«7 Mid Sykes, partnership diwolved, 609

Baby portrait*, obtaining orders 458
B»ck«Tound» la tjie portrait studio. By Practlcus

— natAiral, Elwin Neame, 4«2, 754
two early methods. 628— on negatives, rediirlng, 711— white, rear lighting, 327

Backing, quinine, for plates, 286
Ballance. G. R., removing to France, 509
BM-reMef efleoU tn enltreements, (47

BANKRUPTCIE8-
Barron, K. C, 642, 655, Louvre Studio*, Ltd.,
ns 433, 701

Bramwell, J. B., 445, Miohell, C. F., 165, 179
B79 Morrjsoo, P, and T., 433

Oroft, J P., 701 Newman, T. F., 387
Ouirtis, W., 4«2 Noakee, A. A., 568, 642
Empire Studio*, 254, 285 Power, P. E. le Poer,
Gray, M. J., 254. 285 225
Gray, P. W., 286 Priest, A. E., 434, 509
Heathoote, H. A. y.. Rolfey, A., 701

593, 665 SderHe, C. F., 446, 579,
Jones, H. A., 43, 194, 656
404 Soward, F., 554, 669

Thome, H. S., 434, 623
Beacih photographers fined, 607, 637
Belfast, photography in strike time, 62
Bellows, renovating." 409
Bichrromate mercury intensifier for negatives. By

D. Cbairles. 1/2
Bioscope, origin of word (Cor.), 107
Biisecting rule for centering moonts and mount

cutting. By V. JoWing, 62i
Bleach-out process (Cor.), 28
Blinds and curtains for the studio. By Practlcus,

630
— festoon, fitting, 657
Blocked-out negatives, substitute for opaque, 711

BOOKS REVIEWED.

Chemical Dictionary, The Condensed, 640
Chemical Reagent*, 554
Chemist and Druggist Diary, 16
Design in Picture Making by Photography, 68.3

£iement« 0/ Photography. By F. R. Fraprie, 607
Figures, Facts, and Formulas, More, 146
Hands in Portraiture, 6
Home ar^d Garden Portraiture, 507
Kelly's Directory of the Chemical Industries, 1919,

653
Morrels 0/ Photography. By C. R. Gibson, 593
Photograms of the Year, 6
.Stereoscopic Photography, 553
Theory of Modem Optical Instruments. By Dir. A.
Gleichen, 177

TTondere 0/ the Seashore. By F. Martin Duncan,
16

Boot accessoiy for child portraiture (Rev.). 508
Border tints, printed-in, and masked prints. Bv

E. A. 8., 314
British and Colonial (Jamera Club, formation, 655
British Industries Fair, fifth, 101
British Journal olfices in enemy air-raids, 1

price raised to threer)ence, 733
British Photographic Manufacturers' Asaociation,

annual meeting, 726
Brodrick photoKrapliic apparatus, 219
Broken negativee, repainng, 2.35

Bromide, paper, amidol v. M.Q. developer, 75
de luxe, cream carbon, double-weight, Illing-

worth (Rev.), 325
hard-grade Press, Criterion (Rev.), 728
poftM.it. Criterion (Rev.), 325
time de\'elopment, 257
transfer, Kerotype, Ltd. (Pat.), 400

demonstrations. 16, 127, 254
Bromide printing, past and present. Bv C. B

Barnes, 204
By Practlcus, 707— prints, fixation, 198, 226. 239
fixing bath to stain on cesising to fix. 230
purple tones by redevelopment (Cor.), 63

By E. Manlev. 128
sepia toning, localised, 645— — toning procerises compnred, 743

Bromoil portraits, F, T. TJ.sher (Rev.). 194
Bromoils, hand-engraved for copper-plate effects,

— negative (Cor.), 714
Bronzed complexions, photogpaiyhin-g, 466
Butchv-Williamsojv cinematograph arrangement 40°
Business methods in the studio. By Praeticus 291— pitfalls, 230
Businesses, Retail, Licensing Order, administration

changes, etc., 149, 226, 706

Callitype, photo-mechanical reproduction of type-
writing, 680

Cameras ajwl lenses for studio. By Praeticus, 11
— and plates, small, new standiard sizee, 214, 220,.

239, 255, 270, 274
— local-plane, British Anschutz, Peeling and Van

Neck (Rev.), 667— — roll-film, 'Hhomton-Pickiard Mfg. Co., 339— folding, Newton and Wriglit, Ltd. (Pat.), 289
S. P. TwemJow (Pat.), 355— hand, lor professionals, 098

By Piracticue, 368— movements. By D. Ctoarles. 331, 348, 364
— panoramiic, N. iitefani (Pat.), Mi3— photogrammetric, N. Stefani (Pat.), 477
— roll-Qlm, G.E,.M. Engineering Co. (Pat.), 552

S. P. Twemlow (Pat.), 268
— studio, Salex City Sale (Rev.), 640
— vest-pocket, advantages in commercial work, 390

speeifications for. By E. L. C. Morse, 234
(See also Vest-pocket.)

— witli meohanical plate changing, Thorntonr
Pickard Mfg. Co. (Pat.), 536

C&ee also ilerial Cameras, Reflex Cameras.)
Camouflage, detection by photography, 594
C/anvas, sensitising (Cor.), 594

silver grey tones (Cor.), 643
Carbon printing. By Praeticus, 675, 692— — by artificial Egbt. By S. S. Richardson, 35

strip tests, 10— tissue, nou-tsemsativeness to fumes, 170
sensitising, 242

Carbro (Oaobrome) printing process. By H. F.
Farmer. 583

— demonstration at Croydon, 758
at R.P.S., 729

Card index system for orders (Oor.), 594
(^rvacTOl, para-amino-, developer, preparation. Bv

H. A. Lubs, 534
Catford, A., representing Messrs. Houghtons, 537
Cats, photograpliy of, 131
Cecil, Hugh, and excess profits tax, 750, 754
Celluloid, emiulsion-coating, N. L. Scott (Pat.), 41
Celluloid—facing of miniittures, 102
C^iangiing l>ag, home-made (Cor.), 195— boxes, C. Botluneyer (Pat.), 236
Cliianging studios and businesses. By Praeticus. 05»
Chemical Dictionary, the Condensed (Rev.), 640
CAejiiicai Industries, Kelly's Directory of, 1919, 653
Che^nieal Reagents (Rev.), 554
ChemieaJs, dyed, A. de Brayer (Pat.), 177— economy in. 58
— storage, 411
Children, photographintg. By Praeticus, 312— studios' advertising to. By E. A. Bench, 710
China, trade marks in. By W. B. Kennett, 664
Christmas portrait business, timely preparations.

652
Chromaum intensification, with chlorochromates. ' Bv

.\. and L. Lumi^re and A. Seyewetz, 451
foilmv<-d by mercury. By D. Charles, 172— — hydrobromic acid bleach. By E. E. Crowther.

700
Cinematograph camera, making money witi. Bv

E. A. Bench, CCl— films, developing and drying. F. B. Thompson
(Pat.), 162
reinforced, H. Degens (Pat.). 237— — spools. A. Laban (Pat.), 401— picture-films for soliools, Hudson's Bay Com

pany's project, 597
lettered. S. A. Flower (Pat.), 208
permanent collections, 402
speaking, reported Swedish invention, 638— night effects. By R. I>ykee, 528— or kinematograph (Cor.). 78, 90. 119, 134, 150— shutters, H. Shorrocks (Pat.), 299
A. G. Smith (Pat.). 283

Cinematography, colour, L. F. Douglass (Pat.), 16
J. Shaw (Pat.), 386

Clock, dark-room, constructing, 161
Closing of studios, holiday. Sec Holiday closing.
Club photography, a copyright point, 230
Coal, gas, and electricity, continued rationing, 357
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OaiU^t enlarging, halt-watt and mirror, 319— jpapera, merita of. By J. Hail, 810
Otiatlne, BriUab, use hi war-time (Cor.), 54— flbjtieti propertiea of, 607— reoeot researcb, 27
Oeoeral Art and Photograpbic Agency, partnership

dlaBolved, 642
Geojo^oal Anociatioo, British, photographs com-

Gennan and Britiah lenses (Cor.), 78, 210
(lerman cameras, illegal importation by officers, 1£3,

1S2, U», 274
Glass, optical, origin of stris, 149
GlaxiiHl troublee and reoicdi<«. By C. B. Barnes,

nt
Graves, war, public photographs discontinued, 579

number of pbotographs made, 685
OuMe negatives and prints, 491
Guro-bictuomate process with new colloid, H. G.

Staroea (Eoc.), 60— effecta In enl^gements, 547— mulfcipie method. By C. Macnamara, 320

H
HatatkKi and development (Cor.), 7— reoeot reaearcb, 87
Half-tone blocka, ordering best originais, etc., 626

coarse-screen, getting detaila in, eiS
light edge against dark, 492
moird pattern, avoiding, 552
mounting, to point ems (Cor.), 688, 715, 759
rapid making by Daily Ifail, 509
retiet lettering, 322
acreoiiMnora, 822
Sketch first to use exclusively (1893), "27
vignetted, taulty etcBing, 622

"

— screens, ceramic, E. W. Smith (Pat.), 416
Half-watt for easlight enlarging, 319
Ball, B., and Siggers, F., partnership dissolved.

285
Bona, G., recovery from illnese, 286
Haad-oamera piooeer. George Hare, 1
HaDd-oameras for the professional, 368, 698
Handford. A., director of (jordoo Chase, Ltd., 302
Handle, flu!.h, for cameras and carrying cases. Bv

V. Jobling, 697
jo.

Hands in Portraiture (Eev.), 6
Hardener, 'lYopicai, Ilford, Johnson (Eev.), 325
Bardening bath for tropics, A. J. Agnew and others

(Pat.), 460
Bare. O., hand<aniera pioneer, 1
Hea<l in portraiture, posins. Bv Practicus, 423
Heating and ventilatiiig the studio 111
He«wood and Wait«)o, partnership dissolved, 669
Bectpgraob copying, ink formuJa. 554, 570— JeUy for duplicatinR (Soo,), 554
Hcfoo^ M., and Wedisler, A., partnership dissolved,

105
High-temperature development, A J. Agnew and

otibers (Pat.), 460
Holiday dosing of studios (Cor.), 358, 446, 462 479Home and Oarden Portraiture (Rev.) 507
Borne portraiture. By C. H. Davia, 453

(Poater Brigham), 71
By Practicus. 172

Borseback portraits in Hyde Park, tenders invitedMl
Hudaon's ^y Clompany. flnandal mipporters of

obool cinema fllm». .W7
Hydrometer test of solntloos, 366
HvdriKiuinon. Itcxlin.U dev»u>pc. 79 90
Hyulene in the darkroom, 139
Hypo solution, makinB without weighing (Soc ) 117Ilvpoalum toning bath, metal di^es (Cor 1 447' 4P.9— V. sulphide toning (C!or.), 679

Identiflcatloo ouMt, F. and 8., Kodak (Rev.), 76
Ilford, Ltd., dividend, 713
Imiport regulations, photographic goods, 274, 450,

declared illegal. Sankey Judgment 749— — in Aati-Domping Bill, eeo
Importetloa of paper without licence. 622
InteoMOOMoa and reduction of negatives (Soc ) IflC— cnrctMum, with chlorochroinates. By A and LLumlire and A. Seyewetz, 451, 700

Intensifloation, chromium, modified formula, 87

merouiT. By D. (Jharlee, 172— portrait oeeativee. By Practious, 439
— with pyro deveioper. By R. 8. Witeey, 721
Intensifiers, organic, 181
lodioe^yaude reducer, compounding, 67

K
KjaUitype prints, permanence of, 685
Kathol-hydroquinone developer, 741
Kentmere, Ltd., new London agent, 302
Keogh V. Leventbal, copyright infringement judg-

ment, 414
Kerotype transifer bromide and gaslight papers, 16,

127, 254, 400
Kitchener, Lord, historic photographs by, 626
Kodak (Australasia), Ltd., increasing profits, 250
Kodak. Kastman, Comp^aniy, amnual r^rart, 443

dividends. 92, 27U, 410, 509, 602, 664
share-holding scheme for employeee, 220
war memorials unveiled, 702

(See also Baetman.)
Krupps, report of camera- making, 639

Labour shortage and its effects in American photo-
engraving, 476

Labelling bottles, 552
Lamoashire and DL^triot Master Photographers'

Society, annual dinner, 62, 118
exhibition (Soc.), 343
meetings. 373. 433, 66«
ofBcers, 342

Lan-Davis. C. F., will of the late, 91
Lantern^ projection, with extra fiihort-focus objec-

"tive. By A. Henderson^ 720— screens, J. Ohanteui (Pat.), 145
H. R. Gilpin (Pat.), 477
R. Harris (Pat.), 536
F. Heule and another (Pat.), 177
C. F. Kirby (Pat.), 41, 177— postcard, in copying and enlarging. Bv A.

Lockett, 174
Lant^-m-slides, announcement, R. G. Elder (Pat.)

206— dye-toning, review of recenrt processes. 598— of cine, fllm-piotures, F. W. Perkins (Pat.). 208— making, personal practice in, Dudley Johnston, 25
Large proofs^ as business getters, 75
Ivatent image, recent research, 27
Laws, Major F. C. V., permanent commission, 462
Leaky studio roofs. By Practicus, 515
Legal photography. By La Verne T. Ryder. 276
Lens, air-space anastigmiat. A. A. Smith (Pat.), 683— apertures, measuring, 450— cells, stuck, tool for removing, 608— distortion from, in copying, .avoiding. 45— for distorted photographs, W. H. Baker and

another (Pat.), 236— triolet large aperture, A. Ta.ylor and others
(Pat.), 430

Lenses, British, opinions and criticisms (Cor.), 569,

and German, need of propaganda, 2
for aircraft photographv, development. By

W. B. Appleton, J. Hasselkus, and Aldis Bros..
243, 264— buying, comsideratiions in, 221— cleaning, chamois bag for, 711— flare, avoiding. 46— for portraiture. By Practicus, 232, 348— quartz of //4 aperture, 717— second-hand, caution to buyers (Cor.). 627
colour, 121— special, for odd jobs, 94— testing for process and copying work. By E K

Hunter, 565
(S<* also Soft-locus tenses, Telephoto Lenses.)

licenses for retail businesses. (See Rctoi! Businesses
(Licensing) Order.)

Li-iht-fllters from new yellow dye, 48— making (Soc.). 477
Light-filters, Wratten M., 18
Lighting nnd tone in portrait photography 424— in jiortraiture By Fractious, 3
Likeness in portraits, .=«me critics on. 558
Lithographic transfers from bromide prints By

J. Graham, 188
Liver of suJnhur for toning hromides 169
Liverpool, photographea-s' club (Cor.), 509, 642
Living-port«>it photographs, R. I. Atherton and

others (Pat.), es«
London, photographic survey in 1010 by Camera

CJub, 109. U4
Loveday, A. F., resumes professional work, 249

583

M
Machine gun camera. C. D. M. Campbell and

another <Pat.), 253
Major. C. H.. C. L., «nd C. E., partnership dis-

solved. 462
Mapping from air photographs. By M N. MacLeod

I>.S.O.. 503. 618
M.irgins. white, preparing stock masks, 613
MarshaU, H. E., and Higson, C, partnership, 568

Miarshaii, W., disposal of business, 446
Materials and processes, photographic, 1917 and 1918.

By B. V. Storr, M,8c., 13, 27, 605
Matt-surface originals, reproducing, 355
Mechanical subjects, dilUcult, photographing. By

R. B. Lockwood, 217
Memorial photographs, public expenditure, 149
Mercury -vapour lij!ht, improving visible effect (Oor.),

78 90
Metol-'crifflns (Rev.), 554
Metric (ormulte, easy oooiveraioa, 5
Micrographic. photo-, cameras, vertical, C. Baker

(Rev.) 663
Micrograpny, photo-^ new Wratten M-fllter for, 18
Microscope, (hspensing with, in photo-miorograpby.

By G. .\rdaseer, 483
— joint conference on. 75i5

Miniatures. By Practicus, 550
Minim'um wage for assistants, advantage of, 29
Mirage, photographing. S74
Mirrors, protective coatings for, 614
Model Homes Exhibition, water-heating appliances,

labour-saving, 286
Monomet-hydroquinone developer, time development,

250
formulae (Cor.), 271

Motion-picture. (See Cinematojrraph.)
Mounts and mounting. By Practicus. 278— bisecting rule for centering on. By V. Jobling,

622— chart for stock, keeping, 589— reasonable prices, county court judgment, 669
Multiple vignettes with print-out papers. By

E. A. S., 488
film' negatives for, 676

N
NAMES AND MARKS, TRADE.

iAiiidieit Jor, registercil, renewed, or removed.)

Aristo, 592
lAutokon, 700
Biogravure. 146
Bromires, 372
Celverex. 700
Challenge. 477
Clrcoid, 461
Crystal! te, 624

L. L. (Design), 146
Luxuria, 639
Mattos, 237, 372
Meritol, 283, 637
Metagol, 88
Monophen. 145
Niltonia. 639
Nobrah. 237

Dallmeyer, J. H. (Lon- Osda. 477, 652
don). 146

Duouen. 537, 682
•Eagle (Design), 700
lEideler. 372
iB. P. G. (Design), 477,

Paramdn, 146
Permalvne, iiGT

Poco, 372
Sinnox, 146
Stipplette, 700
Tonii, 146
Train anil Camera (De-

sign), 237
V. B. D. Plex (Design),
145

Vigura, 728
Vodette, 177
W. B. Design, 88. 208
Wip, 372

By W. B. Ken-

Golilona. 700
GrindellmAtograph, 461

Idento. 372
Imperial (Lion label
device). 700

Kineparts. 431
Kodak. 146
Lactoid, 624
Living Picture Camera

(Design), 372

Names and trade marks in China.
nett, 664

Xational Physical Laboratory, new director, 523
Naval photographs wantted. 374
Navy Service photographers, conditions and pay,

635
Negative making, varioTis factors in, 619— paper, recent patents, 13
Night photography. By R, Dykes, 484. .501. 516, .52'*

Nude, photographs at the Royal Photographic
Society's exhibition (Cor.), 685

OBITUARY (See DEATHS).
Olf-set ink image as a negative, 3. A. Hatt's patent,

492
Oil portraits, fraudulent canv-isser, 118
Oil .printing, spirit sensitisere in (Anal.), 461— transfer process (Anal.), 165
Old people, photographing. By Practicus. 3S3
Optical glass. British manufacture, brief review. 189
Optical Inst'uments, Modern, Theory ol^ (Rev.). 177
Orthochromatic photography, Ilford vision filters,

224, 474
Outdoor portraiture. By C. H. Davis, 487
Outfit, beginner's, for studio and outdoor photo-

graphy. By Practicus, 633
Ox-gall, preserving (Cor.). ,510

Ozobrome materials. Autotype Co. (Rev.). 325— process, working instructions. By W. H. MolTitt.
531
Carbro modification. By H. F. Farmer.

57S, 6.S3. 720

Panchrom.itic photography, Ilford booklet, 478— pLates. filters for. By J. Mcintosh. 317
Panoramic cameras, N. Stefani (Pat.), 163— photographs and perspective. By C. J. Stokes, 67
Paper base, raw, photographic, Wiggins, Te<ape

Company formed, 160
Papers, development, and desensitisers. By W. C

Mama, 428
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Plolabtaic broiBlde prmt«, N. F. Borne, 140
HteU Mid tBtgMtiooe lor use In the dark-room,
V. JobHofTu?

Home of tlie Ralpat, 284
Hurter and Driffield's work, J. W. Gordon, K.C.,
ao

Kerotjiw p«p«r, F. W. Kent and T. P. Middleton,
10

King's HigbmiT, ,A. S. Blake, 641
Lenae* tor senal ithotognipbjr, W. B. Appleton,
J. Huseikua SBd JMU Bros., 183

NO and other DMiun Jaraneee. C. P. Crowth«r. TOl
Itiotografibic mideoce for the formation of stars

fTDin nebulB (lyatll raylor lecture), Rev. A. L.
Cortie, (tS

PreodenUal address, 62, M8
Printing on paper in natural colours, S. H. Wll-

Rajrdex U>ree«olour printing. F. R. Newens, 658
Spiders, tbelr struotore and habits. Dr. O. H.
Rodman. 801

West ot Kngland Notes, 0. Avenell, 104
— scientiAc and technical group, 661, 766
Rubber stamps for mounts and stationery, 22

s
Salon, London, of Photography, announcement, 214— portraits and figure work, 544— By F. C. niney, KO— marking Uie prints, oompUUnt (Ck>r.), 858
Scbutze, the discoverer of photography? 698
Second-hand apparatus, buymg, 3H2.— lenses, caution to buyers (Cor.), 627
Sei'f-touing pupor, over-printed, remedying, 21

securing good tone, 474
Separators, p^te, tiome-made, for dish development

(8oe.), 117
Sepias by sulpliide toning, failures and causes. By

Thermit, 663 (See also Sulphide Toning.)
Sheflield and district Professional Pliotographers'

Association meeting, 469
Shew, .1. ¥., and Co., proprietorship, 730, 748
Shock-absorbers for cameras. W. J. Greer (Pat.),

476
Sliops Act, pliotographer's contravention, 117
Shutters, studio, improvements suggested, 423— releases for self-portraiture, Q. Bdwards (Pat.),

681
D. Priedmiann (Pat.), 699

fSee also Focal-plane Shutters.)
Siae.Unes for professional plrotographers. By E M

Sipiers, 168
Sight, photographers' preserving, 116
Silvering mirrors. By J. Graliam, 156

By W. W. WalJ, 370
Lundin method, 134

Silverline sketch portraits, D. Oharles (Rct\), 194
.Sjni, dark-room, grid for (Cor.). 179
Wtter, managing the. By Practicus, 23
Si«!8, plate, small, new standards, 214, 220. 239 265

270, 376 . , , ,

Fketch Photo Ck>., voluntary liquidation, 713
Sketch portraits, defects in, 182

importance of whole pose, 10
Soda V. potash (Oor.), 19, 81
Softfocus commercial photographs, 481

lens. Cooke //6,5 (Cor.), 610
Solutions, photographic, preparing. By J. I. Crab-

tree, 366, 879, 393, 410
Somerset Postal Photographic Society, presentation

to secretary, 626
South Africa and. assistants (Cor.), 343
Speaiglit garden party, 408
Speciuisation and efllciency, 144
g^eoimens, bought, ethics and policy, 438. 642
Spectram lines, photographic measurement of inten-

sity, 538
Spotting prints. By S. H. Avery, 694
Spot* on negatives, causes and prevention, 683
S«|uecgee board, non-slip, 586
Stains for frames, formula; (Soc), 758
StainH on negatives, removing, 65
Stencils for pnoto-engraving, 476
Stereo- photography in science and industry, 22
Stereoscope, a simple form (Cot.), 446
Stereoscopic photography, aerial, D. A. English

CPlBt.), 636
causes of disfavour, 280

Stereoscopic photography, giant vision, 378
portraiture, 346
practical methods, 807
sdentiflc applications, 407
separation for large negatives (Cor.), 868
separation when photograptung small objects

at close range. By Charles K. Benham, 726, 745,

758
Stereoscopic Society, new American branch, 870
Storing negatives. By Practicus, 489— senmtdve pa^rs, 690
Strip printing, uniform depth in, 15

frame, G. 8. Moore (Rev.), 608
Stripping solutions for wet-coJlodion, 492
Studio accessories and furniture. By Practicus, 83— iblinds and curtains. By Practicus, 630— camera and lens, dhoosdiijg, 11

camora, handling. By Practicus, 215— decoration, effect of aspect, 346— equipment, buying, 10— glazing, adrantages of rolledi glass, 1S2
handling. By Practicus, 215

— portable. By Practicus, 186— postcard arrangement aid apparatus, 125— surroundings and aspect. By Practicus, 95
Submarine photographic effects, F. D. Williams

(Pat.), 700
— photography, salvage of Laurentic, 679
Sulphide toning, failures and causes, 563— — preliminary suilphide bath, 338— — re-toning solution, Tonitol (Rev.), 728
— — with barium sulphide, a warning (Cor.), 653

with polysu'lphide, 551
v. hypo-alum toning (Cor.). 679

(See also Hypo-alum Toning, Liver of Sulphur.')
Suinmer-timc, end of, 568
Surplus negative, copyright in, 230
Survey, photographic, of London in 1919, 109, 114
Switzerland, need of British photogra.phic goods.

By E. J. Olrumart, 283— successof British plates. By E. G. Glumart, 756

Tank development for time saving, 678, 702, 716
reversal (Oor.), 270, 287, 302, S27

Tanks, developing, J. P. Hemsen (Pat.), 665
for flim spools, vitrified clay, 741

Telephoto lenses for professional work. By Prac-
tiens, 647.

— H. Lee and others (Pat.), 691.
Tests for plates, a suggestion, to the B.P.S. (Cor.),

447
Textile industry, photographs to replace samples.

Thermostat for development experiments, 27
Thornton-Piokard cameras for aerial photoKratuhy

By 8. L. Hugihes, 293
Tile work, photographing, 576, 620
Tim PS photogravure supplement to Tveekly edition,

446
Tints, laying, in process work, 491
Tipp, A. W., resumes civilian, duties 24B
Titles in view negatives, 258, 735

stripping plates for (Cor.), 6217.— transferring. 574
Tone and lighting in portrait photography, 424— values in portraiture, 266
Tonitol re-toning solution for sepia prints (Rev ).

728
Town-planning and aero-photosraphv (Cor.), 18
Trade marks in China, liy W. B. Kennett, 064
TRADE NAMES AND MARKS (» NAMES AND MARKS,

TRADE',
Traill Taylor lecture, twenty-secomd. By Rev A L

Cortie, 625
Transfer bromide paper, Kerotype demonstration.

16, 327, 254
(Pat.). 401

Trimmers, print, J. Merrett and another (Pat ) 23'— for large prints, 688
Tripod stands. J. Ashford (Pat.), 476.
True-to-nature photographs. By H. Collingiridge

B.Sc., 249
True-to-scale process, formula, 680

F. Dorel (Pat.), 636
Type-setting, replaced by typewriting and photo-

mechanical reproduction, 691

Varnish, cheap, for negatives and prints (Cor.), 670
Ventilating and beating the studio. 111
Vertical photography of small articles, 338
Vest-pocket camera, advantages in commercial

work, 380
for Indoor groups, 466
speoiflcations for. By E. L. C. Morse, 234

— Kodak carrying case, Tiranty (Rev.), 683
plateiadapter, Tiranty (Kev.). 683

— negatives, development for enlarging^ 154
— plates, cutting from larger. By V. Jobling, 664
View postcards, locail. By C. Brangwin Barnes, 385
Vignettes, multiple, with printout papers. By

E. A. S., 468
Vignetting for dayldgiht printing papers. By E. A. S.,

648
Vision filters for orthochromatlc photography, II-

ford, 474

w
Ward, Saiowden, memorial fund ((Jor.), 79

Warming the dark-room, extemiporized oil heater,
613

Washer, print, Dependence rotating, Oldfleld (Rev.),.

326
(Pat.), 652

• bome-made rotary, 742
P. H. WaddeU (Bat.), 103

Washing and fixing negatives, general principles

.

630— and fixing of prints. By G. F. Stine, 205
— prints fitting for sink (Cor.), 78

Water, purifying for solutions, 410
Waterproofing wood, anti-sulphuT'ic paint, 552
Ways, the two, of portrait photography, 274
Wedding groups. By Practicus, 577

Weights aiid measures, metric, in preparing photo-
graphic solutions, 365

Wet collodioni developer, substitute for acetic acid
(Cor.), 226
negatives, saving, 252
stripping solutions, 492
use in pboto-engravinig, 370

White, Clarence H., interview with, on progress of
pictorial photography, 72

Wiggins, Teape Company, manufacturers of photo-
graphic raw paper base, 160

Window-dressing, live animais, 718

Winter, outdoor work, 658

Wireless telegraphy, photographic receiver, 287

Women and photography, 206

Wood, imitation of, on metal, 385
— ph.'rtographic printing on, for engraving (Anal.)i

372
By Ei. L. Turner, 460

Working-up, aids to. By Thermit, 691

Workshops, photographiing. By Practicus, 456

X-rnv directors, G. G. Campion (Pat.), 162
— fluorescent screens, characteristics. By M. B-

Hodgson, 191
— in industry. 236
— negatives, hialf-tone blocks of, 323
— paper, E. E. Burnett (Pat.), 417

with opaque coating, G. W. K. and T. P. K.
Crosland (Pat.), 208

— photographs at the R.P.S., 633
— —definition. By A. Lumifere, 183
— plates, sensitiveness of, measurements, 250

speed ot, recent progress, 13

Yellow dye, new, and light-filters made from it. B?
C. E. K. Mees and H. T. Clarke, 48

Zeiss factory acquired by British optical firms. 19(V

Zeppelin raids, British Journal offices in, 1

AUTHORS' INDEX.
AI.DU, BHOS^-

DerelOTOieai) of British lenses tor aircraft photo-
graphy, 264

AlTLBTON, W. B.—
Development of British lenses for aircraft photo-

graphv, 243
"^

Ardisur, O.—
FoousslDg screen for photo-micrography, S6S
Pihoto-micrography without a microscope, 4S3

AVBRT, 8. H.^
Spotting prints, 694

n. (C. E.) (Henham, Charles F..)—
Stereoscopic photography, 290, 307, 346, 378, 406. 726

B.(RNBS, C. Bra.nqwin-
Broinids printing, past and present, 204
Glazing troubles and remedies, 316
liOral views as postcards, 895

Barru, NIWTON—
Commisaioo system for receptiooists, 87

Bjdqood, H. W. G.—
Comparison of tile density of negatives, 637

Brock, A., and Holst, L. J. R.—
Future ot aeroplane pihotography, 87

BtJRCHALL, P. R.—
Elementary survey of the present position of

aerial photognammotry, 696
Bdrreu, G. F.—
Training the retoucher, 174

Charles, D.—
Bichromate- mercury intensifler, 172
Camera movements, 331, 348, 364
Enlarging and reducing in true-to-scale processes,

736
The photographer's assistant, 142

Clarke, H. T., and Mees, C. E. K.—
New yellow dye and light-filters made from it, 48

Clerc, L. p.—
Drying with spirit : cause of white deposits ami

the drying efficiency of spirit, 269

Estimation of height of objects by measurement
of their cast shadows in aerial photography, 29^i

Ijmit of admissible angling in vertical or tiori-

zontal photography, 297
Lowering of the horizon line in photographs taken

from high view-points, 295
Photographic correction of negatives taken

obliquely, 396, 411, 428, 440

COLLINORIDOE, HARVKT-
True-to-nature photographs, 249

CocsiN, E., and Eqher, M.—
Tests of the action ot a shutter ot the focal-nlant-

type, 280
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INDEX.
The following abbreviations are used in the Index to indicate the nature of the subject matter

:

—
(Pat.) Patent. (Oeo. Praot.) Deoennia Practica.

Apparatus for colour photography, essentjais. By
R. M. Fanston*, 41

Autocbrome photography, ellect of the light-filter.

By B. B. Havelock, 22— plates, sunplifled developiiig. By A. and L.

tdimi^re and A. Seyewetz, 37
Autochromee by artiflcaaJ light. By C. J. Belden
— for lantern slides. By R. M. Fonstone, 45

Books on colour photography, 24
Bromoil, tJiree-coiour, enlarBememts from Joly type

negatlvee. B.v 8. E. Williams, 15, 18
Butter threeKX>louT camera, registration (Cor), 36

Carbon tissue for multi-colour prints (Dec, Pract.),

12
Ollulose ester cum colJoid two-colour screen aims,

48
Qieron prbmatic dispeirsion process (Dec. Pract.), 20

Christensen's patent, three-colour sensitive units, 43

Cinematography. slxc«lour, J. Shaw (Pat.), 26, 29

— two-colour, Douglass, 2

H.imburger (Pat.), 13, 17

Colour photopraphy, wliere we stand, 21
— transparencies from coloui- sensation negati.ves,

F. E. Ives (Pat.), 9

Colour-sen.«itisii»g dyes, prep.iration of. By L. F,.

Wise, "B. Q Adams, J. K. Stewart, and C. H.
Lund, 34

Composite coloui' process, Hess-Ives patent, 6

Copper and iron toning for t"wo-colour priiits or

Alms, F. E. Ives (Pat.). 38

Diffraction process (WockT) of colour photography
(Dec. Bract.), 7

Dongliass two-colour cinematography, 2
Drac system of direct colour photography (Dec.

Pract.), 7

Dye image colour process, Christensen patent, 48
— mordant process, mew photographic. By F. E.

Ives, 1

Gorsky, Proltudin, colour process, 48

Hamtnirger two-colour cinemotouraphy, 13. 17

Heae-Ives composite mosaic and full-tone colour pro-
cess, 5

Imbibition screen-plate coHour process, Pedersen
patent, 8.

Iron .and copper toning for tv,o-colour priii'ts or
films, F. E. Ives (Pat.), 38

Ives, F. E., composite mosaic and full-tone colour
process, B

Lantem-slides t>y soreen'-pljate processes. By R. M.
Fan^tone, 45

Light-filter in Autochrome photography. By B. E.
Havelock, 22

Lippmann process of direct colour photograplhy
(Dec. Pract.), 3

Mars-star pseudo-colour process (Dec. Pnact.), 4

iPaget colour process, excluding dust from the plate,
12

care of screens and filters, 14

Paget colour process for lantern-slide making. By
R. M. Fanstone, 45
making the transparency, 24
tfl'ansparenoies, registering, 44

Pedersen, H., imbibition screen-plate colour pro-
cess, 8

Pinaverdol and pinacj'amol, preparation of. By L.
B. Wise, E. Q Adams, J. K. Stewart, and C. H,
Lund, 84

Prismatic dispersion for photography in colours
(Dec. Pract.), 12, 20, 27

Prizma colour cinematography, a correction, 20
PrO'kiudin-Gorsky colour process, 44
Pseudo-colour proce.sses (Dec. Pract.), 4, 11
Review of colour photography. By H. E. iRendall,

31, 33
Sereen-pliate, colour, exposure hints, 40
Shaw six-colour cinematography patent, 26, 29
Smith (J. T.), patent cellulose ester cum colloid

two-colour screen ftkns 46
Solgram colour prints (Dec. Pract.), 4

Three-colour, a Mind alley? ((3or.), 36, 39, 44— sensitive umts for colour photography, J. H.
Christensen's patent, 43

Transparency viewing apparatus and retouching
stand combined, 23

Two-colour prints or fllma by copper and iron ton-
ing, F. E, Ives (Pat.), 38— screen films, J. T. Smith (Pat.), 46

Wood diffraction process (Dec. Pract.), 12

ADAMS, E. Q.. Wise, B. L., Stewakt, J. K., and
Lund, C. H.—

Laboratory preparation of the colour-sensitising

dyes, pinaverdol and pinacyanol, 34

Belden, C. J.—
Autocbrorae photography by artificial light, 25

Fanstone, E. tS.—
Dssential features in apparatus for colour photo-

graphy, 41
Lantern-slidefl by the screen-plate process, 45

Havelock, B. E.—
Light-filter in Autochrome photography, 22

AUTHORS' INDEX.
Ives, F. E.—
New photographic mordant dye process, 1

LUMIERB, A. and L., and Seyewetz, A.

—

Simplified method of developing Autocbrorae
plates, 37

Lend, C. H., Wise, L. E., jVdams, E. Q., and Stewart.
J. K.—

Laboratory preparation of tihe colour-sensitaslng
dyes, pinaverdol and^ pinacyamol, 34

Kendall, H. 'E.—
Review of colour pbotograpliy, 31, 33

seyewetz, a., and Lumiere, A. and L.—
Simiplifled metliod of developing Autochrome

plates, 37
Stewart, J. K., Wise, E. L., Adams, E. Q., and

Ldnd, C. H.—
Laboratory preparation of the colour-sensitising

dyes, pinaverdol and pinacyanol, 34
Williams, S H.—
Three-colour Bromoil enlargements from nega-

tives of the JoJy type, 16
Wise, l. E., Adams, E. Q., Stewart, J. K., and

Ldnd, C. H.—
Laboratory preparation of the coilour-sensitising

dyes, pinaverdol and pinacyanol, 34

APPENDIX.
The following Supplementary Index includes the entries referring to articles, etc,

appeared in the "British Journal of Photography" during

dye-toning, review of recent pro-
Colour cinematography (Pat.), 16. i„„

digest of recent processes, 27— photography and cinematography (Gorsky and
Rodgers and Finnigan), 537
composite mosaic and full-tone process Hess

Ives Corporation (Pat.), 61

J-'^P''^'" *"<' '"'° toning, Hess-Ives Corporation
(Pat.), 578
mosaic imbibition process, H. Pedersen (Pat.),

screenplate, Dufav, 606
.1. T. Smith (Pat,), 712

sensitive units for, .1. H. Christensen (Pat.), 652
transparent sensitive emulsion for three-

colour films, .1. H. Christensen (Pat.) 639— — two-colour process. Friese-Greene (Pat.) "28
Colour-sensitive Imulsions, F. F. Renwick and another

(Pat.), 699
Colour values in monochrome, and a new viewing

alter. By F. F. Renwick, 224, 331, 351
Diifay colour screen-plate. 6fl6

I>ye-toned images. F, E. Ives (Pat.) 6
Dye-toning of lantern slides, 508
Eastman yellow, new dye for light-filters, 48
TlmnlMons, sensitive, transparent, J. H. Christensen

(Pat.), 839

Lantern-slides
cesses, 598

PanclM-omatic photography. Ilford booklet, 478
— plates, filters for. By J. Mcintosh, 317

Prisms and grid for dividing light-pencils. D. P.
Comstock and another (Pat.), 492

Raydex three-colour printing, F. R, Xewens (Soc),
653

Vision filters for orthochromatic photography, Ilford,
474

Yellow dye, new and light-fllters made from it. By
C. E. K. Mees and H. T. Clarke, 48

PATENTS, AUTHORS OF—
Bloch. 0., and another—colour sensitive emulsions,

609
Christensen, J. H.—sensitive units for colour photo-

graphy, 652

transparent sensitive emulsion, 639
Comstock. D. F., and another—prism and grid for

dividing light-pencils, 492
Douglas.?, L. F.—colour cinematography, 16

Friese-Greene, W., and (Jarrett, F.—colour sensi-
tisers for two-colour photography, 728

on colour photography which have

1919.

Patents, Authors of (continued).

Hess Ives Corporation—colour photography 61
and another—colour photography, 578

'

Ives, F. E.—colour photography, 61
dye-toned images, 6
and another—colour photography, 678

Pedersen, H.—colour photography, 61
Renwick, P. P., and' another—colour sensitive emul

sions, 699
Shaw, J.—colour cinematography, 386
Smith, J. T.—colour sereen-plates, 712
Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation and another

—prism and grid for dividing iigiht-pencils, 492

AUTHORS.

CLARKE, H. T., and Mees, C. E. K.—
N'ew yellow dye and light-filters made from it 48

MCINTOSH, J.—
Filters for panchromatic plates 317

Mees, C. E. K., and Clarke, H. T.—
New yellow dye and light-fllters made from it, 48

RENWICK, F. P.—
Colour values in monochrome and a new viewing

filter to assist in obtaining them, 224, 334, 351
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Wk niAjr, perbapa, be •zeand for thinking ol the AUnanac
aa ooa of Um beat ind«B«lof pbotognphic manaaJa. Bui
«• anJekvour to maka tha index a fitting ooonterpart of
tba very manj and vahad itenu of informatioD which are
oootained in iba A Imanac. Indazing, aa anjrbodj knows
who baa done any of it. ia work wbicti calU tor ^tience
and diacretion in about equal maaaure. The diacretion

oonaiata in ohooaiDg the antnaa in tba index wbieh are

likely to be lookad for by a raadar who obvtoaaly knowa
notlung of the indaxar'a moibod. Prom that point of

view we hope that the reader will find the index to the

forthoomiitg Almanao a apaady and relinble menna in

aeeking any ttoB, however cmalL in ita many page*. It

15 not nntil w* oooM to eonpile the intles to the Almanao
realiae the immenae amoaafc of practical informa-
nh it oontAtna. The indos ia therefore oootrived

nay fulfil ita proper function of pointing to

of eontenta. and of doing thia no matter from
A hat point of Tiew the «aakar ragarda a particular tubiect.
k r «.,..„,.v, the proceaa of making line drawinga from

(lU ia indexed both niKwr " Bromid** " and
iiKior i.iue," and the mnie appliaa to aooraa of other

The index thia year ia further rainforoad by the indu-

Mon of the many words, ternw, and axpreaaiona commonly
naed in photographr which are the anbieot of the article

" Photographic Dennition«." in which tneir meaning and
praotioal Rignificanoe are briefly explained. The articla

thoa aoppliea a readable and not onduly diaiointed aurvey

of pnolMnl photognphk mathoda, whUat the index aup-

pliea tba menna for the bagianor to aaoeriain the meaning

of any particular word or term which be may Mek.

And in this refereaoa lai it not be omitted that the

gooda advertised in the Almanac are also the subjert of

a wpnrato index, from which ia aeen the makers or

dealen supplying any riven articla together with the page

•f th* AbBAMO on which tbeir adwrtiaamant appear*.

EX CATHEDRA.
A Hand In a recent article by Mr. Ward Muir

in which he pays tribute to the memory
of the '

' old master '

' of camera-
making, Oeorge Hare, he asserts that th« conservative
nature of that gentleman led him to avoid the oonstnio-
tion of hud-cameras. This is hardly correct as Mr. Hare
nude many of the earlier box-form hand-cameras, meet of
whioh were to the order of Mr. Dallmeyer. We believe
also that he was the originator of the type of camera
in whioh the front board folds up and encloses the lena
and shutter, aa in the Una and Alpha of to-day, or we
might oven say the folding Kodaks. This early instru-
maot wu called the " box-form camera," and was fitted
with a rapid rectilinear lena in the usual mounting with
a T.P. shutter fixed upon the hood, which made it rather
bulky. The bellows had double extension and were made
wide at the front so that a pair of stereo-lenses oould
eaaily ba aooommodated. We believe only a few of theae
ounaraa were made aa they were for half-plates only, and
the early hand-cameras were nearly all for quarter-platea.
Mr. Hare's cameras were noted not only for their beauti-
ful workmanship, but for the studied simplicity of
deaign, no fitting being added unless it were really useful.

• • •

Tha Patant A new •-•cility has just been added to
Offloa Ubt«ry. the libiary of the Patent Office, South-
ampton Buildings, London, W.C.2. It is now poaaible
to obtain a photographic copy of any document in the
library, auch as the page of a book or periodical. A photo-
graphic de|>artment for this purpose has been set up in
a room adjoininr the library. It is fitted with a Photoetat
machine with which either negative or positive copiee aro
supplied, according to an official tariff. The provision
thus makes it possible for any member of the public to
obtain accurate reproductione of passages or pages in
books which are out of print, and preaumably such official

copiea will be accepted in courta of law aa equivalent to
the production of the original volumes. In making this

referenoe to the further service bein? rendered by the
Patent Office Lihrary, it may be mentioned for the
Iwnefit of those who do not know the library that its

collection of technical books is probubly the finest in the
country, whilst the freedom with "which the shelves may
be consulted makes it unique among public institutions.

It includes an exceedingly comprehensive set of photo-
graphic books and periodical*.

German
Bombe.

With the publication of the official

report on the air raids on London it is

now permissible for us to refer to the incident of Octo-

ber .13, 1915. when two bombe from an enemy airship
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fell, oil* iiiimetliat«ly to the rear of the " British

Journal " office> and the other in the middle of the road-

way nearly opposite tlieir frontage. The force of the

Utter naturally shattered and blew in aU the windows

and did nonie other minor damage, but fortunately no

life was lost. It was late in the evening, the "B.J." for

the week had, in newspaper language. '" been put to bed,"

the staff had gone home, and the cKretaker and his

wife, who, by a piece of luck, were in the rear portion

of the building, suffered only the mental shock of the two
•uccessive explosions from the effects of which they have
•till not coinpletel.v recovered. In a later aeroplane night

raid, in which part of Covent Garden Market suffered,

acme slight damage was again done to the " B.J." offices.

The souvenirs in the shape of twisted metal and splintered

wood, which have been preserved from these assaults, are

not necessary to keep in our minds the sense of loathing

for the nation by whom these acts of murder were
planned. We do not disguise from ourselves that they
were kindnes.« in comparison with scores of others com-
mitted according to plan during the course of the war.

But, naturally, their effect upon ourselves a.s eye-

witnesses was disproportionately great. At any rate their

occurrence and the recollection of what others have suf-

fered in similar raids will confirm us in our -"olicv of

having nothing to do with advertisements of German
goods,

• »

Red Tone* A pleasing relief from the sepia and
on P.O.P, black tones which now dominate the

showcase may be obtained by using matt P.O.P. toned to

a red tint. The colour, while not actually that of a red

carbon, is quite distinct from the brown and purple tones

usually obtained by gold toning. The process used is quite

simple and differs in no way from the separate toning and
fixing with which we are all familiar ; in fact by prolong-

ing the toning very pleasing browns may be obtained.

Glossy paper may be used, but is not as a rule so satis-

factory as the matt variety. The phosphate toning batli

is recommended, and is made ai followb • Phosphate of

soda, 30 grains; water, 10 ozs. ; chloride of gold, 1 grain.

The prints are washed as usual until the milkiness quite

ilisappears: four changes of water with five minutes im-
mersion in each are usually sufficient. They are then
t ransferred to the toning solution, only one yjrint beintr

toned at a time. It is a good plan to take one print and
lay it in a dish of clean water by the toning bath, while
the toning is done, to serve as a guide. As soon as the
print in the toning solution shows a distinct change it is

SUMMARY.
Tli« iinit ot a ithort series of article-s by " Practicus " deals with

th« elements oJ liglitiiig in porti'aiture. Simple directions are given
for arranging the ihlinds, the abuse of the r^ector, and other
matters. (P. 3.)

Now that hostilitiw) are suspended, we are getting some idea of
the mar\eU(>ut< developments in lens manufacture which have
nocurred during the war. Brit-»li lenses have decisively beaten the
Itennan )>roduct, and we hupe'that we ehall hear no more about the
'Buperiority " of the latter. (P. 2.)

Hie " B.J." offices came in for their share of damage from enemy
air-raids. D.O.R..-V. now perniiis us to give some account irf the
lia|]}>tiiiings on luige 2.

A simple metjiud of obtaining red-toned prints on m«tt P.O.P.,
using the ordinary materials, is given on page 2.
An important innovation has been made at the Patent Office

ijbrary, it being now possible to have documents, drawings, or
I^jges of t>ooks reproduced by the Photostat. Details of tie pro-
redtire will be found on page 1.

A note on the late Mr. George Hure's psvrt in Uie evolution of
the hand-(,'smera finds place on page 1.

Under tlie heading of " I'atent^ews " rwill be found specifica-
Vmt uf an automatic Tight switch for plan cojiying machines and
('ye-toneU images. (P. 5.)

put straight into the hyj)© bath, which should not h»
stronger than two ounces to the pint, and another print

toned. The toning only takes a few seconds, and it is

im])ossible to obtain eveu tones if a number are toned ut

once. Although there is so small a quantity of gold

deposited, the prints stand Very well, some now over
fifteen years old having shown very little deterioration.

It may be well to note that the toiiins; solution should be-

inade one hour before using, and tluit it sliould then be-

used up, as it does not keep more than a few hours.

BRITISH AND GERMAN LENSES.
With the prospect of the photographic industry reverting

from its war preoccupations, it is natural that interest

should be taken in the progress of those branches of it

which previously were in keen competition with Ger-

man makers. Of these that of lenses presents itself in

the first place, and we are glad to see that the question

is being energetically discussed in our contemporary, " The
Photographic Dealer," where Mr. James A. Sinclair hae

called for a candid examination of the matter from several

points of view. His letter has quickly elicited some in-

teresting opinions, chief among which perhaps is the state-

ment of Mr. Oglesby (of Messrs. Sands Hunter, and
therefore in a position to test the pulse of the lens-buying
public), to the effect that purchasers of second-hand
lenses at the present time are prepared to pay ;i premium
of 50 per cent, on the list price for German anastigmate
of repute, whereas British instruments of similar

rank barely command the list price. The exjierience is

one which is in accordance with the general preference
among photographers, and it emphasises the necessity for

the energies of those in the lens industry to show that

it has its origin in the propaganda industriously carried

on by the German makers. Few photographers, and pro-

bably still fewer of those engaged in retailing lenses,

have adopted Mr. Sincliir's practice of subn'itting lenses

to authoritative tests. They have been content to assume
thit a German lens was, as a matter of course, superior to

a British one, and, given that initial bias, it is perfectly

natural that in such qualitative work as photography the

actual optical performance goes undiscovered even when,
which is rarely the case, comparative camera tests are-

undertaken.

But to-day we are in a po«ition to destrov this tradition.

The war, in which ontioal definition of aerial Tihotoorraphs

has been a vital faH-or. has, so to speak, enlisted British

and Grerman opticians in a trial of strenigth ; a trial, how-

.\ii easy method of converting formnlse expressed in terms of tlie-

meti-ie system into apothecaries weight is given under "Assistants'
Notes oil i)age 5.

A very successful exhibition of British scientific products is being
held at Manchester. -We print some descriptions of dbjectg of

photographic interest on page 7.

The assistants' question and the prolbdem of halation a<re the sub
jecte of correspondence on page 7.

Changing 'bags, flaah'-ight work, and studio lighting are among
the siibjects dealt witii in "Answers to Correspondents." (P. 8.V

Tlie new issue of "Photograms of the Year" is noticed on page 5.

"Colour Photography " Supplement.

Uyed images specially for colour cinematography are much iii'

evidence just now. Mr. F. E. Ives gives full particulftrs ol an im-
proved mordanting process in an article on page 1.

Another dyed-image method, by whidi alternate cinematograi)Ji
images are dyed red and gieen, tlie one set of pictur^Si being pro-
tected H)y a removable coat'ng of varnish while the otSer is being
dyed, is detailed on page 2.

Decennia Practica is devoted »o the Lippman or interferenc-
process of colour photography, an improved method of making thtr
emulsion being described, and to pseudo-colour processes. (P. 4.^
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«\-«r, in wbioh th« British oonteatuit was hajidicapped

bv the f«ct tiiat in th« pact h« had relied ui>an his an-

tagonist for the staple and highly finiidied material for

the manufacture of his Icmsea. A^'ith the reaK)%-al of the

Mstriotions impoaed by D.O.R.A., it is permissible to say

that in this unequal oonteet the British optician has

proved himself superior. With glaae thai is wholly of British

ntajiufacture he has produced imstniments which optically

are not merely superior to those of the Germans, but much
.'uperior to them. Teat photographs which we have seen

tests designed to provide rigid pbotogr^hic records

—

ciU'phMmae this fact in respect to lenses of different types

iiimriiinJj originated by both British and enemy
fiestgDers as progress in aerial warfare forced the photo-

graphic maohioes higher and higher in the air. And let

it be understood that the degrees of optical performance

in regard to which these oompariaons likve been made are

very bof/ti ones. They represent a mooh more critical

definition than would be ample for ordinary photographic

purpoees.- Some idea d the character of the results will

be gathered when it is stated that in aerial photographs

taken with these all-Britiah lenses at the height of

13.000 ft it has been poanbie to note Uie presence of

barbed wire. It is in this domain of high |>erfonnanoe

that the British lenses have beaten the German. We
would go as far as to lliink that the saperiority of the

British aerial phutugiapha has been a material factor in

the defeat of Um enemy, and we want the fact to be re-

membered if and when we should hear anybody again

taking it for granted that in optical mstten the Gennaas
«urpaMed. It anwunta to this. There has been a

-itinn in which the priae wa* the most onlossal the

ti for a tpeofle optical result Tite German
..^ second, ihoa|^ rireumstancss were im-

r in his favour Capt. HiUlsrington . in the

orraphic Dealer," ha* told m« a* nueh as this, and
'^ -«r responsible for the supply of lenses to the Air

one i^ in • better pontion to know than he. A
•

' liled and terhnical nMonnt will, we hope, be

it w a duty which the Air Board owes to

vhn have served it.

m what has been said that we may aspect

n« roannfaKanr* to lose no opportiniity

I* open to tbem to maintain, •prsad. and develc^

potation which their instruments should rightly

l>ere and abroad. We do m>f can particularly what
r»i» they employ, hot whatev-' •»'—

» nr*. they ahould

laioly ha smployed more abni 'lan in the part..

^be sni{gM4ion MB been made thsi iinumnof lense* ibould

>IUr«iv«l7 onrAMJa* the merit* of British lensw. The
"tion may be of valor if thf rflort is msde in *npple-

to otlNS*—an extra item in a total of propaganda.

But we are disposed to think that the form rather than
the mode of bringing British lenses before the photo-
graphic public is the matter which calls for an imaginative
and constructrve policy. Lewises are bought largely by
people who value them very properly, purely in accord-
ance with the results they will produce. Most purchasers
of them don't care twopence about their optical principles.

Without knowing anything else about a leus they will buy
it because, for example, ^e maker exhibits photographs
taken with it on an expedition in Patagonia, inferring

that the explorer would choose the best lens he could
get. The appeal by result was in the past employed about
as liberally by the Germans as it was neglected by the
British opticians. Let our lene makers realise that the
testa by which they value their instruments mean no more
to the average user than the ohemical analysis of a sample
of cocoa does the housewife. The cocoa maker is a
notable user of pictorial advertisement; the lens maker,
on account of the direct relation between the picture and
the article to be sold, has much better reason to pursue
this method, which, of course, is not the only one that

m^ be adopted.
In whatever propagandist programme may be evolved,

the dealer must necessarily take a part. As the person
who oomes immediately in touch with purchasers, he can
assist as no one else can. A leading dealer has recently

referred to the assistance given to dealers through the
advertising by the German makers, and has mentioned
the more favourable terms an which German lenses were
retailed. It is a purely commercial view, a view which
any busineas man quite properly takes, but nevertheless

we are prepared to say a view which can be too exclu-

sively taken. In the selling of comparatively oostly

articles, such as a highly priced lena, the customer of a
dealer rightly expects to benefit in his purchase from the

knowledge of the goods which the dealer (jireeumably)

po«aesses. It is perhaps a rather altruistic aspiration, but

is it too much to expect that a dealer will pay a measure

of regard to this part of his function f In the interests

of British lenses, which for the present at any rate are

hi* interests, it is hoped that it is not too much. But what-

ever msv be the de^ee to which the uncommercial element

may enter into the dpalers' transactions, there is now the

occasion for the dealer to add the weight of his influence

on the side of Britith lenees in the direct and personal

way which is poasibV to him. How many dealers, we
wonder, have sent a lens to the National Physical Labora-

tory for their own information t How many have done

more tJian display showcards and printed matter? We
should like to see dealers take up a more discriminating

rAle in their suppiv of lenses, and we are sure that is

' wh«t leo" Tp«V<»r< in tbi"* rountrv would like them to do.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

A TALK ABOUT LIGHTING.

T.iaanse the sitter m ons of tfcs most diSealt sabjerU tr> dis-

xm* ODon IkaS eooU well be chosen, for so nsrrow is tho

twin fastwaan aimim and failars that H is not possible to

nftotto rales which will ensar* the same results nnder

it oonHHioas; in fset, to fsr is this true that there

c«nd that one sacMssfol portrait i<t abstsins fmm harinft

ttM window* etsanad Imt the Ugbtisg shoiiU thereby be rendersd

too haid.

•Aj evwry eompalaBt writer on the sahjivt hss rsoom-

1 tte atady ctf Ugktiag to be Ugnn with s plaalar bort,

ani irith this I hsartily agne. Ths only thing better would

be to follow the example of Adam Salomon and have life-sized

wax fiRures with hair and clothes complete. A life-sized bust

is not an expenaiwe luxury even in war-time, for I recently pur-

chased ooe near Hatton Garden for five shillings. It was the

boad and shoulders of Gibson's Venus, and has not special pre-

temions to classical beauty ; it is jost a moderately good-looking

yonnft woman with her head well balanced upon her shoulders.

BiMts having the head in unnsaal positions should be avoided,

ss the liehtine which might suit them will not be useful for

sitteis.

Having gut our bust, the first thing to be done it to give
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it a coat of bufl or v«ry pale terra-cotU distemper, bo that

the light valu« will be about the same as those of the living

model Thi« is very important, as white plaster reflecU far too

much light for our purpose. The reason why I advocate the

use of » bust instead of a living sitter ie that the latter cannot

keep still for the time required for study, and the student will

quickly see how a slight movement of the head upsets aU his

plana for obtaining a certain eflect.

The bust must be placed on a table so as to be about the

height of an ordinary sitting figure, and in front of a plain

medium-toned background. It should be in such a position

that a high side light falls upon it, the light being rather to the

front of the object In an ordinary span-roof studio this would

mesA that the dark blinds or curtains would be drawn over

one end of the studio, both top and side, for about five feet

The bust should be about three and a half feet from the end

wall, the next blind should be half-down and the next quite

open ; the side light is obscured up to nearly five feet from the

ground, and U open for about six feet run. If we now examine

the lighting we shaU find it fairly round, but rather contrasty

This U all for the best, for we can readily see the effect oi

altering the positions of the bust, the blinds and the camera

respectively. One golden rule, by whom originally written I

know not, is that " light from the sitter's end of the studio gives

contrast, whUe light from the camera end gives softness." I

cannot too strongly impress this fact upon the beginner.

In ordinary circumstances, if the lighting is too harsh, open

more blinds over the camera end ; if too soft, close them over

the camera and open them near the sitter. This one rule is

the key to simple lighting, and its application will prevent

much floundering in the early stages. If we do not want to

alter the blinds we may move the sitter ; if she goes further

under the dark blinds we get softness ; if she comes forward wo

get contrast.

Excess of top-light is the commonest fault in portrait light-

ing ; but there are times when top-light is needed. A flat face

with insignificant features calls for it, as Mr. H. P. Robinson

says : " I think I should use a good deal of vertical light in

taking the portrait of a Chinaman." If the sitter had strong

features and deep-set eyes such a lighting would be disastrous.

We may now try the effect first of turning the bust to and from

the light, and you will quickly see how the modelling of the face

is affected. As we turn the nose to the light the further check

becomes illuminated, while as we turn it away it sinks into

shadow. I would ask you to remember that neither the camera

nor the sitter is screwed to the floor, so that you can obtain the

same position of the head, but with very different lightings, by

turning it till the desired effect is obtained, and then placing

the camera in the position whence you observed it. Always keep

your eyes open for accidental effects of lighting, and note the

sitter's position in the studio for future use ; some of these

"observed " lightings iire much better than those carefully

arranged. I have nearly always found that the effects obtained

with dark blinds and clear glass only are rather too vigorous

for the ordinary run of work, hence it is very desirable to have

in addition very thin white blinds or curtains so as to diffuse

the light a little and tone down the glaring effect of ih« nigh-

lights. If there are no white blinds an ordinary circular head-

iscreen covered with thin nainsook or pale-blue nun's veiling is

very useful. The nearer this is placed to the sitter the softer will

be the lighting, and vice versa. In studios which are so placed

that direct sunlight falls upon the glass during any period of

the day white blinds should be used to cover all the glass. I

have worked in this way in a studio facing due west, on which

the sun shone from 11 a.m. until evening. In such a studio

we must not have too large an expanse of white-covered window
open at once, or we shall get flat negatives.

A point which should never be lost sight of is that ihe

actual design or pattern of the studio is of no moment. So

long as the light can be made to fall upon the sitter at the

desFred angle, ridge roof, single slant, top-light, high side-light

will all give the same result if properly handled. Much more

depends upon outside influences ; trees, walls, other buildings

all serve to modify the lighting, and an arrangement of blinds

which will suit the sitter in one studio may fail to do so in

another which is differently placed.

A lofty studio is not to be desired. I remember one clever

photographer who said that he would work under a cucumlH-i-

frame if he could. In a high-rooied studio the light is very

difficult to control, as it is too far away from the sitter. Even,

soft efleots are easily obtained, but when any decided lighting

is needed it becwnes necessary to close all the blinds and to

use the side-light only, and that only in a limited area.

A few words on unusual forms of studio may not come amiss.

When working in a studio which has top-light only, the sitter

must be placed well back under the dark blinds, and plenty of

light admitted from the "camera end." It is also often ad-

vantageous to turn the sitter slightly to one side of the studio

and to work the camera close to that side of the studio towards

which he is looking, the background being, of course, placed

diagonally across the comer. In a studio with a high side

window only it is often necessary to place the sitter as close

to the window side as possible, so as to get the effect of top-

light, [f too low a side-light be used the eyes are filled with

light and look flat. What is sometimes called a " nuniature-

painter's light" is a high front light. This gives a very even

illumination of the face, but if properly managed there should

be sufficient shadow on one side to avoid flatness. If it be

desired to copy the lighting in an existing photograph or even

a painting, if by a good artist, the spark of light in the eye

forms a reliable guide as to the position of the dominant light.

It this be high or nearly in the centre of the top of the iris,

in the position say of 11 o'clock on a watcih dial, it denotes a

high front light, if in the position of 9 o'clock a low side

light, and so on In some fancy lightings it may even be at

6 o'clock, which shows that the light comes from below.

I iwUl now deal briefly with screens and reflectors- The head-

screen I have already dealt with as far as lighting the features

is concerned, but it has other uses, such as subduing the light

on white drapery. Nothing is more objectionable than to have

a white dress brilliantly illuminated, making the face appear

too dark and receding into the background. By use of the

small head-screen this may be .avoided, the shadow being oast

where required. In some cases a screen covered with a thin

open black material i.s useful, ,as it wiU cast a shadow without

diffusing white light in other directions. Reflectors are usually

relied upon too much ; only when the lighting is nearly satis-

factory but the shadows are too dark should they be introduced,

and then not placed dose up to the sitter. In this position

they destroy all the modelling on the shadow side and give an

unnatural appearance. It is unfortunately too common for

the operator to iinake a hard lighting and then to use the

reflector to even up the face. This is wrong, as it does nothing

to subdue the overlighting on the other side. There is no need

to be afraid of using a screen or white blind to soften the high-

lights, as it does not cut off any light from the shadows which

are stiU receiving front light and reflected light from the

studio. If the same exposure be given with the high-lights

screened the negative can be developed for the shadows without

the high-lights blocking up.

In conclusion, I would caution the tyro against judging light-

ing by the eye alone, the negative being the only test. The

plate does not always see the sitter in the same way as the

operator does. Some plates have a tendency to intensify the

light, while others soften it. The lens also has a say in the

matter, a short-focus lens usually giving a more brilliant nega-

tive than a long focus one does. This is partly due to scattered

light in the studio, but it also seems to be caused by the dis-

' tance between lens and plate. Naturally the operator will see
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that his lens is clean, his camera well blacked inside, and his

daric-room light beyond suspicion before he starts work, or he

is sinaply inriting (aiinre in any attempt to secure good
lighting. Practicus.

jlsslstants' notes.—•

—

.\oUi b)i nni^4inlt mfUabU for this column loill br cuuindtretl
ami pnid /<>r on tht first of the ntimth follnicing publication.

Eaay Coav«raion of Metric Formulae.
AUHOUOH the metric mrstiiiii of weight* and meanirea has many
advocates in the worid of photography, it cwnot be laid that th-i

average photographer or his a«.isUat takes kindW to it. and many
no doubt feel a little annoyed wb<-n a formulB ij ^iven in gms. and
ccsl with no acoompanyini; e<]uiviilriit«, or at any rate qoantities, in

the more familiar Knglish <ystem of grains and oonoea.
Several methods of convcnion have been advocated, and all ma/

b« simple enough to expert mathematicians cr tboM amistaots who
have time to gei used to them, bat tbo rimplest plan, and onj
needing bat little skill in arithmetic, is the following, when, as s

usually the case, the conetitaents of a fonnola are given m so many
gms. per litre (1,000 e.c.i).

The pbui is to reckon the 1.000 e.cs. m 16 oaa. and multiply all

the gm. qnantitise by 7, which plan will give the number of grains

par 16 oaa. of eolation, there beini; no real reason why the 1,000
CCS. should be useknasd as a pint of 20 oas., as many appear to

imagine, for as a maUar of fact a liUr is 35 tas. and M minjinf
As an illastntias ol this " rule of seven " plan the oas-seJation

scalol-hydww|aiaHna devriopar may be taken :

Water 1^ ccs. <> 16 oaa.
Soda sulphite eiystak. SO gm. x 7 o 3fi0 gn.
Seakl 15 gm. X 7 - 17i grs.

Hydroqmnoae 46 gm. x 7 > 3ll gra.

Soda carbnaals csyslals 7S gm. x 7 • fiSS grs.
Pot. bromide Ji gat m 7 • 3^ gn.

Sixtesa, eight, or foor ooneas are qaite as convenient aa the more
p(Valar twaaty, laa. aad tra ooaoe qaaatitiaa. If, however, the

woiriMr prefers the 30 oas^ lots to tha 16 oas. given by the above
systw, the multiplying by sevaa can still be carried out, and whrn
tha Sgaras are obtained they are limply divided by four, which

givas, of mane, thi* 4 m. quantitin, they bring thra multiplied by
fivf In r<r<»liii'r thr (|uant:lira prr lm|irriiil pini T. T \V

CxMbitlons
W.\KTKR HKNINQTON'.S l'ICm;RK.S AT HAMPSHIKK

HOI .SE.

Taa third of 'the seaeoo's " nor man eahibitiona " hae obi

I at HampaUra Hoosr. and the artist-aathor of the works
ia Walter Beaiaglaa. Thu well-km^wn photogiaphar first

Ua apm in tha mhs of the aaalaan. bat soon ha aolisted

tka baaasr of pwlsmioaslism. aad speedily took that rank

; tha praalitieniii ol the art In which his laete, tcrhniqo*, and
«<«MliUty so fally entitle him. Though in rrcent years bis wurk
has BMSa gsoarally been ahown at tha 8aU>n. in earlier days his

piOaiaa wcte to be aaaa at the Royal, and many other of the beat

galletias.

Thar* are no fawer thaa aiaty-foor pielaraa at Haaapahire Hooae—
SMN^ to give viaiton aad stadeote a fairly euaprahsnsiva idea of

Ui aims and the amdia aad methods by wUoh ha prodaeaa them.
The show, vrhich is opsa evMy day—eanspUag bstvrsen 1 and 2 p.m.

—is well worth a viait.

roRTHCOMINCi KXHIBITIONS.
Fahraary 30 to 22.- Leicester and Leiontenhirr Pbutographic

Sede^. Secretary, H. C. Craas, 80, Harrow Itoad, Leiceater.

FabroBry 22 to March a—Edinburgh Pbatogrsphir Society. Secie-

tary, Oeorge MMaie, 10, Bart Stnat, Edinburgh.

A ooavenasicBa of the stiiff of .Mr. F. A. Swains, Southsea, was

iMid o« Friday. Dsosnber 20, and waa ittendrd by nearly 100

A most enjoyable eveoiag waa

Patent ReioSe
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACiBPTED.

""",',
••'>^f'.'«="''«'"

<"' obtainabU, price 6d. each, post free, from
the f'ltent Ogice, «, Southampton Buildinigi, Chmicery Lane.

7 he date in bracket:! ia that of application in this country or
abroad, m the case of patents granted under the Intematioiwl
Contention.

Plan-Copwno Machines.—No. 120,620 (Nov. 14, 1917).—The iii-

venUon lonsiste in a mechanical device adapted to be applied to
practically any type of photo^copying machine for automatically
e.Uinguishing the light (and also preferably stopping the machine)
ill any predetermined point in the exposure of the print.
The device comprises an arrangement of cable, wire, or the like

<x>nnected at one end to tho lamp control switch, and suitably
anchored at the other end; the cable carrying adjustable stops
adapted to be operated by a part moving in relation to the lamp
or the machine.

Figures 1 and 2 show the invention applied to the well-known
pattern of stationary printing cylinder, in which Figure 1 is a

Pig. 2.

Fig. 1.

general perspective view of a copying machine of the type in which
a Biovable lamp is lowered into a stationary, copying cylinder, and
shows our invention applied thereto.

Figure 2 is a detail view of one part of our automatic control

device.

a is the copying cylinder of ordinary construction with movable
lamp b, winding gear o and light switch d. The winding gear c

for the lamp supporting wires e and / may be operated by hand
iir motor for raising the lamp into the position illuBtrated. In

the example given the gear c has a spring actuated knob ij, which

is drawn out to enable the lamp 6 to be lowered ; a suitable

braking arrangement on the gear determining the speed.

In applying the invention a wire A is attached at one end, pre-

ferably through the medium of a tension spring /, to a con-

venient fixed point and is passed downward parallel with snd

closely adjacent to or between the lamp wires e and imder a puUey

b at or near the base of the machine, and the other ead of the
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wire k (which i« preferably arraiintJ in close proximity to the

lowering gear e) i< connected to the handle of the lamp switch d.

The lowering device i« provided with a pivoted cranked catch or

trigger / having a jaw end m adapted, whilst the machine is in

operation, to engage and hold the spring-controlled knob g of the

lowering gear in it« outer or operative p<isition. Each end of the

•wire A carries an adjustable stop, marked n, o, respectively, and

the arrangement is such that as the lamp approaches the end of

its travel as determined by the adjusted positions of the stops, a

crou-bar p carried by the lamp wires <• engages with the upper

stop >i, thereby exerting a pull on the wire h, which is trans-

mitted to the switch handle and extingtiishes the lamp. At the

same time tlic stop o at the other end of the wire is drawn into

engagement with and serves to relea.se the cranked catch or

trigger /, whereupon the spring-controlled knob g of the lowering

geai- is immediately returned to ite inner position, and the down-

ward movement of the lamp 6 is stopped.

The device can be applied to copying machines with rotating

cylinders.—Artlmr Sydney Baylis, Blenlieim House, 2, Lowtiier

Street, Coventry ; and Bernard William Dawkins, GJencar,

Spencer Avenue, Earlsdon, Coventry.

DvE-TONEo IMAGR.S. No. 113,617 (Feb. 20, 1917).—Silver images

are bleached in a solution of copper ferricyanide, the copper-

toned image acting as a mordant for certain dyes. The details

of the specification are given on another page in the "' Colour

Photography " Supplement.—Hees-Ives Corporation, 1201, Race

Street, Phil.-ideli.hia, and Frederic Eugene Ives, 1327, Spruce

St., Philadelphia.

neu) Books.
Photo)(raiiis of the Year 1918. Edited by F. J. Mortimer

(London: Iliffe and Sons, Ltd. Ss. and 6s. net.)

A SKLECTION of the practical work of the year, exhibited and un-

exhibited, is offered for the twenty-fourth time in the 1918 " Photo-

grams." The volume, which roughly may he taken as a reflection

of the exhibitions, marks the predomiiuin^e of portraiture and
figure study and tiie neglect of landscape which have characterised

the work of exhibitors during the last few jears. The landscapes

in this book which have a quality above the topographical can be

counted on the fingera of one hand
;
portraits and figure studies fill

three-quarters of its pages. The prohibition of outdoor photo-

graphy wiU be pleaded in excuse, but the movement was well ad-

vanced before D.O.R.A. drove our cameras mdocrs. We could wi.ih

that our good friend Mr. W. R. Bland, in his role of fatherly and
kindly commentator on these " pictures of the ; ear," might urge the

claims of landscape. He is evidently not supposed to do anything

of the kind in " Photograms," but only to say a few words about

each reproduction, but as he has managed this year to squeeze a
little chapter on the soft-focus lens into uhese close-clipped com-

ments, perhaps, with ."six months to think about it, he can find a way
to insinuate the needed object-lesson among his observations of

1919. Among the other literary contents of the book are an

expected and on unexpected contribution. Mr. R. Child Bayley
writes one of his articles on the Royal PhotograjAic Society, and
Lieut. -Col. Moore-Brabazon sketclies a new branch of aerial photo-

graphy—the pictorial. The latter is a disturbing forecast for the

critic, who must qualify as an aerial traveller if any weight is to

be attached to his judgments.

GossAifEB AND HoNKY.—A little Volume of poems bearing this title

is among the latest publications of Mr. Arthur L. Humpiireys, 187,

Piccadilly, W. We cannot regard reviews of poetry as coming
within OUT province, but the collection has an interest for us and
for many of our readers as tJie work of Miss Joan E. V. Warburg,
the 16-year-old daughter of Mr. J. C. Warburg. Having said this

much, it may be permissible to observe that the poems exhibit,

many of them, an imagination and sense of rhythm remarkable
in on« of so few years. They have a delicate air-bell kind of

sweetness, and certainly promise gifts of exceptional character.

Thk Hakds in PoRTRArruEE.—The latest issue. No. 172, of "The
Photo-Miniature" is one which every professional photographer
ought to get and study. It is a little treatise by the well-known

New York photographer, Mr. Charles H. Davis, on the art of posing

hands in portrait photographs. Mr. Davis is acknowledged as a

master in the beautiful drawing of the hands which, with the aid

of his own art, he makes the camera produce for him ; even if he

were not, the thirty-odd reproductions of his work, which form

{.art of his scheme of instruction in this little book, would show

him to be one of the comparatively few photographers who have

realiseil the beauty of hands and succeeded in embodying it as an

inherent part of a portrait. It would be useless to attempt to

epitomise his manual. Suffice it to say that it is written by an

artist^-but an artist who has had to work under photographic con-

dition.-, and realises how advice, conceived in a spirit of pure art,

requires to be tempered to others who must submit to the same

limitations. And so it is ixit in the least an exaggeration to say

that the little book is worth many times it« price to any photo-

grapher. At present, so far as we know, it is not obtainable in

England, but must be ordered direct from Messrs. Tennant and

Ward, 103, Park Avenue, New York, with remittance of Is. in

British postage stamps or international coupons.

•

meetinas or $ociem$«—

•

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK,
Saturday, jANOiKV 4.

Rodley and District Photographic Society. Social EYeiiins.

Monday, January 6.

Bradford Photographic Society. "A Chat on Pictotial Pottraitur«," with
numerous illuatratioBS. Mr. and Mrs. P. Toulaon.

City of London and Cripplpgate Photographic Society. "Straight versus Con-
trolled Photography." R. H. Ijawton.

Dewsbury Photographic Society. Annual General Meeting.

Tuesday, Januaby 7.

Hackney Photographic Society, Opening ot " 0ns Man " Exhibition.

Wednesday, January 8.

Croydon Camera Club. "The Early Chapters of Photographic History." A.

Maokie.
Edinburgh Photographic Society. " How to Make Enlargements." J. A. Angus.

Halifax Scientiflo Society (Photographic Section). Ijantern Lecture at Harrison
Road.

Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association. " Photographic Economy. ' C.
Roehead.

Thursday, January 9.

Brighouse Photographic Society. " Blue Print Process." H. P. Metcalfe.

HuddersfleldNaturallstand Photographic Society. Exhibition of "Photography
and Focus " Prize Slides.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. "Camera Records
from the Zoological Gardens." D. Seth-Smith, F.Z.8.

Rodley and District Photographic Society. Members' Night.

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association. Slidesot R.P.S. amd Lancashire
Photographic Union.

Friday, Januaby 10.

Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association. " Enlarging." R. Wallace,

THE PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCaA.TION.

A MEETING of the Council was held on Friday, December 13.

Present :—Messrs. M. Adams, Gordon Chase, A Corbett, W. El.

Gray, R. Hjiines, A. Madkie, Lang Sims, H. A. St. George, and

F. G. Wakefield.

The hon. secretary referred to his efforts in finding out how the

assocdatioii could assist memlbers to secure oai-ly release from

Army service.

A letter was read from a member asking ifor advice in reference to

an agreement with a puipil not to open business or take a situation

with a photograiplier within a certain radius of his studio. The

reply wae that the law only a<llowed such reatriction as was necessary

to protect the business, and to what ex:tent that restriction migJit be

carried depended on the circumistances of the case.

The circumstances were related by the hon. ^secretary of an interest-

ing inquiry involving the ownership of the copyright in a photo-

graph taJken by a photograpiher, at the suggestion oif a friend, who

had paid for the copies supplied liim ; there being, however, no

contract or imijjied contract with regard to tihe actual taking of the

plictogmaiph, the general opinion of the Council waa that the photo-

grapher could not sustain his right to the copyright.

A member remarked that the advertised price of hypo, although

it hflid faJlen, was still in excess of what the wholesale price justified.

Thegreaiter part of the evening was occupied in discussing certain

proposiitionB for the better carrying out of the ribjeots of the asso-

ciation brought forward by Mr. Marcus Adams, and a committee was
( appointed to consider the same and report to the Council.
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Commercial ^Ceaal Intelligence.

NKW n)MI'AM».>i.

I KARIU UID iiOKit, Ltd.—Thi* (trivate aimpiuiv was registered un
December 30 with a capital u{ £5.000, in £1 sharw. Objwte :

Timnafer, ootonr and isrnenX printer*, (thotographen, etc. Thi'
>ubMrribert (each with one share) are : .\. tjeurge, Xe« Riw»- and
Crown Inn. Kubery, lioenied \-ictoaUer ; P. E. Teanie, 22, All
SainU Road, Birmingham, traiutler manafaoMirFr ; A. J. L. Meiizies.

22, All Saint* Road. Binniiii;haiD. transfer manufacturer. Firitt

diradon : A. Gconte. K. E Teame, ao<l A. J. I,. Menzie*. Reinx'
tcr«d oAk» : 22, Ml SainU Road, Birmingham.

ReiDs and Rotes.

BWTIMI >• lirs , in,,., ,, AT MaKCIOWIB*.—Tlle .xhlliitii ,v»

heing h-!'! .t tti. I' i:.-. .,( TeufanoloKy tboJta the advances niadi-

the appticatiuu o( science to Britiah indnatiy durinK the war. Ii

tioi iiialiiiil to nnmHioM tatinij. but iacludes many branche<
»hi«h foNMrly were eonaidared to be alaoat nonopolin of 0»-r

Many. Pha*itgnfhu» will hi intcrtarted principally in the Kiiw.
made for aaroplaiM work, which will prore useful in uaiiy olhir
fields. Maana. Aldia abow two twenty inch UiplK lenses of ver\-

•-•e apertar*. on* of which is pien-vd by fhnpaal in action, but is

<|uii» naahl*. Mean. Tarlor, TayUir, aad Bofaaon, Ltd., show
ir '- Aviar " lanaaa. and wac vefy fiaa aoUrgamanU (34 x 18)
m n^i^tivaa Made froan lb* air with on* of thse tenaaa of 8| in.

xOi and apartare /'4.5. They claia that this lea* is tK>w

d —

p

fiet to tbow made by Zaiam. Mraar*. Dallmryer also

« their l iiiiii for aerial photegiapby and other »>irk. MnMrr.
.km Hil(*r allow their ligbi-Stean in " flata," and both this lirm
i MaaMB. Hhaiabatg ahow aont waadarfal 'gtattailt*," which are
rtmtij Im aealaa prodocad on glaaa for waaaurinic purpose* in

nectioa with micriMcopj and aiaiUr iOMtiflc work, aa well as

artillery Sald-glaaaaa. Th«M an tngrmv^ od the surface of tite

^ by *arioa» pbdogiaphic aad MBi-pbolographic proceae*.
•IB. Hilgsr MUfail tU AbW RefrMloaaUr aad other inatru
la for IIm adrmaead waaairh worker.

^ liritiah BaryU-eoated papw, prrdaosd by alaasra. Ales. Pirie and
Mm. Ltd.. of Bocksbum. ^hirtiwtiire, ie axlabiled in the (•!«
^f pbotefraphic prinu of all aiMa, anatly bronide and gaslijrhi. «f

iooa wcUkaowa nakera (Plfat, Koaaoa, Baraat), a* well a* xinie

' l*rt!« pnul* by the fcrn> praaaiate tnil tr«r l<> scale prx-eMn-.
Cbemicala for phulagiapbi ti aae are shown by A. Itoake. RoberU

•--J Co., Ltd.. Stratford, K. (salphite*), .laaia* Burrough, Ltd.,

rnbelh. &B.11 (Abwiate aloobol, which was nut made in Uiis

ntry previoaa to the war), Hupkin and WilliMna, Ltd.. llatUm
^dea (dMaiaal raagcnU for raaearch. leplacinf Kahlbaums),

..aaaoa aad Soaa, Fiaabary, R.C.2 (derelopen).

The Uakad Alkali Co.. Ltd.. of Literpaol, ahow a *araiah which
Ihajr can "Doropreoe." ThU ahooid prove ol great intercet to

photepapbera and apparatoa aiakera on aoooaat of iu extnordinan>
'-•islaaee to both acid* and alkaliea, a* well aa to atmospheric fum.-n

ill kind*. It has lieen in o*« by the firm nn metal. hiimI. and
ie work expoaed t<> the fumes of their own works, but has only

' been placed nn the market. This prtiln<-t i* aUo beint: ten-

^t.veijr BHMle in the form of ttaaalaeeni sad tinted ahaeU. The
raaiataat qaaUtiea of this Tamiah ar» ibown in- pierea of copper,

. eoalad with it and iaaaianad ia varioaa acids and alkalies

ladiait aamonia) of 90 par eaaL atnantb, aa weO aa in petml and
hoL It is aotd on the baaw of ifc. lur cm* gallon.

' n Optical glaae, the well known firm of ChaM*, Bros., Smethwick,
"•wr Bifiafhiia , tkow aoaw large piaeaa. whitb eoaipal axprcasioiu

ol adaiiiatiM fraa «ha laaat terhnfaal-taiadad dbaerrer for thnr
cUafMBB aad purity of Mhataaoa, A diee for aa aatrooomical tele

•(s^ waa shown, of Ibe iaiya diaiartii of 88 iadna. The making of

" tfte tbia aaaally takee over a year. Magiweium ribbon and alu-

•MH powder at* shown by scleral firms. An lamp* an- »h»wn
tbaWa ' lagiaeering r«.

Correspondence*

—

*.* CorrejfiwndenU ilunild never wrile on both sid^ of the paper.
No notice is taken of communications unU-ss the names and
addresses of the icriters are given.

'.'We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed
by our correspondents.

THE ASSISTANT QUESTION.
To the Editors.

GentlcmLii.-Judging l>y ihe lorrespondenco in recont issues o/
ih.< •• B..T.." th<>re appejirs to bo a growing interest in this very
urgent and vital (jueotion.

Will everj- master .ind asoistant who is iu any way interested
in the advancen:?nt of this matter of training of the assistant
addreas to me a postcard to the Camera i^lub. 17. John Street
Adelphi, Strand. W.C.2? If sufficient evidence is forthcoming
indicating thit there is an earnest desire on the part of the per-
sons concerned for this greater efficiency, it will spirit us with
confidence further to develop the deUils of a scheme which has
been under in'rious consideration for some time past. I would
ask correspondents to express their ideas freely and frankly. The
dcare is to put into effect a scheme mat will afford everyone an
iHjual chaiK-e to fii in by effort the skill needed by all assistants
in the future.

Thia being so, opinions arc required. So I hope your readers
will not hesitate and think someone else will do all thafs needed.
It is their opportunity. Let them send -v vord, and thus help
those w*o would hel{i them. Awaiting their support, Youi»
sincerely. Mabctjs Adams.

THE PUOHLEM OF HALATION.
To the Editors.

Ueutlomeii,—Your " Ex Cathedra " remarks on huUlion are inte-
resting and instructive, but we are still a 'onj; way from knowing^
all there is to know about hahition and its i^iuvuntion. The point
that puisira me, and poasibly others is why some careful workei's
get halated negatives, while others do not, even when working on
the same subject and under similar cunditiona. One must, I think.
oome to the conclusion that development is to a very, very large
extent responsible for halated negative*.

An annual event at our local photographic society is a developing
oompetit:on, and it baa fallen to my lot each year to expose two or

three doscn unbacked plates on the same subject, giving exactly the
same exposure to each plate. A plate is given to each competitor to

develop, he not knowing the subject, make of plate, or whether the

plate waa under, over, or acenrately timed. The results obtained

have been extraordinary in variety, particularly us regards halation

—some showing it bad'y, others not at all.

For the last competition I aelected a differvot subject, having the

question of halation in mind. Aa two or three dozen plates havd

to be exposed under precisely the same conditions, landscapea or

portrait* are out of the question, and I alwjys arrange a still life

piece indoor* and expose by meter. The subject in question con-

sisted «f two eggs in white egg-cups arranged against a clock in a

dark oak case. The problem waa, of course, to render the grain of

the oak in the clock case without losing the delicate light and shade

upon the eggs ; and I also thought that the lapid appearance of the

rf\t* on the negative would 'ead some competitors aiitroy, especially

if they watched the progreaa of development in a dish.

The results were most varied and interesting ; the majority of the

negativM ahowed the e«g« very badly halated, while a few of the

platea showed not the slightest trace of iL Why ?

I asked the producer of the best negative how he developed, am)

his reply was :
" I developed in the ordinary way ; simply put it

in a tank with some diluted developer, took the temperature, anil

limed it nxwt carefully, and ne-'er saw the plate until it was ready

for fixing." Older and more expert competitors made a terrible hasli

'if their plates, though some of them worked with a tank and by

time, as the winner did. I say this because enthusiastic tank user.-<

may be led to quote the instance given in order to support their

views on tank development ; but taken a.* a wlioK-—and putting
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•aide the best net^ative—diah-devcloped DeKativoi were aa good as

Umm* Unked.
The facts given above, with others I have, lead me to believe that

halation depends as much upon development as upon backing and

make of plate, and I hope some enthiuiastic and unbiassed worker

will solve the problem.—Yonrs faithfully, L. T. W.

JInstDers ro CorrespondentSe

SPECIAL NOTICE.

7i» eoiut<tu*nce of gmfrnJ r't^ucd supplies of paper, as the result

of proh ibition of tit* imporlnt'on of much loood r>ulp and grass.

a smaVer spiee irill be available until further notice for replies

to correspondents.'

Moreover, u:e will answer bu post 'if stampetl and addressed enve

lope i» inclosed or reply: 5-cent. International Coupon, from

readers inroad.

The full questions and answers *eill be printed onlii in the case of

viquiries of general interest.

Queries to be answered in tite Friday's "Journal" must reach'u^

not lal r than Tfieijiiu l )iosted Monday), and should I'e

addressed to the Editors.

L. W.—Such materi-ile were formerly obtainable from Mr. W. J.

Barnes, Draper, 58, Upper Street, Islington, London, N., but

we do not know whether, after four years of war time condi-

tions, he has any to sell.

H. R.—The initials on your lens denote " Photographic Artists' Co-

operative Supply Association." The True View lenses were

rather indifferent rapid reotilinears with a full aperture of //8.

The 10 X 8 size was listed at £5 53. in 1882.

J. C.—^We are sorry we cannot give you any information from the

data you supply. The numbers are only consecutive ones, and

do not express a type. In any cnse, the lenses must be about

sixty years old, and only worth a few .shillings each.

W. M.—Wo think you will do well to retain the ground-glass, for,

apart from equalising the light, the prints are usually of better

quality. We think that if you place the arc further from the

condenser you will get more oven illumination. This adjust-

ment should be made after focussing the image.

J. W.—The beet suggestion w© can make for caulking the joints oJ

the box is marine glue, whidi you can obtain from a drysa^ter

or, if not, from such a firm as Messrs. A. W. Penrose and Co.,

109, Parringdon Road, E.C.I, but we think your best course

would have been to have made the makers put the tank in proper

oonditJoD.

T. E.—-It would be very difficult to get a first-class man to give

you the instruction you require, and in any case two weeks
vould be far too short a time, as you would require continuous

instruction for that time. Your best plan would be to attend

the Polytechnic day school at 309, Regent Street, London, W.l,
where you can gel expert teaching in the branches you mention.

W. 0.—The cheapest method is to procure a changing-bag in

which you can change your plates by touch ; this is quite satis-

factory it' you are moderately careful. Do not trust to one that

is fitted with eye-pieces or a slit to look through. The " Shep-
herd," sold by Houghtons at a pre-war price of 10s. 6d., is a
very good one. It has eye-pieces, but they are easily blocked
up. Practise a bit at home with old negatives. The Mackenzie-
Wishart system is excellent. The slide costs 2l8. in half-plate
size and the envelopes 28. each (pre-war pa-ices). Messrs.
Mackenzie and Co., 212. Old Dumbarton Road, Glasgow, will
send fall particulars on application.

J. C—The lens is quite suitable, but must be stopped down to
f/11 at the least to obtain sufficient depth-of field ; even then you
will prohoWy have to use the swing back to get the two rows
into foooa at once. With this aperture, using Johnson's Casli
powder, yxm will require about a small heaped-up teaepoonful a.*

a minimum, aasuming that the walls of the room are fairly light,

and that you use an Imiperial flashlight plate, or one of similar

speed ; with dark walla and a slower plate, you may use up to

dnulble the quantity of powd«r. The powder should be spread

out in a train on a flat piece of tin, which should be nailed on

ithe top of a stick so that it can be held up to about 7 or 8 ft.

high. This should he held about level with the camera, and about

six feet to one side of it. You can use the touch paper supplied

with the flash powder according to the directions given with it.

As soon as the paper is lighted uncap the lens ; it may take about

30 to 60 seconds before the flash goes oft. Caution your sitters

• not to look up at the light, or they will have " blind eyes " in the

picture. Use freshly mixed flash powder. It loses its actinic

quaJity after a week or two. Rememiber that the powder is far

more explosive than ordinary gunpowder, so do not leave the lid

off the tin when the flash is to be fired.

SiuDio.—In my studio the light is on the north side, and is 7 ft.

10 in. square, beginning 3 ft. 5 ins. from the floor. I have done

some very good things in it, but at the same time I want a

little more light on the opposite side sometimes. Do you think

that it would improve matters if I had a light put in the oppc- "

site side, which would be due south, and to control it with

blinds? Or would it be better to put in a battery of half-watt

lamps, not so much to take by night, but to assist the daylight

when it is failing? In which case which system is best? To
have the roof whitened and have 1,000-candle-power lamps with

the light reflected up to the roof, and so get it soft, or to have

the lamps put in in a half-circle and have them in a linen bob,

each lamp being controlled by a separate switch ?—J. B.

Either of the plans you suggest should answer very well. If

you do not want to work at night, probably the south window
would he cheaper and quite satisfactory. We do not much care

for mixed day and artificial light if it can be avoided. If you

have the half-watts, we should shut out the daylight altogether,

and in that case we .should arrange the lamps in a curve with

linen or calico diffusers. You might havs one reflected light

from the roof, or you could have the lamps in open-top boxes so

that you had both reflected and diffused light from the same
lamp.

i^IjB fBritisIj Jonntal of IJbotnjgrapIjg.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—Advertisers are requested to notie4

that the prices printed below represent an

Increased Scale of Charges,
which is now in operation in respect to all Une announcement*.

Since advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly pr»-
paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in minii thiU
revised tariff. They will thus save themselves delay in the publicaiicM
of their announcements.

Ket Prepaid Line Advertisements.

Increased Tariff of Charges.

12 words or less 1/.

Extra words Id. per word,
(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Adv'ts under a Box Number.
" Box No. " and office address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for eaoh adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an adv't must be accompanied by the advertisemant
as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisement* is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issns cannot b«
guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., PublUhers.
24. WeUinaton Streot. Strand. LONDON, W.C.X
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No Moftt.
I r '"ii!it be aiiiiouoced that tb« whole edition of the

> Journal Almanac for 1919 is now ordered, and
lu •••itber copies can b« supplied. The bookit of our pub-
liahers ibow that many dealers who have ordinarily !>up-

pliad ebonderable numbers of tiie A*"'»n tM' have thia year
to far nol placed their orders. They, together with all the
'dealere throughout the country, have been simultaneously
ciivalariaed by our publishers' mIm dep«fiment, and,
therefore, the rmpoiiaibUity reel* with toem. I'nfortu-
nately. in the circumstaooee of reetneted edition impo«e<i
by the acaraty of paper, the principle of '•

first oome,
first senred " haa nscewarily ha<l to be adopted.

Therefore, our adTioe to any reader of these lines who
has not yet ordered a copy of the Almanac is that he
should ascertain from his dealer whether a copy will be
available; should the answer, in view of the fact nUted
in the previous paragraph, be in the negative, then the
onlv reaaininf suggestion which it ia possible for us to
mue ie that the would-be purchaser should make applica-
tion for a eopy to eooM Urge dedar in London or the
province* who may pemhance be able to supply him.
As regards the date of publication, we have endeavoured

to arranj^e for the Almanacs to be available to the trade
throughout the United Kingdom at the end of January
or during the first few days of February It is just as
weU to «ay that we still hope to publish about this time,
although the production of the print«l sheeta of the
Almanac has been delayed a eontuderable number
of days bevond the scheduled time. Therefore.
It is poasible that readers will require to wsit
for tome days beyond the time already announced.
Let us say that it is with a good deal of regret
that w.. have had to «iibmit to these variatioiM. and
uncertainties in the publication of th»» Almanac. In the
yearn hfi<,r*> the war its appearsn' lay was a thing
upon whirh our piWi'hKn pride<f ivee not a little.
It may br. the 1930 edition they ran
rmame thu uality

EX CATHEDRA.
Enlapgementa Labour is often wasted in working up
***•* P'nJe^ini' enlargemeutis because the enlarged

print is too flat and soft to begin with ; a print which might

b« a perfect reproduction of the tones of the original

b«ing often quite unsuitable for finishing, especially as

it becomes diSiculb to preserve the likeness. If we start

with a flat print we have to put in botli light and shadow,
and this not only calls for a much higher degpree of skill

but necessitates spending four or five times the amount of

time which would be necessary with a more " contrasty
"

image. The following account of an experiment in this

direction may be of some assistance to those who produce
tlieir own enlargements throughout. The original was
a flat carbon bromide print of a three-quarter length

figure from a negative about three inehet< by two and a

\1 by 10 enlargement finished in black and white was
required. A same-sized negative was made from this in

the usual way using an ordinary plate, and as good an
enlargement as was possible to obtain made from I it.

This proved to be full of detail, but was too even in fane
all over to give an effective result. A second enlargement
was made, giving a shorter exposure but this, while pre-

serving what high lighte were present in the original,

was far too grey in the shadows. Another negative was
made using a process plate which was developed as fully

as poesiUe, showing a decided improvemeu't upon the

ordinary plate. This was intensified with iodide of mer-
cury, followed by amidol, and quite a brilliant image
obtained. When enlarged the grain of the original was
more evident than in the first result, but there was plenty
of light and shade. Working up was done with black
lead powder and pnmioe, the lights being taken out with
a pointed nibber, and the final touches given with a black
chalk pencil. The finished result was soft yet full of

mf>delling, and such as might have been obtained from a
gtxtd studio negative. Although in this case the work wa.«

done twice over, there was really no more trouble involved
in making the successful enlargement than in the failure

ha<l the right plan been adopted at onoe. For the benefit

of those who are not accustomed to using process plates

it may be stated that these are quite suitable ior ordinary
copying, and that contrast is much more reariily obtained
while they are much more amenable to intensification than
are ordinary or extra rapid plates

» •

The Beat from We are indined to think that many
Undep-Expo- operators, when developing plates that.

are known to have been grossly under-
exposed through circumstanoee over which the photo-

irraplier has no control, give too little time to the operation.

Of course, if the neigativee are requiretl for preas work tho

method which we describe below is not practicable on
account of the long time taken. But in other circuni-

B
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stances, wlicii a few hours do not greatly niatt«r, we can

reeoiiiiiiend a trial of it. We do not claim, of coui-se,

that the procedure is a new one; 'but as the result of

our own experience it is of very considerable value, and

either entirely unknown or overlooked by tlie majority of

photo<jraj)heni. Recently we e.>cj)Osed two plates of the

non-screen ortho variety upon tJie same subject at exactly

the same time, giving both the same exix>sure, which by a

meter was only about a fiftli what it should have been to

secure the minimum coniect exposure. Tihese two plates

were developed side by side in the same dish,

using the time method, and the ordinary pyro-soda

formula. When development had apparently come
to a standstill one plate was taken out and fixed,

while Che other was left in the solution after dilu-

tion with about six times its own bulk of water.

The dish was covered with a .sheet of card and put aside

for about an hour and aJialf. The negative was then

placed in a dish of plain water covered as ibefore, and left

until the next moniing, when it was fixed and washed.

Those two negatives, when examined side iby side, amply
justified the procedure. The first plate was weak, lacking

in both tonal quality and shadow detail ; while the second,

though slightly pyro-stained, "was of quite good printing

quality, nor was there any tendency towards " grain,"

which would certainly have been the case if development

had ibeen unduly forced.
» * *

Sketch Pop- One of the things that the sketch photo-
traits, grapher needs to be careful about is the

manner in which the sitter is placed on the plate. Re-

cently we saw an instance of this in the head and shoulders

portrait of an anny officer. Tlie camera was evidently

much too high, and the resulting picture gave the impres-

sion that one was looking down upon the sitter's head,

while at the same time, due to an uncomfortable pose,

th} sitter was falling forward, as it were, into the picture.

Wnether that particular picture satisfied the sitter we do

not know, but it should not have satisfied the photo-

grapher. Many jjhotographers, when posing their sitters

for a sketch portrait, pay little or no attention to the

general attitude of the body. Yet if this is neglected it

is next to impossible to obtain a satisfactory poise of the

head. The arms frequently cause trouble in this way, and
if care is not taken give a humpy or round-shouldered

appearance to the sitter. The showcases of many photo-

graphers furnish abundant evidence of the fact that the

trunk of the sitter's body was not posed in a comfortable

position or even a natural one ; though only a head and

shoulders portrait is to be taken, it is impossible to obtaia

tlie best results if attention to these minor details is not

given.

Strip Tests
in Carbon
Printing.

exposure.

One of the greatest difficulties en-

countered by the beginner in carbon
printing is the correct estimation of

The experienced printer can tell at a glance

how many " tints " a certain negative will require, but

a novice is quite at sea and spoils much tissue in arriving *

at even a passable result. To such we recommend the
adoption of the strij>testing system as practised in

bromide printing, and, as it is not practicable to hold

the shading card while the actinometer ia working, a
little mechanical device becomes necessary. This is made
by cutting three pieces of opaque card the width of the
inside of the opening of the printing-frame, one piece

being a quarter the length of the plate, one half the
length, and the third three-quartei-s of the length. For
example, if the front of the frame has a clear opening
of six inches by four we shall require one piece four by
one and a half, one four by three, and one four by four
and a half. If we take a fairly strong negative we may
give the whole of it one tint, then drop on the narrow
strip and give another tint, then the halfway strip and
the three-quarter strip, giving a tint after adding each.
We shall then get a j)rint one end of which has had one
tint while the other has had four tints, two and three
intervening. Developing should be done in rather cool
water, not over 80 degi-ees, and we shall then see which
ex]X)sure is most suitable for the negative. If this test

be applied to half a dozen negatives differing as widely
as possible we shall get a sek of typical densities with
their correct exposures. Of course, many negatives will

print with less than one tint, and in this case it would be
perhaps better to adopt one of the "step" actinometers.
In any case, all that is necessary ia to establish a definite
"relation between the actinometer tint and the density of
the negative. This doe-- not make any allowance for the
varying rapidity of the tissue, but it is assumed that the-
printer will not overlook this point.

BUYING EQUIPMENT.
Stahti.vg a photographic business resembles in many re-
spects setting up housekeeping; that is to sav. there is a
natural tendency to spend an undue proportion of the-
sum allotted for the purpose on certain big items and to
stint on less showy but more essential details—in other

SUMMARY.
The eecoiid annual report of the Society of Chemical Industry,

dealing with progress in photographic manufacture during 1917,
forms an e.\oellent guide to the suoject. (P. 13.)

Errors which are likely to be committed when purchasing the
appliances and fittings for a new photographic business are dealt
with in an article on page 10.

At the Royal Photographic Society, on Tuesday evening last, a
demonstration was given of a new photographic material, Kerotype
paper, providing very wide facilities for the making of prints" on
any description of paper, and on other materials, such as wood,
metal, silk or satin. The paper is developed in the first instance
exactly like a bromide or a gaslight paper. (P. 16.)

The camera and lens, with criticnl remarks upon the various
fittings and suggestions for securing the most practical outfits,
form the matter of an article by " Practicus " on page 11.

Some practical hints on " strip printing," including the securing
of uniform exposures and conveniences in developing, are given on
page 15.

,

A letter from nn assistant on the education question, and others
on nero-photngraphy and town planning, the all round man. and

the substitution of soda salts for those of potash find a place under
"Correspondence. (P. 18.)

An account of yet another exhibition of war photographs, which
was opened ^t the Grafton Galleries on Tuesday last, is given on
page 16.

The usefulness of carrying a small repair outfit, on that of the
cyclists' model, when engaged in outdoor work, is demonstrated'
on page 15.

A note on a new booklet on the use of Wratten M-filters will be
found on page 18.

The quality of an enlargement greatly influences the amount of
work neces3ar\- to produce a well finished effect. A note on tliis
point, with practical suggestions, will be found on page 9.

How to obtain the best result from a plate which has received'
insufficient exposure is the subject of a note on page 9.

The applicability of the "strip test" system, to enable beginners
in carbon printing to obtain correct exposure, is pointed out on
page 10.

Mending vulcanite articles, waterproof linings for sinks and
dishes, developing materials, and the extra-sensitising of plates are-
among the subjects dealt with in "Answers to Correspondents."
(P. 17.)
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words, to pnrcliase suHes and decorations for the recep-

tion and perhmp» the bedroom;^, and to neglect the kitchen

and scullery. In tb« photographer's ca!<e this has its

equivalent in buying a large and elaborate camera outfit,

A quantity of furniture and backgrounds, and making
iihift with inferior appliances in the dark and printing-

rooni».

An experienced chemist once aaid that when equipping

a laboratory it could be assumed that after finding the

ooet of the principal pieces of apparatu.-<. which the inex-

perienced imagined represented the bulk of the outlay.

an equal amount should be allowed for sundries, which

need not be purchased all at once but a^< required. We
recently found confirmation of this judgment in the

remark which a beginner in portraiture made in reply to

a question as to how the business wa-t progressing. It

wn» to the effect that the takings were <|uite satiiifactory.

but that he had not received much benefit, as there was
alwayx nomething else to buv.

If a little more judgment bad beaa exercised in the first

outlay there would have been a surplus available, and the

profits of the first few months would not have been swal-

lowed up aa quickly as they were made. In our friend's

ease soecaas cwn« quickly, and be oould live and still get

what waa n—ded; bnt very often it takeo some months
before mnnini; expenaea are covered and anjrthing that

can be called a profit made.
There is always a temptation to go in for a big studio

' amera. A twelve by t«n with lenses to xuit is usually the

ounimum, but the old hand know* that this six* is now
rarely required for direct portrait work in most studios.

Wf .an, therefore, e<-uit<>mi«e by getting a good whole-
plate outfit and keep something in hand for the outdoor
apparatus. whi<-h should be of the larger site. Any panel
portrait* or studio group* can be quite well taken with a
good field camera and leas, and in other cases large prints
ran easily bo mado by enlarging. We are apt to forget
that il»ve|r,ping papers are now alaoat exclusively used,
and that if only a moderate siie ia required there is no
need to mention the fact that the printa are not made by
^>nt«rt. This brings us to the qnwtioD of enlarging appa-
atus Wherever it ia poasible tlril should be installed
I'rom the first, aa it will soon save ita cost, and it is prefer-
.ible to select the lant*m form iastead of « davli?ht
>pparata»—however, the latter ia better than nothing,
nd even a fixed focus Ikix giving ao enlargement of two
!iamet«r« will be found of great value, as it enabloa a
abinet negative to be enlarged to twelve by ten almost as
•vsilv aa the making of a rontart print As an example
f the valne and practicabilitv of enlarging we mav men-
ion an order for a nu«^ber of fnll-cised reproductions of
«a-and ink demgns. T ?>'>torraphed upon half-
:>lat«B. and enlarred i twelve The diff^r-
enre in the price of the .»iiiiU and large plate* made a very

substantial increase in the profit ou the job, and the
customer was not a penny the worse.

Great economy can be effected by properly equipping
the dark-room, especially now that so much bromide work
is done. Plenty of sink acconuiiodatiou should be pro-
vided, and if lead be found too costly asphalt sheeting
can be used as lining. It should be remembered that
bench room can always be obtained by covering a sink
with boards, but it is impossible to reverse the process.

An e£5cient lamp with red and yellow filters is needed, and
it is a good plan to provide a second one for the general
illumination of the room; this will prevent many break-
ages. A good printing box taking negatives up to whole-
plate is almost a necessity nowadays even iu the smallest
business, for the little man who has to do every stroke
himself must not have to waste time with printing frames.
An ample number of dishes for developing, fixing, and
washing should be provided, the larger ones being of wood
lined with some waterproof material, and the smaller ones
of porcelain. Vulcanite and celluloid are best avoided for
professional work.
We may now return to the studio, and consider the

question of backgrounds. Where it is possible one end
wall should be finished so as to serve as an interior; in

addition, we require a very dark and a white ground with
continuous floorcloth. When funds permit a piece of
bold -patterned tapestry may be added, but scenic back-
grounds are not needed except for the cheapest class of
work. Chairs and tables should be, aa a rule, light and
dainty, such as people use every day, and not specially

designed for photographic use. A heavy oak chair is a
useful accessory when it is necessary to take the mayor or
other celebrity.

In the work-room especial care should be taken to facili-

tate output. It never should be neceeeary to clear the
apparatus necessary for one operation before another can
be started. There should be places for attaching tissue,

trimming, and mounting, and these spaces should never
be encroached upon.

Retouching desks should be ample in size and firmly
made. Anyone with the least .mechanical ability can
make a good desk in an hour or two, always bearing in
n-ind that the desk is made for the use of a human being
and not fcr a ne?ative. It is absurd to talk about
ouarter-nlate and ha|f-nlate desks wltiii tlipv are supposed
to accommodate a well-grown man or woman.

It is necessary to decide what to buy before entering the
dealer's portals, or it is likely that a lot of unnecessary
stuff will be obtained. The purchaser should know better
than the salesman what he reouires. and it is only natural
for the laf»<»r to trv and shift such goods as are rather
nlow in selline. We shall not harm the dealer by this

advice: his bill will come to the same, but if the tyro
makes his own choic? he should get what he really needs.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

rue CAMERA AND LENS
Till selsctkw of the stodio
for

a aad lens, or rather lenan.
It ia a svrioea haadieap to have to work with one only.

!'« rrm Ike aMMl earefal oonsideration, and in oomparison
<rith otker itsBM a Ubaral allotawnt sboald b* made when
plsnninr fo«r ovttajr. A badly made camera or an inferior
Wm» wii: snow ea«a» ||m loaa of more aoaey than is aavrd on
U«r ooet, aad will do ainch to brand tke work turned out as
mnmii r\%m or swwes. The operator alMMld never work with
ih- 1.-'.:nt that he eoald do beMer if he had tiet<«r apparaton.
N'"v I >^ rot want to anttrrj the idea that such apparatus

should neoeanarily be costly, and as an instance of this I may
say thai I recently selected fur a young friend a 12 x 10

outfit, comprising camera, studio stand, a 12 in. //4 portrait

lens, and a 6 D. Dallmeyer //6, at a total cost of less than

£25, all being purchased from well-known London dealers.

Broadly speaking, there are two models of studio camera:

the British pattern, sa made by Hare, Watson, and several

other makers, and the German model, which has been exten-

di rely copied by English maken. For practical purposes

ihere is little to choose between them. When choosing a camera
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it IB desirable to have one which is not permanently built into

its st«n<l, as in the oaa© of any ac<'ident to the latter the

whole outfit is rendered useless; besides this, it is impossible

to get the camera near the floor, which is often necessary when

takin? children's jiortraits.

Movements essential to the studio camera are rack and

pinion or screw focussing. Personally I prefer the latter,

although it is considered rather out of date now, as it never

gives trouble by becoming loose and allowing the back to mo\e,

b«ides being conveniently placed in a fixed position. There

should be vertical and side wings to the back and a rising

front ; the bellows should be of ample length, bearing in mind

that lenses of much greateir fooal length are now used than

was formerly the case. Twenty-four inches is not an uncom-

mon length, so that for a 4i-in. head on a 12 x 10 plate we

require an ewtension of 36 ins. This should not be lost sight

of, if one is offered an otherwise suitable camera of old pat-

tern, although the defect may be remedied by fitting a cone

extension or "box front." Whatever camera is selected it

sliould be well oared for and not allowed to become covered

with ±he black greasy patches one too often sees. In passing

1 may remark that ordinary spirits of turpentine is an excel-

lent medium for cleaning dirty woodwork, and an hour's

work with it, followed by some good furniture cream, will often

make a camera and stand look worth 50 per cent, more than

when you started.

It is very usual to fix repeating backs so that two half- or

quarter-plates can be used side by side. This is a survival of

wet plate days, when it was no more trouble to coat and sensi-

tise a whole-plate than one-half or quarter the size. I think

that the Ajuerican plan of "one slide, one exposure" much
more handy and safe. Many of the American studio stands have

racks on either side, one for unexposed and the other for ex-

posed, a dozen or more cheap single slides each for a 7 x 5

(American half-plate) being supplied with the camera. Double

exposures can then only be made by the grossest carelessness.

Another "Yankee notion" which is a good one is to make
the pushing of the slide into the exposing position ojien the

shutter. This has been improved upon by Messrs. Dallmeyer.

who introduced a back in which double flap exposing shutter

slipped along with the slide, so that the lens did not require

covering before the slide was opened ; this saves much time.

In my opinion, any camera-maker who would supply such a

device fitted with a number of cheap slides would find his i-e-

ward. Think of the convenience of being able to make a

ccu/ple of dozen exposures without having to refill.

If the ordinary stands do not seem satisfactory to you, the

platform style, of which the Hana and the Semi-Centennial

are the best known examples, will probably meet all require-

n.ents. In these a jlatfonn carrying the camera travels

between two uprights, and the camera may be placed as high
as an ordinary person can see to focus at or lowered to a few
inches from the floor, the castors should be rubber-shod, and,
if possible, a brake fitted, so that there is no risk of moving
the camera when inserting the slide. The lens shiitter is an
important feature in studio apparatus, and the rubber fittings

thereof have probably conduced to more profanity than all the
vest of the o«tfit. I like the feel of a ball and tube while
it is in good condition, but that is usually only for a brief
(leriod, before it begins playing tricks before an important
sitter. The Bowden wire cable or " Antinous " release is much
more reliable, and would be 'better if the bicycle cable were
used instead of the weaker forftr usually fitted. The pressure
button, too, is particularly annoying, as one cannot grab it

anyhow as one can the rubber bulb, but must get hold of it

just right between the fingers. It would be quite easy to
make a pear-shaped handle to work like the i-ubber one, and if

the makers want a sketch for it I will send them one, but that
will probably not be till the patent has expired.

Now for the shutter itself, aifter having relieved my feelings

about releases. The best shutter I have ever used, and I think

I have worked with nearly every pattern, is an American one,

the Packard Ideal. There are several shutters, none British,

of this pattern, which are probably nearly if not quite as good.

It is made on the sector principle, with vulcanite leaves, and

the working parts are balanced, so that very little pressure is

required to actuate it. Let me confess it works best with a

rubber ball and tube, the only disadvantage of which is that

the rubber is too hard and the ball splits ; still, it you sub-

stitute a good English bulb this trouble vanishes. The next

best shutter is the velvet flap, originally introduced, by Mr.

James Cadett, and still in use in the majority of studios under

the name of the Guerry shutter. Why an English shutter had

to be made in France and sold under a French name I cannot

say, but so it is. The liemispherioal bellows, or Griindner's

shutter, is fairly satisfactory, but the interior bellows is

troublesome. AVith the Antinous release it is much better,

although the leather bellows which forms the shutter is easily

injured by a, careless operator; still, on the whole, it is a good

shutter.

No less impoitant than the camera is the lens ; in fact,

although with a faulty camera and a good lens we may pro-

duce excellent results, it is impossible to reverse the condi-

tions and do so with a faulty lens upon the finest camera.

The requirements of different studios vary so greatly that it

is difficult to suggest the iniost suitable all-round selection.

The length of the studio is an important factor, and I feel that

I cannot do better than to refer the reader to the table dealing

witli the subject in the B.J. Almanac. Next in importance -s

the type of lens. Of late years there has been a growing

tendency to oust the time-honoured Petzval or Dallmeyer types

in favour of the rapid anastigmats. There are two sides to the

question, and these have been little discussed. The anastigniat

is unquestionably far superior to the portrait lens, when tried

to ita fullest extent, but it loses tliis position when only a small

portion of its field is being utilised, as its cost is much gieatei-

and its qualities are wasted. If I were selecting lenses for a

short studio, say, an eight-inch for cabinets and a twelve-inch

for whole-plate standing figures, my choice would be an f" /4.5

aJiastigmat of the desired focus, but if I could use a fourteen

or sixteen-inch lens for cabinets I think that I should go for

a portrait lens, which I could get at much less cost and whicli

would ix>ssibly be fitted with a "diffusion of focus " adjust-

ment. One point which I would specially impress upon the

purchaser is to choose as long focus a lens as his studio will

accommodate for the greater part of the work to be done. If

the studio be very short, so that a 6^ or 7-inch lens has to

be used for full-length cabinets, it is better to obtain at least

a ten-inch lens for heads and half-lengths and to get a smaller
lens for the full lengtihs. There are now some very cheap
anastigmats which work well, with apertures of £/6 to t\ 7.7,

to be purchased at prices which were formerly charged for

common foreign rectUinears, and these will answer for short-

focus poi-trait work.

There is a growing demand for soft definition in portraiture.

By this I do not mean absolute fuzziness such as some selecting

committees used to revel in, but a general softening of outline
and suppression of small detail without loss of texture. To
secure this many lenses have been introduced, and I have made
negatives with most of them. The majority give too great an
amount of diffusion at full aperture, and when stopped down
to reduce this the exposures are unduly prolonged. For the
evei-yday professional who wishes to make an essay in this

direction I would suggest the use of the "patent" porti-ait

lens of Dallmeyer, the recent portrait lenses of Ross, and tlie

Cooke portrait lens. All these have adjustments which allow
of any degree of diffusion up to a certain point being introduced
at will, while in the case of the Ross and Dallmeyer lens a
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fiiitlMr aiaga t^V ^ •ttsined by tcfflovinK the back combina-

tkn Mid asing the front lent per «e and wt n<u. There are many

mamMmm portrait Imaea, rtrr bad aa a whole, which would

mak» eiaceileot aoft focna fenacs if the b*rk combination were

taken oat and loat. It thoald be remen]b>Te<l that the front

lasa of a portrait len* naually requires only slightly more than

doaUe tb« rapoMire of the complete len*, and not fonr times, as

is the caa«> with a rectilinear. "Hie focusaing «7»-pieee or

magnifier is a ver}- useful little adjunct to the oameiia outlit, a.s

it Bsveit eye strain and makes for certainty in focussing, especi-

ally in copying. One of fairly good quality of the Ramsdeii

pattern will be found most satisfactory, as the field is flat an<l

the definition good. The cheap forms with single lenses have

too much spherical and chromatic aberration to be used by
anyone not skilled in optical observation, and those who are

would not give them house room. Pkacticcs.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND PROCESSES.

(We •!• gfald ot th* Ofpiwlllliilj •>< publiihiBg the aoand of the annual re|iortb on progresK in pbolographic maiiufuuture which has been

Mosd by the Boaaty ol ahamiaal IndxMttf. The aathor is afain Mr. B. V. Storr, M.Sc.. of thu llford Company, to whom students of the

tachoical and Miaattflc side o4 photogta|hy will feel indaUed (or hi* analysis of what has been published and accomplished during the

yartod under mview. that is k> mj. the jraar 1917. We hoold point out that the reference " J " which figures frequently in the footnoto-

to the " Joomal o( the Society of Ch^aieal Industry. " It will, at ooniae. bi> noted that the report is one which had been oompletc<l

Apparently il >m not poesibki (or tlw Soeiaty to bring these reviews out closer to date, although wo should

that lass tlain a rear mi<|hl ke allowed to elap«> befoie the completion o( the reviewed period and the publication of the

-BW "B. J,"'

made in (cveral directions, bat At serious advance can as yet be rr-

ported. Baker' increases X-ray speed by the use of two intensify

ing acieeiu, oue in front of the film, ver>- transparent to X-rays,
and one behind the film less tramparent ; Edwards* for the same
porpose propoiee to coat celluloid film on uoth sides with emulsion.
Paris and Picard* have extended their patent with respect to

phoaphoresceot snb«tances to include the uae of phoaphorwcent sine
sn^pbide as a substratum screen, a film of gelatinous alumina being
precipitated on the sulphide to prevent /»ntact with the sensitive
costing.

La Rougery" has patented the production of a special negative
paper by high-temperstnre calendering and pressure and Hudson"
the process of uiing an ordinary white paper or card for negative
purposes, prints being obtsined by reflected light. Sosna and
Biedebach" have extended their list of dyes usud to prevent dark-
moaa fof, etc, to include phenolphthaluin, which turns red in

alkaline dereiopers—a process very similar in principle to the old

method of miag a dye in the dereloper.

fb^sfal of the processes of manipulation have received consider

able attaatMMi. Crabttre," of the Kodak Research Laboratory, ha«

a paper on development cl high temperaturra such as are frequent

in trnpical countries. The chief hardening agents are formalin,

alum, and chrome alum, which may be employed before, during,

or after development ; the method recommended is to use a

p-aminophenol developer, which causes very little swelling of the

gelatine, followed by a plain fixing bath, a chrome-alum fixing

bath, or a formalin fixing bath according to the temperature. In

the experiments 96°F. (35<'C.) was taken as the maximum which

••d be CMMidered. An interesting method of using a two-solution

dereloper ia given by North," who treats the plate first with the

solution uf reducer and ttit-n with the alkali, a method which has the

effei< ander suitable mnditiona of restraining Uie denser parts of

the image and allowing full development of the light tones.

p-Phenylenediamine or (juinol witfi ammunium chloride" is recom-

mended f developer «hen fineness of grain is desired, the slight

solvent action of Uitise substances on the silver salt assisting in this

direction ; Koch and du Pr^l," however, attribute the effect to a

development of part only of the silver bromide granule. Brewster"

patents the use of the same developer, combined with nitrate, for

development of a wide range of exposures ; l-cith substances were,

of eoune. known already aa preventives of reversal when present

in the film during exposure.

• B^. rst. I70R. wit; J., WIT, IM.
• Ba«. Pat. lima. l»ia; J-, ••>«. 7Sa.

• AddM-on to Pr. Pst. 4r;i;]; J.. 19K, lUI.
>• lac. Pat. I«1M. I«l«; J-. 1*17, lU*.
>• Bb(. Pst. I4ill, mi. J . I»l«. UM.
«• u«. Pst. atna, ma J.. >»i«. km.
•• Ooauma:eatioa Xo. K from Bastssao Kodak Ksssareb Lslmrstorjr, B. J.,

inr. Mt-aw: J., in*, n*.

•• IiBB<7r« sad Bejevcts. PSct. Ktrr. Fkal. J. Amur., m9. m.
'» jntM. StMi.. in*. VM-MO. Sti. Ah$.. M17. 68
>• laa. Pat . tan. mt, J., »u, w.

\taet tnm work oo the ptodaction and p«f«cting at a

leey eoloar ctMaatogiapJi pincaaa, it is probable thai the chief

photographic eCofi in the peai aighiMn eaths has been towards

Iks impiov««a0t of mathotfa particulariy adaplwl to problems of

the war. Baactly what has been acoompliihed in thia direction ia

not yet dkdoeed to the faaaral pobltr. allboogh mmm iadiealiooa

tM*« been given in the form of special pkoto^raph* eoek aa those

•hewn at the last eshibitioo of the Royal Pholographie Boeioty.

Oa the whole Iho fCMral maaafactariag conditions hare been

'Uiaf gradaaOy aMr* and more diSeolt, althoagh in some direr

tioaa there hM baa* aa aacMBcat. Breaddes, which reached s

iMsiaaa price of aboat aSs. per lb. ia 1016, have settled down

^aia to aboot Ga. per lb., while silver, which fsaehs d a reooni

peica of joit over 4b. 6d. par oa. troy, baa dropped again to aoaw

price. Oold ehkaide. aa the other hand,

ia price by aboat 86 per ceak Oelatiae aad all kinds

r paper have beaa gettiaf ataadily seaeew and dsaiar. aad ewiag

thoir owa partiealar riiiiamtl the annfactaton hare foaad

•JiSeahy in mainlatning their fanner slaadard. The condition of

the glaae markM has wpiltid maaafaataieis to make oae of

-novalod neplive (Ims. The general aCect of the rntry of the

nitcd SUtaa farte the war ia aoi yet folly evid«nt, but it sppears

i;hl^ priihahia that sappllm of stene of Oa raw matenale will be

ai awta fMtrictsd.

TIm (aaetal peaitiaa oa ceaM samller lha»(b wiiatial points has

mprovad gnatiy. In additiea to melol aahetitotae, melol ilaelf is

sow beiag pwdoosd ia this eaaatry as wall as f sminopheaol. which

tatter is aba beiag awde in Caaada ; in AaMralia' the amnufarlorp

pyra^Oie acid aad awidnl hna been natetahea hf a departawot

' the gar—eal Tba fflaillna ia inwy cooatriee ie aoi known

I cartaiaty. bat the paHiitad pncaas ot Pape' to rseasdUU old

by the additiea of alhali is Mtggsetive. Srhcring* im-

i-iTSB barytaooated papers by s (urths* caatiag of albaaMB, and

aw111 the a^gation to iaptDve packing papers

I with aaagaaaae dioxide.

The prodactica of icBailiri^ dyes to raplar* theae ia gaorral

'« before the war has beta aacoewfally accmrplished by W. 1.

'pa,' aader wheee direetiea aiw now being made, for llford,

iiaitsd, ssasiioi i«d aad grsea (Oerman piaacyaool aad pinaverdol)

<id a aaw caneitiaar. saaeitol rioWt, ia addition lo arythroein and

• a—ill M of dyae ased (or making pkotographic lighl-Uter*.

rhcae Mo haii« wed both ia thia ooantry and in the United SUtes.*

Na-sHwa Frocaaaaa.
Thaiw is tittle of aetoal piagraae to rsoord in negative pt ucamui.

he ellmapt Ie taereaaa Iho aCcative apeed of X-tqr plates ia being

•••ed If Tmtt t^ Aat. tl. VM: /., UM. Mt.
Oar. Ps*. aaaa, MM J 1st;, na.
o*f. PM. mMtc. itu; J . tst;. an
n«c r«d. MM. lift m-. t «««•. cmbi.. mt. Bcf. u. J., wn. §•*
J . i*ir. isa. •

' r%^ i dsHT . vn. «M
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Row," for the production of s^tellar images, recommends the use

of a quinol and alkali hydroxide developer as giving clean-cut

images, a practice in agreement with that of process workers. In

this connection some e.xperiments of Campbell" and Turner" are

interesting. Tlie former, by measurements of spectrograms, ob-

tained smaller readings for the separation of pairs of lines than

were given by Rowland's tables. The latter got a similar effect

in crossed images of a reseau when the lines approached within a

certain limiting distance and siiggests some mutual effect between

the images : it would be interesting to know to what extent this

effect could be e.Nplained by a disturbance of the mass centres of

(lightly separated images by reason of the overlapping of the fringes

between them, and also whether an actual slight displacement of

the lines towards one another is produced in the drying of the plates

by reason of the hardening of the film between the lines as com-

pared with that on either side.

Hochstetter^' has patented a combined developing and fixing

bath which contains thiosulphate and glycerine, with citrate ap-

parently as restrainer.

The general question of fixing and washing has been examined
by Elsden" and Warwick." The former determined the rate of

removal of thiosulphate from a gelatine film by successive washings

and found no evidence of adsorption. The actual time necessary

for complete removal will of coui-se depend upon the amount of

thiosulphate present, but chiefly upon the rate at which equili-

brium is attained between the film and the washing water, this

being a function of the nature of the gelatine film and tempera-
ture. Warwick found the same general rule to apply and examined
also the behaviour of papers, where the absorbent base complicates

the problem, and the method of washing in running water. In a

further paper Warwick-' considers the rate of removal of the
silver salt by thiosulphate, the normal law being again followed.

The rate is dependent on the strength of the hypo solution, a
maximum being reached at about 40 per cent, and a zero rate at
saturation point. He used a silver sulphide tint, method for esti-

mating the quantity of silver. His general conclusion as to the
correctness of the advice usually given to fix for twice as long
as is required to "clear " the film is combated by the Editor of the
' Photographic Journal of America,""^ who found that thorough
washing completely removed all the silver from plates taken from
the fixing bath immediately all turbidity had disappeared.

Weinhandler and Simpson" patent a method ot destroying thio-
sulphate and salts of weak sulphur acids by means of hypochlorite
produced by the electrolysis of sodium chloride solution containing
prints or negatives.

Bainbridge" recommends the permanganate test as the most deli-
cate for thio.'ulphate, an indication being given by degradation of
tnit even at a dilution of 1 in 15,000,000; the mercurous nitrate
test is more affected by common impurities and indicates only up to
1 in 2,000,000.

A considerable amount of discussion has centied round the pro-
perties of various reducing suliitiojis, a desideratum being a reducer
having an effect proportional to the depth of image. Huse and
Nietz," following up a suggcftun of Deck," examined the effect
Off (Combined ipei-manganate and porsulphatie, and also that of
hypochlorite,"" both reducers being Leavly proiwrtiona!. Becher and
Wintersleiu"' have exajniued llie action of iodine both alone and
combined with thiourea and with cyanide; they give also a general
classification of the best ki.cvvn reducers. Greena; - (pxamineid
iiixtiires of thiosulpliate an J [.ei-sulphate, whidh are much steadier
III action than persulphate alone. Gear" calls attciition to the

1 17,
r

Communication .\o. 47 lioiii Eastman Kodak Eeaearch Laboratory. B, J.,

''lIcIc Observ. Bull. [Nc. 1n\, 1910, I's-iO. Sci. Ait 1917 id
°, P°J-

^»tronoin. Soc . JI. S. 77, ]»ir, M9-521. Sci. Abt. ' 1917 soe
' U.S. Pat. 1207142, 1J:C; J., 1917, 163

'
'
^•

2 Phot. J., 1917, 90-94; J., 1917, 3.54.

' Ppom Amtriean Photography. B. J.. 1917, 261-4: J 1917 im
. VhT j:T:,'eVnTm'^7''--

''" "*• •'• ""• '"'-"' ^' >91«- ^'^
' U.S. Pat. 12249M, 1917; J., 1917, 669.
Photngrnphy, 1917, 81.

''

B. '™'m«,'^'l'.3»-''"*'-
'''•'^-

^- '•• »l«.-5S'>-58=; J: "16. 1180.

» B. J., 1917. 143.
' Z. mtt. Phot., 1917. 1-16; J., 1918 40a
' Pholtgraphy. 1917, 206.
' Phot. J., 1W6, 164.

preserving action of potassium bromide, macna, and glucose on

ferricyanide solutions. Smith'* recommends ammonio-copper sul-

phate in place of ferricyanide now that the latter is so expensive.

A paper by Crabtree" desoi-i'bes the variation of flash, powders

with their composition, both as to the metal and the oxidiser used,

vvitli the fineness of division of the metal and with the airrangement

when fired. A mixture containing sodium oxalate, red phosphorus,

a metallic powder such as magnesium or a mixture of magnesium

and ahin.inium, and a substance such as strontium nitrate, is

patented" !by him for tlie Eastman Kodak Co.

Wedekind'" has patented the use of metals such as zirconium,

thoi-inm, and titanium, mixed with their nitrates or chlorates for the

production of .smokeless and odourless flash-powders.

Crowt/her" has e^anlined the chemical reactions involved in the

chromium intensification process first suggested by Eder and after-

wards modified and expanded by Piper and Carnegie in 1905. With
Eder's origuial fonnula in wliich a. higher proportion of acid is used

than in any of the modifications suggested and which leads to only

slight intensification, thet.e does not appear to be any chromium
compound attached to the bleached image. In tlie case of the other

three formuhe given by Piper and Carnegie, whore the intensification

obtained increases as the proportion of acid is reduced, the amount
of attached chromium also increases ; in the extreme case this

appears to be partly chromium diydroxide and partly cTii'omium

trioxide, the latter imparting a brown colour, and in the other cases

only the hvdroxide.

Positive Processes.
The supply of platinum is still too limited for it to be available for

photographic purposes. Genen-al Thayer" is .said to have discovered

a considerable source of it in the Adiivndacks, but that has not yet

n.aterialised. The Platinotype Company have introduced " Palladio-

type " in which palladium is nsed to give effects very similar to

those of platinoim, and the use of palladium as a toning agent for

collodion paper facilitated by a bath which contains anmioniuni
chloride, sodium glycollate, and succinic acid and does not require a
special fi.xing bath, has been recommended by Valenta.*" The latter

has also investigated the properties of salts of diglycollatoferric

acid'' from which an excellent blue printing paper can be obtained,
but of poor keeping qualities. Valenta" .also draws attention to
the fact that Sulzberger's patent on the use of ferrocyanirle

(mentioned in the last report) was forestalled by Fox Talbot in 1839
and that the process was mentioned in Eder's Handbuoli.

Strasser*' has worked out a toning method with the use of
iSchlippe's salt ; Sche;-ing " has improved bis original selenium toning
bath. Nietz and Huse" have worked out in some detail the
possibilities of obtaining sepia tones by the use of strongly restrained
developers. Very few papers give good tones by this process ; the
best results are obtained by a chloro-qudnol developer containing
bromide and metabisulphite and necessitating an increase of exposure
of from 75 to 100 times that required by nomial developers.

Spitzer and Wilhelm" have patented a combined toning and fixing
bath containing tellurous or telluric acid or their salts along with
thiosulphate.

Two patents for transfef processes have been brought out, one by
Pin" for film in which coconut oil soap is the cliief stripping agent,
and one by Kent and :Middleton" for paper, using paraflin wax!
A transferotype bromide paper on similar lines has been introduced
by the Kodak Co.

In process and allied work. Bull, Smith, and Turner" have a
paper on some of the intricacies of the half-tone process, Fishenden'"

* B. J., 1916. i574.

' B. J., 1917, 29-32.
« U.S. Pat. 1240027, 1917: J., 1917 1149
' Her. Pat. 293998, 1914; J., 1916, 1180.
« J., 1916, 817.
'' Phot. ,T. Amer., 1917, 487.
" From Phot. Korr. B. J., 1917, 80.
' From Phot. Korr. B. J., 1917, 70.
= From Phot Korr. B. J., 1917, 81; Ann. Kcp., 1 302
' Phot. Ruiulsch., 191(1, 33-:Jo. Chem. Zeit., 1916, Rep. 304; J , 1916 1035
» Ger. Pat. 29C009. 1014: J.. 1917, 615.

. ,
ju, iuo:,.

= Communication Xo. 63 from Eastman Kodali Research Laboratorv • B J
7, 497-499; J., 1918, 21A j, ^. ./.,

' Ger. Pat. 292352, 1914: J., 1916, 1083
' U.S. Pat. 1184772, 1910: J., 1916, 755
« Bn«. Pat. 12e91, 1915; J., 191C, 1035
' Phot. J.. 1917, 8-14; /., 1917, 353.
" J8. J., 1916, 431-433.
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on Um photasraphic enj(raving of rollrn (or intaglio printing, and

Cnbtrae" on the advantage of u-^ing citric and oxalic acids re-

qiaetiTely in the preparation of linc and aluminium plates for litho-

graph*. Dorian" haa patented the oae of a half-tone icreen com-
posed of imall lenticular graina, preferably coloured (see also

Kaudaon; Ann. Rep. 1, 303). Rieder" obtains an intaglio printing

larface by formiag a screen surface in bichrumated fish glue and
getting a positire over that in caootcbooc aud asphalt ; Orans," for

ease ti eoReetion, priata a« emolaioa eoated on a serrated surface

of the type of a Letry seresn oa celloloid or celluloid on glass.

Msadwi^ oeea a mixture of naphthalaoe and a white metal, with

mbbcr aa adhesive, as coating for a projection screen, while

Bebbington** coala a aopport such as glass, gelatine, or waxed paper

with a doll bioa colooied solution and projects on to that side, the

aodisaea tmdag the other aide.

Aa iatinrting accoaat ia glTen by Warburg" of the work of

MeiaJinf oa the oaa of d|3rw aoofa as siythroeiaa and aaramine as

hardening ageata in the carbon and gnai processes, aa affect which is

attributed to the formation of formalin, rhe erythrosin prepara-

tioaa are said to be i|uite e<|aal to tliaaa containing bichromate and
to have better keeping qualities. a V. Stokb, M.Sc.

{To bt C'rafimM^)

arnup pRiNT«J(;.

(Freat Rajar "Trade Notes."]

Tas method of printing brvmides in strips either " three oa " or

" sis oa " is, to judge by oar eirer iaafMsing sales, beeomini; more

popolar thaa ever both for poetcarde and larger work. 'Hii* month
we propoee to oAer a frieadly iiiiliiiaa of aooM vl the metliads of

workiaf that have come aadir oar nbaw i atioa.

Hie ehia< troabie mmi to be ia getting all the imagea the saaie

dsfth. aad we think that ia moat cases it i« not tha aHiataal who is

to hiawe, bat the OMthod. The eaperfi^ light OMy be so powerful

I tBpoMHa aseasaary is only a llartion «< a seoood, aad it

aa eaay aottar to aMke a SO far ceot. or evaa a 100 per

«*ai. error. TVa U^ht ihoald be nm—d dowa or a lower caadle-

power light oaed, so that st ieMt two or three seooiids eipoeare is

reared ; Ibe extra tiaM so occupied vauld be saved by the absence

of "upsata," aad better all-foaad w«ib woald reaalt. la ooontiag

seceod* it *a better to koaat qai^ty—an»-tw»thre»-taar, ooe;

ao»t«o4brae4oar, two ; aad so oa. A kod-tkkiac clock will serve

as aa aecanta goide.

ilaotbir defect oflaa OMi with ia the iaeorrect placing of a

vigaattsd head ea poataard atn|M. with the leaalt that opoo trim

anat tba head is on oae aida of the «aid. To prevsat thia, it ia a

guod plaa to get a waste paatcard, csastty &| by 3^. and cut oat an

oval epwii^ aboat 3t >^ 2^ in the ceatw. uc a litHe higher. Vtltm

arf^Mtiag the asgative ia tite rarr.er tha cot-oot poetcard b placed

«a it, taking rare to see that the card ia ia tha camvt >r»t " feed
"

Aa-*¥r" Itoable ts " air-bells " w 4a«ebpawat or ftsing. llie

<baBrae of getting liMse ia develupsaaol can be rodoeed to a mini

Moi by placiag the atrifa ia the developer in pam, fa^-k to back.

We have aaaa away aUMal MrfiHali work this way. using the

figM baod to pair thcoi aad the Ml hand t« place thaai ia the

devaleper aad tara Ibaai ovw. t'p to a doaen pair* «aa be haadled

ia thia way, takiag cat* to keep them in the aider in which ibey

go iato the developer, aad to ase pleaty uf (olotioa. With the

tager aad thaodi it is an soay matter to pick oat the boitooi pair,

plaee it at the top, aad so un. fmnting the paim ooe by one as

they > nsmi tally developed. Wh- m the ixiag bath an
aiirtant rfMoM at eoc* part th* i

i tullj aanaarae tbem.
afterwarda kesfbif thaai oa the ak>va. It > true that perfect ftxa

tioa ia OMre taiportaal thaa thnrmtKh waihinc, and it ;• iHinallv

troe that the irrt ariaau of .•

is tbe MMst Impettaat. aad • . ,.,

acisas to both bark aad (root al the prmt.

ifo. m
la*t^ MT, MMai; J..

tar. rat. TIMl ma. « J . ins. <m.
ita« rn, imt, ms; j . itts. ;.t

(a rat. mnk. irii: J . i*i«. ;v.

rj. rat. maiM. ••'- ' '••• "-'

rat. wen. -11

etek Bassarcii Uasrstery; J

Amtli rttHtrmf*' I . WIT. M; J . ml.tU.

j|$$i$tatit$' notes.
e

A'otes by aitisUmlt suitable for thit eoliimn trill be cotisidered

amd paid for on the first of the month following 2>iiblicntion.

A Camera Repair>OutfIt.
Okly one photographer have I ever met who habitually carried a

repair-outfit when going on outdoor jobs, and his practice con-

sisted principally in twdve-by-teu and whole-plate work at a dis-

tance from his headquarters. It is an idea that is well worth follow-

ing, because, although the occasion for its use may never arise .it

all when out on a job, there is always tphe possibility of an accident

when the means of a uiaka-shift repair may save the job. In addi-

tion to this, there are cases when the movements of the camera are

strained to their limits to include an extremely high building, or

for oUier reasons that will occur to all outdoor operators. On such

occasions aa these a little Klaokeiiiiig or even temporary removal of

a few screws will prevent that strain and permit of a little extra

extension of the movement.
There is no reason why the repair outfit should be larger than

those supplied for cycles. .\ small screwdriver, as gold for watch-

makers, sewing-machines, or fretwork will be the largest item, then

a anall drill bit or bradawl fixed in a handle, obtainable at any

fretwork shop, and a tiny half-round file will complete the list of

tuola. A amall screw-eye or two are often handy in several ways
and take the place of a gimlet. A small assortment of screws, steel

pins or needlta, a small tube of fifth-glue, and a bit of strong thread

or " flex," can all be packed in n little tin, and will cope with

alm<«t any emergency.

—

Charles.

Tba Tyro'a Firat Camera.
It is a curious fw-t that mnst (leople who obtain a camera (either

by purchase or s« a gift) soon liegin to wish for some other kind.

Now, every girl or boy who takes up photography as a living oucht

to have a camera. No one gets the real enthusiasm for the work

that will get him on if he ia satisfied with printing from other folks'

negativn.

The best all-round camera to start with for pretty well every

posaible reason is a i|uarter-plBte stand-camera with a double exten-

sion, an ordinary R.R. lens, and a simple shutter, preferably .i

ntller-blind. In addition to being the rij;ht sort of camera to learn

moat ihiBfl (nmi in a practical way it has several other strong advan-

tapsa. One is that the ncccasary focussing and other operations

preliminary to exfMaing the plate foster a care for ensuring that

all this trouble will not be wasted by wrong exposure and carelrrs

aftarwnrk. A magazine camera has exactly the opposite effect.

Thus, from tbe very start with the stand camera one gets a bister

and far more enronrsging prop<]rtion of successes.

Next, the tyro is sure, contrary to the oft-repeated text-^book

advice, to try his hand at portraiture, and the ability to fix'us pro-

perly ia easentisi for this work. One more reason for the choice

recommended, and a very strong one indeed, is that at the necoiid-

hand dealers' this particular type of camera is least in demand,

and a bargain can often be secured, so that the initial outlay need

not be great. The buying of the second camera, when the beginner's

inclinations begin l<> indicate the most suitable t>-pe of instrument,

will therefore be not such a cnetly matter, and the original quarter-

plate camera will he found useful for many years afterwards, for

lantern-slide making, nr to form part of a copying or enlarging in-

stallation.—KlKOSTON.

FORTHCOMING E.XHIBITIONS.

Febmary 20 to 22.— Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic.'

Society. Secretary, H. C. Cross, 80, Harrow Road, Leicester.

Krbruaiy 22 to March 8.^—Edinburgh Photographic Society.

Rntrir* close February 13. .Secretary, Oeorge Maasie, 10, Hart

.Street, Edinburgh. .

Barmct Platis akd Papxbs.—Messrs. Elliott and Sons. Baniet.

Herts, send us a most artiatic showcard, small in size hut choice in

character, calling attention to their plates aixl papers. The card is

al«o a calendar for tha present year, and we hove no doubt thnt

any dealer who has not received one will be glad to have a copy ns

a derorstise item in his estslilishment.
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OANADIA-K OFFICIAL WAR PHOTOGRAPHS.
.\x oxhibilion—it nmy ho supposed the last—of war plintographs was
open«d on Tuesdiiy last at the Orafton Galleries, Old Bond Street,

Ixindoo. W., by 8ir Edward Kemp, the Canadian Overseas Minister.

li oompnara, within abonl 130 photographic enlargements, scenes
and incidents of the several months of strenuous fighting prior to

the signing of the armistice. The photographs present a tragic

picture of the ruin which marked the territory within which the
CansdUns fought in their last a<lvanre from Amiens to Cambrai,
from tlience to Mons. Cambrai itself, as shown fcy iAie photograph,
is a scene of »*fnl desolation, the culmination of the ruin with
which the Germane compas.sed it by fire before the Canadians
entered it. A similar photograjih shows the same fate of the old
town of Valenciennes, the photographer having succeeded in photo-
graphing tile conflagration itself. Other photographs depict the
lighter side of warfare. What is described as "the largest photo-
graph in the world " is a band of picture measuring, we are told,
200 ft. loiiL' and alH)ut 1 van in « idth. It runs as a frieze round the
wliole of the gallery, and represents gun.s Ciiptured from the enemy.
A word remains to be said for the excellent photographic quality
and colouring of the enlargements, which, so we learn from the cata-
logne, are the work of Messrs. Raines, of Ealing. I'he exhibiUon
IS open to the public on weekdays from 10 ».in. to 6 p.m., and on
Sundays from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Patent Rcu)$.
i^oceiii iiotents—applications and sivcificatiom—.re healed infnolo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications. December 9-21.

SinmTOS.—No. 20,900. Photographic Shutters. S. G. and W H
Arkell.

Pmtes.—No. 20,580. Photographic Plates and Negatives. G. E.
H. Rawlins.

FiLM.-No. 20,951. Roll Photographic Film. W. G. Fisk.
CisijtATOdR.ArHV.-No. 21,296. Cinematograph Apparatu.s \
Garbarnii, G. Gautier, and L. Mauclaire.

Ln,SM.-No 21.200. Means for Adjusting and Indicating Focus
of Camera Lenses. J. F. Mongiardino.

D^-KOOM Lamhs.-No. 21,234. Dark-room Lamps. ]?. L Old-
field and J. and R. Oldfield.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED
'^''^'^ WC'ficnliom are obtainable, price Od. each, j^st free from

^'"'^oc^in^''"" "/""' "f "PPlicaticn ,n tins cou„lr„ ; or

C^nlZ. ' ^ "^ P""'"" »"""'*'' "«''''• f'e InternaLuil

CoLOnB CtJOiMATOGRAPHv. No. 117,854 (Oct. 19 1917) -The inventmn relate, to the making of a film in which images of dif-
ferent colours alternate, the alternate tints being produced bymasking one set whilst dyeing the other. The full detaik con-Uined in the specification were published in "Colour Photo-
graphy Supplement of January 3 last.-Leon Forrest Douglass,
e05. Petahuna Avenue, San Raf.iel, County Marcia, California.

'

..

Dwaii^l, V Octaval CoiXAOR.-In these days of reconstruction the
edTooitea of reform in our coinage an<l weights and measures are
very busy, and m particular the features of the decimal system are
the snbjecU of profuse propaganda. It is, therefore, interesting to
receive from our old friend Mr. Alfred Watkins, of Hereford a
pamphlet, in which he not merely urges a case against decimals but
p ead» for the adoption of an octaval system of subdivision as
fitting the want* of those who make, grow, ^uy, or sell things
Those intererted in the question may obtain a copy of the booklet
price 3d., port free, from the Watkins Meter Company, Hereford
or may order it from any bookseller.

'

Reu) Books*
The Chkmist and Deuc.gist Diabv, 1919.—Our good friends the

"Chemist and Druggist" have again given their diary the special

form of a highly classified index to the many specialties, mostly pro

prietary articles, which are sold by druggists. In addition to this

feature and to the diary proper, it contains a rhunU of the regula-

tions affecting the drug trade which have come into force during the

course of the war. These literary pages include also particulars

up to date of the regulation for the sale of poisons, a war-time

formulary, together with other information.

W'oNDERS OF THE Sea-shore.—A Volume of nature photography,

just issued by Messrs. T. C. and E. C. Jack, price 3s. 6d. nett, con-

sists of 100 reproductions of photographs 'by Mr. F. Martin Duncan
of animals and plants of the seashore. Each photograph is supple-

mented by a few words of description sufiicient to explain the habits

or functions of the subject of the photograph. A Ixxjk of this kind

is certain to find many interested students among lovers of marine

life, to whom the excellent quality of Mr. Martin Duncan's photo-

graphs will immediately commend itself.

meetlnas of Societies*

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
Sunday, jANCAitY 12.

United Stereoscopic Society. '* Oemonstration on Enlai-f^ing." .J. J. W. Car
ruthers.

Monday, January 13.

Bradford Photographic Society. Print night; Exhibition of Yorkshire Photo-
grapliic Union Prints and Members' Prints.

Dewsbury Photographic Society. V.P.U. Members' Lantern Slides.

Tuesday, January 14.

Royal Photographic Society. " An Estimate of the Work Done by Barter and
Driflieid." J. W. Gordon, K.C.

'

.-,

Halifax Scientific Society (Photographic Section). ** Intensification and Redac-
tion without Chemicals." C 'Thomas.

Hacliney Photographic Society. " Control in Bromoil.'' G.B.Clifton. 7""

Manchester Amateur Photographic Sociely. Monthly meeting. "The Life-
Hiatory of the Wye Salmon." J. A. Hutlon.

Wednesday, January 15.

Croydon Csmeui Club. " More Travellers' Sniriples." F. Ackroyd.
Ilfnrd Photographic Society. " The Old Roman Wall." Rt v. J. H. Mitchell, M. A.
Hull Photograpliic Society. "Flanders and the Low Counlries." J. V.

Saunders, M.A.
Dcnnistotiii Amiiteur Photographic Association. "Colour Photography." F.

liurns.

Thursday, Jandaby 16.

Brighousc Photographic Society. Whist Drive.
Hammersmith (Hampshire Hou«ei Photographic Society. "A Chat on SilTer

and Silver Salts.' I''. W. J. Krchn.
Rodley and District Photographic Society. " Bromoil." Mr. Gunuill.
Liverpool Amateur Photogrsphic Association. Annual Meeting and Kleotion

of Officers.

Chelsea Photographic Society. Lantern Lecture. H. H. Wrench.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, January 7, Mr. G. B. Clifton in the chair.
A demonstration by Messrs. F. W. Kent and T. P. Middleton

of a new photographic printing material was given by Mr. Middle-
ton. The material, just being introduced upon the market, is known
as Kcrotype paper, and consists of photographic paper base waxed
by inipregiiatiiui with paraffin wax, then coated with a special sub-
stratum (which i.s the subject of a jiatent), and then with bromide
or gaslight emulsion. The paper is designed for transfer of the
emulsion image to all descriptions of surface, such as paper, wood
metal, and fabrics such a.s silk or satin. The paper is made of
three degrees of speed—namely, slow bromide for cont.act prints,
ri.pid bromides for enlargements, and ^.aslight. Its diief recora-
nipi.di.lii)i. to the professional or amateur photographer i.s that by
the use of a single sensitive material prints of \er3' great variety
of tint or surface-texture can be prepared by transfer of the image
to plam paper.i such as are available in even greater variety than
those supplied ready-coated wiUi emulsion at tlie present time by
manufacturers. The paper is exposed and developed in exactly
the ordinary way. If transferred to its new support by a single-
tran.sfer method, the image is, of course, reversed. This disability
can be avoided by exposing the paper through the waxed support
instead of with the emulsion coating in contact with the negative.A very slight degree of diffusion is introduced by this practice
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Mr. MiddletoD bandrd roniMl comparison prints, the difference

Ixtweeo which waa «ciir<<^ly diaoernible. In t^nlarging, of coarse,

this n.<-s*ity is disp^'ireJ with ':.v pUiii .:; the iie^ati.e in (he

reversed position, «hiUt Sim negative* may be printed with tav

plain side in contact with the cmuUioa surface of the Kerotypv

paper. Even if it i* prefemd not to resort to these expedients,

the paper out readily yield unreversed pbtea by a comparatively

inple »nd easy process of double transfer.

It will thoa be onderstood that the novelty in practice connected

«ith the naw paper lies in the operations by which it is transferrri

t,, '..•riniK aoppoits. The image on the de^FI<Jpefi prints, owin)( tn

tnsparent nature of thr waxed paper nn which the

' oatad is of a flat and lifelaas appearance, and doe* nut
' lU rich vigoar and i^ndatioa until after transfer.

.... ^.UUlstoB, in tiie eoorse nf a deiaenstration extending littU

.er aa boot, siiowcd the different process c-s by whirh the |>aper

< hsMllad, sccordiag to iht surface oa -which the iniage is to b«

raasfserad and the dMica ar otherwis* of double tianafer.

for siogla Iranafar to a plain paper sapporta—probably tlie pro-

ta whieh will be nost freqneniiy adoplsd in the oae of the paper

—

i<ie developed, fixed, and muriied print is slightly blotted off betwe>>n

shasta of bioUing pafiar aad then dabbed over in quite a random
-naaner with a weak, warn aoiation ot jpilaline The paper and
rial are ihmt broBsbt iolo contact bjr Ugbt sqaeegeeinR, placed

rider pissaiiH tor a mioata or two, and tkao liuif op to dr;-. The
tied paper can then ba stripp t d off, laavinn the picture npnn it«

•'W sappofft,

Tranafsr lo scmi-paroas bodies, nurh as wood, is auMle by caatinK

'ilh the pnat aad Um sarfaca to wUck it is to be transferred with

< Bttla o( Iha (rialiae solaliea, M|na*(amig the two into contart,

aad stlipfduft away lb* back sapport aflar drying. For transfer

to aMial aad aiarilar aarfa«e* whicii ars ^aile impsrrions to liquid,

the aarfaea k caatsd with a gslatine solalioa made with the auauanm
qaaalitjr of watar, aad coolaiaiBg as aiadi methylated a|drit a*

eaa bo addad wilboat tkiowiag dowa Ika flattaa. The wH print

is dabbed over wMb a piaia gslatioa Mlatioa. pUred in rantact

with Ika lita l sarfsce, sqaaagasd, and afain stripped after drying.

Mr. Mkldlstoa likewise ahowed the ««>t7 simple pnxvdure for

liaasfsiihn Ika iaaco from the dry priat to fabrioa, aad be also

Jaaoaalfalad iIm aaa of a rsaiaotd solalioa oontainiag labbar, gam
danaMr, aad gaai aieau. wUeh, ai a nos of carrying out rerUin

of Iha liaasfar ptaeaMaa, ia Mora eoafaaient aad rapid than thr

DoaUa traarfar aMhw ta fapsr, waai. aM4ai. or fabric ia like-

'•iaa vwjr saailj aad qaicUjr carried oat wilb the aid ol this reainoi-i

">lali«l, aad Ihnagh l&a dsarriptions at auinipalatiaa, when mH

iiwB ia eald prial. ipyiar lo iip i iasa> Iha ptot ens a*

gnat deal of awaipalalina, it rvqaina to bo borne in i

'lie dsaoaalnUoa alwwad all the variations of whi<4> Uir np«

lalariai is capahia, wlMaaoa Uie regolar aser would naturally con

no Maiialf to oaa or two aMthoda only.

In twptf lo naaaliiliii. Mr. Middlelon Mid that the prinU shoald

• « taasd kafofa taaaifav. Ha said that Iraaafer to «laM for laotani

-lidaa er salartad asgativaa waa not ptaatiaable. aa the transfemd

maga Ihaa dinlaasd a disliact ipaia. la reply to an inquiry as

'^ Iha price of Ihs aaw papir, Mr. MiMlsloa said that it waa the

*mm »» that of ardinaty bmaiids paper. ~ I're-war," aakad aoaw-

oa. "Oive as a rhanrs." rsptisd Ihe lecturer, to whooi an

vola of tkaaka waa accorded,

Sutrm LoBSOM Paovoeaaraio ftocnn.—At the last oMeting,

Mr. W. W. Balar la Iha rhair. Mr. F J. Buckland, a pr<>feasional

iihotogfaplMr, dalivaiad a Isctoiv. illustrated aith coloar slides, on

>>is aiparlaaca* ia Tasaaaota.

Omcui. Nsvat PBorooaaraa.—To facilital* the porcbaae of

nplas of oAcial aaval phalograplki ia aajr llasired site and style, the

VdkataHgr have aiiaagsd with the Asaocialad Illustratinn ,^i;rn< ie«

hat a eapjr of every phe40||raph shall ba available for

" intendiin piiiitiaaili at the oflkes of the .Associated I

v.- «t M. Mary's Chambers, 161a. Strand toppnaiu .Viuiti;ili.t

H .'. , 4iid Ihe staff will lake partiealan of orders and conduct

wrraspoadaaaa aa to Mpplyiag capias a< «h« pholofiaplM.

ComtntrclalfiCeoal Intelligence.

NEW COMPAXIES.
RoBUiT H.\YES, Ltd.—^This private company was registered ou

December 27 with a capital of £5,000, in £1 shares. a.< publishers,
publishers' agent«. printers, press photographers, etc. The 6ub-
Bcribers <each with one share) are :—S. A. Belaaco, 51, Fleet Street,

E.C., publisher; F. J. CheringbuU, 5, West Grove, .Sale, Manches-
ter, publisher; A. A. Row, 61, Fleet Street, E.C.. publisher. First
•lirectors :—S. A. Belatico, F. J. CheringbuU, and A. A. Roso.

.Solicitor :—J. Harle. 61, Tufnell Park Road, Holloway, N.

Boyde's Sttdios, Ltd.—^ITiis |irivate company was registered ou
l^ecember 31 with a capital of £14,000, in £1 shares (6,000 pref.l,

to take over the business carried on by A. W. Little, Ada Little,

and Electric .Studio*. Ltd., and to carry on the business of photo-
graphers, art dealers, etc. The subscribers (eat-h with one share)
lire:—Miss F. Hall. 4. T'psUII Street, S.E.5; S. A. Pettifer, 39.
Lsngthuriie .Street. .S.\V.6. com|iaiiy sei-retaiy. First directors:

—

\. W. Little and II. J. U. Peiuers (both peminiient). Registered
office :—110, Cannon .Street, E.C.

Reios and RoteSe
e

RoTAL PaoTOctasi-Bir .Society —The following have been elected

Fl'Mows of the SfH.-iety :—\V. Koxler Brigham. Newman F. Home,
Frederick Humpherson, Lieut. J. H. Jennings, and Floyd Vail.

Wsa itvnvu Protoorapuh.—The Committee of the Imperial
War Museum ha* taken over the Art and Photographic Sections of

thv- Ministry of Information, and the Photographic Section will

iinw ronlvoi the official photographs, which are now on sale .it

12 Covaoliy Street.

Rajse tSoriAi. JCv emno.—An enjoyable evening: of the staff ••!

Messrs. Rajar, Ltd., reinforced by many of their friends, was he!d

at .%ltrincham on Saturday Ust, when two plays were performed

and a number of musical items presented to the company, after

which a programme of dances brought to an end a most pleasant

evening.

Ax AjuTKija PaoToaRATBic Socirrr, under the title of ilie

D.8. and 8. Camera Club, has been formed by the Liverpool branch

of the National Federation of DiMharged Soldiers and Sailors,

which it is greatly hoped will prove vary successful. It is open to

sll ax-soldiara and sailors, who are cordially invited. The cluib meets
nn Thursdays at 7.45 p.m. at the Liverpool branch club house, 154,

Mingtoa. All particulars can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary,

19, Wavartioa Nook, Wavsrtree, Liverpool.

Aammocx PaorooBApnc Association.—^The sum of £20 15s.,

rapraasnting the total proceed*, withoot any deductions, of a mem-
bers' whist drive held just hefore Christmas, has been handed over

to the Aberdoen Red Croaa Association by the IVeasurer of the

Aberdeen Pbotografihic .\ssociation. The whist drive waa orgaoired

aad carried out almost entirely by the lady members of the Photo-

graphic Aseociation. The Aberdeen Photographic Association has

this year brought to Aberdeen the honour of first place in the annnal

lantern-slide competition lield by the Scottish Federation, and also

the additional honour of first place in the members' indiridiml

conpeiition, the President (Mr. Alfred J. Wood, of Clydesdale

Bank) having secured highaat marks for a set of three selected

•Udee.

Tm Late Mr. Frakk RRUirroM.—We regret to record the death

of .\ir .Mechanic Frank Brunton, which occurred at his home, 4,

Park Lane, Ighten Hill. Burnley, laat week. Although only twenty-

eight years of age, he was widely acknuwied/jed as a sincere and

gifted worker on the irsthetic side of photography, and as a member
nf the firm of Messrs. .1. R. Brunton and Sons had done much ex-

cellent pictorial wnrk. which was far removed from the usual run

nf rnmmercial plii.t«i;raphy. Mr. Brunton joined the Royal Air

Force in February, 1916, and was attached to the Kite and Balloon

Section. During his Army career he had, with characteristic energy,
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coiwentntUMl hi* Btt^ntioii U. the work in hand, *nd had

{MMed the miiiUite U-kU a» an engine fitter. On engine test flights

he had »p.MU some fifty ]iour». covering over neyenty ascents, and

vva« reputed to jkwwb unusual uer\e and ability. At Lydd, in

Kent, where he had been sUtioned, a wide cirde of friends will

mourn U>c l.«» of a dear friend. He came over on leave early i"

Otober. but was soon coin|>elled to visit Dr. Snowball for an ulcer

which de\-el<i>ed im his eye. Complaining of feeling run down, he

took to bed, and after u week passed away at noon last .Saturday,

the cause of death K-ing attributed to laryngitis and heart failure.

WR.»m!W M-FiLT£B8.— The Wratteii Division of Messrs. Kodak,

Ltd.. have just issued a booklet, entitled "Notes on the Use of

Wratten M-Filters," which takes the place of their booklet " Photo-

Micrography " now out of print. The booklet is devoted to a dis-

cussion of the choice and use of the series of filters which Messrs.

Wratten have designed specially for the problems of colour render-

ing which are encountered chiefly by the photo-niicrographer. The

iKioklet contains a useful series of data on exposure, including a

table giving Uie multiplying factor of each filter for a series of

artificial light including oil, open-arc, incandescent gas, acetylene,

lime-light, and Pointolite, data for the last-named replacing the

tlguree previously given for the Nernst lamp. In addition to the

nine filters which form the M set, three otliers are described as likely

t<i be of use to microscopists. No. 78 converts the light from a

metal-filament lamp into daylight as regards spectral composition.

It may also be nsed with the Pointolite lamp, and with half-watt

lamps of the smaller ratings. No. 96 D 1.5 is a neutral tint filter,

which passes only about 3 per cent, of the light falling on it, and
is intended for use when focussing direct with a powerful light-

source, or for the purpose of lengthening an exposure which is iii-

lonvenienlly short, as when working at a low power. The third

new filter is one of blue colour which transmits no red, and is for

Wsual use where the highest possible resolution is required. The
filter is not yet on the market, but inquiries may be made respect-

ing it under the reference No. 38a M. The booklet, which alto-

,'ether is one wlii<'h every photographic worker with the microscope
-hould find of constant use, is obtainable from- Me.ssrs. Kodak,
price 3d.

Corrcsi^ondcnce.

•.' CorreajxmdenU ilwuld never write on both sides of the paper.

.Vo notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the miters are given.

'.'We do not undertake resiwuiibility for the opinions expressed

btt our correspondents.

THE ASSISTANT' QUESTION.

To the Edjiors.

Dentlemen,—^The recent letters on the subject of assistants have
Iwen very interesting, and I wonder if any good effect will come of
thorn, or will it all end in smoke? It's "a very big problem, that
»f assistants; and not only that, but too many mastere are not as
efficient as they might be. They should not be aUowed to take
iippronticee or young people carelessly, to instruct them in methods
that are altogether wrong, which unfortunately they do not dis-
cover until they make a change of place. Tlien they discover they
have been milled and badly treated. Cannot something he done"?
.Voir is the opportunity to reconstruct the whole metliod of appren-
ticeship and aasisUnts. Is there not someone strong enough to
launch » scheme wortliy of our ca.lling ? .Surely there is an assistant
among us with enough pluck to atart a imion that wUl be able to
awist us to obtain better positions, more money, and (better working
conditions. Some of the workplaces are a disgrace.

We also need more sympathy from our masters. They are helpless
without us; therefore, why don't they realise this, and assist us
with bett«iT opportunities for learning? Some years ago there was
a talk about aome ooheme of examination; what became of it? It's

education, not examination, that matters. In fact, all of us want

and would welcome some such acheme.—Yours faithfully,

iAn A8.SI8TANT.

(At present completing three years of service.)

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The batch of replies to my last week's letter are

very encouraging, and I thank all who have contributed their

expressions of appreciation and for the many suggestions made.

I fancy there are still a few who intended sending a line but

haven't. It is not too late yet

!

Will all those who are interested in this matter assist by talking

about it in their work-rooms, and when writing their opinions in-

clude the general feeling of their fellow- workers? I here suggest a

few questions for consideration.

Do assistants feel they want more help than at present they are

receiving ?

Do they consider they can command higher wages, or. on the

other hand, do they think they are drawing more than they ought

through the fact of their not being sufficiently skilled?

Do they understand their work sufficiently, or would they like

to have the details explained more fully ?

Would they like to become connected witli a governing body that

wou'.d assist them in all matters concerning their efTciency, and

thus assist in establishing greater confidence between masters and

a.ssistants ?

The success of any proposed scheme largely depends upon the

attitude shown by the reply letters, so if assistants are really in

earnest will they please express themselves? I should like to receive

at least 200 letters. We shall then feel impelled to make the

effort necessary, and I shall feel more confident in laying the whole

matter before the Council of the P. P. A., and it will deserve their

most serious consideration.—Awaiting replies, yours sincerely,

Marcus Adams.
The Camera Club, 17, John Street, Adelphi, Strand, W.C.2.

Janu.irv 6.

ABRO-PHOTOGBAPHY AND TOWN-PLANNING.

To the Editors.

GentleniL-n,—Very little time has been allowed to elapse between

the cessation of aero-mapping expeditions over enemy lines and the

putting of the aeroplane and the camera it carries to peace-time

work. From the mapping out of the Hinden'burg and other lines,

with their maze of communication trenches and barbed wire protec-

tions, to the air-mapping of rural districts for the purposes of town-

planning is, in one sense, but a short step ; short as i.t is, however,

it might have taken tape-bound authorities a very long time to take,

but the step has been made and the work is about to commence,
if, indeed, it has not been ca.rried out already. A builder-photo-

grapher states that the Derby Town Council is to be asked to

approve an imixirtant proposal (included in the new town-planning

scheme) for removing three bends in the river Derwent, laying out

pleasure grounds adjoining the river, and providing land for new
works adjacent thereto. 'ITie levo'.s of the land are to be taken in

order that the scheme may be properly considered, and in this con-

nection the Air 'Ministry has agreed, "as a very special case," to

take aerial photographs of the town-planning area. This is a new-

branch of work for the aero-photographers, and one in which there

is an immense amount to be done. If the Derby pictures are suc-

cessful, and are found to be as useful to architects and town-
planners as they are expected to be, there surely can be no reason
why the hundred and one other places which are to be town^lanned
should not be " birdseyed " in the same way. The aspect of a town
from the air will in time to come be a very important matter, >and
now is the time to consider the question.—Y'ours,

Abbophile.

THE ALLROUND MAN.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—^It really would appear time someone put in a good
word for the despised A.R. man. Specialisation may be aJl right foi

one firm in a thousand where an effort is made to produce portraitf
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(not QeccxwriU- good) quite oat of the common, (or which fancy

price* ut charged. Men who are only capable of one particnlar

braocfa of photography are al«o sufficient for those commercial firms

who prodnce pbotographa like sausage*—negativea at the studios,

and retoDchiiu'. printiD);, and enlarging at a central workshop.
But why a man, instead of be«-nmini;. for iiirtaiire, a retouching

achine, alioald not andeaTonr to obtain a knowledge, and a
' iraugh knowMge, of operating, printing, and enlarging, etc., as

V, ell. is beyond my compreheoaion.

My ezperience of thirty yean haa shown mo that the majority of

<-callad apecialiji* ?et into a groove i nothing will move
iMn. As an iottanct* of the vahie • i knowledge, a lady

-1 the proof of her little girl tukeu at a fint-ctaas suburban
11m maoagefcw scat hrr t4> the (tiidin fnr a re-sit. The

j.4UAtaT (a new man) asked to see the pr"- iind hix prede-

'ssor had made an eseaHeat negative—pi» ,,ng, expreasion

>ft9 good—*o he aaked the lady what the diaUkni, to which she
•plied. " I like everything but th>- liktn'tj." The modelling had
•^en apoilt by the rektoelwr. Had the aiaoagerew bean competent

. le woold have asked the cnatomer to eall next day and sobmitted
' proof with ono-tlurd of the retoaching, wioold have pleaaed the
jstcaer, and avoided all the extra woik and worry.

In oar colotties and similar coantries. outside the few large cities.

>>e spedaliat would aUr** where the nU-ionnd man would attain

'Aucncv. The atme ayplie* to ooe-maa atodioa in Baglaad. lliere

It caMa where pbalograiAen have a mmII bminaaa in the pro-

late* aad simply Bake the negative*, which they send to trade

!i'<aa*a to be retoadMd waA ftniabed, bnt lite work cannot have the

indiTidaaUty of work iwn t ni tid and iaiihed by a man with hi*

(irart in hi* work.

A. R. M.

SOIJA f>B PfJTASH'

To the Editon.

OettUamcn.—Sodiam bromide ia quite •• aervireabU •• poiaaaium
' romido IB derekipcr* and oiker phoiogfapiiic sotntiona, a fact that

M potnlad oat in the page* of Mm " BJ. " some month* ago. when
>•* poti**imn salt waa mar* rar* than it is today. Many pholo-

. raphet* were onawaie of iIm (act until the pablication of the note.

It thay le** BO tim* ia teTiag tb* aodina aalt aad tndiag Itie truth

I the i<*>— sat . Ah Kwumnn joamal pabliabad in the interraU

t Mm drag, oil, and paiM liad* haa mmlm a " great discovery " in

ruiectioa with the qn>*>iim of todiaai varaoa potaasiiim An edi-

note asks reader* of the journal if they ever noticed, in

1 ^i m chemical lcxt4iaok or laboratory maiioal, that whenever
' > d wbarwrer the use of an alkali w reqoired. the choice invariably

ill* on pat«>>-^ >' '^"'•i'- potaah? And thi* heins ilie rase, when
'U coOM t" I yoa ever aak TOoraeU why, «*y, caoatie

taa^ ia. ;:• of Mm wrilan, prufeaaors, and " Herr
' ''>kv>r*." *u inevitably pfafarable in all ra*«* tn caustic soda!
riiving aektd this, the editor goe* on to My that it never orcnrred

' him to aak the qowlioB vatil it waa loggmted by a friend who is

' ' oAeial in that rery-nmclKalive inaliMrtkm knovm aa the Bureaa
< Standard*. We are totd—what some ol oar readsi* already claim

I" know—that the potaah "stont " waa Oerman propaganda pore
and simple. Potaah come*, or did antil recently come, out of Uer-
—

->-^ German wrHia^s hav* been Wlowed pretty ckxely by
- on chemistry in all oMMr cooatriai, hence it became a matter

' ' - to write of potaasiom rather than todiam salt*.

'-nd takca op a lot of hi* new* space and uses some
Krnoie language in order to hammer hnaw hi* remarks. "Oerman
propa^ada." say* be, in eoodnaioa, "pare and simple, mthing
mora aer Ic**, and vary elarar aad eSetmt pi«p*ganda at that.

8al«MMMUp of tb* aNot p*yBhologi«ally coaiplaU character. It

^.t* eaai^t tb«m all, y«aag Mid old, wfat aad (ooliah. Now, you
n>l**Mn, doctor*, aad leaned glistIf all, having learned from
" i iiily MMt BiiMlie aod* i* joet a* good, plaoae revia* the potas-

iiBM oal of ytrnt book* and lectare*." Fraan the some joamal we
irn thai tbara-wer* 30,0(X) cxpri t< in Germany at the out-

'sak M the war, whil* France I VX). of which 1.400 were

<ed aad 900 of M>*W have faller. m Ixittle. We have, however.

>iaillioa (wowiaiag the casualties tmuvt German chemists.

—

\ .'at* traly,

Katbiuu.

ilnsiom to Correspondents*

SPECIAL NOTICE.

In consequence of general rtduced supplUs of paper, as the rtsuU
ofprohibitum of the imgorlalim of much wood pulp and grass.

a tmalhr space n-jll be availabUi wUilJwiherjnotioe forj-eplies

to correspondents.

Mcrtover, icg triff answer by post if stamped and addressed «Tirf-

hpe is enclosed lor reply : S-eenl. International Coupon, frtwi

rwodera abroad.

The fall questions and mutcers via be printed only in tite case of
i$iquiries of general interest .

Qutries to be ansvered in the jJViAiy's "Jotinutl" must reach us

not latrr than Tuetday (posted Monday), and should be

addreiud to tkt Editor*.

^- ^- J—You can get macliiues for pictme frajiie making from
Measr*. Melhuish, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.

A. K.—We Would refer you to au article by " Practicus " in th»
" B.J. •• of October 26, 1917, which deaU fully with the questiou
of installing artificial light in the studio.

^- I*—A quarter plate lens, presumably of about 5 in. focal length,
ia too short a focua for enlarging from a |>ostcard negative. Yoo
want aa B.R. lena of at least 6 in. focus—better 7 in.

A. J.—Any Urge plate-glaaa dealers will supply such slabs. Messrs.
J. Hetley and Co., .Soho Square. London, W.l, or Alfred Uoslett
and Co., Charing CroM Road, W.C.2, wouM quote you.

A. A.—With every deeire to help you, we are obliged to say that
we know of no method of chemical treatment which is in the least
likely to improve ferrotype plates which have slowed with age.

J- A.—Tool* for cutting mouldings for frames are sold by Messrs.
R. Melhuish. Ltd., 50, Fetter Lane, London, E.C. There is no
book on the making of picture frames from the mech.^nical point
of view.

H- W.—It i* very difficult to get any lena repairs done just now.
We should think your job would be one a watch or clock maker
could do. We liave succeeded in getting uii iris diaphragm re-

paired in this way, and ahould think a rotating one should ba
easy.

C. A, W.—1. We *hould certainly prefer the ^-plate Sinclair
" Una." 2. None better of a folding tjiie. 3. Quite satisfactory

(or Autochrome work. 4. We do not understand your query ; the
" L'na " camera has been ugioti the market for a number of years

past, and has been successively improved.

J. C".—It i* pui»ible to correct the c^iromatic error in your lens, but
It would probably cnsi much more to do so than to purchase the
best leus on the market. Your ibest course would be to construct

a scale showing the amount of rackiiig-in necessary for various

distances. Some old lenae* have such a scale on the tuibe.

C. F. 8.—The plans you suggest in queries 2 and 3 should answer
your purpose best, and with rapid plates you will get the rapidity

you require. Xo blind* are necessary, but a head screen is desir-

able for local control of the light. There woald be much loss by
using reflected Iig4it. and the lighting would be rather flat.

F. G.—The only reason we can aasign is that the formula is too

strong—that is to i>ay, there is too much of the Monomet and
hydroqoinone for the quantity o* water. You do not say what
your formula is, but from the information you give it would seem

that you would avoid your difficulties by taking, say, twice the

quantity of water.
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>I. T.—So far m we know, there i» "O itatiafactory cement for vul-

o»nJt«. The Wit way to repair it i» to cover Uie f^lgt-s witJi

rubber nololion. and then t.. fasten the parts togethei- with strips

.if vulcanite iicrrwed on wiUi brass s<.reW8. The screws nuist

h»ve fine threaiU. and the holes niti«t be tapped. An electrician

could do this for you.

y M.—Provided the work is Hrst raU-. an average charge is fnmi

7s. 6d. to 10s. per negative. inclu«ive of one print from each.

We should say that whole-plate negatives would be acceptaible,

although, as it is very usual for such work to be done in 12 by 10

size, you ought to have un understanding with your customer as

to what the siz»> is to h<'. There is no book on the photography

.if buildings.

.\. T.—The lamp mark»-d on the list is of ample power, but the

extended form of filamenU is not very suitable, and if we were

yon we should wait until it is possible to get one of the focus

types of lamps of the General Electric Company, which we believe

will shortly be again available. These are made specially for pro-

jection, and would not require the same amount of diffusion by

'.{round glass in order to avoid filament markings on the projec-

tion .-tcreen.

A. M.—1. You will get greatly increased illumination by using the

4-ia. condenser, .as this will be of short focus, and you will utilise

nearly all the cone of rays. 2. A ^-in. lens will give you about

the size you re<iuire. The diameter depends upon the size of

your illnminant. Two inches should be sufficient. Messrs. W.
Kutcher and .Sons list a 6-iiL lens complete for 14s., pre-war

price. 3. We should onuch prefer the Telecentric, especially for

hand-camera work.

K. V.—The only book on the making of line and half-tone blocks is

Photo-Mechanical Processes," by \V. T. Wilkinson, price 4s.,

from Messrs. Hamptons, Cursitor Street, W.C.2. At a moderate

figure the price for a really good working outfit would be from

£100 to £150. We ou^ht to say that it would be quite useless

>our attempting to master this busines.s without practical instruc-

tion, suoh as that from the L.C.C. School, Bolt Court, Fleet

.Street, E.G., or from Regent Street Polytechnic.

To.'ui LtATHiB.—I have a changing box with leather bag of usual

)-attem. The latter, unfortunately, got perforated a short time
ago by the sharp comer of a plate. Can you tell me the best
way to repair the same 7

—

Medico.
We know of no method of repairing a cut in leather which we

would trust for such an essential matter as the flexible covering
of a changing box. We should certainly advise having the
leather bag replaced by new.

H. .S.—We have not found any solution which will keep the joints
of a woodeji sink watertight. We liave made a smk on the lines
yon suggest, and have lined it with Rubberoid without a seam.
This is a black asphalt-like iiuibstance, sold in rolls, and can be
obtained from builders' materials dealers. We Jiave also used
Trinidad roofing, wliich is very similar; both are quite satisfac-
tory. Messrs. Kodak, Limited, make dishes on this principle.
You might get on« as a guide.

G S.—Your proposed studio is very small and ; tally too low,
except foi- heads and sitting figures. We think that two 1,500
<;.p. or three 1,000 c.p. lamps fixed as close to the ceiling as
pos&ible would be the best arrangement for it. We should fix
.-•alico diffusers below them, and also use the light reflected from
the ceiling. Wo should advise a lens of about 10 in. focal
l.ngth for work up to half-plate size. If you cmly wish to do
h-.-ads yon could use up U. 14 in. focal length.

W. F. T.—We published an article a few years ago by Mr. Green-
field on the extra-sensitising of plates w'ith dyes, but we do not
for a moment think that the results of the formulas would at all
.-lual the Ilford panchromatic plate, which is made with dyes
newly invented. We should advise you to use either these plates
..r to extra sensitise for yourself with dyes, which vou can pur-
rhase from Jfessrs. Ilford. We are unable to say "what is the
i.aative gain ,n speed towards artificial light, but it is very con-
.-oderable.

New Hlsinbss.—Will you please te» nie if I have to apply for per-

mission to oj>en a new business, or. if. owing to present circmn-

stances, the law has lapsed ?—^B.

We have not heard that the regulation in regard to the t^K'niiif;

of a now retail business has yet been relaxed, although it may not

always be rigidly enforced. But we think it would be as well for

you to make inquiries from the Director of National Service, at

Harewood Barracks, Leeds, addressing your inquiry c.o. Assistant

Director of Recruiting.

G. V.—The distances of laJups from the sitter or background cannot

be given arbitrarily, :is much will depend upon the lighting re

quired. As an average, the front row should bo about 8 ft. from

background, the sitter being placed forward or back as more oi-

less top light is needed. The nearest side light may be opposite

the edge of background, and, say, 4 ft. away from it. The back-

ground we assume to be movable, so that you can put it aslant

if necessary. The lamps may, of course, be in a <urve instead pi

an actual ri^t-angle or L-shape.

G. V.—1. Six 1,000 c.p. lamps aie aot too many if you wish for

short exposures. 2. In .i curve or L .shape. iHave the lamps t«

raise to 8 ft. and lower to 5 ft. 6 ins. for children or sitting figures.

Use a thin head-screeai to prevent over-lighting the upper part of

figure. 3. A medium grey or greyish screen is the hesl. White

gives flat negatives. You can easily use a movable reflector if

needed. 4. We have not hejvrd that the Order has been re!a.xed,

although we believe it is not always rigidly enforced. In any case

you .should apply to the Uireitor of National .Service, 82, West-

bourne Terrace, Paddington, Loudon, W.

0. W.-^l. There is no better developer for negatives which are to

be enlarged than the customary metol-hydroquinone formula, or

one of the single-solution developers, the best of which is para-

midophenol. Azol, of Johnson and Sons, is jjerhaps, the best

developer of this class. 2. An acid fixing bath of any kind will

corrode a metal tank. You should use the hardening fixing bath

in an earthenware tank. 3. Undoubtedly pyro is the best de-

veloper for warm tones ou bromide paper by direct development.

4. Yes, substantially Kachin and pyiocatechin ^re the same thin^.

th(mgh it is possible that Kachin may contain something mixed

with the pyrocatechin. 5. We have no experience of the S.S.

screen in Autochrome work : for use with orthochromatic plates

it has no injurious effect upon the definition of the lens, and we
should think it would answer as well with Autochrome plates.
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Th« Wirt of th« IS.OOO.

It is alway* toinethiDg of » satisfaction to at to get th«

'Int finithed copy of the Almauae. We are getting on.

At any rate, the binder* have • stock of all the " sheet*
"

'i make up the book, and, given a chance, will keep

>!.'•« in placing them within the familiar yellow or green

over*. In ordinary timM we could depend on their get-

' wo or three thoa«and daily ; now their daily out-

oacured in hundreds, and may be reduced to

nothing every now and then by peremptory orders to con-

mtrate all their *Uff on work of military urgency. Never-

heleM, we hav* rvMonable hop4-s that in the early dap
tf next month there will be thousands enough of the 1919

Almanac to fulfil tlie orrler* ttiiMiiehout tlu- t'iiil»'<I King-

lom.

The 1919 Almanac u >tiii a volume oi 644 pages. We
iareoay that many people will prefer ii to tae israes of

1,000 pages, which in pre-war time* waR unique, we
• e, among trade publications. Actually its text

urtion is almost a* oomprefaen«ive as ever. To all iuteiito

nd piirposea the Almanac coiitinuec to be the up-to-date

within upon everything " which has been ita

i.-M for years past.

Smaller bulk has been conditioned chieflv by the .xmaller

"- <->f advertisements— in part our publishers' own re-

lon—bat the number *till provides a survey of the

h photographic trade, and oar readers can render a

service to this country and to friends in neutral

"rates by sanding a copy of the Almanac to tell its tale of

(ritiah rseavroai. By the withdrawal of censorship regu-

itions the Almanao can be posted direct abroad, but to

. et a copy it is neceesary to order at once from a dealer, as

Tir pabiiAhen are unable to book farther orders.

EX CATHEDRA.
Over-ppinted
Self-toning
Paper.

With some of the more recent bafcchee
of self-toning paper we Lave noticed
a lack of uniformity. One batch that

we were using lost very considerably in the fixing-bath,
with the result that printing had to be carried much
deeper in 'order to ensure the finished print being of the
requisite depth and of a good colour. A later batch, upon
fixing the first print or two, showed that it was one in
which the prints lost very little, and we at first thought
that owing to this difference the whole of the untoned
and fixed prints (a very large number) were spoiled
through the printing being carried too deeply. They
were, however, saved in the following way. A bath con-
taining 4 ozs. common salt in 10 of water was made up
and the prints previous to fixing were placed in this for
about fifteen minutes. Upon transferring to the ordinary
fixing-bath they lost a good deal of depth, being reduced
to just the right quality. The tone, of course, was
modified, being of a cold black, and equal in every way
to platinum-toned P.O. P. In fact, it is so satisfactory
that many may decide to finish all their self-toning prints
in this way instead of in the ordinary sepia that ia so
common. We wonder that more users of self-toning
paper, and especially the collodion emulsions, do not
favour this method more, as it yields prints of delightful
richness and quality.

• » •

Describing Those who have at any time had
Second-hand occasion to study the second-hand
*********' market must have found that many
advertisers, both dealers and private individuals,
frequently leave much to be desired in describing the
goods that are for disposal. Take the case of apparatus
with which the general photographer is not very familiar
or that of an older pattern nob to be found listed in any
of the catalogues issued within the last ten years. We
recently saw advertised, " A fine half-plate camera
by (naming a maker of a score of years ago), with
two slides, no lens." This kind of advertisement, it must
be admitted, gives little or no information as to the in-

strument for disposal, whether it is of single, double, or
triple extension, whether it lias a turn or tilting t^ble, or
a rising front or swing back, details that any practical
worker purchasing a camera requires to have for his
consideration. An older photographer might know that
particular pattern even from the inadequate description
given, but a modem worker certainly would not—unless
he happened to have catalogueM .- hand of a score of
years back. We have even seen lenses listed by first-class

firms with a reputation for second-hand ojoods from which
the aperture, focal length, and other important details

were omitted. Advertisers of second-hand photographic
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apparatus will do well to put themselves in the position of

the buyer wheti drafting out details of their goods, givinjr

just those full details that they themselves would wis^h

to have; a few words should not be omitted if their

inclusion would give fulness to the description. It may
be that an advertisement giving full information will be

seen by a buyer on the look-out for the particular model

of the api>aratu.<! described, whereas he would not take

the trouble to write to the vendor, if the goods were not

fully detailed, for fuller particulars.

Rubber As a rule a rubber stamp impi'<ession

Stamps. upon a mount gives an idea of cheap-

ne.'is. and quite spoils the effect of what might otherwise

be an excellent production. This, like many other things,

is due to a want of knowledge of the capabilities of our

materials. To many ])eople a rubber stamp is oval or

circular in form, the type plain black, and the colour of

ink violet, and as far as ordinary office work is concerned

these conditions are doubtless satisfactory. It is, however,

quite possible to employ rubber stamps in such a way that

they may be impressed upon the highest class of mount
without being distinguished from lithographic or typo-

graphic work. In an instance which recently came under
our notice a photographer used a steel die of his signa

ture and town for stamping his mounts or prints. From
this he had electros made which were used for printing
upon mounts in brown ink. Finding the need for occa-

sionally marking odd mount* and enlargements he sent

the original die to a rubber stamp maker and received a
rubber facsimile with box, pad and brown ink complete
With this outfit it was possible to sign mounts without
causing anything unusual in their appearance. We have
also seen the well-known square label form of address,
" A portrait from the studio of ," reproduced in
the same way, the result being quite satisfactory. The
secret of getting good impressions is to keep the pad and
stamp free from dust. An old toothbrush is excellent for
keeping the stamp clean, while the pad should be scraped
the right way of the material with a blunt knife. When
fresh ink is applied it should be well rubbed into the
pad and allowed to remain for an hour or so before usin".
When long narrow stamps have to be used it is a good
3)lan to have a small brass prong projecting from one side
of the plate, so as to form two little feet, on which the
stamp will stand squarely. Tliese feet also afford a good
means, of keeping tlie lettering in correct alignment with
the edge of the print.

SUMMARY.
The steicoscope, which hae long beeii displaced as an optical toy,

bids fair to come into its own for scientific and technical pur)X)ses.
In an article we give some snggestions for dealing with difficult
sulijeets. (P. 22.)

A full account of Mr. Dudley Johnston's method of producing
varioug tone« on lantern slides by development onlv, with full
lonnulK and working details, is given on page 25.

The nianagement of the sitter and his friends, with hints upon
child photography, form tlie eribject of an article bv " Practicus "
on page 23.

The concluding section of the report of the Societv of Chemical
Industrj- on photographic materials and processes includes manv
sul.jccts, anions which are various colour processes and cinemato"-
piaphy. (P. 27.)

A curious variation in the printing depth of self-toning paper,
with details of a method .for saving overprinted copies without
nsMig any of the ordinary reducers, is noted on page 21.

A hint -which mav be hel)>ful to tho.sc who advertise second-hand
apparatus in our coUimns is given on page 21.

UTILITARIAN STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY.

To the great majority of people the stereoscope is nothing

more than a scientific toy or perhaps a rather trouble-

some means of looking at a number of photographs which

have cost more than usual labour to produce. In conse-

quence the instrument has been banished from its place

in the drawing-room, and only a few enthusiasts who

make their own slide-s venture to keep it in evidence. We
have from time to time urged the cliiim of stereosoopy

to be the one branch of photography with which the

draughtsman or paintei- cannot compete, and, further, we

have pointed out the great educational value of such

pictures, whidh are as near faithful renderings of their

subjects as it is possible to obtain upon a flat surface.

When produced in an additive colour process such as that

of F. iT. Ives, and shown on a binocular Kromskop the

illusion is almost perfect.

For tlie moment we are not concerned with the. beauty

or scientific interest of stereoscopic work so much as with'

its utility in various branches of science and industry.

There are many subjects full of intricate detail lying in

several planes which cannot be rendered satisfactorily in

a monocular photograph or by the cleverest artist. In
the on© case we have a plan with a certain amount of

shading to represent relief and in the other we get the

impression of one person who if not an expert in the

subject may omit important data, while if he is an expeix

may unconsciously emphasize such features as seem im-

portant to him. The stereoscope is impartial in such
matters, and if the separation of the view-points for the
two negatives has been properly adjusted the subject

should appear exactly as in nature.

It is not necessary to give a detailed list of subjects

suitable for stereoscopy, for once the question is raised

any intelligent person will readily perceive in what way
he can apply it to further his own work or studies.

Recently we were glad to hear that the medical profes-
sion has shown considerable interest in this work. Many
valuable records have been obtained, but there are still

many branches of science and art in which development
is possible. For example, crystalline fractures such as

those of cast-iron or brass, can be photographed on an
enlarged scale, and by a judicious separation of the lenses
any desired amount of relief can be obtained. As this
question of separation has not always been clearly under-
stood, it may be well to point orit that the degree of
relief obtained is governed entirely by the separation
between the lenses when the exposure is made. If onlv

be
HoEfow rulbber stamp impressions upon mounts and stationerv mav
robbed of their "cheap" appearance is pointed out on page 22.

A communication to "Assistants' Notes" draws attention to the
great disparity in the wages paid by different establishments for
the same classes of work, and urges upon employers the necessity
of establishing a standard minimum -wage for each grade. (P. 29.)

Copyright <|uestions, the value of old len.ses. flashlight for studio
and other work, lens tests, and half-watt lamps are among the
sub.|ects dealt with in "Answers to Corre.spondents. " (P. 32.)

At the Cro.ydon Camera Club, Mr. A, Mackie lectured on earlv
photographic history. An interesting account of the fuel value of
mummies for locfjmotive work was added by the president. (P. 30.)

The practicability of u.siug soda salts in place of those of potash.
the supply of platinum for photographic purposes, the question of
an assistants' union, and fashions in picture postcards are the subject
ol corres])oiidence on page 31.

A brief account of a discoui-se ol Mr. J. W. Gordon, K.C., on
the work <,f Hurler and Driffield, pointing out the distinction
'between their jnactical lesnlts and theoretical conclusions, is triven
on page 30.

f^
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oD« lena be us«d and the exposures made sucx^esBively,

then the separation is the distance the lens has been

moved. The distance l^ which the centres of printa is

separated has no effect on the relief but only upon the

ease with which thev are combined in the stereoscope.

Much of the eye strain which many people experi-

enced is due to the separation in this respect being too

great.

The error that is most likely to be made is that of

using too wide a ^paration when working at dose
quart«ra, as when taking small objects on full or even

quarter scale and in portraiture or ethnographical

studies. The usual focal length of lenses supplied iu pairs

for stereoscopic work varies from three to six inches.

Occasionally lengths up to eight inches are supplied, but
this is unusual, except to special order. Even this is

insuffioient for close up work, as it will readily be under-

stood that at a working distance of eighteen inches the
rlisparity of the view-pointe of two lenses with a separa-

tion of three inches is very considerable, giving a drawn-
out appearanoe to any projecting details. For example,
if we desired to take a stereograph of a lump of sugar,
we should obtain quite a false rendering of the crystalline

texture, the small crystals being drawn out into needle-
like forms. It ie, therefore, often desirable to avoid the
use of paired lansss, and to make the exposurea by suc-
cessively moiviiw the camera the neewisry distance.

It will thus be seen that for tteraograpbs of immobile
»ubjeets, the possessor of a small eunera needs no addi-
tional apparatus. All that i^ needed is a small hoard
or platform on which the camera can be slidden laterally
and secured at the proper point. Small devioM for thi«
purpose are listed by most of the principal dealers, and
can, we believe, still be supplied. An appliance which
<hould prove of preat value to the scientific photok^rapher
i» the double mirror, introduced by Mr. Theodore Brown.
In this apparatu* two small mirrors are hinged together

like a book so that they may be placed either in one
plane or at any angle to each other. When inclined
together, be it ever so slightly, a dissimilar view of any
object is reflected by each, and if these are photographed
with an ordinary single-lens camera we have at one
exposure a stereoscopic negative, no central partition ot
other modification of the apparatus being necessary.
Although introduced mainly as a cheap and simple means
of making stereo-negatives', th*. Brown transmitter pos-
sesses many great advantages. In the first place the
limit as to the diameter of the lens is removed. Thus,
rapid portrait lenses or large aperture anastigmats of amy
desired focal length may be used, and in the case of
surgical work the simultaneous exposure minimises the
risk of movement. A few exp«rimonts will be necessary
to find the d^ree of inclination necessary for various
distances, and if the mounting included a graduated arc
such as is fitted to binocular field glasses, this could be*
registered for future use.
There is one slight drawback to this method of work-

'

ing. and that is the fact that the images are laterally
inverted, ^ut for scientific work this would in many cas«j

j**i_°°
moment; if it were the prints can bemade by a transfer process such as Transferotype or the

single transfer carbon process or, if films are used by
printing from the reverse side. By this method the

°*^ui"'*' T^ ^ **^ ™"''^ ^*'"S*'' dimensions than i.,

posMble With a binocular camera even as large as 15 x I''
being practicable. The prints may then be viewed in the
WheaUtone or reflecting stereoscope instead of the
Brewster or box-form of instrument. Stereoscopic printa
If not made in the form of transparencies, are best if"
printed on geIaUno<;hloride paper, as there is less ohanoe
of losing shadow detail than there is with developing
papers. The negatives should l>e thin and fully exposed-
what would be called flat in ordinary work wherethe
pbotographw- relies only upon light and shade to rive a
semblance of relief.

°

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
MANAGING

Tn fint stop towards aanaglng yoar sitter is to hare perfect
contfol ©I your own fsdinis; no aattor what worriM or
•RBOpyaiieM you hs»e to eocoonter, do Bot Uko them into the
vtadio with yea. Man is aa imiUtiTe animal, and in the
Hreat asajority of cases UMOBsdoasly copiss the temperament
ol thoee sunmadiag him in a greater or leas degree, aecord-
ing to hia own etieagth of character. Tberrfore. it is very
ncosMary that the photographer nhoald celUrate a qniet
graiality of manner, adepUng his defrse of frMdom of speech
and manner to that of his titt^rn. taking care to aroid an
•xeem of taaiiliaritj with those who hare an idea of their
<m ivportaaee or « patronising air with those of more modest
nanners. To pat ithriefly, the operator must be "all things

• sll men" (aad wt— ta), end ihoold bear in mind thit
" A* iron »harpeneth iron eo is a man's face brightened by
the (ount^nsnoe of his friend."

One person at a time is quite rnoogh to manage, and any
Irita^ who eeocaapany the sitter most not be allowed to
rnnain in the stedio while the sitting is made. If possible
'hey should be tadocsd to remain in the mvption-room, but
'«aelly it will not be ee^^ to arrange this, and one st lesst
will be allowed to enter the studio. I hare always made a
rule of having a acreened-ofl comer with e romfortable chair,
t" which I escort the friend as wvin a« I have welcomed the
kilter, taking rsne that th«> friend cannot p«rp out and I*

THE SITTER.
»een jujit as an exposure is being made. There is a gool
reason for this; it prevenU the friend from criticising the
pose, seen from a totally different position from the camera,
and also prevents conversation, which often resulte in giggling.
With children, it u, of course, necessary that they should li»
accompanied by an adult, but only one should be allow^.
If a mother and nurse come, try to get the mother to retire
behind the screen, as the child will usnaUy behave better with
the nurse, who will not try to excite it. A whole family party
in the studio usnaUy means a resitting after a lot of valuible
tune and plates have been wasted. Even if a famUy group
has been Uken, the members should be shown out if separate
siUings of any of the children ere required, and it is some-
times politic to ask permission to make a negative or two of a
pretty youngster, even if not ordered. The parents feel flat-
tered by the compliment, and go away feeling that the photo-
grapher is really a man of taste.

We now come to the practical work of making the portrait,
some people call it a " picture," and we should endeavour to
make it worthy of both designationK. To this end it is neces-
sary to make a rapid survey of the sitter's features and figure
so 88 tn get the best result possible. It is said that Reynolds
always wsnte<l to dine with a person before he painted his
portrait, so ss to get a true impres.«ion of his appearance, but
the photographer is not so fortunate, for he has only a minute
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or two to decide upon his course of action. I wiU endeavour

to^ indicate a few of the points to be obeerved. There is not

one perwn in a hundrwl whose featu«* are even approximately

symmetrical, so that it is necetwary first to decide which side

of the fac* is to be turned to the light. The nose will often

appear quite straight if the head 1» turned one way, and

either aquiline or retrouss^ if turned the other. As a rjile it

ii advisable to choose the straight side unless other conditions

militate, in which case the aid of the retoucher must be sought.

With nine people out of ten the left side of the face is the

most perfect, so that the studio should be arranged to take

negatives with the light falling on the sitter's left hand.

The eyt« are usually uneven in size and sometimes in height

;

the best" result can be obtained by having the larger or higher

eye nearest to the camera. In cases of a decided squint the

abnormal eye should be turned from the camera and brought

well into shade, so that it can be more easily corrected in the

retouching. If the profile is fairly good, one or two positions

of it should be taken when the sitter is afflicted in this way.

If the sitter's neck be short it can be made the most of by

lowering the camera considerably, while with a long, scraggy

neck the camera should be well raised. The height of the

camera has an important efiect upon the rendering of the nose.

A long nose is shorfened and the upper lip well shown with

a low camera, while a snub nose and long upper lip is better

rendered from a higher position. Tilting the head up or

down will give the same effect, but this would interfere with

the pose of the head and probably spoil the eyes and forehead

A small, receding forehead should ibe inclined towards the

camera, while the possessor of a massive one may throw the

head well back. In both these cases the pose will probably

be a natural one to the sitter.

The hands are a constant source of worry, and many photo-

graphers now look the difficulty boldly in the face and take

bust portraits almost exclusively. If they have to be included

in the picture the hands should be made as unobtrusive as

possible, and care should be taken not to let them come too far

forward, or they will appear larger than they really are. It

is usually recommended to use the swing back to bring the

hands into focus without stopping down the lens, but this

is not a good plan, as it necessarily renders them on a larger

scale than the rest of the picture. It is always desirable to

use as long focus a lens as possible for sitting figures, so as to

minimise distortion of this kind. Of course, some sitters have

small hands, and then there is little difSculty in dealing with

them. One position is always to be avoided, that of having the

fingers interlaced while the hands are lying on the knees. A
book or flower may be held so as partly to hide the hands, but

this device is rather hackneyed. A long chain or string of

beads falling from the ned< into the lap often afford'; an

opportunity for a graceful arrangement of the fingers.

Full-length portraits are now rarely taken unless for the

express purpose of displaying the dress or uniform. For these

the camera should be raised, so that the lens is about levex

with the breast of the sitter—say, five or six inches below the

chin. Care should be taken that the body is well balanced

upon the. feet, which should not be placed evenly, but one *,

little before the other ; in military terms, the sitter should

"stand at ease" and not at "attention." At the risk of

being considered old-fashioned I strongly advocate the judi-

cious use of the head-rest for standing figures, as not only

are "moves" reduced to a minimum, but it prevents the

sitter from dropping into a sloucliing position. I prefer not

to place the rest behind the head, hut behind one shoulder.

The rest is also very useful when making dancing poses, as it

enables a position to he held with one foot in the air. The

ironwork should be painted a fairly light grey, so that it is

lost in the background and is easy to work out on the negative.

If black or dark green, as usually supplied, it is difficult to

get rid of.

Young children present a different set of problems from

adult sitters. Their features do not require so much con-

sideration, and the lighting is usually full. The great points

are to keep them still and to secure a happy expression. They

should not be allowed to curl themselves up with one or both

legs drawn up undeo- them, but otherwise they will find their

own poses, from which the photographer should make his

choice. The great thing is to get the child's confidence as soon

as it comes into the studio, and to keep the camera out of

evidence as much as possible. To attempt to work with

children as one would with adidts is to court failure. Many
of my best child pictures have been obtained by focussing upon

a cushion or similar article, placed where it is intended the

child to be, before it came into the studio at all ; then the

plate was insertedi the slide drawn, and the child coaxed into «|

position in an innocent sort of way. Then the exposure was D
made, using a rather long release tube or cable, and while the

child's attention was otherwise occupied the plate changed

and the process repeated. A little table at which the child

can stand is an excellent acccssoi'y, as if a toy be placed upon

it in focus the child will usually go to it of its own accord

;

if spoken to it will usually look up with a pleased expression,

and the exposure is instantly made. I generally find that I

can get three sharp negatives out of four exposures when
working this way. The "little bird" trick is not a bad one;

but there should be no deception, the bird should be forth-

coming. I have made hundreds of negatives with the help of l

a cheap toy, consisting of a small metal bird perched on a 9
bulb which contained a water warbler, worked by a rubber I
tube. The bird flapped his wings and opened his beak wliile '

singing. The plan was to tell the child to look for the bird,

and to give a note or two on the warbler, and immediately

after the exposure to show the bird in action for a few seconds.

It was then hidden and the child told that it would come back

if he were good. Alas ! a little sitter found it when I was

not looking, and effectually ended its career. It was probably

of Hun origin, and, I hope, cannot be replaced. However,

the idea remains, and it might be possible to make a substitute.

It is a good plan to keep a few cheap toys so that a child can

take one away with it, especially if a resitting may be neces-

sary, as the child will be willing to pay another visit to a

place where toys are given away. Big toys, such as Teddy
bears, horses, etc., are a nuisance, and the toy should be used

to attract the child's attention and not given to it until the

exposure is made. Before I learned this I have had a child

march away with it into a dark corner and sit down to play

with it, any attempt to entice it out being hopeless. I liave

said nothing about posing either adults or children, as little

useful information can be conveyed by words. By the study

of paintings, engravings, and the work of good photographers

much can be learned and a general idea of what is graceful

and artistic obtained, then when the sitter arrives one is not

at a loss for a pose. If there is any characteristic mannerism

about the sitter it should be .preserved ; if a man habitually

holds his head on one side it is a mistake to put it straight,

as it would be to make a man who stoops slightly stand bolt

upright. Pbacticus.

NEW COMPANIES.
Oxford Studios (London), Ltd.—This private company was

registered on January 3 with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares.

Objects : Photographers, photographic dealers, etc. The sufbscribers

(each with one share) are :—F. Shaw, 1, Town Hall Parade. Brixton

Hill, 6.W., photographer; Mrs. M. ShaAv, 1, Town Hall Parade,

Brixton Hill, S.W. The first directors are F. Shaw and Mrs. M.

Sham. Registered office 1, Town Hall Parade, Brixton Hill, S.W.
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PERSONAL PRACTICE IN LANTERN-SLIDE
MAKING.

[Although at the tinM we reported fairly fully the admirable lecture delivered by Mr. Dudley Johnston before the Eoyal
Pbotogrmphic Society we cuuiot afaatkin from reprinting the more extended version which is now issued in the Society's Journal.

Here appear the practical methods by which the lecturer Becnres the quality and nicely adjusted artistic variety in his lecture

tranqwmiciea.—Eos.. " B. J."]

Mr. Dudley Johniton enforced the account of his methods
by the exliibition of a very large number of beautiful lantern
riewt. He dealt in the first place with the production of tildes

of warm tone, and in the second with the prooeas of blue and
blo^giey tone alidea, which are the characteristic feature of

bit own leeiare tela. Thit latter prooetf, he taid, wae not by
any weawe easy, but there was no secret Aout it. It was all

et out in Wratten and Wainwright'a handbook (first edition)

an " Lantern Slidea." He believed that it had been diacarded
in later editiona <m the ground of dificulty and uncertainty,

but hit own experience was that it was a more certain and
elastic prooeat than the natiiod of physical derelt^^ment which
had been tubetituted. It wae undeniably « lomewhat difficult

proceat, and required a long esperinit* to work it with reason-

able eertaintv.

He propoeed to discuss the subject from the point of view
of tb» production of a set of lantern-alidee for lecture purpoaes.

Ha idea, in the firvt place, waa to ooaaider the set as a whole,

nd decide apon a gumml colour srhie most suited to the

iMbject It waa not inesniry that the colour tcbeme be rigidly

to throughout, for that would aean a fatal monotony,
a genecal colour scheme, with judicious variations, formed

a restful combination that was pleaaing, wberMs a constant

•aiMMaaioo ot unrelated contrasts produced distraction. A
-.1 >ng or even a vioWnt colour ountraat might be used with
telling aflsct tor the climax, but any departures froaa the

Knacal eolo«r aelectcd tbonld only be for a carefully cooaidend
'ontrast, and then only becauee the colour rhoeen pnaoated
tha picture at least as well as the nonnal colour woaM. On
(be whole, a brown that was not too IWAvy nor yet too yellow

waa the aoat pleasant and generally aaeful colour.

After ahowing by meana o( the Uatem how occaaionally

't eflectt, such aa pyro slain or double toning, could

o serve a pictorial porpo*-, Mr. Jokaaton went on to

«l>nak uf the aalaction of tlie aabject. For print* a certain

amount of dilatioB might be desirable, eoperially in the

onsaKnlial iletails of the picture, but (or lantern-slide work

the ntgativaa nqnired to be in sharp focus throughout. De-

velopment waa carried through with due regard to the illumi-

nsnt that waa to be used to make the elide*. The negative*

were dried (are downwarda, like the alidce also, to avoid eatch-

iriu' du*t or hairs, and very carefully »potte<l or retouched

with the aid of a magnifying glass, in order to avoid at far

•• poaaible the necessity of working on the lantern-slide itself.

For making the slidea be need a reducing camera made
(nr I.izars, nsoanted on a baacboanl about 5 feet long, with a

revolving ntgative carrier at one end. The camera had a

rising and (ailing front and a swing back, very useful

sppliaaosB lor adjusting the image and for correcting the

(>«r«pective of vortical liaea, etc., if new seary. The lens wa»

a 6-inrh Timke anaatigmat, working at /'6'5. Usually he

(ocaieed at (ull aperture to get the maximum illumination o(

the image, and then slopped down to / 16 to make tnre of

Asrpnesa. He naed Paget alow pUlee almost entirely, rapid

only occaaionally for blark tones. It was best to stick

one make of plate. He found no advantage in " backed
"

Hie illnminant waa a three-tube mercury vapour
i, the lighi being loCccted from a white card placed behind

the negative. With this light and average negatives the ex-

posures were:—
Black tones 7 to 10 seconds.

Brown tonefs 30 to 100 seconds.

Blue-grey tones 1^ to 2 minutes.
Violet tones 10 to 15 minutes.

The developer must be adjusted to the exposure. If wanner
tones were desired, not only must the exposure bo increased,

but a corresponding alteration must be made in the constitu-

tion of the developer. Neglect ot ikis led to muddy tones.

In development he formerly used adnrol for warm tones

:

this, he believed, was an improved form of hydroquinone, ami

free from 'aorne of the latter's drawbacks. Whether adur^I

would be obtainable after the war was a problem; but if not.

equally good results were forthcoming with a metol-hydroqui-

none developer, such a< is given witli every plate-maker's in-

atructions. An important factor in obtaining satisfactory

tones was the temperature. He worked, as a rule, at 70

degrees, and sometimes as high as 75 degrees, but great care

was then required as the gelatine became very tender. His

plan for keeping the developer at a constant temperature in

cold weather was to keep a large basin of warm water on the

bench and maintain it at 75 to 80 degrees by adding hot water

aa required, and in this lie put all dishes and measures when

not in actual use. The fixing solution and washing water

should be of similar temperature to the developer.

His aim was ao to adjust exposure, developer, and tem-

perature that he got the first faint but distinct image on th<^>

plate in about 60 seconds after pouring on the developer. In

that case development would be complete in above five minutes.

Dentiity was judged by looking through the slide against the

lamp. (He used a yellow safelight. Wratten's O.O, with an

extra sheet of yellow paper, as his lamj) was 32 c.p.). It was

curious to note that the developer improved with use. He did

not throw it away at the end of his evening's work, but left

it in the measure, and on going to work again in a day or two

he threw half the old developer away and made up the bulk

with fresh. Thus used, it gave better colours, was more

regular in its action, and density was more easily judged.

As to blue-grey and blue tones, all of these in his slides were

obtained by development pure and simple, and not by any after-

toning. "The blue tones obtainable by gold toning were well

known, but they had not the variety and subtlety of the

developed tones ranging from black through blue and violet

to red. After showing by examples how this process lent itself

not only to moonlight and strong eHects, tut also to ef(ects

of quite notable delicacy, he proceeded to give an outline of

the method. The formula of the developer would be found in

the first edition of Wratten and Wainwright's booklet on
" Lantern Slides," and he expected it was worked out by

Dr. Kenneth Meee. According to the exposure and tlie pro-

portions of the developer, this would give colours ranging

from black through blue to purple and red. Even for the black

tones the expoeure required was about (our times that nhicli

was normal for an ordinary de^-elojier.

DcvixopeB.

A.— Metol 44 grains.

Water 20 ozs.

Anhydrous sodium sulphite A oz

Hydroquinone 22 gHydroq grains.
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B.—Aniinonium carbonate 1 oz.

Ammonium bromide 1 oz.

WaUr 10 07.S.

C—Thiotarbamide 33 grains.

Ammonium bromide 11 grains.

Water 10 ozs.

TABi£ OP Mixtures and Exposubbs.

Kxixwuro.

Developer.

Tone Required.

A. B. C.

Blue-black 4 times normal ..

8

16 .,

32

dr.

6

5i
5

4.i

dr.

li
2

2J
3

dr.

Blue i

Violet *

Red i

In woriiing this process, lie aimed, as in the case of the

brown tones, at an exposure wliich would ensure the ftrst

ap|>earance of the image in 60 seconds, using the developer at

70 dcgreef. Development should then be complete in five

minutes. The great difficulty was to gauge con-ect density,

and the only reliable method was to watch the slide by reflected

light in the <leveloping dish and follow carefully tlie various

piiases. The first appearance of the image was yellowish,

dai'kening to red, and then becoming bluish-black. As de-

velopment progres-sed the whole slide darkened over in a

manner that might suggest gross over-exposure or fogging,

but this was to be disregarded. Presently the darkest portions

began to take a lighter tinge, almost as if reversal was begin-

ning. When they showed a well-pronounced buff colour

development had gone far enough.

.A.S to colour, this was mainly determined by the exposure

and the composition of the developer, but the negative also

seemed to have some subtle influence. Cases arose in which

a negative wouM yield a slide of a particular colour, but no

variations of exp<jsure and development would induce it to

j;ive a really satisfactoi'y slide of any other colour. The
colour of the wet slide was usually quite different from what
it would be when it was dry. Generally speaking, a slide

which was a good blue when dry was pink when wet, but not

invariably. This developer, again, was not at its best when
fresh, and he was accustomed to put aside what remained
over at the end of an evening's work, and when he next wanted
to use it, poured half the developer away and adde<l a little

fresh, mixed in the same proportions as before.

Fixing took place in acid hypo, then the slide was well

washed, then h>ardened for two minutes in 5 per cent, formalin

solution, washed again for five minutes, and finally put to

dry on a rack, face downwards, so as to avoid dust, et-c. When
dry he tested the slide in the lantern and decided whether
any reduction or intensification was advisable. In liis experi-
ence there were few slides that could not be impro\ed by one
or other of these processes, sometimes by both.

Kor reduction the slide should first be soaked in water for
ten minutes or more. Hypo-ferricyanide reducer was the more
generally useful form. He kept an old egg-cup into which he
poured 1 dram of saturated solution of plain hypu, adde<l
two or three drops of 10 per cent, solution of potassium ferri-

cyanide, and filled up with water. The finger tip was by far
the most satisfactory means of applying the reducer, but a
small sable brush was useful at times. It was wonderful how
mu<-h could be done by these means with practice.

The intensification of slides was a ver^ simple and certain
process with the acid silver intensiiier :—
A.—Metol 88 grains.

Citric acid 176 grains.
<:iacial acetic acid 1 oz.

^^''''«r 20 ozs.

B.—Silver nitrate 1 oz.

Distilled water 10 ozs.

For use : 1 oz. A, 1 dram B.

This formula was well known, and was mentioned in many
books on lantern-slides, but he had not anywhere seen a refer-

ence to one great and valuable property that it posse8se<l,

namely, that of intensifying the slide without altering the

colour. Whether the slide were brown, black, or blue, it

remained the same colour after being treated. It was neces-

sary to apply the intensifier to the dry slide, and the action

should not be continued for more than 70 or 80 .seconds.

If the requisite density had not been obtained in that time the

slide should be wa.shed for fifteen minutes and dried, and the

inU^nsification repeattd. If the action was continued for

more tlian 1^ minutes, or if the sJide was first wetted,

this intensifier tended to give a bluish tint. It was,

as a miiitter of fact, a physical developer, and could be used

to turn a very weak under-developed Slide into a good blue

one.

It now remained to put the finishing touches before masking

and binding the finished slide. He again put the slide into

the lantern and examined the projected image carefully for

any defects. If there were scratches or abrasion marks, or

if pieces of opaque matter or splinters of glass were embedded
in the film, there was practically nothing that could be done,

and if they were in the sky portion or any other place where

they were noticeable it only remained to make a fresh slide.

It was otherwise with clear spots, whether due to air bubbles

in development or flaws in the negative, and in examining

his own slides on the screen he was careful to locate any such

marks.

His method of eliminating these was to place the slide on a

retouching desk illuminated by a strong light reflected from a

sheet of white paper, and to touch out the spots with a pencil

having a very fine needle-like point. The pencils he used

were 6 H. or 9 H., and the points were trimmed long and kept

sharp on a pad of fine sandpaper such as Winsor and Xewton
made for the use of artists. A needle mounted in a paint-

brush handle made an effective retouching tool, as a jirick in

the gelatine was sufficiently opaque. It also had the advan-

tage of not constantly requiring to be sharpened. He went
over the spot with a gentle pricking action as evenly as ])os-

sible, guiding the operation with the aid of a powerful reading

lens. Viewed by transmitted light the effort might appear to

show little result, but when tested in the lantern—whicli, after

all, was the conclusive test—it would probably be found much
more effective than was thought.

Before binding the slide, he thoroughly dried 'x>tli tlie

paper mask and the slide Wfore a gas fire, and tt>ok great care

to exclude all hairs and particles of dust (which showel a
most wonderful affection for the warm film) when attadiing

the cover glass.

Mr. Dudley Johnston concluded by passing a number of

slides through the lantern. Most of the slides were Italian

views, and they illustrated the capacity of the thiocarbamide

process to give, on the one liand, fuU rich black tones of really

velvety quality, and, on the other, red or reddish purple slides,

with every effect in Ijetween, including delicate gi-eys and
blues.

At the close of his lecture Mr. Dudley Johnston was asked
what was the best surface to lay the plate on in older to dry,

and said he used wire racks above the mantlepiece, and simply
supported the plate face downwards against the waU so that
there was plenty of air underneath, and yet any dust settling

would go on the back of the plate and not on the face of it.

In reply to the chairman, who asked whether he fixed face

downwards or upwards in the <lish. he replied that he fixed

face upwards.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND PROCESSES.

[We »rd glad ol the oppurtuuity of publishiug the second of tho annual reports on progress in pbok^raphic lUiiuufacture which has been

i"ued by the Society of Chemical Industry. The author is again Mr. B. V. Storr, M.Sc., of the Ilfotd Company, to whom students of the

Ui-hnical and wientific tide of phoU>gniphy will Itxl indebted for his analysis of what has bi'en published and accomplished during the

period under review, that is to say. the year 1917. Wo should point out that the reference " J " which figures frequently in the footnotes

is to the •Journal of the Society of Cbemioil Industry." Il will, of course, be noted that the report is one which had Ijeen completed
•omeoonsiik-nkbU- time ago. .Apparently it is not possible for the Society to bring these reviews out closer to date, although wo should

have thought that Icsa than a year might be allowed to elapsi' l«fure the completion of the reviewe<l period and tho publication of the

report.—Eds. " B. J."J

{Camtmuud from fige 15.)

Colour Proo— aad Claomatography.

Thrce-oloar liiu-nuitoKraph methods have Ixwn produced

I

of weaving coloured transparent threads, Schlenssner" uses a single
layer of particles, cojilesccnce being produced by exposure to a

America. The Tethnicolor" proceH, introduced by a company

formed t<> »ork the l'onut4X'k patents, is a two-colour additive

method . the tmagea being aupuipue i d oa tile screen. The taking

.tpp:ir>itf i« a «int>l« ten* earner* with a apeeiai form of grid mirror

the pmjertinn caBiera iitcludes as a re^is-

.iii; platte. one in each beam, and pivoUd

The Priznia" proccse of the I'anchromo-

{..iti-nti of Wohl and Mayer and Krlly and

colour filters in the takinji; lamera

.> t«o main :ilter( each with smaller

colour loeertcd—aa OTMige-rrd with magenta

^rven with blue aepwnU The full detwla

ar« noi to hand, bat it wt^uld ap|M«r to have

_ , the Raatowo Kodak Co. It um« a iwu-colour

poeitive, with the coloOB on oyfoaie aidca of the same

..r.i.iing is done froai a colaor Mlcctioo negative with

wta •( pictarca, a device of lenees and priaae I>>o-

... «aoie time images of two eooaseotive pietnna one on

of liie imaitive, aodl aide of which is stained to prevent

I .i,( on both Uaa.
' palenta hove bern taken out for variuiu details

in ..•intn-iiKii »>.» oloar pniceaaes. One of the must ioteresUng is

that of fiacaapaiaik aixl Habrirh" fur the blaach -ont proccas, applied

for in 1913; particuLjia are given of the dyes and aenaitiaers used,

(•artlgraber" coven a eteteoecopic procesa ^n which the pain of

pictntw aro in wplimantary coloora. Healey*' haa a method uf

ilinn iiin—linmibj asing t»i> takins rameras and two nagattTea

frooi which a aingle peeitive is obUioed ; a »perial viewing appara-

tm u rM|Bir«d. Wilkineou," Jones." Ires." He-." and Vox"

<with Kineaacolor) aU nae varintiona of very similar methods of ob

tainiuK and eoabiniag two or Ifcwo coloua in printing. The

Brewster Film Co." oaea aa adsorbent silver halide, formed by the

aetion of a halogMi and a halide such a* iodine in potasainro iodide.

Chriitrm»n • entends hie Method of taking ndvaatage of varatioua

ID the p..r.-ity of a developed Um, to the mm of special filling sab-

steo<»inlhefixii«bath. Thoniton" haa aowr^I pat«»U in coanee-

tioo with the ptialiag ol poaitivta. inclndiag the. use of a photo-

.(...meal printing film and special deriesa for rrgiateriug fltana

ShoRocks" haa a method of aUiaing iu two cohmrs at

film with two a««a of aUataating pictures, one of

n4idl' seta baa been bleached, ia paased Ikfoogh a bath <^mUiniiik;

a dye such as rhodamine, wUch ataina tha Uaaohed pi.tnrr. red.

and ferricyaoide citrate, whidi alaim the aaUeochetl pii turrs bloe-

n>F<i

in priDiing.

oaa operation :

la the making of multiaaloaiad acreraa Pierouui" baa a proceM

solvent vapour, Kilsce'' obtains very fine particles by spraying a

solution of a mlloid into a hardening or co.igulatiii(; vapour, <.</..

gelatin into fnnnaliu, and Tarlton" get* a two-colour screen by .a

firet coating in one colour of a single layer of particles, coating over
this with a staiue<l liiohromate lUm, CNposing through the back, and
developing, which leaves the interstices tilled witli the second
coating.

Walker" for the Hese-Ives Corporation, uses a reflecting mirror

coat«d with a dichroic compound such as cosine: there i* an appre-

ciable gain in'the total amount of available light compared witii the

normal reflecting mirror whicli cannot utilise more than 50 per

cent, of tlie two component lights.

MiKs (Sreene," Hochstetter and Pierson'', and Trivelli"' have

patented various methods of renovating cinenui film.', the twe

former by luei-hanical ineaii». the la»t by means of a lacquer.

Ives" protects the KCiisitive surface of the film by a varnish of gum
damar, removed before development. Lovejoy,'- for the Eastman

Kodak Co., uses a comgiosile base, the parts of which are oppositely

electrified by friction, thus avoiding tlie ilaiigcrs from this source in

the handling of sensitised films. Plauchat" dries cinema film by

the preaanre obtained by passing it through a column o{ mercurv'.

Theoretical and Experimental.

The subjei't uf tbr iialnre of the latent imajje liai- U'cii appio.ichcd

fniui several staiidiMiintK. Channon" gives an account of some

ei|teriments extending over a period of twenty years, showing the

effect of tinw nil the latent image; loss of density and \eil are the

chief effects; there was also some evidence of photo retmuression in

scvrnil of the experiments. Honiolka" discusses the difference

between ferricyaiiide and reducing .substances such as fiMi,i>cyanide,

•ulphite, and pheiiylglycine in their tffwts when |ilates containing

them are exposed to light There is no visible action in the ime case

and » lilarkeiiiiig ill the others, and Homolka uses this result to

supixirt the subbroniide mid perbromide formation theory. (.Seealwj

a further |>uper by Crowther" on the use of substituted /-plieiiylene-

diamines. I t)ii the other hand Padoa and .\Ierviiii," from their

work on teni|ierature coefficients, i-oiiclude that the formation

of a latent image is not due to a decomposition of the order

AgCl = Ag4CI.
Sexeral interesting |Kiper» on the properties of gelatine and its

solutions have appeared. Moeller" gives an account of some e.v-

|>eriments showing the laniinaU-d stmiture of jellies and supporting

the theory of the fibrillated stnii ture of gelatine. Arisz" has studied

the viscosity of solutions of g.latine in a glycerin-water mixture, and

its variation with temperature, coiicentration, etc. He finds pei-

laaiient loaa of viicoeity above 65" C, due to partial hydrolyfis.
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Below UiU point the change of viscosity witli temperature appears

to b« dual in nature; there i« the change prodiiced merely by altera-

tion of temperature such u it ihown by all ordinary liquids, and the

change produced by alteration of structure. The latter is, espe-

cially at low temperatures, much greater than ths former, and occurs

much more slowly. There is for any temperature above the setting

i>uint an equilibriiun viscosity, which is, however, diminished at

low temperatures by stirring. The Tyndall effect was also

(.Mimined and the curves connecting this and temperature, as

well as the curves for viscosity, were foimd to be quite con-

tinuous, Trith no break at the sotting point. These results are

quite in agrermeitt with some obtained in the Ilford laboratories

vith aqueous solutions, which showed from a study of viscosity

and of melting and setting points that the properties of a jelly.

as well as those of a liquid ^-eiatine solution, are dependent on its

pievions history, end the rate of attaining equilibriiun is much
decreased with lowering of temperature ; observations on an indus-

trial scale have also shown that the same is true of dry gelatine

film, the properties of which depend both on the condition of the

solution from which it is made and on the conditions of drying.

The patent of Ilford, Limited, with Renwick and Storr" for the

recovery of silver from weak gelatine emulsions is also of interest

in this connection; one of the methods used depends apparently

on the interaction between the gelatine network and a colloidal

I ydroxide formed by the dilution of a metallic salt in a slightly

alkaline bath, the reaction not taking place with a perfectly fresh

gelatine solution nor above certain limiting temperatures.

Biltz, Bugge, and Mehler" have studied the osmotic pressure of

various gelatine solutions and arrive at some conclusions as to mole-
cular weight and ccmplexity. TKey compare also for various gela-

tines viscosity and gold value (the amount of gelatine solution re-

quired to protect a standard colloidal gold solution against pre-

cipitation by certain reagents).

Hodgson" has published a paper on the physical properties of
plate grains, in which some excellent photomicrographs are given in

illustratipu. There is generally a change of shape and an increase
of size of grain on development, though occasionally the shape is

retained ; cases were also found in which development of a grain
started from several nuclei. It would be interesting to know the
reasons for his conclusion that the silver halide grains are tetra-
hedra, for silver bromide and silver iodide are both dimoi-phous
(cubic and hexagonal), the latter being hexagonal at normal tern-
reratuies, the foimer either cubic or hexagonal, in the form of
hexagonal or triangular laminie. The " feeler " phenomenon pre-
viously observed by Scheffer was noticed only once, and then under
such conditions as to suggest an entirely different explanation
from that advanced by Scheffer, and having no reference at all to
thi nature of the latent image. Koch and du Prel," in the inves-
tigation already mentioned, also made a microscopical examination
of silver bromide grains in various photographic plates, and the
effect on them of exposure, ilevolopment, and fixing.

Saegnsii," in .some work in the crater of a volcano, obtained
reversal which he succeeded in tracins to sulphur dioxide; the
efiect was only temporaiy, disappearing if the plates were kept
several days. He has examined also the v.irving effects of dif-
ferent coloured lights" and their combined" effects on photo-
grjlhic plates; he does not appear to have found any evidence of
the antagonism of different colours.
An important contribution to the general subject of photometry

!= the paper of Renwick" on tone reproduction. By a careful con-
sideration of the curves of sensitiveness of both plates and papers
he indicates to what extent it is possible to obtain a print having
the same gradation as the original, and also the possibilities of
compensating for the errors of the negative by the qualities of
the printing pa,.er. The general question as to what relationship
It IS desirable to have between the scale of tones of the original
J>nrt that of the reproduction, a problem which introduces both

•• Eng. P»tJ. 1«T(> nnil 102IW. 1»13; J. nU 47

ia'i:,^47.'**^*'
''*""• '""'• ''^^'- "• "'""''"• <'''"•• "'« Ke'-. 5^0; J..

I!.'i:.^^M4!'j.!'l»18!''iof
"*"" *»'"""" '^<^'= Rfssawh Lulwratorj; B. J.

"
uV,i- tt"^' i"'- I't^- ,?'"''• '"'• ^-«''- •^<''- *<". '»". 223.

I>1
ysiological and psychological phenomena, also receives con-

sideration. A number of data aire collected and arranged respect-

ing range of vision, degree of visibility, contrast, etc., at varying

degrees of luminosity, and their bearing on the subject discu.ssed,

along with that of the methods ordinarily adopted by artists.

Bloch" has studied the possible variations which may occur in

the values obtained for the H. and D. speed number of a plate

with variations in the conditions of experiment. He made ex-

posures both with an intensity scale (wedge-soreeii) and a time

scale (sector whc<l), avoiding intermittency error in the latter case

by using only one slow revolution of the wheel, which was driven by

clockwork. The factors actually i-equired to arrive at the value

of log •' are the composition of the developer, the 7 (degree of

development) reached, the value of q (in ScbwaTzschild's rule,

1,1 1 = I,«<i, for equal densities), the nature of the exposure (time

scale or intensity scale) and the actual values of time and in-

tensity. The variation of speed with developer is considerable,

oitol giving the highest number and glycin the lowest of those

examined, and the variation with y is vely marked in some cases,

especially with high-speed plates having long under-exposure curves.

With such plates it is quite common with normal development {i.e.,

to a 7 of about 1) to obtain a straight-line curve for the whole of a
normal range of exposures ; if development is carried far enough,

however, the normal curve becomes evident. A speed number
obtained from the first curve, which more nearly represents the
working speed of the plate, is much higher than the true H. and D.
speed number obtained from the second curve. One case also is

mentioned in which Schwarzsehild's rule was not obeyed.

Padoa and Mervini"' have determined the temperature coefficients

of sensitiveness of various plate emulsions and of citrate paper
emulsions for a range of lights of different colours. The former
are the same (1.05) for all the colours tested (red, yellow-green,

violet, and white), but the latter with white, blue, and ultra-violet

light are 1.16, 1.19, and 1.07 respectively.

Hodgson"' has made a preliminary investigation into the speeds of
plates to X-rays. The subject presents some special difficulties

because of the fluctuating and intermittent nature of the radiation
as ordinarily produced, and the results obtained were only intercom-
parable, no definite standard of exposure being suggested. To
avoid the intermittency difficulty the moving-plate exposing device
of Jones was used and a steady output of X-rays was obtained by
the use of a Coolidge tube. The curves obtained differ from the
usual light speed curves in being more hyperbolic in shape, neither
straight-line nor o\er-exposure Tieriods being evident.

Goldberg" has determined the tendency to halation by measure-
ment of the fog produced on a protected part of a plate surrounded
by exposed parts, making at the same time a comparison wedge-
screen exposure. He has also studied tlie anti-halation effects of
various suggested remedies and confirms the prevalent conception
that a coloured film between the sensitive film and support is the
most effective. Goldberg (loc. dt.) also suggested an improvement
in Marten's photometer, replacing the usual powerful lamp by a
small glow lamp under the photometer table ; the method has been
tried in the Ilford laboratories with a decided improvement in the
range of the instrument.

Hitchins and Gilbert" give a detailed description of the develop-
ment tliermostat in use i]i the Ansco Research Laboratory. It is on
a comparatively large scale and electrically heated»and" controlled.
The developing vessel is an arrangement of two concentric cylinders
the developer being circulated by means of a pump from "inside t^
outside of the inner cylinder, on the outer face of which the plates
are suspended.

Luckiesh'»» suggests the use as a correction filter in spectrographic
work of a spectrogram placed in correct position on the plate during
exposure. Hodgson and Wilsey'"' have calculated the actual density
required at any point of such a filter, giving .he light intensity and
the speed of the plate at that point. The device .suffers, however

" Phot. J., 1917, 61-61 ; J., 1917, a53

1917,*654lS7° J^fwis^'sbr^
'""" '^'^''""'" ^^""^ Research Laboratory. B. J..

'''pVot^l^: AmJ?i!'Xn^U9}l^^
^- ""<""' ""'». 1916. 394; J.. 19IC, 1236.

'»» Antrophyt. J., mc, .108-809. Sri. Ah».. 1916, .)87

1 '^'""'""'l'<'*'i?n ^'o- <•- ffoni Eustnian Kodiik Research Laboratory. Phot,
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Correspondence.—•

—

Carrtiomi0HU ihould nivtr irritc i>n both sides of the paper.

Xo ndue it taken of cttrnwumifrtiom unUns tin nainft and

aJdresMtt of the tnriten art given.

W* do not undertake re*pomibility for the opinion* txprtatd

M»1)A % POTASH SALTS.

To tbr Kd:U>r».

••^ntieCBoi. I w»» much inl«r«r«l«-d in " Natrium'*" IrtUr on

not of xxliuni mIu, which Mnpha«iM-« the atlvantagr <>f rhrmiral

,wlc(i(« to thf |>h<i(ografJ>rr.

i.^r.- for BHuty reaia lueti the «•)!• of aodiiiai (or olhrr iiMtel*)

- the%' wrrr chckper or more ramrmicnt than the rorre-

..uiii|( Mb* uf poiaMium, with perfect toeoeaa.

I'lw phyaoal diHeraoow have to U- tak<-a into u-couiU ; fur in-

nanoe, ooa caoivit make ao concent imted a aolBtion uf carbonate of

•oiia aa of nAonato of fiotaati, uliilf the terene applica to Uie

Jiihiunirtw Abo with exact funnala- doe aBowance miMi he matlu

for Aa diRerctm in atomic weifhli. hot in moat caaea this it

,»lfiW«.—Voora failiifnlly. K. !«. W«IX8,

Worka MaiuH;rr to P. G. Hunt and Co.

>JS. BiUbaiii Hi(b RiomI, LMMtim, K \V.I7.

I'LATIM \!

To the Editont.

.- . -4n the ' Britiah .louriial '" of January 10, 1919, |»age

WD|C •tatemeiit nri-uia: "IIm m^J ol plaUnum ia

....itcd fur it Ui be available for |ihalO(rilpkk {NWpcac*
'

qntle ontrue, and the lUtrinrnt ia calo^ated to do ^rcat

• ..niv ^„ u« but to hiKh • '"•« i.li.>l..'jraph«ni irlio wijJi Wi

t resiilu, Iwih '>c aad pamancnt
1- . ..1 imly lie .. - uae of our (lapafa.

ii« la very tii|:)i. Iiut ihia doca not prevent

the hi^h |>ri<p i>( |>Ulinum atofa ita uae fur

!• m {ilarr of the •M method of oainf ailver for

nant the lieat miut |>*y (or tha beat, and iHtthing elae

liani.

' tha high price vH platinum. «• have oerer ceaaed to

I'latinotype ;-- - < •> • < ^rnment departaicDta and

lag pannai the beat photogra|ilieni

'lOt only peruMnrmi- out m- nifjuat artietic rwolla.

—

Bbmmt MrMnniiv.

The PUtinotjriM Co.. Penfe. Uoadon. S.K

I

THK .\SSIWAXT QUBfrriUN.

To the Rdikira.

I bate been furred t<> N'.tire tha rariooa Oftinaon*

tha Joomal trpktdm^ aMiilonta.

of a Boioa ol fdM^ographir wnrkata aaaiM to me tint

• but iaapetative in view of paat eoaditiona. which,

>l. are not looked hack u(>>n with Miy great degree uf

• ice tha caae uf a man nf my acquaintance, a thoroughly

ver worker (no thauka to the eoififejrcr to whom be
.-ti »K,, (»(<,re the war received the princely re

ami wa« rxperted to run th« whole

>Jow cleaning. What an ideal condition

:iiind it ia axieihig, not living.

''>* prima ihouUI retnain high-4ii«t ia,

r of the waain . Then pcrhapa it wtll

iiiu' >,•- ^ving nf a fairer and better wage than

daya when tha lran«ittiin nt^ge i* over.

'1 ur a body of men ranaiiaiii( uf an equal number of

wnrkrra wlio ahonld af4>ilrule in the caae of an em-

ploypo being dismis.^ed against liis desire. T%c findings of this

roiunuUec should bo binding not only on this question, but on

uthers. A fixed minimum wage is necessary for all skilled worker.-',

»lio aliouUl pass an examiiiatiou to render themselves eligible fivr

that minimnni. Hours of working should jilsio be fixed, and an

effort ni.-i<le to Iwtter conditions under which a great many have to

carry on.

Conaidering the possibilities of things in general and a union in

IKkrticular, which should surely lead to the betlennent of conditions

uud a closer reUtiouship between master and worker, I cannot but

think that apathy reigii^s supreme in tlic ranks of present-din-

workers, male and female. The motto should be " Up and doing."

Don't let this chance abde, for if you do you will never h;ntr

anollier. Realiie your poaaibilities and remember tliat tlie worker

ia worthv of his hire.—Yours faithfully, W. E. B.

THK ClI-T OK THE MODEST COUNTENANCE.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen, In a letter which a{^e«r8 on page 19 of last wcek'.-s

" B.J." a correepoudeut calls attention to the soda versus potasli

qucation, and quotes an American editor who asked his readers if

they had noticed how potaaaium salLs had been boomed to the

advantage of CTermany. Probably the majority had not, as tliere

is much that is hap^eiting in our midst which passes unnoticed.

The queation about Uie chemicals is interesting enough, but 1

wonder how many pbutograpliers in our own country have noticed

a rerolntiunsry move in their own profession during the paat year

or two. I do not refer to any German proi>aganda, real or su|>-

|M>aed. but to tiie very (|uiet disappe«raiice of picture poetcanl

purlraila of amiUng actrewe* and professional beuuties from the

shop windows and market.

Not so very kmg ago portraits of stage favourites wearing whsit

was known aa the " Odol look " and showing rows of pearly teeth

were a* common aa modern O.B.E.s. The fixer! inane gpnns de-

picted by liie camera and sold to us on postcards were legitimate

aubjrcta fur the pencil* and |>eiu uf humurous nrti.>4.s and writers.

who loat but Utile time in ridiculing Ihero ; but now all hns

Chaofed.

Who are we to thank for the uxirc hn|q>y state of affairs, fur t!ie

more beautiful and restful poaea, and for the cult of the modest

cuunteiiance T Are the more pleasing {HMes due to the whirligig:

if time and fashion, to ridicule on the part of artists, writers, and

the public, to the craze of the Thespians of miiiur im])ortance fir

imitaling their betters, to the good senw and persu.isiuns of photo

graphic operators. »r what! Like the American editor your oone-

(Miadent quotes, I think I have made a "great discovery" con

i-eining tiie matter.

The HisMije i.<, in my humble opinion, due to the good sense (T

the most famous of tlio pnatcard beauties of to-day, a lady who has

lieen pbutograjdied more times UukD any of those who have reigned

in the p<u>t, and I ikmhI hardly aay that I refer to Miss Gladys

Cno|ipr. Iliiently I examined a ocdlection of [lortraits of the lady

named, not one uf nhirli pictured her grinning. She invariably

chui>«e« the rcMfut and more realistic ty{>e of pose, and being tlie

IfadiiiK and niost-|ihoto);:raphed beauty uf ttj-day, others of her

calling nhu are not so favoured by nature have copied her maiuier

of faciiii; the eamtra.

All in the (watcard pnrtrait trade are, I believe, agreed that the

nirming of tJie aaner and more pleasing uf the poses depicted upon

oimmerrial pnatcard ixirtraits coincided with the entry of Miss

C<iu|>rr into the ranks of beautiful Englishuxjoien. But altliough

such a great eliange has come over the jiustcard portrait of com
merre, I find thai very few people—fiarticularly lAiotographers

have noticed it.—Yours truly. L. T. W.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

February 20 to 22.—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographir

Society. Secretary, H. C. Cross, 80, Harrow Road, Leicester.

February 22 to March 8.—Edinburgh Photographic Society

Entries close February 13. Secretary, George Massie, 10, Hart

Street. Edinburgh.
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jinsiDers fo Correspondents.

BPECIAL NOTICE.

7, juimiMrTT" ol fmtrai rtdnctd ,u^lietj,l paper.juJht^rttuU

*f »nkMliim of tht importnlion of mMh irijod pulp and gran,

m tmuVt- nact irM b» avaUabU until further notice for replie*

hK.

y^j^. K* «•»/ am$H^ by poU if sta>nped a^id addresied enve-

top, U 0nckmd t«r reply: 5^nt. InUmatitmal Coupon, from

reader* abroad.

-The full ,f,^ione and ane^^friwmjejrinted only in the ca»e_e[

iaamriee of general inlerett .

,)..^^ to be anewertd i»Jhs_Fridn«-> ' JoumaV must reach m

.ai UU-r thoT'Tuesday {posted Mondau). and should be

ff^jiUteeed to Oi» EdUort.

ARTHr« H.*M>*.-Tl.e Telia Camera Co., 1,.Southampton Row,

London, W.C.I.

V*irr- 1 U»t price. £13; worth no^v about £4. 2. Lis* price

£9r«ortb now .bout £3 10.. 3. List price. £4 5e.
;
nov, worth

about 30i. e«*- 4. Now vrorth about 25s.

H H -Under the Act wWdi has been in force since 1912 registra-

tion of copvr.gSt i. no longer n.^essary. If you have dealings in

opvright matters «e i-hould think that the handbook Photo-

-r«l*ic Copvright." which we have issued embodying the regu-

Ution* under the Act, would be of value to you.

H P —Ever «=.nce the 1911 Copyright Act came into force regcs-

^tration of photographs ha* been no longer necessary in order t^

obUin copvriuht in them. As you appear to be uiifamnliar with

the present copyrigh'. reguhtijn* the inirchase of the litt'.e manual

which we issue wiUiM probab'.y be of advantage to you.

Text Book.—Will you kindly ir.form me where I can obtain a work

that gives -eneral information— in other words, a book of instruc-

tion up to date? For four years I have been under Government

employ, and have almost forgotten all I had learned by practical

«iperie'ice prior to the war.—Veronica.

The best genera! te.\t-book is "The Science and Practice of

Photography," by Chapman Jones, price 6s.

'G. A.—Ro»« Universal No. 2, view size, 10 x 8; group size, 8i .\

5i; diameter of lenses, 2i inches; back focus, lOJ inches; price,

£9. The original series of universals were f jb portrait lenses, very

similar to the Dallmeyer D seiies. The full aperture is about

fib, and the other apertures probably require double the ex-

posure at each step. At the present time they should be worth

half-price. We are unable to give date of manufacture.

Less "I'est." 1. I h.ive a (Joerz Dagor 11 lens, f 8, but am not

at all satisfled with llie definition of my outdoor work generally,

,>nd Would be pleased to know if I could have it e.\aniined and

tested at the National Physical Laboratory, and where is the

postal addreas? 2. I'au ynu please tell me if and where I can

obtain an electrical a)tparatus for igniting flash powder without

any electric current on the premises?

—

Definition.

1. Tha address is Teddington. Surrey. 2. Messrs. Boots sell

a small lamp in which the ignition is effected by means of an
ordinary pocket flash-lamp battery, which might answer your
purpose.

E. O.—In order to light magnesium |H>wder by means of methylated
spirit you require to blow the pjwder through the spirit flame.

You cannot ignite the powder by means of spirit Hame. If we
were you we should abandon the spirit )>atteru of lamp and
employ a self-combustible mixture of" magnesium and some
ohemical such m you can be*t buy reedy made, although you ran

with some considerable danger make it for yourself, but it is a

rule of ours not to recommend formulre for the making of flash-

powders.

S. D. -Spots on the postcard* have the ^pearance of fixing stains,

the result of obstruction of hypo to the film from some cause or

o«her. This latter may be air^eUs due to handling too many

prints together, or might anise from causes in the paper itself.

We should try for a start to make a practice of handling prints

very thoroughly in the fixing bath and then passing them through

a second bath again wiUi vei-y fu'ly turning over. If the spots

atill persist when prints are thus treated, we think the matter is

one which should be taken up with the makere.

H \i, We can thoroughly i-eoonunend the lialf-WTatt lamps as

giving the nearest approach to daylight effects that we have seen.

The specimens in the booklets do some injustice to the light. By

judicious screening you can secure any degree of brilliancy. We
have not heard of anyone combining mercury va,pour and half-

watt lamps. If you instal the latter you will not want to be

bothered with the mercury. We have not found a better way of

using the mercury vapour tubes than the one you mention. Four

to six 1,000 c.p. half-watt lamiw are the most generally useful

selection, as by so dividing the light you do not need to waste so

much in diffusing it.

F. M.—The problem you set is a difficult one. The gaslight is out

of the question, as in such close quarters the heat would be

terrific. The only thing we can suggest is that you should use

an enclosed flashlight so that the smoke could not escape into

the studio. You could fix, say, four incandescent burners to

focus by, and these would help th« exposure a little. Can you

arrange a pipe to the open air to carry off the smoke? With

regard to the printing box, we would suggest a piece of lookin;;-

gla.ss in place of the card. This would practically have the same

effect as exposing direct to the burner, and we think you will

liave sufficiently even illumination if you pick out a bit of good

plate; wavy sheet glass is no good, as it will give patches of

light.

%\it IBritisIj fournal of IJbotograpb^.

IMPORTANT NOTIOE.—Advertisers are requested to notice

that the prices printed below represent an

Increased Scale of GhargeSy
which is now in operation in respect to all line announcements.

Since advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly pre-

paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind fUi
revised tariff. They will thus save tliemselves delay in the publication

of their annowncemenls.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

Increased Tariff of Charges.

12 words or less 1/.

Extra words Id. per word,
(No redaction for a series.)

Special Note. Adv'ts under a Box Nuniber.

" Box No." and ofiSce address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot bo inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an adv't must be accompanied ky the advertisement
as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisementa is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot b«
guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., Publishera,
24. WelUngton Street. Strand, LONDON, W.C. 3.
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MO<i(M rwtelMf

eftemiinl$ wkieh tumallf umflii Of bmtr ha^ ci

wM te /otaui at tkt foot of Om ftft mtrUtf mud will
10 b* flaetd Iktn lekUtt iu rtgtilmr ptmUtm u rtquwtd for
•'"-to th* /trtkeomm§ " B.J. A'

Year by yMr, Mncc tb« dimly diaUnt d«t« of AugiUt,
1914, it, hM bMo owMMry to sdjuit th» prodofltton of Um
AhiwiMc in Mnvduie* with tfc« cineaiiutoacM of the tine.

A jmr afo we nndl only 15.000 Alnwaacs; tiiey woro all

•pavlily boogbt. Thij yoar no more khan thia numbv will

bo avaikfalo, and the whole edition ha* bean ordered by
the trade diatiibation finna.

L«t there be no miatake; a book anch aa the Almanac,
partioolarly at iU now increaaed prioea of la. 6d. and
% «d.. i> not ordered by dedan for ^uee Mie. There
are probably very few oopiea aasoDg 4fte thooMnda already
ordered whidi are noi, in faot, earmarked for aoinebody or
other, thet ie to aay. indnded in oar pabMalier'a Urge
totela beoaoae aoinebody in Santiago or Dudley Port montha
ago told hia dealer to Mcure it. It w for tine reaaoa that
we auA ooanael the re^ler to place a daAoite order if he
wiAea to make enre of the 1919 Tolnme. We have urged
thia preoaatMtt in peat yean beoauae of many inaUncea of
lU neoeaHty; it ia even mora needed in the preeent in-

*tance, «4ien the demand is greater than a year ago.
•So the 1919 Almanne will come to ito readen with a

certafioate of merit written, k> to apeak, in Ae eiiaam-
ataacea of die time. The fact that it ia wanted in nnmbtn
grmUr than thoae avaikUe aervea to mark ita india-
p«naabiKty y«ar by year to thoae engagwl in photogiaphy
in aay way.

EX CATHEDRA.
Dapk.Room
Lighting.

We recently were iu the dark-rooui of a
photographic friend whose amateur ex-

perience m electric wiring and battery making had been
appked «n the provision of what he regarded as luxariee
in the way of illumination. We are not so sure but that,
for a commercial dark-room, there were little more than
the neoewtiea for niinimifling waste of labour. We ahould
.explain that our friend 'a daA-room, which was of ample
aixe, and had the curtomary developing bench in one
comer, had oupboarda the contente of wthich were clearly
seen by meana of a little yellow eteobric bulb worked from
a b^tory and connected ta ih« latter so that the opening
of the door comnUted the electric circuit whilst its cloedng
switched the light off again. In many commercial dark-
roMM where from lack of space ekewhere things are kept
wba^ are not needed in development operationa a device
of this kind wouU often save the time of a second asaiobant
who might be wanting them whilst the dark-room was in
uae. Naturally enough our friend's room was fitted witfi
two typea of lamp, one with the eafe-light nearly vertical
for Mm examination of negatives, and another of the hori-
wntal pattern for use in tiie devefopment of prints.
Another fixture, and one whuh we have regularly used

°?7!?' ** * *^'^ ^^^ consisting of a fadrly large lamp
placed a foot or so from the ceiling with its safe-light
ufmennoat. The illumination, after ite reflection from the
oedtng, pro^dea a weak, but safe, and very comfortable
ligni throttgliout t)he room.

Paaaa-
Pni^owta.

The paaae-partout method of framing
may very reaaonably be thought to be

one whidi will retain its popularity—certainly among
amateur phoiographera and, no doubt, among the cus-
tomers of proffwaionala, to whom, however, it has not been
offered aa freely as ita artistic poeaibilitiee warrant. It is

sometunn astoniahing to us to notice the ugly designs of
frames which aro riiown in the show windows of photo-
grafAers whooe taste, judging from their own work in por-
traiture, might be thought to be a good deal better. The
paaae-partout wilfc its ready adapUbility to the key and
ook»r of the print is particulariy fitted for the display
•>'^[>n|*>w ipechnena, and, aa we have said, might weU be
offered to the oaatomers of a studio more than it has been.
Perhape the manufacturers may do something towards
further popularising this form of framing; tJie altogether
farming metal edging which for some year or two now
baa been on Hia market is one way of overcoming an objec-
tion to the paaae-partout, vjx., the impemianonce of its
I^per binding. Meaars. Butcher have done something in
the same direction by providing the slender frames, which
aro practically more or lew solid surrounds for paase-
partouta. More might certainly be done in this way by
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providing in on» form or ^nati^ a frame for t^e i>a»e-

Jl^t which n^ only be of the lig^'^^-'^'^ir"'^^^;"^

!i»oe any hanging tab* or ring, are attached
«f

the back

of the pLe-i*rtout it«l/, and tie aco€«ory fran.e thus

riJievetTof any weight.
• • «

FMtMt Among other Buggesbion* which we re-

Fixing oently made to a correspondent who sent

up a bateh of aUined paper negatives was that of using a

h?i^ UUi of the maximum fixing epeed Where, as n

thTcaae of .uch negatives, the process of fixing cannot be

-«n by the eye it is more than ordinarily necessary to

arraag; matter, -o as to secure complete fixation. As was

ti;^ined «me yearn ago by Mr. Welborne Piper m
fche course of a lengthy series of experiments, a fixing bath

of 40 per oent. rt«»gth. that is to say, 8 ozs. dissolved in

water to- make 20 on. of solution, fixes more rapidly than

any whioh is weaker or stronger. Although these experi-

ments WW. made with a particular emulsion our own

experience with plates of many different makes has s^own

us that for practical purposes the strength of bath above-

nienUoned may be taken as that which fixes in the shorteet

time Obviously more hypo is required to make up a bath

of this strength, but, setting aside Ices from sheer care-

leaneM, such as splashing the solution about, there is no

reason to believe that a bath of this strength is any less

economical in use than one containing, say, only 4 to 6 ozs.

in a pint of water. We have yet to find a plate with which

a bath of tihis maximum strength cannot be used. In the

csee of papers it may easily happen that frilling or blisters

may arise from the use of a fixing bath of this strength,

although in our experience such effects have been very

rare.
• • •

By those photographers who require to

make an enlargement only on compara-

tively rare occasions the studio camera

may be very suitably employed. The addition of

a small attachment serves to convert it into an

enlarger capable of making a print of the size of the

largeat plate which the camera will take. The attachment

consists simply of a box mounted to slide, by means of a

panel, in the grooves which carry the camera lens. The
box is provided at one end for the reception of the nega-

tive to be enlarged and at the other with an E..R. lens of

focus suitable for the purpose. The distance between the

diaphragm of the lens and the negative will naturally be
adjusted vn correspondence with the degree of enlargement

An Enlai*tfe-
ment
Attachment

required. For this there is the very simple rule that the-

distance will be one focal length plus one-half one-third,

one-fourth, according as Ishe enlargement is to be two,

three or four times. Where the etudio does not provide a.

ready' outlook to a clear sky for the illumination of t4ie

negatives, the necessity of tilting tie camera may be-

avoided by using a reflector in the shape of a mirror or

even a white card placed at an angle of 45 to the plane

of the netrative. An alternative where electric light is^

used in the studio may consist simply in placing this

reflector, or rather the white card, a few inches below an.

arc lamp or a half-watt bulb.

*-

RE-SITTINGS.

The question of re-sittings is one which perennially crops

up, although we do not think that photographers have so

much to complain of in these days as they had a few years

ago. Probably the broader style of treatment which is

now general has a good deal to do with it, while more

intelligent and less mechanical retouching has also had an

effect. Still, they are common enough to be reckoned one

of the plagues of professional photography, and we have

to consider the best way to deal with them.

In the firart, place, the operator will save himself much
heartburning if he can bring himself to realise that the

sitter does not usually intend to oast any imputation upon

his ability. The old hand knows this, hut the young artist

is apt to take the return of proofs with perhaps rather a

pointed remark or two as a sort of blow in the face, and.

either to contest the matter or to yield with ratlier a bad

grace. That is quite the wrong thing to do. He should

endeavour to see the matter from the sitter's point of

view as well as from his own, and to do all that he oaji

to give satisfaction. Personal recommendations are the-

best possible advertisements for any business, and a dis-

satisfied client will often be the means of diverting many
profitable orders, while the assurance that polite and con-

siderate treatment can always be expected will have the

contrary effect. There are few people whose genius is so-

transcendent that they can afford to be ungracious, not to
say rude, so that our advice is to stifle one's feelings and
to accept an unpleasant situation with a smile. There
are, of course, exceptions to this rule, and if the photo-
grapher can see that an attempt is being made to impose
upon him there are good grounds for protecting himself
against it.

It is not wise to mention the subject or to make any
conditions as to re-sittings on any price list or even

SUMMARY.
Ra-uttings and the bmt -way to deal with them, with notes on

their avuidanoe, lorm the subject of an article on page 34.

An article on carbon printing by artificial light points out how
(infile tmmfer prints may be made from non-reversed negativea if

•a illuminant ot small area be used. (F. 35.)

Notes on tisckgrounds, their significance, construction, and use,
with hints on fitting and renovation, are the theme of the " Prac-
ticos" diicuaion on page 35.

The possibility of_inniroving the class o' work done and obtaining
better financial results from a given number of orders is dealt with
in a paper on page 37.

Home remarkable figures illustrating the magnitude of the photo-
graphic work done by the R.A.F. during the last few years ot the
war are given in a reprinted article on page 39.

A clear exposition of the qualities which are essential in a good
negative for photo-litho work will be found on page 39.

An improved method of coating celluloid with emulsion, whereby
n even film is secured on a slightly buckled base, is the principal

item iu Patent Xews. (P. 44.)
ft

A report of the last meetmg of the Edinburgh Society of Profes-
sional Photographers appears on page 47. The pa;per read by Mr.
Barrie will be found on page 37.

The affairs of two well-known photographers were before the Bank-
ruptcy Court last week. A report will be found on page 43.

A simple enlargement attachment, which can be made at home and
fitted to any large studio or other camera, is described on page 34.

Stains on negatives and prints, lens matters, and the introduction
of extra figures into groups are among the siibjects dealt with im
"Answers to Correspondents." (P. 44.)

The utility of auxiliary non-actinic light for illuminating corners-
and cupboards in the dark-room is pointed out on page 33.

The passe-partout style of mounting for window specimens and as
a saleable line to sitters is commended on page 33.

Rapid fixing is a desideratum in many branches of photography.
A certain strength of solution gives the most satisfactory results
(P. 34.)

^

The education of assistants still forms the staple topic in Cor-
respondence. (P. 43.)
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verbally at ih« time of sitting, as this shows a lack of

confidence. If re-sititings are so frequent as to b« a
««noiu matter it is a sign that there is something wron^^

with the work, and a decided attempt should be made to

remedj it. In many cases faulty or excessive retouciun{;

is to blame, and in others a want of attention to small
'ietails in dress or posing. Therefore, in every case- it

'•bould be ascertained wltat the fault is before proceeding
with the second sitting.

Various plans have been tried for avoiding loss in this

way, but moot of tlteai are open to objection. One is to
make a charge if any alteration is made in the dress ni

ttyle of hairdreaaing. This appears fair at first sigbt, but
U puts an unpleasant restraint upon t^e sitter, who ipay
have good reason for con^kint, and wlio can see that
'certain modificatioos would help to secure the deured re-
-^ult. Another roebhod is to charge a moderate fee for the
iiUiag and a set of proofs, after which copies may be
<.>rdered at a fixed price each. This has its advantages,
but as a rule if the proofs are not quite satisfactory the
titter does not return, but tries anotaer studio, so titat k
IS a question of half a guinea sitting fee and no further
order or a two or three guinea order with a poaaibilitT of
» re^tting at a cost of two or three plates, with perhaps
an additional order at the end. In many studios it is the
mstom to destroy negatives which are not at once ap-
proved of, and if tlie sitter does not wish this to be done
to charee a regiatmiioo fee of, say. half a crown if they
are to be kept. Ooeuionally a sitter will ask for this to
>* done, m dase Uie secood atting is no more satisfactory
than Mm fini. It may be worth while to adopt thit plan,
but It Mans to us that the fewer oondliioos imposed in an
intimate business like portraiture the better.

A/tsr sU prevention is better than cure, and every step
should be taken to avoid the oeoeMity ratiier llun to
rsroedy it «4i«i it oomes. In tfce firat place, we must re-
member that «Im avarage sitter has no dear idea of the
powwTi of the retoudier. ihmnton rough proofs should
never be eybmitted unlea the oegativea are really good

and require but little work upon tiliem. It is difficult t*
explain that this can be altered and tihat can be altered;
the sitter is not so sure about it, and presses for a re-
sitting which would not have been asked for if the altera-
tions had been made before proofing. We have noticed
that those portraitists who Ho most of the work them-
selves are leas troubled than the large buaineesee where it
is carried on on more or less a factory system.
Another point is that sufficient choice of poses should be

offered to the sitter. One of the most succesafuJ businebsee
has been built up on the principle of submitting six proofs
for an average order. Some peopie have called this taking
your re-«tting8 beforehand, but it is wndnently sensible
not only as helping to avoid a second trial, but because
with so many positions to choose from the (wiginal order
IS m very many oases increased so that on the whole the
addiUonal outlay brings in a good profit. At the present
pnce of plates this may not be regarded as advisable, but
there is a wide margin be4iween aix pixwfs and the twe
which are often submitted.
Whenever it is possible thf granting of a re-sittin?

should be done by the operator ^nd not by the receptionist
The latter may be an excellent business woman, tactful
andobhguig but she has rarely the artistic or technical
knowledge whioh are necessary to decide the peint. More-
over the sitter enters the studio with lees diffidence if thequesUon hM been settled with the person whom she oon-d« IS in fault. It should hardly be nec^sary to sav

^!^t^^l L^ ""'^^ *^* photographer himself is not
•atiafied should be sent oat without re.nark. I n such oasee
It 11 well worth offering > re-sitting at onoe. It may nota way. be accepted, but if it is the sitter comee back in a

Sr!^T^^v"u*^'°^*"y''«'P^"' Allthi*isan

rSiL^ru^ ^r* i' T^ r '^f ^•y ^ ««>«' overa disagreeable side of life to those who are still young at

nlwJ^ *T^ ^^ ."/ ['*• we are op« to oriticL,, andphotographer. Jwald be thankful that Uiey aw i^
^m. J^ "^'^ incompetence w see denoSuJTev^time we open a newspaper. ^

CARBON PRINTING BY ARTIFICIAL LIGHT.
AiTHouoa many pkotopaphers, both proli>saional and amstear.
wiU b« familiar with the fact that tU prmtiax of caiton tissue
can be dooe conveniently with the stroi^sr soomss oI artiScial
Usht, sach as the electric arc and mercury vapoar lamp, as w»>ll

as by dayligh*, it doe* not appear to be so well known that by
choosing a toitahla soni«e of lifkt priaU without the usual
lateral inrenion ran be obtained from oidinary glsw pistr
Begatives by the process of single Uaasfer only. A lew remarks
on the method of obtaining saeh printo may therefoie be of
interest to those who ka«« the naesssary facilities in their
studios or homes.

To ch«ain ths unreversed print the tissue anost be placed in
coatact with the plain glass side of the negative, the latter
being placed in the printing frame with the film towards the
light. The negative most then be illuminated by a very small
but snfieiently aetiaie wmne, and ears must be taksn that as
little light ae poaiUe, other than the direct rays from the
soaree. falls on the plaU during the ezposare.
The ntort coBV«ieB« and satitfaotory illnminant is nn-

doulrtadly ths eomparatively new £diswan • Pointolite" Ump.
The aetaal aouree in this lamp is a small meUl ball, the
diaoitor of which is about two millimetres, supported in the
CMtee of a glsm baft some 10 centimetns in diameter. The
ball is niiderwl tacandesosnt by a amsll alsetric arc, which ie

^nedbT plying . ««,„d el^Arode immediately over the

^L^l""f.T^ '• "" cwdle-power, and the cunent
required about 1.6 amperes. This intense and practically
point «ur« of light i. highly «*imo. and form, an idej
llnminsnt for many ..ptioal purposes. 1„ using the lamp forthe purpo» un.ler con-ideration it is well to place the n^ative
at one end of a box coated inside with a dead black, and to
place the lamp ouUide the box at the other end. A small
rectangular bol, i. to be provided in thu end, so that when
the iMip 1. placed as close as pomiUe to the hole the beam
of lif^t whiHi enten the box wUl just cover the film of the
n««ativa Fne distance between the oentre of the bulb and the
negaUve may be 20 centimatrcs, or even leas. It is clear that
a number of negatives may be print«i at the same time, the
bulb of the Ump beinK placed (or this jmrpoae in the middle
ol a cincular or, say, ocUgonal box with suitoble radial par-
titions

; light reflected from the film of one negatire must not
be allowed to fall on the others. When six negatives sre
printed at once the coat of printing may be leas than that of
the final support used in the double transfer procws, end there
is, of course, also a considerable saving of time. With n«ga-
tivee of average density the time of exposure required is 40 to
60 minutes. The time may be shortened, if fine definition is

not required, by reducing the distance between the Mgative
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, Uttle curfnt that it m.y U, connected to any lamp-holder.

•iKicial .wiriwt nut **'"*! requirwi.

.\ .«^nd .Uuminant «h.ch will be found to R.ve satisfactory

,.;ulu u the ir,.n aitr. but thi. can only b* u«»d where

..r.»,nary ^ lighU are in.UUed or where the electnoal

fitun« allow the o« o* a curi^nt of 5 or 6 amperes. The

.dvantage «f an are with iron poles instead of the usual carbon

p,,!.. I. that the iron burns awav very slowly, so that no

-feed
••

i» required. In fact, the lan.p in this case may con-

,..t .imply of two iron rod.. 1 or li cm. in thickness sup-

portrf in the aame Tertical line with a space of about 4 mm.

between their nearer end.. The polee must be, of course,

insulated and «,nn«rt«d to the mains in the same manner as

the ..rd.narr a.^ lamp. The arc is most convenrentJy

•••truck
•• by drawing a third iron rod across the ends of the

pole piece.. Once the jH.les become hot the lamp will run for

1»,,« peri.Nla. wmetime. for houre. without requiring attention.

I( the power is supplied by direct current the upper pole

.hoald be made the negative one. It is well to place a tray

containing .water below the lamp, as occasionally small pieces

of molten iron may fall. As the light is very rich in ultra-

violet rays it should not be used except when the eyes are

protected by plain glass or ordinary spectacles. With this

more powerful source a larger number of prints may be

exposed at once, the frames being arranged m a circle, say 50

cm from the light. At this distance no special screens are

necessary and reflection from surrounding objects is of no

account unless they are light-coloured. The exposure re-

quired at 50 cm. is about 20 minutes, with a current of 6

amneres. .

With the distances quoted above the diameter of the circles

of confusion representing the points of the image is about .005

mm., but there is a slight loss of definition which appears

to be due to reflection between the front and back surfaces of

the negative. The want of sharpness, however, is remarkably

slight, and in most cases amounts to no more than a softening

of the otherwise hard lines of the picture, an effect which in

many subjects is quite pleasing.
• S. S. RlCHAiDSON.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

Till modem photographer regards the background of a picture

in • very different light from his predecessor of twenty, or even

ten. year. ago. Then it was the custom to use elaborately

pai'nt«d Boene.. which were supposed to be more or lees suited

to the «)ciai rtanding of the sitter. Usually they were highly

inconKruous. and we often found such combinations as a

butcher-boy in a tropical conservatory or a lady in evening

dreK waiting by the banks of bonnie Loch Lomond. I well

reMWMiber one enterprising firm who went so far as to have the

entrance to Hyde Park accurately reproduced with real poets

and rail, for church parade sitters, and an interior of one of

the salon, in Buckingham I'alace for court dresses. This sort

of thing wa« borrowed from a certain school of portrait painters

who considered it necessary to depict their models in what they
j

considered an a,ppropriate entourage. Fortunately we have

changed all that, and the scenic background is rarely used

except in the " while-you-wait " studio, where it serves to cover

up finger-print, and stress markings—in other words, it has

almost entirely "retired into the background." The painter

had one reaw>n for introducing scenic effects into his pictures

which doe. not apply to photography, for his subject being

fuUy coloured often called for a foil, a warm-toned curtain, or

wimetimo. even a conflagration, as in some naval or military

|>ortraita being used to modify a rubicund complexion, whUe
• delicate iricy or light foliage served to enhance the charms
ot a blonde beauty.

The modem pbotographtv has evidently taken a lesson from
•ta^ lighting, in which a concentrated light is often thrown

apon the principal character, while the garish colours of the

Menery are allowed to remain in semi-obscurity ; and this has
bftn all to the good aa far as the artistic nature of the result

it concerned. Many photographers now confine themselves to

plain backgrounds. It i. a safe course, although one some-

time, feel, that a little relief would often be acceptable, espe-

cially for half and full length poses. Hence a dark cloud or
nuggMtion of foliage is often uR«'ful, as it allows the figure to
•how more rolie* by opposing a light portion to the shadow
aid* of the utter. There i. one disadvantage in using
thia cla« of background becanw it ik not always possible to

bring the light patch into the desinxl position. This was over-
come by a dervioe, little known in this country, which consisted

BACKGROUNDS.
in having the background made in an endless belt running over

two rollers, something like a roller towel, by which the height

of any portion of the surface can be adjusted to a nicety. Such

a background may carry foliage suggestions, clouds, and plain

surfaces in various sections, aa the length of 16 ft. affords

ample room. Another device for securing gradation was to

have the ground made in the form of a shallow saucer, which

gave a perfectly natural effect of light and shade just where it

was wanted. Such a construction was found in practice to be

too unwieldy for general use, and a more convenient way of

carrying out the same idea is to have a tall screen made of

narrow strips of wood glued to an ordinary plain canvas back-

ground of a medium grey tint. This can be placed so as to

form a kind of alcove behind the sitter, more or less concavity

being given as harder or softer gradation is required, or eiven

be used flat, while when done with it can be rolled up and

put in a corner. To make the method of construction quite clear,

I will compare it to the roller shutter of a studio dark slide,

the wooden slips being, of coarse, turned away from the sitter.

Tapestries and curtains form effective backgrounds if judi-

ciously used, but neither the pattern nor the folds should be

pronounced in character, only enough being shown to break up
the flatness of a plain surface.

The illumination of the background has an important effect

upon its depth of colour, and much may be done by turning it

to or from the lieht, while the distance it is placed under the

drawn blinds gives somewhat similar modification. Thus, to

obtain the darkest effect from any given tint of grey, we keep it

well back from the sitter and bring the edge nearest the side

light as far forward as may be, the reverse being done when a

lighter tone is required.

In the case of white backgrounds for " sketch " work it is

usually recommended to light these independently by opening
the blinds behind the sitter. This is all right in a dull light,

but on a bright day the flood of light so projected into the lens

is very likely to cause a general fog over the negative. Cer-

tainly if the quality of the work is to be considered it i.

better to secure opacity by Mr. Adamson's method of using

red ink and seccotine on the back of the negative.* A common
error is to paint sketch backgrounds a bluish-white, the idea

• " Ske'.ch Portraiture." " B.J." Office, lOd. post free.
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being that a denser deposit will be obtained. This is quite
wrong ; nothing can be whiter than white ; the blae only masks
any yellow tint in the distemper, and there is no gain by
adding it.

From time to time attempts hare been made to print in

backgroonds from film negatives interposed between the for-
trait negative or to put in backgrounds on the back of the glass.

These plans are rarely satisfactory, though in some cases excel-

lent results have been obtained. As a rule, however, the „'eueral

effect IS not so good as from a background which has been phuto-

graphed with the sitter.

Hie materials used tor backgrounds are various. Wot plain
tints Metton cloth is excellent when it can be obtained. FaiUng
this, distemper on canvas or stout shwting is very suitable. For
graduated backgrounds distemper may also be used, but it re-

(|airca a considerable degree of skill to apply it, so that th
necessaiy softness is obtained, and for this class I therefore
prefer flatted oil-colour, which does not alter in depth upon
Ir.Ting, and which can be easily worked and softened while
wet. Aerograph work upon a plain grey distemper foundation
answers very well, bat it takes some time to cover so large a
opace. The aerograph is also excellent for subduing contrast

in scenic backgroiuMis which are too contrasty. I have also im-

(iroved such by rubbing on black chalk powder exactly in the
••ame way as in finishing an enlargement, bat eare must be
taken to avoid patcbiaess if there are decided brush marks on
the surface. For small grounds up to 54 in. wide dark green

or nd serge is vsajr good, and a littln light may be introduced
l>y (huting powdersd French chalk un where required. This is

'asily removed with a clothes-brush if the plain surface is again

required. If yon wish to distemper your own backgrounds it is

better to purchase one of the many ready-made distempers or

to ase the Kalko powders (Vanguard Ca), sriiich are specially

prepared for this work. Oil-oolours should aot be parckased

r<«dy mixed ; they shoold be procured " groand in oil " in a

>tif( paste, and this should be thinned down with turpentine

or one of the current " turpentine safaetitutes."

Lincmsta and Anaglypta are useful for making imitation

I>eneOed backgrounds. The latter, being a kind of eroboseed

papier mAch^, is the cheaper, bat will not stand knocking

about so well as the Lincmsta does.

Now that we do not reqniru so mmaif backgrounds the old-

f«shioned multiple staad should be diacurdsd and the material

should be stretched upon light woodsn Inmeu fixed upon feet

With castors, so that they may be moved about the studio easiW

ind usd at either end ov diagonally, aa may be desired, ft

1% a good plan to have tha ends of the studio finished so that

they may be used as backgrounds. This has also the excellent

•fleet of prevsaiiag the space behind the ntovable screens being

used as a lueeplacla tor lumber. The oak panelling comes in

very well for this, and if the entire end be covered a large
group can be accommodate without having to eke out the
ordinary-sized ground with curtains, side slips, and other make-
shifts.

As a guide to those who aira attempting to make or renovate
their own backgrounds for the first time, I give the following
hints. Do not expect to get an oven surface witJi one coat
of disteni{>er. You may do so but, if not, do not be dis-

couraged, apply a second coat rather thinner in consistency.

If working on new canvas or sheeting it is a good plan to give
a first coat or filling of thin size, or even starch or flour-paste.

IVis prevents the distemper from being sucked into the
material, and makes it easier to apply. For oil colour,

ordinary glue size is to be preferred. A large paint brush,
about thi«e inches across, is easier fur the amateur to manage
than the orthodox distemper brush, and should always be
used for oil. Work quietly, and do not slop on too much
colour at once. A good grey oan be made by mixing a little

Venetian red and blue with the black and white. This looks
wanner, and photographs better than black and white alone.

Remember that distemper dries many shades darker than it

appears when wet ; thei<efore before using your mixed colour
try a patch' on brown paper and dry it beifore the fire: you
will tiien know whai your background will look like when dry.

A very little white will turn black into a light grey. Do
not buy black in a dry powdM", as ib is very difficult to -mix

;

ask for blac< grouitd in water. Alwuys strain your distemper
through mualin before using, or else you will get streaks

which are caused by unmixed particles of colour which break

up under the biniah.

There is a right and a wrong way of nailing a background
on to its irame. The wrong way is to fasten all four corners

and then to go round the sides. The right way is to driv«

a strong tack in the middle of the top edge, then to pull the

canvas ss ti^tly as possible and drive another tack in the

middle of the bottom ; then fasten the two sides in the same
way. Having got a straight pull these two ways, begin

driving in tacks about one and a-half inches apart towaids

the comers, always working from the centre. In this way
any fulness is drawn out as you go on, and the background
vrill be perfectly flat and free from wrinkles. It is a good
plan to fasten a loop handle (A iron or brass at each side of

the frame; this obviates the necessity of handling the edge

of the wood, and keeps the background in much better con-

dition. If the frame in wider than you oan stretch, a loop

of webbing or cord, about eighteen inches long, should be

fastened to one of the handles. Holding this and one handle,

you oan easily movo an eight-foot frame single-handed,

although if good castors sre fitted it may not be necessary to

lift it very often. Paaoncus.

A COMMISSION SYSTEM FOR RECEPTIONISTS.
SOME FACTS AND FIGURES ON A

(A Paper read before the Edinburgh

Tme paper which I am about to pot before you to-night is not

with any idea of abusing that very popular side-litte. the post-

card, which, as we all know, has given such great pleasure to

our soldiers at the Front during the kmg period of the greatest

war the world has ttmr known ; but my object is to endeavour
to explain to you how clients for these and other small portraits

can, by a little tact and co-operation with your assistants, be

penuaded to have a superior and more artistic style which will

%ire gruater credit to both yourself and your sitters ; and I am
suie, now that the war is €fnt and we ai« all looking for better

times, this is a moat suitaUo moment to make mtmry sffort to

raise the etaodard of photography in gsneral.

METHOD OF INCREASING BUSINESS.

Society of Professional Photographers).

Now, can any of you conscientiously say that yon have not

at some time or other, when you have been looking round your

reception-room and workroom, said to youm-lf that you do not

like to see so much smsll work a/bout which does not do you

credit, knowing your ability to produce superior and more

artistic styles, and you wish something could be done to educate

the general poUic to a more high-olaas article. As at the pre-

sent time wages and materials are so very high, and are likely

to remain so for some time to come, something should be done

to moi-t these extra expenses.

Some time ago a friend of mine told me he was having far

more woi%. tiut vwry little more turnover on account of the great
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lor amaU worii, uid no doabt some of yon haive expori-

0mB»A the tame. Now, the rpinedy lie« with you and the recep-

tioa room. For in»tan», a sitter calls at your studio for a

HtiiiK. Moct rwvptionists will say, with th«>ir usuaJ stock

phrase, '• Any particular style?" or "What size would you

lUw f" etc. This naturally Rives an opening for the request

for the si«« now so popular the iwstcard ; and the customer

will b«. shown sixvinu-ns in the usual way, and will give an

order for one down at. say. 7s. 6d. or lOs. 6d. (more or less).

Now. the cuiiUMiier naturally gives them to friends, and in-

ivtum. sooner or later, they present one of a similar size, ajid

that reprwu'nts altogethfr 144 portraits, likewise your adver-

tisement, and would vary from £4 lOs. upwards, according to

tbe price of the article, representing a great amount of work

and a very small turnover. So much from the. sitter's point of

Now. we will take oar view of the question : the £ s. d. side,

tlM business point, the main issue. We will now suppose

another sitter will patronise a studio which has adopted the

following principle. The client wishes to be photographed, and

IS tactfully 8ho^^^l• one of your most lucrative productions,

priced, just for thi> sake of argument, at a guinea and a-half per

doaen, without asking or waiting to hear what size is required.

We will suppose your customer to say that it is a little more

than he or she wishes to pay. Instead of bringing forward

smalUr work I would suggest him or her having eight copies

(or one guinea or upwards, and might, if the sitter desires to

pay something less, even suggest four copies for 10s. 6d. Now
maj come the time when your aistomer might say (which is

often the case) that she had never had a successful portrait,

and thought of only ha\-ing a postcard, and if it was good

would havv a larger size. To me, and also to you, thero is

nothing like the order being booked ; you know the old adage,

"A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush." This is the

opportunity for your receptionist to use her tact and bring out

her business abilities. She will suggest to her customer that in

the caao of a postcard only one plate would be taien and no
proof could be given, whereas for those at one and a-half guineas

two or three proofs of different positions would be submitted

lop selection, and a more satisfactory portrait would be likely,

in which case your customer, unless she is looking for something
•heap, will, nine times out of twelve, see her position, and in

all probability give an order for the dozen, and that represents

£1 lis. 6d. or more. And when your customer gives her por-

trait to her friends it is not likely they will give iti return
one of inferior value ; and if that does not benefit you it will

the photographer whom they have been in the habit of patronis-
ing, which, totalling up the amount, represents £18 more or less

instead of £4 10s. (money circulated). Some of yoii will ask
yourself where these clever and valuable young ladies are to

he found in these days of shortage of assistants, vehat with the
Wrens. Waacs. and Wrafs, etc., whose ranks so many have
loyally joined. I wish to point out that a method which I

myself have adopted does not altogether necessitate years of
experience to achieve the object in question, as I am about to

show you. Tact and a congenial manner are the main assets

to b<K>k an order, so long as you have experienced hands in the

background to carry it out. And now I think these few remains

have cracked the shell from which I am about to extract the

To obtain this valuable end it is necessary for you all to look

for aid from your receptionist, who is the first to receive your

clients. It is in your power and interest to make her post as

lucrative as possible. No douU some of you will say you are

already paying as much as, and in some cases more than, the

receptionist is worth. But has it ever occurred to you that a

little additional encouragement by way of commission on your

better work—say, for instance, on all amounts of a guinea and

upwards, or about half-a-guinea, where the principal orders of a

business are equivalent to postcards—and which I shall show

you presently—will decrease your amount of work and increase

your turnover? I wish you to note distinctly that too large

a commission is not advisable, since what is most easily earned

is often the least appreciated. And you must on no account

make any reduction in the present wage ; it should be given

in addition to it. At the same time, if your receptionist is con-

siderably increasing her sii'.ary she is simultaneously improving

your business, not only the standard, but the turnover, and

I have no doubt that all photographer who are not adopting

this method up to now will give it their consideration, and will

be agreeably surprised at the result, and nothing will give me

greater pleasure than to know that my suggestion has been

considered.

I am now about to prove my assertion by giving you a few

figures, which represent sixty sitters taken during the time I

had a qualified receptionist of many years' standing -and from

one of the leading studios in the British Isles before I adopted

this idea of commission, and a further sixty sitters when I had

another receptionist with considerably less experience but who

worked on the commission system. The list which I have

pleasure in placing before you will explain oixlers up to two

guineas only, not above. The first item represents book-

cards, which is a smaller size than postcards, in art covers,

with a little sketch finish :

—

Without commission :-

Bookcards.

51

Cabinets.

6

Panels

3

With commission:—
Bookcards.

5

46 decrease.

Cabinets.

24

18 increase.

Panels.

31

28 increase.

I think these figures 1 have given you will convince you

that the method is not a mythical one, and to see whether it

had the same effect with other businesses as it had with mine

I gave the idea to our friend, Mr. Bambrick, who has also

been successful, and that gentleman will have pleasure in giving

you an idea of bis success during the last month only.

Newton Barbie

PaoreasioNAL Show in Manchkster.—The fourteenth annual
show of " Everything Photographic " wast held at 30, Chapel Street,
Salford, Manchester, from January 6 to 17, at the premises of
.Meurs. Wahltuch, Smith and Co., Ltd. Considering the present
abnormal conditioni<, the attendance of professional photographers
from all part* of England and Scotland was distinctly good. A new
" Univernal " printer wa« shown, and consists of a well-designed
light bo.t for printing bromides, taking negatives from 15 x 12
downwards. By a simple switch five lights can be brought into
action for use with gaslight papers, or for printing from a dense
negative. The exposing switch is in the form of a footboard,
pivoted ao that pressure on one side brings on the " pilot " red

light, and on the other side the white light. Arrangements are

also made for quick insertion of the vignette. There was also a

model of a new strip printer for six, on postcards, with automatic

feed and change without the use of springs. The mechanism is

extremely simple, and the printer can be easily worked by a one-

armed assistant. Both machines are made by the company at their

own works in Manchester. The bulk of the exhibits in the four

showrooms were backfyounds of the latest designs, furniture and
accessories, including many novel patterns suitable for studio and
household use, all made by the company in Manchester. There were
also daily demonstrations of printing on bromide and gaslight

papers.
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PHOTOGRAPHY'S WAR WORK.
[The immenM p«it pUyed by aerwl photogrmphy in the prosecution of the war is naturmllr realised by photographers, a very large

number o( whom baTe been pnotieaUy eogaged in carryicg it on. But perhaps the magnitude of the scale is not a matter of

eommon knowledge, and tharetote we eilibnoe the opportunity of reprinting from the " Daily Telegraph " of Monday last an artiolo

whioh praeumably embodies official figure*. It is interesting to find that in the esiieutial matters of cameras and lenses the British
foroM w«re better equipped than the German. The fact has recently been the subject of remark m regards lenses, and the writer
of tbajDoles printed below daeeribes, it will be noticed, the same superiority in respeot to camei»-t.—Eds. " B. J."]

W'ben hoetilities broke out in 1914 aerial photography was still

I it* primitive and czperiroentaUstage. A considerable amount of

::,--rr work had b««n done both from balloons and aeroplane* ; a
ma:1 but valaahle literature was ariainK ; but the impetus of war

'<•• required, with the aid of the immense scientific and technical

lources behind the Royal Alt Force, to exploit its possibilities.

idea uf the progrcaa made can be g^ned from the fact that

.
'.. « Weftem front alone during the last ten months of war no

irwrr than 264,605 Royal Air Force negative* were taken in the air

-er German territory, and the gigantic total of 5,800,000 printa

^aa made from these negatives for the use of the Intelligence Staff.

The meet recent type* of Royal Air Force cameras are very
' ighly finished piece* of work. .The len* itself is shielded in a

.... i„>,- ^i,,. I, faces vertically downwards, thus preventing direct

apvn it. At the other end of the earner* is a ateel

.,, v....».iiing the automatic device for changing the plate*

'•cb expiMure. The entiro apparatus is securely fastened to

i<r ^de of the Diachioe, and i* connected by a wire with the

beerver'* seat The prsesnre of a lever is sufficient to expose a

'lalo and to bring a new plate into position. The German cameras,

• « recently exhibited in the Strand, lack many of the exquisite

•xrhaniral loftnenenta of the British instnunent, particularly the

ogaaiona dariea by which the plates are aalonatically changed in

ha air. wttboot any attention whatever from the pilot. This

vriking British invention ha* enabled many excellent and valuable

'hotagraph* tu be taken while the machine itsdf has been under
eavy 3re both from the air and the gnrand.

Higb>Sp««d Pbotograpby.
Anyona who bai trid to take ^ (lupahot from the carnage window

r an express train waliiss the difficulty experienced in obtaining a
ogative entirely free froan movimint. Tba same difficulties are.

( eoaiaa. azpericnccd in taking pbotagrayk* from the air. A
lodrm aetoplano i* really a travaUing obaarvatioa platform moving

m ifty to a hundred miles an hour. As the pace of the

1 cannot be altered, the object to 1>a taken m^t be

as it slip* awiftly by beneath the machine. Aenal
it. therefore, high speed photofraphy of especial kind.

aph ia ataRoat always aadar-eapoead, and this call*

rratment when Iha platai c«*a to ba developed.

however, it is tit* definite poiiej ol the

.
« in very thin negstivee. A dense nega-

<e take* far tuo long to print by artificial light. A thin negative

jables print* to be made in about three seconds. In this way a

sincd Royal Air Force photographer can print and davaiop as many
t eighty separate enlargementa in the course of an hoar.

For thie scientific work the Royal Air Force has trained large

lunibers of highly skilled workers. In the model dark-roona at the

«atral School uf Aerial Photography every candidate for acceptance

• a R.A.F. photographer most first pas* a *v«*re tcet, d««<gned to

veal hie snitability or othcrwiac for the work. He ia then given |

a month's practical intensive training, particular attention being paid
to the processes of development, and to the enlargement of nega
tives by artificial light. Much importance is attached to tliv

rapidity with which these enlargement* ran be produced, for tlie

fate of a battle may depend upon the promptne** with which large-

scale copies of a vital subject can be supplied to the Intelligence

Stan. After a further course at a training centre in England, the
airman-photographer would proceed to a service squadron oTeraeaf^.

and be assigned to a photographic section working with a reoon
naisaance flight. Such a " section " usually consists of a technical

non-commissioned officer and about seven men, who take in tum»
the more confined and laborious aspect* of the work. One man will
" load " the magazines with unexpoaed plates, another will fix the
camera* to the machines prior to flight, and receive them on return ;

others are detailed for developing, washing, drying, and plotting
the negatives. Several men are constantly engaged in the snlargiiig-

room, exposing and developing as many as 100 prints in an hour.

Before an OffenaiTe.
It is during the strenuous days preceding a big offensive that

photographi; activity rises to it* maximum. During th* successive
big drive* made by the British in France during the summer and
autumn of last year, the entire field of operations was photographed
over and over again. If a new series of enemy trenche* were con-

structed during the night, a R.A.F. reconnaissanc* squadron would
bring home photographic evidence of the fact on the following morn-
ing. It was no uncommon thing for a* many a* 11,000 negative* to

be made on the Weetern. front alone during a single week preceding
an important advance.

In addition to this vast work of aerial reconnaissanac, photo-
graphy wa* al*o extensively lued for verifying the results of artillery

fire, and for rec<.>rdlng the precise effects of bombs dropped from
the air. The very striking photographs of Frankfort, Ifannheim.
Metx. Sablon, etc., recently published in the Press, were actually

taken during the raids upon thure towns. Another valuable develop-

ment was the appIi:ation of the stereoscope to war intelligence. By
taking two photographs of the same object, say an enemy trench

system, at an interval uf a few seconds, a striking stereoscopic effect

is obtained which throw* all the rampart* and other elevated portions

of the enemy work into high relief. In this way the principal diffi-

cultiet to be rnounlered by the attacking party can be foreseen..

AerisI photography is destined to become one of the big new
industria of tile future. The topographical surveys of to-morrow

wdl be photographic surveys ; the school and conunereial atloae*

will the photographic atlaaes. Exploration, commerce, scientific

research mnat all benefit by an industry which may well grow to

very Urge proportions. In this field of fioet-war industrial activity,

Britain will inevittbly take a foremost place, for she already ha* at

har command in Royal Air Force personnel aome of the most highly

trained specialist photographeni in the world.

Phoro-mccftanlcai RofcSe

^^ Photo LItbo Nogativea.
" ^"w" auUiing of nagativee for Utho porpoee haa bacems an important

ol Biodam lithography. The ditBrotty. however, ia to

a worker* that are exfwrta in tlii* diraetlon. Workers who
specia'.Mng in Ur.t branch ahoatd po«*s«* or acquir* a

<MOWiadg* of hthngraphy "Hiey shoald b* good photographers
<apakia of using panchromatic a* well aa ordinary plate*. They
«ho«ld nnd«i<and the itaWigaat «*a of aoioar screena and be aK*
(• iMikdla larva-siMd w«t pktaa fer lint and half tone negativee.

Procea* half-«on* negativr* will not anawer for Utbography, aa this

type of negative records the original in a lower eeriee of tone*,

which in the subee^uent etching are raiaed to the tooa of the

original, this attainment often being aided by fine etching. In

lithography no etching nor fine etching, as used in proessa work,

can be employed ; purr-whitea on the original muat be represented

a* *iieh on the negative and the other tonee in correct dot forma-

dioQ. When elima/iating the dot effect in the white* the middle

tones have a tendritoy to be raiaed, but provided ths original is one

suited for the proce**, this defect can generally b* remedied. Flat

or imporfeot original* should be worksd up by an artiel who
•peoCklisea in this work. This point is more important in litho-

graphy than in procees engraving, as thcfe is not a* much latitude
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vbM makiDg iM«*tivM for litho m there ii for proceea

half-

Reversed.
Reversed.

work J )oa( giMlatioa oaMiot b* recovered u wheii etching a

tone pkU. J . L 1

Tbe foUowiin AHereot kind* of iiegM»v«e are used m photo-

Ijdiatfvaphy ;

—

1. (MtBM7 Ui>» nefMsvea for biack and white woric.

2. Senm mmI ftmn oe«^vaa of the so-called high-light >-ariety.

3. Oontiimoia tone negative* from drawings, photographs, and

ThM* iMfativw axe fcr (Otne purpoee* required to be laterally

reverawi. and oUtrr pai|>oae« taken direct.

lite (olluwing Uat will ahow the requirement :—

\«gativ«a (or printing direct on metal Reversed.

\MBtivu (or printing on photo-lilho paper and then

pruofing by oflaet •-•

Xegativea (or ooUotype tranofers to stone or metal...

N«gati\T* (or printing direct on metal and then

prooAng bv obet Direct.

Si^alivca for piioling on photo-litho paper Direct.

NmptiifM for makaag positives from which etched

copoar plates are made (or transfer purposes Direct.

nagati'oaa for brunide prints Direct.

Wliao povible ti>« wcrUplate process is to be preferred for making

plloto4itho BCgaltvce, aa con^xlete opacity and transparency is

mtmij obtMiiad, and as most of the negatii-es required aj-e usually

of large six* it is the cheaper method. Negatives must be free

from atALO, correctly eiqposed, and well fixed in fresh fixing solu-

tiou. ExceanT* cbcnioal reduction or intensification must be

avoided, otherwiae fine lines will be thickened and .broad lines

Uiinaed and t^ dbaraoter of the original lost. Fur good quality

work the oopper-mXver intensification is best, for poster and course

work tha lead ferricyianide intensification is quite suitable and
cheaper than the (onner. The negatives sliould be made on good

quality glaaa of the same size, or if possible larger than the metal

plate on wkidi it is to be printed. If the negative is smaller the

edgaa an likely to dent the litho pdate when being printed in the

prsMOre fnune ; ttie correct ceotredng of the image is very im-

portaot. Dot ur grain negatives are obtained by pthotographing

the original through a half-tone or metzograph screen. The
•election of the ruling or grain of the screen depends for wJia.t

poipoae the rceult is to be used. Screens of 50 to 80 for poster

»«ork, or matngraplk screens 00 or 0; for finer work 80 to 120, or

1 to 2 grain scream. For posters of large size the dot in the middle
loaes may b* an { of an inch across, therefore it will be necessary
to make a coarse screen negative and from this an enlarged posi-

tive, which is a^un enlarged wfhen makiing the final negative. A
suitable negative can sometiinei be obtained, if the original is

good, or if Dot, baa been, properly worked up by slightly increasing

the screen diataace and giWng a full shadow exposure with a
madiiun-siaad atop and a highlight exposure with the largest stop
poasibU; if the middle tonw are raised, skilful redoiction will

ganerally lestore them.

Another malhod recommended is to make the shadow or detail
«i|K»iire, after which the dark-slide is removed from the camera
and \be acrc«n token out, and a piece of glass the same tWckness
as the screen aabaUtuted. The dark-slide is then replaced and aii

addiljnnal sxpoeure made tlirough a small stop: this exposure wiJl
in the high-ligfate and eliminate the dot effect. Great care
be exercised when removing the dark-slide and replacing,

otherwiaa the senative plate will be shifted. Another popular
method is to make a bright continuous-tone negative from the
ori^jial. Tliis negative is then illuminated by transmitted light,
and from it is made a screen or grain positive in the camera. If
prop«rly sxyoaed the highlights will be without dot formation and
the other tuoos ^low correct dot formation; from this screen posi-
tive a 04g»tiir« is made by contact or enlaj^ment. The next
ntelhod is to make a very ooutraaty-acreen negative on a dry-pilate

;

from this is nmde au enku-gcd i)osilive by wet-plate. Any dot
formaUon showing in the high lighU can be usually reduced away,
•nd Ueo i( nsceasary the negative intensified. This screen positive
can U piintad on the metal plats direct by using the Vandyke
ftTOMsa. which gives a po«Uve from a posii-ive, and therefore savx-s
making anothar negative. This way of working is very useful (or
porters or screen work not exceeding 100 lines to the inch. Con-
tinaoM taoe nsgativsi are used for various purposes in litho-

'««

granJiy and chromo-lithography. In ohromo-lithography the colour

key can be obtained by photogcaphing the original through a suit-

able colour-screen on a panchroma.tic plate, it being important that

aU the detail is shown in the negative. From this negative is made a

bromide print or enlargement Uie size of the production. The print

must reproduce all detai> without the lower tones being too dense

;

if too dense the artist will be unable to follow the deUil in the

tracing made from the broimide primt on transparent tracing paper

witai black ink. The tracing is transferred to stone and proofs

takeJi, which are dusted over with, a special dye powder. Offsets

are taken, from these proofs on the stones used for the colour re-

production^, amd the artist can then dra.w in the different colours

and detail in register.
, , • •

Gontiinious tone negatives are used as a means of obtaining:

special grain effect*, such as for the bitumen grain method, print-

ing direct on the metal through a line or grain-screen in contact

with the negative. The negative is sometimes specially treated by

fixing or rolling a grain apon it. In the latter direction there are

opportunities for experimental work, especially in securing a selec-

tive grain in the negative film by ohemiical or physical means.

The qudity of the negatave used for these different purposes

depend* upon the light by which it is to be printed. For daylight

.printing a good quality thin negative showing all detail ; for open

arc one showing more contrast; or endosed arc one showing

density coupled with detail. For large poster work, when enlarge-

ment is necessary, a laniera slide is made from the negative of the

original, and projeeted to the required size upon a sheet or sheets

of transfer paper held in a special frame. On this the artist OTJt-

lines the detail, thus obtaining the transfer for the key outline.

Sometimes large litho proofs are required for special advertising

(purposes from a set of tri-colour blocks. Proofs are taken of the

blocks in good black ink on white enamel paper. From these proofs

the enlarged nega.tive6 are made by the wet-plate process ; the

negatives obtained are printed on litho metal and proved in the

usual tri-colour inks. Photography can supply tlie means of link-

ing up lithography and machine gravTire, gravure giving the

general outline amd foundation of the reproduction, lithography

supplying the tints or colouring. The time may not be far distant

when a gravure and offset machine wiill be seen running in tandem
to secure artistic coloured reproduction of special quality.

It would be worth the process engravers considering the

commencement of a special branch to supply lithographers not only

with negatives, but transfers on paper, or prints direct on litho

metal ready for proving, also suitable bromide prints or enlarge-

ments,- or any item Where photography is necessary, as the process

engraver has all the apparatus for carrying out this type of work
alreadv at hand. W. J. Smith.

Patent Rcids*

Process patents—applicaticms and specifications—are treated in
"Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, December 23 to January 11 :—

•

Tbimmkbs.—No. 21,791. Apiparatus for cutting or trimnring photo-

graphs. J. Merrett and A. Thomas.
Cameras.—No. 36 and 37. Photographic cameras. A. and R. S.

Ballantine and J. Dizars,

Trimmkrs.—-No. 146. Aj)paratus for cutting or trimming photo-

graphic papers. F. Garrett and J. Merrett.

Cinematography.—No. 209. Cinematograph cameras and projec-

tors. A. H. Oliver.

Cinematography.—No
fire. C. Page.

Cinematography.—No. 593. Cinematogiraph projector, shutter, and
light-filter. E. R. Alexander and J. 0. Wyndham.

Colour Photography.—No. 420. Method of takinig and printing
photograplis in still life or oiinematograph films in natural colour*
by means only of ordinary camera. W. Finnigan and R. Rodgei-s.

liANTEEN ScREKNS.—No. 752. Screens for use with optical pro-
jection apparatus. U. J. Fox. %

Colour Cinematogiaphy.—No. 665. Production of cinematograph
• colour pictures. A. D. Lacy and T. P. Middleton.
Wasreks.—No. 647. Appiiratus for automaticaOv and intermit-

117. Protecting cinematograph films from
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teUdy fillioc iriUi l^qoid u
P. W. Ii»wtoii.

CnoMATooBArHT.—No. 21.842.

W. BconeU.

OimMATOaKAPBT.—No. 21.548.

by photo-mediaiucal prinUng

CnaMAtoatumi-So. 21.723.

jaetora. L. Kamm.

i emptying pkotogimphic waahem

Sl«raiMcoptc cinrawtogrspb camera.

ProduoUoo of cinematogntph films

A. Uambnrger.
ShotUn for datmalboffffh pro-

COUI'LKTE SPECIFICATIOSS ACCKPTKD.
Tktm tpteifiealiom art oblainablt, price dd. tacK, mttt 'frtt, from

Oe I'attnl Ofict, IS. AoulAampttm BrtHding*, Ckanetty Lant,

London, H'.C.

TU date in trrarktf it tkat of application %n thit antntry : or

ahroad, in tk* tat of paUntt granted tmdtr Ike Inttmahonal

Conrtnlion.

MUL.JO!. COATH.O or CHxrtoiD. No. 121.064 (M»r. 19, 19181 -
Tb« inventioo reUlM to lh« coating of one aide of a film of celluloid

with amolaioo. and baa for iU primary «*ject to enabla the

eoating operation to be carried out in aocb manner aa to ensure

sabeUnUal nnifurmity in ibe ibickneas of the aoating notwitbatand-

iag tba fact of tba film being in a bacUed eoadition prior to the

oparatioa being carried oot.

For the porpose of preventing bnckliag or corling of ihm film

and to kwp it perfectly flat and level whiUt the coating tharwa

ia in a fluid sUU, it baa bean propoeed to moisten the and«r-«u^

faea of Iha fibn whilat paaaing over a plate afur having received

4h# affat'ltf ol amiilmnn

Aaeofdiag to the preaant invcotioo tba back of the film ia

damped before the applicaUon of the aaohica and the film U

forcibly pr«aed against a smooth and rigid eyUndrieal soriace to

which it is caused to remain evenly adhervit by atmoapberie prea-

aore doriaff tha coating and seUing stage* of the procaaa ao that.

«h* bocklad portioaa continning flatlraad oat daring thaaa alagaa,

«niformity of thiekncaa in the layar of amdaiaa ia aaaored. When

the now aanmliaad film is sabaaqMvUy Utippad tram the surface

,^i.^ which U waa adbertot, any bwdiHag ol tha fUm will not

alleet tha nniformity o< Ihidtna* in the coating.

For tha parpoae of effecting and m«utaining temporary adbeaion

of the film lo the amoolh and rigid sartare againat which it is

praaaad. tha back of the tbn. after Vriag damped, ia preferably

raOad dnwa npon tha aarfa«e ao that it f iina miiformly and

<laaaly attanat tharato nadar atmoapberi* praawi aa a raaolt

of tha axpaiaiaa of tha air froaa benaalli thoaa bnektad portioaa

of Ih* flha which •mM olharwiae tmid lo tiM from off tha sarfaot.

Tha i[[ r-'--^ aaralaioa ia appBad hot, aa aaaal, ao a* to b« kept

ta a Uqaid itel* aatil Iho ccating haa boaa affected ;
whilst the

warfaca agaimt which the film ia praaaid In chiliad in order to

T,--

—

the aetting of tha amaWoe. When. afUr tha coating of

«ha CMilaion haa sat. «w aanaitiaed fitaa ia stripped from Iha aar-

faea to which it waa alhmMl. tha back dlha film baeoataa rapidly

^riad oa atpoaara to tha afnaph are.

Ia order IW Um P*Ma*a awy be carried oat c—t iaawaaly apon a

fka at cnn-TlT—*•'- taaglb aaah aa U r«|airsd for cinamstographic

Bainiiaai tha iiMaiwit iai il fli«> •* it ia drawn troai a spool, ia led

oaat a divice wharaby tha hack ol tha film ia damped, and thia

damped anrfaca ol tha fUm ia IhorMqiaa lordUy praaaed into oon-

tact with tha periphery of a rotating cyUadrical dram by BMana

ol a spriag-laadad foUar between which and tha drum tha fibn is

cMaad topaaa. ao that, aay hackM portioM «l tha fte being

iaUaaed oat againat tha dram, tha Urn i—liM dosaly •A\m^
thereto under atmoapherie pr»»anra antfl •Aaaqaaatly stripped

ttom the dram. Whilat thaa fUtteaad and adkataM to Iha dram,

with which tha film »• carried tvand, the fiha poaaas bolwsaa the

dram and a coating laUw whareby a ihji Uyarof amolsion. of ani

(«na thieknese. ia applied hot lo tha oolar anrfaee of the fiVm : the

.rtarior of tha draai bsiat kspt ehiUsd ao aa to effect the MtUng

of tha coating «l lalaiaa wilhia a pradatarmmad period of Uma.

Aflar the apptJMtiM ol tha eeatiag. tha fiha ia allowed to remain

ia aoalact with the aarCaca ol the rotatiag dram Ihroagheat a part

ol its eircomtaraacs liliiiiil to allow Iha iaMing of the amalaioo

lo Ukc pUc* ; whcraapca tha film is alrippcd from the dram and

led to a drying raaL

la the dnwiog tha oaooatad caUakid fibn a, initially wound

upon a spool h, ia drawn thcrolnMn eonttnaously over gnide-rollcrs

^ and d to the preaaora-roller c between which and a rotary dram

f o' relatively large diameter the film is flattened out. Before

reaching the preMureroUer t. the back of the film o passes beneath

a wick y which ia kept continuously moistened by contact with

a rotating roller '% dipping into a trough j containing water ; the

wick g, whereof the width corresponds to that of the film itself,

wiping over the back of the film so as to leave a slight film of

moisture thereon throughout its entire width. This dampened

sarface of the fibn a conUcU with the drum f. tha pressure-roller

f being spring-kiaded in the direction ol tha axis of the drum so

as to eaert, against the sarface of the drum, sufficient pressure to

ensure that, aa the film pssaea between the roller e and drum f.

It will be forcibly flattened out against the latter, with the result

that any air imprisoned between the outwardly-buckled portions

of the film and the aurface of the drum will be expelled ao that,

on passing clear of the pressure roller t, the film a will remain

ck>aely and solidly adherent to the drum f by atmospheric prcasnre

alone.

The film a, whilat thus adherent to the drum, is carried round

between the latter and a rotating rolle^ k which, dipping into a

trough m eontaining tiie emulsion, carriea up and appliea to

tha oolar aarfaca of the film a thin layer of the emulsion

the thickneaa of which remains uniform owing to the fact

that the film a continuea flattened out against the drum. I'ne

dram f is chilled intenially su as to cause the coating of emulsion

vn the film to set rapidly, and when tha film, aa it travels around

the axis of the drum, reaches tha point in the circumference of

the latter whereat the aetting is sufficiently advanced, the film

ia stripped -off and led to the drying reel (not ahown).

In tile example illustrated, the pressure-roller e is situated high

up on that side of the drum f at which the film a is applied to Uis

surface of the drum, whilst the coating-roller k is situated low

down un tha opposite side of the drum, and is so driven tiiat its

periphery movas in the direction opposite to that in which the

film travels. The surface of the roller k should be kept out of

direct cxmtact with the film a, but the emulsion carried up by this

roller, nevertheless, forms at o, just beyond the line whereat the

roller most closely approaches the fibn, a "pool" from which

the film itself carries up with it a layer of emulsion whose thiek-

nese can be adjusted by regulating the distance between tha peri-

phery of the roller and the surface of the film.

The coating roller i i» so much shorter than the width of the

film a that the layer of emulsion doca not extend across the entire

width of the film, it being desirable that a narrow margin of the

film should be left uacoated at each side.

The point at which the fibn a is finally stripped from the drum

f ia, in the example illustrated, situated near the top of the latter.

He film, when stripped from the drum, may again become

buckled, but this will not affect the uniformity of thickneaa of

tho coating of emolaioo.—Newton Livingstone Scott, Laariston,

Ashataad, Suitay.

Untwh SoutMS, .No 121,499 (April 26, 1917).—A coating of

riiirly diviiled particles of mica or quartz is given to the screen

by employing a auitable sixe, medium or the like, so that it may
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k. u>o\M h, m»«u of » bn..h : thU RTMlly incnuui*. the qnantity

\7 ?^hl^^^i^df^ U» portion, UluminaUd without detracl.nK

f.^l^^ot^A^ol» ; it abo r«duc*. the amount of Ugh

^i^to'umil. U.. -=r«n. «.d. depth and distajKe effect

rriilr*. ">d make, it po«.ible U. repnxluce on the ^reen

^brilliancy of .-Ural .uiuhine and other l.ghUng effert«^

C^«!» F.«H«.c« K.«.r. OJchurat. 67, A.hbourne Road,

I>»bT
_^

meetlnas of societies*

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
B.Tr«iuT,*Ji»oiaT 25.

^K...«1U.«« 'h'.locr.ph.o Hoci..y. Lantern L«,tar..

aaaiMSarroaBdlnii." *"

•Wood.

W. H. SIkM.

MoKDAT, JAict-*»r 27.
. . ., w H.

Br^loH Pfcowphl. Boel.IT. Mcmfr.' Ni«bt :
" Tr.n.ferotype. W. H

tJLSlrSitcv^tblcBocl^. l«urnl-«tur.. W. T. Audriey.

TCBSDAT. Ja»i-abt 28.

l-ii';KSS'a?-pho.ofr»phlo AMOCtion. Slides doe tor Lantern Slide Com-

Wlcki«.n.
w.m..«.«. JA»CA.r M.

'**'*'"
TaOMDAT, JUPABT JO.

g25SL.^na2S:£uS°?.':X.> liro^phrsSJlS^; -some Le.ve. (ron,

H..f"Ji^VS?hi;" ^.fry'Todak .Transferotyp." Proc..,. .nd Il.ord

• laloaa •' P.O.P. Demonstration.
, »,• k»

Ha^Im ud Disttiet Pho»o«r«phlc Society. Member* NiKBt.
r-.™. •• i

SSSiSr SlSJor pESoJ^phic AMOciation. "Pioturet ot Egypt. A.

- *7pha^(,crashio Society. Dark Room. .„,.,,tPBOtoerapnio^ooo
^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ CritioUm.

b

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

M«. F. AotaOTD g»ve a Uiird chapter of "TraTOllers' Samples"

laat week, tfaoe being lantem-sUdea from negativee taken on tours

at home and abroad. It ie not e\-eryone who can rummage tTirough

an old atock of negativee and tlirice utilise them for chatty lec-

ture, but then everyone is not gifted wdth Mr. Ackroyd's powers

of oJwjrration, or po«.e»ed of his happj- knack of investing even

o ordinary aabjeci with humotir and interest.

FVw yei»» he haa held an unchallenged position in the club for

the prodactioB of sKdee deeerving of the highest admiration so far

ae relatea to hi* wonderful nerve in showing them, and on this

oocaaioB, remembering pa«t errors of judgment on the part of has

aadnDoei, he kdntfiy atid that thoee considered by him to be

pictorial wooM be ao notified in advance. This removed much

mental etrain, rod put all in a comfertable state of mind from

the aUrt.

In the pirekminary canter some glides made from picture-post-

card* were of interaat as showing the deplorable atate this industry

moat have readied. Of interest also were some slides due to a

f-'rad wbc bad a4k)fited the novel plan of affi.ving the indicating

dia<» in the sky—a boon to the lantemist, a« the right way up

would be saen at a glance. Credit should also be given Mr.

Ackroyd (or his friend) for the nice feeling displayed in obliterat-

ing pinholes, a monument being erected to each d^»rted.

HaH-way through the lecture, When restorativee had vanished

andar the 9.30 p.m. rules, and all that remained was some non-

alooholic ginger wioe wirich had undergone secondary teetotal reac-

lioos imparting a moat disturbing flavour, members received a rude

shock, for a did* teduiically and pictorially good suddenly ap-

peared on the scrssn. After a short pause of petrified' astonish-

ment taBnkoas applanse broke forth, to be renewed when others

of the same kind followed. Members who really should have
known better got up and warmly congratulated him on the advance
mads. Advance, indeed ! Oood slides are not eo difficult to pro-

dooe, bat thcwe hitherto characteristic of tiie lecturer were abso-

latsly nniqoe, plumbing depths unknown to the common ruck, and

it U sad to think such may never be seen again. A moet hearty

./oU of thanks was accorded him for an evening in lighter veii.

altogether delightful.

EDINBURGH SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

The fourth meeting of the session was held on Monday, January 13.

Mr Drummond Young, who waa in the chair, read a letter fron»

the Secretary of the Edinburgh College of Art intimating that the

Board were prepared to meet the retouching class committee of the

H)ciety to discuss the forming of the cla.ss, and arranging for a

meeting on the following day, Tuesday, 14th.

The Chairman proposed that a committee might now be formed

to investigate the details and costs of a co-operative printing-

room on the lines previously discussed, but it was decided

that this matter should still be allowed to lie. A committee, how-

ever, consisting of the chairman, Mr. George Balmain, and Mr.

Johnston, was appointed for the purpose of inquiring into the

details necessary for the aiTangement of a professional exhibition

in Edinburgh.

Mr. Johnston intimated that he had received a sample of plates

from the co-operative plate factory, and, so far as he had tried them,

had found them quite satisfactory. He promised to report further

after having used the remainder.

Mr. Barrie then delivered a paper entitled " Some Facts and

Figures on a Method of Increasing Business " (referring to post-

card and small work). The paper dealt with a system of giving

a small commission to receptionists on all orders booked above a

certain value; and he proceeded to show eome very interesting

figures. Mr. Bambrick warmly approved of the scheme, and quoted

his personal experience ot it during the previous month, since when,

on Mr. Barrie's suggestion, he had adopted the system. A very

interesting discussion then followed. Mr. Campbell Harper pointed

out that while such a system was of great utility in those businesses

where the postcard formed only a part of the turnover, it was

scarcely practicable for these firms in which the postcard was the

mainstay. He explained that not only was it very difficult to deal

with customers individually on busy Saturday afternoons in an

endeavour to sell them better styles of work, but that those classes

of the community who had limited spending powers would not, and

could not, be induced to alter their firm determination to have-

" postcards " and nothing else. Sympathy was expressed from thi»

point of view, but Mr. Barrie felt sure that, even under such con-

dition?, something might be done by hie system.

A point was raised as to whether photographers should supply-

customers with postcards made from negatives of a cabinet sitting.

It was generally felt that this could not be avoided.

Mr. Barrie was heartily thanked for his interesting and instructive

address.

It was arranged that at the next meeting a discussion should take-

place on the fixing of a minimum, piice for postcards, and it was.

moved that all Edinburgh photographers should be invited.

Arrangements for this summer's holiday closing scheme would be-

made at the same meeting. The meeting then closed.

South Londdn Photographic Society.—The members were-

recently conducted over the works of the Realistic Travels, of 73,

Warwick Gardens, W. Mr. H. Creighton Beckett, who had
extended the invitation, explained in detail, the production of
stereoscopic pictures. He demonstrated strip printing anct

quick development, and stated his record so far as enlarging was
concerned is 100 enlargements printed and developed in an hour.
One of the most ingenious items was a four-sided print cutter. The
prints were passed through, a handle was pulled down, and the-

print was trimmed all round in one operation. Labour-saving^
devices were numerous, but these seemed^ in no way to have hadl
any detrimental effect upon tlie class of work turned out. In fact,,

it seemed that the less the pictures were handled the better the
final result, and the results were exceptionally fine, both in tone
and style. Much of the work turned out by the Realistic Travels
bears the stamp, " Crown Copyright," and deals with the war.
It is stated that great interest is being taken in the colonies in the
stereoscope as a means of education ; and certainly the idea is a com-
mendable one, as some of the pictures explain more at a glance:
than could be conveyed by columns of printed matter.
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Commercial ^tega l Intelllsence*

A PHOTOOKATHSR'g AfTAiBS.—At the London Bankruptcy Court

luX week, before Mr. Re^utrar Fraocke , the public examination waa
afpointad to be held of Harold Avimrr Ji>iie«, photographer, lately

lUTjioK on buaiocn at 30, Mill Street, Richmond ; but upon the

caM being called on for hearing the Official Receiver aiked for an
adjournment, aa debtor had not yet filed hia statement of aflaira,

and be had experienced coiiaiderable difficulty. in getting him to

'O'^p appointment*. The debtor formerly carried on buiines* at

Hi. hmond under the ityle of the Caatle 6tudio*. He purchased the

buaineta for £28 from a Mr. Harwood, paying the purchase money
by instalmenia. He had also carried on buaineaa at the South
Kt'iiii::^-Ujn Studio*. 7, Gloucester Terrace, W., but the buiinesa

«.u unprofitable, and neceasitated hia resorting; to moneylenders,
one of wbMB tatd him and add him up. He estimated hia liabili-

tja* at aboal £300, and alleged bis failure to have been caused

t!.n<ugh loas on trading owing to domestic dillareoces with hi* wife,

who had obtained judgment against him for arrears of mainte-

nance under an order of the Court. The learned Registrar

adJooHMd the examination until Febnury 14, and ordered debtor
to ftle hia statement of aflaiia within a fortnight.

ArrucATiOM ro« DiirKAXOt.—John Pag* Croft. lately carrying

•n bniin as* at 24. Quadrant Chambers, New Strret, Birmingham,
made aa application for his discharge at the Birmingham County
t'ourt, before Hi* Honour Judge Amphlett, on Thursday last. The
Official Receirer reported that the receiring order waa mad* in

Febraary, 1908. Tba hukrvpt'a Uabilitiea war* then aUted to b*
£2.323 flb. 8d.. and aaaaU war* giren at £12 10*.. but they r«ali*«d

<'»ly £1 14*. 3d. In th* joint eaUU of the Page Croft Paper Co.,

bankropt'* liabililia* wer* £431 12a. Id . and the a**el* were stated

to be worth £130 3*. 3d . but realised only £36 13*. 3d. No divi.

drnd had baan paid. The bankrupt, aaid tha OAcial Raoeivar, waa
fifty six years old, and for ten years prior to tlia neaiviag order
b«sag aud* waa • Urn agent, earning at on* Ubm a* Boeli a* £1.200
a yaar. For tfc* three ycaia, bowerer. prior to tba order hia iooaoM
had baaa only £200 a year. Bankrupt had toet money by gambling
in cyel* abaraa, and a tea bosineaa with which ha was connactad
«a* al*o a failure. He waa greatly int*iT*t*d in photography, being
a *iicc**aful eihibitor and a lecturer, and he obtained a***ral con-

•iderabl* •» of nooey to exptott* oaw photographic paper, which
It waa thoofht woald r*rolutia«i*« pbelaitniphy in thia particular

direction. Thia photographic papar bamaai waa alae a failure, and
the Ofidal RacciTcr deacribod thia •• a mh and banrdou* «pecu.

1' I n wh*a baakmpt waa already fiiiaiidany iavolT*d.

'>lr. G. A. Barton, tor the applicant. espUinad that, owing to

* reafTangawawt ot tha district*, baoknipt'* incoroe at on* swoop
>a* redoocd fron £L200 to about £200 a y*ar. He Datarally.

therefore, endeavourad to iacraaaa hi* inrowa. Ha waa looked npon
• < an authority oo photography, aad lU* papar aaparioMBla wer*
rrgsrdad ao favourably that ha had no diflealty in raising moatj
t<> maka tha papar. Unfortcuiataly bankrupt did not meat with
»"cet— in thia antetpriaa. Hi* poaition had now slightly improved,
a»d be waa earning froM £400 to £4S0 a year. Hi* friend* were
Milling to And a torn of £500 within three weeks t<> divide aaiong
the creditors.—The Official Receiver said he would accept tba oiler.

Hia Honour, in giving judgment to this elf*ct. aaid applicant had
bean unfortonato. oo doubt, althoogh somewhat racfcica*.

2Z

Twa IiATB Mb. Hamit J. B. Wnxa.—Tb^ death haa ooeorred at

< nwideoca, 43, St. Helen'* Road, 8wai««a. of Mr. Harry J. B.

Wtlls, who lor many yean carriad on a photogrsphar'* boaiiMaa at

Morgan Arcade, Cardiff. U* i* aorvived by a widow and (amily.
''

' opiftATlTB Plats Woniis, Ltd.— At an extraordinary genaral
ng of tha Co-oparativ* Plato Work*. Ltd.. held at tha oflloea

"*«a«L B. C. Rawling*. Butt and Bowyer, 2. Wslbruok. London,
>-m Wadneaday, January 15 la*l, the following reM>lution wa*

I
.mmmI ;—" That it ha* ba*« provad to the aatiafactiun of thi* meeting

that tha locrety eaaaot by raaaiin of iu liabilitir* continue iu
btHfaMas, and that it i* adviaabla to wind up the *ame. and accord

-

ii»l^ that the aociety b« wonnd op voluntarily, and that Anth<iny
ReO. of 2, Watbrook, ia tha Oty of London, 1w and ha u hereby
•Ppniotad liqnidator lor tha parjnaea «f taeh winding op."

Correspondence*—^

—

•.* CorretpoHdenU thould nei<er write on both sides of lite paper..
Ifo notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the icriters are given.

'.'We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed.
by our correspondents.

BARLY CHAPTERS OK PHOTOGRAPHIC HIOTORT.
To the Editor*.

Gentlemen,—In hia addrea* to the Croydon Camera Chib, Mr
Mackie omitted to point out that from the consecutive poaitions of
tha lettera » (Pi) p (Rno) in their a^hafbet, the Greeks evidently
knew something of development.—Youra faithfully,

Amnie Mtsrs.

THE ASSISTANT QUESTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—I think that an educational governing body for
as*i*tanU would be veiy beneficial, and now that Mr. Marcu* Adama
has *o admirably taken up the cudgel, I am aura everyone concerned
will consider it a reeponiibility and voice their opinion*.
W« know that portrait photography ia an art governed by science.

and that before art developa technicalitiea have to be mastered, but
I think photography i* a profeasion in which proficiency is reached
by laborious shuffling, both by matton and assistant*. Apprentice*
are, in many>ca»e», shamefully treated, because the photographer
himaelf had to " pick it up," and consequently leaves his imitators
to do the same. We lack practical art-science education. If an
apprentice attends an Art School ha is not taught anything prac-
tical ; drawing from the antique with stumps and chalk does not
foetor the technique of working upon a photographic surface with
a wet point; he is not shown the- artistic anatomical draughtaman
ahip which governs the proceaa of retouching. Conaaquently few
ratoaehers have the knowledge of the construction of the head to
guide them, but only a vague idea of rounded surface* with acci-

dantol bumpa. Hand in hand with a governing body we need an
aaUb'.ished syetem of aducation to faciliUU at least some standard
of efficiency.

In ooadacting a daaa at a Municipal College for professional
aaaiatanta, I And tha atudento industrious and keen, with feeble
eneoaragamant from photographers lor them.—Youra faith

-

'""t. Geoboi Colimam
llie Lodge, Richmond Park Road, Bournemouth.

To the Editor*.

Oentlanen,—My aineere thank* to all who have ao kindly replied
to th« aa*i*tant queetion. .K few of the letton contain much matter
of great inberaat. but I i egret to aay I cannot at preient find a
aatiafactory method of dealing with the *enou*ne*s of the question.
AH must adout the loose methods appUed at the present moment i
in fact, they are almoat a* impoaaible aa they are unsatisfactory.
Judging from the letter*, the aa*i*Unt* blame the maatora for the

caretaa* way in which Ihcy are trained ; this, of course, ia too true
in many caaea, fortunately not in all. My peraonni opinion is that
maatars ought to stimulate tha apprentice and aa*istant to lie always
oo th* look out to pick up information and cultivate the keener
deaire for odocation ; and until the mosten realise their rmponsibility
to the aaaiaUnt and to the profeasion of photography the altoration>
will not take effect.

And I am sorry to aay I really believe that many maaten don't
care, and treat the mattor with uttor indifference. I can oasure my
feUow-worker* that we ahall have to face the matter with a detor-
mination that will pnj.ve aatiafactory to the oaiistonU and ourselves,
or we ahall find ourselves up against difficulties far greoter than we
aee at present. It ia to our advanUga to organise and form a *y*tom
without delay.

My sng'^estion i* immediatoly to compile a completo register of
all assistanU. with information useful to both partie* in case of
change of situation, and as far aa possible give the record of the
aasistant.

A* soon aa thu ia accomplished the governing body can deal with
many importont qotationa, *uch aa the education by poet, etc.

Who thia governing body ahall be ia difficult to say ; all I feel i*

the mattor is argent and important.—Youn very sincerely.

Mabou* Aoamb.
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ilnsioers ro Correspondeiits.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

?a cawjwgMWf* ol gfural rtduetd *uppU»t of paper, tu the rtsult

^ yoXWWwi «< Vkt impeHatUm of miuk wood pulp and grass

» mmalUr tpaet bSM bji araUabU untilJurjhv notice for replies

to terrtpandents.

Mortoter, ** tnll annoer by post if stamped and addressed enve-

lept it futowJ 'or reply: i-eent. International Coupon, from

readers abroad.

Tki full autstiont and antwers wHl be printed onlu in the ease of

imfmrie* offo^reX imln^eit.

Quiriei to be itntwered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not lattr than Tueiday (posted Monday), and should be

addnteed to the Editors.

T A. B.—The Ministry of Manitions. The address was as follows :

Director of Optical and Glassware (Munitions, 117, Piccadilly,

London. W.

W. H.—The address of the class firm is Messrs. James Hetley and

Sons, Soho Square, London, W.l. The cinematograph apparatus

finn is now known as the Tjler Film Company, of 13, Gerrard

Street. Soho, W.l.

J. n.—Albnmenized paper is not now on the market, and yonr only

chance of obtaining it is, perhaps, by advertising. Possibly there

are one or two people who have a small stock of the paper they

would be ready to dispose of.

VI. B.—The bust in question was purchased of Daniele Landi, 36,

Charles Street, Hatton Garden, E.C. If you write to him he will

doubtless quote a price, including packing and carriage, which
will probably exceed the cost of the bust itself, which was 5e.

Ask for the head of Gibson's Venus.

A. C.—We cannot assign any reason from the facts stated for the
yellow stain. If your water supply is clear and colourless, and
remains so on boiling, we do not think it can be the cause. We
should say that persistent staining of this kind is a matter which
yoD require to take up with the makers of the paper.

r.. 8.—We quite think there should be a demand for the dishes
treated with your solution. Your best plan would be to make
a few samples and submit them, with price per dozen, to some of
the larger dealers. We do not much trust any wooden vessel

without a lining, as it is easy to start a joint with rough usage.

A. W.—We regret we are unable to answer your queries without
further particulars, viz. (1) What class of negatives do you wish
to make—landscape, portraits, or copies—and what size plate do
you wish to use? (2) What size of miniature, and whether the

tives are to be direct from life or copies? If you will furnish
particnlsn we will try to advise you.

MiSi E. E.—Deep yellow pyro stain is by no means easy to remove.
The best advice wo can give you is to buy a preparation sold by
the Vanguard Company, Maidenhead, and very effective in re-
moving pyro stain. It is compounded from a bleaching powder,
but we think yon would do betUr to buy a preparation of this
sort ready made than to make it up yourself.

C. E.—Your lens is evidently a cheap rapid rectilinear, and may be
of decent quality

; it is suitable for nearly all purposes, but rather
slow for portraiture. The Planiscope shortens the focal length
and includes more subject on the plate. You can use the lens
•lUier with or without the Planiscope in the enlarger either for
enlarging or reducing. We cannot give the value, but the two
are probably worth about aOs. or 26s.

^ ,u1^^ "• f"7 """• '*" ''"'* "° "'"' ^ "hich we can refer for
the Rodenstock lens. A, far as we can recoUect, it was not cor-

rected for chromatic aberration, and had a sliding adjustment to

allow of a correction being made after focussing. We can only

advise you to decide by actual trial whether tlie lens is likely to

be of any value in your special work. Certainly do not buy any
lens which you cannot have on appro.

L. L.—Retouching is a subject which cannot be taught satisfactorily

by means of a book. Some people who have a natural aptness for

the work manage to jet on with the help of printed or written

instructions, but from your letter we should judge that nothing
but personal teaching will be of any use to you. We do not pro-

pose to deal with retouching in the present Practicus .seriee ; even
if we inserted diagrams they would be of little value, because so
much of the quality of the work is lost in reproduction.

Inthoducino Figure into Groups—^Could you kindly inform me
tlie best way to insert a photograph of one person in a family
group? The family group I have just taken is minus one stm,

who was killed in the war; hence the request for his photograph
to be inserted.—G. S.

It is difficult to give in the limits of a letter working details

of the operation you wish to perform. The simplest way is to

make an enlargement of the group, then to enlarge the single
figure in proportion, cut it out, and paste it on the group, then
work up the whole if necessary and make a copy negative tlie

desired size, taking care to avoid a shadow of the cut edge of the
figure. This is the plan generally adopted, and you are more likely
to make a job than by double printing direct from the two nega-
tives, which requires much practice.

RoT.tL Photographic SbciETr.—Dr. C. Atkin Swan's presidential
address, arranged for Tuesday last, has <been postponed owing to
the bereavement in the Royal Family. Dr. Swan will deliver his
lecture on Tuesday, the 28th inst., in place of that announced to
be given by Mr. E. W. Mellor.

Society of Master Photographers.—A committee meeting of
the society will be held at the Manchester Chess Club, 65, Market
Street, Manchester, on Tuesday, January 28, at 4 o'clock. Appli-
cations for membership should be addressed to the hon. sec., F.
Read, 14, Balfour Road, Sonthport.

^ht ISrittab Journal of §hatosts!p\j^.

The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World.
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Public

Wk are now at last able to announce the date on which

the 1919 Almanac will be on tale. Our publithen tell us

that unlcaa tomething entirely unforeteen oocun to prevent

1% the books will be obtainable from dealers and book-

wUers throughout the countr? who have ordered copies

on Thursday, February 6. In Ix>ndon, owing to the

large area over which copies have to be delivered, there

may, of course, be differences in the time at which the

Almanac oan be procured. We have not yet arrived at

the (mint at wliirh good* caa b* depoaited at salesmen's

doors with Un tiroes the accusUwied r»pidity from air-

craft, but it is powiible to say that on ThurtidaY,

Febpiary 6, the homeward bound Londoner will be

able to get Lis Almanac from his customary dealer. That,

of course, supposes that the dealer has ordered copies

—

and ordered them in time. As has been already pointed

out in these notes the distribution of this year's Almanac
has perforei been done upon the principle of " first come,
fini HKiid." Certain dealers hava been too ]at«, and, as

a eonaatjuance, their regular ctiatcuan must go alsawhere.

And it nhould also be said for the information of indi-

vidual purchasers who have not apeeiaUy ordered copies

that by far the greater portion of the edition of the
Almanac is now ordered by retailers strictly on the basis

of Aa rsqnests in advance which thnr receive from their

enatomers, and that therefore the margin which is avail-

able for chanca sales b very nnall.

It is therefore necessary to advise the lata individual
purrhaser that lie «hou1d lone no time, if he want* to get
» copy, in applying to his dealer. We hope that by the
time the successor to the present Almanac comes to be
pnUisbed it will be nnnecessary to devote space in this
column to the reiteration of cautions, the necasaity of
which arises from the limited edition which has been
impoead upon our publishers. Of the 1920 Almanac, ff

•vents shape as they should, there shonld be enough and
to spare.

EX CATHEDRA.

Ghoat Ima^aa It is a known fact that inaiiy of the
**•* F'*»^« fiiieet pre-war anastigmats frequently
give both ghont images and flare when dealing with sub-
jects which throw a sirong light into their glasses. The
defect is much less often met when single lenses or the
single components of convertible auastigraat« or R.R
instruments are employed. " Ghost images " or " flare

"

are regarded by many photographers as being the more
likely with instruments having many glass-to-air sur-

face«, and as a matter of fact, thougli not as a genera.'

rule, the more of these surfaces there are in the instru-

ment the more likely is the defect to be in evidence in

certain classes of work. It is not realised as well as it

might \te by those who |H>.«.ie!>s anar<tigniats which exhibit
flare or eliost imagea that much may be done to assist in

eliminating these if the instrument is provided with a

sufiiriently deep hood. We have in our own possession an
anastigmat with no les<t than ten glass-to-air surfacee, and
invariably when this lens is used against the light or
under like conditions the defects are sure to manifest
themselves, yet when the front glass is shaded with a
deep and efficient hood we have never had the least

reason for complaint. The rarity of ghost images or flare

when R.R. or single lenses are used may be traced in part
to the fact that with the former class the hoods are much
more eflTirient ; as regards the latter, when the single

<^m|)onents of the convertible anastigmat are employed
it is nearly always the front lens that is removed, and
thus the monnt of the lens serves as a highly efficient

hood for (he back glass.

Camara The recent installation of the Photo-
Gopiaa. gtat at the Patent Office brings forward

the subject of quick and cheap copying of documents,

printed matter, or drawings, by means of the camera.

As most of our readers are aware in this and similar

apparatus, the print is made by exposing bromide paper

in a special camera which is scaled to various sizes. "Tlie

image is normally a negative one, although positives

may be made by recopying them same size. Taken

in an ordinary camera the images would be laterally

inverted, but this can be obviated by fitting a re-

versing prism or mirror to the lens, the latter being.

of course, much the chea|>er arrangement. We think that

photographers who work for engineering and other manu-
facturing firms would do well to take this class of work
into consideration, as it would secure many orders for

copieK of drawings, plans, etc.. not amenable to duplica-

tion by the usual heliographic methods, which call for a
translucent original. It should not be difficult to arrange

an attachment to any ordinary large camera for

moderate-sized subjects, while larger ones could be

managed by taking a small negative and enlarging in the
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u«ua1 way. We Ji»v« »««n some excellent copies up to

thr«« feet aero* mmde in thi. way, and as the work is

praeiiMUT m^shanical, highlv-ekilled labour is not neces-

MPy One point i« esaentiaf. and that is that the same

\nw ihould be used both for making the negative and the

eiilarBwnent. The operation has been very successfully

rarried out thus: supposing an architect's drawing has

to be reproduc»d, a copy is made upon a process-plate, say,

half-plate or whole-plate sixe, the distances between lens

and original and lens and plate being accurately measured.

The lena ia then transferred to the enlarger, and the

hegaiive and bromide paper carefully placed at exactly

the aaftie distances, the result being a full-sized copy free

from any distortion, the image 'having been made to

trarel back through the same optical system by whieA it

was produced WTiere much work has to be don© it would

be well to have both oamera and enlarger rigidly set to

the retjuired points so that for fuU-sized reproductions no

•etting would be necessary. With a proper artificial

lighting scheme the exposures of both plate and enlarge-

ment would be a fixed quantity, and a spoiled sheet almost

unknown.

The Shop A few days ago we were asked whether
Window. it was advisable to retain a shop window

for the display of specimens or to be satisfied witlh show-

caaee in a lobby and let off the shop. This is not quite

such a simple "question to answer as it appears at first

aight, since many factors have to be taken into considera-

tion. The first of these is the class of business which is

intended to be done. The highest class of portraitists

depend almost entirely upon introductions, and to a lesser

degree upon reproductions of tiheir pictures in the press.

Some go no farther than a brass door-plate to advertise

their locale, a few even dispense with this, while others

have modest show-cases with only one or two specimens on
view at a time. A few of the older firms have large lobby

shows or shop windows, but it is not until we reach tihose

who cater mainly for chance trade that we find the window
show really popular. Recently there has been a great in-

crease in theee window shows in London and other large

eentres, so that we must conclude that they have been
found to be a paying proposition. It may be noted that
many of the large portrait shops are being run by people
who are also engaged in other branches of industry, and
they have treated photographs in the same way as they
would clothes, jewellery, or tobacco. Surely, therefore,

SUMMARY.
In a lading article reviewing some of the types of actino-

mrter or print-meter we describe how an instrument of the
roolUple nraative type c«n be very readily made. (P. 46.)Thu week's article by "Practicus" on stndio work deals with
toe aoesUon of obtaining correct exposures in the studio, and
•Ma forth a qritem of testing to be adopted in relation to the
aaatacler el tlw r«aalt which is required. (P. 49.)
TTwlorniule and methods employed by Mr. H. S. Stames,

aiidra|Mtly described before the Royal Photographic Society for
" Sl ^—if*^ "^ gum-biohiomat« are given on page 50.
The pro^rties of a new filter dye, Eastman yellow, are

described in • communication from the Eastman Research Labora
toiy by Drs. C. E. K. Mees and H. T. Clarke. The new dye
appear* to be an entirely distinct substance from the filter
yellow hitherto made by the Germans. (P. 48.)
A abort noU. by Mr. W. E. Debenham contains a caution on
j-F"^ .• J

"'• ^' ^"^P'ter in dark -slides, and describes .-irMddT applied method of testing for any error of register.

A eantien- «« to the repair of lenses and n further discussion
or l*e iMisUnt qiieetion, on which a long letter is sent bv Mr.
Krank Brown of Ulrexter. are features of this week's "Corre-
spondence." (P. 55.)

it is quite in order for the photographer, pur© and simple,

to take a leaf from the business man's book and to go-

in for bold advertisement, providing that he has the mean*

to do it properly, and not to lose sight of the next im-

portant factor in the matter—that of locality. To bo-

©ffectiv© a window display must be situated where there -s

a considerable amount of trafl&c, and in wtat may be called"

a shopping or market thoroughfare, where ther© are other

attractions. Even in the same street on© position is

valuable and another almost worthless. In nearly every

important thoroughfare there is on© side which is murh
better for business than the other, and this the keen,

business man is careful to ascertain before he invests his-

money.

SOME NOTES ON PRINT-METERS. •

Of the many forms of frint-meters, or actinometers, the-

type dependent upon miniature negatives of graduated

density is preferred' by some, as no matching of tint is

required, and for occasional work with only a few frames

exposed it certainly is convenient. On the other hand,

the most accurate of all probably is the " single-tint " tint-

matching type, almost essential when many frames have to^

be kept going and taken in and out during the day's work,

but it requires constant inspection, and if one tint is over-

done accidentally only a rough estimate is possible to com-
pensate for the over-printing. Single-tint meters, such as-

Johnson's, supplied 'by the Autotype Company, are pro-

vided with a roll of P.O.P., which under varying
atmospiheric conditions does not always make a good matehi
with the surrounding tint, the yellow glass above neces-

sarily being of insuflBcient depth to remove colour contrast.

Greater accuracy in reading is secured by not attempting
to effect a colour mateh, but to work in the following way r

—If the nearest edge of the rectangular aperture is viewed'

obliquely from a fair distance with the eyes partially closed,

it will initially stand out lighter than the darkening silver

paper beyond it, and at a certain stage will merge into the-

tint and be lost, which point is taken as " one tint." Testa
have shown that this method largely eliminates the personal
equation, one printer, practically speaking, registering the
same number of tints as another, whereas in the case of

colour matching by gazing directly downwards on the meter
wide differences in the estimation of what constitutes a tint

have been found. A variant of "Johnson's" is the-

circular meter with disc refills : it is cheaper, but for pro-
fessional use the former is the better. In some cases cellu-

In a report of a, council meeting of the Professional Photo
graphers' Association it is mentioned that the trades exhibition
annually organised in prewar days by Mr. Arthur 0. Brooke.-^
will not be held this year, but that it is Mr. Brookes's inten-
tion to hold it in 1920. (P. 52.)

The presidential address before the Royal Photographic
Society, delivered by Dr. Atkin Swan on Tuesday evening last,.

dealt largely with the domestic politics of the Society. (P. 53. >

Photographers in Belfast dependent on electric supply havi-
found themselves unable to continue business as the result of
the industrial strike. (P. 53).
The choice and valuation of studio lenses, cleaning of film

from old negatives, use of half-watt lamps, and colouring of
prints are subjects on which brief replies are given to corre-
spondents. (P. 56.)
The occurrence of gho-st and flare imaga^ can often be avoidecT

by the use of an efficient hood on the lens. (P. 45.)
For many purposes a permanent copying installation may bi-

found of commercial value. We describe a method of avoiding
any possible distortion from the lens in making copies of plans,
etc. (P. 46.)

h y F

^
The shop window is now a much more important consideration-m the business of a photographer, and calls for a verj- careful

judgment in the choice of a business position. (P. 46.)
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loid is used to protect the tint, but it is an indifferent sub-

stitnte.

To insure accuracy with thin or medium negatives, the

metM" should register three or four tints during the print-

ing, accuracy being of more importance when printing

platinotjpe or palladiotype by meter than with the carbon

process, which nas greater latitude in exposure, or, rather,

errors in exposure are more readily corrected in develop-

ment. But a quick-printing single-tint meter is a decided

nuisance when dense negative* are being dealt with, and

in such a case a fixed-out lantern plate dyed yellow with

bound-on cover-glass can be placed over the meter and

will be found very useful to slow duwn its indications. As
a matter of curiosity, it may be mentioned that the extreme

variation in the rate of contact printing met with in one

trade printing concern ranged from three minutes to

twenty hoars, the negatives being expcaed to the same

m«rcury light, and Mch negative aifording good prints.

The perpetrator of the twcnty-lwur gnu ud '

' faithfully

promised his customer a dosen prints at the end of the

week," aa is osaal in such cases-

Othmr forma of print-meteni based on tint-matching are

illustrated by "Sawyer's " and the " Akuret," the sensi-

tive paper being expoaed under translucent tint« of different

denaities. Th^ poMsn an adrantagv over the single-tint

type, as no momnarnt of tbe pApsr is required whilst the

negatives are being printed, but their scope is not so wide.

The familiar Wynne's meter, defMudent upon numbers suc-

oanively printing out, is a favourite witn many, though
otJiars experience a difficulty in deciding whether any par-

ticular number has, or has not, appeared Finally, the

type first alluded to is the device of Mr. H. J. Burton, on
tae lines of which Um making of an efficient home-made
article is to be desoribed.

Not a few haw attempted to make print-meten of the

graduated miniature negative onlar, l^ copying a photo-

graph in the camera, or by «Kpoaag by oontact a dry-plate

behind a poaitive, in either caae luoceaBively on different

parts of the plate, with an increased time of exposure for

each amall negative, but this method is very uncertain, and
til* ramlta are usually far from satisfactory for fairly

obviooa reasons. It is also obviooa, when mentioned, that
to attempt to design a meter capable of indicating expo-
sures from thin negatives up to those of extreme density,

thar means an undesirable multiplication of the tin^

gniiie oe^tives, or an equally undesirable abruptness in

the translation from one to another. For unnaturally
dense negatives, one or more piaeaa of ground-glass placed
over tlM meter will

Fig. 1 represents a quarter-plate negative of nine printe
stuck on white cardboard, which ar« reduced by copying
in the camera to a little less than 2^ inches high over all,

in ptoeition shown on the plat«. The printe should be of the

same subject, preferably a portrait rather large on the
plate, and whilst it is au advantage that the set be uniformly
lit, even illumination is not essential. Over-exposure is to

be avoided as bright, but fast printing negatives with almost
dear glass shadows are tlie most suitable. If the ground
printe through it is blocked out.

Assuming the figure to represent the glass side of the
plate, and th« negatives to read from left to right in the
usual way, the graduation in printing rate is effected by
covering No. 2 with one layer of celluloid, about the
thickness of that used for cut films. No. 3 with two layers,

and so on. Fig. 2 shows the first sheet of celluloid applied
with extremities extending beyond the miniature negatives.

rig. 2.

but clear of tlie edges of the glass ; on the right about

i\th inch, on the other three sides more space is available.

The next sheet has apace 2 cut away, and is stuck

down at each end with a touch of celluloid varnish, the

procedure being oontinued mutalit mulandU until No. 9 is

coivered with eight thickneases.

When the first test of the meter is made everything may
appear right, the lower numbers being nicely graded, and
on printing further the faint images of the highest numbers
apparently the same. But here exiata an unstispected trap,

for on printing, say. No. 5, to the " pretty " stage, No. 6

mav now be found to be almost indistinguishable in depth,

and therefore require further bo.diug back, together with

the numbers following it.

Accordingly, the only safe plan is to test each number
right through the series at its " pretty " stage against the

next leas printed one. Some pieces of stripped thin roll-

film may be found of service when only a very slight

holding oack is demanded. The celluloid covering is then

edged all round with cardboard slips stuck down with
seocotine, and a thin cover-glass bound on. If the lower

numbers print too quickly for the negatives in use, the

cover-glass may be of ground-glass. A three-quarter-view

quarter-plate printing-frame holds the finished article

;

white wood frames are sold sufficiently deep to take it. A
packet of 3} x 2\ ordinary gelatine P.O. P. provides the

meter paper, and will keep for years if stored in an air-

tight tin with some dry calcium chloride. Self-toning

papers are not so good for the purpose. When the number
indicating the correct exposure is found by trial, naturally

only a narrow strip of paper need be utilised afterwards.

In the model oonatnicted, which has worked well, for
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identical d«ptb« of printing th« l(«t number requ^ee about

S SSL^C^xpoTumi of the finrt. a range Bufficaent to

MtirfTmo.tr«iuir«nenU. This raUo. of course, only holds

good for thTparUcular thickness of celluloid employed.

Comparative values might be given each negative if a

single-tint meter is at hand, or improvised, by registering

the number of tints necessary to bring each negative in turn

to the pretty stage.

A NEW YELLOW DYE AND LIGHT-FILTERS MADE
FROM IT.

-«-

(Communication No. 75 from the Research I

Ix the ••riy d»j« of orthochromatic photography the dye

hbwsUt wwJ 'or the preparation of light filter was picnc

acid. thi. having the advantage of simplicity and cheapness

aad of gra^ efficiency, picric acid absorbing the ultra-violet

•Imoat oompkrteJy, and having a wry sharp cut in the spectrum.

The diMdvantage of picric acid, however, is that it is unstaWe

to light, filteni made with it soon turning brown. For this

the early gelatine filters were made chiefly with tartra

»hich i» wry stable and gives permanent filtere. """-
jcine, wo

Tar-

tranne. however, ha« the disadvantage that its absorption in

tit« ahra-Violet is uiiBatisfactory, and even moderately deep

Urtracine fiJtera transmit appreciable amounts of ultra-violet,

this detracting very mucJi from their efficiency. For this

rMtwm filter yellow, introduoed by Hoechst in 1907, trapidly dis-

placed tartrarine aa the best dye for filter-making, and has

heW that poeition ever since.

Filter >-enow is extremely stalJe, absotts the iiltra-violet

atiooKly with the exception of a transmission band at 300/</»,

which, since it is absotfced by glass, is of little importance, and

haa a satiafactorily sharp out for the preparation of ortho-

chromatic filtam. A disadvantage of filter yellow which has

always been reocgniaed, however, is the fact that its absorption

curve waa leas sharp than that of picric acid, and for many

purposes, ««pecially the preparation of very light filters, a dye

poMSKing the stability and ultra-violet absorption of filter K,

but of creat<T sharpness of cut, would be desirable.

When the need for light-filters of high efficiency for aerial

photography arose the need for such a dye became pressing, and

we undertook a search for such a material. After a great

nnmber of trials it was found that suitable absorption and

stability were possessed by the phenyl-glucosazones.

When Gertain mif^Tt, such as glucose, are warmed with a

tohition of phenyl-hydrarine in dilute acetic acid, yellow pre-

cipitates are produced poesossing definite crystalline structures,

by which th« sugars may be characterised. These yellow sub-

stances are known as osazones, those formed with phenyl-

hydrazine beinc termed phenyloeazones. On measurement of

the absorption spectrum of glucose-phenylosazone it was foimd

that the absorption curve was very sharp and extended far into

the ultra-violet, and since the material is well known to be

stable, it appeared that a dye prepared from it would possees

the properties required for the preparation of light yellow

filtan.

GlnooM-phenylosizone is insoluble in water, so that to obtain

a dye it is necessary to have a salt-forming group present in the

moleciile, and to produce a dye suitable for use with gelatine

it was desirable that this group should be an acid one. To
obtain such a derivative of glucose-phenylosazone which will

form Mklts with metals it is merely necessary to substitute for

phcnyl-hydrar.ine a derivative containing an acid group and
•xindense glucose with it in the same manner. Several si'ch

derivatives were tried, and the most satisfactory result was
obtained with glucose-phenyl-osazone-para-carboxylic acid. This

waa prepared in the following way :
—

Para-nitrotolaene was oxidised to give.para-nitrobenzoic acid.

TTlis wss then rwlured to para-aminobenzoic acid, which was
iliasotised, and gave para-hydrazino-benzoic acid or phenyl-

hydrazrne-para-rarboxylic acid. The glncosazone of this acid

.aboratory of the Kastm:in Kodak Company.)

is a yellow crystalline compound insoluble in water and almost

insoluble in alcohol. It forms a sodium salt which is extremely

soluble in water, but which can be precipitated from concen-

trated solutions by the addition of alcohol, and this sodium

salt of glucose-phenyl-osazone-para-carboiylic acid haa been

adopted by us for the preparation of light-filters under the

name of "Eastman Yellow."
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In Fig. 1 are shown the absci-ption spectra of tartrazLne, filter

yellow, and Eastman yellow, from which it will be seen that

the Eastman yellow has a sharper cut than filter yellow, and

almost as strong an absoi-ption in the ultra-violet.

Light-filters prepared from it retain these characteristics, and

these light-filters have been prepared and specified under the

names of EK 1 and EK 2 light-filters. A special filter for aerial

photography has been adopted by the American forces under

the name of Aero No. 1.
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Fig. 2 shows the absorption cuives of these light-filters.

As regards stability, it was found on test that the new dye
was not quite so stable to light as filter yellow, but was superior

to all other yellow dyes tried, and its stability is amply suffi-

cient for the preparation of light-filters, since it requires weeks
of exposure to direct sunlight to produce a change even in the

lighter-coloured filters. C. E. K. jSIef.s.

H. T. Clarke.
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PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

STUDIO EXPOSURES.

OKRECT exposure is on« of the moat important uf the iacton

n making perfect photographs, yet the majority of portraitists

ipproach it in the moat cainal manner, and apparently trust

'
'> a aort of sixth sense to tell them how long to keep the shutter

'P«n, or as one said to me, " It is like taking a dire into water ;

wh-n I press the bulb, I do not know when I am coming to the

• ur:.v:«." With long practice it is possible to work suooesfc-

-olly in this sab-oooscioas way, but most people will find it

i««irable to hare some definite idea of the nnmber of seconds

>««easary to gire the exact quality of negatiTe which is aimed
it I want you to take particular notice of those last words.
I'hara can be no fixed standard of exposure or density in por-

rsit work, or we should all arrire at one monotonous style,

'ithoot that touch of individualism which now distingnishc*

<ir best photographers from one another. Twenty or thirty

•^ars ago thors warn an esUiblii^ed ideal ol a clear, si^rkiin^
w^ative ranging from clear glasa to opacity, and a high-class

operator who did sot oonform to it had little chance of enploy-
msMt. Many negatiTM which would be appreciated to-day

were then thru>wn aside as fatlurss, because they were too soft

or to» har<I to print in the limited range of media then aTail-

sble, but now we are more free to choose oar methods, and
• an produce negatives to satisfy oar own artistic instincU.

Therefore it is necessary if we are to be ooMUteatly gpod in

'<ir work wr most not trust to " 8nk(« " for oar sufr^ssis. but

to study the conditions nnder wkidi oar particular class of

negatives can be obtaiaacL

On asking one of oar bast known outdoor photographera bow
he secured snoh unifonnly perfect negativsa, I was told that
they were obUined by "exposing to suit the developer." This
waa in the prs-Watkins days, when no attempt had been maii<-

to systematise development and most people believed that tlx-

clever worker owed hiasocersa to modifying lbs devoloper accord

ing to Mm appaanmee ol tbe imag^ often hsinwiing with plain

pyro solotion, and working np tbe negative by aiding aUali
and bromide drop by drop. This idea is now exploded, proving
that my friend wa* a trae praphat vbsn be aHerted ibat thi-

prime factor in prndunng tba negative waa oorrect esposnrr
Messrs Ilorter and Driflield, to whom pbotograph<-r* owe so
rnurh, have taught us that tbe amount of silver aflcctad by
light when a plate is exposed is in definite proportion to the

length of exponure given, but tbia assumes that all the silver

so affected is rcdnoed by tbe davatoper, or. in other word*, the

plate is "davaloped right out," whirh is rarely thr care in

studio worh, nMat portraitists fin>iing that such a pnjmlure
pfodncss too madi OMitnit. This fact has bsan rsoogniaed by

both plate and dasalopsr makers who prescriba Jlflerrat times
of davelopOMnt for portrait, landscape and copy negatives, the

farmer always being much shorter than tbe latter two.

To eatablisb a eorreet method of exposure we must make a

few experiments, working with a standard developer, and a

fixed time of development, which may be obtained by the far-

'rial system, tbe only variation being made in th« ex|H>t>urp.

I* is eoawsniant and economical, bsaidea amuring uniformity
I rapidity in tba amnlaion, to maka several expoaum on one
lst«>, and this can aaaily be done in most studio cameraa by

a small maak in tbo camera back and marking the slide

• •- to show when tbe plate is in position. The easi<!«t siae

-i to work Ibrre apon a half-plate, catting a maak with open-

rig two inrliM by four aiMl fixing this in the existing carte or

sbinet maak. If tbe slide has notches for single exposures,

(ltd also for r«panting two C.D.V. op half-plate, the centre

itab may be used, btft new marfca a little farther from the

ivntre must be mad« for the two end exposures. For my own
use I have made a repeating back which allows of foijr expo-
sures, each three inches by two clear, from the rebate upon a

half-plate, and this I find handy for many other purposes.

The exposures, which must, of course, be upon the same sub-

ject, mar be varied in any proportion which the operator

desires. Usually double at each step will be found as good as

any for portrait work, as our negative will then show us the

effect of one, two, four, and eight aeconde' exposure. The
result will be rather mirpriaing to those who try it for the

tiist time ; for, supposing that -the one-second exposure gives a
thin but printable negative, it wUl be found that the eight-

seconds section, although thick and slow to print, will also

yield a nassable result. That, however, is not my point, which
is that tbe operator should now select the exposure which gives

him the quality of imai^- he wants, or if none quite pleases

him should give an exposure between the two which he judges

to be nearest oorrect. So far so good. Now all depends upon
oorrectlr estimating the value of the light, and this can better

be done with an exposure meter than by the exercise of personal

judgment. If we use an ordinary Bee meter and note the time

teken to match tbe tint at the time of making our exposures we
shall be able to cataUish a ratio between meter time and ex-

pomire for any light or lighting. For example, if we find that

our si<iected exposure is [our seconds, and that it took eight

minut«-8 to get the tint, w« have the proportion of half a second

for each meter minute. Naturally I do not propose that

anyono ahould make meter testa while a sitter waits, but an

occasional t««>t between whiles can easily be managed. The
plate speed and lens aperture must be unchanged, or due

allowance must be made, or this system will be worse than

useless.

It is often found that when strong effects of light and shade

arv being tried for that the negatives turn out hard and chalky

and do not at all reprcacnt the model as seen by tbe artist.

There are two causcn of this, both closely connected, luider-

•'Xpoaure and over-dt'volopmenl, the latter being due to an

attMODt to force out shadow detail. Now, if development had

done br time without regard to the appearance of the

. we aboold have n>tained the detail in the high lights,

but tbe shadow detail would still have becm wanting. Ix>nger

exposure would reiqedv this without giving flatness, unleaa

ciuit4< an unreasonable time were given. This class of subject

affords an excellent field for the progressive series of exposures

already rroommended ; or if it be thought that the effect cannot

bo judged from so small a plate two full-sized exposures may be

made, one receivin^t three times as long as the other, both being

d<'«-eloi)vd for tbe same time in the same dish.

It is inrportant when making experinH>nts in exposure to keep

not onlr to one make of plato, but to the same grade. Emul-

sions varv in character, and two gradea which are, perhaps,

marked 800 and 240 H and D, cannot be relied upon to give the

Mnie quality of image, even if the diflarenca in speed be accu-

rate! v allowed for ; much more is thia tbe case if two makes of

plat<' \f mixed up. For the same reason one denrvloper should

be a<ihered to, and (or printing quality land adaptability to

various sobjecta and lightings there is nothing to beat the old-

established pyro-soda Remember that a negative is only a

means to an end, and that "pretty" negatives do not always

give the beat of prints. Although not strictly within my sub-

ject, I feeil that at the present time of year it is sot amiss to

mention that pyro ia less affected in its action by vaidationa of

temp<Tntare than most other developing agents. I have only
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netn*r fooad the dow •ction of another developer misUiien

(or umU-r «ipiotu«. wiU> iht, n»uh that the expororw were

HK-rvMcol asd tatncM reeuhed.

A point wkirh mort not be mined ii the effect of the dis-

tance Mween »en» ami sitter wpon exposure. This is always

allowwi for in nipying. but it often overlooked in portraiture.

.Mort ..peratoni know that a larks' head requires more exposure

Jian a full Utiglh, other thinj^ being equal, but perhaps oould

not tell you why. There are two reasons, one being the in-

I reSM in" the focrf length of the lens as the sitter approaches

Ih* ramen, and the other the flattening of the lighting by

the graatm- amount of atmosphere whidi intervenes as the

sitter is plarrd further from the camera. liot us consider the

former c»ae, amuming that a head measures 9 inches in height

and we aif making a 3 in. image of it ; this adds one-third to

ihr camera exUrnsion, suppcwng we are using an 18 in. lens

working at F/5 for infinity ; one-third added to the focal

length Kiv«« as 24 ins —in other words, we are working at

KB, whw* requires practically double the exposure. When

taVinc a fuU longth cabinet the reduction would be l/12th.

which would only add an inch and a half to the original focal

length, and this we could safely ignore so far as erposure is

concerned. In the second case the increase in exposure is only

apparent, not real. If there is a certain amount of fog over

the shadow* it coven the bare glass, but there is no more detail

in the shadows than there would be if the atmosphere were

perfectly clear. In London, where the atmosphere is as thick

in winter as it is in most places, many photographers use a

lens of shorter focal length than they would otherwise, in order

to avoid this flattening.

In conclusion, let me impress upon the novice that correct

exposure is the key to satisfactory results. Leaving colour

efferts out of the question, any arrangement of light and shade

cr.n be correctly reproduced it the proper exposure be given.

We can flatten the scale by over-exposure, we can sharpen it

by under-exposure, so tha.t if we hit the happy mean we shall

get upon our negative what we saw when looking at the sitter.

Surely such a consummation is worth taking -pains to attain,

ir..'itead of following the usual "hit or miss " way.

Pkacticus.

THE GUM BICHROMATE PROCESS WITH A NEW COLLOID.

[The following is the extended account, aa published in the Journal of the Royal Photographic Society, of the experiments made by H._S_^

SUmea and the subject of the paper read by him some time ago before the Society, Mr. Starnes, it will be seen, employs, instead of

gum arable, gum xenegal and prepares this latter gum upon the pajmr in an acid condition. In this respect the process bears some

reaemblanoe to that of Mr. Nelsou K. Cherrill published some years ago in which arabinic acid of gum arabic was previously separated

by treatment of the gum with aoid.—EDS., " B.J."]

Hk considered that the bichromate printing process was an ideal

one. for the following reasons :—l»t. There ia an almost unlimited

range nt coloun ; 2nd, if suitable pigments are used there is no doubt

ikbout their permanence ; 3rd, there are no such things as double

lones ; and, 4th, there can be the same surface of paper as in an

rngraving. On the other hand, the gum-bichromate process will not

give the same finenean of grain that a silver print does, but except

for small portraite the grain will probably be fine enough.

In all types of bichromate printing the principal difficulty is in

removing only the soluble parts not acted upon by light. In Sir

Joseph Swan's original carbon process the film of gelatine and pig-

ment was transferred to a temporary support and the soluble matter

was washed away from the back quite satisfactorily, but it required

doable tmurfev and warm water. Then came Ule Artigue process,

which did away with the double transfer, but had to be developed

with wet sawdust, and frequently the lighter detail would not stand

the friction, and was washed away.
Shortly afts the advent of tlie Artigue 'process the lecturer

worked out • process which Sir Joseph Swan told him was the first

real advance in bichromate printing since the original patent. The
expo«e<l print was soaked in water for a minute or two and laid

fao* upward on a piece of glass, a piece of dry blotting paper was
laid over it, and a soft clothes brush was brushed over the back.
The soluble part of the film was taken up by the blotting paper, and
the insoluble portions forming the image, especially the lighter tints,

were pressed down into closer contact with the paper support. Sir
William Abney had suggerted to him that possibly that method of
devrlnpmenl might give a suitable grain for process work. The
leclurrr liad no experience of process work, but was pleased to pass
'.n the suggestion to anyone who could make use of it. Although
the bb>tting paper preserved the light deUil, still the lecturer had
the same trouble a* those who tried to revive Pouncey's method of
printing very deeply and removing the soluble portions with a wet
brush— there was no dependence on the condition and solubility of
the gum arabie.

Whrn the bichromate printer was aji- artist he could remove what
he HkeJ and leave what he pleased, but the ordinary worker lacking
that ability was likely to give the process up in despair. He felt,
hnwever. that there was s<imething in the process if he could get a
more «nitable nollcid than gum arabio. He had gradually worked

his formula down to the point that to get the best results the paper

must be coated so thinly that one minim of the combined mixture

of water, gum, pigment, and bichromate must cover four square

inches of surface. The brush, the sawdust, and the nozzle of the

garden hose were all too brutal in removing the pigment, and blot-

ting paper was too expensive. After experiments, he came to the

conclusion that a straight tube about 3 in. in length, with a bore

about the same as in a tobacco pipe, and fitted to the domestic

water tap, answered well, ae the force of the abrasion could be con-

trolled by varying the supply of water. When he wished to

concentrate the action of the water upon small areas he used

smaller nozzles, which fitted over the first one. There was

then pleasure and interest in working on every square inch of

the picture.

In searching for a suitable paper he discarded most of thoee used

by the bichromate printers for one reason or another. Cartridge

paper and the cheaper drawing papers allowed the coating to sink

in unequally. Whatman's paper, in addition to being expensive,

allowed the pigment to sink in to some extent, which, although just

what the water-colour painter wanted to prevent washing up, was
not the property wanted when using the bichromated solution.

Some pre-war jiote-papere were better, and he found a paper used

in collotype printing which wa« at first excellent, but later samples
were of inferior quality. He was now using a foreign paper

obtained from Spicer Bros., and would send a sample to anyone
who sent a stam|)ed directed envelope to him at King Henry's Road,
Lewes.

Some of the pigment.s he had tried contained a proportion of dye,

which stained the paper. Messrs. Brooke, Simpson, and Spiller had
made him a stock of suitable pigments. He used a carbon black

modified with blues, browns, or reds, as required.

He found that refined sodium bichromate worked better than the
other- bichromates, and got a good sample from J. J. Griffin, Ltd.
The stock he has was made in Germany, but he hoped that Englisli
firms would now make it.

Nine-tenths of the trouble in bichromate printing arose from the
varying characteristics and conditions of the colloids used. Th*
conditions in which gum arabic is collected and stored make it hope
less for the purpose. H^ found that he might get passable result.s
with it from one negative, yet could do nothing at all when working
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from anothar, aven though the paper in use waa cat from the aaune

MmUmI ihfTiat The ptublt-m had bothered him for yean.

He had to >iake a rather ctartlinK statement, which was that

Nader certain eooditions the action of liKht makes a bichromated

Vrdloid soluble instead uf insoluble. This would explain why the

eadinigi of the actinometer were not always reliable, and why one

^pe of negative would giva better results than another. The action

•MBed to be aa follows :—When tJie bichromate is added to the

•oDoid it readers the latter more or 1cm insoluble at once. On
•zposure to ligbt it slowly becomes quite soluble, and after it has

•taohed that steKe it begins to get insoluble as under normal oon-

4itiooB. Different samples of gam work diflerently with regard to

(be length of time for those two actions to take place. Freshly-

ade sohitioas are more prone to act so than solutions that have
been kept for aume time.'

At first he thought that different samples differed aa alow and
rapid platea do ; then he (oand that there miut be two actions going

on mmaltaneooaly, because the parts ot the print under the densest

parts of the nsgitiTs were darker than under the half-tones, while

der the ligbteet (or clear glass) parts of the negative the prints

seemed to prinl noraaUy, bot noi with the density that the amount
«f pigment oo^tt to have given ; so eridently some of the gum was
aoi holding the pigmeei oa to the paper. One day ha got a print

Oat had a black aky. The trees in the distaaca looked m though

tkey war* covered with anow, and the shadows, which oogltt to have

bean the Agkest parts of the print, were simply half-tones. That
|irint gave him a clue to the mystery. He sbowsd a print which
at the fint stoge of rxpoeors was a negative froo a negative

;

aaather showed the two actiooa Rotng on simullaneoualy during the

same eapoease t« light, snd aaotlier which had first griidually been
rendered salable until, by tJbe time it wss soluble aadar the iloniiet

part of the negativs, the other psrts had again beeome inaolable in

their proper snquelice, and it was becoming a pimctically normal
print. Hs wss inelmed to think that -the first stage was purely a
physical one, that the bichrumste had b<>iUMl np the ojluid too

til^tly, aad that the first thinir the light had to do was to unfasten

the strapa, if he might use that phrase.

About thirty j>rar« sgo he had written an article for Thc BacnsM
Joomxat. or FaorooasrHT, in which hs gave a aanewhat aimilar

•ipUaatioa of the action of light oo a dry piale.

He had esarahsd thioagh aany hooka on btebrnmato printing to

eee if a doahle light artion of this kind had baea ohaarved, but oo
ana issmed to have noted the rhsiioiwmi. Tha owUar was one
of eoosiderBhic importance, as it aeeawrted for a very oocaaMn faalt

ID prinU It was oflsa fooad that hifhmaiato pfinto break down
in the renaeriog of the Ui^Mert tiaia, bacaoaa ttnder the detatirt

•rt of the aegative the filo^ inateaj of heiag and* insoluble for
o lightest tints of the print, woald ha aadargaiag just the revcne
tion, aad would be made •*• aiMe solaUa. aad woold wash

a«qr man eaaily, so that it appsarsd aa thoi^ the print had been
oadar-acpoaed. The lectarer had aM^s away aspariaienU in the
hope hi Andiag aooM method of keeping tha Urn of bkhronuOed
pi«aent aolahley a» that the light action shoald be natrkled to iu
legitiaiato fnaction of iasolubiliaing it acrordim to the gradation
of the neiestiec. It waa not until ha had worked oat the following
f'•rarala tha* ha began to ere daylight

A—SndiaM biehroaMto lot.
WaUr 2ot

n Alum, aatoratad aolntion . 4 oa.

Hydrochloric scid 2 drams.

Take one part of A to three parts o( B. If with a oarlain saaiple
ef gam this makes the film too solable, then ndnce the amount
of B

und gam anhic to be iinwillable, bo had tried a number
o< - oida, aad Anally kit apon gam Senegal. As sn adhoive
it was vr*Ms not aatisiactory. bot for printing purposes it work*
mach haMrr Ihaa gam arabie, being aoiler, lesa brittle, and more
Older cr rtiol It eontaina 81 per cent, of arabin, as sgainst 70 per
• ant in cure a'ahic.

lo niske the gun. Milution a '|>uii(>ty of it is susitended in a bag
< ' ire cage ir 1 p-nt of water, and aa it dteolve* more is added

"I'Ui oiie Hmd ovnco weighs 9 drachms To roeesure the pigment
^ -«i 'poon M orod whtch will hold jnst 20 minims uf wstrr, snd

•('Offal* <.f the pigment tttrike mesaiire) srr taken; the pre-

cise quantity riay vai>' according to the covering power of the

colour, and is ground up with 1 drachm of methylated spirit. This

is added to Ij drachms uf water, mixed thoroughly, and placed in

a test-tube to settle for a few minutes. One and a-half di-achms of

the gum solution is taken, and to it is added about three-fourths

of the pigment solution, care being taken not to shake up the ooaise

sediment at the bottom of the test-tube, and the whole is mixed well

together. The pigment that had settled at the bottom of the test-

tube should be re-ground and added to the mixture. To that is

added 1 drachm of the sensitising solution, consisting of 15 minims

of solution A and 45 minims of solution B. In winter, solution A
may be increased to 20 minims. Tbe quantities given will coat

about twelve pieces of paper 10 in. x 8 in.

To coat the paper it ahould be fastened by one corner to a sheet

of glass or zinc, supported if necessary on a wooden board, which

in turn rests upon a penny laid on the table, so that the device may
be revolved easily in any direction. A spoonful (20 minims) of ths

mixture is poured along the length of tbe paper from left to right

at about ^ in. from the edge. The colour should be spread evenly

over the paper with a 2-in. varnish brush with light strokes, turning

tbe tomtable aa required, but always keeping the brush flatwise on

the paper. If the brush is turned edgewise streaks will appear.

With a little practice it will be found quito easy to eost 4 square

inches of paper with 1 minim of the mixture.

The coated Itaper should be placed about 2 ft. from a fire or gas

stove, and by the time tbe secnud piece of paper is coated tbe first

will be dry. After use the brush should be cleansed with water

and a nail-brush and dried thoroughly before it is again aaed.

The exposure is about one-eighth of that required by P.O.P. , and

is gauged by an actinometer.

For development the print is soaked in water for aboat a minute

and then flooded with solution B (acid alum) 1 drachm, water 2 oz.

If the expnaure has been correct tbe colour in the high lights will

be seen to float away in a (ew seconds. The print is then put on a

glass easel in the sink and development completed with the aid of

the rubber tube and '.loxxle device previously described. More

control over the print is obtiiiiied by giving a lougtn- exposure and

by iwing the acid alum solution in a stn>nger coiidilioa.

DARK-SLIDES OUT OF REGISTER.

Im three out of four studios that I have visited in the eonrse uf the

last year or so, I found the dark-slides of the camera in general use

out of register with tbe focussing screen. The present uae of rapid

plates enables the photograplier to use diaphragms to an extent that

disguises ctMisiderably the want of fine definition, resulting from the

plato not being truly in focus. In the days of wet collodion, when,

in order to secure a portrait free from the unsharpness, dus to move-

ment of the sitter, it wss the custom to use the lens at tuU sperture

or nearly so, phutogrsphera had to be, and were, careful to see that

their dark-slides were truly in register with the focussing screen. *

Although the want of sharpness in the negative, due to the alides

not being in true regialer is less oonspicuoiu when using the smaller

Apertures to which the use of rapid platea has accustomed us, it is

still very desirable that the i-uincidence of position of the plato and

the focuMing screen should l« aa complete aa possible, if only for

the power obtained to get pro|ierly exposed results with the shortest

exposures, particularly in the case uf portraits of children. A photo-

grapher, the proprietor of a high-clsss establishment, doing a large

business, writes me that since the correction of his slides his operator

generally takes portraits of children with the open lens with excel-

lent results, snd with fewer failures and cmiseijuent economy of time

and platea.

The plan which I employ to ascertain the truth, or want of it,

'if the registry of the slides, is to take a strip of wood about i or ^

an inch in thickness, rather longer than the width of the alide, und

to drive a screw through it. The strip is laid across tbe front of the

frame of the focussing screen, snd the screw advanced until the

jKiint just (ouches the screen itself. A plato is now put in the dark-

slide, the back ia buttoned down, and the shutter is drawn. Thc
strip is then laid across the front of the slide, and if it is in true

register, tbe screw point will just touch the plato. It ia desirable

to repeat this trist with the plato plaoad both vertically and hori-

zontally, and witli each carrier that may be in use with the slide.

A waste negative is bettor than a plain glass for the purpose, im »
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Uinl wnilctl on Um film will iiidicalr v«ry cloMly coincidence of

ih« two uatmcm.

Th* naatm for luvinn the wood a little kniger than the width of

the Blide is fai I havo luund in unr or two cair*) thai the top or

batloM or oar of the iide« niay be higher or lower than the opposite

• 'U, and the extra length of the wood allowa the screw to be tried

11 'iilTrrrui partu of the plate. The aorew is insetted at Itie place

» lii'io It will runiv over the middle uf the screen when one of the

< ii<i< o( the wood U just at the outer edge of the frame. This

rrAnKrttirnt alluw* full use Vu bv made of the extra length of wood

I >r ilir (rrttiii); thr (ruth of adjuMtment awiiy from the centre of

the arrcen. The extent of deviation from coincidence is ascertained

bj placing slipe of card of different thicknesses between the point of

the screw and the focussing screen, or the plate as the case may be,

until a piece is found of a thickness that just fills the space.

If it is the focussing screen that is found to be nearer to the front

than the pUt«, a cardboard matt is cut of the same size outside as

ihe ground glafx ; about a quarter of an inch wide all round except

ill the corners, where it is roumled inside for strength. A photo-

Itrapher generally has a stock of old mounts of various thicknesses,

liut if there is not one of just the thickness required, one or more
iliicknease* of cartridge paper may be pasted on to a thinner card,

<nd when dry used for the purpose. The card matt is dropped into

the frame, and the glass replaced and the slip-beading pinned in

Again.

If It is the plate that is too near the front, slips of card are glued
'<a all round to the rabbet of the dark-slide. It may be that some
iif Ihe cacriers may require adjustment independent of what has been
done to the dark-slides. In this lase they may be trued by gluing
^ipe of card along the edges ot the front, or, if the error is in the
other direction, by reducing the thickness of the wood in the same
place.

Of course, a neater job may be made by sending the slide and
frame of the focussing screen to a camera maker or to an intelligent
cabinet maker, if (which is not often the case) the camera can be put
out of use for the time, but the home cure method described has
auswered perfectly well.

W. E. Debxkii.\u.

meettnfls of Societies.

MEETINOS OP SOCIKTIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
SiTraniT, PKBHCAar 1.

Koilrj and Dtitrict Phalof;raphic Sooietj. Annual Exhibition.

MOXOAY, FEBRI'IBT 3.

"'^tmb^fv^Jj''''
**'••»• 'f"""'.''l"> Photogriphic Union Slides. Also

"^''••SLJir!?^^ a"^ '^'r'PPle^J'^, Photographic Society. Ladies Erening.
-,

rrom Alp to Apenninc' J. 1). Johnston.
Dmibury PlMUwrapbio Society. V.P.U. Portfolio.

•Vn-^liS^SSISS^^ *^"" "E»l»riene.s of » War Photographer."

TvtSDAr, KiBIItlABI 4.

""^OtHS^S^Oa^Bw'' " *'°'"*'' ^''"" '""" ^""' '"''"" '" "" Sixteenth

''°**«5,^'!!r.-''i'''J*£i..^°""?°'?,''-
'"'*" UnofHcial Side ot Avistion." Air

A A^k^^.'^ **""'• " »<""«""«-"» Ai.nKMd their Achievement."

Chelaaa Phoiocraphie Hoeietj. A. P. 1917 ITire Slide*

Wbosmcat, PrsBVARv 5.

I A°'i°" ^•.T™ "'^L. " "<"»" Making." R. H. Lawion.

T.lh^If? w'ii"*!*'''''" ""S.'?'"-
't'nenmloKrapliy." Ueut. Haggard.

W t^ r 'wMiSr'""''
•^'*°'°«"'''"« A«oci«tioi>. "A Drive IifS, Belgium."

Thcbsdat, FBuat'ABy 6.

'^'j^Shiw*"*'*" '*'«"°«™P'''e Aisociation. "Three Men in a Car."

2^S^!15LK^S'*™1^''' •'°e'«»r Annual Meeting.

""riti^r;nrAr;:?r^s:r'''^-'«'''- ^"'**"' ^"'""' •''"<=

"''pSSS^U^^'::.^^'" •''««»«™«""'= «~'«T. Joint ExWhitionot

B«MjjM4DUlrtclPholo«rmpliio8o.ict)r. McniW-r, Night.HiWHeOM oaaara Glob. \ olox and Tran.ferotype Demonstration Mr. Slater.

THE PROraSSIONAL PHOTOORAPHERS' ASSOCIATIO.N.
\ uerrtN.) of the Council w«a held on Fr'Sday, January 17 Preml :-.Mes»n.. CI. Hana. A. Basil. Cinrdon Chaae, A. Corbett C F
l.ickin««.. A. Kllis. 8. H. Krv. W. K. nr»y. R. Haines, A. Mackie!

Lang Sims, R. N. Speai^t, H. A. St. George, F. -G. WakeifieJd.

Marcus Adams. Frank Brown, W. B. Chaplin, T. Chidley, Mon-

tague Cooper, P. Lankeeter, H. C. Spink, and A. Swan Watson.

The Hon. Secretary reported that the Government scheme of

demobilisation of owners of one-man businesses afforded an oppoi

tunity for the Association to do more to secure release from service

than could be done by the man himself or his wife. The scheme

was in it.ielf simple and complete, and any failure conld only be

due to errors of administration.

The Hon. Secretary read a draft of the Report of the Council

to be presented to the annual general meeting, which was peissed.

The Hon. Treasurer presented his balance-sheet, and in com-
menting on the figures showed that although the number of sub-

scriptions collected exceeded that in any previous year, and there

was a small balance of receipts over expenditure, the increasing

expcnaes of conducting the Association owing to high prices in every
direction, including the cost of producing the P. P. A. Circular,

would necessitate raising the amount of the subscription.

Report of the Committee appointed at the last meeting of the

Council upon Mr. Adams' scheme wa.-s read, in which tho raising

of the amount of the subscription was advised.

After discussion it was decided to propose at the annual general
meeting an alteration of the rules to raise the annual subscription
from 5s. to 10s. per annum.
The Hon. Secretary reported that he had had a conference with

Mr. A. C. Brookes, and learnt that it would not be possible to hold
an exhibition at the Royal Horticultural Hall this year, as the
Government were retaining possession of the building, and there was
no other building in London available, but he intended to hold the
exhibition in 1920.

At the conclusion of the busines.s a special meeting of the Council
was held in accordance with rule 12 to nominate a President and
twenty-four members of Council to serve during the ensuing year.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Meeting held Tuesday, January 28, the President, Dr. C. Afckia
Swan, in the chair.

The President delivered his annual address, in which he first of all
Vjriofly reviewed the state of pliotog.-aphy during the war. In lenses
and cameras, as used in aerial photography, he was happy to say that
the Germans had been beaten in manufacture. He had had
opportunities in France of seeing the inferiority of their instruments
at different stages of the war, and he had obtained official confirma-
tion befofre making the statement. In chemicals he eaid it was only
necessary to refer to the name " Johnson " in order to point to the
supply of chemicals previously suppJied by the Germans. He
referred also to the Paget process of colour photography of whidi
good USD had been made in the war.
Turning to the domestic affairs of the Society, the President

uttered a strong plea for a full co-operation in its progress by the
whole body of its memt)ers. He instanced many directions in whic3i
their efforts could be extended and said that it was his desire to see
the Society's house the headquarters of all kindred photographic
societies and the centre to which anyone interested -n photographic
matters would naturally gravitate. In regard to the presence of
persons of enemy nationality previously on the books of the Society,
Dr. Swan made it very clear that were tluey to ibe reinstated he
would resign from his presidency. I.oud applause foJlawed his
declaration that, after the brutalities of the Germans, they conld
novej bu received again.

On the propoeitioji of M.r. Jolm H. Gear, seconded by Dr. Rodman,
the thanks of the meeting were accorded to the President for Us
address.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
The club got nicely hoist with its own petard last week when
Mr. R. H. Lawton, F.R.P.S., gave a lecture on " Picture Making."
It was illustrated by many of his works, which, it may be said,
really deserved the appreciation he expressed about them, and no
higher praise can be given. How far he was pulling the leg of
everyone present remains a matter of doubt; that he succeeded in
highly amusing all, making things go with a swing, and imparting
much useful information is a matter of fact. Hailing from Ilford,
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tki* Soeialy, m r«prwnt«<l by Mr. Lawtnii. outplayed Croydon at

iti owo gaiD«.

He tiegan by tayiug that he arrived aa the Apoatle of Fakini;.

irhich waa the higbect form of technkiue regardleia of what scoffem

Might say. He knew he waa rit(ht, and this being ao, runtradictioii

waa obviously futile. With ezpoaure meters it was as simple aa

timfie could 'be to turn out technically perfect negatim. Althou^
» traly gnti man in many directions, he took no credit fur invari-

ably prodnciiig aoch.

He then pam>d roond a straight print from a mechanically made
•gative and de&ed any to find a single blemish, adding that all uf

ihe many ezquinite works of art to be >hown were numbered, so

that nooa ooold be appropriated without the fact being diacovered.

"It ia a large aaaumptiun that any will desire to do so," here

remarked a member dealing the first counter-blow.

The lecturer next dealt with the control roetfaoda employed by

iom, which are sn similar linea to thore recently demonstrated by
mothers, viz. :—a liberal application of klacklead, or sepia powder to

bnoiide print*, in his caa« applied with a Bromoil bruah. These
4iTcn>ona have been folly raoordad. and need not now be discnased.

Many Bcgativca war* miida by eopTing in tbe camera worked-up
bromide prints, aad b« maintained no loaa of quality need ever

occur in the proceaa. When enlarging he had foimd two or three

.asparated layers of chiflon on the lens introdncad a soul into the

fieiar*.

In TafarvMa to wtoachinft ha aeorafully daridad thoaa who adopt

« ataodard atippla for all sabjact*. He employed a doaan diiTervnt

^tiokaa and abowed soma on tha blackboard, tha correct " silver

birch tmnk " touch being much admired. With portraits, freckles

deoandad a acrita of radiating linaa meeting each other about
tha eaatre, which thus received tha moat lead. Ratoitchers who
have baan accnatoated to work in other wa^ ahoald now reatiae

bow fatnooa they have baai. He stroagly ncwnwandad Iha madtum
of tha Aototypa Co., and advocatad that the ptneil ahoald ba so

finely pointed aa to braak oil directly it waa appUad. Thia is a
point oltao overlooked. Unfortonataly, tha eogaat raasiin ha gave
is forgeMaa. Before applying tha madiom the fiha ahoald ba boaa
•Iry ; if Dot, a coaraa grain may reaoll. With the fine retooching
.bUinad by htm, and pueMbly by othrrs leaa gifted, any'dagtee
>t enlargaetaat ahoald not render it obtraatve. EaUrgaoienta
maiia by him up to 34 by 18 (inchm or yarda ao( speeifled) showed
ool a Uaea of handwork appliad to tha original.

Cotapoaitioa waa now taeklad, introdaring the mystic " .S
" and

7 " baaiaaas. The fonaar ia fairly vmplata in ilaelf: the latter

.'Miuiraa balaarw . Tha nacasaity for a good atock of sky negatives
«as iaaiatad apoa, aad ha thoogfat nothing of waiti^ yaaia for a
<i(y to tara bp suitaUa to fit a laadbcape in hand. Aa rsgaida
photographic crittea ia general Mr. Lawtoo delivered tha moat mi-

fiattariAff «iNaioaa. Mr. Tilney waa an important cscaptioa, having
-xprcaaad appreciation of hia (tha lactoiar's) pirtn'rta on more than
>aa oecaaioB. Once he exhibited a perfect gm at his Ilford Society.
It auaadad ahooat iaeredi)'' - jadga aaver even awarded an
" hoaoarahla awalioa." iiaaoua for the awards, a cun-
Itict oecamd between him ami Ut« exhibitor. " I have bera stady.
ng pha«agraphy for thirty yean, and ougAl to know what I am
talking aboot," said the judge, not in the boat of temper. "

I have
been stodying Natore for the same time, and Jo know what I am
talkinit about. " snapped the exhibitor. The print was then sent
to many rxhibitiooa aad sscnred tha firrt award in all. refused by
the RPJS., tendered again the next yMr. aad aecapted.

In the diacosioa Mr. H. P. C Harpnr said toll* was better
thsn rhiffnn for diffusion. Being the inventor probably be waa
right Mr. J. Kaane felt very Md that the Icetarcr bad sniffed at
BWimoil. Why this snuffneae' Mr. J. M. MIon was delighted
"ith tha advocacy for blarklead. etc.. for powdering in art on
^nuaida printa. On tha other hand, the procaaa atight be terribly
iingsiaaa, raaoHiag ia horribla moaatraaitiee. In thia contingency
t ahoald b« aadatatood that Mr. SaDon waa referring to the work
>r athars, whkh ia oaoal. Mr. K. A. Salt denied that the average
->i«terialiBt pmdaced technically perfect negativaa. Oenerally the
"•**~" ^•~' *'»a» printers were not so easy to secure aa had heen

leetorcr's remarks on copying must be accaptad
J-.:.. .,.....;.... ...us. Given a bigb-claas printing negative foH of

gradation and extended range, say, of the usual professional portrait
type, then no copy of a print would quite equal the original.

-Mr. Lawtoii. in reply to Mr. Keane, denied sniffing, but he cer-

tainly had one objection to Bmmoil, and that a big one. His
method waa slow and sure, allowing unlimited time for judgment
to come into play. The Bromoilist had to work so fast that unless
he waa a trained artist false tonality and other errors were bound
to be introduced. Far better for such to abandon the pixxseas and
take to breeding rabbits instead, a safer and more profitable pur-
suit. A moet hearty vote of thanks was accorded tha enferpriginK
lecturer.

Th« Shkimklo .*nd District PaorBssioKAL PHOT0<:RAPHEBa'
.\:«aoci*Tiox.- By invitation, this aasociation's January meeting was
to have been held in the studio of the Pi«ident, Mr. G. T.
Dickiuaon. The illneaa of this gentleman, however, compelled the
rancellation of Oiia arrangement. Miss Ethel M. Eadon very kindly
invited the asaociation to meet in her studio, Glossop Road.- and
the inviution wah gratefully accepted. A fair number of members
spent a very pleasant evening, and, -whiJe little businns was done,
all thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity offered to impect a verv
highly-organiaed and well equipj>ed studio. A hearty vote of thanks
waa aooorded Miaa Eadon for her kindness. The S. and D.P.P.A.
want mora awnben.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
Kelmiary 10 to 22. (tlaagow and West of Scotland Amateur Photo-

graphir .^s*•>^iati<ln Inter Club Exhibition. Secretary, Gilbert
S MiVraii, 125, West Rrgent Street, Glasgow.

February 20 to 22.—Leicester and Leiceatenbire Photographic
Society. SecreUiy. H. C. Cross, 80, Harrow Road, L«iceitcr.

February 22 to March 8.—Edinburgh Photographic Society.
Entriea close February 13. Sacrataiy, George Maasie, 10, Hart
Street, Edinbnrgh.

CcmmerclaKCegal Intelllgencee

NKW COMPANIES.
PauiBlOM Lues MOTLDtKO Co., Ltd.—This private company wa.

regiaUrvd on January 15. with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares.
{)bicata : Prcaaars, moulders, and ahapem of gjasa and other
matariala in preparation for the manufacture of lenses for optical
instrument*, and for other purposes, etc. The subacribera (each
with one share) are:—C. H. Wataon. 313, High Holbom, W.C,
manufarturiiii; ofKician ; F. W. W. Baker, 313. High Holborn, W.C,
manufacturing i.pticiaii. Kint directors :—(.;. H. Wataon, A. H.
KmrfKin, and W. E. Oakden. Registered office, 3, Chapel Place.
White Hart Lane, Tottenham, N.

Taa BKi.rA>r SraiM.—Owing to industrial atrikm, Monday
murraog last found Balfaa* without gaa or electrioity. Darkroom
work in the local atudioa waa aarioiBly handicapped while photo-

grafrftcrs entirely dcpoadant on electric atudio illumination wen*
ar.aMa to comir.cnea baaineas.

.\r!tTRju.iAM War Phottmiraphs.—A valuable record of .Australia's

part in the war has been published in pictorial book form. The
volume <-niitainji 170 photographs, of actual fighting and other war
scenes, taken by tha Australian official photogn^>her. Captain
Wilkin*. .M.C, who, by the way, waa the photographer with the

Stefaiuwin Arctic Expt^lition. The collection covers operations

from November, 191^, to the signing of the armistice. TTio cover

beats a typical war sketch by Lieutenant Fred Liest, and the intro-

ducbny note is written by Mr. W. M. Hughes, Prime Minijiter of

Australia, who >aya >— " This collection of pbotographa will be
absorbingly intereating to all Australians, for the places portrayed

have been made famous by the deeds and sanctified by the blood of

their kinsmen." The book is obtainable at the A.I.F. Publicationa

Section, Australia House, .Strand, I.<ondon.
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PWiii Luxury Tax Aiit»n-«KT -Private advice, from Pari*

f«rit«.
•• The Time. ") Jiow that the French Government ha« under

c«»id.naioB . new m,«ure for modifying the luxury tax, which

hM not yielded the r«.ulU whicli had .been hoped for. It i« pro-

pMd l« exclude certain good., .uch a« photographic acceasones,

rn«. the operation of the Ux entirely, and to limit the tax on cer-

Uin artule. to tho«. c«.tinK 2S0f. (£10) or more. If the proposals

.re carried through, a .uit of olotho. costing 300f.. which at present

1. liable to a Ux of 10 per cent, on the full amount, would be tex

>bU to the extent only of 10 p<-r cent, on the excess over 260f.,

whicli would niewi a U.Ul payjnent of 5f. It i.s also intended in

Mcw of the further general rise in price, to raise the price limits

which determine whether article, shall be classed as luxuries or not.

.rncmxAUSTs' War Matikbk.—A great Victory mating which is

l.etng organuwd by the National I'liiOn of Journalists in aid of their

W»r Distre.. Fund for the dependcnU of all British sailor, soldier,

«nd airmen journalisU killed in U)e war. will take place at the

iViliMum on Sunday next (February 2). A splendid and varied pro

gramme ha. been arranged by Mr. Oswald StoU, tlie artists including

Mit* Ellen Terrv, Miw Lily Elsie, Misa Teddie Gerrard, Miss

l.ydia Kyaaht, Mis. Madge Titheradge. Mr. Mark Hambourg, Mr.

Se\»oa key., Mr. Alfred Lester, Sir John ForbM-Robertson, Mr.

Albert Whelan, and the Gresham Singers.

Mr. George Robey, C.B.E.. will hold an interesting auction, in

addition to giving a apecial performance. Among other items, he

will wll an autographed copy of President Wilson's " Fourteen

Pointe." which the President has sent to aid the funds. Lord Weir

haa given a German propeller taken from a captured Fokker tri-

plaoe (the wune type a. Baron von Richthofen Hew), and Sir Henry

Trenchard, Commanding the Independent Force, R.A.F., has for-

wirded a unique photograph of the German town of Offenburg

taken during an air raid. Sir Ian Hamilton has presented for sale

M tobacto-box .hot off his teble in Gallipoli, and General Sir John

Monaeh, the Australian Commander, the sword which he fought

» ith daring the same campaign.

Th« JounialisU' Committee hope, by their effort, to secure suffi-

< i«-nt fund, to enable tliem to avoid further appeals. Seldom have

j<nirnaliM. appealed on behalf of their own i)eople, while always

landing a helping hand to other causes, and thej' now look to the

public for support to make this matinee a great financial success.

There are still several boxes and stalls to dispose of. Application

for these fhould be made at once to the Coliseum or to the Matinee

Committee, 180, Fleet .Street, E.C. Donations to the War Distress

Fund, which will be heartily welcomed from tliose who cannot

attend the mating, should be sent to the latter address.

Correspondence.—

•

•.• Cormpondents ihould never ivHU on both sides of the paper.

No notice it taken of communications unless tlie names and

addresses of the writers are given.
'.' We do not undertake respmisibility for tlu: opinions expressed

by our corresjxmdents.

ARE MATERIALS PRICES TO FALL SOON?
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—It may interest your many readers to know that the

dayo of cheaper ransitive materials are now not very far off, and

that we shall thortly have suave and smooth-tongued commercials

railing upon us begging and praying lu to give them orders.

The "writing on the wall" appears this week in the " Labour

Oaxette Supplement " issued by the Government. For many months

il ha. been part of my work to deal with certain items in this

•pecial " Supplement," and I have watched it grow from practically

nothing to a more or less healthy publication consisting of eight

very crowded pages. This official list, as some of your readers may
know, contains the names of people to whom contracts have been

^iven by the Government, and as a photographer I have been in

the habit of taming first to the sub-heading " Photographic Stores
"

in order to *e« and make a note of the various photographic firms

wearing OoTemment contract., and as a consequence have never

marvelled at the great increase in prices of sensitive materials and

apparatus.

Yesterday I had delivered to me the current issue of the monthly

"Supplement," and oh, Hamlet, what a falling off was there!

The official list of War Office and other contracts given out by the

Government has fallen to three and one-quarter pages, and no

names of photographic firms or manufacturers appear in the list!

The subheadings go from " Paint " to " Pumps," " Puttees," and

other necessaries without a word of apology from the Government.

Names which have appeared so regularly are missing for the first

time since prices of dry plates and papers were put up so high.

—

Yours truly, H- Gb»«N-

BRITISH GELATINE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In reference to what has recently been said

of the war achievements of pihotographic manufacturer*, w»

feel that we are justfied in writing to you ' on what we consider

to be a very important subject.

In addition to ourselves there is only one firm of English emulsioBi

gelatine makers in this country, and previous to the outbreak of wai

manufacturers of dry plates, papers, and films obtained their prin-

cipal requirements of emulsion gelatine from the Continent, espe-

cially Germany. Since 1914, when the importation of enemy goods

was prohibited, the English photographic firms have obtained their

supplies from ourselves and our only English competitor. We are

sure you will appreciate the fact that if the two firms had not been

in existence the photographic firms would have been placed in

a very serious position; they would have had large numbers of

orders to execute for the R.A.F., the Admiralty, the War
Office, the Medical Supply Department, the India Office, and

other Government departments, but where the necessary gela-

tine would have come from would liave been a very difficult

problem, as the French emulsion gelatine manufacturers had more-

than thev could cope with in keeping the home trade supplied.

You have commented several times in your journal on every

branch of the photographic industry but ours, which, unfortnnately,^

you have passed over, through inadvertence, no doubt.

We feel that in justice to ourselves and to our only other com-

petitor that some recognition of our services to the trade in a time

of great difficulty would be some sort of compensation for all we
have endeavoured to do during the past four and a-half years, in

helping the photographic manufacturers to supply the demands

made on them, and thus, in an indirect way, assisting to bring the

war to a successful termination.

Trusting you will give this matter the publicity it deserves, we
are, yours faithfully, for and on behalf of the British Gelatine

works. Limited, L. J. Henry, Secretary.

London, January 25, 1919.

LENS REPAIRS : A WABNING.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Many who have had cameras put aside " for the

duration " or until a return to civvies became possible and Dora

dead and buried, are now getting their cameras ready for the good

time that we are led to believe is to come. To such workers

—

who invariably do small camera repairs—a word of warning is, 1

think, necessary.

Most of us know by experience that lenses often stick very tightly

in their mounts, or mounts in their flanges, and refuse to be
loosened, lenses mounted in aluminium being, as a rule, the worst

offenders. Dodge.s galore for unscrewing stuck lenses have been

published, all of which methods may answer well enough with lenses

in mounts of brass, but any attempt to use undue force with modern
aluminium mounts may lead to disaster because of the peculiar

nature of the material.

Iris stops also have a nasty habit of becoming fast and immovable
if put aside and not used for a time, particularly if the leaves of the

iris are made of vulcanite or similar fragile material ; in no case is

it advisable to attempt to twist unduly any iris diaphragm that has

become quite fast or even very stiff. I have also found that few
dealers who undertaice camera repairs will take in hand a tightly

fixed aluminium lens or one with fixed vulcanite stops, they in-

variably recommending the unfortunate owner of such lens to send
it direct to the makers, and even the latter have been known to fail.
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Only this week I have a letter from one o( our beat-known lena

.'i.akera to whom a fixed lena wa« aentlor removal—a very coetly

..' iminiam objective which a dealer refused to handle. The letter

.t^tea that the lena cannot be retained in two day», aa promiaed.

but that the kna will be returned in about a fortnight, they acci-

dentally —»-*^i^^g the IcDs in their attempt to unscrew it. The

moral of this tale is obrions, for if the makers with their corrwt

and special tools cannot do the work of onfastening a stock lens

withoot iffiaring it, it is certain that we profeasional photographers

cannot, ao perhaps your readers who find themselvr* with flxed

lenses or iris diaphragms of a more or leas brittle character will

uke waminc —Yoors faithfully, OoDniBT WiLaoN.

THE ASSISTANT yUESTIOX.
To the Kaitors.

I ..-iiUMnen,— I troat that every eaooaragement and support wiU

Im> Riv*n to Mr. Maroas Adama in his exrcUanl (oggeation upon the

.\:«i8Uiit qoastion. Let every aaatstant who valOaa his future wel-

far« tauMdiataly eommnnicate with Mr. Adama, ao that a complet«f

rrgMlar CMi be conpiM of alt iMlrtanta. The racord and ability

of «aeh iitinl can then be rcgialcrcd. giriag aona idea of their

. capabilitios.

A rvKialcr ahoold also be aaada of all atodioa, ao that assistants.

«hen taking' up nav angafamaoU. will hava aona idea of tha ciaaa

f<f work they ai« going lo.

Many an assistant has taken a long joomsy. at gfaat expanse,

niily to find himself in a busioasa of tha " chaap and nasty " type.

If be had hmm abia to apply io tha profiar qnartar for particuUm

ihk diaappoialBant and axpenaa wooM h»f been avoided. The

of a governing body will be baBi>rial to both naatrrs

It will also ba tba ftiai slap towarda aettling many other viul

quealiow whidi aOeei photogriipllie asaistanU. Let aU nniU : it is

the d«^ of all to try and better the nmidMioM mdar which w*
work.

I wMid nrga all aaaistanU to point oat to lliair fallow-workara

the ImporUaoa of taking an iirtcrest in this gi««t queatson. Thajr

bnald aaad thair anggaatMoa and opinion« to Mr. Mams Adaow,

29. RIagrave SInal. Reading.—Your« faithfully.

ALrman B. J. Tsmtsa.

Z RriiblAn RomI. CbelUnham.

To tho Bditors.

laiaiy appearing in this

is beeowawg both jntiraaMng
aa nam aaea tlie baaHaoing api that

lo ««ka ap mmI lako nolMa. alao that their

iadiTidMQy Mid eoBsetivaiy. are being

I gMOTmlly add ofmiy laiiwghi focward for

Hm aabjaEt of tba r i lati nMWf I n awpfaywi
is ana *« mmm ymtn a^ I ioteofcead •» a aaaling ol tba P.P.A

dnriiV * Ongrsas Sesainn, aad M tba (tea aqi lanarka were

liatsnod to with. I brfieve. aoM uuuaidwhls syiiirtig. The

piaialswt opinioa Mi that <iccaaia0, hovwvar, waa thai aaiifllanto s*

a body wan aaoMwfaat a(alhe4t«. or UmI probably Ibay bad little

«o eooiplMa of. Ona of my poinla «aa with l a^iirt to apacbnen* of

work, a matter to which I hope to refer again, with

of the Kdilors. at ao distant data, making certain

ytopoaitioBB wluch I feal will ba p««et«cal and bcoaAeial io both

ewpioyan and smployad.

To ragnlata mattara bataean tba Imo, hemwrwr, appaaia to be a

oMtawbaa diBenlt pta^iam. if mm aanooaly nnlea tba vatieiy nf

nimptaanla btoa^rt forward in Iha rarent lattara to tho Editors by

mors or lam aggiiiiiiil asaiatanta. bol peraooaUy I wmaider the task

f*r fmn hnprimi if prnparly gi ayylad with.

Tlat it eoa ba aaliafaetorily tahan io Itaad ia rartafai, aad that

tlw OooDcil of the P.P.A. are ansioaa atid willing Id raad« every

miatanri in ao doing ia a fact of aWch I tm abaolataly of*.
A ill rnMillii of the Cocmol km bcaa raomtly formed, and

ihreagh my friand Marcas AdaoM baa iaaaad an invitation for

npini«BB and aagpaliaaa for tba banaAl ami wMmn ti amialaaU
(rem any«ae aaA imywia iaiarmlad ; with what tuuBam wa afaall

<«• nouAed in dae edanm, I bare no doobt. PoaaiMv Mr.

may be somewhat discouraged to begin with, but he and his oo-

woekera on thaa Mfc-committee are men of perseverance and op-

tinaam, and will not gn under wsthout a strngg'e, once having

started upon the oourso.

There is a saj-^og that "The gods help those «4in help theni-

selvee." Asaiatanta are evidently desirous of doing lomething fur

themaelvea, and if that something ia done in the right manner and

in the right spirit it witi be to their advantage and to the advantage

of their emfikiycrs alao.

It therefora aeema to be a qoeabion of procedure, aad my own
optnion ia that indiiridual effort on the part of asaiatanta, in variou.s

waya I may propoaa later, will be of far greater value than aiiy

eonbinatioo, wCiioh has been frequently snggealed, wsthoot it be

a oombinatton of principals and employeea, a federatioo I would

look upon aa being both practical and ideal. A " Union of Photn-

graphic Workers " may sound vtry well and look imfxvtant un

paper, but in my mind, in the present stato of eventa, ita creataoii

is both unnecessary and undignified—undignified because it has hern

saggeated by a correapondrnt, " W. E. B.," referred to below, that

sod) a oombinatioa I might advocate should act if "an employt-e

ba dkmuaad agaiaat his deoire," and unneoeamry because no deoeiit

apioyer would, without grave financial reasons or others equally

urgent, wiA to dispeoae with the services of a good arable
aaaiatani without an elhrt to secure for him or ber aDothar good
berth.

This corre«(M>ndeni alao proposes that aaaisUnts should pam an
eiaminaliaii to qualify themaelvea for a menimum wageL Such a

proeedura was inaugurBt«d some years ago, an? a aohesns of three
grades, I believe, worked out, but the response was so very, very

limited that the whole thing fell into deauetude, and waa finally

abandoned.

Photography ia a aUaqge—et^-profsaaion. It is a good one if

noly that it tenda towards the artiatic, and artistry in all fo^m^.

is alavating.

Bat what dagreea we have in ph<4ography—and photograpbem "

Kor one thing it vtoold be intereating, aa I remarked at the Cou
gram meeting abova referred to, to know (tow many men praotiaiti;;

phoiography as a businnai at the prrseot time were duly appren
tiead, aad bow many were not. It is probaUy to one of Ilka latter

pN«ion of the fimtemtty that the correspondent " W. S. B.."
jiMno January 10, " B.J. "| alludes when he remarks in hia letter.
•• No thanks to the smpfeyer to whosn he was a|>|>rentioad," when
nnmplaining of indiffareot wagm.
There are many photographers aa profeaaional men who were

.

hke myarlf, fnonaUy apprenticed, and who hne |Jiotogrephy fui

iU aiiiatic poanbilitias ; there are others who have not, as we naglit

•ay. boaa Isgitimatriy artu-led who see the purely commeroial aide-

only, bat it is up to the would-be apprentice, or hoa frieoda, t»
uaa discrimination at the ootaet and not get bound into such boat-

nsmn . Here I am hopeful that the P.P.A. will in time ba wefvl
to beginners, with rtaftert to its insistance on certain and parhapx.

Buro striogfol qnahfioations on the part of iU members.
So moeh for Iha mapjoyer. Nonr what about the asaiatanta? Do.

they help themselvaa as a Uidy by aUeoding olaasea in art or ohemia
try ? How many reoogniae the utility and helpfnllMm of ooa or thi'

other or both? How many of our young retouchers—and old on»
for that matter—know anything of facial anatomy* So many of
them can "work op" a negative with a beautifully fine stipple
and at the mma time bring every bit of modelling out of tha face
eliminating character and therohgr nullifying much of the oon-

•rientious work of a akiifuJ operator in the studio.

I>i> aoOM of our printers and dark-mom aaaistanta know the-

of ctMOiiaal oteanliocm, or even ordinary oleanlinaa, in

with (heir work? Some admittedly may have indiilereai

somaadsnga. Init if that be the misfortune and not the fault of
the employer there is an opportunity for a good asaiatant to make
his preeence fe'.t and valued more highly.

The crux of the situstinn, then, is, to my mind, the urgent necex

sity of helping each tAher, and I firmly Mieva that evenia of the
last four or five years, aRhnngh in some respecta deeply deplorable,
have shaken things up in photography, and that photographers,
both rank and file, are ready for the " goods the gods provide,'

'

and to take every advantage thereof.—Taors,

Leicester. Frank Brown.
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iliisioers ro correspondents.

SPECUL NOTICE.

In cmutt^t'O* "f f**"^ r»iue*d tuoplil of piper, asjhe result

ol jtnkibilWH of Ot* imparlatitm of mueh wood fmlp avd grass,

• tmaVer tpaet wM be availabU unHffwrtlur notice for replies

It.

aioteenr. tM leiU antwer 6i/ post if stamped and addressed fnw-

lom it eneloetd or rtplfi: 5-oent. Intematinnal Coupon, from

rtadert abrond.

Th0 fM nuettiont oHd̂ atuieersjtinll be printed onlu in the ease oj
inatririw of general interest.

Amitt to *• amtymedm^ the Fridaii-s ••Journal" must reach ut

not lat-r than Tuetday {posted Monday) . and should be

vMnnti to the Editors.

The »ilv«T image in converted into silver chloride plus

attached when the
I. J. Bcjntr.

•onie chromium com|Kiiiiid, which remains

hsloid »»lt is reduced by the redeveloper.

M P —The leiu is the ordinary or Pctzval type of portrait combi

naUon for cabinet*. The equivalent focal length is about 11 inches,

and the aperture between //3 and f/4. The list price was £9 ISs.

p W.—The nearest publication is the " Photo-Re^eV issued at

present fortnightly from 118 and 118b, Rue d'Assas, Paris (Vie),

price 25 centimes "(about 4d., including postage). The latest issue

is that of January 15.

.\. J. H.—We cannot say whether the numbers referred to of the

Journal are still obtainable, but the Secretary of the Society of

Chemical Industry. Central House, 46 and 47, Finsbury Square.

London, E.C.2. will give you particulars. To non-members of

the Society the price for single current copies is 28. each.

<". F.—The gum-water spray on your coloured work is pretty certain

to cause some amount of running. Why do you not try it on a

•mall piece of work 7 The usual method of brightening enlarge-

lenta in this way is by the use of a fixative varnish, such as you

cao get from the Aerograph Companv, 43, Holborn Viaduct,

E.C.I.

A. C.—We do not think that you can do better than to get a //5.6

itoaitigmat of about 8^ ins. focal length. This should do all the

<-Ua(es of work you mention. We cannot specify any particular

make, as practically all the well-known varieties are of first-rate

'(uality. If you purchase a second-h.ind lens be sure to get it on

trial first.

.M. E.—There is no book on the subject. A very comprehensive
article on half-watt lighting appeared in the " B.J." of October

26, 1917 ; the iasue is still obtainable from our publishers, price

41d. post free. The General Electric Company, 67, Queen Victoria
Street, London, E.G., supply the lamps; they will send you their
'catalogue on application.

W M.—Any ordinary large looking-glass placed on the floor

to reflect the light upwards will answer the purpoee. Pull a
couple of lamps down as far as they will come so that the light
does not have to travel too far, or the exposures will be very
long. You may have a little diffused light in the studio, but the
principal light must come from the mirror, and this should be
almost direct, i.e., not diffused.

K. H. S.—The only book on tinting is " Colouring Photographs and
IdinUrn Slides," by R. Penlake, price Is. 6d., from Messrs. Iliffe,
20. Tudor Street. London, E.G. You will get also some useful
hinU m the directions for their use issued with the set of dyes
by Mr. A. V. Oodbold, 98, St. Asaph Road, Brockley, S E. For
Urm. for petal loMon. you should apply to Photographic School.
Hegent Street Polytechnic, London, W.

B. H.-The method used by commercial seUers of old negatives in
order to clean off the emulsion film U to dip the plates in nearly

t^t'Z *°lr
"'""'"<= -oda. This removes the emulsion very

riu '

l\
"• ^^ "' "° '""^'"^ Bufflciently rapid whichwould enable you to recover the silver or the gelatina Thei.i^. — think, would not be of any commercial value, and

latter, we

ill fact, it is usually considered that the emulsion remaining

in gelatine negatives is not worth recovering.

W. W.—The easiest rule we can give you is as follows :—Imagine

a distance in front of the lens equal to one focal length, and a

eimitar distance behind it also one focal length. Then, if in

photographing an object at any distance the image is 1/n the

linear dimension of the object, there will be n focal lengths in

the space between the object within the imaginary focal length

in front of the lens and a. distance of 1/n focal length between

the image and the imaginary focal length behind the lens. Thie

relation of n and 1/n for n times reduction should enable you

to carry out any necessary calculations.

R. M.—The prints appear to be made on collodio-chloride paper

and toned with platinum, the formula for which is given with the

paper. Seltona or Paget self-toning paper will give this re-

sult. Nearly this tone may be obtained by using a salt solu-

tion and a very strong hypo solution on either of these two papers.

We know of no toning bath that will give quite this result on

bromide paper, although Kosmos Vitegas very slightly toned with

liver of sulphur comes very near it. The prints sliould be taken

out of the toning bath as soon as any change is apparent, ae the

colour gets warmer in the washing water. lUingworth paper also

gives a purplish tone with liver of sulphur.

C. A. W.— (a) We should prefer to stick absolutely to the maker's

formula. We think it is unwise in view of the cost of Autochrome
plates to endeavour to economise to the extent of a few pence in

making up the developer, (b) It is near enough to use .880

ammonia instead of .920. (c) Dianol is similar to amidol, and
should be used in preference to a paramidophenol developer such

as azol, though no doubt the latter would serve for redevelopment,

(d) We cannot say from experience. The best plan is to keep
within 60 and 65 degs. F. (e) No objection to using metabisul-

phite instead of bisulphite in the fixing bath. Use formula given

in the " Almanac." (f) Of no material effect, (g) It can be
used, (h) The acid silver method is preferable on account of its

continuous action, and of its facility for stopping intensification

precisely at the stage required, (i) A mistake to depart from the

regular formulse. We should be very loth to risk developing

Autochromes together by tank.

fbi IBrttisb lonntal of llMograpbg,
IMPORTANT NOTICE.—Advertisers are requested to noHet

that the prices printed below represent an

Increased Scale of Charges^
which is now in operation in respect to all Une announcements.

Since odvertiseTnents cannot be inserted until fully and correctly pre-
paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind thH»
revised tariff. They will thus save themselves delay in the publicaHcli
0^ th&ir armouncements.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

Increased Tariff of Charges.
12 words or less ji.

Extra words .' ".' '"id. per word!
(No reduction for a aeries.)

Special Note. Adv'ts under a Box Number.
" Box No. '

'
and office address charged as 6 worda.

For forwarding repUes add ... 6d. per insertion for each adv't.
If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.
Orders to repeat an adv't must ba accompanied by the advertisement

as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone.

The latest time for receiving emaU line advertisements ia 12 o'olook
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reaoh the Publishers Monday morning.
The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issna cannot be

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd.. PubUsher.,
24, WelUngtoo Str««t, Strand. LONDON, W.Ca.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Stampa and
Box Noa.

What is alleged by a correspondent to

be a grievance amongst assistants who
apply for situations advertised over a box number is the
noi;-reply to such applications when a stamped and
addreaaed envelope is enclosed for the purpose. It has
been suggeated more than once that the publishers of the

''B.J." should devise some plan by which the grievance

should be removed. Out of curiosity we should like to

know of a plan which would achieve this end, for we can
conceive of none but that which applicants have in their

own hands, viz., to refrain from sending stamps for this

purpose. In this matter it is necessary for an applicant to
put himself in the position of an advertiser wbo receives a
More or more replies to an announcement. Naturally the
applications from those who seem suitable are replied to,

but the (general commercial practice is to leave the others
unanswered. That being so, the enclosure of a stamped
and addressed envelofM imposes on the advertiser an
obligation which he has not invited, and which, there-
fore, he may disregard. No doubt there are some em-
ployers who will reply to every application from motives
of old-fashioned courtesy or from a wish to obtain a re-

putation for consideration, but the majority will never
think of it. And the assistant may be asked to think that
the enclosure of payment for reply will not in any degree
improve the chances of his engagement. It is inconceiv-
able that any business man will be influenced in his choice
of an assistant by the fact that he is saved the cost of
three-halfpence in communicating with him. On the
other hand, he may very easily interpret the fact as evi-
dence of nervousness or want of confidence on the part of
the applicant.

• • •

For some reason or other the compound-
ing of this reducer of prints and nega-

tive.-* 13 the cause of more queries to us than is any
similar preparation. The failures of which our correspon-

dents complain may be roughly divided into two classes:—
(1) Making the iodine solution, and (2) ensuring activity

of the mixture. Failure under No. 1 can be infallibly

avoided by working in a certain way; that of No. 2
arises from the varying strengths of commercial cyanide,
and calls for adju.4tment by trial of the proportions of
the two solutions. As regards the iodine, the secret of
causing it to dissolve completely and quickly in the
iodide Ls to add only just enough water to dissolve the
crystals of the latter—scarcely more than required to

cover them, for they are very soluble—and then to stir

in the iodine flakes. These will dissolve almost instanta-
neously, and will remain in solution on diluting with
water to the required volume. But if this latter is used
for dis-wlving the iodide, the iodine is ^luble in it only

B

lodine-
Cyinida.
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bv the exeirUe of an enormous amount of shaking or stir-

nnij. and usually cannot all be got to dissolve. In regard

lo the •eoond point, inactivity in reducing iwwer of the

miJture of iodine and cyanide solutions is very often due

to insuflic-ient cyanide. The latter may be largely con-

Uminated with'cyanate which is inert m forming the

reducer. Therefore, if the solution does not act as it

-hould, further cyanide solution should be added; and if

that fails the solid cyanide is probably of too impure a

•luality, and a brand of guaranteed 80 or 90 per cent.

iiJiould be bought. The reducer, of course, is not active

iinleM containing a proper amount of iodine, which is used

up in the treatment of prints, but, given that due pro-

portion, want of energy in bleaching the silver deposit is

occssioned by insuflicient real cyanide.

• • •

"Close Up" A little point which we have noted in

Pictures. several excellent cinematograph films

is the verv flat lighting in the large pictures of the leading

actors and actresses. As most" of our readers are aware,

these are interpolated between the scenes in order to show

more clearly the emotions which the chara<ter is supposed

to be displaying. The effect is somewhat marred when

t'.ie face is a ghastly white, and the make up of the eyes

and lips the only visible things. That this is unavoidable

( annot be urged, for we have seen some such productions

which would vie with finished portrait work, and it would

seem that the defect is only due to a neglect to arrange

for the special lighting which is necessary for a single

face. On looking at good examples of this work we hav«

wished that it were possible to make portraits of private

sitters in the same way. There would be, we are sure, a

Kood market for them if they could be produced at a

reasonable rate, and a satisfactory method of showing

tliem devised. The ordinary projection apparatus is bulky

and inconvenient, and cannot be readily used in daylight.

Probably many of our readers remember the original

Ediaon apparatus in which the films were inspected by

nieana of an apparatus somewhat resembling a magazine

stereoscope, the illumination being by means of an

ordinary incandescent electric bulb. In this apparatus

the film was in the form of an endless band, so that the

epiaode could be repeated as often as possible without re-

winding. Some time ago we saw a cylindrical film on
which the pictures were arranged in a spiral somewhat
like a phonograph cylinder. If this idea could be carried

nut in a satisfactory way it should become popular. There
have been attempts to make home cinematographs work-
ing with glass plates, but these are too fragile and cumber-
some to appeal to the non-technical public.

• • «

Print As a rule it is some little time before
^••*''''^" the presence of hypo in an imperfectly

washed prinb becomes manifest, but sooner or later it>

makes trouble for the careless producer. With ordinary

black bromide or P.O. P. it may be months, even years,

l>efore a general yellowing of the image or uneven patches
begin to appear, but with sepia-toned bromides retribu-

tion i« swift, for deterioration sets in before the work is

finished, and sometimes the cause is not suspected, the
paper, the bleaching solution, and even the sulphide bath
being blamed, while the fault is due to improper washincr.

The great fact to be remembered is that Farmer's re-

ducer is composed of ferricyanide and hypo, and that no
matter in what form or for what purpose a solution con-
taining these two chemicals is applied to a print the effect

will 1)« the samp. We all know that when a print has
been locally reduced the tone of the reduced part will be
different from that of the remainder; sometimes only
alightly and at other? very noticeably Now a very small

trace of hypo in a print is sufiicient to react with the

ferricyanide in the bleacher, and to start reduction of

the image sometimes evenly and sometimes in patches or

streaks. We have seen a batch of excellent prints which

should have given excellent tones turn out a wretched

ginger colour from this cause alone, and not only have the

badly washed prints been affected, but properly washed

ones have also been spoiled by the hypo conveyed into the

bleacher by the former. Unless carefully watched many

printers will trust to throwing prints into a large dish

or sink and allowing a tap to run upon them, and if thafe

tap runs for an hour they will say that the prints have

been washed for that length of time. Failing a perfect

mechanical washer there is no safe method of freeing

prints from hypo except by hand washing, that is trans-

ferriuf the prints singly from one dish of water to another.

Even°as few as six changes of five minutes each in this

way, provided that an ample quantity of water is used,

will render prints safe for toning, and secure black ones

from fading. There are two well-known tests for the

presence of hypo, permanganate of potash and iodide of

starch, and it would be well for anyone who is getting bad

colours from apparently good black prints to apply one or

the other. We know of one great firm which tests every

bat<;h of prints, bromide or gaslight, with permanganate,

and the results are conspicuous for their good tone.

*•

ECONOMY OF CHEMICALS.
Whe.n we compare the present prices of nearly all chemi-

cals with those ruling before the war we find that the in-

crease in the year's expenditure in this direction is a serious

matter, and as it is a matter of percentages as serious for

the small user as for the large one, whether the expendi-

ture be five pounds or five hundred, it is important that

full value be obtained for it, and this can only be done

by keeping a watchful eye upon every stage of the work.

Very often waste begins even before solutions are

made up. This is usually due to the want of proper

receptacles for the stock when it is delivered. Quite often

chemicals, such as sulphite and carbonate of soda, alum,

and even ferricyanide are purchased in paper packages of

twenty-eight pounds or less, and taken into use at once

without putting into proper jars, the parcels being laid

upon any convenient shelf exposed to the air and dust,

besides often being scattered upon the shelf or floor.

It certainly should not be necessary to allude to such a

state of things, but it undoubtedly exists in many places,

and should be stopped without delay. Next to this is the

practice of guessing at quantities when mixing solutions,

for in this way a loss of 10 to 20 per cent, may easily

occur, especially in the heavier kinds we have mentioned.-

It is not necessary to weigh most chemicals carefully as a

system of dry measurement is usually sufficiently accu-

rate, but it is desirable to keep in each jar or cask a

measure which will hold what may be called the unit

quantity, so that any boy or girl may be entrusted to

make up the usual bulk of solution without supervision.

Nearly everybody makes up certain quantities of solution

at a time. To take the case, say, of pyro developer, the

jars holding sulphite, carbonate, and metabisulphite

should each contain a vessel such as a jam-pot or one of

the cardboard canisters now commonly used, which when
filled to the brim and struck off level will hold exactly

the quantity required for a Winchester of solution. The
card canisters are convenient, as they may be cut down
to the right depth with a penknife. The pyro itself is

usually supplied in ounce bottles, so that no measurement
is needed, but if purchased in bulk in the crystal form
it should also be measured, or, if in the old resublimed
state, carefully weighed. This should be done not only as
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a means to economy but also as tending to uniformity of

result. The same system should be applied to other solu-

tions, such as amidol, hydroquinone, and such things as

reducers and intensifiers. the only exception being when
the stock solutions are saturated ones. With amidol

developer the practice of making a stock solution of

sulphite and adding the dry amidol as needed is an espe-

cially wasteful one, as there i$ always the possibility of

using more than is neede<l, and, moreover, neither the

mixwl developer nor the sulphite solution keep in work-

ing order so long. The better way i^ to make a fair quan-

tity of solution at once with the addition of meta-

bisulphite as a preservative. A good formula is two
ounces of sulphite of soda and a drachm of metabisulphite

dissolved in twenty ounces of water to which is added a

quarter of an ounce of amidol. This is diluted with an
equal bulk of water for use, and will keep in good order

for a week or more. It i;- frequently the practice to

tfirow away amidol solution which has been little used,

ari'l although we do not advocate overworking it, it has
been found quite^racticable to keep used developer over

from day to day, adding fresh a» needed. In one studio

the amidol was kept in a jug after use, and only thrown
away when the escees of ororaide rendered it necessary.

The prints produced by thi.< procedure were as good as

moat that we have seen. In thi* case we may say that

no bromide was aied in making the original ralution.

A very common canae of waste is to be found in a
hurried, sloppy method of working, by which much solu-

tion is carried away upon the prints, t-g., when
removing enlargement.* from the fixing bath. If a print

i* !ift<>'l fjiii'-kly out of the hypo quite an appreciable
r|imt!»itv i* carried into the first washing water, and at

of the dav's work the bulk ii> seriously reduced.
{>o at six shillings a hundredweight this i* a small

matter; at *ixtv shillintr« it is not Even more wasteful
is this practice in sulphide toning Some printers waste
quite half rf the coetly bleacher in this way.

Those who still work the gelatino-chloride or P.O.P.
printing will find that the Eastman system of allowing a
definite quantity of gold to a certain number of prints
a very economical way of working, practically all the
gold being used. For the benefit of those unacquainted
with the plan we may explain that if a grain of gold be
allotted to each dozen cabinets for a purple tone, by
diluting the solution a larger number may be toned to

brown or still more to a reddish colour, all the prints

being put in at once and allowed to remain until the
bath is exhausted. This not only saves gold, but ensures
even toning.

Using an excess of solution for any purpose is so

obviously wasteful that it hardly needs mentioning, yet
it is frequently done. We have often seen three times tht
necessary quantity of ferricyanide reducer made up for
cleaning a few bromide prints, while pyro developer i.'

often used in a too lavish manner, especially when
concentrated stock solutions are used. It is false economy
to stint the develo{)er, and many popr negatives are the
result, but many assistants habitually use twice as much or
even tnore than is really necessary. *

Although not strictly within our subject, the waste of
bromide paper through careless cutting or tearing
deserves a -word. One often sees prints with a margin
nearly half the area of the finished print. This is not

only wasteful of paper, but of all the solutions used.
Odd-shaped enlargements such as eleven by seven upon
twelve by ten paper run away with a strip 'which if

trimmed off before exposure would serve for teste or even
for small prints. All these little things mount up in a
year, and even if the exact amount saved cannot be cal-

culated the profits will appear appreciably better. War-
time orders are at an end now, and it i.-< well to bear in

mind the old proverb that a penny saved is a penny
earned. There is another which says jienny wise and
pound foolish. The wwe man will steer between thesr<

extremes.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING.

Ir ««vm* only • few year* ago that a photograph taken bv
«itiri<'ial light was M>mewhal of n riiri<xiil.v, and, with one or

I'A.. )>r, liant exertions. |)h-.l-ifraphrrii «er* apt U> regard it

a A (>..or substitute (iir lUxi'-li' »i' i '<> lell th«* truth, the

•ork i^ncnUly pnjduood qii '-ir opinion. That I

n**d hardly say was a time «• wn nr^i , i. mains were unknovn.
and t>H- pholograrpher who wanted to ate the electric light had
t>. in>t.il an engine and dynamo in his cellar or elae to bum
' »h t.' firm " in a specially built lanlirn. the prsranor of the

Hm plate* were tliiri much tlowrr than
- he eaild]e-|N)w«« of the light much Imm, so

ncy to redwe diHoaion to a minimum,
lack nbadowe were the nsaal thing. I

mention th^-u* old times beraiitc tlierr are still many ptviple

who imagine that there mast be <inm*thing inherently dilTerpnt

between a daylight Mgative and an artiricially lifted one, and
liwt the latter needs some sort nf apr>l<>gy. This is quite a

aktaken idea, and' anyone who hold* it should make up hit

mirwl <.. u. improve hi* work that even an expert should not bo
..I);.- I f.

i iitc diBeranee.

IWJr.re dealing with any .
' lation which are

prnr nfi th^ market. I shniii ipon my read<T»
- If no eseential d -tween day and artificial

.* far a« eUw-t • r 1, .• ,» to say. that a toj.-

light will give sunken eyes and hulK>w olie«?ks, a 'ow side ligh

will give the contrary effect, that an unscreened light gives tb •

rflecl oJ direct sunshine, and that a well-diffused electric ligh.

givM much the same effect as urdinari- daylight. This giver.

the key to succeasful lighting, for if the operator will carefully

note the poeition of his dominant light when using daylight hi>

can produce practically the same effect*- with any other
illuniinant if he places it in the same position with relation t<>

the sitter.

TIk- most important problem is that of diffusion, or on<»

might say distribution, of the light, and the difficulty is greater

or lesa aa the original source of lighk is small or large ; a single

pair arc is the most difficult to manage and a battery of half-

watu or amall enoiosed arcs is the easiest. Still the single large

encloeed arc is not to be despised : I never feel unhsppy with
one at my command, therefore I will start my detailed instruc-

tions with this instrument.

The enclosed arc is an ordinary single pair of carbons
encl'>se<i in a glass cylinder so as to be practically airtight.

The effect of this is that a much longer aiv can fjc maintained.

A long arc emits more violet rays than a short one, conse-

quently shorter exposures can be given. Incidentally there is

lees consumption of the carbons, so that the lamp does not

require much attention. An ordinnry street lighting arc
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tarlniiifl in • Tentilmtod glcAM w classed as an open arc and must

not b« oonfnsMl with the enclosed are •properly so called. The

diBsmne* bet««<>n the varkwii types of enclosed arc laniiw is in

the feed mechanism only and not in the light : with a given

diameter of carbons and quantity ol current you will obtain

the same amount of light if your cylinders are kept clean. I

have worked continuously with the Westminster, Jandus, and

Aristo lamps, and have found them all satisfactory. I think

I hare tried every reflecting and diffusing device on the market,

and have come to the conclusion that the simpler the arrange-

ment the better. My shade or diffuses—call it what you will

—

>• made of two wooden hoops about 36 ins. across connected by
four laths about 45 ins. long. Bound these are 'bent thin card-

boards so as to make a cylinder open at top and bottom with
one-third left open. The inside of the card is covered with dead
white paper (if white cards are used this is not necessary) and
the outside with dark paper or cloth. The open third is now
covered with tracing cloth, and the whole attached by cords
to the chain or shackle from which the lamp hangs. It is a
good plan to fasten the tracing cloth with push-pins so that it

cm be easily removed when the carbons have to be renewed or
the glass cylinder cleaned. If possible the lamp and shade
sboaU be adjusUble for hei^t, so that it may be lowered for
•itting figures and for children, it being always remembered
that a. foot or 18 ins. difference in position may mean 20 to 40
per cent. diBerenoe in exposure. With this shade I have
found no ottier aooeesoriee neoessaiy, beyond an ordinary round
head screen, which I nearly always interpose about halfway
between light and sitter, leaving the lower part of the figure
nnahaded, and the usual white reflector. I have sometimes
hung a dark curtain or vaUance to the edge of the lamp-shade
to avoid a glare into the lens, but this is not always necessary.
Open arc lampe are usually so fitted that only reflected Hght

IS lued, the best known type, Marions Northlight, being verr
similar to the original Van der Weyde model, but fitted witii
eewal pain of oarijona to reduce exposure. The arcs are
•waeeed by a metal reflector on the sitter's side and the light
raBwted from the whitened inside of an umbrella about 4i ft
in diameter. The surface of this may be regarded as a hrig'htly
lighted window, and any necessary diffusion provided for with
the head screen already mentioned ; the reflector is, of coui-se
em^oyed as needed. The highest type of work has been done
with this system of lighting, the only drawbacks being a larger
oonsumpUon of carbons and current than is necessary with the
enclosed arc, while the large umbrella reflector takes up a good
deal of space in a small studio.

Although there have been several other systems of arc light-
ing befare the phot*.graphic public, the foregoing are practi-
caUy the only survivors, and they will have a hard struggle for
existence against the nitrogen-filled or 'half-watt" lamps,
which arc making rapid headway as the simplest and least
expensive of any Systran which has yet presented itself.

Before proceeding to ifliese I should Hke to touch upon
another form of electric lighting which has many good points
the mercury-vapour lamp. This is easy to manage, requiring
no aMention, and is economical of current, while owing to the
laiige aiM over which the light is spread the lighting is fairly
•oK. lU one defect is its colour, which is greenish, and this
gives anyone exposed to its rays a somewhat ghastly appear-
ance. Thia can be overcome and the lighting improved by
hanging a thin pink curtain in fixwit of the tubes ; this not
only tones down the green but acts as a diffuser. As the tubes
are somewhat long the lower part of the light tends to flatten
the features somewhat, and I have found it advantageous to
have the upright support lengthened, so that the bottom of
the tubes are 4i to 6 ft. from the floor. -The tubes are rather
fragile, ao that care must be exorcised in moving the apparatus
•boBt EgpeeiMl note must be taken of the conjiections, so
that tbe polarity is never reversed, or disaater will follow.

It is easy to make such a mistake if a wall-plug is used, and

some moans should be taken to make it impoesiUo to put the

plug in the wrong way.

"The halfiwatt lamp as made for photographic work doeely

resembles the ordinary metallic filament lamps used for

domestic lifting, but is much larger than these usually are.

Its distinctive feature is that instead of the interior being as

nearly a vacuum as it is possible to get, it is filled with an

inert gas such as nitrogen, which greatly retards the volatili-

sation of the filament when the lamp is run at a high voltage.

Most people know that if a lamp be run at an appreciably

higher voltage than lit is made for the light is rendered much

more brilliant, but that the life of the lamp is shortened to a

few hours or even a few minuites. Owing to their construction

the half-wiatit lamps have ipra«ticaMy the same life as the ordi-

nary tyipe, while the light is Tendered white enough to enable

short exposures to be made in the studio. The General Elec-

tric Company has devoted considerable attention to the photo-

graiphic aspect of half-watt lighting, and send out not only

suitable bulbs, but reflectors and stands ready for studio use.

I have worked with several installations of half-watt lamps,

and can recommend them to any photographer requiring a

new installation. The lamps are made in various candle-

powers from 500 to 3,000. I prefer the 1,000 c.p. as the best

unit. If six 1,000 c.p. lamps be taken as the maximum power

needed for ordinary work, these can be so spread out as to

cover a considerable area and to give sufficient softness with

very little loss of light by difiusion. If two 3,000 c.p. lamps

were installed they would be as powerful as two arcs, and

would have to be placed farther from the sitter and a thidker

diffuser would be needed. The metal reflectors supplied by

the company are oonveniemt and a great piotection to the lamp,

but I have found the light rather too concentrated, and have
always fixed a thin white nainsook curtain in front oi them.

They can be fitted with a counteribalance weight like a grocer's

scales, so that they may be raised or lowered to any desii-ed

height. A cheap method of fitting is to make large D-shaped
reflectors of white card with a front of nainsook. The most
useful size is aibout two feet wide by thirty inches high for the

nainsook front, and eighteen inches deep from the centre of

front to the back. One must be careful to place the lamp well

in the centre, as there is a considerable amount of heat from
the lamp, and if too near either lamp or calico one or the
other will be burned. Light weight tinplate can, of course, be
substituted for the card for a permanent installation. I used
the card lanterns for six months, and got one slight scorch
only.

With regard to the arrangement of the lamps it is difficult

to give precise instructions, and in accordance with my pre-
vious remark I recommend them to be placed so as to allow
the light to fall upon the sitter at the same angle that daylight
usually does. As it is undesirable to place them between the
derlight and the sitteir they should be placed on the dark side
oi the roof in the same position as the open portion of the
light. If it be desired to light the same side of the face as
with daylight the lamps should be placed towards the other end
of the studio and the camera turned round. For aA^erage
lighting the lamps should be fixed so as to rise to eight feet
from the floor for standing figures and groups, and lower to
about five feet six inches for sitting figures and children. The
general arrangement may be in the foi-m of a curve or L shape,
one lamp being apposite the centre of the .background and
about seven feet away, another opposite the edge of the back-
ground and a little nearer to it, while two of the otheirs are
placed between these and two to serve as a side-light or for
Rembrandt effects. Each lamp should be on a separate switch,
so that only as many as may be necessary are burning at one
time^ It is very necessary that the exact voltage, not a
nominal one, should be given when ordering lamps. Inquiry
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^^oald be made «t the local power station, for a very slight

Tfip in voltage means but little loM of light visaallj, bat a

>'at deal aa regards the actinic vahie. In moat cases where

length of exposore hss been complained of I hKre found this

to be the omm*. In diatiicts iriiere Tariation* of current are

common it would be well to use slightly lower roHage lamps
tK«Ti the ncnunal local Toltage calk for, and to hare the

djostable neaistance supplied for these lamps and regulate >he

.-urrvnt as needed. / PkACTicrs.

Patent news.
I'Tcctm iMJmli ttpfUenliciu and tpteifieafioiu—art trtattd in

riMo Mfchamical Note."

Applications Janoary 13 to 18 :

—

D&aK'RoOM Lamp, Nd. 1,000.—Dark room Ump, which ran be oied

•s photographic printing apparatus. J. P. Hansen.

eOMPLBTM SPBCiriCATlOSS ACCMfTMD.
Tkm* tptcifeationt art ohtainahU, friet td. taek, sosl fru, from

lA* PaUm OjKct, tS, Somthamjll«n BmiUingi, Chanfrf tatu,

nU rfol* M hraekiU i» tkal of application in thi» eoinUry ; or

ahroad, in tkt tarn of paltnlg granlod tauUr lA« InUmotioKal
Oon^ntion.

Caunu PaovoaaAnnr.-^o. 112.760 (January 1£, 1917). The in-

vsotion coasieto ia a method of preparing thrse-oolour cooposits

photographs, in which oae eoloiir UMiwi iwut is <wtoii»eH in one

image and the other two disUlbwtod in a sseoad mosaic image.

Hm dstsils mntshierf ia the apedfieatiiNi are printed in anothsr

page in the "Coiear Photography" flupplsmtnt. Bass Ivis

CorporatiM. UOl, Rase Stresi. PhilaiWtphia, and FreJsric Bogsoe
Itss, 1327, Bpraee Street, PhiledslpMa.

CocAvm PiMmwaAMiT.— No. 121.776 (Dse. 16. 1817). The inrsn-

lioB rslstss to a method of producing positiT* coloar photographs

by wiaas of cokmr screens, and has for its objsci so to utilise a
k^sr or Urn of whito pigment placed oa • muhi-coloar acrssn so as

to imbibe from the latlsr eoloMia required for the photograph

Hams Psdussn, 3. Istedgade, Deaaarit.

(The (ubjsct-matter of this speriifibn is printed on another

in thr " Olnnr Photngmphy Qr^lwiiiiit."!

meettnas or Societies.
e

M! K.TING8 OP SOCIETIES FOR NBXT WEEK.
a<niB«T. Fs—lai <i

vttlUtt Ill IteMT. "SvnssrtaaC A. T.Male.
llaeaiT. TMwnun Mk

Htwltmt Wllnm|>ii oslOy. " Per Ui moai HUhw" •.Mssfa.
l fc ili». -PbelasmvkrsadAit." B. IL Blaketey.

- Sy. Ai
igmsfcli tattt^f. ItaMblr lisMiac. "TtMReaHaM

WsaaaaiAr, Tumaun 11.

Oak. "Italac BieaiMs m4 OMU«kt Prists." H.

• iKriamictasrayU* aoeM}. Msmker*' Evralac.

TwcasBtT, rsnnoT 15.

l. l iW>SSl IIISiF> HilglS|Hs«—Blsllus "UnOmnMn." B. R.JciMti
W 'C IIL' .y* " Hii|l 1 1 ledstr. "nva tmt IMsw tar PMortsI WorkOTi.

ttoSiw m4 nmu % fHi nrgwi
j
S l i lur . t selswi KT«alt.

nrtMsaOMMnClak. "dstart.- A. B.ThMmi. '

ROYAL PHOTOORAPHIC SOCIETY.
Mnrma hcM Tossday. February 4, Mr. Charlsa Smith in the

leetare on " EnglishMr. 8. Oardnsr gsre s Tsry

Foots from Saxon Tim«« U> tlie Sixteenth Century." Mr. Gardner
possesses a wide arclueologicsl knowledge and argued out 'mary
dispntative points connected with this subject.

An appreoistave audience accorded the lecturer a he«krty vote of

thanks at the close <rf the meeting.

CROYDON CA.MERA CLUB.

As the now Past President. Mr. \. F. Catharine, observed, " we
come to another annual meeting after an interval of a year," which
all will agree is hardly unusual. He retires, alleging that the recon-

struction work of this country will unduly engage his attention.

If he has undertaken the whole job. it will. The lofty traditions of

the presidential office liAve been fully Inaintained by him, and
aerated with a subtle humour. Mr. J. Keane again fills the post.

and in expressing gratitude to his predecessor, fairly cleaned up the
room with floods of oratory. Among other acknowledgments, the

vote of thanks accorded the Council deserves mention, as it was
passed in dead silence (out of respect). Fresh blood is added to

more ancient gore, but not until fireproof paper is available to with-

strnd the concentrated brilliancy can the components of the " Great
Twelve" be resolved into a detailed list.

The Secretary. Mr. J. M. Sdlors. to the great relief of all, con
tinnes to run the show, for certoinly no better or a harder woricing

secretary could 1>e found. His report for the year showed every
thing on the up grade, including the rent. In customary sleuth-

hound fashion he has managed to secure the new landlord as .i

^' honorary member " at half-rates, the latter being one of those

sensible individuals who take no interest in photography. He inti-

malsd his intontion of attending the club st an early dato, and
doabtlass will be carried out with all reverence. Deserves to be,

anyway, for the dub will be hard pushed to meet his modem views.

The Treasurer. Mr. F. C. Reynolds, announced a profit of nearly

£13 on the year's trading, and all wondered how it had been done,

and who had been done. .Mr. H. C. Inakeep hss been O.K. in the

rsfraahaent dapartmaot, putting its customers in the best of spirits,

and (wiih watery ressrrstinns) rice vtria. The proceedings con-

clbded with a discuasion on a proposed new rule, debated in a style

which would have made even a theological argnment sound calm

and charitable by comparison.

A word to the Tiracious morslist who runs the " Imperial Notes."

At convivial Croydon meetings the members throw at each other

neither brickbats nor bottles, despite his suggestion to the contrary.

Let him understand that rosea, or other flowers according to season,

are projected through the air. This gay and festive writer will be
wise if be continues to expand on |iotatoes or what not (present plato

prices alone exotpted) as a fitting introduction to dry-plates, and
iaars tha C.C.C. severely alone.

Commercial $£egal Intelllaencee

PtarxnsHTra Dissolvbo.—Notice is given of the dissolution of

Uif f<in.,«inR partnerships:—(1) Between Nellie Constance Baker and
< :U<lyi> Methvea Brownlee, carrying on business ss photographers, at

18. (itarlntto Street. Park Street. Bristol, under the style of Gladys

Methven Brownlee. All debts due to snd owing by the lato firm

will be received and paid by Gladys Methven Brownlee. (2) Be-

tween Phyllis Pnllin snd Llewellyn Johnson, carrying on business

as picture framer*. etc.. at 12Sa. Abbey Street. Nuneaton, under

the style of Pullin and Co. All debts due to and owing by the lato

Arm will be received and paid by Llewellyn Johnson.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

February 10 to 22.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Amateur Photo-

graphic Association IntorClnb Exhibition. Secretory, Gilbert

8 McVean, 125, West Regoit Street, Glasgow.

February 20 to 22.—Leicester and Leicestorahire Photographic

Society. Secretary, H. 0. Cross, 80, Harrow Road, Leicestor.

February 22 to March 6.—Edinburgh Photographic Society.

Entries close February 13. Secretary, George Massie, 10, Hart

Street, Edinburgh.
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ReiDs and notes.—
R«i»i. I'H<m)OR.\PHic Socirrr.—The following have been elected

lf> the Kellowsbip :—W. Fixttr Brighain, Frederick Humpherson,

N.jrBun Frederick Home, Jnine« Henry Jennings, Floyd Vail.

RoTAL IwOTTTtTlOTJ.—A general monthly meeting of the mem-

ber* of Umi Roval Iiiatitntiim wa« held on Monday afternoon,

Fobnurj- 3. Sir Jamea Crichton-Browne, if.D., I.L.D., F.R.S..

treMorw and vice-preaident , in the chair. The Chairman reported

a bcqueat al £300 from the lai« Dr. T. Lambert Mears, who w-as a

m»ai)«r of th« Inatitution for fifty4liree year.s, and a donation of £50

from an old member in celebration of hia fiftieth year of member-

•hip. .Mr. A. J. Walter, K.C.. was elected a manager to fill the

vacancy caused by the death of Sir Charles Norris Nicholson,

Bart, MP.
Explosion' at a PBorocBArHiK's.—A gas explosion, by which a

cooaiderable amount of damage was done, occurred last week at

a aliop and house in Sangley Road, Catford, recently taken by Mr.

William Craddock, photographic enlarger. While Mr. Craddock

and the workmen were engaged on the ground floor an explosion

tf)ok place between the shop and the floor. Fortunately Mr.

Craddock'.-! wife and two children were away at a neighbouring

picture palace at the time, and no ir.jariee were sustained by the

OfcDpants of the place. Two windows were blown out, several

ceilings were brought down, and the shop and house of seven roonjs

were damaged.

DtrricuLTtES or Photocbapht in Belfast.—Although Belfast

professionals managed to keep the flag flying last week it was, in

nioat cases, in apile of unprecedented difficulties. Tlie incon-

venience of having no gas or electricity was added to by a coal

shortage and an absence of lamp oil and candles, this latter being

brought about by the general rush. A wintry daylight was made
as much use of as possible, in one case being i-equisitioned to

serve a " Pawl " strip printer ! So far photographic, premises have
been fairly lucky in escaping the attentions of the crowd, though
the iron gate posts outside Messrs. Thompson's studio were
annexed while the caretaker was tied up, and the plate-glass win-
dow of Mr. J. Bell's establishment was smashed. Up to Satur-
day night there was no sign of better conditions.

Society of JIaster PHOTo<;aAPHERs (Lancashire and District).—
Tlw Society will hold its first annual dinner on Tuesday, February
25, in Manchester. The officers and committee trust that all the
members will do their utmo.<!t to make this function a big success.
The price for tickets has been fixed at Ts. 6d. each. Ladies are
'iirdially invited. Detailed arrangements are not yet completed,
but it is essential that all who intend to be present should notify
the Hon. Sec. before Alonday, Fefcruary 10. An exhibition of
nierobert' work will be held in Blackpool on Tuesday, May 27,
1919. A cordial invitation iii also extended to all members of the
P. P.A. who can make it convenient to attend on that date,
details of the exhibition will be .sent out by circular to
member in due course. The Sub-Comniittee appointed, Messrs.
Buylii*, Foley, and Huish, together with the oflicers, will be
grateful for any helpful suggestions and ideas for the exhibition,
which may be forwarded to the Hon. Sec, F. Read, 14, Balfour
Road, Southport.

S.P.E.S. Trademark.—A copy of the regulations under which
It ui proposed by the Swiss Chambers of Commerce to establish a
Swisi. national trademark nnder the name of S.P.E.S. (Syndicat
jNKir TExporUlion Suisse) discloses the fact that the mark will
be confined to firms twothirds of whose capital is Swiss, and to
g.KKJs that are made in Switzerland exclusively by the Swiss. Thusany foreigners manufacturing in Switzerland will „ot be able to

"J'.i
.''!'"".''' '*" «"*"'' "Kinufacturod bv them. The objectof the irade^mark, it i. stated, is not to place foreigners at a dis-

t't^Zottl" '""'™, ":"' "">• »'ticles bearing S.P.E.S. are tobe r». I, of Swiss manufacture. In addition, the mark is directedawinst German pene.ration, as numerous firms are known t!, be.-tenaibly Swiss, but in reality are German. The preside,, of ,hlOenev. Chamber of C.nnneroe states that the control of he«.n not 1* easy, but th« committee is alivo to the probability o

Full

everv

the improper use of the mark, and they consider that it will

be necessary for Swisa manufacturers to bring ca.ses of thi.s charac-

ter to official notice. No foreign firms are to be prevented from

manufacturing in Switzerland ; but not being Swiss, they are to be

debarred from using the trade-mark. With regard to the possi-

bility of the extensive misuse of the trade-mark by exporting

merchants, it may be necessary to add the manufacturers' name to

the trade-mark. This may not be acceptable to exporters, and if

the suggested trade-mark fails, as a result, to protect Swiss manu-
facturers, it is considered probable that the Chambers of Com-
merce concerned will propose its abolition.

Corresponaencee

the paper.

names Mid

*.* Correspondents slwuld never write on both sides of

No notice is taken of communicatio7is unless the

addresses of the writers are given.

',' We do not undertake responsibiliiy for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

A CORRECTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Will you kindly afford me the space to correct an
error that occurs in the report of the last Council meeting of the

P. P.A. in your January 31 issue. In reference to the Goveniraent

demobilisation scheme it is printed that the scheme afforded an

opportunity for the Association to do more to secure release than

could be done by the man himself. It should be no opportunity.

—I am, etc.,

Alexander Mackie, Hoi,

89. Albany Stieet. February 1. 1919.

Secretary.

PURPLE TONES ON BROMIDE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—On reading your reply to " R. M." iu " Answers to

Correspondents," I gather tliat he or ^e w^as i,iquiii,ig for a
purple tone on bromide paper.

The formula given below will give an excellent purple tone on
any make of bromide paper, which is equal if not better than any
gold-toned P.O. P. or self-toning paper. Thorough washing after

each operation is required.

Bleach in :

—

Potass, ferricyanide 140 grs.

Anmioiiium bromide 180 grs.

Water to make 10 ozs.

Wash and re-develop in :

—

A.—Hydroquinone .- 170 grs.

Potass, nietabisulphite ..-. 90 grs.

Potass, bromide 20 grs.

Water to 10 ozs.

B.—Ammonium carbonate 1 oz.

Water IQ ozs.

Equal parts of A and B.
Perhaps this ,night be useful to your readers.—Yours,

E. Maxley.
Earlawood, Hockley Heath.

ARE MATERIALS PRICES TO FALL SOON?
To the Editor.?.

Gentlemen,—Your correspondent Mr. H. Green, in hi* " Writing
on the Wall " predictions, re the fall in prices, is fully entitled
to the optimistic views he sets forth, ihut the clmckle at the witli-
d.awal of Government contracts from the photographic houses
may be premature if he looks for an early fall. He admits he has
never marvelled at the great increase in prices, and by that I

conclude he underatands something of the laws of supply and
demand and its natural effect on prices. If he is a professional
he ha.s not suffered on returns compared to pre-war davs. and has
no legitimate grievance. With the release of raw materials there
are prospects of a fall in price, and the trade helps the buyer in
this respect by accepting orders subject to ruling price at time of
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de>patch. 'M » " Mao of the Road " one acquire* certain charac-

t .'tica. aerioiu or jocular, eacii with his own particular (trie of

i.z talk. The representative of a first-claai hooie with a fall

v ledge of the lines he is offering is more often welcomed and

iltcd than looked upon in the light suggested by Mr. H.

t'ireeo. The writer is not given to begging or praying for orders

;

th«*e come naturally through carrying the lines of our leading

M ^ivifacturen, and tSie men carrying these not only build up their

. sections on the merit of those good», but add laurels to their

<iun personality.

IS Hillcreot Road. Acton Hill, W.3.
Harry Hunt.

THF, ASSISTANT QUESTION.
To the Editors.

(;«'iitirnjt'n. I feel sore all the parties interMted in the

A^tjtuit« <|iit«tMn will agree that you desatTe much prMse and

. y thanks (or allowing the interesting letters on the above ques-

:. :i to be published week by week. It's a very important matter,

so should deeply concern everybody engaged in Um profession, but

nany do not seem to realise to what eitent it docs infloeoce their

interest.

We are still open for suggestions and ofnaiana. I have much

more to express, but will !••*• it to a 'later date wh«n all have

spokea.

Again thanking you, yours very sincerely,

Mascvs AiMiis.

To the Editors

Oentlemen,— I have been interested in lh» correapoBdsww on the

.\>i>ritant question in your columiu, although I am tony that I

i: --mI Mr. Adams's original letter, from which I believe it arose.

I 4III rather sorry to gather tram Mr. Adams's letter in yuor last

oeek'* issue that he is afraid that he cannot sec his way to taking

the matter up in a practical form at the prcaaot time, as in many
mpectt it would seem a particularly favourable opportunity for

dealiuic with a qosstioB of this sort, owing to the noasarooa cbaaga*

which are taking place in the staff of photographic bmiMMM M
drmobilisalion proceeds.

Havinft fr«]iient occMon to engage assistants, I have been

impreMsd with the dilBeulty of obtaining raally coaipaUnt workers

in any department, and with the entire absMM of My dsAaite

•Uadard of attainment.

I think this is no doubt due to the unsatisfactory systam of

-.raining assistant*, and to the almas* antira ihaswca of any tadli-

it» tot loehoical education in photographic pCB tasa is leading to

iScate of ability, such as esisi, at all aveatc, to a grsatet

I in some kindred industries.

» oMny photographers have takan np the boaiaaas without any
thorough knowladgs or esporicnce thaanselvaa that they are ahso-

I'ilaly unltsd to tnin others, and when they take pupils or

4pprafftie« look on tbam, I am afraid, mora aa a mean* nf obtain

iiig ehaay Inhovr, and fail to realise their responsibility to give

than • food tnining.

On the otlM* haad, in larger and mors eMdently managed buai-

nesaaa tha wofk taoda to bacooM ao sporialiaed that it is very

diScnlt for a Isamer to acquire a knowlsdgo of more than one
branch, and even then only the more merbanical part of the work.
H* ia greatly dapandant on the willingnaaa of tha head of hia

departaMBt to impart moca inatnictioo than is ahaointaly nccasaary
to enable him to carry out hia more or lees maehaai^ dntisa.

I think if the P. P. A. ssrioosly took up tha qnastion of proper
training and cartiScatioo of photographic aMistanta in the various
htancbsa of modem photographic work they would be conferring
an immense boon nn tha industry »» a whole, and would gradually
raise tha whole stalua of the photographic profewion, to the beoeAt
nnt only of the aaaistants themsrlvea bat also to all amployan.
So many anplojreri appear to adopt what seems to m* a short-

policy of paying tha minimom wage, and offer so little

to their asaistanta to improve their pneition, that many,
igkt otherwise have bean contani.tp ramain on tha staff,

•"Pi'il to sUrt in boainem for themselvee, with inadequate
and little or no business experience.

I almoat ineviUUy leads to price ontttag aad othsr nnaatisfac

tory competitive methods, which, while seldom providing thens
with a (atisfactory income, must, to some extent, detract tram
older established businesses.

Hoping this matter will be taken up in eaniest, your« faithfully,.

G. E. Hoi'GHTOK.
55. Fort Rnad. Marj^ate. January 30.

To the Editors.

Gentlea.en,—Having fi^owed the present and pievioua
rorrespoodenca on this matter. I am aurpriapd «t the Uick of
xuggestions, piractiral or otherwise. If the following remarke of mine
call forth a chorus of dieapproval, the air will have been cleared
a little and we Aall be able to dispense witti one idea of solving this
problem. At the same time it may be of some practical use in aiisist-

iiig .Mr. .Marcus .\dams to gauge the temper of th<»se whom he i»
trying to help.

At an assistant. I hare no sympattiy with an assistants' union aa
opposed to any employers' aasociation. I will not reiterate old, or
introduM new, asipimenU here. That does not meon I do not wish to
tackls them. I could do so later if necessary.

Very skilfully hidden away in Mr. Frank Brown's letter wag the
line vital pciint upon which no much depends, i.e., efficiency. Thia
point needs very much consideration, and before any clear idea of
wfiat oonatitMes an efficJent assistant can b« determined, an
kceeptable standard definitinti must be adapted. That definition
should be disciiMed, decided and published by the P. P. A. a«
early aa pomible. Each branch of aaaistants should be ckssified and
with it the degree of skill required. AssisUnU not having attained
that standard ahoold rank as in.pnovors or nnskilled until they do
attain it

My proposition is :

(1) That the P.P.A. should be a profeashmnl fhotograpliers'
aswciation and not an employers' asaooiation only. All photo-
gra|>h<n to be admitted to membership on payn>ent of subscription
and be duly registpred.

(2) That the employeis' council remain aa it is and continue to
cooduct all business matters.

(3) In addition, a sacr<Aarial office be eatablished to collect and
lAiwIate (a) all photographic amployen, honn. cUaa of work

; (b)

all photografAiic aaaialaota, their branch and roferenoea; (c) all

written genaral grievaooas and opinions for use of general aecretary

;

(d) ail avalablo infocnatiim relative to photography, including book»
and whar« obtainable ; also the addressee of technical schools useful
to pbotographer*. Such information to be supplied to .iny mendbev
un requaat.

(4) Um fsneral aecrataiy ahould attend the emplo>eni' council
nontfily for the purpoaa of laying bafOre that body the general

griavasKaa and opinions as ooMectcd in the secretarial office A full

r«^rt of aoeh meeting to be publislied in the B.J. P., or circulated

in laafct among the P.P.A. 4r.emberBhip.

(i) Cases of individual grievancea. as unfai'r dismissal, leaving
without due iHAire, or any breach of contract, should bo referred to

tha snlioMom for the P.P.A. In all siich esses thme nolicitors shall

eonduet tha pruceediogs fur the P.P.A. against tlie employer or
aasistant offmding.

(6) All hinding oootracU between employer and aaaistant to ba
made thnmgh the solicitors nbove.

(7) Tfio teat of ability for an aasistant Aould be his references.

A new relerance, whan proved satisfactory to those con^med, to ba
signed by the general aoerrtary and duly recorded in the secretarial

olBce. Any dispute eononming the withholding of a reference, or
til* untrue or unsatisfactnry nature thereof, to he referred to tha
sulidlnra above.

(8) Tha anployera' council he invited to discuss and fix a schedule

of minimum wagea for each branch of assistants, and a copy of the
arhpdiile seat to every member of the P.P.A. and cunmienla and<

suggestions invited. The schedule to be *ul>je<-t to further dis-

ctuaifjn and poaaibly amendment when (he general secretary ha»
collected the opinion of the majority nn its merila.

Thcae brief suggestions will, I trust, bring a new intoreat into thi»

imwapoildaiKe, and open out soiT.e of the tracks which have
hitherto been unexplored.— I am. sirs, yours truly,

Rowland Sausibs.

Rsigate. February 4. 1010.
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Hn%mT% to CorresDondents.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

h tmm*i*n^' •/ J'"""'
rtdut'<ijnp^li^^of paper._w> Hie result

I'mmatUr.pa^irillbt araiUtbU unHl further notice for^ replies

M„eo^. «. «a mmcer by post i/_»toggl.anj_^jj?^?£^gljg^-

j^ -^ ^,^^ ,„ ,^/: s^t. hUernalkmal Coupon, from

iiigiiiri«« offeneral interest.

^w~rirtr^|g«rrf in the Friday's " Jounxal" mmt reach us

'^gg^^^j^^^^^^^^^^^^^j;^^^^^
Monday), and shcrM be

fiJUrttMd to the Editors.

A. C.-The .pp«r.tu. \e supplied by Messrs. WaUhams, Ltd., 60,

Doucbty 8trfe», London, W.l.

S B iThe material you require i* sold by G. P"!--, 47, Gerrard

.Stwt, W., and .Messr.. F. Wiggin and Son, 102-4, Mmones, E.

R K_Tl.e Busch / 5.5 anastigmat was listed at £14 10s., and

iU pre«nt value «e .hould »ay would be at least half that price.

But you will be well advised to try the lens before actually

purchasing it.

O V-Old studio cameras are not of much value, and we cannot,

of "course, give any idea of what yours is worth from the

d»cription you give, probably £2 to £2 lOs. would be a fair

price. The lens is by a good maker, but not of great repute in

this country. It should fetch from £3 to £4.

P M —The spots may be duo to particles of iron in the washing

water, although when so caused they are usually blue. Try

tying a piece of thin, close flannel or double calico over your

Upe. We note .several spots on the unprinted piece of paper

yon sent, and have marked them. You might try making

a print or two in another room where no chemicals are about

;

this may give a further clue. Do you mix chemicals iu your

darkroom?

B. O.—For the colouring of bromide prints and enlargements

aa it is professionally done by photographers there is no better

book than Johnson's " Retouching," sold by our own publishers,

price 3s. 4d. post free. There is no book specially on the colour-

ing of miniatures with a photographic base, but Messrs. Winsor

and Newton, Ltd., 37, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, London,

W.l, have a book on miniature painting which we should think

would be what you want.

J. D.—We do not know what is added to ordinary flash-powders

in the process uf making those sold specially for Autochrome

work, but the n!>ual ingredients are barium fluorite or calcium

fluorite, copper fluoride, and lithium fluoride. It is suggested

that by suitable mi.xture of flash-powders containing these sub-

stance* three-colour exposures may be made on panchromatic

plates without a light-filter, but we should think that what is

most probably done is that a certain proportion of barium nitrate

i* added to ordinary flash-powder and the lens provided with a
eoapeoMting filter suitable for it.

'T. W.—The Photostat apparatus^ supplied by Messrs. F. W.
Herbert, Ltd., Coventry, at prices ranging from £100 upwards,
is a large installation for the rapid copying of documents. The
Utter are laid flat on an easel underneath a sheet of plate-glass,

the lens, pointing horizontally above them, being supplied with
a priam. The negatives are made on a special rapid colour-sensi-

tive paper, a roll of which is held in a holder, and a portion
which has just been exposed delivered by light-excluding mechan-
ism into the developer. It is then taken out in ordinary dull
light and put into the fixing solution.

-v.. R.—We are sorry that we cannot teU you of any absolutely
safe method of packing framed picture* except in wooden cases.
We have, however, received several safely packed between grids
of thin wooden battens with thick paper inside and out. Per-

h-ips the makers of stretchers could supply these, or you could

make them for yourself. To avoid breakage by shock it is a

good plan to paste cros.s strips of brown paper three or four

inches wide upon the surface of the glass, from corner to corner.

If common paste or dextrine mountant be used, either can be

easily removed by damping. A starch paste should not be used,

as it is difficult to remove when once dried.

yf_ D. ^Much depends upon the colour of the walls of the two

rooms, but if they are fairly light we should say that about ^-oz.

of powder it quite freshly mixed should be enough for the

dinner and 2 ozs. for the ball. One hundred and twenty ft. is a

long way for the light to travel, and with a less quantity only

the nearer figures would get enough exposure. This is reckoning

for the //ll, with which you ought to be able to manage. As

you will have to look down you can swing out the top of the

camera back, and this should bring the near and distant planes

into focus at the same time. Be very careful in firing the fla.«h

that no curtains or inflammable matter is near it.

B.E. The plates, which are of American manufacture, were

largely sold by Messrs. Fallowfield, 145, Charing Cro.ss Road,

London, W.C.2, before the war, but we are unable to say

whether the firm are still able to supply. The only developer-

fixer formulae we know is that which appeared in the 1914

Almanac, and is as follows :—

;

Soda sulphite, cryst 31 parts

Hypo : 248 ,.

Soda carbonate, cryst 8 ,,

Potass, bromide 8
Water 800 ,.

Hydroquinone 20
Ammonia (sp. ^. 9,891) 45

C. T.—1. There is no absolute reason why bromide should be used

in a tank developer, though most people find that a little, say.

i grain per ounce of developer, i.s an advantage in safeguarding

plates from veil. 2. As a rule, halving the amount of water in

which the chemicals are dissolved will approximately halve the

time of development. 3. In order to make the iodine solution

dissolve the iodide in just as much water as will cover the

crystals and then add the iodine, afterwards diluting to the

bulk required with water. 4. The sensitiveness of the Ilfoid

new panchromatic pla/tes is such that they can be used with very

great advantage without a scwen. The Autochrome screen is

quite unsuitable for them, but the " Ensign " screen might be
used, although the best screens for use with panchromatic plates

are ^ho "K" series of Messrs. Wratten.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Stained Nega- We supjxjse that by far the greater
tivea. majority of atained negatives which are

sent to us for a diagnosis of the defect repreeent the result

of incompl«^ fixation. Unfortunately a remedy for the

brownish stain which is the product ol insufficient treat-

ment of the emulsion with hypo is an almost hopeJess

problem in comparison with such general stain which
cornea from development or even tlie patchy stains due to

contact with a printing paper containing soluble silver.

About the only suggestion which we can make for the re-

moval or, at any rate, partial remedy of fixation stains

is to intensify the negative with mercury and ammonia, or

with Monckhoven's formula of ni«rcury and silver cyanide.

By either of these prooeoaes the yellowish stain b convert«d

into a grey one oi little printing value, and with the aifl

of a certain amount of looal reduction of the intensified

negative it is possible in some oases to arrive at a respect-

abU result, but whenever circumstances permit of a second

expoaure being made, the making of another nega-

tive ia the only remedy which should be thought of. Tlie

silver stains from damp paper are of rarer occurrence in

these days of development papers, yet it may be added
that a ready means of removing them is that of Mr.
Harold Baker, of rubbing with Globe metal polish and
then leaving for a sufficient time in a strong solution of

hypo. This is a very much better and safer plan than the

iodide and cyanide method, the drawback of which is that

the solution attacks the image proper as well as the deposit

of silver stain, and therefore calls for an exceptional

degree of ezpertnees in its application.

• • •

A Buainaaa " A place for everything and every-
Aooaaaory. thing in it« place

'

' is one of thoee

maxims of our cLildhood on which too much importance

cannot be laid in any busineea establishment. The waste

of time and the mental irritation which ari.se from the

inability to find something which " you know ia tJiere all

the time " and is only hiding iteelf through some diabolical

malice, are elements whiob one tries to eliminate from the

day's work. Partitioning of drawers and cupboards and

a system of labelling the places where articles In frequent

use are to be pot when tney are finished with will go far

to removing these causes of reduced output in the normal

working hours. But the suggestion we have to make—and
it is one of which we have proved the utility—relates to a

neaiu for pre\-enttng tihe straying of the odd messages and
memoranda which are part of the machinery of any busi-

neaa. It is simply a place where notes that such-and-such

an order is wanted urgently, or such-and-such a chemical

is getting out of stock may be placed so tliat they cannot

be overlooked ; where, in fact, which is iike important
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thim, tb«j will b« looked for. In our awn office routine,

whi<^ calls for many reminders, this takes the form of a

good nsed boaiti covered with soft oork lino and provided

wiUi a supply of push pins. Tfieee serve to fix in an in-

teni any memorandum which needs to Ibe displayed to

riow untal it is deaJt with. The board speedily becomes

an institution to which one looks and which soon largely

raplaoM verb<d meaaages. It seems to us that good use

ooald be made of one or two of these devices in businesses,

suoh as that of photographic portraiture, where there is

much reference from department to department.

• • *

Photographic A short time ago we commented upon
Apparatus at '.he advisability of intending purchjtsers
Auction Salaa. ^f second-hand lenses being very careful
to see that the lens offered to them in a certain mount
wai! actually the instrument issued new by a particular
maker. We recently heard of an experience in connection
with lenses which goes far to point out the importance of
the buyer knowing fully what he is purchasing. The case
in point was an auction saJe, and among other things,
household furniture, etc., two lenses by a well-known
maker were catalogued. A photographer whom we know
attended the sale, and after having previously examined
the two instruments to his satisfaction, though he was not
aquainted with the particular type of lens, bid for and
purchased them for what was a fair sum. Of course, a
trial upon a camera was not permissible, and his surprise
may be judged when upon testing one of the instruments
very indifferent definition was given. At some trouble
the photographer got a cataJc^ue illustration by the makers
of the lens, and upon comparing the plan with his own
instrument he found to his surprise that one of the oom-
ponents of the original instrument was aibsent altogether,
which fact was made all the worse because the maker had
long ago suspended business. And at a time like the pre-
sent no others would be likely to tate on such a job as
supplying the missing component, even supposing such a
thing was possible. This note is penned as a warning
against those who may be tempted to buy photographic
goods at general auction sales, which do not admit of a
proper tnal of the instruments catalogued . Such may turn
out the reverse of a bargain, and as a general rule the
purchaser has no redress, since most auctioneere in their
conditions of sale hold themselves under no guarantee
against errors of description

.

* » »

Cam^iJ^'ca^jl*
^°'' that any goods of leather are so-"• expensive it may be of service to some ifwe refer to a case for the camera outfit which we saw

the other day for the making af which the photographer

and yet slightly lighter case than that material. The casewas made of oj-d.nary three-ply wood, with a division forthe slides, and the 1id was fitted with lap-over edges in

.?LTI!f ^Z V *^ ^^ ^^*^«^ "^ *^« '"ade.^ The

Xi„^7r„ '""^
T'*-,^

^^''^ Sreen baize or thin felt,

^dTln^"" "^y, "P'^^**.'-*^ >° ^ large way of businessand fastened w.bh small gimp pi„s obtainable from thesame source. The out«ide of the case was finished with a

D«it^rw^1^h
'^"'"^ b^'^g turned over and fixed inKr r ..^^
P"np pins before mentioned. To the^ ti kL t?"""* "^^iV^^" ^"'^'*"'-« castors wefltt^to keep Oie case off the groufld. and so to reducedamage by it* being pUoed for any time on wet rr^^

l^SdlZiZ'^' 'r
'*^ .''''" ^ 5-^ the clst^J^nein solid leather, and weighs a few ounces lighter than

leather case of the same size. Provided the joints are

firmly screwed there is nothing to fear on the score of

solidty. Moreover, such a case allows a more substan-

tial lock and hasp to be fictted than if the article were made
of the ordinary stout leather.

APPEARANCES.

Some people say that "appearances are deceptive," and
others that " the first impression is everything."
Although these dicta are apparently contradictory, there
is truth in both, and our present object is to point out
how outward appearances react on the success of a photo-
graphic business.

In photography more than in most businesses the im-
pression made upon a prospective sitter is of the greatest
importance. A shabby exterior, a dark and uninviting
approach, or a dingy, untidy reception-room • will

probably act as a deterrent to the better-paying class of
customers. The visitor will go no further than to make
an inquiry as to prices, and retire as quickly as possible.

This fact is more readily realised by women than by men,
and may account for the fact that many women have
started successful studios, while men who could turn out
better work have failed to attract patronage. To the
woman the trimmings are of primary importance, and
she starts fitting-up her premises with much the same
idea that she has in furnishing a home—that is, to make
it an attraction to others and a source of modest pride to
herself. Now it is not necessary to go to work in an
expensive manner to achieve this end; the only thing
necessary is to start with some definite scheme, and to
keep it in view throughout. As the first contact with
the public is usually by means of the showcase or window,
we must start with that, and endeavour to make it as
bright and attractive as possible, and always keep it so.

Many places have been opened with an imposing array
of plush and gilding, which for lack of care has in a few
months become faded and dingy, giving the impression
that no business is being done; while others started on
more simple lines have by constant change and scrupu-
lous cleanliness continued to attract the favourable
notice of passers-by. Supposing that we succeed in doing
this, the entrance and staircase, where there is one,
should be respectable and well cared for. Dirty walls,
with the paint or paper peeling off, worn linoleum, and
dirty windows do not lead people to expect clean, artistic
work behind them. This can all be remedied at small
cost, and should at once be done where such a state of
affairs exists. Many old-established photographers have
experienced a serious drop in their takings when a rival
concern has opened near them, not because the work was
better, nor even as good, but because it was put forward
in a more attractive way.
The reception-room is often allowed to degenerate into

a sort of rubbish store. Obsolete furniture from the
studio, parcels received or ready for despatch, frames,
and out-of-date specimens cover the tables and chairs and
utterly destroy that appearance of daintiness and com-
fort which is so necessary to the production of a com-
plaisant mood on the part of the visitor. One old photo-
errapher always called his reception-room the draw-
ing-room, and always kept it quite free from business
lumber. Even his specimens were kept out of sight until
they were required, the comfort of his patrons being
apparently his sole aim. Others have made their recep-
tion-rooms interesting and profitable by displaying paint-
m?R, rare furniture, and curios, which not only served to
pasj; the time while waitinsr, but which were' ultimately

+%
^'1® °^ *^'^ subiect it may be worth pointing out

that the personal appearance of the proprietor and his
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'

i be as carefully looked to as the other decora-

Photographers used to have a reputation for

BloTenhiie>i!. and it is to be feared that some still merit '

it. They should take a lesaon from the jeweller and
other tradesmen who have to deal with ladies, and not

appear ifo frayed, obemical-stained liaTjiliuients, while

i

tfceir a»!i8tants should be trained to those habits of neat-

I nws in dress and person which are expected to be found

I in a i;ood-class busines.5. One lady pnotographer insists

uniform <tyle of dresn on the part of her re<-ep-

-, but this is going a little too far. Still, it i.i

better than a tawdry blouse and a faded alpara apron,

which have been iieen in studios of some pretensions.

The studio is a workroom, and need only be kept

-crupulously clean and free from nnneeessary lumber.

The camera and stand should be kept well |x>li*hed even
|

if of old pattern, and anything in tlie way of greasinens '

I on the furniture avoided. Velvet and leather cbair-.«eats
|

need tc-- n order, as a lady doea not like to risk soil-

ing a ' We have seen a lady refuse to sit on a

greasy :'""iiin! chair, while others dpubtles* shuddered

when' tlicy did so. The fittings of the dresning-rooms

should be ins]>ected daily, combs and brusheit frequently

vafbed, and a wliit* drugget kept ready for use for

wedding and ' Ireas sitters. If powder and cos- j

metics are fun: iie pots and bottles .houM be kept
i

ree from smears and ilust ; actreaaea m.' '•• dirt^
;

make up." private sitters will not. N n<Te«ds '

like siicceis, and if trade is quiet the world must never

know, for people like to feel that they are patronising a

fashionable eatablishnient, even if they have to wait for

tjieir portraits One of the moat raooMsful American

portraitists has told how at the begiuniug of bis career
he found sitters were oqt so numerous as he had Iioped
for, so resolved upon a bold stroke. He filled his diary
with imaginary appointments for a fortnight ahead, and
declined sitters who would not wait for a vacant date.
At the end of the period he had booked more genuine
appointments tJian he had ever done before, and since
then he has never looked back. When anything is diffi-

cult to obtain people are sure to want it, and when the
sitters who had booked told their friends how terribly
busy Mr. So-and-so was, they immediately felt that he
was the right man to go to. Few British photographers
would care to take such a risk as our American friend
did, but it is well to keep up the impression that business
is flourishing, and that it is only as a special favour that
early delivery can l)e promised.
One little matter most not be overlooked, that of

stationery. We receive many letters upon notepaper the
quality and printing of which would disgrace a chandler's
shop. When jieople contemplate patronising a self-

styled artist they are apt to judge his artistic skill bv
the style of the communications -he sends to them, and
nothing is sq detrimental as poor stationery. We do not
advocate florid designs or bizarre colouring—the simpler
the better—but the type should be artistic and the paper
as good as we can get in these times. The money so

spent will not be wasited. It is only invested, and will

return increased a hundredfold before many days. The
whole point is this—that the photoRrapher must appear
to have some self-esteem and confidence before he can
eipeet the public to trust, him, and therefore should
make as good an all-round show as circumstances permit.

PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHS AND PERSPECTIVE.

I'SB not** on paiwrBinic {Jiotogra|ilu in a recnt nuiuber ••(

Um " BtJ." will no doubt have int«n^«<l qfaiif a fair pn>-

patikn of rsadns; and In all probability many more will

wakoma some ampliAeatinn of the ,aabjaet. -ind as tber.i

mppmn to ba v on tliia fa^-inating pl»a*«

of tb* photogrsi

;

A-ing notes are penned with

the kipa they may at kaat help thr noKtUr, ^m if they fail

in the wmm amfahi^os deaii* to «timiilat« the prodartion uf a

•rientiftc trraliM on the principW inroWetl. Ilia |>anoramic

•-niaara m a neccMtty : there can l>e no qiie«ti<>n of that, and

Ithon^ much good wo>rk can be rUine by juimng up keveral

hotugrapbs, tbera are eases whan all the tkill in

vill fnil to make a pnsaantahla pictnrp; ami an

"•-nn when wa have a view including

.:roand. At each join the hnn meet

at an aagle; and aa w« »n not accuatomad to tvain* tracing

pentagooa and sqaarea, we am oRendad by tba view. In a

panoramic pi<Ttun> ol the same *ubjeet, the lines will a|>|Ke«r

ix. -.ritinnott* curves; m we are not ask«d to imagine the

Athk, and thers^nrs the ere and sstMs are not offended.

< > iu«- pmfossiijnal mind, no doubt, the big groap is the most
"•portent claiM of work to mhirh this camens can be pat

;

lid here it ••> clearly *cnr*« that no ariniment is needml.

I'Sas* groapa. «i coar«r, ar« arranged in an arc ol a circle

^ ith Iha iMiira at the eanttv ; and tfca general pscapective of

lie rcanhing pielara may be likened to one taken with an
ordinary rsmsia and a vary long faoM lana whose axis is

it right angles to the sama gronp anaaged in a straight line.

'<<jw, whatever carping antics may say, the man at tho end
•i a panonmie groop will be far tjettcr pleased than if it hail

^mt s wida-aag)a gronp ; for he is in the same perspective as

lUv man in the middle; ami this uill ]>rr>ve a blessing to the

phot<>t;mph<>r who has to copy a single figure from a group
for the piir|ii>s<> of enlargMnent, and alas! in very many cases,

th«« itnly available source will bt< frnm one ol those big mili-

tary (lanonimio i;r<Mi|>«, and whatever consolation father,

mother, or sister ••nn get (mm the finished enlargement, it

will I.O all the greofvr from the (act that thi-ir departed hero

i( delineated in true perspective, which would not 1>e the case

if the flgnre were cojiied from near the end of a wide-angle

group.

The thing that is moat objectionable alxjut a panoramic

view is when something that we know must necessarily be

etraixht oomes out in the photograph as a pron<}unoed curve.

There are two ways to avoid this : one is by the arrangement
of the subject, as in the case of a group, or by the selection

ol the point of view. Now, in general, a horizontal straight

line, enesfit when it radiates fr'>m the camera, appears in a
panoramic photograph as a carve ; and, conversely, there is a

certain carve which, whan in a horizontal piano with tht<

camera at its origin, will always appear as a horizontal

Ktraight line; and if we know the nature of this curve, we-

•hall lie in a better poation to order the arrangements for

any particniar photograph we wish to take.

Let OS take a practical example:—Fig. 1 is a diagnunatic

view of Ladendorff, on horsebadc, giving a fare«-el] address tu

his troops; and perhaps adding a few words of advice and
warning on the disastrous oonsequences of a complication of

Prussian microcephalism and Asiatic beri-beri. In the

ordinary panoramic para<Ie photograph the men dwindle away
towards each end of tho picture, and (onii a sti-ango curvo

that would remind a soldier more of some lamentable struggle
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with tiM tfa«oi7 of » trajccton- than of invincible, vandalic,

Martial glorjr—and alto it offends all our ideas of perspective.

And b«id<«, pvrhaps, Ludondorff would not like it ; he might

tKink yon were poking fun at him, and intended some sly

allnaion to "elastic fronts." The remedy is to get the

valiant soldier tn let you arrange the men ; and to get thi^

effect of strai^t lines vanishing to the horizon, as in Fig. 1,

tbejr will have to be arranged in the form shonm in plan by

thirt is to say, if thi-ee inches at the end of a Panoram repre-

sents 15 degrees, then also three inches from the middle will

represent exactly the same angle, and if the line B O, join-

ing the men's ieet in Fig. 1, is to be straight, the vertical

distance between it and H O must diminish by the same
arithmelical amount for each equal length of the picture ; and
as the distances from the camera must be inversely as the-

height of the figures, we have the clue to every point of the

TH€ RECIPROCAL SPIKAL

whiili comei out as a srraitfkl

line in a panoramie vhokoraph

-V_#»/

VTv.cTicalltf.This branch \

ofthe curve hecotntt

ultimately straiqht ^^

andfarallzl To the. \

initial line and at a
distanee fjom iT =. a

Fig. 2.

the heavy bne in Fig. 2. U we are using a 12-in. lens,' and
decide to have the finished picture about 40 inches long, the
group wUl have to be included in an angle of about' 180
degrees; because 12 t =373 nearly, which will allow just a
little margin each end. If we further decide that the nearest
6-ft. soldier shall be three inches high in the photograph,
and the one at the remote end of the line one-quarter that
bwgJit. then, by the simplest arithmetic, the nearest man
muit be 24 feet from the camera, and the furthest one 96
feet; and, as the group is to include 180 degrees, these two
men and the camera will be all on the same straight line
IhiB IS 8ho»i, to scale in Fig. 2. where the position of the
camera u given by o, and B and B' are the places of the
end men. The setting out of the reet of the curve is quite
simple If wo n-meiiW^r that the panoramic projection of the

u"^ "u"
"™'^* ^"*' *"'' *^«'y '«"8th of * panoramic

photograph represents an equal angle or number of degrees •

curve. Now, let us calculate the distance of the curve
from the origin o for every 30 degrees. As the total fall in
height is to be 3- 2, and 30 is contained six times in 180, then

3- i
= I inch

6
is the amount required

; and in the table below the distances
of tlie points are given in feet for every 30 degrees, while the
heights of the image are given in eighths-of-an-inch, to avoid
fractions and show better the regular decrease.

Degrees from
point B,

30
60
90
120
150
180

leight of Distance
image. in feet.

24 24 X 1 =24
21 24 X §t = 27.45
18 24 X ft = 32
15 24 X f^ = 38.4
12 24 X ?J = 48
9 24 X V = 64
6 24 X V = 96
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In regard to this table it may be obsvr^-«d that th« product
of the height sod distance is a constant quantity. A group
arranged in thu way will, in the resultint; I'anoram, have the

-Mne general perspective as Fig. 1, though, of course, each

.-lement of the picture will have the |)er*pectivi> |>eculiar to the

\vB3 with which it was takaa.

Now, if th« lines .\0 and BO are continued they will meet
'Otaide the picture, at the vanirhing point O on the horizon

;

'Od if we call tho vertical distance lietwv>-n A and B A and
'he number of d«'«;rees from H to U », which in thi« ca»e will

t« 240 deg., then for every degree the height will decrease

by— ; therefore, at any angle 6. measuring from H. the

height of the 6i:^tr«4 will be :
—

hp. L«-<»

and the distance from the camera to the cune ai lhi» |M>int

will be:—

•-It

It will be Men thmt r* ia« constant quantity, which we will

ill a; and <

—

ii is a variable angle, which wr will call *

:

hen, aabatitoting and patting r 1-t th» wrinl*!*- n<iiii«. «••

•;.»ve :—
r# - o.

»nd, clad m thia claaaie garb, reader* who have dwelt in the

-ovwoth heaven of mathematical hliM will rvc->gniM< an old

iriand, the " i*Kiprocal spiral." To show the nature of tin-

compl«t* carve, it is continued in the diagram at each <-nd

by broken linee, and towards the ongin it approiiimale* more

. nd more to a circle with every revolution it makes, arcordine

. the law—

where r, la th« radios at the ath cnMsini; ol tk* initial linn
.

• nd by taking a and n ol aaitable dimeiuiona we ean get a^

near a* we like to any tiaed drele. By making o very small, thf

whole curr* approsimatea to the initial line; and if we tak>'

it amall enoagh we have the s|>«rial case ol the radiating

tnight line. Thus, from this spiral we can get in our photo.

gisph a right lino at any degree of obliquity ; an4i |ierhii|'*

enough haa bean said to mako clear the general law :
-

The panoramic projeetioii ol a reciprocal spiral in a h"ri

ontal plane with the camet* at it> origin it a straight line,

•ad only thn cnrve or some special phase of it is so reitdere«l.

Before leaving this Ihi-re is juyt one other thing the photo-

gnpb« wonld want tu know the length ol the |K.rtion i<f the

carve h* iat«MM to nse. From tli '< we get the length

•I the part of the curve belwet-n f' ial» .—

/^'"
and integrating we hn««:—

—(^'-^
' i'<r.< •, i* the higher value of the angle, and, of cour>e. i«

^ irvd in circular measure from the initial line, where

Applying this to Fig. 2, where our unit of lengtfi i«

,t and a - Se*, w« ftad the length fr-m B to B, a Inile

er 157 It.

But in all probability it would be oa difTicult t« get a ph<iti>.

(rapher to look at a formula of this kind a* it would Ik> t<'

' idendorfl to let you arrange his men ; so perhaps a better

>aU b« to plot the curve to several values of a, then step

at U>« curves and the radii with the cnmpassea into equal

lengths
; and this would gi%^i a rapid approximate way ol

finding what one wants.
Before leaving this subject there are several practical points

to consider. Where shall we put Ludendorff? In Fig. 1 it

will be seeti that the rentie-line of the picture passes through
the horse's head. and. therefore, he must be placed so that the
mid-angular line—in this case the 90 deg. line—passes under
the head of his charger. Another point to consider is what
wiuld hapiieii if, instead of terminating the group at B and Bl.
»e continued it along towards the oriijin Vis far as the curve is

BlfOMtOC.PAnft

Fig. 3.

urked out in the diiigntm by the broken line, and also at the
other eml ahmv the sliaiijht for half a mile or so ; and then,
ttarting the t'irkut camera at the beginning of the group, let

it run round for two and a half revolutions? Still keeping to
the 12-in. Irnv we should want a 16-ft. lilm for thie job;
but t<. »ee the K.rl ..| thing we should get, draw a long rectangle
to rcpn-^Tt the picture (Fig, 40). The group will begin three
time* over ami «ml ihn-* time*, and if we draw a i*traight line
from the bottom left-haml end 'of the rectangle to the horizon
at the other end to show the line upon which the complete group
i« fttanding. llie diagram w<ll be completed by a line of 240 deg.

and '-ne of 180 deg. from the commencement of the picture hnd
two lines of the same lengths at the end ; and as these short

SOOlljno

Fig. 4.

Iine% are m-cessarily re|>etitions of parts of the long one, all

live will consequently be parallel to each other.

The practical outcome of all this is what every user of u
p.inoraniii- camera knows: avoid such a position that gives a

long, straight line, which in perspective ought to be parallel

with the grounil line ; if we can get to something like 45 ('eg.

from this {KMitiou the curvature will, as a rule, lie quite

negligible ; all radiating lines, and also parallels to these lines,

if a fail distance from the camera, will be straight in the result-

in;; panoram because, like the circle, they are special phases of

our spiral.

.\ knowle<lge id the rigid conditions for a straight line

will ilv the o|ier;itiir no harm, and even sometimes be helpful

to thf piarlirni iimn.

When only a moderate angle is included in a p.-inoramic

\iew. it i* not beyond the realms of feasibility to bring the

picture into ordinary perupective by copying: the only con-

ditions necessary lieing to bend the negative into the same

curve that it had during exposure; and then project the

image by means of a lens at the centre of the curve on to a

flat surface normal to a line passing through the centre of
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tbo cnTf ud the middle ol the negative. This i« 8h<«m m
Kia 3 whew •• m«y »uppo»e the negative wa« taken with a

leni ^ 12 inchee focu., end i» therefore bent into a circular

are o( 12 inchee i»diu8, and i» being copied with a lens of

6 inch*, focos, which will give u« a oopy corrected as r^

MTdt pw»p«5tive. and of the same size as if the negative had

hem Uken in the ordinary way with a 12-in. w-ide angle

lent. Of oourte, the corrected copy will be longer than the

pMoramic view. In regard to the optical ayetem, it is not

at all neceawry to hav^ an anastigmat; eoime old-fashioned

thing with » field as round as a football will do better ;
and

perhaps a thin spectacle lene with a small stop right in con-

tact with the gl«u beat of all. Or, of course, the lens could

b* rotated during exposure; but then we should lose the

adranUge of roundness of field. Some years ago a lady took

a pictnro of a castle in Scotland with an Al Vista camera,

held so that the lens made a vertical sweep. The towers of

the e»8tle came out like barrels, but a correct bromide print

was made in the way indicated above. A special optical

•ystem would have to be devised to cover anything more

than a very moderate angle, and, in many cases, trve perspec-

tive over a very wide angle would prove more objectionable

than panoramic projection.

In the Cirkut camera we have great advantages : we can

include any angle up to 360 degrees or more ; we can focus

;

and we have usually three different foci to choose between
;

but, in the matter of range of time of exposure, it is the

biggest sinner of all the panoramic cameras. The quickest

exposure is literally too slow for a funeral, and the longest

possible time you can give is too short for a dull subject on

a dull diay. In cameras of the Al Vista aiid Panoram class,

we could tackle ordinary hand-camera subjects on a bright

day; and for a still subject on a. dull day we could fix the

camera on a steady stand and increase the exposure to any-

thing we liked by swinging the lens to and fro as many

times as necessary. And on some patterns of the Al Vista a

brake in the form of an air vane, was fitted, which not only

increased the exposure, but also amused the group while it

was being photographed.

In the matter of fitting new lenses to panoramic cameras

this in general, is impractical, except in the case of tlio

Cirkut camera, where a new lens will mean also a new set of

pinions, and "the number of teeth to the pinions will be

inversely as the foci of the lenses. There will be several

points to attend to in making such a substitution, which are

of more practical interest to tlie camera maker than the

photographer.

In view ol a recent patent for a camera in which the image

is received on the inside ol a cone (" B.J.," Dec. 27), it may
be as well to define panoramic projection as used in the above

article as the projection by straight lines from points on the

object through the centre of a vertical cylinder on to the

cylindrical surface itself ; the intersection of these lines witli

this surface forming the image, which is afterwards viewed

when the cylindrical surface is spread out flat to form the

panoramic picture. C. J. Stokes.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

PRINTING PROCESSES FOR PORTRAITURE.

I nxD that nowadays people are rather apt to get into a

groov^e over their printing methods and apparently forget

that any other process exists except that which they ?iapt)en

to be working. It thus occurs to me that a brief review of the

<i;fferent printing media at present available, with notes on the

characteristics of each, would be of service to those who wish

to vary their work.

Hie uncertain character of daylight in Great Britain has

made bromide and gaslight papers very popular, and an over-

whelming proportion of portrait work is now produced upon
them, but thanks to the almost universal supply of electric

current, we are not now altogether dependent upon daylight

for what may be generally classed as " printing out " as dis-

tinguished from developing processes.

The quality of the negative is an important factor in the
pro<luction of the print, and only a small proportion of

current negatives would yield even a passable result upon the
old albumenised paper which for many years was almost
exclusively used, so much so, in fact, that a print was hardly
regarded a» a " real " photograph unless it was made upon
it By reason of the quality of the negative required, and
because it waa impossible to produce it by modem factory
methods albumenised paper is now only a memory, and it is

impcjssiblp to procure even a small quantity through the

ordinary channels. Hence it is unnecessary to touch upon it

otherwise than by way of a reminiscence. Bromide paper in

ill various grades has taken it« place, and I therefore put it

first upon the list as being the process for the million, or that
proportion of it who practise photography.
Although in such general use, few portraitiste fully appre-

ciate the wonderful variety of surfaces, speeds, and character
of emulsions which are available. I cannot fairly allude to

any specific makes by name, but will be content to refer my

readers to the advertisements in the B.J. Almanac, and the

advertisement pages of the weekly Prese. Bromide papers

may roughly be divided into several groups, although these

somewhat overlap each other. We may divide them by speefl,

that is to say, the time necessary to produce a print from a

given negative by a given illumination; by the degree of con-

trast which can be obtained from the same negative by the

surface texture, and by the colour of the paper base itself

apart from the image. Thus wo have "slow" and "rapid"
papers, hard or contrasty, and soft, rough, smooth "platijio

matt," "satin," and glossy, these giving a range from rough
drawing paper to a surface like glass. In many cases certain

grades come into two or more of these classes. Thus we may
have rough rapid, smooth rapid, hard cream and soft cream,

and the same in white. In this great variety lies one of the

principal advantages of bromide paper, for there is hardly .i

negative which is capable of being printed at all for which a

paper which will give the best result cannot be found. Many
printers use only one variety of paper, and trust to

their skill in exposure and development to produce even

results from all classes of negatives, but from experience I

can assert that a very ordinary worker can produce a better

result upon " hard " paper from a flat negative than an expert

can upon the average kind. Therefore I advise every printer

to have by him a small stock of special papers, so that he

can at once select the quality necessary for exceptional densi-

ties of image. While not recommending this course to le

carried too far and to encumber oneself with too many kinds, I

would point out the influence of colour and surface in certain

cases. Suppose that we have a hard, chalky negative ; we can

use for this a " cream crayon soft " paper. This not only

reduces the contrast of the image but tones down the glare of

the whites, while the slightly rough texture gives further aid
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in the *amv direction. With a nevy aoft negative we may
t-hooae a Mtin surface paper, that i», one with a semi-gloas,

which give* a richness to tfa» shadows. A full ^oss paper

wuold be STen better, but for high-class work a glossy eurfat'o

is mreljr aoraptable. Further modification may be obtained by

toning the image to a sepia ctdoor, a course generally

advisable with harsh contrasts, as brown and white usually

giv«a a M^ftor result than black and white when both print-.

are ol the sanie qualify. I strongly <ieprecate the practice «>f

toning bromides irrespective of quality ; eiverj- day thousands

of prints which are of (airly goo<l qu.ility in black and «hitf

are spoiled by being converte<l into poor, flat, rusty sepias.

If I have the dightest doubt as to the resulting tone of a

print I would, leave it in bUck and white, and if the order

were for sepia prints I would aak peimisaion to submit a

blade and white print wiiea sending the proofs.

Gaalight papers closely resemble brooiide in the points I

have abaady mentioned, eo that it is not necsasary to deal

with them at lengtti. I sbouI<l like, however, to say that

l«sidea the " contrasty " qualiti<-« which arc moat and, tlMre

are apecial kinds which, though very slow in action, wall give

•|4endid results from dwne negatives. These papers require

a verr strong light for printing, several fif^<andW-power
liunpe being needed in the printing boxes.

Gelatino-cUoride or P O P was not so long a|o almost

univansUy need fer portrait work, bat is now little in Invonr,

especially among the cheaper class of studios. A few good

class firms still find that the warm tones so easily obtained

upon it are aooef>teUe to their patrcMs, and wisely adhere to

it. Certain warm browns and reddish tints cloaely approach
the delimcy of carhoa. and rill alwawi be popular, tiut

the purple black tow* are now quite out of fashion.

P.O. P. rv<iuir<-s much giraler carv and rlwinlincas in working

than broroi'lr, which may accnunl for the Utter super-

••ding it.

Sall-toning paper*, whi<A are mostly collodi"

[l oestss many advantages, allhuuKh they are th» slo«'

(>rinting out sort. This dHret may be largely n\«ui>nn- l>v

xmploying an enclosed arc fur printing, when Ihe time is murh
shortened. A great range of t<inn frum warm sepia to a blue-

!:iey may he obtained Ly variatum of the strength of the hrpu

>>ath and for the grey* s f reliminary soaking in n solution of

salt. Matt and glossy sarfacee and white and cream
am available in this cla*n "f |>aprrs. A variation of tone

may baobtainad by luing a platinum toning bath as employed
in the daaUe toniqg of ordinary eollodi<>-chloride paper. I

bavw ossd mnoh of thi* paper, iind fi''
' 'i^ prints stand

vary 'welL Soma, which are fifteen oi < . ears old. seem
quite frsefa. SelfHoBiag flslatino.«hlonda w also made, but

I have noi found ao good a vanfgs tl colours with thsm as

with the collodion. Mnrsover. th<-y cannot be dried by heat.

a> the la'»»' -»n >^ ' V phnl'itrapb'-r* have uoed what is

termt-d salted paper for large work. This has to be prepared
at home by coating drawing paper with a solution of chloride

of ammonium or tven oommon salt, and floating upon a bath

of nitrate of silver. The prints may be fixed without toning, or

they may be toned in any of the gold batihs used for P.O.P.
Strong negativ«« are required, as the image is inclined to be
rather dull as compared with that on an emulsion paper. The
surface is very agreeable, and with suitable subjects the results

are highly artistic.

Platinum printing like carbon stands in a category of its

own, and occupies the first place witili those photographers
who put quality before cost. It is, next to terro-prussiate, the

simplest of all printing processes, and is not only pleasing but
{termanent ; it is actually a " thing Of beauty and a joy for

ever." Platinum papers can be obtained in roueh and smooth
svrfaces, end on white and cream bast-s. As there is no practi-

cally useful nM-tho<i of toning, special papers and solutions

are pr>e<pared for black and scq>ta print* respectively. One
important quality of platinum prints is their absolute flatness

when finished : as there is no coating either of gelatine or

collodion there is no risk of curling, and if attached by one
edge to a mount they will lie close to it no matter what the

condition of the atmosphere may be. It should be clearly

understood Qiat the word " platino," when applied to bromide

paper, refers to nothing but the appearance of the surface.

There is no platinum in the coating, and the image is no mora
permanent than that on ordinary bromide papers.

Carbon printing is unique as regards the great variety of

colour and sui^ace in which prints may be produced. Although

in portraiture only two or three are conunonly iisp<l, such as

sepia, red chalk, anr| warm black, at least fifty varieties of

colour, including reds, blues, greens, browns, greys, and many
others, and a score of different weights and surfaces in the

transfer papers are regularly supplied. So that it is possible

to make carbon priiilA which closely resemble those by any

other photographic process; and, iteedlees to say, all are

ab<K>lntely permanent. It is worth noting tliat, in spite of

war restrictions, the price of carbon m.iterials has shown but

little increase in price. Many are deterred from attempting

carbon printing by the idea that it is very difficult, but this is

not the case if ready sensitised tisane be used, and if the work

be carried nut systematically it is littfe more troublesome than
1* <> P. , and the extra price obtainabb- will amply justify the

additional woric

I have carefully abstained from giving working details of

nny procMS, as this has been done over and over again, but

in ease of any difficulty, any desired information will he given

through the usual " Answers to Correapondents " column. My
obi«rt has been to point out what materials photographers

haw to hand for the production of such prints as may be

needed for anv class of business.
PBacTicns.

HOME PORTRAITURE.

:t>i Ihs Isoture given bafon the Riyal Pbotogrmpbie Sociaty some month* ag) Mr. Foster Bngham gavs from bis wide experionco many

yisem el adviosea the rnotiee of pxtmit photography io the sillers' homss. Some of his hints wers reported in our oolumnn at the time,

but we BOW avail onraelvet of the opperiuaity of adding ohen Io them by fspnnting the official report o( bis lecture, which appears in

the eurroal issue of the Society's " Jotimal."]

No spectsi apparstas was raqoirsd : aajUiiiig cspsblr nf making a

asgalivs emdd be used. Most of the portraits to be shown were

ade with a Ooen-Aaechats hand camsrs, a partimlarly awkward
iastinmsnt (or the work, owing to the lack of a swing bsck. a very

Bseassary adjastaeot whsa tbaie wsi« psrpaadicular lines such ss

of paaailiag in the badtgramid.

The amal riasea given for not indulging in portraiture was the

sbsenes of a stadia. Be had workrd in various stadioa for fifteen

ysan, sad had found that ther* was sooiething very conventional

about a studio ; one got a result which looked artificial, and arti-

flrislity was the antithesis of art. Photography was at its best when

naturalistic. Most of the portraits he was showing that evening

Ware taken in a room measuring twelve feet by ten feet and con.

Uining one window. It was said that the light should come only

from one source, but ho had found two or more windows a very

great help. Some of the examples were takeQ in a tranaformed

aemplane packing<afe with three small windows put into it. When

going into other people's rooms for the purpose of taking portraits
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it «ould b* found Ui«l Mch room pre.*iiled a fre»li pr<ibl«m and a

nfrMhiiiK view point.

On* u( Um el«m«nUo- nilea o( portrailuie ii»unlly tauglit was

that lh» barJcKround thould bo quit* plain. This wa» a good, safe

pUii. but difficulU** yirrr not got over by going round them.

HMigioK comniiUe«» and crilioi w«r« apt «o lot rule« of this sort run

away with Uw-m. The young photographer was told, quite rightly,

tkU ht. nhmJd not take a group in the nunlight, but if he w«ie never

to get bryond that he would not go very far. In the eame way, in

kon* portraiture, which might be regarded as any sort of portrait

«hich was not taken in a studio, the background must be studied

with lorae idea of going beyond the elementary. The background

*«lert<-l by the photographer showed fairly clearly the stage of

i-.<vrlnpment at whioJi he h.^d arrived. The first stage was that in

vjich he placed the sitter against anything which happened to be

koody. often an ornate wall-paper. In tlie second Stage he used a

f«iiited conservatory or seashore background ; and the third stage

UM that in which his background was quite plain. This last was

r<ow to much used that it had become a convention. The fourth

cb(a wiM represented by a background worked-in in such a way
•a would aMiat the composition. Strong high lights as accents were

(!&ring, but if u;ed with discretion in the right place they were
sSactive. He showed illustrations of various kinds of backgrounds,

tad reminded the meeting that the old portrait-painters introduced

imething into the background to indicate the sitter's profession or

calling. A self-coloured wall, panelling, or curtains, especially if

t;rmped to help the composition, or any real solid object free from
tistracting high lights or fierce contrasts, made the most natural

I
ictures, and might be termed the fifth stage.

When the sitter was a personal friend one had something to say
tXMut his or her clothes. What was required was, in the case of a
tMiy, simple clothes with flowing lines—not an easy matter with the
l^reent fashions ! With regard to losing, it was true and rather
(rite to say that the best way to po.se was not to pose. One tried

O catch the characteristic deportment and expression that enabled a
•.arson to be identified a hundred yards away. It was very difficult

»i avoid the camera-conscious look, and a good way to do so was to

,. :t the sitter to perform some simple action. The question of pose

was intimately related to that of composition, which might be defined

as filling a space in a manner pleasing to the eye. There should be

iiolliiiig ill the picture which gave the suggestion of any part of it

being insufficiently supported. Stability was of the very essence of

compoeition : one of the most suitable general forms one could have,

and one very easy to get with head and shoulder portraits, was that

of the pyramid. The old painters were fond of combining the

pyramid with the S line, as, for instance, Rubens' " Madonna and

Child," and the well-known " Madame le Brun and her daughter,"

the composition of both being almost identical.

As soon as one got away from the pyramid or the diagonal form

it was necessary to have hnlding-in lines—that is, other suggestions

of support which would keep the picture fixed in ita space. Judicious

trimming would often supply these lines when the background did

not provide them.

It was a difficult problem to fill an oval satisfactorily. One way

was to have some lines in the picture which themselves partially

conformed to the oval or a very bold head and shoulder portrait of

pyramidal form could occasionally be trimmed in this way. As far

ae possible the light of the room in which the sitting took place

should be used just as it was normally, without any window darken-

ing. The longer he practised photography the more he felt that any

lighting was good lighting so long as one got the tone values

right. Many books had been written on the subject of lighting.

Inglis, an American, who wrote one, said that the only system of

lighting was his

—

i.e., the light coming from a small square at an

angle of 45 degrees from the side and front of the sitter. Another

writer advocated the division of the room and light into a certain

number of squares, and when a certain effect was produced and

noted, that effect could be repeated at will. That was ridiculous, as

the interior lighting varied with every change outside.

The photographer must school himself to see and appreciate

lighting effects. If the play of the light and shade on the sitter's

face could be properly appreciated, good lighting could be found

anywhere.

In conclusion, he said that a portrait would not be satisfactory

unless it indicated something of the character of the sitter, and it

was very difficult to catch and record just that expression.

PROGRESS OF PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY.

I.\ booklet of which we have recently been the recipients contains an interesting review of the present tendencies in pictorial
p'^tography in the shape of an interview with Mr. Clarence H. White, one of the prominent exponents of art through the
medium of the camera m the United States, and the director of a school of photography founded for the purpose of providing
•.v.stem»tic instruction in this branch of work. It is not so many years ago that Mr. White appeared before the British
photographic public »« one of the young men enthusiastic in establishing altogether new ideal.s and new forms in pictorial
photography The American school, as it was then styled, came in for a large measure of derision, but it has been easy to
iHioo Its influence in the exhibitions of pictorial work during the past ten or fifteen years. Equally there has been observed.ome abandondmont of the more extreme features which characterise the earh- work of these American pioneers; and therefore
It IS interesting to have Mr. White's conspectus of a stage of progress in which he has taken a notable share.—EDS. "B.J "]

• Mr. WhiU, I want to ask you whether you think that pictorial
l-botography has made substantial, or any, progress in America
Conng tbe past year? "

•• I believe that pictorial photography U progressing, but its pro-
tre« 1. not to be expressed in terras of a year. Pictorial photo-
graphy u expressed more or less in terms of epochs. My observa-
.-... I. that there has been a big growth in-well, I cannot say
•x.iUy in a year, but in the last four or five years. I may say
Jisl this growth is evident even in places remote and in places
»here we once heard practically nothing of pictorial lAotography,
lut find now Urge group, of very active and earnest workers, most
I them producing very high-class work."

•• What has been the inBuenoe of the pictorial photographers ofImenca en photography during the past year? " 8 !> « s oi

" The influence has been one of substantial encouragement. For

? J-SL'lt
•*'• •"*. *° T'ri""" "»"'»«n'l important exhibitions

f pbotognphs. Here u a litUe mcident tlhat came to me a fewU7..go U»t might help to «»wer your question I you^

woman, a member of our organisation, was in the Cleveland Art
Museum. While she was in the room where our photographs were
being shown she saw the director approach with an English artist,

and she overheard this conversation. As he passed the door the
director asked the artist to go in with him and see the exhibition
of photographs, The artist protested that he did not care to go in
and that he did not believe in it, and that he did not think there
was anything in pictorial photography. The director quietly
insisted on his going in, saying that he felt very decidedly that
there was more real enthusiasm manifested in this exhibition of
photographs than there was in a group of etchings that was shown
in another room. This is significant of a change of attitude toward
photography as an ajt, and there are about sixteen different museumsm which this state of things is being revealed. I have in mind tlie
Newark Museum. They had a collection of these photographs dis-
played in a most beautiful way in the Newark Public Library, and
along with it they showed copies of all known magazines devoted
to Vhe subject, with portfolios representing examples of the work
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v( photof;rst>bers in Europe, and a prraou who came to view these

picture* roald tlien torn to the*e magazines or portfolioe and itudy

them."
" What effect would you ny war conditioni hare had on pictorial

photognphy? "

" In America the effect on pictorial photography has been. I

would say, rather t« dampen enthusiasm or to discourage it. There

feas been a fet-ling that all activitien should be directly connected

with the war, and that photogra{^y shonld share in this ; that

IMdorial photography should b« devoted to placarding the war or

4he spirit of the war, a sort of war propaganda, rather than purely

4>iclorial work. Abriad, one of the interesting things I have

Auticed in connection with the catalo^Qe of the Royal Photographic

Awiety exhibition, the oldest photographic organisation in the

world and ttie most important one, is that the exhibition revrals

«ery little of war time activities. They, are showing pictorial photo-

graphs, technical photographs, Autochromes, and every branch of

j^otography. Tba pictorial section had do particular beari.-i){ on

the war. nor had the Autochrome nor the scienti6c section. The
•ertion of (•jrtviiine prints loaned by roeabcrs of the British Mili-

4ary Service formed the only cootribution directly pertaining to the

Var. In the advertisements in this catalogo* there was practically

ao reference to the war. and an ad> rrtisement of a photographic

•diool in connection with the Regent Street Polytechnic contained

no mention 'of a war course, bat did metrtion eoMspicooasly their

4>ietorial work." *

" Has any dtrMpmmai aloag tb* lia« of what we might call

eobistie art got into pictorial photography T
"

" Yea, it has gotiM into pheitography to a slight •iImI, bat I

4ua loth to call it wbbm «r any aimilar ism. The davalopncnt of

modem art, I think, is in the direction of coastraction ; and con-

«trDetion—picture construction—applies to photography as definitely

as it applies to painting and other art. Indtwd, a great feeling of

tb« need of this has esprcased itself in coancrtion with phuto-

STSfihy."
" What do yoo mean by lb* ' canstraetion ' of a picture ' Any

Ahmg different from the mles of compotilioa aa naoaHy naderatoud

•br artisU '
"

"The rule* of eomposiliop as a*u ' have been t<m

eiarrow. \V« might say there are n ^r* an- certain

f'indamentab. Thee* fundamenlsln li^kr tc to apply in

^ |{raat variety of waya. Take this print, l (Mr White
4ook up a photograph showing some peculiar architectural effrcts.)

Rerw is a little of what we might call cubism in nxHierii pbul<>-

r^pby. We Arst look at it, and we get pleoaar* from the play of

iiit and dark on the object. It produce* m smtse of satisfaction

the eye, and yH whan we examine it more closely we feel that
' le artist has vioUtad the rales of what might be called compo-

tioii. We moat coMlnMt oar mlee of comppaitioB (ram Mampks
I .iiher than mak* Iha coaatraeliaa that ia Jaaiaiiilsil fay oar aK out
-of formal mW"

" Caa commareial or pro(«Hiaa»l pholagnphy aasimilata pictorial

priociplm 7
"

'*
I believe commercial or pntfaasional pbolngraphy should be

pictorial. Pictorial photography is (imply a name applied to photo-
graphy that really haa, or should have, constmction and
exprcsoioo."

" Has colour photography a future? Has Iha Aatochrooe a
lutora? '•

" I feel that the Autochrome has already demonstrated iU poai-

-tion, and the colour print will eventually take a definite |>o«ition.

Piucmim will ba simplified in each a way that it can be used more
mKcawfally by the aouteor, and the amateor's work and eothasiaam
-are aacaasary to it* development."

" Ha* platinnm paper been in the market daring the past year?
"

'• Black platinom paper practically disappcarml from the market,
•hnt lepia platinum papw haa been obtainaUa."

" What i* the beat nbatitota for platinnm paper?
"

" Tm Bamia Jorrnxu, or PnoTOoasraT. a recognised technical
pablication dtvotad to photography, haa said that printinn df luxe
•hoold b* dMw on platiaam or palladium, which are abeolutely
P««an*M papon. Carbon U also to be daaaad with theao as perms

papan. There is no real sabatitola (or thta* papers, and I

' that they will rrantoally be again aTaihible."

" What do you think of the bromide papers made on Japan
tissue?

"

" I think they have produced very beautiful results."
" Is bromide paper the beat available paper of the future for pic-

torial effects?
"

" Bromide prints are moet beautiful, and the qu.-klity of some
bromide prints that we see is such that it is difficult to distinguish
them from platinum, which is surely the greatest compliment we
can pay them."

" Can the bromoil process ever be used except by expert workers
with a gift of patience?

"

" I find that the bromoil process is often used by people who
are not experts, but amateurs with a desire to achieve a good
photographic result. To be an expert, of course, would help very
materially in producing this result. There are very few expert
bromoil printers."
" Has the ' gum print ' passed? If so, what has taken it* place

as a medium of expression for workers who tliink they have some-
thing to express that is beyond straight photography? "

" I think the ' gum print' has not passed and is not likely to,

but to become really of greater interest as time goes on."
" Ara as many ' gum prints ' seen in exhibitions now as

formerly? "

" No. The reason, I think, is thst some of the best workers in

the medium aje not interested jiarticularly in showing their work
in exhibition*."

Mr. White here turned to some choice gum prints that were
hanging on the walls and pointed out their good points.

' Is carb.>n |>aper now used to any extent?
"

" Carbon paper is still available, and ia still used, but not so much
by the commercial photuKraphers, and probably a little less by the

pictorialists, becau»e of the introduction of new processes like oil

and brnmnil ; but many workers have continued to ose, and still use

it. with admirable results."

" Has ' home photography ' had any growth in popularity daring

the vear?
"

" Probably the greatest development of photography is in home
photiigraphy or home portraiture. Dt'ring the last five or six yeara

pmctii-ally every pnifessional studio has been obliged to introduce

hnnw portraiture."
" Have there been any notable inventions in photography during

the year?
"

" 1 want to make a confession—the inventions in photography are

not of Mt much interest to me as the development of the inventions

that are still to be |ierfr<-ted."

" Has the su-calleJ " f uxxy school ' made any converts during the

year, or ia the tendency to go bock to sharp, or sharper, print*?
"

" I do Rot think there is a tendency to go back to sharp or

shar|ier prints, but tliere has been, or there is getting to be, a better

understanding of the soft focus lens."

" Hss the pictorial school of photography had any influence on

what may be called the «4iief field of photography, in its larger

ast>et'ts. at present—the moving-picture drama? "

"
I frel tliat probably there pictorial photography has its greatest

influence. We find very few serious film producers who do not

study very carefully the construction of their pictures and the

lighting of them, together with the proi>er motion-picture appeal

—

the ap(i«al of the acting. They are really looking for all expressions

of light and varieties of focus that the pictorial photographer has

bern interested in."

" It is said that D. O. Hill, the Scotch artist, who for a while

practised phot/>Kraphy with genuinely pictorial results, used paper

negative*. Was his success due in any measure to this fact? "

" I don't think it handicapped him. and in many instances I feel

that it contributed to the simplification of his portraits."

" I)o you re«'ommond the use of colour fillers in pictorial work ?
"

'•
I do."

" Do you recommend fast or slow plates for pictorial work?
What about films?

"

" I would prefer to use, whenever possible, a slow plate. Films
eventiully, I believe, will be the only thing used, though not neces-

sarily film packs or roll films."

" Do yon mean that the glam plate will be fiscarded and cut
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MM b» mti"! I» il tiot the f»»t tlwt iiK»t praAkul a>lH>t«'grap'herH

ftnd » «r«ll »<>vitiiUj!c in luiiij! (jl»w I'lsf* •

'

Ot tour*. l).f -avMiUgf of Uif Kliu-* plate is tlait it is «>»ui

t>. iModfo- *.ut » good thick «lliUoid film i» almost a» easy to

hMidl*, •»'<» Ui.« Sim* -r* •*«''y fil^^^' T»»7 »>* "<* ''"'ukuible fui J

Ihey an beinK ">»<»» "o* '" •" ^"" *«"«"» emuLions. Their groat

*<|vMiUc» i» ill their lack of weight and their iH.n halation qualitu-f.

A gr««t n>»ny plK.lograi.hen. i.re l.urdcned with j-latta and the

fiing »ii<l »toring of tJiem henme a big problem."

• H»ve any improvemeuts in cameRie been ma<le during the

" Aa I aee it. camera* have been improved in the Jirection of the

iiMiU »f Ibe pictorial photographer in that they have longer Ijello-n s

etUiwioa «nd Urger front-boards and are constructed for stability.

A» «be p)«ol«>ifT«(>her is working more and more in the opea, this is

iimefMry." .,

•' What Wind vf a camera do you recommend for i)ict«rial work

.

•* Penooallv I feel that every photograplier should first learn to

photopaph with a view camera. As his work develops lie finds

that it is a matter of getting his inppir.ition from incidents lof life

mther thnn ilmildiiig «p his com)X)8ition.s in ^it>nl of a view camera.

Her» is where the reflex camera h a great help.''

' Then you recommend the refle.x type of camera for serious

pictorial work?
"

• Yes, I do."
" Would you fit this type of camera with a soft-fociis lens?"

" Yes, and also with an aiiastigmat."

" Have any new lenses 'been put on the market in 1918?
"

' Non<? that I know of."

•' What do you think of the use of the soft-focus lens generally in

pidiorial work?
"

" I thhik if piclonial photography were suddenly robbed of tlie

n>(t focus lens it would be a catastrophe."

"Can the same result!- lie periired with the anastigmatic lens iby

throwing it slightly out of focus?'
" No, for the resiiKs olrtained with the soft-focus len.« are due to

ita construct'iou."

" What aizc camera do you recommi'iid for pictorial work?
"

" I think the tendency of the pictorial worker has been to use too

large a view camera. It has been demonstrated llisvt size does not

determine the artistic value of a '])icture. I would recomniend a

camera that is not a burden to the person using it."

" Do you recommend workers to inake enlargements from a sma'.l-

•ized negative for exhibitioa purposes? and, if so, -what size enlarge-

ment -do you prefer?
"

" I should feel that the work ahovc 11 x 14 is a n>istake generally.

and that a iiicture can be just as beautiful ani in the loii;< run more
beautiful when it is kept within the dimensions of the ' u-^ole plate

'

—6J X 8i ins."

" Do you recommend the working up of negative.^ for ])icti)iial

eB«t?"
My preference is for photftgrapli.'i tlial have not iicen worked ii)).

but if a man is successful in doing this to the extent of Joeing sight

\A the ninnipuiatioii in the completed picture I see no reason why it

should nc* tie done, and I think :t has been done with .«>ncoess by
some good workers."

" Do you object genoTiilly, t<i manipulation or ' dodging ' of prints
or negatives as tending to produce hyhrid results?"

" I feel that the practice of doctoring negatives is a bad
one. but to achieve a result, if it is well done, it may be justifiable."

" What is the most approved fashion of mounting prints this
year ?

"

" The most approved fashion is the one that was established
many yeara ago in the preoentatioii of etchings and engravings—

a

wbit« or slightly toned mat. sometimes with a ' countersunk
centre.'

"

" Do you think that an ambitious amateur who desires to do
Hwxi work can best improve his methods by studying exhibitions,
or by studying books on art and conipositiotr?

''

" I should say that the b.iiks on art and composition are of little
valoa without Uie exbii.itic.ns. and that if worked togeUier the book
11 made more valuable by the exhibition, and the exhibition more
valuable by the Umk. but the combination is abaolutely necessary
to ad»ev« result*. Tlie tendency very often is that a continued

study of books or exhibitions rather satisfies the -worker, and he fines-

not devote himself to his own problems of creative work."

" What is the greaiesit weakness in the work of the yonng pliolo-

grapher, and how can he best overcome it?
"

"
I Uiink the greatest weakness of the young worker is the lack

of something to exi>res3. He is tor< -much interested iu the photo-

graph for the sake of the iihotogranh alone—that is, in the medium

or ill the taking of the photograjili iUself. The photograph should

express something."

"Just w^'hat do you mean, Mr. White, by 'expressing some-

thing' ?
"

" You get down to a very imfioi-tant. jjoint. The expression in a

photograph may come from what we might call the design of the

photograph or the distribution of light and dark to produce a visual

sensation, just as a fine rug or piece of lace gives us a satisfaction

in design, an expression in design. We can also introduce that into

the making of a portrait, and embody not only a representation of

the pei-son's features, but oreaie at the same time an interesting

design or a better distribution of the parts of a portrait to make it

convincing and definite."

" Do you mean that an amateur should go out into the fields with

a preconceived idea of finding something to express, of making a

pattern or doing something ' original ' ?
"

" He should go out into the fields with an open eye and open

mind to be moved to an expres.sion of his appreciation of pattern,

liis appreciation of tone, of values, eitc. Let him leave the mind

open, and that will tell him what to express. He gets his inspira-

tion from Nature, and he contributes to Nature just so much as

he has of knowledge of jihotography, knowledge of composition,

knowledge of tone values—he expresses himself that way. I do no»

believe he should go with a preconceived idea of what he is going

to get. He should l>e moved by his subject. If he is not, he will

become blind to the most beautiful aspects of Nature. That is the

interesting thing of Nature; the ('hanging light and shadow are

never twice the same. The light is oontiniially changing, and he

has combinations and variations that a man with a preconceived

idea will miss, and in i^hotography that is the most impressive thing

—thnt it can record those subtleties."

" Do you lecommend workers to send only new photographs to

the exhibitions? In other words, should a worker try to get new

subject* continually, or send hi.s older, and perhaps better, work

in more limited amount ?
"

" It would be better to send his older work and keep the new

(ih.'tographs at home until he has studied them carefully."

" Do you regard photography as giving fair scope to the art

inipulse in peo])Ie who ha\o that impulse but are unable to devote

tlieir time to painting, etching, or other graphic art?
"

"Tlie question really expresses the idea that photography is

supposed to be taken up when they cannot do >the other thing, which

1 feel is a mistake. Photography is an expression, not necessarily

as imiwr'tant or vital as the others, but it is an expression, and it

can be used along with the others as 'well as alone."

"In oither words, you feel that photography ,stands on its own

merits?"
" I feel that it stands on its own inerits absolutely."

"What, in your opinion. i« the distinction between an amateur

and a professional photographer?
"

" I think tihe distinction between the amateur and professional

jiliotographer is difficult to draw. The greatest distinction that I

can see is when the word amateur is applied so that it reveals the

love of the amateur for his work rather thaai the sense of the duties

involved in it. Tluit is what the amateur gets out of the work ; the

professional's aim is too often what 3ie -can get out of it in the sale

of his products."

"Can the pictorial iphotogi-apher make a living in America under
jiresent conditions, or is the photographer who wishes to make a
fair income to be recommended to confine himself to .so-called 'cora-

inercial' or 'professional' work?"
"Being a pictorial photographer does mit necessarily prevent ihia

making a living. The pitytorial photographer, if he is a good one,
is jiaturally concerned more in iproducing a result than in markeiting
the re.sult; and ns a consequence sometimes he suffers. Th« piotoriai

Ifhotographer in reality ought to be a financial success, for the
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tendency U atrongly iowsrd the deTe'-opment of the work in that

ihrection."
" Will Ui« ending of the w»r have « ferourkble effect on the

(atura of f>ictorml photography and on the pictorial photognpbers

«f Amrioa? "

"I rfMNiM s»]r very decidedly yes. It will naturally libenKe >

jreat imny reprened apiriti, and that very liberation will exprrn

iteelf by bringing llie worker in cloaer touch with nature, and the

•wolta will ahow Ihia. I feel that the development after the war i»

going to be in th« direction of art expression. As • specific instance,

taj own son, who 'Was sick and tired of pbolognf>hy in general, has

•Mnifcited • greater interest in it since ha baa been in the .^rmy in

France, through ctsning in contact with the old chateaaz and the

interesting art treasures that be has seen. He haa devekiped a

greater respect not oaty tar art, 'bat for pbotognipliy ; and this

single instance has dooMess been repested in thoaaands of rases

on ths part of oar soldiers in Fnuice."

AMIDOL v M.Q. FOR BROMIDES.

(From Rajar " Trade Notes.")

Wk have heard many disenaaioas amongst piipfassional photographers

as to whether amidol or M.Q. is the most aailaUe for bromides, and

there appears to be considerable divergaoes of opinion. Our papers

are auitable to both, and. whilst many workers are producing perfect

rriiultj with araidol, we are incline<i to think that, filMB a commer-
cial point of view, the M.Q. develnper is to be preferred. The
<iuality of blacka produced by either is aqoally good, and the lonsa

in the sal|Aide or hypo alum baths differ very alightly.

With amidol, a great dsal depends upon tJbe skill end cars of the

wnrkar in daily compounding the developer accurately, whereas the

M ij can be made op in Urge qasniities of mnotant strsMtth and
^lormi for ronveoienl usf—a point that will be appri ' ' those

ulji> mn more than one itadio. The disadvantaga ^iiidot

are. for brevity'* >ake, tabulated below, and in oommuii tdinir*a we

will aiitnit that mt»t of these can be met by the careful penunal

attention of the »killcd Baa.

1. Temptation to gasas the proportions of smkM, tolphite.

potass br>ni4«, and watar.

2. Bad keeping qualities of the mixed bath, and the daily risk

f particles of dry amidol settling on drying print* ur negatives.

5 Orrat •ti«<-i-f>J:l'i!i(y «/> ih.- irrinn of potM« bffimide : consc-

.-i.i.tlv i»!.fi :..'.•. I'.-r,. .f li'^rloped. the lilieralion of

i>ruini«l« front liir |Hiiwr ml- ' element of untertainty.

4. Rapid contamination ig bath, nnleea the prints

are waaliad after devsiopaient. an.i risk of staining the gelatine

or paper base.

5. Quick staining of the Angers and Rnftr- nails.

With M.Q. , the making op of the develuix'r <3ii lie a oik-ea-wrek

|ub, by a ^nn^i|lal if pnaaible, making ll- .louble strrngth

»M.| .t.,ri.,j( ii in aO-ox. (Winchester) boll . . re is no dai!y

lit or msBsoring, as the developer only needs miiing with

, )<jrt of water when icqnired for nse. The alr^ngth i* rnn-

• t.>iil, snd the prints'ran be develope<i by time, a nwth'xi that pro-

... <>... no*t perfect rtsnlta. The Azingbatli d»<r« not t>e<-oine

-rokiared. nor do the Anger^nails slain badly.

. ... i-Miuula for M.Q . ncwnwended for ose with our paper* anrl

card*, is :—
M.Q. Dcrnorui—TVxma BrmmoTii.

.Monomst 1 os.

Hydroquaons 4 ens.

SnIphiU of soda (oTatals) 2 Iba.

Carbonate of soda ~.^ 2 lbs.

Potasa bromide 1) on.

WaUr (to make 8 Wiacbester*) 4 gallons.

< >t>tain a Ihree-gallon jar ttrssqnar*ef» fall of hot water, add the

n>>nonMt ftrrt, stirring nnlil dissolved, then add the bydroquinone,

•ulphile, and bromide, stirring until all is dissolved. Add the car-

bonate Ust. Have eight dean Winchsstsrs at hand, and with a

msasors or bottte fill them to aqnal haigbt with developer. Then
add water lo Ul the botUm and stopfer

SHOWING LARGE PROOFS.
(A Note in "Camera Craft.")

IVutB is a certain professional that I call upon wiio has worked
out, with the aid of his receptionist, a plan that seems to give the

most gratifying results. When the customer first calls the latter

makes no special effort to sell large sizes, further than to show
them and quote prices only, as a matter of showing what is avail-

able ; in fact, if there seems to he any doubt in the customer's mind
the receptionist kindly advises that a small or medium size be con-

sidered, because it is quite easy to make enlargements from the

small negativea if a larger size be ultimately decided upon. The
customer takes very kindly to this somewhat radical change from
the overdone urge of large aizes and high-priced work, and the

frame of mind so established is a much more deeirable one and
one more conducive to future good business than the antagonistic

one created by even the slightest suspicion of what too often passes

as " good aaleonanship." The sittings are made, but here is where
the plot deepens : instead of making the small negatives, the
operator exposes the 6^ by 8^ plate the studio uses for ail its work.
When the proofs are shown all have been made the small size by
using the enlarging and reducing camera, while tiie one or two best

ones that the photographer desires orders from are made full size.

Any receptionist or proprietor of any experience can readily see

how much easier it is at this time to let the customer order the
large sise, moA from the desired negative, particularly if the pictures

meet with hia approval, than it is to try and force an order for

targe aixes before the pictures have been made. The imaginary
" enlargements" ars of unexpected good quality; they suggest that

even still further enlargements wiU t>e pleasing, and that makes it

easier than would otherwise be the case to get an order for an extra
site enlargement or two. Of course, there is an element of deception in-

liodaosd, bat it is one that benefits the customer, even if the smaller

siie is really all that is wanted, for the reason that the reductions

from the Ivge negatives are as good, if not 'better, Uian would be
the same size of contact prints, and the contact prints from the large

negativM are better than enlargements would be, and, of course,

just as good as if ordered in the Urge size at first. All the decep-

tion really does is to give the customer an opportunity of (jianging

h« original order fur small work to larger without saffrring t4ie

penalty of not having so decided at first. It, of course, involves a
greater pUte expense on the part of the photographer, but, as our

profsssional friend advises, the extra cost is well worth the better

feeling engendered, to say nothing of the larger orders the pTan

to antomaticaily 4>rodure.—^Tuc Dkmonstratos.

exhibitions
e

—

rOLOl'RED PRlN*rS AT HA.MPSHIRE HOUSE.

\ nMwt iiitemting st'ries of coloured prints by Mr. and Mrs.

W Giles is now to be sren at Hampsliire House Photographic

'^'>ll•ty, Hog I.,ano, Hammersmith, W. Hicre are al>uut thirty

picture* shr>wn, and they are throughout sketches, drawing, cutting

the blocks, pigmentation and hand printing, Hie work of the artisU'

own hand*. Tliey owe their conception to the influence of the work

of the artist craftsmen of Japan, but they are largely individualistic

alto.

I'rintiog in colours from wood or mcial blocks has its limitations,

.iiid tile vo-y narrowing of the field, as in Jnrpan, had the efTcct of

no fuctMsing the artist*' efforts as to produce resulU that within

tlieir own sphers are truly excellent

In ancient Egypt the keynote of their sculptural monun-onls was

.t cryrtallisation of characteristics, and an elimination of lielnils and

non essentials of form. This came about tli.vugh two principal

causes. The ideographic character of their writings, which persisting

through thousands of years forced and fostered the en'icavonrs of

the scribes to attain simplicity; and the second cause was the

lefractory nature of the material —granite and porphyry— they

u«ed. P.-ecieely the same causes operating in Japa.n [iroiiuccd

•imilar rren!ts. Tlie Japanese teamed to fiortray the utmost likencse

and liveliness of the subject in ths fewest possible number of strokes

and ou!<mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Giles' works show the ssme feeling, but they also
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Imt* a mar* vari«d p»:«Ue, and a more tranaparent end brilliant

plgMMiUlion. Th« vxigrnrin o( spnce preclude lu fruin detailed

<Mlli|ilii m "nuTo in a lure »\x>\xi the worku of the«e two Ktylists

<hat vwy aUrartive. One lingers and loitem in front of ilie

ptotiut* db«or4>ing and otxervinK. the eye* are gloddeiied and the

•o«l M aatiaficd.

TIm ExMbiliou reniaiiu u|ieii (free) until Marrh 6. everv day

hvm 10 a.ii:. until 1 |>-ni.. and from 2 p.m. until about 7 p.m., on

Tboraiay the uhule evening; aU<>.

new Apparatus, lyC.

Tb« F. mnd S. Idcntifioalion Outfit. Made by Kodak. Limited

Umttwmj, LoodoD. W.C.2.

Wb w«i« recently int«-eated in examining in prurtical use a piece

of apparatus of which very wide u.<e lias already been made in the

United State* in connection with the pmsecution of the war.

Briefly, the apparatus coiiKi^ts of a ?elf-contained camera and arti

''>v

flcial light, .ervniB to produce in rapid succession upon a band ofmm niall portrait negativei. under absolutely uniform condition.
The negative, meaanre almut IJ by li inches, and include on eachOM.» record of the height of the pei-.oii photographed, together witha regiatration i.un,ber. The illuminating system i.. composed of a
battery of halfwit lamp* ,.l,-,ce.l bobind diffusing screens and

affording an extremely even, but powerful, illumination. Thus,

exposure h made by shutter in a fraction of a second, and the whole

operation of taking tlie portrait need occupy barely more than a

minute, inasmuch as the subject has simply to stand behind a frame-

work attached to a horizontal platform, which also carries a camera.

The height of this platform has simply to be adjusted to bring the

subject's face centrally within the space of the frame in order for

the exposure to be made. The .sensitive film is wound from one

s|)ool box to another, as in a cinematograph camera, and may be
bought in lengths for 150, 250, or 500 exjjosures.

The applications for such an apparatus as this are obviously very

wide when it is considered that the instrument takes up floor space
of only about 8 by 4 feet, and can be used wOierever there is an
electric cinuiit available. The making of portraits of season-ticket,

holders for attaching to the ticket is a question which has been
discu8.sed n.)w and again. The F. and S. identification outfit would
permit of the scheme being easily carried out in any railway office.

Inasnuich as one may foresee a stricter regulation of the individual

in this country, it can be well imagined that a portrait will form
part of other licence documents, such as those used for driving a
motor-car, shooting, admission to libraries, and the like. And it is

ertainly to be expected that any solieme of registration of aliens will

embody such a feature, and will thus render it more efficient in
controllin;{ the movements of suspect persons.

The apparatus is made with the excellence of workmanship and
regard to utility which characterise the manufactures of the Kodak
Company, and is jjriced at £85, subject to a considerable discount.

meetings of Socletlese—

—

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
MosDAT, February 17.

Br«d(ord Photographic Society, "Colour Photography." J.W.Dawson
DewBbury Photographic Society. "Intensification and Reduction." W E

Gundill.
South liondon Photographic Society. " Porttaitnre." W. Foster Brigham.

Tdeboai. Fkbrcart 18.

Royal Photographic Society, " a New Process of Printing on Paper in Natural
Colours. 8. H. \\ illiams.

North Wilts Field and Camera Club. Demonstration: "Bromide Printing"
o. D. Hallett. **

Hackney Pnotographic Society. " The Domestic Fly." Dr. O. H. RodmanChelsea Photographic Society. Dark Room.
""uj»u.

Manoheiter Amateur Photographio Society. Monthly Exhibition arranged bT
A. W. liurgess. '

Birmingham Photographic Art Club. Copying by Artificial Light." W. F.

WEDXKSDAT.'FEBRnARY 19.

^"ofwspi^SJes.'""''''
^" ^^^""'2 «i'h T- H. B. Scott, accompanied by some

Dennistouo Amateur Photographic Association. " Pictorial Work " (Illustrated)..

Thcesdat, February 20.

'''"johnlton'"*""^^''°'°^™'''''°*'^°°''"'°"'
"*"<"" *'P '« Apennine." J. D.

H^ifc^ iI^'m'^*™?'""
Society. " Walks in Lakeland." 8. fireenwood.

B Sc F I (J

Photographic Society. " Liquid Air." Dr. J. Bruce,. -

Hamme_r,mith Hampshire House) Photographic Society. "Enlarged Negatives."

Hull Photographic Society. Y.P.U. Slides. Secretary.

WrnhLZl '?;""«' Pho'ographic Society. Monthly Competition :
" Pirelighl."

Print SomrSn " "omance of London." C.M.Forbes. Monibly

'"'""^
c'.' WMton

*°'''''"'^''°'°^''''''''''' *^*™'''''°"- "Mounting the Prim.-

KUVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Thk annual general meeting was held on Tuesday evening last,

Foliruary 11, the President, Dr. C. Atkin Swan, in the chair.
Ihe repoH of the Council was tfiken as read and immediate! v bv

«>n.e peivei-so moti\e read paragrapli by parogra.ph. The societv lias
hfty more membere tlinn a year ago, its real membership being 971.
In financial affairs it has just paid its way with the aid of a suriilus
from the special exhibition fund raised in 1917 by its then president.
Mr. Jolin H. Gear. On the proposition of the President, secoiuled
by IJi-. Rodman, the report was adopted.

Tlie Treasurer, Mr. A. H. Lisett, in making his comments upon
the sta.tement of accounts followed his accustomed course ol
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romputing the cost of per member of «tioh item* in the expenditure

as li|{hting, the Jocbnai., aod saUrin. The adoption of the balance-

ahcet wai seconded by Mr. W. B. Fergoaon and carried.

On the propwition of Mr. E. Smith, aeconded by Mr. G.
Hawking*, a vote of ihaolu to t>>e Prcadcat, coancil and officers

waa paaaed by acclamation.

The report of the acnHine«n of the ballot wa* then read (bowing
that roting papers to the nambrr of 172 were lent in, and the

following were the oficer* elected for th« prwent year:

—

/V«i</r«/.-—Dr. C. Atkin Bmmo, M.B.

\'irtPn4ideiUt:—¥. F. Reowick and Dr. G. H. Rodman.

Honttrnri) Trttumrtr :—A. Hubert Ijsett.

Orilinary i/embrrt of iht Counril:—
I i'.ea, F. Martin Duncan,
.\ I l;.i'. E. W. MeUor,
I •. I' ' tneron'Swan. Lt.<JoI. J. T. f. Mi>oiv-nraba«>n
' I" fuwi. Chaa. F. Oakden,
H ! E. fSanffer-Sbepherd.
\v \V. F. SIkter.

\V. L. F. Wa.tell.

J. C. Warburg.
! „ 8. H. Wfattrn.

TIm only other bqiineaa ol intwtwt which fotlnwed wiu aonie

di*ciiMion of the Society'* attitude towards nnnaturaliaed member*
aiiri fallow* of enemy natiooalitr, wlirae nwnM have been rrnin\<>>l

(nim llw Society'* liato. It waa ondentood that it i* the Council'*

Arm determination not to raatow thcni.

r-ROYDON CAMERA TUB
Mb. F. R. D. Oxatow gave a lantern leetnra on " Some Britiah Bird*

arid thi-.r HrimiM." lirinj -i rr-p<^ition of that recently delivered at

lliH K..\:.l (..l.i.i,: h t;t ii. »h..!i led li» amne controveny in the

rr<w«. A moot iiitrir>iitiK •iil>jrLt waa handled in a thomughly

)i.>l>[>y manner, and the *lide« illnstrated Rni-rate rraftamawhip iii

rvrn- partictilar. Really wonderful conaidaring the difficulty of

11. r wurk.

i'ariicnlarly ingeniou* were the methods by which afay bird* war*

photognplMd in their habiut. So«netiB« tho laetarar camoafla(ed

hinadf and eaaiara a* a rabbt*h banp. On tha bordara of Seotland

a ahaa aad hollow " scratching post " (God Blaaa tho Doko of

Argyll t) was assd to ooataia tha camara, opstalsd from a dutaaca

\>r electrical or otkar rrfsan,

Bnt tha ftnsat toodt waa whan, with tha aaal»lanr« nf a wix maker
for the baad, ha aaaaanj tho guiae of a ahaef, a plan which waa

f ' I'id most effective for etalking the game. NatOfally, as he ha<l

I rawl on all fours, and orer atony or marahjr grooiid, he mutt

need* ba a bit of an MllnMiasl. The rig-ap waa Itat tried on a real

•haap—ons. by tha wagr, poaaasMd of fonnidabla horns. It watched

the gradual approach of tha nsw breed with arident disfavour, bat

<• ith no apparsDt aoaptcion. hat when data qoartar* were reached

It ('iddanly resolvwl to give tho myatarioM stranger a *harp Isason,

,1 A went for him all out. In •clf-defaaoa Mr. Onalow iamiadialely

an ertct poaitioo, and that abaap asperisaead tlia ahock

rie and bolted for all it wa* worth. Judging frnn a ilide

*)i<>mn, vven a highly intalligent aheep woaU ba daoatTed, (o nataral

».u tha preMntmeot. Certainly, tha si|liaMi<iii iiwuil a trifle

rigid ; bat tbaa shssp aro hardly famad (or mobfla cooatcnancaa.

It waa aotkad that daring tha evening tha Sscratary, Mr. Seilor*.

at inagnlar interrals, and withoat appaiant caa»a. chortled in joyful

manner, and a qnsatioa aiicitad tho raaaon for this eccentricity.

Both he and tha iaatnar aaplogr tauHvaMkf " ordinary " brandu of

piatsa. and it happaaad tliai many alidas iaeladsd whita bird*

•gainst a Moo iky, and rendered tho fsatfcara in beantifnlly

gradoatad light tones against a grey backgroand. Hencs the

^.!! ,rian dallght.

Prohabiy moat rrnArrt at some time or another in their liraa have

•lodisd tha prr<

'

rd* which eongrsfata on the esplanade or

pier at the le**... . ..-. 'Jiese ar* a partiealar speeiea. thoagh the

riamaga widely varies, and a word of caotion may not ba out of

plaea afainat climbing a ttaa to inspeoi the aast of a heron. The
.vmmg birda hava an objaetlonal habit e( baing violently sick when
Hiatnrbsd, and in one caaa mcntkmed by Mr. Onalow a disgorged
n .<i'ir« of daeowposaj worma and ft*h unexpectedly applied as an

eye ointment to tlie climber nearly resulted in a nasty accident.
A mosit hearty vote of thanks was accorded for an altogether excel-
lent lecture.

HEKEroBDSKiBE Photocr.\phic Societt.—The general meeting of
the Herefordshire Photographic Society was hold at the Society*
Room*, 76, Eign Street, Hereford, on February 4. Air. Ernest G.
Davie* presided, and tlitfre were also present Aliss McVdani, .Mr. A.
C. sutler. Mr. A. ,Naylor, Mr. W. Williams, Mr. W. A. Grosvenor.
Mr. Gransmore, Mr. Briuobill, and Mr. A. Lovesey {lion, secretary
and treasurer). It waa stated that there were about fifty members,
and the accounts showed that (he society wa* in a sound ffiiancial

position, a deficit of over £6 last year having been practically -wiped
out. Mr. Alfred Watkiiis was unanimously re-elected president,
and thanked for hi* jiast valuable ser\ice» ; and the vice-presidents
were Mr. John Parker, Mr. W. J. Humfn,s, Mr. J. S. Arkwright,
Mr. W. C. Gethen, Mr. £. G. Daviee, Mr. S. Beeson, Dr. Hermit-
age Day, ond iMr*. G. L«gh Spencer, while it wa* also proposed
to add the nafue of Mr. C. T. Pulley, M.P. Mr. A Lovesey was
al»o uiianiroooaly re-appointed hon. secretary and treasunv, with
Mr. W. Davies as hon. librBriao,-Mr. S. Beeson hon. Janteniist, and
Mr. A. C. Slatter hon. auditor. On the council were elected Mr. W.
W, Robin«jn, Mr. W. WiUinnis, Mr. W. Dttvies, Mr. K. 0. Davies,
.Mr. W. A. Grosvenor, Mr. .K. Xaylor, Mr. S. Beeson, Mr. J. Porte«-,

Mr. A. G. Turner, Mr. J. H. Slboke, Mr. W. ilarchant. Miss
McAdani. anl Mr. Devonport.—It wa* stated that two winter even'
ing* and three summer outings would, if possible, be arranged, and
now that the war restriction* bad been removed from jilMtography
it waa hoped that tbe member* would display on increased en-
thusiasm, and that a brighter season was in front of tlie society.

SorTM LoKOOx Proto<;raphic Sjxirrv.—At the last meeting, the
ch«irman, Mr. F. Creigliton Beckeit, entertained his fellow members
wall his lecture " Tho Experiemes of a War Photographer." He
d(*cril>e<l his endeavour to obtain a jHwItioii in the Flying Corp* and
how Jio ultimately went to the fnrnt a* an offiriaj photographer. Hi*
description of tlie war. in conjunction with stiiiie 200 slide*, revealed

many phases which were entirely new to most present. Hi* photo-
graphic equipoent was truly • formidable one, a six foot step-ladder

stand, a fall riow Eastsnan stersoacopic camera, plus two ca*ee con-

taining thirty-six 8 by S dooble slides. Work behind the lines was
faMy any. but to go over the top and take photographs of

advancing tnoopa required aome nerve. Inoidentally field hospitals

ill full operatioa were sliown, also a quaint hone hospital inside

a disused soger boiler, llie lectorer's slides of Han shell* bunting
in mid-air ware decidedly interesting, as was also hi* description of

plats changing in dog-outs. Mr. Beckett has made journeys in

tanks, balloons, aeroplanes, and on foot. Ho showed slides tokeii

from varying altHodes, and bImi of U-boat*. The War at home
prored equally intereating : hi* elides included "Baby Killers," ond

records of air-raided and booibarded districts. Mr. Beckett seemed

to have photographed nearly everything from U-boats to field.

kitohens, the Kins, General ^lati, down to Tommy home en leave.

Ntw PijoTonEATBi or TH« Troops.—The Committee of the-

Imperial War Museum ha* taken over the control of the official

photoKrapher* in various theatre* of war. The*e photographers

are of three descriplions, namely :—(1) Operatora who, for a long

time past, have taken the official photograph* which have appeared

in the daily Press. (2) Newly appointed photographers who will

take portrait groups of the troops in France. One of thc»e opera-

tors will be allotted to each Army. (3) Newly appointed operators

to take photograph* for the Records purposes of tha Imperial Wat
Museum. There will be about aeventy of these operator* em-

ployed in France, and arrangements are aUo being made for the-

appointment of operators in North Russia. Prints of the photo-

graphs taken under (1) can be inspected and copies bought at tho'

Imperial War Moseum, Photographic Section, 10, Coventry Street,

I»ndon, W.l. Print* of the photographs taken under (2) and (3)

will be obtainable in the same manner a* time and circumstances

permit. Arrangement* are being made for the purchase of photo-

graph* taken under (2) by soldiers in France. They will bo obtain-

able at a low cost. The Imperial War MiwHnm has five photo-

graphic exhibitions running in the country.
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Correspondence*

*,• CotrmfemdmUt ikould ntitr icrite on both sides of the paper.

No notiet it laktit of communiMCions wilest the names and

addrtti** of Ih* tcrilers are given.

*.* W0 do nU undtrUik4 responsibility for tite opinions expressed

6y om eorrtepondtnti.

nEVBIX)PER I'OI.SOMNG.

To llio K4litors.

Oeiitlcawn,—I understand an orticlo api^aivil «mie tinif ago

with nttrmee to nkiii iwisoiiiiig bv metol or amidol. I did not see

the »rticle, but I iindfretand Uie writer said tlieif was no known

cur« (or tUiK c«niiil»int. Will you permit me to give my experience

an thi« »ul>i«ct? I liave been a victim of n.ctoI ami amidol skin

poiMoing for over lb ye.ira all ov«- the fingers and arnii.. 1 liave

attended doctoro both in England and Scotland, l.ut with little

benefit. I MW Ujah ointment advertised in the " Journal," and tried

it. \Vh»t »u!pri«es me now is that the doctors did not diaoovei tliis

ointment befori> this, because to me it lias been a miracle, and I

wouM aA every man and woman suffering from tlii..; dread ciuii

pUinl U) writ«< to the Ujali Ointmeint Company, and I lake upon

myH-U to say tliat if they fulfill their conditions in the using of it,

it will prove a ini.-acle to tliein as it has beeJi to me.— I an., yours,

OPER.\TOR.

WASHI-NC. PRINTS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I notice a reference in this week's "Jouinar to

waebing ftisAf. If photographers wou".d only do as I do they would

have no further trouble. I have an ordinary photographic .sink with

phig. The only extra expense is for one clothes-peg. American

pattern, b««t without metal top, and one ordinary cheap clamp

with screw. Put the thin end of the clamp into the dothespeg,

jnat fix it in, then put the clamp and peg on to the ledge of the

•ink, clothea-peg side inside tfhe sink—most photographers have a

piece of tubing to the top—then put the free end of the tube into

the bottom of the clothes-peg, turn on the tap, and you have a good

whirl of water all round «Jhe smk. To empty the sitik, put an

ordmry 2-lb. jam jar over the plug witli a sma^l piece of wood to

keep it off the ground, and when the sink is full it will act as a

aypiwn and will fill and empty itself tintil further orders. It will do

for poetcards or large prints. I test all mine with permanganate,

and if K is occasionally looked at to see that the tap is rnniiing at

tke right force to fill iand empty it.<!elf it is ithe best I have ever used.

—Yours truly, A. Enoi..*nd.

50. High Street, Barnet.

THE MBRt-URY VAPOUR LIGHT
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Referring to the article on "Artificial Lighting"

in this week's " Britislh Journal," may I be al'.owed to point out a

oorrectioii concerning the use of mercuTy-vapour lamps? Tlie

Htatement that the ghastily ai>pearance wliidh this light unfor-

tunately has " may bo overcome by hanging a ithin pink curtain iu

front of the tubes " i* mHleadhig. Mercury vapour giving a minus-

red Kght, hanging .irp a thin pink curtain will have no more effect

than hanging up a dirty duster, for both would have much tlhe same
oppeorani-e, it not bedng |)oaeible to see red by this light. There is

one exception, h<wever, in the e;i«c of rhodamine. w^hich is a scarlet

dye. Redectom coated witlh a varnish containing this dye have the

mytteriou* property of supplying the missing red, so that a more or

len whJte light reeuh*. Cardboard so coated used to 1)6 obtainable
At a ooet of aomething like 7a. per square foot.—Yours,

Stanley Beaufoet.
Elliott and Fry, Ltd., 55, Baker Street, February 8.

f" Practicus " writee that he is quite aiware of the theoretical
MidaMawsofdie pink curtain, but that, as it happens to answer the
pnrpoae, he advooatea it. It wa» first s-uggested by Mr. A. Langfier
about twelve yeaw ago, and since then has been successfully used
in many (tudioa. Pink nnn's-veiling was the material used.—Eds
"B.J.")

BRITISH AND GERMAN LENSES.
Til the Editors.

Oentlemen,—I Imive read with great interest your editorial article

with reference to " German and British Lenses " in your issue

oi the 3rd iust. You have touched very forcibly ufion a vei-y ini-

jioitant point. Tiiere is a legend in the niiuds of at least nine out of

eveiv ten users of Ciin.eras in this countiv that German are (superior

to HritL-ih lenses. It Jias often, in the )mst taken a. vei-y strong ligiit

of scientific truth to break thTOugh the gloom of superstition. This

false doctrine of Ge.-nian superimity must be dispelled, so let us

have the necessary light in form of statements of fact such as some

of those appearing in your article. Why cannot the f.icts regarding

the merits of Briti-sli lenses be gatho.ed together and published in

a popular way in the lay ])ieBs? The teclmical press is read by too

few of the public. Very few camera usei's ever read a photographic

journal. I urge you not to permit the (jiiestion to drop, but to keep

it in lilie forefront nntil this object ioik-rble legend is utterly dissipated.

-May I suggest that much of the advertising matte.- of British makers

could (I)e improved? It so often seehis flat, and lacks force. Why
not make it more real? Is ai}y progress being made? Then tell us

in ii feA words wherein it consists. This coimtiy longs to do

Inisiiiess in fine goods wilii Great Britain. Can it not be shown
that the giKwls aie superior to a\iy fitlher? Let us have information.

—

Sinctrely yours,

t^KORGE C CaMPBKLL.
Toiuiito, Canada.

"CINEMATOGRAPH OR ' KIXEMATOGRAPH."
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—It is gratifying to note that the " B.J.," with its

usual keen sense of the fitness of things, has never been misled into

spelling the words "cinematograph " and "cinematography" with

a "k."
Tlic first use of the word cinematograph was by our French allies

(M. Bouly, in 1892, and M. Lumiere, in 1895), and these, of course,

.ipelt it with the much pleasaiiter-looking and more English "c." It

was, ill fact, the " kuUnred '' Teuton who began to write motion
pictures with a " k.

"

Some etymological purists may object that the word cinemato-

graph comes from two Greek derivations

—

kinema, motion, and
ijnrph\ to write. Well, what of that? There are many other

English words, also formed from Greek roots and beginning with or
containing "k," which no educated person ever dreams of spelling

save with a "c." How ridiculous, for instance, the following sen-

tences look, in wliich a few such words ha\e been spelt in strict

agreement with their origin !
" Tlie deakon suffers from kolic, due

to watching komets and eklipses in the teleskope on the Oktagon.
He has been ordered to a warmer klimate, to go in for kykling and
akrobatics; but, above all, to keep out of tlie krypt and the kata-
kombs, or, as a klimax, he may fall into a kataleptic state and need
more kaustik treatment." Yet, either the foregoing "howlers,"
suggestive of a third-standard examination in a council school or of

so-called "reformed" spelling, are entirely correct, or else " kine-
matograph" must be wrong. One cannot have it both ways.
No reflection whatever is intended on any person, periodical or

te.\t-book, that has hitherto, perhaps thoughtlessly, used the " k "

instead of the " c." But surely, in the light of some recent happen-
ings, there is little excuse left for preferring an essentially Ger-
manic orthography to one supported by the best British, French,
and l,atin precedents.—Yours faithfully,

A. LOCKBTT.

THE ASSISTANT QUESTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemeii,-J«dging by the correspondence which has appeared
in your columns under the head of " The Assistant Question." there
seems to be a general consensus of opinion tliat better provision
should be made for the training of photogi-aphic assistant.*, although
there is naturally considerable difference of opinion as to the best
means of attiiining this end.

It appears to me that the proper body to umdeiltake thi? •.\-x>rk is

undoubtedly the P.P. A., but, as far as I am able to judg, from the
reporU of its proceedings, the eomicil of that assocuition, -ilthough
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I bM Mlmittediy done, and is doing, exocUent work, u not fully

aive to ito iatim and oppottanittm in that diraotioa. I, for one,
»!> u'.d like to tee tho AawMiatioa piovida <r aaaiat in providing,

r.p.|^r trainioc hdlitiea in variona bnncfaai of photographic work,
n Loodoo and other la^p oMtna.
I (hoold like to ••• «xainiiiatton« held pariodkaOy in London or

rlad^ier* if required, and oertificatt* of efficiency granted to
aiiuMfu l candidate!.

Thia, and other poiuhle «(tanaioiiB of the work of the Aaaoeiation,
woald probably iavtrfve the etnployment of a fnl-thae aecreUry
and the proriaion of • central offlce; aiqipleaieotcd, if thought
adriMdble, by volonUry district lecretariaa in variona parU of the
noBtry.

The Aaaociation aigU, in my opinion, U •nrj orach atrangthened
.nd ila temUtatiaa he man in aoeordance wHh modem dtmociatir
rindplea. M h ware opanad, under certau eooditioM, to aaktanU
> well aa enplojeis.

U migtt be adviaahle to confine the ir«(nh«^p, m far aa new
MiaAera are ccnoemcd, to Ibaae whn hare obtained a certifkate of
'fioiency under the abore a>m[|ralwl exaoiMMlB '*^—

«

The new
ndition of admiaaon to WMBtiw riii

i
i m» «Haia« inio fbrca fur

val%^a month*, in order to aflbrd the ratrfilkhad photographer*
)io had not hitherto joioMi tba Aa*oriatioit. hot who might feel

diapoaed to do ao in riew of futare derelopMcato, aa oppoctwiily
af bewnming memban wilbout esMatnatioa.
A poaaaria •ztanaioa of tha mkitea ajgln ha the aoMal election.

aMter by tha Oooncil or by «b« wlioia of tha mwi]ii» of Felkm* uf
the Aaeneiation. ia ooniid«atiaa of cicefitMMally high tiandard of
work, or of aervieaa randerad to ttM photafn^iie piafmaim.

It woold be obTJDoaiy irapoaaibU to carry oat enrh a achMne on
»*- praeai* to(«Uy iaadniaata aofaacription, which it would probably
be nirnam ry to lalaa to at leaat £lla. to iiplujwi and. aay, 10*. 6d.
in tike oaaa of htinU.

Uopiiic IhiA ihaaa qaiU teirtaliTe auggaatioiia wilt give riee to amtU OBnayiileiiea <m tt» aabiect.-Yoan faithfully,

O. E. Horonrox.
S& Fort Rnad, HmyMa.

FORTflCOMINO EXHIBITIONS
KehTO«y 10 to 23.-OUeg(rw and Wcet of Bootlaad Amateur Photo^

. ' Amoetatioo Inter Club Exhibition. Secretary, OUbert
^ Mc\ eao, US. Weat Begeot SUeet, (Uaagow.

February 30 to 22—Leicartir and LaioMlataUra Photographic
Society. Secretary, H. C. Cro*e, 80, Barrow Road, Leieaater.

•bruary 22 to March a—Edinburgh Photographic Society.
Bntrica eloaa Fahroary lA Secretary, Owwga ICaaaie, 10, Hart
Street, Bdiiibargh.

Hampihira Bonaa Pbotograplnc
Two opaa daaaaa. Eatria doae

X 0. Ahrahama, 41. Hamiitoa
R. Page, 12, Ume Urove. Umdoa,

<;>rill7taai^

Society AMual Exhibitioa.

March 13. Joint ae tiitarie

Terrarv. London. N.W.8 ; A.

W12.

SaowMH Waao Mumwul Fckd.— Mr. J. C. Warbarg iafonaa
aa that he hae received a report of tha (oad from Mr. Morria,
Hoaaa Oovemor of the LoodoB HoepitaL 6o far, no call* have
baaa mada itpoa the fond, the balance of which available for di*
tribatioa bow etaada at £60 U. 2d., made op aa follow* ;-1913 to
1917. inoHBa aa aoeaaa* rwdarad, £fi2 igk.; 1918, dividend* re
eeived, £6 6*. ad. ; iawamax raeovered. £1 16e. Total. £60 1*. 2d
Mr. Morria doaa aol aatidpata that thi* will be the eaaa indefinitely ;

maaawhile, tha fnad iacreaea* gradually, in readineaa for future
MaUagenciae. The capital rnnain* in £180 Central London Rail-
way atocfc at coat, £163. Mr. Warburg call* the attention of photo-
graphic and philaathropie aocietin to thi* fund, which ia available
to help any needy photogiaphar who u an in or oni-patient of
the Loadea Hoepital, for porpoaee to which the ordiaary income
of the hoepital ia not applieaUeL The almonen of the hoepiUl
m»J, lot iaetance, apply it toward* rent, or *trcn|{thening food,
or a (toy at the eeaaide after treatmrnt at the hnepital itaclf, or
f«» other hewiHrial porpoeea, within their di»crrtion. The word
"fhotograpbar" abova iaeiodaa a wide nombar of

AnsiDers ro CorrespondentSa—

—

SPECIAL NOTICE.

In eatue^uenM of general rtdueed supplies of paper, as tht rtsult-

tf prohUntion af tlie importaHon of mveh teood pulp and grass,

a tmaller tpaee trill be availabU until further noiiee for replies

*> eorrespondents.

Mtrtoutr, ice vrill aimwer bu post if stamped and addressed env*

lope is tneloted lar reply: S-etnt. International Coupon, from

readers abroad.

The full quesUens and answers will be printed only in the eau oj

imfmriee of general interest.

Querite la be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach m
not lattr than Tueiday {posted iionday), and should be

lo the Editors.

A. P.—Meeer*. OrifBlh* Steam VVorki.. 26-31. Eyre Street Hill,

Hatton Garden, B.C.

X. E.—There are only two outfita made—the " Powerful " of

Meeer*. Kodak, Limited, Kingsway, W.C, and the " Howellite
"

of Mw*r*. John J. Griffin and Sons, Limited, Kingsway.

K, >v.—We should distrust the pyro for develupmeiit, but would

recommend you to make up 20 ox*. accordinK to your usual

formula. If it develope satisfactorily there will be no harm in

using it

T. N.—1. If there are no rights of reproduction an average price

for i-plaU prinU would be, say, 2s. 6d. each. 2. For the right

to reprodnc* tha photograph once only in a book or periodical,

tha charge would be IQi. 6d. per photograph.

H- E.—The Koreeko is what ia termed a daylight enlarger, and

can be used with any ordinary lens. The co«t price for the

15 X 12 sise was abont £3 3a., including lens. Ita preeent

value would be about 3Se.

G. D.—Thar* ia no published formahe so far as we know for

hydtoqninooe in combination with Rodiiial. Generally speaking,

Rodiaal is added to bydroquinone at the time of use in quantity

BuAdent to give the more rapid development of detail which

is the ohaiBCteristic of Rodinsl.

W. J.—The maximum a(>erture would be //3, provided that the

supplementary lens is at least equal in diameter to the original

front lens The addition of (ha saralamentary lens would interfere

with tha ihifiiiitinn to a oonsidenble extent, and it would probably

want stoppiag doDrn to // 16 to he usable.

C. J.—The specimen print has the look of a red chalk image which

has somewhat faded. The usual method of getting such results

(they need not necessarily be fugitive) is by llrst sulphide-toning

in the usual way with the ferri-cyanide bleach, followed by soda

sulphide, and then toning for a shorter or longer lime in an ordi-

nary guld'sulphocyanide bath as used for P.O.P.

G. E.—1. little to choose between the two patterns. We should

say the single metal slide (as it was obtainable before the war)

is a bettermade article than the wooden slide*. Of course, if

your slide is not a tight fit, you are bound to get fog. Z Tes,

a very good lens. 4. If you are uxing the camera for all kinds

of pnrpoeee, for instance, copying, a double extension pattern

will be much the beet.

W. B.—The usual plan is to set up the titles in type, or to draw

them in ink on a large scale and to photograph down to the

required sixe. If they are required white on black, the nega-

tive is then oat into strips whila on the glass, and the strips
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IfMMfMTwd to the UDd«cap« negative by the osnal method with

bydroauoric »cid. Or yon might print a positive transparency

wbicb will give you bUck letter* on a white ground.

J. H.—The diiUnca between light and condenser is variable accord-

ing to the degree of enlargement, about the diameter of the

condeneer in an average distance. The negative should be put

a* near to the condenser as poesible, 8i inches will then only

barely cover the half-plate. Yon can use a 50 c.p. globe, but it

is rather too large in area. Try to get one of the smaller half-

watU.

T. C.—A good furniture polish such as Adams's will answer for

the woodwork anleia it needs a varnish, in which case you would

have to use French polish. There is a varnish called liquid

veneer whicJi pote on a good gtoss. For tihe leather, a little olive

oil will freshen it up if not in bad condition. If the surface is

gone, you should use one of the ready-made revivers such as

Nuagane, which i« made in various colours.

H. W.—The only advantage of an electric drv-mounter is that it

is free from the fumes of burning gas, and that it does not call

for the attention as regards ventilation that a gas-heated dry-

mounter does. It is more costly in use than gas at ordinary rates

of electric supply, and the resistances are liable to wear out,

whilst connections may also go wrong. We do not think there

is much difference in the speed of heating up, and are unable to

(five you any reliable figures for second-hand prices of these goods.

There is no doubt the gas model is much the better.

G. B.—We think the best reproduction process for your landscape

photographs would be machine photogravure. You should write

to Messrs. Vandyck Printers, Limited, Park Row, Bristol, for

quotations for work of the kind which has figured as frontispieces

to the "B.J. Almanac " for the last two or three years. Next
to this is collotype, two firms doing which are Messrs. Waterlow
and Sons, Broken Wharf, London, E.G., and the Photophane Com-
pany, Cranfield Works, Brockley, S.E.4. The specimen you send
is ordinary half-tone, one of the best firms for which is Messrs.

Hood, Limited, St. Bride Works, Middlesbrough.

W. B.—The only formula we know of for a combined developing
and fixing solution for ferrotype plates is the following, published
•ome years ago by a German maker of theee plates :

—

Soda sulphite, cryst 31 parts.

Hypo 248 „
Soda carbonate, cryst 8 ,,

Potass bromide 8
Water 800 ',',

Hydroquinone 20 ,,

Ammonia (sp. gr. .91) 45 ,,

PnzvAL Lens.—I have the component lenses for several Pctzval
lenses (three different foci sets), which I want to mount up for my
own me. I do not know, and cannot seem to find in my books
the formula to determine the separation and position for stop.
Could you kindly furnish this?—A. H. B.
The amount of separation in such lenses is not a definite

quantity, but is the result of a compromise between astigmatism
and roundness of field, the former being in excess on a long tube
and the latter on a short one. This you must settle by trial,
sUrting with the average length for the sizes of lens you have.
The elops may be placed midway between the combinations.

Bliacb for Bbomides.—I notice a formula in your 1918 Almanac
for outlining drawings from bromide printfi, etc., which consists
of the following :

—

Thiocarbamide 240 ers
Nitric acid ::::;;;;; 4 ^„ ,3

,

W»t*r 20 ozs.
My dealers inform me that thiocarbamide, being a German pro-
duct, ia now unobteinable, and they know of no suitable substi-
tute. Can you kindly teU me if there is any other process by
which to produce the same result?—H. K.
The silver image of a bromide print should be bleached entirely

away. l«ivmg the ink«d drawing, by means of a mixture of iodine
and cyanide. Make a 10 per cent, solution of iodine (in potassium
iodjd*) sod potan cyanid«, adding about half a drachm of «ach to

1 oz. of water, and if the solution does not bleach as energetically

as it should, add more of the cyanide.

0. A. W.—1. (a) The bisulphite solution is sold by Lumiere. The

instructions refer to that, though the solution as sold by other

makers, such as Johnson's, probably does not differ raaterially

from that. We do not know what is the relation of the solid

bisulphite to the solution, (b) We cannot understand your query,

(c) No objection that we can see to masking down Antochrome

pictures, (d) Dissolve in distilled water and keep in the dark.

2. The usual practice is certainly to mount on canvas and to

mount the canvas on a stretcher. We should not think that

canvas between print and mount would give a canvas effect. 3.

None that we know of. 4. Water-colours are certainly easier,

and for a certain class of work—light effects—more popular,

though we should say that a great many more enlargements are

sold coloured in oils than in water-colours. 5. The more trans-

parent brown image renders the print considerably more amen-

able to colouring. 6. The only alternative is the special filter

sold by Zeiss and possibly obtainable from second-hand dealers.

It obviates reversal of the focussing screen.

Ma. J. R. Crisp, late manager to Messrs. Siohel and Samuelson,

havino- recovered from wounds received on active service in France,

is now rejodning the firm in the capacity of representative for the

Mid'lamds and North of England in place of Mr. Extine, now no

longer associated with the firm.

Society or Master Photographers (Lancashire and Disrict).

—

Tlie first dinner in connection with the Society will be held at the

Albion Hotel, Piccadilly, Manchester, on Tuesday, February 25, at

5.45 p.m. An excellent musical programme has been arranged for 7

o'clock to 9.30 p.m., thus enabling members to reach home in good

time. A satisfactory response has been received, but a few nr.ore

tickets are available, and may be had by making early application

(the accommodation is limited) to the Hon. Sec., F. Read, 14, Balfour

Road, Southport. A general .meeting of the Society will be held at

4.30 p.iK. on the same day, Fehniary 25, ajt the Albion Hotel,

Manchester.

IMPOBTANT NOTIOE.—AdvertiMra art rtquetUd to notie*

th*t the prieet printed below represent an

Increased Scale of Charges,
which ii HOW in operation iM reepeet to all line announcementt.

Since advertisementi cannot be inserted until fully and eorreetly pre-
paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind (Mi
revised tariff. They will thus save themselves delay in the publicatioH
^ their announcements.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

Increased Tariff of Charges.
12 words M leaf

\f.
Extra words "w. jw word.

(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Adv'ts under a Box Numier.
Box No. " and office address charged as 6 words

.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. par insertion for each ady't.

If replies are called for this latter charge ii not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an adv't most be aocompanisd by the advertisenaemt
as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays f«r the oonent week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ta should reach the Publishers Monday momi«g.
The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., Publishers,
84. WslUngtoQ Str««t. Strsmd. U>NDON. W.Ca.
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Many people imagine tliat whan a |>aUnt has bean granted to
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caae. aa tha oAcial l anirb for ant: .nlr extenda to pra»iona
•pertAratinna. Thia point ia dea. . page 82.

^ ' r tha •pelling of rinemdl'iiriph itilh an initial " K."
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letter* upon iha aaaiiibwt «i—tion. ftll '^or tot iaauiiiMiaiica cohmna.
CP. 91.)

^ ^^
The amataar lecturer who wiahaa tD diaconrae on pbotagraphir

t«<hrii<< and hialory ia often at a I"<. t.i oMnin hia material. We
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Voinl* xftr, raiaad at tha anbaaqarat dinaaion; a formula for red
'

' V- which diffen aomewbat frmn that generally uaed, waa
u «.)

EX-CATHEDRA.
Low-Ppiced In a business such as photography, iu
Trade Work. which the goods sold to the public ex-
hibit so wide a range of quality, it is, of course, natural
to find a sinular range of quality in the work done by
trade firms for photographers. In both cases the quality
i-« more or less accurately refiected in the price which is

charged. A ironsideratiou of theee facts should, we think,
provide the answer to those who now and again urge uftou
our publiahera that they should exclude the very low-
priced fimM from our advertising pages. An order for

enlargements to one such firm may have l>een executed in

what tile dioappotated maker of the negatives angrily calk
a " diagraoeful " style, on tlie strength of which, and
witlioai showing eitiher the enlargements or the negatives
supplied for them, it is protested that the firm should not
be allowed to advertise its offers of service. As we have
said, a complaint of t<hae kind can only be made in the
absence of a comparison between the pnoe which has been
paid and thatoharged by firms of the first or even the second
grade. Probably the chief difference )>et.ween low-price and
bigh-prioe firma—a more essential difference than poorer
matenaia and dieaper labour—is that their soaie of prices

does not allow tahem to repair defective work by doing
it again. They send their first production unle^-s its defects

are too gross even for tiieir standard, and hence the result

is very largely a matter of chance. Like the little girl.

and dependent on the negative, it may be very, very good
or it may be horrid. If it be the latter, the purohaser

rotiH (urely think that h« could hardly expect anything
else at tbe price. His case is paralleled by tha;t of anyone
wdio puts money ia a high-yieldinK investanent : he is buy-

ing lometliitig cheaply priced, and he takes his chances on
it. No doubt the adverti.'ter announces that his work is

first-class, but then what advertiser does not ?

A Laotupa on Perh^M it is a welcome .sign of greater
Photography, general interest in technical and scien-

tific mattera, perhaps the result of the seerohlight pro-

minence of photography in the war, but we have lately

received quite a number of requests that we should name
the book to be recomniemded to anyone anxious to deliver

a popular leoture on photograpfay. The fitness for his

purpose of a would-be lecturer who finds it necessary to

put the question may be doubted, but at any rate the

inquiry exhibits a praiseworthy desire for information,

and doubtless there are maar with a thorough practical

acquaintance with photography who are not too self-con-

fident to see that mnrh more is demanded of a lecturer

on the subject. For such as tihey a book which provider

a servioaafale basis of information is Mr. Chapman Jonee's
" Pliotographv of To-day," a volume which reviews pa«t

and present photographic prooeesee in a popular yet scien-

B
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tific w.v On the very earli«t history of tJie art, that is

ifw:ri of N.c.^^. l^uerre. and Talbot ref«-ence ..ay

bT mmde to a serie. of pai>er» whioh ran through Ihe

Ph<S««nV" for 1900. There are one or two issues of

?^lS?Thoto->liniature" which
*»i

^^""y P-vade

material, vix. tiioseon " Who l^'^^o^.^^^tP^g^r^' ,

"Colour Photograpl.y," and " Aena^ Phonography, and

« a mean* of taking a birdV^ye view of the succeesive

TuL of photographic progre«= tOiere. is the monograph

•^otoirrap^Past and Present" issued as an iJlus-

tr»tedwppleniont to the Diamond JuMee Number of the

" British Journal."
• •

Foouaaing In focussing originals, such as paintings.

Sharply. in which the absence of definite outlines

present* a difficulty, most photographers make use of a

small printed oard placed against the surface of the

original in order to jjrovide a workable test object. But

perhaps it is not so generally reooguised tiliat different types

^lens require different treatment in order to obtain the

best results. As a rule, rapid rectilinears and other lenses

pocBeasing greater or less roundness of field give the best

average sharpness when the test object is placed so that

its image falls about midway between the margin and

centre of the field. With most anastigmats it is best to

obtain the greatest sharpness in the centre, and the mar-

gins will then frequently be sharpei in tihe negative tihan

they appeared on the screen. With all types of lenses

great assistance can be given by a judicious use of the

swing-back, both vertical and side movements being em-

ployed as needed. This is particularly the case when using

a portrait lens at its full aperture; a swing of the

back will allow of the same degree of good focus over the

plate as oould ,be obtained by a smaller atop. The method

must not be abused, particularly when a short-focus lens

is being used, otherwise the size of hand and feet in the

sitting figure will be unpleasantly exaggerated.

Patent A correspondent who addresses a query
8p«oiflo«tions to us raises a point which no doubt is

now and again in the minds of many oither readers of these

pages. It is a matter of common remark that the pub-

lished specifications of alleged inventions to which patent

protection is granted are often things which are as old as

the hills or, on the other hand, bear on the face of them
certain practical disabilities. But the explanation lies in

the fact that the preliminaries in the way of search which

are carried out before the granting of the patent extend,

not to books and periodicals where the invention very

likely has been published, but only to patent specifications

themselves Issued during the period of fifty years prior to

the dato of application. Moreover, the Patent Office is not

concerned with the efficiency of an invention . It takes the

applicant's word for its merits in this respect. Apart from
itis search in prior specifications its work is not very much
more than a registration of the description of the invention

and the claims made in respect to it. The questions of

efficiency and of prior publication are left to be the subject

of investigation in a court of law in the event of any action

being taken as to infringement. While there are thousands

of existont patents which have not been the subject of this

legal inquiry, it is nevertheless true that a patent has not
received absolute certification of value until it has been
examined in the Courts. Inventors of photographic appliances

should not therefore set too hicrh a value upon the fact that

they may have been granted a patent for a particular

appliance. Nevertheless, it is a wise and not very expensive
precaution to spend, say, the matter of five pounds on
obtaining protection for any invention before offering it for

sale to a commercial firm. The patent rights can then be

dispo.sed of, and the co-t of maintaining the patent defrayed

by the purchasing firm if such is considered advisable.

THE EDUCATION OF ASSISTANTS.

OcK title has nothing original about it, it has figured

pretty frequently in the "Journal" latelly, but as the

question seems in rather a nebulous state, it is perhaps in

order to inquire what it really means. In other trades it

i3 not usual to employ the wide and comprehensive term

assistant, but to spcify the brandh in which tttie employee

is to be engag«l. In Ie.tterpress printing, for example, we

have compositors, linotype operators, machine minders,

and warehousemen, and in each division a man ifi only

expected to be proficient in his particular work; but in

photography, except in ve(ry large establishments, this is

not the case, and an* assistant is expected to be able to

turn his hand to any job wihioh happens to oome in his

way, or in other words, if the reputation of the studio is

to be kept up, to 1» as good an all-round worker as his

principal and a better one in some particular section.

That there are such assistants we very well know, and the

photographer who secures the services of one is to be

congratulatod

.

Now Ijefore starting any education scheme it would

appear to be necessary to define the various classes of

assistanibs and to set up some standard of proficiency for

each. Another important paint to be settled is that of

remuneration, so that a youth or girl entering the profes-

sion should know what wage can be looked forward to

when he, or she, has qualified as proficient. Many things

besides scientific knowledge and practical proficiency are

called for in everyday work. We have known amateurs

capable of turning out prints which would do credit to any

studio in the kingdom, but their pace has been hopelessly

slow, and no employer could afford to keep them. Nothing
' but practice in a busy place can give the necessary smart-

ness, and it is a question how this is to be obtained.

The old practice of engaging a juvenile as a sort of

messenger and general helj>er witih more or less oppor-

tunity to pick up a knowledge of photography will obvi-

ously be out of the qi\estion under the new regime. Pro-

per teaching Should start at the outset, and it is difficult

to see how this is to be obtained in many localities. Let

us take the case of an intelligent lad living in a small

counti7 town who wishes to become a photographer. The
only course that is open to him is to obtain work in the

local studio witJi a man who can just niianage to make a

negative and print it sufficiently well to pass muster with

a not too critical class of customers. When the lad begins

to want a living wage he looks further afield, only to find

that he is one of the incompetents whose existence we all

profess to deplore, but who provide a source of cheap
labour for the sweaters who, as in all other trades, are

found in photography. If we are to have well-trained

assistants tihere must be sufficient inducement for them to

be trained in the same way as chemists, engineers, litho-

graphers, or dental mechanics, by a proper system of

apprenticeship or pupilage, supplementing their workshop
practice with a part-time training in the scientific aspect

of their work. The latter cannot be given in a house of

business without serious waste of time, so that something

on the lines of the Fis/her scheane of education must be

adopted, and it is for the masters to co-operate with the

local authorities to secure this. But such a scheme is only

workable with very young people; after the age of eighteen

it is very difficult to find that readiness to assimilate know-
ledge that is natural to the schoolboy. It is easy enough
to teach youngsters of fifteen to eigihteen such subjects as

elementary chemistry, optics, or even art principles, but
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if those three precious years have been weeiad, the mind
take? another turn, and learning becomes laborious,

ver. a bad way of workiiig is acquired, and this is

felt to be sufficient. There is now also the sex

questKm to be cooMdered, as a great change is coining ovei

photography by Ae invasion of women into almost every

branch. Are th« —istanta at the future to b« male or

female? Already m«n returning from army service are

finding that situations are not so easily obtained as they

had ejcpeoted. and we look for still further developments

in the same direction. Only a fe>w years ago, and women
were considered as greatly inferior to men as retouchers.

What i; the position now ! TIm same thing ia going on in

r.fV.-r l>ranche<<—printing, dark-room work, and «v«i' in

^t: I. > operating—the only field in which male labour is

unchallenged being that of outdoor work.

Still, miale or female, we must have assistants, and the
initiative for their training must come from the master
photographers. Their first problem will be to find instruc-

tors, the second to find a body to hold examinations and
grant certificates of such a degree of proficiency that the
bolder can secure a standard^ wage. In the organisation
of the ohemists and druggists we have an excellent model.
In this profession a youth enters as an apprentice, is given
time for study, usually takes a course under a coach, and
finally passes his minor and major examinations before he
can hope to attain a position as a " qualified assistant."
One of tile greateet factors in producing a shortage of good
assi.'tante is the ease with which a competent worker can
start on his own account in a small way. If we can offer

such terms as will keep good workers in their situations we
shall have accomplished much.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

STUDIO ACCESSORIES AND FURNITURE.

Ix no icBpect docs tlis modern styl* o( stndio differ more

from iu praitot—nw than in the mattor of aooesaories, an-1

we might treat the former in the same waj aa did the writer

of a book on Iceland. . A chapter was htaded " Snakes in

T<<>la»d," and the chapter consisted nMtvi; o( the words.

There ars no snakes in Iceland."

Wlien WW apeak of acMMoriM it ncalls to the old operatur

the wowkrfnl eombiaatioa sett in papier mAebA on a wooden

lonndation which gave pedestal^ baVistrades, stairs, bridges

and a hcet of other thing* a* tittj happened to be arranged,

or Mw tqaally wooderfal pier<^ of fumitsi* which profssatd

to fspwent a piano, a writing-table, a bookcrae, and a seat.

and daostred nobody. Then «e had xodcs, stone walls ami

loose boolder* which were aometiBss osefol, not to mention

thipe' nuiata. boaU, and swings. TbsM have now, happiJ/,

fooad a resling-plaoe in the lumber-rooa or hav* helped to

i«U«r* the •bortage of «oal in thsaa vpside down tiaH^ Still

one cannot bat help feeling that 'ht meetmonm theaMelvcs wero

not alone to Uaae for artificial-looking pict«i«s, the nnin-

uUigpnt and mechaniul way of Mtng them being equally t..

blame. I believe it to be pOMkibl* that we shall «gain rerert to

the use of more anesssoriM in the tn* asnae of the woid, when
somsoDS finds it ntc—aty tn i- "oricrinal " and to prodace

•omething to relieve the se%' >-ity of the head aa<i

thj«e-qaart4T length portrait* >ii>i.ii are now the vogne. Ihe
K'ldem |>>rtraiti»t is not likelr to fall into the errors of his

pTcdsesMors, as he has leanwd to conosntrate the intersst in

his pictnrps by sobordinating annsesMary detail and woold not

think o' making a negativa in wkkh the sarroandiafs were

as brilhanlly lighted and aa ihaiply defined as th* figure itself.

Althoagh tl»!>y are somewhat out of favour at present I nmst

ocafeas to a liking for full-length figures, and it is difficnt

'• fst thaoe well balaneid without intradndng aooMthing to

give the nordfd spot or mass of li^t and shadow whidi makes

the composition complete. Ttii* is, of course, widely different

from the oki practioe of building a aaieha of plants and vasss

nmad a lidy's figure^ so oft<-n dons by the bycgon* masters

o( our art.

A Mf* principle for the ^niidaaoe of those who have to

Auj i* to foUoir th>- advice of Raskin and to have

' \cvpt what yon Viiiw to be useful or bslieva to be

beaatifuL" Do not buy set Ims or chair* which no sen* peiaoa

would ever admit to a dwelling-house, but select *reiy piece

' t fnmiturr. whether intend-d for the studio, the reeeption-

rr^-im nr <~rfn the drsssing-rootr. with a view to its suitability

f..r in .ion in a pictnre Mxtnn or later. Variety, it hi*

been said, is the spioe of life, and variety in your work cai.

be more easily secured if there is an ample choice in the matter
of fumitore. You will then st«er clear of the error made by
an American photographer whose confession I read a few-

years ago. He <i;>€Ciali<ied in children's portraits, and when
the twisted wicker chairs and settees were introduced invested

in a fine specimen. Needing a new window display, he made n
large canvas-oovered panel, and fixed upon it a score or so of

his latest and best prodactions. It was set up in the window
and he went outside to judge the effect; when he viewed it ho
aaid that all he could see was twenty wicker settees with
bahies on them. A sadder and a wiser man, he went inside

and promptly dismantled the show from which he had antici-

pated so much.

Much of the charm of "home portraits" is due to the

natiiral posing and the judicicis indosion of furniture and
ocnUMnts which are associated with the sitter in the minds of

his friends. A scholar taken in his study appears more at homo
than be doe* against a plain dark background, and in the

c>ae of people who, aa an old friend of mine said, " are more
distinguished by their facial peculiarities tjtan by actual

beauty." there is a real advantage in having something beside

those " facial peculiarities " to rest the eye upon. In stndio

fortrsits therefore we shiald endeavour to reproduce the homo
atmosphere aa nearly as poskible and to avoid giving the

impression that the whole thing is a make-up. If it be deeired

to make a picture of a man at his writing-table, the general

idea seems to sit him at a small polished table with one or

two pieces of paper and a anisU ink-bottle and pen borrowed

ftom the reception-room. Such an arrangement is little better

than the Oriental method of arranging theatrical scenery, in

which one painting does for rll the scenes, with the addition

of a ImhaL to tell the audience whether it is a palace or a

for^t.

When selecting chain or settees they should be chosen not

for the beauty of their design when empty but for their

«{qM«ranoe with a person seated in them. It will frequently

be found thit the arms are too high or that the curves are

such that a graceful pose, especially of the forearm and hand,

cannot be obtained. Many chairs are far too low in the seat

and have either to be made up with looso cushions or by

fitting rather high castors to the leg*. It i«, however, neoee-

sarj- to have some low chairs for sliort people, but with ordi-

nary-siced sitters a better pose of the shoulders is obtained by

using a chair rather high-r than usual. Settees are best of

normal height, aa in them a more lounging pose is usually
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w«ni«l, 1.0 ilia( all thai is nwessary is lo avoid the special

{>h<>l>i|;rjphic patlfni*. .xcept thoeeof the garden-seat pattern,

which are uaelui lor »ketch or outdoor effect*. That niuch-

uiali|;n«d arlitle the |i«le«tal has had its d*y : It was hard-

workml and ha« <>*rne<l a rest. It has a useful successor in the

flower •>r v«««> stand, which is very handy with standing

riKum, which wi>uW l.»ik a little lonely without it. It should

ne^er Iv us>l f.>r the sitter to lean ag.iinst, but with ladies'

))ortrail« lna^ be used to support a bouquet or a vase. of

llowero which the sitter is arranging. It may also be used to

hold the bo«l>y or helmet of an officer in full dress, to avoid

the iu<ce«»ily ••( holding it in the hand or omitting it from the

)>ictarr, to both of which there are serious objections.

("hildren"* ;x>rtrait« jiermit of the use of many simple

aa-ensorivs, ofiecially for outdoor eflects. I made a very

uieful tree-»tuinp of a lard bucket carefully covered with virgin

ct»rk. so as to give the effect of living bark, the lower ends

binng well 8preB<l so as to appear like roots. This with a

cylin<lric.<il hollow " log," civered in the same wax, afforde<i

n>niy excellent poses and did not look artificial. If the cork

had been stucJc on anyhow the things would have been useless.

When working with these or other outdoor accessories a pail

<>f coiirs.' sawdust, the dirtier the better, is a great help. If

a |«ainted floorcloth be laid on the floor and the sawdust

scattered over it, it looks like sandy enrth and will show foot-

marks, while it can be piled round the bases of such accessories

as I have mentioned.

A baby-hokler is an accessory which should be in every

studio that is not exclusively de\ottd to adults. It may
vither be of the American or clip variety, in which the

child's garments are caught in clips- attached to an upright

poet, ur it may be like a triangular seat with a low back and
a hole through which the child mcy be held by a person behinl.

I have found a broad tape, which could be passed round the

child's waist and fastened at the back of the holder, a very

useful addition. Such holders are, of course, only intended

for babies who can just sit up, and could not be trusted in an
ordinary ch:»ir ; bet^ides, it permits the feet to be shown nicely.

Although I am more inclin<.>d to class them with apparatus,

certain studio appliances are often called accessories. The
liead-rest is one, and one which I should be sorry to dispense

with. Some care is necessary in choosing and handling this

instrument. In the first place it should not be heavy, and

in the second place it should be simple. What is needed is

a support which can be quietly placed behind the sitter (or

usually slander), and adjusted so hs to give the necessary

steadiness. I may say that I rarely place the rest to the head,

finding the shoulder or lower part of the neck to be a better

position and less embarrassing to the sitter. The number of

plates which are wasted on standing poses through " moves "

by photogra])Tiers who consider th* head-rest out of date must

be enormous. All the moving parts should be kept, like a rifle,

bright and oiled where necessary, so that there is no jerkiness

in action. Another necessary which I consider indispensa^bV

is the head screen. This needs no description, but the covering

desianda a few words. jMost hetd-screens are covered with a

sort of lawn, and this is generally useful; I have also trie!

light bl.ie nun's veiling, nainsook, and tracing-cloth, as well

as butter muslin : these all have different light-arresting

powers, and the user must choc«e for h.imself if he does not

find the stock covering to iiis liking. A black gauze Is some-

times used when it is desired to cut off light without diffusing

it. Such a screen is very useful for toning down white

draperies without losing the modelling. The reflector also

needs no description. As far as its qualities go it should be

light in weight, not too large, and capable of being adjusted

to various .angles. .4ls a rule the surface is too light when
purchased, but this defect soon disapjiears. When the surface

gets very grey the material should bq washed, but if it cannot

be readily detac'ned irom the frame it may have a dressing if

Blanco, a sort of pipeclay used by soldiers and for tenni.s

shoes.

To revert (o our original subject of accessories which appear
in the picture, I would point out that modern printing and
enlajging methods ofier such opportunities for control that

many of the old negatives which gave meretricious results in

albumen or gelatino-chloride would give quite artistic prin(s

upon rough paper with the sharp offensive lights toned down.
Uniform sharpness throughout the negative is no longer con-

sidered as desirable, so that any falseness of texture in the

accessories is not shown in the finished picture. Finally, do
not overcrowd yo-ar composition ;' do not use more accessories

than are needed. If not needed, do not use them.

PSACTICUS.

THE FUTURE OF AEROPLANE PHOTOGRAPHY.
The following article, which we reprint from our American contemporary " Aviation," very properly raises the question of the

commercial future of photography in the air, in which there are certainly as great possibilities as in aerial navigation
generally. The fact that one of the authors, Mr. I,. J. R. Hoist, is a camera designer and instructor should emphasise to
manufacturers of apparatus the field which is opened by the application of aerial machines to practical methods of

surveying.—Eds. " B.J."]

The ctimmercial futui-e of aeroplane photography is not
generally apprtviated by aeroplane builders, since they have
not as yet realised that preliminary surveying of high-roads,
railroad, ami other through routes can be done quicker and
more cheaply by aeroplane photography than by any other
known m.'th'xl. This is largely due to the circumstance that
cameras have been hitherto considei-ed as instruments of
mem detail in the aeroplane industry as a whole, while as
a matter of fact they will probably become one of the most
im[K>rtant factor* in the development of commercial aviation.
The nK«t fruitful field of commercial work for the aero-

plano camera in the United States will undoubtedly be the
-completion cf the topographic survey of this country, which
work includes the complete detailing ol maps not vet complete,
as well as the mapping of territory which till now has not
been charted at all. To this already extensive programme

should be added the locating of the high and low water lines
al6ng our coasts, besides work oi more local interest, such as
the production of correct maps of smaller communities for real
estate records, the location of sites for dams for irrigation
purposes, locating railroads and waterways throush moun-
tainous country, establishing aei-ial routes and emergency
landings in vast wooded tra-.-ts, etc., all of which work can be
done in a fraction of the time, and hence for a fraction of
the cost entailed by a complete manual survey.

It should, however, not be understood that the aeroplane
camera renders manual surveying obsolete. On the contrary,
it is i-ecognised that the camera does its most effective work in
connection with the slower but extremely accurate work of the
surveyor, each one being checked up by the work of the other.
In fact, it may be stated that the camera furnishes the fiUiii^-

in details lo a degree of perfection not attainable—or, at an"/
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rate, not obtained—by manosl siimy, whereas the latter pro-

dacce a series of exact points of location which serve as control

points for (he aata furnished by the camera.

To obtain nsefnl conunercial mapping results from an

aeroplane rty)uire« different methods of operation than those

used to make the S'>caUed mosaics, because maps will be made
between control points often many miles apart, betwren which

it will be necessary to fill in not only the general ground

plan but also the contour Knes.

As a matter of fact, the mapping use of aeroplane photo-

graphy has been to a certain <xtent set back by the war, for

the rrasnn that certain scientific views, which are not relevant

to coBunMcial pbotcgraphr, ratlier held the foreground. These

were qaeatioiu of emalsions and lenv-opcoings, neitber of

which are really of as moch importanes as ths purely

I'sl »ide« of the problem.

M vorL enumersted be'ore ic this article is strictly

Jer of map-making, only such photographic apparatus

;u. !•> ixiapted to this class of work nend hers be noted. This

exrladea all band-beld or hand -operat«d ouoaraa as well as

''tmati-: or noa-antomatic iastnuneBts which are

f>d In the aeroplam-, •in<<' tbey partake with it

vxmtal position while

' incoinpatible with
rxvrilts t ^ the freely suspended

typt' ut j«::.4 _ ;^.. . ..;.j.... ration.

The Diiht.iry use of the at'rr>plMM caroer» during the war
has led to dHVclopmrnl* which <lo not ntcoaarily form correct

precedants, tx-cauw of tl<e awtumption that an ohnrrsr is

aawnlial. Tl 'fnphaais being placed on

baBd-«p*ra»' -r**. w1t><-h wei» to V 4>f

I* do not prrrail, nor apply, in i-onimeiriai

— .
i
— _, j-.-.^-

A diviston vi opinion has exi»t«id reUlive to the antomatic

functions of aeroplane cameras nmoag th» Allied Govrm-
iiK-nts, bat in n«> case mm> thr«e dillemtcrs oauied by the

i pboti)gBa(>hi« mapping.
rM» wns attMlied <u th« ckamienl side

mnch aiteattoB bring drirnied in par-

ion of o '.>nr SMaritiire rmuliioni, to

t camooM -ta from the real onrs.

>m i« »t,
^ hat since existing rmul-

'« wcfv apt t» pmjuci-, undrr

I. ...,r.iifMi~ of (actual field photography

MDiilar if not bettt-r rnHtlts, with a far

I' .

of jMtria

tirulsr '

mote n.i

No dou

ions tMsd w

:

Ihi- rough-aixi I'.i

behind thf linn

Kresler drgrn- of iilkeliboocl to x-l any remilla at all. it mutt
I— mn^tird ilisi thf*' efforts pUmd the miM-li niori- im|x>rtanl

'1 lbs shadow.
V photnjrraphT was a

<ri naps » 'o th--'

iiera wa« '

_ rtaacv.

i ' " a svne* of view* o%sr well-known ground is a

l>:
...<•.,, ir.t.wK (implr, but eoBmen-ial applirationa of

f . require more cWfinite information in

r- ii.t'iia:.-^ , .iitides, aiMi gmteral onntonr information,

a- ' <iiiie the main hetiefits of rapid sarrwying cannot b<>

" t^inc'.. Photographic arn.>|>litne Mirreying will unnups
ii nably be used imtgtlj as a suppiflinent of the Photo-th<VHjulit<'

and oihar mors wmoa msthoda of wrreying, to fill in

betwwa oootrol potato «Ubiiabed bjr the older methods. But
in th* case of tbe mot* or Itas nnknopv ooantry between v«nlrul

pointa satablished hj tbo more comm«B methods, and for such

works aa const surveying, arises the greatest need of aeroplane

•nn"y
> ir. ying to be dono from an aanplnne, particularly for

f'.liru ri large <tr«ns, mast be obtainad by means of an suto-

ni-itir • «niera Ob onwidering th« problem of coinmercisi

aeroplane photography it will soon be possible to pick out the

necessary elements of design, and why an automatic camer.i

!^hould be used.

AH photog^aplis to be used in map making must be a true

horizontal projection of the earth's surface. In this way all

points are practically reproduced by the photograph on a

scale which is equal to elevation divided by focal length of the

k-ns. If the plane of the photograph is not approximately

parallel to the plane of the earth's surface (not considering

the curvature of the esrth), positions will not be correctly

rendered ; there is distortion to location which is equal to the

cosine of the angle of inclination. In actual military practice,

however, nny camera installation which fastens the camera to

the plane so that in the average flying position the camera is

approximately horizontal was considered sufficiently good for

purposes of making mosaics.

Coiatour Mapping.
However, this is by no means an answer to the question of

obtaining survey- information, as in the case of obtaining

contours from Aeroplane photographs these can only be done

by making use of the lens axis of the camera. The only way
of establishing a true parallel position of the negative to the

assniiK^I plane of the earth is by means of tbo vertical position

of the axis of ilie lens. Moreover, the only known factor for

(U-termining contours needed is the angular relation of the

axis of the lens and its true focal length. With these two

known factors the position of the earth can be graphically

1 •I, and by opdinarj- drawing instruments a series of

l>oints !M tlie air can bo determined. These exposure

l»>iiiik are then us-d by transferer.ee of angles to reprodaoe

tr-Tphically the I<H-.it:on of points on the ground in space

till- biiik.> line, which is usually taken at the

iho axial points of the series of photographs.

To obtain a vertical position of the axis of the lens necessi-

tat«« a free suspension of the camera in the body of an aero-

plane where it is not affected by the air current in motion

This is easily done by patting the camera in the GLmbal

iiuf|>i'ni>ion similar to a ship's compass. However, it is neces-

sary to maintain a constant position, as otherwise the varia-

tion in tbo rate of motion of the aeroplane tlirough the air

would introduce a |M.>ndulum action in the camera. There are

only two way* whertliy this can be done first, the tise of a

gyroocope, and, se<ot.dly, the use of gravity and suitable air

cushions to prevent oscillation, but at thu same time to allow

motion relatirt* to the twinging plane. In practice the latter

metliorl is the better, as it introduces no mechanical complica-

li< n». and the accuracy resulting is close enough for mapping

pur|X)ses.

In addition to the requirements of angular position, aero-

plstx" photographic surveying requires a large number of photo-

Kraphs in a single flight. It is next to impossible to changn

plate magazines or to fill holders in flight sufficiently rapidly

to obtain an unbroken seriea; moreover, it is necessary that

pliotrigraphs »hould Ije taken at what is practicoUy a constant

interval between exjKxmres; if not, tbero is very apt to be a

break between two successive exposures which requires on add--

lions! flight to obtain th" necessary information with which

to fill the gcp.

In a military wn'*, during the recent war, this matter

was not of such iiii|)ortanoe as it becomes for photographic

surveying, for the reason that usually photographs were

wantetl of a single spot only, arnl intervening places were not

necewiary, although at times desirable. This has led to the

uan of film cameras using roll films having as many as 100

sixpooures to each loading.

The principal dilftrence between different makes of cameras

for purposes of making military mosaics are usually matters

of ot>taining nsceasary power to change plates or film

negatives.
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ThiM iMUlods of obtaining- |K>wi>r hove been used : the air

fan. aieetridtjt, ami ipring moturs.

Ill roMideriDK the (Iccign features of the camera it is very

BMvwary to know to what extent photographic surveying

will b* carriol out. If military moanics are required, which

g(>nrrall.r af» uiipd (imply to fill in small areas, a semi-

auUiroalic, regardkai of form of drive—even a hand-operated

ramora—may be useful. If contour surveying is to be done

it boromea necewtary to have a very accurate timing device

lor ihp inten-al between ex|x>sures, as otherwise the over-

lapping' Halation* between exposures will very easily be lost.

Thf Europ«vin mmtinent is so thoroughly surveyed that the

oinlunr im-th^xl has lieeii very little used, and in the con-

«i4l<*ration« of the necessary tvpes of cameras, contour

ina|ipint; has liot be«<n considere<l an essential feature. For
this reason the 8o-caile«l automatic or semi-autotiiatic camera
onlinarily in use is not completely automatic, but simply is

• |iower-tl riven mechanism which changes a plate or film nega-

tive and in which the actual exposure is made either hy the

pilot or obser^-er. There is only one completely automatic
camera in existence whicii operates at varying rates of speed,

controIle<l with certainty either by the pilot or the observer.

This camera- -the Brock camera—will be described later in

detail.

The Triple Lens Camera.
When making flights f<ir map-ma.kiiig purposes a given area

of ground can only be fully covered if a number of flights in

parallel courses are undertaken, each new flight following
a course just overlapping the strip of land covered by the
previous flight. The number of flights required to cover a
given width of territory will then be directly proportional to

the width of the strip embraced by the photographs, and
i-<mse<jiiently it is desirable to embrace as wide a strip of
land as practicable in each view.

This consideration has led to the construction of triple lens
cameras, the central lens pointing straight downward, and
the lens on either side placed under an outwardly slanting
angle. These three lenses are in one vertical plane at right
angles to the direction of flight. The image-planes of the outer
negatives are then usually set at an angle of 45 deg. to the
central lens. These cameras are arranged for rigid
attachment U> the aeroplane. The two out*r lenses will then
pi«duce pictures of strips of land extending far out at each side
of the line of flight, whereas the centiial lens registers the views
directly beneath the aeroplane and immediately adjoining
n>gions.

Alth..ugh this aiTangement undoubtedly covers a width of
terrilorj- not obtainable with a single lens, it introduces diflG-
culties which seem to far outweigh its possible advantages, and
•t Its best H is only suiuble for use on fairiy flat ground. The
complications arising from <three different plaiu>s of projection
and tlie necessity of afterwards reducing the two outer planes
to that of the central one, without definite kjmvledge of the
•otual r«>8ition of ,-ithw plane at the instant of exposure, con-
stitute serious obstacles to the usefulness and oommeroial
adaptation of devices of this kind.

Tinning Exposure*.
It seem* now preferable to obtain increased width of the strip

of land depicted on the photogra,.h by inomasing its width and
reducing the focal length of the lens, both to such limits as
-ound photographic and optical practice allow. A camera
arranged to take negatives 5 x 7 ins., the 5-in. side in lihe line of
fJtght. an<l equipped with a lens at 8 ins. equivalent focus,
embrace, -t 5.000 ,t^ elevation on each picture a strip of land
4 376 ft. wide and 3.125 ft. long on a scale of 1/7,500, or, if

«^?kT T**"^'"?
5.833 ft. in width by 4,166 in length. Meet

of the high-grade lenses at 8-ii,. focus and openingsof /'5 6 will

cut a 5 X 7 in. image shaap and without distortion, and are

sei-viceable for such work.

The succeeding exjiosuirs should be timed at intervals of

distance depending on the elevaituon and corresponding length

of ground tjiken by the pioture. The speed of tihe flight

translates this distance interval into a corresponding time

interval. It is thus desirable to pi-ovide means by w'hich the

actual time interval can be varied according to these conditions,

and which will operate with dependable precision in it« v^arious

adjustments

As the raaniifacturers of the Brock Automatic Camera, it is

probable that our actual experimental Avork in photographic

surveying and in the design of cameras to obtain these results

has been caiTied ifar beyond experimental work in this line by

any individuals or by any of the Governments who have par-

ticipated in the Eurojiean war. The system of installation which

we use has been found to permit exposures of from two to five

times the exposure pos.sib)e with any other system of installa-

tion, with all its attendant benefits. No other camera has been

successfully built ^vith a system of free suspension, with the

result, also, that no other camera has been built which can also

do contour surveying. The importance of contour surveying

in a military sense was becoming recognised as the war drew to

a olcse, and consequently this field of endeavour has had but

a fraction of the effort put on it which will be devoted to it in

the next few yeai's.

Another feature of camera design which originated Wiith the

Brock camera was the use of film for militai-y purposes. The
Broc!: film camei'a has been made successfully to use film in

two sizes: one 4x5 ins., using ordinarily a 12-in. lens, and

one 8 X 10 ins., using a 24-in. lens, both types completely

automatic. These cameras were the first ones used which

entirely eliminated static eleotricity in the film, and are to-day

tihe only ones in which static electricity never occurs. The
system of obtaining large negatives on film without distortion

thi-ough (the use of a glass support originated with the Brock
8 X 10 in. cameras. Howeiver, the use of the large negative sizes

will be confined to military purposes, as for commercial or

ordinary Government mapping a very large scale is not

required. '
' '

The BrocR Camera.
lict. us now consider some of the mechanical details of the

Brock 4 X 5 in. camera and the reaslons for the design. This

camera is the outgrowth of a series of experiments to obtain a

free suspension camera, motor driven, within i-easonable weight,

certain of operation, and controlled from a distant point, for

use in a single-seated aemplane.

Mechanical experimenits led us into the design oi the spring

motor-driven cameras and resulted in our finding commercially
feasible means oi conti-ollinig the speed of operation of the
spring motor not in any way dependent on friction. The entire

engineering profession is aware of the difficulty oJ obtaining a
satisfactory variable speed friction drive which includes both
certainty of operation and certainty of sjieed. In the case of a
spring motor this difllcuMy is emphasiise<l because the control
through friction must be done by the introduction of a governor.
Such a construction results in absolute loss of control of speed
regulaition owing partly !t(j the different percentage of friction

due to moisture in the air in varying amounts. The system we
use, therefore, is the controil of the main spring motor by means
of an lauxiliaiy spring motor, which is in effect a clock with a

speed regulation of 3^ to 1. The importance of aocumte speed
control in the case of the Brock camera is greater than in any
other camera, because of its atoility to produce contour maps.
Wherever it becomes necessary to obtain contours the axial
point of the succeeding and the preceding negative must show
on each exposure, with the result that exposures must occur at
frequent and consrtant intervals without interruption, other-
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wiw break in the tequenco will partiaUj destroy the value of

til* coRtoar plMtijgT-apiiic flight.

Without an.T exoeptiona worth ment ioning. all aerial cameras
am fitted with focal-plane shutters, aa the high efficiency

of this type of shutter, together with it.s extreme
mechanical simplicity, renders it im|>erior to the between len«

skatter. In the Brock cameras focal-plane 8hutt<>j-8 arv pro-

ridtd with a fixed slot, the speed adjustment beinc obtained

eatirely by means of the spring tension. Speeds are variable

ffDMH I'SO to 1 200 »f a second. <>r any similar ranjje.

Shutter Speects.

with shutter »p«^ls of aeroplane ramern»
ar interest to mention that, owing to tho

'tence of vibration obtained with the gimbal-

'••r speeda can be regulated entirely with
to the elimination of ima^v movement through tra-

tpeed, anil no regard nee<l be paid to the effects of
:i. The r«>|uirements due to sf)eed are very easily met

-Mr'<>. a camera aa already n>entioned, fitted with an
living at 5.000 ft. elevation and at 120 m.p.h.,
faster exfiosnre than I 20 of a semnd to pve
corresponding to a "-ircle of confusion of

1000 of an inch, and with a i|>rt<d of 1 '50 of a second
Hrele of cvmfusion will be only 5 6 1000 of an inch. This

hat the gimbai-snspciiK a has the practical

..e of being able to plloi „ , L^jth earlier and later

lay than woald be practical witli rigidly suspended
- . - , which are generally used '^••^ " 'I>osarvs

I
of 1 100 of a second to eliminate le the

' " • if vibration. It alsi> men- 'in*-

•-an be roado with wide slol> .|

" thereby tl ..,u, to

• I :iium, whi .!«• thf
only M.-t:'uiiig vatia arguiuents again*! fiK-al-pUiie shutters.

Kv*Ba«B« of Ezpo««r«.
V perfect errniicn of ex|i«sure at all sixetk can ««aily br

'x'r design of tht< focal-plane shutter, in

«lighlcet dillerrtx^ m e*prt»tir»' pUtnlv tntt

tilms, since max

:

i >

"> nr^atires of a _ .«

w no ofafc ;..n. FUperially

- uses of a- r-..!iy do ihcw
>i>as featurvs come to their and it is

.... tl,,» account that they li».. ..„.•,! in detail,

'ig, the status and it of aeroplaitt

nrrsylng is aa < I'n-

nantical trade rtnv f this

luct, and nnU fiaalon

alise lU |w»> » thst
' rapid. It IS jui unlurtunate fact thst up
ii»e the eneixy drvoted to tke constructive
-> of aeroplane photography haa been con-

I'-rstood by, only a few people.

The truth of the matter is that, in the fint place, the
WinUion questions which have arisen in Europe are really
mattrr* of m serious cvnsequence, althoagh a considerable

''>f time and effort has been spent to cliange and to

'^lal emulsions. Kflorts have also bean made in

ixy to mske Mnnlsions sensitive i<> certain coloars, whereat
liar, if not bsttsr. dbete coald have been obtained with
•ting snalsions by the use of a col'ur aereen and lengthened
••nrM. Whatsiver eSorta have bevn atada in the mechanical

I. they have been T««y l«rc.^ly in the direction of

a camera which eoold be operated by the average
without any knowledge of photography or of

•• It is safe to ssy that if the motion picture in-

dustry »hi.-h is now in existence had had a miltary use
and miltiary deveiopnaat, the i>resent staaa of perfection

would never have been reached, as the mechanical side of the

motion picture industry has received a tremendous amount
of attention for y-^ajrs. High-class motion pictures cannot be

made bjr anyone but a skilled operator, and in exactly the

some way the success of the future of aeroplane surveying .s

dependent upon operators learning about the necessary ghoto-

graphy and mechanics of aeroplane cameras ; but it must bo

Tecogni*ed for the future of aeroplane surveying that apart

from the development of the negative and the printing of

the prints aeroplane photography is a matter which should be

entirely in the hands of civil and mechanical engineers.

Aeroplane Photography and Commerce.
The modem aeroplane lias reached the sta^e of development

where the safety of operation and the certainty of operation

are as guo<i at of tlie average automobile of ten years ago. This

means that an aeroplane can be used to fly for some hour>-

over entirely unknown country without any landing places:

it further means thAt such country can be completely and
tomectly mapfied without difficulty and at a very low ex-

pense compared to the present-day methods of surveying. It

is quite possible that in the future preliminary surveys will

be made for railroa<ls, roads, and various water-works entirely

by aeroplane pliotography, and that when the line has been

decided upon a party will go out simply for the purpose of

staking agreed-upon lines. If the aeroplane industry will

devote as much attention to tiris subject as has been devoted

to other commercial possibilities, a rapid growth can be

expected. As foundation-stones have been laid, it is only

iwceesary for a general interest in this subject to be awakened

by the aeroplane industry before its possibilities, first as a

(iin-ernment enterprise, and then as a commercial enterpri^M;

for civil engineers, will find general recognition.

.\sTRt;s Brockek, J vs.

L. J. R. HoLST.

Ussistanls' nous.
e

Booka on Colour.
AssivTAXTs whu iiip.iii to inakr pliutuKr.i|iliy their profession sliould

look into the igumtion of coluur, ss pictorial art of the future will

be intimatelv coneerned in the study ; some authorities—|>articu-

larly thoM roniim-le<l with the vast textile industry—declare the

future is liound up with it. Students of painting are liidden to

•tody nature •ecrrl*. but students of photography will find the scien-

liflc side protitable «nd to their likini;. Since 1835 ovrr :<ixty b»uk«

have been written, a fourth of that number being published in

Ix>ndon, a fifth in New York, l^e .Vmericaiu, by their productions nf

the lost tea years, promise tu surpsss us on sll points—hy numbers,

high prioss they command, complete range of nubject, interent, and

r««a«rch. As sll bookj ot recent yean seem to be written round

Rood's " Modern Chromaliis," students will do well to <onimence

with that treatise, an it ruiitaiiu valuable information, clearly

written, well illustrated with woodcuts and diagramn. but unfortu-

nately has no colour plates to aasist the text. This liook having

|)aa»ed through many editions, a clean secondhand copy is iiir>re

often M«a than any other, and is worth looking out for.

—

Bchlixo-

T«)N.

A Reliable and Permanent Method of
Intenaification.

.MtXT phutogT»{>heni would be gtad to banish mercur}' from their

d.irk rcM>fflS if they could find a satiifactory substitute for it.

Those who use the mercury intensifier kno^v that they cimiut

depend upon the negative being any use in a year or so. and,

although they hasre tried the ohrnminm method, the danger of

yellow stains has caased tbem to go back to the old process again.

With papers of the " Cykn " class it is es.<(>-ntial that tho iiejjative

should be free from all stain, or t^ time of printing will be unduly

prolonged. The following method of intensification lias been in are

in a well-known North-Country studio for some considerable time.
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aad aa; b« dtr'niiod upon to b« lUinleis in iU action and to give

•a ahaoiotcly p«niuuieiit r«*ult.

Make up (oar aolnticaa :—•^

Water.

A. PoUm. bichraoMle 150 grains 10 oxs.

B. PoUaa. bromide 400 gnune 10 oxs.

C. HydroAVoric acid (pure) 200 drops 10 cm.
D. PoUaa. metabiaolphite 2 oxs. 10 oaa.

For u<«. take aqiMkl parte of A, B, and C. Blew;^ and immerse

(after a brief rinse under the tap) in D aolution until tiie yellow

atain is oomplataly destroyed. The negative is ttien re-developed

in any non-stautiag dareloper imthout bromide, Azol or a para-

ni<la|ih«nol mixture being eapeoi^ly suitable.

Hie method is equal to mercury in every way, with the addi-

tional advaotagea o( being permanent, and that it is not necessary

u> elimitiato all the hypo in the film previous to bleaching.

Bay pure chemioab, mix in the proper proportiona, and use as

directed above, and \-ou cannot fail to get good results.—J. M.

Advertiaing by Airbrush.
As American soldier, by trade a sign-wTitcr, was recently making
compariaona between this ooantry and his own on questions of
advATtising, and, although we pointed out that the war had stopped
experu here as well, he pointed out the difference between the
stylich window tickets of City tailors, shaded in colours by the air-

hniah. with the oM-faahioned printed silver letters an black in a
•tadio showcase, and he could see no evidence that we had ever
made use of striking designs and methods as ai-e tried in America.
He criticised photographer*, and guessed that the majority had an
mrtiat and an airbrush on the premises, and yet they do not make
use of the instrument at all for stencilling "through and shading
roand a design, or even a little ground tint to letters calling atten-
tion to the studio's particular style, or inventing an attractive price-
lirt panel for the window. American scliools, such as the Detroit
School of Lettering, use the airbrush largely for advertisement pur-
poses, believing in colour and design as a means of arresting the
eye.—BrKLixcTox.

Patent' news.—«

—

J^w*« intents—nppliealions and spfcifications—are treated in
Pkoio-Mtekanical NoUs."

Applications, Januarj- 27 to February 1.

Pbojiction.—No. 2,158. Devices for use with optical apparatus for
projecting pictures upon a screen. T. Bums, F. Palmer, and E.
F. S>idder.

SHtrrrEBS.—Xo. 2,066. Devices for automatically releasing lens
•hatters of photographic apparatus. D. Friedmann.

Akbocraphs.—No. 2,046. Detachable colour cup for aerograph
handpieces. R. Heeley.

Co«x)rKD.G.-Xo. 2,214. Colouring photographs, engravings, etc.
S. T. T. Janus and J. MacDougall.

CisiMATocHAPHT.-No. 2,512. Re-winder for cinematograph films.
A. E. Jone« and C. F. Lane.

Ci.vKsiATocR.»PHT.-No. 2,521. Cinematograph shutter. S. W
Pilling.

Pbojdctios.-No. 2,601. Picture-projecting apparatus. 1. Serrur-
ner.

Ciji«ii:ATOG«iPHr.-No. 2,027. Cinematograph fihns and manufac-
ture thereof. J. E. Thornton.

COM.CK Cis«inTocRAPHY.-\o. 2,028. -Cinematograph colour
films. J. E. Thornton.

Crade Ranes and marks.
APPLICATIONS FOH REGISTRATION.

\\. B. Dksig.v.-Xo. 385,673. Photographic chemicals. White Band
Manafaotunng Co.. Ltd., 121, Selsdon Road, South Croydon,
wnrey

; manufacturing t^emiau. October 17, 1918.
M«tAOOi..-Xo. 387,084. Photographic developers. Society of
OiemiciJ Industry in Basle (a lOiare company organised under theh^ of the Swie, Republic), i41-227, iKJybeokstraasc, Basle, Swit-
»«mnd; manufacturers and merchants. December 21, 1918.
^„"*^'~ ** "^t* » **• Unitjd Kingdom, c.o. Abel and'imrav,
30, Southampton BniidinKs. W.C.2.

meetinas ot societies*—•— f

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Hl'lTBDAT, FEBKI'ABY 22,

BMinburRh Photoifrsphic Society. Opening o( F.zbibition.

Hudderstleld N«tur»list and Photograpbic Society. Lantern Lecture :
" Featares

o( Yorkshire Bird Life." R. Fortune, F.Z.8.

F. Whitikker.
" Snow Pictnres,"

Monday, Fkbbdabt 24.

Bradford Photogrsphic Society. " The Ci aren HiftalandB."

City of London and Cripplegate Photographic Society.

S. Coulthnrst.
Dewsbury Photographic Society. Exhibition ot Members' Prints. Private view.

TvssDAT, Fibruaby 25.

Halifax Scientific Stwiety (Pliotographic Section). " The Amateur Photographer"
and "Photography " 1918 Priie Slides.

Ijeitlt Amateur Pliotographic Association. Social Meeting, with Whist.
Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association. Wliist Drive.

Hackney Photographic Society. " By Train to the Land of the Midnight Sun."
W. Bonderson, J.P.

Dewsbury Photographic Society. Exhibition open to the Public.

Chelsea Photographic Society. " A Loon in Loudon." W. L. F. W'astell.

Manobeiter Amatenr Photographio Society. *' Views and Vagaries of oa
Inexpert Photographer on PbotoKraphy and Art." J. W. Richards, M.A.

Wednbsday, February 28. \
Croydon Camera Club. " The Potentialities of the Pinhole." B. J. Rose. '

Ilford Photographic Society. *' Another Chat on Pictorial Photography.*''
S. Brigden,P.U.P.8.

Photomicrographic Society. "Internal Structure of Metals. Dr. B. P. Haigh.

Thubsday, Febbuaby 27.

Liverpool Amateur PbotOKrnphio Association. 1,000 miles Around Britain by-
River and Canal. Spensor-Joncs, M.Sc.

Brighou>c Photographic Society. Ijecturettes.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. Members' Outing, Print
nd Lrctiirette Competition

Hull Photographic Society. "A Photographic Autobiography
folio. W. M. Lyth.

Rodley and District Photographio Society. " Beginners' Pitfalls."

Chelsea Photographic Society. Dark Room.
Wimbledon Camera Club. " Some Experiences of a War Correspondent.*'

H. C. Beckett.
Richmond Camera Club. "Monoliths." P. Varley.

and Y.P.U. Port-

Mr. Marston..

Dennistoun
Wallace.

Friday, PsBBfABT 28.

Photographic Associations. ' Lantern Slides. R^

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCTETV.

Meeting he'.d Tuesday, February 18, Mr. W. B. Ferguson, K.C., in

tha chair.

Mr. S. R. Williams delivered a lecture on " A New Process oi

Printing on Paper in Xiitural Colours," accompajiied by a demon-
stration of certain p;irts of it. Briefly, Mr. Williams' process con-

sists in making at one exposure with one Ions a negative recording

all three colour sensations in a series of bands as in the Joly

colour screen plate. The baiided colour screen of red, blue, and
green lines is placed against ilie panchromatic plate in the well-

known manner. Having made this negative, Mr. Williams placea

it in an enlarging laiit-em after having applied to it, in a special

lantern stage, a key-plate consisting of parallel bands each double
the iwidtJi of those in tlie negative, separated by a space equal to the
widtili of a single band in the negative. A fine link adjustment in

the negative stage enables him to bring the linee of negative am}
key-plate into parallelism and then to move the key-plate so as to

cut out the bands coiTesponding with any two of the colour

sensations, and to project those of the third upon bromide paper on
the easel. The difficulty in this operation of knowing which set of
bands is that of a given coilour sensation is ren'.oved by Mr.
Williams by a series of distinctive marks made in the first iustaac»

on the colour screen plfvte and thus imprinted upon tlie negatives.

The lecturer showed, by means of a large-scale model, how very
easily this indeiitification could be done. The key-plate in its special

stage is thus twice moved throTigh the width of a line and three
bromide enlargements made representing the red, green, and bloe-

violet sensations. Here, as Mr. Williams pointed out, the process
could be continued iu many different ways. The bromide eulai^ge-

ments were amenable for the production of colour component printft

by the R-vde.x pixxcss ; they could lie employed as originals for
pioatype or witJi son;e modification for the Sanger-Shepherd proceoa.

But his own choice was to make the three cdonr impressions by
the bromoil process and to assemble them by a very simple method
of transfer in registration. The bromoil print from the blu»
negative after bleaching was pigmented in yellow, and the impres-
sion transferred to drawing paper. The blue impression from the red
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\r Aaji Tiri-t pr ilucrd ill pigment on the bromide print and then

firiot by laying th« teoood (>rint down in

.j to p.^e*rare. Tht red impreuion from

{imitiiig oagBtir* was transfei rt-d in like manner, and

.. .: fut««a of leaking and aMciiibling the three cokiur

-wioiM could bf done in aboat half an hour. Mr. William*

'.MrriH that ordinary drawing P*(Xf yielded colour p.-ints, the
'' which exhibited exoeaaive Of>a<-ity. He waa eeeking to

< defect by coating th« paper with a roigiture of ceiluloid

'I o3 oootuiinK a whit« pigment.

diacnaaion whieti took place the lectorer explained that he

the prinU by meana of a line made on the negative abont

'>ag each aide and Ihoa imprt-Mcd upon curb |«int.

-oca of diitinct black* from the specimen print* having

I. Mr. J. C. Warborg pointed i<ut that (urh a producti«ii

jld not r««ult in the proceu rxcept frr>m a *preading of

lie tuiiKK in cafh dirwtioa to tba eatrnt of their own width in

liMkinc the enlnrgeaient*.
" 'liana then pnxeeded to deaeribe tli^MMtta which be had

>kmg IIm coioar auwu plataa himaeB. An immenae amount

laara wa* created by the iiiicerndty with which the

of inoonstant light and imguUrly woriting ahultrik we'.r

""•!\ a grcst fund of huromir Mr. WiWrnraa entered upon

J many prac-tic*! drvicwi. -uti on the pfopntitiiw of

..urtiuu U>e very b««rti«*t tbaok* of the limling were accorded

' iisv. no iooner had Mr. H. S. N

; the UBoal waahin;;.

- —birred witb tbe

oolder in too*.

in %Hr adagt UlAt " on*

fROYIX>N tA.\IERA iMB
:»m aorietirt do n--^ mrmbeta »« 'iifcome in apirtt

I in fart iibl mmilieni. aa ia tbe . vdon. Fur in-

"peMed on Ibe aorne

e* of laatcmiai, no

K he gave a i«*Ut

and paand round

.inuua kstha, ^<llh lb* tanDnW neatly

M> were nxiftlv Haa^Blti, bst one print

Ltined by jmt twdBg it blue in Ibe

h tar e>c«(de<j the lacturt in lemlli, a

• itM Iff a denn(t*liation nn xuliiliide tiin;ii:r

....'... < ' .' hnght and fa>i

iiu uiuri;. .Ml. lUr^iar, with il<. i.

aakad what wunU haffiea if

xing and blcacbing. "the pr i

' aaid .Mr. Av««y. " Let a* t

I had previoualy made the -
wa* rut in half, one portiui

... . I,— - -,,nia' riaae. Nw r-"

rrnce being that k
a lacrr i'>r J.>)in, who (OOght r>iu.,<

not OMke • ii—iii."

bHaiyvr agreed, and rightly, for all who aMUiutactof* pboto-

(•paea ar* aware that a |4ur<lurr whidi may prodaoe ao

at one tima niay be bighiy pnjadidal at aaother,

gly i*aa* ioatrartioaa wbirh me *afe to fcUow ander

try niodsUon*. A raeaat caae in poiat aiay ba of iaiereat.

anefartarefs of a certain printing fmfm w«e naked by a

whelhar a certain pmrednre coold be anfiloyed m-
no* nnviweoded. Ihe aiMwar waa in the negative,

"^^qneniiy inforaied diet the altarnative had been

inding, and with n>mf>I<'U' •aoaaa*. Leaving out

of the poacbil it' 'f-r«HB of ofdnion on the

obtacned. the • ol Uta Mjratary ia ainple.

bring in a fw-diiiant t;>iHl «aa necwMrily worldag with

age enaMed it to withstaad a traalaiinl wbioh

»ea beea fatal willi fr««h paper.

ago the prceent »i riw! y.r'<!«ttit. M- .? K<-»nc,

• p.<>ua belial that >

leting the naaipaialioi

-<na»\ never above oamUtt%ug

I not have w
> bear that yrr\

•^ with iaipnidcd print*. After tnkpiiiding, the pnnta are

w««hed for 30 minuti* in 12 changes of water, and luilher toned
in :

—

Hypo &•• • 2i o».

Soda c»rbuii.itf , j|. 30 graiin.
Ctold fhloride 5 grain*.

Water 10 <>i.

•nd then weU waahed. Prin** niu«t not be dried jjrevious to the

Kold toning.

Mr. .S. J. Rose, who all were glad to welcome on his retiun

from France, gave aonte highly interesting details of the heavy
photographir ruah work between intervals of " nothing doing."
One oimTvation of hia came a* a surprise ; he ittated in his sedtiun

the n*e of ainidol wo* fni^dden for developing bromide enlai\;€-

meiit<. owing to ita injiirioua action on the handa, metol-hydro-

quiiio.'ie being exclusively employed ; rather a reversal of usual

ideas. .Mr. V. Jobling said, having some wenJc Iaiiti>rn-;!icles lii.>

blear*)H them by the biuhrrxniite method, and added a mere trace

{•!' ''-'"(l to a atirriiig rod tii be pret-iae. or the reverse) of

tiiv .' bath to the re-devel iper. Added contnMt. and a rich

warm-Uvk reauUed.

In reference to uranium toning, Mr. E. A. Salt aaid that all

bromide printa *o toned by him ia the paat were now wreilu. On
the other hand, platinot}-pee toned with uranium fifteen yeare >mo
and over showed not the aUghteat diaage in oolour. Very beautiful

warmblacka to loxy brown-reds v.ere poeaible. .Mr. J. M. .Sellers

raid oraniam toiufig now had 'ather a bad nnnie, but once w««
the rage. He had a nrannuntoii-il print nt home thirty years old.

and only recently had the Gret rii^iw of the liimiliar nirtullic thee:i

apfxarcd. Thia had been rom|>1.4«ly removed by india-rubber, na

first *uggeri«d by Uieir member, .Mr. C. Welt<iriM< P:|)er. Perso::-

al'y, he rarely aulphided bromide |>rinie aa he indulged in "scratch

w>>rk," and thi* reveaM the underlying blark. He preferred the

o'd hypo-alum bath to more modern motboda. Mr. A. F. Catharine,

vt thout vtaihle effort, concurred, tp liia band* hy|io-alum affordoi

•ii|>enor tone*.

A nuat hearty vote of thank* wa* accorded Mr. Newcombe, wiho

:* tu be confratuiatcd on an excellent lecture and a aucceaafu!

" first appearaaM."

EDINBl'RGH SOCIETY" OF PRt>FESS10NAL
PHOT()ORAPHFJl.S

Tmk Bfth aMetiflf of the aewuon took place on February 10. to which

all the photographara of Edinbargh and district had been invited.

IViara waa a large attendance. Mr. Young was in the chair.

\ ' t|*r waa read from the Secretary of the Edinburgh Photn-

Society intimatint; that tha Council were deairou* of inviting

ihe !scotliah National Salon t« Edinburgh in 1920, and aaking if the

Edinbargh Society of Pr<>fevi>jnal Pholo^raphe.-'s would be willin;;

lo participate. After B<ime ili>cu**ion it was fe!t that a* the Pro-

fess uoal Society had in view the holding of an exhibition of their

own, and in the abaencc of any detailed information regarding the

t>*l<in, thi* matter •hruM not be conaidered meantimr. nmt the

Secretary waa instructfd to write to the Edinburgh Photographic

Society lo thia effect.

A letter from Maaara. Oviniti* Davia waa read, in wh'ih they

requested mformatian tagarding the constitution of the .Suiiety. The

Oiairman read a letter finm the Sacratary of the R<iiiiburgh College

of Art intimating that the propooad rftoaching class >clieme had n.-t

by the board, an i *ugEe*t'nK that photuKraphers might

their own tuition. Mr. Young then read t)ie text of a

memorval which he had drawn up, and which it was pr(>|Misetl aliould

be (igned by the photographer* of tha city and su) mated to the

board "f the College of .^rt. The memorial, among other things,

pointed oat tha imp"*"ii'ility of photographen iiutnKt'ng their

assistant* personally, nnd reft-rred to the number of classes of

various kind* imiuiliHl in ihv nylUbos of the College, and which

were no laaa iiiiiini i il frvim "art" than retouching. T!ie m.>mnrinJ

wu aninimniialy accepted, and Mr. Campbell Harper exprersed the

ii-btedneaa to Mr. Young for the trouble he ha I tiktn

•r.

leeling then di-<'upsi<<l the question of a minimum price for

!- M: fampbeil Harjier TOese^itpd thnt, in view of pro-

a nunber of
i

' agree not to

11 price. People - .nies to secure

cwrtain photographers' work, but nut tu sectife lower prices. Mr.
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lf*ekky MiggedrU that > meeting of postcard photographers might

k* ImU to dkcuis the matter fully. A num4>er of different prices

««« mantioned ai being charged by various firms, and it was

hiaMtaly agreed, on the motion of the Chairman, that a recommen-

ilatittii (m paated that no photographer should charge less than 6s.

p« doaen for postcards. This it was decided to communicate to all

piwlographers in the district.

The holiday closing scheme was then discussed. It was thought

thai this year photographers should close during different periods,

so that then would always >be some studios available for the public.

A •niiurouin period of one week was proposed iby Mr. Barrie and

seconded by Mr. Campbell Harper; while Mr. Ferg^ison proposed

ten days, as last year. Mr. Johnston proposed that these two

motioas should be allowed to lie for a month, during which time

the Secretarj* would place them before the remaining photographers

of Edinburgh and invite opinions.

It was intimated that a criticism of members' prints iby a well-

known artist would take place at the March meeting. Those present

than aigned the memorial, and the meeting closed.

Correspondeticee—

•

•»• Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the navies and

addresses of the icriters are given.

*,* We do not undertake respotisibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

KINEMATOGRAPH.
To itihe Editors.

Gentlemen,—I think Mr. A. locket* is wrong. Cinematograph

waa first a trade-name for Lumifere's in 1891 ; bioscope an English

name in 1894. Kin«ma was first used for an English patent in the

'sixties or 'seventies ; since that itime the English Patent Office

daasifies under " K." The oldest trade journal also goes under

the name " Kinematographic Journal." My English standard

dictionary, 1902, also says " K," and does not mention tihe Cino

(which is pronounced sino, not kino)

llie first kino consisted orf a pack of cards, on which the suoceissive

movemeots of an object were illustrated by hand, wihen slowly

released, as in the modern Mittoecope or Kinora, the kinemato-

graphic effect was produced.

"The name is, therefore, typically EngUsh, and not of Germanic
origin, as suggested; nor is Lockett, becaiiise it is written viiih

" ck," and " ck " is looked upon as typically Germanic. Kino.

THE MERCURY-VAPOUR LIGHT.
To the Editors.

GeiitlemLMi,- -Referring to the correspondence on pink diffusers for

the mercury-vapour light. I should like to say that I found a great

redaction of the greenish tint without any appreciable lengthening

of exposure. The colour used was quite a full rose pink; a paler

colour did not sevm much good.—Yours, &c., C. H.
Birmingham.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Referring to the communication by Mr. Stanley
Beaufort, which ap|>eared in your issue of February 14, I may say
that I used the mercurj'-vapour system exclusively about six years
ago. The unpleasant appearance which the light imparted was
certainly objectionable, and every expedient was tried to get rid of
the drawback.

The pink curtain proved of no vi.«ible use. The rhodamlne-dyed
reflectors, referred to by Mr. Beaufort, were more satisfactory, but
we found the colour of the reflectors faded ; thus their effect was
gradually lost.

The most permanent and satisfactory results were achieved by the
use of a few ordinary 50 c.p. incandescent electric bulbs, placed at
intervals near the mercurj- tube.^.

It may be interesting to mention that this light, on the stand, as
originally sold, did not meet with my ideas of good lighting, but, by
discarding the stand and reflectors and making a radical rearrange-

ment of the di.s(Kwitic]n of the tube.s, highly successful work resulted,

and I recall with pleasure the use of this modified system of mercury-
vapour studio lighting.—Yours faithfully, J. Spencee Adamson.

SHORTER HOURS IN THE DARK-ROOM.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I wish to state the case for dark-room assistants as
briefly as possible. Dark-room work, at the best of times,

is not by lany means the most congenial part of photo-

graphic work, especially when one is at it for nine or ten hoars
a day in small stuffy, partly ventilated rooms, as many of them are,

as I know too well. The liours of euch kind of tabour are in many
cases far too long. Too much of it, especially in the dingy holes

wliich serve as dark-rooms in many parts of the country, is always
detrimental to heaith. Since leaving tlie army I have been on my
own in pihotographic work, and practically all our printing is done-

in matt P.O. P., which is, I consider, very much more satisfactory and
gives more artistic pictures than prints on bTomdde paper. In pre-

war days the terrible monotony of dark-room work was very trying,

so I plead to all professional photographers througliout the countiy

to consider the question regarding their dark-room assistants, and
to reduce the hours to a maximum of seven hours for five days in

the iweek and three and a-half or four for the early closing day. U
Seven hours a day is plenty long enough for such trying work, and |l

if no time is wasted a, considerable quantity of work can be turned

out in the course of a day.

I would like to hear furtiher on the matter from photographit

employers and employees.—^I am, gentlemen, very truly yours,

"'Moss Bank" iStudio, C. F. Watkins.
Etcbinghsun, Sii-ssex.

THE HYDROQUINONE-RODINAL DEVELOPER.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Reference is made in your " Answers to Ooirre-

spondents " of last week (page 79j to the hydroquinone-rodinal

developer, a little-known combination which did not merit the

approval of many workers. " G. D." is informed that there was no-

published formulae for the combination "as far as we know." A>
a matter of fact some formulae were published about sixteen yetos

ago, but as the " combining" fever was then at its height, and so

many combinations of Ithe many different developers appeared

—

many of them of little coBseqnence and even less use—^tihe less im-

portant of them may have escaped your notice, notebook, index, and
memorv-.

Of the many comlbinations which (have been advocated that of

hydroquinone and rodinal aippears to have attracted the least atten-

tion, at any rate it never earned tlie approbabtion of any plate-

maker or developer-maker. Pyro->netal and metol-hydroquinone are-

to-day the sole relics of the once-popular craze of mixing develop

ing agents, although pyro-glyoin, adurol-metol, eikonogen-hydro-

quinone, and m&tol-glycin tried hard for a place, and certainly

managed to find their way into instruction sheets and handbooks

—

a thing hydroquinone-rodinal never did to my knowledge. 11h»

"published" hydroquinone-rodinal formulce I have in my large

ooUeotion are from American and German iperiodicals and the Eng-
lish " Photographic News. '

'

A formula which oame from a German source in 1903 stands a»
follows :—

-

A. Soda sulphite 1 oz.

Hydroquinone 120 gr.

Citric acid 5 gi'.

Potassitim bromide 10 gr.

Water to 20 oz.

B. Potassium carbonate 2 oz.

Water 20 oz.

Rodinal 1 oz.

To make uip a working develoi}er for soft or "portrait" negatives

take equal parts of A, B, and water ; for strong negatives use equal

parts of A and B and no added water. By varying the amounts of

the A (hydroquinone) and B (rodinal) solutions one could, the
originator of the formula told us, obtain hard, soft, or any other
kind of negatives. This -was quite all right in theory because of

the well-known density- and detail-giving powers of the hydro-
quinone and rodinal solutions respectively, but in practice the ring-

ing of the changes did not produce with certainty the wonderful
results one was led to expect. A combination wliidi came to us
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from Anaieak in 1006, and one " (atliMad " by oo« o( th< photo-

frmptoB colhftM thrr*. i* of a *?•'»'• •— - •

A. Hjtlro«|uinoi>«' 40 gr.

Soda aolphiti- 800 et
Bodinal 16 ^p»
WaUr 4A o«.

B. Potaninm cariioaato . 60 gr.
WaUr 2 at.

thia. w« axe loU, i» mUy • tne-Milalion d»v«la(Mr, btca—i titr

A aolation will work by itmiU, it conUming th« two agtato. 'Dm
a<Mitia« ol a lew dmpi erf the B aolalioa to fch ovnoa ot tte
normal (A) derela|Mr qnickena develupwiul vrrT ponawhiatily, and
mar* or loai ol B i* reconaModcd fur hand itunrra and nnder-npo-
•urte. Indeed the " invaolor " if i)" < oinliii^t ..n urtii lo far a*
to advia* equal parts of A and B ; m.

In coAolaaion. I may aay that i — ..^ ... Ji« (omalip
becaiiw lb«y hare been naked for. and yoo n»y deem it advitable
tn record then in yoor p^(ca. I un noi Modiag tkan becaoaa I

<'.r,.ider them to be aaperior to any ;i the ataadard bydroqainom-
n><-t.jt (onnal*, aitboogh wrnt 4Mkrkera bare atatad tbeai to be h>.

AUer aakiac aoaw azpariaMttU a: the tiae o< the ci«ae lor oim
hintof devalopara I tmm» to tbe coi Imjiii tbat if rodiaal «m to
I- raOad npaa to aasisi bydraqainone is tba work of d«valo|iii« a
' .-*tiea tha beat pkn waa tp .iereU.p |»rtly—for deiMtty-^witb a
< ramX hydfoqaiaooa eolatioa. then waab aad iniak with weak
< linal (or dateOa. or to (rt oat the a.4a& tat vilb rodiMl, w«ati.
A' "i dta« fo hw deaaity witb a nurawl hydfaqmeaa imomlDftT.
It >t. altar all. it ia do«blfal if tbe orifcodoi aMtolJi]

mbiaatioo cm at tbe mumiM be beetaa. •kboocb a b;

t^uii ntdiaal or *aa( nuatoi* baa |x««hiiitiaa. a
I" attention of aavatta ia tbeee <Uya of

Yoara (aitbfaUy. OotMran WitMM.

THB AMUTANt ntusnOS
To tbe Bditofa.,

OrntwaMn,—J ba*e followed with a gooi deal of uUeceat Ike
t i*tmffiiitiim» wbtcb baa been inwar.l with regard to the M^Maat
qoaatiaa. Md aa an oU aspooMt u( Uw qamtkm-l wroto yna
•rearal lettata o« tba aabiart aoaM B*« «r tix yaan a«o—I abovM
lib* to reeoid mj Ihanba to y«w uMoy aU* i

"
i | iiiil iirta

At tbe MM* Itoe. I wa«M like u> aik wbat ia tbe pmitioa •!
«Wi*«"ta «k> ara feM yet raliaaii (rr.m tbe Anny*
For aiyaatf. I am eoMfoftahly ofl ju>i now. bat I do mt aaptra to

•pend tbaraat«flyli(biatha•ar^>foflhe \n« if «e
•re to be lakea iaio inaridaiatiiiii in c'Uiac ^ut i ^t tbe
erbeM*. I tbaald be glad of iafarMalitat.

I need oiUy add tbM I ban* bad chata witb naay otbar aMMtaaU
•'•1 aaiployafa bntb la tba btfaMr.Y and the R. A F., and all are
>.:reed thM anii lbit ongbft to be .i<we: but. of omree. tbe old

>(by of e«r cUai bae to be taken ni« i aiidwaliiiii. aad. * tar
I •« abta ta halp wbila ia tbe Army . I am airtiraly at tbe aerrice

r Mr. Adaaa aad yoaiaaliaai

Tba i rbfi of nam wbirb ia aeriua^ adrmalad aow ia a joOy
nod idea, aad oagbt to Haat with tba ap|«vTal of all qoaliAed
naa. aad in my prmiat capacily of lectarer oa phota«iapby under
tbe Army Bdacaliaa Hctawi I omM, parbapa. do iiMaiibiiu lo
tmof aboa«««dl asaMa. for aaa in U... Nortbam Caaumad ; ia aay
CUM. t may be able ta balp: if ao. aa4 ki wbatever way daaiiad.
pl«Ms let me know, aad I'm «a tbe job. If aaa oooU fo oat of tba
XrTTiT with a cwitiicato of abUity it wmU bo do^bi hala « tbe

•o greatly.

In (oneiuaioa. Oentlwaw . 1 wi.h th* food old " Jaaraal" erary
-ea « ita boaaal aadaaeow. ua cer bahaN, aa4 a kmil aad pm»

perooe We. It aaaiBa ta tmf ataaf. daiplta all ««caltioa.-Yo>r>
laitblaUy. AaoL J. Bacav. Sargt

{Late Ckdat, R.A.F.).
.v.. 3 Sertion. Hnmber Uarriaon. Winaataad Hall, near Hull.

Fobruary 9, 19tA

To tbe EdiUiia.

OeirtlMin.—If I amy add to my previo« latter I abnald wish to
poUt ort to Mr, Hoagfatoa wber. I am ao« ia artnrd witb bU
eamailiona.

In the ftiet kiHaaai I do not r.»i.id»r it to he a doty of the
P.P.A U, provide or aaaiet in r>"" >!<«« training facflitiee for

auiaUnts. That, «urtly, i« an impoaitiuii, and opeiu out too many
pneaibilitiea for abuee. An empkiyer could take any niimher of
apprentices and the P.P..\. would do the rwt. On tliis point I
contrnd that an employer shopM train his own .-ipprentires. If he
i« nut conipeUrut t . do so or neglerU tliat duty, then it sliould be-
come a matter for a curt of law. That point must aiot be forgotten
even if your c<irr«e|H ii'lent ie d«t!iiig with the older and recognised
assistant and his net- U. His neede are training and greater
efficiency. Tbe Teepon»ibility for tbat lies with the man wlio should
have traiited him—tile man who enoourages inefficiency by eir.ploy-
ing him. and the roui hiu^f for not demanding greater Icnowledge.
Bnt how do we arrive at this fact tJiat aasistante are lacking' .\%
prrarnt it is a mere haaard of individual deductions. And having
arrived at such a conclusion by theee unsatisfactory means it is a
timple matter l« hand over the work of rcconslructioii to the only
body in enrtaaee. It ii a anggestion which i»ould not stand
practical apfiiieatiun. and 1 do not think the P.P.A. will adopt it.

I am omvineed that if the P.P.A. will formaUy draft a sUndard of
attainmaot—a high one and atick to it^that body will have done
•Martbmg far more pr«M;tioal. To do that and to supply information,
aa iU»ii 'm my previoui letter, is all that ia aeneas.iy and desirable.
Aa an aaaistant I do not luok to the P.P.A. to complete my training.
II a sUndard b sat and I am found lackiim. then I can " swat " and

Beian«, aa vieu do in other professions. But I do elain:
to know wbat I am supfMaed lo possess in the matter of

•kilL ObrisAsly. until that infonnation is forthroming any
asaiataat doing nafMnsible work can claim tn be « qualified asaistant
paaliag witb tbe question of oertifioatea I consider references for

daily wvrfc girsa on ofllrml fonaa baaed, on the fixed standard ol
would be more practioal for onlinary use. A ahoH
ia not a crrtwiun of a man's capMbiUtiea. If at any

ttea aftor barwniag a iwcogniaed skilled worker aa aaaisUnI wishes
la qaalHjr fnr • •"-•.•>- - i..-,d of department, examinations
ca^d ba ari«ng< m. Tboae examinations should
be Ihoraugb, ai^ -.....,... i,K.,yM,.,^ aa«b a certificate ahuuld be
rscofmaed aa pomeasing a »«ry high degree of knowled^ and skill.

To acaka aiaoA iiihip of the P.P.A. conditional woi^d anawer no
at all. Asaiatanta are iiot anxiuM to become certificated

«* tha P.P.A. Assistants I believe are quite oa anxious to
|rt to the ba4<om of all thinga phutugraphki aa are employers And
it oaa oaly ba fKNaibb to eoaw to a aatitfactory solution of the whole
aialtar by gattsag to kaow wbat each other is thinking and going
to da aboal it.

Priawrily we bave to wmaider the status of photography aa a
prefaaakm. Tlwt tabject i" i v unfold* into two aapeeta; the

'a aad tba aaaiatai ut two aspi'cis give rise to two
} aatagoaiam or fusui. I phimp for the latter ; hence I

tbat the P.P.A. U open to all pbotogra|4)en.

This poiat ia I baiiaaa tba main isaue in thb correepa«idence. Tlie
ihatlMiga ef in iWl iwiry has crapt m. I du not dniy iu liulh. But
It is a direct challenge to amiatoata. who I hope will take it up.
Aad I bofM, too. empkiyaaa ataaa that they do wisli for more

Ravarding the alalia autter aa a asriooa pnipasition, I think tha
imilganaition et idnu in one aifbasiatioa is roost important. For
ishai inr tfie elaiam of ampfeyar or asaistant may be, they ara all

aaaiaM. nalaaa by aaitad effort photography aa a profession is lifted

high and held there —Youn truly. Row land Hammcs.
Rebate.

Tat LsTE LitrTUAM C. F. Lum Davis.—We notice in the brief

particulars of the will of the late l.ieutriuint Cyril Frederick Lsii-

l>avis, whuh have been |>ubliihrd in the daily papcri, that the estata

of the dereaaed gaoUeman amounted to over £18.000. Of this £5.000
was left in tru*t for pensions to persons now or formerly in the
employment of Meeers. J. H. Dallmeyer. Ltd., of which Mr. Lan-
Davis was a diri«l<ir.

T«« PaoTo MimonEAPHlc Sooinr.—Ilie next ordinary meeting
will be held on WedneMlay, February 36, at 7 p.m., at King's Col-

lege Baeteriolofpcal Lafaoralorife, 62, Cbandoe Street, W ('., when
IV. B. P Haigh will lecture on " 'he Internal Stnmture of Metals."
Visitors are im-i-d. and cards of inviliitton may lie obtained on
application to tbr Hon. .Secretary, J. (}. Bra.ll.urv', 1, H..garth HiU,
riacbley Road, Hendon. London, N.W.4.
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Hn$mn ro Correspondents.—^

—

SPECIAL NOTICE.

In eonmtmtHe* of gtfural riuiue*d suvpUeM <^Jf»p«r.n» the r»»M-

^ frokibHiim «f Of imputation of much^irood Vfilv nndjrnss.

a trnaOT gpoct trill b* avnilabU until further notice for replies

to corrMpoiMbiUi.

M^ttmtr. wt iPi« anstcer b« fosl if stamped and addressed enve-

lep, M encloid -or rtfty: S-eenl. Intematinnal Coupon, from

readers abrond.

r^^j;^ij^;.«<ymjjii.4 ansti^rs irill be printed onUi in the ease of

innmri** of general inlerett.

/j-itriMtoJ* answered in the Fridays " Journal " must reach u%

not latfT than TiM.dav_(p>sled Monday), and should be

addreasedio the Editors.

E. A.-Th*- Manchester College of Technology, SackviUe Street,

Manchester.

J s.—The Order in regard to the opening of new businesses has not,

so far as we know, yet been revoked, and although, perhaps, not

always ftrirtlv enforced, it would be as well for you to make

applicaUon for a permit to the Director of National Service, South

Road, Nottingham.

Y W.—We have never heard of carbon printing being done by

acetylene light, and we should say that the number of lamps

required would produce an amount of heat which would make

printing impossible. The only artificial lights, in our experience,

fur cnrhi.n printing are mercury-vapour and the enclosed arc.

S. B The glass should, if possible, be at least 18 inches wide and

on as long strips as possible; if you can get it in three pieces for

the 8 ft. it will do very well. Rolled plate is the strongest and

best. The top light should come about half-way up the roof if

:'.>u want to do groups; 6 ft. will do for single figures. We
assume the background will be at the door end, for at the other

end the window is awkwardly placed.

G. T.—The two lenses are evidently both //3. The marking with

// values is comparatively modern, and the older lenses were

marked 1, 2, 3. 4. etc., with no reference to the focal value.

Therefore we should say the C. and G. lens was dear compared

•vith the Ros.s. You do not give the aperture of the 10 in. Ross

lens at £5. If anything near /;'4 it should be a bargain. In

portrait lenses Ross and Dallmeyer are about equal in value for

similar si7.ee.

A. G.—Any cualtar dye "soluble in spirit" would answer your

purpose, but, so far as we know, nothing has been done in ready-

made mixtures to match wood. Moreover, many of the dyes will

not stand exposure to strong light. We have found Stephen's

stains the most satisfactory for the purpose, and if you are careful

they sboald not warp the frames. If you want to try the dyes,

write to Messrs. Lind«ay and Co., chemists. Leather Lane,

I>cmdon, E.C
G. P.—For larKe heads, ten or twelve inches is still rather a short

food length : fourteen or sixteen inches is better. An R.R. is

i)uite a suitable type of lens where, as in your circumstances, there

is plenty of light. The Instantograph camera is one of a very
light build, and in the half-plate size certainly not suitable for
varrjMng a lens of even 10 or 12 inches focus. If we were you,
we should buy an old pattern, long-focus camera, such as you can
gel for a pound or two from a second-hand dealer.

V B.—A reliable firm for such of the photographs as are likely to
be taken by the newi^papers is the Press Photographic Agency,
170. Fleet Street. E.C. As regards the photographs of children
and other subject* which are not of topical interest, the most
likely purchasers are the publishers of postcard-i, of whom the
largei>t buyer is the Rotary Photographic Company, West Drayton,
.Middlesex. But they buy only, as a rule ii sets of six, and

therefore, in order to make it possible for them to offer, you would

need to arrange the .subjects on this basis. Perhaps the Press

Photographic Agency would be able to look after this bu.siness

also for you among firms who issue calendars and the like.

J. H.—We are quite in accordance with your idea that better quality

may be obtained by u.sing reflected light in enlarging than by

using direct light througli a conden.eer. The only difficulty is the

length of exposure when working from dense negatives, and, in

fact, the almost impossibility of getting through the high-lights

of a very yellow one. The Boardman pattern is quite a typical

one, and .should answer well for average negatives. At the same

time, wo think you might do well to inquire as to the new Cooper

Hewitt Gridiron lamp. This is very much used in the United

States, and some of the large firms here are trying it. Address

your inquiry to the Westinghouse Cooper Hewitt Company, 80.

York Road, King's Cross, N. With regard to general fittings, we

can only think of one piece of advice which may be useful, and

that IS to have plenty of sink room. You can easily cover it when
iH)t wanted, and when you have a big job it is there. Of course,

you will instal your copying camera on a proper table with run-

ners, an adjustable ease! and lights on both sides ; half-watts will

do splendidly for these. For developing light use two thicknesses
.

of golden fabric and have plenty of light area.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
February 10 to 22.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Amateur Photo-'

graphic Association Inter-Club Exhibition. Secretary, Qilbert

S. McVean, 125, West Regent Street, Glasgow.

February 20 to 22.—Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic

Society. Secretary, H. C. Cross, 80, Harrow Road, Leicester.

February 22 to March 8.—Edinburgh Photographic Society.

Entries close February 13. Secretary, George Massie, 10, Hart
Street, Edinburgh.

April 17 to May 22.—Hammersmith Hampshire House Photographit

Society Annual Exhibition. Two open classes. 'Entries close

March 13. Joint secretaries, J. G. Abrahams, 41, Hamilton

Terrace, London, N.W.8; \. H. Page, 12, Lime Grove, London,

W.12.

E.iSTMAN KoD.\K CoMi'ANY.—The directors have declared the

following extra dividends:—2^ per cent, upon the common stock,

payable on April 1 to stockholders of record on February 28 ; 5 per

cent, upon the common .sUx'k, payable on May 1 to stockholders of

record on Jlarch 31. The ordinary quarterly dividends of 2^ per

cent, upon the outstanding com.non stock, and 1^ per cent, upon
the outstanding preferred .stock wil! be paid as usual on April 1

to stockholders of record on Februarv 28.

%\it Urtttalr loTtntal of JljntngraiibB.
The Oldest Photo|>rapbic Journal in the World.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. Established ]854. PRICE TWOPENCE

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, POST FREE.
United Kingdom.—One Year, 10s. lOd. ; Six Months, 5s. 5d

Three Months, 2s. 9d.

Canada ^ ^
AUSTRALIA One Tear.

New Zealand
south africa
United States op America
South America
India and par East ...

Continetnt of Europe

Thirteen shillings (13s.), or

. 3 dollars 17 cents, or 16 francs

38 cents, or 6 roubles 15 copecks,
or 9 rupees 12 annas, or 6 yens
30 sens.

Federated Malay states, Borneo and Sarawak (5 dollars

t57 cents.

Henry Greenwood & Co., Ltd., Proprietors and Publishers,
24, WeUington Street, London, W.C.2.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO HEADERS.— Until further iwtice
agents will supply tlie " B. J." to order only, as the acceptance of
"returns" by a publisher is now prohibited by the Governmenl.
It is therefore necessary in order to ensure the regular delivery o'

the"B. J." each week to place an order definitely with a dealer,
newsagent or bookstall clerk, or to send a subscription to ti e

publishers.
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daaanlHi

EX -CATHEDRA.

Ph«s« mnd. SIS'.! While much is beiug talked uf recoii-

Change. structioii on the grand scale, in the coui-

parauvely small field of photography we see things chang-

ing as tiie ineviuble result of the circumsUnces of tlie

time. The balance between the supply of and demand for

Ubour— if that can be called a balance which a few months

ago showed the latter to be immensely in excess of the

former—has been disturbed, and signs are plainly dis-

cernible of a reveraion to the pre-war conditions under

which the supply, or. at any rate, the publicly offered

supply, was greater than tite demand. It is easy to under-

•Und that the progresw of demobilisation in conjunction

with the new labour which ha* been recruited during the

war should tend towards this condition in the ranks of

photographic awisUnU. And the same thing is observ-

able in respect to the firms or individuals who cater for

I)h(.t<>L»ranheni' trade work. Such who have come into

.luring the war now find themselven in oompeti-

t „..;i the demobilised ones who fonnerly had their

caUblMhed circle ol customers, and are now taking active

•tepa to recover their businea*. The circumsUiice provides

a caution to those who may be thinking of purchasing a

war-created busineaa of this kind. A connection is difTi-

cuHiy held, and from several motive* customers will be

likely to • thoae who previously ha<l their patron-

ure. Th- -na of supply, and. in many oases, the

lower quality ol work during the war |>eriod are factors

which will operate in the direction of rwtoriiig custom to

Ihoae who previously had it. and for this reason a businetw

which is no more than two or three years old becomes a

somewhat speculative proposition.

» • m

Sti>ong V. The keeping of certain chemicals in

Saturated saturated solutions U a recommendation
Solutiona. which cornea from the old days of jjhoto-

graphy, when workers had a nodding acquaintance with

practical chemical operations. At the present time, when

Mich knowledge is the jKweewion of a very small minority,

the practice may lead to a degree of error which may not

be suspeetwl by the individual worker. Few wiU Uke the

trouble to te»t the temperature of a soturated solution

or to make certain that it is saturated at that temperature.

And even if that is done, an awkward calculation is neces-

sary in order to discover the quantity of solid chemical

which a given volume of the solution represenU. On these

accounto it is a much better plan, we think, to sacrifice a

measure of the concentration afforded by a saturated solu-

tion and to obUin in exchange the certainty of connLant

strength and the convenience of translating from solution

I
to solid. To put this idea into a concrete shape, a saturated

' solution of hypo is one which varies greatly in strength

according to the temperature, and at any given tempera-
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tur« r«pre(i«nti< p>er unit volume an odd weight of the
ehemicaJ. A much more satisfactory and convenient plan

of keeping hypo in concentrated solution is to dissolve

the ctyatals in water and make up to a volume correspond-

ing with twice the weight—for example, 1 lb. of hypo
dissolved in water to form a total bulk of 32 ozs. One
ounce of hypo is then contained in every two ounces of the
solution and the making up of fixing baths of any required

strength becomet) the simplest of arithmetical calculations.

The same plan may be adopted for lees soluble substances,

choosing a ratio of 1 : 3 or 1 : 4 in place of the 1 : 2 which
is pofwirble only for such extremely soluble subst<anoe8

as hypo, potassium carbonate, and a few others.

• « •

Commepoial One of the most difficult branches of com-
Flowep mercial photography is the portrayal of
Photography flowers, fruit, or vegetables for catalogue
illustration, yet it is work that is frequently in demand. A
good knowledge of florists, flowers and horticulturfe gene-
rally will go far to helping the operator in emphasising just
those points that the grower or advertiser wishes to put
forward to his public. Perhaps our meaning may be the
more plain if we give a simple illustration, taking the case
of that popular flower the sweet pea, one, which it may
be added is constantly being improved by various growers
who are rapidly coming to see that one of the
most direct, simple and effective methods of advertising the
value of their new varietiee and bringinc their good points
before flower-loving connoisseurs is a good photograph of a
perfect bloom. Among the points looked for in the perfect
sweet pea are the number of flowers that can be grown upon
a single stem, their spacing upon the stalk, the length
of the latter, a most important point, the size of the indi-
vidual blossoms, and in connection with this an absence
of what is technically termed "coarseness," and lastly the
colour of the flowers. If a photograph of a perfect bloom
selected at some trouble by a fastidious grower is to be a
success then it will have to be something more than an
ordinary hit or miss photograph of the bloom, and it will
need to be arranged so that the points of the flower are
shown to their best advantage. Thus the adjustment of
the bloom in its holder or vase is important, likewise the
position from which the picture is taken, and the rendering
of its texture. In the case of vases of flowers, much the
same rules will have to be followed as in the case of single
specimens: nothing in the way of a " bunchy " arrange-
ment is to be permitted. Backgrounds are best made of
large sheets of mounting card of various colours, and these
may also be employed for growing plants out of doors in
isolating the subject from its background. Upon the tech-
nical side little need be said. An ordinary field outfit
having long extension and a good lens of fairly long focus
IS as good an equipment as can be desired, since, except in
the case of flowers growing outside, speed is not of import-
ance. Of course, panchromatic plates and a set of screens
are to be regarded as absolutely essential in order to secure
correct colour rendering. A thin negative having abundant
detail IS best, those obtained by the tank method being
highly satisfactory. It is becoming realised that a photo-
graph 18 more satisfactory than one of the best drawings;
colour photography is likely to popularise this branch still
further, and commercial photographers should take full
advanteg^ of the demand.

• • •

. .
*"<! justifiably so, as an instrument of

precision, and m many ways it is difficult to see how the
standard design can be improved. There is one point,
however, that is frequently overlooked by designers, and
that M the imporUnoe of fitting their instruments with

bellows of sufficient width. Not only do wide bellows avoid

trouble due to reflected light from their inner folds, but

also it is next to impossible when using wide angle lenses

of short focus to avoid some " cut off " of the image on

the plate by the edges of the bellows, particularly when
these are made to give a long extension. This form of

trouble is the more likely tp be met with in the conical

bellows form than when the instrument has parallel bellows.

For the latter type we must confess we have a preference,

but even when conical bellows are in use there is no rejison

why the maker should not fit them of sufficient size to

prevent the trouble referred to. Some cameras that we
have seen leave much to be desired in the size of their

bellows, and we can call to mind one of our own instruments

that could never be used with success for wide angle

work for this reason. Such a fault in an otherwise excel-

lent design is spoiling the ship for ha'porth o' tar. When
the bellows are made for long extension there is often a

tendency for them to
'

' cut off
'

' part of the image when
used at a shorter extension, and for this a loop of elastic

is sometimes fitted to the top of the bellows in order to

draw away the extra folds from the line of rays thrown

by the lens. We have found in practice that this plan

is not very satisfactory, and have supplemented the loop

with two more, one at e£u;h side, which are attached to

the nuts holding the swing front. In this way the

extraneous folds are drawn entirely out of the way. When
old bellows are inclined to sag in the middle at a long

extension, a couple of loops of extra length attached in

the same way will go far to overcome the trouble.

i

LENSES FOE ODD JOBS.

Most professional photographers would be surprised if

they were told that in the matter of lens equipment they
were far behind many enthusiastic amateurs, but we be-

lieve that we are correct in making this assertion. The
fact is, that the professional is rather apt to put all his

eggs into one basket, or, in other words, to invest in a few
first-rate lenses and to consider that he has done all that
is needed. He selects lenses for the size of the plate he
generally works, and, so far as it goes, this is quite correct;

but he seldom has anything to fall back upon for any job
which may require one of a different focal length. It is

remarkable that this is more likely to be the case with the
photographer of to-day t^an it was a quarter of a century
ago. Then it was not uncommon to find an equipment of

a complete set of portable symmetricals, twelve in number,
ranging from three to_ twenty-one inches in focal length,
the first ten fitting the same flange and in many cases having
the lens cells interchangeable, so that even a variation of
half an inch in focal length could be obtained. There
were also " casket " sets, usually not of the finest optical
quality, but good enough when used with small apertures,
which gave an even greater range at a very reasonable cost.

The portrait man does not, of course, need such a variety
of tools, but the man who is willing to take on any clas.«i

of work frequently finds that he cannot do exactly as he
wishes, and, what is more important, what his client wishes,
because of his imperfect equipment. This state of things
can easily be remedied at quite a small cost if it be borne
in mind that a comparatively poor lens works nearly as well
as an expensive one if it be possible to use a small aperture.
Another point to be remembered is that with modern en-
larging methods at our command it is not always necessary
to limit ourselves to one particular size of plate, since, if

we can get our subjects, it is easy to make prints of a larger
or smaller size as may be required.
Let us take a few examples of possible orders and how

they may be executed, or, to be more precise, how such
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ordMS have been executed. An extremely wide angle view

of a street scene was required to show the disadvantages

which would result to a shopkee|>er if a railway viaduct

wore pat near his premisea. No orthodox lens would give

tbtt neoeasary view angle, but by using a four-inch Tens

wliidi happened to be at hand, a negative was made upon
a whole plate, which did just what was wanted : it gave the

width of the picture well defined, and when the top comen
u-ere blocked out a 15 x 12 enlarecaunt waa made which
'iid good service in court. Now, how many photographers
lave a decent four-inch wide angle lens in stock! Yet it

i not an expeosive tool, and if not paid for by the one job,

la pomemaoa helps to build up a reputation for efficiency

A bich leads to future orders. Such a lens is not only useful

:'>r outdoor work, but for enlarging when only a moderate

eagfh. of bellow* is available. If it be neoeiMury to take a

jOmU be*d out of a granp, a considerabi* degree of en-

largement can be obtained directly instead of having to

resort to a s«cond enlarging proceH. Conversely, such a

noall lena is of great value for making reductions with

'le enlarging lantern. If a copy, say, an inch by tbree-

«n, or leas, haa to be made from a cabinet negative

. camy to do so.

Goiiit; to the other end of the scale it is a rare thing to

find a telephoto lens in the hands of the ordinarv photo-

grapher ; yet it is a mo«t useful instrument for many pur-

poMS beaide* taking distant views. We remember some
years ago, when tho original Adon waa introduced, being

told by a large firm who nsoialised in oatnlogue work that

they bad been reoommeaoM by an nnatoar to try a tele-

photo lens for the photography of snail articles, with the

result that tbev had greatly improrsd the peispective in

to toe satisfaction of their cnstomer* and their

It.

Whil« comparattvwHr disap lenses of tlis old rectilinear

cowtructton are cspaoU of doing moeh ossfnl work, we
shoold not rscanasBd their purchase if funds permit of

more modem instruments being obtained, for when a leus

is being used for copying or in the enlarging lantern at
an extension which is many times it« focal length, a large

aperture is of great advantage, the difference in luminosity

between one having an iiiitialapertureof //6 and // 16 being

very noticeable, and if such lenses are of the " convertible
"

type, giving two or three focal lengths, their utility will

be increased. Still, before purchasing new lenses it is as

well to take stock of what lenses are on hand, and to make
a note ot their focal lengths. If duplicates of any one size

are found one should be sold or exchanged, so as to secure

further variety.

It may be found that although suitable lenses are avail-

able, there is no means of using them upon large cameras

or enlarging lanterns, and it is therefore advisable to have

them adapted to the flanges already upon such cameras.

This can be done at the cost of a very few shillings, and in

the case of modem instrumenta it is not necessary to part

with the lens or large flange, as these will be of standard

sise. and it will only be necessary to mention the diameter.

For a makeshift, a very good plan is to cut a hole in a

piece of card so that the lens thread will just go through,

securing it by screwing on the flange at the back, the card

being attached to the camera front by means of four draw-

ing pins.

Supplementary lenses of the Planisoope type will often

prove useful, to shorten the fooal length of lenses which

will not give the desired angle or magnification, but it will

usually be found necessary to work at a very small aper-

ture when these are used, as the corrections of the original

lens are upset. However, for this class of work speed is

ususlly not necessary. A makeshift Planiscope may be

made by attaching an ordinary small single lens, such as

the front of a small portrait lens or one of the combina-

tions of a rapid rectilinear, by means of a cardboard ring.

This sound rather cmde, but we have known it to be done

with sue

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

IPravioos artteiss d this ssriss, in vbieb the aim of the writsr is to ooomiunieats itsms d a long experience in studio

pettnitafSi. havs sppsarsd waskly sinssihs hsgliMihig of tbs |>siiul year. It Is not thought possibis to oontinne the series to the

iMUlhoHht by lbs samswrftsTwhisfciMithioagh the "BrfMsh Journal" soaw years ago, buttf any nader among the- younger

idpkolofmptMn, and part^idar^ Ihoss sngagsd aa aarfaliBls, has a paitienlar sobJMl which might be dealt with, bis

I will bs vslooaed. Tks sabisels of the prsvioua attielss ei the series have been as follow* :—

Studio Esposnres (Jso. 31).

Artifioial Ligfaiing (Pebw 7).

Printi^ Fkoesases for Portraiture (Fsb. 14).

Staidio Aeossaories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

A TWlk About Ligbliag (Jan. J).

Tbs Oaassra and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing Ihs Bitlsr (Jan. 24).

Baekgrooads (Jan. M).

THE SURROUNDINGS OF THE STUDIO.

orilrrt i>n lighting in th<< stodio ha** trsatsd the

matter as if ail stodioa wars ai>k<>, and Miat a set of rales,

wUA shonld sasnrs any dasind resalt if thoy war* followed,

coidd bs swolvsd. Ihsn aoold be no greater error, for hardly
any two atadios ars sxaolly alike; in (art, so grsat is the

difler«-nc» that an ofwrator who has srsated quite a repata-

tioa lor artisttc work in one will iail dismally in another.

It has bm-n my lock to worii in many oddly constraoted

places, hat I have hardly foaad one afcsi sv with a little

'tndy and per««ifsi«ao*, dsesnt reaalts eonid not bs obtained,

(ha prineipal dilssss oi baiag not so maoli in the appsaraaca
' ( tha nagstitss ss in (he lei^tli of sxpoaora necessary to

btain Asm. This, I hope, will be of soma eomfort to those

«ha has* ioand an oIlMnwiss sii^ible position for s studio,

but ars doubtful as to its poasibilities in the way ul lighting.

Thers ars two nam |>oinla to be ooosidered, one being the

onenlntaon of IIm building, or it* relation to the cardinal

point* ol Aa oompaas, and eonsequently to the sun, and ths

uther ths pressnoa of outside obetnictions in the shspe of

walls, trses, or other objeets. Regarding the first, I think

that too mach stress hss bssn laid upon the necessity for a

northern aspect for the glass side ; in (act, I have known

cass* where a photographsr has gone to great tSDublc snd

expense to seoure this or even to reject a position where it

CDold not be obtained. For instance, where it hss been a

choies between leruring a good wiwking length with an eastern

aspect or too sbor*. a studio (or good work, the latter has

bssn chosen, simplj from lear of not being able to control
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Om light in the foimer po«ition. This idea dates back to

wetooUodion d»y». wh«n it was considered essMitial to have

• Ui^e amount of open light, and has been handed down

from one writw to another, although w» wiiwt not forget

that even in thoee early days Mr. Valentine Blancha«d,

wfaoee arti»tjc ahUity hae never been questioned, proved that

the hneet poeaible wrk could be done all the year round :n

a atodio lacing due eouth. I frequently work in a studio

with a full western aspect, and find no difficulty in doing so,

although I must conleea that I should like it much better

if it weie a noi-them one. The reason for this is, of course,

that in the latter one can get the same effect all day without

altering the blinds, while in the former modifioations are

neceeMr>- as the M^t works n>und.

To make the beet of a studio so situated that the sun

hinee upon the glass, it is necessary to be aible to cover the

whole of the light either with dark or wfhite blinds or cur-

tains as may be needed, but when I say white blinds I do

not mean pea-eonp colour, which is the normal tint in many

(todins. These inteax»pt «o much Light that they are useless

a* diffusers, which is their real mission. Mr. Blanchard

screened his eunlit roof and side with light frames, upon which

timae paper was stretched ; but I preler ray favourite white

nainsoolc festoon curtains, as they may be easily pushed aside

when not required, end are, moreover, easily washed when

Mhled. I have worked in a studio glazed with ground gl^ss,

but found that there was too much glare, and when white

blinds w«re n«ed in addition the exposuree were too long. It

ia Almost needleee to say that in a sunlit studio tihere must be

no bare glue, the white blinds being the source of light, when

they act much in the same way as if a sky covered with white

clouds were seen through dear glass. The simile is, perhaps,

not quite good, but that is as nearly as I can put it. In sucili

a studio the inside walls must be rather dark or flatness will

result, and the area of white blind used must be no larger than

is neoeaaaiy. If we consider the ease with which good results

can be obtained witjh a single enclosed arc lamp we shall .'•ee

that a very large area of light is not necessary.

The second point, that of outside obstructions, • is a more
difficult one, and every individual case must be dealt with as a

special problem. During the past few weeks I have had to

deal with two cases in which the trouble arose from the

proximity of a high wall a few feet from the side light. In

the worst one the wall was higher than the studio, and about
nine feet awa(y. It was of dark brick, and how the previous

occupant of the studio, for whom it was built, managed I can-

not imagine. His woii was certainly unorthodox, and he

abandoned photograpihy for the stage. Then during an iiiter-

ral it was occupied as a workdiop, until its excellent business
position attracted another photographer who decided to take
the chanoe. The first thing to be done was to visit the owner
of the wall and to ask his permission to have it painted white

;

this he gave readily enou^, and the next to stippl© the side
light halfway np witJh very thin zinc white paint. The neces-
sary daric and ivfcite blinds were fitted, and even in tihis dull
weather the results obtained are excellent, although, of ooui-se,

the exposures are not quite as rapid as they wx)uld be in a more
0|Kn position.

Another studio was even in a H-orse situation, being located
at the bottom of a deep well-hole surrounded by lofty houses.
Before it was built I went on to the leads on whidi it was to
stand, and certainly felt some misgivings; still it was there
^x now^re, and as the prospective user was a wealthy man
we deoid«d to take the risk. There was toplight, and not too
much of that, but, with the help of outside silvered reflectors,
the lighting was quite passable, and many excellent portraits
were taken in it. All cases are not so bad as this, but there
are often obstructions which seriously reduce the value of a
studio. Once I built a studio in a gai-den in the winter, and

it was verj- satisfactory, but what a difference when the leaves

came on the trees again ! Fortimately, most were on my own

ground, and were drastically lopped, and my next-door nei^
bouT helped, b^ cutting in one or two which still troubled me.

It is vronderiul what you can get done if you talk nicely to

people. Here, again, I found that stippling the side light was

an improvement, as light which would Ibe nearly vertical is

intercepted and dispersed in all directions. If rolled plate be

used in such circumstances, there is a great gain in light if

the ribs be placed horizontally in the side light; every rib-

becomes a little cylindrical lens, and throws light into the

studio.

In the case of an immovable obstruction which is very near

the proposed studio, it is advisable if possible to raise the

building, so that it will overlook the obstacle. A friend who

found himself in this difficulty said afterwards that it proved

a blessing iii disguise, for he had to provide himself with an

excellent workroom upon which the glasshouse was built, and

he found this much more comfortalble than the cramped quar-

ters he had proposed using, and the extra cost was not great

considering th« value of the accommodation provided.

When building or adapting a studio care should be taken to

avoid minor obstructions caused by portions of the building

itself; for example, I have seen a single slant

studio in which the slant was obtained by throw-

ing back the top behind the general line of the buildinj;,

thus leaving a triangular .piece of wall standing out at each

end. This may not be serious in miany oases, but if a front

lighting is wanted it considerably curtails it, and this is more
especially so when the studio is rather a short one, as the

angle of light is then necessarily more acute.

Great caution must be exercised in erecting a studio near

vacant land, as there is no guarantee that another building

will not be erected that will shut the light completely out. In

Older to secure the right to do this, a landowner will often

erect a screen on poles so as to block any window on neigh-

bouring land in order to prevent any subsequent claim to
" ancient lights."

It is easy to realise that different situations call for differ-

ently designed studios. In the commonest case of difficulty,

where there is top light only, it is desirable to have as long

a range of glaiss in the noof as possible, as we can them draw
the blinds well over the sitter's head, turn him sli^tly awiy-

from the light, and get the effect of a high side light ; such a,

studio should be built as wide as possible for this reason.

Studios of moderate height with side light only do not,,

j>eiiliaps, come within our scope, but as they, in common with

those with top light only, are capable of being improved by-

the addition of a supplementary artificial light, we mention,

them. A top light may easily be produced under an opaque-

ceiling by using either the half-watt or an enclosed arc Lamp-
in a metal leflector, which gives a strong though soit reflected

light from the ceiling, while similar lanups may be used either

to illuminate a whirte side wall or to give a direct side light

through a diffuser. The mixture of lights is not at all objec-

tionable, and, in fact, will hard%- be noticed by many sitters.

Difficulties in ligjhting will be minimised if the studio be-

wide enough to allow of considerable latitude in the placing of'

the sitter ; it should be possible to work diagonally or even'

quite across tlie studio, and it should always be arranged, if

possible, that either end of the studio can be used.

When inspecting an empty studio or tlie site- for building-

one, a very simple way of judging of its possibilities is to seat

oneself in the position likely to be occupied by the sitter, and
frt>m there to note how much clear sky is visible, and the nature
of any obstructions. This gives a good starting-point, and is-

better than attempting to judge the lighting, at all events, ini

the open air.

Peacticus.-
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CHEMICAL FOG.

(A Pmp«r from the "Ameriean Annaal of Photognphy, 1919.")

m^jh.

which a photographic plate is

..;h-pow«r microaoope, it ia teen

-^al* oi »ilT«r halide (chloride, bromide,

i>l«xea of Umw) embadiled in gelatine.

igbt la aiiowed to fall apon tlMW crjatab thej are

in each a waj that they are capable of baug con-

iito metallic siltrer by certain «-K«iI«^l aolotianB known
•tpen, while the cryttaU not expoaed to light renain
4. The prooeaa of converting the ailrer halide to

•ihrer ia called ia ehamicai tema rvdnctioii. and the

r ia called the rednriag agent.

tig agttti^ how«T«r,*ar» not defaloyew . Aa alka-

I of ataanoaa chloride will iMtoea anaspoacd
rooude, while a redociag agent liha anlphnroaa acid

t aCect it at alL Devaiopera thaiafoiw lie between
*o eslmnM, an ideal de««lop«r being ooe which «on-
'lavalofw all the eocpuaed bat do«a not begin to da>*alop

vpoaad cryatal* in the emnUion.
ideeelopeta fall abort of lhi« ideal taiiditioB and
a amall proportion of the uoexpaaad Mnalaioii. pro-

ifenn wil or layer of ailrer oiar the entire plate

lie «Aact of obliterating fine aiudow detail and
•liuuoiahtBg the coatrart. Thb fog pivdnead by andcairable
• heoiieal action ia known aa "chanical tog," and it may be
RM-aaared in teraa of "itrndtf" in tW aaaM way aa the
•liver iaac*.

The aaMvnt of diwnina l fog produoed ia any partiealar
iaaiaaee depends on tha following factcn:—

I. Tba Natar* af tk« Eavtotoa.
.1. The Tfft of ffaiMtfum.—Photographic

divided broadly into tha foUowiag daaaa:
High aad low apaad nagatiaa anraUoMk
Higk and low apeed paaiti«« awnhioM <lani«ni alidca).

High aad low tpaod paper eaiaUona (hnaUda and gaa-light).

nbaniwl fog oeeara mtmt fnqnantly dari^ the devalonaMat
of hiahapiad negative emalaioaa, brcoaaa in view of their

kiKhl% •eoaitire natare and the infinitraunal anoont of light

—

••ttua requirvd to raadar the ailTer halide devalapable, if

tha developer ia loo inatfitic or aot outayoaadad ooriaetly it

• ill devefop the aniayad ciyatala alao^
,

liow apaad lalaicaa aaaaUy gtva itnapa five from Aiailcal
' •>g a Mtitably raatrnined deftloper ia aai

p

loyed.
-•aavahat of aa anooialy that aoaia devekififi will

K'le clean imafia «a hl^ apaad eaiaUiaaa hat wiH foe a alow

enalaion like that oa a laatan elide or paaltive motion pietnre
film. It L* thii aloia deaimUe in all caaaa to atkipt the de-
w i.,r>.r to the MaaUoa.

r /fye e/ the XaiMf«i«n.—On hMptng, all aenailiva

' .raphic emaUeaa bi cpi aora or ha fogged, the rate

formation of tha fog hatng hiatiaaj hjr heat and the
-<enc« of moistare. Pradaaly what ohaafa lakaa place when
•ilver halide cryatala are changed (raa the aooHlavalopabia

'-valopahle oondittoa ia aot kaowa. A large anaiber of
have baea propoaadad. though thaaa eanaot be con-

it farthar aipailaaatal iavaatigation.

'vfoM* Hiafery a/ tk« EmiiltUm.~A new enabion
tnunediately if it ia eotpoaad la earUia chenical

-, ..^. .... h aa «oal gaa, alpharptlad kydrogpn. or tho

vapoaia from bentol, tarpentine. etc. Iha aaoont of fog pn>-
ducad dependa oa the eoaoiatratioa of tha rariona ebanical
aRento, Iha liparafniw, aad the time of nation. It ia import-
ant (herefoiv tn sinro all photog.-apbir plataa and paper in a
rcnl, rlry, veil v-ntilaled plaea.

II-—Tha Nntura of tha DoTeloper.
Fog caused by the devel'H)er is known as "developer foj{.'"

A developer usaally contains four ingredients as follows:—
(o) The developing agent (pyro, etc.)

;

(6) The accelerator (aodiam carbonate, etc.);

(e) The preservative (sodium sulphite, etc.);

(d) The reatrainer (potiussium bromide, etc.).

Hm amount of cbemkal fog (ignoring the preaence oi im.
paritiea) produced by a developer on any given emulsion de-
penda on tiie pcopoeAton of each infredieot present, Uiat is, on
Ilia particular developing formula employed. Cotuadering each
ingredient individually:

(A) The coaunon deve4oping agenta, akti, hydroquinone, pyro
and paraniinopht-nul (Ku<l?lon) in actual practice appear to
diBer in their (<.>gging t-ow.r eh-n and hjxlroquinone having a
greater piopensity for fog ih.in tlie other two, though so far a'.

onr preaent kn*«Mdge goes there is little diflerence in th.-

'oaW power of the pare developers. The apparent diHerencea
are due either to impuritii-s ur to oxidation products of the de
ralopar lormed Mtbcr befor* or during development.

The otidation products of paraminophenol (Kodelon) pru-
duce very little lofging action even at high temperdtun^o, and
advantage may be taken of tbe fart when developing undor
tnipiMl eoaditionai (Sea " Biitiah Journal," 1917, p. 556.)
TIm Ihailiag piopoMion c^ 4he dewloping agent to be u«e.l

in any formjta can only be foumi by trial, though this doet
iH>t Bsually exceed 10 ),Tani* per litre for economical reaaonx.

lactaaaa ia tha proportion of elon beyond this usually giv«s fog.

tiKBgk in tha eaaa of hydroqainone an increeae in the propor-
tioa amy prevea* fog. The following formula <will give astreme^
oonlnaat on a poailive emulaion without fog when used for xeel

davalopment, wlmeas a n'duction of the propoMion of hydtv>-

qainone tu. aay. 5 grama woald giva log before any great con-
taaat »aa obtained.

UydnriquiiH>ae 25 g.

Sodium Mklphile (deeiocated) 33 g.

SodSaa teaiphHe 3.3 g.

godiaai eaibonate (daaioeatad) . 66 g.

Potasaiam broaada 1.5 g.

Water to 1000 cc.

(B) The acrtilerator, in tha form of oariwnatea or hydroxides
of IWiiaa^ aodiam, {Maaaimn, or ammonium, is added to

aocalaaata tfie devaloping action of the developing agent. If

too marh M added, the devekiper passes from a true de<v-ii1..per

to a fagging agent, that is, its redacing power ia ao great that

th* aatapoaed poaioaa of tha annlaion are redaoed to metallic

ailvar aho, nia corrert propoikion of acoelarater to be a<lded

in any oaae «an only be found by trial. Amidol doea not re-

quire iJia addition of an alkali, whilt in the oaae of hydro-
quinone, it aaficsMit auli>hit* it preaent, the proportion of
sndium carbonate in many cases may be incMaaed from 25 .t<r

100 Krams per litre, without increasing the amount of fop

prodneatL

C. SalpMte. in the form of aodium aulphrite, bisulphite, or
piitaaaiani metaiMsulphite. is added to prevent oxidation <<f th<>

dsiwloper by the oxygen preaent in the air, which would other-

wiaa cause oxidation fog. The ptoportion necaaaary to pre\-ent

undue oxidati<in is usually equivalent to 60 grams of sodium
sulphite per litre, thougli it sulphite is added in considerable

exceaa of thsa sulphite frig ia produced.

Tha nature of sulphite log has been carefully investigated by
Meea and Piper (" Phot. Journal," 1911, p. 226, 1912, p. 221).

who found that silver bromide is apprecisbly soluble ,n
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aodiom •alphrte, »o tl»*t sulphite tog i» caused by the reduction

to mMrfKcBilver of the silver uOt dwKJved aw«y from the

emdaion by the sulphite in th« devel<^r.

The proportion of sulphite uaed dert«niiines the keying

qualkMS of the deveaoper, but if an excess is employed more

or leti bromide must be added to compensate for the sulphite

fog otherwise produced.

D. The rertraineir in the form of eodium or potaesiuni

bromide or iodide is added to tihe developer when mixed in

Older to prevent chemitial fog. In cases of known over-

exposure bromide is of course added, though when mdxing the

developer only sufficient bromide should be added to compen-

nate for any impurities or slight fogging tendency o* the de-

veloper used.

III.—Impurities in the Developer.

Impurities in the developer are the chief cause of develop-

ment fog and they may be divided roughly into two classes as

foUoKS.

—

A. OxiJatioii Products Formed Durirtg Development.—
During development several oxidation pirocesses are going on.

(1) the developing agent is being oxidised by the air, and (2)

the developiing agent is being used up by virtue of its reduc-

ing action in changing the exposed silver salt to metallic

silver. In so doing it is oxidised itself, the product formed

being usually identical with that produced by aerial oxida-

tion. The oxidation products formed in this way usually exert

a powerful fogging action, especially in the case of metol

and hydroquinone. The oxidation product of pyro, which is

present when the pyro developer turns brown, exerts little or

no fogging action except when present in strong solution.

A third oxidation process taking place is " sulphite oxida-

tion
'

' or the formation of sodium sulphate together with

hydroquinone mono and disulphonates. (Zeit. Wiss. Phot.,

1913, p. 289). Sodium sulphate is not a fogging agent, while

hydroquinone disulphonate exerts a protective action on tlie

oxidation of hydroquinone (loc. cit.), so that the sulphite

(if not present in excess) afiects the fog produced only

indirectly according to its protective action on the developing

agents.

The reason why sulphite protects a developing agent from

aerial oxidation is not known, it being generally supposed

that the affinity between oxygen and sulphite is greater than

that between oxygen and the developing agent. The life of a

developer before it gives excessive fog depends on so many
factors, such as the catalytic and anticatalytic action of the

oxidation products of the developing agent and sulphite, that

it is difficult to difierentiate between the various efiects.

It has been observed, however, tHat the rate of formation

of fog varies in proportion with the rate of oxidation of the

sulphite. Thus a small trace of copper will accelerate the

rate of oxidation of a sulphite solution and produce fog in a

developer, while the rate of oxidation of a pure sulphite

solution decreases as the concentration increases. Taking
advantage of this fact a developer formula suitable for de-

veloping motion picture positive film by the reel method (which
gives fog with the common developers except glyoin) was
worked out by the author of this paper as follows

:

Ihe method of procedure was to fasten the film on the
periphery of a small metal reel and to rotate this while
'dipping into a tray of the developer maintained at a constant
temperature.

The following formula was taken as a working basis, and
the proportion of the constituents A and B varied as
follows :—

Elon .5 gram
Hydroquinone 10 ,,

Potassium bromide .* 3.5 ,,

Sodium sulphite (desiccated) A ,,

Sodium carbonate (desiccated B
,,

Water to 1000 ccs.

Effect of Varying the Sulphite Content.—'Whil^^B was

maintained constant and equal to 100 grams, A was varied

as follows:—
Time for log on Cine Positive at 80° F.

A 25 grams 3 mins.

50 3i „
75 „ 5 „
100 „ f> „ i
125 ., 7 „ m
150 ,, 6 „

*

Any increase in the sulphite content beyond 100 grams con-

siderably retarded the rate of development, and as a minimum

of fog was produced at this point, 100 grams was considered

to be the most suitable proportion.

Effect of Varying the Carbonate Content.—A was main-

tained constant, equal to 100 grams, and B varied as

follows :
—
Time for Fog on Cine Positive at 80' F.

B 25 grams 3 mins.

50 • 3^ ,,

75 „ 4i „
100 „ 5 ,, m
125 ,, 5 „ ^
150 4i ,,

The least fog is therefore produced when the content of both

carbonate and sulphite is equal to 100 grams.

The most suitable formula is therefore :
—

Elon 0.5 gram
Hydroquinone 10 ,,

Potassium bromide 3.5 ,,

Sodium sulphite (desiccated) 100 ,,

Sodium carbonate (desiccated 100 ,,

Water to 1000 ccs.

The effect of dilution of this formula was to increase fog as

follows :—To 100 volumes of the developer C volumes of water

were added.

Time for Fog on Cine Positive at 80° F.

C vols 5 mins.

50 „ 3 „
100 , 2 „
150 ,; 2i „
200 „ 3 „

In practice on the large scale, the above developer was found

to give positives remarkably free from fog even after continual

use with the temperature of the developer and surrounding

atmosphere at 80° F.

It was found that if the developer was splashed on the floor

during working, this crystallised out and caused trouble due to

particles of sulphitt; and carbonate dust settled on the film.

This was overcome by replacing the sodium carbonate by an

equal weight of desiccated potassium carbonate, since owina

to the deliquescent nature of the latter, any liquid splashed

around did not dry up but remained moist. The developei

containing potassium, carbonate was also somewhat more ene---

getio than the one containing sodium carbonate.

The increase of the fogging action on dilution is probably

due both to the increased rate of oxidation of the sulphite on

dilution, and to the increased rate of penetration of th«

developer, since on dilution the velocity of development in-

creased also.

The above developer is more economical than the developer

according to the formula first given in this article, which con-

tains more hydroquinone but less sulphite. The non-fogging

properties of this developer are probably due to the anticata-

lytic action of the products of oxidation of the hydroquinone

on the rate of oxidation of the sulphite and the hydroquinone.

A possible explanation of the cause of excessive fog during

reel development is the heat ptroduced by the oxidation of the

sulphite, the finely divided silver image possibly acting in the

srme way as finely divided platinum which accelerates ths

rate of oxidation of coal gas in the case of the familiar gas

lighter.
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/; Dridation Product* formed u-hile Mixing the Dettloper.

\ 'h'>agh a dardoper fonnula usually contains enouKh su!

-') prarant AzeeaaiTe aerial oxidatioa daring darelopment,

n pmdocta may be formed daring mixing if Uie

mixed oorrecUy. It is important to obwrm
._- ....- - „ - J«.

(1) Diaulve the prMerratire before adding the developing

•gent.

(2) Thoroughly diMolve the devdoping agent before adding
the caihoDat*.

(3) Mix the de««lop«r aa eold at poauUe.

If the developing agent ia diiaolved fi?st before adding the

aalpikile, the muM amoant of diaaolved air in the water is

afldent to fern anoo^ oxidation prodact to cause fog.

In the caae of eloa, add tmlf « amall portMm of aalphite first,

thpn diMolve the elon and add the remaiader of the sulphite.

This procedure ia neenaarjr becauM* doa forms a difficulty

•oluble eompoond with snlphiie and will tlMiefora not disaolve

icadily ia a cold atroog solution.

If the carbonate is added to the tolutioa before the develop-
ing ageat is diaaolved, each crystal becoiMB oxidised ai the sur-

lace, thai caoaiiif fog.

A third COM* of fog ia auaing the dailloptt too kot Heat
•rceieralas tka rate of oxidation of tk* developing agent,

sepeeially after the earboaale is add^l, tad U the concentra-
tion of carbonate ia kigh, even if the developer is mixed in the
right order, it will give fog if ouxed wana. In the case of
drrdopars containing ao bnatide oaad for tasting the qaality
of plataa aad for developiag oader-eoipaHd aecativea it i«

abaolatalj aitia iy to mix the davalapar witk «M water if a

miaimofli o< fog is daatred.

Oxidatieo prodocts are tvaally fomad ia the developer on
Iwepiag. tlio-igh laoat dsvalopen will kaap for a long time if

kept thovooghly stopperrd ia a fall buttle liee frata air.

A derriopa* ahoald at all tioMa be aa wlonriaas as poMihlei
In the caes of aa eioa-kydroqaiaonr desalopei , the fog pro
dnead aeaally varies ia piopoHioa to the eoloar.

''. Impuritift in Ihr I'kra.itah I ' i"1 —fof/fiag OgSSto mav
br prrat^t as impuntice in the chmiicala aaad m foUowa:

(1) (ijidiMd troduHt of «A« DcrWepsr Forwttd Dmring
Mammfaehm.—U the eka. hydroquiaoM^ or pyro used is

stro^^y cokmrsd the pw iaai of to$^t^ ^snts may be
siiapeeted, tkoagh aoaas eoloarsd tamplaa do aot give any
<oora fog *• eoleariaaa anm. The way to taal a developer

' ("n^ <1JMI7 is tomiz two ii>vslop— aoeordiag to the
<m Intiaala. oae with the sample, Iha oOwr with a par-

sample, aad to develop naexpoaBd atripa of motioa picture
povitire filai, noticing the tinte reqaired for fog to jh»i
appear at 70* F. The fogging power of the devalopera is then
'< the tnvene ratio of the tioMw rr<|uired to pvodoce tog.

2) ImpHhtift in Ikt Dntloptr. -^mnf metallic cnmpoaads.

h aa salts of copper aad tin, meUllie salphides, etc, agwrt
(lowerful foggiag action evea when prsaaat in very aiinato

SuaaUtiae. Laas than .01 per cent, of eopper sal|Aato when
Aided to aa aloa hydroqaiaoae developer wOl oaoae log oa atoet

^itive enaloioas. The precise action of aoch a miaato trace
copper ia aot thorooghly oaderstood, pnaoawbly it acU
a catalytic afsnt ia accalsratiag the isto of oxidstion.
Itad rubber taUag ahaa aaad for ewveyiag devaJopiag
itioos is a eoaoBMi caaae of fog owiag to the aohrent aetioa

"I *)>• carbonate in the developer on the antiawny sulphide
praoMit as a filler in the mbber.

Stole Mlphito which eoataiaa sodium airiphate will cause
fog iadiiwrtly aiaes the iwadtmij of snlphito will allow oxids
Utm to procsad Bwrs easily.

Oitoolved salU praaent in the watar aaad for mixing the
devaloper, aaleas of the above nsturp, seldom produce fog.

IV. -Effect of Expoauro and Time and Temperature
of Development.

(a) \Vh«n silver bromiito is developed to metallic silver

with a l)ydroi|uinone carbonate developer, sodium bromide ia

formed in proportion tu the amoant of silver developed

according to the following' equation:—
OH o

/\
j

* IM»|COst lA(Br =.lA(.f aNsBr 4^ 2NsH0Oj f
I

OH O

In cases of full exposure tlierefore an ap(kreciable amount
of bromide accumulates in the developer, and this restrains the

f«ririati<m of chemical fog. This can bo showti experimentally

by developing an unexpose*! and a fully exposed plate side by

side in separate tra\.< for, say, 10 minutes, when the unex-

poefd plate will be seen to be fogged more than the unexposnl

portions of the n«gstive The extent of the restraining action

of the bromide thus formed depends on the volume of

the developer used, so that in order to reduce its effect to a

minimum s genefOu<t supply of developer should always be

used, and the developer well agitoted.

(b) Fog appoan after a certain cMinite time inter«-<il after

developmeat commences depending on the nature of the de-

veloper, the emalaion and the temperature, and then continues

to incrvaie proportionally with the time of development. If

the volume of the developer is small the bromide formed as a

product of development will, of course, retard the production

of fog aa explained ab>ve.

As a general rule the temperature of the developer should

not exceed 70° F. norshimld development be nnneoessarily forced

in case of ander-exposure, because after tiie maximum con-

trast his been seouied. that is when the latent image is fully

developed, fog still contmuea to form. An ideal developer is

thtnfoie one which givm the maximum contrast before the

amalaion begins to fog. and such a developer can only be

fonad by trial with ttu- particular emulsion used. As men-

tioned above, paraminophrnol (Kodelun) most nearly ap-

proaches this ideal condition with negative emulsions, even

at tMaperatarM above 70° F.

it*thod* of Comptnmitinn for Chnniral f'w/.—(a) The

aoMMtat of fug produced by a developer may be reduced by

adding a soluble hromido or iodide to the developer before use.

The precise action of a salt like potassium bromide is not

thi>roafhly aadentood though it may he explained from

{-hyaico-ohaoiical oontiderations. the adided bromide diminish-

ing the solubility product of the silver bromide which id

abijut to be develope<l. Fotoosinm iodi<le probably convartit u

I-<.rtion o| the nilver l»r»iinide grains to silver iodide, which

develops with difficulty.

(b) If the emulMon tend* to give fog this may be ccmpeiir

sated for by adding bromide or iodide U> the developer aa

above, though in the rsse of photographic paper the colour of

the developed image is sflected.

It is also posaible to Irent gaslight paper in a bath consisting

of s niixtuM of potassium bichromato and sodium chloride,

aftervtards washing and drjrinit, thereby converting any fogged

silver grains to the unfoggwl condition, though the prooe«n<

diminishes the general light seniitivences of the emulsion.

JHrkroic Fog.—Tliis i* a particular kind of fog which occurs

only on aagative plates, films, and lantern slides aa a more

or kaa uniform veil tmr the geUtine coating. When examined

by rtflected light the dep'>'«it appears yellowish green, while by

transmitted light it ap|H>ars reddish pink, hence the name
"dkkroie fog," which means "two-coloured fog."

Whaa ezainined under the ultra microaoope the fog is ssen

to consist of nltrs mirmaoopic partidea, which by chemical

analysis have been shown to consist of metallic silver. The

site of the particles determines their colour by transmitted
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light, ft fog which i« red in colour consisting of very smaU

p«rti<3les.

Diohmic log may be lornied either in the develojier or in tho

fixing-bath In order that the depoftition of the fog may take

plmcf in the developer aome solvent of silver bromide, such

an hypo, ammonia, or an excess of aalphite or carbonate must

b-- present, when under certain conditions the dissolved silver

is reduced to racUUic silver in a very fine state of division,

particularly in the shadow portions of the negative, where no

bromide is liberated during development.

Fine grained emulsions in which the grains of silver halide

are very small and therefore more readily soluble are most

muKopti'ble to this form of fog, especially if the development is

forced, but the fog may be prevented by the addition of a

liltle potassium iodide to the developer.

The difference between the cause of sulphite fog and dichroic

fog appears to be merely a question of the time interval

between solution and reduction of the silver.

The formation of the fog most generally occurs during fixing,

especially if the fixing-bath does not contain acid or if it is

old and exhiusted, when it contains an excess of dissolved

silver and spent developer. It is possible to obtain dichroic

fog with a fresh solution of plain hypo, in which case the

silver salt dissolved by the hypo is reduced to metallic silver by

the developer carried over by the plate to the fixing-bath. This

is especially true if the gelatine coating of the plate is abnor-

mally thick and if the developing and fixing solutions are

warm. In sudi <a case the developer does not have time to

diffuse out of the gelatine film before the hypo begins to dis-

solve away the silver bromide. A fixing-bath containing am-

monium chloride (which is zidded to accelerate the rate of

fixing) will give dichroic fog unless the bath is kept acid, in

view of the ammonia liberated by the action of the alkali in

the developer carried over by the plate.

Dichi-oic fog never occurs in the fixing-bath if a fresh acid

bath is used and if the plate is rinsed before fixing. If dichroic

fog still persists when using an acid fixing-bath at a tempera-

ture not above 70° F. the trouble lies in the developer.

J. I. Ceabteee.

THE VALUE OF EXPRESSION IK PORTRAITURE.
A MATiEB to which many portrait photographers do not give the

consideration that it merits, is the expression of the sitter's coiui-

tenance at the moment of the exposure. In my experience and
ob»ervation the one thing niore, perhaps, than any other single

quality, wihidi secures approval! or disDijjproval of a portrait, is the
sitter's expression. I was speaking in this sense recently to an
old photographer, now a director of a firm having sevarsl studios
of good class, and he replied that he would undertake to build up
a business by attention to the matter of the sitter's expression,
when on technique he could not do so. It is not to be supposed
that the speaker thinks slightingly of the importance of good sound
photography. He recognises, as I do, that that should be the
foundation on which our work should be based, but that for secur-
ing the satisfaction of our patrons he considered the presentation
of a pleasing expression to be the most important factor.

To some extent the desirability of securing an agreeable expres-
sion in a portrait has been recognised from the early days of pro-
fessional photography. A stock wheeze of the " comic " papers
has been to represent the photographer as telling the sitter to
" look pleasant." There may be photographers who use this for-
mula; I don't remember that I ever did so. A sitter, unless in
the case of a skilful actor, does not look pleasant to order. I
have often known a fond mother .=ay to her baby or young child
when ready for t)ie sitting, or even before that, " Now laugh,
langb." I have never known this to succeed. The child is too
young either to understand the injunction, or to be able to Uke
^e part of an actor and assume an e.xpres8ion not actually in
accordance with ito feelings. Some playful antic on the part of the
photogrgfilier is much more likely to produce the desired effect.
I have often found a littU. game of Peep bo to succeed in attract-

ing baby's attention and in securing an interested expression. With

s'tters ot4ier than infants, conversation will naturally be the means

employed With boys a little discussion as to the relative appre-

ciation of trigonometry and football ov cricket will often induce

an amused expression, but here some tact is desirable. An open-

ing sentence or two will generally show the direction into which

to guide the conversation. The leading principle is not to tell the

sitter to assume any particular expression, but to say or do some-

thing likely to evoke it.

With adault sitters, tact aitd the avoidance of anything iike taking

a liberty are of tha highest importance. I have knovm a photo-

grapher, thinking to chase away a mournful expression, tell a lady

not to look as if she were in a consumption, only to be crushed by

the reply, " Perhaps I am."

A photographer rexdy to turn to advantage any little incident

that may occur may often succeed in obtaining a happy expression

that will secure a good order from the negative. One such case

that occurs to me is that of a young lady of German parentage,

born or long domiciled here (this occurred long before the war).

The young lady had good features, but when posed for the photo-

graph assumed a steim, almost forbidding, expression which ordi-

nary conversation failed to remove. Presently, however, her

mother said something to her in German, on which I joined in with

"Ach! Wenn ich nur Deutsch verstehen konnte!" (Oh! if only I

could understand German !), which, being spoken in the language

of which ignorance was assumed, so tickled the lady that she burst

out laughing. When the lipples of lauglhter had sulbsided but an

amused expression still hung about the features, a very successful

portrait was secured. With French sitters, of whom there have

been a good many this yeair, I have found that a little conversation

in their own language generaJly induces an interested expression

even if they epeak Englidi well, and pai'ticularly if they do not

do 80.

Since commencing to write this article I happened to be in the

studio of a photographer who does a high-class business at good

prices—he refuses altogether to take negatives for postcards—when

a lady came in bringing with her a friend for a sitting. The lady

complimented the photographer on he/ own portrait, which she

said was the only one that she had with a satisfactory expression,

and that she was really rather ashamed of having given away such

a large number of her own portraits. Depend upon it, there is

more in the value of the expression in portraiture than most photo-

graphers realise. W. E. Debknham.
. m

THE PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

Report of the Codncii. for .1918.

DuEiNG the year 151 new members have joined the Association. As
it is in some cases impossible to determine whether a member who
has joined up is to be considered as continuing to be a member, it is

not possible to give the precise membership of the Association, but

the fact that there are 915 subscriptions which have been paid

during the current year shows that the progress of the Association

may be considered satisfactory.

The following table shows the subscriptions collected for the past

five year.s.

1914 ... 772 Congress.
1915 ... 812
1916 ... 729 No Congress.
1917 ... 888
1918 ... 915

At the last annual general meeting a resolution was passed
'

' Tliat

the Council be requested to consider the practicability of training

and employing disabled soldiers and sailors as photographic workers,

and make a report." The Council had considerable difficulty in

determining how to deal with the matter, from the fact that the

precise matter the Council was requested to consider could not

possibly be that implied by the literal reading of the resolution, it

being obvious that many forms of disablement would not materially

affect those who suffer from them so as to prevent their being trained

and employed as photographers, and upon the question whether it

would be wise to encourage the idea that after a short training in

photography anyone of ordinary capacity would be able to acquire

sufficient knowledge and skill to earn a livelihood, which appeared
to be the true object of the reference, the answer was so dependent
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upcn Uie iJio»lioii after w»r, the rmi of which wa« not then in

.l,t. that th« Council ooald not express an opinion. The report

.-^aed alatad al length tb* coMiderstiona inTolved and the reason

the Coonoil eonld not offer a definite opinioo.

The Co«acil have to thaak Meaen. Kodak, Limited, and the £ditor

o( the " Profewoaal Pbotogni^r " for iheir kiodneea and cowtcsy

io printing onr Prcaidcnt'e appeal to photogmpben to join the Amo-

eiatioB, and abo iimrting aa an>iicaiiaa farm, the reeolt being

the ifV—inn ot aboui ninety aaw membea*. Thanks are also due

t uie Bdilor oi the Butum JormiiAL nrnfmarouKArur for inserting

r> purls, iafanaaticw. and helpful id^twm to the Association's

work.

NcgotiatioM baiwcen the Boyal Air Force, argently in need ol

')• AMoriatina. aoziow to assist the R.A.F. in

by lading qaaliSed bmu, tasaked in our efforts being

M^vailiag owiag to the eJrtraociliawy attitada of the B-A.F.

A foU aceoaat of what bappeaad haa baM pablkhed in the

"P. P. A. Circular."

Owing to the difteoltiea of rosettlrauat aHar lbs diaorgaaisalioe

fMid bj over fear ycara of warfare, the Goancil have not been

able to anange for a Coagnea in 1919, but arraagflaeata are alteady

being awda to ImM oae ia UBO, which, it is hoped, will be sa bene-

ficial Io laeaibers aa the five prwrioosly held.

Ob the iaetilatioa of the Society of MaMar Photographers (Laaea-

sbire and Dtstriet) appUeation was made Io tha Coaacil for aW liatina

to the Assocutton ; as the actiTitiee uf the aew Socisty eaveied a wide-

Hiiesil dialrict, in that way differing (roai a laeal brandl. the Goancil

aeciJsd to the appliealion.

Before the aad of the war waa ia si^ Ika Ceaaeil were preparing

to taka the aaeaawry sUfe to saeare amAf iiKkaige for eadi of the

wiiahaii who wera senriag ia the (osaw aad anaioBa to retam to

Ihsir baniaaaaaa, aad the aeeasaary steps were takes, es far aa mili-

tary caaifitiona weald aBow, to act at the fRper Urn*. After the

maaMM aehsase «f <—nbiliaatina bring pab-

it waa feoad Io ba el tmek a inlari Ifcat no appliailiiiii ol

the AMociatioa woald be of farther aTail Ihaa hia «wa or ol Ihal of

his wife or olhsr relatieas, aa4 Ihal ai^ CBMi of aadaa diUaliiiii

wwdd be daa I* taahy ailiaiiiiiifaliDB aaAaai ta defect in the nethod

of the aehaaw.

Ia Iha hat aaaaal npott il mm meoticMd that the Ttm Art and

Oeaeral laaaraMa Ccwpaay had givsa aaliee to Iwaiiiiala thair

I AsMcirtiaB. Tha Oaaaiil have eatsred into

I with the Bigle. Sur. aad BriiMh DwrurioM la-

•eraaca Caipaay aader which erobvts «aa have thair hManaMa

ia ferae aiaea May laat.

M.^:nfi of Iha Ceaaeil hare barn bali SMalhly Ihraagboat the

year Tba aUaadaaca of aa aTsraga ol rfttaM aiwahira of a total

ol twMMy-aeiraa, thiiUea haiag eoaatry Baihaa. is stidiea ol the

oowtiaaed lotweal hi th« Airialinn at Choaa who are iaapoaaibia

for ita mmmmftmrnH.
The " P.P. A. CiMBlar " haa haea pabUbad wiU rsgalanty daring

the year, aad jadgiag fiaoi the appreeialaffy teisreacea. haa aaaiolad

the AMOcialioa work ami Iwwight its BMnhwa iato doacr laach with

haviagagraad the ) of a taa apoa laxories,

a Seiaei On—ittss to Boasidw aad rspert what articles

i to be classad aa huariaa aobjeet to the tax, aad the repreaanU

•iee nigsBiaaliiiaa al »arioas tradsa aa4 others intenoied were in-

vitsd to appear balera Iha (SoaMnUee aa4 alato Iheir riews as to the

sd|asl«sM ef the daty to tha artidce hi which they were iateroeted.

As the talswato of photographers as a piafaMioa are ideal ical with

thoee ol Iha photogiaphie aaafacturecs aad dealew,aa aiiiagiwiiit

wae aada with Mr. Edgar Boo^ion. Preaidial ol Iha lonMr aad a
sBtber d tha ObiijI ol the latter Aasoeiatiea. who was to

helan tha CewaiMae oa hihalf of ihoee AMidaltoaa. to

iaiwto also. It had haw faithaated that Iha athadale of the flwch
Lasary Tax waald ba ttkea oa a basis lor the Brithh schadab, the

articiea aSaeting photographers in the latler haiag

—

Photographs, pertraila, sieasding in pciea, per dooea, 40 fraacs.

UtolBgi apha. wilaigsaisato, escoediog is price, each. 30 francs.

Oa oar hAalf H was tahailted that Iha Varit ol pries for aar own
I ha—Phelogfaphs, portraiu, ocasdiag par

tJQh. each.

Oa the report of the Select Committee being published it was

found that the limit of price we suggested had been adopted, bat by

the omission of the word portraits, the tax was made to apply to

photograpiu of any kind. As, clearly, many descriptions of photo-

graphs, snch as those taken for commercial, technical, and scientific

purposes, cannot justly bo regarded as luxuries, on the introduction

of .Mr. Lsng Sims a deputation of the Council had an interview with

Mr. Davison Dalziel, a member of the Select Committee, to represent

our views. On stating our caae, Mr. DaUiel expressed his apprecia-

tioa of the poeition and his coooairanoe with our views, and promised

to reprcaent this aspect of oar caae to the Chancellor of the

Kxcheqoer.

Should taxation on the same lines form part of the next Budget,

the Coaacil are preparing to watdi proceedings in the interests of

oar meoibers.

THE BRITISH INUl'STRIES FAIR.

Thk fifth of the " Fairs " organised by the Department of Oversees

Trade is this year again held in the Pennington Street premises of

the London Docks, a horribly iaacceseible position, but one which

rartainly provides abuD<iant space {or the large number of stalls.

The Fair is limited tu Kritish msniifacturing firms engaged in the

trades aoacerasd with porcelain, chins and glass, fancy goods,

statioaery and printing, paper, toys, and games. The firms whose

iiisiimIsi tiiin^|inssrn a photogra|>hic interest are chiefly to be found

ia the K Se'Hioa devoted to stationery and paper, but «<>nie others

are located in other eectiona.

PraoM* and awaldings form a Urge exhibit of Messrs. Bennett

aad Jannisoa. Limited. Wellington Works, Uriniaby, whose manu-

(actoiea in tha way of wood aKmldings and frames of all descrip-

tioiM are wsU kuawo in tha photographic trade. Their distinctive

goods, conaistiBg not only of ornamental wooden (ramei, but of

Ihoea ia lelal. are shonn by Messrs. Marion and Foulger, Limited,

3, Soho Sqaare, London, W.l.

Ia aKwato the most attractive dieplay i* that of Messrs. Bartons,

Coaway Works, Finch Koad, Bsndaworth, Birmingham, who give

great pi»awinewca, but no nora than Mm aitiatic quality of the

artwlea atsrit, to their "Qoadra" metal pswe psrtout framing, the

dhcliasasss of which for both large and small work is very oon-

waciagly ahowa. .\IbunMi of aauiy typw are ahown by the old-

eslaUfahad Ana of William Johnaon and Sons, 8, Union Street,

Suathwaih, Loadoa, S.E.1; whil«t some distinctive styles

far aaaiaaaaaaelion with memorial plwtographs.

are ashibitad by Argeat Archer. 140, Kensington Hi^ Street.

wa
Ffuai rooonts to noualaats is a nalarat step, and we were'

interested in «eeing st the stall of the Leadenhalt Press, 29 47, Garden

Bow, Soothwsrk, LofKloa, 6.E.1, exhihiia of adhesive pastes for

phatogiaphe, which are issued not only in the gisss pots for amsteur

aee, boi are sold io bulk to profeasioosls. The firm hss also a

cheap but highly adhesive peste, marketed as " Fixol," which,

tboogh it ia not issued aa a preparation of the highest degree of

parity deaianded in a photographic mountant, is nevertheless one

wUoh in theee days of devek^ment prints could be used for mount-

ing pinpoaas It is certainly a preparation which is applied in the

SHMOlhart BMUUW*, hot poaseaees extraordinary adhesiveness. A gum
prsparatiott for Iha mouatiag of photographs snd albumen colours

for the tinting of photographic prints, lanlem-slides, etc., are

aaMng the exhibits of the British Drawing Ink and Adheaives Maiiu-

farloring (V>mpany, 31, Great Ormood Street, London, W.C.I.

The rotary printing of poetoarda and other descriptions of photo-

graph, sach aa those for bos covers, calendars, cigarette stiffeners.

and other coanMraal porpoeaa, ia represented by a number ot flrma.

Hie Rotory Photogiapliic Ccnpany (1917), Limited, Wnt Dra,>t.iii.

MiJitlesai. now a British ooaoara, shows a wide range of its pro

dactioas. including a Urge proportion of coloured fostcanis. Messrs.

Philip O. Hunlv 33B, Balham High Road, London, S.W.17, give

ptaaunent dispUy to Uieir old-eetoblished connection with this busi-

BMi, sad partiruUrly to their facilitiea (or supplying series of view

postcards from their own atooha of negativee. Mesars. Lilywhitr.

Uaiitod, Dunkirk Mills, Wast End, Halifax, Yorks, show examplr.t

of Iheir specialties in the aaaie indostry, among which are humorons

cards in three-coloor, poalcards for seaside sale, snd photo rutouts

aad pasta ons for the jewaUaiy, framing, and other trades. Messr*.
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K. T. W. Dennk •od Soia, LtJ., Printing House Square, bcar-

boroogh, aUo •how Uieir prodiictiomi in this line.

Tha eriubiU of Uie pencil nmkare. an industry vihich, it may

b. hop*!, nuw auppUnt* the Austrian output, an>e of niterest mainly

from tb« f»ct Ui.t retoucliiiig lead, for uae in the customary metal

holder are among the specialties of both Messrs. Arthur Johnson,

Limited. BriUnnia Pencil Work*. Noasden, N.VV.IO, and Messrs.

E Wolff »nd Son, Limited, 82, St. Thomas Street, London, S.E 1.

\jiM>ng other miscellaneous exhibits must be mentioned the fine

reproduction work of the Rembrandt Intaglio Company, Queen's

Mill, Lancaster, and the Sun Engraving Company, Limited (formerly

Andr* Sleigh and Anglo, Limited), Milford House, Milford Lane,

E.C.2. MeMTS. Wiggins, Teape and Company, Limited, 10-11,

Aidgate, London, E.l, although having large interests in the manu-

facture of ledger, cartridge, blotting, and writing papers, devote

their exhibit almost exclusively to photographs illustrating the raw

paper base which during the war they have manufactured in

increasingly large quantity, and for which they are laying down a

pecial mill. H'.M. Queen Marj-. on her visit to the exhibition on

Monday last, expressed Jierself interested that the British paper-

makers -were rendering the manufacturers of photographic materials

independent of enemy products. The Aerograph Company, Limited,

43, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.I, show examples of their goodfi

not only in the colouring and working-up of photographs, but of the

many industriaJ applications of theia- air-brutrhes. The Telia Camera

Company, 1, Southampton Row, London, W.C.I, exhibits its work

in commercial and technical photography and illustrations. At the

stsiid of Messrs. A. E. Gray and Co., Ltd., Gle^be Works, Mayer St.,

Hanley, Staffs, we saw specimens of grooved tanks in semi-iporcelain,

as nsed for development and fixing. Mr. Thomas Bethell, Boundary

Place, Liverpool, shows in the toy section the cardboai-d cameras

and dark-slides by which, for many years past, children liave been

able to make a first acquaintance with photography at the cost of

a few shillings.

It should be said that the Department of Commercial Intelligence,

in organising the Fair, undertakes no small amount of investigation

into the bona fides of the exhibitors, in respect to their being actual

manufacturers and of British constitution. Admission to the Fair

is understood to bo by invitation of the Department, but we

imagine that any 60710 -fide buyer who wishes to visit the Fair will

receive consideration on application to the Department at 10, B.ising-

hall Street, London, E.C.2.

j|$$i$tdnt$' Rotes.—•

—

Celluloid Facing,

Phoiogbaphic miniatures, which are so popular with the working-

classes, are easily ma/de ; the important factor is the time taken up.

By means of the card repeating back four pictures are made on a

quarter-plate. Sometimes the original requires the background
painted out with Chinese white, or a few touches put in with lamp-
black water-colour to make a bold effect. Of course, these touches

are sponged off after making the negative, which should be on the

contrasty side. Four pictures are made on one piecp of glossy paper
to give sharp detail, and then coloured by dyes. Celluloid facing

gives an enamelled appearance, and by its attractiveness helps the

•ale. For cementing without hot rollers use 4 parts methylated
spirit, 1 part amyl acetate. Do not increase the amyl acetate unless

the celluloid is thick. Tnis is best for gelatine pa/pers^ such as

glooiy P.O.P. and bromide. Do not use this with collodion papera,
as it diasolves the image. Cut a piece of celluloid a little larger

than the print, put a few drops of above in the middle of same,
then press from the centre all round outwards, in contact with blot-

ting-paper. By making the facing little larger than the print the
excise cement reachuH the blotting-paper and does not get on the
face of picture spoiling the high gk)s8. With a little practice the
riglit number of drops will be found, and no air bells formed.
Major's ceiment, which is gelatine dissolved in glacial acetic acid,
is more suitable for collodion papers, is slow in working, and if you
use this cement for glossy P.O.P. and the picture should slip in the
pressing down, you -will find the acid has softened the image and
the movement blurred the picture. Collodion papers are not suit-

able for dye work.

—

Borlington.

Photography with the Royal Engineers.

Accounts of the part that photography has played in the war have

80 far been written principally in terms of aircraft observation

While no doubt this braiidi has employed more men and material

than any other, and has been both organised and advertised in the

energetic and efficient way eharacteri.stic of the Air Force, there

ha= been a vast deal of photography done in connection with other

departments that should not be lost sight of in considering photo-

graphic war-lhistory. The wurk. of official photographers of a kind

that used to be done by war correspondents is, of course, also well

known as is the development in radiography ; but the photography

can-ied out hy men of the Royal lEngineers Ihas been not omly exten-

sive and varied in character, but it has not met with the recognition

that its importance and quality deserves.

Of work that takes the operator well up into the danger zone is

the makin.' of panoramic views of enemy trenches and temtory.

Then ther^ is "sound-ranging." This is a marvellously ingenious

and scientific method of locating enemy guns very exactly. The

apparatus was invented by a Frenchman and improved by us, and

as the Germans have never succeeded in capturing an instrument

nor in remotely approaching the idea in efficiency, this has been a

grtat factor in our success. The part of the photogi-apher in this

branch calls for decreasing knowledge and skill as the instrument

is improved, but it calls for mention in a record. This is only one

of the many rapidly growing activities of a Field Survey Battalion.

These unit's are more generally known in the Army under the con-

cise and expressive name of " Maps."

Enormous quantities of maps are plotted, drawn, and printed

" in the field," and the photographer has his share in reproducing

them to various scales, both on wet and dry plates, including, of

course, panchromatics. Many of the workers are old "Ordnance

Suney " men, but they are not now by any means in the majority.

Besides the operators there are men who print the line negatives

on to zinc plates for the lithographic printers, and those who print

in special variable details by true-to-soale processes. Then there

are the highly skilled "glass engravers," as they style themselves,

or " negative-scratchers," as would-be humourists call them. Their

work, delicate and tedious, done principally with a finely sharpened

needle and a magnifying glass, is at its best compared with ordinary

commercial retouching as the latter is to scene-painting.

In a published account of the success of the Intelligence Corps

were mentioned, in passing, the expert pihotographers as assisting

i 1 its work. These also are men of the Royal Engineers. The field

of photography even here is varied enough to try the skill of the

best. Copying and printing in large numbers portraits of suspected

persons is only one smaill item. These often have Uie unmistakable

appearance of being already copies of the third or fourth genera-

tion—if I rf^ay use that expression—and badly done at that ; so that

to make good printing negatives to give useful results is not always

easy. Copying documents and posters to be used in convicting

enemy officers of illegal executions is work that one could take

pleasure in, notwithstanding the weird colours and crumpled con-

ditions of some of them. Photographing parts of captured

mechanism for various departments is frequently required, and

even work of very technical and experimental character is success-

fully coped with, although it will be i-ecognised that material, when

it arrives at the place of use, often has already had a long history

of careless handling and bad storage behind it, and, therefore,

cannot always be considered ns of .41 category.—D. Charles.

Ply Wood.
Three-ply wood is now available for photogi"aphic purposes, the

various restrictions having been withdrawn, and is a useful material

for either carljon transfer or for mounting enlargements. Card-

board mounte require a further tacking of wood when framed,

whereas a picture mounted on ply wood would go straight into the

frame, having a nice appearance at the back ; so if we take this

advantage into account the price will compare favourably with card-

'board. Ply wood is made in various woods, up to seven-ply for

special use, but for mounting purposes three-ply birch, which can

be had "free from knots one side," will answer studio require-

ments. The albumen in the wood, by steam treatment, is made
somewhat insoluble ; though some call it " waterproof three-ply,

'

it certainly is less absorbent than the ordinary sort, and less liable

I
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to ««ed-wonB. It doM not «plit lik* 0t^amy p*aal*, k ai^ariar

te caavai, m holes eanaoi be kaodMil (kioagh H, oan b* got anj
•ia* and cat mnj sia, atiMeban jm tkfmmti with, and ia the

aatanal tha oU maatan woaM Itava waieoawd vith apan atma.—
Brauxoioa.

Paknr Rcu)$a

COMPLgTM SPMCiriCATIONS ACOMPTtD.
rA»t fteifitatiant art oUaiuaUt. prict U. tack, fott frtt, frrm

a* Polaal Off. $5. S0Mtlamim% BwUdittf, CUmetrf Lan*.
Luaitm. W.O.

TU Halm itt ttocta* u tkai of a/^hewKiii m IAm m—irj(/ ar
atraai, •• lA* mm* a/^ patmli ifranfd mndtr lit Tuttraatiamml

Paort Waoou. No. 122,571 (JaoMiry 18. 1918).—Tu rtnarra tha

fcfate Ihara ia —|iVijaii • (««fatahij orral ban for aatar ia

i Maj ba iMMMiaa^ *• WMia bmg fct«ad with

th tha Manor ti tha fc«da by way of

patfatalioaa ia tha «d». aad hmaf tMHid with a doahia bottom
ol which it pri

1

i I
•4 » " 1

t -,. f
f

\ ' I
Sfc:L.._ ,"JLy

Iht. I.

tha iida of tha hatin.

Ia Ih

walar to tha

tha «e«iait pipm IS, 14. 16. aad 16 ddirar
*a pfpaa 13 aad 15 baiag lad to *a poikM

aa S, aad th« pipaa 14 aad 16 baiag hd to

the jracket 38. The liaiaa 5 commuoioatea widi tha pockets 24

and 28 by way ot perfontiona ia the lida of the baaio.

Tht baain ia <kaanad fioB tba bottom by a waate pipe 31.

To lawiaul priniB from getting into tho fiipe 31, the basin ia

tatmmi witti a do^fe IwlMuiii of whidi tfie amer member 27 is

patiocatad and fonaad wMi aa ncdolating aoriaoa-^with the object

of aaartii^; in aapatating and toming over lainda that may tend
to ank.

34 draotN ioUaiial riha on the aide of tho batia prceeating

At tha jnaOtfoa of tha vertical latanl wWl of 4he baain with
the inner meaolMr 27 of the bnUom the inferior of the faann it

ooacavely carved aa Aown at 35.—Peter Hugh WaddeU. Troon,
Ayndiire.

PmDrr-DariMo Mtamnts.—No. 121,936 (Sept. 24. 1918).—The in-

\-ention relatea to machiaea for drying blue printa and other

photographic copiea of drawingi and to that claaa of aucb machine
wherein a tiealed cylinder ha* arranged in combination with it an
endlaaa band mounted apoD roller*, ao located that tba band bears

agaiaat a coosidarable portion of tha inrface of the cylinder and
wbarain tha tyliader and bead are caoaed to move at the fuime

(urface speed, so that aheata ot pi^ar iaaarted between them
will, aa the cylinder is rotated, be maintained in contact with it

for a soi^Fisat time to diy.

The drying cyliader is anangsd in an open frame, and one end uf
Iha cyliader is provided with external teeth with whidi a pinion,

t<n the ahati of ooa of the rollan aruund which the travelling

aproa raae. eagagca. ao that whan tha aid abaft ia rotated tlie

^«Bi aad apiMi will be eimultaaaonaly operated.
The fnuM of the mMhiae it preferably oonstmctcd of corner

ban, a, 4 of anglr metal nniled by longitudinal bare b, b and

traaaTeraa beta e, t.

Tha drying cylinder ia provided with end discs <r, «. Ui uhich

tabalar huba or bosses are &xad. these bosses beint mounted in

bearings g,t ia the fraoM aad having a gsa-pipa h for the heating

bomer extending thmogh them in tha usual manner. The gaspipe,

as shown, is carried in ays bolla •', i, and a (pace may be left be-

tween the pipe and the boasca for the admission of air to the drying

cylinder, k indicatea tha travelling apron and '. m. n, a, the

nsUera upon >rhich it is aioanted.
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To oae «ml of Ibe cylinder is fixed • ring p having peripheral

tMth. Mitl on the (haft of Ui.- fuller r> is m pinion <j engaging with

th« tMtl), «o that •« the shuft i» driven the cylinder also will be

roUt«8 and the aprun I at tlie same time caused to travel. These

tMth may b« fomiod by M-iuriiig a pitch or sprocket chain around

the cylinder or a ring thereon, with which linke the pinion will

!•• adapted to engage.

The shaft of the roller <> is driven by a worm r and worm wheel

*, the shaft t ou which the worm is moonted preferably receiving

its motion from an electric motor through a band or belt running

un a pulley «.

IIoIm V, V are formed in the ejids of the drum, some of which may

be provided wiUi movable covers ir, w for regulating the tempera-

ture of the drum by controlling the escape of the products of

combustion and the admission of air.

To regulate the tension of the band or apron i the bearings of

the roller m are suspended by links z from levers y, y, pivoted on

the frame and provided with adjustable weights t, «.—Sydney

Harold Mnrse, Kinsbury Pavement House, London, E.G.

meetings o( Societies.

MBRTINOS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Batdbdii, Mabch 1.

Edinbarffa Photographic Society. " Sir David Wilkie, R.A." R. T. Sliinner.

Monday, March 3.

Bndlord Photogrspbio Socislj. " An East Coast Ramble." W. B. Atkinson.

Dawsbarr Photofraphie Society. " Vork City and its Minster." A. 1. Dawson.
Booth London Ptaotographie Society. " Sketch Portraitiure." H. C. Inskeep.

TcssBAT, Mabch 4.

North Wilts Field and Camera Club. " Photographic Odds and Ends." C. L.
Richards.

Hackney Photographic Society. Selection ot Slides by A. J, Linlord and W.
Selfe.

Chelaaa Photographic Society. Dark Room.
Roval Photographic Society. " Hints and suggestions (or use in the dark-room

and work-room," V. Jobling.

Wednesday, Mabch 5.

Croydoo Camera Club. "More Curiosities seen under the Microscope." G.
Aidasear.

Denniitonn Amateur Photographic Aaaociation. Annual Qeneral Meeting.
Tanbridge Wells Amateur Photographic Association. "The Sniss Alps." R.

Qorbold.

THUaSDAY, Makch 6.

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association. ** Across Canada and a Few
Sporting Experiences b^ the Way," A. Reid.

BrlglMMua Photographic Society. " Ups and Downs of Caravanning." T. O.
Askew.

Hodden>nald Naturalist and Photographic Society. Exhibition of the Y.P.U.
Priot.1 and Slides.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. " Trimming and
Mounting." O. O. Weston.

Bodley and District Photographic Society. " Platinotype." H. Crossley.
Wimbledon Camera Club. " Orthochromatism." T. W, Darrington.
Birmingham Photographic Art Club. " Nature's Wonderland." U.Thompson.
Richmond Camera Ulub. AflUiation Slides, 1918.

THE PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.
A meeting of the Council was held on Friday, February 14.

Present : Messrs. A. Basil, Gordon Chase, A. Corbett, A. Ellis,

8. H. Fry, W. E. Gray, R. Haines, G. Hana, A. Mackie, Lang Sims,

R. N. S|)oaight, M. Adams (Reading) F. BVown (Leicester), W. B.

Chaplin (Windsor), I. Chidley (Chester), and Montague Cooper
(Taunton).

The Chairman said that the meetings were now extended to such
lengUi as to civune serious iuconvenience to many members. Meeting
at 6 it consUuitly occurred tliat the proceedings lasted until 9.

He aoggtsted that in future tlie metings should close at 8.30. This
waa agreed to.

Letter was read from Mr. W. lUingworth, suggesting that the
Photogrsphic Presa be invited to attend the Annual General Mecthig
to report its proceedings. After discussion the suggestion was put
as a reaolutioii and lost. Mr. R. N. Speaight raised the matter of the
reports of meetinys in the "British Journal." He thought the
meetings should be mure fully aeported and in less formal style.

Ho Uiought th;it the luunw of the itovere and seconders of resolutions
should be given, instancing that at the last meeting he had pro-
posed a resolution, which was not adopted, that had not been
rejiorted. The Hon. Secretary replied that, with the duties he had
to perform at the meetings, it was impossible for him to take notes,
and that a full report of the proceedings was only possible if they

. . . ...I 1 ._ jj ^^ i^j y^^ j^^^^ ^j ^^ j^^^^ secretiiry
liad a »ii'>rthaiid rt»|>ortflr.

to report proceedings. He had been connected with ten or a dozen

societies, and in every case there had been an official reporter or a

roembeir appointed to act as recorder, -whose duty it was to recoiti the

proceedin>;s and be responsible for them. In the early days they had
a shorthand reporter, but even then lengthy reports were not ofte:v

possible, as so much of the businesB consisted of matters still under

consideration, which it would be inadvisable to publish in their

immature state. If fuller reports were considered necessary there

mu.st be a shorthand reporter. After some discussion Mr. La.ng

Sims said he would bring his daughter, who was an efficient short-

hand writer, to the next meeting.

Letter read from Mr. H. J. Rigden, auditor of the Association's

accounts, criticising the way the balance sheet was made out and
expliiining !iow he thought it should be done. Tllie Hon. Treasurer

said that Mr. Rigden had rai.sed his objection at the time of auditing

the accounts, and that 'he, the hon. treasurer, had pointed out that

the method adopted was that he had inherited from his predecessor.

Tlio balance sheet gave a clear indication of the fin.xncial position of

the Association, which could mislead no one. There was something

to be said for Mr. Rigden's contention from an accounting point

of view, but it was only a matter of form.—After discussion it was
agreed that no alteration should be made in the way the accounts

were presented. The Hon. Treasurer stated that the February
number of the P.P.A. Circular containing the notice of the Annual
General Meeting, the Statement of Accoiraits, tlie attendances of

members of Council, and the ballot paper was in print and would
be sent out within the next few days. All members in suspense on
account of army service would receive a copy. He also reported

that he had arrived at a settlement with the Inland Revenue
.Authorities as to the amount of the Association's liability for

income tax on its 'nvested funds. Mr. R. N. Speaight called

attention to a letter which had appeared in the correspondence

columns of the " British Journal," signed by a member of Council,

in which personal opinions were stated in such terms as to suggest
they were opinions of the Council. He thought tfliat members of

Council in writing to the Press should be careful to make it clear

tluit they were only expressing their own idesis, and Should not refer

to what had taken place at Council meetings.

A discussion "was opened upon a paper of suggestions for the future
conduct of tho Association by Mr. Mason Adams ; further considera-

tion was deferred. Mr. Montague Cooper raised a technical point
with regard to the proceedings at the January Special Council
Meeting. The chairman read the rule and explained that the
formality that Mr. Cooper stated had been omitted was unnecessary
in the circumstances.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Meeting held Tuesday February 25, Mr. E. W. Mellor, F.R.P.S.,
in the chair.

Mr. G. Avenell delivered a lecture, illustrated with lantern slides,

on the West of England, his discourse taking the place of that by
Mr. W. J. Roffey on "Some English Cathedrals," which had had
to be unavoidably postponed. Mr. Avenell took his audience with
him among many of the picturesque districts of Dorset and Devon,
and had much that was interesting to say on the churches and other
ecclesiastical foundations of the two counties. The scenery of
Exmoor provided the opportunity for many attractive studies, and
the lecturer introduced an eminently human element by showing a
photograph of half a, dozen girls on the heights of Dunkery Beacon
and explaining that, despite his age and baldness, he had subse-
quently married one of them.
The hearty thanks of the meeting were accorded to the lecturer.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
The latest postcard circular states that " New gas fires are fitted to
the club-room, which is now warm and comfortable," a fact which
gives no suggestion of a terrible conflict waged between Mr. Sellers
and the Croydon Gas Company as to whether the previous obsolete
patterns should be discarded and up-to-date ones installed. Only
when the officials of the company realised who they were up against,
and that their persons were in danger of increasing in value by con-
version into by-products, did capitulation occur. The immediate
benefit arising from the change consisted in the frost breaking up as
a matter of course ; so balmy, comparatively speaking, was the atmo-
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ph«r* W: mnk Uwt avcn Dr. luxxt abuMiaaed hi* iwoal Mae habit

of pMias M • tnKwin

Bccaatly tha qrHa^M kaa Mteinbljr iiuHestod fixture* ia whidi

a bctaKT daws lor My partiealar evrnini;, will almcvt inlallibiy not

twn up OB the daU aMagned hiB. By any weird rluiiKw if the two

do kappM to eoiaeide, the topic announoed, and that actually dealt

with, frequMtlj wiD ba hardly on speaking tanoa. It moat ba •tnrly

Mdcntood. for he has fo lUted, thi« u not the fault of the lecrr-

taiy, whoobriowly auMt ba the victim of a wicked and widaapread

aoMpiraey aoMMC laetarwa to lead hi* aatray. Bitterly ha haa

dadarad tWt he WMhaa hi* baiida uf tbam io far aa relaica to Jatea

Uat WMk Mr. B. J. lUiac. billed fur a fatare dau, kindly CUad a

kraaeh cMwd by Ibat wretdwd Itn. aH kyitaUiaad two inianaal

MMMcr ilwMiatratiniM wto one curuacilav avaaing on " Pinhole

FhatocTaphy." No Maher of the club haa a Immt foothold on pio-

holaa than Mr. Roaa, and the wende^oi dafaition b* obtaina ie

hifUy Inliraatii^ latanaling abo arcra the aiapia box caiMraa, an-

forgara. a*d itwee-caaaaraa thown, and abo a pinkob alereiw ii iip e

;

• IMT, howovar. laOad to eealeaea the pictona with tha laat.

The laetMaa'a Urtait wHhod of aMking tha pinhota ia •* faUowa:—

A piec* «l thin akaa* biMa, or tha portiaa of the inner cover M a

cifuetta tin, m pteead cm a abb of lead, and a (th ball bearing (or

llwiialiiintil. aeialaMd far adlMaiou, u placad on top and gitcu a

ligfat lap with a H|hl hw Thi« givaa a perfect haM-epherira l

dent, the ««•« dda of whidi ia nuw rakhad dowa with a alip

rtona. The dent ia centrally piarccd on tha'caMavo «da with the

point af the naadb, and farther rabbwl dofwa. thna oparationa

ii|Mlrf aarwal tiaea antil the hob can he tnveesMl by the

ahaoat ap to ite bead. If on tbe ftrat inaatwa M the naadb Ike

metal braaka a«ay irregalarly , toe much haa haea taken «C by the

•lone, and tha pieca ahoald be diacarded. Per noraMl aitwwinna oa a

inantf phlT a Nok 9 aaedb, abeot 1.50lh iack in diameter will, be

•aid. be fooad vcty saitahla.

The pinhob ia aWBataJ coavaa aide toaaiJi the pUu. aod can be

Uarkeaed with !a^ iak aad a trace of gma. Aa a matter of tact all

the prime dM>wa were from negatifr. taken with uahbt'klid pin

boim. AlthoaghthiaapparaaUyhadnoiniariDaiaaeetaadaaidttaa.

jH MafkaairPt appears daHtahU, •• a glUt«ra( edge might c«n«

geaanri log ercr tha pbte. aad poaaibly amildap by rrfcct ion •(

bright «rb)fcla. Oaa or two priala did ahaw markiaga. not aniika

••are."

An aiinaated ilainmirm fattowtd Ike leetaR, the amay qimtioae

•eked riMaiag tka iaiareat takea in tha aahjert. In referetw* t<>

•Maa a^mn " piidMfaa" el aorel conatradfoa ahoan by Mr. Ruer.

Mr. A. F. Calknriaa graTaly painted oat that their ehapa ihaBM

ntiraly t''^'—«^ tphafical abarratioD It aauii iad aaaaa. aad many
nihma koked da|y impremid; it «.. a pity that otketa bagbad
'od gave the Aow away. A awat beact; «ot« of thnnka waa aeeordad

' >r a damsaMtraliMi d aaaaaally ooaipleta chamrter. one which mbat

•TO ealailed a hi af prapaiatioB.

Sorra Uarean Pavrobaanur Avirrr.—At the hat meHing Mr
Slater gave a demoaalr > < aiid Tranafmiltih-

..g. Mr. Blater iatiodaceU aUling that a gaa

ghfc paper b a davafopaeat pa|i«i vliwb eau be •••'•ly haadbd in

..<di^l, aad did aot aaoaamrily mean a paper Io be printed by gae-

>ght. Soft Vafes WM 14fMi Ike epeed of Kodak bfraude. aad vigov-

<ia Valoi l-3rd tha apaad of tk* aoft grade. Bacaoee negatiraa varied

II eoalraat it wm aaeamary to aae taryiag epaeib of paper*, and aa

•ntraet wa» goviraad by di i elupaw nl . the amkera of anftand *iir>f

> gcadee of pap«8 aappBi J a aMuu wharafcy errotB ia darabfwiant

I the aegative aaald he partialty rectiied in tbe paiaC Tigoroae

V>l..v for eoft negitivm aad Soft for rigOvaa wae raaoannended.

Th' ^rade of paper to b* need waa goveraed by the nmtraat of the

'.*, not by denaity. A glaeebarked priating frame waa a icreai

' berc (hading had to bo done, aa one aoold look through thr

afM aad aee the portioae n<|airiiij[ t rialmea t. Exprwing by mag
<'mi«M ribboa waa dcaM>netrated, it being pointed oat that thr

<moaal hmral ahoald ba kept to oitr ftxrd «Uii<lard. and the diatance

> ariad aoBuidiag to tha deaaity of tha oagalivr ; but when printing.

and aaiag tha ladiaary heaaahold gaalight, it waa adviaablc to vary

tlx tiaw of aspoaara, aad to keep the fraaM at one Axed dialanca, tor

prefereace oa a bos, tact apward*. directly ander the lighC There

is no soch thing as over-development of gaslight or bromide papers ,:

if the reeoHing print is too dark, it merely points to ovar-axposure ;.

if too light, under-expoaore. Devalopmeot to finality was strongly-'

rerommeoded, and demonatrated by the following test :—An exposure

-

ou Velox was made, and one-half of the paper immersed in the de-
veloper for about two minutes; the other half was than slipped ins

until the whole print was immaraad, and development continued

until no join was eeen. l^iis iisistitiited finality in develn|>nient, an I

from a print treated in this manner the exposure could be correctly

jodgcd ; in fact, this was the only reliable test. To avoid staina the-

priot moat be rinsed botwren the development and fixing, and kept:

well covered by the latter. To reaiOTa ataina a hath of hypo and

femicyanide waa to bo naed. Rich aepia tonea oonld be obtained oi>

Vrliix if the developaMnt was full and the print was first placed iiv

the toning bath, then transferred to the reducer, and again placed

in the toning bath. Mr. Slater demonstrated the tranaferring oB
Trausferotype to plain slav^ opal, aod niugle transfer paper.

Commercial JiCegal Ititelllaencee

t.ro\L VnTHJu.—S'otii-« is given of the dissolatioo of the pari-

n<

'

' read Mark Heron and Afarahsm Weohaler, carr^'inf;

<mj aa aniargars and artisU, at 67, Great Duoie Street,

MaiHiinter. uoder the style of the Central Art Studios. All

dc4>t« due (o and owing by Ihe late firm will be received andl

paid by Mark Heron.

NEW COMPANIES.
Locu. VnwB, LrtK—This private company was registered oik

Feb. 17 with a capital of £5.000 in £1 share*. ObjecU : Prin

tars, eogravers, pi^Usheia, book, postcard and print prodocers,

(•holocraphcn, etc. Fint directors : J. K. J. Grimm, 4, Ady«
l<awa. 8t. Paur^ Avrnae, Crirklewood, N.W.2, printer, and
II. V. Woodward. 4i. Ciiiyers Road. 8.W.16, printer. Registerwi

olHca: B, Ooawelt Road, E.G.

Barrrsa ItxrnatTioKii. Ltd.—Thia private company was
rrgistered nn Kebraary 19 with a capital of £5.000 in £1 shares.

Objetia : Tn take over the baaineas nf pma photoirraphy csrrie<f

•>n by 8. E. K. Rirhardaon at 4, .lohnann's Court, E.G., aa the
•' News Dkwtration* Co., Ltd /• Tfir aultarribrrs (eacli with one-

Utar*) are : S. R. K Kirfmrdwrn. SO, Itnwfant Road, Balhim, 8.W.17,

i.raMaliat, and J. W. Parker. Athlunie. Gf«nvill« Road, S.W.IB.

jiiuraaliat and pbrtagTaphar. Pint dirortw* : S. K. K. Rk^]lardson

(luiaianaill. J. W. Parfcar, mid W. W. Garr. Registered oOba^
4. Jnhnm^s Court. Keet StreK. F..C.

ReiDS ana RoteSa

M»!iB!i LiLTWMtrt. Ltd.. inform oa that they have now got

hvk a aufHrienl namber of awn into their trade printing dr-

l>erUnent to jnstify their drawing the attention of photographers.

|.> it. ae they dn in an adtwrtiaemant in another page of thia

.iaoo FakMia.— .\ rnrrafpandcnt woald like to discover the

aiidrsaa of the maker of gitt-mctal frunea tMoed aa " Arg» •' or
" Arro.^' and believed tn originate in BirminRham. If any of our

readers have thv iatbrmalfan tbe>- w<nild oblige our oorreapondent

by aamaanirating with " Argn,'^ care of tbe Editor*.

PaasM PoaTm*rr*.—>lany reader* having; at one time or another

irrittm tn ask how tn make the Mimbinatinn photograph in whiclr

a aerond portrait ia vii;nett«d into one nf a aitter, it may be of

inteeast to state that the work is a spe<'ialty of a firm of tradv

workers. Army and Navy Stodios, Aldenhoi, by whom the necex-

>ary cam|M»ite* are made from any two portraita.

Pal*!* rHorroonsmir .\aiiirT.—We are glad to be able to say

that the joint pmprietnr*. Mrsar*. Hamld Outram and O. W. Lym-
bery. of this agency for placing photogiaphs with the Press, are

now rrtnmrd tn their bosineea after a fairly long spell in the*
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8«rvicc. A* one ut the Kuialler anciicic* in which individual atteii-

lion u givm to oli<>iit*' comniisnions they will, we are sure, spee<iily

rafptin ihe cwtom from photographon which haa been interrupted

by their abaeiice in the Army.

Tnioi*m«A»aM.—The British Drug Houses, Ltd., 22-30, Graham

Street, London, N.l, wriUa :—" Our attention lias been called to a

tatemrnt in the BartLSH Journal or Pbotooraphv of February 14,

1919, page 80, under the heading ' Bleach for Bromides,' to the effect

that thiocarbamide >< a German product, and is now unobtainable.

We beg to be allowed to correct this statement, and to inform your

ioquiiw that we have manufactured thiocarbamide in our labora-

toric* for several years past, and we are now able to supply any

r«««oi>able quantity from stock."

Dark-Room iLLrMiNATiON.—In reprinting in "Camera Craft"

the ajlicle on the litting-up of the dark-room from our issue of

AuKUst 30, 1918, Dr. D'Arcy Power, of the staff of our San

FrmncMcan cmitemporary, dcsi-ribes his own method of dark-room

iUomination, wliich it will be seeii is of a kirad which we have often

•driaed but which nevertheless obtains an added recommendation in

coming from so practised a writer. Dr. Power writes :

—

For many years I have employed indirect ilhunination i'n my dark-

rooo:, in which I am constantly developkig plates of high sensibility,

ahraya orthochromalic, and frequently panchromatic. While I

tiiHkyn have an abundance of light, I think I can safely say that

my negatives are free from any signs of fog. The method that I

hare employed is one that can be carried out with the greatest

of ease, costs but little and gives results which only need to be

axperienced in order to be appreciated, and I use direct light only

for the momentary e.xamination of plates. Over the full length of

my developing table is a shelf, its back edge fitted close to the wall,

light-tight at point of contact, this shelf inclining, directed upwards

at en angle of ^>out sixty-five or seventy d^rees. This shelf is

aiBtpiy a ten-inch plank, although it might be better to have it a

little deeper. Its upper or inner side is painted white and the walls

of the room are light coloured, a ligiht red, although I believe a

yellow tint would be preferable. On t^e inside of the trough formed

by the ebeK are four electric bulbs, one dark greoi, and the fourth an

open w^iite light, opei^ted by switch buttons on the outer side. In

general, the red is used for plate work, the yejlow for bromide paper,

^o green occasionally for panchromatic work, and the white, of

course, for general illumination. The light falling on the inclined

surface of the shelf is reflected upwards to the walla and c«iling, from

which it is again reflected, illiuninating the room to suoh an extent

that wiUt only tlie red light turned on it is quite possible to see

everything in the room with ease and comfort, even to reading the

Mbalfi without difficulty, and I have never fouaid this indirect light

to cause fog on a plate. I rarely use any other light for determining

when mv development is completed ; but. if it be thought necessary

to do ao, I con employ direct light. Opposite each of the four lights

is an opening in the shelf, these closed by a piece of groundglass on

the inside, and a dark slide on the outside. This enables me, by

simply drawing the desired dark side, to make use of direct trans-

mitted Ught for the momentary examination of tJie plate. In my
own practice 1_ rarely find need for this provision, but I realise

that in some cases, such as in X-ray plate development, there is a

real need for the use of direct illumination. I have not only used

this icethod myself for many years, but I introduced it to the notice

of one of our leading local radit^aphers, whose daily work is quite

heavy, and he is loud in its praise. I sincerely hope that any photo-

grapher ra-building his dark-room will try tlhis method of lighting,

doing so with the full assurance that he wQl never think of using

luiything else.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

February 22 to March 8.—Edinburgh Photographic Society.

Secretary, George Massie, 10, Hart Street, Edinburgh.

>pril 17 to May 22.—Hammersmith Hampshire House Photographic

Society Annual Exhibition. Two open classes. Entries close

March 13. Joint secretaries, J. G. -Abrahams, 4-1, Hamilton

Terrace, London, N.W.8; A. H. Page, 12, Lime Grove, London,

W.12.

Correspondcticee———

•

*,* Correspo)tdents sJiould never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*,• We do not undertake responsibility for tlie opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

AERIAL CAMERAS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—As one who is deeply interested in aerial photography,

and who knows the capabilities of the R.A.F. cameras (which are

second to none), 1 regret to think that it is possible that such an

article as the " Future of Aeroplane Photography " could appear in

onr leading photographic journal. Yet, perhaps, it is just as well

that it has been puTalished ; it will wake up the powers that be, so

that the British public may learn what great strides have been made

in aerial photography.

Mr. Hoist may be a designer and instructor of aerial cameras, but

he should not make definite and sweeping statements about cameras

of which he could possibly know nothing, the design and make of

the R.A.F. cameras being secret. Suffice it to say that Mr. Colin

Williamson's automatic and semi-automatic aerial cameras are

years in advance of the camera mentioned in this article.

The Williamson " Aerocam " not only does what the inventor of

the Brock camera claims, but much more, and it was doing it in

1915. Since then things have moved very rapidly.

Hoping you will give this letter publicity, I enclose ray card.

—

Yours faithfully. One Who Knows.
Februaj-y 22, 1919.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The most interesting article atppearing in your issue

of the 21st in.st., under the above heading, whilst doing full justice

to the pai-ticular camera designed by the authors, is, in my opinion,

grossly unfair in that it ignores the existence of similar apparatus

which was in use long before the " Brock."

Certain eweerping assertions such as " the mapping use of aeropiane

photography has been to a certain extent set back by the waa-,

pliotographic apparatus .... adapted to this class of work. . . .

excludes . . . any instrument rigidly attached to the aeroplane,

surveying work must be dbtained (by am automatic camera," ought

not to pass unchallenged. However, the tecbnicail authorities of the

Air Ministiy Photograplhic Section could no doubt provide interest-

ing data on these points, with more authoo-ity on, the matter than

myself.

Messrs. Brock and Hoist may be surprised to hear that fully

automatic cameras were in use by tihe Royal Flying Corps in 1915,

and tha<t these cameras had a far greater scope than that claimed for

the "Brock." The standard film, used was 4-inoh wide and the

photograph S-indh long. 250 exposures could be made with one

loading, ajid as this could be accomplished in daylight, in the air,

the ground covered was practicaJly unlimited. The whole action of

the cajr.era was automatic, each photograph registeaing the height

and direction of flight through a separate lens. Timing the exposures

could be made at the will of the pilot to suit varying heights and
speeds from 0.5 fraction of a second. The power was derived from
an air vane with patent speed controlling device and varying

methods of suspension were used, from air cushions to gyroscopic

gimbal cradles, so that Brock's claim that " no other camera has
been built with a system of free sfuspension " wiill not stand investiga-

tion. As to the designs of the majority of the automatic cameras
used during the war hy the iRoyal Flying Coi-pe, I think I can speak
with some authority, biit I should bo glad to see a reply to the
article above mentioned fi-oon tihose wiho informed me that my
"automatic cameras were invaluable in the Mesopotamia and
Palestine campaigns, where large tracts of land were successfully

mapped, without the aid of Brock and Hoist.—Yours faithfully,

Colin M. Willbamson.
23, Denmark Street, Charing Cross Road,

London, W.C.2.
February 25.
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AVOIDING DEVELOPER POIWOXING.
To the Edttws.

ra,—I noiioe a lot of phatagrapiMn autler throagh metol
|ioi»BuiK Whm I lUticd with >1.Q. ahoot twenty yaan a«D I

Miflmi in the mom way. I Uked the devaiofier better tliao any
ether, (O I pat OS ay thinking cap and the imuU «•• I height a
pair ol foN^M. flat oaaa. Tliey an diffiooH to gH now—ana wer*
fti lo I took two hfaa preaMira kan off aa old haM-plate ptint-

iag fiaa* aad mt theai a ti«W, aad boitad the eoda with two bolta.

taking good rare to Me thai the r«d I waa fotag to im wae quito
Msnith. la BMJitag a bnanide print. I lift the end of the diah
ap, pat the print in. and Sow over the dawloper. With the
farrapi I then lake hold of the aide or comrr cd the print and torn
it OTer and over natil iaytad, or kaW it in the diah, rocking
it. nattt it ie Wdbad. I than pick it ap with the Iat«i|w
and pot it lite a tiing^iMffag bath of «idphiu, aealic acid, alw.
od b}f». hMp it moriag wjlh aaoth*. pair of syloniu lanM|ie
or a paddk. I do not tondt Iha print witk agr ABgera, and there-
fere do net hare to waah my hand* after arery print.

A*« aking the ImI. I print, tay. a doMV and pot them oae
after the eth« aHo the daarioper. each om at the botlo*. IVImb
"'*'* * ""ke ihM •« with the forcepa and cany oa m hOan.
Many tmraBeia who haa« oaUad on » wkia I W«« boM at work
my it k the ea«eit way of woildac they haw aeea, aad (or a oae-an t infill <|mte Ika lkia«. I eran aaa Ihm to $iam m to
12 I M. bnt to a laii« aba H ii m ^aij l« aee tfta Imws, ia
which eata I dip tha« ht w«lar Srat and teka care not to kaap ihM
in the daralopar hMfw than it w iii iy . I ktre netar mUtni
riaoa, and aa I da Mi hana to heap -iirAii^ the han^ I am able
to tan oat a groat i|aaii<tj of work —Vawa hilhMly.

A EiroLAint
SO. Bigh Sinat,

~

TBI WORD "BI06COPK.
To Iha Editor*.

OeattoMa.-I aa aadt intowtiil ia the
in yoor pagaa. I have ahnjra baM a " •
Mr. Lnckatt'a lotto ia MVport of it; bat "KiM." whoaa btto ap-
'^n en page 90 of year iMt vark'a i«ao, appMra |« have givoa
cine" a knock-«at Mow.
Arioiag oat ol tha " riao kino " aOair b Iha word "bieaeafe."
hich yoa* aamtpaadfl* laOt aa boeaaa "aa Bnglak nuM ia
«!' U aagr hwa Imb4 Ma ««y krto dka MUraa of tha Patent
>flce in that year, bat tha w«>i Htotf k^m oarito date. It
.ppaais. to iaotoaoa. in Iha lainl i i iialny vahnM of Kaighta
- Dictioaary of Mochaaica." a vataaa pohlhM is Ul«-t«« y«ro
•arli*' than tha date given by yoar eotroipaaiMt.
Tbe biaMopa of UM, howerar. wae not Iha Bolioo-pictare iaatro-

>neM wa know to^hgr. bat, ia a way, ilamif rnlated to it. U ia

hoa daMribed :
" A daal4a«iitoi iaatfWMat. In o rifonl iaiolim

f M. Aictae Bimmtaar, a portrait ia iton with tha i^a* aaaw-
nMo open, initlimw okai. tka iBaaioa af Ika aMne parmi altam-
teiy awake and aalooy ia vaiy pwfact. To ohuia thia

vaator takn a doable photograph of a dtter ia etartly the
aoMoo. only in the trot the oyea are opaa, hi the ooeaal a
fram thoae two nag»U<ra> priaU are tah«, o«a on the right aUe.
the other on the ror—ad tide of the laaa ihaat of paper, ia each a
«ay that the two imigoi. when viewed by iiawill I light. ar««i

'tuly ndaeide; lUa oan be onaity done ^ tha cnrVw prooaa. Bj
>«aaa of a mm! Im Itwi I anaaged for Iha yoipaae, tha U^ aad
'tmmi oideo of tha paper ara aHemately maaiaalad. aad Iha to*
mtm with the eyoo oacemriyely open ao^olt" Thaa Iha hiooeopa

( UM ia el partiaato iaimrt.
Whoa the word btocapa wae applied «a aeliaa pirtaio* of tha
nemotograph type, or lathor a Machiae to aiUUliaf tk«B, ooaM
f aa look it to be a iiM|lll(allua of tha word " Wophaatoaaopa."

the naaM girea to a aM««B( p ief i loilnBl biradaeod \if a Mr.
J. A. Radio, of Bath, fa^ cr aboM, Iha y«vUm Thw inaUaamit.

^ine

the
iii«r»Tnent waa horiinntal : a drcalar band of lanum M4** w«.
medr In rerqiTr aroond a atatloaary laalara.—Toora failhfaUy,

I*..«nunWi

whieh i* aaoaBy ovarloalad by Mrtoriao*. «aa a pioiaetioa maeh
«• tha oa«e priaeiple — the aodem inatr«Baat, oMift that I

Ansioers to CorrespondetitSe
a

SPECIAL NOTICE.

I» eDa>i| ii«ii«a ef gmtrtU rtdttetd aappMei of paper, at th* rtmtU-

tf prokHnhim t4 Ut JmporUtHoit of mmch mood palp amd gnut.

a imalUr $pae» will h« avaJMU tmtU furthtr motif for rtplto

Ie eorrarppndiiMr.

Jferaooer, «« will aaawor >y po«< j^ alampad aad addrmaed mar-

lap* i$ anilaiid >or Twply: 5-eoNf. iiitonaltonal OOttpOt^ fFOM

rwadart oti aad.

toOl kajrMed only in <*« eaa*The fuU fnaaliena and »/

•t«irto afgtmml wterMl

JVidap** 'Voamai" mutt reachQmtriM ttUmtmmd m tk» «M

ml fairr fhaa ISiaidoy (peoM IfONdav). and theald 6«

lo Iho Milan.

D. H.—Paper raa4T-«aated (or the gnm-bichroinala proceea ia not

L. 8.—WriU to the Regiatrar af BuainoM Namee, SO, Ruaaell Square,

Lremion, W.C.I.

f, M.—8o far aa we know Ihoro ia no objection whatever to your

tyliag yovraelf "amy photographer."

a P.—Meaara. Hood and Co., Limited, of Saobrtde Worka, Middlaa-

broagh, aapply bronae aMmorial tahlela.

K. g Mwi W. Batcher and Soo*. Limited, Camera Hooae, Far-

ringdon Avmana, E.C.. ai^friy faMrviera for aAiinf photographa

to Bwaala.

W. W.—Yoa aaod ba aader no appraheoaiaa aa regarda the offoot

of the CBiy-vapoar Ught on yoor oya-aighL No hana at all

will rotaH.

0. W.—Thera are poihapa a bandred different pattema of betwean-

!«• ihaMefa, and the mirboaima ia each variea mi>re nr leaa. Yoa

eaa aaraiy form ooaoe idea by watching your own abutter work.

N. R.— It » a nice point, bat we ahould tay that ninety-nine photo-

grapher* oat of a handrad woald think there waa nothing incon-

aiateot in placing their name on a work produced aa yoa deaeribe.

E. W. —It M very likely that the defeH ia oaoaed by the impure

^iirtt. We adriae trying "pure apirita of wine " from the

chMBiaU, whieh, though a good deal more expefwive, ahould be

worth ita eitra cost.

1. R.—Tha Uaa an aoU to go into ordinary dark-alidea with a card-

board baihlag ia the manner af the flat film which waa much in

aaa ooaoe yeara ago. If yoa write to the Kodak Company, Kinga-

way. London, W.C.2, they will aaod yoa every particular.

W. P.—In previoBO yaan aJtkaha haa boea by InriUtion of tha

Board of Trade on^, bat than b no raaaoa why you ahould not

apply for ticketa to the addreaa aa followt :—Board of Trade,

(Britiah Indoatriea Fair). 10, Baainghall Stroet, London, K.C.2.

B. y.—We wiah we roold oblige yoa with the information, bat ua-

fortaoalaly w* have ahaolotely no data. So far aa we know, it ia

not poaaible to quote figuro* which will be in any way a reliable

indlcatioa of tha auaimoni qaantity of developer or hypo which

eaa aorva to priala.

r. J.—Tlie Arm* who bay old negativee (or reeale of the glaaa, clean

off the fllma liy dipping ia a nearly boiling aolution of oaattir

aoda. Thia ramovea the Aim almoat inalantaaeoualy, but it in

had for the glaaa, aad raaaaa, with tome typoa of glaat. a matting

efTeri. Another plan, which wa believe ia free from thia objoc-

tiiin, u to allow tha negativaa to aoak (or aome huum in fairly

(trong nitric arid.

W. E.— Meatra. If. T. Heron and Co., 10-11. Tottenham Street,

Coort Road. Loedon, W.C.2, price 5t. 6d. Mr. W
21. Bedford Street. W.C., price 6e. Hie "Modem

Bioooope Operator" (Meoon. Qaaoa, Ltd., 86, (thalleabttry Avepae,
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London, W.C.), doe« not deal witli the makinj,' and dovelojiinK of

film, but with its projection and illumination and method* of

•lectriral iiutallation.

J. N.—The fonnuU is inli'nded for gelatine ferrotj-pe plates, and for

cards coated with a similar emulsion. Thei-e are no books on ferro-

type photography, and we have no information on the making of

positive cards. Theee goods came for the most part from America,

and the knowledge of the emulsions is in the hands, we should say,

of only one or two people. ^

C. A.—(1) Several series of books, the publishers of which we do

not know, but you ran get them at any good bookseller.*; also the

Medici Society, of Grafton Street, Old Bond Street. Txindon, \V.

(2) We do not know of any textbinik which particularises sub-

jects. (3) We should think anyone who ia able to use a saw and

hammer could make such a stretcher with very little trouble.

W. D.—<1) The American writer was no doubt referring to an Ameri-
can article. We know of no one in this country who coats what
is presumably Japanese vellum with bromide emulsion. (2) We
are afraid you will hiive difficulty in removing the red-ink titles.

The only suggestion we can make is that you paint the portion of

the negative with a fairly strong solution of hydrochloric acid and
then wash well in plenty of water.

E. B.—The arrangement seems (luite good so far as the electric light

goes—have the light as high as you can manage, certainly 8 ft.

from floor, for standing figures, and lower it for sitting ones and
children. If the window is only 6 ft. high from the floor, it will be
useless for full lengths, but will do fur heads. If it goes nearly to

the ceiling it will be all right. It is very desirable to have the
background easily movable, so that you -can get variety in your
lighting by moving the sitter and camera to obtain the proper
effects.

f*. W—Most lenses in sunk mounts are made so that the diaphragm
is rotated by a milled ring on the front of the lens hood, and
therefore the latter is not available for the sup|X)rt of a cap or
abutter. Such lenses are almost invariably emjiloyed with a focal-
plane shutter, but no doubt you could get made a fitting which
could be att«.«hed to the lens partly, and would be fitted forwards
clear of the diaphragm ring. It would be clumsy, but still

practicable. For a mirror or other fittings for a refle.x camera
you should apply to a firm of camera repairers, such as Messrs.
H. T. Ball and Co., 51, Berwick Street, Oxford Street, W.l.

8. F.—It is impossible to say what weight of hypo is contained in
a saturated solution at a given temperature. The solubility of hypo
\-arie8 so considerably for a degree difference in temperature that
auch methods of making up a saturated solution are not sufficiently
accurate. Our own plan is to dissolve hypo at the rate of 1 oz. per
2 ozs. of solution, that is to say, we dissolve 1 lb. of hypo in hot
water and make up to 32 ozs. water. This gives a solution whicli
u sufliciently concentrated, and is easily meaeured out for making
up fixmg baths of various strengths, it being necessary simply to
reckon two fluid ounces for one ounce of hypo.

8. C—1. We shouW think the best book for your purpose is either
"Vamiah Materials," by J. G. Mcintosh, price lOs. 6d., or
•* Analysis of Resins and Gum Resins," by Dieterich, price 7s 'ed
^th published by Scott, Greenwood. 8, Broadway, Ludgate Hill!
U>ndoii, E.G. 2. These questions are rather out of our line and
the only advice we can give you is to apply to Messrs. Johnson
and 8oi«, Ltd., 23, Cross Street, Finsbury, E.C., whom we have
found exceedmgly efficient in obtaining chemi:als of all descrip
Uons. 3. Not so easy to say, but we should think that chloral
hydrate, which renders geUtine permanently soluble, could be
uaed with reasonable chances of success.

M. Mc—The foJIowing old method is perhaps what you want :—
^'*^ 160 ozs.
eogar of lead (lead acetiite) 8 oza.
Hyposulphite of soda 8 ozs.

The solution is used as hot as possible, and the brass work is

aimply dipped in it, and aJlowed to remain until black. This takej
about a minute or less. The articles are then rinsed in cold water,
then in hot water, and dried. If ecratch-brushed drj', the black
deposit will have a high lustre. When dipped into the solution,
the surface of the bra«e article becomes yellow, then blue, and

finaJlv black. The article should not be tal<en out until all the

surface has become blackened. ITie depo.sit on it is sul])hide of

lead. The article;; should always he lacxjuered, othei-ftise the

black deposit is likely to oxidise ,nnd fade: but if coated with

lacquer,, it seems to be (|uite peimanent.

\ G.—We think you may safely construct the studio on the lines

'

you mention, with one modification, which is, put more glass on

the roof. You will then be able to keep your sittei' well back and

use the light at a considerable slant. If for structural reasons

you cannot extend the area of the glass, it would certainly be

desirable to raise the whole studio as high as possible, so as to

minimise the effect of the outside wall. This wall, by the way.

.should be lime-washed, so as to reflect as much light as i^o.ssible.

Lime stands the weather better than distemper. We have recently

been fitting up a studio with a wall similarly placed, and giving

.-ibout the .same angle of light, and it works quite well. In this

case the side windows were stippled with very thin zinc white paint,

and this seemed to improve the lighting considerably. With re-

gard to the half-watt lamps, your proposed arrangement is quite

good. Have four 1,000 c.p. lamps and a separate switch for each.

You can then use only as many aa needed. The blind arrange-

ments ajid wall decorations will be quite right.

J. McD. A process very similar to yoiu-s was patented in Germany

in 1912 by E. Rickman. An improved silver-uranium printing

paper wasobtained by addition to the sensitiserof small proportions

of thiocarlbamsde oomjKninds and of haloid aj'kaline salts, sudi as

ordinary sodium chloride (comimon salt) The more of thie latter

the solution contains, the greater the tendency of the finished print

towards a yellowish-brown ; tilie greater the proportion of

thioca^bamide, the iblacker the prints. The addition of these two

substances to the silver-uranium sensitiser renders the paper non-

liiilble to alteration of tone in patches when washing the finished

prints. A specimen formula of the sensitiser is as follows :

—

Uranium nitrate 25 gms.

Silver nitrate 9 g™s.

Thiocarbamide solution, 1 : 20 5 cc.

Sodju.m Chloride. 1 : 100 5 cc.

Water distilled 50 ccs.

This sensitising mixture is applied to papers prepared with starch.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—Advertisers are requested to tietiei

that the prices printed below represent an

Increased Scale of Charges,
which is now in operation in respect to all Hne announcements.

iSince advertisements canfwt be inserted until fully and correctly prt-
paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind (Ml
revised tariff. They will thus save themselves del*y in the publicaiien

of their announcements.

Ket Prepaid Line Advertisementi,

Increased TariS of Chargef.

12 words or less 1/-

Extra words Id. per worf.
(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Adv'ts under a Box Number.
" Box No. " and office address charged as 6 wordl.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each adr't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and oorreotly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an adv't must be accompanied by the adTertiiememt
as previously printed.

Advertisements are not. accepted over the telephone.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisementi ii 12 o'etook
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers Monday momiag.
The in!M!rtion of au Advurtisement in any definite isnie camaot kl

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., Publishers,
34. Wwlllastma StrMt. Stnutd. t«NDON, W.C.&
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EX CATHEDRA.
Phototfpaphle The oommnnication from the Camera
Survey of Club, which we print apon another
London. . .

t
.

P»g«. forth what ia truly a very

ambitiona prorranime, no toaa than a comprehensive

anrray, ia tMnorm of photographs, of London at the pre-

sent time. Until the opportunity occnrs of learning, from

the booklet which is ahortly to appear, the contemplated

organisation of tiie nndertAking it is dearly impowiWe
to form an estimate even of its poesfbilitiea. But, at any

rats, it may be thouf^ht that a scheme of which one Unit

hears in Hardi must call for an enormous and well-di»-

ciplioed body of workers if it is to achieve its end of

reoording the faoe of London in the Peace ye«r 1919. At
the beet of tines it is difficult to stimulate an intere^ in

the inekfng ol records which are to aerve our deacendants,

aad whil* «• eanaoi too highly value the intereat which

the Camera Club t« showing in thin work, we are boQ&d to

think that aome extraordinary army of photomphars will

ami mmUaaif to he brought into existeaee if the ains of

the Bwolaw !• to be realised.

TIm **V^it There are ooasiona when a high-grade
Foofcet

'2_
email camera, far frt)m being a toy, inajf

0*****"**|*** be of very real service to the photo-
Op«r«too«.

grapher placed in elDceptionsl circum-

stAncee. The fact that these instruments are fittefl with

lenses of short focus and wide aperture, and thus give

good iMHiHii— over manv varied planes of diftance with-

oot reeoarss to stopping down may often be of real service.

A case in illustration of this point was told to us M>me time

ago by a commercial worker. He was commissioned to

make a series of picturee in a factory, which was rather

poorly lighted, of certain pieces of machinery. As the

work would have neceasitatea the use of a lens well stopped

down ia order to gain the required definition, and as the

stoppage of the madtinwy was an important factor the

operator took with him a veat-pocket ramera. This he

found vave all the definition required, and fine definition

without stopping down the lens. The result was that ths

piHures were Uuen in a very short time, as the worker

was enabled to use the lens working at //6 instead o. one
•topped down to //22. Enlarged prints were made thai

gave the cvttooMr entire satisfaction. The same operator

at a later period had to obtsin a view of sn old country

house in the Korth ofEnglsnd for an estate Sgent, and the

subject required could only be satiefactorily photographed
from a narrow ledge of dit abottt a foot or eighteen inches

wide. This was obviouely impoeslble with the field camera,

but. not to be beaten, the operator took hi.* vest-podtet

camera, rar^fnlly worked his way to the spot, snd then,

hoMinr on to a bourh with one hand . operated his camera
with the other, ttaing the instrument at eye level. The
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rasiiH was • new and striking picture that had a material

value in selling the estate. Though, of course, not to be

icoked upon ae a universal instrument, the modern vest-

pocket camera fitted with a good anaatigmat will often

prove of very real value to the commercial operator when

he is faced with difficult ubjects. Provided care is given

to obtaining a satisfactory negative there is no reason

why, with a little working up, the resulting photographs

should not be equal, and they may even be superior to con-

tact printa from large negatives.

• » •

Non-photo- Fro.n one or two professional photo-

tfraphio Side graphers during the past few days we
^J****' have received letters asking for sugges-

tions for other business, within the technical capacity of

a studio establishment, which they might take up. While
such enterprise has been undertaken, within our know-

ledge, by one or two photographers, it is difficult to make
general suggestions, since very much will depend not only

upon individual craftsmanship but upon the local demand
for such articles oi manufacture as may be produced.

However, it may be worth while to mention the instance

of a firm of Scottish photographers who have taken up, we
believe with considerable success, the designing and
making of toys, whilst in Kent is to be found a photo-
grapher who has specialised in the manufacture and design
of fancy leather goods, such as calendars, and blotters, and
whose work, as we have seen it at the British Industries
Fair, possesses merit of a high order. It was first shown
at the Fair of some two or three years ago, and as the
exhibit is included also in this year's Fair it may be sup-
posed that the project has turned out to be profitable.

Vignetting
Bpomldes

Those who have cause to complain of
the hardness of outline of bromide

prints exposed in one or other of the customary machines
may be glad of one or two hints which, if taken, will go a
very great way towards removing a defect of this kind.
One is to cut the vignetting card from the corrugated board
sold for packing. If the 'board be cut so as to give a bevel
edge to the opening, the corrugations will provide a series
of serrations which make for softness in the print. The
second hint is to interpose a sheet of fine ground-glass
midway between the vignetting card and the negative.
Most printing machines will allow of a frame being in-
serted between the vignetter and the negative, so that the
gla^ can be introduced in the required position without
adjustment, and as quickly removed when unvignetted
prints are required. The glass, of course, cuts down the
light, but in these days when light of almost any power
can be obtained from electric lamps this is a matter oi
small moment.

Drying
Preee

A method of quickly obtaining nega-

Negatlvee *^^^ '" * condition for printing and
•

enlarging, which is less known than i^
deserves to be is that discovered some seven or
eight years ago by MM. LumiSre. It consists
simply m soaking the washed negative for about
five minutes in a saturated solution of potas-
sium carbonate. The effect of this treatment, quite
contrarily from what might be expected, is to produce a
temporary rondition of hardness of the gelatine film, per-
mitting of the negative being rubbed dry with a clean, dry
cloth, after which it can be immediately printed from or
enlarged The readiness with which a negative is obtainedm this state requires to be the subject of trial before itcan be appreciated. On taking out of the carbonate solu-
tion the film seems to be covered with a film of grease, but
IS very quickly polished with a doth. We should not care

to keep negatives in this condition if value is attached to

them, for obviously, in the case of retention of such a
hygroscopic salt as potassium car'bonate, the film must
remain moist, and such a condition is bound to aggravate

any causes of impermanence which may arise from imper-

fect fixation. Moreover, we have come across plates

which showed a tendency to strip from the glass under this

treatment, and, therefore, on both accounts the negatives

should be washed for a few minutes and dried in the usual

way as soon as their immediate purpose has been lulfilled.

RECONSTRUCTION AND PHOTOGRAPHY.
Ever since victory was assured to the Allies the word recon-

struction has been upon our lips. Some very wise folk

may know what it means when applied to the British

Empire, or, perhaps, it would be more accurate to say, the

United Kingdom, but to the majority of us it simply

means getting back into working order, with better condi-

tions for the workers and upon a firm basis all round.

There is, we believe, a general determination to bar the

importation of German and Austrian goods into the coun-

try, either iby legislative or voluntary means, and we trust

that our readers will support this action in every way
possible, taking care not to be deluded into purchasing
goods made by German labour in factories started with
German capital in neutral countries.

To supply the needs of this country we shall either have
to import from our Allies or make the goods ourselves,

and as Germany and Austria dumped vast quantities of

finished work upon us, the question is whether the United
States and Japan are to reap all the commercial benefits

of the war, or whether we shall retain a fair proportion for

ourselves. We believe in our manufacturers' resources to

attain the second alternative, and this means an enormous
stimulus to industry provided that wages are not forced to
such a height that it is impossible to make a reasonable
profit.

We may, therefore, look for considerable activity in the
designing and building of* factories, with all the necessary
appurtenances of workers' dwellings, railway sidings, canal
basins, and the like. With all this activity there must be
much work for photographers if they are only alert enough
to seek it, and to show that they are jjroperly equipped for
its execution. Otherwise the photography will have per-
force to be done either by films from a distance or by the
direct employment of an operator who uses apparatus pro-
vided by his employers. The average photographer Is

rather apt to overlook the value of this commercial work,
his experience of which is often confined to a few interior
and exterior views of factories, with results which from
want of practice have not been of the best. If he would
realise that it is worth while investing in good and suit-
able apparatus and to learn how to use it he would soon
be amply repaid; in fact, more than once the first job has
paid for the camera and lens, and left a handsome balance.
The greatest mistake that any business man can make is

to sit down and wait for business to come to him, and with
the photographer, this is especially so if he wishes to under-
take commercial work. Orders for portraits may be
secured by a good window show, but orders for factory
work must be solicited. Provided that a reliable man can
be obtained the photographer can gain much valuable time
by employing a canvasser, or, as we should prefer to say, a
traveller. Such a man need not be exclusively retained,
and it IS often easier for a traveller who already calls on a
firm for, say, lubricating oils, to broach the subject of
pliotography and secure an inspection of his specimens.
Of course, he must be paid, but, as a rule, the greater
portion of his remuneration is paid as commission, and is
contingent upon orders being obtained.
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Th* gnaX point to be obMrved when dealing with com-

meici*l work m reguUrity and proiaptne**. If a contract

hM been made to rapply a weekly rveord of the progrew of

-t building, the operator must be on the spot to the minute

un the appointed day, and the prints must be delivered

with equal promptneM. If these have to be sent to the

hoard of directors in London or Glasgow by the engineer in

harge so that payment for work done may be made, no

cK'UMs will be accepted if the^ are not forthcoming, and
the result will be the installation of a staff photographer,

and the coosequent loas of buaineM and prtstige to the

photo^pher.
Besidea the elasa of work we have indicated there are

many othsn to be aotidpated in the near future. We are

told that land' surveying will in the future be largely

assisted by the enrployment of aeroplane photograph*. The
development and enlarging of these should come into the

hands of the local photog^pher, and as more care and
exaetBaas are required for these than for ordinary work.
nawMrative prices ahoald easily be obtained. The repro-

rfiitioB of plana «ti orwiaal, enlaigad. or rednoad scales.

aad tb* photography of oonpUt« machines and parts also

eoBM into tha sama eategory, while the opportonity of

seeariag sabjecta which can be sold to tha newpapew most
no* ha loak sight of. If there ia to ha a visit of inspec-

portraits and groapa of interest and value may belion.

secured . Many papers are glad to give a standing order

for such picture:! to a reputable photographer.

Housing schemes should provide mucn work, and it

»hould be impressed upon those engaged in them that there

is no better selling force than a good photograph of a

fairly large sixe, either in the form of original prints or as

half-tone reproductions. It should be impressed upon
estate agents or owners that the ptiblic will take a good
" real " phott^raph upon trust, while they are apt to bo
sceptical over gaudy lithographs of proposed " happy
homes."

Prices should not be cut too low, but at the same time

should be calculated upon a strictly commercial basis, not

forsetting to include a proper proportion of rent, rat«8,

ana taxes, and other overhead expenses. And it would be

well if the district aasoriations of photographers could

agree upon a minimum rate for commercial work. In the

past, even with cheap platea and paper, such poor prices

were often obtained tnat it was doubtful if any real profit

was obtained. We can now withdraw all these old price

lists, and on the just plea of increased cost of labour and
material i«ae more satisfactory ones. It is essential that
good faith liionld be observed, and that no secret discount*

or allowances be made to secure orders. In fact, let ur

have reconstruction all round, even in the bu!>ine8»

morality of photography.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
iPmvioas artfalaa ol khia sstics. la wbieh the aim of the writer is to "~-—""»—'? items of « long expeiianoe in studio

poslmtfm. havs appaarsd weekly ii—a Uw Ni^aalu af tha fwiiat year. It la not thoagiht poaaOde to oontinM tha series to tha
Iflh of that by Ihaasasa writer wMatimUhi ugh Mw-BriMshJooraal" seoM years ago, bat If any raader among the yosnger
gSMnHoaof photogwyhaw, and pafMaaMjr Iheaa lapgsJ aaaarfstaals, baa a particular sobiaat whieh might be dealt with, his

orhsriagg i^ o n wlllhawateoMwL Ths labMa of iha provfam. •Hleiea of the seriM have be«i aa follows -
A Talk Aboat
TheGaaH
Maai^BB the BtMsr (Jan. »).

(Jan. 31).

lightiag iJan. 3).

mi tha hnit iJaa. 10).

ArlUekl Lightiag (Fsb. 7).

SliSaAoeoasoriaa aad Fori. 21).'

The Sarroondings of the Stuaio 1 1 cb. 28).

STUDIO HEATING AND VENTILATION.
Taa waraiiag aad vsaiilating uf siu-lraa i* a pn<UMa whidi ha*
to ha aotfwl in amay ways, thsss brtag dspMMhai apoa tka eoa-
tiactioa, sias, aad pontloa of th- baildiag. aad the aiiaM of
iieowaar, for it ia obvioaa that «bat vlU aaOm far the smaU
portabU" type of etM^foa wiU to laads^oaU for *e laias.

-4idly-b«ih apaHmsals hi which tha man fortaaale

u* are aMs to wotk. Thtt* aiv. nesarfhalasa, esriaia

pnnciplsa whiah mast be ohssrud . a* Hii what he tha aim
nd tha owner ol tha little atodio shoaM caiafaOy

what he «aa hmt do with the sam appropriated to the

pajpoas bsfoca parting with it Amo^g thsss I woold pat avsa-

nam «f tswip»r stars, nlisalia— . freedom from iajarioaa faaia.
aadeeoMnyof fasl, ihalattar bnr^Uhsly tobs momiapM^aat
' 1 the fatam than it haa hsaa in the pmA,
The poattfaB of the hsating apparalaa ahoaU la eanrfally

ohoBsa, M andl iliyrli apon it, aad. abora all, tha error

•Many mads kgr hniUsm of daaUiag hoaaw shoald be avetdod—
that of plaeiag the store at tha end of the room opposite the

door, ia which positioa it ematm a diaaght of eold air and oaly
wanaa a limit*^ aiaa, giviag rim to tha complaint that oae is

tnmm oa oae side aad loaalsJ oa tha other. Ia wanaii^ a
sladto it is dwirahle that the atora or mdiator shooU be placed
oear the door ao that tha air ia wacaMd in ita pamsgs iato the
rooaL la Bladica which have a glam roof—aad thorn an still

lathamajorilgr-thaalBaaahoaUfaeplaesdaadertheglam, m
nsartothasUaliiMaaiioariye, as aot oaly b tUa the coUsat
ids by r»aooa of thm* hoiag oaly oaa jhicknesi of glam aa a

barruir tu tk» ouUi>U temparaluiv, Irat that thu warm air

amMKling to the roof amy melt any snow which may fall upi^n

it I have often known work to he stopped by a thick layer of

sDow oa the glam, and ia aMismpUng Id lamove this hy meohani-

eal Mnat tha glam may faa brokaa. an anpleaaant state of

thing* ia midwinter.

With mgard to the heating apparalui, Uivra is a wide cfaoicf

rai^ag from a builer and siaam or hot water pipm to a port-

able fH stove, and ««ch has its adrsntagm aad drawbadm On
the whole. I have ^Mlnd hot pipm the moot aatiafa<tery way of

heating, aad th<w, if posaifale, ohoaid be run the whole length

of the atadio oloar oadar the aide light, a shelf or flat pieoa of

a«od ahoald he piaoad above thm, and the front ahoald be

arimasd with wireworit (m oraacaental m amy be), ftzed on

fraams which can be emily rtsaoved whea (he pipm require

attaotioa. This icrssaiag hidm the unaghtly appearance of

the pipm and dom aoi iatrrfere with the hmting ; in fact, the

top strip or ahalf sorvm to diatribaie the warm air mom evenly.

If the pipm am left sapoeed they most be painted, and it is im-

portaat that oil paint should be avoided : not only will it emit

aa ^^rinifft"* odoor when it ia heated, bat it rapidly darkaos

aad IjaiUBiii nad^Mj. Although a dark colour is the better

radiator ol hoai, I uoaaiig that oa the whole a paint made of

fiaely-groaad alamialBm ia osUahrfd, whioli ia sold for the par-

posa. to be ths bsat oooting. If any other colour than silver be

rsqaired tu match tha walU, a nrnful |>aint may lie made by

grinding poader oolonra of the dmirid shade in beer, stoat for
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[inltimnt I h*v« not tried Gorenunent ale for this or any

oOmt pnipoM, but I fear th»t it« adheaive propertaee would be

too poor. Thio h«w ookwr i« used for painting the funnels of

McMMTt. which get rattier hotter than the average steam or

hot water ptp«o. It niu»t not be thoi^ht-that such an installa-

tion i« a very cooUy aflair if the existing types ae used in

firaenhotitfe are eelected. They may be liad in all sizes, and the

maker* will eatimate for the (vaiipfete outfit if the cubic contents

in the atadio in feet are given, with the temperature it is

d«nred to obtain. It i« neceMary to point out that in severe

mother the fire must be kept going night and day, not only

thot the iitndio may never he allowed to become cold, but to pre-

vent the water freezii^ and causing fracture of the pipes or an

eiploaion of tiie boiler.

A naeful modification of this system is to have separate

radiaton, eaoh of which is filled with water heated by an

ftinoapheric gas burner. I know of several studios where they

•w giving every satisfaction, although a reduction of the gas

pnaiute eometimes lowere the heat to an undesirable extent; to

ninimise the tiric of this the supply pipe should be of ample

proportions. A large pipe doe* not imply a laige oonsumption

of gas, bat it secures an adequate supply when the pressure is

low. When using this or any other system in which gas is

burned in the studio, efficient ventilation must be arranged lor,

or the fumes will cause lassitude and even illness. For small

atndios one or more of the well-known siphon stoves may be

wed with advantage. In these theire is a laige central Ai^gand

burner flanked by two metal pipes which not only serve as

radiators but condense the products of combustion into a liquid

ior2«. These stovw are economical in use and have a cheerful

appearance. Two would probably be sufficient for a 20 by 12

Rtudio. Open gas fires are cheerful looking, but rather costly

for continuous use ; they have also the disadvantage that unless

well fenced in there is dangerr of clothing and drapery being set

on fire, a danger ,whidi is also present with open coal fires, and

one not to be ignored when children are about.

Caostd 8tov€S for coal, coke, and anthracite are very useful

in the studio, but most of them necessitate either a brick chim-

ney or an unsightly stove pipe. Of this group, those burning

anthracite are the most desirable, as once started they wiU burn

contdnnouely for months if supplied with fuel. Thus the studio

does not get cold during the night, and there is no trouble of

fire laying each morning ; all that has to be done is to empty

the aslipan occasionally. The older type of slow combustion

stove known as the " Tortoise " bums coal, coke, or cinders, and

may also be kept continuously burning. Although this may

seam wasteful it is really not so, for there is no necessity to

make np a big fire every morning to warm the place up in a

reasoDaUe time, while the wood, paper, and labour required

for ligbtii^ are saved.

In certain circumstances oil stoves are the only possible

heaters available, and if a good pattern be chosen they are not

to be despised. The tall, cylindrical pattern, with a bail

handle by which it oan be moved about, are very convenient,

and if kept clean, is fairly free from the odour of the oil. The
Salamander, or blue flame stoves, are very effective, but thej'

are mean lookii^ and cannot be shown in a well-appointed

studio. I have, howerver, used one of these in a fancy oast-iron

ttove made for gas, and found it quite satisfactoi^. I have

also found that one of these placed ujider the darkroom sink

rapidly raised the room to summer temperature, the sink jtseli

being warm, while the solutions were easily brought to normal
temperature by placing the bottles near the lamp. If it be

possible, when fitting hot water pipes, to run a Ibend into the

<Urkroom, it is, of course, better in every way than an inde-

pendent stove.

From heating the studio to keeping it cool is but a step, andl

in most people's minds keeping cool and ventilation mean the-

same thing. TTiis is haiidJy so, for a studio oan be perfectly

ventilated and yet kept at a high temjperature—it may be fUled

with foul air at a low one. The essential point in ventilation'

is to have the outlets and inlets for air properly proportioned

and placed in such positions that straight-through curremt*-

frwn one to the other cannot be produced. In single-slant and

other fstudios which approximate to an ordinary room tlie-

ventilation can ibe provided for by opening windows if in con-

venient positions, or Tabin tubes may be provided as air inlets

;

as a rule, the inlet should be fairly low and the outlets high.

The Tobin tubes, which admit air in such a wiay that no-

draught as caused, are of the simplest construction, being,

nothing more than long, fla.t boxes of wood or metal, say, ten

inches by three, in section, and about four feet in height. They

are placed flat against the wall, and at the bottom have an open- M
ing to the outer air equal in area to their own inside sectional f
area, with a protective grating. The top, inside the room, is-

)?ift open, so that the air on entering has a tendency to rise and

becomes evenly distributod. Four sudi tubes are su£Bciient for a

moderate sized studio. Tlie outlets should be of the ordinary

grating type, with mica flaps placed high in the walls, so that

there is no accumulation of hot air in the roof. For very hot

weather a large flap opening should be provided, as high as.

possible, at both ends of the studio, so as to permit of a free-

draught from end to end. It is necessary that the coverings

should not permit light to enter above the backgrounds, and
this oan easily be done by fitting inside louvres after the style-

of a Venetian blind. This is a better arrangement than having

a lifting sash or trap-door, as is frequently seen, since the

current is more perfect, and there is perfect protection against

rain. Of course, there must be a hinged door or shutter inside-

or outside the louvres. This arrangement is supplementary to-

the small mica flap ventilators, which are sufficient in cold

weather. Small electric fans are very useful for keeping the

air in motion in very hot -weather, but are not available in

many places. The roof of a studio should always be double on-

the dark side, as this prevents heat from being radiated from
the outer roof, which in a north-lighted studio has the full'

midday sun upon it. In positions where the sun strikes upon-

the glass it is a good plan to have a long iron pipe, perforated

with small holes, running along the entire length of the glass.

This is connected with the water supply, so that the glass oan-

be flooded with a gentle stream which quickly evaporates and
reduces the inside temperature to a considerable extent. It i»

also very useful for keeping the glass clean. A flood of cold

water is harmful, as if turned suddenly upon hot glass it is-

liaible to make the roof leaky if putty is used for glazing, as it-

is in the majority of cases.

Much may be done to give an appearance of coolness by the-

choice of suitable colours for the walls. Green or greenish grey
looks mudi cooler than red or even buff, while ferns, palms, and
other plants assist in producing the same impression. One of
the most refreshing arrangements I have seen consisted of a
passs^e opening from one end of the studio fitted as a rockery,

with ferns and a trickle of water over the stones. Such sur-

roundings produce a tranquil state of mind in the sitter and
tend to the success of the portrait. I have also seen a side

window opening on to a dingy mew'^ turned into a miniature
rockery, with a tiny fountain with goldfish in a lake about two-

feet across at the bottom. These ideas may not accord witli

those of the '' highbrow" artists of to-day, but they please the-

average sitter, and that is what we all strive to do.

Pkacticps.

The City 6.ile and Kx< hanci; are (i4>euiiig -iiew ipremises Bit 105,

Cannon .Street on Mt>o<Uy next, Martih 10. Well-eqmppcd dark-

rooms have (been inst-aWed, w-hi-di it is hoped the puWic will take

advant-age of.
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ELECTRICITY AND PHOTOGRAPHY IN WARFARE.
[Tb« ([enermtion of electric ourrent in placet where do other source of light is freely available has of course dnring the active

opatUiooa in Praooe b«eo an important branch not only of the Royal Air Force but of other Metions of the army. Inasmuch

as the QM of soeh HnaU inatallationa are aqoally of interest to photographers in country plaees, we take the opportunity of re-

printing from the *.'EI«etrieal Review*' an article deaoribing the nso of such units of equipment. ^VIthout an installation of

this kind a photographer most fall back either on flashlight or on one of the incandescent paraffin lamps such as the Blanchard,

neither of which can be said to rival a portable electric plant for all sach portraiture as requires to be done by artificial light.—

El*.. •• B. J."]

fitted with Uds, and each set had a capacity of 190 ampepe-
hoars. "Htese had a fair amount of rough usage during the
Tarioas hurried removals, but kept up to their work very well.

As photographic printa of each subject were sent to our
works, and not the original negatives, it was necessary to moke
a fresh negativ« from each print sent in, and this often meant
over 100 sabjecU per day. Tlieaa were taken with the aid "f

Cooper Hewitt mercury-- vapour lamps, two tubes in series in

one frame, and twtn complete seta being used. In the case of

photogmphs requiring to be «nlarged, a Westminster arc lamp
and enl^rgiac camera were utilised. All printing from nega-

tives was iam in spe^l printing boxes, lighted Mther by half-

Having recently returned from Frsoee. where I have been

attadied to a photographic section of H.M. Armies, it may

be ol gei^nmX isiereat if I plaea on record a few particalars of

the work ot thsae seetioiM, and the part played by alaetrioity

and aagiaecring in carrying oat their foiietioii*.

It mast be clearly awlerstood that tk«M saetioiw ar» sot

r««ponsible tor the actual taking of tfc* jAotograplta, aa this

duty falls on the Royal Air Force. TIm photographs cover

quila a lai(a range ol sabjecta—such as front line and support

trciMiMS, panoramas of large tracU of country, large moaaics

or photographic maps ol certain parts of the oonntry, " aerials"

of particnlar spots, enamy gun emplaesneata. bridges and

milways b«fof« and altar boaahMxlmeat, roads, etc.

The duty oar little party had to perform ««s to turn oat

copies ol Uieee photographs in large mmmbtn and very quick

time, workinc, wImb neeeaaary, night and day, to get the work

lamed oat in ttaa to ba of service lor the partiealar military

operatioiM thay w«r« required for—wlwtkvr it w«s for opara-

tiooa on a laiga scale or lor local raids or artillary work. T^
give some idea of tbs —glitwds ol tba operations thsae small

Molated and almost anknows " sections " ol the Army carried

oat, I may say that work sqnal to 23,000 loll-plate photogrwphs

«M tamed oat in 36 hours lor on« of tha big blows dealt at

the anany last August
Having gone so tar to ikow the extant ol the work, wa nam

«Mne to tha means o( carrying it out, and this is whera aloe-

trioity and anginaaring played their part " in tba game."

Aa thaoa pbotognpkic sections have to mova with tha armiao,

th* apparatos ia otten being.dismantled, moved, and rs-erocted,

and us the eonditions vary with every move, retreating or ad-

vascmg, tha plant is pat to work under a variety ol cunditiont

;

I inslimw tha gaaoruttag plant ia rcatiuf on a law pilss dnveu

in tha giwnd, and at «thar tamea oa • good solid aonoete
loandation.

The plant I wua in loock with epMJMt sd ot on* Gardner

ft-H.P. petrol engine, direct^eouplea to a 3-kw. Bolmaa genara-

tor ranning at 500 R.r.M. Thaae Madunea were, of eoaiue,

moasted on one bedplata. A saoond Ml oonsisted of a Fetter

Junior petrv>l engine, diraet-eoupled to a 3-kw. Holm«a dynnmo

ranning at 72S R.P.II., oa a commoa bed-plsie.

The working volt^e in tha depAt waa 110. and as a steady

light was vary aasantial for tha photographic work on aooount

ol tha time for axposara, M pnntiag. aqualimng, etc., U.e

eapply to tha depM waa always takaa Iram aeoumulatoiu, ol

which we had two compleU baturiaa, which ware used atter-

nalaly, one baiag Th«'g«d whilst tha other set uas besng c is-

ahargsd.

llMsa h^tariM vara gaMrally aoeoanBodated in a room or

hat near tha tias miaa. aad oomptota eoatrol ol tha whole

'»ilsti«n waa obtaised by a switchlMard in tha sngiaa-raom,

•tl with tha aaaal aMtars, charfs and diaeharga awitchas,

lAai^ ciTST saiUhsB for awitching ia or oat either generator

•a to cither battary, aad abo for awilAing aithar battery on

to the works.

All oalgr/ing cirenito w«n oontraflad by switches and luses

oa the oMin awitchboard, and mrrcury vapour lampa, general

lighting and night-tight circuits, etc, were all separate.

Ika hattarioa van put up in teak boxaa, laad4inad. and

wau or ordinary M.F. lamps, and the aaoia remark applies to

the equalising boxes.

AlUr being printed, devaloped, fixed, and wodied, all printo
were hung up in a drying-room boated by slow-oombuatioa
stoves Slid spirit flares, and the air wus kept moving with two
12-in. electric fan*. As the temperature in this room was
generally about 120 dags., the prinU were dry and raady for

tha cutters in a very fow minutes.

The watar supply waa generally obtained from a stream near
which tha works were always situated, and the water pumped
up to a supply tank with a Pelapone pumping set cunsiatia.;;

of a petrol engine driving a turbine pump by means of a
V-shaped belt, the sat being mounted on a wooden frame, and
so arranged that whan the pipes were disconnected, it could
ba picked up bodily and carried. The water supply tank was
ganarally fixed on a wooden ttracture near the main shed or
building, and the water supply to all the wsahing sinka was
ran in screwed iron pipes, although a quantity of hose pipe

was uaad for oonnecting up to the pump and tank at vaiiovs
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time.. The quantity of water used would be about 2,000

^'Fk^t.lnd indicators were used in *nd connected to the

.upply Unk. and arranged with electrical oont*ct« either to

ring^a bell or awitoh on a coloured lij^t when the tank was

eitier full or empty.
, , , j„,.i,

•n,e general lighting of the dei>6t, w4nch consisted of da.k

Toonw cuttJng-TOoni, stores, office, en<?ine, battery and pump

nv>m«; dining room, billete, etc., was carried out with ordinai-y

M F lampo, and the general wiring was carried out on the

cleat system, this enabling dismantling and re-erecting to be

carried" out in a very short time ; I have known the plant to be

dismantled and taken across country thirty or forty miles,

,.h..tog.aphic wt)rk being resumed in something like 48 hours.

This of couree, was with a good deal of very temporary work,

but the ' militarj- machine" liad to be kept going, and the

work of making a fairly decent job of the general installation

bad to be done whilst the place was kept working ;
very often.

\ NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY AND RECORD OF
LONiDON IN 1919.

The remarkable manner in wlhich Ifamdliar aapeots, abreete, and

(buildings in Ixmdon iiave changed Sn ireceoit years must ibe .apparent

to every Londoner rw.ho has been away from the city for even the

duration of the war.

During the period of tihe war in .particular, Iteanporajy buildings

hav« sprung up on aiU sides to alter still .further the aippearaaice of

well-known spoU. It is satisfactory to know, th«refore, that the

Camera Club has undertaken the organaaatioii and direotion of a

.photograiAic survey of London in the "Peace Year" 1919.

The dbject of the scheme ds to provide a Complete photographic

record of the appearance of Londton in the preseolt yeai-, such a

record .to comprise not only photographis of buildings an! monu-

ments of historioall interest, but also as many as possible oi the

ordinary sites and streets of -wluch so QiitAle meraory remains after

/frequent rebuiidings. M is only necessary for a man of middle age

to attempt to recall the London of his youth for the value of this

scheme to becomo apparenlt.

Pettt-r Junior petrol eiiginf. Holmes dynamo.

as soon as it was a bit straight, another move would he ordered.

However, as the production ol these photographs in an efficient

and quick manner very often meant the saving of thousands of

valuable British lives and the destruction of those of the

enemy, everybody worked with a will for a definite purpose.

The engineering staff consisted of another R.E. and myself,

and the total works staff only amounted to 25, including officer,

N.C.O.'s, engineers, dispatch rider, cook, storekeeper, and

photographers.

The illustrations show some of the plant as used and de-

scribed, and I might also add that the switch used for the

firing of the mines at Messines Ridge eventually found its way

on to our switchboard.

Such is a short account of one of the many cases where engi-

neering and electricity, in particular, have come 'to the aid

of our Armies, and have been used to advantage in helping to

beat the Hun and eave civilisation from a fate that was too

horrible to contemplate. H. Moss.

LaN'Casuihe Society or Master Phoiogravher.s.—A committee

meeting of the above eocdefty will be held on Tueeday, March 11, at

4 p.m., at the Mandhesber Chess Club, 65, Market- Street, Man-
chester.

'I'HB OpTiCAi- SociBTV.—At Hie meeting to be held on Thursday
next, Manch 13, at the Imperial College of Sodence, South Ken-
ainglon, S.W.7, a |>aper on " Some Photogjiaphic Apparatus Used
in Aerial PholograiJiy " will be read by Major Charles W. Gamble,
B.A.F. Any of iho«e interested in the methods of aerial photography
will be made welcome to the meeting.

Pelapone pumpinB set.

According to the main outJinee of the ddea the London area, will

be divided into sub-areas, in each of which a local .secretary will be

appointed, and, if possiibde, a Jooall sub-commilbtee to organise the

\v<ork ; and lan appeal ds being made in the first instance to London

and suburban phol»graphic eooieties to aeedst. At Itihe same time,

individual workers in every quiaPter will be weSoomed, and arrange-

menits will be made for them to gelt into toudh with local centres, as

iit ds hoped that many of tJie workers in each area wiU be local

residents. If such a record can be adequately completed (and tliere

is no reason why it ^ould not be, .if sufficienrt. Iholp is forthcoming),

it should be of enormous vaihie and imtereSt to posterity.

No such complete photographic record has y«(t been attempted on

the lines suggested by tfhe Camera Club. Photographic surveys of

London .have certainly occupied tJhe afttentdon of many bodies in

it/he pas/t, .but dn most instances Ithey biave been oonfrned to specific

series of biiildlings, etc., of eiitiher historical or a-rchaeological interest,

or, as in t)he case of the liondon Survey, have only dealt with

buildings preceding a certain diate.

The Camera Club Photographic Survey of London will, however,

aim at a mudh more complete record of the appearance of the Ca.pit.^l

in 1919. It is desired to esecure pihotographs of prcuotically every

Street and building in London and Greater Iiondon as ilt exists at the

present day, and even more attention wiM be given to the ephemeral
buildings associated with the war, and wbich will probably not be in

existence next year, than to greater monuments of hdatorical

antiquity which will appear much the same in a hundred years'

time as they did a century ago. At the same time, rtlhese will n-ot

be overlooked. The presence of figures dn the costume of the

moment will not be regarded as detrlaieortal to the record where
ithey occur. The pictorial quality of the prints will, bowever, be

of secondary importance to thedr value as teohndcally good results.
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To carry out tht arhamo MMcenfu^y and o^nipU-tvly the Ciuneara

• liib will diDitfy be making ao apfteal is Uaa public pnm to rmite

a fmall fund of, akjr. £100 to meat pwia^i and initial office

14111—. aa the ooajuct ct lite MaBa will iowWa Uiia atnoont ai

irvat in tdiitioa to • eaandtmbla amooat of time aod labour. But

tha iiNinflt lawa ol tha lAiii defMada upon Ibe tufyort of Uia

,{T(aft body of anMtaar fitdlagnfibeta df aM afca aad ciaaMa who
an in I.oiidoo «b4 Gmalar Looiloa to^y. It ia iqggcatcd that

«U ptisla dMU ba of • rtandarit aiaa. and baK-pbla baa bean

mariiioaad aa tba onai aoAaMa. TiMaa dtoaid be oada on bnnada
papar, •• it ia ooaaidaoad thU a 'well-HMda, ihmumhly Aiad and

f.«

.if

laqn acalu aanlinnal mapa ct laadon w9 faa ||iun<dad

of tfia pkotosnipbia aocialiaa <v vtbav n^vdaaf
of woriMML T%a anst titMliaw of 4ba aiAjoi*

• pnailiMi fMHi wbieh tta pietora waa labaa «• to

lia nariwd «« th«M {«, «Mi auiftMa rafanaos «o Ika print

iuaU.

Vmm tlia onrray ia iwiiWta dta CaM«» CMb ia idarlafciiif to

MMiit. «•. and rtan «lM paiBto. wtwA wdi ba Iflii fai

iBMnar and ijiliMiliaiil lor lafaiaaaa. .'JW
»Hj ba atorad ia osa of tba poUfc
A imitak dacribii« ia d«iil tba «lHla 11 f iliMu k ia

|ifi. a»1 wil ba loraaidad to aoi

*tmp$A arUraaaaf mn*lufm to *•
'

-> Txry of l ondea. CteMra Old*. 17. Jobs flUMt. Adalpki. LondDa,
w.c.

H OOBKX.
^Vi I ba waa*

/ Mr H
i> pmfnwioiMi

aaay jmtru Mr. Ootfca, is

(
iMai rit Kcatiab lawn. Bat bit work ia—^ lor bun macb aota ttma a loeal WfwU

• 'n Ha waa a pwiliiMi arfribttor at tba aib*itinaa ol tha Kojml
i'>.,i..^r.nhtc SMiatir aad tba Loodon Mao, wb«w bb aiMya ia

(or Ihv aftiatic aad t«A>mxl
af atJI Urn wmk of tbM fciad. Ba

r of fcwan,

' ~« baM bmU, aad waa ia ywA daaaad far

oa boftacokaM. TbUaf as «aataar1i

ia Iwhi.aMi bb

tha

'utMwrt ia bii

tha |dwl«nr^t
|)ablin<

. ti

tba tMmt «« l».

lida idaa vary '

•aa man aiddy
af poiHalte firiaK

.M. Mr. r«rfc« arofbad oA
' -WrriptMl of bii SMtbod

ta Ibapooiw to

tuok a vary hm
It Bay ba add»i

Mar. wMt lb'
*•• jnat fi^ornr

^itrty4hro af oaa wbo

^paitU

TTianv

RtrttM TO 8asw r*aMU«—Mr H. T. Ball, who tor arvantcan
>fan waa with Maan. J. t. Shaw aad Co., laforaa aa that the
Ami of euiay. Sww, aad Co.. having gtraa ap bwiaaaa, ha ia prw-
parad to aadOTtaka fapaira o( any dtaeriptioa to iwlax, Sit, aad
ihrn of tha flbaw nwii. Mr. BaU. wboaa inaipalMMiy ia the
"aktng aad rtpair tt afparataa «e kaow from oar own •xparienoa.
h*» bia wnrbab»pi at 51. Barwtth Strvat. Lnwdoa. W 1

Jlssistants' Rotes.
a

Sisbt and the Photographer.

It go« without M-vio^ that ught is the most important bodily

fimctign Iroa • photographic point of view. One ini|^ imagine

an artoiaaa, leiclara, deaf ot dumb fenoa performing aome job or

other CDODaotad with the buiineaa, and even one with deficiency of

iatelact aiight poaana aome litUe photographic dull, hot a bUnd

phutugiaidwr ia ioipaauhle.

It follow* that a photographar'a tyrt, good or bad, should not

be oeKlectcd. bat acconM at leaat a modicnm of intell igent oon-

aidaratioa. A good nmoy proa. hoU the belief lliai the practice

of their oolt ia in itadf aufficient nltiaalely to daaiage the li^,
aad jodging by the nuaiber of wotfceia oaa naato whoae eyea are

aot to good aa they iiii^il be, the betiaf aaenu reaaonable. On
the other head, tliera are craflaaMa of ripe age whoae aigfat ia atill

paHaet ia tfHe ot yeara of hard work. The lact ia that pttotography
eaa—aot moat—daaiaca or efwa daalroy the eight of anyone en-

gaged at it. tha damage naaoBy being brongfat about by circum-

alaaoto maay of which are in theewelv« iaoontpicuout and there-

ion OMwpected.
Thato oapaawlaneae depead oa the nature of the work, each

bnaeh of lib boaiaaaajtaviag ila own peooliar wnroM of puaribU

aye stnua. Ia the ttadia the eye may aaSer fman noaalaiil alnia-

iag at a too thidt or eoaiaa tocaaaiag wreaa, or tecnaaing with

the iaae rtnptiad down. Thia ia a mall thing, bat in a very buay

•bop «k«e dte operator tomf be behind tlte camera for houia at a

tialA, Iba atraia will lelL Where nmeh fceoming haa to be done,

aa toaah Ufftk m poaAb Jiniilrl be alloiwad throogh lena and

•oTMa. aad tha work dona aautly. Indecfifaa caoaea atrain, and
daw aol iaipiove the flaal JdlBllliiii ot tha ptetOM.

Hm eoatiaaal awitchiag froai *hori to long fooaa, oocoaioned by
at the aittar aad then at tha aoean. may tire aa eye

but if the eyea <and tha general health al«>) are

tide thnaid prov* mora of an cienciae than a atrain.

Worfciag with artiArial light, an operator may daoiage hia tight

by allawtag the hght to kik diraolly on hia face too often; in

other woeda, by lonkiag kaf or often at tha lamp. Obntinual

•wil^iag ea aad off fraai fall light to aemi-darkaaaa, aa ate
goiag ia aad oat Uitweea oladio aad plaU rhaagiag room, will

laaao ila mark oa the «Kht if earried en to a gnat extent, the
moral hare ia to keep a fair amount of light in the tudio all the

tiaia, and ha«« an aviataat ehaagiag. The latter caa keep hia or

bar gaaa away fniwi iJto bright aad of the atoJio without any

la the dark-room Ibm iwd or yellow lamp ia often blamed for

ttrod or failiag eyea. Thia ia aot atoctly light, thoogh the poatioa

of the ooloand light ia very olten to Uame. A lan^
be in a poiflfaa to mad dkmct, light into the eye when

aad (or thia naaoB a hanging lamp, ahedding all ila Ught
dewawaidb, ia to be namaminJif. The atrangth of the Ught
hooU be — P^at aa the amaitive materiala will peratit. With

to Iha printing rocat, I woald «y to thoM wbo can pleaaa

Ivaa: Oiaeaid broaida for gaalig^, have aa mooh light aa

yea woald ia yoor ihawlig-ioom, aad be oooifartable.

Wheat yaBow or red Kgiit ia oompolaory all walla should be
paiatad vary light : it »ill obviato amoh cywatiain in groping about

lor thi^i which are invioihie.

With ptiatiag and retoadmag diiwit light ia moaUy vad, but in

Diilhar «Baa doa it—ao far aa aqr eiqwrieoce and obaervatton go—
baK Iha aye to 'the nune oitent ae in the caee of the dark-room
iaaip. Tbe diflanaoa it ttda : ia one case the eye ie woridag with

the iiMge aifipKed by the diroci Ugi* and nothing elae, in tbe

othor Iha dinct rayi aiw worryim the «ya aad diatraoting it Ixom
tie work. Tiaa can ooatiaaa for a loag liaie without tha viotim

cjf it, evea thoogh the eyea aad the work may be

For
toryj

or deooa

the oaa ot direct light, however, ia not oompul-

worken prefer to work against a white or tinted re-

I o«ie ratoochar I know daima that thia practice ia

tor hie right bmag aa good aa it waa twenty yeara ago.

with weak li^t, particularly if the negative ia yellow

•ye riraia, while the remarks on dark-room lamps
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^fdj kbo lo «slrMMOiM Ugki n«ar » retoaohing deak. Working on

my Miall bead* i« »pt to be trying, and for this a magnifier may

l«Maa the i<nin, but it should not be uaed habitually, otherwise ity faacome an indiapenaabie crutch.

Spotting and working-np require »ight that i» perfectly free from

Mligmatinn, and «4ien done by anyone whose sight is not normal,

mmI not ootreoted by glaaaeo. thii< work will greatly aggxavate tlie

wMkaea. At the slightest sign of strain the lighting conditions

shoold be exMiuoed, and if not at fault astigmaitism should be

aiBytttitfid aod the eyes tested. Spectacles, however, are not likely

to oox* bsKi nght; they will correct the vision and so do away

with stnin, but that is all.

Belore going any further it may be as wttU to say that this

Mtide doc* not pretend to deal with its subject from any bat a

purely pliotographic atandpoint. The many defects of vision caused

by aiusli things aa nerves, bad blood, cdgaa-ettes, etc., are not within

B^r scope, and when a photographer's eyes give trouble it rests

with him or bis doctor to decide whether tug craft is to blame or

Bot ; it ia always possible that aome outside influence is causing the

miaohief. At the same time, a few remarks on the care of the

aigfai may not be out ol place. Tired or overworked eyes can be

benefited by bathing, and any chemist will make up an eye-bath

obeaply. The simplest and safest of these is boric acid.

Sight can be greatly improved by country walking, particularly

in districts where long dear views prevail. In my own experience

I find nothing to equal daily gazing at landscape the foreground of

which is meetly green, wit^ distant planes stretching to far ofF

mountains. Unfortunately, we cannot always enjoy this kind of

oore for tired eyes, but in amy case and at all times it pays a

photognpher to care for his eyes, even if it means a little extra

tnnible. Thia applies particularly to young workers. In the

vigour of youth det^ls are not so readily noticed as they are in

alter years, and a young enthusiast may go on working in condi-

tions which are bad for the sight without worrying until the mis-

ohief is done. Years after it may cost a good deal to undo what a

KMle lorethrooght could have prevented.—TsEKMrr.

Patent Rcu)$.
eOMPLBTB SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

ThMt tptcificaHont art obtainable, price 8d. tach, pott frit, from
t\t Patent Office, tS, Southampton Buildingt, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.
Tta date in brachttt it that of application in thit country; or

abroad, in the eate of paltnlt granted under the International

. Convention.

IIkasvrimo Focal Lekqth.—No. 120,984 (No<vember 30, 1917).

The invention relates to an apparatus for measuring the focal

length of lenses, whether spherical, cylindrical or prismatic or of

any combination of such forms, and for indicating the optical

centre, the axis of the cylinder of a cylindrical lens or the posi-

tion of the base of the prism of a prismatic lens.

The invention consists in an apparatus comprising certain essen-

tial parts defined by the appended claims.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying drawings is a vertical section of an
apparatus according to the invention. Pig. 2 is a view showing
the hair lines hereinafter referred to.

The apparatus shown comprises a telescope, 1, provided with
an eye-piece attachment fitted with an eye-lens, 3, and a field

leas, 3', beyond whioh latter are cross-hair linps, 2, one of which
i« graduated, t^ eye-piece attachment being telescopically adjust-
able to bring the hair lines into the focus of the optical system
cooatituted by the lenses, 3 and 3'.

The hair lines are carried by a tube, 2'. rotatoHe around an
•xU coincident with the axis of the telescope, 1, and carrying a
•>«»d, a«, provided with a graduated scale.

Disposed in the optical axis of the telescope, 1, is an auxiliary
leoa, 4, in the principal focus of yAixk is clamped the lens, 5, to
be meaanred or t««ted.

The clamp employed comprises four spring-pressed gripping
pins {of which two are shown at 5') in which the lens may be
s«;arely held in centra] position, there being no adjustraeiut or
Boremedt of the obntp during the test.

Mounted so as to be slidable towards and away from the

lens, 4, is a tubular fitting, 6, in which are received a small elec-

tric lamp, 7, or other means of illumination, a diaphragm, 8, or

the like having a central pinhole aperture disposed between the

lens, 4, and the lamp, 7, and a very short focus lens or globule, 9.

beitween the diaphragm, 8, and ihe lens, 4, the short fo2us lens

or globule, 9, being adapted to produce a greatly reduced image

of the aperture of the diaphragm, 8.

The tubular fitting, 6, is movable along the optical axis of ths

telescope by means of a rack, 10, and pinion, 11, or other

mechanism. For indicating the extent of movement, there is

fitted to rotate with the pinion, 11, a disc, 12, provided with

graduations, the scale divisions being preferably in diopters.

Assume that the lens to be measured is a simple spherical lens.

The lens, 5, having been clamped in position, the tubular fitting,

6, is moved axially until a sharply defined image of the aperture

is seen by the observer looking into tfie eye-lens, 3. If the

'JH- 1-

lens, 5, be correctly centred, this image is at the point of inter,,

section of the hair lines. The focus or foci of the lens, 5, k
simply read oa the diopter scale on the disc, 12.

If the lens, 5, be decentred or prismatic, the image of the aper-
ture will be offset from the said point of intersection of the hair
lines. The tube, 2', is then rotated untij the image is bisected
by the graduated hair line. The distance of the point of inteir-

seotion of the two hair lines from the point of bisection of the
image is a measure of the amount of decentering or of prismatic
power. The reading on the scale on the head, 2a, which denotes
the extent of rotational movement of the hair lines is a measure
of the position of the base of the prism.

If the lens, 5, to be measured by cylindrical, iJhe image of tlie
aperture is a line of light. To ascertain the position of the axis
of the cylinder, the tube, 2', is roUted untU the graduated hair
line is seen in coincidence with or parallel to the line of light;
the extent of rotational movement of the tube, 2', as indicated
on the scale on the head, 2*. being a measure of the angular
relation of the cylinder axis to the lens. John Trotter, 40, Gordon
Street, Glasgow.

Me. Wm. Haio Parry, of Middlesbrough, having been recently
deniobihsed from the Royal Air Force, has dissolved partnerehip
with his sisters, and is now commencing business on his own account
at 14, Cargo Fleet Road, Middlesbrough, as an engineering, ship-
ping, and commercial photographer.
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meetings or Societies.
>

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
8*TTa»tf, M*mcm t.

rw*T, XtarM %
*tr. -OsteC" Dr. A. a.

MMmt. UAmm 10.

ling, nioiteill "I^aura BUi* Makiac-"
C. K. LsWMb

Xfol Laatoa m4 Crlwlnali P>iilinn|ililr orMy. DtaMWlnUea. B. C.

ipiffcto Biili^. -I

Ti >!. Ifaacm II

BMW*;. > lafaaraaMt* ta I

VtaM ffM« rwtlik Oab.

f nmnvf^i* aoately. Maaban* Asaaal aaiau

WsaBna4i, MAnea U.
Aaaaal BaaaiMa flala. Aaatlaa lar. B. O. Plia.

r>iiluMlnii»ia|>ir

Tbum t. llA«ni M.
rrifoai AaaMat PkaaafniMa Avadaltoa. "Tka Haay •! Tastaaw** •. L.
OaaMkM*!.

M^aaa flMMaiMM* Buh^. "UlxtaHallit." «-.CN«.••* oiafiMM BaaH* VkaMpayMa •HtMf- " Om> ibaa.-
Or.aA.»aMk

HaUriiliiiiiMi aiilil>. —nuOattmtllhmUtn." B*«. W. Bar r«a. MJk.
r arflbtaliMniln»ntli Batwtf. "Oiilti»i.- Mr. Vaaw.

-WmtmtmttttCMm*.- Mr*. Mary Otaal.

ROY.VL PHnTor.R.%PHir SOnKTY.
Atmnr, hM TwmA»y. Mareh 4. Mr. J C Wm«miv m IW ekair.

.\ {Mpar on " Mia** and Safgfmkm lor Uaa in lb* DiMk ftoooi

ami WorknaM. " by Mr. Viriaa JcMkif . dkoloMd IIm amhar to ba

in tbr ilwi^ am! xiMlnMliM ol Mhpoa liMb wIHtahcw (or liark-

roan work, h wttM b* iapoiAia to MMBln all tbr hiaU wbkih
Mr. .I'44n( «iTa. bM • fvw awy ba au^M oA For
th« '...rk baadk ifti iu— to ttqaida. b« to—till H witb
was. (or«nc «ba «• into Ilia pons of Iba wood hj r of a
but taimdrj iron. In onlar to obvisto tb« fai«a(iatt of air balb oa
aafBUTo^ •• a iwN of nixing lb* davabpil
Ina iba la|i. ba kapt a law laWlia a< k*ll«i

nmaabalf, tMuig Mtaatwiib ^m• fiam tobM (m« •( aMJi <tai1ir)
l>Maad Omm^ • cork : *• Mtar eoatU ba HiJUy |KMra4 fma Iba
laf«ar talk*, air iilim llirwagti tb« aoMlv. Wb«i lanriac faottlaa

'*«' •••. Mr. Johliag pkcad eaiAoani m|b «var Hmm. ao aa to
"*«* '•rt toM a^Mfa^ M Hw riMB A HbaJ ol Makiac "P
par r«M. b|^ agkMiM iiilfcuK »ri|»if miiBiti I k, tokiaK a
"• I"'*!* •»*. »ttm UMAt » vilb oMtar and thaa pnarii^ aot
oa^. atokiait a aarfc at tb« W*ai td Ika ««tor. If iba* bypo
a<i<M aatd Iba ibrtiaa ttb Ika boMla, a 60 pM- mm. atlathNi

;! mmH, ao om of b«w» imwiin lb* b«Hi of Um watar ia vbicb
i* JkapJtiJ b^ 1'^ vii. 4
Mr JoMbif iwarrm ii aoMM rtry omt phU Mparatofs 4a far

It* Jariliy ial af a nuaabar ol mall pla«t to a hrga 4kh. Om
''****" '^ tbaa irmdwtwi of a tbin in*««l mam, mA arm a( tita

-• bam« CO* ban way tbtn^b. aod Umi ««n«l ap ^ rinbt AafUa
t> tba ori^iMl plaM o< Iba aatol OOar Mparatars .vwwlad

• bin WM papv. p«<oMUd ia pla<* «illi« liaM^tMad cfciaai, and
prHnntad a^^baikr poMwa tomad op At rigbt AAflaa. It

> «Dun4 «bat by toakaic dMa* afiatuidiat baH noon* all in tb#
adirad«M thai a» aroa Mam of davaloptr Wto chUiomi. and Umt*
a no •nva aarkiap oa Uia plats, aa ««• iba oaaa whn th» How
•Wrakvar ««a tk^iwUd by a pwt of Iba aapaimlor. Aaotbcr
I* doTMa i4 Mr. JiMfi«'« «noBii««i ia Ir«hapad piacaa ol Ihiit

kpaparforlhaMaUaffaf laatamalidaA Mr. JobUaa pnTarml
-* btlar to Iba aiacl. ...Wag piaaa.«nM Um> ai|«Mwato of *-o
xaot Mm waa iilawainad bHbr^Miia
Iba aid •( a l«aplate. A AnU brut rahlad to Iba

'«nr l.rWf diaruaaion. in wbirli Iba B«v. F. C> Laaibvrt. Mr.
^ortMi. Lint. J«uuB(i aad aUmn took saH tba baartr

«i «* llM> n>eating ««T» A<«artad to tba iMtam.

M aa laaiara alidt oovar gLuaa. aad Mr. AMfa^ ibowad
•mm dariea fcr .^irtttag plMaa«( *«at poekat liaa tnm

CROYDOX CAMERA CLUB.
SoMuoDv has somewhere sAid that when Any particuUr Art becomes
largely tolked About it ia decAdent And dying. If this be true,
then pbotographic pictorialism most be in a bAd way. In another
aapect, much modem work can be oooaidered to be hAbituAlly dying;
if it ia do—ad to be •ynonymooi with the art of the camera. At
Croydon dnring the last six months the so^alled ethica of picture-
making hare been dealt with mAny timea by VArions teachers and.
lectorers. In the mAio this science of Artistic duty, as ex{>oandetl,
bAs been bAsed on the broAd principle of burying a more or less.

deapiaed pbotographic image with powder or paint, and holding a.

sort of wild Irish wake while it slowly gives up the ghost.
If the operater does not happen to be a trained artist, delirium

Bsoally follows the departure of sanity, but. after all, delirium U
a creation, the other emphatiially is not— •art" vertu* piffling
"selartioD," so to speak. It u this buoyant feature which en.iblea.
the artist, elevated purely by the pmcesa, to float servnelv about.
thoae who stick to eattli. and what they conaider to be inherent
limiUtinns of the craft. If only the farmer style of art had any-
thing Ungikle to gras|i. a neck, for instance, assuredly by this tiine-
ito faoa would be blacker than blacklead. if certain sorely-triedl
mecober* had bad the pleasure of meeting it on the level.

Last week. Mr. T H B ScoU pluckily turned up, looking and*
feeling nane '.ha betUr for ^ feeant boot of the "flue," to chat
abual a collectioa of bis own landscapes, and very good indeed aiitC
pleaaant to gaa* apon they were. Half-tone itlustraUons from pic-
lores by elbar wmfcer* were i«i»-«neladed. all nicelv mounted on
wWta liliiHiimM^jii

The coaMaad eoUaction rrprcaenled a part of the output of the
East AagUaa Photographic Federation, which, he said, was striving
to foifew |b« famoas Norwich acbool of landscape painters by in-
ODtpomtiag with huMiars|M« a faeliag of air and space, a definite-
aiaa laadiag to mdace better Ihinfa than desultory and haphaxardi
work. The iaiasaee of this arhuol. and the work of " Old
(lir^wa " and CoasUble un British aixl French Undscape art, wa»
than briefly sketched. As recards criticism, that of the dcKtructive
kind. aniu>u« and eager U, And fault, was as easy in iU inreptiuii
as it was iniurious in iU •pplieatioa. One should endeavour to
rriticisa syapalhelically, and, ao fat as possible, {•preciatively.
The rest of Mr. Srott* remarks consisted rjiiefly of well-balanced

rnticiam <.t the sibiUls on tJie walls. In one respect they fell fsr
short of what one bad a right to expect. AlnuMt invarUbly the
pbotograpbic artist l<j«crii above the (lainter or draughtsman wbeit
It comaa to a gioaiuua raoognitiao of his ow n geniiin. Too frequently'
Iba paintor dimiaiBhaa the appeal of a picture by openly sUUng he-
rtgar' • hot A stepping-stone to bigger tilings; and Mr. Scott
•••" • to fullow thu example. Having now been warned,
it ia hupeo ne will be mure careful. By all meaiwlel him talk con-
Ucaliy Aboat the futore. but only in terms of relstive greatness
Tba traditiona of the art must be maintained.
A aort bsarty vol* of ihaaka, and a drop of something (tlie

**** •' **• *''*'«»'"l ^' ''•'P »•»• eo»d out on the jonmey home,
waf» aerorded Uie lorturer, who waa much Appiaetaled by an in-
tarialad Audience, one giaded t.> this utote by An eafort-ed con-
aaaflkili of ginser sle or Croydon water. And such ginger-ale"
The pretty things that werv said ab'.ut the powers that lie would
l««e all virtue if parapliraaed Ksilinjc instant departmeiiUl nction.
It w andsfatood that Mr. HarjHir wi full art-painl will be dii>patched
to Waalariartar , with reflei ramera and fitted gramophone horn »kv-
abade ia MiM* ii ig formation. l^aM, wilfa flitan, telaphuto lenses.
ckangmg-bacs. tripod, and other saseatiala distributed About his.
peraon. impart en »tptci soOeiaMly tnrifying to bring any Govern
ment tn ito knees.

Comnterclal^Ctgal Intelllaenct.
.SHor, .\.T M ,, . ,tv l',,|„.. . rW. lart week, Tlionis. .

J. HsMioefc. of 11. ( ,rn.,. . .sir,, ,.p|,„, was .ummoiie.r
for having ke^rt his shop oik-ci during prubibiled houm on February
19. The (^lef ConaUbk sUted that the defendant had c«ntrs»ciieir
tte Shops Act by keeping open on Wednwday afternooiu. when he-
•boold have closed. Seffaaiit J. Croft spoke to visiting the defeji
dant • «hop on Wednewlay. February 19. It wan open. He askeil
the <|..fendsnt if lie closed the thop for a half-day dnring the wtek
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and the reply «-«s that he did not cloi«. The shop was kept open

for the oonvenicn.-e of the customer* on Wednesday aftemoong. The

Chief Conitable said that phoU)graphy wa« not a trade exempted

from the Order. Defendant handed to the maeUtrates a copy of a

regulation made by the York City Council under the Order by which

•• fancy poatcard and photograph dealers and toy dealers " were

exeropUHl from iU provisions. The Chief ConsUble mainUined that

defendant was not a " photograph dealer," but a photographer. Mr.

Mile* : Your contention is that the regulation only applies to

prraom who sell postcards or photographs, and not to people who

take orders for photographs? The Chief Constable : Yes. Photo-

Krapben have never made any application to be exempt. Defendant

•aid he was a photograph dealer and manufacturer, as well as a

photographer. He only kept open on Wednesdays because hundreds

of people had been diligently working overtime during the war and

had only Wednesday afternoons off. It had not been his intention

to do so much work, but he felt that he ought to oblige poor people

who wanted to send photographs to their husbands at the front.

He had frequently worked without stopping for dinner, not for greed

of money, but because he wanted to console these people. He ad-

mitted that other photographers in the city closed on Wednesday

•fUrnoons. The chairman said a fine of 7b. 6d. would be imposed.

Uiilees the order was obeyed by the defendant he would have a

monopoly of taking photographs on Wednesday afternoons, which

was not fair to the others. There was, perhaps, some excuse from

the defendant's point of view. Defendant said he did not intend

to keep open on Wednesday afternoons, but he asked the Bench to

hear in mind that under the order there was nothing to prevent him

or any other photographer from taking photographs by appointment

> on Wednesday afternoons.

Fraud in Oil Poetkaits.—A canvaaser of portraits in odls,

named Armin Gto«, was last week sentenced to six months' hard

labour at the Maidstone Assizes. The dToumstanoes oi the case

had previously been heani before the Bromley magistrates, when

Uioes (41). described as a portrait speciaJist, of 6, Pilymipton Road,

LondoD, N.W., was charged with obtaining £50 by alleged fajlse

pretenoes from Mrs. E. J. Armstmong, at GhislehTirBt, between

Fehraary 1, 1918, and April 25, 1918; and Gertrude Green, of 33,

St. Jamee Squaie, Holland Park, London, was summoned for aiding

and abetting in. the oommission of the alleged offence. About

the end of January, 1918, Mrs. Armstrong, a widow, who was

atajaog at Cranmore Place, Ghislehurst, was visited first by the

female defendant, who spoke about helping British artisit£. Bind

said they were in a bad way owing to the war. She said she was

traveUing in that district to get orders to help support them. She

showed Mrs. Amwrtrong some miniature samples, and Mrs. Airm-

atirong decided to have a miniature painting of her late son, a

lieutenajit in the Sherwood Foorosters, who was killed. The {xrioe

agt«ed npon was 10 guineas, >i.nd Mrs. Armairong understood that

it waa done to help artiMs distressed through the wmr. Lajter

the male defendant appeared at Chislehurst. He brought a smaili

amyoa draiwing for the miniature and carried on the idea of chaiit-

afab hdp for distressed artists. He produced for her inspection a

IiartJy luiiabed portrait of the late Sir Stanley Maude, and said it

was an order he had received from the family. He asked Mirs.

Armatrong if she would like a picture of her son done by the same
artist, and said the price of a painting similar to the one produced
would be £50. He Tepiresented that it was " frightfully " cheaip,

and that the usual price charged by this artist, who was im-

poveriijied 'by the war, was 150 guineas. He, however, said he
would get it done for 50 guineas, and having been told that it

\roiild be done by a poor artist, Mrs. Armstrong was influenced to

give an order for a portrait to lie done. She believed it would be
a diaiiteible action, and that she was getting the painting very
cheap. AfwDt a week later the male defendant called with ihe
finiabed miniature ordered tironigh Mrs. Green. Mrs. Annstrang
said abe didn't like it, and had another one. On Februairy 12, Mire.

ABnstrong gave him a cheque for £63, for whicih he gave her a
receipt, with an intimation that 10 per cent, of the money would be
givao to any charitable institution she cared to select, and she
chose the IJord Roberta' Workihope" Fund. On Ajjiril 23 Gross
oaUed with • man named Butler, who said he wae the artist. The
painting waa pmodoced. Mn. Annstrong said she did not like it.

Oroaa said he waa sorry, and the picture waa taken away and

altered. On Apidl 25 Mrs. Armstrong received a letter from Gaoss

in the following terms :^

"I am pleased to say that the oil painting is now quite ready.

The alteration on tie cheek and mcuth has turned out most success-

fully. The anti* hae been working on it ever since he brought it

hack. 1 ordered a ca.se to pa<;k is in, which will be ready in ten

days' time. The cost In all for .packing, carriage, and insurajice

will be £1 Ss. I have gone to considerable expense in pleasing yrm,

and as I have every confidence in the artist who painted the ipictuire,

and with whom I have an agreement by the yeaj, I was more sure

of him pleasing you than anyone else. I pay him £S a week and

give him three commissions per year, which works out at £87 per

painting. I sincerely hope you will see that I am nothing in pocket,

at least tha.t I shall not be the doser. I feel you did not mind

whatever the cost if it pleased you . . . I am enclosing an

account of actual money I laid out, and leave it entirely to you to

do what you think is right."

'l%e account enclosed with the letter was as fbUows :

—

One oil painting £87
One miniature • 8 8

One miniature 8 8
One black ajid white-'portrait 6 6

One miniature case 4 10 6

One small gilt frame for second miniature... 110
One frame black and white 12 5

One frame for oil painting 4 10

Packing case, insuranre, etc 15
£122 1

Mrs. Armstrong then wrote to Gross, referring ihim to her

solicitors, and subeequenitly Gross wrote in reply as follows :

—

"The painting wiU be desipatchod to-day. I was more than sur-

prised at your letter. I certaiinly will not take any action, as what

I did was entirely on my own risk in doing my best for you.

gtarely you quite understand that it is an extra 6Xi)ense doing a

larger painting, also a large frame. However, if you think I am
not entitled to any more we will leave it at that, only I will nevej-

in future do for anyone more than first arranged. In any case 1 shall

Ibe glad to know if you are entirely pleased."

Frank Richaird Webb, manager to John B. Smith, oi 117, Hamp-
stead Road, London, said he buj plied portrait frames similar to

the one produced to the prisoner Gross. The present-day price was

about 208. ; the pre-war price was lis. 3d.

Ottywell Butler, of 45, CanonbuTy Square, London, an ai'tist,

said he painted the poatrait produced on an order from Gross.

Witness wias paid about £3 tor it. Witness painted it from the

photograph produced. He had never received £150 for a picture

from anyone, amd the utmotit he had received from the prisoner

Gross for a picture waa aibout £30. On a few oocasions witness

had received as much as 40 .guineas for a pictuie from life, after a

series of sittings. For a picture of the size of the painting produced

witness was usually paid £2 or £2 10s.

Mr. Justice Horridjge did not think the chairg© of obtaining money

by false pretences could be sustained as the indictment was nr.t

properly framed, and the jury found prisoner guilty on the second

count of endeavouring to obtain money by false pretences.

It waa stated tihat there had been a good many complaints about

prisoner, who wias sentenced to six months' hard labomr.

ReiDs ana notese—

—

Mkssbs. Rajar, Limited, are issuing a ne<w printing paper,

"Rajo," for which they claim "gaslight quality " as regai'ds tlie

Iblacks and " bromide quality " as regards the gradation.

Lancashire Society of Master Photographers.—The first dinner

arranged by the society was held at the " Albion " Hotel, Piccadilly,

Manchester, on Tuesday, February 25, and was in every respect a

huge success. The number that sat down was fifty-seven, the accom-

modation being fully taxed. A most enjoyable evening was spent.

The president, Mr. N. S. Kay, presided, and the important duties

of M.C. were in the most capable hands of Mr. F. Kenworthy. The
musical programme was contributed to by Madame Alice Sampson,

Miss M. Phillpott, Mr. Ryder Boys, Mr. F. Kenworthy, Mr. N. S.

Kay, Councillor Saronie, Mr. F. Mills, Mr. F. Turner, and Mr.

W. Dunkerley, who accompanied in a most able and efficient manner.
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Mr. Manden Jsckaon, Unor, of MmnehMter, wu nnavoidably pr»-

Tvtited fnim oontributing to the moiical pfogmnme owing to the

pr«nuliiv epidemic. An exeellent menu had been prepared, and full

jaatk* WM done to the same. The toast of the P.P.A. was

te^anded to by Mr. Chidley, of Chester, in a very able manner,

and his speech was very well raeatred by thoM present. The society

is holding an exhibition of membew' work inBlackpool on Toesday,

May 27, and following days, and it is hoped that every msnber will

make a note of the date, as the annual geaatal meeting and election

of officers will also take place on May E7. Fkller particnlar* will be

annoBDOtd in doe ooorse. Af^tlieations for membership shoold be

addnaed to the Hon. Sec.. Mr. F. Read, 14, Balfoor Bond, South

porl

Bamaa Sunmiic Pbooocis Exbhitiom, 1919.—The King has

gracioosly consented to act as president of the British Scientific

Piodocts Exhibitioo. 1919. which will be hdd at the Central HaU,

WestaJaslar, during the month of July. The president of the Ex-

hibiUoo ii the Marqnsas of Crewe, K.G., and Professor R. A.

Orrgory is chainnaa of the organising fw—Htee.

The British SdsBes OaiU has bsaa swwwsgsil to organise this

exhibitioB by the saecws wUch tMmiti tkatheld at King's CoUege

Isst smnmer, and the more nesat «xhlbitioa at Msnrtisstsr. Now
thai ma^y iaventiDas can be shown which oomM not be pat before

the pohlie daiisg the war, there is every ptMpect that thia year's

eKhihitioa will he eren mors socesasfnl than its pujsessson. The

ebjeeU of the exhihitiaa will be to illostrat* reesoi progrtas >b

Britisk sriwre aad iavMiioa and to help |ha lalaimw^ and

developMot of imw Blitiah faidastrias. 8Mh an •shMtioa will

enable new appliaaesa aad dsfvicea to b« ditpla^ bafora a large

pnblie aad will prorida profivssive manfactaiWB with an oppor-

taaity of examiidiW JbiwUuim likely to ba of ssrric* to thaai, thas

ssrrinR as a kip4 of «la«fiH >"— ^f imealors aad maaafactaran.

a« well as iUasH^hv daeilopwMU ia wdrnft aad iadaalfy.

The exhibitfaa wCI iadade stctioaa dsaOiVwhh
Ivrgy. fhyttm, agriealtors aad foods, am^anifal aad alaetrkal

wginisi Ing. adaeatioa, paper, illustration aa4 typography, awdidae

aad swvsry. fnali, aircraft, aad teitil/s. Firaa diiiroas of os-

hibftfa^ are iaritad to toaieianlrali with th« Orporfrfag Bacretary.

Mr. F. 8. Spiers, 83, Victoria Btrwt. LoadeS. S.W.I.

Correspondence.

Jl<» notiet is laktn 0/ ass

wriU aa Mh sides cf At
laaitaWowi wUsss tkt

addrssist »f tk» wrilsrs ara ftosa.
.* ir« do Ms< aadarta ta rMpsasMitif /br Iki

•a jast

by the

• thar
toiaipmro

THB AflUBTANT QUBBTIOK.
lb tta Uilora.

»r-J^ * MOHiIfy diachamed mniM m
: ia femt vahsshia jcnrnal, I havo bi

hot that Ibiiigb Bsaily aU other tiadta aa~

twds aaiwM, Ibsaa slfll as— to be no oaa h^ saoagh

tha alatoa of ifcHigwpyi wiiiliiil Oharing dowa
lioM VaaMt mi WMlad «o aiaU Cad the "follr

"iifalrii laliiiiitiw " "capahia aHwagar," etc., pleading tor £3
or M par wash; whilst giairuiii lt«« alar a siaUlar priaesiy

far oipett iirf<iali Barsiy a Mghly skOa
Mho photogtaphy ihoaU U paid oa a Ughar

MUS?

In itow of thb few staa^Hd it wagaa Iw U^Iy AiDad work,

t to mm qaito iaipiartils aad aanaoonaUe to expert a

of adaaaMaa ia photoyaphy to ba aariaQsly eon*darsd if

kr iBTlgwri to £4 par wash. Are we to admH that

loik am ao oat that MHiluysw arc naahle to raise this

siaadard of pay? If so. saaaot piioaa iar work ba uoatwllad by

thePP.A.? By all mmm saoaafago edacatioa far laastsnta. bat

sIswBto the dignity of the yiuhiaiua by OTMtiag pwitfaas worthy

ef beimc Ued aad slodyi^ far. A stoadaai wags to oadoohtodly

aaiaa sheald be takaa ia baad aad modeiUd

of the ahsasista aad dwfgisla, aa soggwted ia

Lat tha P.P.A. mak* a iilifliiif aMost to make

Hhotoffiaphy pnariar twtmf O-^ higher prulss^ns iaalsad of tha

ia*aas.-Tava. 1. F.

DEVKLOPEB POISONING.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In reference to Mr. A. England's letter in the

" B. J " on developer poisoning and the use of a pair of forc4^ for

developing bromide prints, I think this is a good thing to use with-

out patting the hancU into the developer; but, of cooise, this would .

not answer in the case of developing postcards, where a quantity

are developed together. I have been a great sufferer from metol-

poiaoning oo the hands and anna, and for the last two years I have

worn tli^ rubber gloves, not the photographic kind, but those

gloves whidi I obtained from an ironmonger's shop and which I

believe are used by motor mechanics to protect the hands. Anyhow,

the glovca are a good thicknces, and they do not puncture like the

thin onee. The coct of tha gloves is 10s. 6d. I can work just as

well with them as without, and I should advise any photographer

suffering from poisoning to use them. Of course, they are a little

trooble at first, bat you soon get osed to them. Also I should advise

the ase of Ujah ointment, which I have found a good thing for

mctol poisoning.—Yours faithfully,

O. BkartM.

The Slodio, 15, Maricet Place, Abingdon.

•• CINEMATOOR.U>H •' OR " KINEM.\T0OR.\PH " ?

IV> tha Kditota.

Oeollemaa,—In your issae of FAroary 21 "Kino" atatea that

the none " kineaa " was fast osed far an English psAeot in tha

'aixtiw or 'seveaiies. I have (ailed to find any trace cf thto, ncMher

do* Htary V. Bopwool io " Livii^ P-«tarae," the moat complete

and ir'
—'-^j-g batotseal aarroy of aiaaiaatogra|diy in saiataooa,

betray any kaowladgo of tha allagwl (act.

Bowovsr, oToa " kiaiiaa *'—a parsly Orsak word—is not " kine-

BMtogiapb." aad I ehaUsago " Khw " to prodnce a single eifampU

of tha Briltoli aa^loyaaBt ot the Utter, apab with a " k," bafora

iegL-6. doriog wbiA period the word " eioeaiatogmph " was inti«-

daeed by M. Bouly and M. Lomiire.

Hm particular spaEiag adapt«l by the Ptirtii OAoe to eotirriy

irretovaot. Thto ad»irabto Oorcmment Dq>artnieni is not, and

doea aot piofssa to ba.aa aathotHy on orthogmphy, Uke the French

AMdsBiy, bat maraly raeards snd iolexas what to placed before it.

I have, by tha way, kokad over a Kst of a few aathorita«iv« taxt-

booka of toesat yaais. and Had that,oat of a doaaa takea at landcoi,

taa ap^ iiili—<iHia|ih vrUh a "c" The press aad joomaltom

ganirslljr to afao orarwhshningly in Cavoar of that eoona.

" Kino" ssaM qaito to have misMid tha rsal point at wane,

"nua to, that it to oaatomary, with few ezeaptiona. in English,

Fisnd^,' aad Latw worda dsriTsd fiaa Oroek oasa heginoing with

or eoatdWag "k" to ooofoat it into a " c," whsreoa tha Oanaan

asH* to to rstaia tits " k." The qoastion faoas as, Why ritouZd we

deviato faoa* oar gMosal ptaoltco and prefer the German way to

tha Frondi ia tha ease of a word lltst nsad in France?

Bat oat of hto own atioalh " Kino" to aaoonactously oomricted,

lor he epoito bioooope with * " c." Now, biosoopa conas trom the

Gfoek, Mos, Ufa, and slapao. I look. Beaea "Kino" oa#>t to have

writtoa "bioabapa." Why thto ri^iculoos and nn-Engltoh inoon-

sisteaey?

The Genraas <U write btoricop, tstoskafi, mifcroakop, stereoakop,

etc. They also writo kinomatagraph, kasnera, kaaiatad, kampfer,

(camphor), kappe (cap), karikator, kasein, katechn, katopter, katce

(cat), Uampe, kolliaiator, koUodium, kopie (print), kork, krystoll^

artikel, objektrv, and ao oa. Tbos it to evident that, not only in

wonto derived from tfaa 0reek but in naoy otheio, the Germans

liMlinnlsTslT «•*!>• "^" where aa Ingllshman or Frenchman

Ill wmiiij "r " Saraiy, ia riow of ao nany faatanees, let akme

tha BMiluAlad Frsneh cri|^ of tha word, all British preoedeot

leona to " eineatatugroph " rather than " kinematogra|Ai."

It to oaly a mioority who now faeoor the tottor, though that

Biiiaiatj adsoittodly iaaladas soaM who bavo doaa yeoman service in

mottoa'ptotaro woffc. Lai thaa bow to tha epirit of tha times, and

prave Ihair potrsotiom by dropping that Tsotonio " k."—Yours

failhfiillj, A. Locsarr.

U, GhsritoD Sqoare, Bolham, S.W.17, Maroh 1, 18M.
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Jinsioers to CorresDondetits,
»

—

SPECIAL NOTICE.

at emmtumae b/ stneral redueed supplies of yofer. at the ruult-

^ fr«MbilMm »/ Jh* i>Hf)orMi»n of much wood pulp and grass,

a imalUr spaet will bt avaUable until further notice for replies

H mrrespondftntt.

Mtre<mr. u>» wiU anjiow bji pott if stamped oM addressed enve-

j_, j, ntloi*^ ter reply : 5-eent. International Coupon, from

readers airead.

The fuU piesiions amd anstvert wiU be printed only in the ease ef

inoviriet ef general interest.

Queries te be aniviered in the Friday't "Journal" must reach us

„oj later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

oMressed to the Editors.

T S.—The Alriiana^ was published on Felbrnaxy 6, and as the whole

ot the edition has been delivered to the trade our publishers are

DO longer aile to eapp^y oopi««.

Silas Wbb. We deail -witli your queation in another column under

"Ex Cathedra."

M. E. F.—No better ibook, aa we have said a gooid many times,

tinn " The Scdeuce and Practice of Photography," by Chapman

JoDes.

J. Ritchie.—^We have never seen advertisements for waste trim-

mings from prints apart from those of the firms regularly ofier-

ing to purchase silver residues.

T. B.—There might be prerfit in it, but it -would take a very con-

siderable time to get a connection togother. We should regard

the proposal with a good deal of dastrurt.

E. F.—The best means to teke is to soak the sil'k in a soflution of

odiam biBulp/hite or, if this is not olbtainalble, ordinary Soda

idpfaite vrHit. some oxalic acid added to it.

F. L. C.—It is rather unusual to experience the difficulty in buying

from a wholesale house, but surely from your local chemist to

whom you are known you could obtain sufficient for your purposes.

0. N.—It would not work as you suggest. If you add acid to a

solntion of hypo sulphur is thrown down in a very short time.

Sulphite prevents the action, and that is iwhy it is osed in making
acid fixing baths.

8. F. SLAroRTEB.—Albumenised paper has not been an article of

commerce for a good many years. The only way in which you
could perhaps get a few sheets is by spending a shilling or so on
an advertisement.

8 H.—^You cannot assume that very much value attaches to the
fact of the provisional specification having been granted. Search
for possible anticipation of the invention is not made until the
specification is filed.

J. S.—^In some distpictis the police recjuire a oanvasser for photo-
gi«(4uc portraits to take out a hawker's licence, but the practice
varies a good deal in different parte of the country. You should
eipphf for information to some head police ofiBce.

R. A. F.—There is no question which you should dhoose—viz.,
«leotnc. In companison, any gas installation ie very greatly in-
ferior ia power, and bm the drawback of prodmoing heat to an
extent which makes it impomiWe in a Audio of small size.

C. R.—Precisdy what you snggeet was given a ctommercial trial
some years ago, but it was a failure. It is a messy business.
The BoluUoo stains anything it touohes, and it lis difficult to know
when dervelopment is complete, and in any case you have to have
some makediift dark-room in order to put tihe plates dirto the
•ohitwn. No wonder then that altogather the game was not
ftxmd mnih fb« cMuQe.

B jj_ ^1. iSee airtide on " The Surroundings of ibhe Studio " which

appeared in 'the " B.J." of February 28. 2. Fluted glass is of

no use to stop sunlight. Use ainc white atipplcd on, or etarcih

whitening. 3. For the Boardman reflector use "Blanco," a kind

of piipeote.y. 4. We think you will find the Cooper Hewitt lisrht

quite aatisfaotory. It ia albout equal to good daylight.

G. R. S.—You have no legal right to claim the opportunity for

making specimen portraits on your own account, although most

decent master photographers are ready to give their assistants the

facility for so doing. We know that there have been instances

where this has been a sore point between master and assistant,

and we should be glad to see a more general practice in the direc-

tion of encouraging assistant operators to obtain examples of their

work.

C. F.—1. If you mean sensitised cards with deckle edge, so far as

we know they have not been put on the market here by any of

the British firms. 2. We do not know a combined trimmer and

beveller of Merrett's, but a line to Messrs. Men-ett, Bros., Trow-

bridge, Wilts., would bring you particulars. 3. The best plan is

to tone to a sepia by the ordinary bleach and sulphide process,

and then to carry out further toning in the ordinary gold and

sulphocyanide bath.

CoPTEiGHT.—lAn. appointment was miad© with a {ft:otographer and

a photogi-ajdi taken of the members of a well-known local com-

mittee albout a fortnight ago and am order received and executed

for postcards and enlargements. Last week a reproduction of this

group appeared in a well-known paper. Neither the plhoto-

grapher nor any member of the committee have any idea how the

paper obtained a copy to reproduce. (1) Is the paper, or the indi-

vidual who sent the copy, or are both actionable for reproduction

without authoriity? (2) Can the editor of the paper be made to

divulge name of sender oi photograph?—^T. E.

(1) We should say that if the paper has reproduced the photo-

graph without 'barring received a licence from the person who
owns the copyright, it is certainly lialble for infringement, but it

ia doulbtful whether the action could be maintained againet the

person who oflfered the photograph for reproduction. We imagine
it would be difficult .to shtow in respect to the latter that he or she

caused the photograph to be reproduced. (2) By no means that we
are aware of.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.
Since advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly pre-

paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind the
scale of charges. They will thus save themselves delay in the pub-
lication of tlieir anruyitncemenls. A Schedule by which an advertise-
ment can be correctly priced will be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or less 1/.

Extra words Id. per word.
(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Adv'ts under a Box Number.
" Box No. " and office address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not mads.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an adv't must be accompanied by the advertisement
as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or b/ telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements ia 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., PubUshers,
34. Wellington Street. Strand, LONDON, W.C.2.
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EXCATHEDRA.
Complete The m&xiin which is rightly omphaaised

to nwken of bromide prints, namely, to
develop thoraaghlT, ie one which even now, althongh it

hm beea rebeetM over and oT«r again, is largely dis-
regarded. Neglect of it is one of the chief oanses of un-
satisfactory quality in sepia-tooed prints, the results of
toninr an image which has been rapidly and, therefore,
uperficiany daralopad being greatly inferior to those in
which developmeot has baaa carried more deeply into the
film. One rule which has baan given for the guidance
of branida printers is tbek Ilia time of development should
ba at least three minutes, and exposure adjusted aooord-
ingly in order Uiat the print at the end of this period
of development fhouid not e>hil|it the effects of over-
«Bponie. But papera and developers having their
partiouUr idiosyncrasies, parhaps a more usefully applied
rule for discovering wbatbor prints are receiving this
" fall " development is to immerse half of a print only in
tbe developer, and after the expiration of, say, half a
miauta to allow the developer to act upon the wbole. If,
then, development can be continued so aa to yield a satis-
factory print which doas not show a differaoce between the
two halves, the worker may ba satisfied that his develop-
ment is of the required fulness. On the other hand, a
diffaraaea between the two halves will indicate that expo-
sure ean be advantageously cut down.

Coloup of
Sooond •hand
Leneea.

ThoM who are buying secondhand
lense* will do well to give the quetrtion
of colour some consideration. As is

well known, long ex|>o«ure to damp or atmospheric rondi-
liooa tattd to discolour the glass of the lens, or cause the
b*l**B> naaaulluf tba BBM

j
nouarta to deteriorate with the

>•>• ranH. 8mne saeondMad lenses thet we have seen
suffer from this verv bedly, the glass having quite a yellow
tinge, in others, though existent, the defect is not so
apparent, but if present the marked aperture of the in-
stnuMot doas not raprasaBt its sctusi working speed. We
bad aaa taeh lav iSak whan examined in a casual way
showed little or nothing the matter, but when placed
afsiaat a shaat of para white writing paper a slight dis-
colouration was at onoa noticed. Slight though this was,
it had a marksd slowing action when using ordinary plates,
though when orthnchromatir emulsions were employed
this to a large extent disappeared. Those having such
instniments will do well to send than to one of the firms
advertising in the advertisament columns of this Journal
for rapolishing or receneoting of the glasses as the case
may be. while if buying a saoondhand in<trument prospac-
tiva buyers shotild be on the watch for a defect, whtoh,
though it might easily pMs unnoticed, reduces the actual
value of a lens very considerably. T\iin di.orolouration i«
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p»rbap« more frequently met with in the older instru-

mMU th*n in the modem anastigmato, unlees these have

bMD very much exposed to bad conditions, but it is a con-

dition of thing* that all ownera of good cemented anastig-

in»t« will do well to guard against.

• • •

Camouflaging We commented recently upon the use of

the Camara. the nnall camera in certain branches ol

photographic work where ita advantages may be turned to

Kood account. A further iuaUnoe of it« value as a 'mppJe-

menUry instrument in the studio was told to us the other

day by a professional friend- lie was commissioned to

make a portrait of a ohild of whom previous experience

had Uught him that, however pleasing might be the ex-

preesion on the little sitter's face, it instinctively froze

directly the operator made a move towards the camera.

The studio instrument was prepared in the usual way,

and in front of it waa placed a table with pilee of books,

etc., very carefully arranged to conceal a prev-ously

fociiaeed vest-pocket camera, wilh its shutter set ready

for an exposure. The tisual attempts were made with

the studio instrument and with small hope of obtaining a

satisfactory picture. The operator turned away rather

disgiuted. Almoet at once the little sitter was herself

again, and casually, as it were, turning to tihe table the

operator pressed down the shutter release of the vest-

pocket camera, covering the action as if by taking up a

book. As was expected, the exposures made with the

studio camera were failures from the point of view of

expression, but the small camera yielded a lifelike and

pleasing portrait- The negative was carefully enlarjged,

and the result was an order for some dozens of prints.

The idea of camouflaging a small camera should prove of

value to those photographers who have to take portraits of

nervy siitters, since the exposure may be made at a

selected opportunity without the sitter being aware of it.

Such a plan should help in overcoming many a difficulty in

tihis respect. Though the negative is small, the quality

can be of the best, and the resulting enlargements with a

little working-up should give no indication whatever that

they are not contact prints from large-sized original

negatives.

Varniahing Few photographers at the present time
Negatlveai varnish their negatives, nor when

ordinary bromide printing or enlarging is to be the

medium is this course really necessary. But when a num-
ber of P.O-P. carbon or platinum prints are required

from one negative, and the printing is done in the semi-

open air for the most part, in damp weather it is a wise

precaution to give the negatives a coat of ordinary cold

varnish. Many present-day operators, however, find a

great difficulty in getting an even coat of varnish over

the entire plate by the ordinary method, and if this is

not done there is a tendency for the varnish to dry in

ridges, which means, of course, corresponding markings
on the prints. Varnishing negatives by flowing the var-

nish on and tilting the plate at various angles until the
whole is covered, and then draining the surplus back into
the bottle, is an operation that requires a certain amount
of skill, which can only be obtained with practice- We
have for some time past varnished our negatives with an
ordinary camel-hair (or hog-hair) brush- The exact kind
is not very important, provided that it is well made and
free from loose hairs. For this method, though not
strictly orthodox, we may claim that it is comparatively
easy to put a light but even coat of varnish on the film.
None of the varnish need be got upon the back of the

plate, and negatives may be very rapidly treated- Oare

should be taken not to get the brush too full of the var-

nish, or uneven coating may result. To those who have

had no experience of varnishing negatives this alternative

method may be recommended, although the essential

feature of it is that a thin coating is rapidly applied.

FOG IN THE STUDIO-

In many localities, notably in the London district, the

state of the atmosphere has left much bo be desired from

the photographer's point of view. Not only has there

been an actual deficiency of light through the presence of

more or lees yellow fogs, but there has been great difficulty

in securing brilliant negatives on days when the light was

fairly good, because of the general haziness of the atmos-

phere. Many photographers sufifer from tihis fogginess

without quite being aware of the actual cause of it. A
simple experiment which will show in a rough way how

much fog is present in any room at various distances can

be made with the aid of two ordinary black velvet focus-

sing cloths, velvet being chosen because it has less reflect-

ing power than any other material in ordinary use- One
piece of velvet is crumpled up so that some parts produce

deep shadow and put on a table in the position usually

occupied by the sitter. The operator then stands by tllie

camera at the distance at which a full-length portrait

would be taken, and holds up the other about a foot from

his eyes so that it half covers the piece on the table. If

there is any appreciable amount of haze present he will

find that the deep shadows on the distant pi€<!e appear

quite grey in comparison with those on the piece which

he is holding, and at once finds an explanation of the flat

negatives which he has been obtaining.

Having established the existence of the fog, our aim is

now to minimise its efiEects, and there are many methods
by which this end may be partially attained which, when
put together, result in a substantial improvement in the
quality of the negatives. In the first place, the studio

windows should be kept clean, so that as small an area of

glass as will give the desired lighting will be needed to

obtain short exposures. By thus closing out all unneces-
sary light we reduce the general illumination of the fog
and get a much brighter image. This can perhaps better
be seen when working with artificial light. If we build
the lamps in with screens or backgrounds so that the light

falls upon the sitter only and none reaches any other part
of the studio, there are only three or four feet of fog to
work through, while if the whole of the studio is illu-

minated the amount is greatly increased. i

In foggy weather the lighting of the sitter may be more
concentrated than is usually necessary, as a more vigorous
negative will then be obtained, and printing can be car-
ried on until the shadows are of sufficient depth- Win-
dows become coated with smoke in a day or two in the
winter and act as undesirable diffusers, so that it is advis-
able to clean at least the panes which it is intended to
leave unscreened.

A fairly warm temperature and good ventilation tend (o
reduce fog and to clear it away quickly. W© have often
noticed that a room or studio has remained foggy long
after it has become fairly clear outside. When the neces-
sary power is available, an electric fan will do much to
establish a current of air, which shouild b© directed
towards an open window or door- A proper exhaust fan
fitted near the roof is the best form, but the portable ones
are of considerable value.
We have already pointed out how the effect of fog may

be reduced by cutting out all unnecessary illumination.
A further improvement may be made by using a leni of
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as short a focal l«ngth as poMibk, though not so short as

to introduce distortion. Where suflScient length of studio

is available, it is now common to use sixteen or eighteen-

inch lensM for all-round cabinet work, and it is quite good

practice in clear weather. But at other times a ten or

twelve-inch lens will be found to give much brighter pic-
I

tiires- As a matter of fact, many photographers have

found this oat without knowing the reason, and attributed

the improvement in brilliancy to some other property in

the lens than its focal length. Whatever lens is being

used, it should be kept dean. Lenses will get as dirty as

windows do in a smoky atmosphere, and will then yield

flat images in the clearest light. If a lens has not been
kept clean it is interesting to take a negative with it

before cleaning and one directly afterwards- In most
-ases the contrast will be striking. Lenses should be
.leaned cerafully, a vigorous rob with the corner of the

focussing cloth is not to be recommended, as such treat-

ment soon " greys " the surface. An old worn handker-
bief, kept in a box free from dust and grit, should be
used. If there is a greasy deposit from town smoke, a

single drop of pure alcohol may be applied on a tuft of

cotton wool, and then the surface quickly polished with

the handkerchief.

Although we are opposed to all " tinkering
'

' methods

of development, the judicious use of bromide upon ex-

{Kwures which have been made under adverse conditions

is quite permissible. To describe the action of bromide
in popular language, we may say that, when used upon
an over-exposed or foggily lighted plate, it allows the high-

lights to get a start before the shadows begin to develop.

If the plate be developed right out this advantage is lost,

but as most portrait negatives do not reach this stage

there is a decided benefit to be obtained by the use of

bromide in the cases we have mentioned. It is necessary

to add the bromide to the developer before immersing the
plate. Once development has started it is of little, if any,
effect. The character of the plates used should also be
taken into consideration. Some brands tend to give
brighter results than others. These shonld be chosen for

foggy weather, as, although the scale of tones may not be
so long, the resulting print is more satisfactory.

THE EFFICIENCY OF THE FOCAL-PLANE SHUTTER.

It IS {ivrbap* Bnoammon nowadajs to meet with tiw claim on
brhalf of the (oeal-pUae shatter that its sHcisnry, from thf

vtrj natars of the instruBMBt, is 100 per osBl., that is to aa;.

that the dintter aJatita the fall cone of rays from the Irns on

to the plate daring the whole period of expasan. In the («rlv

days of the focal-plana abutter, before the optical principlaa

•j( its action w<rre rraliaad, and while it was accepted as the

taat notd in abutter to—tractioB, oae fonad enthusiastic anp-

porters of it, ready lo amstt that it fnve mx timsi the action

of light npon the plate in oompariaon with a shatter of the

diaphragm type. AssuBing even that the focal-plaae shntlsr

|io«afW»il an pfidency of 100 per cent, sach a atalssaagit was

hard apon the diaphragm type of shatter, which anal be an

loasptionally bed one to have an sJcisHfy es low as 16 per

osst. However, a leeognition of its action, together with

cxperienoe in its psoctienl use, has shown that the focal-pleae

•hatter, far fnim being the ideal iaatnuneat which it was
Jiiffianlly eoncsived to be, poesssif Usaitatioas and dtaebilitiss

.tpertfram ita fragility and liability to jst oat of oidarwUeh
HhooM diacDurage anyoae frooi over-mtiag it MevwIlMlsas,

then is probably smosig eame photographsis a cwrtaia disliast

•>( the criticiana which have b*«a auda of <

shatter in the way of showing the naioa for its

in esruin liiiaiastsafes The idea that a tlit travelliag

UBsnadiately in liaBt of the plate shonld, aa a Matter of conne,

tsaasmit to the latter all the light wkkk eosssa from the Issm

is eae that at Siat si^t appears so leadily aeesplahle that no
deabt asaay people haw brm incliasd to pooh-pooh the tgnrse

wUdi have bssn givrn, and which awy mn to as low as 60

per cent, (or the sAcipnry of the shatter. Hence it may be

•forth while to disintor (rum the writings of that very load
and enapetont Frsnoli anthorily oa photographie optics,

<'olonal Mosssard, part of the atady of the foeal-plaae shatter

l.abliihsd at oae of the Intomatioaal Cnngft im* of Photo-

Viphy as loag a§» as 190L
Hors isCoWasl Moassard'sdiagnus, in wUdi O P i spisesato

the lens diaphragm of diassetor e. Q R is the <K-n»itiv«

snifaes and A B the blind of the local-plane shatter having

« alit of width «. His distonoe, t, of the blind fron the ssasi-

tive sarfaoe is shown on an ^vaggerated seals, (or the sake of

• learaaM, hat, aa will br aern later on, veiy eonaiderahls lepa-

ration of tlie tvro is commonly met with in focal-plane cameras.
The distanoe, /, is the focal length of the lens, the latter for

the pnrpoaes of the present stady being aasomed to be working
at infinity. Well, suppoeiag the tlit. travelling in the direc-

rtg. 1.

tii>o o( tiM arruw, to have reached a point »howa in the dia-

gram, Irt aa draw lines from the margins of the lens diaphragm

O P to the tdgm of the slit and continne them till they meet

the aenaitive anrfaoe at the pointo E, F, O, and H. Then it

will bs clear from a glance at the diagram that the only portion

of the sensitive anrfaoe which receives all the rays coming

froai the leas is that which lies between F and O. He portion

E y rweivas rays from the lower part of the lens and the portion

O H from the apper, the alit giving riae to a kind of vignetting

action. Now tlie qnestion which arisee, whidt is of great

practical intorast and i^ch is very clearly worked out bj

Ooloael Jloessard, is the prodoction (from this diagraauaatie

ispisetintotioa) of a formala by which ths eOdency of a

shutter can be eakalated whan the necessary oonstonts, namely,

the relative apertare of the lem, width of alit, and the dis-

tonoe of the blind and plato are known. The reader most bear

with a very little geoesetry in following the working oat of

this formula.
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A* the bt«U of it w« Uk« the common definition of diutter-

•Seienc;, nwnelj, the Mtio of the time during which the

whole •pertow. of the lens tr«n»mite rays to the plat«^—the

ratio of thi» time to that during which the lens is uncovered

to tlw plate at aU. Now it will be seen from the diagram

that for each band of plate which is exposed Ihe action con-

i*ta of thrw parts. As the shutter slit comes into position

the portion G H is first gradually uncovered, the portion F G

i«oeiyea«U the rays from the lens and the portion E F obtains

thoM ooning from the lower margins, these being first cut

o> M tlw blind continues its course. Thus it will be seen that

the ooraring and uncovering of the portions E F and G H
while equal in time are opposite in order. Therefore, one may

reckon one only of the two equal times occupied in uncovering

the portion G H and covering the portion E F as pepreeenting

one of them during which all rays from the lens reach the

enaitive surfAoe. Now, inasmuch as the blind runs, or is

supposed to run, at a constant speed, we can take as a measure

of the time which elapses in these successive phases of its

action the distances E F, F G, and G H. On the basis just

mentioned the period of full action of the lens will be repre-

sented by E G and that for the period during which any light

at all re«ch«« the particular band of the plate by the distance

E H. Tlins Qie efficiency of tiie shutter will be the ratio E 6 :

E H, aJid the nest thing we have to do is to find a form of this

ratio which shall consist of the quantities, viz., the width of

, iSkuUtr Curtmui

{The result of dividing the former quantity by the latter gives

the efficiency as compared with 1. To express in percentages,

it is multiplied by 100.

An example will make this clear. With a slit-width of ^in.,

f /8 lens, and a distance of iin. from blind to plate, calculate

the shutter efficiency. Here in the formula a the slit-

width is ^th whilst e, the curtain distance, is iin. The calcu-

lation, therefore, is:—
i X 8 _ 1 = _?_^ „ -66 = 66 per cent.

4 X 8 + i 14 3

For "those who -would have some visible basis on which to evolve

the foregoing formiula a dtudy of a piece of exposition contained

dn an issue of the Thoto MinicUure of the year 1916 may Ibe

commended. The diagram which in our contemporary illus-

trates this same question of efficiency in the focal-plane shutter

is differently marked from that of Moessard, D representing

the diaphragm aperture, d the distance from blind to plate,

and s the slit-width.

rt may be poi'nt«l out that by simple geometry the width p
of the cone of rays is the curtain distance divided by the

F/number. This follows from the two triangles on the bases

D and p.

D : p : : f : d. Whence p •= —.— . But the focal length (/) divided

by the diameter of the stop (D) is the //number, so that

d
p =-

F/No

Pig. 2.

the slit, the distance between blind and plate, and the F
number of the lens.

It is clear from the geometrical construction that

E F : O P ( = o) :: « : r - «. That is to sav E F =

In the same way, under the geometrical construction,

E G :«:/:/ — «. That is to say E G = -^ "

f -- «

Now E H is equal toEG-fEF, GH being equal to E F.
Therefore, adding the two values just found for E F and E G
wc obuin (or K H / " + ' "

/- •

Therefore the ratio E G : E H = ^°
fa + o «

Now, thi» formula can be reduced to the form we are search-
ing for by dividing numerator and denominator by 0. It will
be seen that / divided by o is simply the F number of the
lens.

F/No.

Further, it is easy to establisli a rule by which

to calculate the efficiency of the shutter under any

condition. Remember that the efficiency is the

imaginary (calculated) time (T,) during which the

cone of rays is fully operative divided by the time

(T2) during which the cone is operative to any

extent at all. Assume that the curtain is moving

at a certain speed, /. signifying the time, t, re-

quired for it to traverse an inch or a foot—it

doesn't matter what the unit is for our purpose.

To find Ti, slide the notched strip (of Fig. 2),

representing a slit-width s. along the line of the

curtain, and you will see that its passage over p
falls into three sections, vi/., one on whicli the full

cone is operative, is .!

—

p, and two others (at the

beginning and end of its transit! in each of which

the cone may be imagined as. first, completely

covered and then just covered by a slit of

width p. Each of these con-csponds with the ful 1

77

action of a slit of -»-, so that adding these three sections to-

gcthcr, we have {s-p + 0^2^) ' seconds as the time

of the exposure during which the full cone is operative, in

other words s t seconds. Finding Tj is simpler. Again, if

you run the notched strip over p you will see that it is un-

covered (wholly or partiaily) over a length s + p. Hence the

time, Tj is {s + p) t seconds. And thus the efficiency or the

ratio of T, to T., is
+ ly

. This is a very simple formula.

Thus, after this operation, the formula becomes X a
P/No. X a + «

In other words, in order to find the efficiency of the shatter
we multiply the slit-width by the F/No. of the lens; we also
repeat this operation and add the distance from blind to plate.

and, although it may not be perfectly correct, since it assumes.

the blind to move at a quite uniform speed, it allows of figures,

for efficiency being usefully calculated.

It will be seen from the Moessard formula that the lower

efficiency of the focal-plane shutter arises from the fact that,

as used in practice, it does not move in the focal-plane. The
nearer it is to the latter the smaller will be the reduction of

efficiency, even when a lens of large aperture is used. If the

blind works as close as one-eighth of an inch to the plate, as

it does in a focal-plane film camera, it will be difficult for the-
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cfideney to fall below 80 per cent It is also clear from the

formnla that if tho alit-width is laig« or if tb« F/ntuabtr

ia Urge in oompariaon with th« distance from blind to plate,

tfcaafHriency will alao be maintained at a high figure. It ia when
a narrow alit ia oied with a large-apertare lena (« low

F/ number) that effidencjr can fall to «• low a figure as 50 per

rent Unfortanatelj, these are the rerj conditions which
arise in photographing rapidly moriBg objects when the very

briefest axposars requires to b« girai and when, therefore,

the opsrstor has need of the highwt efficiency in the shutter.

It is, therefore, of the first importance that by some OMUia
or other the maker of cameras for this purpose thould eoa-

trire to bring the tensitive materia] as dose as possible bduad
the plane in whidi tha shutter blind mores. A few ezanpha
calculated fraa igans all of whidi may be said to eamm
within the range of practical work will give a good idea of

the eoctent to whidi efficiency can rary in practice and of the

factors which contribute to it

I.—ErnciExcns (ix Pbbcixtagss). F/4.5 Lbks.

Blind Distance
from Plate.

ji
inch

j inch

} inch

i inch
per cent

82
60
51

Width of Slit

) inch

per cent.

86
82
77

1^ inch
per cent.

98
95
93

II.—EFFICIEXCnS (IX PaKCKNTAOKS), F;8 LSKS.

Blind Distance
from Plate.

i ind)

1 inch

I inch

I inch
per cent.

90
73
67

Width of Slit.

'

1 inch
per cent.

96
83
86

1^ inch
per cent.

99
97
96

TIm reader can sea from these figures that in nsing a foc.if-

plane shutter fitted with a large-apertara lens it is always

batter as regards efficiency to obtain a giren exposure by *

wide rmpidly moring slit rsAlier than by a narrow slit at m
lower tension.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
[Preriooa aitiolca of this seriea, ia vhidi the aim ot the writer is to eommunicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, hare appeared weekly daoe the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length ol that by the saose writer wUeh laa throagb the ** British Joonal " some years ago. but if any reader among the younger

geim stin ii of pbotofraphefs, and partiealar^ thoaa lepgiil — f—'rt--*-. baa a partionUr subjeet which mi^t be dealt with, his

or her sanMMao will be welcomed. The eabfeelaof the prariooa aitlelee d the series hare been as follows :—

A Tdk Abo«it UghUng (Jan. 3).

The Oaaet» and the Lfsns (Jaa.

llanaglM the Sitter (Jaa. M).
~ • It (Jan. a«).

Bzposnres (Jan. 31).

10>.

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing ProeissBS for Portraiture rFsb. 14).

Studio Aeeeeeories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroandiafi d the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilatioa (March 7).

THE POSTCARD STUDIO.

At the preseat time there are many iiiaohilissi men who are

dsaiioas of taking up photography as a li*eiihood, either ia

the anall towns or villagsa of oar owa coaatry or, more sep^
rially, ia tke otensas Geioaies aad Dnasiaiona. As a laifs

proportioa of these iatead to auke a start hy aiakiag poet-

cards their principal liae, a few directions aa to the way ia

which thia may be readily sad ecoaoaucally doae asay be of

eerrioejo theai.

TW qasstiea of pnaiate aatanl^ coam Inl, aad aa I

have BO kaowledgs of oieiesee Mantfeaa ia tkia rsepeet I

oat erafiae ay teaailm oa Ikis head to Great Britoia aloasL

A akop float aeana to be abaoet aasatial to saeeeas ia tkit

dsM of busiaesi, ae aearly all the ardefs will be "chaaee"
ease, that is to say, they will be obtaiaed through the sped-

meaa aad snaoaaessMate displayed ia the window. If care-

fully arranged, quite satall premisss aiay be made to aaswer

;

«B fact, I know of one place, a half ebop, the total

width of which was eight feet, in which a very aioe little

badaass was carried on. The plaoe was pisnnsd thaa: eight

leet or lem traa the wiadow a partitioa waa erected, leariag

a tiny shop ia which iaqairies eoald be aaswcrsd and sitters

ooald wait, a aaall tabl* aad eoaM Umg leate being provided.

A narrow doorway gave aoesss to the stadio, which was

about 18 feet deep. On the remaiaiag portion of the partition

the bacfcgroaads weia Ixed, a plaia one bdng nailed to the

wood while a aesaie oae wae fixed oa a roller eo that it eoald

be lowered whea waated. A part of oae dda-wall waa whiteaed

to aenre aa a raSeetor, while a Jandaa aaeloatiJ arc waa soa-

fdad OB the side aoanat the doorway. A couple of chairs

aad a "rock" aeii y fcmaed the furniture. A shelf at

the further end carrying a few toilet aoessaorias and snr-

ktad by a small mirror aartsd sa a dieasing-room.

hAiad thia was the dsrk room which had originally been the

kep parlour. Not only did this tiny place turn out post-

cards, but quite a considerable number of cabinete of very

fair quality. This arraageawat may be token as typical of

the shop studio, and it auy, of course, be elaborateid whan
greater spaes is available.

As all the lighting arrangements are fixed, and the sitter

can only oorapy one position, a great variety of eflecto cannot

be obteined, but poetcard patrons are not exacting in this

rupst t, and if one style can be decently achieved it is all that

ia lAaoIatoly aeoaaaary. I most not forget to mention that my
favoarito hoad-aereen is as useful hervi as it is in more pre-

tentions studios.

The camera and lens shnuld be si'lectwl with s view to the

tpsdal work to be done, and as mont chnap postcards are

made by enlarging from small negatives, a camera deaigned

for the purpoee should be procnred. Several firms supply

thsee, and tlie beginner should not be persuaded to start with

aa ordinary camera, as the extra ooet of fnll-aised plates will

sooa eat up any saving which may be effected. It is usual to

tabs foar negatives upon the half of a half-plate cut length-

ways, vix., 6^ X 2], thia also being regnlsrly supplied by most

piste makers. The repeating back should be removable, so

that tttll-aiaed postcard platea or half-plates can be used for

gronpe or a better clats of work for which th« negatives have

to 1e retouched and printed by contact For the small nega-

tivea a rapid portrait kns may be used, those originally

made for stereoscopic work by Ross and Dallmeyer being very

suitable. The focal length ia about five inches and the sper-

ture f/4. These may often be obtained second-hand foi

about a couple of pounds. A rapid anastigmat, say,

1/4.6, of similar focal length may be used, but should
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tJ^^ • l-ger plate, i. not always as cnt.^Uy ^b^p as

th.t which • portrait lene give, over a snudl field For full

SLl pctcard. and half-plate., a portrait or anast.ginat lens

of f«>m 8 to 10 inche. focal length, according to ike length

: .tudio. wUl be most u«ful. A behind-lens shutter of the

flap or P^dcaid Ideal type, should be fitted so that it may

l« used with either lens without readjustment. This may

eaailv be done by fixing a shallow box inside the camera front

to allow the lens to project without touching the .hutter.

I no» come to the dark-room arrangements, of whicOv it

is obvioMly impossible to give any definite plan without

knowing the Mze and shape of the available apace. One

thing is certain: that the larger the dark-room can be, within

MMonaUe Umits, the better it will be for the health of the

worker and the quality of the work. No matter how small

it may be, as much sink accommodation as can be managed

should be arranged for. It saves mudh time not to have to

move one dish or tray ooit of the way before ajiother can be

oaed If possible, negative making and printing should be

done" in separate sinks, for not only can two people work at

once, but the work will be cleaner and more uniform. The

illumination should be as bright as is consistent with safety,

and it will be found good policy to invest in proper safe-

light, for the lamps instead of truatiing to fabric or doubtful

roby glass- With a medium which only allows red light to

p«M a much more powerful illuminant may be used and

greater comfort in working obtained at the cost of an extra

shilling or two. The source of light may be electricity,

i;a«, or oil If the former be used the ordinary carbon or

metallic filament lamps are best, as the light is more yellow

to begin with than that of the small haif-watts which are

now rapidly coming into general use. Incandescent gas is

better than the ordinary flat flame, as it is more economical,

give, lew heat, and is not likely to smoke the red glass

fronts of the lamps. If oil be used, the flame should be of

fair size and the lantern arranged so as to supply plenty of

air for combustion, otherwise the light will be dull and there

wiU be much smoke. Dish development and fixing will usually

be found most convenient, as the exposures will have to be

developed in small batches. It will be found advisable to

use the same kind of developer for negatives and prints, as

this simplifies matters, and I would recommend metol-hydro-

qninone to be chosen, as it gives stainless negatives and has

better keeping qualities than amidol. Those whose hands

will not stand metol may use Azol with equally good results.

Do not allow developer to stand in an open dish when not

in use. It should be poured into a glass pickle-jar and

etoppered ; it will then keep in condition much longer. An
acid fixing-bath should be used, as it keeps cleaner and also

ha. a tendency to harden the negative film, the advantage

of which I shall presently mention. In while-you-wait studios

the washing of the n^ativee after fixing is necessarily very-

short, hut it should be done as thoroughly as the time allowed

will permit. And there is no better way than by allowing a
stream of water to flow over the surface. There is a very
old device which efiects this perfectly. A small wooden board
about 18 indie, long and a little more than the length of the
plate, in breadth has a narrow strip nailed down each side
to confine Uie water. At intervals of a little more than the
width of the plate* pairs of small brass nails are driven in
for the plates to rest against. A loop of string is fastened
to one end of the board, and this is slipped over .the tap so
(that the board slopes down into tihe gink, the stream, from the
Up will then run evenly over all the plates. If only a

minute's washing be given in this way the negatives will be

safe to print from and will not crystallise in the eniarj^er.

Printing is usually done by means of a small vertical

enlarger, which is frequently home-made. It may be des-

cribed thus:—A long box is firtted to take in its upper part

an incandescent electric or gas i^ht, with a piece of ground

glass an inch or two below it. Underneath it is a shelf

or stage with & central opening, just (the size of one of our

little negatives ; below this, again, is another shelf, in which

a rapid lens is fitted so as to come exactly central with the

opening in the negative stage, the image being focussed upon

a board fitted with guides and mask, fixed upon the bench

or any convenient support. The focus is adjusted so that

the image firts the postoard, and fixed once for all. A yellow

^lass flap or slide must be fitted behind the lens to serve as an

exposing shutter, and this should be actuated by a cord and

treadle, so that it can be worked by the foot and both hands

left free to manipulate the strip of six cards, which is slipped

under the mask until all the exposures are made. The next

negative on the strip is then slipped into position over the

opening and the process repeated. A vignetting card may

ibe placed where moelt convenient, when required. A condenser

is not needed for such small negatives, as the area of ground

glass evenly illuminated by the lamps mentioned covers them

very well.

For contact prints a strip printer should be installed, and

care should be taken that the opening allows of a print being

made from the fuD half-plate when required. It should also

be capable of holding a vignette card if needed.

Again I wish to emphasise the desirability of using specially

made appliances for this special work. The developing

dishes should be made of a suitable size to fit the strips, which

should not be developed by dragging through a small dish, nor

should the developer be wasted by using an unnecessarily large

one.

In postcard businesses quite a nice amount may be made

by taking orders for enlargements, and a good show of these

should be made in the window. If the studio is a " one-man "

concern it will probably pay better to get these made and

finished completely by a trade firm. If the photographer

decides to do his own he must invest in a half-plate enlarger,

and if he is lucky enough to have a good basement under his

shop it will make an excellent enlarging-room. No opportu-

nity of bringing this branch of trade under the notice of

customers should be n^lected, and a special price made when

an enlargement is ordered at the time of sitting.

From the small strip negatives miniatures tor brooches

and lockets may be printed by contact and coloured. It is a

good plan to make a special exhibit of six postcards, an en-

largement, and a coloured miniature all from the same nega-

tive, with the price, together and separately.

The postcard artist will not, perhaps, have much time for

outdoor work, but in small places he wOl frequently be called

upon to take wedding and other groups, shop fronts, and the

like. For this purpose a whole-plate camera should be chosen,

as smaller plates can be used when desired. An eleven-inch

rectilinear or anastigmat and a six-inch wide-angle lens will

be a good selection. This camera will also be useful for copy-

ing or other odd work which may turn up.

In conclusion, I would caution the beginner against pur-

chasing cheap lines in cards and other material. The experi-

enced hand may take risks in this way, but the novice should

not handicap himself by using materials in which he has not

the fullest confidence. Pbacticus.

Mmsu. Mawon and Foclobe, hTD., write to the effect that they
are ainid the mention of tiheir exhibit at the British Induetries Fair
in our iamie of February 28 niay have been read to mean thaJt they
were merely exhiWtorB of anotfier finn's goods. We are glad to

correct that impression by making it clear that all Messrs. Marion

and Foulger's goods are made in tiheir own works, and for that

reason wore eligible for exhibition at the Biuiidi Industries Fair, to

which only manufacturers are admitted.
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A NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC TRANSFER PROCESS.

[The (oUowiag moouiu of lh« demon»tniion »t the Uoyl Photographio Society bv UaMrs. >fiddieton and Kent, of the Kerotype
Coopaajr. of the oewly-introduced •tripping bromide peper which now appears in the Society's joamal, lupplements in some

reepect* that «hicb we gave at the time.—Eda. " BJ."j

Mr. Mnuiuiox, before proceeding to tlM demonstration, said

that aoae years ago, while conducting experiments in three-

ddottr photography, Mr. Kent and he found, m* others had
doDe, that tba graat problem was th« combining of the three

WMtttaent imagss in comet register. They had also desired

in obtaia the constitueBt images by dy»-tatting a silver one, and
M afoid the neeeaaity of printing in daylight. TUs aecesaitated

tk* •* of a traaalanwd image, and as tlM carbon proceaa conld

«aly be printed by daylight and waa otherwise nnsuitable,

wtt!>« the other tranaicr papem, thoa|^ permitting of the nae

: irtilieial li^t, wm scisahat troobleaone, nneertain, and
limited in their applieatioB, tkey were ohKgsd to derise a new
one.

The balk of the proceaaaa inrolTing the ni* of transfer and
«t ripping Alms mere darisad to avoid tfca nae of glaas tor nega-

tire pnipoaaa. TWparaotof theanlliorpnpariag thepoaitive

»as Iba collodion prBBaw of li!», which waa introdnced

•bont 18S7. In this the image was pvoparad by the wet-plate

r>mr«M on a waaed plat*, transfer being snbeeqnantly elTerted

' .• (alatine papor. The eonrerae of this

—

L*., coating the

i-'iiudion on to waxed paper ami snbseqnently tnaalarring un
to gelaiined glass for negative pnipesss waa wipatsil by
r Joirrsnz in iSn, and in sarceoding years many M0HtiaaB

> stripping paper watw mad*. In oosm caaeo tko paper *aa
<-<i, in other coated with nibbor and otber raa^Moa and
•uid matariala. Sometimes aolrsata (aqoeoas and others)

nifiiiaiy lor raleaae, in olhar «Hao the Um became de-

•.ti in the derelopei or aalomalicaQy on drying. The nader-
lying idea was to obtain at the finish a gelatine image detached.
so as to form in itself the printing negatifia. Only one ol theae
prcesmm, the Eastman and Walker " TVaaalMWtypo," anrrivod
to thiaday.

The ideal transfer protaas, to which none ol thaae others ap-

ptosiaMlad. shonld be oae in which (1) the aapvort waa laatare-

law and iraaalaciBt, ao that priaUng-thnagh Aonld be poaaible

withoni maeh loaa ol detail or prolonfad aapoeare ; (2) the aap-
port waa Uttia afladad br damp, eo that regialor migbt bo poa-

aible of one imags on another and y«i mSeianlly porona to pas^

aut ol the nae ol aqoeona adheairaa to tiaaalar om to aoa-potona
•nrfacse ; (3) the sapport waa withont tendaaey to tear, and
anOdently plaatte to admit ol translsr on to diMod or snrrsd
•arfacaa ; (4) the omalaioa parted with hcUity vkaa teaaalanwd.
and waa yet so adhmaat that there was ao dangar of frilling

er bUatariag ia daraiapmit or of saU-atrippiag when alorod

;

(Q Iho priata whan mada wonU be capafcla ol boiag kopi baloro

lor a* kmg a period aa miigkl bo airiiiary ; and (6)

oa to any anrface waa aimple and aaay, so aa to

avoid lateral iwveraal, which coold not be escaped anlsas
' printing-throagh " waa adopted.

A kmg series of eaperiaMnta had awriaced them that paper
impragaated with paraOa wax moot nearly taUUled the ftnt

ol thaaa eoaditkM, and they aahMqaeatiy deviaod a aab-

iiHag ol a powdery aitraeellaloaa depoaited from
an aqnaona etharaal akohoUe aobMam,. and thia onablad aay
maaitivo gsiatinona malmial to bo eoalad thanon. thenbgr aatia-

lying the ihnolaMaroeiidHkMu. The Inll details were disdoood
ia their patent Ma 12,001 of 1915. The paper was pieparsd
ooBtianosMly, i.e., it waa pot in aa a rsel of oidisary plain

P>>t«gi aphi>i paper, passsd throogh a troogh fall ol hot wax,
aad allor bafliag or calendaring w ofder to lay the hairs down

wkila the wax waa still warm, waa coatad with the sab-

Ihia paaoad throagh a hialad chamber, where the

air was rxbausted. and was finally coated with ordinary photo-
graphic emulsicn in a coiting machine.
Mr. MiddletoQ here showed examples of Uie paper at vanoas

•tagee—plain, waxed, coated with substratum, and coated with
emulsion. Ho said that thia paper wonld be found to have
many applications, many novel eflecta being poasible by its use,

aad the prooesa of ao transferring photographs would appeal to

everyone owing to its simplicity, ease and certainty in applica-

tion, the large variety of surface*, both aa to texture and form,

upon whidi the transfer could suooeeefully be made, and the

pleasing nature of the reanlta. In addition, many novel colour

toning effects were obtainable, owing to the nature of the sup-

port and the fact that this formed no part of the final print.

The paper was treattd exactly as ordinary bromide paper, but

ia Older to avoid lateral reversal on transfer it was necessary

to place th* paper in the frame with ite waz«d support next the

aegativa, to ttat the printing took place through the support.

The traaalaeeney and afaaenoe of texture in the support was such

that the loaa of quality was not unpleaaing, but should this

alight loaa be objected to, and non-reversed transfers without

rach " printing-through " be required, it was neoeasary either

to print ia an enlarging laatam, placing the negative with the

image towaida the light, or, in the case of film negatives, to

ravera* tha negative in the frame so that the celloloid was next

to the atoiitive side of Ih* paper, or to reaort to double transfer,

wluch h* wonld praaantly dcecrib*.

Karotypa paper, as it was called, waa made in three degrees

of ^aod : Slow bromide for contact prints, rapid bromide for

enlargsmsata, and gaalight. The printing, exposing, and de-

veloping ol Ih* papor di0ei*d in no way from that of ordinary

hnmida or gaslight, aad aa to washing, owing to the impervious

and tamporary nature of the aapport, aev«n minutes in running-

walar wonld b* found ample to onsare permanency. Care should

ba taken to as* that the prints did not lie closely on one another,

it the waahing was so restricted. Mr. Middleton here passed

romd MMB* Kerotyp* print* and snlargaaMats, and also some

aUlppers with which he damonatntoJ th* palling off of on* or

two enlargamaals.

H* then proceeded to show how sach prints were transferred

on to divers* surtaeea. For the large majority of such surfac*s

all that was naeaaaary for single transfer waa a S per cent, solu-

tion of wit gelatlnei. For all aorfacea whi<ii were not cockled

or apoilad by damp, h* simply wetted the Korotype print

thofoaghly, plaeod a pool of th* lukewarm gelatine solution-

say, MT or 06* Fahr—in the centre of the surface to which

tranalar was to b* •ft*ct«d, laid print in contact, lightly squee-

ge*d, aad Wft and«r praaaar* between blotting paper for a few

minatee and placed to dnr. In this fashion be made transfers

sueemsively on oarboa traaafer paper, on wood, on metal and

on porcelain, which laat, having a domed surface, required a

littte eortra pali*no* la manipulation. In esses where the snr-

laeaa wonld be spoiled by damp, such, tor example, aa thin plain

paper, vallum, aatin, and ao forth, the procedure was slightly

difbraot. In this ease it was adrisabia to make up the gelatine

solution with a considerable proportion of alcohol therein and

to add a mulicum of goldan symp or glycerine. It was used

jast as in the other caas*. H* proc*eded to demonstrate th*

adapUbility of the proceaa, thua modified, to these surfaces,

sueeesdsd in tranaferring a anmber of examples, which

pawed round among th* aadieaee by Mr. Kent
Coming to doable traaalw, Mr. Middl*ton aaid that thia was

my littl* mors trouble than aingl*. Two methods were avail-
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able, OB* tor um on (urfacM imporvious to moisture, and the

other lor aae on {jerriout eurfaoee. In the latter case a piece

of paper was smeared with a resinoid solution of rubber and
dammar, or rubber, dammar and elemi in xylol- The solvent

was Allowed to dry, then the paper immersed in water with the

print, aqueegsed together, and left under pi-essure for a while,

and hung up to dry. After drying, the original support was ire-

moved, the surface moistened with ether-alcohol to remove
trace* of wax, etc , and plunged into water until the greasiness

disappeared. It oould then be transferred on to any surface

by means of a gelatinous adhesive, but, of course, if the sup-

port was not pervious to moisture the gelatine could never dry.

After dryii^, the temfiorary support was released by xylol.

For impervious surfaces another procedure was necessary,

hasMl on one fiist suggesited by Lumi^re in their tihree-oolour

prooMs. Here the print, hardened with lalum, was eiithei'

ooftted thickly with soft gelatine solution or squeegeed into

cooUet with paper coated with such solution, and allowed to

diy, after which the waxed paper was removed, the print

noistened with ether-alcohol, and wetted and squeegeed into

contact with the impei-vious or other surface which had been
previously oo«t«d with gelatine containing chrome alum. He
bowed an example of this method, in wliich the transfer had
been made on an <^>al surface.

After pointii^ out that in order to finish the prints a vigor-

ous rub with cotton wool or a little wax in turpentine would be
found to deepen the shadows, Mr. Middleton concluded with
a few words about failures. If the print was squeegeed into con-
tact with too much force or if it was attempted to remove the
print before it was quite dry, the wax paper would not leave
cleanly, but it would be found that vigorous friction with a rag
aoaked in xylol would i-emove the portions remaining behind
without danger to the film. Occasionally, again, either
through careless manipulation or the presence of too much air
in the wtater, air was enclosed beneath the print, and in this
oaae steaming was the remedy. In any case this was usefnl
when the surface was desired less matt.

Brief questions put by various members elicited the following
additdonal information:—
Tbo prints were all toned before being transferred. The process

waa not intended for tliree-colour work. Experiments had
been made in this dilution, and as a paper oould not be
obtained which was satisfactory for tlie purpose intended, the
piwent one was evolved. They had a-bandoned for the present
the attempt to get proper colours by toning. It was not very
•uitahle for enlarging negarf^ives, as when transferred on to
glass .t left a considerable grain. The prints could be trans-
ferred on to drawing paper by this method, in the ,way recom-
mended for transferring to satin. Damping the drawing paper
oould be earned out in the ordinary way with gelatine. The
gelatine was put in the middle, contact was made, and after
a light appUcation of the squeegee it was aUowed to dry. The

gelatine should be used very yreak, a considerable quantity

being loft on, so that it could " pool down " into the pits of the 1

paper. The transferring oould be done on to a very rough !

paper. There would be no objection to pigmenting by this
,

method, as in the bromide process, but probably it would be

necessary to pigment before transferring. This new paper

would keep well ; some had been kept quite good for four years

before printing. The prices were the same as for bromide.

Mr. Middleton, when addressing the Royal Photographic

Society, stated that he would publish in his paper a biblio-

graphy of the patent literature relating to stripping films.

Considerations of space have evidently prevented the Society

from publishing this latter, but Mr. Middleton having kindly

sent us a copy of his compilation, we are glad to be able to add

it to his paper :
—

British Spkcifications Uklating to Stripping Films .\xd

r.VPERS.

1881. No. 1,559 Pumphrey
, 5,448 Morgan

1882. „ 2,780 Morgan and Kidd
1883. „ 1,608 Thiebaut
1884. .. 13,596 Eastman and Walker

., 13,774 Worsnop
1886. „ 9,460 Hrown

.. 13,580 Cain
.. 15,727 Foxlee

1887. .. 2,662 Warneuke
.. 12,521 Bfown

1890. ., 3,393 Foxlee
.. 9,893 Swan and Leslie

1895. .. 10,666 Wellington
., 11,821 Wellington

1898. .. 24,750 Jloh and Ors.

1899. ., 12,152 Macaire
., 17,164 Thornton and Rothwell
., 17,165 »j )»

.. 18,430 Hofmann
1901. „ 23,551 Soc. Anon, des Produits

graphiquesM-Y
1902. „ 12,818 Fry
1903. .. 25,390 Hoffsiimmer
1904. 925 A.G.F.A.

„ 3,855 Hoffsiimmer
.. 21,208 Brasseur
,. 24,774 I5ry

1907. .. 7,132 l.umiere
1908. ., 16.114 ,,

1912. „ 20,556

„ 29,616
Kent

1913. ,. 5,551 Blondel and Chopin
1915. ., 12,091 Kent and Middleton

.. 102,066 Pin

I'hoto-

We hope at an early date to be able to publisli some notes
by Mr. Middleton on the experimental apparatus which can be
readily made and can serve for investigation, such as that on
which he has been engaged.

PURPLE TONES ON BROMIDE PAPER BY RE»DEVELOPMENT
IN DAYLIGHT.

B..l>«vxLorME>iT may be applied to bromide print* for two pm--
poMn, either as a means of improving the colour of a faulty print
«r to change the colour of image by altering the form of the sUver
•mage.

I 8*ve a tormiJa for oblairnng purple tones in the Corre^ndence
ooinmn of the B.J." of February 7, and have received qSs from

whojeem to have a difficulty in getting the required
Voaomiag the formula given I have toned batches of printe

Alt^L,"^, from red to pun,le.black by dUirting the re-dewioper and developug in full daylight.
The pr»to to be iooed Jiould be thoroughly washed and Ueadhed

in daylight. Lei them stand in the w^^hing water in dayflight;

keep them moving about in the water face upwards until the image
lias gained in sti-engith, which should be a pleasing pinkisih red
colour. Then redevelop with the formula given below, which
can be diluted to get the desired colour. As the prints dry darker
in tone, developiment should be btop(p«d before the colour proper,
but a lifMe practice will soon .show. The printo do not require
fixing. Some papers may not re-develop with the hydroquinOne
onJy

; if SO, use a very dilute M.Q. developer. Prints developed
in the first insitanoe with amidol do not give such good tones as those
developed with M.Q. The stronger ,the actinic light the operations
are oanried out in the better the result. Then, if aJter the toning
process, you are not satisfied with the colour, no need to waste
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m fiul. wall vaah it, bbtrii again, and pat it in a lodiiim inlphnk

telk, aad th» naoal aapia (one will reaab, alii^iUy intensified. Gas-

G|;M pafMT doaa aoi aanrer to this pwaM, lb* only coioor reauH-

iag ia a good aajia toaa.

Tha foUowiag ptoeaaaa m»y be oied (or Uie iapraTameDt of tiadly

aoloaad fciala, or for kinta(.

Blaarh ia oaa or dhar at Um (oUowiiw UaaelMa* :—

A.—Potaaa. latticTanida „;.., 140 gn.
Amwnniuaa btoouda ^ liSO gn.

10 ow.

i'>^
.

20 iniDinia.

I"*
10 ov.

SO gn.
300 miuinu.

1 o*.

10 oaa.

tnm 90 to 30 ainutca,

ia dayli^t, which

Water

a—Co|if ar ao^ihate

CooeaBtntad aolphorie acid

Watar

C—Pn>aaa bichicaU
CooMatnlad anlpliartc acid

CoBMM aalt

Watar
Aftar hlThiin, waah ia raaai^^

Ikaa radairatop ia oao d Um UBcming
win ba loami lalirfartory, aad eartaia in action:—

i.

Matol >•••••>«««W^M •« ai

Soda
Water

A.-Uydraqi
PolaML

Potaaa.

Wal«r

D.

atifciaatyMli

broaaida ...

Tka
Watar

!»*««••••* I

46 gm.
130 (TB.

270 gra.

10 00*.

170 (f*.

00 grs.

90 giSL

lOoaa.

riauha obtaiaod with tko

lOaaa.

Tlw da^atof^i may ha Mad liaaai antU diMolooMd.

DEATH or MtL WKLBORNB PIPKR.

It ia with vnj gnat (caiiofi of ngm that wa «—rnrrft Iha
daalh. oa Taaaday in taat waak. Mank 4, at tha ago of •%-•««,
of Mr. C. WatkofM Pifar. (or a c»—iiliiahl a aambar of yaan a
MMkar of Dm ttaS of Ifca Bfiti$h Jmmd, aad om of Um laadiag
i«vaaticalof« aad wrttaia who hara talnn tbo |iii»iaaaia of
Cnpkgr aa a Md of ila^jr.

'^ ihwli* (or tlM profaiaioH of areUtocI, ia wiudb ha practiaad
far HMO jraais, a Mataaa Qlaaaa, whaa Im wm abaiat tUtty, kft
Mai ia a alata of dalkat* haaltb, which fotbada oortt—

w

or
aeliva m iwyal liia. aad far tfee paal l<ra and twaoty yoMS. flnt

ia tka hoao af hla i«t«nta aad laMailji in Ika toooH which ba
to tha liM af Ma daalb, 1m lad Iko to|wOy boy life

with tha rather tow aiatoai i of pkijrical vitality which

was Ilia fate. Yet, de^ite tbis disability, he prodaced a very

considerable volume of work in writing and experiment. For
•ome yean he worked with a brilliant friend, the late Douglas J.

Catncfpe, to the joint reaearcfin with whom the now widely usrd

chromium inteitaifier is due. Piper himself is perhapa beet known
by bis share in the invention of the Bromoil process. He worked

out within a v«ry short tune the method by which the image of

a bromide print fan be converted into one retaining greasy pig-

ment ia accordani-e with the strength of deposit, and the formulae

«4iich lie evolved at the outaet long remained the standard

metbod of carr>-ini; out the process. Among other researches in

pbotographic chtnnical proceasea may be mentioned those on the

rale of fixation, on the aoceleratin;; effects of additions to the

bjrpo faatb aad on fbo lagging powers of de\<>Japert, the latter

anrfad oa* with Dr. Moaa ia tha Uhoiwlorisa of .Mowa. WnUitrn

aad WainwriRht aot loag bafora Ibat firm's anialgamatinn with tha

Ke^b Co. l^aaa ara boi a (ow of tho many aanor pmrwfa of

phstogiav^y wbiii b« aiado (bo aa^iael of a:i|>ariBi«at aad in many
of wkUk ba efloe««l aahHiniial iaywuMiauto .

Bal n^ar'a cUaf ia<iwi> Wy in pbolograidiic aptica, of which,

tboagb not a aialhwaaltcian. he had a profound knowledge, and

to which lia aiada a oiunber uf OMtlributions-for example, in tha

ittveatigattoB of depth of focna, tha design of deptJi scalne, tha

oonoetian of diaiartioa eaaaad by tilting tha <»mers, and Uie

dasign of apparatoa for lana meaaurrments. His " First Book

of tba Laoa," written in IBOI, is a treatise which, without the

ai'l of Itigber nwtheinatics, ia tba most cronpleto aocotint of the

propartiaa of pbotograpbio linsaa xhich we hare, though its title

mvik have oiialod oiaiqr a lyro in tba subject.

Of an iotenaeiy raaantcd disprisitiou, I'iper had few intimate

friands, but for than ao moro loyal aasociato oonld be imagined.

Ha was entirely destitute of what ia commonly called " aide,"

aad avao wa, who, wa think, havo known him aa intimately ss

atijooa during the paat (an years, are uncertain whether wa have

appiaiaad hia intallootaal gifts m highly aa thay meritad. But
wa daylora tha ioaa of tba aioat sincart of fnands, and, for photo-

gi^lqr, regret tha paaaing of one whoae chief occupation in life

waa to astand tba knowladge of ita principlea.
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MANACLED EXPORT TRADE,
im two oommoniotioni printed below reached us within four

i»y» of e«oh other. Ibe tint i« the indictment of the red tape

inelliods of the War Trade llepartment by Mr. Chs£. L. Biirdick,

liie bead of a btuineaa well known among photographers. Tlie

t'Wond ia a (talement by the Department of Overseae Trade, the

olBoe jointly administered by the Board of Trade and the Foreign

OSBce, which can be interpreted only as an admission of the truth

• •f the charge* agatnat tne War Trade Department. Here we have
:!k« extraordinary spectacle of one Government department in

Mting haiaaaed Urnden to lei it try its band at breaking the red

tape with which another Government department is holding bnck
tmde with neutral countrien. We confess we are highly eceptical

of any benefit resulting to the commerce of the country in this
v*»y. Ih© incident is surely enough to show that a department
» hich has thua to be interrogated by another body of ofSoiols had
better be taken over lock, stock, and barrel by somebody who
knows it* bosinen, and who can do it, before many branches of
tiidoatry which floarished before the war and are now reviving
.ire handed over to our commercial rivals in other countries.

I.

I am connected with two manufacturing concerns which wish
t.< renew their pre-war tmde with merchants in neutral countries,
bcit are practically prevented by Government restrictions.

It looks as though the purpose of the War Trade Department
Wis to hamper British manufacturers until the Germans have had
time to organise and occupy these markets.

I should like to say. to begin with, that the goods in question
cannot be Dsed for food or in the production of food ; they are not
of nse as raw material or munitions of war; nine-tenths of their
valne is represented by British labour.

In one case a consignment of goods (for export to Spain) has
been held up by the Government for three months becau.»e some
precious detail of red tape had not been carried out.

These goods had been accepted by the Post Office (a Govern-
ment departaient)-evein registered-Hfor despatch to Spain but
are apparenUy now confiscated. We shall probably lose our cus-
tomer, which u more important than hws of the goods. A Spanish
merchant who oannot rely upon us to serve him will buy from
the United States or Germany, or someone who can treat him
decently.

^* another line of goods which we wish to export to Norwav
and Denmark^ Wo are told that we must first get from our
ciutooner Merchant Guild Certificirtes.

.ia indicating the difficulties under which we are trying to do
buaineM, allow me to explain the process.

m.^^n-^r "n
*"^-'*'' '•* ."' '*^'' ^'""^ °«™'*^k for caiculatingmrxhma. (reaUy coin-counting machine.,, but I wish to avoid the

•uspicion of «=ekmg publicity); you ask your shipper if he willuke the gooda; he teUs you that you must first obtain a licencefrom the War Trade Department.

Your firat step is to get the forms^this may take yeu a week
(a Government department always takes four or five times as Ion.
'o reply ae a business house would). You are provided witli abook^ refe^ing to a - Royal Proclamation" of May 10, 1917

«?^ t ';?'T'»*'°°«:.
»!' ~' °"t '" detail. These are further modi:

i.^n.^ Then follows a l,st of goods which may, or may not be

other.. You look for your class of goods in the list. They are
«T~. f there. This voluminous list (with two or threeM.pendK=e.) ha. inchided in it such things

^

a^ dari, d^ol .ndmuj.go, but not «.lcnlating machines. However, you th ^k itwill »ve time to apply at once for a licence, but before you can

,

'
tlT

•^°"^"^' ^ y°" «°°'''' '" '^'" boxes, or at least Leer

rth thU r^ ""^* ""^ *»« measurement of the WsWith thi. you must give page, of information about yourself and

-tore of con,.g„ee-. buainess. and other details, ^ set out in ksheet of in.truot.on. of some 2,000 finely printed words
After yoB feel that you have some insight into this tangle of

red tape, you send in the application. You then wait patiently

for about a fortnight and receive a printed letter (probably filled

in by a junior clerk in the Government department) informing

you that you must obtain from your foreign purchaser a Merchant's

Guild Certificate from the country in which he resides.

So you must writo to your customer, confess that England is

under blockade as far as trade with neutrals is concerned, get him
to go to the trouble of supplying you with the necessary docu-

ments, and then begin all over again with the War Trade De-
partment.

This process 'vill probably occupy three months—your customer

may lose patience and cancel the order. In any event, he will

welcome the German manufacturers of calculating machines, who,
you may be sure, will not be hampered by his Government officials.

We are taking back returned Army men and hoping to find

places for others of our old employees who enlisted, but shall

have to turn them down if these foreign yrarkets are practically

cli).icd to us.

Chas. L. Bubdick.

II.

(From the Department of Overseas Trade.)

In order further to assist exporters to recover their trade m
goods of which the export is or has been controlled, and generally
to ensure that no openings for trade are lost to British exporters
owing to ignorance of existing export facilities, the Department
of Overseas Trade, in concert -with the War Trade Department,
has made arrangements for (biiiiging to the notice of exporters,
through the medium of the Press, tiade journals, Chambers of
Commerce, and trade organisations, and by special notes direct
to firms on the " Special Register " of the Department, informa-
tion regarding changes affecting control over exports.

Firms not already on the Special Register who desire to receive
such information direct from the Department may apply for
admission to the Special Registeir to the Comptroller-General, De-
partment of Overseas Trade (Development and Intelligence), 73,
Basinghall Street, B.C. 2. The annual fee for admission to the
Special Register is £2 2s., which includes the B^^jp(ply of the " Board
of Trade Journal."

It is understood that, owing to the necessary formalities and
consequent delay in connection with the obtaining of export
licences, exporters find themselves at a disadvantage when dealing
with orders requiring immediate acceptance. The department
will, therefore, on request, undertake to ascertain from the War
'I'rade Department and reply by telegram or telephone at the
earliest possible moment whether licences will or will not be granted
for such orders. In the event of an applicant being promised a
licence he will be enaibled to deal with the ordear straightaway with
the knowledge that upon application being made formally to the
War Trade Department the licence will be granted.

Inquiries should be by telegram rather than by telephone, and
should be addressed to " Orders, c.o. Advantage, Stock, London."
They should give, in addition to the name and postal or tele-
graphic address of the applicant, the quantity, value, and de-
scription of the goods comprised in the order and the name and
address of the ultimate consignee if the goods are destined for a
neutral country. In the case of orders from Allied or British
lonitory, or from territory in the occupation of troops of the
as.sociated Governments, the consignee need not be stated; the
country of destination will, of course, need to be given. A reply
of twenty-four words (Is. 6d.) must also be prepaid.
Applicants are requested in their own interest to confine their

inquiries to orders needing a very urgent decision, since the fewer
llie inquiries the more promptly can. answers be given.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
April 17 to May 22.—Hammersmith Hampshire House Photographic

Society AnnuaJ Exhibition. Two open claisses. Joint secre-
taries, J. G. AbKUinmiB, 41, Hamilton Terrace, London, N.W.8;
A. H. Page, 12, Lime Grove, London, W.12.
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jls$i$tant$' notes.—«

—

The Photosrapby of CaU.
AaoR twaotj yaan ago • photographer living at Ealing came
fnaiMBtljr Mora the public aa a photographer ol cata; he

•a* them a apaeiaHjr, jut aa tha late Mr. Thoma* Fall, of

Bifcar Straat, had aona yeara earlier made a name for hinaaif

aa a photognphtr of dogi. Bat ainea tboae fharming atodiM of

aata have ceaaad to coma fnaa Ealing no other photogiapher

ppaan to have made a apecial atody ct them. Cata are farongfat

to moat itodioa. it ia tme, joat aa faabiaa are, and a photogiapher
mmj be aakad to viait the hoMM of " poaay," bat eoeh afwrti are

aally looked afoa aa being jnat ordinary, and few operatora, if

i*y, give a cat more thonghU-anlcaa it be of the evil variety—than
they would give to any other tobject
The picturiag of eaU appeari to attract but liUJe attention.

Moat of the booha ahont eaU are badly illortratcd by photo-
graphy, and to aee the heat cat pictorea of to-day one ma«t tarn
to tha pagaa of tha Batam, Bseianft. omd Mart, the iuoe of
which journal for the Srat Friday in every moalh deal* largely
with cato, and tha illaatrliona givoa thenia are reprodaetiaRa
of tha Snaal photognpha of cate ooe to likely to meet with. The
aujority of the atadica are ramafkahfy good, bat aa the aame
af the photographer aever appear* it to impoaeibk for the wtjler
to grra pratoe to the oparaton to whom th^ are daa.
Tha lighliBg of a cat neede care to brtog oat the aaiaal'a

poiata, bat aot ae maefc care aa ia aeomeary with a haman being.
A good Ugbt and plenty of it to peimfaaible. and. in fact.

nirama ry. becaoM o( the brief eipoaaraa called for. The moot
important factor { eat work to the choice of raitahte back
gTMada, and it to in aeiectiag the** that the average operator
aeadty eomaa to grief. A harhgwd cmi «aha or mar a
pfetna of a cat. and I am iadiacd to wriU down the back

«l eoaMMTce and aa naad for erdiaary eitter* aa beiax
for the work. The moat artfaltotory plaa to to bmIm a
of eompafativaly amoU bafbgwda af nn^H <a>«m.
mOlheeH aa a baea, or. if piafanad. U^ woods IfOMe
wiU cheap caUeo or eimilar metoriaL 8Mh Uehgo—d

aheot 60 iacL s 40 iaii, a trilo krgar if tanrm^mH.
bet mrtmUty not aaaaOar. The matwial arinkoard or fahrie-ia

dtotempend. If tit or aigkt badtgMaada of diflerrnt

are made the photographer caa aabet (ha aoioor that will

op" the eat to the boat idiilfii
Aa codioary lahle to p«kapa ;he aM* arftoMa

j

ea wktok to pane a eM. aad a hedtgtaaad wHh

' a^ V f» it to aa advaatage. aa A fMVWto *a Jm»-
liaa Mweaa tlm hadkgiOMd and the tohU ahowiag ia the fetm
of aa mty Mae acnaa the ptou. thoogh the oaa of a laigo Imia
rtep eaaaBy ilimlaalm the diviaoa to *a«e etteat.
Cate are aot ae icIIdmIi or aa tarify waaagai ae do^. bat

ate kaow *air Irieada qaito aa weO aa do doga. tho^h they am
at > dawwrtcaUre. A cat waadarfag ^hoot a atre« wOl oltoa

t«k« a««iee ef aemo peopto, hot not othera. aad ia ao doi^ lanfy.
;( ever, attoaipto to make fciiito with tha paoeoa wla dtotikaa
oala. Aad kaatag Mok myiiarioaa kaowtodge U to ohvioaaly di«-
cak tor a |* u t ugia>hii who to aot a brer of "p^" to paae
oae ia aa arttatto er wmlii itoM i paaitiua.

TW erfiaary balky atadio camera to of iittto Me lor the work.
beeaaaa of "pomy'e'' pvoaHvtttoa lor aaadeiii^ ahoat th
aad to the edge of the tiaihgiiimil The eameia to Ma wi

fart to the lefles. aad ia the haad. Uacfc. however,
opoa tha bahavioar ef the laliae "eitter." Aa i^ai^

the cTwator meat aw hto iltotirili ua aad hcii« kto arttotie

to«o play; aaoM cato look beat atamHog », ethan lying
be mm Smmh hatag a rflt.^ paaltimi. &. »h«> i, .

«iQ itMa «p er Ke dam mmm iMdOy thaa they
wBail. teatly. hmririiallaeeeHDrtoB. aadkMOMMoM. etc.. fmn
tha pictme. aa mmiy oUtarwtoe very Ine etadtoa el «to have been
•PoOt by caahjeo^ mafady hicaoM cato are hnilative. and win
•<4y rort ooMfortoMy a« mmkiom of Iheto own eohiar er oae vary
near to it, aad a^M a col to ihM fktand it birnaiM a diOeait
"**« *" iM*" *kefe the cat a«db and the caahba begiae.—
L T. W ^^

Patent RciDSe

Proeett paUntt—applieatiotu and specifiealioHS—are treated in
" Pholo-ileehanieal tfote*."

Apfitjcatione, February 17 to March 1 :

—

CunvATOORAPBT.—No. 4.156. Moving-picture upparaliu. D.
Boixeda

CoLOva SrsaiopHOToaRArHy.—No. 3,839. Stereoecopic natural
ooloor photography. J. Crawley.

CixBHATOOKAPHT.—No. 4413. Flicker shutter for cinematograph
projector machinea. W. Diggl«.

LASmaii-Scatasa.—No. 4,312. Proces* for preparing canvaa, etc.,

arreani for cinematograph*, etc. R. Gilpin.

CutmATOaaAPHT.— No. 4,121. Mean* for necuring end* of cinemato-
graph lUma. P. Hindmarah.

Couica CixcMATooEAPBT.—No. 4,131. Device for taking and pro-

jecting colour cinematography. K. Kamei.
CwuATOOaApHY.—No. 3.831. Cinematograph i4>paratu«. C, F.

W.. and S. .M. Portaaa.

Cou>va CiMuiAToaBAPaT.— No. 4,063. Production of photographic
ftlma in natural culoaia. T. M. Sander* and R. Wellealc.v.

Platm axo Films.—No. 4.360. Photographic platee and film*. E.
B. Smith. ,.

CiXEHAToaaAPiiT.— No. 4.072. Cinematograph*. P. Town*. B. 6ut.

diSe. and J. Wren
Waaana.—No. S004. Apparatoa for wMhing phutographic print*,

fthna, etc. B. L. and J. and R. Oidfield.

CiaaauToaBArHT.—Na 4770 C*nwM4ugra|di film-printing *p-

paiatoe. R. K. Haarn.

CixKitATOQRAPav.—Na SUA Cinanatografdi film-priiitiiy ap-

paratoa. H. V. Lawiay aad C. M. Williamaon.
CixKiUT«MaApaT.—No. 46K. Cincenatograftha. R. 8. MoConnrll.
CwKMATOoaAnrr.—No. 4816. Ciueaato^afih appaiatoa. W.
Oltway and Co. and A. Wood

BoTAmv PooioBaAvrar—No. 4663. Rotary idiutognivurc prinMiig
auchiae*. W Pickup.

COMPLBTM SPBCiriCATtOSS ACCEPTED.
rtem eperi/fcaKeaj art ettatnaW*. frit* M: eocA. port fru, fnm

Ua Pmtnt Ofie*, $S, Sumlkamplan BuiUinfi, Chanetiy Lent,

Jearfea. W.O.

ria rfoto *a hradtt* to tkml tf mpfiiemti»n in tAu eotuUty; cr

tkraad, in Uu earn af fmttnig fraiittd undtr iht Inttmaticnal

Ceaetafiea.

AnoKAm CAMaaAa.—No. 121.Sab (Ueoember 20, 1917). The m-
vaatiaa ooaaiato in a Aim camera tor aeroplane pholugrsphy, in

wktoh the eperatioM of awving forward the band of 61m, preaaing

it la the focal-plaae, nleailag and reaetting' the shatter and reoord-

hig the aomhar of eipoaaiea are performed aafomattoally.

The aMohaaiMi amy be contained ia a bos if. Fig 2, aacured to a

CMittg t forming a mil film aUadunaot which to drtarhable from

or hinged to tha camera and haa removable end* ao that it nuy
be loaded in daylight. A* shown in Fig*. 3 and 4, a spindle or

iMnal a U mounted in the aide* d' d' of the box d, and bean
wbeeb and ram* by which the mechaniams pre operated, the spindlr

being driven by a worm-wheel 6 fmm a nhaft c. The film i>

drawn acroae tha expoaure aperture by manglerollers r' «', Figs.

1 aod 2, and to fad to a takenp spool /'. The mangle-roller «' ii

driven intemiittinKly by a wheel A on the spindle o which has teetli
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Toaad aboal thre»^aart«n of iU circumference and gears with a

whMl •, a locking rim A* extended round the untoothed part of

tha wheel k and one or more locking sectors i of the Maltese cross

typa on the side of the wheal t ensuring that the roller e' is

ttationarv during exp«auie. Proper meshing between the wheels

A, i may b« enaand by the provision of pins at each end of the

untoothed part of the wheel A which engage the radial parts of

the locking sector k. The motion of the wheel i is communicated

to the roller «' through a wheel j which engages a wheel / on

the abaft of the roller. The take-up spool I' is driven through a

friction drive from a wheel o on the spindle a, the drive being

throng a friction clutch vo % wheel p having a crank s on its

spindle which engages a radially slutted aim s' on the spindle of

the apool.

The abutter may be of tlie fooal plane type and may
bo adjusted in the usual manner for varying the exposure. It is

set through the medium of a partially toothed wheel ( on the
spindle a which drives a wheel t' through a friction drive. A
star wheel v on the side of the wheel <' is engaged by a finger uj'

when the wheels are about to mesh to ensure proper meshing.
The shutter is released while the wheels t, I' are out of mesh by
the operation of a cam x upon the end of a lever y which moves a
lever y' connected to the shutter release. Alternatively, the
shatter may be of the between-lens type and be set and released
through Bowden wires from levers operated by a cam or cams on
the spindle o. The film is pressed against a transparent plate m
during exposure by a plate 1 which is raised against spring pressure
during the fllmihift by means of levers 2 and links 3, the spindle

9 and a spindle 6 being connected by means of an arm 7 bearing a

pin, and a slotted arm 8 on the spindle 9, and the spindle 6 being

turned through a lever 5 by a cam 4. A punch 22 for perforating

the film between exposed parts may be provided, and may be
operated through a bell-crank 23 fastened at one end to a spring

z and linked at the other end to a lever 2. Means for indicating

the number of exposures made may be driven by a, pin 11 or by a

lever and cam, and a counter dial may be mounted in front of the

pilot's seat when the carafra is nsed on an aeroplane and be

J ^ '/

^feii^^M^f'

Fig. 4.

operated by a Bowden wire from the camera Means for stopping

the mechanism after each exposure may comprise a pin on the
wheel h in the path of which a stop may normally project, the
stop being capable of being withdrawn when desired by a hand-
grip release operating through a Bowden wire. A slipping friction-

drive may be arranged between the motor and the wheel 6.

According to the provisional specification, means may be provided

for automatically stopping the mechanism when a roll of film

has been completely exposed, such as a trip-lever throwing out a
spring clutch in the motor drive, or means for breaking the cir-

cuit of the current to the motor ; the film may bo shifted by
mechanism which starts its movement slowly and gradually in-

creases ite velocity until it attains a maximum, and then gradually

decreases ; and the shutter may be set by a pawl and ratchet

mechanism. Harold Workman, 12 University Gardens, Kelvin-
side, Glasgow.

ilnalecta*

Bxlractt from our wtthly and monthly contemporaries.

Curing the Smoke Trouble in Flashlight Work.
Having to make many flashlight exposures for business purposes all

the year round (wrdites Mr. H. G. Grainger in the " AmaJteur Photo-
grapiher and Photography " for March 12), it became necessary to

devise some means for trapping tihe smoke after the powder has
been fired, the idea being to confine the smoke in a suitable recep-

tacle and release it later outside the house. The appliance takes

the form of a ibox in which tJie flaahlight iian be fired. The box
was bought at the grocer's, the measurements being 24 ins. by 16
ina. Iby 13^ ins. deep, i.e., front to back.

The ibox is lined wiUi wihite asbestos, which serves the double
purpose of fire prevention and refleoting the ligiht. In the centre

of the bottom is a tin box Kd for the flash powder, in the middle of

which a small piece of touch paper is placed in am upright position.

The front of the box is a door hung on hinges, on the inside edges
of iwhich are strips of velvet.

At aibout the centre of the lower edge of the door of the box a
brass spring catch is fitted, which works in such a manner when
the door falls a.fter the flash has taken place, by engaging its com-
plementary part fixed in the middle of the front edge of the bottom
of the box, thereby effectually keeping the smoke inside. The box
is then oarried into the open afr, and, the door being opened, the
smoke issues in a rush and vanishes at once.
On a couple of rods of light wood a muslin diffusiing screen bangs

from the lower edge of the door by a couple of picture rings at
the ends. By the use of these rings the screen is detachable, so

that previous to the work being commenced the musJin can be
soaked in water to olbviate the danger of fee.
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meettnos of Societies.—

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIKS FOB NEXT WEEK.

l«." J. H.

Oukoa PriMt^." J.OwiM*.
-PwrMMlhllHiMlimi—II

He ahowed pfaotofiaplia in mhiA Uie cntij*! dcfinitiork

oT«r thu angle wu nniiann. A aeooDd model ot lena working at
an afiertara of f/6 waa uwtamjtuJ frcan only two typaa of glaaa.

and, though limiUd to tfaaae ofiiical ma«eri«l8, the perionnMioe, aa-

ahonm by {)hotogi«|d>a, waa of m very high order.

In a brief Mm imwiiii, Mr. Conrad Beak refarred to the oonmioiv

fallacy that a lena wikaeh iolAUcd the aine ooodMoo waa neoaaaarSy
free from eoaia. The auaeaaea|i(aoa wim doe io djarsgard <4 the
bahanoar of obliqae pandk. liaot. JanningB gare aome paiiicolat*-

of Hia {afaDtograpUc caaMi* made in the lonn of a Lawia gun and*
of rery graai rdloa in 4ha training of air |iilota in machine gunnery.
On the fwopoailioa of the Cbaiiman, the hearty thanka of the

iiatiwg wara acrordad to the leotunr.

BOTAL PHOrmORAPHIC SOCIETY
.raw kaU TbH^ay, Jfaitft U. Mr. W. & Fi K.C. ia

tlM tkiftt Air Fa*** aat graat

I «o acMU Jitailiua, a caHaia " raltaf aMaci."

I oaa^ he fuiwiai' dearnbed aa briHascy af

atatMl to ttmm. Ma im «
and their fiai^aa M lfca« to

wid>idfar raairil by a fatthar aarwelhw of tka «aMa of the laM
f^a wafb 4aM bjr om of Ikair wmttmmttimm.Mr. A. WnmUkmrn.
ha« Mde » iiiiilli «a pwiati a Imm aiMdt te ita iiiiiMi •(

to tha Zawa TMaar. Mr. Af^liiaa bara, bgr mmtm •( • ««y

bamtio* of M^ly abH^aa paacOa, ami yiMad m* the iiMfilaiity

«ftba3ili«lilliaiiJHd>wawiraMfyiwiiafp»aL Haabvwad
lakao by tba Obaka Aviar and Hw ZaU

Taaar «f aqaal ioeal langtba aad latatira ayartara, (be

a« tbafcMar al ai«l« af U da«Maa Md » <

iHradly laaa «baa Ifeal of the latter; aad be Ibaa pwiaadid to

«! a pmjaeliaM ati|nialM. Indig iB iwI tart cbarta pbiiluyafti I

with tba raipartira laMaa by the RoyiU Air Fona, ia tba aoana of

I of laaaa iMyplM, ^mrn aaan to

Mgb yatfaeliao of

of OHM, Ibo leetarar aMHHoaad fbotapafba Irftaa at

a iMighk of S| ailaa with a 4^ Cooka Arar ia wIM Iba pNaa*.-e

of fcaibad Wirt eo«M be drtaelad.

A fartbar Aort *«ar taM Md by Mr. nMiifciai. of Mi
ia Hm Maaa Xf««a laaa

In tba alaadard fattam of Xpm

ktiiag a haaat aa aafla of. aay. 6o dagraaa «M JaiaitiDa te the

m^ad la »,!. pb . t ni .tt7»>l-hii4y«a^!S''^
"^

ef Iba ftaU faa ««wd *a aatgiaa of tba idala. "Omf
tera. MdMad Iba analnHliaa at tba Itaa » M «• yiaM •

1*1^ rv^^v^^ ^nn aaaHB^HW aanaoawa awar aa aagM of oo

CBOYDOX CAMERA CLUB
Mjl Q. a. .\mn*asta, an evei^welcome viaitor. laat week gave »
laatani-leetaro on ' More Cnrioaitiea Seen Under the Mioro-
aeope," a title, he aaid, which was an improTcatant on the one-
aaa* to tba aerretary. Cnrioaitiea. of coune. need not be mien>-
atopie. aad. if memory aarrea aright, the " Walnia " once deBned>
the waaitiin a* a weird eollection of human odditiea. True, at

the taaa be happened to be under aentence of death by boiling-

oil for waking an anfottonate mistake in the day on which the
weekly awrttyga are held, and this may hare eokrared hia vision.

Ai pesated oat by a member, perhapa the only thing appertaininir
t-j the elab which might repay microscopic examination ia ita re-

kat tba high po««r raqoirad iatit>dacea <)ifficaltiea hardly
Maatariag with aacwa ao ptohlaraatieal.

"Cmriomttr aad —ihiBaii ! " cried the mmdotUI "Alice in

Woadcriaad " whea ahe found heraalf " opening out like the-

largaa* talaatopa that crer was " What she would hare exclaime<f

m»f ha left le the im^aation if she had seen the leg of a dragon^

Hy Iba aba of a Im tnmk. not to mention the many other tiny

paapla aad thtaci "epcaed oat" by Mr. Ardaaeer. And little

AMaa vaald have andawlBod qaita waO hia delightfully clear ex-

of tba sMimk slide* shown, for he dr«a not believe ii>

with the depicted defunct unleoa eom-
Fnr inaUaee, when differentiating brtween diatoma.

of the oaoal terrible idrntiflcalion labels, what could be-

er claaivr than paiating with the at4rk to that " triangular

Withowt d.jabt lb* amat iataiaating elide* illoatratMl the dalTiv

dil diaeoM. «hirh in oa* diatrict akm* caaasd a loaa of £150,000.

It 4eaB aat nmfin* ita riragea to daflodila, but extends to ot)i<T

plaat aad v»g*t*blr life, and can be atarrrd on barren aoil fnr

te* yaara aad tuaia mp «ailiag at the end of the faat. When the-

kjr Ih* Boyal HorticnUnnil Society to in-

waa known be.rond the fact that

of the Imoble, and it was only after

ckae atody for « long time that thair Ufa habits were rerealad by
thia Sbarlork Hohaca of the mictoacoptc world. No core has as

yat ka«n fooad, bat it is to be hoped that soma bacteria will be-

diaroewrad with a flne appetite for tbia particnlar spread.

Oae little aoarine inse*^ shown Mr. Ardaseer aaid he approached*

wHk aoaM diSdenc*. m ita habita wers extremely bad, and il»

BMW waa " Harper." Ktaalaally it Inrt iu tongue. " Then it is-

entafady aa cunuecthm with our ' Harpur.' " emphatically oh-

and (he lecturer looVed relieved. Dealing with-

who are almost eselaaively vagelariana in fact,

ia aapect, for ther hardly look like beaata of prey, he-

aaid oae Tartety, asaally killed by gardeners, is their hart friend,

for it daroafB aiinaa and other pasta. A most hearty vol* of

thaaka waa aecordad Mr. Ardaaier for a lecture listened to with-

iaiaae* iateraai. Hia way of starting with " Oentlemen, includ-

ing tba Praaidiwt." ia a aaat awthod of escaping the invidioaa

infiiiata eeatained in the eartoawfy fataiola.

Fri«ad* of Mr. A F. Catharia* (pMi-Pr«aident) will learn with>

icreet rrgret that, from the symptoaia described, hie favonrite do^

is andoobtedly soarring froai the daSodil diaeaae.

MiBijtiio R*n.w«r Imnrttm Paoraoajiniic Sorrcrr.—At Uir-

awMwl gaaaral meeting on MoaAay, March 3, the President, MV.

W. N. Baaaiull, in Iba ebab-. Iba aaaari nport aad alatawant o7
Sa aocsrty to be in i*
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IkiMieial oomiition. Officen for the coming seaaon were

Quoted M foUowi:—Preiident, Mr. J. E. Anderson; x-ioe-presi-

4ento, McMn. R. W. Hold, F. J. Gnwsle)-, and T. Ward ; hon. sec.,

Mr. C. 0«d«by Thorpe ; hon. treasurer, Mr. T. A. Luxford ;
hon.

udikir, Mr. J. J. Hennemiey ; Committee, Meears. Bell, Caulkin,

Pegg, DkUman, and H»mmerilcy. Mr. H. C. Croes, secretary of

tiM Leioeatar Photogtaphio .Sociciy, then gave his lecture, " Holi-

days in Dartiyahire and De\-on«hire," which, with its accompanying

laatarn slide iMustrationii, vras vei-y much enjoyed. A hearty vote

ol lluuiln ««a accorded to the Ircturer. Mr. R. W. Reid then pi-o-

|KM«d • vdt« of tlianka to the retiring president. He said Mr. W.

N. Baactoft had been president of the society since October, 1917,

and tlioi^ therf wiTt> many other claims on his time, he had main-

tained • keen and helpful interest in the society. All would rexret

Mr. Bancroft's retirement, but in Mr. J. E. Anderson he would

have • very able successor who had always been active lor the

auciety's good since its inception. The hon. secretary seconded Mr.

Reid'a proposal, and the vote of thanks was passed with much

eulhusiaam. There ore now 170 numbers of the sodety, an increase

of ten during the past year. I'pwards of forty members have

•er\-ei with his Majesty's Forces in the war, and three have made

the supreme sacrifice. A Roll of Honour is being prepai-cd and will

be hung in the Institute. The Hon. .Secretary announced th^t efforts

will be made to revive the sununer e.xcursions and the annual

ealabition, and for the ne.xt win/ter session it is hoped to arrange

aome evenings for the benefit of bep'uinei-s in photography, in addi-

tion to the usual lectures and denio.isti-ations to be provided.

commercial ^cegai intelllgeiicee

NEW CO.MFAMES.
DosXASTEB RoTOi-HONE Co., Ltd.—This private company was

rei^tered on Maivli 5 with a capitaJ of £2,000 in £1 shares. Objects,

to carry on tlie busuitss of and employ, as far as poesiUe, the share-

holders in the company in producing by mechanical and other means,

|il>otographic view oards, birthdiay and otiher cards, photogi-apliers,

etc First directors :—W. A. Roelich, 18, Oxford Place, Doncaster,

photographer ; J. Simonton, 27, Young Street, Doncaster, photo-

;;rapher; and B. H. Gray, 3, Hall Gate, Doncaster, law student.

Registered office, 6a, f3t. George Gate, Doncaster.

ReiDs ana Rotes*—»

—

SiLVZRiNO MlBRORS Writing to the " English Mechanic," Dr.

Charles C. Godfrey, of Bridgeport Conn., gives the following

direotiona for silvering g'.as8, by the Lundin method :—

-

(1) Make a stock solution of nitrate of silver which shall con-

tain 5 grains to each fluid drachm of distilled water.

(2) Make a stock solfution oi pure ftonaildehyde 'which shall

<?rntain 10 minims to each drachm of distilled water.

(3) Make a saturated solution of chloride of tin (pure stan-

nouk chloride) in distilled water.

Determine the amount of fluid necessary to cover the surface

of the mirror vhen in the silvering dish to a depth of J in., silver-

ing (ace up.

Use 2 drachma of the stock silver solution and 2 drachms of

the stock formaldehyde solution to each fluid ounce of the required
oir>ount of silvering solution as thus determined.

Having removed the old coat of silver with ndtric acid and
v/a^hed the surface, take a large wad of surgeon's cotton soaked
in chloride of tin solution and lub the surface of the mirror
thoroughly with it, then, holding the mirror under a stream of
water, continue to rub until all the tin chloride is removed from
both cotton and mirror.

Now cover the mirror, in a dish, with water about 20 deg, F.
wanner than the temperature of the air. Ordinary water from
the tap will do.

Prepare the silver solution in the usual way with aqua-ammonia
until the predpiute formed is nearly dissolved, and add water
t4> make one half the required amount of silvering solution.
Take the requisite quantity of formaldehyde solution in another

vessel and add water enough to make the other half of the re-

quired solution. Now place the mirror in the silvering dish. Mix
the silver and formaldehyde solutions thoroughly, and quickly

IKiur over tho surface of the mirror.

It is not so necessary with this method to have distilled water

as with tiho potash method. Rain water, or, in many localities,

surface or reservoir water, will do a.s well, but it is advised to

try it out on a small scale first to see if the water is suitable.

I believe that the use of the chloride of tin is to remove any

film of oil or grea.se whicli may be on the surface of the mirror,

which it does beautifully and leaves the surface so that it remains

wet all over when stood on edge.

It is essential that all tin chloride be removed from the mirror,

however, or tho silvered surface will be mottled

I find a cheap pair of rubber gloves prevent soiling of the han.is

and preserve tho surface of the mirror from finger marks.

Mr. Lundin surrounds his mirrors with a band of heavy bandage

soaked in beeswax and tied on. This prevents any portion of

tho mirror being .iilvered except the surface. This causes some
saving in the quantity of silver required, but as this is not a

heavy item where one miiror is to bo coated, I prefer the usual

method of using a dish slightly larger than the speculum, coated

with paraffin wax. Besides, it is claimed that a mirror retains

it.! figure better with changing temperature if silvered all over.

Always silver with tho face of the mirror up.

I am under the impression that the silver surface thus produced
is harder and more durable than that produced by other methods,

besides not i-equiring quite .is careful manipulation.

Correspondcncee
*,* Correspondents sfumld never turite on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of a»nmu7i,icatiotis unless the names and
addresses of the vyriters are tfiven.

',' We do not undertake respoiisibility for the opinions expressed
by our correspondents.

CINEMATOGRAPH OR KINBMATOGRAPH.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I question whethea- Mr. Lockett ia right when he
.says it is the general rule in EngWi words derived from Greelc

beginning with or oontainiog k to convert k into c, although in thoj-e

words which have come from Greek through Latin the change no doubt
is sometimes made. But it is not'a matter of sjielling only ; it is a.htt

one of pronunciation. Many Greek-derived words, when spelt with
c are pronounced k (camera), whiile in some the c is soft (centre), both
of which come from Greek tlirough Latin. There is no rule.

But there are several words whicli come direct from Greek in

.vhich the k is not converted ; Kilo, kaleidoscope, katabolisjn, kero-

sene, and (more to the point) Irinemaiic and kineitic. These last two
were established in the language before the word in question—which
ia compounded from tliem—was required, and to prove only
patriotism seems hardly an adequajte reason for departing from its

proper spelling; or, if it must be spelt c out of politeness to our
Ally, for the cacology of pronouncing it 8.—^Youi"s truly,

Epsom, March 8, 1919. Tr.^vebs J. Bbiant.

PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE ROYAL ENGINEERS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Itwias with interest I read of the doings of the R.E.s
in tihe great war. May I, however, be permitted to add anotlier

branch of photographic work carried out (by thiat magnificent coips

wliidh is not known at all by the general public, if even in tlie

jjliotogi'a'phic world. I refer to the taking of photographs recording
progress of such huge works as the construction of the train ferries

now running so succe-ssfuUy between this country and France, the
construction of that new Kent port of RioUboro, mumerous
aerodromes, and last, ibut not least, tlie National sihipyards at Ohep-
ebow, Beachley, and Portbury.

It was my good fortune when in khaki to be aAjtively connected
with that work. To record progress weekly of such huge works has
entailed a gigantii amount of work and skill. The demand of the
big folks up in London to see the actual progress at intervals was
no better portrayed than by photogiiaphs. The work of taking
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Umm pfaotogniiM 1mm ofl«o rattod wMi oo* or iwo omd at c«oh

jot), aad «b« difiealtMa in obtoioiiig aaitMb •oooaunodatioo fa»Te

•t timw bwB MomoBa. Bmtmi gpoto daroid of faouMB. water.

•ttifaUl lifhl aiaat ti>« photognviMr om hk iwiivmL Still, tb«

photogrtfilMr haa to get to work balora iba Mtaal profTMi itorU,

to abow what tlw ^a«« wva Iflca to eonaanee wMb, and de^ta
•11 thaw dnwbadu, pliota(ni|)iia Iwva to be takco, daraloped and
ytiitted on tha tpot and daapartdiad quickly to H.Q. To«(cther with
Uia carrying of MjuipoiaBt, generally a 12 by 10 uiitfit, tlia

alkiMBg abwt to gat adrastagaoua poaitioaa, makea tha lot of tha
{Aotognfihar htj no maaaa • plaaaaot ona to eooMiMoce with. With
ikM. htmertr, wnJiMuHa mfmovt, and tba work of rarording the
pmgi«M baxwMa men and more interaating.

Aa your «aMTn|K«dant nmarkad. the Air For* baa got all the
ploou, tet, after aM. tba B.E^ hare deae an enormoM amoani of
work, and hare done it wall, too.

Fbasci* H. BrocKiL.

THE .\881STANT QUESTION.
To tlM Editota.

OaatlMMo.-Aa the praaairt onrriapoafcaca oo thk aabjeet haa tha
appaaranea of cloaing. thnm^ laek ol iaiartat. I aboaU lika to add
ooa or two oEaenrationa bafaw liia aad comaa.
Reriewing tha whoia mattar fanadljr, I baliaTe itm* an many

who wiU waleoaaa tha dimpyaar—ta of thk topic fivaa ika teiwmm
ofyonr inlwliwg yafar. No dodU thaM aia many aaylMn ako
hoaaatly wodd ba aony U any acfaeaM for tha atandaidkb* of aC-
daaey. aa applied to aaaiataaU, eama into rogaaL jUw ihaM ai«
any aaaaatanta who have no kaan daiira to train or to qualify
farther. ^ '

Tha reaaona (or thaaa atHladaa ara qatU apparent, and, tutwi
ron^y, ara a* follow .-Thooa aaipfeyacs tithar do not want aUOad
aaaiataaU. ar thajr do wool tfcam at tha prka of oaakillad Jaboor
Thoea aaalifcnU haMora that a mion of pbologi^ltie aaafalaato would
•arara to tkan all tha ad«antag«a of aatf-odraiifmiiat witboot any
panoaal aflort or adtiaraaMat.

The opiatoaa aad aqggaatiooa of aaaiataala who wiab to
advann iai rt ^y marit art, I baliare, baiag OBOaclad by Mr. Mi
Adamo. An tha tmployera who r*<)iiirc tha aarrkaa of each
ante giriag him the nccraaary (upfiurt lo anaUa him to farm a bMia
(or a dear aebama? Of comm, there ia ao daCaiU «~*Vrt<T» that
they aia praparad to taterUin earioMly any acheaM at all, aad oaa
can oaljr hop» that Mr. .%dama will aot kboar in raia.
Glaadag again orrr Ihia rorr aa|iuadaun , I think aaployan hare

eoatribaiad ««7 Uttia aoaad matlar lo it. Tha latlan of thoaa who
hara wn lrlbalad «• not coariadag, aad aot oaa haa diaehad bia
poinu If aaaMaaU ara iliifatad to ba faMflcient, it ia aardy timo
that proof ba aatabliahad. aad «« all kaow wbara we are. It ia not
jnrt to na.w^ ara a mfdaali. to haro oar abBitiaa w^mOttad to a
t«at which it iadiridaal, rariabU, aad erMaatly etharaaL If there
ia ao wnngaiaiil degree of efkiracy to be atlainnl, it dwald not ba a
mattar lor ooai|ilabit that it U lacking. Aa onwrittaa law of e*.
Heaey ia neither dadrahia or ptacticaL

laaAdency ia aoaae appUeatiooa ie andoahladly aa ftirmifal
abatnct. I do not apply tha* gaaerally, (or I know that in photo-
graphy lo^y thora are paapla who ladi oraa altmaatary kaowladgOL

they ara thara. and thoy live. Yat tha raapoMJbility for thoaa
ila dom not raat with aaaiataaU. Wmllii iitialan mi^ orar-

, aagineariag.

lax and apathetic

Cadoab(o4l|y aalam flAn action i* taken, at eome not diataat
period, pholognpky aa a frolami un wiU rt>»m to esiai. SkUlad
aaaiataaU wiU knomi aa tuna it qoantity. and the Adaro maalofa
of the photogr^bic art wOl be mated (or tha OMkillad aaaiaUnt*
a( l»day.

lb daamad akUl and to rtOBgatae it ia lo bald ty a pio(«aai.di,

wbirh will ba aUa to pay aalariaa ia aeeocd with ita cbima •* a

Fw fMdta. Wilhoat thai dam an il (or akin and iu re(Nngnitir.a. •
oidaa af plwloyapllh amtatanU . IrraapodiTe of nkill. u bound to

4moaa tho oaly meana of aecaring a living wage. Tboao two waya
of aJTM ianil I laiiaind to all wbo tMok aatkody, if thoy are
warik aaadilaralluii.

TkaiAiag yM (ar yoor cvnrteey in pabHabing thaee lattera.—
Toara tmly. Rowitra Bammi.

fUigato, March 4, 1919.

ffnsiom to CorrespotidentSa

BPECIAL NOTIOE.

Im aeweataewai e/ §tft*ral rtdueii tmfpKM of paper, om <>e reatW-

tf'pnkibUiam »f th» i/mforiMiam ot muek vrood pttip mud gram .

a aaaaUar ipae* teUl te avaiUbU umtU fwrthmr wolioa for repWea

pe ee^raepotiaaiua.

Horoofr, «w uMl mtmm bt poet if itampod mtd oddraaaad raoe-

bpe M aaaloied t»^ rqdy; 5.o»iU. Jalerwa^oaai Cowpoa. fnm
naim ahroad.

Tk$ fuU tm*$tiem tmd aawwara wiO 6e pr«ia«d eaf» m Ike eaaf V
ia<Mir<«a o^pawefal ia««rart.

Qaariea U te atuwortd m th* fridaf'B " Jommal " mad reaek ai

aot lattT tkaa gSieadoy (poatad MoHdmt), aad tkaaki >a

(e (ha JEditora.

PoaicAao.—if (d laU patHoni, with ouUide diilaaion adjodaneat,

abo««£13.

O. C.-^Thie apparatoa came largely from .Vinerica, and now, in

oommoa with other photographic good*, it among the prohibited

importa. NVe should think your be»t chance of getting one would

be from oae of the aecoodhand deal<>r«.

J. C.—W* are afraid *at your deaenplioa of the two ClanMoi and

ftilmii l^am ia atill a little vague. Wa dwuld say tAiat tho

Aoriar ibeoa lena U oaa that waa aokl at a half-plata and the

odior aa a hrge cahinel or wiioto-pUto. It U dii&onM to oaljniato

the value, bat we have latdy beard of one of the largw aiaa bdng

aoM by a dealer (or £8^ aad tha other woidd, wo aboold aay, in

lika pioporltaa ho woath about £4. We think y«o dioald have

ao diSerfty in goltkig *roa gniaoaa fcr tho aorogtaph.

. B.—Additioa of aeatie, nitrie, or ontki acid deatroya mora or

lom tha adlli^ qaalitiet of the gelatino, and tirae reniera the

gabtina mora aolaUe. But. of coorae, by troattng it in thia way

yoaradnea tha iddagproiiartiaa of the Jelly. Wo know of no way

of iocraoaiag the aolaUlity of tba gaUtino -without doing thia.

Yoo might try teversl ndl additkwa of cUoral hydrate, but we

think that with thia aleo yon deetroy tho JolUfying property. The

maker of aeinldaaa wallj dooa what yoo teem to have in view by

minag aoft aad bard galtiaaa together

T. 8. SfrnwABT.—The Axing bath which ia tha moat rapid in action

i« one ronUininR 8 nunoee of hypo per 20 onncea of water, together

with fomc ammonium chloride. Tlie quantity of the latter it not

very materid, bat one to two ouncm would be iniBcient. Except

for the greater apaad with which the emaliion it dita<Jved oat of

the plaU in the fint inatanoa, there ia no advanUge in the uaa

of flier conUining ammoaiom diloride : on the other hand, it ia

poMiblo that a bath of thia kind, aa it bacomee axhaoated, acU

leee latiafactorily than one containing hypo onljf.

a. B. B.—The heal Ina in the porUble itudio trade it Meaara

Boolton aad Paol, Noandich, bat it ia «<ary doabtfal if they oan

lupply at the praoent tioie. You might try having the ttndio

nude kKally if yoa can And a boilder who doee not tpeak ot

wood aa tboogh it ware gold, but we ihoold certainly think that

yoor beat chance of getting a ttudio at a moderate price would

be thfoogh A imall advartiaement in onr colonma. With the

prograaa of drmofatliaatioe of campa in thia coantry wa imagine

that there mual he a fair number of theae ttodioa rhanging

handa.

f P.—For exlrandy fine grain it ia naoaaaary to uae the flnrnt

grade of carborundum powder, each aa you can buy from Meaara.

0<>orge Adama, 256, High Hdbora. London, W.C, but avail thia

will not bo ooflMaatly line for yoor purpoae until you have got

rid of tha ooanar particlee in it by atirring up in water, allowing

tho coaraar elamenU to tubcide, then pouring off the other and

aDowiag tha Boa carboroodois to tattle. 2. Ply wood can be
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booKfat in email qaantitiM from any of the dopflte of Mewrs.

Hobbin, Ltd. ; the addresa of one is 66. New Oxford Street,

London. W.l.

8. B.—Yon will certainly find the half-watt lamps simpler in use than

tha area, and we should say that four SOO c.p. lamps will do all

yoD require. Theae should )>e fitted with reflectors so as to throw

all »he light possible upon the white »creen. It is very necessary

to ran the lunpa at their full voltage to secure an actinic light.

A alight drop in the voltage hardly affects the visual value, but

may increase the exposures by 25 per cent. Have you looked into

the question of using tlie '•gridiron " pattern of mercury vapour

lamp? This illuminates the negative by dire<'t light, and is much
in favour in the nntt<>d Staten. It in made by the ('ooper Hewitt
Westinghouse Co., 80, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.

(! F..—The only l)ook of instrnrtioii in collotype i.s
" Photo-

Mechanical Processes." by W. T. Wilkinson, price 4.S., from
Meaars. Hamptons. Carsitor .Street, K.C. But it would be im-

poasihle to qualify yourself for practical collotype work merely
by learning the subject from r. liook. Vou would rec|uire a

oi.urw i.( practical in.<itru<tion such as is available at the L.C.C.
Sohool <.f Photo-Kjigraving, Bolt Couiil, Flee* Street, Tx)ndon,
E.O. .\fte:- .such a cours-, the working of the process should
not b«' iteyonil th;- capacity of anyone of i-easonablc photographic
experience.

P. B.—We have no opportunity of discovering the precise for-

ipulaa you seek from the " Phot*.giia(|>lnc Bulletin," but the custo-
mary methiHl of sensitising silk is first to immerse it in a
solution of salt and gelatine. T\^e Iceland moss which you men-
tion i« an alternative to the gelatine, which does not possess, so
far as we know, any appnxjiable advauta^'e. The solution is :—
Water, 10 oza. ; common salt ^ sodium chloride. 100 grains

;

gelatine. 20 grains. This solution is made with the aid of heat,
and, after saturating the eilk. the latter is stretched on a frame
and, when dry, brushed with a solution of silver nitrate, 40
grains to the ounce. After .igain drying, it is ready for printing.

J E'-yl- A licence is necessary from the Ministry of National
Service for starting a new retail business, but we think you will
have no ditBculty in obtaining it. You require to write to the
Director of National Service, 84, Westboume Terrace, I'adding-
ton, N.W. 2. No reason whatever why you should not call
your studio the " Royal " providine you do not display any
sign resembling the Royal Arms. 3. Photographers' studios are
subject to the provisions of the .Shops Act so far as concerns
the atodio and partj of the premises where the public are re
ceivod. The Act itself provides no limit as to the lateness of
dosing, but makes it compnlsory to close the studio for one
half-day in each week.

ABTunoAL Light.—I am about to commence a photographic buai-
neaa, and -would ibe much obliged to have your advice on the
lighting of my studio, the size oif wWoh is 16 ft. x 7 ft. I can
only use ortilioial light, ond intend .to have lialf^wa/tt lamps. Can
you tell me the candle-power and number of lamps required, andm what poeition to place them? As I have only 7 ft. across the
atudio, doea this distance allow for a good ligliting effect for
taking portraiu iij) to .-aibineit size?—B. H.
^e 'Width of your rtudk) ie so smaM that it ia difficult to say

whrt wotUd be tJie beat arrangement, but we (have found a single

Brther that or two 1,000 c.p. half-^abt lamps shoiAl be sufficient
rf placed near the wall about 6 ft. from the background and 7 ft
hjgh. Use thin -wtite caJroo as a diJFuser and if possible a circular

^i"\r^! T*t "'^^Z
"'* y*"" '" ''y'"8 t« do without flash-

K J'« ,! 'V'*'''*'. " '* "" °" '^^ «"»" ^'^^ y°" «re under
the difficulty, when usmg gas alone, of making it very hot if it
«• n*ce.»ary t.^eep the light burning for any large proportion
of the tmie. On the other hand, when using flash powder, you
have the drawback of generating smoke if much use is made
of the lamp. There are two good lamps—the " Howellite "

of
MM«rs. .1 .1. Oriffln and Sons, Kingsway, W.C, and the

I

Powerful, of Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, W.C. There
la also a combined fla.sh and gas lamp made by the Trees Com-
ply, 4, Bathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.l. The only other

alternative, apart from the electric light installation, which

would cost probably anything from £200, is the paraflfln mantle

lamp of the Blanohard Oil Lamp Co., 151, Farringdon Road,

E.C.I, but if you can get gas tlhere is lattle reason for conRider-

ing this latter.

C. 0.—1. Assuming that you will not work larger sizes than whole-

plate, and that the bulk will be cabinets, we should recom-

mend a lens of 12 or 13 ins. focal length with a maximum aper-

ture of //4. Ross No. 3 cabinet, Dallmcyer 2a, or perhaps 3b

(this is about 11 in.), or .a Cooke Series IT.a 12 in. The prices

of such lenses now range from about £18 t^i £25. If obtainable

secondhand, they will cn.-t .nbout 25 per rent. less. Lenses of

less well-known makes may be jjicked up at a dealer's for £7
to £8, but these should only ho Iwuglit after testing. 2. With
regard to a studio camera, we can only rpfor you to makers'

catalogues, and, after consulting them, we are afraid yoii will

find some difficulty in getting a new Instrument. The second-

hand dealers can sometimes supply, but just now there is a

dearth of studio cameras and lenses. Messrs. Watson and Sons

and Marion and Co. list excellent models, while American styles

cin be seen at Mes.srs. Kodak's, Kingsway, and the Ausco Co.,

143. Gt. Portland Street, London, W.l

C. E.—1. We recently put your query to a maniifactnrer, and he

said Nature herself cannot make colours to stand the blfttcliin;.;

action of light. Pij^'ments or jnlneHal colours mellow down.

.\lthough improvements are being made and research work Is keen,

no manufacturers will give .^ guarantee with a particular dye that

It is absolutely permanent for all time. For your purpose there

are about twelve exceillent colours classed as "fast" to Us'it.

These have been and are most largely used for colouiiug. Dyes

sold In packets for cotton and woollen goods are not so suitable as

those selected for gelatine. 2. " Dark blue and black water

colours " we presume refer to Antwerp or Pi-ussia.n blue and ivory

or Wue-lblaok, wlhlrfi, being tra,nsparent, require a liomeoiwtliic

dose of Chinese white to give them body or covering power. You
will also have to stijiple the colour to get the modelling required

and hide the sepia base. If you are using SeJtona paper, it saves

time afterwards to (paint a blue dress or a black coat with strong

salt solution before ifixlng. You do not state the make of paper,

but we gather by the word " take " your paper is greasy, in which

case ammonia water, oxgall, or quillala will correct it. Glycerine

and alcohol Is helpful for some papers. Varnish with this, let dry,

and ai^ply your tints. For glossy collodion papers try varnishinn;

with a .mixture of borax and gum araibi;, or for dye work size the

print with i oz. gelatine in 5 ozs. wamn water, allow to harden,

then work on that. Further useful hints on colouring are given

In " B.J.A.," 1919, pages 297 to 301.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Chaapai* It it announced that the prices of drj-
Piat*«« plates have been reduced as from March
11th last. The r«daclion brings quarter-plates to 8/- per

doteo, half-plsdCea to 6/6, and ^whole-plates to 12 8. Taking
the quartar-plate as the basis of oomparison it will thus be

SMO that the reduction to 8/- from 8 8, which was the 6gure

rsaebsd at tha last rue on August 1st, 1018, amounts to a

tiMtion orer 18 per cenL The present price of the quarter-

plaU, in eomparison with the piw-war figure of 1/8 iier dozen,

u still 140 par cent higher. The schedules issued by the

plate-makers gire the complete figures of prices for extra

rapid and ordinary plates, panchroniatics and X-ray pUtos in

both the English and metrie sixas.

Supplamantary Phoiograpben as a whola are not fully
Flaahlitfht. aware of tha advanUges that flsithlight

has to offer at a supplementary illuminant wh«D making

axposurea under diflicdlt oonditioni. It tometimes happens

that a certain amount of day or artificial light i* avail-

abla by which the exposure has to be made— that is, in.

saikMnt of itarlf to light certain portions of the subject

soffctantly for tb«m to be fully exposed before the more
brilliantly illumiualed parts were hopelessly over-exposed.

It is under condiUuns like these that the flash-lamp, which

naed only be of a limple form, or which may even be dis-

pensed with if the prepared powder, such s« Johnsons, is

employed, beoomes of real aaaistance in tolving the diffi-

culty. We may, in explanation, dte an instance of this

which orrurred in our own work aome years ago. The
subject was an interior of aa aacient ablwy, the building

badly lit through stained glass windows, two of which were

dircrtlv facing the camera. The details of these windows,

which were, of course, fairly well illuDiiiiated, were re-

quired in the negative together with a good rendering of

•ome dark oak choir stalls in the foreeround which were

very badly illuminated indeed. A plate was exposed by

meter for the windows, and just before this period was

complete a strong flash was fired, sufficient to illu-

minate the whole of the interior. Careful development

prodneed a negative that was " just right " for its purpose.

The flash should be fired almost at the end of the exposure;

if this in done before, tJiere is a tendency for the smoke from

.

the flash to cause a belt over the picture. The above indi-

cates some simple means of overcoming difficulties due to

bad illumination, and may be noted by commercial photo-

graphers who often are expected to produce first-class

results under very unfavourable conditions of lighting.

Some may be inclined to adopt the usual refle<Aor and

diflnaer in connection with the flash, but though this may

at time* be desirsble when dealing with very irre^laf

.
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lightings, we prefer to increase the flash in strength and
keep further away from the subject if the building will

admit.

Packing Even in such eimple matters as sending
"•**"''••* a negative through the post there are pit-

fklb for the unwary of which anyone to whom nega-

tives come is being constantly reminded by the receipt

of parcels of glass shattered to atoms by the thump
of the post oSice stamp. Enlarging firms who would
caution their customers ought to arrange for them to visit

ikfb sorting floors of a big postal depot. It would provide

• salutary warning against packing negatives between
pieces of card or with no greater protection tlian the card-

Ixwrd plate box in which they travel at the risk of their

lives. Now that so many pursue the photographic
process no further than the making of the negative the
safe transit of the developed plates to the enlar^^er is as
important an item of after-treatment as intensification,

yet many people seem not to know that to make perfectlv
sure of its safe arrival the negative should travel in a wooden
box so that the walls keep the shock of the defacing stamp
off it. If it be prevented from shaking about in the box
by cotton wool, wood shavings, or even crumpled paper
above and below, the sender may challenge the Nasmyths
of St. Martin's-le-Grand to do their worst. One other
little precaution should be noted. If several negatives of
different sizes are being sent together they should be placed
BO as to prevent the smaller bearing unevenly on the larger.
For example, a quarter-plate should not be sandwiched
between two half-platee, but be laid upon them with a
piece of card between.

Fleld-Camepa Those photographers who reside inana Cyole. country districts and have occasionally
to carry a heavy field camera and tripod upon a cycle
realise that if care is not taken such means of transit are
likely to have a very detrimental effect upon their ap-
paratus. The best place for the camera case is without
doubt upon a strong back carrier firmly secured to the
machine, though some workers have a preference for the
front carrier. In the latter position there is a greater
tendency for the camera to be shaken about, while if a
proper carrier is not used there is a certain strain upon the
sides in guiding the machine, especially if the instrument
is a heavy one. Even on a back carrier there is a tendency
for the case to get badly rubbed, and even the instru-
ment itaelf may be scratched if a little care is not taken
aa a preventive. Some time ago, after a cycle journey of
some miles across badly made roads, we had the experience
of a camera case rubbed right through by the vibration
between it and the cycle carrier, together with a broken
plate in the dark slide, which necessitated a further journey
for the purpose of making another exposure. Since then
we have prevented such trouble ever recurring, very simply,
in the following manner. A couple of strips of felt about
two inches in width and about an inch in thickness, such
as may be bought for a few pence at any saddler's, is placed
at the bottom of the camera case for the instrument itself
and shdes to rest upon, and another strip of felt is
laid upon the carrier before the case is out on The
felt will absorb some vibration, and the troubles de-
tailed above will not be encountered. We have also
adopted this idea when travelling on a motor cycle, when
It 18 equally successful. The best place for the tripod is
across the handle bars or along the top tube of the cycle.
Such a plan is far better than slinging the case upon the
operator s back when, if the instruojeo^ is a heavy one, its

A QUESTION OF HYGIENE.

The recent epidemic which we have called influenza, be-
cause we know of no better name, has robbed the photo-
graphic profession of some of its best known members, while
others, happily recovered, have suffered severely from it. As
it is well known that the disease is most likely to attack
those whose vitality has been impaired by any cause, it is

worth while considering the conditions under which many
photographers work.

Comparatively few photographic businesses are carried
on in premises built for the purpose, and in contriving
accommodation for the various branches of work there is

often overcrowding and poor ventilation, both of which are
inimical to health. It is, perhaps, in the dark-room that
the worst conditions prevail, and now that bromide paper
is so universally employed for printing, a much larger pro-
portion of the working-dav is spent therein than was the
case when daylight printing was almost exclusively the
practice. In excluding white light from an ordinary room
there is always a great risk of excluding air as well, and,
unfortunately, few dark-rooms are so contrived that when
not actually in use they can be thrown open so that light
and air are freely admitted. For it must not be forgotten
that light has a purifying effect equal to, if not superior to,

fresh air. In many cases the door forms the only source
of ventilation, and, when closed, the unhappy operator has
to breathe the same air over and over again. A good many
years ago we were consulted with regard to a dark-room
lamp which the purchaser declared was faulty, as, after
being lighted for a few minutes, it commenced to smoke and
gave practically no light. The dealer from whom it was
purchased tested it in his shop and pronounced it to be
in good order. This was also the case when we tried it.

Finally, we ascertained that the dark-room was only about
six feet square, and that it had a well-fitting door, so that
"the light that failed " did so through lack of oxygen.
If an electric bulb had been used instead of a paraflBn
lamp the question would not have arisen, but the operator's
health would certainly have suffered. We have seen in a
prosperous West-End business a dark-room which could
only be u-sed by opening the window for a few minutes after
developing each set of plates. This allowed a change of
air which was quickly used up by the two assistants working
there, rendering another stoppage necessary. Here was a
waste of time from a busine^ point of view, besides incal-
culable damage to the health of the unfortunate inmates.
It is not always realised that a gas or oil flame, which does
much to vitiate the atmosphere of the dark-room, may, with
a little ingenuity, be used to create a current for ventilat-
ing purposes. Even the electric bulb is of some value in
this way, and the small half watts with their much greater
heating power should be quite effective. Dampness in the
dark-room is another fruitful source of ill-health, and we
fear that this condition is often concurrent with bad venti-
lation, making a truly fatal combination. At least one
instance of a robust man contracting tuberculosis through
working in such a room has recently come under our
notice.

We emphasise the necessity for a sanitary dark-room on
account of the much greater proportion of time which is

now spent in it. When daylight printing was used for the
bulk of the work, perhaps two hours a day was the limit
of time for \vhich the operator was actually boxed up; but
with bromide naper as the only medium, he is shut up
practically the whole day. Although we have inferred that
a printing-out process is more healthy for the worker than
bromide in a badly ventilated room, it is quite possible
to conduct it under adverse conditions, the use of the
open arc for printing necessitating much mora space an^
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better v«atil*tion thiin is generally provided. We have
.11 oar mind one work-room where three hu^e pairs of

irbone were being used for printing platiiiotypes giving

a unsupportable fumee, while a large dry-mounting press

-'.irther poisoned the air. The girl employees looked
Liididates for the hospital, and we were not surprised

to iearn that changes in the staff were frequent.

The war has taugfat us many titings, eapeciaUy with

regard to labour, and nothing has been more clearly

damoBstcsted than that true economy of labour consists

in keeping the worker fit by providing healthy workrooms,
working a moderate number of hoors, and promoting

ulnesa generally. One bad praotiee which is common
... ..o«t small businM<M i« for the workers to remain

indoors during meal times. This should be discouraged,
and except in bad weather a little outdoor exercise should
be taken. If there is a lassitude and disinclination to do
this it may generally be assumed that there is something
which requires attention in the state of the premises.
The more sedentary the occupation the greater ibe

necessity for outdoor recreation and exercise. " Health
systems " are too dull for most people and are not likely
to be persevered in, but walking, cycling, rowing, swim-
ming, tennis, net-ball, and even football and hockey are
all valuable medicines, not unpleasant to take, and the
employer will do well for himself as well as for his staff if

he practisce one or other if possible, and enoouragea his
Stan to engage in such recreation.

THE BRITISH ACHIEVEMENT IN AEROPLANE
CAMERAS.

< KK prograis made during tiM war in the design and aann-
•^ of cameras for photographing from aeroplanes has

remained andi«dosed except by the tew and seaevhal
•nsational brief statement* whkh were poblishsd bow and again
ia the lay Prses, and which, it may be said, were naoaUy wideol

Ike mark. Messrs. Brock and lto!*t, in the paper which we re-

printed m oar iasae o( Februarj 21 last, made certain sweep-

lag claims to priority which in the following issoe provoked

dtnial on the pert u( two coneepondenta, both enceptiaaally

wall-iatormod as to what has aetnaUy bean 4mm fat tha predac-

tioa ol cameras tor the Britich air tvrces. Siaee the appoanuMe
el that paper we have had an oppurtaaity ol iaspeetiag at the

Kidbrooke camp ol the Boyal Air FotM canMiaa ispreeenting

the whole range of inatnuaenla whieh hare hmm naed daring

the war from the earlieat day* nntil its termtnatton. The
paper by Major Charles W. Oamble kl the Optical Society on
March 13 U*t hoe also cet forth in very great detail the stepe

hy which aetoplane photography hae been raised to a gnat
state oi perlsetion. It is tharslors well thai ooaw aeaonnt he

girsn ol what haa beaa aeeosnpliahed and of IIm otaflM tkrongk
which the aerial eaaam haa pasMd.
Xt the onthraak ol war photugiaphs Irom aeroplanes or sir-

^aipe had been taken only in qnite a resnil and aaatenr way,

the military aath«Mian wave slow to raeogniae fhe great

which aerial plwtogaaphs would render to the laUlli-

I Branch oi the Army. Within a lew months, howevwr, the

•"tlm» ol tho serial photographa reoeired recognition, and
iinaras spadally made lor the purpooa were first need early

in 1915. The first or A model, long oMa ahnndeaod, waa of

a quite primitive type, coMiflttag ol a wooden sqnare sect ion
eoits shiped body, carrying a lens ol oigki or tan fairibis local

kngth and fitted with a Mackanxie-Wkhnrt ndi^tv lor en-

vslepse taking 5x4 plataa- The caaam had to be held in

tho hand and pointed vertically or obUqnely dowawanis by
the observer as he stood ap in the aeroplane. The Mackensie-
Wiahart system allowed ol a considerable supply ol platae being
taken op, bat the relative fragility ol the envelopea in the

ctnnmatanoss ol their being handled by a wearer ol thick

glovaa, conplod with a want ol soAciani precision in btiagtaig

the plate aocarately into the local plane ol an f/4.S lane, canaad
thu (nrm of plate-holder to be abandoned.
Early m 1816 a modified pattom, the C model, ol the first

iastnimeot was pnt in the hands ol sinMB. It differed chiefly

Irom the previons model in the mean* adopted for holding and
changing the plates. The camera waa fitted with two msgs-

'>es, one containing eighteen 6x4 platee, In metal sheath*,

oich was placed iauMdiately over the local plane, and the

-her (empty) magiahia below it and to one side, the camera.

v»l oonrse, pointing downwards. By means ol a horixontally
moving meUl plate, tho lowermost ol the platee awaiting ex-
posnre waa pashed to one side and waa received in the lower
"^H—fa*. *he operation ol thas ohanging the piste also re-
•oMing the local-plane shutter under cover ol the moving metal
plate. The principle ol mechanically changing platee by die-
charging Irom a holder placed mouth downwards Into one
placed month upwanls has been retained in later models in
which the changing marhanism iisell has been lurthsr im-
proved.

The two (oip^uing cameras were buth of wood, the disad-
vaaUge ol which, as pointed oat by Major Oamble in his paper,
was the liability to expand or contract under the very wide
range ol temperature and climatic conditions to which the
eaaafas anaxpoasd. Inanmneh as a vrry »light alteration ol the
distanws between an fl4.b Ions and the sensitive surlsoe may dis-
tarb the definition, reooarse was had to cameras ol all-matal
constmctton or to one nnnsiiting ol wood bamework, con-
otmcted eo aa to obviate anpanaien and oovsnd with motel
monnlod thereon so as to cause no stresses in the stnictnre
in the event ol iu expansion. The B camera ol the RF.C. =n-

trodaced in 1917 was aa all-meUl camera of this type, snd
was fitted with a changing mechanism similar to that ol the
G model, hot with the difference that the plate was changed
by palling a cord, and, the occulting metal plate being thus
dispensed with, the camera included a capping shutter to cover
the aperture in the local-plane blind during re-eetting. A
larther new device first introdnced in this model was an sd-

jnstehla tens eone by whieh lenses ol bom 8 to 10^ inches focal

length eonld he fitted end rsadily brought into use.

Up to this point all the cameras employing platee waie
operated, as regards ehanging tho plate, entirely by hand, a
system wUeh had considerable disadvantages. Simple as an
ardinniy phntegrarhm woald regard the operation ol the
changing meohani »m , the tact (hat it had to be placed iu the
hands ol men entirely nnlamiliar with photographic appara-
tas called lor a changing device which would be free from
mjshandling by tlM hnman operator. It need hardly be said
tlMt the airman has many other things to do beaides taking
phetagraphs, and that he carries uii his work always under
the conditions of fire from eoetuy sntiaircraft batteries and ol

attack Irons anemiy machinee. Thus the next step, and one
which brooght the aeroplane plate camera almost to its most
perteeted form, was to provide a mechanical means ol chang-
ing, operated by power other than that ol the airman and
brooght aatomatwally into operation immediately alter aa
enpoeore had been made. This was done in the L camera
first used by the B-F.a esrly in 1917. With it the operator
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hkd •imply U> UM a Bowden release in order to make an ex-

poaure : the real—resetting the shutter and changing the plate

—was done mechanically and automatically. The ingenious de-

vice introduced lor this purpose consisted of a small propeller

monnted on the aeroplane and connected to the camera by a

iesible ahalt. TTiis provided sufficient power for the operation

of the plate-changing mechanism, the changing gear coming

into operation on the observer releasing the Bowden lever.

An improved model of this camera came into use in 1913

M the LB and has proved the most successful of aerial in-

•traments. It differs from the type just mentioned in being

fitted with a self-capping focal-plane shutter which can be en-

tii«ly removed and replaced by another in case of derangement.

Moreover it can be adjusted as regards slit-width by an ex-

ternal lever, and there is the further provision of operating the

plate-changing by hand or power as necessary and of instan-

taneously altering it for use by one or the other means. A
further improvement was th« series of most rigidly made and

finiahed lens cones, enabling lenses of 4, 6, 8, 10, and 20 inches

local length being used on the one camera.

The principle of a propeller drive for tlie mechanical chang-

ing of plates was also applied to a camera of much larger

size, for 18 X 24 cm. plates, first used by the R.A.F. in 1918.

The camera, which perhaps may be said not to have been quite

tnlly perfected at the time of the Armistice, is fitted with lens

conea allowing the use of objectives of from 7 to 20 inches focal

lengtJi.

Other cameras of simpler type have been used both in the

Royal Flying Cori>s and the Koyal Naval Air Service for i>ur-

poses more or less sjieoial to the requirements of these seivices.

Certain of these are cameras fitted with a stout handle or grip

by which the instrument can be held and pointed obliquely in-

order to produce a type of photograph distinct from that ob-

tained with a vertical direction of the lens axis. Thus in pre-

paring for operations with tanks in France, photographs taken-

obliquely are necessary in oi-der to yield an idea of the nature
of the ground over which the attack is to be delivered ; end
similar oblique pictures are taken for many purposes of the-

Admiralty, for example, in order to obtain records of the cor-

rectness with which the masters of ships proceeding as a con-

voy are carrying out their instructions as to formation-

But perhaps the camera evolved for aeroplane work which
would provoke the greatest admiration of a connoisseur itt

mechanical devices is that known as the F, and first used by
the Royal Flying Corps in 1916, after having passed through

its trials at Farnborough during 1915. This is a camera taking

a continuous series of 5 x 4 pictures on a roll of film sufficient

for 120 exposures. The mechanism is opei-ated by a propeller so

that as the aeroplane travels the photographs are automatically

taken at intervals corresponding with a certain number of re-

volutions of the propeller. Simultaneously with the exposure-

of each section of film a tiny record is made on each (by mean»
of a small supplementary lens) of the reading of the height

of the machine and of its compass bearings so that each nega-

tive is provided with a record of the direction of flight over
the territory which is being photographed.

>

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[Previous articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the
length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal '

' some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :
—

A Talk About Lightini; (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Bitter (Jan. 24).

Baokgroundii (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Porti-aiture (Feb. 14).

Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heathig and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

THE PRINTING=ROOM.

No matter how small a business may be the arrangements for

printing should receive the most careful attention, and make-
shifts only employed when absolutely unavoidable. In a one-
man concern every device which will save time should be
adopted, as the photographer's time is naturally of more value
than that of a junior assistant. Moreover, proper rest ^s

necessary to efficient working, so that even if an energetic man
i* willing to put in a sixteen-hour day he should refrain from
doing so unless he wishes to bring on a premature collapse.
I mention this because I recall the case of an unhappy man
who opened his studio at 10.30 a.m., interviewed sitters and
made negatives till 9 p.m. and did his printing and mounting
outside those hours, his arrangement being so primitive that
while negative work was in hand nothing else could be done.

If it be possible, a separate room, or at least a portion of the
dark room, if large enough, should be fitted up for printing
exclusively, so that it can be carried on without interfering
with other operations.

Adequate sink space is the key to easy work. I am rather
a crank on this subject and would almost go as far as to put
in sinks wherever there was room. As I have said many times

it is easy to turn a sink into a bench by covering it over when
not needed, and while the plumber is at work the extra cost

is not great. Most dark rooms are inadequately supplied with
washing accommodation, and this is one of the greatest errors

which can be made. Lead-lined sinks are generally recom-
mended and for negative work leave nothing to be desired, bat
for printing I favour stoneware sinks, which can be used as

washers for small and large sizes alike. Where large quanti-
ties are handled they are excellent for development as they
save the cost of large dishes and avoid the risk of breakages.
As bromide and gaslight papers are used for the greater

part of the prints now issued I wUl give details of a printing-

room which I fitted up and from which large quantities of

prints are being turned out. The room is about fifteen feet

square and is fitted with benches along two sides and a row
of Doulton stoneware sinks along a third. The entrance is

on the fourth side, and this is so trapped that free entrance
and exit can be obtained while work is in progress. On
one benclx are placed the negatives to be printed with the

order forms, while below are drawers for storing sensitive

papers. On the next bench are the printing-boxes, three being
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trip print*!* c«p«bU of taking any siM np to half-plat*, «ki)«

two otbars accommodat* nagatires np to whot«-plate and

80 z 16 napectiToljr. Trays for unexpoMd and exposed pape.

an piaMdi b>t»ai t'.e nMckinea, and thoae containing the

pailB ana b* wrriad I* IIm d«««lopi»g trsjra withont nnnwm
F««r Iniga atonewai* mbIm are faagedl cIom

•tttfia§, fuBg. and waakiag. In the ftrat

a paiMlilB 4Uk cevtajning HBidoI or M.-Q. de-

tha afcoiMl i« tiled with aci4 kypo, while the third

gad foarth serrr (or washing, water running into them the

whole time. Tlie prints are tranftnrad fron tha hypo to

Ike first tink, and after abont ten minataa to the Moond, where

^ washing u conpletad. With tliis arrangement seTeral

^ffjuiaamla «| prints itt assorted size* are easily made daily.

Hub ichawB may be carried oat on any deairad acaJa, a single

yrintiag-bos aad a coapla of sinks baing aufficient in tb*

ajoritf af caiei. Tba point to be aimed at is tba arraaga-

»Mt af agtparatas aa that it it always laady for aaa.

llMaa are aMay goe4 priating-bozaa on tb* BMrket, aad

H ia battar aad pwibably ahaapat to parrbaa* oae of tbaa*

Aaa la Mab* oaa, altbaagh Ihla can aaatly be dooa by aay-

bady with a knack (or caipaaliy . Thaaa sboald haaa a groand-

I^MB 4iffaaar and a rignettliig BrrangaaMat. For tUs latter 1

pnler a sheet of clear glass on which * igaat>a lor«a can be

laM; it i« tkan easy to aodify tba akape of aa oponing br

pattfag anotkar oa top, or at oaa aid*, or by adding a torn

fiaea of rard. Vifaattan aad looaa piaeaa eaa ba kept in posi-

tioB by laying waall waigbta npoa tkaaL For general •«
Ike printiag-koa akoaM tak* aagativas np to wboW-plate, as

a larger aisa aMaaa aaaacaaaary labonr ia ''^^'^ 11 maay
laif* negatiras bare to be printed a 12 x 10 boa aad a ateip-

priatiag bos t* Uke np to balf-plata will b* ioaad coavaaiaBt.

Tha illaminant will usually be electric glow laape, koa tarn

la half JuaM bang rataiiad aaeaadiag to tha rapidi^ of tha

pafar wad. With aMh p^ws aa Vafea. Kodara. aad Qrko.
a dMft wpaaaia lo a stroag lighi will give baMar laaaHa

to a weak aaa, eapoially whaa t lgoiaas

Wbara aa cnmnt la araiJable incaadaaaaat gaa will be

kaad a good sabatitata, bat, of coarse, ia this caso tha baraar

anat ba at Ih* side of the bos aad tha U^t rsceirad opon a

sQvarad or oaaaMDad mirror at lb* aaaal aagl* ol forty-fire

digmi Failiag gaa a goMl daplaa or ctscalar wtck lamp may
ba aaad. car* baiag labaa lo kaep tba baiaar wry elaaa aad
to aaa «a|y good qaality kaaoaiaa otL AmttfUmt ia aa
lait priaHiH l>fl>t> bat ahoaM aaly ha aaM ia a vaay

aad wan-^wtilatad taam. Uaad ia aloaa faartiw i»

aah* aad aaaasa ia maay paopl*. Whataair lena ol priatiag

bn b* asad it is deeirsbt* that tb* aagaliva aboald b* illa-

miaated by red or ywilow light,

tUa giaatly lariJiUias the plaetaf of

tirai With aiiiMia light thia ia aaaally doaa by IMtag a twa-

way awilA aad plaaiag aa aatoa, rad aad yillow, balb baaida

tha whHa oaas iaaida tha bos. With gas or oil a yaOow glaat

•spoaiag sbatlor maat b* itiad, and this may coavaaiaatlT

b* op*rat*d by a lasadli Bosas fitted with a ungla balb only

may b* impweod bf ittlag loar pieeaa o( ordiaary looking-

glasa ao aa to amk* aa iaaaited boUaw pyraaoid ; wh*n cor-

rectly adjasted thai* aheald appaar to b* fir* lamps wh*a the

iaurior is v iewed throagh Iha aagatira opaalag. WImb work-

ing with thia aagativaa H ts easy to ladaea Iha Hght to aay
nt by tarfarpoalag thickasaaes of wkita paper, Iha beat

(or thia baiag «• tha sarisoe of tba groand glas* dif-

It is vary daetrabla that th* top of tb* printing bos
ihoald b* so fitted that a large sheet of paper can be ai*d il

aaaded. aot only for whit* margin woik bat tor anitipt* *x-

poaaros apaa oa* shwt A very handy way of working is to

k* aix «abia«t aapaaaaaa apon a 16 a 12 sheet. This is

doae by axpoaiag tbre* aloag oa* edge aad then taming the

beai aad exposing along tha other edge. Not only does this
tend to unitormity of colour and depth but it saves time in
handling and automatically sorts oat the orders.

Soaie aystem o( ezpoanre test should always be available so
as to ensure the best results (rom a difficult negative or when
taking np a new brand o( paper. ObTfooshr the oitlinary strip
method cannot be applied to most printing boxes, but it is

quite easy to make an actinometer plate by exposing an or-

dinary negative plate in strips to a weak light and developing
(ully ont. This can be placed under the negative and a long
exposure given ; it ia then easy to calculate the exposure re-

quired. aseful range is to make the scale so that tb*
thickest aad admit* one-thirty-second ol the light which paaaea
tba olaar aad.

For laras work priatiag frames ara nieiaiary unlasa a print-
ing box of samaptiaaal tigidi^ of eoaatraatioa is available, and
**aa tbaa mf pralanaca ia far tnuaaa of tha box font. Most
baoaaida pi^ar ia aow ao a fatriy ataat haaa and mnch more
praaaora iaaaeaasary far ttua thn for tfw oldar printing papers.
Ia aapaaiag large printa it ia deairabla to work at a considerable
diataaaa from the ligkt to aaear* •vaaaess of illaminatioa -,

twie* th* loafAt aid* of th* plat* is a safe distance.

The fixing bath should be of goodly dimensions, with regard
to the work to be (tone, and it shonld be replenished from time
to time with fresh solution. It is a great mistake to allow
tha bulk of tba bath to decrease much, as not only it the
ulntion already weaker, but there is aot suSicient (or the
prints to b* moved aboat freely. Practically no amount of

immminn without wnvaawt will safely fix a number
uf priala. I have taalad aoBM which have baan maaaed
togtilhar ia tha bypo fat ovar aa hoar aad foaad analtarad

Tha waabing aftar priatiag ia of the graataet imporUnce aad
doaa aot aaoally raeaiv* tha att«atuia it requires. Thata ia

aa hattar way far laipa or aaall qaaatitiaa than hand waah-
iaglMaaaaaiakariiah taaaolhar. If a range o( three sinks

with a»wlow plaga aaa ba aiiigail the prinU can be placed

in Iha ftial diraet from Ih* hypo, the watar running the while.

MThaa a good aamber baa aeenmulatad they are transferred

singly to th* second sink and so on to the third- If no
ssaisl an t ba available the pTint«r should stop at, say, each gross

of priats lo make thia change, or ha may leave all in the

&rat sink antil be has finished his batch. Biit this plan is

not to b* racoauneaded, as it leavos too many prints to be

handled properly.

Platinolype printing u •>> aimpla that it roquira* little

special arraagsmoat, tha oaljr special appliaaea aaadad baiag

a gaa ring for heatiag tba bath lor sepia work. For azpos-

ing, a BMrcary vap<jar or arc lamp may be noMl in poor light

;

Iha are il nsad direct ia ratbar apt to giv* flat printa, ao that

it is preferable to at* a pattam soch aa Uarion'a Northlight

priatiag lamp, which givaa a poworfnl reflected light I( this

lamp ha aaad it shoald ba plaaad in a (airly large well-venti-

Utadroeak
For* ^Huhoa printing a alightly different arrangiment is

nareieary ; the work-room aboald be fitted with a large deep

sink with board* to eonfin* th* nnavoidable splafthings. The
developing tank shoald be warmed by a gas ring below, or,

(ailing this, iiave a constant stream o( warm water running

into it. I bare loand nothing better (or this than one of

Flatohar's open pattam heaters as fitted over lavatory basins.

Tboaa sapply an ample supply o( hot water, and as the heat

can ba regulated they can be used by the addition ol a iimalUr

rubber tab* as a " sqairt" (or local development. I have (oumi

plato glass tb* best covering (or the mounting bench. Ample
space shoald be allowad for carbon work so that no splnshe»

from the alum bath aa* likely to reach the mounting board

or developing tank.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSISTANT.

Tai mMlera ple»a ineffioieney as excuiie for low wages, and bewail

ihm Jack ct good aMuUott.

Tho 1—'-'—

'

pUvk lack of meaiM and absence of encouragement

as Mcus* for ineffloieocy. \VWch is right?

The poutioD of tho average assistant in the average photographic

business hM beea in the past anything but an enviable one from

any point of view. He is expected to handle succeesfully a large

range of materials wbich arc sensitive to many influences, often in

mrcumalanoes and with apparatus that are in themselves handicaps

to tbo prodoctioa of good work. The knowledge and skill required

\o copo with the never ceasing stream of technical problems are

p«riu4M gre*t«r than in any other craft, not only because of the

existence of those problems, but also because the photographic busi-

ness is not so sharply sub-divided inio its many branches, and an

asMsUot nwy be called upon at any time to do work of a kind

qoite outaide bis ordinary job, and is expected to produce reeuUs

equal to thoae of » man whose regular practice it is.

That roogfaly suggests what is expected of the assistant as

regards hi* work. Usually he is required also to keep an appear-

aooe above that of a wage-earner, such as a mill-faand, letterpress

pnnter, or bricklayer, and to cultivate the affabildty of speech and

nMraaer which is perhaps the principal asset of the succeestal doctor

or lawyer. The dark-rooms in which many asadstants spend nearly

a third of their lives and most of the hours of daylight often are

little better as regards health or comfort tlhan the workrooms of

many years ago described so vividly by Charles Kingsley in

" Aiion Locke."

So that compared with other cioifte, quite apart from the rate

of wage, photography exacts more, and offers less. That the aver-

age rate of pay, and consequently the social position, of the plicto-

grapher's assi^ant, is comparatively very low is a fact, obvious and

admitted. What are the natural consequences of this?

I think tlial swiitnnte may be divided broadly into two classes.

The first dais liaa canght the fascination which undoubtedly exists

in photography for anyone with average intelligence and a little

imagination. If to these qualities the assistant adds ambitioin he
usually becomes the maeter-man eventually, but the busiaess know-
ledge essential to success is not easily gained during the assistant

period. The aeoond class, by far the larger one, and probaibly still

more increased by war recruits to the business, comprises those who
are by nature slack, unintelligent, or unambitious, and those for
whom the handicaps and discouragements incidental to the struggle
for success in such an exacting calling have proved too great.

The wor)cer who has struggled to efficiency in spite of the many
difltcnlties in his path atill finds that adequate reward is not easy
to get- He may have worked for a low wage for the chance of
getting tpeoial experience, but the last rate of pay earned is still

too often taken as the measure of a man's value. Many employers,
far too mtity, are imbued with the idea that if they only advertise
and sack, adveKise and sack, often enough they will evenitually
scciua for the inefficient's wage either one of the skiUed men
willing to work for litt4e money to increase his experience, or one
of die diaappointed ones for stUl less. The result is that the latter
either recover a bit of their ambition or sink entirely to the level

of the ntaa who only does just enough, and that hardly weW
enough, to earn his salt. The ambitious man very quickly picks up

what he wants to learn and moves on, so that this type of em-

ployer is seldom suited for long. Another type of employer has

greatly increased of late years in the sha^pe of the " company

shops," who turn out large quaniities of inferior work by semi-

skilled workpeople on the "factory " principle. The wages offered

by these firms to ineffloients are often much higher than those paid

by firms of standing to expert assistants.

I have tried to show that the conditions fostered by employers

tend to discourage a man from becoming efficient, besides offering

him little reward if he overcomes the difficulties, often needless and

stupid, placed in the way of his improving his ability. That there

is "plenty of room at the top" is not true of photography, for

there are always vacancies for those willing to accept a low w^e

;

but a man who has made a study of his business and knows his

real ability is often turned down in favour of one who will work

for a little less money. It does not seem to occur to the average

employer that the careful and conscientious worker can easily save

the extra pay he asks, both in time and material ae well as in

quality of output. Yet we find the employers continually bewailing

the difficulty of finding efficient assistants

!

Make the life of a really good assistant worth living, by giving

him tools and material that will be a pleasure to work with, in

clean and healthy workrooms, and pay him a wage that will permit

him to have a decent home that he can take a pride in, as well as

to have a hobby or two and the time to enjoy them in, and there

will very soon be an army of assistants making themselves efficient.

A few employers have realised this, and find it pays them well to

pay their staff well.

Among those about to return from the Army employers will be
looking for experienced assistants. Let me tell employers of a

spirit that they may expect to find in these men, which I have
noticed spreading among all ranks during the past year or more.
It is a spirit of antagonism to injustice, and is perhaps a sort of

reaction against the harsh "militarism" and so-called "disci-
pline" of the Army. It is not rebellious or antagonistic to

authority, but men have been taken out of their ruts, and have
been living a life summarised by " look after yourself, for no one
else will." Living hugger-mugger with men of all classes. Jack
finds out that he's as good as his master, and often better. This
has resulted in a spirit of camaraderie flavoured vrith independence,
which shows itself outwardly among the men by willing work so
long as those in authority do not " come it," and by obvious resent-
ment and often by obstructionist methods if they do. Per contra,
officers and N.C.O.s find it pay better to recognise this new spirit,
which has replaced the old "shirk wliile he isn't looking" idea,
and there is increased mutual confidence and reepect. Men are
told, as recruits, that the Army can tame even lions, but it has
gone further, and is taming even sergeant-majors.
This new feeling of self-reliance and impatience with injustice,

if it can show itself so strongly in the most autocratic institution
we have, is not likely to be shed when the khaki is left behind.

D. Chaeles.

•ftni Shops Act.—A reply to a oowespondent last week has, it

W"""' «•'••> "•« to a.wrong impreasion in the minds of severaJ
readw. Our corre^pondeot made oertain inquiries to which we
rapHed apaaftsa^, but it must not therefore bo assumed that there
haa ao far been any rek-^ation of the Early Ctoedng Order, occord-mg to wha<A the great majority of retadi buaineeses oompulsorily
dose at 8 o'clock.

^ •'

Tm CiTT Salk .o>d Exchange informs us that its four chief
bTMche, „«^ely Ihoae in AWensgote Street, Lime Street, FleetSW. and King, Road, Chelaea, each puWishee a Mat of ;eoond-haad afipanitus, each repreaenting a different stook of goods. The^T •"

.f
«^«^ «*^ i«tim«ti«-.that from the Alderegate

b««A-jjpacfie, . very gr«,t variety of lenses and of cameo^ of
all deacnptiona.

HouGHTONs' Shosv AT Leeds.—Messrs. Hougintons, Ltd., are
arranging an exhibition- of apparatus and other specdaJties of theirs
for the professional ,photagraj)her at the Gitand Central Hotel, Brig-
gate, Leeds, from March 24 to 29, both dates inclusive. Tlie exhibi-
tion win be attendedi by Mr. Ihbs, managier of tli© firm's professional
depai^taneBt in London, and Mir. RichardB, the Northern representa-
tive. Among apiparatus which will ibe shown is the Ensign de lu.xe

printing cabinet (a notice of which is held over), the Pawl bromide
strip-printing machine, and the Ensign rota/ry bevelling machine.
Other exhibita include ithe Ensign dry-mounting tissue, postcai-ds,
papons, «tc., of whidi samples will be olbtainaible on presentation of
trade card. There is no douibt (that photogmpherB in the North will
take this opportunity of seeing the many well-designed and manu-
factured ^ecialties for their vee, for which MeSSa*. HoMglitons have
long enjoyed a high reputation.
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TH£ AIR RAIDS ON LONDON.

Damage Dom to PaoTOcBArBic akd Allied Pbexuu.

DcBixo tbe iwriod of the war iim On—whip haa been ao alriet that

no dfUib oooU poaaatly be pubSiahed •• to when the bonbe bad

Jropped, aod what Amage had been 4aa« to the trade, in the

twaotv-fiTe air raid*, Zeppehn and turnplwie, which took place over

hot^oa tram M«y 31, 1915, to Wliit Snnday, May 19. 1916. The
veil of eeeracy hai now been lifted, and H ia permiUed to poblidi the

oAoial deteih wfaioh have been iacaed by iMat.-Comnuuider SUdeo,
R.N., who waa Ifcca the chief of the Loodoa Fire Brigade, hot haa
now ntired on a yeneiow of £730 a yeer; and theae that loBnw have
to do with danac* done to pboiofimpbic end eltied prmiiw The
lint ilwiim to trad* pramiMa wm in raid No. 1, which took place

in Wednewier, BtftmBim 8, at 10.45 p.m.. when 3S6 wU of pre-

r. M» were damaged; SB Jnowtiary and 21 ciploeiTe bool* were
dropped, S people were killed, and 33 iojoNd. By an eaplaaire bomb
which dropped, MeMn. W. Hajrward aod Son, Ltd., of 65. Fkmng-
doo Road, E.C., photognfih fcame-iiiafcta, had their baildiag aid
tbe ooolaole damacad hj breakage. In imd No. 4, which ooewt«d

VVcdoeadaj, Oelober 13, 1915, at 9.27 p.m., the pr«niaM of " The
I ..tAh Joonial of Pbotopaphy " aufferad ae tbe raMdt of aa azplo-
A%e bomb, Ike hoildijig and the eootearls hma% damactd by cxplo-
Moo and dirt. Oom by a bomb (ell, «Uab ihnnged the Lyc«am
Tlieatra, hailed 19 malm and (anaha, injond 12 eenoMly, and
•lightly iBJuwd 9 othem. Aa th» raM* ol aa atploaive bo^b whidi
lea at 100. r>admiy WieM Wl. XXT., Mm Loadoo Po(timit Oom-
pany, Ltd., bad llMir hmM^ aod eoalairta iwiinnt by aiploMoo.
Ib raid No. 9, which oeonrad at 1L36 a.m. on Jane 13, 1917, dami«e

77-7B, Eaat Road, Shoradilch. to the premmm of the
cspany, photo liami inak wi, the wwdow

by hni*igi. MeaHs. Q. Johama ftvthan, of
43, B iwh Slmet, City, malal photo frmai mairi. alao had «bair

wu)dowgiam<hHBagedhyaa«^himTehcaab. In rMd No. 10, which
eoewnd at 10J6 a.m. oa Batanky, Joty 7, 1917. what heiweon
twaa«y and thirty bafi Oothaa Bmr orer the City and Caalmd L<m-
don in bvoad daylight aad laiaoraly dropped mxir-tix bci^M ia Mm
banmt dirtMle. of which. tortoaaOly. aavao Med to aiplode.
•«>"»««• dMMfe «aa moMd to Oty wawhww , partiealariy ia 8L
BarthohMMw Ooae, Littla Britoia, ». MaMiBVI^Onrnd (w«Mf» Mm
OwMml Float OOaa mm hmMy dnaged aad the aiiilary aanlfy

1), niiiipli Anrt. OoUea Laaa {fia^bary), Bnad Btraei
"* ^^ »«*» ^W9 X**wlQpMBt mOfMNdlt ilWOM-

P«**^. I tiMaiMei. Bdbata, Old StoaH (City».

teaUiwA . amd Hoctaa. Ia ali. 900 eato «f pcw-

41 pemoM ware kOSaJ, aad 87 ii^wad. Ia thi*
raid there waa i»mn^ oaaaed to a big hbck ol hiddm^ ia ChJa-
well Blrart by tm eayioatTe houA Mr. C. A. BaduwiJiy. of 89.
OtiMreU Burnt, Mfi.. had hie pmnuet eeearety ^ -|j T by oxplo.
on. aad himaaM had aa akanat naiamS»M m^pa, aad the CHy
FrMBe Oa^My. Ud.. of M, Colaaaa BiNal, ILC.
wan idartmwa. had their wiadawgiam

la add No. U, wMali oaamred
B^ ti mi H 6, mi, Mr. L Bar*, of M,

I7 *i wi>iti By aa wplmin ban* which Ml ia
!)*rM*. Adalpht. W.C. the CaaMra ChA. at IT. Mm Street,
had MmIt priaaam daaagad, the chimney etaeh, nwf. aad
wiadaw giam hoiag damaged by h«Mkage. Memra. V. W.
Woid ii umh aod Co.. Ltd.. of 17&40, Edffwaiw Band, W.8,
photo Itaam dmima , alao aafcrad aa the tamlt ol aa a^ikaive bomb.
<he ih^ u ghm hamf Jamnil by truhigi, la mid Ko. 18,

-(."h eeeanwd on Maaday, tifH^f M, 1917, a» a8 ^m.. Mman.
^ •

' Pteker end Co., of MO, UmtM
Uw reaoH at aa eaplamra i

by eipkMiaB. The efMi of 1

by

p.m. «a

A80II.
•ad the

Co., Ud, 10-11.

by

la raid No. IS, which

oooorred at 7.58 p.m. on Toeeday, September 25, 1917, Meaers. Haigli

and Co., of 240, OU Kent Road, S.E., photo frame maniifaotoewa,

bad tbe window glaaa damaged by breaka^, im did Mr. 0. E.

Bosall, photographer, of 846, Old Kent Road, S.E., both as the reetilt

of the eeme aiqphWTe bomb No farther daatage was dooe in any
mid to irade preauaee nnttl the last of Uw aeriei, which oooorred on
Whit Swiday. May 19, 1918, when no (ewer than 300 eeta of pre-

miwa wore affected by the tweoty-iMDa exploeiTe bombs which the

Hnna dropped, kiiUng 34 people and injuring 94 othen. By an ex-

piooiTa bond) which dropped in Bolaover Street, Upper Marylebone

8b«et, W.C, wrecking St. ClemeoU' Hooee, Ltd., which was need

aa a ladiee' chib, the iiindnw glam wat wrecked of 106, Bolaoter

Street, teuanled by Memn. Walaon aod Son, X-ray apporatna maon-
faotoiert. Thii was the only damage caoaed, ai>d oonoloded the

Haa OMtbod of warfare ee defenceleee women, children, and men
by waane of hombt from Zeppehna aod aeroplanes, much to every-

body'e relief.

AN OUTSIDE VIEW OF THE SOLICITATION SVSTBM.
[PoBraAR photograpbera who live by the inrritation sjwtem will no
doobt Ihaok oa for raprodneiag part of an aKiole in the onrrent iaaue

of ' The Advettiser'a Weakly," entitled " Hm Lmm that Hook the
Older." It wiU i>ei« be aaan with what perltaacity tboae who offer

to lake potttaite for aalhiag liiarfm i poaaihie manabem of the

pofalie with 'letfaia, atatoaMala in aoana at w<iieh oaa* aurely

imprem the recipient aa having a veqr aiaadcr ralatioa to itola. When
it is pomfcle (or % piiifwaiwul writer oa adwarliwiig to ooUeot aaMi

it ia tiBMltar phorlegnplMn to oeaae rfwoting

that thay aia proftawonal men. Noi «ran Mw
gMcaaaod the Ordrntooger are aDch aerrile beggaia for oatoin.—ftie.
•• B.J."]

For kaca ooa^petitiaa ia temaem wwimand me to the faahiomdtle

photugmdiwe. Tfieir methodi of leniiriBg aitten are moat perena-

aive, ami must aooooat to a latige aiteat for the geueruM anpply of

pietorm of aooiety b matim aad otham appearing in the iiloatrated

wadhliM and the daily aewi^papara.

It wonU take pagm of " Tha Advertiser's Weekly " fu^ly to criti-

dae the methods of tha deaaa or ao high-daas photographers who
ia lor " the heaour of a aUting." I will take a few whoee

«ary ia rtyia. A eertaia ««U'4nown Bond Street firm aeot a
nieaiy eapremad, eiMltyfii laMer with Mm pwanail tooch, my
" We choald he ili—rfy iiMigiJ if yoo oaaM gwre aa a <

tary aittia«. . . . We aa* dawstwc of lihlwg Miia lor pribiloatioa

in the iltoalralad aDcioty aad weakly papera, aad 4hall he gbd if yoo

will aecapl « eat of fwrlaUla pamed by yoa fcr pdbHoation. If tbe

•Utiag. ^Aidt wa hope yoa •will ba food innngli to giant oa, can be

awlame to uwslim fcrMdi jarMunlar paapoae, we chaU he pleamd

to prmsnt yoa with oaa «l oar peaoil Adtlim ... in addition

tothauupim . . . We hare heea admd by the editors of eeveial

papam to let them have ihcaa phntogmphi aa soon aa poasible." It

ia a ain hait, hot I am iadiaed to add «ha «oid " query " after the

kMt iMitswi In etriUag aoatiast, the oeart application, from a

"ODaiiyhotogwyhm," caoM a B4»eo letter with date, the name of

tha aMJpiswt, aod the a««at iUed ia ia handwriting. He opening

IBB I
" Ihe Pram are dadrgoa cf aeeering copiee of your portrait for

pablkadoa ia the l^dbic tllMhIad periodieal* . . . there will

bo ao ehaive made wfaatooarer, and yoi^ will be under no obligatioa

to pnreham "—but no etfar of a hi%e photo. Another unamhit^oaa

sHort by a Royal wartaat'hoUer waa a leUar droilar to the fonaer,

which began :
" I hare beeo eaked by the press (anall p) to accwe

copim of yoor port<«it (or publication in the leading itiuslrsted

papam. . . . The espsnaa of the sitting are entire!/ my own,

and yon woold ba nndfr ao oUigatJon whatover."

A really ^t*^>^ Mtw, typed aeitly on good stationery, likdy to

make a good in^iriadnn, laada:—
" We shall greatly adamn tha honour if you tiul peimit us the

(avoor of a epadal ailtiag lor tha funpoM of making ao op-to-daU

camera atody for tha JBadiated pcfMra. . . Finiahed proofs

wilt ha aaat to you, and we dadl esteem it a ooudaty for you to re-

tain two of thme ftaiabad photogiapba ae a soovenir of your ndt,

fiaa ol chai«a. Wa caeloea an appointaieat card ; on receipt of same

from yon a atadio aad ^Mdag-ewm will be raaarred."

ol dbctive letter-writing.
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SevM*! oUmt firnu .wM« a*ing to b« " fftvoured " or " honoured

ur wooU Um r«)ipi«it " be good eiHnnrli," etc., aa " the heel society

jourmb •*• •*ing for your portnut." A. an ii.duoenienl, one

waU^oom akiilio laait the hwlefinite offer: " We shall also have

„„^ |,|„„„, is aalciag >ow •cceptance of afpptwed positions

OniiiMd ia * (Mniunent proceM " ; another wa« kindly diaposed to

giro "» eompliineatary copy, " and a third "a finished copy off the

»«« viDoli yoa IBw bcBt."

Th« gMi of tha tedget of leUera received c:iine from a photo-

artiit irhoM nork figwed daily in tha pulblic prints, and who shows

hy bb oocNqModence a keen knowledge of human nature and ht>w

"to hook the &h." Hi« stationery is in the best of good taste, his

Iglten are neatly (ypcwritten, and hie ifoUowAip syetem effective,

conkininc an excellent caa>-aaB ty correspondence. As a contrart to

oiliMn in the btmtmta, ft lew extracts will prove the j>ullii« .po^ver of

ttiw fashmokbU letter-writer, wlio wrote :—
•• May I bring before your notice that I have my own ])riviite Pi-eps

agency in the City for the clrctilation of pliotogrmphs and inforanation

to the pnpcra both nt home and abroad, and 1 am in an exceptioiiiil

poaition (or aupplying society ipapers with portraits of ladies or

nwitliwiiin ... If it meete \Mith your approval, I cthould be most

Iwppy to take your portrait in order that I may have a picture to

lue for the above purpose ; and as I should very much like you to

l»ve Mime finiAed copies to show your relatives and friends, I will

•and for yoor aoceptonoe, free of any cliarge or obligation, one finished

piotare from any three proofs you select."

Getting no reply Avithin a few days, this energetic gentleman fol-

lows op wjtb a letter marked " Urgent," in which Ihe say« :

—

" I beg to remind you tlut some of the society {Kvpers are caUing

upon my Press agency for a portrait of you. I should ihorefore he

very grateful if you can now see youi' way to acceding to my several

invitatiooB."

He had only given one. The leitter finished with .the old tag in

new warding atxMit the presentation picture. Failing to draw tihe

dlter, anot/her follow-up was received, .which ought to induce any
bride-to-be to paironise a gentleman so inteireeted in her affairs. Ae
a model of ezceVlence in follow-np coiTespondence, I j-eprodnce it in

IvH:—
"In writing to yva again, I beg to say that I bave no desire to

importune you, but am only afraid my previous letters Jiave either

gone aatray or have been overlooked by you owing to pressure of cir-

onmiftancea. Aa I am aware that you must be very .busy and may not
hanre time for a attting, would it be pleasing to you to loan me a good
ptaotograph (one which was taken to your own order and not in

anawer to an invitation from any .photographer)? This I woiild dupli-
oike and oircalate through my private Press agency without any
ofaMige or worry to you in any way whatever. Needless to say, if

yen have time I would prefer » sitting, though in ei.ther case would
you let me have a few lines of information suitalble for reproduction
with the .picture ? '

'

Tlie ilhiDtratione given of how to and how not to conduct adver-
tising by po0t show that tliere are today many firms of good standing
w<io h«>e yet a great deal to learn in the art of letter-writing.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
April 17 to May 22.—Hammersmith Hampshire House Photographic

Society Annual Exhibition. Two o^n claesas. Joint secre-
Urim, J. G. Abrahams, 41, Hemifton Terrace, London, N.W.8;
A. H. Page, 12, Lime Grove, London, W.12.

. ^^"1/??!
LiST.-lt is announced by the Board of Trade that

.^,l1,^^ ' ^* """''"^ '^ goods have been removed from
the l»t <»« •rbo»«a exportable oa.ly under licence or guarantee, andmay now be freely exported to M non.e..cmy destinations and to

P>>oiii«phic goods, but not ohemicaU therefor
8«o«ti»ed paper and plates.

Cinematograph fihns, raw or printed
In reference to the pr<4.ibltion of chemicals for photographic goods

jflssistants* Kous.
*—

Notes by assistants suitable for this column vill he considered

aiid paid for on the first of the month following publication.

Specialization and Efficiency.

The advice to specialise in one or perhai* two particular branches

of work U frequently given to the photographer whether he be a

master, assistant, or amateur. This advice is often rather vague,

first as to the "why" and more so as to the "how of the

''T^" writing more particularly for the benefit of the assistant,

because one who has a business of hU own has usually found out

what particular lines pay him best, and how to push the sale of

them Still, it is strange to notice the great number of photo-

Kraphers' note headings stating this, that, or the other to be a

specialty (or "speciality," or " specialite "), but which can form

only a very tiny portion of the business done. For instance, an

order comes to quite a small studio for an oil-painting. The photo-

grapher puts the work out, takes the profit, and feels pleased with

iiimself at having launched out into a high-class and profitable

branch, so has all his stationery imprinted for ever after "Oil-

paintings a .specialty," in the probably vain hope of a succession of

such orders. Another advertises " Wedding-groups ' or " Child-

portrait*
" as his specialty, not necessarily because weddings are

frequent in the one man's neighbourhood, or that the second is

extraordinarily successful with children. If any definite reason for

printing these phrases on note-paper can be given, it usually is only

that " it sounds well."

Another sort of specialisation was criticised in a letter recently

by an " All-round Hand" on behalf of his clas?. He described a

retoucher whose work was so "effective" that the portrait looked

very nice but not a bit like the subject, and a receptionist whose

" specialising " in her own department was so water-tight that she

failed to recognise what wa« wrong with the portrait when com-

plained of.

I do not call these things specialisation at all. I don't know

what to call them. We have specialists in the Army. In the

infantry a soldier may be, for example, a Lewis-gunner, a sniper,

or a mess-waiter, but lie must be a qood infantryman first. I think

the same applies to a craftsman, eudh as a journeyman photograplier.

When an assistant has had a few years' practice and can, say,

correctly exipose on a well-ain^anged group, develop plates evenly,

make good bromide prints that will tone well, and make a fair show

at one or two other departments he wUl realise that some jobs are

better paid than others. That will be the first reason " why " he

should specialise. Then he will find that one branch of work appeals

more than others, not necessarily because it seems more lucrative

or easier, nor because it is a clean-hand job, but because it is more

interesting. In short, he likee that particular, work. If he does not

like one branch better than another the assistant should go further

afield for wider experience till he does find work he can like. One

spends nearly all one's life in work, so why not expend a little

effort in finding something to do that one can enjoy doing? That

is the second " why " for specialisation. After a bit one finds that

one is able to do certain work better, and with lees effort, than

other kinds. Again, this is nt»t necessarily because it is easy work,

but one "picks it up" more easily, and one feels more sure of

one's self in doing it. In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the

kind of work that a man finds he can do beet is the same as the kind

that he likes best. It's quite natural when you come to think about

it, and it works both ways. Anyone likes doing what he can do

well, and in doing it with interest is likely in time to do it as well

as it can be done. When that stage is reached, surely he is in a

position to demand a higher price for his work.

That is the right sort of specialisation. It does not prevent a

man being skilful in other branches. Barely is it possible for a

worker to reach the highest grade of ability in any branch of photo-

graphy without at least a working knowledge of other branches.

Retouching is probably the line in which the worker usually knows
least of other departments. The aim of so many retouchers is to

produce a beautifully modelled " effect," and to make a face re-

semble one of those nicely rounded plaster casts that they practised
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•od ifaade from at ait achool. They like to rail forth the

k " How niody retonchcd," (orgeMiag thai tho grwtcst art

coaraal art, aad that th« beat rMoaehiag k reoogniied by ita

>par«nt ahacnce. A retonchcr ahonld know how hii (or more often

r) work will print, not only in a P.O.P. proof, bat in other pro-

"Me* aad aoffaoaa, and ha abk to modify it aooordiogiy. No one

n be cooaidarad aAdant imlaaa the affect of hia work on lobacqaent

uget ia midaratood aod intilligwiHy handlmi

AiJ that brings me to the qoaalion of Mt iiaw j Whan aa
to ipacialiaa. ohviooaly ha mnat reach a certain

balar* ha can daim to ba a apedaliat. Thera ia

tola tail by which ha can know when be haa reached that

ITU eapioyar or oianager will be ia tha habit of giving the
' rvelioBa aa to what i« required, aad how to set about it.

'. dMNild aim to be able, in at Uaat one branch of work,
look hia chief in the eye and My " LeaTO that to mt." That ia

^ (Mt of eSiciency.

fnr how to aat aboot iL Aaaistanta ia photography are at a
t«t diaadnuitage, aanaUy aa regarda ao-called ezparimanta
<T fiw t ii la to improving their work. I have never yai mat

- -r who offered an aaaiatant tha aaa o4 hia atodio on an
^noA to try hia hand at poaiag and lighting Bor one

- lelt lika aakiac for lliat favoor, dill laaa ooa who wonld
k few pUiea and acaw dovelofMr for iwaulitnl taala. Thara-

miaaa oaa aaaiata in tha atodio ilnalf ii la aat eaay to gM avan
iUrting haofwladgo ot thit work oaeapi ia at home portraitm.
I tha aame. wiMa Uidla tUa ia a vary good achool, for whan
« Btodaot can maka a food portrait in aa ordiaary roooi or gaidan

ba won't have moch diflenlty ia doii^ baMar atodio work. A pair

•( " amokad " apectaHea aro oaefal to aaa tha U^ aad rfiada aAct
kgr aiimiaatiBg auMh of tha eolonr ia tha aitbjact, aad mtth praelica

ay ba« wilkort aaisK p)«*«^
Of cowoa. booka are n aiy. A pila of old " B.J. a " and

• knana 'a |M«>Tid<a a Koat at mmtmi knawrladta. Tho graat tlnat,

*aacb. ia to laam to work ayataamlifeany aad to cnltivaU the power
of atii i iiili ju . for ia photography it ia oAan appnraotly Mnall

thiagi *aft mnko big diflaraMaa. A apUadid idoa of what I mean
kf qrtaai caa ha got fraaa Ifca " Walkia'a Mwaal." which wOl
aeon tandi tha atadent what ha waata to know ahoa*

fa prilling H ia • good idaa to lafca om good aogalivo, ooa iat
ooa, aad another on Iha oonti—l|y aide, aad poartiea on thaaa eoly
«iU aM eaa pwdaoa Iha baot yeaMo prinU with oom and cerUinty.
With a nondart dwolftr, at aormal trmgiialaro. try variona

loagtha ol a«pcawa and varyii^ length of dinlopmiul. WkHUbe
4ilmnt aoti ti fwnUa ohtoiaad have beat aaralaUy otoarnd, the

next thiag ia to atart over again with a >nkar tight, or at a givater
diataana fraaa the lighA, which aoiaaola to tha aaaaa ihiag, and cam-
pare tha raanHa with tha Int lot. notiag «kafo iw|itniaMMil kM
haan affactod aad whero aot. I am rafentag to kraaido priating.

It ia not n i r iaii ry to apand a lot, even at war prioaa. Half-piaU
fM^M^ eat into temr ia i|«ito large eaoogh for practico worii. bat
the «(mt thiag ie to take timo to ohaervo doaaly tho diffarwna
betwean different printe, and to aid tida it ia aooaalial to !% aafko
hack of each atrip tha rxpoaoo and langlk of divalapmial. aad
other variabla faetor*.

It ia only by itoMing alowly aad ayitanatiially on tha linao

eaggaatad that a raally good *' grooading " ean ho obtained in any
•lAJaat, aad it ia oaly with good grooadlag that oaa can nfidly
haeama aflmaat whaa tha lanwHofy fltoga haa ka« paaoad.

Atlampto to abori'eitCBit tho prooaaa by |iiri1iliiB| only on tho mare
•dvMMad atagoi loada to madiocvHy. It k Ikat half baked aott of

abiUljr that kaa bam^hi tha term " aU-moad haad " iato aoch di«

lapnlau Every aaaiilaai ohonld ha aa ail-ioaad haad, with one <>r

two apeeial abtbttaa. A maa of that kind ia raady to tackle aoy
aort of JA that cooMa along, whether it ooMa within ^ia provion*

of ability have nothing to fear

tnm tha mip *illir who thiahn how niea it moat be to ba work
ing eootinaally at aoch an intermtiag hohhy, aad whoae eothuaiaan

givw him or bar anoogh ability to gat a atoit (aod a diiilluaioiunent/

at a tow (hilUogi a weak. It ia anthnaiaam that ia needed to get

on. aad no ooa caa aiilhaaa o*or poor work. Any aoaiataat wlw
ftala that Iho dam of work ha ia employed in ia not worth doing

well ia hereby advieed to do it aa well aa ho can all the same,

whether the pay makes it worth while or not, and whether that

particular employer appreciatea tiie effort or not. It ia always

practico that makea perfect, if the practice haa an object and aome
tyatem behind it; and when auch efforts have had the desired

effect by impro\-ing ability, then ia the time to get a better job.

—D. Cb

Patent RcwSe

Proetu paUntt—apfilieatiaru imd tpteifieatioiis—ore treaUd in

" Pkoto-Mtekanieal Notu."

Applicationa, .March 3 to 6 :

—

Ctsnoua.—Xo. 5232. Oameraa. B. L. Walker.
Hjia-RBJXVB.—Xo. S486. Meana of obtaining photographic bas-

rdiaf aad dies. A. J. E. Hill.

PROVO-Oormo.—No. 5406. Photo-oopying madunos. \V. B.

Dawkiaa.

PaojKcnoN ArPAOATUs.— No. 5367. Means for oporatiug, deliveriiit;.

and diiplaying optical, etc., projeotiooa. J. Davia.

CiimiAToaaArHT.—Noa. 5360 and 5353. Cineamto^ojih projectors.

T. Soyla and W. Whitehead.
C«i(aitAToaBAPH PBO4KCTI0X.—No. 5233. Projecting cinemalogriiph

p.'rturM. E. t. Walker.

CtsmiTOtiEArHT.—Nu. 5306. Cinamatograplia. R. S. McConnell.

CnmiATOoaAniT.—No. 5623. Oiaematograph apparaUm. \V. T.

OOMPLMTM SPBCIFICATIOSS ACCBPTMD.
Mm speet/leatieu or* e6latnaM<, frie* td. socA, fo$t frit, from

lit Pawn O/Ut, U, S»\aKampton BuiUinfi, Ckanctry Latit,

Umd^n, W.C.

Tki dot* in braektU i* Ikai »f mp^icalion ta (Aw eoonlry; er

otrood, in Ih* tat* »f po/enM fraiUtd tindtr (A« /n<«maliemi{

CeaecnlioM.

MrriUJc Laxtuk Scmnxa.—No. 104,863 (Maich 17, 1916). The

ia eoatod with a antoBidiig adbatoaoa in tho Conn of a

iia^iiiiiil of a aoJhddo matol ia Iha fana ol poardar, to

I added brown vsmidi, dcoatif, and tnrpaatino, tha pa^e

tiMa ohtoiaad beii« aVPiM wMh a faraah and than loUad. A* »

" maMkig " ooaliag a aofartion of wluto gam aad aino white i«

An anaipla of tda matallising auhatanco ia aa folUxw* :—

PuwJarad alomiainm or olhar malal 100 grums.

Btowa varnish 30O c.r.s.

niislif 300 CCS.

TmMBlina 300 c.c.s.

The paato Obtoined ia af^Nod with a Imish a<id iimnedistely

lotlad.

In tha " matting " atdatanra tha froportion of sioo white varies

aiiiiidkn to tha dulling affect iwqoitod. Aa an womfJa, to aadi

Mlao of wolar 26 giama of whito gnm and 6 to 26 giama of tine

«fcito ara addod.

Tha eolation thoa obtained ia afipliod with a hruah io ooa or

mora ooalings : tha ooafingi ara traaaparant, au|>ple, aod milky.

nod tha aciaeo oaa bo roUod withoot inaoovaoianoe. Joseph

[, 63, rue Tntveraiiro, Bmseeb, Bdginm.

Cradt Rama and marks.
APPLICATWSS rOJt SEOlBTltATION

.

MoKopHKN.—No. 360,787. Ph(i(o((ra|>hic developers (diemicai).

White Band .Moiiufsctoriog Co., Ltd., 121, Saladon Road, Booth

Croydon, .Stirrry ; manuhctoring cheoiiats. Sofventber 27, 1917.

MABKS PLACMD ON TEX BSGlS>rKB.

"Hu tallowing mark* koae W*n pland <m th4 rtgiiUr

:

—
V. B. D. Plez (Design).—No. 380.095. Pboiographic priaU. Vin-

OMt. Btooks, Day and Sao, Ltd.. 48, Parker SIraat, Kingsway.

I, W.C. ; lithognipbera.
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ObMnicals for photographic purposes.

Wincohnleo, Hull, Yorkshire; chemical
PjuuMnr.-Ne^ 800,066.

Major mm) Co., Ud.
awnnbclaren.

L. L. (rirj-) "- 380,806. Phot<.,'rai>liic chomicaU. Levinitein,

Ltd., OmimimU VaU Cbemical Works, Blackleg, Manchester;

cihwiiwl mamlMMnvrt.

BEOISTRATIONH BESEWED.
Kodak.—-\oi. 154,848 aad 154,850. By Kodak, Ltd , in 1891.

(CUaes 1, 15, and 39.)

KoDAX.—No. 155,009. By Kodak, Ltd., in 1891. (Class 8.)

J H. Dallmster (London).—No. 269,754. By J. H. Dallmeyer,

Ltd.. in 1905. (Class 8.)

ToHix.—No. 270,620. By John J. Griffin and Sons, Ltd., in 1905.

(OUm 1.)

TBADE MARKS REMOVED FROM BEGISTEB.

In lA« «Jkt^ ltt»guo(/e of the " Trade Marts Journal " the following

trad4 wtark* have been " removed from the regiiter through non-

pagmiut of renewal fttt." Such non-payment it, of course, the

mttJkod adopttd by a firm having no further occasion for the use

of a wutrk :

—

SwNox.—Nos. 269,073 and 268,993. Registered by Messrs. Marion

and Ca, Ltd., in 1905. (Obes 1 and 8.)

BlOCRAVtntB.—No. 269,014. Registered by the Rotary Photo-

graphic Company in 1905. (Class 39.)

RetD Books.

MoRB Fiopnts, Facts and Foemul.*.—It seams not so very long

ago Unt the " Photo-'Miniature " devoted an issue—and a very useful

isaae it was—^to collecting a miscellany of those facts, hints, formulae,

figures, and tables, which are in common use among photographers,

the things which everyone now and again has need of and is

glad to find witiiin the compass of so compact a volume as our little

New York contemporary. And now Mr. John A. Tennant has

issued a aotnpanion vohime containing a selection of similar subject
matter which has been pufclished since 1915. The contents include

tables of depth of focus, hiute on copying and enlarging, tests for

developers, fomralis for developing, fixing, intensifying and reducing
•olotions and maoy other practioad paragi-aphs dealing with such
branches of work as sepia-toning, mounting and colouring. At
present wo believe the " Photo-Miniature " can be obtained only
by ieoding EngUsh postage stamps or international coupoiia to the
value of 35 cents, to Tennant and Ward, 103, Park Avenue, New
York, U.e.A.

Reu) materials, SiC.

Wkslem Passe-Pabtout FaAMES.-^JIessrs. Witt and Wertley,
Bank OtombeirB, JMnAury Pairk, London, N., send us some srpeci-

mans of the reody-mado pasee-partout frames which they are now in-
trodudng to the notice of professional photogrsuplhars, and at what
n>ear to us to be exceedingly moderate prices. The tframe, when
iicDg on a, wall, preseniB tlhe appearamce of a pas8e^palrtout made in
the ordinary way, bat Mean*. Witt and Westley have hit upon a
vfry nipU plan whereby the photograph can be inserted in the
finiabad teme. This they do by leaving one side, either the top or
botton, of the backing card unattached to the glass, the binding
•tripof this portioQ being affixed to both sides of the glMs. Tlius
tie print oan be (dipped between the glass and the baoWiig card and
ptaeed m position by manipulabing it with the ball of the finger
•troo^a hole mesauriog about 1 in. by 2 ins., whicli as made in
the backing oanL It may be thought that tliea-e will ibe difficulty in
•niMtoog a print anything like the tuM size of the glass into a passe-
pMtoat made m thU mBoner. Therefore, it should be explained th«it

thlT^J^Jif**-'"**'*^
^"" ""* '"^'"** photographs, but for

r^_f *.'~™" *• •**" ^' ''"""« *1»'<* is provided with a mask
Ualund which the photograph appears. Messrs. Witt and Wertlev

use exceedingly nice oambiuations of colour of mask and binding

strip, so that the whole effeot in both styles in which the frames are

issued is extremely artiiAic. These two styles are brown (dark brown

binding strips and buff mask) and grey (da.rk grey binding strip and

white maek). Itoey are mode in two sizes—one 6i ins. by 4^ ins.,

with oval opening of texture art paper to take a ]>ostcard or cabinet

print, and in 10 by 8, to take a whole-plate print. The respective

prices are 4s. and 16s. iper dozen. Photographers, -we thank, will be

very pleased witli these very wrelKmade and artistic patterns of the

passe-partout frame. A sttmjpJe fi-ajme is offered by Messrs. Witt

and Westley to bona-fide (prafessioaial photographers.

CATALOGUES AND TRADE NOTICES.
The inquiry made by a correspondent some little lime ago for

" Apco " frames has brought to our taible the full .price-liete of these

and other frames made by Messrs. Wbiteliouse, Willetts, and

Bennion, Ltd., Rex Works, "I^fii'ig; Worcester. Their series includes

all descriptions of m.etal and wood frames, the " Arco " eeries being

those of plain, narrow, metal pattern, with, in one variety of the

series, neat ornamentation at the comers. The fimi also makes un-

tamishable metal frames in a great variety of paltern.s—oval, square,

midget—and in a large range of sizes

'Messes. Chance Bros, and Co., Ltd., GAam Works, Sniethwick,

Eirmcngham, have just issued a price-list of optical glasses now being

nianiufactured by them, and comiprising a very wide range of crown

and flint glasses, light and dense .bajrium crowns, extra light, dense,

and very dense flimts, together -with many others, the full optical

properties of which are specified in the catalogue, which lulso gives

indications oi the liability of the glaeses to tamisii or to undergo

diange with time. It is evident that Mtssi-s. Chsmce have gone a

very long way in replacing the optical glasses made by the Jena firm

of Schott, and we have no doubt that with the less engrossing

demands now made upon them they will be able to give the British

opticiaTis all the g'.aases they want.

meetings of Societies*

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

•Bromoil." G. B.

MoNSAV, March 24.

Bradford Photographic Society. Annual meeting.
Cit.v of London and Cripplsgate Photographic Society.

Clifton,

TUKBDAT, MaBCU 25.

Royal Photographic Society. " The Photographer's Pencil." O. A. Hackman.
Halifax Scientific Society (I'hotographio Section). Slide Exhibition at Harrison

Road.
Leiih Amateur Photographic Association. "A Trip to Lakeland." C. S.

M'Cabe.
Hackney Photographic Society. "A Country Cottage." tPrints.l
Chelsea Photographic Society. "The Thames from Hicbmond to Oxford,"

H. Felton.
ManchcBter Amateur Photographia Society. Mouthly Exhibition : " Landscapes."

WiDHXSOAY, MaBCH 26.

Ooydon Camera Club. " Useful Odds and Ends." W. F. Slater.
Iltord Photographic Society. "To tlie Land of the Midnight

Sanderson, J. P.
DenniRtouu Amateur Photographic Association. Mock Trial.
Photomicrographic Society. " PoQarised Light as applied to Rock Sections."

H. Callyn.
Thdrsday, Maiich 27.

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association, "Photography in the Great
War," A, D, Pyke,

Brighouso Photographic Society. Exhibition of Members' Prints and Slides.
Camera Club. "Some Apparatus for .\erial Photography," Major Charles W.

Gamble, R..\.F.
b r .>

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. " Telephotography."
Dr. C. A. Swan.

Hull Photographic Society. " Members' Slides and Paget Colour Slides."
Secretary.

RodUy and District Photographic Society. Members' Night.
Wimbledon Camera Club. Monthly Print Competition.
Richmond Camera Club. Annual Competition.

W.

C.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Mebtino held Tuesday, Mareih 18, Mr. W. B. Ferguson, K.C., in

t^e chair.

Mr. Newman F. Home garve a demonstraition of the finishing of

'bromide prints, and very admirably showed the manipulation
adopted by himself in working up bromide printa and enJargeraonta
by the powder process—jfchat is to say, by the application of crayon
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yowdcr. Hb iiimI* • gtml point of having the print fionly Umigh

imafonriij atte:iMd to » dMc* of gkM, whidi aUowed Uie work to

Im lion* T«7 toneli b«Ucr. For tMOpontHj ittfhing the print he

and the broad gummed paper bindng eold m > aub^itate for «tring

Ib tjittg paroeb^ llie Conle crmyon itonrder, u punheaed, pn>-

4Mad ao intenaely faiaok depoait <a the itnot, much blacker than

O^d be got by iMii« faiaok IcmI, and with the advantage thai it

poduced no wrtallic hartreL Bat in ovte to imdru it eaaiar to

gaodaate the d^ith ot dcfnaii, he prrparad niztarea of the cr»yoii

oardar and flonr puouoe of vartooa ri i eilgtlM down to aa bw ai

1 par MBt. That ia to aay, be mixed the onayoo powder with floor

yoBuee in the propotAiona of eqtial parta, 1:5, 1 : 10, 1 : 20, 1 : 50,

1:100. Even the mUtm xintMaiog <>nly 1 pait of the cmyon to

4D0 parta of the flour pamioe when rubbed over the print produced

« Mat wtaeh waa acaveely waiUa when pat on, bot beoame lo when
yarfa of it were mUted off, aa in iirtrvdooing wWt* aooanta into

iW high li^ht portiooa. The floor pumiee eo«M be tini^t fran the

Mt iata' Jialiaa, or obtained at a venr modi lower price from the

flrai of PiilnMr. ol OU StiMt.

I~'

In order to pnftare a print, caiiter gloagr or matt for working up.
' the (orface waa ftiat nditicd down with the floor pumioe, a|)plied

rilh • aldf taroah. Qkaqr printa woold, of eonnr, raqoire kngar
-I <»tinwit than thoaa on matt paper. In the oMe of nm^ pap**i
aadt aa Kodak Rojnal, it waa oesaaaary t» (Me a aofter broifa in

onfar to aimid nMing off the aihrv dcfwait fiaa* the raiaed poctaom
el the tealara of the pafiar. In then pwiaadiBg to ^^ the

, it w«a Ma pfMctioa ftnt to pot a tint of Uie li^t mistare
1 p« oaot. ol CMyvm) over Am whole anrfcce with a

Mad of eoMoa w<ooL Owdow poTtiaaa or other parU which required

to be atwHgthwail eo^M than he treated with
•ore erayoB. b paMing ia alMi^er dtpeaita the ataMi|« ol

or paper were need. At aoy ilaga the work eookl be riBovad with
Mdia^rMMT or with tha anlefiai anU aa pWtic nMter by the
•rtiato' daalawL Mr. Bona prrfanad to aee thie klter aa a floe

po«* e4Ma rauuviug tha caayos Iroa mmU oathnaa in the fluto-

piVh; even a toooh with the piaati: nArbar point removed the
poiwdar aa though by ahaorbing it. In nain ordinary rafaber far

*e aHM pwiieaa. a bltle commt pnirit i potrdw, aold aa gmda »,
waa oaad on tha n^Mtar. Ra had bwid tha |MMila aotd tor working
op teenida prinU of not tha ilj^Hiia imo » '"^lyWi ii with the
taiality with whaA the OooU pmider oooU be wad. lite powder
»aa lakan np on to alanpa or ooMoa wool torn " paiett* " eon-
auting of rhawin ii leather flaed to a pwr ol nail hiat;ej Uwida.
aaeh aiiaiiafati ohont 4 by 8 iaehem. fVhaa not in oar. the two
boaHa wwa folded with tha leather emfaeM ia

PWg^rd the powder wMeh atill Mihmd to tl

anployed tho

elCoatf aad

llM

Dealing with the oaa o4 aapu porwdera,
' «o ceaaneraal puwdera ol thie

Wiaaer aad Kewioa. thtf immmd to qdia w
III aole^, aod thai ky adai^g theai togMkv fa VMying prcportioae
the eokmr ol mj mpiatiand eoidd U Nadfly nutdhed. Ae in

tho ewa of Mm black fcmiar, ha made ^p autnr« ia which the
eMjea im dihrtad Witt floor poniMw fhr worfcing ^ hRanda
leiaia tt bW* eohMr. pwdaead by iliriliyaiwt with aafcfel, a
""•7 "Ml iMea of iilfcMiaiiai coaU be added «o tha b)a:k CbnU
(lowdar .

Mr. Hnrne proceeded lo deal with the trralmwl ol fa«««ide
(tfiate by aeanpiag. Ha bad need namly A tha kaivee eoU for tha

that of Mr. T. & Bima a very aalidbalory
im olhl waa that tha kaila dioald be k^

by heqaoM ilmpiiiiig oa a leather alaop toaated
that the priot Aoold be qaita fhy. Iba vary
finrnma made adawaMa italp eli for eoroping

When flxiag the worked-ap print by hoMii« it aa ioch or
two tfcm the ateam ol a boiling kettle it wae foaad that thr
ooi^oo* Mrfaea ol tha paiat, wheihir aaM or gkaiqr, wm realored.
aad ia the ama of a ^oa^ptiat with aoaMaU^additaoa of ginaa

Ahhaagh ha had triad, ba had (ootid H iatpoaaMe to damage the
piai hy meltiag tha frfatina ia thie pnrsam.
A Alrthw amtlMd of worhtiy op, aad one which be need in m^
r'—

t

to that with the oagm poerder, inBiialil ia the oae ol a
.MhrtioB of ai^romae lyirH biack, diaaolved in alcohol, with the

addition of 10 p<-r cent. u{ ohlonil hydrate. Tlie leMer, by re:iaon

of ita (olvent actiuu on the gelatine, eoabled the enmlaion aurface

to take the colour finnly. The ivork thna pot on had the good
feature of drying niatt on malt printe aod gkaay on g^oeay prints,

and though it x>u!d not poaaibly be mUbed off, it waa removed in

an inatoAt by goiag over it with a rag moiatpned with alcohol. Mr.
Home diowed exantpln of ita uae in conjunctiva witii the powder
proceas, and inatanoHl the good uae wihioh oould be made of the

two iu conjunction for novking up printa nUch were required for

half-tone reprodueiion. Be dwelt briefly, ami in ocndoaion, on
working op with megilp and wajc aa mediums fur pigment, refer-

ring to the fonuuUe for the latter of ^(r. A. V. GodhoU, which
he had lately been naing, and whidt. wliile appearii^ to have many
great advantagea, required, he foood, aoheequent treatment in order
to raroedy th«> effect nf the firoeeaa in givii^ a alightly groatcir gloss

to the pert* of the priitt which had received tli« greateat amount of

Alter aoaie diacua.<w>ii, the vei>- hearty thaoka of the meeting
were accorded to Mr. Hrime.

EDINBlKaH SOCIETY OF PBOKE.SSIONAL
PHOnPOORAPHERS.

Tn aixUi meeting of the seeaioa took place on Monday, March
10, Mr. Yonng in the ohair. Further diacoaaion was raiaed with

r«fard to the holiday doeiug scheme, aod the secretary reported
Aat tha Nsah nf the poateard ballot ehowed a majority in favour
ot a lea days' holiday. TTita reenlt it was decided to adopt aa the

dedaifei of the society. Upon one or two motiona and amend-
Mnte, it waa at length arranged that all tboae participating in

the aefaMM rfioald doea at one time, and not at differrnt perioda, aa

had baea pieeWoaly propoaed; and the artnal date waa flxed at

Aogoat 18. aad ten days thereafter.

Mr. Bohert Bans, A.R.&A., who had orjtne to give a talk on
pictorial eoaipcaition, and to criiiciae a nianber of photographic

priate aobmitted by members, waa than iotrodooed hy the chair-

MUt. Mr. Yoong said that Mr. Borne bad long been intereeted

ia photography, aod had always been a friend of the photogr^iher

sad one who apprseiatad tha difBcnkies under which phologiapheri

worked. Mr. Bama, fai tmaaiiwujiin his addren, explained that

Ms lather had been a pbatogri|iher, and that he himaalf had beRun

to take aa interest in pholography at a vary early aga. With
regard to compoeitioo, M saesri sd that thars ware aeilher ndea
nor laws by which good or bad coaipoailioii adghi ba jodgad ; bat

that, on the contrary, it was merely a mattor of personal taste,

aad it waa in this light that he criticised the prinU brought to

hie notice that evening. Hb remarks oa each print formed a most

instradJTa and interrsting talk, Mid tha good and lad pointa were

earshtDjr shown, and the rsaaoa given. Vignetted prints, the

speaker aislbnwl. he did aot cara for, ha l eaeB ii being that

ihersby aMsy difloiiltias vara averaom»—not by taring thcin, but

by ddritkag Ifcam. He procaaded to explain that in a pointing

there were Ihrsa kinds of eonpoaition, namely, that of ook>ur, of

maaa, Md of Vmt. With the flnt the photographer could, of ooune,

have rrf^'t to do; and his aaeaaaary antirs dsptodanoe on the

reaaaiaiag tero midered cuhaifaj sobjecta often very deoqitive.

A print of a hoy Mowing bafaUes, siter Millais' famoos picture,

gave illoetiatioo of this fa«t. TIm laciarsr explaineJ that the main

compoaitioa of tha oeigiaal painting lay in ita ooloor, and, there-

tora, aaeh piet<ji«a aa thtaa ware dai^eroas models for a photo-

gra|ihar to baae Ida work opoti.

At the doee of the rritidam queetiona were invited. Mr.

Oampball Harper, referring to tha speaker's lemarks opoa a low-

tcaed photc^rsph wbidi had been pronoonoed " flat," aeked if it

ware poaaible to produce such a pictora by photography which was

n>t sa Mr. Boms, after seau discoasson on thii point, replied

that, while there were almays exceptions to a role, he thought on

tha whole that flatnees waa diffloult to avoid.

Mr. Swan Watson then soked if there were leally no elementery

r(dee of composition upon whiA a beginner mi<(ht base his study

of the subject. Mr. Bams ressaerted his former ronark that there

were no mice. To illnalnMe this point, he said that peihapa it

might be Maerted by aome Ifiat, at any rate, no pictora ahould

ixmtain linee which dirided it either horianntally or vertfoaBy in
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(«lt. VfhUe loeb • bwii ot oompoaiiion woald certainly be difficult

for a becimier to woric upon, and as moh should be avoided by

him, it wa«, Berartheleaa, quite a possible basis for any artist of

lU h» illnslrated by making a rough sketoh of a sea-piece

I Mm herlnn line bisected the oanvas. By adding a few lines

a, Im ao ^>lit op the lower portion as to make it appear

him Mm upper part, and tibus had the effect of lowering

dtridfaiK lia*. Similarly, by adding a few lines representing

dood*, Im again brought tlie line back to the centre and

cNatsda bad eoraposition. He then gave a more daring illustration

ot Um same point in a rough outline of one of his own piotnres

iA«M a line bisected the canvas not only horizontally but verti-

cally, making four equal rectangles. Oomposition, in short, was

not ft law, bat a tense of balance; and what seemed good to one

nl^ HMO' had to another.

Mr. Barrie proposed a hearty vote of tihaoks to Mr. Bums for

his most interesting talk, and hoped that t^e speaker might again

favonr the society at some future meeting. This Mr. Bums very

kindly offered to do. The meeting then closed.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Trx annual rummage sale was held last week, in cinematograph

aanomcement faahioo : Controlled by the Council. Directed by

Mr. 8. O. Klitz, the noted ivory-hammer executant. Supervised by

the president, Mr. J. Keone. Assisted by Mr. H. King. Memhei-s

happily disposed of much apparatus, largely of the knacker's yard

order, whidi, with avidity, was acquired by others whilst under

tlio hypnotic influence of Uie auctioneer, perpetually lost

in admiralion at the wonderful quality of the goods he was
dtqxjttng of.

And the evening went brightly, just as this world, with all its

underlying sadness, in the main revolves gaily, but all knew poor
" Old Optics " had gone never to return—the last one to wish any
evening to be spoilt on his account, one who loved the club well,

and in turn was held in the highest regard by all. In feeling

Mnna the president alluded to the loss sustained by the ^yhoto-

gnphic world in general, and the club in particular.

A recognised authority on optica] matters, wdth an extensive

and sound all-ioand photc^^rapfaic knowledge, Mr. Piper's death

eaosss an ugly gap in tbe club considered impersonally. In a

penonal sense many friends will keep now only a memory ever

(icah. Never speaking at meetings unless compelled, and often

compelled ; ever ready to assist with adA-i:e, aixd spare no pains

in doing so ; with mental reflex not of the quickest a peiadox might
momentarily nonplus, but pity the originator of any such twisted

proposition when thoiights were marshalled ; a plucky patient when
on his back for many weary mouths, facing like a true sportsman
what ail will ha/ve to face some day—each was the late

(.'. Welbome Piper, or "Old Optics" as affectionately kno-'ATi

>t the club.

It seems ahnoct yesterday when an ideal night for an air raid

prompted a membw to suggest to him that an early train back
to Blackheath (an awkward cross-country journey) was eminenAly
desirable. The answer was characteristic: "If you think I am
going to allow those contemptible Huns to interfere in the sligJitest

wWi my arrangements you are gravely mistaken," he said with
ooid tevanty. On a previous occasion when returning home he
and othara had enjoyed to the full a nocturnal Zeppelin, bombs
being dropped in close proximity.

Ever difficult to get Mj. Piper on his legs to speak, when by
direct request or subtle artifice he spoke words were brief, but
always sufficient and to the point. But on one well-remembered
oooaaiott he did wax exceedingly voluble. It arose in this way

—

a " oonversational " evening was on, and a member who tries his

best to keep things going first declaimed on a subject whidh pre-
vious inquiry had ascertained Mr. Piper knew nothing about.
N«v«thel««s, the dissertation was concluded with an express pro-
viso that everything which had been said was " entirely subject
to the foil approval of, or correction by, Mr. C. Welbome Piper."
Tlia tag oaugbl on, and chats by experts on printing papers, dry-
platsa, and other things were all wound up with the emphatic
rsMTVatioB aUaded to. Poor Piper stood about six tags, and then

the smoulder burst into flame. He rose, took off the gloves, and
smote all round tfae ring the astonished original sinner. A really

creditaible performance, as delightful as it was unexpected.

Would he could repeat it, but that, alas ! cannot be, and so farewell,

old friend.

THE OPTHCAiL SOCIETY.

Meeting held Thursday, March 13, the president, Professor F. J.

Cheshire, in the chair.

Major Charles W. Gamble, R.A.F., deUvened a tecsture dealing

very coniprehenaively with the methods and apparatus employed in

aerial photography during the war. He traced the stages through

which cameras for photography from aeroiplanes and airships had

Ipiassed as the result of development at the hands of those in the

Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval Air Service, and subse-

quently 1^ ihe photograiphic section of the Royal Air Force, formed

after ihe amalgaanation of the two Services. A great deal of what

he said in reference to these pieces of apparatus is contaiined in the

article which appears on another page, and which was in prepara-

tion at Ihe time of his lecture. But he was fortunate in being able

to show to his audience an example of practicaHy e.ery type of

camera used by the British Forces in the course of the war, as well

as severaj used by tho French a<nd the Italians and a number cap-

tured from the enemy. 'Hie focal-plane shutter, although by no
means a perfect instrument, had been almost universally employed,

fiir* on account of the short exposures which oould be given, and,

secondly, on ite facility for use with lenses of different focal lemgths

on the same camera. On the other hand, it« liability to derange?

ment was a serious drawback, but one which was in part remedied

as time went on by making the shutter a separate unit which could

be withdrawn from the cameira and replaced by a fresh shutter.

Major Gamble stated that the Gennans were the first to adopt this

plan.

It was alt first assumed that the most rapid platee were the beet for

the purpose. Although exposures in good light did not require

plates of maximum sensitivenese, yet it was desirable to carry out

work late in the day and often when the light was poor. Neverthe-

iless, exiperience has shown tliat the capacity of the plate for giving a

high degree of density was a quality which ranked in importance
with the general sensitiveness. The earlier ivactice was to use
orthochiromatic plates, which for many purposes possessed a euffi-

cient degree of oolour-sensdtiveness. The tendency, however, wa* to

adwpt pandhromatic plates more and more largely, and Major
Gamble estimated at the time of the armistice the proportion of pan-

chromatics in use would amoimt to from 75 to 80 per cent, of tho

whole. Filters were in many instances made from optical flats, as

necessitated by the length of focus of the lenses and the high degree
of definition called for in (h& negative ; bat good use was made of a
film filter placed in the diaphragm laipeiture. Though liajble to

damage, they were found to render eatielactory service for a con-

sidereuble time, although any deformation would impair the definition

of the lens.

A large number of lantern slides were shown illurt^rating different

types of camera and fittings, and a further series showed the results

obtained in military and naval work, concluding with some of

the surrender of the Geirman warships.

A Want of Investigation.—An unusual experience recently
occurred to a prominent professional photographer in the suburbs.
Being asked by a lady to photograph a children's party, to be held
in the early afternoon, he inquired whether it was to be photo-
graphed indoors or out-of-doors. " In a very large room with
glass roof," replied the lady, on hearing which the job was under-
taken, and on the day appointed a heavy 12 x 10 camera and
accessories were carried by hand to the address given. The in-

formation afforded about the roof proved to be correct as far as
it went, but did not inolude the fact that it was glazed with orange
glass. Despite the prevailing hue the photographer failed to regard
this feature in a rosy light, and sadly returned with plates unex-
posed. Had he been provided with a small camera fitted with a
//4.5 anastigmatic lens, ^possibly the work might have been under-
taken on rapid panohromatic platee, but one does not usually carry a,

reserve of this kind to meet such a contingency.
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commercial JiCesal Intelllaence.

A UrroL-Hrns Claw.—At Greeiviah Oouuly Court, l«»t week,

1

' '-*• Oimoger b>d lief^re him • caae in which IteUy

t
.',, ralaoeber. uJ MelU.unie Grove, Drfwicb. med

.VUjbe'w, who <»rri«d on * phoiograptuc bcwineM in

> RoMl, (or £3 15*.

PiawliS Mid ber cUim wm (or m wrvk'* nUr>-, • week* moofy

h liM of notioe, Mid (or 5*. cMucUhI "during the etrike." Oa

Febnur; 13 (ih« atntad) « ID*, note wm miawd frx«a the owb-Ux

*t iri» itudio, and ahe and another yooBg Udy were accoMd »nd

from." They went, and • tkird jNMttig tedy " eMiie out

, _:iy." She admittwl ahe wm iai* o* ««•• »orBiBg» during

the Tube atrike. »nd aaid the Sa. had baaa daduciad tar Ihia.

P«(«adaat aaid plaintiff had iwceived nettea to laava on FeLruuy 8.

Plaintiff : I had Kiraa her notice.

IMaadant, cuotinuing, taid plaintiff li>ad but thraa-tiUAttcra ol an

Kiur'i walk (ran tha atodio, ao the Tuba atrika cooid not hcvr

affected bar.

H:> RoDOor : Ah, but {Wipla have kai ike art t( walking, the;

«int to Hde fvr-T t»i-p.

Daf'ixjai.' .1!. 1 • ..li plaintiff Uitl mit work out lier ii.iti*.

In the reeuit, Km ii>jiHjur garc judgment (or plaintiff tut £1 1^.

SEW CO.MFAMES.

ABLiMtfToa Co., Lr».—Thia privau coapaojr wm regialatwl on

March 11. with a oafiital of £1,000 in £1 aharaa. ObjecU: Uaaa-

(actuten ul and daaWn in caJIoluid prodocto, pholagvaphic chflBiaU.

etc Ika auhaahbara (each with one ahara) are:—P. K. Jafli. 90.

CoiomlM Boad, lUord. clerk ; H. O. >Vhite, 179. London Road, Kii^

>u.!i HiU, itamy, dark. Firat diraetora an to ha appoinlad bgr (be

wUcrihan. &>lwitar, R. ('. Bii«haa. OMa) BbaM. E.C.

neu)s ana Rotes.

Tiii I'li'f) Ml' if)..i'-«niii Sottrrr.—^The ncM oniti«ry me^^ng

<>L1 l« UUi '..; \Vraiic.i.>> . MMvh 96, at 7 p.m., at K^fa OeC^tt

lUotwiobKicul LaUxwtoriM, CB, ChMidw Stiwot, W.C. «lMn Dr.

B. P. Haigh wtU give • laeAov. wrtillad "Tka Intema] flmolm o(

MruU." Vtailoaa are br t^, and oarda er( loritartion May

I- '.•iiaioed on iyyiiwli/i • il«'» SaiTafry , J. O. &»dfawy.

1. Mo«arth HiU. Finchiay R»-d Ueoduo, N.W. 4

Mc^Moaui. PaoTooajtriM.—In the Ho«aa •( r><i>n,LM.> cm March

;o Tini'iirni V'— ' Maofw-Bralunn aaUil *ry to U:r

Ir- w>iirT whaUiar hawMawara that tha I«paiu. .... .:,"."..«--

i.h < '/ua to iachlda a ccUactiuo o( phutngwflw ol all oil

M^tjaaty'a 6ar\ic«a. and whathar ha coneaua is the ci|>et»l

•aeh a fwHartaoB wooU entail uo the pJblac piirw ' M.

Tl.v Conuniltae ot tha Unparial War Muiawtii h«ve iaauru < i.,^..f

.'> I ting talattTM <4 «Aoaf» and nixii ut Ita Majtaly'a Forcea whu

loat their Uvm dMMg tha war, to praaaa t photoRiwpha of tham

raM rration in tha UaaaaM. It it no* a«|»erted that thia coOcc
" Lii\ul«e auy cooaidarahla aipaoditwa, and I do nut think

ij a nMUtar on which tha Traaavry ahould tnt«i(rrc with

the diaorction of tha Committaa.

mm, wa are glad to eae, taking tha iaad

I in dnwiag tha aoliee of tha photographic
of BriliA agMaiaaa. m ahn>wa pmt-

HaiUriy hj tha iMitf—la wMah ban* haa« |M««dad Isr aaria)

phologn^y. Tlw SopfJaHwi wihidt ai—giiniai tha praaant

iMua of tha " Brttiah JoomI " oaaaoi te aaid to ueawUt i tha

I or tha hMar^y adUaveMMrfa of lUa BrilMi Sm. which

a law BiHhi will ha«a conplalad oiaaty ycMa of eiiataoce.

With tha aMtailMaa* of tha unliaH of iHtaaaMBU lor tha aarricea

I—work whfa/h hm niwawlaliil a thraa fold aiyanainn of tha Bo«
J of lanaaa lor the pholopmfihij pahKc can now

tha ftm'a aot««itiM, and aHawiioB ia dmmn to two of ihr

rf>iaG*i*aa, aaotely, tha XpcM anaatinmat of

f:AA apartore. and the Talacantric. tha ktlar a teln*iotu objecUvc

o( tiniqac type, giving auaati(;inat:c definition at a (all aperture of

from f;S.6 to ft(t.8, aud requiiiug a camera extenaon of only half

ita (ooal laogth.

A Rediition in Platk Pbices.—Aa announced in Ex Cathedra

a reductiuii in the price of platea waa made by tiie Britiah manti-

factureia to eoane into cftenLlion on March 11 laat. Hw reduced

price m aueh that quaiier-platea are aoSd at 3b. per doxen, otbei-

(ixea undergoing an approximately etmilar reduction of those whicl>

i-onia into (orca on Auguat 1, 1918. In order to preaon-e the con-

tinuity of the fluctuationa in ptica we may aet forth the succeaaive

i-Mca and the pre«;ut redootioii m fulk>wa, the figurea being thoae

for MM dozen quarter-platca :—
a. d.

Bef.re .luiie 16, 1913 1

,I...... 16. 1913 1 3

> 13. 1915 1 *

29. 1916 110
2 3
2
3 8
S

1 t^-..hitrv

MarA 1, 1917

Fet>ruary 5. 191H

Attgnrt'l. 1918 ...

March 11. 1919

The praaant change in price ia t'uu the Hxth wbicJi lua been

made *inc« the outbreak of hoatilitiea.

9niM tx OI^a»L Gi.am.—Vaiioua typaa of atrias in optical glaaa.

daaaifiad on the baaia of viaible appearance, are deacribed, and

pholographa ahown. in a paper by L. E. Dodd and A. R. Payne, of

tha U.S. Bnraaa of Standarda, praaant ed to the American Phybir«l

Society. Certaia of thaM typaa ata than diacafad from the atandpoint

of thrir natore and probable origin. A rdatkmahip between gM
babbica in tha glaaa and atrije ia pointed out. Tha application of praa-

aora t<> the laaltan glav ia advocated m a prerantiTe, not only o(

babbka, but alao of thcM atri»—odit ad with bwbhlaa. Anotharprob-

able aoarca of the mora nuaetoaa airia ia given m tha aeparation of

load, or iu oxide, in the lead glaaaM. Stric having anoh origin, how-

etar, are nmra loealiaad. near the walla and bottom o( the pot, and

may be redacad to a ounioiam in number by proper heat treatment

and atirriuK. It ia l,^ioaglit that attua in tha mora eaotral part of tlio

glMa aaw in tha pot, which ai« lagardad m being noatly aaaociatcd

with babbUa, may ba latgaly {vwvaotad by application of praaanrr.

and that thartby the par caat. of good glaM may be oonaiderably

iriaed (nw the praaant iwiwwt of 80 or 26 per cent, of tha total

The esparimantal appbaatiwi of praaanra ia pn>poaad m a

ircii. primarily of '''""!' value, bat indirectly of

value by ila poaaibality of opening tha way to the manu-

lactara tU tha larger lanaaa (rea from defect.

DaATN or Ma. O. W. SarmRAX.—We iwgrat to liave to announce

tha death, on Manh 7 laat, at the a«a of aisty-aix, o( )tr. (3. W.
Sacfwian, of TofnaU Park Road, London, a pbotogiaiiher of long

and wide experience, and one who daring the paat few yeara hod

tamed hia atlaatioa with vary gwat ani'wiM to certain imptove-

oianta in tha procaaaaa of davalofana^t and fixing. Mr. Seawtao
iwviirted a pwyarwiMai whfah ha WMoad " Sartali*," and which, when
added to tha amidol davalopor, tifrtld to tha latter vary reoiark-

rfde ke^fing qualttiaa Wa have ao idea what ia tha chemical

nalure of .thia adhaiaocc, but oartatnly. m wa aaeurad oaraahrea at

tha tine of ita inln>d«ic4«on, ila adttilion to the amidol developer

rendera tha lattrr <in* which can ba kept and uaad with ahnoat the

UvtAmi tram kdw of aoaicy which ia tha pnfiarty of oihar

davaSopan, aodt m bydmqwiaoaa or M.Q. Mr. Baoratan alao

dariaad a further praparation, aold aa " Uniaul." (or tha purpoec

of affecting eoonomy of hypo by ita addition to tha fixing bath.

Our opinioa ia that there ia laaa to be aaid fur thia priyawtinn than

for the praeading, bat it may ba hoped, iu the a\-ant o( the dia-

oootinoan.-a of the aale of Hama anbalamwa, oooaaquent opoo Mr.

Secretan'a death, thai tha (botoyaphie world nay leam aomathing

ol tha ttmmif-ml cum|
w,adlaon of tha aandol pi aaarvwtive. It would

ffmt that it omrkad tha oae of aona 4|iiita diitinf* comfxiund fur

tha purpoae, aod ptrfJication or even aoane aiimaelinn o( the work
which Mr. Saonilan caniad out mi|^ eaaily lead to atill moia
(ruilfal naoHa in tha mmm diiwctiaa.

Rraii. l<L-8ii(U8 XjcBiKxa.—Aa inan iaat ilouday, Che Ordrr

made by tha Miniater of Xatiimai Service under Dafenra of the

Raaira Eegolation 8A.t, raodering it neceaav>' to obtain a Ikmic*

before a pcmn can aatdbliah a ni-w retail buaineaa or a now brant It
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<A aa iMliin roUil boMtas, ic to be a<linini«ter«d by the Aliinutry

«| lahoat. tonaa of •pplioation for Ucenoea wiM be obtoin&ble at

•II EmfilujWMPt ExdMogn. The ten divisionai oomKik in Great

whidh tukve been (onned to oo-ordiaate the work of local

I Mre being invited to advise the Minister in the

> of die Older.

hqniriei nngMiliin lioence* ibould be addree&ed to tlie Secretary

(New Bwinen Licancai), iit the following addresses :—

London aud fiaatk-Eeatem (City and Metropolitan Police DiEtriot,

Kant, Sumy, Soawx).—Bote! Windsor, Victoria Street, Lomfon,

8.W. 1.

South-WratM'n (Glooceater, Wjlts, Dorset, Somersol, Devon, Corn-

wall, lUato, Isle of Wight).--6a, Union Street, Bristol.

Yotlu and East Midhwds (Noite, Vorks (excluding Cleveland),

Dait>y (exohiding Oloeaop and Netw Milk), Lincoln).—Hare-wood

Barracks, Woodhooae Lane, Leede.

Weat Midlands (Stafis, Shropshire, Hereford, Worcester, War-
widi).—Qneen'a College, Paradise Streei, Barmingham.

Sooth MMiiands and Eaatom (Norfolk, Suffolk, Camibridge, Oxford,

HnntiagdoD, Bedford, Berics, Bucks, Northants, Leicestershire,

Ratiand. Her(«, Essex).—80, Weetbourne Terraoe, Paddingion.

Nort^-iWestem (Lancashire, Cheshire, Derbyshire (Oloeeop and
\«w Mills District), Isle of Man).—^Now Ante Buildings, Liverpool.

Northern (Norlihaniberland, Durham, Cmnberkuid, Westmorland,
Yorkahira (Cleveland Distnot).—47, Pilgrim Street, Newoastle-on-

Tyn*
Wales (aU Waleo and Monmouthabire).—27, Bute Street, Caitiff.

Scotbnd (all ScotUnd).—15. Athol Crescent, Edinburgh.

Correspondcnciie—•

—

*,* Correspottdints should never write on both sides of the paper.
No notice is taken of communicatioiis unless the names and
addrutes of the xoriters are given.

'.'We do not undertake resporisibility for tlie opinions expressed
by our correspondents.

CINEMATOGRAPH OR KINEMATOGRAPH.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen.-In your issue of March 14, Mr. Travers J. Briant
doubU whether I am correct in asserting that it is usual in English
words derived from Greek ones beginning with or containing
k to convert that letter into a " c."
I have taken the troable of classifying all the ^ords beginning

d^Id Iff T^ ,
" * moderately i,^ encyclop^ia. which

*k^' ia^t:. I"" ^:.
'"' ''^' ^ * "«"''' thaTthe Greek

Mr B^^ ,' .'" "" '^ "'"" 9^-7 P^r <=«"*• of cases

prfve Sr^le "
d? f

'""'""'
"^ '^" ">' *»>« «-^P«°n« that

Thera u .n ;/. .• """"8 "> 'ne Hanoverian period.

ta«. "t^^rng'tx^thrtht/", ''^r.f'
^ ^'^^-^ p-

French -^a^^n^Wwa^ VU H^tin r ? ^."^^"^ "^ '^^ ^"S'O"^ pre6x • kin.." IJeaJn^Vf tte T ^ ^\^ "°* "''* '^^ '°°k of
invented by Mr. Birtt^i 1?!'^ rf*'*"

'*''=*"" »PP»'*'^"«
J«na,y. 1896. „ th" Sic IL7 • °

u'""
= "^'«"8'>* o"* i"

•h. foUowing Ma..h in Cur^f'^e^/'r. K™ "" '^'"'^'^^^
called 1« give „ entertainmentwL«^ ^ Kineopticon.

' Being

•»«»« Boyal ««pie« referredlTi;, 7^ r''
Programme, is^ed

•cop..' Whatconld aloya ;hoLIanh"T
'°° "* '^'' ' ^''"^''^

"iKJhX.'^sdr^r^" *
^^

'' "^^'

tion of Pronunci.tfon^hid.ls'^^'f
''""J

^'^'"'^ with the ques-
"^.of ^P-pl- pronounce dn^:*^^.'"*''^'"!*- J^« ^-* ^-fo-

why thoa. with a liking for oririnltu
'

u ,
"^ "* "^ '^l^d i^^on

' '' ''"' """t rnakt a choice of

evils, a variable pronunciation is much less objectionable than a
discrepancy in spelling.—Yonrs faithfully, A. Lockett.

THE ASSISTANT QUESTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I should like, with your kind permission, to tell
your correspondent " E. F." the reason why master photographers
pay their as-sistants the low wages they do. Master photographers
may bo grouped roughly into three classes, which I place in the
order of tJieir impoi-tance as employers :—A, the man wilio is in Wie
biisine.ss solely for the profit he can make out of it, who usually
runs several establishments, and is rarely a practical workman
himself; B, the higher-class man, whoso vanity is such as to
prevent his systematically making money as A, who squeezes the
ball, strikes attitudes, and exudes phrases, while the sUff turns
out the work; C, the general pettifogger who, though he may he
Uken more seriously as a photographer, scarcely counts as an
employer. These men, whatever their system, or no system, of
business may be, are out for profit, and their profit is obtained
by selling aa many bits of glorified cardboard to as many fools
as may be found to buy them; the fact that Jlr. A picks up Iialf-
crowns in East London as quickly as a boy finds pebbles on a
sea-swept shore, or thst Mr. B pockets guineas in the West as
deftly ae a girl plucks flowers in spring, is no earthly rea-son why
they should share the Jbooty with that quit© luiskiMed and rather
shiftless trio—Mr. Washout the "operator," MiisB Waslieye the
" reitoucher," and Mr. Waehup the "printer."
Your corre.'^pondent suggests that " the profession should be takenm hand and modelled on the organisation of the chemists and

druggists "—really, the humour of the thing appeals to me. To
bcgm with, how can you possibly organise such det^ached indivi-
duals as Washout, Washeye, and Washup? AU three are against
one anothei', and each of the three tries to curry favour with the
-boss" at the expense of the other two; Mr. Washout grumbles
at Mr. Washup's prints, and Mr. W^ashup growls at Mr. Washout's
negatives; while LMiss Washeye, with a woman's weaiJons, score^.
against them both!

Then, Mr. Washout and Miss Washeye, at all events, are ciuite
su^perior persons, who could not possibly fbe mixed up with tmde
unionism and the working-class, and it should always be remem-
bered that Mr. Washout's ambition is not to strengthen liis po-<ition
as a paid servant by combination with his fellow-workers but
rather, to blossom out as Mr. C, with the ultimate hope of exploit-
ing his late confreres a la Mr. A, wliile Miss Washeye, supposing
all matrimomal chances to have failed, is suppoitod by the liotx.
of some day opening up as Miss B, and using to her own advantage
the labour of Washout and Washup ! Washup alone in this resp«t
is a doubtful starter and possible trade-unionist; of taciturn momi
his ruminations in the ruddy depths are known only to himselfand the sable demons that possess Iiim.
Technical education? Imagine an emancipated Washup, his

poor head f,U of sym.bols and equations, fceing content to foemi
his life m a bla^k cellar performing his old trick :-6068, one, two-stop

!
One, two-stop

! One, two-.top ! 6069 (bit denser), one,two three-^top! One, two, three-^top ! One, two, three-stop!-Indsoon Fk^ixp? Drop more bromide ! Hang back? Warnyour developer! Skill! Why, girls in their teens can do it, and
rf« do It. Picture Miss Washeye having mastered facial anatomyand being proficient ,n (say) drawing from the antique, coming

bTdone.^°"'
°^" Washout's atrocities! Gentlemen, it can't

nubfic
""^'^ *'''°^

"f"-
*' ^''*^"' '" '^^ ^^''^^ «f the blockheadpublic. So long as it is satisfied with West End piffle and EastEnd smudge work, turned out by children and duffers, so long willthings remain as they are; employers wiU not study 'their pfoTe'mon ™th a view to the production of true portraitL uotil °hA-are forced to, and they will not pay such wages as will make

oUhetrft " *''%T^*=^"''«
P^^ '°^ -•"'« -tiUhe standardof the craft IS raised to such a pitch that it cannot be run by boys

lustifi'Sr
"""''"

'"'f
"•*« P<="^°"«' -•^°' -''!>-' - «had'ow o

sertLly '
™"^"'' themselves to be artists.-Yours very

London, S.W.
^^'"^'^ ^'*'"''-
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To tti* Editon.

0«ntl«iL«,—Witliui Um «pac« of one feng life photognphy u m
MO* of livelihood kaa had iu bilih, adolaioMK*. Mid >rriT«d U foil

tmfuitj. Lika all mod«rn indoMnca, wher« it ha« be«a poMibte,

H iuM <>a(it dvraloped on modern ospiuliai linaa. Tb« ncant
MataBMDt el a masriMr of a North Coonlry Martcr FlioU>rraphm'
Awnriatinn that h« waa in pttotegraphy purely aa a ooBHnaraal
gytcnialion oonfinna thu, and there an other weB-known iiMUacea.
fh* " B.J." aoma few yean ago, in noording the death of the

ownarof many rtodioa deroted priwjpaUy to the pradnetioa of cfceap

•a pain»infi,loidaatheoaadbarofthoaMad«af ponnda a ywrwh»:li
k* •iMla oat of H. While doobtleM many of m woirid do tba tame
If we only knew how, tbe fact reoMuia thai H i* tfia peiaonal worker
nther thaa Urn capitatiat to whcaa we mmi look for Um Mivaoee-
veirt of i4tetography ao far aa pwUMUin goea, and a!ao for the
faateriag of «hoaa ralaltoiia betwcao pfcotogtapheii which make for

vtet we eall the
|

ifiifiwiuiial qnrit aa dMingvijhad from that of

the trader.

On Hm poreiy taclmfeil aide, Hia Jwnmawmli wU probably
come §nm the kbotatory of Iba |iiwlryi|Jiii naflarial maDafaetarer
..nd the woriMhop at tba aakar of aniitiflr apparatca ; bat e««n
bore it wiU be <ba individoal aapai Iwwlaliat ralbar tbaa the
proprialan wfio will naka the diaeoveriaa. thongli no donbt «ba ran
I a wen eqnipfiad iaberatory aoeh aa ii ai «ha ^mpamd ef Dr.
Meaa will reader poariUe NMareh work that doM mI a«harwiaa
be undertaken.

For *aaa waona lhw<lo»a It fa the peraooai worker who neada
lo be kept e« Ui laat, whatber a4 Uia kowI ba htfptm to be
working diraet for Aa p«blie, or aa m fikijii of «nM «m elM.

Manbardrfp «f the P.P. A. moat, ti ooorw. h* open lo all

mfiajm pbatagmpban aogagad in trading on their own necoont
ifAetber mar* ewnw i i iliaU or men with a tittle mora idaalkm
Hfca Mr. Adama, bnt H it qmU erideat that that body can do vary
nUe oaaalty in Ifca way of argaain« taition or training of

I think abonid be dufie ia that Mr. AdaMa wui a faw paopla
Hk*«inded, no* ni rii rily all employan, ahonld get fa tonck with
each oihar and waiiinga rinwn.

In any «aae than ia eartainly a need far aa a^niaiiia eoMtating
of myiuj aaa ody. the nenriMra of which abonid aatomaticaUy
--anaa to bakaig to it (awiapt parbapa fa an honorary capacity)
iireetly tbay etaaad lo ba aKfdoyaea and jofaad the inidM of

>! dapandant worktce and aaiployart. At tha aMnent the
lion of a trade onion on fghtiiw linaa ii neither poMiMa
»ae«aary. thoogh if the period of inrraaiaJ «nda prmpenty—
I'XQKlted for "i>aaca" time, hnt hardly m yet fa ai^t^faib to
nalwiaKaa, thaaa ia no knowing how aoon n body aUe to negaUat<
o behalf of iU iiiiiiiiiii aagr ha raqnirad. Befora tho ««r there
•eia at intervale of a few yaaie two or thrta atfonf ntlaafta to
fom Mlh n nnion, the laat of which oiriy jaM Med, and that^Hiniy
I Mnk Ihravgh tha delaetion of tha otigiaolor of Mm nifatinn

Whan a og ^m aaUad in London I gavn my printnr cntte
J, any what ha Uked, take what o«oe he likad, etc..

nd he hronght back woH that only nbonl • doaen (all m<a I

•hfak) allendad. mA thay aaamad afraid to open Ihair monlha. A
r^ondon aoqnnintanca of mine (Mr. Pinak OaUnaoka), not iwkaown
I bahara to tha adikim, wm aoaaa tamo ago Meomafnl i

Iha ampluj iaa of nn fadaatiy allied to |din<inia|ihj|. Md I

that if ha and a law btniay aniiittnit n«M to fia* thai
tagalhar, aoma rtpraatntalava orfMiiaatian ti photegiaphiii ampfayem
i%bt ha baongte falo aaiatanca which wo^d U able to aaaii4

• Mb Ultb granpa of an^ihj| wa aa Mr. Adama might anceaed fa

'•flying ronad hiaa. Sowtinl awothe afo, kaiora lliia a|iiimlaniit

''««M. I had it on my mfad to write to Mr. AdanM, "lh«mft,"
•id a law other of yMr cnrToapondeoU on tfba detirabtlity of getting

nto toaah with each other and exehangin( riewa, being eoovinoad
that tha paiaonal worker neada the help to ba got fran aaeocfation
oith hia taibw woriura to " keep We end np."
Aboat *walva mantha a^ I mantioood tha qaeatioa of organiaatioo

t photograpMe n>liy ii to Mr. ColabrDoko and gathered fnoi him
'>at othrn had danalbe taoce ihtng, ba( nothing apparently haa
<t|pMi4.—Tvvf tnrfy,

Looi Fqbwaso.

flnsioers fo CorrespoiideittSe

eonHquene*

SPECIAL NOnOK.

of gefural rtducfd tupplU* of paptr. om tht rattt/l-

</ prokibitioH of Ou importation of ini«fc teord pulp and grasa,

a imalUr ipace vill te availabU until frnthar woliot ^or repUti

tt etrrupomdtiiU.

Mmrmm, at %na aiuww ty pott if $tamp$d and oMretttd mwia-

lepa it tmeUmd or njpty; 5-«en«. International Coupon, frxm

nadtrt abroad.

Tht full qu**titM» and mmetr* wiU U printed only in O10 com V
ingninet ofgtntrat iwiareaf.

la 6a anfarad ia fka FViday't " Jiaamal " must r*aeh wi

not laUr than TuMdaf (poelad ifowdoy). and $kimld bt

I U (Aa gdttert.

W. &—Tha ProfaaMonal Photographeta' Aaeociation , of 89, AAany

Sireot, Loodoo, N.W. Ihe Ua for memberahop ia Sa.

J. H. We do not know a firm eupplying the particuUr kind you

wnat, bat yon might try Mr. J. BUiott, Parade Warka, Notting-

\ P.—Aprona and uveralU of rubl>nr or waterproof material are

anpplicd by the .\ltrin<:ham Rubber Company, Altrincham,

Cbeahire.

D. R. B.—Hie atatia era evidently due to imperfect llxatioii. There

ia ao mmm of removing thma. Ton ahonU make it a praotioa to

pam al piteto thnwgh trwo hy^ hatha fa anccaaaaon.

H. M.—Mnchfam for perforating mnnbert whidt are need (or pap*-,

hat pNaamdbly can ba obtained anitaMe far parforatuig film, are

aappliad I9 B. M. Bicfalord, 0, flnow HUl, London, E.C.

P H.—Wa are certAinly of opinion that pricaa of camcraa are not

likely to fall wiOiin the next lis montht. We think it more

likely that new modcU which may be produced thia year will b«

higher in price than thoae at preaent on the markrt.

0. T. M.—The beat aotation far nliOBlng daveloper ataina hxin

pufcilain diahaa ia one of jinlamiian paimatiganala, any 6 or 10

par cant, ia atranglh, with a (air amoont of atni^ aulphoric aoid

added. Thfa can bo atad repeatedly until eahaaiated.

O. W. WuaoM.—There ia a complala file of the " Britinh Juurnal
"

fa tha Library of the Pktent OfBea, 2S, Southampton Buildinga.

Lendoa, K.C. You can coaaoli it there without any formality

and wMh mora facilitiaa for making ootea than we could offer you

atlhiaoflfea.

Ao ArraA.—Yoor raom ia not very well adapted for a atadio, but

wiB, wa thiidc, give fair reinlte if you put in glaaa, making the

kytight ahoal 6 H. arida mid 9fV hmg. We do sot think you

will do much good l>y ttyiag to week tfann^ Iha doorway. It

win ba bettor to got a abort foona lena, any 8} ina., for crfitnata,

aad work along tha atndio fa the aame direction n« for halMangtba

K. K.—60 4ar aa we know, pnteolaoa ooder the 1911 Ca|iyri«lit Art

fa not obtainad aotnmatically ia Ctuiada aa it ia in liie oaae of

aoma other Biettah dcninicna, anoh m Newfoundland. That beint;

ao, the only courae ia to apply to the nonapapar cowipaniaa, poind-

ing oat that the photoginpha are yoor t/riginal prorfoetiona. You
mi^ threat to legal aotiani bat if Iha paopfa know the faw of the

matter (aa they probahly do), they will ha iaeifaed to raaiH any

ilafa». whaaeaa they might adimt tlie moral juatioa of yoar claim

if made amicably.

O. T.—'Dry-moooting by maana of a flat-iron ia eomething of a make-

abift, hot yon ought, nevertheleae, to be nble to get aatiafactory

adberaooa without marfciaga. One of tfie beet irona lor the par-

poaa ia that toU (or ironing billiard tablaa, having roonded adgea,

whi«6 vnU ma|k« on the print. A riMOt of Mout paper, raoh ae
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b OMd for trpewitting, k wfflcient ppol^ctirai between the jron

•nd the print. A» regards Uanperature, wiUi most t.ssuea the iron

i* aalBcUoUy hot U yoa can jus* beax to touch it for an \TtMmt

with the Up of the finger.

O R —The b«rt and n»et owtomary method u to have the titles set

op in type, or i( type U not»«iW>le to draw them on a laxpe

««le, Mid then to photop-aph down to Uie required s'ze on a pro-

nm pl»»*-<rf cowe, photogT»ph'"e * considerable mimber of

titlee on the one plate. The title strips are then cut through to

the gbai, and the negaUve {when dry) stripped oB on to the land-

M|ie negiOiTe l>y mean* of hydi-ofliioric acid. A touch of gum

will bold the etrip in place, and it is further fixed by the varnish,

wliiefa ia oanally given to \ iew n^^tives.

Dow»»HKA.—There are a whole series of eoft-focua lenses by

American maker*, namely the Portland, for which Messrs.

Sinclair are the agents here, the Verito for which Messrs. Butcher

are ageote, and the Smith whioh, so far as we know is not sold

in thii country. But you need not buy an Americam lens if, as

you eay, you "would pi-efer one of British make. Of these there

ii the DeJliteyer portrait lena and the Cooke portrait lens, both

of which are" provided with an adjustment whereby a certain

amount of diffusion can be introduced.

\|. ,T._you will have to get a licence to start a xiew retail businees,

but we ahon^ imagine that no licence is necessary if, as we

aMuma, yon have bought an existing business. Howeiver, you

ooold satisfy yourself as to this by application to the office'which

rakUe to the Weet of EiigUuid, and is situated at 5a, Union

Street, iBrietol. If you do not oarrj' on the business in your own

name you w-ill, of course, have to register the business at the

annual coet of 5s. ParticuIarB from tiie Registrar of Business

Names, 69, RusBell Square, London, W.C. 2.

MARBELLA.-^It ie quite true that lenses marked with the same

//No. and in fact having actually the same relative aperture

are not necessarily identical in speed. Tlie tliicknees of the

g^ass and the number of surfaces of the lens ooroponents which are

exposed to the air affect the rapidity though not to a very great

extent. There are, howevei-, no romparative fiigurcs published

relating to lenses on tl;e market, and for practical purposes,

certainly in the ca.ie of lense.^ all of modern type, you can afford

to neglect the differeivces. A paper on the subject, which is a

partial study of the question, is tliat by Mr. R. \V. Chceliire,

published in the " B..T." foi- -•Vugust 2 and August 23, 1912.

M. N.—^Extra focal length is a term applied to the distance fi-om

the object to a point within one focal length of the lens, and
Bmilarly to the distance from the image to a point within one

focal length of the lens. For example, when copying same size

there will be one extra focal length in the direction from the

image towards the lens, and likewise one in the direction from the

ubjeol towards the lens. By thus, as it were, leaving out the

'lonadention a focal length on either side of the lens, the optical

calculations in copying or ejikii-ging become greiitJy simplified.

For a futirther explanation you may refer to an article, " Some
Simple Lens Arithmietic," in the "B.J." of June 8, 1917, obtain-

al>le fixon omr publishers, price 4Jd.

H. M.—The printe have all the appearance of having been fixed

in a hypo batii that was acid, or became acid by fixation of a Jarge
number of prints in it. In our experience self-toning paper, in

order to obtain a thorough permanence, requires to be fixed in a
faaUi which has been made alkaline with anunonia or carbonate of
soda, or, perhaps better tian either, with sodium bicarbonate.
Also, it requires to be frequently renewed or further dosed with
alkali in order to neutralise the acids which are dissolved out of
prints. At the same time we are bound to say that your prints
strike us as exceptionally bad specimens of fading.

T. E.—Varions preparations have been patented or introduced for
the purpose. One such, of French origin, also contained the
developer, and was con«pounded of—

Matpiemum picmte 81 paHs.
Sodium sulphite (anhydrous) .'. 544 parts.
Sodi'im hjTWKulphite (hypo) 250 parts.
Diamidcphenol 125 pairts.

TWs powdered mixture was dissolved in water to the extent of
•bfnA 4 pns. pw 100 c,e.f. (abou( 20 gr*. p»ff ounce), and i,h9

exposed plate or print having been placed in it in the dark, the

further operation could be continued in daylight or other a:tinic

light. None of these mixtures have come into practical use.

B. J. Ptko-Soda.—We see in the instructions for making the pyro-

soda developer by the " B.J." formula the item that the mixture

of soda sulphite and metalbLsulphite after dis.solving should be

boiled for a minute or so. As we make up this developer in large

quantities and have good cause to be gi-atefiil to it for the freedom

from stain on both negatives and priirte, we should be glad if you

would tell us whether there is any real advantage in boiling the

mixture. In making up the solution by the gallon it is an incon-

venience to have to boil, and if there is no really good object

served we should be glad to dispense with this part of the

preparation.—C. F. G. Co.

If you do not keep the stock solution for any great length of

time say for not more than four or five weeks, there is no

advantage whatever in boiling the mixture of metabisulphite and

sulphite. At the same time you should preferably dissolve these

salts in boiling water, that is boiling water poaired on to the

dry mixture. There is no necessity to boil the full amount of

water specified in the formula. Enough to dissolve the salts Is

sufficient.

SuLriiiTB Tegubi.es.—I am dissatisfied with the tones which I get

by the regular method, using the bromide-ferricyanide bleach

and toning with sulphide. What I should like to get is a tone

similar to what one sees on the postcard portraits in the shops

of the Rotan-y Company. I work, as I think, exactly to

instructions, well washing prints between bleaching and

sulphiding, but periha,p6 there is some matter of im|port»mce which

you will be able to mention for my assistance.—T. W. D.

The oonunercial cards which are sold by the stationew

are most of them toned by the hypo-alum method, which gives the

characteristic purplish sepia which is the preference of the postcard

printing trade. Dependent on the brand of paper which you use,

the bleach-and-sulphide metliod yields tones which are more

brownish and, as we think, more pleasant. If the results are

poor in tone the most genejia.1 oause is insufficient development of

the prints in the first instajice. See our note last week under

Ex Cathedra. There is no need to give more than a coujxle of

minutes' washing between bleaching and sulphiding. To wash for

a longer time may give prints which are less satisfactory in colour.

fIje Irttisb lotrntal d f botojgraplj^.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisements cannot he inserted until fully a^uL correctly fire-

paid, senders of line annotincements are asked to bear in mind the

scale of charges. They icill thus save themselves delay in the pub-

lication of tlieir announcements. A Scliedule by which an advertise-

ment can be correctly priced will be sent on request.

Ket Prepaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or less ... 1/-

Extra words Id. per word.

(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Box Number Advertisements.

" Box No. " and office address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each ady't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small lino advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The iuRertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd.. Publishers,
24, Welliit^ton Str«9t, Strand, LONDON, W.C,2<
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EX CATHEDRA.
Enemy We are glad to see that our conteui-

Oamaaws. porary, " The Photographic Dealer," is

actively intereeting iUelf to put a stop to a species of

trading with the enemy which, though small in amount,

is neverthelees quite indefensible. It appears that in

Cologne and other placee in the occupied portion of

Qennany cameras of German make can be bought at not

a Twy moch higher price than that before the war, yet

one which at the greatly depressed valua of the German

mark enables the buyer to dispose of the camera at a good

profit on bringing it to London. It ia stated that dealers

\n London are being asked to purchase theae instrumente.

The Photographic Daalera' Association has taken the

matter up, and it may b« hoped that prompt measures

will be Uken to see that this illicit trading is speedily

stopped. There can be no objection to Army officers in

Um oocupiad countrr buying such photograpnic supplies

aa they want from the only available sources, namely, the

Oarman dealers, but the practice of snatohing a paltry

prx>fit by bringing the cameras to London for sale u one

which surely should be immediately prohibited by the

authorities on their notice being drawn to it.

Cyola We were recently shown a most artistic

. .^ portrait photograph of a feminine client

of a profeaaional friend. Tha lady was riding her bicycle

along a delightful sUetch of country road. The portrait

was a really delightful piece of work, and showed to per-

fection tha poiae of tha head, the easy carriage of the

rtdw, togather with the perfect grace with which some

woBMB have learnt to cjcle. This is an idea that might

ba well worth following up, for if well done a portrait of

this kind should be a good business bringer, and is far

in advance of the portrait in which a stationanr cycle

is "ridden" in the studio. The real thing offers no

special difficulties in the way of making a satisfactory pic-

ture, nor need the operator think that a reflex is eeeential.

A good hand-camera is desirable, but tiie picture to which

we refer was made with an ordinary field camera. In this

ease the picture was focuased on the ground glass, the

cyclist being requested to stand on a certain spot marked

with a couple of smallish stones. She then retired, and

rode slowly towards the camera for the exposure to be

made. It' will be found beat, if oossible, to make the

actual exposure while the cyclist is free-wheeling, in order

to lessen movement aa much as may be, and for this, in

order to obUin the best effect, the pedals should be hori-

zontal or at the "quarter to three," the correct free-

wheeling position. Rapid exposures are not needed; a

3&th of a second at /.8 on a bright day with fast plates

will be found to give a good negative. There is no reason
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whv this plan should not be applied to male curtomera as

well, for many persons of both sexea lend themselves

when cycling to most graceful and pleasing poses.

• • *

Oa»light The trade enlarger, whose work lies not
nlarfintf. onjy ju the enlarging of negatives of

reasonably decent quality such as he obtains from pro-

feaaional photographers, but also those of the quite un-
skilled amateur, has reason to ignore the advice which is

sometimes given, namely, that the speed of modern
bromide paper renders the use of a very high-power
source of light unnecessary. It is quite true that the
practice of some enlargers of keeping an oil lamp for the
enlargement of particularly weak negatives on to bromide
paper is one which contributes to a greatly improved
result; but, on the other hand, a great deal more can be
done if a high-power light such as an arc is available, and
the enlargement made on one of the extra-slow gaslight
papers, such as Cyko or New Kodura. The degree of
brilliancy which in this way is obtained in an enlargement
from an utterly miserable negative requires to be seen to
be believed, and we have known of enlargers denying the
making of such results except by the production of a new
negative. The amateur enlarger can obtain them with
his customary apparatus if he is prepared to let exposures
run to as long as half an hour, but for commercial work
a light of the power of an arc or mercury vapour is, of
course, a necessity.

» » •

8p*li*-**/. ^°* ^^^^ *'^*'^*' ^» **> ever-increasin«
v.t-.nesative*. tendency on the part of Press, commer-
cial and professional photographers and serious amateurs
towards the use of vest-pocket cameras, many are findiu"
out that their technique is decidedly faulty. It is oer°-
toinly easier for the less skilful to make technically perfectU by 10 negatives than to produce an equally good
result from a vest-pocket size negative via enlarging The
Ideal result depends mainly upon the worker knowingwhat kind of negative to aim for. The general tendency
18 to make these negatives too dense, and if this is the
case, of course the enlarging process will be found toS ^*"!'.''°°t"sts all the harsher, and to lose the fine

f^r th^^'i'V''
°^

l^' °P*'^^-
I* ^°"'<^ be a good plan

olmlr! P''°'°g'-*PH«'- ^^° contemplates using a miniature

dZn «*" * ""PPlementary instrument to make half adozen exposures by the aid of the meter, taking care that

tS^J^h '"r'Jf, 'f ^'^' ^^'^ ^ develop^ them so

»e A J t°^^y
^"'^^^'" ^'^^^^oped than the previous

^Ly ^\° «'^".g«'nents from the negatives will show

m^ij "y^A " '''^''"'^^ ^"^<^ «*^« i« "eed«d to provedmechanical damage, such as scratches, etc., and we favour^e tank and time method of dealing with the Exposures

Bli^mldL';?'*
,f„°*

t'^ft bromide* paper is the almost

photographers mor« !»" »P"°*.°? "^^^"""^ ^'^^ 'nany

tion was attractefbv a S^" *^"^ considerable atten-

which was tr:ltrr^%P;p1^':tr^TV' *'T P*?^"
The whole effect was moKrSl ^J """"''^ P*?"'"-
other dav w« nnt,,.«^

original and uncommon. The
quite large mount ^,^4 '^^T:''''^ ^°'''^^'^ "Po"
ExaminatLn revillS th?lo? S^^i'-^Pter's show-case.

-de upon o..':^1Z'l-l?ttjJrrr:rTt

mounting paper. A delicate tint was worked in round
each print with water-colour, thus imparting a most
delightful finish. This offers a considerable saving over
the plan sometimes adopted of making the prints upon
large sheets of paper and carefully masking off the picture,
while the result is to all intents and purposes the same.
That the picture is reversed by the transferring has never
to our mind been a serious objection to the process, as
the average sitter would quite fail to notice it, but if the
operator's intention is to use the process in carrying out
some definite scheme the plate may be put into the elide,

glass side to the lens, and the slight difference allowed for
when focussing. The back of the plate should be carefully
cleaned, and the film protected from abrasion by the metal
dividing plate of the slide. For this there is nothing better
than a piece of card covered with black velvet doth.

KATIONAL DEVELOPMENT.
There are many ideas as to what is the correct way of
developing a negative, and the exponents of each claim
that theirs is the tr^ie and only way. There is no accepted
standard for goodness in a negative, which is perhaps a
good thing, for its absence allows of individuality in the
finished result, although this must not be confused with
" fluking," which is what happens when an operator aims
at one effect and obtains quite another, which he is astute
enough to put forward as a premeditated piece of work.
The clever photographer is the man who starts with a
definite idea for a picture, and by skilled technique
realises it in a print. To do this one must have perfect
control of exposure and development. The best lighted
figure may be made either hard or flat by incorrect expo-
sure, while a correctly exposed plate may be made to
yield a thin soft image or a dense harsh one by injudicious
development.
To ensure even quality it is very necessary to keep to

one brand, and preferably one grade of plate. The best
technician in the world could not produce a dozen nega-
tives of even quality from twelve plates of different makes
and rapidities even if all had received an equivalent
exposure. Plates vary greatly in the time taken for
development and in the appearance of the image before
fixing. A common way of judging the progress of
development is to look for a trace of the image on the
back of the plate. This can only be done if one brand of
plate is in use, and then only to a limited extent, as this
method is quite upset by variations in the thickness of the
emulsion coating. While upon this subject it may be
useful to correct an error sometimes made, which is, that
when the image is clearly visible on the back of the film,
the utmost density which the plate will give has been
obtained. We had a case under our notice some few
months ago where the operator proposed to change his
plates, because, although he developed them right through
to the back, the images were always thin. On our sugges-
tion he allowed some plates to remain in the developer
tor three minutes longer than others, which he fixed at
iis usual time, and was convinced by the difference in
density that his development had always been carried on
for too short a time.
One of the old errors was that the best results could

only be obtained by what was known as "tentative
development. " This meant starting the development with
a minimum of alkaU, which was gradually added as
needed. There was some reason for this when ammonia
was used as the alkali, as volatilisation rapidly reduced
activity of the solution, and fresh ammonia was needed
to complete development. When the fixed alkalies in the
torm of the carbonate of soda and potash came into general
use the working up" by adding small quantities of
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' ali to thfl dev«Ioper f«ll into disnto, although a f«w

. faohioDed workers still prmctise it.

it is not our purpoM to recommend any particular

developing agent aa superior to the others. Some
developers have the reputation of giving thin images and
others plucky ones, but this is largely a question of dilu-

tion and temperature. Next to expoaore, which decides

the possibilities of the negative, comes length of develop-

,'it with any given solution. With normal exposures

>rt development gives a thin flat negative and
loii^ development gives the maximum of density and con-

trast. Between these extremes the operator must choose

himself. All non-staining developers, such as amidol,
'roquinone, and many others yield a negative of which
printing quality is due to reduced silver only, but

') behaves differently, the silver image being reinforced

the " pyro stain." It is renerallv acknowledged that
vro-developed negative will usually give a more bril-

*. ;>rint than one of apparently similar density, but
' - from stain . This is due to the fact that the stain is

osited in proportion to the density of the image, and
:ot aniform all over the plate. If such a negative be
olred away, by using Fanner's reducer, it will be

' hat a thin Vroimish-yellow imac* remains.
' of the oommonesi errors in devdopmeni is to over-

elop underexposed plates, and to nnder-develop over-

osed ones. This is caused in the first place oy the
ire to force out all possible detail in the shadows, the

result being that the high lights are made ao dense that
any shadow detail is lost in me necessary depth of print-

ing. In the second case the over-exposed plate is under-
developed because the whole surface of the film quickly
blackens, and the operator fears that the detail will

become buried. This is quite wrong; the proper course
is to develop for the full normal time, and to dissolve away
the fog with the ferri-cyanide reducer. It may be noted
here that it is of little or no avail to add bromide to the
developer after the image is well out; to be effective,

bromide should be added to the developer before pouring
on the plate.

The degree of dilution of the developer has an im-
portant effect upon the negative. A weak solution can
be used until all the details of an under-exposed plate are
brought out, without obtaining too much intensity in the
high-lights. Concentrated solutions ?ive the maximum
of contrast, especially when a little bromide is used in
addition.

Too prolonged development will give a general chemical
fog, and an excess of alkali often added in cases of under-
exposure has the same effect. A disagreeable colour, not
quite a fog, is caused by putting plates developed with
amidol or metol direct into the fixing bath without rinsing.
With pyro the fixing bath rapidly becomes discoloured,
but with the non-stain developers a large quantity of solu-
tion can be carried over into the fixing bath without alter-
ing the colour very much.

AN EASY METHOD OF SILVERING MIRRORS.

. ahsviiig is an oprratioa whieb is avoided hj

^.'jphaa as a proce** in which tbs soees^n are f^ and

the favoarsd. After several failnres with the tartaric acid-

mugut redacing agent for silvering glass, the pnasnt writer cast

dhoat him for sooe simpler and mors roo^ and ready nwthod

tt prrparing a rsAsdor tor his eamera. It has kiag kmm
known that it is possible to prodoes siliwr snirron by tike ase

e< focnaline as a redaeer. ° The nethod, bowwer, has not eomo

iato practical nss becaoas ths deposit of silver is nanally so

gmanlar that it will nJb of the glsas npon the Isaet tooch.

The foIlowiBg fonnnla provide a BMans of silvering glsas and

4llMr substsnw with eaae and rapidity, and the proosas is a

fitilnstii^ OM to wstch.

9rocK SoLVTiOMa.

Siock 8ilv«T.

Stiver astral* 4S giSt imm.
DisttOsd water 10 oas. 300 cca

atotk Formalin.

Formalin (40 pc Fonnaldebyde). I ox. 46 gaw.
DietilM water 10 oaL 4flO e,e:s.

Methyl Violet dye 10 gn. 1 gn.
These aoiatioas iapiove on heepiag.

Ike foUowiog qeantitiss are aafiriaai lor 80 sqaars indiss

el ^asB. allowing for wests silver baiag depoaited on the dish

sad elaewhan.

Take 3 oa. (W ccsl) oI the stock silver solntioo and add

10 per csBt. amnMfiia lolntion drop by drop (a foantain pen

ftUsr ie haailr for this), shaking the mixture after each addi-

tion. The auxtaia Ant bseoatse tnrbid, sod then grsdaaUy

riean. Wksa dear, slop adding amaaonia. A alight execM

oi eanaoaia is not detsunenUl. In ssiolhsr teosptade poor

Out 3 drackaa (11 ccc) of the stock foraialia solatioa.

The SlWariag Frocaaa.

Take the piees of glass it is intsndsd to sihar, and dean it

n with whitii^ and water, or by any other—thod that may

\» favouied. and rinse it under the Up, swabbing the surfaces
with ootton wool. Now rub the wet face of the glass with
another piece of ootton wool which has been soaked in the
following priming $oluli«»:—

Tin I'rotochloride (SUnnous Chloride) 26 gn. 1 gm.
'^•*«" 10 OSS. 200 C.C.S.

Ondiaary tap water will da This solution ahouU be thrown
away when done with.

Rinse the glsas nnder the Up and wipe it with a piece
of ootton wool which has been dipped in distilled water.

Plaos the glaas face op in a developing dish which has pre-
viously bssa dsaaed with nitric acid and rinsed with distilled
watsr.

The next operation is to sdd the formslin to the ammonio-
silver mixture, and immediately pour into the dish, and to
rock the dish welL

The silver begins to deposit at once on the primed surface,
the aolatioti becom ing dasier after a short time, and then
sioiily clearing. After from one to two minutes the solution
reaches iU maximum deamcM, the by-producU of the reaction
forming into little grannlce. At this point run tap water into

the dish and lift the mirror out and rinse it, finally swabbing
with a soft piece of wet ootton wuol.

Allow the mirror to drain for a minute or two, and remove
any drops of water from the surface by lightly tonohii^ them
with a piece of blottiog paper. After half an hour br so the
mirror ahould be quite dry and ready for bumiahing.

FinUblng the Mirror.

When dry, the mirror rfionid have a brilliant surface, with

a slight yallowiah tarnish, «4ueh must be removed by poSshing

if the front of the mirror is to be used as a refleotor.

For polishing and burnishing the surface, Uke a piece of

aash Isallisi a couple of inches square, or, failing liiis, s
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|>i«c* of nalljr loft cotton rag, and tie it round a plug of

cotton wool, lo u to form a medium soft pad. Keep this in

«a old pUU-boz with aome louge. l%e touge may be bought

•t a oiiwniat's, or in lome houseliolds purloined from the

fMiiaina dreasingUble. Jeweller's louge is sometimes too

ooarw. "Hie wash-leuther pad should be lightly charged with

the rong*.

Wann the mirror and the pad slightly so as to be sure that

DO moiiture is present, and iien lightly rub the surface with

a rapid small circular motirai. The mirror will take a brilliant

polish and is then ready for use.

General Consideration.

Practically speaking, tlie hotter the glass before applying

the silvering solution, the whiter and more granular the

resulting mirror will be. Cold solutions produce quite a good

depoait, which is dark in colour on the surface, but iwhidh

takes a brilliant white polish. The best temperature is about

70° to 80° F. It is a good plan to have the glass a few degrees

waimer than the solutions. This can be accomplished by im-

menii^ the glass in tepid distilled water for a few moments

befoie aikering.

Oellnloid may be easily silvered 'by exactly following the

procedure as for glass.

Mirrors may be silvered face down if desired. It is a ques-

tion more of convenience than actxial merit.

Silver may be prevented £rom depoeiiting on unwanted parte

hj painting those iportions with viaseline or celluloid varnish

previooa to priming \nih the tin solution.

Sx>ent solutions are hardly iworfch saving, even when there

is a quantity. Most of the silver in the solution comes down

as actual mirror surface.

Methyl violet dye has the property of keeping the surface
of the mirror ibrilliant and unclouded. Its action is analogous
to that of bromide in a developer. It may be omitted if not
available.

The priming bath gives a much more adherent ooatin^g. It

also has the property of attracting most of the silver to the
working surface, instead of too generously distributing it on
the sides .and bottom of tlie disli. It is supposed that a silicate

of tin is formed on the surface of the glass.* This, however,

cannot 'be the case with celluloid or other non-glass surfaces^

The cost of silvering 20 square inches of glass, reckoning

silver nitrate ait 4s. jior oa., is about S^d. As failures cost

as much as successes, it is a good plan to practise on small

pieces of glass before attempting a larger surface. One ha&,

for example, to leam how to clean glass properly.

Well boiled water can in most districts be used instead of

distilled /water.

As a protection against oxidation, the niiiTOr may be var-

nished witli ceMuloid varnish. The coating of varnish should

not be too thin or it will dry with a smoky surface. No other

varnish is suitable for the purpose, tjecause silver reacts with

most gums, etc. It is, however, easy to resilver a mirror

when the surface is worn away by repeated repolishing that in

most cases it ds hardly worth while to decrease the efficiency of

the lefleoting surface by varnishing it.

Measures, beakers, and dislies should be cleaned after use

with strong nitric acid, or the remnants of silver will give

trouble when the vessels are used for other pui-poses.

James Graham.

F. Fafet, Juur. Soc. Chem. //"'., 1893, 151.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[Previous articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a .long experience in studio
portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not tliought possible to continue the series to the
length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Joiurnal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
generation of photographei-s, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, hia
or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :—

A Talk About Ligliting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10;.

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 24).

Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture (Feb. 14).
Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).
The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).
Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).
The Postcard Studio (March 14).
The Printing-Room (March 21).

ABOUT THE RECEPTION ROOM.
Except in the cheapest class of studio, where customers walk
in and ask to be photographed in the same way as they would
go into a haberdasher's for a packet of pins, the reception-room
is one of the most important departments of the whole estab-

lishment. The photographer should never lose sight of the
fact that he has not only to make photographs, but to sell

them, and that the selling has to be done first. In nearly
all basinei» concerns the greatest importance is paid to the
oiganisation of the selling department, and the principal sales-

men or travellers are the most highly^paid members of the stafi.

It is so even in a few photographic businesses, for I know of
one instance at least where the oi)erator, a veiy efficient man,
received £300 a year while the presiding genius of the recep-
tion-room made more than three times as much, while in others
the lady receptionists are almost as highly paid as the operator.
I do not give these examples to prove that a highlv-paid recep-

tionist is a necessity in every studio, but to point out tlie in>-

portance of this department in almost every class of business.
As our Transatlantic friends would say, we are not in photo-
graphy for our health, but to make as good a living as possible,

and to this end we must put forward our wares in the most
attractive way.
The reception-room should not have the appearance of an

office or shop, but as nearly as possible resemble an ordinary
room, where people should feel that they can inspect the speci-

mens at their ease, without being hurried in their choice of
size and style. I was recently in a reCeption-room nicely kept,

but with hardly room to sit down, the greater part of the space
being occupied by two huge roll-top desks, one for the recep-

tionist and one for the proprietor. The selling was aU don»
at a small table against one wall, and the floor space so re-

stricted that if a second sitfpr rnnip in lin or sho aiirl lifi-
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friends had ataMrt to rub ritMldera tritk Um prerioa* Arrivals.

This is embarrmMing to both partica, aa one's portrait is a

private thing which is not to be diaooMed in public, the probaUe

reaolt beii^ that • mitdi aaaUer Older was given in order to

have the matter over and get oat of the way. In eoatrast

with this, I have seen a reoeption-roocn where the prospective

•itter waa tnterviewnl in a aeeluded oomer, while other visitors

waited and looked at picture* in the main part of the room,

plenty of eonfortaMe seats being provided. Soch an arrange-

ment may not always be poaaible, bat the idea is there, and

It should be worked upon as far as condition* allow. In qnitc

a small room a tahle and a coaple of chairs can be arranged

for the coHfidantial Ulk, and all other seating aocommodation

placed at a jadieioas diataaoe. Soch aeating acmrnmodatka.

It may be hinted, sboald be kept clear for use. and not oeeapied

by apadmMi aad paMais,

A sapaal* dMk or taUa all—Id ha provided for liool*wyi»g.
spotting, or any odMr work which tko raoeptioaist does to fill

up iMr spare tima, and, if poaaible, thia shoold be aereened

oS so that it eaiiaot be inspected by proapective aiUera. There

is aatki^ ao aaaoyinf aa to have a friend call upon a sitter

and tall her that she has seen bar portraita in the coarse of

fiaiakiag, adding a few gratuitoos chtickma at the same time,

while tlMra are inqaisitiva folk who will not haaitata to quiz

at baaineaa papara, which ona asay hava the biat raaaoai for

keeping private. So lacking in maoBara are aona folk that I

have seen a man open a ledger to amnaa himaelf while waiting.

An effort sboald be made to keep tha room aa freah-Iooking

as poaatUe, and distamper or waU-papars ahoald be leaawed
aa aooa mt thtty bseooa dingy. Tha stadia ia tha wotfcaiMp, and

aaad aot ba aa iptcfc and spaa, bat tlM laceptioa-rooas gives

tha first imprsHion, and that aheald ba • food oaa. Hot
ooloaia shottld ba avoided, cool frtya and (rtcM Mag —ally
aoitaUa, aad karmooiaing better with tha work ahowa. Fnr-

nitoia aboald be aa light in onastmction as ia lonaiitant with

ttraagtk, and. above ail, chain and ssMsaa ahoald ba restfnl.

It ia not aeoMsary that grrat expense be inearrsd in aecnring

thia, for a better effect caa often ba prodweed arith cane or

wicker and ohinta than with carved oak and velvet. An effort

•hoald be BMda to dbow some individuality, and not to follow

the beaten track too ekiariy.

AU apadmaaa ahoald ba kept in good eoadiMea, aad only

up-lo-data stylaa siiuait. Ia too many places the walls of tha

roceptioa-room aad ataireaaea ara cumbarad with enlargemanta

and paintings of the Victorian period, which waeto

if thay do no other hum. I socnetimaa think that fk*

ot aoBM of tha aMra raeaatly aatabliabad photographers ia dne
to tha laet that they aakibit ao ebaolato staff. Bagarding tha

koaa opauMaa, tiMaa ahoald ba erapoloasly claaa and
slid ia tha earraat atylea. Moaata ehaaga ia faahion

papata are need, aad tha modam pohlie ia quick

to aotiea aaythiag adiiek ia aot quiu up to datai All apaci-

maaa dioald ba kopt ia aoaM aort of clisaififatioa. ao that it ia

not noeeaaary to hunt tfuoagh a haap of prints to lad a ear-

tain style which may ba daairahla to bfing loi aartk Bpaei-

mana which art aot often taqairad are beat kept in portfolios,

aaiafally rlssaiWed iato aaaii diviaioaa »• nodding groaps,

aqaaatriaa portraita, iaaej diaaa pietaraa, aad tha Hko, and
iHbaa aarioua prialiag piit sasas ara aaad it is aa well to have
a aa* of tha varioaa kiada BMda fraoi tha same negative, so

a Bcmparissa auy be aiora aaaily aada. Tim oataidar ia

iikaly to ba iaffaancad by tha aabiaet, aad will order
fnxn a bnimida apariaiaa of a subject which strikes her fancy
iaataad of tha mora raaiaaarativs p'-«i"nff or oarboa.

Waiataras aad aoloarad work ahoald ba aarafoUy aad
appnpnataly tramad. aad tha price qaatai ihoaU iaelada tha
frasM. Hm |*ulagiaphar will than ha aparad tha ^ony of
seeing a delicato aatar aoioar aa opa^ framed in
pluah, a shock wlMeii I have aBpariancad

Iba actaal aeBiag calla for tha giaataat taal^ It ia not
sufficient to be attentive and keen on getting a good order

;

oare mast be taken not to wound the self-esteem of the

prospective aitter. To airoid doing so, the receptionist should

earefnlly abstain from brining forward any stylea whidi
would not be suitable. Thua one ritoald not offer full lengtha

to a dumpy sitter or profiles to one with a nez retrousse. In

the first instance, diould tlio aitter desire a full length, it

should be pointed oat that the face is then very small, and a
three-quarter length suggested. Tliis is much better than
hinting that the lady haa not tlio figure to make a full length.

In tho second case it may bo pointed out that a profile, wlale

making a good picture, ia rarely a characteristic portrait If

in either case the request is persisted in, oare shonld be talmn
that other poaitions are alao taken and submitted, in which
eaae the sitter will then disooror for hera<>lf the fact which
she would have raaanted beang told point blank. Every effort

should be made to secure a better order than the sitter

originany contemplated, but thia moat be done skilfully and
without any appearance of pnshfulneaa. Tha superior appear-
ance, the goaraateed permanence, or tha fact that the picture
shown ia aMoIntaly in the latest style aboald ba pointed oat,

and in moat caaaa the daairad raaalt will b* obtained. The
mere mantioa ol tike fact that sobm wall-known parson selected

that style will aoatatimaa do the needful. If the attempt
Aoaid be nneoecaasfol, MMra ahoald be no appearance of dw-
appaiatMont, bat the ordar aeoapted with the same apparent
ohaarfalaaaa aa if it had boaa doubled. In many oaaea a pix>-

mise of extra poaitiona, with a hint that a re-sitting will ba
williagly given, will go far to induce the customer to take the
better style, but in no case should there be any inference that
aay loaa paina will be takan with a amall ordar than with a
laifarona.

A clevar saleswoman—U is rarely a man nowadays—can
greatly increase tha tumovar by tha intrtNluction of side lines,
surli aa miniaturea, enlargemanta, and copiea. Few people
hare aay idea of the excellent reaults which owi be obtained
from old portraita, and I have more than once obtained a good
Older, in addition to the siUer's own portraiU, by ahowing a
very succeaafnl enlargement from an apparently unpromising
original, such as a faded C.D.V. or an amateur's snapahot.
Hundreds of people have small picturea of friends who have
fallen ia the war, or who have died, without ever viaiting a
stadio, which they would ba glad to have reproduced in good
style did they realise what was possible in this way. I have
taken as much aa thirty pounds for portraiU of a schoolboy
who had only once been photographed, and that in a group.
Such work is usually ordaiad in platinotype or carbon on
account ol the abaolute posniaaaace which can be guaranteed.
Many photographen who ara not used to a high-class trade fall
into tha error ol quoting too low a price lor such work, but
It ts surprising what people will pay for a good picture of this
kind. If It be beyond the powar of the photographer to do so
himself, ha can entrust the work to a firsUdaas taade house
and atill make a haadaome profit I can recall one caaa in
which an order waa taken (or a thirty-guinea oil painting from
a tiny head which someone had pasted inaida hia watch ease.
At least half of thU waa net profit to tha photographer, wfaooa
part of tha work conaistsd in making a careful copy and a
plain aniargameat aa a gaide lor tha artist

I am afraid I have been rather diacursive on this aabjert,
but I am desirous of pouting oat that the management of a
railway ticket offioo aad that of a photographer's reception-
room Dead to ba eondaotad apoa different lines, although, per-
hape, I am doiag an iajasliea to the tourist agent, lor I have
<asa a clover alaafc pssaaade a would-be traveller to
•••* ^ ••' ^ pafcitlag oat ham much more he could sea
lor only aaothar ten pounds.

Paacnon.
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SIDE-LINES FOR PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS.

I.nTmu h»v« wcmUv been sent in to the " British Jounial

containinc inquirian u to roituble sideJinea which can be worked

i» oMUiMtial wilb pbo»og"phy. Perl*?" » few Wnt* from one

who ha* m»d» • toay of thia wAject may be of use, especially

t«, iboM who rwObe that thi» profcwion U not what it has been,

owing to exJrane competition, and the consequent degrading of

nrioea. Th» b^ cl«»» man has nothing to fear. He will hold

bU own anywhaw on the atrength of his prestige, but the good

middl»«l«M man hw a fcr wider field of rivalry to face, and a

Uggw anny of competitors to fight with weapons eaflUy e^pialled

Kv tfiMn.

A pofiUble and attractive side-line, if selected with good taste,

pravM not only a help to the funds, but also serves as an appeal

lo • eoMiderable nnmbe* of prospeotive clieote wiho would in the

ofdinary way have passed Oie studio by without a second glance.

Than is no reason why a side-line chosen with care and dis-

crimination should inqsaat a derogatory air to a photographic busi-

oaaa and wliere some of the highest and most exdnsive have led

tha way, the rast need not hesitate to follow.

In Ifae
" Journal " mention was made of one instance in which

a finn of Scottish photographers had taken up the designing and

mnkiag of toys, (und another in which a photographer in Kent

niaeialiaed in the design and manu&ioture of fancy leather goods,

och as oalaodars and blotters. Of course, sudi side-lines as these

danand a good amount of talent end skiJBl, vrhich, unfortunately,

belong only to the few. But others there are which come more

within tiie scope of the less privileged, and amongst such may be

mentioned the sale of art ware and pottery, which 1 have seen

BipVtitfid by a photographer with success. The supply of picture

and nsniature frames forms so nsnal a sideline with photographers

that they aro only worth a passiag allusion, as also aro pictures

•od printa, engravings of worth and lithographic copies of many

treaaorea of art.

One pfaatofNfihar has combined the sale of jewellery with his

pottnutore, and exhibits precious gems along with has other works

of art, mudi to the general attraction of the showcase, and it n^.ay

b« safely asserted that no delioately wrought piece of jewellery or

valnable stone is ever passed by unnoticed, at least by the gentler

MX. It goes mthoat saying that this branch of business demands

the skilful judgment of an expert.

A lady photographer of my acquaintance, who in years gone by

dabbled in art, is now contemiplating the idea of introducuig as

a paying side-line the sale of hand-painted and poker-worked

articles suitable as presents to take baek by tourists and holiday-

makers. She has seen it done elsewhere with astonoahing success

by a f-easide photographer, who kept a table in the reception-room

on whioh were displayed all sorts of hand-painted satin and velvet

table-centres, jjin-cuahions, tidies, plaques, tobacco-jars, blotters,

and so on, and amid floral sprays or dainty seascapes were painted

the appropriate words, " A present from Saltbeach-by-the-Sea,"

otc. lius " gift " table was kefpt supplied by members of the

photographer's family, and so well was it patronised by trippers

and others that even after they had finished their holiday and

gone home they sometimes wrote back to order another co^on-
cover or painted mat, so much had they been admired by their

friends. All visitors to the seaside make a point of two things

—

to be photographed, and to take home a souvenir, and they would

no more think of omitting either obligation than of going without

the holiday. So why should not the photographer kill two birds

with one stone?

Photography and stationery, photography and a doll's hoepital,

photography and a branch poet office are all combinations I have

met with, and although these side-lines might have very little to

recommend themselves to professional photographers, they have,

I believe, proved lucrative to those who carried them out. For

my part, I think it unadvisable to introduce as side-lines anything

that does not come under the title of art, as any photography

worthy of the name is essentially art, whatever its critics may
assert to the contrary, and to harness it to any less worthy bi'anch

would seem a breach of harmony. The side-line has a claim on

our attention as an advertising agent, adding a noveMy and interest

to a shop window which otherwise might be lacking, if one is to

judge by the mediocre displays of photographs which many of us

must have noticed.

Other ideas occur to me on the subject of side-lines, but perhaps

enough has now been said to suit the length of this article, and
to start others on the track of suggestions which will be likely

to prove a lucrative adjunct to a photographic business, and if

such is the case my object will have been achieved.

E. M. SpiEBS.

SOFT EFFECTS IN ENLARGING.

!!rl [The facility and economy making portrait prints by enlargement are advantages of a system which is growing in favour, and which
a has a further claim to the notice of photographers—namely, the opportunity which it affords of producing a portrait of diffused definition

from a negative of the ordinary character. This is a point which receives special emphasis in some notes on enlarging whioh we reprint
below from "Camera Craft." Their author, Mr. J. Walter Doubleday, describes the xiarticular form of device which he employs in

Qbrcaking up to « pleasant degree the definition in the negative.—EDS. " B.J."]

BBOKIDe enlarging is steadily growing in favour, even more rapidly

than would be the ca.>,o were only those workers taking it up who
are ctnLoging from the formerly popular view camera sizes to the
preaant more convenient small type of oamenas. I know a number of
pi<af«ariaa«l8 who are making all their portrait work through the
enlarging lantern, not slone for the purpose of securing larger

prinla than the negatives they care to make, but for the controld *p«»i that the process permits. They have, of course, some-
wtMt modified their apparatus, by eliminating such parts as serve
mainly to give a large range as to size, and by adding other fitment?
thai increasa rapidity of production.

I have mantioned this, not as an introduction to the subject of
apparatu, which I shall avoid, but as a means of suggesting the
vaoogniaed simplicity and advantage of making prints in this way
Knlai^ing appaiatoa is of audi varied form,' dq>ending upon the
light ayailable, the reqairements of the user, and to some extent
the pane as well, that apace doe« not permit me to do the subject
jostioe if I am to record a few of the things I have learned about

the actual production of bromide enlargements, things common to
tJlie work, irrespective of the form of apparatus used. Enlarging
on bromide paper is quite simple, the apparatus required is not
complicated, and the results have the highest endorsement of our
best professionals and our leading exhibitors.

The negative best suited for enlarging is one that is soft, yet
brilliant. But it must be brilliant. The kind of softness that re-

sults from full development of an over-exposed plate or film, soft-

ness combined with thickness, will not give a good enlargement.

Slight fog or veiling of the image is also detrimental, and one
must not assume that because such a negative will make a good

I
contact print it should produce a good enlargement. This is a

common mistake. The reason for the difference lies in the different

action of the light. When the light is projected through such a
negative in enlarging, there is a scattering of light from all portions

of the silver deposit, and when there is even a slight deposit where
it should not be, as in the case of fog or thickness, poor results

must follow. In contact printing there is not this scattering of
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li){bt aod not the aam« ill effect pnxhiced. One shonld itrive (or

brilluocy with •oftDcaa, uul the dm of lens shade, pmrticiUarlv in

the raae of oar rmther ehort booded and Urge »pertnre anaetignista,

will do muck in that direction. A i»fe d*ric-room ligbi and a

dean working dareloper will abo heip.

The Hrength of the li^t Dsed in making the enlargMnenta also

baa mnch to do with the quality of the oe|i:ative be«t iuited to the

worken' teqaircoteata. Or rather, one ean, by selecting a certain

f'^iiB of li^H, aowmtnodate the proeaae to negativee of quite

dillereat quality. The thin, fully aapoeed, yvt oDder-dcreloiied

MpAivea that aoma profeacionala aflael, can ba mad* to produce

goad rnkKgrntfimta only bgr anag a nMMr weak Ij^ft, aodi aa an

oil boinar or gaa jet prodnoaa. Strong, contraaty aagativaa raqairo

a atioag light; and nefittvaa carrying moch rMoo^ing are beat

•dbftad with weU diffaaad dqrligkt or a alroag artUMal light, like

the aie, with gvooad gla« between it and the eondaaaar. Tha
OM of a tolt-loeaB laoa m tiao moat adriMhie in mek mtm.
The truth of the nwttar ia, the beat plan is to ind oat, by axpari-

nx*. just what kind of Mfative is b«at aoitad to ooa'a indiridvtl

aqaifaMBt, and then make nagatiret aa near that ilMalatd aa

poawhia It is quite obvious that only a worker with aa astniaiTe

oolpat to piwdaaa «aaM a^aip kimailf with
vaiyiag ainnglfea «f Ugh* aa a^gaala* ahawra,

so-called AloiiJa papan, with a ip iad

t^gnlar bromida aad tha gaalight paper*, makii^
ealectioaa vafamhiaaMrtk

I sopfmse I dK«ld attai^ Id go into «na detail tm thta lattw
point, bat whfla tha maga ia so widav it u yet ssMsnhil variahla
in diff«(«at loaaUtisa. mi littU wooU ba aduaead. M least. UtUe
«>">P*(*d to what tha iadividaat vaikar aaa bMt §mi out for him-
self by a very law lap irlMWIi haaad apaa tha ^laUlf tt tha aega.
ure in hand aad Iha afcar'a dMriipliia af Iha vaifooa papers
s\ lilihia ia Ma aawt
Tha aspoMfa ia Iha aMat itn iM iiiMi faaiw at Iha eatii* ptwMa,

but this haa Itat ila tamr la a paat aMaM liMa Iha advent of
devaiopiag ftftm. Ia Iha «iga ol priiiHag aal papan, with their
viaibU iMga l« aw«a aa a f^Ub, Iha «HMi» Ihiiiqg «l a bmiide
ealargHMBt saaiMd ta ba asaeh aaaa af tm trhliiMBwil than was
actoaliy the eaea Tha beat plan, ia ap arti—litm. ia la laka «aeh
nagativr, aa aMda, aad give it a aaaihar Ihat asprvMaa inMiHiim
in the (ona «l a att^ aiaathiag Ihat will give an aaaily baodloi
(actor (roM whidi la tgara tha aapnaora ia aalargiag to any aisr.

Iliia eaa ba 4m» kg aaking a earractly liaad aaataet print on
darelapinf paper aad aatiag Iha lime, tha Ihaa aarring aa the
(actor aaaihar. It is. of eoarae, quit* aaeaaMry Ihat Iheae (actor
BamhaM moat all ba datanuaed aader auctiy tha aama CMMlttiosM.
A staadard brand of paper must be oaad. ona having litlla or no
variation in speed, and tha light and liialMirs aaad ia —"-g the
print moat also be unKurm.

,

I( aU ooe'a negatives bear on their odga tha aaBbar of saeoads
etpoMra laqairad to prodaaa a correctly tteadpriatea. a^y. Bi«nlar
Vaha, axpoaad to a daalar of (oar thif«y-iwo oaadlapower Maada
U^a at a diataara of rirtaw iachea. liMb diOcahy woold b»ai-
pVMaaad ia ddMuiniag Iha eorraot aspOHN (or any om o( them
for «v daa of aalargMMat, after a law atpariasola had faaaa aada.
l^saa would ba a Ssad talatioaahip bstiraaii Ihaae (actor aaaiben
aad Iha nnmbar of seoonda taqnind for aalargiag to diflarant siaas,

aad tha raiatiaaahip coald ba aaaily detaradaad by aa eiperimant or
twa. Oae aight Sad Ihat Iha eapoaara laquirad (or a two-time
mkmtfmmt, ar i larg

i—

l

to a cattaia iwwwaly aaad aiae, was
mm aad pas half thaaa Iha aipoaaia iiaitii aslahliahad by the

aUag of Iha ocatoit priat oa davaiopiag papw. Ha Ihaa haa bat
to read ofl Iha aaahar aa Iha oMfgia af oaa o( his negatives,

makiply it by eaa aad ooa-half, and ha haa the oorraet axpoaare
(« aa Mdarpsaant af Iha daaignalad aiaa. providing liiat laos

•top, stiaaglh of light, mmI grade of paper raaaia eocMtaat. If

»nj af thaaa ara varied, proper allowaaaa ia aaaily matle. A lar^r
or Maailar atap daeriaisa or inc

l

essee ezpoaara in the same ratio

aa ia ragnlar warfc ; Iha diSareaea in Iha spaed o( the papers asea

ia dalMBinad by eapaihaaat. aad of eoaiaa one'e light is practically

' daylight ia anployad. In Ihia kitar «Ma aa

actinometer can be used to determine the variation frofn the

normal, if any. Practically all of the Annuals carry a table giving

the relative exposures for different degreea of enlargement, and I

hardly need to occupy apace with a repetition of one of them here.

Soft effects in enlargenirnte are sometimea quite deairable, and
we know of several firms that are making quite an enviable re-

putation on their bromide enlarging by using the less pronounced
effect secured with the aoft-focns lens employed for all their work.

But all obtainable afaarpneis is often desirable, and we must be
prepared to secure this last before we can regulate the amount of

diffusion to our liking. Some werkera find it very diflirnlt to

secure a satisfactory degree of sharpness, even from a negative that

is undeniably sharp, and we will therefore take up a few of the

poasible catMea for their diflSculty. First, there is often an unaus-

pacted lack of aocurdance between the chemical and the visual

image projected by some lights, particularly tha ancloaed arc.

Where this is the case, the variation mu«t be determined by trial

and allowance made for it in focnssing. While the differenr*

varies slitcfatly with the size of enlargement, only the general di;-

fsraac* need ba conaidcrad and owda op except whara an nnoaoally

kiga atop ia being employed. Where a oondeaaar ia aaed, failur? to

adjust the poaition of the light for different sitas of enlargement

will alao caose lack of sharpneea. The light should be so placed

it ia inHhe focus of the condenser for rays of light from the

; in other worda. the cone of light, after paaaing through tha

I, should come to a point small enough to paaa through

atop of the lens. The distance of the light back of the oon-

(or different poeitions o( the lena, which last means different

of enlaiigen>ent, oan be determined by focuasing through a

negative apoo tha eaael for the deaired sixe, then removing the

negative and ohaerving the diatribution of the illuminatiun aa the

poaition of the light ia changed. Another frequently unsuspected

caaaa of onaharpoaaa ia the use of the rising and (ailing, or the

eroaa froot, in bringing the image in the desired poeition on the

aaaal. The centre of the lens, of tha negative, the condensers and the

light, ahoald al be in a lata and not oat ot centra with each other.

It ia alao obvioua that the lens carrying (ront of the camera or

eolarging lantern must be in a plane parallel with that o( the oliiar

alementa, or this cantriagoi tha lane cannot be achieved. Dirt on the

lens or vibration ot some part o( the apparatua during cxpoanre ia

datrimtalsl, and tha biomida paper ahoold li« periectly flat againat

I aa to recaiva Iha taiaga in the plana o( critical

Salt aflacto ara, aa I bava atid, (requently tha moet deairabia,

both (ur pictorial aad other raaaons. A bard, black masa with a

sharp outline, ia anKh mora objaotioaabla than one with a soitar

"'('ll- "V landacape worker can testify, if he baa given the

matter any Ihooght. In pottraitora, the breaking up of all sug-

gsstian of hard linaa ia alnMMt anre to result in improvement. With

tha soft-focaa Una as aome moat pleasing reaulto are secured, and

it aught be wall to point out that diflrrrnt makes of these lenses

give somewhat different reeulu. The worker will, if buying a lens

of thu type, do weil to try oiore than one and decide (or himself

which beet suite his requiremanto. Bolting silk, stretched on a

(lama and interposed about thrca or (oar inches in (ront o( tha

popar oa tha aaaal dnrii^ all or a part of the expoeure, U a quite

ammmam mathnd af aaaoring a breaking op of tha image. Tha
dialaaee (rom tha paper laguUtaa the amount o( breaking op

aohioved, and thia diataars agaia dapands upon tha distance o( the

paper (rooi tha lena. A mora delicate softening is secured by using

two Ihidrneaaaa o( chiffon to (ace a cap placed on the lena.

In my own practice the mount cm tha lena U fitted with a wire

(nunc in which a movable alsda ia held doaa against the froot hood.

This slide is a ptaca <d ca^l^hoa wood about three times as long as

it i) wida, tha width baiag aoficiant to well cover tha (ront of the

Una. Tha uaiilia af thia aUda ia left aolid, but a ciicolar opaniog,

larga aaaogh to pannit fraa passage o( light to the lena, U cut4n

each and. Ona o( thaaa npiinpi ia covered with two Uiickneesea

of Iha ehiffoo material aad tha other with a piece of yellow gUas,

both let into the wood ao aa to b« finab with tha Bur(ace. With

the contra o( thia alida in (oDnt o( tha lena, tha cap ia on ; with tha

yaUow acresn in poattian, the pa^ar on tha eaaal ia in sa{a light

while haiag adjnated ia position ; and, with tha chiffon section ia
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InMii qt Ih* \tD%, my M>(t enlargemenU are exposed. One could

mak* the «Ih1« longer kiul include an unscreened opening, but in

pracAic* I found that lifting the *lide out of the wire frame wag

Irai liable to >hake tbe lent than trying to move it along in the

(•rofier poaition.

Evan mora imporUut cuiitrol of the results iu enlarging can be

••corad by shading different portions of the image during exposure;

or ratfiar, during a portion of tlie exposure. A piece of cardboard,

an oM mount, preferably o* a dark colour and roughly torn to the

d«Mr«d outline, Mr\M aa the shading medium and is to be inter-

poaad batnreen the len< and tlie easel, or at least, some little dia-

lance from tlia paper. This .«iu)uld be kept in motion during the

lime it i« being used, in order to further avoid a too sharp outline,

Iha langtii of time it is interpoaed being proportioned to the entire

expoaara in acivrdanre with (he amount of holding back it is

Ibodgbl deairable. It is obvious that where the part to be held

\>mck oomes fully within the boundaries of negative, this plan will

not a^-ail. One can then resort to a piece of the card torn roughly

to the desired ibape and fastened to the end of a piece of stout

wi-e; an ordinary lady's hatpin answering admirably. Another

phi. it to attach the shading piece to the centre of a piece of glass

and :«a this last as a support to enable it to be gently moved about

so aa to shade the .i>art intended. Variations of these suggestions

will ci^gest themselves to tlie worker and enable him quite rapidly

to aeqoire the knock of e.vercising most beneficial control of

nearly all his enlarging work. In fact, it will be found that practi-

cally every negative from which an enlargement is required is

meoabla to treatment of some kind along this line.

I might point out thait availing oneself of these possibilities

makes it advisable to increase somewhat the exposure time, and

this last is best done by some other means than decreasing the size

of the stop. The most practical method is to introduce one or more

«heeto of gronnd glass in froitt of the liglht employed. Using a

dower paper may not give one just the effect deeired—different

speeds of p<4>er printing differently, and decreasing the stop affects

like illumination where a condenser is used and sometimes introduces

grvinlarity in uther cases, even resulting in an enlarged image of

the gronnd glass diffuser behind the negative being recorded upon

the enlargement
J. W.\LTEK DOCBLEDAY.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RAW PAPER BASE.

Ths prospectus of the new company, to bear the title Wiggins,

Taape and Co. (1919), which is being formed from the previous well-

known firm of paper-makers, Messrs. Wiggins, Teape and Co., Ltd.,

contains some particulars of the manufacture of raw paper base,

which is perhaps the most important raw material employed by
makers of photographic papers. It is stated that Messrs. Wiggins,

Teape first seriously turned their attention to this branch of manu-
facture in 1911 when a series of experiments were carried out by
the present works chemist at Buckland Mills, near Dover. These
experiments were followed by others made at Chaftord Mills, near
Tnnbridge Wells, and in 1914 the Glory Mills of the company at

Woobum Green, Bucks, were adapted to the manufacture of photo-
;{raphic paper base on a commercial scale. It is stated that during
the war this plant has been extended from a capacity of 2 tons per
week to one of over 20 tons per week, although the mill was at best
only a makeriiift, adopted during the war, and in many respects
unaniUble for the manufacture of this special produce. The com-
pany, however, produced a jAotographic base paper wliich liad been
used for cerUin grades of photographic paper in large quantities
with very satisfactorj- results.

It U now projwsed, from the proceeds of the new issue of shares
which are offered to the public, to erect a new mill for the manu-
facture of photographic raw base on land at Woobum Green at an
eatJii»t«jd cost of £300,000. The company estimate that before the
wai- 5,000 tons per annum of photographic raw base were imported
into thu country from the Continent, chiefly from Germany. The
new mill which is to be erected u designed to produce 50 tons per
week, or approximately one-half the pre-war imported quantity.
Hoora for further extension is, however, provided on the company's
l»d», and .t u anticipated that makers of photographic paperswJl make use of thm British product rather Uran resort to

Continental supplies ; and it is estimated that a profit of at least

2^d. per pound will be made, amounting to over £58,000 on the

estimated output of 2,500 tons. Assuming this to be the case the

profit to the company from the manufacture of photographic raw

base will be not a very large amount below one-half of the whole

l)rofit of the concern. With this large stake iu the manufacture of

photographic raw base it may be believed that Messrs. Wiggins,

Teape will devote the utmost of their experience in the manufacture

of the product to maintaining a firm posdtion in the supply of this

essential material.

nE.ATH OF MR. G. WAUMOUOH WEBSTER.
It is witJi very much regret that we luinounce the deatli on Saturday
laat, March 22, fix>ra influenza and bronchitis, of Mr. Watnjoogii

Wefbster, tit tJic age of 76.

In his death Uiere passes away one of the few jem.iiiiiing plioto-

grafihers of the old school, men whose practice ^gan within a few
years of the discovery of the wet-collodiou ppocess,_and who lived in

The late O. WMmougli Wcl-tcr.

the days when fortunes in photography were quickly made, and when
eveiy new method, such as those which are now the public property
of the craft, were jealously gnaj-ded iby their inventors. Mr.
Web^r, in some rerainisconces published in the " British Journal "

not many years ago, recalled how for a long time the production of
viignettes and the retouching of negatives were kept closely .secret by
their originators. Although in Ibueiness as a i>hotographer, Mr.
Webster was hu life long an experimenter, more particularly in the
working methods which successively came into use. Moreover, he
was a fluent writer, and the volumes of the " Britis.h Journiil " up
to witliin fifteen yeaj-s ago contain scores of contributions over his
name. The subjects of a few, cited at random—viz., studio build-
ing, copyright, print-washers, plate-hackings, Rontgen rays, the per-
sulphate reducer—show the keen interest which he took in the
technical side of his crait.

For many years he was estahlished as a photographer at Chester,
where he took nume.rous photographs, some of which were widely
puhliahed, of Mr. G!ad.sitone and of visitors to HaAvarden Castle.
Ilhere is the story that Gladstone would give his permission for a
certain portrait of liimself to be taken only if copies could lie placed
on sale a* a price not more than sixpence each. Though Icnowing
tlie impossibility of complying with the condition, Mr. Webster
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xl th* ^reameat, which GhJatone wroU en » ih««t of papar,

ra b« would oooaent to Uka hi* place before the camera. Od
ag afterwarda fttwred to him Uwt the diatribaliag trade ooold

laodle the portraita at the atipulaled price, the conditioo waa

uhtfaswB. Mr. Webater'* laat coaoeotion with Oadatooe waa to

»k« fdiotographic cofin u{ hia will, writteo on the pagea <d a

ir mcaaanadua hook. Mr. Webater aiihaegiu'nt ly transferred

^ aa a pholognphar to the waiering-piaoe of Waat f^A>y, on

Itee otoary, wttcire he ocMtioDed to be acArrely engaged in hia

leM to within a faiw da^ of hia death. Ad inUnato friend at

^ firat profinetM', Hcmy Greenwtiod, and the moet notable editor,

raiU Tayfer, of the "Britiah Joomal." Mr. Webatcr'a eonaeelion

. na|iar waa of a more than ordinariijr intimate cfawaeter.

n to sodi aigDed coatribalaana aa we have already men-

waa a regnlar coatiMmtor of mlea aad comnirnta on lofaea

it vader the |iaeiiiiuiijiw of " Free Uuire." In the daya

.ina Traill Taylor'a luiii—ir, Mr. Bedding, iadolged io a aiaaOar

labit oTvr the mum Jii phian of " Oaamoa " Miere woald often be a

iraiy exrhanga of haiWnaga, iatarting i.ldiij to the two paitaci-

««a and to the ianar eiicie of photogiBfMe panoaag

,%ga Aaa not wilwda tha aapariaaeaa of the Don-

•faatografibar.

Assistants' Rotes.—•

—

JMn Af awiilaaft luUM* (or tM$ eelmmm vUi ftt awiaidhred

ami ftid Jor «•• On JkrU t/ tkt mamlk fMo»ei»§ fMictUMk.

Hew to Coaalruct a Darll>Room Clock.

A ciocfc to aaaura the aecwiwU, the <ace and bugtn of lAk ih

B ba pfaMnly aaM ii the darii iwan, ia a iHai daaiiahla and MMlal

Bat oaa apoeiailjr mada br Iha fuifom ai tha |iimiait

it lalhar as Tf—*^T Itaai. l%a lottowiqg inaifaetioaa will

aay pIntagriflMr to adapt aa lailiaaij clock at *ary littU

<Mt. Aay aaha or aiM »iU do, fHirMJH it haa a good, bold,

white dial Mid a MiHte •agar, aad h om witboot a pMMtalaH.

xhieh wfll go IB aajr paalUea lika a aalA. Calaa it haa a Mini a

fi^ar it will ho ol a» aaa for oar |iuiyaai. It doaa aot Matter

how old the awTiMwit ia or bow dafoettra iu t iMa kaapiag

laaUtiaa; Ifaaaa aio of ao Boaair|oMin. II wo ho*o not eaa ia oar

i nMawinw oao caa bo picked i^ vary rtimply. ohea lor a law

at a dock rvpavcr'a or aanoadhaad atoraa.

Bariag amred thia, wo eaa pteeaad wiib tbo work ol eaarwt-

Tifiofc/ock

fig it iato a dark-room dock. Carefully lake tha movaaiaot oat

«f the caae. aotiring parttcoiarly how ii b Asad ia, aad rmnore
the Aagara. SoMatimaa thia hilar haa to bo daao baiere tha bmto.

Mtat win OOBM oai ol tho oaaaL AB acrawa, waah—, iagara, etc,

ahoald ba pat iate a aMWtr or anall tray ao tbat (fcay wiM aot get

bat, aa th^r wiD be raqaved kter. We ahoaM aow carofally look

a« tha worka aad aotice joat thoae whaela aad apiadlaa whidlk are

raqoirad to keep Iko dock foiag aad tha Mlaalt finger moring.

An tho raat of tho MoraaioBla aio aot iw|aiiaJ by oa. and are

belter taken out. The beet way to take theae out witboat dis-

turbing any other works ia to cot throagh the apindlea whidi carry

the wheels with a tfaree-oomered file anywhere where it ia ooc-

veuiant. They can then easily be taJcen out. Wfa«a all the on-

necesaary parta have been removed we ahall have a clodc whicb,

vhan going, only takea round tho minute hand. The dial should

now be pot back on the clock in such a maaaer that tlie centra of

the dial where the hour hand waa should be fixed over the minnt«

finger movement. This may nacemitata a little cutting of the dia^,

etc. or utber parte, to allow it to fit in its right poaitioo, but cait

eaaily be acoompliahed. Whan thia is fitted in position the looi;

finger is carefully aoldered on to the minute finger and blacked,

the minote finger placed in position, and the whole movement put

back into tho cmo. We have now a clock which talua just one

Diionte fc>r the finger to go completoly round tho dial, and each

of tho boon five aeooads. The dial being ol a large aiie and

white, and the finger black, it is very easy io see and oount the

time in the dark room. Of courae, the clock will go with once

winding aa long as ever it did.

It will be seen trom Uie above that there is no provision made
(ur stopping the clock when once it has been wound up until it haa

run iladf do«n, but it is quite easy to oonsiroot an anmngomesit

by which it can ba aioppad and started at wiL To do this it will

lie well to take a took at the dnu iiig, where it will be aeen that a holu

is drilled Uinwgh the top pari of tlie okKk, and a knob or tarn butt":i

ritt«d in soch a way, with waahera betwaaa, aa to carry a piaeo of

bent steel wire that will just turn into the escafMmeni wkeel of

tho dock This wire should be snlBoieotly feng that whan ii is

larasJ towards U.e eacapaount wheel it will go right through and

ellaetaaly kick it. Wbea tnnied back it oooMa quite dear ol ii

and iiiImim tho wheeL "naa is all worked witli the knob at the

top, whiA should not bo too eaay, but tboold move nioely. The

ck>d( ia BOW complete, and can bo wound rtf aad aloppod oiid

started at will, and will provo aa aCactive as tha moat expensixe

rkick apocially niade (or the purpose, lliai which hss l>e<ii

adapted aa daacribed, haa bean in use (or six yean—E. H.

€xl)lbUlon$.
e

flionJORAPHS BY DR. ATKIN SWAN.

Taa IIao4«btra Roaae Pbolographie Sooioty it holdiag an exliihitioii

of photogn^tha by the IVaaidant of the Royal Fkotograpfaic Socirty.

wkkb Maiv will no doiAt be intsraated ia riailiag, not only out

of a panoaal rsgaml (or Dr. Swan'a broaay paraooality, bat for tlie

hugs maaaoro of pictorial aad t«ohniml quaJity whack the pictures

d^ilay. Tho sobjecte ara for the moat part pruaanll ioni of acenea

of travel. There ara aeveral delightful viows of Vanioa, one of whii'41

ahow* tha two well kaowa oOgiaa of Iko Omaadan, and another

a r<|Mweiilaliiiii o( the Cblleono Otataa, which oompotea wit!i

Fraatiero's "Joan of Arc" in Paria for tha honour of being the

teMt a^aastrian Igura ia the world. A atndy of the Conit of

Iko UoM, ia tke Albaaatea, ia aaothar very fine aaample o( Dr.

Swan'a always aikuiraUa todiniqno, aad poassMaa ao arresting

piotorial <pMtity. Bat tko graalir naaiber of Ike exltibita are

Alpiaa subjecU. io every iaalanco of a vary high order of technique,

aad sfAjnling a daaMnstnUioa of tha esiobiiiUes of tho telaphoto

Wm m the hsnds o( a skilled craftanMB. The exkifaatioa is open at

Uanvahira Hooae, Bog Lena, Ilaiwiiwkli, daily (rom 2 o'cfeck

to duak until April 5.

FORTHCOMING E.XH1BITI0N8.

April 17 to May 22.—Hammersmith Hampahira House Pbotographse

Society Annual E^hibition. Two nfwn oliesaa. Joint aacra-

torias, J. O. .^brahama, 41, Hamilon Terrace, London, N.W.B;

A. H. Page, 12, Lime Grove, London, W.12.

Mb. F. Obro, o( Evesham, is carrying out alterations in his studio

atafaliahatenl. The work ia being done by Meaan. Espley, o(

Eveaham, (rum the deaigna and under tho aoperintondenre of Mr.

D/inkwaler Bait, of 2, Margravine Studioa, Baron's (}oari, London,

\V.6, whoae ardiitectural work (<jr photographeia is wpU known.
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Patent ReiDS*

paUnlt—applications and specifieations—are treaUd in

" PMolo-Mtehanical Notes."

AppUcfttiooa, March 10 to 15 :—

pRDiTtNo ArPAB*TU8 —No. 6,395. Bromide printer. J. S. Baines

•ad A. A. Pickering.

Fujf.—No. 5,9S6. PhoU)){r»pliic film and production tiiereof. E. S.

Balohin.

CAMBua.—No. 6,156. I>ens odjuAting nvetuu for &>kling cameras.

A. and R. S. Ballantine J. Lizars, and W. Watson.

OumuTOOBAPBT.—No. 6,058. Cinematograplh camera. 'A. Barnett.

OlxiitATOaRAPRT.—No. 6,471. Shutters for cinem.itograiih projec-

tion. W. Bottomley and S. W. Pilling.

CimnuTOORAPRT.—No. 6,058. Cinetna.tograph camera. E. Esdaile

and A. Row.
OnnoiATOOaAPBT.—No. 6,150. CinetiTatograph machines. M. A. .T.

Harper and M. E. Myen.
SmiBCMOOPic PaoJicnoN.—^No. 6,313. Means for obtaining stciro-

Mopie effeota in projected picturea. G. A. W. Hepburn.

CiKm.tTOQBAPHT.—No. 6.249. Cinematograph apparatus. T. M.

UWB.
PaoiracTiotc Lantb&n and Scbken.—^No. 6,419. Automatic magic
Uotem and scredu. L. P. Linden.

OiKnc.tTOGRAPHT.—No. 5,907. Cinematographj'. C. L. McDonnell.
WoBK Indicatob.—No. 6,381. Ffaotogra^j^ers' work indicator. G.

F. QuiU«r.

OOUPLBTM SPBOIFIOATIOIfS AOCEPTBD.
Thtu fteifieatumt are tittainahU, price Sd. each, pott fret, from

IA« Patent Offiu, IS, Southampton Buildings, Ohanetry Lane,

London, W.O.

nU date in bracbUt it that of application in this eountry ; or

ahriad, in the catt of patents granted under the International

Convention.

X-Ray DiKECTOES.—No. 122,780 (June 22, 1918). The director

ooDsiita of a rod of wood or other suitable material attached to

and detachable from any suitable part of the tube-holder, or of
a cylinder, or other diaphragm used in combination with a tube-
holder. Upon thii rod elide two pointer.s, each pointer having at

Pig. 1.

oae end of it a suitable attachment, enabling it to slide back-
wards and forward* along the whole length of the rod. The
rod U arranged in sach a way a« to enable it to be brought at
wiU exactly parallel to the central beam or X-rav of normal
iicidence, and at such a distance from that ray as may be
found most convenient. The other two ends of the pointer
•? •© ^fr^'^ged a. to be when at rest, and to continue to be
«hen riiding along th-, rod, exactly in the path of the ray ofMunn^ incidence. These pointers may be of wood or of other
>u>UbIe material, and, if made of wood or other material trans-
parwt to the rays, may havo met-il Beads fixed in their free

extremities to enable these extremities to be exactly centretl

with the diaphragm and target of the X-ray tube and to retain

this centred position in their excursions along the rod. In Fig. 1
the essential feature of the device consists of the removabitt

srm A pivoted or otherwise det.ichably connected at C to tiie

X-ray tube box B or other tuoe carrier. On the arm A are

mounted two sliding pointers D, which can be moved to any
requii-cd distance apart along the arm A. The free extremities'

of the pointers D may be furnished with metal beads or tips D",

80 that if maintaiiiiiig in position a radiographic record of the

poi-nts of entry and exit of the central beam or X-ray of normal

incidence, designated X on the drawings, wiil be obtained. A*'

shown, tho pointers D are applied in this instance one on either^

side of tho head of the patient to be radiographed, and tho

tips D' coincide with and indicate tlie path of the central beam
or X-ray of normal incidence.

In Uhe alternative constrootion illustraited by Fig. 2 the director

i.s ehown mounted on a carrier attached to the cylindrical

di.'aphragm E, instead of the tube box B. In this case the

-M II-J7

i^i' U'

'l~-4-\.-

Fig. 2.

carrier consists of a metal band F, oi. whioh is mounted a slid-

ing or adjustable plate or platform G, capable of being move*
to any desired point round the circumference of the cylinder B,
and there fixed or clamped in position by a pinching screw or

equivalent not shown. The sliding platform G carries a rod

or pillar H, upon which is fitted a sliding 8U>eve or socket I,

fixed in position after .adjustment by means of a pinching screw

•I or equivalent device. The arm -V with the .sliding pointers

D, is pivoted or otherwise eonuerted at C to the iJeeve or socket I

so that the arm can be raised out of the way when desired.

Between the sleeve or socket I and the platform G is a slid-

ing collar L, which can be fixed it any position on tho pillar H
by a screw M. This collar is adjusted once for all in such a

position that when the screw rests on its upper surface the free

extremities D' of the pointers are in centre with the X-ray of
normal incidence. Its purpose is to ensure that, after tempo-
rary detachment and replacement of the sleeve, rod, etc., the-

free extremities of the pointers shall again come into exact align-

n-ent with the X-ray of normal incidence.

Further, the angle of the aim A may be regulated for fin»

adjustment by the screw K.—George Gorinc Campion, 264,

Oxford Road, Manchester.

Developin-g and Drying Cinbiiatogr.^ph Films.—No. 123,168
(February 15, 1918). The apparatus comprises a series

of tanks, 1, 2, 3, and 4 of any desirable number which
contain the solutions through which the film is to be
passed for developing fixing, and washing, and includes also

the wringer mechanism . for removing the surplus moisture
from the film surfaces before the entry of such film into
the drying chamber 5, which is divided into compai-tments by
means of hollow perforated partitions connected with a source of
supply of air under pressure which is directed against tho fihn
for drying the latter preparatory to winding the same upon reals
carried by tlho take-up mechanism.
The mechanism for driving the film through the Mquids in the

tanks, and through the drier, comprises horizontal shafts 7 dis-

posed near the upper ends of the tanks inclusive, the shafts
being joumalled in bearings carried by parallel snspension rods 8
secured to the side rails 9 of a frame normally resting upon th»
upper edges of the side walls of the tanks and adapted to b»
raised and lowered for withdrawing the suspension rods aoA
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oarried thtrtbf bom the Unks. At their lower emU the

roda 8 carry the hearingi (or tiie ahaiU 10 eiiaoding

^rr'V to riMfU 7. The aoppoHe for the beeringi o( the dmtU
•1 aiKl 10 alao carry the bearioge of the rertical Aafta 11, each

«f whkh M eqaipped at iti lower end with a bevel pinioo uieifctug
irMi a b«T«i pinkn on each of the AaA* 10. At their upper

«Mi aid ahaAa 11 eany berel piaione nwfcinn with herd j^aioBa

m * boiiMaitel ihaft astendiBg parallel with the ad* raOa of the

iMae and jiwiialiil in hwiiiige oairied Uwrtity. The dmtU 7 are

<tfa aad «ch thereof earriai a aariee of idU roUa 17 treaty rolai-

We thereoo and wMi reepeet to each oUmt. Eadi of the roUa 17

b bordered by and aMeoMlad wilii dieca 18 of Uifv diOMtar,

tta diace beii« rolatafaiy aontad on tiia rfiafta 7 iadapandwtly
«< the zaUer 17.

&eh of the ifaafto 10. oo the other hMd. caniea a aariea of

Mllera 19, wfaieh are rigid theiwrilti, and ara aolated by tka ihalto,

«ha «oltan beii« aepaMted frooi each other by the flaacaa ao eoiTe-

to the diaca 18. The oandMr at eoUeia oa each of the

4t» 10 one tea thaa the noaaber of idle roUa 17, and the

tiTely puiliumii eo that the fila u tniaad anxee-

V »
l*^^^

' ' I

^
Fig. 1.

'tM

. or Ml •

ller 17 is

> nHer 17 at Mm top of Ite not
beaoBa task to the aart it ie trwaiJ o«er

I OA a riad ^mli earned at the outer

ia pi««tal)y oalid on a aUodard 23.

OM* «< the inib a ia a wftapr nO 86, pnfar-
wir.ou ».J> chanHia ilfa, Jnualy waaiilad e« a alad ahaJ%

' o Mid of a fmiy awtapag aim 87, prrolaUy eacand to a pn>-

n 28 cf the an a, the poiinae of the i«Ce a6 being to

r«e liqnid ewTied by the fibB (nia each of the

. h U iBCBWMT^ pMMa to Bow back iito the task tMlend of

.; caniad over to

\ ;ter the Urn baa been pwiii aoooeanTely Ihroo^ tlM aolntiona

;: uie tarioni toaki> it ie tiainad oT«r • idle rati, wUh which a

v> nffOT roll daflw to tha tnlb 26 ia Manciatid, both being

back tato the tank. U ii thai tfrnaad over a farther

T iwoving fi«a aoiatan tea tha« aorfaow.

litfongk • apadng ia oaa end wtM of the drying

Thn bliar ooataiaa aMchnniia which, aa Aawo in Fig. 2, U
HMi the Ml Li in11 lor iffieikm traral of the tta

e arenl laaM, aaa ooaftMng awia 7 aad ui caity-~
' idla mhI isad nib rapaettr^. all «( the dalU
or. drWw tea a ehadl 41 asliBllBg hortealaily

onbiT. In etda that the fUa, ia |inang tfaraogh

ipartmenta of tka AyiBg ehiaber, flay b* aaply
> ;":aad to the aoliaa of the air oaiwU far d^ing tke aae.

(here are pndenbly interposed bebweeo the rolls on the abafu
7 and 10 aeriea of idle rolls 42, 43 aod 44, whereby the fihn in li»Tel

from a roH on the abaft 7 to a roU on the ritaft 10, and rice vend,

is broaght into oloee proximity to the perforated walls 45 of the

boB»w parte 46, by which the drying ohamli«r is divided into

Fig. 2.

All tha boUow i|»ae« in the hoUow partition walls

46 oaflflBMBiiato with an air rhanfhar 47, which is fad by means of

a blower with air ooder light p(«aure, end which ia preferably

Utared. dried, waraad, or uthaiaiee treated for eSeotually abaoit)-

tag tha aoiatona fraa tha lUa daiag its travel through (he drier.

The Anar faal|y «oafaia« a Bigaag flae (preferably fitted with

doon apt itewa), ioto which air is coatinaoaaly ionad in one

diraatioa, ami nrintnlniag tha Ska i<iMch ia paaad Iherithrough in

poaito to tha travel of tiM air. Frederick

I, 1339 ArgyiaSlnet, Chieago, 0.8. A.

fjLsmumo CAMmAS—No. 119,098 (8eptaa|her 14, 1917). The in-

ealioa laieis to panofawiic oaaene having a cunataiit radius of

carvatora of tha saaaHiva anrfece in which, by a saria of ezpoaurte,

a paaaraaie pietara aitondiag over 360 degn, wMamt oTetlapping

ia ptadaced. Ia >och faniaaa Ite objaetiTe waa rototod

a veHioU azia daring tha arpnanra. Thia reqoiree oon-

pUated airtenisin, oad has tha djadrantage that the piotore

ioea ia dbarpaaa by Mm rotation of tha objeoliva. Wliere the

light paaaa lhn«^ dMs to tha o^jaatira, and (roa there to th»

saailira saitea, tha atiaagth of the light ie oonatdarably reduced.

The invention has for ita object to avoid the ahove-aiaattnnad

iliadvsntag»a aad to provide a siaylifcaliuB of Iba oMMra and
tha prodoetioo of Aajper piotores. Has resoit is oUaaned by
pvojaoting (ha pictnre with the objeotlve atationary on a afeatianary

tiva surface forming part of a cjliader.
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la Uta drawingt 1 is the body ot the camera for taking p«uio-

nmto picture* on Aim. The ouUr snrfare, 2, of tiie rear wall, 3,

o( Uia oamera, 1, U curved to the radios of the focal distance, 4.

Oa ttiis cyliodrioally curved surface lies the part of the film, 8, on
i4iiA the particular picture of the series is being taken.

In taJcing each picture the oibjeotive, the centre of which is

denoted hy 5, as also the part of the film on ithe partly cylindrical

•vface, 2, of the camera, 1, r«nain at rest, so that a very tiharp

pictore is taken. The complicated mechaniem previously required
for roteting the camera and feeding the film during the exposurj
are dispensed with, so tliat the panorama camera can be inexpen-
•jvely prodoced. Nicola Stefani, Calprino, Tessin.

new Hppmm, $c.—•

—

The Entitfa Printing Machine. Made by Houghtons. Limited
88-89, High Holborn. London. W.C.I.

.\ PtKCM of apparatus for the profeesional pliotographer just being
inhx>duced by Messrs Houghtons is deserving of prominent notice
not only upon its merits, which are great, but from the fact that

it i. the first new introduction in the way of photograBhic

'hES "ill'" '^}^%--^ «e 3ince'the ZltSoT^i
iS^d 0^11,. ll 7.1" *\' '""»"^i<«« the printer is designed to

T^,J^tJZ y, "^t
I*°<<'8-^Ph«''''' worknx,m, its top coming

^e^vnti^i.'r \''.'^''i^"'*^-
'' *» '*-'^«<l f°' taking

»^M °L- 1^ v"" ^ ^y ^ "^'««- Th08« of the latter size

« '^Tf^'j:i^i :^ Jh^nett^^t'^ "-^^-^-^
oentrtHv in th« Z^K. t'

"«g«t>ve8 being thus placed

,.» wiai, ine user can, m fltfang them, please himaelf as to

the power which he shall choose, and may thus reduce the langtii of
exposure when employing the slower papers.

The apparatus ds fitted with a phoet of ground glass inimediaiely
below the bed, and below that again a very convenient pattern of
vignetter. This consists of a metal plate with a reUtively large
central aperture, pivoted around whddh are a number of thin metal
plates with serrated edges. By bringing these plates into position—
they are sufficiently stiffly mounted to stay where they are put—

a

vignetting aperture of any required size and of almost any rfiane
in common use can be created in a few seconds. The vignetting
plate is dnstaiitly removed from tJie apparatus when solid prints
are to be made, and the same remark applies to the ground glass
which the photographer may bo gM to dispense with in the case of

nega,tives of exceptional density. Tlie pressure board is made mtwo hinged portions and is operated by a liandle which if required
automatically locks itself in the position of pressure and thus re^
.eves the user of the machine fron-. the necessity of keeping downthe handle himself. On the other hand if exposure is only of aBewmd or twos duration the automatic latch is readily i>ut out of

The whole apparatus i« most solidly and substantially made andthe Pyactical convenience of the user is consulted by providingtwo .hmged flaps on either side which usefully serve for holding
supplies of paper and of exposed *eets or of keeping negatives athand for oise. The piiice of the maohine. complete wifh cfrrierfor

™"and "^ '1'^
i'

'""" *° i-P^^^'"' ground.gkss diZig
£12 12 Od

' "'^ '°''"'^'"" ^^' -'^'"^ ^'^'"P*' *»

,,.fket whioh r T.T ^^° ^k "3 to maJce mention of apacket which has readied them in one of their plat* boxes containing~ Z of a lady and a pc^tcaivi «ze negative of a famil?

^ih ^"^^ ^' ^^"^^ ^'^^' '^"d it U hopedtha.t the insertion of this notice m«y meet the eye of the o-w^probably a mmiature painter, who m^y obtain his pCrty onTmn^oatmg with M^s. Wellington and Wa.d. at'^^ree, HsT
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Jinalecta*
KxIraiU from our vttMif mud monlhly ronUmpororiu.

Tb« Oil Transfar Proc««a.
I vocLO rwfiniwri (*jn H. Bertram Cox in Uie " AnwUui
PhotognidMr umI Fitotographjr " for Mkrch 36) fur the first inking

np • papar wiiidi, beioi; upraaly made for txmattr, femtmu extn-
oniiiuiy adTMitafH. I wm Ud to om it by a refercoM In Vol. 31
of tha "Aaataar Pfca(o(TB|4<rr*' Librart." It it csllnl
" Aalatgipa IMbo tMoatar p^mt," and baa a rerv sloMy anriace. It

aoi v«7 aaiUUc (or tbc otdinarv uil protvM. but

i^aaligaB vliao tnnafar ii tKe Saal rcaull de-

bad. It can ba pfooorad bom tha Atrtot^p* OoaqMBf. Tb« roll ia

b«l lama tbroagh ao aa lo mafce aBall roUa of the widlli rtquired by
iWnaar. Lwglfea ca» than ba raadfy «t oC aa and viiro reqnirrsi.

A 5 par oaotw balll ol pntaaaiwi bw'biwnlf, with or without the

additkn of a few 4rafia of an niunia, aboM be unfiMftA. Tlir

—aahiatd ahaat priafia vwy i|nirkl.v. anl dKMild be printed veil out

;

the dHaiU in the M^Jighta ahould be cImm^Iv diatiaguiahahlr. Wbrn
fauahed, the print dionld at oocc be nit to' the aba ol the Iniahol
pictwr, Uarfac an —tiia. and plim(a4 inio lapid wnlar. Tk» taai-

peratora of the water M onportaot. It dkonid not eseaad 7S dcK*. F.

.

and 72 dafa. ia lafer. TIm water ahnwM Ita dtanfed every 0««
atinutM or ao aotil the bichrcaiate ia eoaiplatalT waahed out. >Vbcu
thia fcaa bean atdoaiyKriiad. farthrr ae*kin( will, ia awBt caaca. be
aaaa to ba tliraly—acaawry. Tile i*age will ataad ant in atwmg
relief—Iha grwiar Ika aipoaar* the atraoRrr the laBaf—bat it ia

imwiaa to pr«a Ika aapoanra «oo far, or bmiliar diScsHin may
ariM later ia Iba eoona of teUaB op.

CATALOGUES AND TRADE NOTICES.
MxaMtt. J. U. Duuuiia. Lto.. aend lu a list, jaat iaaoed, •>(

Ihetr ri—alntiaffh taking and prajectiaf laMM, tbaaa of the

foroMT dMa iad«4ii« • Idapboto aariaa on tba awM of tha Aden,
ia wbich tha iatnl tomb ia doable tba c—era eJrtiMJt Tba pn^
j«ctiag koiaa m« ande ia (goal lengtha tnm 2 lo 7 fneha*. and of

apart«« Inm lit to //&
Ma. Boaaar BaUdUrmu, SB. St. Viacaat Btfart. Oiaagow. baa ju>t

iMoad • at page liat of -bigb^iaaa aaeoad-kaad appawtaa. It io

rtudea oaijr gaod* af artthliAad lapalallpa. aacb aa Una, Sibyl, awl
V«ate ftaad Mini. Saadanon Mi naiiwi, flobo aad Oialei
tiAtxm, EaiigB aad Kodak iba CHMraa, aad lenaaa by the beat

maker*. Tba liat ia aaat c

Comnerclal SCeaal Intelllaenceo

K . I _ 1 1 I.

r. m,
I I . i 'A'eitinc

a •! i lu>o.

Natica t» girea of Ui uon of the partDerahip batwreo
" iltiaai Edward Paradiie and Ebat GoldMailh, carrj iog oa baaiaoia

aa pbotogfapban at 2. BoU Place. Cardiff, aadcr the ttyle of Para

dite aad fliilihaiilh All debta doe to aad owing by the laU fimi

wUI W reciivod anA paid by William Kdward Paiadlaa.

SrariALTT TbABB
Mr. D. ObaiUa,

'•a
a ipatiabj af

bia aervieaa in

kind to any
'it, inaartiag

'I'lKiiptioo

»hi*be«Cmtft
phetogmfkbflB wbo

Wonx.—A (raqorat owittihwtnr lo oar pa^,
lataly baaa jMcbilind iroaa oAoal

in the Royal Ei^iaia ra . baa jaet alarted in

at 363. Kamtt Laae, Loadon. S.W.U, aa a

and puatoMd iiiamaannta liaaa pnifaaaona t

DagBtiTaa. aad hi Iba prodactioa of

iii we ahall have aaaMlbiag to »y oa another

(••tare o( puetcaida aada by eeataci fioni

iwtioa «d aa attiaetire border

aa we aae (naa a apoBtean aent to oa, adda a

to the card. Mr. Cbartaa fa atao aadiing

oapy aatpativa on thtdc, flat Uai. aad ofhra

of line aad paadtnaaata: work of tbia

He ia aho aaparialiat hi blnriri^.

I other "lake" wt^lc of any
to ba aa exp«i woabar in the braacbca

e. we koT* BO dadkt Ibat Ibarw are aMny
iH be anxioaa lo avail IhaaMalvea of hia Mrvioea.

meetinas or societiese
e

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NE.XT WEEK.
tUtvacAT, Mascb 19.

llu<Ucnn*I4 Naiura'lti and PhMocrmphio Porielj.
y. W. MilU, F.US.. K.lt.M.a.

' Nol»< on Flat Kikhai.'

MBlkUoBdM Ptotoararkte SaelHr

MoaaAT, Mtaca U.
Portfolio KtbitiiUoB. *rrau(cd b; W. E.

TraoiiT. AraiL 1.

" ComnMnrial Pboto<«f9i^ ProceMaa." B.
IU>j%l Pboteitapbla Socfetj

ClwW Pbolaaravhle Saetetf. Dufc Boon.

"wTpLnS!^' '^°"*''^'« »»*«7- " «-'•«»*• ! Prtnlt and Slidn. W.

WBiunn4T, araiL 2.

pioita Ouara Clab. •• Htect Portrailorr." W FmUf Br.gbam.

al^^Pbsuicrapkia Moetolr. " Arcblireloral Pbotociavbr." W. C. 0_

*"*w!1Ctb*
*.'***"" '**°*'***'* *"**'•"**• "T»»»l»''> Trrol." O.

TaeaaaiT, AvaiL J.

Roead lb* MadiMrraaMa.' Dr. O. AUIi>
HMto^ PbiMkDCtapbia loctfir.

"^SU!rvrs±l:Jl^"^ys^s!'.l!.5^•^ i-e,«r.M.. b, c. w*,*. .,. „.

A Backtrud Look
A. H. Llirtl.

Cartar, W. II. Uewbtea.' w4 filudrllae.'
I illai^*i*a aowMinwMaravWa aaeial'

ParaatMa PMm* Pmliad by tiniiin.
i^-??«IffJ^..*.'^ O"*! " Mortaa ol DaftaMtor." r. W. PUdiich

WSS:•• iro*e2S,bl.r
*" *»''*"'^» •« *»•• •'bo'otr.fb. o( fin B,i«dc

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
MEcnm held Taeaday. Marab 2S, Jir. E. W. Mellor in the chair
Mr. R. H. Ooodaall. farfo Ueot. K.A.. delivered a lectua o..-

">fn>* : !<• AatiquiUe* aad People." illualrated by a Urge nam
her of kntem ilido*. Mr. OaodaaH afaowad hia aodieoce photo
Riwph* of the aaeiaat twaplii and teaAa of Egypt, and had aome-
theoriea of hia own on Ihe arolotion of diatinetiva typaa of arcbi-
tertare. The later portion of hia diacoana on tba plaoaa aad paopie-
o( BMidrm Egypt waa of eqaal interval.

On the pro|Mi»itioa of Iba Chainnan. Ihe vary hearty Ihanka of
lh« wartiag ware accorded to the lerturrr.

CROYIM»X CAMERA CLUIJ.

~ BCT I cannot think of a aubjeet," nen-on<ly eipoatulated Mr. J.

Walker, when (Irmly oanmandcd lo make a firat contribution to
the ayllaboa, and knowing Mr. Walker, the title of laat weak'*-
paper waa in*t»ntlr •applied, namely :—" The DefarU and'
Imperfrctiun* ' iphia Apparalua and Materialf." which.
after brief coci . aeeeplad.

A popular mrmbrr Uit many ytar* ho haa been an acquiaitioii

lo the club, a diatinrt pnaonalily giving him a niche of hii own.
In pbot<>i(raphic paiaaila bo praaenta him*elf aa a martyr t<.

anfortonaie coinaidaaeai. If not narrating actual azparianoaa, by
way of illottralive rrmark*. it may be Mid lliat if one out of manv
anaatiipnala haa a bad bubble, that leoa b aure to he aaot hinr

by Ihe makrra, and equally certain ia it that the babble will be-

riitht in the centre of the glala rendering //64 inoperative. Mr.
Walker never oaea thia atop, but thia does not alleviate hii liar-

rowed faelinga. Again, if perchance iaolatcd defecte occur whilat-

dry platea aia being made, when cut to aiie all the damaged gooda*

in aoaM myatariona way will find thcmaelvea in one plate-box

aaatly addrmaed to "Walker, Cmydon." Thia ia raaauUd and'

leada to a material inrreaoa in the receipti of the Inland Revenue-

thraagh ite poetal department.

If troukire do not ariae with uarmal frequency, thinga leem a

bit doll and ** onwalkeriak," ao out he atarta on a voyage of

ditoovery. WhiUt pnating about the other day piniiiK for frrali

iadignitiaa, a veritable oatrage waa dropped upon Ly bii unearth

ing a itatentent matle by the manufacturer* of an exiMMure-roeter

lo the effeit IImI the teneitite mpterp«|<«r had oooiiderablc orth<>

dwomatic propertie*. Now, Mr. Walker luea a meter and o(tF'*

en/taary platea, ami the fat naa in the fire indeed, (or if the meter-
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MM MicatM mriTrtly for orthochromatic plates, what priro

(h* poor '*ortliii«ri««" ! Leit out in the blooming bine cold, «>

to (peak. A brijk encounter between the indignant amateur and

tw* oonccma implicated followed.

.K» a matter of fact the point only ari«ee in reference to

•vsning light. t<-\t bookt telling us that orthochromatic plates are

nlatively faster than ordinary platea to the mellow light of

dtparting day, which u quite right and proper, as any suggestion

to the contrary would perplex the student. Possibly some day

omaooe competent to do so will make a few definite experiments

to aaoertain if any appreciable difference does exist in general

laodacape work under ordinary conditions. With an orthochromatic

plate behind a filter obviously the horse is of another colour.

As to the lecturer'* paper nothing but praise can be given; it

^^i with a most varied assortment of cameras and accessories

which had passed in long procession through his mechanical hands,

and all about to caiiierise would not do better than consult Walker.

A very useful member to have in a club. Most which he had to

say was of real value, being based on experience and keen examini-

tioD, but an epitome would be in the nature of a Hampton Court

mase with an action for libel threatened at every wrong turning.

On the other hand, when praise was due it was given, but good

points are never so obtruding as bad. We also refrain from

dMcribing his ingenious specification for a perfect camera, includ-

ing almost every movement and many novel adjustments, all

compressed into a folding reflex, as the suggested " better 'ole
''

is in the region of Colney Hatch for camera designers.

An experience with a stereo-camera fitted with paired anastig-

mats and largely used with orthochromatic plates and two cap

light-filters, deserves mention to emphasise one old point. I he

camera was received just prior to starting on a holiday on the

Continent. On return, with his usual luck, in many cases the

pictures on the left were found to be fuzzy, and those en the

right dead sharp, whilst in others this state of affairs wae re-

versed. The respective makers of camera and lenses then experi-

enced an interesting time, the camera being suspected of variable

parallelism, the lenses of being unhappily mated, but they failed

to throw any light on the trouble, which was eventually traced

by the lecturer to one of the light-filters acting as a weak supple-

mentary lens, varying the focus of the objective on which it

happened to be placed.

And so the account of " Walkerisms " went distressingly on

until towards the end when the sun broke through the clouds, one

Mivelope system of changing plates receiving his warmest recom-

mendation having never been known to break down. In showing

the working of a model a finishing touch was added to an

altogether excellent evening by the apparatus sticking in the

most obstinate fashion. " Deuce I if I know what is the matter
with it," sadiv said Mr. Walker.

SocTH Lo.NDON Photogeaphio Soctety.—At tihe last

meeting Mr. N. F. Home, F.R.P.S., deJlivercd am interest-

ing lecture oo Practical Intensification and Reduction, which
th» lecturer described as the r^airs department of photography,
im essential departn:ent, in which the beginner had too mudi faitli

.-Mid tihe more ex|)erieuced worker not sufficient. While admitting
it is preferable to be able to produce a perfect negative ae the
result of each exposure, conditions sometimes militated againet such
perfection, and while after-treatment would moke the beet of a bad
job, the worker must educate himself to recognise whether or no
intensification or reduction was necessary just as soon as the
negative leaves the fixing bath, as a negative at this
(teriod ia bettor to work upon than one which has
been allowed to dry. If, however, the negative is dried before
either intensification or reduction the drying acts as a liaudicap.
A dried negative may show no signs of finger marks upon the

film, but there U no evidence to prove that none exist ; hence the
film, for greater safety should be cle.aned with benzine or petrol
and then aoaked in a weak solution of hydrochloric acid 1 in 60 for
from 6 to 10 minutes; afterwadrds the negative should be subjected
t. proonged soakuig in pkiis water, not less than 30 minutes while
3 hours would be better. Chromium intenaifier is the most satis-
f«toi7, as greater or less intenaiflcation could be obtained by the

varying the strength of the imteneifier, moreover the wlhole operation
can bo carried out in weak daylight or artificiaj light. A stock
solution of potass bichromato 1 oz., hydrochloric acid 80 mins.
water 10 ozs. is quite a reliable one. For use, take one drm. of
stock solution and add one oz. water; this provides the maximnm
intensification, and the operation can, if necessary, be repeated. For
re-developmeat a clean working developer sudh as amidol should
be used, in fact the only developer not suitable is pyro.

Strange though it mtiy seem, a stronger solution providee less

intoiisification. The bleached negative must be washed until all the
yellow stain is removed. If lees intensification is required take 2
dxms. of stock solution .to 1 oz. water and add 5 mine, hydrochloric
acid. For soft effects the bleached negative can be printed from
without the subsequent re-developn-.ent of the image, and good
results obtained.

Tablodd mercuric iodide was recommended, but unfortunately,
the lecturer remarked, it is not under control like chromium ; never-
theless good results can be obtained provided care is taken to keep
the dish on the move, and a good clean result will be ensured if

the surface of the negative is carefully wiped after the intensification

is comp;eted. This intensifier increases the densitv in proportion.
Dranium has one distinct advantage in that, should the intensified

negative be unsatisfactory, the action of the intensifier can be re-

moved by the application of weak ammonia, aaid the operation re-

commenced. A dry negative can he paa-tially intensified, action
only taking place in the shadows, or clear portions, before the high
lights are touched : this is often a great advamtage where under-
e.vposure and over-development are concerned.

Unquestionably the most popular and useful reducer is ferricyonide
and hypo. Rinse the former under the tap before use, and have
everytliing ready to hand before mixing up the solution—the exact
proportions are not a matter of great importance, but a clean and
fresh solution of hypo is esseaitial if stains are to be avoided.
For even reduction use a weak solution: local reduction can be

carried out by the use of cotton wool plus reducer, but the cotton
wool must not be kept in use for a long period, and it is always
ivdvisable to keep near the tap. In no circumstances should a
negative be t.-iken direct from the fixing bath and placed in tlie

reducer, as a good wash is necessary to remove the dissolved silver
from the negative. Another very useful method is to bleach the
regative in a sulphide toning bleacher, wash for 20 minutes, and
re-develop with amidol for a poition of the time usually given for
the developer to have complete action.

This will strengthen the shadows and stop short in the high-lights.
The negative should then be fixed in a clean hypo bath and washed.

Correspondence*—

—

•.• Correspondents should never write on both sides of tJie paper.
No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of tlie writers are given.

',' We do not uiidertake responsibility for the opinions expressed
by our correspondents.

ARE MATERIALS PRICES TO FALL SOON!
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—On page 54 of the " B.J.," dated January 31 last,
you published a letter of mine forecasting an early reduction in the
price of dry plates because of the withdrawing of certoin Govern-
ment contracts and the disappearance of certain names from the
official list of contractors in the " Labour Gazette." In the follow-
ing issue of the " B.J.," pages 62-3, Mr. Harry Hunt took me to
task for airing such views, as also did the '• Photographic Dealer."
Anyway I learn from the current issue of the "B.J." (page 149)

that the price of dry plates were reduced on March 11, so that my
prophecy has turned out to be correct.

I am now writing to ask you to teU my professional brethren to be
of good cheer, for the current issue of the "Labour Gazette " has
just arrived, and again the names of photographic manufacturers aie
conspicuous by their absence. We may, therefore, expect another
reduction m price very soon. This, however, will be the last letter
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^ltl»i I thall ««od to 70a on tli* aobject, aa I do not with to gat into

the habit of pointing oot the accnncy of my forecaata.—Yoara

f»ilhfullv. H. Obun.

THE ASSISTANT QUESTION.
To the Editor*.

GwUameo,—Aa a pbotognplMr of ae«M ftftaan 7«*ra' atciiding,

aal haring jnat baaa dwohiliaad aftar four and a-half y«an of

Amj life, I am ranch awpriaad to r«ad Ik* lattar by " Simple

on" in to-day '• iaaoe. Baa tha profaanos really fallen to (och

• di«rMl«d alato aa " S.&" aaya? AffmmMf «]mm an m> photo-

gnphie artiata lafL All atyling <i—liUw aa aooh moat be either

^) a fan pietnc vWi 00 panoaal kaowladga «l hia art, (b) a

lagna aad bodbog, or (c) a pal tiioggar and prodncar of glorified

eaidboafd. Haa "8. S." navar mat the man 'and there are many

each) wko really lovea hia work, and to •ha« the art a< prododng

. portrait (in tha foil aad tnia a«Ma <d tba tenn) ie • eowUn* joy 7

i be work a< tbaea nea auMi on ita own wiilla oeaM to tba for* and,

roro a eoauiercial (taodpoint, " aell." Tbaaa nan will only employ

M» beat laaiita-^T they can get, aad will p^y them the beat wagaa

II tha earn* way that they invariably nea and pay the prica of the

beat matariaL

Poor ** SiinpU 6iMoa !
" Ua kaowledga of ;ha>Bgw>hwi ia iodaad

timitad, or p«kapa hia own apacial btU of gloriflad aardboard do not

I favoorably witb aome of the Weat^Bad pifli^ and tbe publi?

I ia Bot a bad jodgeu—Yoma Teiy dmctnig,

Higk 8lt«a», Baetleigh. Pbamk Caivns.

THB EmCOKCT OF THE FOOAI,n<AN£ SHUTTER.

IbUwUilafs.
In tha aHioU ol a iortai^ a«o aboat iooal pUnr

y«« !••• ailraflla from OoIomI Mnmaaril. IflOl, Md aiao

1mm Iba " Wioto Mwiiatow," 1016. WMi r^rd to Iba former,

pa« flint a diagna ia whUtk 1m pivea rmiiiBi far aatOMtiag

oc Iba ratio of E.O. to B.H. Ho my that Iko eoveriag

of KJ. aad O.H. are aqoal aatd uppuaiii in order,

aad tl>«rfe»a «mU Nehoaad aa bait tha limo. U we are to aeoept

Um oaaU iliinilioa (or daAaiag ihiitlH' aBaiaaey, we eaa hardly

«! aC aititranly aoaM of Mm tfaao that ia ooaapaad in opaaing and

•laaii^ but, apwi froai that, Ihia diagram ia obnooaty aad bopa-

lamly wveag. Ihare ia omfy oaa w^ ia whUb tho pkUa aoald be
ai—!—^-1 ^ ikeftiMd. aad that U by eoBMttteg Iha kaa kom
*• mbmetor it w liwipiail m ialo a aiida of Ulnmlaalid gnaad-

gfaaa, whick it mqjtmtkmMf oaghi aot to be.

Tha path o( tha tmya from any poiat of U^ ie " pai»Ual " natO
i>a leia ie raaobed, and than it ooavergaa to a poiat oa the plate

w Iha farm of a ooao, aad tho isMiga ia, allar aQ, only made up U
a aaaikw or aggngitiiM of aack poaata.

UyoaoMaalitoflata diataaca i. Mm ooaa of ray* that will

«t paaa witkoM aelipaa wffl ba okeioirfar fraai a Wm ol ffS;
redaoa Ika apartore to fl*.6, aad Iha iMamilw of tho earn of my
wgkawJaeil to |. or A/6 to i. aad ^/9 to i of Ika tlit wUlh.
Tha aaoead part of te aitiela, tima Iho " Ihoto-IGaiatM*."

gnapa Ikia poiat aB ri|^ (ttm«h it doaa Mi afpaal to ma aa

being T«y elaM<y pat), aad raalty daaaa tha pru ioaa diagram in

tha eama »«lrihalioB; lko«|^, cvioaa^ laniji^, haro, too. the}

dnwB aa half Ikair vahM. It may ha all ri^ bat is any
data with dhipkra^ ikaMan Iha npaning aad

:
an ahr^a taken for tfkiir fail tisM talaa. > why not foeal-

Bat, aajkow, *at Mow 1 diagrHB AooM aorer appear a(Bin in

a«y onwnactaoB wiik iliawaaiuai of fooal^plane illeiwiny.

Cbaa. 8. Dna.
Myrtle Cottago, Cbaaa Bond, flhnth^a^ N.
[Tho wrilw of Ika artido NpiiaB>-"Tow conaapoadaat ia

•Vparaatly lad to diapato MniMaril'a rapiMWilatiua by Iha foel

that faiiha eaaa of aaah of tho loar paadla of raja oaly eaa Ihailing

Kaa ia ahowa. If yoor aonoapoadont unwplalm tho dianm, ha will

aaa that it ia MarflMl w<tk that fcom tho ' Hmto^CaiatPtw.' The
«p«Mfaa of two phaaaparioda of 60 par oaat. aOdancy aa a aingle
'MM yarfad of fan riiiianrj aaaoH to ma a eoavaaiaat method for

< tainiag tha rniio of fall to partial wpoaara."!

MnsiDers to CorrespMidents.

BPEOIAL NOnOB.
T» eaaaefaeiiai ef joaeral r«4tutd itqnpKM 0/ papw. ai fk

of prohibitioH »f Ou imporfaHaw of mutk wood palp aad graaa,

a mmalUr $pae» wiU b* avaitaibU tmUt fmrtJmr notim for rupltw
to vot >etyown<wfi.

Moriomr, me wiU emtwtr by pott if ttamptd and addr»$itd tnv*-

lepe ia aaeloaad /er nylp; 5 aaaf. faleiwaWowal Coapaa, from

nandari akmmd.

TJtt ftiO quetiitma and mmmrt wiU b» primUd mUn ia fte^MMj/
iwtairiae e^aeiierai imitrmL

Qmtrim t» >* muwtrtd in tta JWday'a "Journal " aiia< rmek aa

mot Ubr than Tumdat (P-M Jfoadoj,). aad aheald W
la tho Kditm*.

3. W. Paaxaa.—If yon aMan wooden diehee, the beet thing ia to

iioa in parafBn wax.

M. OouMJOD.—The Rotaotl E. Ureea Manufacturing Cumpmuy,
Haal^B, llich., U.aA. Tha price ia flfi.sa

A. F.—A quick ralODoher ooold do aix aooh heada par hour, but

in moat caaea three or (our per hour would be t'le average output.

A. 8.—We do Dot know the maker* of the lena yoo daaerlbe, bat

if it ia in good condition and average quality it ahoold be worth

(romUa. loSSa.

J. P.—Tha Iffw ia apparaatly a portrait oombination, aad probaUy
of (air qoality. It ie o( Utile value now, being worth p«rha|iii

kom «Si t^£3 10b.

'
—^Toa (an gat a by-paaa tap fruin any dealer in

appUaaeaa, each aa Maaas. Phillip Harria aad Oo.,

Kdmand Street, BirminghaBk

R. R.—A liceore ie etUI oecaaaary. Aa manliooed ia tho " BJ."
»( Mar«h 21, yoa aaad to apply to Iha Saoratary, Now BoaiBaM
Ueaaaaa, 88, Weathoana Tanaea, Paddingtoo.

Jama.—80 far aa wa know Iha Haoa printing machine, made by
MeaaiB. Hoqghtona, ia tho ooly one in which a foot treadle ii

aaad for tha application of tho piamura back.

J. S. A.— None on awniaioii amking wkaob are not twenty yaara

old aad oot of data. Tha beat general book ia " The Science and
Practice of Photography," by Chapman Jonaa.

Ru> pAurt.—They era aB very old lanaea, aad nooo of than would
fetch anora than a poaad in tha markat. If you bare uee for

th«n, wa Aoold aay yoa had far better keep them.

U. 0.—Um dye* whioh we had ia mind wfieo replyiag to our
eomapoadent are thoao aold by ilr. A. V. Oodbold, 06, St. Aaaph
Bond, Brookley, S.E., whioh we have reaaon to think are la

panaaaeot aa any you can get.

K. F. C.—We do oot give formula, aa tho preparatioo ia ao

daagaroae, and «e adviae yoo not to attompt. If you muat, one
of tha beat formula ia to mix the magneainm powder wiih an
equal weight of potaaaium nitrate.

CLacxcAXMOif.—No, profeaaiooal bmo are not exempt. The beat

advice wo can give yoa ia to gat hold of the clerk of Um ooort

iTonr to get called aa aecn aa poaeible. A* we know to

of the delay ia takes up by waiting to aorve.

J. K. (Vaaeoaver).—Tha ooly French photographic paper at praaMit

pabUahad k tha " Pboto-Bevoe, ' 118, Rue d'Aaiaa, Park, VI.

If yoa mean portraiu of atago calabiat laa, tha krgaat Aim of

paUiritan here ia the Rotary Photographie OD^paay, Weat Dray-
toa, Middlaaax, «dio iwoe a vary largo aariaa of poatoard portraila.

Saaiin.—Wo ahoold aay the adhcaivo ooold be need with aafaty

for doTolopod priirta, bat it ia uanally alighlly acid and ought
aot to bo employed <or P.O.P.'i. Ia any caae, we cannot aae any
advantage in uiing it in preference to a good dextrine paato,

which ia joat a* adheaive and infinitely cleaner and moro oon'

renient in aaa.
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DlvoMaaoUL—Soft waahiog maltr certainly makes a, difference, and

fa |Mtlb*i>l7 tb* caoM ot the blisterB. Tb« printa ahouUl be

[nmd thnxigh a baideniog bath of formaline or alum before

brinK tooad, or it would probaUy answer as well to fix them in

a fixii^-hardening both of by}x>, aium, sulphite, and acid, made

up acourdiog to the customary formula.

R. A.—The printing of silk sensitiaed hy floating on a silver bath

is asually done by attaching the ailk with a touch of fish glue to a

sheet of stiff paper so as to permit of examination daring printing;.

The silk requires to be printed considerably beyond the depth

nquired in the finished prii»t, and is toned in a bath of gold, and

acetate as formerly used with albumenised paper.

Bkiknsjs.—There is very good ground for your ouotonier's objec-

tion. Surely it should be generally known by tihis time that the

customer has the right to prevent his or her portrait being

exhibited in the photographer's showcase. T^e best thing you

can do is to admit that tiie lutter was written under a misappre-

hension, and remove tiie portraits as you are asked to do.

Okamdisok.—The prints have all Uie appearan;^ of not having be«n

properly fixed. As we have said many times, prints should be

passed through two fixing baths in suoceesion, renewing the first

as soon ss it is becoming exliausted. llie beet test for the activity

of a fixing bath is to immeirse a slip of dty-j^te in it and notice

ilia ^>eed with which the white emuli'ion is dissolved away. If

it takes longer than five minutes for the slip to clear, the fixing

bath may be taken as exliausted for fixing prints.

A. a.—Albumen prepared from blood can be bought from any
dealer in chemicals, sach as Messrs. Johnsons, 23, Cross Street,

Finsbury, E.G. It is still necessary to obtain a licence in order
to start a new retail business of wliatevcr kind. But we should
say tt>at it is now merely a matter of form, and you will have
no difficulty in getting it from Uie branch of the Ministry of

Labour which deals with the matter a«d has its address at 84,

Westboume Terrace, Paddington, W.2.

T 8. L.—It is a mistake, but one which is found often repeated in

photographic text-books. You liad far better have the dark-room
papered a light yellow or orange. If black scarcely any reflected

light is diffused into the room, and it becomes very difficult to

find anything which does not happen to be in a direct line with
the dark-room lamp. The advice probably dates from the days
when phoiographers were badly provided witli glass for dark-

room illumination; but with the present safelights there is no
object whatever in having the walls a dark colour.

A. O. B.—Unless your builder is a skilled portrait photographer
it is useless to listen to his ideas. There may be plenty of light,

but if it is not in the right place you widl not get good effects.

Patting in tlie small skylight would only be a waste of money.
So far as the appearance of the roof goes, it is for you to decide
whether you prefer a pretty studio to good work. The object
of widening tihe top light is to enable you to make up for the
deficiency of side light by using it a more oblique angle. The
studio we mentioned is in London, but we do not think the
occupant, a lady, would cai-e to show it.

*'• S-—It is not so muoh a question of how many feet of glass is

needed for the studio as tlie position it occupies. We should
reoommend four feet top and aide at each end to be solid, the
side light beginning at three and a-half feet from the floor up to
the eaves; this will be twelve feet long. The roof should have
glass halfway op the slope and be tjie same length as the side
light. Good horticultural ghtss (sheet) will do very well, but if

you want to prevent people Ibeking through you should use rolled
pkte. "Hiis cosU a UUle more, but it is stronger. It is much
used for studio glazing.

G. W. K.-It U imiMMnble, or, at any rote, vei-y difficult, to get a
good negative id a line subject on a rapid portrait plate. You
dwold Me a prooe« or photo-mechanical plaie, and devebp pre-
fcnbly with faydroqoinone. This wiU give you a negative with
• very OfMque ground and very nearly glaas clearness in the
linsi. Very often there is an advantage in over-developing and
then ckwing the lines by going over the plate with Farmer's
reducer appUed on a tuft of cotton wool. This is better than
unOMning the plaU in the reducer, as it removes 8Uii>erfioial fog
without the same degree of i3taoa on the general d«ipowt.

A. S. H.—We cannot identify your old lens, but what you want

is done very satisfactorily with a short-focus lens of large aper-

ture, such as the Aldis photo-micrographic lens of 3-in. focal

length
;
price (pre-war), £1 10s. 6d. ; or with the fIS Aldis of

4i-in. focal length, similarly priced. With the former lens,

assuming that you have a camera extension of 20 ins., you can

enlarge to nearly si.\ diameters. If you do not want to enlarge

to suoh a large scale as this we should advise the 4^-in. lens,

on account of its greater covering power. Messrs. Houghtons cr

Messrs. Butcher supply double plate-holders, but it wouild be

necessary to have an adapter made to fit into the existing groove

of the Pressman reflex—tliat is to say, if you wish to use them
alternately with the metal slides.

Shop Studio.—^I have a portable studio here, but should like to

use shop, if possible, to do away with present studio. The one

big drawback to this shop front is that the sun is on all the

day, very strong in the summer. Do you think that by stippling

the windows with white and the use ot white and green case-

ment curtains I could overcome this? Also, do you think the

lighting arrangement woul,d be satisfactory for busts, full-length

figures, and small groups of three or four figures?—R. C.

We think you will be able to control the light in the way
you suggest and get good results with single figures. You will

have a little difficulty in getting groups evenly lighted, but you
should ibe able to manage. If you have electric current a couple

of half- watts would be a great help in giving a top and front

light.

F. J.—1. We aie afraid you will find a half-plate reflex too bulky

and weighty a camera for outdoor work. Although more skill

is needed in judging distances, you h£wi much better choose one
of the folding focal-plane cameras of the Goerz Anschutz type.

2. You have so much lengtli in your studio that you can use a

lens of almost any reasonable focal length. We think you had
muoh better dhoose a 3B than a 2B Dallmeyer. It is the best

all-round lens for studio portraiture, and practically as useful

in 99 per cent, of the ordinary work as the 4B, which costs

exactly double. For groups you cannot do ibetter than get an
anastigmat lens of about f/6 aperture. As we do not know what
size oi plate you intend to use of groups, it is impossible to

advise you as to the focal length, but if you mention the size

of the plate and the over-all width of the group in the studio

any of the lens makers would tell you which is the requisite

focal length.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Ulvap There seems to be in some quarters •
Toning. ditliculty in getting aatisfactorv tones

on bromide prints with the ordinary sulphide toning pro-

ceaa. Instaad of obtaining good rich sepia tones a rusty
colour is got, due Bouietinies to a want of density in the
negatives, or to over-exposure followed by insafBcienb

development, while in other cases no modification iu

workioK will give the desired colour. To those who find

themsefves troubled in this way we recommend a trial of

liver of sulphur (potaiisa sulphurata) as a toning agent.

This has the advantage of giving a variety of colours,

ranging from a warm black to iiepia, including some very

fine purple browns. One of its good points is an abi^eiic*

of tne slight reducing tendency of the ferri cyanide

bleacher, and another is that e\-en if the prints are in-

clined to be weak there is no liability to give a " ginger "

colour. The process is a simple one; the toning batii

consists only of sixty grain* of " liver " to a pint of warm
watar, a few drops of ammonia being added when solution

ia complete. This should be raised to a temperature of

about 100 deg. Fahr., and the print immersed until the

desired colour is reached. A little allowance must be

made for the further toning action, which goes on in the

•ubaequent washing. Some papers will stand the heat of

tba solution without requiring hardening, but if there is

any tendency to melt the prints should receive a pre-

liminary bath of formalin, a convenient strength being

two ounces to the pint. As with the hypo-alum bath, all

papers will not tone to sepia in the liver of sulphur solu-

tion, some refusing to go beyond a purple black similar to

P.O. P. A few trials with varioui papers will show the

moat suitable makes.
• • m

Rapid Plate* It is commonly believed that it is difii

stnd Oanaity. cult to obtain full density when using

very rapid plates, and some operators prefer to use a

slower grade in order to secure plucky negatives. The

idea is fostered by the fact that the films of nearly all

fast plates appear much more transparent before develop-

ment than do those of slower ones, and this gives rise to

the belief that such plates are thinly coated and lacking

in silver. Such is certainly not the case, the fast plates

having in some cases twice as much silver bromide rpread

over U»e square inch as the " ordinary " ones. We have

used plates which were so transparent that onliuary print-

ing could easily be read through the emulsion, but which

gave almost perfect opacity when developed. The fact is

that much loneer development is necessary for a fast

emuliiion than for a slow one. If we take two plates of

the «ari e make, one an ordin.iry and the other a " super-

sensitive." expose both correctly and develop in the same

developer for the same length of time, the difference will
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be mo6t in»rked, but if the rapid plat* be developed twice

or even three Umee a» long the densities will then be

prrtty even. Instead of prolonging the development the

Mune effect may be produced by increasing the amount of

aftali, or by raising the temperature of the developer.

With regard to the former expedient, a little mishap

which recently occurred to us will be instructive. By

misUke carbonate of soda was used instead of sulphite m
making a stock pyro solution, and by so doing the amount

of alkali in the mixed developer was more than doubled.

Upon developing for the usual time plates which normally

gave thin delicate images became so dense that con-

siderable reduction was necessary before the negatives

were printable, a conclusive proof that a full quantity of

•ilver was present.

Carbon Print- lu some unaccountable way the notion

Intf and Fumes, has been created that carbon tissue is

extremely sensitive to various fumee, and many have been

deterred from using this charming process because they

thought tiat special precautions had to be taken to avoid

" tinting," or what would be called " fog" in other pro-

oeeMs. We have recently seen excellent carbon prints,

which were produced day after day under conditions

which are popularly believed to be impossible. They
were made in a work-room in which an evil-smelling dry-

mounting press was used almost constantly; by the side

of the sink a geyser was used to supply the hot water

needed, and three feet away the sulphiding of bromide
prints was constantly done. The reason for the immunity
from the ill effects of this combination was a simple onej

only ready-sensitised tissue was used. In a dry state

the fumes had practically no effect upon it, and the short

time it was exposed while wet during the mounting did

not allow any action either. The great stumbling-block
in carbon work is the drying when home-sensitised tissue

is used, and practically all risk of " tint " may be avoided
by drying the tissue in an air-tight box or cupboard over
chloride of calcium. By so doing, not only is the atmo-
sphere excluded, but the drying is done in the same time
whatever the hygroscopic conditions may be outside.
Another advantage gained by this method of drying i.s

that the tissue is of uniform sensitiveness, wliich is not the
case when it is dried in the open.

• • »

8«mper There is an old joke which is sometimes
^*'***"*' trotted out when anything uncommon
present* itself "that you always see these things when
you have not got your gun." If for gun we substitute
camera we are recording the experience of nearly every
photographer. Most of us can recall many occasions when
we have seen effects of light and sliade, or occurrences,
which are not likely to be repeated, and have been com-
pelled to leave them unrecorded because our camera was
out of reach. We have known some photographers,
mostly enthusiastic amateurs, who never went out without
a camera, and at least one professional who did the same,
and he told us that, on the whole, the practice had been
a profitable one, besides being the means of securing many
pictures of personal interest. This was in the days when
the smallest camera was of the dimensions of a cigar box,
and it required much more enthusiasm than in these times
of pocket Kodaks and " baby " plate cameras. Apart
from the constant carrying of a camera, it is an excellent
plan to keep a small instrument, say, half-plate or less,
ready filled with plates or films which can be picked up
and used without a moment's delay. • In this respect the
amateur with his film outfit is usually much better pre-
pared than his professional brother, who often has to
assemble his outfit before it is ready for use. Perhaps

the most convenient apparatus is of the folding focal-

plane or " press " type, in which plates can be kept for

weeks without danger of deterioration. Such a camera

is of great value for sports, pictures, street scenes, and
the like, while used with discretion it is very handy for

home portraiture. The great point is that it should be
sfivper paratvs, always prepared.

« • «-

For Print-Out The consistent reader of the photographia
Papers. papers is constantly coming upon hiut4i.

so ancient that, like the anecdotes of Miss Volumnia Dead-

lock, they have become in the cycles of time new again.

At least forty years ago photographers who had need to
make a very dense part of a negative impress its detail

fully on the print would use for the purpose the concen-

trated light of a burning-glass. This old expedient must
have been disinterred scores of times or, quite possibly ,^

has been invented by those who have heralded it as a new
device. Its latest appearance as something original is in

a recent issue of a New York photographic paper. None
the less, it is a plan which may often be employed with

advantage in the case of negatives of interior subjects

in which most probably windows or other brightly lighted

parts have become too dense in the develoiier. In place-

of risking the negative by reducing or rubbing down the
more opaque parts, an ordinary reading-glass of about three

inches diameter may be held in front of the negative during

printing and, while kept gently in motion, caused to con-

centrate its light upon the part which needs help. The
American writer prefers to fit a disc of black card with a

hole in it in the rim of the glass and so to obtain the utmost
conceutration of light.

^
THE LONGEVITY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS

IN RELATION TO RECORD AND SURVEY
WORK.

A EECENT diobum of the Caimera Club indirectly revive*

the question of the permanence of different printing pro-

cesses to be used as records by pdiotograpihic survey and
reoo(rd societies. Perhaps tihe most widely understood

meaning of the word " permanent," applied to everyday
things, appertains to unalterability, but in photographiuj

circles when queettions arise as to tlie relative permanence
of different printing processes their respective

'

' dura-

bility " is generally meant and is so understood. Degrees
of unalterability is rather a contradiction in terms, whilst

durability may widely vary. To put tihe matter bluntly,

if any printing process wiU afford lasting results for, say,

a dozen or so years and upwards, at is generally considered

to be permanent in the restricted sense alluded to. But
the matter is on anotiher footing when photographs are to
serve as reoords for posterity, for (here it is not enough thak
they should last for fifty or even a hundred years, but a
life is reasonably demanded limiited only by the holding
together of the picture supports. By general consensus
of opinion two commerciaJ printing processes only, or

variants of them, fulfil this condition. The life of silver

prints at the beet is one of conjecture, which the lapse of

time only can settle, and many axe known to be more or
less evanescent. In the case of photographs utilised purely

as records their useful existence is longer than for most
other purposes: if discoloured or partially faded, so iooig

as all details are preserved, they serve their purpose. On
the other hand, when once deterioration has begun it often

proceeds apace.

Though all are agreed that complete fixation and
thorough washing are essential elements in the stabiliity

of silver prints, yet it cannot be said that deterioration

can only be ascribed to these operatdona being scamped.
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and th«re may b« operative caue«« whioh are quite unsus-

pecteii. Prtnten of the old albumeniaed paper have

narrated bow printa known to be hurriedly hxed and
traehed have yomttuoM long ouHaeted thoae which had
nceived orthoiox treatment. In past days albomenised

prints ^Ppc*' to have been overwaahed, as in addition to

pro)ong«d chuiges by band bhey were frequently left to

soak aU night. Impure air, dan^p, impurities in the mount
nr motintant, or a mountant tending to turn acid or

. , are all known facton tending to alteration and
I... 5. Even with one brand of paper puzzling differenoes

tih« durability of prints arise, one worker recording

:nd fading, or other troubles, whilst anotJMr experiences

t the opposite. Inquiriee often fail to reveal any \-aria-

ttoa in prooedore to sooount for Mich difference, which in

tome irnftioiul w«t seeme to be connected with the
'

' per-

iOBal eqaation " waidh k>ome Wgeiy in other <hreetions.

In daylight silver-printing prooesMs the image m«T be

iMmsiai of something in the nature of a stain, w4iilst

Tomide prints we have reduced silver in a fine

«ute of division in gaUUne, and the general opsnioo is

that these are the nKMt steUe of all silver prints. Hie life

of a dry-plate bears on the permanency of bromide print*,

•^ough we should expect the former to outlast the latter

lOg to the eihrer and gelatine being present, in greater

ucgrse, and also to the fact that there la no peper to retain

nudual tracea of hypo. Comparatsvely few old dry-plate

Mfativea show ammfMired cooditWD, bat at Greenwich

Bojr«l Ofaserratocy there it no indioation of fading in anv
dty-pkte negetivea of stars, elUinn^ many date beck

Bare than twenty yean. Doabtleai scrapoloiM oare was
sioiiiiewl in fiaiag and washing, and none have been

isteoaified or even reduced.

Whilak nobody can |^aoe a limit 00 the life of a care-

faOy made bramide priai, whieh may last many a long

year, yet the official pronoiraoaaMnt of the Camera Club
thai " a well-made, tooroogfaly ftxed and waiiied bromide
piioi is probably as permanent as a print in any other

process " cannot be juetsfied. The profaabilitiae are against

Ulia conclnsion, and at variance with the opision of recog-

akad aHtlwritMi. and with the views of the fraab najonty
of photogrMhen. In eaeeoce, the iwirtioB ta eqoiralent

to saying taafc Snaly divided silver, valnerahle to many
advene infhienees, le as staUe a subataoce as, say, lamp-

Uadi, or platinun black, bolii ragardad aa naakerabte
under every atmospheric condition, and reapectiveiy coi-

ployed in the carbon and platninm proewaei. Having
tegard to the sopport and to the faet thak the piatintun

image is in actnal contact with the fibrea of the paper,

•aansanly of the hi^aat grade, a platinom print may
went an advaotace oter » carbon when a long-distant

fBtore is concenied, but both can fairly be bracketed

together as truly permaiMot phoio^miihso printing images.

NeillMr, of coarse, easte eonuDenMUy on the strenoCh of

rtii lial e, bot on theilbtiuBtiiu giiililais aaMciated with

them. The ezttaordiaacj reaiatiag propaatiaa of platiao-

^ppe ntinte were ilaotnted soae years ago, tihan a Bomber
MBMsned at the bottom of tha sea for sooM mosHiu in a

eaaken wuahip and were eventually salved boo* Hie wone
lor the adventure. Soheeooently Jtumn ai 4he Bmaaels

Bxhibition, they perished by fire. AHIkw(|1i the imece
of a carbon print is not in contact with the fifaras of the

Cpar, the piament ia locked in insohible gdatioe, kaosra to

moat dotnbe ia Ha aormal ilaAa, and preaonably more
-^ when tanned by the action of light. Aa to Ifbe danger

peeMag, sonietimee alleged lo exist, all that can be

«aid is that thia ia of the rarest aeoatrsnoe, and when it

does take plaee may manlly be tnoed to the voder-soaking
' the tiaaafer paper, or over-hardening of tha priata by
iroHM tiam or similar chemical, or to undtte haste in

Jryinf. Preference, natorally, will be given to those

tissues which contain carbon pigment, however durable
other pigments utilised may be.

If the opinion of those responsible for the recent utter-

ance of the Camera Club is based on the undoubted fact

that many bromide prints made years ago aihow not the
slightest signs ot alteration, this proves that the prints are
long-lived, but affords no information as to their ultimate
life. We have in our possession a framed silver print
(apparently albumen) of French Mngin purchased over
sixty yeare ago, made long prior to the introduction of
bromide papers, and only during the la«t few years has it

shown sirns of deterioration, though continuously exposed
to daylignt, and occaaixially hung on walls none too dry.
Possibly in another twenty years or less the picture may
have duappeared.

Granted that carbons and pktinotypes are the processes
for record work, which nearly all seoretariee of photo-
graphic record societies fully recognise, yet the unfor-
tunate fact remains that if theee were in.><i»ted upon few
prints woald be received, aa the majority of amateurs print
in neither procew. So such societies are practically forced
to accept »lver prints, and with no guarantee even that
they have been thoroughly fixed and washed. Possibly a

dry silver print hermetioally se«ded and kept in the dark
might last almost indefinitely, Iwt this is outside the region
of practicability. However stored for acoees, it is impos-
sible to prevent a limited dronlation of air and of any
imparities in it over the prints owing to barometrical
changee. Dry-moantiag on pare paper, and a coat of good
varnish ^iplied to the aorCace, mould materially help
towards Imigevity. Ia tha caae of eubjecte obviously valu-

able aa records, the loan of the negatives might be soaght
to enafala pewnanent prints to be obtaiDed, but unior-

tunately funds are often not available for the purpose.

We feel sore carbon or platinotype printing concerns would
charge on the lowest poaaible basis, and on in<^uiry have
received from two well^cDown ftrme an unofficial intinmtion

to this effect.

TVr* appears to be no speeifie authority ooaferred on
any looal andwrity to enable a uaall grant to be made for

such a worthy object. But when die record society beoomrs

part of the pnUic free libraries (as in most caaea should

IM the case for convenient reference) the general powers of

ezpenditora are available. These are by no means great

under tha axiating Id. rate, whioh leaves but little marsin

for the piiiiiiaaa St necessary books, to say nothing of other

dearable aoqiUMtions. Many towns, however, nave pro-

posed an adiraace in the rate to 3d., and if llus materialises

prospeote wiU be brighter for the societies associated with

the libraries, if not for the ratepayer.

We wkh ail good-luck to the scheme of the Camera Club,

and commend our observations to its attention, and in

doing so a geatle reminder may be given to readers every-

whec* not to forget their local survey and record in the

approaching season. Upon the exeoative, as a rule, fal!^

the major part of the worit, cheerfully undertaken and

with no h<^>e of being personally thanked by posterity, but

we would urge a large meaanre of contribution by the

general body of photographers.

RacoBO PaotooaAras or Loimon.—The writer of " Under tJi«

Clock " ia the />aJy .V«w* bopss that fbiAogrfhtn Uking part

in tiM Csasra r!ubVimiim " irffl rWnse to osefae timr mutp<*

MNly to mordiDg *tiM( umm. A aasUicht "•?;»»<*•*•''

sUariy nntlMiiao miking hU sixth attempt «• board tbe TnU >t
• " " in carbon of a newly

after a weak of hooap-

. „ _^ historian. Tlie nsrrouii

oi the atf oootf Mhsfa be braadly sonasted by an

artistic rendsriait in (am-bichnnnate of Mr. J. H. Thoniaa s mi.

a

on bsinx (old by his aerial ehaaflanr, at 10,000 ft. over the NortH

.S«s. that he had drddcd to utrike."

B

Mfeor 10 I*

Piaeaiilly Circos, or a aympathetic stady

manied eoepU rseap«a(ing at the <«aa4e 1

hoBtfaig, woald be BO Isas sMtedotod by the I

a f ^a aL. y^£A_ - - -* w*
I li ! k^ * — -
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A BICHROMATE-MERCURY INTENSIFIER.

It WM whilo working under active service conditions that

the ei7>?riments loading to the discover}- of a new method of

inten«i(yiiig negatives was made. Some verj* brilliant results

were requited in the way of transparencies, and the only plates

in stock of the size wanted were very stale, and though labelled

" Process," would not give even ordinary printing density. So

the only thing to do was to make the best possible, and then

dear and intensify as much as possible. Lead was tried, but

owing to the lack of proper washing accommodation, bad water,

and also to the strong colour it gives to the very slightest trace

of veil in the whites, it did not answer in this case. After try-

ing every method that I could to persuade the " quarter-bloke
"

in charge of the stores to let me have the material without

the usual circumlocution, and still not getting enough density,

I bc^&n to experiment, and eventually found a method of

gnatly increasing the density without risk of stain provided

that the negative was thoroughly fixed.

The procedure finally adopted was to bleach the negative in

«n acidified solution of potass bichromate (as for chromium

intensification), and then, after washing for a short while,

immersing in a mercury-iodide solution, and after a further

wash to darken the bleached image dn a sulphide bath ; or else

in a hydroquinone developer if there were any likelihood of

subsequent reducing being called for.

I found that a lot of washing, after fixing the plate, be-

tween the various baths, was not essential to clean working,

and the increase in density was far greater than I have been

able to get with any other intensifier except lead. If the bi-

chromate is not all out before the negative goes into the mercury

bath, it comes out into that solution, but does not seem to affect

its working.

Like the mercury-ammonia intensifier (which it easily beats

for density-giving power) this new method can be worked with-

out accurately weighed and measured solutions, but in that

case it requires rather a lot of bottles. Being minus reference

books or any accurate measures at the time referred to, I got

on quite well without, and did not find any appreciable dif

ference resulting from varying strengths and proportions of
ingredients of solutions. The way I arranged matters was, first

of all, to keep a saturated solution of potass bichromate, of
which a little iwas diluted for use as required, and a few drops
of hydrochloric acid added. If this did not bleach it wa»
poured into a jar, and a few more drops of acid poured in.

This bleaching bath does not keep, so it was thrown away after

use. The mercury-iodide bath, on the other hand, keeps well

in the dark-room, and can be used over and over again. As
I had no formula by me, I made a fairly strong solution of

each of mercury bichloride and potass iodide. Then a little of
the latter was put aside, and into the remainder I poured the

mercury solution a little at a time, well stirring and shaking
to dissolve the red precipitate that forms when these two chemi-
cals ara mixed. A point is reached when a little of the red
powder fails to re-dissolve, and it was to get this into solution,

that the email quantity of the potass iodide liquor was kept

aside. On adding this to the bulk the precipitate disappeared.

This strong solution was kept for stock, and was used diluted,

but both the stock and woi'king solutions appeared to keep well.

The sulphide solution was made as required from the crystal,,

but there is no reason why a stock solution should not also be
employed for this. The used liquor should not be kept after

the same day, as in the case of bromide toning. It seemed)

difficult to get the image thoroughly sulphided right through,

so that if the density was too great some reduction was obtained!

by simply immersing the negative in a hypo bath. Another
usef ill point with this intensifier, as in some others, is that if

the plate before sulphiding is seen to be too dense or the line»

are veiled, a dip in hypo solution will clear it. Of course, this-

means another good wash before sulphiding, and it should be
pointed out that these extreme methods of working are seldom

suitable for anything but line work, as the unevennesses of the

emulsion are usually very much accentuated by employing
strong measures. D. Cblielbs.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
[Previous articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year,
length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal
generation of ptiotograp tiers, and particularly those engaged as assistants,
or her auggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).
The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).
Managing the bitter (Jan. 17j.
Buckgrouiidj (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposure-! (Jan. 31).
Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

to communicate items of a long experience in studio

. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the
" some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his.

of the series have been as follows :

—

Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7). .

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21).

About the lieception Room (March 28).

WoKK which comes frequently to some photographers and only
at lotig intervals to others is that of taking portraits at the
sitter's own home. Some firms specialise in it to the extent
of sending operators long distances, ixwiching upon the territory
of the local man. There is no more remunerative class of
work than this if properly managed, and if the prints are of
good quality, yet many photographers fight shy of it, and these,
It 18 to be ftjarc-d, are generally those who bungle the job.
With regard to terms, these are largely governed by local condi-
tions and the prices obtained at any particular studio, so that
I will do no more than suggest that no additional fee be

HOME PORTRAITURE.
charged for

going out to

therefore no justification

model happens to be a

however, that an order
cured, say, at least for

going out." One does not make a charge for

take a house, a horse, or a dog, and there is

for making a charge if the

human being. I recommend,
for a decent amount be se-

a dozen of the highest clas»

of cabinets, as a condition of the special visit. The fact that
no additional charge is made will often induce a delicate or
infirm person to be taken at once, instead of postponing the
matter on account of the weather or other cause, with the pos-

sible result of the order being lost through death or the actiom
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I

M» mora enterprising artist. It is an ezreUent thing, from

I

Manneas point of riev, to secure the enlrfe to as many good

I Wm» as possible, for, with a little tact, it is easy to obtain

Sam for views of the home interior and exterior, and often

hors«a, dogs, and other domestic pets.

To make home portraiture easr and successful the outfit

. ould tie carefully chosen. The old way was to put the studio

mers and stand in a cab and to trust to finding a dark-room
which to fill in the plates. This is not a fancy picture-

t-an ago I did it many times for a first-class firm,

ml I beliere many do it still The latest idea is to use a
rt4ex camera—which has its advantages—but, on the whole,

1 prefer a stand camera, which is not only more adapUble as
regards rise, swings, and the use of different lenses, hut im-
raases the sitters with the idea that the work is being done

perlT. and that they are not being " snapped " with a port-
• camera, like Cousin Jim oasa. Penonaliy, I prefer a
Mt parallel -bellows camera for wbole-plates, dtted with a

.i-indi //5 6 iens. I also carry a Dallmeyer 2B portrait
\em, which is useful for children or in rery badW lighted

rns. The shatter—* Packard Ideal or a Gaerry doable flap

^ fixed inside the camera. Usoally six slides are carried,

i<xl with sadi sued pUtes aa the order calls for. It is, how-
•T. a good plan to ha** a eoaple of whole-platea in one of the
)es. in case there is no< soffident room to gst in the desired

oant of the figure, although the order may be for ft^int^t
r. The 2B, howerer, will giire a thre»^aart«r flgni* in

;>asiBaUroom. ThaaUad is an ordiaMjr thi«»4bld tripod,

rather haary, and proeidad witk Iha foldiag woodan base
often described. Thu latter is a sny muM additini, aa

: only are the feelings of the honanrifa raUawsd whan ahe
*«aa that it is not propoaed to aliek wflkm iato her rugs and
cnpets, but it permiu of the eamera haiag moved by sliding,

iMiaad of lifting, thus saving much lime and labour.

8oMs*im«B it is daairaUa to oarry a snail background, iisst

a dooble sidad osm of light and very dark grey, about 5 ft. by
4 (t, upon two Ufht rollafs; it dosa not w^gh mnch and is

eaOy carried. A piae* of calico to setre aa a laOaetar ia also

Hfal, bat if man iM|iirM«iiili art not objaetod to, oaa ol tha'

Kodak porLkhb rsaaeton Bay ba safastitotod witk advaatagi.
Now wa coaa to tba iMiil iaportant part of ttw faaaiasaB

—

iha placing aad lightiag of the sitter. In iticai vUch ai«
Ul^riad fagr only oaa wiadow th* choice of peaMoa is limited,

unless ths windov is unusually large and high. With small
ulows it is nsceasary to place the sitter dose to the window
onsurs th* light falling at th* proper angi*. wUeh should
.IS nearly aa foaiilili th* orthodox forty-fiv* ilinnia It is

priaiqg hosr nearly studio lighting may be approximatad to
this k* don*. One important prrfiaiinary is to eovar the

>»r part of th* light with opaqo* material, and if th* ont-
- light ia swy atntig, th* apper part ahonld be covered

n a trsnslneant fabric, nainsook for dtokm. Batter maslin
-ooetimes oasd, boi it is too open in taztaia for dir«et aoa-
^.t In practice I find it convenient to aew the two picoea

<tall together, th* npper half being a pisre of nainsook
at 4 ft wid* and 6 fv to 6 ft. kmg, aad th* lower black

"- dark gfsaa satasn, the mm* width, and about 4 ft long ; this

stknn for atedowa wUeh go down to the floor. This curtain is

~iiad ia position arith thrre or four poah pins, any sur-

<th at th* top bsing closely folded or rolled and pinned
In a dull light th* white half may b* folded down

rh* dark part and the clear glass bsmI.

As th* eoaditions do not vary greatly in this class of work,
the inexperiencsd photographer will do well to make a few
expcsnrH in an ordinsr> roosn at horn* and note upon the

prints th* positions in which the camera and sitter wsre placed
to frt tba diflafsnt sOseta ; some will pmbaUy b* good aad more
probably «nb* will b* bad. and. by selecting the more aooetss-

tn\ ones, b* will find out the beet way of working. Tor ordi-

'
I r«i»-Qaart*r lichtinir th* «ttt«T mnst b* niaead afaoat

2 ft. back from the edge of the window and about 3 ft. into the
room. This distance will \ary with the hoight of th© window

;

if the room he v«ry lofty, the sitter may come further in and
still be well lighted. Only in very lofty rooms should full

lengths be attampted, otherwise the angle at which the light
strikte the head is too small and the shadows of the features
are flattened and the eyes filled with light. In some Urge
honsea, where the windows are 12 to 14 ft. in height, studio
eAecta are easily got. For plain lighting the camera should be
kept a* near to the window aide of the room as possible, but
for other effects it may be placed in many other positions. The
so-called Rembrandt lighting is easily got in an ordinary room,
mora caaily than in most atodios. In this style the wall at

ona sida of the iwindow carriea the background. Here the dark
gray ground will be very useful ; the sitter looks straight actoaa
the light, which should give a brood line of light down the
profile. By turning the head, a little light may be allowed to
fall on the cheek-bone, but this is a matter of taste. The
shadow side of the face which is turned to th* lens should be
lighted np by the reflector, which must be near the camera ; in

fact, it ia aomstimea an advanUge to cut a hole in the reflector

for the lans to look through.

There are great possibilitiea in Ute nse of an ordinary look-

ingnglasa, eapecisUy in sm<ll rooms, and when photographing
invalids in bed, as by its aid the sitter may turn hia face

towards the window and still preaent tiie- lighted side of it to

the camera. In tit* very difficult case of a sitter in bed in a
amall room, the mirror may be ao placed aa to enable the photo-
grapher to work through the doorway. It should be remera
berad. as far as the working distance is concerned, thnt this is

aud* op of the distsnce from sitter to mirtvr, plus the dis-

tanoe frain lens to mirror, so thai in a room where it ia only
poaaibl* to get 3 ft. lietween lens and aittor by the use of the
mirror, tiie working distance may be doable or more. It mnat
not be foigoUen that negatives so taken are laterally inverted

—that b to aay, that if printed in the ordinary way the hair
will be parted on the wrong aid*; in fact, the image will be as
seen in the mirror. To overconi* this the prints may be made
in singk* transfer carbon in Kodak transferotype bromide
paper, or they may be printed in the enlarger with the glasn

sid* to tb* I*ns, or if portrait films be used, simply by print-

ing from th* back Soote oA>jectiona to the ase of the mirror
may be raited upon the ground that there is the possibilii\

of getting a double outline of the image, and this, of course,

would occur if the mirror and lena axis were at an angle of.

say, 45 d^g. with each other ; but when tli* lana and mirror ar<-

at right aaglss to each other there is no daagar of this defer t

appsariat.

Th* aeop* of home portraiture may be greatly extended by

the nse of srtificial light, and I look forward to the time when
the nitrogen filled or half-watt lampa will hare entirely dio-

plaord the ordinary vacuum ( f) type. We shall then be abl-

to work where we like in the room and get fireside and card-

Uble groups as easily aa in the studio. Meanwhile we must

rely upon magnesium, either in the form of the flaah, or, as I

piefer to ose it for this class of work, in ribbon. Two feet of

ribbon cut into four lengths and twisted into a torch give a

light equal to an arc-lamp, and, if burned behind a diffuser,

leav* nothing to b» desired in the way of lighting. There is

no axploaion, as with the mixed powders; no snowstorm, a*

when til* pare metal powder is used ; the flame is smsll, and

there ia no risk to draperi<«, the only precaution necesssr>

being the provision of an <Ad tea tray or mat to catch any

baming aah whidi may drop from the torch. I always carry

a roll of magnesium ribbon in ray camara case with a bit of

sandpaper to brighten it with and a wooden clip to hold it

while (mming. Do not try to light oxidi«ed ribbon ; it is a

slow job: brighten it with tho sandpaper and then it light*

qnickly ami bums evenly.

PnACTICUB.
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TRAINING THE RETOUCHER.

Tm incouipet«)ce of » Urge proportion of retoucher* is a fa«t

wbioh mmay photogr»phers know too well. This deplorable sUte

of thing* ia chiefly due, I conaider, to the sloppy methods of

ioatracting that are in vogue in the profession. Much valuable

tiaa U waated in having to inspect the work of such assistants

Ufora it goea to the next department, whereas it ought to be

•zpaaUd of them to be competent enough to pass it along through

•U departmaota until final inspection. I advocate the giving of

^ iJaw*. ^u^i.^ time oitd direct personal att-ention for a few daye as

a hi^a tuiM-WiVer in Ihe long run, and ae an add to high quality.

The majority of assistants do not know what retouching exactly

•hould be. Generally speaking their knowledge does not go beyond

the idea that they must aim at a decent stipple. What should be

dotM, or -what to do for the greatest inipax>ved eCfeot with the least

poaaible amount of labour, and how it affects the next department

(i.e., the enlarging and " finishing " artist) they lack knowledge

of. In some cases masters lack knowledge of art principles and

their application. Retouching taught without these, in my opinion,

ia absolutely valueless. Supposing the method usually adopted in

training a pnpU for retouching was applied in the darkroom or

prinAing-raom, diimntim' would sooner or later happen to a batch of

woric or aoon t«U Ha tale by the work not piroving permanent.

Natmrnlly tiie fin* thing one does in these room? is to explain the rea-

sooaior doing certain things.

Soma tort of guidance in theory ought to be in vogue among

all {rfiotographera—who have the prifession at heart—^beyond that

d tb« mere making of money. The pupil wants a thorough

knowledge of what is required in the branch he is being instructed

ia. Ooa would not look at the end of a pencil to draw a straight

lia», oUierwiee there would be no means to the end in geitting that

line straight. The mind judges where that line should be to be
straight and the brain directs the hand accordingly. It cannot

be said that the hand directs the pencil to make the line straight

;

if the pencil is held correctly the mind draws the straight line.

I lak« this principle as illustrative of my method of instruction

foe retouching. A negative cannot be retouched nnless the whole
•Sect required is in one's mind. How to hold the pencil ie half

the battle. I have noticed that retouchers who hold their pencils

•t right angles to the negatives and the forefinger tightly in the

ihap« of • triai^le are usuaJly bod \voirkers and their stipiple i£

wormlika and has no syjumotry. This is caused by their being
onable in this manner to work the fingers freely, the guidance
baring to be done by the arm and wrist, making the arm an
Moantrio.

The correct styJe, and one whiclh saves hours of labour for the

finishing artiat, is to hold the pencil very looeely between the

thumb and first two fingers, and abnoeit perpendicular, thus usiii^

the side of the pencil point and obtaining any deeired angle of

movement above the wrist by the fingers (the little finger resting

on the negative). Never mind how you get a stipple so long as

you work to follow the lines of the muscles of face and texture of

the skin of the sitter, not to snioitheT the negative. Many so-called

expea-t retouchers (stipplers) place a beautiful sheen of load all over

the face, whether it be old man, lady, or child ; in reality, a lead

waah, such as a painter employs as a ground-tint. It is an absolute

w-aste of time, and the effect meahanical, oansing many a master

to employ two retouchers where one would sufiioe, and giving an

effect which is artistically and commercially valueless. Aim at

altering defects only and improving the artistic value by the fol-

lowing course: Select your poipil and g^ve half an hour's persona!

instruction each day for a week, first getting the pupil to master

the taking away of complexion hQotohes and spots. Aim at nothing

else until the pupil can do these to matdh the surrounding grooiMl

without overlaipping.

The next step is to instruct where the muscles are exaggerated

by the necessary side-lighting of the studb. With a satisfaotorv

stroke there should be no so-callfed stipple. Then get your pupil

to look at the whole of the face and imagine the negative as a line

drawing in the positive sense, conaidernig exactly what lines would

be drawn to represent the character of the person (dismiss the

hajf-tones for the moment). (Tet the pupil into the habit of bear-

ing in mind the cur\-e of Uie main lines that represent the character,

such as the shape of the nose, main lines of lips and eyes. Anr
small complementary shadows there are to these do not need re-

touching. The next to consider is the relation of the strong high-

Jights to the imaginary line draiving, and in doing this treat all

Uie half-tone Ughts as that of a thm wash of paint ao artist would

put over his drawing. They need no altering, only blending into

the main lines (i.e., ma-ssed shado-vs). The direct altei-ation of any

half-tone or massed shadow representing the line of the facia!

muscle is fatal in retouching. These are the chief points to consider

for artistic retouching. Any other work such as sqnaring noses

and altering nose shadows are not necessary, if the face is property

lighted. All that is needed is the minimum work and the maximum
resulit, which is only obtained by keeqiing the whole face in mind
all the time. Try this method on your next pupil as against the

old style of practice—practice without aim—and you will be sur-

prised at the result and time saved. Geo. F. BunBEii.

THE POSTCARD LANTERN AS AN AID TO COPYING AND
ENLARGING.

A F08TCABB lantern or its equivalent, for a simple substitute is

quit* easily devised, will often prove of use to the photographer
for specisl work. It may be of great assistance, for example,
wImb one desires to make a copy or an enlarged negative from
a print, while at the same time introducing modifications, or
blocking out unwanted portions.

Dirsa enlarging with a postcard lantern is not new, having in
fact been suggested by A. E. Swoyer, in the " American Annual of
Photography" for 1914. That writer, however, regarded the
projsctsd image as an end, whereas in the present article it is

simply a means to an end or intermediate stage, while the method
adopted is entirely distinct.

It will be seen, by reference to fig. 1, that the postcard lantern
consists of a body, A, in the front of which is fitted the objective,
B, while St the back is a hinged door, 0, .with grooves to hold the
print, or sometimes a sliding carrier. A good source of illumina-
tion is two 30 c.p. or 50 c.p. metal filament bulbs, D and E. The
inside of the body is whitened, and it will be noted that the
sides nearest the lamps are at such an angle as to reflect the light

on the print. Two small interposed screens, or some simUar ar-

rangement, prevent direct rays reaching the lens. Cowled
chimneys are usually fitted over the lamps, and due provision made
for ventilation.

Fig. 1.

The most important item is the lens, which should be of fairly

large aperture, owing to the loss of light by refleotion, and should

have a flat field. Cheap postcard lanterns often have objectives

with so round a field that the holder has to be curved to get

uniform definition. Such a lens is, of course, quite unsuitable for

!
copying or enlarging. Many of these objectives are not even
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achromatic, and, on ih« wbde. a proper photogntphic tens is

mach to be preferred, even to the beet of tbem. The lens mtut

be capable of covering a plate ai kaet a* large aa the print to be

projected, and the lantern shoold have «afficient focal adjnatment

or eitcneioD to render a fairly amall picture poeubla vhen re-

quired.

There will be needed, io addition to tlw knten, an aaari of tbe

ivpe ehowD is ig. 2. Thia cooeieU of a flMM^ A, conUining a

Fij. 2.

>«M<« of plain rUm, D, and toppoHad in a rertioal poMtion b; a

rm baaa and (tratib To the fnune. A, ia hinged a •mailer

'.-ante, C, which, wkMi eloeed and lecnred bjr a tornbatton, ptteet*

a the gla«.

The print to be eo|i<id ia inaertad at the beek of the lantern,

•d foeaMed therply to the darired »iae oa • abeet of tracing

yepar etntehad teat between the two frMDaa oa the aaaei ; or, if

preferred, • piaee of Aaalygreaad ^am aajr be pieced in the

fiaBM, A, inaliad of a plaia pieee, aod the tradag paper diapenied

with. It the aeeoad ooarae ia adopted, the grooad aide of the

glMM ehoold be at the beck of the caael.

The worker, lUading or aitting behind the aaari, now haa it

io hia power to modify the projected image eearidetably, by

maaoe of pencil or atamp work on the giomd gia« or tradag

paper, aod area the brwh may be amployed adTaatageooity in

Since the iauge ia a poaitiTa, there ia ae difflcolty in

exactly how the Snal reealt will eppear. Care, of cooree,

haa to be taken that the work matchat the eoloar ol the image.

The next (tap ia to auke a negative ffWB the modMted iamge,

by iitllag «p a rami, r (ftg. 1), behfad, aad ceotiai to the

'eeel, O, without aMtriag or iaterferiag with the iavtem. Thna,

be cop7 aafative wiH oontahi aU the iatrodaeed work aa well ai

.be laatial charaetrriatioi ol the origiaBl, aad the rmalt, if a!l

< wall done, will be a coaaideiabla impraraatant. The negative

loay obviooaly be aay ie4al*ed dae, thoagh pieferably it ahoold

be ouUer Ihaa the projected iamge, aa thia redaeaa the IflwHhood

of grain ahowiag.

It will be aaaa that thia method aflorda a haady way of inaert-

ing a Mack boekgraoad, by painting rooad the projected image
with any nilahlo opa^aa t or of iatiadaoiag aeeaaaeriaa on an
Hgjaally plaia HgM bachgiooad; eop^iag johwd-op prinu and
-Tttdaalioae ; addiag akJae to laodecapai; aad away other per-

One Biey aleo make miWged modified nagalivea direct from

priaie, by working-op the ptojeeted image, aa belore deacrihed,

and than, having Bret u»fed the objective, placing a large plate

in the fraaie behind the groand glaaa or tradag paper, the

«xpaaaf« being then given by oaeovariag the ohjeetha for an
•<tima«ad time. Ia thia cmo, the pcetcaid laid— maat erideoliy

•e tight-trapped praparly, which ia aol ae aeOMMiy for eopying
oith a 1 1 11 1 1

1
; whfle a liMla extaa apaoe mmik be left ia the

rebate «l the aeaal fraiaa to allow the iaaertimt of the plaU. En
iargiag in thia wmj aoftena the dednitioo a little, and thna lenda

taeif to artiatie a>ecta. There amy alao be a ilifiht grain, bat

with proper care thia iboalj aet be objectionable. Backed platen

konid invariably be wed.
Haee etal-Hlamwit laaipa do not give oat mnoh heat, it i*

loMe feaaible, with aa iatailigoni atody ot dm mi vantilatioa, to

loaetratt a aimple weodt laatim of the kind aader diacaaaion;

nr. with bat a little adaplatieii, one or other of the variooa eon-

trivaaeaa for enlarging by reflected light withoat a oeadaaMr may
be prmiid iato aerriia.

To aatiripete a diSenlty wluch may, perhapa, parplax some

who are onfamiliar with postcard lanterns, it shoald be stated that

the projected image ia always laterally reversed. Viewed from

tbe rear of the easel, however, there is no inversion, whi<b
oxplaina why copying is done from the back, that alao being

fortonately the most convenient position.

A. LOCEFTT.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' .\fi90CI.\.TION.

Tbb New Pbcsidknt.

At the anonal general meeting of the 1^'ifeaeiuniil PhotQgTB|>he:$'

AModatsoo. beU on Mandi 14 lael, Mr. H. A. St. Oeoi^e wa»

elected ^l^i^^uldi for the enaaing year. Mr. St. Oeoiige ia a portnf

r

io tbe firm of Henry J^xon aad JSoos, of AAnoy Strcet, Londp...

N.W., pbotogtaphic oopyiata of painting! and other worka of art. Ue
haa beoi a member of the coundl of the Amociation siooe 1912. siid

iJeeiai fnwJank TralaMloaal l>b«u>(r*t>b«n' AMOeta'.lon
Much 14.

•a one of the younger memben of that body, end, moieovcr, as one

wfaoae tnislnies eodblea him to take a aomewhat more detaohad view

of oooditiona ta pocirait photography, it may be axpeoted Utat tiie

Aasooiatioo will benefit krf bis praeance et its head in the diacuasiou

of piabUme whkii are Ucely to ahaa dnnng the next few yean. It

may be hoped, too, thet oadar hia leadaratiip eome beneficial reeult

amy be rseohed in tbe way of temiag a ataUe and inflassitial group

at ooaomerdal photo^aplicra wilhia the P.P.A. um a maana of pro-

tecting the iateresta of the inrraaeing munber of pfaotogiaphen in

this branch.
.KxrvAi Gtstzjn, Mnrnxo.

Tbe antmal general meeting wae held at the rooma of die Rogfal

Phoioyaphic Society, 35, OasseU Sqnara, London, W.C., on Fridsv,

ManA 14, 1919, the presideot, Mr. H. A. Llewellyn Chapman (S«au-
aea) in the chair.

The minutes of the iaat general meeting having been read and con-

Srroed, the piesidsnt aakod 4or nnminetione of aoratineen of (he
ballot pepace. Miimni Wedlake ead BfciBraan were appointed. The
bailot peptaa were thereopon handed to theee gentlamen, w4io with-

drew to carry out their noric.
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The ten. mot«Ui7 («*d the annual raport of the council (already

l>uUabed in the " B.J.," I-'ebruarv 28 lut).

The Mfoptioo ot ik» report was moved nnd seconded iby Messrs.

Ulii^worth (Northampton) and Ellis ^London). In n general disous-

sion of *ite report which followed, Mr. Clraipman (Swansea) coii-

gratoiaied Uia AaMciation upon the occesaion of 151 new members

daring tiie yeor, aod urged the dahns of the Aasociabion upon t^c

l<ufc—km g«Mi«Uy. Be eaid tlMt tie would not Jbo satisfied until

«rer>- pnrfoaionnl photographer wortihy of the name had joined their

Ijody. He mm only reitorating tJie advice of th« " Britifih Journal

vt Photography." A congreee during hie year of office Ihad been im-

poMible, birt there were good grounds for anticipating one in 1920.

aod he hoped it would be well eupportod. A congress was essential

to the prof«aooal. It helped everyone. It lh«lped pJiotographere

wlio wen Mt to attend, it encouraged those wiho could not attend,

and fT~4t them wiab to do ao tuvother year. It helped the trade. It

made bivineas. It broadened everyone's ideas and gj'mipaihiee, and

by faringii^ men together it helped to create that Ibrotherly feeling

\tfaioh WM •dvaotogeoaa to all, but especially to those who followed

the ait Mid craA of mtofesBional photography. He looked forward

with great expectation to the time when he would be able to greet

Uia hrother aKists at the next oongrees.

Mr. Haoda (WaiMtead) said tliat commercial photogxapliers re-

f)uii«d the aoaiatance of the Association principally in the direction

of determining prices. He meant that advice was required in this

cUm of business as to the proper cliarges which a photographer

ought to make.

Mr. 8t. Geoige (London) irekited the effoiifi which had Ibeen made

to form a branch to deal more particularly with the Ibusiness of com

meKial and teohnioal ,photograpliy. Their success had not been

commeneurate with their efforts, Wt he would endeavour during his

year of office to encourage the memibers interested in that particular

hrsDch of the trade to come together to (protect their own interests.

Tfce P.P. A. would help them to the utmost of its power.

Mr. R. N. Speaight (London) hoped that the matter could be dealt

« ith in the Circular. It would be useful to many.

. At this stage of the proceedings the FSreMdent stated tlut, owing

JO the exigencies of the train service—he having to return to Swan-

6ea thai evening—he iwoold ask the indulgei>c« of the members to

atter the order of tite tnsioese. He piroix)osed nt once to induct the

[iroaident-elect into the chair. This would enaible him to oa.toh his

!.*t train. His year of office had been a very pleasant one; he had

been shown Uie greaieet oourteey, and he thanked the memtbers very

j>inoerely for the honour they had done him Iby electing him presi-

vient.

With customary ceremonial the retiring president then induoted

the newly-eleoted president into the chair, and placed the badge of

office ajoond hie neck.

Mr. H. A. St. George then said that his predecessor, although

Uving so for from London, has attended many meetings of the

council, and has token a keen interest in the proceedings and we^ifare

of the AsBociatioiL He himself would endeavour not to fall behind

liim in either sense. The war had come to an end, and they all

lu>ped to have a new England, and incidentally an invigorated P.P. A.

When his term of office expired, he hoped to leave the •Association
better and more prosperous than he had fomid it. There was plenty

of work in sight. The increased prices of -photographic materials

iiad (placed the conduct of pl.o'.ixgraphic business upon a new footing.

Tbe status of {^tography must ibe maintained and improved. No
one hod foreseen the important part which photography would play
in tlie war, the material help which it would give to the successful

proseoution of the war. Great alterations were possible in photo-
gn^hy, sod the membens of the Association could help these things
to materialise. As president he. would help 'with all his power; but
he, or others in his place, could only do a small part—the bulk of

the motive power must oome from the memibors themselves. Mem-
be**, fuore members, and still more members must be the motto. He
hoped a congress would be hold in 1920 ; let every member advertise
it as widely as postable, and work for it to ensure euocesB. He
thanked the members for the confidence they had placed in him (by

electing him, and promised that what he coidd do ihe would do.
Mr. Ellis then moved, and iMr. Speaiglit seconded, and it was

uoMumously agreed, to ^iccord a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Ohap-
man, the retiring president, for his services to the Association during
hie year of office.

Mr. Read (Southport) asked to be informed as to the number of

members who were not master photographers ; how many mem-
bers were managers. There were great controversies now in progress

about assistants. He thoufjit it necessary to ask how many
assisftants were members (as managers) of the Aseocijition.

The Hon. Sec. thought that 95 per cent, of the members were

master photographers.

The Hon. Treasurer then dealt with the statement.s of accounts.

He hoped that members would think the figures satisfactory, and

the aiTangcment of the figures clear. He had few comments to

make. The number of subscriptions was the largest recorded. The
expenditure had been carefully watclied and no extravagances

indulged in.

Mr. Rigden (London), the hon. auditor, discus-scd the form of

the accounts, his principal criticism being directed to the manner of

dealing with subscriptions paid in advance; and he made sugges-

tions as to a better method. The Hon. Treasurer said that he had

carried out the traditions as he had re.^eived them from his pre-

decessors in office, and added that the Council would consider Mr.

Rigden's suggestions, and decide how the accounts should be pre-

sented another year.

Mr. Ellis (London) then moved, and Mr. Illingworth (North-

ampton) seconded, and it was resolved unanimously that the state-

ment of accounts, as printed, be adopted.

Messrs. Rigden (London) and G. W. Cooper (London) were ap-

pointed as honorary auditors for the ensuing year.

An alteration of Rule 5 was proposed by Mr. Read (Southport),

and seconded by Mr. Cooper (London), to read as follows:

—

That the annual subscription be raised from 5s. to 10s., payable

in advance.

Mr. Rigden moved as an amendment, which was seconded by Hr.

Hana :

—

That in the case of members whose rateable value does not

exceed £50, five shillings Jr.ay be axjcepted.

The original motion was carried by a large majority.

Votes of thanks were accorded to Mr. Rigden for his services as

hon. auditor, to Mr. Mackie for his work as hon. secretary, to Mr.

Fry for his work as hon. treasurer, to the Council for their work

for the Association

The Scrutineers (Messrs. Wedlake and Skillman) rejwrted the

result of the ballot as follows :

—

President.

H. A. St. George (London).

Past President.

H. A. Llewellyn Chapman

Members of council.

Couiitri/.

Adams, Marcus (Reading)
Beaufort, J. W. (Birmingham>
Brown, F. (Leicester)

Chaplin, W. B. 'Windsor) « 5? r

Chidley, Th's. (Chester) "^^^
Cooper, Montague (Taunton)
Illingworth, W. (Northampton)
Lankester, P. (Tunbridge Wells)
Bead, F. (Southport)

Spink, H. C. (Brighton)

Turner, T. C. (Hull)

Watson, A. Swan (Edinburgh)

The work of the scrutineers having occupied the whole of the-

evening, b very hearty and exceecjingly weU-deserved vote of

thanks was accorded them unanimously.

London.

Basil, A.

Chase, Gordon
Corbott, Alexander
Dickinson, C. F.
Ellis, Alfred

Fry, S. H.
Gray, W. E.
Haines, Beginald
Hana, George
Sims, Lang
Spoaight, E. N.
Wakefield, F. W.

Thb Popular Enlarging Company, of 41, High Street, Islington,.

London, N., in entering the ranks of firms making enlargements for

photographers, recently asked us to inspect their premises and judge

for ourselves the facilities of the firm for turning out their work
with reasonable pi-omptness. We found that the firm has put down
a good and well arranged little plant, and judging from the specimens

employed in its awn portrait business, can offer very satisfactorj-

service to photographers requiring the enlargements in general de
mand among middle-class studios.
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Patent news*

Proetu painiU—Ofplieatioiu and tpecifieations—iirt trtoted m
" Phot^M»chttmeal Kotu."

AppUcstiont, March 17 to 22 :—

R.rTABT PB«nt)0»jivr»E.—No. 6,602. MraiM for mounting photo-

.Ti. II.' .' iijct*. J. P. Bland.

h'NFi'ii.-. . rvNK-s.—No. 6,971. De\'elopuig tank. F. Brodrick.

I'l..;. M; 1 RVTHT.—No. 7,0<7. PlM>to-mici«gnf>bic apfMratu*.

> u u.....

P:-.oje>t:om ^-mzns.—No. 7,30*. Cincoiatograph, eic., Mracna,

M Hud.
I '.sty iTo .! V iiT.—No. 6471 Routing ahuttcn ol cittMiMlograph

A. Kur.
iM KT.—No. 7JB6. Cii>f>ogTaphy projccton. T. E.

cr.

I.i .11 Tku(smi!miok.—No. 7,M1. PtoecM (or crcaliog VMiatieaa

lu n'-tUft, oormal, r«4migS>i)iiy, or Tekjcitv nuio of iifbl-4«aii»-

initaioa through or (nMa diflcriog rafracting mrdia. II. Soar.

with a

OOMPLWTM SPMOiriCATIOSS AOCMPTMD.
r4«M •pwi/(«aiwfu art itia iaaift, prim td. »ack, fott frtt, frtm

tK* Pafmt Oft*. U, Stwtkampien BwiUiuft, Ckmmetrf Lain,

U»4t»tt. w.o.

rU d«K in kiraektU M tkat •( tfflitmtiam im lAu eottmtry ; ar

•trood, M (Jk« MM uf paunu frmmati wmitr Ut Inumatitnal

Laktum Scunuia.—No. 121,490. (April 26, 1918.) A Mirfaca cover-

ing of tatly divided particle* of mica or quart* ia givao to Um
•eraai by WBplojriag a aoitabU aiM or madiosi, m that it may b«

appliad by ttt" of • brwh ; thia graatly iocrraan tha quantity

of ligfai rtflaetMl (ram Um portiooa UloaiiaMcd wtUwot datracting

imrn tha dioct o( tha ahadowt ; it alao imimtm tha aamwl et light

r«|Biiwl to iUuaiMia tha leraM, adda dafilh and diatanca aOaet to

ihr pictura, aad makaa it poaaiUa to nprediiea oa tha acraao Um
tirilUaaey ol natural naahina and ««h«ff Ufhtiag aOacta. (%arlca

Fr«l<nek Kirby, Oakhuiat, 67, AahboMsa BomI. Derby.

Lkirraa Houma.—No. 117.063. (Mareh 14, 181&) A aUvarad

cmo M vailad by two wpanOa icroMM, with ipaeai biiwaM,

thoM> TaOias aoaaia bang aawpaaad of nat l ing ailvvad oa the

fiwit. 'nMBO<1wclioooHhaeataa«toaalnllo»w:Tha«i>ekaewwi

U conpnaed of plaaler or Ubhe or tha Uka, atlvand «nr oa tha

(nat. Over thia back acraa ia piMad » eaOing aotai

ipKv bartwaen lh«n ; thia vaiteg t imtm ia iwfn iid of •

oaUiuc or tha Uka, eilearad over oo tha toeol Mda aa

rear eideu Ia (root of thia veiling actaaa ia plaead a aaeoiid veil-

isf anew with a i^Ma batwcao Kmb : Ito aaeoad vaiong acMoo

ia oooipaawl o( a Bna meah oaUing or tha Ilka, ailverad over on

the Iraal aid* and bUck on tha rawaidai fraidi Haala, Kioge-

wood. Oipay Lane. Patoay. 8.W.lfi, and Oaorga WaUaca Bryant,

189. Victoria BomI North. SoBthiM,

Drut CnwcAXA-No. 106,990 (Apnl 36, 1816). AO photo^

jfipk«n kaoar tha diMcally which oikU ia kaowiag whan tha

aiiwhwUnn of ikwiail aabaiaaaa aaek aa aadhM kyyoaalphita haa

haaa waAad. Aoaerdiag to Iha praeaot invantioa thu diScoUy

i* aat hi a vary aiafila —

n

aer. For thia porpoeo dur.og

taayatalina thara ia added io tha rugw*. "Weh la afUrward*

to ha atuaiaatad by waahiag, a aoilahla Mloar<a( malarial, each,

ior e Millie, aa aa aaiiiae dye, oboecn and carefully prOipertioiMd

ia each a maiw that the coiooratioa wMcL it imparta to the

emnfaioo liiippWH by weahing at tha aaaa ttea aa tha Uat

tiacaa of the dilatarfaue aahetaacaa ara alkaiaatad. It will be

ondantood that diWaiMH eoloora an prafaraWy ehoaan lor differaol

lainaila which hdpa ia the avoidaaco of any arron io the oee

of thaao laagite

Tha aiethnd of preparing Iha chcMiaal achalinn employed

aanmala ia inooryarattng Um varioaa phetefnyhir rigwie and

tha aoloMriag malarial ki a 6aaly dlridai ttmiUkom ia a aympy
ar viMoaa liquid, eoloble in water, aaeh aa ayrap of eager, f^lunwr,

ftvrarine, Ukali aiticatee either alooa or mlMd tOfilhw, and >n

general in all other suitable snbstaiicea whether neutral acid cr

aifcalioe, acconnng to requirementa, in so far a^ they pooNaa'

the property of preeerving indefinitely a paety form. Paataa

thus formed are preferably encloaad, in known manner, i»

oolhrpeiKe ttAes c/ tin, or any other aneilogous or (uitable natonal,

these tubed if required being coated internally with an insulating

or protectin); vamiah whaoaver tha snbetancea uaed ara Uablo-

to attack the mota!. The preaervatioo of the rca^eiie and ooiouring

matter is Uuu doubly aaaurad, aa in a tin tube they are alwaya

ipratected from the atmosphere.—Alfred dv Itrayer, 38, Roe-

Etienne Marcel. Parij, France.

trade Raines and marks.
APPLICATIOSS ron BKOI^TIIATWS.

Voiwrri.—No. Sffl.TJ^. Pholograplis and pliolographic papers.

Albert Dnimmond ShieU, Tbomhill House, W'ishaw, Hcotlaod,

pboloeraphic artist. January 22, 1919.

neiD Books.

The Thcorr of Modero Oplieal lottramenls. B7 Dr. Alczaodcr

Glcicbcck Treatlalcd from the German by H II. Emslcy..

B-Sc. end W. Sweioc. B.Sc. (London : His MajcetT**

StatioDcrr OScc 1 for the Departmcol of Scicotibo enii

ladustrial Research. 12s. 6d. net.)

Wunji tha acfateremeota of British mekara of optical instrument*

during the past fifty yesrs have been by no means inconsiderable,

the British litersture o( the subject has been scanty in the extreme.

A^lielhcr that bas been due to a large measure of reeort here to rule

of tbuaob aad trial-and -error methods, or to our opticiana taking;

their theory directly from the works of Continental writers, we will

leave others to decide. In either caee, the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research haa done very rightly in seeking to andow

opUcal technicians and studcnia in thia country with theoretical

treatieea in their own langnagm, and in default of correspondioc

works by Eogjih wntafa haa saieoled aevaral Oermaa laxt-books

for tranelatinn Dr. Gleichen's is the first of those to be issued

;

that by Dr. von Bohr on "The Theory of Optical Inatnunenle" ia-

to follow shortly.

It sfaoald he made clear that Dr. Oleichao'* work ia one on oon-

i.i^aa ital ia to say, on the ospresaion in a form for practical oso

of the known facts of optica. It ia a work of a kind which seeks to

convert the wealth of optical luMwledge into current coin which

eaa ba coavenisnUy handled and render useful service. Therefore,

the atadsnt who is inter

m

tsd simply in the physical fade of light

will iiid little to attract him, jus*, as a student of eoonomioe is nut

uUereated in aoeoontaaogr or the technim of banking. Tha ftrvt

part of the volume ie devoted to a geocrsi consideration of the

optical principlca of image fonnation from the standpoint of pro-

viding lormoUe for optical ooaditicaa of tracing the action of

oplieal syrtwni aad of fltodiaf maaaa lor specifying thom qosnti

tatively. Tha propel tiea and euadfualiun of photographic lenaca

form ooly a amaM fart of tha Said wMeh ia ooverad, and ia eome-

rcspecta appears to be the leaat aatiafactory part. Mora than

hall o( it is taken up by a very partial review of the typee of

aaaaligaMtic objective, every one of which is of Oermsn origin.

The book was written in 1910, so that one can hardly assume a want

of opportunity for the aothor Io have heard of Britiah aasstigmat*.

The only indirect refarenoa (on p. 74), by omitting the name of thn

"Cooka" laiM, makm it aftpcar as though Mr. Dennis Tsylor

dssignsd Uaa objaotsra lor tfia Srm of VoigtlseiMler. The peaeag««

dealing with the telophoto lens are equally—shall we sayT—^in-

adequate, hist-jrically. The translators, who in many footnotes-

greasy add to the value ol the book, might very well have had a'

ctirrecting word to say hara, but it would seem that pboto^raphic-

lenees and photography are not their familiar ground. Their sen-

tenoe that a certain lane ia intended tor " autochroraatic work " may
ba a slip of the pen. or tha phraae of one rather strange to photo-

graphy. Nevertbeleas, lor sla treatment of the theory of t^ pro

pertiee of a photographic lens, the book well deeervee a place in tb«

photographer's optical library.
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meetinas or societies*

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
SATi*ftj>AT, April 5.

llMkiMT PhoMcnphIc Soelety. The Importance of Photogrtphy in th* War.''
A. Docion-Pykr.

notltj anl Di>ui«t PhoUxrtphIo Soeielj. Social Evening.

ScxDAT, Aran. 6.

Uallad 8ler«oa««ple Society. Social and Musical Rreninf.

MoxDAT, AraiL 7.

<'ily ol tiOadon ami CripplefaM Photographic Sociaty. Members' Print Com'
pelllloa.

Sooth txindon Phoiocraphic Society. Annnal Oeneral .Meeting.

TcsaBAT, AraiLt.
Royal PhotOfraphio Society. Special Meeting for Members only.
Cb«i«e« Ptaotograpbir Society. " A Joamey M Rome." 0. Pretty.
Haakaay Photographic Society. " Some Thinga Seen in Holland." W. nawliiigg,
itaaebeatar Amatear Pbolographia Society. Monthly Meeting. " Bird Nest

PholOfraphy." R. 11. Blair.

Wbdmbsdat, April 9,

rjydon CaH«r« Club. A Diaplay ol NoTcltles and Flomo-made Apparatus.
Ilfora Pbotocraphic Society, Demonatration : '' Oomiwnsalors." R. }I.

LawMB, F.R.P.8.
n^naiatoaa .\ma(ear Pbotogranhlo .\>soclation.—Composition. J. Hack.
Pbatomierographic Society.—Members' Evening.

Thubssat, April 10.

Haamersmlth (Hampshire Housel Pbotocraphic Society.—" Carbon Printing.'
A. O. Braham.

Ilnll Photographic Society.-Annual General Meeting.
<'hali<-a Pbotocraphic Sociaty

—

"A Jonmcy to Home." C. Pretty.
(lichmoDd Camera Club. "Some Experiments with Polarised Light." T, C.

Reynolds.

ROYAL PHOTOGaiAPHIC SOCIETY.
^rKTtso held Tuesday, April 1, Mr. E. W. Mellor in the choir.

.Mr. S. B^erseS read a pnper on " Commercial photo-copying
procccaea " in -which ho dealt first with the various iron-printing
papers employed in the making of contact copies of engineers'
tracmgs and drawings. He gave fcrief working details of the ferro-
prossiate or white-line paper, the ferro-gallic or black-line paper,
and the cyanofer or Pellet process producing copies in blue line on
a white gromid from a tracing. The sepia process, as he pointed
out, waa one whiA is useful in making a negative copy from a
tracing and Uius allowing of a number of blue-line prints being made
•on the ordinary ferro-prussiate paper. For making inscriptions, etc.,
in white on the blue ground of a ferro-prussiate print he recoir-mended
a saturated solution of sodium carbonate, preferably the concentrated
form of the carbonate sold as soda ash. The solution should be
thitkened with a little gum in order to prevent it from spreading.
Arising out of a question in the subsequent discussion, Mi:
Bsk«neff said that the sodium carbonate solution did not give a
perfectly white lettering, but the faint buff colour was sufficiently
white for the purposes of arohitcct« and en^neers. Comparing the
two varieties of ferro-gallic paper, water-developing and that whichu developed in a gallio acid bath, he pointed out that the latterWM the variety to be chosen for use in tropical countries on account
of (he better keeping qualities of the sensitive paper.
1*6 fectorer proceeded to show photographs and diagrams of the

vftnoia iyfta of machine introduced of late for the printing of tJiese
paper, from tracings, etc. He said that the most technically perfectmadunesm his opinion, were those designed by the Westinghouse
Cooper Hewitt Company and employing mercm-y-vapour tubes as
«ha illumu^nt. He described the working of stationary and rotating
inMbmes of this company, referring to the electrical devices by which
th« mercury b^t oould be started without tilting *he tubes.

thT^'-i ,
^"^"^ " ^ P*!^ ^* ^*«'* ^* ^®^y K^eat length witJi

iSwUtfcn
'^"^"''*"* '^ manipulation of the Photostat copying

*cS:t "thett^"""""
"^^ ''"^^ ''"^"'"' °' '^^ "-""8 --

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION

A letter from Mr. T, C. Turner (Hull) was read regretting hit
inability to attend.

A letter from Mr. Jlontague Cooper (Taunton) w.is read, point-

ing out that the list of attendances of members of Council was
not correct, and making other suggestions and criticisms. The
hon. secretary informed the Council that he had checked all the
attendances and had fonnd them correct, and that he had 'written to
Mr. Cooper to that effaot.

The hon. secretary read a letter from Mr. James Webster, hon.
secretary of the Otago Professional Photographers' Association,
with reference to the formation of that as.sociation, and enclosing
a photograph of some of the members.
A letter was read from Mr. Rigden (London), the hon. auditor,

relative to the accounts, and it was resolved that Mr. Rigden be
asked to make his suggestions to the annual general meeting.
A letter was read from Mr. Owers (Southsea) endorsing the

action of the Council in proposing to raise the subscription.
A letter was read from '.Mr. Heineman, of Plat*, Ltd., Columbia,

stating that he had adri'ertised in the " Britifth Journal of Photo-
graphy " for assistants, and dceired the aseistance of the P.P. A.
in the matter of interviewing the applicants. Mr. Hana (London^
and Mr. Illingworth (Northampton) undertook to see the appli-
cants on the correspondent's behalf, the hon. secretary to inform
the applicants when he received a communication from them.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Mr. W. F. Slateh, F.R.P.S., arrived last week with " Useful Odds
and Ends," including a finely developed cold, doubtless due to a
tonic spring. He dealt interestingly and instructively with many
things, fully described some short time back by the conscientious
reporter of the South London Society.

However, one neat idea shown by him at Croydon was only hit
upon the day previous to his auspicious visit. It con.?ist6d of an
enamelled metal dish and container, by which hypo is compelled
to aibar,don its tendency to stailk at tie bottom.

"
The dish proper

has a series of V notches cut out of the top of two opposite sides.
Inside the dish is placed a rectangular framework or container
(practically a second "dish" without a bottom) of the same
height, but of appreciably smaller area. This has inverted V
notches, cut out of the bottom of two walls opposite each other.
The prints are washed in the container, and the hypo is discharged
through these notches and out of those in the outer vessel. The
idea was considered very good, and a suggestion was made that
an ordinary granitine dish might be used for the outer vessel if the
walls of the container were higher than the dish.
To imagine Mr. Slater giving a demonstration on any subject

without a passing reference to his beloved " time developments "

would be an unworthy thought. He showed a most convincing
set of prints from negatives of the same siuibjeot, which had received
exposures in ratio 1 to 32. The negatives were all developed in .i

etandiird developer for a standard time at a standard temperature. If
any other standards have been inadvertently overlooked, standard
apologies are tendered. The topic, of course, drew criticism from thos-
who believe standardisation is not invariably iim best .procedure fc-
unstandardised subjects. On the other hand, Mr. Jobling who went
off like an automatic, merry and bright, supported Mr. Slater stronglv,
but, mistaking his precise views, expressed a confident opinion
that a varying period of development was necessary for subjects
of varying contrast. Any who maintained the contrary were in-
disputably balmy. " Save us from our friends !

"

But what led up to the most festive time was a statement made
by Mr. Slater that if a passing cloud obscured the sun exposures
for shadows would be less than when they were cast by direct
sunlight. The point is not new, and it has been suggested that
the untimely demise of Abel arose out of a discussion on the sub-
ject. If he originaAed and formulated it on Mr. Sla.ter's lines t-ho
sequel is hardly to be wondered at.

Mr. Salt said, assuming the cloud to be only sufficiently large
to cover the sun, he failed to see how the shadwvs were lightened
Retinng on various appeals that he should consult a mental
specialist, others took his place. A terrible conflict of views fol-
lowed, not due to any real difference of opinion, but merely owin-
to the menUl muddle established, in wWch three distinct aspect'--
ioet independent existence, for clouds can obstruci, diffuse, or
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^Bg^Bt Um ras't nyt. The Chainnan, Mr. Han""* **^^ ^ agreed

^|3K^l(r. SUter. A simple experiment woold prove tbe caae.

"WS^* piece o' "•»>*« »"d » P"ec» "' '''»*'' P*P" '^ regarded in

ikpA rT*^#^ IIm wlMte irill ^year an intenae white and t^u-

>t«lk "black." (Haar, h(*r.) Now Irt the light be diffuaed.

.nd it win be foand that the contrast between tbe two will alao

e redooed. " My hat '.
" ezdaimed a member in de^Muring

-oeotA, in ifrnorance, no doabt, that Mr. Harpnr was probably

.^fng hk contention on the old prorerb : " All cats agree in the

IBM BRITISH JODBHAI. Or PHOTOOBAPHT. 1T9

A moii hcaKy Tota of thaoka maa aeeM<dad Mr. Shter for a

*flital evcninf . For three weeks now the dnb haa CBOipwhorily

in on the noble " drr " ticket. Ko noticeable iiu|MU««Beat baa

«« obaarred in any direitjaa, and in EngliA as ahe is ^nke
. Wtfked deterioration has oeewrcd. If ooly the party namioaUy

iifoniible. Mr. Inakeep, woaid take a t^ from the " morias,"

tad with a aix-aheoter tkkla the lower watatMsk of the eliri>'a

«be merehaa*, (ktaffi ari^it nNwt to It

iCommerclalfiCegal Intelllsencea

LiMiTSD PsBTiiKMiur. IUgis>«wid Marcfa 22. E. Fr«MO, pbolo-

l^Mphaa, lai, Oafeid Otaaet . W. Partoanhip lor oaa grear fnm
Jhnuary 1, 1919. aad tliarsaftcr lor ao king •• paftaam apaa, pny
tMad Uam id dbaiw piiiaiiii m aHandad. Oeattal fttUm : E.

Wkmeo, 9B0, Wliidli^iiii.i A^mm, W.C. LiMtad |iaiiaer : Loab N.

Viok. *, OmbI BameD fllMMft. W.C. oiwlribaltog BUO ta eaak.

BuJtAM PMgtiiUi I!'» AwAiaa.^Ai 1km tMtm o( Iha (Nkmi
Utam*^ tat Iha WaaAnrocth Oistri<<. Yoric Road, I,ia*<h^, iMt

the inl maalini of crsditoia waa Md aadar the failare rs

TtmAmA. Minhall, 121. Hick Road, Balbam, &W.. piioto^

B Mai«h 18.

o( albiM iUd by Ika d^lor akowad gNM liabUitias

to eat6 b. 6d. of wkkb £Sa ia». 6d. ««• aipaeUd to

laak sgainat Ike aetata for diTidtod. Thm net •
•I £13 Sa. 8d.. *na Wring a dsAciaory of £219 Ui. Od.

tha daUor atltgad kia iaihwa to bare baa« oaoaad Ihraogb

twill I II «dk«a ««w fegr Um at 8, Ht^ Sinai, Tootiag. via* af

aipiUl aad haavy asp^Ha ineanad in aMampling to work taro

%aiinm«at Iba amae tima.

Tha Ofleial fUod^m'* lapoft on Iha «Ma waa to «ba
aflaet. that tka dsblor, aged 49, wko waa adjadgid
Kawh 18. ato<w Ikat aftar ami<i^— HHii iBliiaihi|i with a

aaa and aid—|nawUy 'workug willi kirn aw
at 8wana« and in f.tndan, ka. in !Ib»wAh 1BI7. atartad haai

aam for himaaU as a pbotagvaphar at 8. High Sirsat, Tootii^ ander

id aa acraMHot aatwad kMo vilb Uia Art Stadka, Ud.,
ka tank atw tka laaaa a( Ilia prwiiiia and agfaad la pay

an aTsrafa rwlai of abani tUtd a jaar, payaUa weakly ; lo

tmm and laaw and tlw wa af Mm phatop^
Minca, Islorm. and alaelcia ligk*. Ba kid an aplioa to

Ika teaaa aad tka inilbiTm far £800, nnd paid (anl a( bonowad
monays atil ow^ a iTfrnUibla dafiaait of £80, to if lat tkwaof.

He (ooad thraa montka nftor atoMing Ika baainwa that H ww not

p«yin(| Md toak a vaeant aibof and Iwaaa at 121. High Road,
'itbam, al a natal o( £180 a yaw, to Ifca koya that by woricing

« two bostoaw l i gilft ii ka might r«dar Ikan iwidltobla
On Pehraary 90. 1119. ba infatmad Ika Ait Stadka, Ud.. ka pR»-

-Md to vacato Ika ItegMag fiimlii , bnt at tkair vaqMat, made
T Iba pqiycaaol wIMag Iba bnaimw aa a going esnovn, kaagrasd
' Mw i tinna Ike baainaw al an inalaarra radoead rmital of £3 Ub. 6d.

waek. an Ibaiv pNwiaa to pay him one half of any anm nblainad
r the tnatoiH b aieaw of £186. On March 3 ho waa raqawtaj to

I, wiiidi ba did. and waa Ibwiayii aarrad with

for «6Sk. M. aWwad to ba daa to raqiaet of

<al and matenala. fltoealbatdatobabaalndadonlyaltba Balbam
r«iMa On Mawh 18^ MM, ba waa iniii I far non-paymaot of

\»m, £80 daa m wapsct af Iba Baftaa Aop, and tlad bis patitioo

-I ordsr to avoid fatikar pMceadinga.

TIm wlaia was Wt in iba banda of kba Ofteial Baoaw.

ReiDs and Rotes*—-

—

LAXCASHisa SociKTV or M.uteb rHoiooBAruuis.—-Vii exhibitioo

of work by icodben of the Society wfll be held in the Art QaUer}-,

BladnxMl, from May 27 to 30 next, both days inauaive. Tbe

exhibitiun will thiM be open for iiMpeotioo by members attendiDg the

awmal geaval meetfng of the Bociaty, to ba h^ in Blad^tool. oo

Tnwday. May 87. H ia hoped ibat meoihara wiU ooottibiito *»

waktog tba eshifaiUon a saooaM by eartribiting at laaat three photo-

ginplM aaeh. All photographs aidanitted are to be monaled, on

mow^ not ^TPrTe^'ng 20 by 16 inobaa in aisa. Tba Mifannee tee haa

b««i fixed at 7*. 6d. for each BMmber connwUng and awarda will

be made bv meaiM of voting oarda to be used by memiMCB of th*

Society. TTi* latest day far tba reoeqA of entry forma ia Saiarday,

April 12. Forma and other partiaalan ara obtamabia from tbe Hon.

S(Cl«tar^-, Mr. F. Read, 14, Batfoor Road, Soothport. A oairm ittaa

mectinc'of tba Society wiU be held at the Oiew €M>, 66, Mailub

Straet, Maneheater, on Tueaday, April 15, ai 4 o'okiok.

CaunmuaAJioFaoatijio Euurnuc Bclbs.—Tba " Phannaoeutioal'

Jownal " giv«a the toltowii^ formulB :—Tba varaiahm for oolouring

algelrie Uj^t bolba ai« naoally mad* by diaaolving aheet oellnloid

(2 to 3 per eeat.) in amyl aeatato, aiding aolution witL 4 litUa

mstbylnlad apirir. and than adding Iha dwirml aniBaa cokwring.

Wm fiadaiiag a troatod or opaqae aHeet, a erufflcient quan^
of Ki^ migiiiri may ba incorporated with the vamiA; a very

little qoanlity will aofboa for tba porpoaa. Or the (roatuig effeot

mi«ht ba aaaotad by first ooatiag tba balbs with a solotiou of

-•g—'— Mlpbato. 3: "iM atdplmto. 8; dasteto, 8; to watar, 80,

dryk« thmawbly bafan MMBaamg to ar eomtac with tba caUatoi*

TamUL An flwinmi rTl'-pJ af irWrfg ia i Make a aolotico

by misiag Iba wbito of ona agg, pramooaly bantao to a fnuth, nith

ana ptot of distilled watar. Ffltar, and akim the aorface (raa

from bahWw Tba globaa to ba ootooiad are thoroughly deaned

and pababad, Iban dipped in Iba lipoid aad bong ap to irj. Wbei»

dry. tba 4ippfa« ia npeatad, and thay are dried agam tborooghly.

Tba colaming wlalinii ia made by dissolving K) to 30 gia. of

any aalMa nlWaf dye to 4 fl. oa. of collodion. In Ibis tbe pnpartd

sMaa are dipped aad bang op to dry. The dipping is repeated if

a darker ttot ia rsqjairad.

Correspond eticce

, _i ffi^i and
*.* CarrtvandMUs akoaid

Jllb na«iw it lahm a/
addrsaaai of tto wriUr$ mr* gittn.

*•* 1F« da not nadsrtoka ra^paaiiAiiily for tht opinioiu
ay oar aarrsiponamai.

A GRID FOR TKK DARK-ROOM SINK.

To the «diton.

OanUwBin.—On reading tba artieie of " PradictM " in your iaaoa

of Manh 21. I aoliee ttiat no nMatton ia made of a kind of aink

I ibid moat convwniant. As perbapa it sight be a usefnl

of your rtadars, I will try and make aa good
a daaoripliiwi of it as my impaifaet kaoariadca of yonr fangtiage will

let m*.

Tba ituiinmiiitoliiin I naa b a ULiii*iHiliuu -it board and aink.

Tliaaetoaiaiak ucwipiwonawhoiamdaofibadadt-raBBi. This aink

wbidi ia Iwd-Knad U aboot ona metra (Sft. 3 hia.) broad and 30 cm.

|12 iaa.) daap. Tw« plaoka (aboai 30 cm., or 8 ins., high and 4 cm., or

IJiM.. tkick)ar*aatdongbalba»daaof«hawik. Ihinnar piaaka, 4
cm., or 1^ ins., brand, ara laid ttanavenaly oo tbaaa, imwriiig

<d lrw« canlimalres (i in.) betwon each, thus pro-

viding the

Tba:
board on whieh all

araiaadoB to tba big

to f"

be aaaily rwaoved if i

I find this aeeDa.aiadatiaa to bav* tiia advaatagea of the uaoal

(nbiUljr to ponr aolutiona away, ato.) witlwat having ito

(buttcai and aidaa of disliaa, and eonaagniily fiagaia

cf woHmt gritnig aoilad by varwna solotioas, wUob ia a aearaa alt

tooaUa).—Toars aineaniy, Dana Aa«u.
4, Avenoa Perdar, ftria 8, MarA 86.
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Jinsioers to Corresponaenu*
*

BPECUL NOTICE.

Jh cMUtfutnet of teitfra! rtducfd tuppUta of pnper, as the rtauU-

a/ prohibilitm of th» imporlation of mueli tvood yulp and grass,

a tmnVtr tpnr* tnll be availal/U until further notice for replies

MertoMT, toe ioUl answer hv post if stamped and addressed env4-

Jqw M tneloied 'or reply: 5-eent. International Coupon, from

readers abroad.

The full questions and ansu>ers will be printed only in the ease of

inqttir:es of general interest.

Queries te be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach v<>

not lat-r than Tuesday (posted Monday), and sJtonld be

addressed to the Editors.

3. D. S.—Many thanks far your note; you will see that we axe

making use of it on another page.

M. L.—Ferrid-cyanide and ferricyanide are tihe aame chemical. Tlio

former ia now an almost obsoleite word.

B. K.—Vou require to apply for particulars to the Secretary of

New Hnsiness Licences, 27, Bute Street, Cardiff.

C. M.—The camera is made by Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons, Ltd.,

Gament House, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.G., who should he

able to supply slides to fit.

lliciTBL.—^The only French joumaj at presemt puiblished, and the

one wliicli now, ne before the war, contains the greatest number

of »ni»U advertisements is the " Photo-Revue," published at

118, Rue d"A»sii8. Paris,

TJatliout—If you write to the Vanguard Compaaiy, Maiidenh6a<l,

they will send you a pamphlet, reprinted from tIhe " British

Jonrn.^I," describing fully the making of firelight poi-traile,

according to tlie method published by the late Mr. Essenhigh
Corke.

L B.—The " Howellito " lamp for studio portraiture is supplied
by Messrs. John J. Griffin and Sons, Kemble Street, Kiiigsway,
W.C.2. The vignetter to which you refer is the " Bram," supplied
by Messrs. Wahltuch Smith and Co., Ltd., 30, Chapel Street,
Solford, Manchester.

Oboroh TAVLon.—You do not need necessarily to take out a
prnvisional patent, although it is very commonly done. You can
if you prefer file the complete specificition in the first instance.
Pnc»b.iKIy many of the inventors who file provisional specifications
have the intention of endeavouring to dispose of the invention
before the cr^its of complete protection fall upon them.

Birtrii—Evidently your trouble is due to insuflScieiit illumination
of the background. You do not say whether they are made by
day or artifia.i.l ligilit, but we should judge the latter. In any
esse, you require to place the sitter well in advance of the back-
ground, so IM to allow you to get a strong illumination on the
latter whilst screening the sitter, if necessary, with a movable
head -screen.

,a. W. S.-The objection to using a half-plate lens on a quarter-plate
camera is that in many instances you cannot get sufficiently far•way from the subject in order to include the whole of it with i
lens which will be about double the average focal length for a
quarter-plate. For the greater pa.-t of the negatives which will be
made wiU, a quartor-plate camera, the most suitable foou^ of lens
IS from 5j ins. lo 6 ins.

•W. L.-.If the portraits are on glass, they are collodion positives, aiid
not D»R,ierreotj7,oe. We should not imagine that they are original
portrait* of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, but probably copies
ifrom some other photograph or painting, in -which case their value
« _pr.icl Billy n.;l. Oi. the other hand, if they should happen to be
«ni,iual ,H;rtraits. the vaLue should be considerable, although we
Iwn'e lio moans of judging what it shoold be.

Sparkbbook.—You need a long-focns lens for obtaining satisfactory

photographs of motor-ca.rB ; in fact, you can scarcely have one of

too great a focal-length. For -whole-plate neg.itivoB we should

not hesitate to ijhooso one of 30 or 40 inches focus. For half-plate

negatives, a very good choice wmild be the 17-in. Teleceutric,

requiring a back focns of only 9- inches ; or the Gra.ndac Adon,
which gives focal lengths from 25 to 50 inches.

S H.—Photo-button plates are difficult to get now, as they come
almost entirely from America, and importation is prohibit^. If

you cannot get from Jlesers. Fa.Uowiie]d, you proSahly caitnot get

them at all. We do not know a formulie for the dpvel»per.

Tho police in many districts insist on a hawlcer's licence. You
have to get a new one in each police district. In some cases they

will not require it—in others we know that they do.

B. E.—We do not know of any more satisfactory method than

that of bleaching with a mixed solution of pota.S9. ferricyanide and
ammonium bromide, and darkening with soda sulphide. Any
of the altornatives, .such as the pei-maiiganate bleach bath or a

bluich of bichromate and acid, are more troublesome in use, and

have no compensating advantages that we know of. Presumably
the irregularities arise either from the cliemicals, the method
of making them up, or from variations in the paper.

Daz/.i.k.—The fomnila for the persulphate reducer of Mr. H. W.
Bennett is as follows :

—

Ammonium j^ersixlphate 480 grs.

Soda sulphite 96 grs.

Sulphuric acid 48 minims.
Water 10 ozs.

This ftock solution is mixed .with nine times its bulk of water
for use. We believe the solution -jiii be kept for a very con-
aideralb'.e time.

A. D.—We do not think the markings arise from the ferrotype plates.

As regards the water supply, the only possible way in which it c6n
produce markingis is through it beuig highly aerated, a*, for ex-

ample, being drawn from a tap at high pressure and the prints

soaked in it ipmediatelv .before la>-ing down. But this cause is

Ceiiainly urjikoly. Xw COuI<^ ra-a;ke vouT.=e'.| sure upon the point

by soaking the prints in water which has been freslily 'boiled, and
allowed to cool. We luwe met these markings infrequently, and,

so far as we are able to ascertain, the caufe lias laiji in tlie paper

itPclf.

ffe fBrttish lonntal d f Ijoto^raplj^,

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.
Since advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prt'

paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind the
scale of charges. They toill thus save iliemselves delay in the pub-
lication of their announcements. A Schedule by which an advertise'
ment can be correctly priced will be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or less l^
Kxtra words Id. per word.

(No reduction for a series.)

Special Xole. Box Number Advertisements.

Box No. " and otfice address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by th«
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

Tho latest time lor receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cantiot be

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., Publishers,
2A. Wellinstpn Street. Strand. LONDON. W.C. 2.
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Organio
Inteneiflep*

EX CATHEDRA.

Many as are tlie procesaea which have

been evolved by the ingenuity of the

chemical experimenter, it cannot be said that we yet have

a perfect prooea of intenaification, apeedy in uae, pw-

fonned in oi^e operation, and thus capable of being stopped

at the required stage and permanent in ita reaulto-

llitherto, with one exception, all intensifiers hawa been

baaed upon the use of mineral or inorganic compomnda,

such as tha metallic salts which exert an oxidising action

npoo tha silver deposit, and thus, in one way or another,

aUow of an increase of density. The exception to which

we rafer—tha single example of an organic intensifier—

is that invented some eight or nine years ago by MM.
Lumicre, in wliich the oxidising agent is a quinone com-

Sound. The departure thus made into the infinitely wide

a!d of organic chemirtry is one which haa not been fol-

lowed, although there is every probability that among tha

many compounds and aeria of compounds of carbon which

exist thera are some in which the two properties of oxidi*-

ing the silver image and of adding density when so doing

are united. Now that tha demands of photography, in the

matter of developers, are baooming familiar to makers of

organic products and intermadiates in this country it may
happen that the sister prooea of intensification may oome

in uv * riiara of attention, even though the commercia)

rewards may be small in comparison with those yielded

bj a developer.
• • •

Tha Oenaity The old idea that a negative must have
of Natfativa a certain amount of clear glass is held by
**'' few printer* now, but it is an undoubted

fact that with a negative that is at all inclined to be on
Uw thin side a very slight amount of fog reduces the
printing value in a marked degree. It also gives a false

unprsaaon of the real contrast present and prevents proper
judgaant of exposure when bromide or other development
papers are used. It is an instructive experi'nent to reduce
with ferricyanide and hypo one half of a foggy negative

until the shadows are fairly clear, when it will usually

be found that although tlie image, plus fog, appears

fairly vigorous, yet, minus fog, it is really quite weak.

It is therefore evident, when a negative clouds over

in development more than it should do, that the develop-

ment should be prolonged until considerable density is

obtained ; then when the fog is removed what is practically

a normal negative will ba left. If any one suffers from

this claa of negative, it is advisable that all precautions

should be taken to avoid all poaible causes of veiling. A
vary common one is diffused light in the camera; this may
be through insufficient shading of the lens, to a dusty or

cloudy condition of the glasses, or even to reflecUoD from
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imperfect blacking of the bellows or woodwork. It is a

curious fact that in the wet collodion era, when there was
much lees liability to fogging, photographers were very

careful as to shading the lens with long hoods, cones, or

canopies, while now we may find people using rapid

anastigmat^ with half-inch hoods or none at all, and this

with ultra-rapid plates. The point should receive especial

attention at the hands of those who go in for " fancy
''

lighting, with the lens pointing more or less directly to the

light. With dirty lenses the remedy is obvious : a little

alcohol and a soft rag are all that is needed, although a

coating of dead black or even black velvet inside the lens

tube, is a valuable addition, while treatment with a really

dead blacking such as nigrogene on the bellows and frame-

work should complete the cure. If the fogging occurs in

the camera the edges of the plate where protected by the

rebate should be clear, otherwise the cause must be sought
in the dark-room. Coloured fabrics fade and some red

glasses permit a considerable proportion of blue light to

pass through. It is worth taking a little trouble in tracing

the cause of fog in order to secure clean, easily printed

negatives.
* * »

Glass for the A correspondent recently asked whether
Studio. the use of rolled or ground glass for
glazing the studio would obviate the necessity for white
blinds or curtains in addition to dark ones. In our opinion,
in an at all well-lighted position it would not do so, as
although either kind would prevent the direct glare which
sometimes comes through clear glass, there would be no
effective control of the light. There is, however, much to
be said in favour of what is generally called

'

' rolled plate "

for both roof and sidelights. For one thing, it effectually
excludes all view from the outside, even when using
artificial light, while another advantage is that the light
is more evenly distributed about the studio, with the result
that the shadows are less intense, and the exposures
shortened in spite of a certain proportion of the light being
absorbed. If the glass is neglected dust and dirt will
accumulate in the ribs and cause considerable waste of
light, but an occasional wash with soap and water, applied
with a soft brush, will remedy this. Of ground glass we
cannot speak so well. It certainly diffuses the light and is,
therefore, useful where there are outside obstructions, for
it is well known that a side light of ground glass will give
better illumination if there is a wall near than clear glass
will. On the other hand, it rapidly gets yellow in a smoky
atmosphere, and it is then more difficult to clean than
the rolled plate. Moreover, as it diffuses the light more
than rolled or clear glass, it is more difficult to get decided
effects in lighting with it.

Defects
in Sl<etcli
Po«4raits.

Few photographers pay sufficient atten-
tion to the lighting of the sitter when

. .,
,

producing negatives for sketch por-
traiture and many examples that we have seen in profes-
sional show-casee point to negligence in this respect The

fin«T^ ,*
good sketch portrait, in our opinion,'^lies in its

*^ ^J. Vvil *"*^. ^^^''^<'y> ^hile if an over-harsh or

Obtained. One of the best sketch portraits that we haves«»n was made with a decidedly flat lighting, but one thai!

s dS! «^7V"°*',>/''^ "'^ °^ «"*-'' '*«« photography, wasdehghtfu result of tonal quality and colour suggestive-

S^«,nrt t^r *H '"^^'f '
^ "°^^ '"^y ^ *ddld with

anr7f ^ l, ]?
P""*™'*^ ^^''''^^ always- be in a high key,

fi^'frn
r' '!•

*^* ^^PV**"'^* should-idvise li^ht cfothiZg

Ztl^r^TI fl"^ •
^ ^''t ^^ ^^^"*^y -- - b"«t sketchportrait of a feminine sitter in a high key that was abso-

lutely ruined from the artistic point of view by the inclu-
sion of a dark tie. The removal of this should have beoa-.

tactfully suggested by the photographer. Many child -por-
trait sketch effects in a high key are considerably reduced
in artistic value through a dark-coloured hair ribbon, and:
we have before us a delightful full-length sketch portrait
of a youthful sitter in a light dress completely spoilt by-

reason of the fact that the sitter is wearing dark socks, or,
perhaps, those of a colour that photographed too dark, if a
non-ortho pMe was employed. The above are some points-

that have a real bearing upon success and should be noted
by all sketch portrait workers.

THE TEADE IN GERMAN CAMERAS.
Since the appearance of our note in the " British Journal "

of March 28 last this unpleasant subject of the trade which.
is now going on in German cameras has cropped up in one-
way or another somewhat freely in the daily Press. For
example, we have noticed two German cameras advertised
for sale in the " Personal " column of the " Times." Both
were described as new, and in one case the complete set,

comprising a focal-plane camera of a type little sold in this
country before the war, a well-known objective, and three
double dark-slides, was offered at £24. Curiously enough
a correspondent drew our attention to a new German
camera at this same price being displayed in a London
deaiei's shop window. It is therefore evident that the-

trade is still going on and is passing, not merely through
the channels of the lay Press, but also of the dealers'

establishments.

A paragraph in the "Daily News" takes us to the-

source of this illicit trade. The writer quotes from a cir-

cular which, he states, is being distributed in the streets of
Cologne. On the outside page is printed in big type,
" Now's your chance. You will never get a good German^
camera as cheap again." On the inside pages of the cir-

cular are stated the name and address of the firm of
dealers and the names of the photographic makers—the-

four best known in Germany—whose goods are obtain-
able. A characteristic touch is provided by the announce-
ment in the largest type, "English spoken."
But the most remarkable contribution to this matter

which we have met in the lay Press is contained in the-

London letter of the " Westminster Gazette" of April 2.

The writer makes the most extraordinary deductions from,
the fact that a camera can now be bought in Cologne for
about £6, which in pre-war times would have cost £13.
According to him, the subsequent appearance of these-
cheaply bought cameras on the English market seriously
disturbs the second-hand dealers here from the fear of the-
value of German-made lenses and cameras held by them,
being depreciated. If the writer had taken the trouble to-
find out he would have discovered that the volume of trade-
which has arisen since the armistice is altogether too insig-
nificant to have the result he suggests. Certainly the dealers-
are disturbed—disturbed by the fact that the necessity of
taking steps to put a stop to this trading with the eneray
should be imposed upon them as a consequence of official

apathy in taking the matter in hand. The Photographia
Dealers' Association in a letter addressed to the "West-
minster Gazette " by the President, Mr. James A. Sinclair,
and appearing in the issue of the 10th inst., points out that
in most instances dealers are refusing to deal in apparatus
which has been made since the war commenced, and whicb
is now reaching this country through the purchases of
soldiers in the army of occupation, although the purchase
and re-sale of these new cameras would be very profitable
to them. But the writer in the " Westminster" is appa-
rently obsessed with the idea that by some means or other
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photographic dealers have during the war maintained the

pri'-es of second -hand German-made cameras at a highly

prorUable level, and is thug led to impute Uteir desire to

ex'hide the new instruments merely to motivea of self

intereat. It would be interesting to know along what line

«f re—oning the writer eliminates the public from this con-

'n. Let the dealer price his second-hand German
rae as high as he like«, or, for that matter, as

it he likes, they would stay on bis shelves unless

'ubiic bought them. In matters of tariff reform

rs in the " Westminster " are eager to lay emphasis

lite laws of supply and demand on which obviously the

iiile of the goods in question solely depends. When war
'
--i'-> out Uiiere must have been very considerable stocks of

in caOMrat distributed throughout Uie second-hand

Clemrly no stigma could attach to dealing in them,

t, as we have said, the public has been willing to

pay highly for thpm the dealers haTe beenmtitlad to their

profit. The wnt<>r in the " We«lmiii>t«r Ouette " now
uggests that dealers " should have done with thi« trade

"

.n order that they may avoid suspicion of *elline new Ger-

maa oameraa now coming into the country. Surely a draatic

enough remedy for a state of things whi<^ has been none

of tli»> -.•.Vir .; of dealers in this country.
,

''"' » only remedy for the present diffirulty is ihiit the

tng of these goods into the country should be pro-

iubiied. Tlte leading dealers have no doubt set their faces

I egainat trading in the goods, but unless all are solidly

' nited in thi* policy there will obviooaly be the indnoe-

menC to every one of them to take part in it from the
knowledge that if he does not purchase the goods some-
body else will. Moreover, there are the channels of the
auction room and advertisement in the lay Press. We
believe that representations have been made to the Minis-

tern concerned, but very little may be expected from those

quarters. It may, therefore, be hoped that the whole
influence of the Photographic Dealers' Association will be
thrown on the side of reducing the market for these cameras.

Probably the most effective means of this kind would be
the publication of a list of dealers refusing to purchase any
cameras which they have reasonable ground for assuming
to be of recent importation. A restriction of market
would have ite reacting effect upon prices, and would thus

apply the most effective discouragement to the bringing of

these goods to London for sale.

In conclusion, while we are upon the subiect, we should
not refrain from reference to a message by Renter's Special

Service from Cologn*> which appeared in the " Daily Tele-

graph " of March 31 last. Dealins; with the wider opening

of the door to trade between Germany and the occupied

tone, and discussing also the resumption of trading relations

between Germany and Great Britain as a means of Ger-

many paying her share of war expenses, the writer singles

out " camera parts, lemtes, etc.," as goods which England
" IS ready enough to receive." It would be interesting to

know what ground* Renter's correspondent has for making
a statement which every evidence goes to show is the very

antitheais of the facts.

DEFINITION IN X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHS.
A Paper fron tb« -n«T«e de Ba4iolafie el d'KtcetraloKic.

'

nagss loroMd in X-ray pkotngrapfcs are prodncwil. as is

ttOTm, froin conical projerlioa*; they are the shadow*
• n an a snesn or photogtapkic pl«l« ol obj«rts of rarioaa

"gtf* of pinasabitity to the rays saiittsd ffoai tke X-nj
lbs aad Irasitlliag ia straighl linsa. Were the ray-aaaree

q>ly a point, IIm iauifM wnuM U> of a high oHrr of sharp-
'•m. sad their siae weaM vary simply acmrdii^ to iW r»Ia-

iialaaMS of lb* ray-aMuae, the ekject, and the wwsii,
v-Uoa flkmomnM wUdi tmd t» dialort the (anas of

okadoaa in the rase of Inaiiantia ray* not taking pari to any
•pprsdabb extent in X-iay pheaewmna. Bat. in fact, tkw

•diatioa is emiUol not froai a point, bat fmn a aarface Um
lai of which can vary not only a<nM<iiB( to iIm tab* whidl is

niploysd, bat also for a fives tabe accocding to certain eondi-

iOBs d its action.

In Um ass of a tubs lb* baadle of radialiona which is eaiitted

appeals to fnemd fcvai tke essiirs of Mw anti-eatboile froni an
•rsa wUrk is coononly calM the " point «f impart," bat

sWdi, for practical purpnan, is a surfaee ol Hote srra. In-

tapsadsBliy of this priftcipal handle, the psaiags of current in

S* tdba givas riss to tb« eminion of secnndary radiatioas,
'" H bars tbeir origin in tbs neigbfaoorhood of the sarfaca

act at tha levsil of the wbok anti-caljMile. A1k> His

num of the Inbe which is illaminaiad itself sntits a otr-

4ta rtdiatioo. Thsae aahudiary radiaat sourets poswss
' lasaaiona wWdi ai« imgt lelatiTely to that of the sarfaee of

rayaal They aaaaot giva rise to wall-defined shadows, on

«<Moaat af their e«taa4sd aiaa. hat their rrlative inteuMtj is

fovtaaataly «*ry oaall, and the inilaenrs which they exert

pea the deftaitaoa ot X-ray itnafm is of small degree. Their

fact rBMsiala ia the addition to the principal image Af a

!>«ciss «t (saeral *<«1 or fng, which ladacss contrasts trithoot

modifying to any apprrciabte extent the definition proper. The
objset traver***! >>y thr X njrs diffnsrs in its turn other sap-
pbasutsry radiations, the injorioiu action of which is addi-
tional to that of thnw alrvsily mentinned. In the present
atady thrae •emndary rays .ir» not considered, the abject bein;;

to intratiKstr only the raasr* capable of modifjiriK the surface
o' iavpact, whirh is the chief ray-aonrre. Tlie cxperimpnlal

arrangnnent which was asrd is the following ; — On a sheet of
thin card, E, F, four rectangular spaces, K, B, C, D, were
filled with wire gaose of rsrioos degrses of fineneai repre-

sented by 11, 20, 36, and 44 throads per on. These are the
ordinary ooaiSDepcial metal gaaas*>. This test piece is arranged
on a frame opea at the bottom, as shown in the drawing, and
of sis* to place the set of gsoMS 10 cm. (-4 inches) from the

sensitive surface.

The cnti-cathode being placed at SO cm. (- 20 inches) from
the plane of the plate, a erics of tests were made by working
nnder normal conditions, which were kept as constant as pos-

sible, and by nstng different tabes. Tlie negatives obtained
were enlarged two and a-balf tinss, in order bKter to display

B
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the definition obtained. It is first to be noted that m normal

use all the lubes do not gi>-e the same results. The images

reproduced show that the definition varies with the difierent

tubee. With a certain tuibe, A (Fig. 1), the four gauzes are

visible; with another tube, B (Fig. 2), the structure of the

l.-Kt-piece can still be recognised, though less sharply, whilst

with a third tube, C (Fig. 3), three of the gauzes out of foiu-

are vUible, and two only out of the four when using a tube, D

Fig. 1. Fig. 2,

(Fig. 4). In another case (tube E) only tlie giiuze of large

mesh is recognisable (Fig. 5). Lastly, deformation of the

iir.ages is sometimes encountered, indicating a surface of irre-

gular impact (Tube F, Fig. 6).

It may be asked if these diffeffences, wfhioh are often con-

siderable in comparing one tuibe with another, arise from ths

construction of the tube or from tihe conditions in which it is

used. It therefore seemed advisable to discover if, during the

use of the tube, the surface of impact sustained displacement

or deformatiion capable oif modifying the definition of the

sUghitly modified—tha.t is to say, appreciaibly extended—duriag

the operation of the tube. Tes.t« made in the same way with

other tubes exhibited tihe same differences.

It theo^fore seemed desirable to discover if the surface of

im,pact is displaced during the passage of current in the tube,

and for that purpose, using the same arrangement as in the

preceding experiment, plates were exposed for the same tim»

(three minutes), but dividing this period of exposure into three

mm

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

parts, each "f one iiiinute, the first corresponding with the be-

ginning of the period of the tube's action, the second with the

mid portion, and the third with the end. There were thus ob-

tained images the definition of wHch was slightly inferior to

that obtained by a single exposure of three minutes at the end

of the period of action. It therefore appears tha-t tihe surface ol

impact undergoes slight displacement in the course of the

operation of a tube for several minutes. Moreover, this result

appeared to be confirmed by the comparison of two tests made

AN-ith the same tube, one with an exposure of 1-lOOth second

i

t -V-
-

Fig. 5. Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

images ; and in the same connection the influence of currejit

intensity and of the hardness and age of the tube were studied.

In making these tests the tube A, whidi in a preliminary trial

had yielded the most distinct image of the four gauzes, wis
first used. An impression was made of the test-pieoe at the
beginning of the period of operating the tube, and then after

an interval of two minutes a second image was made with the
same time of exposure, at the end of the period of action. The
first image is a little sharper than that obtained after the two
minutes : the same test was repeated after ailowing the tube to

remain in action for six minutes, and gave practioally the same
result, represented by Kg. 6. 'Eixa the surface of impact is

Fig. 8.

by means of a " flash " apparatus and the otiheT of 5 seconds.

The instantaneous image is a little better defined than the

other, but in this experiment several conditions had been

necessarily modified at the same time, and it is soaicely

possible to draw definite oomolnsions from it. The oomparatiye

imagers are reproduced in Figs. 9 and 10.

The second question which has been examined relates to the

modifications in the radiant surface consequent upon variation

in the intensity of the current Which passes through the tube.

Precautions were taken to maintain the working conditions as

Oonstaait as possible, and the definitione of images afforded b.v

a given tube were conupared in the different ciroums'tanoes 9i
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of » cmrent at dUfereat intenntiM, in one om^ one-

ol • milli-Aiafiire hmI ia mnother of 15 milli-amp^rM.

h wme N|M«tod with diBei«nt Inbea, and the resnlt*

imwUbly Aomtd that diRM«ae«» in iatensUy i» not appear

to pzcrt any appreciable inflantce apon tlM deflnitioa. Hie
iwalu are lo «iailar tlMt it is not Jt9tmmry to nprodnce

IS, however, diBerent «A«d the iagree of varanm of tk«

ch« third gansei. It should bo un(len>t<Kxi that the question
wKidi ia h««ie diecuased is ttie defining power ol the tube quite

apart from the oontraat in the \m»f^—two qualitien itiuch

frequently are oonfoonded. It ia enrident ftat tite tube A ol

maximiini hardneea, and haring a ^»ric eqniraleot of 20 or

25 on*., will never distinguish tiasuea utiich are relatively

penneaUe bv X-njt: e.g., it failed to disclose stone in the

kidney, though it rendered the fonr gaoaea excellently, irfiilst

P«. ». ni. 10 Kg. 11. Fig 12.

tahe u
of 18

thii*

v*h«d. Uaiag a hard tube, wi* a apafk eqaivaleMt

«md aad dM iparit aqaivmlaat ikm
to 3 cw.. a sMOMd pkto bdat Hmm wpaaad. 1W

WOTS btUar ia the cas* <4 lb* haid tafae. bat oa npeat-
t with ollMr tabsa iIm rsMilU ««t«

•. It WD«M app«tf Hut far a givea tab*
ol kaidaeaa mMA ODpaapaaJa with lU

<iiiiMoa, rkm wiafeni s ol the oathndal ray*
ififiaMm to sMWri^ «»riatioa« aeooidiDg to the degree ut

the labe D did not aafBea to yield definition of t^ two finer

(aasaa, bowwrer tha cwaditiwis o< ita as* were adjusted, but
aaa piRfwtfjr abia to yield aatialaetory imefrs of mal
cakolaa ahm tha pi ec—lioa ma tokaa to bring the toha to

a saitahla degiaa of aAaaalioB. Thaa, tram the point of view
of difiaitioB eacb tabe baa ila own ohaiaotoriatic propertie*.

which are bat ali|^faAl]r aiodifiad by the oonditions of its use.

In the coarse of the expertmeats oonfirmation was obtained
c4 the known far< that tha definition of X-««y photographs

rig.u. Fig. 14.

as ahtfaa ia Figs. 11. 12, 13,

al giaal iaiportaaee. The figarsa show thv
> c4 drtaitioa witieh it waa peaasbia to obtain :n

el ikm taito with a given tabe. 1%as, avea wh«a
to a BoWble esteat fitan the castoataiy floadiMaM

if radiagraphie praelica hf vatying witfcia abBonnal liaMa Mto
eiaiaMttoa ai tha tobe and ila tioM of aeliea. d«e dilafaaeto
ia tha detalttaa a>v only trifling llta tiAa which allowed of

raaagaWag Ika laar g«aM« in the first teat auda ander averaai
roadMona lorarlaMjr laadeisd tha Katyieca. hawaeer the am-
diMow el aae tmra flttoafad. whilst «i« «« tnha D it waa

hj aay atodifiratioa. to obtain a rtadern^ of

rtg. IS. Fig. 16.

iacraaasa in proporiioa aa tha diataaee of the anti4athod«>

Irani Ibe plate. Ueing the eaata tube, piared succoasively at

30, 60, 100, and ISO ana. from the plate, and giving exposures

inv»taely proportional to the squarea of tbeae distances, foui

plat^ were exposed, and vietd«d images whic4i show the {m-

in definition which result* Imn a more rpmote

of the tube. Hie flgorca are 15, 16, 17, and 18 roper
tively. The reenlta are mentioned here in order to show the

nf impnrtanca of Hie diatance of the tube in X-ray

Since want of definition in X ray photograph* appear*

lit Inm the fart that the ray-aoarce it not a point but

an area thionghoat the whole of whioh rays are emitted, it
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,.««1 that imprcH-enient should be eHected ma certain

me«uf by inclining ttie tube so th»t the ant.^atihode is plno«-<l

in » pUi»e *bw«t perpendicukr tio the surface of the plate.

By thna «x>rkinR at the limit ..f the field, U.e surface of impact

i« pre^ted alnH*t penK.ndicularly to the plane of the pkte,

,nd thu. become. practicaUy a line ray-«ource. If the sup,H,

son with the Ouolidge tube, but it may be conoludled from the

experiments which have been made that improvement in the

defindtion of X-ray photographs is a question oi reducdng the

area of the surface of impact. The solution of this problemi,

which is beyond the scope of the present paper, but which it

is hvped to discuss in a later oommuwication, is not the only

•••••••«•'

«••••••••••

Fig. 17. Fig. 18. Fig. 19. Fig. 20.

sition is can>^t the ra.y> fioni this line-source should k'vo

exceedingly sharp shadows of lines of the gauze parallel to

it Such wae found bo be the case, as is shown by the twi.

coini>arative images of Figs. 19 and 20.

All the test* were made with the tubes of Pilon, MuUer,

and Radiologie. It is proposed to carry out further compari-

desideratum which may contribute to the iiii.pix>venient of radio-

g-naphs, sharp definition being only one of the elements in the

question. In addition, there are to be consideired the defects

introduce<l by secondaay rays, and the influence of these latter

i,s the .subject of current investigation.

AuaXJSTK LUMIEKE.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[Previous articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year,

length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal

generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants,

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the bitter (Jan. 17).

Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

to communicate items of a long e.xperience in studio

. It is not tliought possible to continue the series to the
'

' some years ago, but it any reader among the younger

has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

of the series have been as follows :

—

Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Koom (March 21).

About the Reception Room (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

PORTABLE STUDIOS.

Thb term " portable" ha.s a wide range of meaning when ap-

plied to a photographic studio. It may mean a caravan on

wheels, a wooden J>\iilding which can easily be taken to pieces

and erected elsewhere, a specially designed tent, or even a

temporary shelter for the sitter and background, the camera

and operator being in the open.

Studios in the first category—that is to say, of the caro'van

type—are now not so common as they used to be in the early

collodion days, when many villages, and even small towns,

had no photographer domiciled in them. There are, I 'believe,

some which travel along with roundabouts, wild beasts, and
fat ladies from fair to fair throughout the country, Ibut I have
not seen one for a good many years. Some of them were quite

elaborate affairs, fitted up not only for glass positive and ferro-

type worit, but for printing on alibumenised paper, the work
often comparing favourably with that issued by many fixed

studies. It may puzzle those who have never seen one to

imagine how sufficient space was obtained, but this was easily

done by adopting a telescopic form of construction, an inner

body sliding out and being supported upon trestles.

The form which will probably be of most interest to the

majority of my readers is not a studio that is here to-day and

gone to-morrow, but one which is intended to remain in one

place for months, if not for years, but which can, if needed,

be removed and re-erected at small cost, and by unskilled

labour. Such studios are usually made entirely of wood and

glass, and their portability is due to the fact that there is no

general framework, but that the whole is built up in panels,

which are fastened together with ordinary iron bolts and
nuts. I will endeavour to give some idea of their construction,

which is quite simple and well within the powers of the village

carpenter, or even of an amateur who has some idea of wood-

working. The first thing to be decided upon is the size, and,

this being done, a drawing should be made and the size of

the panels settled. It is necessary to be very c.ireful in con-

structing these that they should be exactly the size that they
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•re supfKNed to be, or there will be a lot of nnneceenrj work

when it comes to fitting together. The design is usually the

ridge-roof one, somewhat after the pattern of Noah's aric with-

oat the barge. For a studio 20 x 12 by 8 ft (to the eaves)

and 11 ft. to the rid^e the following divisions will be <^n-

venient :—Each end is in two sections 6 ft. wid'.>, on« side

«iiig 8 ft. long and the other 11 ft. long. The two pairs of

panels are exactly alike, except that one will probably have

the door frame Ctted into it. Tt must not be forgotten to

keep the franiM on the proper sides when nniling on the board-

ing, or they will hare to be rrmade. I mention this becanae I

have known three right-hand sections and one left-band made,

inalead of two of each. The sides are made in foor sections,

each 5 ft. wide and ^ ft. high,. Sis of theae are entirely

covered wiHi wood, and two have a croaa-bar, say, 4 ft. ap.

Below this, wood is nailed on ; above are sash-bars for the side-

light. The roof calls also fur six wooden pands and two which

are framea only, fitt«d with saah-4>ani for the top light. Thcae

are all 5 ft. wide and about 7 ft. long, to «a to give a alight

verfaaiv at the eavea. The edges whieii aaet at the ridge

honid be berelled s» as to give a good bearing. For a studio

ni this size the frames of the panrU sboatd be made of 4 x 3

deal, and the boMdiag sboald be gnni yellow { matching. The

framea may be nortiaed if the extra labour i» not objected to,

bat " haired " joinU answer qnite wall, as the boarding has

to do its part in keeping Uie panels square; good cut nails

should be naed lor faatening. The akfe and end panels should

each have a croaafaar halfway ap, aa not only doca thi< stiffen

the construction, but it k«o^ the boarding froa warping. In

all the paneb the framing consa inside tha rtadio, and the

fwnala aiw fastened together by drilUttg hol«a in which the

bolta fit woU, and withooi shake in the framea. sn that, when

laid side by side, they are drawn closely together. In the end

sections the bolu nu> throoi^ the boarding aa well aa the

frame, and are tightened ap in the aama way aa the side joints.

It is perhaps hardly ntceaaary to say that the woo<Uork should

• II be erected before the glass i> put in the aaahea, and (hat, in

caae of mnovaJ, the glaM ahonld be tahen oat before anything

else ia done.

Having made all our panel*, we can aaaemble tfMM. First

Ihe two ends ai» pat together, and then the sidaa joined ap

to their full length. The baric sboald next be joined to the

ends, then the front Axed in, and finally the roof sections pot

up in pain and screwod throvgh OS In the tope ol the fnunea.

Vlthoa^ not always done, it ia a ifood plan to pat one or more

>i«n tie i«da acrosa at the level ol the a»ves to prevent any

eatwwtd thrMk IVse should be ) in. to 1 in. in iliaBi it sr,

threaded at the enda with a good large nut put on both aidea

ol tha top of the side IraoMO thioai^ triaeh the rod goes.

Hm looring is made in ponela tho width of tho studio, and

dropa apon the low«r part ol the trone. liter* rfiaald be

•one Biiaiigeaisnt oi joista or brich pisn to pewvcnt ribtstioa

The roof win reqaire a w»terproot eovoiag. Iiiis nay be

oorragated iron or the aaphalt roofing material known as

Rabaroid, or, if obtamabie, I'ralite, which ia firepvool, m^y
bo ased. This k a sort of aabestos and plaater oootpoeitioii,

aad voald fceev IIm studio oooUr than iron. It has the merits

•f aot rosting and requiriint no paint.

A, boilding eraeled in the above way will not keep in con-

dition U)n§ il placed diiwctly upon the grooad ; tfienfoi«. tome

fooadation srhich will keep the lower part dry mast be pro-

vidsd. For a reaoon to be preaently given this should be of a

toifwary oharactor. and ona which we lonnd veey sMccasaful

waa a row of looae bfieks all ivand, the exact sim ol tha

•todio, with too rooa at equal distaneaa rnnatng trom end to

Upon theoe tarioka rMl«l low Wag deals 20 It

3x0 section : the lidaa ol Mm stndio atood upon

lh«r» waa soffioent space betwean the bricks lor

air to cimolota faofly beiow. A studio ao oiaoted waa taken

dorwn after, ndne years, and waa found to be quite sound, as

were also the long timbers.

If one is building upon another person's land it is necessary

to Ik- var>- c&reful to do nothing tliat will ^ive the landlord a

claim to the building. If a studio or greenhouse is erected

upon a brick fi>undation which forms an integral part of it,

the whole at once comes under the oontrol of the landlord,

and the tenant cannot legally leoiove it. It has been hold in

the caae of a lean-to greenhoiiae that tlie driving of iron hold-

fasts into tile wall of a dwelling-house to secure part of the

frnmswork removed the atoncture from the category cf

''tenant's fixtures," and made it a part of the freehold.

The foregoing description is necessarily of a sketchy nature,

but I shall be p]e«sed to fill in any details in the " Answers

to Correspondents " cnlumn in case of need.

Tent studios are nut much in favour in this country, as there

is no poaaibility of using glass as part of the covenng, and there

i» no waterproof material which will retain it« whiteness for

any appreciable period. Celluloid is, of course, out of the

question, on account of its cost and inflaromability. The moat

elaborate tent studio I have seen was one sold by the Stereo-

scopic Company a qncrter of a century ago. It consisted of

a wirtk-n skeleton of the onlinary ridge-roof form. The parts

umally solid in a permanent studio were cov<red with tightly

stretched sail canvas; th.> top and aide light.ii wer« without

any permanent covering, and were fitted with dark and Ugh*

riiller blinds of the uKiial type. This was neceosarily a rather

ccslly affair, and a much nirapler arrangement could be con-

structed with an ordinary small marquee aa a basis. If an

oiiening were cut in a suitable position and a light wooden

fibme, or frame*, fitted with wirea and festoon blinds put in,

qnite a useful studio could be made. Some years ago a woven

rile roofing, the meshes being filled willi a transparent var-

nish, was pliced upon the inarkrt ; it was tried for studio light-

ing, but, bi-in^ rather yollow, caused the evposuree to be too

long. Now that plates are three time* as fast it might be

worth trying it again, if it is still made. 1 have often thought

that a serviwaJ'le studio miisht W mode u|K>n what is known

a« the tunnel principle—that id to "isy. n comparatively short

wtuare c«mf»rtment for the sitter .ind background and a small

tunnel or pa«age without light for the camera and operator.

This id«« couM ba worked out in the form of a tent, and wouH

have the great advantage of being economical of material an<l

piwaptii^ the minimum area to wind pressure. It w(«ild not

be difficult to arrange auch a atudto s<> thst an oHinar>- shower

neni not interrupt work.

So<alied "lawn" studios are merely devi<»s for holiiin« n

background and curtains for cutting off the worst of the top

and aide light. Ilougliton'a used to lis* a veo' neat arrange

ment of this type. It is, however, very eaay to improvise some-

Ihins of ihe sort with four tenf-poles and cords, a background,

and some lengths of light and dark materials for curtains. All

that has to be done ia to fix the four pol«* at the ciiriiers of an

8 ft., or smslIiT, square, to run a cord round Uie tops, steady

the whole with the ordinary ropea and pegs, and hang the

background on whichever side suits the light. The lengths of

mr.terial are hung o%^r the lop con! to serve ss studio cur-

tains. One friend of mine had four clothes poet sockets fixed

in hi* garden at the proper distances for a studio of this sort,

and omild drop the posts in. rig up the curtains, and get to

work in Icoa than ten minatea.
PxAcncr*.

A Srouss Gottu Lxk-s.—Mcesrs. Boyde's titu<li<« Limited, 106,

Strand. Londoo, W.C.2, advise us Uwt a IB Ooeri Celor lens of

180 nun. locus, fl^ aperture, iris dia|dingm and tumljered

146160 was stolen liom their premises on Jfcroh 28 or 29 last. They

will be grat^ul if anyone to whom the lens may be offered will

coawntnicate with then.
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LITHOGRAPHIC TRANSFERS FROM BROMIDE PRINTS.

The Bromoil proceia has for Heveral years had an important appli-

cmtion in the lithographic tradea as a means of readily making

enlarged or reduced productions of line or "stipple" copies. The

method also lends itself to the production of coarse-grained half-

looe lithograph*. In this process a negative is made from tiie

original line or tone drawing, or from an existing reproduction.

From this a bromide print is made of the size required, which is

subsequently treated by a modified Bromoil process so as to become
transformed into a lithographic transfer.

Details are given below of a method which has been produced
after numerous experiments. These were undertaken by the writer

with a view to obtain general reliability and ease in results.

Character of the Negative.

The negative may be made either on a dry plate or by the wet
collodion process. It must be quite sharp. Line negatives should

be made with a fairly large stop, or there will be a slight diffusion

of detail in the finer lines. This is due to the fact that the
anastigmat lenses generally in use are designed primarily to work
at large apertures. F/16 to //22 is about the correct stop to use.

Half-tone negatives must have the dot formation well joined in the
high-lights. The particular screen to use for half tone work must
be calculated. For example, if the print from the negative is to

be enlarged two diameters and a 75 lines per inch grain is required,
the negative must be made with a 150-line screen.

Making the Print.

The ordinary copying camera may be used for making the print,
the negative being rigged up a foot or so in front of the copy
board, which is covered with white paper, so as to reflect light
through the negative. A better way, when work is to be done in
quantities, is to use an enlarging lantern. Whichever method is
adopted, care must be Uken to focus quite sharp, and again to
use a fairly large stop.

The most suitable developer is the regular amidol or diamido-
phenol formula, using plenty of bromide. The fixing bath must
consist of plam hypo and water, and nothing more. Exposure
should be just long enough to produce a full strength deposit in
the finest hues. Development should be full. After fixing the
print It should be washed for not less than ten minutes, and then
dned.

MaKing the Transfer.
The print, when dry, i., ready for bleaching. This should bedone by means of the following bath :—

A. Copper bichloride 60 grs. 5 cmsAmmonium chloride 240 grs. 20 gms'
Hydrochloric acid, about ... 20 drops 2ccs
^»*o'' lOozs. 400 CCS.

B. Sodium bichromate I2gr8. 1 gm
W"*®'

2J0ZS. 100 CCS.
For u«, t*ke 2 o«. (50 cc.s.) A., i^z. (6 c.cs.) B., and 4 ozs.

(100 c.cs.) water.

.il'T/""*.'^"'"''' ^ ^°"y ^^^'^^'"^ '" "^""^ ^^° '>^i«"tes. Occa-

h^L" J^"* ^"n' T'"
^*" '" ^^'^'^ "gh* °"t- The partlyb e«4ed portion, will, however, take the ink quite well. After

bleaching, the pnnt .s washed for not less than four minutes inrunning water.

TiSJ'L'rm """J
'"
Z"'^"^

*''' '"^'"8 ^lab should be got ready.

rub It out on ,„ „ld l.tho stone, or other suitable slab, thinning itdown with xylol or benzole. Turpenti.ie is unsuitable for this
proceis.

or'^I«T''T\''""\"T*
^^^^ °'^' ""'' '»''' "" " «heet of zinc

JLhlT^' 2^" n '^. ^""^^ letterpress roller, or better, arubbercovered roller, and distribute the ink all over the iniing

ov^'tb
'^*

with xylol until the roUer has a tendency to skid
over the surface of the slab. Now roll up the print with the rollerm this condition. At first the print assumee a uniform grey tinge,

white. «",:^'"^l
'^'°' *^-P?™'««' the stiffening ink leaves Lwhites and adheres more and more to the bleached parts. In a

few seconds the maximum effect is reached and the rolling stopped.

The print should at this stage appear full of detail and of a

greyish-black colour. There may be a very thin film of ink left

upon the whites. In order to remove this, take a piece of

thoroughly wet cotton wool and rub lightly over the print until

clean. The transfer ia then ready for the lithographer.

WeaK Prints.

Sometimes a print is too weak in character for the bleaching

solution to act with full effect. In this case it will be found
that fine details do not ink up. Such a print may be saved by
a re-development operation, as follovfs :—Clean all ink from the

surface with a piece of cotton wool moistened with xylol, and then
put it in an ordinary amidol developer, such as was used to make
the print originally. It quickly blackens, and should be washed for

four or five minutes, when it may be re-bleached in the Bromoil
bleacher. No fixing is necessary before re-bleaching. The print
will be found to have received an extra dose of hardening action,
and will usually ink up well.

Inking up of the transfer by means of the Bromoil brush is

favoured by some workers. It is useful at times for the purpose of
bringing out portions of a print which may lack detail. In order
to use a Bromoil brush some re-transfer ink must be mixed with
a mere trace of boiled linseed oil and the tip of the brush charged
with this, no xylol being used. The charged brush is dabbed npo«
the required parts of the print until sufficient ink has been taken
up, and the inevitable dirtiness of the whites removed with wet
cotton wool. The print can be persuaded to take up more and
more ink by adding a greater proportion of boiled oil. As a rule,
however, attempts at faking of printe are not to be recommended.

General Considerations.
Almost any grade of bromide paper can be used for bromoil

transfers. I'he most suitable is a matt smooth paper, which is
coated on a substantial base. It is well to be sure that the emulsion
has a fine grain. Glossy paper gives bright-looking prints, whil^h,
however, the lithographer finds difficulty in transferring to stone or
plate, owing to the extremely high relief.

Transfers may be re-inked and re-used a number of times, the
limit being governed by the toughne.<is of the paper base.
Some grades of paper have a tendency for the gelatine coating to

strip off during inking. This tendency may be minimised by using
the bleacher given above. Lack of strength hitherto has been,
apparently, due to the softening of the baryta base on which the
emulsion has been coated. By substituting ammonium diloride for
the more usual sodium salt this defect is overcome. The object of
hydrochloric acid in this formula is to enable ordinary tap water to
be used. The acid neutralises any hardness in the water. Sodium
bichromate was found to be the most reliable chromic salt to use.

Stretching of Transfers.
Sometimes it is important that the impression must be of exact

size. In such cases the bromoil transfer process hitherto has been
hardly feasible, owing to the tendency for the paper base to etreUh
unevenly. A bi'omide paper, known aa Kerotype, has recently be*n
placed on the market, which to a large extent overcomes this defect.
It is a stripping paper—i.e., the prints are firat made on a bromide
emulsion which has been coated on an impermeable base. These
prints are then soaked in a mixture of spirit and water, and the
emulsion is transferred by means of a gelatine solution to a suitable
support, such as celluloid^ j^mes Graham.

Mr. W. T Fi-RNiss. of 21, Fargato, Sheffield, hns been eiccled
on the Sheffield (EccJesall) Boaid of GTiaxdians.

Mr. JcHN Kllls, the well-known photographer of Malta, was re-
cenitly awarded the French distinction of Palmes d'Oflficier
d'Academie, in recognition of his services during the war.
RoNTGEN Society.—The second Si'.vanus Thompson Memorial

Lecture will be delivered by Professor W. M. Bayliss, M.A., D.Sc.,
F.R.S., of the University College, London, on Tuesday, .May 6. at
8 p.m., in the Barnes Hall of the 'Royal Society of Medicine, No. 1,
Wimpole Street, London, W.l.
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DEATH OF SIK WILLIAM CRlK»KES.

record the death on Friday laat, April 4, in his

year, of Sir WOKam Cnmkee, the eroinnit chemist
regret U.

ly-MTenth )(

and pfajrdciat.

The life work in ecieatific ioTeatit(ation of Sir William Crookea

i-oold easily reqaire a wfiole iaaaa of thia Journal for its adequate

ilatmnnit Inaaanoh aa lengithy notice* of bU work hare appearv<l

ia the daily newspapers it will be sufficient for as to deal with his

caanaetioti with pbotoKraphy, which was direct and in soma re-

•pads notable. We have no means of discovering by what channel

rrookes as a yoani; scientific man was led tn take a special interest

Hotograpbic procasaes, but it is to be borne in mind that in the

....let and 'sixties of tha laat century when phoiogtaphy was a

i-onpsratively naw thing ita advancement enlisted the interest of

Isading scientific ioveatigatota to a much grsatar dagree than in

later yean. Thns, when twenty two yeani nf see, he was asao-

days of the science. In January, 18S7, Crookea became editor

of what is now the "British Jonmal of Photography," hot which

was then issued as the " Liverpool and Manchester Photographic

Journal." Apparently his editorship lasted for only about two

years, and in 1858 he became the fiiat editor of the " Photographic

News" on the founding of this periodical by Measrs. Caasells.

So far as can be traced from the published volnmee he held this

position (inly for two or three years. In the sphere of X-ray

phi>tn);raphy Crookee will always be remembered as having pro-

vided the means, in the Crookes" tube, for the production of the

rays, whose properties were first recognised by Rontgen.

TIM Uu mt Wiuiaa CnskM.

I^i.d with Mr. John 8piUer in deviaii^ ooa ol Iba aai^ pi
'>al day. vfcidi hai tha object of ptndmtimn • mOodioa pUuh ranld b* Miplayad "d^," and m ntwii «k« dmw-
. suarbing to tha «ai«oUodlM pfWMa faivwM by «r.«
T. Tha pmsM of Cfookaa and 8pilla» cuawslsd in balhiiiK
'•dim4 tulkdiaa plate as osoal in tha silvar hath aod then

alao a little nMrita of tiw. The
noiit for it to ba piwsiuJ for a

• J « lUiuut suffariac ia laaaitivwwas. For the hswAl of
>y stodanU of tha paat pnnmM of ptMloumpky iat it

•h) that the Una ' drj-*Mo^tm." m tpfliti ba'ii^Riva
•omewbat looaaly if luj iil. Probably aof* often than
"n of tmfmimmttn wm to obtahi a plate which cimUi
'» a Moiit mmdUkm. Others, sarh as l)r. Hill Norn*.

IB OMkiag plataa whirh pmrrvMl thair seiwitivenrM
'> qaita dry, hat thia pwiissi may ba said to ba almoat the
one which strictly corrrapoadad to the RMMric title of dry

• lion, which waa appliad tn ibne devetopmenU of Smtt
lar's intentnai. A nintributiiwi to )ibu(a||i«|ihic pt<«wawi

,

ii i< commonly attributed In CnMihr* iii tha laxt-boahs of the
iry, is that of haiiiig Ixrii Ihr first to aaa tha light of

Da«Bssiua for taking photo^mphs. We cannot, however,

' pioBsar st#p in phiiiiigmifcy by artiftrial light (n his

nMataaioatioa. Tha older Hteralnrv mntains aUi> many
tnm bjr CroolMa fal tha laid uf thr spertrsl scfisitivenesa

'>nnns (ilvar aMapoaadt. bat. after all. photagiafhy appears
iM** hmm fmntf a aciaalMc bobby of his ia Ma yuaiinai daya.

pi tW he anwatowtly nsad it in hia phjrsiaal iavaatigations,

• iatsraal in it is confined tn thir esM^afaUtaly eany

WU WUHaai Cfookw sa4 Mr. Juhn >>MIST. rnm a oatMypa pttal

o( sboal Um r«ar IMA.

In reprudaciug a portrait, Ukrn a frw ynars before bis death, we

may suppleoient it by ona taken about the year 1SS6, and inclodhig

fmokaa'a tariy collaborator, Mr. John Spiller. almost the oldcrt

••f the Miriy expertmentcTs in photography who ara still with its.

OPTICAL (;lass.

[A fan*4 t«*«*w '( the hialory and prrictwa oi manutaciure of opliciil

fJkJL la "Tlaliai " of ^^mh 22 last rontaina refereooca to the

shMtwaaSito of inaken> of ojitinal g'.aM in this cnantry tteiOR the

of the war. «4vch. fnan sncti a watUiiformod anar*. will be

•Inxnad as cnoveving the avvninr* that optioisns hare wil no* lie

affiin dependent oi»m the Uanaaa optical g:a>eeii. Wa quote Um
puftiun of the art iJe 'which specUHy refrn to the gU<weB required (or

,
^W»rrT^ host*.- Kiw- 'B.J. "I

Tfn aikreit of dry-ftUte |>hnlu«ia|ihy and the apeoial «on«iAioiis

dasMMe in camera leiiars. aa well a» in mioriMOip'c iibjacAirea, pvc

a gwt stMnolne tn the work of (Sermiui inreatigatoia, and tfietr rr-

saaKhea. carrird - i»t wiUi mnre per'r«t technical apfilianoai, had a

wider aim in vi<nr than those of thr Kng'iah experimenlen. The

roaA* olitmnrd were <A aooh pramse and ini|>ittance thai (foverii

iiMnt anr stance wa* inrthraminK in the Milling lip of works for tiiv

of now glaaaea on a commercial •«•>, and the i»ini>-

tflntto of Iheae men of aoicnce in ov<«wiorng the difficultiea

eventiiary maijul with wi4:i-d«Berved auocesa.

Aa a rraolt, optioiana wara eotapolM for mBi>y years to go t/i (»««•-

maay for gisaaas imtmg apMaal fmipert'as soch aa wara aheo'utely
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iitifiCtrl' iur thom 'u\ Uie <l«i|^ of the b«Ater types of certoin optkal

iiutnunenU. And, a« many of the more important instnunenta

<liiring Ui« U(t«r jiart of la«l ceiitory were of Gemiiaii design, the

finnt aoncenMd naturally Iransfwred almost the nilioLc of Uieir orders

fom tlM Englirfi aod FnMioJi timw to Sohott aiul Co., of Jena, and,

in fact, ao fur as Uie military requirement's orf G«Tnany were con-

cerned, they w<ere ounipelled to do so 'by tlie German Govermnenit.

It may be aaid, however, tha.t the products of the £iig\M6}i and
Krendi firms, «• reguAi the older voi^eties of opitioa.1 gkuss, were
never wirpaaaed by the Jtaw firm. Ilus is evidenced by the fact

that Uie EngUali and French firms p«>duced the great majority of the

lar^e discs for the giant astronomical refracting telescopes constructed

du^ *he \Mt forty yeara. At the British Scientific Products Exhi-
Ution, recently held in London and Manchester, a fine disc of cixmvii

giMi, 28 Jns. in diamet«T, wliidh was produced immediately before

the w«r, was eodhibited by Messrs. Chance Brothers.

The British firm, in particular, was slow in taking up the manirfac-
ture at tSw newer types of optical gloss, and had to encoumter serioais

diauh-aatagee mi cojning )a.te into the field in this respect, as aJso in

being unable to obtain any Go\'erum«ai.t assistance. "The great value
of the previous pnoduotion of optical glass in this country, however,
was fdt ait oooe on the outbreak of war, when Messrs. Chance
Brothers were able to extend tilieir rcaources, and, without outside
sciatance of any kind, to develop the manufacture of all the types of
gkm required by opticians, including some of the moet extreme of the
Jeoa <-arieties, which became necessary owing to an extended pro-
gramme of woric imdertaken in connection with photogra,pluc lenses
iar aircraft.

hi 1916 it was thought dteaiaBble (paHly as a precauflon agojiist the
reantts of possible aoi-ial attack) that for tlie .manufacture of this im-
portant matenal the nation sJiouSld not 'be dependent on a single
aooroe of supply, and the Dert>y Crown Gtase Works, Ltd.. weite
encouraged to ooTimenoe its manufaoture, and they have alreadv
been succaaaful in produoi;ig a numher of tyipe-s of "oiptical glass of
good qoaiity. Stiil more recenWy the UniteKl Stat-es—though, to a
lange oxt«nt, dependent on English ajid French resources for optia-iJ
glass for war purpoees—have commenced its maimfacture oai their
own account, and have aCroady achiieved some success in this direc-
tiou.

Sudi are the deraaiKis of war on the optical industry that towards
the end a' hoeftildtieB one British firm was produoimg twice as much
<^ioadgksB as the woQ-ld's totail output previous to the war. In con-
sidering, further, the position of the indqistry after the war. it is
«»l««fore olbvious that there are resoui-oes in this country for the
maDufdoture of all the optical glass which wiH be required by our
optidans. Noraieed there be any aipprohension regarding Uie ranges
of glass whiflh wiU be a^'aill*ble for the .use of Uie lens desagneir. With-
out any notable exoeiption, Messm. Chance Brothers have been aWe,
by then- previous experience and by the work of theii- research
Wboratory, e*abiish*<l during ithe war, to produce glasses which in
their optioaJ constant, cover the full range of glasses mentioned in
the Jena list for 1913.

Before the mar oomj>ut<>re designed lenses to utilise existing Jena
^kUBBB of die&Mte optical consrtents. It would be undesiralble and
unfair to Bntish manufacturers to reversu this piocess comiplet«:y.
Uwiputem should be prepared to do a ceitiiiii amount of reealcula-
tiou, aind so avoid umposing on the manufacturers the wasteful task
of producmg a glass to imitate exactly the hazard constants obtainedm the particular foreign meMing used previous to the war

PaE.SKNTAT.ON- TO .Mr. J. M..CWALTER._An i„lel^tin^. gathc-mg took place on fruJay l.-^st in the factory of Messrs. EUiott and

^'«^. R««l. Ean.et, to wish farewell a.>d God-speed to one
o. the employees, Mr. Jame, Macwalter, wiho had held a responsible

T"^ZV"''T'r^'"''''''^- ''' Greenwood, in Tanding

7^^ TU
•' ^"^"^ ^^ upon Mr. Macwalter a^ a

e.^rsuJi!'in"r ^7^ "^ Ir ^' Macwalter, and wished him

A Z T u !
^"^""'- Mr. Hubert Elliott, on behalf of the

.watd
,
and, «, doBig so, said how much tlie directors appreciatedthe Milnahle woric done% Mr. Macwalter.

P»«iaiea

THE BRITISH PHOTOGRAPHIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATION.

Pbogramme of Research.

The following communication has been issued by the Council :

The urgent necessity for the future development of British industry
on a more scientific basis than hitherto has been recognised by the
Govermnent, who have placed a million sterling at the disposal of
the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research for the purpose
of encouraging research and its application to the development of
British fndustries. The Advisory Council for Industrial and Scientific

Research, after consultation with manufacturers and scientists

recommended that grants shouW be expended on a co-operativt basis

in the form of liberal contributions by the department towards the
funds raised vakintarily by associations of manufacturers, estab-

lished for the purpose of research. By this method the systematic
development of research and its application to industry is carried

out under the direct control of the industries themselves, and the
co-operation of the firms in one industry will enable researc work to
be undertaken which could not have been dealt with by an individual
firm.

The manufactorers of photographic materials and apparatus were
the first to form an association to avail themselves of the scheme,
and in May, 1918, tlie British Photographic Research Association was
formailly incorporated. Dr. R. E. Slade has been appointed director
of research, and laboratories have been obtained for the time being
at University College, London. These laboratories are under the
control of the director of research and are distinct from the teaching
laboratories.

The Association will carry out research in photography, photo-
chemistry and other related subjects, with a view to the general
increase of knowledge of these subjects, improving methods of
manufacturing photographic materials and discovering new photo-
graphic processes.

It is not the intention of the Association to attempt to standardise-
throughout the manufacturing methods of the photographic industry.
Manufacturers will always insist on determining for themselves the
lines on which their business shaU develop. It is the aim of the
Association, by applying scientific methods, to obtain knowledge
which will be of the widest a/pplication to the industiy, which may
be utilised by each manufacturer for the de\e!opment of his own
particular processes.

Pure research into the scientific basis of photography, and into-
related subjects, such as colloidal chemistry and photo-chemistry,
will be carried out for the increase of knowledge, without necessarily
any immediate application of the results to manufacturing processes.
These researches should open up new and important fields of applied
research, and advantage will immediately be taken of any results of
research which appear likely to lead to the progress of" the photo-
graphic industry.

Among pure researches which are contemplated are the following:
Investigations into the fmidamental pI^opeI•ties of silver haJides,
and of the effects of various substances on these properties.

Investigations into the physical and chemical properties of
gelatine and other similar colloids.

Investigations of a wide nange of photo-chemical reactions.
Investigations into colloidal chemistry.
Investigations into the theory of processes of colour photography.

Publication of the results of pure research will be made from time-
to time in accordance with the rules of the Association.

Appllied research will be undertaken to improve products now
being manufactured, to improve methods of manufacture, and to
introduce new photographic processes. These researches may be
undertaken with a view to improving some pi-ocess which is wall
known to require improvement or to overcome some difficulty wliich
has arisen in manufacture, or they may be undertaken when some
advance in piu-e science has been made which it seems possible to
apply to photography.

Among the subjects of applied research will be tlie following :—
Investigation of d/sensitising and reducing agents on sensitive-

materials, with particular reference to insensitive spots in
pktes and papers, and impurities in the raw materials used.

Studies of the properties of various samples of gelatine with a
view to arriving at the causes of the effects they produce and'
ultimately to obtain a standardisation and improvement or
the product.
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at wioua MibjccW relBtiog to the cooatruction of

•psMtaa, aodh •• hmU mmI emi-aMtt coameia,

-oftMg traod, tanrai •ad lathn-. atri M>e

! allojra.

uid cardboard.

'.f m apparatof and material (or eoounrrcial and

. be carried out in the Wbontaf? of the AaaociatioQ

Uuectur >A RtMan-h aad hia alaff, or in other plaeea by hia

>. dircctiua.

.pp!i«d rni—^ tlw Amotrntiou dcairaa Aat iU work aboold

i at liM poia* where a theofwtieal Uboratarjr Nmlt baa beta

-l. ItadopUaaagaidiagpriaciplethal iU intercat in aad care

V ooe <tf iU utilaiwN ihoM oot rcUx until it thall haw
uloptad by the indtirtrji on a praelMal nMaafaetariiif aeaU.

. end the Aj^tviatioa may ttake appropriala an—g—mU for

i 2 on or lor apwuMBUl werii wMi privsl* iadiridnaU or

KlariiW Ihm with a view to tartiag « a praetieal baaia lU

.1^7 NMh ; Ilia lulu of profeaaaa ao aduaired bMii( at the

U of aH !—bw.
Atwdalion daaiiaa lo ba of <1m staHMt poMftte aaa lo lU

> individMUr. liaiitad ody by ila poaitioB aa tr«iilae lor the

\ d the iudiMify aa a whole. It will wakoata aaqaiiiai fro*

tedwieal poiato aad wiU cadaamor to rep^ kalpfnUy

by wdkaUnc aooraa of iafamMUaa. b baa bagM
of ita woHdng lOiiary aad ia prapariag for the

dinwtfcw of lalavaat aeicMliie Mperta tnm bMae aad

to ba ovaalMlly available to—haw aa a Matra of

It a^r •>»» arf>j*ct alwaya to the ainraaaid liKitotiM.

MM of iwiatch tor indmdaal aiaaibiii.

for aadt mrriem wonld aa|ttii« Um approval of the

with whoM w«mU be bmU aaidi datailad anainw wito »»

eat far* rfioTa eovara a vaat Md (er r—awh

;

ih the Mp of aaoiban. tnm wboK oagaMliaaB wdl alwaya

^ liiiiil. the AwacMtioa hops to aopiora trot the aaait pn>-

oelive pofttoaa of thia lUld. Raaalu have already beaa oHiia i d

' Ubofatavy. whidi it espactad wOl have a wide apyBcaHoa

UK PHY.<gOAL CHARMTrUUMlCS or X RAY FLDOBIB-
CKNT iimattVYiNO Bcmaats.

of Hall.

e«pfayad

iuee the la^thy eapoaana of X-iay tfM itnm \i yi\. :B«*et

*tir>aa thai are rlipaadint aa the photognphic plato far raroid

In daaiiag with ta iiiaia^ pkaaMaaaa dapaadaat oa aa X i«y

aba for aiidtetiaa there a<* tm« typaa to ha eaaaiJaaad, fto«h of

>Vch «ay be a«U«ed far pfciHog^pWr iai—firaiina Tim tm
fpe ie that ef IMM dunctarirtia tadfalioa, tha aaoMid altn-Tiolat

I viaihia lauraacaat taiiiliaa. Ika taaa rhaiartrrrtir laiMa
loaa of aU the iliwanfi wkfak an (aaaibto to aaa are wilhia that

ge of (raqaaaeiaa aaaafiy toMMd X-raya. Haaaa, the lama par-

ifaiaK to high ffmaaary lailiallia gpv*m the ihulcgupMi aaa of

t iWa pifaciplt. In the caaa of

of la^iiiary light the lawa of ordtnary optica apply.

two typaa of iatoaMfyiag

la.
to X-raya ia the raaga of iia-

tka akaa-violat to tha red. there are oaly a fear

ba «Md oAeiMlly for ptetogiaphie iataaaifteation. AU
t ba ia lajalalliaa alato. Of Ihaaa, tiyatal-

kby fartfaabMt with priiiBl phnln^phin
naaalt ia aMally poa»derad aad ooalad aalh a

oi auwa Mlarial of rfight X-rny ahaory-

ev eriWoU. lUa acfoaa fa thaa plaoad in

Tha aAcfaacy of aagr radiator m a aoona of plnlegiapkic aliara-

Ution d(f>eo^ pnmarily oo tha ooa^Mratifva apactral diataibution

of the aoergy of tiie radiator and tha epeolral aenaibility of the

particalar pbott^rapliic platea uaed. While tlieae relatioaa have not

'

been detaimined aa yet on an equal energy baaia for X-ray onlcriala,

qoalitative analyaca have been made.

The flDorteoant ^wotra of caleiian tuufftato wen obtained, uaii^

a Hilger quarto upectrograph. A Ooolidge tbbe of mediuin foooa

waa oaed. the length of expoearea averaging 1,000 miUiamprre

BiinutM at S-indi diatonce from the target to Ute aoreen.

Spectragrama were made witli the tabe operating at 40 K.V.,

60 K.V., and 80 K.V. (R.M.8.).

It waa found in geneial the flooreaoeat apectnan of eahaum tong-

atoto aa oaed in the acreeoa examined extended Irom about 3,600 to

5,aOO A.U. at the vtdtagea aonaally need in radiographic practice.

Tbia eaninon coincidea Nntaikahly wall Inth the wave-leagth aenai-

bility wavaa of the X-ray platea which are being mnatly need.

.MlLLAaO B. HODOSON.

Jlssistants' notes.
e

Nctf bf aarittontt tuitabU for Ihit cohmm ritl bt eotuidrrtd

mid paid ftm cm U»» fint of Ikt mtmtk follotcing jmbHeaiitm,

l^orhiDg for Amataura.
Aa^nrB photogiapbara of Great Britain spend Uiooiamfa of

mnnally ia having ezponiMe " Sniahed." Moat of tliia

ia la— work, aad liiia baiog Iha int peace aummer.
it ia aatatal to anpfioae that oiora asataar photography—and
MMradora or* laiahlag tha n oaoal will ba done. Now amateur
•aiiUag iacladaa darvrfupaawit, inteBaifiGatMM, radootion, and re

of aafrtivaa; printing, enlargiag, aad elide making;
aad nmkiac up; ao it might be surmiaed (hat the
^eot oa it ftnd their way to |a<ifMil<iiial«

Tkia. keanrvar. ia not qnito the caae, for thnogfa cartaia profee-

aiaaala aadartaha aach work, oMay awre leave it to the local druK
More. A great deal ia alao doaa by rperialiat 6rma, bat leaving th-«

Mt there ia alwaya aoMM for the local profaeaional who carra t«
(orK.

Par a atadio to ondattake aiaalaar work with aucceaa, method
id a nartaia aateaat of apecial tackle are indiepaaaabie. Given

and Ihare i* no reaioa why a biailiaaii pMit ahnul.1 mit
reaolt. Tha am l ity (or agrateai canaot ba over empharivd. It

ia wotae thaa aaaleM takim in ^hmIo far dwrelopaMat aad handin«
thiea to the operator or braaiida printor to put thraogh with hu

Nine tioKe oot of ten either thr aUtflio work or thr
would PoSer.

qaaatitJea coaaa aloag, it la extremely eaay to mix
up Bt*wa aa law Iha paaribUity ia obviated by rigid book-kMving—

i' aagativea get aiixed or go a»trav it ia oftm a
larieaa Matter.

No oMa of reatUuiK hew. Kvery «fiooi, paek, or plate taken in

far deielepiaMt mart be allotted a naa^cr wMch muat be boohed
abag with tha oaatoaaara name, and kept rtriotly to that apool,

pack, or ptate right thnagh. At Iha aame time, the nomlier mn*t
aoA be ooaivfaaaaB. T^ Und of aaaibaring doiM oa away atodiu

aagativea amald aet ba
| iwiaalMa, aad ao certain trma avoid mark-

iag a l iar aagativta at all, bat haep each in a numbered wallet,

aad aaartiae great care to preheat aagativea and waUato from beoom-
iag adaad. Thia ia very diCoafc vAca davafaping baa to be donr,
aad a aii i lM iqratiM ia to aoaibar aach piato or lUm oo the ealreaia

edge, writing with aa B.a paacil vary amOL
The auiat tmporUnt Una ia davafepmeat of apoola, of which thwe

are ao Ifas than aixteen oammoa aiaea. The beat itaulta are tttrtidnad

by tank, and for large qoaatilfaa of Ihia work apacial tanka can ba
booght which take tha ffinm dooUad over wiraa aad haoguig ver-

tioaUy, tha aada baiag kept down by a weighted clip. The time
aad teaipantam malhod ia adviaafaU, oonnal davabpoMot being
givea imapactiva of aspoaara, aad no after-traalnaat need to im
pmva Iha raaalt nnlaaa aoeh ia amagad far with Iha eoatoaiar, who
amy ba qaito wiling to pay far int»naiftoalioii or radnctioo, but
may or amy not deaire it.

Variooa dawcloper* an uaed, bat pyiOHKkia haa by ao Maana Uw
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uuU h««« th»t a hM in ntudio w<u-k. Metol-hydroquinone has certain

>dT«iit«««, but perha^ the be»t of aU U pyro-nietol-hydroqmtione,

a formula for which was introduced some years ago by MeBe™.

Kodiac and h«. enjoved much popularity since. It will be found

tow»rd' the end of thk article with other fo<rmul«e useful in amateur

"
pLu hypo or acid fixing mny I* .used for films. With plain

hv«, it i. po^ble to obN-iate the risk of meWhc staimng-^ue to

Zr^ olZ hanging «ireB-by allowing the w.res to silver-plate

thea»eh-«. which they wiU do if given no cleanmg beyond a rinse

aiM eacl. batch. Using acid fixing, there is some micerltajnty, and

m«y work«n laborioualy scrub the wires before and after usmg.

^ «unc »M>1»«« to plate racks and pack film rods. The latter are

Ltallic andhave twelve dips each, U«« enaWing one to develop

the l«ck. without mixing them. The use of these wires, rods, and

raiiTroiJcee the development and fixing of laj^e batches a matter

**'l^r^t*'m^iod of washing films is hand changing. The three-

box washer is ver»- 8er^•ice«ble for spools, as ^^•ith it three batches

.•a.1 be washed at" once. A t.Tpe of this washer has been already

described in the Journal, but for thoee iiot famUiar with it a roug-h

outline hero wiU not be out of place. Briefly, tfce washei' consists

„f three trays, each from four to seven inches deep, put in stair

fashion, the water rumving into the top one and the overflow

8.>T>honing off into the second, and so on to the third, and then to

the final outlet.
.

Films ore put into the bottom diali for five irajiutee, afteir

which they are moved one by one into the second, where they

have another five minutes, being then moved singly into the top

dish for a further ten minutes. A single tap wriU keep as many as

Kilty spools washing with a minimum of attendance. Spool film is

beat dried in a cabinet, hung from clips, with the bottom ends

w«nghted. An electric fan in the top of the caWnet wiU greatly

speed i^ the drying.

.\s already mentioned, after-treatment is best undertaken by

arrangement with the customer, and here a good sakaman is

iiseiul. By pointing out to clients what can and what ca.nnoit be

done with a negative orders ore improved and reputation and

income increased. At the same time, it is wise not to accept re-

sponsibility when taking on intcns'ification or .rediuotion of negatives

which have been developed elsewhei<e.

A second big item in amateaix work is printing. For this -work

^^aslight paper is essential, owing to its capacity for covering all kinds

of negatives. 1^ two varieties, soft and vigorous, are necessary,

.'IS is also a powerful Idgiht-source, whidh can be toned down when

required, as amateur negatives vary greatly in density as well as

(|uality. Black and white prints with narrow white edges are usual,

though it pays to quote for sepia and mounted work, and also

bromide, carbon, and platinum at times.

For dealing with quantities special printing cabinets are made
which accommodate four printers, the lamp being a half-watt or a

mercury tube placed centrally between the foui' vlesks.

Masks are supplied by the papeminkers for the masking of all

sizes. The best of these are the transparent ones, as they show ait a

glance if any part of the picture is being out out—a point that must

be carefully watdied.

Enlarging for amateurs is profitable work if well done. Here
again a powerful ligJit-source is neccRsari,-, and gaslight paper ako
plays its part, though naturally bromide holds tlie pabn. The usual

lamp i« ihe arc, but mercury tubes or a 2,000 haH-watt will seitve

very •weli. and require less attention. A hard and a soft bromide
inper mtat be kept on hand, and for verj- thin flat negatives a

vigorous gaslight paper wiU be found almost ind;spensa;ble.

The method of working commonly applied to studio enlarging

—

making the best of each job and using discretion or artistic talent

as to cutting out, vignetting, ete.--caiHiot be applied to amateur
work without the customer's knowledge. This is another point
where good saleemanship tells. Without si>ecific instruotions, it is

,ilway« safe to make the picture dead shai-p aE over, and to include
every bit of tie negative, good or bad. Should one get an order in
the dark-room for a 10 x 12 " all on and fiU the paper " from a
postcard negative—and this hap,pen8 e\«n in specialist houses—it is

nereily a sign of want of attention on the part of .salesman or recep-

tionigt, ajid the best that the cnlargei' can do is to make a picture

measiuring 12 x 8i approximately.

Minor imrprovements, such as shading, vignetting of dirty skies,

or printing-in dense detail, are, of course, adAH.^ab'.e; but cutting off,

soft focussing, etc., are best left alone unless ordered.
j

Working with films a difficulty may be experienced in fixing tihem I

in the carrier. For this two really good ^-jxlate glasses will ibe needed

and a set of masks. These masks had better be cut specially, and
'

the following sizes will cover most negatives, if occasionally helped
i

out with a riglhlt-angled atrip or a straight piece.

The figures indicate inside measoirements only, the outer dimen-

sions being 6^ ins. x 4| ins. in each case :—2| x 1|, 2J x 2, 2| x 2|,

31 X 2t, 4i X 3f, 6| X 5i. 5| X 3|, 5i x 4/,.

When correctly fitted to the negative a mask should show a

1/15-in. line all round. This line ^hows at once that tlie whole

picture is in evidence, and that no smaU detail has beeai covered.

Another way of avoiding the risk of " cutting off " is to do with-

out masks and work on to a black easel (to prevent fog), but the

more usual practice is the use of masks.

Adju^ng the films in the carrier can be facilitated by working

on a window—illuminated from beneath—let into the bench. This

dodge will save its cost in a busy shop witliin a week.

To cator properly focr aimateur enlarging good apparatus is a

sine qua non. The demands range from Opiate to 30 x 40 and

larger, and there is no limit to possible requirements in quality.

Alt the same time, adequate prices can be obtained for this work.

Copying and slide making are in demand by amateurs. To cater

for either of these lines the photographer must l>e able to cope with

a variety of originals. A good copying bench capable of a big

range, a selection of fast, slow, and process plates, and there should

be no difficulty in obliging and profiting by the most fastidious or

exacting client.

The foUowing tip, however, may be useful. When dealing with

an original that is not critically sharp, include on the plate, if

possible, a small piece of letterpress. This fore!*ta.ll6 any complaint

of want of definition in the new negative.

The making of slides wiU necessitate the use of at least two

varieties of plate—Ibromide and gasligiht. Process slides may also

come in handy, but on no account should one plate be made to

ooveT everything. The use of the most suitable kind, and also

recourse to the enlarger occasionally, will pay in the end.

Mounting, spotting, and working uip and retouching are aU profit-

able lines with amateur work. The former should, of course, be

plain—^i.e. , the professional's name must not appear on any mount

—

beyond that it is usually safe to work by one's own judgment. Spot-

ting, ete., can be measured by price or otherwise.

It will ibe gathered from the preceding that to cope with any
quantity of amateur work some amount of apparatus and larmulse-

more than Tvhat is usual in studio work will be necessary. Develop-

ing tanks, drying cabinets, and drums, and iirinting machines are

the most important pieces of apparatus, and they are supplied by
the manufacturing firms who make a speoialty of amateur require-

ments.

IThe practical man can make the cabinets for himself ; ttie tank.s

and printing-room appJiances are better bought. A film drying cabi-

net can be made from a large cupboard by adding cross-ibars to the-

top and removing piirt of tlie floor to allow ventilation. For quick

drying a hole «in be cut in the roof and an electric fan placed above
to blow downwards. On the cross-biirs, not less tlian 4 ins. apart,

dips are fixed to hold the films, the bottom ends of which are held

down by other and heavier clips. Letter cEps will serve, or the
special dips made by photographic manufactureo-s for the job.

With regaad to formulae, the use of those recommended by the-

particular maker is advisable. The following, however, are very-

serviceable :

—

For tank devolopmeiit of films :

—

Metol 130 grs.

Hydroquinone 1 oz. 50 grs.

Soda sulphite '. IJ lb.

Soda carbonate IJ lb.

Pyro 200 grs.

Potassium bromide 60 grs.

This formula was introduced by Messrs. Kodak, tlve quantities^
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giraa htb^ thoM aiCctant for one of Uie Hodmk tanlu. It it an

(DcptMNMU; good Amtioftr, witfc «f««t )(M|iuig prapertiM.

AaUol aOO gn.
SodbaolpkM* ' 5 o«.

PobMiom brooudr 30 gr*.

Watw 60 o«.

Snilf^'if for all makes u( ga&h^ht paper and fur bromiiiw if

•'Ad«i whK ooe part of ««t«r to erafy trwo panta of dordoper.

I'hM form^ baa tba advantage of gtring exceHeot iwuHa with

.Uercol nalMa and vmriatMa ol paper. Where etd-hjfdrBqwaoiw

M f eiurad, the |iiO|)oHioBa adriaed by tit* papennaker aboold be

.BlMed to. n* adwinlagi «l If.-Q. ia ita keapiag quality, which

aUo«« iIm kii« «|> of MoA MtnlMMia

For ioliiwifjim plate negatirea :—

Soda eolpfcito ^ 4 o«.

Iodide ol merrnqr 90 «i«.

Wale? lOoaa.

The int—jflirr, if kept ia the dadt, win laci lairiy well, and ia

For IhM, eoppar latricyidi ia bedar tkaa * aaewtc aolation.

Thi« tooaa tkaai red, wid gnalij itMTMMaa the aoUe of eoatraat.

Aoolhar Mthod of iolMaifJfJ^ Uim ia to anl|ihidi tot lh«B.

Haviaf rv* ont the gaaaot ol awater work, * wved a» to pnrea

»iU aot ha <Mt of phML IVt (hr* a da«aiiad liA of |ne*i lor the

hMMlMd aad m» laite Md mmH «H«a mmU vilh
ntviMTe too BvcB ^ttoa^ omb a fiflkt howecvar, Mifh4 he
fiWB a BMaaii^arer. thomh the pnetical haaiMM own need not

hiwitaie to draw wp hie owa chamaa.

PrioM ahaold be ka(A ae high aa Ihe claaa of cueloaur aad the

i^yndtinn will allow, bat laali ordeai O0erii^ perka|« hot a AIMint
ot be mglartiJ Hm aktug of a dagU potward

lor aa anlhiiiaet »/ pivre a Ug advartfaaaMai aad
l<ad to laHher aad ba«tsr ofdar*. On the wboir. imalit photo-

.laphan are aa mffmmtiy ekm, aad doa't aaad payiag far food
Hdl.-T

RaaoTatiag Picture Framaa. 6c.

.\ Moer oMfal vamieh to oar for atahtod

(raiiMa, whieh aakae the appeaiaaoe afwd to aew, eM ha
bmt ~ paie ctldaiaa." If we with to aM it ea an old

IraoM, the fiaaM ahoald ha waahed orrr Irrt with aoap and water,

aad pot aahia aBtQ parfadljr dfy. Thm the parte which af«

rahbad or kaocfced Aoald ha taaehed ap with Main to awtrh ; thni,

naing the " galdwn " aa af^iaaijr iraniiah, pot on with a auft

btaah aad pot the fmaw wMe ia a plaee In dry, frte froa daac

It driaa qnkfcly, aad if daa* aMjr ankaa the fraaw m faod aa
>Mr«. Ia the caae of orthnwy aak fnwi^ whkh have to he atalnad

« datkaaed, thaae caa be «Mlad ow with the -(oMaiM," aad

I

• I It givaa to* Madi glow the "goldaiM " caa ha IhlnaiJ down
•ith ipirila of tarpMthw natU it givea jaet the leqaiiad taiab.

If the goIdtJH " ia of geod qnality it ihoatd dry aa hard a* a

•I'M*. If it doea ant dry patlactly^add a tiula t*t*hiae to the

prar ioaa to

neu) materials, Ssc.

Axaoa Dav Mocwnso TneCl.—The Atcroa Maaabeturmg Co..

Mi, High Read, Totteahaa, Loadoa. N.H, iMd ae MHipla of a

Ary-Moaattog tiwaa which they are newly iaiiadaciag apon the

wfcaC The tMoa ia aridaatly of aa iaBiidhigly gned qnaUy.
highly losMe aad iNe tnm coloor, whilat no faalt can be found

•ith it ia *a leadla^ with whidi it m haadlad hi the pma. It w
inppliiJ ia folia of 30 fret by S5 hidMa. pdca 7a. 6d.. or 30 feet by

3t faAaa, pirhs flk. 6d. In •* pioeaa it ia aapplied in groee padieto
- .aging from 3^ by S^ to SO hy 16. In balf-plMa aiae the prioa is

U. 4d. par gmas ; whole ylle Ol It ia alao aapplied ia qaires of

» by M iadtai. prioe Mfe

meetinas or societiese
e

1IEETIN08 OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
TuaaSAT, AruL IS.

Rofkl PhotOfraphie SoeialT. "Coloar ValoM in MoDOchrome umI s Vivwtaa
riltci u u Aid to ObuiiDiBt Thain.': F. F. Bcnwiek, ^.1.0.

Raekasj Phota«nphie BeoiMf. "Opaaiat o( Om-Mu DUpltT." H. E. Wood.
M innhislw l aiatis i PhoWffrsvUs Soeislj. Dsmoattrmtion : CopriDg." T. B.

MapsoB.

WsDauBAT, Attn. 16.

Ci uiasn Caamm, Club. - " A Walk In Waart—d Psrk." A.E. FkrraBU.
Ijttik iMitnar PkelofnpUe AMOotatlea.—Soelai MmUbs, with WbUi.
DiaalslDaa ASMlrar PkeWfTsphte AsMwiallM.—Aaoaal KxhlblUan.

TanasBAT, Aran, IT.

liiW ild NstanliM sad PboMciapbto Bocislj.—Lsntrra L«e«a>«. A. O.
Btlis.

Bsasastawilli (Hampahir* Booaa) Pbotocraphlr Soeialy.—Aannal ExbiblUoo.
Badlsy sad Otauiet Pholocrapble Soeirtj.—MoDibljr CompsiiUoa. •Winlar

Taabilfca
TaaiE

Mia Amauor Pbelocniphic Ataoriallor.—DaoMoitfaUeat
• f R. J.Salla.

Ante-

ROY.\L PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The arsating of Tuaahty erming hat was one ot membeni only,

held for tha*parpoae of discuaaiug the fumattion ot a ecientifio

gtoap within the Society. The diacuesion was one to whidi ret<>r<ooa

ia adviaedlv postpooed until the official report of Uia pnxcedinfi
in the flodHy'a Journal.

Da.F
in

to "nafoNaa

CROYIWX Cu^OtKRA CLUB.

KxoTT, ao oU atarnbw of the dub, thoa^ far inan a veteraa
gave a Isdota. entitled "Visual Psjwhology," wbidi

a •tistoty, prdiahly «wiag to doubt aa

Olban diarcd thaa, far aooM oaaia praparod to
aI—tnt lnw oa the aqMtie and oooah ; aone «Mtjeotorad a oar-

taia kraly aaidsa bakMnad by Otapid might rtcerra att«ntioo ; wh^
the awjorlty paafanad to " wait and aee," and, when last week they
jaw. faaad asaiag waa not n sc—rily believing. Aa a n»tter of

faet. Mr. Faater Brighaai waa down for the dkte, hot renmined vp at

Itowerar. ha aant aodi a nice lattar ol apoicgy, with

aao i<iiwii>iiiLi " and tfca "daltodU disian,"
aU faivare Im abaaaee.

Ih-. Kaott'e paper wadd id of two pat^a the payrhology of form
aad ttait «f ooloor. It look orar an hoar to daHvar. read at axpraa
speed. hM with soeallMt artindalinw . The mibiael was treated m a

yd in a way raadily to ha nndenlaod by an
The few aitiacto aalaeted for ivpoat give

ao idea of itaarope.

IN^dmtugy . he aaid. ia a ihwge eobivct, aad the viaaal biaocli by
no naaas ite amalUat It oonsiale of lh« aasnliAo atady of the
netata aad eoniae of esp>ri«nc«. We know a thing, aad awnatima*
•** kanw diat we know e thing, but moiw i«f«4y do we know that we
kiwiw that we know a thing {tie, nothing owU be plainar). dataifi-

«al ion ia important. There are aMny kinds of iraanlirais, aad we are

eipiappad widt iwosivara lor ail lh« dtief kinds of phyi^oal enrrg^i,

esrsfit aiartricity. Light is lapaaial ly iiilsriilliiig to photographars as

prsdaanaantly Tiaoal iiaatiaM. lite eye may he oooaadcnd aa a
little oaoiMa. with ita laos. mora or lam padeot, capahla of being

fonaaed and stopped down, with tlie ntina ading aa a foouasing

acTPMi. tha MNfa baang npaide down. wMrb ia raraned by the bnun.
ThvddafiaalUaf IhaayaaoitaiVondaridi thoae fiwn whidi lanaas

sailer, sphadoal dtetiatiua and istigmatiwi baing present, unungat
odiei*. Optical lenaea «o made, of inuaparant glaaa, but the media
of the hnaiaa eyas aia alighliy turt>id. caa«ng " irradiBtion," whsdi

faaa the aaoM aabjeotita e0eot on dijeda aa aotoal toHadily has on
dbiadtire thinp Ute an^ of riaw of the two eyca is cnonnoua, no
lem than IBO dag. in the hmiaoutnl m«idiaa and 120 dcK- >» th*

vartsod, the JaiagiareedTad being miaidily ttnidied in ttm centra,

and oaty touf^ dietdied at tha bafdam
There is oea spot of eodrwae aanaitireaaaa in liie retina, and

another of ahaohrte bHndnsas at die iltadaiiaiil of the cgitio nenre

;

bat, m in fanocnlar riaioo the two blind spota never oaodde, the
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<Wect is unnoticed ; aieo. lh»y alraort iii\-aiiaUK- affect Ummo parte

of the BM to wWoh, at Uie moment, attention is not directed. The

tJind »pot U to iaiKe Ih* it nugW. prevent our seeing eleven full

moons placed in n row. (It transpired in the disouasion that this

!4iennni«noa faM no connection with the two moons seen side by side

under certain conditions.)

All are colour 1)1 ind, the ontCTmoet retinal zone being absolutely

blind to coloi>r ; then come intermediate zones -n-ith portial colour

vaion, and, finally, the innermcWt with complete colour perception.

Hm lecturer then parsed on to an exhaustive consideration of /binocu-

lar vision, perspective, and the theory of colour and its relation to

vision. He ako allowed a large number of highly interesting optical

aUnaiona dealing with form, magnitudes, and colour. Considerations

..of lime and space preoliude these being touched upon. It should,

however, be mentioned that Mr. Sellore alleged that he saw quite

-«aiTeotly many things which oonrectly he should have seen incor-

noUy—iypioal of the secretary's perversity.

In the diflCQBsion a point raised iby ^Ir. Reynolds resulted in a

yieKij flare-up between him and Mr. Purlcis, the " office boy"
-ener^ticaliy faniung the flames, only to find himseilif enn-e'.oped. If

any reader with a kind heart and suiRcienA knowledge can thxow any
iigfai on the }x>iiits in di.<ipute, dt may avert a repetition of the pecu-

liar triangular duel described by Mairyat. The facts are as fo!-

km: A cardboard disc, painted (blue and yellow, on being revolved,

appeared 'wbite- An assumption ,was then made that the same colours

be applied in minute dote in juxtaposition on a piece of whcte card-

board, when it wa^ agreed that, viewed from a distance, a green

aenaation would be received, "nierefore, why a white sensation in

the first place and a green one in the second? Albout an hour after a
hearty vote of thanks liad been accorded the doctor for an evening

-at nnnsiial interest the disputants separated. Mr. Purkcs departed

resoK-ed to think the matter out ; the office boy left with an equally

rfirm resolve in an opposite direction, and Mr. Reynolds and his gentle,

compassionate smile melted into the n'ght—a .smile, by the way,
which simply toute for tiwuble.

Sheffield and Disteict Professional Photographehs' Asso-
-<i-i»TiON.—TJie usrual monthly meeting of the above Assoaiation was
held in Stephenson's Cafe, Sheffield, on April 2. There was a good
atteodaooe of mcmlwrs, and one new memlber was enrolled. The
-evening was occupied in a general discussion on the foEowing siub-

. jeots: Minimum prices for postcards, the assistant queatcon, keeping
a regirter of employees open to engagement, the training of disabled
men as acsistants, etc. The secretary was instructed to ascei-taixi

full particulars of the Govenunent's propoflition for the training of
- ilemobilised men with a view to commencing in business as photo-
graphers. It was decided to make an effort to induce district photo-
graphers to become memfbers of the Association. A very pleasant
evening was epent, and members seemed to take moi-e interest in the
future of the -Association than has been apparent for some time.
Hie subject ior discussion at the next meeting is, " The Best Artifi-

oiall liigbting for Studio Portraiture." The Asto-iiation is open for
. new memfbem. The hon. ©eoretary's address is 137, Pinstone Street,
Sheffield. Manufacturers are invited to demonstrate new goods,

. apparatus, or novelties at any of the Association's meetings.

commercial ^Cegal Intelligence.—
A Photoobaphek'8 Affaibs.—At the London Bankruptcy Court,

• on Friday last, before Mr. Registrar Francke, the public examina-
tion was appointed to be held of Harold Aylmer Jones, photographer
7, Gloucester Terrace, Kensington, W., formerly of 30, Hill Street.
Richmond, who allegei his failure to have been caused through loss

. on the business at 7, Gloucester Terrace and loss of business through
domestic differences with his wife, who had obtained judgment
agaanst him for arrears of an allowance under an Order of the Court

h^Ia '^^V'^ ^^^'^ °" ^°' ''""'"g' M'- F. T. Garton, who
. «"«"<'rJ /" Offic" Receiver, said the debtor had given the CouH a

h^^'l '/"f
^^.'^'^ ^"d written to say that he had filed the

best stMement of affairs it was possible for him to make out, and

he askeJ for an adjournment on the ground of ill-health, but he had

not fortified his application with a medical certificate.

The statement of affairs was very incomplete, and the debtor had

only attended once upon the bankruptcy officials since he was pre-

viously before the Court; therefore, he asked that the examination

might be adjourned sine die. When the debtor appeared at the

Court on the last occasion he certainly looked uniwell, b'.it as he was
not present on this occasion he thought the examination could be
adjourned sine die.

ITie Registrar granted the application upon the ground that the

debtor had not given a reasonable excuse for his absence.

mm and notei
Bromoil Portraits.—While the "exhibitions testify to the beauti-

ful quality attainable in portraits made in Bromoil, professional

photographers, with one or two exceptions, have ignored the process
altogether. The technical experience necessary is obviously one
reason for this, and therefore we may refer to the work in this field

done by Mr. F. T. Usher, of Durham House, Cumberland Road,
St. Albans, who is a maker of bromoil prints and enlargements from
photographers' negatives. We recently had an opportunity of seeing
the fine quality which characterises Mr. Usher's bromoil-s. and
has its origin in the fact that the work is done out of a strong
liking for the technique of the process and a desire to realise its

possibilities in yielding results of artistic excellence. By customws
able to appreciate the distinctive merits of the oil-pigment printe a
high price is willingly paid, and therefore photographers who are in
the position of being asked for such work will be glad to make a
note of the source from which it may be obtained.

SiLVEBLixE Sketch Porteaits.—In i-eferring the other week to
the special service for photographers now being offered by Mr D
Charles, 363, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.18, we meiitioneil a
specialty to which we may now refer as the result of examining a
considerable number of examples of his work in this branch which
Mr. Charies has sent us. These are " silveriine " portraits in the
sketch style, and with the necessary freehand work introduced photo-
graphically from a pencil drawing. The reproduction of the pencil
effect is very well done and the \-igretting of the subject iteelf
eciially good. We have onr own opinion as to tlie artistic merit of
iringling .i photographic image with pencil work, but the demand
for such sketch embellishmcnU of vignetted portraits is widespread,
and therefore photographers anxious to show their customers some-
thing distinctive will b? glad to avail themselves of Mr. Charles's
services. He is a specialist in blocking-out and vignetting work and
the piints before us show tihe very successful application of these
methods to exceedingly diverse subjects.

White-Margin Masks.—The firm of Artista, 5, Rue de Mont-
faucon, Paris, Vie., send us samples of the white-margin masks
which they supply in a wide range of sizes for the making
of printe in which an even white margin is desired. They
are of two patterns, for plates and films respectively. The

strongly made cardboard frame having
of the negative. Around the aperture
of non-actinic paper which, when the
gives the required white margin. In

the case of the masks for film negatives a hinged carboard back is

provided in order to facilitate the introduction of the film negative
and the papei- behind the mask. Those who have had much
occasion to handle film negatives in making prints of this kind will
appreciate this little device, which immensely simplifies the adjust-
ment of the negative and paper. The whole mask, is of course, in-

tended to be placed in the printing frame or it may be used, as can
that for glass negatives, on the bed of a box printer. The masks
can also be obtained with oval apcrtui-es as well as with those of
fancy outline. A good feature common to all of them is that they are
made so as to utilise the maximum area of the negative. Tlie sizes
range from vest pocket to half-plate and the prices from 3d. to 7d.
in the case of massks for glass negatives and from 6d. to Is. 3d. in
the case of those for film. Other and larger sizes can be made on
application.

former consists of a

an aperture the size

is attached

negative

a mask
printed
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Correspondence*
'^OcnrngtmimUi ttumtd tmotr wriu •» he4k Mm of tkt poftr.

, Jfe natit$ i» taktm of nwmuinieialitnt imtei tkit namt» mtd

'.* W0 do mi mminittko nMpoiwifri/ily fo^ tMi opMoM §vpr§tmd
b§ ffttf comipofidlMli.

CX>MBIKED OKVSXVBB AND FIXER FOR FBUUmPE
PLATES.

To Um Editora.

Oi ll «w,—I aw in your " Anawara to CowttponiiMU " lo-daj

dM* 7«a •!* oaable io fsmuh a qnariA wMi dav»iopaMBl lomnla
'o fcattow In pr*-war «ai«a I {reqnaiiUy omla up Um IoI-

for ilw«l oparakM*: Tb« pUlw m* daraiopvi (and partly

ftioU ^i Ih* MBM tinM) lor two to tltra* aiiaatw, •eoor«iia( to th«

t«nperatan. Mid w* than whiiwl ia daylight aad &x*d ia pUui
bjr{» Mora awmnwia addad to lb* dawlcffar giT<a nor* Tifoar, if

rv^uired.

W«Ur. Io make „ 40 on. iatd
Hydiaqaiaaii* \ oa.

6od» H^ikita 4 otA.

Soda carboMrU 4 oa*.

Hypo ^...._„,.. 8 •.
l»q. ammaiiia.JW .., 2 1. om.

E W.

A plate<;hanoino cask.
To Um Editots.

i>—I hav* foood tha oaa of a rhai^m boi a aacaaily
Hiow, and pariMpa tka folloviic iliiiiii|iMiw aMI

I «f CM I cioMlwrtiJ (cr mj ova ho mqt to o( aarviea
to aa— otfcar <l jot rwilm I boa^ »
far tow iMHagi. «Mch took mj half-plat*

darfc-alidaa, bos of phi at, aaip^ ftilttTF, aad fMaaiaC-cletk, all

ieair packad. Frna lU liiiHiihHiii of Iha «m* it amak *
Umn waa a paaaihOi^r «< «fa« it alao for plalo rh»'<. Tha
lid of Mm hos ia Mt^od. aad m H dnpe forward foraa tha holloa

lb*

of tha chaagiac-bH A doabla thwirtiaaa of t

«Md for Iho lop aad aidoa, aad for Iho parpo*
Hiatarial ia peaMaa oa Iho bos a baad a< airt . wtK u
•pfejrad. A aaaD pioco of laalbar ce««i Ika • .«*« tti*

lid and Uta hos—i.*.. tha paHiua wbaro it ia hinffad. ao a* to

anaara it braig parfactly ligkUighl Tha aidaa ol lb* fabric ata
ao*R to Iho lid of Iho bos, aad arhaa ae* ia aa* Ikb fabrie folda ap
aad «l* larida Iho Ud aad lafcaa ap bal vary liltta apaeoi A aaall
hocMa aad Iwy wiplrtM Iho oalt. wMeh I aoaridat Iha rtnapl

I hara yat aaaa, and ooa which baa alood tovara

fog.—Yoara traly,

Bomw-is-Faraaaa. A. D—aiii .

FORTHCOMINO KZHIBITI0N8.
April 17 Io May 32.—Baauaaaaadlh Haiapabira Hooaa Pbotograpbte

Sooialy Aaaaal KjAAMoa. Tao opaa daaaa. Joint aacr*

tariaa, J. O. Itwh—, 41. Hawilna IWrac*. Uodoa. N.W.B;
A H Pn^. 12, \im» Oi«ra, Laadaa. W.U.

flnsiDers to CorrespondentSa
SPECIAL NOTICE.

Im taoM^wnM of guttral rtdmetd lupptm of paptr. u - th*~ rmuU-

tf proMibUiem of tht impcrtatitn of much irood pulp and^jpau^

a mutlUr ipae* viU bo availabU tuUU fmOm y<«gf f» ?P****

(rratixMuimXf.

r, w» mil etuMor bf paa< if jjawpad •ad addrouti anoa-

Tbo t»U rtttUmo ami nia h» grinUd onliv in tin eoaa ^
MHairiaa a^paiiaral imUrtil.

QiKmjM^lo ho mtotportd in iMo Fndaf^$ "Jottmal" mutt rMtck a»

moi laur tham Tuttiay {pooUi Koaday)^ aad tkautd bo

to lb* Xdilert.

E. W. *jrD A. D.—Wr arc much obliged to yoa for jronr eommanica-

tioo, which jroa will oetn we ar* uaing.

G. A.—Xooa, MKiept that if yoo do not brado in jfour own nomo it is

aaeaMary to CMiolar tha bvaioaia. Pkiiioalan of regiatration jroa

CM gatiiMB di* Rcgiatiar of Buaioaaa Kama*. 69. Rnawll Sqoara.^

Laadoa. W.C. 1.

A. H.—You can obUin hydnSxnonc acid (ron Meaara. Johnrona, IM.,

35. Ooaa atreot. Finabgry, E.C. Tha pnoe of tha ooounrroial acid

ia about 1*. par pound, 2*. or 3a. par pooad for purer wi*l(«a. Tho
acid bM to ha aaot in a gntt* pvrcha bottle.

A. A.—Too aboald do very well with the two window* for all but

aiaodioK flcuraa: for thaaa wa ahould adTtea.iay. three 1,000 c p.

half watla to gira a'lop light. If th* lampe are made adjuctablo

in boii^ yoa ooold alio oa* thorn for avaoing work.

G. H.—Wa boKoTO tha baA vaaaa o( ioaunaioa are obtainable by

of Ite Piofaaaoaal Pbotogiaphon' AaainiaMnn, by

with Iho lalUr, by Iha BagU. Star, aad Bat ah

Itiaaiiikmi Coaxpa^y; ailhaa^ «ro ha^a no irforaialion aa to tho

Yea rfwald apply k> ih* Saoretaiy, Pndaaaaiat

Awofilian, 80. Alfaaay SirMi, Loadon, N.W.

B. W. H.—Thobook yon waai i* th* " Portrait Studio." iaauad by

oar
I
idiMabwi. prioa lOd , post fra*. Wo pr«auni* yoa SMan

oiibiaat falllaagihi and Uiate. in wiaaii oaa* th* kngeat foeot you

«BaaMlor<alMa^llwb81ia*.,arl0i iM. forboaU. llicoa foci

ar* givMi oa th* aaauwptiua ihat yoa have ahogatber 18 K. of room,

my , 3 M. lor Hw aitUr aad backgroand aod 3 ft. fur the oaaiai« aad

K. V.—AM tha plata and [«j>*r jnaautaetorm am regular buyara of

bad Stadias ior ipaoaaaa cards. Apart frooi tham,

bayanar* ibopuatoaaf psMishan, saeh aa lb* Rotary Photo-

Ceavaay, Waat Dmylon, MidJIaaas ; PbiUp O. Hunt and

Co.. aaO. lUOtmi High Road, Loodoo, 8.W. 17; and lilywbit*,

Ltd.. Ikiidsib Mdb. Halifax Thea Onna naually only buy in

aaUof sis.

A. X.—JTar sadi iatjet«a as famitan Ih* iighkag must b* aair*

•vaa, aad Ih* laa^* aaky b* awr* diracHy over Iba artio!** ttiaa

far iiurtiidlsii. aiiU. 6 Ik a*MM to b* loo a*ar Mm baciqgRMDd.

of *ipaonta i* of ao aoBaaal . ooly as many laaipi aa ar*

asad b* b^Uod; Mmts aboi^ b* a aaparaU awiteh for

ir MMre a a whiU oaihag above the refUctad li^, it wiU

help giaotiy ia aoftaaing tha ahaduws.

O. L—IW aii^U metal did** we** previoaaly alaaoa'. axohiaiTaly a
Oaanaa ^aeialty. Wa A> aot haow alMi Srina hai* fawv* been

aiddag didw domig Mie war. hot w« dtoaid imagino that th*

Hooghlaa-Balohar Maaolacturing Company, aillord Road, Walt-

LoadoB, K.17, ia tho oely one which ia likely to bar*

op 4h* aiattar. Yoa migfat, how*var, alao try a firm in yoor

Mi—i. Haaalar and Soaia, 94, Biidg* Streat, Weal.

O. F.—We (boold certainly advii* you to pat th* glaaa roof and

•id* windows at Iha aooth aod of your propoaed itadio, that ia

to have tha backgroaad at Iha hooaa and. Yoa will thua not only

avoid Ih* BOB, bat gst b*tl*r lighting. Also, if poMibl*, mak* 1k^
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•oof 10 ft. loug, the same a. the iiide light. ThU need not ^o

risM •cro- the roof, 7 (t. will be enough. This will save blinds

^d the ooet of gUM. In the side light there is no need to have

gUa lower than 3 ft. from the floor.

J, H —We do not think for a minute it would pay you to tinker

with the bromide paper in the way of "renovating" it with such

•olutioni aa weak bichromate or permanganate. Although it is

possible to make the paper clean working by such means, it slows

down the emulsion to something like the speed of a gaslight

paper Probably the best thing you can do with it is to burn

it and send the ashes to a firm of refiners, such as Messrs.

JobnMn and Sons, 23, Cross Street, Finsbury, London, B.C.

e G —1. The 3C. lens will not be so satisfactory for groups when

UMd at //8 as an ordinary //8 R.R. 2. Very doubtful. There

II BO little depth with an //2.2 lens that enlargements will suffer

from this cause. We think that you are exceeding the useful

maximum of aperture in choosing one so large as //2.2. We

should say that the very largest aperture which is really useful is

//3 and, better, //4. 3. We do not know anything of the

chromatic correction of the C3, but as these lenses cover a com-

paratively narrow angle we should imagine that the corrections

over that angle are of a high order.

J. W._VVe are unable to di:4?nose with any ceirtainty the cause of the

maAings on the postcard negatives. The best suggestion that we

can make is that one marking appeals to be due to some slight re-

flection in the camera, say, I'l-om some minute polished metal sur-

face in the near noighbourfiood of the plate. The ligiht Iband across

the negative of the tJiree shipe might, perhaps, be due to some dc-

seiBitising action from a hinge of a dark-slid'e, buit this is only con-

j«oture. An expert retoucher could veiy easily take out what

i^ipears to be t-ho drying mark in the seaacaipe negative, or the ipiate

might be coated on the hack with ground-g'ass varnish or

" Bildup " and worked up witlh a pencil or crayon.

J. B.—Certainly some people do not suffer at all from developer

poMoning. There is no difference, for practical purposes, between

iM.Q. and amidol as regards production of stress marks. There is,

perhaps, a eligliA advantage in umng amidol for prints to Ibe toned

by Jiypo-alum or sulphide in ooniparison with M.Q., but the differ-

ence is very slight. We do not know that iodide improves the tone

when added to the bleaching bath. Discoloration of the whites is

usually caused by over-exposure and insufficient development of the

black prints, but there is alwayis a certain amount of degradation.

You ehou'.d use isochromatic plates, say, of about 100 to 150 H. and

D., with a K2 fi'.t*r. We shooild preifer pyro-soda po pyro^nietol.

8E. W.—The ordinary half-watt lampe are not suitable on account of

the size of the filament area No doubt very shortly the focus

type of lamp will be again available from the General Electric

Company, 67, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G. But we

should tliink you would have no difficulty in using the enclosed

arc lamp made by the Westminster Engineering Co., Victoria

Road, Willesden Junction, N.W. We have not heard that there

has been any difficulty iu getting carbons for these lamps, and
the power of a small lamp costing about 50s. is sufficient for all

ordinary enlarging. The cliemicaj focus difficulty does arise

with some few lenses of the modern type, but the R. R. is almost
invariably free from it.

<H. P.—1. We ^ould say that the light of the lamp has nut been
safficiently diffused with a white reflector. The meins of iUu-
rainolion deeanbed (by " Praotious " is quite sufficient for negatives
of onich la.rger size than yours. You may, peilhaips, be sufficiently

interested to refer to the " B.J." of Maioh 30, 1917, on ipage 160 of

which is described a similar enlai^ng arrangement used by Mr.
Manhall, of Henlcy-on-Thames. The drawings in this issue will

give you some idea as to arranging the lamp and reflecting screen.

Certainly you can use a condeaser-enlarger, of which -we .believe

Billcliff's is a very suitable one ior the purpose. 2. For making
negatives li by 2 ins. a Sin. Cooke //3.5 would be excellent,

oHhougti many cheap studios use a 7-in. or 8-in. lens, if apace per-
mrte, on account of the better " diuwiing," ibut depth of focus is

then very nnich less.

-3- C.—We should think that in your circumstances your best plan
would be to use either one of the high-power focus half-watt
lunpa in conjunction with a condenser or a battery of filament

lamps, half-watt or otherwise, in a reflecting-box, bo as to

provide intense diffused illumination of the negative after the

manner of the enlarging cabinet sold by Messrs. Marion. Either

of these plans would be convenient and satisfactory with alterna-

ting current, whereas even with a good arc-lamp alternating cur-

rent is the cause of a good deal of trouble. Judging from your

sketch the diffused light arrangement would probably be the

better since no attention would be wanted in the way of adjust-

ing the illumination on the easel once the lamps have been

switched on, whilst with a focus lamp and a condenser there

would be the constant need to alter the position of the lamp for

different scales of enlargement.

Hau-watt Lamps.—Will you kindly advise mo with regard to the

ligibting (electric) of new studio? The place is very low, only 8 ft.

to ceiling. If I get three 1,500-watt lamps and use reflected light

only, aJialil I be able to oibtain good results, or would you adviee

direct diffoised light? I realise the difficulty wiJl be with standing

fignres. I can, fenha/ps, let the top paat of lamps up into the ceil-

ing about 10 ins. The size of room is 32 ft. by 14 ft., and is in all

oDher respects most convenaent and deeirable. I>o you consider

tihe lownees of ceiling a serious difficulty?

—

R. S.

If reflected light only is used the lighting will be rather flat, but

It will answer to give top U^t for standing figfai-es. We should

fix one lamp in this way so aa to give a light to fall at about 45 deg.

on the head ; one a little lower, say 2 ft. to one side ; and one lower

sttU, a coupJe of feet nearer the background, to give a side light.

All the lamipe should hajve calico diff users. You must consiidei- this

as a suggestion only, as the position is rather diffiouilt.

X. G. Depending on particular circum.slances, we .should say that

the balance of advantage is with tank development, on account of

the saving of labour and the uniiformity of restf.t*. You wouW

liave no difficulty in accommodatiiig yourself to it, the dhief items

being proper i-egai-d to the itemperature of the contents of the taaik.

Hie deve'.oper sihould be moved in relation to the plates thiree or

four times during, say, twenty minutes' development, either by

lifting the rack of plates up and dawn, or, in tilie case of a water-

tight la.rk, tuirning the tank up on the otlier end. We should say

the cost of chemdcak is aibout the same, perhaps a very little more.

Teak tanks are excelWt if oaa^ is used to prevent them being ex-

posed to conditions in whicih they wlH warp, say, by puttiaig them

diamp out in 'hot sun. One of the best we have seen is that just in-

troduced by Messrs. JJrodrick and advertised in last week's " B.J."

The bank is fired enamel, and the rack is of teak. As regards the

iodide, we have never heard that there is any advantage in addling

it to the sulplhide bath—^in fact, this addition is quite new to mb.

%\it Iritisb Immtal of f botograpblJ.
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Thirteen shillings (13s.), or
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO READERS.— Until further notice

agents will supply the " B. J." to order only, as the high price

prevailing for everything in connection tvith neu'spaper production

prohibit the distribution of surplus cojyies for cluince sales. It

is therefore necessary in order to ensure the regular delivery of

the " B. J." each week to place an order definitely with a dealer,

newsagent or bookstall clerk, or to send a subscription to the

publishers.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Pino«-nea and In the cao« of aiUtn who w«ar
^•vtMtitut*. glaasM it is peeeooary to paj great

itUntion to the lighting, for if tois is not done

tiM glaMeo may reflect tiie light or obiecU in the

studio without ' rendering the eyoo o* tJio oitter at

all. A too strong top light will often produce thio effect,

which should be carefully looked for when focussing. A
slight modification of th« blinds or poise of the ntters

bead may eliminate this unpleasant effect altogether. It

is abootutelr eooential that well-backed plates or a film be

uoad for this claao of work, or trouble is almoot certain to

b« caooed by halation, which even if it doeo not ruin the

negative entirely will peceooitate a lot of retouching. We
ran raeall a caae where gold-rimmed pinoe-nea gave trouble

in thia rMpect. In fact, the rims of the glaMW atay easily

gi\-e more trouble than the latter, with the exception of

their reflecting powers mentioned abov«. It is sometiineo -

pooaible to dispense with the glasses if the sitter haa an

old frame from which thcM have been removed, but such a

Ian ia not always possible, as in the case of a sitter who
as to wear glasoee in order to correct a cast of the eyeo.t

Ootfa In
PortHOt*.

It wmetimeo happens that a photo-

grapher is asked to include in a portrait

the sitter'* favourite dog. There is no doubt that, if well

doDe, the inclu-tion of a dog in a portrait of a dog lover i>

boand to add an intrinsic value to the picture. Moreover,

a good specimen should also prove a good advertisement of

the skill of the photographer, bringing large orders for

printa or enlargements, a« well as an incentive to ether

dog lovers to be photographed in the tame manner. This

daas of portrait work ought not to be regarded k< preoenting

great diflWniltico. provided one is bleaoed witii a good

lighting and rapid leni^ea and plateo. A further point may

be noted. The dog of a genuine dog lover is pretty certain

to be docile and well trained, and, if this is the case, the

C'
lographer'* diflSculties vanish ; it only remains to get the

poM from both siUer and dog. If the photographer also

hM a really sTmpatheiic understanding of the canine spaeiw,

he will readilT anow what means to adopt for the purpoM

of attracting' the beet in the animal at the moment of

exposar*. It is not wise, unless the dog Is known, to

aitampt to attract its attention by means of whistles, etc.

We know of one ca-M where the photographer, after having

foeosaad both sitter and animal, endeavoured to secure the

tatter's attention by shuflling his feet vigorously. The re-

sult wao that the dor. having seen the same procedure

adopted by tramps, against whom he wa^ed unending war,

misunderstood the action, and, 1mping forwird, fastened

his taath smartly in the photographer's leg. An incident

of this kind points to the wisdom of lettin" tht animal to

a gTMt extent poM itMlf, which it will do if given tima,

inataad of trying to force the desirable result by adopting

the result of which are uncertain.
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PhototfPMphs Possibly no industry uses photographic
of Motoi»-o«r». illustrations for advertising purposes as

do««. that of the motor, and with the exception of the aero-

plane none offers a better future for the commercial photo-

grapher: as with other branches of commercial work, a

certain knowledge of the technique of the particular indois-

try is a great advantage to the photograpners, who slioukl

he able to appreciate ideals of construction and design

and to put these points forcibly in the treatment of the
I>hotographs. A set of photographs taken to illus-

trate the desirable qualities of a car requires to show
the arrangement of its seating, i.e., its comfort for the
passengers, the graceful and artistic lines of its design,

and aho the car speeding along a stretch of country road.
Such a picture as this last, with its story of the delights
of speed, goes far to making the purchasing public know
and appreciate that particular model. There are still

other ways in which the manufacturers might learn to
rely upon the commercial photographers instead of on the
draughtsmen. Details of engines, gears, univers.al joints,

friction drives, the build of the chassis, end rJl the othei
miscellania of the motor-car are quite easy to photograph,
provided the photographer and maker work hand in hand

.

But such work cannot often be done in a studio, though
even then nothing ought to prevent the production of satis-
factory pictures. In our opinion many commercial opera-
tors rely too much on "blocking out," when a few sheets
of white paper or other light material will often suffice
to isolate elements of the picture from their unwanted
surroundings. Many details of a car are readily amenable
to this treatment, which, in any event, simplifies the work
of blodcing-out in cases where it is necessary.

A Card Index. Slack times occur in nearly every busi-
ness, and they cannot be filled up in a

better way than by making an effort to secure additional
trade. It is, however, somewhat difficult to do this without
some jumping-off point, which will prevent one from sayingIwant to do something, but how on earth can I do
It. There can be no doubt that in photography there isno better Way of advertising than through the post, and
that by letter rather than by circular. The important
point in sUrtmg on this work is to have a list of people towhom a direct appeal can be made with some prosp^t of
success, though too much must not be hoped for at th^beginning. It is a good plan to keep a special card index
of possible customers for the sole purpose of advertising
apartfrom any order which may have been given previouslv
It need not be a large one, for the names should be care',
fully selected and annotated with any information whichmay be useful. It should contain, fi4 the names o7 cus

h^l'lT A^^Tr^'' "'^^^ '^"""g ^-^y P«"od which m.x.

SpnL^r ^'^'^'^ "P°"' ^"'^ ^^^ °^°^«« °f prominent resi-dents whose patronage would be desirable. In every case

±rl*^'''
>s.a?y possible excuse for making a peTso' I

reference an original letter should be written, Lbody ng aspecific suggestion, such, for example, that especiall?advantageous arrangements have been made for Ihe pro^duct.on of coloured miniatures, or that a new style^ of

and th"ft rnT'r- ^V"'^'^'"^
''^ J^* beenTtroXced

fn fW Pf r T ^^^. ^^''*'"g negatives can be supplied

™.S -l^l^-- f.°"«ti«'^ it will be worth enclosing a

offiL^'^In^he^cr** f^\'^^^"
°' -"^"^ whichTbefnJ

1 , :. * .
"^^ °^ 'Jose not already customers ageneral letter inviting inspection of a collectTonTf new

m?sfr^ ^%'!5*- ^^°^* ^"' *^« appearance of a d cuTaTmust be avoided even to the exclusion of carbon copi^

texture of the typewriter ribbon, and these should ^ch be

signed in ink in the way usual with other business letters.

The notes on the cards should indicate the class of work
to be offered, say, to elderly people or their families, an
announcement of readiness to take portraits at the sitter's

own home; to parents of babies, particulars of miniatures
and enlargements ; to bridal sitters, anything relating to
new styles, with a reference to the pos.sibilitie.s of utilising

jwrtions of groups, etc., already taken. It does not matter
whether any order results in the particular line suggested,
the object being to find an excuse for bringing the photo-
grapher's name before customers from time to time, not as
an ordinary advertisement, but as a personal matter.

THE FIXATION OF BROMIDE PRINTS.

The article by Mr. G. F. Stiue, winch we reprint from an
American conitemporary, raises certain points in connec-
tion with the fixation of development prints on which we
think it is necessary to make some comment. For while
the author very properly dwells upon the importance of
complete fixing and thorougth washing there are certain of
his recommendations which in our view are not in corre-
si>ondence with the most advisable practice. To begin
witili—and it is a point which lies at the root of the proper
haiwlling of development prints—we do not agree that the
greater number of cases of discoloration and fading in
prints are due to imperfect wasihing. On the other hand,
and it is here that we disagree with Mr. Stine, we think
that 1x>t'h experience and theoretical considerations prove
that the fault lies in want of thorough fixation. It is

common knowledge tiliat a print which iha.<! lieen

t-horoughly fixed can be given the scantiest wa.shing with-
out afterwards suffering any ill effects, whereas no amount
of wa,shing will remedy the state of things which is the
result of incomplete fixation. In our view, too great
dnsistenoe caimot be laid on the relative importance of the
two operations. If fixation is thorough—and thorough
fixation is not such a simple process as many photo-
graphers think it is—^then the subsequent process of wash-
ing contains very little danger for the permanence of the
print, even should it be improperly carried out.

Then, again, we are not altogether in agreement with
Mr. Stine in the preference which he expresses for the
aoid ihardening-fixing bath in comparison with one of
plain hypo. There is no doubt whatever that a solution
containing nothing but hypo dissolved in it is the best
fixing bath for prints, and should be used wthenever the
working conditions allow of it. There may be good com-
mercial reasons for using a bath containing other chemi-
cals, but, speaking broadly, the average permanence of
prints turned out from a studio will be greater in propor-
tion as a plain hypo bath is used for fixing, with the
important proviso that no other bath is employed which
can affect the chemical composition of the hypo solution.
And this is a point which brings us directly in touch with
the diffiouilties which apparently present themselves to
many pliotographers in thedr choice of the best working
practice which they sihould adopt. Obviously a system
which is sufficient for the amateur who is making only a
dozen oec two prints, and those of small size, at a time
will not answer the purpose of the photographer who is

handling hundreds, and who very frequently is working
on such larger scale of num.ber8 with prints of much
greater size. Thus it is usually necessary that the person
who is developing the prints should have nothing to do
with fixing them, or at any rate should pos.tpane handling
them in the fixing bath until the whole batcGi has been
developed. If an assistant is available to deal with the
prints in the fixer as fast as they are developed the pro-
blem is simplified; but many photographers are under th©
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neoMsiiy of working single-handed, and t)hef«fore require

to make tibeir praot-ice that whioii will have the least

drawback as regards regulaxity of the prints and their

permanence. The plao^ which thus present themselvee

'«: (1) Pateng prints straight into uie hjpo bath; (2)

inning into a water batih, with or without running
.^\i'<" . and (3) panning prints into a so-called stop batii.

\\t^ -.lu diamise the first plan as impracticable except in

t? case of quite amall prints whicb can be immersed in

' fixer and sabsequ«otly moved about bj me«in8 of a

Middle. The second plan, arresting development in

, <: bath, requires that a large bulk of water should

be used or that there should be a brisk stream of water
- Tssing through the tank, otherwise development will go

I and the prints will be irregular in depth. The third

^ian ii to use a stop bath of weak acid or some such acid

salt as potassium metabisulphite or sodium bisulphite.

Any weak acid bath will arrest development immediately,

and will go on doing it until the alkali transferred from
the developer has neutralised the acid.

Now, these three systems impose different demands as to

the composition of the fixing bath. If one transfers

prints directly, without washing or stop bath, to a plain

bypo solution the latter become* discoloured from oxidised

developer very much more quickly than an acid hardening-

fixing bath. Although this may seem to represent a wast«

of hypo we are not so sure but that it has a good deal to

r«>eommen<f it, for the progressive discoloration of the

ith is a species of danger signal, showing that a con-

ierable number of prints have passed through it. The
•r will be led to discard it as soon as he judges that

nre is a danger of staining of the prints, and in doing

that be is at the same time removing the possibility of

employing a bath which has become too exhausted for

•atiafaotory fixation. The plan may be, and very likely is,

wasteful of hypo, for it may be assumed that the dis-

coloration moves ahead of the tuing-up of the bypo.

To come now to the plan of washing prints between
development snd fixing, discoloration of a plain h3rpo

bath is then very largely avoided, and caution requires to

be used in the direction of not keeping the fixer in use

sntil the bypo has been used up beyond the point of effec-

tivaosss. W* refer to this matter in a later paragraph.

It is, of course, immaterial when prints are waahed in

water, whether the fixer be one of plain hypo or of the

acid har>l>-ning-fixing type. On the other hand, in the

ease of u-iin^ an acid short-stop for arresting the progress

of drvplopment the nature of the weak acid Batii make*
a very great difference. In the old days when an acid

bath (of acetic acid) had to be used with the iron de-

veloper it was necessary, and the invariable practice, to

wash prints in several changes of water before fixing

them. If this is not done the acid snd hypo form a mix-

ture which soon contains compounds which will (rive rise

brownish aft«r-*tain* on the prints. These ill-effects

will, of course, follow the use of such acid bath under
these conditions when a modem developer is used unless

the prints are washed after the acid bath. To avoid them
the acid bath must be one of a kind which does not exert
this decomposing action on hypo, or else substances must
be added to the hypo bath itself to counteract the acid
brought into it by the prints. Of these two alternatives
the former is certainly the better, and consists in the use
of a stop, bath of what is actually free sulphurous acid,

conveniently used in the form of soda bisulphite or meta-
bisulphite. If, on the other hand, a stronger acid such as
acetic or citric be used, then the hypo bath should on no
account be one of plain hypo, but should contain also a

fair proportion of sulphite (which will render the entering
acid innocuous) or may be one of the acid hardening-
fixing type which likewise contains sulphite for this

purpose.

Another matter in which our own inclinations depart
from those of Mr. Stine is the method suggested by him
for gauging when hypo solution has been used for as much
paper as it should be used for. Mr. Stine recommends
the plan of passing through prints in such number that
approximately 5,300 square inches of paper is supplied
with 16 ounces of hypo, made up according to a particular

acid hardening-fixing formula. Our objection to this sug-
gestion is, first, that papers vary in the quantity of silver

bromide contained per unit area; and, second, that such
a plan disregards any loss of fixing power which the bath
may sustain as a result of low temperature. In* many
places the fixer is by no means at the temperature of, say,

66 degrees which it should have, and any calculations

based on what it should do at a normal temperature would
be faUifit'd in practice As we have many time suggested,

we think that the best test of the progress of a bath in use

for fixing is to immerse in it a slip of undeveloped dry-
plate and to note the time which is taken for the emul-
sion film to become clear. If this is more than five minutes
the bath may be put aside as sufliciently exhausted for the
purpose of fixing prints to be discarded. It need not.

Dowever, be wasted, since it can still be used for fixing

negative* where the progress of the process can be seen.

Further, we should not finish these notes without insisting,

as we have done many times before, on the advantage of

passing prints through two fixing baths in succession.

Whether the bath is of the plain or hardening-fixing

type there u a very much greater assurance of permanence
if this plan be followed. Bath No. 1 should be kept in

use until its removal is indicated by the test mentioned
above; No. 2, which obviously has been very little taxed,

should then take its place until it (No. 2) reaches the

same stage, a new lot of bath being supplied for the fresh

No. 2. Such a method as this is applicable upon both

the largest as well as the smallest scale, and it is one
which if religiously carried out will remove the complaints

of stains or markings which arise from imperfect fixation.

Ths IJskmas CAicnus.—Is Iks Heaas of Oiiwoiis. last wssk.

Lirat. CoIomI Moors^Brsksaoa (Co. V.. Chslhsa) ssksd the Bsers-

tary for War wlisUisr b* was swsre of th« purehsss of oplijal snd

photOKraphie Roods in Osnaanjr, uid the importiag of timm sa per-

mal loKKSfcs into ikis soantry for rs-ial* hj mmaj sAesrs, snd, m
trading wiUi tk* mumj wss still illrKsl, whstbsr hs woold itmae

lortlMr ordsn to troa|M oa this msttsr or bars tbair bsfgags

•sarehsd. in view of th* laci that lbs IsgitimsU tradar wss swiously

iMfidiesppsd b; the growth of this prsdics?

Mr. Cbarchill raplisd that he is not awars of this, bat it dataiU

o( llw ipscifle cases wore sapplisd to him, wilk svideocs that the

praolic* is widsspraad. h« woold cooaidar the dssifability of inaii-

totinc iaqairias into lbs maUsr.

Tbb Znss Factost.—Wa Isam that tba optical factory erected

by MaMts. Z«sa on tha aammit of Pittacy Hill, Bini Bill, in 1910.

has basD seqairsd by s group of British spsctsde-making firm*, of

vhoas Msssrs. Osorgs CsJvar is one. Ths company now being

fomad lo mannfactiira tbaa* goods upon a large ackle looks forward

to assployug bondrods of workpeople in the factor^ and to re- dr<in|{

ths large proportion of spectacle lens«a imported into this country

(ram Oemsny before the war. The factory, which is one of four

Hoars, maaaoring 150 ft. by 40 ft. , baa been pnrchased (rao Maasrs.

Roos, who acqairod it togalhar with the other premises and assets

of the Zeiss Arm some two years ago. Daring the later stages of

the war it had bean osed l>y them for the mannfactara of prismatic

field glaasss.
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PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

IPrevioat articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year

length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal

generaUon of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants,

or her suggestion wUI be welcomed. The subjects of the previous arUcles

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Studio Ezposurex (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture ^Feb. 14).

Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

COPYING.

to communicate items of a long experience in studio

, It is not thought possible to continue the series to the
" some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

of the series have been as follows :

—

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21).

About the Reception Room (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11).

The reproduction of pictures, especially old photographs,

miniatures and Daguerreotypes, if properly done, is an im-

portant and lucrative branch of the business, especially in

studios having a " family " connection. I am sOTry to say that

all photographers do aot think so and therefore do not trouble

themselves to do the work properly ; as a consequence the jobs

do not turn out well, the photographer does not feel justi-

fied in charging a decent price, and the customer is not satis-

fied. He does not always blame the photographer, but con-

cludes that a satisfactory copy cannot be made, and lets it go

at that

The first mistake that most photographers make is to charge

less for a copy than for an ordinary sitting. In my experience

a copy takes more time in every process than a sitting, and

therefore the charge if anything should be greater, at all

events not less. The average operator, whether he be pro-

prietor or employee, usually looks on copies as a nuisance

to be knocked off at any slack time and then generally after

the time promised for delivery, while any special arrangements

for doing the work are in many cases conspicuous by their

absence. It is a common thing to find an operator copying

» c.d.v. pinned on the edge of a background, using the ordinary

studio camera and lens. Copies of a sort oan be made
this way, some quite good, but there is a great loss of time

in getting the proper size and in keeping the print and plate

parallel. I have seen many a negative made thus in which

the image was badly out of shape, instead of rectangular, and
only when the print was trimmed was it presentable.

Much time will be saved and better copies turned out if a

special apparatus is kept ready for use, and there are few

tudios so poorly equipped that a camera cannot be found for

this purpose. If a camera cannot be spared, at least a pair

of runners and a copying board can be arranged so that the

atudio camera can be used, and if this is a fixture upon its

stand the runners and Ixjard can be attached to that, in the

Tery simple way invented many years ago by Mr. A. Cowan.
But the copying apparatus is best arranged on a long narrow

table which has two strong rails screwed down upon the top.

On these slide a platform to carry the camera and the easel

upon which the original is fixed. The idea has been carried out
in a very neat way in the Southport enlarging table, which is

equally adapted for artificial light enlarging or ordinary copy-
ing. In this model the easel can be raised and lowered and
turned on a pivot so that the image can be quickly got into
correct position on the ground glass. It is, however, open
to anyone to make a somewhat similar arrangement on as
simple lines as may be desired. I would rather work with a

couple of slate battens and two groce'rs' boxes, than fumble
•bout with no proper means of keeping things square.
The camera may be of the simplest type, but it must have

fairly long extension,; about three times the longest side of

the plate to be used is a useful length. Rising and cross

fronts are desirable, as they save moving the original, but

a swing-back is unnecessary and even undesirable. A camera
which has insuflScient extension may be lengthened by the

addition of a wooden box or cone ; if carefully used, a card-

board extension will answer very well.

The lens should be a non-distorting one, and as an aperture

of f/lt is large enough for almost all work an expensive in

strument is not needed. Any fiairly good raipid or«wide-angle

rectilinear or one of the old triplets of Dallmeyer or Ross or

the doublets of the latter maker will all be found satisfac-

tory. Of course, if a modem anastigma.t is available, by
all means use it, but suoh good lenses are rarely needed in

ordinary studio copying. I have at a pinch used the single lens

of a very small Kodak when my bellows extension was not long

'enough to give the desired magnification with any other lens,

and found it quite satisfactory when stopped down.

As a guide to the necessary camera extension for any par-

ticular lens, I will venture to repeat the formula for finding

the conjugate foci; everyone is supposed to know it, but few

remember it when needed. Briefly it is as follows. The dis-

tance between lens and original when reducing is the focal

length of the lens multiplied by the degree of reduction plus

one focal length. The distance between lens and plate is-

the focal length divided by the degree of reduction plus on»
focal length of the lens. As an examplal, reduction to one-

third scale when using a nine-inch lejis requires four times-

nine inches or three feet from lens to original and three

inches plus nine inches, or one foot from lens to plate.

These measurements would be, of course, reversed if we wer*
making a copy three times the scale of the original. By apply-

ing the same rule we find that for a copy the exact size of the

original we require double the focal length of the lens in use-

both before and l)ehind it. Much time may be saved by mark-
ing the positions for full size, half-scale, double-scale, and any-

other desired sizes upon the runners of the copying table.

It is useless to expect the best possible results if only plate»

of portrait rapidity are available. Excellent negatives can
often be obtained from good originals, but it is much easier

to work with "ordinary" plates for the majority of originals,,

while "process" plates should always be used for line sub-
jects and very flat and faded silver prints. Some people-

imagine that orthochromatic plates, with a blue or a yellow

filter, are needed for the latter class of subject, but after care-

ful trial I vote in favour of the "process " variety. Thesfc

have also the great advantage that they can be more easily

intensfied than ordinary or rapid plates. I am not at aU-

unmindful of the necessity for using orthochromatic or even

panchromatic plates for many classes of original, and in most
cases the use of a colour screen is a great advantage, if not a
necessity. For one thing it minimises the grain, especially
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deep brown or yellowish originals, mod it is indispensable

culoared originals, especially when there are blue

(rapenes. Much is claimed for lelf-ccreened plates, bat for

lifficult subjects they are not to be oompax«d with an ordinary

>rtho' plate and a anitable filter. I need hardly say that

he filters should be of the modem dyed gelatine type, the

lid brownish yellow-gUss giring very little correction while

moasly iDcreaaing the exposure.

.« expoeare of copy negatives calls for a eonaidcrable

iiuuunt of skill, and only those who are constantly engaged

r. this claaa of work can make certain of getting the time

-ate. yet this is the crux of the whole thing. Much may
imed by making a few strip tests npon Tarioas snbjects,

ng a note of the «xpo«are whirh is judged to be correct,

loting also the time taken to match the tint in an ordinary

Kxposare OMtcr. At any sabtcquent time tj>e correct ex-

• mure can be toand by taking the meter time again and in-

raaaing or decreasing the prerionsly noted exposare accord-

Perhaps an example will help to explain what I mean.

•se we take an ordinary cabinet print and we find by

1 of our strip test that with a certain lens aperture and
' one minute is needed to give a good nagatire the same

IS the original. We find also that the Bee meter espoaed

-le same light takes ten minutes to match the tint. Then

*t a latvr date, wishing to do a similar job, we again use the

iu> meter and find that it takes fifteen minutes to reach the

Tbia means that we must increase oar exposare in

ratio and gire a minute and a-half. The colour of the

Msl is an important factor, and more eepeeiaUy the colour

:•> paper itself. If we hav* two bromidM, one on pure white

. ., .r and one on crMua toaad bsM, the latter wUl r*-

|^b| at laMt twice the espoaare of the former upon an or-

^^py plate. In like manaer a sepia toned print will need

l^^k- longer expaaarw than a black and white it we are to

|||m aatififartory rendering of the half-tones, especially in the

skad>»!>

The lighting of the original should in nearly all cases be
strong and direct ; very flat and diffused lighting gives flat

negatives. We may here take a leeeun from the photo-engraver

who uses a couple of powerful enclosed arc lamps, one on either

side of his oopy-board. This not only gives even illumina-

tion but minimises any tendency to show the granular texture

of the original For small work a couple of good upright in-

candescent gas burners will make a very eatisfactoiry illu-

minant, or a couple of the new small half-watt lamps. The
ordinary carbon and metallic-filament lamps give two y«Uow
a light to be good for copying except with ortho plate*.

If the ezjKMure be reasonably correct copy negaitives require

no special care in development, and the developer used for

other work will do, with the addition of a little bromide solu-

tijo. If the progress of development be judged by inspection

u is necessary to remember that a copy always starts fairly

evenly all over, and to the inexperienced eye would appear
to be over-exposed. This should be disregarded and develop-

ment carried on for the full time, when a bright negative

should result

Great care should be taken of t-ustunier>>' originals, not only

with regard to stains and finger-marks, but in the matter of

fixing upon the copy board. Never stick a pin through a print

ur mount which does not belong to you. If drawing pins or

pasb-pins are used the print should be held under the head
of the pin and not by the point. Unmounted prints are beat

oifiied in a printing frame with a plate-glaas front and strong

springs, and this is useful also lor many very small originals

such ru prints out of lockets, small ivories and the like, which
will Bdt bear having even the slightest part covered up. On
no ac».'ttnt wet a print or tamper with it in any iray without

tba coaaant of the owner. For example, an unmounted snap-

shot whick haa been carried about and become creased should

be dry-mounted before copving, but permission should always
be askwi.

PaAcncv*.

PROCESSES FOR THE REVERSAL OF A NEGATIVE
OR POSITIVE IMAGE.

I
In many distinct branchsa of photographic work there is the

|o«aaion for the reversal in the same senntive film of the

luM^, eittM<r latent or developed, produced by light. For
' .^>ple, where a mamhn ol lantern slid** require to be made

drawing or dlagrsm ia books, and only <m» alida ol each

inted, that* ia cbrknaly aa ecoBowy of matarial if it is

)>W to produc* npoB tlM lantern plate not a negative bat

liti** of satiifaetary quality. In tka aaUaf o< oopiea,

now very largely dons in installation*, mmIi aa the Photo-

there is a piulMwaea lor a poaitive copy, although the

Rmajority of aach eopiea are negative*, that ia to aay, in

line* on a darit groomd ; and a positive, when it ia snp-

ia usually mad* by re-copying the n*gative copy,

vr application of th* same principle is in the making of

" "nlargid B*gBiivp, on a dry-plat* or bromide paper, direct

• a raall oa* without tb* intannediary production of a

twKttive transparency. In certain phoio-nMcbaaical pmrn—fs

tkpre is likewise a similar demand, aa there ia alao in the btui-

aem ••! «)r1.'.you.wait portraiture. Soae few years ago a

>.»... -.. lally manufactured in order to yield a aingle positive

y exposure in the caaiera was placed on the market,

.^h it yielded •zoellent mult* by a very rapid method

'ilatioa, did aot obtain any substantial market, appar-
' froB any defect in the material, but from reronstmc-

h* AaMrican firm by whi<-h it wa* made. On theae

several acciMints there is thus aom* eoasideiahle intereat in th*
proccase* «hich have been suggested or worked at one time or
another f^r producing results of this kind, and of which one
daai is those which obtain by dirwt development a poaitiv*
instciad of a negative image wfcere a plat* or paper ia exposed
to a subject in the eaotera, or, on the other hand, a n^ative
instead of a positive image when the material is exposed on
an enlai\g*r •oaal on to which the image of a n«^ative ia pit>-

jeeted. Tb* second class of process, and by far tho greater, is

that in which an image is dsrsloped in the first inaUnce, and
is then diaaoived by son* solvmit of metallic silver, the residual

emulsion then being caused to form what may be called a oom-
plamentary image, that is to say, positive if the original image
was negative and vice vtrta.

The snvnd type of process is on* which within the« last few
years has btcome familiar from the fact of its use in the Auto-
chnan* process, where the original negative image is dissolved

by nsans of th* solution of permanganate and acid, and the

remaining emulsion, after expoaura to light, developed to form
a positive. But prorease* of tUa kind are of very much
older date than the Autochnoei* praosM, and include within

themaelvcs a considerable number of variations of the same
principle. For example, a method, brief instructions for which
we have given for many year* past in the Almanac, consists

in removing the first developeil image with a 2 per cent. uAn-
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tion of ammonium persulphate, afterwards re-developing the

remaining emulsion with a developer containing a fair amount

of bromi.le. This is a process which iwe have frequently used

in the past for making a duplicate negative directly, although,

of oourae, when the plate is printed by contact the reproduced

negative i« reverted as regards right and left, and if printed

in the oniinary way yields reversed prints.

In all processes of this kind the differences consdst chiefly

in the means adopted for removing the first developed image.

One of the earliest processes is that of M. Coustet, publiAod in

1905, in which the image is removed by hydrogen peroxide

prepaiTed by making up a solution as follows :

—

Water 1.000 c^s-

Hydrochloric acid 100 c.c.s.

Barium peroxide 50 gms.

This solution, on a negative being immersed in it, dissolves

not only the silver image but the gelatine holding it, yielding

a plate which bears an image composed of various thicknesses

of gelatine and unaltered silver haloid. M. Coustet diissolved

out the haloid with hypo, and obtained his reversed image by

dyeing the gelatine.

In most of the processes, however, the originaj image is

removed with either bichromate or permanganate dissolved in

water, with the addition of acid. A formula recommended by

JIaes ("B.J.," March 20, 1908, p. 215) for the making of

enlarged paper negatives directly consists in developing with

amidol, washing out the developer, and exposing for a few

seconds to daylight or to an incandescent burner for from

30 sees, to a minute at about a foot distance. The print is

then placed in a solution :

—

Potase bichromate 15 gms.

Nitric acid 6 c.c.s.

Water 500 c.c.s.

The solution dissolves the silver image and converts the

silver bromide into silver ohromate. After washing for a con-

sidierable time or immersion for a few minutes in a solution

of soda sulphite ajid soda bisulphite, the negative print is

developed with amidol to sufficient intensity. Using a. similar

process, C. R. M. Parr ("B.J.," November 8, 1908, p. 846)

employed the following solution for removal of the sUver

image:

—

Potass bichromate 75 grs.

Nitric acid 30 mms.
Water 5 ozs.

The print is subsequently passed through a solution of soda
sulphite and potassium metabisulphite,^ re-developed with
amidol, fixed and washed.

This process—of dissolving the acid bichromate and re-devel-

ing—was worked out very thoroughly by Douglas Carnegie,
who, we know, used it regularly for the making of the lai-ge

number of lantern slides from book illustrations which he con-
stantly required in his work as a Univereity Extension lec-

turer. The details which he published of the process are
contained in two articles in the " British JoumaJ " of Octo-
ber 23, 1908, p. 811, and July 9, 1909, p. 528. The lantern
plates were exposed in the camera glass side towards the lens,
and developed film up in an M.Q. developer, using sodium
carbonate as the accelerator until the image was clearly visible
on the film suipface. Development occupied about five minutes.
The plate was well rinsed for about one minute and flooded
with a reversing solution of—

Ammonium bichromate 150 grs.
Nitric acid, concentrated 1^ drs.^^^ 20 ozs.

The two or three minutes' immersion sufficed to remove the
silver image, after which the plate was rinsed for about one

minute, and placed in a black developing dish, to the bottoi

of which a couple of narrow strips of glass had been cementec

so that it could be laid therein film downwards. The prt

viously used developer was poured on, or rather the plate ii

troduced slantingwise into the developer in order to avoi'

air-bubbles on the surface of the film, the dish rooked for aboii

half a minute, and then about three-quarters of an indi c

magnesium ribbon burnt at a vertical height above of it <

about three feet. The plate was then left to develop for

further five minutes, fixed in an acid fixing bath and washeu

In the case of slides from full-tone negatives a weaker light

such as that from a flat-flame gas-burner, was found necessar

in order to preserve the tones of the negative. If any fc

be left on the slide treatment with Farmer's reducer woul

remove it without reducing the contrast or vigour of tl

heavier deposits.

The Carnegie process was tested for its practical usefulnet

by Dr. D'Arcy Power, whose list of the precautions necessary i

working it are as follows ("B.J.," March 17, 1911, p. 194):-

1 Expose glass side outwards, so that full development ma
be obtained without fogging. 2. Develop for greater densifl

than usual in a negative. 3. Wash for from three to fii

minutes. 4. Turn film side down in a pan of water with a pie<

of black paper next the film, and remove into full daylight froi

three to five minutes. 5. Return todark-room, remove plate, fa

up, to a bath of i per cent, ammonium bichromate acidulati

with 1 per cent, nitric acid. In three minutes the image wi
disappear. 6. Wash in dark-room for fifteen minutes. 7. R
develop to rather more than required density. 8. Fix in hyp
9. Should, as is often the case, the surface be soiled by a slig

deposit, one much like that on the surface of lots of developij
papers, wash over with a little weak Farmer's reducer, and
readily disappears. 10. Wash. The resulting slide should b

identical in gradation with the subject. It can be reduced
intensified, or toned like any other lantern-slide.

As regards the exposure to light for re-development, a recona

mendation of Balagny ("B.J.," August 12, 1910, p. 609) i

to make this exposure before dissolving out the primary imaflj
on the ground of the silver image protecting the underlyUJ
layer of silver bromide and so preventing fog. For protectin
the back of the plate during this exposure Balagny squeegee
on a non-actinic tissue, then exposing for from one to fi»

minutes in diSused daylight.

Processes in which acid permanganate have been used as tb
solvent of the first image have been frequently described sine
the successful employment of this means in the Autochwwi
process. The very thin film, however, of the Autochrome plat
renders reversal a much easier operation than it is with ord:

nary dry-plates, or even with the more thinly-coated bromid
paiper. A permanganate formula recommended for Ilfor

"Smooth Slow" bromide paper by the Rev. F. C Latabei!

("Photographic Scraps," October, 1908, p. 270) is:—
Potash alum saturated solution 2 oz.

Sulphuric acid 20 p. c. solution 1 dr.

Potass permanganate solution Enough to give

the mixture a port wine colour.

The print is developed until the highest light can be fair!

seen on the back of the paper, is rinsed, and after treatmen
in the permanganate ibath is passed through a weak solutio;

of oxalic acid to remove any stain. It is then washed for fiv

minutes, laid flat on the bottom of the dish, and exposed t

the light of a gas-burner for, say, 30 seconds at one foot. I

on re-development no image is produced at the end of

minute further exposure is given as required to assist develop

ment.

A permanganate formula of G. H. Truman ("The Camera,'
May, 1910, p. 194) is compounded from a stock bath consist

ing of 100 grains potass, permanganate in 10 ounces of watei
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Om ounce of Uii» aolution is mixed with 10 ounces of water

ad 1 dram stroi^ (ulphnric acid added.

It will be obaenred that in all these methods a certain nicety

lired in exposing the print to light before or after reversal

r to obtain proper re-derelopment of the residual image.

V process which dispenses with this uncertainty consists in

t! icing the re-developer by a solution of sodium sulphide,

hod on this basis was worked out by the Eastman Re-

Laboratory ("B.J.," February 9, 1917, p. 68). appar-

:n igBoranoe of the fact that an almost identical process

iggested by W. Morison in " The Bromide Monthly,"
'. 1908, p. 191. Aecording to Morison, the paper print

:«ped fully, rinseJ in water, and then placed in a bath

me alum. After which it is treated in a sulphide aoTntion

iM ..v-J for sepia toning. The sulphide oonTerta the unaltered

silver bromids •nrnlsion into silver sulphide, but does not aHect

the 'leveloped silvsr iaiage. After washing, the developed

ima^-' is then dissolved oat most conveniently by bleaching with

a !->iution of ferricyanide and bromide followed by a hypo
baiii The working details of the process published by the

Ex^t'iian Laboratory differ from those of Morison first as re-

gards the sulphide solution. The latter ahould be of fair

itrength, namely, 1 os. 330 grains of Mdinm sulphide cryst.

diaulved in 32 oanoea of wai«r, and preferably with boiling

of the solution in order to throw do>wn any iron. The bath

should be used at a temperature of 70 dep. F. The solution

for the rsmoval of the primary ailwr iraags is:—
Potaaa ferricyanid* »......m........„ II o«».

Ammoniom aulphoryaaide » 11 <Mi.

Walw to as 0*.

llr.k very strong bath is applini f<>r from three to four
'•<« at • temperatnis from 66 to 75 dsfi^ ¥., and owing

solvent action of the •nlphocyanide on silver bromidr
\--« ihe print ss well as imatwea the silver image.

A process which is aoMMtking akin to the last oaa is that »f

W. L. G. BauMtt ( Amateur Pbolographer," Aognst M. 1900.

p. 181). Hers, aa in the last-roenttoned proeem, the primary

silver image is removed, not by an arid osiduing solation. but

by r>>nv«rtiBg it into a eoapmnd. which is afterwards easily

aoluble. Bennett tones the primary silver image in a strong

iraniam toning bath for five or ten minutes, the object brinx

' convert the silver deposit completely into uranium fvrto-

ryanida. After washing and treatment for oae minute in a

b«th of ammonium snlphocyanide (2 grains per ooaes), it is

wsU washed, laid face up in an empty diah, and exposed to

the light of an inch or two of magnasiam ribbon burnt about

two feet distant. It is then le-developed, the alkali of the

developer removing the uranium-converted primary image.

Obviously the uranium image might be rsmofsd with a bath

of carbonate of soda, and the rveidual silver bromids darkened

with soda sulphide, thn* dispmsimt with the nenrssity of

' xpoeufe to light.

The problem of forming the reversed image from the residual

>er bromide is one which has bsen dealt with in still anothar

iy by MM. Lumiire and Ssyewetx, who, in a paper published

n «Im "B.J.,"^ov«Bber 10, tOU, p. 861. reeoH the success

attending the dissolving out of the silver bromide that is left

and the re-development of the image which remains with a

mercury physical developer or rather intensifies. Their pro-

cess consisted in developing the original image thoroughly

for about four times the usual time, and then in full daylight

dissolving the image in a permanganate bath of the com-

position :

—

Potass permanganate 1 gm.

Sulphuric acid, strong 10 c.c.s.

Water 1,000 cc.s.

The negative is rinsed, cleared with a 2 per cent scdution of

soda bisulphite lye, and if not perfectly bleached again passed

through the permanganate and bisulphite baths. It is then

fixed in a 10 per cent, solution of hypo, thoroughly washed,

and the image, w^oh through the exposure to Ught has been

rendered susceptible to re-development, brought up in a solu-

tion prepared from the two following stock baths :

—

A.—Soda sulphite, anhydrous 180 gms.

Mercuric bromide 9 gms.

Water „ 1,000 ccs.

B.—Soda BnI|Aite, anhydrous 20 gms.

Metol ^ 20 gms.

Water ' 1,000 c.c.s

Fifteen parts of A are mixed with 4 parts of B, the reversed

image developing slowly in the mixture with freedom from fog.

A variation uf this method in which the silver image is not

dissolved until it has been used as a kind of screen in expos-

ing the resi<)aal silver bromide was also described by Lumiire

and Seyewets. In the case of this process the plate is fully

developed, rinsed tor about a minute, and then placed against

a dark ground, such ss a aheet of black paper, which is pressed

on the glass so thai light reaches the emulsion only from the

Aim side. . The plate at this stage is then exposed to the light

of, say, an incandescent burner for about 10 or IS mins. at a
<i{«t.iw o( 20 ins., the silver image then dissolved in the per-

mangenstf Inth given above, this treatment, as also the sub-

asquent operations, being done by the ordinary dark-room

light. Ttie plate is passed through a weak bath of sodium
bisulphite, rinsed, fixed in 10 per cent, hypo, thoroughly

washed, and the image brought up with the mercury intan-

sifier, made according to the above formula. The iatensifioa-

tion is a slow process, occupying from one hour to an hour and
a-half, but yields sn image of very fine detail and of density

equal to that of a negative developed by the customary alkaline

method.

In all thees processes in which an acid soJution of per-

manganate is employed for the solution of the silver image it

is an important point that the solvent bath should be tree

from chlorides, otherwise the image is partly converted into

chloride, and on re-development or other subsequent process

will be reproduced as deposit, which fogs what should be the

high-lights of the new image and produces aa effect worse than

a general fog. Commercial permanganate often contains

chloride impurity, which can-be removed by addition of a fer

drops of silver nitrate solution to the bath.

Hsnur Nocirrt — At thr mrrtwf of thr Society,

Apr! 8, fortytwn members signed their names
' newly, formed Sc.entific and Technical Group.
Mens.—Mr. Wsrd Mnir's most entertaining book

«xpcn«aeas of the members of s touring sssocistioo in

r'.uid has just been issued in s cheap •ditioo. price Is. 9d.

y Messrs. Simpkin, Marsbsll. Those who did not take our

on the bonk 6rst sppearinii, to inclode it smong their

'yt for a leag railway journey, should make a note of the
I eompart edition now issued.

ToNtMo VrrsOAS Paiim.—Messrs. Koamoa Photograph icr.

Limited, Letchworth, Herts, send us an eight-page booklet which

they have jaat pablished on the toning of prints on their Vitegas

paper by the hypo-alum and sulphide methods. They give detailed

directions for the making and ripening with silver of the hypo-alum

bath, and as regards the ordinary sepia papers state their preference

for a blesck formats containing a little ammonia. The booklet will

certainly be appreciated by those wbo have any difficulty in these

toning methods. A copy may be bad on application to the Kosmos
Company.
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BROMIDE PRINTING, PAST AND PRESENT.

8

•kxi

Tumi amoiKi.t u. who cm. rcmeraW the early bromide prints which

w«« boomed - the coming p«>ceae, by Ma^^s- Morg^ "^
J^"^'

wu,t be *«.ewhat •«toni.h«l to find that the crude efforle of those

early dav. have developed into Uie resulU of the preeent day and

hav. alim«t a» e(I«tually wiped out P.O.P. QS P.O.P. wiped out the

^d,r aZl-n pa%. Tlfe advance of bromide ha« not been wthout

iU effect upon other processc ; its similarity to p'.alinot>"pe, together

with il» cheaper rate of production, has had its effect upon. the older

proceo end bromide enlargemenla have also to a very marked extent

taken the pWe of carbon. Very few iprafessiionaJe, no w, but do most

of their business in bromide. A compai-ison between the earher

pitxluotioiB in thi«l>roces8 aiKl tiio^e of to-day undoubtedly show a

very marked progress, but it must be admitted Uiat for the last four
|

nm there baa been 'ver>- I'ttle advance in quality ; in fact, there :

l«ther seems to have been a retrograde movement. Of course tlie

wn- has been to b!ame for this. The paper b;>se has not been up to

the o:d standard, the ohemicjils have been mostly suibeititutee, and

_uch have required much time in e-xperimenting as to their

patnliliee in place of those formerly in use, and experienced emul-

oiakers, coaters, etc., have in some cases been called to the

ooloure, so that the wonder is that we have Ibeen able to obtain so good

an article ee we ihave, even at the terrifioaJly advanced price we have

bad to pay. However, we may hope that the war is over and that

we may look forward to receive better materials and so be able to

turn out better work all round. Not only the manufacturers of paper

and «hemical8 have suffered in this manner, Uirough the war, but

(diotographers themselves have lost their best workmen, and have had

to rdy to a great extent upon unskilled help. No wonder, then, that

progress has been alow.

The production of a good bromide print requires, firstly, a good

bromide paper, secondly a good printer, thirdly a good developer who

can tell a really good result from one that is merely mediocre, and can

•t once not only diagnose the cause of that mediocrity but can tell

how to remedy it. The old tale of the artist and his pupil applies,

" VVihat do you mix your colours with? '" " Brains, sir, brains." And
it is brains tlhat the bromide worker must use in every part of the

process. There is also a little something, some\vhat akin to brj,ins,

and which is known as " Nous "
; this is not French for " we," but

pronounced " nowse." The first point is to select a suitaible paper or

oard ifor the negative to be printed. Thus if the negative is exception-

ally brigiht and you have no paper in stock except " vigorous," put

timl negative on one side until you can olbtain some of a softer grade.

Should your negative, cm the other hand, be soft or lackijig in con-

trast, then the vigorous grade comes to the front ; and if not

sufficiently bright, there ore such things as "gaslight " papers. No
photographer siiould allow himself to he limited to ajiy one grade of

paiper, .for no matter how skilled a man the studio operator may be,

Uie weather often beats him, and he cannot always produce negatives

that are all of the same grade any more than he can produce them
so that they all require the same exposure. In many instances a

negative might prodiuce a better result on meM paper than on glossy,

or vice versa, but here the photographer is somewhat handicapped,
(or the choice so far is mostly made toy the sitter, and the only chance
is to show a proof on each. A very bad negative is often found to

yield a better result on cream paper than on white.

When printdng from a very thin negative in a machine, it will

be found much better to reduce the strength of the light instead
of endeavouring to give a very rapid exposure, as the absolute
tpeed in a case of this kind cannot be accurately gauged, and
oonaequently wUl vary considerably wihen a number of prints a.re

.required, whereas by a simple manipulation of the gas^tap the time
of exposure can be .brought within a-workaibJe limit. If a large numibfr
of prints are required from a negative, the usuail test of exposure—
vii., Uie first print—is hao-dly sufficient to ensure uniformity. A
test should be made after at least every twenty puEs, and certainly
with every fresh packet of paper or cards opened ; the packets may
not be of ttie same batch of emulsion, and it must also be borne
in mind that be the illuminant either gas or electrioiAy, neither are
unchangeable. An extra light or two put on in the house, or, in
tbe oaae of gas, a cooking stove or ring being put on makes a great

difference, and even the lighting up in other houses or factories in

the vicinity reduces the strength of your printing light. I know U
two cases in point. In the one a munition works is close at hand,

and directly tihey light up, the gas at the photographer's dim.ni^•hes

in power 25 to 30 per cent. In the other case, where electricity is

the medium, a music hall is in close proximity, and the result of

their lighting up is still more marked. It should always be borno

in mind that the first aim of a printer is to secure an exact exposure

and to maintaiai the exactitude throughout the run ; it is not of

any u,?e to give a little less or a little more, thinking, or, ra-ther,

hoping, that it will all come right in tlie developer. Such an idea

is quite erroneous : the developer may, to a certain extent, force

up a slightly under-exposed print, but at the sacrifice of the whites,

and an over-exposed one may be stopped when full detail is de-

veloped, buit at the sacrifice of all pretence of brilliance; to develop

such a print farther produces a worse result. There are some who,

in the case of over-e.tposure, attempt to remedy matters by tlie

use of a highly diluted developer with the addition of bromide;

the only result is a print wiithout blacks : what should be black is

only of a greenish brown. A true brown can be obtained by

abnormal over-exposure and very much weakened developer, plus

a much larger quantum of Ibnomide, the process of deveicpment in

such a case requii-ing anything from 15 to 30 minultes, according to

the brand of paper in use. Perhaps the moat generally used de-

veloper is M.Q., and even with that there are numerous formulae.

If in doubt which to use, it m perhaps the best policy to take that

which is given by the makers of the special brand of paper in

use, and if it does not qiuibe come up to expectations, a slight

modification may be tried, bearing in mind that excess of hydro-

quinone tends towards a bluer image, that leas hydroquinone and

more metol tends to better blacks, wiiile an increase in the car-

bonate speeds u,p the action, but has a tendency to induce flatness.

On the whole, the M.Q. developer is an easy one to use, keeps for

diays, and retains its developing power to the last drop ; the re-

sultanit print is of a pleasing tone of blue black. For the worker

who prefers a truer blaok, amidol is certainly an improvement, but

many persons are unable to use this if their skin is tender, or if

they have any outs or scratches on their lionds ; and as one who

has suffered I can assure the reader that amidol poisoning is no

joke. Rubber gloves or finger-stalls are a protection, but if much

work is to be got through they render the handling of the paper

with any speed somewhat difficult. To my mind there is no result

that can equal that obtained with the iron developer, but here

again there is the drawback that it stains the fingers far worse

than either iM.Q. or amidol, and stains them ilack.

While on the eutojeot of deve'.opers and developing, I would spec'ally

advise the use of a deep dish and plenty oif developer therein ; a very

great proportion of the " spoils " ore caused by either too shallow a

developing dish or too sparse a quantity of developer, either of

wihioh is iniati-umental in producing air buibbles and otherwise affects*

the even and clean result -which should be produced. Too many

prints should not be in the solution at once. Many think that

the more prints they can cram in the quioker they will get through

a given quantity of work, but actual ex2>erieinoe has taught me

that with, say, twelve prints in the bath at the time it takes no

longer to develop, say, 500 than it would do with thirty in the

bath at one time, and evenness of development is assured. When
turning the prints over, the surface of eaoh one should be caie-

fully examined, and if any trace of a bubble is evident it should

be wiped off with the ball of the thumb, and it will be found

that if tlie exposure has been correct the part where the bubble

has been will develop up to the same colour as its inMuediate sur-

rounding ; if the print has been over-exposed, weM, it would have

been a failure in any case. When strengthening the developer in

the dish, it should always be done between two batches, never

while any prints are immersed, as suoh a procedure always induces

to staining and unevenness ; in fact, it is almost impossible to

prevent it.

As to rinsing between development and fixation opinions are

v^aried. If the print is transferred direct from the developer to
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jiha hyfo-txing tatii, the yrttttm ot dev»!cpni«nt k at ooo* atopped

jBmI |h« print Mcou bri<rht«r, but neocanrrily • oertain •moant of

.derdofwr is csn-ieil «^th mcIi prat into Ae hvpo, wbicb becomes

MC* (apkil; (leterionted, and m> require* toore freqaent renew*].

Oi itm other band, if the printa are traaefeared Inm the daveloper

iIIbIo a bath ot plain water, that in tarn beeomea a weak derdoper,

•ad tha dere^opinf proceee ie carried on, Aatr'.y H it troe, but none

the l«a aSeetiTaly. Thia may be remedied by making the water

•lighCjr trA, boi arcn then too maiqr priote mnet not be alkuwed to

ommntafai in it before tiaaifefiad to the fixing. As to the fixing-

bath itMtf. I aUw^Iy admcM* pUia hypo, eepecially where the

|ir«paratof7 wadi haa bean ia aeidifiej water, and, with tha paper

we obtaia nowadajra, at lea« tweotj minatea' flziag ahoaid ba gWen,

otherwiea brown patobea—the reank ot infMrfeet fixatino—ara aura

to appear aooacr or lata-, and, nnCorlanataljr, neatly later. I aay

wtfortoaately bacMwa the appaaiaaoa of thaM palchea witi anally

oecar w-tbin » week or two alter the printa baive been ieau ed to the

ewlomer, aad eo caaee troob'.* and a kit of exp^aoat oo a> to " war

Moditiow," ate., etc. For black and whita |viaU a pwlatad

waahing ia not at all a neceisity—in fact, it is rather the reverse

wJiere the prints are flossy and ihar\-e to be enamelled, although for

toning by the bleaching 'process it is abaolutely essen^al that no

trace of hypo should be Ceft in the priiUs.

The various toning procBases and hints thereon would take up too

much apace for the present aitiole, but perfiaps a few remarks en

tbe subject of enameJang may not be out of place. For amatenrs

or small rtudto buoiaesses the ose of powdered talc (or French chalk)

for preparing the base is probably conducive to the best results

;

in larger bueineas, such as local view or trade work, oxgall is cer-

tainly prafarabia from iU absolute security agkinat sticking snd the

speed of the mintpnWioa. The "bsae " rfmild always be glas,

where pnaaaiVi plate, or, iailing that, 21 oxs. sheet ; both sides may
ba oaad, which is, of coarse, not poasib'e witb either ferrotype plates

or aifiha!t-ooat«d Uocks, which, whila not •iA>}ect to the danger of

braakaga aippeiiaintns to gWsa. are far mora qnickly worn out and

doaa with, eo that ii will be found, with ail the risk of breakage, the

glass is still the cheapest in the end, aa well aa giving the best and
C. BnAXowm Babkbs.

THE FIXING AND WASHING OF PRINTS.

[Wa find spaea tor the following ooatribotioo to the " Phote Em" bacMiaa it eoalaios daU which are very often asked of ns by qaeriita,

is., the aombaia of priaU which can be find with a given weight of hypo or. to<pot it the other way about, the quantity of a hypo

aoiation of a giva« sttaagth taquirad for the flsatioo of a certain area of paper. Werertbslasa. we are not of the opinion that this is

the most sJvisakI* diasetioo ia wbieb to seek to atwoniisa hypo. That* an ether and mora important faoton, e.g., temiiprature and

kaadling, which nay easily falsify a rale beted on ao msek hypo for ao iniwh fapir. On this aad other matten referred to in Mr. Stina's

paper we Iwve nwiathing lo say oo anelhw f^a.—EDS. " B.J."]

to

teiag.

Tat fixing aad waMmf d v''**' * a subjeet of

Tha fistng sheoU receiva joii as moeh aUaation aa the

Ahhoogh it apptaw bsyoad a dooht thU noi

dinokMr aad fade by tepnpar «aihia« *aa by

there ara naay tfwt are iMenilmaad hy inproper filing.

Many thaaa the print ekeera both hnlte <h1 ta.

aad ianaupii waebing. Inpopar wwhiag, ia aaaat eMaa, ia dae
siaiply lo eat«!aiiasn on the part of the wafhar. However, iaqpropar

with the oneteeraM worker. Ia the latter Asa it ia doe aaoal'y h>

Ute wetkar aa* haing theno^Uy aeqaateled with Ae variona

ehaaicals osad ia *e fisiagAalh, to the kek of haaarledcs m to the

lifeof Ihablh. er tothentUwd of hmJIiag the pt^ati while ia the

iath. It oo^t to be I lai aat ii 1 1 that priata Aoald be

'lairkly and evenly it. the laiag tohrtton, ahtthtf or not

(top balk ia otad. lite fitiag pnean is vsry inpcrtant with regard

to the pamaaaney of the priala ; thtrafora it ia adv nhW. for the

te« law auaotaa, to keep the priaU neviaf ia the both a* aa to

ttta pnate thaald ba aavatatad oeaMnaaOy daring filing aad
aOowad to rtnaia ia Mia balh at leaal fiflaaa ninnlit. However, Ian

miantea in a fnah^-awde hath will bo aaSeiaal it oaa la altaative lo

tliia paM of the work aad Mpaialea the priala at ialerral* of one

iniaali, It is postfb:* to fix priaia in a the(t«line thai

abeive, bat ooa thaald aot pnetiaa Ihit rapid fixing, or tci

there will be Uuakia A priat that la fixed iaympatly will ^low this

dtieOaaaaUybafaawwachiagthehandaof Ihacaaiuntr. Whaieaa-
«• eapatod lo actinic Hght, *aaa pai4e of the

I each n>t* wiM nsaally torn piak dariag the waeh-

; of *a ptiaia if Ihw work is doos io dayltght; J aet, then the

wilHiailhwiiMiilaln^ii^lheeoawaoffiBkhi^

aa tifcanlid bath, ai the inalli ohtainod

atO not be piiiwiia^ Thnafore. if it bimiiian frothy or anda re-

aa the taifate when Ae aohitiaa is egilated v-'olsotly, one
dsoutl it and make op a froth balh. However, a batter

to aanaltiii wh«i the bath baa barooM eahantlad it to keep

aa aeeoont of the aoadber of printa that have bean fbud in a certain

^oaatity of tolation. Than, whan the nambar hoe been reached that

Aa partica'ar tnunnt of solarlion has beaa tealad for, one ahould dia-

I the Aaing^Mlh. llib method alao tails one that there haa bean

i itdor ia all lines of bosinsos.

Aa atalad hifcn, a print that is fixed improperly contains smsitivs

ttlvaraalto ahieh, opon expoaore to actinic light, will cause thate

talia to ehango to a piakiah tint, the aetioa being aUrs cr rapid ac-

naiti^ lu thi iwminl rl in-r*-"t r'
^'—

'
~ '*' ''-'~ It

matters not how long cr bow fhoraoghly a ptiat any be washed ; if

Iharaitaiiy ataaitivettlvercaataiaed in the aranlaion, thoee aalta will

elowly or fopidly ehange to a pinkiab tint. If th« print has been

-rathtil kaproparly, oae will dMQover. ia the oourae of time, the

ppearanct of a yalVvw alaia, which gradaaHy eaaan the imago to

lad*, the action baii« elow or r^itd aoeordiag lo the amoant of hypo

niinlaiarl ia the print. Thartfoto, it beeooMa anrident that to make
aprintnptmaaaataalhavapnveloekapon which Ih* image is aop-

portwl thoroogh waahing ia aaeoatary. AU the aeasitir* silver-aaks

nMt be eitninolad from the print that have not been reaa<ed to a

nJiiyir Horn by the artton of the developer. After this has been

done it heeoaMB aaoataary to elcaanale thoTBaghly all the hypo oor.-

lahnd ia «M print aoM to anaara iU patnaaaoegr.

A proptrly euayuundad fixiag-baith will aaawor its (mrpoae for all

kinda of developing-oat pepen. I* ehoaM eonteln what ia known as

a haidener. The (larAenar is not abaokito:y nacewary for the per

taanency of the prints, *• one can uae a plain hypo-bath snd obtain

priola that are jost aa pannanant aa Mioee fixed in a bath to which

bardtoer hae been added. Hie acid hypo-bath ia the practical one

lo oae, for tb* raaaon that it eaa be ased over aad over sgain until it

is tihaiitlsil. wttMoas the p^n bath—that is, pkin hypo and wat«r

nual tie made fresh every day ; in fact, a new bath niui4 be made

op |aat aa eoon aa it baoooMs ah^bl^y diacoioored. If one should

ignore the above iBatractiont, the iniikiiig prinit 'wifi be found tr>

have a yaUow atain, either ganaiaUy or keftHy.

The plain hypo4ath can be aetd anocaafuUy during the winter

months, as all the sototion* can ba kept at a normal tamperature ; but

daring the r—*—*" montha it ia not pimciicabue, for the rotson that in

warm weether the prinle have a taodeoey to blister sad frsll. Since

there sre no ..heniicals in the plain hypo-bath lo overcome this ten-

dency, the bath becomes impraoticaM*—in fact, one ibuuid use a plain

hypo-bath only when it is abaolotely impossiUe to obta n an acid

hypo-bath. This bath ia undoubted^ the safest and best to um>. for

ths very simple mann that the vnrioaa chemioala contained therein

pratarv* the bath antil it haa beeo completely exhausted—thereby

preserving the ooloor of the print—an^ it nheoka devrk>pment ;mme-

diaUly by pWciog the print in an acid elate. Moreover, it hardens

to as to eliminate frilling atid blistering.
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If th« tmnU h»ve been fUced into the fixing aolntion unevenly

thore k a po«ibUity of «ir belU forming on the face of the pnnt, in

wb'oh CMe. if Uiev remain daring the fixing period, one will find

jpoU o.- pomibly pinkiah apot* appearing on tlie face of the pnnt.

ThU is due to the aeneitive mlversalU contained in the parta covered

by the air-belli not receiving the action of the hypo. Therefore, the

bMt remedy for thia tiouhle i» to aeparate ihe print* ocoaaionally m
Uie bath ao aa to eliminate this fault and to allow even fixation.

A«ain, if one faila to aaparate the prints properly while tiiey are

fixing—aven though there are no air-bella—it will be found that the

pMta whan the printe are sticking together <k> not aJJow the bath to

iJinaiwtn the free ailver, and again one finds the same result^that

pidcish stain. If one should faU to separate the printe properJy

while they are washing, one will find that in time those parts of the

print* will begin to lad© away just the same as prints that have been

ghen but a few ritwos of water to eliminate all the hypo. Water can

not eliminate hypo from those parU when the print« an adhering

tightly together; therefore, be sore to separate all the prints in the

fixii^^bath and wash waters frequently and very thoroughly.

After the prints have been fixed properly, they should be waahed

thoroughly so a* to eliminate all hypo. This should be accomplished

either by the aid of running water for one hour or by twelve changes,

allowing the prints to remain in each change for five minutes. It

matters not which method of washing is used with regard to the

permanency of the prints, provided one turns each print over in

the waah-witer at least every five minutes during the washing

period, and a complete change of water at least every five minntea

is made.

Occasionally one will notice dark circular spots on prints while

in the sepi^ bath. These are impossible to remove successfully

unless they are exceptionally small. There are many reasons for

these marks ; but the most common cause is scamping the handling

of the prints either in the acid short-stop or fixing-batb. When
prints are placed in the bath they must be immersed quickly and

evenly so as to obtain even fixing; but if one scamps bis work and

places the prints carelessly in the solution, face down, there is a

possibility of air-bells forming on the surface of the prints and

development centinning, thereby causing those parts to be darker

in tone, although usually uiir<oticeable in the black-and-whito

prmt. If the air-bell remained during the entire period of fixing,

the spot or spots would turn pink upon exposure to actinic light

;

but in most cases these air-bells are destroyed—^in time to fix these

parts properly—by the prints being separated occasionally in the

bath. As stated above, these spots are not noticeable in the black-

and-whito print, due to the tone; but are very noticeable after

sepia toning, for the reason that sepia tone is lighter and more
transparent than the olive black, and those parts under the air-bells

are of a deeper sepia tone than the surrounding parts, due to pro-

longed development. It should be understood clearly that, to avoid

this trouble, one should be very careful to keep the prints in con-

stant motion dnrmg the first few seconds when prints are placed

in the fixing-bath or acid short-stop, so as to eliminate all trouble-

some air-bells. The diagram illustrates this point.

A > Lioe of eorreet deTelopment. B = Line of forced development. C = Action
of fliing-bstb.

The table giving the number of prints that can be fixed
thoroughly in sixty-four ounces of bath is based upon the following
excellent formula :

—

•^ Hypo 16 ounces
Wat«r 64 ounces

Dissolve and then add solution B.

B. Water 5 ounces
Sodium sulphite (dried powdered) i ounce
Acetic acid No. 8 .'. 3 ounces
Alum (powdered) ^ ounce

One should be very sure to dissolve each chemical in the order

given so as to obtain an accurate bath. The fixing bath, as stated

before, should be used at a temperature of 65 degrees for summer

and winter, although a little variation up or down is permissible.

NUMBER OF Feints that can be fixed in

Ounces of Hypo Fixing bath.
SIXTY-FOUK

Size of
Print.

3%
4

4
•

4i
4iJ

5

5

6

6i
7

8
10
11

12
14

16
18
20

5i
5

6

6J
6i
7

8

8

8i
X 9
X 10
X 12
X 14

X 16
X 17

X 20
X 22
X 24

Number of

8q. Inches.

2131
20
24
27-6
30-9

35
40
48
55-3

63
80
120
154
192
238 - CO

320
396 iz::^,
4803B«P8

Number
of Prints.

.-Jiu 250
266
222
193
172
152
133
111

. , 96
84
66
44
34

-"J 27
.-xC 22

17
13
11

It has been found that 64 ounces of hypo and fixing bath will

thoroughly fix 250 (3J by 5^) cabinet prints ; therefore, 3J by 5i by

250 is 5,^8 square incbee of area that will be thoroughly fixed by

such a bath.

Pro6/e7n.-—Find the number of 8 by 10 prints that this bath will

fix thoroughly.

Solution.—8 by 10 equals 80 square inches in one 8 by 10 print.

Bath will fix ^,328 square inches, therefore 5,328 divided by 80

equals 66 prints.

In bringing this article to a close, I should like to impress upon

the mind the fact that the thorough fixing and washing of print*

is of vital importance to one's photographic business.

Geobge F. StI'Ne.

Assistants' Rotes.—•

—

Notes by assistants suitable for this column irill be considertd

and paid for on the first of the month following publication.

Women and Photography.

WouEN are displacing men as photographic workers. Are they iaar«

competent, more suitable, or only cheaper? It is a matter well

worth the attention of every phot<^rapher, employe or employed.

There was a time when managing, operating, and printing were

male prerogatives. While manageresses were few and far between,

lady operators and printers simply did not exist. Necessities of

war obanged all that, and peace finds ns with more women than

men in responsible positions. This was, of course, expected, but

it seems that the ladies are staying, and signs are not wanting that

as time goes on their numerical superiority will increase until the

day arrives when the male photogra}^er will have become a thing

of the past.

War no longer deprives the labour market of men. The R.A.F.

alone could supply thousands of skilled photographers were they

wanted. The ladies are firmly established. Why?
Let us consider the claims of superiority made for them by many

employers. An accomplished photographer is versed in art,

chemistry, and mathematics to some extent at least. Besides this,

the successful exponent is generally something of a plumber, elec-

trician, and carpenter. Now, although ladies have done well in the

various branches of science and art, we have yet to learn that

mere man has been equalled or left behind. A perusal of inventors'

names will show that. When it comes to the odd jobs so necessarj-

at times on jrfiotographic premises—the hurried repair of a machine.
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«« iltfilrir wif*, (or •saaple—faow wmaj comprtont wobmo worker*

Mf lb«» «lao ma ttiM Md tfteir owa?

I »iU b* loU tkM odd jolM »r* Boi plMito^^phy. Thaj UwAyt

w«« wilk ll» »!• MMtant.

Practical •ficMae; » not evarTtlM^, ho««vcr. I have worked wiUi

nul, »-J (aMale aUA, uid mmI adMt Ifaat Ui« Utter are—or teer*

tnketabb mad Vwc^oflwiac. I aajr irrrt; let oe feok

Wo««a iiwjaliw w* ''^"'f into pronineaca and

livva. Hm old doeOity ia faat Taauahai«. Many

firia pN<«r to b* oat ol work raltiir IImui lake ap jota that ooea

Iker banad far. Why? WaU, to pat it bnUaUy. UMy've "bad

aoae." aad tbair fotata attitada to t/nrj job ia lUuiy to ba the

oama il «widitinaa and pay aaa aot vary |Bod.

tlM MwcUoMaa ol Dwry. • kaaa •tpoaant «( *• righla ol wooiaa

worfcan, intiiai UmI Baa aad wowaa dtoold ha*o Mm mb« pay

lar Mm aaaw u1|ial Oa tka (a«a ol it, thia ia bare jortiea. If

«• a» to bogr a leaf or a graad piaao, wo dealt aipact tbo bill to

be Ua U iitiiilid by a weoMO. Wky, thaa, ritoald w aapaet to

tny mart tbiapg oC a wi—n? Do hdy ayarat aw aad priatara

raeano aaa'a pay? If aa, the aif iai ol aapanurity ia eliaaliad

«a thair iaeoar. If aot, Ihoy mTW poanr wotkars, or alao Ibay

are iilan^iil in othar vaHa, Ikay kmf tei-mnrioa Moa o«t of

work by partly (Wiag tbair oiaa ««fk away.

la aan aottod to photo-

Witli

aiavly a aHtlar ol opiaioa aboot wU* vali

baaaid aad airtli vMMOt aay food

oaa ba ao ^oaatioa, boaorer, ol woom
far work ia 1^ a»e»afi darb-rosH. A aaral ao^aaiataaea ol ariBa

•ko aaa oaee a b i uaaidi piialw daarribai a aobaHriao aa a blaa-

katty eoawliirial boato la nnBuianna to Ibo 4aA-ttamu I aader-

ataad liian k a girl at praaaat mi Ua eU jebi Oraatod tbat Pbylla

«r Mane may keay a reaoi elaaaar Hh* l^aaay or Jack did, it

attll oaaut bo deoiad tbat we— ii'a aaaalilaiiiiii ii aot lailid to

aiid gMi for i<Ml(al or wiaHaa wort—" alralgkt

'

by Km, at«. Uft ailli om mam. «m Im ralMid all-

, work over aad above what bo coald da. Plaead ataOariy,

ftOad tba anldiaia* oU job* with girfai At ftnt

a«wd to tofauaph. b^ Um ImI nmH b ia

faroor ol tba otk« boaaa. wMrfk «itb Moa haek at mark baa tohaa

ap {to old npotatioa aad teoM ol ibair rivala' baoiMoo aa veiL

Tbo caoae ol tbi* waa mt waat ol iwlMiaal aAalaaay oa tbe

galm' part; it wm fa«har daa to Ibo omJo laeaHy (or iliafiiaim
the nMfaoMr*' idaaa, vhidi lacalty otplaiaa tbo |iiaiiliea ol atoa

waltera. wbo alady Ibo dim»r, to

•tody thm 1ii<— wl d«Mi oaly.

•kaae ia ptaatjr M mti^mm la aopport. Bat to b» idnapir nqoiraa
avaa Ikaa iMa. Um giri wbo data a week'a aorfc oqaal ia qaaality

aad qwlity to Uwt ol a foad aaa. aad doaa it far Ibe aMoa atoa

tbat a Fold nrkjag am bratker «•(• par day, ia oadadModty
ctieap. bat lUa aMt al lUm woa't laei. Aa I bare akaa^y polatad

Uadto, aad faatola aoi beri an
i aad a«<atraiy Ihaa

OMi ba aaid ol pfetognpUa Mipleyaat. pwbapa the

«aa Witt eotoo iato Ibe Md a^iia, hat it'a qaito oa Ibo

Ihalv by Ibaa, bo wfll banra baM anaiMiJ oat ol the prolea-

Iko eooolry—ler gaod.

Tumour.

exMbltlons.

fARBOX AND UZOBROME PKINTS.

.\!i interesting demonstration of the qualities of carbon and Uzo-

brome printing is now offered in the exhibition of photographs by

Utese proceaeea which ia being held at the Camera Club, 17, John

Street. Adelphi, London, W C. Tne prints are provided tj tbe

.\atotype Company, which now, so we gather from a circular, is

Die manufacturer and purveyor of materials for the Oiobrome pro-

ceaa. A very great range of photographic effects sliowi the corre-

spoodiag capacity of tbe carbon prowas to render in the fulleat

way tbo qnality in negatives of most diverse subjects. Coming
away froaa the rmmbs of tbe Camera Club, ooe mentally contrasts

tbe baaotif ully romantic effects in a low key, such as many of those

of Mr. Alei. Keighley, or to select an equally fine example, the

"Stygian Sbore " (No. 22) of Mr. Snmmona—aa we say, one oon-

traato thaas prints with the bigb-kcy stadiea of translucent ic« which
are ahowa by Ibo .\u>lnila«ian Antarctic expedition. .Nothing,

perhapa, coald better exhibit ^m veraatility of the carbon proceaa,

aot only iU capacity lor toaa rendering, but equally ila choice of

coloar appropfiato to tbo aobject. Tbo exhibition oootains soma
Hriking portraitora by Craig Annan, Malcolm Abuthnot, and the

liarl of Carparvon. Ilie Uiobrome proocas is represented by only

a few exunplea, bat thsaa show very charming landscape work by
iU inventor, Mr. Tboaiaa Manly, 'llie exhibition rMnains open
tram 11 aja. to 6 p.aL ontil April 30, and on April 2A a denonatra-
lioa of caiboa prialiag will be given at 8 p.m. by Mr. A. V.

BiabaaL Tidcato of admissioa to this Hxtur* may bo obtained on
applfcaliow to tbo Hoerslafy of tbe dub, or to tbo Autotype Com-
paay. 74. New Uiford Stfoat, Loodoa, W.C.I.

PH0TOO«APH8 BY THE ROYAL AIR FORCE.
Am osbibitfaal ol pbotocropba, prsaented undrr the title ** War in tbe

Air." by tbe Royal Air Foroa ia aow being bold at the Grafton Gal-

leciea. New Bond Strwt, Loadoa, W. Ia inlarast and in the photo-

gravbie qaal ily ol tbe eokarid oalaifHaaala it in cartainly the linaet

ol Ibo war pbOtognplw aikMUoai wkkk bar* be«i held. Who.
e*«r ia rHfionaible for " FoMing oa " ttte exhibition it is evidently

Mam as with a keen •ohm of Um lOad ol aabject which will in-

torast ym pablic. Tbata mmtk hava fceea aa bnnensa amoont of

i^ado work dooa ia Making tbo aalaelioa frMa Mm aoomous mass
ol pfcotugiapby accaniu lalad by the R..\.F. Here, however, we see

for tbo Int tioM aotoa of tbe achievaoMola which have brought
•boot Orsat Bntaia'a sapariority in Ibe air. Perhapa the chief

ol Ibeae. of wkicfa a aaariwr of pbotograpba are to be foaod in

different parts of Ibe exhibitMa. is IIm now famooa "hush " ship,

tbe " Fonooa," wilb ito iaaaaaaa apper deck of aiso to receive a
aqaadroa of aaraplaaaa aad itiQ ftad roooi for an airship or ao. One
of Ibe plwlogniphs abows tbo operadion of the Urkle employed in
raising a aachiaa from its under deck hangar. There ar* aiMM
striking pictaraa of the operatioaa ol tbe R.A.F. in Paleatine in tbe
ahapa of printa aix^wing Turkiab troopa acatUring in the hopoleas

attanii* to ascape lbs Britiah aiioMa't bomb*. Some photographs
takaa obU^y frooi Ihe air <A aaeb wall known plaoaa m Edin-
bargk aad Trafal^r Sqoara abow Iba great oselalaaa* of racb
pbotograpby for topografliical pntpoaw. A noto in tbe catalcgae
BMBtiooB tbat tba aalargiMaaata aad thair cotoaring again owe their

^aaUty to Measia. Baiato aad Co., of Ealing. The exhiUUonf liw «** nrtil UM aad ol May, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. oa
woik-d«y* and 2J0 to ftJO oa Soadaya. The charge for admimion
is ooe shilling, Ibe prooaada going to variooa charitiea connaotod
with Iho E A.F.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

Afril 17 to May 38. flaMMwalk Bampabira Boose Pbotograplae

SooiMy Aaaoal TlMMli iii Two often olaaaas. Joint aacra-

tariM, J. G. Ahnhana, 41, BamiBan Torraco, London, N.W.S:
A. H. Page, U, LiaM Oiwea, Loadoa. W.12.
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Patent neu)$*

ProaMJ pattnU—applieationi and speeifieations-are treated in

" Pkolo-Mee)ianical ifolts."

Applications, .March 24 to April 5.

Uovtmva.—So. 7694. Device for fixing cards, photographs, etc., in

albunu. P. B. PatUason.

CiKBMATOOBAPHT.—No. 7683. Cinematograph apool. W. J. Arnold.

CiNEMATOGRAPHT.—No. 7445. Producing moving picture effects for

advertising. H. C. Bnrbridge.

CiNKMATOCRAPHT.—No. 7942. Shuttcr for cinematograph film

projectors. S. W. Bentley.

CiKMiATOORAPHY.—No. 7857, MoUon picture machines. M. B.

Bnrgeai.

CiKEMATOC.BAPHT.—No. 7515. Cinematograph projectors. J. A.

Gvertden.

ClKKHATOORAPHY.—No. 7728. Cinematograph, ertc., machines.

M. Gordon.

CiNEMATOGR.tpHY.—No. 7375. Cij»ematograph apparatus. H. J.

Kinks.

Pbintinr.-No. 8,373. Photographic printing. F. W. Donis-

thorpe.

CiNEMATOORAPHY.—No. 8.174. Cinematograph projectors. W.

Engelke and H. H. Wrench.

Dark-Room Lamps.—No. 8,039. Photographic dark-room lamps.

J. Hazel.

CiNEMATOOBAPHT.—No. 8,545 Film-moving mechanism of picture

machines. W. E. Minne.

DlvELOPiNO Tanks.—No. 8,600. Developing tanks for photo-

graphic films. C. N. L. Pilditch.

Cdiematographt.—No. 8,595. Carriers for transport of cinemato-

graph films. A. E. Rees.

CiKEMATOORAPHY.—Nos. 8.046 to 8.048. Cinematograph cameras.

W. C. Vinten.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,

Theu specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each„ post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Soutliampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country ; or

abroad, in the ease of patents granted under the International

Contention.

Lantebn-Sudes.—No. 123,892 (May 6, 1918). The invention con-

sists in a lantern-slide, used for announcements, mounted so that

it can be raised or lowered vertically in the cinematograph lantern

stage. It is raised by a spring drum and lowered by pulling it

down by hand. Robert George Elder, of 16, Warton Terrace,

Heaton, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Cinema-Films.—No. 123,842 (March 12, 1918). The invention con-

sists in a film having words, or the letters thereof, progressively

impressed near to the mouths of figures as a means of indicating

a supposed dialogue. The words may be impressed photographi-

cally or from metal type. Samuel Albert Flower, 17, Newnham

Road, Wood Green, London, N.

Lantrhm Slibbs.—No. 113,156 (February 20, 1917). Two
rectangular pieces of glass are selected of exactly the same size.

On to one of the pieces of glaas are placed three or more single

pictures cut from waste cinematograph film. The film pictures,

which are placed longitudinally on the glass and a little distance

apart, are secured to the glass by narrow strips of black adhesive

paper passed across their ends. The second piece of glass is then

placed on the top orf the pictures and the frame is bound securely

together by strips of black gummed paper or tape, or other

adhesive material, placed round the four edges.

The advantage claimed for the invention is that the slide thus
formed is greatly superior to the present one, as the pictures used
will be cuttings from the best quality films, showing excellent
photography.-Frederick Winton Perkins, 12, Norton Road, Letch-
worth, Herts.

Film Spools.—No. 113,919 (September 19, 1917). The invention

has for its object certain improvements in roll films whereby films

of one size may be employed in different-sized cameras. In roll-

film cameras it is usual to provide markings upon the backing

paper for the film, such markings being spaced apart a distance

equal to the length of film necessary for each exposure in a

camera of a particular size, and showing the number of expoeuree

that have been made. As distinguished from the foregoing, in

accordance with the invention the backing for the film is marked
in such a manner that a single spool of film of any particular

width can be used in any camera made to take films of that width.

The divisions on the backing paper are units and sub-divisions of

units of length, and enable the user to ascertain the actual length

of film used instead of the number of exposures of a predeter-

mined size. The divisions are consecutively numbered and are

of known dimensions, 1 centimetre for example. The half centi-

metre, quarter centimetre, or even smaller dimensions may also

be indicated, but not necessarily identified.

The user of such a roll of film would be provided with a table

giving names of various cameras in which the spool could be used,

and giving against each camera the numbers which should appear

at the usual opening or window in the back of the camera, as

the successive exposures are made, allowance being made so that

there is a division between the exposed portions, and overlapping

of the photographs is avoided.—Herbert Nimmo, 44, Kirby Street,

Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I.

X-R.\Y Papek—No. 114,933 (June 4, 19171. A .sheet of paper
or like flexible material previously sensitised in any known
manner is coated with a paint or wash of Venetian red, chrome
yellow, cr other suitable preparation which is impervious to light

and is easily removable by washing or other similar process. The
opaque coating forms protection to the sensitised surface and
admits of the paper being handled openly, dispensing with the
use of light-tight envelopes and the like, the treated paper being
made up in single sheets or in books, packets or blocks containing

the desired number of sheets.

For producing a print the prepared sheet or two or more suoer-

imposed sheets is supported behind the object to be radiographed,
the print being thus taken directly on the paper or a like print
on each of the superimposed papers or sheets, which is subse-
quently washed to remove the opaque coating and develop the
print or prints.

By means of the invention, X-ray photographs can be produced
with the utmost rapidity, whereby immediate inspection of the
finished print is obtainable, this in many case.s being of consider-
able value.—George William Kilner Crosland, New North
Road, Huddersfield, and Thomas Pearson Kilner Crosland,
Fitzwilliam Street, Huddersfield.

MARKS PLACED ON THE BEGISIEB.
The following marks have been placed on the register

:

—
W. B. Design.—No. 385,673. Photographic chemicals. White
Band Manufacturing Co., Limited, 121, Selsdon Road. South
Croydon, Surrey; manufacturing chemist*.

Hnalecta*—•

—

Exlrade from our weekly and monthly contem porariet

Development in the Tropics.
Amidol (writes F. Weston in "The Amateur Photographer and
Photography " for April 16), owing to the fact that it can be used
without an alkali, is specially suitable for developing plates in high
temperatures. Any of the standard formulie may be used. Above
80 deg. Fahr. one may get a little fog, bat the following developer
can, it is said, be used up to 104 deg. Fahr. with good results, both
OS regards fog and prevention of the melting of the film.

Water 35 ozs.
Amidol or diamidophenol 75 grs.
Sodium sulphite (anhydrous) 7i drms.
Ammonium sulphate crystals 8 ozs.
Potassium bromide 45 grg.

The mixed developer will not keep for more than a few days. The
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.mm/»nimn luliiiiatc can be r^lMed by 4io« . of »nhydiT>ni aodiom

,nj|ihm(0. For tank om, it would be neceoary to aiceriain by

actual eiperimcDt tlte timea for deTslopmeDt at different

toBperatam.

The ptatM abonld go direct from the developer into a hardening-

fiiing bath. The following ii a good one :—

PotMaJom BMtabUaliihita ISO gn.
Hrpo * o»-
WtUr » oa.

Chrooie alum UO gia.

DiMolve in the order in which they are named.

rp^etlnas of Societies.

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Moaas*. Aran U.

t Oob.-K—i«> Mmttj Owlt
WB»«aiW4T. Aran. XL

dwiiliia raan CkibL-" IMtmtmh»Utm." Oa**a4Wi Ifettaa.

IMvd Pli»i—i«>l»l«' <la««*«<^AiMiMl OwMral Mvettm.
Bewuli — A»»»—T» »an iii>l- Ai»n««H—.—WMi* Drtww
»ii>iiMl<i>n€T«»lile Mtatr^-aoaM Pbolo^fapkle DHBca

DMk l«<^ *%ttatitUa aoelMr. - Vatevpe DaaaaaUalloa. Ui

TlTCiBAT* Aran. 9V.

"illiriMM KMiwaiM aM V%Mi>unjlkta »>«to

.

••ftoWMnriladloaP'are*-.'' J C. Hart*. _ _
llumm I—llfc nuavetalra Bom*> PfcoHaiapMi ilNy.-HaH—«l War Pie-

Camea Clab. Pkola«rapUa DlflaaWM is r>rtwil«nti«» liy . O.

Pbolo^fapkle DHBcalUe* la Pketaal-

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Norn-nca and hone-made apparatiu wrre to tk« for* last weak, mat

daepite a gkMMnjr forecast by the aecrtUry. Um arming prarad •

eoaipleU ntrceaa. The moat welcMM novalty, 'pemOAy iadiraetljr

da* to the eplendid action of tha Lirarpael doekan. wnaiat ed of

the coDtMita of a bottle taballad " whitky." which, divided amongrt

thirty to forty memben. waa rdacient to alleviate the feeling of

raMntment bnm of recent prtTatiaaa.

Mr. F .\ckmyd ahowed a bnnacn banter oonTeftad into a gaa

Ire-l-'rhUr. Thi* i* ooanected to the gas vcp'r ^>ti * l*"f*k ^
the tasiUar leaib'a metallic tubing with robber conn<ctore.

Bokbar gndwdljr peeiakea on expoeure to liitht and air. and if the

eoonecton •«• eovarad wilk adkasiTa black eompoonded-tape (aa

laed for iMtilatiag a?aetri<al Joiaa) tkair Ufa will U greatly pro-

Um(f»d. Tka MWM id«* had oeewrad to other mibara, and they

magratalated Mr. Ackmrd m kia daremeM. Mr. Harpv poiotad

It tkat thia iasihla taking fraqtMnUy laaka. «fcieh cm ka pra-

. rntad by wiiid!i« roond the tape tkrootkovl iU iMgtk witkoot

any material !aai in f " Hant'a la|>a " was alluded to

aa bring ascellant. Ur 1 next riwwad a baerwarmer, which

ha Mid aarvad tka parpoaa of making ta« is eCca koara. Tkaa waa

keliavad. aa ka ia tka antithesis of tk« kaar-wanner type. He
lemarked that the ateoeil had a large hole in the bottom, yet had

navar leaked. Sercral refcraocea being made to " Oaorga Waahing

toM." he eiplaiaad tkal M tka kola to tka aatal gradaaHy fonnad it

lUad op witk a caicaraoaa dapoiit. Re Ikan paaaad romd tkc bear-

aimai. and thoaa who bandied it noticed with considerable dissatis-

taction a loose eafbooacaoas depoait on ita ooter wall. At this

point Dr. Knott. wiaHkiBg tka oika boy for a lowai, a diatukanca

Tne R«T. Le Wama was the next star turn, and it can be said with

-nnfdence if he is aa successful in converting erring humanity to

' >rttar things aa be is in cooverting apparatus to weird oace he most

IX a sky pilot of priatina qnality. A handy reto«iching desk was

shown, impmrised aal of aatodio dark slide, and, like an ex -sinner,

capable of kocktlUiiig at ikori Dotica. The Praaideat, Mr. J.

Krane, tkaa dswnaaltttail tka " Flying Corpa " developing tank, a

««II deaignrd and aolidly eoMtracted apparatus. It permits of the

insertion of a thermometer into the developer without admission of

lisht, a really valoabla feature. Dr. F. Knott produced several

nnbrsakable ulasa msaanrsa, which were severely teated by mcmbart
>nd came tkfoagh aMCilkad. Being ruiapcasd of glaaa ondar ten-

-m. when tkey do (0 oaily ftaa doal ramaina. To thoaa wkoee

nder a feeling of onaartainty regarding the pnaition and

pxtamal objacta, tkey skoald powerfully appeal.

Mr. V. Jobling showed a home-made camera 'with all projec-

tions flush with the front," a feature believed to be unique; also

s folding walking-stick tripod. This and the camera illustrated skill

in design and craftsmanship of the highest order. The shutter

had its release placed in front, and therefore was actuated by pres-

sure towards the body, an ideal way for minimising any tendency

to shake at the momtfU of exposure. Many others materially con-

tributed to the interest of the evening.

EDINBURGH SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

Ths seventh meeting of the session took place on Monday,

April 7, Mr. Young in the chair. A letter was read from Mr.

Massie, hon. secretary of tiie Edinburgh Photographic Society, in-

timatii^ that the proposal to invite the 1920 Scottish Salon to I>iin-

burgh had been discarded owing to the unsettled conditions. He
thanked tke society for the interest which the memben had taken

in the m altar.

.Mr. Yooag Ikan read a letter from Mr. Sutherland, secretary of

the Edinburgh College of Art. intimating that tke aociaty's requeat

for the foitnation of a retouching oiaas had now been granted, on

condition that Mr. Young ahould undertake the tuition personally.

This Mr. Young intimated his willingness to do. The class would

start in Ike autumn, and would be held twice weekly, from seven

to nine in th^ evening. Mr. Campbell Harper espreaaed th*

•odety's indebiednoH to the president for the manner in wfaich be

had putlad thi* matter through.

Mr. Young then brought up tke question of the apprentice. He
aaid that it wm now time for the society to formulate a scheme of

some definite nature. Letter after letter was being published in the

" British Joomal " on this question, and, in fact, since he had

itkmed tka tkaaoe in his October address, hardly a week had

witkont some contnbution of this nature. The P.P.A.

mersiy groped around the subject. The first thing which the photo-

grapher eoold do for his assisUnt, Mr. Young continued, waa to

see Ikat ha received a proper training, and the beginning of tkat

waa an apprenticeahip. Wa hved in different times, and the old

conditiaaa no longer held good ; and we must have soma definite

•dMM of aodifled apprsnticaahip. In two years' time, he pointed

e«t, avary assistant under eighteen years of age wou'.d be com-

pelled to attend classea during business hours, and the newly-

ansogcd retuucbing class would then become a day class. He added

tkat ha would be glad to hear tka viawa of Ike memben on the

sAject, and sagfsatad Ikat a eooimittea be appointed to formulate

a aikaaaa.

Mr. Jokorton pointad oat that the public opinion of photography

as a profession was anything but a high one, and hence the diffi-

culty of obtaining boys suitable for apprenticee. Mr. Young though!

that claaaaa of varioos kinds would greatly help to alter thia aitua-

tion. Mr Ruahbrook fek tkat this waa a matter for all the photo-

graphers in Britain. It was pointed out, however, that tke onua

of making a start would devolve on some small body, and, a lead

one* given, tlie idea would spread, llie great difficulty which all

pkotographem experienced in giring an apprentice a good know-

ledge of all the branches was discussed, and it was hoped that

by the gruwtk in Ike number of technical classes the master photo-

grapher would be relieved of mnch personal tuition. A committee,

consisting of Msasrs. Ruahbrook, Campbell Harper, and Johnston,

was then appoinlod to consider the whole question and to make a
report.

Mr. Johnston then made hia report on behalf of the Exhibitioo

Committee. He gave facta and flgnres regarding the New Gallery,

Shandwick Place. Three weeks would be necesaary for the exhibi-

tion, one for the purpoaes of hanging, and the other two for the

exhibition. The probable cost for this, including advertising,

would be about £60. It was felt that it would be more dignified

if the exhibition were not a competitive one, but a competitive claaa

for assistants might be arrsngtd. Mr. Young said that he waa
anxious to see this exhibition representative of all classes of photo-

graphy. It was decided to bring tke matter up for further dis-

of co-operative advertising waa then placed before the

I, and tke details explained. Some nine firms have so far

expraasad their willingness to enter into this scheme, which pro-

miasa to be of great benefit to tke profession in Edinburgh.
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SocTB London Photoobaphic SocirrY.—At the annual

gMMml meeting on Monday, April 7, good progress was

reported. The president, Mr. W. F. Slater, F.R.P.S., who

has worked so hard for the benefit of the society for the past two

vears, is a well-known figure in photographic circles, and it is with

iome considerable regret that the rules of the society only permit

his occupying that position for the above-mentioned period. As

demonstrator and lecturer hi.-! senices have been much appreciated,

and the members present e.xpreescd their appreciation. The secre-

tary reported a very successful year's working, with an increase of

33 per cent, in membership. The hon. treasurer reported that the

year's working showed a profit, wJiich is gratifying, as the year

had been commenced with a balance-sheet showing a slight loss.

The following officers were elected .—President, W. B. Ashmole

;

hon. secreUry, Emeot W. Brooks; hon. treasurer, W. F. Slater,

F.R.P.S., F.R.G.S. ; hon. curator and librarian, L. J. Blake; hon.

portfolio secretary, E. C. Perry ; hon. excursion secretary, J. Pick-

well ; hon. lanternist, C. H. Manger; committee—Messrs. Gideon

Clark, H. Creighton Beckett. E. R. Bull, C. H. Oakdcn, Horace

Wright, H. Richards, \V. H. Howard, W. McEwan, E. W. Taylor,

W. E. White, Arnold J. Burt, and E. Gorfin. The new syllabus is

now ready, new members are required, and professional workers are

invited to join, as this society already includes a good few members

of the trade. A copy of the Handbook will be sent free upon

application to E. W. Brooks, 4, Ferndale Road, S.W.4. The

next meeting at the Central Library is fixed for 7.30 p.m., Wednes-

day, April 23, when Messrs. Kerotype, Limited, are giving a

demonstration of their Kerotype paper.

neiDS and Rotes*

Lancashibe Society ok Masteh Photoohaphees.—In connection

with the exhibition by members to be held at the Art Gallery,

Blackpool, on May 27, 1919, the committee desire that specimens

submitted should be sent uiunounted and not framed. The re-

sponse from members is very satisfactory, but there is ample room

for several more photographs. Entries will be in time if received

by the hon. secretary up to Monday, April 28.

Photo-micrographic Society.—The next ordinary meeting will

be held on Wednesday, April 23, at 7 p.m., at King's College

Bacteriological Laboratories, 62, Chandos Street, W.C., when F.

Martin Duncan, F.R.M.S., F.R.P.S., will lecture on "The Pre-

servation and Preparation of Microscopic Objects for Photo-

micrography." Visitors are invited and cards of invitation may
ho obtained on application to the Hon. Sec, J. G. Bradbury, 1,

Hogarth Hill, Finchley Road, Hendon, N.W.4.

Photogbaphtc Flame Tests.—Describing the research now being

tindertaken by Profe.'isor H. B. Dixon in petrol substitutes, the

" Times " mentions that an exceedingly interesting and ingenious

device used by him is a camera of recording the " spread of the

flame " in an explosion. It will take a hundred yards of film

photograph a second, and as the film moves at right-angles to the

motioQ of the flame and the lens reduces the image to one-twelfth

of the original, it follows that the camera provides a means of

analysing a flame travelling at velocities up to 3,000 yards a second.

This is an apparatus which Professor Dixon had perfected before

undertaking the present investigations.

DXATB or Madame Lallie Charles.—The death is announced
of Madame Lallie Charles, for many years a well-known society

photographer, having her studio and resilence in the exclusive

Mayfair thoroughfare of Curzon Street. There she conducted a
business without any of the outdoor advertisement, in the shape of

showcase or window, which even the photographers of Bond Street
cannot bring themselves to forgo. Her customers were almost
without exception women, and we believe her connection included
not only a goodly proportion of London Society, but people of
wealth and standing in South America. Some few years ago Madame
t'harles was the unsuccessful defendant in the lawsuit arising from
the building of her Curzon Street studio, as the result of which, and
ilso, so it is sUted, of the war upon her business, she became

' tinancially embarrassed.

A COMPLAINT OF ADVERTISERS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—1 wish to call your attention to the quite unneces

sary delay by photographers in deciding whether goods advertised

in the "B.J.," and at their request sent them on approval, are

suitable or otherwise ; also to the considerable delay (I am writing

from my own experience) in releasing moneys deposited with
" B. J." for such goods sent on approval, and which have not been

approved and returned to owner. These are one or two instances :

—

On March 5 ult. I sent £7 direct to a firm advertising in the
" B. J." for certain photographic apparatus to be sent to me on
approval, which duly arrived a day or two after. I returned the

apparatus the same day as received by post, it not being what 1

was looking for. After writing several times, I eventually got

back my £7, less cost of carriage, on the ^th inat. Accompanying
the cheque was a letter :

" Your further orders will be much
esteemed, and receive our prompt attention."

On March 20 ult. your publisher acknowledged receipt of my
deposit of £4 15s. for apparatus to be sent to me on approval from
Cambridge, which reached me on the 28th ulto., and not being ap-

pro\'^d was returned by registered post the next day. It is now the

The Ijite Alkbed S. Cobey.—We are extremely sorry to have

news from New Y'ork of the death of Mr. Alfred S. Corey, technical

editor of the " Motion Picture News." Mr. Corey was an

enthusiastic student of progress in the fields of optics, colour photo-

graphy and colour cinematography, and during the last few years

we have owed to him the opportunity of publishing descriptions of

technical advances, particularly in colour cinematogr.^phy, in the

United States which had come under his personal notice. His

interest in the technical side of optics and photography was shown

by the very valuable resumes of the literature of these subjects which

he offered to readers of his paper. It was technical information of

a kind which, we may guess, found exceedingly few readers in the

American cinematograph industry. Mr. Corey was a large buyer

of books from England, and we are asked to remind any booksellers

or publishers before whom this notice may come that his affairs are

in the hands of Mr. Allison, of Allison and Haddaway, 235, Fifth

Avenue, New York, who is taking steps to discharge any of his

liabilities.

CorresponaencCe—«

—

*,• Correspondents shotild never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the vrriters are given.

',' We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

THE SECRETARYSHIP OF THE PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Will you be good enough to afford the courtt.sy of

publicity in your columns to advise readers who may be members

of the Professional Photographers' Association that all conuuuni

cations should now be addressed to the undersigned, who has been

appointed by the council honorary secretary for the ensuing twelve

months? S. H. Fev.

5, Highbury Grove, London, N.5.

BRITISH AND GERMAN LENSES.
' To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Referring to the article entitled optical gkss, tne

testimonial of a German photographer to the superiority of British

lenses may be of interest. The man in question—one of the most

competent professional photographers in the city of Buenos Aires,

whom I met there six years ago—was using f. Ross-Zeiss; and when
I remarked on the fact he confessed that at first he had obtained

a " Zeiss " direct from Jena, and, being dissatisfied, had obtained

the English lens, which he found far superior. As the formulae of

both lenses were identical, the natural inference is that the British

firm's system of manufacture—cementing, giinding, etc.—is the

more perfect.—Yours faithfully.

Charles L. Lowtheb. 4

Lonsdale Studio, 194, South Lambeth Road, S.W.8. '
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-ith of April, kud I am itill waiting the retain of my deposit,

jlthoogh I paid carriage both ways, and have written the owner

thrr« time* aaking (or ita relaaae.

1 en dajra ago I laiit a camera on approval by paaaanger train.

On the 4th in>t. I apent li. 6d. (or a pre-paid wire to aac«rtain th>«

photographer'• deeiaion

!

Why cannot photopaphera " get a move on," air*, and conduct

thu gooda-on-appca. depoait lyalem in a boiineeilike manner, make
prompt deciniona, accept or retam good* qnickly, and release

dapoeiu quickly? Soch dalay ia not (air to the man advertiaing

the good«, aa he may hare other applications and other deposit*

waiting, and may probably loaa a aale. entirely owing to tne«e

nrocrantinating ways of doing things.—Toars (aithfally,

A Bujevdi IX BcsixEss Mktbom.

AEKIAL PHtnoOKAHHY IN THE WAR.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen.— In your recent report on the disfweaion at the Hoyal

Photographic Sociaty on aerial photography, we oliMrTad that the
niune of Ktight-Lient. C. F. Lan-Davis was not mantiowad, nor was
hst of his firm, J. H. Dallmayer, Ltd., the spaakan naturally on

:.aing themselves (or the moat part lo raportiag Iheaa eoatnbotions

le the art which were within their
|
ii rinit>l kaowladge. We tnut

TOO will allow ga in the same spirit to pot on record that we also

id the privilege and (aUitled the duty o( supplying many tele

photo and oth«r laoaaa (or aerial- photography, mdading oar new
large Adon and palaal leases, daring the war.

We (eel sw* that CapUia Hetberington, i( referrad to on the

(object, woaM hmr H e«t; and Major Ohariaa W. OomMa. ia an

iataraatiag lartoro, manlionad that a Dallmeyer lens had worked

vary waB in aattel ylwtininilij, though it doaa not appaar to i>»va

baan spadally praparad (or Ik* poipoaa. Ws are now aaabtad to pob-

Uah an extract (r«aa a maMMfBadam by tha laU C F. LanUavu.
FR P 8 , written in the Tery aariy days o( serial photography ai

the Dardanailaa towarda tha and of 1915. and we may lawtioa th^l

Iha dark room which ha boilt on Imbms with matariala oMained
froai the sonrcee mentioned in the extract, and frooa wroekafe of a

BriMib skip, waa in ita time among tha aoat iaportant o( the

•itaaporiaod militsr}- buildinea on that islaad. Tfca (ollowing i»

'ha rctnct (raai a KenMwaadom o( ahnat October. 1915 :—
" 'I'bere were a few stores and tool* avatlahle. and only by going

reoad paraowally liiggiag (ran tha 'Aik Royal,' Bfyptiaa Xagi
naan. Maps UOea, ate., waa I able to gat startod. I finally sar-

readad ia grUing a darkrooai hah and aqaip|rii^ it The beat

method o( attachment o( liM OHaam to a iMtiUM presented difl-

iUi«e, as tha hamm Um had h»m to held tha waiira ia Iha hand
1 his was eleariy lapoaittli am Motaa* Paraaol awrMnas. where tn*

camera, in order to avoid catling off, most be oa Iha ootside. I

arranfad a saMahla brarfcat (or holding Iha eaaara, aad proper

bosaa to hold the plates, and alao bail! oa Iha eaaaraa aaat a direct

viaioa wire Sadar. The Radars seat wars of ao mmr aad witboat

oao tho amoont o{ coontry included in each idiidiigiapli aad Iha

proper overlapping cannot be at all corraetty aaltaatad. I earrted

oat a aaabor of tiiob ia oriar lo lad tha eorraat oipoaaia, aad, at
rcralU of soaia kted were arfaatly aaadad, aUrtad work.
" It waa iauaadialaiy apporant that Iha OMlarial aopplied from

Rnglaad. Ihoagh batlar Ihaa aothiog, waa aot at all aa good aa ooold
« fol, aad I raportid .... FUoto wara'adviaad aa lo taa

i-ropar height for flying, and photographic ofaaarrora trained. I he

darkroom was got into proper working order and tha photographs
famed oat qaiahly, aad a bagianing made with a tracing and filling.

" Fraai pMoa aspoaed on one day, clear, bright prints were sop

piiad le Iha Ifopa OIka by Iha next day, aad ia soom eaaaa enlarge

oMBla Bia ds. A n iiibai of traoeh and other aiapa hava baaa made
Item thoa, aad I OMy fairly dajm that tha work laraad oat is

raaOy aatiafactory aad of aaa lo the Oeaaral SUA. Ubaarran from
Ih* ' Atk Bofal ' aad ooptaiaa of tha monitors have aakad (or

copioa of BMay of Ifco photographs, which they found of cooaider

able value No. 3 Wtof kao for long hmm fknln|ia|ihlag, bot
.No. 2 Wmg rasnlts aad luloaia of work twaad oat eooipare

favoarohty."

Tmatlag thia will ba fooad an intaraating contribotioo lo the

history of tha aodara art of aerial photography in war.—Yoan
(aifhfoUy,

J. B. DAuamsa, Vm.

Rnsipers to CorrespondentSa

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Im eatn»tueiU4 ef gtneral rtdueed tuppUes of paptr, a* tJu r*MM

y pnXMHoH »f Ou importalion of nmeh vood pulp and ir<***..

a tmalltr space loili bt avaUabU mUU further notice far rtplit*space

ta aai'iaspuadsatt.

wiU >» po«< if $lttmptd and addr»s$ed env-

Iqw U aaafaaad imr reply; 5-osiU. /atontaKowai Coapo*. from

rtadtn ahnad.

Tin fuO taastiows and aniieeri wJU b* jriaXidjaJw fci tt«-^«* •/

imguirim ef yeweral inUrtit.

Qutritt la b» anmp«r»d in ths Fridati'$ "Journal muMt rtach m
wet UUr than Tuetdaw (poalad ifewdaif). amd tkeuld he

to the KdUor$.

p X. C—We have not heard of it coming on the market. Perhap*

the patentee. Mr. P. J. Murray, 20, Rutland Park Gardens.

Cricklewood; London, N.W., could tell you something about it.

H. P —The mo«t practical thing to do would ba to take a week's

couna at tlie Polytechnic, where all ths time—five hours a d»>—

could L« dmoted to prsctical work At the end of this lima

anyone with artistic instinota should ba able to work alone.

J. W. L—Under tha Copyright Act of 1911, which came into force

Jane 1, 1912, registration of copyright ia no longer necessary.

You can Icom the modifications in copyright law introduced by

tha praaeot Act from the manual " Photographic < 'opyright," iisuad

by our pablishers.

U. C—Toa ahoald write to the War Trade Department, Central

Hall, Weatminster, London, 8.W. We think it very doubtful if

you could obtain a permit, as Uie special prohibition of the im-

pottotion of photographic goods from America was rr introduced

oa March 1 laat.

F. J. W—The onl> camera of which we have heard specially

OMde (or cinematograph portraiture ia that o( the Bettini Syndi-

eaU, Ltd., 17, Weat 44lh Street. New York. Captain Bettini has

devised ao spparatoa by which the moving piclura* are taken on

a glaM plate, and alao devioaa by which any given small picture

can be readily shown in an enlarged form. Obviously the small

pietoraa could ba taken with any cinematograph camera.

C. W.—1( refiected light only is used tha lighting will be rather

flat, bot it will answer to give top light (or standing figures. We
ahoald fix one lamp in this way so as to give a light to (all at

about 46 dagreea on the bead, one a little lower, uy, 2 (t. to one

eida, and one lower still a couple of feet nearer the background

to give a wide light. All the lampa should have calico ditfusers.

Yoa araot coasider this aa a sag^Htion only, aa tha position is

rhot diOcolt.

g. C—We do not dearly undaratand your queetion ; but if it rafara

lo a meUUic lustre over the shadow portiom of the enlargement,

caused by age and expoaure to gaa (ooiaa, about the only method

likely to be of any use is to rub the depoait away with a fairly

hard india-rubber. If it is a matt-surface enlargemaot yoa might

try the effect of rubbing the whole of the surface with flour of

pumice, the very finest pumice powder obtainable from artiste'

dMlars. It will du no harm, and it may possibly remove what is

tMually a very auperficial depoait.

J. M.—The plan adopted for making these photographs, and dia-

doaed aoma twelve or fifteen years ago by its originator, Mr.

Nowtoo Oibeoo, consisted in making the exposure by a few short

strands of magnesium ribbon mounted in a holder somewhat in

front of tha candle, and thoroughly iklildad on tHa side towards

tha lana. Than, immediately aftarwarda. the candle was l'.ght«d
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•ad t ihori ezpotnre m»d« of th« flama. For thia procew it ii

BKMMry U»k • black btdcgroond fhtald b« mad. Ton aan

And • daacription of the whole proe«u in a voloma of tha " Pboto-

j;nni," publiibad daring tbn two or thrca yaars batore ld03, and

poaaiUy avaiUbla at the Newcattle Libnuy.

B. J. P.—1. Certainly, the tank method is the better for a large

nomber of plataa, and will give you as good results as dish

development if your exposures are reasonably right and yon pay

attention to having the developer at the required temperature.

8. We advise yon to use the developing formolee of the makers
of the platas. If you cannot get a tank formula from the makers

yoo will find the ordinary dish formula will answer by diluting

with three or four times its bulk of water, and, if it is found neces-

aary on account of stain, by making up the formula with, say,

twice tha quantity of sulphite. The general practice is to use

• developer of anch strength that development is complete in

from fifteen to twenty uinutes.

W. L.—Your arrangement of lamps as sketched should answer
very well. The indirect light, reflected from ceiling, will certainly

improve the lighting for groups, but we think you should have a

1,000 c.p. lamp for this. We do not think you wi'.l always want
all the eight 500 c.p. lamps on at once in so narrow a studio, so

that it will be wise to have separate switclies. We should prefer
to have the top row of lamps to raise and lower. For standing
figures, 8 ft. 6 in. at 8 ft. does not seem to give a sufficiently high
light, and you cannot afford to bring the sitter forward. If you could
move the lamps nearer to the background for full length it would
be better if it is not possible to raise them.

M. F.—We think you may safely assume that it may be three or
four years before you could count upon making a regular income
of, say, three or four pounds a week out of Press photography.
Portraiture business in a well-populated district such as yours
would probably give you a much better return, and more speedily.
The Practical Correspondence College will give you ideas as to
making news photographs, or rather of thinking of incidents
which might be photographed for this purpose. In the ordinarj'
way you do not require a licence, but in many districts photo-
graphers who canvass from house to house soliciting orders for
photographs and subsequently taking the photographs to the
houses are required by the police authorities to have a hawker's
licence. Many water companies require photographers to pay for
the water by meter.

L. 0.—It is impossible to say how much hypo is required for a
given number of prints, because so much depends upon the effi-
ciency with which the hypo solution is used in the way of moving
the prints in it. The best advice we can give you Is to use a
bath until, after inserting a slip of dry-plate in it. it takes more
than, say, five minutes for the white emulsion to disappear from
the plate. If it takes longer you had better throw the bath
away. Average strength of bath for bromide prints is 4 ozs to
20 ozs. of water. Average strength for an alum hath is 2 ozs. ofalwn in S» ozs. of water, keeping the prints in solution for from
ten to fifteen minutes. We should say that the Rajar M.Q de-
veloper would not require to be double strength for plates. It
would, of course, be com-enient to make it up of double strength
If you find It gives negatives which are too thin, you can easily
u*6 It Stronger. '^

'''enlaVJinJIl^ ^"'w * '""' """''' ^^ ^^^ """^^ ^"'*«We one for the

S^TLv."; i.- K
* *^""°' «'"* '"oasurements without knowing

tnt ^r „^k"
^''"' """' '* ""''"«*• You could take the lentout for other uw at any time. (See articles in the " B J Al-

ZnT'^ ,;:. u,''!*'"''
"^ '"""tf^ction). 2. We certainly re-commend white blinds in addition to dark ones even with roUed

Z rrhl^'r- ""T \"."''- »'"•- - ^^-^, understand how
to fit them If you show him the little book. Be sure that he

ird.""!^T ,
" 7'T '" °"« P'*""- The bottom mw ofblind, must hang clear of the top row. 3. Your idea of using old

^Z wfth S T. " "T ""'""'i ^ 8'«^'''*' Sreen would lookbetter with oak slats, and you could easily get ready-made dis-

temper of this or any other oolaur. The date may be rather dirk
oak, 3 in*, wida, ^-in. thick, and 16 Ina. claar batwaan aach. If
you ara going to make aquaro panels yon can go up to the level
of the eaves, but if only uprights with a rail on top, they should
end at 5 ft. to 5 ft. 6 ins. 4. " W.Y.W." means " while-you-
wait," and is usually applied to cheap postcard and midget studios.

D. F.—The marks are certainly mysterious, and we cannot say
that we have ever seen any like them. The pinhole theory does
not seem to us very likely, as presumably the camera was used
in the hand, and so not out in strong light in one fixed position
for any time. Although it may seem unlikely to you, we should
be inclined to look for the cause of the marks in some part of the
process after the plate had been exposed. We have seen mark-
ings something of this kind which gave a lot of trouble, and
-were thought to be caused by flare in the lens and bright metal
in the camera, but which ultimately proved to be due to finger
marks transferred from the back of one plate on to the film of
another as they were stacked together awaiting development in
the dark-room. We make this suggestion only on the supposition
that you have thoroughly overhauled the camera in order to dis-
cover anv parts of bright metal around the lens mount or near
to the shutter which might give rise to an effect of this kind.

T- H.—The only studio gas lamps on the market are the " Howel-
lite " of Messrs. J. J. Griffin and Sons, Kingsway, and the
" Powerful " of Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Both of these consist of a battery of some twenty incandescent
lamps, in the one case inverted and the other upright. Either
can be used with such ordinary gas pressures as 2 in. provided
that you have a supply pipe of ample diameter end a meter to
correspond. As regards high-power lamps, we do not know that
any of them have been used for portraiture, and we think with
you that they are only obtainable for compressed gas. You could
write to a firm such as Messrs. Falk, Stadelmann, and Co., of
Farringdon Road, E.G., who are the largest people in gas lamps
in these high powers. In any case, you may be pretty certain
that unless the studio is of ample size and very well ventilated
the heat from a good size gas installation may easily be unendur-
able. Except at the cost of enormous heat you certainly cannot
get light equivalent to a 5,000 c.p. in half-watt lamps or arcs.

ffo IBrittsb loamal of
jpijotojgrgpljg.
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A Word on
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oation.

tha

We constant^ hear photographera in-

quiring for a formula for an intensifier

that will bring out undeveloped shadow
detail. Theaa do not realise that what they seek is impos-

ibie. U such detail as ia in the film of the plate is not
brought out by development it is lost for «ver. Intensi-

fication will add to the printing density of the negative,

but it cannot bring out in the film what has been never
recorded during the exposure or lost through under-d«ve-

lopment. To our mind, under ordinary conditions, inten-

tiaotioo ought never to be needed. A full exposure
ahould be given, and the operator should know his develop-
ing agent and the requirement* of the printing medium
well enough to be able to produce a negative of just the
right qoaKty every tim«. It is only when it is required
to add to tn« density of the negative in order to fit it for

another process that intensification should be required, and
ev«n then it ia quite easy to overdo this latter process and
to produce a negative of excessive contrasts. A good plan
when requiring some extra printing quality in a s<^t nega-
tive such as is made for contact bromide printing or en-
larging, when printa in carbon or other prooeas deotanding
a more vigorous negative are to be mado, it to bleacli and
Milphide Uie pUte as in sepia-toning printe. The result

is that the negative is toned to a sepia which gives a
rreathr iaereoaed printing value. A moderate degree of

uit«n>iAeatioB is obtained without the possibility of spoil-

ing the plate that is always more or leas eociatent with tlie

mercurio proceasei .

• * •

PiKing •f«mid« A very bad practice, which is, unfortu-
Printo. nately, very common, ia that of allowing
too large a number of bromide prints to accumulate in the
fixing both, which is in such cases generally inadequate' in
*ise of container and quantity of solution for the amount of
work required. The result is that not only is there danger
of uneven fixation, no matter how lone the prints are
immersed, but that there will be an inequaTitv of depth and
colour due to the varying time* which the prints have been
subjected to the action of the hypo. With some brands of
paper the difference is very noticeable, while in others it

is slight. This can easily be tested by taking out a print
after five minutee fixing and leaving another of precisely

similar depth in the bath for an hour; better still, let a
print be cut in halves and the halves compared after treat-

remit. It taken only a few seconds to remove a pro-

portion of printfl from the hjrpo to a dieh of plain

water, and this should be done at regular intervals

and not only at the end of the batch. When print*

are being made in dozens and half-dozens, it is easy

to tell from tho subjeota which printn have had sufficient

timo. A simpler way is to nave two fixing baths.
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and to UM them suoceesively, when one is full of prints

Bt*rt on the second ; when this is full remove the prints

from the first dish to the waslier and start this again.

Thia obviates the neceosity of sorting out the prints and
takes v«ry little time indeed as compared with the bad old

way.
• • «

Quarter- The memorandum of the British Photo-
P'«t«« to 60. grapihic Manufacturers' Association
which appears on another page deals with a matter which
baa called for a long time for common action by the
industry as a whole. There have undoubtedly been too
DMUiy plate sizes. Their number has grown steadily

—

perhaps one should say stealthily—as one camera maker
or anotjier has thought fit to devise a new eize or make a
microscopic alteration in an exi;ting one. What with the
wide range of British sizes and a similar assortment in
metric measuremente the plate-maker's regisrt«r of the
dimensions of plates which regularly or at one time or
another he is making has grown to unreasonable pro-
portions. We were ahown a year or two ago by a maker
with whom we were then discussing the matter, his book
of plate sizes, and were astounded as much by the variety
as by the minute difFerenoee which existed in many cases.
Suoh multiplicity is a highly uneconomical factor in a
plate works, causing not only extra labour but a oon-
siderable wasto of material, and therefore it is satisfactory
that the Association has announced its policy of making a
dean cut among the smaller sizes. It wiU no doubt raise
some qualms that t3ie quarter-plate and the postoard
size are among those which are to be displaced, but we
imagine—it is in fact suggested—^that the change will be
gradual and that plates of the aJbandoned sizes will cease
to be made in proportion as the cameras of these sizes dis-
appear. A further point to be noted is that metric sizes
h^ve been adopted, a change which will simplify manu-
facture for the foreign amateur trade. The quarter-plate
is to be replaced by one of 8 by 12 cm., the latter a little
narrower and distinctly longer, so that its shape is more
in accordance with what has been regarded as suitable for
the average class of amateur subjects during the past few
years. As regards the introduction of a system of
identifyinsr each size oS plate by a number in
place of the specification of its dimensions, we have our
doubts. We think that errors are more likely to be made
on this system than on the old one, where, if a miateke is
made in one figure, the remainins; ones suffice to identify
the size that is meant. The suggested system unfortunately
does not embody this element of security for which, in
view of the liability to clerical errors in typewritten ' in-
dents, there is a real necessity. People can remember
names like "vest-pocket" and "quarter-plate," but if
they trust to memorv in the case of a series of numbers
from to 9 they are liable to make mistakes.

• « •
The P.P.A. The Council of the Prtxfessional Photo-
graphers Association harve not done a very wise or
discreet thing in letting the announcement of the
change in the honora,ry secretaryship take tie form of

Sh,^T rr^^T '^^r'''
aPP^red in our Corespondence

causes whach have precipitate the change, and we prefer

^L T?'**f.-"* !?"''"« **» ^« "matter. Evenaasumang that re ataons had become as strained as the

Ty^iJ7y.^"^A/
'^^'"''^ ^*^« ^^ I^We to have

dZ«i' ^ ^r*'' >' ^^' Inverse, -is to be gained by adiMusBion of the circumstances whidi have Caused Mr.MaoJne to disappear from the secretaryship of the
Association, which he ha. held for it muS I twenty

years. He wae one of the founders of the Association,
has been its most thorough-going supporter ever since,

and whatever conflict there may have been of late be-
tween his own views and that of the Council, a measure
of harm has been done to the Association by the pre-
cipitate manner of his departure. That is all that we have
to say on the incident, and to us it appears all that
should be eaid. The sooner the matter is forgotten the
better.

* » »

The London The exhibition arranged by the London
Salon. Salon o'f Pliotography will be held
again at the Koyal Society of Painters in Water-Coloura,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W., from Saturday]
September 13, to October 11. The latest day for sending
in exhibits has been fixed for Tuesday, September 2. Tlie
entry form and prospectus are now in course of being
printed and may be obtained on application to the
Secretary at the Gallery. Here a reminder may be made
to intending exhibitors abroad that the Salon is parti-

cula<rly anxious to secure a representation of current
pictorial work from those in distant parts of the British

Empire and in non-enemy countries. In the case of such
exhibitors the work should be sent mounted but unframed,
and it is then prepared for exhibition by the committee
in accordance with the plan which has been adopted for

some years past—of placing them under glass on the

gallery walls.

PAETNERSHIPS.
Aa it is possible that at the present juncture many demobi-
lised men and others will form the idoa of joining their

resources with those of another party with a view to com-
mencing in business as photographers, a little seasonable
advice may not be without value to those inexperienced in

such matters. There are two outstanding questions which
have to be satisfactorily settled if any successful co-opera-
tion is to be expected. They are the personal character
and habits of the parties and the legal conditions of the
partnership.

With regard to the first point, it is a melancholy fact

that within a few months men who have previously been
the best of friends have become bitter enemies, or at least

have such strained relations that the position has become
almost intolerable. It is therefore necessary that the
closest inquiry should be made not only into the general
character of a prospective partner, but into his ordinary
habits. Perhaps an actual instance may explain- more
clearly what we mean. Two young men "who had met in
local circles as members of a cycling club determined to
start a small manufacturing business together. The one
wat a steady, industrious man with first-rate practical
knowledge, the other had several years of office experience
and was in his way as steady and reliable as his partner.
The business man furnished the bulk of the capital, and
was entrusted with the taak of selling the products of the
concern and generally conducting the business manage-
ment. This would appear to be quite a proper and work-
able arrangement, but it soon broke down. The capitalist
soon took the view that his investment was sufficient to
justify irregular attendance at the business premises, and
finally the other partner found himself saddled with the
job »f keeping the books, interviewing customers, and
other routine work, with the inevitable result of a com-
pulsory liquidation. In another case a partner caused
disaster by overdrafts on the business for private purposes,
with the same unhappy result. Further than this, some
men, when they find themselves their own masters, develop
intemperate and other undesirable hr.bits, v/hich, if they
previously existed, were carefully concealed. Unfortu-
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nately th«M trait* are not easy to detect in a man one has

met at a club, lodge, or ev«n a church, and yet their possi-

bility must be recognised. Even the temperament should

h» carelolly studied, for a touchy man, whose dignity is

Mafly wonnded, will not sort well with a jocular partner,

or a slovenly worker with one who is the soul of precision.

To come to the legal aspect of a partnership, there are

« few important points to be observed. One is that each

•ember of the partnership is individually liable for the

entire debt« of the partnership or for any daima or awards

vhich may be made against it. The only way to guard

Against this is to make the conoem a limited liability com-
pany, a rather troublesome and costly proceeding.

Another point is that the partnership is liable for the acts

of any of its members in the way of contracts, agreements,

or quotations.

It will therefore be seen that it is very desirable to have

a thorough understanding upon all points which are likely

to arise before a partnership is entered upon, and this

should be embodied in a proper deed, drawn up by a soli-

citor, and properly stampied. Some points in such a docu-

ment would be tM objerts of the partnership and to what
sphere its operations are to be limited ; the amount of cash,

itock, or apparatus to be provided by each party, with
the ttme and manner of its delivery, the duties ol each
party, with provisos as to holidays, absences, etc., the
amount to be drawn by each as salary, and the ratio in

which further profits are to be divided, the ooaditioDs

under which » dissolution of psrinonkip cui be claimed
by either party, or, in the case of death, the payment
based upon the makings ci the business and value of the

assets to be paid to the deceased partner's estate or to

remain as a charge upon the business. The limitations

of the individual powers of tLe parties should also be
'Nearly defined, eo that if one exceeds then the other

tbould have proper ground of action against him.

Other points caositd by individual oooditions would

probably be suggested by the lawyer, and embodied in
proper legal phraseology. The ordinary man often laughs
at this, and thinks it cumbrous and out of date, but he
may find too late that the ordinary loose style of commer-
cial oorreepondence or.n often be interpreted in more than
one way. Even a Lord Chancellor's vdll has hcd to crme
before a probate court for elucidation; much more there-

fore may a layman be expected to trip over wording an
agreement.

The existence of such a document prevents much discus-

sion and perhaps squabbling after operations have been
started, and it can always be referred to if there is any
danger of its provisions being ignored. No honourable
and reasonable person would object to it, and in itself it

furnishes a test as to the bona-fides of the signatories.

It is also invaluable in the case of the death of either of

the parties. We all know men whom we would trust with
our fast penny and with whom we could work harmoniously
in sunshine or shadow without a written bond, but such
men may have undesirable heirs whom perhaps the surviv-

ing partner has never seen nor heard of, and when these

appear on the scene some such protecticai is needed.

We have Assumed in the paragraphs above that both
partners are working in the business, but there is another
olaas, commonly known as sleeping partners, who provide

the money necessary for starting a business or some por-

tion of it. These people generally secure themselves

ageinst full liability for the debts of the business by
becoming " limited " partners, by which means their

liability is limited to a certain amount. An agreement is

equally necessary in such cases, and our advice is that each
party should engage their own solicitors, so that no clause

to the detriment of either should be allowed to pass. Very
ooerou* conditions may be imposed without being under-

stood by an unsophisticated person, but which the trained

eye of the lawyer would quickly detect.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

IPreviooa articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to ootnmnnieate items of a long experience in studio

porlraitace. have sppasrsd weakly iiaet the hagliiiihig of tb* preesak year. It is not thought possible to ooatinoe the series to the

Isagth of tikak by the aaaMwrttarwhWi IMS tkraofk the "British Jooraal" some yearaago,bntif any reader among the younger

lotpbojotrapbets. and parttoularly Iheaa ewgagsH as aaristants. baa a particular subject whieh might be dealt with, his

I wfll be weleotned. Theibjseti of iha pteriooa articlee of the series have been as follows :—

The SniTotindings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Btodio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Poeleard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Boom (March 21).

About the Ileception Room (March 28).

Home rortraitura (Apnl 4).

14). PorUble StodUia (April 11).

21). Copying (April 18).

A Talk About LighUoK (Jan. 3).-

and Ibo Lens (Jan. 10)

17).

The OsMsnii
(Ji

IS (Jan. M).
Tijiwsiiies (Jan. 31).

AstiiaULI^ting (Feb. 7).

Priatii« IVbdissii for Portraitare (Feb.

and Fomitare (Feb.

HANDLING THE STUDIO CAMERA.
In a previous talk I lowlMd but briefly upon the principal

points of the studio eamera, without referencs to its manipala-

tiott. and I will bow deal further with the various parts and
sdjiMtatsBis of this most important itnn in the studin.

A studio caaaera diSrrs from other patterns tnasmach as oom-
pactnsas and portability are disregarded, adaptability to tho

•pecial purpose for which it ia tmilt being the sole point which
its dasignen have in view. Bellows extension is one of the first

things to bo oousideted in a modem camera, for it is now the

fsahioB to• laassa of much greater focal length than were in

aesataiyago. Forordinarj cabinets a sixteen or eighteen

indk lens ia eoounonly used, to that for a cameaa to be need

othiag larger than half plates sn extension of twenty-two
tindk

or twenty-four inches is needed, unless one uses such a lens sa

the Teleeentric, the largest si«e of which only needs a length of

about eleven inches from flange to focussing screen for distant

objects, while the equivalent focal length is seventeen inch<«.

For ne*r objects the extra ext<>nsion needed is the same as for

the ordinary type of lens. A ssfe guide in selecting a camera
for a given lens or ric< verta is to have the bellows extension

about SO per cent, longer than the equivalent focal length of the

lens. This will allow of an image half life-siae being obtaim-d,

which is now seldom exceeded. A full life-size requires an
extension double the focal length of the lens. In oases where

extra extension is needed a box front which will slide into the

grooves provided for the rising front is useful ; while, if it ia
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made ao m to be revereible, extaremely short focus lenses may be

mad «• well. Most modern cameras have ample extension

without such additions.

Focoflsing is usually done by rack and pinion, and a screw

clamp is often provided to prevent the back from moving when

inwrting the slide. This indicates the weak point of the racks

M wudly fitted. If diagonal racks were used there would be

little risk of movement I much prefer the old winch screw

tyttmn, as with this the handle is always in the same place

below the focussing screen, and when you let go of it it " stays

put." Moreover, cameras fitted in this way usually have no

projecting Uilboard, a great advantage with fairly short focus

lenses. Another method of focussing, fitted, I believe, to Ameri-

can cameras only, consists of a pivoted lever which moves the

camera back an inch or two either way, a screw clamp fixing it

when the image is sharp. If greater range is needed it is

obtained by sliding the back ; the arrangement works smoothly,

but comes a little strange to those accustomed to other methods.

The rising front is a simple affair, but for some reason is used

by few operators. It is useful for full-length portraits when it

is not desirable to tilt the camera too much to place the figure

properly upon the plate. The front is usually lifted by hand

and secured by a thumbscrew, but it would be a convenience if

it could be operated from the rear, as is done with some of the

best process cameras.

The swing-backs, horizontal and vertical, are important

adjustments, but they should be used with discretion and not

brought in unless absolutely needed. It should be remembered

that their function on a studio camera is the reverse of their

general function in outdoor work. Indoors they are not used to

correct the lines, but to bring different planes of the subject into

sharp focus without reducing the aperture of the lens. This

is always effected at the expense of proper perspective, and

when it is possible to obtain sharpness in any other way they

should not be used. If we take a sitting figure with the hands
in -the lap, the latter may be brought into focus either by using

a smaller stop or bj- swinging the top of the camera back out-

wards. In the former case they appear in proper perspective
;

in the latter they wUl be larger in proportion than they should

be. The use of modem anastigmats which have a flat field has

tempted many people to use the swing as a matter of course.

Many of the old portrait lenses had deeply curved fields with
very little astigmatism, and these would give uniform sharpness
with a sitting figure, even with as large an aperture as f/3,

without using the swing. No depth is gained by swinging, so
that, although the face and hands may be sharp, the waist is

usually much out of focus. It is nearly always necessary after
adjusting the swing to give a final adjustment to the focus by
the ordinary latk or screw, so as to equalise the definition as

macli as possible.

The swing adjustment is controlled in various ways, the
simplest being a clamping screw on one or both sides of the back
frame, and this is perhaps as good as any. Most good cameras
are fitted with rack adjustments to the swings, but they are
liable to work too easily, and if not clamped by a second screw
allow the back to shift while inserting the slides. With care
this cannot happen, but one is apt to rely upon the rack hold-
ing And to forget the damp. A better adjustment found upon
some American cameras is an endless screw working upon a
curved rack. This is always holding and requires no clamping,
besides being capable of very delicate adjustment. It is alto-
gether the best fitting for the purpose I have used, and British
makers would do well to adopt it.

I was recently told that a certain camera which I was
handling was not a studio camera because it had no repeating
back—that is to say, the slides were arranged for only one ex-
l>0Bure in each. This shows the importance some people attach
to small details. Certainly most studio cameras are fitted with
h repeating movement, so that two exposures may be made

without removing the slide from the camera, but I am not at all'

sure that the plan is a good one. For one thing, it increases the

chance of double exposures, and the slides are made heavier

than need be. I much prefer the American plan of one slide,

one plate, and of a special fitting made to carry the small slides.

It can be only our innate conservatism that perpetuates the

clumsy procedure of a focussing screen separate from the slide, a

slide shutter which has to be opened, and a lens shutter which

has to be closed before the slide can be drawn. For many years

the Americans have had the focussing screen and dark slide

upon one moving frame, with an arrangement for automatically

uncovering the plate, but even they did not complete the

arrangement by making the exposing shutter an integral part

of the back. This was, however, done some years ago by Messrs.

Dallmeyer in an attachment in which the action of pushing the-

slide into position left everything ready for exposure, so that

only the two movements were necessary to make an exposure

—

namely, sliding the dark slide into position and pressing the-

rubber ball. For some reason this apparatus has not come into-

general use, and will probably not do so until the Americans-

rediscover it and put it on the market again.

With T^ard to single slides it would bo very convenient if

they were to be fitted with adjustable bars to take any sized'

plate instead of loose inner frames. This is common in process

cameras, and would be equally convenient for portrait work.

This is a fitting place to give a reminder that the velvet slips in

the back frame of the studio camera, and also inside the slides

themselves, soon get worn or flattened down, and that plates

get fogged in consequence. New velvet strips should be fitted at

least once a, year, and perhaps oftener in busy studios. As
many slides as can be afforded should be fitted to the camera, as

it is a great saving of time to have at least a dozen plates in

the slides at once. One well-known man has a hundred single

slides which are all filled when he begins the day's work, and!

they are replenished as needed. It may seem a big outlay,

but such slides need not cost more than ten shillings each by
the hundred, and in a big business they would earn their cost-

in a year.

There are still a few studios where the exposures are made-

witli the old-fashioned cap, but I cannot understand why, as it

seems to me that any shutter which would work at all would
be preferable. There have been many models of studio shutter

on the market, and there is still a good choice. I have tried

most, and prefer the simplest, either the single or double velv«t

flap or the Packard Ideal. The great trouble with most is the-

rubber release—the ball, tube, and bellows. When new there
is nothing better, but when one or the other becomes leaky there
is a constant worry. Jlither the shutter will not open, or if an
exposure of more than five seconds is needed the flap begins-

to drop, and uneven exposure results. Fortunately the Bowden
wire or " Antinous " release has solved the problem, and the last

objection to the shutter vanishes. It is a good plan to have a

long tube or wire, so that when photographing children or
animals the exposure may be made while the operator is a good
distance from the camera.

Of the studio camera stand there is not much to be said,,

except that most models do not give sufficient range in height.

Anyone who photographs children must feel the desirability of
lowering the camera so that he can pose his little sitter on the
floor. This is impossible with the ordinary three or four-pillar-

stand, so that a platform table or other piece of furniture has
to be used, but with a two-pillar stand of the Semi-oentennial or
Hana type the lens can be brought down to loss than two feet

from the floor, and the work is made much easier. Racks for

dark slides are sometimes fitted to studio stands, and are to be

recommended, as there is then no running about to pick up
another slide during a sitting. Another useful fitting is a clip

or pocket to hold the focussing magnifier ready for instant use.

Sufficient attention is not given to shading the camera in
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Bkoy atndio*. It is » good plan to haT« a light frame «r«cted

pon the camera stand to support the focassing cloth in sach a

way that it project* a foot or more over the lens, and a like

nwnat bcJiind the focnaaing •cr«eA. This senrea th« twofold

parpoae of shading th« lena and of keeping the focussing cloth

from dragging the hair, a consideration to the many lady opera-

ton we now have. I hare worked in a canopy which ran on
wheels on *he floor, the camera being inside. No focassing cloth

was needed, and it was a luxury to work it. It has, however,

the disadTantage that one had either to keep behind the camera

all the time or to come out«ide to make any necessary adjust-

ment of the sitter. I^cticus.

GETTING GOOD PHOTOGRAPHS OF DIFFICULT
MECHANICAL SUBJECTS.

[In the paper which we reprint bdow from ** Printers' Ink " some good advice and suggestions ai« offered to

eommercial photographers by one who looks at the niaking of photographs of technical goods from the standpoint of the

seller or advertiser.

—

Eds. "B.J.",

A CTKTAIN eommercial photographer icemtly mad* the remark

that be wo«ld rather photograph almost anything else than a

(«1:<hed steel ball, which beaia oat the contention that the

.^ ;>lest mechanical objects are often the hardest to photograph.

ihat the iaofcMiTe polished steel ball OMt ston; up troabte

for the plWOfrntlwi aad bewililtiiiiiswi o« the part of the

advertiaar who •*•• the ftaiaheii print, is attwtsd to by a case

which not long ago came aBder the obeenration of the writer.

It was dcairsd to show a life^iae picture of a steel ball abo«t

thnm iaehea in diameter, and the advertiser insisted apon
PFtaining the highly polished sarfaoe as an argument in favour

of s'-rnrary and finish.

.V<^ r lingty, the ball was carsfalty poliahed with chamois to

a high degrs* of brilliancy before being placed in position in

front of the euMVS. The tmalt, as ahowa by thv print, was

sUrtling. Bvaty detail of the iaterior of the stodio waa faith-

folly lepiodiwd oa th« aBrfaee of the sphsie, indadiitg the sky-

ligbu. fumitars, «ad those who luqtponed to be standing briiind

the tripod watdiing the taking of the pictare. And directly in

the centre of the ball was a dark object which proved to be a

perfect miniature of the camera itself. The imprwe inn of a

ttsel ball WM abaolutely loat in the mass of reflections.

A aseond trial waa made by coating the ball with a thin film

of putty, bat this had theeOect of dsadwJH the high-lighu and

caasiag the object to issimlle the exterior of aa egg in teitnre.

Varioaa way* vers tried to catch the proper effect without lend-

iof aa air of gielsiaiBMi, and finally the following ai»thod

solfod the problsai :

—

The ImH was placed on a small pedental and aarroanded with

a square frame uoiwad with while cheese cle<h and opea at the

side toward the caoMra. The entire caaaera was then coewied

with ehnec-doth, a aaiaU hole being cat (or the leaa. This

arraagMnent diflaasd a pars while light o««r the aarfaee of the

hall, free frooi rsAsctioaa. yet p rsssriiag the highlights which

the floatti^ of patty had kilkd. The result wss pcrft'ctly satis-

fart'iry. aad broaght oat the poUahad ' surface mian* the die-

u>rtioa fomerly laassd bgr the reflected image of the stodio and

Its propertisa.

(i ma* be said her* that thia simple aMthod of killing

IS ideal for the pbolocraphing of small mrrhaniral

u»j<-(i» III general—each as small too!*, wreachc*, laps, di««,

etc. where the problem i* to retain polished farfacea without

ths i^il of idltlioa

That the awtfiod ia wiBBemfnl is further prored by the fsct

that if properly sarroaadcd by th iiai-cloth, and the camera

properly eoverrd with the aaaM material, it is poasible to photo-

a large garden globe without catching rsflectiona

giealest ally of the camera is the air-brushinn outfit,

' Wt how gsnerally ia it known that for the photographing of

.11 ..).;.r^:ta s jadiciona preliminary ass of "air" appiitd to

t itttlf will often help to bring out details which
vtarrwuw woald b* lost f For example, the advertiaer who

wishes to photograph a watch fob in the form of a medal can
many times bring out th*- design by first squirting on a little air
over the surface of the metal. And likewise the practice of
chalking the raised name of a machine on a casting will bring
out the name strongly in the picture.

Tbeae are common tricks of the studio, but the purpose of this
article ia to* place before the reader certain practical pointa.

lagarding the Uking of pictures of difficult mechanical subjects.

and preparing these photographs for the copy, rather than t<v

attempt to cover the intricacie* of a profession. The usual
advortiser is not a photographer, but rather an individual wha
haa in mind certain results, and is often at a loss regarding how
best to get them.

When it oomes to the taking of shop picture* showing
machinsa at work, it should be remembered that the commeicial
photographer is rarely a shop man, and hence needa proper
direction ; not in the matter of hoir to take the picture, bat
•Mof to take. It is the bosiness of a good photographer to study
his lights and to calculate the duration of his time exposures
rather than to sense the value of some extraordinary beavj^
cut being taken by a tool.

The truth of this was foroofuUy brought home to an adver-
tiser of a line of machine toola who secured permission from
various users throughout the country to send a photographer to
their shops for the purpose of taking picture* of machine* in
operation. Twenty-five shop* granted the request, and a copy
of " Brsd«tr«et's " furnished the names of photogrsphers in the
diftereni citica. These pbotographeis were written to and told

lo " frt son* good pictures of the machines in action.
'

'

The resttit* were disappointing in the extreme. From tho
standpoint of good photography, the pictures were excellent, but
almost without exception the views were taken without reganl
to the value of the work performed. The camera had been set

up and the pictures shot with no definite purpose in mind other
than tu arruro a picture of the machine. In many cast* the
cutting tools were hidden or else the machine was engaged in

soma freak job inadvisable to advertise. It wss obvious that
the governing factors hsd been tho din.'vtion of the light and the
•psce, rather than an spprecistion of the m<>chsnical value of

tile job and the method by which it was being handled.

Taking this spoiled lot of prints aa s guide the concprn tried

af(ain, uaing different methods of approach. This time the

letteia asking permission slated frankly that the photographer

who would call was not mechanical, and asked that the company
turn him over to the shop superintendent or someone familiar

with the work of the machine* who could properly direct the

picture-taking. The result was a complete reversal of the former

experiences, and a valuable quantity of really informative

prints was secured. Full pariiculsrs regarding the jobs were
Ister secured by sending duplicate prints back to the varioua

shops, with the request that the data be written on the back and
the pictures returned.
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In pi«p»ring shop photographs of this kind for copy, a good

IcMon may be dranTi from the "movies."

Perhaps one of the mo«t appealing tricka of the screen is the

" clow-up " in order to get the proper emotion across. A scene

is flashed showing Marie Bickford standing at the old gate

waving a tearful farewell to her lover who is en route to make

his fortune in the great city. Marie is too distant to register

tears, so a " close-up " is flashed of Marie's face filling the

whole expanse of screen and filling the hearts of the audience

with her pearly flow of teardrops. Or perhaps the hero receives

a telegram. Feverishly he tears it open and then dasps an open

palm to his high forehead. What is in it? (We're speaking

here of the telegram.) The question is answered by a "close-

up " of the sheet telling us that Vivian has eloped with the

Count de Varville.

Excellent results along somewhat similar lines, only put to

man practical purpose, may be attained in the photographing

of machine tools where it is desired to impress the reader with

the action of the cutting tools at work on a job, the ease with

which the shifting of a lever throws out the gears or the

mechanical details connected with some particular part of the

machine. As in the case of Marie Bickford, whose distance

hides her tears from the close inspection that calls forth the

sniffles, so the usual photograph of a machine fails to focus

attention on any particular detail, and the point desired to be

brought out is hidden in the picture of the machine as a whole.

Right here is where the "close-up " is useful. This " dose-

np " may be an enlargement of a small section of the big

picture, or perhaps it represents another shot, taken at close

range, of the cutting tool or detail of the machine to which
particular attention is to be called.

In order to get the best efiect the " close-up " should be trimmed
in the form of a circle and implanted partly on the face of the

big picture, encroaching upon the white space to avoid confusion

between the two pictures. It is also advisable to define the out-

line of the circle by a thin band of grey or white where it over-

laps the main picture.

Another effective treatment in handling the "close-up" is

to bring it entirely outside of the main picture, and carry an
arrow down to the section of the machine of which it is an
enlargement, in order to tie the idea together and link the
close-up to the main photograph.

After a picture has been taken, it usually remains for the
retoucher to put on the necessary finishing touches before the
engraving can be ordered, and right here exists a degree of mis-
conception in some quarters regarding the way to judge good
retouching.

A certain retoucher of exceptional ability who specialises on

retouching photographs of mechanical subjects tells a somewhat
amusing incident which illustrates this point. It appears that

upon presenting a number of retouched photographs to a client the

advertiser found fault with the charges, claiming that the

prints did not sliow much retouching, and consequently the work

was not worth the price. And by way of explanation the

retoucher was informed that a good retouching job was " laid

on thick."

It took some diplomacy to clear away this erroneous standard

of valuation, and to convince the advertiser that the retoucher

commanded high prices because of the little "air" he used

rather than the quantity. Almost any dud can smear on a thick

coating of Chinese white, but the mark of the expert lies in his

knowledge of how little retouching to use in order to get the most

out of the subject. The gifted retoucher leta well enough alone

whereiver possible, and uses his air sparingly.

The camera is yet to be discovered which will photograph

what is going on inside of a sealed gear box or catch the action

of the whirling jets of steam in the heart of a turbine. And
yet, for advertising purposes, it is often highly desirable to

show the interior workings of a closed chamber—whence the

ghost cut.

To execute a phantom view of a difficult mechanical subject

properly calls for a display of the highest retouching skUl,

coupled with some engineering knowledge or leaning toward
mechanics. It is customai-y to have the parts normally unseen

and a well-finished job represents no small effort.

The final step in preparing photographs for copy lies in

determining the size (unless the size of the finished cut has

already been planned for at the time of retouching).

It would appear almost unnecessary to caution care at this

stage of the game, when the entire desired effect can be spoiled

by ill-considered cropping, but many good photographs have been

wrecked on this rock of carelessness. For example, nothing but

gross inattention can be responsible for cutting off a madiine-

tool operator's head just above the eyebrows. Far better to

reduce the size of the picture slightly than to crop without

regard to anatomy. Better to leave an additional operator out

of the picture entirely than to bisect him horizontally.

Readers of technical papers are looking for the picture to tell

them just as much as the copy. They are looking for clearness,

accuracy of detail and atmosphere. Pictures, to them, are as

interesting as the photographs in your newspaper, and a
" close-up " of some new tooling method capable of saving time
and money does not lack the inspection for which it was created.

See to it that they are not disappointed. A really good
photograph is worth all the time and trouble it takes to get it.

R. BiGELOW LOCKWOOD.

THE MERITS OF GASLIGHT PAPERS.

Oasuobt papers, in spite of their many alleged shortcomings and
disadvantoges, are well worth the thoughtful consideration of pro-
fessionals. After a close study of many of the leading makes I
am convinced that tihey are in many ways superior to, and more
useful than bromide papers, and I will do my best to explain my
convictions. For ten years I used bromide pamper of various makes
and kinds, and I had got to believe it was the one and only
process; true, it scarce equalled platinum, but it would give a
oolonrable imiUtion from an inferior negative, and that was good
enough, I thought. The depth and quality of carbon was also a
bit out of reach, but I considered the other advantages of bromide
to outweigh this, and so was satisfied without carbon. Gaslight
paper I never thought of, only as a process for tyros, a means of
producing multi-coloured prints whose chief properties were Wobs
and stains

; prints which always seemed to shriek out " Pot. ibrom.,"
unta one day I saw some good gaslight work, which I promptly
accused of bemg carbon ! This set me thinking, and I sought a

closer acquaintance, the results of which I set down here for the
benefit of any professional who is seeking fresh styles or new
effects.

To begin with, let us consider the bad points of gaslight emul-
sions, aifter which it will be easier to judge of their merits. The
chief disadvantages are low speed, partiality to certain formulse,
poor keeping qualities, small latitude, and liability to stain.

The low speed can be counteracted by the use of a powerful
printing light; for instance, Messrs. Kodak's Velox Cabinet uses
a mercury tube with which exposures are extremely short, the one
tube serving four printers. The partiality to particular formulae

—

very often alleged by the makers—is something I never understood.
Personally, I find gaslight papers quite as amenable as bromides
in this respect, but of that more later. Many gaslight papers
do not keep so well as bromides, but if obtained direct from the
maker and well stored there is little to fear on that score. The
question of latitude is a big one ; some makes have very little, and
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«> require azpert IvaiMBii^, ac they devalop fairly quickly. Thu
maaaa ftbo greater preciaion on the pkrt of the person deTalofuiig-

Thia characlerutic shoold mark the paper u one for prolMWnMl
use rather than amateur. Blaoy gaslight*, hoiwever, hare a very

great laUtode.

Tb« liability to stain is due to insufficient care in handling rery

often, though certain brsods will not stand any farcing. The use

of bTdroqoiaoiM also csoses stain occiiionally, and in spita ol the

fact that M.-Q. is the generally osed developer for these papers, I

hare always found amidol give aa good—if not superior—results,

osiQg only plain hypo for fixing.

To torn to sooM of the advantages to be derived from the use of

gaslight papers. First there is the vary low riak of fogging. Instead

of working in a dark-room, with only a <lim yellow glim, the

printer can have a oompaistively well-lit room ; one or two 16 c.p

globes fUed fairly high will be quite sal*. The comparative wsiM

at latitada can also be tamed to advantage, for not only does it

make for greater preciaioa in working, bot it means that prints will

be good or bad, no nooertainties like bromida gives :
" not quite

rigbt, scoMhow, bat it will pass." A gaslight print tb*t ia not

qokl* rigbt won't pasa ; tiM remit is that (MiigiMa Uaaad oat by
proleasio—Is will all be good. Anotlter advaslaga is tka qoality

obtarnaMa from almost any negative. The really parfack bramide
print ii aaariy always from a naarly perfect aagatiT*; « tha oob-

liary, owii^ to its ability to produce a false anala of giiUllUM tba

gaslight enBlstoo will give a perfect print from a very iwtftrlnA

nagattva. It ia very naeasaary, howavar, to ckeoaa tka rigbft owke
and ffrade of paper ; for auaipla, onwiiaal Ojko «o«14 ba naslssa

for a mgitiw wkieb «aa too " booay " for farDmide. sodi a nega-

tive irnmiiiig Vabs maH, Oravwn No. 1, or Noolaaa. This lattar,

a* it han>«»> • BO* ifiwisiiy mlaadMl for hmti na^tsvas : aavar-

ihaleas. it wiU giv* tarn ftisla off Omb if noed eoRMlly- For Ibia

rosnits 00 Sat or foggad ntgatives Waliingloo's 6.C.P. rigoroos,

Oravara No. 2. or whaat Cyko will aai|>riaa; all of thaas will

I find hyyo-alam bast lbs Cyko giving an aaeaadiagly rich

.>k« brown. I do not my it toam battar tlMa tiM Bngtiah

Vfm (Cyko, I baliavo. ia Amsrioaa). bol it ia iUUnUL, oad it is

uaoag tha many liillwwtiii ol gaoligkl popais Ikol ovary yrolas-

fional con Ind somalUag distiiKiivs. Tlio aladio «! for sow
<>aaala migh* wMi liwini tiy iwig " Yto " Jwiltfil p^ar
far cDBU at work, vid WsIUi^Hm'o B.a for wIstgaiirMli. Tkia
wooU ba a dMinet t—ow «fom tfca tromMe wcdi ol — oi^aaitioa

Having said ao modk (or the poasibilitiw of gmlight papara.
it win U a* well to montioB a faw of tho ch«act«rMica of

tka papats named- Tko following, it will ba nmlaaMood, ara
ohaermtions made ia tha netoal uas of the papers, and may not
fally agrae with other writings. The developing agent oasd was
amidol, tha (ormala habg on^phifo 4 «•., aiaidol UO grs., water
80 om. Hm special formalm given in makan' inotraetioos wci*
also triad with soocam, tboogh I oaoally dilotad tham.

Orawra No. 1.—In the satin sorfaoe thia ia ao itK asdiiglj ino
paper lor portraita. It has a fair amount of latitada, will aland
soma forcing, and yiaids good toom.

Oranon No. 2.—Ona of tha two moat vigorow popars I over
td. This gr»fo wiU givo bright and laminoaa tmntU off fon*!
.agntivaa. It roqatras caialal asposfkig a* tha acaia of tooea altars

•ith ovor-axpoanra. Caa bo nssd for normal nagativm if dovelopcr
A dilatad to fcalanoa inerwaad aapoaare. Both tha above yield *

vsty ina eoloar if plenty of brooiida is aaad.

Valos fioft and Vigorooa.—What 1 have said of Oravuis appbca
also to Valor, Iboagh. in my opiaioa, rigoroos Vcioz rcquirts a
mtbar bottar asffttiTa.

Ia Noctooa w« have a gaslight paper of a differsnt sort. To
tnat this paper aa OraTms might lead to diaap|>ourtmaot. Noctooa
will suit a variety of aagatirw, and will give diffanat rmalU from
aoy ooa. Tba nila ia, Mg aapoaora for contraat, lam sxpoanre for

aaftoea*. tha dsi siupmsirt of cootraaty prints being very rapid, so
mpiJ, ia fact, that a big mving is realised ia devalopar while tha
weak i* atamfol to eyea and fingers lem strain and stain. Noctoaa
givm a very para black oad whiU ; (or toned priaU it reqnirea a

Begative, Noefama g»«m fine " P.O.P.

Ceotrast Cyko.—Kaapa and works well withoot any special care.

bM k taqoiMs a h Byaltm negative. From aa cstramaly thin.

watery affair it will give a first-class print. It is about as vigorous
as Gravura No. 2, bat slower.
" Yto " Development Paper.—The chief points of this paper are its

durability, latitude, and ease of handling. The formula with which
it can be treated are numerous, and it will stand exposures from
one to six without apoiling. Th« makera claim that any colour

ran be obtained on this paper (from black to brown and red direct),

but I have not tried it out so far. The brown-Uacks, olives, and
dark browns I have obtained, sisnply by forgetting to time tha
exposure, ware so pleasing that I kept to them. Yto ia a stout

paper of good quality.

Wellington, Rajar, and Criterion gaslight papers come more or
less within my remarks oo Gravura; the former two I have only
used for pure black and white and sepia; Criterion I have used for

olive-black prints.

While papers lik« Wellington B.B. Bajina and Vitegaa are not
gaslights, they are worthy of mention as having some points in

eommomn. All three will give soft blacks different to anything
obtainable on bromide paper. They also give fin« shadow effeota,

and can be used for enlarging with the ordinary bromide enlarging

apparatus, giving very superior results. Only a few daya ago I

saw some Vitegas enlargements which had been hypo-alum toned.

They were indistingnisbable from first-class P.O.?. directs. Bro-
midea from the same negative were harsh in comparison. Any of

tha sbovementioned gaslight papers, or any others, can be osed (or

enlarging if a good light source is available. With mercury vaponr
or daylight dnd a fairly thin negative the exposure will not ba
over a minute or two ; it may be leas. The results are often striking,

particularly if tha negative ia a very weak one. The choice of paper
here is even mora important than in contact work, and to produce
exactly the reault one wanta, needs some little acquainlanca with
tha paper used.

There ara other good gaslight papers beside those I have men-
tiooed. Slogaa, for one ; but it it manifestly impossible to describo

them all. It would take too much space, so I have confined myself

to those with which I sm most familiar, and trust the reader may
find some little bit of useful informstion herein.

There is just one mure point, and that refers back to staining.

Forood development and careless fixing somrtimrs produce yellow

and pinky staina. These will nearly always give to weak Farmer's
radocar; a dip into bot hypo-alum will also remove them. Over-

devafoped printa will sometimes reduce with Farmer's, the result

being battar than a correctly developed one. I have treated

Noctooa ia this manner to dbtain extra vigour.

Oimdotolopad and radoced printa, if toned, yield decidedly

waimar eoloaia than the usual. J. Hall.
m

Ii4jicASBima Socirrr or Masteb PaoTOOBArBxaa.—In making
mention last week of the requeat (or prinla to ba included in tba

vUtMtkm by aMmbara at tba Art Oallery, Bla:kpool, next moolb,
an error was made in regard to tba mouoting of the prints. These
sbooU ba sent moonted (not nmncaated, m stated), but they should

not be ffamod. lbs laat day for tha receipt of antriea by tba

honorary sacratary is .Monday next, April 28.

A PaomsaiOMALs' Firm.—A firm of manufacturers of profee-

Monal photographic apparatus which hsa hitherto marketed its goods

only to the wholesale houses, but is now approaching professional

photographers directly, is Messrs. Brodrick, of SO, High Street,

Cbariag Cross Road, Undon, W.C.2. Mr. Brodrick U, aa we
know, familiar to many professional photographers (ram the work
which he has done in all parts o( the country in the way o( the

design, erection, and decoration o( studios and studio premises.

In the making o( apparatus he has shown himaeK no leas alive to

the requirements o( the portroitnro bnsinem. Certain of his

speciallica, such ss the various forms o( display table, bromide
printer, etc., are no doubt familiar to many readers of t^cso lines.

With the conclusion of the war, daring which his firm, under un-

imaginable labour diffioultiea, haa carried oot several important oon-

tnMla for tha supply of aidarging eaaala, developing tanks, and
other aooasaories to the R.A.F., is now turning ita energiea again

to the production of apparatus for profamional work. One auch,

a drying cabinet, is described on another page. Another specialty

is a developing tank of particularly good qnalitiae ; others are

enlarging easels, half-watt installation of a special kind, printing

boxea, and studio fumitore.
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STANDARDISATION IN SIZES OF SMALL PLATE
CAMERAS.

Tax British Photogr^>luc Mannfactarers' Asaociation has now
decided to adopt the following standard eizee in small plate

New Siae. In place of

4| X 6 o.m Multitude of small sizes.

6} X 9 o.m 3i X 2iin. and 6 X 9 cm.
8 X 12 o.m }-plate and 9 X 12 cm.
10 X IS cm 5} X 3iin., 5} x 3|in. and 9 x 14 cm.

All camera makers are reepeotfully regueeted, in their own in-

tereste, ae well as in the intereete of the industry as a whole, to

make all their new models in these sizes in preference to the current

sixes.

In ord«r to obviate the difficulty of describing sizes by dimen-
ioos, the following numlbers to designate eadh size of platte ha<ve

•lao been sd<^>ted :

—

4J X 6c.m No.
64 z 9 cm No. 1

3i X 2i in No. 2
4i X 3i in No. 3
8 xl2cm No. 4
9 xl2c.m No. 5
5 X 4 in No, 6
5Jx3iin No. 7
10x15 o.m No. 8
6J X 4i in No. 9

Thus, a camera constructed to take plates 8 by 12 cm. would be
termed No. 4, and so forth. The trade names adopted by manu-
facturers can quite well be used in conjunction with the standard
numbers as in the following example :

—

Nemo No. 2/4 equals moded No. 2 in 8 by 12 cm. size.

Nemo No. A/4 equals modej A in 8 by 12 cm. size.
No manufacturer is asked to discontinue making any of the exist-

ing sizes, it being considered that the adoption of the standard
sizes for all new models wUl, in time, render the older sizes
obsolete.

Tripod Bushes.
The AsBociation has also adopted the principle that all cameras

Aould be fitted with tripod bushes, either of the two following
sizes :

—

1. i-Whitworth (standard).
2. Continental thread fWhitworth (standard insertion).

The advantages to be derived from stendardisation will be
obvions to every manufacturer; indeed it is acknowledged to be
toe prime factor in economical production, and the Association
tooks with confidence for the sapipart of the whole trade in this
progressive movement.

A SHARE-HOLDING SCHEME FOR EASTMAN KODAK
EMPLOYEES.

PABTioctAM are given in the Rochester " Post " of April 4 of a larw
«.l.eme under which employees of the Eastman K^ak lui-by

'"TZVlimZT!"""^ '"" ^°"P"'^'' '^"=°'"« shareholder.N«rly 11,000,000 dote, wall eventuaUy accrue to the benefit of theemployees under this plan just worked out by Mr. George Eastman

^ktuS"V-^'TT ' '^ ^'^« 6%0,000Xfs'^Z
AJsirwiTl be t T'^T 'r ^'*" ^ ^°"Ser. The proceeds from

A^ft R.i^,^"'?^,"'*^
**"* en^oyeee- benefit fund.

be^^d""^'TZit aT'iar^ T''' '^J^r^^-^y
^^-^ -

ao int« ),« !^„ . T P ^™ proceeds from this sale will

*e^ 'ofThe i^ T'^r ''"' ^'°'='^- The proceeds from

^^^etun^lfK"" ^l ^- ^'^^' "^^ »>-" Pl-^^ed i"

purchiiro;".t;;i^i:,r^\;:u^^^^^^^
°^ "' ''- «"^'<'^-«'

The 6,000,000 dols. gift of Mr. Eastman and the 6 000 Onn A.ufrom the company represent the market v^lue of the^S is

«<Huige m Ml bid. The present gift to the

employees will not affect the wage dividends, which are to be con-

tinued as usual.

The plan was submitted by Mr. Eastman to the directors of the
company, who approved of it. In the letter to the directors from
Mr. Eastman, pubHshed below, the plain is described in

full. It is estimated that half a million dollars additional will be
distributed among the employees each year at the start, but this

will gradually increase as more and more become entitled to part

ownership in the company.

The condition that employees hold the stock five years is made
because it is the intention to keep these highly profitable shares in

the hands of the employees and thereby fully demonstrate to them,
over a five-year period, the advantages of receiving dividends from
past savings. It is believed that at the end of five years of experi-

ence with the stock there will be very few of them who will be
willing to sell their holdings.

Provisions are to be made to help those employees who cannot pay
for the stock at the time it is allotted, to pay for it through the

application of their dividends and other savings. At the present

rate of earnings the dividends alone would complete the payment
for the stock in from two and one-half to three years. Mr. Eastman
has made ample provision for safeguarding the interests of those

who for any reason leave the company's employ within the five-year

period.

The communication from Mr. George Eastman to the board o!
directors of the Eastman Kodak company, in which he states his

plan for the sale of common stock of the company to employees at

par, is as follows :

—

" For some time I have had in contemplation a plan for recog-

nising my personal obligation to the loyal wage-earning and salaried

employees of this company and its allied companies who have helped
to make our business a success. This plan, briefly stated, involves

a contribution by me of a substantial amount of common stock to be
sold at par to such of the employees above referred to as have shown
their loyalty to the company by length of service, the money derived

from the sale of theee shares to the ejnployees to become a part of a
welfare fund to be created for the benefit of all the employees and
administered under rules and regulations to be mutually agreed upon
by the directors and myself.
" It is my desire to extend the right to participate in the purchase

of this stock to those employees still in the service who completed
two years or more of continuous service on January 1, 1918, the
amount of stock which such employees may purchase to be an
amount equal to 2 per cent, of their total wages earned during the
entire period of their continuous service before that date.
" The company's records of wages paid to such employees prior to

January 1, 1918, indicate that it will require approximately ten
thousand shares of common stock to carry out this plan. I wish to

donate that stock, but the plan should not end there. It has advan-
tages which are valuable to the company and the present stock-
holders, and I feel very strongly that the company should make it

possible to continue the plan and enable future employees and such
of the present employees as cannot participate now, or can par-
ticipate only partially in the purchase of the above stock, to look
forward to the enjoyment of a similar privilege upon a common basis
when their loyalty has been shown. This can be done if the com-
pany will set aside a portion of its unissued common stock for sale
at par to these latter employees, giving to each of them a maximum
participation equal to 2 per cent, of wages earned during five years
of continuous service.

" Therefore, I make the following offer, viz. :—I will donate
sufficient common stock, estimated at ten thousand shares, to enable
wage-earning and salaried employees of this company and its allied
companies still in the service, who completed two years or more of
continuous employment on January 1, 1918, to purchase at par an
amount of such stock equal to 2 per oent. of their wages earned while
continuously employed prior to that date.

" The above offer is, however, ma<le on condition that this com-
pany set aside ten thousand shares of its unissued common stock
to be issued for cash at par and made avaUablo for sale at par
from time to time only to wage-earning and salaried employees of
this company and its allied companies, as they attain two years of
continuous service, the maximum amount purchasable by any em-
ployee to be an amount at par equal to 2 per cent, of the total wages
paid such employee during the five years of continuous emplovment;
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vith the proviBO lh»t an employee entitled to p»rticip»t« on the b»Bi»

• five y€*r»' or more continuoue eeryi.ce in the purch»»e of shares

ntribnted by me ihmll not be entitled to participate in the purchaae

the iharc* let aade by the company, bat an einploye« entitled

participate to a lea* extent in the purchaae of shares famished by

> may share in the parchaae of stock set aside by the company

^< far as may be necessary to bring his total purchases op to the

mazimam above stated.

" The stock set aside by the company will enable existing em-

ployees who on January 1, 1918, had served continuously two years

=". bat not five years, to continue from year to year If they

with the company their purchase of common shares at par
' ey have acquired the maximam amount above stated, and
ible existing employees who on January I, 1918, had not

coBtinnoosly two year* to begin their parohases wham tiiey

.lopleted that aervice, and if they mnain with the etaqpniy
• cintinue such parchaaaa from year to year antil they have ac-

lired the maximum amonnt above stated. It will also for many
-an to eonia tnabla new ampkyyees after they have attained two
•*n of couUmaaaa awie* to participate in tlM pnrohase from year

'.
, ftu of eoonon stock at par on the sama baais and to tha same

"If the company, with the consent of the stodiholden, shall

appr"V« this plan and comply with the above condition the result

will b« to make available twenty thoosand cooumm akaras of the

par value of 2.000,000 doli. for sale at par to —plojfsw of two
•ars' or moN standing.
" Alt of tbk stoek. both that oontribaUd by mytit aad that set

aside by the company, can be distribated t« tmfloftm «Ml na-
vcaieatly under the plan above outlined, if repfMMlad by frtilkatsa

«f the face value of 10 dola. each, a eartMcata ripraasuttag anv-Unth
of a shara of coaunon atnek. Saeh eartiflcatea wilt carry their pro-

poftion of dJrldanda paid on tha eoMMn alock. brt tha dividends

vpon rartilcataa m»y, for nonraniaiioa, ba BMda paijrablo a«Bi-

aonaally.

" The easnpnny shoaM asUbUab a plan to assist aniplajaw, whan-

aver necessary, to take up their aikntaant of cartiicalas and pay
Otsrefor in instalmsnia.

" Cartifkatas shoald be made non trsnsfaiahla befora the date of

'eir matarity. and toavnid having loo larga a number of certiAcales

latnr* on the tame dale tbey may ba isaasd in two or more series,

'- ^iffermt maturity dates for each sarics, the average matartty

: otf all eattifioataa being five yean tro« data to iaani. As
-tiSratca matora thay may ba asehnagad for ahnraa of

-k.
'

' eritCcalaa who laavaa tka amjiluj of Iha emmiany
f 'honid raeaira for hia vnmatwed earltfcalaa thair

par vaiar inpaid dividends apportioaabla to tham, but

in the case '
' o« not fully pawl for tha hoUar should receive

'fie amount *titii<iing lo his credit apon his aceoanl for tha parchase

•ersof . and in tha ivl of tha death or panMnnt diaaUlily of an

empkqraa holding anmatorad eartitealas, snok cart itcalas shoald, on

fall payment being made therefor, ba aaehaagad for stock to ba

Msaad to saoh disabled Maployea or to tha sata la of tha daoaaacd.

" Tha interesla of tha soiiiloyeas in tha foragoing rasfiscta most be

aatagnardad by aqaal lapmasw la t ion upon committeaa formed to

dMl with all sneh mnttars impartiaUy.

" Tha procaedaot tha sale of the shaiaa ooalrihotad bgr ma may ba

jsed, if nioissary, to pay for tha eharsa to ba iasasd by tha oom-

faoy for sale to smpliiysm ; bat in that case the money so ased

noat be replaced oat of tha proceeds of the latter sale, in order that

tha conpaay's welfare food may receive ultimately the foil par

valoe of tka eooiason sharsa eontribated by myself.

" Tha above is a mere outline of the plan. Many details remain

to ba worked out and power for this purpoae should be given by the

stockboMer* lo the board of directors in caae the plan is accepted.

' I will boM this offer opaa until September 1. in9."

Tna BnrnsH Rcd Cftosa Socnrr in a list of panooa the value

of wtwaa sei vicee haa bean hrooght to the notice of the War Office

ndndm. wa note, tho naaM of Mr. Arthur Payne, of Newcaatle.

drriaioi*l aiyarinlaadaat of tha 7th Norlhumberland Auxiliary

HoaritnL

Jissistants' Rous.
»—

Notts by astistants suitabU for thit column trill b« considered

and paid for on the first of the month following publication.

On Buying Lenses.

MoBK money is wasted in baying lenses than in the purchasing of

any other part of the average photographer's equipment. This must

not be taken to mean that an expensive lens is not worth its cost

;

mos: usually it is, but owing to lack of care and foresight in select-

inR the type of lens to be bought, much money is frequently wasted,

by paying for qualities in a lens that can never be utilised.

For instance, take tha case of the owner of a 12 by 10 stand

camera who wishes to use it for general outdoor vrork, groups,

boUdings, landscapee, etc In selecting a lens he may either choose

an anastigmat, working at, say, //6, or a " rapid " rectilinear,

working at //8. Now, whichever lens he uses he will, in the vast

majority of cases, have to stop down to about //16, and at such a

atop there will be no discernible difference in the results given by

tha two Isnwia. though the anastigmat will probably cost at least

Ihraa timaa aa much aa the other.

It may, therefore, be interesUng and helpful to discuss brieHy

the roost suitable lenaea to oae for various classes of work.

L«t OS first take the hand camera, as it is a branch of work that

is hrwiwi^ of increasing importance to every photographer. Now,

in this class of.work almost every expoeure made is verging on >iie

•• under " side, and it is therefore a great ad%-antage to have a

larga aperture lens. But it U very little use the average man using

a laM of, aay, 8 in. focus, and an aperture of //4.5, and expecUng

to gai his negativea in sharp focus. Even with a reflex camera the

vary small depth of focus of such a lens makes it almost imperative

to stop down, and when focussing by scale is naoesaary it is

unowble at ita full aperture. The depth of focus is decided, of

CDuree. by Ote absolute, not the relative, diameter of the stop, and

It may be taken aa a rule that for ordinary band camera work a

diameter of 1 in. is the largeat that can be successfully employed.

Thetvfort. on a 4| in. leas one may uaa //4.S ; on a 6 in., f/b ;
or

on an 8 in. lens. //B. Even with these sperturea very accurate

focussing ia needed for near objecta, and, so far as this use of the

\tw» ia coneamad. any exoeaa of aperture over thoee given may be

iiinriiliHil • waaU of mooay.

Kor r»«ex work I should put the largest apertare wotlh paying

for at 11 ins., which will give about //5.6 lor the 8 in. lens, the

mcwt generally usetol focus for half plate work. The quality oi

a letw for the hand camera should be of the best, for negatives

taken with Ihem will often need to be enlarged, and although the

difleivncc in definition of an R.U. and an anastigmat working at

/ (8 may not ba nottoaabla in a contact pnnl, it beoooiea immedutcly

a[>ti«rmt oa awlargiHg tha negative.

Oeneral atand camera work.—Aa a general mla a small stop may

be wad for thia claaa of work, and therefora a good H.K. lens is

as saiiaMa aa any other. But as it is in this claaa of work that a

rang* of foci ia mcMt useful, a word or two must Iw «aid about con-

vertihla Ianma It is, of ounna, a great ecooomy to obtain inree

lenaaa for the price of one, heooe tha popalarity of the unsymmetri-

cal type of convertible anastigmat. But to my mind by far the

beet syslma o^ varying foci is that found in the Cooke and Aldis

lensee, where the focus is changed by substituting a new glass in

plan of the original front glaaa. By this means a choice of three

foci may be obUined at iqnall extra cost, and with the assurance

that each focus is given by a completaly corrected non distorting

Una.

Porttaiture.—Kor this class of work the great need is "P**^; »""*

the lark of depth in a long focus lens is no disadvanUge. There-

fore th« cBoice usually lies between an anastigmat of // 4. 5 or there-

abouts, and a portrait lens. The cost of the snsrtigmat will be

considerably greater, but it has the advantage of being the more

ganerally adapUble lena. Simply for portrait work, however, it

haa no advantages ; in fact the rounded &ald and leaa critical

marginal deAnitM>n ol the portrait oombinatioo are preferred by

many worliers. In these days iT is almost unnecessary to add that

whatever type oi lens is chosen for portrait work, it should be fitted

with an adjustment lor diffusion of focus.

Kor cnpying. the great thing it to obtain a Rat field. This can ba
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got in an uiMtignut at > large aperture, but with other lenses it is

only a question of stopping down. In fact, any non-distorting lens

may be used successfully for copying. It should be noted, bow-

ever, that a long focns lens is not very convenient for this work,

as it necessitates such a great camera extension, especially wnen

one u copying and enlarging at the sanie time.

I think that this covers most of the average '^photographer's worK,

with the exception of wide-angle and telephoto work. To take

these in order. There are two main types of wide-angle lenses

—

K.H.s with the largest aperture about //16, and anastigmats, which

may have an aperture of //6.3, or larger. In any case, the lens will

usually hare to be stopped down for exposing, but, especially in

the case of dark interiors, the large aperture of the anastigmat is

a very great advantage for focussing.

Telephoto lenses may be divided into three classes. First, fixed

focus complete instruments, which are nothing more than long-

focus lenses with a short back focus ; second, variable focus com-
plete lenses, such as the Dallmeyer small Adon ; and third, the

negative combination to fix behind the usual camera lens. The
choice lies between the second and third, and it is entirely a matter
of personal taste. But, taken on the whole, the separate negative,

osed behind a good positive lens, will give the better definition, and
allows of a greater range of magnification, as two or three negatives

of different foci may be carried. A. G. Willis.

CxDIbltlons.

HA.MPSHIRE HOUSE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

NciTHEB a war, nor even a peace, can sulbdue the indefatigable
spirit* of the Hamipflhire House Photographic Society, which has
agaan produced a fine exhibition oi pictorial work, hung, unfor-
tunately, under bad ooraditionfi of lighting, in the hall of Hampshire
House, Hog Lane, Hammersmith. For the benefit of those who may
be vieiting it, let ua say that Hog Lane is a narrow and suapicious
looking walled paasage a few steps beyond a oineraa theatre called
the Blue Hall in the main road (King Street) which starts at
Hammersmith tube terminus. The narrow passage at it« farther
end leads to the doorwaji. of the garden in whish Hampshire House
Btands. The exhibition is open free each weekday from 4 p.m. to
7 p.m. and on Sundays in the moraing and afternoon. It is plesaaant
to meet again on the walls some old friends, in particular the deli-
cate sUyery landscape effeota of M. L. Misonne, although we cannot
help thinking that in adopting a bluish colour of print M. Misonne
has sacrificed much of the charm wliioh characterised his prints
when done in a neutral tone. One of them. No. 12, ireceives a medal.
Mr. Louis J. Steele makes a considerable show of his striking work
and receives a medal for "After the Bath," shown at last year's
Royal Other medalled e.xhibita are " The Seine, Paris," by M R
DemaAy, and "The Conihat," by W. G. Hill. A special medal
preaented by Mrs. C. Atkin Swan goes to a fine little piece of por-
traiture of an airman, "The Night Hawk," by W. Lee. Among
mud, other work which is dUtinguished by its pictorial quality i
that by Mr. Marcus Adams, Mr. Angus Basil, and Mr. Andrew
Jterclay, the latter a member of the Ham,pshire Society. No exhi-
b.t,on, apparently, at Hampshire House is rega«Ied as complete
*rthout one or two portraits of the president, Mr. Geoi^e Hawkingswhose cryptic smUe >s here seen through the camei^ of Mr. Wal^r
UCTungton.

tJL'
h" p """""r

includes oootrfbutions from Mossre. Fred ,Iudge,Jo^ H. G»r, A^ Bas,l, Marous Adams, Frederick H. EvaCAJex. Keighley R. Dema.hy, and F. J. Mortimer, F.R P S Thej«^on devoted t« colour transparencies and lanW slMes Q^l

•^»t for the room to be darkened and the transparencies

S^^^^ "^ ^- .
^*og««*" the HampshT House
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Patent mm.
Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, April 7 to 12.

KEPRODccnoN.—No. B,735. Photographic reproduction apparatus.
A. Cohen.

Stebeoscopes.—No. B,8(XJ. Stereoscopes. J. M. Hattersley.

t'lLsi Developing.—No. 8,689. Development and chemical treat-

ment of photographic film. C, F. W., and S. M. Portass.

Cinematography.—No. 9,113. Cinematograph projectors, cameras,
etc. J. Salter.

Cinematography.—No. 9,251. Cinematograph film-Seeding appara-
tus. W. C. Jeapes.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,
These specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Contention.

Print Trimmers.—No. 123,967 {January 2, 1919). The invention
relates to apparatus for cmtting or trimming photographs in which
the paper is placed on a hinged hoard, with the edge to -be cut
projecting between two Imives, one of which is fixed to the free

end of the hinged 'board, and the other, provided with an inclined
edjge, is hinged to the baseboard of the apparatus, and spring-
pressed towards the fixed knife.

According to the invention, the fi.\ed knife is secured to the
hinged board at right angles to its plane, and with a space between
it and the board to allow the edge of th^ paper to be passed under-
neath, so as to come hetween the co-acting iblades. By this con-
struction the operator will have an unobstructed view of the paper

placed on the hinged hoard, and thereby will Ibe able to deter-
mine with precision the width of the margin to be left around the
picture. Obviously, also, as the shearing hiades are arranged prac-
tically iparallel to each other instead of being at right angles to
each other as heretofore, the knives will retain their ehaipened
edges for a longer period.

In the drawing, which is a side elevation of the
trimming apparatus, A represents the baseboard and B the in-
clined knife hinged thereto; C is the hinged board and D the fixed
knife, secured, as shown, approximately at right angles to the
board C, and mounted thereon by means of brackets, F, at each
end of the board, so as to provide a space, E, hebween knife and
board through which to pass the paper or other material to he cut
or trimmed.

The fixed knife, D, may be made of a flat equally thick piece
of steel, as shown, or it may be strengthened against the pressure
of the epring-pressed knife by making it oi angular, pyramidal,
wedge, or other suitable shape in cross-section. John Merrett
Irowbridge, Wilts, and Frank Garrett, 15, Dorset Street, Salis-
bury Square, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

Continuous Movement Cinematograph.—No. 112,488 (January 2,
1917). The image is kept centrally on the screen or plate by
means of a prism of annular form, mounted on a drum which
IS rotated to make one complete revolution during the movement
of one picture, the fihn-moving and prism-roUting mechanism
being geared accordingly.

The rotating mechanism is a countershaft E, driven by a guit-
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•Ma gmt oooneetion <, (ram the fikn-driving mechanism. On the

ootar «im1 of the shaft E is mounted a drum F, having a wide

periphery f, on which is mounted what may be termed a con-

tinuous prism G. The prism G is formed with a single piece of

(Ims conrMcotly and preferably, and is siicl\that the central

point of any cnaa-seetioii lies on a circle, and the edge of unalleat

diameter is slightly spiral, aa indicated in Fig. 2, as well a« in

I

Fi(t 2.

Fig. 1 in section. Tba spiml or rolul« prodocM ofoa the OMve-

nent of tho prim, vsriabb •agoiar illtpniiliB— of Iha opsraUv*

pMto of ilM priaa villi i«ferMiea to plaoM pMrfig iknt^ the

am of lb* prajwtar.

In Ifco fam of tho pruM, the aUrting peiat is sbowii at f
wUb tho laish point h iiMeHUd at g'. Tba csDtrta of the mc-

tioM of Ibo priiB kt tiMM points aro tho smbo, m ahown at f*,

so thai tho fsfmeliaa of tko Usht-fays ia MhstsMtially i—UaBDM
without inliwiiliati joiapa or iatarrapAioM, tlM ligkt-ngra bafag

gmdaally poasad froM on* «id to tiM other aa tka fttaU $, fp'

faai tha laaa. Tba lalativa •agalarity of tba diffaraat porta of

Ik* piiiw ia saeb aa to aioteia Ifca proper refraction tbroagboat

Ikaapmrd owaairt of tba ptetora.

Ia gaaarat oparalmi tba prism is placed in front of lb* lana D
• tbai tba ray* of ligbt paasing throogh the pirtora and laoa D
pMi IbKoogb tba prisM and are properly irtraiKhtanad progrea-

siaaly frMo tba entry to tba exit of the fictora in ita paaaaga by

tba window C, aa tba priaa is tamed ia ooaMMUM* with the

wiTsmanl of tba psdarai. Tba prism trareh ia wannanrs with

tba pietara Mtip, aod aa tba >lm b««ring the pietai* iMobsa tba

apaning tba pri— lacairaa tba light-rays passing tberatbivagb,

and tba aagalar poftson of tbat part of the prinn which raoMraa
t.h>«« mys m aaeb tbat tba raya ara projaeted upon tha aertan.

The ooaliaaad aMfaaMai of the priaai aad tba pictnra cMises

difforaol poftiooa of tba priam to ba presantad to tba tight-ray«,

wbarafay tbaaa raya are eaotared npon tha screen irraapective of

iha poaitioa of tba pietara daring its passage by the window.
In tbis way it will ba seen that when a pictore enters tha window
tba priam is at tba starting point O and makes one complete

fwolatson wUa tba ptetore is paasing by tba window, to tbat

whan a saeesadiag pietara raacbaa tba w^dow the angle of the

prism at that time is such that the light-rays are centered upon
the screen. William Henry Selby and Frederick Arthur Selby,

Kanaaa City, Miseoori, United States.

Jinaiectaa
a

SztraeU from our ufteUy snJ monthly eonttmporariti.

SprinK»ti(ne Photography.
To preserve the characteristic tonality of grey tree-trunJcs and

tba net-work of branches (writes W. S. Davis in "Photo-Era"),
a lathar short scale of middle-tonee must predominate in a picture

;

oeoaaqoently, a full exposure should be given whether or not it is

dremed essential to employ a ray filter. In many cases, a delicate

diffusion of focus seems to help to sDggest the soft, vaporous
quality of atmoiphera so often aeao on quiet spring days. There
ara several waya to obtain this—eithar in the negative or during
printing—without resorting to the naa of special soft-focus lenseo,

altitoogh these are quite suitable if at hand. A simple method to

obtain gaaaral softness in tha negative with any ordinary lens is to

stop down oonaidanibly, and then to racJc out the lens beyond the
point of sharpest focos until the desired degree of diffusion is seen
on the focosaing-screan—tha sixe of tha stop datermioes the pro-

portionate amount of diffusion in the various planes of the snb-

ject. When printing by contact, one or two aheata of celluloid

intacpoaad between negative and paper may ba tried. An enlarge-

mttA, •apacially npon rough paper, can ba given pleasing softness

of definitioo by potting tha lens of tba enlarger very slightly out
of sharp focos. The main point to bear in mind, in all cases, is to

«uit the mode of treatment to tha theme to be expressed. Neither
soft-focaa nor a sharp image is srtistjc in itself, although either

may be aa aid to that end, according to the effect required or the

tboagbt to ba expresaad.

new Apparatus, i^c.
e

Tba X.L Dryiag Cablaat. Made br Messrs. Brodrick. SO. High
Street. Cbariog Cross Road, I^odon. W.C.2.

As wa have many tinea said, tha drying of nagativea is one of the

photogn|4iar'a opatationa whinh haa eontimied to be dono without
anything like an adaqoata rogard to liia cxcinaioo of dust fivim so

deliai<4 a surfaoa as one of wat gelatine or even, for tha moat part,

in the lim to ar^vrate the drying of the plates. .\nd m n^aida
prints, it is only within the last faw year* that means h»va baeii at
all gaa«ally adapted f>.r sbfegnaivling prints during tba ^ying pix>-

csaa and aqaatly fur expuliting this Uttar. Photognfihaia have
many of tham rigged up cupboards or oth«r reoeptaolea in wAirh
printa coold ba dried in a currant of warmad air, bdt ao far as the
apparatus aManfactorer is concerned the only evidenoa of his intereat

in what is a moat onivrrsal prDi)l«ni has been the inlrodnction of tha
modsls of rotary print-dr>cr, all wa bsUava of American origin.

Thrtelon it was with a good daU of iwtsraat (bat wa inapested laat

weak a piece of afiMrataa wtiidi haa jaat baan placed upon the
markst by MsMrs. Bradrick far tha aiyaditions drying by artificial

beat of both nagativaa and printai Hie apparatus cumiaU of a writa
of 4»Uow drawers, aooiething in tba manner of the soctional type of
wash tT whi(4i was introduced soma years sgo, the bot4am of each
flrswer being formed by croaaing tapes. Ten of these drawen, pro-
viding a soriaca of 40 square (eat, ara mounted in a wooden oahinet
so that any one of tbcna oan ba at onoa withdrawn, the fa:e of the
drawer (on wMoh tha handlsa are moonted) butting against the bar
whidi soppofta it in the cabinet aod alao "contacting" edgewise
with the fronts of the drawMB abovs and below. Tha whole front of

the cabinet is thus sealed abnoat aa though it waa provided with a

solid door. On each side tha framawork of tha cabinet is left open,
on the right to reoaive along the suifaoe of each drawer the Torrent

of warm air aod on the left to discharge this current into a vertical

•fkaft. Tba air in tha modal we saw is warmed by a bar i;a»-biirn«r,

althnwgh an aledtrioal baatar oan ba had in place of it at the same
prica. The burner is placed at the foot of a wrought^iron shallo>w

ofaaoibar which en:kie«s the right-hand aide of the cabinet. Air ia

thus dranm in and passu with the products of oaDbnation of the gaa
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ov«r*iKl through the lerin of dramen on the taipee of which printe or

d^»Ut(« are kid. "Rie burner is, of course, one of the Bunsen type,

iU blue flame denoting the compile oooibusiion of the gas, ajid there

is no reason to suspect any action upon the prints of the products of

oonrixiation. On this point Mr. Brodrick informed us that some deli-

ctit t«a<a had been made in a drying apparatus of this game type, but

made for the drying of fruit, and no taint from burnt gas xxild be dis-

covered. When it is remembered that in the ordinary go* oven food

is 30oked in an atmosphere which is considerably richer in burnt

gasce than is that of this a/p(paraitus, the idea that prints can suffer

anything by a short exposure can be di&mdssed. The burner con-

sumee comiparatively little gas, a<nd we were informed that when the

aipporatus is Icept going all day tihe cost of gas at 3s. 6d. per 1,000 is

only 9d. The apparatus oooupiee a floor space of about 3 ft. 6 ins.

Iby 20 ins. and is 5 ft. in height. It is nicely made in oak, and in

appearance might ,be mistaken for a cabinet such as many a photo-

grapher puts in his studio for the storage of large prints. As regards

its Eipeed of drying, we witnessed a test in which some prints wet
from the wash water were dried in about fifteen minutes. When, as

is usual, prints are first blotted the whole contents of the cabinet,

aibout 230 half-plates, should dry in from twelve to fifteen minutes.

The afiporatus is one which is evidently the result of most careful de-

sign, and we should say that there will ibe a large demand for it among
makers of photographic prints. The price is £16 16s,

meetlnfls af Societies*
>

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
SaTURDiT, Apbil 26.

Huddertfleld Naturalist and Photographic Society.—Lantern Lecture. "Besalts
ot Experiments for the Sprayii.g of Potatoes in a Polluted Atmosphere."
Mrs, A. S. Bacon, B.Sc.

MosDiV, Apttii, 28.

Citypt London and Cripplegate Photographic Society.—"Practical Intensifica-
tion and Reduction." N. F. Home.

South London Photographic Society.—"Impressionists and Past Impressionists."
J. Vacy Lyle.

Tdebdav, Apbil 29.

noval Photographic Society.-" Some English Cathedrals: Ely, Lichfield,
Gloucester, an'l W.ils." W. J. Roffey.

Leith Amateur Photographic Association.—" Exposure of Negatives. ' C. 8,
M'Cabe.

Hackney Photographic Society.—Print Competition.
Manchester Amateur Photographic Society.—Sale by Auction.

WjDNKSDAY, April 30.
Croydon Camera Clab—Demonstration: " Kerotype." F. W. Kent and T. P.

Aliddleton.
Tnobridge Wells Amateur Photographic Association.—Annual Exhibition.

Thcrsday, May 1.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society.—" More Talk on Lenses
and What They De." W. H. A. Pincham.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Mektiko hold Tuesday, April 15, W B. Ferguson, K.C., in the
chair.

Mr. F. F. Renwick read a paper entitled "Colour Values in
Monochronte and a Viewing Filter as an Aid to Obtaining Them."
After a preliminary exposition of recent researches on visual sensi-
tiveness to colours, in the course of which he gave a resume of the

most recent experimental data obtained in this field, the lecturer

proceeded to deal with the question of the translation of colours into

monochrome by means of a colour-sensitive plate and, as was in-

variably necessary, a liglit-filter. He laid emphasis upon the two
distinct uses to which panchromatic plates, in conjunction with
light-filters, were put. In the case of making the selective negatives

required in the various processes of colour photography the pan-
chromatic plate was, of course, not employed for a translation into

monochrome of the colours of the original but only for recording a
certain selection of them. In the case, however, of making a single

negative of a coloured subject the aim was to obtain in the negative,

or rather in the positive from it, tones which corresponded with
the visual perceptions of the colours themselves. If a panchromatic
plate and filter were so adjusted that they rendered correctly, say,

the visual perception of the spectrum of arc light, the combinatioi>

would also render correctly that of other continuous spectra—dif-

ferently, because they were different to the eye. By means of curves

in which wave-lengths were plotted against the logarithms of colour

luminostties, Mr. Renwick had very ingeniously developed a method
of arriving at the absorption propertiee of filters which were re-

quired in order to show visually the effect of using a given filter

upon a given panchromatic plate, or, conversely, the properties of a
filter, necessary with a given panchromatic plate, for producing a.

result observed visually through a given filter. He set forth the
many difficulties of absorption and permanence of dyes which
stood in the way of realising in practice the properties thus theoreti-

cally worked out, but he was able to show a series of experimental

filters which to a very satisfactory degree corresponded with th»
theoretical requirements. By means of a colour test-chart projected

on the screen the action of these filters was shown, and every user

of orthochromatic plates could not fail to be immensely interested in

the series of viewing filters which, when used by the eye, for

example, in the form of goggles, would show the result of using

such-and-such a light-filter with a given colour-sensitive plate, the
light-filter itself being used in combination with the glasses. Mr.
Renwick further showed the photographic transparencies correspond-

ing with these visual observations of the coloured original, and it

was clear that from his experiments the orthochromatic worker
should secure a degree of precision in his results which hitherto has
been absent. Unfortunately, Mr. Renwick could not hold out any
immediate hope that the light-filters would be commercially

obtainable.

On the proposition of the chairman the very hearty thanks of th©

meeting were accorded to the lecturer.

PROFESSIONAL, PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.
A MEETING of the Council was held on Friday, ApriJ 11, 1919.

Present; Messrs. Basil, Brown, Chapman, Ohaplin, diiase, CbidJey,

Corlbett, Ellis, Fry, Haines, Hana, Elingworth, Lang-Sims, L>an-

kester, Read, St. George, Speaagiht, Spink, Wakefield, and Watson.
The minutes of the previous Co'uncil meeting were read and con-

firmed. Being the first meeting of the newly elected Council, the

Hon. Secretary read the standing orders, and these were confirmed

without alteration.

Mr. Lang-Sims informed tlhe meeting that one of their members,
Mr. C. F. Dickinson, hod recently lost his wife after a lengthy and
distressing illness. He moved, and it was seconded and carried :

—

" That the Council expresses its deep regret at the loss which Mr.
Dickinson has sustained in the death of his wife, and offers its sincere

sympathy with him in his bereavement."

It was moved by Mr. Frank Brown (Leicester) and seconded by
Mr. Reg. Haines (London) that Mr. S, H. Firy be elected hon.

treasurer for the ensuing year. The motion having been carried, Mr.
Fry stated his willingness to carry on for another twelve months, and
thanked the Council for the continuation of the compliment of elec-

tion to the office.

After a general and somewliat lengthy discussion in connection
with the duties of the hon. secretary, it was proposed by Mr. Speaight
(London), seconded by Mr. Illingworth (Northampton) :

—" That Mr.
S. H. Fry be appointed to the office of hon. secretary." The motion
having (been carried, Mr. Fry said he would do his besit to carry out
this extra duty on the understanding that the Coimcil would relieve

him of hoth his oflS^es ait the end of twelve months. He added there
would ibe a lot of work to do, but he would do the best he oould.

It -was moved by Mr. Gordon Chase (London) and seconded by
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\\ r. A. PiTi'l (London) and oairied :—" That iha ' Gicaiar ' be oon-

:ued lor Um mmaiitg t-welve nMMiUia, and tfaat the treMorar b«

litoriMd to n^MDd £120 thareoa
"

rhe Cooncil decided, on the pnopoeitton of M««ra. Reg. Haioea

y'odoo) and A. Baail (London), that the raiaed mAmMiyiiioa Aoold

Af to all, JtM-lrnling thoae memben who had paid (at the old rate)

. advance.

Roolved that Heats. Alfred EUia and R. N. Speaight be

. iihoriaed to aign cheqnat for and oo behalf of the aMociaUoii, and

ihaA a copy of the reaolntiaa be forwarded to the aaaoeiation'i

bankaiB for their intonaation.

V umiBHantail on—nni»'»t*no (ran a member in the matter of

oitley Ooonoik waa dieoomed. and the hon. Mcratary wae in-

laeted to make aome neoamary ioqniria. It waa itated that no

>de lindoatrj) waa able to fom a Whitley CooDcil anlaai both

.t*. i.e., amploy«a aad trnpio^ed, had a trade onion or an aaeo-

•.itoD. It waa twupoaed bgr Mr. Bronrn (Leioeiter), leoonded, and

retolred :
—" Thai Ifca hoa. aatNtary ebtaia from the Ministry of

r^dnor an the iafbcmattoo be oaa oa the aabjaoi aad report to the

The Hob. SecratarT' repotted the reseipt of a latter from the aeore-

ttry of the UntTenity Advaory Committee (YJf.CJl.j, Aldanfaot,

.•dicing if the oooumttee could be iolormed of the neoaaaary training

• loiiwl, and the advantaftea offered, by profaaaional photography

fiafaooa daainxM of taking up photography m a maana of liTali-

A. It waa agreed to rafar the nwtter 4o Mr. Marcua Adama, to

•>m the inqairy w«a originaUy

CROYiX>N CAMERA CX.UB.

Ma. A. «E. ¥tMMJt*7m demooatratcd tba baaotim of WaaMtead Park
by waana of aaoeUaat k^Um alidta, whieh aat op an aloMat raoord

rato of aaciUation of the la nlam -carrier. After the aaoal graeefnl

alloaaa to the peaceful rapntatioo of the oUb. be aaid be had aothiag

uinllt i iina to offer beyond the atlamam that Waaiataad Flarfc

' '>acitad into t/U asythiag in the BWgWiiiwh I of Craydon. yaw
the oMb aypaaieJ to know whara Waoataad bald eat (aoeh i*

na '), bat a map rfiowed it to be claae to Slffa^ Foraat, of which
•joe» laamed part. A ramarfc of the laetaw that there waa

rraotieaQy oattMg Utwean to aad *a North Atla doabtlmk
•ooofutad for Iha amoy winter aoanea Aomm. Tka iamooa Waaataad
Hooae. dating tram aar^ hiatory, hae ahogathar diMppaared. a
famaU fimnandanl cf the Tthay l»atag the hat hoMar. She married,

but her hodbaad aiwiadweil Iha eata«e and ei^iired of drink and the
iMal eteetena, whikt aha died ol a hnken heatt. Moat palhett;.

't, «he e>raniag baiag afam "<hy." toAada a aiagle tear.

la the ai i uMriu ii Mr. Barpor ohidad the lectorar fer employing
-earaer maaks, atroagly dialiked by oaa who, cnriooaly.

built oa cnahioa-oocaar Unaa. Mr. BeyvoUa aaprmaad a
I that Mr. Fanaala waa aa artiat, poat. aad MtafaUat m

oaa, aa opiaiea, apparently, haaed on the alidea aad not oa the
Uetarar'a p—onal appearaaee. Hie pnaidant, Mr. Kaaaa, aaMi«

alary ramaria. alluded to the baaaAilnl atuff aktawa
being at Iha vary backdoor of Croydoo.—A moat eordml voU of
kiitm wae aocnded for a rary pleaaant evening.

Commercial JiCeoal Intelllsencee

\T na LomoM Bamuicitct Cocbt on Toaaday, April 16. befor*
- RegiMrar Mellor, the poblic •lamination waa appointwl to be

held of Phillip Bmaat U Poor Powin-. daacribed in the Receiving
Order aa ¥. D. Raymoad, lato of 7, Qoean Sqnaia, Bloomabary,
W.C . but opoa the caaa being called oo for hearing Mr. J. B.
Knight, who altawded m OfBdal Receiver, aeked that the examina

n might be ad)o«mad. Ha explained thai the debtor had been
rikmpt on three pravioaa ocraaioaa, the ftrat in 1809, at Newport.
' of Wight, whea hia liahnitiea amonatad to £144,213, and lh«

to prodooe £0,282, bat only
£1,847. The other two failartB were in the High Court of Jnatica,
"" Ki^ being ia 18B0, whan hia habilitiaa anoanted to £34,500.

- nest oceaaioa waa oa DeeaoAer 8, MOB, when hia liabililiea

^onted to £2S,O0a Tlte poblic aiamination in both the Uai-
nttooed bankraptciee bad been reinatated, and were to take place
Joaa 2 aast. Since hia pravioaa failure, the debtor had been

intareeted in a number of catnpaniee. In September, 1917, he
formed a private company called Colourgri^jhi, Limited, with a
capital of £36,000 in 30,000 preference aharea, and 6,000 ordinary

•harea of £1 each, with the object of acquiring from a Mr. Barron
hia prooeaaea and patente for enlargements in colours from ordinary
photographs. Those proceaaea and patenta were acquired for

£27,000 preference shares and all the ordinary shares. By an
agreement with Barron be received from him 9.000 preference

shares and 2,000 ordinary shares, and he was to find working
capital up to £1,000. As a matter of fact he had prob^ly put into
the oompany about £4,000, which he raised by charging his shares.

In November, 1918. he registered another private company called

Photocol, Limited, with a nominal capital of £115,000, of which
£100,000 waa in 10 per cent, preference sharee, and £15,000 in-

ordinary shares. For the purpose of that registration he borrowed
£1,000 from a Mr. Soward, which was still owing. The object of
the company was to acquire from Barron his patenta for the wash-
ing and manofacture of photograph plates by a new rotary process.

All the aharea were to go to Barron with the exception of £16,000
preference shares, which were for the working capital. It was in-

tended to offer to the shareholders of Colourgraphs, Limited, one
share in Photocol, Limited, for each share in Colourgraphs,
Limited. A provisional contract had been entered into for the
porahaae by the oompany of fully equipped works st Thornton
Usath, and he Jloped to receive from Barron certain ordinary sharea
for his services. Eventually the examination waa adjourned until
June 27.

ReiDs ana Rotes.

Laxcassibx Socirrr or MAarxa PBoraoBAniKBa.—At a committee-
meeting of the above aociety held in MaooheiAer on Tueaday , April 16,.

1919, it waa raaolved:—"That thk meeting of Lancashire Master
Phologiaphers deairea to plana on raoord ite appreciation of the
ready maasar in which Iha piatMnakera have dealt with the recent
reviaion of prioea, and reapoctfully to auggest that in all further
arraagaaianla the pricea of platea and papers be ao arranged aa to
allow to the bona ftde profaaaional at least 50 per oent. off list

patMS."

LacTVUa ok Txchxical Omcs.—The summer term at the Im-
perial 0>llega of Science and Technology opened on the 29th inst.,

when the course of lectures oo opUoal designing, computing and-
teating room melhoda waa continued by Profsaaor A. £. Cooiady,
A.R.C.8. A apecial conise dealing with the theory and uae of both.
terraatrial aad aatronomical lalaaoopea will alao be given by Pro-
faaaor Coarady, oommanetng May 1. Polarised light and polarisa-
tioa apparatus are to be fully dealt with—no previoua knowledge
ql Mm aobjeot being asaumed—by Profemor CheAin. O.B.E..
A.R.C.S., whose lectotee commence on .\fay 2. Mr. L. C. Martin,^
D.I.C., A.R.C.8., B.Sc., will deliver a counw of Isctorea on colour,
opmmenwng May 7. Ail the (eea are nocninal.

Imtoks or PaoTOQRAPRS.—In the Honaa of Commons on April
14, Sir C. Kinlooh-Cooke asked the President of the Board of Trad<r
if he is aware that the reetriction of the import of photographs
into this country from certain other countries has now been ex-
leaded to all parts of the world except under special licence; that
this is eanaiag aome diaaatirfsction in art and literary cirdaa, and i(

he can sea hia way aomewfcai to modify the reatriction ? Mr. Bridge
man : Tha axteneioo of the prohibition refers to the action taker
on March 1, when, aa waa announced some weeks before, a nnmber
of general licence* were withdrawn in accordance with general
policy, and in this case, sa in others, the arrsngemeot existing
before the issue of the general licence was reverted to. Tbeee re
atrictioos will now be reconsidered in common with other impiirt
laatiiuiuna in the manner which baa already been announced.

New RrTAti Buaiiinus ComplainU are being made (aaya tlie
" Tunea ") that p«>pk who apply for lioencaa to open ahopa or to
take over eziating ahopa from their praaant tonanto have to wait at
least three weaka to gat the neoeaaary peimiaaion. Inquiries show
thai delay in graoting applioalson is not unusual—the period of wait
iag being aomiiunes as feng as tnro or three weaka but this is sai<y
to he neoaaaary to avoid haaty deciaiona which might adveteely affect.
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MTviog or reeently <liaohar|red aokliera and Mulors. Out of 43,000

aapliMtiooa for licences which have ao far been made 32,000 have

boM cnuit«d, 3,000 have been reftued, and the rest are under con-

ddanUoD. Fresh appUxtions are boing received to the number uf

•boot 2.500 a week.

Hm adminietrstion of the Retail Busineea (Licensing) Order haa

reoeoUy paoed from the Ministry of National Service to the Ministry

of Labour. Tlie Order was made during the war to protect the

bueincMM of men called to the colours from coonpetition arising out

of ths unusual trade circumstances created by the war. It is with

that end in view that the regulations have been and still are ad-

ministered. An official of the Ministry' of Labour has explained to

a reprtaentative of the " Times " that the administration had been

dereiitralised and divided among nine divisions throughout the

country. Over 2,000 permissive Orders are issued every week. All

applications before refusal are submitted either to a divisional coun ;il

of the Ministry of La/bour, or, in London, to the local advisory com-

mittees associated with the employment e.x'ohanges. Both the coun-

cils and the committees are composed of business men.
When an application is made in London, often by letter, the person

desiring to open a shop is sent a form on which certain essential par-

ticukua have to ibe furni.shed. When the form is returned it is

handed to a special investij^ator for the area. His duty is to visit

the premises wluch the applicant wishes to open, anid also businesses

of a aimilar character within a radius of about half a mile to ascertain

either whether the owners are albsent on military or navaJ service, or

whether the businesses are handicapped by the absence of a serving
member of the family. Ke then reports to the official in charge of the
distaict. The official in turn submits a report to the local advisory
committee, a body free from departmental memlberahip which con-
siders the case and recommends the granting or refusal of the appli-
cation. On their recommendation action is taken.
When a soldier or sailor is demobilised and opens or reopens a

business he is given protection for a month or so in order that he
may eataiblish himself. Any question of trade competition is com-
pletely excluded from the considerations which govern the grainting
of .licences. The Order nvay not be popular with everybody, but
nearly a hundred resolutions have been passed by public "bodies
pre«aing for its retention.

INDUSTBIAL RADiOGRAPHr.—An important series of papers on
the examination of materials by X-rays will be read at a joint
meeting of the Rontgen and Faraday Societies, Tuesday next,
April 29, 1919, in the rooms of the Royal Society, Burlington
House, London, W.l, from 5 to 7 and from 8.30 to 10 p.m. The
chair will be taken by Sir Robert Hadfield, Bart., F.R.S., Presi-
dent of the Faraday Society, who will introduce the discussion.

Professor W. H. Bragg, C.B.E., F.R.S., will deliver an address
on " Radiometallography."

Professor Alfred W. Porter, F.R.S., will give short abstracts of
the following papers, translations of which will be presented bv
Sir Robert Hadfield:—

(a) Investigation of meUls by means of X-rays. By F. Janus
(Munich) and M. Reppchen (Cologne).

(6) The principles governing the penetration of meuls by
X-rays. By Dr. G. Respondek (Helensee).

Monsieur H. Pilon and Mr. Geoffrey Pearce will give a brief
description of the "Apparatus used for Radiometollography,"
illostrated by lantern slides.

Captain R. Knox and Atajor G. W. C. Kaye wiU present a paper
on "The Examination of Timber by X-rays."

Sir Robert Hadfield, Bart., F.R.S., Mr. S. A. Main, B.Sc, and
Mr. J. Brooksbank, B.Sc., A.R.C.S, will read papers on :—

(o) "Testing the Absorption Power of Different Steels Under
the X-rays."

(6) " X-ray Examination as Applied to the Metallurgy of
Steel."

'

(c) " Radiographic Examination of Carbon Electrodes used in
Electric Steel-making Furnaces."

{d) •• A Method of Testing an X-ray Tube for Definition."
Lt.-Colonel C. F. Jenkin will contribute a note on "The Detec-

tion of Hair Cracks in Steel by means of X-rays."
Mr. P. F. Renwick will read a paper on "The Behaviour of

Photographic Plates to X-rays Considered in Relation to the
Radiography of Metals."

Dr. R. E. Slade will read a paper on " Contrasts in X-ray
Photographs."

Monsieur E. Schneider (Le Creusot), President of the Iron and
Steel Institute, will present a paper on "Radiometallography."

Professor A. W. Hull, Mr. C. T. Heycock, F.R.S., Mr. A. A.
Campbell Swinton, F.R.S., Mr. F. W. Willcox, CapUin Leslie

.\itchison, Mr. Donnithome, and others will contribute to the
discussion.

Major C. E. S. Phillips will exhibit apparatus used at the War
Office X-ray laboratory for testing definition of X-ray bulbs.

Exhibits and demonstrations will also be given by Monsieur
Pilon, Messrs. Newton and Wright, Watson and Sons, Cox and
Co., and The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Corresponacncee

•.* Correspondents should never v>rite on both sides of the paper.
No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of t)ie writers are given.

',' We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed
by our correspondents.

SUBST1TUTJ<; FOR ACETIC ACID IN THE WET-PLAIK
DEVELOPEK.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—1 have just received my copy of the Almanac, and
1 find on page 271 formula for a substitute for acetic acid in the

wet-collodion process.

Over 36 years ago 1 was using for the same purpose the following

formula, which 1 copy from my old notes and send you, as it may
prove interesting to your readers. I called it nitro-gelatine

developer, and 1 used no other on wet plates for many years ; in

fact, 1 have never changed it.

Stock Solution Nitro-Gelatine.

Gelatine 6 drs.

Wa^er 1 oz.

Nitric acid 1 oz.

Developer (Winter).

Double sulphate iron and ammonia 4 drs.

Nitro-gelatine solution 1 dr.

Alcohol 1 dr.

Water b ozs.

Developer (Summer).

Double sulphate iron and ammonia 3 drs.

?J itro gelatine solution 1 dr.

Alcohol 1 dr.

Water 4 ozs.

thanking you for the many items of information I have secured

from your publication.— 1 am, yours very truly,

Chas. 1-EROV.

1146^, Broad Street, Newark, New Jersey, U.S.A.

THE FIXATION OF BROMIDE PRINTS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Your airticle, I am glad to see, " rubs in " the all-

imiportant faict that perfect fixation is the thing to strive for.

Obviously, if the silver salts unacted on by light are not rendered

oomipletely soluble in the washing water by the efficient action of the

fixing-bath, no amount of washing will compensate tor the neglect

of such a vital point.

As to the question of plain hypo versus acid-hypo, it is rather a

counsel of perfecticwi to say that a plain hypo bath is best, but, as

we know, its rapid dis:x)loration is against it for professional use.

The objection that an acid4iypo bath will remain clear even

after its fixing properties are seriously diminished is a well-founded

one.

Personally I consider the amount of metabisuilpiliite usually recom-
mended for addition to the hypo is excessive, in that it tends to

prolong the clear state of the bath up to the time when the power
of the fixing agent (hypo) is considerably weakened. Some years

ago 1 made a few experiments to find how mudi metabisulphite was
required to keep the bath clear for only as long as it was active in

its fixing properties. Varying amounts of metabisulphite were tried
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moi (1m fiziiig powern ol th» b*Mi t*«ied wiik niMxpaa«il pUtaa is

lk« Mini wsy. *i^ *!>• fwH i tha4 I k»*e lor 4 long tim* uaed

•boot dii»-qa>rter of the metdbiaolffecto nKiaUy pTMcribed.

Tb 1^* ui aaMople: One wril-known maker of bromide pepet

Kirn a ktaaim—tyfo, 18 oa. ; water, 180 oai. ; matabkulphite,

^ oai. I cot thia down to 1 oa., and aa aoon aa tfaebaih diaookmn it

ii diacanled, with the full knowledge that ita fiziog powan, aMiongh

itill cffeicat, at* a|^mifhi«g the danger linaL Sniilar ezpariaieiiU

eaa aaai^ ha Bade fay aajww, aad pnopoiiaMB daeUad to mit indi-

tiMt a

my MJad tUa fanuAaa a aarar teat of the pnrAer of printi

he oaed for than the piaa iingwliil bgr Mr. Btine,

1 to the " liioto Km " haa baea ao ab^ daah with

by T«omlTaa.-rewi t^HtMif.
Prmtypridd. .KvnwfT O. Foasaar.

THF .\8SISTANT QUEhTION.
To the EdMon.

The fatore of photogravhy, the ralatioo of mn>\oy-m
to iiwitiBU and Ifca tnimmt of the laMar ara i|—IhiM that are ia-

tiBMtaiy rriated to mA other. No de«b» asMHlia iowea not alto

gcthar ludrr our eenttol wiQ be tha |ifeilnMl—I faalota ia deUr
aiaiiiK fntora liiralofta, bat oalaaa »a ai« to ail down with
folded banda and my, "KfaaMi," wa aay aa wall bring what inUlli

gmee we hare to bear an IhaM i|awlio«i So far a* portrait and
gamml wotfc ia eoojeraed it iMjr, I Hdnk, be
allamtnd a«p«fience eooh •• woald be got in a
daoled b«aiaa« mapkijing tram thna or hmr np to a

lumty at atartiag for aaewiag that gMtnl ptaelica ia ratying kind*

ef work which ovety yonthfal photofnphav •hoold. if poaaible,

tbiain before eperiaHai^.

There are. however, not aaosgb of theae beHha to go roaad, and
— V caaa there ii the fact that a CMMtderaMa onaber of jwatha

lio the photographic biuineae with only a partial traiaiag. One
K uoly to loek tkroagh the trade adrertiaawaiiM of tha " B.J."
nca ilwBoWlhat l na gel ia foil awing to aaa what a roaaiderabk

omoant of watfc ia baiag catered for by trade woriuia la Iha way
of prinUng and «dargiag, and V> rraliie what a iwUiaaJ aipadeiKe
the ynaagtr wariMis aagagad in poalcaMl aad aiailar wathlae print

iag ara lika^ to get Alaa, il win be aoliead thai in Loadea lech-

niral work ia being argaiiiinl on limited coaipaagr liaaa, where
formrrly it waa aadertahaa by indiridaat worfcaia on their own
aoeoani or ia paitowihtp with another operator. There ia thMafoee
• need that technical worfcem, finntera and enlaif«a JioaH oci^nhe
' SeaHMltreeahaeal More than for portrut operatora. DoahtleM ia a
tv or two. aa Mr. Fieher'a Act romm into nparatinw. aoaie of the
>anger worken will hare to attend riaeew in tha d^-tiaM. bat

>)«anwhile a good osmber will have pMaed tha aga Uitfl at which
>:iesdar - ia eampalaofy. On the portr^t aide, what I tbould like

> aee, and what, if Mm ww bad not brataa out, I wee hoping
light be diacaaaed infotaMlly at a ooafataMa of Iha P.PJl.. ia the
iraetMaMHty of a aaaibw of P.P. 'a ragagiil hi cMavwhat aanilar
work hat with liiiiiii ii of dtfarMrt aiMa g#llag
towh with «Mh aHier to ha able to paaa en Ihe^ imiot
'>«• *ka aaaaOer to tha laigar coocama, where awr* aipariaaea eoaUU gaiaad. iaalead of all wpgaiiBli hatog left to advartiatog.
The Uirihar^ PJ>.'e af« to be ea^ratakled on baring itarted

their ratonehiag riaaa, and Ihoae in other large towne ought to follow
the example. The teaching, howerer, (hould be coaSned to thoae
•IWtoitoly engaged ia a photogiaphic baeinfaa. ntberwiae wa ma.v

taflly gH a anmh larger aapply of Ntooekera than we need. Re
HMre do not wear oat ia twoire moathe, like a aait of doth*.
I hi^ we dial) haar aMra of Mr Adaoia'a adMne for inatmction

>>y pnatal leeeoaa.—Yoon. etc ,

^ Look Foaw4ao.

FOBTHCOMINO KXHIBITI0N8
tpril 17 to May 22 —BaBaanauth Hampahira Hooae Pbotographt.

SoeiMy Aaaoai lldlidtion. Two epaa ciaaeaa. Joint aaert

tariea. J. O. Abiahama. 41. Ramikea Twmna. Laadoa, N.W.I:
A U Page. 12. lame Onrre, Uodoo, WIS.

li» -^

RnsiDers ro Correspoii<lctit$«
o

SPECIAL NOTICE.

In emtttmmm af tmmal redaoed aatjpliet o/ paiwr. at tXt rnuU

V pre)tMtim •f IMt wood pulp and gratt.

a mnalUr tpaei mil b* aoaitabU mUU fmihmr notie* for r«pU$$

t» mrmvomdmU.

Mmrmmr. wt wtU mttwtr bt pott if rtampii? and (irfdreind MM**-

^^^^^P •• V^^VM^B^^B f^^w rvig: Semt. htttmaHotuU OotyM. ftmm

The fmU tmttiemt m* awjmera wiO to priwfad anig in a»§ atm »/

imqmrim afgtntral imUitit.

Qmrrim le to annotrtd m Ihe Fridmi^t " Joamal " wia< reach «w

net latfT tkam TMttday (paifad Jfowday), and thomU. to

to tk* M*tan.

r. B.—IVra M no doobt UMt the atoina are due to larliclaa of mat
nn the pafiar.* The beet rcBBcdy ia to filter the taft wator throogti

• bag of flannel, which profaaUy ia more eaaiiy attached than on<>

of the Altera eotd lor ordineey wwtar tafia.

H. J. C—There ie ao raaaon why tha doreloper made up aooordiiig

to yoac foHBato with para nhwninala ritotild go blade. Wa can

only aa0Mt Mwt aooie of yoor clianwrali ac« of bad qndity. nr

thara hw bean cnwtamiwation froa the diahaa or botilea.

E. J.—We think yoa ihonid be able to do (airly good work in thr

l««a-to yoa deecribe. It ia ratlicr ihort for fulMeiiKllu, but for

haada aad halfletigtto it ia quite practicable. It will be deeirablr

to hare whiU curtain* to cover all the glaa* when thr enn ia on.

Too will hardly require dark blinda, aa you have nut a great area

of glaM. The epaeiniaa yon aodoea ia rather flat. Perhapa you

orerdo the reflection.

K. V. M.—The laea appeara to be a rapid rectilinear. The aprr

toraa m marked cannot ha ffraiam, aa the talleat poaeihle aperture

ia oaly ahont //B. It ia rather diffi>-nlt to unacraw calla once they

are tightly flzrd. An optician would turn up a boxwood chnrk

and 1^ tha leoa into it. We have fouod the beet way ia to fit the

cell into a Thcraton-Pickard ahuttar with tha rubber mouldinK

rrry tight. Thia will generally giro enough porchaae to torn it.

L. L.—Box lop nagatirea are punhaaad by firma who apeciatiaa in

thMe for people making tha chooolato boxaa for the well-known

firma. They are Meaan. Lilywhito, Ltd., Dunkirk Milla, Halifax

;

the Rotory Photographic Company, Weat Drayton, Middleees ;

and Philip G. Hunt, 332. Balham High Road, London, 8.W.

lleually the negativea are bought in eete of (ix, and an arerage

price ia a guinea per aagatire, although more i« aometimea paid

for exceptional anhjeeta.

T. F. C—<1) We ahoold aay thai aapoaorat of rapid bcomida paper

from ttrmffu nagwttree wnold not be mora than a aaoond or an

•lith the too c.p. tamp : approximately doofato thia time with the

50 c.p. lamp. The arrangamant aeeoia to ua axeallant. It ia, in

fadt, that commonly adopted lor bos printing raaAinea working

from an in.aiideef.ant mantle. (2) There are no booka wurtli men-

ttooing on pfofeaaaonal phologiwphy, but we hare a little manual,
" The Portrait Studio," tnm wlodi no doubt yuu could g*jn aome

help, iaauad by our own pnbliahera, price lOd. poet tree. (3) Half

plato nagatiree are allogethar too amall (or giaaing the stodkt.

Tou wouU be pretty certain to hare a k>t of troiibla from leakage

in bad weather, and oar own opinfen ia that it would be falro

eoDOooiy to avoid the coat of glaaa of tfie ordinary largar aiie.

O. E.—^1. There bare been no formula pabliabed ao far aa we know

of Monomet-hydroqoinone for tank derelopment. Certainly nn

time and temperature tablea for thia developer are avaiUb.'e.

Very likely yoa could obtain theee data from the Whito Band

ManufaeturinK C'ompany, Progreaa Worka, South Croydon, but,

failing that, it ohould not be diflknlt to adapt the ordinary

MonomeC-hydroquinone formula to tank development, aay, by
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•ading aome more lulphlU and by finding the degree of dilution

which will give yon a auflBciently strong negative in from fifteen

lo tw«Dty minatee. 2. We do not know a twin-lens N. and 0. reflex,

and we rather gather from the other data that yon give that you

refer to the ordinary single-lens reflex. If this is so, a fair

price to a direct purchaser would be about £26. A dealer would

give you only about £15.

F. A.—No assignment of copyright or licence to issue copies of a

oopyright work mmh as tiiat of the " Wreck " is vialid in law unlees

it is in writing signed by the owner of the original in respect of

which the assignment or licence is made. The permission which

yon have received has been of a very irregular kind, and we think

it would be difficult for you to prove through your witnesses that

yon had made to you definitely a partial assignment of the copy-

tight, for example, to issue poetcards. The letter merely asks

yon not to print any more cards. Evidently there can be no

objection to your disposing of those which you have left, and we

cannot see that you will be harmed by making the acknowledg-

ment of the authorship of the enlargement. In these copyright

matters to be forewarned is to be forearmed, and we would

direct your attention to the little manual, ' Photographic Copy-

ri^t," issued by our publishers.

H. H. T.—Even with your 29-ft. run the longest focus lens you
can use for full-length C.D.V.'s is 8^-in. focus, which is too short

for the best result from half-length cabinets, and still more from

cabinet heads. We advise you to give up trying to do all the

classes of work with the one lens, and to choose a focal length

which will enable you to take half-length C.D.V.'s within your
29 ft. and at the same time is long enough to give you satisfactory

results in portraits taken at closer quarters. For this, the focal

length n«ed not be more than 13 ins., and generally epeaking you
would not find any ill effects from working with the Dallmeyer
3 B of 11 ins. focus. We advise the choice of either this lens

or the Ross Portrait No. 3 of 12 ine. focus, or one of the Cooke
portrait lenses of about 12 ins. focus. Either of these is prefer-

able for pure portraiture to an anastigmat, although, of course the
latter has its use in making large 'groups of whole-plate, or even,
at a .pinch, 12 x 10.

H. F.—1. Without seeing the print we should say tliat the only
means of making a satisfactory copy by the use of filters is by
using a red filter such as the Wratten 29F, with a panchromatic
plate. But as we imagine it would not pay you to get a filter

for this special purpose you might perhaps put out ti.he making
of a copy negative to a firm such as Mr. Stewart Bale, 53, Lord
Street, Liverpool, a specialist in orthoohromatic work. Otherwise
yon might try what benefit you could get by photographing with
the deepest yellow filter you have and a panchromatic plate,
though we should doubt if the advantage would be very great.
In most cases such as this the most practical method is to make the
best negative you can by ordinary means, from that an enlarge-
ment, work up the latter, and from that make a new copy nega-
tive. 2. If the work is of good quality we should say at present
time from £1 to 30b. for each negative and one print supplied
therefrom.

P. L.—(1) With the Dallmeyer and Cooke lenses you can obtain
aWolntoly sharp portraits, but also, by adjusting the lens, you
can obtain a certain moderate degree of diffusion. Many profes-
sional photographers think this diffusion is quite enough, but, on
Uie other hand, many amateurs go in for much more diffusion than
these lenses will give, and for them there are the " Verito " and
the " Portland." The former is made by the Wollensak Optical
Company, and sold in this country by Messrs. W. Butcher and
Sons, Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, E.C.4. Tlie latter is

•old by Messrs. Sinclair, 54, Haymarket, 8.W. (2) There is no
exact focal length for a plate of a given size. It is a question of
choosing the lens of longest focal length which you can use in a
given space or which can be fixed to the camera. A 10-in. lens
(26.5 cm.) of the portrait type would not cover your 24 x 18 cm.
plate well enough, although an anastigmat would. We think your
best course would be to state the exact size of the lens panel of
yonr camera to the maker of the lens which you think of having,
and Urns' to find out if the camera will carry it.

K. T. Ida.—(1) It is oertoiiily true tha,t plates of moderate speed such

aa H. and D. 250 are used when oircuimstanccs so require for very

ra{>id fooaJ-plajie exposures at an aperture of say, /'/6.3, and that a

good deal can be done by humouring the plate iu deveUupment,

especially by using the developer warmed to a temperature of

about 70 to 75 deg. F. But we think ^/16 is altogether too small

a stop for audh rapid exiposures excerpt in very brilliant light and

with open subjeote auch a& eeaaoapes or sailing boats. Probably

Dr. Abrahams had these in mind. Generally speaking, the practice

among users of focal -plane camera* ds to employ the fastest plates

obtainahde and to develop in the ordinary way. (2) The gamma
infinity of » plate is a piwperty which permits of more satisfactory

results being obtained at very short expoeiiree than those from »

plate exposed under the same conditions, which ha« merely a mucli

higher speed numiber. Thus, for the purpose of very brief ex-

poeurea this piroperty of /the plate is a very important one, although

the matter is largely ignored by users of focal-plane cameras. The
only book by Dr. Mees is " Investigations on the Photographic

Processes," publiahed ,by Messrs. Longmans, price 6s. 6d., which

you could obtain from a Japan fiirm.

R. G.—(1) The 2,000 c.p. is much too small a light for short ex-

posures, and, indeed, far the best kind of lighting. We advise you

to get a copy of the " B.J." of October 26, 1917, price 4id., irom
our publishers, and have your electricians instal the lamps on one

or other of the systems there described. We should eay 4,000 c.p.

is a minimum for full-lengths, and small groups. An important

point, too, if you do any photographing of children, is that the

lamps should be made to lower. (2) The address of the licence

office, now administered -by the Ministry of Labour, which applies

to your district is : The Secretary, New Business Licences, New
Arts Buildings, Liverpool. A form of application can be obtained
at your local Employment Exchange. (3) Depending on the class

of work, we think the camera should not be larger than who!*-
plate, and perhaps half-plate would do. You should have one witli

a repeating back or with one of the special backs allowing of a
number of small portraits to be taken on a single plate, and post-

cards, etc., made by enlargement. This is very largely done now
both by cheap and better businesses. For full-length cabinets and
postcards a good length of focus is 11 ins., such as has the Dall
meyer 3 B. At any rate, if you do not want to pay the price of

this lens (cheaper secondhand) we should advise either a leg.s

reputed portrait lens or an anastigmat of about the same focus.

But for artificial light work the aperture should not be les.s

than //4.
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EX CATHEDRA.
The B.J.
Colonial
Isaue.

The eleventh Colonial and Foreign
Numljer of the "" British Journal " will

be issued on June 6 next. Its special

feature, which now, so we may believe, is fairly familiar
to the photogr«{>hic trade, is that it is printed in an extra
edition identical with that circulating in the ordinary
courae, but which is posted directly to the number of 5,000
copies to photographers, photographic dealers, photo-
engravers, and others throughout the British Empire
abroad and in foreign non-enemy countries. The business-

bringing power of the issues previously distributed on these

lines is now an oft-told tale—a tale told to us again and
again by advertisers who have re]>eatedly proved its truth.

It is not too much to say that this one " B..r. Special
"

of the year is unique among issues of photographic
periodicals in the volume of .idvertLiing it has carried and
in the regularity with which the announcements of photo-
graphic dealing and manufacturing firms, large and small,

nave appeared in its pages. The proof of the pudding i.s

in the eatine, and firma in this country have learnt for

tbemwlve* that a single announcement in this issue haa
brought them not merely many times the amount of their

expenditure on it, but substantial additions to their circle

of regular customers. With the release of industry from
wartime restrictions it may be expected that the oppor-
tunity of addreaaing buyers of photographic goods wnose
wants have been scantily filled during the war will be
embraced u|>on an exceptionally large scale.

Situation* It has been stig^^eated to us by several
Abpoad. photographic a.ssistants that in the forth-

oomin£ Colonial and Foreign Number we should make a
•paciaT section for the announcement of assistants who are
seeking situations and are ready to go abroad. It may
readily be believed that the experiences in different ])art8

of the world which have been the lot of many atisistants

through their service in the Army have provided an induce-
ment to many, who previously were confirmed stay-at-

homes, to seek occupation abroad. In one or two o> the
early C\>lonial Numoers we introduced a section for an-
nouncementa of this kind, of which a fair number appeared.
In the pre^ient national conditions it is very {>o!<.''ible that a
much larger number of assistants are likely to announce
their willingness to take posts in the Colonies or in other
part.1 of the world. At any rate, if the number of applica-

tions of this kind is substantial we will certainly gather
them in a special section, the title of which shall make it

clear to the photographers into whose hands the issue comes
that they are announcements by advertisers who are seeking

jobs abroad. Assistants need not, therefore, go to the

expense of stating this fact in their annotincements.
although they may advisedly mention the country for which
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thev have a jjreference. lu any event they should state

when sending the advertisement that it is intended to

appear in any section of this kind which may prove of

Humcient siie to form a feature of the issue. The sooner

such applications are sent in the better. On the general

question a word or two may be said. It would be an

uugenercus want of candour to lead any assistant to

appose that if he has not been successful hitherto iu

this country he will nevertheless be satisfactory to an

employer in Auckland or Buenos Aires. Broadly speak-

ing, the demand for quality of work and general efficiency

is as insistent in the larger colonial and foreign towns as it

is here. In Melbourne, for example, at any rate before

the war, competition among photographic studios was even

sharper than here. So that an assistant, so far as his

employment is concerned, needs to guard liimself from

falling into the error that on the other side of the world

he is going to have an easy time or to sajtisfy people, though

he has not been able to satisfy employers here.

* *

A Fixing Bath The suggestion made by Mr. Albert O.
for Print*. Forrest iu a letter last week is one which

deserves to be kept in mind, since it is certainly one which

should contribute to security in the systematic fixation of

development prints. It will be remembered that Mr. For-

rest advocates cutting down the metabisulphite in an acid

fixing bath, containing onlj' this addition to the hypo, with

the object of causing the bath to give rise to stain by the

time that its fixing properties are exhausted. It can be

easily understood that the ratio of metabisulphite to hypo,

namely, 1 : 18, which Mr. Forrest suggests is one which
may vary with every individual set of circumstances. The
degree of freedom of the developer from staining tendency

will obviously modify it, as will also the photographer's

practice of rinsing or omitting to rinse prints between de-

velopment and fixing. But the suggestion is, as we have
said, worthy of notice on account of the fact that it removes
what is a real practical objection to a fixing bath which
keeps free from stain as long as it is used. The hypo-

metabisulphite formula is as good as any for the making
of an acid fixing bath, and its modification on these lines

is a measure both of economy and efficiency. The requisite

quantity of metabisulphi,te could readily be ascertained by
a few tests, using the strips of dry-plate which we have so

often recommended as a rough-and-ready but sufficiently

reliable test of the degree of exhaustion of a print-fixing

bath. .

• • »

Army From a White Paper recently issued
Photography, by the Air Ministry we learn that
photographic reconnaissance in 1914 was confined to two
officers and three other ranks, whose outfit consisted of
two cameras and a portable box of developing chemicals,
while by the end of 1918 the personnel had increased to
250 officers and 3,000 other ranks. The increase in equip-
ment and materials to the same date is not stated, but is

probably quite proportionate. There must be a vast stock
of apparatus and materials which on the final cessation
of hostilities will not be required, and we trust that it

will be made available for civilian use before it has hope-
lessly deteriorated. There has necessarily been much
waste through imperfect storage during the war, but much
of the material should be in good condition. As regards
apparatus, the special cameras used will not be of much
value to outsiders, but dealers and photographers would
be glad to get hold of some of the lenses to tide over
until our optical factories are in full swing again. There
is another question to be considered—^the disposal of the
3,000 more or less trained men. Many weire. photo-
graphers before the war, but a very large number will

doubtless desire to take up photography in civil life.'

The openings in this direction have been greatly reduced
by the large influx of women as operators, printers, and
retouchers, and in the absence of any organisation there'

is grave danger of wages sinking to the pre-war level, a}.

prospect which is not pleasing. The remedy would seem!

to be for the employers to insist on some standard of:

proficiency, and to pay a rate of wages commensurate witfai

that ruling for skilled workers in other trades.

SOME BUSINESS PITFALLS.

The legal rights and liabilities particularly appertaining

to their business may be said generally to be well under-
stood by photographers. It is rare now to find ignorance

of the facts as to ownership of the negative or of the

sitter's rights in the non-display of his or her portrait.

Even if a photographer may not be familiar with one

express description of infringement as exhibition " by
way of trade" contained in the Copyright Act,

he knows it as a matter of fact, and is careful

to ignore it only in those cases where he realises

that abjection is not likely to be raised by the

sitter. But suah considerations as these may be said to

be the ABC of the law involved in the making and
reproduction as exhibition of photographs which are

taken in the ordinary course of business. There are others

which are by no means so clearly or widely understood,

partily from the fact that they are not so definite in

character themselves, and partly that they are of less

frequent occurrence. One or two of these, therefore, may
well be the subject of a few notes, a glance at which will

serve to tell the photographer what his course should be

when the occasion arises.

Perliaps one of the most unsatisfactory problems which

can arise, if the conditions involved in it are not recog-

nised before hand, is in connection with the photography

of groups and similar subjects. A typical case may be said

to be somewhat on the following lines:—A photographer

is asked to take photographs of, say, a cricket team. Th§
order is that lie should supply copies of the group to the-

team, and that therefore he should quote a price for the

prints. Now, very often when the group comes to be

arranged, it occurs to the photographer thait a subject such

as this is one which he could make use of in his own busi-

ness in the way of selling prints or issuing postcards, and

therefore it occurs to him to ask permission to make an
exposure "for himself." No doubt whatever that when
he makes this request he understands that the right to

reproduce such photographs will belong to him and to-

nobody else. At the same time it is very likely not at

all clear to the officers of the cricket club that in giving

this permission they have conferred these rights upon the
photographer. So at the start there is the material lor

misunderstanding. On the prints being made it is only-

natural that the photographer should submit proof fromr

the negative taken " for himself." There is no reasom

why he should not, because obviously he has the right

to supply prints if he so wishes. And the club most pro-

bably will not worry itself to draw any distinction between
this photograjxh and those which it ordered, even if

—

Which usually is not the case—it has the means of distin-

guishing the one from the other. Thus, the club may be

supplied with finished prints of the photograph in which
the photographer has, as he knows, the rights of repro-

duction. It is at this stage that the trouble usually

begins. A common source of it is that the club, finding

that large photographs are somewhat expensive, may send
away a large print (the photographer's copyright) to some-

body else to be copied and issued in, say, post-card form.
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The club will think that as they paid for the prints they
I right to have them copied. The photographer, on
ther hand, thinks quite the confran.-, and when he
that copies have been made he ha.stens to make a
upon the club in respect to damages whicli he con-

iers he has sustained. In such cases the question at

•tie is: Has he or the club the sole right to copy the
.raphf
A a dispute of this kind is very liaUe to be altogether
nuble, from the fact that the' evidence will be verbal

turiioe, and as likely as not. if the case were heard by
county court judge,' the evidence of one side would be

A- contradictory of that on the other. In the first

tiMre is the uncertainty of identifying ibe photo-
:aj>h which the photographer, as he alleged, was allowed
take " for himaelf." And even if that could he identi-

liere is still an element of doubt, for the club mav
I'roperly argue—and they could find considerable

rt for such an argument—that when they gave
, --aon it was with a view of the photographer

pplying tihem with copies, not that be should publish
'- broadcast. The photographer, on the other hand,

;>resent thai certain photographs were takeu by him
order of the club, and that the club were liable for

nt of the prints from them , whereas in the case of the
^^kec:<il one "for himself" there was no such liability on

P^Bb part of the club. It should be pretty evident that in

I VreunutancM such as these, where evidence may be flatly

I
tontradictory, and wliere also we are conaidering some

I of th» most delicate refinements of copyright law, it u in
tf • ' ^eheet de|(ree doubtful in whose favour a judgment is

to be given. The moral of such a tale is that if a
srapher is anxious to obtain copyright in one such

-oial exposure he should obtain the written permismon of
'A> for the work to be done, such statement briefly

vine the photofraph, say. by the position of one
member oi the group, and also acknowle-' photo-
grapher to have the sole riirht of reprc. If the
confusions and uncertainties to which such traiuactions as
thi« may easily give rise are re<.-ogni»«>i1 in advance, it is

quite eaay to draw up a simple st«ten» will remove
altoeether any poasibility of subsequent ...,..>.

Arising out of surjj work a« thiii—of photographing
<.r.,M,„ 1^ appointment—are the .t

—• incidents whioli

mm arise from •ome other . i>lier—nrery often
>man with a band camer^t tunuiig up while the
i* beine arranired and makitii; a neeative for hini-
'^

this poarhinir iii of ihe
'•grap1»»r i« » !»«• ri it wan

•tjf»> H" or p^gr
-. wber* .- ' n news-

paper journal oalmly suggests that the pressman and tiie

photographer who has been ownmissioned to take tne
group should carry out their work together—in other
words, that the poacher and the gamekeeper should frster-

uise. There is. uiifontuiiately, no remedy against men who
are so deficient in bh© sporting instinct as to take advan-
tage of tlie opportunity whioh another man has secured.

L^ the appointment photographer be under no illusion

;

there is no copyright, and can be no copyright, in the ar-

rangement which he may give to a group al f>ersons. In
copyright law such a subject is a " work of nature," and
it is not possible to obtain a remedy against a man who
thus despicably profits by tlie skill of another. Competi-
tion of this kind, in the experience of many photographers,

has yielded some amusing incidents, since the only effec>tive

preventive of such practice is to get someone continuously

to obstruct tlie view of the interloper's camera until the

legitimate photographs can be made and the group dis-

persed.

In conclusion, a word or two may he said on condi-

tions which constaixtly arise in the ordinary course of busi-

ness of a photographic studio. Sometimes it mav happen

that « sitter does not pay for tlie photographs which have

been made, rfnd thus a photographer, failing to obtain

payment without recourse to legal means, may think to

taniHelf that, *» he has not been paid for making the pic-

ture«. the copvright* in thorn (belongs to him. Such is a

complete error. As can be seen in a moment by anyone

who has realised that tlte beneficent laws of England are

made for the profit of lawyers, the real law of the matter

i. that if the sitter does not pay he or she can be sued for

the money bv the oustOTiary legal metliods, but

at the same 'time the sole right to reproduce or

exhibit the photograph belongs to the sitter. In

law we believe, no di»tin<<ion would be drawn be-

tween a sitter who doee not pay because he or slie

thinks, that the pliotographs are unsatisfactory and one

who a«*pt* the prints and endeavours to evade payment.

Somewhai closely i^ated to the same minor problem is the

ease of the surplus ne^ative-4hat is to sa- the negative

or nceat4v« whiih are made at a sitting, but which- ar-

n«t use<l h, carrying out the ""er's orderfrom oneje»son

or another The question is referred to »>«*"'«'/ !'*''^''*'^

been cases in which the photographer has rlain.ed the

riehUof reprtxluction in such negatives. Legal judgments

have, however, firmlv «rta».lishe.l the contrary, on the

enjund that the paymint made for the suppiv of «>« P"-'"**

wa. a cDiK-idemtioii' for the whole labour of the artis*. and

that therefore such pa\nnent covered l»tli the pliotographs

wbrh were approved by the sHter and the others which

were not.

COSTS IN PHOTO-ENGRAVING.

mBay be n*eial to oatliae a ro«t sgrtieni which givM the

u opavatod in a small ntsbliahnrnt in America having
'nen (iacladmit artist) »n the sho|> paj-roU.

'I a job esoncs in a <iu|>lic.ite nambend job ticket i*

•at ; one goSs with tb>- mpv and the other remains in

; workman has a dailt time cmrA. When he starts in

- Bonuag be stanps his card in a Baird tune clock and
ks op his Job. As soon as he has finished his part and
••cs this job <m he stamp* hi* card in the tine etook and
tet the niimber of Ibe job in the space bs liaeta the two
n. which thus mark the time he ccmaenoed and the time
taishsd, and this riiows ths time in boan and tenths *>e

hat %iMnt on that particular job. The same with every job he
tarktcs during thp day. If he is not working on any numbered
jol>. I>ut A'Ant; ft<>nu>thing else, such as maldng-up chemicals,

b« marks the card " Mi*o<-llaneo«M." This card, therefore.

sho>w» the chargeable iioiin< <hown by the job niiuil>er», and
Ihe time without job numbers is non-<diaigeable time.

The next morning the stenographer collects the time cards,

and transfers the time shsnii on the time earda to the various

job ticket duplicates, accoidiiiK to the number of the job. So
that al any moment it can be seen how much tim<> has been
•pent u|>on an.v particular jofc up to the night bfforf. Tli»
' Misoellaneout " or non-chargeable time is entered up on a
•ei>srate sheet under each man's name. ^Vhen the engraving
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U w-mpleted it is brought into the office and measured up,

and th« square inches also noted on the job ticket, in o.rder

lo cvlctilate the material used per square inch sold.

The material u8e<l is arrived at by careful stocktaking nn

the fir»t of every montli. Tlie stock in hand at the first of

last month, plus the amount purchased during the month,

less the amount left at the first of current month, shows the

amount consumed during the previous moatih. This value

divided by the number of square inches sold gives j"ou the

value of ni&terial per squai-e inch. It varies from month to

month from 2 cents (Id.) to 4 cents (2d.), but it averages up

over a year to nearly 4 cents (2d.).

Havijig the productive labour on every particular job and

the mat«irial cost, we have now to add our overhead or burden,

which consist* of all other expenses—the non-chargeable time,

superi'ision, office dharges, rent, rates and taxes, insurance,

advertudng and selling exi)en8e6, depredation of machinery,

interest on investment, and, in fact, every other expense.

"Hiese three items—labour, materials, and overhead—added

together giv» you the cost, and the difference between this

total and the selling price gives the prtAt or loss on any

particular job.

Now, there has been a great deal of discussion concerning the

method of apportionment of the overhead on eacli particular

job, and, on the whole, it would seem to be simplest in a small

establishment to add all the overhead items together and divide

by the number of chargeable hours, and add tihe sum found to

each chargeable hour. Thus a month having 1,000 chargeable

hours and total overhead expense of $750 equals 75 cents per

changeable hour, and if any particular job has ten hours' labour

on it, 17.50 cent*, is added for overhead to the cost of labour

and materials to make up the toal cost. This, of course, is

not ideally fair, but it is faii'er than charging a percentage on
the labour cost, because tJius the overhead on the cheaper man
is lees thaai tlhe overhead on the expensivie mian, wherea.s both
require the same space, and frequently the cheaper man re-

quires more supervision. On the other hand, it ignores the
e.Ntra overhead the job needing the use of machinery ought to

pay, and this is spread over aJl tho dhargeable time ; but as

10 per cent, per annum depreciation cost of machinery is not

very considerable, and some of the nia^Jhinery is ueed on nearly

every engraving, it is scarcely wx)rth while to separate this item.

The overhead varies every month according to the numlx-r of

chargeable hours worked, ranging from 68 cents (2s. lOd. ) in.

the busiest time to $1.30 (5s. 5d.) in the slackest month. It

averaged the first half of last year 75 cents (3s. 2d,), and we
used that figure for the next half-year ; the figures ascertained

by the half-year's costing will be used for next half-year.

The inventory, if taken carefully, will show exactly what

waste has taken place. For example, on the average 35 per

cent, more metal was purchased than the square inches sold,

and some months this has gone up as much as 45 per cent.,

and has never gone down lower than 25 per cent. It shows

the cost of metal is one-third the cost of all materials ; it will

also show fluctuations in the consumption of any materials.

Foi- example, silver nitrate: the average monthly consumption

of this chemical is 187.74 (£1 12s. 4d.), but it varies from 84.34

(18s.) to 114,50 (£3 Os, 5d,), When a high consumption like

the last is shown, naturally, some explanation will l>e called

for.

The usual way of summarising the cost in the photo engrav-

ing is to take the shop pay-roll (calling it labour), then

n'aterials, and then overhead, which includes all the other

expenses. As has often been shown, thd rough average from

many establishments on this basis is- labour, 50 per cent,;

materials, 15 per cent, ; overhead, 35 per cent. ; and our figures

were very close to this average at first, but last year the per-,

centages worked out rather differently; they were: labour, 47

per cent. ; materials, 11 per cent, ; and overhead, 42 per cent.

This is due to the fact that a good many duplicates have to be

made and the negatives are stripped on to Kodaloid and saved

and used over, so that the labour, time, and the material used

in making the negative is saved, whetreas the establishment ex-

penses remain the same; therefore overhead goes up in relation

to the cost of material and labour. Overhead is really a much
higher percentage than is shown on this scheme, because the

non-chargeable hours part of the shop pay-roll which is over-

head is included in labour, instead of overhead, and it is never

less than 15 per cent, of tlie pav roll.

A. J. X.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
« *

[Previous articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year
length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal
generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants,
or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).
The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).
Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).
Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).
Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).
Printing Processes for Portraiture (Feb. 14).
Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).
The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

to communicate items of a long experience in studio

, It is not thought possible to continue the series to the
'

' some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

of the series have been as follows :

—

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14),

The Printing-Boom (March 21).

About the Reception Room (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

MORE ABOUT LENSES,
AlTHODOH the lens is the most iniportant and usuallv the most
costly Item m his outfit, the average poi-traitist has" very hazy
Ideas as to ,t« ix.wei's and quaUties, It he is a cautious man
and plays for safety, he is usually satisfied with getting lenses
smi.lar to those whidh he knows have been used successfully
t>y others

;
while if he has more entei-prise and cash than he

has experience he wiU procure the latest thing in anastigmats,
«h.ch may or may not be the most suitable for his work.

In choosing a lens for professional portraiture tliere are

three vital points to be CJiinsidered : focal length, working

a.i>erture, and quality of definition, I wall deal with these

seriatim.

It cannot be too often repeated that the peirspective or
" drawing " of a picture depends upon the distance between
the eye of the artist, or, in the case of a photograph, the

lens of the camera, and the modej. If this distance be short
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the penpfctive will be fthrupt. «iiile if it be too great there

will not be MifBoient ODnvergence of the lines to give an im-

preasioin of *<>lidity. The first ctmdition «xktB Irvqbentl}-, the

»eooiid rarelj'. lliii lead* us to our first point, the selection

of a lens of suitable focal length. For this we must first

decide the minimnm allowable distance between lens and either

wlten making the largest he«d which is likely to t>e requireil,

^nd this is gaaeralljr put at 6 ft. To find the local length the

'first thing to be dono is to diride (tie aotoal size of th^ sitter's

head, which we will say i« 9 ina., by the sise it is to ffe^r in

the negative, say 3 ins. This is a reduction to one-third, and

aeoording to the well-known rule for this we must place the

.J«u at four times its focal length from the subject. But as

•«• h«T« already fixed the distanoe as 6 ft., «« must divide

that by fmir to obtain the equivalent focal length of our lens,

and this, of eour»e, is 18 ins. I have given these measurements

;• an «sample, but a* a matter of practice 18 ins. is a veiy

iimiliil focal length for general »x>rk, provided that the studio

ns of average laogdi. In a short stadk> it would be impoasiUe

4o make full-length oabinete with it, and it would be cIom

-work evea for half-lMigtiM> In many studios a 16-inoh lens

OS prelevrsd, and will answer very well if not puahed too far

wilfa huge heads. Unlort«nately, it is diAoult to judge the

aaooBt ol what we must call distpriioa by Wkiog at a print.

11m ptotographer himself cannot see it in the absence of the

sitter, bat the sitter'* friends can see it and oondsnin the

likenMB, allhoogh tfcey are unaware of the oause. This is, I

iMliere, one of the reasons wby smaU portraits are lunally

more aeoeptnble, and oiten have to be enlarged, althoagh larger

direct negatives *re available. A little exiteriment which will

be instmetive to the itkAogrmfbtr who has no knowledge of

the theory of perspective can easily l>e made. Instead of a

sitter's head place a cubical wooden block or caidbonrd bi>x

with 9-inch sides, and photograph it with a 9-indl lens, one

oigle being turned to the oamera, so that a 3-iiidi image is

1obtained Then repeat the operation with an IS-ineh lens and

conpare the rcealts. The diHerence is striking, and although

not so immediately appanat, eadata to tho saaM «tea( in two

poftraito taken iwdw ^m like eondHiona. M eo«ne, a por-

trait leiM is aoi uimsawry for the operiment ; a 8^ or 9-indk

K.K. will anMser, oaiag the oonpiet* lens tor one exposure

and oae o( the ooatpoMBts, either Irrmt or bad, lor the other.

Thoee wIm ba*« aeesM to T. K. Dailmeywr's " Talepluilft-

i;raphy ' will find aa eseellent pair of examples, the subject

being a haU-langtfl portrait, taken willi a 16-iDdi lens and a

(elephotn )ena rMpsotrrely. My adrioo is not to try to do
• verytluag witk ooe lens, but to use an 18-incli tor all work

within Ua Mope and to procure o«ie of shorter local length,

>ay 10 or 12 im,, lor oaaU iaU-langtlM.

I now eooM to wtafUag apartare, another important factor,

eapedaUy as ii^aiils coat. Almcat from the ineaptioa ol photo-

graphy opticiaM have tamed oat big Isnaas with lag apertarts,

•because photographef* Mked for them and were willing to pay

big prices. Practically, I do not tiiink that a larger aperture

tiMUi flS.t is needed for 1—ass ol 18 ias. or more, aa the lack

o( dspth tiiat is prssent at larger openinp ia ofidcat to spoil

any portrait, sspscially if taken at elms qiwitiiw, when

rapidity woald be moat needed. With nailer lanaea much
laifer apeiiures are allowable, as these are dton nqoirsd

lor anall portraits of children, when the distance from ttie

sahjwt aad the shorter fooal length aid in giving depth when
speed ia the all-important oonsidenitioa. Thns I consider such

Im Dallmeyer 3B and the rarioos //3.S 12-iiMii

ol other makers as invaluable aaxibaries to a

larger lens. Do not think that depth of iocas is in any way
jJleeted fagr lens dwiip. It ia abedntdy a matter of relative

foral length aad apertore, and a poorly made lens often giv««

greater apparent depth than a good one, but of this I will

say more later lai.

One ha» only to look at any representative collection of

modem portraits to see that there is now no rigid standard
of definition as there was a few years ago. The ordinan,- person
is getting educated into the appreciation of soft definition,

and pictoree which formerly «r>uld have been rejected are
now accepted aa orthodox. Of course, the standard of defini-

tion w-ill vnry with the class of clientele, and I would cer-

lainly not a<h-iae the postcard artist to invest in a Port-land
or Puligny-Puyo any more than I should suggest that a short-

fnous portrait lens wns the correot thing for Bond Street.

However, the general tendency is in favour al less critical

•>bar]Miess than w« saw totmerly, and this is all to the good,
for it minimises latooching and gives a better chance to the

;.-enersl effect of b^ht and shade.

There is now available so great a variety of lenses, rapid
••nough for portraiture, that it is rathar bewildering to the
novice. Fint we ha«'e the portrait leases of the Petzval and
Itallmeyer types, with which nearly all profeesicmala are
familisr. Tliese give intensely sharp definition orer a ooin-

l>arati\>ely small area, the marginal definition being spoiled by
•iir^-atuiv of field and astigmatism. The fanner defect may
be cured by reducing the apertttie, but the latter camK>t. I

may say that tor some subjeata a lens with a cur\ed field

st-orea over all other*. For example, a three-quarter length
sitting figure can be belter rendeivd with a ourved field lens
which is practically free from astigmatism than by the beat
modem lens and the swing back. Fortunately curvature of

tirld and astigmatism are seldom, if e\-er, present in an aggra-

vated form in the same lens. If it be deeirnl to choose between
two lenses it is eaay to toll which has a roun<l field aiid which
has astigmatiam by fownsing a small Hame, or even a diao

of whito paper on a black background. If astigmatism be
present, it is imp<«sible to secure a sharp image on the margin
of the plate, no matter how nntoh the screen, is mo\-ed. lie
image of the flame or paper disc wall be distorte<l one way or
the other as the screen is moved to and fro, and at the neutral

|H>tnt it is unsharp. With a round-field lens it is eaay to

• •btain sharpness at the margin, but at the expeiMe of c«nlral

d<*riniti<in With fitting figures this ia just what is wanted,

a* the nearer )>arta of the aubje^gt fall oq the margins of the

plate, and the head near the centre. When a similar subject

14 taken with a {pjod anastigmat it is possible to get the head
and kneea shar|i by using the swing back, but the body will

be out of focoa if a laige a|ierture be used.

We now oiime to the question of spherical aberration as

affecting definition. II we attempt to focus a very finely

engraval line subject or a page ol very small but shar]) type,

and find that we cannot obtain critioilly shar]> definition at

the full a|M>rtur«> of the lens, it may generally be aasumed that

spherical aberration is preeent. II in large quantity a halo

will be visible around lai<ger type, or, in the caae ol a naUe

sitter, round the whito collar. This is clearly seen with the

P>>rtland and Beq^beim lenae*. It usually di»ai>|)ears on re-

ducing the aperture to ^/16. Now, properly used, spherical

aberration is a yrj good thing, and many poitract lenses are

now made so that any desired quantity can be mtrodnoed.

This is effected by altering the distance between two of the

component glass nt. and to do this we torn the bock cell in

tho Daltaneyer model and the front one in the Oooke. We can

by this simple adjiutatent obtain any degree of diffusion,

from nearly sharp to quito fuszy. For professional work I am
in favour of lenses ol this deacription rather than those made
vpeoally lor solt locus work, aa the latter aro more limited

in ttieir application, and cannot be used for sharp pictores

requiring short expoaures.

Child portraiture, while one of the moat remnnerativa
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branohm of our work, i» aUo one of the most difficult, and it

ii well to b« provided with a \-ery rapid short^ocus leans,

which can be used in a poor light or with very restless yoning-

aterfi. I have found it well worth while to keep a special

" baby c«mera " always ready for use. This is of the ordinarj'

•tudio type fitted wiUi a 9-inoli i>ortrait lens working at fIZ,

and o»i« of Dallmeyer's rapid cabinet attaohments. This com-

bination makes work very easy, as it is possible to work

fairly close up and yai get fairly good depth. Only full-

leugths or lairly small heads should be attempted, as these

can easily be enhirged. I can recommend this course, as I

have thus saved hundreds of re-sittings which would have

been neoeM*ry by attempting to work in the ordinary way,

besides getting a reputation for being "clever with children."

In recapitulation, I suggest as a sei'vioeable outfit ior work

up to wiliole-plate size and for 12 x 10 full lengths, an IS-inch

lens witJli an aperture of fib and a soft focus adjustment for

the bulk of the work, an 11 or 12-inch lens working at f!<t

for full-length cabinets and C.D.V., and, if possible, an extra-

rapid 9-inc3i leois for young children. Any or all of these may
he anastigmats, as these may, if necessary, be used for ordinary

outdoor work as well as for portraits. Portrait lenses of the

ordinary tj-pe are not s» available, as nearly all of them ^^•ill

give a flare spot wben used with a small ax>erture in bright

light.

Pbacticus^

SPECIFICATIONS FOR A VEST=POCKET CAMERA.

[The study of the features desirable in the vest-pocket camera, w hich we quote from our contemporary, " American Photo-

graphy," is one which must have been written without a full knowledge of what English makers have done. The three features

which Mr. Morse declares to be unrealised in-anj- single camera are, we think, embodied in at least one camera here ; if not irk

the precise form which Mr. Morse specifies, at any rate in one which is its practical equivalent.

—

Eds. B.J.]

Ik a passage that becomes more and more significant as time

goes on, Alfred Watkins, the English photographic expert,

speaks of his preference for a whole-plate camera, but is willing

to concede that a 5 x 7 camera might possibly be used in its

place, if one seriously objected to the weight of a larger

camera.

Since those days, much water has flowed beneath the photo-

graphic bridge, and few x>«opl« c^'*r think now of packing

about a 5 z 7 camera, except for some specific and unusual

occasion. In fact the tendency is distinctly towards a rather

small camera, a movement that was perhaps inaugurated in

Great Britain by the Shew XIT and the Houghton Ensignette

cameras. Some ten or a dozen years ago I wrote to some

American camera manufacturers suggesting smaller cameras
;

they replied that there was mo market for such a camera.

To-day the woods are full of them.

The amateur photographic public is evidently getting edu-

cated to the possibilities of the small camera. Possibly the

economy enforced by the war was largely responsible. At any
rate, the so-called vest-pocket camera is having a large and
increasing sale. The American film camera has now reached
a stage of excellence such that further considerable improve-
ments seem unlikely. The vest-pocket camera, however, has
several points that need improvement, and I propose to point
out some deficiencies in those now on the market.

First let us consider what the V.P. is used for, where, when
and how. The size of picture is about li x 2^ inches.

The camera is about 1 x 2i x 5 inches. Its weight is from
eight to ten ounces. It easily fits into the upper vest pocket
of a man's clothes, opposite the heart or on the other side,

provided the usual size pocket is enlarged to fit the camera.
On a hot summer's day it probably had better not be carried
so close to the body.

The V.P. is pre-eminently a snapshot camera for the ex-
pert worker. In fact the smaller the camera, the greater the
•kill of the operator must be to obtain good results. It is a
camera particularly adapted far genre work—pictures that
•how up suddenly and disappear again ; a policeman holding
up an impressive hand while a dainty little miss crosses the
avenue through a lane of snorting autos ; or a boy playing
with a dog

; or a railroad crew in fnora a long run, straining
their eyes for the signalman's orders. All this requires the
trained eye and the artistic sense as well as the trained hand.
For this reason the V.P. ought to have a mechanism which

operates with a minimum of complications in opening and
getting ready. The closing of the machine may be as leisurely

as one wishes. Therefore a type of machine that requires

a carrying case for the protection of the lens is to that extent

defective. The case adds one more complication and consumes
the fraction of a minute that may be fatal to the picture. Such
pictures won't await the photographer's convenience.

On taking the machine from the pocket, the pressure of a

button ought to cause the lens to fly into position without
further ado. The practice, all well enough with larger cameras,
of reaching in and hauling out the bellows by hand and set-

ting the pointer at the distance desired has to be abandoned
with the V.P.'s. In the majority of cases the infinity mark
is satisfactory, but not always. In fact it is a distinct ad-
vantage to have a disc turning arrangement so that the dis-

tance can be set wherever desired.

Sometimes youdon't want too distinct a background. Take the
case above cited of the young lady going across the street. There
is no need that every detail on~tlie opposite side of the street

should stand out distinctly enough to distract one's attention

;

signs, Liberty Loan placards, and cabs waiting for fares. To
be specific : if you have a 3^ inch lens (as most V.P.'s do) you
siet the focus at 25 feet, which embraces everything in
the field between say 15 and 95 feet with an //7.5 lens ; or 15
and 65 with an fIt.Z. For this reason, the best camera of

tlie V.P. style mus.t allow focussing.

So far as I know, at the present time there is no V.P.
camera on the American market embodying all the following,

desirable features

:

(1) Needs no carrying case for protection of the lens.

(2) Springs automatically into operating position by pres-
sure of one button.

(3) Has a focussing arrangement ojjei-ated by a disc in the-

lens front.

Some of the V.P.'s offered for sale have two of the three-
points mentioned above ; some have one, and some, alas ! have-
none.

A V.P. camera requires a good lens, preferably an anastig-
mat working at about fl5.b, more or less. An //4.5 lens re-
quu-es pretty careful focussing and runs into money. A shutter
that would really and truly give say 1-10, 1-25, 1-50 and 1-100 •

second would be sufficient. Most shutters are, sad to i-elate,

fearful and wonderful liars. But a shutter is something like
an astronomical clock ; it need not tell the exact truth

; what
is wanted is to know how much it varies from the truth and:
arrangements can be made accordingly. By the way, why
doesn't some enterprising American make a business of test-
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shuttenT Some of us would be willing to p*y a reason-

price to "know tlie wor*! " aboat a favourite shutter.

af miniature camera naturally suggests the enlarging

Pictures can he enlarged, after a fashion, by day-

^ ^e*. but they allow no variation of size or manipuU-

of printing effects.

':'. the present time the American manufacturers are woe-

. behind in enlarging machines : what we have are crude

-nsive. It is to be hoped that in due time manufac-

.11 see the advantage of a first<lass artificial light

irgrr to keep pace with the small camera. An enlarger

ilmost a neccaaary complement to the vest pocket camera,

rhe V.P. camera will probably never become as popular

'>L rli.- multitude as the larger sizes. The average amateur

pber wants a direct print large enough to see evert-

-tiacUy. In the hands of an expert the V.P. will do

best kind of work and aUow an enlargement up to

3 s. 7. It is by no means a tor. In fact one has to graduate

' » larger camera in order to be capable of asing the vest

KitrameBt. Bat the graduating class is growing every

• 1 the ^n—ft-Ht lor fir»t-class V.P. cameras will prob-

be elewly and increase in volume T««r by year.

E. I. C. Mcmar.

flssistants* Poles.
\

—^-
I

Volm 6v HfrfflT-ff §itUahU for Ihi* tolumn will U ccmtdtrii

\md paid for on tM» firtt of Ou wumtk folhteinf fmbticoHcm.

Rapairiog BreKea Negativ**.

<r can there be mor« aunoyins than t» >ee rbtritheil negative

.' «m the loor in pi«c*«, and how often. I wooder. are those

» eonined to the wMtc bin. Temper* are rnfled. coatomcrs

:<poiBted, ordefs, Dwoey, and bonne** lo*t; yet. with a little

ipolatioo. the cCert of a bmken negative cslastropbe can be

'ome. AU the nacrasarv' malerisU for overcomiag can, or

!d be, fend ameagsl any photographer'a eqwiinMat. The**

-rial* eoMJit of two or three gr»de> of rctowehiBg pencil*, a

lahing knife or two. and aane cpar* plate* of a OMdinm
my,
b« method of piecedttre it a* follow*, and with ordinary *ki!l

the damage can b* made good.

Fiiet vttrier* from the foor or other resting place all the piece*

•f nagativ*, and than eate(«Uy piece thMB togiMtot oa a dees
.> of glaa* of a siae laiget than that of the broken ocgalive.

Ln*tanre, if one u repairing a half plate negative, then 7 > 5.

' r*a whole-plat*, shoidd be need. Having piaeed the broken
•-• together, next faatan the ooter edge* secweiy to tk* glai*

by narrow strip* of adh«aiv* binding—Deaniaon'* lantern slid*

ling, aold in twelve-yard roll*, will be foond admirable for

|iaip<»e tahing care that other pieces iaaide ar* not moved
of peaitioa. Onr nest atep i* to make a traaaparency on a

I urn speed of piaU •omewhrr* aboat H and t> UO— 180

apaieaey making ia not at aU a didirult undertaking providing

•ioa* aoi " get the wind op " by iwing too atroog an illuminant

inakiag the expceare. I have made hundred* of transparrncie*

l< mean* of an ordinary match—a wax veata i* ideal. Of course.

f^ method ia open to criticism, *a there i* no hard and fast rul*

one shoold adopt this aMtbod, but I gite it here aa a gaide
hmi- who are not oaed to the making of traaapareacic*. The

itivc ahoold be placed in a printing-frame with so
>te in contact with it, film to film. It ia a good

to lay a narrow atrip of glass rooad oar boaad-ap neg^ve
')ie printing- frame to •qoalise the presraro when the back
it on and fastened down, thas preventing aada* prcsenre on
'i.tre of the frame. Withoat these strips there is a tendency

over to track, thae adding to one's aaaoyance by a

ttaatnphe. Haviag loaded the frame, stand it end up
l<e of the dark-roaai beach. Now strike a match. shie!d-

iirect ray* from the fraaie, and when the match is fully

light asese it rooad in a eimlar motion about six iaeha* away

from the frame so as to enaore as even an illumination as possible.

Should one part of the negative be denser than another, the-

malch can be held closer to and opposite the particular ^lart .for a
moment or twn longer than the remainder.

Remove the exposed plate from the frame and develop in any
non-staining develofier. the borax metol-quinol formula of

Messrs Wellington and Ward being very suitable, as it prnducea
negative* and positives of a verj- fine grain and free from fog or

»l»iii. For those who 'nay m-t have a c«>p,v of the formula by
them. I give a copy of it here as published in their handbook :^

Water (hot) 20 ounces or 500 c.c.

Borax (powdered) 300 grain* or 10 grammes.
Metol aO ,, 1

Hydroquinone 50 ,. 2.5 „
Sodium sulphite 200 10 ,.

Dissolve in the order given, allowing each chemical to be in com-
plete (olution before adding the next. This developer keeps, by
the way. alm>i«t indefinitely in well -stoppered bottles.

When our •xwitive is fully developed. fi-X and »a»h in the usual

manner.

Of coarse, our positive will ibow the cracks and lines of breskage.
but it ia here where the only ^kill required will come in. and this

with the use of a retoucher's knife and pencil. The pencils I

prefer are grades 2 and 3, and for work requiring a giMid black

deposit a No. 1 ijrill l>e useful. The best knives to use for the
porpiMe are th<i»e sold by T. S. Pruce. F*ilinj{ these, surgeons'

*cal|ieU will be just a* useful. The knives most suiuble are Nos. 1

and 2. and for fine work a No. 4 is handy to have by you, although

» great deal of the work can be di«ie by the first-mentioned grades.

Place the positive on a retouching desk, and with the knife
most suitable for the purpose carefully renio\e the black lines

until they are of the same density a* the other surrounding |>arts.

This action of reducing the density of the»e black lines i> by the

gsatle and light process of scraping the film of the positive. On
no aecoaat should any pressure be used on the knife, otherwise
the work will result in a aeries of rough scrstche* reeultiug in an
uneven printing density. Take great care not to remove all the
gelatine film when scraping, otherwise one will find it very difficult

to apply the pencil there afterward* if necessary. Having got-

rid of the black line*, cover the negative with retouching medium
and fill and eveti up the white apace* with the retouching iieniil.

preferably by means of crosa hatching. If the crack has extended
arrnw the face, carefully remove the blemish first with kiiifi-. finally

finishing nff with the |ienci!. When the positive is worked up and
reiooched to your *ati*faction, varnish it with a gmid hard drying
negative vantish. By varnishing a negative, one not only protects

the film from further dsmage, of scratches, etc.. the varnish also

tends to even up any work that has been done with either the
knife or pencil, and make* it less noticeable in the new negative
when oude.

.K new negative is made by repeating the method adopted for

making the contact |Ki*!tive—barring the necessity of fastening the
same down on a cover glaaa. If the knife and pencil work has
been carefully done on the positive, our new neiistive should
require very little after work. Should such work he required.

repeal the method of treatment of the |>o«itive. and, a» before,

finally tarnish.

With a little practice on some o'.d negatives it is surprising what
caa be done in shorter time than it takes to .describe. The whole
process is very simple, and an intelligent retoucher can soon con-

vert what appears to be a total lo** into an article of value once
mote.

1 might mention here that however carefully the work might
have been done, the final negative •ometime* looks a little uneven
in density owing to the black colour of the pencil work printing

a dillrreut lone to that of the negative in general. For contact

work this is not very detrimental, as the print can easily be

evened up in the final apotting. but if enlargements are required

the handwork may be rather pronounced.

Should solargcmenia be required, make a print on glossy bromide
about half the sixe of those required, match up some si>otting

colour (to which a little gam water has been added) to the exact

tone of the glossy print, and carefully spot same, preferably with
the aid of a magnifying glaas. When completed, copy in tiis-

ordinary way.—Bejuaiux F. Welc-b.
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Patent neu)$.

PrttM ptUtntt—applieattcns and ip4eifiMtions—ar» trtoUd in

' Photo-UtehaiMal Notts."

AppUcationa, April 14 to 17:

—

PoeroASD Pbisteb.—"So. 9,S23.

R. N. Kerr and F. W. Ta«Bell.

DsTKtoriKG Tans.—No. 9,608.

^botograpiuz pktes. 6. G. KiUiok.

CxKlMATOOBAPHr.—No. 9,788. Cinematographs. A. Page.

Camok-holdibs.—(No. 9,8E2. Carbon-holdens for arc lampe for

cinematographs. F. A. Thomaasin and G. WillianiB.

Photographic postoaid printer.

Daylight developing tank for

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,

^litse specifications art obtainablt, price 6d. tach, post free, from

Uie Patent Ofiee, 25, Soutliampton Buildings, CJianeery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in tlie case of patents granted under tlie International

Convention.

<;hanoixg Boxes.—No. 120,910 {November 12, 1917). Tlie inven-

tion relates to a changing 'box which allows plates to be changed

in daylight. The apparatus cwmprises a store ibox, a changing

box, and a loading slide. The store box receives in the dark-

room the unexposed plates, which, after Ibeing exposed in the

camera, are replaced in the store box to await development. ITie

store box comprises lor this purpose two compartments, one for

taking the unexposed plates and the other for receiving the

exposed plates. "He changing box receives the loading slide

charged rwith the plates, and is put in it« place on the camera.

The loading slide serves for transporting the unexposed plates

from the store ibox into the changing box, and for bringing the

^plates back again from the changing box to the store /box after

fV^ fJ-L J

they have been esposed. The loading slide, ivihich is so con-
trived as to be capable of being separated from the changing box
and fitted on to the store box and conversely, constitutes the

• chief part of the invention^

The loading slide consists of a frame t, open on one face, and
provided in addition with another opening at the (bottom. A
handle, j, serves for operating this loading slide. The front aper-
ture is closed fcy means of a eliding diutter, ]c. On the panel

• •pposite to the shutter, inside this slide and at the side thereof,
there are pressing members, consisting of arms, I, pivoted at V,
And extended iby means of springs, m. These pressing members

-nerve to ensure the plates, r, which aire encloaed in the ordinary
••heatihs, passing out of the slide after the shutter, k, is raised. A

sliding member, n, provided with lugs or cleats, n', enaWes tb«

pressing members to be thrown back ior the purpose of render.

the device stationary. This sliding memiber, n, is guided in

rectilinear displacements by screws, o, engaged in slots, n, form
in the sliding member. Charles llothmeyer, 23, Boulevard ii

Canal, Aulnay-sur-Bois, Seine et Oise, France.

Living Portrait Photographs.—No. 114,173 (August 16, 191

The invention is an improved method of making the " living p<

trait " photographs, made by exposure of a plate in eepart

series of bands through a (shifted) ruled screen.

The positive is made on celluloid, which is mounted on the ba<

of an opening in a front card. A sheet of ruled paper with tl

lines thereon similar in character to the lines on the 9cre<

through which the negative was made is placed on the front

a back card. It will be seen that this method of manufacture
the reverse of the method usually employed.

For keeping the ruled screen in contact with the positive t

back card is embossed, so that the central portion of the ml'

surface is pressed outwardly into engagement with the inner fa

of the celluloid positive.

In the drawings there is shown a back card or mount 50. <

the front of which is printed or attached ruled lines 51. ti fro

of the back card is the front card or mount 52, having an ov
or other opening therein, and at the back of the front card

Fig. 3.

attached a celluloid positive 53, having the banded pictures there-

on. Flexible strips 54 and 55 of fabric are attached to the edges
of the cards for the purpose of binding the two cards together and
also allowing lateral movement of one card relative to the other.

The placing of the ruled lines 51 on the back card 50, and the

placing of the celluloid positive 53 on th« back of the front card'

52, results in an animated photograph that is free from shadows.
In Figs. 3 and 4 there is shown an improved back card for use in

the manufacture of animated photographs. While the structure

illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 is efficient, it has been found that with

use the flexible connecting strips 54 and 55 stretch, and it is

Fig. 2. Fig. 4.

necessary to press the back card into engagement with the back
of the front card in order to get the best results. To avoid this
difficulty the back card is embossed in the manner shown, the
embossed portion being designated by the numeral 56. With
this construction She front and rear cards are grasped naturally
between the thumbs and forefingers to manipulate the cards and
display the pictures. Reginald Ignatius Atherton, 16, Cavendish
Avenue, Church End, Finchley, London, N.W. ; David Bume
Jones, 6, Lansdowne Grove, Neasden, London, N.W. ; and Sidney
Croneen, 67, Homsey Lane, London, N.

Distorted Photographs.—No. 116,727 (Octdber 3, 1917). In pro-
ducing, by photography, a humorous picture or series of pictures
a non-spherical lens or a lens formed of two or more portioM
optically diverse from one another is so (mounted that it may be
n>tated about an axis transverse to its general plane. The lens
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may be fiued to « eioematographic ounerm and ToUt«d daring the

expusne.

One mathod oi carrying out the invention i< litowa in the drsw-

ii^. The netbod may 'be carried into effect by a camera fitted

with a lea* aocfa as that indicated at K in the drawing, lliia

leoa M eUDpoaite, being formed ot three distinct portions, whi<.'h

may either ha integraJ with one another or termed separately bum
one aoolhar, and coitably cemaoted togeMicr. Each portion it

differoit frasn the other in its optical yahw; thos the portion K'

nuy be ot epherical formation -with a poaitive curvature, the pur-

uoo K* ct cylindrical formation with a positive corvature, and the

portioB K' have a valoe differing both from that of the portion

K' and that uf the purtiuii K'. Any oombinalioa of divert* rurts-

ttires may be ampioyed, and any wuBhar of diatinot pottioaa may
U lued in the lens. Diversity may be obUiaed marely by diver-

Hiy in dagriis ai curvature or by diversity ia Jsgres as wail aa

ia kind.

In o«der to enhance the hnmowwa charactsr of the pfaotographa

when a esries is to be taken, the less is rotatsd dboat IJm osotte,

K*. and espoKires taken through tbe leoa in •necaaaive positions

thereof. Thus, for example, for a t iueina tugfaph Um the lens •
slowly ititated while the object to 1>e fhetofmfiimd perfonnt

moveaseate balore the ciiws. "Hte leas may h» a simple >v>in

drk^ leas, aad be rotated about an axis traasv—a to the ssis •>(

the eyUnder. WiUian Henry B«krr. 32. Hsttoa Oardea. London,

and WUIia« Miltward, 34. Butler .'itrcet, OwriteR'aa-Medlork.

Mannhsalar.

( iNrMSlwaara Film.— .No. II7,IB7 (february 8. I91B). This in

vniitiaa niinaiati in a ftlm the edfse of which are reiolorced by

•ewii^ to them ad>aceat lo the feed •(>mtin(B on* or more con

tinooiM threada of silk, eottoa, or ti>e like, which sffectivety pre

vent the edges or the whole ftlm (r<im getting torn. Hubert

l>egeas, Blaastrichtsriaan 46, VaaU, HolUnd.

AtaiAL PMortooa*rliT.—No. 115,136 (June 27, 1917). The iiiven

tioa coneuu in arranging a camera in or upon a fraaM or itrur

lore to that it is capable of nwvemcot tbersin (at a rate which

lay be adjmrUble), and in adapting the camera to travel over

a ttatwioary screen or shutter haviag aa apattart to give the

reqairsd Um» of exposure, to that when taking a photograph

the !» amy be tet to travel at mek a spesd that it wiU at

the aaiiat of exposure of the photegraphic plaU be tUtionary.

or oring only with a U»w vclorily lelativdy to the object being

pholagiafhsd.

Ia the drawing, the <a«ata • ia awanted in a slide like manner

a frame which may eonmal of gaide laibCor mds ft, a

plate, but adjacent to the latter in order to give the advantages

of a focal-plane thutt«r. Tbe an>p or slot r> in the shutter is pro-

portioned 8o as to give the required time of exposure. The
camera is moved over the shatter at a speed which may be

adjustable, by springs, compressed air, or other means, buffers

and other devices being employed to bring it to rest and also

to prevent recoil at the end of its traverse. In the figures,

compression coil springs e assisted by a spring-rotated drum f
acting on the camera through a 6exible element, serve to traverse

the camera from right to left. The springs h serve as buffers to

bring the camera to rest without shock. Edgar Duerr, Bella

Vista. Langh.'im Riwd, Bowdon. Cheshire.

Cradt n&mt% and marks.
BEOISTBATIONS RSJiEWED.

Taan axd Camuu (Design).— Nos. 271,463 4. RegisUred by the

Paget Prise Plate Co., Limited, in 1906. (Classes 1 and 39.)

NoanAH.—No. 2T2.979. Registered by Kodak. Limited, in 1905.

(t'Uts 1.)

TBADe MASKS BEHOVED FROM REGISTER.

/a lis ejkiaf Umfwigt of M< " Trade Marts Journal " the following

trade wtath* have been " removed from tke register tArough non-

paywumt of remtwal fete." Suck non-payment is, of course, (As

metJkod adopted iy a firm having no further occasion for the use

of a wtark :—
MtmiM — .\o 270,171. KrKiotered by Matt<w. Ltd., in 1905.

(('lata 1.)

meetings oT Societies.
m

MEETIN08 OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
tUTinuuv, Mav i.

astaey Pbetagisphle loclely. Online: Woolvleh to Ortenwlcb.

ManAT, M>t i.

ami Cripylrsale Pheui«raphlc aoeleljr.-" Printinc Proee«s*t."Oty el
Prke.
I Ke(o«npkl« SoeMj.-TlM l«l A.P. ConpeUlion.

TnaaAT, Mtv «.

Roral F>ilin»S|>lii tti<i>y.-"TheOarboBProani." Tbe PrttMant.
HMtaar WnimmHw ansltty^L iiteie by T. H.B. Seeu.
TliB-lini- AiMUar PboMcmpaie taaielT.-BaitaMri' NIfhi. "Hand

Chaatas Aaoteat aad Me4«ni.

'

WaatasDAT. Mai T.

Crtydta OaaMra Clab. - Pvahls Pheucrsplir. " J. Coalet. Ph.D., P.A.I.

rHaaaisH PhetaiiaaliU fceCty. MaaaaaUoa*. _ ,
Toabridct WeUt AaMltar Plwtatrapblc AttoalsUoe.-" ABloobceamik" R. 1.

H«llt,
TacatOAV, Mat t.

HaaaarwalUi Haoftliln Hooae Ph«u«r>v(ile Boeletj.—* 8ob> Plioiocrtphlo

titlaltmarm " W. E. Wtlkar.
Itliliaisa* Oaamt CHia.—Aaasal Oenefal MsaUa(.
Hartaay WwaniaihlB ttaxy.—0«tln« lo Walihan Abbtj.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC .S(K':iBTV

Mmtiv.. IM-.J Tuetdsy, April 29. Mr. T. H. B. Scott in the chair.

A lantern lecture was delivered by Mr. \V. J. Roffey on the

' Cathedrals <•! Ely. Litchfield, Gkiuoeater, and Walea." Mr. Roffey,

tu the arao^Mniment uf a large luiaAer of excellent lantern trans-

paranriee, discoursed on the arrhitectural and historical feature* of

his a(Bt«iaalioBt snbjerts On the profiuiition of Uie diairman a

IwMty \-ate of thanka wee aocorded U> him.

StatioiMry 'hir^r

thereio. *, 'hit t

ti^nu arranged in the frame and clipped

iii»^ between the len» and the photographic

CROYDON CAMERA CH'B.

Tat Easter Monday outing proved a great tuccewt. a large narty

walking from Kingtwotid Ui Buckland, where an excellent ten was

provided. Once on the heath, Mr. Harpur toon dug himself in, and

with redex jierched on a three-inch tri|iod bagged many a fore-

gnmnd study full of that elongated fwrspective which, owinu to a

natiiralittic view |M>int, should make an irresistible appeal to any

reiitipede or other gmund insect with artistic perception. Mr.

lohnsnn early in the day imashed his focussing screen, and went

out uf action with most of his plate* undamaged. So did another

maaifcer, owing to bis " Cotnpound " shutter refusing to work at

any other speed than 1 250th »«•. Mr. Walker's auspicious disas-

ter for the day fully maintained his reputation, for the mirror of
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hi) up-todat* reflex iiuinted on executing a lunatic jazz step on

every attempt to operate the shutter release. The Rev. Le Warne

inuiit be credited with identifyinj; at a distance of over a mile a

hottUVj- known to exist, but up to then undetected by anxious eyes.

" .\ far, far better thing," etc.

The following \Sedne.«dav. Mr. l'avendi.<ih Morton gave a lecture

on • Discrimination," a .«ubject of immense scoi)e, as was fully ad-

mitted. Po»i<e8»ed of real oratorical pifts and a keen analytical

faculty, which an emotional method of delivery em|>hasised in the

M-nee tiiat it compelled attention, the electrical atmosphere created

is mort difficult to describe, but may be sjiggested as being in the

nature of "complex variations on a theme." Strictly modern in

treatment, crashmg chords broke in on pianii-^imo, and, amidst

general harmonies, fresh motif followed on motif in somewhat

bewildering fashion. Ur, expressed in another way—" denuncia-

tion ' followed so quickly on " appreciation," pathos on humour,

liorrow on joy, as to induce a sort of mental switchback condition,

with the peculiar feeling of exhilaration such engenders.

The lecture, wnich was crammed full of good things, including

elegant aphorisms and neat definitions, w.is delivered without even

Leadings to refer to. -Meticulous accuracy is therefore not guaran-

teed in the following notes. All pi'oblems, artistic, social, moral,

ancT gcientitic, wore approached on the dynamic side : that was

insisted upon, and no one raised an objection. Many a definition

of " Art. ' he said, existed, the be.st one. in his opinion, being :

" The seizing of the living truth in the natural, and the finding it

still alive in the artificial." Here a member, who has sliown signs

of mental strain owing to a surfeit of words on the subject during

the session, was distinctly heard to say, " Damn art! " " I hope

1 am not interrupting you," politely said the lecturer. " Not at'

all." was the equally urbane reply.

Wisdom, Mr. Cavendish Morton continued, can often be found
ill babes and sucklings, and gave a pleasing illustration in the

person of a little son who is evidently a chip of the old block.

After a consideration of the theory of " vital activity," the labour

troubles were dealt with, the unrest, he thought, being mainly due
lo " stultified aspirations." Cinematographs came next, which, he
deeply regretted, were often misused. Still on the dynamic aspect.

the wonderful skill of Inman and Paganini were alluded to, and the

p.'ychology of composer and artist were analysed, with his friend

the late Coleridge Taylor and Turner as examples. Personally, he
considered himself a malignant failure as a professional photo-
grapher by attempting to combine a hobby with business. The only
satisfied soul in the world was the tinker, a statement,. which
obriously overlooked many an artist of the camera. Dynamics
cTlanged to the IKunder of dynamite when he turned to " jazz,"
generated by the worst types of American criminals, and it was
appalling that victory should be celebrated in such an abominable
way.

Let it be known once and for all, for so it was said, that the crea-
tion of fashions in women's dress is spontaneous, born of a desire
by the sex to express itself in clothing. Clothing is good so far as
it reveals cliaracter and movements of the figure, and bad so far
».=• it conceals them, a definition which should cheer the lady revue
artist. He then introduced what was apparently the Greek " Doric
dress," a square of fine cloth with marginal design, and showed its

many graceful applications. \Mien made of thin material it was
often employed held up as a background to set off the figure (other
clothes were worn). Clothed in the garment, Mr. Cavendish Morton
recited in impressive and dramatic manner some lines from Keats'
exquisite " Ode to Melancholy," with appropriate variations of
posture and the folds of the costimie. And so ended the most sensa-
tional evening since the secretary, in a state of semi-nudity, gave
Tils demonstration on " physical exercises." One appealed to the
mind, the other to the body. A most hearty vote of thanks was
accorded Tor a lecture of exceptional interest, stage-managed in
Hrst-claas style by an experienced hand—one who now, happily for
Rie club, becomes a new member.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
April 17 to Hxy 22.—Hammersmitih Hampehite House Pbotogroplttc

Sooieity AnnnaJ Exhibition. Two open okflsee. Joint secre-

toiriee, J. G. Abmhajne, 41, Hamillon Terrax:e, London, N.W.B;
1. H. Page, 12, Lime Grove, London, W.12.

Commerciai^Cegal intelDgence.

Legal Notices.—Notice is given of the dissolution of the partner-

ship (iby mutual consent) between Sydney Harold Leveton and

Alclianan Cohen, carrying on business as photographic apparatus

makers, at 78, Digbeth, Birmingham, under the style of Cohen and

Leveton.

NEW COMPANIES.
Nash, Kenyon and Co., Ltd.—This private company was regis-

tered on April 19 with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares. Objects :

To take over the photographic department of J. R. Cave, Ltd..

formerly carried on by Uiat company and more recently by J. Wil-

son, at 169, Lord Street, Southport. The first directors are : J.

Wilson, 9, Harrod Drive, SouUiport, gentleman ; H. Nash, 141.

Sussex Road, Southport, photographer, etc. ; H. Kenyon, 46.

Sussex Road, Southport, photographer. Registered office : 169.

Lord Street, Southport.

Reios and notes*

Messrs. A. C. Grundy akd Sons, trade printers, advise ns that

they have removed from Rickmanswortli to 12, Grand Parade, St.

Leonards-on-Sea.

The Photographic Convention.—It was decided at a council

meeting held at Anderton's Hotel, London, E.C., on the 24th ult.,

to hold a meeting of the Photographic Convention of the United

Kingdom this year. The date fixed is the week commencing July 7.

It beijig impossible for the gathering to take i^lace in France, a*,

was intended, tlio Continental Convention is postjioned, and efiorts

are to be made to make either Oxford or Warwiclc tlie centre for

the 1919 meeting. Members will be informed by post and announce-

ments made in the Press as soon as the necessary arrangements have

been made. Cambridge was also named, but the voting was in

favour of the "Dark Blues."

Death of a Noted Australian Photographer.—Australian

newspapers just to hand announce the death of one of the best

known photographers in the Commonwealth—namely, W. H.

Hammer, who died a few weeks ago at Norwood, South Australia.

He was the principal of the old-established firm of Hammer and

Co., and partner and director of Studio, Ltd. Born at St. Austell,

in Cornwall, seventy-four years ago, he went out lo Australia in

the year 1880, started a photographic business in Adelaide, and was

most successful. His great hcibby was music, and the Australian

papers state that before leaving England he was known throughout

Cornwall as an organist and conductor of choirs and bauds.

The Photographic Arm.—An official synopsis of the work of the
Air Force in the war gives the following particulars of the great

work of the photographic section :

—

j_
The original and, at first, the only duty of the aeroplane in war

was reconnaissance, and the earliest reconnaissance reports were of

the utmost value. The information gained immediately prior to and
during the retreat from Mons in 1914 was of the greatest possible

assistance to the British and French Armies. The effect of regular,

rapid, and accurate reconnaissance at once made itself apparent.

With the development of trench warfare it became necessary to

supplement reconnaissance reports by full information as to the

position of enemy trenches and the location of his batteries. In
Movember, 1914, the first successful aerial photograph was taken of

wie village of NSuve Chapelle. During the early experimental

stages, photographs were taken at an altitude of 3,000 feet, but the

rajiid development of anti-aircraft fire has forced the aerial photo-

grapher to an altitude of 22,000 feet.

lluring the first month tiiat the photographic section operated in

France only 40 negatives were taken. During October, 1918, 23,247

negatives were exposed, and approximately 650,000 prints were

issued. A high standard of photographic work has been reached,

and whole areas of country, lines of railway, and trench systems

have been photographed and accurate majis prepared.

The photographic section in 1914 consisted of two officers and
three other ranks. Tlieir outfit comprised two cameras and a port-
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•ble box of developing chcmicaU. The photographic ptrmmnd at

the [iiwMil dav coiuist* of 2S0 oflic«re and 3,000 other ranlu. dit-

tribotad throaghoat all theatre!> in which photographic work i."

carried oat. and a larjce training: ochool of photography has been

lormed at FamboroDgh. Up to .September of this year a< many as

b.'SiiXSA prints of aerial photoi^raphj had been issued by the Air

^iervice in the fi«M.

CorrespondencCe

Corrttp<mitnU ihauld H#wr toriu on both tidu of (Ms paftr.

No notie* it taktm of eofntunieation* wtl»m <*• hmim and

addrtu** of tht tcrittrt art giton.

Wt do not undertaks rMrpoMiWily for Ikt opinion* txfrumd

bf our eorrttpondenU.

THK K1.\1X«; t>K BROMIDE PRINTS.

To the E«i«tor».

ea*l«iMD.—lo nlcnooa to tite liv«« diller«nt articles

t appeared in yam iMoe of April 18 daaUnc with

•abject, my experiance is this <and I print many

annn^y):—I ptinl i*npa o< six. I nenrer pat

twu tfcipa in lfa» 4»r«k|Mr at ooce. Whan deirelop-

I is oooiplela Ibe strip is taken in Um fafiw bgr aadi and. aod

. a earriny awaap la qnicfcly passed tlaiiiilli adirfi d cold watar,

Tiri^'n' 'j-f'—
^'- "-'—I*-"- * T Tb* 4iah ia then

.«d AM* or twiea lo waaii oS ac^ ct tba dardbpar wUok may
baMl Titan Iha atrip ia tnmad faoa doira. la my opfaiea the

.U MMk ipoU whkh are lomitiam Ml on priirta ara mw i ii . ao(

U air^Mb, boi bjr amll qoMtlitia* ol daralcpw Ml on. I Sad

that tlnaa kaapMi UHi^uuailiil o( hype ^rtacfc wil wai«li afeaM

4 oM.—4nU ftx tlwijr-Mx six-pcateaH ahaala withool aay daafsr of

aiaimaf Iht canity I do not maaaart tba wn»m ; joat aaa loaeiant

to («Tar like oarda. Aftar tbia i/mMkHf ct atripa baa baeti paaaed

thr<M^ Vmt, or thrsa aMi* nwoalali aM addwl lo Die faatfi.

Workinz on this p(aa, I bare rerv lew stainad ^hnia.

lina. HBn>naos.

THR LATE SUt \%1LU.OI CROOKB8.

To Uie Edttuaa.

Oeatisoaan,—Having been iotimaUlt asancialed trilh tba lata Sir

William Crookaa for a graal noBib* tA yaan and pobliabad aaranl

papers with him «« a nrietr of phoAogMphic adbiasta, aoaMMadBg
V tih mrly aMsiapta lo pcaaerve the saaMiTaMaa of onlhwiiaii platas

, Xioi I r«Mi with iotarait jwur bri«4 notioa appaaitef at page IflB

•.! AprU U iwaa.

I wail »—

p

hai our pwOaits being taken tagalhir by Maaars.

Hefiawnan and Mhlona, aopy ol whidi yoa raprodaca. Hue waa
taken in Ihair stndic ataayy lng Iha uppar psaoMaaa ol John Nawaaui.

opliciaa. of BigiBt fhraal. Ciwkea and I wata Wbw staiimli ihcu

•I Iba Soyal GoUaga ol Obamialrr. and talar both wars |WBulad lo

henane Dr. Hoteaaa'a aamataate ia th« genanl Uboiwlary at Oxford
Street. Oar aosit tOmm ware quicUy aopanadcd by Dr. Hill Norri* •

coitedio-broaida proriaa. which caoa to slay.

Craafcaa and I took a w«atefcl aariaa fW nlar acNpaa photographs

in Mancb. 18S4. and Joir. UBO. Ihroagh aa iwpnifiiiii oamara

aMaAed to the Wootwieh tslasenpa. b«<nta thrb work wm ragnlarly

nilsil^sii by QIaiahir at Iha Oieaawieh Ofaaanvlory.

To gat mat trial lor his tmmdaatian «t Ifialliwii it waa nrraasary to

awlHiaa ot a ^aeial liaaJ a( Spaniafa pyritaa,

I ak ip at Brook Onen, Ihwiiiwiilli (Iha faoiily

raidaaea), and w<oriMd eooliiiaaiiaiy, I taking paK with him in ike

niHbl waidl. Oa aoolkar autaiJan we wara at w«4i on saletiinm and
the idic-eyanidaa raaalta pnbliahcd in Iha " Qaartarly Joamal of

the CkaMtcal 8oeiaty." In ia:t. so iniimatsly wan we aaaociated

thM I waa "beat awn" at hi* weddtn((. whitfi took place at St.

Paacraa CWrrh on April 10. 18S6 — Vonra very Iniy,
Caaaabary. AprH 29. Joan 8ntLn.

PRESS V. PROFK-SSIO-NAL PHOTOGRAPHERS.
To the Editors.

Uentlemeu.—In the current issue of a weekly journal published

in the interests of the workers in the newspaper world is a para-

graph which concerns the welfare and social standing of the average

professional photographer, and as few of your readers may see it,

1 beg to call particular attention to it, as well as to the editorial

comment that foots it.

'the paragraph in question reads thus :
" A problem that is

becoming increasingly insistent for newspaper photographers is the

clashing with professional photographers at public functions. The
latter frequently come by appointment, and. in effect, monopoIi.<e

the subject." This is apparently a contributed paragraph, and the

complami of an enterprising pressman who has struck trouble, as

at the foot of the wail appears the fulluwing editorial comment :

" We do not see why several cameras should not be staged simul-

taneously. This is done in snapshotting, and could equally be done

in a more formal setting."

The editorial comment, 1 think, evidaoces a lamentable lack of

knowledge of a professional photographer's baainess, and is apt to

•aeoorage the already too precocious newspaper photographer to be

a greater nuisance than he sometimes is to-day at happenings to

which a legitimate profeaaional worker has been fi>ecially invited.

In the case of a special invitation, i.t., " by appointment." I

have an idaa that the invited photographer has a perfect right to

" monopoli* " the subject, and I for one shall continue to do so

in spite of any interlopers who are present witliout being invited.

I am looked upon a* being a harmless kind of individual, but

should any chance press photographer " stage " his camera aloiig-

sida mine, in front of a grou|> of my own |>osiug, when he has been

rsqueeted by me not lo do so. there will be trouble.

If no special invitation has been given me or anyone else, I »m
willing tu take my chance with the rest and to get what 1 can as
" a aporl." but a newspaper photographer has. in my bumble
opinioii. no nght to make an axpoaure upon any group I have been
" appointed " to poae. So let na have fair plaT.—Yours truly.

L. T. \V.

NEW SIZES OF SMALL CAMER.VS AND PLATES
THEREFOR.
To the Editors.

Oanllemen.—The aauouncement " Qaarter-platat to Oo," in your

iaiDa of aSth ult. will bring home to photographers with more
force than trar the fact that they are gradually, but surely, coming
undar the completa domination of the plate trust, unless indeed this

last ariiitrary hikI indefensible action is but a subtle mo\'e on Uie

part of the British Photographic Manufactureia' Association to

inciaaai the sale of new apparatus by what amounts to the oo«n-

polaory scrapping of everything eaaeutial to the quarter-plate size.

Tha quarter-plate is as much a standard British aize as the whole-

piala, aa it is actaally a quarter of a whole-plate, whereas the so-

called half plate belie* it* name. Presumably, however, it is not

proposed tu sbiilish the two last-named sizes for fear of the pro-

faaaon being at last goaded into atarting a cooperative plate

factory.

Notwitlistuidiiig the numerous "toy " site* introduced with but
little reason during the past few years, the quarter-plate un-

doubtedly remains the favourite amateur size in this countr}-.

Thert must be hundreds of thousands of quarter-plate cameras in

existence, a larye proportion being of high<laa* make and good
for long years of wear. In addition, there are countless slidca,

printing frames, dishes, racks, etc.. that will be rendered useless by
tkss laat step of the plate makeia, and it must also not be fnr-

gotlan Ibal hardly any quarter-plate enlargers will take the ]>ro-

poaed new size. 8 by 12 cm. (roughly, 34 in. by 4J in.)

It is difficult to understand how the abolition of the quarter-plate

will prarent waste of material, as I waa told aome yeara ago by the

manager of a dry plate works that it was the trade custom to ci^at

whole plate glass and cut it into four. He also said the " toy
"

sixes then cnming into vogue were welcomed as using up wliat
Would otherwise be waste glass. It would probably be im|>ossibla

Ui find a parallel in the history of any other industr}- whereby
apparatus repreaantiqg an enormous aggregate value haa been con-
demned to the acrap-beap by such ruthless action and on such
flimsy pretest.—Toma faithfully. Old Raho.
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jinsiDm 10 CorresDondents*
»

SPECIAL NOTICE.

H cMM^utnti ef MUeral reduced suffUa^orp^er.^niJhLJJ^}*.

^^„^if^f!^ ,^jJu;JlKporMion of much wood imlp and grass,

a fmalU>r space toiU be avaUabU until furjhtr notiesjwr replies

te eerretpcmdtnU.

MereoMT. tve will anwer by post if_stamped^a^ addressed enve-

ijM Ueneloied itr reply : 5-eent. International Coupon, from

readers abroad.

n^JfMjuestionsjmd^n^^

inqiariee of general interest.

AuirJeeJ* be answered in_theFrida„'s "Journal" must reach m

«^i later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and shoidd be

a^^mMsed to the Editors.

\V F —If you cannot remove the brown substance by very gently

robbing the lens with a bit of soft old cambric wetted with pure

afcohol (spirits of wine), we think it would be necessary for you

to send it to an optical firm. Xo doubt one or other of the lens

makers could now undertake such a little job as this.

.!{ w. C— If von <lo not carry on the business in your own name,

you are required by the Business Names Act to register it at the

cost of 5s. per annum, and to comply with the regulations affect-

ing such registered businesses. The forms should be obtainable

from every^poet office; if not, from the Registrar of Business

Names, .W. Russelt Square. London, W.C.

j^. E.—The smallest size in which a reflex camera is made, apart

from a small exceptional pattern of Kodak reflex (not now, w-e

beBeve, on th'e market), is ^ by 2i inches. The ' Soho " of this

size measures 6i by 6i by 6 inches when closed. We believe

.Messrs. .\dams and Messrs. Newman, and Guardia also make a

rellex of this size; probably that of the former would be a little

Mhaller, and that of the latter a little larger, than these dimen-

Kions just given.

flj. J. K.—^'I'he minimum fee for reproduction is 10s. 6d., from which

the agents would deduct their commission, but we should think

they would be able to place the photographs more successfully

than you could by offering them direct to the newspajieis. Glossy

bromide prints are generally used for Press photographs, and we

-should say are preferable nowadays to toned P.O. P. We think it

very unlikely that you would be able to dispose of the negatives

for lecturt* or other purposes.

.:\. C.—(1) Ordinary plate glass or heavy window glass is generally

used for glazing postcards. The size varies considerably, but for

work on a large scale sheets about 3 feet by 18 inches are very

commonly used. (2) About the only possible substitute for metol

for the development of prints and postcards is amidol, made up

according to the usual formula. (3) Ox-gall is one of the very

best glazing solutions, and if purchased in the purified form, sold

by Messrs. Kheinlander and Sons, New Maiden, Surrey, is most

effective in use.

..I. Al.—Afetol skin (xiiEoning is a very individual complaint, with

the result Ihat what is a remedy for one person is useless for

another. The first thing is that anyone afflicted with this com-

plaint should disconlinue the use of the developer, and, apart

from developing the general health, should take steps to keep the

skin in a soft and, we think, slightly acid condition. Ointments
which have been very well spoken of for this particular complaint

are those known as Ujah and sold by the Ujah Ointment Com-
pany, Clarendon .Street. Oxford, and as Sphagnol, sold by Peat
Products, Ltd.. 18, 19. Queenhithe, E.C.4.

A. L.—These sensitive buttons are almost entirely imported from
America, and are included among the photographic goods, importa-
tion of which is prohibited. If you cannot obtain them from

Messrs. Kallowfield, we are afraid you will have to regard them

as unobtainable. A developing formula is as follows :

—

.Soda Sulphite, cryst 31 parts.

Hypo 248 „

.Soda carbonate, cryst 8 ,,

Potass, bromide 8 ,,

\Vat«r 800 „

Hydroquinone 20 ,,

Ammonia (sp. gr. .91) 45 ,,

.1. H.—There is almogt ceitainly copyright (the property of some-

one) in the Royal group, and probably also in that of Disraeli's

cabinet, for the reason, in the latter case, that such engravings

are almost always made from a- painting, and copyright in the

latter originally lasted for the life of the artist and seven years

after his death, and is further perpetuated by the Act which came

iiito force in 1912. Thus, even though you may not copy the

original, you are infrfiiging copyright in it by copying the engrav-

ing. Vou do iiot sa'y what you propose doing with the copies. If

only one or two copies are made, say, for a lecture, any use of

this kind ia permissible under the new Act, but if copies are to be

issued and sold in numbers we think that you render yourself

liable for action if the thing comes un3er the notice of the owners

of the rights in the works.

J. K.— (1) So far as we know there is no Customs duty, but we
understand that tliere certainly is at present a restriction on im-

Ijo'rlation. We believe the matter is being taken up by the com-

pany, and you had better apply to them for information as to

whether they can sfill export the apparatus. (2) We have not the

means of judging what view the Ministry of Labour Committees

take as to what is and what is not a retail business, but we
should imagine that trade retouching would not be considered

such, nor, we .should think, would the making of views or com-

mercial photographs. But in the case of a sticky-back business

we should imagine that certainly would be regarded as a retail

business. Impossible for us to say how long the restrictions will

oe maintained. From the fact that they have recently been
reorganised within the Ministry of T.,abour, we should imagine
that the intention is to keep ihem in operation for at any rate

some time.

Wht IBritialj |onntal ai JbotnnrapIjiJ.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly pre-

paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind the

scale of charges. They will thus save themselves delay in the ptib-

lication of tlieir announcements. A Schedule by ivhich an advertise-

ment can be correctly priced will be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or less 1/-

Extra %rords Id. per word.

(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Box Number Advertisements.

" Box No. " and office address charged as G words.

B'or forwarding replies add ... Gd, per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or hf telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., Publishers,
2<^. Wellincton Street, Strand. LONDON. W.C. 2.
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EX CATHEDRA.

Colonial and In referring briefly last week to the issue

For«ign. ©f June 6 next of tlie special Colonial

and Foreign numtier of the " British Journal " we laid

emphasi.<i upon the particular feature of its distribution,

in an extra edition of 5,000 copies, throughout the British

Empire abroad and in foreign countries. These direct

recinienta of the issue have their names and addresses filed

at this office in a li.st which is scrupulously corrected and
revised from year to year in correspondence with changes
which are notified to u!> directly by the people concerned

or through the copies being returned by the Post Office.

The list is thus an up-to-date one, and practically every

copy of the extra edition reaches its addressee. Of the

foreign countries to which copies are sent the following

are of special interest at the present time:—
Aifentina
Btacil

Burma
China
Colooibia

Dateh Ea«t IndiM
Bfypi
Onatooiala

Jamaica
Japan
Mexico
Malay Peuinsnla
Peru
United Statea

L'ni{{iiay

Venesnela

It would seem that the forthcoming " B.J. Special " will

contain « heavy weight of announcements from advertisers

who, since the outbreak of war, have been able by means
of it* predecessors to keep their names before consumers

in these countries whilst enemy competitors have been cut

cll from their European sources of supply. With the

removal of restrictions on trade it cannot oe doubted that

Briti-th firms will claim a large share of custom which has

accumulated during these years, and are taking this first

opportunity of announcing their peace-time resources to

the foreign buyer. The forthcoming special issue will

ltkewiM> carry the messages of British manufacturing and
exporting hou.ies to tiie widely separated places of the

British Empire. There is scarcely a corner of Africa to

which copies are not sent, and they go in particular to

Cape Colony, the Orange River Colony, Rhodesia, Natal,

and the Transvaal. Australasia receives a considerable

proportion, the lists of recipients being classified under
Ne«r South Wales, Queensland, South Australia, Victoria,

Western Australia, Ta.<«mania, and New Zealand, whilst

there is even a sprinkling in the Sandwich, Fiji, and other

Pacific Island groups. British North America figures pro-

minently in these lists, which mark the regularly increas-

ing establishment of portrait and commercial photo-

graphers in Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and
Newfoundland, Ontario, Alberta, and Manitoba, and
British C'olumbia. And when we have mentioned the

Indian Empire there still remain a host of far-off minor
states, islands, and places to the largely isolated photo-
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graphic buyers iu which the forthcoming issue is sent.

Announcement of the last day for the receipt of adver-

tisemento will be made in due course, but early intimation

of space requirements is advised.

Sensitising
Carbon
Tissue.

Carbon printing is not so generally used

as it might be, on account of the diffi-

culty wliich some workers find in sensi-

tising the tissue. When ready-sensitised tissue can be

obtained this trouble does not arise, but many people find

it inconvenient to wait for supplies, and moreover often

require only one or two pieces of a special colour. The
only course, therefore, is to keep a small assortment of

various colours of tissue in -otcck, and to sensitise as

required. This may readily be done with a spirit sensi-

tiser, but we much prefer sensitising in the usual 3 to 5

per cent, bichromate bath, and squeegeeing the tissue

upon ferrotype plates to dry. This protects the surface

from gas, coke-stove, or otner deleterious fumes, and
also gives a perfectly flat and polished surface to the

gelatine, making it much easier to secure contact with
the negative than when the tissue is allowed to dry. The
total time necessary for sensitising and squeegeeing a
dozen pieces of tissue need not exceed twenty minutes,
and after that nothing more is to be done until the tissue

is filled into the frames. No special precautions against
light are needed while sensitising, but the sheet when on
the ferrotjrpe should be kept in as subdued a light as
possible. In a warm room they will dry in three or four
hours, and then one must take care that if they drop off

the ferrotype they are at once transferred to a light-tight
box or calcium tube.

» « »

Perspective We have been struck by the many cata-

Ph *i**^''*^Ii® ^°g"® illustrations we see which losefnotogpaphs.
j^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ advertising value because

of the violent perspective of the photograph, usually due
to the quite unnecessary use by the photographer of a
lens of too short focus. For example, photographs of
motor-cars are nearly always made with a lens that gives
a picture showing the bonnet of the engine enormous and
a dimmutive car body, which latter surely should interest
the prospective purchaser most. We quite understand that
the manufacturer of the car is apt unconsciously to lay
stress on the mechanical features of his car, and therefore
he must be expected to insist upon a point of view in which
the engine, though covered, is prominent, but at the same
time he does not want his picture of a limousine, for in-
stance to look as though it were meant for dwarfs with a
giant dnver, and the back wheels to look half the size
of the front ones. This is the photographer's fault, and
he might still retain the same point of view and also give
correct perspective if he would only use a longer focus
lens and get farther away from the subject. What we say
of motor-cars holds true of most other large objects that
are photographed for catalogues—furniture, pianos, machi-
nery, and so on.

* • #

e^i!L?r^ ^^'^® ^® ^^"^ "° ^sh to under-esti-Eniarging. ^ate the value of the enlarging pro-
cess, there is no doubt that many of the results that are
seen in professional show cases are decidedly over-
enlarg«l. Many photographers seem to think that if only
the definition of the negative is good, there is really no
limit to the size of the enlargement that may be madem)m It. In landscape or similar work perhaps that may
be so but in portrait photography there are limits beyond
which the negative will not make an enlargement of good
technical quality by reason of the grain of the plate

While improvements in this respect have been many, it is

still impossible that a plate of studio rapidity can be as

fine grained as one with a speed of perhaps 80 H. and D.
Any photographer who doubts the truth of this assertion

need only take one of his average portrait negatives and
another on a fine-grained slow plate and have an en-

largement made from each. We have little doubt which
enlargement will be most free from granularity. No
matter what many photographic writers may say, the
small camera will never for this reason be universally

adopted for studio work, for it is almost a literal impossi-

bility to enlarge, say, from 2| x 1^ to 12 x 10 without the
complexion of the sitter having the texture of a stucco

wall or concrete floor. Many of our best jx)rtraitists still

adhere wholly to contact work, and such a course is amply
justified by their results. To be well within the limit of

freedom from granularity enJargememt to not more than

two or three diameters may be prescribed as advisable

practice, sufficing also for practical and commercial con-

ditions.

LICENCES FOE NEW EETAIL BUSINESSES.

The Order issued in February of last year under the

Defence of the Realm Act in reference to the establish-

ment of new retail businesses is one which is still in force,

and looks as though it would remain in force for a good

time yet. Naturally, as a result of demobilisation, a

great many men now find it necessary to comply with the

terms of the Order in setting up for themselves in busi-

ness. Scarcely a day passes but we receive several appli-

cations for information as to the course wliich must be

followed. We referred to the terms of the Order some
months ago, but since, apparently, it is only until quite

recently that advice in regard to it is being widely sought,

we may advisedly deal with it again. It should be under-

stood at the outset that at the time of its issue, and still

more at the present time, the Order was and is designed

for the protection of men who have been compelled through
their joining the Services to close down their own busi-

nesses—retail businesses, that is, in which the dealings are

with the general public. The Order does not apply to

businesses in which the customers are " trade "—^that is to

say, businesses in which the goods are sold to, or work
done for, persons in a particular trade. The object of the
Order is to prevent persons stepping into the shoes of

men who have voluntarily or compulsorily closed their

businesses, and therefore those who have done so and are

now making application for licence to revive a business
which has been discontinued or to open elsewhere should
make it clear that their service with the Army or Navy
has necessitated this course.

The Order applies not only to the establishment of a
new retail business, but also to the addition, to an existing
retail trade or business, of a new branch. Such a provision
is a very necessary one for the prevention of evasion of the
terms of the Order. Nevertheless, it is also one which at
times may bear hardly upon a genuine applicant. For
example, a man who has been demobilised wishes to obtain
a licence for the establishment of a photographer's busi-

ness, and may wish also to add to the latter that of making
and supply of picture frames. A purely official depart-
ment very likely may raise an objection, but we think
that an applicant should have no difficulty in showing that
such a side line, even if it was not part of the business
which he formerly carried on, is so commonly a part of
an ordinary photographer's business that it cannot be
regarded as the addition of a distinct branch of trade.

Originally under the administration of the Ministry of
National Service, the Order has now passed to the Minis-
try of Labour, and is in the hands of eleven offices distri-
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1, t«n of them in England, one in Wales, and one in

otland. The Order apparently does not apply to Ire-

id; if it does, at any rate we have no knowledge of its

inistration there. Therefore, any applicant who is

_ or re-starting a retail business requires to address

(d^oe covering the district in which the business will

• situated. The address of the applicant is of no concern

,
^BS respect, since the function of the office is to carry

i investigation by its staff of the conditions in the town

m quarter where the business is to be established, and
therefore the application requires to be made to the office

most accessible. The addressee of these licen5ing offices

ar>- .-iven below. In(|uiries should be made in writing to

th'- Secretary (New Bii.<!ine8B Licences).

I.<'iKlon and South-Elastem (City and Metropolitan
Pt.i: -> Di.<itrict, Kent, Surrey. Sussex).—Hotel Windsor,
Vi -..ria Street. London. S.W.I.
C^uuth-Western (Gloucester, Wilts, Dorset, Somerset,

Devon,. Cornwall, Hanta, Isle of Wight).

—

5a, Union
Street. Bristol.

York* and East Midlands (Notts, Torks (excluding
i leveland), Derby (excluding Oloesop and New Mills),

LiiK-oln).—Harewood Barracks, Woodhouse Lane. Leeds.
Went Midlands (Staffs, Shropshire, Hereford, Worces-

• r, Warwick).—Queen's College, Paradi.«e Street, Bir-
mingham.

Cumberland,
17, Pil-

South Midlands and Eastern (Norfolk, Suffolk, Can<-
bridge, Oxford, Huntingdon, Bedford, Berks, Bucks,
Northants, Leicestershire, Rutland, Herts, Essex).—80,
Westbourne Terrace, Paddington.
North-Western (Lancashire, Cheshire, Derbyshire

(Glossop and New Mills District), Isle of Man).—New
Arts Buildings, Liverpool.

Northern (Northumberland, Durham,
Westmorland, Yorkshire (Cleveland District).

-

grim Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Wales (all Walee and Monmouthshire).—27, Bute

Street, Cardiff. Scotland (all Scotland).— 15, Athol
Crescent, Edinburgh.

A good deal of disappointment is quite naturally felt

at the length of time which elapses before the licence is

granted, but the Ministry of Labour has recently sought
to justify the slowness of the process by stating t£at
applications are being received to the number of about
2,500 per week, of which about 2,000 are granted. Pro-
bably the apology has its justification in fact. It can be
readily understood that if anything like an adequate
investigation is made of each of the 200 odd applications
at each of the eleven branches, for this alone time is bound
to be taken up, apart from the reference of the cases back
for the decision of the Advisory Committees which recom-
mend the granting or refusal of the applications.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF BRITISH LENSES FOR
AIRCRAFT PHOTOGRAPHY.

[The meeting of the Royal Photognphie Sooiety held a month or two ago provided a very notable demonstration of the
aehievemeots of Ilritish lens luakers in the prodoetion of objectives anawering to the very critical reqaireiuents in the way of

deflniUoo and bcillianey of the 11..V.K. Photofraphie Seetioo. The papers which we reprint from the Society's "Journal," use-

fully emphasise the SBfesss which attended the alfcrls of Uritish opUciaos, a succeas the more remarkable when the handicapping
eoadMoaa. the ebief of whieh was ihe rssMeted variety of optical giasses, are recognised. Unfortunately, half tone reproduction

on iMwa paper do« not sofBoe to show the rsally vary marked saperiority in definition and covering power of these British lenses

in compaiisoo with those of eoemy in uiafactaie of equal foeal length. But the technical information given by the representative

of the three opUoal flms vhieh oonthbated to the meeting will be read with interest. The three iinns represented are Messrs.
Taylor, Taylor, and Hobson (Mr. W. B. AppletooK Messrs. Boss, Limited (Mr. J. UasseUras), and Messrs. Aldis Brothers (author-

ship of the paper not slated).—Eds. " B. 3."^

.lUDOUia Irom letteis which have appeared Tscantly in the

photographic joamals, thais is a genand desire aiaaiig dealers

n, and uissa of, pfcotographic issises, that As aissits of lenses

( British ssake sboaJd be clearly phsesd bsiors the pnblic, and
I b<>{ie that the iafmiiisrWua (ivsn by me and otheia will aurve

hat parpoae. As one wko has a grsat admiimtion tor beaattial

work, I do not nnder satimsts the cKeellsnoe, both in design

and executioii, of the best lenice of Uemaa ssanntactore, but

I hope the iaote and oompansuna wfakh I shall preeeotly give

will make it abundantly clsar that tfisr* is no htagsr any excuse

ior the pablie to bay Gennan leases in the belief that they

are rtie baet.

It nay interest w«snbers to hear fuller particulars than

en givas in last year's Prssidsniial address, of how my firm's

I Wilis were brought into saeh elose eonpetition with the cele-

brated Ic Teaser. It may be remembered that when there was

aabortafs of lenses saitable for the Air Service, a public appeal

was made for certain Isnsas of specified loeas and aperture,

which were known to be saitable for Service requirements. At
that time TWylor, Tkylor, aad Hobson, Ltd., hsd already sap-

pUsd the Service with large qoaatities of Gooke lenses, and were

surprised Aat these were Boi asked lor in the sdver-

ik. Upoa lipi sssing tbetr Jssiffpnintinsnt to the late

Mr. A. & EsalasBoat, oae of Hm diraeftam of Optioal Mnnilions

Sapply, he andertook to invite all sdio were closely interested.

botii in the R.F.C. and R.N.A.8., to meet me in his office in

order that we mij^ leasv in nfiat way one lens was thought

Ut be better than another fur aerial work, lliis was a most
useful eonfeivnce, for, although it was not (ihen known why
KWie leasee gave better results than others, the authorities

were able to state the particular chaFaotariatics required in their

negatives. These were wanted with as much contrast, and

«ihat was described ss " relief eBect " as possible, combined

wtrii very crisp definition throu^aout the whole field. Hmss
conditions were at that time to be produced by lenses of

8|-in. and lO^-in. focus at f/A.S aperture on 5 by 4 plates.

The«e results had appeared to be most frequently sad eaeily

obtained when using Ic. Tessar lenses, and we were chaUenged

to produce a Ions at least equal to^ and, if possible, better than,

th^ We accepted the challenge, and every facility was given

to have proper testa made. And here I desire to urge that in

aU new problems of this kind the optician should first be con-

sultel and given the fullest knowledge of the requiremeats.

With this information before ns it was not long before we wer«

able to submit our Aviar lens lor trial.

When the lens was ready a stereo camera was provided b.r

the K.N.A.S., an S^-in. Teessr wss fitted on one side, and our

Aviar lens of similar aperture and focus on the other, an'l

photographs were token from an aeroplane with this spparatus

at Famborough. These proved to be very satisfactory, and
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M our ex-Pre«ident. Mr. J. H. Gear, stated last year, wlien

he wi« asked to adjudicate upon the resuJta, he had no hesi-

UUon in giving preference to the picture taken with the Aviar

lens.
. , . . , ,

Now the task I have undertaken is that of explaining what

improvement we were able to make in our lens to secui-e this

result ; bi*t before proceeding I wish it to be clearly under-

stood that in doing so I do not seek to belittle the Tessar,

but to demonstrate how. in one direction at least, we have

improved ujwn it.

Before referiing to this in detail it is necessary to mention

8<me of the points which have to be considered when design-

ing a lens for a specific purpose. It is easy to construct a

lens of small aperture giving good definition throughout a

field of narrow angle, because the pivblems are in the main

quite simple problems of chromatic and spherical aberration

But as the aperture and angle of field increase, the problem

grows disproportionately in complexity because we have to

deal simultaneously also with tfhe further factors of astig-

m<-vtism, coma, and flatness of field.

Therefore, if one requires the very finest definition over any

Fig. 1.

given field (or size of photographic plate), it is necessary in

designing the lens to limit one's consideration to that size

of field. Hence the importance of knowing the conditions

;

for, whereas an S^-in. lens includes an angle of 20° from the

axis on a 5 by 4 plate, a lOi^-in. lens only includes an angle

of 17° on the same plate. I shall presently show copies ol

two test photographs to illustrate the difference that can be

made in field corrections by slight modifications of the lens.

But altiliough improvement was made by correcting each

lens for a specific angle, the more important improvement
that I propose to refer to in deitail resulted f:x)m a careful

ccr«ideration of the coma coiTections. One of oua- mathe-
maticians, Mr. A. Wai-misham, M.Sc, made a special study
ol this defect, hoping to improve ujwn the Tessar lens in this

respect. This he succeeded in doing in his design of the Aviar
lens. This lens is composed of two outside yositive and
two inside negative single elements, and may be considered
as a modified form of Cooke lens, the coma correction of

which is referred to in a book by Dr. -Hans Halting, who
says:—"Of the greatest importance is the good correction
for coma . . . which corresponds to an equally good ful-

filment of the sine condition. In fact the Cooke lens is the

firet anastigmat which surpassed the anastigmats known at

the time of its production in shai-pness of definition over the

usable angle of view. This was specially true for the series

/74.5, the calculation of which must be regarded as an abso-

lutely brilliant achievement, the more so because the con-

structor had at his disposal to meet the eight conditions ior

the construction of an anastigmat a very limited number of

elements of construction."

I would not convey the impression that perfection in a lens

depends entirely upon its freedom from coma, but I hope

that tlie consideration of this important factor will prove o!

sufficient interest to occupy the time at my disposal, and I

Villi leave those who follow to deal with other defects.

It is pi-obable that most here are familiair with tSie appear-

ance of coma, but for any wlho are not I have made a rooigh

diagram illustrating the comet-like shape that is produced

by this defect upon small pencils of light which pass t]irou4h

a lens obliquely to its axis. (Fig. 1.)

Although coma is referred to as a separate defect, it is im-

jwssible to isolate it entirely from the kindred defects of

astigmatism and spherical abeiTation. However, I will en-

deavour to do so as far as possible, and for this purpose have

had a model made, which I show with apologies.

Imagine this (Figs. 2 and 3) to be a plaaio-convex lens with

Fig. 2. — Section through primary
principal plane.

Fig. 3.—Section through secondary

principal plane.

its optical axis at A, and that we wish to study the formation

of a.n image of a distant point of light produced by an oblique

|iencil, or bundle, of nays limited in diameter by the circle

at B. The centre nay of this pencil marked G is known as the

principal ray, and our object will be to study the refraction

of the rays passing through the plane formed by connecting

this principal ray with the optical axis, i.e., in the direction

DCA, known as the primary or meridional principal plane

;

and also the rays which lie in the plane BCE, at right aaigles

to DCA, and known as the secondary, equatorial, or saggital

principal plane. This model will enable us to see what the

section ol the lens would be like in these two directions, and
if we look at the last-mentioned first we see that the section

is symmetrical about the principal ray, andi therefore, what-
ever the result produced by the rays in this plane, it will Be

similiaff on either side of the principal ray. Now let us

examine the section in the meridional plane, and we see that

this iiS quite unsymmetrical on either side of the principal ray,

whidi is, of course, common to the two planes. We should,

therefore, expect the image formed in this direction to b«
unsymmetrical also, and therefore much more likely to cause

trouble. If we were to study a section in all the other planes
suiTounding the principal ray, we should find none beside

BCE in which the refraction would be symmetrical, and as
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:e ima^ i* built op of a multitude of r^rs paMtng through

U thne plane*, it ia easy to imagino that it is of « very oooi-

ias cfa*i*cter and difficult to aaaiyte. While atudying the

lonaatioo of thia obliqu* image it mmj b« well to contraat it

vith the inage of « diataat point of light formed on the axis

\. of the lens. Here, of eourae, all meridian! are the Mine,

uid the image ia therefore (fnunetnoal Mid free (n>m coma, aa

ill teetioBS «at through the axis would be alike.

Belore oooaidariaf the anbiect in a more orthodox way bjr

-f<«vnee to diagraau, I jMve Tentared to develop mj ilfaiatm-

ttage further, and would aak jan to i|iMHini tbia to be

:>cil of oblique rajrs, which we hare been atadyiag; oon-

-rfiBg to a iooos.

U we now riew the image formed by thcae rajw we find it

rmmetrical about the principal raj in the aeoond principal

:>ne, bat aaaymmelrical in the first principal plane, pro-

jcing the eoaat-ahaped image with a bright nucleus of light

rid a tafl-like fringe known aa eoma. You will rcwliljr nnder-

•.^ad that tfie eoma at any given angle from the optical axis

' the lens is the same in all parts of the Seld. aaanming, of

11^. that the lens is accural^ eentrad. lliis w<U be quite

' I rotate the mod^ on its axis .

to iUiMtinta Ike same effect bjr means of diagrams,

rated to ahow thk dearijr, w« will take ftnt the cMe
PI nvi paaaing through the lens from left to right wliich arr

parallel to the azu AB, and equidistant troB it on eitlter aide.

The rays CD will be retracted equally (Fig. 4^ «u>d conMrge

Kig. 4.

to a point G on the axw ; atmilarly, the imys CF will

to a point on the axis, but thejr are retraelad more than the

rays CD, and eonstqaenlly meet the axis at a point H nearer

the leas. It is well known, and I du not wish to spend time

|»n II, that this is thecaoaeof spherical aberration, and this,

so far a* It ran be dtaaodated from aaligmalism, is what gtvas

rise to any imperlect fonnation of image by an oblique pencil

ia the equatorial plane.

The next diagram (Fig 5) will »hu« the retraction of parallel

Fig. 5.

bliqoe raya throngb the meridional plane, in whioh AB is

he principal ray, and it will at onoa be aeen that rays equi-

iistant and on atlhar side of thia do noi meet apon it, but are

'iifteiently irfiaulail and prodnce a cawtie cnrre, which is the

' of cnma and the conacqnent want of oriapness in defini-

vK<>n« it eziata. The intricate oblique image formed by

-h eoma eonaiits of Mipcrimpaaed patterns of thcee

. « typaa.

l'h« appearance of this coma will be dearly seen in the next

slide (Fig. 6), which will show actual photographs, magnified
Bfteen times, taken of an image of a small .source of light in

the focal plane fonned by Aviar and Tesear lenses of approxi-

mately die eame focus and aperture, and under identical con-

ditions.

The first image is that fonned in the centre of the field.

Kig. 6.

i.e., on the axis of the Inis, the next at an angle of IS deg.

from the axis, and the third at 20 (ieg. from the axis corre-

sponding to the angle included at the margin of the field.

After what I have already aaid it will, I hope, be understood

that what iHir lens deaignar aimed at was to so balance the

cunree of the Aviar lens as to secure aa compact and ooncen-

tralcd an oblique image as possible with the minimum of

Fig. 7.

inequality in the fringe, and I am tnre you will have no diffi-

rultr in agreeing with me that the set of imagee marked A

produced by the Aviar lens i» better in thia respect than the

set marked T pmduoed by the Teasar.

The difference is also clearly marked in the next slide

(Fig. 7), in which the images similarly produced by the same

two lenaea are fooassed aa accurately as possible. In thik

case the obliqne image* do not lie exactly in the local plane.

Hie next slide (Fig. 8) will »h'>* the same results given bv

a normal Oonke lens. The absniutv Ireedoin from spherical

abenation m the axial image, whic'ii, being rommrm to boili

sets, is only reproduoed once, and the really wonderful image

at 20 deg. shows how nearly perfect the corrections of thii lens
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«»'r*, but th« 15 deg. ima^ indicates where improvement was

poaaible.

Realising that photographs are not quite so convincing as

seeing the actual images themselves, I hope to show these

•hoTtly^ although it is difBcult to produce them with sufficient

brilliancy to show to so lajge an audience at once.

The next slide illustrates what I said in the earlier part of

Fig. 8.

my lecture about the importance of knowing the angle of field

to be covered by the lens. These two photographs were made
with lenses only slightly modified to alter the angle of best

definition. In one case the middle zones are sacrificed a little

to secure a rather greater angle, but in the other case, where

the angle is not required, the definition is proportionately

better ait the smaller angles, although falling off very quickly

beyond.

While the Cooke lens has always had very perfect axial

con-ections, it ha* been customary for most Continental makers
to sacj-ifice central definition slightly in order to secure ratlier

more covei-ing power, but Mr. Twyman has recently demon-
strated that by judicious figuring even this is no longer ne<^es-

sary, and it is fair to claim that the resolving power of the

best ]:hotogi-aphic lenses has now reached a very high degree

of perfection.

By the oooirtesy and assistance of oSioers in the lens testing

section of the Air Ministry, I am able to show copies of photo-

graphs of their test chart, made with 8.i-in. and lO^-in. /"/^.S

Aviar lenses.

I have also their test of a lO^in. fib Aviar lens designed to
cover a 9 ins. by 7 ins. plate ; and although from what I have
said it will be understood that I do not consider comparisons
between lenses quite fair unless they are designed for the
same purpose, yet from the appearance of the next slide, made
with a Groerz Dagor lens of approximately the same focus and
with a sli^tly smaller aperture, it will be seen that con-
siderable impo-ovement will have to be made in this lens

l>efare it approaches the quality of the Aviar.

I have also some comparative test prints made with longer

focus lenses which can be examined aftemvards
; for as time

went on lenses of longer and longer focal length were asked
for, and finally we made a 36-in. lens of the telephoto type;
but subsequent speakers will refer in greater detail to these

longer focus lenses.

It was at first sight a little unexpected tliat simultaneously
with the demand for long focus lenses came a request for

short focus wide-angle lenses. These were, however, needed
for the purix>se of securing ]>hotogra.phs over a lai-ge area in

order to study massed formation of troops, etc. That a 4-in.

Cooke Primoplane lens should, from an altitude of about 3^
miles, have produced such a clear, orisp image that barbed
wire entanglements could be detected in the enlargements is,

I think, a gi-atifying tribute to the quality of a lens of British
design and manufacture.

W. B. Appletox.

In the early days of the w^ar we were already supplying
lenses for aerial photography, but the conditions to be ful-

filled had not been clearly realised by either aerial photo-
graphers or by lens makers, and naturally the commercial
type of lens was recommended and used then. Although these
lens were excellent in their way, they suffered from a correc-

tion which had been driven too far—that is to say, the plate
which these lenses covered was very moioh larger than that
required for aircraft work, with the result that the edge of
the plate came just into the position where the correction for

astigmatism is at its worst. Photographers who use anasWgmat
lenses know that very often the image is better on the margin
of the plate than in lihe intermediate zones between centre
and mai^. The actual magnitude of the astigmatical aber-
ration at its worse point generally is of the order of 0.5 to
0.6 mm. per 100 mm. focus; in other words, the aberration
varies from in the centre and margin of the plate to 0.5 mm.
towards the lens in the intermediate zones. This generally
applies to the very best anastigmat lenses which are corrected
for covering- angles of 56 to 58 degrees.
The first lenses supplied to Home and Allied Air Forces

were of the conuoercial flU.b Xpres type, which were naturally
corrected for angles such as we mention, but the re&ults
obtained on a 5 by 4 plate with an Si or 10 in. lens were not
as good ae one would in the ordinary way of things expect,
and investigation showed that the margin of the plate was
just bordering on the region of worst ooorrection. Knowing
the exceUent elements for correction in our Xpres lens, we
felt certain that a modification of this type of lens would
•olve the problem in a satisfactory way.

We therefore set to work to construct our 8^ in. and 10 in.

Airo Xpres, which aimed at the best coiTection of the image
from centre to margin of the 5 by 4 plate. The larger foci,

such as 14 in. and 20 in., were for correspondingly larger
plates.

The general excellence of the photographs taken with these
lenses shows that we have been successful in this. Wliereas
the commercial Xpres is corrected an angle of 56 deg.,

the Airo Xpres has been corrected for an angle of 36 deg. only,
and conjointly with this the actual astigmatical abeiTation
has been reduced ivcfm 0.5 mm. to 0.25 mm. in the inter-

mediate zones of the plate. This shows the great advance
over the quality of the image of the commercial Xpres which
has been obtained by the special consti-uotion of the Airo
Xpres suitable for best performance on a small plate. Together
with the correction for astigmatism, coma also has had to

receive special attention.

The correction for ooma, by which terra we mean unsym-
metrical spherical aberration of oblique pencils, generally
becomes progressively worse as the covering angle increases,
so that the image formed in the comer of the plate is an
image composed of a finst-rate astigmatically corrected image
and a second-<rate ooniatically corrected one.

The correction for coma has not generally received the
attention that is really due to it. It has been frequently
stated by noted authors of scientific works, Professor Harting,
for example, that lenses that are well corrected for sine con-
dition are free from coma. This contention we have not been
able to substantiate ; in fact, we believe that it does not hold
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I

•)d in the oaae of pJiotogr^hio lensea of giwkt apertore and
tjstaRtial corering power.

iirariably find the sonal aberralioa of oblique pencils

olusely the zonal aberration of the central pencils ; in

iiT-r woida, we find tliat a better coma oorrectioin can be got

ih lenaea ifaowing imall sooal aberration for central pencils.

t« Aipo Xprea is a good examplo of what can be realieed in

-n.^ whidi has all the dementa neceasary for the adequate

in ol aidterical ab«rration, astigmaitisni, and coma.
>> ii-'ii eng^ed apon the manofacture of Aiio Xpres lenses,

difficulty cf glass supply became very acute, and we were

:^«<i by the Air Board to construct a lens thstt ooald be
upij and quickly made of glasses in stock, and capable of

ittction by on* of the English optical glass manofac-

The oatconw of tftis waa the Ross fJ6 Airo lans, a

type made of fotu* single lenses, all dissimilar, but two kinds

of glass only were employed—a light flint and a dense barium
crown Any matheoMitiaian who knows the difficulty of con-

structing a lens of sadt aperture and characteristics ae speci-

fied by the Air Board, particularly when restricted to two

types of glass only, will agree that this represents no mean
programme.

It is a curious coincidence that the first photographs taken

from an aeroplane were taken viih a 17-in. fl5A Ross tele-

centric lene, and that the last lens we were engaged upon for

the Air Board was a 36-in. focus lens with short back focus.

J. Hasselkus.

(The paper contributed by Messrs. Aldis Bros. '««ll appear

n«xt week.—Eos. " B. J.")

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[PreTiooa artielaa of thia sariea, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, bare appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

Isagth of that by the same writer which ran tlnaagh the ** British Joomal " aome years ago, but if any reader among the younger

generation of pbotographert, and partioalariy thoae engaged aa assistants, has a pabular subject which might be dealt with, his

or her suggestion will be weleomed. The aabjeets of the prerions articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens <Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

BaekgrooDdt (Jan. 34).

Studio Exposorea (Jan. 31).

Artificial Ugitting (Feb. 7).

Printing rreoieses for Portraiture (Fsb. 14).

.Siu'lio Aeoeeaoriea and Furniture I Feb. 21).

The Sorraoiidinge of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The I>rintinRRooin (March 21).

About the Reception Room (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Haodhiig the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

ENLARGEMENTS.

I HATK alwa^ felt that the majority of portrait pikotograpbers

do not realise triiat an important branch of boainesa may be

made of aelliag enlaigementa if it is properly handled. Many
of the preaeat generation of i«repti<>aista do not seetn to make
any attempt in tius direotion, altboogh tfMre is often erery

onportanity of doing so, poesibly beewie Ibeir att«ntion has

er b««n drawn to it, and partly perhaps tor the lack of

-cimens of snAciently attractive character. In moat studios

tiie specimens on show are mor« or leas old-faahicnsd in style,

and even if coaparatively new are commonplaoe in style, re-

sembling those which can be obtained from tfie cheap houses

which specialise in thb sort of thing. Some years sgo photo-

graphers were troubled by a person named Tanqueray, who
adrertiscd free eiilargamirnts, atterwwnis demanding the sum,

if I remember n^tly, of 10 fmnca lor packing and poatage;

but hts activiltee here bav* long since ceaaed, and the bgiti-

mat« trader has again the field to himself. Hie point is to

r omathing distinotiw ia character, so thai it cannot be
itpared with 'vnrh oVarad at a cheap rate. Most of the

cheap enlargements are not of a quality which rendera them
fit to hang ia a waU-iamiahed hous«, and it abould be the

aim of the photographer to aroid this fault and to produce
work that will not ela4i with tadi works of art aa his patrons
may already poaaeas.

In my opinion e«ecy aolargement should be sent out framed
appropriately, so that tha woric is not spoiled by uniuitable
settin*;. and thea one will act have such an experience as

seeing a lar^ps red carbon vignette surrounded with three inches

of crimson plush, «4iidi was once the fate of one of my own
'into. It u, of course, wrong to ioroe any particular style

frmaa or mount upon a pairtxi, bat if aa intelligent interest
M uken in his wania it is generally quite easy to produce
S(«nething «4iich is satisfafllory both to photographer and

customer. Moreover, it gives the impression that the former

know* his business, and prepares a {avourahle reception in

advance. For instance, I always inquire whitre the enlarge-

ment is to hang—whether upon a light or daih wall, and the

nature of any other pictures which are to be placed near it.

This will oiten give the opportunity to suggeat a more costly

picture than tha customer contemftlated at first, which ia all

the better if be a^ieea. It is a little more trouble than show-

ing the ordinary vignette on a light mount framed in two-inch

oak, but it is worth doing, and if the customer doee not bite

there ia alway* the "usual thing" to fall back upon. Many
yeaia ago Mr. Sarony adopted the plan, of ahowing every likely

sitter a transparency frosn one of hia poaee projeoted in the

enlarging lantern, so that he could see what a fine picture it

would make, and the financial reaulta of this pnxreeding are

said to have been eminently satisfactory. Most would not

care to go to this length, but I mention it to riiow that it

pays to take a little trouble to get a good order.

Bcaides the orthodox black and white or sepia Tignette,

there is a wide rariety of atyles in finishing, and it is well to

be provided with a good ranf^ of specimeiu. Life>«i2«d heads

in monochrome framed dose up are good sellers, as are thoae

finished upon a tinted ground in imitation of crayon portraita.

Qood wmter-colour finish, or, what is easier and cheap<>r to

produce, transparent oil colour, i* also very attractive, while a

solid oil finish, or even a painting upon canvaa without photo-

basis, will appeal to more people than moat photographera

would imagine. There are some firma vho make a specialty

of doing the latter class of picture from any photograph, and

it would surely be better for the man who takes the original

negative to hav« all that can be made out of it. There are

plenty of good trade firms who will turn out fnst-clsss work,

and artiste who will paint direct at \-ery reasonable rates, aa
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that there is no difficulty on that score. Few photographers

have the tijn« or facilities for doing the beet class of work at

home, and therefore often let opportunities pass by, supplying

a two-guinea picture wiiich they can make instead of a twenty-

guinea one which could be put out. Even if the two guineas

are nearly all pr»>fit it does not compare with what might be
nK«le out of the better class work. There are maJiy West End
firms who know what people are pnejiared to pay for a picture,

but there are many more skilled photographers with a good
class clientele who are afraid to bring forwaird high-priced
w»rk. In what I may call a good middle-class business witih

which I n-as connected some years ago, enlargements and
paintings were run on the lines I have indicated, and it was
found quite easy t» get a niinimum of three guineas for
12 X 10, with prices ranging ap to twenty-five and even fifty

pounds for larger work, and this wias at a time when three
guineas a dozen wias the top price for cabinets.

XaturaJly, for these prices permanency was guaranteed,
and all the best vnrk was upon a caxton or platinum

; while
bromide prints were always treated with a protective coating
of wax to prevent the tarnishing of the image which would
otherwise occur. It would be a good thing if bromide opals
could again be brought into vogue, as tliese ai>e naturally more
permanent than paper prints, the backing being impermeable
while the surface can be protected. These are good selling
points, sfanething to justify the pi-ice which is asked
Although i)orti-ait work provides the largest ,M-oportion of

orders, it is surprising how much can be done in other direc-
tions. Horses and dogs are very remunerative lines the
former es|.ecially, as the o^-ners are usuallv well to do and
wi 1 °'t™ o'-d'-'; an oil painting if they find they can get it.
I have taken £20 foi- a painting of a hoi-se, not liiT own,
from a mm who has had a good win from it ! It is neces-

o«'^'J^/ff ''"^!- ''^ ""''''^ copyright troubles, but the

ZT^L ''*'*'*="^'^^y " '"^^ -«-k - to ^ painted with-

Coming into a different category, but stiU worthy of notice

Wldi r^r "^ ''" """""^^ '"^•P--' -^J' - -'tor c^;

Su' -^"' "T^
"'""."^ advertisen.ents, and simila

subject.^. These will have to be made at vei^ moderate prices

If a man sells motoi- cars at £500 to £1.000 each, he s notkely to care whether he pays one guinea or two or a tint

He «ants either a hn« view showing the car prominentl - orone ,„ which the background is carefully bl<^kedTt eastshadows put in with the air-brush, and all deUils clearlvshown and the man who .ill give 'ixim this ^tsiLtSIt IS useless to treat such subjects a.s if thev were amat^!;snapshots, just a straight print spotted and mounted Do
"

think, however, that amateur woi-k is to be de«pisel anamateur is often willing to pay well for a pictureS wt

^:^^7:^'Z.i^Z!^ - - tw^nice^Iil^

mination should be carefully tested, and all reflections from
camera bello^vs, lens tube, and o&er parts of the apparatus
eliminated. There should be no tracife of yellowness in the

film, and for this reason it is desirable to use mietol-hydro-

quinone or Azol instead of pyro, although with proper treat-

ment pyro will give stainless negatives. It must be remem-
bered that a patch of shadow without detail a quarter of an
inch square will pass in a half-plate negative, but when thia

is enlarged to about four diameters it will be very evident.

Similarly there must be no large patches of unrelieved white

in the lights. There must be no need to apologise for the

fact that the picture is an enlargement, and with proper

methods there is no need that there should be. A careful

selectioin of a suitable paper .should lie made. As a rule, I

use rapid bromide paper, but with some negatives a slow

[laper, such as Vitegas, gives a far better result. It is not a

waste of time to make a strip test so as to get absolutely

correct exposuije in the case of negatives thickei- or thinner

than' the usual run, as this will save a secomd exposure on a

full sheet, or remove the temptation to pass an enlargement

which is not as good as it should be. I have known a man
who had a reputation to keep to make half a dozen exposui-es

before he was satisfied. With a strip test this should not be

neoessai-y. Do not eoooiomise in developing solutions. When
large sizes are being handled the devieloper rapidly loses

strength, and poor colours result. Fix thoroughly, moving

the prints frequently to en'sure even action, and wash

thoroughly from one dish to another. TBiese are not the

methods used in making 20 x 16 for Is. 9d., but they should

be for high-class work. Of carbon and platinum enlarg-

ing technics I Wiill say nothing, for I assume that anyone

who undei-takes this woi-k knows his business ; othei-s should

give it to a first-irate trade house, and they will not be dis-

ap]X)Lnted.

As regards apparatus, for genei-al convenience the ordinary

type of lantern witli condenser will be found the best, and as

a general rule better quality is obtained by using a ground-

glass diffuser between the light and the condensiei-, as this

minimises the effect <vf retouching medium or tiny scratches

on the fUni, especially when using an arc light. Probably the

best lesults can be obtained by using daylight or ai'c lajnp

light reflected from a white screen, but this is not always

possible.

The enlarging apparatus should have a permanent position,

so that it is always ready for use, no time being lost in getting

ready for work. It should, howevea-, be examined before use,

as lenses have a way of attracting dust, and if this is allowed

to remain it means flat prints. Filni.s shoi.ild be sandwiched
l>etween two carefully selected glasses, free from scratches or

bubbles, and if they do not extend to the rebate of the carrier,

the margins should be pix)tected by a paper mask. If black
])apea- is not to hand, bixywu will do ; even newspaper is better

than letting a flood of light pass round the edges, as this

causes a general fogging which is not always detected.

Recently I was challenged on this point, and to prove my
case I made two exposures, one with the edges clear and the
other masked

; the difference in quality ^vas so great tliat I
was surjM-ised, although I had always practised masking.
Michael Angelo, on being twitted upon his attention to tiiflies,

said, "Trifles make perfection, and jjerfection is no trifle."

I commend tliis dictum to aJl photographei-s, and to none more
tlian to those who wish to makie perfect enlargements. Slap-
dash methods may be successful to a certain jxjint, but the
best work calls lor the exercise not only of intelligence but
industi-j-, and once one has got into the proper- way of working
it IS no more troublesome than careless methods which fre-
quently necessitate doing the work twioe.

Pbacticus.
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TRUE-TO-NATURE PHOTOGRAPHS.

" apart from any i-uiuiidrration of the arttatie compoaition

iiotograph, it mart have been borne npon the mind of every

:>noiogTa|iber, or, iiwleed, od the mind of every one who carefully

oasidMS a photograph, that there a some relatioB between the

dirtanre of the object photographed, the fooal length of the lens,

and stop, which will give the moet pleasing reaolta. Fnrthrr, the

nhotograph can be viewed from a particular diatance which may
>>e better thaa any other.

It may not ba everyone's opinion that what i* termed a " tme-to-

i.'atnre " pbatograph is moat pleasing to the eye, bat a brief dis-

'jasioa of the matter b intcceating, and in tha writer's ofiinion

'hroits some light on the rwswi why some photographs seem an-

iiatoral and pailiapa displeasing. During last year the Depart-

inent of Seieotiflc and Industrial Research pnbliAed a translation

"f Dr. Oleidicn's '"nicory of Modem Optical Inatraments." In

'his book, among many other roaUers which it will repay the

thoughtful photograplter to study, is a discnsaioa on the condi-

•'tw which ara i^sntial to tlia theoretical " tma-to-natare

"

.;raph. It is the object of this sriiele to prsstnt these ron-

~ in a form which can be lasily " nnd tiataoded by the
." and to make soase ooamanta thercMl.

:.'. Dr. Oleicben's deCnition of a " tma4o-nalmre " photo-

.-raph is one which, when viewed at a certain determined distance

from tftc eye, will impress upon the retina an image in all raapecta

vi t<> siie and definitiun in all plann. similar to the image pro-

\- ri upon the retina by direct \isiun uf the object photographed.

I ' : ^richea statea that two cmdititms muet be observed, via. :

—

< iitrance popil of the objective must be equal in site

>nce pupil of the rye.

•Hit involving aiqr ronaiderahie error, wa m»j sahatatate foi

'-e pupil of the objective the diaphimgm or slop of tha lens,

uul lor eaftiMMa pupil of the eye tha artmil «ae of the pupiL

Now. the ilismsta of the pupil of the eye varies accotdinK to

'ho ligbt fraas S to 8 milliaastias. consagni irtly the diaphragm of

ha lens should be ahon* lA iaeh in diamalar. No doubt it is to

: >kis conditioB that tha srUslic photograplMr wiU taka tha atnwgcat

' teeptioo.

O) The aqoatioB O - -g- <• ail> moat ba mtMiA, whara

D ia the power of the lene <>r reciprocal uf its focal length.

P is the rwipnical of the diaUiKe of Iba prtneipal object of

interest from the laua.

L the rvciprvrsi of the distance at which tha photograph

mwt be held from the eye.

SI is the nmgBiflcstton to which the photefiaph auy have bceo

•alarstdL

B i> the lateral nmgnHiuli in at the cutnnce and ••

•tf the nbjet-tave, whicfa. Mce most Irassa ara *ymrart.

be takrn a* unity.

ilnu.'r the rr|iMt>i>n reducsa to this lurm

D-mL+P
It most *"- ' -'I bsre that nt rourae the same units of length

be r: rooghout th« e>|aslion.

"P if muH .» «<i»'' 1*- '''"irhen arrived may be preaentad in

> ready for inst > by m«an> of the annexed diagram,

m-n kinks op the \mn»tHr» it, mL. and P

The diagram consists oi three parallel lines, I., U., and III.

On line I. is marked the focal length of the lens.

Line II. is marked in divisions giving values of mL, or the pro-
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duct of the enlargement and the reciprocal of the distance which
the finiabad photograph is to be held from the eye.

Line III. is marked with the reciprocal of P, or the diatance of

tha principal object from the oamera.

The use of this diagram is simplicity itself. A mlar laid acrom
the three lines will cut earh line at the precise value of tha

variable to satisfy the aforeaaid condition.

For example :—A distant landscape is photographed with a laoa

of 10 inches focua. The line connrcting tO inches on line I. with

the infinity mark on line III. cut* line II. at a value of 0.1.

Now (or tha normal eye I L may be taken as 10 inches (the dis-

tance of distinct vision). Therefore m equals 1, and the plioto;;rAph,

if not enlarged, muA be lield about 10 inches from the eye.

Again, a photograph of a distant object is taken with a lens of

2 incbaa loona. The line ^n this rase gives a value of »iL of O.S.

If thia photograph is eiiUr.;rd 100 diametera on a screen 100 x L=
0.5, or L'ViM- *'*<' ^''* '^^rA'T moat be 200 inrhe*, <ir. fsy, 17 ft.

from the screen. If the enlargement be 200 diamrters, tha

iibaerver would have to be 33 ft. from the screen.

For a third and last example:—An object 20 inohea away ia

photogiapbad by a lens of 6 inches foous. Here mL is 0.16. and

it ia seen that if m be taken aa unity L^O.IS, and the eye must

bs held 7 inchaa from the pholfligraph, or beUer, the photograph

should be snlarKcd two diameters add hrld 14 inchea away. It

is intereating to obserte that the diagram confirms the old rule

that a photofraph of a distant object shold bo viewed at a distanca

from the ejre, aqual to the (oral leni;^ of the leni witli nhirh it

Habvct CotxixoBisoB, B.Sc.(Lond.).

FOETHCOMINO KXUIBITION&
Afnl 17 to May 22—1

Boesely Annual

tarim, J. O.

A. B Page. U.

ith Hampahtra House Pbotogmphsa
Two o^MA olaasaa. Mat asuii

41. Bamilou Tariuca, Lsadun, lf.W.8:

Drove, Loada*. W.1&

l.tli I. .\. F. Lnv>'..«

i: A.F., har been
' harge ot The Hrofes*i-M..

.!»«, Hi^ Boihora. W.t

the i'hntnitrephir Section nf the

1. and i< now liark at Holbom in

• ••-•it nf M*«>r«. Houshton*, Ltd.

Lirn \. W. Tii>r. R.A.F — Frienda of Lieut. Tijjj) «ill Ik- in-

tetsatcd to know liiat lie m nuw deraofaiUsad, and is rotuniing to lua

i]i ilj-- peat of repreeentaltve of Mcears. Thomaa IlUngworth and

Co., Limited. lieut. Tipp will oall upnn professional photographen

utily in London, the suuthem subnrta and home towns, the northern

suburbs snd home tciwiw lieing worked by Mr. C-raft, fnrnirrly

maimger of Illingwoith's trade enlarging and printing daparUiiriit,

which waa permanently closed about three yean sgo. lie denlers

in Loodoo and aubuiJbs will ositinue to reoaiva viaits on Mwcs.
Illii^wvirth's behalf fi«m Mr. Fred Giles, who has been " carrying

on " with both daalam sod pbotographcm during the war.
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TIMK UEVELOPAIKM WITH MONOMET HYDRO-
yUINONE.

A CORRI8POKDK.NT having recently asked us for data and formulie

(or tkno dowlojMiient wiUi Moiiom«i4iydroquinone, the WTiite Band

Manufacturing Co. kindly send us the following particulars, of

which no doubt many others than our enquirer will be wxious to

nuke uw :

—

Mo.Nourr Hydhoqiisone : Oni-Solution Fomccla.

Monomet 2 gms. 9 grs.

Uydroquinone 8 gms. 36 grs.

Sodium sulphite (anhydrous) 15 gms. 70 grs.

Sodium carbonate (anhydrous) 25 gms. 110 grs.

Potaasium bromide ....". 0-4 em. 3i grs.

Wat«r 1.000 c.c.s. 10 ozs.

Time and TtHPiRATt-KE fob Above Developer, Watkins Ststem

FOR Plates.

75 deg. k' li minutes.

70 deg. K « 2i minutes.

65 deg. F 3 minutes.

60 deg. F 4 minutes.

55 deg. F 5 minutes.

50 deg. F (>i minutes.

For VVy plates, dilute 100 volumes with 125 of water.

For Vy plates, dilute 100 volumes with 70 of water.

For (j plates, dilute 100 volumes with 30 of water.

For M plates, multiply development time by 1.

For MS plates, multiply development time by IJ.

For S plates, multiply development time by 2i.

For VS plates, multiply development time by 3.

Monoxet-Hydroquinone : Two-Solution Formula.

(A) Monomet 2 gms. 45 grs.

Hydroquinone 8 gms. 90 grs.

Potassium metabisulphite 25 gms. 550 grs.

Potassium bromide 0-4 gm. 8 grs.

Water 400 c.c.s. 20 ozs.

(B) Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) 15 gms. 330 grs.

Water 400 c.c.s. 20 ozs.

Take equal quantities of A and B, and dilute as required.

VVQ, dilute 100 volumes to 375.

vy, dilute 100 volumes to 320.

y, dilute 100 volumes to 280.

My, dilute 100 volumes to 250.

M, dilute 100 volumes to 190.

MS, dilute 100 volumes to 150.

S, dilute 100 volumes to 112.

VS, no dilution required.

Time and Temperature Table for Two-Solution Formula.
75 deg. F 1^ minutes.
70 deg. F 2 minutes.
<>5 drg. !«'

2i minute.".
W) deg. If 3 minutes.
66 deg. F 3^ minutes.
60 deg. F 4 minutes.

For tank development, the above solutions may be diluted with
a further quantity of water up to five times the original volume.
and the time of development increased proportionately.

MEASUREMENTS OF PL-^TE-SENSITIVENESS TO X-RAYS.
CoMPABATiVKir few investigators have published results oif exiperi-

mente on the sansitometry of p:a.te8 to X-rays. A number of results,
aocanpaaied by a description of the motliods used in obtaining
them, ware published in a paper iby MiUard B. Hodgson, of the
Eaatman Research Laboratory, which appeared in the "British
Journal " of December 28, 1917. The following abstract of a paf)er
by Mies N. C. B. Allen and Prodfessor T. H. Lalby, read before the
Roj'aJ Society of Victoria last year, shows tJhe value used by these
experimenters in obtaining measuremenlts of inertia, contrast, a,nd
tpeed of plates by soiisilometric exposure to X-rays. The plaites
were de^-eloped iu strips for a conatent time of four minutes with
hydfoquinone developer at 68 deg. F., the density of a fog strip
being deducted. The density measurements were made with a
polarisation photometer. A« the expression of the exposure the

authors adopt the formula - where V is the pressure in volts

of the current supplied to tfc« GooUdge tuibe : i t ia coulombs the

coiwunption in cuarent Iby the tube during a period of action of t

seconds and d /the distance of the focus of the tube from the sensi-

tive plate in centimetres. Tlie tube was employed at three different

voltages—namely, 31,500, 73,000, and 83,000. Current variations

ranged from 0.03 to 0.06 milliaaniperes. By plotting the densities

obtadned against the logiarithm of the exposure according to the

albove fonmula the curve obtained' was broadly similar to that pro-

duced in H. and D. measuremenits. In the case of densities rangiiig

from zero to about 1.0 the curve exihibited convex foranation towards

the log exposure axis, then f<yEocwiiig a atraiigllvt line to densities of

about 4.0, wthlch were the highest measuired. By producing the

straight line portion of the '3urve to meet the log ejcposure a.vis a

point was obtained representing the logarithm of the inertia of the

plate, a quantity which was found to be independent of development.

Contrast was taken as expressed by the inclination of the sitraight

portion of the oui-ve, whilst " speed " is provisionally amd empiric-

ally defined by the authors as the reciprocal of the exposure required

to produce a density of 5.0. In comparing the results obtained w-ith

the different voltages raniging, as aJiready mentioned, from 31,500 to

83,000, the authors found that for a constant "exposure" the

density pa-oduced did not vary with the voltage so long as variation

of i and ( was small, indicating that in the case of the wave-lengths

amployed the density produced depends on the energy of the radia-

tions but is independent if their partioulair wave-lengiths. The fol-

lowing results are quoted :

—

Inertia. Contrast. Speed.

Diagnostic -71 x 10' ... 2 2 ... 15 x OOOOl

Sunic 100 — ... 2-35 ... 12 —
Seed 1-12 — ... 19 ... 66 —
Wratten V95 — ... 22 ... 5-2 —
Wellington 1-70 — ... 20 ... 50 —
Imperial X-ray 1-26 — ... 16 ... 36 —
Cramer 214 — ... 19 ... 35 —
Ilford 219 — ... 19 ... 3-3 —
Imperial S.R 145 — ... ISS ... 28 —

[.\]jpairently the plates named are not all of them the special X-ray

plates of the makers. Only two, which are known to us, are in-

cluded in the table, and it is thus open to doiibt whether the authors,

in the case of the others, are referring to the " ordinary " plates

or to those apeciallly made for radiography.—Eds., " B.J."]

KODAK (AUSTRAL.ASL\), LTD.

The newspapers just to hana firom Australia tell of the re-

markable success of Kodak {AustraJasia), Ltd., wliich begatt

as from June, 1908, with a small deficit representing preliminary-

expenses. It was formed nearly eleven years ago to amalgamate-

the Baker and Rouse and Australian Kodak interests. The Sydney

"Bulletin" thus shows the progress of the business:

—

Written
Mar., Profits. Dividends. Off. Reserves
1909

Sept.,
1909

. . £22,038 9 P.O. = £11,250 . £596 . £9,714

.. 12,984 . 10 „ „ 7,500 358 . 14,840

1910 25,273 . 10 „ ,, 15,0CO . 3,869 21,244

1911 24,346 . 10 „ „ 15,000 . 3,067 . 27,521

1912 . . 36.227 12* „ „ 18,750 . 5,219 . 39,781

1913 36,890 . 12* „ „ 18,750 . 5,238 52,183

1914 40,640 . 12* „ „ 18,750 . 6,240 . 68,333

Transferred to capital, £30,000 . . 38.333

1915 54,228 . 15 f.o.= 26,260 . 5,852 . 60,459

1916 . . 76 132 . 20 „ „ 36,000 . 6,538 . . 94,053

1917 66,517 . 20 „ „ 36,000 6,657 .. 117.913

1918 ... 66,673 . 20 „ „ 36,000 . 5,942 .. 142,644

The earlier profits were helped somewhat by the sale of assets

—

shares in the Eastman Kodak Co., of Rochester, U.S.A., for

recent figures have not been awoUen in that way. Since the war

started, the Company has been on what our Anzac friends term
" a fine wicke.t," partly because its Kodak connection guaranteed'

an ample supply of raw materials for the local factory. Furthei',

when Uncle Sam got busy on war supplies, the American Kodak
people passed their Asian and Maoriland business temporarily

into Australian hands. The big mcrease in profits during the past,

few years has been due ahnost wholly to the greatly increased

output <Jf the factory, and the directors are given the following

testimonial :
" The policy followed during the war of increasing

prices only when absolutely necessary has been continued ; so that

plates, papers, films, and cameras are still being sold here-
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I Amtralasw) at eomidomUy lower pricca than are mliog in

E]i((Und." AnoUiar riew of Kodak'* progreu can be obtained from

the following oooipariaon, alao from the btuineM page of the

Bulletin":—

1908. mr uu.
LwWIHIw tM.oa i59,SM £76.06
riMliDHi SJ,100 95.196 100.63T
ntat,ma. aj» U.TM UJ9S
••o^k* JJ.I35 166kMl UI.T«
tt>t 'ia ntkfm. Tl/m ia.4M U.4J0
B<X'<<i«Mi.eMk.Me. 9jmo 10,553 9S,4S3

The Companjr started with a paid-up capital of £150,000, and thare-

boUen ha** pat ap nothing further since, though capital haa been
iDcr«ajed bj the tranafer of £30,000 from laiunea. In the nine
ad half rmn covered by the figures liabilitite have increaacd
bjr £48.871. Properties and buildings alone now aland in the books
at £48.&57 •".-r thv dirertoni have clipped 2 per cent, off

HM value ••: ;ij{ each year—an uniuual but wise proceeding.
Vauitime, £i;b.5tiO has been tdded to stocks and £20,902 to other
more or Ins litjuid aieets, while plant, though extensive additions
have been made, now stands at £9.825 Iras than fonnerly. owing
to the »ery liberal allowances madr for drpreciation. .Shareholder*
h»ve done ncMdingljr well. On their original capital they have
recriTsd in tba ten y«ars dividends totalling over 172 per cent., and
«v*" ti^ tbar* haa ban left in tha bastn«M an amoont some
tboaauidt ia ewcsa of the £150.000 capital tiicy atart«l with.
Nowadays there are net asseU of a book valw of alMst 37s. to
reprwent each £1 share (including, of conn* th* bnaas sbarea) ; and
"iceptiog pHMibly »tiirk (which, no Hnubt, has beaa aecaauilatsd

' war pricw), tjiajr ai« a particnlarly solid lot of Maata. Tbere
if* very few baUnce-sheeta which indicaU m dearly as Kodkk's
^<iiat the directors aradoin« in the matlar of depreciation. Further,

>t a |>enny is lapiMaiil iJ by goodwill, trada-Burka or proeesaea.
•oogh at the MtnaM thay ara mdoabtadly worth a lot. The
xnpwty lately aequirNi 120 acna at Kew (Victoria), whara a model

i.<ctory sabnrb ia to be laid oat.

jtssistants' notes.

fuUahU for Ihit eolmmm Kill ft#

"' - :^>t •/ '** wumlk MIotrmg jmbHeatioH,

Ralative Proportions of Nosatlvo* aad Ealartamoata
Uiirv ru.iking, baying, or s*Uiii( caUrgHMOte, it is often oseful

w Morehaad exactly what siaa a staadard necative will

io wHhoat loaa of soom portioa of Iha pietare. alao how
of a aagaliv* aaa ha aolar^ to a slaadard sit* without

.- dowa tha papar.
r'>r msiaoc*. w* all kaow that a p.«. aafativa woo't aalarga

Io l^i f 12 without kaiag turn part «( ito Uigth. bat how amay
•<Jd say—witfmai miBiaiwi iiliai it w«aM «» Io ea U s 12
•per. or how moch of it eoaU ha indadad aithoat ladadag the
dth of tha iaal pielara?

The foOowiag lahha giv* apptoxioiaUly the sisaa that tha most
iBBMa aegaliTcs will aalarga to oq ataadard sised paper.
IWy af* extracted froai a list coatpiled by tha writer and ased
ith benefit by a firm of trade anlaq(ws.'

HaU-plaU(

10
la
15
90

4| will aalarga Io :

—

6) on 1/1 plata paper
71 „ 10 X • „
si .. 12 X 10 „
U ..15 X 12 .,

14| „ aO X 16 .,

Ti fill any of th* ahova standard
• camary Io eat

FoatCard

a half'plata, it is

s of the pictara.

10
12
15
90

a
will anlarga to :

—

on ij>lata paper
5| „ in plala nkpar

3 .,10
..12

91 ..15
1^ ..90

X
X 10
X 12
X 16

Puotcard will not fill any standard siae without lo^ng nearly a
iiuarter of its length.

will give :

—

While 5
10
12
15

and 20

X 4

X 8
X 10
X 12
X 16

(nearly)

it ia too iFu/e for half-plate and whole-plate, giving only :

—

SI >: 4} on i plate paper
and 64 X 8i .. 1/1 pUte ,.

To fill these sixes it is neceaaary to lose a little from the fidtt

uf the ne;;ativc.

12 X 9 cm. will enlarge to :

—

6i X 4| on } plate paper

si X 6i .. 11 plate paper
10 X 7i ,. 10 X 8 „
12 X 9 .. 12 X 10 .,

15 X llj „ 15 X 12 ..

90 X 15 ., 20 X 16 .,

Except with half-plates, a 12 x 9 negative will lose in length if the

|>a|>«r is filled.

Quarter-plate, 4}

• a
10
12
15
20

X H will enlarge to :<—

'

X 4| on i-plate paper
1/1 plate paper

8 ,.

10 ,.

X 12 „
X 16 „

^4 "•* a F'

6* „ 1/1

7* .. 10

9| „ 12

Hi .. 15

15}.. 90

C^iurter plate la » shade loog for all sixes except whole-plate.

^ will aalarga to :—
3 maakod p.c.

4| on i-plata iiaper

6 ,, l/l-plate paper
7» .. 10 X 8 .,

84 .. 12 X 10 „
14} „ 20 X 16 „

Thii size sls<i need* the length trimming off before standard tizea

of paper can ba filled.

2\ IA. F.P.K. film will ealarga to:—
3 (aiasked p.c.)

H oa i-plale paper
5 ,, 1/1 plate paper

5i „ 10 X 8
7 ., 12 X 10 „
Si .. 15 X 12 ,.

Hi „ 20 X 16 „

No •taiiiiard sise can be filled by projection from a I.A. negativa

without losing over a third of its length.

3t \ 2^ |2 Brownie film) will enlarge to >-

n
10
13
15
90

3i (maski'd p.c.)

4i on |-plate paper

5) ,, l/I-plaUpapc
61 „ 10 X S ,.

8 ,, 12 X 10 „
104 ,. 15 X 12 „
13} „ 20 X 16 „

This sixe is a shade long in proportion to standard papera.

1| X 9i (V.P.K. and Brownie film) wiU enlarge to :—
Si X 31 (poat^ear

Si X 41 on l-plai

si X 5j „ f/lpl
10
12
15
90

(poat^eard)

'tta paper
-plate paper

64 „ 10 X 8 „
71 „ 12 X 10 „
91 „ 15 X 12 „
13 „ 90 X 16 „

is praotMallyAm to ODtting oat (or ftUing the pa|>cr, V.P.K.
proportionata to poatcard.

TIm above maaaareoiMita are correct to eighths, but, of course, do

not take into account poasible shrinkage of paper or distortion doe

to want of parallel batwsen tha negativa and paper during expoanre.

Tbkbiiit.
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pi)oto-fneci)atiicai notes*—

»

Buying EagravlBS* Cheaply.

•i'i« greatly increased prices of engravings has naturally incensed

ome purchaneni, and there is a discussion in the current American

•' Fhoto Kngravers' Bulletin " on this subject. An article is quoted

from " AdvertUing and Selling," in which the author describes

Mveral methods of avoiding payment of the prices fixed by the

" stanHard scale " of the employers' association. For example, a

charge is made for colour proofing. It is suggested that for simple

work in two colours merely black proofs are sufficient, the second

proof being made on tissue paper, which can be laid over the first

proof lo determine that the register is correct. With regard to

minimums it is suggested that as many as possible should be put

together and then sent to the printer or electrotyper to cut apart,

Ihus sa\-ing the minimum charge for each block. Also, since photo-

engravers charge for areas whether the whole area is filled or not,

the purchaser should have his drawings made for a standard amount

of reduction and fill in the spaces with his own Srawings, just as

the engraver fills in his "flat" by stripping-in different negatives

into any spaces he iias.

In reply, a photo-engraver points out that the charges of the

standkird scale are baaed on ascertained av'eiiage oosit, and that if

all the devices mentioned were resorted to by the customer it would

only mean that the prices would have to go still higher. He pro-

tests tliat the engraver should not be considered as a robber, but

should be regarded as an ordinary business man who is fully aware

mat honesty is the best policy, and that if the customer goes to him
e.\pecting to get his work done in the most economical way having

regard tc quality, the engraver will, in his own interest, help him
in his problems. If you cannot trust him, then do not go to him
any more than you would to anyone else you would distrust, but you

may be as confident of getting a square deal from the engraver as

from anyone else' whose services you buy, and this would seem to

be a reasonable attitude.

No one would try to trick his dentist in the ways similar to those

suggested, yet the dentist has for sale just what the engraver has

—

namely, service. He manipulates a bit of metal which you take

away with you when he stops a tooth, and the engraver does the

same when he reproduces a picture, the value of the metal being
fractional in either case. The only difference is that the operation

of the engraver is more complicated, and, due to the customer want-
ing the result speedily, it has to be subdivided amongst several

men instead of being carried out by one, but laboriously acquired
skflt is u.sed in both cases, and it is chieHy the time expended in

exercising this skill that must be paid for. One seldom hears of a

dentist leaving a fortune, and a photo-enijraver never.

Saving Wet Plate Negatives.
With the high cost of glass it is imjxjssible to store negatives on

the chance of their being required again, and it is very expensive
even when there is a certainty. But there is no reason wliy nega-
tives that will strip so easily as those made on wet collodion should
not be saved. If a thick stripping collodion is used, or two coatings

given, they may be stripped and kept between the leaves of a book.

Certainly they are somewhat fragile, and are easily damaged, but
with care they may be used over and over again. If a stifier film

is required, the negative may be placed on a levelling slab and
flowed with a warm 10 per cent, solution of gelatine, which, when
dry, will give the film considerable substance, or the plan has been
adopted of Gripping the film on to pieces of thin celluloid, when
they can be handled as easily as an ordinary film negative.

Repeat Orders for Engravings.
If catalogue or other negatives are stored away under a proper

indexing system they can be used for repeats, and so save the
engraver the cost of making a new negative, and often afford the
customer a quicker ser%'ice just when he wants it badly.
The method of storing and indexing is as follows. Each job is

given a number, and when finished this number is marked on the
proof. The proof is now put in a classified fije so that if an inquiry
for an illustration is received again from the same customer—and
rome advertisers repeat the same illustrations over and over again,
and believe in having original half tones rather than electrotypes—

the folder containing the proofs of all the engravings made of that

article is examined, and if a suitable size is there the number is

noted. The negatives, having been stored away under the same
number in numerical order, can be found at once.

Rotary Photogravure from Flat Plates.

It would seem that sooner or later means will be devised for printing

photogravure etchings which have been made on flat plates on the

rotary printing machine, judging from the attention which in-

ventors are paying to this sulbject. Th« great difficulty has been,

of course, the joint. There must be some method of avoiding this

joint showing on the printed reeult, and of preventing injury to the
" doctor " blade which scrapes away the ink from the engraving.

In a recent patent granted to Mr. Rujddiman JohnsitoTi he mentions

no less than six British patents taken out with the same end in view.

They are ae follows :—14,819 of 1899, 25,050 of 1907, 13,153 of 1913.

4,018 of 1915, 10,550 of 1915, and 100,616 of 1916. Mr. Johnston's

own patent is No. 117,888, and his proposal is to ibridge the interval

at the joint by a detached metal plate fastened to the cylinder to

make it with the etched plate a xintinuous surface, and then to

raise the doctor Made slightly 'when it reaches the junction by means
of a cam so that the knife is not iejured.

Patent news*

Process patents—a^lications and specifications—are treated in
" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, April 22 to 26 :

—

Studio Accessories.—No. 10,212. Photographic studio accessories

and means for operating the same. E. J. Clayton.

Viewing Instrument.—No. 10,325. Photographic apparatus for

viewing, retouching, or copying. A. E. Morton.

Photographic Shutters.—No. 10,414. Electrically-operated

camera shutters. H. M. Batten.

Flash Lamps.—No. 10,413. Electric flash lamps for photographic-
purposes. H. M. Batten.

Cinematography.—No. 10,441. Shutters for cinematographic ap-
paratus. R. H. Bataille.

Stereo-Cinematogkaphy.—No. 10,242. Stereoscopic pictures, cine-

matograph photography. J. Evans.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,
These specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country ; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under tlie International

Convention.

Print Trimmers.—No. 124,173 (December 30, 1918). The inven-

tion relates to apparatus for trimming photographic and drawing:

papers, of the kind described in the specification of Merrett s

patent No. 11,709 ot 1908, provided with a fixed cutting shear
and a pivotted cutting blade or guillotine knife, between which
the paper or other material is cut.

The object of the present invention is to provide improved

apparatus of this kind in which the cutting means are duplicated ;

that is to say, arranged with a shear and a cutter on each side

of the apparatus, so as to produce at one operation two simul-

taneous and parallel cuts at adjustable distances apart. By the
present invention it is possible to cut cards, paper, etc., along

both sides simultaneously, the distance between the cuts beinr

variable within the limits of adjustment of the apparatus.

In the drawing A represents the base of the apparatus, to

which a table B is rigidly secured. On the under side of the

table B is fixed a nut C, through which works a screw D rotably

mounted in a bracket C on the underside of a second taue
B', secured to batons A' bearing against the frame A.

To each table is secured a fixed cutting shear E and a bracket
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U, in which u pivotted • gnUiotine knife F, having a slight

iiivafd corre, *wi prorided with • toil pie» F', wkich

curved and liereUed as riiown at P. On this curved

>nd bevelled face K' normally bean a (pring H which serves to

keep the knife edge against the shear edge E daring the down

ward moveBMBt of the knife and to return it to its initial raised

()0«ition wImd the cot is finished. The spring H is pivotted at

H' to the underside of the table so that it may be removed from

the guillotine knife into, say, the dotted position, for convenience

in packing the apparatus.

I he two knit** F are secured by loops, hooks, or the like

attaching means J' to a rod J cmrrytng handlce or the like holding

means J'. K lepit—nU an ordinary Kradoited scale, which is

secured to the faM* A for llie pa>Voae of detamintng the dutance

ol the opMiDf between the UbUa B and B' : L. L are stripe of

celluloid or other transparent material ; and II M are adJMtmaot

strips acainsi which the forward edge of the paper oe the like ia

pressed during the cutting along ila aidea. Join Merratt, Trow-

bndge, W ilU. and Archie ThOBM. I. Adcnft 8t(Wt. Trowbrioge

Mac«iw Ora C*i«mJt.-N*o. iZiMi (May ». 1917). The camera

1 . i-sigaed to |»onde Maana whereby MwfaaaMhip eaa be prac-

'
I kT mtmm of pbotograFiv whiek «hi b* aspoaad by the

og ao optical line parallel with and adjacmt to wh«t

^ ^^.ly tha Um ot ita.

The iBTention thus comprisse a caaara ia which Ik*

M of tha iotv and diweniiom of tha Hapiiiii ofCMing
machine gun. tha

poeitioo of the

In the

tuba 7, ia ia the

of a macbi— g«n.

gun 2 ia

^ adaptad to be bolted ia the usual

lo aBow of photcfnpha bdng w^naed.

1 wUeb nay earry a Was

fona and iliwawaiwia of the oMgaaiBe

Tha oMing is boKad to the aMMkiaa

el tho line. 3 indi-

'r-^* > , C

catM tha back sight, and 4 tha Iroat aigbL TboM eights are

adapted to give an optical line coineiding with Ike line of fire

of the marhiaa gaa. The trigger lalaaae lever 6 la adapted t<>

be opaiatcd by the trigger 6 of the aachioe gun to start clock

work ilihaiiiwn. which is provided witkia tka caaing for actuat-

btt * osMitiTa ftla, so tkat it is paaaed aeroas tka ekotter from

a fiiiling apool to a recri*iag ipMl. Ckarlaa Dnneaa Milaa

Ctaipkan (tha lato), Major. RF.C, 17, Sooth Vala. Uppw Nor
wood, LodSoo; aad Colin Martin WiOiBaiaaa, 28, Denmark

CATALOGUES AND TRADE NOTICES.
Bitchib's Abridged Cataiooue.—Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons,

Lid., Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, E.C.4, have just issued

a lUU-page list of the many models of their hand and stand cameras,

mounts, and albums, as well as of the other items of equipment of

the amateur photographer. The list shows the very wide choice

which IS offered to the buyer of a camera.

'I'Hm Ejjsio.v 1919 CATAU)or«.—Messrs. Houghtons, Limited.

88 iftl. High Holbom, W.C.2, have just issued a miniature edition

ot the goods of theirs in the way of cameras of all patterns, eti-

largers, and a host of minor accessories of interest to the amateur

photographer. It is too early yet to look for new models of appura-

tuf. but the list will be welcomed by amateurs (as well as by

dealers), for whom the coming summer opens again the opportunity

tor photni;raphy.

meetings oT sodetleSe
s

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
SiTt-aiuT Mat 10.

HalaialUt aad Pboioffraphie SoetetT.—Exenrtlon to Woodsome

llessAT, Mat U.

Soatb I/ondon Ptoiofrspblc Soelsl;.—" Tha Na(«tiTe." W. F. Blaler.

TossoAT, Mat 13.

Royal PboucTapUs 8oei««7-—Ordlaarr Meatlng. " DcTsloimeot Papara and
OaaaaalUasfa." w. C. Maaa.
Ilas>arr n>iH<nisii>lii niii Ul I " fl malsnr rtinlttfiapliti " PrItaBUdas.

MsaiOsslsr Aanlrar Pboioscapfaio OoeialT.—" War Time PboiotTaphy."

*. a Pyka.
WaosawAT. Mat 14.

riojisa ra^sia Clob.—Prlal Dtoplay.

Pheeoaiaratsaphte Bocietr.-Maaban' EvaalBf

.

TavasSAT. Mat U.
Hoaaa) PbolocrAphle Soeietjr.—" More Corioailles

Hi
HaiJ.

Uh
Ssaa TliHiagk ike'MlaiasaoBS." O. Ardasaer.

otiar aaiDtaMel PkOMfraphle oeialT.-Monlblr CompeiiUoo, Cloads."

BOV.\L PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Mnrnio held Tucaday, May 6. Mr. ¥. F. Renwick in the chair.

The riwalnd. Dr. C. Alidn Swan, gave a deoMiaatiation of oariion

primus, ol wbidb no formal report can adequately repraaent the way

in wiacfe the doBKmaijator worked, chatted, aad joked through th*

teohniaalitiea of the procass, Briefly aketflhiwg the historicai de-

vakpoMA ol pigment printing, Dr. Swan mentionad that the fiaiah-

il^ l««ok lo eaiiier esperimenla waa put by hia namesake, tha late

Sir Tiiisph Swan. They were not related, and aa Sa Joseph Swan

died tka year after be, tka lacftarer, waa bom, be could not daim

to IwTe Miaitiil ban in hie roacardiea. He adviaad haginBerB in the

proc— to boy Uia liawie raady Mnsitiasrt. "Hie makon charged the

MBia (or it M tor the oaaaaaitised tiaana—ha bad oever bean aUa
to oadenUnd why. The eensetisad tfaana required to be kept in a

aatciiiro box. aad woold than keep in good condition for a long time.

A leat of ila oonditioa waa ainqtty to soak a atrip of it first in cold

water (or a minute or to, and then in hot water, whan tha pigOMnt

dhodld diasnlve entirely away, leaving a purs wkite abeot of paper,

if the tiaaoa waa in working order. By nuana of a rapply ol printed

tiMoea placed at his diapoaal by the Autotype Company. Dr. Swan
damonatrated the operations of squoageaing on to the timnsfer paper

and of deralopaxnt. If one senaiUaed ttsaoe oneself on a bath of

polaasiam bicbromata eonlaining a little ammonia, the both should

be need at a temperature not lower than S5 deg. F. and not higher

than 66 deg. F He inaiated that he ahraya loada it a practice to

test the temperatore of the senaitiaing bath witfi a thermometer,

(rat in davatopoMnt he nerar iM«d a tkewuumeter, but gauged the ad-

viaahle heat of the water by the nmi^b-aad-ready teat of having it at

a teiapcntare oomfartyUy wann to tba hack of the hand. At hia

invitation meodten of Ike andienca came to Ike demonetration table

and carried oat tha aqaaageeing aad devalapmant ol printa them-

aeivca. a part of the proceedinga in wMck Dr. Swan waa aasisted by
kas wife. Hie sensitiaing of tissue by the spirit method waa aJao

demonatrated. After the asking and anawaring of a few qneationa,
the very hearty tbanka of the meatifig were aooorded to the Presi-

dent by acdamatioo.
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CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

V«« T P M...DLHroN and V. W. K«nt demonstrated

••K^^pe Transfer Paper" last week, which received the full

betol>pe irai.it:' K
j^ previously

".•"""w t :h^• Br-' nd JlilT. ga^aght o^ bromide

SSf o::a t^nslui base. fro. which it can be stripped and

^;::r:Se^^tposed U,rough«. support, tj.

it. final reetingHpUxe ie, natoraDy reversed. A slight

'Z^ucnTwith «>n,e classes of work .f

-"^..^'^l^'^J^f^
I . TZ I»ti>.r case double transfer is resorted to, which seems w

™t no d ffi'V Thin films can, of course, be pri,it«l through

prJn S g a,, or celluloid side of the negative towards the paper.

"^

Silv fo'r the manufactu«=rs, they can afiord to laugh at familiar

troubled occurrmg in the paper, for impurities are isolated from the

Z"L tra-Jlferred to any paper selected, with no fear of those spots

which lately have afforded many a professional cold feet and a

Zu^ vocabulary, as print after print has been thrown out, due

'°NotwithsCding, makers of bromide papers list a large number

.of papers of varying surfaces and weights, etc.-far too m^Jiy, m

f.v:t-yet the list might be almost indefinitely extend^ and still

a familiar type would not bo satisfied, as the particular shade

«t difference," which, in its opinion, " makes all the difference,

T^ould be bound to be absent. This type, usuaUy, is not a paymg

proposition, but to such Kerotype will appeal.

In addition, although a small print can be applied to a large

sheet of paper to give a picture surrounded with a white margin,

probably at less cost than employing a large sheet of bromide

paper and masking (which procedure again dodges the aforesaid

•• met'allics "), yet the chief appeal seems to be in the direction

of transfer to what may be termed unusual supports, such as fabrics,

wood, china, and glass. Many examples were shown, some pictures

on white wood being particularly effective, as were others mounted,

in crystoleum fashion, on the concave side of a large lens, and backed

with white dental-plaster. One anchovy-paste pot with photo, on

top made such a tasty knick-knack as to cause Mr. Harpur loudly

to exclaim, " Won't mother be pleased !
" And certainly the many

pretty applications would have appealed strongly to the household,

which chiefly acts as a setting to the pictorialist, receiving only

refl«:ted glory, &pt to *e (Unsatisfying., To ihose profpssionals

who do not rise superior to side-lines of this order, the process

is worth serious consideration.

Another point,, if only a minor one, consists in the wide range

of colours which may be obtained by toning, all methods applicable

to lantern-slides being available. Some of these cannot be utilised

for ordinary bromide papers, owing to the toning solutions precipi-

tating in the fibres of the paper, causing a stain difficult, if not

impossible, to remove.

At the conclusion of the demonstration, which was carried through

in capital style, the president, Mr. John Keane, invited a discussion.

Thii immediately elucidated that Mr. Walker was in trouble again.

' What is tjie cause of this defect? " he asked; but the general

laughter engulfed the answer. In reply to a question it was stated

^hat the process was unsuitable Cor making transparencielS lEor

enlarged negatives owing to a slight granularity becoming then in

•evidence. The reason for such granularity had not been traced.

.Mr. Salt suggested " reticulation " as the cause. Mr. Middleton

said that was his opinion, but others thought differently. Mr.

.Jobling pointed out that he had frequently secured quite sharp

bromide prints by contact, by exposing through the glass to an

iirdinary electric bulb placed four or five feet away.

It transpired that the lamp referred to was of ordinary type,

and possibly a focus lamp without reflector might enable the distance

and exposure to be reduced. With the " Pointolite " arc conditions

for sharp prints would be ideaL Also, modern types of battery

lamps run off accumulators, present a close approximation to a

Iioint source of illumination. Half-watt frqm four volts are now
made. On the pro^xisiition of Mr. Sellors, who exppeesed his pleasure

at a return to a technical subject, a hearty vote of thanks was
accorded the demonatraton.

commercial $£egal Intelllsenct.—

—

IjEgal Notices.—Notice is given of intended dividends in the

failure of Frederick William Gray and Margaret Jane Gray (joint

estate), photographers, lately residing at Newlay Villa, Newlay
)_

Wood, Horsefortu, near Leeds, and carrying on business under the

style of the Empire Studios at 11, Queen Victoria Street, Leeds.

Similar notice is given with regard to the separate estate of Mar-

garet Jane Gray. Proofs must be lodged on or before May 13 with

the trustee, George Henry Volans, incorporated accountant, 2,

.Mbion Place, Leeds.

neios ana notes*—•

—

Laxcashtee Society of Master Photographers.—A final re-

iminder to members of the society is made of the exhibition which

opens at the Art Gallery, Blackpool, on May 27. The latest date

for receiving exhibits is Thursday, May 22. Exliibits should be

sent direot to : Society of Master Photograjphers, Art Gallery, Black-

pool. They will be returned carriage paid after the exhibition. The

annual general meeting of the society iwill be held at the Palatine

Hotel, Blackpool, at 2.30 p.m., on May 27, and the annual dinner at

5.45 p.m. on the same day.

"The Professional Photographer."—We welcome the reap-

,pearance, after several months' suspension, of our contemporary of

the Kodak Company. The April number, recently issued, contains an

appreciatioii of Mr. H. J. A. St. George, the newly elected president

of the P.P.A., and of Mr. Peter Elfelt, of Copenhagen, raproducrtions

of whose v«i-y indrvidual portrai'tuire are pubdiBhed ; Mr. F. C. TUney

vvirites on the physiology of posing, and there aire noltes on halation

and variety in backgrouind. The production in the matter of typo-

graphy and illustration is of the high standard whish has always

marked the little magazine.

An All-Australian Number.—We have to congratulate Mr.

Walter Burke on the production of an issue of his journal, the

" Australasian Photo-Keview," in which the whole of the text and

of the illustrations is contributed by Australasians. The articles

include one by Mr. W. R. Davidson on the employment of photo-

graphy in railway construction work in New Zealand ; others have

for their subject the items of practical work, such as development,

gasfight printing, and mounting, which interest the amateur of

whatever latitude. It was in 1914, very unfortunately for him, that

Mr. Burke announced his intention of issuing each year an all-

Australasian number of the " Review," yet, despite the handicap

of the war, which carried a large proportion of his readers . to

Kurope, he has successively published five issues which very ad-

mirably represent the journalistic endeavours of his readers.

Corresponacnce.—*

—

*,* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paptr.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

',' We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

REPRODUCTION FEES FOR PRESS PHOTOGRAPHS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Is it not time that the P.P. A. or the Press Photo-

grajphere' Association took up the matter of the fee for reproduction

of photograiphs in the Press?

At present the fee remains at the pre-war price, 10s. 6d. each

aimder 6x4. Surely with the great increased cost of obtaining

Press photographs—(railway travelling, hotels, motors, wages, and

raaterials—it is time tha.t the usual fee was increased to 2l8., or at

any rate 15s.

If all the Press photographers agreed, as tlie plate-makers and

other companies diid, to increase the price, the papers '3ould not

<ibjecit, for it must not be forgotten that the papers are increased in

price.

I should like to have other photograiphers' views oJi this matter,

^>aj-ticularly the Press agencies in London.—Yours truly,

A Press Photographer.
,
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SENSITIVE FERROTYPE BUTTON PLATES.

To the Editors.

.\en.—We notice Uu«t in your reply to " A. L." in to-day'i

.' Qt tile " B.J." yoo raggMtUbat ensitiw boAws are anobtain-

'. apart from any imported from America. May we point oat

4 ie not quite accurate, « We have manafactared ^d
the aaiaitive button plate* and diica for the but sixteen

a. W« thtnhn tract you wiU insert this latter to remove the

: II—iuu ccaTeyad tbat British oaer* have to dapcod on foreign

-rprise to tatrl their reqaireoMnla.—We are, Yours faitbfnlly,

p.p. The Qnta Co.,

H. L. Hicxox.
2S82S6, Haydons Road. WimbUdaa, S.W.

PRBSB T. PROFBSaiONAL PHOTOGRAPHER.
Tb tba Editon.

OeoUeman,—" L. T. W." ia quite Tomet in miaag tot (airplay

,

Im it eamaa mlbar aa a abode to one wbo baa bean aofagad in

ptiotognfihy lor a eooaidenble period to bear that bona-fide

pbotognplien are guilty ol anah praotioea. I am nuder the im-

^laaion. aad a very atnmg oae, that th« aaiamm mao from Flaat

yrrt* B superior in bis tpoitananriiip to Iha Mxallad Pi— photo-

paphna who sr* annoyiog " L. T. W." aad oilMra. A* least this

il my cfntOB of thoae I know, and I mi^ maotiaB 4ha« I am inti-

wiih the craan of thaoi.

in my nfUUm it ia oartaiuly moat unfair if a man who is sent by
mB|H|iM or pbatof*a|Ate agency to do a job collaiB aaotiiar

I'a pwtoi* whieh ba baa beao " invitad " {whkh, I pnaoma, ia

Ma aa " ardarad ") to lake, and tha photogriffh ia uaad far Miy
tbaa ftiH y iyoaa. Ihia Mwaa anoUMr quMUoa
Uoaa aU tha prnfwmoBal pimtcgiilwr, «t timas, ai pirftbc

lo tha Pnae. If ha mtsadi to eo«p«U wUh tha Piwa photo-
aot ba aanoyad at km eoapatilar'a parMteocy.

••* cot by hia naw^ipsr or afncy lo
CM pitAona far Pnaa puipuim. aaditianplohintogattha bat

•am f iiMJili ; bwt I do aot Ihittk ihst mij cif hw wnJiijaii would
tioa hia doing angMhtng tbat »aa not fair mm! aqiMta.—¥<
y. c. w. B.

Tbara am
priBtars,

Kttad

.THE NEW STANDARD PLATE 8IZIS.

To tha Editors.

^tlMnm,—According lo naMffca ia the but two washa' issnia.

' ha impraasian that tn attanpt it to ba outda by tha
' of plalaa, actiag ia oaiaoa, to tafaaa lo aupply the

raphara wilh plataa ia tha " postfard " size and
^ quartar-plata aiia. I lotihaa lael that I am

a dahiaiaa. I aai tiMnfara writing to you
rs wtil ba goud inna^ to ^m aa a olaar

'ords, and without
r« who hate

'card-aiaa
j

undentaad that tha plala-OMUtara are

ohtainiag aopptiaa fai thaaa aia**,

i plsaau r s " we mnat give the

uietus " to all thia apparatus, and sans qnastion forthwith

-<~eod to aqnip ooraalvas with new apparatoa ia sixes " dictated
"

the trms wbo are kind enooich to allow oa tha privilrgr of

rbaiiag thair Buumfactoraa, at their own prieea, and do all this

' boat d«nr. If thia ia so. it is a scandaloaa state of trade, and
. iryiag iajaatica, aad it chills the patriotia spirit of the timet,

I

which is " No Trade with the Enasiy." It aiay create a sense of

retaliatiMi that woold welcoaM inporiad gooda. Thora can be no

,
tariff pwtauliuo wUeh shaHaia soch " bri^adaga."

Hie ezplanatioaa aa lo tha diacardiag of old sissa, in the mana-
lire of which they have made huge proAU, are ridiculous. The
'ive ia apparaot. it ia deeper. The majority of platea naad are

pealcaid sixas, and it is tliair sndeatonr to eomptl oa to uaa a

larger aiia Ihaa n s<assil s t id far oar purposa, at aor lota aad their

proH. I taka it yoa, aa tha imvmi of «ar «nlt» will give oa
opportunity to tally ventilate our Rrievaaca.—I am. Yours
(aithfuDy,

" 26 Tears a Plata-Uaar."

ilnsioers to CorrespondentSa—

*

SPECIAL NOTICE.

At estusgaenas ef getural rtdueed mpplies of paper, as tfu rsjufi

tf pnkibUieit »f Ot» importaiioit of much wood pulp and gras$,

a umaller spae» vriU In aoaUM* wUU fvfrtJmr lMtie$ for nsptias

to tm»po^dtnt».

Mtroomr, wo vM atmoor ht root if stamped and addrotoid enot-

hps is aasfosid for replu: S-oo>U. JatsmaWowai Coapaa. from

roadors ahroad.

The full fmosiiens aiU mmeors wiU bo priH iod omly ia IM* ease of

amiirias ofgoitonU iaisratf.

fa he amoworoi m Iha J'Wday's " Joaraal" must reaeh at^aarfas

apt lattr than Tuotday (peefad Monday), and should bo

to tho Sdilort.

A. E. M.—You can get the viRnettee from Mr. A. W. Bowen, 26,

Dartmouth Park Road, Lordon, N.W.

U. D. M.—No dffubt Mr. R. E. Peeling, 6, Holborn Circus, London,

E.C.. will be able to supply what you want, or possibly undertake

tha tapair.

0. T.—There ia no doubt that the establishment of a studio cornea

within the RetaU Busineasas Order. Tba ofBce to which to apply

in your district ia Queen's College, Paradise Street, Birmingham.

1. S —Tlia book by Byland Phillipa, " With Other Photographers,"

waa pabliahad aoma years ago by Meaars. Kodak, but is now out

of print. Y'ou might ba able to gat it teoond-hand, say from^

Messrs. Foyle.

E. B.—A t<jiung bath which has been axliausted by overuse or haa

be«i made with bad sulphide, or with sulphide the stock solution

of which has deterionUed by storage, is the most common cause of

such bad colaur.

L. K—Tbaf* ia no meaoa of ramoving tha aSect of the intensification.

We ahoutd jodica tbat nothing can be done with the negative

unleaa it ia poeaibia to work up a print or enlargsment from it, and

from that to nwka a new one.

L. 8.—Photographic manorials of the kind yon monUon, made in

hnm, are supplied by Maasrs. Hood, Limited, Middlenbrnugli ;
oa

porealafai by Mr. J. W. Beaufort, Easy Row, Birniiiigham, and

the Farqohar Vitrified Eoamela Co., Dart>y Lodge, Bsat Sheen.

H. M.—A wbolepUte lena ought lo cover eatisfaclorily. Apparently

your leas is not a good one. Your beat choice would be an R.R.

of about 9 in. focal length, such as a Roaa Rapid Symmetrical or

Dallmeyw rapid rectUinear, both good leases, which you can

buy for a pound or two second-hand.

W. 8.—<1) The inquiry is too indefinite for ua to give you a satia-

factory reply. How do you wish to oombine the printa. Perhapa

you eoold send us a sketch of propoaad arrangement. (2) An en-

cloeed arc boms steadily, uses leas current snd carbons, and tba

light is of a nracb more actinic character than that of an open

arc

A. F.—Sistaan feet is rather short for ordinary work, and especially

so for group*- For full-length cabinets the lens should not be

of loagrr focus than S^ m. ; 5) in. for full length C.D.V. For

groups on a half-plate, a lens of 6 or 7 ins. is the shortest

which can be used, but we are afraid it would not be short

enough.

H. H. So far as we know, the Retail Businesses Order does not

apply to Ireland at all. We have the text of the Order, but it

mentions only Great Britain, and gives no address of an oflice

in Ireland to which applications for licences are to be sent. So

it seams pretty evident that no restriction of thu kind appliea

to yoa. '

C. B.—The finn have never made lenaes, and we are unable to say

now whether the R.R.'s issued with their name on them wera-

by a British or by a French maker. If French, the present
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value o( the lens would be about £3. A IS x 12 R.R., of about

2 1 to 21 in». focu», if by Taylor, Taylor and Hobson, Ross, or

Dallmeyer, lias a value of from five to six pounds.

M. M.—Acid uliort stop is any bath which promptly arrests the

further development of the jirints through the action of

the developer contained in the film. One such formula is 1 dr.

oi ai-etic acid to about 30 ozs. of water. Another is, say, i oz.

potass, metabisulphite in 20 ozs. of water. Another is sodium

acid sulphite solution, say, i oz. diluted to 20 ozs. of water.

F. .1.—The licence applies to the biLsiness, not to the owner, and

th«rrefore there is no need to apply for a licence in taking over

th.< existine business. The ijuestion of adding side lines such as

picture-framing, is a debatable point, but in your particular case

we should say that such a .lide-line is so very closely allied to the

photographic business that it could not be considered a new retail

business.

8. N —If the condenser cell is nicked, it is j)robably in order that

• thin bar. such as a st.!el lule, can be laid across in the nicks,

and tlie one cell thereby unscrerwed fi-om the other. But if

it is badly bound, very li)^ely even that will not be enough, in

which case there is nothing for it but to send it to some lens

maker, who could make bosses to grip the two halves, and could

possibly separate them.

E. S.—There is no other way of finishing high-class miniatures exc^t
the careful working in water-colours. A clever artist can do much
with washes with the minimum of stippling. For the best work
the carbon image is almost rubbed away before commencing work,
but with cheaper qualities the carbon basis is left at full strengtli,

and coloured in the usual wav.

H. A.—We are sorry we do not know the suppliers of the Franklyn
gloves, .fudging from your de.scription, they are for electrical

work, and if you cannot get in touch with them through any
local electric supply house, you might try the General Electric
Company, Limited, 67, Queen Victoria Street, E.G., or a firm
of dealers in aircraft supplies, such as Aircraft Equipment
Limited, Long Acre, London, W.C.2.

E. K.—As stated in the review of the Brodrick drying cabinet,
makers heie have not produced apparatus of this kind. The only
drying machinee aie American. The Kodak Company, Kingsway,
London, W.C, supply one, but it is doubtful if they can now
obtain deliveries from America. Another firm which has adver-
tised apparatus of this kind in our columns is the Simplex Photo.
Specialty Co., 337-339, East 34th Street^ New York, U.S.A.

P. G.—(1) The No. 4 Busch portrait aplanat is 13 ins. focus. Pre-
war price with iris diaphragm was £3. Current price to direct
purchaser, say, £1 ISs. to £2. (2) We have no particulars in our
pre-war Busch lists of a rapid .-iymmetrical. We should think it
would be the same thing as the rapid aplanat of //8, the half-
plate lens of which is of 8-in. focus. Pre-war price was £1 15.s
We should say that it would not fetch more than IDs. to 15s., as
•uch R.R. lenses are fairly common.

Vf. J. B.—.Special provision is usually made in the printing bed
of a box printer for dealing quickly with film negatives printed
with a white margin. There was a very eimple and excellent
device of this kind de«criH)ed with illufitrations in the "B J "

ofMarch 30, 1917, obtainable from our publishers, price 4id post
free. You could easily adapt the idea of this to an existing
printer, or you could use the masks sold for the purpose in allmaw by the frnn of .irtista, 5, Rue de Montfaucoai, Paris, VU.

*
u'T^**-""*

*"* '*" ^'«'n«"-ke sensitoraeters, the reiidings of
which differed very considerably. It is, therefore, impossible t,.
giv;, an equivalent H. and D. number for the Warnerko degrees
which you quote. The best we can say is that at the timethe VVaxnerte numoere ware uaed, aay, 1880-1890, 24 deerees
ecu-responded with something lees than the fastest dry-plate ^en
Z J^,^ :::::'

^ Wamerke. This would probably be
only abou ISO to 200 H. and D. as plates are now rated! in
fact, we should say less than that.

*h!;-7i"r "u77 " "^"^'^r '^'^ ""* ^^"'^ '•' ^""'d ^ desirable to

rth.
?^^"'' «';'""«'/<>' the lamps, otherwise your plan seems all

^.11 not re,,uu-e any hght so low as you have drawn it. The lights

to the front of sitter should be from seven to eight feet from
the ground, those at the side a little lower. We do not care
for 2,000-c.p. lamps; the light will be better diffused and the
exposures quicker with the same candle power in 1,000-c.p.
lamps. These should each be fitted with a separate switch, as
you will not always want them all in action.

S. H.—Your first step will be to make three negatives as equal
in density as possible. Next make a strip test of each, developing
for two minutes exactly. This will give you the correct exposure
for each negative. Then get a large sheet of brown paper and
cut an oval in the centre, large enough to vignette one head at
a time. Mark on the edge of the bromide paper where the centre
of each head is to come. Make the exposures successively through
the oval, taking care not to raise or lower the paper as you
move it. Then develop for two minutes. If you do not get an
even result or. the first trial, the second will probably bo all

right.

F. N.—If the portraits were not ordered, that is to say, if you
took them on speculation and it was optional whether the sitter
ordered copies or not, then, unquestionably, the copyright is

yours, and all reproductions of any shape or form are infringe-
ments of it. It is usual for sitters in such cases to sign a formal
assignment of copyright, but tiiat is not absolutely necessary since
in any action evidence would show whether the photograph was
ordered or not. If you have any considerable interests affected
by this infringement, the best thing you can do is to put the
matter in your solicitor's hands, and allow him to be guided
by the little handbook, " Photographic Copyright," which our
publishers issue, price Is. 2d., post free.

A. B.—1. You do not name the town, so. tha* we aannot tell you
whether the Licence Office to which you should apply is the
Hotel Windsor, Victoria Street, London, S.W. (for Kent" Surrey
or Sussex), or 5a, Union Street, Bristol (for Hants, Dorset, ancl
Devon). 2. Yes, cei-tainly a .suitable camera^ although cheap
photographers as a rule do not go in for anything so elaborate.
A yellow screen i.s of no service. 3. There were formerly while-
you-wait cameris taking miniature, postcards, and larger sizes,
but they came from America and are now practically unobtainable
No doubt you could get one second-hand by spending a shilling
or so on a small advertisement. They were sold chiefly bv the
Chicago Ferrotype Company. You might also try Messrs. .1.

Fallowfield, 146, Charing Cross Road, W\C.2, or the Billcliff
Camera Works, Richmond Street, Boundary Lane, Manchester

t «rifisb Immtal of $hoto^«ph^.
The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. Established 1854. PRICE TWOPENCE

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, POST FREE.
United Kingdom.-

Canada
austbalia
New Zealand
South Africa

-One Year, 10s. lOd. ; Six Months, 5s. 5d.
Three Months, 2s. 9d.

One Tear.

uvyijjin .iimn;a I
Thirteen shillings (13s.), or

United States of America (
^ dollars 17 cents, or 18 francs

South America 50 cents, or 9 rupees 12 annas,
India and par east ... ...I ""^ ^ ye°3 30 sens.

Continent of Europe .."'

Federated Malay States, Borneo and Sarawak I^
^^'"*

I 57 CGn tfl

9d^w^n-^
GREENWOOD & Co., LTD., Proprietors and Publishers!

24, Wellington Street, London, W.C.2.
IMPOBTANT NOTICE TO BEADERS.-Until further notice

agents wxll supply the " B. J.'- to order only, as the high price
prevailing for everything in connection with newspaper production
pronibtt the dtstritmton of surplus copies for chance sales. It

)i 'f^p^°r*,
^<^isary in order to ensure the regular delivery ofine B. J. each week to place an order definitely with a dealer,

^l>^Cr "^ ^°°'"^'^'^ «'«'^. <» to »«««i a subscription to the
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The Colortial
Number.

EX CATHEDRA.
It in evidently a sign of the more or less

speedy return to fresh and rejuvenated

national conditions that the announce-

ments by British firms in the forthcoming Colonial and

Foreign Numb^ of the " British Journal " already assure a

wide and imiwrtant representation of the several divisions of

the trade. In the case of some firms no doubt the induce-

ment to advertise is small as a result of orders which have

gone on accumulating for the past year or two, and which

will call for some considerable time for their execution.

Nevertbeleas, it is satisfactory to find that firms in this

position, as well as those who can do with as much business

as they can get, are recognising the value of the opportunity

of brin^^ng their name directly before the thousands of buyers

in quantity of photographic goods to whom the issue is sent.

Bat whatever may Iw the special circamstanc^s of a firm, it

is, we think, plam beyond the possibility of denialjthat the

manufacturer or merchant who considers not merely the

immediate future but the " long shot " is alive to the neces-

sity of meeting foreign competition by keeping the resources

and prestige of the British photographic trade before buyers

throughout theworld.

Oavelopintf Despite the enormoas number of

Bpomidea by bromide prints which are now produced,
Tima. there is a comparatively small propor-

tion of tbam which can be placed in the first class for

quality. The weak point with most workers is incorrect

exposure and in a smaller degree insufficient development,

the general practice being to over-expose and under-

develop. The first result of this is to produce prints which

are not uniform in depth and colour, tor the simple reason

that unless developed singly it is very difficult to allow

exactly the same period of development for each. If we

compare a dosen bromides from an ordinary studio with

a hundred printed and developed b^ an automatic machine

we shall find much greater variation in the former than

in the latter, because with the machine-made ones the

exposures are all uniform and all have the same amouat
of development. Makers of bromide paper usually men-

tion two minutes in a normal amidol developer as the

time neoeesary to obtain a proper depth, but it is not

uncommon to find printers giving thirty seconds or less.

It may be imagined that more time is occupied if the

development is carried on for the correct period, but this

is not so, as more prints can be handled in the solution

at once. If correctly exposed the action of the developer

stops, and o%'er-development is impossible. This can be

demonstrated by anyone possessing such a machine as the

Oraber, which will evenly expose any number of prints

which are afterwards developed in strips. We have seen

a man handle forty or fifty strips in the developer at once,
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aud the results were quite uuiform in colour. Exposures

should be calculated to give i)roper depth with from two

to three miuutes' develoi)ineut, aud for normal negatives

there should be little if auy bromide put in the developer.

It is impossible to get rich sepia tones by auy process on

priuU wliich are insufficiently developed, because there is

not sufficient silver deposited to give the colour when

turned into sulphide.
* *

Titling When large numbers of prints bearing a

PHntSi title or other wording are required the

sysl«m usually employed by publishers, that of stripping

the title from a special negative and transferring it to the

subject negative, is doubtless a good one, but requires con-

siderable practice to do it neatly, unless wet collodion

be used for the titles, when the stripping can easily be

done. An easier plan for the ordinary oi^eratoris to make

his title or lettering on a process plate and to cut it and

the view negative to the required size and shape, assem-

bling them upon a sheet of glass, to which they are secured

with lantern slide binders, or red paper and rubber solu-

tion. We have seen a souvenir card consisting of a title,

a verse, and the signature of the poet, the latter copied

from a letter treated in this way with a very happy result.

One lialf-plate negative was taken of the title and verse,

one of the signature, and these were cut and fixed above

and below the view negative (also a half-plate reduced in

width), which was direct from nature. The finished print

was of whole-plate size showing a good margin. Although
the original order was for a hundred copies only, the

job was so well appreciated that in the end five times that

number were supplied. When only a few copies are re-

quired it is quite easy to put in titles by double printing,

which can be most easily effected in a printing box. To
ensure correct placing of the title, it is necessary to make a
pencil line on the back of the bromide paper while it is on
the subject negative in the exact position the title should

occupy, and to lay this line upon the title for the second
printing. If a film manufacturer woulu give us thin cellu-

loid, coated with process emulsion, titling would be much
simplified.

» » »

Baolted Now that the season for outdoor work
Plate*. is again with us a word as to the value
of backing plates for almost every class of subject will not
be amiss. Nearly everyone uses backed plates for interiors
in which windows have to be included, but many stop at
this and do not think them necessary for ordinary out-
door work, with the result that, although ithere is no
pronounced sign of halation, there is a general flattening
of the lighting. This was i)erhaps less noticeable when
slow plates with fairly opaque films were more generally
used, but most modern rapid plates are inclined to be
transparent and more liable to halation. It may be
necessary to jjoint out that this does not imply a lack of
silver in the film, but only a difference in its condition.-
Unfortunately, the plate makers' price for backing has
gone up in sym])atliy with tkU of the plates themselves,
and this has led some who previously used backed plates
exclusively to provide them only for exceptional subjects,
a practice which often causes them to be out of reach
when most wanted. Every dark room should contain a
pot or tube of backing colour and a small sponge to apply
it with; if diluted with methylated spirit it will dry
so quickly that when half-a-dozen plates are wanted the
first will be dry enough to put into the slide by the time
the last is coated. Although the makers have now aban-
doned the red backing in favour of black, the red answers
perfectly in most cases. What is needed is to destroy
the reflective character of the inner surface of the glass.

and it is interesting .to note that the white backing of

the now defunct self-developing plates was quite effective.

We remember seeing a photograph of an ordinary upright

incandescent gas light taken on one of these wrthout any

trace of blurring.

MINOR REPAIRS TO APPARATUS.

In the preservation of photographic apparatus in a satis-

factory working condition many little repairs can be done

by anyone with no more than the average degree of handi-

uess, and the delay involved in sending the apparatus

away for repair thus avoided. As many of us well know,

it is not the time actually taken by the professional

repairer which deprives one of one's apparatus for so long

a period, but the time which elapses before a particular

job can be takeu up in its proper place among other wait-

ing orders. Therefore, we may usefully refer to some of

the more ordinary defects to be found in cameras and

other commonly used apparatus and give some indications

of simple means of repair.

If the camera has experienced a good deal of use iu

damp weather out of doors, and has not always been

thoroughly dried after use there is a tendency for the

screws in its mahogany body to become loose or even fall

out, a state of things which is the more likely to occur

if the wood used in the first instance has not been fully

seasoned. If it is a case simply of a few loose screws due

to wear, it is quite an easy matter to plug the holes and

thus obtain a firm hold for the screw. The best way to

do this is to get a few odd pieces of cigar-box wood and,

taking a small piece slightly larger than the whole diame-

ter of the liead of the screw, to whittle it down so that it

will just fit tightly into the hole, the piece being given a

slight taper. It is worth while taking a little care in

order to get a good fit. The wood is then lightly coated

with seccotine or ordinary glue and gently hammered into

tlie hole as far as it will go. All the holes needing treat-

ment iu this way should be attended to and the camera

put aside for the adhesive to harden thoroughly before

the projecting ends of the inserted wood slips are cut off

and the screws re-inserted. This is a far better plan than

making shift with a larger screw, even when that is pos-

sible, which is not always the case, owing to the small

aperture of any little brasswork fitting which is secured

by the screw. We have even cured the same trouble

occurring in the case of a blunt-ended screw having a worn

thread on a small all-metal camera by cementing it in with

fish-glue. On a field camera there is sometimes a tendency

for the nuts and thread which hold the strut carrying the

front and the reversing back to suffer wear at the point

where strength is most required, that is, between the

shoulder and the nut and the strut of the camera. A
couple of brass or copper washers or burrs, such as are

used when riveting, if placed between the nut and the

strut will help to give a firmer grip unless the wear is

very bad. In renewing worn brass screws a word of

caution may be given. On no account should the screws

be replaced by those of steel, or there is certain to be

the occasion of regretting this trifling and false economy.

We remember once fastening a lens flange to its panel with

steel screws. In the course of time, during much outdoor

use, the screws rusted in so firmly that when it was wished

to sell thei lens it was impossible to get the flange off with-

out a certain damage to the lens panel.

Most probably any camera which had any long usage

will require some repair work to the bellows. Pin-holes

are best mended by sticking a piece of cloth, or, better

still, thin leather, over the part. Black cloth is, of course,

the most suitable, and an odd piece bought from a dealer
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1. b(K>k-binder'9 requisites will serve for a good many jobs.

V\ repair is in hand the bellows should be care-

fu .ued with a view to discovering any worn places

which may come to bt- a source of leakage without being

gu>pected. If the bellows are very old, it is most probable

that they will sag in the centre, e^>ecially if of any con

aiderable length. It is not at all a difficult matter to

make such serviceable for a considerably further period.

Let the camera be racked out to its full extension and the

bellows given a coating, inside, of very thin liquid glue.

Great care should be taken to brush the liquid well into

the folds, but it should not be applied too thickly or it

i'l be a very long time in drying. Some people apply the
.le aiso to the outside folds of the bellows, but it is sus-

Dtible to damp, and it is better to use copal varnish
. r the outside. The varnish can, indeed, be used for

th* n-ide, though not quite so good a stiffener. A few
das- at leaet should be given, with the camera fully ex-

tended, for the stiffening coating to drv. It may soon
"Aom dry enough, but is liable to cause sticking of the

(la woen the camera ia closed unlea given the oppor-
),aiiity to become thoroughly hard. The inside should, of

eourse, receive a freah coat of dead blade.

The amatfeur repairer ia not recommended to under-
take any joba on shutters, at anr rate, thoae of the
between-lena type. To do so usually means more work for

the ptofeasioiiiil repairer. The rubber bulb of the rdease
can be easily tested for tightness by sqoeemne it under
water and any part which shows lenkage can oe patched
like a cycle tube.

The woodwork of the camera should have a oaraful

polishing with a good furniture polish, taking care to avoid

touching the lacquered braas fittings with the polish.

Some brands of poli«h which we have used will remove

lacquer. If only field and studio cameras were regularly
renovated by the photographer as though they were
valuable furniture there would be fewer complaints of
their failure to withstand auy wear. Some of the appara-
tus that we have seen has been in a disgraceful condi-
tion, woodwork dull and lacking in polish, even clammy
with overmuch handling. No wood is like mahogany for
showing every mark upon its surface, but a good occasional
polishing and a frequent rub over with a dry, soft cloth
and chamois leather will do much to keep its gooil appear-
ance and condition.

Dark -slides which are not perfectly light-proof are a
source of constant apprehension to their user. We are
all of us familiar with the operator who needs to hold
his slide rolled up in the focussing cloth until the very
last minute, and even while inserting it into its groove
feels the necessity of carrying out manipulative feats in
order to prevent possible admission of Ii?ht. The most
likely source of leakage is the division between the two
halves of the slide, due to shrinkage of the wood through
rapid drying after exposure to a damp atmosphere. A
way to reniedy matters in this respect is to cement a
la^er of fairly thick black velvet along the edge of the
slide round «11 four sides. This will make the catches
hold more tightly as well as provide a trap for anv entrance
of light. We have several times repaired book-form slides

in this way, and have had no trouble from leakage of
light afterwards. If the hinged flaps on the shutters are
worn they may be renewed with small strips of leather
cloth or book-binder's cloth cemented over the previous
one. It may not sound a good plan, but we have used it

many times. Usually there is ample room in the
cnt-off of the slide for the very little extra thickness whioh
the leather cloth represents.

DRYING WITH SPIRIT: THE CAUSE OF WHITE
DEPOSITS AND THE DRYING EFFICIENCY OF SPIRIT.

[M. L. P. CUm. who. dniing the gysatsr part of the war. has taken an active share in the Photographic Section of the French

I the following eoMrttoMon to the " Itullrtin of Uia French Photographic Society." It will be seen that

proUsoM ariainf (rom the eniplojrnMnt ef photography upon differsot iiaris of the Western front have been shown, on investiga-

tion, to have a very direct rektiaii to tboss met with in ordinary indoor work where alcohol i« used for the rapid <lrying of

negatives.—Eda.. " BJ."]

inunrfaed in alcohol, the gelatine pcwvsnta the precipitation

of this carbonate of lime, which, thus proteoted, forms with

the gelatine a transparent homogeneous mixture, that is a solid

solution. It is known, moreover, tbsit colloids, of which geUr
tine is the moat perfect type, are able to oonfiar the ooUoidal

state oposi substances whioh othsrwiae woold not assume it.

Bui bicarbonate of lime, while soluble in water, is oom-
pletsAy insoluble in alcohol, and the white turbidity which

is foimsd when alcohol is dilated with ordinary water is due
to the preoipitatioa o( this salt Now, when a negative is

placed in alcohol before having been left to dry, there ia a
tendency for the precipitation of carbonate of lime hom the

water with which the gelatine is imptvgnated, hot if the ve-

placcment at the water by the alcohol w not complete the

protective part played by the gelatine is still exhibited by a

retardation or a prevention of the preopitation, at any rwts

up to a point of sudden upaet ci the equilibrium by very

rapid drying-

litis precipitation may be compared with the iormation of

a grain by the drying of the familiar ground-glass varnish,

consisting of a solution of resins in ether, to which a small

prriportion of benzole has been added. The benrole alone does

K AlflMSt all the lentsons «B|>kgring isrial photography in

njonction with the TnaA army serriee thstw cwipped up at

f>n« time or another the prodoctioa of a trtnt* opalsaccnt

depdsit betwssa the i^asa and the grlaUne film of nagatives

hswtily dried sMsr immsnicst in an alcohol bath. The dafeet

waa oit«i maAed mfim parte of the plaU wUdb were Am liat

to dry, and partiealsrly showed itseU after kmt iunMrsion

ia undiluted spirit followed by rapid diying wifli the aid of

beat. The dafeet has fawqwenUy been atteibated to the in-

<«4ior quality of the spirit which wss used, bat it is pvodnoed

:«t as easily when the pore alcohol is ttaplajtd. It is en-

r«ly doe to the salta of lime in the wash water, and has

«n foand to noenr most readily in those sections of the army

cnpying parts of the front in a chalky or limestone region,

idi as ArUiim, Fkardy, Champagne, and Woevra,

of Ume, which is present in all wntscs (with

of dktilled water and freshly collected rain

»tai) ia a salt whiA is rsgwded sa neomaary for rendering

. water palatable, bnt on evaporaticsi it leaves cmhanttm of

foiBiing the chisf part of the incruatatians on boalecs

of the fw in hettlss.

livw ia dried withoot having ptesMoaly been
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not dioaolre the reflin, and add«d in excess woudd predpitaie

th«m from tbedr solutLon in the ether. On dirfing, the ether,

which ifl tiie more volatile of the two liquids, is the firet to

eimponJDe, and thus leaves an ezoees of benzole, which pre-

cipitates t^e resins as a grain. A varnish without benzole

would leave a transparent film ; a varnish containing a large

proportion of ether gives a very fine grain, particularly if tiie

drying is viery glow ; whilst a varnish containing miich benzole,

or one which is dried too rapidly, gives a coarse grain. It

will be seen, theq^efore, that theow is a certain resemblance to

the formation of the deposit of lime salts by alcohol.

On the one hand, the deposit is not produced in negatives

which are rinsed in distilled water, however long they may be
immersed in fresh spirit ; on the other hand, the deposit is

prodooed as readily with pure alcohol ais with denatured spirit,

which shows that the cause of the deposit lies in the water
employed for washing. If the depoeit is due to the pirecipita-

tion by the spirit of bicarbonate oif lime, soluble in water but
insoluble in alcohol, it should be possible to produce the
deposit under other expeirimental conditions, using any salt
which is soluble in water but insoluble in alcohol, such, for
example, as carbonate of soda.

Three plates (fixed and washed) were soaked in a 1 per cent.
solution of caa-bonate of soda. One of them. A, was left to
dry spontaneously; another, B, was soaked for ten minutes
in a spirit bath which had become somewhat diluted by pre-
vious use, amd was then put to dry in a moderately wanned
room

; the third plate, C, after immersion for ten minutes in
the same spirit bath as that used for B, was soaked for a
furUwr ten minutes in fresh alcohol, and then dried before a
good fij?e. The periods of drying were respectively one hour,
half an hour, and five minutes. Plate A is perfectly trans-
parent; plate B shows only a v«ry slight deposit, and that
existing in the comer of the negatives which was highest in
the draining rack, and thus dried the fi.rst ; the plaite C has
the appearance of an opal glass.

In order to avoid with certainty the formation of this white
deposit on negatives dried with alcohol, it is necessary either
to use a water free from lime salts, such as distilled water,
ram water, or water which has been treated with a disin-
crustant, or to convert the bioao-bonate of lime which is con-
tained in the gelatine into a salt, which is solujble not onlym water but also in alcohol, imimediately before placing the
negatives in the alcohol.

Noy, ttie chloride, nitrate, and, to a lesser degree, the
acetate of kme are soluble in alcohol, and are immediately
fanned^4en carbonate of lime is brought into contact with
a solufaon (which may be a very dilute one) of a correspond-
ing acid. The unmarsion of the negative immediately before
putting them in the spirit in a weak bath of hydix^chioric

r -A r*;
''^^^^^^^ ««i<l to a litre of water) suffices

to avoid the formation of the deposit on drying

J^J^^ "^A^^ ^^ *^* bicarbonate, i« pi^ent in almost

tZT^ and IS also uisoluble in alcohol, but it is generally

uTt >.

"^
?T*'*^ ^'^^ ^ bicarbonate. Moi^vei

ni.Sc^dr't'^"''' ™ "^ "^"*^ °^ hydrochW ";
mtnc «ad than it is m pu.^ water, the solutions thus acidified

S7h«
"" P^^^P^**** - ^tion of alcohol. The iZ^t

uitX""L^nrfC:;.rr:edt o^rt "-i^

"

l^ra^on of the acid^by th^ su^^^^^^ Ir^,^
P^r^^L^ho-rte^aSfwed^rr Vl t*«nned, s..bsequent tr^i^JuZf^ deposit to be

«» ch^ac^of the deiS^ JTl ^ ^f^
according to

oi rae aepoeit. If the deposit covers a fairly

large surface of the negative, the latter should be passed
through a bath of the diluted hydrochloric acid and dried
again. If the deposit exists simiply as a patch of small area
it will disappear by directing the breath upon it for a few
minutes. The caribonate of lime re-dissolves under the action
of the moostuire and carbon dioxide of the expired air.

A question of some importance in the drying of negatives
with spirit is the effect oi the strength of the spirit upon
the duration of drying. After having found that the time o£
drying of a negative treated with spirit is almost independent
ol the time of immersion in the spirit when this latter is

greater than ten minutes, we investigated the effect of pro-
gressive dilution of the spirit on the time of drying, the period
of immension ol the negative in the spirit being kept consitant

at ten minutes. For this purpose gelatino-bromide plates and
pajjers of 13 x 18 cm. size were fixed, washed, and then placed
respectively in denatured spirit of 90 degs. used in admixtur»

M

/
y

V

s'

}< /
/

B

-—

'

{Proportion of water in 100 vol. of spirit.

Fig. 1.

with water, so that the proportion of water to 100 parts of
spirit ranged from 10, 20, to 90 partis. After allowing five

minutes for draining, not included in the time reckoned as
drying, the plates and papers weire left to dry spontaneously
at a constant temperatune of 64 degis. F., aiway from air
currents, each plate placed alone on a draining rack and each
print hung freely by a string without having been blotted.
The results of these tests are ^(ho^vTl in the curve, Fig. 1, where
the curve A oorresponds with plates and B with papers.
Plainly no absolute value dan be attaidhed to the times thus
determined, since in all dlying operaitions the quality- and
thickness of the gelatine and the oonditionis of drying are
variable quantities. But it is seen tliait the effectiveness of
spirit as an accelerator of drying falljs off very quickly as the
solution is diluted, the times of drying being relatively to
that of drying after treatment with fresh spirit, doubled when
the spirit contains 20 per cent, of water.

It remains to discover approximately the number of nega-
tives or prints of a given size which oould be treated with a
given volume of alcohol ait this dilution, whidi is considered
as the practical limit in the use of alcohol. In order to
calculate this numbei-, tan 13 x 18 cm. plates and ton 13 x
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18 on. dtntott of bromid* pi4>er wore fixed and loell washed.

After wmbang, the platM Hid pmptn were dnined and the

wash water ooUeoted and weigbed. Platee and papers wei«

hfn weired first wet, dwD after ooiiif>let« drying. Tin
: ires obtained were aa foUo>wa :

—

Weii^t. wet
drr ....

Water abMirbed.

drained .

One plate

UxU.
S3.8 gms.
81.0 ..

2.8 ..

38 .

Oneiibaet
Uzl8.
7.5 gms.
4.7 ..

2.8 ..

2.3 ..

Kr tgarm, and aaanming t4ut after ten minute*'

..uineiBicB in tt* tpirik bath eqoilibriam i» eatabliahed between

the liqniAi in and ontaide the gelatine, aacaining also

/
1. /
3 ;:=:::::::.

5. /. .:;•

I ,:

.

,
1 .: ,.

''
l ..i..^

.

,\-:.... ' '

'
'.1 ' ^.

the rolninea of aleohol abM>H>ed by t4i« pUl<<» or p«|>«Ts ar*

wapadiraly equal to the rolunet u( water abore datermiiMd,

and naglaoltng any avaporatioa of aknhol, we eakdbiad, for

an initial tolnma ol tlu<ea litraa (3,000 c.ca.) of aleelMl, Mm
pragnaarra dilntioa lor aadi plate or aaolt ahaat ol

eeordiiig to the laam matboda ol handlia^ :—
A. !%• pUUa or papan ara takan loo^tly from the last

» asli ««t>r into fte aloolwl bath, wilhmt intermediaU drain-

.;. and r«M>«<ed quickly from the aleohol balii, th* dfMBinipi
. : aleohol being loat

B. The plat4« or papers ava drained bslots iaaMraing in

the spirit, bat net on rsnowal fraa Um ipsiit, the latter

draininga being loat.

C. The plataa «r papea are drained b slore and after iajnar-

sion in tb« alcohol, the spirit dradnings being collected and
returned to the spirit bath.

Gomparieone made by means of an hydrometer between the
spirit bath after use, according to tike diff«>rent oonditions just

mentioned, together with obucftiations of the nunJ>er8 of

negatives or printa and of the dilntiotu at which the aloohol

was ueed, have shonti a saitaslactory agreement between oaku-
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p
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Naabar ol print* trMlad.

Fig. 3.

lation and praetaee, the same denatured aloohol and the same
waah water being employed. Diagrama Figa. 2 and 3 ahow
the Boaiben ot negatire* or printa tfcoa determined, in par-

tieuUr tiM dilutioa limit (introdnotion ol 20 parte of

per 100) ia reached after treatouBt ol :

—

KXHEBIMBNT.1L CONDITIONS.
A. B.

Plates 102 200
Papers 135 350

0.

aw
305

Comparison ol these figana <nif)haaiaea die praotioal adran-
tage ot draining negatitaa and of draining or, atill better, ol

bloitiBg printa before and after their treatment in the spirii

baih, and spirit drainings being rsftamed to the latter bath.

A more eoonomioal employment of the prouuas i* obtained by
peaaii^( negatiTce or prinU sneceawTely into two apirit hatha,
the aaoood ol which thus beeooMa Silnied Tery slowly. The
dilution of the first bath may tiien reach aa much as 60 parte

ol water per 100 before it needs to be nplaoed by batti No. 2,

and the Utter by fresh spirit. L. P. Clbkc.

FOURTEEN POINTS ON COLOUR.
1. PBOTOOBAnixBa in the near future wtU hava to intercet

thanaatfea in the qaaetioH ol colour, if they aiw not doing so, aa

it ia mA aa iarportani ckaaant in portraiture, and aa regards

handwoHi is ptactieally the monopoly of profcasionala, and a
line, if it ia given doa fniiahlaiatiijii, which will enhance the

pto6ta. There are plenty ol middle-olaaa people who can afford,

and wiA lor, a trutliful portrait ia colour if it ean be done
wtthoat a lot of fnas and bother to thaaMelna. Workers of the

Intare will be earning more money, and are already taking
awre'oleaanre in their homee, and will want portrait* with
aa adiad charm.

S. CokMT haa been called the annahine of art, aa it amiata

weoderfuUr in the eiprsaaion ot beauty, bat onfortunately ita

nee and applicatica do sot aeem to be governed by law^, aa in

the eaaeof oompoiitkmaad li^t and «hade. If we turn to 1 o< 'ca

on coloar ther aoteoly demand a lot of time for study, but tlioy

are too theoretical to be aaeily nndeietood, and it seems difficult

loT an artiet to get kdip oat ol them in their pwent lorm, or

to he able to refer to such books for a adieme ol colour for •
particular purpoae like one can refer to B.J.A. for

a foranla. The greatoet difficulty in arranging a colour

design is the qualitiee and quantitiea of colour entering

into a scheme of harmony. Theae and several other

points ate not dealt with in booka on colour, for

the aimple reason that a number ol fine apecifflens are

required to display what cannot be given in words ; there-

fore I should tike to see a colour theatre or coUege eatablished

in London for diaplaying fine apecimena, for lacturee, lateet

reeulta of colour photography, colour organ displays, and other

itana of interest to artists, dcaigners, floriata, etc. As it is,

aKiata practically have to teach themaelves by studying appear-

anoea and referring to acknowledged portrait masterpieoea.

Fortunateiv there are plenty for our guidance, as colour is the

quality which haa contributed to their preeervation.

3. " There is one quality of good colour," to quote Profeeeor

Church. " which liea at the very root of all suooeaelnl employ-
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tnent of vivid hues. It consists in minute variations of hue

and tone within th« same surface. A colour must not be abeo-

hittJT uniform, flat «nd monotonous unless it be very pale, very

dull, or verv dark when the absence of this ' throbbing
'
or

' palpiUtin« ' quality, though undesirable, is less observed. We
have before «• as we write a fine old Chinese vase of turquoise

CMckle. Apart from the mosaic texture, resulting from in-

numerable fissures in the glaze, what a number of variations in

•ppeartutoe does this turquoise colour offer !
Where the colour

is thinnest it is paler and verges more upon green ; where it is

thi<i«Bt it is at once deeper and more Wue, and there are in-

DUJnerable hues and tones. In painting similar effects may be

produced by unequal glazings and scumbUngs of one hue upon

another." What axtists sometimes call " accidental " colour,

only got by mixing colour on the palette—^the airbrush is too

medianioal to «ive itr—an unoonBcious picking up and applying

of tints gives this play and is, no doubt, what Whistler had

in hi« mind when he explained " that it was impossible to pro-

duce the same masterpiece twice over—as difficult as for a hen

to lay the same egg twice."

4. The influence of design on colour can only be explained

by showing the same pattern in various schemes of colour. In

making a complex colour arrangement it is well to begin by

planning first its leading parte, the additions will then be

easier. The colour of an object may 'be beautiful, but much of

that beautjy may be lost or neutralised by its surroumdings.

Harmony of colour must come not alone from the object we a^re

planning, iiut also from the person who is to wear it. As an

example, take a man's portrait dressed in black and seated,

colour it and mato the background a rich blue, then show it to

a critic, he will at once say :
" Bad colour, background comes

too forward, looks cheap, the face appears leathery, etc." But

you use the same blue on a lady's coat trimmed—collar, oufis

and flounce—^with black velvet, and show it to the same critic
;

he will say, "Who's the lady?" which means he is interested,

and it is pleasing.

6. If you have strong contrasts of colour the contrasts of tone

between them must be small. The Japanese often made the most

fuccessiul use of violent contrasts of colour by being careful

that thev should be the same tone value. And again, where

you have strong contrasts of tone, such as Rembrandt was fond

of, you cannot successfully have strong contrasts of colour as

well. If Reynolds wished to paint a lady in a dress of gold

Bilk with a Ulue badkground he made a compromise by making
all the Eihadows of the dress and accessories a brown colour to

keep a harmony in his work. It will be found in nature that

her general colour scheme is divided into warm and cold colours.

Harmony arises from the reflection of one colour upon the

adjoining, so as to produce a blending, interlacing of the

various hues, producing a chain of connections between the

extremes of hot and cold. The practise of this was the success

of the Dutch school. The colour of flesh indoors is oool in the
lights and warm blown in the shadows. It is said Delacroix

j

was so srnrprised to find, when his model put his head out of

the window he was a different colour : that flesh showed its true
colour in the oipen air with cool violet shadows. A portrait

does not depend upon a number of little touches, but upon the
big relation and differences of warm and cool colours simply
employed. WhistleT obtained his harmonies by employing tone

and variations of a limited number of colours.

6. Photography is remarkable for the ease in which gradations

of tone melts imperceptibly into each other without strokes,

lines, dots, or scratches, therefore—as every material speaks its

own language—it is not advisable to destroy by sloppy brush-
work, its chief characteristic, but to maintain this and the

high-class appearance of the paper that manufacturers strive

to supply. Those who can admire bold brushwork over the

exactness of a photograph can enjoy a drum accompaniment to

a mandoline. Students turn to books on painting for assistance,

and get led astray about brushwoil', whioh rightly belang to

oil and water-colour sketching from nature. Why try to hide

the photo base when experts can easily detect it ?

7. Compare Gainsboro's thin painting, which is esteemed for

beauty and freshness to Hogarth's heavy, solid paint. Rem-
brandt's early work is smoothly painted, and quite as vigorous

as his late and much rougher style. The vigour of effect de-

pends on truth of tone, of light and shade, not on thickness

and roughness of paint.

8. The cdlourist has definite colours for the faoe, dress, and
hair, the backgi-ound being left entirely to the artist's

skill, and as so much depends on the impoi'tance of tihe

colour support, it is hoped the following will be helpful. As
some sort of guidance to a student, it is pointed out that great

masters very often made use of tihe small interval of colour, like

Velasquez's " King of Spain "—^the coat is black and the back-

ground black. Holbein's "King Henry VIII."—the coat is

light blue against a darker blue 'background. Leighton's
" Moretta "—the dress is apple green against an olive green.

Millais' "Bubbles" is green velvet against olive brown. These

are just a few thought of at random. It is impossible to give

rules, but the general tendency is a complementary colour

behind the figure, and its contrasting colour in front. In some
of the old masters the background is gray, the coat black, and
the waistcoat yellow. With ladies this is easier to arrange if

the background is greenish and the dress red, the contrast is by

means of a string of blue beads. If a little of the colour of

interest is repeated in the background it links the parts to-

gether. The use of a contrasting colour separates the subject

from the background. If you are compelled to use contrasting

colours which do not perfectly harmonise, a way out of the

difficulty is to mix a little of each colour with each other. Say
a bright red dress and a full green background take a little

of the edge off the green with some of the red and carry a little

of the green into the shadows of the dress. This metihod, with
other strong contrasts, should give an improvement.

(To be continued.J A. Veenon Godbold.

SBErFIEI.D AND DiSTEICT PeOFESSIONAL PhOTOGEAPHEES' AsSO-
oiATioif.—A meeUng was held on May 7 in SteiphenBom's Cafe, a
fair number of members being present. After passing the minutes
of the last meeting, a discussion took place on the proposal of the
Ministry of Labour to train discharged officers and soddiers with a
view to becoming proprietors of photographic businesEes. After a
long diactusion, the matter was left in the hands oi Mr. Gould, who
OTiginally brought up the subject for discussion, that he might
gather more information on details whioh were at present doubtful.
A very interesting topic then brought forward was " The Best
Mcihod of Studio Artificial Lighting for Portraiture." Half-watts,
Manon's Northli^, the WeBtmineter amd Jandus aires, and mercury
vapour all had champions, and some very interesting opinions were
heard. The subject was so ititeresting that "hst-oar " timie came
when arguments were still unfinished, and the theme will be further
pursued at the next meeting. The Aasooiation welcomes new

members. The hon. sec.'a address is 137, Pinsltone Street,

Sheffield.

Photogeaphic Naval Was Recoed.—Arrangements are being

made by the Admiralty for a permanent exhibitior in the Imperial

War Museum of a complete photographic record of every ship of

both the Royal Navy and Mercantile Marine employed during the

war, together with a series illustrating, so far as is possible, every

incident of interest or operation with which the sea forces were con-

nected. The Admiralty invite any member of the public, and

especially officers and men who have been demobilised from the R.N.,

R.N.R., and R.N.V.R., to contribute photographs or negatives,

depicting subjects of interest from the naval point of view, which
have been taken during the period of hostilities at home or abroad.

The Director, I.W.M. Photographic Depot (Naval iSection), 12,

Coventry Street, W.l, will consider photographs or negatives sub-

mitted.
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PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[Prarioos articlea o( this aeries, in which (he aim of the writer is

portnitare, hare mppered weekl v since the beginning of the present year,

length of that bjr the same writer which ran through the " British Journal

generation of photographers, and particnlarlv those engaged as assistants,

or her saggestion will be weloomed. The subjects of the prerions articles

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3i.

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10>.

Maneglm the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Btakgtaaait (Jan. M).
StoAo Bnoenres (Jan. 31).

ArtiOeU UglbUng (Feb. 7i.

Printiiig rroeseeee lor Portraiture (Feb. 14).

Studio Aeceseoriee and Furniture (Feb. 21 >.

The SarroondiiigB of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

to communicate items of a long experience in studio

. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

" some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

of the series have been as follows :

—

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21).

About the Reception Room (March 28;.

Home Portraiture (April 4).

PorUble Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

HMidling the Studio Camera (April 25).

Uore About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 7).

ADVERTISING THE STUDIO.

*ho »UrU « photograpltic

iiey. To inake mautj yoa
and to get onfers yoa miiat aanoaaoe to tiiat

w.o ^wmaranity wliaee patrona^ yoa seek tli»t yon
< a-illing to aerre tfcen. An American humourist has said

uiat trying to do bariaeaa witlioat adTertising b like winking

at a girl in Hie derk : jron know iriwt yon an doing, bat
nobody elee doe*. Ae eonpetition incrcesea, adTartieuig

beoMnee not* and move nsotesary, and we can pstfre tkie by
relerring to any old utmrnyt̂ m <d twenty-five or thirty

afo. Then one fooad no drapers' adriiilissiimiite

ftnd the moot proaiiaent poeitions, ervn whole front page* in

• I.. .",>at dniliee, oeenpied by people in this line of butineee.

the fint ttiing the photoffwpher has go* to realise is

ibsi althoa^ k* a^ be an artist he is also a Iwdesiiiiii.

Not only photognphers, bat BMny pointers >ad eMilpton
•aBer eiUMr Iroan a lack ol knoidedge on this seo«« or a take

pride «hi4t will not allow the«i to reeegnise the feel I

know matm IImb «ae painter ol gr»at ability who hoe a hMd
iob to aake eade neet baoMne tliey are retiring nea «Im

• incapable ol elbowing their «ay into "aoeiety " and
Ming talked aboat. Let it not be iwegiwed that 1 reeesn-

-nd any artist, whether |Ai it<>fr»phes' or pnialer, to degrade
< art by pMtdmng to pofmlar teete, againet his own in-

incte, bat to pUoe ol his beet boldly bef«« the world and
.twait reeaha.

There saw a few ptuAogisphsn wlw hn** ande a Baae in
•• w»y osaally loUowed by artiate—thai ia to saf, by being

eent ai nay pablic htaetion or soeial ereoi to whieh they

n obtain the eatrte, and hj sedaloooly seeking introdoc-

ns to all who may be aselnl to them; bat tiiie «ny u
\ ioasly not open to the majority, who ha«e to cater lor all

riaases. and aamt attract attientian in a mors bosiaeeslike

way. Aa Hm aaparior peiaon woold pot it. they mast stoop

the praotioee ol the liailaamaii

In ttw first ploee, I take it tor granted that a photographer
has istdtilisheil himaill ia a locality ooigoBial to his own
tastes, lor il Hue be aot so the elavereet advertiaiag will not
avail him. A man whoa* aatoaal venae ie Bedford Park will
lo h(yelsaalj ooi ol Ua akaaeat in Bow ; and so with many

iter plaeaa.

An error which ia mate by many people who shoald know
rter is to atart ad«««iaiag bofan *• gooda at* ready lor

{lelivwry. MmA mtmrng u waoted every year in this way;
Ihcrsiom, it ia aacaaaaiy to see that rrarything is in fall

renaing order beiore ssskii^ paUicity. Nothing is *o die-

appoiotiac to a woold^e eastomer as to arrive at a new.studio
and to flad it still in the hand* of the decaratom. I w«Il

reoManber a leason which a friend reoeLved in this way. He
had advertised the opening of his studio in an eBeotive way,

nd when the most important lady in the locality came for a
sitting he had, to explain that owing to some onlorceeen diffi-

culty his stodlo camera and lens had not arrived from London.
He oBered to take her «-ith an ooidoor outfit, but she was
aeooetomed to good-claas London studioe, and she indignantly

declined. He eventually made good, bat considered that the

loss of prestige which he sustained throogfa this oooorrenoe

cost him more than a delagr of several vMeks in opening would
hare done. The necessity for observing such tilings is shown
by the laot that a business man with no knowledge of photo-

graphy can start Mudioe and boild up a lai^ge irade by
employing operators, while a olever photographer may wait

in vain lor sitters.

lliere are many farlors in making a business which may be

claeaed oader the heading of adrertiaing. Dm prcmiaea them-

aelvoa are the first When Mr. Sellridge eame to London to

atart a drapery bu»ineee in competition with the moat cele-

brated firms in the trade, be did not take the first common-
place looking building which would haw provided the neces-

sary anonrnmodatiun , but erected a iMiilding of unique design

in the poeition which he considered the most suitable. We
cannot all do this, but irfiere it is a qomtion ol chooeing

betweea convmient pramiees ol poor appearonoe and aitoation

and thoee which are lees convenient but in a poeition likely

to attract onatom I dhonld nnheoitatingly ohoose the IsMer.

We can, with a little ingenuity, rig up an un«uiteible place,

bat we cannot get people^o go a step out of their way until

a v<ry good repatation hae been eetabliahed for the bnsinees.

The next important factor is an aftti«ctiT« series of speci-

mens in etylee which can be aappUed without modification or

delay. A photographer cannot show samrlsa of his work in

the nuaapapsr advartiaaments, so that the least be can do is

to show than on his prcanisee, and, in addition, in as many
iliiiaraaia aa can be plaoed in eligible positions. Railway

stateona have long been popnlar lor this purpose, and deeerve

their pofmlarity, lor people waiting for trains have tame to

look at the ahow, and il the oaae is clean and bright there

will usually be spectators in front of it. llie choice ol plat-

lorm is important. In jnoet stations the departoie side lor

the langeet town is the best, ae people have usually to wait

lor traina to arrive ; vdten tbey get to their own station they

lose ao time in getting away. Booking office poeitions are of

little valae, m people do not linger there. I have foond show-

cme* at local post officee and haiidreaaera to yield a good

retom, and for exhibiting theae the propnetora will usually

accept payment in kind. Wherever the oaeee may be, they
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ehould be well oared for, and the specunens ohajiged iie-

quently, or they will cease to attract atteatioa unless in an

undesirable way.

Much has been said and written aa to tflie value of circular

or peraomal letters addressed to former sitters and other de-

sirable folk, but their value depends much upon local con-

ditions. It is doubtless a good pla-n to keep in touch witih

those who have already patronised the studio, but letters to

strangers are usually connected with free-edtting oHera, amd

I advise that this class of business be left alone. A well-

known photographer wlho had gone in for it extensively said

to me :
" For twenty yeajs I have been spending thirteen

pence to get a shilling %vithaat knowing it." People do not

value what they can get for nothing unless they ajre of a

certain class who will take all they can get on the cheap,

and those who intend to pay for photographs prefer to go
where they fancy the work. One of the most progressive and
prosperous men in the trade never gives a free sitting eveai

to popular actresses, and gets as miiich business at good prices

as he cam deal with. As a contrast to this I can instance a
caee whore a photographer agreed to take free a hundred
sitters from a Government department for a presentation
album, trusting to re-orders to recoup himself. The amount
of these was £4! The publicity gained in this way does not
seem to be worth much, the only exoeptioii perhaps being in
favour of the local papers, wihere am occasional paragraph can
be obtained in return for services rendered. Newspaper adver-
tising is expensive, and, as fair as I have found, gives a poor
return, although if paragraphs can be inserted, at advertise-
ment rates, referring to any recent achiervem«nts, such as
photographing the mayor or local M.P., or any local event,
it wiU usually be Tvorth while.

In sniaU towns much may be dome to promote business by
personal action, such as taking part in amy popular movement,
serving on comunittees, joining any suitaible societies, amd in
every way showing activity and business ability. People will
then realise that you are one of the institutions of the place.

and oome to you as a matter of course. Although most phofco-

graiphers do not realise it, the friendship of local amateurs

is worth cultivating. These folk can seldom take a decent

portrait, and are more likely to send their families to a mam

who sympathises with them than to ome who has given thean

a snub.

The best advertisement of all is a satisfied customer, and

if you ask many people how they get tiheir sitters they will

say,
" By recommendation "

; and lihere is no easier or better

way when tMs can be done. To do it requires much tact,

for one dissatisfied sitter will do more harm than half a dozen

satisfied ones will do good. It is not so much a question of

the quality of the work as of tireatmemt. If there is any

question of a re^sitting it is wise to give in gracefuUy, amd

not to let the party go away with a feeling that he or she

has been harshly dealt with. People who are habitual

" kickers " must be dealt witih firmly but courteously. Their

word as a rui., does not carry much weight, as their own

friends know that they are never satisfied ;
but even they

should not have to complain of rudeness.

A modest piece of advertising which is usually remunea-a-

tive consists in the distribution of small calendars bearing a

specimen photograph of a child, dog, or other attractive sub-

ject. The calendars can be purchased very dheaply, and the

prints made and moiumted at odd times.

There is nothing very novel in the foregoing remarks, but

as they are the result of personal experiences of my own, and

close observation of the doings of others, I trust that they

will be of some value to those who have to make a start

without skilled advice. Always keep your periormanoes up

to your advertised promises. I remember ome firm which put

up a big sign which read: "What we say we do, we do do."

This is an excellent sentiment to Eve uj) to; unfortunately

the firm who put it forth did not justify their slogan, amd

soon closed down. Nothing, perhaps, is more resented by

people than failure to keep promises.

Pkactiots.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF BRITISH LENSES FOR
AIRCRAFT PHOTOGRAPHY.

I m » _
,,.

^"^^^ *^*'^ °^ *^^ papers contributed to the Royal Photographic Society and reprinted from the Society's " Journal " is that

Tih V^ff
the share taken in the provision of lenses for aerial photography by the Birmingham firm of Messrs. Aldia Bros,

rhat Messrs. Aldis were not longer and more largely associated with the supply of this optical munition of war was no fault of
theirs. The resources of their factory, as will be seen from the paper, were taxed to the utmost in the manufacture of certain
other equally essential optical instruments.—Eds. "B.J."]

.^
The representative of Messrs. Aldis, owing to a series of railway mishaps, was unable to reach the Royal Photographic Society

'-•< in time to read the paper by his firm.' The text of the paper is as follows :— ?,'lfr<-

One of the most interesting, and from an industrial point
of view one of the most healthy, eHeots of war on industry
18 the way in which it stimulates rapid adaptation to quite
new conditions of manufacture. In the early stages of the
iwar the firm of Aldis Brothers found itself suddenly forced
to concentrate entirely on the production of telescopic rifle
eights for snipers. This was due to the fact that our firm
was one of the first to submit a model to the War Office which
entirely satisfied all their requirements. The demand was so
great at the time that once the firm's capacity had been proved
Bs regards optical design the Ministry of Munitions made it
their business to see that aU the resources of the firm were
concentrated on working up the largest possible output of
that one optical munition. Thus, at the very outset of the
war the firm found themselves wholly abandoning photographic
lenses. One factor influencing thesituation, of course, was that
the only pre-war Aldis series of lenses of sufficient rapidity for
aircraft photography had not at that time" been established in

long enough focal lengths to be really suitable for the work.

Ilie demand for the Aldis telescopic rifle sight was fairly

at its zenith %Vhen there was a great scare at the fi-ont due

to the Germans jamming our wireless messages from aero-

planes. An officdal at the War Office had read a pamphlet

written by A. C. W. Aldis on "Electric Projectors," and in

consequence the firm was asked to report on tihe possibility of

establishing a portable daylight signal lamp for use to and

from aeroplanes, so as to provide a second string to wireless.

The firm attacked this problem with such zeal that in the end

the Aldis daylight signal lamp for aeroplanes was designed

and submitted, and the success of this invention seemed to

throw further and further into the background the possibility

of our ever touching photographic lenses during tlie war.

It then became the understood thing for the aircraft people

to take all electric projection problems to Aldis Brothers, and
a great variety of landing lights and portable seaaxjhlights

were designed for usie on aircraft. A great deal of this work
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«M d««ign pur« and umple, the firm hAvLng notliing to do

with nMuaafaoture M Mwn as mod«U had been ] j.-^>w as satis-

factonr.

In 1916 the finn submitted the fint Aldis unit tight for

aiming machine-gnns on aMopIan«s, and the enacinoaa sao-

<«ss which this ultimately attained soon pat the Aldis tale-

acopic rifle si^t in the shade; in fact, eariy in 1917 we were

njnin in the unfartunate poaition of hiring prodooed an
tion whidi it was qnite inpoaaible ior as to produce in

£—-jitmt quantities. We isere oUiged to mymisit production

«i a large scale in two other factories, and hj this, and by
taking considerable eztensiofia to our own works aa well, the

demand was ultimatalj net to the entire satisfaction of the

Ministiy of Mnaitioas.

During all this time the erer-incnMiBg popularity of the

Aldis daylight signal IaBi|> taxed the firm's reaoareee to the

atm<Mt. Maniilactare wm eetahlisheS in other works of erei7-

thing eoeapt the Tcty speeial optical aiflht, which we alone

eoold prafaiee. ETsrylbing we had designed was wanted in

qoantitiea not only lacger than w» ooald produce, but
apparently lai^ger than we could get prodnoad.

It will be therefore readily understood that vdMS a rep>*-

cntatire-ol the Photcgr^ihie Seeiaon of tha Royal Air Fane
called at Aldis Biotheis' tiMMnk itw end of 1917 and re-

qaealed us to take op tha IhIhii o( laiga photographic
ieiissa, ha waa lecsitwd not ttngattiai with open anna. Ih*
tnt waa vocfciag ap to Iha limit ol ite than eapaaty, and
hi addition had mortpiged ita astenaiona than being erected,

to tacrsaaa flie ddiwwias of unit sights ia neponse to the
oontinoal dswiamis made upon it Howawsr, the'lLA.F. re-

presentatiTSy after much eMCciae of his eoaaiderable powers of

penraaaion, was not at all pleased to reosiT* a blank turn

pottumui.

The flm oi»aeat«l to take the photognphie leas ap only
after oositianal repetitioB o< the toUowtag aort o< aignaMBt

:

" Mr. Aldia, ynu we»« amaafactarefs of photographic leiMaa

biiore the ««r ; photographic lenses an waalad now in e*«r-

incrraaing quaniiiice. and tha other soaicaa of supply are
working at ataximum capacity ; yoa ware amaafactorsfa ol

photographic leaaOT before the war ; yoa auat aad shall s«^>ply

OS with photogiapkia haaea utm."
At last «• agiaad to aoaaidar the peodactaoa of aircraft

tnatUpH*^ , wherwipon the r«praaeatati«a of the R.A.F. pro-

daead a captarad Zeiss leas, of apertan fl4.8 and 20-in. focal

length. Ha aaid: "This is the sort of thing we want, bat
llave are two dilBcaltsaa aboat eopying it aaaetly : o«e m that
these pnsdaa typea ol glaas as* aot in A* liat of Bntish glaM-
raakera, and ha«» to be obtained trocn France, aad the other
.< ihat neither ia this eoaatry nor ia France are tiaba of
Uus siae aad qaality to be obtaiaed ia mfieieat qaaatity to

lad. We ara thsialo«a ptayanJ to take a
tara lens, say ^'S.6. of tha laaie foeal length."

AJdia Brothers' reply was firat to get into tooeh with Meaars.
Ohanre ia the amttar aad lae iaa tte inwatirm aa to the supply
el lai«e cncalar slaha of Wghast qaalitgr j^aaa sapplied in

eoaaiderable aaatfases. They reported that they w«ra able to
eapply a large qoaatity of discs large aooagh for the fIB.b
leas, pnndtd we reek f^am of IKeir tktm mtablitkid typt», also

later on they coald sappiy traaner quantities of disoa lor

auKh largsr leaasa. This glass was quito aa good as the
^•mrmma glaae in tha Zsisa lens, but it was tery JUtinHty
iiffTfnl. lliu entirely pracloded any queation of merely

ng the captarcd leaa, which line of attach incideatally

\ - Brothen were fully detanained to ha«« aothing what-
rv. r to do with. The firm then spptieii to the R.A.F. aotho-
nri>'« lor ptrmintioH to design and mannfaetoiw the beet

{^•<il>te photographic lens of tha loeae and spertare required,

and corering the specified plate, but tht tlau to b€ of Brituk

Hiis penaisakm tha R.A.F. graatcd, albeit with mis-

giving on the part of the higher authoritiee, ^o still had
grave fears that after all the Giemian-deeigned article made
of French glass could not kdp being superior to anything of

purely British origin.

The lens was calculated, trial models were made, and finally

the firet lens was sent off in trial mount on New Year's E>ve,

1917. We are aUe to produce this trial leois. The Photo-

Section waa enthusiastic about it, and informed us that, over

the plate we had been asked to oover, it was proved to be

.Twprrtor to the German ariielt. Oontracte wea« placed for the

lens, and supplies ol the purely Biitiah article were forth-

coming in ooDsiderable quantitiee. The other lens shown

herewith ia one which haa done good work, but has received

a bullet in the middle. The glasses are undamaged, and it

will take an excellent i^otograph, but the centring haa been

slightly impaired.

Bearing in mind the promise of Messrs. Chance to supply

slabs of much larger sizes, two freah designs were put in

hand. One of these was a 36-in. fib to oover a 10 ins. by

8 ins. plato with critical definition. This hoge lens we are

enabled to show by the oourtesy of the R.A.F. authorities

and Mr. C. HooghUm. One of the firet duties it was destined

lor was the examination of Zeebrngge, where the anti-aircraft

orgaaisatioa waa tioableootaaly eBeotive, and photography waa

doaa from arfbh h«ghts as three miles.

The second lens put in hand waa one of 20 in. focus working

at ^/4. This was also made of entirely English glass, thou^
another type of flint was used. It waa designed to cover a

10 by 8 plato, as in the meantime the British standard plate

had been increased to this siae to cotnie into line with tihe

Antericaas aad other Allies. We are able to show herewith

the trial laaa, whioh waa v«rr favourably reported .on. At
the saaia tiBM tha standard 20-in. flb.6 was also modified for

use with the 10 by 8 plate.

All theee lenses are of the tnpl€l type. Thia type of lena

>s OBO ahkh has a very great deal to be said for it, though,

of eoarae, every type ol lens manufactored haa ita strong

pi>intt. Theee very long focua aircraM photographic lenses

sre natarally used on quito a narrow angle. Hey also tend

to be quito long in the barrel, partly for thia reason, and aa

a oonssqaence tha oarvas ase shallow compared with the

ordinary terreataal pbotogra|Aic len*. Aa a result, when tlie

oocreetioaa of the lens have been worited out fully, the quality

of tha definition is amaaingly good oompared with the ter-

restrial Isns, in spito of the fact that the image is on so

roueh larger a scale. A series of teat charta which the R.A.F.

authorities have very kindly permitted us to show to-night will

enebU anyone to see at a glance the microscopic definition

whirh the Flying Corps demand and the lenses afford.

It waa foand in practice that titMible, when it arose in

testing theee lenaes, waa dne (after the initial sta^ea) not to

defiaisaaiea on the part of the workmen—only old and ex-

periaaoad hands worked on these leases, and seemed to suc-

oaad vei7 well in toming out the very best work—nor to

dcAoieneies in design or in the construrtion ol the metal work,

bat in those minuto variations in the retractive index and

homogeneity generally which are the more liable to occur the

larger tk* lena. This waa in spito of the fact that Messrs.

Ohanoe inititute<l a rigorous teating of every single slab sup-

plied by meani uf the interferomater, and that the quality of

these diaca was undoubtedly maintained very high.

The telephoto type of lens was given very serious considera-

tion, but al>andoned. This type of lens for long focus aerial

work haa undoubtedly a great fleal to be said lor it, and it

has found partioular favour with certain of our Allies. It

permits of a short camera, and thia with a long focus lens

in an aeroplane is really very importont, aa otherwise the

lena or camera or both may project from the fuselage and

»low the aeroplane; also the lens is the better for being well
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shMJded. Tlie angle of view included i», generally spesdcing,

within the limite that the type of lens is capable of, though

it often approaobee tliose limifas.

Tlie remons Aldis Brothers had for not adC'Ptuig the tele-

piioto type were practical and cogent. First, it is very sub-

ject to pincusihion distortion, and this, which does no harm
u4i«>n photographing sporting events and the like, is a serious

Ikandioap for map work. Secondly, it is, compared with the

triplet, expenrive in (/lass. This is verj- bad in war-time,

beoBuae the shortage of raw materiaJ alwiays tended to be

mooe serious than the shortage of skilled labour. Clearly it

ran Iiaidly ooneist of lees than four glasses, and may include

tive or more, and theee glasses are rather thick. Admitted

llwt those fonning the back negativ« lens are smaller than

the others, yet it is undeniable that, compared with the simple

tni>let, they do demaind a lot of glajss. It will be remembered
that when the firm undea:took the manufacture of large photo-

jraj>hic leneee the heavy demand for these was accompanied
by serious misgivings as to the quantity of first-class optical

gkK» in laige slabs which could be made available.

Furthermore, it is distinctly doubtful wliether the telephoto

leu& at ite very best will ever quite attain to the high standard

of definition aBorded by the triplet lens at its very best. It

is, however, to be expected that when glass supplies become
more normal and designs of such lenses progress, their use

will be relatively on a more extended scale than wafi possible

during the w&r.

It may be of intei-est to mention the 'time taken to calculate

a large photographic lens. During th-e purely calculating

staples two oomputors working side by side under supervision

of the head designer may work steadily on for tliree months
befoire models are put in hand. 'Wh-en models begin to be
made the number of these may be as many as eight, if the
lens is of new type, or only one if we are woa-king on lines in

which WW have much experience. THie time of making a model,
of examining it, and of carrying out the calculations which
easuo before the next model is put in hand is about three
weeks. li^Then the lens has been got right it will take a con-
sidTable time to prepajre all the spherical tools for the work-
iiii; of the diflevent surfaces.

It. may be interesting to mention that a certain amount of
trouble arose with these lenses owing to the fact that their
focal length wa« actually comparable with any terrestrial
viistance which was available.

Ordinary photc^raphic lenses are tested with an " artificial

star" at a distance of between 60 and 70 ft. : this for the
ordinary camera lens is further off than the point usually
described as "infinity," but it is quite a diKerent matter
with a lens of 36 in. focus. This with a 60 ft. star is racked
out beAond its infinity focus very nearly 2 ins. The furthest
sJ»arp-out terrestrial obj.ect available was a flagstaff half a
mUe away, which meant racking past infinity something like
.04 in—quite an appreciable distance at f/S.b'wibh microscopic
definition. As regards celestial objects, these are only seen

at night, and to use a real star would be quite possible, but
liardly ocmpatible with factory conditions.

The lenses are mounted in a special form of mount to go
into the standard aeroplane cameras. They screw into a stan-

dard flange in which the mount can be locked in any position

within the limits of an inch or more. This is for focussing

—

that is to say, to take up sli^t differences in focal length,

duo as much as anything to slight differences between the

optical constants of one slab and another. Variations of i in.

either way in a 20-in. lens do occur, and are not readily pre-

ventable in quantity production.

The mounting is such that glasses cannot readily be tsiken

out. Aeroplanes do come to grief, from quite a lot of possible

causes, and valuable stuff can be salvaged off them. The

souvenir craze is quite bad enough to cause a Tommy to maiich

off with the front glass only of a valuable anastigmat in his

pocket—^a criminally wasteful proceeding \vhen the anastigmat

is undamaged. Even when on© glass is broken or the lens

mount smashed up it is quit© feasible to hawe these I'eplaoed

and made up with the undamaged elements into a new lens.

The mount, therefore, is designed not to be readily tak&n to

pieces without tools, and yet so that with simple tools and

the requisite knowledge every surface of every glass can be

cleaned without removing the mount body from the camera or

disturbing the fooujs adjustment.

No iris diaphragm is fitted to these large lenses. The defini-

tion is so good that stopping down does not improve it, and

anything in hand in the matter of plate speed is at one© taken

up by using a deeper light filter. As everything is at infinity

there is no " depth of focus " problem.

As regards weight, it may be interesting to mention thai

the 20-in. f/5.6 lens, including flange, but without screen and

screen cell, weighs Sg lbs., of which the lenses account for just

over Ig lbs. Oorresponding figures for the 20-in. f/4 are

10 lbs. and 4 lbs., and for the 36-in. f/b are 165 ^^- ^^d 7 lbs.

For these long foous lenses and great heights of flying, light-

filters are indispensable to cut out the effect of the selective

absorption of the atanosphere. The nature of the dyestuffB

in these filters is a study in itself, but as Messrs. Wratten
and Wainwright, in tiieir book, " Orthodiromatic Filtei-s,"

point out, the optical properties of filters need careful atten-

tion. A little thought will show that except for their being

flat rather than spherical, the qualitjy of the optical work and
the homogeneity of the glass in the filters must be maintained

to exactly the same standard as in the glasses of the anastig-

mat itself. In point of fact, the two flats between which thi»

filters are cemented are very oairetully made, and are distinctly

expensive. Such a filter as the one for the 36-in. f]6, foa- in-

stance, consists of two glasses each 6| in. diameter and | in.

thick, each weighing ^ lb.

The filters go into cells fitted on to the front of the lens.

These slip over the mount and are retained by a bayonet
fitting, standardised so that any mounted filter will go straight
away on to any lens of con-esponding size.

CONCERNING TONE VALUES.
I » t

iJrt^arp'gt^^'o^gtVra^^^^^^ T ^"l'"' t^'^^^^l: - P^^^^-I- '^e quality inrespect of which the

toamuchfullerundeXiffofthe .In^ilswh^^^^^ ""*^'° *'^'' ^^^^ ^'"'''^^ °' «° have come
tion i. only one of thnhines wLch cCtni fl f^ ^^ ^l ^""'"^ I'^Pi^^ '" ^^^ '°*"*'^ °^ composition. But after all composi-
••Pholtographic Wn^ofAmerira-' somfL^^^^^^^^ °u ^

"°^^
°i

».'• aud therefore we quote from our contemporary^tUe
relate to this all-im^rtantmatte, of

°
tono°'-Eds "B J^'f

^ ^ '
'"'^ '" °" ''"'^'"''' ^ '" ^^ *'-^' ^*" '^ formulated, which

ToNt, m an art sense, should not be construed bv the professional
photographer to mean colour. We have for yeara past used the
word in definmg the colour of our prints, such as the blue, purple
aave, black, or sepia tone, etc., but this relates to the results pro-

duced by our chemicals. Artists frequently use the word i:i the
same sense as we do, enlarging its scope by various other expres-
sions, such as "cool," "warm," or "rich" tones; but when
they so express themselves it is evident to those with whom they
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ihmt tbey refer either to the colour tone which prevuU
'. nroaghoat, or to the strength or depth of thia colour.

Now, whila admitting that the word "tone" is thua naed by

iTtitts, aa ezwaplifying a principle in pictorial art, it ia nndeiatood

> then to mean at least two other thing*.

1. Atmosphere Ton*.
31m obtaining of an effect over the whole picture, aimilsr to

^|M would be prodoead if we were to interpoae a tranaparent and

||«U*ai T«Q of hanaoaioiia tint before the picture, through which

4t» light woold paas aa thioagh an atmoapharew It may very

«Mily be '"^p"*^ that thia would reaolt ia bringing all part* of

4ha pietora into banBOBy, by placing in tiieir proper ptenaa of

ajliiiliiwiiaa. ate, all tba ooloiua, lighta and ahadea, parqwctive.

aad the Tariooa Talnes. Thia we will designate aa "atmoaphere

2. Licht Toa*.
Tone is alio onderatood aa meaniog tba gradations of the light

falliac upon the object* painted or photographed in various degreea

of intaDsity ; the gradations of cbiaroscnra, or light and shade.

This we will call "light tooei"

We will ~»—^"^ boi little apon "ooioor tone," most familiar

' photogiaphi by long OMge, ezespt to aUte tba well known

-t that many (aba tonaa are appanat afc times in our printed-oot

ipecs, wbsr* tha lacas, hands, and etbsr maasss of white are not

of tba aams eoloor or tone sa tba shadows, ate. fiiaee our varioos

paper dwinnslratnri baTa for years, at oar cuutauUoBa and in oar

udios, tooehad opon a aolotioa of thia mattar, il ia iinn iniii ry
r tha writer to go farther into a aabjael so wtO MiJanl D n il by

OS alL

The "taoa" pradacad, illaatrated by tha intarpoaitiott of a vafl,

m descriptiva ol a eartain offset which we wiabed to deacribe, and

tha "light ^rf ahada tone" aftarward Btentiooed, will form tht

aabject of o«r farthar raaaarka on tha aabjact of tooe, aa mote

Marly comiag withia tha aaact msaniiig ol tha tatm ia a pietjrial

aaoaa. W« ahaU fWer to them inaapaetiva of any farthar laara-t^

tioa or intaat of aaparatioB.

"light toaaa" may be farther daSnad aa msantng tba bar

moniooa tiliBiting. by giadatioa, el all Iha lighu into tha danu, 'n

their ptopar dsgraa ol ^ada. Ia othar worda. tha gradalioa of

the mahitada ol Kttia ligibla aad darka to their adjaesBt parto;

ol tha largar maaaaa ol notoaa dsgresa of light and dark to **'-»

other, aad than, ia ton. of orary part to tha wh'Je. Tba 'asvit

aa a whole may ba tight, madiam, or tow ia kay, and yjt ha w

ToMality.

Unity of tooa by gradstioa may ba pieaaat ia eartain parts of

the pictwo and ahasat alaawhara. Whaa it savalopa tha whole

pictoM lika aa ilmiayhari (wU^ oader eartaia eoaditioaa is aaaily

aad eharmiagly prodbesd ia a laadscape), thea aaeh a pictara is

I
complsto in tooa in all ito parU: iU "tonality ia good."

• ImproTod tonality ia portraiture mar be obtained by ptaeiag Iha

i aabject away from atreag li^bt, as when workiag for eoioir taloes.

I This causw tha light aad aha^ that fall opoa tha aittar, aaJ other

IMto ol tha eoiapoaitioa, to aaaily fall iato aay dsgraa of g adtUin

that tha piolorislial m^ daaira: %*., slight ehaagss will ri:«a »
.rati iiininrj to kaap theaa giadations ia haiBMay. For iastaaea,

e Imrdly espeela that tha dmir aa ftnt placad is a»oUy whara be

«iU wish it in the Anal eoaipaaitioa. Be mast jadga the affect of

colour Taluaa as weU aa tba ahimato pitch ol tha kay in tone.

i Pictorial worken oftaa daseriba thia placing of tha sabjecia in

f « aaitaMa locatioa ia tha room •» " briagiag then ia tone,"

"arranging the eoaipeaition ia tooe," "pladag tham where they

-xiU ba ia toaa," ate

The iliatiaditm* hstwaea Tariooa pHnciplea are aometimaa very

:^gbt, mpaiialtj *e ia wuiiu iihiiiatt work, and all effect toward tbe

«l oao matarially aide the aocoaaafal aeoompliabment

f othsMu

Tone Improperly Rondarad.
Fictaree may be out of tooe in aome of their parts, altbough in

x>d order akewbere, simply becaoaa tha parts do not pnU together

- harmoaiaa with tha rest. It may be that certain places are too

hits, each as tba face, hands, eoDar, caffs, etc These, on account

i thair atartliag appearance (doe to " forcing " forward by too

strong lighting or other causes), appear to "jump at you."
Remedy : In lighting the composition throw more shade on theM
places.

It may be that other parte, not quito ao prominent, perhaps,

but in greater number, are at fault. These impress you aa dis-

turbing the harmony of the composition by their distracting

aasertivenesa. Remedy: Throw more shade on these parte. If in

background, place it farther away from tbe direct light. If in

acceaaoriea, remove them from tbe picture if possible.

In tbe earlier papers of thia series we have frequently referred

to the importance of making various elements that enter into the

picture take their proper positions in attractiveness. The leia

important must not interfere with the concentration of intorest

upon tbe most important, which in most pictures ia the face. We
also have mentioned that if any be unduly prominent they should

be subordinated, their attractiveneaa lessened, either by lighting

(if discovered in season), in development, or by the knife after-

ward. It ia here that tbe ambitions student, in his attempt to

improve a faalty piece, by partial or total elimination, ahonld be
on hia guard. He must aee to it that the work be not overdone,

and that by toning down, because too bright or objectionable, it

ia not made too dark.

PIcturaa in L.o'w Tonas.
In making pictures in low tone, great care is necessary that the

tone be rich and full, in default of which only muddy, black, and
heavy prints wfll be the result. Accented lights will help to over-

come these muddy tones, if used with care, ao that texture and
tonality are preaerred.

Bear in mind that even tha ahadowa, to aay nothing of other

dark parts of a low-tone picture, produce muddy eflecte unleaa

gradation ia preaent, excepting in a few of the very deepest shadows.

This was tha trouble with our earlier efforts in low-tone work, and
sttU oontinnas in tha majority of the black backgrounda, in picturea

laada to-day, ooostitatiag a maaa of gloom—onfealing, oaintelligent,

aad overpowering in effect. Put aome life into the background, if

only by flowing the back of the negative with gronnd-glaas sub-

atitato aad, with a tuft of cotton and yellow ochre, very slightly

working- in larger or smaller msmes so thst, even while still dark,

they will lessen the gloom by a semblance at least of gradation.

Rich Low-Tona Pictures-

A rich affect in tow-tone work ia obtained by avoiding monotony.

Tbia ia to ba goarded against in work photographed in any key.

This is accomplished by seeing to it that some parts of the ground

or Sgara are more highly lighted than othera. To avoid " spot-

tineas " these higher lights should be maaaed, not of neceaaity over

large areas, bat enough to balance tbe picture without attracting

too much attention. A little goea a long way. Richneaa is in-

craaaed by a repetition of this scheme in some other part of the

pictorsk It makea tbe whole piece a little more lively, aiding

oontnat, while enriching the ahadowa in which, aa above aaid,

soMs gradation ia neccaaary to prevent muddineaa.

Tha character of tbeae masses, if obtoined with the lighting, is

Urgsiy goTsmed by their own abape or form, which in itaeli adda

interMt. If obtained by working on the negative, then do not

overlook the importance of making thcae worked-in maases of

ligbtar key, interesting in their shape, in some such way aa to

soggest a form that ia not symmetrical, for symmetry ia decidedly

objectionable in art. Alao have the character of the maases, if

more than one ba employed, diaaimilar.

Pictures In a Light Key.

Avoid a continual and unceasing gradation in " light " (and

shade) tone, throughout the whole picture, when in a high key,

for in thia caae, aa with low tonea, the reaults will be tame and

monotonona.

In these " kryed-np" pictures have the light and shade a little

more marked and snappy, at the same time being careful that it

ia not out of harmony in tonality. This art principle serves well

as a brake to check a too liberal application of this suggestion.

A* in the eaaa with low-tone work, it alao producea variety and

createe interest. Locate these enlivening tones of light and dark

m various parts of tbe picture to produce richness.

Tbe writer saw a reproduction of a very delicate painting in
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d«oi<l«dlv high k«y, a group of fair cliildreii ag.iiii.st a light back

(jround. " The spots of daik were introduced 8t different parte ol

the picture by two dark-haired children, and a fairly strong shadow

at another place. Result was beautiful. These dark nrnssos were

r««t)Oiisible for the success of the picture; on covering them the

piece was insipid. When, however, a mass of dark cannot well be

in..»rtod in picture* of lighter key, it is sometimes advisable to

introduce gradation to prevent flatness.

In pictures in the lighter keys the range of light values very often

does not give a contrast of more than IS to 35 per cent, oiii cf a

potaibVe 100. The result, therefore, is more liable to be flat than

when the range of contrast is greater, although not heavy, dark,

and forbidding, as in pictures of the opposite key. For this roa.Ton

it aeems that a continual gradation throughout all parts of these

pkstorw with little contrast sliould be striven against.

Breadth, in connection with tonality, the elimination of noii-

esMittials, etc., is always desirable. Directions in arrangement and

lighting (the beauty of simplicity), added to the elimination of

unnecessary detail, flat shadows, and broad effects of light and

•hade, will do mudi toward making a success out of wha.t otherwise

would be a flat failure. This, in iihotographic art, appears to

be the highest attainment in the production of high-keyed pictures.

The reader should not think that because I have advocated

striving to produce the luminosity of colour values, and gradation

of tone values, that I have here contradicted myself in advocating

a practical disregard of some of these principles in pictures of the

lighter key with slight contrast*. Even if my recommendation be

accepted, it does not follow that vaJues of all kinds are to be dis-

regarded. On the contrary, some cases may call for even a greater

amount of care that these principles be not disregarded.

Art does not require that every principle known to it should be

employed to its e.\treme extent in all instances. It is all a matter

of choosing the "handling" or treatment best suited for certain

effects, and the producer of pictures by the lens should be able and

resourceful in quickly determining how best to handle these various

conditions as they arise.

Rules there are none in art, in the strict sense of the word.

Certain rules liave been proved to be good under certain conditions

;

yet even these have been broken and masterpieces have resulted

from thar breaking. Discrimination and judgment are left for the

artist to employ. The study of correct "handling" is what he

requires. He sometimes Succeeds undca- certain conditions by

violating principles which under othei' conditions it would be im-

peratively necessary for liim to follow.

Professional.

Patent nm%.
Proeess patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Application.^, April 28 to May 3 :

—

Pbintinc.—No. 10,946. Photographic printing apparatus. C. Haig.

Moi'NTS.—No. 10,574. Mount for pa^e-partout framing of pictures

and photographs. I. Joseph.

Colour Photocraphy.—No. 10,831. Plates for making photographs

in colours. E. H. Tarlton.

Aebial Piiotooraphi.—No. 10,956. Apj.aratus for m.a'ntiiinin^ a

camera vertical in aircraft, and apparatus for registering angle at

which a photograph is taken. A. Fawcett.

Cin'EHATo<;bafry.—No. 10,729. Cinematograph apparatus. C!.

Baocarel.

CiNKMATOORArBT.—No. 11,110. Cinematograph 8hutt«rs. J.

Crooks.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,
Ttuse specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, fro7n

the Patent Office, 25, Soitthaiiipton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London. W.C.

The dale in brackets is that of application in this country; »r
abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International
Contention.

RoLL-Fii.M Cameras.—No. 124,545 (Juna 13, 1918). The invention

relates to roll-film cameras, and has for its object to provide im-

pro%-ed m«.na for operating the pins which hold the tiIan-carryin"

rollers in position in Uie camera, the means being cajable ot"

instant operation to bring */he pins into their senice and oatrotm

service positions.

The invention comprises the arrangement of the reel pins carried!

by the camera, so that they are adapted to be pressed into their

operative positions (in which they enter the hole-: provided in

the film-roller ends) against the action of a spring or springs an<fc

to bo retail. ed in such positions by catch pieces or theii' equiva-

lents, with means for releasing the catch pieces, bo that the real,

pins are withdrawn by their springs clear of the film rollers.

.\s .shown in the drawings, there are provided two movable reel!

r.

i

Viii. 1. Fig. 2.

pins a for each film roller b, each reel pin a being normally held

by a spring c acting on the cross pin d in its out-of-service position

clear of the holes in the film roller 6, so that the latter can be

withdrawn from position and a new one inserted. The reel pii*

are moved into their service position by the application of pres-

sure to their outer ends and are retained in such position by

catch pieces e, each having a bevelled or inclined portion f upon

which bears the pin g in each reel pin a when the latter is pressed

inwards, so that the catch piece is forced outwards until the pin g
passes beneath the catch piece, when the latter springs back into

position oyer the pin g under the influence of the spring h. In

fig. 2 the pin g ia shown held beneath the catch e, and in fig. 3

it is shown clear of the catch. In the latter figure, the reel pin

mechanism for the left hand end of the film roller is omitted, as

it is a duplicat-e of that at the other end. The two catch pieces

Fig. 3.

may be operat-ed simultaneously by movement of the inter-oon-

necting spindle i having cranked ends j which engage the catches.

The pressure of the finger on the tongue h on the spindle i tumg
the catches until they release the pins g, which then allow the

reel pins to move outwards.

The improved arrangement may be applied to the reel pin

which acts as the film winder, such pin and the corresponding

one at the other end of the film reel being adapted, if disired,
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for «imiilUneoas nleaae in the inann«r before described. Or the

reel pin to which the film winder ii att«ched may be an ordinary

pin held in engagement with the film winding on roller by spring

preasiire, and the pin for the other end of the roller may be

•rrmnged in accordance with my invention, the catch being

released by the pressure of the finger thereon. Samael Poole

Twemlow, Springfield, Sandba<^, Cheshire.

TOLDitm Cambus.—No. 124,636 (Hay 30, 1918). The inrention is

for improveaaents in or relating to cameras, and is par-

ticularly suitable for application to pocket cameras, though it

is not restricted to these. According to the invention, the camera,

having a base which folds up over the front, is characterised by
the sliding front having a tail-board hinged to it, so arranged that

when the front is poshed forward the tail-board aogagea the guide

in the base, bat wlieo it is pushed back the tail-board extends out

behind the body of the eamcra, and can be folded op against the

back of the same.

Preferably the guide* on the base are continoed on the bottom

of the sain frame, to which the base is hinged, and the tail-board

•ga(M tlua portion of the guides as wall as that on the base,

and thos eonatitatas a atrat tiatwaan th» hmm and the main
frame, whereby the base is held rigidly ia the estaiided position

when the front of the camera is advanced.

Th* camera body oowpriae* tb* nsoal ractangiilar frame A,

having guides A' ai tiia hack to receive a dark alide B, and a

baseboard C, which is folded over the front of the frame when
the sliding fnmt ha* been poshed ia and tb* bellows collapsed

Tbe baseboard C i* hinged to the botlam nuinbei of the framr

A in the aaoal manner, and has guide* C on its upper (see. in

which slid* tb* ends of tb* taa* D' ai the sliding front. Other

•iailar goidw ar* provid*d on tb* botlam member oi the trame A
ia KgliMWit with tb* goida* C. 1%* gaid*d portions of the has*

•I tb* ftaat ar* laag*r tbaa amal as oonpar*d with tb* thickaasa

of lb* caaMra «b«a doaad, owing to tb* gaid*d perlioa* aitaadiBg

b*y«nd tb* frao* wban tb* camera ie classd. Hiagad at E' to

tb* back of tb* front ts a relatively long teil-board E, which i»

•ho abapad to aagag* aad atid* in tb* gnidaa C oa tb* base C.

This tail-board E i* of tbe mmm laogtb m tb* caaMra back, and

fekb Bp bobiad lb* dark slid* or tb* aMaa* lor carrying tb* same
t lb* back.

In oparatioa, lb* baseboard C is flnrt ewong down as luual,

•ad amy ba eb*ek*d by any ooovaoient bolting means or by the

•aal (biding alnil F. Tb* tail board E U then folded down and
fmind towards tb* faaaaboard, which automatically advanc** the

frsat of lb* caaara aad aslaada lb* boUowt, aad lb* aoatinaad
forward nio^*aieal eaaaaa tb* tail-board to enter the guides in the

body of tb* caBMra, aad than alao lb* gnidaa C on lb* base-

board C. Hm tail-board E tbaa bridge* lb* hiag* eaaaacliBg tb*
ba**board C to th* body A of tb* camen, aad providea a rigid

b*lw*iB tbaa* two parte, so that th* aid* aUut or

I lor linutiag lb* downward movaaMBt of the base can
with if daairad, though it is oonvaaimit lo hav*

to arrast tb* downward mov«n*at of tb* baaeboard

tba tail-board into poaitioo.

> O, aooatad oa Uie baseboard C, is provided to

Mxrwaeet of the (root at tb* poaition for

la tbia poaitioa tb* d*t*at O takaa into a
cM ia lb* Md* of tbe Uil-board E.

To prevent the tail-board £ from falling below the horizontal
position when it is folded down it is provided with a catch H,
having fingers H', which project forward when the tail-board ia

in the horixontal position, and extend through and abut against
upturned lugs D", carried by the 'base of the camera front to
which the baseboard is hinged, llie camara made aa described
may be of metal, and of such aixe as to go into tbe pocket,
or it may be larger, and made of other substances according to
requirements. Newton and Wright, Limit«d, 72, Wigmore Street,
London, W.l ; and Thomas Litchfield, 43, Lambton Road, Homsey^
Rise, London, N.19.

ineetiti0s or societies*
e

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK,
TnaaoiT, Mat 10.

Roral Pketorrapbie Boeietj.—Lantern L Teniae. "The Hone of the Rajput"'
K. W. Mvllar.

Ilaokaef Pbotarraphla BoeUtj.—«ide Competilioa : A Bcarta Bees*.
MuMbestar Aaialear Pboiocnphle aaciely. — " A Comiiartaon o( DeTeloplna

AfMiU." R. K. Crowihrr. ^ ^
"»»'»»« MKHoarsphle Hocictr.—Porllollo. 1917 Afflllatioo CempcUUon PrinU.

WsiuiBimAT, Mai U.
Cro^ten CSweta Clab.—"A Few Blmpla EziwrimeDls." Rev. F. a Lambert,

-* TauaasAT, Mat H.
TaaktMke W»ll« Amauar Pholocraphie AssoeUtioa.—"Tlie Evohilioa ol Onr

Local BoMien-" H. K. Ttimcr. B.A., &Be.
Baiiii«hlrt HoaM Photocraptaic Boeietj. Ezpoaorc." J. O. Abrahams.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
MEm.<<u held Tuesday, May 13, Mr. W. B. Ferguson, E.G., in

the chair.

^Ir. W. C. Maan, obanisl to Measrsw Thoa. lUingwouUi and Co.,

read a pap*r oa " D«v*ia|Maant Papem and Deienaiti**is "—that ia

to say, on the makar'a problem of avoiding th* eifecta ariaiiig Itom
particle* in th* baa* papar having a desenaitiaing action on the
emolstoo, and thua causing whit* spoto in prints, da dealt very
candidly with th* difficulties which maken of developinent papers
had bad lo eocoanter owing to the diaturfaance in the enpply of
law |a|Mr4iaa*. Wlifle partidea of almoat any heavy metal exerted
* Hwiail iaing action on III* «B«laioa, the moat ooaanoidy occur-
ting aieU!a war* iron and eoppw, tb* laUer of mnoh rarer oooor-
raao* tbaa tb* fonncr Iror, however, according to the maasore-
•Mala of Mmb and Sbapnard, was twenty tim« aa aoUve aa oopp«r.

T«i«« *nr iraa particlea were made witb eidiar fenocyanido or
lerncyanida, that with a mixture of farricynida and nitric ackl
bmng OMNt aMMlly employed. A vary daUcal* teat eonaMtod in tho
a^»plicatioB lo lb* raw baae paper of an add d*v*fa>p*r, stash aa
toraMrfy <awd for P.O.P., witb addilsDO of a little ailvar nitrate.
Emolnona, b* eontinB*d, vari«d graatly in thesr auaceptibUity to

daasnaitiaation by metallic particles, and tb* thiekneaa and suitability
oJ tb* baryU coating in lb* paper baae were furtber (aotora. It
waa. however, poaaiblo to eoiploy anti-deaenaitiaanL Hobalancea
acting in thia way wara aianniU and quinine. A oonsiderabia
qoaality of sach aoti-daaeoaitiaer required to be i»ed in order to
overeoai* tb* action ol a pcaaible maximum of desensitiser in every
small area of the paper baae; but by suitable choice of emukaoo,.
baryta coat, and anAi-aenaitiaer h* bad baen able to produce quite-
faultlam darakvoMat pa|Mr with raw faaMi wliioh otherwiea would
hav* b**a eampl*t*ly nnnaabl*. Ha *xbibit«d teat piecw ahowing.
tb* coaqtUA* Iraaduaii from whale spots of developed printa on paner
whiob yielded a targe crop of iron apota under the ferricyanide teat.

A ibort diacutaion followed, in which Mi. F. F. UenWick, Ur.
R. E. Slade and the chairman took part.

On tb* pnqwaition of th* chairman, a hearty vote of thanks wi*.
aiMirdail to tfh* lecturer for las paper.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Attrvcted by an advertiaenMnt announcing that a society had b«en

formed " for the adentific investigation of Iboa* reanlu going by the
name of pajxhic ' or ' spirit pbotographa,' " th* hon. sec. of the club,
Mr. Sellors, immediataly shadowed th* hon. *ec., Mr. F. Barlov/,
of th* Piychic Society, who, not witboot difficulty, kindly ariaased
(or laat week's flxtore.

To a crowded hooae Mr. Jame* Wataa, Ph.D., F.A.8., gava .1.
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lecture on " Psychic Photography," illustrated by a large number

of «1id«s.

Now, a good deal might be «aid on a very inteieetmg lecture, but

a whisper from Wellington Street put* any account out of lourt, or

into the editorial waste-paper basket, which amounts to the same

tiling. 'Hie dwieion appears to be wise, foo' a nodjling aoquainiUjice

with psychic* or spiritualism extending over a long period, indicates

that any diacussion on the subject is usually utterly fatuous, and

contentious matter would be .bound to be introduced into any report

of the proceedings (very ranch so).

In further justification, let some points of view mow held, seventy

years after the birth of spiritualism as known to-day, be impartially

enumerated- The sound, commonsense individual witlioat examina-

tion diamiasee tlie whole thing in light and airy fashion—" bally

rot." Others brought into contact with it find this attitude im-

poMible, and admit some phenomena, w.hioh they consider proved,

as inexplicable, but deny any justification for the claim to the

supernatural. In addition, many regard much which has been

associated with, or appropriated by spiritualists, aa tending to estab-

lish a morbid, but little understood, condition of the mind, and

strongly advise avoidance of the subject by all. They further point

out that practically nothing is known regarding the mind, and what

is inexplica:ble to-day may be better undeiBtood to-morro'w.

Ranged on the other side is a fairly large number who jmcerely

believe the various manifestations are of spiritual origin, and have

adopted spiritualism as a quaei-religion, rejoicing in being able to

penetrate beyond the veil, and perhaps communicate with loved

and lost ones, the great human desire of all times. Counterblasts

proceed from not a few of the orthodox, who allege that communi-

cation is establiBhed only witli evil elements masquerading as benign,

and they draw an obvious moral. Others, adopting a more neutral

attitude, saying neither yea nor nay, affirm that not one jot of know-
ledge concerning the conditions e.^isting beyond this life has ever

been revealed, and sadly point out, assuming spiritualism to be

true, then good-bye to the idea that the hereafter is on a nigher

plane than the present. .Utogether quite a nice collection of

assorted opinions and beliefs, whicii might still further be extended.

It may be permitted to add that a discussion followed the lecture,

which was accorded a most hearty vote at thanks. Visitors from
.-ill parts were present, and appeared to be keenly interested. During

the evening the secretary announced that the price of spirits had

been advanced by one peniiv.

CATALOGUES AND TRADE NOTICES.
Messes. F. Bkodrick, Ltd., 50, High Street, Charing Cross

Road, London, W.C.2, send us their catalogue of their own special

manufactures for professional photographers, among which is the

drying machine which we recently noticed, developing and fixing

tanks, enlarging easels and printing appliances, as well as the

various patterns of the very well designed display tables and stands.

Kodak Price Lists.—Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, London,
W.C.2, have just issued two small price lists, suitable for distribution

by dealers. One is of Kodak and Brownie cameras and acces-

sories; the other of Premo, Graflex and Cirkut cameras. Dealers

who may chance not to have seen these lists will do well to apply
for them to the Kodak Company as a means of furthering sales

dnring the present season.

commerclal^Ceoal Itiuillseticee
Easihan Kodak Comfant.—In addition to the usual quarterly

dividends of li per cent, (being at the rate of 6 per cent, per
annum) v.pon the outstanding preferred stock, and of 2i per cent.

(being at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum) upon the outstanding
common stock, the directors of the Eastman Kodak Company have
declared an extra dividend of 7i per cent, upon the common stock

—

all payable on July 1—to stockholders of record on May 31.

IxPOBTATiON OF PiCTUHE PosTCABDs,—The importation of picture

postcards, whidi has hitherto been dealt vrith by the Department
of Import Restrictions, will henceforth be dealt with by the Depart-
ment of the Controller of Paper (Board of Trade), 23, Buckingham
Gate, S.W.I, to whom applications for licences should in future
be sent.

neios ana Rouse—•

—

FiKE AT A Stcdio.—There was a serious outbreak of tire on the

night of Saturday, May 10, at 11.39 p.m., at Bayley's Studios, Ltd.,

photographers, 16, Tottenham Court Road, W., as the result oi a

carelessdy thrown down light. A back room on the second fit<jr

used as a workroom end the contents were damaged, whilst the

Test of the floor of two rooms audi ithe contents were damiat'ed by

heat and smoke.

Mr. H. C. Messeb, of Castle Street, Salisbm-y, has supplied to

the iMayor of that town enlarged photograplis, wliich the latter is

presenting as a record of two events connected with the war. One
pnotograpii represents the celebration of Empire Day, 1918, vy a

lairge body of British amd CoioniaJ Itrooips in the Market Squ«»-e,

Salisbury. The other is a group of the local repa^triated prist^^ierB

of war. The enlargements, which measure about 6 ft. by 3 ft. . have

been on exhilition at Mr. Meseei's studio.s\

Correspondence*—-—

•

*,* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.
No notice is taken of communications unless the iianies and
addresses of the writers are given.

',' We do not undertake responsibility for tlie opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

REVERSAL IN TANK DEVELOPMENT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—We recently developed a batch of eighty dozen half- „

plates, .ill outdoor subjects. Ihe pliteK all went through the same

developer in our developing tanks, which are made to hold leu

dozen plates. All the plates were developed satisfactorily e.xc«pt

twenty-five plates. These came up positives instead of negatives,

as the enclosed rough print will show. The plates appear to be

slightly fogged, but on a suitable card would give good prints pro-

vided they had bee:i negatives instead of positives. Is it posiuble

to «aj how the plates came to be pot.itives? In the case of a

subsequent, also recent, iot of ple.tes, some have turned positives

instead of negatives. Out of a batch of nighty dozen halt plates two
dozen have come up positives and thu rest are quite all right. They

were all developed iii exactly the same way,aJid, as far as we can

see, there should be no reason why all the plates should not be ell

right. The most peculiar part about it is that one plate had been

divided so that two exposures could be taken on the same plate.

One half of this plate was a negative aaid the ither part was a

positive. Could this have happened in any way owing to the plate

being fogged in the camera?—Yours faithfully,

W. BiN.vs.

HoUinroyd, Bispham, Blackpool.

[We shall be glad to hear if any user of tank development for

large batches has had a similar experience. We caji find no ex-

planation of Mr. Binns's very remarkable result.

—

Eds. " B.J.""|

REPRODUCTION FEES FOR PRESS PHOTOGRAPHERS
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—It is certainly time that the pre8e!)t reproducti<Hi

fee was increased.

Ixmdk>n Preee agencies aire getting ain inci-eased fee, jiot per

picture, but a bonus on the invoice.

If "Press Photographer" will join the Proprietors' Association

of Press Photographic Agencies, 46, Fleet Street, E:C.4, he may
also receive a bonus.—Yours truly,

"NiWSPAI'EE."

NEW SIZES OF SMALL CAMERAS AND PI..\TBS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—With reference to the announcement, " Quiai'tcr-piaites

to go," in your issue of 25th ult., I would like to add a few remarks
to " Old Hand's " letter in your issue of 2nd iaist. I aim a colonj<ij

bom of British parents, and am over here on military duty. 1

would like to point out that many of our men from overseas have
purchased valuable cameras, amongst which are many fine quart*r-
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Utt caioenu. I my<«l( pDrc)<«*ed oai va'ued afcitSS, »lao « quarter-

loU rniaigar valued at aboot £8. Nuw, OeoUeaien, it is a fairly

ttJl'koown fact by many tradeapeoplg in thia coontry who have

sd doaltnga with our aoldieri that if the avenge ooknial wanU a

hiag he will have it, and no aaKiciation is going to compel him

1 swap hii cwnera if he can get the plate* and p^ier He requires.

II the British Photographic Manntaoturon' Association will nut

ipftly bini with Ule plates and papers, then don t blame the

loaial if be aeearss hi* reqairsaienta from America or any othtrr

•untry. If aoeh coontriea And the supplying of aoch articles will

j4 to trading in other photographic material there will b« uu

ificulty in obtaining Ibam. The Dnminion t« which I boloa^, and

>p* to return to, fcr yean was flooded with Uennan goods, and,

less Qreat Brilain awake* t<i the fact, other countries will capture

V's lost trade. Before it i* too late, let the B.P.M.s' A«o-

lecon^der their deeisiaa to rule out the qaai«eri>late. Ai«o

1 be well for British mamifaotwrer* to have batter oootrol

J retail price ol good* in the calcniw. Why eaaoot the

torera luve Hated retail price for material fui sate m
ate*, making allowaao* tor custooi duties, cost u( transit

B eU. It maMen littia to the average trad—

n

an who setla tlic

article whether It be of Britiah or any other malu,m> laof a* b

I laine hi* proCL
S** to it, Mother Country, you supply your etiiMfeii in the coloBmi

th the things they require, and at a fair ana werw ti l* pnts*

:

>>ww»* yon will dnve them to seek other tradinK MidSL To io*.*

« oolooial trad* may eventually lead to the hwi of the outooiea.—

. /ur» faithfully,

"A Doxudnairx."

To

the new slaadard

jooJ tu drww ywtr
iMave evidently

th* Kditcn.

ot UiB AaKttasAsMi h*a bam drawn tu

of ilay 2 ami 8 on the sabjeit

id I ha*e baMi reqB«i< sd by my
atlsiitiuii to the Ltot that yooi unm^wmdent*

III* intcntaiaa «l th» Aaaociatioa io

Kuat a< all I woold point oat that tbma i* no wim wtiaUvsr oi

ibdrwwiug koB flM mnrkat any ot the oM aiam ol platee, euch

th* i platw aiae, wtiA will all eootintM to be winfsi^iind h^
V jut* aumuhi^mnm ao long a* th*y at« in imtmtd, aad thni

u far aa the jmaeca maken ar* concenwd, it ia nut •«• Unir t«-

tcntmn to ilignwitiaw* Um mnnaiaelare of thaw pgwmH modt.
'inara* in liM ttU raeafni**d sia**, sodi * i-fkt*, bat oaly sAiti

'^mdMing bvw moMs to make Ihsm in lk« new low ataadaid

1111 ia prefsfc* to aay otkv tnm.W Is hiiwam to Mm plaU mHoiMtafWB J wtmld fuilfliar state that

tWa i* a fneatiMi wMch bm bean rmiaed milinly by the cnmera— irfar^iiiiii, in order to red«ic* sa far • poambia tb» enonaous
WMtaty of *ia*B in whioh wiiwi now hMra to be nmde, so that

" 4ii^ may ba pnduoad on a qwaality poadnriUoa baai* of maaalac'
T9 and thn* b* sold at Iha low«*t piimJMi prica* -wsialsnt with

' ' Ijrpe id aatiia. nk alaa

d

bwftmtena of maas, w«nch it is

coded s* lar as twaab li ilmil f^j ail over lb* world, m surety
- only in the iolareela ol Iha —niila>tur*w IhwiiiiWa*, bat alau

>AniaB iiwraUi^ an 41m Ooatinsni or, asy, in Sooth
'i a CMB*M ol ta^kk —mrfaolara ha* lb* grcalait

<>Uv in rtUaJniag aaifilisB of plaia* that will fit his

'.IO* iliag n*'*** *" '^ 'o'^iyM'i '>^mi any oountr)

sia* platea ara in use, imvellng in Oraat Britain

o any cuontry wk«a baglirii *iaee are the Moat popular.

olandarliBattcB al orar the wxtrld aiao oanic* th* adrasilage to

' tlia aamrfaolaMr llmt inataad al (Mtni^ to mak* two cMnesas
' abnoet idenlial mm (vis., tfie Eir^lirfi and CimliiMitet cvart

THkag sis«b), be will only Inve to make one model wtkioh will

for all loraifB markets, and lima andbla him to ••ourr

a lair abar* ti thm tiada wliioh balora Iba aw want laiyaly

abo be boma in mind that Iha dsnmad of raeent yc . «
of the dblong rfia,.r,

Bi rt aialy mora psctorial tban the old sqaafweliaprd
very graatly iooramd, and alllini^ thia k not nearly

matter a* the oMmv unmlioa* lafanwl to above, it

surely is the oorreot thii^ for the En^Uili manufaatur^s to oater

fur wfaai is in demand rather then to endeavour to ke«p to ttie old

oonaervoAive attitude of the Ehigliahmait of never raaking a change

if it were pomible to arvotd doing so.

If your :3arreepoiideata wil refer to the Aaeoviaiiun's latter wliioti

j-uu published upon thia aubjeot, tiiey will at onoe see lint, although

oMDera nurkam are requested U> make all their neic models in the

four atandaid riaee it is prqposed to sdopt, in {sneference to the

old siies, yet tliere is no idea ot cresrting siMii a aKnalioa as your

oaircifioodeota seean to (esr—viz., tiwt the oamersa they now
puasees may become ohaolate aiid uaeleaa.—Yours faitiifully,

Abtbcb C. Bbooku, Seonlary.

British Pbotosraaliic llautiiacturen' Aaaociation.
May 14.

-~«"i—

MONOMET-HYDROQIINONE DEVELOPEK.
To the Editor*.

Gentteoiea,—Many formula of the developer monotnet-bydro-

quinooe have been given in the " It.J.," but mine have been given

a* to the time it takes to give a plate of the same density as when
the same quantity of metolhydroquinono was used.

Prior t<) the war I was fond of oein^ the liford formula for metul-

hydroquinone :

—

Metol .„•. - 30 grs.

Hydrai|uinona 45 grs.

Puta.is metabiaulphite ^ 45 gn
Water lU oss

Sodium sulphitv 1 oa.

Sodium cirbonalo 1 oc.

Water 10 cis.

Por u«e I took 1 os. of each and added the same quantity o.'

water. At the temperature of 80 deg. F. I noticed that it took

2i minntea to develop a plate properly. Metol being deor, I reduced

tha quantity by one third and increased the hydroqninone similarly.

I noticed that it took 3 minute* instead of 2j to develop a plate up

to th* density I required, and, what was more, I found that the

•Uvcloper wa* particalariy good for the Paget bromide pa|>er.

Not being rf4* to rJiialn metol a couple uf yeasa ago, I was ofTored

" MoaaoMt." 1 a**d Uie same (oiannla, siMiatitiiting it lor mf4j>l,

and da*«lap*d (or thra* Biinnt**, but to my mipris* I found that

my negatiTM war* very dense. I made some experiments by

diluting tha daraloper. I found that to obtain the same density

a* wooJd ba (tvaa by my old deretopar, I bad to dilate with 2^ ozs.

of watsr for avary 1| os. of tha Mooomat-hydroquinone developer

iirtaad of 1^ oa. of »ater with toe metol-hydroquinone. Th<M it

will so ttta tliai Um ratio of tlw lArangth of Manomot to metui is

ii«e to thiva

My nm>«nt formula is>-

A. .MimoaMt 'M gn.

Ilydroqaiaooa (0 grs.

P->las* mxabisnlphita 80 grs

Waur - 10 ois.

It. .Sodium sulphiU.' 1 os.

Sudium carbonate 1 oa.

Water 10 ois.

Ibt shot" can be mode up into a ainglj solution developer, it

:ic J cs not care ior two sulutionc, and krctw v-rll. 1 or u<e. 1

.jke I OS. of A, j OS. of B, and add 2^ i>/«. uf water an'l u le«

'ifops of 10 per cent, solution |K-tass bronide, and develop for three

.i-innte* at 80 dei(. F.. For bromide paper, I prefer to dilute witii

lU equal quantity of «ster, Jnd develop for oitt- minute.

HopinK that sum.) of your rasdeia may profit {c-;n. th* abov* I

rtciiin, yours faithfully,

Tak Hock Ann.
TieaMiry, Paiang, StraiU SettlemenU, April 2, lUlB.

—

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
\prU 17 to May 22 —Bammersmith Hampahir* Boos* Pbotogrsptm

Raaely Annual Extiifaition. Two ap*a olaaam. Joint s*cr*

iMim.'j. O. Ahnhaoa, 41, Bamilon Terrsoe, London, N.W.B;
A. a Pa«e. 12. lima Orore, London. W.12.

>J*pl*iiib*l' 13 to October ll.~Luiidon Sulun uf Pnotugrspliy. Kntrie*

dosa Saptambar 2. Hon. sec., Se, Pall Mall East, London, 1
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Jinsioers to Correspoitdents.

SPECIAL NOTICE,

Jte e0H»»iUtKa$ «j ftiural reduced suppUts of paper, a» th* rtsult

tf pr«hMti«n »f the importation of mtuh wood pulp and grass,

» tmaller space u)ill be available until further notice for replies

la eerretyondents.

Mereoper, v>e will amsmer hy post if stamped and addressed enve-

lope ii enoUieed fur reply: S-eent. International Coupon, from

readers abroad.

The full quesHoHi and ansuiers will be printed only in the case of

itiguiriee of general interest.

Queries te be ansiaered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

L. T.—Wc take it that you did not supply any photographs at all,

not that you supplied one that was unsatisfactory. In this case,

tRere can be no dou&t at all that the sitter can legally demand
the money to be leturned.

G. B. B.—^The London address of the Bausch and Lomb Optical

Company is 37-38, Hatton Garden, London, E.G., but most

probably they would not care to talce on a little job of this kind,

and you would want to go to an apparatus repairer such as Messrs.

H. T. Ball and Co., 51, Berwick Street, Oxford Street,

London, W.
N. E.—We think it is pretty clear from what you say that by
suing Mrs. L. in the county court you would get your charges,

and she would have to pay costs. Obviously, by offering you a

sum of money she has admitted the debt, and therefore it would
not be necessary to establish the fact whether she had ordered
the work or not; it would merely be necessary to establish what
your charges were for the three prints, which, we take it, is what
you want to do. No doubt if you have a solicitor's letter sent to

Mrs. L., pointing out that she has no defence if it came into
the county court, she will readily pay the amount and the
solicitor's costs.

B. E.—Motor vehicles pliotographed out of doors call for a quite

different lens fitan one suitable fbr interiors aind workshops.
For the former you want as long a focal length as you can afford,

in order to make a distant standpoint for the camera and so avoid
exaggeration of the size of the bonnet in compai-ison with the
size of the body. A 20-in. lens is none too long for a 12 x 10 plate

for this purpose. No need to have an anastigmat, an fl8 R.R.
is all you want. For interiors and workshops we advise an fl6
anastigmat of from 10 to 12-in. focal length if you are confined
to one lens, but if you can run to two, you had better get a
wide-angle far tiiis size of plate of about 8- to 9-in. focus, amd
one of, say, 12 or 14-in. for general work, the latter might be
an fib anastigmat, but an f/8 R.R. would be very nearly as good.

0- N.—1. It is advisable to apply for one. The address for your
district is Iddesleigh Mansdons, London, S.W.I. 2. No, except
on stationery and mounts. But you will require to register the
business under the Buainess Najnee Act. ITie fee is five shillings.
If you cannot obtain the necessary forms from your local post
office, you can get them from the Registrar of Business Najnes,
39, Russell Square, Londo*i, W.C. 3. At leasit four 1,000 c.p.'
Six would be better. 4. In a curve between 7 and 8 ft. from
floor extending from centre of front of background 8 ft. from it

to 5 ft. from edge of background. We should advise a thin calico
diffuscr. 5. " The Studio and What to Do in It," by H. P.
Robinson (Iliffe, 3s. 6d.). No book obtainable on posing. Our
publishers supply a small manual on sketch portraiture, by J. S.
Adamson, price 8d., post free.

K. M.—The cause of the pinkish stains is probably insufficient
citrate in the toner. Perhaps yon have not the right quality of
cHrato. Al any rate, it is evident that yon want more of it.

I'apers vary in this respect, and unfortunately one cannot com-
I)are those ot the present time with pre-war qualities, on which
the formula was based. We can give no explanation of the
rrregularities of toning, but think perhaps they are not thoroughly
hxed (in two baths in succession), and washed for half an homr
or so in five-minute changes. The Ferguson process is quite a
reliable one. The only alternative for red tones is to sulphids
tone in the usual way, and then to treat the prints in a gold-

sulphocyanide toning bath, as used for P.O.P. Messrs. Welling-
ton, who have advocated this method for a long time, give a6m«
instructions in their handbook.

A. H.—2. If you are enlarging to large size, say 20 by 16 and over,

and may be working from dense negatives, you had bett«r have
a small arc lamp, a very good model of which is supplied by the
Westminster Engineering Company, Victoria Road, Willesden
Junction, London, N.W., very widely used for enlarging, and as

good as any you can have. 3. Impossible to say, as it depends
solely on the scale on which you are enlarging. For a half -plate
negative you would want a lens of about 9 in. focal length, and
you can reckon tne space required in front of the enlarger by
roughly taking it that for every degree of linear enlargement you
will want 9 inches. TWis, if you are enlarging four times, you
will require three feet space in front of the enlarger. Really you
require to allow also about another foot. 4. As good as anything
is an H.li. lens of about 9 in. focus. 5. As regards the camera,
if you axe taking single portrait« with pleiiAy of space, a half-

plate lens of about 9 in. focus will answer quite well for the small
sizes, but if you are taking anything else in confined situations,
you will want lenses of correspondingly wider angle—that is to

say, a lens of which the focus should be a little longer than the
long side of Tne plate. 6. It all depends on the space you have
available. If ample space, you can ; if the space is prescribed you
will want different foci. See table in the " B.J. Almanac," which
will tell you exactly what you can do. 7. Yes, certainly. For
copies on to half-plates, 9 in. lens will do very well indeed, or
any R.R. lens; for small platea, of focus aJbout 1 in. or so
longer than the long side of the plate. Extension of camera
should Be at least double the focal length of the lens, unless you
want to make enlarged copies in the camera, in which case it

must be a good deal more.

fbi IBrttisIj lonntal of f jjotogrgplig.

Line Advertigements.

Charges for Insertion.
Since advertisements c*n/not be inserted until fully attd correctly pre-

paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind tb*
scale of charges. They will thus save themselves delay in the pub-
lication of their announcements. A Schedule by whish an advertise-
ment can be correctly priced wiH be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.
12 words or less 1/.

Eitra words Id. per word.
(No reduction for a series.)

Speciai Vote. Box Number Advertisements.
' Box No. " and offiee address charged as 6 words.
For forwarding replies add ... Jd. per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannst be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by th«
advertisement as previously printed.

Adverfisements are not accepted over the telephone or b/ telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.
The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., PubUshers.
a'^. Wellinston Strsat. Strand, LONDON. W.C. 2.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Golonial. On behalf of our publishers, we must

ask intending advertisers in the forth-

coming Colonial and Foreign Number of June 6 to note

thai the last day for the receipt of display advertisements,

and for the alteration of copy in standing advertisements,

is Thursday, next. May 29. The volume of advertising

matter in this number is sucb that an earlier closing of

iU p«gM, so far as displayed, advertisements are con-

oemed, ia inifperative, and advertisers will very greatly

facilitate the convenience of our publishers in getting

out the issue if they will give their orders and supply

copy at the earliest moment within the next few days.

The datM for the reoeipt of small prepaid, undispl&yed

adwttisaments remain as usual, that is to say, they can be
ooaptod op to noon on Wednesday, June 4, but her«

again, in view of the great bulk of the issue, it is even

loM powible than ordinarily to guarantee their appear-

ance. It is advised that suc^ smaU advertisements should

reaoh our publishen not later than Monday or Tuesday.
June 2 or 3.

• a •

S»if4t Dnrintf. The paper by M. L. P. Clone, whicb
appeared in the " British Journal " of

last week, is a valuable cx)ntribution to the cause of one

of tlM minor troubles in photographic processes. While
M. Clerc's experiments make it abundantly clear that

the presaaoe of lime aaka in the film of a negative or

print, due to saturation by lime containing water, is the

cause of white markings, tt may nevertheless be thouf^
tl>at lime in the water is not the whole cause of the
whitish deposit which is liable to occur in drying plates

or prints with spirit. The mineral addition which is

made in denaturing spirit is a cause of the milkiness

which is produced when such spirit is diluted with water,

and we think there is no reason to doubt that part of

the whitish scum whioh is produced in dr3ring negatives

with methylated spirit arises from this cause. Probably

it differs from the lime deposit in being largely superficial

whilst the Istter extends through the substance of the

film. Gentle abrasion of the dried negative surface by
preparations such as Baskett's reducer or Vanguard
" Frictol " will easily remove such superficial deposit,

thooxh it will not touch any precipitated lime salts in

the Bkn itself. The behaviour of a negative under this

treatment will, therefore, give' some clue as to the cause

of the deposit. Incidentally, M. Clerc's measurements of

the number of prints which can be dried under various

specified modes of treatment in a given quantity of spirit

emphasise the very great economy resulting from draining
water from the prints before immersion in the spirit, and
of draining spirit from them after immersion. Blotting

or squeegeeing of the prints would show still better
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results. The figures mark the considerable amount of

liquid which is retained by a print but can be readily

remove*! by simple mechanical means. It will be remem-

bere<l that many years ago MM. Lumiere showed the

advantage of the same principle in washing prints.

• « «

Import A memorandum of the Board of Trade,
Regulation*. issued on Wednesday in last week, con-

tains a list of a considerable number of classes of goods,

reatriotions on the importation of which are to be re-

moved. Among photographic requisites the order refers

to the following :—Ferrotype plates, camera shuttere,

positive papers, and cinematograph cameras. Presumably
" ferrotype plates " refers to the polished plates employed
for squeegeeing, although it may be dnteqjreted as apply-

ing to the sensitive plates used in ferrotype cameras, of

which formerly there was importation on a considerable

scale. The removal of restrictions on the importation of

shutters will undoubtedly be welcomed by the camera-
making trade, but it is doubtful if the same feeling will

extend to the unrestricted introduction of positive papers
by the makers thereof, whose costs at the present time are
probably much in excess of those of American manufac-
turers. It is possible that the effect of the Order may be
a fall in the prices of printing papers. Cameras fitted

with lenses are to be imported under licence only excep-
tionally as and wlien required, but all other photographic
apparatus, with the exception of that already mentioned,
is to be admitted at the rate of one-third of the 1913
importations in proportionate quarterly amounts.

* * *

No Cameras We are glad to see in our contemporary
frjom the the " Photographic Dealer " that steps

** have been taken to put a stop to the
offering for saJe in London of cameras bought from the
German dealers by officers of the Army of Occupation.
The question was raised in the House of Commons by
Lieut. -Col. Moore-Brabazon, and though Mr. Churchill
made a very unsatisfactory reply, it now appears that he
iook steps, on particulars given to him, to request the
military authorities on the Rhine to put a stop to this
trading with the enemy. Mr. Arthur Brookes at the
Photographic Dealers' Association mentioned a case of an
officer who had been prevented from bringing a camera
purchased 'from the Germans back with him to England,
BO it seems that the traffic will cease or, at any rate, be
reduced to quite negligible proportions. We are glad to
hear from several dealers in second-hand apparatus that
they will ,buy no more of these cameras, and we can assure
them that we shall take every precaution to prevent their
being offered for sale in our advertisement pages.

« • •
New Standard Tlie letter from the British Photo-

"I!v u
*' S^^P^i^ Manufacturers' Association,

pubbshed in our last issue, effectively answers recent corre-
spondents who professed to discover in the earlier
announcement of the Association the desire to victimise
plate users for the benefit of the makers. On the face of
It, euch an interpretation was absurd, for where a large
number of cameras of a given size exists it is obviously
to the plate-maker's interest to supply plates for them,
and anybody who knows anything of the present position
in the camera-making trade appreciates the fact that
damera-makers have good treason not to concur in a
policy which will render existing cameras obsolete. Aswe pointed out at the time, the change is plainly one
which must take place gradually, and we now have it from
the Association that the transition wiU be rendered still
Blower by the fact that camera-makers will continue to
manufacture present models of apparatus in the old sizes.

and are asked to adopt the new only in the case of fresh

patterns of camera. Anyone who read the original

announcement carefully should have been under no mis-

apprehension, but the Association's letter usefully

emphasises some of the advantages which in time will

result from its policy.
« * *

Focal-plane The paper by MM. Equer and Cousin,.
Shutters. communicated to the French Photo-
graphic Society, which we print on another page, is an
interesting contribution to the technics of the focal-plane

shutter, although the measurements were made of a type-

of shutter quite unfamiliar to us in this country in which
the slit forms part of a rigid plate instead of a flexible-

blind. The effect of mass in causing acceleration of the
slit as it travels downwards from top to bottom of tbe
plate is one which theoretically, of course, applies also

t» a flexible blind, -although we should expect to find that-

its influence would be small in comparison with the fairly

constant friction existing during the simultaneous un-
coiling and coiling of the blind. It may be hoped that-

MM. Equer and Cousin wHl carry out their experiments
on commercial patterns of fooal-plane shutters of the-

rollernblind type.
»

THE TWO WAYS.
We were reminded the other day of the directions ia
which the business of portrait photography has moved
during the last few years by coming across a leading
article*, whicb reviewed the situation and apparent ten-

dencies at that time. Then, as now, portrait photography
included within itself the so-called "high-class" and
"cheap " businesses. But the latter particularly were of
a somewhat different kind. The establishment producing
portraits at exceedingly low prices was then only in its

initial state of development, for the most part producing
the small portraits sold as

'

' sticky-baoks '

'
; and very

largely an element in the business was its peripatetic
character. It was assumed, and then no doubt quite
rightly, that the local demand for portraits of this kind
was soon satisfied, so that having exhausted the custom
of one large town the people in the business would carry
their not very elaborate equipment to another. At that*

time, too, we had another kind of cheap photographer,
the amateur-professional, or "backyard" man, engaged
during the week in his ordinary occupation and making
a business in his leisure of such portraiture as was within
his capacity, and for which he could find a market only
on account of the small price he Charged for it. Fortu-
nately, the development of the legitimate cheap -nortrait

business has gone a very long way towards extinguishing
his kind. In this glance backward it is instructive to note-
that along with the increase in cheap photography there
has been, as we ventured in the article to predict that
there would be, at least a corresponding development in
the high-dass studio. The interval has witnessed the
arrival of some men who have come to take a front-rank
position as photographic portraitists, although they en-
tered the business altogether without a preliminary train-
ing in the ordinary studio. Their work has achieved
success entirely on its merits, and has not been without
its effect upon those who previously sought to cater for
the most cultivated class of customer.

So much for the immediate past. What of the future ?'

Let us say at once that we do not take a pessimistic view
of the prospects of the photographic portrait business even
in the years of war-aftermath which are opening. Per-
haps lat no time during the last half century has it been

'"Under which King, Bezonian." " B. J.," Jan. 25, 1907, p. 59.
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less Msy to forecast the outlook for a business like photo-

raphy under the exceptional conditions which have been

reated by nearly five years of war, and, still more, indus-

':al dislocation. We are living in a time of flux where

rcee are in operation greater perhaps than any which

ave moved in England since the Civil War. Industrial

riagnates who expected to end their days plain commoners
sit in the House of Lords ! Mr. Smillie catechisee duoal

'.aadowners; Royalty goes slumming, and Labour leaders

.:e oalled in for conference on high matt«« of State.

. eTertbelen, amid the cross currents of such a moving
tne certain elements can be discovered which have a

•taring upon the prosperity or otherwise of the photo-

-aphic portrait business. One of these is the immense
tisement which photography, by its service to the

. has received. The mere fact that photographs
from the air are the means of saving tiwusands of

,ivea an added vtatus to a photogr»ph as such. We
iy uot be able to analyse the mental process, but we

.to recognise the conduoion. Then photography has

been eaH^ed to show the public at home what war is like.

The many war exhibitions of photoeraphs in London
and throughout the country have raUier overshadowed,

in this field, the arts at the painter and draughtsman,
from whose work in the past the public has formed it<

impressions of warfare. Then it has to be remembered
that the patting of millions of men into uniform and
sending them oveneaa baa provided among the masns
of th« mAKc the freonwii oecaaion to visit the photo-
grapher s; the same thing applies to the moltitudea of

W.A.A.C.S., W.R.E.N.8., and W.R.A.F.8. recruited

daring the latter phaee of the war. The atimulua thus
applied to the wish to have a photograph taken has been
a far greater factor in bringing photography and the
people en matte together than even the scnente of " Snap-
shots from Home," wliioh worked in a different ephere.

Ooncurrently, too, with these influenoea is the greater
distribution of money an>ong labour. The thirty millions

which the miners have added to their wages will be spent
on photograpba among other thinn. A greater expendi-
ture on aiticles which hitherto have been regarded aa

more or less luxuries is to be looked for among the work-
>!( classes.

Thus, while we are very far from thinking that there
is to be a leseer donand for portraita of the higheat
artiitic excellenee audi as are represented by the work
ot our leading men, we think we foresee a greater and
greater patronage of the studios catering for popular
taatea at a popujiar price. It is in reference to thia ten-

dency in photographic portraiture that the photogrvpher,
be hie proprietor or operator, whoee work falis into the

category of
'

' good average middle-class
'

' needs to revise

his ideas. He may, and in our experience very often does,

despise the cheap work. We think he fails to recognise
that the cheap work is constantly improving iu quality,

that at the present time a fair proportion of it is very
good, and is cheap for the reason that it« production is

organised upon business lines to which many a photo-
grapher of the passing generation is a stranger. It is not
easy to specify with anything like exactness the personal
and technical qualifications whidi make the average ptor-

trait photographer. Largely he is born of an interest in
the technical processes, negative-making, printing, and
the like, has some aspirations after art though little

appreciation of its essentials, and next to no training in

it. Add to these a business instinct, which varies greatly
among individuals but in many cases is not highly
developed, and you have perhaps a rough picture of the
general type of photographer—one who lovee his occupa-
tion for its own sake and is averse from having it divided
off into watertight compartments like a well-organised

factory. Neverthelees, to a very large measure we stand,
so we think, at the present day at the parting of the ways,
in one direction along a path which is highly individualis-

tic and offers,suooesB only to the man of genuine artiatic

capacity; in the other, along well-planned commercial
lines designed for the cheap and efitcieat production of
portraits the quality of which will improve as time goes
on and will become such, even if it is not so now, as will

satisfy a large proportion of the customers to be found in

the middle clasaea. A consideration of theee present-day
tendencies is perhaps more important to the photographer
seeking employinent as a studio operator than to men in

business for themselves in towns of small or moderate
ciae, where their customers are those of the more or lees

well-to-do middle-class. The employee, and at the pre-
sent time many are would-be employees, needs to consider
that the field for him in the future may He in the cheap
portrait atudio; the smaller proprietor is fortunately
in the poeition that he does not rely solely upon por-

traiture for bos takmgs, but obtains a substantial propor-
tion of his income from work done away from the studio,

and often induding much of what is generally called
" ooounercial photography." We venture to suggest that

it b to hi* intereot to cultivate thia branch of work by all

the tneans which are available to him. As we have often

eaid during the past three or four years, we think there
ia great scope still for photography in this field, and that
altogether the prospect for photography in theee changing
times is not one to discourage any of those connected with
it so long as the possible and probable outcome of the
forces at work is recognised.

FOURTEEN POINTS ON COLOUR.
(CanMMMrf from pa^t 262.)

^araniT traasparant oolonrs are too powerful, sometimes

'ok qnite sickly, sapedally if yellow ; tberefofc always use a

^ttle body colour in your backgrounds to give atmosphere to

keep them from coming forward, as it is unlawful to solfecate

people. The most suitable colours are the neutral tiirta like

gray, brown, delicate pink, olive, rusMt or citrine. These aleo

I

go well with any mass of Mack. For vignetted backgrounds :

—

Blue gray shaded with brown.

Green shaded with burnt sienna.

Neutral tint shaded with yellow or grssn

Olive gvssn shaded with brown.

0: Flcah ia best isynwiirtsd by simple tints nicely gradated

and not broken up. A patdiy juxtaposition of primary

colour* is all very well for small miniatures, but is not suitable

for rolonring a photograph of medium size. If the colour of

the face is too brilliant it will Isck refinement, and if beauty

is lacking a nice quality of colour will give it charm. When
Reynolds, speaking of colour, told his Students to think of a

peach, he meant the direct condition of flesh wsa peach-bloom,

surroundings cruder, and lipa as compared with dry-bricks to

look liko fniit ; themfone he very pithily dcecribed what he

aimed at himself. Do not be afraid to colour the ears with a

little red to keep them back and force the nose forward ; don't

get them purple, as this will give them a frozen appearance.

The eyes and mouth have the most colour, then the cheeks;

keep the colour clean, avoid hot foxy colour, leather colour and

fever colour. Don't forget a soldier looks ridiculous with a

B
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l«dv'i« .tm.plfxioii. Coursi' brushwoik on tho face always

makes tiM. flesh look like a slieet of ciumplwl notepaper. Use

a whi<* enamel or china palette, so that the transparent and

gerai-transparcnt tints can bo better seen.

10 Now to a q»iestion of a littU' refonn as a moans of brnig-

ii.L' nboiit *)ett»r results and a l»-ti*or reputation for colouiwl

photographs. One of Whistler'e proi>ositioii» was fhat a work

of art. should 1* " finit.lie.1
" U-om the beginning. This is well

,u.,le.>too<l l.v operators a« regards B. and W., but eolooir is

always an afterthouRht. an afterwish l^- the patron, whereas

good worti can, only be done by mating it a forethought. It is

Biis»»fea for studios to announce special sittings for colour

BrraJigemients—no extra expense, merely the use of a pa«i-

ciuxmiatic plate, some forethought and advice. Costly curtains

and screons such as Royal Academj- artists favour are not advo-

cated. PrcKTcduiio after this style: A lady takes advantage of

the studio's imnoimcement for a colour sitting, and is di-essed

in Uue ; a background is let down, preferably of a panelled

room ; she is posed removing a plate of oranges from a table.

That odcturo would lend itself to colour.

The present method i« something like this : A lady in fure

wishes for a standing position, and is taken against a landscap©

that ha-ppens to ibo down. The picture is passaWe in B. and

W., tho lady likes the expression, an enlargement is oi'dered

to be coloured. The result unfortunate, because the colour em-

phasises tho landscape.

A lady is taken in. evening dress against a strong cloudy

background. It looks very well in B. and W.—an order is

given foir one coloured. The colour of the clouds translated by

the artist as a, storm makes the lady look foolish,

Jluch can be done by painting in and painting out, but if a

coloured photograph is to show a nice clean, even finish and

surface and ceneral craftsmanship it must be finished from the

beginnincr. Ladies love a change of dress, whether it really

suits them or not. It may happen a woman of forty, with a

sallow complexiion, in a blue blou.se, has a sitting, afterwards

asking for a coloured enlargement. She gives the colours ; her

friends know that /particular blouse is blue, and blue it's made.

The result is oi^uel, becaiuse the blue intensifies her yeUow face.

If forethought was colour and the artist is consulted he will

probably discover by conversation that the lady had at home

» more suifaible dress of yellow-brown and a string of yellow

beads—an easier picture to colour with satisfaction all round.

The sarnie consideration should be for children ; and how please3

parents are if the child makes a picture, more so if colour can

be effectively applied.

11. Until the great need for the standardisation of the terms

describing the quaility of colours is fiHIed, and an accurate system

of colour notation is invented the artist must see the sitter.

Where this is brought about a great difierence will be seen in

J

tlie truth of colour recorded : and if an artist is not on th»
preniiseis tjie occasional artist should Ije in attendance by ap-

pointment. It used to be quite an event in olden times to have

one's portrait reoordetl in colour, and why not to-day ?

A special fee will have to be charged to meet the time taken

up, Obut the i-esult will be worth it. The plain man in the-

street can see the difference between Bond Street work and the

product of the " Whitechajjel gentleman" when the t*o nver

together, althouch he does not know why.

12. If Whistler had run a studio he would have annoure:ed.:

Maker of Portraits.

Projected Pictures.

Symphonies in Silver-grey and Black.

Harmoni&s in fJoldeii Brown.

Culour Arrangements by Appointment.
Silhouettes in Nocturne Tints,

And would have displayed his "projects'" after the nia.nnea

of high-class studios of to-day, displaying just one or two
coloured specimens as something choice, which is far more-

effective tlian the shops that crowd coloured enlargements into-

their windows like tlie unloading sale of a picture factory.

13. Tinting vignettes in various colours in the same way as

cream toning is done by the hypo-Diath is suggested. Whistler

selected coloured iirapera for his pastels, net to avoid " fatiguing

the paper," ius he put it, but that a fine effect could be got by-

easy means. For instance, a few touches of scarlet on iblue-

gi-een jMiper is a most striking harmony. Supjxise the aim is to

make an enlargement from a vignetted head and shoulders of

Marehal Foch as an attraction for the window. The artist

proceetls to make the print himself, to save time aftenvards, as-

few primteis can make a soft vignette. Then by means of the

hypo-batli he tints the paper or takes the print out of the bath'

and sponges it ov^er with a dye of soft blue-grey, then leaves it

to be washed and niouirted in the usual way. The fa-ce is-

coloured by the oil, wax or pastel method ; the gold braid and

Army ribbons touched in. It will be seen by getting rid of the

surrounding whiteness which is so conunon, and adding a tint

the touches of colour tell like jewels, and have quite adifferent

appearance to the usual dust cloud raised by the airbrush. A
gii'l in a green dress would liave a green-grey gi-ound tint fiinii-

lairly with other subjects.

14. (Colour will be wanted to liven the display and to give

variety if the suggestion of local exhibitions for profe^ional*

is carried out—^ivhat Whistler would call " an liei-oic kick " to-

improve business, a stimulant to good work, a counter-atTtack to

the canvassing tout. With a couple of borrowed war phorto-

graplis in colour to help the attraction the public would re-

member for a long wliile where to go for good work. Photo-

graphers would meet as in the market-place, and other benefits-

would accrue. A. Vernon Godbold..

PHOTOGRAPHS AS EVIDENCE.
[The use of photographs in legal actions, not simply for the purpose of illustrating and facilitating the evidence of witnesses,,

but in providing evidence of a different kind, is viewed with more favour in American Courts than in those of this country im
which the judicial mind, so we think, is less open to the acceptance of fresh practice. Therefore, in reprinting the following

very practical notes on legal photography from our Boston contempotary, the " Photo Era," we should make it clear that we dc
so, not with the idea of suggesting a remunerative branch of business to photographers, but by way of adding, on however smalb
a scale, to the weight of testiimony iu favour of the quahfication of the photograph to have its place in providing evidence

-

which may often be more reUable than that of the human witness.

—

Eds. "B.J."|

The value of photographs as a means to bi'ing the scenes,

surroundings, and conditions that existed at the time of a
crime to the direct attention of a jui-y seems to have been over-

looked dn many cases by the lawyer and the photographer. I
belie\e that this is due to two reasons : first,- the lack—on the
lawyer's part—of knowledge of the value of pihotographs as

evidence ; and, second, to the lawyer's inability to obtain the-

sen-ices of a photographer who really understands how to

photogi-aph St' that his prints may be admitted as evidence.

I have made a careful study oif this branch oi photographic

work for ten years, and I will endeavour to explain some of

the details of the requirements to make a photograph of legaL
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Talne in a caee. I have had my photographs introduced a«

evidence in many kinds o! caaea covering accident, damage,

attempt to tlefrand. larreny. and murder. I will give a ffw

casea to show how very helpful and important photografihs

proved to be in esUbliahing oerUin legal points.

There are aome things with regard to the camera which will

be onderwtood by the photographer, but not by the lawyer.

For this reason, I have made it a practice to h*ve a " get-

together " meeting, with the photographer and the lawyer as

thr int.Tfsted co-workers. At such a meeting both can oome

to an understanding as to what is necessary to make « photo-

; >|ih ot value, and what questions can be used to eiuure the

I
n tographs being admitted to the court-proceedings; or, in

some casM, what questions can be used in the crosa eiam inataon

to cause the " other aide's " photographs to be diaqoalified.

Th«i« are, I find, eleven important points to ruBMnber with

rrgard to osing the camera which, in my opinion, are absolutely

neceaaary. AMmmi^ these are by no nteans all that are neces-

sary to bear in mind, 4hey will cover antomatically all other

qaastioDS that may be brought up in the Court. By loUowing

rioaely the points that I will try to give, the photographer may
be v«ry sare—in faot positively certain—that nothing can or

• ill ba bicoght out in the croaa-exsniination which will cause

the Coait to rule against his photographs.

Notbiag of Inaportanc* cad b« ChuDged in lb« Scan*.

That is, tti* aagativea should be made m soon «a possible,

so that everything at the scene o( the crime may rsntain exactly

as it waa at the time. B, however, considerable time must

—

lor MO* NUOB—«iapee before the aegathrw can ba made, the

photographer mnat be able to swear th»t B«»yua( wkieb has

any bearing on the caae haa been diaaged. This is the rrawn

that I have made a practice to keep a camera with plates

and aocesaoriaa that I may need—including flaah-pan and

powder, fifty-foot tape and compass—all packed in carrying-

caaee, ready for immediata use, either day or night.

Angle of Vl«w •• that of tb« Eye.
It i> Tcrr imftortant that tiie l«>ni should ino!ude alF>ut the

4ame angle as the eye, lor either an inersMsd or dacrsussd

angle will tend to change the relation ot obieeta ahown in the

picture. Now the average angle of the human eye is thirty-

five dsgrssa, so that for * 7 s 6 plate ««• will need a lens

oi 11 ins. focal length—this will give tUrty-five to thirty-ais

d'grses ; on a 8^ x 6^ plate a 13 in. kns will give one thirty-

five to thirty-six drgi«««. and on a 10 x 8 plat« s 16 in. 1<^* will

give thirty-five to thirty-six degrsea. Here, let me say that I

have found the 10 s 8 print, linen-mounted, to be lb* beet lor

all-round Court work, as it is large eiM>ugh to bring out fine

detail clearly, and is not too large to be handled easily.

Cneaera must be Lewel.

It is absolutely nseasaary that tha camera be level, as a

slight tilt will give vertiral lime as not rertical and in «onM>

caaea will cause one's photographs to be of no value whatever.

Consequently, I say " use a level." I have in mind a case

which wae an excallent snample to prove my point that I

sh%U mention later.

Camera Bach Vertical.

Every photographer is familiar with Hie leaning-eBect that

is produced by pointing the camera either up or do>wn ; and

he knows that this same aflect can be produced by too free a

use of the swiag-^taefc ; ao that to ahow a view or an object

a* It really ia one aaat bare tbe plate eauMtljr vertical. Then

if, for example, a chimney ia leaning aligkUy, it will appear

and should be shown aa leaning in tbe pbotograpb.

Camera about on tbe X.evel of Your Eye.

In nearly all things that we see a change oi effect can be

luAiced if one raises or towsti the viewpoint; sod, m some

cases it is very important to be able to swear that the photo-

graph is what a person would see at a certain place. For

this reason it is important to have the lens of the camera on a

level with one's eye when the exposure is made to give the

true perspective.

Tinae at ^irbich tbe Picture ^vaa Made.
The exact hour and minute when an exposure was made is

not absolutely necessary, as I have found that to say that a

negstive was made between the time of 1 and 1.15 p.m. is

definite enough. In most casee as email an allowance as

possible should be made to cover slight variations of time in

watches or clocks.

Colour-Senaitiee Plate Neceaaary.

It is well understood that the plate commonly called an

" ordinary " one, sees oidy the blacks and whites in a subject

at their true value, and it registers all other colours in tones

that are, many times, exactly opposite to that which they

should be. For example, red is shown as nearly black, and

blue is white. This fact will give an entirely different idea

of a scene than the one wanted; but this difficulty can be

overcome bv the use of panchromatic or orthochromatic plates

and ray-filters. The uae of these platee is familiar to most

photographers, but for the benefit of those who have not

need them detailed information regarding them may be obtained

from the plate-manufacturer*.

Makint and Finiablng Done by One Paraon.

This is important in that it saves calling more than one

person as witness to the photographs at time ot trial.

Exact Location of Camera-

In locating tbe camera definitely as to where it stood et the

time of making tbe exposure, be sure to make all measure-

ments from fixed object* and also to note carefully the direc-

tion in which the camera was facing. For example, a good

description of location would read something like this

:

" Camera stood 6 ft. west of the west edge of tbe concrete-

walk on the west aide of Main Street and 62rt. 7 ins. south

of the south edge of the concrete-walk on the south side of

State Street. Camera was pointed a little east of north-east,

(aoing across the intersection of State and tfain Streets in the

town of County of and State ot . In all of my
meaaorasnents I am allowing a possible error of 1 or 2 ins."

This is clear, and I think that from this description of location

a stranger could locate exactly where the camera stood.

No Retoucbing on NegatiTO or Printa.

It is easily understood why no retouching can be dune, as

the prints mu«t be true photographic reproductions ot what
they are intended to show.

lite prints must be sworn to in the witnees-box by the photo,

grapher who made them. In some cases his diepoeition can be

used, altbotigh it is much better to have him there in person.

Photographs can be tiaed in nearly all cases that mme up
for trial, vix. : accident, damage, attempt to defraud, larceny,

and murder. For example—a caae of accident. At about ten

o'clock p.m., on a road from a famous "wet" town, a motor-

cyclist collided with an automobile ; result, the driver of motor-

cycle wss killed. The automobile driver called me out at once ;

and before anything was moved we made flashlights to prow
that the automobile was on the right-hand side of the ro.id

—

where it belonged—therefore the motor-cyclist must have bn-n on

the left side to inin directly into the front of th«- automobile. At

the trial further evidence brought out the foot that the motor-

rydist was partly intoxicated ; and, with his photographs to

hack up his statementa, the automobile driver freed himself of

a large damage claim.

Damage suits ate common, and usually well adapted to the
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court nse of phoUigraphs. I had prints in a case where pay-

ment wa« withheld for a silo, the claim being that tlie silo was

crooked, cracked, and a sourco of danger to an adjoining barn.

Print« from negatives made with the lens facing directly north,

weot, soath, and east, with camera level and swing-back

straight, showed that the silo was straight but the bam

cjooked : A telephoto-lens proved that cracks near the top of

tho silo did no particular harm, and these facts brought in a

judgment of the full amount due to the contractor, with no

deduction for any damages.

Insurance compani«i in iiarticular are subject to attempts to

defraud by arson. I had a case where a house insured to tlic

limit burned under very suspicious circumstances. I made

photographs that showed four distinct fires with no connection

between them. Old, broken furniture was placed in the house

—

the good furniture was in a shed at the rear ; and in one room

I photographed two glass gallon jugs with a few ounces of kero-

fieno in each. These prints were so convincing to the jury that

the person who had tho fii^e is now serving time at tlie State

penitentiary.

I had an interesting case of larceny where two windows of a

iioiifie were broken in an attempt to release the window catches.

A man was arrested as he was leaving the house, after the

people had heard the windows broken, but had seen no one near

them. The windows were broken by the iise of a brick, and

photographs showed brickdust and particles around the break

in the glass—^they also showed the dust particles around one

of the suspect's pockets. The man is now doing time for

Attempted burglary.

Murder cas€« offer unlimited opportunities for the u.se of

photographs, as in these cases all points relative to the case are

sifteil to the finest possible degree, and the photographer has a

gootl chance to show what he can do. I had a case where, at

at fai-mhouse near a town, a young man was shot and killed, and

an accident claimed. The interested persons asserted tliat th<^

young man drove up in a niacliine with several others and

stopped to talk with his friends at the farm—they were all

Italians. While his friends talked he got out of the iiiachinc

and went into the house. As he was coming back from the

house one of the men who stood beside the machine fired a

revolver which he was holding Ibehindhim and accidentally shot

and killed the young man who was coming from the house.

Their main witness claimed to be standing at the corner of the

house where lie saw it all happen. A photograph from the

place where he claimed to be standing proved that he could see

nothing on account of a rqwof lilac bushes between him and the

road ! A photograph from across a small field supported one
of the claims of a witness for the State that he was not too far

away tx> see—as he asserted that he did—tliat it was not au
accidental shooting. The person who did the shooting is now
doing time for manslaughter.

I could give case after case where photographs have sliowed

themselves to be of practical value to jn-ove claims and to bring

actual scenes to the jury. In all cases photographs are worth

many times theix cost. Photographs as evidence are wxxrthy of

careful study on the part of the lawyer and the photographer.

By cai-eful study and consideration each can add to liis reputa-

tion as an expert in his chosen line ; and in addition each can
add a few dollars to his bank account.

La Vebxe T. Ryder.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[FreTiouB articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal '

' some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan, 17).

Backgrounds (Jan. 24),

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31),

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture (Feb. 14),

Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb, 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

MOUNTS AND
The style of mounting at present in fasMon is so simple that
it might at first seem as if nothing could be said on the sub-

ject. All that is apparently necessary is to get a piece of

stout brown paper and di-y-mount the print upon it. This,

however, is not quite the case, as to get the best effect out of

any print it must have a suitable setting, and to provide this

is not 60 easy a matter as it might appear. There has been,

I know, considerable difficulty in procuring suitable papers

and csirds diiring the waa-, but as these are produced in both

England and America, it is to be hoped that we shall soon

have a full range of tints and surfaces to choose from.

It does not seem to be generally appreciated that the appear-

ance and tone^value of a print aare greatly aEeoted by
the mount upon which it is placed, or else .we should not see

so many sepia-toned prints upon brown mounts, which nearly

match their general tint, and hardly show where the print

ends and tJie mount begins, thus causing a general flatness of

The Postcard Studio (Maroh 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21),

About the Reception Room (March 28 ^
Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11),

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May ).

MOUNTING.
effect which is far from pleasing. It is, fortunately, impos-
sible to reduce mounting to a system and to give rules for the
choice of coloui-s, but there are one or two points upon which
most successful workers are agreed. One is that the depth
(not colour) of the mount should never be as dark as the

deepest tone in the print nor lighter than the highest light.

Between these two limits there is a wide range to choose from,

and even in everyday portraiture tlie general appearance of

the work may be greatly improved by keeping this in mind.

If we have only two mounting papers in stock, a cream and n.

rather dark brown, it is easy to see how much better some

prints will look upon one than upon the other, and if we
indulge in a combination of the two, one Iseing used as a tint

showing a narrow mar'gin., we have an additional means of

impiTovinig the effect. Some mounting papers have a dif-

ferent colour or depth on each side, so that it is possible to

get tint and mount out fjf the same sheet. A good effect, and
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one I am rather partial to, it to print with a narrow margin,

o that th« print is kept from running into the mount, and

can be placed upon almost anr suitable colour. The margin

being exactly the same colour as the highest light of the print,

cannot daah with it, nor with the mount itself. A trained

eye will guide jroa to do the same thing with other colours,

and the photographer who takes a pride in his work cannot do
better than to procure a number of tints and mounts in

Tarioos shade* of brown, buff, cream, grey (not blue grey),

and spend a spare hoar or two in trying combinations of them
with various rlmns of print. I hope that all the stocks of

mounts with embossed coloured borders are used up, and that

they will not be rerived after the war. If we are to have any

fancy work, let it be confined to folders, as these can be

thrown away if the customer does not like then. For cheap

work ornate mounts will probsbly always be popular, but for

anything which is intended to be artistic they are as much out

of place as s hsary signature embossed in gold hss been found

to be. Plate-marked moonts had a long mn, but they, too,

hare died the death ; photographs are not printed from copper-

plates, and a good photograph does not nssd any such false

pretences to help it oat^

Trimming plays an important part in Am artiatie asoantiag

of a picture, and lor this reason I am glad that aost photo-

grapher* have abandoned the use of "stock" mount*. No
matter how careful one may be in posing or in plscing th«

Cgnre on the plate, there are occasions when the necessity for

cutting a picture to fixed dimensiosu will be detrimttal.

When long panel pictures were in vogue H was frequently

necessary to cut off a portion of the cIoUms so as not to ezcMd
the prescribed limits, bat now to long as tks ptetare is approsi

mataly the size paid for nobody will complain. It may be

^>ft^n^ed oat that in many eases jndieioas trimming wiU help

the eoapoaition, bnd baUnee being improved by catting away

nnoeenpind spnes at the side of the figure and making the edge

serre as a support.

It is obvious that lor trimming ol this class the old style

ol catling shape is inadequate, and those who prefer to use

the knife will find that one glau of large sias with cross tines

mlad on the under side will be mors eoovenient and will

answer for all siata, as two edges can first be cat and the print

tnmed and squared up by placing the two edgsa against the

nearest two lines and cntting the remaining side*. Obviously

it u nut iwcesaary that the rut tide* *hoaId touch the line* so

long «* they ate parallel with them.

Th* moet convenient way of cutting prinla is to nsea Metrett

trimmer. With this it is easy to girt perfectly square comers

and to repeat any given siae by laying the print accurately by

the role at the side. The only precaations nsesssary are to

•e tlmt the print tooehaa the rule throoghout ita whole length

and to prese firmly on the print while cutting. If the pnnt

alipa, the oomesn will be oat at truth. If at any tame th«

trimmer l>e suspected of being oat of adjustment, it may bo

tasted by folding a piece of foolscap paper so as'to give a shan>

edge at the fold. Ilaoe this accurately to the ml* and male
a cat. When the paper ia o|>ened the edfs shonld be quite

stndght across the sheet. If it b* higher or lower in the midtlle

the rule rsquisss adjaatmenl. This type of trimmer should not

be oasd (or lismry mountiag papers or cavdhonrd. For tbeee

a lever catter shonld be used, and one fitted with a reliable

clamp should be dMson. Thsee cotton may also be used for

prints, but rcquiro mo^ ear* to get true rectangle*. Sunie 1

1

the vnaller aixaa aro unprovided with damps, and when using

theoe it ia a good plan to pre** thi> print down with a glass

cntting akapo. His prevent* thv print from buckling and
springing away from the blade.

Ovals and circles ai« be«t cut with tlie aid of sine or brass

shapes snd a swivelled whael cutter, a sine plate being used to

support the print. Many people find difficulty in using tliis

simple appliance, du« usiu^y to a lack of confidence. The
cutter must be kept perfectly upright and pressed firmly against
the edge of the guide. Practice upon a few waste prints will

soon give the necessary touch. The zinc plate should be kept
quite smooth, or the points will have ragged edges. An ooca-

•ionnl Tvb with emery paper will do all that is necessary. For
odd sises in circles I have found the Waterhouse diaphragms
of a large lens very useful The edges of the shapes must be

kept free from notches, or the cutter will have a tendency to

run into the print ; but this is easily avoided by rubbing the

notches with the emery paper.

A mount-cutter's knife is a most useful tool, both for trim-

ming prints and cutting card ; with a little practice it can be

ased for beveJling sketch portraits, making cut-out mounts,

masks, and many other purposes. It is best to cut upon a glass

plsfte for paper, as >k cleaner edge is thus obtained. The edge

of a good knife will not turn upon glass, nor will the glass be

scratched. Nearly all mounting, at least in the smaller sizes,

is done by the dry method, which gives a good finish, obviating

the necessity for rolling, and avoiding cockling even upon the

thinnest mooniing papers. The following pointe must be ob-

served to ensure success :—Both print and mount must be quite

dry, or the print will stick to the plate, or at least ahow shiny

patches where Itie damp places are. The heat must be adjusted

to suit the tissue m us«, and tissue requiring a high temperature

should be avoided. Durii^ the wnr some very poor stuff was on

the market and almost drove some people back to wet mounting.

When rutting printa they must always be kept face upwards.

When there is a narrow strip to be taken off, it is easier to see

the width of this if tite print is cut face downwards ; but if

this be done a line ol shellac will show rounS the edge of the

print. If any of this get* upon the plate the next print will

probably stick to it. Print* may be tacked on to mounts

very neatly by using a narrow strip of tissue at tho top edge

of the print. This should be cut a little shorter than the

edge, so that the print will not hsve to be trimmed after atUch-

ing it

Wet mounting is so well known that no detailed instructions

are necsnaary except u|K>n |><>ints where the beginner is likely

to go wiong. 1h» rendy-made dextrine mounUnte of the Tixit

type are the most convenient to u»c, and have the advantage

that f.rinU may be unmounted at any time by damping between

wet blotting paper, but properly made sUrch is as good, and

jost BOW much cheaper. Few i>eople make good sUrch paste,

but it ie easy if done as follows:—Mix the powder into a

thick cnsMi with cold wster and see that any lumps are broken

up : pour on absolutely boUing water, atirring all the time,

until the |>a»te goes clear and thickens ; »tir lor a few moments

lunger and set aside to oooL Do not use until quite cold.

Remove the top skin and take some of the paste into a «m^
ba*in or saucer, so that rt may be well broken up with the

bru^h b<rfore spreading. Print* to be wet-mount«i »hould be

».«k6d m water tiU Ump. Khen taken out singly and laid in

a pile on a she.?t of glas*. This should be stood on edge and

aU^.wed to dram well, after which any surplu* ebould be

piOMMd out with a dry towel. Pa*te the t»p print, Uft one

oomer with the point of a knife, mtul pick up the print with

the thumb and finger ol the left hand, Uking care not to Uke

hold near the edge; Uke the other comer with tho right

thumb and finger and place the print in the correct poeition

on the mount. If not quite straight, put the tips of the

finger* firmly on the face of the print and slide it into jKisi-

tion. Hub down with a wHt, daaip siKinge or a sheet ol dry,

clean paper. Hang up until the surface ia fairly dry, but

do n.»t let the canl* curl ; pile the print* up together and put

under a weight until quite drj-. If a mounted print drie* fiait

it will not curl afterward* ; but if allowed to curl in drying,
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nothing will flatteoi it p«-inanently again. \Vhile on. the sub-

ject oi curling I may point out that only platinum prints and

thoM' upon plain salted paper— tihat is, without a gelatine or

ooUodioin coating—should be "tacked on" to a mount by

th« top comer* only, as emulsion papei-s, although quite flat

•A first, ar« li*bl« to curl with every change in tihe atmosphere.

PaM«-partout mounting is a convenient way of preserving

f>rmt« which it is not desired to frame. It consists of binding

up a mounted print with a -sheet of glass in front, with or

without the addition of a cardboard back, to which rings for

Kanging or a strut back can be attached. Ready^>repaa-ed

binding paper, which only requires damping, may be jnir-

duwed in rolls, and furnish-es the most convenient way o?

working ; but any stout paper or bookbinder's cloth may oe

need. The proper way to bind is to cut the four strips to fit

tlt« front glass, and to attach 'them very carefully upon fihe

face, tlien turn the glass face down, lay the mounted print

and back (if any) upon it, re-damp the adhesive on strips

turn them down on to the back, and rub well togetlier. You
will thus ensure a perfectly square and true edge on the front

ei the glass ; the back does not matter.

Prints have sometimes to be mounted in optical contact

with glass. This can easily be done by making a solution o!

clear gelatine, one ounce in a pint oi water. This is poured

while warm into a dish which will easily take the glass. The

glass is then immersed, and when it has reacflied the tejnpeia-

ture of the gelatine, is followed by the print iace downwards

;

the twxx aare withdrawn together and contact obtained by

means of a flat squeegee. When quite dry, the face of the

glass can. be cleaned from any smears of gelatine. During the

wihole operation the gelatine solution must be kept wairm and

quite fluid. H there is any tendency to set while in oise, it is

useless.

I have sometimes had to mount prints upon wooden panels,

and for this I a)>])ly fish-glue to tlie hacJc of the dry print,

using I'ather a stiff brush. The only points to observe are

that the niiai'gins are well coated with glue and that any

bubbles are carefully rubbed out Bromide prints «o treated

may be varnished without further pi-eparation. Engravimgs

or platinotypes require careful sizing with a gelatine solution

to prevent tlhe varnish from penetrating the surface.

PKACTlfUS.

SOME TESTS OF THE ACTION OF A SHUTTER
OF THE FOCAL=PLANE TYPE.

|In a recent issue of the " Bulletin of the French Photographic Society" MM. M. Equer and E. Cousin, the latter the secretary

of the Society, described some interesting experiments made by them in determining the difference of exposure given by

a slit travelling close in front of the plate according to the stage in its journey across the sensitive surface. The

experiments were made, not with a flexible blind wound from and to a roller, but with a rigid shutter with a fixed

slit in it. It will be seen that the authors discover considerable variations in the exposure, and while they do not

particularly describe the mechanism of their sliding plate, they express the opinion that the ditierence would be greater

still in the case of a flexible blind, which is unrolled from one spindle and roMed upon another.

—

Eds. '• B. J."]

The ingenious method of measuring the speed of instan-

taneous shuttei's by means of " singing flames," wljich was

worked out s<»ne few yeans ago by M. Benoist, has been con-

siderably used as a veiy simple and exact means of measur-

ing the actual speeds of shutters. The results obtained have

shown the usefulness of the method for lens shutters.

The same method may be employed equally well for the

measurement of the speed of fooaj-plane shutters. Experiments
in this application have been made in the laboratory of the
French Photographic Six-iety, and have prompted the obser-

vations which ai-e the subject <A the present commu)iication.
In the camera which was tested the slit is contained in a

sliding plate which is moved by a spring. By altering the
tension of the spring the sjieod of movement of the esliding

plate can be varied. The camera has a winding key and twelve
notches corresponding with tensions from the lowest to the
highest of the spring. The width of the slit may be altered,
but has been kept at a sin^e constant width for all the
teste described below. It is plain that the times of exposure
are proportional to the widths of the slit. Theie was no pur-
pose, therefore, in making measurements for other widths of
slit The exposures are a matter of calculation so long as the
slit is not so greatly narrowe<l as to give rise to diffraction
phenomena. The only variable element in the tests is tlie
tension of the spring.

The camera can be placed for use with the slit either hori-
7-ontal or vertical. In the fowner case the slit-plate slides
Jrom top to bottom along a vertical path. In other words,
it falls; and as it has an appreciable mass, the action of
gravity is added to the acfion of the slit and the speed is
jncreased. In the other ixjsition, at right^ijigles to the first,
the plate slides from right to left along a horizontal path, the
sht being vertical. Here grarity does not affect its action or

iit any rate, ha-s no further effect than increasing the friction

and thus corresponding with a retarding action, if any.

The speeds are, therefoi-e, different for a given tension of

spring in the two positions, and hence the necessity of making

two series of tests, one with the slit horizontal and the other

with the slit vertical.

Tlie fact that the slit-plate has a definite mass involves

another result. At the moment of release the slit-plate starts

from rest : its mass opposes the iwoi^erty of inertia to its

moveanent—that is to say, its laction is the one familiar in

mechanics as starting resistance. Let it be supposed that the

slit-plate lias begun, to move : its si>eed goes on increasing and
would increase ijroportionally to the time if the motive force

remained constant up to the moment when the slit^plate,

luiving traversed its course, is anested by the stops. But, in

fact, the conditions of variation of the speed are complex. On
the one hand the spring relaxes during the opeoration, and thus

the motive power is not constant. On the other liand
the constructor is at pains to ]irovide opposite spring
mechanisms fyr the purpose of regulating this acceleration :

but when evei-y precaution has been taken the compensation
is incomplete. Thus, in the cameia tested—and it is one of

the highest reputation for the perfection of its construction

—

the different parts of the plate are unequally exposed

:

the time of exi>osure few the side <.if the plate cor-

responding with the departure of the slit-plate is

appreciably greater than that of the part of the plate over

which the slit-plate first jiasses. In ordinary practice this dif-

ference is not of gieat importance, but it is exhibited in a

marked manner when the illumination of the subject photo-

graiphed is uniform and when the exposure is on the under-

side. The image then shows, as a wliole, an ajipearance of

gradation in the direction corresponding to the movement of

the slit.
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When tlie potitioa of tb« a|>paratus is such tbat the slit-

.:« elide* irom above to below the least expoced side of the

.'•) ia die lower edge. In the case of a landscape, this part

-ii« akj, and thos a relatively shorter expoaure i> qaite in

..e: the delect i« converted into an advantage. However

tbat may be, it i« wen that if it ii wiabed to ascertain exactly

•h^ tfieed of a focal-plane ahatter it will not do to measure

^ apeed anywhet« on the piate. The resalt<! will b« very

'•rent according to the position which the image of the sing-

^ Same occnpies on the plate. Thus the plan is adopted of

1wring the speed at ika beginning, nuddle, and ends of

movement of tlia alit-pl«t«i. If three tinging flames are

1, tbia remh is obtained by arranzmg them so that their

ii;e« am projertod one on the e<l^r '•{ the plate first un-

-red by the slit, the next in the middle, and the third

he edge of the plate at which the sUt pasaea off. For-

. it is po«a3>le to dispense with three separate flames

.-.. use a single qpe, two otlier image* of wlucb Are obtained

TMans of snitaJ»ly placed mirri>rs. The t(*ta were made
ier these conditions.

the cA»f • f lens shutters, in onler to separate the sncces-

imagea of the singing flaaie, the earner* was DKMred in

convenient plane. fliet* was no need to concern one-

the i>j«itton of the axia around which mtation was
S'lt *•> with a focal'plaae shutter : in this race the

dssc fibwl on the plate by llie sttccesaive images nf the

BMt be parallel with the edges ol tbe slit. This is a
' coaditiiin. If the line ol tbe names are >bl>qae, the

are inaorarate: tn place ft the real speed one would
a rreater or Itmer speed »<V"rr|ing to tbe ditvrtion

t! Tbere wuuld be rneasnrrd, in fact, a (peed

•vpond to snuther width of slit or tn another

of the slit-plate.

The question arise*—has this Ihei.retical considvrittion any
4ical ollectf A simple case mai t>e taken : SnppiJM the slit

'i<-al and that rotati«8i was done, as osual in teats

-butters, aroand a vertical axis. Instesd <>f Wing
el, tbe line >( the flame* and tiie ed|M ol the alH would
rigbt-angle*. and tb«> line of the flame* wculd be im-

apon the ««CHiitiT«> plat* in the dirsclioB ol diqdaoe-

t the *lit. Thus the slit would foUow Ik* sacceaasve

of the flame. If the two moving eleaMmfes piticeeded

; at tbe same speed the flame* wtNlM be iropreased

It tbe whole width of the plat<>, and tbe result w«uld
ithoogh one had itse<| an open l<'ii< ailhont a shutter at

If tk* t«'o mnrittg eletnents, iii-'Md;; ahrays at the same
instead of bring abreMt, are one behind the other, no
ol tbe flame* will be imprtvMil on the plate, «ad the

will be as th>>agh the abutter had not be«i opened. In
MS* it ia plain that there is a great errar. Tbe error

great if tbe speeds of tbe two moving elements, instead

;
eqoal, are only of tbe same order ol aia». Tbe que»-

it be so in practice. It is easy tif ahow dial it

w* consider that tbe tfiscds in practice of the two
;
sIsMfta are boUi of tb* order ol size of about 1 melr*

For a singing flame of freqanKy of 1/SOOth of a

Mm n>eed of iiwusnisiit of 1 m^re per second on tite

' tlw tneeSMiv*

i

wgas of tbe flame comaponds with a
ol 2 an. between the axes of the images, sine?

K 500 • 1 metre. For » slit of 0.01 m. width

ol 1 Blears per second corresponds with an tipnsure
I aa*-liaiidr«flth of a second, since 0.01 m. x 100 = 1 metre.

tion aboald, thwalore, be mad«.- .iround a veriirai axis

tlM alit is horinMital. and an>und a hoiizontal axia

slit is vertical.

I it nay be well to interpolate a note on the condition of

i<w«*a lb* path of the image of the Aani<? nn<l

ctic** of lb» •!;< ami .m ili.. «.rrni- involved when this nitl-

dition is not observed-. These can be set forth ectactjy a» fol-

lows :—Let M N O P (Fig. 1) be the sensitive pUte, A B and CD
tbetwoeJgesof the«]it.andLthewidth ACof tfeesUt Let V,

Cu

h\
ii-A » ./*

0-

Fig. 1.

in siae and direction, be tbe speed ol tbe alit. The speed of tbe

•butter »a then tlte tiro* of exposure of a point p of tbe plate.

This time T is, the time which elapses between the moment

when tbe idge' C D uncovers the |)oint ;• and the momeiii

when the edge \ B cosers it up again—tbat is to say, the

time wbkrh the slit take* in onler to di^ilac* itself throneh

the distance L so tbat the edge A B ct^inm into the powtiou

r D ami tbe edge f D into that of C D'. Wf then have—

-I
Now, on the other hand, let <t. b. f, <». r. f. .j. h, t, j, fc, I. m.

be tbe sncceaaive postbons of tlie imsges of the singing flame,

imprsnssd or not impwsid on the plate. L«* V. in size and

din«tiott be tho speid of jnovement. whi.h w assumed to be

uniform, of theae image* along ihrir ..bli.jue path. I^ll.v,

let r. in sue and direction be tbe cuiinH.iiet»t <f \\ along a iiatli

IMralkl to V. If we assume now that tli*. edge C D, just

^.^^^^J gw niiyring image, overtakes h nii.i tincovers it at y,

tb* image y ia tb* &i«t which can iiapre>!) iteolf on the plate.

T%* image* Ii and « am next io>pre**ed. At the instant when

the slit will have been moved thn.uith the spa*« L wo shall

h*«« reacbwl tbe end of the time T whi.^i i» to be found.

Sow durmg this time the iiKJvin4{ im.iKe will itsdd have moved

»> that tb* edge A B, arrived at C P, just Aiea not cover it,

hence the error. Tbe other images ), k, »ie just about to im-

prv— th««ni>elve* up to the infant when the edge A B,

arrived at A' B', shall have rejoined and ai;i*in oowred the

imt»g» ol th* flame. Thus, what we meavirr, when counting

tb* nawhiT of tbe images is not tb* tinie T of exiHisore of a

given point of th* plat*, but tb* time T, during whidi th*

iiaag** of the flame have impressed tlMm»eIv«*.

Now tbe relative speed ol the slit, relative. Uiat is. to the

moving image, is V-r, »o that—

The error T, — T - E can, tbevdor*, be exprcaaed as

—

V I* ^ « L,
»

'* V^Tl V V(V - 7)

In Older tliat the error *liall be zero, v should disopfiosr. Tim*

the speed V, should not have a component parallel t-i ,,
which is tbe same tlting as <aying thnt tbe path of the

moving image should be ]ianillel to the e<ig»« of the flit.

On «h* otfier hand, it is cleac thnt—

\>Tl.-n r = V, I' » infinity.
T

The error is then •luh that the test give* the same result as

thoogh there wep» no shutter.
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When V - V/2, then '^ - 2.

When V

The error is then such that (ho results are twice what the; should be.

X T, ^ 100

100' T 99'

iind the error is then not more than 1 per cent. It will thus bo seen

that in practice approximate parallelism is quite sufficient.

Ooming now to the test in which the slit was horizontal, the

•pparatus wa« fixed on a horizontal platform movable round

a viertical axis. The height of the platform was adjusted so

that the direct ima^ of the singing flame came haU-way up

the plate. The two mirrors were placed, one above and the

other below the flame at angles such that the two reflecting

images oj the flame were projected one on the upper edge and
the other on the lower edge of tlhe sensitive plate. In each
test there wias thus obtained at a single operation on the

plate three lines of horizontal flame. The tests were made
in sooceesion for each of the twelve degrees of spring-tension

oorPBsponddng with the setting of the notched winder. The
results are shown in the foUowing table :

—

Tablk I.—Horizontal Slit.
Speeds measured. ,

Speed marked At upper edge At middle of At lower edge
of plate.

1/95

1/115

1/130
1/130
1/130

1/140
1/173

1/173

1/226

1/236

1/236
1/248

on the camera. of plate. plate
1/40 1/49 1/63
1/60 1/61 1/69
1/80 1/61 1/87
1/100 1/72 1/104
1/130 1/74 1/104
1/160 1/87 1/130
1/180 187 1/162
1/200 1/100 1/162
1/220 1/104 1/162
1/230 1/104 1/167
1/240 1/121 1/167
1/250 1/127 1/173

In making the tests with the slit in a vertical position the
camera was fixed on a platform movable around a horizontal
axis. The platform was placed so -that the direct image of
the flame was formed Jialfway along the width of the plate.
The two mirrors were placed one to the right and the other to
the left of the flame in position such that the two reflected
images of the flame were formed one on the right-hand edge
and the other on the left-hand edge of the plate. The nega-
tive thus showed three lines of vertical flame. In this ca^ a
special precaution was necessary. The singing flame is thin
and long, and may be likened to a small vertical rod. When
*^ 1""® °f *li« flames is horizontal the images of the small
rods, more or less deformed by movement, are so separated
that it 18 easy to count them. But when the line o4 flames is a
vertical one, as in the present instance, tihe images of tihe rods
tend to overlap and can no longeir be counted. The practical
means of overcoming this difficulty consists in surrounding
the tube of the singing flame with two superposed envelopes of
opaque paper, between which a space is contrived forming a
circular slit of from 1 to 2 mm. diameter. The envelopes can
be adjusted on the tube, so that the slit comes on a level
OTth the flame and the length of the fl;wne can thus be reduced
to any required dimeiis.ion necessary for avoiding overlapping
of the images. The results obtained were as follows :—

T.\BLE II.—Vebtical Slit,

o.^.^. ~ 1. J . . ri Speeds measured ,Speeds marked At nght-hand At mid position At left-handon camera.
1/60

1/80

1/100
1/130

1/160
1/180
1/200
1/220
1/230
1/240

1/250

edge of plate.

1/37

1/49

1/58

1/58

1/74

1/74

1/74

1/90

1/90

1/95

1/104

of plate. edge of plate
1/23 1/52
1/41 1/65
1/58 1/89
1/80 1/114
1/104 1/130
1/104 1/130
1/116 1/149
iyi30 1/149
1/130 1/174
1/137 1/174
1/173 1/236

The diagram Fig. 2 is a reproduction at one of the tesi

negatives, namely, that corresponding witJi the position of thf

vertical slit Ifor the speed marked on the camera as l/220th.

It will be seen that the three lines of the flames corresponding

respectively with the right-hand, mid-way, and left-hand por-i

5S

Pig. 2.

tiojis recoi-d, in the first case, six flame images, one partly

exjpo&ed, the second tour fully exposed, and the third four, of

which one is partly exposed. (In reproducing the diagram

from our French contemiporairy it may unfortunately happen
that this minute difference will not be clearly shown in the

printed reproduction.

—

"Eids. " B. J.") TThe right-hand edge

thus receives an exposure of l/90th sees., the mid-way
portion one of l/130th sees., and the left-hand edge an exposure

of l/149th sees., the singing flame having a frequency of 520

vibrations per second.

Summarising the results of the tests, gravity exerts a different

action according as the camera is held vertically or horizon-

tally. The horizontal slit falls vertically, but the vertical slit

slides laterally. For this reason a series of tests is necessary

for each of the two positions.

Moreover, in consequence of the starting resistance and the

acceleration of movement of the sUt, the different parts of

the plate are unequally exposed. It is, therefore, necessary to

measure the time of exposure at the edge of the plate which

the slit first reaches, at the middle of the plate, and at the

edge which the slit last uncovers on leaving the plate. The
three measurements can be made at a single operation by
means of one flame, two supplementary images of which are
formed by mirrors.

The direction of the axis around which the camera is turned
in order to separate the images of the flame i,s of importance

:

this axis should be vertical when the slit is hoiizontal, and
vice versa.

Also, when tlie axis is horizontal, overlapping of the images
d the flame is prevented by reducing their length by surround-
ing the flame with an annular diaphragm.
The measui'ements show that in the camera tested :

—

1. Tlie sjieeds are verj- different, other thingis being equal,
according as the apparatus is held one way or the other,

especially when the spring tension is small. The effect of
gravity is also proportionately greater as the spring tension is

diminished.

2. THie variation in the exposures obtained at opposite edges
of the plate vairies considerably—as much as in the ratio 1 : 2.

The tests refer to a shutter the slit of Which is contained in

a sliding plate. It would be of interest to make similar
measurements on the speeds given by focal-plane shutters of

the mller-blind type. The irr^ularities due to weight would
be of a similar kind, but no doubt still more marked.

M. Eqube.
E. Cousin.
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A TABLE FOR P.O.P. TONIXO.

Rajas. Ltd.. h»ve rvrrnUy publiatwd t4ie bllowing table

nine <>{ P.O.P. <Hi thr «v>t«ni, first (UggMtcd, we think,

\xlak Company, aiconliii'4 to nhicii • quantity of toning

tNMured uut juat tufficirot fur a certain number of prints.

h>>iti; thrown awajr aft«r uae. Such a ayatcm i* certainly

\ ery long way to ensuring regularity of tone

'x-r of printa.

^B Xow of Pnnu. Ammoniom
'

WaUT.
Bulphoeyanide
ISOgn. ill

Gold Cblondc
r^^ 15 grain* in

(.1. ipl. 1/1 pi.

.!<«.

IS oa. Water. IS OM. Water.

4 2 1 Idnu. 1 drm.
8 4 2 a .. 3 .. a „
12 6 3 3 „
16 a 4 4 .. 4
;o 10 5 5 .. 5
:* 12 « 6 .. 6
2i 14 7 7 ..

i2 16 8 S ..

A> It 9 9 .. 9 ..

;o ao 10 10 „ 10 .. 10 ..

14 22 11 U .. 11 .. 11 ,

i8 24 12 13 .. 13 .. 13 ..

'^ 38 16
1

16 .. I« .. U ..

be timpla mla to obterra in aca^ouiiding a toaing batb :—Eqiul
f •-jab aufailtoa ara tohaa. and for aa may itmebm* U imm of

r of otmea* ol water miHt IcaMtd.

BKITI-SH PHOTOOR.VPHIC MATERL^L-S ANU FOUHt;N
MARKET^.

-p«t it ia iaqpoMibU to know what effurta tho

-rt ara Making in regard to eaapatiaf in the

, bat aatutally uoe feeb cwiritad that boataca*

• itmf all that i« nwtaaary in preparatioa for toe oom-

war. for, with the knowle^ga that Otnmmy, daqrila fai-

diManaiaaa, ia arti\eW aagagMl and ilrtii Mined lo flood tbe

kl marfceta with her prndoeta, it ia Boat iaportaat to

ooa aa tba prmiaNon ia gireo.

tliva ii, am iba CMrtiwat. a rich barrwt awaitini; the

«f pbotoipapUe material goea without MyinK, «•< > vn^.r-

one «f tba CDoatriea where Britiah coods are h

L'nlortanataly. during the paet foor jrcan :.'. i.....ai

bar* baea oB the Swiaa mariuia, and tbia meana
ellort mnat Im> made. Tba Oanaaa manu-

bara had the Md pnulicaUy to tbeaMolvaa. Km<t
oC Langaiberg. baa tuaada^ tba eoonlfy with hia

a«d baa and will ba«e a ttm b»U oMil tba plate* fmm
appear on tbe arena when, it ia qnita poarfbia, tbe aaperivr

ly win t<41. In thi* reapeet it may be waQ to mitiuu that

wbicb bava bad aa enormoua aalo ai« tiMiaa «l ordinary

I atpociaOy aada far rotary pbotogranura aegatirei and

Than M * b% fleld for tbia claaa of work ; tba aiaaa of

waally aniphiyad aia 13 z 18 en., 18 x 24, 24 x 30, tboogh

40 aad aran iargar aia in demand. Another aae, 21 x 27

[h not fiannitly vood, ia on tbe market.

PanrhroaMtie plateo fnr thrra-coloar work are aknrly brmmin.-

lUr and may in time rival, or area onat, tbe emnlaion wliirti

I - ran of anweaa. Lomberff, taking advantase of the

>l war bad placed in hia way, put forward a pan-

.IK. piata for proteaa work, bnt, fmm penMoal obaervation,

iM« attained tba bigh ataadard of perfection of tba plataa

Kncliak ininafai Ima, Bnt it ia not only ptoceM and
imn amk thai call for platea. Platea and Ifana for out-

plmtuyaffcy bara ready and appreciative coatomer*. BnnniHr
otber pnpwB wfll HMet with a atrady aale. Certain Rritiih

licala, ahbongh np agabiat atronic competition, s'and every
I of eranpating faToorably with foreign prmlocta, again,

to their lapiilat luw and qoality.

Two things wbicli iingiit. mstteriany aaaiat t*e saJe of British
pruJucta would be a, <lei><>t in one of th« large towns where every
article would be available, and, which is {>erhap8 more important.
a liberal distribntion of attractive advertiseniente, such aa are sten
in the Ahuaoar. Thciae, exposed in the shops of photogt^diic
dealer^ would not fail to attract attention.

Platce and papers should have full directions. formuljB .ind <4ieer-

vatioua printed in Englieh, French and German. This is done in

many inetances, but it is absolutely neceeaarv, and ite importance
cannot be overestimated.

The graphic arta should find unlimited •c«>j)e <-<i the Continent.
British picture poatcards are ;;reatly appreciatwl, specially thos.-

<.f a humorous nature. Chriatinas mid New Vear carda aa Dsual
were "Printed in Germany.'" But, ;.'o.J» that uie made in England,
or "Pwted in Eiigbuid," are lis^ly pofwiar, and it bt<lKn-C8 die
Britiah makers to remember this and to Uke ever)- advanU^•e.
Beaidn, after having lieaten liw. Hun in the field, it would be .

glorious thing to drive him out of tlie markets of tbe world.

E. J. Olvmart.

Patent news.

COMPLETE SPSCIPICATIOyS ACCEPTED,
Thtm tp»ei/Uatioiu art obtauua'^, price 6d. taeh. post frte, from

the Patent Ofic*. «. 8outh»mptim Buildinti, Chancery Lane,

London. W.C.

The iaU m brackeli it that of t^plienUitm in Ihu country ! or

abroad, in the earn of patenu granted under the Intsmattonal

Con»0Uion.

CurutaToonApn Kmrrrua.—Xo. 114,904 (November 27, 1917).

Tbe maaking blaile a of the shutter i^ mode in the form of .<

akalaton frame covered with a theet of dark bine or othrr
mlonrad gelatine, mica, or the like, ktich sheet of gelatine havin,;

plana Hrfaeaa and bring cemented to the nketeton iiamv. In

conjunctioa with the maaking blade n is shown a flicker blade h

of opaque material. Tbia Bicker blade is formed with radJHl

openinga or alota r. Any number of such >lots may be used,

nine being shown in the drawing as having' iieen found very
uitable. Alfred tleorce Smith, 5, Winter Garden Terrace,

Soutbpott.

Cradt RaMtt and inarks.
APPLKATIOXS FOR REGISTRATIOS.

MurroL.—No. 389.170. Photographic chemical;. Johncon and
Sons, Manufacturing Chemists, Limited, 23, C/'rons Street, Fin»-

bory, London, R.C., fine chemical manafactorert. March 12, 1919.
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CATALOGUES AND TRADE NOTICES.

MB88S8. Wahltuch, Smith, AND Co., LTD., 30, Chapel street,

Salford, Manchester, have jiist issued a leaflet describing a number

of tlieir ivecialitiee in equii>ment <A pnofeflaiooaJ pboitogra/^y.

The«> include a universal printing cabinet, to which their '| Peli-

can" strip printer can be adapted, the "Bram" vignette printing

frame, sketch printer, and copying outfit. The list is one which

repreaenU much inventive capacity applied to labour-saving, and

any professional photographer who has not received one may be

advised to get one.

NfKssBS Wallacb Heaton, Ltd., 17-19, Cliange AJley, Sheffield,

send us their May catalogue of second-hand apparatus. It is a

484»|M <*)«>lyi»rinted list, dBacribdng a very great stock of

cameras, lenses, and other apparatus. A feature of the list is its

illustrations of the more popular models of hand and reflex

cameras but it« many itemized bargains will attract the photo-

L-rapher' who is on the look-out for equipment for the coming

season Messrs. Wallace Heaton offer to post the monthly issue

of this list regularlv to any photographer who will so apply.

meetings oT Societies*—•

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

8ATURDAT, May 2*.

Uaeknay Photographic Society.—Outing to Pinner.

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association.-Outing to Parkgate.

Boulb London Photographic Society.—Excursion to the Zoo.

Monday, May 26.

City ot London and Cripplegate Photographic Society.-Ladies' Evening.

Dr. G. H. Rodman, M.D.

TnESDAY, May 27.

Royal Photographic Sooiety.-Technical Meeting. "Spiders: Their Structure

and Habits." Dr. G. H. Rodman.

Haoliney Photographic Society,-Annual Meeting.
_

Manchester Amateur Photographic Society. - " A Ramble Into Birdland.

Rev. E. C. Harris.

Chelsea Photographic Society.—" Pictorial Ideals." M. O. Dell.

WZDNESDAY, MAY 28.

Croydon Camera Club.—Members' Print Diaplay.

Photomiorographic Society.-Annnal General Meeting, Exhibition, etc.

Thubsday, May 29.

Hampahire House Photographic Society.—" Developers and Development. G. C.

Weston.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

MiKTiNO held Tuesday, May 20, Dr. Etodimajii in the ohaair.

Mir. E. W. Mellor deMivered a leotuire eaititled " The Home of the

Rajput," sbowing by a large series of a.ltogeitiher ajdmdTaWe lamltern

tnuiaparemciee file country and cuBitonm of the weJi-known Indian

race.

On the pro(po*ifcipOO,' of the ChairmBn the heartieet thajiks of the

large audieoce were aooorded to the lecsturer.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of the Council was held on Friday, May 9th, 1919.

Present: Messrs. Gordon Chase, Cort)ett, Ellis, Fry, Gray,

Haines, Lang-Sims, St. George, Speaight and Wakefield (London

jnemlbeirs) ; and Monous Adjams (Reading), T. Ohidley (Chester),

lUingworth (Northampton), Lankester (TuHbridge Wells) and Read
(Southport).

The miiiutee of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

Letters were read expressing r«giiet at inability to attedild from
Messrs. Sipii^ (&-igiitoti.) aind George I&uia (Lomdon).

The H<Mi. Secretary reported :

—

That ihe was in correspondence with the Hon. Secretary of the

Institute of Ophthalmic Opticians in the matter of the consideration

of possible future trade regulations which might affect their

mutual interests. He also reported that twelve new members had

been «nroll€d since the last report, and that about thirty letters

from members dealing with controversial and other matters had

been dealt with by himself since the last meeting. Two of tliese were

left over for the Council's oonsideration, viz., one from a member

who requested advice iji regard to the allowance ot holidays with

paymemt to assistants ; and another suggesting that London photo-

graphers should be provided with a members meeting from time

to time.

In regard to the holiday question, Mr. Speaight stated that his

firm gave ordinary assistants one week's holiday each year with

pay, heads of departments two weeks' holiday with pay. Mr.

Haines mentioned that his firm gave one day (with pay) for each

month of service to every assistant who had not served a complete

year. After twelve months' service each received two weeks

holiday. Further opinion was substantially to the same intent and

the Hon. Secretary was directed to confirm his reply to the

inquiring member.

In regard to the London members' meeting it was pointed out

that the meetings had been tried and had been abandoned for

several reasons, each a small matter in itself, but cumulative in

effect. Country members thought that London members had some

advantage over them in the matter, and the Council felt that th»

energies of the officers were more usefully employed in attending

to the purely business requirements of their large membership.

There was a feeling on the part of some members of the-

Council, however, that the meetings should be tried again, and the

Hon. Secretary was instructed to write tlie inquiring member
accordingly.

A case of infringement of copyright was reported by the Hon.

Secretary, and the Council endorsed the action already taken.

The Hon. Treasurer placed the bamker's pass book on the table;

the Council authorised the payment of accounts amounting to £26.

Mr. l£inigwoi*h moved that the P.P. A. aipply for a charter of

iiiconporation, and offered arguments in support of his proposal.

The first was thait tbey wouJd iriaise and establish their

.status. They would cease to be one of a thousand trade and

business associations of which little or no notice is taken because

thea'e was nothing on the face of them to show that they were

representative or of any standing. The fact that they were in-

corporated would carry with it a xecognition of their standing as

a body representing tne praotisers of the art of photography. As
showing that inaorporaitioin is deemed of iimportanioe it waa
mentioned that all Chambers of Commerce of any notability were

becoming incorporated, because Chambers of Commerce which were

incorporated are brought into closer and more helpful relations with

the Board of Trade. Then in all matters affecting their business

and art on which it might become necessary or desirable to make
their views known, they would, as an incorporated body, be more
likely to get a hearing and be recognised as the official irgan of

the great business they carried on. As an incorporated association

they would have the privileges of a limited company—could act

as a legal body and do many things for the promotion ot photo-

graphy and the protection of one another, much more easily than

a loose association. That this was recognised was seen by the

powors under the Companies' Acts for the registration as incor-

porated bodies of associations for the promotion ot srt, science

and oommerca without the use of the word "limited," but witn

the advantages of a limited liability company, the incorporated

associations being limited by guarantee—that is, every member
guarantees to pay his share of the debts and liabilities ot th»

Association if it should be wound up during the time he was a
member or witnin twelve months afterwards. This gave member-
sSiip a more important and more stable oharaoter.

Mr. Illingworth continued that he was not a lawyer and could

not explain the legal advantages which an incorporated association

would have, but he understood there were many things, such as

acquiring central offices, forming a club, carrying on experimemtal

work. Ill fact, all the things which one could think of as being

within the scope of a really vigorous asaociation in the interests of

tiheir art amd bnEdness could be done much more easily and effec-

tively by an incorporated body than by an association wnioh was
a mere society, the powers, rights, liabilities and responsibilities-

of tihe membeTB of t(h© coonmittee of wMcih wieire often the subject

of doubt and difficulty. That was wliy so many trades and pro-
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< vno tkfcing ad«vi^a{(« of incorporation. H« urged that

'>uld inakfl • tiold more to give dignity and importMice and

to taeir OMociatioii. At any rate, he frU ther<> vsu quite

ai rMurm in lii< auggMtion to make it woiiiiy of cun»idera-

id he .okould be quite satutfied if a special committee were

^ to explore the sii)ij<Tt and rtfoit to the membera. He
'>C but think that »uch a committee would report in favour

rporaik-n. but in any ra>« the propoe^ would be rarefnlly

red and canvaaaed from ever}- point of view.

Mr Hainca aeroaded the reaolution pro-fonna, and to obtain

* <i.*'<ia«ioB. Mr. Illiogwarth in reply to a question thought th«

p^t vnald b* about £100. Tlie 'Pre»idwi( (Mr. .St. Cieorge)

th- i.lit Mm sxpenae a aeroiidarA' matter provided that mtme con-

rrrtr «dvantag« were oblained. After a diacoanon, and in order

tV.ir i>he member* mi^t bare a better opportooHy at followinf

hlii^wnrth'* (Uteoent, it waa reaolved tiiat typ<>-written

tif Mr. Illingwnrth'a introductory femarkfi be rirrulated

I member* of the Council ao that they ran peruae them

the neat meeting, and that the matter be pbt-ed on tlie

^ (or tb' next meeting.

.Mareu Adama atated that he deiired to aacertain the viewi

Oosncil Ofion the r^airt* wMcb ha had miiimitu4 <«i

rkta, aod to MW— aiii if it waa intended to yuMimA Intlwr.

ICaad Mid that hia idea waa that parento akoaM kavw that

vho adoptMl tM piM>tocf»pluc prolMaian m • bwkMM cmmt
roapwit* <4 good •ppotntaeota. and lor their tatommgtmmtt

.^tioM alMnU be iwid, aod awaida given for good work.

' diaeMiioB a cummitic* miiaiatiiig of Mean*. Adam*,

-. hams-Simt, Hpeaight and WakaMd waa appointed to no

:iia nwtlir and, t( povibir, formolata and pwaaat a acfcame

' the Cevneil, Mr. Maivo* Adams to act a* eoBraoer.

*r- MaiciM Adama further aag(e*t«d ih» appoiatanrnl of a

(tea to coaatder the moat •oilabla al l—gwaiu ta for a future

Aftar dianiwion. proriaioa waa MadU lor the eagage-

h clsrieal awialaiire as woold paora aaosaaary to carry
' 'ha AwBcialioo.

utry paaasd toaad eopfaa of aa idltia l axplanalioo

n, and wa* instrwctad lo amd ciopiia to all

'! m»» |>»e«ent.

new edition of the Handbook,
waa in eoane of prrparatioii,

I \m i.a*iir<l to sH Bwwibeta.

.,_ I-.. . 1
'I- r„„li o( hia fnlertiew with the

t.iry of a l»nd<in ti > iiion at who** prrmiae*. rm-
....... ,y,„ p.p.A. ••^•r a London ofBee. Sarh an

i>le. It wa* reaulved that a nxnmitle^ to rnnaiat

and Mrwara. Haiiie* and WakrAeld •hnnlH inter-

iry of the Iraile aaauciation and rrjxrt l-i the

CBOYDO.N CAMERA ( LUB.

..^*T w«sk * display waahM of fawi* Irooi nualina idum at tbs

FmUt tmtm^ TIm aaUbito warn law and Mm mmmi waa wilMwM.
A uMlTiiDi by Mr. J. Kaaar rrtWad a Msniter Mppottsd by a
aignpea* awlada Iba halfway baas& The i^paifbt teidshad bjr the

^mi^ m iillddlis<«'iai with the indiued lins of ttta figonr, wccortiwg to

''•riifimm Tonof, is th<> tdenl eotapoiitioa for (Ming a aeoaa of

ty U» tba pfatare. Another (eMoring <ww il ion Moarn to

ibrton criticised tfca eahSais in a T«ry hofiafnl

,y, but poi hia foot in it badly by iaad»art—tly hUiag foul of

riaip^'a 9«4 mathod <d intntdomg art by tulle on Ute Im*.

adnwsiirfiad by lli« iialipiMil pfcterialist. tim critic miMK
od ook «tnt if infsriur Mrttaa, sach aa WbaAler, could aciaeve

•dlla tbay did witboid MaployinK tnlla, A was open to .Mr.

iT le A» tha ams.
' may ba addtd tba* a part «f tha ataaJag waa devoted to an

f opnfoaa on iba piwfiaiu waak'a laetwa un " Ptyrhic
- V." and it now Mvnta to Iba rapoitar fbsA notwiUiatand-

- ia Idbao in llMaa ^vfaaMa, wMboot brwfcii^ il.

' • wi^ faM« ba*n aaida to * iiiliaWe flxtort.

A ^l (oMpwr the nmlMian, tba iartotirr ttwnad oat to be adowo-

ri^it plucky old gmtienuui, and it must be admitted he got it rather

bot—on reflection too hot iii iaot, even if nwiiy grew «tn->iiply

aob^onistk:- '*" the other haad if he Iwkd been .vomig it may be-

<'OolidentJy said a red-^mt poker would have ibeen cool to sit upoii.

Again, he was very well obis to take care of hinis^—^for exanrple,

aacfa a retort aa " One fool at a time, geotlenieii," even if it did not

df^AiQr great originality, at least indicated a rokuAt spirit, and a
nice aeiiie of locality.

Mr. W. F. JSfaaer acd other Kodak refiresentatives, witli several

oiUaide pfaotograjdiir expert*, were present, and nii e.vqiiiiuto 'if

puza!ing touch nwa afforded by the lecturer when he, more bliau

once, aUiided to the "ohorii of Slater." Poaeitdy merely stipg of
the taogae, aid Mr. Slater, on being subsequent)}- apptwu-hed,
crfeigeticwUy denied being an arohbislK|> du di)au)=e. or anythiiig ap-

pet«ahuog -to tbe cleric. But yoo norer oan tell, and member* of the

South UiDdDn Society will be on the safe side if Uiey in futura

addres* irm as " ReTerend." FIrequent references wore also nuule
to .Mt-Mra. Kodak ae being reaponaAtle for eombioaiioit ^xj-viiiio

priut*, and K theMidieilce had been noa-fibotographic an impression

might have been oreated Uwt thh firm were also iii Uie b<uune«8.

(X course, it is not suggested any soch intent existed.

As the evening wore on the dear old gentleman {Munfally reatiM^
the banvn nature of the Croydon aoil, bot hofie i^>peared oii bla

cwuiilcns*) e 'n hen at tlie end Mr. Harpur said he had been much
intarcated, having pcnonafiy exp««<ieaced aik astotuafaiiig manifest*-

ttsa In pay«Aie photography. Uadetamd by a iMon of an editorial

Ua»f>eneil korertng in the air, we proceed to tetl the tale. It

tras^Mred that Mr. Baipur was eotrusled by a Ariend with eix plates

to ^awky wbidh had been «q>osed daring a SMJice. The expert

Wbk Mmbi into las dM^-roon, and (oar plates received tiie usual

treatment, bot nothing appea(«d, and then a loud crashing eound
ardt Mm fljnog packk-sdriefccn hito <kyligbt. ftemmooing t^i hia

ba rs-antcrad Ibe dark-aocu and foand aante bricks had
4aa«i 4bs cfaimrtn-. " I then d*Teio|iod (lie remaining two

pCMas ^vMi the same nault," be floneiadU witli sn ab- iDdioatiog

Chat an important aJrance in knowledge had been imparted. " I
dbo't sen any potM in your 1»Ie ait all," tartly said the natoraliy

dbappeinWd le:tiim'.

DuiMg 4lta trrmiog • letter was read from Mr. Nevil Mfeakel.nier

also soBW Istters Inm tbe IsuUbw, written nnre insorrow ttum in^

anger, b was oamtaliqg to learn ttiat be intended letting his ex-

periaoces at Obydoo paw Iran the mind a* an UDpteasaiit dream.

In laet week's report h» mane was, by a i>rinter'a slip, ^veii aa
' Walea " jostead of " CosCes."

Commercial JiCegal Intelllaence.

LlOAL NoTK C*. -A fitvt ajtd final dividend of 3*. 3d. in Uie £
has been declared in tbe failure of Frederck William Gray, and
Mafgarrt Jane Uray, pho<«Krap)irni, carrvin); on I>usines8 at 11,

Qoeen Victoria Street, Leeds, under the style of the Empire Studios.

In tno sepsrste e>late of Margaret Jane fSrsy, a first and final

dividend nf 20*. in tbe £ has been declared. The dividends are

payabk' on .May 24 at tbe ofRoe of Mr. O. H. L. Volans, Incorporated

Accountant. 2, Albion Place, Leeds.

Notice ia given of the dia«ulution of tbe partnership between

Harry Hall and Frank Hf.gntn, carrying on business ss photo-

grapher*, nnder the style of Hall and Sigger*. All debts due to

and owing fay the late Arm will be received snd paid by Harry Hall.

NEW COMI'AXIES.

F. Bkomucx, Ltd.—This private company waa registered oa

M«o U, with a Okpital of £1.000 in £1 shares. Objeiots : To enUr
into an agreement wMi F. Brodrtck and to carry on the businees

of manafarturrrs of sad dealers in piiotogrsphic and kinenfi.ttograpU

ap|«ratas. The subscribers (each with one share) sre:—F. Brodricl%

.-.«, Heslhfit'ld Gardens, Chiswick, W., photo apparatus man.i-

facturer; Mrs. O. H. Brodrick, 37, Beatfafield Gardens, Chiswick, W.
Diractors: F. Brodrick, Mrs. O. H. Brodrick and C. B. Smith.

Registered ofhce : SO, High Street, Bloomsbory-, W.C.

Ad\w< Srrnios, Ltd.—This private company was registered or»
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May 7 with a capiUl of £3,000 in £1 shares. Objecte as title.

the wbicribers are:—B. Park, 117, Adelaide Road, Hampstead, 600

sbarM; .M. Adams, 83, Whiteknights Road, Eaxley, Reading, 900

hwM.' rcrnwnent directors :— B. Park and M. Adams. Solicitors :

C«tt>eiit«r and WilWai, 4, TpoiaJgor Square, W.C.2.

fTLTON Pboobss (1919), LTD.—Thk privaite comjiBmy was reigistered

on May 9 wtith » eapHai ot £2,000 in £1 shaires. Objeote :
To develoip

Ow Fiikom Promeas in all its ajppUcations and to manutactupe pihoto-

gnpht, picturea, illuminated and other signs, theatrical scenery,

at:. The niiiacriben (each w&Ui one iltare) ane: A. A. Simco, 1,

Bonifiekl Road, New Cross, S.E.14, scenic artist; G. Wilkinson,

24, Caithness Road, West Kensington, W.14, scenic artist.

Directors: A. A. Simco and G. Wilkinson. Registered office: 25,

Caitbnefla Rood, W.

OmEBAL Chbmioai, and Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.—This private

ccanpany was regMtered on May 10 with a cia«Htel of £6,000 in £1

shares (3,000 preference). Objects: Manufacturers of and dealers

in chemical and other preparations, photographic requisites, etc.

First directora : R. S. Haskew, 103, Hampton Road, E.7, technical

and research chemist; G. A. Bellwood, Bishop Norton, Lmcs,

yeoman. R. S. Haskew is permanent.

ReiDs and Rotes.

FiRK AT A Studio.-In reference to the report wihioli appeared in

last week's iesue of a fire at the premises of Mcesra. Bayley's

Staidioe, Ltd., 16, Totteniham Court. Btoaid, W., we aae iiiifarmed

tl»it the report was very greatly in ermr. We air© glad to laam

from Mefisre. Bayloy's Studios, Ltd., that the fire was n»t, as stated,

serious; th«it it "was in £aot so alli^t tliiat wabhiin a very short time

of the outbreak having taken place the workroom was again being

used for its cu&tomoiry purposes. Moi'oover, Messrs. Bayley's

StudioB, Ltd., state thait the fire origiiiateid not through a care-

lessly thrown down light, but from a source outsixle the premises

oooupled by them. We oaamot sufBfciently regret that any misleaxi-

ing ataitetnents sftiould haive foximd a place irt tho report ot the

ooourrenice, and are ejiceedingly sorry if they have created any

^vIong imrpresaiaa of the oondlitiioais prevailing in the estaHish'm©nt

of Mesars. Bayley's Stiudioe, Ltd.

Messrs. Wahitttch, Smith, and Co. inform us that Mr. Adibeirt

Houston has joioied theiir travelling staff, and wiE begin his

representation of them in the Midlands and South as from Satur-

day next. May 24.

Aerial Photographt.—^The Royal Phtotographdc Society announoes

tbait at the last of the meetings to be held during the present s^Bsdoai

—namely, that on June 3—a paper on aerial phortography will be

road by Major F. C. V. Laws, of the PhotograiptAc Sectiom, BoyaJ.

Air Faroe.

Mr. George Hana, the wieE-'kiiowin theatrical photogra(plher of

Bedfotd Street and ex-Preeiideint of the P.P.A., underwent a serious

operaibion some ten. days ago. We are quite sure thlat his many
friends will shame our own pleaauire that it has proved very suc-

oeaaful and that Mr. Hana, dheenfuil as ever, is hopeful of quickly

1>eing himsedf aigahi.

Photo-Microghaphic Society.—The annual general meeting will

be held on Wednesday, May 28, at 7 p.m., at King's College

Laboratories, 62, Chandos Street, W.C., when there will be an ex-

hibition of members' work, etc. Cards of invitation may be

abtalined on application to the hon. seorebairy, Mr. J. G. Bradbury,

1, Hogarth Hill, Finchley Road, Hendon, London, N.W.4.

To Newcastle Pbotographers.—A proposal has been made for

the establishment of increased co-operation among photographers in

Newcastle, and the initiation of a oWb or society for the purpose.

Those interested, and desirous of combining their photographic
activities, are invited to communicate with Mr. J. Nicol, at the
de Bear Schools, Limited, Dial House, Northumberland Street,
wl» would be able ,to provide iprennises amd a diark rtxnm should a
«afflcieDt number come forward.

The Toronto Caueba Clue.—^The Toronto Camera Club will hold

itB tweoity-eightih annoiai exhlibJlibn at tibe Oanadian Natitouai

Exhibition, whdlch opens on August 25 next and closes cm Seiptember

6. The ooiramittee hofpe to receive a large representabion of English

picftonial 'work. Prinitis miust be mounted but not framed, arvd

should be semt by post to neadh the hionorary secretary, Mr. A. S.

Goes, Toronto Camera Club, 2, Gould Street, Toronto, Canada, by

July 19 nexit. An entry fee of 50 cents is charged.

Lancashire Society of Master Photographers' Exhibition at

Blackpool.—'Vb.« responses received by the hon. secretary have far

exceeded the expectations of the oommilttee, and it will be to the

ilnlterest of every photograiphar within' reaaonalble distance of Black-

pool to visit this exhibitaion, which apens cm Tuesday next. May 27,

at the Art Gtal'lery. The coimimdittiew earnestly request the attend-

ance of every member at the aminiw.! general meeting, whidi will be

held at the PaJaitime Hotel, Blackjpooll, on May 27 at 2.30 p.m.

prompt.

Atfiliation of Photographic Societies.—The annual outing will

take place on Saturday, June 21. It is being organised by the

Croydon Camera Club, and the route will be from Waddon, near

West Croydon, along the River Wandle, through Carshalton Park,

to WaJlington, where tea will be (provided. Medals are offered by

the Croydon Camera Club (whose members will be ineligible to com-

pete) as follows:—(a) For the best uncontrolled contact print;

(ft) For the best bnomide enlairgemenf
; (c) Ftor the best print by

oil, BramoU, gun-ibichiomate, or other "controlled" process; and

((/) For the best lantern slide. The United Stereoscopic Society

also offers a medal for tihie best stereograon. Sipeoial permissions for

members of the Affiliation to photograph in the Whitgift Hospital,

the Archbishop's Palace, and the old parish church in Croydon, and
also in private grounds on the Wandle route, will be obtained.

The Model Homes Exhibition, argiamised by the " Daily Ex-

press," whriwh opened at the Central Hall, Westminster, on Monday
last and remains optn until June 14, has as its keynote tlhe saving

of domestic labour. Plans and models of cottages are a prominent
feature of the exhibition, aaid Mr. Pemberton Billing shows a full-

size fauii--roio(raed house built with a newly invented stove of his at

the oentre, providing heat in all four rooms, as well as in bedrooms
and batihroom overhead. Aimonrg the mamly labour-saving appliances

there are siome which have am interest for photographers, for ex-

ample, those for the healtauig of -watei'. The portable water-heaAers

of the weM-knowm firms of PariaiiBon, Richmond, and the Davis
Gas St<3ve Comipajiy are shown, a» well as two othera quite recentjy

intiodnioed. One of these latter ifi a very neat waAer-heater of tihe

coil type made by the Mairtiii Engineering Company, 49, Theobald's

Road, Holbom, London, W.C.I. The water is turned on, then the

gias, and wanm or boiUng water obtained witihin a few seconds.

Anothier is the " Helios " hea(ter of the Wembley Heating Com-
ipainy, Wembley, Londlon, N.W., an ajppliaince whidi keeps three

gaJilocns of water always at nearly boiKng heat, and aiutomatically

turns on the gas as hot wiater is drawn off. A sipace-savimg device

wMah may have its appeal to photognapheris ha-ving small work-
rooons is a talble which, in the closed position, resits on a oapboard,
Ibut is readily drawn forwaird to proviilde a working surface formed
by the oupboalrd and table tops which are oaiised to lie perfestly fluah

wiltlh each other. This is the S.O.S. table of Mt. L. Oancellor, of

301, West End Lane, N.W.6.

QtriNiNE Backing for Plates.—A note in the " Pharmaceutical
Journal," by Mr. F. J. Yeatman, is as follows :—In photographing
a church interior, requiring a long exposure, the author was con-

fronted with the usual difficulty of halation, and in the absence of

backed plates or the ordinary backing solutions, sought a means of

'overoaming it. Suirmising that a minutely crystalline defxjsit,

brought into optical contact with the glass of the plate (by applica-
tion in the form of a solution in a volatile menstruum), would pre-
vent the reflection of light from the inner surface contiguous to it,

the following solution was prepared :

—

Quinine hydrochloride 60 grains
Absolute alcohol 1 oz. fl.

Diliute sulphuric acid 3 drops

A plain glass \vas taken, and half its surface on one side was covered
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1 Uie aolutJon by meMM o{ m tuft of oottoo-wool. Vilkenr dry («

"er of s few aecood*) it wm dabbed over lightly with the loln-

m, and again allowed to dry. Holding thii horiiontally (deposit

rdi) near • window, the windomr-frameB could be leen, re-

accompaniad by a dim fringe, pr(#amed to be a lacondary

ion from the lower inner aurface of the p!ate. This fringe

on the part of the plate corered by the lolution. Pboto-

bic plates wer« then backed in this manner, and yielded suc-

Mrful balation-fre* pbotqgrafAB, Ukn^ taken noifer «e\-ere test

itiiinf . The church interior abore alluded to was given half an
'• expoaure. and no halation eoaiwd. The back of the plate is,

4 course, easily olaaitad sAmt «)BT«lo|Mnent or fixing by meaoa of

acid.

A WiKXuna Photographic RccsimL—We r«ad in an American

ioainal that wireless niMsgss can be raeeiTed and recoitiad at a

r sfwcd and with gi«ail«r accuracy by mtmim of • acmr pfaoto-

ic derice invented by Cbariea A. Hoxie, an soginMr <4 the

OMMral Elsctrie Company. It » sistoi to b« in naa at tha ptcaant

by nsTal iinlniiii nt Ottar CKSs. near Bar Bnitoar, Maine.

nmihrniism is baasd on «amparatrTe)j aiM|)ls alKtrienl prin-

cjpics. A li^t mirror " flatten " in electro-mafnmic tmia witli the

ittote electric impulses eoming ifran the raeeirinf antaoaav. The
Oration and aslaol al lite minor's oacilUtiona Tary aeeoniing to

Aa dot, dash, or aiknca «f Ike tmidinf station. This mirmr nflecU
a beam of light on a moving photo-sMsitiva tafia. Tlte tape, pro-

atOd by an etaetric motor, moves up and down through vertical

fipm winch oootain the developing and fixing clismifala. It is

Aen wajJied in running water, and is dried hj aiaeUic heat, awalad
by forced dnMght Like tiie upe from a tap* warhina. the mi—41

-< into a hasllet . In rapid rseaiTing tltm ie an »ymia§it ol one
i for every inch of tape, and NMivt^ npsmtow cmi i«*d «fce

rr-Tird at a spaed o< fiO to 100 wordb par mionte. Hm appwatoe in

operation at Bar Harboor ia aud to have repeatedly rseorded ngsUr
Tic solMdalea ranging from 1,000 to 7^)0 werda without interrup

and at a speed of 40 to 46 worda per miMit«L It is need in

• iVlcaientiotheordiaBry tj^of racaiviag sA. At the same lime
t> a the m iimgi ia photagrapUcally imp rawid upon Hm lap* a Best-

iaaae ima«» el tke aigaab can be sse« «b tiM growid giase of

CorrespondcncCe

ir«

*.* CofTsspoadenXf $hould nensr writs e« bolk Mm of Om pa§m:
So noite* ii laktm of eommmmic»tiomi mtltm U» n»mm tmd—'-*—M* of lAe wHlir* are fiswii.

wef imifsrfa ks rs^ponsitiiilp for tit* opimiont nyrMisJ

RKVEnB.\L IN' TANK DE^'ELOP^IB«T.
To the Editor*,

ntlemeo,—Witk rWsaence to yoor rmiisimiidwt Mr. Bians n
revwaal in tank ifcivsliumMrt, an» almaid lim to mU om- exp«i-

We4levdepifci»yI—dwdanf thm tot—ati ma fa the bng
"o^Mi iMiha, and 4fe at tiaen eome a<a«m the NBauhabl* raMiit
etrfenwl to in your eotauM. Ooiy last -weak «• kkd a Cfaa aiorly
'i*"*^ vast-podcel Kod^ itea «ith aavan as^ttven asid one
prietttr* on it. Tfce Mm wae id bd pate fctpd nor in atoy wmf in-
mrrectiy handled, ami the pomtive we had waa aa good and bright
m miy made with a tstern phtet It aaema to ua that it » the aetfon
nftelgiB on the l«» lAaeh laflccaa bank. Ilisa ia a very poor
•uhitiiai of tlla prohima. hot we oaoeo* litink of anything else.
Aa prvmim^y staled, the rasait ia qpHe vtmmauu on am

Ahn^ a**^ wa liMaU oartaialy lilm to sn one of Mr. BiiAie'
tiws " to see bow thsy oompasa with the rmoiu we aaw. liMr.
Btnne iiiewfl iaia 4he t^uwmt aad trmtment ihiooghoat, pcrfmpe
It m^|h* aaabt aomaone to tolva tha diiloull prohlam whhih so far
seema heywid hopes.—TeaM UUiMiy,

A. DmocK, Maaagm-,
for Arthur J. C. Lewia.

New Ban«r<« Herts.

ilnsiDers ro Corrtspo^ndentSe—

»

SPECIAL NOTICE.

i>i eeasstaswei of praerai rsdiwd siqapiist of paptr, a* Ikt rriaff

1/ prohibitiem of tMo importoHoU of muek vnod pulp amd gram,

a tmaUor ipae* v>iU be aooiUMe mttU fmrOmr notiet for replies

ts esrissiiuw rfsw ft.

Mortooar. ais ipiii aiuwor by poit if $tampid amd addrosnd saas-

ieps it swsfossd tor reply; S-e«iU. laisraatiowaf Coupoit, from

ranilsri otraad.

Tk» full fassiieas Mtd atuteort wHX bo prmltd etUy ia th» ease of

imquirim ofgouoral iafsrssf.

QMsrim to ho mntworod m ths Friday'i " Journal " mutt roaek us

uol lat^ tlum Taetday (pflsisd ifoaday). aad tMould ts

ie tMo Biitor*.

rOBTHCOMINO aXHIBITIONS.
Bsptsmber 13 to October IL—Loadoa Salon of Pootography. Entriw

cloee Septsanber 2. Hon. mc., Sa, Pall Mall East, London. 1

L. L.—We think no metal dish is immune from liability to give

spots in hjrpo-^lum toraiag, but we were recently told by a very

large firm osiiv tins procem that a too dish is perfectly ^fi»-

faotofy. We mean solid tin, not tiMied iron phite. We shooU

view a kad-ooated steal diah with giaa* suepieiao.

O. F.—Oar optnioa is tirnt Ute rano^al of a buaineM from otM

adik«M ia a^w*^^ m not a new retail busineaa wethin the mean-

ii^ of llie Order. If we were you we Afooui not worry to apply

for a lietnee. If the matter AouJd oooie U> ttie noiioe al tiie

licanca cosnmiltee we sbootd say yaa have a deteooe.

M. N.—Vour daeci^plioa of the pKopoaed buaioeH is oot suffioient

(ur ostomy dsili^tely. If y<oa are dea^rTg «'>*'> >'>" 8«"»^ pu^>o

you reqmw ia obtain a Urenca. but U your transarteoaa are whol^

with tlmae in a gi^'B trade or Iwinmi it does not coma witluii

«ie Order laqiMriitB > ticaooa kr a new retail buainesa.

II B.—The " Cbnnbtt" and o«her lanaBaa far atreet photogrsfAy

.mf^ fcr the moat part imm Ametfaa and tim importardon ia aonr

Mmhildttil Ilia tav hbat finm for you to apply U> are Mmsra. J.

VUlowflaU, 146, Owthig Ouas Ruad, W.( .2. and Meeara. Bili-

cUTe C^aeta Worka. Aidanoitd Areet, Bounduy Lane, Manr

B. O.—(hnW w«th wordlnga yon mention used to be aibok articlea

aaMi the lanier profsaonaA ihisiiiri, aurfi aa Hougttons, Kodalc,

mid the IVm* QDopany, allfcoa^ .wfy Kkaly Ihey have dropped

oatdorttagtbawar. Aiqr of tiisae flnas ODuld get iiokeU writtm.

or yoa ooaM have tbsas doae bf * fbm td Aop-AUers auoh aa

Masai*. Wm. Pottsr and Bona. Ud.. 160-161. AMsngato Street,.

Lottdon, E.C.

G. N.—AsaHanta who come wMA> flm Sfanpa Act aiM ai« em|>feyed

in a place <wiikh is * bofiday reaori, m windt pkce the weakly

half4nl>day ie auapended, can demand a boUday on tail pay of

not leea tiiMi twv wiaelm, which we undereteod, oiuat be one

bolidaer af two uinaawitira vraeha. There ia noUnng in the Ad
<td pagmaaA for the boKday period if the

M. N.—It ia ianiilMile lor na to give yoa any precise figures, but,

roo^ly spij^iiHg, we Unnk llwt yooeiloald bave a oapital of about

£8.000 <o atart in a guod way and to heap gbmg until tin money
begins to come in. MoA people atari in m more modest way and
"cot tiieir ooat aooording to Aeir ololh." It must be borne in

^rnd that al hiiilding and daooMatiog materiab, apparatua, etc.,

are «i very Ugh mtee jost now, and that Mm monition bocm ia

over.

O D.—1. On the wboCa, tiie beat is to pmiit with ordinary bath

enamal. ttaon^i it will not laat very long. 2. If a Ktile olive oil

ran rmmd the junction c4 the cell and tube does not ease the

farmer, the only thing is to send tlie lene to Ute maker, who
can q^paiate tiie tnro parte on a lathe. 3. The addraa of Messrs.

Valentine and Som ia Dundee. 4. Pliatocfarom, Ltd., 7, Old
BaUey, London, E.C. S. From the Quta Ooni|amy, 262-256.

Uaydooa Boad, Wimbledon, &W.
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O. N.—^Two to tiiree secoivda can hardly be consideped a long

«xpomme, espcoWiy if you want soft lighting. You can greatly

radooe it by bringing the sitter nearer the light; a foot or two

makes a great diftereivce You cannot get a better type of lens

than the one you haxie, but the focal lengitih is too short. Even

for postcartk, B-in. is about the limit. Tilie 2B Dallm«yer would

be useful, aa this works at //3, and is about the right focal length

for you. We do mot know the current pnioe new, but second-

hand ones can be bourgjKt for from £5 upwards.

8 "S.—lito alternative if you must dvapanse with a lamip requiring

hand adjustment, as one of the loms hadf-watt lamps probably now

olJtaiinaible aigain from the General B'.«ctnilo Compainy, Ltd., 67,

Vueen Victoria Street, Lo-ndoD, E.G. Very likely one of suffioiieint

^power |they air« maide in a series of ptowers) -wiffl be too big for

your lantern body, but that you oain jasoertain fiioim G.E.C. A
powwr suitable for eniaiigiitg up to, say, 20 x 16 is ailxnit 1,000 c.p.

The other course is to fit U(p lain illuminaitiing ahaaiiiber iai wbioh the

iiegativ» is lighted by a liglht reflected from .the inside wlhilte walls.

Qlescov. Marian, 3, So4io Square, Londoai, W.l, make an appli/a.nce

of tWe kind wihicih dan Ibe ftWied with inoaiidesceiit filaanerit l'ainj])s

of any required' power. It is a very good sv'stem.

JP 0. v.—1. On the average, unless t)he worker has much more tihan

.the ordinaj'y skUl, the resuilte in development of different subjects

together in attasik are better thtm by separate tneatmenit irt dishes.

2. ?*rov(ilded tibat exposures are reasoaabUy ooTireot, yes. With the

neaeasary skill in development better results will be dbtaimed from
incorreat esposures by seiparate dish dev-e'jopment, but in the

eibeenoe of the toiowledge of wibat to do with incorrect e.vposures,

the batch syBtemi of development in such caSes will give better
-resiults. 3. In the x>aBe of plaiteS *aiken in a daylJii^hit studik), where
exposure ma^y be said ito to .reaBonalbly oonreot, even iif not exaictly

correct, the tank method certainly gives results .which are as good,
if ntft better, than thioise singly developed in dishes.

iLiGHTiNG.—My srtudflo is a tempoiiaa-y atructure erected in my
gaiden, about three yeairs ago and lit from the iwxrtih. My next-
door neighlbour intends ereating a conservatory whidh /will run.

parallel Tvith studio ai<d about two yards away. Will you kindly
let me kiK»w if this will affect the lighting of my sitters iii aJiy
way, and, if iso, if I oan by law preveart him building?—Constant
Readeb.

The conservaitory will undoubtedly reduce your light, (but the
extent of tlhis will depend ^pon 'the height. It"may nob be serious.
You cannot Idkj ajiytbing to preverit the erection of the oon-
sarviatory unless your studio has been there twenty y«ans. Try to
arrange amicabliy, eo that as Ettle ihairan as possible is don*.

E. F.—The address of am applicant for a patent is not ascertain-
able until the publ'xation of Ms specifioatiioni, which may be any-
thing firom six to eigJiteen monttis after the date of application.
Tihere have, however, been a faiir number of ajiecifications of
patents for methods of stereo-cinematography piiblished within
rUie last few years. You will find these indexed in the annual
index of the "B.J." under " ainematograpihy, s,tereo." You cam
see these volumes in the lobrary of the Patent Office, 25, South-
ampton, Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C., and in the same library
you can also look up the actual pateint specifications and ascer-
tain, from them the addresses of the patentees. Thas is the only
euggesbion we can make which aippeaa-s to satisfy your re-

quirements.

H. N.—Providiing the generator receives the regular attention which
is necessary the aijetyllene light is a wry eatisfiacttory one for en-
larging and, of coiuT&e, for bromide printiinig 'if Uve printer is of
the .type to .taike a flame diglht. Of the generators desoribed in the
catalogue wo prefer the "Incanito," which is the manufacture
of Thome and HoddUe, One of ftlhe oldest firms in the acetylene busi-
ncBS. We have no dato as to the cost of working : a gireat deal
depends a«.,to whether ithe generator is in constartt use or -is out of
•lee for periods during wibich, even wiith/the best generators, there
da deterioration of the ,oaTibiide. We .believe awbide is now readDy
cfatannable. You oan 'ascertain lihiis easily fpom any lood dealer in
uniotor requisites. The only alternative light ik the "Luna"
tf&iSb mantle Oainip of JMesens. W. C. Hughes and Co., 82,
MortSmer Rood, Kingslamd, JvM, fairly suitable ior enlarging, bout

too powerful ifor bromade printing. If you can use neither gas

nor effgotric oumrent, we should think that a good central draught
oil lamp is the be.%t choice for the printer.

D. N.—Without knowing what your limit of size is, it is very

difficult to plan such a dark-room as you suggest. Four feet by
three by six high would, seem the smallest size that could be
worked in comfortably. This might be composed of two shallow

boxes each four by three by nine inches deep. They could be kept

apart by six jointed poles fitted into sockets in the boxes—one
polo at each comer and two at the sides, so as to carry the sink

securely. Opaque curtains fixed at top and bottom, except at

one side where light Hap would serve as door. For the enlarger

a small conical bellows camera would be more portable and con-

venient than any shelf arrangement. Ventilation could be secured

by trapped opening in the top and bottom. Such details as water

supply, illumination, etc., you can doubtless fill in according to

circumstances. You do not say in what climate you are going

to work in. In a hot country you would probably find the above

rather close. Do not entertain any idea of the old W^ratten tent

pattern. This was all right for collodion work, in which develop-

ment only occupied a few seconds ; for dry-plate and bromide

work it would be unbearable.

G. A.—The pinholes are due either to dust of a particularly objec-

tionable kind on the plates during exposure or to some grit on
them during development. If the negatives were not so atrociously

dense the piflholes would not be such a serious affair, and could
be readily spotted out. But you ought not to get them if \xm
are fi'lteping the developer as you describe. Better try also boil-

ing the water before making stock sOjutions of the developer and
also bailing any water used for dt!juting them when making up
the working developer. As regards a self^aotinig system of filter-

ing, you oan easily arrange this, or rather your local chemist can

supply you with the apparatus in the sihape of a twice-bent glass

tuibe wihioh sea-ves as a syphon of wa-ter from any large vessel in

which you have it, the flow of the water being controlled to the

required degree of slowness for filtration by means of a rubber

tube attached to it and more or less closed with a screw cap.

Both of the negatives are horribly ovier^exposed. W^e should

think you are using rapid plates, whereas you should have process

or photo-medhamacai plates in order to get satisfactoj-y results in

copying jobs of this kind.

Wht IBritisIi lotimal of ^b0to0ra|iIjB.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Colonial,
Last Hour.

As announced in this column a week ago,

the last day fixed by our publisben for re-

ceipt of advertisements to appear in the

Colonial and Foreign Number of the " British Journal " of June
6 was yesterday, when the arrangement of the very great

namber of advertisement pages was carried out in its all but

final form. As those who have had any newspaper experience

are aware, there is always a small margin in the " make-up "

of adwiiaement sheets, which consist of announcements of

many dilEsrant siies, and therefore wc may perhaps sajr on
behalf of our poblishers that, while no guarantee can be given

that further advertisements can be inserted, any orders,

ecompanied by " copy," which reach them by the first poet to-

oionow, .Saturday morning, will be accepted, subject to its

proving poaible to find a place for them in the final adjust-

meot «rf advertisement spaces. This intimation is made in

order that any firms who may have overlooked the oppor-

tunitv which is offered in this widely distributed issue should

not tbanby be anrepraiwnted among the very great namber
of eoaesms in the liritiab photographic trade who have been

to renew their offers to buyers abroad.

While passing through a provincial

town recently we noticed a very inte-

resting exhibit in a photographer'a window. It consisted

of a number of faded photographs of various descriptions,

aonM copied the tame siae, while others were enJarged.

The won was excellently done, and must have suggested

to many paaaer«-by that something could be made of

aimiJar pictures in their own poaseaaion. We fear that

moat professionab are apt to shirk this class of work, con-

•idering it not worth the trouble involved, but unlew a

man has a very good business indeed he cannot afford to

throw away any chance of making an extra penny. We
can understand why copies were unpopular when shiny

•urfac«a were the rule, but now nearly aJl prints aru made

u|>on matt pa|iers it is much easier to get satisfactory

r««ult«, as not only is the grain of the original leas appa-

rent, but the working up is much easier. It is surprising

what a good effect can be produced with lead |)encil alone,

working in much the same way as in retouching a nega-

tive. An error which is often committed is to use a soft

pencil with a Wunt point, when, of courw, the lines

will show. A No. 3 retouching lead with a medium point

is more suitable. Tli« work can be fixed and the gloss,

if anv, removed by steaming, after which any neceesary

brush work can be added. Unless the operator is a vety

skilful artist he will do well to avoid anything in the

nature of drawing upon the print, or the finished picture

will have a cheap look. Some very fine result* can be

ohUined by carefully spotting and then putting a thin
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tint of black oil colour over the whole surface, wiping

out high light* where required. This can easily be dono

with a little practice if a suitable medium be used.

« * »

Qardan Many photographers who occasionally
Poptpaiture. undertake home portraiture are apt in

the case of feminine sitters to overlook the garden as a

set/tisg for fine and pleasing studies. We were recently

looking at several garden portraits taken by a professional

friend of a lady client ajjiong the flowers in her own gar-

den that gave great satisfaction to all concerned, and for

technical excellence and artistic merit left nothing to be
desired. One word may be added on the .technical side
of such work. The photc^rapher should take care that
his pictures are of correct colour-rendering. It is certain
that the lady sitter who desires to be photographed in
her garden is a garden lover, and will probably resent her
favourite yellow W. A. Richardson being rendered in the
print as of ebony black hue. Therefore, it is important
that panchromatic plates with a light screen, say, a K2, be
employed for such work. With regard to posing and selec-
tion of the background, we need only add that the artistic
percepfcione of the operator are called forth in fullest
measure, and shown to the highest advantage.

m
STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

I.

—

Introductory.
The time is well within the memory of many of us when
the stereoscope was to be seen in every drawing-room • now
It ae rarely met wdibh at all, and it seems to be regarded
as an obsolete toy wQiioh (had a charm in bygone times, but

a certain amount of prejudice against the stereoscope has
been created by the detearaoration of the stereograms. There
are certain optical principles which require the closest

attention if the insbruiment is readily to give the effects it

is desdgued to produce. Imdifferemce to these means tiiat

those effects are only imperfectly seen, and even then at
the expense of a good deal of eye strain and discomfort,

results which naturally enougJi tend to destroy that en-

thusiasm with whicti the wonders of the stereoscope were
hailed wten the inveintion was a new one, and wmen the
slides were prepared with a more rigid regard for the exact
essentials of perfect effect.

lit is certainly a little disheartening to observe how much
careliessness has crept into the production of commeroial
stereograms and how frequently the most elementary know-
ledge of the principles involved seeims to be wanting. One
frequently sees slides in wlhich the pictures to be combined
are separated by a full three indies or more. To anyone
constantly accustomed to using the stereoscope this may
present no serious obstacle to a due combining of the two;
but to anyone looking for the first time it would almost
certainly involve strain and paAient effort before the blend-

ing could be effected. Worse technical defects than this

are apt to occur. Not infrequently photographic prints

are even mounted reversed so as to produce pseudoecopic

instead of stereoscopic effects. One aotual'ly hears some-

times even a skilled photographer disputing as to wihether

it reaJly miakes any difference wiicli of the pictures is

mounted on the right and which on the left, while, so far

has the science of stereography la.psed dnito oblivion, that

niany a modem photographer, professional ias well as amia-

teur, is quite unable to explain why the prints from a

has long lost its attractive spell. There are several reasons
for this change of fashion. In the first place, the i.nstru-m^is inevitably associated with the Early Victorianpmod, and the present generation has very little sympathyw^tMbe fashions of that day. Secondly, the grac^fulbox-ahaM atereoscope has long been superseded by the muchmore serviceable Holmes form of the instrument, and un-
fortunately this contrivance, though so admirably adapted
lor itfl purpose, would be a most ungainly accessory m anwlem drawing-iwm. Then, too, it is to be fear^ that

stereo negative requii-e reversing before being mounted.
As a matter of fact, the writer, when speaking to a pro-
fessional photograpiher on this point recemtly, was shocked
to find that he was not only ignorant that any transposi-
tion was needed, but had actually mounted considerable
numbei's for a customer without ever transposing and
without any oonsequemt defect having been observed by
his customer in the results !

If, however, from^ these or an.y other causes stereoscopic
photography has gone out of favour or faslhion, there is
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ao qmrtion tiiAt a r«v^val of interest ia it is worth Mcur-

^^, and to that end all that is really indispensable is a

Mi*ow iind atteotioa in regard to technical details and
Saw oomprebenaton of the general optioal prindplee in-

toived. Given only tJiat the work is pn^terly executed.

go amoitat of familiarity with the resalte can entirely

jpi|MT«<» them of the dharm and fascination which they

nMM to thoae iriio see them for the first time.
' Moreo%'er, in these t«n!«a of research tliere are many new
itppUc»tion« for stereogr^iliy tlutt are of int«raet and
^Mie, and tdw stereoscope amy be nmde a revecler aknoet
4Boaip*rable with a macroaoope or telescope. In astronofny

and in radiography tlhere are immense pimoiical adv«nt«ees
in stevBoaoopic phota|^phe, and there are other branoaes

of soicnos in amioli tlie value of stereograms is not less

remarkab!*. To the artiat, too, tte praaentatioo of natural

objects in their true plaoea is a most inatmctive phenoir.e-

Qon, and the nvctical value of it to him would perhaps

aarprise him, if he would be at the pain* to acquire tbe

rary easy knack of seeing stereoaoopioaHy without an in-

atrument, as he would thai find in the stereogram a model

to all intents and parposaa three dimensional, and one from
which be could actually eo{>y as from nature iUelf.

To achieve the requisite teotinical exaotitude to render

stereography once more popular and nlaaang all tliat is

rsaDy raqoared bajwad the naoal eMantial of eommon-

eoae ia a tliottnigb raaKiation of the prinoiple oo iMiAt
the phenonana of «be akaraocram deJMod. Briefly ez-

I r«n«d. this prinoiple it HmpTy a« foUowa: Our impres-

sions of solidity and planes of distance are derived from
the mental effect produced by the two sinvultaneous retinal

pictures of our eyes. The psychological reasons for thi?

need not be theorised furtUer than to say that long ami
uniform experience teachee us by ai-sooiatiou of ideas to
infer oolidity as the siguiSoatioa of these 9iniulta.neou.>!

dual retinal images. This being so, it is obvious if we
can provide exact pictures of such dual images, and place

them so that they present to the two eyes views exactly

corresponding to two direot retinal imagee of the same
scene, that inference of solidity cannot but take place. It

matfteni not whether the two images are hand drawings,
traced perspectjvely from the point of view of two eyes.

or iriiethcr they are photographs taken, with the twin
lenaaa of a atareoaoofwc camera. The instinctive illusion

of solidity nuiat necessarily be caused in either case. As
a matter of fact, it is interesting to remeanber that Whe«b-
stone's original stereoscope, bhouo^h invented in the time
of Daguerreotypes, was not at first used to combine photo-

graphs, but only geometrical drawings of solids.

The object of the preeeot aeries of artioles is to give a

few simple hints on the general principles of this rather

neglecteicl branch of photography, and if in doing so old

ground has to be re-trodden, those who are fanxiliar with

it will perfaafe exerdae forbearance, realising that to many
others the subject is one that has been hitherto somewhat
overUxAed, to thmr considerable disadvantage as photo-

grairfieri and artists.*
C. E. B.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[Prsfioes artielca of lUa asciea, ia whiah tha aim ol the writar ia to eommunicato items of a long experience in studio

portnitata, have appaarail weakly siaoa the beginning of the praaiat year. U is not thought poaaible to continue the series to tha

langlb ol that by the saaaa wiitar whieh nui throofh the " BritUi Joomal " boom years ago, but if may reader among the younger

ganaiatlon of ptM>tograpban. and putiealariy thoaa aagBgai! aa aaristanla. has a partioolar subject which might be dealt with, his

or bsr aoggaattoa will be weloomcd. Tha aabiaeta of tha pravtoaa artiolaa of the series have been as follows :—

The Printing-Boom (March 21).

About tha Baaaption Room (March 28).

Uoma Portnitnre (April 4).

Ftactabla Stadios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

HaodUng the Slndio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

Balargsmenta (May 9i.

AdvartUng the Htudio (May 16).

Ifoanta and Mounting (May 23).

A Talk About Ligbtioc (Jan. 3).

The Oaoarn and tha Lens (Jan. 10).

Maaagtaf the SiMar (Jan. 17).

Baek^oaadt (Jan. 34).

Stadlo Esposoras (Jan. 31).

ArUfieial Ughtiag (Fab. 7).

Printing Proea«aa tar Fttrtraitara (Fab. 14).

SlaaUe AaaaMoriia and Foraitafa (Fab. 21).

The Svraaadi^B af ttia 8tadfa> (Feb. 28).

Sladie BaaMag and YaatOatioa (March 7).

Tha Ptoaleaid MoAo (Mareh 14).

BUSINESS METHODS
No pkoUigraphic l>u*ineM is too *niall lor soata sort of boolc-

kaaping to be unnweaaafy. It need not l>a elaborate—in (act.

tk* siaspler the st^U adopted by anyone not akiUsd in office

iorl[, tb* more likrly it is to ba carried tklOO^. I am aware

-hat it IS poaaible to carry on bnsinras, and easa to make a
ortunr. without kaaping a note uf any traaaaetion ; in fart.

i ran quote one tastaaea of a man «ti<i roald naitbar read nor

write, and who bed to Psimani** the vnlue of bank-notes and
cbaqasa by the aaoAar of limes be folded thnn

; yet be could

slord a jia% of Haidsiaek with hi< lanch daily, and that with

ont impovcriakiiig bioMelf ; but be was in tba greengrocery

rade, which I think mask be som««4iat mora lacratire than
'holography.

Toe may keep year acconats either in books, or, if you are

i- ivgrwaiva, apon cards; bat in either ease the malbod i» the

««aa. the ban sssantisia being a day-book, a cash-book, and
* ladgar. In die daybouk sk»u!d Ite entered at the time of

laliwy all gooda sold—lhat it to »ay, that when a dmen

cabinets are «ant hoaie we thoald make an entry sometUsg
like this :—

Jma 1—M>« R. W. Tom n, BalvadaraOwdant.
1 Soi. CaMaat*, Bnaoild*, a t*.

If the prire has been paid in advance, this entry should have

a llitingaithinti mark, so that a separate account need not

tie ofMsied. the item being posted into the ledger under tho

heeding of "Cash Sales." If only a deposit has been paid,

•ir the whole amount is owing, a personal account must be

opened in the ledger. In either rase the cash when received

must be posteal opposite the entry. In the case of a cash sale

the caili will naturally have to be posted first, and tiie entry

Will appear thus until tha goods are delivered, when the

amount rharged will be filled in ; until then the ledger entry

will ap|>ear thus :

—

Mr*. R. W.I
' Tomtoe I

a. I o
WByCa*.
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CJolumn* A and C give dates of deUvery and payment. B and

D *ie tor the page—or, as it is usuaUy called, folio numlbei--

ol the day-book and cash-book reapectively. By this means we

have an effective check upon errors, as H tfcere is *ny dis-

crepancy between the two amounts it can at once be inquired

into. If Mrs. Tomson is a customer to whom credit is given,

the account wx>uld appear thus when paid :

—

Mn. R. W. T0M80N. »7, BelTedere G«rdent.

JoM 3 ToCabiotU.
a.

II

c
'iJonelSlBy Casta.

B.
I
d.

2

If, however, at "the end of the month the cash hias not arrived,

it is at once apparent and a statement of account is forwarded ;

when this is done, the actual date of doing so should be noted

in pencil under the amount, thus indicating that it has not

been o^'erlooked.

The cash book is as important in its way as the ledger.

On the left-hand page is entered all the money which is

received and on the right-hand one all that is paid ; thus :

—

Jnne STomson, Mrs.
Jones, A. J.

Oreen, Miss
A.

B
2 2 Jane 1. Oreenfleld & Co. 14 17 6
1 15 Wages 9 15

3 13 6 Gas 4 16 7

Columns B and C are for the ledgeir folios on which the

amounts are posted.

It will be noticed that there is no connection between the two

sides of the cash book, and that it affords no indication of the

progress of the business ; for this we must go to the ledger which

not only shows what has been paid or received, but what is

owing to and by the business. I have mentioned only one led-

ger and this is snflScient for a small business. In larger con-

cerns there aae always two, one called the " sales " ledger for

customers accounts, and the other called the "bought" ledger

for goods purchased and money paid for the conduct of the

concern, such as stockdealers, repairs, wages, gas, rates and
taxes and other erpenses. In all cases where the account is

with a firm supplying goods or doing work it is what is oaUed
a personal account, but it is a good plan in addition to keep

impersonal accounts as well, that is to say, that not only
should we enter to the credit of the Empire Plate and Paper
Co. an item of £25 17s. 6d., but also to the debit of another
account headed Plates £15 178. 6d., and to one headed Paper
£10. Such accounts are memoranda only, but serve to show
exactly how much has been expended upon these particular

lines during the year or other such period as may be decided
upon. In many large businesses this idea is carried out verj-

elaborately, a special book being devoted to it. One firm with
which I am acquainted can in this way ascertain day by day
the expenditure on plates, papers, chemicals, packing, repairs,

apparatus and many other items and any rise or fall in cost
as compared with the quantity of work produced has to be
ai-counted for. This is unnecessary for the small trader who
carries much of this information in his head, but directly
personal supervision of every detail in the business becomes
impossible it is of the greatest value.

As far 88 getting invoices posted into the bought ledger or
into that section of a single ledger for both bought and sold
accounts there are two methods in general use, one being to
enter them into a kind of daybook called the " bought journal "

for which they are posted in the same way as daybook entries,
and the other is to paste the actual invoices into a book and to
port direct from this putting the ledger folio on the invoice.
The latter method is the easier, but it is somewhat clumsy;
moreover it does not permit of the total purchases being readily
added up. I am sorry to say that many photographers I know
are very lax in checking their accounts, some even taking the
statement as correct and not troubling to compare it with the

invoices, entering it enhloc in the ledger to save trouble.

The most honest firms make mistakes, the commonest one being

to make a duplicate charge for the same article. This is easily

detected if the invoices are carefully checked when they come in

and initialled if correct.
|

The object of book-keeping is not only to avoid loss and
j

prevent mistakes, but to give the trader accurate information

as to how he stands financially, and in the case of disaster

such as bankruptcy, the omission to keep proper account* is

regarded by the courts as a serious matter. If a question of

compensation arises, as in cases of compulsory acquirement of

premises for public improvements or by a railway company

a proper set of books forms a firm basis for a claim, while in

many cases the income-tax surveyor insists upon a proper

balance sheet being submitted before he will pass a return

of profits for assessment. It must not be forgotten that nearly

everything connected with a business undergoes deterioration

year by year, lenses and cameras backgrounds and furniture

do not remain long at their original value, and the trader is

entitled to write off a certain percentage of this before h«

arrives at the amount of his net profits for the year. An

omission to do this gave serious trouble in one case. On closing

down a branch the greater part of the plant was sold at auction,

realising only £25, the original cost being £300. On £275 being

put down in the balance sheet as deterioration, the surveyor

suspected fraud and made a searching investigation before he

allowed the claim. If this had been spread over, say, ten years,

it would not have excited comment.

I would strongly advise anyone having a photographic busi-

ness with la turnover of more than £1,000 a yeaa- to have his

books audited and a proper balance-sheet prepared by a pro-

fessional accountant annually, as this is not only useful, for

the reasons ah-eady given, but also furnishes very useful inifor-

mation to the proprietor himself. The bank balance is not an

unfailing guide to one's circumstances. Outstanding liaibili-

ties and assets have also to be considered, and these may put

quite a different complexion upon things. When a business

has branches connected with it, very careful supervision over

expenditure is necessary. For example, it should be clearly

ascertained whether the quantity of material used bears the

same proportion to the quantity of work turned out as in the

head establishment, which is presumably under the eye of the

proprietor himself. It is not unknown for a manager to

execute oi-ders on his own account, using his employer's mate-

rial, and in other oases to waste plates and paper by careless

working ; in one recent instance a reduction of nearly £20 a

month in cost of material was made by a change of manage-

ment, the gross takings being actually increased. This would

have been discoveiied. at an early stage if proper accounts had

been kept.

The collection of outstanding accounts is a matter requiring

some tact, the main abject being to use just as much pressure

as is possible without offending the customer. I do not say

never resort to county court proceedings, but do so as rarely

as pMJssible. I have known photographers ajid others with

slipshod methods who have taken out a long list of old debts

and sent it to their solicitors or a debt-collecting agency for

proceedings to 'be taken. Such an action shows slackness in

everyday routine. If proper discretion be exercised in grant-

ing credit, and accounts regularly rendered, few doubtful

debts will be made. I have found one or two little dodges

useful in 'bringing slow payers up to the mark. One is to add

a charge for postage of previous a-pplications to the original

amount ; that is to say, if the bill has been sent in six times,

on the seventh application is added in red ink :
" Postage of

previous applications, 9d." This generally brings the money,

but usually minus the postages. Another useful ruse is to

make a considerable error ( ?) in the amount ; that is to aay,

for a debt of £3 IQs. to ask far £5 10s. This usually brings
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a rather sharp letter of correction enclosing a cheque. A» a

iMt r««oarce b«foi« tiureatening artkm, I have sent a letter

asking if any error in the aocoant stood in the way of pay-

mant, or if a remittance had been sent «iid lost. With this

was enaloaed a stamped adireeaed envelc^ tor reply, and this

three tines oat of foor came back with the desired remittance,

lliese little htnta will, I hope, not be so much needed by the

portrait photographer, who can iMoallr get payment at the

tia»e of sittin:, • by the oo^inor and commercial man who
generally has to trust his client*.

I may add that it is generally adviaable. if court proceed-

ings are eoatanplated, to put the matter into the hands of

a solicitor or debt-collecting agency. Verj often the aolici-

tor's letter of application will soflke, end in the erent of the

eafse going into eoort all expeoaes hare to be paid by the

Meodaat. One vital point in such c«m« is proof <d delirery

of the good* ; one cannot sue for goods made aad not delrrerrd.

If for any raaaon a customer dbooaea to rrfnaa aeoeptaace, say,

of an enlargement after it has been tsmlsred at his address,
thare would pcobaUy be ground for an action proridii^ that

tha order can ba prorsd to hsTs been giTcn ; but as a role

it is possible actually to deliver the goods and let the customer

return them if he chooses.

When eitiier buying or seU:ng, unless the transaction can
be completed on the spot, it is desirable to ask for or to give

an estimate of cost. This will often obviate unpleasantness.

li alterations or repairs to premises or apparatus are needed,

it is satisfactory to know just what you ought to get for yon*-

money, while in the case of doing work such as the production
o* any special picture which is not on your price list, it is

equally useful to have the price fixed. I have suffered from
this by aoch shabby tricks as having the customer say :

" Tou
have charged me three guineas and a half, and you told ma
it wvald cost two guineas and a half, and I certainly will not
pay a penny more." What is to be done? It is either keep-
ing the picture at a dead loss or losing the guinea ; for even if

one were disposed to take it into court, it is only one party's

word against the other.

I have not in this talk touched upon sudi subjects as card
indexes, rsgistration of orders, and work sheets, as these will

require a separate article to deal with th«m adequately.

PsAcrit'ua.

CAMERAS FOR AVIATION PHOTOGRAPHY.

war pwrpnssa,

[We ara gradoaUy gasung the whole Maty et ths dsrafepOMnt during the war of serial photogmphy. Thsdssigtt and production of lanass have
had their ehn»iel«s in Iks iSfisssMlalivss cl Iks anas ermesrasd. And now the Thonitim-Piekard Gompany, who were the vsry flnt and, as
we nadsntead, tha ssty kigmt pfodneecsd saaMtas for military aerial work, an lettunale in having as their historian Mr. Spencer Leigh
Haghas. If.P., by wkoai, fee eoas hi a lerieas «sia. Uts article which ws rspriat bslow hsa bssn written, and is issued as an introduction to tbu

catalogosef Thontao-Piekaid maanlaetaras Jsal issasd. The lals is no* yst eomplsle. for we have in typs a contribution by Mr. Colin M.
waUamsaawhiehwinshovthaaharslaksaby Ihisiavsnloraaddasignsr in praridiag appaistns for lbs dstsetion of the enemy's works and
aevaaMBla. And svsn tksa ws ikall aol havs dsalt with sonlrihatioaa, by ao aoaaas iaeaoaidssable, of ths Alliss. M. L. P. Clero, to whom
tbs wofkiag oatof a nnmbsr of ssisatifls fsofalsaM involved in ssrial photography is das. hss kindly sent us eopiss of his papers, translations of

which we SI* pabliahiag in das sOBfse. KllS."B. J."]

Tn phrass "aviatiaa phslsfiapby " weald kavs pnaslsd nsarly

evaryeas a vsry few years agOL To as lo-day it iaeiadss Iks notion

cf lying, of lakiag photographs from a isackins morhig quickly at

Ahoat a auU aad a-ialf above the surth. aad dssag this ia war
tiaa, pickiag oat aad rsvsaliag all sorts of aaauspscled details ia

the saamy's arsa with dadsivs nni, ao hr as the •e«ay was coa*

cansd, deadly rsaalta All this is scoapted m a aiallir of eoatss

to-day, bat ia this fona af ilsiyiisi. as in all othsfs. sack as iroa-

ciad vtsssls oa ths ssa and railways oa the kuMl. Ika figasiw had
shard tasks* the slartk

80 far M sviatioa pkolagiapky is coanafaad, two of ths picassis

I Lieat C. D. If. Osaiphsll (who is, nnhappfly, no k>^ar living)

Lisak J. T. C. lfoofa-Bcaba««, now a Iisat.-CoIoasl sad

of ParliaaMat fsr Ohalhsm I kavs bsard him laU tka

I of riiSMiiiiii how be aad soaie other hspsM snihnsiasts

to tha War OSes ia 1911, barely Ihres yaais bsfors ths war,

iag to pravida a aoapis of sstoplsnis if Iks satheriliw woald allow

to ba sssd sapsriaisalaliy at the Arajr aaamavrss of that

Tks sAakiis dsclarsd that setoplaass wars aot waated for

Ikst as oas eoold sse amf ass for theei, aad

ia 1915. afis* asoalfcs d war, whsa pkalsgiaphy was otfsrsd

as sa aid for rseeaasissMica parpasss. Ike sathoriliss, whUs bsiag

good SMagb to say that Iks pkotographs taken were " pratty

tkia«s," oaee SKtrs dsclarsd that ao one ooaU ass say oas for tkam

fram a asiliury point of visw.

In taiinsas to ths War OSes, I oaght to sty, ia psssing. thst the

.\dmiralty was jost m dWacliaed to ksvs sag|tkia( to do with these

new propoaab. It is wsU lor as that oar pioasMS a«» not easily dis-

coarsgsd. or, U diicuafsfsd, ast sloppsd is their dcterminatioa to

kssp paggiag away, aad Ike straggls sgaiost sssptiwsm , iodiffsrsace,

sad pn#sdMs was sealiaasd.

Hmm wss s psaag oSow, who is now s fstias gsnsral. wbo assd

to go about wilk Ms yseket fall of phoiognipks, kaadiag them oat

as H «ksp wsra 1 mm mill tsavsUsm' auaplss, with ths pathatkany

saggsstioa that perhaps thsy might be foond useful. And so
tks pmm oonliaoed until one dsy in Psbroary, ISIS, csrtaia photo-
graphs of the eosoys position wsrs takaa wMh a missnble makeshift
caoMrs. hot the rasult ma<le the aathoritias sit op and take notice.

All aorU o< noMispscled things wars rsvsalsd, such as unknown
IrsaAes, wh'ls sham Irsoehes wsrs shown to bsdiama. Hie staff got
bosy, tks gsosral vowsd hs ooald saptars tks snsmy's position nszt
tlsy, sad ks did so with eonplsU sacesss, taking many prisonsrs

saa osaaalty on oar sida. Aitsr thai, anriatioo pbotography
' as SB art thst caa piwtaas lasuks olhsr than mars

"pssay tkaigs."

Oas of Iks dist diOealtiss to bs tsoklsd wss ths flat, hasy, and
vagas appssrsncs of piotoros taken Ctom a mile and a-AaU up, say,

ia FIsadsfs. What Ihcss pioassM wanted to do was not only to

sliminsto Isek of contrast, but, if poasil ls, to emphasise contrasts,

aad this they soon did. For instance, they turned their cameras over

dark, plonghsd Mds or grsst bsowa atmlobss of mud, across which

raa paths mad-eoloorsd like their aanvoaadings, and m the photo-

graphs thsss psths stood oat as wfaito line*. Again, Osrmsn guns, so

eaaaiagly diagiiissJ ss to bs quito invisible by the kesoest-eyed

obsarvsr, wsrs picksd oat sod rsvsalsd by tha esmsra. By this time

it was obvious Ikst a nsw method of wsr of enonnoos value had been

diseossvsd, snd now it ia only fair to say that Osnsral Hsadqaartsrs

ksgaa to gst busy in s msnner worthy of ths bsst Britiik traditrans.

Ths two yoang oAeeia, Lientensnts Campbsll snd Moors-Brabaaon,

w«* ssat herrisdiy ovsr to England with instructions to get camsrss

saiUble for ths porpose. Dirsetly they rsscbed London they tsls-

phoasd to the Tliorotoa-Pickaid Msnafsctoring Company, Ltd., of

Akrincham, sskiog for a reprssentative of the firm to be sent to Lon-

don in order to diaooss the designing and -making of a camera for

aviation photography. Onoe mors thsrs wss no delay. Mr. R.

Hssksth, the aecrtlary of the company, reaobed London the asme
night—a Kriday—snd on Saturday morning he and Lho two oflicers

won hard at work discussing ths problem. Mr. Hesketb hurried
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back to Altrincham, -woik wm at onoe begun, and within three days

the first Britidh aviaUon camera for war purposes wae designed for

the Royal Flying Corps, and was ready for examination by Wednes-

day, or, as I have aaid, in ihe record time of three days.

Moreover, tfiey ihad to carry out quite special suggestions whioli

the experience of the officers enabled them to give For instance, it

had been found that the vibration in a flying machine is so enormous

that it tends to loosen all ordinary screws. The makers, therefore,

rabatituted metal thread screws, secured with screw-nuts, instead of

the usual wood screws. As I have said, the camera was ready for

examination by the Wednesday, one or two minor alterations were

mode, it was delivered to the War Office, and wae hurried over to

France on the Saturday—a fine bit of work, reflecting credit on both

the military and manufacturing authorities. Moreover, when one*

the War Office had recognised the usefulness of this developnient,

they extended it enormously.

At the start it employed bnt ithe two lieutonants and a sergeant,

now Major Laws, who to-day holds a high position at the Air Board.

Before long there were many thousands of men connected with the

photographic section of the Royal Air Force. The first camerae sent

out were effective and useful, but in all inventions and discoveries

thero is room for improvement, and the enthusiasts who had staiTted

ithds memorable movement were not meoi who would be satisfied with

anything that was second best.

In a very short time one type of camera superseded another, ea<:h

being a marked improvement on its predecessor. In the summer of

1915, Mr. Gray Pickard, the manufacturing company's general

manager, was requested by the War Office to go out to the General

Headquarters of the Flying Corps In France to discuss the subject

of aviation cameras still further. The result of these consultations

was soon seen in further improvements, and highly effective cameras

were made in very large numbers. They were in use not only on
all the war fronts, but also employed for training purposes in aJl

home, CoIoniaJ, and Allies' oampe. Though, as I have shown, there

were some of the authorities at the outset who were blind to the

advantages of this new discovery so far as war purposes were con-

cemel, those advantages were so obvious directly the invention

was given a fair chance that aviation cameras %vere in demand
everywhere, right up to the end of the hostilities.

It used to be said that Wellington owed much of his success as

a soldier to the fact that he could by intuition or genius make out

what was going on at the other side of a hill. And ever since war
has been known in the world, commanders have always been

anxious to find out what the other fellows were doing.

The Germans certainly made great efforts to deceive our side by
all sorts of methods and devices, but they were foiled to a great

extent by these mechanical detectives, as they may be called. It

was in vain that they moved their trenches, as they did continu-

ally, and in vain, too, that they tried by all sorts of means to dis-

guise or hide their guns, for the avis/tion cameras revealed and
recorded all their moves and tricks. They were in a real sense of

the word the eyes of the Army. Nor should it be supposed that

they were useful only in revealing the secrets of the enemy, for

photography has been of enormous assistance in the recent war to

our artillery. It is a fact that every gunner thinks he knows
eioactly where his shot goes, the fact 'being that he does not. Such
a remark from a layman and civilian 1-ke myself would be pre-

sumptuous if made only on my own authority.

The statement has been made by Ool. Moore-Brabazon, and con-

firmed by many soldiers ; indeed, the Colonel has put the matter on
record in this way : "It vras not until we actually showed the
marks made by the sheik, by photographs, that they were prac-

tically forced to use aeroplanes for firing heavy guns. On that
matter I remember well an officer flying over Ypres salient and
sending back by wireless a curious message, ' that if anyone was
firing at the centre of the lake '—the name of which he gave— ' he was
hitting it.' " No one will to-day deny that aeroplanes have played
a greai part in directing artillery fire, but from the above quota-
tion it seems that it was photography from above tha* roaUy con-
vinced the gunners that they were wrong in supposing they knew
where their shots were going. So that here once more the aviation
camera helped our cause most decidedly.

Nor have I even no^v mentioned all the advantages resulting from
ihe use of this ingenious invention, as all sorts of useful knowledge

has been obtained in this way. long before the end of the war it

became one of the chief features of war in the air and down on the

land, too. For as it was possible to know accurately the height at

which photographs were taken, and the focal length of the lens

used, the photographs could be made into scale plans, aind it was

from these plans that our attacks on the German defensive system

were made. And in this way a method of producing what were

dismissed as merely "pretty things" came to play a decisive part

in the grim realities of war.

And now let me tell the reader of another development of

aviation photography, so ingenious thaA it might well appear

incredible had it not been used in practice, and used with remark-

ably successful results. To begin with, I may explain that while

a man may be a very good machine gunner on the ground, he may

be a very poor shot with a Lewis gun in an aeroplane, hardly

ever making a hit. That is to say, he would be of no use so far as

injuring the enemy is concerned, and at the same time he would

inevitably be himself shot down sooner or later. But it was

'virtually impossible with an ordinary machine gun to prove whether

a man was or was not a good shot from a flying aeroplane. It was

then suggested that a camera just like a Lewis gun should be made

in order to train flying mlachine gunners, or to find out those who

could not be trained and to weed them out in the interests both of

thamselves and the service.

I have seen and examined one of these machine gun cameras,

known technically as the Mark HI. Hythe gun camera, and I may

say that even experienced machine gun oflioers have supposed, until

they have examined the invention, that it was an ordinary Lewis

gun. The fact is, that in appearance and in operation it and a

Lewis gun are identical, but instead of firing a bullet the gmi

camera takes a photograph. There are many advamtages in this.

To begin with, as the process of firing a Lewis gun is exactly the

sama as of photographing with the gun camena, the man who is

taking the photograplis is at the same time learning how to use a

Lewis gum. But there are more important advantages tham that,

for the gun camera shows .and records on the film how many hits the

man would have made had he been firing bullets at the aeroplane

which he is iphotographing.

There are ingenious little devices, somewhat of the nature of tell-

tale clocks, that make it impossible for a man successfully to tell a

too flattering tale about his performances in the air, especially in

regard to how many drums of ammunition he lias used. Not the

least useful purpose served by working the gun camera is the fact

that it teaches men how to judge and estimate correctly distancee

in the air. It is very difficult for a man to feel sure as to how far

oS an enemy aeroplane is, and yet it is of vital importance that he

slhould learn to do so. Machine guns on, aeroplanes are sighted

for point-blank firing, and obviously if bullets are fired point-blank

at an enemy who is just out of range the bullet misses because it

begins to drop, howeiver accurate the aim of the aerial gummer

m|ay have been.

In connection with this I nuay mention a favourite device of the

enemy in the eariier days of aerial warfare. I am one of those who

think that in momy respects we gave the Hun undeserved ci-edit for

astuteness and especially for accuracy as a student of psychology

and mentality. For instance he blundered miserably in his view

that our great Dependencies and Dominions would say that the

war was a European affair and would refuse to help. Also he was

wrong in supposing that India would rebel. It was acutally believed

by Germans of high positions that suffragette troubles in this

country would paralyse us by keeping our army at home. But in

ona of his calculations the Hun was right. He knew he could rely

on our young airmen being "sports" and ready to take risks, and

tha Hun traded on that knowledge with some success. For he

would keep just outside point-blank range until the British aviator

had emptied his magazine, and then, before there had been time

to change the drum, the German would dash in and bring down his

enemy. Things happen very quickly in the air, and a few seconds

makes all the difference. Many a man on our side lost his life in

this way, and it became imperative that some means should be dis^

covered of teaching tliis important lesson of how to judge distances

in tha air. The gun camera does this, and soon after the authorities

had given what was at first a reluctant consent to have it used for

training puiposes a very great improvement in the shooting of
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Britiah »vU(oni «•• noticed. Indaed, it was to remarkable that it

ooold Dot ba diiwiiiri aa a mere ooincideooe.

Before Vmg tbim Marie III. Hythe dmora wma recognited not

only by ois Air Force, bdt by tlie air fareai of all our AUiea aa

eatei.lial for training lying men, and large nambera were aupplied

to Francr, Italy, Ain«ica. and othe.- .\llies, aa well a* to our own
ariatora. The demand for theae machines waa ao great, and went

on incraaang right op to the day tlie Annialice waa aigned, that

the llMMiitoa-Pieiusd MaDufacturiii); C'on:.pany had to give up

making Ihair oedinary types of canivron and concentrate entirely

oa thia aoM of work lor tba Air .MintMry. Ttiotr who are capable

of forming a definite opinion that t» worth anything on thia

matter, daelars titat this Mark m. gun camera waa the main

tM-iirr in tha aapramacy of our men in the air, and fur their abtolutv

I iiiinawa «t«r tlia casmy. In the reafan of war, aa euewhere, Uie

proof of tha padding ia in tbe eating, and tbasa wt.o suggested the

uae of the gun caaeca aa a mcana of improving oar airmcn'a shooting

,..,il.| and did point out that aa anon aa tba experiment waa tried

t:>.' hoped-for resolts were obtained.

I ngfui the history of how the arU of iyu^ "^ '^ pMAography

wrr» daialopsd and nnitad in the war. and how ttiey earns to be

rl.i-f lacton in the war being woo. aa r<^y a faacinatini; tale that

I M> tha merit of being true. And I alao think it ia » rrord that

does credit to uor race. It is eettaanly a mistake to daipae your

many, but it is also a mistake to ovar-ertimats lats gifu and to

depractala thosa of your own side. We bar* bsatan tba Uarman*
ID nsariy mrtrj iBveBtioD or deTalopmeot of iginw of war. Kven

in regwd to poison gas, which we had n9 intsBtiot and no wish to

osa, and tiM as* of which was fotved on ua, oan waa aiore deadly

than thatn. But it ia in the realm of avialioa photography that

oar aapreaiacy hai been moat cnaMptBooas.

Indcad we have excelled not only the wurny. but itavr beeii aUr
to giire a lead to all our AUiea in iJua raapaet. It w tnir, m I have
•h»wn. timt at tot natal ami tmtitmrj iiitlMiiliii w«t» boatils U,

\'*h lying aad plwlograpbjr aa a mtmna of war, fa«t tat as mA
' 'to much of that. 1 aMy nntna that aboot twanty yaan ago

I '•(• aa artiela to show that flying OMchinaa haai^Mr lh*a air

'
' vroold riar to a great hrtgfat and wnuld rsmain up a inamiisralili

-">.! (n far, woold never lie made, beoauae Uiay eovM not.

-h grsal er anlkority than I oni. the late Lord Kelvin, who
. ..ui alter hfa name O.C.V.O.. .MA, LL.D.. D.t.U, F.R.S..

i l: sC. aad DX., and was a Pmf>«nr of Natural Phikaoidiy,
Aiih limaiuw from aiarly evwry ani\enrtty in tbe world, smd jost

wlat I said, that thathsaga ware iaiivxaiUe. Fasianalaiy fo« mMikind
oar inraateia, diasorsrat*. aad pioneers on aMB who, m tlie

hogaa** of tha old byam. " laagha at imp—iMUlim and crisa it

shall be done." Thoa we may forget the original hostility of a few

in connection with aviation photography and recognise rather their

promptitude in scrapping Uieir old notions, and their eagerness U*

help forward new inventions which had been proved to be prac-

ticable. From that point the history of effort, experiment, improvr-

ment, and in the end of triumphant achievement, is p'eaaant readint;.

The persistence of the young officer*, the energy and skill of an

English mannfacturing firm, maateia and men alike, are refreshing

incidenta in the record, and it ia well to dwell on them, because, aa

I have said, there are too many people prepared to enUrge gloomily

uQ our auppoasd daeadence as a race, or at leoci they were inclined

todosobaforetbawar. Few of us in this country had any notion

aa to what waa going on in that memorable week betveen tiie Satur-

day, when Lieota. Campbell and Moore-Brabaxon met and consulted

with .Mr. Hcsketh, tha lecretaiy of tbe ThomtonPickard Manufac-

turing Co., Ltd., of Altrinrham, and the following Saturday, when
tha fint Britiah aviation camera was taken to France. Perhaps, if

we had known we mi);ht not have appreciated the importance of the

oRair—but in those seven days something had lieen schemed,

explained, made, altered, and aent to the Front, that as much as

any other oae tbing made the overthrow nf the enemy absolutely

certain. When I first met Mr. Heakelh iu a olub in London be

came in armed with a Mark III. Hythe gun camera, and when he

took it from tha oaae I thought it waa a Lewis gwi. 'iltas when he

began fJjAi'm away, aa if firing it, I was scared aad tWt tempted

to get onderihe table. But when lie opened what aeemed to be a

deadly weapon snd explained and exhibited ita mechanism, my
alarm was ohangMl into admiration approaching faacination. For

her* waa an invention tliat I really believe geta as near to perfec-

tion aa any human invention can. It contains more than 'M}

aepante parts, and yet anyone can carry cms with eaae.

I have alrauiy shown bow sapremely hmpnrtant aviation photo-

graphy has proved itself to be in tbe war, and it is plesaant to know

that it may be, and as I feel oaKain it will be, equally useful for

the pwrposes of peace. It can bo employed for surveying and pre-

paring plans and mapa of r«<not« districta, difficult to travel through,

bat easy to fly over. By its aid water-waya, aitea for harbours or

docks, aad iadewl all Ute contour of a country can be observed and

raoordad, and what u more will be recorded with abaolute accuracy.

Tbos Iboss who era responsible for aviation camaraa may have the

salislsilfcin of knowing that not only have they "aomething

attanpled, aomething done " for tbeir country and ita ortae in war,

bat thajr have also produced instoomenta for adding to the know
ledge, tbe prosperity, and theeaforv Uie happinesa, of mankind >ii

LnoR HvoREii. -M.P.

CALCULATIONS IN AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
tTh* ioOowing Bia short papsta by M. L. P. CIsr. wpwasnllug ealealatinaa worked oat by him tor the Praneh Aerial Photographic Service in

the coona ot his eoMMSliaa daiinc the graalv fart c< the war with that bolv . We owe U> the kiiulncm of M. Clerc the uac of hi* French

nanaaeripta and of the illaatmtive diagram*. Rim. " B.J."]

LOWERING or THE HORIZON LINB IN PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN FROM HIGH-VIEW POINTS.
In panoramic yhotoyapba taken from elevated pixli..^*. «i.<l (.ar-

ticolarly ia pfaotegraphs made from balloons aad aeru|<Une*, Uur Itur i-

M line o« tbe

liae that is, i

rig. 1.

r~ does not ooincide with the principal horison

iatstasctioB ol tbe plane of the negative and the

horixuntal plane containing tbe nodal point of emergence of the lens

—bat belorw ihca line tbet« is aa a|ipai«nMy tower poaition of the

boriaon. the depression being greater aa the view-point ia higher an<i

the focal distance of tbe lens ia greater.

Ia f^(. 1 let O be tbe centre of tba earth, and 6 the supposed viaw-

potnt at an altitude 6 V s A above tbe mean surface of the earth.

The apparent horison ia the intersection of tbe plane of the negative

and the tangent plane S T, drawn to the sphere from the point B.

The principal horison plane is S H, drawn from 8 at right angles to

the radius of the earth's circomleivnce, 60. If we call n tbe angle

included by these two planes, and if F be the local length of tha lens

iMsd, the deprsmion, d, of tbe horison Kne on the negative will be

msaaoredby
d s F tan. n.

Produce the radius, SO, to the antipode, N, and express the power

of the point, 8, selatively to the meridional circle of ndiua, r :

—

8T'-SV-f8N - *{2r.f *).
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In Uia riffbt-««led triangle S T, Uie angle at O is equal to the

angle, n. Tberofore,

Un. n=QT-'V—+Yr
Aa a fii»t approximation, quite sufficient in ixracUce'. the quantity

A'/r' can be neglected. Tie ratio h:r is actually leas than 1 : 1,000

for heighta, *, of 6,000 metree. We can, therefore, -write

d = P\/
r̂

whidh gives tfje value of d when we know the ifocal length of the

camen iMed ; the altitude of the view-point and the mean radius of

the earth = 6,371,004 metres.

For each value of F (the focal dietance) a curve can be constructed

^ving the values of d as a ifunction of the value at h, this curve

being a parabola, ior which the equation is

r

But for the construction of a series of curves giving ih« value of c2 in

all cases it is simpler to set off (fig. 2) the altitude, h, as abscissae,

•nd tlie values of d' ae ordinates

—

i.e., the squaxes of the values

(1) Apparent deritlisn of the boriion by atmospheric retraction is neglected.

(^ The graphical constrnction is facilitated by noting that for an altitude of

3,lft5 metres (1/20000 of the radius of the earth) the values of d^ are approximately
equal to the squares of the focal distance.

If the optical axis is not horizontal at the time of taking the photograph, but is

at an angle w below the horizontal plane, the expression of the corresponding
depraesion d u becomes rather complex.

d u = P v'2fc F (tan-' M + 1) ^/2 h

Sin.' u V2 h + cos.' w Vr tan.' u \'2 h + V r

sought. The curves corresponding with each vahie of F are thai

straight liaea*.

In all operations requiring a knowledge of the principal borizoin line

(correction and reconstitution of perfective) allowance ifor this shift
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Fig. 2.

should always be made, or, at any rate, when the camera fitted with

an indicator of inclination does not show directly on the negative the

position of the principal horizon line. L. P. Clerc.

ESTIMATION OF THE HEIGHT OF OBJECTS BY THE MEASUREMENT OF THEIR
CAST SHADOWS IN AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY.

vl

The height of a building, fortification or wall, or the depth of an

excavation or trench, the difference of heights between the ridge of

a mountain and the point to which its sfcadow extends can be

determined in vertically taken photographs' of known scale by the

dimensions of cast shadows.' The degree oi approximation is closer

according as the ecaJe of the photographs is greater and the shadows
long as when the photographs are taken aa early cir laite in the day

as the light permits.

If an object of known height occurs in the field of the photograph

it is easy to compare the height of any other object which casta a

ahadow. Calling h the height of the known object, I the length of

its shadow, A' the unknown height of an object casting a shadow
of length {', then

K = .

I

But such a comparison method is often impossible. In the case of

photographs of inaccessible regions it is necessary to have recourse
to the determination of the length of the shadow of an object of

known height at the same time of day on the day following or
within a day or two of taking the negative. Variation from one
day to the next in the l«ngbh of the shadow at the same time of
day is negligible.

It is, however, possible by calculation to dispense with this
determination, which, moreover, is impossible when a photograph
not of recent date is being examined. Tables of longitude and
time indicate for all the days in the year the tim of the passage
of the sun to the meridian of Paris (true local noon) and the cor-
responding value of the declination (angle of the plar of the earth's
equator with the straight line joming the centres of the earth and
the sun). The variations of declination from one day to another
are, moreover, so small that the sun may be considered as occupying
a fixed position in the ecliptic from dawn to sunset.
On these data I have calculated a reckoner in the fonm of the

chart (fig. !)• directly utUisable at the region of Paris. The point
in the intersection of the horizontal corresponding with the date of

..J'JrftV'th'eTn?-:3.';e'.??ciirtK ^'lIL'tl^n^tSr*"^'''
"""" ^'^^ '"" »>•'

objMTcLu'iu''.''h,.S'^'i'°'.'S!°" "•"?"'•, '° *'"<=' '•»l.''>'l»tion, that a particular

Soi^n*l«tedabo^r^rinth„°';.'.°°'V P'»"e («P«» "om corre;!tions for inclina-

c.2,Vtht r'hadowsci'^alW^^^^^^ *"»' "" oWe^'-

the exposure and that of the vertical (approx.) with the time of

the exposure is either on one of the curves or comes between two

Da^HBRC

OCTOBRE

SETRNBRE

JUIUtT

The figures marked on the various curves indicate, in metres, the length of
the shadow cast by a vertical rod of 1 metre height on a horizontal plane at
all hours of the day (local French time), and for all periods of the year. In
the use of the table the necessary allowance requires to be made for *' summer
time." To allow for differences ef longitude, set back the time noted
4 minutes for each degree of longitude E. For greater accuracy the following
co-efflcients can be used within the limits of latitudel? to 51 degrees.
Forvalues of oo-elficients up to

2 3
addper degree of latitude above 49 6% 6% 6J%
subtract per degree of latitude less than 49 5% 5% 6%

Fig. 1.

curves. The number marked on a single curve or a number inter-

mediate between those on two adjoining curves indicates in metres
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the laoftb ol th* aiaMlow on » horizontal pkne of an object one

nMtre ia keifclit at the timoa of day and year in qneation. Thue, all

that baa to be dooe ia to divide by this aomber the length of a

cMt shadow meaaored in the photograph in order to oMain, on

tte ao^ ot the particular photograph, the hai^ of the object

iMting the riiadow.

The onrve appliea alao to any other point of the ume Utitnde

(49° N.) by suitable modification of the scale of timea (daily),* adding

Imt minutca to the time for each degree of loogitad* weat of Paris

(ft anbtracting four minntea for each degree eaat). It >s not

ipiiliiatilii to pUcea aitoated to the north oc aoath of the parallel ol

^ria, the error aaaoanting to IS per cent, for a Taiiation of 2° of

(parallel of Belfort or Dunkirk) irfi«i the shadow ia four

the height of the object. It is, therefofv, neeaaaaiy to con-

a anitaUe chart for each region, having caicnJated tlie

qairad co Bflciant.

At any instant when the senithal distaoca of the son (angle of

m
fA/fimf^ 'VWlM^'UDVi

Pig. 2.

the vertical of the place with the line from thia place to the contre

•of the aon) ia Y. the l«>g«h A'B (Sg. 2) of Ibe shadow caat by the
•ohjeet AB in the horiaootal plane of A* ia

A' "B" > A B tan

lit cakwBtjng the aogie y taka three oo-onkoataa (tg. 3), one of
wUcfa Da ootocidaa with the line PP' ol th* polaa, the pUoe zOy
being the plane of the equator, and the plane jeOb that inriuding Ux
aad lh« eantn 8' of the ana at troa noon, the Jiieuliwi Utf Miking
wtth Os the anplo I mqmi to lim known *-*i-'^ti-rt CtaMidw Ikao
ia Iba pko* zOt a point M. of the kMtada ^ For thia poant
"tte an at Iha wariiMan (traa aooo). Tk» umdHltml iJMtucm y„
the angle el the TeHieal M.V. aod tha Kw MA of the am la

eqMl to M.Oe'. and therafatw

» - - » - (1)

ARemtosMoea et
^laack eaaar aaeenlaJalr.HH

.

aa • borUaatal flaaeMla aa sa lacUatd
«itk Ike Hirtiiaul Mac aaltod ,

' I* testaas4 farfMtaIr er aaasMeil* aaeertlac as Ike I

i:wmmMtfisa *aa the loet at Ihe sVli il.

MDartattte fasto4 of tk* aivsMS al Ik* «t
r«aiaaa< aa* bear lea la ssMatM *sa>eaaaM ta

At ev«ry inrtant other than the tme noon, the point of the earth

in queetoon has come into M such that the angle M„Om of Mie

corresponding meridian is equal to 15 t, ( being the interval of

time in hours between the tmie noon and the moment in queeiioii

(the rotation of the earth is 360° per 24 hours = 15° pe. hour). The
corresponding zenithal distance is the angle VMS = VOS'. From
M let fall a perpendicular MM' on 06'. The oo-ordioatea of M.

luid M' are reapeciively,

Fig. 3.

t«k£ag the earth'a radiua as unit of

x-OTMooe. Ul-oas. ooa.lSJ i - O M« ooa.«

y - 67m sin. 15 < - ooa. dn. W < ]» - O
' coa. y oos. t

s-OO, •• ain. ^ a • O M' sin. > ~ ooa. y sin. i

r Tlisl Ike MaM Is

Tha value of the angla y ia obUined by remembering that MM' is

pvpwdiealar to 88' and (liat therefore the aum of the projtcuoiia

on OS' of the projedeons of M.M' on the tbrsa *«• of the co-

ordHMtaa ia saro.

(ooa. 7 ooa. » -oos. ^ oos. 15 <) ooa. I + (coa. y sin. * - sin. i>) sin. a-0
or. aflar aiinplifyittg.

oos. y - cos. ^ -xw. 15 I oos. t -f sin. ^ sin. i [2]

For tha ilafwminatiion point after point, of each curve oorroaponding

with a auiUfaly ohoaea vahie erf tan y, y and f being fixed, tlwmettiod

hao b(«n to caioJate for periods of ahoul 10 d»>'a, exptearing t in

fnnctiona ol J. The timea I thus detennined wn» then act out,

atarting boa. true noon, for the two datea of the year having the

aaaa tWoa of t. Each calculation thna yielda four points. He
iiifaiMCifion ol each carve witli the curve of true noon were supplied

hy tha antioo ('). ^ ^- ^i^c.

ON THE LIMIT OF ADMISSIBLE ANGLING IN VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

In Bg. 1 wwMiAw a photogiaph made fn«t lb* wiawpcsat 8 with

a tau of tooal iaagib F tha ^xia M. P. iA wWA aakea an aagla w
with the vertical 8 V maA oonpare thia image with that which would

Imv« ba«a ohtaioed fron tha sane point with the aaoa lens directed

artioally downwarda.

Lat T. md T' be the plaoea of the laapacHv mmfm. I J their

intaraertinn (axia of ooBiaaatioo ol tha tw« iaagM), and P and P'

tkasr principal points. It will be aotiead that aloof their intCT-

aeetaoa I 3 the two imagaa ai« identical and that the distances I P.

T P' of the principal ponta from this intaraactica are equal to each

tkar.andtoFUn".

Ia tha plane, cootasning tha vertical from the point S, and pcrpeo-

Thisdicolar U> I J, disw a borixaoAsl meeting the plane T in H. Tliis

pB^ H m thus the vmaaahing point of the imagea of the hoiiiontels

pamtiel to P' I. It can be eaaily (') rfwwn tha*

I H - H 8 ^^ .

aiB. w

A rwiain point of the region photograpbed forma it* image in A in

the plane T and in A' in the plane T*. The plane which contains

8 H and this point ouU the pl»ne T along il A and the plane T'

aloi^ • A'. We wiU now dt<«nnsi)e in the plane T the co-ordinaAc«

ot tha point A ralativeiy to the axea I J and I P aa a function of

the co-ordinatea of the point A' in the plane T' relatively to the

asta I J and I P'.
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Ftcta A draw Aa parallel to I J. From tb« similar triangfks HAa
•nd Hal

Art

al

Hrt X

Hi "'^
F

•in.to

wbence we have
I - r' _
w P— + !/

sm. to

xt/

+ y
[1]

From the similar triang cs HAS ando A A' on the one hand andH Aa and Hal on the other, we have

—

whenco

whence

oa;

HS

y _

oa;
.

HS
"

la
" Ha

Ao
AH

Aa
AH

la

Ha

+ y

y'

+ y + y
[2]

In order that a point of the image T shall coincide with the corre-
^HMiding point in the image T', it is necessary that after hringing T

Pig. 1.

on to T' along the common axis I J, the distance of the two copres-
poivding points shoiUd be less than *lie admissible error of definition
«. c-mdition which may be writiten :

—

(x - 3^Y + (,,
— ylf < ft

or, sulwtiUiting for these differeinces tiheir values foimd in (1) and (2)

\ sin. CO • /

Tha area of the oblique photograph susceptible of ^being united with
«i* wrt^cal photograph taken from the same wew-ixrint is therefore
hmited bv the curve :—

3? = *'(si£^ + »>-?/

Uie form tdj^ch recalls that of a Nicomedes conchoid of which tlieaxw I.J IS tJie directrix.

By way of example, a series of these limited curves has been
traced (fig. 2.) on centimetre sqiuu-ed paper fo:> different values of

-ItU.«ntbatlH = IP + PH. Bat I P = F tan ^, .nd P H = Pcot.» By•ddUion and expre..lon of cot. „• as a function of the trigonometrical line, of the•mflevi = ^ we have

IH
aad—

F(tan.«.i + i^tatL2>»i\ _
.tci /

F(tl
2 tan

8H P
cos. H 8 P

2 tin. vi COS. wi

F
tin. u

F
sin. w

I

[May 30, 1919.

the ang'Ie w which in. the case of photographs made with a 26pm. lens
aila^ving an.error of definiition of 0.02cm. (l/5mim. ). These curv«« aie
brought into correspondence with the .horizontal line of each negative
drawn by the principal podnt. Plainly the same considerations woul*
apply to panoramic photographs made with the optical axis of the-
lena inclined at an angle below the horizon. But most usually tJi*
panoramic photograph is employed only with the meiasurement of
horizontiil aiii;;*'.s. all the important points of the image being first

^_
—

.

^ -^ -- ..^^

^ -^
er:

'

—

—
~>

^ •^

..-
•^ ^ — <

^

= r-^
-^ " — =- > r

^^^
==_,_^— ns ^

5= rs-^ .^^

~
.r~ ^~'———

rr:= _ —

;

— ^~~= ^z

— -
=—- ^

4°

^ — =- -—= =; z^

—

1

~. ^ P — — ^ — "
~-

-«.
'^

-".fc
^ __ Z^ =

^_
^^ ^ ~^

.

—

'

^ "

1

—

^_ 55; _ :i e=:^ tju ^ '

^
===

-^

—
, := = — _ J

Fig. 2.

projected on a horizontiil line of the plate. In tlua ca«e the variations
of the oi-dinates are no longer of effect on the exactness of the
measurements and it is sufficient to limit the regions of the plate to
the interspace of wMch the differences (x—x') are less tlian the
admissiblo eiTor of definition. The limiting curves will be defined by
tha condition

a; — x' = ± e

0?, substituting for this difference its value ^previously calculated (I^

xy = ± e (-X- + v)
\ sin. u> I

an equation which (after removal from the axis of the y's of
amplitude equal to e ajid theirefope negligible) becomes :—

xxj = ±
sin. w

that is, corresimnding with two equiilateral conjugate hyperbolas
the asymptotes of which aje the common axlis IJ, ajid ta perpem-
diculair to thiis axis fixmi tihe principal point.

^^ -T -i iUlVVZ. "^sO-30.

-^^ 1 ilmXx ^^ ^
-^ y / // A 7° \ ^-

^^ -,^_^^^\^'^^
"— =— '=^==''''

..i "^ "*= S -^ =^ -B^ """ "^

:iLi;^^;r::=:=:r:^?si-;^'^ ^''^ - --, 1-- - - z\

~— ~~~^^
Xl^ / 1

,-^'^"""~
~~---^ ^\.^ !_ /'^ -'''^

~-^- ^^ ^vXXl-f ^^"
^^ ^ V. ! 7 /^ .^^
^^ \X^t-/ ^

^^ ^^ A -i- A ^ ^"^% ^ ^r-I- ' Z y«^v ^l.Jl.T _ J- ^^

Fig. 3.

Pig. 3 is a series of such limiting hyperbolas traced for different
values of the angle w in the case of photographs made with a
2b cm. lens, and witli an error of definition of 1-5 mm. These curves
Ihave been brougliit in each case to the horizontal line conitaining
the principal point. At th« game time, except for the horizontal
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anor of (f-30' Um pcMtaon ootrHpoMling witli Um interMCtioo of

the pUne of the imatie »ad the hariaaoUl pUne oootainiag the view-

point S ha* been shown.

It will be Men thM in the caee of • vertical or horixontal error

..r hetf a <l<«ree the laefnl aorface (12 x 17| of a 13 by 18 plate M

.omprieed wholly within the linutin^; corvee whiefa eorreepond with

>n error of d«iiiitiaa of aOB em. (2 metre* at 2,600 metrea). The

dogU indicator wiHahlit fc-r aaeh a oajnara for pbotogrammetric

potpoaaa ahooM rtiw«lni>i rmd to wtHma tmimly baU a degree in

order to nhtaan a plan of the required auiUiMij.

L. P. Clbkc.

Patent ReiDS.

amd tpieiJtMlkm «n« tr»aUd m

AppliaaliDM. M^ S lo 17 :—

Puirr Dmtib.—No. 11,661. Mcana for drying photographic prioU.

S. H. Morae.

CimiAToaBApHT.—No. tl^B- ttuMitegriph apparatna. O. D.

Btager and J. Sloop.

PaoiBcno* AfTABATUS.—No. 11,540. Apparalaa for projecting

iwaf apoo a acreea. R. O. Cairo and R. O. Bannaa.

CnBMATCOBAnnr.—No. 11,431. Shnttar* tor

•nd pfojsctofa. F. van Neck.

CncxMAioomann.—No. 11,430. Focaaaing doriMB (or

graph camawa.

PMJamoM SquMUL—No. 11,576. Screcoa far Jiiiilmmihi, Ian-

a, ale. H. Prood.

—No. 11.791. BerMD (or aiMBMlogHiph pmjac-

tioa. A. ViDan.

TnvoM.—Hok 12.4381 Pfcolopiiliii Iriped iton^ M. BihMi
Vnw rman—N» ia,4Ca Tiaw bi4afB lor naim. ale. L.

B. Jooaa.

Turn HotsoiL-JIb. U,86L Umm tor momrimt laMaa, ale., ia

hohlers. A. B. Foraler.

Paoacnor Bcmnm.—No. 12,0aa Screaoa lor pfcolognyfcic or

liafialiniiiliii projactioo. J. L. Pei^

CnfmATOOSArar.—No. 12436. Living pielama. B. M. Alas-

OmmutottMArwt.—So. 12,268:

miMmm J. M. Hooban.

CDnDUToasanrr.—No. 12,927.

ata Mognvh

COMPLETE SPECIPICATI0S8 ACCEPTED.

Tlum i/Bti/tiaHamt mn atWwaHa, priw 6d. §mtk, fott frm, fnm
lAa PmlmA Ofm, U. BomtJummptoit Buildimg§, Ckmt€trt Ltm,

Ldultm. W.C.

Tkt doXa in traehfd m lAoi e( a/fUcMum m Ikii eomUrg ; er

•trtMd. m IM* earn of rattmh frmtU wMr tk» Imltn^aiitmal

<'ntauaoQurw SBomaa.—No. 121,761 (January 7, 1918). Aooord-

ing to the iaTantioo a hollar for a cinaoulograph ia prorided

wharaia Iha aMakiag aad aali-fickar aegaaal eompi iaaa atripa

«f dilataai auloMad ttaaalMaai material. Tha atripa are pre-

farabty ailii fai a (raaM, which ia ailaplirt ia tarn to ba

Maalad la a ikaMw (nao oa which colourad atfBMala aaj alao

be aMmalod for coloar projaatioa, aad the aeloar ngaiwla may be

•magod to eUAa bikU tha maakiBg aaipaaMa. apriaga and

baiag iwm idaJ to oparata aad bold tbo oolear lagwiiita,

la aaA taaaiHIoa tha apriafi may aarra aatnmaHratly to

I whaa a txed atop ia plaoad in the path of the

Aa shown in the drawing, a ia the rim of the shatter frame, 6

the central part, and e, c the connecting amu, the whole being

formed in one piece, and preferably in thin sheet metal. The
maaking segment d consists of a light metal frame and a seriea of

strips of translucent material, tvki. side of the frame being
U-ahape in croaa aeoUon, and the eoda of the stripe being damped
by the frame.

Certain of the strips are arranged transversely to the other
strips, and whilst the strips arranged in one direction are coloared

red. tha others are eoloored green, so that at all parte of the aag
mant tha light baa to paaa throogh the two colours.

For txing tha aagminla to the shutter the ooter oomera ara
adapted lo At agminat stods e, whilat the inner part is slotted and
raoaiil lo aogago a T-beaded cbaaping acraw f. When used, the
anti-flicker segments are conatmcted and fixed in a similar manner.
Herbert Shorrocks. 190, Bninawick Street, Chorltoncum-Medlock.

Aiacaarr CamaAa.—No. 124,226 (April 20, 1017). The invenUon
eomprisas inproTaaMnla in the general constmction of aircraft

lamataa. and pravidaa intaichaagaabla locking means which
aaablaa the camera to ba oparatad aitbar manually or by means of

Fig. 1.

an air screw, while preventing the miause of the camera during

aach operation, and thus eiuuring the correct sequence of opera-

tions in changing tha platca and reaetting the shutter.

The mechanism (or changing tha pistaa and setting the abutter

iiomp ri aas a shaft 2, baring mounted Iharsoa a handle 1, rigidly

ooaaoflod b> set acrews 36 with a aagpimilal toothed member 3

angaging with tha pinion 4 monnted upon a diaft 36 carrying a

pair of larger gear wbaals 5, which in (nm respectively engage
with the racka 6 on the underside of a plate carrier 7.

The handle 1 and the segmental toothed member 3 can be
locked by means of a remnvable locking pin 28 with a reciprocat

iag Urar 20 freely monnted on the same ahaf t 2, and thna raoipro-
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c»te through tlio l«ver 29 and a connecting link 30 by a mutilated

wheel 17, adapted to be rotated by an airscrew or like means.

If it is desired to reciprocate the handle 1 manually, the pin 28

i« removed, thus disconnecting the mutilated wheel 17 from the

Mgmeatal member 3. The pin 28 can' be used to lock ithe wheeil 17

to the casing 50 by passing the pin through the hole 51 in the

casing and the hole 52 in the wheel 17, which holes are in register

when the wheel is in the position shown in Fig. 3 and discon-

nected from the airscrew until the exposure trigger is operated.

The plate carrier 7 is arranged to slide in a rectangular frame-

work 8, forming, for convenience, part of the main framework

of a camera body A blind shutter 9 is employed, the operating

means being provided for tlirough intermediate gearing between

the operating handle 1 and a shutter roller 11. In addition to the

roller blind shutter, the camera is provided with a capping flap

12, which is operated during the process of making the exposure.

The mechanism for carrying out the automatic operation of the

camera comprises an air screw (not shown) or propeller conve-

niently driving the changing mechanism through a flexible shaft,

allowing of it being placed in any suitable position by the airman.

l^'ig. 3.

The flexible shaft is coupled to the shaft 13, and a worm 14 in en-

gagement with the worm wheel 15 integral with apinioik 15 engag-

ing with a larger mutilated toothed wheel 17. The larger toothed

wheel 17 makes one complete revolution before reaching that por-

tion 21 of the wheel from which the teeth have been removed.
The air screw is then free to rotate without actuating the shutter

re-setting and plate-changing mechanism until the operator re-

leaees the sliAitter by preesing down the td-igger 22. When the

mutilated wheel is in this position the leaf spring 33 bears upon
a pin 34 mounted tliereon, and wiU move the mutilated wheel 17

to a position which will allow of the pinion whe^l 16 engaging
with the teeth of the mutilated wheel as soon as the shutter has
been operated, thus allowing of the operations of resetting the
shutter and changing the plate being carried out.

The mutilated toothed wheel 17 is mounted upon and adapted
to rotate a shajft 18 carrying a flanged escapement wheel 19 pro-
vided with a slot 43 and stop pin 45. This escapement wheel is

adapted to prevent the movement of a pallet 20 except when the
escapement wheel reaches a po-sition in which a heel on the pallet
registers with the slot 43 in the flange of the wheel 19, and
simultaneously the opening 21 in the mutilated wheel 17 is in the
position opposite the pinion 16, and consequently out of gear until
the exposure trigger is operated. In this position the lever or
pallet 20 is allowed free movement, and the exposure or shutter
operating trigger 22 can be pushed down, thus actuating the lever

23 by means of the pin 24 shown in dotted lines in Fig. 5 and'
rotating the lever shaft 25, upon which is rigidly mounted th*-

paJdet 20, aJid cooisequontly turning tilie palJei to a position !»
which the heel 44 of the pallet has passed the stop pin 45 and
entered the escapement -wheel through the slot 43.

When the heel 44 has passed the pdn 45, tihe wheel 19 move*-
forward under the influence of the leaf spring 33 pressing the pia
34 of the mutilated wheel 17, which is mounted on the same shaft
18 as the escapement wheel 19. The movement of the pallet-

causes a pin 26 to engage the lever 27 and to release the gearing,

operating the roller blind 9.

.\s soon as the wheel 19 has moved forward under the inflaeno»

of the spring 33, the pallet heel 44 is moved back behind the pin
45 to its first position under the influence of the spring 46, and
tihe resetting of the shutter aind change of the plate go on auto-

matically. The rotation of the mutilated wheel 17 by the air-

22 SA

Fig. 5.

Je ia

screw, and with it the escapement wheel 19, turns the escapement
wheel again to the position in which another exposure can be
made by the operation of the trigger.

The blind shutter mechanism is wound up from the plate-

changing rack wheel shaft 36 through a gear wheel 37 mounted
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on the »hmft, actnaUd by a hammer 38 fait on the shaft and a

pin 39 mounted on the ge«r wheel 37, which ij loo»e on the ahaft, in

engagement with a pinion 40 in one with the shaft carrying the

blind roUer throoKfa the intermediate wheel 41, Uina allowing the

(hatter to be Mtei. On the other »ide of the gear wheel 57 a

pin 42 is arranged which engage* with the pawl lerer 27 adapted

to lock the mechanism until the operator mores the exposure

trigger 22. the lever 27 being operated by a pin 26 at one ex-

tremity of the pallet lever 20 as above described.

The capping flap 12 is operated from the pallet 20 throDgh a

bell crank lever SI and connecting rod 32. one end of the connect-

ing rod bauig'coaiMctcd to the bell crank Irrcr and the other end

to the palM 20.

When the camera is operated mechanically by the handle 1 the

locking pin 28 is changed over to lock the mutilated wheel 17 to

the casing cover SO.

Th* NBoral of the locking pin 28 which locks the handle 1

and the lav«r 2B nooatod oa th» sane shaft 2 to the segment 3

allows of Ike be* maiwmamt el tk« ssgnent nnder the direct con-

Uol of the handle 1 thrao^ the eeoaacting pin 36, the operation

nf the plate-changing mactianiwn being carried oat after each

expoMire by tha handte as before deecrihed tlmagk the medium

of the looliMd m^mA and Ute gcwnng uywling on the plaU

carriM- racka. riadenck Charles Victor bawa, 53. Aldboome

Road, Vibridge BomI, LondM.

Cratfc RMoes and marks.

MASKS PLACED OV TBK BXGISFMB.

The foUtmimt mark* hat* bm plaetd <m l«« regislsr .—

Voosrrs.—Ma 387,774. Photographs and photogriffcic pmpf
Albert FiM t Sbieis, Thonthilt Hoose. WUmw. BcotkMi.

meetings oT SocleDes.
e

IIKETIN08 OP 80CIKTIE8 POR NEXT WKKIL

sir«a*T. Mat U.

m.
Casus a*<«k

SAT. Jraa i.

Roikl mniiigaii MMMr—» AsrtsI Oiiwi.-
HaAaar P>sli»wt>li •ssMr^^aalea Plstastal .Brt^cra.

Ua« Is riaawiliyUy.

BOTAI. PHOTOORAPHIC 80CIRT.

Maarow WU TnmUj. May 37. Mr. W. B. PafgOMMi. K.C., in Iha

chair.

Dr. O. B. Rodncan detirvad a long and moat iatitwliin leoliire on
" gfiJ—. «Mr etndtmm and HabiU." UliisUKsJ •UnnWy folly

hf wMaMl dm photognfAa of the many known typM of spidar and

by yliulu ilwngwiifci of ikair ar^tiaam. The very hearty thanka of

totha

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Arrm an eveoing on the spookiest apooka that ever apattered into-

being, followed by a waahout in 4he " air and atmosphere art line."

laat week's fixture came as a 'welcome relief, the Rev. F. C. Lambert,

M.A., FJt.P.6., showing " A Few Simple Experimente." 8o far aa

can he rameadiered, long yeans have passed since hie last visit, and'

be rather pathstJcally alluded to himaeV as being an old man, the-

only depaitare from the truth uttered by him during the evening.

He begaa with a string of apologies, with a final apology thrown in

lor so many apologies. In photographic circles, he said, it was gene-

rally known that what the dub did not know was not worth know-
ing, -w^iidi included many things known hr mvehen not worth know-

tng.

Out of the slenderest msteriaU he then lectured and demonstrated*

r>n various optical, 9sychok>gical, biological, and other " ogical

"

matters in moat logical (aahion, and in doing so stmck a novel key-

note, which may bo Jasufced as the antithesis of text-book method
of imparting knowledge. Really instructive were the eimp'e eoperi-

neats shown, many new to those interested in science, and even the-

iMsi acientiflc followed them with obvious attention and interest.

Knowledge, he said, only ooines from fiansooaUy-condacted experi*

meota, and if aome may regard the ohsarration as rather too sweep-

ing, all will agree that the educative valoe o( earofnl experimante cao>

hardly be ovar-ealiaialad.

With the alfrt mentality of yoath, the "Croydon manner " never

found him at a loss in suitably rtspooding. The bladeboard was
much used aa a reereetion groond, and he remarked, if he appeered'

•t ali didactic, an orly career as a schoolmaster must afford the ei-

case for restoring any atmosphere of schooldays. "Anyway, you-

can't s|Mnk «b," gWuIly interrupted the "office boy." " Unfor-

tooMely, ao," rcplifd the 'ecturer. Further on, -when refwnng to-

the priiDitive ideas on geometry possessed by savages, a member roae-

and pctBledly asked -whether alhaion was being made to the mem-
beiB of the dob. " Not exclusively so," gently said Mr. Lambert.

after which he was l«(t in fisscs

To give aa idea of the way in which sobjeets were approached, one

esan^ rstsUng to " parallax " may be wswtioned. Of coarse, quite

an imposiog diagram might have been constructed. t>nt he preferred

to start with the case of • short and a tall man taking a reading of a

liaminslrifl iiisiuiry oolamn against a scale set behind the tube. an<h

then. 4qr • ifaaple diagram, showed that the readings might differ..

Qoite a n*a4 way of coorveying the priadple involved, and inoi-

danlally of rMMving the imprMaion o( one member that it was a con^

tagic— dissss s .

Photographic points tooohed npon were few, bat in the discussion-

Mr. Sellom, rsfstnng to » cuMsidermtioa d the ftereeotags of light re-

flected by mirron at varioos aaglas to the iaeident light, said in re-

flex cameras the iMial angle to sst the mirror was 46 deg. In a home-

made n4Us be feed enpfeyed en engte of 66 dag. , and in oonssqoeiios-

wcorvd a far brighter image on the focussing screea, and was only

•orry he had not oairiad the idea Inrther. Disregarding a aoggestion

uf a gsiiias that 360 deg. should be ideal, he added that he nevsr em-

ployed a surface-silvetcd mirrar, and had osvsr been troobled by

<t»uble rsflsrtiona. Hie Icciarar said that had also been his experi-

viK*. For a delightful exposition oa oatoral magic a most hearty

>o<« of thank* was acoordsd, teodsred to one «ho has been " the-

guide, philosopher, and friend of aiany a young photographer," aa.

the prssidsnt nicely phrased it.

rOBTHCOMlNO SXHIBITI0N8.

September 13 to October IL—London Salon of P'notography. Entries

ckise S*pl«nber 2. Hon. sec., 6a, Pall Mall East, London, 1

Toao<rTO PacrrooKApRic EznamoN.—In rafsrenoe to (he

exhibition being arranged by the Torcrto Camera Clt& aa part of

th* Canadlsn Nalioaal Exhibitioo we nay nfiplsnant oar note of

» wrek ago by saying that we have a few entry forms which we shall

be glad to send to intending exfaibilon, and so save Chem the delay

of commanifation with Canada. The last day for the reoespt ot
axhibiti at Tcraolo is July 19.
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ComnercialSCeaal Intelllsence.

—

NEW COMPANIES.

CoMMERriAL Art SrcDios, Ltd.- This private company was re-

iiwtercd on Mav 13 with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects :

Photofsraphns," cU-. The subscribers (each with one share) are :—

W Hutchinson, 55. Pont Street, S.W., barrister-at-law ; R. H.

King. Stratlvspey Regent's Park Road, Firchley, -N.i. ^''"«[-

Uireotore: W. HuUhinson and U. H. King. Registered office, lb,

Ludgate HiU, E.C.

Wynne- Harlky, Ltd.—This private company was registered on

May 16 with a capital of £1,000 in £1 .shares (300 pref.). Objects :

Dealers in phot<^raphic .ind scientific apparatus and materials, pub-

lishers, lithographei-s. et<-. fhe .subscribers (each with one share)

are:—J. Wvnne-Harley, 53-4, Chancery Lane, W.C, commercial

iUu^trator; Jane M. \Vinterb<)Ui-n«-. 53-4, Chancery Lane. W.C,

artist; R. Clayton, 53-4, Chimcery Lane, W.C, commercial photo-

giapher. Dire'tors : J. Wynne-Harley, Jane M. Winterbourne, and

R. Clayton.

St. Stephens PhotoEn<;r.\ving Co., Ltd.—This private com-

pany W.1S registered on May 17 with a capital of £5,000 in £1

shares. Objects : Photographic process block makers, designers,

ei giavers, photDgraphei-s, printers, etc. The subscribers (each

with one share) are : H. W. Hawkins, 163, Redland Road, Bristol,

newspaper m.inager; W. J. Robinson, 2, Nevil Road, Bishopston,

Bristol, photographer; F. P. I>?ach, 99, Bishop Road, Bishopston,

Bristol, incorporated accountait. Fdrs-., directors : H. W. Haw-

kins, W. J. Robijison, njid F. P. Leach.

Universal Woodworking Co., Ltd.—This private company was

ri'gUtered on May 14 with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares. Ob-

jects : To acquire the business of manufacturers of and dealers in

•.vood and metal furniture, instruments, rules and small goods, car-

ried on by F. H. Shaw at Newhall Hill, Birmingham, under a

similar style; also to carry on the business of manufacturers of

photographic apparatus and materials, drawing models, compasses,

kmdergartcn goods, calisthenic apparatus, wood dumb-bells, wands,

bar-bells, musical skipping-ropes, easels, camp stools, test tube-

holders, laboratory sundries, etc. The subscribers (each with 1,000

sihares) are :—A. Weatwood, 142, Varna Road, Edgbaston, Bu-miiig-

ham, works majiager; A. Lawson, 28, Beechwood Road, Bent Lanes,

Birmingham, solicitor's clerk. Permanent directors : A, Westwood,

and A. Lawson.

neiDs ana Rotes*

Mb. Akcbie Handford, of 1, Prince's Avenue, Muswell Hill, has

on his demobilisation disposed of his business and accepted a position

as director with Gordon Chase, Ltd., Bromley and Beckenham.

(Messrs. Kentmere, Ltd., have arranged for a stock of their

various papers and cards to Ibe held foi- them by Mr. Arthur J. C.

Lewis, Photographic Works, iNew Bamet, Herts. Any orders sent

to Mr. Lewis will be promptly attended to, and goods sent along same

day a order is received reasonaibly early and is for normal .sizes and

quantities. Special sizes can alwaj-g ibe suipplied in the course of a

post or two direct <rom the mills, sJiould they not happen to be kept

in stock at the London depot.

Glasgow Professional Photogeaphers' Golf Clue.—After a

pciriod of suspense of three years this clulb has again resuined its

activities. A meeting was recently held on the Douglas Park Course,

Dearsden. During the present month the club is running the first

round of the Mainds Shield. Its next meeting will be held on June

6. The club will welcome new memlbers, who have no occasion to

be «xpert players. Enquiries should be addre.ssed to the secretary,

Mr. John M. Robertson, 3, Scot Street, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow.

Theatrical Photogr.aphy.—Many important points (writes a

Borrespondent) have been gained by actors and actresses engaged

under West End managements as a result of the recent "standard

Bontract " agreed upon between actors and managers. The one item

of particular photographic interest is that which decree.s that " photo-

grapliic calls shall lie treated as reheaa-sals "
; and as another item

states that any artist receiving le.«s than £10 per week shall be paid

10b. for each rehearsal, it means that ballet gills and many others,

when attending a studio officially, will be paid by the management.

PiCTORi.u, PHOTOGRApmf UN AMERICA.—An lannual publication to

ba issued with this title is announced as making its first appeiirance

about November of the piesent year. The promoters, in acknow-

ledging the representation of British pictorial work in " Photograms

of the Year," say that it is their intention to make the volume in no

respect inferior to the Britisih repositoi-y of current photographic art.

The publication will be in the chiarge of an editaviul iboard consisting

of 'Messi-s. Clarence H. White, W. H. Porterfield, Jdhn Paul Edward.s

and Dwight A. Davis. Prints to be submitted for inclusion in the

vohimu should bo sent to the Board, 122, East 17tli iStreet, New York,

to arrive iiot later tlian July 1. The volume is to be publislhed by

Messra. Tennant and Ward, 103, Park Avenue, New York, at the

price of 2 dols. 50.

Photographers' Assoclatdon of America.—This association of

professional photographers is again holding its summer conference

(the first in three years) at Cedar Point, on Lake Erie, near Clevc-

Umd. The meeting is of more than ordinary interest, since it sig-

iia/liises the fiftieth a-nniivei'sary of the first meeting of professional

photographers in the United States. A large programme of demon-

strations and lectures has been arranged ; there will be an exhibi-

tion of portraiture by leading professional photographers and a

great representation of the manufacturers. The conference will la«t

from July 28 to August 2, ajid we ai-e glad to pass on from the

general secretary, Mr. J. C. Abel, a cordial invitation to any photo-

grapher to take part in the conference. Any communications for the

general seoretai-y should be addressed to him at 421, C'axton Build-

ing, Cleveland, Ohio.

Corresponacnce*

*,* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*,* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

MASKING IN ENLARGING.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I would like to endorse the remarks of " Practi-

cus " in your issue of the 9th inst. re enlarging with and withoait

masks on the negatives. The two methods put forward by your

contributor " Thermit " some weeks ago are also noteworthy ; the

idea of sizing up (on a white paper, I take it) on a black easel is

novel; and certainly has its merits.—Yours faithfully,

H. T.

REVERSAL IN TANK DEVELOPMENT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—'RefeiTinig to your note re reversal in the current

issue of the "B.J.," I am sending you an old negative from my
accumulation of curiosities, which may, penhaps, throw some light

on this matter. The example sent, as you wiU observe, shows a

negative at one end, which merges into a positive at the otihei". The

cause of this reverslal was light-leakage in the dark slide.

Another form of quasi reversal is occasionally met where the

shadow detail of the negative portion appears, as it were, bleached,

ajid makes a partial positive, unmistakably diffea'ent from that

caused by the action of light. This occurs only when the developec-

is of the metol-hydroquinone type and lacking in sulphite, the

presence of quinone in the developor presumably being the inciting

causa in such instances.—Yours very truly,

E. A. MahtI/AND.
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THE SYSTE.\UTIC TONING OF P.O.P.

To tha EdMon.

GcotlemtMi.—I Hn plcued to learn from your p»gtt (p- 283, of last

IMk'< iMue) Am Rajw, Ltd., are making an «llart to revive the

I

iractica of toning P.O.P. ayiteinaticany, but, if I mistake not, it

I *M Mr. Wiljoo, of IIm Paget CoopaDy, «<io originated tbe jvitem,

at the Kodak Co. Acoonling to my refeunc* book the plan

—

•rith hrble—waa fint paUMlMd ia a booklet iHned by the Watford
Irai in the year 1894.

Tbe original tifcle was not ao auLpIe aa that given by Kajar, Ltd.,

•od it waa becanae of iu oomplioated nature tliat 4iM averagfe photo-

gr^iber did not take ao kindly to it aa he ahouM hare done. I may
periiapa recall the fact that tha (1804) toning belli waa aa foUowi

:

Water, 8 ooa. ; ammonioai anlpbocyauide 12 gis. ; gold cfaloridr

1 i^r. ft'alaen —"""^ of tbia bath were required to tone a iquare

inch of firint, or. in o«bar worda, 1 oc. of the toning bath waa

required lor a full htU-plate print.

Tbe ainipliciiy of tba Rajar table haa much to reniaimrad it, and

it ia one that aboold—and |itobil>Iy will—find ita way into worka of

relpranoft

Tba table, lib* «he Paget trilU, ia excvllent lor tba P.O.P. made

by tba fina adTocating it, but I am not ao aura Ibat other makea of

paper wock at tbeir beat with eitfio' of them, baeaoae of the varying

natoraa of P.O.P.—Yoon fahUully. L. T. W.

ASSISTANTS- WAGES.

To tba Editon.

ti,—Coaid yon fi9 iba apace in tbe " Oorraapoadanee
"

le " B.J." to pablirfi tbe f'llluwing marka on tba wagis

. aiatante by tba pn>fe«ional pbotugiaphati at tba prtaaiU

Looking tbraagh the " Situatiooa Vacant" ooIbmi oaa cMinot fail

-> ootka ooa or two of anob advcrtiMOiaata advcrUnng (or

parator and ratoocber, btonida phntav and cahfgar, etc., tei{iunn|{

. tboroofibly uumpatil, ca|Mbla van lor tbe ina^Miaa* anm of £2
:<* week. How doaa an «iib>y«i axpc«t any man to asiat on tbat,

•padallyui Loodon, wbara be ia tnnniillMi to p^ at laaat £1 lU*.

''jT dacaot lodgiii^ "P*** f*"*^ ^ba and boa faraa, to drw
leapaolably for tba poaitiaa ol opantor, oomdaring tbat at tba

i^raatnt tooa £2 w only aqnivalaot to lit. or 17a. in 1913?

••f B«« lik« MjMlf aniiatad eariy in tha war, when Iba

INitriotic Kaployara prooiaad tbe men tbeer toationa wMild be

kept for then. Now tba latter have coma back to And giria and

the aten wbo have "awaag Iba lead" occupying Arlr berth at a

i.era axiating aalaty, and takaa oa latnpotarily | tb« anpioyara now
iefaae to r» angage tbeir pra-war aaa iil ania, aa Ibajr are getting the

worii dooa by cbaaf Mwar.
Maay elavar aad maipalant aiea have ra igaged ia vanou*

btaaahaa of tba Anay aad Air Forcr, for Iba riaipla raaaon tbat.

Iboagh not likiag a aalilary life, tbay are battar paid, baidea ba:ng

provided witb food and etoibing, pf«f*ring to ba ao tfaployad lathrr

Ibaa add oaa aaira lo tba loag gaaaaa oflaa aaaa oalaida tba Labour

naaaa arhara girla are eooipaUad lo aara tbar owa living, when
a aiaa'a work tbey aboaU raoaiva Iba mtam Mta of pay, not,

*» oftan ia Iba caaa, 10k. or l&i. a weak l«M. Uafaftanalaiy. tharo

•re plaaty of " war pndada " on tba laboor awbat, aaiataart (<f

(ira-war daya with olbar tfadaa oa Ibair baoda, who wwa oaUad up
for aarvica and aaaagad lo gat iato pbologiapUe aaotioai of the

R.A.F., and now uuaaidai pbotograpby aa aaqr wty of making a

living. Tbeir kaowladga ia oaoally baiited lo Iba plam. atnight-

IwaiJ wotll lawat ^vi^g t^r Army canar; yat tnay are now
pravaotiag aasMroaa M«pel«M men (nnn obtaining a raapactable

poet.

I foBy agree witb a bigb-clMa pbotograpbic aitiat wbo aoaie time

ago, whoa advertiaiag, iaaarted : "No war pntdnotr need apply,"

aad waa eritioiaad ia " Joba Bull." EvidaaUy Mr. Bottomlry

doaa not qoila nad«Btaad what barm the war-prodoct haa donp

to Iba aaaiataat wbo haa atfvad hie time to Iba trade only to Hnd

it SMrpad bjr aaeh. Hoping Ibia may help aane lo reabae what
are faaHng sore aboot.^ am, yoon laitbfnily.

Am Amutamt.

ilnsioers to CorrespondentSa—•

—

SPECIAL NOTICE.

/« eeHtefmtnm ef ttntral rtdveed sufpUtt of papw, a$ t)i» ruult

V proAt{>tiMM a/ Ma impaiatien of much wood pulp and arau,

Mtnottr, w* wiU aiuwtr by po$t if damped and addrtsttd

iticmal Coupon,

eava-

isp* it mulomd If rapiy: S-ctiU. InUmt frotn

rmd§r$ ahnad.
m - •

rba full tmttiont mtd mmotn will h» prim ttd awiy in (h* caaa V

Qaarwa to 6a awawarad in <>a Frida,y'$ "Journal" mutt rtaeh u*

not later thain Tunday (pogtod iioadfl|f). aad ihould U
midriiiaf la tha ANtort.

S. N.— If the depueit baa a cr>«talliue tppearanoa, it probably con-

aisU of hypo,^wbiah ia hardly likely to be preaant in aucfa a quan-

tity. If duf!^'. it ia mildow, and for thia we fear you can do little,

except to waah it off.

F. '^1.—We expect the marka ara malraa, which can be reoluMied aufii-

ciently near for practical purpoaaa aa yarda. If you convert iotu

feel yuu will sea tbat the acala approximately corresponds with

that on Britiah cameraa.

P. L.—An iodine bleach for sepia toning uoiisiala of a solution of,

say, t oa. iodine and 1^ oia. potaaaium iodide in 20 oaa. of water.

It ia a very expensive blcodi, and haa no advauiAgea over Qie

mixture of ferricyaoide and bromide. We do not know of any

aulpbite aepia toning bath

<K. SL—M yoa nMve a buainaaa to a new quarter, we are practically

cwttaia tiiat aucb would be regarded aa tbe eatafcliahment uf a new

retail boainaaa, and you would re(|uire to apply fur a licence to the

uAea wbiob daala witb llie district to which tiie businaaa ta being

imwlerrrd We pubtwhed paitiooUis of theae offices in tbe

" Brilaah Journal " of May 9.

W. M.—It ie poeaiUa that tbe metailic apuU art cauaed by

impuriliea in tlie alum. Yuu may have bought it from the same

dealer all tlte time, but lie may nut have beeo buying it fruiii ttio

auiie 6mi. The moet cununun cause of these spots ia UirotiKb

iron mat in tlw waah-water, in which oaae they can be prevented

by tying a flannel filter over tha tap.

K, C—*.'ert«inly. yuu are eligible to apply for a licence to atart a

new retail buaiuMa. You du uot aay whare it ia prtfioaed to aata-

bliah tbe buaini. ImiI you will be able to tell from tbe encloaed

cutting tba oiBee to which to apply. You must apply to tha office

dealing wiib Iba diatrict where tba busiiioaa ia to be attaUiahed,

which Okay not be the same diatrict aa that whare you are now

living.

L A. N.—To produce a meuotint a copper plate is first finely grained

all over by me'ihaucal meana. If au impression were taken it

would be an «ven black all over. The artist produces bigh-lighta

and half-tonea by acraping and bomiahiug tbe capper where neces-

sary. Hie surface usually receives a final coating uf ateel to aave

wear. Colour merxotints are produced by inking tbe one plate

locally ; tbia requires great skill

M. K.—The (articulan of the lens are very scanty, but as it w
deecribed aa a doubiat, it ia probably quite an old Roaa doublet of

aperture probably fl6. These are vwy excellent lenaes in their

way, and while not of the covering power of an anwUgmat, give

rxoellant definition over a somewhat narrower angle. For a

wbole-plate we should sa./ the fucna should be 10 or Iz ina. This,

tin doubt, you can eaaily meaanra.

M. N.—No need to apply for a licence. If the bnaineae is carrir I

on in any name other than your own it ia neceesary to register it

and to state your r«al mune on stationery. The only meana of

avoiding thia neceatity ia to ooavart tba buaineas into a private
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limited company, but even in this case, if you are a director of

the company, a further Act directs that your name aball appear

upon the stationery.

R. H.—Tile size you name is not a standard Continental size, and cer-

tainly not a Hritiali. Possibly tiie dark-slidet; take plates of a dif-

ferent size from tlie focussing screen. We are sorry we are not

able to identify the maker of the camera from the mark you men-

tion, which very likely is only the registered mark of some French

dealer. Ferliaps you might gM the information from our French

couten»porarj', " Photo-Revue," 118, Rue d'Assas, Paris.

Bi'si.NBSs RgoiSTRATio^g^pould you tell me if the Registration of

Business Names Act irequiree one to register every year? I believe

I saw in the " B.J." a -week or so back something to this effect, but

caimot trace it. Shall be very muoh obliged if you would kindly

give me the information.—A. A.

Annual registration is not necesBory, and no 'furtlier fee is re-

quired unless any alteration is made in the firm on- title of the fii-m.

tYEBlcus.—Unfortunately, tliere are no methods at all exact for expo-

sure of such subjects. The (best course is to judge the ejcpocsuie of

the interior by means of a Wynne or Watkins meter used inside

the building and then to e.\pose through the blue, green, and red

filters in accordance with the multiplying ratio given by Messi-s.

Wratten for their filters used with tlieir plates. We do not think

you would get any satisfactory indications by testing the light

outside.

B. E.—A 10-in. focus is about the right length. The Dallmeyer A of

250 mm. would be a got'd lens, but you Oiui take your choice

among portrait lenses of /'/4 or preferably f jTi aperture. Probably

jour best course would be to state your requirements to a second-

land dealer, and ask what lenses cori'esponding with them they

could offer you. It would perhaps save a good deal as compared

with buymg new, even if you c;in get new lenses, which is veiy

doubtful.

W. G. A.—Candles are made of what is practically paraffin wax.

The two materials may be u^ed for the same purpose, i'ou caii

make your white enamel black by stirring in the finest lampblack,

although it is doubtful if you will make such a good job of it a.s

buying black eiumel The grain weight is the same in apothe-

caries and avoirdupois Get the finest carborundum powder from
Messrs. George Adams, 255, High Holbom, W.C.2, if your regular

ironmonger cannot supply you. By using a small bit of glass as

a lublH-r you can grind a very fine grain on glass in any size.

W. W.—^The gi'eeting tpostialxls are miadhiine printed on rotaay
mfaclrines from single negatives iwluioh a<re made by photographing
a g7von desigji wiitli tihe phato(gfla|ph inserted in it. For example,
ii* tihe ca.se of the speoimen you seiid, the floral and greeting poT-
tioii would have a oiroular ,aiperture out in, it and the photograph
plaoed beliiind it in making the oapy negaJtive. Of course, on the
enraill scale, double prrnting oouM .be used aaid deeigm nagativiee
Hor thris purpose aa-e su|piyliied by tlie dealers, .though not, so far as
we know, willx greetijig ileitteriii(g on them. On'e firm which makes
a apetiiality of these (border negatives is Artiste., 5, Rue de Mont-
farucon, Panifi, Vie.

-M. J.—It is a little difficult to separate the different disputes related
in your letter, but in the fii-st place a reasonable charge for the
job mentioned in the first ijaragraph would be 10s. plus out-of-
pocket expenses for taking the negative and supplying one print.
Subsequent prints, say, at 4s. a dozen. As regards the cancelled
order, it seems that you accepted tihe ^^ancellation and therefore
we see no escape for you from the cliarge which tlie engravers
have made. Regarding the claim that A ordered no photographs
of the mill, but a block, surely the oi-der is established by lii.s

acceptance of delivery of the dozen prints. If he has accpted
them, then it is clear that the block is a separate transaction.

B. A. E.—Your case is met in a measure by Section 2, according to
whad. any fair dealing witli any .work foa- the purposes of private
study, reeearch, criticism, review, or newspaper summary is held
to be not an m£rmgement of coijyright. There has not Ibeen a ciu^em the Courts on this point, ,but it is conceivable that the making
and e.xWbitioii of a lanteri^slide of a work, accompanying a lecture
on the subject, would come within " criticism." As a matter of
fact, lecturers copy copyrigiht originals rather freelv, oibtaining per-
mission if they can discover the owner of the ri^t. Damage to

sucdi rights is so small that we have never heard of any difficulties

arising between a lecturer who has used the work and the owner of

the rights in it.

B. B.—(1) With all deference to the writer of the article, our
opinion is that for anyone who is enlarging negatives as large

as whole-plate a system of illumination by reflected light is

preferable to a direct one. Such a system is coijimeircialiy em-
bodied in an apparatus of Messrs. Marion, the priiiciple of which
is that of a white ibox, in the ifront of which the negative is placed

and strongly illuminated by half-wajtt lamps arranged at either

end. This is much better for even illumination over a large

negative. In the case of that suggested, unless you iise very thick

diffusors, suoh as opal, and a very liigih power <A half-watt,

say, 3,000 c.p., placed some considerable distance behind the opal

diffusing screen, you would not get even illumination. And then,

of course, you would cut down the power of the light enormously.

(2) "Photography of To-day," Iby Chapman Jones, is altogether a

different book from the " iScdence and Piactice,",and does not re-

place it. No doubt Messrs. Iliffe will have "Science and Prac-

tice
'

' in print again before long.

B. N.—As regards the addition of fonnaliu to tlie developer, it is

not a good plan for the reason that formalin foims compounds
with sulphite wliich act somewhat in the nature of alkali, and

therefore disturb the balance of the developer. You had much
better use a fixinghardening bath of alum, sulphite, hypo, and

acid ; or, if you want an extra degree of hai-dening, you can

choose from formulae issued for the tropics. Avoidance of all

handling of the films during development is a vory great factor

in avoiding frilling, ^^'e suppose you adopt the usual plan of

developing the bands of film suspended in a tank. 'I'he Kodak
Company has worked out this system very fully for the use of

dealers, and supplies the tanks and formulae for the developed'.

The usual combination is pyro, metol, and hydroquinone. Witli

regard to printing quickly, presumably on gaslight paper, you
must liave a box printer, or you will waste an enormous amount
of time. With any of the box printers you can arrange stops

for the masks, so that very little time is lost in laying down the

negatives and paper. The usual plan is to print from the film

negative whilst still in one piece, and not to cut up the negative
until the order is at the very last stage of return to the
customer. — ——

.
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Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.
Since advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly pre-

paid, senders of line announcements are ashed to bear in mind tin
scale of charges. They will thus save themselves delay in the pub-
lication of their announceTnents. A Schedule by which an advertita-
m,ent can be correctly priced will be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or less 1/.

Extra words Id. per word.
(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Box Number Advertisements.

" Box No. " and office address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by th«
advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock
(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be
Ruaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., Publishers,
a*. WeUincton Street. Strand. I.ONDON, W.C.2.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Profile Poi*
trait*.

We are inclinod to think that many
photograpliers do not sufficiently realise

the pooubilitie* ot profile portraits, while others make a
practice of including one in every aet of proofs when the
fpaturcji of the sitter render tliis passible. Very often an

: face with quite irregular features gives a

g„w^ -. .^ . .I'l^ and if it happens Uiat the outline of the

noae or chin is not altogether classical it is much more
easy to effect the necessary alterations in a profile than in

a full-faott poae. There are a few pointe to be observed, an

importaot one being that the outline of the features should

be perfectly sharp. It is well sometimes to have parts of

']<• figure melt into the background, but noses do not como
.:.' > this category. It is desirable to have considerable

ouiitrast between the face and background, the former

being in aemi-iihadow for a white background or in full

oontrMt for a dark one. Some good hinta can be obtained

by studying the beautiful portrait medallions of Wedg-
wood which are reliefs in white " biscuit " porcelain upon
a blue, green, or black foundation. These effects might be

almoat esactiv reproduced in carbon, since some of the

Autotype ti«uea v"' "'-^.rly match the Wedgwood oolouia.

Am the e«r is a
;

' feature in thia class of poae.

one matt be caretui not. to exaggerate its size: to avoid

thia, long » focus lens aa possible should be used.

Profiles are admittedly not good portraite, but uudoubl' !'

they have considerable pictorial charm, and are, t'

fore, appreciated by tiie more cultivated class of sitter.

Baokad Platea The majority of photoeraphers have a
for Portrni- w^y gf regarding backed plate* as neces-
*'"^* sary only for such siibjeota a« interiors

which include windows, and ocoasionaJly outdoor sti

whinli ti.ivo bo be taken against the liglrt. It is trui'

sac!. > very plainly demonatrat« the necessity for

back...^ : there are many portraite which suffer badly

from hatation without its betng recognised. Certainlv

wbcn a very dark dress is opposed to a white background,
' or white trimmings occur on a blaok dress, halation is

usually very evident, but we may have a subject which is

entirely composed ol li^it tones in which all the more
delicate gradations m« Tost from the same oause wi<^

I ki)owing It, attributing it to looal over-exposure. \.

' portraioai appreciates the diiBcultv cc preserving the

I
delicate half-tones in a bridal dress while getting auflScient

exposure for the face, and various dodges in lighting, ex-

• pcsare, and development are resorted to in order to cot n

. decent result. If, however, backed plates are used.
' straightforward methods may be ninnlovry] and p'

gradation obtained. It is well vn i^ the e.\:

'

I roent of using both backed and nnL>... , l.itcs upon such

subjects and comparing the results. With any great in-
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crease of rapidity in the eiuulsicm there is usually an increase

in the transparency of the film of bromide of silver, and

this naturally tends to fa\'oiir halation. For the benefit of

thoee who have not studied the matter, we may point out

that a great proportion of the light which passes through

the film is reflected at a slight angle from the inner back

surface of the glass, causing more or less fog at a little

distance from the high-light which has caused it. Tiie

poeition of this reflection is probably in one of the delicate

shadows the true value of which is destroyed, and this

being repeated in a hundred places, the result is a general

flattening of tJie image. We have found some photo-

graphers partly obviate this by using a slower plate

which has a more opaque film, but a better efiFect may be

produced upon a rapid plate if it is properly backed. Back-

ing is a very easy process if the materials are kept in con-

stant readiness in the dark-room ; a few seconds then

sufiices to apply the colour, and there is -no need to wait

for the coating to dry. A plate is none the worse for any
purpose because it is backed, but those who object to the

extra cost of backed plates can back their own when needed

at a cost of less than a penny for a dozen half-plates.

» * *

A Dark-Room In these busy days, when one would ex-
Plate-Box. pact to find every labour-saving device

taken advantage of, it is surprising to find that few dark-

rooms are properly equipped for the rapid and safe

handling of plates before exposure and development. It

is quite the usual thing to find that the plates are filled

in direct from the maker's boxes, and there is a great loss

of time in opening and closing these, besides a risk of

leaving the plates exposed to be spoiled if the light is

turned up. It is a much better plan to provide a box,

say, 6x8x8, with a well-fitting lid into which three or

four dozen half-plates can be transferred, all facing one

way and standing upon their edges. For other sizes

boxes proportionately larger will be needed, and all should

have the lid so made that either by means of a spring

or gravity it will shut automatically. Such boxes have

been fitted with an electric alarm which rang as long as

the box lid was open, but this seems unnecessary if the

lid closes automatically. To receive exposed plates there

is nothing better than a cupboard conveniently placed with

regard to the sink, with partitions to receive the various

sizes. The plates are again stacked on edge in the order

of exposure. The front edge of this cupboard should not

be vertical, but the top further back than the bottom. The

lid should be hinged at the top and weighted with a

leaden strip at the bottom. This will keep it tightly

closed. Of course, there must be a deep rim or flange all

round the door, and the inside of both boxes and cup-

board should be dead black.
« « *

Shopt-Focus In the minds of many photographers an
Lenses. impression exists that short-focus lenses

necessarily give exaggerated perspective, and that nothing

can be done to minimise the defect. If we say that a

short studio is to blame we should be nearer the truth, for

the fact is that perspective depends entirely upon the pioint

of view, and if this is sufficiently distant the rendering

will be agreeable, no matter what the focus of the lens may
be. This may be of comfort to those who do not wish to

have to be limited in the choice of poses by the fact that

they do not possess a long-focus lens. One of the most
difficult poses to render without exaggerated proportions is a

seated figure of a man with the knees crossed, yet it is often

very characteristic of the sitter, and if skilfully managed
makes an attractive picture. One of our correspondents,
whose largest lens is a 3 6 with a focal length of eleven
inches,, gets over the difficulty by using it at a distance of

twenty feet, and disregarding the size of the figure in the

original negative. As a matter of fact this is only of

carte de visite size, and is subsequently enlarged to what-

ever dimensions may be required. If only cabinets are

wanted they are as sharp as most direct pictures, and a.

24 by 18 does not give any impression of fuzziness; in fact,

the general definition is far better than if a direct negative ,

of this size had been taken. A little care should be given

to the selection of plates for this method of working, as if

very rapid emulsions are used the grain is likely to be too

much in evidence, but by using a slower plate sufficiently

fine definition will be obtained. No fear of lon| exposures

need be entertained, aa at this distance there is excelleni

depth even at large apertures.

NEGATIVE DEVELOPMENT.

It is as impossible to lay down any hard and fast rules for

development as it would be to prescribe the quantity of

paint and the method of application to be employed in

painting a picture, for there is no standard for the quality

of a negative, this depending entirely uporP the taste and

skill of the producer. It is, of course, largely dependent
upon exposure, and this cannot be determined even by
the most perfect meter, for a theoretically correct exposure

which accurately rendered the tonal values of the original

would in many cases not give the most pleasing result.

As a matter of fact, most satisfactory negatives receive a
considerably longer exposure than theory would demand,
and development is not carried on until all the affected

silver salts are reduced to the metallic state.

Skilfully employed one developing material will give

much the same effect as another; that is to say, if we
accept the dictum that a perfect negative consists of pure

silver embedded in pure, clean gelatine. Pyro is, perhaps,

an exception, for here we have a silver image plus a thin

image consisting of oxidised pyro, but if the latter be
removed by means of an acid-clearing solution the pyro-

developed image is no different from any other. The pre-

sence of the yellowish pyro image which exists even in an
apparently stainless negative adds appreciably to the print-

ing density, so that a thinnish pyro negative will give as

bright a print as a much stronger one developed with a
non-staining developer such as amidol. That quality is

not dependent upon colour is proved by the printing value

of wet-collodion negatives, which is unsurpassed. It is a

matter of surprise to the modern printer when he is handed
a good wet-collodion negative to find what softness and
brilliancy can be obtained from a plate which is quite

different from any which he is in the habit of handling.

Nevertheless, a good pyro negative is highly -satisfactory,

no matter what class of image is desired, and pyro will

doubtless remain a prime favourite with those photo-

graphers who think of their prints rather than of their

fingers.

There are many factors (not in the Watkins sense) which
influence development, the principal being time, tempera-
ture, and strength of solution. The greatest degree of

control over the character of the image can be obtained by
variations in the time the plate is submitted to the action

of the developer. Anyone can prove this for himself by
cutting a plate exposed upon an evenly illuminated subject

into three strips, placing them together in a normal
developer and developing for two, four, and eight minutes
respectively. Upon fixing, it will be found that there is

little difference in the amount of detail visible, but that

there is a great difference in the contrasts in the various

sections, the first being decidedly soft if not flat, the

second of average quality, and the third very vigorous and
likely to give a chalky print. It should be generally
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known that doosity can Ih- lu 1«98 time with a slow

nr 'T i.uary pUt<* than ^^ pid one, and that has

to the idea that rapid ]>Utes are not capable of
..,,.i, r... if ..OS. The <"v . r nent just mentioned

^Mt ia an • - one. Other fat-tors

uuu 9i>rv<i ui I'.aix: luaj tend i<j -..unii^aa in this respect;

for example, a plate made with a hardened film for

Vopical UM ie naturally \tm permeable to the developer

than one with a softer film, and at a given temperature

require a longer time to giy the Mm* daotitj.

lomperature aflacta density inaamndi aa tlw action of

developer is accelerated hy heat, and that there-

shorter time is needed to obtain a>'^- "ivofi

of image. This i« reoogaiaed by meet

^m the developer in winter, and cool n ^>,> me
of ice in •Ummer if the temperature is much

ai»ve '.tie normal. We have aeen a portrait pboto^frapber

«Hb a Ur?«> number of oormally expoMd plate* wnieb
-kJy in a temperature of 80 dec. Fabr.
"Baity was obtained is kw than two
.^ the solution to 60 d> ry density

' utea, with no blocking igh-Ughta.

1 iie degree of concentration of tbe deWloper is another

orUnt factor which u not ao geaerally recognised at

nould be, although tank d«v«lopm«Bt baa taught us

thia diiecttoB. It ii a oommoa practiee to employ
1 developer for aabjecto baving strong eootrasU,

ima^ are thereby obU ' tlua ia only a

of tune. If we use a »*,. Axol one part

r fifteen parts we shall >>' -tain dagra* of

'1 five minute-, hnt with > > ospoaaBO aaing

V i>arta wa abail raquir* at

.i^.. ... . _ -^... idenlii-Allv the samo raaalt.

So far V re baa been •«tab-
'-''-' > ., ...^ .I....'— < .i.

. .„.. ..:oo of

require-! lea which w»ll

I £n<Mi With all devpiopvn!, -'•
'. uai no general tvm can

.-1*M>.

IS developing agenU behave diffamtly with jriataa

ime brand whwib have reoeivad equal azpoaam;
ipU, bmIoI oaOMa the unag* to appear rapidly,

«li« a eoMJderable time to <ibiaia fnll denatty.

Thw. It haa been amamed that meta) naed alone give*

• irorv rh n I'liiA^e. ThlS is not niHwaAaritv *o. xa it ia

'lop a stroD, o

idowt.

.»iii,»ritv 1)1

in of a iohibte bron. i

:i ail developers, namely, to st««pea the acaie or tn-

i-« the contrast* dahng the earlier ilage of develop-

thia reason it should be pat into the solution
<ir.,n the plate if over ezpoenre is •>i*r>r.'(Ml

«dd it after the image ha«

-o wii. iif .'.t; *! nitierrnr* wiiPtnor oromioe cm U9r<i or

As. however, thia is rarely done, brootUe is tightly

eiteeoMd as being a valuable aid in casM of over-eKpoanre.

Efects prodooed by variations in the T'rorx'rtions of the
iloper are mainly due to the time fa. r instance.

sing the proportion of soda basteiu ..... . ... .jimeot, but
not give any increase of detail, aa is generally

iginad. Beooe, there i* or" ^ be aaid for the ol^
prartaee of "working up " a tuocaeaive do«e* of
onr in?radient or otkwr. This wa< -uite an article of faith
s<jmr voars at^o, but few hold bv it now. It probably
ori^iint'^'I whon aninionia wa' >«ivelv

D~*^ Th.' 1' na' II rally ei' iMWn

evaporated from the developer; on the addition of more
ammonia the action was renewed, but with the fixed
alkalies, such as the carbonates of soda and potash, this is

not the case.

With some developers, pyro particularly, the lime the
solution is kept before using has a considerable effect upon
ita efficiency. If a freshly made 10 per cent, pyro solu-
tion prepared with sulphite and metabisulphite be tested
against a similar solution which has been made for three
months and kept in a half-filled bottle, the Utter wi: -

found appreciably weaker, though there may be !

change in colour. Solutions of less strength deteri.
more quickly ; the favourite strength of one ounce of

j

to eighty ounces goes off very soon, even a week showing a
considerable change.

STERBOSCX)PIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
II.

—

Practical Hints.

Aa the eyes are generally about 2J to 2g inches a{>art
(from pupil to pupil) it foUows that the view's depicts-

!

the lens vpoa each retina differ frasa aaoh other exaotiv .

woald the vieers in a double oaaara fitted with two lenw*
hpriaootally by a distance of about 2J to
Two phoiographa of an object produced in

toeh a camera would, in fact, oorreapond exactly with the
two retinal images produoed when we look at that object.
and whatever mental impreaaion is associated with the
dual retinal pictures would be equallv associated with
their photographic oouaterparta, pcveided that we view
eaeh Amaltaneoaeiy with the eye oorrasponding to U*
point of view.

If we only bear thia sunple eorrsapandeooe in mind in

OHUMeiion with stereoeoopic praotaoe w« shall not fa

produce resuUe whioh will be quite aatiafaotory, and a

appeal ioHBediataiy to anyone i4io haa normal sight. If.

on the other hand, we alter the eonditiona by placing tlie

two phoAografdis, as is so frequently done, at a diaUnoe
eroeeitin^ the af inohes limit, many people with pm-fecstly

Bomal agbt will find it difficult to make the two images
blend in we stereoaoope, and will only get the effect after

for seme htile time for the e>T«s to aooommodaie
in the singular way <h they will when

arealittleoutaidelli- late. Thotempta-
tion to place the print* at a 3-(uoh interval is often st v

lated by the fact that by ao doing a wi4er field of vievi >

he covered . It srill be abown, nowaver,- preaeotly, nrfaeu

.w« onoe to speak of trimnitig, (hnfe there w a much better

way of aaoanag the maiimnm of field than by forcing th4>

eyca to aeoept aa aboormal separation of the images.

No great objeelsoa need be i«ken to the separation of

Jbbe stersoeoopie camera tenssa by aa maoh as 3 iaobes.

This involvea no strain aa long aa the reeolting fdiotographs

am atooDted ai the right distanoe apart. The reaaoi: o'

this will be apparent when w* ooroe to deal with " g. i-

'

vwian " staraograma. But with regard to the position ot

the prints themselves even 2} incbm is a little widw- than
the extreme sepejiatiaa should be. For perfect effects the

range of separation ahoald vary from 2) inches for fore-

gnmnd objects to 31 iaobes for obieets in the extreme das-

tanea, aad if this rule is observed tne eyes will immediately
aorommodate thumaelves, and the picture will always shou-

itaelf in full relief at first glanoe ra the stereoaoope.

With regard to the stereoeoopic camera there are many
jafantooa deeioas by wfaiah aa ordinary camera with a

aioHe kaa bm be nmde to do duty in place of a pair of

twM lenass. The (feuble pair of mirrors devised by Tlieo-

dore Brown is one of the most iagenionk of tiheae device*,

aad no doabt exoeUent work ean be done in that « :-

llse same inventor has otiier waya of amking a single ivi
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answer for stereoscopic woark. But at the same timie these

^ubstitut6S have drawbacks, and mu'st only take second

iplace as compared with a properly designed stereoscopic

camera with twin lenses. The chief desideratum of such

a camera is exact equality of lenses in focus, and this essen-

tial point is, of course, strictly attended to by all good

makers, who also take care that perfect alignment is

eecured, and that other details of construction are properly

regarded. Special plates 6 J inches by 4| inches are made,

J)ut a plat* 5 inches by 7 inches is excellent if the camera
will admit of it. For stereograms of objects in which

there is no movement an ordinary quarter-plate camera
may perfectly well be used, the two pictures being taken

successively from view-points varied by a«n appropriate

separation according to the distance of the object. There
is, indeed, an advantage here over the twin-lens camera.

In the first place, the distance of separation of the two
view-points is variable ad lib. ; and secondly, the same lens

being used, there mu&t be actual identity of size and of

focus. The drawbacks in connection witJi suocessave pic-

tures are that, of course, this plan precludes any move-
^«nt, and it also requires no variation of lighting, a factor

not always easy to secure in the case of landscape work
when the sky is not cloudless. Nor m'ust any change,
however minute, occur in the scene depicted between the
two exposures.

Perhaps the most perfect stereograms as regards

atmosphere and tone value are those produced with
the pinhole camera. A monograph by Rev. J. B. Thom-
son in the " Photo Miniature " series (No. 27 of

1901) gives admirable instructions as to the pinhole
stereoscopic camera, which is easily . constructed out
of an ordinary half-plate box with a central partition

added. For landscape and architectural work this

very simple apparatus can, in the matter of artistic and
natural effects, defy the competition of the best lenses

within the limitations of the instrument, but these linnita-

tions are, of course, somiewhat hampering. Tlhe exposure

is long, and liiving or movriing objects are quite outside the
scope of the pinhole camera, i'ocussing is not required,

but on the other hanxi the correct placing of the picture

in the absence of lens and ground glass is a little trouble-

some, though with the aid of guiding view-lines on the top
and side oi camera the difficulty is got over. If the con-

verted plate box is used as a camei-a a ohanging bag is

necessary in default of the miagazane for dark slides.

A point that needs close attention in stereoscopic photo-
graphy is the choice of subject. For the best effects this

should be one in wlhioh the receding dimension is conspicu-

ous. Many a scene which for that very reason is not well

suited for an ordinary photographic composition has a

special charm in the stereoscope. A row of house front.';

facing the camera is obviousily not the sort of view that

commends itself for stereo effects, but a peep along the

same row from^ an appropriate point of view may be just

the kind of glimpse that lends itself for stereoscopic treat-

ment. Am avenue of trees, an arcade, a sheet of water
with reflections, a crowd of people, a well-lighted group of

statuary, or a single statue are typical stereoscopic sub-

jects. Also small objects, m^ny of which would hardly
repay the photographer with the single lens camera—

a

teasel (dipsaous), a dandelion seed globe, an orchid, a

Japanese toy, and many another unconsid-ered trifle will

become transformed into wonderful visions of beauty when
skilfully stereographed.

With regard to the negative, if any error is permissible

it must be on the side of over-exposure. An under-

exposed photograph never makes a good stereograjn,

though one that is flat to a fault as an ordinary photo-

graph is often .perfect as a stereoscopic view. Detail is

the essential ; flatness is got rid of by the stereoscope

itself. Matt surface prints are not to be commanded : tihe

magnifying power of the stiereoecope lenses enlarges the

fibres of the paper too much. It is better to use a glossy

paper; in fact, wihatever paper will bring out the greatest

abundance of detail.
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Aaaaming that tbe tvo pkAures as* on ooe plate, it must
it«<v«r b« forgoa«o that the print mutt be divided and the

t»'o halves tranapoped. The neoeesity for this is not clearly

understood by many workers. The expUnatdon is this. In
.the oamera each lens invert* its imag*. If we were to

-keep the print upaide down and after dipvidinff it we w>ere

to overt each paotare aeparataly thenr woald require no
'. uiapoaitian, bat if (as is natarally toe oaee) we turn the

;ole prini round biafore w* div«ia it we have already
.placed tbe right-hand pactora on tbe left and lfc« left on
,the right, so that we nraat transpose to eorreot Utis. The

- amplesl way of tatturing oorrect motmliiig is to write in

poDGtl B. and L. on the actual right and Wt ndea of the
' ^:k of tbe print before ilnidiBg it. IW two hahF«» will

u.en be tranapoaeJ iu fhm oorreet ««y by attanding to

jthase letieca wt> :ng.

It u importa&i ..:« moolUa sboald not eorl, bat be

-nr flat, and if any difBoaky arises as to Hm it is beat to
uiuunt a oorreaponding strip of plain p«|Mr on the otber

de of tbe card to avoid warping. Thaa nuit, of ooorse,
^.. done at tba tsmaof mouaftiBg, not Istar.

Vb to tfc* poalioa of Iba two pioturea no eonrespoDdtag
veD in the extretna «ii>tsnria sboald be mora than
•* apart. A litUe Um tban this it advisable, and
i^ronod objects may hatffea separattoa of a little leas

; inebes. An avaraga of 2^ aiAas is, in fact, tba
•fi eomfortable MparatioB dwtanoa f«r • taraogram.
' >iie fartiaar point is oftao aottreir anAaokmd, tbough
« of great importanM. Qna sboold al«aya see that the

latVhauJ jjriuc muludoe luore of tba right-lULnd part of the

soeue thaji the ngllt-^haud print, and on« should cut thtt

nght-hand prisit so that it inoludes a corresponding extra

part of the aoeoe on the left, which does not appear in tbe

lefVibaad print. This will increase the total width of tho
view conaiderably, and at the same time will throw the

stereogram bade behind the plane of tb« card when it is

viewed. If, on the contrary, more of the left side is seen

in the left picture and more of the right side in the right

picture, the result is a weird effect of a soena floating above

the plana of the card, Hke a picture that haa come out in

front of its fraroa. Ttie common idea that Uie lateral

hmits of tbe two pioturee ahcaild be identical is entirely

errooeoaa, and is very disadvantageous, as it contracAs the

fleld of tba vi«w to a mininuiru

For special subjects su ne use of a single-lens

oamera and suowiiiie ph(.>^.^.»,—^ it is worth while, if a

large namber of print« are required, lo take two half-plate

viawa at a vierw-point teparatioa of 4 to 6 inches, accord-

ing lo tbe aubjeot. Prints from (diese are mounted side by

si(M and then a rednoed negativa mada of the pair, brought

down to aooha siaK as to hcing tha eorre^mnding points

to a lataral separation of about S| inohas. This negative

can tbao be nwaked appropriately, and the printa from it

mil ba oolftplwta ategaograme requiring no dividing or

transpoaiiig. Pinhole akaraograma, of course, benefit

materialiy by this reduction method . and the above plan

applies «»riiv-;»T!v to them. •

C. E. B.

THE EVOLUTION OF AERIAL
THE WAR,

CAMERAS DURING

%<}rk Diay bs jadfsd.

the as tbe oal/

—Baa. - BJ.

pia

•K-M

•aasfal pj

•OTs Hsds fraai lightrr-than-alf wai^inia tor the

«aaea that aaroptaasa of that tuns wars lou uactrtaia

bahavioar aad too Aaky to allaw al any aatulaoteay

n al a IsM spasd el atpaasia *aa aboat l^MOlh el a
«^.>iia. Hu aa»si. at tbe oaOcaak of boatilHiat obsanara' pladk
toaa lo tba oaraaiwi , aad aa a lasoJt soaw Inlj aisring pbotfo.

tpbs w»t« ebtainsd by hsBghig over Iha aids with a gjinriitad

• iak. As aa absatbtr or damper of tba iaiaasa ribratbai

early aiscbi— aaJ. in fari. of latsr models of air-

r'>t>Ahly iba baasaa body kaa tba advaataga ovar any
Uriaa, aach as aa air-ooahjan, s|wn(a rabbar, or

ihu..>. . '
•'^n* ol saapafMion. His eooaidavable vcfita aajoyvd

by lh« ! aaxra aad iia lap^atad ratam to popaUrity
may b* rxpisincd by tbta (act. Tbaraaflar tba taaad of dmigB
aaa U tiaead by Iba Jarsfapmaat of tba amiplaiia Haalf aad
lo tba iiin—iia rtiasjat ia lbs conditaoaa a( aerial varfarr

It was SDOB lovad that tba ofdiasry ilnabla lisifc p1aiaboM<-r

was aaaaitaUa aad vtrj difBealt to handla ia the air, with tba

Maalt Ibaf aa aiiwadingly aimpla bat ingaBiooa . form of

ibaagiag iwaiaataa for tba plataa was dartwd la ila original

aad 8> ;>Uat lonB-4bat knows as tbe maJal tt consisted

al a ,4alfona bafaw wbkb, paiatia« daWMdt ta the aar«i.

I take with lb* foeal-pUBa ahattaa mooatad etntrally

platfBtm. lanaaiialsly above, aawUi

• tnjcton of oamatas aaed doting tba war for aerial photography none parhspa daser\e<

'•nxao. bead of tbe WIIHamawi KhMmalograpb Conpany. Cartafai highly eftdcnt (eatorea

«ad iodaed It may be aaid that ooa eooesptfga of Us. originatsd in the telativrlv oarlv

«bieb eabaaqaaal types of anial iisiiiais parlonaed, in tba bands of tba non photo
a napping aosay tanttary and works wbiab era now familiar history. Al our re<]nast

b-« n..Lr. frntn whieb. in eonjoaetion with wbai baa joat bean said, the value of Iun

downaarda. was tb* aiafstin* of unerpossd plstea, »ljiUi

bafew tb* platform, to on* side of tbe Wns tabs and mouth
apwsrds, was tba magaxin* to racfiva the eapoacd pistes, its

'•-"^ tith, so to *p»ak, hsTing s casing over it to provide »
, t paaaags alcwg which tb* plate was gnidcd from the

u{>p«r rtr*giiT*TtT to tbe lowvr.

It amy be said that this model of rsmera represented the

idsas of daalgaara (or tbe A< 'i 1915 : it was intmduced

for lb* oa* of ainaan ear
.

16 At this tinuy -and,

ind**d, afanoat to tbe period of die Armiftioe—the Air Furce,

no doebt for yxd tcaaona, waa pledged to the tisa of y^-*—

altkoagh H can ba readilj understood that a flexible m
HMtarial like oalhiloid film is mach more amanabia to han'iiui);

in a camera whidi is oaad by a man having Um vary (lighteat

acqoaintance with photographic appsratus ; a man, too, whose

prime intcteat is in tbe machsniam of his flying machine, and

who, mutaoaar , ia karasaad in all kindi of ways in the air—
frooi aircraft (ha, enemy machines, etc. Narertbaleaa, the

idea of naing flaxible film waa ooooeived quite early in the

war. In Jane. 1915, tbe lata Major C. D. M. Campbell aaked

me to deeign an antomatic camera eopecially for aae in Meao-

potamia. As this camera was for map-making purposes over

large tracts of aakaown eoontry it was ooniidersd necessary w
handle 8M> aapeaarai at one loading;, each photograph to

aiaasars 6 ins. s 4 ins. Tbsre is no need to point out the great
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obstacle in the way of designing an instrninent to fulfil these

(eqairementa if one had to dt>al with the weight and bulk of

250 6x4 plates. Therefore, I naturally turned to the use of

film, and, profiting by cinematograph experience, designed an

intermittent travelling notion of the film by means of a patent

claw punch morement There have been many inventions of

device* for driving cinematograph mechanism other than by

hand—for example, clockwork, and electric and compressed

air motor*. But for a camera to be used on an aeroplane

travelling always at a high speed the power was ready to hand

in the wind preeeure due to the movement of the machine.

Ttt» Tjp* F Film Camera.

All I had to do—and it seemed a very simple and obvious thing

—was to provide a miniature propeller or air-screw on the

front of the camera. " Propeller " is, of course, a misnomer,

because it does not in this case propel, but is propelled by the

wind stream upon it. However, a little air-screw of this kind,

measuring only 6 ins- in diameter, was found to provide ample

power for the movement of the film intermittently (at any

required degree of intermittency) and to operate the shutter.

This camera was quickly made, and during the latter part of

1915 proved its efficiency in the Farnborough tests, and was

is.sued for use (as the F) in 1916.

Only a small number—about three dozen—of these cameras

were made (their use being restricted to Egypt and the Middle
East), but a few particulars might be of interest. Ordinary

ensitized film was used in 4-inch widths, coated with negative

cinematograph emulsion and wound on spools having black

paper ends for daylight loading. This was passed over a focal-

plane shutter with separate capping device, and fed forward
by the punch and claw movement referred to above, afterwards
being rewound automatically on an empty spool actuated by a

train of gearing. The travel of the film was intermittent, and
after 5 ins. of film had passed over the shutter this was
releasoU by a cam action and the film commenced to move
again. The speed with which each successive length of film

Was positioned over the shutter was controlled by a centrifugal

"cutK>ut" governor driven by an air vajie attached to the
front of the camera. A small lever on top of the camera
regulated the position at which the governor "cut-out," and
thus enabled anything from one to five pictures to be taken in

one minute.

In those days of trials, when queues were formed to wait
for instruction or test flights, it was exceedingly difficult to
obtain any reliable data, since the patient photographic officer

had to put up with a different machine every time he had a
test to make on an experimental flight. And some of- the
e^rly flights were more amusing than instructive. I remem-
ber that a Vickers " gun bus " (a pusher type with rotary
engine which had seen some service) was first pressed into use
for these testa. But the vibration in the overhanging nacelle
was so great that the camera had to be bolted to the floor

boards to keep it there. In the air it was only possible to

make notes by a dot and dash method, so that the effect on ths
I

film can well be imagined.

When the first batch of these cameras'was made a certain

high official, who rather prided himself on the evolution of

the cameras, gave instructions for a strip photograph to be

made of a certain stretch of the Thames in order to show that

the camera would produce a series of expoeuree without gape

and without undue overlap in the parts of the country re-

corded. When the film was developed a most mysterious blur-

ring of three or four pictures was found, as well as one or two

negatives which were entirely blank. After a lot of learned

theorising upon the cause of this defect, it was eventually

traced to its source by the admission, on the part of the some-

what irresponsible pilot, that he had looped on the way, just

to see how it looked on paper ? This is only one illustration

of the many little difficulties with which the civilian experi-

menter had to contend.

Now, as I have said, the Air Force authorities were abso-

lutely immovable in the use of plates, and in fact, about this

time, in the use of the 5x4 size of plate. No doubt, owing
to the greater number of makers of plates, compared with those

of film, they were right in this policy. But plates offering more
difficulties in the way of changing, it was necessary to provide

a means by which the transference of the exposed plate from

the upper to the lower magazine of the C type camera could

be done with greater certainty than by human operations. A
defect of the system was that unless the actuating lever was
pushed over as far as it would go the plate (in its sheath)

was liable to jam and to put the apparatus out of gear until

Type " L."

it could be put in order again on the return of the pilot. li

is due to Major F. C. V. Laws that a camera was designed

(the L type) in which the changing of the plates is operated

definitely by power.

This camera could be mounted in any desired position in

the aeroplane, usually in the fusilage directly behind the

observer,, and the exposure made by operating a Bowden wire

connected to the shutter release. This operation simultane-

ously engages a train oi gearing a<ctuating a sliding rack,

which moves the exposed plate into a receiving light-tight bos.

At bhe same time the gearing also re-winds the shutter and sets

it for the next exposure. The power for these operations is
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JbfiTWl from « small wind raae mounted on tb« side of the

jMtoplane and connected to the c.iiii«-ra by an exposed flexible

«h*ft aimUar to that oaed for speedometer drives. It will

4kiu be teen that the airman simply ha« to pall the lever

Mt^'''g the ezpoaare and the camera is then operated auto-

aatically by power without farther attention. Another great

advantage of this type of camera is that it facilitates tBe use

-of flexible cradles or vibration dampers for supporting the

eamera, whereas for hand operation it is neeeaaary to employ

aomo kind of rigid attachment, and this within reafh of the

Airman. Major Laws patented this camera early in 1917,

«nd unrj>>r his instructions I worke<i out ita manufacture,

onpIoTin^' as the power for the changing <^>eration the air-

-:rew used for the film camera. This f> type of camera, taking

5x4 plates, haa perhaps been the one moat largely employed

C/y tha Air Force. It is made to that it can on occaaion be

jperated also by hand.

Both these principlca ««>• adopted in th« I«t«r model, the

LB, which I designed, and which waa mad* by my firm as

wall as by oithsrs. Tha main object in designing the new model

*M that, owing to lb* gwUy improved anti-aircraft defeooes
'i Tiarksnunahip of th* esmay, it became necessary to fly at

ZTwater heights ia order to attain any dagre* of safely,

>ini cilia meaat employing longer focus lenaw ap to 20 ins.

Farther, photography waa now being used for contact patix>l

work, irtudi meant rapid flints at low Utitndss ant the

namy ttwnches and the usn of 4 and 6 in. focus leas. The
i>D>tmction of the old L type would not permit <A this wide

•nation in the angle of the light rsya, and it was found neoes-

tary to employ a self-capping type of thutter. A notable step

m advance which waa embodied in the LB waa the method of

fitting this »l>att><r. Thia waa intOTchangsabU, and was so

constntclsd that it ooald be raaoved without distuihiag other

parts of the mechanism. The shatter is a part of tha mff»n-
tus moat snsMptiblo to deraagmient. and the advaatags of

r«|tlaesiMnt in this 'way waa obviously a very conaidsrahle

on*. Other easeniial feaiom in which this camera scored over

Tte Tfpe " l*B" Plata C«ii>«ra.

(nrrioua aMxtsb were that all attachments, such as power drive,

P-'^aden reUasa, etc., were made to fasten with spring dips
. .1.^ .^ ^f tools; a giaat point in eonsidsring the ex-

tremely awkward and " un-get-at-able " positions to which the

camera was often relegated.

Strangely enoagh, the last new model which I had accepted

by the .Vir Force was an automatic film camera ; very similar

in action though widely different in design to my first attempt
at aerial cameras in 1915. Though very successful in its initial

tests, this LF, as it was called, was not completed in time to

prove its worth in the field—oi«, rather, over it—but shows
that latterly there was a tendency to use film instead of plates

for aerial work. So far as peace requirements, survey work,

and other industrial uses are concerned, I have not much doubt

but what film will be in greater demand than plates, both

from the point of case of manipulation and lightness. In this

latter respect the LF had the great advantage over ita prede-

cessors that, though weighing only one-half the LB, the photo-

^aph waa four tiroes the aiae, 18 cm. x 24 cm., and the

capacity forty expoenrM at one loading, instead of eighteen.

The action of the camera is very similar to the L type, with

Tke l>a - Tn* w MooBUd oa lb* AstovlaiM.

tka vH ***'»« of an intennittently piesam* pad to keep the film

flat and rigid at the momi^nt of exposure.

For map-making, topographical work, and survey generall.v,

the action of the camera may be made continnoua by a simple

alt«ratM>tt to the gearing, but In my opinion a nam>w«r film

would be mora oonveaiant to handle, and could cover the same

groond by doabling the number of photographs taken. Say

the exposure apsrtnrs waa 4ins. wide by lOins. long, the film,

travelling at right anglea to the direction of flight, would then

<ov«r the same track of country as the wider film, with th»

additiooal advantage that leas covering power is required of

tha laas. Tha question of the camera support or fixing in the

aeroplane ia largely a matter for individual selection to suit

the type of machine to be used and the purpose for which the

reaalta are rsqairtd' The swinging cradle, or gimbal stispen-

sioa, vluch haa been advocated undoubtedly ensures a certain

eeasMmy of film or plates if correctly adjuxted, for providing

always a vertical optical axis, and thus reducing the necessity

for ovarlapping. It is doubtful, however, whether the addi-

tional apparatus is of great utility, particularly in the modern

aeroplane, and also in view of the fact that remarkably good

maps have been made with a stable attachment, and that

under diflWrult conditions in the war area.

CoLtx M. WlLLIAlfSOI*.

Ilxa0 Ov««.—OwiiW In Um (Mt that this i«ae ha* had to go to latws, of ths Royal Air Fi>roe, oo aerial pbutogrsfthy U the Royal

PHB IW'- lausl tfAea nuMb* of notes, . Pbotqgrmphia Society on Tuewiay evening last has had. to be held

I to t- ! Ui» terture by Major T. C. V. over antil next week's iiwu*.
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PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[PreTiouB articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the aeries to the

length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal '

' some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7);

Printing Processes for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

Studio Accessories and Furniture.(Feb. 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21).

About the Reception Room (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).

Business Methods (May 30).

PHOTOGRAPHING CHILDREN.
Much that has 'been written about child photography is now

hopelessly out of date, for the modem juvenile is a very dif-

f«rent article Irom the carefully repressed Victorian youngster.

We have only to look at Millais' "First Sermon" to see

what the " good " child of bygone days was like and Hunt's
" Naughty Boy " to find a good specimen of the bad one. In

those days Mr. Robert Faulkner was celebrated for his beau-

tiful child pictures produced on collodion plates, and they

would certainly stand comparison with the best of the present-

day work. But, fine as they were, they lacked the vivacity of

the modern child ; there was a general appearance of good
behaviour about them, and even when there was a smiling

face it was perfectly decorous.

The most important qualification for becoming a successful

portraitist of children is a natural love of them, and the next
i? a thorough knowledge of their little ways. For this reason
we now find that a great proportion of the best child pictures
are made by women. Nevertheless, I have not found that to

belong to the sterner (?) sex is a great disadvantage so long
as the photographer is himself willing " to become as a little

child " and be one with his tiny ' sitters. There must be no
appearance of hurry about the proceedings, for a few minutes
spent in making friends will save many minutes in taking the
portraits

:
an effusive or gushing method of greeting the child

often serves only to scare it; in lact, it is often useful to
ignore its presence at first, and to let it hecome acnistflmod to
the studio before addressing it.

The manipulation of the camera should be as unobfmsi\ e a.s

possible
;

if a capable assistant can take charge of this depart-
ment, preferably without speaking, so much the better. As,
however, studio work is usually a solo job nowadnvs, as little
fuss as is possible should be made. In my experience I have
found it to be a good plan to focus upon a fixe<l point, to have
the slide drawn, and to entice the child into the desired place,
making the ©xposui-e when pose and expression are satisfac-
tory. Many of the old school of operators will perhaps regard
this as too risky, but anyone who is used to hand-camera work
knows what can be done by judging distance alone without
relymg upon the focussing screen at all. For this reason I
prefer to use a short focus len^-a 10-in. at the most, and very
often an ^-in., with an aperture not smaller than //4. Even
xnih this opening there is a certain amount of depth and a
movement of two or three inches backward or forward will not
throw the image hopelessly out of focus. Quite recently I
photographed an exceedingly restless youngster, who insisted
upon talking to me without intermission, swinging himself to
and fro as he sat. I chanced the exposure at the end of the
•wmg., and got perfectly sharp results on a sitting pose,

while standing ones were obtained by placing some toys on m.

stool, focussing upon them, and "catching" him when h*
came to inspect them. All the time he was quite unconscious

that anything but amusement was going on, yet the result-

was four good negatives out of six exposures, which is not bad
with a difficult sitter who had baffled two other photographers.

This clearly proves that it is quite a mistake to try to treat

children as if they were grown up sitters—that is to say, to-

attempt to pose them in the ordinary way and to trust b>

their keeping their position till the exposure can be made

;

" good " children will do this, hut, as a rule, the effort to keep
quiet is evident in the photograph, and the vivacity, which is-

the chief charm in a child portrait, is altogether lacking. ^

Children, it should be noted, do not require the same kind of
lighting as adult sitters; they have no lines or wrinkles; their

complexions, and in most cases their hair, is light, and a much
stronger illumination is possible than with adult sitters. I

once had a studio with French windows opening on to a garden,
and have made many good portraits with the little model
standing just inside the opening ; even when the direct sua-
light only just missed the figure there was nothing wrong with
the modelling. There was the additional advantage that the-

youngsters could run out on the lawn and sometimes gather
a flower or two between the exposures, making the work pleasant
for both operator and sitter.

On one point I have long been firm, and that is in only
allowing one person t-o remain in the studio with the child.
In my early days I have suffered from mamma, grandma, and
nurse all fussing round at once, arranging and re-arranging the-
clothing, and when one attempted to snatch an exposure simul-
taneously trying to draw the child's attention. Now I know-
better, and if it is a choice between mother and nurse, I
always endeavour to retain the nurse. I need hardly sav
that this has to be done with great tact, or serious offence
may be given, but I am pleased to be able to say that although
I have never kissed the Blarney Stone I have never had any
senous difficulty. Whoever stays with the chUd must keep
close to the photographer, so that the child will not be tempted
to turn Its head from the operator to the third person, and
the latter must be cautioned not to speak to the child.

• Various devices may be used to attract attention, but care
must be taken to avoid an appearance of strained expectancy
a momentary glimpse of a toy will often produce a pleased
expression, or with an older child a simple conjuring trick
may 'be tried. To do this I have pressed the bulb with the^
foot, so that both hands may be free, and this has the addi-
tional virtue of entirely concealing any photographic intention.
The "littae biird " dodge so universally beliered in by photo-
graphers ie a 'bad one. It may keep a dhild still for on*
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«x;'4ure, bni if UMr« ia no bird fortheominc thft oliild vtU

re^-nt it and will not be deceived a Mcond tim*. On the other

hAnd, a mechaiucal bird which really ainga ia a gre«t jifqoiai-

tkm in th«> stadio, and will work wonden with afanoat any

avara. >tak« it atng a not* or two, and tlten tell

the 1
' nat It will aing beaatifoUy if he ia good, and

he it..i ^Pp% tor the falfihnent «< the promiae.

Oklw .i.-.i.n, aay of ten or twel»e yean of age, wqnire

<iciite d:fI-'T«n'. traatmant ; they quite ondentand wbat ia gooig

forward, and thatr very anxiety to facilHate anangeaieBta ia

tha chief obatada to g<*ttng an animatad lupi uaaion. Eta
with them it ia better to make all prapantiona aa nobtni-

nrely »» poaaible, and. oader preUnee ol waiting for aome-

thiiij;, to migiga thea ta cmreraabon on a aobieot Aat will

interwt iImb and fmt, tha photography oat of tbatr haada. In

a nuiiBta or two yoa alMuUl be abla to team whathar eriekci

or t^^p"'* T>-*'r Pan or Hawker, nT«r trip* or Botoring, ia

a c !-.. .«ct. Althoogh I d«>tr*t the thmi^, I Iwr* g5>t

^11^ •I'liic* eotliitaiaBtic ot>t kul>M-ara. an<i tu it ia with

j«k«r «ab)aeta.

ij aeein to have dwelt unduly apon the quaalion of

li the aittar'a attantion and pMdatmg an aniiBalad

<-tpr«Mton , but, after all, that m the aain. thing we hare to

: > A w«- *m t» aaafca good child pietaraa. Willi adult por-

. ia one of the moat important factora; with

-rythtag. They are not "^ni. .<.'raph«d for tha

xhm~-^mj often there 'Je to apeak

.ai in ima un»—bot axpraaMos ia av^^vnirnj Even i tha

<<iikd iiiawaa an awkward poae. lho«gh cbildMB aaldot do.

' -<. ine the aaprMaiott if it ia a f - I latWy aaw

a iiiilaH^aBt iif a iM) !' han l« a pUaMirw

V. 'look at, evmthoi^ Ma had never wM. Uie original; '>

I wae ahown tha aag^tiv* from which il waa made. In u

both hand* had moead aad tha Wgi wera aalraddU in a moat

.....r^^al way; but tha head waa worfty of RaphMl. and

o mora aatiariaet*»n than hia chaUby charobe paaptng

to aar, ehildraa net abla to walk

, . ni«reatmK the moat thai <«n be

t a unii- .fcaad m tiaa a little

of baby tiie it neeaaaary ; in fact.

a man who has no* brooght «p a

i.hif at all. There an* certain

.r.,< •Im.ti and i( thaaa ar»

• arm uaaaiiy by

4ti|H>ininif«m ,
ahii «nii«^vr iiiaA*'* :'i ^ «ji«<uiii take oafa w nz

the Bittii« an M not to elaah willt theoi. If Iba aaothar haa

r>Tiance «be will rataa the qaaatim ; bat d ahe

» KKeptAnaiat aboaid do ao, A haagry or itaapy
'

''t>7, aad anv itteai;

'

' or abaha rt

.-> ,T rraalta in v^ualt- «1 long. Ia

uaalaai to waate time, aad aaothar appont-
..mU which eoald liava haaa avoided by flxiag

' plare. )lany mothen itmat upoa

^ '..:.-itm taken in a artting p«aiLion,

J M raall; wH ahU to ait ap propariy, and

aarr> loaad the baby-holden axt«wav«ly taMd la

ii»nffk not oftaa aaen h>T», very uailal . A boaie-

•-IM aaaily be or>n*^rDetad of wood, giviag a

•«fn aaiat m whwh the mite can aaithar roll

rl. It 1*, roughly apeaking, a ahaUow
' movad aad the raauiaing rw» cat dnwn

in (urxea, ao that nothing ia laft at the front edgr. The aharp

tanmr •" '" "' of ih» boltuai ia cat iato a half-enrle and
aaU p.i :> wool or flock ; the aidaa ara padded intr. a
- --' - ..u.: • •,,•.«, and the whole oovarad with aoft matmal.

nack a long, broad tape ia faataaad ao that it can be
na aod with aa ordinaty aliti.an ba^le; or, if

e tw« aada caa b« tied ia a bow. The chUd i*

aeated aa in a chair and the tape paaaod round under the arma
and fastened, hiding it as mudi as possible in the cluthing.

The skirt can then be arranged and the feet ahown. Noto—
mcxt mothiira see great beauty in a baby's toea.

Regarding poaing there is little to say, and perhaps tha
best adrice th/it can be given ia the historic, if hackneyed,
•'Donl'- of PuncA. To quoto Mr. il. P. Robinson: "Tha
fact i« there can be very little poaing of a young child : yoa
muat (Jo not what you would, bat what the child will allow.

There ia one thing open to you—you may so arrange jour
furniture and aooeeaonea that the child ahall ultimately take
a good poae." Unfortunately, all operators do not realiae thia,

and wear out their own, the child's, and the mother's patience
in attenptiag to poae the child according to a set formula. I

have kaova aoch, when they have come acroaa a photograph
or eagraving which they have admired, to make tha moat
streonoaa endeavours to twist their next model into a aimilar
poae. It must never be forgotten that we all have our lit lie

pecnliaritiea of poae. and that a poaition which ia comfortable
to one paraon ia torture to another. So it is with children.
Some will drop into a natural poae which is very pleaaing,
while oliters can neither be cajoled nor forced into anything
of a siiailar character.

Only a Sj[w worda on apparatoa and aoceaaoriea are needed.
It there ia aagr choice, the camera should not be a large one,
a* a amall camera ia leaa obtraaive and eaaier to handle.
Soma sneceasful operators advocate reflex cameraa, but I can-
not aay that I care for t» ; ors. A number of dark
slidaa ahoold be to hand, . is so annoying am having
to ehoaga platea jnat aa a cjuid geu into a happy mood. The
caaMia ataad ahoold allow the lana to be lowered within

' laet from tha ground, ao aa to enable a child on a K>w
ar or footetool or playing on the floor to be taken without

tilting the camera too much. The Hana and Semi-Oeotannial
are standa of this type. If such a stand be not available, it

te a good plan to fit a strung aquara atool with a tilting top
ao that tha camera can be Sxed upon it when needed.

For thoaa who prefer it. the child may be taiaed to a con-
ven«a» feval by BMan ' l»Uorm, and thu method haa
many advaaUcea In place, it la more comfortable
for the operv

i it ka^p, tlie child from
••^da«ag al. .;ht IS uae<l. the sitter caa
ba hrnaght nearer «o the lam|>a, with a consequent shortening
of tha agqiaaura, « - •"•."•••ration oflan overlooked. The con-
atroetioB ol the la a matter of individual tasta.
*>•• ptelar a pU- .• r.i like a drawmK U-.tnl with folding
leyi, but I have ( m, I ih.i- ...nc maiif »f tuo bcx—, placed
side \n »idi», t"- '••• ^•*i •-•inoninnt. a* it t.ikoe iij. m
and De«ds no Imm uj Kiw-li „1 lhe«c U.t<~. ni.n ».

loag, 21 ina wkU- in. I 12 ui» biijh. r,,v..r...l »iUi pUui
cloth. When m n"- n •••It rug or niinwrj <Tawlini{ blanket
IS ihn.wn over thero^ and whaa oat of uae they can be stood
on one side in a pasaage or cotaar of the stodio. where they
caa ba aaad aa seats.

SoBia aaiall artidea of funlitar^ anch as little wicker chaira
aad tablaa. are oaefnl aida to poatag. and often take a childa

'
ra reprodnotiona of ordi-

in the average home, and
liiho Um pictuie a madivap appearance. With r(>«ard to t*^*,
there is much divergence of opinion. Some pin their faith to
them aa a meaaa of pleaaing the child, while othera ref;ard
them aa worae than saperfluoas. I think that there is aome-
th^ng to be said on both stdea. With some children toys will
make them oblirioua U, anything else, and there ai« then few
opportaaitiaa for getting a glimpse of the lace while othera
handU then. Other children will show them to the operator
or auKkar ia a vary pretty way. Care must be taken to
aaoid natal toys or wooden oaaa with sharp comers.

PMAcnctra.
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MASKED PRINTS WITH PRINTED»IN BORDER TINTS
There is no doubt that in many casee prints from negatives of

suitable subjects masked to print with a white margin, and then

a border-tint printed in, are remarkably effective, and give an

air of distinction which appeals to many. Employing heavy-

weight paiper, no mount is necessary or desirable, but, natur-

ally, attractiveness will be enhanced if each print is enclosed in

a neat foldeir. As a general proposition, it may bo said without

fear of contradiction that seductiveness is usually expensive to

somebody. As a matter of fact, it generally takes good care

that it is, and the .present case need not supply the proverbial

exception.

Perhaps the simplest form of all combination printing con-

sists in placing a border-tint around the picture, and yet com-

paratively few printers seem to have clear notions on the sub-

ject. A method of registering on the film " Cosway " borders

s f

A_
Fig. 1.

was described by the writer in last year's "B.J." The pro-

cedure for registering border-tints is on the same lines but far

simpler, and a novice, carefully following step by step the

following instructions, should experience no difBculty. If the

printer be possessed of ingenuity, once the simple principle of

the registration is grasped, more elaborate effects can be

planned, or the method can be applied in other directions.

S<»ne photographers make it a practice of supplying portraits

with two or more printed-in tints, often supplemented by

narrow lines, all, usually, somewhat faintly printed. These

are but an extension of the same idea, but the exact modui
opwandi is not always easy to discover, as tricky dodges may,
and in some cases do, form part of the scheme.

No novelty is claimed for the method to be described, though
the procedure may have some points of novelty, nor is it sug-

gested that it is the only way ; but it is a simple way, one that

works well, and takes but little time to put in operation.

Platinotype has been employed by the writer, but carbon and
the bromide process are equally applicable, the latter with
small modifications, which may suggest themselves to suit

particular apparatus. No excuse is offered for describing all

the steps very fully, as following them in any case is apt to be

wearying, which is accentuated by undue compression, even if

it does not lead to ambiguity. For the sake of completeness,

Fig. 5 is included, showing a border-tint printed around a

portrait.

The MaaKs.
In Fig. 1 the outer dotted lines A reorecent a doubU

thickness of black needle-paper folded bookwise at e, in its

folded state a little larger than the size of the printing paper
to be employed. Approximately in correct position relative to
the margins, describe the rectangle f to the picture size re-

quired. To prevent subsequent reversal, mark the top T and
also the uppermost faces of both leaves, or flaps. Unfold
paper, cut f out, and preserve the piece cut out. Refold, and with

a finely pointed pencil reproduce the rectangle on the under-

lying leaf (shown in dotted lines on B, Fig. 2), using the edges

of / for the purpose. Slip a piece of white paper between the

leaves, and setting off points from the edges of /, describe in-

correct position the rectangle g the size of the printing paper.

For a 5 X 4 upright picture masked on 10 x 8 paper, the

margins at the sides will therefore be two inches. Many prefer

the top margin to be of the same width, but this is a matter of

taste, and also dependent upon the length of the paper relative

to its width, and the proportions of the picture.

It is essential that the left and top lines be drawn in correct

position and parallel to the opposite edges of / ; the lines on
the right and at the bottom do not require exactitude; indeed,

they can conveniently be set a little further away than the

width of the margin determined upon. With the paper folded

the rectangle g is cut out of both leaves dead on the line on the

left and at the top. The line on the left, nearest the fold,

must be cvi last, an obvious necessity, but occasionally for-

gotten.

We have now secured two masks which, placed against regis-

tering marks, or stops, will interchange in exactly the same
position. What was the underneath leaf B (Fig. 2) is taken,

and setting off points from the rectangle drawn through /, a

larger rectangle h is described, the outside size of the border-

tint decided upon, and it is then cut out. Slightly rounded
corners are liked by some. The piece cut out of / has 1-16 in.,

or a shade more, trimmed off the top and one side, reducing

its superficial measurement by 1-32 in. all round.

Registration.
We have now to register the picture with the border-tint,

and protect the former from light-action whilst the latter is

being printed. The method first to be described gives soft
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MtlinM to Uie uat«r boundariea of th« tint, with its inner

boaadxriM rigneiud into the picture, • method which does

ae* caII ioT vty exact nigtttrmtian ; it resalts in a soft line

«l diourcktion, darker in tone between picture »nd tint, which

•JB moat eaiM ia eflectire rather than oth«nri*«.

The outer !in« of I) (Fij 4) rBpr*«>nt a pie«» of sheet glata

c
mt i.

'hf- nest ataadanl aua Itgtr than th« prinlinf pAptf. •

. 10 abaai fur 10 br 8 fpt. tor InatUM. TIm piotan-

j ia tanporaril/ plaoad on tK- i*l.>^ «n.I }tmU yj gut—rf

« of paper, or by a weight. .>m the botibr-

naak A ia thorns ia ita final nr<iinK'|iuKv, oat lh« poaiticpii

-> aaoM.) Thna piecM «f thiek cardboud (aae pott), aboot

haU an inch iquafv. am coated with adhaai*». an*! prMMd ap

nat tha maafc ao aa to be jaat in cuiitart •» ahova,

h ai« raoffidad in pencil linea on the m. <• piaoa / ia

I. a dab oi adhaai** applied U> the vtddle, and it i« in-

I ronirilly ia th* opening from which it waa cat and
•re. No ahift of the mult ia penniaaibia dnring

'^a pictan aaak ia mom replaead bgr the

^ 2). aad tha latter adjaated to tka thraa

•tara ttopj, and laatened bgr ffarf atrip* on the right and at

the bottom, and thing* are a* shown at D (Fig. 4), the gammed
atripd not being illustrated.

Finally, the negative is fixed in a cardboard carrier ir\tlicatad

by the outaide lines at C (6g. 3), and its maak adjusted in

correct poaition, secured as first mentioned, and three ctope,

this time of thin card, are affixed exactly as before.

Printing.
The printing paper is adjusted to C (Fig. 3), and preased

againat the stops, and when sufficiently printed removed. At
this stag* we have a print with a .white border. It is then

adjuatad to D (Fig. 4), with a sheet of thin glass the same aise

aa the printing paper interpoaad batwaen ita sanative aorfaoe

and the oompoand maalc, which aeparation vignettea the bordar-

tint into the picture and affords a aoft outer edge. Accord-

ingly, the cardboard atop* muat be aligbtly thicker than the

combined thickness of the interposed glaaa and the printing

paper, or the latter oauiot be registM«d.*

RamarKa.
Wtoi printing the bord«r-tint a sheet of ground glaaa over

the frane ia adviaable; with naked artificial illuminanta opal

glass may b* neoassary. Some opal glaaa haa been found ao

wsdge-ahaped as to ailord a tint perceptibly graduated, useful

in aona cassa. If any fairly transparent paper of even texture

ba at hand it may be substitntMl for the glaaa aupport D
(Fig. 4), and will act as ita own dUhuer.

Sboold tha border-tint bs required with sharp oatar edgas,

K>«. 5.

the procedure is the same aa described, except that the intpr-

vening ahset of glass iadiipenaed with, and the cut-out pisce/ia

placed on the other side of the glass D (Fig. 4), away from tho

mask. Inthiseass it is stuck down first and the mask adjust'^]

to if. not ri"-*' rfTui. When .' '
• paperas astrai^tck"-

for pennlliiit;, and also when .. the stops to themaaks. a

atael rule pressed down dose to the edge will prrrent the

paper buckling.

•TMsatHbea'' •moon< r|

MffaMM le aMrtu) I
n UMjn •

•• BJ," Umt i, UtS. y. UK- 1 he cOceU ub'i'Uo.) uc of en »crjr v>vuinf.
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Alternatirea.

The foregoing methods present one disadvantage, inasmuch

u th« cardboard carrier and mask cannot be used as they

are for other negatives, unless the subject happens to com-

poM correctly when a fresh negative is inserted in the card

carrier, which is hardly likely to be the case, necessitating

removal of the stops and replacing b, .others in other positions.

This may be corrected by making a third mask about one

inch larger each way than A (Fig. 1), with ite aperture (cor-

responding to /) enlarged roughly in the same proportion.

Similarly, the cardboard carrier holding the negative will

have to be larger than the third mask. The only difierence in

procedure is that instead of adjusting the picture mask A
(Fig. 1) to the negative, it is laid down centrally on, and

fastened to, the third larger mask, and the stops are af&xed

to the latter. This double mask, two-thickneseed only towards

the margins, can be adjusted over any negative whose subject

is appropriate to the "picture opening," when printing is

conducted precisely as before. In addition to the full-sized

rubber pad used in carbon and platinotype printing, one rather

smaller than the opening in the third mask is placed at the

back of the tissue, or printing paper, so as to escape the two
thicknesses of the mask, which ensures central pressure and
sharp prints.

It will be obvious, when mentioned, that mask B (Fig. 2)

need not necessarily be opaque, but transparent in part or in

its entirety, a suggestion which opens out possibilities of

double tints and other more ornate effects. In such a case,

before starting work, it is stack to A along its left-hand edg«.

E. A. S.

GLAZING TROUBLES AND REMEDIES.
» > I

SmcB the start of the great wiar there seems to have been a

recrudescence of troubles in the glazing of prints, more

©specially postcards. That a lot of the trouble has been caused

by the " substitute " chemicals goes without saying, and the

short supply of "baryta " has also had a lot to do with it.

Apart from these two primary causes, there are several others,

most of which, since tiiey are due to faults in the methods of

working, are more easily remediable. In the first place, take

the case of prints sticking to the glass or other temporary

support. This should never occur to the even moderately

skilled worker, and should it do so the immediate cause should

not be hard to discover. The most probable cause is a dirty

or improperly prepared glass, especially when used for the

first time. The best method of procedure with new glass is

to clean thoroughly with weak ammonia or water, or, prefer-

ably, petrol, then to wash away all trace of this, dry the glass

with clean linen rag, and then give a coating of ox gall and

water (half and half), or even pure undiluted ox gall. Be-

ginners are apt to think that when ox gall is mentioned it

refers to the " prepared ox gall " sold by artists' colormen,

but for the purposes of glazing prints the ox gall should be

obtained from the butcher, who will usually let you have a

good supply for a few pence. This, which we will call stock,

should be kept in a stoppered' bottle, and a few drops of

formaline may be added to improve its keeping qualities,

more especially in hot weather, or if stored in a warm place.

For general use a dessertspoonful of the stock gall should be

added to a quart of water, which will be found to make a good

working strength. If stronger than this the tendency of the

prints will be to drop off the glass when only barely dry, and

the high gloss will consequently deteriorate. The best glaze

i<i obtained when the prints do not drop off at all, but require

just one corner raising and stripping, just as they did in the

old days, when we coUodionised the glass. Another advantage

of stripping versus dropping off is that the prints are flat

instead of being curled inwards, and if put under a weight

—

ay, a few boxes of negatives—will remain flat antil the order

is ready to make up and despatch.

When preparing the plate for the reception of the prints,

do not pour ox gall on, but simply take a clean linen rag

charged with ox gall—i.e., soaked in the solution and then

squeezed out—and wipe the glass with the same ; wipe lightly

and all over, not forgetting the extreme edges. Then take the

prints out of the water and lay carefully on the glass, cover

the whole with a sheet of waterproof rubber sheeting—it is

immaterial whether the rubber side or the cloth is downward

—

and squeegee lightly but firmly from left to right to remove

any air belle. Th© form of squeegee difiers with differeat

workers. I onoe knew a man who could obtain good results

with a roller squeegee, but where the one succeeded dozens
would fail. My personal dioice is one made of soft pine,

about 15 ins. long and 3 deep, of course with rounded
edges. This gives a more certain pressure than the commer-
cial rubber squeegee, besides being much cheaper and lesi

likely to get out of order at the most inopportune momient.

Now turn the glass over and examine carefully to see if any
trace of air-bubbles remain, and proceed with the other iide

and stand up on edge to dry. Never place near a fire, or in

the sun, until the cards are quite surface dry. If these direo-
'

tions are followed there will be no sticking.

The next trouble that arises is the constantly recurring crop

of dull markings, sometimes large, sometimes small, and at

others practicaJly covering tlie whole of the print with wee
dots, or, as o North Country folks term them, "blehs.

"

For these the assistant who wields the squei^ee usually get*

the blame, and not always rightly. An occasional air-bubble

will often occur, but that can be usually distinguished from
other dull markings by its size and shape. It is theoe other
markings thaA usually puzzle the worker, and I have person-

ally given much time and thought to trace them to tQieir lair,

and then exterminate them. The main cause lies where so

many faults have lain before, in the bad wasliing of the prints

after fixation. By bad washing it must not be understood
that I mean insufficient washing, for in the production of blebs

excess is just as frequently to blame as insufficiency. Should
the fixed prints be thrown into a bath or tank and allowed to

Lie on each other anyhow for ten or fifteen minutes, and then

be removed and transferred to the glass, the result will be
"blebs." Should the prints be left washing and constantly

moving for two or three hours and then squeegeed, the result

will be "blebs." The worker, having tried both ways and
having obtained a successful crop in each case, at once blames
the emulsion maker or coater, but let him try again. Wash
the prints in four or five changes of water, turning them by
liand the whole time for five to ten minutes, and then squeegee

at once without further soaking, and, lo and behold ! the
"blebs " have gone; the free hypo has been washed out, and
the gelatine emulsion has not had time to become decoriated,

and so the prints are perfect, at least so far as the glaze is

concerned. To prove the correctness of this hypothesis, the

reader who is at all sceptical may try the following experi-

ment :—Take a print fresh from the fixing bath and squeegee

it. Let another print be thoroughly and carefully washed,
and then leave it soaking in water for two days, then squeegee
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thkt «nd not« tbe rcratU. They wUl b« •imiUr, •Imost

id«iti<-^, on« aliaolate iimsi of dull spot*.

Al.- ':iabblM ari»« from on« et two cauim, eiUiar b*d Eqa«e-

jet.n^—i.e., «ithCT- insolEcient preasare being brought to be»r

on the prinU, or pAtting the sqtte«g«« over the print in more

than one direction, and so preeting bade air already expelled

by the firft paM ol the iqaeegee. The latter is a very general

caiue, bat peritape not ao much ao as tlv» practice of taking a

bat<ii of prints oat ol the water at onoe aj>d {dacing them in

poaitkm on the glass with an aii**«a amount ol wetness on

the snrface. Th« portions wb«t« tits w«t«r has run oB at onoe

adhsre to the glMS aad impriaon air between them, and the

action ol tbe squeegee tliea ohnna this air into tereral small

babbles, or sometimes prerents optical ooatact over a fairly

large space. PriDta should be tijcen from the wnter singly

and placed at onoe direct in tiie position they are to occupy

«n the glaaa skaet Mofsmsnt, sith«r by lifting and rsplaeing

or by sliding aloB( tb« gUas, is apt to eaoM babbles, and be

It noted that the prinU shoald imH be pUoed in actual eontaet

«i(k each other. Better have one or two leas on the ahas*

ihan, by crmaoBiag i% to saDaaa, obtain slight overlaps, which

Tint only spoil the affeet ol flte giace, but caaee uneven drying.

As to the actual drying, it should not be too rapid nor too

prolonged. Should the prints, while actually wet, be placed
near a fire or heating apparatus, or in the sun, the moist h«»t
will cause partial melting of the film and result either in a
bad case of (.ticking or the edgee will ourl away from the glass,

and either tbe prints will fsU oH while still damp or they

will dry witb a patch of glazed surface in the centre and almost
mati around. In the latter oaae they are irretrievably spoiled,

aa even if again soaked they will never glaze properly. A
warm room, or preferably out of doors in fine weather, is the
beat drying ground for glazed prints, only if there> should be
a wind it will be necessary occasionally to watoh that the
glaeses are not blown over or the prints blown away.

If the emolsiod surfsoe of the paper or postc«rd is ol the
dull, semi-matt ap{>earance that has been so dten the case of
late (baryU again), it may be an advantage, in cold weather,
to warm the final wiaahing water slightly, and to omit alto-

gether the alum bath. Of ooar•^ the water mast not be
made snSciantly warm to cause stickineas of the emulsion,
only just aaOciantly so as to slightly soften, not melt, the
surface of the prints.

0. Buitowur Baxkm.

FILTERS FOR PANCHROMATIC PLATES.

Tkb advanoe* which have bem made rseaatlj ia colour switive

plalsi ridw it dwirable that He aasn of tham ahoaU p^
some attifioa to tfca makiag and aaUeliag ol filter*. In the

«arly imy ol orthochranatics, and, indeed, for many years

after, the gansral practie* waa to be atiaftsd with any piece

«l yeUov giMS or galaliae. Later on, well and* filtets of

stained gelatine ewnenUd betwena fiat gUsi wwra on aatei Some
«f the plats-maker* ihowed cowmiwdaMe ontOTpriae in this

^traction, althoogh the degree of eometion aimed at waa

midom much mofw than sslBeient for spring lk>wer« or early

•ummcr ("hagsL Indeed, aa coloar asnaiti*

Inll cortrrtton tor aataaa landscape,

llowen with their wide range of ooloar eentrasts, and for paint-

ings couUi only ba ehtiinsd by tbe a«> '>( a fillvr requiring

«aain forty tiinaa the ordinary esp' xh prokanfsd es-

P<«ar«s made it diOcnlt to deal » 'ung bnt atiU life

-iiilsr subjecta, nnd, even so, the gaps in the oolonr-

veneas made the corrsetjon somrwhat pstfhy; orange
« and some shades of green being rsnderr>i mneh too

The adrsnt of the Aatoefcrane and other moaaic coloar plalaa

had the aflact of directing popular attention to arlhochr«snati<n

in nsnomi, and several bnands of paaduoniatic platea were

ymdneed. Notwiihstandiog their ganerio title Ihaae plates,

alihongh showing great improvement, •«« not rqnally asnai-

•• to all coloar*, and fairly deep filt*r« timsa) w«o
11 neoassary to aacore reasonably good w.-.^ a.

The war, which interfered sadly with pkotographie a^viti**,
had at iaaot the efiect of cnlling atttrntion to British ilarkni—
in the matter ol dyea in general photographic aanaitiasn
in partirular. and •aeeaasfnl efiorta have bam made to recap-

tare aoti ott^'ird this boanch of trade and to intndac* new
and valua>>l>' wnaitising agenta. The plate maiieii have not
hnm »K>w in stalling to tbemselvea of thMS new matnials,
with tJie rewilt that plats* art now obtainable which, ailliough

not equally ssnsitiv* to all colour*, at* miMh mors nearly so
than their prsdoeseaors, and. at the saao time, are so rapid
that even with a fairly deep filter in om it ia pomible to give
an tnatantsiMcua expoBon apon a well lit ooane and still have
a thovoaghly eapoaod asfnti**^

of the older filters will givo reaaonably good results
with the new platea and that without prolonging the expoeore
undnly. A 40-Umoa Ater for example may not prolong the
cspoanr* mor« than four or five Umes, and what is known
as a KS filler wiU add perhaps a fourth to the exposure.

If, however, the beet resulte are to be got it ia neceeaarr
that the filter should be adjusted to the plate, and it is
desirahU that the earnest photographer shoald bo able to do
this lor faimeelf. The plate maker may issue filters which are
oorrset for soma pnr|i««. but they sre likely to fsll short
when snployed w - type of w«rk. For example, with
one bmnd of psi ,c piste spring and esriy lummer
flowers and foliap are rsndersd almost perfectly without a
filter; aoao blue*, the blao of the cornflower, being rt>nd<.r«l a
Uifle too light and greyish-green just a little too d»rk. A light
««iah-yellow filter which lengthens the exposure by pt-rhaps

« foarth or leaa will h<jld back the blue till the greewis suffi-
denUy expoaed. For the deeper tinted foliage of summer a
Birongw yellow wt>uld be neeeasary enUilin;; nn oxposurv of
ahoBt one and a %; « group „•

, contrasted
autumn flower* «' •. rs a deeper >• - i'>ut a trace
ol giwen, and an oil paintnig for which a lull palotte has been
used would require a very deep yellow, doubling the exposure.
Obrioosly it would be absurd to handicap the speni of the
plate by oaing the last mentioned filter in photographing with
a hand camera a soene in which full reds did not sppear.

It may bo said that th' . againut rolour sensitive
plate*. whi<-h eii»t*d no lon^ ,,rigin in the loo prevalent
pMrtioe of a»ing a Mrong. r inur than was nerded, and at th*
same time attempting to rut short the exposuroL Over-cor-
fw:tion U due not to the plate but to short exposure coupled
perhaps with prolonged development When there U any
doubt about being able to give a sufficiently long exposar* it
is better by far to aubstitute a lighter screen and ruk nnder-
rorrection.

The photographer who dasiraa to make his own filters should
know eomethtng ab-mt the materials he has to employ. Opti-
cally worked glass flste are sometimes recommendwi

; if truly
flat, the price is proh bitive. Patent plate glass of good
quality wiU make reliable filters. The thickness should be in
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proportion to the areor—for filters 1 inch in diameter, two

pieces 1/16 inch thick ; for those 2 inches in diameter, l/8th

thick ; and for laiiger sizes, 3/16 or more. Ite glass must be

flat on both surfaces, and as nearly parallel in thickness is

possible. If a piece of glass is held at such an angle that the

bars of a Trindow axe reflected from it, it will be seen that

there are two reflections, one from the upper and the other

from the under side. If a straight line is reflected as straight,

«nd tihe two reflections are, and continue to be, parallel as

the glass is revolved on an axis at right angles to its surface,

tlie surfaces are reasonably flat. The reflections will probably

approach to or recede from each other even if the glass is

kept truly in the aame plane during examination, and show

that the glass is not truly parallel in thickness—that it is, in

fact. wedg©-shaj)ed. Perfection in tihis particular cannot be

hoped for, but if the thin edge of one piece is laid over the

thick edge of the other, no displacement of the imag« will

t»ke place.

Picric acid, ammonium picrate, tartrazine, naphthol yellow,

brilliant yellow, fUter yellow K and fast green are all useful

stains. Some of these came from Germany, and now may not

be obtainable; but a new English dye, filter yellotw A, has

been brought out, and is quite good ; witih that and the pic-

rates and a bright bluish green, little difiiculty should be met
with in making up a filter to match any plate. The picrates

cut out the blue very sharply, and used alone are quite good

when cloud negatives are wanted, but do not work so well

when a long range of oodours has to be d^ealt with.

Those who have to make Ijlrge numbers of filters to staiudard

tints find that the best plan is to add an exact proportion

of dye to a measured quantity of gelatine solution and coat

the sheet of glass cleaned, vaselined, and levelled, with a certain

number of minims to each square inch of surface. Mr. A. J.

Bull, lecturing at the Royal Photographic Society, stated that

1 milligramme o(f filter yellow A to each square inch gave a

fairly correct rendering of coloured objects with modem pan-

chromatic plates.

The method has the advantage of standardisation, but

jji-esents niany difficulti^ in opveraticm. A fairly large quan-

tity of solution must be made up, as it is desirable to coat

several sheets of glass at one time, drying is difficult ; worm-
markings sometimes appear, and, when every care has been

taken, the gelatine will not always strip from the glass. The
writer has for years employed a different method : he pur-

chases- at a small cost sheets of clear unstained gelatine, as

used in bon-bon making and by engravers and otihers in nxaking

tracings of drawings. This gelatine has been treated with

formaline or other hardening agents, so is easily handled
when wet. It can be bought from J. Bousquet, 28, Barbican,
London, E.G., or from L. Cornelis&en and Son, 22, Great i^jueen

Street, London, W.C.

The gelatine should be cut into squares a little larger than
the finished size of the filter, and some pieces of plain glass
(for a temporary purpose to be explained presently) and
cardboard should be provided. A little of the selected

dye is to be dissolved in distilled water ; the strength
may be such that a depth of half an inch in a white
dish appears somewhat deeper in tint than the filter

is to be. A piece of the gelatine is immersed in the solu-

tion and allowed to soak till it has taken up sufficient of tihe

colour. If the solution is too strong, the gelatine will absorb
it irregularly ; it is better to err on the weak side, so that the
gelatine becomes quite limp before it is sufficiently stained.
It will absorb nearly the whole of the dye if allowed to remain
in the solution long enough.

Some arrangement for keeping the gelatine flat while drying
is necessary; if pinned up by the corner's it will cockle and
twist so that when dry it cannot be brought flat again. It

must be stretched as a sheet of paper is when a water-colour

drawing is to be made. The gelatine cannot be stretched

on a board as the two would adhere together, but if a piece of

glass (not necessarily plate glass) is laid in the centre of the
board the gelatine will adhere at the edges only.

The gelatine will expand considerably, and when stained

deeply enough a piece of the cleaned glass mentioned in

the previous paragraph is slipped under it and the

two lifted out together. The gelatine, being larger, will

hang down on all sides. The edges should be lifted up

and the glass with the gelatine on top laid on a piece of card-

board, the edges of th'e gelatine being then stroked down into

close contact with tlhe card. The cardboard will quickly

absorb the water from the parts of the gelatine in contact with

it, and as it dries adhesion -will take place. The part of th«

gelatine which is over the glass will dry more slowly, will.,

contract in drying and become quite flat. When hard, a knife

cut round the edges of tlhe support wiU release the gelatine,

which will have no tendency to adhere to the glass.

It is desirable to stain a dozen or more pieces of gelatine

with each tint of colour, but in different degrees of shade from

a very light tint to the deepest shade likely to be wanted. It is

not as a rule wise to mix different dyes, because some mixtures

will throw down a precipitate and also because some dyes are so

much more readily absorbed by the gelatine than others that no

dependence can be placed on the combination. When com-

bination of tints is wanted it is better to use two or more

pieces of gelatine in making up the filter.

Before cementing up it is well to make photographic tests,

and for that purpose a colour chart is required. Two have been

suggested by Sir W. Abney. To make these some dry powder

colours are wanted—French ultramarine, chrome yellow,

emerald green, and vermillion, also lamp black and Chinese

white. These are to be used in the form of distemper, and

ordinary photographic mountant is a handier medium than

size. Some squares of paper should be coated with the four

different colours so thickly tliat the white paper does not

show through. One-inoh squares of each colour should be pastes!

down end to end along the top of a piece of stout card. Somt-

of the white with enough black to make a medium grey is to be

painted over a strip of paper and pasted below the row of

colours. Now comes the difficult part—it is necessary to darken

with black or lighten with white a set of coloured squares to

match in luminosity the strip of grey, and quite a number

of tests will have to be made in doing so. Blue and red will

each requirfe the addition of a little white, the yellow wilt

require the addition of black, and the green may be just correct,

or it may have to be darkened or lightened accoixiing to tlie-

shade of the grey strip. The object is to grade a set of the blue,

green, yeUow and red squares to match absolutely in bright-

ness the grey strip. When this is done probably no one else will

agree that it is correct, but that is of little importance, as

no two of the critics will agree as to the correction which should

bo made. It is important that the grading should satisfy tlie

experimenter, for if that is done aU photographs taken with

the filter which renders the chart correctly will be satisfactory

to him.

When the chart is graded a filter must be made up whicli

will render the grey strip and the row of broken colours below

it as a uniform grey tint. This is much more easily done by

interchanging the pieces of stained gelatine of different colour

and different depths of colour than by mixing dyes in liquid

gelatine. The top row of unbroken colours will of course appear

in the photograph in different shades of darkness and is useful

in showing how such colours will photograph.

The alternative chart is made by coating sheets of paper witli

the unbroken colours, one each of blue, green, yellow and reft

are wanted, also one piece of black and two pieces of white

paper. A toy electric motor is wanted, and if that or some-
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II tl

•1 tJit> 'II

• >f white paper.

A thin card.

lik i:uv oUw

idri i& a luucn

I A diac, aay

i thd blu* paper and

If Um paper is thin

A radial oat ia made

I ea^--

hbl^ to in'

fh'.te can U
<Wt n«ar :ht

ijnd a.

town to the centre, and it will be

^ether lo that any proportion

.....^ ,^ .^. . The motor moat have a little

n<i of the mandrel and a nut outside that.

-re of the combined diac and it is

Dm green diic should be 3^ inches

ootoar requiMs neither bUck
The 7«llow disc is to be three

KksB in diameter an>i ' \ek disc The red k to

«, two and a b*lf iacht^ and wants a white diac.

fkea the four discs «i« aoanied the nut is lightly screwed

ip and the machine set ni]min(. By adding to or reducing

tm proportion of white the Uoe can be made to match the green

Uk, and the same will hsT* to b« done with the yellow and

*• red. If the periphrrie* of th* ooloarsd and the blade and

tm * ' '-<M into dsgfcw and snabered H will

.m* to rspiodaoa the saoM UTUfMfMnt.
13 ta 'j[<i> r th« machine is set mnning and « saitabie

is made up a» in the pierioas case.

The selortcd pircM of gelatine ahoold be eeaantad tiil«iw two

ptscea of patent plate glaaa. rownd or square aa may be otoat con-

(«ni«nt Canada balsam is oasd, thinned out if B ieiMsry with

x.» •
, a small jxjul is pourtxl on on«< piece of glass, tho

gt-^i' • - 1 gently on top. care being taken to exclude air

bells, the other pieces of gelatine and the second glass laid down
in the same way. No great pressure should be used in clamping
the filter together or it may become distorted while drying.

An ounce weighi laid on top will be sufficient. Drying should
Uke pUoe slowly at about 70 or 80 degree* F. To prevent the
parte slipping and to avoid having to wrench the filt«r from
wl>atev«r it ia laid upon while drying a piece of paper may
be laid over a hit of flat wood the filter laid on that and pins
dri%-en round the edge.

In condnaioo it may be pointed out that, although the
photographa made with such a filter may be scientifically oor-

rw-t. or nearly so. the result may not be pleasing from a pictorial

point of riew. liet us assume that such a colour chart as first

described forms a part of the scene to be photographed ; it

woold be rendered aa a flat grey surface with no indication
that it waa built up of colour oontraats. That is an eztrame
case not likaly to oecnr in practice, yet in nature we may
frequently ibid ohjeeta so uniform in Inminosity, particularly
in a light summer base, that a oorrect colour-rendering
woald be unpleasantly flat. In such case it may be
desirable to nae the plate without a filter, or with on*
which allow* th^ colour contrasts to be perceived. The ex-

p<ri*atie gained in making the filters will be of great service in
enabling the ph<^itographer to decide which is the best course
to pome. J. McIxTosii.

ADAPTING THE HALF-WATT TO GASLIGHT ENLARGING.

In oar business it is necessary to ealarg* itvm niaii negativss

on t«> ^aslifht pustcards and p*p«r. Tha Milargstr ia ol th*

«' with an 8|-in. cnndeaaer, and tba aoatee el light

is SI / 1.000 r p halt «att lamp. Th« dark room is a

tMm ! u 1: nsids another roMa. Tha nciidli» is OB a tof«l

with :h.i ia.ik. room r.>o{, and tba light is plaead a«Uida o« tba

raof, as .hown in Kig. L This sketch show* th* arrangSMast.

''h» image ol th* hlaaent of an ordinary hall-watt lamp,

<i (srtieftUy ov«rthaeOBdea**r, is thrown into the«nUr|-

:«ns ia tba fors of a MgnsBt of a circU, none ol which

>« thioa^ tfc* MBtrs ol tba kna (••* Fig. 2), and a very

«n disc ol light is projaetcd oa to th* mmL A aid* view

..'>* filament ftxromt a mot* ooMtntratad and ftreaasr iaag*

jKh the cra(r« ol th* «alaisiBg Im*. <S«*fl(.S.)'

the lamp IS burnt in a bohaonUl poaitioa th* ftlam«ot

. sags alarmingly, th* Ismp rapidly blackens, and it soon

«. Th* amlf altwnaUv* ssoMd tu b* to (rt a side vi*«

U Q^
.Zm^

' " lift

13—Bgr

/Mf$t'fVOfn fo^

J^«ru

v.- 1

the fiiament shown in 1 ii$ !-"• < , by means ol a mirror.

give* a very ercnly illominatcd disc, aad also a much

) luminoM as*- Th* lamp eas*b* morad to and from the

or—ia cSaet to and Iron tba eoadaaaer—by palling one or

' of the cords co to suit di8*r«nt dsgrsea ol salargomant.

\ •xposnr* MscsnsTT with a maditim-spssd psUgfct amalsion

) to 20 sacoada with thin to average negatives and with 1«ns

aperture of ^.6. Kxi arc lamp might in some ways be better

but this arrangament is always ready, is operated and adjusted
entirely from within th* dark room, and needs littl* or so
attention.

The negativea ased rary from quarter-plate down to vest-

pocket atse, and are pat aa far as possible from th* condenser

ImmediatsJy below tba eoadaaaar is a box with a ssrie* of

?2a^^

Pi». a

//•/ii

Fig. 3.

gru<^vra, into any of wbiph the plate-carrier can be insert«d ;

and in all case* the negative ia pat into the lowest groove

i>hi<-h allows of it >>eing within the cone of light thrown by

the condenser into the lens. (See Fig. 1.) This p*rmiU prac-

tically the whole of the light from the half^plate condenser to

pass through the negative, wfcatever its sLce, giving ahortar

axpoaaras. and tanding to uniformity with varying degrees of

enlargement, aa compared with the usual practice ol putting

the negative dos* to tba condenser.

Tba leiw «s*d is of the Fetcval type of 7-in. focus. In this

coaaeetioB w* had an int«reating experience. An //4.6 Aldis

7-in. focus waa substituted, the idea being to get th* best

possible definition, especially at tb* margins. It was found

to be vary much wors«, anywhere. An ^/4.6 Tessar 7-in. locus

waa th«n tried, also an ^/6.6 Cooke; the lormer, with quite

aa bad aad the Utter with only slightly better results—in all

cases st full aperture of the lenses. That three such perlact

Isnses shonid fsil puszlsd us grsatly. Tba result was the same

whether the negative itM placed close to ths condenser or not.
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also when ground glass was interposed between light and con-

denser, and, alternatively, between condenser and negative.

The idea that the len«es did not work to focus did not occur

to us for some time; but eventually it was found that by

moving; the casol furt.her away from the lens after focussing a

•quite sharj) picture can be got. The adjustment necessary is such

as io thi'ow the image entirely out of focus—in fact, the result

i.s quite " uiioiinny," and lias to be seen to be believed. There

may be some rule for the amount of adjustment necessary. In

practice tihe writer can now gauge the distance fairly conrectly by

the appearance of the image. The Petzval lens works dead to

locus at /'/4 under exactly similar conditions. Why does tub

the anastigraat? We have seen the effect vaguely hinted ai

but not fully desciibed or explained. It does not seem to bt

due to a " chemical " focus of the Jens, as a red or yellow cip

on the lens for focussing makes no difference. Stopping down

to ^/ll puts matters right ; but if this must be done, why spend

good money on anastigmats for enlarging? Our own experi-

ence is that there is no lens better than, in fact, none quite so

good as, the old Petzval for enlarging from small negatiye*

where it is necessary to use apertures larger than f/b.

J. 0.

A METHOD OF MULTIPLE GUM-PRINTING.

ALLOVrrso that it is occasionally possible to obtain in a single

printing a gum-bichromate picture, not only with a full range

•of tones, but of a freshness and spontaneity sometimes lacking

in the more laboured multiple print, still the lucky combina-

tion of conditions necessary to bring about this happy result

occurs so seldom, and " single " prints so repeatedly turn out

intolerably harsh, that it must be admitted " single " printing

is most discouraging work. In comparison with this uncer-

tainty, multiple printing, if more toilsome, is infinitely surer

•of its effect, and offers a method unexcelled among pictorial

processes for quality, control, permanency, and cheapness of

materials.

The great bugbear of multiple printing has been the diffi-

culty of securing accurate registration of the successive print-

ings, and numerous devices have been put forward to overcome

this trouble, but they have all proved more or less inefficient,

or cumbersome and expensive. The method which I have

\ised for years, and which enjoys the advantages of simplicity

and cheapness, is to hold the negative firmly in place in the

printing frame by means of a couple of set-screws ; and to have

the sensitised paper attached to a sheet of glass of the same

size as the negative in such a way that the paper, however

long it may be soaked, always returns to its original tension

•on drying.

Any strong paper can be used. Drawing papers like What-
man are excellent, but ratlier expensive. Heavy linen ledger

papers, if procurable without a watermark in the centre of the

sheet, are very good, but perhaps best of all are stout cartridge

.and detail papers, which are both strong and cheap. As a

rule the hard surfaced ledger papers do not need any pre-

.Uminary preparation, but other papers require to be sized.

Sizing.

Gelatine . 150 grains 10 gras.

Water 7 oz. 200 c.c.s.

Soak gelatine in water for tweiye to twenty-four hours, melt
•on water-bath, and stir in hot solution of

—

Mum 150 grains 10 gms.
Water 5 oz. 150 c.c.s.

Finally add

—

Alcohol 1:} oz. 35 c.c.s.

The paper is pinned by the comers to a drawing board and
•the sizing is applied hot, and not too thickly, with a fla.t bristle

brush. Two coats are advisable, but the first coat need not be
perfectly dry before the application of the second. It is essen-

tial to know the sized side of the paper in subsequent opera-
tions, and the pin holes automatically indicate which side re-

ceived the coating, the rough edges of the perforations always
being on the under unsized side.

A cleaned-off negative serves very Well for the sheet of glass
to which the paper is to be attached, but it is better to smooth

the sharp edges with emery cloth. The sized paper is cut to a

dimension two or three inches larger all around than the glass

plate, and is immersed in water for half an hour or so. When
tho(rouglhly soaked, it is surface-dried between blotters, and it

laid, sized side down, on a smooth surface covered with clean

white paper—cheap newsprint or wrapping paper will do.

The glass is then placed in the middle of the sheet, and the

projecting edges of the paper are brushed over -with the

following :

—

Insolublk Paste.

Corn starch i oz. 15 gins.

Water 7 oz. 200 c.c.s.

Carbolic acid 10 drops 10 drops

Mix and boil until it turns clear ; then add chrome alum 2|
per cent, solution, 1 oz. (30 c.c.s.). Use cold. (This past*

keeps indefinitely in a covered jar, but owing to its acid reac-

tion should not be used for print mounting. The water that

separates out in time should be poured off.)

The corners of the paper are now cut off with a sharp knife

close up to the corners of the glass (Fig. 1), and the pasted

0^/^J j>^^g^ /."'^

/ / /

Glass

-"fo^ru^g^J Fe^er ,V

Fig. 1.

edges are folded down over the glass and rubbed into good
contact. The "paper-plate" thus prepared is put away
between blotters under light pressure to dry.

I prefer a gum solution that has become acid through age,
and always keep in reserve a bottleful that may be anything
from a month to a year old. As soon as I begin to draw on
the reserve stock I prepare another supply to take its place.

Gdm Solution.
Gumarabic 2 ozs. 60 gms.
Water 5 oz. 150 c.c.p.
Carbolic acid 10 drops 10 drops

The gum solution is best kept in a wide-necked bottle, over
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iAm month of wliicit is stretched a pi«o« of the thin theot

mbber known to dentists as " rubber dam," held in place

hj a strong rubber band.

For ihe bu'hr'imate solution either ammonium or potassium

bichromate may lie used. The > u salt, being the more
•olable of the two, forms a qui tioK mixture with the

gum, and is sometimes recommended on that accoont. Both

salt* in printing jield an impermanent image that haa to fai»

eveotuallj " cleared "
; bat the ammonium salt, when used in

a concentrated solution, gires rise to such an intense image of

this kind that the real gum-pigment image is maskrd to a large

•zt*nt, and without the truublp <>{ frequent clearing it is

impoeeible to tell when sufficient depth has been attained in

the printing. This disailvantage seems to me to more than ofl-

wt any p.>^sib!r gain in printinz time, and so I always use

the potassium salt.

lill'HKUIIATK ftoi.

Potaaaitun bichrotnat* 40 grama.
Water lu o/. iOOexuk

As the aolution ia intended to be a saturated one at normal
t«rap*ratur««, th« exact qaantity of the talt ia immatarial,

prorided there is enough.

The aenaitising mixture ia eonnrenientljr coaponndad in a
glaaa mortar, the pigment being put in first, the gum and

bichromate solutions added, and the whole well worked up
with the pcatl*.

The castoiBar7 proe«dai« i* to coat and print for the half-

tones first, then (or the high-lii;htt, and lastly for th* ahadowa

;

and the pruportlon* of gum ati'l i>i' hfrnato arw varied for tb*

different c<'almg* Ty|ii<-sl inivtureK >:ntalUa lor thlB to

aorMal nagativae may be tabulalml a* lolluwa :

—

i...

Mall tonee. High lighla. Shadows.
SomwU
5-8parU

5 parte 5
1213 parte 5-8parta

a larger proportioa of

hovk

i> menti'iBed abosv, it

imutable about this,

uea appear false they

:rn solntsoa S parte

chrocnato aoluUoo 8-10 parte

For strong eoBtraaty Degatiss*

btcbromate solution is in<l

While the usual order o:

nri<' )>e notod that there la ^

*ri'i >j at any tiaga of tha wor.

may b« " palled together" with aa appropriate coating.

The pigment is best mcMured bjr balk. In the case ol the

ist colours tho quantity eoa be gaaftd by th* length of the

luaeiad o<r tuba. For daaling with dry colours,

• cbcmiea. «t«d by aom* dealer* n r*rr handy ;

ill boa* muatani-epoon may I i-ortaat

• lo aroid too much pigment, > ^ . always
I-' hcd at the small quantity required. Aa a rough indi-

;>a,'.i I. il may be said that u( dry lamp-hlark aa much as will

eoeer a threepenny bit to the depth of about 1-16 inch is

Mwogk por oaaoe o( gom-bidiromatp • fur the high-light

•outing ; white apprwiialoly one n times and twii •>

fkat quantity are aboat right for the haif-tuo* and akadow
coatings rcspe<tively.

But tho BM*t satisfactory way Vy judge of the pigment coa-
Unt i« to iprrad a little of \hf Mntitiiing mixture thinly on
»

:
»per. When ihis i« done with the highlight

">' 'ting akottld remair as clear aa
-'•r ^ ne coatiag abould si characten;
while under th- ' roating they thoulii be decidedly
ebacured, but sti .'ibl*. The golden rule is always to

a«e too little rath«-r Uian t<ii> murh pigment Too thin a coat-

ing merely means an pxtra printing, wheruaa too thick a coat-

ing, especially il deeply printed, is likely to ruin the picturu.

The sensiif"''^ ""•are ia applied to th« paper-platea in the

asual way, ^ spread aa thiifly aa possible with a
flat brittlx Kr J.' ', unftensd with a wide camel-hair brush,

and finally lini«h»l with a badger blaadar.

TTie printing frame, shown in Fig. 2, wilii the back remored,
hail fitted in adjacent sides two small set-screws which enter

the frame just on a level with the rebate. The popular English
model of printing frame in which the sides are cut away at

top and bottom will need to have a piece fitted to receive the
screw. The negative is placed in the frame, and the set-screws

Fig. 2.

ara eautioiMly tightened up ; but firat, to avoid danger of

biaakafe^ a small aquare piece of rubber atmut aa thick as the

glaaa is interposed between the edge of the negative and the

•ad ol lb* acrew. For this purpose I use little pieces of rubber

eat IroBi ao old eraser. ' The sensitised paper-plate is nu« put

in and carefully pushed up from the bottom into contact with

the top of the frame, and then over from one side into contact

with the opposite side. This order of adjustment must be

rigoroualy observed in all tht- ^, so as to obviate

! failure ol registratKin due to pot of squareness in the

paper-plate or the frame. For luuiiiiiug the paper-platr the

rubber pneumatic plate holder (Fig. 3) usnl to manipulate

negatives during varnishing is a prartiral necessity. With it

the paper plate can be removed and replaced with the L-rr.ileat

facility, and without disturbing the negative.

Printing u, oi course, controlled with a pnni n..'. . nke

the Wjnne or " Akuret," or ••oe of the oth«r siniil.i ;ii "i'-ls

oa the market. The •! 'it of the paper plate pre^iate

nothing special, and ea' ' > can use his tavourite meiliod.

kly choice is generally a stream of water from a rubber lube

attached to the tap, the loroe o( the jet being reguiatod by

pinching the end of the tube. But on occasion I um aa

atoauser, a swab of cotton wool, or brushes of various sise^ aad

ol atiWnaaa

DevelufMaent being 0Mn|<l<'t<xl, tlw |iu|>er'i>ljUM is put to dry.

Wlioii I first began praotising thi» method of multiple printiBg

1 VMS much worried by the paper splitting in the coorae <A

drying, and this happened even to the strongest kinds, tike

heavy Whatman. Presently I saw that the annoyance waa

cinssd by setting the paper-plate on uigc to dry. In liiia

poaition the upper part of the paper dried out firat, aad,

contracting strongly, pulled on the bottom part, which waa

still soft with moisture, so that the latter frequently gave away.
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ThU trouble is entirely overcome by allowing the paper-plate

to drain far a few minutes, first on one end and then on one

side, until all the free water has dripped away, and then laying

it down flai to dry. As drying now proceeds uniformly over

the whole surface, splitting of the paper never occurs. If not

allowed to drain long enough, however, a pool may form on
the Burfaoe of the horizontal plate, oausing Hhe image to run.

Fig. 3.

If water accumulates between the glass and the paper, in order
to let it escape a small piece of the extreme oom^eis of the
paper may be pindied off with the thumbnail.

When thoroughly dry, the paper-plate is coated again, and
the same procedure as before is followed. It is worth wMle
noting that the actinometer number for any given negative is

approximately the same for aU the coatings. The exposure
required to point the more heavily pigmented shadow coating
is not very different from that needed by the more transparent
high-light coating, for the opacity is in the coatin|[ in the one
case and in the negative in the other.

Aiter three or four printings the picture should be " cleared
"

of the image formed by the bichromate solution in order to
see if the permanent gum-pigment image is strong enough. A
very efficient bath for this purpose is a 4 per cent, solution of
«odium bisulphite, or, as an alternative, we may use :

—

-A^ujn
i oz. 15 gms.

Water,. 26 oz. 750 c.c.s.

Acetic acid ^ oz. 15 gms.

(Hearing is followed by wa&liing for about 15 minutes. Before
4)utting the picture through the clearing bath it is advisable
to let it dry and expose it freely to daylight, so as to harden
the image. Never cut your picture loose from the glass until
it has been cleared, for the removal of the bichromate stain
frequently reveals the neoeasity for additional printings.

Theoretically a gum-print should be completed in three
printings, but this implies such a nice balance between coat-
ing, printing, and development that I suspect it does not often
ooouT. Personally, I must confess that I have never reached a
satisfactory conclusion in less than four printings, while the
usual number is five or six, and some troublesome negatives
have demanded as many as ten and twelve. In gum-printing
it is much easier to give than to take away, and the beat and
safest method is to buUd up the picture very gradually.

Chables Macnamaba.

A BiBJUNOHAM PuoiOGBApHBR who hafi Sent to the Academy
Studios, Lim,it6d, 44, Bemera Street, London, W.l, a photograph,
together with an order for an enlargement, but has omitted to en-
oloee either name or address, is asked to communicaite with the
-Academy Company

PDoto^mecbanlcal notes*— '^—

.

Relief Half^Tones.
A DESCBiPTiON of the way that lialf-tome of a text in which the

letters stand out in relief is made may be of interest.

The text is printed m black imk on white paper, a haJf-tone nega-

tive is miade with stop a.nd expoeuTe so that the letrters are quite

free from dot, while the dot from the papier grotmd is only a wnall

Keep your temp

no one else wants

Proof from engraviDg, made as desoribed.

one in order to keep the background dark, though if the back-

ground were ^required a lighter grey, the dot oould be larger.

A line negative is now made of the text, and from this, a positive.

This positive, having the text in Mack letteiB oai a traaisparemt

ground, is st/ripiped amd superposed on the half-tone, being slid just

sufficiently out of register to give the shadow effect required to show

the relief. This is printed on the metal and the half-tone etched in

the usual mamner.—A. J. N.

Screeniness in Half-tone Engravings.
Sometimes the screen is very obvious in half-tone engravings, eveu

when made vpith quite fine screens, and this is usually due to a want

of harmony between correct s:reen distance and stop and exposure.

If the screen is too close to the plate it may be innpossibile to use a

stop that will give the correct ratio ibetween it and the camera

extension, w'hich should be equal to the ratio between the screen

aiperture and the screen distance, in which case "screeniness " will

appear ; or the screen distance may be incorrect for the size of the

stop chosen, or the ratios may be correct and the exposure too

short, when the large dot printing in the high-lights will make the

screen apparent. It is essential to have these ratios agree and the

exposure correct to ensure the most perfect gradation possible in

a half-tone screen negative.

However, this is perhaps common knowledge. What sometimes

puzzles engravers is why of two results both made with all these

conditions apparently correct, one will appear very much more
screeny Than the other. The explanation will be found to lie in the

relation of the angle of the screen lines to the picture. This is why
the experiment, many times revived, to make newspaper engravings

with screen lines crossing vertically and horizontally, has never been
persisted in for long, and why the four-line screen, which had
vertical and horizontal lines, did not succeed.

The cross-line screen is made with lines at 45 deg. from the

horizontal for the very good reason that the average human eye is

much less easily able to distinguish lines at this angle than it is

lines which are nearer the vertical or horizontal, the reason probably
being that our eyes have had much more constant exercise in the

examination of horizontal and vertical lines and therefore are more
easily able to detect them. Consequently it is desirable that the

copy is placed on the board so that the screen lines will cross the

horizontal and vertical lines of the reproduction at 45 deg. The
copy board should be marked with a vertical and horizontal line to

which all copies should conform when placed on the board.

For the same reason in three- or four-colour work it is not enough
to have the screen angles at the right distance apart to avoid moire

pattern, ibut the most conspicuous colour in the reproduction,

usually the blue, sometimes the black, should be made at the 45

screen angle, and it is because this simiple precaution is sometimes
overlooked that one colour job looks so mu^li more screeny than
arother.
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Rvproductlon of X-Ray NesatlTc*.

Hkdita! iiuoks and wl««rtM«menl4 (r«<)a«otl; rvquire half t<me

f»f rodu^t.onj of X r»y »ubj«ct«. Doctors «re ia Ui4 lubit of

mutoiu.-f thr nvv'aUvp ita«l( rMlMv than tb* pocitive mMi« from

it, anJ l>i«r«furv it u datinble that tlM rpprodootioc *haold b« of

tb« iifK*^<''<'' l'nfurtun*t«ljr X-ray De^^ivr* are gtmeraily

•itrtB dy coatnMty, and sharafor* difficn't to r»produc« by putting;

tbam ui • tr«iM|iaraacy bolder, bacaiiaa bafor* a dot ia obtatoad in

tba d«M*r parte tha daUil ia tha lighter parte ia obliterated and

tfca dot oTorjodiad. no mattar bow an>all a atop ia otad. But avary

bit of dateil ia oaoaUy ma* iBporiuit, and mart ba abovn. Wban-
av«r tba eoatrait ia tba origiaal ncfatrra ia not ootaida tb« linula

of lh« »cr«aa ftottm, *h» tfCMparan.-y nirthnd i* tba idaal way to

Bcka tba aefaaa aagalira. In BMiat eaaaa, ho««v«r, it 'ill bo found

o«<r«aaa(7 to mmkv a poaitiva (rora th« dai-tor • iWKa>ive on a laal

pUte, ao aa to aacorv all dalatl wfcboai too aiaah nailr—I, aad
than trun thia tnak* a print on ^u«iar braouda p*r«r- Thia thaalj

ba eom^ttmd with tha oricjnal na^ativa, »itb •hicfa it ahonld ai^.<a

abaolstaiy aacapt lor tha raaga ot oont.-Mt ; that ia to aty, it inuU
abow arary bit of dciati, aad if it d<ia« it c^n ba uaad aa tha otigiaal

tor aakioic tba b*!f umm fiviDK a rcaolt tbat «UI ba Mtprtatagly

good. Let it ba ret"

'

'Mcaaa of Ibu method aatiraly dapanda
oo making tba nghi poatira, and it ia a(U to Mpoaiblr
to do tbia oa a peucaai pUu.

Applicaticaa for Patents

Ksuw pLanaL- Nu tl^ll Pro>«w for prodaeiaf tetd relief

plataa fton dravinf, pttotocnph. etc . fur praparinK elartrotyped
and at^raotvprd olatee. nibber ai»in%m rtr A K fi^rt^ >r.^

A Ward

CxMbltlons.

MA>TKR PnarOGKiPnEMLLASCAfMU.r
<'or»<iiit«T oith Ihav gaoaral maalii^ aad
and Lh.ir,. I Sodaty of Maalar Pkoio(raphtn apanad <

tMD of |>r..(rMMMl «Mk at tha BUckpuol Art UaUariaa.

Manbers' athMto oerapiad three »st^ a( No. 1 rMlavy, Ika
KbeoM of haa(ia( ttaply Maua« at aymmatry. Aa woald nMomU;
* fed, ihare vaa ao ataadard m rtfaHt aiaa or atyle, aoaal-

>aUag. tha aabibite rapfaainliin tadtvidaal idaala ia ad
c^ ir.pecta. Sladle aad " At Hoaaa" pwtfailB aoevpiad oaa
aectioB, artificial lifbt phatayapba a toeaa^, cHMMMial wark «
tbifd. aad eaiearad pactaraa tha toorth. IV
tar aa the ajra co«14 ihemm, taaa bfoatidi, aa4 Iha
baJt plate I* aO by !&,

Tha s<tn of tbia aartiea «M a fciW pliti cUM Mady, by Lard,
«h ^'-.racUraaMB, tmlh. aMi ateplidty «aa aacaUaat It

*^ • .( a lacaw aaaat aan aaaaa pioaiiaaat poaitaow A
pair of artiAoal lifbt atadiaa bjr (*ynl F«Jey Aowad ilyU ami pwa,
and van ladiatiiyiiAabla tiMa dajrllgbt «otk. Ovar-aUhetatMa
of liirttfiiaai detail, bowaeat. au»ea<>at datiaoiad tnm Iha ha-

pertaaca af Iha fifwaa. Tha ouaan aii ii l aactiea waa vary «aaU,
•hvwiac tmif a hm tatario** aad oaa or imo Mgiaaarii^ photo-

rrApha Tbo Moat aotteaabia paint K>ri> »&< a ftm^ rlo^ mi^ kia«i«

p .jh by W. T. Oaalar

i'rua>ii>*flt ia Iha aolaarad aaskMi »* a Jt/ bj w lamaa •» *

" Taaay. - a Ula^tM haH-tM«lk Wy Bamda
Thm miaibaia' ashlbtte vara aoally nwaigaad, aad, ihoagh aaa-

ba*«d, B» ilahnMa wat« nUahMhla llM ioBlh »al of Iha

(aUery «m dawatad to caaMra liaJiaa laay atrftiac ai^ aoa ar

two fatonal—by other thaa I^acaahira mm*, th* ammm of

Marcaa Adaam, R. N. ^Hi-^fht. W Illm«irarth, aad Angaa Baail.

— aag others, were well diaUibated, aad did aweh Iv add a

Mrikiaf ao«a la aa atharwiae qjoiat little afasar.

rORTHCOMINO rXHIBITIONS.

ipl—bet U to Ortobar 11.-

Septambar £ Hon
Lioadoa Salon of Paotognphy. Eathai

me . Sa. PaU lUQ BMt, LoadoB. 1

Paicnr ncwSa

polanla—app/«ea(wm( and (peri/feo^iens—or* Iraatad wt
" PJioto-JfaeftomoU Kotu."

Applicatioiw, May 19 lo M
SairTTXKa —No. 12,S23. Fooal-plana ahnttar for raflax and PMaa
cameraa. W. B. Wood

OBTCLonNO Taxks.—No. 12,823. Tanks for developing phota-

graphic filma. W. C. Mottenun.

CxxxMATOOKAPirT.—No. 12,688. Delacfaabla labal (or citiamata-

graph lUm apoola. 8. Blinger.

CixxMATOOaArav.—Na 12,802. Cinamatograph appaimtna. 1.

Buaa.

OOUPLETK SPECmCATIONS AC KPTKD.

ntM ^pae^flaafiowa ore tMoauM*. priea 6d. lach, pott frm, frmm

On PaUHl 0|Ua. «5, Sowlfcaaiptea fiaildiivf. OAoacery Lam,

Lcmdom. W.C.

Tkt dot* im bracktti it that •f appKuHiim im fM< opimlrp ; tr

abroad, m (he eaaa af p«/«ali fraafcd imdfr Ika InttmaHmtti

Ataut CaMxaAS.—.So. 123,907 (May U, 1916). Tba inventkw

to aarial canxraa, in nUoh the camera mechanisn la

by a pnipallar or vane ntated by (he niah of air due to

of Iha aaroplaaa or tha dmoght from the eoKine

pivpelSor. lite free propeller maCbaaian lirat uaad bad the dia-

advantaffe that it did not pravida tar tba great«r wind praaanre

wban tba aersplana ia travelling againat the wind than wbaa
travailing with Iha wind, raaulting hi tyt oamtra maehaniHi

Mm qoicfcly and tekiag mow expoauraa wtteo tbe

Fif. 1

aiiHilana wm travelling domty thaa whaa tha aaroplaaa

wat tnvalUng at ito kigbaat apaad. It has bean piupuaad

lo itiiata tba propallar A»H in a lagnlar and ooifonc manner by

virtae <A an inertia oootrol.

The invrntion ia d«aign«d to pnyvida maana wberAy tha propeller

haft ia fr«« lo rotate at any ap««d aecordin(( to the wiod prjiaanra.

whi!e the tpead of the oamera macdaoiam driven fmin the propeller

ahaft ia govaraail aad raaa at a uniform apeed without rrKurd to

tha varying wind pinaaurea to «i'-'^ «>« nbaft ia aabieoted.
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Mechanism is provided wheroby this uniform speed can be reduced

or increased at Uie ^^ill of.'tho airniiin toi give the desired number

of exposures over any predeterniinod distance.

Tlio hollow propeller shaft 1, fig. 1, carries a longitudinally

moyeoblo eleeve 2'whioh engages with the friction disc "S ireely

mounted on the sliaft 1. A centrifugal governor 5 is attaidied to the

disc 3 and to the driven tnechanism 6 iby the springs 4 so thft't, -when

the speed ibecomes too high, the disc 3 is moved out of engagement

with the disc 2. The speed may be varied by the opei'Ator by

moving ihe disc 2 along the e/liaft by means of the rod 14, block 11,

and the pin 12 cajried by the disc. In a modification, the vfeights

5 are replaced by the ring' 15 attached to the disc 3 by the link 15.

The position of the disc 2 may be varied iby moving the collar 19 by

means of the pins 20 working in the spii-al slots 21 in the casing.

—

The Williamson Kinematograph Company, Limited, and Colin

Martin Williamson, both of 28, Denmark Street, London, W.C.,

AlBCBAfT Gaueeas.—"So. 123,998 (May 13, 1916). The invention

consists in mechanism for aJrcraft film cameras, whereby the film

is firmly held in position during its passage through the camera,

comprising a punch adapted to punch a series of holes in the film

during its passage through the camera, combined with a feed

claw adapted to give the film a positive travelling motion, said

members being so timed that the film is punched at the moment
the feed daw leaves the film, while the claw engage in the next
feed hole as the punch is released.

In the drawing the disc 1 is mounted on a shaft which is

rotated by gearing from a propeller driven by wind pressure.

An arm 2 is pivoted on a orank-pin carried by the disc 1, and
is guided by a pin 3 working in a slot 4 formed in a plate 5.

The slot 4 is shaped so that the daw 8 attached to the arm 2

moves upwards, downwards, and forward in succession, so tha.t

it engages in holes in the sensitive film 7 and moves it forward
intermibtingly. The edge of the disc 1 is formed as a cam which
acts on the roller 10 carried by the lever 11 so as to actuate the
punch 6 just before the daw 8 engages with the film. At the same
time the spring 17 moves Uie sleeve 16 into contact with the film

to facilitate the withdrawal of the punch. A needle point 18 is

attached to the claw 8 to feed the film forward before sufficient

holes have been punched.—The Williamson Kinematograph Co.,
Ltd., and Colin Martiji Williamson, both of 28, Denmark Street,
London, W.C.

Enlabging and Pkintino EASEI.S.—No. 124,639 (June i, 1913).

An easel, according to the invention, comprises a frame, sup-

ported in a vertical position, with a hinged back or flap having:

an arm attached to it which carries a comparatively heavy ball

or weight at its end. The front of the frame is of glass, or may
be constituted by the negative when the .ipparatus is used for

contact printing, and the weighted arm is so positioned and

shaped that the weight tends to keep the flap tightly pressed

against the back of the glass.

To insert the paper it is only necessary to raise the ball,

using it as a handle to throw the flap back on its hinges. THio-

,paper is then slipped in, and kept in place by the flap when it i»

Fig: 1.

allowed to return to its closed position under the influence of the

weight. The flap may be lined witli felt or like material, such

as is usually employed on the backs of printing frames. Con-

veniently the frame encloses the flap on three sides at the hack,

but one side is left flush with the glass front so that the paper

may be drawn out and inserted easily. Provision may be made
for the insertion of masks between the glass and the paper.

For contact printing from a negative of smaller size than tie-

frame, a piece may be out out of the felt or other material form-

ing the face of the flap to constitute a rebate for the negative,

and the negative and paper may be placed in position when bho-

flap is open.

Or, again, in place of the glass front of tlie frame, there may
be inserted a carrier or a series of carriers for the smaller nega-

tive, the paper being pressed against the negative by the

weighted back, as when the easel is used for enlarging.

In the drawings the frame A is supported rigidly in a vertical

position on a base B, and is provided with an opening, which is

usually covered by a sheet of glass C, which when desired can

be removed from the frame. Behind the frame is a back or flap

D, hinged near the bottom of the opening and adapted to close

in tightly upon the glass C. When in its closed position the

• hinged back D is surrounded on three sides by strips A' fastened

at the back of the frame, but on one side, the right-hand side in

Fig. 1, this strip is omitted to facilitate the withdrawal of thfr

glass C or of the printing paper. The face of the flap D i»

covered with felt or like material at D^, an.d the flap is pro-

vided with an arm E carrying a weight E' so positioned thctt

normally the weight tends to keep the flap in its closed position

and pressed with a fiirm and even pressure on the glass C.

In its normal use as an enlarging easel, a number of duplicate

enlargements can be produced very quickly, as it is simply neces-

sary to place the sheet in position on the flap or against the

glass, after having lifted the weight E' to open the flap, and then

to allow the weight to dose the flap and press the paper against

the glass C. No catches or fastenings are necessary, and as soon>

as the exposure has been made tlie paper can be removed after

simply raising the weight E' again.
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For iu« in contact printing. >( the oegatir* U o( Uie mow axe
J* the gUia C, th« Uu«r c«a b« removed and :U pUc« takaa by
4^ o«gative. If onsUar ncgalivai are to b« Mnp!oy«d, one or

oiore cwrrirra may he oa«d, th« Urgar oarritr fittioR uMo the
(ram* io ptaoa of tha gU«.

Alt«mati«»Iv • "K-mm D* may be cot in the (elt or otber

/ /

ri«. 2.

tiM lac* of tka flap D to

na«iti*« aad tb« prising paper at llie lack UmtpoI.

T> » rimitmctiow abowo ia that of iJm aiaplert (bra of

^vurJ a( to tbe in«rotio«. aad do mr>n* are illiwtrated (or tip

tiltjif MovamnMe of the frame talatiewty to Ha
o«eai«au at*. Uvevcr. «rU kaovs a pftetiac

InrM aaaala, aad vajr b« aaiplojred in eaaala tfnw <hg to tk«
iii««atias BaKpia Waiter_]|«7»a. SdMol of Ptwtogioplly. BeH
Air Fete*. ForvboreoKk,

Rcu) maicnais, Sc.

D« l^i>. Made br
P.rk Ho,.l Willaedeo

Peable Weigki Creoa r«rtK.u bj^
Thaiaet III (worth aad Co.
Jawtian, I nad'>a. N.W 7.

A MTW a<M>i«>n u tl^o {(Talea ia wkkb Mwiii nihlg««rth
ffture \ht.T »<-! knoiin "do LoM " bra»4 of Wi—ide

i<i brrn irtr c.lucfd b* tlif, and pommmm tttimwt wMdl
I-," >>' V rafowmend it .^ gw fato de L«aa,"
•^ '. > (4aod. b a doaL .. oMde oaly la doaW*
«ei(ht—UMVfh H Moj be oTitaiui.l u>M«l witk aitkar tka nonMl
or tl>« wfi MioJatm lamiUor %» oaara of the ardiaary
T' - -^ .'tira of tke paper la M aorfaco of Moiiokow (<

n mntraat to ike amflnth otaU ol tko OVifawry
xnjaiwtior. team tiat of iW
U a qBal>>; • a very dao* |i [iiii« ioiailon to

' 1^1 o' too cDtlod.o-cb.ortdo popaia, of vkiek, to pr»»M day*.
in*Dtal nakcra «era laffe iMponata. Aa ragaida Ike

at of ft pnu^oot oollodioa paper by OM of tko doralo^

. i*. «e think thai koto lor eaoe »e U*« kelora oa a pro-

ceea which kaa beoo fvuig oa d«rto( the Uat ttm jmn qoiu afwt
froa the drmpatoacaa rraa t ad by ike w The ftdopUta of de-

ve/ n iiaiiiit papara kaa bare afloctod very little by aeaicity ol tkoao

of tko prtat-oat typo, oad lor yoora paai meken hair* baaa taraiof
tkeir ekiU io the diwollBa of eyblnim IIm (ortooaa oawMtooKea
itr-i ipaad of devilupii t popm with liio qoolHy aad leaaiaJ ap-

• .ruK* of thoee prodocad by print-oat priatiag. Back fttcto-

jir^here aa ab.l luokar after the effocU of eertoia «alMto<kloTide
papera «i.l torn with eatiefartioa tc thia ae« prodact of Moaaa.
lUiofBortk'*, aad tkoae wko kaoo the ina't foodi will ospaneoco
a naaiJ iot ioterwt ia Ifco Mw additioa. Aa r«(arda Ike qaolrty

of Ike priato hi i iipi tl to eoViar, gradalioa, parity of tko Uickto.

•od ffu daiB froai irkiaical dafecia, «e aoad oaiy aay tkot it

»ia<«lni tke f»patatloa of Iko " de Loie " paper, aad «o ooald

at pailtapi aay aaytklwg Mor* ia ita Ikvoof.

Crilerioo Portrait Bromide. Made by Criterioa, Ltd., Stecb-
(ord, Birmiathani.

A ir«w grade of the bromide papera made by tho Criterion Com-
pany i« one which Has been introduced specially for the printing of
portrait oegativea, or, perhaps we should say, (or portraiture print-
ing where the aim is Ibu maximum of detail in coojunotion with
pmJ bnliiancy. The new paper ia slower than ordinary bromido,
but iu teeter speed is still one which makes it i^id in use in the
ctMtooiary printing boxea. from oar axperieoce we think photo-
graphers will endorse all the makara' claima for the particularly
good gradation in the ahadowa aad the purity of the whitea. The
paper ia handled iu the ordinary way, and gives by direct develop
ment ao image of plessanl , warm, black colour. It is issued in

(uur sorfaeca, namaly, mail, silky, cream crayon, and ((lossy, and
in each auHaoe ia otAatnable in singla and doable weight, and as

poatcards.

Profaesiooal tlsth- Powder. Made by Messrs. Johnson and
^o•s, Ll ., Cross Street, Fintbury,' London, b.C

Meaara. Jciinaoa aad Sons have just placed upon the market a
aa« biaad of tkeir flaak-powder, dea:gQed spoeially for prufesaional

lua oa sock ocoaaioos whore Urge groups and banqueu are photo-
grapltod by fbakUght. The ideal for all audi pnipoaes is, . ( course,

a smoke^aa Saakpowder- an ideal wkM^i has never been, and
t> never likoly^to be, realised. KeTortkelaee, Meaan. Johnson, by
maaas of Iko kae of now eonolstDeoU ia the flaahpowder, have pro
dacal a prepomiion wkieb wo tkiak i» aa good as can be in«d«. Cor
tauily It is vne ninch is folly eqnai in tko rapidity of the flash and
the thianses and, so to eay, " iliaparaivtty " of the smoke to a Coi^
tmestof pwwdor vary Urgidy oaed boiose the war. A caruful com
pansoo ttat with Iko new powder against one of the ord.uary kind
iknws that a.tliougb the smoke at tko instant of the ilasti seems
to l« very Utile less than onknanly, in a few seconds it •j.iiis itself

aad sf«odJy dtapenea. We imsgiae that this is due to 'he much
ifr eUlr of divisoo of the particles iu the smoke, at my rste,

the dittMrinr u trry marked id practscal wuk, parttculu-iy wiiers

two or throe eapuaurea are being BMde ia aucoaeaioa in the same room
sr kaJ It is luund tl>*t in ika caea of the new " frui.vsiotuil

"

jMador sock eticr«aai ve aspoaursa can be made without any iiJ-

•Aseto ca Iko rsaolU with tho secoad, third, or (oarth flaah,

wkersua a,th amol ordinary poiwdcfB too oahtka is o« s density

wkwk calls for a ODosiderakW Una odd tkoaoagh vealilation to bnng
Ikj s.r lAtu s atato (or fvrtkor capoaurea. Ihe prspaimtioa is sent

out in the (otm of twp pgwdois, to bs aCied just before use, sod is

sLpptiod wMli toaok popsr lor ready ignition.

tliitd Traploat Hardeaer Made br Me«irv. Johnson end
Boas, LSO., 2,», Cross Street. Finsburv, l.oadoo, K.C.

A raw inlJoduct.on which, wo venture to think, wi.l be .uxurdod it

very wiuo w«.c«nM wherever photograpky ia dooa under trupic^:

goadil toBa has jnat beoa plaead on Mw BMrket by Measrs. JuIiokhi

aad 8aaa. U is known m tbo " llfotd Troptcal Hardener," Ikmii^

wsnafactnnrd andsv a paispl of Ike I.ford Company. It :* a cImm

lH)a.d wilk BoaM odoor of iorataUno, which for use ia diluted with

trua 7 to 4 pane of water, aocordSlg to the degree of trmperatate

at otuck tka pbotofrapker ia worfciag. In thia dUuted bath ezpoeoJ

pkaea are imineised, snlkoot previous wcttiug, for three aunutee.

aad aro tkea given a bnaf riaso bofora being developed. The bath

aurto oa oalraordiaaiy taaatog artioa oe tho gelatiae film, so Itit

develnpmcat atoy ke ttoaa with any developer at tMnunr.it in^ up to

IM) dsg F. witkoot sny of the ill-efleota of eoftei ng. lu-

friJ og which srv ao d Aeult to avoid at any tempi _. ..^ ..i^jve 70

or 80 deg A teat which w* mado shows tho ramarkahle behaviotir

of Um solution. The two halves of a negative developed with i

developer ounpouodod with caoslic alkali w*i» tmatoised uoe in vratn

aad tka other for Ihreo minotea in the dilntod hardener laih. On
iaaaaraing th<ae two halvee io wotor at 120 den. V. the unlrT«i«d

kalf Iwiiliilily diasolvod off tka glaas. whilst tko half vrfaich had
beaa knrdeaod raaM-aod aitirely inUot, being no s>i(ler than a

golaliaa Mai dovaloped ia ibe lamal way at the noraial tomperatnt*

of 60 dag. F. Iwawntick aa the haidoning tiaataMnt does not intoc-

lero with tko action of any develofMr, it will bo seen Ittat workers

ia tko tMpics kavo kare a moat vniaokle manna of coadialing ao ever
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-.nt difficulty. Even at the high temperature at which the

.1, . cioper requires to be used, there is no necessity to rush develop-

ment, so that, apivrt from the physical preservation of the film, the

use of the hardener necessarily contributes to a gr6a.tly improved

quality in the negatives. Moreover, the hardened film during drying

is protected, through the action of the ohemicab in the hardener,

from attacks by insects. While the hardener is primarily intended

for use in tropical countries, it is easy to see that there will be u

considerable demand for it among the photographers in •empera.tc

climates whose work is put through in the minimum of time, and

whose practice in many cases is to make enlargements from the nega-

tives whilst still in a wet state. It is evident to us from the experi-

ence we have had of the Ilford hardener that it. provides a. means of

thoroughly safeguarding a negative at this stage without the need

of modifying a photographer's present practice other than the use of

the hardening bath before development. The preparation is supplied

in 3 oz. and 6 oz. bottles.

OzoBBOME Materials.—The Autotype Company, 74, N ew Oxford

Street, London, W.C.I, have now, as we intimated a few weeks ago,

taken over the ©upply of materials for the Ozobrome process from

its inventor, Mr. Thomas Manly. It is a st«p which all users of the

process wUl welcome, since the Autotj'pe Company, with its long and

pioneer experience in pigment printing, is certainly the best qualified

manufacturing firm to undertake the production of the tissues

and transfer papers for the sister process. We are quite sure that

aU die requisites which they supply will be of the high quality which

has coftstantly characterised their own Autotype products. As a re-

minder to those who may not be familiar with the Ozobrome pro-

cess, let it be said that this ingenious method of making carbon prints

starts from a bromide print or enlargement, which is simply squeegeed

in contact with a sheet of pigment paper soaked in the special

Ozobrome bleaching and pigmenting bath. After separation the

paper can be developed, after transfer, just like any other carbon

prmt. The avoidance of daylight printing and the production of

unreversed prints are features of the Ozobrome process which have

proved great recommendations, whilst in other respects it has

properties of Bpeciall value to the pictorial worker.

new Apparatus, $c.

The Dependence Print Washer. Made by J. and R. Oldiield

Limited, Warwick Street, Birmingham.

A I'RiNT washer of a very reliable and efficient type is a new intro-

duction of Messrs. Oldfield, for many years wholesale makers of

many of tho metal photographic accessories, such as dark-room lamps,

optical lanterns, etc., sold .by the trade. Tlie washer is in the form

of a perforated cylinder, which is tamed in a tank by a water-wheel,
the printfi contained in the cyliijder being thus kept constantly in
movement in tiie water. Moreovei-, the stream "of water from the tap
is divided into two parts, one passing to operate the water-wheel and

the other being led into a pipe pUced along the length of the tank
containing the rotating cylinder. This pipe is perforated with a series

of holes, so that when the washer is in operation fine streams of water
are directed inside the cj-lindar, and serve further to cause circulation

of clean water amjong the prints. The tank in which the cylinder
turns is fitted with an outlet syphon, so that, in addition to being
kept in constant movement, tlie water in which the prints soak is

automatically removed at intervals and replaced by fresh. It cannot
be doubted that in these circumstances the washer removes the
hypo from prints very thoroughly in a comparatively short timt-.

Messrs. Oldfield, in the course of designing the apparatus, aave had
tests made proving that the hypo is completely removed from a full

load of prinfc) in half an hour. The washer is made in a series of

sizes, the smallest being sold at £1 10s., whilst a size suitable for

the requirements of the professional photographer costs £7 10s. A
still larger size also adapted for handling lengths of ( ineniatograph
film is supplied at £9 10s.

Ideal Celluloid Plate Markers. Made by Messrs. O. Sicbel and
Samuelson, 52, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

This is a folder, made of stout celluloid, for the plate-marking of
prints or postcards. The folder consists essentially of a base, to
which is cemented a piece of celluloid of the size and shape of the
plate mark required. Attached to the base ia a second sheet of
celluloid provided with an aperture registering wdth the pi6»
cemented to 'the base. It will be clear that by insertion of a prinS
between tho base and the upper piece a plate mark is readily pro-
duced by pressure, whilst the print can be easily placed in the
correct position, owing to the transparency of the whole accessory.
The sample sent to us is one for the plate-marking of postcards
printed in strips of six, and consists of a base measuring 14 by 6 ins.,

and provided with three raised dies measuring approximately 3 by
5 ins. The postcard strip is plate-marked in two steps, inserting
into the folder first one part of it and then the other. The folders
are made in all shapes, such as square, oval, with rounded comers
and are specially intended for photographs made on the card-thick
ness paper. While moderate ruibbing with the hand is ample to impress
the plate mark, the folder can, of course, be inserted in any preess,

such as that used for dry mounting. Full particulars of pattern
sizes, and prices may be had on application to Messrs. O. Sichel
and Samuelson.

CATALOGUES AND TRADE NOTICES.
Ckistallos Chemicals.—The old-established French firm bupply-

ii.g ready-made photographic chemical preparations under the trade-
mark of CristaUos, sends us its price list in English of a selection
of its producte. These include a special tropical developer for the
development of pUtes in hot climates, various single-solution de-
velopers, toning baths, dye tinters, and mountant. A copy of the
list may be obtained free on application to MM. CTistallos, 67,
Boulevard Beauuijarchais, Paris.

LiLYWHiTE Service.—Messrs. Lilywhite, Limited, Halifax,
Yorks, have just issued a four-page list of their prices for trade
printing, etc., for photographers, such as contact bromide and
gaslight prints, postcards, and enlargements. The prices are for
" straightforward " work ; but Messrs. Lilywhite are always glad to
quote for special work falling outside this category.

The Lightweight Tent Supply Company, 61, High Holborn,.
London, W.C.I, send ns an illustrated price list of their camping
outfits, including sleeping-bags and other equipment, of which they
have long made a specialty.

THORNrOxV-PiCK.\BD APPARATUS.—The 1919 price list of the
Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Company, Altrincham, England,
appropriately signifies the large share taken by this firm in the
provision during the whole period of the war of photographic ap-
paratus for aerial photography, and for the training of aerial
machine gunners. It is a sign of the firm establishment of air
machines and aerial photography as military weapons that the com-
ixiny should announce its resources for the supply of such appara-
tus in the future. The catalogue contains the eloquent appreciation
of the work of the Thornton-Pickard Company by Mr. Spencen
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Laigfi HoghcB which w* pabliWiad in U*t waek's iiMie of the
" Bntuh Joarnal," and • further feature of U ia • ooUeciion of

nftrodacUoaa of oflkUl R.A.F. photograph*, incladiog an early

tmm which eervMl the inTalaable parpoee of ahowing the iinport-

aacc of th:a ayatem of reconnaiieance in miUtary operatiuia. Aa

regarda the company'* well-known ordinary photographic appara-

1^. the list specifiea the several pattema of ahuttar and the lead-

ag Iioea is camaraa, such aa the " Royal Raby " stand oamera,

faUinf matal hand cameras, and reSrx mstrnmenU. A new modal

tg rsAaz, aaaad the " Victory," is one oi the special Ruby series

Ibr 3^ by Z^-in. pwtoraa (6^ by 9 cm.), which, oomplau with

Wray " LiMtrar" aoaatigmat of //S.9 apertare, ia priced iX £12.

The liat dcacribas other apparatna for anlaixing, and ia one which

4k« boyar of pltotographk apparatna cannot afford to be withoal.

meetings o( Societies.
e

KSBTDfOS OP S00IKTIB8 FOB MSXT WEBX.
•airaaaT, iesa T.

MirlMsMi Wisl«tw>>»* »ii*s«y- Wist« lallt le ilt—<«l

Mae»«T. Jr»a t.

•osletT.-Wkats Vt»i oasiac » IVMsy MrwS.

It.

ihlf CiaiisilMsai "Wtm*
\) ni'ii Ufa ttatap^fef A. 8. Ustfe.

I^eios and Rotes.

IzanmoMS n UOO.—Th* aariaa of fair* otgaaiastf by «Im Board
«4 Trade will b* oo • r«»y mmtk Jafs«r tmim Batt yaar aa a rail!

•I Ik* Mort or laaa cnwplate ral«ni e( mnafactarim Anas to years

Tba Fair will b* held partly ia Loado*. partly ia Bir-

aad partly io Olas^ow. each ptaea baiaK ehuwa ta ra-

^rd Io the ladaatriM wUcb mi iIm whoU ara iiiwl to it. Por

Ika tist time Mce tha naiiiMliiia ol Iha Pairs, photographic a^
pkaacaa aad aqaipaMMi. aa ala» optical fooda. are to be adwitted.

*a sagsfiMti of photographic iraa doriag the war «
kavii^ praelndad liistr Uklag part la eahilitUUia k «•, «(

Aoabtful whether pbotogfmphie Anna wfll ba largely r<n»r»a—lad at

Iha Pair, whidi la to ba kaid from Pobrvary 23 Io March 6, bat.

hawaver that mt^j be. Iha riaitor to LaMdoa aheot tiua tjoae wtll

afao U «bU to TMit tha pwaly PholagrapUo Tradaa Kihihilsoa.

which it H like ialeatioa of Mr. Arthor C Bfnofcaa. editor ol the

PtMlographic Dsalar." to otfaaiaa. lor the bat Itaa afUr Iha

rawitiaa M hnatilitiea, oa tha *ory soccaarfal Kaea adoftad ia Iha

pMt. the boyer of photographic goada far aala ihroai ohoaM
Aarafors obtaia axeoptioaal opportaaitMa aad fanlHtaa for tf«*«s-

ii« Iha whola British aMffcat with «sry Mtla tiaahla ta Loadon

la tha apriag of UDA

Hovanoa Bntanwii a? Bi.Acar«r.t '- • - - -,th thr

eoaoal giasril aatiag aad aafctWtina - ety of

MMter PhotogfaphafB oa May 26, aa >•,. .»-».» u«i wmioaghly

IfrrUA eahtbitioa ol goods waa haid by MaaM*. Raagbioo at the

I^Utiaa Betal. Blackpool, aadar tka aoparialaadaaea ol Maaars.

Ota aad Bichard. Of the pwlwai uas l mMikM aho»«. apaeial

aoteoa ia dae to Iha aow KaoigB dryiag ikiiii aad to a rotary

faaMlIar. b««h of aldck ara anaagad to T«a af tha aame motor,

lake Bp •orpriatagly laltia iqom. aad ara ptaOieatly ohildadjast-

faol-preol. "Aa dryer occopiaa aoaistlaag loaa thaa a

bMU itaelf in taa miaatea, aad dHaa (flat) doahle-

woight prinu at 3^ Biaataa. U ia atioagly baili. aad aaada the

anaiaaai of allsattoa Ika h«*eller ia aiaaD aad atfoag, aad at-

tacka a awaat with a elaaa aad aaay piochdoa that akaald aialrs

baraUiag a pieaaare. Tka Kaaiga printiag aahfaet for work ap to

IS by 12. a aeatly-bailt iMckiaa. carrying ito oNoa table aa drop

asid tha wail-kaDwa " Pawl " rnadlill, war* alao ia avi-

dence, the working of all being ably demonatrated by Maaara. Ifaha
and Richard. Plates and papers were also well in new, both bein^c
ahown by Ilford, Banot, and WeUingtoo, and the latter by Koe
moe, wboea Vitegaa prinU were in charge of the firm'a Mr. Sim.
mons. Notable on the Vitegaa table were a set of studies by
Fielding, a scrutiny of which well repaid the devotees of develop-
ment papers. Splendid results were ahown on Wellington and
Ilford papers, and a act of bromide and gaalight prinU by Bamet
went far to prove that the artiatic poaaibilities of these papers art-

practically inexhaustible. A neat set of the chief chemicals uaetf
in photography completed a very intereating if aomawhat compact
duplay.

MaKma Wurra Backobovnds.—For a long time (writee a cone
apoodaat of " Camera Craft "I I tried to improve the denaity giving
power of my whiu background by lighting it aa strongly as I coull
from the troot, but doing this often interfered with the dwii«d Kght-
iog oa the subject itaelf. Then the thought came to me that I miglii
aaa a ground more or leaa transparent and give it add«J atrength by
lighttag It Irom behind. The plan waa tried with very good auccess
Of courae, ona moat so arrange mattan that the light is thn>wn on the
hack of the ground at an angle, »t a atroog light thrown through the
grooad in the direction of the leoa would not be aatisfactory. This,
huwavar, ia not hard to do, and in my caae waa achieved by cutting
a window ia Ih* aide wall joat back of ttie akylight where the light"^'"od flooded the apace bahiod tfie ground bwnt; used for my
lifkt haekgiyaBd effecU.

Correspondence.

•.* OmmftninUt AamU aeaar imf« m hotk Mtt of On paptr.
So ndim U laim of commmmieationt aalaat Me nams* and
ad^aaaa* ef tk$ wrtUr§ mn gimt.

••• r« da aal aadvfoke rMvaastMifv for Om opimtmi mcfrumd
fry am tomiftmdtnU.

PHOTOORAPIIERS' NAMES ON POSTCARDS.
To til* Editors.

OealUMM.—Saraly tbara ia aoaie mutake in the imprint ol .%

paUiahar ia tha North of KagUad now maing sanea of actrtan
aad baaaty poatoards tha work ol faMooa Loadoo studioe. Thear
oaida ara itaapad, "Photo by ' ,' " and the name ol the
ifM iaaartad aad ao< tka photographer. U thia not a caae for the
P.P.A.?—Yoore taithfoUy.

"Faia la Faia.
Bampataad, N.W

RXVXRSAL IN TANK DBVKLOPMXNT.
To tha Editors.

OsntJamoa,—I hav. road with iatersat Ih. lattsrs ia your journal
r» nvcrsal in tank davalopoieai, and would like to mention that
I have had a similar asparieaca, haring four positives and t»«
asgativaa oa oaa Aha. A raaaarfcabla thing about it is that iho
foar which oaaM oat poaiUvaa war* oorrscUy exposed, while of thr
two aagati***. oaa waa over and Iha other one nnder-expoeed. Thi«
aim waa da«atop«l io a disk aad aet m a tank, as haa been the
eaaa with yoar prarioai oorraapoadaala. li would ba very inurasi
iag to flad oat tha oanaa of this phaaomanoa.—Yoors faithfully,

lUooiALO K. KBoaooMaii.
10, Lime Orov*. Moaalay Road, Binningkaai.

May 2B.

(ta ito way crar oorraapoodaat'a axparianc* is nnoaoal, althoueli
reversal appaan to be mach mora eommon with roll 61m than
plalee. Wa atill hope that thara B»ay be among our readem .

wlto can sspply the tachnical particulars aa to plale, developot,
etc, ia each a remarkabl* caa* of reversal cited by our corraapondaot
Mr. Binns, of May 16 laat, who, it will be r«nembered, obtoinad
twaaty-flve qoito rood poaitivaa daring the tank davolopmeot of
aaarlr a thuuund plates, all expoeed on outdoor subiecU.—Ed*.,
'• B.J.")
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JinsiDers to Correspondents*

BPEOIAL NOTIOB.

Jte agmtttMtm tj fUlural rtdueed supplies of paper, as th* rtauU

^jirehibititm ef the importatioHj3fjnueh_ioood pulp and ^ass^

a smaller apaee vtill be available until further notUe for replies

is eurresyortdents.

Hereoaer, w will ansteer bjt port if stamped amd addressed mm-

lepe is enolosed fer reply: S-eetU. International Coupon, from

readers abroad.

TJte fuU questions ami answers vnU be printed only in the ease of

inquiriee ef general interest.

Queries U be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

<iot later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

jg f B.—The only gelatining firm we know of is Messrs. McCaw,

Stevenson, and Orr, Ltd., 31, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.

j^ jj \Ve thank you for your inquiry, but we have no intention

of republishing the present articles by "Fractious" in book

form.

D. W. M.—We give the formula and th© instructions (the latter are

the essential thing) for making the white dextrine photo paste in

the " Al.Tiandc."

ai. A.—The oiJy "book which deals with methods of colour photo-

graphy, such as Autochrome and the Paget process, is " Photo-

graphy in Colours," by Dr. Lindsay Johnson, and obtainable from

our publishers.

<j. P.—The usual plan is to let the cards dry on a net only as long

as they remain limp, and then to put them in piles under light

pressure. It is a help to getting flat cards to print in strips of

six and to treat the six-postcard strips as above.

H. A. F.—The particulare given by the makers are :—Focussing scale

graduated in metres (equivalent practically to yards) ; nearest dis-

tance of objects ill sharp focus when camera is set at infinity, 16 (ft. ;

shutter speeds are 14, 1-8, 1-16, 1-32, and 1-64 ; lens diaphxagniB,

fl6.i, rn, fP-O, flUA, and fpo.

H. A.—You should tell us the smallest portraits you want to take,

as that IB what determines the focal length which you can use. For

C.D.V. full-lengths you can use an 8^-in. lens, but it you do not

want to take anything smaller than ctbinet full-lengths you can

use a 12-in. focus, and this is a very much better choice.

V. R. S.—For your pui-pose we can suggest nothing Vietter than two

pieces of stout lead wire fixed to each end of the printing frame.

You can bend these over at any required height in order to support

a vignetting card. Lead wire about i in. diameter is amply stili

enouj^ to hold a light card, and can 'be bent and re-bent nto the

various positions.

D. F.—Your simplest and best plan will be to raise the roof entirely

on both sides so that the eaves are 8 ift. from th© floor. You will

then be able to use the ordinary size of backgrounds close up to the

side. If your roof is in good condition, you will, naturally, use it

;

but if not, we siliould advise you to adopt metallic glazing and avoid

drips.

OiijET D'AaT.— Various additions have been recommended for the

ibleacii in sulphide toning, but there is no particular iidvantage-

in the use of any of them. You cannot do better than adox^t

the bleach formula which we give in the " Almanac," viz.,

ii.mmonjum bromide, 100 grs.
;
potass, ferricyanide, 300 grs. ; water,

20 o^s.

Wet- Plate.—Can you tell me where I can get a book on wet-plate

work for a begimier? I want to copy maps, etc. What is the

formula?—G. M.
The best book, is "The Wat-Collodion Process," l)y Arthur-

Payne, published by \fawson and Swan, Moslpy Street, Newcastle-

on-Tyne, price 3s. 3d.

W. B.—Yes, it will be necessary to register the business. Apply

to Registrar of Business Names, 39, Russell Square, London,

W.C.I. There is no restriction on your compounding developers,

etc., so long as yc-u do not use any scheduled poisons. The only

scheduled poison likely to occur in any photographic preparation

is mercuric chloride and mercuric iodide.

K. S.—There is some talk of photographers' associations taking up

instruction, ibnt it is all very much in the air at present, and it will

probably Ibe a very long time before any such instruction gets

organised as well as it is organised at the present time by the

Photographic School of the Regent Street Polytechnic, which is the _

best place your son can go to for training to qualify him for profes-

sional work.

M. T.—It is not necessarily the fault of the tissue; in fact, unless

the tissue is so bad that it will not adhere properly, we do not see

haw it can be the cause. Apart from defective trimming, such

narrow protruding edging may be caused by the prints i ot being

thoroughly dry and undergoing slight contraction in the mounting

press. With large prints like yours the contraction could easily be

enough to account for the defect.

G. C. S. (Gottenlburg).—The stains have all the look of being duo

not to developer but to the fixing bath. Although you may have

fi.ted thoroughly, as you think, a cold fixing bath will give rise to

stams. We prefer not to expose negatives to white light until

they have had at least a brief wash from the fixing bath. Some
plates will come to no harm if exposed to light as soon is they are

m. the fixer, but we think our rule is a good one for general pracftice.

Tbistram.—No retouching can be done on such films, butyon shonld

try coating the back (where most of the scratches are) with a solu-

tion of fish-glue—that is, fish-glue or seocotine mixed with enough
water to make it flow freely. Coat both sides of the fibn with this,

and let the coating dry. It dries glossy and even, and will often

fill up tlie scratohes sufficiently to get a presentable enlargement.

Afterwards the coating can be easily removed by soaking Ihe nega-

tive in tepid water.

B. J.—With a total lengtli of studio of 12 ft. you can only get 8 ft.

working distance at the best; this is allowing 2 ft. for operator and
camera, and 2 ft. for sitter and background. To get a full-length

postcard in this space you cannot use a greater focal length than
6 ins. This is really too short for good perspective; but if your
customers are not critical, it might pass. You should get fairly

raipid exposures with a total of 4,000 c.p., but we should prefer

four 1,000-c.p. lamps to the two you mention.

®bB fSritisb lotmtal 0f f boto0ra|jli5.
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Aoknowledg* We have to thank many correepondeuta,

tn«nt. oomprisiog both subscribers and those

engaged in the photographic apparatus and materials trade,

for their letters of congratulation upon the " B.J.

Special " iasued laat week. We are glad to re-echo the

nolo of many of thew letter*—namely, that the isame is a

kind of outward and viaible sign of the days of peso©

for which the world has waited so long. At any rate,

if one cannot write "peace" as characterising the state

of Europe, nor even disregard the continuance of the

proaecution of warfare in some parU of it, an issue such

as that of a week ago cerUinly marks the spirit of confi-

dence which animates the photographic trade as a whole

and stimulates it in iU comb«t with the many difficulties

which stai preaent themselves. Our readers overseas wiU

have had an opportunity of judging of the multiplicity and

nutny actiTitiea of firms engaged in the supply of photo-

gnpiiio requiaitea in this country, in which list, let it be

mentioaed, are a few firms in France who thus have first

addr«aaed themselves to English-speaking users and

buyers. We may hope that this oveneM number of the

•' British Journal " is the first of a new series which will

maintain and exceed Mxt suecew of thow published in the

y«M> before 1914.
' » a •

PMM»ffs. Whatever may be the commercial

advantages of employing untoned and

unfixed P.O.P. prinU as proofs, there are, we think,

drawback which more than counterbalance them. The

caution may be given, both personally and in writing, to

examine the proofs only in weak light, yet the natural

tendency of the public is to disregard this advice alto-

nsther. One may see a sitter being handed a batch of

sensitive proofs in a reception room U> the accompaniment

of the ubuaI caution, and aa often ae not the proofs will

be scrutinised in broad dayUght as soon as they are taken

out into the street. Very likely they will be brought

back the next day with the complaint that the sitters

friends do not think that the portraite are good. In

such circumsUnces as thews it is common experience that a

proof on bromide paper will evoke the opinion that a

ereatly improved result has been obtained. We Uunk

that the advisable course is to finish proofs roughly, either

on P O P. or bromide, so that there is no chance of imme-

diate fading. They may be defaced by other means, so

as to defeat the purposes of unscrupulous people who may

try to get something for nothing, but it requires to be

recoKniMd that a proof is examined not only by the sitter,

but by other, of the family, and that therefore is bound

to be exposed to more light than an untoned and unfixed

P.O.P. will iUnd.
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Fooussing At the present time there is a decided
V.P. tendency upon the part of many photo-
Cameras. graphers to use the vest-pocket camera

nnder conditions where its short focus and large -aperture

lens may be employed at its fullest advantage without

recourse to stopping down. A short experience with these

instruments will readily prove what a simple matter focus-

sing really is. Even _when a lens working at f/G is em-
ployed, such a camera is practically a fixed focus instru-

ment, as a simple depth of focus calculation will readily

prove. If a 3-in. lens is employed, working at f/6, all

objects from about 12 ft. 6 ins. to infinity may be
assumed to be sharply focussed, while a very slight varia-

tion of the focussing scale will have the effect of giving

fine definition over nearer and less distant objects over

a long range. If the focussing scale is accurate, experience

has taught us that it is far more satisfactory to rely upon
this, together with a direct-vision view-finder than upon
examining the image upon thf( tiny focussing screen.

Much of our own work has been done upon roll-film, and
we never remember feeling the lack of a focussing screen,

nor were the negatives anything to complain of as regards
sharpness.

The 1919 The prospectus and entiy form of the
Salon. forthcoming London Salon is now ob-
tainable from the honorary secretary, Mr. F.J. Mortimer,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.I. The exhibition will
be held from September 13 to October 11, and the last
day for receiving pictures at the Pall Mall Gallery is

Tuesday, September 2. Special emphasis may be laid
upon the condition that no pictures are to be framed.
Those sent by exhibitors in the British Isles may be
mounted, but contributions from abroad must not even
be mounted. As in the last two or three years, it is the
intention of the Salon Committee themselves to arrange
for the display of the pictures under glass, according to^a
scheme which has been successful in ensuring a pleasing
appearance of the walls as a whole. This policy will be
assisted if exhibitors as far as possible will employ mount*
of one or other of the sizes 15 x 12, 20 x 16, and 25 x 20,
in no circumstances larger than the last named. Where-
ever possible a white or light-tone mount is preferred
An entry and packing fee of 3s. is charged to each in-
tending exhibitor, this amount covering any number of
pictures.

m*"?©
"^^ ^^^^ photographers fail to obtain the

Negatives. ^T^^
satisfactory results on pan-

chromatic plates through omitting to
give sufficient exposure. It is a fact not generally realised
that in order to obtain a satisfactory rendering of the
more difficult photographic colours, such as dark reds
greens yellows, etc., ample exposure is essential, in order
tor them to be fully impressed upon the emulsion
Another misconception also exists as to the type of nega-
tive most to be desired. Panchromatic plates will be
lound to give negatives rather different looking from
those on ordinary brands, due to the fact that they con-
tain a far wider range of tone. In order to obtain the
full advantage of these tones the negative needs to be
developed in order to bring out it« full range of tonal
qualities. It ,s a good plan to develop slightly further
than would be the case with the ordinary emulsions in
order to bring this about, though care.must be taken not
to carry the operation too far, or the snowy effect, almost
like over-correction, which is sometimes encountered in
panchromatic work may be met with. As a means of

securing the beet results, development by the tank method,

using a time and temperature system, has much to recom-

mend it.

NOTES ON THE SELECTION OF DARK-LAMP
SAFE-LIGHTS.

After all that has been said and written on the subject, it

is rather remarkable but nevertheless true that many
photographers, amat-eur and profeesional, still regard the

safety of their dark-room illumination in terms of dimness,

with little regard to the spectral quality of the light trans-

mitted by the window of the lantern. Other things being

equal, naturally the dimmer the Ught the safer it will be,

but a comparatively bright light may be perfectly safe for

the usual period plates are exfiosed to its rays, whilst a

far dimmer light may have a distinct tendency to cause

fog. The plat«-maker certainly does use a very feeble red

illumination, otherwise the margin of safety from fog

allowed to the photographer would be lessened owing to the

cumulative action of light.

The familiar canary and ruby fabrics, on the market now
for many years, are useful in some cases, but they materi-

ally cut down the general illumination, and the former is

not to be advised for rapid plates. As they are loaded

with coloured materials, if subjected to much handling, a

crop of pinholes in course of time appears. Not a few

employ ruby glass, which, if deep, also reduces the

illumination seriously, and, what is far worse, ofteu

I>ermit8 a miscellaneous transmission at the violet end of

the spectrum. It is really astonishing how much blue

some commercial ruby glass does let through, whilst other

samples have been found satisfactory; but as "the eye can-

not detect one from the other, unless a sjjectroscope is

available, ru!by glass is better avoided unless it can bo

combined with a yellow or orange screen, known to cut off

the blue and region beyond it, including the ultra-violet.

Perhaps the " ultra-violet " is somewhat in the nature of a

bogey w^ith such lantern illuminants as oil, an ordinary

gas jet, or carbon glow-lamp, if otherwise with incan-

descent gas and in pajticular metallic filament lamps.

With daylight the question of ultra-violet absorption is of

importance, and many yellow dyes cutting the blue and
violet, transmit an appreciable ajnount of ultra-violet.

To the busy professional the making of safe-lights is not

a practical proposition, and unless the requisite dyes are

at hand theii' purchase at present prices will effect but little

saving, oven if the labour involved is not considered.

Speaking generally, it may therefore be said that safe-

lights are better bought and not made, and apart from
any question of cost, when purcliasiug the commercial
article we have ,an assurance that dyes are eonployed giving
the maximum safety for a given amount of light.

The only point then to consider is what particular safe-

light to select. With panchromatic plates no question
arises, as every prudent worker will follow the direction of

the plate-makers. Occasionally it has been thoughtlessly
assumed because a particular green safe-light is advised
for panchromatic plates that a grgen safe-light designed to
be used with " ordinary " plates will be suit.able for the so-

called yellow sensitive ortho' plates. But as these record
yellows mainly (by the green contained in tliem, a ruby
light for these plates is obviously to be preferred. The
panchromatic special safe-light is adjusted to transmit a
narrow region of the spectrum to which the plate has
merely lessened sensitiveness, and the extreme feebleness of
the illumination is the chief protection against fog.
For slow and medium speed, and for ultra-rapid

" ordinary " plates, the purchase of safe-lights respectively
designed for such will also be safe, but this may mean the
selection of a red or ruby for the latter, which to many
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eyee ie tirinf, and to some actually distreoBing. In one

caae m«t witA, the photographer experienced partial blind-

neas when working in a raby light for some time, though no

ill-effecta were felt with a yellow-orange light ;
probably due

to the percentage of green transnutted. Not without

reason, commercial safe-lighta are designed to be reasonably

fool-proof, and therefore err well on the side of caution.

It aounda like a " fisherman's yarn." but some ^ears ago
a cheerful aool purchased a panchromatic safe-bgbt, and
with great confidence in the appellation celebrated the

occasion by installing a unall electric arc in the dark-lamp.

The illumination wvs extremely good and the fog pro-

nounced.
The choice of a aafe-liglit, conaidered with regard to such

comfort of the dark-room operator as is consistent with a
•ufficaant degree of safety, is therefore of real importance,
but one often neglected. No general rule can be laid down,
so much depending upon the oonditaaos—intensity of

illnminant, method of working, etc.—<biit it may be said

that an orange aafe-Ught listed for slow and medium speed
"ordinary " plates wul be found quite safe for ultra-rapid

plates if they are not unnecessarily exposed to the lignt.

Obvioorsly, if tank deretopment be employed, a far brighter
light is permisiible than when oonstsntly inspecting pro-

gress of dgrelopment. If green-sensitive ortho' plates are
only oceasionauj used, a sheet of ruby glass, or piece of
ruby fabric plaoed in froot, will make a sa»iisfso»nry sab-
stitute for the appropriate commercial article.

Some time a^ an enthiisissrti; amateur, writing in an
American periodical, strongly reoonuneiided a certain
ortho' plate, one reason given being that it could be de-
veloped in a yellow Ugbt. TUs was ratker a back-handed
compliment to the plate in question, bat it is a fact that
with care plates can often be developed without fog under
conditions which may appear highly dai^erous. In one
instance a safe-light for slow bromide and gaslight pspan
in front of an incandescent gas jet had to be employed when
developing plates of extreme speed. They were, naturally,
kept carefully shielded until towards tfaie end of develop-
ment, bat were then held up close to the window to enaliM
density to be judged. Possibly latent fog was indueed, but

had iusufficient time to develop up in the short period
which elapsed between inspection and fixing ; at any rate

no j)erceptible fog ap|>eared in the fixed 'negatives.

Although it has been sm^ested that as a general rule it

ie better to purchase aafe-lightB instead of making them,
yet there are always some who pride themaelvee on employ-
iQg home-made articles so far aa poeedble, and no one will

quarrel ^ith the spirit which anin^ates the mechanically
minded fraternity. In the present case the manufacture
of safe-lights certainly presents no mechanical difficulties,

and precise instructions for making them appear each year
in the '' B.J. Almanac. " These, however, deal with
measured quantities of gelatine and dyes applied to the
glass, and our experience is that ctHuparatively few will go
to the trouble of coating.

A safe-light we have used for years, capable of witlistand-

ing a hot lantern, oonsista of two waste negatives from
which the silver had been removed by a strong perman-
ganate reducer, followed by a bath of sulpliite of soda (to

remove stain), and the usual waah ; the gelatine being then
dyed-up with a 15 ^rain to the ounce solution of tartraidne,
one of the best yellow dyes for the purpose. They were
bound together with a sheet of paper, ainul&rly dyed, inter-

posed. In front of an 8-c.p. carbon filament lamp the light
appairs v distinct orange hue, though not approaching
jmmt would be generi-lly considered as "oranee-red." Many
have expressed surprise that a bright light of such a
character is permissible, yet used witli reasonable care it

has been found perfect Iv safe with the fastest plates of
"ordittaiy' brand. The gelatine was viarnished as a
messore of precaution rather than necessity, and the paper
employed, very sAsorbeint and fairly translucent, was that
sold for manifolding typewriting. Tartrasine is a pre-war
dye of Hun origin, but " acid-yellow 72910 " of the British
Dye Co. is stated to be its equiralent, and we have little

doubt it will answer the purpose satisfactorily, as may in-
deed other yellow dyes. For ortho pIat«B a sheet of ruby
glass can be placed in front or, if not at hand, another
waste negative can reoeive the preliminary treatment men-
tioned, and is then dyed up with methyl -violet, about three
grains to the pint. If dyed too deeply little light will pass.

CAMERA MOVEMENTS.
Od'ASiuVAiXT, even in tiii* tweoUeth eenturjr, iiiiissiiisiil is

eanscd among pbolocaspbm fagr the naive lorpriae of some
peof4e at tJbe total abssoce of " woriis " iaaide even the SMsi
sapensive eaaara. For all that it may Iraly be asid that many
aipwieiMJsd phutugrapfcsn do not cleaHy nndcnrtand the object

aad nss of the varioos " movsateals " which ososily are all

oalaide the cunera. Mtny produce good mulls by a sort ui

instinct aeqairsd rather a* a Te»nh of long yiautsue than by
exact knovMge of how and why a parliettlar adjaatmnt will

aohisve a dusiiwi object. Knowledge ol these BBllsia OMut
obvioosly save a beginner in pho'og.-sphy maeh traobla as well

»a many plates, and later oa will enable hiok to toekis dUBcnJt
pvMeBM bj rsasoning out in a logical msBBsr the bast and
l>rapar praesdors to Mlow, instead of the nnfortanately lather

prsvalent " hit or miss " methods.

TlMia are sevanj distinct moving parts which may be em-
ployed saparately or in eoatbination to adiieve f^fh ottjeots,

and titey are quite easy to naderstaad if exaained aad axperi-

meirtad with one at a time in a ijatems ta. aad laienreiy naaner
witboat asiag any plates at all. In laot, I advise anyone bay-
ing a I saisia. to try all Ma movamenis osrefoUy in this way
bafcsw expoatag a aingie plate. I do it myaeH with every cancaru

T have occasion to ose, aMioagh (or periiaps it is 6seaiM«) I've

4>een orer twenty yean " at tlie game."

B^re even tcrmg the " nwvements " ttterew a few pre-
liminary facts to be digested, and I put forward aleo a few
saggntiontt that will be found to make easy the study of the
eamwa's "works." The lens and the ground-glass are the
principal parte of the camera. The lens has all sorts of
peculiarities, most of iriiich are best left alone by the beginner
for a time, but its paipoee 4S to ithrow such rays of light as
rsach it fiom each point in the " eubjeot " to a oonesponding
point on th.» Trr.uml-glaas. The purpoae of the ground-glass is

to allow the phdoKrapher to see whether the lens is doing iimit

or not Ihe camera bellows and body are to keep all other light
off the groand-glaas except that which oomes through the lens.

The " movements " of the camera .serve the purposes of adjust-
ing Che positions of the lens and of the ground-glsM towards
one aao4har and holding them in such positions, as well as
snaMing the ground-glasa to be replaced very exactly by a
ssnsitivs |>lato held in a dark-slide. The various adjuetments
are necessary, because to have the lens fixed "pointing
stimi^t " at the centre of the plate, as in a magasine hand-
eameia, does not suit erveiy aiAjeot. A cap or a rfinMer as tor

the purpoae of admitting light through the lens to the plate

tot a definito time.

All these things may seem bo obvious when put into words
that the reader will perhaps wonder why I waate apace on them.
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Y«t it is essential that the fact be grasped clearly that it is

the lens that does all the " wxjrk." The " movements " merely

permit one to take advajitage of, or conti-ol, ite various pro-

perties or peculiarities.

Before examining how they do this, the suggestions I men-
tioned as deairaible are that the ground-glass i^ould 'be smeared

over with a trace of vaseline, whdoh is then xubbed off again ns

mucii as possible. This allow'S the "image " to be seen more
brightly. Next that a, •small (buft not too small) spirit-level be

obtained ae well as a set-square, or any piece of flat stiff

material cut accurately to a right angle. The iremaining jieed

is for a focussing-doth. This is to wrap round the back of the

camera and the observer's head, so that light is excluded and
the image on the ground-glass clearly observed. Its essential

points are that it must be opaque, not too heavy, and ample
in size. These qualities aire best filled by a double thickness of

black "eateen " a yard square. Two yards of this ma/terial,

folded once and the edges hemmed, make laji ideal focussing-

cloth. With these points and needs made clear we are in a

position to examine and study any camera with ease in all its

deimk.

Camera Parts and their Movements.
When the reader sees by the list below what a great variety

of adjustments there are that may control the respective

positions of the lens and ground-glass, he will realise why I

emphasised by a whole preliminary paragraph what they are

really for, before plunging him into detailed explanations of

each movement. Every stand-camera has some of these move-
ments ; few, if any, have them all.

The four main portions of the camera are.—The front,

carrying the lens; the hack, with ground-glass and grooves for

replacing this by a plate held in a dark-slide ; the bellows,

which connect the first two and keep all outside light frooi

penetrating, while allowing the parts to move freely ; the base-

board, which acts as a support for the other parts and may
itself be fastened upon a tripod or other stand. When set up
in a normal jjosition both the front and the hack should be
at right angles—both vertically and horizontally—with the
base-board, and therefore quite parallel with one another.
This is easily tested with the set-square, and if the camera
as bought is found not true in this respect marks should be
made so that tihe parts can be set up cori-ectly and fixed so
at any time subsequently. Taking efch of the parts' separately
the list of useful movements is as follows:—

Feont.
Bising (and Falling) Front.—Sliding up and down.
Cross Front.—Sliding sideways.

Swing Front.—Pointing lens up and down.
Side Swing.—Pointing lens to one side or the other. (This

movement is rarely provided on a camera, but can generally
be imjjrovised when required.)

Back.
Reversing Back.—Allows ground-glass to be placed " up-

right " or " across." Tilie former is mostly used for portraits,
and the latter for landscapes, and is often termed " land-
Bcajje-way " of the plate.

Swing Bacfc.—Swinging towards or away from the front,
pivoted either centrally or at the bottom.

Side Swing.—S&me remarks as side swing on front, but is

usually found on studio cameras, and on many fixed cameras.

BASE-BoAan.
Adjuatahk Extension.—Sliding movement to allow of

varying the distance between the front and the back. This
may be a single slide either of the front or the back.

Pl'eferably the camera should have a " double-extension,"
i.e., an inner frame sliding forward and carrying the front
inth it on turning the milled knob of a" rack-and-pinion.

"

This allows the lens to be carried further from the plate than

a single-extension oamei-a, which latter is very limited ia
scope. A "triple-extension" allowing of still longer dis-
tance between front and back is still more useful, provided
that the camera is not so flimsy as to wobble or sag when
extended.

Turn-table.—This is a revolving metal ring to which the
legs of a tripod are attachable. If this is not present there
should be a screwed " bush " for attaching to an oriiinary
tripod top by means of a screw.

Bellows.
These have no specrial adjuistments. being flexible, but in

long-extension cameras it is usual for there to be rings attached
to folds near the middle for supporting the weight of th«
bellows at short extensions, and so jwevent sagging into the
path of the liglht from lens to plate.

Lens and Diaphragm.
The lens itself has one monng pai-t that should be explained

before going into the adjustments of the caanei'a body because
it does more to affect the image than almost any other item,
and the other movements .aire alwa^ys considered in conjunction
with this one. That is to say, the other adjustments will either
help oo- hinder the work of this essenltial one. The part re-
ferred to is the "diapihragm " of the ilens, a device for making
the aperture of the tube larger or smaller. It may be a
w-heel witih holes od various sizes or a set of plates also with
difieient sized holes to slip into a slot, but most lenses nowa-
days have a built-in " iris diaphragm " which opens and closes
on turning a ring or pwinter.

Let -the camera be set up with fron-t and back " normiai," i.e.

at rigiht angles to the base and the lens as central as possible
with the pliate, opening the Jens diaphragm or " stop " as far
as it will go, and pointing it towards some brightly lit (Ajects.
On moving itike lens oa' the back to and fro while the observer's
head is under the focussing-cloth an image will be seen on the
ground-glass more or less distinctly. Here let me warn the
beginner to keep his head well back and to look at, not through,
the ground-glass. The sliding to and fro is caUed (focussing,
because one brings to a focus, or sharp point, the image on
the ground-glass of part of the subject seen. All the subject
will not become sharp at one time, because parts -which are at
different distances require different lengths of extension be-
tween lens and plate. The further away the dbject the shorter
the extension required. Beyond a certain distance all things
seem sharp Tvithout altering the focus, but with comparatively
near objects a great deal of movement is required between
the points at which the oaanera gives one object sharp or
another. Although this is elementary, I should like to ask the
reader to carry out a sort of practical exercise at each atage,
even ,if only to satisfy himseOif that what I say is true. Reading
alone will not fix things in the mind, and I want to get the
elementary points weiU home so as to make it easier for the
student to get hold of things that may seem a bit more com-
plicated and not so obvious later on.
When the " focussing practice," as perhaps I may be aUowed

to call it, has been tried on several different subjects, distant,
near, and near and distant combined

; when the sort of images
produced by these with tihe lens at "open aperture " have been
observed and careifully compared, as well as the various lengths
o(f extension, preferably by means of actual measuring, let°one
of the " near^anid-distant " subjects be focussed on a point
about a third of tlie disitance back from the nearest principal
object to the furthest one. Then While looking at the image
close down the lens aperture, and it wiU be seen at once ho«
other objects besides the one most sharply focussed become
sharp also. At the same time the image becomes much dimmer
all over beoa-use less light as allowed through. Therefore in
exposing a plate more exposure is needed to make up for the
weaker light.
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This (unpl« example is pnrt forward nc»t only for the know-

„ of the direct effect* of " stopping down," as reducing

ihe •«• ol hole i» termed, but to show tiwt photography is

all -throagh a matter of compromisea. As a rule you oaimot

li»T« a imtg/t aperture lor short expoatti«i and sharpneas of

varying diaUaeea at the same time. The latter quality ia oaUed

'depth ol focus," and is increased by nsing a smaller aperture.

The meaning ol the numbers ol the apeAarea will be ex-

plained later, as they lar© for use in oatimating exposures. Any

want ol sharpness in the image, due either to the lens itself, or

to the use ol the various moveanemts oi the camera being

brought into play can be partly or wholly overcome by stopping

dawn. Sometimes these movements are used to prevent the

need lor using small stops, where short exposures are essenWaL

These will be taken one by one and explained hilly in subse-

quent articles. D- Chahuw.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

IPrevious articles of thU series, in which the aim of the writer U to communicate items of a long experlsnoe in studio

Twrtraiture. have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

toagth of that by thiilams writer which nu. through the » BritUh Journal " some years ago. but if

^y^«««'»f
'»°«8 *^' y.°°"8*'

novation of photographer., and particularly those sogagMl aaassUUnU. ha. a parUcular subject which might be dealt with, hi.

or h«r suggestion wiU bs welcomed. The subjeeto of the prarkma articles of the series have been as foUowa :—

A Talk About LighUng (Jan. 3).

The Camera and th« Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Baokgronod« (Jan. 34).

Studio Espoanras (Jan. 31).

Artifiaial U^Mtng (Fab. 7).

PHnth^ Huosssis for Portraiture CFmh. 14).

8tuiio Aeeasaorisa and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroondings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio HealiBff and VenUlaiion (March 7).

The PnstaaH Stodio (March 14).

Tbs FHBliarBoaa (Maieh 21)

bout the Reception Room (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

FOrUble Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

H^iMJling the Studio Camera (April 25).

Mora'About Lenses (May 2).

BnUu«emenU (May 9).

Adrertiaing the Studio (May 16).

Mounts aid Mounting (May 23).

Business Methods (May 30).

Pbotogiaphing Children (June 6).

PORTRAITS OF ELDERLY PEOPLE.

It M bad form now to talk of old peopia. so that I have gone

•s far as I dare, and only deacriba the class of sitters I deal

with this week as aldwly, and with these I do not class ths

lady immortalised by W. S. Gilbert, who "might very well

pass for forty-thtee in the dusk with the light behind her."

PaopU who have Mt tha Aftias behind may stiU possess a

Uftt reserve ol atrmgth and activity, but nnleas artificial

ai^ are freely made use of earry their a0» in their laces, and

prsaent a different set ol problama to ^M photographer from

those which be meeta with when photogrsphing thoaa who are

still yottthfal or in what ia commoBly called the prina of life.

Fortanataly, most are eoieioBs that they are no loager young.

and do not damand the saaa class of picture as they would

has* doaa at an sarlier stag* in their lives, ao that the photo-

grapher is at liberty to deal with than ae aa to prodacs a

food portrait rather than to endeavour to maka a " pretty

cture," and as nearly all have mora or laas pictarssqasasas

r dignity thu should not b* diCEcult

Ob* ol the greatest errors that can be made is to endeavour

to obliterate the traeaa oi time and to prodnc* a picture

which IS nMther like the sitter is nor waa at any previous

stage in his life; but, on the other hand, th* photographer

mast make the best use of hi« opportunities, and not make

the evidanees of age more apparent than he can help.

The first diScnlty to b* met with is. ol coarse, the colour

and textura ol the skin, and under this heading'! inolnds

wrinkles. It is a good plan to sUrt with th* determination

to leave as little as possible to be done by the retoucher,

"wuring, by judicious lighting, appropriat* lenses, and colour-

-ossitive plat«s, a nsf^tive which should be almost satislac-

,ry without any handwork upon it Most elderly lolk have

mora charactM' in their Ucee than young onea have, and

tbatvlora we may start with a solter, mora diffused liicht,

without danger ol sacrificing th* nacasaary raliel. Although

I do not. as a rule, care lor dividing th* light into two parU,

with this clsss ol sitter it is so«n*tiai«s advisable to do so.

Mhij » good deal ol rsther low front light to illuminaU th*

wrinkles, and then admitting a small amount of top light

nearer the sitter to give the necessary modelling. This light-

ing will also be helpful in the case ol deeply set eyes and

hollow cheeks. When nsing artificial light the best resulU

can olten be obtained by using only refiected light or a com-

bination ol reflected and direct light, such as is provided by

the enclosed arc and Jobson reflector. What we have to avoid

is the prwinction ol a " railway map" effect which has to b*

retouched out ol all knowledge belore it is at all acceptabls.

There are s<.me old people with faces ol the " Pickwick " typ*

who can be photographed without special treatment, but they

lorro a small minority and do not make nearly such interest-

ing portraiu as those with leatnrea ol a more rugged type.

Next in importance to lighting comes the quality ol defini-

tion given by ths Isns. There are many lenses which would

have been pronounced " bad " a few years ago which are excel-

lent lor our special purpoae, for ihej are incapable of giving

sharp definition, and take the edge off the lines and wrinkles

in a very satislactory way. It has in my time been my
fate to be photographed by many of my Iriends with almost

every type ol leas, from the Bergheim to the moet carefully

corrected anastigmats, and I must say that I much prefer the

"soft locus" rssnlts, provided that they are not too soft

Ths avowe41y soft-locus lenses, such as the Bergheim and the

Port-land, tend to give too much diffusion in small sizes to

be pleasing to most people, and I therelore recommend tlie

use ol a portrait lens such as the Dallmeyer, Ck)oke, or the

more recent models of Ross as being most suitable for general

use. With these any desired amount of diffusion can b*

obtained by increasing the separation aa directed by the

makers, but I would recommend anyone starting to use one

to make a few trial exposures, noting on each the degree of

unscrewing which has been done. It is not easy lor one

accustomed to sharp images to judge the printing quality ol

the diffusion by looking at the image on the ground glass,

but if we havs a set ol negatives marked hall-turn, one, two,

or three turns, we can adjust our lens to one of these focus
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u sharply as possible, and make sure ol o«ii result. If such a
lens is not to handl, a very good subetituie may be lound in
the front combination of an ordinary Petzval portrait lens,

whioh gives a very pleasing softness, obtainable in two
degrees oooording to the position in which it is used—that is

to say, that if used with the convex side turned to the sitter

a less degree of diffusion wiU be obtained than if it is turned
round so that the flat sidte faces the sitter, but this is not a
discourse on soft-focus lenses, and I must pass on to other
points, prominent among which comes the question of the
colour of the skin.

From various causes most people lose the pink and white
ol youth at a comparatively early age, and by forty the majo-
rity have taken on raither a non-actinic tint. This, of course,
itends to accentuate the depth of the shadows and to make it
difiScult to illuminate the face properly. Moreover, in heaJthy
subjects there is often a mottling of the skin with little red
reins and patches, which, while not unpleasing to the eye,
give a very rough andi uneven effect in the negative when ordi-
nary plates are used. Tor this reason I strongly advocate the
use of orthochromatic plates in conjunction with a yellow
filter, whioh reduces the colour contrasts to a minimum. Even
better results may be obtained by using panchromatic plates
with a K2 filter, which practically eliminates all the rough
effect caused by red veins and yellow patches on the skin, and
give images which hardly need any retouching except to
modify the features or to correct the outlines ; they also give
an excellent rendering of fadied blue or grey eyes, which
usually appear as too light in the print. I have used the red
filter of a trichrome set, but this gives an over-correction, and
toy practically eliminating all colour contrasts in the face
gives an almost marble-like rendering. It may be feared that
the exposures may be unduly prolonged by using a filter but
this IS not so serious an objection as might be anticipated.
Granted that a filter will require double the exposure being
given, this can be overcome by using a larger stop and being
more careful in focussing. Moreover, elderly people are
usually good sitters, andi will generally stand double the ex-
posure usually given without moving, especially as the poses
are almost always sitting ones.

Bald heads and white hair call for a word or two. Both

r

I

need a little local shading, and for this a small head screen
1

is useful, care beiag taken to place it so as to cut the light

,

off the top of the head only, without interfering with the light-

;

ing ol the features. The screen should be very thin—fine
lawn being the best material, and) this should be quite clean

,
so as to obstruct the minimum of light.

'

Spectacles are sometimes troublesome, and often preclude
the choice of poses, but reflections must be avoided, as no
matter how skilfuUy the eye is spotted-in, the effect is never
quite natural. I would caution anyone against adopting the
old dodge of using empty frames instead of retaining the
ordinary glasses. Most spectacles either magnify or diminish
the size of the eye, and friends become accustomed to this
appearance. When the glasses are absent the effect is altered,

:
and, in addition, the loss of them causes a strained expression^
as the sitter can no longer see clearly. If the lighting can
be managed without using a reflector, the risk of getting
reflections in the glasses is minimised.

I have already mentioned the desirability of reducing re-
touching to a minimum, and this must be judiciously applied,
the all-over style of working being very objectionable. The
pencil should only be used to soften lines and spots, not to
obliterate them. In many cases, especially with large heads, a
piece of ceUuloid or even a very thin glass placed betwe^
the film side of the negative and the paper when printing
wUl give a pleasing softness which takes the sharp edge c^
the definition, and saves much work.
Many of the most successful portraits of old people aie

those made " at home." The sitter is spai'ed the effort of
visiting the studio, and generally is in a more comfortable
frame of mind among their usual surroundings. With the
rapid plates now obtainable quite short exposures, may be
given in an ordinary room, especially when a good //4.5 lens
IS used. Going out in this way means extra time and work
but I do, not believe in making any considerable additional
charge for it, providing that a decent order is given Very
Often m such cases it is the last, if not the only, portrait the
sitter has had taken, and re-orders, some perhaps for enlarge-
ments, miniatures, and the like, will probably come in, so
that nothing should be done to discourage such business if
the opportunity of doing it is offered. Pbactictjs.

COLOUR VALUES IN MONOCHROME. AND A NEW VIEWINrFILTER TO ASSIST IN OBTAINING THEM.
°

Mt object in the present communication is to invite your attention
to the .bearmg of certain researches on colour-vision upon the pro-blems which confront both artists and photographers when attempt-
ing to translate the colours of a scene correctly into monochrome.
It « of course, impossible to convey any impression corresponding
to the colours or hues themselves by mere variations in d^th of

f^«^'^°°°° .T^l*?"!
^^^^^^^o"" '"'^'t. therefore, be limited tothe rendering of the brightness or luminosities of these hues in their

correct relative relationships.

The average person's judgment of the correct sequence of the^^osities of a number of different colours is so untrained thatn^uaUy it is only the most obvious falsities of rendering in an

^nlZ''^ f°'^«'-Ph -hich cause comment. The majority of uTareunfortunately too easily satisfied in this matter. Most artists, however possess a very keen appreciation of colour values, whichenables them to agree, with but slight divergencies, upon the rdative tone values of any coloured scene. This faulty, which is

Sf^n.'!l' T'""
"^- *"'"/'' Observation, i. really common to mostof us, and only requires educating.

If photographers are to deserve the commendation of our bestartists for the truthfulness of their monochrome renderings of Llom

ZflXZr '^^^^—''i«-<J -e of a colour-seLitive Zeana a yellow hlter will be necessary.
Tlie subject naturally divides itself into two parts: on the onehand we require to know something of the pecuHarities of humLcojour-vision, while the colour-sensitiveness of photograph c pT^and he proper use of correcting filters constitute the fther part

niitMf '''"T
'^"'y''''" ''"""^ *^="^ *^« brightness or lumi-nosity of a colour is no criterion of its power in other ways

(Its effect on a photagraphic plate, for instanc^. The only relTaUem^ns we possess of comparing and measuring theTowers of

pJet7v"nL hir"'."'''^
^^

V°
~°^"^ ^^^^ by'absorpC "mpletely into heat and measure their heating effects, as may be donefor instance, by means of a thermopUe a^d sensit:ive galvanometer!
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When such meaaarementi ar« made it it fonnd that there ii no
fiple connection between Uie jmwtrt and the apparent brightnessei

two different edoow, a ooncloaion which will not aurpriie any

itographer.

Moreover, aa eTerTOiM it awar», the appreciation of cokmr ia a
hat rariabla faculty. Soma nnfortanate people are quite

I to ewtain eoloan, many have alightly defective ooloar-viaion.

Ml in the Ught of recent work it ia not too ranch to say that it

— Id be forpriaing to find in an ttiemhly of twenty or thirty people

ore than half-a-doaen in whom ooloar-Tiaioa waa truly identical.

Apart, however, from theae diflarencea between individnalt, the

ri of one and tha aama obaerrer rmry in cx>loar-tentitivene(a accord

-

to the manner in which he mtm then.

If a bright multi-«oloared object be examined from a diitance of

10 or 12 ft., and a carefnl eatimatc it made of the tequence of

iaminoaitics it diaplaya, and it ia then atndied anew at a dittance
of only 12 to 15 int., it will otually be found that the aequence ia

•lOgFr the taoa, aapecially in regard lo the poaition in the ical'

^^Um bloea which, to moat people, become markedly brighter aa
l^bebjeet it bivnght near.

^^B eooiaqoaoca of thit eooiplez diaracter of onr eolonr teiMationi

^Hjfk tin* haa had to be devoted to the examination of a large

^Eb«r of penooa hate* arriving at the charactertttica of average
or to-called nonnal TiMB.

It would take too long lo diaeoaa in any detail the itmcture of the
•ye. to I will eoalant nyaelf with atttiog that in the critical ex-

amination of a email or dittaoi object the image formad by the
Jen* fall* on a vary tmall are* of the *«naitive layor known aa the

na. Thia amall ara* it a tiny deprtation known aa Iha (ov«a
rali*. whidi ia eompletely filled by tha image of any object
«oding an angia ol i dapaea. It lice at tha caatra of an oval

k known aa tha macula lotaa, or yellow apot, which ia overlaid
1 a browBiah-yallow pigment, and anhtanda an angle of ahoat
- jreea in ito longatt azi* and 4 dagreat in ita ahortaat. In the
nary dirad bat not critical axamination of things we employ
inrger arm. (A cabinet photograph ahoai 5 ft. diatant woold

ji^proximalaly UI tha yaOow qpol.)

OnUida thia central regiaa of ctaar vkioa li« Ihoaa parU of Iha
fotina which rtceiva the hasj impmaiaaa cmmad by outlying
objecta. TH» important fact to notiea ia thnl wa leim diflerrat im-
preationa of tha ralative luminoaitiea of a aariaa «( coloortd objecla
aceoadiag lo tha part of tha retina on which Iha image fallt, and it

» Iherata* n inma ry Srat to dadda oa tha pnrlkvkr mod* of
examining thiyaga which ia to ha ragardad aa normal hafora aaj mora
axaet raltliona betwaa* eolowa aad Ihair too* vnlaaa in monoohromr
can be agreed apoo. It aeeme. however, ohrieoa thai ainee tha
mac«la Men or jrallow apot indadea the whole n«ie« «< elanr
vition within whieh earafnl compariton it poeaible vithoet neve-
meot of tha aye, it ia the eoioar^etnaitiveaaaa o( thfe araa that we
muat take at oar tiandard.

Now tinea the tpcctrum of whila daylight inclodca light nf everj-

wava-langth lo which the eye b aenaitive, it ia dear that all viaible

cokinn amy be regarded aa wfcile ligbt aiiaa* one or more of iu
coattitoenU; and tiara it hat been ezprrimentally proved that the
Inmiooaity of every ooloar it eqoal to the earn ol tha Inminoaitia* of

ita oomponanla, it ioUowa that if wa know the relative tominoaitiM
of all the eoionra of the tpeetnim of white li^t the relative himinaai-
tiee of ail other (compoond) ookmrt depend only on their ipectral

cnapoaitioaa. For «a pbotograpbera tha important conohiaion
foUowt that if we can make a eombination of nhir ttniiliTt photo
graphic plate and conreoting Mler which will eMreetljr feeord the
-' aMve laminoeilite ol every oomponetit of the apectium of day-

t. than (he tame comhination will be able correctly lo record tha
k' ii* valoea of all eoUmred objeda.

Since there ia no aooh thing aa a ttandard of —Htniai and oor
v*rio«a ligfai-aoanea differ cooaidarabiy in tha colour of tha light

they mix, fmn the bloiah whiu of bright aouMr daylight to tha
jreltownaM of the paraAn Same, it will be evidmrt Uut the rrlalive

Inminoaitiee of a range of ooloan variaa widely with the kind of

lighting employed, a fact with which you are no doobt familiar, to

that n randaring in monochrome of a malti-eohmred object can at

boat only be atnclly oorreot for a given iUnminalion. If, however,
•v eomVi—Ihm of plate and BHer reoorda qoite eorreetly all ooloar

valoea by daylight, it moat alao record them cocraetly (thoagh

differeatly becauae they are different) by arc light or by any oiher

iliuminant.

\ote.—Oar eyea poaeeaa a certiin power of accommodation by
which we tend alwayi to regard the prevailing illumination a* our
standard of whit«nesa and fail to appreciate the magnitude of the

ooloar difference* between one illuminant and another unless a

direct comparison it possible. Whether this phenomenon, which
constitutea a specie* of partial iiisensitivenest to the dominant hue
of the prevailing illumination, alao affects, to any appreciable extent,

our judgment in determining the relative luminotities of differently

coloured objeota, I have not yet been able to establish. If so, and
it aeem* likely, then it would not be pottible to devise a combiiia-

tioo of plate and filter which will give equally true records for a
wide range of illnminanta.

We will now glance at the results obtained hy adentific workers
concerning this problem of the relative visibility of the different

regiont of the spectrum.

Since the early work of A. Koemg, Sir William Ahnay aod Pro-

fettor W. Wataon have done a great deal of work on ooloar-viaion

in thia coantry (Aboey't book, " Ratearchea in Colour Yiaion,"

liongmana and Co., it a valuable aommary of mott of their work),

while vary azhaotlive researches have been undertaken in recent

years in America hy H. E. Ives, P. O. Netting, and others.

See particalarly H. E. Ives, "Phil. Mag.," December, 1912, p.

853; W. Wataon, "Proc. Roy. Soc.,' 88a, 1913, p. 404; P. 0.

Sotting, "Traot. Amer. HI. Eng. Soc.," IX., 1914, p. 633, XI.,

1916, p. 1; Hyde and Forsythe, "Phvs. Rev.," July, 1915. p. 70;
Tkoland, "Trant. Amer. 111. Eng. Soc." XI., 1916. p. 956; CoblenU
and Fmiwemi, U.S. Bar. of StandanU Sd., Paper 303; I. 0. Priest,
" Phya. BeT.," Vol. XI., p. 488, Jane, 1918.

The final conduaioB reached at the reaolt of all thia work it that

for bright illominntiooa the retina of tha normal eye in the region of

dear viaioa it moat aenaitive to li|^ of frequaiM;y 541 x 10"

vibrationt per aeeond (equivalenl to wave-lengtlM 555fi/i), the

Itiveaem falling off symmetrically on either tide of thit fre-

qoaocy in accordance with the following empirical equation :

—

V _ ,-waamn u-way,

where V it the ratio of visibility at frequency f to the maximum
vitibilit'y at frequency 541 (I. G. Priest, " Phyt. Rev.," XI., p. 498,

June, 1918) (tee Fig. 1). Hue reeuit refera, however, to the retinal

layer itaetf, after allowance haa been made for the telective abturp-

tioa of the yellow pigment and other media overlying it, and alao it

refen to light of equal power throughout the tpcctrum. Owing,

however, lo the preaence of the yellow pigment and the other abaorb-

ing madia through which the light reaches the retina, the carve of

visibility no kxiger remaina quite ayminetacal whan we are dealing

with the natural eye, the luminoaity at the blue end of the ipeo-

tram being a little depreeted by their telective abtorption. More-

over, average noonday aunlight at the earth't turface does not

poeaaea eqoal power throughout the spectrum, the intensity at tha

blue violet end varying for the same time of day about 30 to 40 per

cent, owing to changes of atmospheric conditions (tee I. O. Prieet,
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"Phyg. Rev." II., p. 502, June, 1918).' NeveirtiieleeB, it remains

•abitantially true that the relative luminosities tiiroughout the spec-

trum of average daylight can be fairly represented by a symmetrical

-oarve rather like a round-topped opurwheel tooth in shape with its

maximum at wave-length 555/i/i in the green. Further, it remains

fairly true for many otiier sources of white light which give a con-

tinuous apectrum (open arc, tungsten filament lamps, etc.) if we
ignore the invisible ultra-violet region, except that the position of

the maximum is somewhat shifted towards the red in these cases.

Tuming now to tho photograiphic a*poct of the mibject, let me first

remind }'ou that cclour-seneitive plates are required for two very

different classes of work.

In the one the records are cAjtained tihrough filters (usually tilireo),

eoch of whnoh allows onily a sharply defined section of the spectrum

to operate, the final object being to imitate the actual colours of the

original by Ithe aid of oomtnnations of coloured pigments or stained

520 J« S60 3t0 too «K «40 660 680 loi^
RflATIVC £NC«Gr or SUNUCHr AT TMCl POt1r4CAN{K<bv<)ATnOSPH£RtC
EARTHS SURFACE ATNOOM IN WASH- TRANSMtSSION

or »101(7S»I7 lOBUROrSWNOSAHOl roR U)W ATHOVmERIC TRANSniSSION
r»oin ANN AJIROP 084 Of SniTM. J--roRMI<lM AlnOSPHCRlC TRANSHisvON
inST VOL 3

Fig. 2.

films. In the other class of work the aim is to pix>cure a faithful

record of the tone values of all colours in monochrome.
In the former class of photography our theoretical needs would be

best satisfied by a pancihromatic plate which accurately recorded
the relative powers of the coloured lights acting. One w'liich is

equally sensitive to all visible parts of the spectrum of average day-
light would approximaite closely to this ideall. In practice, owin^
to the lack of transparency of all blue and green dyes (used as
filters), the greater sensitiveness to blue and violet of even tJie best
panchromatic plates is an advantage rather thian oitherwise. For the
latter purpose, however, we should desire a panchromntic plate
wihich required no correcting filter to enable it to record the relaltive

himinosities of all colours as seen by the eye. Such a plate would
have to possess a very strong maximum of sensitiveness in the green,

• 8e» Pit. 2. The interesting series of curves reproduced herewith are bor-
rewed from Priest's paper, and bring out clearly the remarltable changes in the
speotram of daylight brought about by varying atmospheric conditions. In each
case the ordinates are referred t* the prevaili»g intensity at or near the D lines
A 589 taken as standard = 100.

falling off steadily on either side, in accordance with the luminosity

curve we have already considered, towards the blue and red ends

of the spedtrum of average daylight. At present it is not possible

to produce a plate of this kind, and we are therefore compelled to

use cc-rrecting filters to hold back the blue and, Ito a lesser degree,

the red, in order to attain our object. Unfortunaitely, it has become

the practice to advertise codour-sensitivo plates in very extravagant

terms, and it is to Ibe feared ithat many users of them are under the

impression that one or other brand of plate of this class will give

correct colour values in monochrome without the use of a alter, or at

most with a pale yellow filter. In actual fact, manufacturers have

not yet attained uniform sensitiveness to the whole visible spectrum

of daylight, and we have already seen how much more colour-

sensitive than this they must be to meet the requirements of correct

monochrome rendering of all colours.

In working out practically the charactenistics required in a

cori-ecting filter for the best monochroan© rend«rinigs of colour, it

was deemed undesirable to em.ploy daylight owitig to its uncer-

tainty in colour from hour to hour and day to day; I therefore

tAirned for assistance to the older data published by Sir William

Abney on the luminosity of the sptjctrum of open arc light.

Sir William Abney made several' very elaborate series of measure-

ments of the relative luminosities of the different regions of the

spectrum, usimg, a® the sotirce of white light, the crater of tho

posirt-ive pole of the open aTO between pure carbon poles. Tllie

difference between this and summer daylight is, of course, appre-

ciable, but is, I think, not suffioien.t to introduce any error in

airriving at the quality of the oorrectiog filter required for any

given plate; for if we can work out the exact character of filter

required to render correctly the relati've luminosities prevailing in

the arc-light spectrum, the same filter should also respond accurately

to the relative luminosities in any other white-light continuous

spectrum,, inckidiTig daylight, except at the far violet and ulira-

violet end, w(hich, however, it is best to out out altogether in every

correottiLg fi'lter. I have therefore made use in what follows of

results giiiveo or referred to in Abney's book, " Besearchee in

Colour Vision," Abmey's measurements all refer to the luminosi-

ties of Jijarrow sections of the spectrum wihich were isolated by

m,6ams of a slit of constant widtlh = l-25th inicih (about half the

interval between two of his scale mmibers) caused to pass along it,

land since it was a prismatic and not a normal spectrum we must

make the necessary allowance for this fact.''

F. F. Renwick.

(To be continued.J

'^ Abney gives on page 246 of his book several curves and a table relating to the

luminosities of a normal spectrum, but no explanation of the method by which

these were derived from liis observations. From a passage in one of his original

papers (Phil, Trans. Hoy. Soc,^ 1886, p. 456) it appears, however, that he multiplied

the observed luminosity values by factors inversely {proportional to the 2nd or 3rd

power of the wave-length to arrive at what he calls "a very approximate carve '*

for a normal spectrum, but no further details are given.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

[At the City and Guilds examinations held last month, candidates presented themselves only in Grade I. of Pure Photography and of

Photo-Mechanical Processes. We print below the questions sat in this grade of examination in Section A, Pure Photography, and have
appended to each question an answer such as a student in this grade might reasonably be expected to give. The questions and answers
set in Grade I. of Photo-Mechanical Processes will appear in a subsequent issue.—EDS. " B.-J."]

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Gbade I.

1. Descrihe any fonn of view-meter. State how it can be made
to give accurate results, and describe exactly how it is used.
(40 marks.)

A very simple form of view-meter, and one which is accurate for
subjeote at a reasonable distance from t-he camera, consists of a wire
frame and a sight in the form of a small hole or an upright rod

placed centrally behind the frame at a distance which should be

the focal length of the lens if the frame is the same size as the plate.

H the sight is fixed on the back of the camera and the wire frame

on the front, the finder will automatically adjust itself to allow for

tho ^ight extension of the camera beyond the focal length of the

lens. The only error, apai-t from error of use, will then be that due
to the difference of view-point between the finder and the lens. This
will be very small in the case of ordinary views, but may be appre-
ciable in the case of near objects. By making the frame, say, half

the dimensions of the plate, the distance between the frame and the
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•igbt amy likewiie be bAlved, aikl the finder tboB in»de more cotn-

jwct; alto the finder nmj be provided with » baae bar marked to as

«o aUow It to be lued with laoM* id different iooal length* on a

^v«n aiae d pUU. For example, if the wire fiaoe i> hmlt the dimen-

sion* of the pUu, the bar of the finder will be marked with distances

nch as 3, 4, 5 ins. (from one end or the otfceij for nse with leoae*

of 6, 8. and 10 ina. local length.

2. Under what circnmataoce* ia a rising front to the camera

n««ded (a) in landscape work? {b) in portraiture! What is the

affect ol oaiag it? (30.)

(a) In t*-^—1«- work the riang front is need in order to sToid

tilting the eanei» when it m nsceasary to indnde tall parte of the

subject in the photogn^ih or to cat off a great aipaose of foregroand.

Apart frem the effect of bringing within the space of the plate

objecU which utfcei'aiee woold be cut off bjr the np|>er «dg* of the

pfaotogiaph (fewer edge at the pba« when in the oaaera), the only

other effect of naiag the rising front may be want of deffaition in

the negative in the opper part of the sobject if tba kn* has not

•oflScient covering power. (6) In portraitor* there i* very sel-

dom any occasion to nee the riaiog front, since osnjJly the whole

eamcra ean be raised or lowered within the limite rcqnirsd for

diffenal ciMsca of portrait ia the stodio. Also with an ordinary

poitraJt lao* there ia not snon^ aaarfiD of coveting power to allow

of the len« hsiog diapUead fcvan a eantial poaitioil in re*|>ect to the

plate wilhoat leas of deaaitian besag evidaat.

3. If a ha)fi>lat« camerm givaa a aMxiaoai diatanr* of

12 ina. fraa back to lioat, and it ia jwireJ to photagnpli a

amall object so thai itm pictvre of ii is three tMsa Mm &k
of Hm object, whM i* the mazimaH focal length of the

thai win Bsrve? F^hiw daariy bow ya« arrive at yonr

(3a)

la faewriag Ik* sharp image of an object ao that Iha haafl* ia

the Baaar teisiisiiei of the erigiaal, the dMaaee fnaa

to Mm iaMf* ia a tima* the toeal l*a«ii of the Ism piaa

tlMrefore ia tha givea MM Ihara wait reqoira

4o be low ioMl Icngtiw within the caaMia silM*snii A* thia latter

i* 12 ins., the aauraaaa focal ieaglli of Ian* whiA can be osed

is 3 ina.

4. What i* the maiipiiailinw of the film of an ordinary gela-

tine dry-plato. and of aa orthnahfMMiit piala? {10.)

The mMing on Ifaa glaM of a dtypiila oeaMta ftnt of

Magr ha^ffied hi wifar to aaeaM the

of lull laalelBiag hi

« toalr dividad staM Ika ailTar

of the mmUum. In aa ordiaaiy Oj |dale the chief

M Mlver hi—ilia, with soMcliMM a aaaall piapartion

«f sitvar iodid» la the oeaa of aa ulUlu il^Miislii plate theee

^umiwwiMl* are iacorpofated with a nuaat* qaanlity of dye added

«n tha myHt ia order lo iMider ii Borw SMiitive lo green aad

tad 1^^ la the caM of the M^aOed aaaaeram plalea the shmI-

aioa Urn aMy be fatthsr dyed aa a whoia with yellow dye to serve

«Im parpcM of a light Utt.

6w MaMica thna devehpera, end daaeribe how they differ

Iraa eadi cMmt ia tfMir action. (80)

Tafcii^ M *a three de»dopera> pyr» (pgrnnMlio acid), amidol,

aad hydMqaiaoae, Ihaee dilhr aa regards (he Mtalaacsi to be

in order to make thes pradiMhia davalopsre. aa

ct tha iaa^e or the fikn. and aa npirrls facility

«! givhig cuMtmI, aad they differ also in keapiag qoaUtiea.

Pyio ia beat Med witfi carbonate of aod* m the alkali or

aceslerator; amhW forme a devekper aiayly when mUed in

alfluU; while hydnx|aiaoae can be aaiWaeiortly

with «*ar carbnaMi of soda or cafaatie aoda (or eao^e

potaab) aa the alkali.

Of the thrve, pyn> prodocee aa image wWeh ia moM largely

formed of stain than thai given by amidol or hydroqoinone ;
alao.

it is mach more Imbie to staia the gehiiM Urn a* a whole, and

for thM reasoa raqaifM to ha awda op ia Mintion with cooadcr-

abU qoanUly of sulphite or melabiealpllltaL Amidol made np

gH* the quanlHy of salphiU aoilahla to pfodaM iU daealoping

powers U practically free from »t*in, aa is alao hydroquinone,

except thai at timea it is liable, in caae of prrfonged aoUon and

opeuaUy at a low temperature, to give a *rong y^low stain.

Pyro lends itself to giving strong or soft negatives, within a

given period of devekipmesi*, according as more or less of it u

used in the developer. A developer containing 4 grs. per ounce

pyro qmdtly gives cootraat, whil* developer containing only 1

to 2 grs. per ounce gives soft negaUvee in the aame tune of

derekmment. Amidol behave* somewhat wnilarly, though to a

leaaer eatent, whilet hydroqmnooe, eapedally whan used with

canetic soda, tends to give negativee of groat oonfaraat

As regards keeping qualitie*. pyro will keep only for a «>m-

paralively Aort time when made up with coneiderable quanUty

of aalpfaite; amidol ahoold be used on the day it is made up;

whilat hydroquinone will keep for a very much longer time than

pyro.

6. Describe the difference of the Ueatment of P.O. P., gaalight

paper, bromide paper, and platinotype paper in getUng prints

on them, and also any difference necessary in the storage and

general care of them. (40.)

P O-P. is printed by daylight or by strong artificial light, such as

arc or mercury vapour under the negative until the picture is much

darker than desired. The print is then waited in several change

of water and toned in a bath usually containing gold ohlonde and

Mnmonium sulphocyanide, again weahed ia Mv«rt changes, fixed

in a hypo bath cont^uning 2 to 3 oaa. of hypo per 20 o«s. of water.

and finally well waahed.

Gaalight and bromide papers, when exposed under the negati\-e,

give an invisible image, which U developed. Gaslight paper may bo

prialed by wwJt daylight or strong artificial light, and can be de\e-

loped m weak light, each as that of a room away from the window,

and preferably in the shadow of a screen. Bromide peper (much

more rapid) ie pnnled by any ordinary artificial light. Both classes

of paper are deveWped with non-etaining devekjpers, such as metol-

bydroquinane, chieffy oaed for gaalight, and amidol, largefy used for

bnMida. TTiey are fixed in hypo solutioo and well waahed.

Platinotype paper, when printed behind a negative, give* a lemi-

vWUa iamge of a greyi«h-blue colour on the yellow ground ol the

papir. Printing can be done by daylight, or, if by attiflcUl light.

beet by metmrv vapour. The print u " developed " on a bath of

nnt^inm oxaUte, where the piduro appears at once and ia fully

developed in a minute or two, aad b then ' fixed " by passing it in

.ucfimaian through three bathe of weak h>-drochloric acid, finally

washing H in water for a short time.

PWUinotype paper rtqnirea to be kept perfecUy dry u» a calcium

chlorMte tabe: the other papen, and particuUrly P.O.P., need to be

kepi fMnaably dry and cool if they are to reUin their qualities

w«*aot detenoration for any (^at length of time.

7 C.ive the detaiU ol any method of lighUng a model for

portraitore. and describe the w«Jt o» the method that you

•elect. (30.)

Kwrmrrt that the s.«irce ol Ught is an ordinary window, the first

aVsp wooU be to Mock out all light up to a hei^t <d at leaat 4 ft.

hymeaMofadarkcurUin. If the light were very strong, the upper

part ihoaid be covered with butter-muslin to diffuse it a little. A

dark baekgroond is placed cloee up to one edge of the window frame,

aad the model placed in front of it at such a distance that the light

(Maes awM or lea* from behind the eiUer. The head is now turned

until the profile U illuminated almoet aa a line, while a little Ught

comee acroM and givoi a soft high-light on the cheek newest the

ciunera. A white reflector is placed so aa to give a slight general

illumination to the same side of the face, but should not cause any

pronounced high-lighte. The restdi would be a so-called

Rembrandt" portraH.

8 What are the following aubatances used for in photo-

graphy: Mercuric chloride, sodium sulphite, hydroqumone,

potaa«um ferricyanide, ferrous oxslate. (36.)

Mercuric chknide is chiefly used for intensification of negatives, a

solution ol it forming the bleaching bath, on removal from which

nettalives are darkened (intensified) by other .olntions. It can al«>

lie iMed in making the mercuric iodide intensiflar.

Sodium MlphHe > chiefly used s- a preeeniative o( developer* in
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solution. It is also used in compounding hardening-fixinig baths,

nhioh are composed of sulphite, hypo, and alum.

Hydiroquinone is used ae a developer, often in admixture with

metol.

Potassium ferricyanide is used in making Farmer's reducer (mix-

tiu-e of ferricyanide and ihypo) and in compounding the bleach for

sulphide toning (mixture of ferricyanide and bromide). It is also

used in making the sensitiser for ferro-ipnissiate paper (mixture of

ferricyanide and ferric ammonium citrate).

FeiTous oxalate was formerly largely used as a developer for bro-

mide papers, being usually compounded by mixing solutions of potas-

sium oxalate and ferrous sulphate in suitable proportions.

9. Suppose that in adjusting the camera Ito photograph a

bright landscape a small holle through the front of the camera

is uncovered, what 'will be the effect on the resulting negative?

(25.)

The effect will be different, according as the hole is of fair size,

suoh as anything over an eighth of an inch in diametei', or simply

of size such as a pinhole. In the former case the effect will ch-.efty

be to fog the plate ae a whole to a greater or lesser extent, ii the

whole is simply a pinhole and if the camera is being presented to n.

very brightly lighted scene a faint image, formed by the pnihole,

may be produced on the plate. If the surface containing the hole is

parallel to the plate this pinhole image will probably not be sepa-

rately distinguishable from that formed by the lens, but if the hole

is in a part, of the camera, ait an angle a separate faint image (of a

more or lefs different subject) may be formed. If the camera, with

the hole uncovered but with the lens covered, be carried about so

that the front is turned in different directions towards the sun or a

bright sky the result will be to form a series of dark bands curving

in all directions an the negative.

10. Why is the image on the ground glass upside down '!

Is it always so? (30.)

Since all image-forming rays proceeding from different parts of

the subject photographed pass through (the lens without alteration

of direction other than that due to the lens acting like a prism, it

follows thait rays emsmating from the highest parta of the subject

arrive at the lowest parit of the focussing screen, and those from the

lower part at the upper portion of the focussing screen. This is

always the case, except when an erect image on the focussing screen

is produced by the use oif a right-angle prism on the front of tl;e

lens, as when photographing a drawing or plan made horizontally

or when a mirror is used inside the camera, as in the reflex camera.

11. Describe what takes place when a plate is fixed. Why
is it desirable to leave a plate in the fixing bath longer than
may appear to be necessary? (35.)

In fixing a plate, the silver bromide contained in the emulsion

film is converted by the hypo into a compound of hypo and silver

which is soluble in water.

The probable reason for fixing for a longer time than required

.^ the disappearance of the white emulsion is that there are

several comipaunHs of silver and hypo, and of them the one con-

taining a relatively small proportioii of hypo is very slightly

soluble in water. Therefore if the fi.\ing of the plate is stopped at

the stage when this compound still exists in tJie film, the negative

may be found to retain tlie insoluble silver compound when after-

wards washed. Moreover, tliis compound is one which is very

readily decomposed, giving rise to brownish stain.

12. What method of initensificaition do you generally employ ?

Wihy does this method of intensification reader the negative

more dense? (40.)

The method usually employed is to bleaoh the negative in a

solution of mercury bichloride (mercuric cliloride). The .solution

is made by dissolving about 1 oz. of the biohloride in 20 ozs. of

water. The negative is bleached through to the back and is then

well washed for at least half an-hour, and then placed in a dish

and a weak solution of ammonia flowed over.

Kie negative becomes denser owing to the fact that on bleaching

in the mercury solution the silver image is converted into a com-

pouDid consisting of mesrcurous chJorid© (calomel) and silver

chloride. On treating with ammonia the mercurous chloride is

converted into a very dark-coloui'ed coanpoumd, in which some of

the ammonia has combined with the merourona chloride.

VERTICAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF SMALL ARTICLES.

In the course of a series of contributions on commercial photography

to our Philadelphia contemporary, the " Bulletin of Photography,"

Mr. L. G. Rose describee the arrangement of vertical camera and

semi-transparent easel employed for the photographing of such

articles as small parts of a machine where it is required to obtain

a print showing the articles against a white background, but with-

out the labour of blocking-out on the negative. In order to dis-

pense with this blocking-out, and at the same time to obtain more

relief effect and better general illumination, owing to the removal

of cast shadows, the goods are laid upon a ground-glass surface,

below which are arranged a number of electric lamps. In the draw-

ing the positions of the lamps within the enclosed space below the

givund glass -are denoted by x x x. The series of electric

lights is placed around the lower edge of the compartment, and

reflectors shade the bulbs in such a way that the light is thrown

on the white floor of the lower compartment, and is reflected up

through the ground-glass. The lights are turned on for a short

time say, for about 30 seconds—when they are switched off and

the exposure carried on as usual. The light passing up through

the ground-glass gives more roundness to the articles and an abso-

lutely white background, providing too much exposure is not given

with the lights on ; over-exposure, of course, flattening it down to

a gray tone. This method is used in the larger studios a great

deal, as it does away with a lot of work and blocking, and at the

same time gives a much nicer effect. If it can be afforded, an

opal glass instead of the ground-glass is exceedingly fine. In

such work as this, where the lens is faced by a comparatively strong

light, an oi-dinary unbacked plate must not be used. Mr. Rose

finds that film is quite satisfactory, or that a plate of the double-

coated type, such as 's made in America by several plate manu-

facturers (Seed, Cramer, and Hammer), is excellent.

SULPHIDE TONING MODIFICATIONS.
(From "Rajar Trade Notes")

Some years ago in our " Trade Notes " we suggested a method

of obtaining by the sulphide bath sepia tones which were colder

than those usually produced on bromide and gaslight papers. The

results having proved so satisfactory in our own work we are anxious

that our new business friends should give their attention to the

method. The only difference in procedure to the ordinary bleach

and sul|jhiding is to firet of all to place Uie black prints in a solution

of sodium or ammonium sulphide, wash, hleach, and sulphide as

usual.

For good sepia tones, without any trace of yellow, on gaslight

prints this method is ideal. We also find tdiat it produces very

fine tones Ion the new "SRajo" paper, the colour being quite-

distinctive.

The fixed and washed prints are immersel in Uie following

solution for five minutes :

—

Liquid ammonia sulphide 1 ox.

Water 40 oz.
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or in aodioin aulphule 1 oz., water 40 oza. Very little change take*

place. In thii lutth a portioo of the ulver wiU have been oonverted

into eolphide. The printa should be well waahed and bleached in

tlie naaal Banner, bat it will fee foand that the image will not bleadi

oat ao completely aa naaaL When bleached and waahed, tJie print*

are placed in the aotphide bath, and waahed aa nanaL

We prefer the aataaoium mlphide in preference to the aodinm salt,

owing to it* (wing mora *tal>le and not liaible to erratic actioa.

Another method of aecuring fine tones ia to bleach the print* in

tbe aaoal fernc7anid«4>rafnide aolotion and wa^ well. By now
patting the print* into a weak lereloper (Amidol or M. Q. dilated

with ahont fire time* it* balk of water) Uie black image reappears

and gradaally gain* in atrength. By carrying the de'valopment at

this ataga to a greater or Je*Mr extent, tones from warm brown to

brown black can be obtained. The prints are then rinsed, placed

in tka oaoal anlpliide aohitioo, and washed. Tbe principle here is the

Wwwliiig of • black silver image witlt the iMoal sulphide-toaed
image; hence the Tariaty of tooea obtainable by controlling the

degree to which the prinia are derekifMd after bleaching.

Patent neu)$*

' Fkett-Mtdkameal thtm.'

amd ip»eifiealien»—art trtatii im

Pbolographio ntiSMl paper.

J. a

B.

AppUcatiooa, May 26 to 31 :

—

%K»»aa*a Psivb.—N. 13,314w

D. Biooat and A. Payne.

PtAT^Caaknu.—No. 13,238. Plata^aniars for pkotogiaphic

<lark-alidM. W. E. Eldridge.

OrricsL Lumutt.—No. 13,212. f>ptical lantern

a V. Pailarqr.

CninumMmApaT.—No. 13,847. CianBatognyli pfojadon.
Barton.

CumtsTOGRAnnr.—No. 13.848. Ciaeautognph eaman*. J.

Bartoa.

CnoxATOOBAnn.—No. 13,280. Separata leaf eiiM—lngiiphi.

W. R. BooUi and H. W. Hooper.

CrKKMATOcmaraT.—No. 13,432. CiMaMtofiBphic apparatus, and
opetatioa thermf. W. S. Fitch.

CwmuaoaMttwt.—No. 13,2M. Cinematograph picture projection.

J. B. Nodka.

CliratAio«aAl«T.—No. 13,250. Taking, printing and projecting

animated pietorw in natoral cotoan. W. H. Spear.

CtiuiuioaMannr.—No. 13,847. Cinematograph projector*. Sir

O. Sloll.

CnuATOomAnrf.—No. 13,848. Cinematograph rawera* Sir O.

StolL

COMPLBTB SPtCiriCATTOIfS ACCgPTMD.

That* tfteifieatioiu an obtamabU, pritt dd. Muk, po*l /rtt, from

(*« PitUmt O/Ut, tS, Soklkmmptom BmikUit§$, Ohmmrg Lam»,

Ixmdtm, W.C.

Th» dots m braektlM it that of applicatid* in (Ms eotmlrff; *r

JTocsL-PLAin BoLL-Foii Cajuba*.—No. 125,615 (Sept. 12, 1916y

Tb* inventioa rtlatf to photographic rameraa fitted with roller-

blind alMtlara and oU-fibna carriers in whiiJi the (etting of tb*

•hotter and moTii ; forward of -the film after an espoaare is

affected simollaor >i*iy so that after each expoanr* ooa operation

only i* nirsaiary before again expoaing the Urn.

In aoch camara* tb* camera body is aaaally fitted with a

roUar-bliad batlar, prafetaUy aalf-capptng, a rDll.carrier remov-

able and raplaeaabia lor rMBoring one film and inaerting another,

an-l mechanism or gearing which by tba taming of a single

handle, Icrer or knob will roo/a forward tb* flhn tba dceired

distance for the next picture and simultaneously re-wisd or set

the roller-blind for tbe next exposnre.

The invention consists in the combination of winding and
setting gearing and a lever to arrest or control the movement of
the setting handle, in the provision therein of a registering

drum geared to tbe winding lever to indicate the number of
film spaces which have been exposed, and in the particular con-
struction of mechanism hereinafter described.

The roUer-blind shutter is of well-known construction of the
self-coping type, comprising blind* A and A' mounted on winding
rollers a' a* at the bottom and spring actuated rollers a' and a*

at the top, a pair of winding pinions B B', the pinion B gearing
with the pinion 6' and the pinion B' with the pinion 6' on
the ends of the rollers a' and a*, a notched disc b attached
to the pinion B' between the two pinions B and B*, and a spring
operated pawl a to engage the notch in the disc 6 to retain the
pinions and rollers in the set position of the blinds when the
blinds are wound upon the rollers a' a* and awaiting release.

The film spool-carrier (not shown) is also of the ordinary con-
struction with flanges at iu aide* to retain the film rolls in
position and rollers and a plate over wliich the film is passed.

The rotary spigot or stub axle by which the film roll is

rotated to wind thereon the length of film which has been ex-

posed is provided with a spindle e to which one member e' of

a one-way •clutch may be afixed and by which it is rotated,

the other member d of the clutch being aifixed to the winding
lever D. Tbe member d of the clutch is preferably on the face
of a pinion d' attached to the winding lever D, though they may
be separate and both affixed to the lever D to roUte with it.

The pinion d' gears with a train of wheels d' d', and thea*

in torn gear with the winding pinion B, and rotate it as the
winding lever or handle D is rotated.

Tbe winding pinion B is provided with a slot 6' and tha
winding pinion B' with a pin ( projecting through the slot in

the pinion B. The winding pinion B' ia oat of contact with tbe
pinion d' and u rotated by tlM back end of the slot b' when the
wheel B tuu mado part of a revolution.

The pinion d' is formed witli the teeth only extending part
way round the periphery the space without teeth allowing the

pinion d" to rotate freely in the reverse direction when the shutter

i* released for an exposure. The sise of the pinions d', B and
B' in relation to the piniona 6' 6' on the rollers

.«* a* is such that one rotation of the pinion d' is sufficient to

et tbe shutter for an exposure and move forward the film '^
desired distance for one picture.

A slop lever or calch E subject to the action of a spring e*

IS pivoted with one «ad over the winding pinions B B* in tha

path of the pin e and the other end is provided with two pro-

jections «' c' in the path of the winding lever or handle D
with which a projection t' on the lever D engages. The pro-

jection <' on the lever E has a bevelled edge s* and preveota
tbe rotation of the setting lever D at any time in a reveraa

direction beyond its normal or lero position, and the projection

«' come* into position to prevent the rotation of the winding
liandte in a forward position after the shutter is set and before

it hf* been released for an exposure.

I'be shutter is held set by tba pawl a whioh is withdrawn to

release the shutter for an exposure by a lever F and sliding

boK F' or other ordinary device. The bolt F may be operated

by a knob / or by a pneumatic bulb, or by a wire or other

ordinary or well-known device. Or a connection may bo made
with the winding lever D by which the release of llio shutter

will be effected on the completion of the winding and setting

operation. For this parpose a peg or projection on the band
lever may depress a lever or catch connected with the abotter

release lever.

An additional gear wheel g may be mounted on the epindle e

of the film spigot C to operate, through a carrier wheel g',

a registering or counting drum O with numerals on its peripha^

to indicste the number of film spaces which have been expoaed.

A second winding knob may be applied to the sleeve c' on

film roll spigot C to draw forward the film without operating

the abutter to bring tbe film into position for exposure and to

roll the end of it up after all tbe sensitised length haa
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

exposed. This, however, and the one-way clutch may if desired

be dispensed with.

In operation after the film has been placed in position with

its spool or roller in engagement with the stub axle C th« wind-

ing lever D is rotated one revolution, this rotates the film roll

spigot C, drawing forward a length of film into poeition and
simultaneously rotates the gears d' d' d' and the winding pinion

B to set the shutter for an exposure. The rotation of the wind-

ing pinion B rotates by the slot therein and pin e, the second

winding pinion B' until the spring pawl a enters the notch in

the disc 6 and holds the pinions B and B' in the set position.

The pin e in the wheel B' moves the stop lever E until the

pipojection e' is in the path of the projection e' on the lever

D so as to arrest the rotation of the lever D when it has made
a complete revolution, thus preventing overwinding of the film

wjj/^niH

-©
r7777>rYTTrT7^

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

and over-setting of the shutter. The projection e' moves the

lever E by pressing against tlie bevelled edge e' of the projec-

tion e', and after it has passed the sprincr e* restores the lever

E to its previous position so that the projection e' is then caught

between the two projections e' e^ to prevent movement of the

lever in either direction until the shutter has been released and

an exposure taken. The reverse movement of the pin e allows

the lever E to resume its normal position moving the projection

e' out of the path of the projection e' on the lever D and per-

mitting the lever D to be moved forward again to set the
shutter for the next exposure, while at the same time the
projection e' prevents movement in the wrong direction. The
release is effected by a bulb or wire in the ordinary way, or
by the rotation of tlie hand lever. The Thornton-Pickard Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd., Arthur Gray Pickard, and Frank Slinger,
all of Altrincham, Cheshire.

Fig. 3.

FOBTHCOMINO EXHIBITIONS.
Soptember 13 to Oofcobar 11.—London Salon of Fnotography. Entries
close September 2. Hon. sec, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.I.

meetitios of societies*
»

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
Saiurdat, June 14.

Haaknejr Photographic Sociaty. Outine to the Zoo.
South London Photographic Society. Excursion to Lincoln's Inn.
Huddersfleld Naturalist and Photographic Society. Excursion to Sowood and;

Burkisland Hall.
Chelsea Pbotogcaphic Society. Outing to Sudbury.

Monday, Jumx IS.

South London Photogiapbio Society. " Carton Demonstration." W. H. Howard.

TtntssAT, June 17.

Hackney Photographic Society. Print Competition: " lUnstration of a
Quotation."

Manchester Amateur Photographic Society. Monthly meeting,

WsDNXsDAV, Juke 18.

North Middlesex Photographic Society. Portfolios. Lantern Slides. C. H. B*-
West.

Thubsdvt. June 19.

Hackney Photographic Society. Outing to Theydc n Bois.
Hampshire House Photographic Society. *' Ortbochtomatics." F. Bowea

Williams.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting 'held Tuesday, Jnee 3, the president, Dr. Atkin Swan, in

tha chair.

•Major F. C. V. Laws, R.A.F., delivered n leotuie entitled.

" 'Military Aeronaultlics froii>i the Photographic Side." As one who
haa been connected with the aerial photograiphic work of the Army
from its very outset, has filled various executive posts in connection

wilUh it during the period of the war and has taken a share in its.

enoirmous development. Major Laws found the description of the

development of aerial cameras and of the organisation of the R.A.F.

Photo Section an tasy task, despite his protest that talking about

tiha suibject was out of his line. He traced the evolution of the

different types of aerial camona and of the appliances designed for

theiii" use. A notable exaimple of tlliese was tlie aaiti-vibration frame
constructed to hold the oaimora firjr.ly yet to isolate it from the

vibraitions of the aerial machine. A short series of test photographs
showed in a remarkable way the success of this device. The training

of flying men for photographic work was illustrated by a series of

official diagrams from which the airman could learn the effect of

making expoeuires ait too groat or too small a height or of hjaving

the lens axis of the camera at an angle to the vertical. The lecturer

showed a very large number of R.A.F. photographs, both vertical

and oblique, taken in widely separated theatres of war.

The presidentt, in proposing a vota of thanks to tlie lecturer, ruled

fcliiat the audience should stand in giving it their affirmation. It say»

much foi- (their dooildty that they did so. Taken by aiuri>rise, their

reception of the vote was conspicuously feeble in comparisom with

what it would have been in the ordinary course.

Major Laws, thus confronted with what Mr. Wratten has called

the "cathedral .xtmosphere " of the Royal, briefly responded, and
added that the Photographic Section of the R.A.F. by no means
imagined that its methods had reached perfection ; the-

suggestions and invenrttions of photographers would receive full

consideration.
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CROYDON CAilERA CLUB.
Ukv capital vreaiag trougitt Uie fonnal aession to a

: w«*k, Mr. A. DoHba-Pyka (la*e R.A.F.) giving % l»nt*m

lecture on "The Ini(>ortaoce of Photogmpby in the War," or, t<i

put it more definiteW, that MCticn represented by the wooderful

record work al the R.A.F.

Upon the lecturer devolved the ta«k of etemining loiiie tboonnds

of applicaiito for the photognpfaic tection. A few elegant i<De« arrived

in the fall aploidour of lopJaato, frock ooate and iwde iiflae , radieting

an •tmoepbeie of kindly patronage to all. Amy men tiaveUed mile*

to inapeot and enjoy tlvae ^Mcimeaa, who were eventnaUy trans-

lated to a aoil whkh allorded a change of coatume and mind. One
well-riaaieiitiiireil applioaat talked ao grandikiqiiently ubout hit

wage laming eapaoitjr of £10 weekly that he aaariy arrivod at hi*

goal t>y abeer rarbal talent . Croaa-examinatktn , however, rcvealeu

ha knew ooliiuig a<MK photography, the alleged atapand being paid

him in hia aOegad capacity aa a receptianiat. (One never knew tliete

wore mala baaata, bat we live and leani). Needleas to say the

R.A.F. declined to act aa racapiiowaat to tiia appUeant. At tbr

OaK, Grade 1 man were not accepted lor the photographic leotioii,

and altlwBgh this miatake waa aoon rectified, many a akillcd photci

grapher kad drifted into otbar ranka aad oonU not be traced.

Aa showing the riae in pcodnction of photographic chamioaU duniiK

tlia war, die firm with whom Mr. Pyke ia aaanriatad, Meaara. Juhti

MM and Sona. aopplied 100 Iba. of metol in 1006; in 1918 tbU ba^l

riaen to 2 tocn, and 5 tooa of variooa chemicab, etc, were aupplied

weekly in circamaianeea of great difioulty. Included was a spocial

deraloper for X-iay negativea, over Sve and a quarter miU'o'i

nugitlTtii being devafaped by its aid. A iooal paper aacribcd this

feat to the lecturer, who iiams to have suffered gemnlly from berng

misraported.

Fully seventy flve per cent, of the negativea taken, be said, were

oo WmMen's pawia iimat its, a laige proportaon being on an " aoto

acvacn " pauufcmntic ianed by the Wiattaa Diviamn of Maar>.

Kodak. The apaed, natorally, waa oonailerably ahiwed, but tbw

waa found to be of no knportance. and the rsanlta were aiceHeot.

The many tnperb slides shown, neaffy all taken from aaioplaiMe,

clearly indicated the knowledee gained of the (oniga-on of the then

super-' igant and now wailing Hun. "Hie giw al atall in-

*• Mj wanted priota in a liUle less than no time after the irre-

sittinga, aad, oeoaaaMMHy, ^tanging boiaa fall of eipoacd plates

dsacandad to earth attached to a pararhotc. Vivid photograph* • (

bomfaa ««plodiag on thooghtfaUy sdecied spots, torpedoed vesarU

sinking, aiAaaarinae aieeatiiiv a last aofamaraion, goa «aplaeame«ta

diaplaaed. and the Ifflu aioaaed the kecneat intaiwl. Some alidea

illaatraled the aiqaiaita dafbUng power el tha Uam Xpraa laoa.

It elkoqld be amaMeaed that two young 4a4ha acwipaaiiJ Mr.

Pyka, ani intiodacad a rdbrag alsmint almeat unknown in thr

rlub. it rare " ladiea' aigkta " be aeteepted. He made it qoita clear

that tba aneapectad pliaeare waa entirely due to their Inlanse in-

terest in the Urtur*. At the suggeetioo of the "oflee ioy " a mnet

cordial vote of thanks waa accorded the trio.

In the aaeratofy'* bnl^aat testing, tite duk'a notice buard mci

atDBi na nacm amnma Ura trnn, on aranra.

Pi eauwably thia refsra to the AflUiatian ooling op the Waodle

which ia now hardly at ila bai*, bat ia stOi narigahle for tadpoir*

of apare habit. The ronto 'siriy abound* with impmbahilitica iur

prtare making.

KDIKBUBGH HOCIETY OK PROFESSIONAL
PHUTOaRAPHERS.

i H( rignlh meeting of the srsaion took |iUce nn Monday, June 2.

Mr. K. D. Young in the chair. The chairman introduced Mr.
Robert Bwna, A.R.S.A., who had come to give Iba aDcietjr a farther

ulk on pictarial ceaapoeitioa. Mr. Bunia fiteiad briefly to aome
of hie Ummm resaarfca on the subject, and produced a number of

pbolagnvare nptodaetione of paintings by Sargent. These he

pWed one by one belure tbe meeting, and iHnakvtcd the points

in tbe oompoeitiaa of eecb by meana of a biailfcbaard, on which be

drew roughly tbe " bonea " of tbe ooroposition. By this means
be abowed tbe iapartaaoe of tbe chief ligbla and ahadowa of each

pictore; and, in order farther to damonalrala hia meaning, he
|

remowd or aUered tbe position of some of the more important
features, and by thia alteration of the arrangement ahowed how-
eaaily the entire acheme ooold be thrown out, and oonaequoitly
how important and necesaary was each point in it« parttcalar
place.

Sargent, the speaker explained, waa, more than any other artist,

akin to the photographer. Hia work did not depend so much on'
colour aj on light and shade, character and likeness. A photo-

i(rapher abould endeavour to obtam the likeness of his subject as.

he or she appeared under normal conditions. Tbe frienda of th&
subjet-t were accustomed to see biiu or her under all sorts of lighting

conditions; but to see tbe person at home under a Ughting in wbicb
only a small part of the face was visible—the remainder being loat

in ahadow—was not a probable occurrence.

The fiiBt reproduction shown waa that of tbe head of a man with
face tamed well toward the light, leaving only the right jaw and
ear in shadow. Thia latter arrangtwnent just prevented the face
from being a mere geometrical figure. It was most important to
avoid all aimilarity to geometrical figurea in composition. The
speaker reminded the meeting of hia previous talk, when he had
painted out that in most cases good composition was found to be
triangular; but, nevertheleaa, (fae tnangla dionld not approach the
e«|uilateral form.

The next illustration was that of an old man, full-leogth, seated'
in a chair, witb handa folded, of which tbe three main points were
tbe face, the hands, and a light at the bottom of the picture
slightly to the left. Mr. Bums pointed out how important waa the
fact that the two lower pointe wei« cloaer together than to the first

point, and rfiowed, by making the three equidistant, that these

two then became of equal vahie with the head, and thus detracted
from what waa. of oourae, the proper centre of intereat. A globe
introdnoed in ahadow to the right of the figure aerved to counteract
the tendency to too atraight a Une itt thia oomygoition. Tbe intro-

duction of auch acceaaoriea in a photograph waa discussed, and the
difficulty was pointed out that auch things were apt to insist more
open their preaenoe than the photographer had thought or intended.

A ekilfully-arraoged group of three women was then ahown.
Here, it was pointed out, the hea^ were not equidistant, aa they
might easily have been, but were formed into a group of two,
with tba third slightly apart. The height of the heads, likewise,

was not tbe aamr, but they formed a Une approaching an inverted

cnrra «r aMxIified U-ehape. Thia line waa a good one to use in

aoch cirnamatanmii A dog introduced at tbe left-hand bottom
comer of the group—though perhaps not a very happy inclusion In

thia inetanoe—was shown, nevertheless, to be absolutely necessary.

In another group of three women, where one aat, and tbe others
stiind on either side, the aame curved line of the three heads waa
evident ; and a clever use of a aaah was ahown to obviato the too

close repetition of the one staodmg figure by the other. An alter-

nating arrangement of a light dress against a dark portion of the

background, and a black hat against a light part, also gave variety.

Vrt annlher group of three gave" illustration of the fact that an

oatcnaibly accidental upright line of light in the background may
ssaiat not only in the belancing of tbe picture, but help to carry

the masn line to completion.

In an upright full-length figure of a man, a walking-stick in the

Uft hand aerved to balance a light in the diagonally oppoaito comer
of the canvaa; and, in anrAher, a nhadow in the lower half of the

background ssnred tbe purpoee of shortening what would otherwise

have seemed too tall a figure. A fine head being shown, the

speaker paoaad to remark upon the skill with which this was placed

upon tbe canvas. Mr. Young mentioned that most photographers

were in the habit of placing the heada of their subjects lower in

the picture than was customary among artists. Mr. Bums em-
pbaaiaed the neceaaity of avoiding anything approaching a "bull's-

eye," caoaad by placing a head in the centre. The apparent height

of a head could be greatly altered by the raising or lowering of an

important object below it. An illustration of this wss given.

A general discussion than took place, in which the difficulties of

painted bacfcftrounds wrre n'.rntioned. It wna felt that for Uio pur-

poaea of a background a long studio, one end of which was lost in

*hadaw, would be a desirable one for a photographer. Tlie meeting

doaed with a hearty voto of thanks to the speaker.
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commercial ^Cegal Intelllgetice.

NEW COMPANIES.

Entwistie, Thorpe and Co., Ltd.—^Thiia private company waa

registered May 28, with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares (750 7 per

cent, participating cumulative preferred). Objeots : To take over

the business of drawing-offioo material dealers, coanmercial photo-

graphers, photo-printers of plans and other document*, and phoito-

engravers, carried on by H. Entwistie and W. H. Thorpe, at 35,

<3reat Peiter Street, S.W. Permanent direotors, H. Entwistie, 11,

RedclyfTe Roajd, Withington, Manchester, drawing-office stationer;

W. H. Thorpe, 9, Harold Street, Middleton, Lancs.^ drawing-office

stationer. Solicitors, F. Entwistie and Sons, 83-5, Long Street,

Middleton.

ReiDs ana notes*

Cblluloid in sheets, rolls, and rods is in the list of articles

Testriction of the importation of which has been removed by the

Board of Trade, after consideration of the recommendations of the

Consultative Council on Imports.

The late C. Welbobne Piper, among other bequests to relatives

And friends, left the sum of £20 to the Croydon Camera Club " to

do as they liked with." It is not difficult to imagine what the

Croydon Camera Club will try to do with tihe money.

Hia Majesty the King, diuirinig his visit to Ledcester on Tuesday

last, viisited the lens and optical ifoot'ory of Messrs. Taylor, Taylor

und Hobson, whai-e he and the Queen inapeOted the processes in the

manufacture of lenses. Mr. William Taylor, by whom the works

wei'8 ^own to tlio Kinig, exipliaiined Whe metliods adopted in the

iiig'hly delicsvte figuring of the glass surfaces.

Aerial Press Photographs.—On the first day of the establish-

ment of an aeroplane series of trips between Blackpool and Man-

chester, Mr. F'. T. Curson, "Daily Sketch" photographer, was a

passenger, and although the weather conditions were unfavourable,

took a nvmiber of photographs, which were reproduced in the
"' Daily Sketch " and the " Daily Despatch."

Mr. J. A. Baldwin, proprietor of the Sunderland and West

Hartlepool Studios of Hancock and Co., and formerly of the Photo-

graphic Section, Royal Air Force, is holding an e.xhibition at his

.Sunderland Studio, 312, High Street West, from June 17 to 27, of

.pictures taken by him in Mesopotamia. The exhibition will consist

M about 240 sepia bromide enlargements of life and scenery in

Mesopotamia. Mr. Baldwin will be very pleased to send a oaad of

invitation to anyone interested who will apply to him.

Daguerreotypes on Loan.—Mr. William Tylar, formerly of Bir-

mingham, and now of Victoria Road, Femdown, Dorset, informs

us that he has a collection of fine specimens of the Daguerreotype

process, of quarter-plate size, and in almost all cases representing

persons of standing at the time the portraits were taken. He is

prepared to lend a set of ten of these Daguerreotypes to any pro-

fessional photographer who is anxious to use them for a window

display. The charge is 78. 6d., plus postage, for a week's hire.

Fl.\.shlight Accident.—A photographer of Raileigh, N.C., may

suffer the loss of one eye and his left hand as a result of a bottle

of flashlight powder exploding lin his hand while he was attempting

to take a flashlight picture in one of the departments at a tobacco

factory. He was working with an electrical apparatus which was

used for igniting the flashlight poweder. In attempting to pour

some of the powder from a flask into the firing tray a short-circuit

in the wiring caused a premature spark, which ignited the iwwder

in both the tray and in the bottle.

British Association Geological Photographs CoMiiirTEE.—

The Secretary, Mr. S. H. Reynolds, The TJniveiBity, Bristol, writes :
—

Very few geological photographs h.ave been received during the last

few year,? for obvious reaaons. The committee, however, hope that

OS the war may be considered to be at an end, a good ."cries may
now bo contributed. In order that they may he incorporated in

the forthcoming report, jAotographs should be sent to the secretary

not later than the end of July. It is particularly desired that copies

of all published geological pihotographs may be received.

The Aefiliatio.n- OriiNo.—In the capable hands of Mr. J. M.
Sellers, honorary secretary of the Croydon Camera Club, very

complete aiTangements have been made for the summer ouiting df

affihated societies to Croydon on Saturday, June 21. The district

to which members of the party will be introduced is that from

VVaddon through Beddington, Carshalton, and Carshalton Park to

Wallington. Arrangements have been made for the issue of a map
by which members of the party can explore the photographic

attractions of this district, along the route of which they are to

go as and when they please, and will encounter members of tIhe

Croydon Camera Club for their guidance and infoimation at certain

points. Ticket for tea at 6 p.m. in the Ohristchurch Presbyterian

Hall, Wallington, is also a ticket of special permission to photo-

graph in the ancient buildings on the route, such as the Arch-

bishop's Palace and the Whitgift Hospital: Medals for photographs

taken on the outing are offered by the Croydon Camera Olub, the

United Stereoscopic Society, and by an anonymous donor. Com-

plete particulars of railway and other airangements are contained

in the circular obtainable from Mr. Sellers, 27, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C.2.

Lanoashibe Society of Master Photographers.—At the annual

general meeting, held at Blackpool on May 27, it was announced

that the election of several new members has brought the total

mcmbeiBhip up to 140. Following the president's address and

reports from the hon. treasurer and hon. secretary, the election of

officers for the current year took place. The following officers were

elected :—President, F. Kenworthy ; hon. '..reasurer, F. Read ; hon.

secretary, W. H. Huish. Committee, J. P. Bramber. H. Baylis,

W. P. Beck, W. T. Parker, G. Connard, C. Foley, R. H. Gresswell,

H. Haigh, C. Howell, H. Melling, J. S.ironie, J. W. Stott, A.

Walmsley, J. Watson, and A. Winter. The address of the newly-

elected secretary, Mr. Huish, is 39, Blackfriars Street, Manchester,

where all communications for the Society should be sent.

The thanks of the Society were accorded to Uie photographers

who had contributed examples of their work to the loan section of

the exhibition held by the Society at Blackpool. These exhibitors

were:—Messrs. Marcus Adams, J. E. Bacon and Sons, A. Basil,

William Crooke, J. Donovan, F. H. Evans, W. lUingworth, Alex.

Keighley, H. Lambert, R. M. Morgan, R. N. Speaight, J. B. B.

Wellington, and Mr. and Mrs. Williams.

American Aerial Photography Association.—Nearly 4,000

photographer.s, both professionals and amateurs, were in the Photo-

graphic Branch of the Air Service during the war. An association

of these has been formed and has recently sent out a plea for all

men who were memlbers oi this branch to join and thus help

preserve the friendships and objects of the Aerial Photographic

Service.

Enlisted men ait the Army School of Aerial Photography, at

Rochester, took the initiative in this movement and formed the U.S.

Aimy Aerial Photographers' Association last December. Honorary

'nembers include Lieut.-Col. John S Sullivan, Major James Barnes,

Capt. M. A. MaKinney, Jr., Lieut. Wm. D. Wheeler, Oapt. Harry

A. Wilsdon, Lieut. Andre H. Callier, Mr. George Eastman, |Mr.

W. F. Folmer, and Dr. C. E. K. Mees, all names well known to the

photo branch men. The president of the association is Henry Van

Arsdivle, Jr., 25, West Forty-fourth Street, New York City. Com-

municatioiio regarding membersliip, etc., should be sent to Cari

Kattelmann, secretary-treasurer, 617, H Street, N.W., Washington,

D.C., or to Wickham Harter, assistant secretary-treasurer, 636. East

State Street, Trenton, N.J.

It is the intention of the association to obtain a large memberehip

so that it will be possible to issue, at intervails, a publication deal-

ing with matters of aerial photographic interest, to hold a large re-

union in Rochester this &aramer, to conduct local reunions, furnish

memberehip pins, and generally keep aerial photographic interest

alive.
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Correspondence*
»

*.* OlMtmpeniimIt tMtmld iwMr writ* on both mdti of U14 _ _
No notiet u talun 0/ communicatioiu iMtei <k« namtt and
nddrtUM ot ih* vrittrt art gictn.

',' W0 do not mnd*rtak» rttptmiibility for M« opimoM ttpi$utd
fry our corre^ondmiB.

SOUTH AFMCA AND ASSISTANTS.
To (he Editor*.

OaoUcmea,—At Uua jcinctan I Uunk » word ot MlTioe (o my
laUow-aaMtaoto will be mpprecia««d. I came ooi bcr* aboat 14

ywts a^, «ad have aaan Um growth of photography during that

tioM. M7 main poipoa* i* to adviae all aawtaula thinking of

coming to Sooth Africa to ba careful juat at priauit, and to tee

that a proper waga u paid for their aervicea. Then ia a demand
for (Dod OMO hart, hot they abould not make the niiataka that I

did in aoccpting a biliei for a number of yean at a ridicukxia aalary.

At print living ia estraaiaiy high, clothing and ganaral neoat-

aiiaa of life ar* 10 highly prioad that only thoae out hen know
wlMt Mioiinl H Nqnirwl. A good all-rooad miatint who knows
hta work ahoold not come oat tor leaa than £40 ftt month; thu
may aaam a lot to aomc, b«it it ia anfficieot, and will anaU* oiia to

•BV* a httie, not mitch. The climate la good, except in Dorban or

Bloewifiaittiii, whacw it ia fiightfolly hot in wimmrr. Plenty of

light dothing ahoold be brooght. Abo*e all, the aMiatant who think*

of coMiBg OBi k«« ttoaid bo anr* that hm faaatth will atMid the

dimata, or h* will ba paying the doctor lOn. each viait. I tend

thja adTioe beoaoae thj agent wto atot me out told m« I could

live on £6 par Month and Mve heapa. I waa aa««iy diaappointed,

bat baring iigntil the igriiunt I had no othar choic*. 80, oon-
radaa, take cate^ We want good Mm who eta aMB good soaey.—
Yoor waU-Bienning CoiUAitB.

Johanwhuig, May 1.

ASaiSTAMTS' WA0B8.
To UieBdilan.

Oantbuni,—I (noi quite agree with the nmarka of yoor eor-

teapoodeat "An Aitiitant," wriliog in the "B.J." of M«/ M
p.. 803. In the first placj. 1 doubt very ronrh if there jte any
Mwplujua abcot at prwaat who wooll cspeci to tngage a
" tborougbly oonpetoDt an J capable man" lor anything Uk* £8
par wwk, wilme it be lor one whom be tanm " war prodncta."

In the eeoond place, 1 doubt if acinal piuw IaM wae nuide by any
aaploywia to keep pfaKee open fur patrtolM: amiatanto, unlaaa in a

few rare and eaceptMoal caaw. A really capable, and coapelait

operator retoockar can aacily dimanil and get £6 per ««k aad
upwarda. If yoar'comapondaBt happana to b* «* of thCM for-
tunate " l«o poooda a weak," Miaa by all «mmm lat him gei in

touch with me. If he M the right mna I m»f be able to give him
a uaeful hint or two.—Yoon (aithfally, A« Biirt4rm.

LANCA3U1BK AIASTEB PU0T0URAPBEB8' EXIIIBIIION
AT BiaCKPOOL.
To the Editon.

Oenltanen,—On receiving my " B.J." last Friday I •*» rather

anxioo* to see what waa aaid in refertnce to the above, bot I

«as not Mirprised to Itod that the ranurka were aboot c<}ual to

the exhibition or the " Quirt Little Show " aa it ia termed.

When 1 Mw the exhibita io the imall room I aaked for the other

|iert of the exhibition, bat I waa told it be^an and ended (here.

Of cMUM Itat Meoanted (or no catalognee— ii waan't worth it

I unaginad how it woald have looked if than had been no monnte,

framae or glaaa aa intended at one period of the amn^cnienta.

Amonpt the maalar photogtaphars' rxbibita I waa plaaaed to lee

•CMM very in* work, and well worthy of oopy in pose and rxrcu

lion : bat (or the gm of thia tection I ihonld be a long way fmm
i^[Nein^ with the writer of laat Friday's articlaL On learning

thai the cxhibita were to be judged by the secretary and msHibers,

I looked (or the raaolt in laat week's Joonal, bat I did not see

any mention o( it. I have alao made seranl anqnirics, bat I am
no naarr knowing the rfsoh of voting.

Ptfhnpa the aeerslarf and committee will proride an exhibition

ttast year that will be worthy of the name " Lancashire Master

Phdographera," and ahow what the man «( Lancaahire can do!

T««n (afth(an7. " Ronrm."

HnsiDers to CorrespoftdentSa

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Ja eewssfasnas of ftntral rsdoesd tuppUti ef papsr, as th* rttuU

of prohibition of tho trnportation of much toood pulp and gratt,

a imaU*r ipaes tnll b4 aoaiUMo until fvrthor notieo for rspWss

IS asrrtfSfioNasHls.

Morootor, ins loiil awstcsr >» port if ttamptd and addrtnod tnv$-

lop* i* mulomd tor ropl^: S-«tnt, Inlimalional Coupon, from

raodsri ahroad.
m

Th* fuU funtioni and anstosri witt b* primtod onty in Ot* e<u*^jf

jnguiri** ofgmtral interttt.

Qqsriss la frs atuiesrsd in l)u Friday'* "Journal" mu$t rtaeh m
not laltr than rnaiday (postsd Monday), and iheuld b*

mUrt*Mdt* th* Editor*,

t. K.—You can get all particulars of frame-making tools frutii

Mewr*. MuHiuiiih, Ltd., Fetter Ijute, E.C. Wc arc sorry wo have

not their cataiogue here, but in any case |irices in it would

probably now be out ot date. About your ueareet firm, and Uio

one nearest to you, is Messrs. Bennett and Jenuisou, Ltd.,

Wrllingtoo Works, Weclsby-street, Grimsby. \Ye are sorry we
have no information as to wages of picture- frame mnkcm.

C. T.—It would probably coat yon several times what Die lens is

worth, and oonaidorably more than the price of a portrait leua

working to focus, to have new correcting glasses supplied. You
nigh* Mk a firm such as Messra. R. and J. Beck, Ltd., 66, Corn-

hill, London, E.C., to quote yoa a price, but if we wore yuu wo

s)iu<ilJ tell the leus and buy one of the ordinary type. These old

uuu M:hrv(uatic portrait leusoa give very good reaulla, but many

tike yourself, do not like to be bothervd wiiii the adjusinienl of

focos.

T. J.—If you copy half-tone illuatrutious uu piucoas iiUiU* and niuke

iilgaliiis aa good m can be made on tlioso latter, lantcm-shdcs froio

tb«a are bound to Aow consideroble strucluro when magnified <<n

the snwrn. One way of getting over this is to make the negative

on a rapid portnut pWtew Un<o(iuua4ely, you then loie a good

dMl of vigiMir, but probably you can gel sulBoient (or your purpoae

by printing from the nogaAivea on gaaKght lantern ptetes, using a

developer Uko bydcoqoinoue made vp with oanaltc soda, which gives

oootrnat.

A. O.—1. Alcohol, from any pharmaceulioal chemist. 2. If you

mean finely powdered Indian ink, it is not sold. Voti i-iin eitlier

bay the sticks or liquid preparatsooi from dealers in drawin^-

ufBce materials. 3. No objection to uaiog lead in re|>airs uf

llwshnai^ tanks. 4. If you have plenty of cak-iuni chloride,

aay Mvao or eight poundt in a tin such as an ordinary destintch

case, pix>bably three or four hours will bo ample to dry Uie

paper. But, of eoutae, everything will depend on the drynesa of

the chloride.

8*r« LaoHTs. C'^uld ym pleaae toll me wli*l preliminary coating

- to use on glsas before floating with gelalino and dye noluvioii in

making safe Ughts, ss I find in using formula from the " B.J.,"

l>.
317, that as soon aa the gelatine is bone dry it i>v«1b right cH the

glass? What is the beet gelatine to use! Have tried J. lixed-out

dry-pbite, witfc the same reanlta.—T. N.

You can give a preliminary coat of albumen or giuii, but your

difficulty ia prubatily due to the use of loo hard a gelaliue. Use

a soft gelatine, sa supplied for cooking purposes, and avoid rapid

drying.

A. J. W.

—

Tht button cameras came largely from America, and

therefore, owing to prohibition of imports, are scarce. Your best

ohance of buying one is from the second-hand dealers, such aa

thoae whose advertMcments yon will see in our pages. As re-

gards licence, the practice of the police authorities, who regulate

(he users of such afiparotns, varies a good deal. In some places

they make the man take out a hawker's licence, at the coat, we
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tihink, of 5e., but in other pdaoea there is no restrictioii. Any
liead police ofTice in tlie district where you int«nd working would

give you the iniormatiou.

G. E. B.—We think your difficulty lies in the handling of tlie prints.

So Jcng as the developer is reasonably freah you may be certain

thai it is not the cause of the stain. Our advice to you is to use

invariably an acid fixing batlh and a print paddle— the latter any

light sti'ip of wood with rounded edges. If you immerse each

jiiini iis it comes from the developer well under the surface of the

fixer, and keep it tJiOTe for a few seconds by means of the paddJe,

we thiuk you will find you wiJl get no more stains. As good a

fonnuila an any for the acid fixer is 4 to 6 ozs. of hypo and i to

1 oz. of potass, metabisulphito in 20 ozs. of waAer.

iSALONlCA.—A proceae such as that of Mr. John Sterry, published

some yeans iigo, is perhaps what you are seeking. The negative.^

are immersed for tliirty minutes in :—Potass, carbonate, saturated

solution, 2 ozs.
;

glycerine, 1 oz. ; formaline, 1 oz. ; tiip-water,

50 ozs. All by measure. Let the plates sojik in this for about liulf

an hour, and then put them aside to dry silowly; it will '.ake from

six to twelve hours. If then a narrow edging is cut off all round

the negatives with a aliarp knife the film within this edging can

be raised at one corner, and tlien steadily pulled off. If preserved

between flat cards or in the leaves of a book the negatives can be

kept indefiuitoly.

S. H.—'Books on coloui' pliotography are very few and not very good.

About the only one which is worth white to recommend to you is

" Photography in Natural Colours," by I>r. Koiidg (Iliife, price

3s. 6d.), but it deiils witli tlio later processes, and next to noUiing

of Autochronio or Paget. On tlictie latter the only literature, opart

from what has appeared in the i>hotograiAic journals, ds tlie l)ook.s

and leaflets wliich are obtainable from Mr. T. K. Giunt, 89, Great

Russell {Street, W.C. 1, and from the Paget Company, Watford.

Practically the best notes and papers on the processes are in tlio

journals. There ds a little book ou' " Colouring Photographs ami

J.iantern Slidce," by R. Penlake, price 1b. 8d., from Messrs. llifle,

20, Tudor Street, E.G.

S. W.—The arrangement for lighting shown on your sketch should

answer very well. A French grey -would be auitable for the

walla. You can of course have a darker tint if you provide a

good sizoJ reflector. We liave found 200 or 250 c.p. suflicicnt for

a 1/lpl. enJargor, unless the negatives are very dense. Even tlu'ii

a long exposure will give you good resuita, while for thin anil

Jiiedium densities the light is ample. If you can dispense with

u condeuser and xise reilofted light you will want about four 500

c.p. lamps. Enclosed arcs are best for tliis. Using f/4.5 and
llford Zenith or Imperial Fhusliliglit plates your exposures with
six 1,000 c.p. Jamips siliould bo from 1 to 5 seconds, according to

distance between sitter and light.

P. L. M.—Various dodges have been used to dull the sm'face of raetul

articles so aa to avoid tlie occurrence of reflections. For exanipie

dabbing with putty or depoeiting a thin layer of magneeium oxide

by burning magnesium ribbon, or spraying with a JieutraJ colour

with an air-<brusii, or in the case of a vime putting ice in water con-

tained in it so as to give a dc^iosition of dow on the outside. But
none of those methods are so efficient as placing the article to bo

photi>grai>lied in a miniature studio entirely enclosed with muslin,

except at one part, where a high-power lamp can bo put, jn oi-der

to give the Jiocemsary reiliof of lig'liiting. The little miuiual "Com
merciol Photography," supplied by our publishers, price Is. 2d.

port free, gives detaiJed instmction.

FIXINO-IUP.UHNINU.—Will you kindly lot me know the best hypo
bath to prevent my plates frilling? My dark-room is very small

and the incawant heat eoftcns the film. I tried adding alum to

the hypo, but got a milky co<iitiiig over the negatives which was
very diflloult to remove. I wajit a bath that will fix and harden
thonii in the one operatioai.—A. J.

Addition of alum jilone to the hypo bath is very biid practice

Binoe it gives a bath which not only ds miilliy but will readily

cause staiina to develop afterwards in tlio negatives. A suitable

hardening bath consists of 20 ozs. of saturated solution of alum,

4 to 7 ozs. of saitunitod soUution of sodium sulphite, and from 20

to 20 ozs of hypo solution conUiiiing 1 part of Jiypo dissolved in

6 parU o.' water.

Coi'yiNO Lens.—Will you kindly let me know if you can copy

photographs on a half-plate with a 5-in. focus wide-angle lens,

which I purchased some time ago as a half-plate wide-angle lens?

I have only the ordinary double extension camera and I could not

use a large focus lens with such extension.—'R.A.

Provided that the 5-in. lens covers a half-plate in the

ordinary way satisfactorily (it shoull do so) there is no objection

to its use for copying, except that it becomes rather slow. If

you are copying same size (extension of camera lOin.) the f/16

marked on your lens becomes f/32, and the same applies to every

other stop and still more when you are copying-enlarging. If your

camera extension is 20 in., tile 5-in. lens would allow you to en-

large when copying to albout 3 diameters.

0. W. A.—If your business is carried on out of doors, as we snp-

{)Ose, by canvassing people or establishing yourself on a pitoli and

waiting for people to come to you, then we should say you do not

come within the scope of the so-calUed Retail Business Licensing

Order, the office of which for your district is Iddesleigh Mansions,

London, S.W.I. But in many districts the police require a

photograplier carrying on a business of this kind to take out a
liawker's license at tlie cost of, we think, 5s. 2. There are many
restrictions on photography, for e.xample in the parks, County
CouncU gardens, Hampton Court grounds, etc. If you Ibuy a
copy of the Wellcome Exposure Record, which you can get at any
photographic dealers for Is. you will find full particulars there

where to apply for permission in places where it is needed.

(/'. P. L.—1. The camera we referred to was the " Sibyl," of Messrs.

Newman and Guardia. The baaoboard covers the lens; the

focussing movement is operated by a finger lever on the front of

the ba.febnard ; though the lens front does not come automatically

into working position when the camera is opened, it is almost

automatic, and the mechanism is much less liable to derangement

than the spring-operated automatic cameras which one has had
but which ihavo not been .successful on the market. 2. We do not

know of any special description of easel for colouring photo-

gni^hs. l^rofessional colourists usually use the ordinary artists'

easel as supplied by Messrs. Winsor and Newton, 37-40, Rathbone
Place, Oxford Street, W.l. Amateur colourists have a very good

easel supplied (by Messrs. James A. Sinclair and Co., Ltd.,

54, Haymarket, S.W.I.

Wljt Wtttsh lottrnal ti f Ijntagriqiljg.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and oorreotly pr»-

paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind the

scale of charges. They will thus save themselves delay in the pub-

lication of their announcements. A Schedule by which an advertise-

ment can be correctly priced will be setit »n request,

N«t Prtpaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or loss 1/-

Extra words Id. par word,

(No reduotion for a series.)

Special Note. Box Number Adverlisevients.

'

' Box No. " and office address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding raplies add ... 6d. per insertion for eaoh adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not mad*.

Advertisements cannot bo inserted until fully and corraotly prepaid.

Orders to rap«at an advertisement must b« accompanied by th*

advartiiomant as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or hj telegram.

The latest time for receiving small lino advertisamants is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the ourrent week's issua.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday maming.

The insertion of an Advortisamant in any deflaite issue oaanot ba

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO.. Ltd.. PubUshers,
a«, W*Uin>ton Stract. Strand, LONDON, W.C. a.
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EX CATU£DRA.
TiM Real and In Dearly avery branch of comiuetoa we
tha £b(] imitatiana masquerading und«r
Imitation. namea as doaely approximating to
that of the genuina thing aa the law will allow. WeliaTe
roUed gold, which is the thinnett poaaible film of senaine
Mtal which can be made by mechanical means, '

' Walnut
fiaiah " furniture, which is white wood stained brown, and
oikers too numerous to mention. In photography we find

the same idea not carried so far, but suflicient to mislead
those who are not acquainted with the technics of photo-
graphy, espedalJy as regards printing proceasea. The
wora " platino " is very loosely employed; for instance,

we see "platino paneb" or "platino sketches" which
luT* BO BMKne platinum in them than there is in a piece of
newspaper. In the same way we have " carbon " papers
of Tarioas kinds, which are as far removed from genuine
earbon prista as it is possible to be. Gilt frames are inno-

eeot of gold, the eoiour 4>eing obtained by lacquering white
elal, but this is not known to the public, who would
often prefer

'

' English Gold
'

' if the difference were dearly
pninUd oat. WiUi print* the same rssult would in many
cases be secured, that is to say, people would be ^lad to

haTe real platinum and carbons for the sake of assured

permaaaaeT. There are many other instances which could

Iw fiTea, Mt we will content ouzaelves with mentioning
ooe only—the practice of calling coloured photographs ou
painting* or water<aiours. This is not, perhaps, so

esteaatvely pracliaed aa ii was some years ago, but it is to

be diaeoara^d, and the ose of the tfrm " fini heJ in oil or

water-colour " ehoald in every case be used.

• • »

Colour and When decorating a studio the effect of
AapaaK. the a^ieak upon the colour need for tiw
walla ii varr often oTerioohed, the colour being choeen
either aoooraiag lo tha panoaal predilectione of the pro-

prietor or for aoBia mora or lem imaginary photographio
Tslttc. The trained art decorator works on a different

plan, and usually endeavoun to brighten up a room with

a aortbeni aspect, and to produce a cooler or more subdued
effect oa oae facing south or west. This idea is rarely

followed ««i in atiMio deooration, for in this we usually

tad tbat oool oohmn are eofiloyed, while the room itself

hat, ia the ^«*^ maiority of oaaes, a northern aspect.

There i> real^ no good reeaon for this, and we think that

a liVlie more dating mi^t be Aaim in the choice of

oolooia. We have recoiUy visited a attidio with a northern
aepeet, the walls of which are painted a deep orange chrome

,

rMteved by a skittug and friaae of dark, almoat indigo,

blae, and found after leoufwy from the first shock to our
ooaveataonal ideas that the combination was quite pleaaing

aad free from any garish effect. It might be imagined
that the effect of painting the walls with a colour which is
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practically black from a pliotograpluc point of view would

be to interfere seriously with the ligihting, but an inspec-

tion of the work done proved that this was not so, for

although the ai-tist favoured rather strong effect*,

there were some quite silvery in character, and as

a whole there was no difference between them and pictures

made in a studio with the orthodox greyish interior. This

opens out a wide range of possibilities in decoraAioii,

colours which have always been considered as taJbu being

apparently quite innocuous as far as the work is concerned

We have always been opposed to the very light ooloxufe

which most photographers have considered to be essential,

ttud have found a great improvement in lighting with a

west-lighted studio in changing the walls from a ligliD

French grey to a rather dark greyish gi-een, more brilliant

negatives being thus secured. Our older readers may
recollect that a good many years aigo an "onange pea-
green," whatever that may be, was strongly recommended
for photographic reasons, so that the idea is not quite a

•novel one. But the lesson remadns that we may indulge
our artistic instincts in decoration to a much greatej'

extent than we have done without bringing discredit upon
our pictures. It may be worth adding that only ordinal^
plates were used in the orange lined studio.

STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
III.

—

Steheoscopic Poetraituee.

It is hardly suffioiently realised how valuable stereoscopic
photography is in the province of portraiture. No one
who has ever seen a really successful stereoscopic portrait
can have failed to remark upon the almost uncanny
realism of it. To tihe artist it is perhaps too gross a
realisnn. It has that death-in-life or life-dn-death quality

not the amateur need have no hesitation in taking up the

work, and if he wdM do so he wiil be surprised and de-

lighted at the reeoilts, as will his sitters also.

It is hardly neceesary to point out that for stereoscopic

portraiture twin, lenses and a stea-eoeoopic camera are

practically essential. To taie successive portrait* in the

hope that no moveunemt wall have occurred in the 30

seconds or so occupied in the cLanging of cajiie<ra position

would be futile, and the use of mirrors with a single lens

would mean a reversal of the image fatal to correct por-

traiture. Pinhole pihotography is unsuitable owing to the

long exposure required, and tiie twin-leaises arrangement

seems the only way to ensure perfect results.

The siurroundings and background having been appi-o-

priately arranged, the principal ligiht should be well con-

centrated on the face of the sitter. A three-quarter-length

will generally be the most effective porti'ait.

It should be known that in the case of a plain back-

ground the prints may by suitable masking be made to

show a head or, indeed, any object well in front of the

picture plane. To effect this tie background is masked

in two circles, squares, or ovals of equal size, the two being

at the extreme limit of 2| inches apart, while the por-

traits themselves are only separated by 2 A inches. TQiis

means that the head in the left picture is a little to the

rigtht of the centre of its background, and in the other a

little to the leift of the centre, the backgrounds being, of

course, the same size and shape. The result is a portrait

standing as it were solidly in space with a background

well- beihinid. If the masking is carried out the other way,

bringing the head in the left-hand picture to left of centre

and °in "the right-hand picture to the right, the portrait

wall recede behind the picture plane. This is always the

best way of masking a landscape and generally beet for a

which is the bane of the wax-work show, and yet apart
from that there is a predousness about sudh a vivid relic
of a dead or absent friend that must be recognised. How
religiously we should cherish, if it existed, such a present-
ment of any of tlie " great ones gone," or, to bring it

closer home, of some dear departed meijiber of one's own
family. The professional photographer never seems to
have found it worth while to push this branch of his work.
Perhaps he knows his public too well to venture on the
enteri)ri9e of »tereoeoopic j>ortrait8. Wheither this is so or

2)ortrait. The effect then is that of a (picture seen through
a frame; occasionally, however, in portraiture, an amusing
effect is procured by the opposite plan, allowing the head
to look out from beyond the frame. In stereograms of

such subjects as museum exhibits—a fossil or a minera-
logical specimen—it is also generally best to mask so that
tlie object is in front of the picture plane.

The ohief drawback to stereoscojiic jxyrtraiture is the need
of a stereoscope to view the results. This objection must,
of course, be admitted, but it ishould be 2>ointed out here
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that tbe knack of se«ing stereosoofticaUy without any in-

atnifnent is so extremrij easy to acquire tihat it is a great

pity it is nok more general. Moot peopJe can learn the

way to do it after one or two trials, and tfa«n with a very

little practice it beoomes practically instinctive. The
writer scarcely ever usee the stereo«oope, and neiver has a

ntoment's difficulty in combining the elamentB <^ a steivo-

i^ram with the unaided eyes. It is very advantageous in

mounting stereograms to be able to do this, as it precludes

any pooaibility of mistaking the ngbt-li*nd for the left-

scopic treatment almost more wonderfully, as it keeps
the attention concentrated on the figure, and we really get
as near an approach to an actually " speaking likeness"
as mechanical means can accomplish. A good example
is shown in the second illustration, in which all accessories

are avoided.

The-re is one important point in stereoscopic portraiture
process which goes by the name of retouching ni'Ust-

be eschewed, unless the retoucher is particularly skilful

in treating the two pictures exactly equally, and even then

hand pioUirv. It is also ooovMueat to be able to enjoj
ataraograma in a book hat aa w«ll aa on wmrate card*.

Tha wsy in wfaaoli it it done is a little difficult to deacribe

in words, but briefly it oonsista in fixing tbe eyes on an
imaginary diataooe aa tiioogfa lookaog tfiroagh t^ stareo-

^am at aoroathing beyond. Hub invoh«a no squinting

;

there is do mora oooTargeace of tbe «7<aa than in looking

at any object a yard or two aimy. Probably the only

4tif&oahy in aeaing stereograma in thia way is that wliiie

looking throiigii at ihm iinaginary diatanow one oaiurally

focoaaa tha mob of aacb eye for that diatanco, wbareas

ibii imt&adttf taodanoy has to be raaMtad as w« require

to foeut tibma lor tbe staraogram while eomwerging them
for a more diataot obiaot. Hie art of doing thaa soon

oomaa, and with a litue practice one leama to oootfatne

readily psotoraa even m» widely separated aa foor inchea or

owre. If tbe faooHy of tereoaoofae riaion were more
ediiji eoMrvnted stareoaoopk portxmitnTe would be pro-

portionately more popular.

In ateraoacopic portraiture it is tempting to introduce

intricate aoeeaaoriea to add to the magic of the aterecaoopio

relief. The aoeonpanying portrait of the late Mr. Waah-
iagton Tanadala with his " geometric pen " u a good
euunple. Tbe photograph necessarily loaea mooh detail

ia raofodnction, bat the orginal is strikingly effective in

ili Mality to the intrieadaa of tbe apparatus, with its

leiaia and cogwheels. On the other hand, pure por-
traitnre with a plain background lends itaelf to aterao-

much leai should be done to the negative than is usual
in profeaiional photography. The illustration, a stereo-
gram by Mr. Oscar Way, of Colchester, ia an example of
the retouching of a print carried as far as is practicable
for the stereoscope without sacrificing relief or losing the
character of the sitter.

Retouching in portraiture generally has come to
be ooosidered necessary, largely because the public
will inspect a photograph at a proximity to the eyee
at which they would never think of scrutinising the
painting of an artist. Tbe hnes whicfa tlie retoucher so
carefully eliminates in deferanoe to publac taste in the
matter of wrinkles are not reaHy the blemJAea that they
have oome to be accounted. In them a great part of the
character reaidoi, and if they show unduly it is often that
the lightang has not been judicioualy arranged, or that the
print is being examined from too cloee a point of view.
Plaoe an untouohed print in a frame on the wall and view
it at a reaaooaUe diatenoe. It woU he aeen at once to be
immeaaorably superior both as a Hkenoaa and an artistic

production to the amoothj eharacterlieaa wax effigies which
so many photograpliera turn out—not pediaps to pleaae

their own taste, but simply beoauae their puiUic will have
it so.

Now, in atereoacopic photograpiiy retouching i» not very
practicable, for any marka made by hand are apt to show
up, in mid-air as it were, in the stereoaoope, nor will it be
found that even popular taste will object to the true
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pireeeintment of lin«e and wrinkles in a stereogram. So

that in stereoscopde portraiture the photographer is hap-

pily saved by tiie very neoessitief of tiie process from a

practice which is of doubtful advantage in portraiture in

aoiy case, and beyond that is generally carried to an

extreme that to tihe true artist borders on the offensive.

In speaking of "retouching " we are not, of course, Ln-

cliudimg mere " spotting out " or the removal of mechani-

cal defects in a negative caused by dust particles, etc.

Freckles, too, by their non-actinic colouring, are unques-

tionably too conspicuous on a photograph, and it is oftea

desirable to remove this defect by working on th»

negative. To the elimination of such spots no objectioa

can be raised, though possibly a certain amount of valu-

able time is sometimes wasted in getting rid of specks s»

microscopical that their presence or absence is a matter

of absolutely no importance.
C. E. B.

CAMERA MOVEMENTS.
II.

Thb previous article described the various possible adjust-

ments, or movements, as they are usually termed, that a stand

camera should be provided with, but it pointed out that they

are seldom, if ever, all found in one camera. Probably there

is scarcely a stand camera built nowadays that has not at

least a rising (and falling) front and a swing-back, and these

are the movements not already sufficiently explained which are

most used, and they will therefore be considered first.

Supposing it be required to photograph a building, a chuixdi,

for example, the camera is set up pointing towards it and

levelled by means of a spirit-level. If notice has been taken

of what has already been written, the front and back of the

camera will be perfectly vertical. If the camera is stood up

far enough away to include the whole of the church when the

camera is level and the lens central, it will be noticed on the

focussing screen that nearly half of the image consists of fore-

ground, road or field, may be, and that the subject itself, the

building, occupies the other half, and therefore looks insig-

nificant. The reason for this is very simple. The camera is

looking straight towards the building, and the level of the

lens is about half-way up the door. As the lens level is the

centre of the ground-glass, it follows that there will be as

much included below the centre of the subject as above it.

To photograph the church with the camera level as described

from a nearer point, so as to get the image larger and with less

foreground, it would be necessary to raise the ^vhole camera

opposite to' the centre of the subject, which is seldom possible.

However, the rising front enables the desired result to be

obtained in most cases while the camera is still standing on

the ground. It appears miraculous to some people that the

effect of raising the lens an inch wUl give the same effect as

raising the whole camera twenty or thirty feet perhaps, but

the following explanation should make tlae reason clear :—

Pig. 1.

Fig. 1 represents the camera set up opposite the churdh at

a distance that wiU give it a nice size on the plate, and on

levelling it is found that the image includes what is between

the lines AA, and the effect on the ground-glass is seen dia-

gramatically by the solid lines AA in Fig. 2, where the point

of tlie subject that is on a level with the lens Li found in tfie

centre of the ground-glass and is marked with an X. Th»-
image of the steeple is formed in the margins of the circle of
light produced by the lens, but is outside the area of the-

ground-glass, as shown by the dotted lines. If the lens i*

raised the image formed by it is raised also, so that the steeple

can be brought into the picture quite easily. The whole imaga
moves, remember, so that when the lines BB are raised till

they correspond with the edges of the ground-glass AA, it i*

obvious that as more of the image is slid into view on one
edge, an exactly equal amount is slid off the ground-glass on
the other. The image is there all the time. One simply glides

the portion one wants of it on to the focussing screen.

A cross-front, a sliding movement from side to side, work»
in exactly the same way when it is required to include more
of the subject on one side of the plate and less on the other^

when it happens that one cannot stand opposite the middle,

but, still, a perspective view is not wanted. This is especially

useful in copying to adjust the image centrally on the groond-

gla&s.

It may happen that the amount of rifling front is not enonglb

to include all of a building ; for instance, where the latter i*

extra tall, or where it is not possible to get further away to^

include more of the view ; or it may be that the definition at

the margin of the ima.ge is not good enough to show

the subject properly. In that case the proper course

is to tilt the camera so that the lens points upwards.

That is to say, to point the lens towards the centr*-

of the subject required on the ground-glass. Her^
however, it must be pointed out that if the whole camera

is pointed upwards we shall get a distorted view. The top ot

the church is further from the lens than the lower portion,

and therefore will appear smaller in proportion, with th«

result that upright walls will slant towairds one another on th»

grwund-glass just in the same way as the sides of the road do,

but the latter appears in correct perspective and the former

will look absurd. This is corrected by always keeping the back

of the camera level and vertical, and if this is done, perpen-

dicular lines in the subject wiU be vertical in the image,,

however much the lens is tilted upwards.

In using the rising—or cross—front, we use the margins of'

the light-circle made by the lens, and as this portion of the-

image is usually not so well defined as the centre, it

may be necessary to " stop down " the lens, tha* is, to reduc»

its aperture, in order to get sharp detail.

When using the swing-back vertical when the lens is pointed'

upwards, it will be noted that the part of the ground-glass

where the image of the top of the building falls is farther

from the lens than the part where the lower portion of the-

building is projected. Now, to get the maximum sharpness-

in the image, the ground-glass should be closer fo the lens for

a distant object than for a near one. So when the swing-back
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M «in|kl03red tor getting pn^r aprights in a photograph, we
•!• i«T«ning the normal order of things as regards focaseing,

and th« image will th»rtion be • pwd deal " oat ot foou "

in •onto parta, For that rmmon, a^ain, it is nrrcasirj to atop
down eonaidaraUy t<> comet tiia want of sharpnaaa. XJmtMj
tba aOMMmt of atop)>ing down «eq«ired is laia in lb« uaa of
the risiag froat than in etnplovinK the »wing4wck. Iliat is to
•ay, tba laMor raqoirfa a much wnaller apertnre (wbidi meaiu
lonpr a^oaiuw) Hwa tha fanner, ao that tha riaing lf«at ia

piufwbly uad whaiw the lens will produce a sandently good
marginal image. Veiy o(t«n it happens that eithar of these

movements aloBe will still not incloda «• —wch of t^ npi**'
part of tlie subject as is deaired. and i» aoeh caaaa the oalgr

thing is to slide lie l«iis up as fax as it will go and then point
the camera upwards till the required view is obtained, when
the ground-glass is brought to a vertical position again by
means of the swing-back. This combined movement calls for
a very small apertare in the lena, and car© should be taken
that the bellows do not cut oH part of the image. They aire

usually provided with rings to hook on to tihe camera-front t«

prerent sagging in this -my.
To get llie nHudmnm ahaipness ^liter adjusting the camera

as deaoribed, an easy way is to mark on a strip of gununed
paper on the baseboard when the lens is fooussed on the most
distant part of the subject, tjien mark again when the nearest
part is sharp. Then rack book two-tihirds of the spooe between
these two marks, and use €he smallest apeiture of the lens.

The best kind of level to employ in getting the swing-bark

Fig 3. Kig. 4.

perppndioular is one witJi a cross level let into one end of it A,
or • lonall level may be fix«d t« one aide of a piece of wood
very acoirately cut to a rigfat-angle B (Pig. 3). This level is

pUretl just against one side of the camera, as in Fig. 3, and
the centre leg «t the trip«id mo\'ed to get the bubble central.

The leg is moved in the direction the babble is required to go.

Then the level is placed against the ground-glaas (Fig. 4), and
tlie back swung till the bubble is again central.

D. Chables.
[To b* eontinueJ.)

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
IPrariooa artieloa of this sariea, in which tha aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraitore. have appaarad weekly nae« the beginning of tha peasant year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

laagth of that by tha soma writer which ran through tha ** British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
ganaration ot photographan, and partioalariy thoaa aogagad as assistants, has a particuUr subject which might be dealt with, his

or har wiggaatinn will ha walaomad. Tha aabiaola of tha pwTiooa articles of the series have been as follows :—

About tha Raeeption Room (March 28).

Hama Portraiture (April 4).

FMiable Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

14). Enlargements (May 9).

21). Advertising the Utadio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).

Business Methods (Hay 30).

Pbotoncraphing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).

A lUk Ahoat Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and tha Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Baekgioandi (Jan. 24|.

Studio Expoaurea (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Proeaases for Portrmitare (Fab,

Btadio Aoeasaoriaa and Furniture (Feb.

Tha flniTOUBdings of the Studio (Feb. 28)
Stadia Witinf and Ventilation (Maxeh 7).

Tha Portofi Stadio (March 14).

Tha PitaitinrBooa (March 21).

SOMETHING ABOUT LENSES.
Tms lens is tha moat inporiant itaa in a photographrr's
outfit ; It is also the on* about which he knows ^e least,

and he often pays daorly for his ignorance. There are so

Many rarietias of twisaa nr |>erhap* I migfit more correctly

•ay lens name*—that a mere list of them would go far tu

fill tl>« spaoa allottad to this article, so that I will not

attompt to aniunerate them all, bat to deal with the charac-

tariatiaa and capabilitiaB of those which are most likely to

ba aat with by tha litotographer in the ordinary way ol

Portrait lenaea will naturally be of the greatest interest

to the majority of my readers, and I may point out that at

the present day ttiere are many which may be included in

this class, alth<mgh they are not listed under the special

name, for there is notliing distinctive about a portrait lens,

except the feature of a comparatively large aperture, which
allows of short exposures being made indoors. I am inclined,

therefore, to class as portrait lenses all which have a maxi-

mum aperture of not leas than f/b. The old type of portrait

lens, often called the Petzval, after it« original designer, is
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of little use for anythinig but studio work, as wh-en used out
of doors with a .moderately small aperture it was prone to
give a pronounced central flare spot y/hich was fatal to good
work. Still, the smaller sizes up to 8 or 9 inches focal length
are sometimes used successfully upon reflex cameras when
very short exposures are required, the full aperture of ffi
or ^/4 being then employed. They may also be used for

copying photographs or other subjects where absolute recti-

linearity of the lines is not essential. This type has a deeply
curved field and considerable astigmatism at tlhe edges of

the field ; therefore ft should not be pushed to the Umjt of

its cap^acity ; a good specimen will, however, cover a field

the diagonal of which is about two-thdrds the focal length
of the lens to be used. For example, a ten and a-half or
eleven-inch lens will do very well at a fairly large aperture
for a cabinet picture, assuming rtiis when trimmed to

aeasui'e 53 x 33 inches. For very short studios, therefore,

it is better to employ an anastigmat which will cover a much
larger field without stopping down. Curvature of field is

not such a serious abjection in portraiture as in other classes

of work, as the subject is not all upon one plane, and the
curvature allows of the face, hands, and knees being sharply
rendered with a larger aperture than can be used in a flat

field lens, although the latter would give better general

definition with a standing figure. Although I referred to

the matter last week, it is worth repeating that the fix)nt

combination of a portrait lens used alone gives a good image
with slightly softened definition, and has a focal length of

about one and a-Jhalf times that of the complete lens. It is

useful to remember this when it is desired to make a rather
larger head than usual when only a short-focus lens is avail-

able. The exposure required will be about double that of the
complete lens, and, if perfectly sharp definition be required,

a slight reduction of the aperture will be necessary. The
quickest portrait lenses have an aperture of nearly fl2 and
tflie slowest fl6, the latter being also adapted for groups, and
under favourable conditions to outdoor work. Several

jnakers have issued portrait lenses whidh are adjustable to

give a soft image if wished. .

All the more rapid forms of anastigmat answer excellently

for studio portraiture, but care should be taken not to select

one of too short focal length. Good perspective or "draw-
ing " is only to be obtained by the use of a fairly long focus

lens, and the mere fact that the plate is perfectly covered is

of little moment compared with this. Unfortunately, extra

rapid anastigmats are very costly in the larger sizes. Refer'

rin^ to the pre-war list oif one maker, I find a 16-inch f/^
portrait lens quoted at £26, while a 15-incli /'/4.5 anastigmat

costs £30, the next size larger, an 18-inch, being stiU more
expensive—namely, £40. The covering power of the latter

is, however, much greater, and they are free from flare

;

hence they will also serve for outdoor work on large plates.

Besides portrait lenses, properly so called, there is a class

known by various trade names, such as Euryscope, Universal
Symmetrical, Portrait Aplanat, etc. These are of the rapid

rectUinear construction, but have apertures of /'/5.6 or fib.

They answer well for portraiture, but their field of sharp
definition at full aperture is limited. If one having a focal

length nearly twice the longest side of the trimmed print

is selected, it should be found satisfactory. These lenses are

free from flare, and when stopped down will do all the work
of a rapid rectilinear. It is worth noting that the appella-

tion " Aplanat " only means that tihe lens is free from centra!

Bpherical aberration ; it does not denote any anastigmatic or

"flat field" properties. I mention this because in some
quartern there is an impression, often fostered by dealers,

that an aplanat is a variety of anastigmat. A generation ago

Grubb applied the term to single lenses and rectilinears.

Rapid rectilinears having apertures not smaller than f/8

are frequently used for large sizes in portraiture, and with

the fast plates now available are quite rapid enough in action
Even when more rapid lenses are used, it is generaUy found
necessary to reduce the aperture when taking large heads,
in order to obtain depth. At one tim« it was averred that
rectilinears gave an image which lacked plasticity and had a
"cut out" appearance; but this opinion does not eeem to
be held nowadays.

Single lenses are sometimes employed in artistic poi
traiture, and if used at a sufficiently "large aperture give a
pleasingly soft definition between the sharpness of the ordi-
nary lens and the pronounced fuzziness of the anachromats
Old landscape lenses of large diameter can often be very
cheaply purchased, and after removing the fixed diaphragm',
which is usually about fjl6, are ready for use. As I propose
to deal with soft-focus portraiture as a separate subject, I
shall not deal with lenses specially constructed for this work
in the present article.

lor groups maJiy types of lenses are pressed into service,
the portrait lens being the least suitable, as its curved field
renders a special arrangement of the sitteirs necessary, while
the small aperture which has to be used to get even passable
definition to the edges of the plate make it very ^]ow in
action for studio exposures. Rectilinears do better at the
same relative aperture, but it is here that the anastigmat is
seen at its best. With a good lens and a judicious use of ti.e

swing back it is possible to secure uniform sharpness
throughout with a comparatively large aperture; but one
precaution is necessary—that is, to use as long a focus as
the studio will allow, otherwise the figures in the front row
will appear noticeably lai-ger than those in the back-; and
this is generally objectionable, even to the untrained eye of
the client. The photographer should never accept the
optician's classification of lenses as regards the sizes covered,
as the excellent quaHty of mos-t of the newer lenses justifiei
the makers in listing a nine-inch lens for whole plates or a
13-inch for 12 x 10 ; but if such lenses were used for close-up
gi-oups on the size of plate indicated, the perspective would
be bad, although the definition might be perfect. I cannot
too often repeat that the quality of a lens has nothing to do
with the rendering of perspective, this being solely a matter
of focal length in relation to the size of plate used. The
cheapest single lens and the most perfect anastigmat, if of
equal focal length, will give the same perspective at the
same distance from the group upon the same scze of plate.
It is purely a matter of angles, as an experiment with a
pinhole will prove. If we arrange a group of articles—sacks,
boxes, or whatnot—and take photographs with a nine-inch
lens and with a pinhole placed at nine inches plus the addi-
tion to the back conjugate necessary for the nearness of the
object, we shall obtain exactly the same drawing. The moral
is to use for all work as great a focal length as conditions
will allow.

There is a host of other models which have their various
uses in outdoor and interior work, copying, etc., but which
are of little value for portraiture. Rapid rectilinears I have
already mentioned, but they may be used for nearly all

photography where the greatest rapidity is not essential.

Architecture copying, catalogue work, and landscape are all

within theii scope, and if of good quality they will be found
little inferior to anastigmats. Wide-angle rectiUneare and
portable symmetricals are designed for work in confined
positions, as buildings in narrow streets, interiors, and for

copying. They usually have an initial intensity of f/lb
only, and this is to my mind a serious drawback, as it is

often difficult to focus a dimly lighted interior with so small
an aperture ; therefore, I advise that when expense is not a

primary consideration, sm.all anastigmats with apertures
of f/7.7 or larger should be used. It is easy to focus with
these at full aperture, and to stop down to obtain the neoes-

1
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-irr depth of fi*ld ; another advantage is that the lens is

available for rapid work on a smaller plate ; thus in my own
practice I use a S^-inch anastigmat ag a quarter-plate hand
camera lens, and also as a wide-angle lens on a «'hole plate,

while an 8-inch aervea in the same way for haU-plate and
twelve by ten.

An old type of lens not now made, but frequently to b«>

met with, is the triplet, or triple achromatic. It is a splendid

copying lens, good fur architecture, landscape and groups

;

in fact, it will do all that a rapid rectilinear will do. and at

equal apertures I even fancy the general definition it gives

to be superior. Its great fault is slowness, the full aper-

ture being usually fjlZ. This, however, is not a great

objection for the larger sizes of plate, as considerable

stopping down is usually neconary to secure depth.

Single or landscape lenses deserve more consideration

than they usually receive from professional photogrsi^ters.

They have two faults—slownesa, the full apertor© being

usually /'/15 or ffib, and a tendency to curve straight lines

near the margins of the picture. In the best makes the latter

defect is not present to any harmful extent if the focal length

chosen is at least as much as that of a rectilinear lens made
fur the sise of plate to be used. Tlie great advantage of

the single lens is the crispness and brilliancy of the image

which is obtained in outdoor work, especially open land-

scape. If we take a first-rate modem lens and an old wide-

angle landscape lens and give both identical exposures upon

a well-lighted open subject, the latter will win every time

on points for the quality of negative. Still, we cannot carry

round a bagful of lenses, and so the single combination one

is often left at home; but one often feels that, after all, it

would be wise to bring it along when on view work pure and

simple.
Phacticcs.

COLOUR VALUES IN MONOCHROME. AND A NEW VIEWING
FILTER TO ASSIST IN OBTAINING THEM.

[The (oltosing |>«pcr. read by Mr. F. F. Renwiek before the Roysi Photographic Soeiely, deals with a problem which is lUways prrsenl

in the tnuaUlioo of ooloan into mouoehrome. The author's aatposition of recent research will help toEmako clear the complex nature

d ths prohiam and the orthochromalic worker wiU wehxtme the promiM of more definitive methods which is contained in the latter

portion of the paper.—EDS. "B.J."]
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In the tabis ars given:

—

Coi. 1.—Abney's scale numbers.

Cdi. 2.—Oorreeponding wave-lenfltba.

Ool. 3.—Tbe Inminroeity valoes given

ooL 4, of Us book, page 04.

by Almey in TaUe IV.,

Fig. 4.

Cot. 4.—^iOganUmis of tbe valoes in col. 3.

Obi. 6.—Tbe oorreotion feolor, oorre^>aodiiig to the region of the

epeotwan, whscb has to be added to tbe vsioe given in col. 4.

Coi. 6.—Tbe earns of tbe vnbies in cob. 4 and 5.

It will be observed that the effect of these operations is dightly to

shift tbe apparoit posilion of maximum lisnsnosiy, KMind by AlxMy
at A686 M^, towards the blue, to A572 n^. To faring back all these

ocerected lumiooeities to a maximum of 100 it is, of course, necessary
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jScakNo.

4
5
6
7
8
9M

U
S

I6
'?

*i
M
35
36
37
38
39
30

3>
33

33
34
35
3«
37
38

39
40
41
43
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
5'

53
53
54
55
56

W«ve-
lenEth.

4010
4062
4106
4I3>
4151
4174
419^
4321

434s

4271
4296
4333
4349
4377
4404
4437
4459
4488
4517
4548
4578
4608
4639

4675
4707
4743
4776
4813
4848

4885
4924
4963
5003
5043
5085
5128
5"73
5221
5370
5331

5373
5427
548»
5538
5596
5658
5730
5783
5850
5921
5996
6074
6153
6343
6330

Lumi-
nosity.

Log. of
Lvmi-
nosity.

(•06)

(•10)

•14
•16

iS
-33

t'36
30
34
(•35)
•40

•45

SO
56
63
70
78
'86

•94
'08

I •a

'•4
1-6
1-83

3-3
3-8

3-5
4-0
4-7
5-5
(5-7)
7-0
8-5
IO-5
143
l8-3
24 -o

39-

5

36
42-5
50
57
63-5
69
75
81

87
93-5

97
99
100

99
96
90
80
65
50

(5-778)
(I 00)
I 146
1 '304

F-3SS
t-343
• •4JS
'•477
f53>
(1-544)
I -603

f653
1-699
T-748
f-793
f-845
I -892
'•934
1-973
•033
•079
1-146
•304
-360

(•390)
•363

•447

544
603
-672
•740

(•756)
845
.929

I -031

1-153
1-260
1380
1-470
1-556
1-628
1-699
i^756
f 796
1^839
"•875
1-908

• •939
^•966
1-987
1-996
3 -000
1-996
1-982
•954
1-903
•Sl3

1-699

Correction
Factor.

6

Sum

•55' (>-i39)

533 (1-533)

•5"S I-66I

•50s 1-709
-496 I-75I
•487 1-839
•478 1-893
•469 1-946
460 T-991
460 (-004)

•451 •053

443 095
433 ' '3'
-433 1 171
-414 306
•405 350
•396 < 388

387 331

378 35'
369 ' 403
359 438
349 •495

339 •543
339 589
339 (•6'9)

319 681
309 756
•299 •843

289 89'
279 •95'

369 1-009
369 (•035)
•359 I -104

248 1-177
237 '358
•226 '•378
215 475
204 1-584
I9» 1-663
180 •736
168 •796
'55 '•854
141 1-897
'27 1-923
-112 1-951
-097 1-972
082 1-990
•066 3-OOS
-050 3-016
•034. 3 -031
-017 2013
•000 2-000

1-982 1-978
Y-963 1-945
1-943 1-897
1-933 1-825

S-90I •7'4
T-880 '•579

Conxcted
Log.
Lumi-
nosity.

Corrected
Lumi-
nosity.

(I -308)

n-5'3)
I -640
I<688
1-730
1-808

t-873
1-935
1-970
"•983)
033
074
130
150
185
839
367
300
330
381
4'

7

474
533

. 568
I 598)
660
735
822
870
930
-9S8

(I -004)
1-083
1156
'•337
'•357
1-454
'•563
1 -641

1-715
'775
'833
1-876
I -902

1-930
1-9SI
1-969
1-984
1-995
2-000
1-992
1-979
'•957
1-924
1-876
1-804
1-693
1-558.

(-20)

(•335)
•44
49
•54

64
•75
•84

•93

(-96)
l-o8

-l'*'l9

t-33
1-4'

'•53
169
1-85
3-0
3-1

3-4
3-6
3^0
3-3
3^7

(40)
4-6
5^4
6-6
7^4
8^5

97
(101)
13-1

I4^3
'7^3
22-7
38-4
36-6
43^7
51-9
59^6
681
75-3
79-8
85-1
89-3
93^'
96-4
98-9
100
98-3
95^3
90-6
840
75-2
63-7
493
36^l

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Co-ri cted

8

Wave- Los. of r.'g. Correctfd
B'ala Ungth Laniin- LiUmin. Correlation Snm. Lumin- I.,Mmin-

No. A.U. 08.ty. osily. Factor. ity. osit;.

57 612 ^ 33 1518 1858 1^376 1^355 22-7

58 6520 21 132 J ^SM 1^I55 1134 13S
59 6'21 125 ^097 i->08 •905 •884 765
en 6728 7 •845 I78i 628 •607 4 -05

61 6H39 4 •602 1755 •357 •336 217
62 6957 2 •301 '^•725 •026 •005 l^Ol
63 7082 1 •000 r-6<JS ^•695 ^•674 •47

M 7217 (•5) (^•c99) '"•668 (•^•357) (^•336) (•22)

65 ~ ~ ^•6i» "

NoFBS.— 'iifures in braokets refer to Abn y a ruble 38, p. 239, col. 3. The figure
Sni-iti tnirl deaiiail place in the correction faotors is only approximate.

jn this case to deduct .021 from a'l the logarithms in col. 6, thus

giving col. 7 in the tatle. In col. 8 the anti-logarithms of the figur6.s

in col. 7 are given, these being the percentage luminosities of the

different regions of a normal spectrum (arc light) expreseed in terms
of the corrected maximum at A572 mi = 100.

Theso numbers, if plotted against their corresponding wave-lengths,

ehow the curve of distribution of luminosity of the normal spectrum
of the light from the poeilive crater of the electric arc •which Abney
used. Similar tables and curves may eaedly .be derived from sevexal

other series of Abney's experimental data by means of the correction

f.^vctors given in col. 5 of the aboi^e taible, and I have worked out

several in this ivay.

It will be observed that the position of maximum luminosity lies

almost exactly at the middle of the visible normal spectrum

I '=X575j and especially that this continues to be true

even with a epectrum so enfeebled that most of the red end ha* be-
come invisible (Abney's Table VI., p. 98). We sha'.l see, too, that
th« distribution of luminosities on either aide of the maximum is

nearly symmetrical in both caaes.

It would be very interesting to know the curve of luminosities for
a number of sources of " white " light after the eye is fully adapted
to each, for iit is well known that the eye readily accepts as white
any of a wide range of lights, differing considerably in colour from
one another, in the absence of a standard of comparison.

Instead of plotting relative luminosity values against coneeponding
wave-lengths, it is more useful to us to plot their logarithms, be-

cause the curve so obtained corresponds to eye estimates of relative

brightness, just as photographic densities (logs opacity) are better

than opacities for studying and appreciating the gradation of nega-
tives and prints ; moreover, the changes at the feebly luminous deep
red and blue ends of the spectrum are more clearly displayed by thia

method. Fig. 5 shows the two curves of corrected luminosity
logaaiUuM corresponding to the data given in Abney's Table IV.,
col. 4, p. 94, and Table VI., p. 98 (lor a feeble spectrum), after

modification in the manner already explained. The full figures for

Ithe former curve are given in col. 7 of my tajble above. For these

sets of observations the eye was dark adapted.

Several interesting conclusions may be drawn from these curv««,

for they repi-esent also the relative values of the densities which
should be produced by the spectrum of the light of the open arc
on a panchromatic colour-sensitive plate which has been corrected

by means of a filter perfectly adapted to it. In other words, given
any panchromatic plate, what we have to do is to make a fil^ter

for it which will so modify the light of the open arc positive pole

that the above curve represents the distribution of densities ob-

tained m a spectrogram made on the plate by that light. Further,

in the case of a plate possessing even sensitiveness throughout luch

a spectrum, the inverse of this curve gives the absorption coeffi-

cieals (D in the equation I=I„xl0 — u) of the requ red filter for

every wave-length merely by re-numbering the ordinates down-

wards, beginning with zero at the central maximum, as I have
done at the right-hand side of Fig 5.

Fig. 5.

Clearly for a uniformly sensitive panchromatic plate a strong

green filter is the only one which could lay any claim to be a

perfect correcting filter for all colours, and inasmuch as recent

advances itx the production of panchromatic plates have resulted

in the realisation of equal sensitiveness in the red and blue of

the spectrum of arc light, with the green not far behind, it is evi-

dent that for the best work in monochrome a green filter is now
absolutely essential.

Another very interesting application to be derived from such

cui-ves is as follows :—In those cases where use of the full correc-

tion filter is impossible or thought to be undesirable, it would

often be useful to have filters for observation purposes which would

so modify the relative luminosities of the scene or object to be

photographed that the latter appeared in the same sequence of

brightness to the eye as the plate, or plate and screen, about to

be used wiU portray them. With approximately monochromatic
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(*«., tfipnciMj narrower in their region of

B ths triooloar filUn aaed in threo-coloor work), inapectioa of

K«ne throogh tho filter to be aaed will oaoally be enfficient to

^ve the deaired informatioo if Uie plate ehowe no imwuiliiii gap*
«r otlier marked irregnlaritiee of MoaitiveneM to tlie apectmni;
hat where tbeie eziit or with any pUte when » compkretively pale
'" enbruing a wide region of the spectnim is to be UMd, meh
• procedure ii moat mia:«ading, and the frequently offered ad\-icc

to OM them in this wa/ cannot be too ttrongly condemned.
If, however, we eonatnict a filter having •abaocytion ooafBeieali

«OR«apoadiag to the invirae of, i.e., eomplaBaatary to, the perfect

aorractioo ftltar, tor any given paBchrunnlfc pinte, it will radnea

Um aptwrrai UHnhiaaitiat of •very part of the viabb apectrani of

whiu light l« iMHimfoai to tha aanailivaoeaa of the piaU to tk»

Mma li|^ Beoea Mch a fi'*ter will k> alter th» appearaaea of any

aokorad aeaoa or obiaot that iu apparent tana v»1im» will

•graa with thoaa wjiieh the panchrnanatic piala would

For an evenly senattrve paochromatio plate this will mean a filtm

having abeorption coefficients oorreaponding with the curve of

Fig. 5, or Aboey's luminosity curve exjureased logarithmically.

Obviously, such a filter would have a viiriet ooloor complementary
to that of Uie perfect green oorreoting filter already described.

Fig. 6 shows diagrammatically for an imaginary plate the rela-

tions wfiich exist between V, the curve of visibiaty of the speo-

trom, P the curve of sensitiveness of an imaginary colour-sensitive

pUte, P-V the absorption curve of the perfect correction filter

for monochrome rendering, and V-P that of the viewing filter

under dLBOus.<ion, for kucH a p!at« as P within the wave-lengths limits

ixinsidered, viz., 400-700 fifi. If such viewing filters were mode
to oorrect all colour values fully np to the limits of the visible

pectnim they woold be too dark for convenient use ; further,

since action on a photographic plate occurs beyond the visible

spectrum in the violet, even this degree of correction would not be

snfllciani. In practice, however, I find it to be possible for the

beat mod«Tn panchromatic platea to construct filters transmitting

sufficient light for convenient obaervatioo, and yet capable of

serving aa \-aluabte aids in judging the order of luminositiea

which the platea will record. Owing to the slightly inferior green

of even the best commercial panchromatic plates, tha

curve of the observation filter required for them should

paH rather leas green light than Fig. 5 indicates. He presence of

olIfB-violat seositiveoess and the absence of sensitiveness in the

deep red bayuod about k 720 are beat allowed for by passing more
blue light as compensation for the former and catting out the

d««|> red completely on account of the latter fact, so that t^
required filter will have a fairly deep blue violet or blue hue.

With a properly balanced filter of tiiis kind we can see before-

hand what kind of record our unscreened plato would give us, and

by adding any desired yellow, orange, or other filter to it can

aUidy the effect of sach filter on the rendering of the tone values

of the scene by the plate. In this way we are enabled with greater

certainty to select the filter required to produce any desired tone

mlatinmhips I have prepared such filters as are here described

bulh for full correction and for ohservation purposes, and have

pUesare in showing them tonight, but the main object of thb
«~—ffa-t^tT>n will have bean fulfilled if it serves to direct atten-

tion to MrtMB iatiii sating aapeota of the problem of rendering

cokmr in monochrome which do not appear to have received mooli

art«anlion hitherto.

F. F. RxKwicx.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

ITbe ii'llowing an tha qoastions ««t at tha aaaminalion held by tha City and Guilds of liondon Institute, in the Ordinary Orode of

Iliotocraphy.Sactioa B—vis., Pkoio-Meehanioal lYnre—s We ha«a apinndad sntweiv of a kind which stmlonta of this degree of know-

ledge might raasonably be aapeeled to gi<«. The qoratians (and aoawera) in purs photography were given

BDB. -B-J."]

our iMrao of June 13.

—

8BCTI0N H. PHOTO-MKCUAMCAL PROCUSBS.
Obam I.

L Ton are given the opportunity of salacting and teating

Mora purchase laaaaa intandad for (o) making of half-tone

MKBlivsa, (*) aakiag Uae oagatives. Rxplain exactly what

properties jroa would specify, and how you would prooaad to

daaaoaatrala whether or not the instruments fnlftltad tha ra-

qoiraBanta laid down. (SO.)

The sane lens is generally osed for half-tone and line negative-

aaking. If tha lens is to be used entirely for line work there is

'• •. so much neccasity for it to work at large apartaras as is

lired for half-tone work.
- 'niaa must ha spadaDy corrected aa they are nearly

i lor ixlanUa r«dactiona, same siie, or enlargtonenla.

[Male proraas heing used very axlaasively for line -uhI

egative, and this method requiring an axccaa of b'oe and
' rays to aacura ipnch asposuraa, tha glaaa anployrd in

on of thaaa lanaaa moat ht tnaiparani to thia portion

of tha spectrum of whito light. The focus of the lens should he

sooMwhal long, otherwise the oblique rays towards the edge of

may interfere with the correct dot formation. The
Iras ahnnid give critical definition at full aperture over

the site plato it ii stated to cover, and be free from spherical

aberration, shown by the detail at the edge of the negative being

in focus as well as that in the centre; also from distortion, shown

by straight lines on the edge of the field bein^ reproduced straight.

It iihnuld be free from the oblique aberration of coma and radial

astigmatism which is shown by the marginal portion o> the field

being correctly and fharply defined ; also free from chromatic

aberration, the coloured images of whito light being sharp and

in focus St the same time. To examine the lens for these defects a

test object should be msde of a number of squares ruled en whito

paper, and this test object be focnssed np to various sizes and

the image inspected to see if any changes 4Ake p'.ace in the

image when the stop is reduced, that the definition is equally

good all over the plate, and that all straight lines are reprodnoed

as straight. A few wetplato negatives should be token to oaoer-
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tain that the reproduction is as sharp as that shown on tlie ground

glass.

2. Why is it necessary, in the first instance, to make an

ordinary photograph from an object in relief when it is desired

to illustrate that object by means of the ruled screen half-tone

processes? Your answer must be in detail and not merely

generalities. (6.)

The half-tone process reproduces as a very flattened scale of grada-

tion. An object in relief presenting an extended and steep scale of

gradation, it is necessary first to obtain an ordinary photograph

of a relief object in a somewhat flattened scale to enable the correct

dot formation to be secured in the screen negative.

3. Name some of the substances whicli have been proposed for

use and have actually been used in the making of filters for

correcting the undue blue sensitiveness of the ordinary dry-plate

of commerce. (15.)

The following dyes or chemicals can Ibe used : picric acid,

bichromate of potash, Auramine, NaphthoJ Yellow, Tartrazine,

Flavacine T., and Yellow filter A.

4. What is the object of the preliminary graining of the zinc

ipJate pi-ior to coating it with bichromaited colloid for zinc line

printing? (15.)

To give a porous surface to the zinc which will hold greaee or
water, and also to enable the sensitive solution to be flowed evenly
over the plate and give a grip to it when dry.

5. Given two nap leather rollers as they come from the
makers, state how you would prepare them as "starting"
and " finishing " rollers, respectively, for line relief etching.

(30.)

One method of preparing a new nap roller is as follows :—^First

indicate on the handle the direction of the nap and thus make
sure that the roller is always scraped with the nap. Roll into

the skin Russian tallow and allow to remain until absorbed. When
absorbed, roll up with equal parts of tallow and mid-litho varnish,
gradually increasing the varnish until all varnish is used. Scrape
well, and then apply equal parts of varnish and ink, increasing

the quantity of ink until all ink is used. Give a good scraping,

and the roller is ready for use. At first it is as well to only use
it on coarse work.

A finishing roller is generally an old litho roller with the nap
worn oft. Before being used it is rubbed down smooth with sand-

paper and finally polished with the hand.

6. What is meant by "direct" photo-lithography as against

"transfer" photo-lithography. Describe in detail one method
in each process. (50.)

Direct photo-lithography is the process in which they greasy ink

image is obtained by printing on a bichromated albumen film held on a

special zinc or aluminium plate, through a reversed line or half-tone

negative. In the transfer process the greasy image is secured by
printing through a direct negative on to a bichromated gelatine

film supported on paper. The ink image is then transferred either

to stone or metal. The advantage of the latter process is that the

actual greasy image comes in contact with the litho stone or plate;

whereas in the former method of working the image has a thin film

of albumen between it and the metal.

The following is the method of working the two processes. Zinc

plates for the direct process are supplied especially grained, and
before coating are placed for a few minutes in a cleansing bath of

water, 20 ozs. ; nitric acid, 1 oz. ; and alum, 2 ozs. ; aiter which
they are removed and placed under water and swabbed over with

a tuft of cotton-wool. A plate is then ready to receive the bichro-

mated albumen which is made up of the white of one egg, or 75 grains

of dried albumen; water, 20 ozs. ; fish glue (Le Page's), 11 minims;
bichromate of ammonia, 130 grs. This solution is well beaten up
and the froth allowed to settle, and then carefully filtered. The
metal plate is fixed on a special whirler and the sensitive solution

poured on and quickly whirled, and then dried by gentle heat.

It is then exposed under the negative in a pneumatic frame to a

strong actinic light. After exposure it is rolled up with a special

photo-litho ink and the plate placed under water, and then carefully

rubbed over with a tuft of cotton-wool. The portion where the light

has stnick the ink will be retained ; on the other portion it will

wash away, leaving a greasy image of the original on the plate.

The plate is then gummed up, dried, and is then ready for the prover.

In the transfer process some special photo-litho paper is required,

which is sensitised in a 2^ per cent, solution of bichromate of potash,

made light yellow by the addition of ammonia. The paper is left in

tliis sensitizing bath for three minutes, it is then withdrawn and

squeeged on to glass or a fenrotype plate to give a glazed .surfa<

The exposure, rolling up, and developing, is the same as for ti

direct method. After development the transfer is dried, and i-

then ready for the transferer.

7. Name the substances which can fie used for producing

an image on zinc suitable for line relief etching. Which
process is considered to be the best, disregarding the elements

of time and cost? (30.)

The substances used for producing an image on zinc for the

line relief process are—sensitive bitumen, bichromated fish-glue

and bichromated albumen. The bichromated albumen is the best

and quickest for the general run of work.

8. State the differences between the kinds of dry plates which

can be used for making negatives of line drawings. What^

essentials must a plate fulfil to be suitable for the work? (30.)

The difference between the dry plates used for process is, that

the ordinary process plate is chiefly sensitive to the ultra- viol

and blue rays of white light, and the panchromatic process plai

to all colours of white light. A process plate must be capable «l

giving great density coupled with fine grain and thin film. 1

those known as "half-tone" plates the thin film is very necessar

9. Give a simple sketch ot the arrangement and specii

the equipment for (a) a sensitising room, (b) a developinu

room i'or wet-plate work. (50.)

A.—Plan and Equipment of Wet Plate Sensitising Room.

{x) Entrance lobby, with two swing doors opening both ways to

enable the operator to enter room without admitting light.

Window ^ ,
Window:
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(a) Table for silver bath and collodion bottle and filter.

(b) Silver bath.

(c) Small hole through table to support glass funnel when filter-

ing bath, the bottle in which bath is being filtered is under table.

(d) Collodion bottle and draining bottle.

(e) A large yellow safe-light is hung from ceiling of room, 7 to 8

feet from floor.

(/) Tables to hold dark slides, having shallow ledge to prevent

dark slides slipping down. Two or three drawers should be fitted

to tJiese babies in which can be placed blotting papier, bath

hooks, etc.

(g) Ledge or shelf.

{h) Electric lamp suspended from ceiling.

B.—Plan and Equipment of Wet Plate Developing Room.

(y) Entrance lobby as for A.

1. Large sink made of teak wood or porcelain.

2. Ledge or shelf over sink to hold developer bottles and pouring

cup.

3. Shelf over sink to hold fixing bath, or bottle containing fixing

bath.

3a. Safe-light suspended over sink at such an angle to enable

operator to follow flow of developer.

4. Tables for dark slides with projecting edge.

5. Shelf for bottles, etc.

6. Tap which projects well over middle of sink to enable nega-

tives to be handled without knocking back of sink.

7. Electric lamp suspended from ceiling.
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0«ecnl nnuu-kj. Th« dwk rooma shoald be painted black or

tern ontU coloar, and be well ventilated with ligbt trap rentilaton,

both t"p and bottom of room. The windows are glazed with a

apf-.^l nrange glaaa or fitted with a frame on which is stretched

orai:_'-- fabric.

\:1 ublM aboold be well Tarnished with a chemical-resistinK

lish.

10. M^liat ia the object of sopplying a aiAatratam to glass

for wet collodion negatiTe making. What materials are used for

tiw porpoM. (15.)

Tb* object of applying a substratum to the glaas oaed for the

wet ooDodion invnm is to bold the collodion fifan on the glass and

pri-veot it itrippiag off when placed in the aiWer-bath ; alao^ when

i;lass hM beim cleaned, and then substratomed, it can be stored

is alwaya ready for immediate use. Albumen, gelatine, and,

sumatimaa, a thin solntion of India rubber dissolved in benxole

are Mad.
IL What are tb* principal eooditiona governing the sensitive-

nMs of the coating prepared by meana of a bichromated fiah-glnr

mixtore. (50.)

Tba eooditiona governing the senaitivaoesa of th« bichromated

Ash-gia* Slffl arc: that the bichromate of ammonia used in the

glue dtonld not czceod 6 per cent. ; that the glue be free from acidity

«nd inparitica ; and that the fibn is dry and not coated too thickly.

12. Deacribe the meam which are available for producing a

facsimile of the effect of a line drawing by the line relief pro

ceaa when the original shows varying depths of tone in the

linrs ooostituting the drawing. |30.)

The following is a method of obtaining a reproduction of a line

«riginal dbewing varying depths of tone in tba Knee. A negative

M made through a bf screen or Metsograpb acrcaa, aiming to

«liminal* tb* dot effect in the black lines, and retaining a small bard

^ *. in the grey lines, and a strong join in lb* bigh-lighu. The

Oive is printed by the enwnal prow on line and burnt in,

iiiu expoaore being given. The print on metal, if correctly ex-

posed, sboold abow the strong lines as a solid, tbo grey lines with

a dot or grain effect, and the white minus a dot or only a very

Aoe one. This print on m««al is stcfaed so as to obtain depth and

eorrart tone in tbo giey bnes, after which it is treated as a line

atcbing, any dola showing in the whites being etched away. After

nMTODtiDg, the meUl p!«te ia carefully routed to eliminate any

portion of the plate rcprnenting the white cud or paper of the

drawing, othorwiaa tbaso parte are liable to print np in the rwultin^

Phofo-tnecbanlcal RoteSe

Photo Catraw'd AdvertUiaf Naw«ltie«.

LTo angmters get ibsir proper share of the banner in manafactorinK

ft«advert:nag ooveltica that ara so oonatanily in daBMnd? Photo

angravinii aapcciiJIy sailable for making tba ^acard* shown ou

,h^ eomtm, on tbo waU, and in the windows, bat moat M ihia

w«tfc it para IMtograpby and does not have tba taithfulnaM (bat

|,bo(o-«iifiaving woold hava. Package goods, boMlaa, and «naU ob-

jfote car^uDy miwwiotnd and printed in ookwr, two, three or four

eatt-iu. look astMMly altonctive and the colowk need <tm need

on'.y bo flai tinto. Socb joba as tbeae, howevar, aboald ba under-

tak« by tba c^ravar in eonjnnction with a nod pnalar, and the

job c|aoted lor m a whole, to indoda tba JsBtarj tt the linislied

work.

Euhin? '.f Arngm Jn tbo aaAio way as nsna plates eao pronrfc

a ^reat var.rty ol novdUaa aocb aa roles, penknife handles, backs i4

blotters, ash trmys aid so on, and bnwa or nkkai-dlvcr m just m
May lor the engraver to atcb as hu familiar sine or oofipar, so that

the only thmg ho hM lo laMn is lo fill in tba demgn properly.

I Th«e IS also • Md lor mmntt; the metal being etched liwn a

4 doign and the powlar sinBuh being iUA in tba Mebad boUow.

T and fasod in tba lorMea, tbongh. perbapa. tiab is rather a long way

Away (itMi tba otdinary lontino of the engraver. However, the making

of prints on metal and tbair nice mounting is nearer heme, and

•rjoM aseaDMit advertwemante have been made in tbia way. For

oxaaplo. a neat Una diwring with a black sky and black street

haa been made of a place of bnsinees. This is photographed and
ac ordinary line print made on aluniiniam, dusted with bitumen,

heated until glossy, varnished with tmnspareoit vamish, and moonted
on a piece of bevelled mahogany and provided with a support. The
finished article is a charming novelty at very little expense. Or if

you deaire to show tone, any photograph can be used, a naif-tone

positive made, and this etched so that you have an intaglio print.

The hollows are now filled in with japan or other suitable black,

and you have a permanent and attractive advertisement. This field

Hhinild be decidedly worth cnilti\-situig

fl.eproduction of Matt.Hurface" Orleinals.
EvKar faatf-toae engraver—or, indeed, anyone making oopiea—
know* tbe difScolty of reproducing satiafaotorily matt-sorfaoe
copies, a diffioolty wliioh is iiKT«4s«d when the colour of snoh
original* happens to be sepia or brown, as it so ofton is. Hie
reoolt is usually of a peooli&rly disagreeable "graininess," to

which the customer very much objeote. lliis is cMiaed by the soat-

tMing of the light due to tbe matt aorfaoe. It eannot be minimised
very mncb by the use of ekmgated atops, as roogihnesa in the pic-

iore itself apart from the surface may be; and the only thing lo

remedy it is to treat the surface so as to do away with the light-

scatter.

Th« writer has found a very satisfactory way to varnish tflia

print with a wMerproof vamiah (called in the U.S.A., " Koda-
lak "1, applied to tbe print just aa colkidion would be flowed over.

A thin oelluloid varnish would no doubt do as well, though pro-

bably not for printe made on matt collodion paper. The drawback
to this melbod ia that the print is permanently " de-matted," so to

speak, and if the customer objecte to this, som« other means muat
be found. The most aatiafactory ia the use of glycerine, which can
afterwards be removed with a little wator—when the print will

dry up aa it was before treatment. The best way of using this

method ia to flow the print and then squeegee tbe print into con-

tact with a piece of plat« glass, being careful to squeexe out all air

balla. Eaoanatic paste may also be used, but this has the disad-

vaaUf* of tbe vamiah in being difficult to remove, and also ia

somewhat difficult to apply evenly and free from atreakineaa and
lint.—A. J. N.

Patent Rcws*

^•asss paUnU—applieatiofu tmd tptcifieatitn*—are trtattd in
" />*o(i>-lf«e*<iiMeai ^orss."

Applications June 2 to 7 :

—

CtxKM iTOOBAnrr.—No. 14,101. Oinematngraph apparatus. T. M.
Down

riiuTooa (FHic ArrxBATTs.—No. 14,431. Photographic apparatus.

H. T. Lang.

CoLorn CnmiATOunxpHT.— N. 14,13Z. Preparation of cinematograph

fibn* and projection ol motion picturrs in colours therefrom. J...

U'Malley.

COHPLETK SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,

Thtt tpteifiealiont art oblainabU, priet 6d. each, pott free, from
the PaUHt Otpet, iS, Southampton BuUdmgt, Chancery Lant,
LomUm, W.C.

The daU ••» bracketi it that of application in thit eounlry ; or
abroad, in Iht eat of patentt granted und«r the Intematumal
Comenlicm.

Folding CAiiniAt.—No. 125,818 (June 13, 1918). The door or

rkaure piece throuRh which the lens projeoU when in ite ex-

tended position is divided into tiwo hingedly mounted parte open-

ing aiway fmm one soother, tfie amount of opening movement of

each part being limited. There ia a Mop piece upo<i each door

and on* or mora apring dipa adapted (when one end of a plate-

like part supporting the lens and tlie front end of ihe cunier.i

bellow* is brought against one of tlie stop pieces) to y;eld and

allow the otiier end to be brought against i(a stop piece, when it

risen to engage the rear side of the plate and hold it in position

against the stop.

In tbe drawings the door or doaore piece for tbo sfMriore in
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tho c»aner» body through wliicli tli* lens and bellows project

when the latter are extended ia made in two paita a, b hingedly

mounted so as to open away from one another, curved arms c

limiting the opening niovemenit of the doors. Each door carries

one or more stop pieces d, d' at its outer end and one or moi-e

plate springs e, e' project adjaceat to said stops.

The lens f and front ejid of the bellows h a,re carried in a mem
ber g acting as a slide (for adjustment purposes) within a front

plate i, which is brought into its correct position for use by placing

one end between, for e.xample, the stop d and plate spring e <>7i

the door 6 and then using that end as a fulcrum whilst the other

end is turned to a corresponding position, the spring e' at the

free end being displaced until the plate abuts against the stop d',

when it rises at the I'ear and bevelled edge of the plate ajid pic.

vents its withdrawal, unless the spiing is displaced by hand when

it is desired to return the bellows to their folded condition. The

plate i may b-i adjusted fixxni side to side of the camera by slidini;

it between thespinjigs e, e', and stops d, d' and the lens be adjusted

by moving the pla.te g in the plate i. The latter may carry the

finder j or this may be attached to the lens.

If desired, the one door may have a groove only therein whirii

serves as a. stop and bolder for the one end of the plate i, whilst

the other door has the spring e and stop d as hereon described.

SuiitaMe spi'ing catdh^es hold the doors in their cilosed positions.

—Saimued Poole Twemlow, Springfield, Sandbach, in the County

ot Chester, engineer.

Electric Retouching Pencils.—No. 125,832 (J e 28, 1918). A
lead pencil or other suitable pencil is loosely mounted and
carried in a tubular holder at the top of which there is a box
or casing containing an electro magnet with an oscillating arma-
ture which is eleotrioall}' oscilla/ted by the electro magnet. Tlie

top end of the pencil is so situated relatively to the free end of

the armatiuie as to be struck thereby, but in order that the

blows from the armatme on to the pencil may be muffled an
indiarubber cushion is introduced and fixed on to the top of the
pencil or on to the end of the armature, and in addition to this

the 'lower end of the pencil which projects through the tubular
holder is supported by a «pring which permits of the necessary
slight and rapid longitudinal oscillations of the pencil in the
holder.

In carrying the invention into practice an ordinary lead pencil

1 of the refillable type is employed, and is mounted loosely in

the tube 2, forming a tubular holder, the upper end of which
tube fits in the tubular dip 3, which is fixed to the bottom of
the case 4, containing the electro magnet 5, which is arranged
with its axis parallel with the axis of the pencil. This electro

magnet is suitably connected to a battery, and is combined with an
ordinary make and break device in the case 4 and the oscillating
armature 6, aiTanged at the lop of the el*tro magnet, one end 7
of the armature being fixed to the bracket 8 of a back plate 9, on
which the electro magnet ds fixed. The free end 10 of the
armature is situated over the upper end of the pencil, 1, which

latter is fitted with an indianibber cushion block 12, adapted

to be struck by the armature so that the vibrations of the latter

will be mufHed and transmitted to the pencil 1, but in a smaller

degree. The lower end 13 of the pencil projects through the

bottom of the tubular holder 3, and is there secured for rapid

longitudinal vibrations by means ot a spring, which is preferably

fonned of a slHp of thiin indiarubber 14, which at 15 is bound on

to the projecting lower end of the pencil, and also at 16 is boimd

on to the end of the tubular holder 2, so that this indiarubber

spring supports the pencil in the holder, with the indiarubber

block on the upper end of the pencil at the proper distance fron»

the free end 10 of the oscillating armature 6.

When using the electric pencil above described it is preferred

for the case 4 to be suspended, as at 18, from some overhead

point by a cord 17, combined with a short length of india-

rubber acting as a spring suspension piece adapted to relieve the

weight of the box and its contents on the user's hand. The best

results on the negative can be obtained by using a moderately hard

lead 19 in the pencil, and with a fine point on which the muffled

vibrations are so small as to be almost invisible to the naked

eye.

The intensity of the vibrations on the pencil caused by the

armature can readily be adjusted by sliding the tubular liolder

2 in the clip 3, so as to cause the indiarubber block 12 on the

top of the pencil to bo slightly nearer to or farther from the

ai-maAuiro 6, tliis clip 3 being furnished with a fcet screw 20,

passing through the two ears 21 of the clip, by which the latter

can be tightened or slackened on the tubular holder 2.

It is found that the arrangement above described acts well in

practice, but if desired in addition to or instead of the indiarubber

block 12 being fixed on the top of the pencil 1, there may be an

indiarubber block fixed on the outer end 10 of the armature 6 to-

strike the pencil and form the mutned vibrations.—William Henry

Franklin, 5, Castle Street, Dudley, Worcestershire.

Photographers Scarce.—At an inqueAi ut Lambeth on Satur-

day last, on tho ibody of an unknown man found in the Tliames, the

coa"oneT asked whether the police had had the man photograjAed, and

was Ibold that it would take 24 hours to get a photographer, nie
coroner said that a photographer ought always to be available,

adding that photographs were not taken as scientifically as they
migh* be.
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meetlnas of Societies*

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
BAn-mDiT, JuxE 21.

' h»tf Pbotnmphte Roeiaty. Aailation oallnc ia Crajdon disiriet.
irfmoal Amauvr Ptaotocnphie AuocUtloa. Oalinc lo Pool Hkll. aaac Hooton.
WaaeMator Aaatonr Pbeia(raphl« SodM;. Ontioc to Poand«wick.

MOIIDAT, JcaB U.
-»alk I«admi Photorraphlc SoeM^. " Weckinf op llM X««mKr« aad Priai

"

K. W. Taylor.

TnaasAT, Jm M.
(««> «> PfcuM»ii>IJa8a«>»ty. " Uinu ia CoapoaiUon." H. Lamplooch, am.
vtaoehnH i Ai»aN«T Pkotognphle Boewiy. Woodlaad PboteciBpky. J. I>.

Barwick.
TaraaDAT, Jima K.

' Iampahln Boan PkotecnpUa Soetrty. • Oardaa POftnitBra." H. Tajrtor.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
lux infoniul teaaioD began Uat week, Mr. B. Caben giving a

i.-turv on " Cordiu," in Uie prodnction of which he waa actiTeiy

uffkfitd durinft the war. Many tluafi eontributed to the mpprewion
( the Han, bat eTen the moat Mmaat advocatta of bome-Krown
faAaUxa aa a mean* towardi rietory woaM admit that cordite

xxnpied a oaefol niche of ila own.

Briefly, the manulactare of eordite can be divided into three main
"Uta : Th« waking of the g«n-eotton ; the making of the nitro-

glycerine ; and tk* awnbinaliwi of tha two. Aa ia well known, the

<n4 ia mada hj Iraating eoitoa with mixed nitric and olpbaric

u.'ida. TtM product ia beOad aad waahrd many timaa to ramoT*
Mt traeea of acid, otherwia* it might ezpkide before otiliaation in

''le rtquired direction, which would be diaappointing. It ia then

'>ulpcd aad dried. The aaeood tleraant ia mad* by nitrating

^lyeeriaa witb great care in eotd, well-atirrtd aolotioa with the

..km* acida, and ia then waahed witb wat«T and dilute anda. and
•u>red in lead tanka.

Waifkad mneont* of nitf«.ff<y«MiDa iod C«»«eMw are firA mixed
by head and then tranaterred to ineorponling machine*, where

icetoaa aad a littb minaral jelly (*a*eline) are addtd. Tha reault-

ng paafe ia p raaai J tbroogh diaa of auitable aizea, and the flniahed

nrdite b rot into lengtba te auit the guna fur which it ia required,

i»d finally dried.

In a cnrdite factory, be aaid, the wofde "aulphoric acid" and

latrvvglytovioM " art eeldom beard, being mapeotiTr^r referred to

iM "oleam" (owing to it* oily look) and aa "the od." Banwrary
•1 the acetone and acida ia a atrong tratiire, aa upon thi* dependa

'he eommercial anecaaa of the factory. The latter in grneral ap-

pearaaea looka hke a waate of landhilla dotted witb arparalMl amall

boaate. and lined with milea of ateam piping. Two areaa are

<<ivid*d by dangergataa, and atriking malcbca, tie., ia the danger

area ia not appreciated.

la the diac aaaiun it waa cbiariag to oota that no lopie of whatever

aatore egataa amiaa to the wbaii. Mr. Parbia, apparently ap-

proaching the aobject for the ftiat time, aad. tharefore, not being

bound by ojnTentinnal ideaa, aaggaatad aavanl iaiportaat iaiprove-

nenta in proeadara. Cordite, being eeaentially an dement whoee
rirtoe i* depeodeat upon tb* liberation of gaa at the paychological

moaamrt. aatarally' attracted Mr. Harpor, who waxed doqnent on
"taamg th* cotton." >%'hy cotton aheold be teaaed be failed to

•\plain, but tbie led Mr. Aduoyd to aak whether aa ear:y drop
n priee of eewiog ootton might be eaparted, bat tb* lecturer knew
H. Tboee who are BKire or leea compelled to aew hattoae on their

>ira BamentioBabiaa can only live in hope that the perilooa economy
o( material obbyMary in theae daya may lie relieved in the im-

Txdiate lotara. A moat hearty vote of tkanka waa accorded Mr.
'''«b*a. propeaid by tb* preaiJent. who paid a tribute to the
<e«Uaae* id th* photogiapha taken by the lecturer, many ander
'xUmmif dMteaH eeaditiuBa.

- >»» PaoTOoaArwc Bociail.—Under tbia titi* a photo-
' aociety at Xewcaatle baa been formed, open to both aexee.

;w anberription fee ia 10b. 6d. for aenioni and Ga. for roembera
->der 21 yeara of age. A pfogreaaive programme haa been oattined
r the tammer and winter aeeaiona. The boa. aiinilaiji i« Mr. J.

< cfaol. Ihal Hoaae, Newcaatle-oa-Tyn*.

commercial $£eaal Ititelllaence*
•

—

NEW COMPANIE.S.
P. F. Pkhrv .»si> Co., Ltd.—Tliis private company waa registered^

on June 6 with a capiUl of £4,000 iii £1 shares. o'bjecU: To enter
into an agreement with P. F. Perry, and to carry on the busines*-
aa manuf.irturem of and dealers in photographic and scientific
apparatua. The subscribers (each with one share) are ^—P. F. Perry,
11. Church Street, West Hartlepool; R. W. Hudson, 15 South Road,
Weet Hartlepool, company adjuster. Directors: P. ¥. Perry and'
R. W. Hudson. Registered office: 11, Church Street, WesV
Hartlepool.

Navana, Ltd.—This private company waa registered on June S
«-ith a capital of £10,000 in 9,500 10 per cent preference shares of
£1 each and 10.000 ordinary sharea of Is. each. Objects : To carry
on portnit and Kenaral phOographic atudios. The auheoribers (each.
with one preference ahare) are:—A. Bennett, 67, Wokingham Road,
Reading, photographer ; T. B. Kitson, 72, .'Vlbion Street, Leed*^
solicitor; A. E. Walaham, 60, Doughty Street, W.C., photographer.
IKrecUint : A. Bennett, T. B. Kitson and A. E. WaUham. BegiatarMft
office: 60, Doughty Street, W.C.L

ReiDs aod Rotes*——*

—

PMOTOOEAraiKO TH» Am.—Photographa showing air in motion-
acroae the wings of an aeroplane, taken with a moving picture
camera equipped with a recently invented device, were put in th*
handa of Mr. Crowell, Aaaistant Secretary of War, just before he
sailed fr«n N«w York for Europe. The photographa were made in
a aerie* of experimenta with army aeroplanes, and are expected by
offirera to prove of value in designing and operating aircraft.

" Ptmcr " hae dieoovered the folknring in the " Tranaaotiooa " of
a photographic aociety :—

" Mr. — atarled that aa Architectural Photography covered a large
and varied field he purpoaed to confine hia remarks to the lin»
of work meet familiar to him, nami>ly, Tbe Interior ol aotne of th*
great Rngliah Ministers."

TTiia leads " Punch " to comment :

—

" Now at kat we ahail know if the OoTemment'a heart ia in th*
right place."

TH* OmoAL Bbanch nf tlie Ministry of Munitions hna been tnuia-

frrrni to Ifae Board of Trade, and llie UMer will deal with questiona.

of atristence to, and organ'aation of. the optica] scientific initnunent,
gUaa, and potash induMriea, including adminiatration of the Glaa*-

Controt (CooeolUated), Clinical Thaiir.ometer, and Potamium Com-
pound Orders. Al! onmunioations relating to such questions in<

future, therefore, should be addraesaj to the Aaaiatant SecTe>tary,

Bnaad of Trade, Indurtriea and Maoofaoturea DeparUnent,
Scientific Instraneota. Olaaaware, aod Potaah Production Branch,
117, Piccadilly, I^mdon, W.L
pHOToaHAPmr AND Tioi Rrail Busikiss Lichnsino Obder.—

In reply to an enquiry addremed to tha Controller of Retail
Bnaineea Licence Order we have received the following information
which, we trust, will be useful to many of our readers.

" I am directed to inform you that no boenoe is required for th*
four branches of photography mentioned. If it ia deaired, however,
to aell frames or photographic accessories a licence will become
necessary. The above ruling appliea uniformly throughout the

country (Ireland, which doca not come under the Order, excepcod)."^

The four branchaa referred to are:—1. Photographic pcitraib
studio. 2. Photograf>hy away from the studio, of various subjecta

auch as landscapes, maohioery, etc. 3. Portraiture at sitters' honiea-

or in public place«, for example, on Hampstead Heath and other
pleasure reeorta. 4. Retouching of negatives.

Cow rimiau Ratiokino of Coal, Oas, and Euktbicttt.—The
Controller of Goal M:ne« announces that it ia found necessary to con.
tinue the rationing of coal, gas, and electricity for household fuel'

and lighting for a further period. It is, however, proposed to-

modify the present order to the extent that consumers of less than
S too* of ooal in the year, 12,500 oubic feet of gas in any quarter,.
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400 B.T.U.'s of electricity in any quarter, will not be Ruibjeot to

assessment. They must, however, be registered with their coal

merch.ints for the supply of coal.

A revised Order, which will take effect from July l«t next, will

be issued during the present month. In the meantime the fo'low-

ing memorandum is is.sHcd for the information of the public.

1. Anthracite, coke and patent fuel will be exempted from the

Order for the time being.

2. All consumers of coal must register with coal mercliants for

their supplies. Present registrations will be valid unle.ss notice to

the contrary is given by either consumer or merchant.

3. The present assessments are current for a year from various

dates commencing with October 1st, 1918. In the case of consumers

over the quantities named above, the assessment* will be renewed

for the same annual quantity for 12 months from July 1st, 1919,

and the lialance of the o'.d assessmente cancelled.

4. jNew certiUcates wiU he issued to all present holders of

certificates for the 12 months' supply, and it will not be necessary

to make application for the certificates, except in the case of new
consumers or of those who, owing to a change in the basis upon

which the original assessment was made, desire a modified assess-

ment.

5. The new assessments and certificates will date from 1st July

in order to enable private consumers, so far as coal may be avail-

able, to .stock on account of the coming year's allowances. Im-

medi'ately on the issue of the new order, arrangements will be made

to enable this to be done during the months of July, August, and

September.

5. The supply of fuel already made under any existing certificates

in respect of the period subsequent to ,June 30th will be treated

as a supply on account of the new year's allowances.

7. The conversion equivalents of gas and electricity in terms of

coal will be fixed at:—18,750 cubic feet of gas to the ton of coal;

1,000 B.T.U.'s of electricity to the ton of coal.

8. The control of maximum prices for the sale of coal will be

rigidly enforced.

9. In order to simplify some of the machinery and provisions of

the present Order, the special Local Fuel and Lighting Committees

will be discontinued, and, in the ordinary course, the control of

the Local Fuel Overseer will, subject to the directions of the Con-

troller, be left to tlie local authority—except in the Metropolita.n

Division, which will continue under the immedate supervision of

the Household Fuel and Lighting Branch of the Coal Mines De-

partment.

Economy in the consumption of coal still remains vital to the

national interests. If the output of coal in the near future will

allow a relaxation of those restrictions, the Local Fuel Overseer will

be authorised, from time to time, to receive applications for such in-

creased allowances as any increase in the supplies of coal may
justify.

Correspondence.—•

—

•,* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

*,' We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expreated

by our correspondents.

PHOTOaRAPHERS' ANNUAL HOLIDAYS.
To the Editora.

Qenilemen,—^I am pleased to inform you, that the Londonderry
professionala have a,greed without exception to close down their

studios for August Bank Holiday week. This is the second year of

the .innoTOtion, and the eagerness shown by each and all fellow

professionals for continuation of the scheme well repaid the little

troubl* spent in going round.

Surely most small provincial itowns could do'the same if one man
would inlake a round of his fellow professionals and indtice them
to staii a simalar scheme. My advice is try it, we are mot such a
Sad lot wlien we ir.cdt.—Yours faithfully, E. G. H.\rries.

THE LONDON SALON OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In view of the forthcoming Salon of Photography
may I draw attention to a small detail in the hands of the Selection

Committee which in my opinion calls for alteration? As aU
exhibitors know, their accepted and rejected prints in parsing before

the Committee are scored on the back with the welcome A and
le«*s welcome B and C, together with figures concerning the

cataloguing of the same. Of recent years since framing has been
aboUshed the black cJialk with which this is done occurs on tie

back of tlie prints or mounts themselves. Whe4i these are placed

on the top of each other in the pi-ocesees of rejection, storing or re-

packing, the chalk may, and all too frequently does, transfer iteell

to the surface of the print to which it lies in contact. When this is

a delicate bromide print the effect is often to do serious damage,
since the chalk Ls extremely difficult to remove, even with rubbing

under waiter, and even when this remedy is sucoessfnl, as far as

the chalk Ls c-oncemed, it has the disadvantage of removing any
hand work upon the print, even it it does not remove the emulsion!

I am sure this point has only to be realised to be easily oorreoted

either by marking with a different material or by placing thin

paper between the prints.—Yours faithfully.

An Exhibitor.

STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
To tlie "Editors.

Gentlemen,—Tlie concluding para^aph of the article on " Stereo-

scopic PhotC'gra.plhy " in the Jiuio 6 i.ssue of the "B.J." tend^i to

convey a wrong impression, to whicJi C.E.B. will, no doubt, be

glad to have his attention drawn.

The idea in your contributor's mind is to make large .lize

negatives and then reduce them to obtain innproved apparent defini-

tion at the normal interocular separation. He suggests that tlie.«e

large pictures s.hould be taken at "a viewnpoint separation of 4 ins.

bo 6 ins "
; the assumiption being that the subsequent reduction would

cause the consequent relief to be correct. This assumption, how-

ever, is wrong ; no matter what the size of the picture may be,

pi'o\'iding the relief required is normal, the separation should not
exceed that needed for the ordinary stereogram.

Perhaps C.E.B. will give his opinioTi on this mattei- for the benefit

of readers who, like myself, have read his most instructive article

with the greatest interest.—Yours faithfully,

H. J. MOBBS.
41, Ravensoourt Gardens, W.6.
[Mr. Mobbs is perfectly right, and I am obliged to him foi' calling

attention to the jioint. The view-point .separation should be the

same for two haJf plates as for the direct stereogram if the normal
separation is to appear in the reduction. It is, of course, recognised

that for gpecial subjects involving distant objects it is often per-

missible and advantageous to increase the view-point separation

beyond the nomial, but this applies as much to direct stereogiams
as to large photographs tliat have to be reduced.—C.E.B.].

ASSISTANTS' WAGES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The lettera of "Assistant" and "An Employer,"
which have appeared in tlie correspondence columns of the Journal
of May 30 and June 13 respectively, are, to say the least, in-

teresting.

I will go a little higher tlian "Assistant " and say that £3 per

week for capalble and coiniijetent workers, which has been offered in

recent issues of (the " B.J.P.," is am -inadequate wage. This is less than

30s. acoordirng to pre-war value. How can employers expect capable

and competent workers to tako a real intei'est in their work for a
wage which ibarely assures them \aJi existence?

Assistants—^lika employei-s—are only human, and is it natuiul to

expect assistants to put any heart in their work from which they

derive no pleasure?

We read in our daily papers of street sweepers and lamplighters

getting 64s. and 74s. pe/ week (goo<l luck to tlhem). Probaibly we
shall be told tliiia includes war ibonus. But isn't tlie assistant worth

a war bonus, seeing the cost of living is still on a war-lbasis?

Many of us have done oiu- bit o\'ei-seas, and instead of finding

conditions better when we come back we find tlhem comparaitively
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rotae. U thia k the oi the WW it is time «• had uiother

We alao knonr thet the " war product " is » " waah-oot." £m-
ployen will tiao fiod this out during the next few montha. Probably

•ome have already faand it oat.

In Mm laM KfXHt of the P.P.A. Council meeting Mr. Read is

raported to hare remarked tliat it ihoald be made known to parent*

td the txi^i* proapeets and good appoiatmenl* to be had in thr

ptoleatoo. Hu* waa aid 30 yean aga But how often are parent*

'riid that many of titeae "good afipointmeots " indode Sunday
aik? And «k the preaent rate of wages oae sees offered there

'"«eo'l eeani to be T«7 mncfa "good " about IliMn.

With regard to "An &npkiyer," it is rather tefreahing to find

II* win is willing to gire a useful faini or iwo, and I hope

.Usiataot " will accept the oAir and benefit thereby. And if

\n Empbyer " care* to esteod fna offer, you are quite at liberty,

. otleoieB, to forward the addrsM of yuun faithfully,

AMomB AanaTAMT.

To the BditoiB.

<JenUeaieo,—In ounCradiction to " An Kafiloyer," whoae lettM-

afifiears in Jane 13 iasoe oa the above subject, lei me say that I

do not "doo/bl," but thai I have ampk proof of a nomher ul ftrmo

Uying to get fiwipHtwit and capable men (or quite as little as the

£2 a weak qoolad fey " An AaiataiA " in hts letter of May 30,
" RJ." p. 303. TIm tio«U* is that these aapioyen do not want
" war prodoct*,'' but cAciaot maa at war prodwA prices. 1 eastaisily

-al ier Ikia ardar of tfringa, aaoa mmt wtw ai* oat to Ism soom
hing at an sMiptoysr's aipawaa arc ready and wiliiiig to offer thair

iiisrifor ssrricas (or what ao—db a amiil mimry, and this dehan
ibe maa wlio sala a proper value oa hia profasaiunsi kaowtodge
(rooi gsMsat a bartk ualil be is so hard ap that he is loroad to

•' ospi a saaiikr waff* Uwra ha ooglU to receive, with the nault that

joio lacky mm^iofat gala tha baasit of his braina, and sbouid thi*

iwiafant die or leave, the easpioyar wuodeia how it is he gate soch

'k lot of " dads " hefotw ha picka qp another like hsm at the price.

Now for the pnrtiealar •aniance which oaaaas m* to write tUa
.«M*r. "An EiapkgMr " «ya, "... I dodbt if actoal prrimiaas

wata made by any enploysra to ka«p piafaa open lor pataotic

saaiataoia, aajaas in a Urn lar* and eineptamal caasa." Whalovar
haa piii«n<id any Moe man to pan sock a stateoMiA! Doe* he

read Iha adttiasiwil ootamm of h» "B.J." at aU! U ao. I

aH the tnom who tail ua they can «et on with businMS

now thssr old slaflb m« "denobbed" and back at work
again are aU lian ! At any i«U ii asaaa eianr tbnt " An Bapbyar "

isnatoaaotlhafawiareaad aifiiptlanal caaa* kinmilf.

Bafcre be wafcas any more of theee weak lamarka lai " An Em
pioyar " ponder owar the ioBowing :—" Anotliar bnployar " at the

' 'ulfcrtak of war anHalad in Iha ranks wilk hi* msn, and fought and
'>lad with them; and stnoa dwtnhilisation, six week* ago, has
'

i iialanad to re-inalalo thoae who have not aada tba gnat aaenfica,

>nd ha does not oonaidar himawlf either a nra or ancaptioaal en**,

lUhoimh be nteila h* mad* no aotoal |a ranism to hi* men, for fear

tf) iiwo wtion Irom Frits woold pravant him tram InUUUi^ then.

I won't qasatioo how many opefntar«atoaeber* at £6 a week " An
Kmpioyer " ha* on hi* staff, bat periiapB h* will inlota as how many
printers and sssiatanta be employ*, and eAnl ba pays thsin ! li

any opsrator^atoncitam who fcnr* been unable to ftnd £5 a week
berth* bote wl ipsiat ail their War Uratoity in stampa looking

(or a job, padmpa mmm of them may car* to oonnit " An Bmpioyer,"

because I am sar* ba moat h* in a bettor position to advise them
than the nnlortanalo two pound* a weak people he ollets to give

l«t " An Employer " think a^sin, and pcrimpa he may Mnlme
llatt oparator^gtonchara a*» not ganaml *mistsrts who mnol be

nbie to do anything (iaolading operating and ratoncbing), and that

it is Ibaa* ami npon wboai ao many baain«s*« depend, and who
are gsMraHy pnid so amcb bsnmth their afltonl worth ; and if he

Inn any hiola to offsr « «aiiiiiing them, let bin pnbliah them through

Um same ^Isndid *~-*"—

*

ba baa mode anob raah stntetnenle in, and

thoa anm the gratitude of aasWaata who isk a fair wage, and em-

plsys who are in tba profsamon for mora Iban mere money.
Toon laHblally. Anonna tMrvorwM.
Jane 16, 1919.

Jinsioen to Corresponaents*

/• esnssjaeiM*

SPECIAL NOTICE.

ef feneral reduced tuppUet of fMper, as tli» rssnlt

y pnkibitien ef Ou importatien of much toood pulp emd grot*,

a smaHsr spae* wiU be aeaaM* uiUU furtht no«ies for rtpUi*

to mrr»$pumdmti .

Mtnottr. IB* wOl muwtr by pott if itamptd amd addroued swos-

top* it eneUmd tar reply: S-ttnt, JwfswKifiofMll Conpen. from

randsri akraad.

Tka fuU tnastiew* and awjuws will be grimUd emly in ike eat* of

inquiries ef feneral interett.

Quarim U be «iuwered t» the Friday't "Journal " imisf reach us

noj later than Tveiday {potUd Monday), and theuld be

M.

addrtued to Ote EdUort.

W. D.—No effect ie prod-.ced upon the oalda by uaiug rufaber

«)ov(*. We Jmow of no better ««>• «jf protecting tiie hands.

J. M.—Cards auch aa you nquire are made in variooa prooeaae* and

in krge quanUtie* by Memra. Hood and Co., ibidmde Works,

Middlcabttwch.

E. U. N.—Um Tignotter you have in your mind is evidently the

"Bram" made by M^na. Waiiltuch SniiUi and Co., Ltd., 30,

Chapel St(««<. SaWord, Manoheater.

J. H.—1 It i» not nei^w^try (or the backing to be dry, but it is

Mlvvablc to put A jieoo of blown paper b<*woLM 'Jie plate* to

urevenV Hio eprmic en the pirtiion from ecratriiing otl Hic coating.

2 Brush out witi« a drj- shaving brusli iuni tliei wipe over witli

'. r1iK>ith damp ci<4h.

K. T. C—Theiw i» no book on tank development. Broadly, Uie

motbod ia to dilute the developing sobition, as used for diah de

vetopntent, with water so that dovelopmeot takes froni 15 to 20

minotee. It may be necoMary, with many formulc to make up

the stock soluiiun* with an extra proportion uf sull^ite in order

to avoid stain in the tank developed negatives.

K. B.—Blisteia such aa ^ipear on your films are often caused

by a change in Itavamture and alao density of liquid. If a plate

or fihn M tiansfared from a worm, nilhar strong, hypo bnih to

ooia water the faUatcn are likely to oooor; in the weatfa«r we

hn*« been teviug solntiotia beooma warm. The fogging may also

b* do* to a high terop«^ratare in the dark room. We have seen

several oaae* of thia lately.

H. R_W* do not recommend puMiug the halfAratt lampe iiito the

i^rcular irBeotor as they will be then in too nvuch of a bunch.

We thie.k tlmt five 1,000 c.p. kmpa will be quite ufficJent, and

you might fix three of Uicae aioog the beam and Ivro on a croi«

bar the same height running scross the lAudio m that one is

neariy oppoeite to the centre of tiie background. Tliis bar rfwuld

be about 7 ft. from the background.

N. W. T.—We are afraid there ia no method of locuBBiiig with a

tuU apei««ve.- Tbeae leneea are not very highly corrected, and

>x>u oaHMi depend on gettii^ critical definition by focussing at

tuU apertoiw and espoaing with a mMll atop. The best thing

you can do* i* to iM* a good magfiifying eyc-piccc for foouasing—

lor exanvle, a Ranrndco eyepiece aa sold by Mvatn. James A.

aioolair, Ltd., 54, Haymarket, Loodoo, 8.W.

R. W. D.—Unkas the business ia carried on in the names of your

self and your partner you rMfuire to register it. lu this case

you should apply to the Regiatrar of Businesa Names, 39, Oreat

RiMseU atnet, London, W.C.I. Tha coat of registration is 5s.,

and you will have to put the namea of yourself and your parLner

on yom- bi«in««» stationery, but you need not put Uiem on mouJits

i>r poet cards nor display it on the troot of Uic premises.

Vox.—Tlic retoodvng medium can be removed by rubbing witli pure

turpeotioe and a dean tag. It ia necessary to do this thoroughiy,

and a second affUioation i* advianble ; the negative may tban be

laduced or inteneified aa imnal. The penoils uaed for working nn
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eniUirgemeivto are the oirdinary ohalk or carbon pencils, ox Co>nte

orayon will do if the pencils cannot be obtained. The spats on
the gaalight prints are probably due to miinute air bubbles. Swab
the print over \vitlli a pad of oc*liton-wool tlie instant it goes into

the developer.

E. L. J.—Provided tJie photognaplis were taken to tlie sitter's order,

and the usual rates of payment made, then the copyright belongs

to the sitter, who can do what he likes with the photographs

without any acknowledgment to the photographer. On the other

hand, if the sitter was invited by the pliotographer to have a

free sitting and afterwards purchased copies, the copyright in

tha.t case belongs to the photographer. For full informatioii on
the copyaight question we would advise you to obtain the manual,
" Photographic Copyright," issued by our publishers, price Is. 2d.

poat free.

M. N. I.—Mercury vapour is a vei'y bad light for projection, sduct

tho light as very greatly diffused instead of being ait a single

point as it is in the ideal illuminant for projection. Evidently,

wliat you v/ant is an ordinary high-power right-angle projection arc

Euch as you can get from Mr. R. R. Beard, 10, Trafalgar Road,
Old Kent Road, London, S.E., an experienced lanterixist as well

as a thoroughly reliable maker. In writing to him you want to

find out from your local electrical people what amperage you can

carry on the main at your disposal. Knowing that, you can select

the arc accordiingly.

B. W.—If the Wind is in such a bad condition as to give the leakage

represented by the negative—and that seems to be the only likely

cause—'We think that no dressing will put it in proper condition

—

at any .rate, permanently. The usual dj-essing in such cases is a

little rufbber solution mixed with the finest lampiblack. But we
should think it is a ca^e for a new blind, such as a firm like Mefisa-s.

iH. T. Ball and Co., 52, Berwick Street, Oxford Street, W. 1, could

fit. The Planar is rather a back numiber in lenses owing to its

great liabiUty to flare ; the value of an 8-in. at ihe present time is

probably not more than four or five pounds. (We do not think

there will be any advantage in dead-iblacking the siheaths, the spots

not having the ajppeai'ance of being caused by them in any way.

Incandescent Gas, etc.—^Would you kindly advise me how to light

studio by incandescent gas, number of burners required and
airrangemeait of samie, also if a lens f15.65 is suitable for the

studio 12 feet in length?

You will need 12 or 15 bumera to get reasonaJbly short exposun-es.

Suitable lamps for your purpose are the " Powerful " of Messrs.

Kodak, Ltd., Kingsiway, W.C.2, the " HoweJlite " of Messi's.

Griffin, Ltd., KembJe Sitreet, Kingsway, W.C.2, or that of Messrs.

TresB and Co., Ltd., 4, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.l. If

you write to any of these firms they will send sketches. If you
will state size of plate to be used and focal length of leais we can

answer your second question. Twelve feet is very short for a

s-tudio if you want to make fuli-lengths.

C. E. W.—Wo should certainly reconmiend you to get a half-plate

oaiinera with as long an extemsion las possible, say 20 inches. With
this you would require a good rapid rectilinair lens of about 8^-in.

fooal length and a 4| or 5-in. wide angle rectilinear. The R.R. will

answer for tihe majority of subjects, and the front oi' back lens

may ibo used alone for the bottles, jars, etc., for wJiich you need

a long- focus lens. The wide-angle is for interiors and outside views

in confined situations. Haive nothing to do with supplementary
lenses for serious woi'k. Enlargers just now are costly,

but an adjustable daylight eularger might be picked up
cheaply, or you might einlarge by using your camera
against la blocked-up window if you have a suitable room.

You could of com-se take quarter-plates with the half-plate

camera, amd enlarge these in a small enlarging lantern with 5i-in.

condenser, which would cost you about £7 or £8. But enlarge-

menlts from small negatives are apt to look raiher coarse for

catalogue woi'k, most of which is done direct.

FatLLiNG.—Would you be so gpod as to let me know what you
would consider the best remedy Tor the softening and consequent
frilling of films during hot weather? Would it be harmful to films

(or gasUght prints) to put aJlum in the acid fixing bath—as the

films are often very soft before they even get to the washing

stage? I vte hypo, and metabisulphite for the fixing and metol-

hydroquinone for developing—musing the fixing bath for films after

it has done service for print-fixing. Alum in the fixing hath would

be the solution if it did not harm the film.

In hot weather ma^t people use a fixing-hardening bath,

formula for which is as follows :—20 ozs. saturated solution of

alum, 4 to 7 ozs. saturated solultion of sodium sulphite, and from

20 to 28 ozs. of hypo solution containing 1 part hypo dissolved in

5 parts of water. A bath of this kind should be sufiBcient to

prevent softening of the films so long as they are handled .is

little as possible witli warm fingers. Messrs. Johnson and Son.^,

23, Cross Street, Finsbury, E.G., have just brought out a "tropical

hardener " which is diluted to make a bath in which plates or

films are soaked for three minutes before developing. A bath

of this kind might perhaps suit you beltter for use when the tem-

perature requires it, whilst leaving your customai-y arrangements

(developer and fixing bath) undisturbed.

G. G.—With regard to the length of exposure, this is partly ac-

counted for by the distance the lamps are from the sitter, and
still more by the faot that you have opal diffusers, which stop

nearly all the actinic quality of the Ught. The remedy will be

to remove your lamps to the positions marked by the stars ou

your diagram, and to replace the opal by thui white calico.

3,000 c.p. does not allow much light to waste. If you are trying

to work by reflected light only you will have to get the sitter

about three feet from the wall. Your statements about distances

for various sizes are unintelligible to us. What is the equivalent

focal length of the lens, and what is the maximum aperture?

The fog you complain of may be due to many causes besides

faulty plates. Try developing an unexposed plate in absolute

darkness for five minutes with a normal developer, and see if it

fixes out clear. Also test your dark-room light; not a quarter of

the red lights in use are safe for really rapid plates. Get a

dozen fresh Imperial special rapid plates, and if you get foggy

negatives with them you will Icnow that the plates ai'e not to

blame. As regards the slowness of development, this seems to

indicate that the solution is too weak, either from use or age.

Make up fresh solution, and do not dilute so much if it still

works slowly. Twenty minutes should be enough for tank de-

velopment. Strengthen the solution so as to give full density in

this time.
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EX CATHEDRA.
WM«.An«l« There still appears to be a good deal of

ignorance upon the subject of wide
»n»le lenses, many photographers being at a loss when it.

comes to chqp-sing a lens or lenses for exceptional subjects.
Roughly speaking, a wide-angle lens is one which covers
a plate the measurement of the longest side of which is

greater than the focal length of the lens to be used. Titus
a six-inch lens may be considered as embracing a wide
angle tipon a half-plate, this being 55", allowing ^ in.

rebate. Usually, however, much wider angles are em.
braced ; many rapid anaatigmats give an angle of 80".

while some of the typea of wide-t.ngle symmetrical will

give 100'. Beyond this we have only the Hypergon, which
gave about 130°, but was never much used, as the result-

ing p«c«pective was grossly exaggerated. \Vihen the
extreme angle of a lens is given in a catalogue it should
be aacertained whether this is calculated for the ba.se of

the plate or the diagonal, as otherwise a lens embracing
a leaa angle than ia necesaary may be selected. For
example, if we wish to use a whole plate we may have
U> choose between two lenses of equal focal length, one
being stated to have an angle of 90" while tlie other

claims for 78° on>y. Yet if both be used upon a reotanoular

plate, exactly the same amount of view is included, the

former angle being only obtainable in a circular picture,

which is seldom required. We have sometimes found it

useful to use a plate a size larger than the lens is supposed

to cover and to cut from the circular image so much as can

be utilised. Thus, with a four-inch rapid rectilinear a

panoramic view 8x3 ins. can be obtained upon a whole

plate, and by blocking out the sky so as to cover the dark

comers a greater width could be used.

Sid*
Ui

We fear that in the past photographers

have allowed many opportunities oi

adding to their business to paaa by without knowing it.

Particularly is this the case with regard to photo-mechanical

work, such as half-tone blocks and printing and collotype.

In many cases they have made negatives to order for a

comparatively small amount; from these, orders amount-

ing to perhaps hundreds of pounds have been executed,

often by people who are merely agents, who make a hand-

some profit by handing them over to firms actually pro-

ducing them. In pr»-war days quite a large btisiness was

done m this way with German collotjrpe printers, a large

proportion of the view postcard and catalogue business

being handled in this way. As soon aa the commercial

world settlea down to serious work there is bound to be a

larga demand for illustrations by manufacturers and

others, and we hope that our readers who have a connec-

tion with such people will endeavour to keep the whole
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business iu their own hands instead of merely assisting at

the start. They will need to sea that they do that, for

many printing firms will send operators to make nega-

tives 01, or at, a factory, when the local photographer,

if sufficiently awake, might have secured the entire job.

"We do not believe that many photographers have troubled

to acquaint themselves as to the various ways in whic'h

photo-mechanical prints can be made, much less to provide

themselves with full sets of specimens in different styles.

Almost any kind of print can be imitated in collotype,

from a glazed P.O. P. to a platinotype, and for less costly

work fine half-tone work comes in a good second. There
are several English firms who will undertake this work for

photographers, who then have only to secure the order

and pocket their profit, which may be anything from 10

to 20 per cent. This may seem small compared with por-

trait profits, but it must be remembered that siich orders

are usually for large amounts, and that even at the

smaller figure there is £20 to the good on a £200 order.

A branch in which many will feel more at home is in

nandling large orders for bromide prints. The wholesale
firms wlio use machinery for producing these can quote
prices which will leave a substantial profit, and the work
can be relied upon for uniformity.

Panchpo- There seems upon the part of many
matics and professional photographers a decided re-

'

luctanccl to the use of panchromatic
plates. Perhaps one reason for this is the idea that the
exposures are unduly long for portrait work. This is

really not the case, and if in exceptional circumstances
the exposure would be unduly long, with a K2 filter

—

which is perhaps the most generally useful—the screen
may be omitted altogether and a result produced that
will be far in advance of the ordinary non-ortho plate.

In fact, a panchromatic plate, if used without a screen, is

equal to one of the special rapid variety, and will produce
a result equal to the orthochromatic plate with a four or
five times screen. In practical work this is a great advan-
tage when only partial colour correction is required and
fiihe speed of the plate has not to be sacrificed. Pan-
chromatic plates should always be used, either with or
without a screen, when working out of doors late in the
day, when the light is inclined to be yellow or red, and
will show a marked increase in sensitiveness over the non-
ortho grades. In this respect the panchromatic plate
should prove of service to press operators.

• »

Duplex The old method of trick photography
Exposures. by means of which the same person may
be shown m two or more positions upon the same plate is
well known to most photographers, but a recent inquiry
as to the best way of setting about it suggested an applica-
tion which m some circumstances would be of practical
value and not a mere curiosity. For the benefit of tho=e
who may not understand to what we refer, we may explain
that It IS quite easy to make photographs in which a man
may be playing a game of chess with himself, or a lady
standing and singing while she also appears to be seated
at a piano, playing the accompaniment. This is done bv
the simple expedient of providing the lens with a verV
deep box hood with two flap shutters overlappine very
slightly in the centre. One of these is closed and the sitter
taken m the first position; it is then closed while the
sitter moves into the second position, when the other
shutter is opened and the exposure made. The two halves
of the picture then appear so perfectly vignetted into each
other that no junction is visible. The application sug-
gested is tha this trick may te employed when it jg

desired to take two views of any object without a line of

demarcation appearing between them. For example, the

front and back of a vase or statue or two views of a piece

of machinery may thus be taken, or a figure photographed
in front and behind for a fashion plate. A little practice

may be necessary to get the exact amount of overlap, as

if this be too great there will be a rather lighter band
down the centre and if too little a dark line, but this can
easily be adjusted. The necessary fitting can be made of

cardboard and must be well blackened inside.

BUYING SECONDHAND APPARATUS.
The business in the purchase and sale of secondhand appa-

ratus has probably never been upon so large a scale within
the memory of photographers as it has been of late and is

likely to be for some time to come until the normal output
of manufacturers is restored. Hence a few notes on the
purchase of apparatus may not be out of place. A pro-

spective buyer has two courses open to him in supplying
his wants. According to the first, he may watch the

advertisements of goods which are offered, or himself insert

an advertisement of what he requires, or, according to the
second, may state his requirements to the dealers in second-

hand requisites. There is something to be said for both
methods. In dealing with strangers it should be an in-

variable rule not to send money, but to insist that the
transaction should pass through the deposit system of the

paper in which the advertisement appears. Certainly

something may be gathered from the style of an advertiser's

letter-heading or writing, but it does not need much know-
ledge of human nature to know that a favourable impres-

sion in either of these respects may be created by a. rogue.

There is, moreover, the trouble of getting goods on
approval and of coming to an agreement with the adver-
tiser as to the payment of carriage in the event of their not
being purchased. On the other hand, the price asked by
a private advertiser is vei'y often less than that required

by a dealer, and the would-be seller, if he can find a reliable

purchaser, would rather dispose of his goods in this way
than to a dealer, on account of the better price which he
gets. There is nothing contradictory in these two state-

ments since a dealer's price when purchasing is usually

one which provides a very ample margin against the con-
tingency of the money represented by the goods lying idle

for a long period until a re-sale is effected.

The advantages that the dealer offers are many. Having
a large stock, he can nearly always supply a camera or
lens of almost any required pattern from stock. In most
cases a guarantee is given that it is in good condition in

the case of a large dealer. The apparatus may be had on
approval and tested to the user's complete satisfaction

without tie fear that might reasonably be entertained

about an unknown stranger that sharp practice or reluct-

ance to release any deposit may cause a lot of trouble before

the affair is finally settled.

Before taking the various classes of apjiaratus in detail

a word may be said about the price. At the present time,

owing to the almost total absence of new goods from the

market, second-hand apparatus is fetching a high

price. In some cases recently cameras and lenses have
been fetching m»re on the second-hand market than they
did a few years ago when brand new. We think many
photographers lose sight of a very important point when
buying apparatus, and that is how the particular goods

appear in the light of an investment ; how they will re-sell

in the event of their owner having no further use for them

.

In this the old axiom is true: that the best is always the

cheapest. At the present time old or out-of-date appa-

ratus may be bought for a pound or two. What will be
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its value a year or two hence ?—possibly only a few
shillings. Then those whose habit it is to compare prices

will often find that one particular pattern of camera and
lens, or lens alone, for that matter, may be quoted at a
certain price. Another of the identical type may be
quoted by the same or another firm for perhaps twenty-five

Kr cent. less. It must not be inferred that the one is a
rgain and the other excessively dear, because the reverse

may actually be the true order of things. In fact, the
price asked by a reliable firm may be taken as a crit«rion

of the quality of the goods. If two models are priced aa
described above by competing firms it may be assumed that
there is something about the one instrument that makes
it worth more than the other. The camera or lens may be
of more modern pattern ; or, if this is not stated, it is

almost certain to be in the better condition. We have
seen apparatus on the market that, knowing the trouble
that will arise from its use or the coat of its repair, even
aMoming that such is poaaible, we should consider dear
at any price, and in this way the reputation of an estab-

lished dealer becomes of real value to the prospective pur-
duser.
Coming now to the defecta to be looked for in apparatus

of various descriptions, field or studio cameras require to

be examined for warped, split, or scratched woodwork,
worn, bent, or loose-fitting struts. The bellows should be
carefully looked at; what is dsaeribed aa leather may
actually be imitation leather or cloth. The camera should
be racked out to its fullest extent in a dark room and an
electric bulb placed inside it in order to test the light-proof-

neas of the bellows. The latter, if old or worn, will be
found to be loose and to sag, and are then certain to give
a good deal of trouble in the way of cut-off. Rigidity of
the back and of the front of the camera when erected are
specially important points, and the intending purchaser

will hardly neglect to examine the focussing mechanism
for smoothness of movement. A camera which has had a
good deal of wear, or has been roughly used, will allow
of the focussing heads being turned through an appreciable
angle without any corresponding movement of the front or
back, as the case may be. This "backlash" makes
accurate focussing by no means a matter of certainty.
In the case of foldmg focal-plane cameras a feature of prime
importance is rigidity of the strut system by which the
front is held extended. If this is defective a satisfactory
repair may cost quite as much as will discount any benefit
from the purchase. In testing the shutter of such cameras
the intending purchaser should not. omit to try it at
the lowest speed. A shutter which may work satisfactorily
at the maximum spring tension may prove erratic at the
lower speed as a result of weakening of the springs. Here
again it requires to be borne in mind that the repair of
a focal-plane shutter is usually somewhat expensive.

In case of book-form slides attention should be given
to detect warping. In one case we knew a double mahogany
book-form slide had warped to such an extent that it could
not be inserted in its grooves in the back of the camera.
The slide should be held quite close and firmly by its
<-atches, preventing the admission of light. Any shrinkage
of the woodwork will cause the springs or catches to hold
loosely. If the two halves of the slide may be moved with the
catches in position shrinkage of the wood has taken place,
and it should be regarded with suspicion. The draw-out
shutters should work smootlily in the grooves. In the
case of metal slides the draw-out shutters should be ex-
amined with a view to detect dents or abrasions, which,
owing to the very slight clearance may scrape the surface
of the plate when being drawn out. Vulcanite draw-
out shutters should be examined for pinholes, which have
been known to appear after a course of ill-usage.

A FOCUSSING SCREEN FOR PHOTO-MICROGRAPHY

Tnr. r.rtlinary fin* groaad-glaas *an^n, wbsB aasd ior daylight

landirape and (jurtniit pbotogra|>hy, is tmiitlaeiorj enoaxh,

but the phoU>-microgrsph*r needs to get an eaceeilin^ly kharp

image, far sarpaasing in that respect wkat is nscswary for the

photographer. The method of firnt anaaging the subicct on
grMBd glass and aabstitoting a pieos <! polithed plate glaM,

« which to obtain, by mrans ol a propvrly l>«usted magnify-

ing glass, a critically sharp aerial iiBag% thoogh perl«ctly

•atitlaotory, is « soaewfaat troablesatne mallMd. Another well-

kaown medlod is to cement with r«>adabalsam a email micAo-

scopie eo«er glass on the gmand surface, in any position that

eaits the fancy or reqairdiMiita ol the photo-mtctx>grapher.

TM» method is also fairly satisfactory. Bnt the iollowing

asstfnd of pnpariag a fooassing scissu hss in my hands pro-

4aesd a sersss eombining the advantsgss of both tha above.

Moreover, alMmld aa aodtknt happen lo the sorsen, or tlis

plain sariaee bseoie scratched from the continned use of the

focatsing glsas, a new screen can be nude very quickly. The

process is s >lif;ht modification fA the method whidi I gave

in a phoitographic annual of 1892. I there wrote :—" Expose

• dry plate of the reqnired size to gaslight ior a ssoond or

two, then develop antil a ili^t grey dspostt is obtained, warii

and ftx ; wssb, and s4ien dry the sariaos will be found sdmir-

aUe lor a serssn." The modification consists in retaining

certain portkns ol the film to fix oat clear. I prepare the

mask by pasting on a clean, say, half-plate glsss a central

opaqas disc ol papsr ol 2-inch diamstar, and eoncentric witf<

this a l-indi ring ol similar opaque paper of maximum

diameter, 2} ins. When dry, this in placed in a printing

frame, like a negative, and the half-plate lowered, film dovtn-

wards, on to the papered lide. Exposure is made, and iiie

plate developed until there is a wall-maiked deposit, and this

iH easily gauged owing to the clear ring and disc. When
I'xrd, washed, and dried, the screen is complete, and is a joy

to use. The Rev. F. C. Lambert considers it necessary to
iixli^e the film by means of an iodine and iodide of potaxsium

»<>!ution. This, I think, it a nustake, as the f^ain of the plate

is rendered coarser by the conversion into iodide. Moreover,

Mr. Lambert scratches amiay the film to obtain clear glass.

This is a troublesome business, and also wrong theoretically,

as it changes the plane ol the image, though in praotice this

is negligible. The figure will no doubt render the matter quite

clear. The diagram Whowa the clean glass, with central disc and

ring ol opaque paper, and the resulting screen will, ol couiee,

be the positive of this negative.

With this arrangement a sufiicient amount ol the object can
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b« seen in the annular space to get a rough focus, and the

portion selected for photography can be arranged to fall within

the outer ring, with the certainty of being within the compass

of a 3-inch lantern slid© mask. Of course, the final critical

sharpness is obtained with the focussing glass. It is also a

convenience to mak« a dot or smAlI cross with ink on the film

side in the centre of the clear disc. This not only indicatw
the centre of the photograph, but is a test for the proper
adjustment of the focussing glass.

G. Abdasexk.

CAMERA MOVEMENTS.
III.

In Section II. the swing-back was shown in use for a specific

purpose in which it unavoidably upset the performance of the

lens, and thereby called for much stopping-down, and conse-

quently increased exposures. In this section it will be shown

how in subjects where vertical lines do not exist the swing-

back can be employed to help the lens, and allow it to be used

at a large aperture with short exposures as a result.

In portraits it is usual to have the lens above the centre of

the subject, and pointing slightly downwards. It is only when

using s reflex, for instance, or a snapshot camera, that it would

be held level with the waist for a full-length figure. For portraits

the camera is generally somewhere about the same height as

one's own face is. This is not intended to teach the art of por-

traiture, which is a separate subject altogether, but it will be

seen that it is necessary to point the camera downwards, be-

cause otherwise too much space would be included above the

head, and the falling-front is not often used, because portrait

lenses seldom give good definition in the margins, and cameras

rarely allow enough drop, even if the lens permitted of this

movement being employed.

Now it can be seen quite plainly that with a camera placed

as described the head of the sitter will be nearer the lens than

the lower part of the subject, whether it be the feet in a full-

length, or the breast in a " head-and-shoulders " portrait. As

previously stated, the image of the head will be rendered sharp

on the ground-glass when the latter is further from the lens

than it is when the other part is sharply focussed. If therefore

the top of the focussing-screen is swung slightly towards the

lens, it will be found possible to get (by a little trial and error

in adjusting the swing-back and the focussing pinion) both

parts of the image sharp without stopping down at all.

Similarly, if one shoulder is turned away from the camera, a

side-swing can be used to get both shoulders sharp at the same

time. For that reason most studio cameras as provided with

a side-swing, but stand-cameras rarely are.

In the latter, the movement is seldom called for, except for

photographing a receding row of houses or a railway train, etc.

Sometimes a little slackness in the camera parts allows of a

certain amount of side-swing, or, if not, it can generally be

temporarily introduced if required in an emergency by loosen-

ing a few screws. The rule is, that the ground-glass is nearer

the lens for the distant part of the subject, so that once the

principle is understood it will be sufficient to swing the back

parallel (or thereabouts) with the subject itself, and then little

adjustment will be required beyond this to get all the details

sharp at a large aperture.

It requires to be impressed on the student that it is only

points that lie in one plane that can be obtained sharp in this

way. For instance, the swing-back is frequently employed to

gob the different rows of heads in a large group sharp when

the light is not bright enough to allow of much stopping-down.

In this case the plane focussed on is the one in which all the

beads lie, and the feet of the front row will be a good deal out

of focus, so that in a group consisting of several tows it is no*
advisable to have any figures seated on the ground among th»
feet of the front row, as children are often placed, if it is pro-
posed to swing the back and use a large aperture.
In pure landscape photography the back swung with th«

top away from the lens wiU render a large expanse sharp at »
very large aperture indeed. Thus a river, crowded with boats,

or other subject with much detail from quite near to extreme-
distance can be photographed "instantaneously."

So far I have not dealt with the swing-front, which ha»
certain advantages over the swing-back, but also some rather
strong disadvantages. In architectural work, it seems immate-
rial whether we first point the camera upwards and then swing
the back vertical or first level the whole camera, and then point
the lens itself upwards. The advantage of the latter method,
which entails the use oi the swing-front, is that if the imag»
is not quite central on the focussing-screen the camera may
be revolved without any readjustment of the parts being re-

quired Another strong advantage of the swing-front is tho
comfortable manner in which the image can be observed while
the lens is being adjusted.

The same remarks apply to the use of this movement in other

branches, but the great drawback attaching to it is that swing-

ing the lens throws the centre of the image a long way from
the middle of the ground-glass and the rising or falling front

has to be brought into play to correct this. In extreme cases

the latter movement will be all taken up in correcting this

fault, and no benefit will be obtained from it on its own
account. So that unless a camera is built with an extraordi-

nary r.nge of movement it will be found best in the vasi

majority of cases to stick to the rising-front and the swing-

back as the most adaptable movements. There are cases, how-
ever, where the swing-front will enable one to do what would
otherwise bo impossible. Take, for example, a large group as

previously mentioned. In a dull light the swing-back brings

the various rows of heads into sharp focus without stopping

down. But supposing the group is posed in front of a build-

ing. The suggested use of the swing-back would distort the

vertical lines violently, so that if the back is fixed vertically

to keep the lines of the building true, and we swing the lens

slightly upwards, we can still get the same apparent depth of

focus in the faces which could not otherwise be obtained with-

out considerable stopping-down.

This brings one to the matter of the lens, stops, or diaphragm.

The smaller this is, in proportion to the camera extension, tho

longer the exposure required. This has been scientifically

worked out into a series of proportionate sizes which are marked

on the mounts of all modem lenses in such a way that the

exposure for each can be accurately determined. These oper-

tures are such that each requires exactly double the exposure

of the next larger one, and for a fuller understanding I would

refer the reader to the instructions for use of any good exposuro^

meter, without which no outfit is really complete.

D. Chables.

Green's Electric Retouching Pencil.—We are asked by the

Lightning Retoucher Company, Stebbins Block, Michigan, U.S.A.,

to point out that there are no restrictions on the shipping of this

speciality from America, as these goods are not regarded by tha-

Department of Import Restrictions in this country aa coming withim

the scope of the prohibition of imports at present in force.
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HOW TO PREPARE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOLUTIONS.
[The following p*per, contribated by Mr. J. L Cnbtree, of the Eastman Research Laboratory,* to the " Motion 'Picture News "

oontaina so mnoh ia the w»y of plainly-expressed instruction on the compounding of the commonly used photographic solutions
that we Tentore to say there is not a single photographer who will not get some practical hints from it. In reprinting it as it

>t*adM it ia aeceaeary that we should make clear the difference which exists between the measures of volume used in this country
.ind in the United States. Mr. Crabtree. in addressing himself to American workers, refers only to the measures used in the
United Siratea ; but it reqnires to be {ointed out that the American pint and the American gallon are different from the measures
of volume employed under the same name in Great Britain and iu many parts of the British Umpire. The U.S. pint is one of
only 16 ounces, eqaal ai>proximately to 500 c.cs. ; and the U.S. gallon is, therefore, one of only 128 ounces, equal approximately to
4,000 CCS, On the other hand, the Imperial pint, as the British sUndard is called, contains 20 ounces, equal approximately to
600 c.cs. ; whilst the Imperial gallon oonUiuH 160 ounces, equal approximately to 5,000 c.cs. The ounce 's the same in both
systems, and there is no difference in the avoirda]>ois weightx commonly used in this country and America. Eds. " B.J,"]

Ar.TiioCGR the majority of amateur photographers prefer to

purchase photographic diemicals in a condition ready for use,

in the case of advasoed amat«ais. profeasional pbcAographers

and motioa-picture prodncen who oae chemicala on a large

scale, it is customary for them to prepafe the varioas photo-

graphic solutions frtnn the component chemicals.

In order to be able to prepare correctly «ny and erery solution

osed in phonography a knowledge of the properties of the chem-

icals used and of the chemical reactions involred during the

mixing is essential, though by adhering strictly to printcal

direction* it ia usually possible for an unskilled worker to pn--

pare the demloping and fixing solutions as generally used. How-
ever, iaatmetiona for the use of variooa materials differ, for

example, in the case of some developing formula it is recom-

mended to dissolve the Elon first, while according to others tlxr

sniphit* ahoald be dissolved first. Both methods may be right,

bat if a ST^tematiatd method of mixing is followed, and

especially if tiM plM>logT«pher hss a knowledge of the reaction*

involved, tliaa be can proceed to mix any developing eolation

with eoBManes, and what is more, he will he •hie to locfte

the trouble if for any reason the solution does not work correctly

sfter mixing.

In this article it is the purpose of the aatbor to dcecribe in at

non-terhnical language «• possible the aystematised method of

preparing solufions now practised in the research laboratory of

the EastmoB Kodak Company.

DofiBitioaa.

A tolution of any kind is obtained by dissolving a solid or a

liquid in another liquid (or solid). The substance being dissolved

is called the lolutt, and the liquid in which it is dissolved is

colled the tolvent. The extent to which the solute is soluble

in Um aolvsBt is called its solubility, and when the solvent will

koM BO mom of the solute it is said to be talnraltd.

TIm degree of solahility of any chemieal depends on the nature

of the aolvvnt and on the temperature, wki^ ahoald always lie

sUtod.

If a saturated solution is cooled down to a lower temperature,

crystals usually form which settle oBt until the saturation p<nnt

is reached at that particular temperature, though in the cose

of a substance like hypo, if all dust is ezeluded. crystals do not

sspatmte out on cooling, and a so-called trtptr-taturaUd solution

is obtained. Howev«r, if * small crystal of hypo is added to

the solutioo, crystal* immediately form and continna to crow

until the sataratioa point is readied. The best method of pre-

paring a ottlaratsd eolation thenfoM ia to diaaolva the chemical

in hot water, cool to room tcmperatare with shsking. sllow to

•toad, OBd filtar.

Meaning of "Water To "

Wlien a chemical is dutsolvnl in water the volume at the

eolation is osaoUy greater than that of the water used, because

the psrtidM or molecnks of the chemical ooeapy a certain space

when ia aolation. In case two liquids are mixed, the final

ndamg of tha liqoid is not necessarily equal to the sum of the

I of th* liqaida mixed, it may be greater or it may be

Thus fifty volumes of alcohol when adde<l to fifty volumes
of water at 70° F. , produce ninety-seven volume* of the mixture
and not on© hundred. Moreover, equal weights of different
chemicals do not occupy the same volume.

In photograpBy we are concerned only with the weight or
volume of each chemical in a fixed volume of the solution, so
that when mixing, the chemical should be dissolved in an
amount of, water appreciably lees than that called for in the
formula, and then water added up to the amount stated.

The Metric Syatem of Weighta and Meaaxires.

In photographic practice, lolidt are weighed and liquids are
mea$vrrd rither by the metric or the avoirdupois system.
Although a large majority of photographers use the avoirdu-

pois system of weights and measures, this system is inconve-
nient and complicated as compared with the metric system.
The metric unit of length is the metre (which means measure).

The metre is divided into one hundred parts called centimetres

or emj.

Th<- unit of volume is the cubic etntimetTt, written ee., or ecs.

in the |>Uiral. 1,000 ccs. being equal to one litre or 1 L. The cubic
centimetre is sometimes termed a miUmire or mi. (meaning
one-thousandth part of a litre) though the term oc. is satisfac-

tory for photographic purposes.

The unit of weight is the ijrammr which is the weight of 1 cc.

of water at 4° C, at which temperature a given volume uf

wstvr weighs the most The gram is written Gm. for short.

the capital letter G being used so as to differentiate between
(ims. (grammes) and grs. (grains).

Fur compounding photographic K>rmulc only Gms., ccs., and
litres are used, and fractions are always expressed as s decinuil

ja«t as in the case of the U.S. currency which is a metric cur

renrv. The beginner should therefore think of grammes an<l

parts of a gramme as if they were dollars and cents. Thus, 535

Gms. corresponds to $536 or 9535/100.

The Avoirdupois Syalem.
In photography the following table is used

:

We ght. Volume.
437 gntinH ^= 1 ounce ... 60 minimx - 1 fluid drachm
16 dracbmM - 1 ounce ... 8 fluid drachms ^ 1 fluid ounce
16 ounccH - 1 pound... 480 minims == 1 fluid ounce

16 ounces = 1 pint'

128 otincon => 1 gallon

The ConTeraion of Fornaulae.

Every photographer should be able to convert a formula

given in avoirdupois terms into metric equivalents without

reference to a table. It is simply necessary to remember tliat

—

15 grainii

1 ounce
1 fluid ounoo
1 gallon

. 1 Om.
30 Gms.
30 ccs.

4 litres*

(') Tbc Aoibor fa htr* •paaking of the Ainertcan pint of 16 ooncei eqiMl
tppraxlBklalr lo 500 ooi.

C) Tb* aqIBor hat* nttn to tb< Anerioan nllon at 121 ooooca. The .Enilitb

(larwtell gslloa eoeflm 160 iwdou aqual approxinaulj to &,oae o«<.
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from which it is readily deduced that

—

2 pounds (roughly) = 1 kilogram

1 ounce „ = 450 grs.

1 pint ,, = 500 CCS.

1 CO. ,,
= 50 minims

The foregoing conversion figures are not strictly correct, for

example one gramme= 15,432 grs., loz. =28.35 Gms. and 1 fluid

oz. = 29.43 CCS. In taking 1 Gm. as an equal to 15 grs. we are

making an error of four parts in 154, or nearly 3 per cen't., but

in photography on error of 5 per cent, in most cases is permis-

sible. Thus if a formula called for 4531 grs., if this were cut

to an even 450, the difference would not be detectable by photo-

graphic means, though if a quantity of 6^ grains were cut to

5 grs. then the error (20 per cent.) would be serious.

Uniformity in Formulae.
Formul«B should always be given in both metric and avoir-

dupois equivalents, but in some cases the proportions are given

for, say, 40 oz., in one case and 1 litre in the other. Now 40 oz.

= 1,200 CCS., so that the several quantities are not equivalent.

This leads to error in case the chemicals are weighed out with

avoirdupois weights, and the solution made up to strength in a

litre graduate, though if these quantities are given for 32 oz.

of solution which are equivalent to 960 ccs., or roughly 1 litre,

no serious trouble will arise if the above mistake is made.

The order in which the ingredients are given in the formulse

is of importance. In some cases water is placed first, in other

cases last, but since all developers are mixed with water, its

position should be last in the formula. The ingredients should

be given in the order in which they are dissolved, which is as

follows: (1) preservative; (2) developing agent; (3) accelera-

tor
; (4) reetrainer

; (5) water to.

Percentage Solutions.

In photography two kinds of solutions are used as follows

:

(a) A solid in a liquid.

(b) A liquid in a liquid.

(a) The misunderstandings which have arisen from time to

time regarding the correct method of preparing solutions of a

definite percentage strength is due to the fact that there are

three ways of doing it. For example, we can make a 5 per

cent, solution of potassium bromide as follows

:

(1) Dissolve 5 Gms. in 100 ccs. of water.

(2) Dissolve 5 Gms. in 95 Gms. of water making 100 Gms.
of solution.

(3) Dissolve 5 Gms. in a little water, and make up to

100 ccs.

In case (1) we have about 103 ccs. of solution, and in case

(2) about 98 ccs. A chemist would use method (2), but method

(3) is used when preparing photographic solutions. Method (1)

is not used for the reason given above, namely, that equal

weights of different chemicals do not occupy the same volume.

The percentage strength of a solution therefore merely indi-

cates how much of the chemical is dissolved in 100 ccs. of tlie

solution.

To prepare a 7 per cent, solution of potassium bromide,

therefore, take 7 Gms. of the salt, dissolve it in a litle water,

and add water up to 100 ccs. If we now measure out 100 ccs.

of the solution we have measured 7 Gms. of the solid.

In the avoirdupois system a 10 per cent, solution of solid is

made by taking 1 oz. , and making up to 10 oz. with water.

Converting these figures into Gms. and ccs. we have 30 Gms. in

300 ccs. , or a 10 per cent, solution.

Strictly speaking, this is not correct, since 1 oz. = 28.35

Cms., and 1 fluid oz. = 29.57 oc., so that 1 oz. in 10 fluid ozs.

is equivalent to 28.35 Gms. in 295.7 cc. or 9.6 Gms. in 100.

The error involved, however, is less than 5 per cent., and for

ordinary purposes ds therefore negligible.

If a photographic solution is made by any of the above

methods, 1, 2, or 3, the error involved is less than 5 per cent.,

and therefore negligible for ordinary photographic purposes.

though since the correct method is the easiest, it should be
followed.

Although somewhat of an anomaly, it is possible to prepare
a 100 per cent, solution of a substance like hypo by dissolving
100 Gms. (which do not occupy a space of 100 ccs.) and dis-

solving in sufficient water to make 100 ccs. of solution.

(b) A 10 per cent, solution of a liquid in water is made by
taking 10 cc. of the liquid and adding water up to 100 cc.

The Meaning of " PartB."

It is often recommended to dissolve, say, 10 parts of a solid

in 100 parts of water. Such a statement is meaningless because
a solid chemical is weighed while a liquid is measured, though
if the metric system is used, since 1 cc. of water weighs 1 Gm.

,

then grams and ccs. may be considered synonymous with parts.

In the case of liquids, parts should be taken as meaning
units of volume, and in the case of solids as units of weight
A "part" may therefore mean anything from a gramme to a
ton, or a cc. to a gallon so long as the other quantities are
reckoned in the same units of weight or volume.
Thus:
For use: A three parts A 300 ccs. A 15 oz.

may mean or
B one part B 100 ccs. B 5 oz.

If the avoirdupois system is used and the formula contains
both solids and liquids, if ounces (liquid) and ounces (solid)

are substituted for " parts," the error involved falls within
permissible limits.

Problem.—Mix one gallon (U.S. of 128 oz.) of solution, ac-

cording to the following formula:—
Sodium sulphite 10 parts
Pyro 1 part
Water to 100 parts

Now, one gallon equals 4,000 ccs. Therefore, dissolve 400
Gms. of sulphite in water, add 40 Gms. of pyro, and make up
U) 1 gallon.

" Drops."
If a formula calls for, say, 5 drops of a solution, this is a

very uncertain quantity because drops of liquid vary consider-

ably in size. The average drop from the usual dropping bottle

or burette measures about 1 minim or a little less than one-

tenth part of a cc, so that 5 drops may be considered as 1/3
cc. or 5 minims.

The Hydrometer Test.
Many photographers are accustomed to making up their

stock solutions of hypo, carbonate, sulphite, etc., by means of
the hydrometer. This method has the advantage that in case

the hypo (say) has become moist and contains an unknown
amount of water, a definite reading on the hydrometer will

give a solution of the same strength as if perfectly dry chemi-
cals had been used. When a stock solution is made from moist
chemicals by weighing, the error caused by the presence of

water may be as high as 25 per cent, or 50 per cent.

The hydrometer method has the disadvantage that the ad-

justment of a solution to the required strength takes consider-

able time, the hydrometer reading does not convey an idea as

to the percentage strength of the solution, while the hydrometer
reading varies with the temperature. For instance, if a stock

solution is made with hot water and this registers,

say, 45 on the hydrometer, on cooling, the liquid

may register 48 or 50. It is therefore absolutely neces-

sary either to make all readings when the solutions have
cooled to room temperature, or to prepare a table

giving the variation of density of each solution with tempera-
tiire.

Usefulness of Per Cent. Solutions.
The great advantage of stating the strength of any solution in

parts per hundred is that a definite mental picture is at once
created of its relative strength, while by means of a number of

stock solutions it is possible to compound certain formulae by
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simply measuring out a definite volume of each aolation thus

dispensing with a balance. Thus, supposing we have a 10 per

cent, solution of poiassinm ferricyanide and of potassium

brumide already «t hand, and it is desired to make up the

following solotion :

—

Potassium ferricytnide 6 Gme.

Potassium bromide 2.3 Gms.

Water to 1,000 ccs.

then it is only neoeasary to measure out 60 oca. of the ferricya-

nide Solution, 23 ccs. of the bromide solution and add water up

to 1,000 ccs. and the solution is made.

In the case of very coooentrated solutions it is not always

poaaihle to use this inethod, though in view of the time saved.

and the aecnracy of the method, it should be applied whenever

poaaihle.

Suppose a formula calls for 0.1 Urns., it is impossible to

weigh this amount accurately on the usual photographic scale,

but by measuring out 1 cc. of a 10 per cent, solution, and

adding this to the mixture, the problem is solved.

PbotoKrmpbic Arithmetic.

It is often required to mix up a quantity of solution much
greater than that given by the formula, in which oaae the photo-

grapher mnat perform a very aimple exercise in artthnetic in

order to secure the desired result. The two following examples

inilicate the method of solution of such simple problems.

A. Mix 6 OK. of solution aooording to the following formula :

Potaasiom ferricyanide 4 Urns.

Hypo 00 Gaa.
Water to 100 oea.

now 6os.»6x30= 180 ccs. Tlierrfore, we need 180 100 x 4

- 7 2 Gna. of ferricyanide and 180 100 x 10 = 18 Gms. of hypo.

Dissolve these in a little water and make up to 180 oca.

B. How would you mix 1 pint of a 7 per eent. solution of

sodium aolphitef

To make 100 ccs. of a 7 per cent, iolatioa we need 7 Gm*.

Therefore, to make 1 pint (600 ooa.) we need 6 x 7 - 36 Gnu.

To prepare the solution therefore, dissolve 36 Gnu. of sulphite

in water and make up to 1 pint (16 ox.).

Dilution of Liquid*.

It ia often required to reduce the peroentagp strength of a

solution. For example: How would yoa mix two gallons

(U.S.) of 28 per cent acetic acid, from a supply of glacial

Mrtic acidt

To make 100 ees. of 28 per cent, acid we need 28 cr». of glacial

•cid.

To make 1 ec of 28 per cent, acid we need 28 ' 100 ocs. of glacial

•cid.

To Make 8,000 ccs. of 28 per cent, acid we need 28 x 80-

2.240 era. of glacial aci4.

Therefore take 2.240 OCS. el glacial acid and add water to

make 2 gaUsas (i.e. 266 oc).

To dilute a solution three timte we do not aiid thrre tinu-*

the amount •( water, but twice the amonnt. and «o on. Kor

•xampte: One volume of salotion plus 2 votunus of water 3

voImmb of solution, which is three times aa^reak, or three

times as dilate as the ocigiaal.

Steok Salutioaa.

A stock selntioM ia a cnnceatrated solution to which water

h added hefore use. In the case of simple solntioMs eoataining

aoljr oae aalt such as potaasinaa bromide, sodium eathonate, etc.

,

a 10 per emtt. solatioa is mast coavsaieat because by multiply-

ing tlm ednmi of tk* anlitfisa in oea. by 10 we get the number
of gnaoa prtumt in the eolation. Thas 76 ocs of 10 per cent,

petamiuai hroaude emitaui 7.5 Gnu.
The limiting atrength of aalation which it is poasihle to make

in aay partiealar eaae deyds on the sdnbility of the chemical.

ami aa the aoiahility dimiaisheR with temperature a solution

I Mt ha Made strengcv thaa a saturated solution at 40° F.

,

otherwise in cold weather the substance would crystallise out.

(The reader is referred to tables of solubilities given in most
handbooks.

)

A stock solution of sodium sulphite should be made as strong

as possible (15 per cent, of the desiccated salt) because at such

a strength the solution oxidises very slowly, and will therefore

keep, whereas in weaker solution it combines with the oxygen

in the air very readily, and ia then useless as a preservative.

Apparatua.
Scalet,—For quantities up to 100 Gms. a double pan balance

should be used, and a larger one for quantities up to 1,0(X) Gms.

For still larger quantities a platform scale weighing in pounds

may be used, because large metric scales are not readily pro-

curable. For preparing small amounts of sample developers a

smpll chemical balance weighing in hundredth parts of a

gramme is necessary

Mirimj Veueh.—For small quantities of solution conical

glass flasks are the most suitable. For larger quantities use

enamelled buckets. Earthenware crocks are usually unsatisfac-

tory, because when the glaae cracks, the solutions penetrate

within the pores, and thus contaminate any other solutions

snbsequentlji mixed in it.

A wooden stick or paddle is the best form of stirrer, but a

separate one should be used for each solution so as to eliminate

the possibility of contamination.

The paddle may also be used to measure out a definite

volume of solution in a tank or crock by cutting notches in the

psddle to correspond with definite volumes when held ver-

tically. Such markings are only applicable, however, to the

particular tank or crock for which the paddle was graduated,

so that a separate paddle should be used for each tank or

crock unless they are of the same shape and capacity.

Cbemicala ahould be weighed out and the solutions prepared

in a separate room, and care should be taken when handling

such substaneee as hydroquinone, resnblimed pyro, potassium

ferricyanide, etc.. not to shake the finer particles into the air,

otherwise they will enter the ventilating system and settle out

on benches, negative*, and prints, and cause no end of trouble

in the way of K|>ots and staiiu.

Weighinc and Meaauring.

Weigh out chemicals on pieces of paper, and after transfer-

nni? t" 'he mixing ve»«el do not shake the paper, but drop it

into the .ink and allow water to flow over it, thus dissolving

the dust. Larger quantities are most conveniently weighed

out in buckets.

For small quantities a glass graduate marked oB in ccs. or

ounna should be used, for Isrger quantities use a bucktt pre-

viou.lv graduated, or mark oB the inside of the tank or crock

used for mixing. When measuring a liquid in a glass graduate

place the eye on a level with the graduation mark, and pour

in the liquid until its lower surface coincides with this levd.

Owing lo capillary attraction the liquid in contact wiUi the

walls of the graduate is drawn up the aides so that on viewing

aideways it appears ss if the liquid has two surfaces. AU read-

ings should be made from the lower surface and at room tem-

peratuie because a warm liquid contracU on cooling.

Diaaolwing

The rapidity with which a substancs dissolves in any solvent

depends on iU solubility and degree of fineness, the tempera-

tnie of the solvent, and the rate of stirring. Since a chemical

U usually more soluble in hot water than in cold the quickest

way of mixing a solution is to powder it up and dusolve in

hot water with stirring. In the case of a few substances like

common salt which are only slighUy more soluble in hot than

in cold water, the use of hot water is of no advantage.

.Since most solutions are intended for use at ordinary tem-

peraturas, if hot water is uaed for dissolving, the solution mutt
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be cooled ofi again if it is required for immediate use, though

usually the time taken to do this is less than the ertra time

which would be taken up in dissolving the chemical in cold

water. When mixing, therefore, as a general rule dissolve the

chemical in as small an amount of hot water as possible, cool

oS, and dilute with cold water.

After diluting with water, thoroughly shake the solution if

in a bottle, or stir if in a tank, otherwise the water added will

simply float on top of the heavier solution.

When mixing a solution in a tank, never add the dry chemi-

cals to the tank, but always make sure that the chemicals are

dissolved by mixing in separate buckets and filtering into the

tank.

If the water supply is not suflSciently cold, so that on dilating

the hot solution the final liquid is not at the required tempera-

ture, the hot solution should be cooled by means of ice placed

in a cloth bag to filter out the dirt.

In the case of anhydrous (dry) salts such as desiccated sodium
carbonate, sodium sulphite, etc., always add the chemical to the

water and not vice versa, otherwise a hard cake will form which

will dissolve only with difiiculty. J. I. Chabtbez.
(To be corUinued.J

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
IPrevions articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate itemn of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

or her buggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Uanaging the iSitter (Jan, 17;.

Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Studio ExposureB (Jan. 31).

Artiticial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture CFeh. 14).

Studio AcceKSories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21).

About the Reception Room ^March 28).

HAND CAMERAS

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

Wore About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the btudio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).

Business Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (Junf 6).

Ponraits of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).

FOR PROFESSIONALS.

While there is a large class of professionals, those who are

almost exclusively engaged in Press photography, who use

hand-cameras lor the great bulk of their work, the majority

look somewhat askance on this type of instrument, and are

rather inclined to think it fit only for amateur snap-shots

and judge its capabilities from the plates and films which
from time to time are handed to them for development and
printing. Judging from such material I can quite sym-
pathise with those who regard hand-cameras as toys, but it

must be borne in mind that the large proportion of failures

are due, not so much to the shortcomings of the instrument

;

but to the inexperience of the user ; and the skilled photo-

grapher will find that with a little study he can produce a

very large proportion of successful negatives under conditions
in which it would be difiicult, if not impossible, to use a stand
camera.

The selection of an instrument which will be really ser-

viceable demands a considerable amount of care, and due con-
sideration must be given to the class of work which will most
likely be undertaken ; therefore, I would counsel anyone who
has not been accustomed to hand-cameras to get a little pre-
liminary practice with a simple inexpensive article which he
can supersede by a better on^ as soon as he has become fully
conversant with its handling and has realised its shortcomings.
I say this because T have known more than one who has
purchased an expensive half-plate reflex and been bitterly
disappointed with the work he has been able to get out of it,

not because of any inherent fault in the instrument, but owing
to its unsuitability for his purpose.
Although there are scores, perhaps hundreds, of different

makes of hand-cameras upon the market, there are only a
few well defined types, which are issued under various names
by the makers. I will, therefore, give a brief description of
such as I consider useful, indicating their strong and weak
points, but before doing so it may be well to point out that

a hand-camera is often at its best when fixed upon a stand,

just as a celebrated author pointed out that he was never

quite satisfied with his fountain pen until he discovered that

it was a very good ordinary pen when he dipped it in the

inkstand. This leads me to what I may call the intermediate

class or " hand and stand " cameras, of which we may take

the small " Sandersons" as the best known example. These

closely follow the lines of the ordinary conical bellows field

camera, but possess the advantage of having the lens and

shutter so fitted that they need not be removed from the front

when the instrument is closed, while there are no openings

in the body to admit dust or moisture. Focussing is nor-

mally effected by scale, but a ground glass is provided so that

until the user has attained some skill in judging distances, he

can focus in the ordinary way upon near objects. A finder of

the usual reflecting type is fitted, and this is sometimes sup-

plemented by a direct vision finder which allows the camera

to be used at the level of the eye as well as from somewhere
near the waist line. I greatly favour this type for rapidly

moving objects, as the object can be kept in view before it

enters the field of the finder, and, moreover, it comes into

the finder on""the same side instead of the opposite one, as 't

does in the reflecting pattern.

Such cameras are usually provided with an effective rising

front, and in most cases a vertical swing to the back. The
swinging front of the Sanderson, of course, answers the same
purpose, so that architectural and similar difficult subjects

can be tackled with the same ease as with an ordinary stand

camera. Other patterns of this type are the Sinclair Una,

Ross's Keros, and Watson's Alpha. Many other makers issue

a somewhat similar model on quarter-plate and smaller sizes,

but for professional work I am inclined to recommend the

half-plate as being the most generally useful.

Of hand-cameras )'ure and simple the collapsible pattern

best known in pre-war times as the Groeiz Anschutz is an-
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doubtcdW the best. A similar, camera of Britiah make ia the

Panros, ami doubtless other makers will put this pattern on
tke market as soon as normal conditions of manufacture pre-

TaiL The body is extended to the infinity focus of the lens

by a single motion, but near objects may be locussed by means
«f a spiral adjustment to the lens mount. The shutter is a

focal-plane one, which will give very quick exposures with

{be maximum efficiency as well as longer ones, say 1-10 sec.,

while tor stand work time exposures may be made either with

the shntter or cap, the latter being perhaps the more certain,

«s even the best focal plane shutters are apt to give a slignt

' ahock on opening. When closed these cameras are very com-
pact and generally stand rather rough usage very well. They
kave no swtng back, but have, as a rule, both rising and cross

front*. Press work generally, postcard views, and occasionally

home portraiture come within their scopei As the bellows is

•f a fixed leni;th they cannot be used with wide angle lenses,

and if telephoto or other long focus lenses are to be
employed, the only way of doing so ia by means of an ex-

tension body, which is rather a clumsy device. However,

the camera used with its normal lens is one of the most useful

which a photographer can poaaese.

The next to claim our attention is a totally different type,

which can lay no claims to portability in any except the

quarter-plate size. It is the reflex in which the image is

received upon a mirror placed at an angle and diverted to

a fiicassing screen on the top of the body, while the plate ia

protected by the focal plane shutter at the back. On preaeing

the release the mirrvr springs oat of the way and the shntter

is at the same time released. The strong point of this con-

itmction is that very accurate focussing can be done at large

ipertures, hence it is useful for all claaaet of natural history

work, child studies, and home portraiture. It ia little used
for Prt'ss work on account of its bulk and the fart that it

i-annot be convenienfly used at the level of the eye. There
are several models of folding body reflex cameras which are

Use balky to carry, but they are mure likely to get out of

adjustment than the box form, and I do not reoommend them
for professional ase.

An older type of reflex is known as the twin-lens camera.

In this the mirror i* • fixture and the body ia divided into

two sections, each fitted with ao identically similar lens, the

upper being u^ed for focussing nnly while the lower is pro-

vided with a shatter for expoatng. In aoae respecta they

are (uperiur to the aingle-lens reflex aa Ae image ia visible the

wkole time, and there is no interval between the preasing of

tk* release and the movement of the shutter, but their still

greater balk and the txpenae of a second lens haa caused them
to go oat of fashion. It may be said that a cheaper lens

conM be used for the focussing finder, bat after many experi-

ments I waa forced to the conclvMon that to get the best r«

•alts the two lenses moat be identical in construction. Another

failing is that with near objects Inere is a discrepancy between

the view in the finder and that upon the plate, that is if the

adjustment haa originally been made for infinity.

Kodaks are generally regarded as purely amateur cameras,

bnt when skilfully used are capable of really good work.

Tke cheaper grades are nfctorally limited in their scope by the

alowneaa of the lensea with witirh they are fitted, instantaneous

exposures at ffi even being only possible in a good light.

WImh supplied with rapid anastigmats much greater possi-

bilities are opened up, and the photographer who wishes to

carry a band camera which need* ;••« cxixum of space will

do well to give the Kodak a trial. The 3a or postcard size will
be found the most useful.. In this connection I must not for-
get that British-made cameras of this patWJn are. issued by
Messrs. Houghton and Butcher and Sons, under the name ot

Ensign and Carbine respectively, also fitted with anastigmat
lenses.

Very small cameras of the Blocknote and Vest-pocket types
possess but little interest for professional workers, although
the late Mr. Essenghi^h Oorke has recorded in these pa^ee
how they have stood him in good stead -wlien larger instru-
ments were impossible, but as a general rule too great a
degree of enlargement is necessary for them to be generally
useful, as it is usually necessary for the prints issued to com-
pete on equal terms with direct work, and with most rapid
plates the grain of the emulsion precludes this.

Now a word as to lenses. A hand-camera w^ich can only
be used in the best of light is of very limited utility, there-

fore I would say that whenever possible a lens with a maximum
aperture of /'/4.5 should always be chosen if possible. It is

not always necessary to work at full aperture, in fact, it is

better to stop down as much as it is safe to do, but there are
times «4ien the large aperture is badly wanted, when it turns
thoroughly dull just as the Royal or noble party arrives at the
fete, or when the conclusion of the sports is deferred and the
best of the light is gone ; then is the time when the 4.5 len*
begins to earn money. Of late years fixed focus telephoto
lenses of large aperture such as the Telecentric and the large

Adons have come nn the market, and these will often be found
useful for crickei*'matches, sports and the like. It is neces-

sary with these on account of their focal length to focus
very accurately so that they should only be used upon reflex

cameras or those fitted with a focussing screen, scale focussing

with say a 16 in. lens being very difficult, if not impossible.

It is wise to provide oneself with a light stand for slow in-

stantaneous exposures ; few people can keep a camera abso-

lutely steady for a tenth of a second, and fewer still for a
fifth, yet there are many subjects which are only possible

with such exposures, and they are rendered easy if a stand
is available. It may be thought that there is no time to use

it, bat if the camera is fitted with a direct vision finder, the

whole affair can be dropped down and tlie exposure made in two

or three seconds.

As the exposures in hand-camera work will in many cases

be on the side of insufficiency, every precaution must oe

taken to make the best of them, that is to say, that the

most rapid plate* should be selected, th.^t they should be quite

freah and that every precaution should be taken against fog

in tke dark room. Development will also be somewhat
difiMcnt from that of fully timed exposures. There is always

a tendency to over-develop under-exposed plates and this only

results in the high-lights becoming too dense without any
addition to the shadow detail. It is a good plan to use a

developer diluted to half its usual strength and to develop

only a little longer than for ordinary exposures, this will

give a rather thin negative which will print very well upon a

suitable paper, but waich may be intensified if necessary.

If this be done the shadow detail will also gain in density

which is not the case if full density be obtained by develop-

ment. Another useful tip is to use backed plates ; one never

knows what position the subject will happen to take, and

if it happens to be against the light a failure is certain with

unbacked plates, for extra rapid emulsions are very trans-

parent and allow much light to pass through. PaxcncuB.

Tax Wax Satwos Associattcn in connection with the firm of

Rsjar, t,td., Mobberiey, have oollerted £8,228 lis. in Certificates

and Bonds np to tba aad of Mareh, 1919, with an average member-

Ai» ol US.

Nf«. A. 8. Rat is now calling on all photographers in Great

Britain in the interests of Monomet and other photographia

chemicals manufactured by the White Band Manufacturing

Co., Ltd.
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SELVEBING MIRRORS.

Afabt from its usefulness, silvering glass is a most fascinating

process. "Hiere are numerous formulse, and I have tried most of

ihem. Nothing in my trials gives the highly brilliant deposit that

sugar does. I take

Castor sugar 1 lb.

Tartaric acid 1 oz.

pat into an enamelled saucepan, and just cover with rain or dis-

tilled water. Bring to the boil ; when cool, make up to 60 ozs.

solution and add 5 ozs. alcohol, the more rectified the better. This

and subsequent solutions keep indefinitely, but should not be used

fresh. Now take a 5 per cent, nitrate silver solution which has been

precipitated with ammonia, and just cleared. Of this, use, say, 2

ozs. ; precipitate again with some caustic soda or potash solution of

10 per cent, (about i to 1 dram is sufficient)
; just clear again with

amonouia, and add ^ of its bulk of the following :

—

Sugar stock solution 1 oz.

Bain or distilled water 10 ozs.

This should be added just at time of silvering the glass, which

takes two to three minutes in a temperature of 80°. If the first

application does not give density enough, a second can immediately

be given by pouring off the old one and applying the fresh one.

This gives a beautiful, highly-polished film, and is tenacious. There

is no need of the tremendous purity of chemicals one sees insisted

upon. Mr. Crowther's article in a previous "B.J." is similar to

the above. A variety is to add 10 drops of 40 per cent, formaline

to the stock sugar solution. This gives a tremendously thick silver

without bloom, and is perhaps more advantageous than using

formaline alone. In using formaline alone it is surprising wliat a

small amount is required. 10 minims in 10 ozs. water is usually

sufficient; this, however, does not work so smoothly or brilliantly

Bs sugar.

In cleaning the glass, a 10 per cent, solution of tin chloride is the

most useful to use, giving the glass a " ibdite " and getting rid of all

grease. I have used this solution for years for other purposes, and

find it excellent.

Roohelle salts as a depositing agent, unless pure, is not so satis-

factory, and takes a long time to deposit. The most messy formula

is that of oil of cassia and clove. I did not find methyl violet dye,

as igiven in a recent formula, of much advantage, tending to dis-

colour the silver; also there is no advantage in retarding the

deposit. Excessive alcohol gives films rather transparent and of

a violet colour when looked through. In a temperature of 80°,

silvering of glass is absurdlv simple.

W. W. Wall (Ceylon).

Pboto^mecbaiiicai notes*— -^—
Why Do Engravers Use Wet Collodion ?

Wet collodion is a beautiful process, but so it always was, and yet

it has been displaced by dry plates in every department of photo-

graphy except photo engraving. How is this?

The engravers will perhaps say that the results are better, but do

they not deceive themselves? Results equal to wet plate can be

produced on suitable process dry plates, though the negatives them-

selves may not look quite so attractive. But then the negative is

not the end itself, as the operator so often appears to think, but a

means to th« end. Much difficult copy that is impossible to wet

collodion is easy to dry plate.

It is sometimes said that wet collodion is cheaper. This also is

very doubtful if account is taken of all the expenses in connection

with collodion, the glass always much larger than the picture, the

preparation of the plates, the time taken in preparation, the extra

chemicals, the extra space required, the extra wear and tear of

apparatus due to the use of corrosive material, the extra fire risk on

account of the inflammable nature of collodion, etc.

Again, it may be said that collodion is quicker. If this is so, the

Press photographer's attention should be called to it, and it is

remarkable that the military authorities did not turn to it—with
dry-plates our air force pihotogra/phers managed to develop their

exposures and deliver prints in an incredibly short time. Joking

a-s-ide, it is possible the wet-plate man can make a record

speed if you give him a plate ready for exposure, but if you include

the time taken to first clean the glass, coat it, sensitise it, then add
the extra time necessary for exposure, the wet plate will be hope-

lessly slower. Moreover, wet plates must be separately and indi-

vidually liandled throughout, whereas dry plates can be handled in

batches, which is a tremendous economy of time if one has sufficient

work to do.

Many methods have been devised or suggested for systematising

exposure. Why not carry this a step further and use a material that

would enable development and printing to be systematised also?

While the writer is firmly of opinion that ultimately dry plates will

displace wet collodion, there seems small prospect of it at present, •

and he is like moet pther engravers everywhere, using wet collodion

except for difficult work that wet collodion will not do—when h»
has to turn to dry plates.

Engravers are conservative craftsmen, and not until they begin
to make exposures direct on metal in the camera (which they will

be forced to do sooner or later, probably by the photo-lithographerg,

and because customers insist on more and more speed), will they
give up their beloved messy old silver 'bath, and take to a ready-
prepared sensitive material. Then, although they will be getting

results better than ever, they will still regretfully refer to the " good
old days " when quality that has since disappeared was always
found because wet collodion was in vogue.

Standardising the Etching Time.
A want of uniformity is one of the most undesirable characteris-

tics of all photo-mechanical operations, and nowhere is this want
of uniformity more apparent than in the etching department. With
a uniform negative a definite time in the etching bath should give

uniform tone and uniform depth of etching. This assumes, how-
ever, that the conditions of etching are standard, that the manner
of etching is kept the same, whether face up or face down, bath-

rocked or still ; that the temperature of the etching solution is kept

even, and that the strength of the etching solution is imiform. This-

latter point, perhaps, presents the most difficulty because the

strength varies according to the amount of metal etched. It is

probable that a good plan would be to take a certain quantity of

solution at a certain liydrometer strength and allow so many square-

inches to be etched all at the same time in such a bath and then

throw it away. Of course, this is not very easy to arrange in t<he

average photo-engraving shop, where each job is wanted at one*-

and many "have to be done individually. A plan that has been

adopted, which, we are told, works with tolerable success, is to

niake up the bath of perchloride of iron to 34 degrees Baumfi. At
the beginning of every day about one-fifl!; of the bath is removed

and replaced with fresh solution at 40 degrees, the bath tested and

diluted with water if it registers more than 34 degrees. Unless

there is some use for the spent solution, this may seem a little

extravagant, but it is worth it, for the certainty that a plate left

in the bath so long will be sure to be etched as much one day as

another. »

€xl)il)itlon$.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY N. E. LUBOSHEZ.

There is now on view at the Royal Photographic Society a one-

man exhilbition of photogiaphic portraits Iby Mr. N. E. Luboslhez, the

object of wfhich is to show the possilbilities of pure straightforward

photography. Most of tJhe examples sliown were taken in front of

audiences durinig demonstrations on lighting at various photographic

conventions. Some were taken in ordinajiy rooms, and a few were

taken in studios of well-known pliotogi-aphers to demonstrate either

flashlight or some particular form of electric light. The eidiibits

show in a very striking manner the possibilities that tare open to any

photograplier who thoroughly understands his medium. It should

be noted that neitheii' the negatives nor itihe enlargements have been

touched up in any way. They aire absolutely sti^aight enJai-gements

from straight negatives. The e.vhibition opened on June 23, and

will close on Saturday, July 12. Admission is free on pr«*entatio»

of \"i«it:n<2; card.
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Patent ncu)s.

patenu—t^plieationt amd tpecifieatitms—art Irtattd m
" Pluto-tltehameal Notts."

LniNO PoBTSAiT Camkk 18—No. 14,654. CwMraa for nuking
dungMbU pictam. Animstcd Picture ProducU Co. and E. C.

R. Marka.

Cnini;iTooKApnT.—No. 14,811. ObuaMtognph rotary •hatter. N.
S. Dawea and M. E. Honwmao.

Oofjovm Photourapht.—Nu. 14,631. Colour photografrfiy. W.
Fricae-Green and L. O'Malley.

Half-Tokc Stkexn!*.—No. 14,996. Mcrttiod of producing aaNcna
for production of half-tone negatives. W. R. B. Laneo.

CixniATOOftArBT.—No. 14,962. Apparatus for UJcing or exhibiting

cinemilfigiaph pictorea. H. R. A. Mallock.

CnniATOomArHT.—No. 14,583. 8hutt«Ts for cincawtograpli ap-

paratoi. J. Urqnhart.

OoLoiTB Snsao-CiXKMATOoftArHT.—No. 16,(06. Stcreoaoopic cine

matography witii ooloor effect. S. D. Williama.

COMPLKTK 8PKCIFICATI0NS ACCSPTSD.
Thtm tpttifioatiam* mra obtMnabU, prie* 64. §aeh, pott frm, from

IS* HatmU OfUt, K, ScuUimmptOH Buildrnft, Chtmetrt Ltmt,
Lomim, W.C.

Tim dot* m braekttt it tkmt of tffHeatiom m thit country ; er
•trood. in Uu eatt of vattmU >i'iiil»<l widrr f^ InttmatiemM
C<mnmtum.

MJMHUirx Lamp.—No. 120.736 (May 16, 19191. Thia inrentioo
raUlca to a magnesiDni lamp for photographic oa*. and in which,

for ignition of the Ught-prodnciog powder, ia used an ordinary

natch, which ia atmck against suitable striking oooipaaitioa.

The chara<t«rialsc feAtorea of the invention roosist in the plac-

ing and displareinent or turning of the match; white all the other

parte of the mechanism ntay be varied in many different waye.

In the drawings.

Figure 1 shows a form of lamp in side view ready for use.

Fignrj 2 is a detail of the matrh hnlHer.

F.g 2 Fig. «.

s tr »*

^^ i

ki^-Qf

n.

rig. 5. Fig. 1.

VIgBf* 3 ahoiwa Um lamp in plan view.

FigoM 4 ia • aid* devaticn of another form of cooatnictioa

of tbe lamp.

Fignra 6 is a perapective view of the arrangement of the match-

bolder on tfie mechanism.

Figure 6 itloatratcs the placing of Ao match in the striking

oaaposllion.

TIM bmp itself eonsists of a plate 1, which is horiaontal when

in working poeition, with a bent rear edge 2, upon which the
back plate 3, which is vertical when in working position, is

fixedly mounted and kept fast in the open position by a pair of
leaf-brings 4.

"Hie front part 5 of the plate 1 is stepped upward and provided
with an upstanding outer edge 6. Ia the middle of the member
5 is stamped out a tongue 7, which is below the level of the

'/7

£=i rj^M_

9

//

Fig. 3.

member 6, so that by this tongue and tiio surrounding edges of
the member 5 there is formed • holder, which may be of a yield-
ing character.

On the underside of the plate I dhere is arranged near the rear
edge 2 a hoop 8 for receiving the end of limb 15 of the handle 14-15
and acroea the upper side of the plate liee a match-holder 9,
which, in the form of construction now being deacribed, is square
and so arranged that it may pau through a corresponding hole
in the rear edge 2. The holder 9 has a through hole 10, so that
th* device may be cleaned, and carriea a screw It The rear end
of the holder 9 has a cylindrical neck 12 and a head 13 of
rcctengular form.

The handle consists of a V-spring, the two limbs of which are
deaignated 14 and 15 reapectively. 'ITie upper part of the branch
15 has a bend 16, whiih engages with a slot, formed by the limb
14, after which the end of the bend 16 is bent up at 24, while the
outer end is arranged to oo-operate with the hoop 8, so that the
plate 1 may set fast on the handle. As an alternative it is ob-
vious that the portion 24 of the limb 14 might co-operate with a
honp aUached to the back plate by giving same a tlifiht bend to
one side.

The upper end of the Kmb 14 is likewise bent, and forms a
slot for the head 13 nf the match-holder 9.

The limbs 14 and 15 may have a pair of finger plates 17 to

mnvetiiently manipU'ate the handle.

The apparatus acts in the following manner :

—

The back plate 3 is put up, so that the holding springs 4 keep
the plate in the vertical poaitiun. The holder 9 is pushed hack,
and the slot in the limb 14 is paased over the head 13, with the
hiilder in tha Itorizontal poeition.

When the head 13 has come behind the slot, so that the sides

liiereof embrace the 'neck 12, the holder is turned into the ver-

tical position, and the end of the branch 16 is pushed into the

h'Kip 8 This position is shown in Figures 1 and 3.

The bent striking composition member 18 is now placed in the
rlip between the tongue 7 and the plate 5, and the plain end of

a match 19, which is introduced between the two pieces of the

striking composition, is pushed into the matob-holder 9 and is

clamped fast by the screw 11. Light-producing powder is then

placed on the plate 1 above and around the holder 0, and in such

a manner that there is plenty of powder at the place where the

match 19 leaves the hoop of the striking composition 18.

The apparatus is now ready for use, and in nuch a way that

the limbs 14 and 15 are pressed together, or, rather, the limb 14

is pressed up against the limb IS; the head of the match 19 is

drawn out of the striking composition 18, which yieldingly em-
braces the head, and as the match catchca fire it wiU at the

same time ignite the powder lying on the plate 1.

When the apparatus is not used, the hnndle 14-15 is removed,
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and is, together with the match-holder 9, placed on tihe plate 1,

after which the plate 3 is thiit down. The whole apparatus takes

up but little room, and is easily transportable.

Instead of the head 13 an.v other means of connection between

the holder and the spring-branoli 14 may be used.

In Figure 4 is shown a modified form of construction for the

actuating of the match-holder 9, which has in this modification

behind the back plate 3 a head 13, but this co-operates with a

pin 20, which, by a Bowden release 21, is in connection with a

press-knob 22 and corresponding handle 23, bo that the pin 20

may be pushed forward, which movement is transferred to the

head 13, and therefrom to the match-holder. By this arrange-

ment the handle 14-15 is superfluous, and the lamp may then be

worked at a distance, as the Bowden release may be of any

length. Moreover, the lamp may be arran!;erl to be used as well

with a handle as with a Bowden release, as might be preferred,

in that the Bowden release may be arranged to draw instead of

to pull ; its front part (the wire and the end of the spiral) may

then be fastened respectively to the head 13 of the match-holder

and to an elongation upwards of the handle-branch 15.—Jens Peter

Hansen, Jacobys Alle 10, Copenhagen, Denmark.

trade names and marks.
TRADE MARKS REMOVED FROM REGISTER.

In the officici language of the " Trade Marht Journal " the following

trade mark* have been " removed from the register through non-

payment of renewal fees." Such non-payment is, of course, the

method adopted by a firm having no further occasion for the use

of a mark :
—

EiDELER.—No. 270,903. Registered by R. and J. Beck, Limited,

in 1905. (Class 39).

EiDELKR.—No. 270,902. Registered by R. and J. Beck, Limited, in

1905. (Class 1).

EiDKLER.—No. 270,498. Registered by R. and J. Beck, Limited, in

1905. (Class 8).

Mattos (Design).—No. 270,712. Registered by Mattos, Limited,

in 1905. (Class 39).

M.\TTOS (Design).—No. 270,711. Registered by Mattos, Limited,

in 1905. (Cla«s 1).

Idento.—No. 270,884-85. Registered by A. L. Adams, trading as

Adams and Co., in 1905. (Class 8).

Brojiirks.—No. 271,542. Registered by the Rotary Photographic

Co., Limited, in 1905. (Class 39).

Living Picture (Camera Design).—No. 271,675. Registered by G.

H. Garner, trading as the Living Picture Series Co., in 1905.

(Class 39).

APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.
WiP.—No. 390,174. Cinematograph projectors, oineimatograph

cameras, and cinematograph apparatus. Thomas Edward Carnal

Wheeler, 9, Cecil Court, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2., manufac-

turer. April 14, 1919.

REGISTRATION RENEWED-
Pocc—No. 272,792. By Kodak, Limited, in 1905. (Class 8).

jinalecta*

Extracts from our weekly and monthly contemporaries

Photo°raphic Printing on Wood.
A SIMPLE formula for printing photographs on wood from reversed

negatives (says "The Process Engravers' Monthly" for June) is

the following :

—

The sides of the wood block are rubbed with heated wax or

paraffin. This is to keep moisture from injuiing the wood. Three

solutions are kept in stock ready for use:

—

1. Gelatine, 16 grs. to 1 oz. of water.

2. Silver nitrate, 80 grs. to 1 oz. of water.

3. Citric acid, 40 grs. to 1 oz. of water.

The white of an egg is beaten to a froth and left standicj over

night.

To sensitise a block, take: White. of egg, 1 dram; gelatine boIu-

tion, i dram; best zinc white, 4 oz. ; ammonium chloride, 5 grs.

Rub these to a paste in a glass mortar, and while rubbing drop
slowly into the paste 30 minimB of the citric acid solution and 30
minims of the silver nitrate solution. Paint this on the wood block

very tfiinly, seeing to it that the block is completely covered. Dry
quickly in the dark and print under negative as usual, timing the

print so as to keep a record of what length of time is beet, which

will vary with different negatives and different lights. Fix tiie

print in the dark-room by holding it face down for a few minute*

in a tray of hyposulphite of soda. Wash the hyjjo from the face

of the wood quickly and remove the moisture with damp chamois

or blotter. Dry quickly. This will give a brilliant print with no

fihn to interfere with the gravers. The wood is not injured by

chemicals if care is u.sed to wet onlv the surface of the block.

meetings cT Societies*—»

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
8ati;iiday, June 28.

Hackney Photographic Society.— Annual Sports.
CheKea Photographic Society. Outing: Kingslo i to Richmond.
Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association. Outing to Cheetham Hospita

Manchester.
South London Photographic Society.—Excursion to Strand-on-th«-Grcen and Kew.
North Middlesex Photographic Society.—Ladies' Outing to Beckenhanl. c
Manchester Amateur Photographic Society : Outing : Bramhall to Adlington.

Monday, Junk 30.

South London Photographic Society.-"Personal E'riotice in Pictorial Printing."

E. C. Perry.
Tdksdat, July 1.

Manchester Amateur Photographic Society. Beginners' night, "The Eqaipment
of the Djrk Room." Messrs. Chapman, Crowthei, and Pullen.

Wednesday, July 2.

North Middlesex Photographic Society, plntinotype. A. H. Lisett.

Thursday, July 3.

Hampshire House Photographic Society. " Bromide Printing and Enlarging.

M. O. Dell.

i

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of the Council was held on Friday, June 13. Present

:

Messrs. A. Basil, Gordon Chase, C. F. Dickinson, A. Ellis, S. H.

Fry, R. Haines, Lang-Sims, R. N. Speaight, H. A. St. George, and

F. G. Wakefield (London members), and Marcus Adams (Reading),

T. Chidley (Chester), W. lUingworth (Northampton), and F. Read
(Southport).

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

Letters of regret for non-attendance were received from Messrs.

Alex. Corbett (London) and W. B. Chaplin (Windsor).

The Hon. Sec. reported that No. 13 of the new issue of the

P.P.A. Circular had been issued to the members. A.s secretary

he had received the full average number of letters of inquiry for the

advice and assistance of the Association, and these had been duly

dealt with. Amongst these inquiries was one complaining of the

action of a firm who advertised photographic sundries, and from

whom neither goods nor a refund of money could be obtained. The
Association had now a definite promise from the firm in question,

and it was hoped that the matter would be settled without recourse

to legal process. (A member of the Council had had similar trouble

with the same firm.) Another complaint was the not uncommon one

of breakage of negatives in the post. Correspondence had followed

with the Postmaster-General, who insisted that the Post Oflice rule,

that if the outside of the package vras intact and in good order, it

was to be assumed that any damage to fragile goods inside (and

l>hotographic glass plates must be included in that category) was

due to' defective or insufficient packing, must hold good. Tlie ut-

most care and the use of sufficient and suitable packing must be the

antidote to the rough usage by the Post Office servants. Many
other complaints of a more or less special character had been

investigated, including one from a member whose fellow-townsman

was—he alleged—showing specimens in his showcase which were

not produced in his own studio. As the photographer complained

of was known to more than one member of the Council, the con-

sideration of this complaint was deferred until more personal

evidence could be produced at the next Council meeting.
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It WM farther stated by a member that be believed oae firm in

lb* Wait End was undertaking to supply " portrait specimens " to

aiqr intending [khotographen who boaght photographic apparatus

er oatfita from tbera. Farther information was promised.

Mr. BCarcua Adama pMaented the report of his committee (Hainea,

Lang.Sims. Speaight. and Wakefield) on the qoeation of assiatants.

.\fter careful consideration the following resolution was passed
nanimonaly :

—

"That this Council of the Professional Photografrfiers' Aswxria-

tioo. believing it woold be to the general advantage of pro-

fessional photography that assistants should have an association of

their own, urge them to form one, and are willing to provide the

MUD of ten pounds to a reaponsible committee towards the initial

expense."

Mr. Wakefield informed the Council that he. with Mr. St.

Ueorge (the President) and Mr. Haines, had interviewed the secre-

tary of the London Trade Association, referred tu in the last

minutes, and had inspected the premises, which had been suggMted
as saiUble for London offices of the P.P.A. He hoped soon to havr
a definite offer to place before the Council, which would provide
both premi«cs and clerical asaiatance. use of teleplione. etc. The
further consideration of tkis very iV^ortant and far-reaching change
was deferred until the next meeting.
Mr. Speaight briefly introdocej tke subject of the provision of a

certificate of membership, which could be framed and displayed in
photographers' plaocs of business. This, and .Mr. Illingworth'*
postponed propoeilion upon the advisability of incorporating the
P.P.A., was adjoomad ontil the nut meeting on July 11.

LANCASHIRE SOCrery OF MASTER PH0T0ORAPHER8.
Thx first nMsting of the n«wly-e!acted committee ot the Socieiy o*
Master Phetograpbars was heUI at the oAca, 30. Blaekfriaia Street,
Manchester, on Tnaaday, June 17. A very Urge nombar ol mam-
•rs were preaeat from all parte ol Laocaahtra and Cheshire, and
:-ie mealing was presided over by Mr. F. Kenworthy, Uie president.
The minutes of tba previoos meeting having baan raad and coa-

firmed, the secretary's report witli rafaranea to the aaliibilion held
at Blackpool waa submitted (or adoption. Referenca waa made to

a letter that appeared in the "B.J." (or weak ending June 14,

and aigncd by mm daacribing lUnaeK aa " Hopeful." Thera wera
aeaa vary strong faalinga axprawi J regarding this writer and the
oncharitabla aUitoda be bad Uhen up regarding the eihibition.

It was, however, decided to treat the letter with the contempt it

deaarvsd, the wntar Mi baring bad the coonge to aign bis name
lo the same. Financially, both the aUiibition and the annual
dinner have bean a great succces, and a small balance was Mt after

all expeosaa had baan paid. Tba raauU of tlia ballot was aa fol-

lows -.—Saetion 1 (itodio work) : lat prise, Ba!ph Jonca, St. Annea-
on-aea; 2nd prba. Mr. Rodini, Blackburn ; 3rd prise, N. S. Kay,
Mancheeter. Ssctioa 2 (artificial light) : 1st prixe, N. 8. K«y. Man-
chaster; 2iid prixe, C. E. Willie, Bo ton ; 3rd prixe, N. S. Kay,
Maarheater. Section 3 (ooounercial photography): Isl prixs, W.
T. Ckrtar. Rochdale; 2ad and 3rd prixea, C. K. Willie, Bolton.

Saetion 4 (colour work): let prixe, N. S. Kay, Mancheeter; 2nd
prixe, C. E. Willis, Bolton; 3rd prise, Mr. Care, Ecclca. The
qaeation of the nature of awards to be given lo the winners was

than discussed, and it waa decided lo ask the exhibitioM oonmittae

to deal with this matter and bring forward their racoamendationa

at the next committee meeting.

A very important matter waa then discuaaad regarding assiatanla

leaving wiihont notice, and at the iovitatioa of 1^ praaidant, Mr.

J. S. Brown atlaodad the meeting in order lo explain lo the com-

Htlaa bow ba bad baan treated by a MMBbw of his staff quite

rseently. He had left thia individual in ebarga of his business

daring hie abaeoca at the oocrferanca in Blackpool, and on return-

ing found that hie stsdio bad been c'rfMed lor two days, and the

aosiatant in qoeation iulutaad Mr. Brown apoa his return Uiat she

hnd no deaira to retan lo her work. In conaaqoence of thia action

Mr. Brown was very much inoonvcnienoad. Mr. Howell quoted a

«Ma of a yooth at the age of 17 years whom ba had engaged quite

neaotly at 45a. par week. After receiving hia moaajr oa the Satur-

day, ba informed ana of hie tallow workers that H waa not hia in-

to ntmm. Ba waa than aaked if ha did not think Mr.

Howell was entitled to a week's notice. His reply was that that:
was the seventh job he had hod in seven weeks, and had not given
notice to any one of them. Se\'eral cases were quoted by members
of assiatants having been engaged ^rom different parte of tho-
country and their expenses paid on the understanding that tliey
were perfectly qualified. It was discovered, however, when work
waa placed in their hands, th^t they were utterly incompetent, and'
on several oocaaions many pounds' worth of work had been spoiled.
The question having been discussed at some great length, pid many
members having given their experiencee, the president stated that:
he considered the time had arrived for sotne drastic measure to bo
taken by the members of the society. He would suggest that tho-
secretary be instructed to draft an agreement which could be sub-
mitted to the next meeting of the committee, and, if approved, thia-

should be used by every member of the society. Mr. Winter pro-
posed the adoption of the president's suggestion, and would em-
body in his proposal that the secretary be instructed to retain the-
aervicee of a solicitor to take up Mr. Brown's ease, and, if necea-
sary, to take it into the Court and make a test case of it. Also,.

that the secretary approach several solicitor* with a view to maliing:

arrangenenta (or retaining the services of a profeaaional man t*--

watcb the legal interests of the members of the society. This jiro-

posal waa saoonded by Mr. Howell and carried imanimously.
The qnaatioo of sick pay was also fully discussed, and several

members gavetheir experiences with regard to this matter, it being
decided after a lengthy discuasion that the secretary embody •-
dauae in hia draft agreement to govern this question.

Asaistanta' specimens. This question, the president reminded the
roembara, had been brought forward by Mr. N. S. Ksy, the past'

president, in his address at Blackpool, and the members would
remember that he stated a very clear case of bow an aasistant had'

traded upon the work of Mr. Kay and had tried to pass it off aa-

his own. Mr. Kenworthy stated that he had given thia matter »
great deal of thought since the annual meeting, and he would sug-

gest that the asaistanta be allowed a set of specimens before leav-

ing the employment of any member, these specimens to be secured'

from time to time by the assistants and sobmitted to the employer,

and if the employer waa aatisfied that it waa the work of the assis-

tant, he, the employer, should sign the specimens accordingly and)

forward them oo to the secretary of the society to be endorsed by
the seal of the society. On an aaaistaot leaving the employer, a*

covering letter should be given to each aaaistant intimating that tha

specimens sotanitted were the work of that assistant. This letter-

ahoold also bear the crest of the society. It waa generally felt that

the soggeat ion of the chairman waa a very practical one and would'

help them considerably to do away with the practice that had been

outlined at tha annual general meeting bv Mr. Kay, and that tha

adoption of the chairman'a suggestion would be for the benefit ot'

every practical assistant as well aa for the employer. Mr. Gres-

well then propoaed that the chairman's suggestion should be adop-

ted, this proposal being saoonded by Mr. Beck and carried

unanimooaly.

A letter from the secretary of the Bimnngham Photographio

-

Socieiy waa read by the secretary, in which iniormation waa asked'

regarding the attitude that had been taken up by the members of

the Socieiy of Master Photographers with regard to the pro-

poaed scheme of the Ministry of Labour (or training disabled sol-

diers, and after a very lengthy discussion the secretary was in-

structed to write to the Birmingham Photographic Society

informing them that at a general meeting of the Society of Master

Photographers held some lime ago it waa unanimously decided that

the scheme of the Ministry of Laboar with regard to the training

of disabled soldiers could not be encouraged in consequence of tha

very short training suggested, it being considered that at least five

yeara ahould be spent by an apprentice in order to learn hii

profeaaion properly.

The question of members' certificates was brought up by Mr. F.

Read, and it was decided that these certificates should be put in '

hand, and the exhibition committee should be asked to pass a.

draft proof of same.

The committee decided to hold their regular monthly meetings

;

on the third Tuesday ot each month at the office at 39, Black(riarB

Streat, Maoohealer, and general meetings o( the society to ba held J
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from time to time in different part* of the Lancashire and district

-are».

A vote of thanks having been proposed to the president, this

-concluded the business of the meeting.

Affiliation of Photographic Societies' Scmmer Outing.—The
removal of all restricljoiw on photography and the return of so

many men to civilian life and pursuits resulted in a large attend-

-ance, and the outing on June 21 in the Croydon district was
•characterised by much of the enthusiasm and cheerfulnees of pre-

war gatherings. The weather was very favourable for outdoor
work, which was only suspended for a short time while a thunder-

storm passed over aibout midday. This caught one eminent pic-

torialist on the top of Crohamhurst, searching for " the spirit of

•June," and considerably damped his enthusiasm by soaking him
to the skin. During the morning a number of plates were exposed
in Whitgift Hospital, the old Archbishop's Palace, and the parish

• church. The afternoon trains brought down heavy reinforcements

from town, which spread themselves over the route along the

Wandle iiom Croydon to Wallington, where they were eventually

- all gathered together for tea, with the assistance of Croydon
^Camera Olub guides. On the conclusion of tea the chairman of the

-affiliation, Mr. T. H. B. Scott, addressed the meeting, and
reminded those present tha.t the insignificant river they had
wandered by bore a name which was an emblem of liope to the

nation at the darkest period of the submarine menace, as the first

U-boat successfully engaged by a merchant vessel was the one sunk
by the little collier "Wandle," which received a'most enthusiastic

-ovation when she came up the Thames to her wharf at Wandsworth.
He referred to the desirability of a closer bond of sympathy and
cx)-aperation between the affiliation and the northern Federations,

-end in connection with this expressed the appreciation of the meet-

ing at the presence of Mr. F. G. Mott, of the Yorkshire Photo-

.
graphic Union. He concluded by moving a vote of thanks to the

' Croydon Camera Club for its successful arrangement of the outing,

wliich was responded to by the president of the club, Mr. John
-Keane. Mr. F. G. Mott cordially reciprocated the chairman's re-

. marks as to the prospect of a better understanding being encoiir-

-aged between the northern and the southern photographic bodies.

Commercial $£egai Intelllsence.—^

—

NEW COMPANIES.
Black Cat Studios, Ltd.—Tliis private company was registered

• on June 11, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects : Photo-

.
graphers, etc. The subscribers (each with one share) are :—J. E.

Pickup, 55, Rochdale Road, Blackley, Manchester, and T. L.

'Cooper, 54, School Road, Sale, Cheshire, antique dealer and photo-

grapher. The first directors are J. E. Pickup and T. L. Cooper.

Registered office, 15, Market Street, Manchester.

F. W. Miller and Co., Ltd.—This private company was regis-

'tered on June 13, with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shai-es. Objects :

Enajnellers and makers of articles of personal adornment, ceramic

.photographers, etc. The subscribers (each with one share) are:

—

F. W. Miller, Aylesbury Road, Hockley Heath, near Birmingham,
manufacturer ; A. AUen, 66, Nansen Road, Sparkihill, Birmingham.
"The first directors are F. W. Millar, J. W. Simcox, and A. Allen.

Registered office, 68, Nansen Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham.

S. A. Chandler and Co., Ltd.—This private company was regis-

tered on June 17, with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares. Objects:

To acquire the business of photographers, picture framers, and
^stajtionere canied on at Exeter and Southampton by S. A. Chand-
ler. The subscribers (each with one share) are :—S. A. Chandler,

photographer, fine art dealer, and stationer, Beach House,
' Topshara ; Mrs. S. Chandler, Beach House, Topsham. Directors :

-S. A. Chandler and Mrs. S. Chandler. Solicitors : G. H. Kite and
•Sons, Taunton.

United KisonoM Optical Co., Ltd.—This private company was
registered on June 18 with a capital of £100,0Cfo in £1 shares (50,000
"7 per cent, cumulative preference and participating). Objects : To
itake over (a) the business carried on by the Orescent Lens Co., Ltd.,

incorporated in 1918, (I.) all or part of the plant, tools, patente, etc.,

of George Culver, Ltd., incorporated in 1897, and (c) an exclusive
licence to work the secret processs for moulding .spectacle lenses
and the like now worked by or under the control of the Precision
Lens Moulding Co., Ltd., incorporated in 1919; to engage the ser-

vices of A. H. Emerson, of 2. Chase Court Gardens, Enfield, as an
ip\entor ar.d secret process worker, expert adviser, and skilled
operator; to acquire the freehold fa^^rtory at .Mill Hill and fixtures

therein, formerly the property of Carl Zeiss, of Jena, Germany,
but recently acquired by Ross, Ltd. ; and to carry on the business
of manufacturers of and dealers in spectacles, eyeglasses, goggles,
lenses, photographic, marine, astronomical, and scientific instru-

ments, etc. Special claases are inserted in the articles of associa-

tion to ensure against foreign control and to comply with the Board
ni' Trade requirements against trading with the enemy. No enemy
may bo a director, and not less than three-fourths of the board,

including the chairman, must be British subjects resident in the

T'nited Kingdom. The subscribers (each with one ordinary share)

are :—G. W. Bayliss, 124, Queen's Road, Finsbury Park, N., manu-
facturing optician ; E. Culver, 42, Coolhurst Road, Crouch End, N.,

manufacturing optician. The first directors are :—F. W. W. Baker,

Queen's Road, High Bamet (chairman), G. W. Bayliss, E. Culver,

S. Culver, 2, Deane Mansions, Dennington Park Road, N.W., and
A H. Emerson, 2, Chase Court Gardens, Enfield, all manufacturing

opticians. Qualification, £250. Remuneration of chairman, £200; J
of others, £100 each per annum. Solicitors, Snow, Fox and Hig- ^
ginnon, 7, Great St. Thomas Apostle, E.C.

ReiDs ana Rous*—••

—

SiGNOR Giuseppe Fornasari, general representaibive for Italy

of Messrs. Raja.r, Limiited, Mobberley; Engiland, on the proposal

of the Under Secretary for War and Ammunition, has been

appointed Kndght of the Crown of Italy.

TtiE PROnLESi OF Enlargements.—An interesting brochure

under this title has been issued by the London News Agency
Photos., Ltd., which puts the case for enlargement from amateurs'

negatives in a forcible way. It is illustrated with blocks which

show how three well-composed and quite distinct pictures can be

made from one rather overcrowded negative.

Photographing a Mir.\oe.—We have received from Mr. G.

F. Quilter, of Ingatestone, an interesting photograph of a mirage

effect seen on the 15th in&t. Although there had been no rain for

days, there was from a certain point the appearance of pools of

water in the road, in which the reflection of certain objects could

be clearly seen. Mr. Quilt<»r has taken careful notes of distances,

;iiigies, the position of the sun, etc., which he is willing to com-

municate to any scientific investigator of the phenomenon.

N.wAL Photogr-^phs—The steps being taken to obtain a photo-

graphic record and collection of all ships which flew the White

Ensign during tlio war now include an appeal to all photographers

in tha Navy to lend their aid. In an Admiralty Order just issued,

to which the Admiralty desire that the utmost publicity may be

given, it is stated that :

—

1. It is desired to obtain as com^plete a collection as possible of

photographs of all ships which flew the White Ensign from 1914

—

1918 for the Imperial War Museum and Admiralty Records, and

tor this purpose it is especially a-equested that all oflScers and men

who have negatives of sbips, actions, damoges or incidents of

interest in connections with the war will lend them to the Secretary

oi the War Museum for inclusion in the collection.

2. All photographs sent in will (be acknowledged, and copies will

bo made from those which ore considered suitable and the negatives

returned without delay.

Those not used will be adkpowledged and returned at once.

Tha laibove applies to :

—

(a) Any official photographs which have not yet been sent to the

Admiralty. Such photographs would bo taken with service materials

supplied free for the purpose, and the negatives would remain the

property of the Admiralty.

(b) To photographs taken by officers v?ith materials purchased at

their own expense, whether from service sources or elsewhere.

3. As it is proiposed to ci{)en for sale print« of all photographs in the
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Wm MiMtiiwi ooUeotioa, it is reque«t«d that in cases (alliiig under

(b) tbs doDOr win stats his agrscmsct to this oonditioo in • cover-

iag latter. Tha pfoceads of such aa!es will be Sfiplisd towards the

cost of tiha Imperial War Maseam. Apart from these sales, the

coyiTiglit mnaina ia the bancki of the owner of the negstire. and

olBcsrs and oien ara free to dispose of it as they please, sobject to

the coBdHioD Ifaat tlie photo should first be' snhniitted to the

CoKumaiiag Ofllcer who will decide whether it contains anything

•if a confMrntial nature whicb should iir<t be diidoaed.

4. Permission to disfMse of photographs nnder the above conditions

'Xtends to all photographs wliether taken before or altar the armis-

•ioe.

5. An enUrgen-ent or prints, as dcsire<l, will be included with each

.vccepted negative on return in adcnowledgment of the gift.

6. Glaas negatives riMoM be well packed in boies—not merely

)<«tween cardboard and wrapping—and aiMnasiJ to :—The Directijr,

Imperial War Museom, Phoio||c«|4iie Depot (Karal Section), 12,

I'oventry Sti»e*. W.l.
7. The .\dmiralty dastres that the utmost pdUieily may be given

M this matte.-, aitd the order sboaM be copied and circnktrd
thmaghout tha nhip or astabUahmrat.

Correspondence.—•

—

*.* Corr«pe«l*m( sAomU «M««r wriU cm both Mm of <ks ^i^rr.
ye M«Mes u takm of eommnnieattumt wilsti Os nam** and
addr***** of tk* vrittrt ar* pitwa.

'.* W* At met imdmrUUt* rmfpmMiUty f«r Ou opimMU uyrumi
bf omr iwrrxpwirfawti.

NEW SIZES OF PLATF..S

To the Editors.

UcotlMien.—Ssdng iKat the British plate manufactiirvrt (vrr^

-Mihly, I lliMtk) wtsb to gmduai:/ do aw.y with vme usr-Ir/.

liaea of idatea, I write to aak why not adopt Um< 10 x 14 in.,

7 s 10 ilk, 6 s 7 in.. 3| x 5 in., and 24 x 3} in ? These aisr*
wosOd tofw al classes of work, and if *e aperali>r purchased thr
laifsr MM and wished a NuaUer, all he wooU have to do would
be to cot a plate exactly in half. If a smaHv sjie ywt. then cul
-tactly in haU again, and so on down lo the anmlUat (24 x 3^)
- xe. The two lar^nt sixes give pimty of rmai for artistic work,
'nd are sensible Aapes.
"Wie S X 7 U a ine st«reascn|>tc snd portrait sise, aad is con-
eoien* for •U-roood work. The 3^ x 6 make* Sua pas**! cards.
jsrtsen slides, stc., whOe (l>e 24 x 3^ fiUa all *• rirpifsitiKj V*
I pocfat camera. Anotiier adrantage ia thM al Umm sues cnrrc
'•and praetieally wilti llie metric syitMi, ao that they would
*;waj» At *e holdsta attjw lisie io the leorld. I expUinnI thi.
MMSrwhat in the " AllricM Anooal of I>«Ht«v«|l»y " tor 1919.
hut I think if yoq pdUiA Ikia in yoor Mcrilsot joamel your
readwB will not U 4ow to see the adrant^fii. WiJting r.m
MUtl ,—I am, jim$ Irwiy.

_ „_^ H. W. HALt':.S

I*.

^"H Areooe, Ridgewood, New Jrney, U.S.A.

LKN8IS.
To the Kditors.

Oentlsnen,—It is to be f«Mtd that the condemnation by " Prac
»l«i»" e< the ose of the Petsral portrait Ism (the nsoal portrait

I'M tor outdoor work may, if allowed to paaa ncfaallenged, deter
metparitoted warkm• from the nae of an instnim«at which they
P'"'"i •«» wW«* "ugfct be of great serrjoe to ihsoi. In the davi
U coltodfaiB I iarariahiy need it for eqneelrian portraiture, and at

the Hnvwirtock Bin atodto I had a backgraond fitted op in the

t gardea, aad photogn^thed many children, aad aometimes adulu.
there lor the bsosAt of the rapid outdoor •spoaare. Not in a single

instance did I eapetisnoe either Bars or ghost. I also knew a

phctographer ia the eonatry who habitoally osed hfa portrait leo»

b* oatdoor poctmlu (he had no sludto), groopo, ehnrchaa, aad

Practleoa"

that hk
Wt wM timt

haan troablad in the way he dsacribea. It b
beoo not with the true PeUral
it la wUek tko oUwate of the

back lens are reversed in position. Ae has been pointed out by Mr.

Chapman Jones, lenses (rf this ooostniction are particularly liable

to furnish "ghost" images, as, indeed, might be looked for from

the fact of there being three glaas surfaces concave to and behind

the diaphragm, instead of one as in the uriginal Petzval.

" Practicna " also speaks of ike portrait lens having a more

deeply curved field than the rapid rectilinear—a fancy name for

the lens invented by Steinheil and called by him the Aplanat.

Here again. I think the writer mtut hare had in mind the variation

of the Petxval already mentioned. Some years ago I ordered for h

brother photographer, from a maker of the highest adanding, a lena

aimil«r to one that I had in use. On trying it in the camera before

sending it off, I found that the field veas more curved than in my
own lens, and on examining the inetnunent I foimd that the back

lens was of the reversed curvature kind. I sent it back to the

maker and ws» supplied with a satisfactory lens of the same

character as mv own.—Yours faithfully,

W. E. Dkbinham

.\S.SItoTANT.S* WAGES.
To the Editors.

" An Emi)k)yer's " letter at ibe 13th iuat. in rojily

to my lett« of May 30 appears to challenge some of my state-

ments, and I'conaideir it is op to me to aohatantiat^ the remarks

in question. In the first matance I wtw not tpeaking for myself

aliMie, 4>ut for auaistsnts in genend, against t/he unfair treelment and

inadequate wagea that have been and are still offered. If " A«
Empk>yer " c»re« to kmk through the " Situations Vacant " adverts,

for May he will come across the ones that prompted me to write

my iHter on this subject. Unfortunately I have not the copy with

me of the " B.J." in which they appeared, but the case to which 1

allude in partkniar was lor an " Operata.-Retoucher," or " Operator

Manager " for a " London Suburb " at £2 per week. Besides this,

thsr» were adverts, for bromide printers, also London, at the same

«U(y; one was worded: "Good Bromide Printer," and another

asked for a "Finisher-Retoucher able to operate," at the same

highly roBMmsnitive saWry. Aa regards keeping situations open for

thsir pre-war empbyeaa, one employer I know personally p^ximised

lo keep the berllM open for his men when they enlisted. Those who

have rvl limed have been re instated at a sakry equivalent to their

(ireTioos r»te, and, moreover, he hao retained his temporary stuff

nf giris till the}- hsvs been afa!e to secure suitable situations else-

where. Theae ere the kind of employer one does their iitmoet for,

putting their heart into the work. On the other faaiKl, a certain

employer agreed to aecapt his men bock after their service with the

colour*. Timaa who did return were informed that he got on very

well witlt fcrnala kJioar, at about half the price it would cost him

were b« to rv^ogago them, therefore he had no further need of

their services.

Even before the war an aU-round man never was

paid the wage he dcser\-ed although able tu assist in

all branchee of the trade, but the specialist in operating,

rHonohing, finding, etc., could ccmmaml a far better wageu Do

emplayen ever stop to consider how useful the «ll-roimd man is?

vpecially in a smoll atndio, sine) he is able to take the wot4c right

thiQi^, atart to finish, working for a km aaUry, simply because

ho is only a " general assistant." " Aiwther AssisUnt " who writes

in ths "B.J.," June 20, appears to be an ex-sen-ice man, and

judging from his Iftter has come in contact with the " War Pro-

ducts" ;
possili'.y Iwd an experience of Chem whilitt in the service;

if so, he has nvy sympathy. I quite agree with " Another

Empk>yer " in a number of his remarks, but to quote tliera would

treipees too much on the space provided for "Corresfx>ndence."

In concluding, I migfct say I fully agree wMi boVh " Another

.Vmiatent" snd " Another Employer" in requesting " An Employer '

t<> |>ul>lish tlie hints he alludes to through the valuable piages of

O.a " B.J." for the Iwncfit of innumo.-aUe asaistainis who take a

prid« in Ifce work they execute —Yours faithfully

An Assistant.

rOBTHCOMINO ::XHIBITI0N8.

September 13 to October 11.—London Salon of Photography.

Entries close September 2. Hon. sec., Sa, Pall Mall East, London,

8.W.1
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nnsiDm 10 Correspotidents.

SPBOIAIi NOTICE.
fit ecntequene* of general reduced supplies of paper, at th* rtauU

tf prohibition ef the importaliett of much wood pulp and grass,

a imaller space will be availabU until further noiie* for replies

it eerrestxindents.

ifereover, we will answer by post if stamped and addressed entx-

hpe is eneloted 't reply: S-etnt. International Cottpon, frem

readers ahraad.

The full questions and answers will be printed only in th$_easej>/

inquiries ef general interest .

Queries te be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not lat>r than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should ie

addressed to the Editors.

('•. S. S.—^Tlie " Salex " lens is one issued by the City .Sale and
Kxohange, 81, Aldersgate Sto-eet, E.C.I. At the present time,

second-hand lenses, except of the best makee, are worth a'bont

tliree-quarters of the present list price.

K. Y. E. N.—Tliere have been one or two French lx)oks on the

subject, and one issue of the " Photo-Miniature " .series, but all

are now out of print. In the " B. J." of January 17, 1917, an
article on pinhole photography appeared which might be of some
service to you.

W. W.—^Birwnide postcards can be bmiiished by hot rolling, although

the gloss is not a.s good as that by stripping from glas.s. It is

more like the satin surface of some bromide prints. We should

think you ought not to pay more than 30s. to £2 for a seoond-

ha-nd burnisher.

B. W.—There is no practical advantage in forming the hydro-

chloric acid for the platinotype clearing bath by mixing chloride

(A sodium and sxiiphuric aeid, nor in our opinion in adding chloride

of sodium to the hydrochloric acid bath. There is no better

clearing solution than dilute hydroohloric a<ad, and it is quite

effective in removing iron salts.

' 1. H.— Tlie an'angeniont you describe is that adt.pted in the

Bergheim lens and is a very good one ; botli lenses are of the same
fooal length, positive and negative, and when in contact will not

produce an image. This is done by separating tlicm. A simple
plano-convex lens of c.x>\vii glass will also give good results.

EvOT3'thing depends on the aT.ovnt of softness you require.

H.—As you will not be trading under your own true CliristianH
name and surname it will be necessary to register. Forms for

the purpose can be obtained from the Registrar of Business
Names, 39, Russell Square, London, W.C. No licence is neces-

sary if the change is merely one of transfer of ownership. If you
add any other accessory for retail .sale, then a licence will be
necessary.

A. E. Thomas.—Your suggestiom of a cylindrical lens to cure tiie

marginal distortion is not practical as the definition all over the

plate would be affected. The only remedy is to use o panoramic
camera in which the lens points directly at each part of ta.e

field in txtrn. If you used a lens with a curved field and cur^-ed

the film so that the ends caine into focus, it wouUl reduce tin

defect but might not quite cure it

W. A. J.—If, as you say, the lens of the V.P. Klimax is set to 24
feet, naturally an object at that distance will be the sharpest,

and at other distances the objects will only be approximately
sharp. So far as we know thei-e is no i-ule which can be applied

in your case. Your best course will be to examine the image of

objects placed at different distances with the lens set at 24 feet.

Of course, an exceedingly finely grained screen must be used.

N. N.—^We do not undertake registration of trade marks which,
we take it, is what you wiah to do in reference to the portrait.*.

For thia you should apply for a circular of instructions to the

Controller of Patents and Ta-ade Marks, 25, Southampton Build-

ings, Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 2. This will have nothin

to do wiith the copyright in the portraits themselves whidi, as
yoo doubtless may know, is created automatically by the taking?

of the portraits and without any registration as formerly.

R. B. T.—1. Tlie lamps should be aboiit 8 ft. from the floor f„r
standing figures, and 6 ft. 6 ins. for sitting. If you want rapid
exposures, at least another 1,000 c.p. is necessary. With such
large reflectors a white diffuser, .say 12 ins. .square, shouUl be-

enough. 2. You do not give size of plates you intend to use.

Seven inches is far too short a focus for half^lates; ftt least

9 ins. is necessary to get good per»pe<'tive. F/6.8 is a ratlier

small aperture for artificial light. White walls will help to
shorten exposure, but beware of flatne.s?. The sloping roof will

be of no advantage. It will not reflect light where it will be of

any use.

.v. y]. 0.--We ai-e not surprised that you are not .=iati.sfied with t

results which you obtain with thu lens you mention. This we fini_

lias a focal length of 6 ins., quite suitable for genei'al work, but'

far too tfliort for 5 by 4 portraits. You mention 1^ ins. as the
maximum .size of head you require. Now, considering that in life

a head averages 9 ins. in height, you want a reduction to l-6th

scale, and the distance between lens and sitter for this ha.s to be
se\en times the focal lenigih—in your case 3 ft. 6 ius. This is much
too shoiit, the minimum allowable distance being 5 ft., which
would call for a 9 in. lens ; 10 ins. would be better. Yon need not

change your camera, but you sliould certainly change the lens,

or else get an additional one '<f the necessary focal length.

C. H. E.—1. You might be able to procure a veri/ pale yellow " poi

metal " glass from Messrs. J. Hetley and Co., S<dio Square, Lon-

don, WM, but we think your best course would be to fix only

an ordinary plate without exposing and dye the gelatine a very

light yellow tint. This you can do with Judson's or other simi-

lar dye. If you have a pronounced yellow it will, of course,

prevent all action on the 'bromide paper. We do not think you
will gain anything by using green or blue glass for dense nega-

tives, but in the .same way you could dye plates in these colours

for trial. 2. The K2 filters are made by the Wratten division of

the Kodak Company, Ltd., Kingsway, W.C.2, who will send you

full particulars and prices. The filters may be used in front of

the lens, but as a rule are better placed behind it.

Eht IBntisb lanntal of pbntosrapljg.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly pre-

paid, senders of li/ne announcements are asked to bear in mind the

Kale of charges. They will thus save themselves delay in the pub-

lication of their announcements. A Schedule by which an advertise-

ment can be correctly priced will be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or less 1^
Extra words Id. per word.

(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Box Numher Advertisements.
'

' Box No. '

' and office address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for eaoh adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by th«

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or b/ telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot ba

guaranteed.

lENRY GREENWOOD & CO.. Ltd., PubUstiera,
3/^. WeUinston Sterart. Strand. LONDON. W.C. a.
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EX CATHEDRA.
A Dry Mount-
ing Hint.

M

There are many people who are waiting
for the price of ap]>aratU8 to fall to a

little nearer the pre-war level who are deeirous of dry-
mounting a few prints occasionally, but who cannot afford

the cost of .a press. In these circunistanoet; k is usual to

do one's best with an ordinary laundry iron. Often the

attempt is unsuoosBsful, and this may be due to one or

more of several causes, of which one u unsuitable tissue.

During the w«r some of this tissue was difficult enough
to use even with a heavy press and suitable mounts, as

it required a high temperaiure and great pressure. This

quality would be clearly unsuited to the flat-iron method,
which requires an easily melted tissue. Another mistake

is to use too light an iron ; if it oan be obtained, a heavy

laundry iron or a tailor's gooee should be used instead ol

the small thing found in an ordinary house. When iron-

ing the print on to the mount the iron should be pressed

firmly first on one part of the print >and then on another,

a smoothing action as in ironing a collar is useless, as

directly the iron is moved away the print springs up A
piece of very thin hard paper should be placed on the face

of the print, for if the iron comes in contact with it, shiny

patoheci are likely to appear. Strips of tissue are excel-

lent for
'

' tipping
'

' prints on to mounte, as they do not

cause anv cockling or unevenness of the surface at the

comers, which frequently occurs when paste is used.

a • •

T«mp«r«ture It should not be forgotten that, besides

and Chemioal the fog which is cauMd by diffused light

^og. in any form falling upon plates and

papers, chemical fog which is caused by the action of the

developer upon unexposed silver bromide has sometimes

to be reckoned with. Most of us are familiar with that

form of it which arises from adding an undue quantity of

alkali to a pyro developer in the vain hope of " forcing"

out detail upon an under-exposed plate, but we often

forget the fact that a high temperature has exactly the

same effect as a large dose of alkali, which is to hasten

development and so to arrive quickly at the point at which

the unexposed haloid salts begin to be reduced. There are

several wajra of meeting this hot-weather trouble. A simple

one is to reduce the quantity of alkali in the developer.

One well-known formula calls for eight ounces of soda car-

bonate to each ounce of pyro. In very warm weather this

can be reduced to one-half with advantage, and a further

control may be obtained by the addition of a little bromide
solution. Even with the amidol developer there is in the

same circumstances a tendency to produce chemical fog,

but the deposit is of a yellowish colour, readily recognised

by anyone who has tried to develop out a much under-

exposed print, with the difference that in hot weather the

stain rapidly appears. Here, again, bromide is more or
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less a cure, but the real remedy, or perhaps more correctly,

preventive, is to reduce the temperature of developer

by the addition of a little ice, or, better still, by putting

the developer in an ice-box or refrigerator. A simple con-

trivance to serve this purpose is a wooden pail with a lump
of ice in the bottom and a stand for the bottles above, a

pad of several thicknesses of wet blanket serving as a lid.

When raising or lowering the temperature of solutions, it

is very desirable to use a thermometer, so that a moderate
temperature can be obtained. With developers con-

taining hydroquinone temperature is an important factor,

and a drop below 50° Fahr. seriously affects their action.

A simple but practical way of partly meeting hot weather
troubles is to develop either very early in the morning or

late at night. This is healthy for the operator as well as

for his work, as leSs time is spent in the dark-room during
the heat of the dav.

STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY,
IV.—"Giant Vision."

We have spoken, in a previous article of this series, of

leinses at a separation distance equivialeint to that of the
eyes, and for ordinary stereoscopic effects this is obviously
the proper arraugememt. For certain speoiai effects, how-
erver, a v^^ry maioh wider separation of the lenses is admis-
sible and even requisite.

In a paper devoted to scientific quieiiiies and replies there

appeaa-ed a few years ago a question as to stereograms of

standpoints. In the case of stereograms of the stars, such,

as the beautiful series prepared and publish'ed by the lat«

Mr. T. E. Heath, of Tenby, the imaginary view-points

had to be separated by 100 light-years instead of 3 inches.

A light-year means the enormous d'i&tance traversed by
light in a year when journeying at the rate of some
180,000 miles a second. These, star stereograms give us, in

faat, the view that a celestial giaait with eyes 100 light- ,

years apart would have of the principal constellations inj

our universe. Such .stereograms are, of course, hand-
j

drawn, and the positions are arrived at mathematically,

but the giant-vision principle on which they are based is

idientical with that of the giant-vistton stea-eograms pro-

duced with the camera.

It is obvious that a difference in view-points of three

j

inches, wihil'e it may make an appreciable variation in th»l

images of near objects, can have no perceptible effect on.

the images of distant things. The trees and houses near

the horizon in an ordinary stei-eogram must be to all

inteivts and purposes identical in configuiiation in the two

halves of the stereogram, yet so marvellously se.nsitive is

the eye that differences quite immeasurable do as a matter

of fact suffice to give stereoscopic effect, and beyond that

point the effect is presumably produced by the context

of the picture—i.e., the relief of contiguous parts and the

strong relief of the foreg>round.

But if we desiire to produce really marked stereoscopic

effect as regards distant objects we must have recourse to

the plan of taking two views similar in size from two

the moon and how they are taken. In the following issue
some one whose little learning was a dangerous thing
seriously suggested the use of a twin-lens camera, and gave
an instructive account of the principles of stereoscopic
photograpihy ! It was almost as bad, as the idea of
paraliax displayed by the cockney when Halley's comet
was visible.

'

' Come over this side of the street, Bill
; jou

catoh it edgeways." For a stereogram of the moon,
240,000 miles away, it need hardly be said a difference of
3 inches in the two view-points would not suflioe. It is

only by taking advantage of the moon's librations that we
are able to get views whicQi differ sufficienitly to give sterSo-
eoopic effect. The Chicago Uudversity series of astrono-
mical photographs includes, besides Iwnar stereograms,
stereograms of comets taken by successive photographs of
a ootmet at aj propriate intervals of time, giving thus the
©quivalent of -views of the comet from two widely separated

widely separated points. The effect wQien two such images
are placed at our 2i-inch distance and combined with
the aid of the stereoscope is that of a small model of the
scene, in fact it is just such a view as we miglit suppose

a Brobddngnagian giant would have of our Lilliputian

landscape. Hence tiiey may be appropriately called giant-

visJoin stereogL-ams.

Wlhat is required for these is some elevated plateau,

enabling us to take widlely sepaiiatied views of a distent

object—say a village, a town, or a mountain without any
intervening foi^eground. The effect is quite a revelation.

It is almost as if a telescope had been applited. There is

no enlargement—^rather the revea-se—land yet every uudu-

latjion of the ground is so vividly shown that our vision is

decidledly enhanced as if by t>elescop(ic aid. The same
thing may be said of the lunar stereogi-ams which show
the markings on the moon so expressively tlhat they se*in
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to add extra t«l«8copi<; power to that of the t«l«ecope used

CO produce them.
A singke cainen is, of course, all that is required for

rbeee giant-viaioa st«reograjns, wfaicfti muEt be taken suc-

ixmiveij. The subject must be one in «4iich no change
la the scene is Vktij to ooour between the two exposures.

Croipcb or mowtg objects must not enter into the view.

A day must be seileoted, moreover, in which the lighting is

steady and uniform. The \'iew from Brugee beUry, repro-

'hiced herewith, was from standpoints not more tfian

13 f«et apart. In mountain countriee a plateau of taMe
•and oft«n affords an excellent opportunity for securing a
^'ood giant-vision stereogram of a fairly distant peak or a
,'kcier. At Murren in Switaerland there is an ideal

{«rrac« of this kind, facing the iamous rang« of peaks so

wetl known to the toamt.
Clouds may be taken, or indeed any moving objects, if

vro ouncraa are used and -limuitAnfeoaa expoeur« by two
:>hotomphen is arranged for by signal. For otouds,

<n»ew3 bandied rards' interval riioold be allowed. Tbers
ire days on wfaion very fair cloud stereugrams can be pro-

luoed withoat changing tlie oaawra's poaition at aD, but
-imply alk>wing tlia dmid to change ite poation instead.

' >ne photograph is taken, and then you literally " wait till

h« aloud rous by " and take anoUier. 8uoh effects osb

« obteiaed only when cumulus elooda wtoll defined and of

lirly peniateot shape are drifting aeraas the sky. A
olour screen should, of course, be placed before the leas

11 iBual in cloud {ihotography.

The giant-vision stereogram was of great service during
the war. So sensitive is the eye to any lack of due oor-
reepondenoe anywh«re in tie two halves of a stereograjn
that such a derflect sihows itself at once, the unmatched
speck etfl rting out far away from the pJane of the picture.
For this leoson when two photographs had been taken on
suoooovive days of the enemy's position from an aeroplaaie
the minntest change could be instantly detected by c»ni-

biuing the pictures stereoscopioally. Camouflage tricks
were also exposed by tie giant-vision stereogram, wihicJi

made short work of the pretended haystack wihen its lack
of cubic form was revealed in the stereoeoope.

In astronomy the tedious oom.p«irison of star charts is

got over very helpfully by stereoscopic corn-binations of
charts taken at intervals of many years. Any alterations
of position of celest-ial bodies, any new stars, or auy steUar
disappearances are promptly revealed. No doubt the
stereoscope might be used effectually (if such a use has not
already been apfdied) to detect any posaihle alterations of
the lunar surface by combining in the stereoscope the
eldest existing lunar photographs with the latest, tnken
under similar oonditjons of solar illumination on the
moon's surface. The solar corona at the time of an eclipse

is a very important subject lor stereoscopic treatment. A
few yean ago a special opportunity occurred, and the
view-poinfas of Egypt and Alaska \\%re to have been
utdtsed for the two photographs. Unfortunately the
Alaskan sky was clouded, so that the project was nob
aceomplished. C. E. B.

HOW TO PREPARE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOLUTIONS.

! In the following paper, a previous inatahnant ot whieh has already appeared. Mr. J. I. rrabtroe of the Eastman Research

Laboialory. deals in a most explicit and oouiprshenstve way with the practical uietliods of making up photographic solutions in

balk and with the chemical pruportioas which require lo be taken in aeeordanee with the properties of the substances which are

being handled. Although contribttted lor the information of cinematograph photogrsphers to the " Motion Picture News " there

is seaieely a single paragraph o( it which does not apply to the customary operations of an> photographer working upon a

leaaooably large seale ; ami there is, we think, no photographer lo fully expert in the compounding of such solutions as

dsveiopafa, fixing baths, etc., who will not gel some prastieal hint* from it—Em. D.J."]

ICcMtmtsrf from pegs 36t.)

rilterlDg

Tax pur]H>«e of filtering is to rrmoTe tospenJed matter MKh
aa dirt, caosed by the piasinfie of dust in the chemicals used,

and also any midiie or nndtMoWed fwirticles which might iKtle

on the plaice, film or paper during development. ThM« are

arreral methods of rsmoving surh particlrs as follows

:

1. Alk>w the lohition to sUnd sn<i draw off or decant the

clear sapcmaUnt liquid. Thin method is particularly useful

when the suspended matter is so fine that it will pass through

a roarse filter.

8inee coarse partidea settle quickly the rate of settling of a

*emi-calloidal iiladge can usually be hastened by mixing the

solution in hot water, because the heat tends to coagulate the

-iiipsaiien and ranan the particlm to cluster together. Tliu*

'. erystala of sodinm sulphide which are brown due to the pre-

-vnee o( iron are diasolved in hot water the colloidal iron sul-

pUde eoaguUtea and settles oat rapidly leaving a perfectly

eokmrlMa solution.

2. Filter the solution throngh fabric or filter paper Filtering

tkroQgh paper is osnally a slow process, and the continual

flopping of the solution exposes it to the air, thus oausing

oxidation. It is osaally sufficient to filter through very fine

aloth or nnslin which has been washed thoroughly, otherwise

the wbda% matter in the fabric will be washed into the solution

sad alMls oat as a sindga.

& As a aKNHffeatioD of method 2, when mixing a quantity

of solution in a tank, stretch a filter bag made of cloth over the

tank, place the rheniicaU in the bag (about 6 inch<« deep) and
How hot water to flow into it. In this way the rhemicals are

dissolved, and the «olntion filtered at the same time. A separate

Fig. 1.

big should be used lor each solution so aa to eliminate all risk

of c-ontamination.

The method of supporting the bag is shown in Fig. 1, the

beg being stretched over a wooden frame, and held in place by

means of four iron bars passing through loops along the edges

of the bag. For mixing hypo, such a bag is indispensable.

B
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In the case of deep tanks such a-s are used for developing

roll film, and for motion picture work, tlie wooden frame can

be dispensed with by adopting the arrangement shown in Fig. 2.

The cloth bag about 6 inches deep is supported by means of

iron bars passing through seams along opposite edges of the

bag, and in turn the bars ai-e lield in place eithw by means

Fig. 2.

of two pieces of wood passing over the ends of the bars as shown

or by metal stirrups fitte<l to the sides of the tank.

It is important that the bag used should be shallow (6-9

inches deep), otherwise it will dip into the solution, and the

chemicals will dissolve very slowly.

Fig. 3.

4. A combination of methods 1 and 3 is the best and most

desirable as follows :

(a) For quantities of solution up to 5 gallons, filter through
cloth into a bottle or crock fitted with a side tube and pinch

cock. In this way the fine particles settle out, but the drainage

tube is sufficiently high so as not to disturb the sediment. (See

Fig. 3).

(b) For motion picture work the best arrangement for mixing;

is to place the chemical room immediately above the developing
room, and to mix the solutions in large wooden vats or enamelled
tanks connected with lead piping to the developing and fixing

tanks in the dark room underneath. The solutions can then be

mixed in advance, allowed to settle and tested, so that only

[lerfect solutions pass into the tanks located in the dark room.

Removing Scum.
When mixing a chemical solution, if method 4 above is not

adopted, and especially if the solutions are not filtered, a scum
usually ri-ses 'to the surface consisting of fibres, dust, etc., which
should be skimmed off with a towel.

When a fixing bath has been used for some time, and is

allowed to stand undisturbed for a few days, any sulphuretted

hydrogen gas which may be present in the atmosphere forms

a metallic-looking scum of silver sulphide at the surface of the

liquid, and on immersing the film this scum attaches itself to

the gelatine, and prevents the action of the developer. Any such

scum should be carefully removed before use with a sheet of

blotting paper.

Measuring Temperatures.

Temp>eratures of sojutions are measured either by the centi

grade or Fahrenheit thermometer. On the centigrade scale

water freezes at zero degrees and boils at 100°, and on the

Fahrenheit scale the coi-responding readings are 32° and 212°,

so that 100° C. are equivalent to 212° - 32° = 180° F. or

1° C. is equivalent to 9/5° F.

To convert degrees Centigrade to Fahrenheit, multiply by 9/5

and add 32. To convert degrees Fahrenheit to Centigrade sub-

tract 32 and divide by 9/5.

In fjlhotography the Fahrenheit thermometer is almo«t umveir-

sally employed. There would be no appreciable advantage in

adopting the Centigrade scale, while the precision of the Fahren-

heit scale is greater since an error of 1° in reading the Centi-

grade fic'ale means an error of practically 2° on the Fahrenheit
scale.

Howr to Mix Developing Solutions

A developer usually contains four solid ingredients as

follows

:

A. The developing agent (Elon, hydroquinone, pyro, para-

minophenol, etc.)

B. The alkali (carbonates and hydroxides of lithium, sodium,

potassium and ammonium).
C. The preservative (sulphites, bisulphites, and metabisul-

phites of sodium and potassium).

D. The i^estrainei- (bromides and iodidesof sodium, potassium

and ammonium).
If a developing agent like hydroquinone is dissolved in water,

the solution will either not develop at all or only very slowly,

and on standing it will gradually turn brown due to what is

known as oxidation or chemical combination of the hydro-

quinone with the oxygen present in the air in contact with the

surface of the liquid. This oxidation product is of the nature

of a dye and will stain fabrics or gelatine just like a dye solu-

tion.

On adding a solution of an alkali such as sodium carbonate,

the hydroquinone at once becomes a developer, but at the same

time the rate of oxidation is increased to such an extent that

the solution very rapidly turns dark brown, and if a plate is

developed in this solution it becomes stained and fogged. The

subject of " Chemical Fog " has been fully treated by the author

in a separate article (Amer. Ann. Phot., 1919) to which the

reader is referred.

If we add a little sodium bisulphite to the brown-coloured

solution mentioned above, the brown colour or stain is bleached

out and a colourless solution is obtained. Therefore, if the pre-

servative is first added to the developer, on adding the accelera-

tor the solution remains perfectly clear, because the sulphite
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pnaMTM or p«t>tecta the d^reloping agent from oxidation by
tb« air.

As a role the preaerratire ahoald be diaeoWed first.

An apparent exception to thia rale shonld be made when
diaMklring Elon in concentrated eolation, since thia developing
aabatance is inaolnble in a artrong wlution of lodinm sulphite,
while if a aolphits aolation is added to a strong solution of the
dereloping agent a white precipitat« i« formed.' When onoe
the Elon is dissolved, howerer, it take* a fairly high concentra-
tion of snlphite to faring it out of solution again, though only
a low concentration is reajoired to prevent the Elon from dis-

solving.

On thix aoooant some direction-sheets recommend that the
Elon should be dissolved fint, though if wwter eonUining dis-

solved air is used the Elon will oxidise, and only a small
amount of oxidation product is neoeasary to canse chemical fog.

Therefore, when disaolving Elon. dissolve a portion of the sul-
phite first, sufficient to prevent the immediate oxidation, and
yet not enoogh to prevent the Elon from disMlving readily,
then diaaolve the Elon, and finally add the remainder of the
sulphites

The alkali (say carhonate) may then be added

:

(a) Diisolve the carbonate separately and add to the cooled
Elon-sulphite solution. There is danger, howwrtr, of the Elon
preripiuting oat before the carbonate is added.

(b) After dissolving « portion of the sulphite and adding the
Elon. disK>ive the reinainder of the sulphite and carbonate to-

gether, cool, and add to th« EloB-Milphite aaiztare.
The above proeedam u neosaaary so that whn tiie carbonate

u added the solutions are oooL If a hot aarbonate aoluUon i«

added to tha desoloping agent, even in the prsMBoe of the pre-
servativw, soom aubstaiioe is formed which piadaoes chemical
log.

In the case of developen containing no bromide, used for
testing the quality of platee. and for developing nndsr«spoaed
nagativea, it u afaaointely necessary to mix the devdoper with
cold w«ter if a minimum of fog is df«it«d.

In the case of aoae samples of paraminopbenol which are
wolonred by the pwssiii s of oxidation producU, thfwe may

'* partially removed by boiling after adding to the sulphite
•otntion. In thia way the oxidation prodncta arc iwdiMed back
again by the solphiU to paMminophenol. though the solution
should be cooled again before adding the carbonate. If pure
chemicals are used sodi a procedure is, of eonne, entirely
annspssaa ry.

Bromides and iodides are added to a developer to compensate
for any chemical fog prodooed by the drraloper, or inheimt in
the enaUon. It is iauBatarial at what stage the bromide is

added during mixiag.

When mixing a developer the following rales should theivfoiv
t>efoUow«l:

L Diiisls i (Ac prtttrtolirt /fr<(. In the case of Elon dissolve
only * portion of the snlphite first, disMilve the Elon, and then
add the ranainder of the sulphite.

2. Makf turt that oiu cktmUal U <IU$olvtd htfort adding tkr
ncri. If the alkali is added before the crystals of the develop-
tag afsnt are dissolved, each crystal becomes ozidiaad at the
surfaee and the rssolting solution will give fog.

3. If (.1 ih» dnthper at at lote a trmperat'wrt u$ poitibU.
4. In the caa* ct dsaiocatsd chemicals like sodium carfonnato

and aodina talpUte, adtl the chftniral to the voter and not
ric*

« TWs aaaiMssI Mthyl-pMaateoshMMl Imm okiA Is nIaiHeIr IsMlsbl*,
^•llkMlfkartosM«aa>lllsnaM7MlsMs. Whra taHrai
•>» 1^ ••M fstUse • B«Mnllis« sad UM ttSMltlj wlDbl*

Tk* sniMn t» a«li asf k* ikoiis br aMIat • IliU*
lo Bm wh«a Ultwnttmn IskM pUa*. Th« kmoo whj

KIM Sm* aa* pnalstiM* with MdiaB ssrttaiH te bMsaa* ib« El«a bM«
'• • <wiata« • m"** Mlt wkl«k to imJII; Mtakl*.

Two practical methods of mixing are possible, aa follows :

(a) Dissolve all the chemicals in one bottle or vessel by add-
ing the solid chemicals to the water in the correct order (in
the formula the ingredients should be named in the order in
which they are dissolved). For example, to mix the following
formula proceed as follows

:

Sodium sulphite 76 Gms.
Elon •• 10 Gms.
Hydroquinone 5 Gms.
Sodium carbonate 60 Gms.
Potassium bromide 1.5 Gms.
Water to i Litre.

Dissolve about ten grammes of the sulphite in about 760 c.c.

of warm water, and then dissolve the Elon. Now dissolve the re-
mainder of the sulphite, and then the hydroquinone. Finally,
add the carbonate and bromide, and dilute to 1,000 c.c.

For large quantities the filter-bag method should be used,
the chemicals being placed in the bag and dissolved in the
above order.

(b) An alternative method is to dissolve the preservative and
developing agent in one vessel, and the carbonate and bromide
in another, cool and mix. Thia method is the safest and best
for quantity production.

For example, to mix the following motion picture developer,
proceed as follows:

Sodium snlphite 4 Jbs.
Hydroquinone 13 ors'.

Sodium carbonate 4 ib«."

Potaaaium bromide 3 oxs.
Water to 10 gals.

Dissolve the sulphite in about one gallon of hot water, then
disaolve the hydroquinone, and filter into the tank. Then
add one gallon of cold water to the tank, dissolve the sodium
carbonate and bromide in one gallon of hot water, and filter

this into the tank, immediately adding cold water up to ten
gallons. The object of adding cold water to the tank be-
(»re adding the carbonate is to cool off the solution before
the carbonate is added.

Mixing Concentrated Devetopera.
The extent to which a developer may be concentrated is deter-

mined by the aolubility of the least soluble con.stituent, because
a stock solution should usually withstand cooling to 40° F.
without any of the ingredients crystallising out. Usually, the
hydroquinone snd Elon oome out of solution on cooling, but
by adding alcohol (grain, wood, or denatured) up to a concen-
tration of 10 per cent., the crystallisation is prevented, since
the developing agenta aro very soluble in alcohol.

The addition of the alcohol does not prevent the other ingre-

dients such as sodium sulphite from crystallising out ; in fact,

the alcohol diminishes their solubility, and therefore increases

the tendency to rome out of solution.

A paraminophenol-carbonate developer is difficult to prepare
in concentrated form, though by adding a little caustic soda
the solubility of the paraminopbenol is increased and a stronger
solution can be thus prepared.

When preparing concentrated developers it is important to

obaenre carefully the rules of mixing, taking care to keep the

temperature of the solution as low as possible if a cokmrleas
devdoper is to be obtained.

Two Solution Developera.
A two-aolution developer is simply a one-solution developer

split into two parts, one containing the carbonate and bromide,
the other containing the developing agent and preservatives, so

that the developer will oxidise less readily, and therefore keep
well. The reason why it is customary to keep a developer like

pyro in two solutions is because pyro oxidises mncii more
readily than Klon or paraminopbenol with a given amount of

preservative.

For purposes of mixing only one solution developers need be
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considered because the same rules regarding mixing apply in

both oases.

Developing Troubles.
In order to l>e able to explain tlie reason for any particular

developer trouble it is necessary to understand thoroughly what
takes place when the ingredients are mixed in the wrong order

or if a^ny ingredient is omitted from the formoila, and also

the effect 'of chemical impurities. It is impossible in this

article to indicate every possible trouble, but the more un-

ix)rtant ones may be listed as follows :

—

1. The T>ereU)per Gives Fog or Chemical Fog.—^Fog is the

chief trouble caused by faulty mixing. It may be due to any

of the following reasons: Violation of the rules of mixing, mix-

ing the solution too hot, omission of the bromide, addition of

too much carbonate ar too little sulphite, the use of impure

chemicals, etc. (See article on Chemical Fog above.)

2. The Solution is Coloured.—As a general rule the developer

when mixed should be colourless, and if coloured the developer

should be suspected as being liable to give fog. In the case of a

pyro developer mixed with bisulphite which contains iron, the

iron combines with the pyro to form an inky substance which
imparts a dirty red colour to the solution.

If a pyro developer is mixed as two separate solutions A and
B, the pyro B solution, which usually contains only carbonate

and bromide, should be perfectly colourless, though if carelessly

mixed in dirty vessels it may be coloured brown by the presence

of a little pyro A.

3. // the solution does not develop, then either the developing

agent or the carbonate was omitted during mixing.

J. I. Ckabtiieb.

(To be continued.)

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[Previous articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal '

' some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21).

About the Reception Boom (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23),

Business Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

THE DARK-ROOM AND ITS FITTINGS.

When we consider the amount of time which a photographer

spends in his dark-room, it would be supposed tliat he would

do his utmost to plan it so that the space «.t his disposal should

be utilised in such a way tliat the work should be carried out in

the most convenient manner possible, and that all unnecessary

steps and movements should be avoided. But in many cases

this is not done, and the rooon appears as if it ihad been fitted up
by a builder without any knowledge of photography, and that

he had placed the various fittings where he thought that they

looked best, without reference to their use. To prove this I

may instance one place fitted up only a few months ago in which

the red lamp was placed immediately beliind the operator, so

tihat he was effectually prevented from seeing wihat he was doing

when he stood at the sink.

The smaller the dark-room tlie more need for careful plan-

ning, and we might well take a lesson from the ship-builders,

who manage to squeeze the maximum of accommodation into

the mininmiim of space. In iihe first place, I would point out

that in the majority of dark-rooms too much room is allowed

for the operator and too little for the fittings. Let us take the

case of a floor space of 6 ft. by 4, which we may consider the

minimum (although I have often had to work in less), and see

how we can plan it to the best advantage. If there happens to

be a window in it, it should be ignored for lighting purposes,

altlhough it should be made to open easily.for ventilation. This

gives lis a free hand for tihe placing of the sink. I should then

amange things in the following way. The doorway 2 ft.

wide should be out in one of the 4-f t. sides, preferably on the

left hand. This must be well relwted so that in case of a slight

shrinkage no light will be admitted. A bench 2 ft. wide is run
the whole length of the room, and in the centre of this a 36 x 22
Doiulton or lead lined sink is fitted, leaving two solid pieces

18 X 24 at either end, these being covered with lead or ruberoid
or Tvell coated with asphaltum varnish. Lead is the cleanest
and most durable, and should be used if the expense is not
objected to. The red lamp should be placed over the left back
comer of the sink and the water tap over the middle of the
sink, not projecting too far forward. Across the further end
of the room a plain bench 15 ins. wide is fixed between the wall
and the long bench. This answetrs for filling-in or, if it be pre-

ferred, a printing-box may be installed here and filling-in done
on that part of the bench which is just behind the door, the
latter, of course, being made to open ooitwvirds. A -narrow
shelf for hottles and measures should be placed over the sink,

and a shallow cupboard with the door hinged at the top fixed

over the filling-in bench to receive exposed plates. The reserve

stock of platfes can be stacked on a shelf under the bench. The
fixing-bath or tank is put on the bench to the left of the sink

or, if prefeiTed, on a shelf below it. I do not, however, care

for this arrangement, as it is then difficult to avoid splashing

hypo on the floor. A shelf or rack may be fitted over the end
bench to receive spare dark-slides, inner carriers, and the like.

So much for the general plan. Now let us go into the details

of the fittings.

As I do not know what illuminant will be available, it is not

possible to give precise details as to the red lamp, so that it

can only he dealt with in general terms. One thing is im-

portant, that it should be of jidequate size. The mmmium
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fronU^ •hoald be 10 x 8 and as muoh larger as convenient.

This allows of a safe medium being chosen and still having a

good working light. Now as to the medium : Some ruby glass

IS safe for use with rapid plates, but much is not, and the eye is

not a safe guides I have seen a very deep ruby which passed

an appreciable amount of blue, while a lighter colour, such as

that used in the old Perfection lamps, waa fairly safe. For

use with an oil light or carbon filament one thickneae of ruby

glass and one of canary fabric seems quite safe, or one thicluiess

of orange glass and one of red fabric. The metallic filament

lamps are more actinic, and if these are used it is better to use

the Wratten or Lomi^re " safe lights," ^hich are scientifically

constructed so as to be quite seenre a^nst logging. After all,

the best way is to make e praotieat teat with the plates it is

intended to use. If a plate partly covered with a piece of metal

—a penny <wiU do—can be exposed in tlie position usually occu-

pied by the developing dish for fiv« minutes, and after develop-

ment in a covered dish for the same period abowa little difference

between the covered and nnrovered parts, the light can be con-

sidered M reasonably safe. For bromide printing a brighter

lil^t is required, and I have ionnd that two thiokneases of

canary medinm bound op between glaaa give a safe Cght with

any bromide paper I have oaed. If gaa is used, the ordinary

fiah-tail burner is the best, as the light is yellow to begin with,

but as some gaa gives but little Ugfet wben need in this way it

may be necessary to ose a small inverted owRtle. With this a

sheet of yellow glass may be added to the fabric A single

thickness of Perfection glass Metna quite safe for bromide

papeia.

There ia a certain amount of choice in the material of which

the sink ia composed ; it may either be composed of wood lined

with lead or an asphalt sheeting wnA m mberaid, or, what I

^vnaider better, of stoneware. If the latter be chosen, it is

very necessary that it should be nf the hard vitrified quality

which has a dirty yellow surface. This has no glaae to ftake

off, and will last until it is broken, which, I may say, is an un-

likely contingency. There is a noch nicer-looking quality

which has a white glaze on the insidei. This I have not found

reliable, as the glace is liable to crack, and when the chemicals

bagin to percolata into it the glaae comes off in flakea. Zinc

or galvanised iron mast not be used tor sinks, as they rapidly

corroda and heoosae leaky. Slate ia also a bad material, as it

ia Mkaly to flake away, and, even if it docs not, leaks are likely

to occur at the joints. With any sink it is advisable to use a

rather close wooden grid covering the whole bottom. This

eaves many breakagss both of msasures and negatives, and has

the advantage of keeping the disbos out of the water which is

always piveent, moi* or less, at the boMom oi the sink. A trap

with a acrew plug should be fitted to the waste pipe, so that

any obstmctson eaa be removed without having to call in the

plumber.

Hie question of dish versus tank detaloputent cannot be dealt

with hete, bat a word on the materiab of which dishes and

tanks are compoeed may not be out of place. Porcelain dishes

are most generally need, but they are heavy and fragile, and I

stron^y advise the use of a good make of enainelled iron in their

atead. Even these require a certain amount of care in nae, but

it is surprising how many falls and knocks they will stand

without <4u|i>pii^. Good vulcanite dishes are also very service-

able, but they are oostly and not now eaaily procurable.

iVUuloid dishes are only useful for very occasional use; even

the best of them are very apt to crack at the comers, and there

ia alto a tandency for them to warp, often to an extent whinh

Teudan tlkain useless Wooden dishes are convenient when

\»rge nombeiu of jJatca are dealt with, but it is difficult to find

n coating which will resist the slkali in the developer. I used

MHne, many years ago, of American make which stood very

well, but I could never discover the composition of the vamidi.

Poa^hly yw-tar dilated with naphtiia, which was recommended

for the purpose by Mr. F. A. Bridge, would do, but I cannot
speak from experience. I have tried shellac with an alkaline

developer, and the wood was bare in a week. Tanks for develop-

ing and fixing are steadily growing in popularity. The amateur
tanks made of brass or zinc are of little use to the professional

who does not want to develop in daylight. Good wooden tanks
with loose racks seem to answer well, and a later model, with
an enamelled tank and a wooden rack, seems better still. The
ordinary porcelain tanks are not suitable for development, as

they require an enormous bulk of solution in proportion to the
plates they hold. Such tanks are, however, useful for fixing, if

one is careful not to drop the negatives in too suddenly, when
either plate or tank may suffer. On the whole I prefer a stout

lead-lined tank for hypo. Washing tanks are best made of

plain zinc ; the white japanned ones look clean, but unfor-
tunately they are made on a base of sheet iron or steel, and
once the protective coating is damaged corrosion goes on apace.
One advantage of a zinc tank is that it can becheaply repaired.

I have one half-plate tank which has now its third bottom ; the
others have been rubbed through. The sides and grooving ate
strong and good after twenty-five years' wear.

A little point I had nearly forgotten is that of taps. The
swing-arm tap is attractive to look at, but it quickly goes wrong,
and when it becomes leaky it is difficult to repair. A good
ordinary Up with an anti-splaah, to wbioh a short length of

rubber tube can be attached, is the most practical arrangement.
It is a good plan to have an extra tap to supply the washing
tank, so that plates do not have to be rinsed over the tank. If

there ia only one tap the robber tube can be lifted out of the
tank for rinsing purposes.

Last, but not least, comes the question of ventilation. We
must not trust to badly fitting doors and partitions for this. A
proper inlet and outlet for air must be provided, or the
operator's health will suffer. I have found it answer well to

have a row of inch and a-half holes, well trapped, made in the
partition below the sink and another similar row on the same
side near the roof. With this arrangement a current of air is

always passing just where the operator usually stands. Care
must be taken not to block the inlet with boxes, tanks, or the
like. If it be possible to fit an exhaust fan, worked by elec-

tricity or water, in the dark-room, by all means do so. It ia a
luxury in hot weather.

Although I have only specifically described a very amalJ dark-
room, it does not fallow that such a size is a desirable one, and
the larger ones, besides being more coinfortable to work in,

allow of more fittings, such as enlatgers, being placed therein

;

the principle is the same: as much sink-room as you are ever
likely to need and plenty of benches. Do not use the dark-room
as a store for lumber. A small, clear space is better than a
lai^ one in whioh you have no room to turn.

PoAoncas.

rOBTHCOMINO ::2HIBITI0N8.
September 13 to October 11.—London Salon o( Photography.

Entries doss September 2. Hon. sec., 6a, PaU Mall East, London,
S.W.1.

A nsB broke out at 2.1o s.m. on SinJay at the premisM of Mr.
J. Keub^n, 241, Old Kent Rood, 8.E., pbotographor. About 6 ft.

by 4 ft. of floorirg and joiiling was damaged by fira aiid cutting

away in the shop, whilst the contents were slightly damaged by
smoke.

.AlRiAi. PnoTOOBAPHT.—With regard to the possibilities of stereo-

scopic photography in charting unxorveyed country, Mr. Holt
Thomss, at the London Society last week, said that a single aero-

plane had in ons flight completely covered with photographs an
area of 40 square miles. The cameras used for this work were quite

automatic, and once started would go on taking photographs of

whatever was under them, without any attention until the film was
used up.
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Assistants' not«s.

NoUs by assistants suitable for this column will be cojisidercd

and paid for on the first of the month follotoing publicalion.

The Man and the Job.

Amono my photographic acquaintances are two who, for the time

ibeing, I will call Smith and Jones, for the simple reason that those

aie not their names, or anything like them.

Smith and Jones are living examples of how and how not to treat

one's employment.

Jones is a peeadmist; be reckons photography in general, and his

own job in particular, as decidedly "N.G." He is always o.: the

move, and his moves are vague and indefinit©. This is because

Jonee has no forethought; his moves are u-sually precipitated by

that fed-<ttp feeling, and his moving places found by an orgy of

letter writing in reply to advertisements.

This necessitates a preliminary and frantic search for the current

"B.J."—I know, because he's borrowed mine at times—^for Jones

is a ohap who has no time for reading (and if he had he'd probably

pooh-pooh everyithing he read).

Smith is also a wanderer—or used to be—^but of a different

sort. Smith moved about because it pleased him to, and he movefl

just when and where he liked. The consequence was, he acquired

a broad experience and saw some life, believing in that old proverb,

"A )x>lling stone gathers polish rather than fungi."

Now, how did Smith manage to move when and where he liked?

It was due to a comibdination of ciroiunatances, which I will try to

explain. In the first case, he was a very observant person. He
studied his trade journal, and so was always up to date, and always

knew the sitate of the labour markelt. I remember him saying once

that his best apjointments had been obtained when he least needed

them, which means that if he hadn't sought them until they were

needed he wouldn't have got them.

When Smith arrived in a new town, the people in the place he

went to work for were not the only ones who knew it. Quietly

and without ostentation ho would introduce himaelf to every

photographer in the place. " Nothing like being known," he would

say, and certaiiJy hiis sociability was at times of advamtage—^to

others as well as himself. He could inform one on so many studios

and workshops that it was odds on that any vacant post could be

correotly gauged by applying to Smith.

Although he left so many jobs, ho reckoned to have always ex-

haiisted a poeition's possibilities before turning it down. This is

where many workers fail. They contenxplate a move without first

asking, "Am I better off for the future where I am?" If not,

that is when the place is absolutely worked out as far as improve-

ment goes ; then it is time to move, but not before—unless for some-

thing extra good. While a post has monetary or educational

value it is worth making the most of.

The Smiths of photography never leave such jobs without pre-

cise deliberation. How do they keep them and always manage to

go up when they leave?

Geniality and business insitinot have a lot to do with it; skill

and reputation go a long way, too; they should all be cultivated.

The genial man—not too genial, by the way—has a big hold on

his boas and his fellow workers ; he will be considered when the

grouser is forgotten or wished away. The pleasant chap, coming

like a sea breeze or a ray of summer sun into a strange studio, will

obiiaiin a vacant .post where a pessimist would not.

Business instinct will save the genial employee from being

swindled, put upon, or made a " vrilling horse." When "up
against" anything, the unbusinesslike worker may use " lan-

gua/ge " or may walk out quietly; th'e businesslike cm© will firmly

point out his side of the case and politely insist on his rights. Ten

to one he wins every tim«.

A great deal of Smitlh's success was due, I think, to his skill

and the way he used it (sounds ambiguous, but I will explain). He

acquired, by hard work and study, almost specialist skill in a good

many distinct lines. When he wanted a change he was not tied

down to a chance in any one branch. If no operators were want«d,

well, perhaps retouohers or' enlargers were in demand, and so he

always had multiple chances. But he never went as a G.K.C., as

he would term the all-round man. Now, Jones was a typical

G.K.C. (general knockabout comedian), with a smattering of all

branches of photography but without the ability to get the wages

of a good exponent of any one line. If Smith was engaged as an

operator, he kept within his agreement and studiously avoided the

printing department. If asked to undertake more than one job,

he was agreeable only if the master was on a business footing and

the pay adequate.

Although Smith left a few employers much against their wishes,

he managed to save his reputation. He could always mention a

firm who would willingly recommend him for some particular work,

and if asked he could always show a good reference and specimen

in keeping with a new shop's requirements.

Personally, 1 don't believe in carrying references or specimens.

The former are often "tommy rot," and the latter are "acquir-

able." I travelled long and far without ever showing one or the

other.

Reputation, though, is a serious factor, and whether we carry

evidence ocr not, the facts can be rooted out. Therefore, one must

have a good reputation. If through misfortune things are other-

wise a worker's reputation goes when he is known to have been

in a cheap or shady firm, even though his character be irreproach-

able—then one must do without a reputation altogether until a

new one can be built. A knowledge of the world photographic will

simplify this.

The wise employee will never leave a nasty taste behind him. 1

know it's nice to tell a man a few coloured facts now and then

—

I've done dt—but in after years that man may have something of

benefit for us, and the coloured facts may rise and bar the way.

Every employer a workman knows should be looked on as a

link in the workman's connection, just as the owner looks on his

sitters. Every link is useful, and should receive intelligent con-

sideration. The fact of not being able to work for a certain man

does not mean that that man is no use.

A few hints in conclusion : When writing to a stranger be polite,

businesslike, and concise, but not curt or snappy. In studying

his reply, don't overtook the style, phraseology, and writing. They

tell quite a lot, as a rule. Place your inquiries deliberately, not at

random. For instance, if you want an operator's post in, say, Bir-

mingham, advertise the fact. Also watch the " B.J." Plenty of

adverts, appear for Birmingham, but they don't pop up to order

at the critical last moment. The Birmingham daily papers—taken

by all city libraries—are also worth watching. If you know any

photographers in the district inquire of them.

A craftsman who has *a particular penchant for any make of

paper or plates should get to know the representative of the com-

modity. Many a master and man have been united by the kindly

though, of course, unofficial^ffices of the " man of the road."

It sometimes happens that an excellent opening occurs in a line

that one has no practical experience of. To take it or not is i»

difficult thing to decide, and must depend on the man himself. I

remember, when war broke out, being asked to undertake some very

important woirk, the nature of which—though photographic—wa.<i

totally foreign to me. I decided to chance it, and succeeded by

sheer bluff, until I had gained sufficient working knowledge to

carry on. I never regretted my decision, but must admit it was

sailing close to the wind. Had I been found incompetent it would

have meant disaster so far as that work and my reputation were

concerned. Much assistance was gained in this case from the

"B.J." and a couple of handbooks. For the observant craftsman,

however, there are always openings without undue risk, and the

cheerful, confident individual need fear nothing worse than a fait

on his feet if he only keeps up-to-date and wide awake.

Granted that wages and general conditions are aa yet unstan-

dardised and unsatisfactory, it is stall possible to keep going toward

better times.

—

Thermit.
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meetings or societies.

ICBETINOS OP SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
8*Tl-|IB;IT, JWV^

Am«l—r PhotocniihU: Soewtj. Outinc to Wilnulow.

MoiiBAT, Int T.

Booth LondoB PiMtacTmpUe SoctetT Print Critidtm EtcbIbc.

TVCIDIT, JcLr S.

MaarbMlar Acaatcor Phot Tcnphls Bocict;. -Monthly Meetiof.
Haakaoy Pbotofrmphii: Soeiotj * Norihera Evopc." Dr. C. Atklo Swan.

TmruoAT, Jclt 10.

RaiUr »nd DiUriel Pbotocraphio Hacioly. Moathly eomprUtloB: •'Sunmcr
MwBbtaa."

Pkelociaptle Soelcl;. •• Toaiac." O. Hawkloat.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
L*rr mttk Mr. T. W. Purkia waa down for mi «vcain« on
".StupoMioiH StanU," a title not hia own. Prior to «t>rtioi; the
AunU, votaa of thanks weiv accorded mii who lad helped to make
the Affiliation outing a aucccaa. with apccial nitnacu to the aecrr-
tU7, Mr. J. M. Selkira. who had worked like a horw. lie preai-

dent, Mr. J. Krane, in an outburst ot oratory, reTerred to the
secretary's achievaoraU as of " ~lttanding and at^gering

or the many capital atanU execated bj Mr. Poricis. reference
oan ooljf ba aade to a few having mmm oo«B«c<ion with photo-
graphy. The Brat shown waa a oaaft way ol weighing small quaati-
tiaa of cheoiioals without contamiiMtiag them by contact with a
poaaibly dirty pan. The liule cormgatmi papM« Med for chooo-
la«aa were eoiplayed, one for reowring 4ha dMmicala to be weighed,
tha other as a ccvater-weigfat. They an sold at Is. 6d. a thouaand
(Ho. S MM), and may be procorcd ir>ita KettlM. of New Oxford

Tha next tip waa a method ot aamttkaiieoaaly dMaolviog and
fUlenog chemicals not readily solnUc. A largo glam fmuiat ia

plaoad with its tube in a hotUe of auRkicnt aise, and a piedgst of
'oUon-wool is rammed down into the funnel, ao that water placed
.a ii only em«t]gas dKup by dn^, the i»U haiag rsgnlalad by the
dagrea Kio wool ia nnmprwis j. This can be aseartMaed by adding
a«Ur ba(<»» atarting, which is thrown away after the teat. The
chinieal to ba diaMtlvad is placed on the cottoo-wool and th«
(aqoiiito ijaantUy of water carWoUy pawwl iato tha Inanai, wbef«-
i4»n a short holiday can be taken, with «i*ery amManf that aol«-
tion is proceeding satisfactorily ia one's absanoa. A lair quantity
t tha collMl-wool aeaoied to have drifted iato Iha pr«aid«it°* brain
\*'t jodgiag bom Ilia qiMstions ho asked, bat the idea altanataly
Blterad threogh ia priaUne clarity.

A really capital lar^iling alab feUuwed. It ia made by taking
a sheet of thick pbta glam and attaching at aaek comer a Itg of
" plaaticina " about ooa iw:h high. With a qitrti-lavel placed uo
top, tha glam ia pnaasd down in dirsetioaa indioated by the
Imbble, nnta a pariacUy level aarfaca ia ofauined. If the table is

to ba naad foe heavy things, eoosiderttbia pramors must be given

;

for light thiapi lam prmama, nsiarally, NScaa.
Dnriag tha war tha laetarar had nrwrfon lo coat very small

discs with eifUodioa Mnalaon, and fooad tha table moat naeful aa a
srtting slab. Whan coating, he dispensm with any form of pnen-
matJc bolder, which often rsoords its lona ia the amalsion,
probably daa to the drcnlar stnin iadnced ia Iha glMs. Instil
he nam Mma fciOogiaph jelly, on top ol a rod of glass, for very
small disca. For eaating glaasw of Urge sixe op to 10 x 8. ha
attachm with seocoUne a qoarter-plate glam to a wooden bolder,
and then applim small piecaa of the aheet jelly to the four upper-
meet comari, whioh ia lorn hold tha large plate. The mrrast
formula for the jolly aronsed ieita eontrovrray, and at one time it

»pp«M«d ioavitabia that blood wonU be ah«d. With all reaerva-
'ion we give the leetvrar's recipe:—8o<t gelatine (Nehnn's No. 1,

> R.. bat espeoaiTe). 1 oa. ; treacle (if yon aak for treacle yon will

.H goideo symp, which is right), 8 8. oaa. ; watar, 6 oaa. ; 10 per
ont. carbolic in alcohol, 1 f. dr. Proceed as asoal (no direction

Hxiag wac« fivan).

' aait aihfthad a whirler improvised out of an egg-whisk,
:n'r'.dnciag anioaty in his neighhoom when he coated a haU glam

wUh fiah-gloe solution. Excess was, however, whirled off by placing
the glass, coated side down, in a large tin, and nobody suffered.
\ simple and novel spectroaoope now shown waa based on the
principle of cadging a piece of discarded Thorpe replica grating,
but as Mr. Thorpe has been unkind enough iiot to answer the last
letter of request, a detailed deecription seems unnecessary. The
instrument rattled horribly when moved, but this did not impair
its efficiency, a fine spectrum of the first disorder being secured.
FinaUy, Mr. Purkis drew attention to a small soldering iron fitted
with an automatic blowpipe, which, in his hands, kept the iron
at a cherry-red heat. A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded
the " stupendous stunter " with great acclamation.

Pftoto-mecftanlcal Rotes*— -•

—

The Imitation of Wood on Metal.
A GOOD d«Bl of m«Ul funiiUire is now being sold which resemUes
wood—lor example, desks, filing cabineU, cssfa registers, etc. In
some cases this ia painted by hand, the graining being done in the
tway made familiar by the bouse painter. Needlem to eay, this is
not partiouUri>- fa-.thful, and the first improvement consisted in
Uking a selected pkink showing a fine specimen of grain, claaaing
it thorooghly, co\ering it with a suitable ink, aqueegeeing off the
excem, which leavea the compound only in the grain, then rolling
over this with a composition roller of a circumference laife enough
to cover the meUl sheet to be grained, then off-setting from the
compoaiUon roller to the metal plate, baking, varnishing, and the
graining is ftnisbed. This method depends on the fact that the
grain is produced by differences of stxrtace, but it does not give
you any of lite effect light may have on the grain independent of
aorface. For instance, in an oak, the hag, flat grain will always
appear whiu by this method, whereas in really good wood, if

looked at in a certain way, theaa white patofam of grain have a
ilark centev, which is not doe to any differenom of level of eur-

lace, bat to Ute play of light. Now, ad these daiioate differences

can be reprodooed by phatagra|>hy, using, of coarse, suitable light

ing, prufier colour-fillers, and a paoohromatic plata. A halftone
negative is made, and from this a print on metal, which con be
tranafemd by means of the composition roller; or the plate may
be (iebed if any intprovement ia required to be done by fine etch-

ing balore tha transfer is made. But perhaps the beat effect of all

tan be obtained if a half4aoe positive is made and from it a li^tly

etched mtaglin pUte, which ia inked up, and the transfer taken

from iia

Do not Tinher ^yitb your EograTlnga.

The I'hirf suuric of error in making engrsvings is incorrect in-

•trurtinnn, or correct but insufficient instructions which leave room
for mijotidrratanding. The fault liea here with the office, who
if the instructions nivtn by the ciutomer are vague, should get

them definitely before passing the work out to the shop. On the

other hand, the shop foreman should ask the office fer definite

instructions if they are not given. But when a mistake has been

made, to whatever it was doe, it will generally be found cheaper

and more satisfactor)-, to find out the point where the mistake

orrurred and commence over again from there rather than tinker

with the Work in an endeavour to rectify the error on the finished

job. If there is one thing more tbsn another that has retarded the

progress of three-colour work it ia the possibility of asking the

fine-etcher and engraver to rectify all the faulta in the process.

Hsd it not been for this we should long ago have had three-colour

remilts just ss ponKible mechanically ss are black-and-white results,

for we should have been forced to use correct filters and plates,

to give correct exposures, aiwl to insist on truly complementary

inks. But anything doea new, because, however gross the error,

it can be patched up by the re-etcher, expeiuive and more or lei<«

unsatistsctory — the system. What is so p'.ainly true of three-

oolour is also true of ordinary half-tone, and even line work. It

usually costs more to patch up mistakes than it costs to start the

work over at the point where the error crept in, and is les»

satisfactory ia the end.
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Retouched Originals in Half-Tone Worh.
A freshly retouched original that is well done is a delight to the

operator to handle. But the retouching is not always well done
from the point of view of the photographer, and one of the most
difficult lessons for the retoucher to learn is to know how the

%3olours he uses are going to photograph. Generally speaking, it is

qnito unsafe to use any other colour than one that matohes the

photograph that is being retouched ; for example, it is a mistake
to use a brown on a black and white print. Retouching is expen-
sive work, and the customer is apt to put a limit on the money
he is willing to siiend, and therefore the retoucher cannot do

exactly as he would like; but he should be careful that if he

touches certain tones in the photograph he should touch all of

them, as otherwise the retouching is very likely to reproduce dif-

ferently from the pliotographic image itself, with unfortunate re-

pults. This is particularly true of the deep shadows. The re-

toucher will sometimes strengthen up some shadows and assume
that others on the print are strong enough, but in the reproduc-

tion the one may come out black and the other grey, and so upset

p\ie whole value of the picture. However good the retouching, it

^u^lly deteriorates with age, so that if any old originals are to be

^•e-pj^otographed they should be carefully looked over first. The
j)hot<jgraph itself is likely to have faded, and so makes the oon-

jtrast with the retouching entirely wrong. Any Chinese white on
(the print yriU probably have become yellowed, and some of the

blacks, particularly if the paint has been mixed with gum, will

probably have chipped off. Some insects appear to have a peculiar

Jfondness for the pigments used by retouchers, and if the originals

;Jiave been store.d where these pests are they will be found to re-

(juirp consi(^9r^ble attention before they can be i-e-photographed.

patent news*

Process patetUs-r-a^lications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, June 16 to 21.

Cinematography.—No. 15,259. Cinematograph screen. T. Cooper

and A. Slater.

CiNEMATOGRAPHT.—No. 15,088. Winding apparatus for cinemato-

graph picture films. H. Dixon, F. C. Jessett.

(-CiNEiiATOQRAPHT.—No. 15,252. Cinematographs. G. Lynch.

(Cinematography.—No. 15,547 and No. 15,548. Cinematograph

screens. W. J. MaJ^ks.

,Oo^,ouR Cinematography.—No. 15,549. Metliod of adding colour

I

to cineraa.tograph pictures. W. J. Marks.

Cinematography.—No. 15,550. Mobile cinematograph outfits.

W. J. Maj-kfi.

Photograph Frames.—No. 15,142. Photograph frames. W. P.

Winsor.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,

These specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from

Vie Patent Office, 85, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C,

.^The date in brackets is that of application in this country ; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

(Colour Cinematography.—No. 126,220 (August 14, 1918). The

invention relates to a system of colour cinematography in which

six successive different colour selections are made. Three of

\ these are red colour-sensations, and are alternately arranged ; of

. the other three, one is green and the remaining two are primary

colour selections other than red. In consequence of the length
'

of the specification, the details of the process are transferred to

the Colour Photography Supplement publisJied with this issue.

Joseph Shaw, 8, South Second Avenue, Mount Vernon, New

York.

.^WATERpaooFiNO FiLM SPOOLS AND PACKS.—No. 116,882. May 12,

1919. The aim of tihis invention is to produce a seJf-contained

cartridge, pack, or other multi-exposure film package, which

without a separate container shall be hermetically sealed, water-
proof, and capable of withstanding for long periods even immer-
sion in water, thereby gi-eatly prolonging the period within
which the film may be satisfactorily exiposed and developed, and
guarding the same against injury by mishaps before or after
exposure, which under present conditions would utterly destroy
their usefulness.

The stated ends can be attained by first hermetically sealing
all openings through which moisture might possibly enter within
tihe photographic cartridge, pack, or package, and thereafter im-
mersdng the whole in a batb of waterproofing nuiterial, or other-
wise completely coating its e.'iterior with such material.

I'nder the construction now generally adopted, the end of the
outer wrapper or envelope is V-pointed, and held down upon the
body of the cartridge by a sticker or paster, which is carried
around the cartridge either completely or partially. Under the
new construction, this pointed end is folded back within the
wrapper, and instead of a paster or sticker covering the meeting
line of the free end and the body of the wrapper or envelope for
a portion only of its length, a waterproof strip or band of or
coated with adhesive materials is employed, which extends from
end to end of the fold or joint, and hermetically seals the open-
ing between the free end and body portion of the wrapper or
envelope. At each end of tlie cartridge is applied a strip or
band of like adhesive watei-proof material, pressing the same
down into firm and close contact with the outer and inner faces

of the discs, and causing the inner edges of the strips to overlap
and adhere to the sealing strip or band and to the wrapper or
envelope, if the same be not completely encircled by fsaid sealing
strip or band.

As the discs are somewhat lightly pressed to place upon the
shouldered ends of the spool, there is a possibility of moisture
entering at these points. Effectively to guard against this, the
entire exposed or outer surface of the cartridge, pack, or pack-
age is coated with a waterproofing agent in the form of a liquid

solution, either by brief immersion tberein or by applying the
same by brush, spray, or otherwi.se. Cellulose acetate, cellulose

nitrate, or like cellulose derivative is admirably suited to this

puiipose, these being capaible of being made as ttick or thin as

desired, and being also tJiOiraughly waterproof.

In its essential featuiies the mode of waterproofing the film

pack is the sajne as in the case of tlie cartridge; that is to say,

the openings of the light-excluding wrappei- or envelope are first

sealed by strips of adihesive, waterproof tissue of fabric. Thus
strips are aipplied to and made to overlap the longitudinal

'boundaries of the opening on the lens siide of the pack, the strips

being caused to adhere to the body of the envelope and to the

light-excluding sheet, which, as the pack is furnished to the

trade, closes such opening. Other strips similarly cover and seal

the transverse edges or the ends of the opening of the front or

lens side of the pack, and the entire ends, front and rear, of the

pack. At the tab end of the pack where the tabs of the indi-

vidual film-moving strips or envelopes are folded down upon the

exterior of the pack, the strip is carried over and somewhat
beyond said tabs, and cemented to the back of the light-excluding

wrapper. After being thus sealed, and to guard against any

possible opening remaining, the entire pack is immersed in or

otherwise coated with a film of cellulose nitrate or other water-

proof cellulose derivative.

The cartridge or the film pack prepared as above described

does not require the usual outer wrapper of coloured paper and

metallic foil, nor the paper or cardboard envelope, though either

or both of these may be retained if desired.

The film may after e.'oposure and development be re-wound

upon its spool or support with the waterproof wrapper and

envelope, and resealed hermetically by the adhesive strips or

bands removed at the time of placing the cartridge, pack, or

package in the camera, these being preserved for such subsequent

use or reapplication. This is paiiticularly desirable for explorers,

travellers, and commercial photographers, who are frequently

away for long periods without facilities for properly protecting

or caring for films under customary conditions of use. Arthur

WiUdoms McOurdy, 83, Orescent Road, Rosedale, Toronto.
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Commercial^Cegal Intelligence.

A PBOTOCKAPHtai's fAlLiBE.—At the office* of tbe Official

Voeiver for the Croydon Diatrict, York Road, Lambeth, H.E., on

i uesday last, tbe first meeting of creditors was held under the

failure re Theodore Frank Newman, of 2, Anerley Park, Anerley.

T>if '•tatement of affairs filed by the debtor showed gross liabilities

anuunUni; U, £712 4e. lOd., of which £666 7s. 4d. was due to

vusecnrcd crediton. The OMeU constated of caA at bank, 10s., and
interest in patents and on ooatracts, £1,300, making a total of

£1,300 10s., from which £16 17s. 6d. had to be deducted for the

«laims of preferentia] crediton payable in full, leaving the net asasts

at £1.283 12s. 6d., and showing a sorphia of £588 6s. 2d. after pay-

ment of all deUa. The debtor alleged his failure to have been
caused throogh the stoppage of the demand for scientific films and
Moppai;e of his research work owing to tJbe war.

The OflMai Reoeivrr's report upon tlie oaae was to the following

«flect : The racMTing order was made on a creditor's petition, the

a.n of baakruptcgr being faiiore to comply with the rsqwnmsDts of

a bankraptcy notice.

The debtor, aged thiHy-three, stated that after s—sling his father

in hia tnsHisM of a photographer he worked (ram 1906 to 1900 as
ail a ss iatant to fims of coiov cuemMograplian.

In 1910 ha cw

m

enced btuineas on hS own aeoount U Uarkngtoo
a* a producer of seiaDtiflc ftlms, with a capital of £60, r(f>rescDUng
saving*; he aabaeqaeotly removed to the Rookery, Watford, then
tb tbe Haven, Ifatetham, then to Cricklewood, and in Uecember,
181d. to No. 2, Anerley Park. From May, 1918, to November, Wlb,
b« waa p loyed by an aviation company aa worfa cttemiA at a
salary of £7 per week.

He Rni had recourse to mooeyleoders «a Iftbnmry 8, 1917 ; smce
'l>i>t daU he has obiained fofthor loans from other ncoeylenden at

.;h rates of inteml.

Krarn October, 1918, to Kebmary, 1919, ho palaoted inveULions
4ting to sparking plap for aeroplane ef^ines and to • safe memo

^ill for packet books; he also invented » fnetm for punfying the
' in telepiione c*binets.

)>a May 30, 1919, ha antwvd into an agre«nan» for the mI« o(

< interest in a rust-prooAng invention for £360 omIi, which be
• < received, and £600 folly paid in shatea in a conpaay to be
rated within six months fitni that date. Hia acrvicea ware to
at the di^poaal of the panhmtn for a penod of Sva yeM« at a

- of £8 &. for every day upon which ha was ampkiyed; the
mpany has not yet ba«i foimed.
For the past two yean hs has been under oontiiMMl pwaeui» from

his creditors, and sines llatnfa, 1918, actioM for debt have been
bto«^ against hkn, sad jadgmenU ofatninsd, by nine of bu
«reditots, rspweealing a total sum of about £^30; one monoylaiidsr
iaood a writ lor £80 against him on Apnl 5, 1919, obtawed judg-
ment, and inrtitoted tbe present bankruptcy proeaadia^.
The debtor did not kssp any books of account. At his pratiminary

oiamination he stated t*iat hie aaaata were of nncartain value, and
that ks Srst knew ha had not solkisnt propeity to pay his dabu
in foil abont two yesis ago, when ha had to borrow money from
moaeylendan to pay mt and other ootgoiaga. .Mr. Fredk. Seymour
flalaman, chartarad acoonUot, of 1 and 2, BacUarsbnry, B.C., was
apfx<mted Imstce.

NEW COMPANIES.
TrniLs, Ltd.—This private company was registered on June 18,

with a capital of £6,000 in £1 shares. ObjeoU: To acquire the
busineae of showcard manufacturer, gold blocker, and photographic
dealer. The anfaacribers (each with one share) are :—A. O. Tutill,

The Thorns," Preetwich Park, Manchastar, showcard mannfac-
<r; R. Hir«t, 48, Liveeey Street, LarsMhalme, Manchester,
>kkeeper. Directors to be sppointed by tits sdbscriben. Solici-

-
: W. Proctor, 36, BraianiMsa Street, Maochaster. Registered

Office 9. Swan Street, Maadiaater.

Kcrwo, Ln> —Ihia pnrata company waa registered on June '^

with a I tpitil of £10,060. in 10.000 preference ahane of £1 each

and 1,000 r^rlir>..ry share of Is. each. ObjaeU: PbotofiTapbera, etc.

Tbe mbecnbem (each witfi 300 •hsresi an: A. J. Dreydel, 36,

frunrrise M*i«i»n«, Pruii b of W^le* Koad. Batterse*. S.W.ll,

-ii:tleman; V. C. V. Law>. 10, Yairell Mansions, W.14, photo-

grapher; C. F. Lee. C.M.G., Fiiiebury House, BWmheld 8tre«*,

E.C.2, gentleman. Dirtctors: A. J. Dreydel, F. C. V. Laws, and
C. F. Lee, C..M.G. Registered office: Finsbury House, Bloomfield

Street, E.C.2.

PHOTOOHAvrBE Co., Ltd.—^This private company was registered

oil June 18, with a cai>iUl of £1,000 in £1 shares (750 pref.).

Objects : To carry on the business indicated by the title, and that

of printers, stationers, publishers, advcdrtising agents, etc. The
subscribers (each with one share) are:—^F. T. Coikeitt, Butter Hill

House, Dorking, art publisher; P. Lacroix, 21, Farringdon

Avenue, E.C.4, photogravure plate engraver. Directors: F. T.

Corke«, P. Uicroix, and C. H. Crabtree. Solicitor: E. Bettoley,

23, .Surrey .Street. \V.C.2. Registered Office: 21, Farringdon

Avenue, E.C.4.

Jexomb, Ltd.—This private coiiq>any was registered on June 20,

witJi a capitaJ of £50,000 in £1 shares. Objecto: To acquire all or

part of the busioeasee of B. A. Gale, G«le's Studioe, Ltd., W.
Smith and Bayley's Studios, Ltd., and to carry on the business of

photographers, dealers in cincsnatograph machines and films and

photographic apparatus, film renters, picture theatre proprietors,

etc. The subsciibers (each with one share) are:—B. A. Gale,

Olentwood, Hale, Cheahirs, company director; W. Smith, 3, Gran-

ville Mansions.* Shepherds Bosh, W., company director. The firM

directors are B. A. Gale and W. Smith. Solicitor : J. G. Mahaily,

20, Blackfnare Street, Mancheeter. Regist«red Office: 46-7, Oxford

Street, .Manchester.

CorrcspondcncCe
-—-

—

*.• Corrsspondsna sVwId ii«r«r teriU en both tide* of th4 paptr.

}lo nolic* is taken of commitnieatioiu u»I««l the nam— and

addrtuit of Iks xcritert art gwen.

•^' Wt do not undertake responeibilitu for (ks opitiiofu exprsstsd

by our eorretpondentt.

PHOTO BITION PLATES AND A0CB880RIE8.

To the Editors.

Gentlemw,—I have a Cannon camera, and find great difficulty

in obtaining photo button plates lor this machine that un roUable

as regards speed and uniformity of result. A tube of buttons

often shows plates are a mixed batch, some requiring, even in

bright sunlight, about five ..ecoods exposure and others only two or

thrve seconds. This, of courre. quite upaeU the operator's judgnMnt

ai>d caoses, on an averagar60 per cent, failurea; and stow exposures

are a noiaance. These plate, are collodion, not so good aa pre-war,

and three tiroes the cost. At Epsom recently I «w anotlier operator

of a Cannon camera who bad soma gdatine emulsion button plates,

grand to work, quick soap in sonl^t, half a second exposure in

tlM ihade. He aaid they were American plates, pre-war Mock,

itnd he could net get tny more. We made a comparison test of

the plites, used his de\e>>fei in my mtchine, same light and

dirlpnre -iiid »i nilar tj-nicra ; iesrits very dlffereMt. He took me

in about half a second and obtained a good picture. I took him

Willi hulf «fcoiid e.'«pt*i're and again five eec -rds, by watch; the

firtt wi» no aood i*. all and the second only pu-iable. We tried

again with my devoloi-er. with rimilar re»ults.

The essence of successful button, brooch, and ferrotype (while-

you-wait) picture business ia a quiik and reliable plate, one to

catch your customer (or victim) while he or she " thinks about it."

It's no uie «ayini; " Your photo in one minute, miss," if you have

to take five minutes or more to do it. Cannot British makers com-

pete with .\mericaii, Danish, Norwegian, or German firms? The

chance for British trade is n«ir. Wake up, England
;
you are asleep

lor dozing! in many industries to-day. I have written to many

firms who do metal brooch stamping and the like to supply me with

brooches and stands for button photos, and also to card and mount

manufacturer*, but get alt sorts of excuses, sucli as " not their olass

of work," " men not demobilised yet for this rpeoial work," " can't

•pare the time," etc., and I myself want thousands if II can get

them for peace time novelties for st'Teet feiTotypo workers.—Yours

faithfully, F. Whmldou.
239, Shemball Street, Walthamstow.
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JinsiDers fo Correspofidents.

—

SPECIAL NOnOB.

I» eomequeni* «f general reduced supplies of paper, at ths r$tull

if prohibition »f the importation of much toood pul^ and grass,

a wmaUer space toill be availdble until furth4r notice far repliet

to eerrespondents .

Mereover, we teill answer by post if stamped and addressed enve-

lope is eneloied fer reply: S-eent. IntemaUonal Coupon, from

_ readers airoad.

The full questions and answers will be printed only w the ease of

inguiriee of general interest.

Queries t» be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

S. M.—^The firm maniufaicituring sensitive ferrotype button plates

hrere is the Quia Oomipany, 252/^56, Havdons Road. Wimbledon,
S.W.

P. McN.—The mercury va,pour lamp if of the gridiron pattern
would certainly minimise the defects you complain of; it would
also give more iHuminiation. We cannot say' wihat difference in
exposure there would be, but in any case it would not be unduly
prolonged. No alteration of the focussing would be necessary.

D. R. H.—The only way you can secure flatness in the cards is to
take them down before they are quite dry and put them under
light pressm-e. In this weather it would be advisable to put them
in a 10 per cent, formaline solution for a few minutes, then rinse
before hanging up. Thds will greatly reduce the danger of stick-
ing together.

H. E. G.—We do not know the album to which you refer. Messi-s.
Johnson and Sons, Union Street, Southwark, London, S.E.,
maice several forms of loose-leaf albums and other books, and
might have something to suit. They make for the trade only, so
that if they could supply you, you would have to order through a
dealer or stationer.

O. and S.—For throwing down silver fix>m hi,po baths you require
to use strong solution of liver of suli^hnr (potassium sulphide). If
you write to Messrs. Johnson and Sons, Ltd., 23, Gross Street, Fins-
burj-, E.G., they will send you a cireular of instructions of the
best way to throw down the silver and of prepaiing the precipitate
for the refiner to deal with.

E. H.—1. We do not know where the thin tin can be obtained,
but probably any tinplate worker could get it for vou. We do
not think, however, that it would be satisfactory for masks, as it
would be verj' difficult to get it to lie flat. Tinfoil is used
by many of the postcard firms, but we think you would find that
the orange celluloid suppKed by Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway,
W.C.2, for this speciai purpose more convenient.

W. G. A.—1. The safest and best way of cleaning lenses is to apply
one or two drops of absolute alcohol with a soft piece of silk,
but be careful to keep it away from the blacking of the lens cells!

2. We have never seen a blue stain from P.O.P. They are
usually yellow; then they are, of course, very injurious. 3. So
long as the bath fixes the plates quickly, say, in five minutes,
and does not stain the films, the colour does not matter.

A. T. C.—The spots are due to over-washing in a warm temperature.
Half an hour, with frequent ohanges of water, is ample in this
weather. With regard to the quinine, it must be understood that
the action is optical only, and that any other similar granular
coating would have answered as well. B^xcept in an emergency,
the ordinary backings of red or black would be superior. There
is no advantage to be gained by backing a film, since this is so

thin that halation does not occur.

Foca, Length in Enlakqino.—In a fixed distance of 34 ins. from

negative to paper, oan you say, please, what focal length of

lens would be required to enlarge from approxamately 3j by 2i
in.'i. to 5i by 3i ins. ? Also, what miniin\rai of oamWa extension

would be necessary to use in such a case?—Ralph.
An eight-inch lens will give you the desired enlargement, with

the negative and paper fixed 34 ins. a/part, the camera extension

with a rapid rectilinear would be as nearly as possible 12| ine.

ii-ora negative to diaphragm.

W. G. A.—iMetol, metabisulphite, hydroquinone and amidol sliould

be kept dry. A convenient strength for soda sulphite and

carbonate of soda is a 15 per cent, goiution—that is, 3 ozs. dissolved

in warm water and made up, after the crystals have dissolved,

to 20 ozs. with water. Potass, iretalbisulphate is not very soluble.

We should make it up in a 10 per cent, solution—that is, 2 ozs.

dissolved in cold water and made up to 20 ozs. No ohjection to

enlarging a negative that has been reduced, although very often,

if it has been reduced with Farmer's reducer, its quality is not

80 good for enlarging.

C. H.—The following is used for tank development :—Aletol, 30

grs. ; hydroquinone, 80 grs. ; soda sulphite, 6 ozs. ; soda car-

bonate, 560 grs. ; potass, bromide, 10 grs. ; waiter, 80 oz.?. Dis-

solve in the order given. This stock solution is double strength

and requires to be diluted with an equal bulk of water for use.

As the developer becomes weaker it may be strengthened with

the undiluted solution. The developer will keep in the tank

for a fortnight, after which it. should be thrown away. Develop-

ment should be complete in twenty minutes; when more time is

needed tlie solution must be strengthened. The above quantities

are for one gallon of dilate developer.

W. E.—If you have a folding focal-iplane you must have the lens in

a sunk mount. There is no other way of focussing. On the other

hand, in a reflex there is no object in having the focussing mount

except for the sake of a little extra extension, but with almost

any reflex that we can think of there will be disadvantages

which more than set off any advantage, chiefly the fact that very

often the lens, if in a focussing nount, will foul the mirror. For

general outdoor Press work, the folding focal-plane is used

almost exclusively; it is rare to see a Pressman with a reflex,

and we think that their choice is quite a good one, since with

experience in focussing the folding fooal-plane is much the handier

and more efficient of the two types.

i^b^ fSrittab Jottmal of f b^itn^rapljg.

The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. Estabu9Hed 1854. PRICE TWOPENCE

One Year.

Thirteen shillings (13s.), or
" 3 dollars 17 cents, or 18 francs
50 cents, or 9 rupees 12 annas,
or 6 yens 30 sens.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION, POST FREE.

United kingdom.—One Year, 10s. lOd. ; Six Months, 5s, 5d.

Three Months, 2s. 9d.

Canada
australia
New Zealand
South Africa
United States of America
South America
india and par east
Continent of Europe

federated malay states, borneo and sarawak j ^
°<^'*'*

157 cents.

HENRY Greenwood & Co., Ltd., Proprietors and Publishers,

24, Wellington Street, London, W.C.2.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO READERS.— Until further notiee

agents will supply the " B. J." to order only, as the high price

prevailing for everylhiiig in confiection with nexospapei' production
prohibit tlie distribution of surplus copies for cMnce sales. It

is therefore necessary in order to ensure the regular delivery of

the " B. J." each week to place an order definitely with a dealer,

newsagent or bookstall clerk, or to send a subscription to the

publishers.
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SUMMARY.
M. L. P. Clwc bM woriMd out m»Uica»tkmU]r Um oonditMM (or
» oorrwlwa «t mi mtmU Dagktiv* Ulun ftHmiwIy to on* Ukao

.crtualljr liom Ih* mom yi—-poiat. (P. 386.)
Mr. J. I. CtmbUm. i» tU infhnwH thk ««A ol Im p^Mr on

Ite ftwfmntwn ol nbolofra|iluo lolnUaiM, dakla ttiaiy wiUi Um
ukMi( of txioff balLa, aod givt* worktog imyanUoiia in ui opan-
teoB lor wfaii^ ID our anMrMoc*, ancb iinlnnthaM ara nmoii OMdad
—OMMly. tha wwywiiiJiag of the fixmc-h»nlaiin( baitli ol h]no,
•tan, fulphila, aad acatic acid. (P. Xi.)

la a coalrAaOad artiela Mr. C. Bnofwio Bwnaa Im* acMna advioa
to zhra oa llM Bakaoc of nagatrraa tor rkm niiitMiih. mgmg tha
pndooiiMi «l laeJMiHJy baMar nasktiraa anl tha ehoiea of » graatar
MriatT ol aobiaet lor a givaa diatriot. (P. 306l)

Id h« artiola tlua weak " Practioua " daala with liw tiuic* ami
«ja of drr-platai from tha rtandpoint of tha portamtt |ihaiognph«r,
advWag tha oaa of a plaU, whanavrr {raaaibio, oooaidsafaly ahort of
Um aariMM Baad and ol atiU alowar nlataa whao tha workinc
coBdutea pmtTTp. an.)
Tha camara ol *art.saoka( ataa, whila do4 eapaUo ol raolaoiog the

erdiaaty hatl-plaU and l«g«r inatramaoU, oiajr DarartfialaM raoder
oaalal hhjIhiimUm/ aarvica in outdoor and iodoor nhotoaimphr of
th- inmBniriiil " kind. Thara ia Uttla adymalaga mftttng a Ian*
•f larsar apartura than fK> : a n>U-&lm ^anan taaa Iha merit of b«u«
raadjr ior watant oaa and o( aOonuL a ptaetkal^ imlimilarf aappl/
ol mmitHf* malarial baioc takan liMaa aad mhm forthar hinla oo
tha ^nliwiiaial naa of ifia vaat-poohat eamara will ba found io a
laathng mtUm oo pafo 300.
Tka gnat davaloMMOi ol aeiaotiSc indiiatnai, among which ara

pholo^rapbie matanala and photooraphao lanaai, ia abown by tha
whihrtion ol Britiah SciantiAe Praoucta lAich remaint opao at tha
Caotnl HaU, WMlmiwlii. tinlil Aapvl 6. (P. SOB.)

Tha •iMlara of tha amalaion-coatad tnMialar papar aold aa

KaralvM ia Iba adbiaot of tha apacifViatJoB iaatnded thia week in

Patani Not*. (P. 4B0l)

A rani aoKmar lan^iaratara nuy b>Ta ila aSaot io tiva daric-room
in tba way of iMok Mtd toaj ntvativa doa to tiie bi^har tampcra-
twa of Iba davaloBias aoiotiaa (P 360.)

Datarioration of tba giaaa aorfuse* >• a ciainga to wbioh roaoi^

iMaaa, partioularly aea* «f tha older aiiaaHgaiafa, ara UaUe. It la

a wiaa rula to ka«p taoaaa ia lilbtly cloaad aMaa athan not in oaa, or
at aay i»ta to pwwrida a riiaa Wiling cap lot aaeh aad. (P. SOU.)

' of qaieUy aacartkiaiag ilta auHMura in aniarging baa
a writer in aa Aatarioaa xmtaaaporary.

A method of qmttUy Mcortkiaiag »• bukmuw in

racantly bean daacraiad by a writer in aa Aatarioaa
(P.M.}
A (aw hinta oa tba malriim of doud

paragraph on paga 300
will ba (oand in a

EX CATHEDRA.
Heat Fog. Although at the moment of writing there
is a decided drop in the temperature, it may not be amiss
to refer to a point which has come under our notice several

times lately. Complaints have reached us of plates which
had previously yielded bright images giving thick, foggy

ones. Thia is in the majority of oases due to the high
temperature of the developer, and is more likely to occur

irhen the developer is kept ready diluted in bulk in the

dark room, where it rapidly attains the temperature of

the rootn, which in some cases has been over 80° F. Even
when stock solutions are diluted immediately before use,

the trouble may occur through the water becoming heated

in the pipes. This happened in one case only with the

first batch of plates, the water having been standing in

the pipes for some hours. When fresh water came from
the main the development was normal. When it is possible

to procure ice a little may be used to keep the solutions at

a normal level. Failing this, a little bromide solution

may be added to the developer, and the developer also

used of a lees strength than in cooler weather. Any ten-

dency to over-expose must be avoided, and this is beeA

done by slightly reducing the aperture of the lens, as when
working oue is apt to forget that allowance has to be

made for the stronger light we are now enjoying. In

many cases a slower plate may be employed with advan-

tage, but it most be remembered that such plates are rather

quicker in attaining density, so that over-development must

be guarded against.

• • •

Coproaion n If lens users would acquire a little

Lens«a. elementary knowledge concerning the

nature and properties of glass, their instruments would

stand a raucli better chance of keeping in good condition

than they do at present. It should be known that what

we call "optical " glass is made in a great variety of

qualities, each of which is capable of taking its place

in one or other of the many kinds of lenses. Some are

aa hard and impermeable as the glass we use for windows

and tableware, while others are soft enough to be easily

scratched or even dented, while injudicious polishing will

quickly dim the exquisite surface upon the perfection

of which so much depends. This is especially the case in

some of the earlier anastigmats in which very soft and

easily corroded glasses were used because others were not

available. It is perhaps news to many people to learn

that some glasses are so susceptible to damp that a single

drop of water left upon the surface for a few hours will

leave an ineradicable mark, while the presence of a film

of condensed moisture will give" rise to a general corrosion,

which in mild cases shows in prismatic colours like those

of a soap-bubble, and in severe ones as a yellow stain
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accompanied by a distinct depolishing of the surface. Un-
fortunately, there is no cure for this evil, for even the

maker of the lens cannot repolish it to the same accuracy

of figfure that it originally possessed. Forewarned is fore-

armed, and knowing what ie likely to occur the prudent
man does not allow his lenses to stand about exposed to

the atmosphere, but keeps them in tightly-closed cases

when they are not actually in use. Failing a case, which
also protects the brass work, a well-fitting cap at tJie

back as well as the front is an excellent protection.

« » «

Exposure An American writer, the Rev. C. R.
in Enlarging. Lowe, has given particulars of a method
for estimating exposures in daylight enlarging which has
some features of novelty about it. .Summarised, it con-
sists of making a contact print from the actual negative to

be enlarged from, using daylight for the purpose, and,
of course, employing the same kind of paper as will be
used for the large print. The apparatus is of the usual
daylight type; that is to say, a window is blacked up
leaving only an opening rather smaller than the camera
back. Against this the camera is fixed, and the image
projected upon an easel in the usual way. The problem
is now how to establish a definite ratio between the exposure
for the enlargement and that of the contact print. To do
this a correctly exposed enlargement is made by the usual
trial and error or strip methods, and the time taken with
a certain stop (in the author's practice this is always

fl 11) is no(ted. For exaanpile, this may be 15 sees, with
an enlargement of 1| times. A second opening of about
10 x 8, with an easily moved shutter, is provided in the
window board, and the contact print made at such a dis-

tance from this that the correct exposure is also 15 sees.

It then follows that any other negative exposed in the same
position and the same distance from the opening will yield

a good print with the same exposure as will be required
in the enlarger. Other magnifications than IJ diameters
will need the exposure to be increased in a definite propor-
tion. A convenient table for calculating this will be
found on page 407 of the current " B.J. Almanac."

* « •

Cloud Nega- It is not a good practice to start out with
tives.

^^\^Q intention of making cloud exposure ex-

clufdvely, as this tends to securing a num.ber of negatives

oif very much the same character. It is better when out on
other work to devote a plate or two to any particularly

good cloud effect, and to make a not* which can be trans-

ferred to the bottom edge of the plate as to the point of

the compass at wliich the camera was pointing and the

time of day when the exposure was made. AlthoUjgh it

is possible occasionally to obtain good results on an
ordinary plate vdthout a yellow screen, it is much easier

to do so wiith an orthochromatic plate and a proper filter.

There is really no reason why the landscape photographer
should ever exrpose an ordinary plate and many reasons

w'hy he should use colour-sensitive ones. It is a mistake to

use too dark a colour screen for sky work, the K2 strength
being quite sufficient to give the proper contrast. If a
deeper colour be used the blue portions will come out
practically black and the sky will look too heavy for the
view. In our idea most sky negatives are too thin, as this

adds considerably to the difficulty in printing them to the
proper depth to suit the subject, particularly when enlarg-

ing or printing upon bromide paper. This often leads to
an unnatural appearance in the finished print and causes
some people to contend that a perfect result can only be
obtained when the clouds are secured upon the same plate
as the view. The real reason for this "is that in tliis case
the clouds have received full development, which can also

!be given with a properly screened plate. We may perhaps

be allowed to remind those who are not experienced in this

class of photography that it is always desirable to include

a narrow strip cxf landscape below the clouds, so that the

negative may not be used upside down . This has the addi-

tional advantage of preventing the camera being pointed

to the zenith and the resulting clouds printed in near the
horizon, a fault which has often been committed.

SOME ITEMS IN THE USE OF THE VEST-POCKEf
CAMERA.

As we have mentioned now and again in these columns
the vest-pocket camera, now so popular with the amateur
worker, is an instrument not to be neglected by the pro-

fessional photographer. While it can never supplant
cameras of much larger size which are employed on
stands, it has supplementary uses for which its small size

and optical performance particularly qualify it. Ther*
are many occasions when photographs turn out to be
required in addition to those which the photographer has

equipped himself to take. A vest-pocket camera with an
ample supply of plates or roll-film occupies an insignificant

space in the larger kit, yet is able to turn out work which
can be quite satisfactory for commercial purposes. In.

other conditions the posbession of the small camera may
encourage the photographer to take negatives specula-

tively : the time and cost thereby involved are small, and
will often be repaid by the orders secured. From these

considerations some thought may well be given to the.

choice of a camera of this size and to the best methods of

using it.

In regard to the camera the first essential is that it

should be of the finest mechanical construction and fitted

with a lens as good as can be had. In an instrument of

this small size, where a difference of a minute fraction

of an inch may spoil the definition, it is bad policy to

buy a camera which does not provide a thoroughly rigid

and square position of the lens in respect to the plate or

one which is liable to develop defects with use. There is-

fortunately considerable choice. The purchaser may choose-

between cameras of the folding focal-plane pattern, in

which the lens front is held forward by a system of rigid

struts, and those of the folding baseboard type. In both

classes instruments are to be found which are beyond
criticism in their mechanical construction. As a rule

makers fit a lens of //4.5 aperture, and in many circum-

stances there is an advantage in this maximum speed.

Moreover, //4.5 is the fashion, and a camera of this^

aperture is much more saleable, if one wants to dispose

of it, than one of //5.6 or //6. Nevertheless, for such

commercial photography as may be undertaken with a

vest-pocket camera, there is little to be gained in having

a larger aperture than //6. The negatives are taken with

a view to enlargement to whole-plate size, and for this

purpose the greater depth and more acute definition at

//6 are recommendations for this aperture. As regards-

focal length we are largely in the hands of the manufac-

turers, but it may be said, even if a camera can be found,

there is no object in having a lens of focus shorter than

three inches. Rise of front, if it can be had, is certainly

an advantage at times, but most cameras of this size are-

without it. Thus, where the camera has to be tilted

in order to include parts of a subject which contain vertical

lines, recourse must be had to correction when enlarging

by the customary method of tilting both the negative and

the bromide paper towards each other.

For various reasons roll-film is a sensitive material for

the vest-pocket camera to be recommended. The camera
is ready for use at a moment's notice, development of the

small negatives is more readily done and without touching
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ham than wlien plates are used, and it is the experience
if many that minute mechanical defects of manufacture

of less occurrence in these small roll-films than in

)htes of the same size. It may be urged that the use of
l-film prohibits focossiiig on the ground glass, but in

mj case the image on a vest-pocket camera is really too
.11 to be seen satisfactorily, and it is quite safe to rely

or the arrangement and focussing of the image upon a
asted direct vbion finder and focussing scale.

The great merit of the vest-pocket camera for many
lascriptions of commercial photography, and particularly

>f indoor subjects, is the combination of rapidity and
lepth of focus which results from the use of such a short-

:°aeus lens. As the reader can readily reckon for himself
t 3-in. lens of fi 4.5 corresponds, as regards depth of
'ecus, with a 10-in. lens at // 16, whilst the former has the
advantage over the latter as r^ards shortness of expo^iure

jf more than twelve times. In other words, for work
mch as the indoor photography of machines and similar

objects, the user of a vest-pocket camera is able to make
I whole serice of exposures during the time that one
olate is being exposed with his half-plate or whole-plate

> utfit. A light tripod is almost necessary for this work,
<ugh some commercial photographers that we have

^^wn carnr a little fitting on the head of the ordinary
jHHdl consisting of a grip for a vest-pocket camera. In

PBugraphing, even on such a timall scale as 60 x 45 mm.,
ue mistake must not be made of getting too close to the

~
'-ct. It is by so doing that the results with the small

iiment are likely to be condemned as unsatisfactory.

irawing or persiMctive of a solid objert is conditioned

V he distance of toe lens from it. While its near view-

ris the least satisfactory element in the use of the

vest-pocket camera a rendering of the subject, wliica
would be defective from tliis cause, will be better as the
camera is used farther away. At the same time, with th«
correct adjustment of the focussing scale, depth of de-
finition will be correspondingly greater and the enlarged
print show to correspondingly better advantage as regards
detail.

A general all-over sharpness is the greatest merit
a vest-poc-ket camera negative can possess, and if care
is taken when focussing there ought to be no difficulty in
making whole-plate enlargements perfectly sharp from
corner to corner from each negative, but the definition in
the first place must be needle sharp. Perhaps the most
formidable difficulty in the way of making large prints
from the tiny negatives is the grain of the latter. Much
may be done to avoid this grain bv the use of plates of
somewhat slower speed, and by the employment of a
developing formula which results in an image of fiuT
grain. The Wellington borax metol-hydroquinone de-
veloper is a most satisfactory formula for this purpose,
and it is hardly necessary to point out that, as in the
treatment of any plate, unforced development is a con-
dition for the production of a silver image of tJiei finest

grain.

As regards enlarging, it need only be said that where
enlarged prints over whole-plate size are required a cer-

tain amount of working-up may be necessary. Such work
on the small negatives is very inadvisable; the better
plan, apart from simple spotting, is to make an enlare^e-

ment upon smooth bromide paper, and work upon thcJ.

A copy negative is then made from the worked-up enlarge-

ment upon a plate of the same size.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
IPrevioos articlaa ol this series, in wbieh the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portrmiiors, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of thai by the same writer wbieh ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

geneiation of pbolograpbeis, and partieolarly tboae engaged as assistants, has a particular subjeot which might be dealt with, his

will be weloomed. The inbieets of ibe previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

Poruble Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).

Business Methods (May 30).

Pbotogn^hing Children (June 6).

PortraiU of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20),

Hand Cameras for I*rofessionals (June 27).

The Dark Room and Its Fittings (July 4).

AND THEIR WORK

A Talk Abool Ughtins (Jan. 3).

The OMBsia and tbe Lens (Jan. 10).

Mua«lnff llM HMer (Jan. 17).

Baekgionndt (Jan. 24).

Btodio Exposures (Jan. 31).

I Lighting (F ~Aztifteial (Feb. 7).

Prtotinc Praoeasee (or Portraiture (Feb. 14).

Uo Aaasaaoriea II and Fumitare (Feb. 21).

The Somaadinfi of the Studio ( Feb. 28).

Btadio Haatinf and Vsntilation (March 7).

The Poaleard Studio (March 14).

The Priatinf-Booea (March 21).

About Iba BaeapMon Boom (Mareh 28).

Home Portraitote (April 4).

PLATES

Ut experience of photographic plates goes back to the time

the only kind of dry plate upon the market was of the

variety, although cxperimrnters were busy with gela-

which it was hop«d might ultimately be made as rspid in

s« wet rollndion. Kren when a satisfactory plate was
it ha<l a hard fight t<> get intu the profemional portrait

, mainly faaeaase the handling <luring development and
was so widely diffrrent from what we had been aocostomed
B««idcs this the platm th<-m««lve!<' w«-ti> by no means

in speed and quality, ami thf unhappy operator never
whether to blame himself or th>- plate-maker for a failure.

I hardly say that be nsnallv did the latter, ss some <1»

even now, although I think that nowadays one may safely say
that there are no bad plates ; some kinds may suit a particular
worker's methods better than others, but all are capable of

giving good results i( handled in the right way.

The quality of a negative does notaet'm to be so much regarde-l

a^ it wa» in earlier days, when albumeni*^! paper was the only
printing medium, and a decent negative was necnnary to get

any brilliancy of image and beauty of tone. Now any old

sort of image is passed, and it is left to the printer to find, ont
of the hundred and one sorts on the market, a paper which
will yield a print which the customer will not reject. This i<s

mainly due to carelessness in exposure and development, but
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alao in some ca^es to the choice of a plate which is unfitted to

the particular job.

So far as my experience goes there is no single grade of plate

which will give the best results with all classes of work, yet we

find plenty of photographers who do not realise this, and do

portraits, interiors, and copies on identically the same emul-

sion. That the results are iis good as they frequently are

speaks volumes for the operator's skill ; but they would be much
better if a second, or even a third, variety were kept ready

for use. The fact that all our best plate-makers issue a number

of grades of plate which differ not only in speed but in the

quality of the image ought to make it clear that the " uni-

versal " plate does not exist, for if it could be made it is jiretty

certain that the plate-makers would make tliat grade only.

Failing this, wo must select from the various plates at our

command those most suitable to the work to be undertaken. In

my opinion (others may difier) the slower the plate used, the

more satisfactory the result, for the reason that, as a rule, slow

plates allow far more latitude in exposure, and therefore better

printing negatives can be obtained. I do not for a moment

wish to deprecate the value of even the most rapid plates for

their proper work, only their use on such subjects for which

speed is not necessary, and especially where such contrasts exist

that certain portions must be over-exposed in order to secure

detail in others. Even in portraiture, for which ultra-rapid

plates are usually chosen, it is not always wise to use them if

really fine quality is wanted. It is true that the rapid plates

give full detail, and apparently satisfactory quality, but if a

little more exposure could be given a slower plate would give a

better modelled image with finer printing quality. This is

especially the case where tliere are white or very light draperies,

which lose all their sparkle if the other parts of the picture are

adequately exposed. Therefoi-e, it is wise to be content witli a

plate not faster than 200 to 250 for the majority of portrait

negatives, and to reserve those of higher speeds for children,

animals, and for ordinary sitters in a bad light. For outside

work they should only be used for fast shutter exposures. It

has been stated by some hand-camera experts that the speed

number of a plate, even if correct, is not of itself a safe guide

to its image-producing capacity, for a rather slower plate may
under trying circumstances give an image of some printing

value, while the rapid plate gives a negative showing slightly

more detail, but which cannot be forced up to printing strength.

Another defect in most very rapid plates is the coarseness of

the grain, which renders them quite unfit for any considerable

degree of enlargement.

For general outdoor work my limit of speed is 250 H and D,

and this I should employ only for groups which required a

small aperture, and for shutter exposures, on horses, cattle, and

the like. Whenever circumstances permit I prefer tlie "ordi-

nary " speed, which is about 100 H. and D. With this it is

possible to expose for four or five times the correct time and

still get a good negative by straightforward development. For
interiors or other subjects showing strong contrasts, such as

white buildings among dark trees, the slow plate scoree again,

for it will give detail in both light and shade, while the rapid
one would have given a flat result in the lights by the time
the shadows had got enough. I am, of course, assuming that
development is properly carried out, because very rapid platw
are often accused of giving thin images, the fact being that
such plates require a much longer time bo attain full density ,

than slower ones do.
;

For copying it is usual to employ slow plates, and the J

ordinary grade usually gives a satisfactory result with all except
line subjects, such as pen-and-ink drawings, letters, printed
matter, and the like ; to get the best results with these and with
any monochromes which are flat or lacking in contrast, procese

plat»s are a necessity. I had recently to copy a very badly i

faded sUver print, and after various trials with ortho-plates,

with and without screen, decided to try a " process " with which
I obtained a very fine negative ; the paper was quite yellow and
the image faint brown, yet in spite of theory the result wag
most satisfactory.

Ortho platevj are not as generally used, as they should be.

Used without a colour screen they wiU do all that an ordinary
plate will do, and with a screen they will give results otherwise
impossible. They should be used for such work as flowers,

trimmed hats, and fashion work generally, and, of course, for

all coloured prints, water-colours, and light oil paintings.

Type-written letters, which are usually in violet ink, need a
somewhat deep yeUow screen, such as the K. 3, to give suflicient

contrast. Panchromatic plates may be considered as super-
ortho plates, as they are practically sensitive to all colours.

They are indispensable for such subjects as furniture, dark oil

paintings, fabrics with patterns in strong colour, and for very
difficult portraits. The most freckled sitter will come out with
a perfect complexion on a panchromatic plate with a K. 2
screen, and light-blue eyes are rendered in their true values.

To obtain the best results on any subject with strong con-
trasts backed plates should be used, for it is not fair to the
emulsion to allow the high-lights to be choked up by halation.

It has been stated that backing reduces the speed of a plate,

but this I can positively assert is not the truth. A brighter
image is certainly obtained, and this may have given rise to
the impression, but so far as detail in the shadows is concerned
I have found that there is no advantage in using an unbacked
plate, while the rendering of the high-light detail is always
greatly superior, this being considered quite apart from the
absence of blurring or halation as is generally understood.

As a concluding hint I would say, choose a good brand of

plate, master its working thoroughly, and do not forsake it

without good reason. Plates have their little ways, and so have
operators, and the great point is to see that these fit in together.

Some plates develop more quickly than others ; some work better

with a warm developer which would fog another brand. These
things must be found out and carefully noted, and many failures

and half-failures will be avoided.

Pbacticus.

The Convention of the American Photo Engravebs' Asso-

ciation.—For their annual convention on Juno 19, 20, and 21, at

Buffalo, New York, the executive certainly had an excellent pro-

gramme scheduled, for, in addition to the usual routme business

of these meetings they selected all the prominent men in the in-

dustry to speak on topics with which they are specially familiar,

and which are of importance to the trade at the present time. The
subjects were divided into four main heads—" Production,"

"Advertising and Sellings" " Executive and Administration," and
"Labour Policy." Under "Production" were papers on " How
to Reduce Costs of Production and Selling Price," by five authors

(one of whom, we observe, is an old-time contributor, Mr. A. J.

N'ewton), also several papers on "Standardising Shop Methods and
Practice," and " Standardising Three-Colour Inks." It is a relief

to see that technical problems receive some attention as against

the peremiial question of price, though this, of course, was not

neglected, and papers were down for reading on " Differential

Discounts and Prices," " Faiir and Unfair Competition in Selling

and Buying," " Proper Charges for Overtime," and five aspects

of the problem of "The Middleman." A sign that the

Labour problem ds as acute in the United States as it is

here is the fact that the president of the Trade Union was
invited to epeak on the "Aims and Objects of Organised

Lsubour," that tihe secretary of the Employers' Association s([X)k«

on "Our Relations With Labour," that two employers spoke on
" Profit-Sharing and Bonus Systems," and five leading employers

spoke an "The Forty-Four Hour Week," wliich faces the trade

in America next year. We hope to give some of the conclusiona

arrived at by this Convention as soon as they are to hand.
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HOW TO PREPARE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOLUTIONS.

I In the following paper, prerious inatalnieots of which have already appeared, Mr. J. I. Crabtree of the Eastman Research
iMbontory, deal* in a moit explicit and comprehensive way «-ith the practical methods of making up photographic solutions in
balk and with the chemical proportions which require to be taken in accordance with the properties of the substances which are
bdng handled. Although contributed for the information of cinematograph photographers to the " Motion Picture News " there
i* MMcely a tingle paragraph of it which does not apply to the customary operations of any photographer working^ upon a
reMooably large aeale ; and there is, we thhik, no photographer so fully expert in the compounding of such solutions as
developer*, fixing baths, etc., who will not get tome practical hints from it.—Eds. " B.J."]

{Continutd from page 382.)

How to Mix Fixing Solutions.

FixiM, tiath» may be divided into the following ell

1 I'lain hypo aolntions.

2. Acid hypo solntiont consisting of hypo, with the addition
of sodium bisulphite, potaasium metabiaalphite, or sodiam
•ulphite with acid.

3. Acid hardening hypo solutions.

1. So difficuhy ia usually experienced when mixing a plain
hypo solution. When mixing a quantity of solution in a tank
the filter-bag method sbi:)uld be used and the hypo disaolvtd

in warm water, becauae the temperature drop* considerably

whije the hypo is disMlving. If a scam IbmM on the snrbcw
of tlM solation on aUnding this should be Maofed by drawing
the edge of a towel anniM the aarface.

If a wooden cover is osed for the tank, fungi often develop in
a hypo ioiation and prodnoe add Tn^ttiwrw wUek taad to
turn the solation milky. In such a case the tank should be
thoroagUy ckaned, and the cover Uoed with sheet lead.

A pUia fixing bath, howmwt, is sridon aasd, beeaase it

gradnally beeomce alkaline from an aecnmaktion of alkali

carried over by printa and plates from the developer, and this

N-nda to soften the gelatine while the image continues to devalop
m the fijung bath, so that if two printa slick together mors
dsvelopment takes place at the point ul contact, causing uneven
development If the bath is acid, the acid kills or netttraliaes

the alkali in the developer carried ovtr, thus prrventing naeven-

2. In order to be able to mis an ariti fring balk infcffi^caffy

it is necessary io nndnstand a littW about tb« rhsmiitij of the
acid-fixing bath.

Hypo can be made bv boiling logcihrr Kxlinn sulphite and
flowers of sulphur until no more sulphar is dissolved. If acid

is added io a hypo solution oulphur is again liberated, forming
a milky solation known as milk uf tulphnr. If sodium salphite

is preasnt, however, any sulphur which taads to eoase oat of

solution <Wibines with the sulphite to fbnn more hypo, and
the solatioa thamfors remains clear.

Thia salphur cannot be rcdiasotved by adding aodiom salphite

to the milky solatioii exoapt by boiling, whik on standing it is

apt to settle on prints or plates as a scum. All scid-fixing baths
therefofw ooatain either sodium bisulphite, potassium msta-
bisulphite. or a mixture of sodium salphite and soane acid, and
th« following directions fur mixing should be followed :

(a) Do not add the bisulphite or acid sulphite solutions to tho

warm hypo solution. The aolutiotu shoald be perfectly oold

when mixed, or the hypo will turn milky.

Kxpafieaee haa shown that potaasinm metabisnlphite haa Ism
ttmimef t» pwidnca milkineaa than aodinm bisulphite, thoo^
for practical parpoaas the diflermoe b almost negligible.

Of tha oonmon adds, solphuric, hydrochloric, acetic, citric,

tie., aoetie, citric, and tartaric acidt have less tendency to

prodaea milkiness for a given degree of acidity than sulphuric,

which fact woald be expected from thaorstical considerations.

(b) On keeping, an acid hypo solation gradually becomM
milky, so that m stock solution of the sodium bisulphite, etc.,

ahoald be kept and added to the plain hypo stock solation as

laquircrf. F^v general purposes 60 c-c.s. of a 50 percent, wxlium

bisulphate solution are added to 1,000 c.c.s. of a 35 per cent.
hypo solution. If any considerable excess over this amount is

added, the hypo rapidly turns milky owing to the liberation
of sulphur, especially in warm weather.

3. .IriVi hardeninij batht are prepared by adding to hypo an
acid hardening solation which contains the following ingiv-
dienta

:

(a) An acid such as acetic, citric, tartaric, lactic, sulphuric,
etc. , which stops development.

(b) A hardening agent such as alum, chrome alum, or for-
malin. *

(c) A preservative such as sodium sulphite or sodium biaul
phite.

The latter acts as a preservative in two ways. It prevents
the formation of sulphur by the action of the acid on the hypo,
whiU- it also prevents the developer carried over into the fixing
bath from oxidising and turning brown.

How to Mix the Acid Hardener.
Prepare the acid hardening solution as to separate stock solu-

tion, and add this to the hypo solution as required.
The order of mixing is importsnt, as follows :

(a) When mixing in one vessel, first dissolve the alum in
warm water, then add tha acid and add the sulphite imme-
diately, otherwise if tho acid alum solution is allowed to stand
the alum will crynUlise out again. It is sometimt^s rwom-
mended to reverse the process, namely, diseolvo the sulphite first,

add the add, and then the alum, but unless the alum is finely

powdered this does not readily dissolve unless the solution is

warm, in which case sulphur dioxide gas is given off from
the acid sulphite solution.

(b) The beet method is to dissolve the alum and sulphite in

separate solutions, cool, add the acid to the sulphite, and then
add the alum solution.

If the order oT mixing is reversed, and the alum first added
to the sulphite, a white sludge of aluminium sulphite is formed
which dissolves with difficulty when the acid is nddctl. Therpforo
if after mixing the hardener is milky and a sludge settles out.

thia is due to a relative insufficiency of acid, that is the acid

used was either not up to strength, or too much alum or sulphite

was added.

With all other hardening baths the order of mixing is the

Fixing Bath Troubles.

1. Uilkinfu of the Fitimj Bath ,Sometinies a fixing bath

turns milky immediately on adding the hardener, and some-

times after being in use for some time. The milkiness may be

of two kinds

:

A. If the precipitates settles very slowly on standing, the

milkiness is due to snlphnr, and may be due to the following

causes

:

(a) Too much arid in the hardener.

(b) Too little sulphite or the use of impure sulphite, in which

case there is not sufficient present to protect the hypo from
the acid.

(c) High temperature. The hardener should only be added

to the hypo solution when at room temperature. If the tem-

perature of the acid fixing bath is over 86'' F., it will not
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remain clear longer than a few days even when mixed correctly.

The only remedy is to throw the bath away, and mix fresh

solution as required.

B. If the milkiness disappears on standing for la few hours,

and a gelatinous sludge of aluminium sulphite settles out, this

is caused by

:

(a) Too little acid in the hardener. For example, supposing

a formula calls for pure glacial acetic acid, and 28 per cent,

acid is used by mistake, then we have added less than one-third

the required amount.

(b) Too little hardener in the fixing bath. When fixing prints,

a relatively large proportion of the developer is carried over to

the fixing-hath, which soon neutralises the acid, and therefore

permits of the formation of aluminium sulphite. In the same
way a fixing-hath with the correct proportion of hardener when
exhausted, still contains alum and sulphite but no acid, and
these combine to form a sludge of aluminium sulphite.

It is extremely important therefore to use only acid of known
strength, because trouble is caused if we use either more or less

euiid than is called for in the formula.

2. The Bath Does Not Harden.—A frequent cause of insuffi-

cient hardening is the use of inferior alum which does not con-

tain the correct proportion of aluminium sulphate. An ex-

hausted bath which is alkaline will also harden very slowly,

since alum hardens best only in acid solution.

Substitution of Chemicals.

Occasion often arises when the photographer is out of stock

to some particular chemical, and he is tempted to substitute

the chemical by another. In this chapter it will be shown how
far substitution is possible in the case of developing and fixing

baths, though the remarks will usually apply also to solutions

in general.

In view of the present scarcity of potassium salts and their

greater expense as compared with sodium salts, the question

arises as to what extent they can be replaced by salts of sodium
or ammonium.
As a genei>al rule, for photographic purposes, a potassium salt

can be replaced by a sodium salt weight for weight, the error

caused by the difference in molecular weight of the two salts

being usually negligible. There are many exceptions, however,

where there is a difference in the physical properties of the two
salts for example, potassium carbonate and sodium bichromate

are deliquescent, while sodium carbonate and potassium bichro-

mate are not.

Substitution in Developing Formulae,
1. The Developing Agent.—As a general rule it is not possible

to replace one developing agent by another and obtain a

developer with identical properties, because each developing

agent has its own characteristics as regards rate of development,

for colour of image produced, etc. In some cases, however, a

dose approximation can be made, for example by substituting

Elon by Kodelon (or paramidophenol) providing the developer

is sufficiently dilute to permit of sufficient paraminophenol
being dissolved. This applies either to an all Elon or an Elon-

hydroquinone formula.

If in an Elon-hydroquinone (or E-H) formula paramino-
phenol is substituted for the Elon and the activity of the
developer is increased by the addition of alkali, the effect of the

alkali is proportionately greater on the hydroquinone than on
the paramidophenol so that a rapid hard-working developer

is obtained. To avoid this, proportionally more paramidophe-
nol is required than if Elon is used.

2. The Preservative.—It is now customa/ry to substitute

sodium bisulphite for potassium metabisulphite weight by
weight, though in a plain fixing bath-sodibm bisulphite has a
slightly greater tendency to produce sulphurisation than the

potassium salt.

The question is often asked as to the difference in action be-

tween sodium sulphite and sodium bisulphite. Sodium bisul-

phite may be considered as a compound of sodium sulphite and
sulphurous acid, and therefore reacts acid, while sodium sul-

phite is alkaline, so that in the case of a two-solution pyro
formula where the pyro A solution is preserved with oxalic

acid or sodium bisulphite, an equal weight of sodium sulphite

would not preserve so well since pyro oxidizes much more readily

in alkaline than in acid solution.

In the case of a one-solution developer containing, say,

sodium sulphite, sodium bisulphite and sodium carbonate, the

bisulphite is converted to sulphite by the sodium carbonate,

according to the following equation:—Sodium bisulphite +
sodium carbonate = sodium sulphite -1- sodium bicarbonate; so

that a corresponding amount of sodium sulphite might just as

well have been added in the first place. Sodium bisulphite

also neutralises or destroys an equivalent amount of sodium
carbonate, thus reducing the proportion of alkali, and therefore

exerts an apparent restraining action, while the developer

apparently keeps longer 'because some of the carbonate has been

destroyed. The relative amounts of the different salts which
produce the same preserving action is given in the following

table

:

Sodium sulphite 1.0 parts

Sodium bisulphite 8.3 parts

Potassium metabisulphite 0.88 parts

For !a two-solution developer liherefore use sodium bisulphite,

but in an case of a single solution developer containing alkali

use sodium sulphite, because in this case no advantage is gained

by using a mixture of sulphite and bisulphite.

3. The Alkali.—The oommon alkalis are the carbonates and
hydroxides of sodium, potassium, or ammonium. Substances

like acetone, tribasic sodium phosphate, borax, and amines are

occasionally used, but will not be considered here.

MTien sodium carbonate is dissolved in water a small pix^por-

tion of it reacts with the water forming caustic soda and sodium
bicarbonate; this is called hydrolysis, though only a small
portion of the carbonate is hydrolysed at any moment. As the
caustic soda formed is used up in development, more carbona'te

hydrolises so that we can consider that carbonate acts as a reser-

voir of caustic alkali. If in the first place a solution of caustic

soda w'las used of the same alkalinity as the carbonate
this would soon be used up. The use of carbonate therefore

enables us to use a small concentration of alkali, and yet keep
it constant during development.

It is rarely possible therefore to replace caustic alkalis by
carbona'ted alkalis such as sodium or potassium carbonate.

Potassium carbonate is slightly more active than sodium car-

bonate in solution because it hydrolyses to a greater extent. For
developing motion picture film on a reel when the developer
may splash on the floor, potassium carbonate cannc^t be substi-

tuted by sodium carbonate since, because of the deliquescent

nature of potassium carbonate, the splashes of solution remain
moist thus preventing the formation of carbona'te dust in the
air.

Caustic soda and caustic potash may be re"placed weight, for

weight in most formula.

Ammonia and ammonium carbonate are seldom used in deve-
lopers on account of the odour, and the fact that they tend to
cause dichoiic fog.

Desiccated and Crystal Sodas.

Sodium carbonate and sodium sulphite are often supplied in

two forms : Crystals and the desiccated on dry variety, which
is sometimes called anhydrous, because it does not contain
water of crystallisation.

Desiccated sodas possess the advantage that they occupy less

than half thebulkof the crystals, while desiccated sodium sul-

phite is much less liable to oxidation by the air than the crystal-

line variety.
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Th« aodas should be substituted as follows

:

One part by weight of sodium carbonate (desiccated) for three

!• irts by weight of the crystals.

One part by weight of sodium sulphite (desiccated) for two
parts by weight of the crystals.

A.—Tk€ Rtttraintr.

Cotasuum bromide may be eubstHuted by mi equal weight uf

Kxiium bromide. Ammonium bromide should not be used in a

developer becauae the alkali liberate*- ammonia gas, and this

tends to prolui-e <ii<-h<>ric fog as aba\'e.

Subatiiutlon in th« Fixiog Bath.
Sulphites and Bitulphitet.—The same remarks apply as to

presenratives in the developer.

Alums.—An alum is a compound or double aalt of aluminum
sulphate or chromium sulphate with either sodium, potassium
or ammonium milphate. The hardening action is only pr<»-

'Iticed by the aluminium or chromium sulphate, so that equiva-
iit weights of aluminium sulphate and of sodium, potassium,

or ammonium alum should exert the imm hardening action.

As a rcMilt of a series of practical testa by the author, the

following conclusions have been drawn

:

(a) Equivalent amounts of potaah alum and aluminum sul-

phate exert the same hardening action, two parts by weight of

aluminum sulphate, being equivalent to three parta by weight
of potash alum. Commercially pure aluminum sulphate is

satisfactory if this does not contain an ureas of iron, though
if the sample is acid tht solution shoold ba neotraliaed with

ammonia. When mixing the u«ual liquid hsr<len<v formula

with mmmerrial aluminum iiul|ih»te, a slight jiiilky suspension
-.' ' r- •: V.*- vhouM be allowed to settle and filtered oB.

I' I 111- I' 1^ I '< appreciable liifferrnoe between vxlinm. potas-

sium and ammonium alum in their hardening action when
substituted weight for weight in the usual furmulK. In prac-

tice, if any difference in hardening action cccurs, this is due

to the use of impure alums, in which case, providing the im-

purities are harmless, an im-reated amount of the alum should

be used so that its content of aluminum sulphate is the same
as that in the potash alum called for by the particular formula.
When using ammonium alum, if the fixing bath becomes al-

kaline by virtue of a neutralisation of the acid by the de-

veloper carried over, ammonia will be liberated resulting in
the production of dichroic fog and stain. No trouble will be
experienced, however, if car© is taken to keep the bath acid.

Pure chrome alum may also be substituted for potash alum,
as above, though it has a slightly greater tendency to precipi-

tate sulphur than potash alum. It has the advantage, how-
ever, that it does not form a basic sulphite as rapidly as

potash alum, so that a chiome alum fixing bath remains clear

even when appreciably alkaline.

Aeiits.—The most commonly used acids are acetic, citric,

tartaric, and sometimes lactic acid. Strong acids like sul-

phuric are seldom used because of the great tendency to

liberate sulphur. Weaker acids like tlie above bear the same
relation to a strong acid as a carbonated alkali to a caustic

alkali, that is they act as a reservoir of acid, so that only

a small portion of the acid is available for reaction in solu-

tion at any one time.

Acetic acid is usually supplied in two strengths, glacial

(96 per o^t.) and 28 per cent, acid, so that one volume of

glacial acid is equivalent to three and a-half volumes of 28

per cent. acid.

Citric and tartaric may be substituted weight for weight and

when used in place of acetic, substitute in the ratio of one

gram of citric for every 3 ocs. of 28 per cent, acetic acid.

However these acids are not quite so satisfactory as acetic

because for a given degree of acidity as measured by the

amount of alkaline developer which can be added to the fix-

ing bath before the bath becomes neutral, citric and tartaric

acids have a greater tendency to precipitate sulphur from the

hypo than acetic acid.

J. I. Cbabtree.
(To be continued.)

LOCAL VIEWS AS POSTCARDS.

Wmbi local view postrarda werr first inlroducrd. I was among ths

•rrt to prophtry that it was not likely to be a paoinK fancy or a

erase f»r the momsat : it scsoied to ms then, and it »cems to ms
now, that the trade, once introduced, had some to «Uy. and

altlMNigh from three or four csukk the trade has fallen off of late.

Ikars sssms to bm ao doubt wbsle\er that directly thsse causes are

removed thsrs will not only be a thorough revival of bosiness in

this line, bat a steadily growing increase in the output. Ths causes

which have Isd to the dserssssd ssle not ooly of local view postcards

but of pictorial postcards gsnerally. havs bsan, Snt, the wsr and

ths gsaeral ophsaval of basintss all round eoDssqnent upon ths

saas. Sseoadly, the grcst snd ever-growing increase in the cost

of all materials sad the shortage of supplies of glsas, paper, and

ehsmicals, which nseaisitated an increase in the price of the finiahed

tarda, and on the top of the dearer card cams the extra postage.

Whsrs a card oonld be bought for a penny and posted to any

address in ths ITniud Kingdom for a halfpenny—a total cost of

Ihrte balfpaoce—ii now 'oata threepence or »ainetimes

twopsaes halfpanay, wheasas a tatter of several sheets and weigh-

ing as mach as four ooaeas coold and can be posted for three

kalfpsoer. .%nd now, six months sfter the signing of the Armii-

ties, ths postage rate on, a postcsrd sUU raaiains at a penny. Thii

high rate has done more harm to ths postcard trade than has arinen

or is likely to arise from any other cauas or from all other existing

caaass eooibiiied. 8ttre!y it u time that the Oovernment saw fit

to revsrt to the old halfpenny postage on postcards ; the extra hal/-

psaay on a letter we do not gmmbla at, although it is an increase

of 80 pOT osnt. . whereas ths postcard rate is incrsased 100 per • ent.

If all the producer* and publishers WSTS to combine and, together

with the retailers, approach the Government on ths matter, there

M-rm* a reasonable hope that this 100 per cent, tax may be removed.

U should be mentioned that if the superscription " Postcard " be

struck oat and replaced by " Printed Papers." and the message

limited to five words of conventional chsracter, a pictorial card

may be sent »« the haUpenny tote. .\nother cause of

dscreased demand in poaUivrds was D.O.R.A.'s enactment

that no photograph should be sent to any neutral country.

Jh'u is, of course, now obsolete, but whole armies of

Belgians and others who were in this country have now returned

without having purchased any of the many thousands of photo-

graphic postcards which they would otherwise have done. A further

cause of bad sales has been another of "Dora's" rulings which

prohibited outdoor photography, and so stopped the taking of fresh

views. Any deaVr in postcards will tell you that the infusion of a

few now subjects with the old periodically gives a considerable

impetus to the sales, besides which no self respecting sUtioner likes

to keep the same old views in his window month after month.

season after season, and year after year; even one or two new ones

mixed in occasionally make a change and draw attention, whereas

the public seeing nothing fresh psss on without a second glance.

In all probability we shall never get back to the penny (photo-

graphically produced) postcard; but if the price is in the future to

remain at twopence, or even three halfpence, the sale will still be a

good one if we endeavour to improve upon the pre-war penny article.

Undoubtedly the present postcard can be improved upon in more

ways than one. The first improvement that suggests itself i* that

the card itself should be considerably heavier or thicker than that

in general use at present, and which is very often but little stouter

than ordinary drawing psper. These very thin csrds do not make

a good show in the window or in the stand, as they curl inward* and
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look, to eay the least of it, untidy. I have more than once heard

dealers say they would rather pay a slightly higher price for a

thicker card, and they would undoubtedly appeal to the public.

Then why is it that nine out of every ten publishers print the cards

flat, or, in other words, full out, which gives the prints, unless they

•re guillotined, an untidy look. And it should be borne in mind
that a guillotined print is almost invariably under the regulation

size allowed by our grandmotherly postal officials, and this, when
discovered by the aforesaid G.P.O.s, results in a surcharge of

another halfpenny on each card so discovered, and payable by the
recipient. When a postcard is printed right out to the edges, these
edges always present a rough and unfinished appearance, which does
not occur when printed with a narrow white border, and it is some-
what astonishing what a difference in the general appearance of the
card results from the varying width of the border ; where bordered
prints are issued the usual width is one-eighth of an inch, while
in some cases it more nearly approximates to the quarter. Now,
just take one of these cards and retrim so that the white border is

only one-sixteenth of an inch, and note the astonishing improve-
ment in the effect. Surely it is very little more trouble to print
with that width of border than with the greater, to which may be
added the further advantage accruing from the increased size of
the picture itself, often enabling the top of a church steeple, or
•ther high building, to bo included without unnecessarily cutting
off the foreground. Some care is needed in placing the bordered
negative in the printing machine so as to ensure an even sixteenth
of an inch all round, as nothing looks worse than a wide border on
one or two sides and a narrow one on the others.
Another improvement I would advocate is in the matter of skies.

Here perhaps the improvement may add a trifle to the cost of pro-
duction, but a trifle which will be amply repaid by the improve-
ment m the resulting prints, and consequently an improvement in
their popularity. The terribly crude white skies which almost
everywhere obtain must be an eyesore to the person with any art
education, and when it is remembered that a dead-white is not a
correct rendering of even a clear and cloudless blue sky, it wiU be
eeen that the photographer who wishes to improve his work and
incidentally his output, has here scope for a very material improve-
ment. A grey sky (printed through) is almost as bad as a dead-
white, and the alternative presents itself of introducing artificial
clouds or, at any rate, clouds by artificial means. But how is this
to be done on a cheap bromide postcard ? queries the printer Well
I said It would cost you more, and I would suggest the following
as the best modu^ operandi .—The negative should always be taken
o a .arger size than a postcard. A half-plate will do, but a whole-
plate IS much better, and from this a perfect print should be madeand suuable clouds printed in. From this print a second negative

should be made, which will, of course, include the clouds, and note

here that all negatives from which hundreds or thousands of printe

may be required should be varnished. The system of rubbing down
the opaque sky of the original negative with Bluebell or Globe

polish to form clouds might answer in some cases, but it would

need a very skilled hand and a very artistic eye to produce a result

excelling or even equalling the method I have suggested. Where
the original negative is thin and the sky gray, some workers pro-

ceed to cover the glass side with papier mineral and work the

clouds in on this with a stump and blacklead powder. This method

has two objections; first, it does not yield results equal to a cloud

negative ; and, secondly, any experienced eye can at once tell the

way the effect (such as it is) has been produced. At the first blush

it may seem that the extra cost of a larger negative and copying

again is too much; but it must be borne in mind that the extra

cost is very small, and the extra time taken in the production of a

plate from which, not dozens, but dozens of grosses are to be pro-

duced will be well repaid in a very short space of time.

Some publishers there are who opine that a series of a dozen

negatives is ample for any moderate-sized town. It is, nevertheless,

a fact that with a series of twenty-four or thirty-six the sales all

round increase in proportion, and the cost of producing three dozen

negatives of one locality, instead of one dozen each of three different

ones, is materially reduced. Naturally, there are some towns or

villages where not even a dozen selling subjects can be found, and
others where the number may exceed a hundred. The operator must
perforce use his own discretion, and will no doubt receive valuable

assistance in the selection of subjects from some of the prospective

customers. A word to the operator : When viewing, do not, for

mercy's sake, pop down your camera and photograph your subjects

from the first point of view. Rather spend a few minutes, or even
half an hour, in inspecting it from every possible point of view, and
then photograph it from the very best. If the light is wrong at

the time, go on to your next subject, and come back to the first

when the light is right. Never mind if it is six in the morning or

seven at night : the final result will justify the extra trouble and
recompense any personal discomfort. When photographing a
water subject with reflections, care should be taken to avoid getting

the reflection as sharp and clearly defined as the subject reflected.

There are too many view photographs about already in which the

observer is puEzled as to which is the right way up ; remember that

the swing back is just as useful to throw one part of the picture

slightly out of focus as it is to bring the whole of it in. In all

street views some sign of life should be introduced—tramcars, omni-
buses, market carts, tradesmen's vehicles, each of them in turn may
suit the subject, and pedestrians and bicyclists are never out of

place. C. BuANGwiN Babnes.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CORRECTION OF NEGATIVES
TAKEN OBLIQUELY.

invest gated Xrreatthor''"^ 7u ""^"T ^'^'^' '^ ^^'"^ ^' ""^^ ^"g^g*^^ ^"^"^^ '^^ ^reate' P^^' °f '^- ^'"^^' M. L. P. Clerc has

ZrlSoonfcorresootr^^^
'=°°''"°"^ involved in transforming a photograph taken from an inclined aerial

Zg?of fpureirrutomSc f^^
°''""°'' '1°'^ '''' '"""^ view-point, but with the lens axis vertical. His study has led him to the

irn,lnZ:Zt^mlTJZ^^^^ ^"^^'^"'^'^ '' -"'^^ photographic mapping promises to be an 3V <-« "me application of photography we publish a translation of the text of his paper.-Eds. " B.J."]

1. Iv^roductwn-A photograph having been made on a plate notm a horizontal plane, the object of " correction "
is most commonly

the projection of the negative on to a photographic sensitive surfaceunder conditions such that the sharp image obtained is similar tothat which would have been obtained directly on a horizontal plate
for the purpose of simplifying map-making work, or even of forming
« map by the assemblage of the corrected photographs. The same
descriptions of manipulation are plainly applicable to the case ofthe correction on a vertical plate of panoramic photographs madeon an oblique plate for the purpose of the production of a carto-
graphic canvas and of the determination of level, all measurements
of azimuthal angles or heights being very muth simpler on vertical
negatives than on oblique negatives.

The question of correction has been studied for a particular simple
case, namely, its application in architectural photography, by C.
Welborne Piper, de Romance, and J. Olive, who, by means of
different methods of computation, have arrived at the same con-
clusions.

Corrections of photographic negatives taken from balloons were
shown at the International Photographic Exhibition, at Dresden, in

1909, as also the Perspectograph, a correction camera worked out for
this purpose by the Austrian army officer Th. Scheimpflug, and
which appears to have been used by the German and Austrian
armies. Numerous attempts at correction, effected in many cases
by empirical methods, were made in the Photographic Sections of
the French Army Aerial Service in 1915 and 1916.
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2. Let there be oooaidered (fig. 1) a lection of the taking eunend of the teireetriAi region formed by the principal plane of the

l«M, the vertical plane containing the optical axis. Let S be the

odal point of emergeoce of the lena, F the focal length, and P the

principal central point of the photograph (foot of the perpendicular

let fall from S on th« plane of the plate). Let •• be the angle whidi

the azia S P make* with the vertical. V the imaze of the point "inr-

Fig. 1

rtit " (i.e., th* point in the vertical of which Iha Mokia* waa flying

when the photograph was taken), which is abo the vaaiahing point

«l the verticals, and H the inlcrssctioB od tha plans of the Bgure of

Ih* inUraselioa ol the plane ol the pbtc by the tinrisntita l plana

MBtaiaiag tk* view point 8. This toriton limt m the gaooietric

locos el tha vanishing point* of the parallel straight lines cwntaiwed

in the horiaootal plane of the map. In pafticular, the priactpal

koriaon point H, iatsfascUoa of Um line of the horiao* by the

f>iaeip«l pbns, is tba vaaiihiag point of straight lines parallel to

v* ff, the intsrsscl iaa «( Ihs pUas o( ths map on Ik* piaaa of the

flgnrc.

A n sfsssa ry. hot not soflcient, fomiitioB of eoTTvction on a
horisaalal plaU is plainly that, in th« Bsw projection, the image
M the straight line H is ranovsd to Urfbuty. and that, thersfof*.

Ike plane PV (fig. 2) on wUek Um cofvsctad imaga is rtcsivaa
is parallel to the plane drawn, prrpsndicolarly to tks plane of tho

Fig. 2.

Igws, Ihroogh Ike nodal point ol inridsnos N ol tka

—d tko vanlikti^ Hno H ollfca korisoaUk
We thns havo to discover, in raeeestion, the eooditioos necsssary

for Ike ptodaciion of a sharp image af a negative pnseated
oMiqaaly to Iks axis of the eoriecting Isno and lor tke removal to

iniaHy of tho image of tke koriaon lino ol the nagativs. We wUl
IkM eampaia Iko mw hnaji with that which wonid kava kasn ok-

ky plrtiigiapfciwg difaelty from Ika same viaw-paint 8 on a
ilalo, and will diaaovsr tko conditiotM,

far amiiug Ika aimilitada of Ikoss two
AAar kaviag slndisd cotreetion in ganafal tarms, we will examine

tto iimpiiflcatioaa wUck can b« applied to tko operatioo in certain

particniar eaam ; and, lastly, will describe different designs ol camera
•kick can bo amploysd for correction.

I.—OmuAL Caai.

ik CtmJitio» of Skatpnttt.— In fig. 3 is shown a Iriis of focal

IsBgIb /, the principal aaia ol wfvrh ia PP' and the nodal points,

N and .N' I>et P.% be a srfBient of the straight tine, of lei^b f.

perpendioolar to the axis and P'A' the image of this segment of

length I'. Then, caUing n the degree of enlargement

£1A' - JL = ,.

PA <

and if p and p' are the ^ataaoes of the object P and image P'

from the corresponding nodal points, by the law of conjugate foci

P N = p = J^-t± f [1] p- N- - li' - (n + 1) / [2]

Let PA be now brought into PA, by taming throagh an angle «

on an axis of rotation drawn perpendicularly to the optical axis

at P. The imi^e of A, is then formed at a certain point A', and

the poinu a, and a',, projections of A, and A', on the optical axis,

are also tho imagea of eaoh other II p, and p', are the reepective

distaneea of theae pointa from the corresponding nodal points, we

shall have these distances conjugate to each other, i.e.,

.L 4 1 --= ^ whence i.',- J^-. [5]

m Pi f Pi - /
From the right-angled triangle PA,a,

Pdi - PAi sin a = { sin a AiOi - PAiOOsa >= looss.

whsoeo

Nai - Pi - PN - Pa, = ;i - f sin o [4J

and, calling I, and /', tho leogtha of the two segment* A, a, and

A',a',, imagea one of the other,

A,o, - 1| - loo«a [6J A',*', - f , - /ifil' [6]
Pi

J<uning P'A', and denoting by /I the angle A'P'A', -
F', A',a',, we have

Un/I - g-' -«^ [7]
A|« I 1

1

ninmitii^ the qnantitiea (leagtka) p, p*, p„ ff„ I, V, and I',, from

eqgationo [1] to l^l the condition aonght can bo expressed * as

Inn ^ It tan a [A]

Fig. 3.

Ilkis M]oation, containing only n, the enlargement meaaared in the

optical axis, ia thus independent of tho poeition of the point A, in

tko straigfat line PA,. Ttia straight line PA',, the kraus of the

imagea of all the pointa of PA,, is tliui itself the image of PA,.

Likowisa, tka plana from PA, petpondicolarly to tho plane NPA„

> " BiMsh Jeraal ot Pbotiwim^y." toI. Jt ilNZ), An(mlM. p. S50, »Dd Sep.

IIMtll t, m, MC all. Boe. Fr. Pkot. (7). >ol. IS, Mo. 2, Jsnasry 16, 1(99, p. &S-

Bev. Meaase rhet.. vel. 1. Manh I90». p. M.

• l> *e isiiUes I'l ia (T> b7 Hs valae obtaiaed liam wiauleai (S) sad (•) w«
ebMa:

uag-'.HV7'^"
p'l I CO* •

•ad If V* slse sabttllaw ler p'l sad r' Uielr rain** obtahiad (loea aqosUoa* il)

sad 111 w* (•«

:

•^ leassl^ - f •' frt leoee

leoa s

ImHj b* •akMltaUeg ler ^i iu vale* obtalBed trooi aqusUon* (4) sad (1) w* get

:

i. m r» I'-ep»alilaa . /r« 11 -f ( » 1> »l«lns
• "

lema '""o

- . •'" a
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forms its ima<^ in the plane drawn from P'A', perpendicularly to

the same plane NPA,.
The condition (A) above can also be expressed in the following

form

:

Consider any plane Q (fig. 4) obirque to the axis of a lens and

cutting t-lv.-i axis in the p.jint P. We will determine the intersec-

tion M, of

Througih M,

Fig. 4.

this plane with the eorrespciidiiig nodal plane N.

draw perpeodioulariy a plane parallel to llie axis and

cutting the setx)nd nodal plane N' along M'M',, and we thereby

determine the image P' of P. The plajie Q', conjugate of Q, is

thus the plane containing the line M', ajid P".

As it is easy, in all cases, to pass, by a movement of amplitude

equal to the nodal interval N N', from the particular case of a lens

having its nodal points together, to the general case of a lens having

separate nodal points, we will consider, in what follows, only the

case of lenses the nodal points of which come together in the optical

centre 0, and we shall then be able to state the condition (A) in

the form :

Two planee are conjugate one to the other relatively to a given

lens if the planes cut the optical axis at two conjugate points, and

if, moreover, the intersection of these planes is contained in the

plane drawn from the optical centre perpendicularly to the axis '.

4. Condition of Removal of Horizon Line to Infinity.—Assume

that the problem has been solved, and consider (fig. 5) a section of

the projecting .system on a plane containing the optical axis A A'

r\
X^,.>\

AK
'/^, \

N.p

/

.

"-^'\
i-"^ \

of the correcting lens and perpendicular to the straight line of inter-

section of the planes of the negative and of the corrected image.

In order to determine the condition of removal to infinity of the

horizon line H, it needs to be explained that this line is situated

in the front focal plane of the lens. Through P, the intersection by

the plane of the figure of the horizontal of the negative passing

through its principal point, draw a parallel O'P to the optical axis

A to cut the straight line O M in 0'. We will denote by d the

length of the segment O' O, reckoned positively in the direction

M O, and by in tiie ratio of the focal length / of the correcting

camera to that F of the taking camera. Then

f=m F
By similar triangles A F H and A O M

s If ira lat (kll on (hs axis a plane perpendicular to the plane Q, to cut the
•trair;ht linea M Mi and M'M' i (Fig, 4), in M and M', then, in the right-angled
triangles PM N and P'M'N',

PN = MNlanoanilP'N' = M'K' Un 3
and as MN = M'H' and P'N' == n P N, it loWoita tnat

tan 3 = n tan a-

* When two plane figures Q and Q' are the projections, one of the other rela-

tively to a projection centre O, the straight line M intersecting the planes Q and
Q' is Bometin^es denoted as the axi* of eotlintation ; every straight line of one of the
figures cuts iti image in the other figure along the axis of colUneation.

But

AH = AP

AO .

A M
+ PH

AP ^ A_0
AH AM
= cos M A = sin o

d

[1]

AP PH =

If their values

above becomes

:

f

be

F
cos o tan (o

^ t\

n
now substituted for its quantities, equation [1]

AF A - F

cos
+ —^—P

tan

Therefore d

sin a I.e.
d

cos I

F
tan u

f

Tisin a

m F
n sin o-

p r m cos a
~l

L»i tan a tan w J
[2]

m
tan

The condition (A) of sharpness will be satisfied if the plane of the

sensitive plate, on which the corrected image is received, is placed

parallel to the plane determined by the horizon line H and tbo

opti.ia.l centre 0'. Let the angle F H be called j3. Then

OP / . FA /= —'— tan a = — = —^—
PH PH FH nFH

We shall express from this point the condition [2] above in its

final form by making use of the relation

sin j3 = TO sin u

which is established later [§6]. Substituting "n tan a" by tan ^
and then respectively tan (8 and tan w by the ratios

sin (3 , sin u

tan iS

and lastly sin ft by

d Ff
Ltan p

- and
cos p cos w

m sin M," we obtain

M cos a"l „ r«t COB (3

~']'--\s
d = F

tan

cos /3

cos

sin

1 a cos u"l

in w J

[Bi

8in/3

oos a cos u>

sin ta

5. Study of the Image after Removal of Horizon Line to Infinity.

—The tphotograipih made from ithe view-point S (fig. l)on a horizontal

plate is similar to the projection v'P, of the terrestrial area from

Fig 6.

tlie centre of projection S on to the horizontal plane T of the map.

We will compare the image received on the plane P'M (fig. 5)

with this projection, and for greater convenience will combine into

one (fig. 6) the two figures (1 and &) by causing the common element*

* Assuming that two plane figures Q and Q' are one, th« projection of the other
relatively to the centre of projection O, draw through O the planes R and R'
parallel respectirely to Q and Q'. These planes are sometimes called the counter
planes and their intersections with the image planes the counter axet. Kach of
these counter axes is the geometrical locus of the Tanishing points of all the
straight linea having parallel straight lines as their images in the other plane,

It will be setn that the condition of displacement to infinity of the horizon line

H is that the hecizon line of the negative to be corrected should be chosen as one
of the counter axes of the projection system serving for the correction.
Generally, in any system adjusted to receive the sharp image of a plane obliqu*>

to the axis of the projection lens, the counter axes should fall within Iha-
corresponding focal plaoes.
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to coincide, the plane of this figure being the principal vertical

plane of the taking lens into which we will bring the optical aiii

O A of the correcting len«, the plane of the figure thua forming a

qrmmetrical plane for the whole ayatem in queetion.

From S draw a horizontal plane and from O a plane parallel to

the pbne of tite new projection. The ioteneXiona of theae pianea

by the plane of the figure are S H and O H. These pianea meet

along a straight line H D, the intersection of which is H. Let us

eonaider. in the plane T of the map, a stnight hne a, if, defined by

iU angle t with the inteneotioD of tJte plane T and, repreeeotod

by ita relation roand a,d,, m., a,ii, in tbe plaoe of the figure.

In ordar to tbtermioe the image A D of thia atraight line, pro-

docad by the leoa S in the plane P M , we will first draw through S
a parallel to a^d. Thia straight line, contained in the honxontal

plane S H D, cots the plane O H D at a point D of H D defined

by its revolution D, round 8 H. The angle H S D, being equal,

by construction, to H S D, the image of a,d in the plane of the

negative ia the straight line A D, the revolution of which, A U,

round A H, ia obtained by joining A to the point D, situated en

the perpendicular at H to H A at a disUnee H D, = H D,.

The imaga of A D projected by the lena U on the plane, drawn
bg_ MA' parpaadieiilarly to the plane of the figure, ia a straight line

A' D". Tba atraight line O D being paralU to the plane of pro

jertioa, tJia imaga D* oi D ia displaced to infinity in the direction

D O, the ravotoAioa D, O of which around O H ia obtained by setting

off oo tba perpeodicolar drawn from H to U O a segment H D, =
H D, and joining D. O. The straight line A' D', parallel to D O,

will thoa lie defined by ita rwolatioc the line A'O', roowl the inter-

•ecttoo M A' of the plane of tho corrected image, Ihm angle

H' A' D'l being aqoal to the anflo H O D.. Calling this angle a '

the trianglas H 8 O, and H U D, give ua reapcctively

:

HDi-SHtaa«. U Ow > OB Ian A'.

Kinee H D, and H D, are equal, being boih equal to the same
H D:

8HUn X -
UH taat

{To bt contimud.)
I. V. Cueme.

TONINO P.O.P. PROOFS WIIOOUT UOLD
(Fmn: R4Jar "Trade Xotea. ')

This mooth wa oCer our profaaaiowal frieadia a iimaalliwi aa regards
tiur toning and Sxiag of P.O.P. proofs. It ia tf dabaUbia potat aa
to wbcthar (bay aboold be aent oat Sied or oat, bat wa are inclined

to raooauMBd that they be fixed. So far aa we caa see, the only
rtasusi for aaading oat nafijwd proofs ia to defeat the " auamtlling
for nothing " coatoncr. It ia a fad that. i» spite of the rrrlrmary
caatinu seut with onCzad proefa, the sitter invariably expoaca tbam
freely to dayligb* oatU tha iawges appear flat and foggy. This
Okay mOitato agaiaat a good order; indeed, it often taaaiU ia dis-

aatiafartioa and a reqneat for a re-sitting.

Wa amfia* Ibat tba proofs be print^iatbar deeply and im
HkctMd ia a ooaMaad toaiBg and Izing fepii that will give a plen-
in(( warn tooa wilb foil gradataoo Cut imprrfpct fixation. .\

P.O.P. proof twat id ia the bath given here «iU retain iU colour
aad brigbtneaa for several months, and, aa ao gold ia Mad, the
piiiiwa ia iaaspaMve.

I.K40 Townra xm ¥ni^ B«t»
Aeataia of Lead ^ o,.
Hypo ...._ 4 oj.
Water 20 oa.

Tba P.O.P. proofs are ptintod fairiy deeply aad iauaerscd direct
ia the above bath fua from 3 to 5 roiaotca. The colour pradure<l
ia a rich warn browa, free froni yellawBaM, with pore high ligbU.
A abort waab in water eamplctea the prowa. Tba ased bath ran be
•avad aad naad o»ar again much in the Maw way aa the hypo-alum
batb for Umof faraniidea, and rep:enish«d occaaionally with new
eolation. A new both bM a graatar radoeing actioo thvi an old
oae, and tba Ioum ara war««r.

If self toning paper ia oaed for proofs, tbU bath givta with our
" Antrma " paper a very Ana brown tone, quite free from double
tonM or yaPiianaM
We do not, of conrw, reeoounend tbia toning bath for ordinary

work, as tba priata gradually undergo a change of colour, and
• annot be euMbloed M paraaMat.

€xbibitlon$.

BRITISH SCUEN'TIFIC PRODUCTS.
The exhibition which is being held at th« CentnU Hstl, Weetminalw,
until August 5, is a very great advance upon that which was brought
together a year ago at King's Collt^e and afterwards at .Mancheete-.
Thji year firma are releaaed from the neoeseity of secrecy wh;ch pre-
vented their exhibiting their goods during <^ period of the war,
«Dd the reeuU u that, particularly in the spharee of engineering,
chemistry, and etectrical appIiancM, ttie exhibitioa m the moot
sfrikin/ demnr,stration of the additiona to our indi»try which tht
Uolation of this country during the past five yeais haa occasioned.
The moat nco techsiioal visitor i« bound to be knpreaaed by the fa«l
that in aoorea of instances British firma are now making appiiancea
»nd matoriala whfch previoMjy wen obtained from the Continent,
r 10 many caaes are making aometUng better. The daKripUve

I ..UK^'ue. under Ure editoraliip of Sir Richaid Gregory, chair.nan of
the exh:bit:on onfanising committee, ia a great deal more than a
icuide to the exhibiu. In a aeriM of artiolea it is a wide survey
of Uie work done during Ui« war and for tile war in the induatnal
and scientific fields by the aniveiaities, tlie importance of which to
the induatnal community cannot be too strongly emphaaised -Kie
catalogna alao providea a rapid review of the organisation whicfc hu
bean aeeampgahed for indu^iat research, in a number of inaUncea
by uAndual firms sod in otherm by trade aasodationa. of which
the photographic trade U one. Aa is poij.ted out, upon thU naearoh
the development of the scientific industries »«»ich have made so
xreat a beginning soiid the dulractuns of war very greatly
depends. We can reo.«nmend a perusal of the catalogne (o aU thoMwho would learn *W W alr.«ly been done, and how much .till
rwnans to do, in theae devaiopmenU of manufacture which for the

r*' ^T.*" """ •" ^''* «>«">*nr. The catalogue u issued by Hie
Brliah Science Guild, 199, PiooadUly, London. W.l, price 2s 6dOf exhibitom among the photographic trade there are a
conaiderable number, although the photographic optical firms are
r^praacnted almoat more by non-photographic instrument* than by
|Aoto«r.ph,c lenses. Me«t,. Taylor, Taylor and Hobaon are the
ehief exhibitor, of lenses employed in aerial photography, and
exhibit a few extremely good milit.r>- phoU.graphs made with the

,V"^ .
/"" '*''' ^^- •^"" ^ long-fooua lenee. «>oci-

ally de«grod fur the pfaXofniAy of Zeobmgge Harixiar f^iTa
rrsat b«gbt. Mcaan. Ross, Umlted, exhibit specimens of the
Ain> XprM Umm of flS.f, and f/A.S 4.porture. the former one of
their later devel.jpmenU during the war for the making of photo-
graphs en 18 by 24 cm. plates Mesara. R. and J. Becks exhibit
:s chiefly dm..t«l to the «ghla, t«!eacopea, and periaoopca, to wihich
Iheir rcwiurcer, were chiefly applied. .Measra. J. H. Dallmeyer.
Ltd.. sliow a s<-:e*-ti<,ii of their optical specialtia. and Messrs.W Wat.on anil Soiia, Ltd., exhibit gun sighting telescopes and
prism l«n.«ruU™. (M the man'ifaciurers of sensitive material, the
two eihil.iu.rs iff Mriwrs. lUort, Ltd., and Mevn. Illingworth
and Co. The Ilford exhibit, in addition to including spectro-
granaa of aensitol dy<a and the firro's now panchromatic plate,
make* a prominent feature of tlie tropical hardening solution re-
cently reWewed in tliese pages, and contains alao some specimens
of the ortJiochromatic visual light-fUters recently deacribed by
-Mr. Retiwick in his paper before the R.P.S. Messn. Illing-
Wfirth give special prominence to their work in the baryta -coatiitg
of raw paper base, to the special papers manufactured by them
for the Royal Air Force, to their paper for direct X-ray photo-
graphy, and t.i the facilitiea of their factory in the manufacture
of the 54 ina. bromide paper, which haa been used for many of
the Urge battle picturea ahown in the various war photograph
exhibitions. Meaiirs. Johnaona make a prominent exhibit of the
developers, metol. glycin. amidol, pyro, and others manufactured
by them, and of their many preparations in the form of com-
preased tablets and packets for photographic use. The exhibit
of Messrs. Jcjinaon, Motthey and Company ia of Um praoiona metaJa
aud their salts, and of later development) in the manufacture of
tungsten, thorium, and other compounds which have lat(ely as-

sumed great importance in British industry. From this brief
review, we should not omit to mention the exhibit of the West-
minster Engineering Company, of arc lampa for projection and
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enlarging, nor that of Messrs. Flatters and Oarnett of micro-

scopical spparatu.s and preparations. Although we have singled

out aimply the e.xliibit* of photograpliic firms, the exhibition as a

whole is an eloquent tribute to the value of photography, for in

the case of a very large proportion of the exhibits use is made of

photogra^phs and of photo-micrographs for demonstrating the

quality of a product, the character of a machine, or the perfection

of a process.

Patent Rcids*

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

The following applications for patents have been received between

June 23 and 28 :—

Focal-Plane Shutter.s. No. 16,000. Focal-plane shutters. E. C.

Baa.s.

Frames.—No. 15,738. Photograph frames. E. Green and A. E.

Jcncs.

Stereoscopes.—No. 16,261. Stereoscopes. J. M. Hattersley.

Cinematography.— N'o. 16.155. Cinematograph studio cameras.

W. E. L. Day.

Cinematography.—No. 16.156 Cinematograph projectors.

W. E. L. Day.

Cinematography.—No. 16,157. Cinematograph apparatus.

W. E. L. Day.

CiNEMATOGRAFHY.—No. 16.013. Cinematographs. S. Meyer.

Cinematography.—No. 16,153. Cinematography. H. L. Milner.

Cinematography.—No.15,954. Cinematograph projectors. T.

Rovle and W. \^^litehead.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,

These specifiMitions are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from

tlie Patent Office, 25, Southampton Builditigs, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country ; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Teansier Bhomioe Papers.—No. 126,149 (May 7, 1918). Tlie in-

vention is for improvements in manufacturing photographic

transfer paper of the character described in the specifications

of F. W. Kent and T. P. -Middleton's patent No. 12,091 of 1915

(B.J., Oct. 13, 1916, p. 560, and of F. W. Kent's No. 29,616 of 1912

(B.J.', Feb. 13, 1914, p. 126) ; these improvements conducing to

better industrial manufacture and to an improved product.

It has beea found to be desirable to separate the operations

of coating the waxed paper base with substratum and coating

with emulsion. The following advantages are thereby secured :

—

1. There is no lai'ge mass of heated wax at that end of the

coating room which it is desirable to keep cool.

2. There are no fumes from the wax and substratum in the

closeness of the dark coating room.

3. It is possible to prepare the base so that it sliall be ready

for coating by other manufacturers without the aid of special

machinery.

This is made possible according to the invention by the use

of a substratum which on drying leaves deposited grains, in the

hereinafter mentioned examples an amorphous powder, Ixiund

or tied together by a varnish medium. The powder in the sub-

etratum may be in suspension or in solution, or partly in

suspension and partly in solution.

To produce the most effective result the resinous substratum or

interstratum is a resijious complex in which grains of one

resinous constituent stand out in grains in a film of the other

resinous constituent, the texture of this complex of two species

tending against such strains and stresses in the fiim as may

induce towards self-stripping.

To produce the required Tesinous complex, the principle of tbe

well-known matt varnish of tlie piiotographe'r is brought into ser-

vice. Two resinous materials (as sandarac and mastic) are required,

also two solvents (as ether and benzene). The action may be by

'tho deposition of one resinous constituent in grains following

the evaporation of the more volatile constituent of the mixed

solvent : the deposited grains being insoluble in the remaining

solvent.

The sandarac being insoluble in benzene, tho grains of sandarac

are precipitated by the evaporation of the ether, whereas mastic

is freely soluble and remains as a varnish.

TJie use of two resinous constituents does not necessarily in-

volve the use of two commercial resaiis, as certain commercial

resins wJiich are available for the purposes of this invention con-

tain two constituents. It is, however, generally preferred to

control the effect by the use of two definite resiinous substances.

In general, it is preferred that the original substratum should'

be a solution or nearly complete solution, as the powdei' thereby

obitained is much finer in tihe grain and more even than if held

merely in suspension.

The solvent must oon,ta<in two or more components, one of

which must be a good solvent for wax, and the other of which

should have little or no solvent action ; but the former must not

be too free a solvent.

In addition, the wax solvemt component must be the more
volatile of the two. The wax non-solvent component may be a

water soluble alcohol, e.g., ethyl or methyl alcohol or a mixture

of these, and the wax solvent component may consist of di-

methyl, meUiyl-ethyl, or acetic ethers or their homologues.

In general, such a substratum will contain two soJids, both

soluble or almost soluble in tflie mixture of liquids, but ona

insoluble or nearly so in one of the solvents ; so that as drying

takes place a resin is precipitated, while another dries as a 1
varnisb. Water will often be found to facilitate tliis action, as

some bodies whidi are soluble in alcohol are not soluble to the

same extent in 90 per cent, alcohol.

Occasionally the substratiMii will appear to only contain on-e

solid, as in the case of gum elemi, one form of which, though

completely soluble in etlher^lcohol, is only partially so in alco-

hol ; there being two or more constituents.

All must be chosen as have no deleterious action on a sensitive

emulsion. Mastic, sandarac, dammar or like gums will, in

general, be found to pix>vide the most serviceable substrata.

The proportion of the partially insoluble body to the com-

pletely soluble body gives the control over the grain desired ;

since the grain will be finer as this proportion is made smaller.

The grain may be as fine as possible, and the degree may be

varied to suit the surface of the paper; thus the grain may be

coarser as the paper is smoother, and I'ice ter.sa. In addition,

tihe total amount of solids in the substratum should be no more
than is required to secure pixjper adhesion.

The proportion of solvents present will also have some influ-

ence on the grain, but in general these solvents will be chosen to

suit the conditions of waxing ; and these conditions are depend-

ent upon the nature and porosity of tlie paper, the temperature

at whiioh waxing takes place, and the time the paper remains

in the wax. One of the great advantages of this invention is

that these conditions are now rendered independent of the coat-

ing running speed ; and so wider variation is possible in the

nature and thickness of the paper ; and, if necessary, the tem-

perature of the wax can be near the boiling (or dissociation)

point and the time much prolonged ; so that very perfect waxuig

is possible. The ease with which stripping takes place partly

depends on the solvents used and the proportions in which the

solvents are i»re»ent ; and such a mixture must be selected as

will give good facilities for stripping, while avoiding any tend-

ency to "self or automatic" stripping. The more perfect the

wa.^ing, the greater must be the affinity of the solvent for the

wax.

Care must always be taken that no impurity is present in the

solvents which, if left on evaporation, would have a deleterious

effect on the subsequent emulsion coating.

The following are e.'camples of possible variations.

A. Sandarac 90 gr»-

Mastic 20 gra.

Methylated ether, .720 sj). gr 3 ozs.

Methylated alcohol, 90 per cent 3 ozs.

The paper base being a "plain paper" prepared for photo-
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gi»pbic jrarpoae, weigliiiig 90 gma. p«r iqimre motre; tlie tent-

ptratOT* ol wkxing being 860° F., aod the ronning apeed 12 feet

per minute.

Hus RkTC a Ter7 Mtiafaotory prodoat, with eaay itripping and

ao tendency to " mtomatic " or "aeli" stripping wlien the

«ninl»ion coating was tfain.

B. In anoUMT aianiple, where a thinner " plain p^>«r " not

prepand (or p1io4ogr^)hio porpoaee and of very inferior quality

^aa oied, being that in nee for Using thclfvee, etc., weight about

~5gme. per iqaare metre, temperature o( waxing aboat 220° F.,

ind moiling ipeed 10 (eat per minute, the waiin(t being more
perfaet than in the previoaa example, the following wae naad,

>.nd gave reaalte comparable to example A. :

—

fiaodarac * 90 gr«.

Ma«tic 80 gre.

Alcohol. 60 par cant. 4^ oae.

Aoetie ether (anhyd.) - IJ oaa.

In Ifaia asample B the aofaetitutaon o< acetic ether for methy-

ktad ether, the former having a greater affinity (or the wax,

enablea perfect adbeeion to be realieed, notwitlMtanding the

more cooiplete waxing of the p'lper.
_

Tbe (omnia in examftle B ia one wtiieh will alao aerre for the

roJitione cl waxing and daaa of paper let forth in relation to

(ha ionanla ia example A if the emulaioB coating ia to be thick

and tbe amoont of gelatine preaeot ia to be greater.

Wide variation from the above exemplan is allowable, as the

poll of the aabetratom ob the «ax mast be sdjnsted to tbe pull

of the gelatine layer.

This pall dayeiide,

1. On the IhirlinaM o( the layer, which, again, dsfianda,

(a) on the atnouwt ol gelatine present in Ibe amolsion

;

(&) on the mHhod of conting, i.e., whether by dipping,

kiaang, wiping, or ao (orth

;

(e) the numing apeed.

2. On the prra«nce or aheence of hygroaoopte bodies either

added itewtionelly—«.g. , glyoarine ; or aninteationally—«.0.,
nitwtea led by bnperfect washing.

9. On the natva of the origiaal gelatine i.t., whether hard

or aoft, and on the amuum o( ofanme or other alum added (if

any).

'Whether the sabetratuming and coating op.at»tione are carried

oat aaparately, as in general ia praierrad, or Ma carried ont ae

a eootinaoaa operation, aa may in aoaa eaaea ba reqairad, aona
departone fran Ibe innehfae daaeribad in the later of the here-

in abova-meotioaad apedfieatione are adviaabla in viaw of Mm
mora volatile natore of the aobatrBtum, according to the preaeot

invention thia iaeraaeed volatility tending lownrda andsaiMUa
dogging and conai«inant aMNrenneea ia the coating, and tronblo

in drying.

To avoid thsea dincnitiae, Mtd, in gsoinil, to praoiote easy

maanfaotore, the machine ilktatralcd diagramnatically in the

sroompanying drawing* will aerre.

In tbe drawings, a dtaignatea an eleetricaBy liealad waxing

dish in which parafKa wax k kept a4 a tsmpeintiue d abont

Z£ff> F. A paraffin wax having a melli^ point of XSP-VHP F.

will scrva Tlie paper b from a <apply roller r is led beck and

foHh more than once thraogh Iha wax. On leaving the wax the

paper pasaee betweao doctoia or roleia 4, d for removing exceaa

of wax. Thence the paper passes upwards to be balTed or

poliahed by passing between a roller e and a polisblng boll or
brash f whioh revolvee at a speed maoh higher than the aarbce
speed ol the paper, a working example being : peripheral apeed
of the baif, 1,500 to 2,000 feet per minute ; surface speed of the
paper, 10 to 12 feet per mimtte. Alter buffing, the p^Mr paaaea

throdgh a substratoming diah g. and then through a horisootal

dr}-ing trank or chamber A. Tliis trunk A w heated, aa, for

example, with a hot water coil i, and air is eahaooted therefrom

by means of a fan or the like, thus preventing the famee going

oat in the room. Tbe subetratoming apparaitas may also be
covered in, and made subject to the exhausting action.

The substratom is applied by two rollera j, j in contact, that

roller dipping in the coating troogfa nmning anticlockwise and
in contrary sense to the other roller, and the superfluous aub-

etratum being, if necessary, removed by means of a wiper h,

whioh may consist of two thicknesses of flannel folded roand a
lath. A weight ( or spring) I gives the necessary pressure.

All the paper-web bending rollers are driven at the sarfaoe

rnnaing apeed. On leaving the drying chamber the paper paaaee

to aa ordinary rewinding machine if the subslratuming and coat-

ing operations are to be carried oat separately. Otherwise, as a

eootinoous operation, the paper h goea to an emalsion coating

device at of ordinary type, and, after coating, ia carried through

a cooling chamber n by meana of endleaa tapea o running at a

apeed considerably faster than the sarface running apeed. Cold

air may be Wown ir*o the chamber in thia oaae. On emerging

from Utie chamber the fftK h peaeee to a aaitable looping

meehine tor drying. Kerotype, limited, 106a, Upper Tooting

Boad, London, B.W.17, and Itiomaa Percy Middleton. of 137,

Tooting Bee Road, London, 8.W.17.

CixEMATOoaATH FiLM SrooLS.—No. 120,213 (October 21, 1918). The

tawanr Boan* of attaching the films to tbe apoola is, when the boa*

of the spool is made of rood, by placing the end of the film

underneath a spring fixed to the boss and when made of nMt.J

such as thin tuting, by iiuwrting the end of the fi'.(n into a aint

formed in the boea, then taming the spool round a few revolations

to ensure film gripping, both these martna arj comparatively slow,

Ibere is al«o a great probability of scratching the film or breaking

oR the end ; the objeole of thia invention are to provide merjis for

larilitating the mounting of films up^n the qiooU, more eapecially

when reoevrmg the aame during operat^^ng, by which they may

be inftaoiincoosly attached to and released from tbe spools, also

to elimuMte th'> risk of damaging the fibns.

Ttie invention consiats in fixing on the wooden hose of a q>oai

a sheet plate provided with two rows of teeth by atamfiing the aame
and afMteed to eorreepond with the perforationa (osoaUy termed

sfMtMket holes) on each side of the film ; or insertmg in the boer

two nma of pins, aorewa, nails, or such like to serve aa projeotiocM

(or engaging with the perforations on each aide of the film.

In ipooln having a aheet metal boas by fixing on same, by solder-

ing or otherwise, a sheet metal plate aa above deacribed or stamp-

ing the teeth oat ol the boea itaelf.

Arthur Uban, c/o Will'a HoUl, Mackay, in the 9Uto of Queens

land, Commwiwealth of Aoatralia.

FOBTHCOMINO Z2HIBITI0NB.
Oeptemhar 13 to October U.—Loudon Salun of Photography.

aleea September 8. Hon. aec., Sa, PaU Mall East, London,

&W.1.

October 13 to November 20.—Royal Photographic Sociaty. Secre-

tary. J. Mcbitoah, 36, RiMsell Square, W.C.I.

Enbmt Patcmts and Tbaok Marks.—The Board of Trade have

issued a General Licence authorising the payment of fees in

reepect of the grant and renewal of patents, and of the registro-

tion and renewal of the registration of trade marks and daaigiis

in enemy countriea or on behalf of enemies.

A RsADU raoii don, who on Juno 11 wrote to Meaars.

Hood and Company, Limited, Middletbrou^h, but without giving

either his name or address, is asked to communicate in a form

which permits of a reply. The indication given above of the

town from which he writes is all (hat can be deciphered from tlie

postmark.
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meetings oT Societies*

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Saturday, Jblv 12.

'Hudderelield Naturalist and Photographic Society. Excursion to Castle Hill.

•Chelsea Photographic Society. Outing in Jelteries" country.

\South London Photographic Society. Excursion to Bank Side and City.

9t. Clement! Press Photographic and Uiinbling Society. Outing to Hampton
Court, Esher to Kingston.

'Hackney Photographic Society City Outing.

TcssDAY. July 15.

iHackney Photographic Society. "Exposure." J. Linley.

• WEDNfiSDAY, July 16.

Tunbridge Wells Amateur Photographic Association. "Colour" Exhibition.

:North Middlesex Photographic Society. " Work on the Negative." J. Harbert.

Thcbsday, July 17,

•Hampshire Honse Photographic Society. " Hints from Cine Photograihy."

A.iH. Page.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mb.. H. Guy Johnsok gave a capital exposition on "Repousse

Copper Work," one of those non-photographic subjects we'.comed

in the summer recees.

A comparatively new member, he almost instantly acquired the

:status of the elect, and by recently presenting the club with a

new blackboard, or, rather, " greenboard," which, without squeak-

iing, receives graphic curves and equations, and presents them with

great distinctness, he hae added materially to the discomfort of

Tmany. With the old board, only at certain angles could chalk

inscriptions be seen, and what cannot be seen obviously need

never be noticed ; but now the case is different, and common polite-

ness compels attention, and often a fraudulent aspect of understand-

ing hard to maintain.

His first step after joining the club was to effect important

improvements in the paraphernalia connected to tlie erratic alter-

lating projection arc, which instantly resulted in the fuses blow-

ing. Since then, he has reduced it to abject submission, and, in

his hands, it burns steadily with hardly a note of remonstrance,

lliis is a remarkable achievement, and when it ds mentioned that

tthe improvements alluded to will effect a saving in current of at

least sixpence a year, the value of a practical electrician as a

member becomes apparent.

.\s regal ds the repousse work executed by the versatile artist, all

4hat need be said is that he successfully chased some chaste designs,

-and explained every step in the process, which is hardly one which

will appeal to those subject to headaches. Several other members,

v.nasked, also lectured on the art, and gave the principal performer

long ijcricds of re?t. A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded

Taim.

Talking about reixiusse work, brings to mdnd that the new land-

lord of the club- -the Phoenix Assurance Co.—has recently taken

down the outside notice-boards advertising the club, and replaced

them by ornamental lettering adxertising tlie company. As com-

pensation, it has dealt with the rent in an opposite direction, and

the entrance and staircase leading to its ofTices, and th« club-rooms

above, have been converted into tilings of real nobility—using the

word i:i a modem sense. A refinement consists in fitting swing-doors

iin close proximity to the front door, which, as usual, opens in-

"wards, and eveiy care must be taken to close the latter before

negotiating the former, or there ds a decided mix-up. Should a

member, closely following, endeavour to re-open the front door

Ibefore the gentleman inside has cleared the swing-doors (which

lias occurred more than once), the language that will proceed from

within will convey to the last comer that something is seriously

wrong, but, possibly nothing beyond. Accordingly, intending

visitors might kindly make a mental note that the correct pro-

cedure in such a contingency is to restore the front door to the

closed position and wait for their turn. To tittcmpt to enter

while tlie concert is on only aggravates the evil.

Comiierclal^Cegal Intelllsence*
NEW COMPANIES.

Reginald E. Carter, Limited.—This private company was
registered or. June 30, with a capital of £6,000 in £1 shares.

Objects : To acquire the business of wholesale dealer in photo-

graphers' requirements carried on by R. E. Carter, at 12, Lower
Seymour Street, W.l. The subscribers (each with one share)

are :—R. E. Carter, 12, Lower Seymour Street, London, dealer in

photographic requirements ; J. F. Remington, 46. Cherry Street,

Birmingham, C. A. Director, R. E. Carter. Solicitors, Gem and
Co., 2, Bennetts Hill, Birmingham.

Kappa Works, Limited.—This con.pany was registered on June
26, with a capiUl of £30,000 in. 29,990 Ord. shares of £1
each and 200 founders' shares of Is. each. Objects : Manufacturers
of and dealers in photograpliic sensitive papers, baryted bases,

and photographic chemicajs. apparatus, and accessories, &c. The
subscribers (each witili one Ord. share) aire:—J. R. N. Rae,
Ortania, The Esplanade. Thorpe Bay, Essex ; E. G. Todd, 73,

Boyne Road, Lee, S.E.13, traveller. First directors to be ap-

pointed by the directors. Registered office : 2, Verulam Build-
ings, E.C.

Lens MANtrFACruHERs' ^Scpplv Co., Limited.—Thrls private com-
pany was registered on June 27, with a capital of £3,500 in £1
sh.ires (2,000 Pref.). Object : To carry on the business of

optical, surgical, cinematograiph, and general eaigineers, machine-
tool and accessory manufacturers, &c., and to enter into an agree-

ment with F. Gibbons and S. Hughes (trading as the " Balham
Engineering Co."). The fir.st directors are :—F. Gibbons, 29,

Clairview Road, Streatham, S.W.7, engineer; S. G. Hughes, 37,

Longbeach Road, S.W.ll, insurance broker. Registered office,

10a, Trinity Road, Balham, S.W.17.

ReiDS and Rotes*—

—

Houghton Pricb Revisions.—Messrs. Houghtons, Limited,

88/89, High Holborn, London, W.C, have issued a 24-page pam-
phlet itemising revisions of prices as compai'ed with the 1914

general catalogue issued by tliem, as well as with lists subse-

quently issued. The pamphlet also indicates goods which have
been withdrawn.

Permanent Ci.vematooraph Film Collections.—^In the "Times "

of Wednesday last, Jiily 9, Mr. Her'bert G. Pomting writes in con-

U'adiction of the xiew recently e.\ipressed by a writer on cinema
topics in the " Times " to the effect that an obstacle in the way of

preserving motion picture records is that of preserving the films them-
selves in good coiiidition. Mr. Ponting instances, in support of his

contention, the Scott Antarctic films, wliich underwent two journeys

through the tropics, once before develoipment and afterwards on

theii' return, in addition to experiencing low degrees of temperatures

down to 50 or 60 below zei-o Fahrenheit. This was in 1910, and
Mr. Pouting mentions that these fiiLms, althougili subjected to the

severest of tests, yield positives which for brilliance and quality

are inddstiiignishaibJe from those made immediately on his return

from the e.xpedition. He is prepared to take the view that film

•iiega.tive6 properly treated with glycerine and hermertioaJly sealed

should last for at least 100 yeajs.

A Butcher-Williamson Cixematogr.iph Arrangement.—Messrs.

W. Butcher and Sons, Limited, have completed an arrangement

with the Williamson Kinematograph Company, Limited, by which

they have secured the sole distributing rights throughout the world

for the manufactures of the latter firm. Messrs Butcher, more-

over, have taken a financial interest in the Williamson Kinemato-

graph Company, and Mr. W. F. Butcher has joined the directorate

of the Williamson firm. The arrangement is one which allows Mr.

Colin Williamson, well known as a mechanician and designer of

all descriptions of cinematograiph appliances, to devote himself

exclusively to the manufacturing side of the business. Messrs.

Butcher have purchased the lease of the Williamson Company's
premises at 28, Denmark .Staeet, London, W.C, and will employ

them as their West End branch as soon as the necessary equip-
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Bpnt in the shape of ahowroom, projection demonitration theatre,

•torei, and i<epair shop has been completed. The branch will be

under the management of Mr. N. E. Barber, for some years Mr.

Williamson's aasistant manager. A combined catalogue of the

principal mannlactares of the Williamaon oorapany and of Measn.

Butcher is in the press, and will be ready for distribution to the

cinemalogT^ih trade very shortly.

A SnaiORr Gabx»m Partt.—The employees of Messrs Speaight.

Limited, were entertained at a garden party given by Mr. and

Mrs. Richard Speaight, at their beautiful home at Beaconafield,

Buckinghamshire, on Satorday last, July 5. A programme of

sports, in which a ona-laggad New Zealand soldier distinguiahed

hini't^lf, entertained tlia eompany during the early part of the

aftenvjon. Mean. Speaight had invited also a few Colonial

soldier*, who, owing to the loss of limbs, were unable to carry on

their pre-war emplognnaata. After tea, to which nearly sixty sat

cowii. Mr. Richard Speaight heartily thanked the staff for the

splendid serriee* which they had rendered dating the war. The
firm was proad of the fact that every male member of military

age had offered himaelf for active service when the Govenunent

asked for volunteers in 1915. They regretted that two of them
had been killed ; others they were glad to welcome back in their

old places, and the firm could not sufficiently thank those who
had carried on ila work daring the past diAcult years. Mr.

Spaaight welcomed tlia prsMwes in the party of aone beads and

rapreseatativcs of photographic firma, and exprssaed hia appre-

ciation of the help and courtesy which his firm had reoaivad from
them during the period of the war. Mr. Gerald Biahop, of Maasra.

Marion and Co., in raapoDding. expressed his pleasure at being

present. His firm, he said, could speak of friendly relations with

that of Measn. Speaight for twenty five years. Mr. CoUan, of the

Kodak Coaipany, referred to a similarly eordial ralationship be-

tween hia own firm and that of Mr. Speaight. An imprompto
concert, givao by members of the ata0, graatly eootribatad to

the enjoyment of the day, and the pmrearlinp tJad wkh a vote

of thanks to Mr. Rosoell Sailer for his artanfs«< ti tha ayorto

and for his own elevar eoajnring and thoo^t-rsadiag aalwtafa-

ni«nt. A train in the lata •vsniag bore the party back again to

U»idon. attar a tuf/nmuiy pleasant day.

Corrcspondencee

*•* Oomqwwdwits tkcmU mtmr wriU tm belk tUm of

th »oHa$ ii tak*m of temmmnientiami mmttm Itm

mUnmm of Om writm ara ystm.

*•* Wo 4o met mtitrtakt n^emiihilitt fvr tit* opimiem* oipitmtd

hf omr eerrt^ioiKUmli.

A PBOFK8SIONAL PIKMiMiaAPHIC ASSISTANTS'
ASSOCIATION.
To the Editors.

OeBllsmsn,—J?s tha li«inallwi of a IHuf—iwial PhtAo^mfUe
AssistanU' Aseociatioa, in the report (" B.J.," of Jana 27) of the

meeting of the P.P.A., I note that it waa aaggaatad, and the

cMBmittas approrad of aacb, and it was carried that they woold
gtre flnawiial imiatanrs to the sum of £10. As an sisistsnl of

many yean' axparienca, I think it was tha only and by far the

wisest coarse to take. I should like to thank the committee for

the grsat intaraet they ha'e taken in the question.

It now remaina to be seen if the asaiatanta have any real in.

tarrtt in the profeasioo, for if such an asnristion oomea to life,

it cannot fail to be of great benefit to as and tha profsaaion as

a whole. 1 feel the time has now arrived to make a start in this

dirtction, and would tike to suggest that any aasistant ioterteted

in its formataosi who can attend a nissting in London (at a date

to be decided) to enable a committee to ba formed, to frame rules,

programme, kc.. woald kindly coninnwicate with me at the ver>-

aarliestv I will at once do roy best to arrange such a meeting.

Now, aasiatante, it is for aa to act. and wl at rmrt.—Yours tnily,

A Hj^miltom SMrr«,

64. Marine Parade, Hythe. Kent

Mnsioers to CcrrespomewtSa
SPECIAL NOTICB.

Ja eontofutnet ef geweral r»f«<isd suppUta of paptr, as tlio ruiM

tf pnJtibitieit of the imporla tien of much icood pulp and fratt,

a imfl lfsr spaes vnU ho moaUdbU until furthmr notie* for rspliss

to oonotpontUnlt.

Mtrtooor, wo mU amnoor >» jwsl if etamped and addrosttd onvo-

tops is oMloooi tor roptg: 6-cont. Intomational Ceypaw, from

Tho full fuiotiont and amwers wiO bo priiUod awly iit tk* oam of

ittquirioo ef gonoral iwiersst.

Qmorieo to be aneworod in the friday'o "Journal" muit rtaeh u$

mot UUer than Tuotdap (pooted Monday), aetd oheutd be

adSrotted to the Bditoro.

R. F. O.—The Defence of tfae Realm Order dealing with photo-

graphy oat of doors haa been repealed aince the aimiatica waa

signed, so that you may nae your camera aa freely aa befoi* tba

war

E C. D.—The negative sent appears to have partly melted on tha

surface; we have seen several sooh cases during the recent hot

spell. The foggy appearance is probably also due to the same

cause. The only preventive is to cool the devekiper by means of

ice.

O. C. H.—Almoat any lens which will give good definition will

answer for outdoor portrait photography. A rapid rectilinear

ia parhaps tha most soitaUe, )mt whatever kind is oboaen, ik

ahoiold not ba of too short foooa. Ten inches is a good length lor

half pUtea.

H. A.—If yoor friend ordered and paid the usual charges for tha

p)M>iograph, then the copyright belongs to him ; he can give yoa

psfmiMJnn to make enlaifemenia from it if he wishes, and thera

M nothing to prevent him from exhibiting the enlangeniente ia

hia window.

H. J.—Watte sodas or hypo are of no value as fertilisers. The

beet suggestion we can nudie is that you keep the waste car-

bonate as a substitute for washing soda for domestic purposes,

whilst the hypo and sulphite may be used as deodorisers—for

example, in flushing sinks. &c.

F. M.—Yoa can get backing oofcor ready prepared from any

Wrge dealer in photographic matarisls. It has simply to ba

aprsad on the back of tha plaU, either with a soft brush or a

pad of Sannel. Do not remove it until the plate ia nearly da-

vekyped, or you will probably apoil the fibn.

A. 8. B.—So long as yoa confine yoor boainess to wholesale trad-

ing than is no aaad for a licence, llie Order afipliea only to

rwtail bMineaaes, and, in the case of photography, at present in-

dndsa only those basineaaas where frames or other aooesaoriaa

are eold. No charge is made for a licence in any caae.

W. E. R.—The stigmatic will answer well lor practically any claaa

of work, but 7^ iiM. is mthar short for half-plaU groups, nnlesa

they are a good distsuica from tiie camera. If they are close op,

uch as a small wedding group of six or aighi figures, the front

ones will be rather too large in proportioo to the back ones.

W. 8.—The directrvi»ion finder can be fixed in a minute or two

by the aid of two screws. The usual angle embraced ia about

that for the Sj ins. lens on a 1 plate, but by putting the eye a

!ittle nearer it would probably do for the 4] ins. as well. You

can get puch finders fmm any of the large photographic dealers.

C. D.—The Autotype Company, 74, New Oxford Street, London,

W., make a photogravnra tiaae which acts ss a resist, and they

will send you sll particulars sa to its use Fi/r relief blocks,

biobromated fish-glue ia oaed aa a reaiat. Aaphaltum is raialy

oaod nowadays. Block-molung requiree much skill, and th*

apparatus is rather ooatly.
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V. 0. C.—Just now there seems to be no uniionm eystem of marking

retouching leads. Some mjakers do not mark them at all, but will

supply them in various grades corresponding to the old numbers,

which were No. 2, soft. No. 3, medium, and No. 4, hard. Others

mark .them with the ordinary HH to 6B, like the cedar pencils

;

of these, HF and KB are the most useful.

T. C. P.—^You are using altogether too much light. In addition to

the white blinds you want a set of dark ones with which you

can stop out all light from the greater part of the roof and side.

Also, the interior of a studio which faces the sun should never

be painted a light colour; a medium grey or sage green would

greatly help to do away with the flat effect.

C. H The proportions of the fixing-hardening bath seem about

right. Probably the tendency of the bath to deposit a sludge

is caused by a wrong method of mixing the chemicals. You
should dissolve the alum and sulphite in separate solutions.

Cool these if you have used hot water, and then add weak
acetic acid to the sulphite, then add the alum solution to the

mixture. When this mixture has been made it is then added to

the hypo solution.

<3. W.—We doubt if the performance of the lens is wholly due
to deterioration of the surface, but, at any rate, such deteriora-

tion, if really marked, will account for a great deal. It all

depends on the condition of the surface whether re-polishing

can be done. Re-balsaming, of course, is simple enough, and an
optician could say at once whether that would effect any remedy.
Usually it is difficult to get the standard lens makers to do
repairs of this kind.

O.F.—^Three 1,000 c.p. lamps of the ordinary half-watt pattern
should give you sufficient light; each of these should have a
white reflector behind it, and a thin calico diffuser in front.
The lamps should be placed about 8 ft. from the ground for
standing figures, but should be able to be lowered to 6 ft. for
sitting figures and children. This will greatly shorten the ex-
posure; in fact, halve it. The walls should be a light colour,
but not white, as this tends to flatness.

A. A.—1. Any assistants who come in contact with customers are
within the scope of the Shops Act, and can demand the weekly
half holiday, whilst the fact of their being engaged in the place
makes the half-day closing compulsory unless relief is ob-
tained from the local authority. You should apply to your
municipal authority, town council, or district council, for par-
ticulars. 2. Jlessrs. Hood and Co., Sanbride Works, Middles-
brough, can supply calendars of the kind you mention.

T. W -An enlarger is designated by the largest size which the
condenser will cover-for e.^mple, a Si-in. condenser will only
dluminate a quarter-plate, and a S^-in. condenser a half-plate
You can enlarge from any smaUer plate than these; thus a half-
plate enlarger will take all the smaller sizes you mention As
an example, we have recently been enlarging 1 in. by a in in a
whole-plate enlarger. The size of the enlargement is limited only
by the strength of the light you employ.

T. A. C—1. We think that you wiU get very little colour correc-
tion by using the sample of glass sent. If you want a cheap and
good screen, get a piece of K2 gelatine film from Kodak and
place it between your lenses. No glass will then be necessary.
The regular ortho plates should be used; ordinary plates gain
practicaUy nothing from the use of a screen. 2. The commercial
red and green glasses vary so much in quality that no comparison
IS possible. The Wratten safe-light No. 2 will be the safest
investment.

-J- R.—The Morrison lens, of which you send sketch, is certainlv
not of the rectilinear form, but some early type of doublet which
we cannot identify. It is very difficult to say anything about
these old lenses, as very often the original glasses have been re-
placed by some later by way of experiment. The lens in no
way resembles the Dallmeyer D lenses, which are of exactly the
same construction as their patent portrait. lenses. We believe
Dallmeyer made a few rapid triplets which he called D group
Jenses before the patent of 1866 was taken out.

A.L.—There are no books on professional portraiture with the
excefrtion of such special small manuals as " The Portrait Studio,"
"Commercial Photography," and "Sketch Portraiture." The
best general text-book of principles and practice is the " Science
and Practice of Photography," by Chapman Jones, at present
out of print, but no doubt obtainable from Messrs. Foyle,
121/123, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. An alternative

is " Phot<^raphy and Its Applications," by Alfred Watkins, the
second edition of which has just been published by Messrs.
Constable, 10, Orange Street, Leicester Square, price 10s. 6d.

C. B.—The safe-light corresponding with the degree of illumination
referred to in the article which you quote is one such as the
Series of the Wratten Division of Messrs. Kodak, Limited,
King3v,ay, London, W.C.2. This is a very bright light for the
handling of rapid plates; but with care in shielding the plate
and in keeping it covered during the earlier stages of develop-
ment, it is quite possible to use it, though in inexperienced
hands it would be pretty certain to produce fog. A somewhat
darker safe light is the Wratten Series I. You can buy these
saie-Ughts in sizes 7 ins. by 5 ins. to 20 ins. by 16 ins., and they
can quite well be used in a lamp fitted with incandescent gas,
unless the construction of the lamp makes the heat altogether
excessive

FixED-Foons Enlargeb.—1. I am making a fixed-focus box en-
larger for i-pl. to 1-1-pl., according to the formulae on page 401
of your 1919 Almanac. I have a lens from an eye microscope of
about 2 15-16 focus. Will it serve for the purpose, and to what
size aperture should it be stopped down? 2. The water here,
being used only for washing, is pumped from the river (in the
country above York), and is often of a dirty colour from the mud
brought down; there is no pollution from factories near here.
Is this water suitable for the ordinary purposes of development
of plates and papers? It not, can you suggest a remedy?—R. R.

1. If you foous youjT image with the full aperture of the
lens and then fix a stop of about f/45, you will find no real lose

of definition on account of the lens not being corrected for chro-
matic error. 2. Unless there is an appreciable amount of iron in

the water there will be no danger in using it. Tie two thicknesses
of flannel over the tap to filter out the mud. Swab your platee
and paper after washing.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly pre-

paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind th4

scale of charges. They will thus save themselves delay in the put>-

lication of tlieir announcements. A Schedule by which an advertise
ment can be correctly priced will be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or less ... ... ... ... 1/-

Extra words Id. per word.

(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Box Number Advertisements.

" Box No. " and ofl&oe address charged as G words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisemeats are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'olook

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morrung.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., Publishers,
24. Wellington Street. Strand. LONDON, W.C. 2,
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la faia Aitid* this wMk " PhhIikim'' dada aiib ite

of toflh mbdU ripa— aad naamioa at -^-e*^ aMMtua 'aa
•Mily wttiM tlw uo^aiaoey of the |ihn<«twyiiai. Ba itai

ttm ooUk wIikIi ia of awiea and n*aa mridag MtmctMoa for
oMTyaig ooi the joba moat Iraooanuy raqnirad. (P. 408.)
tit mathaniatica l oowditiona lor Um oomcttoii of an aarial naga-

tiva Ukan with Um axia of 4Im lana ai aa aM^ fran Um rartKal
barvaibaaa vorkad oat wy foUy hy M. L. P. Cmto, with tha object
of pantvidiBg * ni^id maana for OMkiog iroa aoeh nagativaa r<|»o-
dneliaaa ii|«^mliin (ha moUa ofataiaM btHD Um aaata Ttamr-point
with * rmHuJi laB»«xia. (P. 41L)
Aa ittlaraKiin oaaa of raivaraal by tha pradMtioB of diduwc fog

oo >dar-oxpaaad plaiaa foread in d«*eloMMBt ia brcodil to our
notioa by Um Ufofj CoHiiaay. (P. 410.)

Um aowanlioMfaip maatioa promptod a iMwUqr dia'^Maion at tha
RdiBfaai:^^ Sociaty of n«faaaiooal Photoyn^hara. (P. 418.)
Jadpaaat in tha Mfaiin Ctianoary Divaiaa w^ ciTao iaat waak

in a «aaa of infrioMMni of ocyjnright io pfaoiofprafiba. IIm owimt
of tha copfti^i^ oMaasad an iojoiictAoa rMlitining fwthar aalaa of
tha phitofrapb. (P. 414.)

Tha PlMo^Vfibao CoDT«ntion hold iu iink RMatiiig aiooa the ont-
br«kk of WW at Oxfacd iMt wwk uaW th* preSdenoy of Mr.
O. W. AUcn. (P. 416.)

Rotary ^vrar; pintuig on the metal, ratounhing in pfaoto-Ulho,

and tha oa* of film n prooaaa work are ainoag tha topka of " Photo-
MwdMoical Kotae." (P. 416)
TIm daaiipt of a foooaaing floder of the ouimc* pattern appean

ondar " Patent New*." (P. 417.)

Mooh hypo ia wiicied by rcmoring printa fnan tha finiK bath
wMhnot drainiag. In the sootm o( a dar'a work a fixing bath may
baaoa*jMlhr wMtaoad by addition of daivalopar and remoTAl o'f

hypo, mtmnift tha {net may eaeape notiea owing to tha boHc of the
flxw remaining tha aama. (P. 405.)

Apropoa the rMoarnHBdation of a kmg-foena lena for good per
"i«a, nek a lana ia after ail only a maaaa ot taking the more I

atandpoint, which ia tha daaaira faetor. (P. 406.) |

EX CATHEDRA.
F»'»« Apropos of our recent note on exag-
Papspeotive* jj©rat«d perspective in so many commer
cial photographs, and the recommendation to use a long-

focua lens, it must not be taken that the fact of not having
a long focus lens is any excuse for this distortion. Per-

spective is due to the angle of view, and the angle of view

depends on the distance from which any object of a given

size is viewed. From any particular position with a long-

focus lens you get a larger image than with a shorter focus

lens. But whatever the focal length of the lens the photo-

grapher should select the point of view that gives a suit-

aUI« penpective and then photograph. If the image ob-

tained is too small it is almoefc as easy to make an enlarge-

ment as to make a contact print. Of course, we do nob

ignore the fact that sometimes it is impossible for the

photographer to get far enough away from the object,

and in tnat case there is no help for it except to permit)

some distortion, though if an enlargement is permissible,

so that the spectator is compelled to stand in about the

same relation to the picture that the camera was to the

object, the apparent distortion will not be present.

Boonomy in The price of hypo is still many tLnies

nming, that of pre-war times, and various

expedients for economising in its use have been suggested.

Tbere is one, however, that most people seem to have

overlooked, and that is not to pour it down the sink need-

lessly. We are ail apt to work our fixing baths pretty well

to the finish , but a good deal of the hypo is waMed before

it has done much work. TTie way in which this occurs is

a very smiple one—it consists merely of carrying over an

excess of tne solution into the first washing water. If we

watd) the ordinary operator we shali find him lifting his

negatives and prints in one movement from the h3rpo to

the washing tank or tray, the h3rpo running in a stream

the while. This is especially the case with bromide prints

and enlargements, which are often lifted in a mass carry-

ing with them a large quantity of the fixer. If these were

lifted separately and drawn over the edge of the dish little

would be carried over, and the first washing would be more

effective. The loss is often not noticed because the bulk of

the iixiug bath is kept up by the water whdch is carried

i- to it by the prints and plates after the developer has

been rinsed off. That this is so can be proved by the dis-

appearance of the developing solution. If a man usee up

40 ounces of de\'eloper in a day and does not rinse his

prints, and many do not, it must liAve gone somewhere,

and tiere is nowhere for it to go but into the hypo. A
fixing bath with 40 ounces of its bulk abstracted and re-

placed by developer is certainly not in proper condition.
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and it is not to be wondered at that the whites of prints
" fixed " in it discolour sooner or later.

Blackening Of the various compounds recommended
Slides — A for blackening the inside of dark-slides,
oau ion.

gj^g^ finely ground lamp-black mixed with
methylated spirits and a sufficiency of orange shellac to just

bind the pigment without imparting a gloss has been con-
sidered one of the best and safest to use. A recent experience
of a professional photographer, however, points to the ne-
cessity of only employing good quality spirit. Some book-
form dark-slides were sent by him to a photographic firm to

be re-blacked inside, and on their return it was found that
plates were fogged all over, even if only allowed to remain in
them overnight. Enquiring from those responsible for the
job brought an answer that the usual methylated spirits and
shellac mixture had been used, and it was suggested that the
cause of the trouble was probably due to some new constitu-
ent, in the nature of a gum substitute, which had been intro-

duced into the spirit. Certainly much of the spirit lately sold
as " methylated " has been wretched looking stuff, and the
explanation offered may well be the correct one. A close
nasal test applied to the blacking indicated turpentine had not
been employed, the fogging propensities of which are well-
known.

* * *

Stock-keep- Perhaps in a less degree than formerly,
"*&• but still to a considerable extent, pfloto-

graphers lose money by allowing various articles such aa

mounts, frames, cases and rims for miniatures, to deterio-

rate upon the shelves after the first demand beis died away.
For this reason it is advisable to be very cautious in pur-
chasing, and not to lay in a large stock of anything but
standard patterns for which a steady demand is certain.

Having tlie stock on hand, however, the vital considera-
tion is to shift it, so that instead of gradually becoming
lumber it is turned into cash, which can work for the busi-

ness. Every few months it is desirable to look over the
stock, and if any one line does not move to clear it out
for what it will fetch. For example, there may be half-a-
dozen frames of a size and style which do not go with an;?

current work, or an accumulation of mounting papers oi

this cannot be done, such old mounts should be passed on
to the packer or sent to the mills to be pulped again

anything being better than allowing them to occupy spao»

and accumulate dust, without any prospect of their ever

being utilised.

STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
V.

—

'Some Scientific Applications.

Quite apart from the Eesithetic value of the stereogram i»

its scieintific and intelljeatual usefulness as a method of

instruction. So convincingly resil is the illusion of stereo-

soopic vision tiiat a series of stereograms can praotically

take tbe place of solid models in many departmemts of

scientific instruction where such aids to comprehension are

required.

Almost every object in a museum could be stereo-

soopically reproduced so as to give nearly as vivid an
impression as the object itself. Indeed, the stereogram

miay in one respect perhaps excel tlie displayed colledbioJi,

for while this latter cannot always be lighted to perfection

in every part at all times tlhe pQiotograpihic reproductions

may each be prepaured under the best ligihting conditions,

the objects being placed before the camera in the exact

positions that will best show the special characteristics of

interest. If added to this the knack of seeing stereo-

scopically without an instrument (already referred to) i»

acquired an album or cabinet of stereograms might be a

veritable museum in itself. In tke study of natural his-

tory, stereograms are especially helpful. Living organisms

and plant foons, small and large, can all be displayed to

the life, and nothing but colour is wanting to make the

model for all practical purposes as helpful for study as a

glimpse of the natural object.

Allusion has already been made to the importance of

astronomical s.tereograms, and to the one or two examples

adduced may be added the suggestion that the wonderful

models of lunar craters made by Nasmyth and still pre-

served might advantageously be photographed with the

stereoscopic camera pro bono publico. Probably many

people who see in text-books of asitrtonomy the superb

photographic reproductions of the lunar surface with ite

craters have never questioned the illu&trations as being

tinto which no one will now look at. These can usuall-

be sold to a picture-frame maker at a cheap rate, esp^; vlly

just now when stock of all kinds is scarce. With regard
to mounts the question is more difficult, as most of these
will bear a printed or embossed name apd address. It will
be economical in many cases to cut up large mounts into
smaller sizes, or, where only the edges are soiled, to have
them put through the guillotine to freshen them up. If

other than actual lunar photographs. It is disappointing

to have to point out that this is not the case, but that

these familiar and extensively printed lunar views are

generally copies of photographs of Nasmyth's models Hlu-

minated by strong sunlight so as to give the correct

shadow effects. At the same time the models are so ex-

tremely skilfully made that they are well worthy of stereo-

scopic reproduction.
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The application of the literec^rain for scientific purposes

<!>xt«>iKls also to pjiatograf^s of 3-dini«nsionaJ vibrations

1 other interesting phenomena in physics. An enor-

:is field is open in the production of hand-drawn stereo-

ims to illustrate such scientific subject* as require either

„ jiniensional drawings or solid models. Here we are,

perhaps, getting away from photography, but not alto-

•gether. So accurate must the perspective drawings be for

paint, a second is made at a horizontal distance of 'Ih

Lnohes, and with tie vanishing point Shifted in the same
direction about 2J inches. Tkis will ensure that the two
drawings ahall vary in separation distance between tJie

limits of 2 J inches and 2? inches, as specified in a previous
chapter. The "measuring off" in the second drawing
is automatically performed by means of horizontal lines

from determining points of the first drawing. This having

-« diagrams that it is greatly preferable to executs
n on a large wale and then reproduce them photo-

illy, din >• the proper sixe for the stcreo-

ir the wii' made for the phyaical laboratory
:liu.itrate such subjects aa polarisation of light and
tallography may be photographed direct with the

ieoacopic camera.

i land-drawn diagrams, however, aSord more scope than
•« photographs of wirework constmctiaos, and will en-
« atereognuDs to be mmiit exhibiting many important
iioiplfli mliieh it would b« impraotieebie to loWtate by
UM of solid rr.od«<ls. Among these sobiects may faie

iittoned the more intricAte forms raqutred to illnatrste

HaUoera{>hy. the niamerotts dugnaa needed to ex-
ind the prindplea of poUrisetson end tlM tlieory of
^peeiive. Descartes' tlieory of the rainbow can be ex-

, .latet^ rendered in coloar aa a stereogram, and is one of
the eewet subjcoU to drew. The law of inverse squerae
' tlso modi olcerer in the atereograpiiic than in the ordi-

.ry diagram, and many other examplee might be given
ill |ji>y«i« of aab)ecU leociing themsslw to stereoscopic

reprseeotatson. It hardly need be explained that in draw-
ing stereosoopioeUy aH tJtat has to be attended to is tiie

penpeotiTe, and cooaeaocntly suhjedU Aonld be chosen
whi<B oonsui of ruled lines rather than freeiuuid onrvea.

One drawing haviag been executed with a given vanidwig

been done on a large scale (multiplying tlie 2J and 2J, t^y,
by two or by three), the pair of drawings can be copied
pbatographiMUy oa^imM or one-third their width, and
a very perfect stereogram results. Drawing direct witi-
uut dimimition takes a good deal of practice, as extreme
eaactnesa is essential, and under the enlarging lenses of
the atereasaope is apt to reveal imperfection.

In ^conohraion, it may be an>using to give one of the
curiotities of band-drawn steraograDu—a number of

weether vanea which all lie apparently Ivorixontal and
parallel, but pn>fese to turn to all poimts of tJie oompa!>a.

Hhe stereoscope shows th»t their claim is justified, Ohe
explnnetion of the apparent paradox beang ^at tJiey are

all drawn at pnaoticMly the eye level, so that their tilt is

only represented by a foreshortening. The foreahorteuing

varies in the perspectiv« of the l^fit and riglit pictures, and
a cofnbinaitton of the images gives by assocdation of ideas

the true direottaii of the arrows. An example is alao re-

produced of the extraordinary effects obtained by stereo-

scopic curve tracery executed with the twin elliptic

pendulusn. The method employed w«s described in

" ICnowtedge," February, 1914, and it wall be seen that

here we have presentments of realistic-looking «oIid curve-

fomM w<hich never had any actuality, and are never likely

to have.
C. E. B.

rORTHOOlfINO =ZHIBITIONa.
I.<iii<luu Salon o( Pbota)|raphy

.

•c., Ss, PaU MaiX Eart. Loodoa.
SaptrmUr U to OcloUr 11

Eniria* doss flsptwetsi 2. Hon
&W.1.
Ortobn U to NoTMDliar aB.-RojrW Phitl«gmplMc Socistjr.

.. J. McInUah, 36. Roaatl Sqoaie. W.C.L
eacFs*

\ VoLxunvxu Wnmo Uinutc.—A vrry aaeoassfiil bulidsy ex-

'•r *m nadsHskan by lite atail of Mr. Halkaaworlh Wkcvler,

te. >« WMinaaday in last wrrk. •laiy 18. In camfuay with

trlcT, bia «tf«, «a<J <Uu,{fatrr, « long dSjr was apant by the

'f ia a DKitur «lriva through tontc of the meat pictarsaqoa |MUt*

• .. K<.p'- Tr4V«il»n({ tiiroii^ T»nt«-jMi ajid Craa>KnKike, they

rr,4t)iod Maidstone for luntti, when .Mr. ^V'hevler took the oppor-

tunity of expre«am|< hia pleaaare at liavinft hia aaaiatnnta ii^oin with

him aftrr their aer%'ice in the Army. He looked forward to t^eir

ftrn»)Hrttm to^t4iier in Uie biuineaa, and the good ralationahip which

exinted txAwevn thttn rnoomgad him to believe in pleaaant and

prufilabte yean before them. Continuing their motor drive through

>N'mU>aitt and Cobham, to Rocheater, t«u nt tlie lollfr plarc nun

maJe the ovcaaioo o( a preaentation to .Mr. Wheeler by his <t.if!

of a silver card-caae aa a token o( good will. Tlie return journi-y

to Polkeatooa was made in Ui« beautiful weather whirh had pre-

vailed du.-iog the whole day, and at 10.30 the party diaprnted, after

a thoroaghly enjoyed ezcnrsiaa.
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PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[Previous articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year

length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal

generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants,

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Eoom (March 21).

About the Reception Room (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

to communicate items of a long experience in studio
It is not thought possible to continue the series to th»
some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his
of the series have been as follows ;

—

Portable Studios (April 11).
Copying (April 18).
Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).
More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).
Mounts and Mounting (May 23).
Business Methods (May 30).
Photographing Children (June 6).
Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).
Something about Lenses (June 20).
Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).
The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).
Plates and Their Work (July 11).

APPARATUS REPAIRS AND RENOVATIONS.

Just now it is not easy to get even the simplest camera

repairs done quickly, while the cost, like most other things,

is nearly double what it used to be. It is therefore highly

desirable that the photographer should be able to help him-

self when he has a mishap or any part of his apparatus gives

out through wear.

Before starting it is very desiralble to obtain a few tools, as

it is very easy to do more Jiarm than good by trying to make

shift with unsuitable appliances. Most of the tools needed

are small, and the quality usually supplied to fretworkers will

answer very w«ll, besides being less costly than those made

for cabinetmakers. I would suggest the following as a start

:

Two screwdrivers, on© of fair size with, say, a 9-inch blade,

and one quite small one for flange screws and fixing small

hinges. It should be noted that a screwdriver—or, as it is

more correctly called, a tumscrew—sliould ntt have a sharp

edge like a chisel, but should be square at the end so that it

fits well into the bottom of the cut on the head of the screw.

This is to prevent it juniping out, damaging the screw and

perhaps scratching the woodwork. A large bradawl makes a

very good small screwdriver if the end is properly shaped, and

costs much less than the proper article. Next we want a

couple of bradawls, medium and small sizes, the latter being

square in section and tapering to a sharp point. This pattern

is much better for hard woods, such as mahogany and walnut,

as it may be used as a drill, and any risk of splitting avoided.

A small Archimedian drill is very useful, as it may be used

for metal as well as wood. A quarter-inch chisel, a small

haanmer and two or three small files will also be necessary,

and if the expense be not objected to a small tenon saw and

one of the little American steel planes may be added. Although

not to be classed as tools, two or three sheets of fine glass-paper

will be found almost indispensable, as is also a tube of Secoo-

tine or Le Page's fish glue. For large work and fixing bellows

ordinary glue is best, and an efficient glue-pot may be im-

provised from a jam-pot and a small saucepan; it is desirable

• to put one or two small pieces of broken glass or diina in the

saucepan first to allow the hot water to circulate freely under

the jam-pot. Screws and nails of suitable size must, of

course, be procui'ed as needed, and no risks in using those of

too large or too small a size should be taken. It is impossible

to deal with my subject in anything like a systematic way,

as no two instruments will require exactly the same repairs, so

that I will deal with some of the defects most commonly met
with.

Loosemeas of the rack and pinion adjustment, which allows
the camera back to move when the slide is inserted or when
the bellows is fully extended is usually easily remedied. All
that is necessarj- is to take out the screws which fix the rack
to the baseboard and to pack up underneath with strips of
brown paper, placed where the loose places were. If the whole
length is ipacked up it may cause some places to fit too tightly.
Care must be taken that the screws when replaced have a good
hold. If the thickness of the paper prevents this, slightly
longer screws must be fitted, or the holes may be plugged with
a small peg of mahogany glued in and the holes re-drilled. A
good bit of cigar-box wood will do to make the pegs from.
Edge-racks in which the teeth are cut on the edge of the strip
(like a saw) are more difficult to deal with. With these it is

necessary to plug all the screw holes and to make new ones a
shade higher so as to bring the teeth into engagement with the
pinion. The pinion itself, being usually of steel, rarely needs
attention, but if the teeth or leaves of the pinion are damaged
a new one must be obtained. These fittings are listed by such
firms as FallowfieW, Kodak, and others, and usually only re-

quire a touch of the file to adjust them.

Clamping screws sometimes cease to hold owing to the thread
being worn. A washer placed under the head will often bring
another part of the thread into action. If the plug or nut is

worn it must be replaced by a new one, although in some cases

a fe^v light blows with a hammer will close i-t up well enough
to serve for a time.

Woodwork is repairable by glue or screws, and I would give

a word of caution against trusting to any glued joint which
has been allowed to dry without being clamped together until

the glue is dry. The less glue that is left between the surfaces

the better it will hold, so that we must squeeze out all we can
before drying. I am afraid that I cannot give any general

instructions for doing this, as the shape of the work varies

so much. Ordinary screw clamps as used for holding down
sewing machines answer well for two flat surfaces such as the

runners on a baseboard ; for many other jobs stout strips of

wood with small blocks screwed on a little wider »part than

the ai-ticle to be held do very well. The frame, let us say,

is glued together, the ends placed between the blocks and thin

wooden wedges driven in to give a firm hold. When the wood
is thick enough a few small brass screws will add greatly to

the strength of the joint.

Small holes and crevices where wood has broken away may
be filled witii a kind of brown sealing-wax, known to cabinet-
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»

:ii.iken a» "hard stopping." but it is easier to nse a paste

:::,i(le of fine mahogany sawdust and fish-^lue. This dries

very hard and can be polished over if neceasary. Another very

useful paste which sets hard is made of dry zinc white,

or even French chaHc mixed with fish-glue. Cabinet-

makers use ordinary glue for stopping compositions, but it

ha« a tendency to get too stilt on cooling to fill the holes easily.

A repair that is frequently needed is the fitting of new
velvet in dark slides and the back frames of cameras. This is

quite simple if done in the right way, «hich is to putl the

gine on the wood and not on the velvet. Ordinary ribbon

velvet, to be obtained of any draper is used. This has a sel-

vedge on both sides, which keeps it from fraying. If there is

much apace to be filled double velveting must be resorted to.

This oalla for a nanow velvet down the middle of the groove,

leaving the wood exposed on each aide ; upon this a second

strip the fall width of the groove ia placed and well rubbed

down. Sometimes one finds a camera or slide fitted with a

thick velvet like still pluah. This is called Utrecht velvet, and
as it is not made in the ribbon form the strips must be cut

from the piece. In all cases it is neceasary that the glue

should only be tacky when the velvet is ^iplied. If too liquid

it will run into the material and set the pile into a hard mass.

The same method of firing is employed when fitting ne«
fleiible joints to dwlc-alide shutters. The old glue most be

scraped off and new glae applit-d. taking care not to let it run
into the joints. The material, which may be strong black

linea or thin leather doth, is then laid on and well rubbed

down.

Having done the neceasary repairs we can turn our atten-

tion to daaning and re^iolidiing. I will not touch on French
poUahing, aa it would take too much apace to dcooribe, and
tk* deteila are available in many little manaala. For most

caoMfs work the ordinary furniture polishes are suflicient

•nd MqBtre no special skill to apply them. If the wood i*

rsry dirty and greasy a gonri nibbing with turpentine will

clean it ready for the polish, or the aarface may he washed

with soap and water. I do not. however, care to wet a camera

if it can be he^ied, so that I recommend taipentine, or if this

cannot be obtained, motor spirit or hwwnlo Methylated spirit

or alcohol in any form must not be naed, aa it will diaolve

the polish, aa also would ammonia, soda, or any other alkali.

A very simple polish, which also cUnns the surface, may be

mad* of eqoal parts of olive oil and vinegar mixed in a saucer

and afiplied with a Hannel rubber; wkea the surface appears

to be dean it is polished with a aoft dnater. A very good

polish for cameras and furniture generally is made as

foUows:—
Raw linseed oil .. 6 rt.

White wine vinegar 3 oa.

Methylated spirit : 3 or

Batter of antimony 4 *>*

Mix the oil and vinegar gradually, shaking well, then the

spirit and antimony, again shaking.

This mixture give* a good polidl with little labr>ur, and

does not sh'/w finger-marks It is, so far as I know, the only

satisfactory mixture for ebonised woodaork. To leave a nice

clean finish it is neceasary to rub all moulding and comers

very thoroughly or the polish will ooUect dust and spoil the

look of the article.

A very dilapidated studio stand may be made qoite reapcct-

able by mfabtng down tho surface with glass-paper until all

emtehea and abrasions have disappeared, and then giving

two thin coats of black Robbialac, a preparation much used

for motor<ars. Toor old pine or odt stand will then bloom

out at a new ehnniaed one. The coanal ia slow drying, so

that the aUad dwnld be left over tba wwk-end to dry. It

is well to lei a week elapse between the two coatings. Head-

rests and other metal goods can be treated in the same way.
The Itobbi&lac may be had in various colours, but I prefer
the black.

Old lens mounts may be renovated with little trouble. Sup-
posing we have an old portrait lens of which the brass-work
has become very black, the first thing to do is to remove tlie

cells containing the glasses and put them awaj safely. Take
off the pinion and slip the jacket off the tube, tlien rub the
jacket flange and hood with methylated spirit to -which a
little ammonia has been added until all the lacquer is re-

moved. Polisli all the brass, including the tube, with rotten-

stone and sweet oil until the surface is quite bright. If there
is much corrosion it may be necessary to use a composition
known as " polishing brick," which can be obtained from most
drvsalters in Clerkenwell or from Coope's in Soho. A little

or this is crushed up and mixed to a paste with salad oil and
rubbed on with flanned till a good surface is obtained. The
flange jacket and hood should then be lacquered, but before
doing so any trace of oil must be removed with spirit or by
polishing with whiting. Hot lacquering is rather beyond the
powers of the amateur, so that it is best to use a cold lacquev
which is composed of celluloid. This may be colourless or
deep or pale gold colour. It is applied by floating on pl«iti-

fttlly with a soft camel^iair brush, and allowed to dry for a
piuple of'hours before assembling the parts again. The inside

of the tube should receive a coat of dead blad<, or what I

mnoh prefer a lining of black velvet. The lenses should, of

coorM, be carefully cleaned before returning them to their

places.

There is one little job which belongs neither to the wood or
metal classes, tttat is the renovation of the bellows. These
often get shabby as we>l as limp, while the inside loses its

pristine blackness and is likely to reflect an undesirable

amount of light. It is, of course, easier to handle the bellows

if it is taken out of the camera, but this takes time, and as

glue is used there is a chance of tearing. The camera must
be fully extended and the bellows dusted inside and out with

a soft brush, followed by a slightly damp cloth, with which
any spots are rubbed to see if they can be moved. Any leaks

or doubtful places should now be patched with black silk or

other thin dose material and Seocotine, and strips of the same
applied to any parts which have been badly creased. When
the glue is dry the inside may receive a coat of dead black,

which may be made of lamp-black and spirit, with enough
negative vamiah added to keep the black from rubbing off, or.

better still, Nigrogene, which is the best black for the inside

of cameras and lenses I have yet seen. If tlie bellows has gone

verj' limp it will be better to mix lamp-black with very thin

glue and coat the inside all over. This cannot be satisfactorily

done without detaching the beilowa so that the folds can be

pulle<l flat, otherwise the glue will run into the canvas and
make a mean of the job. The outside may now be treated,

and I may say that aa a rule I have found it better not to

attempt to revive the colour, but to give a thin coating of

varnish or even a wax polish like Ronuk, which cleans and

brightens the surface. If thoroughly faded it is best to dye

the bellows Mack, and this can easily be done witli shoe-

makers' finishing ink, which can be got from any leather

seller in twopenny bottles. This is painted on with a soft

brush, and when dry polished with a soft shoe-brush. This

leaves rather a smoky polish, but it is a good base for a coat

of Cherry-blossom or Nugget boot polish. The finishing ink

answers excellently for furbishing up Kodaks and other hand

cameras that have got rusty-looking. A camera which has

lost its freshness by being exposed in a window may be

freshened up in five minutes, and there is no trace that it has

been done, as there would be if varnish of any kind had been

used.

Pbacticub.
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HOW TO PREPARE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOLUTIONS.
1 • I

I
In the following paper, previous instalments of which have already appeared, Mr. J. I. Crabtree of the Eastman Bese arch

Laiioratory, deals in a most explicit and comprehensive way with the practical methods of making np photographic solutions in

bulk and with the chemical proportions which require to be taken in accordance with the properties of the substances which are
being handled. Although contributed for the information of cinematograph photographers to the " Motion Picture News " there
is scarcely a single paragraph of it which does not apply to the customary operations of any photographer working upon a
reasonably large scale ; and there is, we think, no photographer so fully expert in the compounding of such solutions as
developers, fixing baths, etc., who will not get some practical hints from it.

—

Eds. " B.J."]

(Continued from page 395.)

Purity of Chemicals.
The Water Supply.—^Water is the most important chemical

n«ed in photography, and it is tlierefore important to know
to what extent the impurities present may be harmful to the

various operations and how these impurities may be removed.

Excluding distilled water, rain water, and water from melted

ice or snow, the following impurities may be present

:

1. Dissolved salts such as bicarbonates, chlorides, and sul-

phates of calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium. In

case calcium salts are present and a developing formula is used

containing sodium bisulphite or potassium metabisulphite,

fine needle-shaped crystals of calcium sulphite are apt to

separate out in the developer as a sludge on standing. The

sludge is harmless if allowed to settle, though the developer

is robbed of sulphite to the extent of the amount required to

form the sludge. If the developer is agitated, the sludge will

cause trouble by settling out on the emulsions of plates, films,

etc. Other salts have usually little efiect on a developer, al-

though chlorides and bromides exert a restraining action.

Dissolved salts often cause trouble by crystallising on the

film after drying, and although not always visible as crystals

to the eye, they detract from its transparency.

2. Suspended matter in the form of dirt and iron rust,

which if not filtered or allowed to settle will cause spots.

3. Slime, consisting ol animal or vegetable colloidal matter

and which is not removed by filtering. If such water is used

for mixing solutions, the colloidal matter gradually coagulates

and settles out in the solution as a eludge.

4.—Dissolved gases such as air, sulphuretted hydrogen, etc.

Water dissolves about 2 per cent, of air at 70 d«g. F. and when

a developing agent Uke hydroquinone is dissolved without the

{iddition of sulphite, the oxygen present in the water combines

viith the developing agent forming an oxidation product which

will cause chemical fog.

Sulphuretted hydrogen gas present in eiilphur water will

also cause bad chemical fog, but the gas may be removed by

boiling or by precipitation with lead eicetate.

Purification of Water.
Water may be purified as follows

:

1. By distillation : Distilled water should be used when-

ever possible for mixing solutions.

2. By boiling : This coagulates the colloidal matter and

changes certain lime salts to the insoluble condition which then

settle out, while dissolved gases such as air, sulphuretted

hydrogen, etc., are removed. Therefore, unless the water con-

tains an excessive amount of dissolved salts it is usually suffi-

cient to boil the water and allow it to settle.

3. By chemical treatment : If large quantities of water are

required, chemical methods of purification must be employed,

tliough it is only possible to remove lime salts, slime and col-

loidal matter in this way.

Excessive amounts of dissolved lime salts are very objec-

tionable, because after washing if drops of water are allowed

to remain on the plates or film, when the water evaporates the

dissolved salts in the water become visible as a white scum.

The following methods of ehomical purification may be

adopted :

(a) Add alum to the water in the propprtion of one gram

to four liters. This coagulates the slime which carries down
any ospanded particles, and the Bolution rapidly clears.

This method does not remove dissolved salts, while the small
amount of alum introduced into the water has no harmfat
effect on the developer.

(b) Add a solution of sodium oxalate until no further pi-e-

cipitate forms. • This method removes the calcium and mag-
nesium salts and coagulates the slime, though sodium and
potassium salts are left in solution.

(c) Most of the commercial methods of water softening may
be employed, though such methods do not remove sodium and
potassium salts.

The "Decalso " process of water softening is one which can
be recommended. The water is passed through a tank con-

taining sodium aluminum silicate which is a Zeolite, and
possesses the power of exchanging its sodium for the calcium
and magnesium present in the water. When the Zeolite thus
loaded with calcium and magnesium is washed in a strong

solution of common salt (sodium ciiloride) it exchanges the

calcium and magnesium again for sodium and is thus re-

generated, and is in a condition for further softening. Full

particulars may he obtained from the American Water Soften-

ing Company, 1,011, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Impurities in Developing and Fixing Chemicals.
It is beyond the scope of the present article to indicate all the

possible impurities which may be present in photographic chemi-
cals. For a more detailed account the reader is referred to the

paper by H. T. Clarke on " The Examination of Organic De-
veloping Agents" <Phot. J. Amer., Nov., 1918, p. 481), which
contains a number of analyses of developers recently placed

on the market iinder fancy names and containing such sub-

stances as starch, sugar, salt, borax, etc.

In this article we are only concerned with the impurities

usually pyresent in chemicals which are not intentionally

added as adulterants.

Impurities may have access to photographic chemicals in

thred ways : (a) during manufacture, (b) during storage, (c)

during mixing and storage of the solution.

(a) If chemicals of repute are purchased, the photographer
need not worry about impurities.

If the Elon, hydroquinone or pyro is coloured, the pre-

sence of fogging agents should be suspected, although some
coloured samples do not give any more fog than colourless

ones.

Many metallic compounds such as salts of copper and tin,

metallic sulphides, etc., exert a powerful fogging action even
when present only in minute quantities, and should be
avoided. The following table indicates the nature and effect

of the more common impurities present in the chemicals used
for developing and fixing baths :

ChkmicaIj. Chief Impurity. Effects of Imfuritiss.
Pyro, hydroquinone, Oxidation products and Chemical fog

etc. adulterants Adulterants weaken th«
efTect of the developer

Eeepiag properties of the
developar are impaired

Iron gives a dirtj red solu-
tion with pyro

Decreases the accelerating
power

Diminishes the fixing power
Diminishes the hardening
' action
Excess of acid tends to
caase smlphurization of
the fixing bath

Deficiency of acid oaHses
nailkineBS of the acid fix-

ing bath due to the pre-
cipitation of aluminuin
sulphite

Sodium sulphite Sodium sulphate

Sodium bisulphite Iron and sodium sulphate

Caustic soda Sodium carbonate

Hypo
Alum

Chrome alum

Sodium sulphite
Sodium sulpbate and am-
monium sulphate

Ammonium sulphate and
Sulphuric acid

Acetic acid Water
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(b) For imparities introduced during storage «e« " Storage
of Chemicals."

(c) If during mixing the water contains dissolved «ir and the
devel<iping a^ent ia diasolved before the sulphite, it beoomee
i>xi<ii«ed, and the oridation product fonned oauaea tog. (See

• Mixing of Developers," " Storage of Solutions," and article

on "Chemical Fog.")

Storage of Chemicals.
Chemicals should be stored in weiil-corked or well-stopperFd

jars in a cool dry place, because most chemicals are affected by
[

air which contains oxygen, carbon dioxide gas, and moisture.

(a) Oxygen readily attacks such snbstanoea as sodium sul-

phite, especially in the presence of moistare, oonrerting it into '

sodium sulphate, which is useleu as a preserrative. With crys- .

lallised sodium sulphite the iodium sulphate form on the out- '

side of the crystals as a powder, which may be washed off and
!

the crystals dried. It is lem easy to detect Mxiium sulphate
in dwict-sted aulphcte except by chemical teats.

Other substances wliicfc combine with osygen and are there- ,

fore said to be oxidiwd are stxlium bisulphite and potassium
melabisulphite, snd all developing agents such as pyro, hydro-
quinone, etc.. which turn more or Ices brown, the ei^nt of the
colour roughly indicating the <legree of oxidation.

i

(b) Carbon dioxide gas combines with substaoow like caustic
soda and caustic potash, oonTerting them into the comsponding
carboBalsd alkalis which are leas reactive. If caustic soda is

kept in a stoppered bottle the stopper usually becomes oMnented '

fast by the sodium carbonate formed, so that it ahoold be kept
Ml a waxed corked bottle. Owing to the solvent action of the

'

caustic alkalis on glass the inside of the glaM bottle containing
caustic or strongly carbonated solutions becomes (nist«d, though
the amount of glass thus dissolved away will usually do no
harm.

(c) Certain chemieahi hare a strong attraction or affinity for
the moiataie present in the atmosphere, and gradually di«aolve
in the wiAer thus absorbed furming a solution. This phenomenon
is termed '• deliquescence." and the chemicab are said to " deli-
qoisos " Familiar examples ai* ammonium thioryanate,
potassium carbonate, caustic soda, caustic potash, sodium sul-
phide, nrsnium nitrate, soiiium birhnanate, etc., which should

be stored in corked bottles, and the neck dipped in melted
paraffin wax.

As mentioned above, it is difficult to prepare a solution of
definite percentage strength from a chemical which has deli-

quesced, though it is usually sufficient to drain off the crystals,

or to use a hydrometer, referrring to a table giving the hydro-
meter readings in terms of percentage strength.

(d) While some chemicals absorb moisture as above, others
give up their water of crystallisation to the atmosphere, and
therefore lose their crystalline shape and fall to a powder, and
are then said to " effloresce," the pihenomenon being termed
" efflorescence." Some crystals do not oontnin any water, and
therefore cannot effloresce.

A very dry atmosphere is suitable therefore for storing deli-

quracent salts, but not for efflorescent salts. The only way to
store chemicals is to isolate them from the air by suitAbly

sealing.

Ho^ to Store Solutions.
Stock solutions and developers should be stored in either large

glass bottles, earthenware crocks, wooden w«t«, or tanks ot

resistive material, and so arranged that the liquid may be
drawn off at the side and near the bottom.

Large ^laas bottles and crocks should be fitted with a right-

angled glass or lead tube passing through a rubber stopper wired
to the bottle, the tube being opened and clo8e<l by means of a
pinch Cock clamping a short length of rubber tubing.

In rase a solution such as pyro has to be stored for a long

time and withdrawn at intervals, an absorption bottle contain-

ing alkaline pyro may be fitted at the intake, which absorbs

oxygen from the air as it enters the bottle after withdrawing
part of the solution.

It is often recommended to pour a layer of refined mineral
oil on the surface of a solution so as to protect it from the air,

though this is very messy when the bottle has to be refilled.

A battery of stock solution bottles is shown in Fig. 3, the

bottlfa being arranged on lead-coverv<i shelves under which a

large trough is placed, or. the floor may be so arranged as to

form a sink, so that in case of accidental breakage no serious

damage is done. TYof precaution is of special importance in

the cose of hypo solutions whic4i might otherwise flood an entire

building and inoculate the various rooms with hypo dust causing

an epidemic of spots. J. I. Cbabtree.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CORRECTION OF NEGATIVES
TAKEN OBLIQUELY.

CVor the purposes o< the Fraoeh Amy Aviation Ssrvics, in which bs was enfsged during the greater part of the war, M. L.
invsBtiSStad with grMi tboronghacas the naUMmatkaJ eoadiUons involved in traiisfooniiM? a photograph Uksn from an \tv

V. Clerc has

traiisfoaniii^ a photograph taksn from an inclinod aerial

eaaicrs into ooe oonaspouding with thai obtained frwn the same visw-prHnt, but with the lenn axis vertical. Him study ha* M him t<. the
dwign ol purely auloaaUe cantwa eanyiag out this " redii— it." Inasmuch •» serial photographic mappiug promisen to U- iiii

inip-.runt paww-time spptieatioo of pholqgniphy ws publish a translstioa o( the text of bis paper.—EDS. " B.J."]

(CmUwHMd from pagt 399.)

ir »• draw in tiw pkoe T s s<ri«a of parmlteis to the dirertimt
a,ii (ons of the systems ot parelleli forming the squaring of the map,
for cxonple) tbsse straight lines will have their vanishing point
in D on the negative HAD. In the image projected by the lens O
on the plans H' A' D". the images of tbsM straight lines will be
directed all towards the point ir at infinity and will thus be parallel

to sech other. Every series of psrallsis ia the pkine T will thus
be nprsseiitsd in the aew projection by a series of psrallels.

This having besa done, cunsidrr in the plane T two equal segments
a>, and rjj, oo the same straight line (flg. 7) snd in this same plane
a isgwinl «, y, sqnsi snd parsllel to the two others. The two
paraUslfOframs a>.xjf, and r,</,«,y, will be represented, ia the

plane F M of the new projection, by two psrsllelogrsms A' B' X' Y'

and C D* X' Y', Mid, therefors, squ^ mgaimatM tsJcen on the some

straight line of the plane T will have as imsges, in the corrected

projection, equal segments on a straight line.

Consider now (fig. 8) a squared pattern in the plane T such that one

of its directions p,};" coincides with the intersection of the plane T
by tlis vertical plane containing the axis of the taking lens. Hie
two directions of this squaring then have, ss images in the plans

P H D of the negative, directions which are respectively tho5e «f

the line of greatest itKlinstion (V 11) of the plate and of the horizon

line H D. The image of this squaring in the plane of the corrected

image will be defined by the angles made with P' V (image of p^ v')

by the direction P' Q' of the other system of parallels and the direc-

tion P' R' the image of p, r, the diagonal of the squaring.

C^Hog the angle r'p^r, <r and the aorreaponding angle V'P'IV,
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Vt ^9 apply tli« relation [1] alboT« to detennine ihe directions of

P'Q' and P'R' reJatively to P'V—
O XT

v'pi g = ^ tan »' jOi o = oc tan V P' Q' = —^ tan r'jJi 5 = «:

2 U xl

tan 2' = —- tan ff

O rl
v' ptr ^ <r V P' R' = 2'

It will thus be seen that the particular system of squares con-

sidered in the plane T has, as its image in the corrected projec-

Fig. 7.

tion, a System of rectangles. In order that the corrected image of

the squared pattern shall itself be a system of squares, it is

necessary that
SH = OH [2]

—that is to say that the distance of the horizon line from the

optical centre O of the lens used for correction shall be equal to

V

.«"

^—

p\ i_

^
\^

9'
^«

Pig. 8.

the distance of this same horizon line from the optical centre S
of the taking-lens.

In all other cases the corrected figure will be a homographic
deformed rendering of the squaring projected on the plane of the

map, the image being extended or compressed * in the direction

of the lines of greater inclination of the negative.

R XT
If we take k = —— . , the image will be, in the direction of theO id

lines of greater inclination, extended it k > 1, or compressed if

A: < 1.

§6. Condition of Correction without Deformation.—Since any
figure can always be formed from a squared pattern of infinitely

small squares, it will be seen that the corrected figure will be
similar to the figure drawn on to the plane of the map if the
above condition [2] is observed.

The horizon line being usually not included in the field of the
photographic plate, which it is proposed to correct to a horizontal
rendering, it is useful to express the condition of completo correc-
tion in a form capable of more direct application.
From the right-handed triangles, SPH and OFH,

S H SP
cos H S P

OH OF
cos F H

« Th« term tingit converiion traiuformation affint is Bometimes applied to a
deforaoation of an Image in which thdre is enlart«ment or compreBiion ia one
airection without alteration in the direction at right anglei. In the case whete
ine condition (3) mentioned above is not fulfilled the corrected imaga repreientssuch single conversion o( the projeotion of the terrestnial r.gion in the plane of«h« map. Single conversion can be produced only by parallal projection inwnioh the plane of t:ie picture Is not parallel to the plane of the original fignre,

"'l^f .
prtsant instance, by means of two oonical projections. The Inter-

meaiaie image in this case is common to the two projection systems, as is also»a« •orreapondmg tounter axis (the horizon line in the present instance).

The condition [2J is thus written

:

sin P = m sin w,

taking, as before, / = mF. [O]

7. The condition [2] worked out in the preceding paragraph can

also be established directly from the properties of conical projec-

tions and homographic transformations. It can be shown that the

locus of the centres of projection O, permitting of projecting from

a photographic negative an image similar to that which would have

been obtained from the same view-point on a horizontal plato is a

circumference, described from the point H as centre, in a plane

perpendicular to the horizon line and passing through the nodal

point of emergence S of the taking lens. To each point of

this circle there corresponds a single direction of the plaiie of

projection—namely, that of the plane passing through and the

horizon line of the negative (Fig. 9). From this property a

graphical construction of the various elements of the system of

projection which results in correction may be worked out.

The horizon line being in the focal plane of the lens 0, we draw

with H as centre a circle of radius equal to the focal length /.

Pig. 9.

From the point O selected draw the two tangents to this circle,

which cut respectively the intersection of the plane of the negative

in M, and Mj. Through the straight lines, perpendicular to the

plane of the figure and containing these points, draw planes

parallel to the plane deitermined by and the horizon line H.

The intersections of these planes are their intersections M,P, and
MjP, in the plane of the figure. Through O draw the perpendicu-

lars Oa, and OZj to the planes OMj and OM,. In this way are

defined two positions of the optical axis of the lens serving

for the required correction. The position of this axis in respect

to Ozi permlte the projection of a real corrected image on the

plane M,P,. The position of the same axis in respect to Oz, would

give in the plane PjM, an image which is virtual, and thus of

no importance. Moreover, on the graphical construction the lengths

of the segments intercepted on the optical axis, in one direction

or the other from the centre, by the plane of the negative, and the

plane of tho image may be determined, as well as the angles

o and /3 and the extent d of the decentering.

It will be seen that the choice of the point O on the circle

of radius, HS, being purely arbitrary, the problem allows of an

infinite number of solutions which thus permits a further con-

dition being imposed, for example, the scale of the corrected photo-

graph.

Suppose, for example, we reproduce with enlargement nP the

principal horizontal of the negative the intersection of which is in

P, the plane of the corrected image being parallel to the plane

of which the intersection is HO. Since the triangles are similar

it is sufficient to determine, on the intersection PH of the nega-

tive and of the plane of the figure, a point M, such that :

—

HMt ^ O^, ^ ,HP OP
The position of M, being once fixed, we draw from this point a

tangent to the circle of centre H and radius /. In general, ibis
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tHBgent will cut th« eonoeotrie circle of radios HS at two poinU,

O »od (y, aatiafying the fixed coDdition. Tlie pceitioD 0' of the

optical centre of the correcting lens woold, however, correipond

to the reproduction of the negative at an obliquity inch that the

operation woold be practically impoeeible.

$8. Calculation of t\e Scale of Ue Corrtcttd Imagt.—Wt will

iw pfDceed to discover on what M»le nr th« tarreatrial are« haa

been photographed on the principal horizontal of the negative, and

will thai Jalwuiiiie the icale nr for this horiaootal at the time

«f coRBOtion. The pimiact N of these two ratio* repreeenta the

cale of the oomcted image.

The Kale on the principal horizontal of the negative (fig. 1),

calling H the altitude of the view-point S, ia

F ^ Fooa m
6pt Bp, H

Id order to detennioe the eoki^gemeot hP we have givea the amllar
^iangles POH and PMP' (fig. 5)

NP=I^-

»F '

PO
HM
PH

in a

P ^ a

and therefor*

M - Nr«e'. / .in -
Uaioa

which may be written

NH Cl>1

(B)d •in I

aoting that the denominator NH representa the altitude of the view-

poiot rtdaced to the icale of the oorrcotcd image or the equivalent

local length of the corrected photograph.

0. Corrtction in i'roclicc.—Correction ia prclHaUy done with a

camera eneh a* is used (or the copying of iraaspamicies, the negative

carrisr aad the pUte-hotder being moooted npoo a rocking frame

pivotled oa asaa parpeodicaUr to the axis of the Jsos, the two axca

of the rocking frames being parallel

The nafitive to be corrected requires to be p^aosd in the carrier

•o that on* of ita boriaontals is parallel to th* intenadioa of the

plaoes of tb* negative and of the corrected image, that is lo My,
parallel lo the a«a of the rocking frama^

The direetio* of th* boriaontaU in the negative and th* angle of

taking «• ar* snppliid either by appropriate elinowslifi, monnteJ
ea th* tnkiac camar* or even, in the case of a wail-kaown region
which pressBt* numeiuus datum points, by graphic eonatraction.

The eooditioos which have been worked oat in preceding para-

graf>ha and which are aa follows

:

(A) inn /I •• ton a IC) sin ^ - m ein m
oo./l-oo..«- ,D)^„.. <

sin w NH
permit of determining sacc*s*i»sl/ fi (condition C) in terms of m
aad of m which ar* known: alao • (eoodilion D) in tcrme of /,
which ia known and of N H which ia soitnbly rhns*n We can also

delennn* th* amonni d at deeantaring (condition B) in terma of the
focal length P olth* taking wmera and of th* anglee • /) and «.

and lastly, the enlargenMni • on the optical axis (oonditinn A) in

terme of th* aaglsa a and P, th* known vain* ol this snlargemcnt
panniMing o( isi^ Mm lengtlw of the igawii A and O A'
tiauted, on «h* oplie*! ajri* nspaotivaiy to Ik* esntre by the

plan« of th* nagativ* and of tb* eorreet«d image.

It will frequently be bettOT to sobatitnU lor th* msMor* of de-

asotering d, aa d*ilned in -paragraph 4, the Maaonr* of th* Move-
H*nt ( • A P (fig. 6) to be given to the nefUir*, in its plane in

«rder to bring th* principal horiaootal to th* distance suitable to

the horizontal of the negative meeting the optical axis. The extent

ef thu movemsBt is

s-AP-^
eosa

and shonld be reckoned poaitively from the opticnl axis towards the

intanactian M of the two pUMa.
} 10. PmiiU§ O*ndilioiu.—'rh» geometrical oooditiona of poMi-

bibty of eorroction ar* shown by the condition that the valoM fonnd
lor sin and ain (oooditiane C and D) era Iom than 1, vis.,

ine optical conuderations Umit the anglee a and fi to values

greatly less than the limiting value of 90" obtained on purely

geometrical grounds. In practice, angles of 30° should never be
exceeded both for the negative and the plane receiving the corrected

image.

The possible conditions thus become

M sin w ^05

,/
2m

NH
NH

sin « ^ 0"5

2m F sin w

It will thus be seen that the correction will be possible for values

of the angle » greater in proportion as the ratio m of focal distances

(of correction and taking) is small ; that is, as / is small, and, on the

other hand, in the case of a negative taken under a given angle,

the corrected image can be brought—without limitation of maximum
scale—to a scale small in proportion to m.

From all these conaiderations it is advisable to select (or the

correcting camera a lens of the minimum focal length compatible

with sufficient covering power and freedom from distortion over

the required field and with the neceasary provision for decentring.

11. Cartograpkie Ut of tht Corrtcttd Ntgativu.—It must be
noted in the first piece that the corrected photograph is not identical

with the map, but is only similar to the conical projection of the
t«rr«trial region made from the centre S on to a horizontal plato

T (fig. 10).

In the image taken obliquely and corrected without deformation

the property of the central principal point P no longer applies to

I

m and N U > m F sin M

Fig. 10.

the imag* P' of P, but, in (be case of correction on a horizontal

plate, to the image V of tb* vaniahing point of the verticals, and,

III the caso of correction on a vmiical plato, to the image H' of the

principal horison point H. U P. Cuuc.

(To b* continutd.)

DsMoiinnATioMS or tk« Carbon Pnocrja.—Secretariea of photo-

graphic societies who may wish to imlude a demonatnlion of carbon

printing in their syllabus, should noto that the Autotype Company

oflar th«m (acilitin for doing so. The Company does not send oat

Isulinwi. but is ready to supply all n aousswy matoriala for a d»-

iiMinstillim. sanding exposed csJlMn tissues ready for development

together with transfer paper* and such literature sa will enahie

anyone having even a short axpenanoe in the prooeM to give a de-

monsUatton. Tlie arrangements, in fact, admit of members of a

club entering into a species of oompetitioo in carrying out tlie in-

structions s«nt by the Autotype Company. Application should be

made to the Oompany at 74, New Oxford Street, London, W.O.I.
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A COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT CASE.

KiX)OH Bros., Ltd., v. Leventh.\i..

Judgment has recently been given in the Chancery Division of the

High Court of .luatice, Ireland, by Mr. Justice Powell in a case of

infringement of copyright which, while not providing any fresh inter-

pretation of copyright law as modified by the 1911 Cojjyright Act,

po-ssesses some interesting features. The following is an abridged

summary of the proceedings, abridged that is from the citation of

them contained in the judgment of Mr. Justice Powell. We repro-

duce verbatim only that portion of the judgment which deals specific-

ally with the application of the 1911 Act to the circumstances of the

case.

The defendant firm had published a postcard entitled " Easter,

1916," and also a large photogravure of the same subject in which
was depicted a group of fourteen members of the Irish rebellion

seated round a table. Certain figures in the group appeared to be
copied from photographs of Dhe persons taken by t»he plairitiff, but
the defendant denied that this was eo, and stated that he bought
an oil painting from an artist named Rogers, and that this painting

was an original work from which he reproduced the photogravure
and the postcard. v,

The plaintiff firm had made certain group photographs in circum-

stances which entitled it to the copyright in them, and had produced
for publication and sale certain cabinet photographs made from
single figures in these groups and representing Michael O'Hanrahan,
Thomas J. Clarke, and Cornelius Colbert. There had been a con-

siideraibfe sale of these enlarged phottographs, and the pboitographs
had been reproduced in Irish and English newspapers, and reproduc-
tion fees had been paid to the plaintiff firm. The plaintiff showed
that the three .single enlarged cabinet photographs of O'Hanrahan,
Clarke, and Colbert wea-e idemtica.] with the three photographs of these
men in the photogravure and postcards issued by the defendants.
There were slight differences such as could have been made in repro-

duction, but the faces were identical.

The defendant stated that the reproductions were made from an
oil painting in black and white made for him by an artist named
Rogers, and that he was not aware of the methods adopted by
Rogers or of any copyright in any of the portraits. Under cross-

e.\amination, he said that if he knew they were from .photographs he
would have asked about them. He said he knew they were from
something. He made no inquiry.

Mr. \\ . J. Rogers, the artist wiho had produced the infringing work,
said that in 1917 he conceived the idea of producing and composing
an original sketch of leaders of the rebellion done in pencil ; that he
did not get any of the three sketches from the plaintiff's photographs

;

tliat he saw them in the Press ; that he had no photographs before-

hand
; that he transferred them to the cardboard of the oil painting,

and then painted them in in black and white in oils, afterwards
taking them to the defendant with vvliom he made a contract. Under
cross-e.xamination, he admitted that he had seen Colbert's portrait

with the plaintiff's name on it in the "Irish Times," that he had
seen Clarke's photograph in the " Irish Times," but did not notice

plaintiff's na :-.e to it, omd tliat the only photograplh he had seen of

O'Hanrahan ha;l been in the "Irish Times."
The defendant, recalled by the Judge, stated that the photo-

gravures were iii-st sold on May 8, 1918, and that he learned that the

sale of these pictures was prohibited at the end of September, 1918,

and he ceased selling after that date.

Plaintiff, reoaJled by hie counsel, staited tliat he had been publisli-

ing the cabinet photographs from 1917 down to the time of the hear-

ing in the public Press.

It was submitted by counsel for the defence that Mr. Rogers was
able from memory to produce these sketches of the persons repre-

sented, but even if that explanation were not accepted, it was con-

tended that the photogravures were not an infringement even if

taken from the plaintiff's photograph. It was argued that the object

of the 1911 Act was the same as that of the 1862 Act, namely, to

protect the owners of the copyright in their reputation. Counsel re-

referred to the case of Ha.nfstaengl v. Baines (1895) and
HanfstaengI t. Erafiis Theatres. He said tliat the repro-

ductions, even if copies of the three enlarged photogiiaplis,

could not be said to be injurious to the plaintiff. The reproduction

was a group ; it did not compete with the photographs of the plain-

tiff. It had no effect on the artist's reputation, nor on its commer
cial value, and he referred to the fact that the sale of the photo
gravure and the postcards had been forbidden under the Defenci

of the Realm Act. It was argued that the' Court should not restraii

defendant from selling when, in fact, there had not been a sale

there was no evidence of a future intention to sell, and that there

fore no injunction .should be granted. Counsel stated that the plain

tiff had expressed their intention to circulate the same group, ant

that there was no evidence of damage.
Counsel for the plaintiff contended that even if the productioi

had been brought about by memorising, this would be an infringe

ment, and he strongly relied upon the similarity between the por

traits in the jxibtcards and in the photogravure and those i-n th

cabinet photographs, pointing out that even two negatives taken «
different occasions could not produce such a likeness.

Mr. Justice Powell, in the course of further reviewing the evidence

said he cou'.d not bring himself to accept the story of Mr. Rogers

He did not believe it would be possible for him by means of th

process which he detailed to procure a production in the postcar(

or in the photogravure of photographs practically identical with th

calbinet photographs in question. He had come to the conclusioi

that the group was arranged by the defendant and Roge.s together

and pointed out that the defendant had not contradicted this evi

dence, but had stated that he did not remember making the state

ment to a representative of plaintiff's solicitor to the effect that h
and Rogers had arranged the group. On this interpretation of th

evidence presented to the Court, the judgment of Mr. Justice Powell

in respect to the application of the Act to the circumstances of th

case, was as follows ;

—

Under Sect. 1 (1) of the Copyright Act, 1911, copyright subsist

in every original literary, dramatic, musical, and artistic work, an(

by the definition clause [Sec. 35 (1)]
" Artistic Work " includes photc

graphs.

By Sect. 21 the term for which copyright shall subsist in photc

graphs shall be fifty years from the making of the original negativ

from which the photograph was directly or indirectly derived, an'

the person who was owner of such negative at the time when sue

negative was made is to be deemed to be the author of the worl

By Sect. 1 (2) for the purposes of the Act coipjTiglit means th

sole right to produce or reproduce the work or any substantial pai

thereof in any material form whatever. By Sect. 2 (1) copyright in

work, tihat is, copyright in a photograph (inter alia) shall be deeme

to be infringed by any person, who, without the consent of th

owner of the copyright, does anything, the sole right to do which i

by this Act conferred on the owner of the copyright. In this cas

the defendant has reproduced, as I hold, the three cabinet photc

gnai;>hB,(pLtled them in the giXMi-p in the postcard and photogi-avurei

and offered for sale and sold them. By Sect. 2 (2) copyright shoul

also be deemed to be infringed by any person who sells or by wa

of trade exposes or offers for sale or hire, or distributes either for th

purpose of trade or to such an extent as to affect prejudicially th

owner of the copyright, or by way of trade exhibits in public an

work which to his knowledge infringes the copyright, or woul

infringe the copyright if it had been made within the part cf H.M
Dominions, in or into which the sale, exposure, offering for sale c

hire, distribution, exhibition, or importation took place. Sect. 5 ('.

provides that, subject to the provisions of the Act, tlie author of

work shall be the first owner of the copyright therein, provide

that where, in the case of an engraving, photograph, or portrait, tl;

plate or other original was ordered by some other person, and wi

made for valuable consideration in pursuance of that order, then, i

the absence of any agreement to the contrary, the person by who;

suoh plate or other original! was so ordered should be the fii's.t owji<

of the copyright. In this case neither the plate nor original wi

ordered by any other person.

It is suggested on behalf of the defendant that he is not liab

because he was not aware that the plaintiffs had any copyright i

these photographs, relyiing. I take it, on Sect. 2 (2) of the Act i

1911 : Iki'.it this section and aub-seotioin must be read together wit

Sect. 2 (1). Here the plaintiffs allege that the defendant himsel

although warned by the plaintiffs, persisted in doing several acts ti

sole right to do which is by the Act conferred on the plaintiffs i

the owners of the copyright. He has reproduced these photograpl

in his picture postcard and in his photogravure, and the meaniu
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ol8«et. 2 (2) i* tlut not only tiM person who reprodocM a copyright

'k it Uabla to an aetion, but persona who deal with intringed

eopiea mmv also be liable, the latter, however, only i' they do so

kBowiogly. I, therefore, do not think that Sect. 2 (2) applies in

this case as to confine the plaintiffs to the remedy by way of injunc-

tion only provided by Sect. 8, but if it ware necenary I am quite

|lM|>ared to hold, oo the avidence, that the defcadant knew that the

plaintiffs bad a copyright in these photograph*, and that he wa«

infringing the copyright b«caaa« rejecting, as I do, the version of

Bogers and himself aa to the alleged history of the picture postcards

and the photogravure, and believing, as I do, that, aa regards the

thrpf mf-n in question, their photographs (cabinet) were reproduced

aintiff's photographic groups, it is, in my view, imposaib'.e

i'fendant could not but be aware that theae photographs of

..Toapa were the property ot the plaintiff, seeing that the namt
.idreas of the plaintiff is stamped upon the three pbotograi^ of

llle groups from which, aa I hold, the reproductioo* were taken.

On this point I have been referred by counsd for the plaintiffs to

the case of Byine v. tfie " SMHt " 'Cn. (1914, K.B. 622). and to

tbe judgment of BaiUiadie J. in that case (" B.J.," J«i. 30, 1014,

p 91.—Eds.). There, aa Ibe jodge points out, the advert ismwit coo-

lained opoo ita face an intimation that it was translated by the

plaintiff, and the defendant's witnesses had stated that they at-

tached DO importaDce to this, and the judge heU that they were

wrong. Mid faood, s« a fact, that there wee n—nnihh gRtaiid for

inspecting that there was copyright in the plaiBtifl*a translation.

Mr. Diuw ue pot forward aa alteniativa iiimwn, eontanding thai

the ai-^^atiaf and phetogifcmiee and piotm poatcard were not an

ofringliMnl of tbe pkintiff'a eopyright, evsn il takm Iran the

plaintirs phatoifaplw. Om object ol the Aete of 1862 and 1911

being to prateet owneie of eopyright in their lepotation, and that

Ibe grooft pbotagTspbad in the pictore poetcard and in the pboio-

gravnie, ai>d painted in the ofl'sainting, even H enpied aa ragardi

Ktiiree mea in queetioa Inmb the plaintifTs phutogiayhs. waa not

inflicltaa d an injury vfoo the plaintilTs ; he saye tliat tlMae

prodiirti'-.ns of tbe d*fen«ki>t eoaetitnte entirely difleitaBt work, bat

m nv^'ls the latter point, it wm held by Homer J. on " Brooks

T. R<ti4;ir>i» Tract Society " (66 W.R., 4 76) tiiat wfcsre one foand

a dip' '. '^>pv of a sohatantial poitioa ot a eopjright work, thai

(ioa oowMtutsi an knli i iigwiwt it H was a copy in

' nse. On tbe point aa to whslh«' Uie infrinfoBMnt

waa an minry to the plainllfli, Mr. Bnsnie raUed npoai lb*

indgratal m the caee ol " fhnlita^ngl v. B^nm," nod lb* ofaaam-

tinrw in the judgment by Lord MacNaghtoo at p. 99 to the e8*ct

t>mt if the object of the Act ot 1860 be, aa be iiyeil it was, to

-rd the repotatJDst of arlieta and pi tail in intact the onm-

j>l vnloe of artaeU' work, it aftpeared to him tbat tba skeiehes

<• DoUf firaphie, ol which the oomplaint warn MMde, were not

.^...-n the mischief which the Act waa daaignrf to mi rsi, There

oonld not, be thonght. be any powabiHty of any iniarioa* e0ect on

the artiat'a rspntatioa, nor ooold the repMdaction in any cwi-

eeivable iii mtamm dalnoi from the mimiiiiiI valne of the

vtMt's work or ooaM into eoavetitaoa with it or any iepw»ifciftioti

of it. It is quite smash, aa it seemed to him, to piece the sketcbce

in question alooKside any photograph of the ffkUu aa of which Ibey

were aOaged to be pifti eal copies. In that caee the appellaat waa

Aa wanai of a oopyrigbt according to GerBaa law in certain

pllwsB paintrd in Osmany. At the theatre of tbe Empire Palace,

Ik Iicmba. wpr*ienlal ipBs war* given of tltoee pietmei, aad akatobe*

M lb* pictavea waf pablisbid by the riipoaJwla in tb* Dailf
oMe aewspapw wilb eupkaatory letterprMi. Tbe appellant

^bt aa actioa ^aiast the Bn^iir* Palace, lioiited. and tbe re-

ep^rndenta to realraia tbea from infringing hi* eopyright by their

teepeutive repnaantatioo, and lor damagea, aad it waa held by the

of Appeel. atbrni^ Sleriiag J., that tb* Htriag piotarsa were

of Ibe eopjrrigfat. Upoa lb* Motioa (or an in-

the raapoadanto in tbe caaa aaAm review, Sterling

an interim injmction, and the order wae iliii<Mmiil by
Coat of Appeal, ood (ram this decisirm tbe plaintiff appealed.
' BaiaAaU pninisd oat ia tbat caee that it was not aocarale

mtf tbat tb* living piotarsa were oopiee of tbe paintings. It is

~ b* anya, that lb* iaoaa at all evsoU are different. It is

, be eays. tftat tb* ooonteoaoces of tbe livinK pcraooa whci

OB tbe state boa* any doe* rmwnhlantn to Ibos* depiolad

by the artist. In snaie casies, he says, this difference woold be all-

intportant. Lord MacNaghton aipparenUy adopts this statement of

Lord Herschell, as appeaia by what he saya that to place the sketches
in qneetioo alongside any photognph of tbe pictures of which (iiey

were alleged piratical copies would oonviDce anyone that they could

not oome into competition with the picture or any reproduotion of

it. But I do not think that tiiis afipliee in the oaae before me,
becanae, save for wholly immaterrial differenoea, tbe photographa of

the three men in question in the defendant's produotian* ace, a* to

their faces, really reproductions of the pho*ogni(>he of these men
token by the plaintifis.

I am therefore of opinion that the plaintiff is entitled on the whole
case to an injunction reatrainang tbe defendant, his serrante and
agents, from making, publishing, selling or offering for sale, any
copies, repsioductions, or imitatioaa of the pkuntiff'g photographs
of thcae three men, or any of them, or otherwise infringing the
plaiotitTa eopyright therein, and to an aoooont and delivery op of
all paintinga, copies, and imitationa of theee photographs, together
with all blocks, platee, and olber devioea ueed or intended to be
used for the production of such infringed oopt<!s, reproductions, or
imilatacas in the poseeeson, ruatody, or oonirol of the defendant, bis

servants, or agente.

I do not tbcnk it neoemary to deolare the pisinti/rs entitled to
an aceiwut of profits. As regards damages, I have no materials

before me tor aeseanng more than nominal damages. On this

point. Onnwesl liA tbe pkintifb have referred me to the statemeat
in Mr. Coppinger's work at p. 199 that the meaaore of damagea
under S. 6 (1) will be the losa which ti>e proprietor of the oop7-

rif^ht has suffered by maon of the diminution of the sales of bis

work, or the loes of proAt which he might otherwiee have made.
The fact that pirated work may have injured the reputation aad
vulgarised the original is also a fact that may be taken into oon-

sideration in aasesang the amount of damages, and the com of
' Henfstamgl v. Smitfi " (1906, Cb. 519) is refored to. In that

oaae, on tbe qjnsst ion of damages, Mr. Jastita Kekewich says that

he was stmek by tbe view aa(i|>oi<ed by t!ie plaintiff's witoeeam

that such a pofalieataon aa appeared in the magazine referred to

vnljiriaed tbat of which it ia a reproduotioa—that is, tends directly

to laeseiit tbe sale of tbe pkintiff'a goods by reaaoo of the famili-

anty of tbe pohlic with tbe base form. Notwithataading that taot,

be declared the plaintiff entitled to a verdict in nominal damages

only.

I am not prepared to hold tbat the inolusicm of these three mea
in a gtoop aaioa^ other mea whoaa pbolognfiba appear in the

three prodootioa* complained of vnlgariaes ttiat of which it is .i

reproductinn. The sale of tbese prodoelioaa of the defendant has

been, in fact, supprvmed, and was auppreased at an early atage. No
doubt it is stated in Mr. Ooppinger'a work at p. 199 that the

daoMfa may be said to be at large, but thai doea not meaji that

I am to BMke an aHntiary award of damages. I will award the

pWnliffT tba sum of £1 for damages, and, of cooiaa, the defendant

most pay tbe eosts.

A Book or tbc Cikema.—iMesara. Harper and Brother*, New
York, have just i^ued a large sad waU-inustrated book on the

nnking of motion picturea, largely historioal, Ixit dealing in a

popular way with the making of film piotorea of all kinds. The

aut-Sor w Mr. Honer Ooy.

Th« PHOTOcnAPBic C'owvannoM at Oxford.—After the suspen-

sion of its meeting* since 1914, the Photographic Convention met

last wveic at Oxford, under the preaidencrjr of Mr. O. W. Atkina. It

is eigbleea yean since a previous meeting of the Convention was

held at Oxford, and in an address of welcome to the members, Mr.

O. W'. Norton m'erred to the ohanges in its memb«ralhip which so

lung an interval of time had brou^t about. On the evening of

Thoraday Isat week, July 10, Sir Cecil Hertslet delivered a most

intenating leotore on his experiences at Antwerp aa Consul -General

tor Belgiiun during Itie invasion of Ibe country in Aiignst, 1914.

Ezcnraions were held daring the week, on the Wednesday, by river

laondi to Abingdon and Sutton Courtney, and on Frid.ay liist tu

the Va^ of the White Horse. Hie annua] dinner was he'.d at the

Clarendon Hotel, and waa followed by an excellent musical pro-

gramme of Mr. J. Oilbcrt Wiblin.
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PDoto-mecDanicai Rotes*
•—--—

Progress in Rotary Gravure.
Mr. C. W. Saalbtirg, who has taken out many patents for ini.

provemenits in rotary photogravure, the novelty of some of which

we have ventured to dispute, has been granted a L'nited States

patent, No. 1,290,786, for printing a grain on carbon tissue and

superposing this over the tissue containing the usual screened image.

He claims this avoids "devils," and has other advantages.

From the peculiar appearance of the shadows in most machine-

printO'l photogravures, it was often supposed, in the early days, that

there was a supplonientary grain iljolied to the pla.te somehow ; but

Kince the process has become le-s< secret it has been found that the

effect is simply due to the specific character of the ink used and the

way it dried on the paper where it was thickest—that is, in the

sl.adows.

It has often been remarked that three and four colour work in

rotary photogravure looks Hat : sparkling oil paintings reproduce as

though the originals were pastel drawings. Attempts have been

made to overcome this by printing on to glazed or gelatinised paper.

Silks and mercerieed cotton should provide a glossy surface that

would overcome this defect, and printing on these materials should

also have the advantage that a little want of register, which is very

difficult to avoid entirely in rotary photogravure, would escape

notice.

Before the war many experiments were being made in applying

this process to the printing of wall-paper and textiles ; of course,

they were kept closely Mcret, and presumably have been dropped

during the war. No doubt they will now be resumed, and great

progress is certain along these lines sooner or later.

Hints on Metal Printing.

The copper offered the engraver is often none too well buffed and

polished. Sometimes scratches are quite obvious, and in tliis case

there i» nothing for it but plenty ol ellow grease, first using fine

pumice ponder and afterwards chjrcoal. until all the scratches are

removed But eoinetimes the surface appears free from scratches

which, however, appear after the etching is done. Appajently in

manufacture the copper sheets have been g'ound with a coarse grit,

pnd some of the deeper scratches have not been afterwards polishes

away, but have been merely burred over. In this case the only

thing that may help at all, if such a condition is suspected with

any given lot that cannot be exchanged, is to use a negative that

will stand a iieavy printing and an enamel solution that is thicker

than usual. To make printing on metal as uniform as possible, all

conditions should be kept as uniform as possible, for example, the

enamel solution should not only be made up to the same formula,

but should be tested with a hydrometer, and always used at a

definite strength or, rather, viscosity. Then if the whirlmg is

uniform and the light the same, and kept at the same distance from

the frame, the exposure v/ill be the same and development also. A
good average figure is 10 deg. Baume, but this may be much lower

if conditions will permit of a tliinner solution and this is advan-

tageous as it ehortens the time of printing considerably. There is

no need to waste any of tiie enamel solution that drains oft the

plate ; even the first coating which carries away the water may be

saved and made up to hydrometer strength with the addition oi

some thicker solution. Filtered, it is just as good as fresh solution.

Enamel is much more liable to come oft zinc and brass than it is

oil copper. Too copious rinsing with water sseans to be the most

potent caufie of losening the enamel film.

Film in Photo==MechanicaI Work.
In the Uoiilted States film is being increasingly used iiii black and

white work, particularly in rotary photogravure. Films of several

degrees of contrast are available. In large sizes they are cheaper

tihan dry-plates, anid they do not suffer from the disadvajitage of the

oocaisional waviness whioh characterises the ghiss of the average

dry-plate, but the chief reason for their pireferenoe is thait they oan

so easily be cut up and fitted together in any position required to

make tihe large newspaiper page, so poipulai- in the Sunday swpple-

ments in rotary photogravure which ev^ry important newspaper in

tlis United States niofw runs.

Tliere are not, howoveir, bo fair, oji the m;ii'ket any holders fox

large-size film, and varioue devices aaie used by the opei-atora t
hold these films in tIhe dark-elide. One is to place the film on
pi-ece of plate-glass amd baok it up with another piece of glam
This is open to the obje<rtion that aaiy duSt oa- defect in the glas
is reproduoed in the negaitive, and tfhe focus ranst be altoi-ed to alkr
for the film iio't l>eing in the usual focal plane.
Another meithod is to use a piece of thin, fla-t boaird—stout caiwi

board does, and pin the fi'jn on this with drawing pins, then handl
just like a dry-plate. Still another method is to lay the film on
piece olf g'lass and stick dowm the top edge wish adhesive tape, suo
as surgeoms use. See that lihe fihn is perfectly flat ; then sUck th
IbotUxm edge in the same Vfiay, and the slides, too, if there is aa
sign of curl. Both of the latter methods seem quite satisfactorv.-
A. J. X.

A Problem in Half-tone Photo^Lithography.
One of the drawbacks in connection with photo-lithography, par
ticularly in colours, is that it is next to impossible to do an;
retouching or correcting on the printing surface, and even if i

were possible it would be impracticable for those step-and-repea
processes in which the original negative, and not a transfer, is usee
to make every repeat. So the retoiiching must be done on thi

negative, and if continuous-tone negatives are made, this is not si

difficult, as is obvious in the beautiful collotype reproductions ii

colour, sucii as the Medici prints, which mus-t have considerable
retouching, all done on the negative before the collotype plate i

made. But the lithographer who wants a grained negative does no
want to use the indirect process if it can be avoided, yet if hi

makes cross-line screen negatives direct, he finds them difficult U
retouch—practically impossible. So usually a contiiraous-toni

negative is made on a plate the glass side of which is ground si

that it w-ill take pencil readily on the back as well as on the film

A positive is made from this wliioh can be still further retouched
and the screen negative made from this, when (if the work ha
been properly done) no retouching could be required on the plate

W. C. Huebner, one of the inventors of the Huebuer-Bleistei

step-and-repeait machine for photo-lithography, has recentl

obtained a U.S. patent, No. 1300729, for a somewhat differen

method. He apparently dislikes the cross-line screen ; at all event*

he sets forth in his specification several disadvantages, and appear

to imagine you can get a greater range of tone with an irregula

grain. As in either case you ar3 limited by the black of the solii

printing ink at one end and the white the coloui- of the paper oi

which you have to print at the other, it is difficult to see how yoi

can get a longer range of tone with one method than with the othei

However, apart from his reasons, his method is ceiteinly ingenious

for he takes an ordinary continuous-<tone negative or positive, r«

touches this in the usual manner, and then prints from it on to

bichromated gelatine solution spread upon, glass, which solutioi

contains calcium chloride or other substance U) cause it to give

grained effect ; an other words, he produces a grained coUotj-p

plate. He now inks this up or treats it with opaque powder, am

then uses it as his negative to print on his plate, and thus obtain

his grained photo-lithographic printing surface.

Ceramic Half»Tone Screens.

A PROCESS for the making of half-tone screens which has been pn

tected by patent is described in sijecifioation No. 124,608 by Mi

E. VV. Smith, of 69, Alexandra Itoad, Hornsey, London, N.8.

Mr. Smith draws or engra\es on a lithographic stone, ziiK

block or plate, a line granular stipple or other configuration an

after rolling (or inking up) through the medium of an India rubbt

covered roller, he transfers the design on the stone or plate to

sheet of glass. The glass may be held on a moving or fixed be

plate of a machine and the roller positioned in a frame so tha

on the movement of the bed plate or the roller the design can I

transferred from the roller to the glass with great exactitude, th

roller being adjusted so that the necessarj- pressure is imparte

to effect a sharp and clear imprint.

In rolling or inking up the stone, plate or block having the desig

thereon when it is required to be permaneiiit a suitable vamis

is used for the purpose such as that known as printere' vai-nisi

TThe design (or oonfiguration) is traiteferaied to the glass as describe.
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•ml da>t«d with tgx opaque gla« «iiamel or glaze powder or Uie

like and afUrwards fiivd in a BmfBe or kiln.

The design on the (tone or plate can b« inked up sufficiently

iparely so that it ie not blurred when transfeired from the printing

cylinder to the giaa Mid when dusted with the coamd powder and

lirtd in the muffle or kiln Cne full depth or deoaity of the deaign

ii obtained Aarp and clear.

When it is not required that the deaign or configuration be per-

aneot, instead of dusting with the enamd powder and firing in

a muffle or kiln use may be made (after traiaferring the deaign

to the glaas as described) of any dusting panrder and the firing

omittH in obtaining the desired mult.

Patent nciDS*

Pnmu

tot priatiof

pattnU—applieaHont and ipteiJlcatiom»—an trtaUd in

Setm."

tpriiwtiona, Jane 30 to July 5.

' iKTiNO FlLAiaa.—No. 16,498. Sprii^

'.ramas. J. F. Hanasn.

Paofpcnox Scmnon.—No. 16,424. Moving faciare display aorean.

Eoraka Screen Co. and W. J. Mellerah.

: s-XMATOCKArHT.—No. 16,714. Appamtos lor taking and dis-

playing flsoiing pietates. A. Bameit and B. tiUil
sKtutooMArwr.—So. 16.736. Ciiiwiialo^iiih mpfmnHioa. Barr

and SlmMid and J. W. F^sodl.

! ssn&TOOKAnnr.—No. 16,601. CinmMlo—iiih agpa—tas. W. R.

ixntAToevAniT.—No. 16,467. Maana for

dooiog iooad aad for sjniokioamng the

poqweaa. F. H. iV»—lain.
isMMAtOiULAFmr.—No. 16,801. Automatic

maiografli machiata. R. M. Oeyar.

iimiATOsmAnnr.—No. 16.546. Aatnmatic safety shnttera for ciae-

outogfaph appatmtoa. A. H. MarahaH.

eoalrol lor one-

COMPLETE SPECiriCATlOSS ACCEPTED,
Thtit ifnyitmtimt m$ oUaimabU, priet 6d. muk.mett frm,/ivm

IMs ^atma Ofta*. $5, SmUMtmpUm BmikUHgt, CkmArry Lam,
Lontkn, W.C.

TSt daU m braek»l$ it that of appheatiim im tftii eoMfUry ; er
•tread, im tht cam cf —l»wfi granttd mmdtr tk* Inltmatienal

•cvsmw FixoBBS—No. 116,006 (May 16, 1S17). llie iareolioa

rslara paitiealarly to Ike type ti fareewng taden (or pholo-

.-rnphioMW wkieh cuM|ifiw • fmiiw^n lane with eahataali.

..I;, the SMM fecal \m^ as the lene of the tmtmt, m beUama to

^

the ooler end ol whieh the lens is attached, a (ocossii^ screen,

•ad a l iii t ling tainar hinged to the soraan. Tlie ioTeotiaii

eoadala priBc*|aay in this that the bellows, the mirror, and the
eiWB a** io conDseled with one another thai they may be foUed
Mo • poiHioa panlla) with one another.

In Um dimwhma, 1 ia a rac4angalar frame prorided at ita upper

four edges with hingea oonoecting plates 25 and 26, which serve
as a guard againat ootaide light on the image recording focussing

screen 2, mounted in the upper pait of the frame. In order to
secure the light guard in its uprighit positioii, and at the same
time to prevent the entrance of lighit at the oomers between the
different plates, the plates ai« provided on each upright edge
with a Ba[nge or bend, and hinges so that the flaim will pien
againat the upright edges of the plates. The plate carrying the
mirror ia connected by means of hinges to the frame. To this

plate aide plates 7 are ooooeoted by means of hinges, and the plate
9 by meani of hinges 8.

Devices employed in the present instance for adjusting the lens

consist of oorre^KMiding threada in the lens hoUer and on the

fig. 2.

lens mounting, hence by turning tile lens it may be moved in the
diieotioo of ito axis.

The tocuasing finder is to be adjusted when attached to the
camem, the adjnatmen* baiag efleoted by focussing the camera
I7 nieaaa of ita loonasing scale on an object whoee diatance from
the oaoMra A known, or on atvcalleJ infinite distance, whereupon
the lens of the focoasing finder is to be moved to and fro by the
Banna above deacrR>ed until the image on the focussing screen
is ahnip. Thia having been done for one certain diat«nce. the
image will also appear sbaip ior any other diatanoe, as the focal
length of the lens of the fnniMJng finder is Ifie same as that of
the lens of the camera. Oeoiv Samuel Imiia, 7, RytUregatan,
Basonda, Sweden.

X>Ra« PAnn.—No. 125,490 (Sept. 18, 1918). The invwtion coiwisU
in providing a photographic amniaion capable of being eocceaafully
acted opon by the actinic rays of radiographing apparatus. Thia
«"»nMon is oonted oo to ^>eo)aUy prspared paper. The paper m
<A*nined by coating paper with calcium tungstote emulsified in
gelatine, or other aoitnUe medium. The record is made direct on
to the sanMlieed material, and this obviates any printing, and
only on* deteiopnet of the paper is required. Edwin Ebeneier
BumeU, Wistowe, Hayes Town, Middlesex.

»
A Lrm.1 P.P.A. UiMNsm.—A very pleasant little fonctioa waa

arranged by the Professional Photographers' Aaaooiation last week,
in the ahape of a dinner at GaUi's Restaorant, at which most of
the memban of Aa counal with a few friends ^Mit the evening
tofetficr in a semi-fonnal way. Mr. H. A. St. George, preeideot of
the P.P.A., waa in the chair, and in propoaing the toast of the
Aaaocis lion, reviewed the conditions of the past five years which, as
be «aid, )ud been much less injurious to the photographic bosineH
than had been feared. In fact, although k»ger hours and harder
work had been neoeaaary, the iooreased demand for the photogri^ih
created 1} the war had had its satisfactory results. It was possible
to say that, after eighteen years, the Association cootinued to grow
in strength and good repute, and was in a poaitioo to meet and to
deal with any problems that the future had for it. Mr. S. H. Fry,
honorary secretary and treasurer, replied, and aaid, that while it

waa not poesible to make a poaitive statement, it was moat
prchahie that the Association coold hcrfd a ooo^^waa a^n next
year. Other toasU followed, one being to the visitors, Messra.
Webb and Bell, of the Kodak Company, and Mr. George E. Brown,
of the " British Journal," all of whom briefly rophed. Letters of
ragrrt at inability Co be preaent ware read from Mr. Gerald Bishop
and Mr. Edgar Houghton. Perhaps the outstanding feature of the
apeechea waa in tbcae by two conntry members of the council, Mr.
F. Read, of Soothport, and Mr. T. Chidley, of Oheeter, laying stresa
on the (act that photograpbons were pottii^ aaide their feelings of
jealousy and aloofneas, and were showing a great disposition to
meet their competitors in a given town for the general advantage
of their common intereets. Mr. Lang SinM proposed the toast of
the pxeaident, and Mr. T. C. Tnner gracefully propoaed the health
of Mr. Alfred KUis, by whom the arrangementa for a moat aijoyable
evening had bean made.
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CATALOGUES AND TRADE NOTICES.
The Adox Lf.ns.—Meesi-s. J. H. DsiJlnieyer, litd., Cliimch Eiwi

Works, Wiil-eeden, London, N.W.IO, send us a small booklet o{ the

Adon lens of varUi.l>> fooaJ lenglJi from 13^ U> 49^ ins. The booklet

very coiioisedy puts its fiiiiger on just those branohes of vvoa-k for

wlbiah a lens oif this kin-d is most .usefiil, in addiition to the ordina,ry

j>iir(X)8es which a teilephoto tens seaves.

Harxet Helps for Beginkebs.—A forty-page l>ook]et Ims just

been issued by Messrs. Elliott and Sons, Barr»et, Herte, in which

Mr. W. L. F. Wa&teiU has some very practical advice to give on ex-

jposure, development, and the making a.nd toniaig of pi-ints. Dealers

iliould not omit to have a few of tlH'se booldieits. on their couiatems,

wliere its most Uisteful cover will a.titraot aitteiition. Single copies

may be obtained on aipplioaticm to Messrs. EUioitt.

Ross Lenses and Cameras.—Mess.rs. Ross have just issued their

iirst catalogue of th#ir photographic lenses and other apparatus

Aduih lias appeared afteir the four aiid a-half yea.rs during which

*heiir works ha%-e been solely devoted to the requiremeaits of tlie

2^a<vy and Army. The new ]ist, which is illustrated with seme

.striking i^hotogpaipbs, gdves fuJll technical pai'tioulars of the Xpres,

tCombiiiiaible, Te'.ecenitrio, and Homoceaitric leoises, as well as of the

Jioss portrait lens and the series for cinejnia.tQgraph oam.eras and

iprojectors. Those who a.re buying a ix>rtrait lens which can be

used to full advantage ailso for outdoor groups will find much assist-

ance in the table on page 26, in which the dimensions of studio suiit-

.ab'.e for various leaigiths of the Xpres imd thte Boss portrait lens are

.set forth. The lis't gives the prices of various models of folding

And reflex hand cameras fitted with Ross lenses.

meetings of Societies.—•—
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Saturday, Jblv 19.

north Middlesei Photographic Society. Outing toCassiobury Pavk.

.Mancuester Amateur Photographic Society. Outing to Dunham Parks.

Monday, July 21,

JSouth London Photographic Society. " The Kyes of the Army." .J. H. Jennings

Tdksday, July 22,

Hackney I holographic Society. Slide Competition: *' Woodland Sunshine."

Thursday, July 24,

Jlampshire House Photographic Society. *' Spotting and Retouching the
Print." J, J. W. Carruthers.

Ilaokney Photographic Society City Outing.

EDINBURGH SOCIETY OF PROFIDSSIONAL PHOTO-
GRAPHERS.

The last meeting of the session 1918-19 was held on Monday, July

7.- Pireeent were: Mr. Young {in the ohaiir), Messrs. Ailcman, Bam-
brick, Swan Watson, Ferguson, CamipbeU BaBper, Johnston, Geo.

Balmain, Laixder, Banne, Scott, Moffat, iliss D'Arcy, and Miss

Hutton.

The Chairmadi intimated tlliat he lia.d neoeived a^n officiaj letter

from the Edijibua'gh College of Art appointing him instructor of the

new retouching class wlitch commences in October. An estimate of

the cost of the oonstruotion of tlie neoessa-ry apparatus had been

(Obtained and wooiJd be submitted to the aoUege.

Mir. .lohnston then submitted the report of the Apprentice Com-
mittee. He pointed out that the entire subject bristled with diffi-

culties, and, tlie comanittee considered, was hardly a matter for a
committee at all, but rather for the coaisideraition of the society in

general. PersoiiaiUy he was of the opinion that the nature of the

profession of pliotography rendered it very difficult to arrange a

•definite sdieme of apprenticeship. It was not a merely mechanical
trade, but on© which required a special aptitude in the individual

following it out. A girl or boy, liaving commenced an indentured
aipprenfticeship, might be found to lack the neaessary aptitude for

the business, and the mastesr would then be left in an awkward
position. In a one^nan business a system of apprenticeehip might
.be quite feasible, as the learjier would be in a position to .see und

acquire all the bi'anches under tlie pea-sonal supervision of the em-
ployer; but in a larger concern, where the hrandlies were divided
iirto as many separate departmeirta, the neces.<iary moving of the
apprentice from one to another, when he had just begun to be
useful in the previous branch, iviused oonsiderable disorganisation.
The oommitteie therefore considered that the best mt-thod would

be to take on young people on trial. If they showed intereet and
ability they were bound to reach the top of the tree; but if they
turned oat otherwise it was then a simrple matter to part oompan-y.
Each junior assistant thus employed could learn thoroughly at
'least one branch. To push him, on the otlier hand, through every
branch during a limited period had not onay the distupbing effects
before mentioned, but left the assistant with no thorougih know-
ledge in any one department.
Mr. Campbell Harper corrdborated these remarks. '

Mir. Young thought that the lack of a good apprenticeship system
was responsible for much of the inefficient lielp complained of at the
•present time. He pointed out that the apprentice was not to be
considered as part of the working staff, but rathea- as an e-xtra. He
quoted figures whioh he had procured recently regarding other in-

dustries. The house painters had an apprenticeship of six years,
wiith sa'.aries ranging from lis. 6d. per week in the fiirst year to
24s. in the last year. Bookbinders and printers hsid a term of seven
years, with sa.laries from 12s. to 42s. ; eingravers, six years, with
salao^ies from 9s. to 37s

Mr. Scott thought that to train a man in one department only
was a great mistake. The knowledge of other branches, he pointed
out, was of gretut use in the carrying out of the particular branch
in wbiA the assistant might finally apeoialise. He did not, how-
ever, favour a system of indeotiires.

Mr. Young thought that indentures were necessary towards ob-
taining security. Otherwise an apprentice was hable to leave as
st>un as he thouglht that he had gained a Utile kmowledi^.
Mx. Swan Watson e.vplauied the system, under whioh he had

always worked. He had a tei-m of four years, the first two being
spent in the studio, dark-room, and in acquiring a knowledge of en-
larging. Then eight mouths were spent in the printing-room, eight
months in the retouching department, and eight months in the
finishing-room. All his apprentices were taken on six months' trial,

during w-hich the apprentice couJd leave of his own free will, or he
could be dismissed if foujjd to be unsuitable.

Mr. Young thought that a set-dowji training would have the ad-
vantiige of attracting a better cJass of boy.

Mr. Moffat then moved that, in view of the foregoing opinions, a
new committee should be appointed which would include those who
desired to keep apprentices, ar.d who could draiw up a scheme to
be approved of by the society, and which would remain as a
standai-d system foa- ail those employing apprentices.—Mr. Cam.p-
bpll Harper seconded.

There being no amendment, the following committee was ap-
j)o!nted :—Messrs. Sw^an - Watson , Johnston, Bamibrick, and Camp-
bell Harper. Mr. Watson was appointed conven*!-.

ilr. Campbell Harper mov€d that the proposed professional ex-

hibition should be proceeded with, pro\"ided a minimimi of twelve
supporters could be obtained.—^Miss D'Arcy seconded.—^Mr. Barrie
who did not favour the exhilbition, pointed out the difficulty of

making it sufficiently interesting to the public, and sug"estcd that
the 6.\hibition be an apeir one.—Mr. Johnston admitted that it

would not be one which would attract amateurs or those iitterested

in photography, as suoh, but he was of the opinion that Uie general
public would be interested. The committee were instructed to seek

the .neoeissary support

The committee then placed before tlie meeting a proposal to raise

the annual subscriiption to one guinea in order that the society

miglit rent a private ix>om in which a sniaJl reference librarv might
be iiiiiiugurated. It was pointed out that, tliis matter would neces-

sa.nily be brought befoaie the aamual general meeting in October.

ITiose members p-iiesent unainimously agreed to support the motion.

A letter was read from the Secretary of the Birmingham Photo-

graphic Society requesting advice as to whether there wa.s a likeli-

lKK>d of much employment for demobilised soldiers in photogiuphy.

The Governm-enA had approached the Biiimingham Society with a

request to train men for that puj'pose. It was the generaJ opinion

of the meeting tha.t the market would presently be glutted with

\
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iitaU, and that the Uvg* number of demobtliaed Air Force meii

imd learned mmm plnografibT in that Mrrim would ^«o sweU
nooaber*.

Th« nMeting then oloeed.

Correspondence.

*•* CorrmponJtnt* ihoiM ntttr wriU on both ndtM of Uu poftr.

So notieo ii lakmt of eommmmieaHofnt mtlttt ths namM and
adJmiii of Oi» leriltrt or* givtn.

'.' Wt do not —rfw^alw rt^oiuibilUy for Ikt opmioni txprttttd

fry omr eorrMfomhmU,

PERCHLOBIDE OF IBON FOR MAKING RAPID PHOTO-
TRANSFESS FROM TRACINOS.

T\> tlie Bdiion.

GaoUamcn,—This mit n eorioii*, > it woriu in conpleto ami-

•tMM to the bioiarofnates ; the antioo of Ughi, ftfiail of hardening

the ooUotd film, make* it lolafaie. If s wait ! 'on ia made up (imilar to

the one need (or the aid f»llic-in>n water-hal^ }auoi— , and a piac*

of aloat lillio paper ia eoated b>r ^xm^c and iamadiately dried and

cxpoaed onder a fairlj transparent trarinf for i—1 ainnt« in tite

fun, then inked np vith phuto-tranifer ink and dcrrloped in cold

- -ter, an excellent tranifer ia procured.

I bar* aaaoi to be two kinds of pen-Jilondc, however : an acid

I a DCotiBl one. The acid one will nol do (or the above. Another

lOos thing ia tb« fact that if the paper is kept for some time

r expoana it cradnally goes back to iu general insolobility and

. to ba azpoMd again, all trace o( the Srst aspoanre bccoaung

The soiotion I used is the one given in tha B.P. Almanac (or

[» gallic paper.

Cokobo, Cajrfcn. W Wall.

DBYSIOrXTlNO WITH A COPYING PRESS.

To tha Editors.

^
OaatUouB.—Aprofioa yoor paragraph on dry-oiouating

' of pnata, Iba method I oae may ba of asiistaa pi to other*,

lika mymtl, do not moaat a aufScient nmnbar to justify the

of a dry-ooaalttng nmttnim.

porehaaad a sacaad-band loolacap lalt«^ca|>yiiw proa. I place

pf4i«hiBj plat* in the Aammttr gM oven, and heat until

a tswpaiatura ia aici of that reqaired. The print

to tha tooot la tha usual maanar, using a lamidry

for tha porpoaa, and ia than laid laea downwards on a pad

of bloMing or dhsr papar. As soon as tha plala is baatsd, 1 pot

it on tha back of meoat and qaickly ptac* the whole in the oopy-

iag press and straw down ; after about thraa aiaalaa, tha print u
ready for faaMvaL

Tba aserat of sucesas lias la gett ing the ptata baated eoasidarahly

in asesss of Ilia aotaal tampantws reqoirad. and allowtag it to

r«nain in tha praaa oatil it has cooled below tha eorraet tampan
tore. By this aisthnj the oormt tempantara aeesra at same

period, and ensursa prapar iuktion. I bara Mmntad a oonber
in this way. and staca following the above aiathod I have had ivi

irea, even when niing andt^pta monnU and mounUng twt>

« and print at oaa praaMMSk—Yours (aMifnUy,

P. C. TATum.
arltoa. John Stwet. Blssniari P<«t RirlcmhroH

Jaly 15. 1919.

RO'F.RS.^L IN DEVELOPMENT
To Iba Editors.

sntlenten.—Ia fsitf—ei to eorraepoodeooa tm rarsraad image>

wliieh appMiad ia yoor oohimns during May and Jaae thia year,

we tkiak tha following ramarks and the apeeiaMna forwarded he>«-

h oJl p«o«a of imw^sst.

\ short tima ago ooa of oar cnstomera seat as savsnal positive*

inaanal kiad, obtained whae developing aona aaaprfwt piotum
h aari^ol We are saodiDg you two of oar eoatamer's negatives

! two made by as poasessing limilar ehanoiariatioa—viz. . a

coloured positive image in the lesser exposed pans of the plu.te with

a true negative image in the more fully exposed parts : the colour

is due to diohroic fog of a very pronounced character ; the plates

were very much uoder-expoaed.

We were successful in imabHling our ouatccner's results by foroiiig

the develtqment ol seriously under-expoeed plates in a strong amidol
or raetol-hydroquinone developer, whicli was purpoeely oomannnated
with small amounts of hypo or other solvent of silvei' bromide. Tli«

pocplsnation of the tormatton of a positive image is obvious ; fur,

dichnoic fag, which forms readily when development is carried out

in the presence of a silver bromide solvent, is restrained like ordinary
black fog by alkali bronudee. Tlie amount of diohroic fog at, any
point on tha plate will be, roughly, inversely proportional to the

amount of nepitive image present, since in the development of the
latter alkali bromidea are set free in the film early in development.
aftd tend to prevent thr formation of the diochroic fog, which de-

velops later.—We are, yours faithfully,

Iltord, Limited.

IlfoH. Jaly 11.

.\ PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSJST.XXTS
AaSOCOATIOX.
To the Editors.

OeatlaDeo,—1 have just returned from hcdidftys, and on reading

the Uiree numbers of the "B.J." aoonmulated in my absenoe I

was interested to see the suggestion made at the P. P.A. meeting

("B.J., June 27) that assistants sbouU form ao association, and

that thW weak (July 11) Mr. A. Hsmikon Smith is proposing a

aiaating in Loodoo to daouaa the project.

For us assistants in the north it is difficult to get to London, aiul

I ahould like to suggest that ia fwious parta of the country oeotres

sfaoidd be (onnal—say, Birmin^issn, Moacbester, Leeds, Bristol,

BdMiburgh, Gfaagow, et.-. The aaaiat«nU in i.bes« diM<icia could

wortsi^s smongst themsalves for disoussion of the proposal.

ya osolrsa are fnmwid it sbould ba a simple matter to

ranks and oombioe. Hie attempt baa been made before

to form an aaocaatkMii, but failed, mainly, I thank, beoausa of the

iiMbiUtT of amiatants to get into touch wsth the moving apirits.

If nma wisigatii and inltruttd individaAla will do their utmost in

thair own distrieU to get their (eilow a.>sirt4M>U in touch with each

otbar fwsoaally, I fed aura aomcihing wiU be aohiaved wbidi wUI

be worth oar wMa aa indiridoak and as a daas. I personally am

wiUing to do my bit n tiia Mandteater distrkst ahooM anyone tiiink

it worth wfaila apaoding a litlle tine in order to create, if poasible,

a little bottv hietam between employers and employees tlian the

hl« eorreapoodeoca in the " B.J." and my own sixteen years' ex-

parieocr have Aown to axast. I shall lie pleaaed to hear from any-

ooe intermt«l.-Yoor» truly. Wm. AgPDXit.

166. Cfcuruh Road. Smithills. Botton. July 11, 1919

Cominerclal^Cegal Intelllgtnce.
m

NEW COMPANIES.

Eastmak Kooae Compakt.—The directors have declared an

extra dividend o( 5 per cent, upon the Common Stock, payable on

H.Tl«nl*r 1. to stockholders of record at the close of business on

Jaly 31.

Aroc<«o tii» Towk, Ltd.—This privaAe company was regirtered

on July 3, with a capital o( £250 in Is. shares. Objects :
Photo-

graphers' photographic apparatus manufacturers and dealer*, eto.

The subscribers (each with one Aare) are :—J. W. Myatt, 37, Vic-

toria Road, Tipton, account«nt ; H. 8. MyaU, 12, Oromptoii Road,

Tipton, ifon-works manager. Table A mainly applies.

Photoorapbic Servicb Co., Ltd.—This private company was

registered on July 2, wriii a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares. Ob-

jeda: To acquire the business of pbotof^aphic and general print-

ing carried oo by J. de Lysle, at 267, High Holbom, under similar

style. The subscribers (each willi one share) are :—J. de Lysle,

267, High Holborn, W,C.l. photographic artist; A. Hunter, 115,

High Holbom, W.C.I, solicitor. The first directors are:—J. de

Lysle and A. Hunter. Registered office: 267. High Holbom, W.C.L
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Jlnsioers to Correspondents.—^

—

SPECIAL NOTICE.

J» eonttguenee ef general rediiced supplies of paper, a» th* remit

tf prohibition ef the importation of much wood pulp and grass,

a tmaller space tpill be available until further noHee for replies

t» etrrespondents.

Mereorter, we will answer by post if stamped and addressed enve-

iepe is enolosed fer reply: S-eent. International Coupon, from

readers airaad.

The full guesiions and answers will be printed only in the ease of

inguiriee ef general interest.

^)iteries te be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors.

R. B.—About tJhe Ibest handbook you oan geit if you aire quite

unfamiliar with pliotograpihy is Watkin's "Manual," -whidi you

can buy for a Is. or Is. 6d. at Messrs. J. T. Chapmans, Albert

Square, Manchester.

P. H.—From the lighting of the faces, it would seem that your

light ds too low. Try raising it on a platform of boxes. A
diffuser would improve matters, and, if thin, would not appre-

ciably lengthen exposure.

H. C.—We advise you to purdhase *he handbook " Photographic

Lenses," published by Mossiis. E. and J. Beck, 68, ComhiU,
London, E.G., price Is., which is full of information regarding

lenses and their focal length.

R. S.—Very much depends upon the focal length and a,p6rtuire of

your lens. As a general rule, a cubical or conical box 10 ins. or

12 ins. square fixed on the lens hood will answer well. If you
could make two boxes, one sliding in the other, you could adjust
the distance. You can, of course, judge the effect on the

focussing screen.

A. N.—The Dallmeyer lens has a value of about £5 10s., and the
Ross of about £2. As regards the Meagher camera, it is possible

only to give a very wide price, since patterns of this maker
varied considerably. We should price the 10 by 8 Meagher at

.•from £4 to £8, if in thoroughly good condition. The Lancaster
" Instantograph " may have a value of from £2 to £3. All
these prices are to a direct purchaser ; dealers will give little

more than half.

<J. W.—^If you pla.oe tliree 1,000 c.p. half-waitt lamps about 7 ft.

from the floor, except the front one, which should be placed as high
as possible, you should then get good lighting and quick exposures.

A white reflector should be put behind each lamp and a thin

oaJico diffuser in front. Care sihould be taken that no direct light

reacihes tihe lens. Far a studio suoh aa you propose the
walls should be rather light grey or very pale green. This will

shorten exposures and prevent heavy shadows.

N. N.—^Brass will not cause any material damage to an acid hypo
bath, but as stoneware sinks are supplied fitted with an outlet

closed with an earthenware plug, we certainly think it would be
better to have this fitted in preference to any metal socket and
plug, which is certainly liable to become leaky through the con-

tinued action of an acid fixing bath. Messrs. Griffin, as outfitters

of chemical laboratories as well as photographic workrooms, could
supply simks of this type, which are, in faiat, quite common.

P. W.—If the rear lens is twice the focal length of the complete
objective, as is the case with the majority of lenses, the ex-

posure will be four times that required with the same stop in

position when the complete lens is used. Some lenses have the

rear component more than double the focal length of the com-
plete lens, in which case the exposure' will be correspondingly

more than four times ; but, for practical purposes, you will not

be very far out in taking it at four, that is to say, your half-

•ecotid will be two seconds

C T.—We think the cause of your troubles lies in your practice

of using an alum bath after fixing with only a rinse between.

Unless prints are given really a thorough wash in four or five

changes of water between fixing and aluming there is liability

to fade, particularly if fixing has not been thorough. We advi.se

}ou to use a fixing-hardening bath compound of hypo, alum,

sulphite, and acetic acid, and made up according to the formula

given by the paper makers—for example, the Kodak Company's

working instructions for Velox. If you do this, and particularly

if also you have two fixing baths .in use and pass prints succes-

sively through them, we think your fading defects will disappear.

E. S.—-For an all-round light we do not think that you

can do better than to fit up an incandescent burner and a watch-

maker's or engraver's globe. 1^1)6 latter is a sphericai water-

bottle on a stand, which throws a strong beam of light on your

work while keeping the flame itself at a considerable distance from

your head. Some workers tint the water blue with a little sulphate

of copper ; this would l>e necessary with an oil light as this is too

yellow for colour work. You cam get the globes from any dealer

in watohmaker's tools, suoh as Plucknett amd Co., of Poland

Street, Oxford Street, London, W. For retouching you could

throw the beam om a wJiiite or opal reflector.

G. C.—Section III. of the Retail Businesses Licensing Order is

pretty wide, for it says ibai " any licence may be issued subject

to sudh conditions amd restrictions as may be contained therein.

Nevertheless, we think there is nothing in the Order which

authorises restrictions to be placed upon the way in which a

licensed business shall be carried on—that is to say, of a kind

such as you mention. If it is made a condition of the licence

that you shall carry on the business in your own name, we hardly

know what you oam do, because, if you protest against it thiey may

take the licence away from you, bait we do not think they would

We think it is a case in which they have exceeded the powers

granted them by the Order. But if you trade under the name of

you must register this name at the

office of the Registrar of Business Names, 39, Russell Squaa-e,

London, W.C.I. The cost of registration is 5s., and certain

requirements apply to fii-ms who are registered. The chief of

these is that the real niajr.es and any former names of the partners

shall appear on the stationery and business literature of the firm,

but it is not necessary that the names of the parlliers should

appear on the facias of the premises or ibe otherwise displayed to

tha public.

%\it Irxtxsb Irmmal of f b^Jtograpbu*

The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. Establisbeo 1854. PRICE TWOPENCE

One Tear.

Thirteen shillings (13s.), or

3 dollars 17 cents, or 18 franca

50 cents, or 9 rupees 12 annas,
or 6 yens 30 sens.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION, POST FREE.

UNITED KINGDOM.—One Year, 10s. lOd. ; Six Months, Ss. 5d.

Three Months, 2s. 9d.

Canada
australia
NEW Zealand
South Africa
UNITED States of America
SOUTH America
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FEDERATED MALAY STATES, BORNEO AND SARAWAK
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HeNKY Greenwood & Co., Ltd., Proprietors and Publishers,

24, Wellington Street, London, W.C.2.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO READERS.— Until further notice

agents will supply the " B. J." to order only, as the high price

prevailing for everything in connection with neicspaper production

prohibit tlte distribuiion of surplus copies for cliance sales. It

is therefore necessary in order to ensure the regular delivery of

the " B. J." each week to place an order definitely with a dealer,

newsagent or bookstall clerk, or to send a subscription te the

publishers.
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SUMMARY.
hia ariiela Ihia w»«k " Pncticua " daaU wUli tba iwaina o< thv
a aubjact upon whiflh • volaffla might b* whUm. But th«
coDlaina many auggwtMMH to the pha(o(r>phic portraitiat.

raeant p«pcr by Mr. Walter C. Mann, chamiat to Maaara.
I lilia(«orth and Co., givaa aoan* iodieation o( tb* maaaoraa
uJuea ot priatina pspan t«ka to atoU 4af«cta dna to
U«iatlM iwpw bS. ^Tmb.)
friatiOB ol taztara in a portrait to tha ligbtiag of tba aittM'
gaaatal qoaatioo of tonal quality in poftiaila ar* tb« tbaoiaa

ft contrtbiition to tba " Pboiographic Joanwl ol Amarica."

landing articU wa rafar to tba qualitiaa wbicb ara daairablv
IVo ahatt«r> wbcra tba maximum >P«a«l majr ba aaaamad to tv

'' 1/lOlh of a Mcood. Thara ii atifl vooai lor iaiprovaaMiit in
tt ot Ihia typa. (P. 422.)

i'oa daath ia annooaead of Mr. W*lt«r U. Walfc^, at nua timi>
ab-aditor of "Pbotoanpby" and an aarly aatbnaiaat in hand
cnnkm work. (P. 4940

Soma foncaata of Lord MoDtaga includa tba making of minnt*
pbo<M«pbie rafwndnctioaa for tranamiaaion by aaroplana poat.

'''•* o0ical eooditiona for tha oorraetion of • oagatiw lakan (nmi
'•roplaiM whh tba axia of tba tana at an angla from tba vrrtual
>>—n workad oat by M. L. P. <1arr for ibaporpaae of daaign-

lly-oparatad corrartion ramara. (P. ^8.)
... ..Un of a naw tvpa ol triplet !ena with which agartoraa of

"id larfar may ba obUin««l will b« fuiind under Pataat Saw*.
KiO.)

A
rare

i rorraapondant deaeribw tha method of flattenias printa or poat
i« .inile l.y band. (P. 436.)

I'rofiMiuna l Pbolograpbtra' Aaauciation adripta the
tiaf Um right of every photompbar to be a member

i>e l*ncaahira Societr of MaaUr Photomphen mnaider*
>)• to oonader appticatiotii (or mcmbanbip. (P. 433.)

riefinition in printa Ihmuu'h want of ooatact with the neita.
^•ne caoaa or another aeem* t<i be a aMra nrevaleiil delect

i.vd. (P. 422.)

• amateur maj b* made a auorre of profit to the profcaaiooal
•'nrongh hu ordara for Heve'opinx and printing, but through
laineaa which he may intrrMliK-e. (P. 421.)
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Order*.

War Ml
nrm\ iaiaraat ia

iiaama m inviting runtributiona
with the war.

la ofphotographa of

EX CATHEDRA.
We think that the common idea that
the amateur has always been the enemy

ol tite professioual is quite a fallacious one, and the atti-
tude of hostility which is frequently taken up is therefore
unjustifiable. 'Mr. F. M. Sutcliffe recently gave an amus-
ing account iu a northern newspaper of his experienceH
with amateur customei^, after a launch had taken place
at Whitby, and bis obeervations should quite dispel the
notion titat every amateur is a potential rival. As a
matter of fact many photographers find it a paying pro-
poaition to cultivate the acquaintance of the amateur, not
only for the value of his orders for developing and print-

ing, but for the sake of the portrait and other business
which is introduced. One point we need not emphasise,
and that is that no attempt to compete with chemists and
dealers in renpect of prices must be made. The Kodak
scale should be the absolute minimum, and when possible

a superior cla»s of print or mounting .should be brought
forward. The well-to-do amateur who can afford to spend
one or two hundred pounds on a trip will not be afraid of

an extra fiver to have his results developed and finished in

the be«t style. If the photographer takes an intelligent

interest in his customer's work he may be able to give nim
hinta which will enable him to do better next time, and he
may poaaibly be able to supply better apparatus. The
khaki boom is nearing its end now, and the prudent man
will not miss any chance of adding even small amount« to

his annual turnover. The aemi-amateur who retains a

well-paid post in a Government ofBce or bank while actu-

ally competing with the profeM>ional is not likely to seek

out the latter, but the genuine one only needs to be

assured of a welcome and he will gladly do so.

Phototfr«phy If the forecaste of Lord Montagu come to

and Aepoplan* be realised photography will soon be
^****' playing an imfwrtant part in the appli-

cation of the aeroplane to the carrying of mails and to the

rapid and economical distribution of information. In a

paper read recently before the Society of Arts on aviation

as affecting India Lord Montagu looked forward to an

aeroplane mail service between England and India in which

letters would be carried at the rate of 2s. 6d. per ounce,

the ounce permitting of a message of 5,000 words in length,

which would coat £416 at the present prices of telegraphic

communication. Moreover the aeroplane message could be

conveyed, without mutilation in transmission, in forty-

eight hours as compared with four or five days for the

transmission of a telegraphic message of this length. To
these computations Lord Montagu adds the suggestion that

photography will be called into service for reducing the

sixe and weight of typed or printed messages to an exceed-

ingly small compass, the photographic reproduction on a
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minute scale being enlarged by the recipient. In this

forecast of what photography and the aeroplane may accom-

plish in conjunction he includes the reproduction in fac-

simile of a complete copy of the " Times " in India within

three days of publication in Printing House Square.

• • *

Chpomium In- It is, in our experience, quite rare to
tensiflep> find a professional photographer who
uses the chromium intensifier; the mercury and ammonia
method with all its faults is almost exclusively used, yet

the chromium method, in the majority of cases, is so

greatly superior both in ease of manipulation and in

quality of result, to say nothing of permanence, that only a

trial is needed to secure its adoption. The formula will

be found in the Almanac, so that it is not necessary to

repeat it here, but merely to point out where the ad-

vantages of using it come in. In the first place bichro-

mate of potash, although poisonous, is not nearly so

deadly as mercuric chloride, and the colour of the solu-

tion is a further safeguard. No one is likely to drink

even a very dilute solution of it in mistake for anything
else ; secondly, it is cheaper and can be readily obtained

at an oilshop if the local chemist happens to be out of

stock. Other advantages are that it has less tendency to

choke up details and to give rise to staining, while the

necessary washing between bleaching and blackening takes

much less time, and, moreover, it is easy to see when it

is complete, so that stains from this cause are avoidable.

• * *

Bad Contact, A little point which bas several times
come under our notice lately is that of

unsharp prints caused by a want of proper contact between
the negative and the printing paper. This would seem to

be due to two main causes, the thickness of many of the
brands of paper now used and weakness of the springs of

the printing frame. Cai'bon printers are quite alive to

tlie danger of faulty contact, and as a rule prefer to use

the old "box" form of frame, in which the pressure is

applied by means of strong springs fiitted to hinged cross-

bars. In these days of feverish haste it is perhaps too

much to expeot bromide printers to use this pattern, but
they should centainly see that the springs, frail as they are,

of the ordinary frames are in good condition, and, if not,

that they are promptly renewed. In many printing boxes
the pressure-pad is simply held down by the hand, and it

sometimes happens that a son all chip or piece of caxd pre-

vents it from going home properly, so that one side of the
paper has praotioally no pressure upon it. For all prints

over half-plate size a stout felt pad should ibe placed
behind the paper before putting the back of the frame
in position. This takes but a few seconds, and makes even
contact certain. In some groups which recently passed
through our hands some of the faces were far from sharp,

that this was not due to the negative was proved by the

fact that the unsharpness was not always in the same part
of the print.

• « »

Enlarged When a considerable number of en-
Negatives, larged prints are required it is generally
desirable to make an enlarged nega^tdve, for not only can
it be printed in an ordinary printing box, but it can be
carefully retouched and matt varnished if need be, thus
saving an enormous amount of spotting on the prints. It

is easy to make a transparency on an ordinary slow plate,

giving full exposure and keeping the image rather thin.

Few photographers possess any arrangement for making
the enlarged negative Iby daylig'ht, but fortunately it is

easy to do it in the ordinary enlarging lantern. To avoid
waste of large plaites a test exposure can be made by fixing

a quarter-plate so as to receive the densest portion of the
image, and from this the correct exposure can easily be
estimated. Naturally a plate of the same make and speed
will be selected if possible, although if the H. and D. or
Watkins numibers are the same the actual make of the
plate should not be of great consequence. If the original

subject has much contrast it is a good plan to use backed
plates for both positive and negative, as tihis will allow of

very full exposures being given without causing halation.

It is not necessary to provide any special holder for the
plate, as three or four glass push-pins will do this

effectively, allowing the plate to be placed at an angle if

it is needed to aliter the position of the subjeeit.

SLOW SHUTTERS.
;

The attention of makers and users of exposure shutters
has been so much engrossed by instruments designed to

give exposures of a small fraction of a second that the
slower varieties such as are mainly used for studio work
have been somewhat neglected. The construction of these

has always been extremely simple, and so long as the flap

or flaps could be opened somehow no question as to the

desirability of saving eifort seems to have arisen. The
faults in the design of most studio shutters are that the
moving parts are comparatively heavy, and that they are

not balanced in any way, so that when the motive force

is applied by means of a rubber bellows or teat great

pressure is necessary to cause the shutter to function.

Another place at which much power is wasted is in the

bearings of the spindles upon which the flaps are fixed.

In many cases the spindles are made of wood, with a small

metal pin driven into the ends : a pin working in a plain

hole in the wooden shutter casing is a truly primitive

construction. It might be contended that the arrange-
ment is efficient for the purpose in view, and the conten-

tion would be just if the only object were to make a shutter

which would open somehow : but almost every month we
find fresh advances in the speed of the plates used for por-

trait work, so that the action of the shutter assumes more
importance. Studio work calls for efficiency in the action

of a shutter just as much as press photography does, but in

a different dii'ection. A great desideratum is evenness of

exposure over the entire plate : any fault of construction

which causes slow opening and closing militates against it.

Let us take the case of a single flap shutter, which is usually

placed so that the flap is raised to open it. If such a

shutter be used for a seated figure the head will be the

first part of the subject to be uncovered and the last to

be covered. When exposures were long, this was of no
consequence, but now half a second or even less is commonly
given, half of this short time may be lost on certain parts

of the plate which may or may not be better for being
under-exposed. Tliis defect is aggravated in many cases

by the shutter being fixed a considerable distance behind
the lens.

It has always been a matter of wonderment to us that

no British maker has sent out a simple sector shutter on the

lines of those known as the Packard Ideal, Low, and
Central. In these there is a rapid opening from the
centre, the leaves remain balanced at the open position,

and they close quickly when the air pressure is withdrawn.
Moreover, the shutter can be set open for focussing with-

out putting any strain upon the rubber ball and tube, and
even a leak in the release does not seem to impair its

working.
The introduction of the Bowden wire or Antinous release

has removed one great trouble in shutter manipulation,
viz., leaky balls and tubes ; but the cable is not so smooth
in working as a good air release, possibly owing to the
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very uncomfortable shape of the pliinger, which has to be

bald carefully and cannot be picked up anyhow like a

rubber ball.

The uneven action of the flap shutter was utilised many
jears ago by landscape photographers, who used what wae

known aa a 8ky-«hade shutter in front of the lens. With
this it was possible to vary the proportions of exposure

given to foreground and sky to any desired extent, while

by turning the shutter sideways such subjects as street

views with one side in sunlight and the other in deep

shadow could have the exposure graduated to suit the

lighting. In order to secure satisfactory results the shutter

must b« lifted by hand, and for this purpose we have seen

nothing better than a piece of thread with a small boot

button on the end. This obviates nearly all vibration, and
may be operated from any convenient position. A very

ingenious blind shutter answering the same purpose wa«
made many years ago by Mr. H. Window. It consisted

simply of a black linen blind running over a roller in a

casing in which were openings for the lens hood. A
string was attached to each end of the blind, and all that
bad to be done wa« to pull the shorter string when one
«nd of the blind went up till the lens was fully open.

Then, on a resumed pull on the cord, the other end of the
blind descended and terminated the exposure. This is an
excellent pattern of shutter for landscape work—we had
one in use for years, and if we remember rightly the shutter
wae one of the many really practical accessories which
were placed upon the market years ago by Mr. Tylar, then
of Birmingham—but in the studio any shutter which needs
the same attention in operating and requires one to be
near to the camera is, of course, useless. We have still

some way to go in the design of a studio shutter which
shall combine within itself the qualifications of great sim-

plicity of construction, even illunriination of the plate

at what may be termed almost snapshot exposures, and
what is of the first importance for the purposes of many
photographers, silence in action. In this last respiect it is

just as important that the shutter should be silent in its

action after exposure has been completed as in opening and
making the exposure. The aim of the shutter constructor

should be to do his part towards destroying the idea that

the camera is a machine in action. From this point of

yi«w any click of shutter mechanism, even when it comes
after the exposure has been made, must be regarded as an
undesirable feature.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
i*^»*-

[PrarioM arlielM of this sariea, ia wUeh tha aim of the writer is to oommanicate items of a long experience in studio

yotteaMm*, h«ve appeared weekly slnoe Um hsginnhig of the prsseot year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the
liBglb of that by the same writer whioh taa thioa^ tba ** BtMah Journal " soma yaars ago, bat if any reader among the younger
finaration of photographers, and parMaokrly thoaa angagad aa assistants, has a partienlar subject which might be dealt with, hia

«r her snggaaMoo will be weleomed. The aabjeeta ol tha previotu articles of th« series have been aa follows :

—

10).

A Talk About Lightini; (Jan. 3)

The Camera and the Leoi (Jaa
Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Baek^ooodt (Jan. 24).

ONJIo Ezposnrea (Jan. 31).

Aflifleial Ligfatiag (Feb. 7).

Printing rroessass for Portraitore fFab
ONiMu <>eoaaaoriss and Furnitore (Feb.

Tha Banroaadings ol tha Studio (Fab. 28).

Bloaio Bmttnt and Vaotilalioa (Manfa 7)
The PoateacdSliidlo (Manh 14).

Tha Priatinc-Booin (Ifareh 21).

About the BiseapNon Rooin (March 28).

Hoaa PUttnUan (April 4).

FbrtaUa Btadiaa (Apnl 11).

21).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).
Mom About Leases (May 2).

Bnlargemanta (May 9).

Aarartiaing the Studio (May 16).

Moonta and Mounting ^May 23).
Bosiaeas Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraita of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (Juno 20).

Hand Cameras for ProfesBionols (June 27).
Tha Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).
Platea and Their Work (July 11).
Apparatus Repaim and Renovations (July 18).

POSING THE HEAD.

Sfamr yoaag photographers start on portrautnre heavily handi-

capped by a ladk of training not only in the principles of com-
poaition and lighting, but in the faculty of obsenration. It all

man were like Apollo and all women like Venus portrait work
would be simple, and it would be difficult to make an ungraceful
represenUtion, no matter bow carelcasly tha point of view ware
dtoara. Bat, unfortunately perhaps, tha average sitter is far

away frosn the ideal in the matter of looks, even the most comely
poasaaaing some peculiarity which, if aeoentaated by bad
poaiag, will go far to dcatroy their claims to beauty. Tha first

'ing, therefore, which the beginner haa to learn ia to nae his

her «yea so that it ia easy to aee in what mpccU the model
ieia from tha ideal, and then to arrange the poaa so that
-*» sliortoomiagB are minimised.

rha fint thing to be learned is to recognise a bad picture
» lea yon ase one. If yon cannot do this there is little hope
ol impniiaaiaul. Unfortt^ately many esoellent operative
photographers never srem to be able to do this, tha tedinical
•quality of the negative and print filling all their horiaoa. Such

folk would do excellently with motor-cars or portmanteaux, and
should lte«>p to such subjects, leaving portraiture to those whose
manipulations may be faulty, but who possess in some d^ree
the power of artistic perception. Many successful portraitists
are sadly lacking in technical knowledge, and could not hold a
situation as assistant operator for a week, but they know a
picture when they see it, and have worked along by slow degreea
until they have atUined their goal, while the technical expert
baa to be contented with such sitters whose perception of art
is on a level with his own, perhaps occasionally "fluking" a
Bucceas without knowing he han done so.

I do not propoM» to touch upon lighting or perspective, but
to deal in as simple a manner as possible with the peculiarities
of the face, and I would impress upon the novire that his study
must be incessant, not necessarily laborious, but as a matter of
habit ; in every street, shop, train, or bus there are objects for
study, and the queetion as to the best way of treating taem
should always be uppermost. I think that I have before men-
tioned the case of a clewr retoucher I knew who told me that
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she always mentally retouched her vis a vis in the tube on her

way to and from her work ; that is the right spirit, and one

that leads to success.

We must never forget that every face has two sides, and

that in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred these are widely

different, that is to say, that the nose usually curves to one side

or the other, that the eyes are seldom the same in size or

jiosition, and that the mouth is also more or less unsym-

inetrical. Besides these easily recognised features there are

jnore subtle differences in almost every muscle, and particularly

in the contour of the cheek. Of the general pose of the head

little can be said except that it should be well balanced upon

the neck, and that there should be no appearance of strain

upon the muscles. In these times much more latitude in posi-

tion is allowed than was formerly customary, and we see many
pictures of ladies peeping in from the side of the picture in a

position which woidd have horrified the old portrait painters.

Tliere is one mistake which must be guarded against, and that

is of having the head turned in one direction while the eyes

are looking in another. This is not always the photographer's

fault, for if not carefully watched the sitter will turn the eyes

to see what is going on at the camera ; therefore it should be

watched for at the moment of exposure.

The face and shoulders should never both squarely face the

camera. If a fuH-face portrait is desired tlie body should be

slightly oblique to the lens, while in three-quarter-face poses

the shoulders may be nearly, but not quite, square.

The eyes, I have already said, are seldom symmetrical, and
as a rule it is advisable to turn the larger one to the camera.
If one eye is higher than the other it should preferably be
taken, but if these two characteristics are not on the same side

of the face the operator must make his choice between them.
If the eyelids have a tendency to droop the sitter must be told

to look up without altering the position of the head ; while a
tendency to stare must be remedied by looking down. Do not
let tlie sitter know your object in directing the glance of the
eyes, as this will probably lead to a noticeable effort to open or
close the lids. In the case of sitters who habitually wear
spectacles, these should be retained, as the apparent size of
the eye is altered by them, and a portrait taken without them
may not be approved. Many of the old photographers kept a
stock of unglazed spectacle frames for the use of sitters to
avoid reflections, but for the reason I have given this practice
is not to be commended.
The nose requires special attention, as the whole character

of the portrait may be influenced by the choice of sides. As a
rule, the side which gives the straightest line should be pre-
sented to the camera. If, however, this position is incom-
patible with the best view of tlie ot!her features, we must rely
upon the retoucher to remedy the defect. At times it is in-

evitable to avoid calling in the aid of the pencil lamd knife,

but, as a rule, the photographer should forget that retouchers

exist. They will still have -dheir work to do, but the more-

that can be achieved by the lens and the less by hand, the

better for the likeness. In the case of long noses, the head

should be slightly raised, or, better still, the camera lowered,

as this will not affect the pose of the head as a whole, while-

short or retrowssp noses need the head to be depressed or the

camera raised. It is as well to remember that the camera has

a rising fi-ont. which can often be used to advantage instead

of giving an excessive tilt to get the figure properly centred

upon the plate.

The mouth is difficult to deal with, especially where it is

habitually open. As a rule, any attempt to alter this results

in failure, so that it is better to take a three-quarter view,

and, if the nose will aJlow it, to depress the head a little.

Fortunately, the open mouth and snub nose usuailly go-

together, so that this can generally be done. It is .often com-

plained that the mouth appears too large. This is really due

to the fact that there is a shadow from the upper lip beyond

the actual opening of the lips, which in the print appears to-

be a continuation of the opening. This shadow may be

lightened by retouching. It is most noticeable when a little-

excess of top light has been used.

Tihe cheeks must, of course, be considered in conjunction

with the rest of the face, but cai-e should be taken to get the-

most pleasing outline. If the cheeks are at all hollow and the

cheek bones high, a nearly full-face position is best. As a

general rule, it is not advisable to let the tip of the nose fall

upon the outline of the cheek. It should either be well within

the face or pr'oject beyond it.

Of profiles, little can be said except that, particularly in the

case of ladies, it is not advisable to have the head exactly

level, a slight turn up or down usually giving a more pleasing

efiect. Beware of making the ear api)ear too large. Ears are-

usually large enough in nature, and a short focus lens

intensifies the defect. The forehead, while (hardly a feature,

calls for its share of attention. A high forehead may be fore

shortened by tilting the head forward or by raising

cameo-a, but this must not be done with a bald head. A
one is best taken from the level.

The appearance of the neck is gi-eatly influenced by the

height of the camera. A low position lengthens the neck, and

a high one shortens it.

It will ofbein be found that all the conditions for secuiinu

the best rendering of each featui-e cannot be obtained at the

same time. Then the judgment of the photographer must

come into play, and he must decide which can best be sacri-

ficed to the general effect.

PR.iciicrs-.

the

low

TONE AND LIGHTING.
fThe anonymous author of the article in our contemporary, " Tlie Photographic Journal of America," which we reprinted in our

issue of May 16 last, has followed it by another in which his theme is that constantly present in the mind of the portrait photo-
grapher, namely, the influence of lighting upon the tonal quality of a portrait, together with the correlated question of the
rendering of textures in a photograph.—Ens. "B.J."]

It is by no means imperative that the subject be placed at
apparently great distances from the light for obtaining tonal
qualities, nor for the luminosity of colour values in our mono-
chrome work. All this is possible when the subject is very
near the light.

When working in a room without diffusing curtains, where
only opaque ones are employedi, as is the custom with many of
our leading men, it becomes necessary to get considerably
away and from under the light, to prevent undue accents.

When the skylight is provided with clean and white curtains

(not dusty and yellowish white), work can be made much
nearer the light. If the dark curtains are pulled down
directly overhead the chair can be placed under the skylight,

if the white head screen is turned at such an angle that it will

be interposed between the light and the sitter. This will

tone down the light considerably on account of its close proxi-

mity to the subject. This, to some, may appear to produce

extramely flat results, but if the curtains and the cheese-cloth
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\hb*d screen are dean, the light will be pure, only much
lioltened. It ia vei; obvious, howerer, that the use of a

reflector (even of a medium plain ground) is rendered less

necessarj ander such conditions.

With the lighting thus arranged a side screen with an
adjustable and extended arm may be interpoeed to tone down
the ear nearest the light. It may be covered with coloured
-1 ^.se^cloth, loosely thrown over to produce any desired effect.

fine results are thus easily obtainable. A " low-tone
"

- will be prockaced with the isolated white of the ear

vn back in ita proper position in drawing, ur perspective.

The drapery and clothing modified by the draped extended
:irTn <if the side-screen will also be in their proper position in

"tivenea*. Tonality ia thus obtained, and the key of tone

. iced may be medium, low, or very low, dependent upon
' eamess of the subject to the screened skyUght, and the

II X' It ion of the interpoeed white head screen, used to tone
down the light that falls upon the head and figure.

Picture* made in this way have certain advantages over
those made at considerable distance from the light, as there

seems to be more eolidity to the portrait.

The writer thinks it is conceded that more solid effects are

produced nearer the light than at a great distance aiway.

'^-re certainly should be a feeling of actual substance in the

in figure. This should always be remembered when mak-
ing picture*. There is danger, however, in getting too near
the light, as well aa going to the other extreme.

Too much stress cannot be given to the importance of having
the light a* pure in quality as possible. Cut down the power
of its direct rays. Be careful there is auScient of it for

lequired illumination, bat do not use dost-corered and dis-

coloured screens or curtains. These would render the light

•"><k and dead in quality.

ften it, but have it a* pure aa you can mafc* it. lliis

gives substance to the reaultant negative. These low-toned

•ffecU then will be found to need only a few seconds' eocpoaare

opes Uaues, to be fuUy timed. Free exposure should
be given il you wish to produce in the negative that

you have taken paina to arrange in your eotnpoeitioa.

are various methods employed lor the production of

•d work, especially by the strictly pictorial worken.
it sesiBi to the writer that the professional should work
lines that will produce theee results with a minimum of

iKpoeure.

One b( our moot highly esteemed and snocessful piotorialista,

with an international reputation, who moat unfartaUMtaly has
recently lost, by fire, his entire collection ol aagatives and
prints, often placed hia sitters, if I rwnnwbar him correctly,

some thirty or more feet away from a ecHBparatively small
window in the slant roof, and where he was obliged to give

•boat a minute's exposure. It may be added that the selec-

tion of this shade and the use of this special light were for
' -rinite purpose in his method of work. He also used other

lows nearer at hand, not confining himself to the one on
thtr root.

With those subjects who kept fairly still hia resulte were
deci<iedly pleasing. His methods of work embodied a wide
range of pictorial principles which were always a pleasure to

see, yet the writer is aware that there are many others of

this axtraoie ecbool of pictorialists who plan to produce work
with ahorter sKpoeuMa.

Tcxtares.
The ability of the artist of the brush to produce textures

largely determines his standing as a painter, and although he
riiAT be eminently successful in this sense it by no mesns

wt that he has even fair ability aa an artiat of the grand
• ../.»«. He may be simply exoeI1e>nt in his technique as a

painter in just the same way aa is the better class of photo-

graphers who work solely in the old school methods. They
may likewise be excellent in technique which is purely photo-
graphic, yet devoid of any artistic qualities, with which ia
identified the more modem movement in photography.
The photographer, like the painter, may try to put aside his

technique in his efforts towMd the acquirement of the more
worthy and higher standard of his art, but the abilitj- to do so
depends much upon his temperament Late in life this is

seldom done. This, however, should not be the case, for it is

at this age that his work is liable to be passed by. He should
get into the procession, and march with the youngsters.
With the aid of his riper judgment, he wouldl likely avoid
some pitfalls into which his younger and more energetic
brother might fall, thus equalising matters somewhat on the
way. Texture is the reproduction in pictures of a likeness
pictorially of those things painted, or in our case photo-
graphed.

Surface Texture*.
With artists, texture painting seems to be indissolubly

linked with surfaces and brush work, on the theory that woollen
fabrics, rugs, etc., by their powers of absorption or reflection
of light, take oy a texturaj appearance that calls for attention
to surfaces and brush work, different from that produced by
silks, cotton, or polished wood, etc.

In photography, a great deal ol this is rendered unneces-
sary, even to those desirous of following the painters' work
in il* fullest details. Pictorially, these things are easily
reoogniasd in our product as resembling the original subjects.
be they hard, soft, smooth, or rough, regardless of what the
surface of our medium of expression may be.

We photograph the silk, cotton, cloth, polished wood, and
the rug all on the same surface of paper, and can very easUy
reproduce their pictorial appearance^ The painter interprets
a mirror, mantel, polished wood, etc., with a different surface
from that he does for a rug.

We can reproduce the face, hat, coat, shoes, and furniture,
»> there will be no mistake in recognising them, whatever the
metknm used, pmruling it it right in the nrgatire.

To the use of surface texture in painting is doubtless due
the introduction of gum-bichromate printing in photography.
The successful gum worker, by his handling, has given a dis-

tinctive individuality to his work which is very pleasing.

This is practically the only process of brush and surface work
that photographers have extensively practised, and is in use
only by a limited number. The glycerine-platinum develop-
ment is not practised in this sense, but only for individmal
effects pictorially, and entirely separate from surface texture.

Whether we employ carbon transfers or special platinum
coating makes no difference ; for tehaterer the turface may be

the result is the same.

Following the painter, therefore, in attention to surface
texture, in the practios of photography, is a matter that need
not concern us. The question resolves itself into the selec-

tion of the best uniform surface, whether it be poliahed, matt,
smooth or rough.

Textures Pictorially.

With the textures of itie surface eliminated, our relation to
" texture " pictorially reproduced in the negative, so that it

will in the print be a faithful likeness of the subject photo-

graphed, is what is to be considered.

Since the lens is so prone to reproduce every speck or spot

so faithfully and indeed slavishly, the question naturally

arises. "Can this tendency be overcome when desired?"
Certainly it can.

I cannot better answer this than to refer to an incident

that occurred at my studio this morning.

I received a visit from a very bright, clever, young pictorial

worker, who was advised by one of my New York friends to
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call upon me with his samples. He desired to secure a posi-

tion where pictorial work was the essential requirement.

One ol his two best pieces was a working man, wearing a

soft, dark felt hat and working clothes. The felt hat shaded

his eyes, but the shadow was luminous and the texture of

his forehead and face was well rendered. So were liis clothes.

The lighting, as a whole, was excellent, likewise colour

;

tonality, on the whole, was good, except in one spot which

presented unity, andl ithis was the point of the nose, which

being (too highly accented had thrown it out of tone. The
picture was made on a medium dark ground, and iby reducing

the edges of the plate, he had much improved what would

otherwise have been a monotonous background. He had

given variety by reducing the comers of the plate and by

throwing the centre of interest to the face to which contrast

has been added by the shadow of the hat.

The light on the nose, which by being forward had naturally

here received an excess of light, still further assisted in the

concentration. This was unfortunate, and injured the pic-

ture.

There were one or two minor things, rather unimportant,

that might have been improved upon, yet, on the whole, it

was very pleasing and exceedingly creditable.

I had commented rather unfavourably upon the symmetrical

appearance of a section of the shadow on the ground near the

hat This wa« procured by " faking," and made the hat itself

too prominent at its darkest point, against this light place
in the ground. I suggested that tlie reducing should be done
there a little also.

I then asked him what my friend had said about the pic-

ture, and was informed that some of the points I had criti-

cised had been remarked upon by him also, but that he had
dwelt more especially upon the texture of the hat as being
the same as the shadow side of the face, and that the shadow
could as well be the hat, or vice versa, in as far as they repre-

sented) the likeness of the original.

I thought I had looked for " texture" myself, but imme-
diately noted that I had been remiss in this respect. Repre-
sentation of texture is one of the strong points of this absent

critic, who is very quick to note its absence. This imme-
diately brought to my mind the advantages to be derived by
the interchange of thought and ideas among photographers

actuated by a common impulse of mutual improvement, meet-

ing together socially at home, as well as once or twice a year
at conventions. I think at our conventions that it would] be

well for us to go more in groups up and down the line of

the exhibits for general discussion instead of alone or with

one another.

DEVELOPMENT PAPERS AND DESENSITISERS.

(A paper read before the Royal Photographic Society).

The theory of the action of desensitisers on the photographic

emulsioin has been dealt with by Sheppard and Mees in their

"Theory of the Photographic Process." These notes do not, how-

ever, deal with the general a<ition of desensitisers on emulsions,

but rather with the troubles due to localised occurrences of desensi-

tisers in photographic raw papers and baryta coating.

Unfortunately, owing to war conditions, these occurrences have

been of a very serious nature during the last three or four years.

When one considers that the allied paper mills, whose products

enjoyed an enviable reputation for freedom from desensitisers in

pre-war days, are not now able to produce the same high standard

of quality—it is hardly to he wondered at that our British

manufacturers have not yet succeeded in producing a perfect base.

In many respects they have given us an excellent substitute for

German products, and one can say Ithey have creditably met many

of the numerous requirements as to physical and chemical pro-

perties, such as dry 8,trength, wet strength, curl, expansion when

wet, freedom from blisters, smooth surface, etc. In the matter

of desensitisers in the raw base, they have not so far been

quite so successful.

Sheppard and iMees give the following ratios for the desensitising

action of metals :

—

Copper 3.6

Uranium 4.4

Perric iron 69.0

Mercury (mercuric) greater than 100.0

It must be remembered that these figures apply only to the

particular plate used in these tests because, rather fortunately,

emulsions vary greatly in their behaviour to these desensitising

substances.

Of the four met)als given by Sheppard and Mees, the only ones

likely to occur in practice are copper and iron. Taking copper

first, at will be seen that the desensitising action of this metal is

only 3.6, and in actual practice the occurrence of copper compared

to that of iron is very small. When it does occur, it is chiefly

from the beater ibars of the paper-making machinery or from the

defective sorting of the rags. Nowadays its occurrence is rare, as

naturally the makers have these two points under their control and
obviajte it. In cases, 'however, where it does occur, the foUowing
notes from a paper by Mr. Stradhan on " Dendritic Growths on

an

causes

Paper," read before the Royal .Microscopical Society, are worthy of

note. In it he states that the .particle of bronze is attacked by
chemical residues in the paper—chief among which is sulphate of

alumina with formation of soluble ailphate of copper.

The latter creeps along the fibres of the paper in solution and
the final result in the case of dendritic growths is the occurrence
in the paper of fibres impregnated with basic copper sulphate.
The interesting point is the way in which the soluble copper salt

creeps along the paper fibre, and in the case of a photographic base
paper, this spreading, both in the case of copper and iron, pro-
duces a .desensitised spot of very visible dimensions from
extremely small first cause. It is, however, iron vphich
the most trouble in base papers.

From the ratio figures previously given it will he seen that its

desensitising action is very high indeed, being 69 against 3.6 for
copper, or nearly twenty times as great. As to its occurrence
anyone who has had occasion to test materials for iron will agree
that it is difficult not to find it.

The diuet in any large town contains sufficient to make it neces-
sary to adopt pretty nearly hacterioligical precautions as regards
dust in order to obtain reliable and concordant results.

Th'e usual (meitihod of testing for iron is to either immeree the
paper in, or swab it over with, cotton-wool soaked in dilute potassdum
fenocyanide and nitric acid—iby this means the iron is converted
into a ferric salt which gives a deep blue spot, due to the formation
of Prussian blue. It is, perhaps, preferable to use the "swab"
method, as by this means dust on the surface of the paper is re-

moved, and only iron actually emhedded in .the paper ie made
evident.

A further meUiod is to use ferricyanide of potassium and hydro-
chloric acid under the same conditions as .previously, i.e., with a
swab, and although this test is one for ferrous iron, whilst it is

ferric ii'on which has the greatest desensitising effect, yet one never
meets a case in which the reaction cannot be obtained, and in testing
under the microscope in the case of desensitised spot« on prints
this method is most useful. It, of course, immediately bleaches the
black silver image and renders the detection of the particles of iron

quite easy.

The most delicate test, and one which very few papers will stand,
is to use an acid hydroquinone developer, such as ie used for the
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d«r«lopaiaa« o< P.O.P., and to add to it • iew drop* of »ilver

nitrate, for instance ;

—

Hydroqainone . 16 gn.
Citricacid . 40gn.
Sudium acetate loc
W»t«r 2Do*.

Thia ia tii* ilock loliJtMfi, and when teatiag, a few dropi of

10 per cent, aflrer nittata ia addad jost fcefore nae. When uaiag

the lolation, however, tha ntinaal care moat be takao, as this teat

is so delicate that Umching the paper with the finger will often

canae a black imprMaioa to develop.

In taating papefa for apots, a mioroscpoe of the tj-pe oaed for

the araminatjon of balf-tooe printa, such aa that sopplied by Beck,

is moat nsefol. The Aaal of paper is laid oo a sheet of plate glaaa

and tha k>og projecting am of the microscope allows of the aaay

anamination of tha whole of the aurtace. A miniatore electric

light both ia arranged to thiow a beam of light on the object, and

if attached to the ana of the microacope keeps the portico ol p^Mr
being axamioed w«Q illuminated, even if the ana is awnng about.

AHhoagh in many eaaaa the spot rasoHiag <ren tha Hanaitiaer is

tairty large, the canae of the trouble ia extremely mmU, and is aaaally

well rmbeddcd in tha paper baae, bot with a flticnsoope of the

typr ilnK-rilifd fitted with a |-io. objective—a silver or platinum

needle—together with a drop of farnejanida and hydrodilaric acid,

there IS very little diAeoUy in getting at tha caaaa of the tronble.

The method of taating raw paper for metallic apota advocated by

Valeata, is to aoak tha paper for aboat Its minote* in inm 5 to

6 per cent, acetic acid, and then dry. Thai re soak the aheet in

fpom 3 to S per caat> potaaiinm farrocyanidc, and again dry.

Tlie iron spota aasHsa a bias eoloor doe to Pmaaian blur, whilst

cupper spots ass a farvwn enlotir doe to the formation of farro-

iiida of copper.
~ •'"4, howwwar, with tba intainiadiatii drying, ia nothing

ivtit aa the ue of ferrocyanide and oitnc acid, which
:<• •tjiicurd method adopted by many psper-maksrs in testing

latbodi aa ragarda dstactioo are oasd ik llM caae oi

in ths baryta coating, or in tha writkm itself,

' the jwiiiliiiBiis opdsr which ths hat two ars manofactaisd are

.'.'h mors mmdm eovtrol, and spots das to them ars of larsr

{lociarrsao^

In a photographic paper, the baryta coating aarvea two pipuais

:

ftrat and moat important of which is to cflaetivsly tasalate the

ilaioo Iroai aay MMmiam teparities ia Iks i»w baae; the

Mond porposi being to modify the ahads and aorface to suit

partiealar taataa.

In eadaavoaring to produce with Britiab aMtena.s a plnKo-

gniphie mmith* paper aqaal to pre-war prodartiowa, it is svideat

that flMoalaetma have had to atilise to ths fall the iiwnlatiiig

pfopertiss of tbs bsryta umling and to prodiies a baryta cnstiag

which will reaiat to ths graaluat asteat ths "enspiag" actaoa of

the ifott and copper saHa prsssot as impuriiMa in the raw paper.

Forlaaataly, in <he c^ of development papeta, it is not oecaa-

aary to eooaidsr tha revena action—tliat is, tha creep of the aolnble

ailver salts intc ths paper as is the caae ia yriBting-oat papsnk
Rven when the uMnaat precaotions have bssa taken with the

baryta taating, the creep ol ths dsseoaMsar b oot fhlirtlg prv-

vsntad, and such a miaois quantity of iron can prodace sucK

a diwstivua e0ect, that it is n f aasi ry to take any poeaibla stspe to

l^evt this afleek Tbe problem is out so difBeolt as it is

in ths caas ol a plata.

As foinfed out by Sbeppard and Maes, the action of a daaanahiaar

may be deecribed as catalytic, so that a very aoiaU aoooot of the

ia able to oontiaaally daBtn>y ths lalSBt image if given

Wiiaaa Ilvobo, Luuno, advise a« that ths asw agauat >,ii

" PmmkKmmtitm," whfch deals with certain of their exhiblu at

Pvodaeta Kshsbition, ia now m the preaa, and will

be sent on appUmlieM to aay addraaa post free M. Tboae in-

tsrsatsJ in the display of paochronatic reaaMs and appliaacee are

at the aaoM luas twmiiadtd that the ScientiSc Prodncte Exhibition

closes oa Aagosl 8.

sufficient time to effect oxidisation. In fact, if left for several
hours in contact witii ihe deaeiisitiBer, ihe kttent intage i& eotiraly
destroyed.

Thia length of time, i.e., several hours, may eaaily occur between
the exposure and d«vek)fmea!t of a plaie, but. in the oaee oi paper,
development practically always oooon immediately after exposure,
so that the catalytic effect ia at a minimum and the decrease in

denaity round the spot or impurity is that due to the immediate
oxidising effect of the desensitiaer present.

.\s stated previously, the decrease in sensitiveness, due to a
definite quantity of iron in contact with the emulsion, is not con-

stant, but varies according to the particular type of emulsion, being
different for an acid aa against an ammonia emulsion, and also

varying with different proportions of the three halogens, chlorine,

bromine, and iodine present, so that one can use an emulsion which

is sflected aa little as possible by deseositiaers.

In addition there still remains the possibility of t-he use of a
nsgalifw oatalyat, au.)h aa mannitc, quinine or oxalatea, to re-

sensitiae the emulsion.

Although the amount of negative catalyst required in large in

praportioo to the desensitiser, because one must provide at any and

every point a sufficient quantity to deal with the maximum de-

senn^ising effect, yet by oansfnl aUeobion to the following

points :

—

(I; The insulating properties of the baryta coating

;

(2) The choice of an emulsion as Uttle aa poeeible subject to de-

senaitiaera;

(3) Conpsnaatk>n of the deaensitiser by a negative catalyst;

it k impMsMs to produce a development paper on a baas contain-

ii^ so OMtny metallic >n>iHiritiea as to be quite iraposafl>le for direct

nr-lit^ witii emulsioa.

Ths test* whch I have for your inapection are intended to show

ths practical application of the pointa just enumerated, and may

bs ckMsified aa follows :—

(1) Raw paper tested with ferrocyanide and nitric acid showing

the Bumsrous iron spots in the baas.

(2) Normal emulsion c-oated on the above baae, ahowiag ths

numerous d«»eiisilise<! spot* due to the iron.

(3) The perfeilly even density obtainable with this base when da

precaationa are observed.
, . , •

14) ShssU showing even density with one-half Ueated with fem-

cvanids and hydrochloric acid to bleach it. These sheets ahow

that in tha particular examplea thsrs are numerous
.
iron spoU in

the baaa and are a further proof that a perfecUy even density has

been obtained on a baae conUining a tremendoua amount of

J^f mttiifiT

I am glad to say thst the quality of the raw baae now being

pfodocad U a diatinct advance on the samples shown, but in order

to ahow Um value ol the methods indicaUd it waa advisable to

g ve sxamples showing their action under adverae conditions.

Still for the production of a development paper aa near perfec-

tioQ ai poasibU, it is undoubtedly an asset to be able to make it

M reavlant aa poasible to the cAecU of impurities in the base.

As yon are aware, in pre-war days an immense amount of photo-

graphic base wsa imported from Germany, and although up to

the pr^ent our manufacturer* have not quite succeeded in giving

OS a sobatitute equally pure, I feel sure that now they are in a

poaition to tackle the problem, by metboda tmattainable during

the war, they will soon rsaoh the required standard, and enable

us to produce a development paper which will be BriUsh through-

out, equal to Uia pre-war sUndard aa regards the raw base, and,

if i^ible, a UttU better becauae we can give added reaistance to

dsfsets.
Waltkb C. -Mank.

I sMui' ui. U \r. I'HorooBAWia.—The Committee of the Imperial

Wsr .Muieum <le»ire to complete their collection of photographs and

scenes of historical interest, and invite officers and other ranka who

have unofficial photographs of such scenes to communicate with the

Keeper of Photographs, Imperial War Museum, 10, Coventry

StreK, W.l. Prints, with description and titles, thonid be for-

warded for inspection.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CORRECTION OF NEGATIVES
TAKEN OBLIQUELY.

[For the purposes of the French Army Aviation Service, in which he was engaged during the greater part of the war, M. L. P. Clerc has

investigated with great thoroughness the mathematical conditions involved in transforming a photograph taken from an inclined aerial

camera into one corresponding with that obtained from the same view-point, but with the lens-axis vertical. His study has led him to the

design of a purely automatic camera carrying out this " redressement." Inasmuch as aerial photographic mapping promises to be an

important peace-time application of photography we publish a translation of the text of his paper.—EDS. " B.J."]

{Continued from page 413.)

The image corrected without deformation being similar to the

image which would have been obtained directly from the same view-

point S on a horizontal plate, we can arrange this image in the

bundle of rays from S so that each point of this image shall be on
the ray coming from the corresponding point of the terrestrial sub-

ject, and it is seen that in the image thus placed the role of princi-

pal point is played by V, and that of the principal distance or

equivalent focal length by the length S P'.

The position of the point V in the corrected image can be easily

determined by drawing from P' {defined by the intersection of the

axes of the image) on a line corresponding to the line of greatest

inclination—i.e., drawling a segment P'V.

P'V = S P' cos 8 P V = S P' sin w = np S P sin u = np F sin w
fsin^w _ jjHtan«.P'V

sin a cos u

The equivalent focal length HSV is given by

tan u
= NH or P' = S P' cos u = Jip F cos i

P'
F sin /3

/ sin w
sin a

and it is seen that the enlargement of the corrected image relatively

to the image photographed from the same point with the same lens

on to a horizontal plate is

m sin b) Ein $nv cos u = = z—

r

sin o sin <*

We may find the limit of the angle w for which the vanishing point
of the verticals V is included in the effective area of the negative,
the camera being assumed to have no sideway inclination in the
right-angled triangle SPV (fig. 10)

PV = F tan u

In the case of a 13 x 18 cm. camera, with 26 cm. lens, the limite
of PV and the corresponding values of u are :

—

P V ^-06 metre w / 13°Camera, central lens, "LT 1915 type

Camera, decentred lens 1914 type," P V /-og metre o, ^^ 19°

In the case of panoramic photographs to be corrected to the
vertical, the condition of having in the field the principal point of
the corrected image, i.e., the point H', the image of the principal
point of the horizon H, leads to the same values of the angle w,
the obliquity of the axis being then measured not to the vertical
but to the horizontal pJane.

It will thus be seen that in all cases of oblique photography there
is an advantage, as regards good utilisation of the corrected image,
in the use of cameras in which the lens is decentred from above
downwards, the use of too oblique pencils being thus avoided.

II. Spec:al Cases.

§ 12. The Principal Point of the Negative is kept on the Optical
Axis.— In certain cases it may be of advantage to avoid the some-
what delicate adjustment of decentring by taking steps to keep
t'^p principal central point of the negative on the optical axis of
tlie oorrecbing lens.

The conditions [A] and ICl worked out for the general case then
•pply without alteration, but condition IB), since d = o, becomes

cos ;3 = cos o cos w
but it is preferable to substitute for this latter the condition

tan «> [B']

obtained by making d = om the equation 121 of paragraph 4.

Lastly, the condition [D] becomes identical with the condition

[B'] above : in the special case under consideration the enlargement

n on the optical axis becomes the same as the enlargement nP of

the principal horizontal, and, therefore, the equivalent focal distance

of the corrected image is

F' = N H = n F cos w

a value which, by introduction into equation [D], renders this latter

identical with [B'J.

The equation [C] of non-deformation, in this special case, can be

expressed in another form, better adapted to the discussion of con-

ditions of possibility. For this purpose we eliminate from this

equation and from (Al and [B] either a and u, or a and /3, or p and m.

Taking, as already done in paragraph 5,

S H sin gk H TO sin w

we obtain after elimination and simpUfication '

Vl + tan«^(^+ J-) ^ V:
1 + tan* u

1 -I- tan" |3

1 + TO^ tan' "(-.A)

~^
to" (1 -1- n'' tan^ a)

whence it is seen that the necessary condition that i = 1 is

= 1 [C?]

„\
This condition necessarily implies

n / 1 and m /

Thus, when the principal horizontal of the negative is brought on

to the optical axis, correction without deformation is possible only

by enlarging and by using a lens of focal length greater than that

of the taking lens.

For each value of m, determined by the choice of the correcting

lens, there is a corresponding value of the enlargement n such that

TO

.\ curve (fig. 11) can be constructed in accordance with this relation,

and the required value of n readily ascertained for any given value

af fn.

~ We will confine ourselves to carrying out the calculation in the single case
where the angle a &nd a> ^re eliminated. The relations between the trigonometric

liues of the same arc, via. '.—
.j_o _ tans <„

"""-T^tan.-„- ' «=Bi..^ =
allow us to write the condition (B'J as :—

n2

Bins u
v»

-tAXA i

tanS
,

n>
1 + tanS c

1 + mS
Bins

m2 + n3
1 -Htan2

If now the valaes of sin w and sin y3 are inserted into the expression for k, we
bav*

1 + tana
fj

tana n

1 + tana p

(tana „ \
ma + na

^ , )
1 + tana ^ J

ma + ni.

1 + tanSo

tBna,r

mSna
1 + tana

1 + tana a
Lastly, eipressin^ tan a in terms of Ian ^ according to equation (A)

__
tana ^ fma (na + tana

ff)
+ «3 tana ^]

^ + **°'' ;8 (—3- -H -^f
~ •

vi^ n^ tana p a + tana ^j
' = J^TTT T+TaHafl
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For a givMl valae of the enUrgement n meacured aloDg the optical

•xia the total leogth PP' of the correction camera ia given by

L=(2 + „+A)/
Sabititoting for / it* value mF and for n ita value from equation [1]

we obtain

V »'«^- 1 «» /

,m *^— 1 + !«»+ fiii»— 1)

>'!»—

1

Va^—

I

n

3

>

1

\

1 1—1—

'

Fif . 11.

In CMWtractiag IW carve (Sf. 12). whidi five* the different valoea

of L: F in tenoa of m, it i* aeeii that tbi< t-ur\c rihibila a ver>'

2
marked miniminn lor the value of m equal W ^ -^ with which corre-

•poad the valoea

m . 1.154 L . 5.1MF - Z006

2

r.g. 12.

When the correction camera U intended for the rcciiflcation n(

aagativee made with taking camrra* Sited with lens of focal length

F, It ia advisable, aa a mcana uf reducing the balk of the correction

eama», to lelect a lena vf focal length f (and of coTraaponding va!ue

•t m) such thai L ia a mioimam.

Among the regular cameras of the French Army Aviation Service,

that which by the extent of its field is best adapted for carto-

graphic work is the so-called 0.26, in which the focal length is

between 25 and 27 cm.

In adopting for the correction camera a lens of focal length

0.26 X 1.154 = 0.300 metre (30 cm.)

the minimum length of the correcting camera will be

L = 5.194 X 0.26 = 1.350 metre.

In the case where the focal length of the lens of the taking camera
exceeds ooe of the limiting vftbies, the values of m, n and L would
become

1-2 n = 183 L = 1*36 metres-= 0-25 m •30

•25

-=0-27 m -
•30

•27
= 11 n = 2 33 L 145

Under these conditions correction without deformation is assured

by the use of a correcting camera of extension, such as to permit of

a variation of enlargement n within the limits 1.75 to 2.45.

A greater range can, however, be of service for the purpose of

subsequently bringing the corrected image to any required scale.

Aa in the general case, the condition [B] allows of fixing the

limiting values of the angle m corresponding to the practical limit-

ing values imposed on /3. Taking 30° aa a maximum for fi, the

limiting values of the angle w corresponding with different

values of ai previously contemplated are :

—

m 1.1 1.175 1.2
- 27° 25° 24.3"

In the case where the principal point of the horizon is kept on
the optical axis, the angles a and fi can be constructed graphically

(fig. 13). On the optical axis O F, O being the optical centre and
F the rear focus of the correction camera, draw a perpendicular at F,

and with O as centre describe an arc of a circle of radius O H =
F/ain ••, which determines the point H. From this point describe

Fig. 13.

the are of a circle of radius H P = F cot w, which fixes the position

of P on O F produced.

U13. Kidargtmtnt on Ike AxU u Conttanl and Equal to Unity.—
When n = I, the conditions worked out for the general case

Ftan

= _L= p

tan a •• tan fi whence a - p

d ^ p ** a (1 - coe «») ^ w 1 — coe i

eoa • sin w cos a sin w

sin a - IN sin w

in a m sin w m
It w thus seen that in theaa conditions the system

IS constantly symmetncal in resiiect to the plane, perpendicular

to the optical axis, in which is the optical centre,

whence result certain facilities for the automatic operation

(in oonjuni:tion) of the two rocking frames. In this case

also it w to be noted that the corrected image is on the same scale

as that which would have been photographed directly from the same

view-point with the same lena on a horizontal plate (or on a vertical

plate in the case of correction of an image taken on an, approxi-

mately, vertical plate).

Moreover, if m = 1, that is to say if we employ for the correction

camera the lens used on the taking camera or a lens of the same
focal length, the conditions of adjustment become

sin a - sin w, whence a - p — u

1 — coe w
d ' V

tan w
or e

1 — eo« «

sin w
-^ FUn
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The decenteriiig would then depend on a single parameter, the angle

w which is at the eame time the angle of the rocking frame, and

it is then possible to operate the movements of tilting and de-

centering in 11 strictly mechanical way by means of a suitably formed

cam.

We could bring within the scope of this last method the correc-

tion of negatives taken with a lens of any focal length, longer or

.shorter than that of the correction lens, by making the corrected

negative not from a contact transparency of the original negative,

but from a transparency reduced or enlarged upon a scale m, such

that it is identical with one made with a lens of equivalent focal

length equal to that of the correcting lens.

§ 14. Correction Lens ha/ the. .Same Focal Length as Tahnrj

Lens.—By making ro = 1, the conditions of correction become

gin /3 = sin <», whence (3 m

tan u = n tan a

1 — cos

tan u

cos a

n tan a
tan -

2

F
F'

sin

the precedingIf also n = 1, the case becomes that studied

paragraph.

We could also, by the same artifice of previous change of the

scale, carry out the correction without decentering. This would

be done by making a positive transparency reduced to the scale

of 1/m, and then correcting Ipv enlarging on the scale n, such thut

-4 + 4-1
m- n-

Tlie ratio njm being thus susceptible of being chosen arbitrarily,

we could adopt for it a value such tliat we can arrange as we like

the scale of the corrected photograph. Denoting, as already done,

the equivalent fociil length of the correction camera-lens by F' and
the focal length of the taking Jens a.s F/m. we have

n ^ ¥'

m F cos 01

L. P. Clerc.
(To be continued.)

Patent ReiDs.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in
" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Boll-Film Developing.—No. 17,419. Photographic roll-filni de-

veloping atpparatus. ^I. Chakir.

Cameras.—-No. 17,454. Cameras. P. K. Esdaile.

Projection Screens.—NJo. 17,115. Screens (for reception and

exiposure of cinematogi'n.ph pictures. W. Lawrence.

Stereoscopic Projection.—No. 17,394. Optical projection of

stereoscopic pictures. A. K. and J. G. Maxwell.

Film Cement.—No. 17,376. Film cement. E. Bullock and J. A.

Chalmeirs.

Cinematography.—No. 17,244. Appairatus for cinematogra,ph pro-

jection. Carey-Gavcy Syndicate and K. Higginson.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,

These specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from
the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this cotmtry ; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International
Convention.

Triplet Labge-Apebtube Lenses.—No. 127,058 (April 19, 1917).

The invention relates to optical lens coniibinatitms comprising com-

l»ujid or <'w;hi\»matic lenses, whereby spherical aberration is mine
or less avoided, tJiereiby oibta.ining a lens suiitalble for use iai

micax)Scopes, telescopes, and chiefly for ])hoitographic pui-poses. Tlie

main object is to oibtain a very large aperture relatively to the

equivalent focal length consistently with either total freedom from
spherical aberration, or else a noi-mal degree 6i spherical aberra-

tion whether over or under corrected.

L.
- 1095 + 1-94

fa = -125

It is found tha/t a wiplo combinatioii consisting of one double coo-

vox positive lens of low refractive index enclosed between and opta-

oaJJy united to or cemented to two meniscus negative lenses of verj'

high refractive index and approximately equal power gives a more
perfect uniformity in its spherical aiberration correction throughout

its aperture than any other comWnation, so that a clear working

aperture equal to at least one-third of the equivalent focal length

is easily obtainable consistently witli perfect correction for spheri-

cal aberration, that is, the spherical aberration of the third order

is practically eliminated. For instance, the following combination

may be cited :

—

Grown glass refractive index for D-ray = 15216
Reciprocal value of dispersive power (C to P) = 50 to 51
Flint lenses refractive index for D-ray = 1'694

Reciprocal value of dispersive power for D-ray (C to F) = 31
Radii of curves in the order that the light pfesses through them

+ means convex.
— sign means concave.

-f 2-5 -^ 1-25
I

+ 1-25 -f 1095
t, = -125

I
ti = -32

where t is thickness of lens.

Diameter (D) = 110 inch, equivalent focal length = 301 inch.

These lenses, when oconented together, yield an aclux)matac

objective which is free from spherical aberration for a pencil of

rays diverging from a point on the axis about 11 ins. away from

the first surface.

The curves can also be arranged for giving perfect correction

against spherical aberration when the first .surface is presented

to pai-allel rays. In such a form the combination may be advan-

tageously used for the objective of a Galilean telescope wherein

a large relative aperture is necessary for securing a large field

of view. It is also^ obvious that two such triple lenses can be
placed near together in the same axis for forming a still more
'jxj'werful conilbijiiaitioin whose apertui'e will be niearly two-thirds of

its equivalent focal length, a combination highly desirable for

rapid photography or for cinematograph projection.

It then becomes important to introduce such modifications to

the curves so that a fairly flat image is produced. If this is

done in the triple objectives themselves, then it is well known
that all that can be done is to secure that the image of a series

of circles concentric with the axis shall be flat, while the image

simultaneously .formed of radial lines passing through the axis wiE

remain curved concave to the lenses and a.pproximately to a

radius equal to 2i times the equivalent focal length.

But it is very questdonsible whether this condition can be fulfilled

without resorting to an impi-acticably large sepaTation between

the two triple positive lenses.

Should it be necessary to get tlie latter image flat as well as

the former, then a further auxiliary device is used, which consists

in placing a rtegative coirrecting lens in, or almost in, the plane

of the image formed by the above positive combination, and

having its principal focal length about equal to that of the positive

combination above described. If this correcting lens be concavo-

plane, the real image should be formed on or just beyond its

second or plane surface, where the photographic plate should be

placed to receive the image.

It can be shown that if a flat and anastigmatic image be thrown

by any posi'tive lens on the left into the above negative lens on

the right in the manner descriibed, then the negative lens will

impre.<:« upon it an anastigmatic curvature, and will convert it

from a flat anasitigmaitic image into a curved anastigmatic image

whose radiius of curvature is n times the pn"nicipal fo?ial lenigtJi of

the negative lens and curved concave towards the right or convex

towards the positive combination on the left. The above term n
denotes the refractive index of the negative lens.

It can thefn be an'anged for the i>osiiive combination of one or two

triples to be so corrected as to yield a curved anastigmatic image

whose radius of curvature will also be roughly about 1.4 to 1.5

times the combined focal length of the positive combination and

curved concave to the latter. If the negative lenses in the focal

plane is of about equal power to the positive combination, then

it follows that the curvatures of the two images yielded by the

ixjsitive projecting lens and the negative corrector lens in tbe
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focus on the other hand will neotraliae each other, resulting in

a flat and alao anaatigmatic final image or fieM of view.

The ahsfw of the negative lens, while only slightly affecting

this Tclattoinslup, can at the same time be so arranged as to give

no distortion or departure from rectilinearity of the images of

>traight linea. Thus, if it be a simple negative lens haviag a

refractive index of 1.5, then the radius of curvature of the

r*

Meoii4 eoaatT* ssifaca should be fonr tines that of the first

eoacare sarfac*.

Should the negative corrector lens be eoaeuvo-plane, than '*

will give slight positive di^ortiosi of straight lines. aoHMniing to

ahooi 2 ptr ctitl. at a dialance fmtn the axis equal to ooe-foorth

«f its focal Ivigth.

The following are the glasses, corrca, and other data for a
IW-fietd anaatigmatic lena of an aperture equal to about half of

iU equiv*lsat fooal length, which is about 2.21 ins. The oaabina-

lion is shown in th« aceompanying dimwing:—

I <i and U are of denaa barium erown glMa baring

X« = 1 6237 and ^^-^J- - *4 9
Vr — Nc

It and (• are of highly dispartive crown glaas haring

Ns - 15216 and
Na - 1 -51-1
Nr - Me

lisnias U and f« are of extra dama flint glaaa baring

Nd > l-ee^and j*""^ - 310.
ftr — Wo

Tha - aigna indicate ooneare surfaces.

Radii or curvks.
- 1.30

T725

TWS

66

\ k

ir. + li

fr» - 1.66

(»* + #•«

Fi

p

Ceatral thiekn = 07

Canttal thkihuaa - 336

Cantml

Piniahad dismiltw « I'U

D
fr, + 1-339

Central - «

Central thickness -386

802

fi + -809

r, + 1 49

fr, - 1 49
CanttalthieknaM'OS

ft + 8-75

Finiabed diamalar • '13.

Itsffttira comelor laos of l-3r focal length of floor arown glaas

liavinx Na - 1*4715. In order to fulfil the FMrral eoodition it is

•lasirable to employ a glaas of low refraction for Iha nagaUfa conactor

lens.

f
Cnrraa n ° - 100 in.

I« \
CtmUnl thick!

(Radii f^ - - 1-92S in.

naaa •• 03

Finished diameter 120 in.

Claari^aftara of 2nd soitaee = 115.

ThM cosBfainatsoa yisUa a flat and almost anaatigmatic image

OTtr a fl«M of 28 degs. diaoxtar.

When aseembling this lens, it must be remembered tha4) the

focal plane for distant objects lies in the plane of the back edge

of the second surface of the oorreotor lens, which is left of 1.15 ins.

diameter acroas edges of polished surface.

For a focoaaing aoreen a diec of parallel flat glafs greyed on one
side should therefore be placed with ita greyed surface up in

contact with the back edge of the corrector lens, and the two
compound lenees L, and h, be adjusted to project the ima^e
ahaif>ly upon this focussing screen. Then, if desired, the screen

can be removed and the images of a distant point of light can
then be observed through a powerful achromatic magnifier of at

mtiet .25 focal length and .125 aperture, nsed aa an eyepiece.

The image when thrown near the edge of the negative cor-

rector should be examined for coma. If there is marked inward

coma, then L, and L, want sztrewing nearer together. If there it

oa*ward ooma, L, and L, want aoreming fuHiier afMui.

It may be that glaases cannot be obtained very exactly to the

•faova spedficatson, and therefore the reanlta deviate somewhat
frosn the normal.

The spherical aberration of L, nsed alone and when focussing

an image of a distant point of light should be fairly well cor-

rected, showing a tendency to a alight lone of aberration, the
rays ahoot half-way between centre and edge having the shortest

focus. If it spptaws OTer-oorreoted for abenstton, then the first

ladius m^ be deepened with advantage ; but this wiU produce
a little inward ooma at the loci of oblique rays, and L, and L,
will have to be brought nearer together. This will slightly shorten
the axial focal length.

Although the axial focal image of a distant point of light

fumed by thia leas al a|)erture f/2 cannot be said to be en-

tirely free from a aona of abemtioa, yet it ia a mere fraotior.

of what ia found at (he axial focna of a petzval portrait lens or

any other lena having anything approaching the large relative

apartora ia qnaation.

It is also quite poastbla to employ one compound positive leiu

substantially Ifke the L, al»Te apeoified, which is chss^cterised by

a (aige amouot of inward cotna asid place a atop behind it at a

<liatamre #qnal to about a quarter or one-third of its focal length,

which, by ita selective effect, may cause the image projected by

L, to be fairly anaatigmatic, and this image may be projected to

the rear side of a negative corrector lena of a focal length approxi-

Htcly equal to that of the said positive lens, and by whoae action

the carved anaatigmatic image may be flattened ; but this metho<l

does not admit of so huge a rebtive aperture. AMred Taylor, of

Mesan. T. Cooke and Sons, Limited. Buckingham Works, Bishop-

hill, York, and Haruld Dennis Taylor, Buckingham Works, Biahop-

biU, York.

trade Ramcs and marks.
APPLICATIONS FOR BBOISTSATION.

KmtrAm-n.—No. 386.864. Cinematograph apparatus. Thomas Lin-

forth Jones, 10, Ham Yard, London, W.l ; cinematogrsplb and
ganeral instrument maker and repairer. December 14, 1918.

rORTHCOUINO 2XHIBITX0NB.

September 13 to October 11.—London Salon of Photography.

Entriea dose Septambar 2. Hon. sec., Sa, PaU BlaU East, London,

&W.1.

October 13 to November 2B.—Rojral PbotograpUc Sooiaiy. Secre-

tary, J. Mclotoah, 35, Russell Sqnara, W.C.I.

SoLOiEBS' PiHrrooKAPna or tbc Kiko and Qckcn.—During one

of the intervals in the procession on Saturday laot, July 19, an

Australian soldier stepped ont from the crowd near the Royal

Pavilion and prepared to take a photograph of the King and

Queen Their Majesties (reports the "Times") noticed the

soldier's preparations, and smilingly stood while the photograph was

taken. With a salute the soldier stepped back. Prompted by his

iiirirsss other soldiera with camersa and several civilian amateur

photogn^ibers to the number of between twenty and thirty also

came forward, and again their Majesties aoqoiesoad.
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ineetinas or societies.

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

81TUKDAT, July 26.

Chelsea Photographic Society. Outinu to Denham.
Haokney Photographic Society. Outing to Rickmanaworth.

SCHDIT, JCIiY 27.

South Iiondon Photographic Society. Excursion to Beckenham and District.

TnxsDAT, Jolt 29.

Hackney Pho'.ographio Society. " Mounting Prints." By Four Members.

PP.OFESSIONAiL PH01X)GRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

A MEKTINO of the Council was held on Friday, July U, lbl9.

Pjesent: Messrs. Basil, Chaipman, Grordo« Chase, Corbeitt, Diokiii-

aon, Ellis, Fry, Gray, Haines, Speaight, and Wakefield (London

members), and jNIarcus Adams (Reading), Beaufort (Birmingham),

Cl;idley (Chester), Illingworth (Northampton), Head (Southponl,

Spink (Brighton), and Turner (Hull).

The minutes of the previous meeting were lead and confirmed.

The Hon. Sec. reported that he had received an averaga n-.inher

of bui^iness communications from members Ju.nni; the month, and

that most of them had been dealt with by le urn ot post; the re-

mainder after consultation. A member had sought the opinion of

the Council in regard to his charges for attending (time taken 12^

hours), making three whole-plate negatives .-t a fact-ry nnder diiR-

cult circumstances, supplying twenty-four mounted prliits, an.l de-

livering the negatives. His charge was six guineas, and exception

had been taken to it. The Council took the view that the charges

were reasonable, and instructed the Hon. Sec. to write the member

to that effect.

Another inquiry was put by a member, viz. : "A professional

photographer is asked to attend and photograph a wedding group.

The local illustrated paper also asks permis.sion to attend and photo-

graph for their paper. Can the professional photographer complain

if the paper sends proofs and canvasses for orders ?
'

'

Mr. Turner stated that a great amount of this kind of business

arose in country areas, and that an agreement was generally made

between the newspapers and the professional photographer on the

following lines :—The photographer to supply a photograph for pub-

lication in the paper (with or without charge), the photographer's

name appearing under the illustration. The newspaper thus obtains

its photograph with licence to reproduce in one issue only without

having to incur the expense of sending an operator; the photographer

obtains an advertisement, and retains his interest in the purely

photographic part of the business. The Hon. Sec. was instructed

to write the member to this effect.

Complaint was received from a member that a local schoolmaster,

an amateur, was attending public and semi-public functions nomin-

ally for press purposes, sulbsequently supplying photographs at very

ohea/p rates. This praictice was cammejiced when the member and

other professional photographers in the same town were on war

service, and was being continued to their great annoyance and loss

now that they had returned to their business occupations. The Hon.

Sec. was instructed to obtain .further information as to the status

of the schoolmaster, and to ascertain who were his employers.

Complaint was received from a member who stated that a firm

of dealers had refused to continue to supply certain goods on
" dealers' terms." The matter had been investigated, and it was

obvious tlhait tilie memiber had a claim edither for a, continuation of the

old terms, or for a credit for his unsold stock. The council authorised

the continuation of the negotiations so as to secure the best possible

arrangement for the member in question. One of the difficulties in

the matter was that dealers and manufacturers had no stock of the

kind required which could be supplied. The Hon. Sec. stated that

he had little doubt but that the dealing firpi in question would
seiriJ* the ma.ttea' quite equiitaJbly -with tJheir meomber.

The Hon. Sec. reported tliat a new edition of the Handbook, with
added matter of a useful character, and revised and brought up to

date by Mr. Mackie, was being prepared, and would be ready for

issue towards the end of the year.

Mr. Bead proposed that all nominations of new members should

come before the Council for election. It was pointed out that, as

the Council meetings were held at intervals of one month, this sug-

gestion would involve considerable delay, which might easily preju-

dice the Association. It was further argued that a professional

photographer, who came within the four corners of the membership
rule, had practically an inherent right to become a member, and
that any possible veto, possessed by the Council under Rule 4, was
.in the ground of eligibility only.

The matter of the incorporation of the P.P.A. was further ad-

journed, in order that opportunity might be given for ascertaining

the full import of the advantages claimed for the proposed action.

Two members of the Council were specially instructed to inquire,

and, if possible, ascertain the effect of incorporation upon future

official relations of the Association with Crovernment Departments.

The matter of the Association's financial position was discussed in-

timately, and the general effect likely to be caused by a change in

the legal status of the Association considered in its several aspects.

Some other matters dependent upon this decision were also ad-

journed.

The Hon. Sec. was authorised to join the Industrial Reconstruction

Council.

(Mr. Chidley reported that he had investigated on the spot the

complaint of one member that another, practising professional photo-

graphy in the same town, was showing specimens which were not

his own work. Mr. Chidley stated that the photographer was per-

sonally known to himself and Mr. Illingworth, and he was quite

satisfied that the specimens were being properly exhibited. Some of

them were made when the photographer whose action was com-

plained about was in the service of an employer, and a letter from

that employer was shown to Mr. Chidley authorising the use of the

photographs. The Council, therefore, found themselves in the happy

position of being able to reassure both the members in question.

It was reported that certain firms undertook to supply specimens

for photographers who were newly entering the profession, and this

practice the Council considered to be reprehensible and quite unpro-

fessional. The Hon. Sec. was instructed to get such information as

he could and report upon the matter to the next meeting of Council,

which was fixed for the second Friday (10th) in October, the recesa

intervening.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Dr. ¥. Knott read a most thoughtful paper on "Memory Systems,

Past and Present," with agreeable succinctness, clearly describing

the evolution of artificial aids to memory, so much advertised in

recent times, but unhappily never adopted by the not uncommon in-

dividual who so frequently finds himself divorced from loose cash,

and regards his suffering friends as a happy media for reunion.

Granted that many things occur in life for which a system com-
pelling forgetfulness would be extremely useful, yet what is more
aggravating than to endeavour vainly to recall some familiar name,
or, perhaps, fact, which has stuck in the sub-consciousness and refuses

to traverse the mysterious connecting link with the consciousness.

Again, think of the value of any system which would allow one to^

store mentally such charming articles as " The Photographic Correc-

tion of Negatives Taken Obliquely," which recently appeared in the
" B.J.," and dish them up from memory in the future for the edifica-

tion of astounded friends. And this quite apart from the £.s.d. point

of view, which, according to the advertisements, is highly attrac-

tive, not to mention the potential acquirement of high office in many
directions.

The lecturer just gave an outline of the various systems proposed
from time to time, the first being before the Christian era, and then
passed on to a detailed examination. On one point he was emphatic,
namely, that modern systems are but variations of the old, and possess

no essential elements of novelty, despite strong allegations to the

contrary. A discussion followed the paper during which the doctor
said he had found mnemonics most useful in romembering data. A
most cordial vote of thanks was accorded for a lecture which raised
many points of real interest.
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L.AX»ASH1RE SOCIETY OK .MASTER PHOTOCJRAPHERS.

.\ very Ungely aU«ikded meeting was haM at ti>e office, 39. Bkck-

9 Street, Manohvter, on TuMday, July 15. 1919. Mr. Fred

ivrorthy prauiing. A great deal of coRvapondenoe having been

:i with, it wa* decided, after ooDndering nylirxtaooa lor member-

;>, to form • n^-eominittee to deal irith all cneh ]>raf>oMla and to

report, after making inquinee. into the atanding a< the photo-

grapher* of the profession, — it wa« thought neeen—ry that at this

stage of the locMty'e progress it was advislila to eonaider very

if-o(uUy ail future sf^ioatioaa Car nwuAMtsUp.

V very lengthy discnaaion took place on the quality of paper

uciiig supplied at present by various manufacturers, it being pointed

out by several members that the paper was very inferior in quality

and caused a great deal of loas to the photographers in consequence.

It was the general exprfaaioa of opinion that during the war there

was every excuse for this, and the members considered that the

time had arrived for photographers to oo-operate together and in-

sist upon a better quality of material being supplied to them.

After the matter had been very, fully discoased, the aecreUrj- was

instructed to get in touch with the members of the society and

ask them to send in their comments on this very important subject.

It was decided to hold the next meeting at Soalfaport on a date

to lie arrai^cd later. It was suggested that at ihsa meating a

sariea of papan aboold be givao by rarioos members.

AftOT other detail work had been dealt with, a vote of thanks

was proposad to the chainaai:, and tbs busineas of tha meeting

terminated.

Commercial JiCeaal Intelllgencea

I^CTKC Sttdioc, Limitco.—The Official Receiver, in the High

irt of Justice, has now issaed his report aader the liquidation

ihe I^ouvre Studios, Limited, of 127, Earl's Court Road. Earl's

' urt, S.W.5. The groaa liabilities as regards creditots amount

: . £2,301 9k. 3d. The assets consisting of stock-in-trade arc re-

turned at £100, thus leaving a deficiency of £2,201 9*. 3d. The

paid-up capital uf the company is £100, to which has to be added

the abote dafiosncy of £2,201 Sb. 3d., makin« the total dcfieisncy

£23n Sfe. 3d. The OOcial Recei\er's report apon tha casa it to

the foBorawg eflaot:—The wioding-op order waa made on March

18, 1919, upon the petition of a creditor. The company wai regis-

tered on December 22, 1917. as a private compangr with a nominal

capital of £100, divided into ninety-rive OtiSatlj shares and five

Preference shares of £1 sach. lu objecfa wee* to carry en

bostnasa as pl>ot<«rB|4iar«, etc Tke compaoy mam promoted by

J. St. U Stallwood and Miss H. B. Tsylour. In March, 1918. it

purchased from one. Matthew Kelly, the bnsinsas of a miniature

dealer, carried on by him at 127. Earl's Court Road, known as

"Tha King Edward Studios." The company continued the busi-

nam at that addiass, and also carried it on at 171a, Slo.ine

Stnet. W. Tha coiwidatatioo for the purchase was the payment

of £400 in caah, the issoe of £600 of debentam of the company in

twelve debentares of £60 each, and the allotment of twenty- four

Ordintry Shares. By the tcriM of the agtMaMot the debentures

and iharea were issued to the vendor's Boaiaae, and the vendor

foflher eotranantad not to trade as a miniature dealer. The

directors of tha oompaoy were Miss H. B. Tsykrar. Mrs. M. ('.

Lang, E. C. Dyer, snd Matthew Kelly. Kelly was the only

director at tfae winding-up. Ninety-fiT>e ordinary sod three pre-

ference shares were allotted to Mis* H. B. Taylour as fully-psi<l

under an agreement for services rendered. In addition to the £600

of dabcntarca issued as above mentioned, twelve debentures of £50

each, carrying interest at- I'H per cent., were issued to six persont

on March 13 and 25. 1918, porpnrtini; to be for cash, but on Sep-

tember 6, 1918, owing to the unsatisfactory state of the company.

Kelly required grsater security, and it waa decided that satisfac

tion for the defaentores other than those issaed to himself be

entered up at Somerset House, the holders to rank as unsecured

creditors. On May 2», 1918, Miss Taylour resigned from the

managing directonhip, and o» July 31, 1918, Kelly became mana-

ging director. The books of the company have been very imperfectly

kept, and the information (applied as to its business affairs is

defective. The failure of the company is attributed by Kelly to

mismanag«nent through a lack of knowledge of the business on th»

part of the purchasers.

Leigb Masitactceess' Affairs.—At the offices of the Official

Receiver for the Chelmsford District. Bedford Row. W.C, last

week, the first meeting of creditors was held under the failure re

Peter Morrison, of Henry's Hall, Leigh-on-Sea, snd also under the

failure tl his brother Thomas Morrison, of Henry's Hall, and the

Laurels, Chalkwell Park Drive, Leigb-on-Sea.

The statement of affairs filed by Peter Morrison showed gross

iiabilitiea amounting to £2,822 lis. Id., of which £1,122 lis. Id.

was expected to rank againet the estate for dividend. The assets

conswtcd of a bad de<bt of £251 15e.. which was estimated to be of

so value. The deficiency waa returned at £1,122 lis. Id. The
debtor alleged his failure to have been caused Uirough unsuccessful

investment in company, and coats of litigation.

The Official Receiver's observations on the case are as follows :—

The receiving order was made on the petition of creditors, the act

of bankruptcy being the failure of the debtor to comply with the

requirements of a bankruptcy notice. The debtor, aged forty-

four, stated that he was a solicitor and had carried on business in

Caatia Street, Edinburgh, until April, 1916. He then had to re-

Unqaiah his ppictice owing to iU-heslUi and went to live at

Southend -on-Sea.

In or about May. 1915. he, in conjunction with his brother,

raised the sum of £350 for the purpose of completing the pur-

chase of the machinerv- and plant of a photographic paper manu-

factory at I.«igh-on-Sea. whidi another person had agreed to pur-

chase for £550. Upon ihe completion of the purchase, he and his

brother took possession of the business and carried it on under

the name of the Leigh Fhotographic Paper Co.

In September, 1916. a company was floikted under the name of

the Leigh Photographic Paper Company, Ltd.. and the business

was transferred to the company for £4.000. to be satisfied by the

allotment of shares to him and his brother or their nominees.

The sum of £4,000 was raised on the security of debentures of the

company, and the debtor and his brother charged their interest

under the will of their father further to secure this sum. In

Fehniary, 1918, the name of the company was changed to Esse.\

Photographies, Ltd. The business was carried on under the direc-

tion of the debtor and others until June, 1918. when a debenture-

holder's action was commenced and a receiver was appointed.

Proceedings were taken to recover the lease which was in the

name of the gentleman above, and an order was made direotinir

that the lease be transferred to the company upon certain terms.

and the debtor and his brother were ordered to pay the costs.

On the debenture-holder's action the Receiver made application:

to the Court for leave to dose the business, which application the

debtor opposed, and the Coart ordered the business could be kept

open if the debtor provided the necessary funds to continue it.

For this purpose he, in conjunction with his brother, borrowed

£200 from the petitioning creditor, but did not pay the amount to

.

the receiver within the time fixed by the Court, and the business

was dosed. The monej- was used in payment of certain accounts

The instalments became in arrear, and these proceedings followed.

The unsecured indelHedneas is stated to be due as to £275

damage* and coats for wrongful dismissal. As to £200 overdraft

St the bank. As to £260 to the petitioning creditor for money

lent. As to £100 to a relative for money lent, and as to

£37 lis. Id. for solicitor's costs.

The security held by the creditors scheduled as fully secured con-

sists of the debtor's reversionary interest under the will of his late

father and the creditor achedoled as partly secured holds a second

charge on the same reversion. The contingent liability is an over-

draft on the account of the company at their bank, which wa."

guaranteed by the debtor. The debt due to the estate consists of

wages and directors' fees, which at present there is no prospect of

recovering.

The debtor is a bachelor and has no hoasehold furniture.

The debtor has not been adjudged bankrupt, and states that he

is considering making a proposition to the crediton, but no proposal

has jH been lodged with me. The debtor states that he first
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became aware of insolvency in June, 1918, when the receiver for

debenture holders was appointed.

In regard to the failure of Thomas Morrison, the etetement of

affairs filed by the debtor showed gross liabilities amounting to

£2,727 lis. Id., of which £125 was expected to rank against the

«state for dividend. The assets consifited of a bad debt of

£199 15s., estimated to be of no value, thus leaving a deficiency of

£1,012 178. Id.

The Official Receiver's report upon this case is to the following

effect :—l"he receiving order was made on the petition of creditors,

the act of bankruptcy being the failure of the debtor to comply

with the requiremerit.« of a bankruptcy notice before December 15,

1918. The debtor, who is forty-two years of age, states that for

about six years prior to May, 1915, he had carried on business as

a photographer in Edinburgh. In or about May, 1915, he arranged

with a gentleman who had agreed to purchase tlie machinery and

plant of a photographic jiaper manufactorj- at Leigh-on-Sea for

about £550 to provide the money required to complete the pur-

chase. He sold his business at Edinburgh for £200, and in con-

junction with his brother borrowed a further sum of £350. With

these sums the purchase was completed, and he and his brother

took possession of the business and carried it on under the name

of the Leigh Photographic Paper Company.

Eventually, as there was not a quorum of creditors present it was

decided to leave the estates in tlie hands of the Official Receiver,

who intimated that if tlie directors were able to offer a compositici

to their creditors he would be pleased to consider it.

Leg.u, Notices.—Notices of intended dividends are given as re-

gards the following failures :—(1) Alfred Ernest Priest, photographer,

.21a, Prince of Wales Road, Norwich, and residing at 51, Sprowston

Road, Norwich. (2) Harry Saville Thorne, chemist and photo-

grapher, 5, Finkle Street, Selby, lately residing at 98, Sackville

Street, Barnsley, afterwards at 5, Finkle Street, and 26, Finkle

Street, Selby.

Dissolution of P.\rtneksiih'.—Notice is given of the dissolution

of partnership between George Bushell and John Kemp Pritchard,

carrying on business as photographers at 11, Jewry Street, Winches-

ter, under the style of Rider's Studio. All debts due to and owing

by the firm will be received and paid by John Kemp Pritchard,

who will continue to cari-y on the business.

NEW COMPANIES.

Derby Photo Works, Ltd.—This private company was registered

on July 15, with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares. Objects : To

carry on at 92, St. Peter's Street, Derby, the business of photo-

graphers and cinematographers and dealers in photographic materials,

etc. The subscribers (each with one share) are :—W. H. Hoare, 84,

Kedleston Road, Derby, pharmacist; A. Hoare, 84, Kedleston Road,

Derby, photographer. The first directors are W. H. Hoare and A.

Hoare. Secretary and office : A. Hoare, 92, St. Peter's Street,

Derby.

Thb Johxston Optical Co., Ltd.—This private company was

registered on July 15, -mith a, oatpitail of £3,000 in £1 sihares. Objects :

Opticians, manufacturers of and dealers in photographic instruments

and materials, etc. The subscribers (each with one share) are :

—

Miss A. M. Johnston, Fembaink, Etiteilby, Carlisle; F. Thompson,

Rosslyn House, Carlisle, optician. Directors : H. V. Johnson,

J. A. Johnson, Miss A. M. Johnston, F. Thompson, and W. 0.

Whitehead. Qu/aJification 100 shaii-es. Registered office : 9, Friai-s

Court, Carlisle.

Home Cikema Camera Co., Ltd.—This private company was re-

gistered on July 12, with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares. Objects :

To acquire an invention known as the Home Cinema Camera, and

to manufacture cameras, cinematographic apparatus, lenses, and

photographic appliances. The subscribers (each with 500 shares)

are:—A. Barnett, 94, Melrose Avenue, Cricklewood, N.W.2., agent;

A. J. Simmons, 19, Cranfield Road, S.E.4, accountant; E. Esdaile,

65, Heme Hill, S.E.24, author. The first directors are A. Barnett,

A. J. Simmons, and E. Esdaile. Solicitors : Radclif^e and Co. , 32,

Walbrook, E.C.4. Registered office: 3, Fulwood Place, Holborn,

W.C.I.

VilTY AND Seaborne, Ltd.—This private company was registered

on July 14, with a capital of £3,000, in £1 shares. Objects: To

adopt agreements (1) between C. P. Vitty and H. G. Seaborne, of

the one part, and A. S. Bull, of the other part; and (2) between Bull.

Austin, and Co., Ltd., of the one part, and A. S. Bull, of the other

part, and to cairy on the business of process engravers in line, half-

tone, and colour, wood and gravure engravers, printers, photo litho-

graphers, photographers, eulargers, etc. The subscribers (each with

one share) are :—C. P. Vitty, The Garth, Brampton Road, St.

Albans, process engraver; H. G. Seaborne, Seaton House, Queen's

Avenue, Watford, process engraver. The first directors are C. P.

Vitty, H. G. Seaborne, and A. S. Bull. The two first-named are per-

manent managing directors. A. S. Bull is European Traffic Manager

to the Sudan Govemmeiiit Railway.'*. Registered office : 3, Crane

Court, Fleet Street, E.C.

nw% ana notes*

Prepaid Adveutiseme.nts.—Our publishers ask us to give promi-

nence to the intimation that small advertisements are not accepted

by telephone for appearance in the " B..T."

Bottle Shortage.—In consequence of the scarcity at the present

time of wide-mouth bottles of size holding about lib., Messrs.

Johnsons, of Cross Street, Finsbury, London, E.C., are asking their

customers to return empty bottles of this size, and are offering

three shillings per dozen for them sent carriage paid. Messrs.

Johnsons infoi-m us that the difficulty of obtaining bottles holding

about lib. of developer is just now a cause of delay in executing

orders.

"Sea Pie."—The laughs in the volume of "Sea Pie" now on

sale on bookstalls and elsewhere are worth a great deal more thar-

the Is. 6d. which is charged, and the profits from which go to the

King's Fund for Sailors. "Sea Pie" is produced by the officers

of the Royal Naval Depot, Crystal Palace, whom every buyer ui

the book will thank for bringing within its covers a bounty of

hearty humour, which is just in the key of the light-hearted holi-

day maker.

Secondhand Optical iNSTau.MtNrs.—An 80-page catalogue jiuft

issued by Messrs. Charles Baker, 244, High Holborn, London,

W.C.I. , is a unique publication in the specifications it gives of all

desci'iptions of scientific instrumenlts offered second-hand. Micro-

scopes and accessories therefor, are Messrs. Baker's leading line

;

but pJliotograpliic and projection apfjaratus occupy some dozen page*,

ilessrs. Baker also hold stock of the materials for the Paget and

Auitochrome colour processes, and ai'e glad to give demonstrations of

tHiese methods to those interested at the address given above.

Death op Mr. Walter D. Welford.—A once familiar figure in

photographic journalism of the past disappear by the death of Mr.

Walter D. Welfoi-d, sub-editor of " Photograjphy" in the early days

of that periodical. Mr. Welford, however, had not been connected

with photographic joumaliam for many years past, although until

within a few months of his deatli he was am active member of the

staff of the " Kinematograiph Weekly" and was wiiting cinema

plays. In the Kteilature of photogi'aphy his name survives as that

of the author of a manual on the hand camera, in the use of whidi,

in the days before the popular vogue of the hand camera, he was an

eiilthusiast.

Vii;\v PoSTCABDS.—Photographers requiiing view jjostcai'ds from

their own negatives and wishing to see the various styles of repro-

diiction availaftjle carnot do better than apply to Messrs. Philip G.

Hunt and Co., 352, Balha.m High Road, London, S.W,17, for a

portfolio contaimng specimens of cards in tlie vai-ious styles supplie<l

by Messrs. Hunt. Among real photogiaphs these include the toned

glossy, black and sepia, and black and sepia matt. Of photo-

mechanical cards there are excellent specimens of collotype, photo-

gravure and also of coloured cards in these processes. Messrs. Hunt

also supply a photo-mechanical card i;i imitation of the glossy photo-

graplli. The portfolio contains some pages of explanatory notes on

the originals for postcard printing and on the times required for

i
executing ordei's in the various processes.
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Ru8s Suowr*Ki>8.—It i* impiiesible for anyone to charge Messrs.

Ro«s. Limited, with neglecting to include the pbotographir dealer

in their peace propaganda of leases and cameras, for they

have jn«t issued a series of close upon a score of

different ahowcards, aome very strikingly ronceived in

colours, others conriating of artistically mounted photographs made
with Rons lenses, and still others, exceedingly tasteful CHrds of

about postcard size, such as can be used on a counter or in window
dressing. We have been told that the British public will buy

Britijii lenses, if only lens makers bring them prominently to their

notk*. Beyond question, .Messrs. R<iss have taken most complete

meaaune to coUaborste with the dealers to this end. Any dealer

who has iHit received a sK of the showcarda should apply to

Measm. Ross, Umited, North Side. Clapham, l»ndon. S.W.

CorrcspondencCe

*.* CcrrmpomUntt ghould n*vtr toriu en both stdst of IA« poftr.

Ho notie$ it laJcsit o/ eomumnieatioiu unUm the namm mmi

•MrsMM of tk» wriUn an fittn.

',' W» do *ol umiiTtak* TitpontibHiti far tk« Ofimoni trjirnmi

fry our CDrrsipomisiUt.

Ki,.\rrK.Nixr. poerc.utDs or prints.

To the Editon.

*'—^.—A« I freqneoUy notice that accordiUK to the

colaon of the " B.J." wsck by week mnnr photo

gnphani art ia difllmltics over the curling of post-c. -ng,

and yoM ara cooatantly Uing asked for msthods M H: % '^

iaUaoinB tbem, I tiouglit I miclit be doiof a gnod tarn to my
bfaUimi ia the pmfMsinn if I deacnbed Ifa* m^hoi I always employ,

wbieh is qoiok, simpV, sasy and very iffeisDt.

The msthod by which cards are takea bafnre they ar« " bone
<iry" and pot under prrasarv ia not sotiaXaetory, becMiae it is an-

Mrtaia. I have sc«i. a batcli of cards in pile taken fnan prtasure by

lllii —thod as solid sa a Muck of wood, so Armly were they stuck

InfatW.

My eoorta al procedure is as follnr* s. Aftar a thomugh washing Uta

CBidi ara placed mealy ooa upon the other upon a sheet of pUl«
glaaa aad a lolttr iiissfn nui over Ihaw to renove superflui»>s

walar. Hmjt ara Mmb spread o«it upon shuto of RAboaol bhMtiog

pafMT and Mt to bacooe quite dr; (it is nerwaary for slmifktaaing
that they b« qaiU Arj).

A eVna ahasl at farr>wn papar is laid opuo tits baiieb upon which
tlM fcttsniin is lo ba dona, kha oaW other utsnail rvquiiad baii^

a MMli pinoa of elMa caid-faoBrd aUut 6 ins. by 4 in*. (An old

eabinal Koam is joat Mm thing).

Tlta past-«»nl is bald by the left hand ai one end fa«a dowi.wards
apoo Iba bench and tba pi«e* of card held ia the nght hand, being
Brmly prsassd down on the back of the postcard. Vne poatcard is

than lifted rartically at the same time that the piece of card is

drawn with ftrm prsaaara from left to right ; this part of the prucess
will be found to have flattaaad the half of the postcard opersted
upon. The other end o.' the postcard i* then taken in the left hand
aikd the pmfisss rapeated with thi* other half. According ss lo

whether the poatcwd be lifted ttrsiKhl up or bent back over the
cardboard in tba prnrsas so it can be either made flat or to mr!
slightly in a coorai maimsr.

Cat* ahrald 'je takaa mt to drag the postcard alons the bench,
thcraby parhaps acrsltMng 'hs surface. Ail that is required is for

the poiA -ard to ba iiltad as the pi-<« of llattaniitg card is spplied
with sulBcient pressnra and drawn over tha card towards the free

and.

Thia isthod ia tboRMgWy efBdent, no matter how obstinately

uriid tha poaCcarts awy have become in drying.

TIm Mma pim las may be rmplnyeif for prinu as well aa for poat-

I

cards.—Toors fasthlnlly.

M. C. Miixmntii.
43. Hiffh .9traat, Aylaabory.

Mnsioen to CorrespondentSa—•

—

SPECIAL NOTICE.

H etmatquenta of general reduetd tuppUta of papgr, at th* result

ef pra>«J>trton of the importation of much wood pulp and groat,

a tmallsr tpace loiU be availtMe wUil further notice for rvplitt

to etri atpundents.

Mereoter, we will antteer by poet if stamped and addressed enve-

lofe M awclossd >sr reply: S-eetU. International Coupon, from

readers abroad.

The full questions and answers will be printed onlv in the eau of

inquinet of general interest.

QnsHas la he antwered in the Friday's "Journal" mutt reach u»

net later jham Tuesday jpotted Uondaiy). and theuld be

miiretted to tts Bditora.

J. \V.—We have no knowledge of the firm. An Englisli firm

supplying certain sixes of fenotype plates is the Quta Company.
252. Hsydnas Road, Wiir^ledon, London, S.W.

A. S.—The Order regarding new retail businesses has not been
removed, but if the business of a photographic studio is confined

purely to portraits, and does not include the selling of frames of

any kind, no licence is required.

F. (>.—In a studio the aise yoti ffive, three 1,(XX) c.p lamps should

bo sufficient. If you apply to ttie General Electric Company, I.itd.,

67, Queen Victoria Street, Lnndon, EIC, tiiey will send >-ou full

particulars and prioas of ttie lialf-watta.

J. .M —We do not think yon could have more detailed or practical

instruction on making up developera, etc., than the article by

Mr. Crabtree, which began to appear in the "BJ." of June 27

and was completed in the issue of July 18.

E. 8 Tbs Al Vista camera waa auld in thia country by .Messm.

Hoogbtons, who ooukl probatily fumiah you with particulars.

The price for the small sixe, 3| by 0, wns £4 4s. ; 4 by 12,

£5 Ss. : 5 by 12. £6 6s. ; snd 5 by 16, £10 10s. ; but the value

now is not great.

N. AND N.—Under the 1911 Copyright Act, wihich came into force

July 1, 1912, reciatration is now no longer necessary for the

purpoae of eatoblialiing a legal claim to oopyriglit. It is now
recugniaed in law tlM* the production of work sucii as a photograph

ci safia tba copyngbt in it.

J. H.—Yon will find an illuatration and particulars o( a daylight

printing box in the " B.J." for .March 30, 1917, which our

poblishers can still saM>ly, price 4|d., post free. It will be

diAoull to use bromide p^ftar on account of ila rapidity, but yuu
could manage well with gaaKghl papar.

P. X W.—<You can uaa \^odbylsna Ogbt for enkuging (most

affioient y with a condenaar, aMiou^ it can be empbyed for

illuminating tha ne^tive by raflectad light. But a battery uf

aoatyiana bumera Cor this purpoae ia luther awkward to arrange.

Write to Mesars. R. J. Moas and Sons^ 98, Snow Hill, Birming^ham.

E. M.—We do not know of any firm which sells ebonite sheet in

nail quantities, but think your best plan would 'be to try one

of Ifas aiaolrical supply firms, suoh as the Eoooomica Eleotric Co.,

Twickaoitao:, who supply all kinds of materials for amateur

alaetrionl work, and could no doulbi obtain for you ebonite sheet if

you send than a sample of your rcqoirementa.

V. T.—Tlie only preponilion made specially for reviving camera

bailowa is the Bertha reviver, wtiidi you can get for a shilling from

any photographic dealer. BooktMnden use a 'book %-amirii for

old comers, which might answer. Your lens appears to be a

series Ilia No. 4, the list price of wiiich was £5. It was the least

satisfactory of any of the Zeiss anastigmats, and has long since

been withdrawn.

.M. L.—So fsr ss we know there are no spectacles specially made
for retouching. As t^e eyes are a precious possession you will do
well to go to a good oculist's optician mid explain your wonts to

{
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him. If >T)U require a very high raajpiifying power it is a good

plan to liave the glasses decerrtred, so tlhat tl>e optic axes may be

made to converge a slhont distance without cau.siiig eyestrain.

Spectacles so arranged mus.t be used for their special work only.

T. C.—The prints appear to be terribly over-exposed. Try making

a strip test with a slow bromide paper, such a« Ilford Slow. At
one foot from the candle give, say, 20 seconds, then cover one

inc-li with a caixi and give another, say, 20 seconds ; slip the card

further along and give another 40 seconds. Develop for two

minutes. If all these are over-exposed, make another test, giving

5, 10, and 20 seconds. Th.iB test ought to bring you into the region

oi correct exposure.

N. R.—You can obtain a copy of the "Illustrated Guide and

Descriptions of Rhotographie Inter-Lens Shutters " from the

author, Mr. Wjlliam 0. Hammer, 1085, 14th Street, San Francisco,

Cal., U.S.A. The price is $2.50 (aiboiilt 12s. including postage).

It is impossible to say wliat the F/values of tlie Stops are. In

the old days every maker marked the apertures as he pleased.

If you divide the focal length by the diameteps of the openings,

at will give you an approximate idea.

H. T.—^Your proposed arrangement of studio should work out quite

satisfactorily. As regards the ribbed glass, we do not think this

alone will keep out the glare of direct sunlight, so that you will

require thin white curtains or blinds in addition, then you will

have no trouble. If you want to be able to change over sides

when the sun comes on the north-west side you will require the

same amount of glazing on the oUier side, but you only show

two narrow windows which do not reach the eaves.

J. B.—The engine and dynamo will be a comparatively costly

affair. If you could buy second-hand we should think £50 is the

very least you would need to spend, and probably when yor.

come to buy you will find it is nearer £200. You would have to

buy an enormous lot of carbide to compensate for this outlay

;

in fact, acetylene is a vei-y good light for the Hana printer, or

you could get one of the Kitson incandescent lamps from the

Kitson Empire Lighting Company, Stamford, Lincolnshire.

C}. M.—^It is not possible to say what size of accumulator you will

want without knowing tho amperage required by your lamp. In

any case, wa are of opinion thaA the oosft of an accumulator to

give a light equal to a good incandescent gaslight s-ucih as the
" Howellite," sold by Messrs. Griffin, will be out of proportion to

tho benefit and convenience of an electric light source. We think

when you come Ito make enquiries, say, from a firm of suppliers

of accfumulators for motor-car lighting, you will find this is the

case.

W. G. A.—1. Addition of bromide tends to give denser not thinner

negatives. 2. Potass metalbisulphite should Ibe dissolved in cold

or at the most tepid wat«\ If dissolved in boUing water part

of the presei-vative sulphurous acid is driven off. 3. Apart from

slow paper one cause is fogging of the margins of the bromide

paper by light reflected from w.hite pamper on the easel or from a

light-coloured easel. Try masking the paper with a black mask

as soon as it is pinned up on the easel, and see if that improves

matters.

Markings os Lens.—I have a lens that has been set aside while in

the Army. It has the appearance on the surface of prismatic

colours a? a soap bubble shows. Can anything be done to remove

them?—V. R.

Our advice is to do nothing to the lens, hut to keep it in a dry

place when not in use to prevent further deterioration. If any

attempt is made to remove the tarnish it will probably spoil the

definition. If the lens does not appear yellow when looked

through, no harm has been done.

M. G.—1. No licence is needed. If you take photographs "on your

own," that is arc not paid by somebody else to take them, you

have the sole right to reproduce, exhibit, and seU them. 2. We
are not quite able to guess what liability you suspect. ITiere is

none except the very rare one that the photographs may contain

something which is a libel upon some person, but during the past

thirty or forty yearss there have been only one or two cases where

it has been possible to restrain publication of photographs on this

account. You seem to be imagining some danger which does not

exist.

W. G.—The lattice prinrt washei- is not intended for -standing watej'.

and we do not think would wash evenly iiniless with running water.

Tliere is no better way for you than the dish-to-dish washing. If

tho prints are fixed in an ahun-hy])o 1>atli you can eliminate the

liyiKj very quickly by running them through an ordinary laundry

wringer between tho changes. Six changes of five minutes each

would be quit* safe, ei-pecially with the wringer, wliich is much
used by While-you-wait workers. Tliis irjethod is similar to the

sponging, but quicker and more effective; twice througQi would be
enough, once aitei- the first washing water and once after the lairt.

G. M.—It is rather difficult to advise you with regard to the

enlargement. Any stain or dye will tint the high-lights as tiliere is

a coating of gelatine on the paper before the cai-bon image is

transferred to it. The only thing we can suggest is to give a thin

coating of brown oil paint, using Lyddon's medium, and then to

wipe it off the high-lights. To anyone used to the process this

would be only the work of half an hour, and when finishe<l the

cairhon would show no trace of doctoring except the alteration in

colour. If the pictui-e is not a large one, we should advise you to

have another print done in a warm Wack. If the negative has

not been cleaned off the cost will onlv be four or five Bhillings for

r. 20 iby 16.

A. S.—^Por permission to take photograiphs, you should apply a«

foV.ows :—Windsor Castle: Capt.aiin Oaim,plbelJ, KoUy Lodge,

Windsor. Towea- of London : Constable of the Tower. Appli.'a-

tioai should be made four or five days ahead, and should be ac-

companied by some letter of diiitroductioin or reference as to

idemtity. Parks : For the Royal Parks—^namely, Hyde Park, St.

.James's, Keoisington Gardens, Reo«nts Park, and Bushey Park

:

the ,Commissioner.s of H.M. Works and Public Bui'.dings, White-

hall, London, S.W. .\lmost all other pa.i"ks are under the chaj-ge

of the London County Council, and aipplicatioai should be made
to the L.C.C., Spr'ing Gardens, London, S.W. St. Paul's is the

worst building in LondxMi for getting a good pJiotograph of

Practically the only view point is from an uipiper window of build-

ings about half-way down Ludga,t« Hill. There are plenty of

view points for the Tower—nam.ely, on Tower Hill, from tiie

Tower Bridge, a.nd along the Embankmeait on the Middlesex side,

and from one or tiwxj places on the Suoirey side.

f(j£ fBritJgb journal a( f botograpljg.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly pr»-

paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind tJu

scale of charges. They will thus save themselves delay in the pub-

lication of their announcements. A Schedule by which an odvertiM-

ment can be correctly priced will be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or less 1/-

Extra words Id. per word.

(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Box Number Adverti.'xmcnta.

" Box No. '

' and ofTfice address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by th«

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., Publishers,

24. WeUington Street, Strand, LONDON, W.C 2.
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DiMlMaoAinn

EX CATHEDRA.
No-Screen The orthochromatio plato having a dyed
Ortho Plates. einiiLsion which serves as a screen instead
of a separate screen fitted to the lens being require<l is

to-day one of the most popular among all classes of photo-
graphers, yet many fail entirely to get the best results

from its use.^ The colour oorrectivei power of such a plate is,

of course, lfmit«d, and it is not possible to obtain a result

upon this type of plate equal to that from a properly
screened ortho or panchromatic. The extent of the cor-

rection given by tne " non-aoreen " plat« is about equal
to that of an ordinary ortho used in conjuncticn with a x2
screen. The bad reaulte (we refer to colour c«rrection)

that we have seen with the " non-screen " plate in the
hftnda of inexperienced photographers are almost entirely

to be traced to the fact that insufficient exposure has been
given. We do not mean that in a technical sense the nega-

tivea have been under-exposed, 'but that more exposure
is required, in order that the colours of the subject that

reflect light of a poor photographic quality may impress

themselves fully upon the sensitive emulsion. For the

reajon mentioned above, many pictures taken upon these

plates are no better in the matter of colour rendering than
would have been the case with plates of the non-ortho

variety. Very full expoaorea should always be given,

where possible, and very much better colour translations

wTII be obtained.
• a *

Towels and As a delusion and a snare we do not
Swabe. know of anything which will approach

the dark-room towel asi usually met with. It is true that

it will tumally remove a certain amount of moi.slure from

the handit, but at the name time imparts to them a more
or leas appreciable quantity of such chemicals as may have

been used during the previous few weeks. The origin of

many mysterious stains and markings upon plates and

paper may be traced to this source. As an instance of

this, we may relate the case of a photographer who lifted

a few negatives out of the fixing bath, and, without rinsing

his fingers, wiped them upon the towel. Five minutes

later, wishing to make some P.O. P. prints, he carefully

washed his hands and dried them upon the Mine Imrel.

When the prints were finished some showed stains in the

comers, in spite of his " clean " fingers, and it was not

until it was pointed out to him that he realised where

the hypo had come from. There is no better plan of

securing clean work than that of keeping two or three

good swabs by the dark-room sink. These can be used for

roughly drying the hands upon, and for mopping up any

chemicals which may be spilt upon the benches. A trace

of dry amidol floating about may cause endless trouble,

but if the bench were swabbed down immediately the

mixing of a developer is finished this would be obviated.
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The open network swabs, such as are used in bars and
restaurants, are tlie l>e.st to use, and they sliould be
frequently rinsed and wrung as dry as possible. Then
the towel may be kept to its proper use, that of drying
clean hands.

» « »

Speed A great many photographers put too
Numbers. much confidence in the speed numbers
marked on the labels of their plate boxes without
realising that the numbers of one maker are rarely com-
parable with those on the labels of another. One of the
fastest plates that we have ever used was marked with a
speed of only 250 H. and D., yet the negatives were
equal in every respect, and in some possibly superior, to
those taken on plates marked with higher speeds. The
fastest plates on the market as a general rule have not
the density-giving powers of those of a more moderate
speed, and w^ill stand little or no forcing during develop-
ment. The most important point lies in the photo-
grapher having a complete understanding of the be-
haviour of the most rapid plates that he employs, and
particularly of the extent that each may be forced in
development without fogging. Every fast plate has some
little peculiarity all its own, and it will be found that
an understanding of this will be of far more advantage
in actual practice than the running after what may be
speed numbers of fictitious value.

THE ETHICS OF SPECIMENS.
The interest which continues to be manifested in the
question of photographers showing as specimens work
which they have not personally produced shows that tha
matter is regarded as an important one, and indicates
great faith in the value of a good show of pictures as an
aid in attracting business; naturally, therefore, the
beginner is desirous of acquiring a collection of specimens
as soon as, or even before, he has taken down his shutters
for the first time.

Undoubtedly the general public regard the prints
exhibited by a photographer as genuine specimens of the
current work sent out by him, and any departure from
this is rightly regarded as more or

"

less fraudulent,
whether the specimens have been actually made by him
or not, and it may be interesting to consider a few
situations having a general bearing upon the question.
In the first place there is the case of a man who may
have been an amateur or an assistant in another studio
who purchases a business and continues it on the streuHh
of the previous proprietor's negatives and reputation,
merely changing the name or sometimes trading under
the old name to which he is now compelled to add his
own as proprietor, although even this need not be done
upon the prints, which often are what advertise the
studio. Although this is a flagrant case of " bought
specimens," jwe think few of our professional friends
would raise any objection to it, because it concerns an
established business, and does not bring a new competitor
into the field. It is felt rightly enough that if the old
standard is maintained things remain as they were, while
if the work deteriorates so much the better for the other
photographers in the district. It is certain that a man
must stand or fall by the work he sells to his sitters, and
that though a certain amount of chance trade may be
obtained by the window display, it is the current work
which secures the steady growth of a business through
the recommendation of satisfied patrons.
A somewhat different position is created when an ex-

assistant who has legitimately acquired specimens while
in employment starts upon his own account. It is well

known to all practical men that it is easier to produce
good work in a well lighted studio with perfect apparatus
than when handicapped with a more or less unsuitable
position and such lenses and cameras as can be cheaply
acquired, so that it is quite possible that a lower
standard will be attained and the public be disappointed.
There are geniuses who can turn out good work under
the most adverse conditions, but as was shown in the
course of a law case a few years ago, a change from
one studio to another even in the same street may play
havoc with an established reputation.
The acquirement of a sufficient stock of specimens is

quite a stiff problem for the beginner, but if he or
she be not prepared to face it in a straightforward way,
it would be 'better to give np the idea of becoming a

photographer at all, aa it betrays a lack of both skill and
confidence in one's own work to shirk it. Every operator
has some ideas as to style, and finds it easier to work
upon his own lines than to follow other people, therefore
he should prepare specimens of a style and quality which
he can easily reproduce when sitters begin to come in.

There are now three principal ways to become a portrait

photographer, the first and most orthodox being to

become an assistant or pupil in a good business. This
should be the best way, but unfortunately many of the
most artistic workers a<re edther averse from teaching
their methods or are temperamentally unsuited to do ,so.

Hence there is danger of the novice falling into the hand?;

of those who are out for a big premium, and in return
put the pupil to any form of drudgery which may pay
him best. As an example of what has actually occurred
we may mention a case where a hundred-guinea premium
was paid for a two years' term, during nearly the whole
of which period the pupil was kept to developing
amateurs' films. The prospect of acquiring either speci-

mens or the ability to produce them is in such circum-
stances a very poor one, and if the victim has the neces-

sary money to start, it is not to be wondered at if he
purchases them sls he purchases the remainder of his

furnishings.

Another door to the profession is from the ranks of the
amateurs, which simply means that in many cases people

who are desirous of learning photography find that they
have to teach themselves, which, with many trials and
tribulations, they have succeeded in doing. Such folk

are usually quite honest over the specimen question, for

they are usuallj' so satisfied with their work that they
would not dream of supplementing it by the usual thing.

Yet others follow the American plan of studying photo-
graphy in a school as others study pharmacy and art.

This is an excellent way, as much time is saved by the
avoidance of useless experimenting, and after a pre-

liminary period of training in the technique of photo-
graphy the student can by actual work in the studio

acquire confidence in his own powers, and eventually
collect a series of portraits and studies which will do him
good service when he takes the plunge. There are more
photographers in the country who have started in this

way than most people imagine.
When we come to enlargements and miniatures wa

think all requirements are met if customers are supplied

with work equal to the samples exhibited, no matter by
whom these are made. In most cases the work done by
good trade houses which specialise in certain lines is far

in advance of anything which the photographer could do
on the premises. There is an unfortunate tendency in

some quarters to exhibit " first-class finish" work in the

window and to supply second-class or even lower grades
in fulfilment of orders. This is simply dishonest, and the

more so as the price asked would be quite a fair and usual

one for the best work.
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PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[Previooa article* of thia series, in which the aim of the writer ia to commanicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeftred weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of that by the same writer whioh ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
generation of photographer*, and partioalarly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might he dealt with, his

«r her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managinc the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Baek^oondi (Jan. 34).

8tadk> Ezpoenrea (Jan. 31).

Artifieial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Proeeases for Portraiture (Fab. 14).

Studio Aooeeaoriea and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The SurrouidingB of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Stodio Heating and Ventiktion (Mareh 7).

The Poeteard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21).

About the Reception Room (Mareh 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Porteble Studios (April 11).

Copjing (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).
More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).
Business Methods (May 30).

Pboto^r^hing Children (June 6).

Portrait* of £lderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).
Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).
The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).
Plate* and Their Work (July 11).
Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).
Posing tlie Head (July 25).

INTENSIFYING PORTRAIT NEGATIVES.

IinaninCAZIOK b 4 prooeas which is now, thanks to a better

uadMStanding of th« principla* of deretopment, not so ex-

tencively practised as it wa* in th^ «AcIi«r day* of gelatine

plat**, «4ien thin imagw wan common, and a large proyorUoa
of negative* required straagthMdng. Still, Umtb are occ—io—
wh«n intensification i* a(b*olat«ly nere*aary, and other* when
it is beneficial if dooo ia moderation. In many photographer*'

minds thai* i* «mb* coafiwion of ide«* a* to when int«Baific»-

tiod la inw***ry, mad n*gative* which would have yioUed a
^decent print if left alone have been afaaidately rained by the

ti**tm«nt I will IaIw a* an example tho poairait of a man
in dark clothe*, where the expoanre ha* b*an insufficient and
the developmnrt prolongad nntil the fao* and iiAnda ara of

fair printing d—alty , b*t the cloth** remain too thin to give

any detail in the print If stKh a negative be intenaifiad w*
shall find that the detail in th<> clothing ia certainly improved,

bat the face «Bd handa have beeoa* io daoaa that th* ftaer

gradations are bosisd. and ao maeh loofir painting ia iiaf—aiy

that the value of the increaaad density ia the clothing i* lo*t.

With each negative* better reealt* msjr be obt^ned by treat-

ment with matt vamiah or papier mineral, on which the tilothiwg

aaay be atrengthened with black lead, than by a general trrat-

mairt of the eotiiw imaf*L It ia even better to oae a soft-printing

paper without faking the aagative at all than to tacMM tho
aontrast*, which ai» alraady too violent, by intamrileatioa.

Flat, foggy negativM are aJao diaappoiatiag whan iatmiritod

IB the ocdinary way, as the fog is alao thickmied, ao that we
gat • d*BM flla which i* alow to print, and riiows little im-

provement in eontraaC If I have <iuch to deal with I lunally

give them a dip in strong ferricyanide and hypo ao a* Almoat

to clear the shadow* before intensifying, after which the image
aippaan nearly equal to an originally good one.

Tkor* are two preliminaries to sncceaafal intenaification

:

thoMMi^ fixing, and equally thorough waahing. If a negative

M act properly fixed, we shall find varioaa etains *nd patdia*

'«eear daring intensification ; while if the waahing is inraficieat,

we ahall oaoally find yellow patches, arising from precipita-

tion of the mercury aalt uaed for bleaching. An exception to

this is found when mercuric iodide is uaed, a* only a few minntea'
waahing is needed for this method.

Meroorial intensification ia the most popular treatment in

m«*t stadio*, becaa** it ia limple, and if properly carried oat
is fairly permanent. Unfortunately, this is seldom dona, a*

1* eoBUMBly Bsad for blackening, and when thia

It done it ik only a qaeAtion of months before th« negative*
tarn yeMow and lose much of their printing value.

The most general method of using mercuric chloride, or, more
popularly, bichloride of mercury, is to make a saturated solu-
tion by placing an ounct.* wr nioro in » twenty-<»unct> bottle,

filling with tepid water, and shaking for a few minutes. A
ooneiderabfe proportion of the crystals will remain undissolved,
bat thia doa* not matter, as they will dissolve when more water
ia added to make up the bulk as the solution ia used up. The
solution may bo returned to the bottle after use and allowed to

aettle. I am always careful only to decant off the clear solu-

tiim for use, and I am never troubled with pinholes in the
uegatiw, which plaguo some workers. A stronger solution may
bo Blade by adding an equal weight of common salt or chloride
of ammonium when diasolving the mercury, but I have not
foand this to bo neceflsar). The negative .shoald be immersed
ia the merenry solution until it is evenly bleached on both
aide*, the diah being rocked aa in development, or "ripple"
merka wiU i4>pear. After bleaching, the negative must be
waahed for at feast half an hour in running water, or, if this

ia not available, in frequent changes. I have in the latter oaae

foand it naefol to put a little common salt in one of the
change*, as this increase* the solubility of tho mercry. After
waahing, the bleached image must be blackened, and there are

several solutions which msy be used for this purpose. The
most usual and least desirafcle is a three to five per cent.

solution of liquid ammonia. This gives great density, but
has a Undency to block up detail in the lights, and is not
permanent.

Another and better way is to re-develop in an ordinary amidol
or ferroas oxalate developer. Whichever is uaed, the blacken-
ing must be thorough, but in the case of ammonia not allowed
to oontinne after the highest lights have blackened, or a reduc-
tion in density will commence, ammonia having a solvent
effect upon the image. X few minute*' washing is needed after
blackening, and care should be taken that " tear-drops " do
not form on the surface, or they will cause irremovable mark-
ings when dry.

A better way of employing mercury is to use it in the form
of iodide. The solution is a little more trouble to make, but
much simpler to use ; moreover, any desired degree of density
msy be obtained, as the action may be stopped at any stage,
and the thinner parts strengthened without blocking the high
lights. Another aseful feature ia iU applicability to local
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intensification, as it may be applied with a brush or pad of

cotton-wool where needed. It is made as follows :
—

A.—Mercuric chloride 175 grs.

Water 10 ozs.

(Mix this in a 20-oz. bottle.)

B.—Potass, iodide 1 oz.

Water 10 ozs.

Add about two-thirds of B to the 10 ozs. of A, and shake

well. There wiU be a copious red precipitate. Now add more

of B, a few drops at a time, until the precipitate is redissolved.

The mixed solution may be used repeatedly until it becomes

too slow in action. For portrait work it is generally desirable

to dilute the solution made as above with an equal bulk of

water.

The negative is washed for four or five minutes after fixing,

and then immersed in the mercury solution ; it becomes rather

lighter in colour, but does not quite bleach. When the desired

intensity has been attained the negative is washed until the

back' of the plate shows an orange colour. This is removed by

a short immersion in a one per cent, solution of hypo, after

which it is thoroughly washed. If the density is too great it

may be reduced to any extent by immersion in a plain twenty

per cent, hypo bath. Greater density may be attained by

substituting an ordimary amidol developer fov the hypo bath

used to remove the orange colour.

The value of this developer to the portraitist is obvious. Where

only one negative of a sitting has to be intensified, it can be

done five minutes after fixation is complete, so that the negative

can go into the washing tank with the others belonging to the

same order. Another good point is that the image, although

strengthened, retains its transparency, and keeps a good colour

for retouching. The mercury solution keeps well, and when

partly exhausted is excellent where only a slight increase of

density is required. I may say that in my hands neither the

mercuric iodide dissolved in sulphite, as recommended by

Lumiere, nor the tabloid form have -worked so well as the solu-

tion made according to the above formula.

I will now deal with a non-mercurial intensifier which pos-

scases many advantages, not the least being absolute per-

Bianenoe. Its only drawback is that it is a " two-step " method,

so that its action cannot be governed in the same way as the

mercuric iodide. Tlie original formulse of the inventor, Mr.
Welborne Piper, will be found in the B.J. Almanac, but a»
the quantities given are for one ounce only, I give a method'
of mixing which will be found more convenient in everyday
work. Two stock solutions are made, one being potassium
bichromate 1 oz., water 10 ozs. ; the other, hydrochloric acid'

(pure, not spirits of salts) 1 oz., water 9 ozs. To make the
bleacher for ordinary portrait work, take one part of bichromate
solution and three parts of water, and add to each ounce
one drachm of the diluted hydrochloric acid. The negative,

which needs only slight washing after fixation, is immersed in

the solution until bleached (which should occur in about a
minute), and is then well washed until the transparent parts
are free from the yellow stain. It is re-developed in amidol
or metol-hydroquinone until thoroughly blackened. It is desir-

able to re-develop in difiused daylight, although this is not
absolutely necessary with amidol. If the first application does-

not give sufficient density the whole process may be repeated,

but I have never found this necessary with portrait negatives.

The colour given is a fine neutral black, and there is no ap-

pearance of intensification on the surface. In this it differs-

from the mercury and ammonia, which leaves a rough surface.
It is very desirable that all intensified negatives, especially

those treated with mercury, should be varnished, to prevent
their tarnishing by exposure to the atmosphere, and, in the
case of platinum printing, action on the paper. If it be in-

convenient to varnish, retouching medium may be rubbed all

over tihe surface. This not only serves as a protection, but
prevents a mark showing at the edge of the medium, whidh is

almost certain to appear on mercury and ammonia plates.

There are several other intensifiers in ordinary use. but I

have not dealt with these, as I have not found them so suit-

able for our special purpos-e as those described above. The
mei-curic bromide and silver cyanide method is an excellent

one for very thin and flat negatives, but it is apt to give

too much contrast for portrait work, and pure 98 per cent,

cyanide is not a desirable dhemical for ordinary use. The
uranium intensifier has its uses, as it will bring very thin

images up to good printing density, but as the image is of an

orange colour it is almost impossible to judge of the value oi

any retouching upon it. Practicus.

\

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CORRECTION OF NEGATIVES
TAKEN OBLIQUELY.

[For the purposes of the French Army Aviation Service, in which he was engaged during the greater part of the war, M. L. P. Clcrc ha*

investigated with great thoroughness the mathematical conditions involved in transforming a photograph taken from an inclined aerial

camera into one corresponding with that obtained from the same view-point, but with the lens-axis vertical. His study has led him to the

design of a purely automatic camera carrying out this " redressement." Inasmuch as aerial photographic mapping promises to be an
important peace-time application of photography we publish a translation of the text of his paper.—EDS. " B.J."]

(Continued from page 430.)

III. CoEBECTioN Cameras.

§ 15. General Conditions of Construction.—Unless one is ready to

carry out numerous trial adjustments, which render the correction

process really impracticable, it is necessary that the two axes of the

rocking frame, themselves parallel, should cut the optical axis at

right angles and should be contained in the respective planes of the

images, the axes of the frame being thus conjugate ,to each other

as regards the lens which is used—that is to say when the adjust-

ment is made without decentering. In order to allow of a better

illumination of the negative to be corrected, when the work ie done

by artificial light, the axes of the frame should preferably be

horizontal, the intersection of the planes then taking place above.

The frame should allow of inclinations of, at least, 30 degs.

The negative carrier should hold the negative so that the principal

horizontal of the negative can always be brought to coincide with

the axis of the pivoted frame. Use can be made of a plate turn-

table, allowing of the negative being placed at any desired angle

and also of a rise and fall (decentering) movement perpendicular

to the axis, ", and permitting of bringing the principal horizontal

on to the axis even in the case of negatives which have been made
in a camera with the lens decentered. In order to assure this co-

incidence a register line should be made eitlier in the plate-holder

or in the negative carrier itself, for example, in the form of a knife-

edge capable of being applied on to the image face of the negative and
of being withdrawn after adjustment out of the path of the effective

light rays. An angular graduation on the plate turn-table of the

negative carrier makes it easy to place the negative in its plane.

** There is no object in providlnf; the ne(;acive carrier with decentring move-
ment parallel to the axis of the rocker, since a shift of the negative parallt-l to tbc-
direction of its horizontal dimension does not in any way affect the correctedi
image.
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A mMrie wale, measoring the <li«plac«meat of the negmtive when
daoaotarad, will faciliUU the decentermg operation.

The leu thould he proTi<ied with • shutter operst«d from oataide

the eamera.

The plate-holder sboald preferablr contain a sheet of glaaa to

M to allow of the ate, at choice, of ceoaitire paper as well as of

plates, and cTcn of the tracing of the corrected image on a senti-

tnnsparent paper. The front surface of this glass will bear against

a rebat* in the plane of which is the axis of the frame so as to

allow of the glass being replaced without modification of the adjust-

raant.

Qradnation of the baseboard of the camera such that the pod-

tioos of the lens carrier and of either the negative or the plate-

(the other remaining fixed) for diileraot Taloea of n will

r* to restrict the preliminary trials in bringing the two axes of

tlM rocking frame into the positions which correspond to the en-

larfancnt desired.

Preferably the camera should inclnde an aatomattc connection of

lh« Itoa and the two axes of the swinging frsaas, so that these

lattar rsnaia ooastantly in eoojngate positions relatiTely to each

othar. A ugU WftW indicatiog splargiMWt will then suffice. The
MgattTs carrier and the plate-holder may adrantigeonsly be pro-

Tidad with graduations giving the value of tha angki • and /}, or batter

still the trigonometrical lines of these aoglas satsring into the ad-

jnstmeot formula; The anglaa • and fi being dafiasd in all cases

by their sines (conditions C and D), use will preferably be made
of sine indicatoca *, wbieti can also fumsA at the same time the

vahMS et the cocreapoading cosines as an aid to the calculation

of daocntsring.

Ptsfaiably the camera should eompriaa » eoanadioa of the planes

ef th* negative and of the eoneeted imaga mdi that the condition

(A) ia is t isiij anhi—llfally. If this is dona a angle sine indicator

giving tha ineliasliaaa fi of the plate-boldw, or, if the operations

sre Haitad to eorraetioa wtthoot Jscaataring, a Mne indicator giving

tha JiwlinaUowa a ol Iba negative carrier win anflce.

The sixe snd position of the plate-holder shMiId be such

that up to the limit admitted for tha angia m, the

corrected image can ba entirely formed on the plata or

oa the senaitiva paper. Now, it is sasy to be scan (fig. 14)

Fig. 14.

that two equal segments PA - P B on the line ol greatest inclina-

tion of the negative respectively to the axis of tha fraaa (limita of

sise in tha ansa of negntivaa made with a oaoMra with l«na central)

give unaqonl bBBfas, P A' being grtrnter than P B'. Tba dissym-
n-etry of the uu i iaulad iwifi ralativrly to tha axis of tba (ram*-
work will be appraeinMy exaggerated if tha negative ia deeanterad.

We wiO now determine the form and 'tha diaMnsiona of the

eorrectad image and the poeition of tha point P* in (his image
in the case of a 13 x 18 em. camara (12 » 17 sffeciive) of .26 metre
focal length, inclined at an angle of •> • 30 dap., the longer side

of the plate re—inhig koriaooial, correctioa being dona with a lens

of .3 metre focal langlk without decentering. Bara we have
t . 1.154 n = 2.006.

Tba corrected image ia identical with that taken from the same
'-point on • boriaoatal plate with a Una of focal laogth F',

that

F'-a xcoaSOxF- 2.(XK x .866 x .26 r> .45 metre.

Ita enlargement, relatively to the image made from the sams view-

point on a horiiontal plate with a lens d .26 metre focal length

ia COS • . 2.006 x .866 - 1.732, and tha diataooe P' V of the

iauge of tha principal point at the vanishing point of the verticals

i<Vls. Ui, oee eener of wklck Is la P sa ib«
set tteieefco, seelhet laQeai>ee>«l>«i»«lsO>, atlbelzal SMaaaePQ

tnm Ike poiai P. ib« -Id* P P| setasHIss wtib the pre/erfoe at ika plea* of >b«
•CMiT*. »n^ ih< cntr Q, Ma« (lee Tli* •(ratfbi line P H, pensa4«aalae < P
lo Ik* »tea« of ui« iMc*f'*. «WB e« aa Q Qi • •MSeat Q R, lb* laa«tbo( vbUk,
•alealaletf Moa ike rfklaaaM tttaad- PQ B I*

Q B . PQsaaPQR - PQito.
~--" -^-•—^ —'^yT'-rTlL nil ii~ i mani.rB TT) i

a F sin . 2.006(ima^ of tile point vertically below) in P' Y'
X .26 X .5 = .26 metre.

In order to determine the dimensions of the corrected image it

will suffice to compare, whilst making allowance for the enlargement
calculated above, the dimensions of areas on the ground included
on the 12 X 17 plate from a given altitude, first vertically and then

Fig. 15.

with an inclination of 30 degs. In the vertical view the rectangle
included at an altitude of 2,500 metres will measure 1,150 by 1,650
metres: st 30 degs., the trapesium included has bases measuring
1,675 and 2.165 metres, and a height of 1,550 metres, the point im-
mediately below the objective being ouUide the trapesium and at
a distance of 760 metres from iu smaller base. We have thus all

the elMnenta necessary for the determination (fig. 16) of the form
and dimensions of the corrected imsge.

It will thus bo seen that a plaU-holder of effective dimenaiona
of 40 by 60 cm., the kwger side being placed parallel to the axin

m..

%

^

—

t

i

Bi

Iv; i

Fig. 13.

of tha frame, will permit of registering the whole of the corrected

image in the great majority of eases, even when allowing for a slight

rotation of the plate in its plane. In order to provide lor the de-

centering of the negative carrier the plate-holder should be fitted

with a deeantering movment oppoaiu to ths intersection of the
planes of the negative and of the corrected image.

§ 16. Aulomatic Connection of Uovtmtnta ol Correction Camera,
—In Fig. 17 is represented a section of the system including nega-
tive, lens, and plate-bolder on a plane coni<tnicted through the opti-
cal axia perpendicularly to the planee of the negative and corrected
imaga. At P and P'., the intersections of the optical axis with the
planes in question, draw perpendieolars to these planes. Hiese
sUsight lines intersect at N. From N let fall a perpendicular on the
optical axis, meeting this axis in 0'. The angles M P and O' P N
are equal, as are also O M P' and O' P' N. From simiUir
triauglaa wa tiava

O P M^O 0_^ M O
N O = O* P N O' * O' I

'

But O P* = n O P whence 0' P - » C P'
and since P + O P* = O' P + 0' P'
It follows tiMi

O' P' - P
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and that, therefore, the position of 0' is independent of the angles

• and /8, but depends only on the value of n, the locus of N, when

a varies, being the perpendicular on. the optical axis at 0'.

This property has been utilised in the construction of the enlarger-

corrector of J. Carpentier (French patent No. 306, 108 of Dec. 8,

1902), a camera in which the axes of the rocking frame are fixed, the

Pig. 17.

enlargement n along the optical axis being constant. It will be seen

later that this arrangement can, however, be employed when en-

larging and correcting with a variable degree of enlargement.

Another method of connection has been pointed out by G.

Labussiere. In fig. 18 set off on the optical axis a segment P'T equal

to the focal length / of the lens used for correction and draw at T a

perpendicular to the axis. At P' draw a perpendicular to the plane

Fig. 18.

P' B' of the corrected image. This latter straight line meets the

preceding at U. Join U 0, produce this line and let fall upon it from

the point P a perpendicular P W. Denoting the angles T U and

T P' U respectively by a and /3, we have

TU = P'T/tan;8 = 0Ttana
But, with the same symbols as hitherto used, we have

O P' = (n + 1) ^ whence OT = OP'-P'T = n/'

If, now, we replace in the above equation the segments P T and T
by their values we have

f tan P = n f tan a

or, after simplification,

tan P = n tan o

It is thjis seen that the plane P W will be constantly conjugate to

P' B' if P is itself the conjugate of P', their inclinations on a plane

at right angles to the optical axis satisfying condition (A).

For the establishment of a mechanical connection based on this

projperty, we can join together two jointed parallelograms ABA,B,
A,B„ one of the sides A B coinciding with the intersection of the

plane of the negative, whilst the opposite side A,Bj has a point fixed

at O and is connected to the straight line V perpendicular at

to AjBj. The arms AA, and AA, wUl be chosen of length such

that P can be of any length, corresponding to the required degree

of enlargement. A guide groove T.tJ, engaged by the rear element
of the camera aA the fixed distance f from the -axis of the pivo-ted

frame will keep the intersection of the arms P' U and U in the
necessary position.

Mention may be made, by way of review, of two methods of

connection described in the patent of Th. Scheimpflug (French patent

No. 339,655 of Jan. 16, 1904), which sets forth, though in a some-
what confused way, the principles employed in the construction of

a series of correction cameras. The different elements of the camera
are mounted on concentric racks having their centre at M (fig. 19).

i

Pig. 19.

Each of the parts, negative carrier, lens, and plate-holder, is in

a radial plane of the cylinder, the axis of which is perpendicular

at M to the plane of the racks, and can slide in its plane so as to

be capable of being brought to any required distance from the axis

M. The other construction is applicable only to the case where the

two axes of the frame are conjugate to each other and equidistant

Fig. 20.

from the optical centre, say each at the distance of 2f from the

latter. Angling of the planes of the negative and of the image is

transmitted by a system of three angular pinions (fig. 20) having

arms turning round the same a.xes as the planes in question. The
arms turn through angles equal but opposite to those through which

the planes turn. In order to assure the adjustment it is sufl!icient

that the intersection m of these two arms shall be kept in the straight

line M perpendicular at to the optical axis.

Of other approximate methods of connection, suitable only for

very small angles, and, therefore, of little use for cartographic work,
may be mentioned those of Pasqueau, J. Olive, and R. Aubry.

§17. Automatic Enlarger-Corrector of L. P. Clerc.—In October,

1916, the present writer pointed out the possibility of constructing

an automatic correcting camera permitting of variable enlargement,

and had a demonstration model of it made.
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The conjugation ol the axes ol the swinging frame rela'.iveiy to

the I«na is obtained by an " inverter " of Pancel'.ier previously

deMribed by G. Koenigs (Freooh patent No. 300,117 of May 9, :900|

4or the ooiutraction of ordinary photographic enlargen. In fig. 21

ia ibowa the diamond quadrilateral ABC B', each aide of which

meaanrei a. Take a point O on the axis AC and join this point

(o the two apices B and B' by arms of length O B = O B' > 6.

Construct the other diagonal of the figure and let D be its inter-

section with A C. Calling the disUnces O A and O C respectively

z and y, from ti>e symmetry of the figure wHh regard to B B', we
hara

OD =-'_-» A D = J + 1/

. ^om the rectangular triangles A B D and O B D wa have

B D' = A B" - A D- = B O' - O !>"

which can be written

A--('-f»)--M-('-^«)-or., = <^*.

If the diaoond qoaArikteral ia jointed so that the points A, O, anJ C
Ub eooataotly in the aane straight line, the ahove relation will be

mainteioed whatever may be the mpeotsve poaitfcns < f lhe«e points.

Now, the law of conjogate points may be written

ip - nip" - n " r
U the lengths of a and 6 are chosen so that a' - fc' = /', and if

oo the axis A C w« faring each time oppossle to the po'iit O the

aeCDSoU A P = C P' " f, ih» poinU P and P will be eooetantly

in the conjugate positiona for a lens of focal length f hnvinf its

optical centra at O.

In order to combine this form of connertiosi with the first of

tboee for the connection of the swinging iramaa dsechbed in a

preceding faragraph, ii eoCoes to cootrol the dispbeaoMOt on A C
of a point O* audi that A O > O', and, tharsfore, also O P -

<y P', whidi CM t««lily be done by the two anae B C and B' 0'

>ngth 6. Fig. 22 shows the arrangeasaat adopted for the oon-

iction of the test model, sapplenentaiy eeaaeeliiig rods acnring

f-nsure the parallelism of the lens carrier and ol the frame in

F'g. 22.

which are Btted the gnide greomee (or the conaeaUon ol the s^^inping

frames. The negative carrier is provided with a sine indicator.

Hms form of conaeciioa ie not adapted lor SMne-siae rvpn<1i.rtion

nor for a moderate decree of enlargemeat ior which n has nearly

the Talne of 1. Bat we saw that, in the caet of correction without

decentiing, the oorreoliiig lens coold be dinsw with rdraola^e so

that the rnlargenMnt would always be in the neighbourhood of

a o 2. In order even to permit of reductioB being made with this

camera, for asample, in bringing corrected photographs to scale,

the ncgAtivs carrier and the plate holder ihoald be made inter-

changeable. In the case where it wuuld be necessary to make a

redaction or inlargMMlit on a scale for which n is nearly equal to

1 we thonld piucesJ oeeessiTely to make an enlargement of n,

and a rsdattion o( n, aach that a,!!, <= n, n, and n, may be ohoeen

to as to come within the limits permitted by the camera. The

complication is more apparent than real. If we start with the
original negative, the corrected image is a positive, and it is necessary

to make a negative for reduction to scale. In the case where a
doable operation would be necessary the final prints would be made
not by contact, but by enlargement.

In the case where we would require to correct negatives made
with a camera the lens of which had a focal length not in satisfactory

Fig. 23.

accordance with the focal length of the correcting lens, we should

firat make a preliminary reduction of the original negative, thus

bringing its equivalent focal length to the required value.

In one special construction the transverse bulk of the connect-

ing system could be reduced by adopting a series of jointed

parallelograms, for example, coupling two series of three parallelo-

grams (fig. 23) together. All the transverse dimensions would then

be reduced two-thirds, and the lengths a' and V of the arms would
then be such that

_ _ /*

o'« b"* ~ "9"

L. P. Clerc.

(Corrcctioo.—The last seotenoe in the last inataJment of M. Clerc's

paper, namely, on p. 430 of oar iaaoe of July 2S, abonld read as

foUows :
" Dsnoting, as already doae, the eqaiTalent focal length

of the corrected photograph by F' and the (ooal length, of the oor-

rsction eaoMC* leiia by F/m. we have . . . ."—Eos. B.J.]

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY.
Thi annnai report of the directors of the E^tman Kodak Company
for the year ending December 31, 1918, shows that the Company
and i(a aubsidmry nndertikings are further progressing in their

recovery from the set-back in profit-making which was disclosed by

tlie previous report, namely, that for the year ending December 31,

1917. In this latter yeur, ss is shown by the statement of annual

earning* since the y««r 1900, the net proftte of the Company fell

frtxn, in round numbers, three and a-half million pounds to three

million poonds. The figure for the net earnings for last year,

namely, £2,867313, certainly shows a further small decUne from the

total of 1017, but it must not be overlooked that the practice of

showing as net earnings the amount which remains after taxation

baa been deducted, is one which roaaka the real profits of a company
in comparison with previous years if taxation varies greatly as it

ha* dons during the Ust few years. Thus in the 1917 report the

provision for war excess profits and income-taxes was only £824,000

OS compared with £1,492,000 for 1918. We add the figure for 1918

to the statement given below, although, as we have just said, its

smaller amount really represents greater incidence of taxation to

an extent which has considerably counterbalanced the improvements

in the Company's bnsineas.

£
Year ending December 31. 1900 465.816

1901 517.347
1902 564.455
1903 606.740
1904 688.484
1905 827,610
1906 1,116,639
1907 1.446,479
1908 1,540,725
1909 1.619,087
1910 1.850.552
1911 2.401.910
1912 2,886.401
1913 2.920.090
1914 2.332.579
1<»15 3,245.600
1916 3,564,784
1917 2,998.467
1918 2,897.313

For the year ending 1918, dividend payments amounting to 45 per
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I

cent, were paid upon the common stock as against 30 per cent, for

1917. A further item in the 1918 balance-sheet which attracts atten-

tion is the increased figure at which " merchandise, materials, and

supplies on hand " stand, namely, £4,757,000 as against £3,664,000

for 1917. It is evident that the Company has very speedily recovered

from the set-back which it received in 1917. Its increase of divi-

dend distribution corresponds with this recovery, whilst the marking

up of the common stock on the Stock Exchange to a figure of its

pre-war level, and higher, shows that investors take a confident

view of the immediate capacity of the company for increa«ed

earnings.

Patent Reu)$«

Prttu pattnU—apflieations and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-liechartieal Notes."

Applications :—July 14 to July 18.

Photoqe.aphic Apfabatus.—No. 17,916. Photographic apparatus

and pictures obtained therewith. H. W. Saw and C. W. Snook.

LENaES.—No. 17,749. Telephoto lenses. O. E. Wheeler.

Pbintino Machines.—No. 17,782. Photographic printing machines

of the horizontal continuous type. C. F. G. Thorkelin.

CiNEMATOGR.\PHT.—No. 17,578. Cinematograph apparatus. J. G.

Betjemann.

C'lNEMATOGnAPHT.—No. 17,579. Synchronised cinematographic and

photographic recording and reproduction. H. G. Matthews.

Co^ouB Cinematography.—No. 18,020. -Apparatus for colour

cinematography. P. D. Brewster.

CoLOUH Cinematography.—No. 17,889. Production of cinemato-

graph colour pictures. T. P. Middleton and T. A. Mills.

CATALOGUES AND TRADE NOTICES.
Mr. B. V. Sexton, trade and commercial photographer, of Belle-

vue Road, Southampton, sends us his 8-page list of prices for enlarg-

ing and printing, a copy of which may be had on application.

A Wellington Booklet of a most attractive kind has just been

issued by Messrs. Wellington and Ward, chiefly by way of emphasis-

ing the value of the Wellington Anti-Screen plates to the holiday-

maker. Incidentally the booklet is a pictorial story of the charm of

photography by sea, lake, or mountain. Messrs. Wellington and

Ward will be glad to send a copy to any applicant.

Ilpord Bromide Papers.—Messrs. Ilford, Limited, have just

issued a revised edition of the little instruction manual on the use

of their bromide and gaslight papers. The manual deals in a

thoroughly practical way with the clearing, toning, and glazing of

prints and enlargements, and as a supplement to it the Ilford Com-

pany are prepared to send to bona-fide professional photographers a

portfolio of six prints showing the results produced on the various

grades of Ilford bromide. The prints, which are fine examples of

portrait photography, admirably serve to show the very high tedini-

caJ excellence of the Ilford papers.

St.

meetinss or societies*
>

MEETINGS OP S0CIETIE8 FOR NEXT WEEK.
Sattjbsat. August 2.

Clements Press Photographic and Rambling Society. Gating to Sidcup,
Bezley, Dartford Heath.

MoNDAT, August 4.

North Middlesex Photographlo Society. Outing to Limpsfield and Oxted.

Wednkscat, Auqust 6.

Tunbridge Wells Amateur Photographic Association Members* Lantern
Slides.

North Middlesex Photographic Society. " Bromoil." L. Dick.

Thtbsdat, August 7.

Hamnshire Hoose Photographic Society. " Architectaral Photography. C. J.

Oeocb,

Commercial $£egal Intelllsence*

A Claim for Comueboiai. Photographs.—An adjourned action,

Croot Tucker v. Kerr, was tried at Hereford County Court last

week, before His Honour Deputy Judge Hargrcaves. The subject

of dispute was a series of photographs of the extensions at the Here-
ford Corporation Electricity Worlfs made during the war. The
plaintiff was Mr. John Samuel Croot Tucker, 22, Commercial Street,

Hereford, and the defendant was Mr. Wm. Talbot Kerr, electrical

engineer to the Hereford City Council. A total of £37 168. was
claimed, the items being as follow : Making twenty 12in. by lOin.

negatives and submitting twenty rough proofs ; eighteen prints at

258. each, set in portfolio, and 102 unmounted prints at 3s. each.

Mr. S. R. C. Bosanquet was counsel for the plaintifi, and Mr. A.
B. Whitfield for the defendant.

Mr. Besanquet, in outlining the plaintiff's case, said Mr. Kerr
requested Mr. Tucker to take some photographs for him of the new
electrical installation at Hereford. The precise object for which
they were wanted was not material to the plaintiff, and as a matter

of fact he was not informed what it was. Plaintiff agreed to do the

work, but no special terms were arranged. They were to be large-

sized photographs, and the plaintiff exposed a number of

plates. Mr. Tucker had to go down to the works on many
occasions and spent a very long time there, the taking of the pictures

necessitating also a very high degree of skill. The negatives were

obtained under great difficulties owing to the cramped positions,

absence of light, and trouble from reflections. The order was
executed to |Mr. Kerr's instructions, but when the bill was sent in

defendant suggested that the prints were taken for the Hereford

Corporation, and endeavoured to refer Mr. Tucker to that body for

payment. Then subsequently plaintiff was told that the pictures

were for the Electrical Brush Company, and then again they were

for the Ministry of Munitions. Coming to the value of the work.

Counsel mentioned that the three dozen 12in. by lOin. plates alone

cost £4 5s. 6d.

Mr. Whitfield here interposed to explain that the defendant would

not dispute the amount of the claim if his Honour found that the

contract had been fulfilled. The defence was, firstly, that the photo-

graphs were not done in time for the purpose for which Mr. Kerr
required them, and, secondly, that they were of no value for the

purpose for which they were required.

The plaintiff said defendant called on him at the shop about
taking the photographs, and witness asked what they were wanted

for. Mr. Kerr told him to go down to the works and see Mr.

Watson, and he would show him what was required. Mr. Watson,

who was second in charge of the works, showed him round the whole

of the plant, pointed out the objects to be photographed and the

positions from which they should be taken. The work required a
good deal of time and skill. For the purpose of taking one par-

ticular view he had to purchase a special short-focus lens. To get

some of the pictures special platforms had to be provided, and
these were put up by Mr. Kerr's own men. He submitted the pic-

tures to Mr. Kerr in rough proof form, so that defendant could say

what should be blocked out and what left in. Witness followed

Mr. Kerr's instructions on these points, and when the finished prints

were submitted he asked Mr. Kerr whether they were satisfactory.

Mr. Kerr replied, " Yes, quite." It was never till now suggested

that the photographs were no use, and he heard nothing derogatory

about them until the begiiming of this year.

Reginald Herbert Scott, of Birmingham, a photographer witb

twenty-five years' experience, gave evidence in support of the claim.

Many of the photographs, he said, were exceptionally good, and a»
a whole they were all good commercial photographs for the purpose

for which they were taken. In cross-examination, however, he ad-

mitted that he had not seen the machinery the subject of the

pictures.

This concluded the plaintiff's case.

The defendant, in the witness-box, stated that in 1916 the Hereford
Corporation, to which he was electrical engineer, arranged with the
Ministry of Munitions to make extensions to the electrical works to
supply current to No. 14 National Filling Factory. Owing to the
exigencies of the war there was no time for plans to be prepared
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in the ordin«ry w»y, and he decided to have photographs Uken to

illustrate the work done to pnt before the Ministry. He engaged

Mr. Tucker to nipply the photographs, and told him he wanted

the machinery taken in clear deUil to aend to the Ministry; the

photographs had alao to be deposiUd with the Local Government

Board. He asked Mr. Croot Tucker if he had ever done any photo-

graphs for reproduction in technical journals, and he said " Yes."

Witness said, "Then you understand what we want." Witness

stipulated that the order was to be executed by June 17. as by that

date he had to submit a report to the Ministry justifying the expen-

diture. The expenditure at the works amounted to £96,000. involv-

ing twenty-nine diflerent cootracta, and he bad to account to the

Ministry for every deUiL He recognised when ordering the photo-

graphs that there were diificuHies from the photographic point of

riew. but the sUfl afforded plaintiff every facility in regard to erect-

ing platforms and in other ways. Mr. Tucker undertook the work.

bot did not deliver the photographs in time to be incorporated in

his report to the Ministry ; they therefore were oseleas to him. Bnl

as they had been taken he thooght perhaps the firms having contracU

on the worka would like photographs of their different pieces of

machinery and that these might do. So he wrote and asked them

in Mt. Tucker" j interests. Apart from late delivery, the |Aoto

graphs were useless for the purpose for which be wanted them, as

they did not show the machinery in sufficient detail, and it would

have been a " discrcdiuble production " for him to incorporate in

his report.

W«. Gso. Osborne, electrical engineer for the Brash Electrical

Engiaaeruig Company, Looghborongh, one of the contracting firms

in the Hereford electrical extensions, gave evidence for the defence,

saying that plaintiff's photographs of his firm's machinery were of

no ose to engineer*, as they did not show important details and the

relative poaitiona of TiUl sections. Pbotofmpha like those shown

him by Coonsel (taken by another photosrapber) for comparisoa

would, be said, be useful to an engineer.

Mr. Whitfield aabmitted that in this case there was an implied

warranty under the Sale of Goods Act which had nut been ctunplied

with, bacaoae the photographs were not rcaaonab'.y fit for the purpose

fur which tbey were raquireri.

Mr. Baauqmt replied that the photogrBphs were accepted by the

defendant, were not sent back, and nothing was said about them

not being fit for the purpose for which they were r«<|uired until k>Dg

after the bill was sent in.

The Judge, in giving a decision in fsvour of plaintiff, said he

could not accept defendant's contention that the photographs werr

too Ute ; be never wrote a iKter which be eoold prodnc* canplainiiiK

that they were not in time. He accepted hi* statement that hr

would have liked to uaa them on June 17, but h« could not hold that

that formed part of the contract. The other defence to the action

had caused him more difficulty, because of conflicting expert opinions.

(>n this point, however, he had come to the omclusion that they

were At for the purpose fur which they were requirnl so far as those

requirrmenia were expressed at the time the contract was entered

into. Defendant was accepting drlivrry of ih* prints over a ^ong

period without objecting tu them, .tnd be couM not now expert the

(Toort to take the view that they were useieas for his purpose.

Judgment was entered for plaintiff tor the amount claimed with

eoata.

LlosL NoTirm.—Notice is given of lb« diasoiution of the part-

nership between William James D.tvis and Loois Arbus. carrying

on bosincas aa photographers at 10, Preatoa Siraet, Brighton, under

the style of Arbna and Davis. All debt* due to and owing by the

late firm will be received and paid by W. J. Davis, who will carry

on the business.

Notica of intended dividend i* i;tven in the fsilurr of Charles

Frederick Siedle (trading under the style of Siedle Bros.), photo-

grmphar. 60, Waller Ruad, Swansea, and 13. Hrathfirld Strret,

Swaoaea. August 2 ia ths last day for lodging proofs with the

Official Reeeivsr (Mr. Henry Rce*). Oorcmment Buildings, St.

Mary'a StraM, Swaoaea.

Notics of intaodad dividend is K>van in the failure of Joaeph

Edmund BnunweU, photographer, lately carrying on bosineas at

124, Weatboroogh, Scarboroagh Proofs must be lodged on or

bafora August 9 with Mr. D. S Mackay. Official Receiver, 48,

Waalbotoogh, ScaHwroogh.

NEW COMPANIES.
M.vwsoJi Co.. Ltd.—This private company was registered on July

17. with a capiUI of £20,000 in £1 shares (10,000 pref.). Objecte

:

To carry on the business of manufacturers and dealers in all kinds

of photographic dry plates, films, and papers, photographic chemi-

cals, collodions, collodion emulsions and varnishes, photographic

apparatus, surgical, optical, and dental instruments, etc., and to

adopt an agreement with D. Blount and W. H. Bacon. The sub-

scribers (each with one share) are :—D. Blount, 59, Brighton. Grove,

Newcastle-on-Tyne. photographer; A. Payne, 49, North Parade,

Whitley Bay, chemist. The first directors are D. Blount and W.
H. Bacon. 7. Eidiagton Terrace, Kenvcaatle-on-Tyne (both perma-
nent), and A. Payne. Qualification, 100 ordinary shares. Regis-

tered office. 81, Northumberland Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

LoKfiOK Etcbikg Co. (1919), Ltd.—This private company wa»
registered on July 21, with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares (1.500'

pref. ). Objects : To adopt an agreement between the Loudon
Etching Co., Ltd. (ui liquidation), and this company, and to carry

on the business of colour process and half-tone and line engravers,

photo etchers, stationers, printers, lithographers, stereotypers, elec-

tratypera, photograpnic printers, etc. The subscribers (each with

one share) are:—G. W. W. Wright^Nooth. 16, Cranbourne Gar-

dens. Temple Fortune, Oolders Green, N.W.4, artist ; W. L.

McNay, 2, Scarsdale Terrace, Kensington High Street, W., photo

engraver. Directors :—G. W. W. Wright-Nooth and W. L. McNay
(permanent joint managers). Qualification, £1(X). Registered

office, 3. Holbom Place, High Holbom.

Akhial Photos, Ltd.—^This private company was roistered in

Edinburgh on July 18, with a capiUl of £18,000 in £1 shares.

Objects : To carry on the bnaineas of (a) aerial photography, in-

cluding cinematograph films; (b) aerial passenger transit; and (c)'

commrrrial aeria! advertising, etc. Agreement with Captain R. S.

J B. Andrews, Major C. H. C. Smith, and Captain O. Hardie.

The subscribers (each with one share) are :—H. E. Haig, Clayton,

Dairsie, Fife, paper maker; A. R. Wilson Wood, 7, Abbotsforo

Crescent, St. Andrews. Fife, gei.tleman ; L. W. Allen, 77, Station

Street, (°u\'enwy. The first directors are Captain R. S. J. B.

Andrews, C. H. C. Smith, and O. Hardie. Registered oflSoe, 81a,

lirorge Street. Edinburgh.

RciDS ana ncteSs

Do\rAxTKB Camera Club.—All oommunioations should be

addressed to Mr. J. Tremayne Blaokahaw, 38, Hall Gate, Doncaatcr.

Mr. J. Rl-Rix, 241. Old Kent Road, S.E., writing in reference tn

the report on page 383 of oar fmoe of July 4 last, of an alleged fire.

4kska OS to make a curreotioa. He informs ua that the slight damage

done to the premisas wa* by smoke from an outside source, there

having been oo fire within the building.

"Thk PRorEssiONAi. PHOToaBAFBKR " for July contains illus-

trated interviews w^ilh Mr. J. R. Browning, of Exeier, and Mr. Leo!v

Levson, of Johaaneeburg. An art.icj> by .Mr. F. C. Tilney offerf

some »uit%ntion» on the eternal question of expression in portraiture,

whilst the sdverlisement pages of our Kodak content|iorary are-

devoted chiefly to new introductions in folder mounts.

Stolkx Sandkr.«on Camera.—Messrs. Houghtons, Limited, notif.v

us that a half-pUte Tropical Saoderson camera. No. 24877, fitted

wjth a Rota Homocentric lens, Noe. 83794 and 16357, in Koilos shut

ter, was stolen in Commercial Road, London, E., from a van-

be'.oni{ini( to Meiars. Ford, the carriers. Messrs. Houghtons wil'

be grateful if any dealer tu whom the outfit may bo offered wi'.l

communicate with them.

Stolek BuT>iuJi Cameras.—Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons.

Limited, Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C.4, advisK.

us that two watch-pocket Carbine cameras, Nos. 69,409 and 64,920.

were stolen from their premises last week. The camerai! are fitteil

with Aldis I'no lenses in Lukos II. shutters. Notification of th(

theft has been m.ide, and any dealer having the cameras offered tr>

Ibid for sale will oUige Messrs. Botcher by communicating wit)l.

lbs police.
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A "Bkautiful Richmond" CoMVKTmoN.—^The Richmond
Camera Club are organieing a comipetition in which money prizes

from five guineas to half a guinea are offered lor the best set of

six prints illustrating the beauties of Richmond, Surrey. The set

must not include more than one print of a subject in Kew Gardens.

The competition is open, without entrance fee, to any photographer,

either professional or amateur. Entry form and further particulars

may be obtained from the treasurer of the Richmond Camera Club,

61, George Street, Richmond. The latest date for the receipt of

prints is October 11.

Messes. Johnson and Sons, of 23, Cross Street, London, E.C.2,

advise us that they still have a few vacant dates for the illustrated

lecture by their representative on "Photography in the War," for

the 1919-20 session. The lecture deals with photography in its ap-

plication to air, naval, and field warfare, hospital wflrk, recreation,

etc., and is illustrated by over 100 slides. Messrs. Johnson are also

prepared to give either of their other demonstrations, " The Art of

Developing " and " Printing Processes," before photographic

societies. Any secretary who wishes to book any of the above-

mentioned three fixtures is asked to make application without delay.

The " Times," wticih, as ia kmown, has imterested iteelf for

several years past in the use of rotary photogravure for newspaper

illustration, has now begun to issue, as a supplement to its weekly

edition, an 8-pa.ge sheet of photogravure reproductions of topical

photographs. The issue in which this feature started was that of July

25, and the illustrations appropriately give prominence to the

peace celebrations in London of July 19. The t-echnicaJ quality of

the rotogravure supplement is of a very high order, and the new

feature will undoubtedly do much further to recommend the weekly

edition of the "Times " to its many readers throughout the world,

who for many years past have found its text pages the most valu-

able means of following the course of events in England and the

European continent.

Me. William Mab.sh.all, of Henley-on-Thames, has, through

Messrs. Abbot*, Booty aaid Company, disposed of his old-established

business carried on there to Mr. George Bushell, late partner of

Bushell and Pritchard, of Winchester. The business is one of a

specially interesting kind, from the fact of Mr. Marshall having in-

stalled his own electric lighting plant and thus ofiering the facilities

of electric light portraiture in a town, without any electric public

service. Mr. Marshall had also introduced many ingenious labour-

saving devices for printing and enlarging, of which a description ap-

peared in the " B.J." of March 30, 1917. The little town of Henley

•can hardly be called a focus of 'busiriese except for the month or

two of the river season, but Mr. Marshall's enterprise supplies a

useful object-lesson ,to photographers of what can be done by the

energetic adoption of modem facilities.

Correspondence*—•

—

',• Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unlets the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

"«* TF« do not undertake responsibility for the opinions exprested

by our correspondents.

A PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSISTANTS'
ASSOCIATION.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I would like to emphasise the concluding remarks

"in Mr. Aspden's letter in your issue of the 18th ult., but at the

same time fail to see how such an asociation will benefit by the

patronage of the master photographers' associations.

The very name of the latter society savours of arrogance, and if

my experience of being employed for the last eight years by a very

prominent member of that association goes for anything, then the

less assistants have to do with that body the better it will be for

them.

Whilst it is very desirable, in these latter days, for assistants to

have a union, and personally I hope such an association will be
formed, I await with lively anticipation the first crossing of swords
^vith the augoait " Master Photographers' Assooiiatioo."—Yoxir*
faithfuMy,

Experience.

CO-OPERATIVE HOLIDAY CLOSING OF STUDIOS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—It may interest your readers to know that most of

the Northampton and district photographers have' agreed to close

their studios during the ensuing Bank Holiday week. It will be
remembered that the Northampton photographers were the pioneers

in this movement, and that in the two previous years of combined
closing the arrangement has been mutually satisfactory to both
employers and assistants. Things have not worked quite so smoothly
this year owing to the aloofness of one of the leading craftsmen and
a prominent member of the P.P.A., who, for reasons best known to

hiimself, has given us no clue of bis initentions. However, almoat
all of us are acting quite independently of wheithjer he opens or

not, and hope tJhe public will take due notice. The response of

the district photographers in such places as Kettering, Welling-

borough, Rushden, and Wolverton is very encouraging, and the

bulk have decided to close until the Friday, and some all the week.

If photographers can combine on this matter, why not on others

quite as important affecting the status and progress of the profes-

sion? Are the P.P. A. Council alive to their responsibilities of

sagacious leadership?—Faithfully yours,

S. H. Grhenwat.
27a, Abington .Street, Northampton.

STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—As many readers may have had their interests in

this subject revived by the articles of C. E. B. which you have

recently given us, I send you a drawing of the simplest form of

stereoscope probably ever made. I bouight it several years ago for

a few pence. It was patented, I think, but the patent has probably

S/acA

Fig. 1.

Pig. 2.

run out long ago. It consists of a small piece of plate-glass, shown
in plan in Fig. 1. The central division is blackened, and the ende

are bevelled (and polished). The flat side is held towards the

picture at a distance of about 3 inches from the eyes. Fig. 2 is a

section. Tbaveks J. Bblakt.

Epsom, July 18, 1919.

A HOLDER FOR BROMIDE PAPER ON THE ENLARGING
EASEL.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Some time ago one of your subscribers gave us,

through your columns, a device for holding the bromide paper when
enlarging. Doubtless you will remember the idea; it was some
umbrella ribs at each corner of the enlarging screen made to draw
in and out. I tried this, but the ends projected, and were somewhat
in the way, so I enclose another very simple idea which I have
adapted as it answers well for all sizes. After deciding what size you
wish your largest enlargement to be, you make a hole right through

at each corner of your screen carrying the bromide paper, as per

sketch. Then push through a strong elastic band on the back of

the screen, place a piece of wood through the elastic baBd projecting

out of the hole, and on the other side insert the rod to hold the
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bnn bar which hold* the paper in position jait where yon want it

by raising it op or down according to the (ize. The name ia done

both aides of the icreen. Foar elaatic bands will be required, one

.A B

B

A A

A
B

'

B

-r «acJi bole. The enclosed aketeh will, I lliiiik, aspiain itaelf.

'• the enmhmn, and AAAA eiaatic bMMk pMaed throagh

•« in the eawl.—Yours faithfully,

O. B. EvsTAcr
306. CiMUierps BomI, Grimsby.

MKTAL DISHES FOR TBK HYPO ALFM TONING BATH
To tha Editors.

OenUemen,—Wilh reference to your opinion expr«eaed in the

Briti*h Journal." May 22, 1919, p^gr 287, that "no meUl dish

' immone from liability to give spots in hypoalom toning," and

»t " ws should view a lead-coated di«h with suspicion," we have
v\» a number nf experiments to determine whether it is possihls

' use metallic lead in contact with a hypo-almn toning bath, and
I. lid that a bath which has httn left in intiaats contact with pure

l>ad for one week is almost useless, being far dower in action than
''-" '- rvM bath, and also giving stains particularly on the backs

prints. From our eiperiments it is apparent that the presence
" lead canass additioaal ivactioM which can possibly be

liy iIm loOowiqg aqMlions :—

1. Pb + S->PM
2.4. Pb * Na. A4|i(S«OJr>3 Ag + Ka«Pb (BdOOt

2B. Na. Pb (StOJ. + H«a^3 NaAO. + H«SO. + Pb8
Ti - - •...:- i—t. .1.-. ti„ meUllic lead is (awtinnally converted

i<e dissolved silver mH (prtssnt normally
• n, ..VIII ,- I ,Hinged to metallic sflver or stiver sulphide.

. it would appear that any natal which cumbines at all

• lui,} oitti " nascen t " (in this rue a mieroseopic and indpienUy
•lloidal) salphor or which displarmi silw horn ita thioaalpluU*-

rooipla aohition, ia not suitable •« a i-nntaincr (or hyp»«laa tomng
batbL—Very tmly yours.

E. R. Bvi4jocm,

J. I. CRArraiK,
B«M«rvh Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Co.

Rorhsstsr, Joly MX
(We have it on the aalhority of one of Iha laigast iriatwi o( ioned

prints that a dish nf pure tin is quite ^atialadory for tha bypo-alnm

toning bath.— Ens. " B.J."]

PLATE TEKTS-A STOOEKnON TO THE R.P.&

To the Editors.

-TIm R.P.8., in ita endeavoon to ba a graaUr power

photofrapbars, miftht take a hiat from tlta R.A.C.. who
'.•lore the srar cosdactad stringent testa of motor cars and aoces-

• iries, finally iaanisg eertiftcatfa. Tha eonditions undsr which

these trials were carried oat were auch that a good ceriificata was

1 great advsrtisiag Tslna. In addition, tJie (aimeas was such that

I firm wriold hara a ehaaoa in a libel action. My snggMtion is

hat the R.P.H. shoald do ansaethin^; of the same sort for photo-

jraphera. making a sUrt with plates and papers. Perhaps later

t misbt U fooBd piMMbIa to davisa soom eansra tasta. PUtaa

could be tested for gradation, latitude, and keeping qu.tlity. For

the first we miglit have an actinomet^r with about 40 graduated

tints from plain gioKS to complete opacity. A plute capable of

rendering 25 tints, for example, would have ita gradation registered

as 25, and so it would be very easy to compare plates by this simple

system.

The last test is what interests me most of all, and to show why
I will give a abort extract from my photographic life. In 1915,

gulled by the advertisements of a plate firm, I bought 12 dozen

plates to take to Madeira. Alas! they soon faded away under the

sub-tropic heat, while a friend with a different brand went on

merrily snapshotting. The scene now changes to the winter of 1918,

when I arrived in North Russia, armed with three makes of plates

—self-screen, Wratten, and Paget panchromatic I met tJiere a

gay young amateur, who had come out a month before. Yes ! he

was going to show me how to take photographs ; at once chal-

lenged me to produce a better cegative, etc. Naturally I was

intaratted to know what make of plates sucli a redoubtal>le oppo-

nant waa oaiog. Oh, the best in the world—XYZ pUt«e. Tliese

XYZ plates were that brand that had let me down in Madeira.

Now the fun's going to begin, I thought. It was not long bef<". e

he borrowed my darkroom and developed his Murmansk expos .i:oj.

Horrid, thin, smi>ky negatives, with a deep stain round the edges.

We put this down to the sea voyage and absence of the sun. Row-
ever, things got worse. When circumstances combined to produce

a reaaonable -ne^tiva it was always disfigured by pinholes and a

dirty appearance. We made careful comparative trials, exposing

and developing two makes at the same time, and the inferiority of

.XYZ plates was very marked. The three brands of plate I have

chosen are going on giving good resulla, in spite of the great varia-

tion of temperature that they have been through—i.e., from Arctic

cold to the short, fierce summrr. which is almost sub-tropical m
its inteasity. I forgot to mention a speed test; also we should

expect a few remarks on the tendency to frill, pinholes, etc.

The technical part of the testa could be worked out and per-

formed without looking for a reincarnation of Hurter and Driffield.

I can imagine a neat row of incubators (or plates undergoing the

" keeping " test; and what more intereslinf; than to sea the oondi-

tkMi of the operator as he comes out of the special tropical dark-

room* On« of the conditions (or test would be that the plates

miwt be bought by a private buyer, appointed by the society.

Oo(« the plates are liought the trial would have to be carried out

and published, so that if the buyer happened to get hold of a stale

plate vendor there might be some sporting by-pluy between the

makers and vendors, all toning op tha trade for the benefit of the

user, flaalight paper tests on these lines would probably provide a

lot ot fun.

Cameras would be tested (or the following:—

(1) Parallelism of lens with plate.

(2) R^istration of ground-glass with sensitive surface, any

inaccuracy being measured snd nnte<l on the certificate.

(3) Accuracy of focussing scale.

I have no doabt that some such trials would add enormously to

the prestige of the society.

H. E. Rkmdam..

H.M.8. M25, c/o O.P.O., I»ndon.

July 6. _

Tmii InrBBiAL H»((DBOO«, 1919.—The little annual miscellany of

notes and articlea which year by year makes its own welcome

among the piacea of technical reading for the amateur pliotogrspher,

is just iMued by the Imperial Dry Plate Company, with the war-

like Imperial lion relegated to a minor position on the back cover

and the front occupied by a design symbolical of the new age of

peace snd justice. An immense golden sun is, we hope, rising,

although it is difficult to determine the artist's intention of its posi-

tion in reference to the Nelson statue which towers above it. Tha

beginner in pliotography, and many of the experienced, for the

matter of that, will accord a profitable reading to the notes on

child portraiture, the pyro-soda devek>per, the making of enlarge-

ments, and other subjects which occupy the pages of the Imperial

annual. A copy may be had on application to llie Imperial Dry

Plata Company, Oricklawood, London, N.W.8.
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HnsiDcrs to Correspondenis—
SPECIAL NOTICE.

In eotueqttefin of general reduced supplies of paper, a* ths result

ef pra>iifct<iow of the importation of much rvood pulp and grass,

a smaller space will be availaiU until fwrthtr notiee for replies

to eorrespondents.

Utrecmer, we will answer by post if stamped and addressed env*-

lepe is enolosed for repl\/: 6-eent. International Coupon, from

readers abroad.

The full questions and answers wiU be printed only in the ease of

inquirie* of general interest.

Queries t» be answered in the Friday's " Journal " must reach us

not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors,

J. K. C—We think Mr. R. E. Peeling, 4-6, Holborn Circus, E.C.,

would be able to mnke an effective repair of your shutter.

C. C.

—

\l\ postal censoi'ship has now been removed, so thai you

are at lit>erty to send any photographs to neutral rnuntries, and,

we believe, ahso to previously enemy countries.

N. K —Ferro-prnsaiate or white-line paper can be quite easily made

(see formula in the " .\lmanac "), but the other papers, such ns

ferro-gallic, are not within the scope of home preparation, and

even if you want to make leno-prnssiate in large quantity you

will have to put down a coating machine since hand application

of the sensitiser would be a very laborious job.

J. G.—Almost certainly the mischief will be done by the time the

enlargements have Ibeen mounted. This is bound to be the case

if the cause of the fading is incomplete fixing, and in all proba-

bility will also be the case if the fading is due to impure mountant

or mounting board. These are two most common causes of fading.

There is really no benefit in refixing after enlargements have once

been mounted.

O. M.—The photograph is probably either a colloddon positive

or a Daguerreotype. In either case it is very delicate and most

easily damaged. It may be possible to restore it, but the best

thing you can do is to send it to a professional restorer, such as

^Ir. Charles Delienham, 222, West End Lane, Hamp&tead, N.W.
If it is not capable of restoration then your best course woald

be to have it sent to an expert copyist such as Mr. Stewart Bale,

53, Lord Street, Liverpool.

H. E.—Perhaps the best thing we can do is to send you a copy of

the schedule of prices issued last month in a revised form by the

Photographic Dealers' Association. This is as follows :

—

Developing. Printing.

Each Each

3i X 2^ (or smaller) Id. 2d.

No. la F.P.K., No. 2 F.P.K. (4i x 2i) lid. 2id.

No. 3 F.P.K. (i-pl.) and No. 2c Kodak 2d. 3d.

No. 3a F.P.K. (postcard) .and 5x4... 2id. 3id.

W. H. S.—We are sorry we have no particulars of the current

consumption of the Cooper-Hewitt M pattern lamp, but the con-

sumption of all mercury-vaix>ur lamps is small. A single-tube

suitable for contact printing has a consumption of 385 watts,

equivalent to about three farthings per hour with current at 2d.

per unit. A two-tube outfit suitable for copying has about double

this consumption. The light is a very good one indeed for copying,

and is less likely to show grain than any other artificial light. We
are (juite sure if you apply to the Westinghouse Cooper-Hewitt

Company, 80, York Road, King's Cross, London, N., they will

infoi-m you as to the consumption of the M tube.

C. J.—1. The only celluloid lettej-s we know of which can be

arranged for photograp/hio titles are those sold with the sets of

announcement frames now much used by shops and others. You
can get t/heee from the Tress Com'pany, 4, Rathbone Place, Oxford
Street, London, W.I., or from a firm of sthop Btters. such as

Mes.sirs. Sage, of Gray's Inm Roiad, London, W.C. But the pro-

fessional meibhod of 'making titles is to se+ up the title in type and
then photograph a proof. Tliis is bound to give a very much
hotter rasult than jilhotographing solid letters, the lighting of wiliich

calls for speciail care. 2. The ordinairy slow process or [Vhoto-

mechanical plate imaist be uaed, and if developed with, preferably,

liydroquinone will give a quite clear line on an intense black

ground. Almost every makei' has a process plate, and there is very

little to choose between them.

.J. E.—The best description of lens for outdoor portraiture iji half-

plate size is one of about 10-in. focal length a.nd of aperture at

least fj(>, and, better, //4, although the latter will be of very

little advantage in making photographs of buildings, as almost

always it will be necessary to stop it down. But it is very doubt-

ful if your lens front will take so large a lens. All three makers

which you mention are first-rate, but you will not be able to get

a new lens either 'by Cooke or Ross of 10-in. focal length for the

price you name. You can get this with the Aldis, and possibly

an //6 10-in. Aldis would be small enough to go on your lens

front. Alternatively, your best course would be to state the maxi-

mum lens flange you can fit to your camera and ask a firm of

dealers in second-hand lenses to say '%vhat len.ses they can offer

you of about 10-in, focal length, saying that you want the largest

aperture, within the limit of your price, that your lens front will

take.

IT. II.—1. A wihole-plate adapter for a half-plate camera, is a clumsy '

kind of makeshift, and you had far better have nothing to do
with it. Unless we know the focal length of your Beck lens it is

impossible even to guess whether it will cover a w^hole-plate. It

ought to be of at least 10 ins. focal lengtli to do so satisfactorily.

W'ith suitable lenses you ought to get on just as well with a halt-

plate camera, enlarging to whole-plate when necessary. For a
lens of anything over Bin. focal length we should call fjlS a

reasonable aperture, since most subjects would require stopping

down almost to this for the sake of depth. 2. There is no objection

to keeping used raetabisulphite-hypo fixing baths in use for ."v day

or two. Certainly most of the fixation takes place in the first

bath, but prints should not suffer through receiving this first

fixing in a bath which has already been used to some extent.

3. If fixing has been thorough, washing in three or four changes

of water for, say, three minutes in each is ample if the negative

is not to be kept longer than, say, three months.

^\it Britisb Jotmial of pbotngrapbll.

The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World.

PJBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. Estabussed 1854. PRICE TWOPENCE

One Year.

Thirteen shillings (13s.), or

3 dollars 17 cents, or 18 franca

50 cents, or 9 rupees 12 annas,
or 6 yens 30 sens.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION, POST FREE.

UNITED Kingdom.—One Year, 10s. lOd. ; Six Months, 5s. 5d.

Three Months, 2s. 9d.

Canada
australia
New Zealand
South Africa
United States of America
South America
India and far east
Continent of Europe

federated Malay states, Borneo and Sarawak ^„ .
'

[57 cents.

HENRY Greenwood & Co., Ltd., Proprietors and Publishers,

24, Wellington Street, London, W.C.2.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO READERS— Until further notiee

agents will supply the " B. J." to order only, as the high price

prevailing for everything in connection with neicspaper production
prohibit tlie distribution of surplus copies for cluince sales. It

is therefore necessary in order to ensure Die regular delivery of

the " B. J." each week to place an order definitely with a dealer,

newsagent or bookstall elerk, or to send a suSscription te the

publishers.
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SUMMARY.
•
ri« xtcoUoo of mbHwi of nnAll prepaid adrMtiwiiMiiU U pat-
:Arly dirtcted to Um nte—aitj of coropljriaf with tho eoadiUoo*
inwrtioo, th« ehicf of which ar« iMniuMMd oa p«f« 460.
iM. l iBwi^t and Sojrawtta io a p*p«r OB ehroauum inUoaifka-

.
liaTc pmaud oat Uia( Um praoran cwi ba carriwi oat quiu

itactonly In ai iaa i of aa aikaJina chlonxknanaU in plaro of a
•.art of bicbniiBala and hjrdrochUirir acid. Tba chJorackioaMU

<i«aiM of making a dry puwiier to fonn Um intwwiflii
. io water. Th* author* bav« (orth«r rtodiad thr

rti!>aii'.il pmcaaa of chramium intrniifiealioB. (P. 461.)
VIr ihariaa H. DarU. w»U known u a iMdiajr Ntw York pro-

! pha«ogi«f^ haa vary frarly and frwikly aUtad ku
aad awUiada ia tka ptartice of «t-haMa poHrait

In hi* »rta Ir thi* »M>k " Prarticiu •" dcak ia • iMcral way with
the linn which require to ba foltowed in BBdwlMiag work, (och
aa the pbotograpby ot workahopa, etc.. aOBy fnan tka atodio.

A coatrbBtor dmwa Bttaotion to the i liiMlir bmbiu wbiek may
ba takaa for oklatBiag otdara for portraiU of taUaa. (P. 48&)

Io a IcMiiBg artida wa <dhr Moa Mmpla aMn le tbnae who hare

PtS '** '"^'^ ''" tb—

i

ilrea the workiBK •P»tnra of a len«.

ExpedicnU. teroponuy and other* >*e for replacing a broken
ri)ctiaein|{ MTcen are tba aabiect of -' .XuistanU' Not«." (P. 460.)
A papW by Mr. A. J. Newt<ni i-lnn tba Convention of the

Amancan Phato-Bngraven' A«eMiati<,ii diicotaaa tha poaaibla mtaina
of incTeaaing pradaction and redtM-m^ the aailinK price of photo-
enoBrad bloeka. (P. 457.)

„ . . „ alio .

wood to ba band-engmrad are Kivea ia *'Pko«o.>Ucbanical
r«Mad athoda for tha phologTaphic priatinc of deeisn*. etc.,

wood to ba ba - ^^^ »
f

. «-. » .

«».'• (P. 460.)
h:<tr.i. I. from a report of the British Photographic Reaearch

V->'ia: I. mention tnat the method nf ttaioing wood black or
- y ihrougboat ila eabatance haa been aoccaaafally worked oat.

466.)
rba MiaMry of Labovr, after K^v.n^ escloded photographic
.dio bnataaaMa froai tha o[m ' the ReUil Runinaaa
'i°aaaiag) Ordar, haa now inclu<l. The remedy, onforta-

-aataly, eoaMa loo lata In prevent tlir liana which has' been done

I MBT daBMbfliaad BMO. (P. 449 i

Tba Board of Trada hare pabtiabed their daaiiScation of photo-
graplUe gooda aeeording to fraadon or a(h««iaa of importation
•r.tn tUa aoaatry (P 460)

EX CATHEDRA
Chromium The paper by MM. Lumi6re and Seye-
Intensifloation ^etz which appears on another page, and
ia a aign, we hope, that these investigators can now look
forward to a resumption of their pre-war type of research,

is a contribution to chromium intensification which derivea

ita chief interest from the prominence given to the use of

chlorochromafe in place of a mixture of bichromate and
hydrochloric acid as the bleaching solution. To the best

of our knowledge MM. Lumi^re and Seyewetz are the first

to publish tiie use of chlorochromate for this purpose,

although we believe they are not (he first to use it. Accord-
ing to our information chlorochromate haa been used for

some years past in the manufacture of the chromium in-

tenaifier in tablet or powder form for which the emplo3rment
of a liquid acid is out of the question. A orystalline salt

like potaasium or ammonium chlorochromate conveniently
serves the maker of photographic tablets aa a substitute for

bichromate and hydrochloric acid just in the same way as

sodium acid sulphate is used as a substitute for sulphuric

acid in preparations which require this latter liquid. While
rhlorocnromates remain unpurchasable, the amateur user

will prefer to make up his bleaching bath for the chromium
intenaifier in the accustomed way, and at the same time

obtain a certain ran^e of rntensifjnng action by varying the

proportion of bichromate to acid.

Th« Ratmil
BuainaBB
(Llo«nBintf'
Ord«(>.

A good deal of confusion has been caused

by the attitude of the Ministry of Labour
in the administration of the Retail Busi-

ness (Licensing) Order introduced in

1918 and designed for the very excellent purpose of protect-

ing the interests of men who had been absent on military

service. In the absence of any intimation of special excep-

tion it was natuial to assume that the business of portrait

photography would come within the terms of that Order, for

the reason that portrait photography is taken aa a buaineaa

by the Inland Revenue, by the Shops Act, and by the Busi-

ness Names Act. On that assumption we advised those to

whom the Order applied tliat they came within its scope.

After a time it was discovered from individual cases that, aa

administered by the Ministry of Labour, the Order did not

apply to photographic studios, or rather applied to them

only when photograph frame* and other goods were sold by

the portrait studio. The distinction was obviously a stupid

one, since frames are sold by most studios, but, on the other

hand, it provided a loophole of eecape for people who were

Mttiiig up portrait ousineases in places where photo-

graphers, abaent on military service, have been

obliged to close down. As a result of a ques-

tion asked in the House of Commons by Sir Rupert

Guinness, we now learn that Sir Robert Home
has taken the decision that the owner of a photographic

itudio is engaged in carrying on a retail buainess within the
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terms of the Order, even when his work is confined to the

production and sale of photographs to private individuals.

It is stated that instructions are being issued to officers

charged with the administration of the Order to apply it in

thfs sense. The amendment unfortunately comes too late

in the day to remedy the injustice which has been done in

many cases where men have returned to re-establish their

studios, only to find that new portrait businesses had been

started, through the stupid administration of the Order, in

places within the absentees" circle of customers.

X » *

Intensive The particulars given in the patent
Hardening of specification on another page of the com-
Geiatine. position of the hardening bath, which has

already been placed upon the market as the Ilford Tropical

Hardener, suggest that the hardening qualities of formaline

are very greatly intensified by the presence in the solution

of a salt which retards the swelling of gelatine in water.

Without having tried it, we should not expect the addition

of even the considerable proportion of sodium sulphate to a

1 : 40 formaline solution to produce the remarkable degree

of hardening which is exhibited by the Ilford preparation.

It would seem that in some way or other a more powerful

effect is produced by the conjunction of two, although it is

obviously very difiicult to say what it can be. At any rate

the invention should prove a boon to users of plates or film

in tropical countries and still more so on account of the fact

that the preliminary bath may be used in conjunction with

any formula of developer, and therefore leaves the photo-

grapher free to follow his own preferences in this latter

respect.
* * *

Prepaid
Advertise
ments.

Senders of prepaid line advertisements
who may have had occasion to be disap-

pointed by the non-appearance of their

announcements in the succeeding issue of the " British

Journal " are asked by our publishers to give their atten-

tion to the following points, failure to observe one or other

of which is the cause of the non-appearance of advertise-

ments in the great majority of cases. These points are :

—

The advertiBemieTLt must- be fully prepaid. A schedule

showing how the price of an advertisement can be reckoned
correctly is sent on application.

Jnstruction to repeat a previous advertisement rmist be
accompanied by the previous announcement, and must be
fully prepaid.

Advertisements are not acce])ted by telephone or telegi'am.

In addition, senders of small advertisements are particu-

larly requested to write on one side only of the paper and,
whenever possible, to post their advertisement not later

than Monday in the week for Friday's publication. These
advertisements can be accepted up to Wednesday noon, but
if the majority of advertisers postpone sending their an-

nouncements until the latest permissible time it is almost
inevitable, from the exigencies of " making-up " the pages,

that some require to be held over.

« * -x-

Imports of A supplement to the " Board of Trade
Photographic Journal'' of July 31 consists of a corn-
Goods, solidated list of import restrictions

authorised by this department of the Board of Trade, 22,

Carlisle Place, London, S.W.I. Articles are specified in

this list, in one or other of two sections, according as they
may be imported with or without licence. In the latter

category (Part I. of the list) are :ncluded the following

photographic requisites :—Camera shutters, cinematograph
cameras, ferrotype plates, and positive papers, the latter

presumably the papers or cards for direct portraits in the

camera ; also photographic gelatine. ' During the war all

these goods have been upon the list of articles importation
of which was prohibited by general Ucenoe, but they may

how be imported from any country, including Germany and
German- Austria The section (Part II.) of the list which
itemises goods which may not be imported without licence

from places outside the British Ilmpire includes all photo
graphic apparatus, with the exception of those just men-
tioned. Licences will be issued for the importation of goods

to the amount of 33J per cent, of the 1913 imports. A
further class of goods coming with Part II. is " cameras
fitted with lenses." No ration for these being stated, it is

to be understood that their importation will be licensed

only exceptionally as and when required. The schedule

gives special prominence to the announcement that licences

issued for goods are not available for goods of German oi

German-Austrian origin unless the contrary is expressly

stated therein.

I

LENS APERTURES.
The system of marking lenses with what are gener.ally called

/"valuer has now become almost universal, and practically

all modern instruments have the diaphragm scale so en-

graved. The only notable exceptions are some American
lenses of which the apertures, while conforming to the

standard openings, are marked with figures which expre-i-s

not the relation of aperture to focal length but the relative

exposures necessaiy. These may be recognised by the fact

that starting with the largest opening, the number is

doubled at each step. There is only one number which is

identical and common to both systems and that is 16, which
is also /'Z 16 in the more usual notation. We draw attention

to this because many Kodak owners who have lenses marked
with the full aperture as 4 imagine that it indicates /', 4,

and consequently give much shorter exposures than they

would do if they knew that in thja case i h only equivalent

to f!8, while on the other hand they are likely to over-

expose and also to be disappointed in the depth of field

obtained when using the aperture marked 32, which corre-

sponds to //22. Once this is realised it is perfectly easy to

reckon backwards or forwards from number 16 when the

//values are easily found.

In the past there has been a multiplicity of diaphragm
systems, while in a few cases it may be found that the aper-

tures are incorrectly marked. We have found lenses bear-

ing a reputable name which, purporting to have a full

aperture of //8, had one no larger than /'lO, which would
require an exposure of half as much again. On the other

hand, we have heard of a photographer wrongly imputing
misrepresentation on the part of an optician because accord-

ing to his measurements a lens said to have an aperture of

//6 appeared to work at nothing larger than //7.

It is a matter of some delicacy to ascertain the exact

equivalent focal length of a lens, but it is quite easy for the

most unscientific operator to obtain a sufficiently near ap-

proximation for purposes of exposure. One way is to focus

an oliject so that it appears exactly its own size upon the

focussing screen and to divide the distance between the

ground glass surface and the original by four, the" result

being the focal length of the lens used. There is a small

percentage of error in the result, but not enough to cause

trouble in practical work. A more accurate way is to focus

a very distant object, to measure the camera extension care-

fully, then to focus an object full size, and again measure
the extension. The difference between the two measure-

ments is the focal length. Neither of these methods re-

quires any calculation, unless division by four can be so

tiermed, and either will answer the purpose. Having deter-

mined the focal length we must find out what fraction of

it is represented by any particular diaphragm opening.

Here it is not sufficient to measure the diameter of the open-

ing and to divide this into the focal length except in the case

of single lenses which have the diaphragm fixed in front.

With all others the convergence of the rays passing through
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the front combination has to be taken into account, and in

•• types of lens this convergence is considerable. We
.• therefore to send a beam of light through the dia-

phragm from the back a-rd measure its diameter as it

•pmergee from the front lens. This may appear to be rather

"icult task, but it is really quite simple. The first step

• focus a very distant object in the usual way, next to

replace the focussing screen by a card or plate of metal in

which exactly opposite the centre of the lens and in the

same plane as the ground surface of the glaaa is a pinhole

''h smooth edges. The camera is now taken into a

:ened room and a light held near the pinhole. On the

ice of the front lens will be seen a patch of light which
osents the rffective aperture of any diaphragm which is

\n position. The 'beam which illuminates the lens front

«inerge8 aa parallel, and. as will be seen, this facilitates the

measurements. A convenient way of carrying out this test

i<t to dispense with the ordinary focussing screen and to make
ht board of wood or very thick card which will slip into

.'FOoves in place of the dark slide. In the centre of this

e about an inch in diameter is cut, and coverin? this is

ip of ground glass slipped under the heads of two or

drawing pins, the ground surface, of course, facing the

lens. A pinhole is now made in a small piece of metal

—

ferrotype plate will do—which will slip into the position
previously occupied by the piece of around glass. Thie pin-
hole may be illuminated by a small flame—even a candle
answers well. Electric filament lamps are unsuitable, as it

is difficult to get the filament opposite the pinhole.
As the emerging beam is parallel we can measure it in

any convenient plane, and to do this we need a strip or
disc of ground glass at least as wide as the lens hood. On
placing this in contact with the hood or front cell of the lens
we see a brightly illuminated circle, of which the diameter
can be marked in pencil on the ground glass to be measured
with a rule at leisure. If the whole series of stops has to be
checked it is a good plan to start marking the diameters
from one pencil mark, that is to say that when the diameter
of / 8 has been marked on the ground glass, the left-hand
mark should be moved up to one edge of, say, the fjW open-
ing, so that only one fresh mark is necessary. This obviates
all risk of confusion at a later stage.

It need hardly be pointed out that those accustomed
to use the metric system will find it advantageous to dis-
regard the makers' desipation of the focal length and to
work throughout in millimetres.

)

CHROMIUM INTENSIFICATION WITH
CHLOROCHROMATES.

iincATioK with chromium, which was ftnt pointed oat

' Kder, has been the sabject of various papera pablisbsd by

bomp Pip«T and Cameyie*. Sellors', Wslbome Piper*. «nd.

reecntly, by Boliiamle;'. The (ormida for chromium

sdroeated by these various writers coasist in

of a solation of potassium bl(4iromate willi ths addition

n|c qnantiti*^ of hTdrorhlorir !wi<l, or in tbe use of a

of chromic arid containin(( an alkalias chloride.

protMs take* place in %mo stage*. In the first the

is treated by one of the abore-mentioiMd baths, and in

this image is developed with an energetic developcr

<adt aa diamidoplisaol and soda sal{Aiit« or meiol-faydro-

'•as, fWvslopaisat batng doos after a washing saSciefit for

omoral ti all tnets o( solsfale <-hr>miaai cxnnpound.

The advant^ss whieh this method of iataasifieation pos-

««**M over tb* ptotmses commonly u^d eoaaist in Hm possi-

bility ol progrsasive intenttficstion by mssns of a tocoesaioa

'>f Th« twoifold operation* oi treatment with the acid bichromate

.on and daricaning in the developer, and ia tb* almost non-

,.>..<>nous characl«r ol the chemicals employsd. The serie* of

operations can be carried oat withoot appreciably affecting the

transpareBcy of the image and without producing any residual

«oloarcd log, so tfmt the resalt of four soeeesaive applica-

tions ol the iniensifier allow* ol obtaining a degree ol iatenst-

Aoktian greater than that givsn by the other processes, and, at

the same time, highly permanent in its rMsks.

The varioas writer* by whom the process has been studied

r««ognised the neceMity of using a small and exactly

'rtionad quantity ol hydrochlorvr acid': if the proportion

le hydrochloric acid is too great, the image bleaches In

Hie Mknma/tm bath, bat there is no intcnrnficatton produced

Wf tesataMMl with the derdopsr. A resell ol tlUs kind may

-vifew," JW. »•«. «. P M».

Jd*i—I af Wilmmiliy." I9M. p. lOMu

JasmU tt rke*a«npfcT." 1907. p. i.

' ifaal," int. Re. 1. p. U.
.„ wi^aiBll lb* UMomint >Wl* M lkB< gMiis lb*
t-W**«. lAOvwM: br'rorhlefle Mld.|-M - 10 d«(.

;

. . r'^rHi>! Mibi—111, ifi p«ria.

1 >!••

be ascribed to the redissolving of the chromium compounds in
l\xh exce** ol acid.

It may be assumed that the active intensifying agent is a
definite combination of hydrochloric acid and bichromate.
Piper and C«rn«gie* have explained the process on t^ theory
of the formation of potasiiium chlorochromate. a powerful
oxidising agent.,which, according to these exp«Timentei», con-
verts part of the silver into silver chloride, and fixes chromium
on the otiier portion. Bothamley assumes that tJie silver of
the image reduces the potassium bichromate in presence of
hrdrorhloric acid and give* rise to the lorroAtion of chromium
•esquioside, which forms chromic chromate with excess of
bKftiromate. Nevertheless, no experimental proof of these views
ol the process has been forthcuming, and hitherto the com-
position of tile intctisified image has not been known.
We have observed that poUssium chlorochromate (a definite

compcmnd) dissolved in water without addition of hydro-
chloric acid form* a good intensifier of silver images. This
observation has led us to undertake a study of chpomaum
intensification, using chlorochromates in place of the mixture
of bichromate and hyiirocbloric acid. In the present paper we
have sought to set forth the results ai our observations on the
following points :

—

A. The snbstitution ol potassium chlorochromate for a
mixture of potassium bichromate and hydrochloric acid in the
intensification of silver images.

The suitability of other chlorochromates and of analogous
compounds containing bromine in place of chlorine for this

process.

B. The theory of intensification with these tubetances aad
the composition of the intensified images.

Preparation of Chlorochromates.
We have prepared the potassium, sodium, and ammonium

salts by evaporating a strong solution of the corresponding

bichromate with a quantity of hydrochloric acid calculated

(•) 1 b« " Anatcor Pbotofimpbar," 190<, toI. 40, p. J99.
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according to the following equation, wh«re M represents the

metal—sodium, potassium, or ammonium.

CrOs<OM /CM
O + 2HC1 = 2 Cr O2/ + Hj O

Cr O2 < O M ^Cl

There are obtained in this way dark brown solutions which,

wlhen sufficiently concentrated, jield the chlorochi-omates in

the crystalline form on cooling.

The iKjtassium salt ciystallises readily in fine prismatic

yields of brijliant orange-red colour, much more soluble in hot

water than in cold.

The sodium salt is exceedingly soluble in cold wat«r. It is

hygroscopic, and crystaUises only with great difficulty.

The ammonium salt is appreciably more soluble than the

potassium salt. It crystallises easily on cooling a hot con-

centrated solution, separating in fine scales of brilliant orange-

red colour. These three compounds, which correspond witHi

the genenal formula

Cr O2 < O M
CI

possess the 'same intensifying properties as the solution of

potassium bicliromate and hydrochloric acid. A solution of 3

per cent, strength serves for the intensification of plates, and

one of 2 per cent, strength for intensifying paper prints.

It is remarkable that the potassium salt loses its intensify-

ing properties after having been recrystallised in water, \\'lhilst

the ammonium salt retains them. This phenomenon is prob-

ably explained by the fact tliat the potassium salt is much

less soluble than the ammonium salt, and requires for its re-

crystallisation a larger quantity of water. It may be supposed

that the potassium salt is hydrolised according to the following

equation :

/ 0K\ CrOa <o K
21 CrOo / I -f H2O = o + 2HC1
V \C1 / CrO.2 <oK

whilst the ammonium salt is not dissociated in this way.

If in the preparation of chlovochromate we use hydTobromic

acid in place of hydrocliloric acid, we obtain a dark bro-wni

solution which gives oft bromine, and which leaves, on cooling,

reddish brown crystals. These ciystals, after separating and

drying, were found to have no action on the silver image.

Their composition Bias not been detennined.

Theory of Intensification.

The preceding reactions may be explained by assuming that

through th^ reducing action of the silver image the first stage

of the process leads to the formation of a double chromite of

silver and an alkaline metal, together with silver chloride,

which is reduced to metallic silver by tihe redeveloper. These

reactions may be represented by the following equation :

-051 /OM
(1) Ci-0.2 < + 2.\g = CrO.2 < + AgCl

\C1 ^Ag

(2) AgCl -t- H -f- Na.2S0a = NaHSOs + NaCl -f Ag

We have confirmed the absence of soluble silver from the

chromium solution after intensification. The mixture of

double chromite and silver chloride which would constitute the

image on the completion of the first stage of the process is of

brownish colour. This colour becomes more and more pro-

nounced las the intensifying process is repeated, for the reason,

no doubt, that tflie proportion of chromic compound increases,

whilst the quantity of silver chloride is reduced. According to

the equations given above, the image, after the first intensi-

fication, contains only half of the original silver in the metallic

state. On a second application of the chlorochromate this half

of tihe silver is again converted into double chromite and silver

chloride. The silver chloride is reduced for the second time

to the metallic state, the residual silver thus representing only

one-quarter of that originally present.- It will thus be iseen

that each successive intensification reduces by one-half the

quantity of silver contained in the image in the metallic state.

and tJiat after five successive intensifications this proportion o'

silver will have become so greatly reduced (to 1-32) that it is no
longer susceptible to a further increase of density. These-

results may be shown graphically by setting oft the numbei-
Total Silver of Image.

12 i 4 5 G J
of intensifications as abscissse and the proportion of silver con-

tained in the image after each operation, either as double-

chromites and as metallic silver as ordinates. The total

quantit}' of silver contained in the image remains the same.

In the diagram tjie silver in the form of double chromite

shown by the curve A A : the metallic silver reduced in com -

of intensification and redevelopment is shown by the cur\

B B. The figures 1, 2, 3 ... 6 indicate the number of sue

cessive intensifications.

Analysis of the Intensified Image.
We have determined the composition of the intensified image

by working on two series of plates which were subjected to

two and six intensifications respectively in order to compare
the quantities of chromium fixed in the two cases. After

further washing, the gelatine lilra was detached from the glass

and ignited, to destroy all organic matter. The residue was dis-

solved in boiling nitric acid and the silver in this isolutdoin de-

termined as chloride and the chromium as sesquioxide. It

was found that the total quantity of silver was practically the
'

same in the two series, whilst the ratio of the quantity of

chromium to the quantity of silver increased appreciably with

the number of intensifications. The following were the results,

obtained :

—

I

Ratio of the quantity of Chromium
and Silver contained in the Image.

Chromium, Cr per cent.

Silver, Ag per cent

After Two
Intensifications.

33-3

fi6 6

After Six
Intensifications

.

58-5

41-5

With the object of confirming the coi-rectness of the theory

which has been set forth in tlie pi-eceding paragraphs, we pro- ;

pose to extend these analytical determinations by working on
pure finely-divided silver, subjecting it to a series of successive

treatments with chlorodhToraate, and thus determining the-

composition of the products which are formed before and after

treatment with the developer.

Conclusions.

1. The alkaline chlorocliromates serve as intensiflers of silver 1

images similarly to alkaline bichromates with addition of

hydrochloric acid or chromic acid in presence of alkaline-

chlorides.

2. THie use of chlorocliromates allows of fixing 'by a series

of successive treatments, followed by redevelopment, increas-

ing quantities of chromium up to' a limit which appears to be-

reached after six successive treatments.

3. The quantity of chromium which can thus be fixed after

six successive treatments is greater than the total quantity of

silver forming the image. The latter appears to remain

constant.

A. and L. Lumiere and A. Seyewetz.
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FROM STUDIO TO HOME PORTRAITURE.
[The title of this article baa a two-fold tignificance, since the contribution ia one which represents the views and working methods
of one of the leading professional photographers of Fifth Avenue, New York, namely, Mr. Charles H. Davis, in practising his art

of portraiture away from the studio. Unfortunately it is not possible to reinforce the advice given by Mr. Davis in the way of re-

producing the beautiful examples of his work in home portraiture which accompany his notes in the " Photographic Journal of

America." There the reproductions show the eflfecta obtainable by a master of studio portraiture in the more difficult circumstances

of littera' homea.

—

Em. " B. J."

V new vLita is opening for the portrait photographer. N«w

;>i>ortuait:ee, new •cenee and new conditions await mtrj

excursion into homes, offioea or garden* for the porpoee of

making portraiU. The rogue of likeneases made in other

pUoea than stodka with akylighta is a growing one and ia

already beccooing a dstinct departure or branch of the

portraitist's work. Thia is being demonstrated beyond

qntston by the fact that some leading proiessiooal* are

devctmg ther entire attention to this dais of work and

est«bli»hing succeedol and growing biuinesM* in tliis line

alone. Thia makes the consideration of the subject * very

interesting one. It is a branch of work that requires epeeial

training, involves disappointments and heartbuminfi, silong

with the many unique and beautiful results thst may be pro-

duced. It is tlie part ol wisdom to consider the difficulties

carefully, as well as to examine one's mU ngoroosly for the

qualities th*t make for its aoocessful proaeoation. It is

unwise to imsgine that the work is sasy ; for it is not Com-

pared with It, portraiture under • skylight is child's play. It

used to be said that no operator (for lack of a better word)

rould go under a strange light and produoe the beat results ; or,

, n otbar vonls, he would have to become aoeastomed to the

.rymg conditions there before be could ftad himself and make

uiuform lightings and correctly exposed negatives. If this be

troe—and it ia largely so—how much more difBcnlt it certainly

must be to go constantly into strange places and do soceesaful

work.

The factors, therefore, first of all, mast be knasJadga.

wedded to experience, with a large amoont of dMcrimiaatioB

and tact, resourcefulness, close obsacration, ingenuity.

i.atiaace and common sense. Given these qualities, as well a*

complete photographic education, politeness, suavity and

te, there is nothing to prevent succcsn

rhese qualifications seam exbsnstive, but it will be found

Aat the aaooeasful ones poasssa most of then. Without these

qualities I should adrtaa tba taeognition of one's limitations,

and continue to w«>rk in the studio, for a laige meaanre of

snooeas will only come to those whose personal endewmeat and

ability equip them te master ttie difficu'ties and disappoint-

menU with uliich the patli is so plentifully beset. In passing,

let us note that patience and a capacity for hard work ar»

largely matters of seU-control. These qualities are very neces.

sary, and may be cultivated. I speak from experience, and
know. I have been lauded by clients for infinite patience, but

I know in my own heart that I have little ol this quality ; but
with determined aaU-«ontrol I have prodneed tba impnasion
of having it, and parimps this amounts to the same Aing.

hnrthar qoalifieation which is very important is the ability

to poaa dia fignra gracefully and give due attention to the

arrangSMsnt of the hands. If the charm of home settings is

to be preserved, the figure must be dhnwn. Hie environment
found in the home will make the picture interesting and
valuable.

The phraae "home portraiture" should mean something
-I'ire than merely a portrait made at the patron's home. It

ould msan something beyond the stersotjped hsad and bast
reprssentation wliich has bsoome the m*iot type of portrait

pRMlnced by the rank and file of the photographic profeesion.
This style of portraiture has degenerated until it has now

become a sort of map of the sitter's features, often freakishly

and spottily lighted by electric additions to daylight, eome-
times over-obscured or befuddled by the misuse of soft-focus

lenses, and further distorted by curiously wrought back-
grounds supposed to imitate the masterpieces of portrait

painting, but really doing violence to their memories and
traditions. Since tihis style took possession of some of our
high-priced specialists, a sort of picture has prevailed that
may be made anywhere, and is actually produced in any old
place, and it is a sort of portraiture that does not reflect a
large amount of credit upon the maker or lead to a higher
plane of work. The writer hopes^ through the growing vogue
of "home po/traiture,'' to see a return to sanity in picture-
making, and more use of the figure, and once more behold a
product that shall not only portray the subjects as they are,

but shall, in addition, give them the individuality of their
own surroundings. Thus Mr. A.'s portrait shall become quite
different from that of his neighbour's, so that Mr. B.'s
portrait, when perchance they exchange, will not be identical
evcept for a difference in physiognomy. In short, let us make
pictursa of people at their homes that shall proclaim them to
be at home and at ease among their own individual things.
With this desirable feature in view, the folly of always

putting the subject in a predetermined pose or fitting them
into a cerUin s^le of li(^ting becomes quite apparent.
My outfit for outside work consists of a 10 by 8 standard

make of camera, called "home portrait " by the manufacturer.
It usee double holders for plates or films. It is very light,
and all the movements, which comprise double swing back and
rising and falling front, are quickly and conveniently made by
thumbscrews. There is also provision for adjusting the entire
frcnt sidewise on the base. The bellows is square, and the
front board is large. I use a Thomton-l'ickard roller-
blind shutter with positive cable release. Hiis shutter can be
set for time or instantaneous, and is absolutely reliable, and
makes little noese. Mine is attached at the back of the lens
onUide of the camera, and is removed and placed inaide for
carrying.

The whole packs closely and is carried in a oaM> with three
holders, and lens. For additional holders I have a separate
case. The entire outfit when closed for carrying is in three
part»-camera, plate^jolder case and tripod. The holder case
IS earned by a shoulder-strap, leaving the hands free for
camera and tripod.

There are very convenient but expensive home portrait ont-
fiU on the market. The length of one's purse must regulate
this outlsy. It pays to own a convenient and well-made outfit,
and the purchase of such is really an investment. Besides,
your client is impressed by a good-looking appaiwtue.

I use a standard centre-leg tripod of wood that folds com-
psctly. This style of tripod is rigid, can be raised and
lowered, has a tilting top, is readily moved about, and will
sUnd anywhere securely. The character of the tripod is of
the greatest importance. Much time and temper are lost with
the ordinary folding type. It slips at the most inopportune
moment, or when engrossed with the subject a chance move-
ment may trip one leg, with disastrous results not oaly to

one's own feelings and temperament, but to those of the sitter.

Than all has to be done over again. If the camera has not
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haea smashed <xr otheir minor damage done, much damage has

accrued to othea- things concerned. Not only Ihas one's own

equanimity been upset along with the camera, but the subject's

alre«uiy tense feelings are tightened, and there is, to say the

least, the devil to pay. Consequently, a few dollars invested

in the centre-pillax, spreading-leg, adjustable tilting-top

variety are well spent, for such a tripod will stay put and

remain constant upon the smoothest wax-polished flooi'—where

perhaps angels fear to tread. So mudh for tranquillity and

certitude. This type is manufactured by at least two diffei-ent

•ooncems.

As to the lens, for all-round use I have found a Cooke

Series VI., 10 by 8, 13-iiidi focus, f/5.6 the most satisfactory

for home portrait work. The focal length is not ideal—

a

longer focus would be an improvement in many ways—but as

one has to consider limited working spaces or carry several

lenses, the above seems to be the most desirable. It gives a

minimum of distortion even on large heads, and it has

brilliancy, ample speed, and, if wanted, critical definition.

Not even the Hun makeo-s, perfect as their products are, Ihave

anything on the English Cooke ; in truth, I am confident that

it is quite an unequalled product. Of course, a battery of con-

vertible anastigmats would be the critesrion of luxurious per-

fection, but this again involves an extra weight to caii-y, and

I have been in few situations where I felt the need of anything

beside my perfect Cooke, which gives, in addition to its

exquisite definition, a range of diffusion tfhat enables one to

verge on soft-focus effects with every degree between that and

positive sharpness. This lens is provided with attachments

for cords, enabling one to regulate the diffusion while observ-

ing the ground glass ; and this I find in practical use a very

desirable feature. There are plenty of good lenses, however,

and more depends on the user than is generally recognised by

those of scant experience. The American-made Velostigmat,

8 by 10, f/4.5, is well spoken of, and its 12-inclh focus is satis-

factory. I would not advise a shorter focus lens. An inctti or

two more will give far lovelier results, as the perspective is less

violent.

I am usually provided with plates or films for eighteen

exposures, and, ii necessary, an extra package of plates or

films, which can always be changed on the spot in any dark

•closet in the home. I do not find a «afe light necessary for

changing. In addition to the above, I always carry a twenty-

five foot length of strong cord, about a half-dozen spaing

clothes-pins, a few brads and small nails, and a few sheets of

white tissue paper. I always find a reflector in a isQieet at the

home, and unless . I know beforehand that the walls of the

home are impossible photographically, I never carry any sort

of a background. Thus equipped, I generally am able to secure

satisfactory results.

Wihile on the subject of equipment 'and materiads I wish to

record the fact that the new portrait films are ideal for home

work. They possess qualities besides lightness and freedom

from breakage. Halation is reduced to tihe minimum, and

they seem to ihave both latitude and speed. They aire coated

with a very superior emulsion. It is to be hoped that the

present high prices for them may be somewhat reduced in the

future. This is the principal objection to their more general

use.

I do not carry or recommend the use of an electric light

except in emergency cases. It savours too much of taking the

studio to the home. Aji adequate equipment for artificial

lighting would need a truck or at least an automobile. The

use of electric lights is probably the heason for much of the

hard and oontraety home work we see displayed. It is well to

supplement daylight by aartifici-al, but I do not find in practice

that it is necessary to carry an electric equipment. The new
flash lamps seem to be successful, but cumbersome. A good
open flaslh that spreads along a channel of metal and sets off

by a trigger and cap is occasionally very useful. Employed
with skill, its results axe good. I have often helped out with

a small flash, and no tnKe of its use can be found in the nega-

tive. Of course, it must always be fired so that no direct light

from it can enter the lens. A lamp of this kind is very in-

expensive, and can be carried in the pocket.

The figure should be made to play a more important part

in home portraits, giving them real value as human docu-

ments, and it sttiould usually be possible with the sitter "at
home" to include something of their surroundings, something

suggesting the subject to their intimate friends, who are the

ultimate recipients of personal photogi-aphs.

There can be no doubt regarding the tremendous advantage

this growing opportunity presents to the photographer who
is alive to its great possibilities and able to surmount the

diSiculties. Always confronted with new conditions, new sur-

roundings and new light effects, he should give fuU play tn

his originality, and produce work of infinite variety and diarm,

reflecting the changed conditions rather than seeking to knock

every portrait and condition down to tihe dead level of studio

mediocrity and sameness. He is no longer bound and
trammelled by a skylight and its few changes of lighting effects

—by a few pieces of furniture and accessories that must be

used again and again, day after day, until, dispose them as

he may, they appear and reappear in his work ad nausean\.

He has at ihand a great vaa-iety of accessories and furniture all

waiting to be fitted into his portraits, which, if employed

judiciously, and recorded with simple truth and beauty, will

make his work instinct with life and character and give it

those indefinable qualities which differentiate each person

from every other, which may be summed up in the single

expression of " personalitj.''

I venture to advise tihat any dJsarrangement of furniture,

curtains, or pictures be religiously restored just as found. The
housewife and her servants \vill appreciate your care and
thoughtfulness.

In proceeding to make negatives, the first thing that should

be guarded against is a violent or contrasty lighting. The
sitter should be placed at some distance from the window,
certainly six or eight feet, sometimes more, depending on the

area of the window. If the window receives the direct light of

the sun it should be covered with white tissue paper. A few

pieces of gummed paper should always be carried, as it is very

useful to fasten the tissue together and suspend it in the

window. A good trick is to pull down the window shade and
attach the tissue to it. By the simple process of allowing the

shade to go up to its full extent the tissue will be carried up
smoothly and the window covered. If the light is very

brilliant it is a wise plan to interpose an additional tissue

paper screen between the window and the sitter. This may
be fastened to a stick or a broom handle, and there is generally

someone willing to hold it where wanted. A small clothes-

horse from the kitchen will be found useful for this purpose

By this screen the light on the sitter can be toned, regulated

and controlled. Letting a little light shoot in behind this

screen will give a beautiful roundness. In case a Rembrandt

or edge lighting is desired, the screen may be increased in

opacity by a newspaper so that the light can be manipulated

perfectly and the screen will still pass enough light to avoid

hard shadows. It wiH be found that the tissued window

diffuses the light very greatly and becomes the source of light.

Use a reflector, but do not overdo it. A sheet held by a

member of the family or supported on a cord fastened across
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the room is sati&facton-. When no aftsistant is at hand, or no
one can be impre«««d, I use a long cord (which I always
carry), fastened to any convenient object at each end. The
sheet may be suspended just where needed by the use of

spring clothes-pins. The reflector is a real necessity nearly

always, though many spota may be found, such as a comer
with windows on each aide admitting lig^t of different degrees

•>f strength. One window is sure to be brighter than the other,

and if this condition is taken advantage of the subject gets a

round lighting with soft lAiadows without a reflector. Here
enters th» faculty of obserration and of adapting one's aelf to

conditions.

In working in homes it is always best to select a room with
tight decoratioBS, a* the general illumination of the apartment
IS greatly enhaitced by the reflections from light walk. It is

frequently possible, under light decorative conditions, to avoid
the uM of a reflector. Sometimes a pier mirror is available as

a reflector, and aa this gives greater brilliancy, one moat be
on one's guard against unpWaiant double lighting efle<-ts. A
mirror reflects maoh more light than a white doth, con-

sequently it most be kept farther away bom the sitter.

MThen a movable mirror is available many attractive varia-

tions on the simple portrait may be mmde Iqr its use. Mirror

pictures are justly popoW with the ladies, «nd if the subject

admita of a profile as well as a front or three-quart«r-faoe poae,

very pictoreeqae and beautiful results may be produced. Tlie

mirror can be so placed that the reflected image is nearly in

the same plane aa the face proper, thus getting a altarp

reflected image. Sometimes it is pleaatng to let the reflection

b« only aa accessory in the picture, in which case it is admis-

sible for it to be out of focus to a certain extent, lite head
ntar be poaed often withoat much regaid to the reflection, pro-

ducing an intaresting and plaaaing smbH. Often it may be

isceaaary to reduce the lens apirrture ooiuiderably in order to

make both images reasonably Aarp, and onleaa the lifkt is

•buulant this involves a longer expoanxe, with danger of

aovament. I advise experiment with a mirror to find jnet

. the right angle to bring both images into focus at full opening,

eipoaares, or the ahortMt poaai^, *re alway* advan-

in order to record good ezpreaiiona.

Cam mu«t be taken to avoid the iadnaion of nnplcMant
jscta in the miiror. This can be ovrroome, however, by
ftving a pUtn cloth of almost any colour bold where the

will reflect it with the sitter, bat the tone of the back-

abown in the mirror sh<nild be a distinct contnet for

best effect. For mirrors on walla, oval ahapes are the

deairable, becaose thry are not noticeably altered in

shape by the poaition of the camera. A very a'.tractive effect

may be prodneed by placing aocii a mirrcr about three feet

from the window on the same wall. By manipulating a aheet

diagonally in front of the window onongh light is thrown upon
the sitter to give a beautiful effect. In making this sort of a
pietore the other window* in the room can b« used to give

general iBnmination. The lens must be carefully acreened to

prevent any direct licht reaching the plate and producing fog.

Always bear in mind Aat the len* is also a window, and that

It is easy to get more light than picture on the plate.

In conclusion, let me say that in the well-nigh aniveraal

gradgrind of oar profsasion of photography there is too great

a tendency to do tilings in the eaaicst way. It is, aa before

mentioned, mneh naipWr to avoid fignra poaea and to blot oat
(scrape oat) nndeairable backgrounds aad pnt in othan by die

Tni ExKiox QvurrsatT of Meur< Hooi^tons. Ltd., which is

jost -ssafd, in iu addteas to dealer*, strikes s confident note of the
fatnre of the British photographic apparatus trsde, even while it

arks for patience on Ills part of dealers and a reco((nition of the

diAcahiai of lbs ti«e. The little journal invites dealers to make

use of the giroand-gla&s substitute and stump work, creating

something that is false, inappropriate, and absolutely in-

artistic, and the defence is that the customer likes it. It is

infinitely better to find a suitable place for the portrait in the

home and leave the natural result untouched, for by so doing

not only is the portrait made appropriate, pleasing and
artistic, but the result is achieved without additional labour

and expense—surely a consummation devoutly to be wished.

But—and here comee the rub !—this involves care, painstaking

skill and resourcefulness on the part of the photographer.

These desirable qualities should be more generally cultivated.

I hope that this may be realised through the production of

figure portraits in the home, for by just these virtues are

better pictures to be made.

Furthermore, I believe in educating the client as well as

ourselves. Let us in our studios emulate the example of a

famoua printing house said to do the best catalogue printing

in America. In the anteroom through which visitors and

customera must pass are exhibited in show oases many
examples of early masterpieces of printing. This exhibit, eays

Henry Lewis BuUen, a great printing expert and authoritj-,

createa an Mpecfancy of quality and lends dignity to the

printing hottse. If we photographeirs would collect and display

maaterpiecey of drawing, painting and sculpture, done by

photography and in plaster, of faultless and recognised merit,

would not they have a similar effect on tnx customers and

visitors T It would at least tend to show that we had ideals,

and in educating the customer we would likevi-ise educate

"

ourselves, making easier of accomplisnment many things wa

now paaa over as quite too much trouble to be considered. It

haa been well said that if we are to do beautiful things we

must live in an atmosphere of beauty and refinement, so that

our habit of thought tends that way. A beautiful environment

has a potent influence on workers of every degree. The mind

thus becomes educated, and better work is the unconscious

reault. Let lu have ideals, and work toward them.

Home portraiture is an avenue of eaoape from the hum-

drum stereotypee of the studio. I^t us therefore graep these

delightful opportunities and try to accomplish more original

and beaut.fnl result*. Every sitting in the home is an advon-

tura, fraught with wonderful possibilities. The way is an

untrammelled one. Keep your minds open for new effect*.

S«« with your minds more than with your eyes, and your

re*ulu will often surprise yourselves. These things are of

viul interest to those among the profession who hope to see

the photogtmidiic portrait business carried on proaperously and

pleawirably by aU who are engaged in honest endeavour.

Wherever home pf^rtraiture fails to be honoured and sought

after and well paid for, the canae ia to be found in the limita-

tions of the photographers themselves. Home portraiture is

an art that requires intelligence and ability above the average

to make it really .uocessfol. The mechaaics and prooeesea of

the art are very efficient, and there ia no eeeret as to method*

;

iU failure is in those who use the machinery and methods.

The route to eminence is throu^ the atady of inspiring works

of art. There is no other way. RudoH Eickemeyer achieved

his great repuUtion and incidentally hie great collection of

medals and other honours by persistent application, study and

hard work. Edison says that " genius is 10 per cent, inspira-

tion and 90 per cent. p««piration " ; in other words, the

capacity for taking infinite pains.

Cnxnuu H. Datm.

the personal acquaintance of Mr. Stanley Houghton, now the firm's

sain manogiT. and it gives acme examples of the dintinctive and

attractive advertising which Messrs. Houghtons are using in Ui*

lay Pre** in accordance with their progfaaime of popularising

Ensign photography.
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PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[Previoua articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, hia

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Fob. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture CFeb. 14).

Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21).

About the Reception Room (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).
More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).
Mounts and Mounting (May 23).
Business Methods (May 30).
Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).
Something about Lenses (June 20).
Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).
The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).
Plates and Their Work (July 11).
Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

WORKSHOP JOBS.

The photographer whose lines are cash in a small town cannot

afford to specialise in any one branch of work, but has to be

prepared to undertake any commission which comes in his

way. In London and most of the great centres there are

specialists in photography as there are in medicine, engineer-

ing, ' ^.onitecture, and these keep pretty strictly to their

own lines. The man who has attained a position as a delinea-

tor of society beauties does not seek a job to photograph the

interior of a factory, while the technical man who is au fait

in engineering and architectural work keeps equally aloof

from making flattering portraits. The " country mouse" has,

however, to be a good all round photographer, for he cannot

afford to decline jobs which may make all the difference be-

tween a bare struggle for existence and comparative comfort.

This being so, he must pay great attention to what I may
call the minor technics of his work, for on these his success

in branches other than portraiture must mainly depend. To
be a successful portraitist, a man must have natural genius,

but for technical work the genius that arises from " an infinite

capacity for taking pains " is the kind required.

Factory and workshop photography, comprising interiors

and exteriors of buildings, as well as single machines and
other constructions, is a class of work which every general

practitioner is called upon to do from time to time, and if the

prints are to compare on equal terms with those made by
specialists, a considerable amount of study as to the best

apparatus and conditions required will be necessary. The
photographer nmst also be able to point out to his clients in

advance whether certain photographs can be attempted with
any reasonable chance of success, but must not put difficulties

in the way unnecessarily. I have always found customers of

this class very reasonable to deal with, and ready to accept

any suggestion which may lead to a successful issue, much
heartburning being avoided by having a clear understanding
before starting on exposures.

To give a clearer idea of what I mean, I will suppose that
an engineer sends for me and says that he wants a series of

views of his workshops taken. My first action would be to ask
him to come round the building, and to point out what were
the especial features of interest in each department, and the
angle which it was desired to include. Also, I should at this

stage arrange if possible for any touching up or preparation
of such articles as would be improved 'by a little judicious
"faking." This should, if possible, be arranged before the

actual time fixed for the work, so that the photographer need
not waste valuable time while these preliminaries are being
attended to. The client will often be willing to remove benches
or even small pfeces of machinery if they would interfere with
a good view of the shop as a whole. Windows may require
blocking up, and sometimes the machinery itself may require

a little treatment such as dulling bright parts, painting other
parts a lighter colour, and general tidying up.
Extremely wide-angled views should be avoided if possible,

as the unnatural-looking perspective which results is often

very unsatisfactory. Wheels which should be circular appear
elliptical, while cylinders assume shapes which no engineer

would tolerate. If, however, such views have to be made, care

must be taken so to choose the point of view that these effects

are reduced to a minimum. It must always be remembered
that artistic effects of light and shade are not appreciated in

commercial work if they exist at the expense of detail, and,

therefore, one must be careful to give full exposures so that

no large expanses of unfilled shadow are left in the negative.

An exposure meter is a great help to the inexperienced, and
as the standard tint takes rather too much time in most work-
shop interiors, it is advisable to use a "studio" or "snap-
shot " dial by means of which a test can be made in a reason-

able time. Many years ago a very experienced technical photo-

grapher, Mr. J. A. Harrison, who had himself been an

engineer, devised a little camera on the photo-button model,

using one inch squares of the same brand of plates which
were to be used for the large negatives. The lens had an
aperture of f/4, and the exposures were developed in the

camera. This was a perfect exposure meter, but. somewhat
cumbrous as compared with the modern instruments.

The lenses should be carefully selected, and anastigmatsj

will be found preferable not only on account of their superior
j

marginal definition, but because it is easier to arrange the

view on the screen at, say, /'/8 than it is at /'/16, which is the

maximum aperture of the older types of wide-angle lenses.

The final focussing should be done with as small an aperture,

as convenient, and it is helpful to have a card or two printed]

in bold type which can be held in different places by anl

assistant, so as to be sure that everything is well in focus. Aj
focussing eye-piece is generally desirable, and the focussing!

cloth should be ample in size, and quite opaque, so as to makeJ
the most of the feebly-lighted image. It it be found impossible I

to get sufficient depth, the definition at the farther end ofj
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tlif room should be (arrificed rather than that in the fore-

ground, as this ^ves a much better effect in the print. As a

role, a rather high standpoint should be chosen, the lens being

«ix or seven feet from the floor. This gives a better general

view, and prevents on« machine or article from blocking out

.iiother. It also allows of a larger aperture being used, as it

necessitates the camera being tilted down to include the fore-

ground : then, as the top of the camera back has to be swung
owiirarr/i to rectify the vertical lines, it helps to bring the

foreground into focus, exactly the reverse eOect of that

obtained when pointing the lens upward, which necessitates

the use of the smallest stops. The high position also mini-

misM the neceaaitjr for raising the front—a rather important

advantage when using a wide-angle lens to the limit of its

capacity.

As the exposures a*« necessarily long, it is advisable to use

rapid plates, as it make* a consideral)le difference in a day's

^rork, whether ten minutes or half-an-hour is needed for eadi
exposure. In well-lighted sho|>s it is often possible to get

•sporares short enou^ to include the workmen at their

imirfaes or lathes, the exposures being then anything from
15 seconds to a minute. A flashlight fired at the end of such

an exposure will often greatly improve a rather dark fore-

grpund without interfering with the gaaeral daylight effect.

Plates should always be backetl, and if there are any windows
'directly facing the camera thev uliould, if possible, be covered

part of the exposure. This can oftan be done from the
if by hointing a sheet on a couple of poles.

It may be thought that the for«-i;<>ing instructions seem to

rend rather in the direction of fuiuiiiess, but nothing that will

help to secure a good result should b« overlooked. It is the

man who walks in and takes the place " just as it is " who
run* the risk of havini; his work turT>ed d«wn. Circumstaneea

may be favourable, and the job may turn out well without

much trouble, but it is in difficult work that a leimtatioii can

be made, especially if another photographer has previously

failed.

As a rule, the prints should be made on glossy paper, as

not only does it show detail better, but the surface keeps

cleaner. Personally, I still prefer P.O. P. for such work,

toning to a good purple black. It is also easier to shade and

fake in printing, as the effect can be seen while printing is

in progress. For reproduction glossy bromide is often re-

quired, and for some negatives is to be preferred, as softer

prints can be obtained by giving full ex]>osure and short

development. This may give a bad colour to look at, but one

which will reproduce well. Despite a general impression to

the contrary, hard or brilliant prints are not required for

process work. The engraver can modify the contrast to a con-

siderable extent, but he cannot supply black patches with

detail.

A point which is often overlooked is that, as the size of a

direct negative is increased, the difficulty of securing adequate

depth of focus is increased in a greater proportion. This is

easily realised if we consider what is done every day with

the Uttle fixed focus cameras with apertures of about /'/12.

The photographer who works a 15 >< 12 camera will find that

he hardly gets equal depth at f/64. I had recently to make
a series of 15 x 12 prints showing men at work, some of them
fairly close to the camera, and others far away ; fIfA was
impossible ; therefore, I used a half-plate camera fitted with

a 4-in. lens, and secured sharp negatives at /'/22. When
enlarged to 15 " 12, the general sharpness was far better than

that which could have been obtained in any other way.

Pbacticus.

HOW TO INCREASE PRODUCTION AND REDUCE SELLING
PRICES OF PHOTO-ENGRAVING.

A pa{Mr read befuic the CoavenUoa o( the .Vmrricaa Pholo- Engravers' V<«ocialion, Jane 20, 1919.)

L

'Wi 4r* «lt in bnsineM to make « profit, and it >• a tacit utumpliun
tti.1t vn mnat maintain at leant the saaw proAl if w* reduce tb«

. if the m^nnfttm praifc is ael to be greatw
. > in iilllif iaereasiag pfodnctioa or rednring

- i pnoe, nalaas tha pkokMOgravrr waala to beosAt his kind

bj I'mviding aboadaoee o( eag^aving witkeat hope of soy rxirs

few*H (or bis rtlortt.

Highly profitab'.r businesses ran be dividad into two kinds, liia

ouBMMOB object prodoced ia huge voloma and the ratreniely rsre

object which has a nonopoly value becaaas of ile acarrity. The
Ford motorcar ia an atamp'.a of the first, flscanse al its qaaBtity

prodoetioa the proOla are large, altha«^ (be highest wages are

pai'l aad Iha beat OMteriat ia used. The proAls on aadk Machina
are prohaUy not proportionately so moeb ae on the RolU-Royce

car, bat ia tite aggragata they are enonMos. Tie other type of

profitable booiaws is Iha anliqae dealer, who, if he haa a suitable

market, can •aO bis triasawa at a profit of thousanda per cent.

Now tiMT* ia no ehaace ol pJloto-engravinji OMBing into the latter

category, so we are roaftnad to seeing how nearly we can approach

the voltnae production type.

As 1 stated in my paper on "Technical Kequircraenta tm Profit-

aU* Photorograving," read at the St Louis Convention, the ftisl

oaecaiity for profKabta business ia p'.rnty, but oot too much, work

all the time. Ewry iwgiavsf kaowa that if he makes an average

profit with an average volaaM of work, when he doubles the vohane

hi* profits will increase mora tiian proportioDately : if he halves his

voiome, not only wi!I hia proAte vanish, bat a arrious loss be

lacorr^. Thi* xoitune nio«t tie evenly distriboted : where too much
work is a'.nKiat as bad aa not to have enoofh ; everybody it worried

to death, and work ia alien poor aa n iimMqiiiiH).

Daless we have volume, therefore, there is no ohanoe of reducing

or reducinit prices : if yon have volume both would be prac-

tiokble. How can the engraver get a bigger volume of work ? By

inducing further conaumption. How much further can consumption

be increased T and will the increased conaumplion be supplied by the

ftnaa alrMdy in the hivineaaT U not, that is it fresh firms are to

be laarted, there will be no inoreaaed volume for those already in

bwtnea^ and therefore the coat ti (vadnc4aon will remain the some.

It ia umJcw to talk about technical improvemenla or organisation

of staff onleai you have a volume of work that will enable you to

iiMtal lime-eaving methods and the very increase of work with a

•taff that is willing to co-opeiate wdl itself cause quicker methods

to be adopted. Eoonooiy in produolioa is almost entirely a question

id sdbdiv^Mm of labour and specsalisatioo, and this can only be

Ml naii|iliahiid where there ie a large voiome of work and a a(a£f of

spedidiaU to handle it in smaller and smaller stages.

It is unlikely that wo shall see specialisation of the vaiiooa fields

of photo-enffraviog and each firm undertaking only the work for

which they are exceptionally qualified. This might lead to a lower-

ii^ of ooat of prodoction, bat, as things are now, it is difficult to

ace that a very great lowering of cost can be expected. If we have

to handle M kinds of work well, all we can do ia to get men of

the highest akill, and endeavoor to see that they do their work in

the most efficient way—not a very easy thing, for a highly-skilled

man often \v»-jA* upon doing hi« work in his own way, however

waateiol, and if you want him to do it differently he is no longer

akilful, but tend* to spoil everything.

It ia no doubt possible a certain amount of extra production could

be obtaoied even by present methods if we had complete co-

operation of !itafr and willingness to speed up, but tJiis cannot be
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expected unless the men have some further incentive than thor

regular weekly wage, and tlierefore some extra payment for extra

product must be provided.

This is a, difficult thing to work out for ,photo-engraving, but,

nevertheless I believe it can be done, and, in fact, must be done

if we want to reduce costs of production. The men would have

to be guaranteed their regular wage in any event, and then all

over a certain standard of production -would be paid for extra, and

they should be allowed, or invited to have, some vojce in the fixing

of these rates ; that is, you must govern with the consent of the

goveanied. Their payments should take the form of cash, paid as

soon as possible after the work was completed, so that the in-

centive and the reward are not too far apart.

Careful track of costs must be kept if we are to know which kind

of production pays and which does not pay, so that the latter may
be eliminated. 0%'erbime must mot be worked without it being

distinctly understood that there is an extra charge, to cover its

cost. Duplicates should be encouraged. Cash payments must be

required, as long credits and bad debts are part of the present

cost of production.

As far as 1 can see, there is small prospect at present of coslts

of .production being reduced, but I have staAed what I think are

the necessary ccnditions. If these conditions can be complied with,

there is no reason why costs should not be lowered, and, if the

engravers wish to do it, sedUng prices rediuced ; not otherwise.

A. J. N.

THE BRITISH PHOTOGRAPHIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATION.

The following are extracts from the recent report of the Director of

Research, Dr. R. E. Slade :

—

A wide programme of research has been drawn up and preliminary

experiments made on a large number of the subjects mentioned in

the programme.

The history of photographic science and industrial development
shows that since the publication in 1891 of the researches of Hurter
and Driffield, practically no new methods of attacking the problems

of photography have been introduced. Many workers have improved
and worked out further details of tlie old-established methods, and
very considerable advances have been made, but the time now seems
ripe for entirely new methods of photographic research. The Asso-

ciation is using all the means at its disposal to initiate such new
methods, and is making progress in this direction.

As is laid down in our programme, we are attacking problems by
investigating the fundamental principles by any or all of the latest

scientific methods. We do not generally make use of what I may
call empirical methods guided by scientific knowledge, because this

is what is being done in the factories, and the factories are in a

better position to do this than we are. It is, indeed, by these

empirical methods that the photographic industry has obtained its

present excellent position. We believe, however, that we are taking

a long-sighted view, and that we shall open up new fields in which
we shall use all the methods we can, including empirical methods,

to get results of technical and industrial value.

We have made some experiments on gelatine, which, though not

suitable for publication, wUl be of great use to us in future work.

Pi-ogress has been made in our investigations of photographic emul-

sions, and we shall shortly have a communication on this subject

to cu'culate to members concerned.

I might mention here that we have succeeded in staining wood
black or grey right through. This black wood, which was made in

Germany before the war, is used by manufacturers of cameras and
optical instruments, and the grey wood is used for picture frames

and furniture. Our process, for which an application for a patent

has been filed, should be quite suitable for use on a large scale, and
quite economical. This was a research carried out entii'ely by
empirical methods guided by our knowledge of the methods used m
dyeing cotton. As we are not immediately interested in the further

development of dyeing wood, there is no reason for us to find out

why the methods of dyeing cotton cannot be directly applied to

wood. Perhaps some day the furniture manufacturers of this

country will find it to their interest to investigate this problem.

We have already published two communications from the laboratory

in scientific journals. They are :

—

"Contrast and Exposure in X-ray Photographs through

Metals," by Dr. R. E. Slade, D.Sc, F.I.C.

" The Fundamental Law for the True Photographic Rendering

of Contrast," by A. W. Porter, D.Sc, F.R.S., and R. E.

Slade, D.Sc.

Results of research, whether theoretical or experimental, whidi

are of general interest and not of immediate use for application to

specific problems of the industry, are published at the first oppor-

tunity, to increase knowledge in photographic science generally and

to induce other workers to devote their attention to theoretical

problems.

As an example of the advantage to be gained by publication, 1

may say that the first paper mentioned above caused a good deal of

discussion in certain scientific circles, and as a direct result I com-

bined with Professor A. W. Porter, F.R.S., in the production of

the second paper, which clears up an important point in the funda-

mental theory of the photographic process, a point which Hurter

and Driffield attempted, but failed, to elucidate.

H.M. THE BABY.

The photographer, possibly more than any other business man, has

reason to know that fond parents are never tired of seeing repre-

sentations of their offspring. The amateur knows also, and suffers

acutely from the voracious appetite for "snaps" of baby. The

power of H.M. the baby to loose the purse strings is truly remark-

able. But in this article we are not concerned so much with

methods of exploiting the dear infant once it is in the studio as

with a method for getting the little cherub there.

First Catch.

In this connection it may be remarked that, like the hare in the

cookery book, baby must first be caught. Naturally baby must be

caught young, the younger the better for our purpose, as will be

seen. How to do it—that is the question. The plan sketched out

below may be new to many readers, but its potentialities from the

point of view of business are great.

A Systematic Record.

Some most valuable information is presented free every day to

the photographer who cares to look for it. It is .fortunate for him

that despite the age-long repetition of tho occurrence there are still

many thousands of parents who like to announce the circumstance

of the advent of another "little stranger" by putting a notice in

the Press. Any enterprising photograi^her who cares to make and

conscientiously keep records of these aimouncements should be able

to derive profit therefrom. The idea, in a nutshell, is to note the

name and address, and in due course—when there is something a

little more tangible than frills and bubbles to see—invite the proud

parent to have the baby photographed. Somebody will have to

photograph that baby—the thing is to see that at any rate you

make a good bid for the business.

Looking Ahead.
But the idea runs further than baby's fii-st photograpli, and the

value of such a record will increase as time goes on. Suppose, for

example, the reader has made the first photograph, during the

course of which business he has, like a wise man, found out the

child's Christian name, and so on. The record is amplified, and on

the occasion of the first birthday a suggestion can be sent along

that baby be photographed on the first birthday, and after the first

on every birthday as it comes along, and while the sitter remains

in the district. At first the interest of the parents should be strong

enough to keep the habit alive. Later the young person's interest

in him or herself should help the photographer to establish the

desire to preserve a record of looks at each birthday. Alfred

Russell Wallace deplored the fact that people did not have them-

selves regularly photographed on their birthdays or at other stated

times from infancy to age, as such a record, he said, would be of

great value, besides providing interesting evidence of the moulding

of feature and expression under the hand of time.

I
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Haw to Do It.

The readw who ii mucquainUd with modem devices for simpli-

fying bosineia may see visions of much work in the keeping of the

records suggested. But it is really quite a simple matter. The
thing may be done in a variety of ways, and each may do it as he
chooses. But those who wish (or advice may be recommended to

try a simple card index. The size of the card may be 5 by 3, which

is a standard sixe, and a single-drawer cabinet may be made or

boqght that will hold 1,000 cards. First make twelve seta, each

numbered 1 to 31 in the right-hand comers; these we may call

daily cards. Then make twelve guide cards—i.e.. cards with tabs

projecting above the ordinary cards—and write the names of the

•months on these. Now put one «et of numbered cards behind each
laoBth card. The records can be made either on the numbered
CM<dB, or a separate card for each entry may be kept behind the

nombered cards ; and in addition to name and address, record made
«< invitations sent and business resulting. The record will, of

course, consist of name and address of parents (to be supplemented
later by child's Christiao name), and date of birth. Ea<'h aeparate

card should have the month and date inscribed on the top right-

hand comer. Here is a convenient way ci doing it :—7819 means
Aognst 7, 1919. If that card is removed Cram the index, then it is

easily replaced in iu proper positioo by wleience to the number
on it.

Using the Records.
It will be seen that the rsoords may 4ie naed at once, and also

\rar by year as the datsa come round. The ftrsi attack would
naturally be made within a few weeks of the rvcurd being made.

Thereafter the thing would be worked by » scmtioy a week or two
Ahead of the dates, so that the invitation sboald reach the proapcc-

(ivs sitter just ss the birthday looms on the near horison.

ATOidins Blunders.
Car* MMt, of coorse, be taken to pr«T«Bl an invitation bring sent

thai Migbi reopen a wound caused by the death of the child.

Births and d«Uhs annoaaeemenU most therefore be stndied

together, and a second index or record in a book, in alphabetical

saqssnce of names, is necessary to enable the recoid to be stniok

imt or removed in case of death or removal nf the family. To make
assnranc* doubly sure, judicious enquiry of the milkmsn, the baker,

or other daily visitor to the house is recommended before the

invitation is actually despatched. Or it any be seat by hand by
an intelligent bearer, who will enquire belors actually leeving the
ti'>te BsssnnaMs care will prevent any anfortunate incidents of

this sort. M.

jlssistants' Rotes.

Xoiss iy osstttanfa swUsMs for (Ms stfaaws will is eamdmni
<md fmU for tm Iht firM e/ <JU month teOmtimt pmNiealioH.

Roplscing a Focussing Scr*«n.
I aurrusi thst most of as hsve at one time or aooCher had the mortj.

pMienoe o( nsAi iig a (ocusatng tciven. At the beet, tbis

aaaoyiog ; bat when it happeoe far frcsn tht stodio, wiUi
aa argent job to be dooe, it becomes a pasMve disaster. However,
driags are rarely so bad as Uiey seem, sad a little ingenuity will

osDsIly And a way of repairing tiie daasge. So, perbaps, a brief

reriew of tlie meens at our diapoaal (or replacing a breakage may
prove of interest. We wilt divide the sobjeot into three tertitHM :—

A. The provisioo of a parmansnt ifieai.

B. The provision of a tsaiporary gtasi seiean.

C Tks praviiiaa of a sobstitaU wbaa gisas is not available.

To take seetioa A Ant. The provision of a pennsaent scrscn may
«>* ainmaiy alber lo replaos a 1 rnlwgi, or to taprove oo an
esieting aereea, aad certainly many sm— in regnlar use are open
to grMt iaipw»aBs«it ia the msMan of lasaeaa of grmta and trsns-

locency. Ualeas oa* kas coa^Mred two araena ondcr •imihw con-
ditions, it is ahnost ia^waai>l* to realias Ifao added ease in working
given by a really Saa soraeB.

A very aaiirfaetory screen may be preparad by grinding two glasses
together with kaife powdw. The powder must be slightly daatp,

.ind it will then be found to grind very slowly, but with a beauti-

fully fine grain. Emery powder is often recommended for this pro-

rcss, but there is the danger ol getting a coarse .grade, and, although

it is certainly quicker to " bite " the glass, I do not think that the

result is so good. Peraooally, I have found nothing so good as

"Wellington" knife polish. Incidentally, it should be mentioned

tibat it is no good trying to " rush " the grinding process, as iht

usual result is a rmashed glass.

Glass may be given a very fine matt surface by etching it with an
acid, but it is hardly tlie job for anyone but an expert to under-

take. This is the method by which most of the finest commercial
screens are prepared.

When an exceptionally fine screen is required, it is best to give

up the idea of matting the glass itself ; Uie best way is to use a

fine-grain dry plate (unexposed, of course), and give it a slight

"red fog." This may be done by developing it, in the dark room,

of course, in a ferrous citrate developer to wliioh ammonia has been
added in sufficient quantity to make it slightly alkaline. His gives

a beautiful screen, which is unbeatable for any delicate work. As
ferrous oitrate has gone out of use, and the average man has not
lime to make up new solutions, it may be as wall to give another

way of getting a somewhat similar resuH. Slightly light-fog a

plate; for instance, expose a slow plate for five seconds at 20 ft.

from a baming match, and then develop fully in any non-staining

developer. To get the best results by this process it is essential

that development should be full, so the exposure must be adjusted

to give the correct density. If a large screen is wanted it will be

found best to use a smaller plate of the same brand to experiment

oo, as, at first, it is difficult tu judge the required exposure.

A vary fine, but sosnewfaat delicate surface for focussing may be

got by flowing on to glass a mixture of: white wax {k oz.) in

sther (1 oz.) in the proportions indicated. This dries quickly, and
gives quite a good surface; but, unless proteoted by a varnish, it

is very liable to mechanical injury.

We will now pass on to section B. Temporary screens may be
prepared in dozens of ways, but one of the best is by applying
ordinary matt varnish to glass, or, if n^tt vami«h is not at hand,
ordinary negative varniA msy be used. It sliould be mixed with
aboot an equal quantity of water, in order to get a matt effect.

These give quite satisfactory screens, but often varnish is not at

hand; anything that will leave a thin fihn on the surface of glass

may be used. For instance, flour paste, and photographic motrntsnl
may be smeared over the glass, or putty or Plasticine may be
dau'ied on to it. The trouble with these make-ehifta is to get a
fine grain ; but, with care, a decent surface may be prepared.

Qoste a good screen can be made by soaking s sheet of tracing-

paper in glycerine, or even, at a pinch, in water, and sqneegeing it

on to glasB. This is rather a messy prncess. and it must, of course,

l>e used before the paper becoaaes dry: but wiiile it is wet it is

ri'inarkably efficient.

In cases of great urgency, an unexposed dry plate may be usmi
as a screen without any prrparation, but even the thinnest emulsion
stops so much light that (ocusaing is very difficult. Still, it is often
a quick way out nf an awkward position. Also I have focussed on
a negative fitted into the screen frame, bat this is a last reaort,

and is not to be reeooimended.

Now, our Ust section. When a screen must be made and no glass
is at hand, it is a bad case, and it is impossible to make a really
salisfartory sjbstitnte. But, there is no need to give up in despair.
4ny translucent substance may be need ; paper is often useful, the
mopt transparent, but. at the some time, the more stiff the paper
is, the better; or any fabric—a white handkerchief, for example,
msy be used. But whenever such a material is used, don't try and
fit it in wheie the g\am would fit, it is bound to wrinkle if you
do. Either pin or stick it over the back of the frame, nnd make
the necessary allowance for the dtfTerence in position after focinuiing

is finished. The beat w;iy to fix either paper or fahric to the screen
frame is lo damp it lightly, and stick it round the edges with
Seccotine. It will then dry up tightly stretched.

But, after all, prevention is so obviously better than cure in the
case of a broken screen, that a few hints may l>e useful. Never let

your screen become loose in the fri.nie; small wedges of cork or
ruWcr will fi\ it securely. If anything goes wrong with the catches
on the reversing back, it should be seen to at once. Always protect
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your screen with a sheet of stout card w-hen tJie camera is in its

case, and when space pei-mits, wrap youi- camera in the focussing

cloth. A solid leather caae is an expensive item in these days, but

the added protection to the apparatus makes it a good investment.

—

A. G. Wiiiis.

PDoto^mecDanicai nous*— _«

—

Printing on Wood for Engraving.

To those who are interested in the above process, the following

formulse may prove of service for obtaining photographs direct from

the negative on to wood. It must be borne in mind that the negative

must be made through a prism or with a mirror in order that when

it is printed the image is laterally reversed.

In using the following formula; it is advisable to brush the sides

of the wood block with melted paraffin wa.x or with celluloid varnish,

otherwise there is a danger of the wood warping through contact with

water.
FOUMULA I.

Make a 5 per cent, silver nitrate solution, also a saturated solution

of potassium oxalate. Add the oxalate solution to the nitrate solu-

tion until precipitation is complete. Filter to obtain precipitate,

which can be used at once or allowed to dry, taking care not to ex-

pose it to strong light. Next mix together equal quantities of a 5

per cent, gelatine solution, and a 10 per cent, solution of dextrine,

and take a small quantity of this mixture together with a few

grains of flake white and sufficient of the above precipitate to form

a paste when rubbed on the wood with the finger. The paste should

not be too thin. Finally brush the paste over the wood with a fiat

camel-hair brush to obtain an even coating, and allow it to dry in

the dark. The amount of exposure required depends upon the nega-

tive and source of light. Using an enclosed arc lamp (6 amps.

200 volt) the exposure for a negative of average density at a distance

of 15 inches from the light would be about 5 mins. After exposure,

without preliminary washing, fix in a 10 per cent, solution of am-

monia (.880), by holding face down for one minute, wash for one

minute under a gentle stream of water, and put by to dry. It is

advisable to keep the finished print from strong light until it is ready

to work upon.
Formula II.

Prepare the following solutions :

—

A.—Silver nitrate 15 grs. 1 gram.
Citric acid 15 grs. 1 gram.
Water (distilled) 240 minims 15 c.c.s.

B.—Sodium chloride 3 grs. 02 gram.
Potassium bromide 6 grs. 0'4 gram.
Citric acid 15 grs. 1 gram.
Gelatine 10 grs. O"? gram.
Water (distilled) 240 minims 15 c.c.s.

Mix the above solutions, filter and rub a sufficient quantity of the

precipitate to form a smooth paste on the wood surface, brushing

with a, fiat brush to obtain an even coating, afterwards allowing to

dry in the dark. Should the precipitate be dry it may be worked

into a paste by adding a few drops of a 5 per cent, solution of gela-

tine. The exposure with this formula is approximately the same as

with Formula I. Fix in a 10 per cent, solution of ammonia (.880),

holding face down for one minute, wash under a gentle stream of

water, and allow to dry, when it is ready for the engraver.

Formula III.

In this formula u»e is made of the "blue printing " process with

.slight modifications. Make up the followimg solutions separately,

then mix them and keep in a dark place.

A.—Ferric ammonia citrate (green

crystals) 2 o s. 60 grams
Water 9 ozs. 250 c.c.s.

B.—Potassium ferrioyanide IJ ozs. 45 grams
Water 9 ozs. 250 c.c.s.

Pour a small quantity of gelatine and dextrine mixture, prepared

as in Formula I., on the wood and add sufficient flake white to form

a thin white paste. Coat the surface evenly by means of a flat brush,

and when thoroughly dry flow over two or three times with the com-

bined A and B solution. Expose until a faint image is visible.

With an enclosed arc lamp (6 amps. 200 volt) this will take about

three minutes at 18 inches from the light for a negative of average

density. Develop by dipping the block face down in a dish of clean

cold water. The image may be brightened by immersing in a 1 per

cent, solution of nitric acid. After allowing to dry naturally it is

ready for use.

With each of the above formulae it will be found that a contrasty

negative will give the best result.

Use may also be made of the "Kodak Transferotype " paper,

operations being carried out as indicated in the instructions found in

the packet. In this ca.se it should be remembered that the negative

must be unreversed, i.e., not made through a prism or with a mirror.

The chief objection to this process is that the gelatine is apt to split

or chip when the engraver works upon it.—E. L. Tueneb.

Patent nm%.
Prooess patenti—applications arid specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, July 21 to 26.

Lenses.—No. 18,463. Objectives for photographic, etc., purposes.

L. B. Booth.

Exposure Meters.—No. 18,447 Exposure meters. M. L.

Godefroy.

Projection Screens.—No. 18,201.—Cinematograph screens. G. F.

Priestly.

Colour Photography.—No. 18,601. Ruled screen bases for one-

plate heliochromy. J. 1. Smith

Colour Photography.—No. 18,585. Production of coloured diapo-

sitives. S. P. Gorsky.

Photography.—No. 18,223 Photography. Move-O-Graphs, Ltd.

CixEMATOGEAPHY.—No. 18,595. Cinematography. B. T. Lang.

Cinematogr.mhy.—No. 18,451. Cinematograph apparatus. L.

Fiorillo.

Cixematoobaphy.—No. 18,135. Motion picture appaoratua. S. F.

Stein.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,

These specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from
the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,^

London, W.C,
The date in brackets is that of application in this country ; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

High Temperature Development.—No. 128,337 (April 20, 1918).

—^According to the invention, a hardening bath is provided for

treating gelatine-surfaced photographic materials prior to sub-

jecting them to the action of a developer, which bath contains

formaline, paraformaldehyde, or a compound from which formalde-

hyde is readily generated, together with a salt (for example, sodium

citrate or sodium sulphate or di-sodium ortho-phosphate) of the

class which tends to raise the melting point of a gelatine jelly and
to retard or restrict the swelling of dry gelatine in water.

The invention further consists in the process for developing

gelatine-surfaced photographic materials at high temperatures con-

sisting in first subjecting the material to a hardening hath such

as above described, and then subjecting it to a developer. It is

found that if a photographic plate, for example, be first hardened

in the above manner, it can afterwards be developed or toned

with ease by any of the known developers or toning baths at a

high temperature.

The class of salts referred to includes acetates, tartrates, citrates,

oxalates, sulphates, phosphates, chromates, bicarbonates and;

borates.

A formula for this preliminary bath may be as follows :

—

40 per cent, formaline ^ oz.

Sodium sulphate, crystals 2 oz.

or Di-sodium ortho-phosphate 1 oz.

Water, up to 10 oz.

or if paraformaldehyde be employed 50 grains of this may be used'

instead of the j cz. of formaline.

The above formula may be compounded and kept indefinitely, or •
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the panformaldehvdc and M>dium sulphate or other salt in anhy-

drous form may be made np a« powder* or into pellets and sold

in this condition for dissolving when required in the necessary

quantity of water.

It has been found that by using this preliminary bath, photo-

graphic plates and other materiaU can be manipulated, that is de-

veloped, toned, fixed, washed or otherwise treated with aqueous

v)lntiona, at a teroperataie as high as 110 deg. F. without any

ijoling means being neccaaary. The salt retards the swelling and

prevenU melting of the gelatine while the formaline is penetrating

and combining with it to form an insoluble film, so that even

though the bath may be at as high a temperature as 110 deg. V.

the gelatine has no opportunity to melt before it is hardened by

the formaline.

The advantage of osing the above ingredients as a prehminary

bath to a developing bath is great as it dispoaes of the need <>f

ising a special developer. Further, the fact that no development

:« taking place daring thiii hardening, enable* the developing to Im-

-arried out afterward* without undue haste, where** when the

*iailiMlin(; material has been incorporated in the developer, the

hardaninff action haa scarcely begun before development is finished

jnd this is so rapid that, as already sUted. it cannot be controlled -.

moreover the hardening effect being imperfect, subsequent treat

inent, such as fixing and waahing of the plate, is exceedingly diffi-

i-nlt and at such tcmparatares as 100 deg. to 110 deg. F. it is

iinpoasible even to complete development ilaclf before the gelatine

laelta. When, however, the hardening is affected in a preliminary

)>ath as described, the developing and fixing and washing can all

•>e subsequently carried oat in pncticklly the same manner and

with almwt as much eaae aa would b« lb* caae if operating in

ordinary teoperalures.

In prsctic* it is usual to proceed with dav«iopment immediately

iftar rinsing off the excess of the preliminary hardening bath. - -

.UdUlder Johnston Agnew, Frank Forster Renwick, both of

Mcsars. Ilford Limited. Ilford, Essex, and Ilford limited, liford,

Essex.

Kklabooio ArPAKATis. No. 117,622 (July 4. 1917i -The base of

th* tfppMratoa oariaas • hoUow oooe 2 wfaarh is liKht-li({ht and i*

ckiaed at its rear by a dark slide 3 wbich carries the sensitive

paper.

Tlw end of the cone 2 may be of any vm»l eoostmction to carry

f

• diik »li'Jp '.r a »! ". of fr.««>"' n » hii h the i>|MT»t"r

an see if the ini.i|{>' it iu the C' i >u.

4 is the lens of the apparatus Ihe two bracket* S and 6 are

ompletely sepsrate from the conr 2 and are only connected by

iha base 1, and are cadi provided with a plano-convex len* so

armngcd as to form a eoadmser.

In front of the leas carried by the bmcket 6 and also carrie-l

)>y this bracket i* placed a pbte »f iroatad glaas 7 to diffuse the

light from the lamp 8 which may be alMtrie, incaodascent gas, or

acstylsaa.

Tha negative is placed on the ptme face of the lens carried by

the bracket 6 and is held in position by the plate of glass 9 sup

|x>rted bj tha aprings which can l>e displaced sideways.

The prmnea of the diffusing gl»*s 7 in front of the condenser

i* sorh that not only is the image reprodnoad well, bnt the ''utance

tietween tha light and the r<in<l*'ii«.'r nead not be alwnlutely cor-

rect.—Pisrrc Boocard. Roe ' Paris, and Ixtui* Lemaire.

Rue do Haras. T.a Oarenn<- ' Pari*.

trade Ranes and marks.
APPLICATIOIfS FOR REGISTRATION.

Grindklijiatogr.vpb.—Xo. 391,535. Cinematograph apparatusr
films fur exhibition, talking machines, talking machine records,

talking machine accessories and the like goods. Harry Grindell
Matthews, New Passage Hotel, Pilning, near Bristol, electricaf

engineer. May 23, 1919.

REGISTR.i riOXs IIKXH WKI).

CiHC-oiD.—No. 274.053. Registered bv Houghtoiis, Limited, isi

1905. trUss 1.)

iinalectaa

MxtraeU from our tcttUy and monthly eonttmjmrarxtt.

Spirit SenaitiBers in Oil Printing.
.Some of Uie difficultios which the lit-frimier in oil printing may a»-
periencc must i>e put down <says M. J. McLaurin in the " Amateur
Pliotographer " for Augnit 6) to the use of methylated spirit iu the-

senaitisiog bath. Commercial methylated apirit, I iH-ed hardly point
oat, ia not a definite chamica] oampoimd; it is alcohol, to which
imporities lyive been deliberately added to prevent its consuntptioii

OS a beverage. Becauae what one worker buys as methylated spirit

IS suitable for iiie proceas, it by no meaiM foUows that what another
gets is similarly suitable ; and I have traced a who!e series of faikires-

to tills cause.

Tberr is no need to use the sjiirit seiisitiser, although it must be
admitted that it is a cooveaience, and, therefore, my advi3e would
be that ahoold the paper af^iear not to work well with tlie q>irit,

tliat tins ahoaid be omitted altogether. If a night can be aJlowed to

intervene between sensitising and printing, one of the boihs in wbioh

the paper ia immened cao be employed, but if instead of this a plain-

5 per cent, sulotion of ammooium bichromate is used, applying it

w^ a fitere of flannel folded over a strip of glass, io exactly the

same way aa the spirit sensitiser is applied, it will be found that the

l>»|ier will dry in an liour or two if it is hung tip in a fairly roomy
Clipboard or in a darkened rootn.

My own impmsion is that such paper takes the pigment nu>re

"kindly " than when the spirit seiisitiaer ia used, which is, on the

face of it, likely, since moat oooimercial methylated spirit is not com-

pletely Volatile, but aa it eva|>otatea leave* some slight trace of-

Kreeaincaa behind it.

meetlnas or societies.
e

MEETINGS OF 80CIETIE8 FOB NEXT WEEK.
BlTL-RDAT. AroCHT 9.

HaMenflcId NslonUlit snd Phoiofrsphio Ooclslf. Excorsion to Cannon Hall<
aail Oawtitonw

Tdsssay, Ariiorr 12.

Hsckser Pboloarsfble eoeietJ. " Developmeut." W. Scire.

TnirasDAr, Avorn 14.

nail)^ sn4 UUlrIrt Pholorrapblo Boeirty. Monthly Compelitlon
HunivliUe House rbotflfrapbie Boelet;. " l>anteni f liSra.

Roia>,"
li. Warner.

CROVUON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. H. GiT Johnson last week lectured on " Telephone Trans-

mitters." sensitive instrumpnts, and the recipients of more lurid'

language than anything under the sun. At first si^hl the subject

selected might indeed seem to be dejireaaing, for ail know the feeling

of despair in advance when tlie request for a number traverses the

wires, and is calmly deliberated upon at the other end,

regardleaa of the fact thai the aufaecriber may be experiencing a
gamut of human emotions other than the ibenign. Yet in Mx.
.lohnaon's hands the subject was invested with real interest as

he traced the history of transmiUers from Uie earliest types.

Enticed by the dr>'-hii.Tnorist, Mr. F. C. Reynolds, ho finally drew
on the blackboard the connections and varied inslrumenta for o

oofnplete transmitting wirelesa set. and as cotnplexity grew on<
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complexity, so hilarity increased in proportion. Richly educative

are these informal meetings.

The previous week the aforesaid humorist garv© an odmiraUe

<lemonstration on " How to run the club lantern," with valuable

hints on the deiporfcment and duties of the lanterni*, whicih

frequently inchide a fine sprint after the departed lecturer, owing

to the last slide being left in the carrier.

He also describod lanteim optics in a way all could under.«itand,

for the lecturer always acts on the exceedingly wise assumption

t<hat not a few of his audience have no knowledge whatever of

ithe sulbject luider coneideration. With equal wisdom he made
jio attempt to e.\pa.nd unduly on the purely optical side, whidi

abounds in traps for the intrepid.

A novel way of making effective digram slides was also shown

by him. The lines are ruled and lettering, etc., made on lantern-

size fine ground-glass with a 6 H pencil (not too finely pointed), and

the ground-glass is then cemented with Canada balsam to a plain

cover-glass, rendering tihe slide " all clear," bar, of course, the

drajwinig. A quiet evening with the docile Canada balsam freely

on tap should secure many diagram sJides, together with other

mementoes of the occasion.

A discussion of some elegance followed the demonstration, Mr.

H. P. C. Harpur appropriately leading off. He spoke favourably

•of slides developed with pyro-amjnonia, which, he said, noltably

impi'oved in tone by prolonged baking in the lantern, provided

they were not allowed to attain red-heat, which would be preju-

dicial. No explanation was offered, but doubtless the volatilisation

of the ammonia accounts for the j)henomeno:n ; with the so-called

" fi.xed alkalis" the case would be different. (The return of the

hot weather seems to have affected our contributor.—Ed. " B.,T.")

Commerclal^Ceaal Ititelllaence.—^'

—

Legal Notices.—The partnership between Charles Rowe ^lajor,

Charles Howard Major, and Cyril Lawson Major, carrying on

business as photographers at 152, Union Street, Plymouth, and

Coui-tenay Street, Newton Abbot, both in Devon, under the style

of C. R. Major and Sons, has been dissolved by mutual consent as

from May 17 last. All debts due to and owing by the late firm

•will be received and paid by C. R Major and C. L, Major, under

the style of C. R. Major and Son.

A first 'and final dividend of 203. in the £, and 4 per cent.

interest, has been declared in the estate of William Curtis, photo-

graphic postcard maker and publisher, Kilnsey, near Skipton,

Yorkshire. This dividend is obtainable at the Official Receiver's

Office, 12, Duke Street, Bradford.

NEW COMPANIES.
PoRTRAiTUHE, Ltd.—This private company was registered on

July 24, with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares (5,000 15 per cent,

cumulative preference). Objects : To carry on the business of

photographers, portrait and miniature painters, frame makers, etc.

An agreement with Elwin Neame, Ltd., is contemplated. The sub-

.scribers (each with one share) are :—S. Elwin Neame, 11, Rother-

wick Road, Golders Green, N.W.4, photographer; W. A. E. Neame,
Allestree, The Drive, Sidcup, Kent, bank accountant. The first

directors are S. Elwin Neame and Wilfred Yonge, 7, Chatsworth
Road, West Norwood, S.E. S. Elwin Neame is manager for life.

Registered office : Onslow Place, South Kensington, S.W.

FORTHCOMING HXHIBITIONS.
September 13 to October 11.—I^ondon Salon of Photography.

Emitries close Seiptember 2. Hon. sec, 5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.I.

Ma.:oii F. C. V. Laws, executive head of the Photographic Section

of the R.A.F., appears in the list of those who have received perma-

r.eut commissions in the Royal Air Force In the case of many
>fficers who are now taking a permanent commission, a lowei-ing of

rank by one step is not an infrequent feature of the present

readjustment from a war to a peace basis. Since, however. Major
Laws retains his full rank, it may be conjectured that he will

1 emain at the head of the Photographic Section, with which he has

,leen intimately associated since the outbreak of war.

Correspondence.—*—
*.* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

',' We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

DISHES FOR HYPO-ALUM TONING.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—Regarding your note at the foot of letter from the

Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Co. We have made quite a

large number of hygo-alum toning baths for Messrs. lUingworth

and Co., and have also supplied them to other houses, and find they

have always given satisfaction. These baths are made in sheet

steel enamelled. We should also like to point out that it is not

possible to make dishes in pure tin, as pure tin is not obtainable in

the sheet.—Y'ours faithfully, David Allan.

Whitfield Works, 107, Mansfield Street, p.p. J. Hazell.

Kingsland Road, London, E.2, August. 2, 1919.

CO-OPERATIVE HOLIDAY CLOSING OF STUDIOS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—May I be permitted, on behalf of the Council (now

in recess), to congratulate Northampton photographers, and Mr.

Greenway in particular, on the success they are achieving in this

matter of combined closing for holiday purposes.

The Council would very much Like to see all photographers come

together for " district " purposes, which, as a rule, can be arranged

much better locally than from an outside centre.

Mr. Greenway adds :
" Are the P. P. A. Council alive to their

resiKinsibilities of sagacious leadership? " I can only say, in reply,

that if he w^ill offer any suggestions, I shall be only too glad of the

opportunity to bring them before the Council, and keep him in-

foimed as to the results. I am sure I am correct in saying that

the Council wants and welcomes all the help and support from its

members that it is possible to .^ecure.—Sincerely yours,

S. H. Fry, Hon. Sec.

5, Highbury Grove, London, N.5, August 2, 1919.

AN ASSISTANTS' PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—" Experience," in his letter this week, raises a point

I had not in mind when I wrote suggesting local effort in forming a

photographic assistants' association. I also fail to see how such an

association would benefit by the patronage of the Master Photo-

graphers' Association. It must stand by its own efforts. These

efforts up to now have been verj' feeble, and my letter has brought

me two in return. If there are only three of us in Lancashire

interested, and ea<?h in a different town, I am afraid " Experience
'

will wait a long time for his fencing tournament.

Personally, I do not see anything particularly arrogant in the title

of the Master Photographers' Association, and I fail to see why
any society should not be at liberty to choose its own title. The
particular member of this association who employs " Experience

must have some good points which counteract his arrogance, or he

would not be able to keep any assistant of spirit for a period of

eight years.—Yours faithfully, Wm. Aspden.

165,"Church Road, Smithells, Bolton, August 1. 1919.

HOW'S THIS FOR PROFITEERING?
To the Ediftors.

Gentlemen,—I have just given up professional photography, and

in clearing up generally I found I had a number of boards quite

good and serviceable that had been sent to me by various enlarging

houses that had at diffe«-enSt times done work for me, fourteen in

all to be exact, and for which I had been oliarged anything from 2s.

per board upwards. I sent these to a firm whicb works for

the trade, and this is the reply :
—

" By allowance Is. 6d.

I am allowing this in order to fully cover cost of carriage. The
wood, however, is of little use to me, the only board that was
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mioe beiog too UuUy brokeo to iwt^." Now, as I liad wriU»ii

to thM gentleman asking him if these board* were of use. and

s* I had his reply he would Ted it valoa, I sent same oil carriage

paid. Th<> fourteen boards could be nsed in the business, and

woulit, I daresay, be charged at this genUrman's usual rst«e,

naiiiuly, 'ia. per board or more, and he would tliuj' be gettiiik:

28s. for whM he was paying Is. 6d. for. 1 wrote l>er return asking

the good nan to return the boards carriage forward, as I did not

like taking so morh mooer at one time.—Yours faitlifully,

TiiA>i«rfL-oirr-or-iT.

Jiilv 30. 1919.

FLATTKNIXG POSTCABDe.
To the Editors.

(Isatlctoen,—I read with interest the article in the " B.J." of

Mty 8S by Mr. M. C. Milbum on the flattaniag of postcards and his

msUtnd tor the pfwrentioa of ourlini;. He reiasrks that placing cards

adsr pressors is unoartain and unsatisfactory, sod that bs has seen

a hmtch of cards so ftimty stork together that thsjr were as soi-d ss a

Mock of wood. Soeh a resok, it seems to ns, eaa only be possible

from lack of joat enough nswnoo sense to kM>w when the cards are

Miflrisotly dry not to sti-k together.

Prcasvre has bsm the method I h»\r always used, snd of the many
thonasnds to traatMl I dn not rrmemljer a siagW esse ot tnMible.

1b the earlier days 1 simply used heavy »iiii|Pils. sml a'th<m|^ this

.kuswersd the purpose quite well, il omirrsd to me I'hat something

iTMire coo«eiiiei>i »i<ui'l it iii'>ri :i» v.. i i.oc use pbotugraph «( a

pfSM I ands ysars afo, and which has gtTan perfect satisfaction. I

thVA Dm fieian »hamt what a simple aOsir it is, sod aboold. with-

out any sapisaatiois, soabls sayone to naks a similsr Bschinr
ahouM he so wish. Il nay he'p if I mentioa lbs eoapoasiit parts.

The weight.—A bos ftlM with old nagMitrts (nins weighs about
JORw.).

RonnerB for WiigMt—A ooople nf stair rads, rat to sise as re-

quirsd.

Lsver.—llias m • hsniwifr handle let ia a square pises o( wood,
bat, ol OMUSS, can be msde in any othsr way.

Posts aid Odss Bar—About li-in. '|inrterinf

.

Sprin(.—One off m» old printinc (rsme bent snitalily to work
sBsinsI a piece of wood oni with s m.t .h to hold the wsight whi>
placing cards brbiw. This is serrwol to one of the posts, and must
work Irtsly.

Board or Platforn.- 1 in. '<n ihirknea*. shout 8 im. in width,

leoslh aorording to Bias ol machine.

KfT> s cuopb ol doam old nsgative* oo the pAatfonB bslow the
weight Pbce cards ! doasns <»s»w>en plats*, let than rsmsfai three

or four hours under weight, snd result* will he perfect, .\nyway,

that has been my experieitoe.

By Mr. Mi!bum's method one has to manipulate e.icli card singly,

wheren* with the above you can dea.1 in dozeiw, and leave them to

t.ike care of themselves.—Yniurs truly,

J. Stanlrt.

Dulwich House .Studio. Hamlet Court Road. Weelrliffe-on-Sea.

AnsiDen to CorresponaetiiSs—^

—

SPECIAL NOnCB.
H MWHi Mwiss of (getjeraljrtducfd sup^Aea ef^paf$r,^M_0\»jrtMM^

tf frohibUieti »f Oie imporlatioH of much loood pulp and frtu$,

m mmaatr spacs wM h* mtailabU until furthtr notietfor rtj^

4i ss> 9 iiH tmisn ts,

MwtMtr , tM ipjU oawBsr hy foit if itamptd and addrnted «wp«-

hfs M sastossd 'sr rspiy; 5-a«w<. InUmational Couptm, fnm

Tht fuU futtlioHt and ansiMrs wUi 6s pnmUd only ia tkt eaa* of

infmrim ff gtntral interttt.

Qasriss <s fts antvrtd in th* Frid»f'» "Journal" mu$t TMeh fu

net taitr tktm Tu4i4aii {fotUd Monday), and $hculd ts

! Is Iks Mdilert.

«'. M. With the additional glass you will be able to work well nn

both sides, but you did not show this on your p'an. Sage green

<s a Very gDo4 colour for the walls, hiit it should not l>e too light.

C. C.—We do not know the name " Ilrsus " as »|iplyinK to lenses.

From the brief |tartiruUni you give it is impossible to say what

the value is. Ap|iarentiy il is a fairly modern wide-an^le. but not

at all a suitable len« (ur portraiture.

('. W.— There u no necessity to indude Uie makers' or publishers'

name on the view postcards. Most photographers who publish

•urh -ards prefer to put their naaie on them as an advertisement.

No permission is r«)uir«d for taking plxttographs of streets in

ordinary cirrumslances. It is, of course, diffeent io the case of

|Miir<aiiniis sod publit- functions, where, in roost Isrge towns, police

penaissioo is rrquired for photography.

J. W.—Tlten is no method of removing the reflections from the nega-

tives. Evidently yours was a diflirult subject, and we suppose it

was im|>osatbl« to get a good lighting of the shop while buildings

un the opiiosite side of the road were not M|UaJy strongly lighted.

Coder surh oonditums ahout the best alteriMtive is to arrange for

the shop front to t>e photogra|4icd i>y night hy flashlight, which,

unless it is a very narrow thoroughfare, will leave the buiMinga

un the other side unilluminstsd.

D. M —The (urraula commonly attributed tu the green ferricE
ammonium citrate is that fint given by Valenta in a paper in

" Photograpliische Korrrspondeni," 1897, p. 77. We are sorry we

cannot give you references to a translation of this paper, which

apparently was not re]>rinted in the "B.J." at the time. Pro-

bably the nearest place where you can see a file of " Photu-

graphiscbe Kurrespondenz " is in the photographic and printing

faculty of the Manchester College of Technology.

A. B.—As you du not give the aspect of your studio it is difficult

to say what blinds you require. Your best plan would be to fit

s set of festoon blinds as recommended in " The Portrait .Studio,"

which our publishers will send yon for lOd., post free. These

blinds, if made of casement cloth, would not cost much, and you

would have full control of the light. The print sent shows very

fair lighting, but it was taken so late in that day that it proves

nothing, the Itght by that time being naturally subdued.

W. N.—The tin protocsiUoride is used mors as a firsparation for

making the silver take to the glass than as a cleaning agent. As
an alternative .-leaner there is nothing better than strong nitric

acid mixed with about eqiuil hoik of water, but you can obtain the
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staiinoiu diloride quite oa«Uy from any dealere in chemicals, such

as Messrs. Johnson and Sons, 23, Cross Street, Finsbury, London,

E.C. It is a »!ow business making it by dissolving pure tin in

hydi'wJiloric acid. One requires to keep tihe strongly fuming acid

iit a boiling tempei'ature fc»r two or three liours.

W. B.—Theiv is no reliable method of getting heliotrope or violet

tones on any ipaper, but about tlie ibest process is to {M'int on matt

collodion P.O.P., to print deeply, and to tone in the following

bath :—

Hydrochlonc acid 6 ozs.

Gold chloride 10 grs.

Water to make 20 ozs.,

afterwards fi.xiiig in 5 per cent. hypo. A larger proportion of a?id

gives prints tending still more to violet.

S. W.—'Four 1,000 c.p. lamps should answer your requirements.

These should each be fitted with a white reflector and thin calico

diffuser. We should fit them on tlie side nearest tlie high wall,

in a curve, the first being nearly opposite the centre of the back-

ground eight feet away and about eight feet from the floor, the

next a foot nearer the background and seven feet from the floor,

the other two will serve as a side light and may be still lower.

You will, of course, require a reflector on the shadow side of the

sitter. A small, round head screen covered with cheese cloth

is very useful for local control of the lighting.

D. O. S.—1. If you are working with a box (printer there is no diffi-

culty in having an attachment made so that the negative (and the

thin paper ma.sk laid upon it) aa-e held down ibeneath a frame of

just the size to take the postcard, the pressure back of the printer

being fitted with a special piece to press the postoai-d within the

frame. You could easi'y make a, fitment of this kind youi-self or

get it from one of the makers of printing boxes, such as Houghtons
or Marions 2. None of tlie chemicals mentioned in the formulie

requitre stoi-ing in non-ajc^tinic bottles (we suppose you mean nooi-

actLnic, although you say actinic), nor are the solutions any better

for teing kept in oi-ange or dark brown bottles.

P. J.—^For good lighting and rapid exposures a flash cabinet of

the kind described in the " B.J." of December 6 last is immensely

.superior to any gas installation, but the question for you is

whether you can instal a proper shaft and ventilation for carrying

off the magnesium smoke. If you can, our advice is greatly in

favour of the flash cabinet, although photographers in this conntrj'

make very little use of it, whereas ni America and France you

find it used 'by a large number of photographers. One considera-

tion against the gas installation is the comparatively small size

and low height of your room. If the gas is going continuously

for any length of time the place will get very hot, we should say

unbearably so, in hot weather.

H. J.—1. We have no idea what can cause blue stain in the use

of persulphate. A negative after persulphate reduction is very

sensitive to stain from outside contamination, and apparently

some chemical must have reached it by contamination from the

fingers. 2. Both metol and hydroquinone may be discoloured and

still work well, but there is no means of knowing whether this is

so or not except by making up a bath of developer and trying it.

3. A very thin coat of backing will do in the case of ordinary

subjects, but if there is liability to extra halation, you want a

fairly substantial coating. If the backing is a mixture of caramel

and pigment, the coating should be so thick that you could not

read your own writing thi'ough it if you laid a plain piece of

glass with the coating on it down o)i to the paper.

W. A. S.—^Evidently your negative Is not sufficiently strong, that

is contrasty, for the printing pajper. That is one cause of the de-

graded sky, and another probably is tJhat the developer gradually

got exhausted and you kept prints too long in it with (<he object

of bringing them up to sufficient vigoxir. Your remedy for thin

skies dn your negatives is longer development or, alternatively,

more of the stock solution of pjTo and a'.kali in a given bulk of the

tank developer. You can improve existing negatives flby intensifica.-

tion, say, witb chromium intensifier, but if you. give reasonable

exposuie and develop long enougli you should haive no difficulty in

getting ample density in the sky without needing to intensify. 2.

Ur.lfss you can find somebody in your district to give you a few

lessons the only thing for you to do is to take a %veek or two's

coui-se at the day classes of the Pbotograpbio School of tlie Regent

Street Polytechnic, London, W.

B. B.—One is apt at the first trial to use too much of the wax
medium, and that is probably one of the causes of its not drying

quickly. Other causes are adiilterants of tallow in the \vax and

paraffin in the tuii)entine. Roughly speaking, te»te<l on glass the

medium should dry in a few minutes, that is as, as soon as the

solvent has evaporated it should rev'ert to its former hard state.

Tn practice all one wants is to redu -e the wax to a solution to

enable one to pass the colour ovei' the i>ortion in hand, and before

it finally sets to smooth it fo one's Jrking. Only the merest film

of wax is required to hold the tint to jKiper. Wax medium is

easily and cheaply .made to your liking, and can be quick or slow

drying accoixling to the solvent used, hard drying by the addition

of gum elemi or Canada balsam. Soap is added merely as an

emulsifier, and can be dispensed with. If a very thin fUm of wax
is spread on paper, di-y powder colour, pastel or charcoal aipplied

and then steamed, it will be found to hold the colour sufficiently.

Such methods give a double value to pastel.

H. N.—Evidently the enlargements are splattei'ed witli soane brown
staining substance on the mounts as well as on the pi"ints. Looked

a.t through a magnifier tJie Staines look exactly the s.ime on both

mount and print, and in that fact we thimk that you should have

the strongest defence agaijist any claims whicb are being made, for

it is incredible that you would send out mounts stained in this way
and equally incredible that your customer would accept them.

From what you say, it apiieajs to toe suggested that the stains were

not vi.sible when the prints were received, but developed in some

way on the photographs. While that would be conceivable in the

case of the prints, it is inconceivable in the case of the mounts.

We :annot vejiture an opinion as to the cause of the spots and

markings. They have not the appearance of any which could arise

from defective paper or from defects in making tlie prints. From
the st]x>ng colour and density of the sipots they certainly have the

appearance of having been caused by tiny Bjilashes of liquid

Possibly spjashes of pennanganate would give rise to brown spots

of this kind on both mount and print., but if, as we think, the spots

are due to some liquid splashed on, there are, of course, hosts of

suibstances which might have produced them.

\

ffe fSritigb lotrntal of f Ijotograiibg-

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly pre-

paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind th4

scaU of charges. They will thus save themselves delay in the pub-

lication of tlieir announcements. A Schedule by which an advertue-

ment can be correctly priced will be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Lino Advertisements.

12 words or less 1/-

Extra words Id. per word.

(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Box NumMr Advertisements.

"Box No." and oflfiee address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must bo accompanied by th«

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot b«

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., PubUstiera,
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receipt of eatriaa.

PbotograpUe Soeiaty'a Exhibition
ao W th« Iat«a( day for the

EX-CATHEDRA.
Th« R.P.S.
Exhibition.

The prospectus of the forthcoming sixty-

fourth exhibition of the Royal Photo-
graphic Society is, for some reason, very late in appear-
ance, but is now obtainable on application to the Secretary,

35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I. It discloses the fact

that in the pictorial section this year the society is plan-

ning a lightef and more pleasant appearance of the walls

aa a whole by stipulating, as has already been done from
"another place," that exhibits be sent unframed, and
that white or light-tinted mounts of one or other of the

sixes, 16 by 12, 20 by 16, and 22 by 18 ins. be used. Passe-

ftartoute of these eizee and tints of mount may, how-
ever, be sent. The latest days for the receipt of exhibits

ara September 19 by carrier and September 20 by hand,

the exhibition opening on October 13. In the pictorial

•action the selecting and judging committee consists of

Messrs. Bertram Cox, J. Dudley Johnston, and Alex

Keighley. Messrs. P. T. HoUyer and W. L. P. Waatell

elect and judge pictorial colour transparendee, whilst

those of technical or scientific interest will be judged by

the committee in the general scientific section, consisting

of Messrs. G. Ardaseer, Charles R. Davidson, Hugh Main,

and Drs. Robert Knox and Geo. H. Rodman. Medals

will be placed at the disposal of judges in the colour and

technical sections, but not in that for pictorial work.

• a •

Raduoirtg Con- It is generally believed that the per-

tr*at> sulphate reducer does not attack the

thinner portions of a negative, confining its action to

tha high-lighU only, but this is not altogether true. If

this were so it would be possible to leave the image iu

the solution indefinitely, which we know is not the

oaas. Therefore, it is well to remember that we have

in the chromium intensifier a very useful means of im-

proving negatives which have a considerable amount of

thin shadow-detail together with dens© high-lights which

quite preclude the possibility of getting a really good

print both in gradation and colour by any process. Any
attempt at reduction will still further weaken the thinner

parts, very much if the ferricyanide and hypo methotl is

used, and less if persulphate be employed; with the latter,

however, the highlights are reduced in so much greater

a proportion that they are printable before the shadow-

detail is hopelessly buried, and a much more harmonious

result can be obtained. If we adopt the chromium method

we can not only reduce the high-lighte but intensify tlie

shadow parts, so that the finished negative will closely

approximate to one which has received full exposure and

correct development. The procedure is exactly the same

as for intensification, with one exception, that the re-

development with amidol is not completed but arrested at

any desired stage by rinsing and transferring to a normal
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fixing bath, which dissolves that portion of the dense
image which has not been reconverted to the metallic

state. Uneven development must be guarded against,

and we have found it useful to blot off the surface moisture
from the bleached image so that the developer commences
its action evenly all over.

* • •

The Weight The tendency for some years past on
off the L«n«. ^j^g part of all camera makers has been
to reduce weight and bulk as much as possible among all

classes of apparatus, and even the field camera has been

not unaffected by the general trend. There seems in our
opinion in many patterns a decided want of rigidity in

the front of these instruments that was not in evidence

on apparatus made a score of years ago. The lightly

constructed front is all very well if only the light

modern anastigmats are to be employed, but if an older

fiattern of rapid symmetrical originally made to cover a

much larger plate is fitted, the increased weight of such

a lens tends to a decided loss of rigidity. It may even

be that the camera front itself, if the instrument is of

the tapering bellows pattern, is not large enough to

accommodate such a large lens. In field-camera construc-

tion there is much to be said for the square-bellows

pattern on the score of rigidity in that it will allow

almost any make and weight of lens to be fitted without

strain or lack of rigidity of the front during exposure;

also there is no risk of cut-off when a lens of short

focus is employed. We have no wish to decry the modern
field camera, but this is one of those cases where improve-

ment in one respect is made at the expense of lessened

efficiency in others.
* » «

When a V.P. Yet another instance of the practical
Scored. value of the vest-pocket camera came
under our notice recently. A photographer was called in

to take a group round the table at a children's tea party.

The circumstances were against the production of a good
result. The little sitters were of all ages and more or less

restless. The group was in different planes, necessitating

careful focussing and stopping down, and the light was
bad. Two or three exposures were made with an ordinary

field camera, and then almost in desperation the photo-

grapher ran off half a dozen rapid exposures upon a spool

of film in quite an ordinary vest-pocket camera. When the
whole of the exposures were developed, comparison proved
almost an astonishing revelation. Each of the tiny
negatives was in every practical point perfect, while those
with the larger instrument showed that several of the little

sitters had moved during the long expoeiire. From the
selected negative several dozen prints were made through
the enlarger which delighted the customer and enhanced the

reputation of the photographer.
» • «

Time op Dis- There are, as every photographer knows,
tance. two ways of varying the exposure when
printing upon bromide or similar papers. One is to give
a longer or shorter time at a fixed distance, and the other
is to vary the distance while the length of exposure re-

mains the same. A combination of both ways is sometimes
found necessary. At first sight dt may appear that the
same result would be arrived at by either method, provided
that an exactly equivalent exposure were given, and this

is perhaps true within certain limits of density in the
negatives. But when abnormally thin or thick images
have to be dealt with it will be found that the results

obtained differ greatly in the matter of contrast. For
such negatives variation of distance will be found to give
not only the best gradation in the • print, but in the
case of very thin images of uniformity in depth and colour.

Supposing that our exposure to a given lamp at a distance-

of one foot is eight seconds for a normal negative, and
that we wish to print from a negative which requires only i

one-fourth of this time, we shall find that there is a great.
'

difference between two prints, one of which has receivedi

two seconds at one foot and the other eight seoonds at

two feet, while a still further difference will be found if

the distance be increased to eight feet and the exposure to'

128 seconds. Conversely with dense negatives the dis-

tance must be reduced, or if this becomes too short tO'

secure even illumination of the negative a stronger light

must be used. In all cases the exposure should be regu-

lated so that the image is thoroughly developed, for by
this only can good colour be obtained. Where a fixedi

distance only is available, as in printing boxes, the light

must be reduced by the interposition of one or more sheets

of thin paper, so that an exposure of sufficient duration'

can be given.

HOLIDAY COMPLEXIONS. 4
At this time of year the portrait photographer finds him>
Belf faced with the difficulty of having many sitters whose-

complexions would do credit to some of the lighter Indian
races, yet who expect that their portraits will be those of'

ordinary white folk. It is said that in America those

portraitists who have negroes or mulattos in their

clientele succeed in business according to the degree of

whiteness of skin which, they can confer upon their sitters,

and the same thing holds good with holiday-makers here.

We do not think we are wrong in asserting that the

majority of portrait negatives, taken under normal con-

ditions, are under-exposed. In some cases this is done

designedly to produce certain broad effects, but generally

it is done without its being realised. If we look at any

collection of portraits of sitters in dark clothing we find

that there is little detail in anything except the face and

handSj the drapery being very faintly defined. Now if

this be so with a pale-faced sitter, what must it be when a

bronzed complexion has to be dealt with? Fortunately,

this problem presents itself at a time of year when the

light is good and full exposures given without risk of move-

ment. Three or even four times the exposure usually

given will not be too much for extreme cases, and ther*

need be no fear that light draperies will suffer in conse-

quence ; in fact, they will be improved in rendering because

they will not be made too dense in the endeavour to bring-

the face up to printing density. Those who have done

much copying realise the great increase in exposure neces-

sary when working from an original upon toned paper,

and the sunburnt sitter is rather more than " toned."

The lighting, too, calls for some modification. More light

can be admitted, and the reflector used freely without

fear of flatness, and it will be found that the larger the

aperture of the lens the more harmonious will be the result.

From the scientific point of view it is correct to say that

given the ordinary system of diaphragm apertures each step

downwards from the full opening requires double the

exposure that the preceding one did, but it does not hold

good in practice with all classes of subject. If anyone

doubts it, let him try two plates on a bronze figure or

other article, one at f/4 and the other at /'/32, giving the

theoretical increase in exposure for the latter and develop

both in the same dish for the same time. In colour

photography, either by the screen-plate or trichrome

process, much of the colour value is lost if a small aper-

ture is used, and the same is true, to a smaller extent, in

ordinary work.
It is, we fear, like ploughing the sand to suggest that

rapid orthochromatic plates are preferable to ordinary
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«n«s for all classes of portraiture. There are no difficul-

ties or disadvantages connected with their use, and even

without a screen they are helpful with any subject having

a yellow or brownish tinge. Panchromatic plates we
bardly dare mention, as they must be manipulated in total

darkness, and it takes much persuasion to get most opera-

tors to believe that a good negative can be made without
watching it through the development. Those who are

free from this superstition will find that the latest intro-

duction in panchromatics, the new Ilford plate of this

type, possess remarkable powers of colour-rendering in

an utucreened condition, while a light screen gives still

better remits. It is in colour-sensitiveness of the emul-
sion that the photographer of dusky complexions will find

his most effective weapon, but if such means cannot be
reconciled with his antipathies, the next befit maxim for

liim is ample exposure of his ordinary oolour-blind plate.

COMPARATIVE NOTES ON METHODS OF MAKING
ENLARGED NEGATIVES.

Is these days of development papera «nd of the facility of

enlarging, the making of enlarged negatives has
naturally fallen into a leaser degree of importance to the
profeaaional photographer and perhaps interests chiefly

the more serious type of amateur desirous of producing
irom hia small negatives large prints in the oil and other
processes which require an enlarged negative for daylight
printing. Even professionals who do their own printing
in carbon or platinum are apt to ehiric the making of the
enlarged negative when a carbon or platinum enlargement
'* called for, and to pass on such work to a trade house.
Nevertheless, the variety of means by which an enlarged
negative may be made is sufficiently great to offer a par-

ficular choice appropriate to the conveniences in the way
f apparatos, etc., which are available or to the purpose

ror which the enlarged negative ia required. Since in

•OUT experience both professional and amateur workers are
-•'tentimes in doubt as to the relative merit* of these means,
t may be of serx'ice to many if we pass them briefly in

^"'"w, not with the intention of offering working insiruo-
'

. bat with the object of indicating the advisable pro-
•ceaure in given ciministanees. The making of enUmd
negatiMa cannot be called a " proosM," since it rffinMrt«
eimply in the conjunction or combination of processes
which, for other purposes, are familiar to every photo-
grapher. The particular manner in which these processes

are employed in conjunction appears to be a subject on
which something mar very usefully be said, and the present
-notes are intended to be read in that sense.

Generally speaking, the making of enlarged negativen
follow* one or other of two systems: (I) the making of a
positive transparency the same tiae as the negative and
its enlargement to produce the enlarged negative, and (2)

the prodnotion of an enlarged transparency of the site

which, the enlarged negative is required to be and the
making of the latter from this either by contact or, more
-usually, in the camera. From a consideration of the dif-

ferent materials which are available for the making of the
intermediate transparency and th* enlarged negative it

will be seen that some dozen or so different methods may be
followed. In order to provide n preliminary swift glance
over the«» different method* we borrow from a past issue

of the " Photo-Miniature " a shorthand representation of

them devised by labelling as PI, P2, etc., the methods for

making the positive transparency, and as Nl, N2, etc.,

the methods for producing the enlarged negative from it.

Thus, adopting tnis notation, wi* can bring within a very

small space an outline of the methods and materials which
are available.

Processes for positivb transparency.
Same bim as original negative. Same size as enlarged negative.

PI, dry-plaU', or P4, dry-plate
P2, carbon tissue, or or Trao8ferot>-pe or
P3, print-out paper. development paper.

Processes fob ENiiAROED NEOATn-E.
From positive same size as From positive same size as

original negative. enlarged negative.
Kl, dry-plate or film, or N3, dry-plate or film, or
N2, bromide or Transferotype N4, bromide or Transferotype

paper- paper, or

N4, carbon tissue.

Complete
No. Positive.

1. PI. dry-plate.

2. P2, carbon tis-sue.

3. PI, dry-pUte.

4. P3, print-out paper.

5. P3, print-out paper.

6. P4,

P4.

P4,

dry-plate or develop-
moot or Transferotype

dry-plate, development
or Tianofarotypc paper.
dr>-' plate, development
or Tninsferotyp* paper.

Processes.

Negative.
Kl, dry-plate or film.

Nl, dry-plate or film.

N2, bromide or Transferotype
paper.

Nl, dry-plate or film.

N2, bromide or Transferotype
paper.

N3, dry-plate or film.

N4, bromide paper, Transferotype
paper.

N5, carbon tissue.

Perhaps the first question which arise* from a study of
the above table is whether choice should be made of a
method of working from a small transparency or from one
of the full-size of the enlarged negative. What is gained
by the expenditure of two large plates as against one, and
are there any disadvantage? attached to the former system 1

The enlarged-transparency method is beyond question the
most perfect process of making an enlarged negative where
one requires the opportunity of carrying out improve-
ments by working up or by rubbing down, or, indeed, by
any form of retouching. On this account it is the method
greatly favoured by leading pictorial photographers whose
work IS done 5n platinotype or in carbon. We have the
recollection of Mr. W. R. Bland having confessed some-
where that one article in these pages years ago, com-
mending this form of the enlarging process, had in itself

amply repaid him for a twenty years' subscription to the
Journal. Moreover, apart from this question of retouch-

ing in one shape or another, the enlarged-transparency
method offers a facility and precision in the insertion of

clouds or skies into the enlarged negative which is not
yielded by the system of working from a small trans-

parency. Against these advantages must be set the neces-

sity, if plates are used, for a camera taking a plate the

sice of the enlarged negative and also for proper means
of illuminating the enlarged transparency. If dry-plates

were of such perfect flatness that a 12 x 10 negative could

be printed by contact from a 12 x 10 transparency, these

requirements would obviously disappear, but in the' use of

ordinary dry-plates it is necessary that the transparency

should be copied same size in the camera in order to secure

satisfactory definition throughout all parte of the image:
also there are those who are ready to maint.ain that a

higher quality of enlarged neeratives is produced in this

wav. The disability of the enlarged-transparency system

in this respect has been removed to some extent by the

introduction of the Eastman Portrait film, which, for

moderate sizes, may be used as the sen.sitive material for

the enlarged negative, and can be printed quite satisfac-

torily by contact in a frame of the solid build such as is

used for carbon printing. Similarly, an alternative to the

use of transparent portrait film is bromide paper. Trans-
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ferotype paper or carbon tissue, as represented by pro- '

cessee 7 and 8. The use of bromide or Transferotype paper
reduces cost considerably, while on the other hand it does

so at some sacrifice of quality, and, moreover, is much
less convenient for the addition of clouds or skies. The
slowness of printing, in the case of bromide, is a further

disadvantage, whilst the slight grain of either bromide or

Transferotype paper limits the employment of the enlai'ged

negative to papers having a matt or rougher surface.

Probably for a very large proportion of the uses to which

enlarged negatives are put by the pictorially inclined

worker, this latter is by no means a drawback. With

these qualifications it may be said that the enlarged-
transparency system recommends itself to those wbo, work-
ing chiefly for pictorial ends, have at their disposal a

large copying camera and the means, preferably a window
looking upon a clear sky, for the illumination of the

transparency.

The merits of the system according to which a small

transparency is enlarged are almost too obvious to need
pointing out : the more debatable considerations arise in

selecting the material for the enlargement of the small

transparency and also for the making of the transparency
iteelf. These must be deferred to a succeeding article.

MULTIPLE VIGNETTES WITH PRINT=OUT PAPERS,

In the case of bromide and gaslight papers multiple vignettes

present ilittle difficulty with register lines on the back of the

paper, which, in one well-known method, is caused to travel

and a fresh surface exposed for every negative in turn. In
tlhe absence of some special contrivance, this is not possible

with daylight printing papers, and if one were devised it s

doubtful whether it would present any advantage. It there-

fore follows that it is compulsory to use a printing frame large

enough to take the strip of paper, and in the majority of

cases it is also obligatory that two successive printings be

employed, for tOie reasooi that in the print the distances

required between the vignetted heads is usually less than the

distances between the same points when the negatives are laid

side by side in contact. Consequently, they cannot be printed

simultaneously unless the negatives are cut down, which, for

various reasons, is often not desirable. In the method to be

described this is presumed to be so, and although it originated

witfli the writer, there is no doubt it has frequently been

evolved, being a plan more or less forced on one by the con-

ditions, though details of procedure may vary.

The idea was to so scheme out things that the general set-

up might be handed to any intelligent young lady printer,

who, after familiarising herself with the hang of the thing,

should experience no difficulty in printing the multiple vig-

nettes, and it was found successful in practice. Feminine

nature is stated to he complex, and this may be so, but

assuredly it does not respond sympathetically to undue com-

plexities in printing.

The Guide Print.

A piece of white paper is first cut the size of the printing

paper to be employed. Rough proofs (preferably fixed) from

the negatives are trimmed close to the subject and stuck down
in correct position on the paper. With standing figures

fertical lines cutting them truly can be made on the proofs,

and a set-square applied to them, and the bottom of the paper

will ensure the figures standing upright.

The position, spacing, etc., will depend on the subjects and

the taste of the printer, but often the chins are placed equi-

distant from the bottom of the paper. Before the prints are

stuck down, horizontal lines are ruled across them, roughly at

right-angles to the vertical, and cutting the extremities of the

chins : a horizontal line ruled across the paper at the right

distance from the bottom will ensure this. It is quite neces-

sary to have the guide print correct, as it is the basis for the

subsequent setting-up. Finally, the proofs are given consecu-

tive .numbers, numbering from left to right in the customary

way, and the negatives are plainly marked to correspond.

Outline of Procedure.
In the following notes a triple vignette is taken as an

example, but exactly the same principle applies to any number

of negatives. Briefly, it consists in assembling them in a

cardboard carrier behind a multiple immovable vignette, with

openings appropriate to the negatives to be printed under-

neath. It is therefore necessary that they occupy the correct

position in the printing frame relative to each other and their

coriesponding opening in the vignette. With a triple vignette

the centre negative is, say, printed first with the openings in

the carrier on either side masked out to prevent any possible

axition by stray light. The remaining two negatives are then

printed together with the space between them masked out. In
both cases the openings not in use in the vignette are covered.

Accordingly, we have to make a card carrier, the vignette, and
two masks, and devise some simple scheme for registration.

Procedure.

A piece of white tissue paper is taken larger than the guid»

print, is placed over it, and the outlines of the subjects are

boldly traced, taking care no shift occurs whilst doing so.

Mark also by lines or dots the position of the bottom and sides-

of the guide print. Remove the tissue paper, turn it over, and
repeat all lines on the side now uppermost. Consecutively

number tJie subjects from rirjht to left, and mark the paper
" film side."

At the bottom of every negative make a mark (for registra-

tion) on the film of the rebate. Place the negatives in turn,

film uppermost, on the tissue paper so that the image corre-

sponds with the lines drawn, and with a pencil draw round the'

edges of the glass, and also place a dot against the registering

mark. If the negatives are dense, this may have to be done by
transmitted light.

Ihe diagram illustrates afiau-s so far as we have now got.

The position of the negatives is shown at 1, 2, and 3 (indicating.

their position in the card-carrier subsequently to be cut out).

The bottom of the printing paper is indicated at a, a' ; the

sides at b, b'. The registering marks c are not in all cases

necessary, but they insure exactitude, and are no trouble to-

include.
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The MasRs.
It will b« «pp«rent from the diagram that wfa«n the middl«

egatiTS is being print«d a apace will be left on each side

throDgh which light maj creep from tbe oential rignette^

edges of negativea have a nice trick of catdung atray light and

distributing it nliere it is meet decidedly not wanted. These

spaces, therefore, require protection, together with the dear

rebate of the negatire being printed.

The mask is made by laying down another piece of tissue

paper of the requisite siae on the diagram and tracing round

inside the central rectangle; about ^ in. clearance will more

than aQow for the rebate. The paper just drawn upon is

turned over, a dab of gum is placed within the rectangle, and

the tissue paper is stuck down on orange paper and the rect-

angle cut out. In the aame way, a second mask ia made to

hMd Ilia central apaoe when segatiTC* 1 and 3 are being

printed, and also protecting their rebate*. The masks should

not aztend ao as to coTer the lines indicating tite bottom and

side* of tfte printing paper.

Tha Multiple Vignettaa.

Again, we lay another piece of tissue paper on the diagram

(or on the guide print if dte images show through tha tiaaae),

and the amount of eaeh aabject ia traced, taking eara no ahiH

oeooTS. The tissue paper is stuck dowa on brown paper or

thin card in the aame way as mentioned tor the maska, and
enables Um llirse rignatte openings to be cot out in saactly

the right poaition relative to each other. Mark the side on

whidi the tisane was stock " und«r-sida."

The Card Carrier.

We now take the diagram and on the rrraisa aida |mt dabs

of gum well distributed over the inside o( the three rectangles,

and stick it down on card. Prick tiirough a, a', and 6, h', and

also the rsgiataring dots c. The boundaries of 1, 2 and 3 are

thea cot oat and the lines representing the bottom and aides

ot the printing paper are reproduced wiUi a pencil. A toneh of

the pencil to the pricked doU e will make ttieni plaiaer.

Aaaembling.

The card carrier ia inaerted in the printing frame, and, if

u.i an exact fit, is attached to Itie glass by gummed strips.

Kegatires 1 and 3 are placed ia thesr rsspeet^ve openings in the
carrier. II a nas enable fit, well and good ; if aoi, the r^^iafr-

iag marka <m ttm aagativee and doU oa tike eaivier wiU ensure
exact positions, and applied gummed tlipa tmporarily retain

them.

A piece of white paper is put behind the negatives and the
back of the frame inaerted. The vignette is then adjusted by
sight ; if correctly placed for 1 and 3 it will also be right for
the middle negative. Should inspection be difficult owing to
density of the negatives, the subject can bo previously out-
lined on the glass side with white water-colour pigment, which
is washed off after the adjustment

Printing.

If a print-out silver paper is employed, inspection in tiie

usual way will indicate which of the negatives require printing
up, the vignette openings over any negativea sufficiently

printed being covered. With platinotype or allied papers a
skilled printer doubtless could do the same, but large frames
are awkward to handle, and in all cases small trial prints aire

desirable to test the vignetting. If these are exposed with a
print-meter (the single-tint type being spedally recommended),
the exposures for the final compound print can be ascertained.
Should printing be conducted by mercury light, the question
is oierely one of time variation. The carbon proceea should
preaent no difficulty with trial pieces of P.O.P. ae a guide to
exposure, but has not been tried by the writer.

The way in which the negatives are inserted has already
been mentioned. In the preaent case, negatives 1 and 3 occupy
niches of their own, preventing material shift, but it ia

obvious there is nothing to indicate the correct posifcian later-

ally of Na 2, which is free to slide either way, and requires
regiatration as described, and alao affixing by gummed slipa.

The registering lines a, a\ b, b', ensure the printing paper
being replaced in the same position after it has been removed
fln a change ot negatives.

Renaarka-
Ilia foregoing method may aeem somewhat formidable, and

although no difficulty arise* in setting-up, it certainly does

take some time, but time well spent it certainty of reanlt* aind

ease ot printing be considered ; moreover, five or aix negatires

can be dealt with as easily a* three.

A question may naturally arise : why employ dayli^frt print-

ing papers for the job when bromide papers, affording more
facility, are available? The answer will largely depend apon
the printing medium generally employed, and, possibly, to

sonte extent upon the price charged. A* a prominent pro-

laanonal and keen busineas man put it to the writer :
" I really

haven't the face to charge eereral guineas far • worked-up
amltiple vignette, and supply it, maybe, on preciaely tite aame
paper as need by the cheap atodio over the way."

£. A. S.

rOBTHCOMING SXHIBITIOlMl

Septaoibsr 13 to October 11.—Ix>ndoa 8ak>D of Photography.
BoMsa else* BtHeuiUi S. Hen. s«:.. Sa, PaS MaU Bast, T.«.wL^

RW.l.

SnxmxLa ajtd DnraiCT PaonssioiiAL Paoioaaapaiaa' Aaao-
CTAXlox.—A mssring wa* held on Wsdoaaday, July 30, and by the
kindnsas of Miss B. M. Eadoa bar One atadto and workroom* war*
placed at the disposal of tha Aasodatlon for the porpoa* of a
demonstration of " tank derdoiMDeat," given by Mr. J. H. Law-
rence, of the Kodak Co. Plate* snd flat film* were expoaed in
the studio and than daT*fep*d in Unk*. Mr. Lawrence gave a
very iat««s«ing leetarsM* on took devela|M»«at while developoMit
wa* proc**dinK, and explainMi that " whatever the *xpo*are—
within re**on, of cour»* a negative would be got by tank develop-
ment that would have the right ooatraat. Nomeroni questions
war* a*kad by the large and int«r«*t«d ^tbering of memben, and
a mart MijeyahU and profitable evening wa* spent. A hearty vote
of thaaka waa aecctded to Mias Eadon for opaoJag b«r *tudio
tor the oeeaaion, and to Mr. Lawrence aad The Kodak Co. for a
very geed demonstration. Buaincaa waa rri«gat«d to the annual
fm*ral BMcUng which takaa place mzt moaMi.

BmaiCXXm or Imtorts.—Lord Parmoor, in the House of

Lords on August 6, aaked the Oovemmeot under what
authority the executive had placed ao embargo on the

importation of goods and 'sommoditie* other than arms, am-
munition, and gon-powder. He laid that in the "Board
of Trade Gazette" there was a very wide range of goods or com-

modities which could not be imported into this country without

a licence. In his opinion it was not right that the executive

Government, by its own operations, should be able to discriminste

and give iiccraoe* to some traders arad refuse them to others,

becauae that power was undoubtedly capable of corruptive use.

The system tended to keep up prices, which waa one of the most
fertile canaea of industrial unrest. Lord Emmott asserted that

protection by prohibition, subject to licence, was the very worst
form of protection that could possibly be devised in time of peace.

Lord Sonerleyton replied that the restrictions on the importation

of goods were impoaed by Roysl prodamation, the Act under which
the proclamations were drafted being the Customs Con§otidation

Act, 1876. The Law Officers of the Crown had advised the Govern
ment that the words "any other goods " in that Act ought not to

be treated tjvtdtm gtntrU aa "arms, amsnunitioa, and inin-

powder," and that the present reatrictions on imports were willtin

the law.
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IPRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[PreyiouB articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but it any reader among the younger

generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, hi«

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Btodio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture fFeb. 14).

Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Boom (March 21).

About the Eeception Boom (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).

Business Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).
Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).
The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).

Plates and Their Work (July 11).

Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (August 8).

THE PERSONAL FACTOR.

It a photographer wislies for the best possible results from

his business he must be able to do more tihan merely take

photographs; he must sell them, and, further, he must, in the

majority of cases, sell them before he takes them. Probably

in no caUing save that of a medical practitioner's does per-

Bonality count for so much as in portrait photography. The

doctor must inspire confidence by having a good "manner."

If he is a little brusque, it does not materially afiect the cure,

but the expression evoked by the photographer is perpetuated

in the portrait, and no amount of manipulative skill will

destroy a glum or bored look. I have known several good,

Bonnd craftsmen who have struggled on for years, turning out

excellent prints, but never making headway. The reason was

almost identical in each case. One was more suited for an

undertaker by temperament, though I am told that under-

takers off duty are jovial souls. Another was apologetic in

his demeanour toward? his clients, while a third alvray« gave

the impression that he had been interrupted in some tre-

mendously important work. All these failed to realise, or

perhaps they were constitutionally unable to act up to it tlhat

to be successful the portraitist must be "all things to all

men."
Trhe standard of good manners is not the «ame in all

localities, but it may be taken that it is always sate to treat

even the humblest sitters as if they belonged to a much better

class. They appreciate it, and applaud the judgment of the

photographer, peiftiaps to the extent of increasing their order

forthwith. If, on the other hand, really first-class people turn

up, and in country districts the photographer meets with

every grade, there should be no display of servility, no fussing

round, with "my lord" or "my lady" interpolated in every

sentence. Good manners should be backed up by a good

appearance. The words w'lhich Shakespeare puts into the

mouth of Poloniua cannot be improved upon as advice to a

business man: "Costly thy habit as thy purse can buy, yet

not expressed in fancy, for the apparel oft proclaims the

man." Let me hasten to explain that this does not mean a

velvet jacket and a flowing tie. One must establish a cult

before these can be indulged in nowadays, and even then I

don't think that there is mudh money in it. The average

sitter, whether citizen or Society lady, feel« most confldence

in a well-behaved man whom one might meet on 'Change or

in the Park. Onoe this idea of personal neatness is adopted,

it will naturally spread to its immediate environment, and an

untidy studio or reception room will become unthinkable. Our
photographer, although possessed of a considerable amount of

firmness, must yet be pliable as far as the wishes of his clients

are concerned. Some men wUI be simply rude, perhaps, with-

out knowing it when a customer makes what he considers an
absurd suggestion. Such should be received as worthy of con-

sideration, but difficult, if not impossible, of execution, and
a very different impression will be produced.

A tailing with many photograplhers is that of trying to

please their customers by promising prints at an impossibly

early date. This shows weakness of mind, and a desire to

avoid immediate unpleasantness. If a photographer is honest,

and tells a sitter that he can supply no more portraits for

delivery (say) before Christmas, it does not follow that he
will lose the order. As a matter of fact, a lady said to me, in

such circumstances, " Well, if I went to someone else, they

would probably promise, and not send them. I will sit now,

and send them in the New Year." If I had promised and not

supplied she would have had no opportunity of sending any
other souvenir at Christmas, as she probably did.

Besides customers, most photographers have other folk

whose goodwill has to be obtained and kept, and these are his

assistants. If there is a thorough feeling of esprit de corps

throughout on establishment, it means much not only in

comfort of working, but in actual cash. Waste and delay are

avoided, and if any special effort is needed, it will be made
cheerfully. A well-trained staff does not want famUiarity

from the principal, but it appreciates consideration, and when
there is a fitting opportunity a little generosity, either in the

way of a cas!h bonus or an excursion or garden-party, not at

the expense of the staff, but as a graceful act on tihe part of

the one most interested.

Thus, what is wanted is a sedulous cultivation of the art

of "getting on" with people, no matter in what way they

are encountered. It is not easy to learn, but it the need is

always kept in view, some measure of success is certain.

PHACTICDS.
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THE FUNDAMENTAL LAW FOR THE TRUE PHOTOGRAPHIC
RENDERING OF CONTRAST.

[The following paper b>- Dr. Alfred W. Porter and Dr. B. E. Slade ia almost the first to be published as the result of the establishment

of the British Photographic Basearch Association, in which Dr. Slade ia Director of Research. By reprinting it from the " Philosophical

Magazine," we wish to mark our desire to include within the pages of the Photographic Press original papers such as it, which contribute

to tha adTaacMMBt of tbe aoentific treatment of photographic problems. Eds. "B.J."]

picture as that which fell in the camera from the two corresponding

portions of the subject, wo must have I =KE where K is a conatant

reduction factor. Now, thia relation between the first and lost

Tbb modem treatment of the character of a photographic plate ia

baaad «itii«ly (in England, at any rate) npon the method of ex-

amioatioo introduced by V. Barter and V. C. Driffield in a paper
nad beloro the Society of Chemical Indoatry and printed in their

journal d«t«i May 31, 1800. The advance that was made by theae

aathon waa ao great and the utility of their method ao advanU-
gaooa compared with previooa methods, that' the whole photographic
world haa joined in according them the honour do* to their inaight
iato tlia pRtbleo.

tfevertheleei, a certain malaite it often felt in regard to the
logical fooBdatiaa of thrnt maUiod. Perhapa they themaalvea are
to blame for thia. bacaoaa ooa of the important ateps in their cham
of aifnmanU ia made in ao carwiry a faahioo (in a aingla aentence)
that any reader mnat simply aMome it to be correct nnleea ha him-
self develops the argomaot in all iu detail from the beginning.
The whole argoment ia thia* :—" Since the deiMity ia the

log«tithm of the opacity, and since in a tbeoratically parfea nega-
tiTe the opacitiea are directly proportional to the i^t.—.;<{,, of the
light which produced them, it follows thu each daoeity moat be
proportional to the logarithm of the light ictanaity which prtMlnced
'^" "^^J •dd. m bradwU: "More cometly the density ia a
linear function of the intensity of light and time of «xpas«u«;"
U^rtonataly, in auking this detailed etamhiMion. one of ua

(A. W. P.) haa recently diseoTered thai their principal cooclaaion
m errooeoos when regarded aa a general principle. We ahaU firat
of ail deacnba ancb a detailed esaminatioB and then <iiaea« m
whai raapecu diflerMMe •• found iron Horter aad DriOeld'a reMilU.
The problem deala with the taking of a negative followed by the
atatg of the negative on to another plate or paper, and invasti-

(fJtes the conditioaa under which the final positive givee a true
rendering o# the eonlraeU in the original aohiect There are several
parts to rt.

When the plate is expoaed to the eobject (espoaore.E,) a eertain
denaity of depceit is prodacad. and the negative haa a cerUin
t™»pareiicy T. m conseqnenoe after dcvdopment.

g-.. .
-. - . o

TaklBs Ma«c.

Kg. 1.

In the aaeoMl place, * print is made by eipoaing the positive
pUle (or paper) throngh the negative Ui the printing light be P.
Where the t»«pMe.ey i. T.. the I«ht getting to the negative i.

Z. '.'• **!• «!«• «*• poaitive, prodndng a trwsparency
T, after developmtat.

l''-..r:X Ne^v.

PX-
'h.

'"ir-\. R>a>'|i<«

Priettac iia**

Vi*- 2.

Finally, this poaitive ia viemrad under aa illumination V (the view-
ing light), and the hgbt that iasosa from it m VT..I.

Since for a tme rMMleriag of contrast it is necessary to have the
mme ratio bHweeo H^ emitted from two portioM of oar final

'^': Posi^va

VT,-|

ViewinK stac®.

Fig. 3.

lights concerned in the process involves a connection between the

relative traiisparencias of the poaitive and negative plates. Hurter

and Driffield defined the transparency- T as
L'ght transmitted

Light incideut

They also m%ke oae of a correlative quantity, the dentity D of

a plate, the oonnectioa between these quantities being

log-— = density = D.

It should be observed that since T is always less tlian

unity, ita reciprocal-^ is greater than unity and its logarithm is

positive.

Now, laVT, from the definition of transparency.

But if also

I = KE..
we have

^1 - -1- - conaUnt
Ts K

Similarly,

E, - PTi,

(1)

. GbsiB. Ia«. Haf JOlh. 1MB.

?2. = P constant. (2)

The first of theee equations states that the transparency of the

poaitive must bear a constant proportion to the light from the sub-

jsot at all corresponding points. The second equation states, what

is only the direct result of definition, that the light transmitted by

the negative ia proportional to the iranaparency of the negative

ilealf. Both of theee equations most be caused to be true simul-

taneously by a auitable choice and treatment of the two plates.

To examins these equatioiM further it is convenient to take the

logarithms (to base 10) of both sides of each, aad write

D, - log ;=?-. D,
Ti

log^.
T,

•hence from (1)

and from (2)

logE, -log ^-Di. (3)

log El « log P — D, (4)

Let us suppose that the connection between D, and log E, is

known. It is represented graphically by the characteristic cur\'e

usually obtained for a plate (Fig. 4).

The above equation will enable us to determine the values of D,

and log E, for a plate that will form a suitable positive. Such

pistes which suit one another as negative and positive we may ad-

vantageously refer to as conjugate plates. The former equation (3)

asserta that we can obtain a suitable value at D, by taking any

constant (the same for all points) and subtracting log E, from it.

This is equivalent to shifting the origin to any point 0' and measur-

ing D, backwards from it ; thus if OM represents a particular value

of log E,, then CM represents the suitable value of D,. On the

other hand, the second equation (4) asserts that the suitable value

of log E, is obtained by taking any constant (the same for all
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points) and sabtrocting D, bx>m it. This is equivalent to still

further shifting the origin to any point O" and reckoning log E,

dovmtoards from it. Thus if O'N represents the value of D,, then

0"N repiesents the suitable value of log E,. Hence the same point

Q represents not only the corresponding xahies of D, and log E,,

but also, when measurements are made as indicated from the new
origin 0", it represents the corresponding values of D, and log Ej.

Since this can be said for every point Q in the characteristic curve

lor the negative, it follows that this curve suitably interpreted gives

* • too X-f~, f<--- loo I-- i

1::^.'^
o*

the characteristic of the conjugate plate also. We may express

the transformation most easily by Baying that if the characteristic

curve D„ against log E,, be drawn on tracing paper and be then

viewed from the back so that the first origin is at the top

right hand corner, the curve, as it then appears, is the characteristic

curve of the conjugate plate. Such a curve is shown in Fig. 5 for

comparison.

-^H^?
Fig. 5.

It should be carefully remarked that the new origin 0" may

be any point whatever. But it must not be forgotten that the

constant amounts by which it is shifted in the two directions are

connected with the viewing light and printing light. In fact,

GO' = log [viewing light -i- K] = log V - K,

O'O' = log [printing light] = log P.

To oboose the point 0' is equivalent to deciding upon particular

values for the printing and viewing lights and the reduction factor

K. j-he more nearly K lb to unity the more nearly will the light

from the positive be not only the same in gradation as that from

the subject, but also the same in absolute intensity.

When we make a print we arrange our exposure so that the

curve of the ptaper is in the best position with referenci» to the axis

of log Ej te be brought by development to fit the conjugate

cttrve; then we develop until this fit is obtained. We must not

develop longer or this fitting of the curves would be spoiled.

In what reepectfi do these conclusions differ from those of Hn
and Driffield? Their great conclusion was t^at it was neceesaryl

and sufficient that D should be a linear fanction of log E for

sensitive plate, i.e.,

D= v(log E - log r).

This conclusion appears to have been arrived at by considering

a single kind of plate only for both negative and positive, but

they do not state exactly what assumptions they made. If we

derive from our general results, this case in which ihe two plate

curves by supposition are identical, it follouvs that

D=: log E - log I

for each ; or, in other words, y can only be equal to unity. No
other curve but this can fit its conjugate. Hence the conclusion

that y may have any value in such a case is erroneous. In a later

paper * on the relation between photographic negatives and their

positives, they carry the question further and conclude that

D,=v(log P- aD,),

which is somewhat similar to our fourth equation ; but they only

give arbitrary values to a, and the value oi y is also quite arbitrary.

Fig. 6.

It would seem, then, that as the result of a somewhat quick judg-

ment they were led to an imperfect conception of the true conditions

for securing a true representation of gradation. The true result is

in one case more special than theirs because for similar plates the

value of y must be unity ; it is also more general than theirs

because we are not constrained to keep to the linear function at

all. We will examine in detail some particular cases.

Case 1.—Suppose we follow the customary theoretical practice

->.logF

Pig. 7.

and restrict ourselves to a negative in which the strai^t portion

of the characteristic has been utilised. So that

D, = y (log E, - log «,).

By plotting Fig. 6 and viewing fi'om the back it is seen at once

(Fig. 7) that for the positive the necessary conjugate relation is

Dj = i(logE2 - log is).

7
The constant log i, is arbitrary, as we have said before, and

y = tan S,.

A low characteristic curve for the negative requires a steep

* Jonrn. See. Cbem, Ind., Febrtmry 2S, 1891.
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characterUtic carve for the positive print. In fact, 9, + 6, = W^,
wliere 0, tad t, are their respective inclinations to the horizontal

«xpaaore axis. In real esses, only the centr^ part of the curve

is straight (Figs. 4 and 5). Since the oonjogate carve is obtained

from the curve of the positive bimply by a change oi origin and
axes, the length of the straight line portioa in the two carves is the

•ame, althoogh the prajections on the exposure axes are different

ai the two cri ses anle« y is equal to unity Hence, in order thai

the two plates may match, the straight parts utilised in each cbar-

«eteristic must be the same in length. Generally this is possible

in lantern slides or other transparencies. In the case of paper the
straight line is very short ; it is therefore only the gradations corre-

sponding to a portion of the curve for the negative which will be
•correttly rendered. The particular part reproduced correctly de-

pends on the printing expobure Whether any part is correctly

rendered depends on the development, for the development factors

most be made raciproenb of one another (7 for the one and -

7
for the other). Theae eonsideratioM show that if the sobject pre-

MoU a wide range al gradations and it m tNated so Oint thaw
43orrcspond to tha straight part of the curve, then deveiopiMBk U
the negative should be stopped early, so that the straight part
otilised is aa short as possible (for y increaaes with development).
The print then should have a high y, which may be obtained partly
by choice o( piato or paper and partly by proioi^{ed derafepmeot,
so as to make the paper carve as long aa poaaible. For subjecU
with only a small range of gradation tlMM eonaidentioas ai« of

lass mootsak The thm curves in Fig. 6 all corMspond to the
MBM rang* of gradation in the subject ; with inereased deveiopmattt
the stnaghi part required increases. Hm ootrMpoiiding portion*
«f best positive curvca which require to <w atimigfat are shown in
fig. 7. The lines o, 6, c on Fig. 6 reqmi* to ba matehed by the
cocrsspooding lines o. 6, e on Fig. 7. Knee tha straight part on
paper cvrres is abort we rsqnira the part of the carve on the nega-
tire corresponding to extnaw range o( exposurs to be aa short as
powble—«.«., we require the negative to have a small y; cooae-
qoently the print must have a big y.

This conclusion is at variance with that arrived ai by Jonce.
Nutting, and Meat ("Photographic Journal." liv. p. 342, 1914;
They point out that the latitoda of plates may be as high as 12K
in exposure uniu, althoogh the contrast in moat subjecU is noi
Mors than 1 to 31 ; they oooclnde that the negative is auUy capable
«f aatialying what is required of it. Bnt a paper has only a lati-

toda of 6.6 exposure uniU (.76 in 1.^ E,), and they say : " Tb»
paper, thso, will only render correctly a ranga fram 1 to 6.6 ; bene,
it i* obvioo* that in order to render a negatr** having a rang* wider
4haa 1 to 5.6 in tianamissioo, it is mrnsiry to utilise portion*
«f the characteristic carve lying ootaida the latitoda of the paper
and thn* depart from direct proportiooal raodering."
Thi* coneloaion on their part illiMtmlai • pnvaleot fallacy tbst

the nog* e< oontraat on tho expomre axlH of the negative and of
th« poeiUv* Boai b* alikcL Conaider. however, n paper for which
the latitoda ia 0.7S in Jog nnita and for whidi 7, is 1.6. Thi* is

shown ;n fig. 8, where

tan «,-Y,>1.6.

Tlte curra of the iMgativ* which will ba conectly printed by this

pnper under thoM condition* haaTi > -L.A... 067
"h 1.5

and rtfirodoMa a ranga ai on the log E, acale which is given by
0.7S tan «,>0.76xL6-L12. lliis correapanda to a ratio of 1:13
u eipoanre naitjL Thus thoogh the expoMwe latitade of this paper
ia ouly 1 : 6.6, it wiU oorreetiy Rfroduca a latttnde in the camera
espoaore of 1 :U and not only the 1 : 5.6 aa thaaa MUhora t^ke for
gnnted.
Cat II.—4k is not compnlsory, however, to work in the straight

portioosof the corvs aa Hoiter sod DrifBaU thought to be nsii— ij
examination of the curve B'B in fig. 9 wili ahow that thia po«l>le
eottanaion ia of limited availability. No aensHiv* matarwl known
will yield mdi a onrve a* is ahown in tlaa ftgnre throngboot it*

whole la^gth; bat thi« ia oscesaary to giv* a tnie photographic

In ftg- 9 we sea timt the eorra of tlio popsr pqr will fit over a
•artain range of the aonjngafs earve B'B. lliaa we can reproduce

correctly over a Aiati range of cootrsnte in the original by using
both tihe under exposure portion of the negative aaid of the positive
printing process. This portion of the curve is often used in practice,

and the two corvee BB' and pqr shown in fig. 9 are actually thoee
of an nfcrd Emfireas plate and a piece of lUin^wairth Sogas paper
(Vigaroaa) respectively.

Again, for over-exposed negatives, the ah^)e of tlie conjugate

curve is A'B' (fig. 9). We can only get the over exposare portian

of the curve of a prin* to be of this shape. Moreover, suoh prints

would not represent any portion of the original aubject by white
paper, end therefore such a print is usually of no pictorial valuer

When thiripoper had been drafted and while it was being copied

out, our attention was called to the Traill-Taylor Lecture, given

by Mr. Renwick in 1916, in which the same qoeation of matching the

negatsve and poaitive is diaouaaed. In thir lecture Ifr. Renwiok
gives what he calls reciprocal curves for the positive and negaitiTe

raapaotivaly ; bat he does not describe how they have been ob-

tained. In the absence of such a description it is not poeeibie

for OS to teat how far his work overiaps or anticipates ours. But

he certainly does w* touch the validity of Hurler and Driffield's

conekirfoo*.

Wa have alao foond a psfier by Lord Rayleigh " On the general

pioblan of iphotogn(Mc reproduction with snggeationa for enhancing

irradation originally invisible " (IMul. Mag. xxii. p. 734 (1911) ),

reprinted (British Journal of Photography, IviiL p. 994 (1911) ). In

th^ paper Lord Rayleigh certainly goea to the root of the matter

M f«r as li>e mntiching of plates ia concerned, but does not leave

the problem in a form suitable for practice. In particular, aome

of the assumptions nnde in the typical cases taken do not fit in

with ptoctioal aims. For example, there is no objeot in making

ths gradation of the negative the same ae iflie poaitive. The only

condition which aeems to us osefoi is thoA the gradation ia the

iesuiug light (I) shall be the same aa that from the originnl

source (E,). This in the condition which we have taken »a fnnda-

mental*
Alfbeo W. Pobtkr, D.Sc., F.R.8.

R. E. Slade, D.Sc.

Son-roci'B Portraits.—Wanting to try my hand at soft-focus

portraiture and not caring to invest in a special lens, I tried the

effect of using an old portrait lens with the back combination re-

moved. The results were surprisingly good.—A. 8. D., in

" Camera Craft."
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SELF-TONING PAPER.

From Rajor "Trade Notes."

The present great demand for Belf-toning paper prompts us to

offer a few hints on its successful working. Although its keeping

qualities are good, the paper should be used aa quickly as possible,

and if there is a slight discolouration this will be cleared awi^'

in the fixing.

Failures to obtain good colours or tones are tabulated (below, the

first one being by far tiie most prolific cause of poor tones :

—

1. " Drowning " the gold that is inoorporalted in the emulsion

by using too great a bulk of solution for the numiber of prints.

The rule to observe is to use only sufficient fixing-solution to just

comfortably cover the prints.

2. Using an old fixing-lbath that has done duty for plates, et;.

The hypo-solution must be freshly made, and no other ingredient

added.

3. Too weak a fixing-bath. A good strength is 5 to 6 ounces of

hypo to a pint of water. This gives fine brown colours on our
" Autona " paper, with no trace of double tones.

4. Prolonged wa^hnig after fixing may spoil the prints. One
faour in running water is ample.

For amateurs, and for dealers who specialise in "finishing"
amateui's' work, the self^toning process gives beautiful prints, and
provided the fixing is properly done, the results can be said to
be permanent.

The time of fixing with a baUi of 5 ozs. to t4ie pint should be
ten minutes at about 60 deg. Fahr. Longer immersion in the
fixing-bath may reduce the prints considerably. Prints that have

\ been ovei-printed can be fixed in a stronger solution, or for a
y^ longer time in a normal solution, thus taking advantage of the

slight reducing action.

Some amateurs place thew- scjf4taning prints in a combined
toning and fixmg solution as used for P.O.P., and to these we must
pomt out the necessity, for permanence sake, of afterwards fixing
them m a bath of p,laiu hj-po (2 ozs. to the pint of water) for ten
minutes.

PHOTOGRAPHIC-VISION FILTERS FOR ORTHO-
CHROMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

The manual " Panchromatism," just issued by the Ilford Company,
and the subject of reference on another paije, contains a description
of the new P.V., or Photographic-Vision filters, the issue of which
13 being made sooner than was suggested by their originator, Jlr.
F. F. Renwich, in the paper before the Royal Photographic Society
in 'Which the principle of the new fi:ters was outlined. Since the
practical facilities whi.:h the P.V. filters confer cannot be too fully
understood, and as the latter constitute an entire innovation in
orthoohromaUc photography, we reprint here the passage from the
Ilford publication which deals with them :

—

These filters are an altogether new introduction, and constitute a
valuable application of colour screens to photography. The prin-
ciple upon which they depend is quite easy to understand; they
cause coloured obje<^^ts viewed through them to assume the same
relative tone values as will appear in photographic copies made by
means of the plate for which the filter is designed. For example, an
ordinary plate, being sensitive to blue and violet only, and blind
to pure green and pure red, renders these latter colours as black ;

hence it has always been possible roughly to appreciate what the
record of a coloured scene will be like when made on an ordinary
blue-seiisitive plate, by examining the scene or object through a
pure blue-violet filter such as the Ilford tricolour blue filter. If,

however, an orthochromatic (green sensitized) plate like the Ilford
Chromatic plate is to be used, no previously devised filter will assist
the photographer to any certain knowledge of what will be the order
of luminosity assigned by the plate to the various parts of the sub-
ject if he makes an exposure. This is done by the Ilford P.V. Iso
filter; while, when an Ilford Panchromatic plate is to be used, the
Ilford P.V. Pan filter fulfils the same function.

A little consideration will show what an extremely valuable tool

such a filter is for the user of colour-sensitive plates. By mere
iiispection of the proposed subject through ^he P.V. filter he can,

after a very few trials, judge fairly accurately the order in which
the plate will record the colours present whtn no filter is used. He

can then proceed to study the effect of using any filter he likes tO'

try, simply by looking through it and the P.V. filter together, and
so can select for use .that filter which wUl give him the tome rela-

tionships he prefers, without having to waste time and material ore

that guess-work photography which so often leads to disappointment.

At first the majority of people find difficulty in deciding upon the

order of brightness of a number of differently coloured things, but,

proviided their sense of colour is normal, this phase of uncertainty

soon almost disappears, though small differences of luminosity

between widely different colours are always difficult to recognise with

certainty. We have no hesitation in saying, however, that our

P.V. filters are a most valuable aid to the photographer even at th&

start, for by studying the effects produced by our Iso, Alpha, Beta,,

and Gamma filters on a brightly coloured test object when it i»

looked at through each with the P.V. filter as well, he will be

astonished at the results of his observations, and will speedily

appreciate the meaning of what he sees and the effects of the cor-

recting filters. Having once grasped the meaning of luminosity

(apart from colour) of a coloured object, he will then be able t»

select with certainty the best filter for any work on hand by the

aid of the P.V. filter.

Assistants' Rotes.

—

Notes by assistants suitable for this column will be considerea

and paid for on the first of the month following publication.

Some Simple Copying Hints.

Owing to the war and its losses, and the number of men and

women who have now permanently put aside their uniforms, there.

is an immense field in copying and enlarging for the photographer

to work upon; and in order to get such work through as weU and

expeditiously as possible, many photographers might overhaul their

working methods for copying with advantage, and bring them weli

up to date. This would ensure better copies being turned out more-

quickly than before.

For one thing, the copying easel or board might be made a per-

manent ahid evei-ready fixture. A little ^thought ,given to its even

illumination by artificial light would ensure that many a slack

halfJiour in (the dark evenings would be turned to good account,

and copies would not need to be kept hanging about indefinitely,

waiting for a spare hour and good daylight.

The work turned out by the trade houses and by pho'to-engravers

is really wonderful. Photographers might weU take a leaf out

of their books, for it is only careful thought and planning that has

brought their methods uip to so high a pitch of perfection. A few

suggestions, therefore, may not come amiss.

Often a print is brought in for copying, and some explanatory

text matter is desired to be added to it. The usual way seems to

be to copy, make a rough print, add the required wording, and

copy again. Usually, something of the quality is lost in each

fresh negative made. Usually the print is too precious to be worked

upon or tampered with. Another method might be tried, how-

ever. Get a few sheets of the very be.it and most transparent

tracing-paper or linen, mark round the edge of the print, and cut

out of tlie sheet. Fasten o«Q to a drawing-boaid, and carefully and

smoothly paint all the framework of the tracing paper with that

kind of opaque white paint known as ".process white," as used by

photo-engravers. There is a special brand made by Windsor and

Newtons, which, in my experience, seems to photograph a purer

and cleaner white than any other—always a difficulty when a new

negative has to be made. When this white^ mask is perfectly dry,

add the necessary wording in "process black." When dry, carefully

adjust the mask ovei- the print to be copied, cover with a piece of

perfectly clean glass, bind together with passe-partout binding, and

proceed to copy in the usual way. I take it for granted, of oouree,

that a slow or else a " process " plate is used for making the fresh

negative, as they give so little grain, yield so much better results,

and in case of any slight error in the exposure respond so much

better to treatment during development than do faster plates.

One thing I think photographers often fail ito realise, and that is-

the amount of time that could be saved in the finishing department

if only a little more were expended on making and preparing th*
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«op; negative. How oHen docs it haftpen tMt moAUung like Uie

ioUowing Uke* pUce?

The prints or operator takes a negative to die retoucher :
" Oh,

W» So and-eo, jiai ipot Hm copy-neg., will yon, and Ic* roe have

it in a few minotee; eooo aa ever you can, wiH you? "—tailing to

naiiae that perhapa one hour of that retoucher's time spent on thai

^BM negative would save aa nrach time spent on eaoh one of perhapa

aiz doien prints in ifae apotxing room. It is locfa gample k>gic, yA
jMaja of pbotograiitMrs doo'l seem to realise it. It repeatedly

happoM that an enlaigemnt is fitst ordered, aod then, perhaps,

Ikter, a few dosea eoatect prinU ; aod think of the working op that

«aglA b* saved if only that copy-negative had not been so mahed.

Hian, again, tiiere are one or two little praparatiooa osi the market

tyt both »ve time and give better resolta. One of these is the

deep i«d matt vamiah, which, if spread over |arta that refuse to

prist properly white and carefully scraped away faom the back of

«b« negative to the required outline, gives far better resnka in a few

iM>^-«» tlMM> the akyw aod kharioas dabbing on aod working down

with the ftngsr of red paint, as f>ractiaed by scores of photographers.

.\lso it sniargss infinitely better. Thea sneh lliintgs aa BilUnp

make it (sr easier to ligjiten a part thai piinls too dark, with

atampii^-chalk, and so on; while, after mocb labour expended on

a eopy-negative from which many prints have to be made, many
pluSographers omit the periiaps rather bothsfsome process ol hot

Taraishiag, hot whicii well repays the hltle aztra trouble in the pfx>-

teetiob from scratches and acddeotal damage it aflords a ntooh

«-a!oed negative.

I saw a little dodge ki use some time ago wtiich struck me as

being very elevar. We all know the great risk there is in eopying

delicate platiaotype aod carbon prints, faom wliioh, perhaps, oos

figure ixM to be taken out of a group aod part ol a Sgnrs worked

in. Well, the method I saw was aa follows :—A number of carbon

prints nasdsd this treatmeat, and each oos was covered with a

I «l the fhmt quality dear csUukad HgMy lasteoed to it with

strips. The bfeckiog oat was Uisa done on the oeUuloid

' ym^wMk very smoothly nuxed oU-coloar astd finest sable broabea,

ao that praoticaHy no broah strokes ahowvd. Bsckgrooods were

added aod eovered op; logs added and haadi bioeked out in this

way in oonfort, aod with no risk to the priots. Iliey were then

pnt up and copied in the usual way <|n noo^eerssn plates, and I

was vary surprised at the excallsat resolta tMaiosd. Then, once

ths iinntiiss wwe made and pssaed, the eaOnknd was very gantly

wadied with best turps and ooMoo-wool sad was ready for use

again, so long as no sciatobss showed. Tliara is also a special kind

o( traiMparent papsr mada tar the use of pboto-enffravers, aod

called, I believe, " frisket " paper, which woold probably serve the

saae parpose.

Whera dondy aflscts, etc.. are waiHed in backpnands and no air-

brw^ is avatlabU, a qnkk aMAod is to nse a sti0 tooth-brash

dipped in Iba raquirad eoloor and held briatias down over the part

ol the print to be covered, lbs briatlea are thea scratched towards

the uMr with a matoh or hnmb handle, which oakas them shoot oat

a fine spray of colour in tiny spots. A USia pialiminary practice

sboold be tried to get the knack of the thkig. bi« it is really very

oftsa qoito a quick way to oovar a large qtaca. Water coloar, of

Aoold be nasd, made up in bolt rsady for nse in a

Whera wording of a small sixe haa to ba pot in or nnder a pript,

and ia doaa by the finisher, it ooold olten ha hetter dona with black

watoqMoof drawing-cnk and a pen which is fairly thick abd does

not smear, than by the watar<aloar and bmah method usually em-

lltoyad. I Thers era ahn little bandbooha of tba letters of the

alphabet in aU styiss of type, pabliahed hf Vers Foratsr and, I

think, Oaotfa Buatisy , which are sosnotisnsi a laoat asefol guide to

the perplascd fini^sr, who most pot dslat, titlss, etc, on albums
«4 ftakhad copies and ammla sod ootsida oovan, aod all these

diisfls help to make eopyiag both mors f^mg, satisiaotory, and
easily awwnpliAad. lo the abeaoce of an enlsrger, a pantograph
is a nssfol litUs tool, used, of oourse, with a bhmt point—say a
bmah handU or bit o( attek in ken ol the peooil, to giva the exact

siaa to which a ftgora ahonld be enlarged, rsdoced, or phologiaphed.
Urn iaduaon in a groop aod any eimilar Uiing, or for making a
mask |0 iwa m erwihinstinn pnata, aod so forth.A few thicknesses of

matt cellukad are also sometimes useful when printing on bromide
paper from a poor negative, when no slow paper is at hand, and
will avoid intensification when tiis is not possible. It is so free from
grain that it is butter than matt varoiclhing or the use of tissue
paper.—G. E. H. G.

PressPhotoflrapWc Jottinsse
e

Xeict t/enu, opinions, etc., exprtstiag the iiUereila of press photo-
graphers icUl be icelcomed by " Ranger."

Flett STaUT—the Fleet Street of Press photografAers—is awake
agiJn. Many of its well-known camera men have returned after
years of naval and military service. I notice that Messrs. B. and
T. Grant have returned to the " Daily Mirror," also Messrs. Castle
and MacLellau. Mr. H. Bald«-ic, formerly Austrelian OflScial

Photographer, has established his own business in Fleet Street.

R. f»ilk is with the " Daily JCail " ; G. Lirobery and H. Outram
have opened larger premises in Johnson's Court, near to Richard-
eon, late of the R..\.F. ; Rider, Rider, and Brooke, late official

photographers, are now busy again in Fleet Street.

» • » •

Now that the official photographers have returned, what will be
their reward in the ^lape oT decorations ? There is no doubt that
their work waa very arduous and dangerous. We must not forget
the loss of a leg by .Mr. A. Console, the illness of Mr. Brooke, and
the diicharge of .Mr. H. Baldwin on the ground of ill-health.

It should be the part of someone in authority to get them public
recognition, first from the British authorities, and then from the
Alliea. Inasmuch aa oflicial war photographs were enjoyed by
millions throughout the world, surely their makers should ba
recognised .'

a • « •

Many of the boys are having a very "cushy" time just now at
the seasid*, combining business with pleasure. During August
there is alway-i a good demand for bathing pictures. It is by no
means <in easy job to think out frenh •• stunts." The mere group
of bathers, or overbacks, is played out. Certain it is that Ameri-
can picture papers make a better show of this class of illustration
than we do.

• • • »

One does ai>t realise the number of cameras which are in daily
use. The Cenotaph, with its base covered with flowers, has been
photographed at the rate of about 100 cameras per hour. Soldiers,
•ailora. girls, men—all classes of people—have been among the
photograplien.

• • • »

Police permits for photographers are now being issued to pro-
fessional Press [ihotognyplitfrs. Each permit is a folder bearing the
holder's photugruph. and certifying that the bearer is an accredited
and responsible photographer, and is recommended for all facilities.

It i« signed by Sir C. Nevill .Macready and Sir J. N. Nott Bower.
• • • •

A reoeni reproduction in the " Daily Graphic "—showing about
ten camera men "taking" a bride and bridegroom—raises a nice
point as to whether it is quit« dignified for the operators to be
jostling one another amongst the tombstones—or ao it seems.

• • • »

Press cfierators have had a very busy tane juat lately. How
many have received double pay for working on Peace Day?

» • » •

Almott all the newspapers ttill keep up their war prices : there

is no likelihood ol a rotum to the halfpenny pictorial, which
makes one ask—When are photographers going to increase the
minimum reproduction fee? Some of the Press Agencies have put
up their fees, but I don't think it ii genertU.

e • • •

I wonder when British camera makers are Koing to produce a new
5 X 4 or 1-pk^ folding camera with a lens working at fl3 end of

7 ins. focal length? Something light, serviceable and strong, with

single slides. Ramoer.
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pi)oto-mecbanicai notes*— •

Pboto-EngraTing Stencils.

Do any readers know exactly how reproductions are made by

Btencil in somewhat the same way as a typewriting stencil is made?

We understand a piece of muslin is taken and covered with a

solution of bichromated gelatine. Then, after it is dry, an expoeuro

is made to a positive, if a positive is required, developed in water,

fastened to a frame, paper placed underneath, and an ink roller

applied. The iiisolubilised gelatine prevents the ink going through

in parts, but it can get through the muslin where the colloid has

been dissolved away, namely, the places that were under the black

image of the positive. Tliis would seem to be a perfectly practicable

process for line drawings. Has it ever been used for half-tone with

success? And what is the formula for the sensitizing solution?

Labour Shortage and Its Effects in America.
At present in iboth the United States and Canada there is a

demand for engravings that is almost beyond the capacity of the

business to take care of with the amount of labour available. This

has led to high wages a.nd to employers tempting men from one

establishment to another by the offer of stUl further increases. So

that the retention of the labour force has become a problem which

«t least two of the firms in the Middle West are attempting to solve

by introducing the shop committee, and sharing profits. The

committee elected by the men are allowed to formulate their own

working conditions and suggest their remuneration, which, however,

is not much, if any, above the standard rate—the standard rate

being in most towns very considerably above the trade union

minimum just row. Their incentive to production and loyalty

comes from the share of the profits they are entitled to. The

method so far adopted is to establish the value of the capital of the

firm, which is preferentially entitled to 8 per cent, and after this

is paid the remaining profits are divided among the staff. There

is no doubt that this is an entirely satisfactory scheme so long as

business is brisk and the management from the selling end is

thoroughly competent. But if the selling should be incompetent,

or some a-ccident, such as bad debt or a fire, should wipe out the

proiSts, it is doubtful if ithe workpeople, who have put extra effort

into their work in anticipation of extra reward which will not be

forthcoming in such case, will be quite so satisfied.

It has always seemed to the \vTiter that profit-shardng is not ideal

from the workman's point of view, because so many elements over

which he has no control may enter in to vary the amount of profit

and consequently render futile his extra diligence, so that he is soon

likely to get into his previous habit of taking things fairly easily.

Moreover, the payment of profit is usually so far distant from the

time that it is earned, that the connection between the work and

its reward tends to disappear. On the other hand, a system of

bonus on production is difficult to apply in complicated work like

photo-engraving, where each piece differs from every other, and

two pieces apparently exactly alike may require very different

timounts of labour to be spent on each to produce a saleable result.

As the processes become more and more subdivided, these differences

tend to become less, and if the .bonus was reckoned over a large

number of engravings they would average out. Any shop intro-

ducing a bonus system would have to do a considerable amount of

work in standardising methods, and make very careful studies as

to what is a fair day's work for the normal standard wage, on top

of which they would pay the bonus for extra production.

In any case, it is clear that something has to be done, for it is

apparent that a loyal ami contentsd staff cannot be retained in

p-esent circumstanoos tanless they have »ome share of the manage-

nient, at all events so far as concerns their working conditions, and
some incentive not to "ca-canny."—A. J. N.

A Good Retouchino Medium.—The best retouching medium
that I have ever used is one that I got from a demonstrator about

five years ago. It is made as follows :—^Red rosin, 3 ozs. ; turpen-

tine, 6 ozs. ; sulphuric ether, 2 ozs. ; beeswax, 30 grs. The rosin

is dissolved in the turpentine by means of gentle heat, and to this

ie added the beeswax, previously dissolved in the ether.—G. T. B.,

j» " Camera Craft."

Patent Reu)$.

Praetu patentt—applications and ipecifieations—are trtated i»

" Photo-Mecharncal Notes."

Applications July 28 to August 2 :

—

Shtjttee Testeh.—No. 18,680. Testing speed and effectiveness of

photographic lens shutters. H. A. Cummins.

Printing.—No. 18,699. Photographic printing. W.V.D. Kelley

and J. Mason.

Developing and Fixing.—No. 19,000. Apparatus for developing

and fixing photograhic films. A. R. Turner.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Roll-Film.—'No. 122,391 {June 9, 1917). The invention consists

in providing a light-exduding wrrapper (for roU-fikns, pack-films,

etc.,) having a wajterproof coating in its inner surface, i.e., in

the surface which comes in contact with the non-sensitive side

of the film ; or with a waiterproof coating on both sides. Both

sides of the lighit-exoluding paper are waterproofed, so thai it

may not give off anything that might impair either the face or

back of the film, and the rear face of the film is waterproofed
j

to prevent it from absorbing any matter which might stain or I

discolour it. As the fihn musit, when developed and fixed, b© .

transparent, it is necessary itihat the water-proofing composition

should be taansparenit, and it is likewise important that it b*

highly flexible and quite tough or tenacious, so that the film may
be rolled upon a spoolj or wound from one spool or reel to

another without breaking, cracking or reeling off. Nitix)-cellulo«9

is found to fulfil admirably these conditions, but other water-

proofiog agents may be used if preferred, as, for inst.ance, cellulose

acetate. Arthur Williams McCurdy, 83, Crescent Road, Rose-

dale, Toronto.

Tkipod Stands.—'No. 129,601. (March 15, 1919.) Each leg of the-

improved stand is made up of three sections, the two upper

sections being of a channel formation, being each formed with

a longitudinal groove respectively along their entire length. The

middle leg section, which is preferably made of wood, is adapted

to slide within the groove in the upper section (which may be

made of sheet-metal) when it is desired to collapse the stand,,

the lower member of the leg (preferably in the form of a metal'

tube) being arranged, in a similar manner, to slide within the-

groove in the middle section, so that the three sections telescope

one within the other. In order to hold the middle section rigidly in

its extended position it is provided at the upper end of its inner

face with a central screw or stud which is adapted, on the middle

section being fully extended, to engage within a slot formed in a.

metal plate attached by bent-over eare to the sides of the lower

end of the top section. On the stud entering the slot the two-

upper members of the leg are rigidly held together and any side-

play prevented. To hold the lower leg-section, which is of a.

circular cross-section, in its extended position and to prevent any

rotation or side play a similar arrangement is employed, the upper

end of the bottom section being provided with two longitudinally-

separated screws or studs adapted, when the section is extended,

to engage with a longitudinal slot in a metal plate, the latter

being provided at each side with a pair of bent-over ears whereby

it is attached to the lower end of the middle section of the leg.

James Ashford, Aston Brook Street, Birmingham.

Shock-Absorbers for Cameras.—No. 129,011 (Sept. 19, 1917). For

the support of cameras attached to aeroplanes and in other posi-

tions where they are exposed to vibration, a flexible chamber or

enclosure is used filled with aerated rubber cuttings (sponge

rubber).

The method of maiking such ehook-a/bsorber consists in provid-

ing a rectangular block of -wood or other material provided with

transverse grooves, encircling the block with a band of fabric,

placing resilient tubes in the bottom of the grooves, fastening-

them in place with thread and end buttons, removing the block,
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aUaching a boUom to the band of fabric, and filling the band

with cuttii^s of re«Utnt aiaterial. William JohnoD Greer. 18,

Cfciswell Street. Finaburj- Square, London, E.C., and Luther

Archibald WiUiam Martin, Tl. Tariatock Avenue, WalthanMrtow,

Ewez.

>vnooKAiaanic Couaa*.—No. 119.033. (Sept. 2, 1918). In

pbotogTBimnetric apparatoa it ia known to use a croaa of wirea,

kairt or 5brw eloae in Iroat of the seoaitive plate or fihn. The

re*t«z of the croaa liea in the optical axia of llie photographic

leoa and the ci«b ia Uken directly upon the picture when

the phologimph u taken. Oru«ea of wirea, ale. have, however,

the diaadvaotagc that whan the apparatua ia applied to a

votucle. i.t., to an aeropkuie, it ia »ubjeo»«l to vilratiou, to

that the oroaa ia DOi fixed opoo the pietare with the deairable

„ -,uv and aharpneas. Thia diaidvantage i* avoided by a ci«a

: meiAl rtripa tonng tfaeir widtha parpandioolar to the

:^ , Into the rear artrmity of the oainara ia art a croaa

Uwmtd by maUl *ipa. in front of the focal plane in auch a

manner that the an«nlar point o< tfcia croaa liai in the optical

zia. It wUI be leen that wh«« taking a piitan tbia <Toaa and

lhai«w:lh the optical axis ai« taken upon the piettire, the oaiaoi-

deoca of the angular point of the croaa with the optical axis being

gTMram-rH ooce for aO. Xkola Slefani, Calprino, Itmm.

Switaarhod.

IUjtimix Scmws.—No. 138J73 (Feb 21, l«lft) Fabric is fiiat

treated with siie solution and then with aabailoa in paint form.

It is claimed that the porta of the fabric are filled ao that it

becomes Ughtrproof and the Unn of the fabric are obliteratad.

The screen ia then trMktcd with a mixture of gold siae, tara-

beoe, turpentine sod alnminiimt powder in paint form to produce

a sUver white si-rfaca. Bobart Gilpin, 22. Hobnwood Villaa,

Gander Oroen Lane. SoMob, Snney.

A—t»i. CsMna*-—No. 128,657 (Aug. 20, 1917). Thm caaicra ecm-

prisw naeiMMMm for fn"i>8 o" intermittent OMVaoseni to roll-

fifan and for •atonatioaJly prolMling the Ua frooi li«ht-adson

when in motioo. The ooi« of tha film-caU ia ol aacb riae tba« the

fii«t lap of fihn armnd the core will conatitato aa intagi*! onmbOT

of piotoras or a •in^'- picturt. The take-up rail is iulcrmiltantl;

rotail«l by msMM operable from a cootiniMMly lotating apring-

aotuatad rialt, and tba sh«M«r maahani— BdWfri i i aa aadlMS

apartaiad blind inUmittaatly tnoraUe. Hm film daring tbe

p«io<b of mwct is bafsan Iba ap«rt«ir« in tba Wind awl

back thsreof, and mi apartise of the Mind —

B

CMs iraly axpoaaa

portiona of the fihn dnruig tba periods of rMt of «be film. There

as a fluid-carrying dmmber having mnnaelad porta adjacent to

and a plongar angaging in Ilia ebanbsr ia ow-

1o tba uartiiiiiiialj rotating shaft to ba«e longitudinal

pMtad Ibaralo by «b» wm^mmt of tbe shaft durint;

o( Ifaa Un cMl tba aotoataoB of the tktxMtr to

luuiwany tbsraol tfaroagh tba abaft. Tha shaft

m eoatimwaaly rctetod by a apmg. and in «Uab Iba tnk»iip roll

te imamittaoUy rotated to adranos tha Ua* bgr » miil ilalad fsar

fixed to Iba ahaft oo<iptininiR with a cnoiaaUd pbtton conaanted

to tho taka-op roll, and means ia eairicd by tha gear to eoKipaiate

with mirn coanactad to tba pinion to canae a tootbad poctioa

of the pinina to maab wiUi a tootbad portioa of the gaar. Whaala

ara provided to aapport tba bliad, and ia adiieb Iba aioirtaMnt

M the Mind ia eoalwhad by aao^smcot iiiirbanhm. Tbaae whaala

rd to amra Iba faUnd by a pWoa notatoble with

A sscood pioioa ia driven Ihiiiagh aa iatannadiata

n and in tha mmm dirsetion aa Iba li« ptafan ; a gaar

the shaft of tba aaeond pioaoo, aod a pinioa retataMa

witb «M o( Iba bhnd whaala caaabes with Iba gaar. Tbe cacapa-

OMat oieebaaiBn ia cantrDllad by the fint and second pinions

to opeiato tha gaar iiitoiMiill sully. H. O. C. rairweal<Mr, 66-66.

Cbaneery Lane. lAndon, W.C.2, for n.E.l(. Enginaating Com-
pany, 1216, Walnot Street. Philadelphia. D.8.A.

trade Raoies and marks.
APPLICATIONS rOR REGISTBATION.

CaiOxmoc.—(ScoUman IHaign) No. 388,871. Photographic

caaiaiaa. The firm Ir-tding aa J. J. Lixars, 101, Boohanan 8trr«t,

OhMgow ; maaafaetarets. March 4, 1919.

OsDA.—No«. 392,325 and 392.326 All goods included in Classes 39

and 8 respectively. The Houghton-Butcher Manufacturing Com-

pany, Ltd., Clifford Road, Walthamstow, London, E.17; manu-

facturer* June 14, 1919.

E. P. G. Design.—No. 391,449. Photographic paper. Eric Purse-

love Glover. 5, Park Lane. Leeds, Yorkshire; manufacturer and

pnblixher of (^tographic specialties. May 21, 1919.

/Inalecide—•

—

KxtraeU from our wtMy and monthly contemporant*.

Woodland Photography.

Fuu and mist are sometimes useful in suntmer as a iiiefuis to obtain

greater diflereotiatkm in tone between planea of the scene and

presenting foliage ia flat masses when some decorative, poster-like

effect is wanted ; but, as a rule, main dependence should be placed

upon finding just the ri^^ angle of ligliting. During the long

days of summer (writes Mr. Wm. S. Davis in Photo. Era] the

nearly vsKwol rays of the iiuuuday-sun is more likely to produoa

a qiotty effect in the foliage than earlier or later in the day. On
the other hand, when the sun is very low, there may be a lack

of lighter tones in dense woods—even the fore^ound may ajtpear

dull and heavy ^ecause of the absence of light and shadow for

aocenta. The beK hour can be found only by visiting the same

spot at different tiroes, as every oompoaition varies somewhat

in such matters as the density of foliage and grouping of treea.

Whan the ground is ureveo, the direction of its slope sflecta tbe play

of tigfata and shadows over the aorfaoe; it is possible to obtain

pleaaing cast shadows on a slope facing the sun when the latter

ia low. On a northerly slope, one might have to work near nooo-

time to get any effect of light and ahade. The preaenoe of slight

base is often a great help to aoften the iotenaity of the Ulumina-

tioo; it keapa oooUasta within more controllahle limita without in

any way laaaaning the play of light and shade characteristic of

meetings oT socletlesa
e

MBETIM08 OF SOCIETIES TOR NEXT WEEK.
Batoboit, toocn IS.

lUekaejr Pkalstiaihls saitt;. Outing to Woolwioh.

Toswiv, AcuOT 19.

BukB«7 Ptaelocnpble Boetcly. Prist CompeUlioo : " A Market Bceae."

WsDStaoAT, Acoun 10.

Tnabrldse W«1U Amalear PhotOfrftphto AMoeistlon, *' Colour Kxbibltlon.**

North MtddlaMX Plia<a|rB(ihlo Hoalaty." liaadMape Pbototrapbj." K. C. Rldfe.

TanasoAT, Acorn 21.

Baaaaafein llnaia Pbotacnpbio Boelely. " Pbotocrapble Cbamieala." R. L.
aeofule.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. C. Smtth gave a very practical chat on tbe manufacture of

tight-filters, a subject on which he is entitled to speak with the

voice of authority. It was mainly a repetition of a previous

dMoourse given soma time ago ; since then many new members haTo

joined, and may lira to bleas ths lectorar lor an introduction to a

craft of peculiar attractiwneaa. One or tiwo of his previous aodieooa

have esprassed a itnmg deaire to appl^ a full measure of oorredioo

to the expert himself, as a di^A return for vakie received.

Mr. Smyth said lightfilters might be considered in many aspeats,

but ha propoaed to deal only with the mechanical side that evening.

Coating glass with dyed gelatine was out of the question owing

to the pull on the glass which occurred on drying. Consequently,

a dyed sheet of gelatine had to be sandwiched between two glasses,

optical contact bang obtained by cementing the three with caoada

balsam. Ha then proceeded to exphnn how the dyed gelatine

sheets were made, evidently a job demanding long experience to

avoid the many failures which threatened on all sides, one beat

left alone by the great majority.

Much valuable and intoresting intormstion was afforded, of
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iwhioh only a iem salient points can be alluded to. The diief diffi-

•culty of the novice is undoubtedly the cementing, and pools of

baJaam eolution, often ajppUed, tend ito air (bells 'and on un-

necessary distribution on surrounding objects. Ho strongly

reconunended purchasing the day Canada balsam (very expensive
at the moment) and dissolving it in xylol, in preference to other

«olvents. The viscosity should be about half that of golden-syrup.

A thoroughly cleansed and polished cover-glass is laid on a flat

surface. For a small filter a drop of the solution is placed on the

centre; the film is adjusted to the glass; another drop is placed

'On the film, and the remaining cover-glass placed over. It is im-

portant that theee operaAions be oonduoted as speedily as possible.

'Central pressure by a finger drives the baJsajn to the edges, the

air being pushed in front. The filter is then dried for about a

fortnight at a temperature of 80 Fah., and moderate size filters do
not require any superimposed weight. Exuded balsam is cleaned

•off with methylated spirits ; more powerful solvents should not be

used as they ore apt to peawtraAe between the glasses. Start, with

swansdowm (washed to remove "loading") and finish with best

quality tissue paper. Although Mr. Smyth omitted to say so,

with ihe "all fingers and thumb" fraternity by this time the

apparel worn during the balsaming, together with the table-

cloth, carpet, etc., may have returned from the dry-cleaners and all,

except the filter, will be well.

Many things also dealt with, such as the selection of suitable

glass, are now quite well known, or shooi-M be, as ex-cathedra para-

graphs have a partiality for pointing out that glass of inferior

flatness results in inferior definition. Quite apart from this, in

•days gone by the disadvantage of putting a filter in front of

the lens has been alluded ito, as tending to start a game of bad-

minton with forward projected flare spots. Others have advanced

reason against placing the filter behind the lens, and insertion

between the combinations may play " Old Harry " with the

corrections of some anastigmats. Accordingly the only really safe

gjosition for the filter appears to be the inside of its case.

In the discussion Mr. F. C. Reynolds congratulated the lecturei-

•on so ably filling the bill and the blackboard. He asked whether

the centre of the filter ever set. Mr. Smyth replied it never

went dry. (Export to U.S.A. should ibe prohibited). Mr. H. King,

^vhose powers of observation are evidently not on the wane, had

Jioticed that the price charged for gelatine film tri-colour filters

were materially less than for optical flats. He found the films

cockled a little, and inquired whether this affected definition.

" No," said Mr. Smyith, on answer which suggests the possibility

of a corrugated film filter, opening and closing in concertina

fashion, and affording various multiplying factors. Mr. Cavendish

Norton had observed a certain waviness in the gelatine in a set

of 15 by 18 cemented tri-colour filters. The lecturer said he had

stopped short at 10 by 8, presumably referring to filters, for

expressed either in inches or feet, he looks neither the height nor

the girth. A most hearty vote of thaaxks was accorded him.

commercial ^Ceaai Ititelilsetice.

—

NEW COMPANIES.

IjEONAE.dson and Oo., Ltd.—^This private company was registered

on August 5 with a capital of £3,500 in 2,000 "A" pref. shares

of £1 each, 110 "B" pref. shares of £10 each, and 8,000 defd.

shares of Is. each. Objects : To acquire the business of a photo-

engraver, artist, designer and technical photographer carried on

by G. S. Coles at 12, Botterton St., W.C, as " Leonardson and

Co." (subject to liaibilities) for £1,000. The first directors axe:

S. Spooner, The Leys, Little Claoton, editor and joumalisit; G.

S. Coles, 31, Holmesdale Avenue, East Sheen, S.W., photo-

engraver. Registered office : 12, Betterton Street, Drury

Lane, W.C.

Premier Film Printing and Chemical Co., Ltd.—This private

company was registered on August 6 with a capital of £20,000 in

£1 shares (10,000 pref.). Objects : To carry on tlie business in-

dicated by the title. The subscribers (each with one share) are :

F. J. Whitlock, 9, Bank Street, Rugby, estate agent; H. Eaden,

15, Church Street, Rugby, solicitor. The first directors are ;

Registered office : Upper Grove Street,

Whitlock (chairman), H. Eaden, B. Morris and H. A. Browne.
Qualification, £100.

Leamington.

LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS.
Allies Sinoios.—Photographers, 265, Kensington, Liverpool.

Pamership commeneing May 20, 1919, for six months certain,

terminable thereafter by three months' notice. General partner :

H. Apted, 58, Romer Road, Kensington, Liverpool. Limited
partner : A. Keith, 31, Wheatlands Lane, Wallasey, contributing
£100 in cash.

ntm and notes.

Mr. W. a. Fubse, for many years with the C. P. Goerz Optical
Work (London) until his resignation of that position shortly after
the outbreak of war, has established himself as a dealer in cameras,
lenses, and other apparatus, and in the printing and developing of
negatives, at 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. Mr. Furse's long
experience in the sale of liigh-class apparatus specially qualifies him
for the patronage of those who wish to buy a good article and can
appreciate the advantage of going ito a retailer who is himself an
expert. Mr. Fui-se is also selling (and buying) second-hand cameras
and lenses, in which branch likewise his customers will benefit by
his technical quaJifioations. We wish him well in his business.

R.A.F. Photoghaphio Section.—The first annua.l dinner of photo-
graphic oflicers of the Royal Air Force was held on Monday last at
the Cafe Royal, Regent Street. Major F. C. V. Laws presided, and
among those present were Lieutenant -Colonel Moore Brabazon, M.P.

,

Major P. R. Burchall, and Major Gamble.
Major Laws (according to the " Times "), in proposing the toast of

" The Photographic Officers," said that on the Western Front it was
recognised that British aerial photography was ahead of that of all

the Allied forces, and far in advance of that of the Germans. In
Germany the Imperial Air Ministi^ issued a statement, at least six

months ago, that aerial photography was a science created by the
war, and they must not allow it to slip from their fingers. He hoped
the British Air (Ministry would appreoiaite the value of the science as

soon as possible. Every town, river, raUwav, and road in the

country ought to be photographed from the air.

The toast of " General Trenchard, Colonel Moore Brabazon, and
the Training Division " was also honoured.

Panchromatic Photogbapht.—A publication which will r^ontri-

bute in very large measure to an understanding knowledge and use

of panchromatic plates has just Ibeen issued by Messrs. Xlford, Ltd.,

as " Panohromatism. " It is a twenty-four page pamphlet of folio size

containing a Jorge number of reproductions illustrating some note-

worthy applications of panchromatic plates. But it will be bought

and studied for its very admirable presentation of the principles and
facts of colour and the relation of colour-sensitive plates and light-

filters thereto, and on that account we must heartily recommend it

to the notice of all who are interested in sharing the photographic

ti'iumphs which the panchromatic plate puts easily within reach. In-

cidentally the monograph is a demonstration of the very great

advance in the manufacture of panchromatic p'ates mode by the

Ilford Company in their "Special Rapid Panchromatic," an advance

which does much to remove the prejudice against panchromatics

existing among photographers who are not compelled to employ them

by the fact of competitive results made on them. The treatise sets

forth the disabilities attaching to the use of -panchromati ; plates, and

therdby makes them look small in comparison with the benefits ob-

tained. It also contains a description, part of which we quote on

another page, of the new means in the shape of "photographic-

vision " filters by which the need of judgment or guesswork is in

very large measure removed from the use of paachomatic plates and

light-filters for correct translation of colours into monochome. This

is a neiw power which will be appreciated as much by the landscape

photographer as by the professional copyist of paintings and pottery.

The ibooklet, inclusive of a colour test chart for use in tests of par-

ticular corabinatioos of plate and filter, is issued at 6d., post free

9d. It must cost several times this amount to produce.
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Correspondence-—

»

*.* Corrttpondenit should never writs en both tides of On paper.
No notice it taken of eommunicaliont unleet the names and
addresses of the vriters ar» ^twn.

*.* We do not tendertake reeptmeibUiit /m- the opinions trprttmd
bf our corretpomdentl.

A TEMPORARY FOCUSSINO 8CBEEX.
To the Edkon.

GMitiemen,—^A ample metbod ol nuking • Mreea, which, while
it ni«7 b* pcopcrly temied temporary, nOl kat quite a loog
time, ia to mb paat« amootiily over a piece of glaa* ; when quite
drr rub over • Tcrjr mmB qoantity of oiL This will be nearly
equal to ground giaas.

E. A. NoKltM.

CO-OPERATIVE HOLIDAY CLOSING OF STUDI06.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—^I do not quite aee how all pbotogrmpjiera can afford
to cloae their atudioa (or a whole week, and that at a time wfcen
every otbar bnainwa ia oo holiday. In aome atudioa, where the
clientele ia more or leaa of 4iie moneyed or laiaored clMaea, and a
large nomber of hao<h are eBpioyad, the {dao of cloeing for a week
ia undoubtedly the aimpleat and eaaiMt way to gire all amployeJ
their holiday with the leaat intecfereoee with hininaia

Alao. the atudio that deptadm hrg«Iy on factory worken, when
the balk of tfie aittingi are oo a Saturday, nay qniU eaaily cloee
during the general holiday, aa the banda moatly apMd their
nooey on tripe, etc., and wait until afterwaida to gat ptMlogrmf^

Bi« th«« ie one thing thai aaaaa to ha JBfgBtlwi in thia holiday
«uatio*. Owing to the Early Cloaing Orte. wrary etodio haa to
cioae at the aame time ae the ahopa of grooan. drapcn, and vanoua
«thar tnlaa. and Itie aaaiatanta aod o«k«e employed io theae
twainawaa are nerer at liberty woept wImb the atodioe ar« cloMd.
Aaotlier thing that ahoold be alterwl ia thb : lutead of adrartia^
thai tha principal atudioa of wiU U ekaad, and nol taking
tha troobla to aak a// the photograpbeta to joMt ia, thoaa w4w want
to okMa ahooU put their namea to the adreHiaamaat. aa acme of

"*-' Aopkeepeia do, ao that the public may know whoae atodk*
in.—Tonis faithfully, StuoLB-HAnm.
> abova ieMar waa oafcrtuaataiy raMtvwd jwt too lata for ap-— *--' ^ "^ " B.J.'T

FEDERATION AND THK P.P.A.
To tha Editota.

a,—I hkva to thank Mr. FVy, hoo. aaeNtery of the
>.P.A., «ar hie ooorteoaa rejoinder to my qmry m to whathai " the

FConactl of tha PJ>.A. are alive to their rMpouAiUtiea," aod I will
promiaa him (hat whan we have our next diatrict maetit^ bie offer
ahaU ta nnnwdar aj and aeted upon.

Mr. Fiy, t—Inm for the Cooacil, ia to p^iil with ua aa to
the v»laa ol kwal and diatrioi aaaociatioM in aO aattaca affecting the
inteMta of photogMpbva ia deflniu loaaHtJM.
Whm poMihia. thaaa ahonld be organMed aad managed by mem-

i>en of the P.P.A. . aod ooa ai^aaticm I woaU make ia timt aooh
««aocia«ioa abould have, in doa time, direct raprMaotaiioo on the
CoaMfi <tf the fwnnt aaawaation, witli tha alatoa of aocradited

I know thaaa aad ifwila r aaggcationa w«a dianiMad b tha sood
oU OMvaotioii daya, whan the ordinary and ofaaeora pavrinoial
ma^MT waa pennitted to rub abooldara with the '* big wiga " of
London town, Imt the war baa aet hack all thoaa acharaaa o< davaiop-
rnaat aad aaada the work ol tha Council diA^ aad perfaBpa dia-
haartaoiag.

However, we look for a retain of the oonlarance next year, aad in
the meantime lei pfaotogiaphara in each diitcici get together in the
mrly aatoaui aad totm real live gnnipa of haaaty ooHJpetaiiaa, know-
ing that if they prora thaauelvea w«irthy of reoogaitiaa the Cooacil
of the P.P.A. will reoaive tham m fetloaiafaip and reward their

pfMlaamon, pathapa in tha way I have aufgaatad.

The P.P.A. ahoold by thia time be a alroi^ federation of numeroM
oouaiy aad diattiei aaainilifii, inatead of praotacally a amall
aiccBtira, th* wiiwi of which to a large axtaat rapraaaot ao one

but themselves, and I aay this in no disparagement of the gcrvico-

they seek to render to the general body of members.—Faitbfullyi

youra, S. H. Gbebnwat.
Abingtoo Street, Noiihampton.

MnstDers to Correspotiiltntt.

SPECIAL NOTIOK.

M eeniettitnm ef feneral rtdueed supplies of paper, at Die remM^

tf prehibitian ef the importation of much wood pulp and grast^

» mmatler tpaee will be aoailable until furttmr noiiee for rapWaa-

w$ MnnMpo9ia0M*f•

Haraeair. laa will ameteer by peet if itamped amd addrttted enve-

lope ie entloeed feir replf: 6-eent. International Coupaii, from-

rtaden abroad.

The fuU quetiient and antwert wtU be printed ewlw te ffc* eaw tf

in^itiriet ef general interttt.

Qmeriee Ie be anewered in the JWday'a "Journal" mutt reach «>»

>e< la<«r Iham Tuetdat (peeied Monday), amd akeirid te-

aUretud Ie the Kditort.

J. Cook, Jcs.—Yes, by {treasure in preaa at a greater heat.

E. K.—We certainly think that the atarting of a business in out-

door photography, even from a private house, will be a breach of

the agreement.

L. E.—In Hm abaenee of any written anangeroeat aa to a period-

of probation, there ia no doofai that the Ktoocher ia eoiiiled to a

werk'a aalary and a further week's salary in lieu of notice.

W. F. We have no knowledge aa to the oommercial manufaotura-

of tlw range finder Toar beat ooniae would be to addreaa

an enquiry to the patentee, whoae addreaa waa publiahed along

with the apecifiraiion.

O. A.—The mark on one of the prints ia manifeatly due to the

spring, but we cannot understand why it ahoold be there. We
ai« uains a aiugle elide with a bright braaa epnng, bat out of

many bandrad expoanrea not one baa abown any mark. The only

thintt we can eoggest, without aeeing the elide, is to put a piece

of Mack paper the size of the plato behind it.

E. J. K.—1. Makera of focal-plane cameraa in this country are-

Mseara. Hon«htons, Ltd., 88/89, High Holbom. London, W.C.I;

the Thomton-Pickard Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Alirincham ;

and Mseara. Ross. Ltd., 3, North Side. Clapham Common, London,

8.W. 2. Most focal-plane cameras are used by scale focussing

only. Aa a rule the blind has an aperture the full size of the

ground glaM. and can be set open at this aperture to allow of

focuMing in the usual way.

C. J. K.—There are halfa-doaeo different models of printing boxes

which are very suitable far nmning off from a dozen to 100 or

200 bromide cards. As we anppoae, you would want to work

by oil-light, about the beat paOam ia the Hana, made by Meaara.

Hougfatona. Ltd., 88-80, H^ Holxim, London. W.C.I. Most

of the dUMra are deeigned for nae with electric light, although

oil mn be uaed by inaertii^ a rdleetor. In the Hana, howe\-er,

the negative ia anpported vertteany; you thna gci direct illmninn-

tion wiien using an oil lamp.

N. T. E. L.-The examples are very good, but. candidly, we do

not think there ia a market for the apparatus. The idea is a

very old one, and from time to time attachments for the camera

in the shape of a sliding shutter or a series of two shutters, fitted

in some cases in front of the lens and in others a short distance

in front of the plate, have been placed on the market. You will

not be far wrong in auuming that the people who want to take

these double and treble portraite are sofBciently interested in them
to make the apparatus for themselves.

W. J. A.—1. Yes, certainly you cannot do any dodging, except to

a very limited extent by shading the negative. 2. There will ke
a little loss of sulphurous acid, but nothing material. 3. Increase
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of hydrochloric acid causes decrease of density. 4. The granular

appearance of the face is exaggerated grain of the paper in

making the copy negative. You should not get this effect in direct

portrait negatives, although you get something like it, due to the

•reproduction of the texture of the skin, when an ordinary plate

is used. An orthochromatic plate used with a light-filter, such as

a K2, will largely remove it.

'¥. W. H.—There is no firm which specialises in the transposition

of stereo negatives, and none in the supply of requisites for stereo-

scopic work. The catalogues of Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons,

Ltd., Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.G. ; or

Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd., 88/89, High Holborn, London, W.C.2,
ehow as full a range of stereoscopic goods as any other firms. As
regards the cutting and transposition, the best advice we can give

you is to apply to the secretary of the Stereoscopic Society, Mr.
A. T. Mole, 39, Westbere Road, West Hampstead, N.W.2, who,
we feel pretty sure, could recommend to you from among the
members someone to whom you could safely entrust such work.

IL. T. H.—One formula for this oomlbined developer and fixer is as

. follows :

—

Soda sulphite, oryst 31 paj^s
.Hypo 248 parts
Soda cailboniate, cryst 8 parts
Potass, bromixie 8 parts
Water 800 parts
Hydroquinone 20 pajts
Ammonia (sp. gr. .91) 45 parts

.Another very similax one is :

—

Watei-, to make 40 oza. fluid

Hydroqiuinone ^ oz.

Soda su'Iphiiite 4 ozs.

Soda capbonate 4 ozs.
Hypo 8 ozs.

Liq. ammonia .880 2 fl. ozs.

"The plates are developed (and partly fixed at the sajne time) for

two to three minutes, aoxirding to the temperature, ajid are then
examined in daylight and fixed in plain hypo. More ammonia
added to the developer gives more vigour, if required.

."N. R.—When you exclude portrait photography you cut out what
is the most professional branch of photography. When one comes
to the others, they are frankly commercial, and therefore, per-

"haps—so we judge from your letter—not so likely to be congenial

-.to you. Probably the most promising branch at the present time
-is that known as "commercial photography," consisting of tlie

vphotogiaphy of all kinds of articles of manufacture, engineering
works, specimens in museums, paintings, and so on. It is a branch
of work which needs a good technical training, but with a year at

a, school such as the Manchester College of Technology or the

Photographic School of the Regent Street Polytechnic, you will

get a good grounding, which would qualify you to begin business
on your own in a small way, or to get a post as an assistant with
a firm of commercial photographers. But, generally, the prospects

of obtaining employment in photography are very uncertain. A
great deal of new labour has come into the business during the
war, and is likely to stay there, with the result that, as demobi-
lisation has gone on, the labour supply has been considerably
greater than the demand, and, we think, is likely to be for several

years. If you have any real artistic ability and aptitude for

portraiture, this latter is really the best branch which you can
think of tciking up, since you could start a small business with
comparatively little capital, and with a reasonable chance of
making a decent living.

'fi. S. (New Zealand).—We have no makers of soft-focus lenses in
this country other than those of the portrait lenses of Cooke
(Taylor, Taylor, and Hobson, Ltd.) and Dallmeyer, fitted with
adjustments for soft focus, and the Bergheim lens. Even so, the
portrait lenses give a comparatively moderate amount of diffusion'

of focus. All the lenses designed and sold specially for soft-focus
• effects are made in the United States. We give you the names
of some makers taken from an " Almanac" of about ten years
-ago. Very likely there have been changes since then :

—

Gundlach Manhattan Company (the Smith lens of about //6),
Rochester, New York, U.S.A.

Spencer Lens Company, of Buffalo, U.S.A. (the Portland
Jens).

There was also the Pirikham and Smith Company, whose address
we do not know, which was the first firm to sell a soft-focus lens,

which was called the Smith. The only lens of this kind which
|

we iha.ve used ourselves is the Verito, of the Wollensak Optical
I

Co., Rochester, New York, U.S.A. It gives a very pleasing, but

not excessive, diffusion at full aperture //4, the diffusion being

reduced as the lens is stopped down The 7-in. lens, which covers

a half-plate sufficiently well, although it is rather a short focus

for this size, requires a flange of 2^ inches internal diameter,

3^ inches external diameter. The diameter of the lens hood is

2 inches and the over-all length of the lens from back to front

is 2i inches.

L. C. M. (Sarawak).—1. In reply to your letter of June 25, which
has just come to ihand, nothing is beit.ter established in connection

with the photographic portrait business in this country than

that the pholtogropher has the right to ithe custody of the

negative. When a sitter comes to be photogi-aphed, and pays
in the ordinary way, it is quite true, as you say, that Uie copy-

right in the portraits is the sitter's but the right of possession

of the negative is the photographer's, aJid the negative is never

lianded over (to the sitter except by special arrangement and
payment of a substantial sum. This right (to the possession

of the negative) has been confirmed over and over again in the

law courts, and even in one case, heard in the High Court, in

which a customer had to pay Itihe photographer specially for

certain negatives for the production of a special kind of photo-

graph. In this case, also, it was held that the negatives remained

in the phofcographer's possession. It is quite a mistake to sup-

pose that sitters in Eng'land are able to get the negatives in

order to have ibhem printed elsewhere. We do not suppose that,

even special payment is made to obtain possession of the negative

in one case out of ten thousand. This matter is fully dealt

with in the handbook, "Photographic Copyright," wliich we
can send ycya post free price Is. 2d. But in the meantime no

doubt this statement will sutfice for your purpose. 2. Chai-ges

far portraits range irom four to five guineas per dozen down
to, say, one pound per dozen. At the higher prices it is

usual to take a number of positions, say, half-a-dozen, and to

allow the sitter to select from these as he prefers in ordering

copies at the dozen price. Charges for group photographs are

very variable, but by good-class photographers about £1 10s.

would be charged for .taking a 10 by 12 group and supplying one

print from the negative.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Samene**. During a recent journey, we have been

struck by the monotonous appearance of
most of the photographers' showoMes in several towns. The
work has b««n in most oases of fairly good quality, but it
has almost looked as if there was a " sealed pattern " for
specimens. Almost invariably the mouut« are brown,
and the priuU in black or sepia bromide. Little coloured
anork is showii, and that not of attractive quality. We have
alao noted the paucity of good enlargements* on view. In
one town we noticed a show of excellent work, but not
including a single enlargement, while a few doors off a
sUtioner was displaying several enlargement« at a fair
price, considering the very moderate quality. Miniatures
either of good or cheap quality are also usually conspicuous
by their abttence, while stationers and cheap jewellers are
pushing them as an accessory to the lockets or pendants
they have for sale. It would look as if photographers had
not yet learned how to get the bast resulte out of their
window displays, for we are sure that in many place* it
would be powible to add very considerably to their turn-
over by bringing forward somethine besides the cabinets
and postcards which are shown to the almost total exclu-
sion of other styles.

• • •

Soft-Foous The technical photograph whicJi is made

PnTt^i^h*. ^"'' "'* P^'Po** of advertising articles of
manufacture is so commonly required to

be of sharp definition before anything else that a tendency
on the part of advertisers to break away from this tradi-
tion may easily be overlooked. But the American advertis-
ing journal. Printer's Ink," reminds us that among
several large advertisers in the United Statew there is the
deliberate policy to forsake photographic deUil for breadth
of effect, in other words to empTov the soft-focus lens in
making photographs which are stifl photographic in their
drawinK and tonal values, but get away from the hackneyed
type of photographic illustration in their elimination of
distracting detail. Clothing is one aHiole which has been
treated in this way. Instead of the photograph which
makes the hand-drawn fashion-plate its model—on? showing
every stitch, button and fold—the policy has been to subor-
dinate details to portraying an atnwiaphere of luxury. A
leading adveiflser of these goods is thus using
a pronouncedly diffused photograph in which a
man in e>vening dress is paying addresses to a
well-dreM«d woman. The underlying suggestion is

" that a man who wears this particular brand of clothen
is entirely at home in these alluring surroundings, and
he, too, may pay court to ladiee fair and with a gal-

lantry as to the manner born." The same idea is applied
to other goods, to hat», pianos, cigarettes, to articles <n

'hort where taste and refinement of choice, rather than
mere utilitarian motive«. determine purchase. The point
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of view is certainly one which must not be overlooked bv

photographers who cater for advertisers in competition with

the artist-designer.

* * *

" Real Photo " It is to be regretted that owing to war
Postcards. conditions the genuine bromide postcard

views have almost disappeared from the shop-windows of

stationers and others at the holiday resorts, and to a lesser

extent from those in London. They are replaced by half-

tone cards, usually of very inferior quality, even collotype

appearing to be too costly in most cases. What is more

deplorable is the influx of coloured litho, or three-colour

cards of the coarsest type, which show a very decided lower-

ing of the public standard of good taste. We trust that

as we approach normal conditions again, we shall see the

return of the bromide card, and to that end it is to be

hoped that the producers of them will endeavour to raise

the artistic as well as the technical standard. Many of

the local views are poor in quality of negative, and unin-

teresting in subject. We need only refer to the views of

the Hastings district, produced and issued by Mr. Fred

Judge, to show that a very high artistic standard is a

commercial proposition. Surely there must be many photo-

graphers who could produce really artistic views of their

own neighbourhood, which they could easily get printed

by the firms which specialise in this class of work.

# * *

Why Cabi' When the C.D.V. craze had reached its

netsP height, photographers were well pleased

with the introduction of the cabinet portrait, as it enabled

them, with little more labour and only a slight increase

in cost, to produce pictures which could be sold for at least

double the price obtained for the smaller ones. It would

seem as if the time had come for a further step in size,

and to our certain knowledge several high-class London

photographers are making whole-plate prints their stan-

dard line, the receptionist being instructed to show nothing

smaller unless it be specially asked for. There is much to

be said in favour of this proceeding in localities where it

can be introduced. Even at the present price of materials

a very substantial increase in profits can be made by an

advance of, say, 50 per cent, upon cabinet prices, and very

often more than this percentage can be added. If the

printing arrangements for bromide or gaslight papers are

such that enlargements can be made as easily as contact

prints, the plate bill need not be increased, and in the case

of platinum and carbon orders the difference in cost be-

tween half and whole-plates is not worth considering, as

adequate prices should always be obtained for these pro-

cesses. As far as retouching is concerned, the cost of this

for matt surface printing is probably less for whole-plates

than it was for half-plate negatives for glossy paper.

* *

The According to a Sunday illustrated

" Natural "
paper, Mr. Elwin Neame has devised.

Background. ^^^^ jg using, a system of taking portraits,

the backgrounds in which are evidently produced in the

negative from some scenic photograph which may be of anj-

subject whatever. Thus, two examples of this process show
Miss Ivy Close, barelegged and lightly clad, in one case

striking an attitude in Bond Street, and in the other

ankle-deep in a Manx stream. Such a method of combin-

ing the portra.it of a sitter at the time of exposure with a

background representing any selected scene has attracted

inventors as long ago as about 1875, when a system of this

kind was patented by Tilley. It -was rediscovered in

almost the identical form by a Swiss photographer named
Dischner, and a somewhat similar device was patented a

year or two later hy a Grerman of the name of Sontag. If

the brief newspaper reports are reliable, Mr. Neame's-
system must be different from the foregoing for he iises a
camera of a size little short of that of a bathing machine
in conjunction with artificial illumination of 80,000 c.p.

For much of the combination photography which he pro-

duces for advertisement purposes such a process, we can
understand, is exceedingly useful; but in the sphere of

oidinary portraiture we are unable to see that it possesses
any real advantages, unless novelty and sensation are
counted as such.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SECTION OF THE ROYAL
AIR FORCE.

It would appear that there is a desire on the part of those
associated with the Photographic Section of the Royal Air
Force to maintain that branch of the air service upon a

considerable footing, and to do so by transforming in a
large measure its activities from the military to the civil

sphere. Only on such an assumption can we interpret the
view expressed at a recent dinner of officers of the Photo-
graphic Section of the R.A.F. to the effect that it was-

hoped the British Air Ministry would appreciate the value
of the science (of- aerial photography) as soon as possible,

and that every town, river, railway and road in thi»

country should be photographed as soon as possible. Such
is the opinion which we quoted iu our last issue from a
brief " Times " report of the social function. It is one
which certainly calls for some examination.

Is it suggested that the Air Ministry has not accorded
a full measure of recognition to aerial photography ?

Assuredly, the elaborate organisation of the Photographic
Section, including a school of aerial photography at Farn-
borough, proves that it has—for military purposes. More-
over, the work of the Photographic Section could hardly
have been more emphatically endorsed than it was by the
military commanders, particularly during the latter period
of the war. Press and public, as the result of the various
war exhibitions, have also added a chorus of laudation
extolling photography in the air, and ranking it high
among the instruments of victory. Thus, the Photographic
Section may surely be content : it has accomplished a great
work with triumphant success, and, in the Service and
out of it, has received corresponding recognition as the

'

" eyes of the Army."
But perhaps it is not these now accomplished labours that

are in the mind of the Photographic Section when apprecia-

tion of the value of the science is craved, but rather the
further development of methods of aerial photography, of

appliances therefor, and of new applications of aero-photo-
graphic methods in warfare. That is a very natural pro-

gramme, but we cannot see that the suggestion to under-
take a wholesale photographic survey of these islands from
the air has anything to do with it. The disparity between
the two things is so great that one is encouraged to think
the association of the one with the other, or the suggestion
of the latter as a development of the former, is simply the
distortion of a very partial Press report. But as this is a
matter which closely concerns those engaged in photography
as well as the general public it is necessary to consider, with
the object of arriving at a clear judgment of the matter,
what are the possibilities involved.

In this connection the view of the Photographic Section
seems to be that the war-created " science of aerial photo-
graphy " should be further developed, and that the Air
Ministry should also proceed to apply it to other than
military purposes. On both of these propositions some-
thing requires to be said. We welcome the first if it

means that, except for the now insignificant amount of

aerial photography required in the field, the Photographic
Section should resolve itself into an experimental depart-
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Bieut equipped to study the mechanical, optical, and pho-

tographic requirements of aerial photography for the naval

and military services. Such work as this has been done

daring the war largely on an emergency basis. Very
largely, successive developments have bieen dictated by the

circumstances of warfare, and very largely, too, the func-

tion of the Photographic Section has been to state its pro-

blems, and to leave their specific solution to manufacturers.

A picked staff of a score or two under the direction of three

or four heads familiar with the conditions of aerial photo-

graphy, and in cloae touch with progress in flying and
aerial warfare, would easily pre«ierve the Photographic Sec-

tion in a state of preparedness—a preparedness of ideas and
solved problems—which hitherto in its short swiftly pro-

gressive history it has never been able to be in for long

together. By adopting and forwarding such a policy as

this, the Photographic Section will have the twofold satis-

faction of gathering and fructifying the experience gained

in the war. and of loyally contributing to the reduction ol

the wasteful expenditure from which the whole country is

suffering.

When we consider the proposition that " every town,
river, railway, and road in the country ought to be photo-

graphed from the air," we cannot avoid a misgiving that

such counsels of prudence influence themind of the Photo-
graphic Section. The 8Ugge«tion implies expenditure in

personnel and equipment of the order of that on a war foot-

ing, and wher««s the work of aerial photography in France
and other theatres of war had everything in it« justifica-

tion, there are several very good reasons why this peace
pro|;ramme should not be embarked upon by the R.A.F.
until its urgent necesaity has been damonstrated . In the

first place, it has yet to be shown that aero-photographic
<iir%-ey of lo well a surveyed country an England, or even

unsurveyed territory like parts of the African conti-

nent, b a suflBcient substitute for the proved methods of the
topographer, or requires to be used in supplement to these
latter. Undoubtedly aero-photographic methods will come
into use, and may prove extremely valuable, but they are
still in the experimental stage, at which they call not for
wholesale application, but for investigation and for com-
parison, as regards cost, speed and other features, with
existing methods. At the present threshold stage of their
development it is the easiest thing to carry out an immense
amount of quite useless work. A further objection to the
adoption of a scheme of this kind by the R.A.F. is that
such civilian work is properly left to" civilian persons and
firms, to be done by them as circumstances show its com-
mercial desirability. It is one of those enterprises that can
very well wait for a year or two until it« value is clearly
established, and nothing is likely to be sacrificed by its

elimination from the programme of a great Governiiient
spending department. We are prompted to lay more em-
phasis on this point thin we otlierwise should "by the fact
that in the many list* of surplus war material offered for
sale by the Government we have hitherto .seen no aerial
photographic equipment, although we have reason to think
that the stocks at the date of the armistice very largely
exceeded thsTrequirementa of the Photographic Section oil

a peace basis. The fact may have little significance, or on
the other hand, it may signify an attempt to direct the
work of the Section into new channels. In view of the
defective control over public expenditure at the present
time it would perhaps be worth while to ascertain bv a
question in the House of Commons the number of per-
sonnel of all ranks in the Photographic Section now and
at the date of the armistice, if recruits are still being
admitted, if surplus material is to be disjjosed of, and if

the work of the Section is to be confined in the future solely
to photography in its application to warfare.

PHOTO.MICROGRAPHY WITHOUT A MICROSCOPE.

CoammaxmLZ int«T<>«t was aroused br thr *how of phoUt-micro-

KtmfiUe work held during February last at tho Oamera Club
Gallenr in John Street, .\delphi. Hie exhibition showed a

lew of the innunieraU* linr« oti which in>rk by mrans of micro-

scope and oampra is being pursued. Incidentally, some ol the

remark* o< the paraly pictorial teotion ol tAotographers. while

not always conpliBMitaty, were at least amnsing. From the

catalogue it appears that the magnificatwns varied from x 7

to X 3,000 linear dimensions. Now, with low-power work

—

say, up to X 12—a microaeofie •• not gSBKally aacsasary, and

sny pliotographer wlio poasassu a short-foeos lans of about

3-incll (ocal length, and a csmers with lung extension, ran set

about doing quite suooessful work. Tlie writer uses (or such

inrposee a VoigtlSadrr Collinear of 70 mm. focal lengtli

—

say, 2 4-5 in*.—an<i wilii a triple extenaioo hall-plate oamera

of 23 ins. when fully racked out he gets a magniSration of

X 7 without any sdditional extension device, llie extensions

•re readily calculated from the formula ()I -f 1) ^ *= dictance

lietween ground-glass screen and, ior convenience, lent dia-

phragm, idtere M is llie number of desired msgni first i<>n and

f Iba local length of 1fb» lens.

CisissnosnllT lor x4 the extantioa shoaUl ba 14"

.. x5 „ „ 1&{"
, x6 ,. m"7 22K"

Of coarse, wil4i a lens fA shorter fooal langtii, such as an

Aldis 2 in., the nagnififlations will be greater with the sama

To rig u|> the apparatus it is best to have a base-board,
along the centre of one side of «-kioh a line is ruled length-
ways. This simplifies centring the light and tlie object. The
latter is held in some kind of holder, whirJi will allow it to
be adjusted to the sxisl line of the lens, and the illiinuiiant

is also adjusted to the same line. The diagram (Fig. 1) will

D nH
L^

-^ Q- t
^-

B
Fig. 1.

indicate what is meant. AB the basebosrd. CD the camera,
F a tubular extension to fit camera and take lens L. H tlie

slide holder, sh»«n in detsil in Fig. 2, and I the illuminant.

The tulMilar extension used by the vtriter consists of a pie>re

of a stout cardboard tube—originally tliat in which bromide
paper was |vicked—about 6 ins. in length and 2^ in*, diameter,
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Iand cut off accurately square ; one end glued into a wooden

camera front-piece and tihe other end fitted with a wooden disc

witih central hole to take the lens flange. It is important that

the lens axis should be truly horizontal, and oare must be

ta£en to keep the disc end square with the tube. The object

holder 'must have a hole about 1^ in. out, but witili its centre

exactly level witli the height of the lens centre above tihe base

board. The holder can be fastened to the base board, or its

base may be weighted to give rigidity. The light—the writer

uses an inverted incandescent mantle—^slides upon a rod on

a heavj' square base. If runners ai-e attached to the base

board, between which the holder and light-standard can slide,

matters are made easier in adjusting tihe illumination. The

camera is clamped to the base-board, and the whole arrange-

ment is such that the centre of the focussing screen, the centre

of the lens, the hole in the holder, and the light are in one

straight line. There is a small ledge, LL (Fig. 2), on the

holder on w^liich to rest the slide, and two curved pieces of

wiatch spring, SS, are screwed on to it to maintain the slide

in a vertical position.

A pencilled ciross is marked on the ground-glass focussing

screen ait the intersection of its diagonals. The light is centred

by focussing it on to the screen and moving it up or down or

sideways until the image of the mantle is central with the

cross. A piece of cardboard 3 ins. by 1 in., with a small hole

in the centre, is placed in the holder, with this hole central

to that in the holder, and the same focussing and adjustment

of the holder is to be observed. The object—say, a section

of wood—is placed in position, focussed fiirst by racking

out the front of the camera and a final sharp focussing

—

seen best through a focussing glass, set to give a sharp

image of the pencilled cross on the ground glass

—

is effected by racking the back of the camera in or

out until every detail is sharp. The light is cut off,

preferably by interposing a piece of black card against the

lens and between it and the object. The dark slide is in-

serted, the shutter withdrawn, sufficient time allowed to admit
of all vibration ceasing, and then the card withdrawn and
exposure made. The card is then replaced and the shutter

closed. In many cases where the object is coloured a colour

filter is almost a necessity, and a small holder for it, somewhat
similar to the object holder, can easily be improvised. The
filter should be placed close to the object (F in Fig. 1) and
between it and the light. For moointed insects—generally of

a yellowish colour—a K3 filter is ven-y useful. The Wralten
series of M filters, although intended for M panchromatic

plates, are almost essential for successful results with otlier

plates.

For opaque objects the light or lights are placed at the siil

of the camera, but behind the lens, so that no direct liglit

falls into the lens, and sometimes a couple of lengths <if

magnesium ribbon burned one on each side will give excellent

results. In fact, the procedure in this c^ise is simOar to that

of copying. In a short article minute details cannot be

entered upon, but there is one point, exposure, which is most

important. Insufficient exjxisure is fatal to success, and the

judicious waste of a few plates, in the sense of two or three

strip exposures on one plate, will do much to give an idea of

the correct time to expose. This, too, is governed to a large

extent by the colour of the object, yellow, red, or brown objects

requiring a vei-y long time as compared with white, grey, or

blue.

When focussing with the focussing glass it is very convenient

to cement one or more mioi'osoope cover glasses with Canada
balsam to the ground-glass side of the screen, and to foous

the aerial image so produced. The writer, however, generally

uses a focussing screen of his own make, as described by him in

the ' B.J." of June 27 last. He feels sure that any photo-

grapher who tries this method of low-power work will not stop

there, but will desire to have a microscope as well, and wed it

to the camera.

G. Abdaseer.

NIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY.
[Perhaps no branch of outdoor photography offers so great a degree of attractiveness as that of outdoor scenes under artificial

illumination, particularly to those in large cities where an abundance of subjects of this kind is available. Since the immediately

forthcoming season is the best time of year for night photography we take the opportunity of publishing a comprehensive practical

article on the subject by an expert in it of long experience, Mr. Kobert Dykes, F.R.P.S., formerly senior scientific assistant to the

late Sir John Murray, K.C.B., F.B.S., and of the North Sea Fishery Investigations. Part of these notes appeared in a manual on

night photography by Mr. Dykes, issued some years ago by Messrs. Dawbarn and Ward, but long out of print. In embodying
them in his article Mr. Dykes has revised them, and has added one or two examples of bis work, the reproductions of which on the

paper and rate of production necessary for the "B.J." cannot, unfortunately, do anything like justice to the quality of the originals.

In a succeeding instalment of this article Mr. Dykes will describe a method of introducing night and interior subjects into cine-

matograph films.—Ed. ' B.J."J

ExpoSTJBES at night have now almost reached the snapshot

stage, thanks to the rapid strides made in the production of

fast colour-sensitive plates. What the future holds in store

for us as regards quick exposures depends very much upon the

skill of the lens and plate makers.

It is held by some photographers that night photography has

few pictorial possibilities. To a certain extent this is so, for

of the thousand-and-one subjects by day we have perhaps only

one that may be suitable by night. Then, again, night work
does not permit of the drastic treatment evidently meted out

to some of the daylight productions seen at exhibitions. The
lighting is so different, high-lights and shadow being much
jnore difficult to handle. One cannot take this or that out and
put something else in place very easily, because the slightest

sign of faking is distinctly noticeable upon the negative. What
one aims at in pure " nightscapes " is a' clean, correctly

exposed and properly developed negative, with the shadows

almost clear glass but full of detail, and the high-lights

moderately dense, but free from any pronounced halation.

Such a negative can be printed by contact, or enlarged, and,

according to the process employed, the detail subdued if

desirable.

Granted that ni^t work has few pictorial possibilities, it

yet has a charm all its own. Photographing in a large city at

night, for it is largely city scapes we draw upon, we see it in

quite a different light. What is a busy, noisy, uninteresting

street during the day is now quiet, almost deserted, with fine

clumps of heavy dark shadows emphasised here and there

where a street lamp Uirows its reflection over the pavement.
Think of Whistler striding around Cbelsea after dark on a
nocturnal prowl, noting and memorising one of his beautiful

nocturnes in black and gold. Who that has any feeling of

romance or sense of the artistic would ignore the majestic

and impressive grand«ur of St. Paul's Cathedral looming up
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at of the darknms sa we walk u|> Linigate Hill on a wet

1^1, or the quiet of the Thames Embankment near Cleo-

i^ra's Needle on a foggy ni^t, the stillness onlv broken by

b* hoots of river craft or of stray tutis. This is London
tpt in darkness as London or any city should be seen ; for

luring the day, when its streets are throbbing with life and
-oaring with noise, the mind gets rery little opportunity of

ippreciating the mystery and vastness of a great city. How
Dsny of us have often felt the desire to have a photographic

ecord of some such acene? Or perhaps Trafalgar Sqnare on

I ««t night, with its sparkling lights and brilliant reflections.

If darkness were absolute by night, photography might be

)at of the question except by flashlijjht, about which it is not

MfltiwiM troa lb* HotkI PsUn. Hj Robrr-

fTkis aa4 inhsr TiMpIss ol Mr. I>jkTC • work In . > v*
kisfia4aMd lif wifJ •! Mr. A. H. I>imii, ol "Couuii; Lilt, i

ilention to speak, but all the year round there is no time

e night perfectly dark from a photographic point of view.

" is alwayn a certain amount of light even out in th« u|N-n

try away from all apparent lite, with no sign of an arti

light I do not think that on llie darkest of night*--

"•ir eyes become accustomed to it—can we fe«l absolul-
-^ The hedges and tree* bv- the roadside loom up

;, tir!..' ,i of shadow to the darkness of an ink> »k>

.

rnible. Now, if the eye can discern ot>je.'»

It u ubvioua that th" more sensitive len« and plii>to

I'lat^ will do so, and at the same time pick up an I

my things the eye ciKild not we. If object* an-

• in the open country at night, how much more »"

V be evenon a very dark night in the city, when'

...isn thontands of different sources bright«n the dark-

and art reflected back from the clouds, giving a diffuseal

' of great vaiae for picking up detail in the ahadowt
. again, on a clear night, with a full or half-moon, w<>

liiw a wealth of white light that is so highly aclinic that ev(>n

in December it i* easy to over-exp<>»« and get a daylight >-fI«<-t

Night phot4>grapliy is dependent, then, upon the aniuunt

of actinic light available at night, and this may be. rnughly

•peaking, only 1 25.000 part of that obtainable at mid-day for

an open city view. In other wonU, 1 '2S of a second with / 11

wouid become fifteen minutes with the aame atop at midnight.

But the pictorial aspect of the work lie* not in the direction of

lii^t. but ID the proper handling of the shadows ; it is the soft,

my«terioas, suggestive ahadows, set off by a little light here and
there, that appeal to tha imagination. Night beoomea a model
which we may poee as our fancy pleasa» and our seniv of poetic

imagination allow*. Shrouded in her wonderful shadow
draperiaa, ah* becontea a dream of suggestion to the artistic

Bind. and. aeeoHing to our mood, so nay we portray our

feeling*. To take pictures at night does not necessarily mean
taking photographic records ol long pToceasion* of street

lamps. The great charm of pictorial night work lies in getting
that Whistlerian atmosphere and breadth of effect, the correct
rendering of large masses of shadow, with simple suggestion
of line and subdued detail, and no pronounced glare of light

;

in fact, to endeavour to hit that soft charm and bewitching
mystery that Whistler mastered, where detail was only apparent
when you were not looking for it, and when you did it seemeil

to vanish into tonal masses of shadow.

The earliest exhibited night photograph was one of the

Houses of Parliament at night, by Mr. W. M. Edmonds, in

1896. followed by -Mr. Paul Martin in 1896 and 1897. Since

that time some excellent work has been turned out by many
workers in different parts of the world. Perhaps the most
notable advance made in night [diotography was by Mr. Wild
in his snap-shots reproduced in "Photography," in 1909,

when, with an f/S.S lens and panchromatic plates, he suc-

ceeded in taking night pictures with life at exposures of about
a quarter of a second in the West End of Loiidon.

Street photography is |)erha)>s the mcwt fa.<irin'ating form of

niisht work. Little bits of stn-et corners witli a church steeple

or a statue sharply silhouetted against the sky or some high-

lights make very nice pictures. The exposure will vary from

hslf an hour for a close view with few lights to fifteen minutes

for an open view'such as a large square, using ffll and a rapid

plate.

In wet weatlier the streets in places look their best ; the

lights scintillate bright and clear out of the darkness, and

<-a»t their n-flection* over the pavements. Under such condi-

tions five minutes may be knocked off the above exposure.

rSouie churches when lighte<l up at night afford verj- pretty

pictures, especially if the 4lan»ed -glass windows are well

illuminated. This class of subject is one for which I wouM
n-cxmmend th* use of rapid orthochrtmiatic plates. With an

a|>erture <if f/ll eiv an ex!><)Mire ,.( thirty to forty minutes.

Mjrdit In Ita* Brrffo MoontkiiM, By Rolwrt t>;liM. F.R.P.B.

In most classes of night photography I much prefer ordinary

rapid plates, as I have found that instead ef orthochromatic

plate* being quicker at night tkey are, if anything, slower.

Most of the lighting at night is yellow, and the shadows are

very frequently blue. For thui reason the ortho plate picks

up and evercomes the high-lights before the shadows get a

lc«k in. In night photography wo may consider that the

high-lights are always oonsiderably over-exposed and the

shadows very much under-exposed. Then, again, they liave

tn undergo such prolonged development that tliere is every

risk of either chemical fog or light fog Uking place.

Shipping always lends itself to pictorial treatment, and on

a fine clear night very good picture* may be obtained. Care

must be taken to avoid movement either by rising or fallinj
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tides, or by wind. The most imperceptible rock or sway of a
ship's mast will spoil the photograph. Exposures are much
the same as for street work—i.e., a rapid plate, well backed,

fill, fifteen minutes or so.

Some particularly beautiiul skies are to be seen at night
during the summer, and using fl%, a rapid plate, not n.eces-

sarily backed, one can get a negative willh three minutes'
exposure, providing that the clouds are not moving too

rapidly.

With a full bright moon exposures at night are not so

lengthy, and an open view, such as a large city square, may
be taken in six or seven minutes, using fill and a well backe<l

rapid plate. An open view in the country free from artificial

Stockholm from the Katai'ina Hissin. Hy Robert Djkes, P.R.P. S.

lighting under similar circumstances will take half an hour to

three-quarters. It is of no use attempting country work
unless by moonlight, but bits of road with clumps of trees
and perhaps a thatcJied cottage help to build up very pretty
little views.

Care must be taken not to include the moon, or the result
will be a long elliptical-shaped mark across the sky as a result
of movement.

I may state with tolerable accuracy that all night photo-
graphs that include a moon are faked. The method of their
production is to snapshot against tihe sun and to develop the
negative up thin ; artificial lights are then put in with the
brush. Certainly these faked night pictures are very pretty,
but they depend greatly upon cloud effects

; and the artificiaJ

sources of illumination put in witlh the brush give a false and
very feeble idea oi light and shadow.

Mr. C. Heyl devised a means of including a real moon in
the photograph simply by making an exposure on the moon
and then capping the lens and waiting until it had moved out
of the view, when the exposure was continued. Perhaps this
is the best method of putting a moon into the view. I must
warn intending "moonlighters" against over-exposure. One
ha« a considerable amount of latitude in night work, but
never give more than twenty minutes on a well-lighted street
scene, with full moon, a rapid plate, and fjll. Five or ten
minutes more than this, and no matter how carefully you
develop your plate, the result is a daylight effect.

lUuminations, perhaps, are the first' class of subject that
tempts the amateur photographer to try his hand at night
work. As with firework displays, the difficulty is to get a
pdace free from the crowd. Illuminated buildings such as one
sees at exhibitions make fairly good photographs, but there
is too much symmetry, too muo'h design, to make them really
pictorial. A common mistake in photographing illuminations
is to under-expose. One does not care to see simply rows

upon rows of faii-y lamps with almost nothing to support

them, not even fairies. Using a rapid plate, backed, and

fill, an exposure of at least twenty minutes should be given.

Each little lamp is really not very actinic, and, taken indi-

vidua,lly, would not have much effect upon the photographic

plate.

As regards apparatus, nothing special is required. Night

pihotograpliK may be taken with the diminutive "Brownie," or

the large 15 x 12 field camera. A great deal is to be said for

the fixed-focus camera in this class of work, as it saves con-

siderable trouble in focu.'sing ; but a full-sized view finder is

necessary, otherwise an objectionable light that it is desired to

cut out will in all probability be left in. In stand cameras

the best form is undoubtedly a square bellows with an extensive

rising front. If a conical bellows is used it must have loops to

prevent cutting off the light. It is a decided advantage to have

the lens carried on a panel, as it enables the front to be i-emoved

if necessary for stopping down after focufising when the /

numbers cannot very well be seen. This panel should be easily

removed, but quite firm when put in place again. A fine ground-

glass screen is an absolute necessity in night photography, and

a focussing magnifier cannot be dispensed with. Grease spots

are of very little use for focussing, as one never knows exactly

where the magnifier is likely to be applied on the screen.

What one really requires in night work, providing one has a

camera and lens at all, is a rigid, steady tripod and the camera

perfectly levelled, and last, but not least, a good stock of

patience and confidence in one's self. You need it, especially

in crowded places where the plaintive wail of " Please to take

ma photy " or other choice remarks are hurled at you. If there

is a strong wind blowing it is impossible to do anything, and

it is better, if one cannot get a sheltered position, to abandon

the attempt. I have walked six or seven miles to get a certain

view, and then had to give it up owing to wind ; so that even

on the quietest of nights one must feel that the tripod is well

J^^

~'W I
* oJM^

How a niu'ht negative should look when developed.
F.R.P.S.

By Robert Dykee,

set and free from vibrations. As to levelling, the levels should

be placed where one can see them easily, no matter at what

height they may be, and for that purpose there is notliing to

beat Taylor, Taylor and Hobsons' single tube levels with the

small side slit. I use one at the top of my swing-back for

horizontal levelling, and one at the bottom placed at the side

for vertical levelling. No matter how far above my head they

may be, I can see the bubble cross the slit.

A light is essential. I use wax vestas, a piece of candle, or,

if cycling, my cycle lamp ; but to be absolutely " all there" as

regards equipment an electric torch comes in very handy. Care

should be taken in levelling, or distorted, intoxicated-looking

lamp-posts or buildings will be the result.
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Fl«pe " or •• gho»t images," through internal reflections in

•tht lcn«. are in manv caam raa«^d by extraneous light entering

tbt lenii un the right or left frcim too closely adjacent lamps.

To prevent this a lena-hood is useful. A caniboard box

'•K-asuring abuut 4 inches deep by 6 inches wide, with a hole in

the Ijottom sufficiently large to allow of its being slipped over

the lens firmly in rase of wind vibration, top outwan|», answers

the purpose admirably.

When working in wet weather or Uking lightning fladiM
•where there is a risk of getting the camera wet, a waterproof
eovfr i« necessary. Care must be taken to keep rain or mist
•off the front of the lens ; it may be wiped, but nut tmrarrd,

•with a soft rag kept for that purpose, evi^n during the exposure,

providing precautions are taken not to move the camera in any
-way. On a cold night the lens should not be handled too much,
w condenaation of moisture may take plaee between the front

«n<l back combinations.

I have erophaaised the importance of the camera being per-

iertly steady during expomie, therefore it is hardly necessary
to warn ph(*Qgraphen to avoid bridgea where there is fear of
-ribraticn tlirough traffic.

«'<>imtig now to the 'eye" of the camera, for the camera
without a lens ia like the man without bin sight The better

the lens, it may be supposed, the better the picture, but the
cheapest of lenses nowaday* givea remarkably fine photographs

;

«iid except for the fact that to obtain a sharp negative it is

-" - .-try to stop down and so increase the esposure, any lens
iffiCH.

»\ hatever may be the lens osed, the aperture most suitable
for »..rk, in my opinion, ia / 11, and in some case* ev*n f 16.

I so that with a lens having a full aperture of about //7 we can

increase the depth, make sure of our focus, and increase the

, sharpnessof our high-lights by putting in a couple of stops. Of

course, if it i^ possible to use an /,'3.5 or / '4.5 lens and a

j

panchromatic plate tfhe lens need not be stopped down and

I

exposures of seconds, or fractions of seconds, made that enable

I the picture-maker to obtain that suggestion of life which the

man with an / 8 lens cannot get except by posing his life

subjects.

The lights mu«t have a little halation to give atmospheric

effect, but too much ia objectionable, and may be considerably

prevented by stopping down unless very rapid exposures are

being attempted.

Focussing should always be done with the full aperture of the

. lens and the slop adjusted afterwards. Artificial lights in

, the middle distance will generally be found the nio8t con-

venient objects to fociu upon, and these riioold appear as sbarp-

rayed stars and not simply as white circles free from rays. The
effect of improperly focus.sed lights is to have a .series of beauti-

ful big black circles upon the negatives which print out almnt

the aiae of half-crowns.

All exposures should be made with the cap, as it may be
' necca— ry to put it on and off during the exposure, and a shutter

' i« not easily opened or shut without jarring the camera. Csre

should be tal^n to see that the lens is firmly fixed, and n«t

likely to fall out of the camera front. >fany of these remarks

may Axind absurd, but experience teaches fouls, and the unex-

perted may happen even to the most cautious worker.

ROREKT DVBES. F.R.P.S.

{To be ComJtinutd.)

OUTDOOR AND GARDEN PORTRAITURE.
[In a further eontribation to "Th« PhotagrapUcJoamal of AoMriea," Mr. Charles H. Davis has set forth his viewa on bii own

practiM of portraitore in gardea* and «4b«r oat-of-door lurroundingt. While ih« technical condiUons arc altogether different

fratn tboae within aiUers' homes, Mr. Davia ia • firm believer in the eoamtercial and artistic future of both branches of work.

W« eoaunead what he i>ow aaya to tha notfoe of thoao who read hij article which appeared Uat weelc—Edi. " B.J."]

Ix making portraits in lite o|>en— in gardena or elsewhere

—

(he photognpher endowed with an artistic tempersment and
«apiratioaa has the opportunity o( hia heart's desire. Prac-

tically every «<rrt of a background, environment and lighting is

IKissible. U requires only patience and lite ability to see,

eelect aad record. The sabject may be *o plac<<d as to get

^rfect relief, roundness, and good modelling, and added to

these tirtup* w>* may pr<i<iurc <lclightful gradations of light

and shadpand d»licatedetail. T^ew attribute* of true pictorial

portraiture are not to be lightly passed over as oneaaential, as

Some w-lf-atyled ptctorialists would have us believe.

The marrelloaa poasibilitis* of open eir work are being de-

monsteatej daily aad nightly at the moviKg-pictur* exhibi-

tion*. IWjr oiler great opportunities for photographic study.

For instance, in the ctiarming presentation of " Rebeoc* of

Soanytirook Karm " thrre are many heantifnlly lighted mmic*
;

in fart, unusual picture* may be constantly observed in the

Jtighfr-rlaa* films. Ilie magic ef the ron^rs (umi're, and the

fliwdow lighting, ia mnde such a feature that one is constantly

impreesed with the hemity of this moat flattering of all li^ts.

It a<ids an ethereal qn*iity and a poetic witchery that is

Always a d«Ught to the eye and especially to the gentler sex.

In rf^cirding light or blonde hair this style of lighting is

nlmoat iaperative. The more biilliant the Ught ttie longer

the expoeare must be to get into the black ahadows. Interest,

ing snnshine lightings may aleo be observed and studied in the
"movies." Time was when sunshine pictures were dead blaok-
.«nd-»hite; but tJie clever camera men have discovered the

right exposure and development, so lliat now there are tew

more beautiful effects to be seen than those made in the Cali-

fornia sunshine, which seems unsurpasse<l for actinic quality

and iiright illumination. These odd and unusual effects that

are nev)>r ma<le in studios an- the very things most sought

after liy appreciative people, and are not only more beautiful

than commonplace lightings, but do much to render one's work

distinctive, and tend decidedly to enhance the photographer's

re|Mitatii7n. Such results are, moreover, delightfully pic-

turesque, and place the successful makers quite in a class I>y

themselves.

Much good out-of-door portraiture can be produced en over-

cast days. Hie sky is curtained by clouds, and locations are

readily found in gardens or near buildings or wallf, whfre

the light from the sky on one side is utiobstructed and the

other side more subdued. This will give almost a skylight

fffect at time*. Under the edge of a tree is a very surcessfnl

place to work, and porches are quite ideal for bead or figure

}>ose*. A spot near the end of the porch admitting light frooi

two sidea often gives a charming effect, and if a head pictaro

is to be made the wall of the house—out of focus—makes an

agreeable background. In gardens where there is a vista with

tHjmeiiliat distant trees we find most delightful arrangements.

I make many pictures on dull days and witji a certainty of

success. T}ien all shadows are soft, and this condition is

(H-rlect fen- lined and wrinkled faces. These soft out-of-door

lights obviate a great deal of the retouching sometimes de-

irande<l by sitters of this character.
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Another very desirable spot for a portrait is alongside of

« high hedge or shrubbery.

On the lawns surrounding country houses are to be found

many large trees, the trunks of which form very attractive back-

grounds. If a vista occurs at one side a pleasing composition

of tree, figure, and vista is frequently ix)ssible. A group of two,

apparently engaged in conversation, on a pathway, is another

pleasing effect, always meeting with the approbation of the

clients, and affording a picturesque arrangement witlh a suit-

able background. In fact, the i)OSsibilitie of lawns with shrubs

and trees and little vistas are almost limitless. A group on a

bench under a large tree is easily managed, and can be most

attractively lighted. All of these out-of-door arrangements

may be made with very brief exjxjsures, even on dull days, an,l

they are a winning department of home portraiture.

When we look toward the sun or any brilliant light, we in-

stinctiveh' shade our eyes with the hand so that we may see

clearly. For this reason a lens shade or hood is an indispens-

able part of a photogi-apher's equipment. Light not cominj;

from the picture area is not wanted in the lens ; it produces

fog, or semi-light-struck plates. Perfect definition and clarity

of results cannot absolutely be attained without a hooded len.s.

The lens may be shaded by various makeshifts, and many times
with disastrous results to the corners of the plate, but an
adjustable hood is the most convenient and serviceable. I use
one of my own construction, designed on the "lazy tongs"
principle. It is made of strips of 1-16 in. x | in. brass, riveted
loosely at the joints, to permit freedom of movement in adjust-
ing its length. The free legs at the back are curved to lie harm-
lessly against the camera, and the top is simply hooked on to
the camera front. The whole contrivance is covered with black
velvet and has a small set-screw for fastening the extension. In
working against the light the hood is pulled out enough to cut
off all top and side light up to the picture limit, and the degree
of extension fastened with a set-screw.

Regarding pictorial photographs, I wish to say that the use
of a soft-focus or diffusing lens will not in itself give a pictorial
quality. This fact seems to be overlooked by many self-styled
"pictorialists." The fundamentals of good composition,
balance of light and shade, and lines of beauty must always
constitute the agreeable attributes of any pleasing picture. All
an imperfect lens can do is to suppress detail, and it must not
be imagined in suppressing detail that pictorial quality is the
automatic and inevitable result. On the contrary, the loss of
detail frequently enaibles one to see more clearly how vei-y little
some " ipictorialists " know about drawing and composition.
The masses are made more solid by lack of detail, and often
there is nothing to mitigate the bald imperfection of the result.
Wlhere hands are prominently shown on a near solid back-
ground of monotone, black or nearly so, the claw-like effect
produced by the repetition of lines in the fingers
becomes quite startling and repellent. Gracefully posed
hands, with changing and confluent lines in the
fingers would be attractive in this treatment, but
never otherwise. At the last Pittsburgh Salon I noted
in particular a picture displaying these faults, and also
another of an old lady with a cloak covering all but her head
and three fingers of one hand. These fingers were without
grace—just three stiff fingere, about as much alike as three
bananas on their stem, and arranged much the same. The cloak
showed a decided lack of lines of grace, and the face exhibited
none of the attributes of good portraiture. As reproduced in
tlhe current periodicals the whole effect was smudgy, stiff and
quite lacking a lovely pictorial quality. How can anyone
think that such a result is pictorially interesting?

This brings me to another point : Why does the amatear'|

believe, because he has a magical means of recording his work,

that he can compete with artists who have spent years of

study, under the guidance of acknowledged masters, before

they venture to place their work on exhibition ? Some of our

self-styled pictorialists seem to think that they can jump full-

fledged into the arena, and they actually do offer to the public,

at exSiibitions, all sorts of ill-considered efforts, and because

they have used a soft-focus lens they serenely and triumphantly

believe they are achieving masterpieces. Negatives ar»

habitually undertimed and underdeveloped, yielding pnnt»

that have the slightest possible scale of gradations, some being

in such a low key that they possess no lights whatever. These

prints are in some cases so dark throughout that when under

glass they mirror the features of the observer, instead of re-

vealing an interesting work of art. This is a very poor sub-

stitute" for a portrait of real pictorial photography. It is. in

fact, pictorial piffle, and the authors might justly be called

pictorial philanderers coquetting with art.

I am not decrying the use of soft-focus lenses or condemning

novel or individual effects when they do not violate all the

accepted canons of art. I am trying to impress upon the

reader the necessity for more art knowledge, with the aid of

which he may be able to produce artistic and genuine pictorial

results I have seen many charming, even beautiful, pictures

made by the use of uncorrected lenses. I have seen better,

however, made by the pinhole and by diffusion printing from

sharp negatives. Everv now and again, out of the fog and dis-

appointment of blur and foozle and falsity, emerges a real

picture. I know from my own experience that these results

may be achieved, but not regularly and with certainty. They

are the result of a happy combination of fortuitous circum-

stances with everything working together for good. It neede

skill and knowledge to produce pictures. I should say that

the first essential would be the ability to make technicaUy

good negatives, with fully corrected lenses, embodying also

good composition and irreproachable (or nearly so) drawing

and lines. When this is achieved, the soft-focus variati.ms

may be begun with a , certainty of occasionally producing

beautiful results—provided always that woozifless is not over-

done.

The pianist learn.<. to play scales with freedom and faultless

execution ; this is, in fact, as evei-yone knows, the foundation

of good piano technique. The photographei-, likewise, must

first of all, I assert, become a good technician before he can

achieve intei-esting pictures. I grant you that technique is

not interesting pictorially. It mwt be supplemented by other

desirable essentials. Another thing : belonging to a mutual

admiration society, such as some of the organisations seem to

be, is not a certificate of pictorial prowess—it is, judging by

the results shown, more of a demonstration of intrepidity.

Some of the Salon pictures that have been awarded a place

by kindred spirits prove this conclusively. Even at our pro-

fessional conventions there is evidence of mutual aberration of

the same kind. No matter where the fog leads th«ro seem to

be some who will venture to applaud and follow, though I am

sure they could not give a satisfactory reason therefor. The

futurist painter is a bug by himself. He sees red water, green

skies and variegated people ; but the properly made Auto-

chrome shows no trace of these things in Nature. What a

blow the Autocluome must be to such a painter! Let us

beware of perverted photographic vision, and likewise let us

endeavour to make good pictures that need no faking and

apologies.

Chabuis H. Davis.

Stolen Sibyl Camera.—Jlessi-s. Newman and Guai-dia ask us to
mention that a " Baiby " ro'.l-filni Sibyl camera. No. 683, fitted with

fi'i.S Cooke leiis. No. 66775, has been stolen from their premises,

17/18, Rathbone Place, London, W.
1

\
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PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[Previous articlea of this aeries, in which the aim of the writer ia to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraitare, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the
length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, hi*
or her soggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Baek^oonds (Jan. 24).

Otwiliu Enxwnrea (Jan. 31).

Aitifieial Lifting (Feb. 7).

Printing ProooMea for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

Studio AooeMoriee and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Sorronndings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and VentilaUon (March 7).

The Porteard Studio (March 14).

Tba Printing-Boom (March 21).

About iba Reeeption Boom (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Stadioa (Apnl 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (Aprii 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).
Mounts and Mounting ^May 23).
Business Methods (May 30).
Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).
Something about Lenses (June 20).
Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).
The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).
Plates and Their Work (July 11).
Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).
Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).
Workshop Jobs (August 8).

T^e Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

THE KEEPING OF NEGATIVES.

Exccn in aome " while you-wait " stadioa, where there ia no

prcienoe of prewrving Degativi>«, no basinet* is too amall to

be able to diapense with a system of regiatering and atoring

nagstives. The method adopted moat necnsarily be aoited to

the claaa of wurk done, that suitable for portraiture bring

'iflerent from that requiivd for view negativea, and from that

for commercial work. Two principal objecta have to be borne

in mind. The firat ia, the ready aceaaaiUlity of any parti-

cular plate, and the aceond the protection of the film fn«n
deterioration.

T aaaome thai everyone atarts by givini; the negatives a fair

rhance of permanency in the way of thorough filing. If not.

the nioat careful precautions will be anavailing. If a negative
be imperfeotjy fiat-d. yellow patdte* will, aftrr a tima. appear
where silver baa been left on the (Urn. while inanlBcicat wMbing
makM itaelf evident by a powdery sppearanca on the aarfaee,

annieMuwa even a fine cryatalliaation bring prcaent. In leaa

Kiwatad oaaaa the presence of a trace of hypo wHI canae a
general yalk>wing of the image with a eoaaidarahie kiaa of

density. Even a pn^ectly (in-d and waabad negative ia by
no means permanent nnlr^ protected from damp and fume*,
and there ia no meana of doing tkia electively eaoept 1^
vamiahing. When we iMnember that a ailver coin or apoon
will quickly tarnish in a town atmoaphere we cannot expecft

the tine particles which form a photograpllic image to be Uaa
«u«vptible to change. This ia forcibly illoatrated by the
rineven bkiom which ia often teen when negatives of various
sixes have been roaghly stacked togather^^ay a qusrter-plate
rest to a half-plate or other larger tiae—or where a negative
I'a* been treated with retouching medium in patches, the parts
protected by the medium rtrtain their original density and
colour, while tha rest of the ima|a has braoroe decidedly

tamiaiiad. It ia thanfon desirable to protect each negative by
placing it in a bag «r «nv»k>pe, whidi not only keepe it fnun
the atmaqthetv, imt prevents scratching or rubbing dnrii^ the
neceaanrjr handling. There are two varieties nf negative bag.
One tort is made of thin manilla paper, and the other of a
cr.»r»e transparent pafier which allows of the subject being aeen
without mnoving the negative from ita eo«vr. I much prefer
the manilla kind, aa it is stronger, and alao eaaieir to write
upon. The trsnaparent ones are more aaaily torn both in in-

serting the negatives and in ivtaming them to their position*

in the rack*, and thi* I consider more than balances the slight
advantage of transparency. The bags should be made with the
*moolk aide of the paper on the iruidc i.e., the reverse way
of that adopted for ordinary letter envelopes.

The regiater number and sitter's name, which are, of coarse,
already written upon the edge of the negative, are copied on
I" the bag, preferably at the top edge, so that it can easily be
aeen when turning over a number of negatives, while any notes
or printing instructiona may be written lower down, leaving
a space of one inch between for the sake of clearness. In
arranging the racjisor shelveacare must be taken to have them
sufficiently strong, for closely packed negatives are very heavy
in the mass, and will break down bracketa or cleats which would
aapport book^ or similar articles to the same bulk quite safely.

The dielvca should be made to give sufficient head-ioom to allow
of a bunch of n^atives being tilted upon one corner for the
purpose of removal. Eight and a-half inches will be sufficient

with half-plates, and the edges of the plates should not quite

touch the wall or partition at the back of the shelf. This
obviates risk of injury from damp and facilitates handling. As

general rule it is well to stack portrait negatives in the order
of their register numbers, but not to mix different sizes in one
rack. If the same order compriaes, say cabinets and 12 x 10,

3 reference should be made upon the half-plate envelopes to

the fact that missing numbers are to be found in the 12 x 10

rack, and a similar reference to the half-plates should be put

ufion the langer envelopes.

In some small businesses it is attempted to keep the negatives

in ordinary plate boxes, with the customers' names outside.

This is an inconvenient way, aa a boxful has to be handled to

find a aingle ne^tive, and. moreover, when this system becomes

outgrown every negative has to be numbered and an envelope

provided and written. Even if there are only four or five

thousand plates to handle this is rather a formidable job.

Publication negatives, either of views or portraits, are, in

my opinion, best stored in card boxes, on the end of which is

placed a label givirg the necessary information as to the name
of place or sitter and the negative numbers. With this claaa

of work it is usual to be provided with a complete set of rough

printa, either pasted in a book or kept in envelopes, each print

being numbered. Having selected the desired subject, it is a

simple matter to go to the rack where the boxes are arranged
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in alphabetical order, and to take out " Love, Miss Mabel,

10.987," or "Dover Castle, 8,896," as the case may be. For

negatives larger than half-plate I have found a system of ver-

tical filing in boxes very useful. The negatives are put into

bags, with a flap at one end about an inch wide. These are

«tood on end in a box just large enough to hold them conveni-

ently. A sloping blix-k or guide is put at the further end of

the box, so that the negatives are slightly tilted away from the

iront. Names and numbers are written on the flaps of the

bags, and these can )je turned over like the leaves of a book till

the required subject is reached. ITiis is somewhat similar to

Houghton's " Negasys " arrangement, but as some of my lx>xe.s

go back to 1884 I cannot be accused of plagiarism. This
system is also very suitable for film negatives, which are likely

to be creased if stacked on shelves. Moreover, if the brtxts are

miade of tin, with well-fitting lids, the risk of loss by fire is

greatly reduced.

As it is difficult to insure valuable negatives for an adequat?
.sum, it is a good plan to make transparencies of any special

subjects, and to store these in another building, so that if the

originals are burned or damaged by water it is easy to pi-oduce

duplicate negatives, almost if not quite, equal in quality. One,
at lea.st, of the largest view publishing firms adopted this

coui-se with nearly all their subjects, .and although I do not
think they were over called upon to use the whole series, the
outlay was justified by the ease with which negatives, broken in

the oixlinai-y course of printing, could be replaced.

Wlien it is impossible to duplicate a broken negative in this
^vay it should Ije i-epaii'ed as soon as possible before the broken
-edges have got chipped or damaged. I am no believvr in the
methods sometimes recommended of stripping films and trans-
ferring to new glass, or of cementing broken pieces together
with Canada balsam, for the .simple reason that few people have
the skill to do it. In most cases it will be found sufficient to
bind the broken parts on to a clean glass with passe-partout
or lantern-slide binding, and to print upon a turntable. When
Large numbers are i-equiired the best plan is to niake a trans-
ipai-ency in this way, to retouch out all traoes of the crack, and
from tliat nuake a new negative. As an alternative a glossy
bromide enlargement may be made, carefully spotted and
•copied in the usual way. Enlargements made for this purpose
should be full of detail and rather flat as regards contrast.
This can easily be obtained in the copying, and the heavy
sh/adowB 80 often seen in such copies will be absent.

It is a good plan, wwrthy of adoption by those who i-ely upon
their rejected proofs for specimens to keep a cla.seified index of
suitable negatives, so that if it be desired to make a show,
say, of children from one to two years old, the pick of the sub-
jects in this class is available in a few minutes. This index
must be kept up day by day as good subjects turn up, but the
labour of doing this is very small compared with that of hunt-
ing through the negatives themselves.

Finally, the best system is useless if not properly followed
out. A perfect filing sy.stem with, say, five hundi-ed negatives
not returned to their places is little better than no sys-tem
at all.

rRACTICUS.

A DOVERCOURT Chaxok.—The photographic and art-dealing busi-
ness of Mr. F. G. Steggles, of Dovercoart, has now been amalga-
mated with the lai-ge general and furnishing stores carried on by
Messrs. J. A. Saunders, Ltd., of that town, of which business Mr.
Steggles joins the board of directors, and, at the same time, re-

ImaiiiB in charge of the pliotographic depai-tment, which will still

ibe carried on at No. 105, High Street, Dovercourt, where extensive
alterations and improvements are being effected and a new studio

being built, from the designs of Mr. Drinkwa'ter Butt, F.R.P.S.,

Ahe well-known photographic .-.ichitect and photofrapl.er.

AS TO THE SELLING PRICES OF PORTRAIT PHOTO-
GRAPHS.

Thk following is an American editorial view, that of the " Photo-

graphic .Journal of America," on the question which lies at the

root of every photograithic business :

—

What shall be the selling price of his photographs? ia the most

important question the professional is called upon to answer to-day.

Various issues' are raised, and .so many considerations have to be

met and settled that a right or wrong decision is vital in deter-

mining the success or non-success of a business. Should the prices

fixed upon be too high, competitors will step in and .seriously lower

the demand for the higher-priced photograph ; should they be too

low, the status of the business will be reduced, the better class of

customers bestowing their patronage on a rival. In both cases the

business will suffer a fallingaway of clients.

Whatever kind of work i.s done, there exists a close relationship

between the ([uality of the photograph and the price it will com-

mand. The general public may not be expert judges of por-

traiture, of artistic merit, or technical finish, yot, by some means,

they invariably form a correct estimate of the qualities of a photo-

graph and the abilities of the photographer. The best work is

always recognised as such ; it secures a reputation and the conse-

quent patronage. In mo.st communities clients can be found who

will support the man capable of giving them high-class productions,

and are satisfied to pay good prices, simply for the name of the

producer, as the hall-mark of superiority. Having this name, the

photographer may almost fix his own prices, quite independent of

what are the general rates in the locality. Once in possession of a

name for superior work, it is essential that the reputation be sus-

tained, and prices may then be fixed more on a knowledge of the

social status of clients than in reference to the competition rate and

the charges of other photographers. High-class portraits will always

be sought after ; they are obviou.sly a luxury, and being compara-

tively rare they secure fancy prices; they advertke themselves,

sitters are attracted from long distances, and the business ceases to

be a purely local one. For these reasons, superfine work must

always stand alone, the price being excessive, or, at least, very much

in advance of the usual rates.

Beyond the field of work which depends for sale on quality alone,

artistic taste, originality, and technical finish combined, there

remains an opening for that which is supplied to meet a demand.

There exists a permanent need for work of general excellence,

supplied at rates that are not beyond the resources of intending

purchasers, and hence the man who can meet this call at the lowest

prices will secure the largest amoimt of patronage. Such prices

are regulated entirsly by competition of quality against price. If

a locality is supplied by a photographer doing a certain quality of

work, it will be us-eless for a competitor to ask higher ))rices for

work of no better quality, or lower prices for work which is in-

ferior. To attract custom, the portraits must be of better quality,

supplied at the same or cheaper prices. To supply at a cheaper

rate is, however, a mistaken policy, because it lowers the general

rate ; prices fall all around, and every photographer in the locality

fee's the effects—the competitor who commenced it in common with

all ethers. To start a new business in a town hoping for custom

on a reduction of prices is an error of judgment ; it may succeed

for a time, but, in the end, it must result in a general depression

of prices. The only way to successfully compete with others, and

to /:eep a business toyether, is to improve the quality of work and

raise the price.

Hioh prices are, in every instance, advantageous to the photo-

grapher. Photographs are, for business purposes, works of art

;

thev cannot be classed with sugar or coal, as things people must

have—necessaries, in short—and the price is not, like sugar or coal,

fixed in the market to n large extent by the buyers. .Skill enters

largely into the production of photogra.phs ; it controls the price

more than the cost of material or manufacture. The photographer

has always to find a value for the skill he has displayed ; if he puts

this too low lie degrades his status by under-valuing his abilities,

and receives his profits, not on skill, but on cost of ir.a.terials. By
making skill the standard of value, the photographer receives his

returns from that which- yield.* the largest percentage of profit, and

makes them independent of materials and cost of production, from

which his p:- fits can never be very large. In settling his prices,
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the photographor most always take into accoont his training, the
jmn he has spent in perfecting himself in his profession, rather
than the bare cost of materials, etc., required in producing his work.
Like the artist, he must charge for skill, and not merely to make
a profit on the cost of paint and canvas. We thus see that t^e
status of photographers controls greatly the prices of portraits;

the higher the status of a photographer, the better able is he to

dsBiaiid, and obtain, a high price for his productions.
Bende this, he deals mainly with persons who are porchssing

huories; the price paid by them will not interfere with or cause
them to cortail their ordinary expenditure ; hence, the xAoto-
grapher is dealing with clients who can afford to pay on a higher
•cale than could be expected for necessary articlca. It is also

generally overlooked that the photographer is not supplying a con-

stant demand
; his customers are mainly casual, and it is not to

t Mipposed that a business of this nature can regulate it« selling

1
.n» on the same lines as those which suppljr a daily or regular

need.

The photographer who reckon* the coal of material, wages, and
:iiirect expenses, etc., and then allows over and above this a

. t..irge of 10 or 20 per cent, for profit, and pnU his pricM in

agnenent with the final figures. wUI soon find that it is imposaifcle
to carry on a business oo these terms. Prices most be put to give
',uite 33 or fiO per cent, profit above c<ai of material, wagM, and
indirect expenses, otherwise a deficit will occur, arising from the
fiuctuating and casual nature of the trade in photographs. Even
to deal in quantities at low rates does not yield a profitalile return,
because the market is not yet extensive —«~"gfc Millions of photo-
graphs must be supplied to make it pmf, and such a desnand Is

not ye4 reached. The intrinsic worth of a doscn portraits cannot
be made the standard for regulating the selling price. The skill

of the phologrsphar, slack i>easona, difBcnlty with help, advanced
cost of materisU. the Ooctnating denand, the fact that the article
is a luxury, and the first to feel a dapnaaion in trade—all these
• - illowrd for. From these various reasons, we conclude that

are by no means ovrrcharged for photograptM, and that
l>rf>ti'»:onals would only be doing justice to tbcmsclvca if present
rates were advanced 25 per --ent. all amnnd.

ilssislants' notes.

Abta 6y amitmmt* miilabU for IkU eobmm wiU U tarndgrtd
1 foU /ir tm tM0 fiwit tf tJu mtmik Mbwimt jmbHeatUm.

Guide Negativea and Prints.

tm beat and qnicfwat method of judging a thing, and arriving
* • wwdoiioB ragiarding that particuUr thing, u by comparing it
with something else.

Whrtber the subject be a railway train, a tube of pigment, or
a photographic negative thU holds good. Comparison with other
trains, tubes, or negatives, an the case might be. would prove the
moat satUfactory way of judging the subject's worth, for menu
and faults ara more noticeable—and more qvicU^ poticcd—when
seen relatively.

It i. with abstract properties or qualities, tboagh, that comparison
plays the bigger part ; the tptal of a train, the hrittiauet of a pig
ment. the deasify of a negative art comperatire. and without com-
pariaott they csnaot be truly judged unless scientific opentioas and
calcniatiooa be resorted to.

The basy practician has no time for physics, bat he baa time for
comparison if he carta to provide himself with a slsudard to com-
pare by. Take the case of negative devctopmenl. It is usually
assumed that the tiaia and temperature tank system is safer and
more productive t/ good results than any otlier, where quantitica

are caswsmed, and it is. when practised witfe acropoloaa attention

and on oorrectly expoeed plates. But. alaa! aa most printers know,
the scropoloaa aUcolioo and the correct exposures are often absent.

I ones saw a tank-lOom which had a set of negatives (let into a
window) srUdl eoald be illuminated at wiU. They were, in the

proprietor's aitiimtien, perfect negatives.

Anyway, they wera tht kind he paid wages for, and the develop-

ing operative was expected to keep up the standard, whether he

relied on time and tank or not.

Having those negatives in front of him permanentlt/ he could

oaver go far ofE the track ; consequently, " bunged-ups " and
"shadowgraphs" weren't known in that firm.

To come to what I call a "guide print." I found aome years

ago that the presence of a really good print in the developing room
enabled one to work away all day in confidence thait when seen in

daylight the prints would not alM>w a percentage of " too lights"

!»nd "too darks." Since then I have put this to a very decisive

teat, and believe that readers of the " B.J." will be interested,

particularly those whose business incliides the development of large

quantities.

Noticing that the output of the developing room—some two to

three thousand prints per day—was showing a relatively large

number of prints which were not of an ideal depth, I distributed

guides among the operatives, with instructions to gauge each print

as near aa possible by the guide. Immttiiattly all vatU on the

Kore of too light or dart ceated. I thought this was proof enough,

but a few weeks later it waa atreogthened considerably.

The old failing suddenly re^ipeared aa bad aa ever, and on in-

vestigating the matter I found the guide prints were " non est."

As they had become familiar with them, the developing operatives

thought it time to " just not bother," hence the prints of mi.\ed

depths.

The guides are each composed of two prints, both admittedly

good when viewed in full daylight, one representing the most usual,

und the other the next nmst oommon. styles encountered.

They were placed back to back, covered with two dean glasses,

bound Isntcm-slide fashion, and the binding varnished.

In use they are left lyin^ handy on the i)ench, preferably in the

full light of the yellow lamp. \ turn of the eye sen°Ga to show if a

developing print is rttilli/ as dark as it should be or not.

J. RovsoN Hall.

PDoto-mecDanical RoieSe

Laying Tints.

Till engraving dsparimritt of a newspaper, or the shop doing much
work for newspapers, will have no difficulty in laying tints, because

it will have shading mediums snd the proper a{](>aratiia for apply-

ing the tints. The house not engaged in doing newspaper work is

seldom provided with this equipment, and yet oocaaionally a job

eoaias in requiring a tint over some part of itj and the question

arises as to the beat wsy to do it. No doubt the beat way is to poll

a transfer on Scotch transfer paper from an engraved tint plate,

which was the method in vogue before shadmg mediums were in-

vented. This needs, however, some skill in inking-up such a plate,

and requirca a copper-plate pK>\'ing press to get ithe best results,

and it is more unlikely to find the plate, the skill required, or the

prtas in the average {iboto-engraving shop than it is to find a

shading medium equipment.

Bat almost any sort of tint-plate cao be made in the same way

that any other subject would be reproduced. If a simple stipple

dot is requiivd, a sheK of (white blotting paper is put on the copy-

ing board and a negative made with the screen, and auch an ex-

poaoia aa will give the size of dot deaired. If a line is required,

the sMne method can be adopted, taking the precaution to use a

slit atop of the correct size and having the screen at the right

distance. A very good line effect can then be produced. Etchings

can iia made from these negatiwea, transfers palled, and applied

to the plate to provide the tint in the usual way, and though the

best Umnafers will be obtained from pUtes etched slightly in

intsslio, aa mentwned above, this requires the ability to ink up

the plate and prove it in the copper-plate manner. Or, finally, the

tint oan be applied by Uie method of sur-printing. The subject is

printed on the metal plate first, and developed, burned in slightly

if the print is to be an enimel one, the plate is recoated and the

(sDled printed over, and nibbed away after development where it

ia not wanted.
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Light-edge Against Dark in Half'tones.

A PHENOMENON familiar to the general pliotographer, paiticuIaTly

in tank development, namely the occurrence of a region of greater

density adjacent to ri portion of deep shadow also bothers tlie liaU-

tono otoher. Xegatives will Ibe sitripped to exact size and mounted

togethei- on a large glass, th«re being left between each negative a

space of clear glass. Now the edges of the negative will fi'eqnemtly

bo sky or some other bright ipoi-tion of the subject. Wllien the

plato is put into the imoi"d»nt, especially wfli'en etoliing copper, fiice

down in a etill bath of percliloride of ktm, tlie liigh-ligllts adjacent

to the solids printed from the clearghiss spaces erf the glass, will be

attacked more rapidly and the dot sometimes etched away before

the rest of the plate is nearly etched enough, and consequ-ently the

ink roller will dip there, giving a very disagi-eeaible dirty effect

where tli« ipllait* should be brightest. The remedy is to give the

mordant something to attack close to the liglit pa;-t, and the

simplest waiy to do this is to ftaka a piece of pointed stick and
when the print is developed, and 'before enamelling, to rub away
.". little of the print from the black spaces in between, so that the

acid will attack tlilat part instead of exerting its entire strength on

the edges of the picture next to these blacks.

Stripping Solutions for Wet Collodion.

There is some difference of opinion amonj; operators as to whether
tho rubber solution and 'tJie stripping collodion should be thick or

thin. TThero is no doubt, of course, tliat in the end one Should
have a film Ihat is thick enough to handle without the risk of tearing,

but if this is prowded for, the thinner the solutions are, the more
convenient (to liandle and the quicker to dry. The limiting factor

foi' the rulbbei- solution is that it must serve las an efficient iiieudatoi',

to protect the collodion of the negative from being dissolved by the
stripping collodion. If it does this satisfactorily, tJhe thinner it is

tho easier to flow and the qarioker to dry. If the stri)>pin,g collodion
is mode from a, suitable gi'ade oi cotton and has the rn-oper amoauit
of castor oil in it, it will be sufficiently flexible or " leathery " to

ariswer cvei-y requirement, and again the thinner it is tlie easier

tn flow and the quicker to diry. Another advantage of thinner
solutions for stripping is that the dangerous practice of lighting
tho coating to burn off the solvents in order to obtain rapid drying;,

can Ibe iprcliibited, «iis it csirtainilyi should be. (Some negative
collodions are made from nitrated cf)tton 1)hait is so tough that with
reasonable care they can be stripped witliout any rubber <>:

collodion additional coatings, but most eollodions are m.ide from
cotton that irives too fragile a film.

Using an Off=set InR Image as a Negative.
A i-ATENT has been grairfed in the United States (Xo. 1.302,919) to

J. A. H. Hatt, for a piiocess of producing printing plates, which
consists in prejwring a sensitive coating on metal and then taking
an impicsaion on an offset roller from son;e design already prepared
a^:; a .printing surface, transferring blie impression on tlie

.sensitised plate, exposing to light, jenioving the ink image,
developing, and then treating in the iisual manner. The metliod
i-. suggested especially for photo-lithogi^hy, and is ito get- more
exiact registration when several trarsfeis are required in multicolour
work than is pi-obalble in the usual way of miaking pa)>er transfers.

If positives are required from positives the first development will

have to he reversed, as in the Vandyke process. One of the claim.-?

of the patentee is that by stretdhing or varying the tension of th«i

offset surface before or after imprinting on it the design from the
original printing «»rface. the siae of the design on the final plate

may be made either smaller or larger than the original design.

FORTHCOMIXC; EXHIBITIONS.

Septennber 13 to October 11.—^Lotickm Salon of Photography.

Entries close Septemiber 2. Hon. sec, 5a. Pall Mall East, London,

^v.c.l.

October 14 to November 29.—Uoyal Photographic Society. Entries

dose (carrier) September 19; (liand) September 20. Secretary, .T.

Mcintosh, 35, Russell Snuare, London. W.C.I.

Patent Rcids.

Proctsi patent*—a^lieations and tpecifieations—are treated in

Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, August 5 to 9.

Stebkoscoi'Y.—No. 19,268. .Stereoscopic cameras,

and T. A. Locau.

A. L. Laurenc»

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from
the Patent Office, 25, Soutliampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country ; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Contention.

Prism asd Grid for Dividing Light Pencils.—Xo. 127,308 (April

11, 1917). Fig 1 illusTrates in diagram a photographic lens L
and a sensitive film f. upon which it is proposed to form simul-

taneously at .separated "positions I, I', like images of the object-

field of the iens L. Such arrangement may be used for tal<ing

motion pictures enabling the simultaneous taking of two pictures,

of the same scene from the same jwinCot view on the same film.

Behind the lens are arranged prisms p', jr, having plane,

totally reflecting surfaces T', T% and meeting faces in the plane y
inclined at an angle of 45" to the optical axis of the lens. A
prism 7>', liaving a totally reflecting surface T", adjoins prism-

if, and a parallel-faced transparent block ?j' adjoins the prism j>'.

The image .beam from the lens L will have optically equal paths

/I

G ^P
Fig. 4.

from any point in the plane y to the image spaces I, P, on the

film f. The light-dividing means is located in the plane g to-

reflect part of the light through prism y, and thence through

b'.ock // to the picture space I' on the film, and to transmit part

of the light through pri&n p% thence through prism 7/' to the

picture space I on the film. »

This light-dividing m^ans consists of a grid G in the plane ;/.

The grid G is characterised by irregularly shaped transmi.'sion

areas »• of a size separately perceptible to unaided vision, but

so small as to occur in a relatively large number in the area of

the grid normally included in the optical path. Reriection area

or areas s occupy tKe remainder of the field. Th? total reflecting

area (symbolised by A) bears a relation to the total transmission,

area (symbolised 'by R) which may be stated a« R = A/K where K
is a constan-t expressing the numerical relation between the

amount of ligTit incident and the amount of light reflected by &
continuous reflecting surface of the same kind as the reflecting,

area?. The values A and R may be varied as desired to vary
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the intencUy of the recpcctive images. Thus, the toUl reflecting

vrea may b« enoogfa Urgcr than the total trananaiMion «rea to

-oospeiMate for the Umt ot light by reflection when image* ol

' .|iul inteoorty are to he formed.

The form and distribtition of the reafieotive reflecting and

tnnamicaion ar«M are importknt to the resoH. The grid O, best

1^

tig. i.

'.liutnkied in F<«. 3 and 4, may be formed on a aorface, for

:i.f.iiicr, of tiic prij>m />', by coating the redacting areaa < with

> daw bright depoaU, auch aa aiWer. The Braahear or the

RoebaUe mH» pracipitatiiig mathoda may ba naed. The defMMit

la rtmoftd or prevantad fawn being (ormad at the parta r df the

orfaee, thua providiag naohatmetad ligfat-tnoauMioa araaa.

Tha li^it-tnuMiiiaaion areaa r of tha grid G are irregular

polygonal Sgm kaving atraight or irregalarly car«'ed joint

bonodariaa ociioiad and aeattered at raodon on tha field. The
remainder o( tha field i* the reflecting ana §. Tha object ot thia

riiatoal arraafaaaaat of reflecting and tnMOUaMon araaa ia to

.tTOtd any ayiUaatic or rrcnrreot aeriaa ol pacmllal boondarie*

between the reflaetioo and tranamiaaton araaa, which would reaalt

in eaBinlatiTa diSraotioa apeetra.

Tha eMBwIatiTa dialuilwimaa caoaad by Nght-dmdiBg aarfacai

iTiBg nflaetioB and Ifnamiaaioo areaa bowailad by parallel linm

tHhm ngnlarty recnrrini; boundaries will be cipiained by

*<^"«nc« to the diagrsnia of Fig. S.

diagram I (Kig. 5) illastratea the inaga ol a narrow bright

.....«a1 lino viewed throogh a aeilea of nan«« vertical oprnioKS,

to ba IraaMUMioo ansa o( a light-dividing snrface. In

iliiiHiii

^ m
Fig. 5.

that caaa the image * in llie dirnt line of vision ia broadeoad by

iiiflractioo, M ia well known, and on either aido ol tha central

image x dirk and bright dillraoiion baoda ot diflerent orders, a,

>-. t', tir., appear, bring wider or narrower and mors or leaa

.(ed from x aa the narrow vertical ofMding* are narrowed or

T.iirried ; and brighter aa they increaae in number.

If the object ia a bright point the appoarance ahown in dia-

((ram III resalta.

If the bright point ia viewed throngh a round hula instead of

* alit, a aimilar awiea ol banda concentric with a central bright

ntge ia liii mail (aot ahown). If a munfaar ol parallel aeriea of

•lita at anglaa to a»A other are used, additional diffraction

• pcctra reaalt of tha kind shown in diagrana I or III. The

of light difllracted away from the dirvct path de|irncl«

la Bomber of opening* in the grid, and increases aa they

iniimaa, while 4Jm diatrifantioo of thia kat light dependa npon the

'.{MMaatrieal distribotaoa of tha edgea between tha transmission

ind raiadion apscaa. Any aoch syateftaaiie and cnmnlative diffrac-

tio* figm aro avoided hy the form and diatribotion of the trans-

miminn and laflsction areaa of th« grid O ol the prcacat inven-

tion, the diffraction effect of the many openings reducing to that
of a sing'.e (^>ening r.

Fur snch uses as photography the broadening effect of diffrac-

tion c«ased by a single opening r is within the «.xpected definition

losses osoal to the apparatus employed, such aa halation in the

sensitive coai of the film f. errors of lens surface, etc.

The effect of the grid G ia illustrated conventionally in dia-

grams n and IV, Fig. 5. Diagram II illuatratea, greatly magni-

fied, the image at f, Fig. I, of an artificial star, grid G beiiit;

removed. Diagram IV shows the imago of the atar when the

grid O ia in place, simil.irly magnified.

Hie amount of the broadening of the image by diffraction caused

by an opening r repends upon ita lixe. The openings r must
occur in the field of the lens with which they are used of such a

aise and in such frequency as not <to form separato shadows. Re-

ferring to Fii;. 6. if an obetnirtion «' is placed as shown, the

poi:tt f on th..' film f can receive no light from any part of the

aperture of the lens L. If this obstruction is at i', then part only

of the soorce of illumination of the point f is obscured. If,

now, there are • number of evenly distributed obstacles a' nern

tha tens, the loss of light on film f is not local but general, sod
there is no local shadow on f. The reflectors > of the grid G are

obstacles analogous to the screen f* in Fig. 6, and their permit-

tad sise is that at which they do not form separate shadows on

the film /.

In practice, for a lens of 2} in*. (70 mm.) principal focua and
1 in. (2S.4 mm.) aperture, a grid averaging 16 openiiiga to the

1 ncal inch (6.3 openinga to the linear centimetre) is recoaiuicnde<I.

Tha rsflaeUon area may ba ojnlinaoua or diaconlinnous, but it is

recommended that it be continuous, aa ahown, to enable better

retention on the prism aurface

For protection of the grid and to cauao iranamiaaion of light

Urikiii; the tr^nsm-'asion aurface* at anch angle that it would

olhrrwise be reflected, the tranamiaaion aurfacaa ore coated with

an optical crmrnl of greater density than the atmosphere, such

aa Canadi^ ba'aam, filLiig the transmicsion openings r, and join-

ing the two tr^nsfMUvnt prianvt // and p', between which the grid

ia encloaed, D,uiirl Fnisl ComMock, 1,4(37, Beacon Street, Brook-

I aa. Matt . and Trchiuoo!or Moticm Picture Corporation,

BootoB, Maaa., I'.S.A.

Roll-Film UtvrLoi-JiMT Machine.—No. 1:^.814. (May 21, 1918.)

.\)jj(«ratiia fur the daylight development uf mil films or plates

iiimpnsea a flrx:ble i-ol'.apcible tube open at one or both ends, the

ends being adapted to be closed by fo'.ding and tecured by

a clamp or i-lampt. In tlie form ahown in Fig. 3, the apylionce

comprises a thin rubber tube A in which the fi'.m roll 1 is placed

and the open end of whicb is secured round the wriat by a glove-

fastener 3. The film is then unwound and the free end secured

by placing a damp tm the tube. The developing solution is

poured into the open end of the lube beyond the clamp, which

is then slightly loosened to allow the liquid to flow down the

tab«. The end of the tiAe ia then folded over and secured by a

clamp 5, which conaists, aa ahown in Fig. 6, of two members, 7, In,

pivoted at 8, and addled to be held together at the other end by .a

pivoted U-shaped ratch 9. In a modification. Fig. 8, one nr

two spofjl* 14 may be revolubly secured to a weighted carrier 11

and unwound into the tube by gravity. The empty spools may
be removed if both ends of the developing tube are open. Plates

may be developed whilst held in a metal plate-holder inserted

within the tube, nr the plates may be removed from the holder

and the latter removed from the tube. In mndifi<ations, the

tube may be formed wholly of flexible coloured transparent

material such as celluloid, or may be formed with windows 16 nf

red celluloid aa shown in Fig. 11. A gauge line or retaining
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-strips 17, Fig. 13, to determine the point of application of a

clip, enable the closed lower end of a developing tube to be em

Fig. 6. Fig. 13. Fig. 8.

ployed as a measure or mixing vessel for the solutions employed.
Ernest John Sweetland, Montclair, New Jersev. U.S.A.

meetlnas of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Baturdat, August 23.

St. Clements Press Photographic and Rambling Society
Abbey, Simes Green, Nazeing, and Broxbourne.

Outing to Waltham

TUEaOAV, AUGOST 26.

Hackne; Photographic Society. " Bromide Printing." W. Rawlings.

Thcrsdat, August 28.

Hampshire House Photographic Society. " Passe-Partout." W. L.Wright.

Reios and Rotes.

Hevkrs.*!, i.\ Film NEfi.\TiVKs.—Our contemporary, " Photo-
Era," has drawn its readers' notice to the remarkable case of

reversal in tank development of plates described in our issue of

May 16 last by Mr. W. Bftins, and, as a result, has elicited details

of a curious case of roll-film re\ersal from Mr. James C. Kerwin,
a Boston photographic specialist. Our contemporary writes :

—

A si.\-e.\posure roll-film was developed with many others in a tank
at a local photo-finisher's where Mr. Kerwin had charge of the
developing room. When this roll of film was removed from the

developing tank, exposures 1, 3, and 5 were negatives, and 2, 4, and
6 were positive. Two authorities in photographic physics were con-

eult'ed. and, after a careful e.xamination of the film, they came to

th« conclusion that this particular phenomenon was produced by
carrying the camera about opened and with ibellows extended. The
owner of the film was questioned, and it wa« proved that the

physicists were right with regard to the cause; 'but they could not

detei-mine positively the e.\act reaction th«t took place on the film.

Briefly, the owner of tlie film visited a local point of interest on a

bright sunny day. He opened tlie camera and made the first ex-

posure. Then, with the camera still open and tJie film turned to

the second exposure, he strolled about in the sunshine until he

madie the second snapshot, after which he closed the camera.

Later, he made exposure Xo. 3, aiid carried the camera exposed to

the full glare of the sun with the film turned to exposure 4. It was
e.\'|>osed and the camera closed ifor the second time. Exposures 5

and 6 were made in a similar manner before the camera was laid

aside for the day. The theory advanced was that a certain amount
of light—imperceptible to the human eye—and the radiation of

heat in and around the camera penetrated to the sensitive film and

produced over-e.vposure, which, according to reliable authorities,

is conducive to reversal. The first picture was an ordinary instan-

taneous exposure. The second was also; but before exposure No. 2
was made, the sensitive film had received the action of light and

heat due to the camera being carried about e.vposed to the full

glare of the sun. This same reasoning applied to exposures Nos.

4 and 6. Whether this theory is sound or not has not been de-

cided. At all events, it is plausible, and should furnish a basis for

others to work in the endeavour to account for the above-described

phenomena.

Com tnerclal $ Ceaallnteiilaeiice.

A Photographers' Affairs.—At the London Bankruptcy Court

last week the public examination was held of Harold Aylmer

Jonej, photographer, whose statement of affairs showed gross

liabilities amounting to £367 4s. 9d. of which £288 17s. 9d. was due

to unsecured creditors. To preferential creditors £78 7s. Od. of

which £77 10s. was expected to rank against the estate maiking the

total liabilities amount to £366 7s. 9d. The assets consisted of cash

a* bankers 17s.. but tliat was aibsorbed by the preferential claims,

conseauently the net assets were nil, and the deficiency was returned

a'i £356 7s. 9d. The receiving oi-der was made on November 13,

1918. on the petition of the creditor, the act of bankruptcy being

the fa.ilure of the debtoi- to comply with the re<juirenients of a

bankruptcy notice.

In reply to questions put by Mr. Garton, official receiver, debtor

stalled that having previously been engaiged a.s a pliot<^raipher"s

assistajit, he purchased for £28, a [>hatographei-s business at ?0,

Hill Street, Richmond, in March 1916.

In March, 1918. he purchased for £100, of which £60 was lK)rrowed,

r. similar business known as " The South Kensington Stiudix>s

"

at 7, Gloucester Tearace, S.W., wliich he conducted whilst liis wife

managed the Richmond business. The Gloucester Terrace business

was not successful, and he was com>pelled to boa-row money from

profession:! money leiidei's, who obtained judgment against him,

and in Septemjber, 1918, sold his goods at Gloucester Terrace under

an execution. He then took a furnished studio at,64. Brixton Road,

3.W., at a rental of 25s. per week, including the use of a/pparatus.

Ha closed it, howevei", after a few weeks trading owing to lack of

business. In July, 1918. he seijai^ted from his wife, and at the

same time gave her the Richmond business which she was conducting

at the datt) of the receiving order. He alleged his failure to have

been caused through losses in connection with the business ait 7,

Gloucester Terrace, and to interest on borrowed money. He had

produced the Richmond order book, but the books in connection

with the Kensington business have been mutilated. There were no

book debts due to him. Tlie amounts he i>aid into his bank were

less th«n the lamounts he received in the business, but some of the

monies received from the Richmond business were jjaid into the

account of the Kensington business. In A^n-il, 1918, when he found

tha Kensington ."business was a failui-e, he became aware that he had

not sufficient proi^erty 1o pay his debts in full. Wien he transferred

the Richmond business to his wife, he did not owe her any money.

The quarrel with his wife aldose tlwougli jealousy. He had now be-

come reconciled to his wife, and they were living together, but they

were doing very little business. Owing to the Hact that he did not

attend for his puWic examination on the previous occasion, a warrant

waa issued for his arrest in April last, but he obtained a suspension

of the warrant, by producing a doctor's certificate. He had becii'

too ill to attend the Court, \jut had now |wesenited himself because

his health was better. He had never been bankrupt before or com-

ix>unded with Ids creditors. The examination was ordered to be-

closed.
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UnsiDers to Correspondenis.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

H etn—iutnet of 9Uural rtdueed npplin of paptr. <u >>« rtntU

tt fnJMUitm of Of importalian of much wood rmlp amd ama,

m iiiiiifrii- ip0t» wiU bo availMbIt until fwrOur notiet tor roplioo

Moroooor, wo \oUl antwor bv pot if Mlamptd and addrettid env^

lof it omthmd 'or roplg : &<mU. InUnuUiontil Coupon, from

nadort abroad.

Tka ttdl ^uthimt ami ammeort teia t« frimUd owfa in Oa cam of

fjluiriat to b» antmond in tho Fridaig'B "Jommal" mutt roaeh u»

ikeuld bomat latir tkam ISwwiay (peitad Momdind. aud

addrfuid U Oa Editon.

Amidol —UmlM' Sect. 6 [2l the weekly balfbotidfty U reatgned by

the MBisUot in cooudention ol rBceiring • (ortnigiit'* holiday

r. f-i': pay. We tliink the |)oeition in jroor caae i* that too can

<i^i.: ilI one or the other.

A. \V.—We do not know what proccM if oaad far the pnridcaUion of

ox-gmH, bat ywt can bay the purified fom. whioli ha* T«ry little

tmell, almoat (tone, from Meair*. Rheitt
'«nd«ir and Soo, Rodney

Road, New Ualdm. Surrey.

J. v.—Id your eamon faaa an extenaioo of 20 in*, yoa cu ix5>y-

eolaiga frooi qoartar-plate to cabioM »Mi a laaa of focal IcogUi

«a I—ch aa 10 ioa. For oooTenienca the focw ifaoald not be grcaAcr

Ihaa 9 ioa. Aoy ahorter fooua than thia will of eoana acrra

equally well.

C. H—Yon rMiaire to obtain a Uoanca if jam ara now atarting a

atodio, the Miaiatry of £«boar harinf qoita NMBtly wrataed ita

fraviooi deciaioa that a licence waa not nacaaauy. To obtain

a licence yoa require to apply to the Sccrrtary. BuaincM Licer.cee.

New Art* Bnildiafi, LiTcrpool.

W. J.—Yoar troaUa ia due to an exceaa oi top iigiit. V<iu miut

rover op aboat half the light at tha baekgroond end. Fix a

fairly large rafhrtor at one aide an that it ealchaa light from the

roof to lerTc aa a ade light. Yoa mif^ tran oae a large looking-

gUaa, placad at oaa aide at the camava and and tilted ea aa to

light one aide of the figure. A glaaa aboat Sft. 6tn. by 2ft. would

d'>. We hare aeen thii done very iMeaMfally.

3. K.—All the kooka yoa entioa art n—liwi of the " Photo
Miniatorr." and we dbobt if any of tbeot are in paint. You had

baiter try Maaam Booghtooa, Ltd., »tO. High Hotbora, Lon-

don. W.C.L If tbajr eaonot aopply. theo yoa may ba able to

get them direct froa* tiia Aaiarican publiahara, Maaara. Tennant
and Ward. 103, Park Avenue. New York. The price of the
" Pho4o Miniature" ia n<>w la. 6d. in thia ooantry, 35 centa in

America.

D. E.—For a ftziag bath of aulubite and hypo, good working propor-

tiona ara 80 eiMeaa hypo, 2 ounce* aoda aulphite, both by weight,

to 8 oanoaa of water. The *econd formala you give ia a very
baH one, baeaoae both the alum and the citric acid drconpoae the

hypo and make the bath milky. You had far better make up the

bath according to one or other of the foimnia contained in the
" Almanac." The irat of thaac ia a better formala than your
hypo and tulphita.

W. 8.—Tear trodbla ia probably doe to yoar laiw Iwring an axcea-
aively cnnrod fWd. Aa yoa do not BMOliaa tJte type of lena, nor
the oiM «( filata yoa are wttkwg. it ia diflcult to give any definite

adrieo. Ib tbacaaa of |r»>pa it ia neccaaary with any lena to work
with a Maaliar apartwa tliaa lor a ain^ *gan. A good aoaatigmat
or a portnit lena of adoqoate aiae aboold 4aAna a fui:-length eabioet
at A/6 and a gi«a|i of foor at //U, if the figiirea are placed
fairly eloae to each other.

A. W.—As regard* the uranium int'Cnsification, we oannot guess as-

to the red transpareot patches, "but the best thing you 'jam do now
is to put the negative in a weak bath of washing eoda, wash well,

then put it for a few minutes in a weak bath of acetic acid, say,

1 dram in 10 ozs. of water, and, after a further brief washing, r^-

ioteoaify with uraflium. Waahing aoda is a much better meajis of

removing intensification than aolphocyanide, which is generally

used very cautiously for taking out yellow stain in the whites.

J. H.—1. You call try what a weak solution of ammonium sutpho-

cyanide will do to take out the staina, a cause of which very often
ia the use of the hypo-ferricyanide reducer on a print which has-

not been completely washed from a fairly saturated ii.xing batlt

2. There is nothing in the afipearaoce of print No. 3 to suggeeit

that white specks have been caused by prints rubbing against one
another or through abraaion from other substances. In tha
specimen sent, the white apecks are very a'.ightly in evidence.

W. E.—Either of your schemes will answer verj- well, but we think
that you are providing an onnecessarily bj-ge quantity of light.

Few studios have more than aix 1,000 c.p. lamps. Five 3,000 c.p.

in a aingle box wou:d give a very concentrated light, and require

a lot of acreening down—tBat is. if all were alight at once. We
rather incline to having eoch lamp with a aeparate reflector and
dilluser, and also a aepumta switch for each. Thin calico is a
better dilTyaer than tracing doth. We think that with this the

curved tMlr arrangement would be most effective; of course, the
bar wouTd be on a swivel.

U. W. -If you make the backing simply with gum, water, pigment
and caramel, it is bound to take some hours to dry. You want
to nuke the mixture wah a fair proportion of methylated spirit.

Moke yuur gum as strong aa yon can, and as syrupy ; then dilute

with methyloteJ spirit so aa to make a mixture which flows freely

under the brush ; also, there it a great difference in caramels aa
regards drying. The beat caramel for your purpose is the kind
sold specially for makiag backing by Messrs. Lichtenstein and
Co.. Chemical Works, London, E. You can buy small quantities

frvni Measra. Johnaon and Sooa, Cross Street, London, E.C.

J. R. H.—We do not kitow of a design of atrip printer for amateur
film nrgativea if you mean a machine for making the prints in

tirips. Such an iiip'iance, we should think, could be readily

made an attachment to the fibn printing box of Mr. Marshall.

We should doubt if a box of this kind is any qtu'cker than the

Kodak Quadruple Desk, aaauming the uaer of both to be ex-

perienced. 1. The offices of the Ansco Co. in London are 143-

140, Croat Portland Street, W.I. 2. We believe Cyko papers ara

not now obtainable owing to knport restrictions. 3. We have no
reliable daU, bat, theoretically, the aelanide ahoold be mora
atable tlian the sulphide.

H .E.—Thero have boon methods of toning three silver imagea, but
the colours are very unsatisfactory, with the exception of the-

Prussian blue, very commonly used in three-colour synthesia.

About the only yellow is one made by toning the image to one of

lead chromate, but it is very opaque. Reds have been made by
toning to mercuric iodide and other mercuric compoiuids. The
failure of a whole lot of these proceaaes ariaea from the opacity of

theae imagea. For threc-coloar worii they do not compare with

the uae of a pigment or lake, as in the Raydex and carbon pro-

cesses. Al*o, although we have not very fully considered it, we
think you would have a great deal o( difficnlty in registering

three iraiiafe^a on each other.

J. S.—It is an uncommon problem, and one which we cannot recol-

lect ever having been offered to us before. Generally, there is

nothing in your prmedure to account for it, and the only sugges-

tion we con make is that the pinkiness of one print in fifty or so

is due to the original black and white print not having been

fully fixed before espoaore to light in the hypo both or immedi-

ately afterwards. Action of light at this stage, with a quantity

of nnaffeotad silver bromide in the emulsion, might conceivably

leave « result which, while not appearing on development as a

stain in the ordinani- way, might show up as this slight pinkish-

neaa on aolphide toning. You must consider whether there ia .

anything in this suggestion which corresponds with your practice.
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TI. W.—The address of tV.e secretary of the Photographic Dealers'

Association is Mr. A. Ogleaby, c./o. Messrs. Sands, Hunter and

Co., Bedford Street, Strand, W.C. There is a monthly paper

for dea.ers
—"The Photographic Dea'.er," Sicilian Avenue,

Soutliampton Row, W.C. Trade terms to dealers range from

\\ithin wide limits, according to the different classes of

goods. At the present lime your chief difficulty will be to obtain

delivery of app.Tratus, such as small cameras saleable to ama-

teurs. The trade is now ivery short of tliem, and at the present

time a large part of the dealing trade is with second-hand ap-

p;iratiis. If we were you we should go very cautiously in spend-

ing any money just at present in establishing yourself as a dealer

in new goods.

*3. A.—1. In the British list of the Ansco Co., the liuff Cyko paper

is referred to also as " Indr.i, tint stock," and it is this latter

term which is med iby the writer of the booklet on " Skt'.ch Por-

traiture. " We have no doiubt the American house of Messrs.

Ansco can supply this grade ol the 'papei' on your iK>inting out

that you want the buff, either single or double weight. 2.

Nigrosine is an aniline dye sold in two forms, one soluble in

"water and the other in alcohol, at a price here of about Is. 4d.

per ounce. No doubt you could get it, or its equivalent, from

any of the dye houses in America, 3. The price of single issues

of the "B.J." is 2d., or 3d. if posted to Ameiica. Numbers
which are older than three months are charged double price

—

:namely, 4d., 5d. post free to America.

H. H.—(1) We do net think it is the alum. It is more likely to be

tiny air-bells on the print during fi.xing, preventing fi.ving from

being compiete. An after-bath of alum would make things worse

if this is so, so you should try wiping the prints with cotton

wool while in the fixer, and aLso use formaline 1 in 20 instead of

the alum. If you do these two things we think the specks will

no longer occur. (2) As a rule, no hai'm. (3) The fault is in mi.N-

ing the stsrch. Use pure st.irch purchased from the chemists,

and mi.x it first wi.h only so little water that you can scarcely

stir the mixture with a spoon or fork. Then pour on boiling

water, and the paste will be as smooth as you can want it. (4)

We do not see how the rubbing of cards «n dirty the highlights,

but we are afraid we do not understand your ([uesrion.

.A. G.—(1) While prints are on the glass, a moj* or less waterproof

backing paper is fixed on with thin, hot glue, or stiff dextrine

ipaste, and the backed p'ates then allowed to dry. They can then

be mounted without losing the glaze, or very often are simply

trimmed down and used stiff as they are. (2) The white tank

will make no difference whatever. (3) If the M.Q. developer in-

tensifies, you are quite all right. Usually with this developer

.you have to redevelop In daylight, whereas with amidol you can

dispense with daylight. (4) If the negatives to be printed are

anything like some which you have sent us there is no artificial

light except an arc limp which is really satisfactory for rapid

printing on gaslight paper. Your best plan ia to fix up a print-

ing box on your preouiscs where it will get a north light, which

will be fairly constant for the greater part of the day.

S. B.—We aire unable to say which plates possess the highest

gamma, but the reply which you quote was written from
our knowledge of test exposures made some years ago
by Dr. Mees and the late Mr. Welborne Piper at Messrs.

Wratten's works. The kind of plate used was one like the

"Wratten Ordinary oi Wratten Process Panchiromatic, Imperial

'Ordinary, or Marion Academy Ordinary, in other words, a good

liberally coated emulsion of approximately 100 to 150 H and D.

With such a plate, in tlie case of under-ex]x>sures, it was found
ithat the results by thorough development were actually better

than with a plalte of much greater speed, as indicated by the

ordinary speed number. It needs to be emphasised that in tile

case of full exposures bliis effect of gamma does not come into

prominence ; it is only when you are giving an exposure which
is perhaps only one-quarter or one-fiflth of what you would like

to give.

H. C.—We do not think that prichiiig of the wood has been the
c.use of tlie dichroic fog. If the fog is rerilly dichroic—that is

one colour by transmitted light <(nd another by reflected liuht

—

the most common cause is a minute quantity oif a solvent of

silver bromide (e.g.. hy|X)) in the developer. It is (|uitc con-

ceivable that by using the same racks for fixing as well as for

washing you may have introduced hj-po into the developing tanks.

We should give the existing racks and tanks a good soak in a
solution of permanganate, making up a permanganate bath of

fairly deep ruby colour, but not so strong but that it is fairly

transparent in bulk of, say, 20 ozs. Repeat treatment of the
racks and tanks with this permanganate solution until the colour
ceases to be discharged. If the cause is hypo absorbed in the
wood this treatment should remove it. Of the tanks on the
market, as good a pattern as any is one of enamelled ware sup-
plied by Messrs. Brodrick, Ltd., 50, "High Street, Charing Cross
lload, London, W. You could varnish the present tanks with
any celluloid varnish, but any varnish is soon damaged in use,
and thus exjjosea the wood of the tank to absoii^ion of tl;e

solution.

C. G.—To e.vplain the cause of your failure with the anaplanat would
necessitate a long discoiu-se on the subject of depth of focus in

general, but it may be helpful to point out that the greater the
focal length of a lens the less depth there is with any given aper
ture when working on a given subject, such as the room you
mention. We find from a catalogue that the No. 5 Bust-h Pantaskop
lias a focal length of 10 ins., and the No. 5 rapid aplanat having one
of 18 ins., it would require a very small stop to give the needed
definition throughout. As 10 ins. is not a short enough focal

length to give a sufficiently wide angle on a IS x 12 plate, the only
thing to be done is to get a lens of shorter focus, such as the
Dallmeyer wide-angle rectilinear or Ross wide-angle symmetrical,
both of whitih have a focal length of 8^ ins. in tihe 15 x 12 size.

The No. 4 Pantaskop might cover the 15 x 12, ibut we are not
certain of this. Your .best plan would be to apply to a dealer in

second-hand apparatus and get some 8-in. or B^-in. lenses on trial,

telling them exac-tly what you want to do. It is a great help in

taking such subjects to elevate the camera to 7 or 8 ft. from the
floor and tilt it downwards until you get the view included, then
set the back vertical. This will not only correct the perpendicular,
but will .bring the foregrmmd into focus with a larger niperture

than would othewise be necessary, lliis plan is generally adopted
when taking flashlight pictures of public dinners.
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Line Advei'tisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisements cannot be interted until fully and correctly pr»-

paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind the

scale of charges. They will thus save themselves delay in the pub-

lication of tlieir announcements. A Schedule by which an advertise-

ment can be correctly priced will be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or less 1/-

Extra words Id. per word.

(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Box Number Advertisements.

"Box No." and office address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d, per insertion for each adv't,

II replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by th«

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or b/ telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., Publishers,
24. Wellington Street, Strand, LONDON, W.C. 2.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Residues.

A Res««>«h
Records
Bureau.

If ever there was a time when it was
worth while saving residues it is the

present, when silver is about double the price it fetched a
few years ago. Instructions for precipitating the silver

from used-up fixing baths have been published so often
that it is hardly neoeasary to reprint them. Moreover,
moat of tEe refiners are willing to give information upon
the subject, Messrs. Johnson and Sons publishing a little

booklet giving full details, and we believe furnishing

suitable kegs for the purpose. In addition to the ordi-

nary use of the bath it ia a good plan to fix all wast^
bromida and P.O. P. as well as spoiled platee, so as to get

all silver available into a form in which it can easily be

dealt witb. With metallic silver at five shillings per
ounce it is worth while for those who are in only a mode-
rate way of business to preeerve their residues, while

those in a large way should be doubly careful that nothing
escapes the residue tub. Care must be taken to add suffi-

cient potaasa sulphurata to the hypo solution, but there

should be no great excess. Moreover, the potassa sul-

phurata or " liver of sulphur " should be dissolved before

adding, and not thrown in in lumps.
• • a

At a recent oon/erencc convened by the

Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research, and attended by representa-

tives of research associations, the proposal to establish a
" records bureau " of the results of reeearch was the sub-

ject of some usefully constructive discussion, in which Mr.

Conrad Beck and Dr. R. E. 81ade took part. It may be

explained that the intention is to establish a bureau to

take charge of the papers and other memoranda repre-

senting the work of individual research associations.

The bureau will thus be a kind of clearing ^ou.se through

which research mafle for one industry will be accessible for

the benefit of others. We are thoroughly in agreement

with the policy of the Department to limit, at any rate

for the present, the scope of the bureau to such records.

If its files be open to a wide flood of technical literature,

the bureau is bound to become proportionately inert; it

will tend to become a museum, or even a mausoleum. The

tendency of such bureaux is to give decent burial to docu-

ments deposited in them, but the determination of the

Department is to resist the conception of its files as dead

matter, but instead to extend their sphere of life by the

Department's knowledge of the needs of each individual

reeearch body. This is an excellent jjolicy, which should

assure for the Records Bureau a total service higher than

that of the far more comprehensive but less actively alive

bibliographical institute, such, for example, as that at

Brussels. Evidently it is to differ from thew latter some-

what as a current technical periodical differs from the
" Encyclopadia Britannica."
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A Periscope Aooordiug to an. American conbem-
for the Reflex, porary, an inventor has introduced a

j>eriscope—of the trench, not the naval, pattern—for the

reflex camera, so that the Press photographer is thereby

enabled to bring his view-point up to eye-level and save

the situation for himself when the line of sight at waist-

level is blocked. American Press photographers must be

much more widely pledged to the use of a reflector camera
than we imagine them to be if this cumbrous device finds

any extended use. Here its suggestion merely signifies

the disability of the reflex type of camera, which has led

Press photographers to adopt almost exclusively the fold-

ing focal-plane instrument in preference to it. Lightness

and portability apart, the folding focal-plane is the

popular choice of the Pressman, largely for the reason of

its effective use at the eye-level or higher, if need be, by
holding it with the hands raised above the head. When
this advantage is stecured so easily there can be little in-

ducement to attach a giraffe-like fitting to the reflex, nor
to run the risks of cut-off and impaired definition on the

plate which the twice-repeated reflection in the periscope

involves.
* «

Lenses for For very good reasons the Press photo-
Press Work. grapher, who has to focus by scale when
using a lens with an aperture often as large as f/4.5,
chooses one of as short a focal length as possible, but Ijy so
doing handicaps himself to a very great degree in the
choice of subject, as many incidents which would make
saleable pictures are in inaccessible positions for short-focus
lenses. This is especially true of sports pictures, where the
exigencies of the game, and the vigilance of the officials,

keep the photographer at a distance. Obviously it is not
practicable to use long-focus lenses of the ordinary type
as the camera would be unwieldy, and there would be the
necessity for carrying an extension body if the ordinary
collapsible type of camera is adhered to, but by the adop-
tion of the modern types of fixed focus tele-objectives it is

an easy matter by simply changing the lens to get an image
rather larger than twice linear from any given position as
compared with the ordinary lens. In the early stages of
telephotography much was anticipated from the telephoto
lens, but as a rule the covering power at a magnification of
two diameters was poor, and the definition not by any
means sharp. With lenses made to work sharply at low
magnification at such apertures as F/6, or even f/4.5, the
circumstances are much more favourable.

* * »

The Import It is difficult to know exactly where weRestrictions. stand with regard to the importation of
foreign goods. Apparently the elaborate consolidated list
compiled by the Board of Trade, to which we referred in
our issue of August 8 last, has now been completely
knocked on the head by a memorandum issued by the
Board of Trade on August 22 in supplement to the Prime
Minister s sweeping statement in the House of Commons
that restrictions on the importation of goods were to be
removed. It now appears that these restrictions are pre-
served in the case of what are called " unstable key
industries, the products of which are to be protected by
the exclusion of like foreign articles. It is clear from the
list of these key industries contained in the memorandum
that certain products used in photography are thus pro-
tected, VIZ., sensitising dyes, synthetic photographic chemi-
cals, and lenses. By " synthetic photographic chemicals '
IS presumably meant substances like developers. The list
of the other substances which come in the same category
agrees with this assumption. Pyrogallic acid is specifi-
cally mentioned in this list. The position with regard to
other photographic requisites is by no means so clear.

"Scientific and optical instruments" is one of the key
industries which is the subject of exclusion. The question

thus arises whether cameras without lenses are " scientific

instruments"; it is difficult to see how they can be
"optical instruments." Evidently it will be nece.ssary to

wait for more definite decisions by the Board of Trade
before this emergency and bureaucratic control of impor-
tation can be understood.

COMPARATIVE NOTES ON METHODS OF MAKING
ENLARGED NEGATIVES.

II.

In the preceding article of August 15 we reviewed in a

general way the methods which can be used for the making
of enlarged negatives, and in particular those involving
the making of an enlarged transparency. In the present

notes we must come to the more commonly employed pro-

cess in which a same-size positive transparency is made,
usually by contact, and is enlarged to form the enlarged
negative. The obvious advantages of this system are that
it utilises the ordinary enlarging apparatus, it being just

as simple to make an enlarged negative from the small
positive as it is to produce the positive enlargement from
a small negative. In comparison with the making of an
enlarged transparency there is a somewhat lesser degree of

facility in carrying out any retouching or other handwork
on the negative, yet as a rule the small transparency
allows of all that is necessary in this respect. If the

system is less convenient and precise for the insertion of

clouds into the enlarged negative the drawback may be
thought to be more than counterbalanced by the extra

labour of making the negative in the camera which the
enlarged-transparency system involves. A good deal of

discussion has ranged around the material which is most
advisedly used for the making of the small transparency,

the alternatives being carbon tissue or a dry-plate. For
the former it can be maintained that the resulting enlarged

negatives are necessarily better from the fact of the almost

automatic reproduction of gradation in a carbon print as

compared with the facility for variation from that grada-

tion by errors in the exposure and development of a dry-

plate. Advocates of the dry-plate, on the other hand,

have emphasised its non-dependence on daylight and
consequent greater speed in use. Without doubt, in the

hands of the experienced, the one method will yield as

good results as the other, and, again in the hands of the

experienced, the dry-plate possesses a latitude which per-

mits of effecting a considerable degree of improvement
when making the transparency from a hard or a flat nega-

tive. On the other hand, with dry-plates it is difficult

for the beginner to tell when he has made a transparency

ot the right kind. In this respect, presuming that the

original small negatives are of good quality, the carbon
process offers a much narrower field for mistakes than does

the dry-plate, although it must not be forgotten that the

carbon transparency, owing to its image existing in relief,

requires more care in enlarging, and preferably should be

ilhiinii;sted by a system of perfectly diffused light sue';

as daylight or a white reflecting surface instead of by the

concentrated direct light of the ordinary condenser enlarg-

ing lantern. On the whole, it may be said that there is

little to choose between the two alternatives when their

individual facilities and drawbacks are considered.

When we come to consider the making of the enlarged
negative, it is clear that choice will fall upon a dry-plate,

bromide paper or Transferotype paper according to the

particular requirements of the case. For the most
straightforward enlarging and at the same time for the

retention of the maximum " quality " of the original nega-
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tive, a diy-plate of ordinary epeed will be used; but,

apart from other factors, among whicli is cost, the weight

and fragility of enlarged negatives in any number ofiFers a

great inducement to replace the dry-plate by bromide
paper. While most excellent enlarged negatives may be

mfde in this way, it may be fairly said that their average

quabty is lower than that of negatives on plat<e8, no doubt

on pccount of the somewhat greater uncertainty of judging

of the progreaB of development. On the other hand, h')

readineu with which both sides of paper negatives mav l:«

worked up with pencil or stump is a great point in tbeir

favour. The grain of the paper imposes the u«e of a matt
or rougher medium for the prints, but that is a negligible

item, since a matt-surface paper is likely to be used in any
ease. Oiling or varnishing of the paper negative has

scaroely any discoverable effect in reducing this grain,

and tM maker of paper negatives may b» recommended
to forgo any " translucin^ " process altogether, for the

comparatively small advantage in quicker printing on a

print-out paper is certainly not worth the trouble and mesa

of rendering the paper more or leas transparent. In this

scheme of things Transferot3rpe paper occupies a niche of

its own in its facility of being handled like bromide paper

until development, fixing, and washing are complete, and
then cf being tiiinsferable to glass for the production of a

ne?*tive which differs in no way, except as regards «

slight gram, from one made on a dry-plate.

A choice for the maker of enlarged negatives which

comes as a kind of intermediate between the processes
employing an enlarged transparency and those using a
small one is that m wbicii an untoned and unfixed contact
print is made on P.O.P., and photographed directly in a
copying camera on to the large negative plate or bromide
paper. This method, which is most expeditious in use, is

one also which retains to an excellent degree the quality
of the original negative. It can be understood that a
P.O. P. print is a first-rate positive facsimile of the nega-
tive, and can be copy-enlarged in the camera by artificial
light without suffering any flattening of its contrast by
general light-action. If preferred, the P.O.P. print may,
of course, be printed more deeply and toned and fixed in
the customary manner, but there is actually no necessity
for these additional operations. The process calls, of
course, for a copying camera capable of taking a plate the
sise of the enlarged negative, and, therefore, perhaps is

less likely to appeal to the ordinary amateur worker than
is one in which a plate or paper of any size can be handled
upon an enlarging easel. For professional use the process
is one which deserves to be more generally used than, so
we judge, it is. If our memory does not deceive us, it was
this process which was placed first in the list of available
methods, such as those we have outlined in these notes, for
its results and convenience by Dr. D'Arcy Power, of San
Francisco, in the course of making a series of comparative
testa of the " quality " obtainable in enlarged negatives
by the various methods available for their production.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
^Prerloos articles of this series, in whieh the aim of the writer is to commanicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appearad weekly sinoa the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to th«
laogth of that by the same witter whieh ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

gensisMuu of pbotographen, and porticalariy those eofaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

or hsr snuestlim will be weleonied. Tbs eobieeta of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

2).A TWlk About Ligfatinc (Jan. 3).

Tbs Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

MaiMfinff the Bitter (Jan. 17).

Beekmmndt (Jan. 24).

etodio Esposnrss (Jan. 31).

Artificial Ligfattng (Feb. 7).

Printing Proessses for Portraiture (Fsb. 14).

6tadio Aoeeseoriee and Farnitore (Feb. 21).

The Snrroondings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio HeaWng and VentiUUon (March 7).

The Pasleard Stodio (Ifarcb 14).

The Piinlinc-Boom (March 21).

About Hm Biieeptioa Room (Mareh 28).

Home Portrailore (April 4).

Portable Stodios (Apnl 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Stodio Camera (April 25).

More Alwut Lenses (May
Enlargements (May 9).

Adverll»ing the Studio (May 16).
Monota and Mounting (May 23).
Basinesi Methods (May 30).
Photographing Children (June 6).
PortraiU of l!lderly People (June 13).
Something about Lenses (Jane 20).
Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).
Ths Dark-Boom and Ite Fittings (July 4).
Plates and Their Work (July 11).
Apparatus Bepaini and Renovations (July 18).
Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).
Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).
The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

THE REDUCTION OF NEGATIVES AND PRINTS.

ALTBOtHm almost as necessary a process as intenaifioation, the

rednctaoQ oi pbotograpUe image*, either negative or positive,

is not usually enrisd ont with equal snoesss, even the simplest

lasttiuda being regarded — risky by many operators. There is

no good reason (or this idea, for with ordinary care tfasre is no

.danger either of destroying the image or staining the film.

Nearly all non-mechanical methods of reduction consist in

<onTerting a portioa of the metallic silver image into a soluble

salt winch can be remove.! by a " fixing " agent such as

'cyaaide of potasainm or more commonly hypo, the outstanding

-exception being the persnipliato method, in which a silver salt

soluble in water is formed.

The proems of rsdoetion, like that of intensification, may
<be eeriied out in cither one or two stagm, the latter being the

earlier form, the soluble salt being formed by immersion of

the negative in one solution while the removal was effected in

another. As examples of this, I may give a preliminary bath
of perchloride of iron or of dilated tincture of iodine followed

by a plain solution of hyposulphite of soda. This procedure
was effective in its way, but had the disadvantage of not being

under control, as it was difiicult to judge of the amount of

reduction until the negative was removed from the hypo bath.

It was therefore a great advance when Mr. Howard Farmer
intixxiuced the ferricyanide and hypo reducer, in which the

conversion of (he silver into a soluble form and ite solution

took place simultaneously, thereby permitting any desired

degree of reduction to be obtained.

It should be noted that in the case of nearly all reducing
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\
solutions the degree of concentration has a marked effect upon

th« result, a strong solution dissolving the more delicate half-

tones away entirely beifore any perceptible effect is made upon

the high-light«, while a weak stilution has a more even effect

all over the image. Tins may be taken advantage of, as it

allows of fog being quickly removed by a strong solution if it

be desired to do so before intensification.

Most of the troubles which occur in reduction may be avoided

if ordinary care be exercised in preparing and using the solu-

tions, and I therefore give clear instructions which, if followed,

will help to avoid stains and uneven action.

The ferricyanide and hypo or Famier's reducer is the most

generally useful, as its action is easily controlled, and there

is no difficulty in its preparation. Where it is in constant use

tfce best plan is to have two stock bottles, one containing a

plain hypo solution containing three ounces of hypo to the

pint, and the other a 10 per cent, solution of potass ferri-

cyanide. These are mixed for use in such proportions as may
be needed, the colour being a good guide. Thus, if we take,

say, two ounces of hypo solution ajid add to this enough

ferricyanide solution to give a pale lemon yellow, the action

will .be slow, but even—that is to say, that the high-lights

will be reduced in the same proportion as the shadow details

or any fog which may be upon the deep shadows. A large

proportion of ferricyanide, giving a deep golden yellow, acts

very quickly and will clear fog off the deep shadows of a

negative before it has time to penetrate into the film sufficiently

to affect the image to any appreciable extent. This property

is very useful when dealing with over-exposed and over-

developed negatives, such as are occasionally met with in tank

development. It is a good plan, and economical of chemicals,

to apply the strong solution with a swab of cotton wool, of

course keeping the latter in constant motion. This also allows

of a little local action, so that a white skirt or bodice may be

reduced without unduly affecting the face, hands, or other

draperies.

There are a few precautions which must be taken to make

sure of clean working. The hypo solution must be clean and

fresh, and an acid fixing bath must not be used. A weak

hypo (Solution must not be used, as this tends to give yellow

stains. I have seen it recommended in some text-books to take

a couple of ounces of water, to add to this a few drops of fixing

bath and a few drops of ferricyanide solution to make the

reducer. Such a piroceeding leads to an unjust condemnation

of the method as useless. The mixed solutions must not be

used in a strong light, as the ferricyanide is rapidly decom-

posed, the solution first bleaching and then turning a pale

blue. Some workers prefer to dissolve the crystals of ferri-

cyanide directly in the hypo solution. This is equally effective

with using a lO-per cent, solution, but is a little more trouble,

as the mixed reducer will only keep active for a very short

time.

If Dhrough disregard of the foregoing precautions yeUow

stains occur, they may generally be reaioved either by the

io<line and cyanide reducer or by a weak solution of potassium

cyanide.

While the "Farmer" reducer tends to give increased con-

trast, the persulphate reducer has an opposite tendency, and

will so alter the character of a harsh under-exposed and over-

developed negative that quite soft prints may be obtained. It

is very simple in action, but, curiously enough, I have found

more people make a mess of its use than almost any other

process in negative-making. Flat o:ver-e;tposed negatives are

not suitable for this method, no matter how dense they may
be. The type that it is especially useful is a sitter in

dark clothes, where thei'e has been consideraMe under-

exposure, and the hands and face over-developed in an attempt
to secure detail in the shadows.

We require two solutions, both of which should be freshly

made. One is ten grains of ammonium persulphate to each

ounce of water. This I usually mix in the dish immediately
before use. The other is a 5-per cent, or, even better, a lO-per-

cent, solution of sodium sulphite, which is kept in a dish

ready for immediate use. The negative must be perfectly free-

from hypo, and should be well soaked in water before reducing

it if it has been allowed to dry after fixing and washing. It is-

then immersed in the persulphate solution. The action may
commence at once, or it may be ten minutes before any acti«n

is visible, which, if the solution be made with tap water, is-

manifested by a milky appearance. As soon as this is noticed

the negative must be constantly watched, as reduction then

proceeds rapidly, and it is easy to overdo it. As soon as the-

desired point is reached tihe negative is quickly rinsed under

the tap and transferred to the sulphite solution, in which it

should remain at least ten minutes, after which it should be-

w.'U washed.

Some samples of persulphate will not attack the image at

all until slightly acidified. If no action is visible after teh'

minutes' immersion, remove the negative from the solution

and drop in a very small quantity of dilute sulphuric acid (one-

part acid to nine parts water). Ten minims of this is ajnpl©-

for two ounces of the persulphate solution. If too much be

added, the action will be very rapid and uneven, the image-

going to a pinkish ghost before the action can be stopped. If

the negative has been handled with fingers contaminated with

hypo, any portions which have been touched will refuse to-

reduce or, at lall events, hang back behind the clean, portions.

A very clean and useful reducer is that composed of iodine

and cyanide of potassium. The action of this is very similar

to that of the "Farmer" reducer, but as it is extremely
jKxisonous, it is not so generally used. I have, however, found

it so useful upon stained negatives and prints that I give-

details of its preparation and use for those who are cai-eful not
to leave cyanide about loose. This caution may seem super-

fluous, but when I say that I have seen a girl using a S-per

cent, solution of cyanide from an ordinary teacup which a few

minutes before had been used for its legitimate purpose, it is-

not so in all cases.

Two stock solutions which will keep indefinitely are made-

thus :

—

A.—Potass iodide 150 grs.

Water 2 drachms
Iodine (in flakes) 45 grs.

(Stir till dissolved and make up to 1 oz. with water.)

B.—Potass cyanide 1 oz.

Water to 10 ozs.

For use, take for average work 30 minims of A. and 5 minim®
of B. to each ounce of solution. It may be used much stronger

or weaker, to suit special cases. I have found this Teducer

very useful for cleaning green fog off negatives, and also for

removing the muddy appearance caused by the forced develOiJ-

ment of bromide prints. I prefer this reducer before all

others for lantern slides or other transparencies, as it does

not alter the colour of the image in the slightest degree.

Both this reducer and the ferricyanide and hypo are suitable

for bromide and gas-light pi'ints, but I have not found it desir-

able to im.merse the prints in the solution. A better way is

to lay the print on a glass plate or the bottom of an inverted

porcelain dish and to swab the solution over with cotton wool,

occasionally rinsing under the tap. Stained margins may be

cleaned and faulty vignettes con-ected very easily.
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There is another way of using iodine for reducing bromides

which may be referred to, as it affords a means of brightening

up a flat print. It is to take, Ray, a drachm of the iodine solu-

tion (A.) in ten ounces of water and to immerse the print until

the high-li^ts begin to torn blue. The back of the paper

quickly turns blue, but no notice must be taken of this. The

print is then rinaed and transferred to a plain hypo bath

(3 090. to the pint), in wbich it should be left for five minutes.

If the reduction is insufficient, the process mar be rq>eated,

taking care to wash out all traces of hypo thoroughly before-
hand.

I have found no really satisfactory way of reducing P.O.P.
prinU without altering their colour. On the whole, a very
weak solution of cyanide seems the most satisfactory. A
drachm of 10-per-cent. solution in a quart of water is quite
strong enough, and with some papers this might be diluted to
one-half strength. The reduction should take place slowly or
the half-tcnes will entirely disappear. Practictts.

NIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY.
[Perhaps no branch of outdoor photography offer* so great a degree of attractiveness as that of outdoor scenes under artificial

illiuniiMtioo, partiouUrly to those in large cities where an abundance of subjeoto of this kind ia available. Since the immediately
(ortheominc soMoa is the best time of year for nigh* photography we take the opportunity of publishing a comprehen8i\e practical
article on tbe-snbject by an expert in it of long exporionce, Mr. Robert Dykes. F.H.P.S., formerly senior scientific assistant to the
Ute Sir John Monay. K.C.B., F.H.S.. and of the North Sea Fishery Investigations. Part of these notes appeared in a manual on
night pfaolograpby by Mr. Dykes. isMied aome years ago by Measis. Dawbam and Ward, but long out of print. In the
final inaUlmeot of this article Mr. Dykes deecribes * method of introducing night and interior subjects into cinematoeraDh
fihu..-Ed. " BJ.-J

* '^

(Conimutd fnm page 44i7.)

CoMixc now to the question of plates and films. .\ny plate

or film may be used, no matter bow quick or how slow, only as

we do not c«i« to stay oat all night over an espoeare—the

qaieker the piste the better. I have seen it stated that it is

immaterial what speed of plate yon use at night ; that a slow

plate, given the aame expoanre aa a rapid one, will give identical

lasiiha. Now, aa far a* my experience goee, this ia incorrect,

aa I know to my ooat. My advice—and it is baaed upon over one

hnndred experiments with different plstca—ia nae the quickest

plate obtainable We have a large selection to chooae from,

and it ia quite nnneoeaaary for me to anumerate the many
' fTerent varieties all equally good. Perhaps one of the best for

~ rapidity, close grain, and clean working, is the Ilford

" Monarch " backed. I nae a great many of them.

BneUi^ plate* is a somewhat troubieaome and mMsy pro-

OMdittg, hot a vary aaoMMiy one in night photography. It ia

nraiarahle to pnrdiaae oae'a plates already hacked and to give

•m an additional cost when used against a wealth of artificial

.^ht, fuch as expoaorea in railway stations. Aa a rule, the

plate-makers pat on the backing in ft highly nniform

Bunner, bat the platea ahoold be examined before nae to see that

thar* ia no iliaakiiw or hroah marking*. The marks develop

np very fraqooitly, causing pecaUar anion boraalia cflacta

;

thM is a common complaint in backing platco oaaaalf onl— care

betaian. Mawaon's " Antalo " is very handy for patting on an

extra oa«l To apply it, lay the plate emulsion side down on

• pad of red blotting-paper, shake np the bottle thoronghly, and

poor abont ten drops or so upon the centre of the plate and

spread it carefully over the whole surface with a soft caael'a-

hair mop. Badger'a hair or other forma of bmahe* are too

hard, and taod to cause streaks. After a few BWant* the plate

win be soSciently dry for use. All this work nraat be dona in

the dark room with a perfectly safe light.

The object in backing platen is to prevent halation due to

fci^Iigbta aneh aa dectrie arc lamps, but no amount of bsdc-

iag will entirely prevent it ; and although too mnch is a

decided fault, a little is indiapenaable to giva atmoapheric and

pictorial effect.

Doable-coated platea tiidi as the " Seed " dispense with the

need for backing. IVy are almost entirely free from halation,

and alMakl SMSt csftsinly be used if it is intended to make
lantern dides of the view* Uken. The high-lights sUnd oat

crisp and clear, and are free from " cipcles," " flar«," sind

radiating rays, the latter doe to either streaky backing or to

halation. Some extraordinary effects of halation haw been
obtained by tho writer due to using unbacked plates and bad
choice of position for lighting. In many cases the rays from
the high-lights terminated with peculiar knobs, so that one had
a street lamp with rays radiating outwards from the centre, and
each ray like a rod with a knob on the end of it. Again, it

waa a common occurrence to have around each street lamp or
other high-light a «Ties of rings from the centre outwards : first,

the white centre light, then a dark circle, and then anther white
circle or halo. Th«* peculiar effects, of course, are character-
istic of extreme forniii of halation.

Rapid ortho- or panchromatic plates are excellent for certain
classes of night photography, but there is considerable risk of
light-fog and chemical-fog in development, especially if the de-
wloinnsnt is prolonged to obtain deUil in the shadows. If
nasd against a wealth of light, with a quick lemt at //3.6, and
at an exposure of about one-fifth of a second, there is practically
no time for serious over-exposure on the high-lights and con<ie-

qoent halation, and the shadows will yield wHat detail thej
have by fairly rapid development, i.e., ten to twenty minutes.

Before attempting to give some idea of exposure and the
method of development, I may with advantage offer a little

advice as to prospecting for likely views, and some of the things
to avoid In choosing a point of view, certain little things
should not be overlooked. In the first place, the nearest ami
brightest light, whether it is objectionable, and if so, how to

avoid it. The h«»t time for taking the view must be considered ;

if too late at night a large amount of the light required to

build up the picture may be off, owing to shops shutting, etc.

Then, if too early in the evening, there may be a great many
moving lights, or, what is worse, a cab rank, and cab ranks are a
rank nuisance at night from a photographic point of view.

Or perhaps one may he photographing in a park when it is

aboat to cloae, and the camera must perforce close also, and you
clear out. The lights of bicycles, or any forms of vehicular

traffic should be kept out of the lens, no matter how rapidly

they may be n.oving, or the plate will be crossed by innumerable

black lines, that on printing will look like scratches, clothes

lints, or telegraph wires.

To the novice, the question of exposure by day or by night

ia a vexed one, and, judging by the look of some daylight pro-

ductions, they might at first be considered as night effects,

until you sre informed that this or that view was taken in the

middle of the day or Ute in the afternoon, ,with an expoaure of

aboat 1-1,000 of a second, or even less. An actinometer can-
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not be used at night, and only experience will teach the correct

exposure. In exposing, a little on the over side is better than

on the under, as it is easily remedied in the dark room, and it

is exceedingly annoying to find nothing on the plate after a

long tramp and half an hour spent in development, all through

under-exposure. If the sky be particularly dark there is not

much risk of over-exposure ; it is when illuminated by a full

moon or on a summer night, when distinctly blue, that one

runs the risk. There is an old saying amongst photographers

with regard to daylight .work, viz., "expose for the shadows, and

let the high-lights take care of themselves." Well, this is

equally applicable to night work. Get all the details possible

out of the shadows, and the worst that can happen is the

reversal of the centre portions of high lights, such as arc lamps.

It is a comparatively simple matter to put this right with a

brush. Strictly speaking, a properly developed night negative

U under developed in the high-liyhta, and fully developed in the

thadoxcs.

I have prepared a taible of exposures which may be of some

assistance. It is only approximate, but if used judiciously

it will be found correct. Of course, its use is restricted to pure

night work, as I do not believe in the methods adopted by some

photographers of giving a short daylight exposure first and

then waiting until darkness has set in to complete it. Such

methods are quite unnecessary, and only give flat results, not

to mention the time wasted.

TABLE OF APPROXIMATE EXPOSURES FOR NIGHT WORK.

Subject. Weather. Month. Time. Stop. Plate. Exposure.
!|

Open street
scenes, squares,

Clear, cloudless. From 8.30 mu "Seed" 15 minutes.

with or with- Sept. p.m. Ilford 20 „

panoramic
views, illamin-

out frost,atter to to Monarch,
a heavy fall of Feb.! 3 a.m.; Imperial 30 „

ations, exten- snow, with a Special

sive harbour full or half Rapid.

tcenes,eto.,weU moon. After

lighted with a shower of

either electric rain, with wet
or incandescent pavements,
gas. etc

"Seed." 30 „

Country icene Only possible Ditto. Ilford 40 „

with very little under above Monarch.
weather con- Imperial 50-60 „

lighting. ditions. Special
Rapid.

Close views in Ditto.' Ditto. ., ,, "Seed." 20

small streete Ilford 30 „
Monarch.

corners, in dark Imperial 40

squares not too Special

well lighted.

principal ob-
jects in fore-

ground.

• Any other conditions than these, such as no moon, very dark and overcast,

cloudy, no rain or wet reflections, no snow, add len minutes.

t Durint summer months five minutes should be deducted when the sky is

cloudless.

t During summer months 11 p.m. to 2 a.m.

i Stop value the same as for daylight work.

II I have obtained a negative with an Ilford Monarch, Cooke lens fi6'5t and
an exposure of fifteen seconds. The above exposures are very full, and it may
be necessary sometimes to shorten them; but it is advisable not to do so if possible,

unless working with a lens having a full aperture of 3'5 or 4'5, when the exposure

may be reduced to a fraction of a second. The above table remains as it was
first published by the writer, the aperture^/ 11 being adopted because this aper-

ture is available for every photographer possessing a camera.

In the dark room commences the real work of night photo-

graphy. In the first place, cleanliness has to be strictly

observed—clean dishes, clean hands, clean solution free fi-om

sediment, and a perfectly safe light. Whatever developer we

may use, it must be diluted down very considerably ; quick

developers such as paramidophenol, more bo than slow ones

such as pyro-soda, for out plate has to be coaxed up slowly, not

driven or forced. As a rule a plate should not be developed in

lees than twenty minutes or over forty minutes
;

generally

speaking, it may be finished in half an hour. The reason for

failure by many who attempt night photography is that they

treat the plate a« they would a daylight exposure, and use a

strong developer. As a consequence, up flash all the high-lights

black and deiise, and the shadows—well, there is nothing else '

bujt shadows when the plate is fixed, with a lot of black circles

indicative of light. Therefore, dinna forget to "drown the

miUer " and dilute well—it's no' a drink.

As to developers, there is nothing like pyro-soda, and I can

hear every photographer echo these sentiments for his own
favourite developer, whether it be pyro, hydroquinone, or any

one ,of the many different preparations to be found on tile

market. We all swear by what we have got into the way of

using, therefore I would advise no change for night work, but

simply to dilute freely the developer we like best.

In using pyro-soda too much developer in a diluted state

should not be made up at once, as in this condition it is

rapidly oxidised and stains the negative. For this reason a

plate should not be' left longer than ten minutes without

cihanging the solution.

Stain may be removed by an acid permanganate bath,

but chemicail fog should be absolutely avoided. A
common source of chemical fog is brought about by

the oxidation of sodium sulphite to sodium sulphate.

In tihe cinematograph industry this is an everyday

occurrence owing to the very large quantities of chemicals used

at a time to make up the big developing baths, and, as a

result, a very large percentage of the sulphite used is really

sulphate, and I have seen cinematograph film chemically fogged

in less than a minute upon immersion in such a bath. Oxida-

tion of sodium sulphite takes place in the dry state, and it is

essential that air-tiglht jars should be used for storage

—

in fact, aU photographic chemicals should be kept in air-tight

jars, with the exception of hypo.

The formula I use is the " Imperial Pyro-soda," made up as

follows

:

"lUFEBIAI. PYBO-SoDa" DEVir.OPEB.

Stock Solution.

Pyrogallic acid 1 ounce
Potassium bromide 60 grains
Potassium metahisulphite .. 50 grains
Distilled water, to 12 ounces

No. 1.

Stock solution 3 ounces
Water (boiled), to 20 ounces

No. 2.

Soda sulphite 2 ounces
Soda carbonate 2 ounces
Water (boiledl, to 20 ounces

For normal daylight exposures use equal quantitfes of No. 1 and No. 2.

For developing night exposures use four drachms of No. 1

to five drachms of No. 2 in about sixteen ounces of water. To
finish off a plate rinse it in a little stronger solution—viz. , one

ounce ot the normal developer (equal parts No. 1 and No. 2)

in eight ounces of water. This must not be allowed to act on

the plate longer than one minute ; it is simply used to

strengthen up the detail. Do not add bromide to the working

developer unless with a camel-hair pencil to retard a too

obtrusive high-light on the plate itself. If the plate is not

rocked too much a certain amount of bromide is formed in the

solution immediately over tSie high-Ughts, and helps very

considerably to hold this back. One of the beauties of

pyro is the amount of juggling that can be done with solu-

tions No. 1 and No. 2 ; there are very few reducers to equal it

in this direction.

The method adopted by Mr. Wild I would strongly recom-

mend for the development of all night negatives taken at

exposures less than three minutes, but certainly not when the

exposures are longer than tihis. Very short exposures at night

do not give sufficient time for extreme over-exposure of the

high-lights and consequent halation. This method, too, is

decidedly the best for the development of panchromatic or

colour-sensitive plates that will not stand prolonged develop-

ment. Mr. Wild used the Imperial Standard formula made
up with one part No. 1 to two parts No. 2, and one part of hot

water to bring the temperature up to 75°. To prevent frilling

all dishes, rinsing water, and hypo should be brought to about

the same temperature.
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To develop the plate, the gelatine surface of which should not
be fingered, it is placed in a perfectly clean white dish, film up,
and flooded with the diluted developer; it is then covered up,
•nd i>ocked well to free from air bubbles. After having been in
thedeveloper for a few moments the plate is removed, and either
placed in a large dish with cold water, or put, film up, under
a running tap, and held there whilat the backing is removed
with « tnft of ootton-wool. The light should be turned down
as much as posaible without inconvenience, to prevent any
chance of fog. Unequal development would take place due to
draining off of the developer if we were to remove the backing
without keeping the film flooded with water. Some photo-
grapher* develop their backed plates without troubling to remove
the backing until after development. This method is all right
for qnidc, atraightforward development, but I do not lecom-
nend it for night work, aa it interferes with the judgment of
density, and may be the means of introducing numerous* pin-

hoke in the negative.

After the backing has been removed the plate and dish

should be well rinsed and then flooded with fresh developer
sufficient to cover the plate about one inch deep. It is then
covered up, and may be safely left vfUhout continuous rocking
for ten minuies, a slight rock being given at odd interval*.
\ever examine ihe plafr by transmitied light ; always look at
it by reflected light as it lies in the dish (see reproduction of a
night negative in last week's Bhitish JonuTAi, p. 486),

and before renewing the developer, which should be done every ten

minutes, thoroughly rinse off the old stuff. To one not
accustomed to the appearance of a night negative, it may be

somewhat disconcerting to find next to nothing on the plate

after twenty minutes' development ; but we must remember that

our vine is a night one, therefore the shadoxcs will

largely predominate and shadotcs in a negative are

almost clear glass. Do nut examine the plate too much during

development ; I never look at mine until well over ten minutes.

It is perfectly safe to leave it ; the developer is weak, and cannot

do any harm. Robkbt Dties, F.R.F.S.

IT^-be continued.)

MAPPING FROM AIR PHOTOGRAPHS.

[Frcm the purely ybotogiaphie »tsndpoint tb« w«r.cr««ted art or craft >i( acriul photography can too easily be regarded as Imviog
,

bean brooght to a high pitch ot perfection. It is quite true that by the combined efforts of opticiiins, camera constructors, and emulsion

maksn the oUtaolat which sheer height, the BOVMDcnt of th« aeroplane or stmoapberic eoniitions put in the way of obtaining well-

dsflnad negatives (ram th« air have been alnoet completely overcome. Yet that, after all. in only half the battle. An aerial photograph

ia nothing aaospt in so far a* it fulfil* a uwfnl porpoM. In the important work of map-maViug the following paper by Lieutenaut-

Cotooal M. M. M"^'«~< Man the Royal Osognphieal Society in a timoly remindtrr. by an authority, of the distance the aero-photo-

gmphie mstbod has still lo t«aiw*e before it can dtapanse with the xurveyor to liuppU-mt'iit or check] it>i results. To anticipate

Cdonal MaeLeod, a general conclusion to which be eomcs is that " for accurate work wc cannot of course dispense with the sur\-eyor

sltogsthar, and in hUly coantry, until we can dsviae some satiiifaclory form of stereo-plotur, the air photograph will not help us very

much." Other gsc«raphen who discuued the paper nharcd thi« view, that a«n>-pboto sur\ey is a branch [demanding further research, j

sad that, more at ths hands of surveyot» and topographers than at thcue ssperienced in the purely i^otographic problems. Such an

cxpreskion ol opinion ia net without iU si(ntfleatK» in reference to the ideas of photoKr.iphic survey apparently held by the Royal Air

Foree, to which we davolad some sttentioa la t week, and which i* further, though ditlerentit , emphasised )•> a letter in reply which

appears on anotharpafsof this issue.—EM. "B.J."]

the air, tl)c iiitevpretatio.n uf photographs was comparatively simple,

•nd their study was directed ahnost exclusively to correcting our

maps and pitting thereon tfae enemy's and our own trencnes and

other defensive works.

As stated above, the need for large-scale maps bad not been

foreseen before the war, consequently Ihe first aeroplane photo-

graphs, taken early in 1915. found us without any pri^wr organisation

for making use of theni. Attempts were made by Uie Intelligence

Branch U the fJeneral SufT to correct the then vci y imperfect mops

from tiiein ; hut wiUioiil success, fur ll>e reason tliat, though the

photograpli* nhowed all the principal topographical features in great

detail, there wss no means of determining their exact scale or the

smounl of distortion due to the camera not being truly vertical at

the moment of exposure of the plate.

This difficulty can be overcome in two ways : one by the invention

of mechanical devices for measuring the tilt of the camera and its

height at the moment of exposure, and the oUier by determining

on the ground the correct positions of a sufficient number of points

which can be identifictl on the photographs and deducing the scale

and distortion of each {ihotograph by comparing the reUtive posi-

tions of such fixed points as appear on it with their true relative

positions as fixed nn the ground. In >France we devoted little

attrition to the first, and all the methods of plotting we used

pcstolated a sufficient number of fixed points, determined on the

ground, or by tome independent means, which formed the frame

work of the map. How this framework was provided has already

been dee.-ribed to the Royal Oeograf^ioal Sooiaty by Colonel

Winterbotliam, and I will not, therefore, say much about it. The

enemy, however, I think, almost certainly employed some mechanical

device for measuring the amount of tilt. They also, I think, mark

on their photographs the focal length of the lens used and the

height at which the photograph was taken. I do not, however,

know anything about these devices, and must, therefore, oonflns

AiioiravT ths anny ianovatioBS whidi the war has produced not

the least intsrssting and important are the methods of survey snd

apping wkisk «w« iairadaeod and dev«iopc«l ia Francs to nest
ths nsads «l thm tghthig troops for aceomta large-scale maps,

"niese needs «sre rwnssnuiiit on tlie iieoahar ebametsr of the flgfht-

fag, and wet* not lui ssssu before the war. Iliat they roold bo net
at all was das to the ssroplsne photograph, which was developed

sad ezploitsd to sack aa sattant tbst it is no sataggsration to say

that ttf aaroDlan* aaaiens (Mcaate the strootcest weapon of the " In-

toOigeoes " Sfoff and tho tapographer. Regaidad thos, the aem-
piaas pholognph oaa bo goadJsrsd in two aapeete. one purely
' TnleUigsasos" and (he othsr topoRimphiaa]. From the striotly

toDigenco point of view its primary function is to show what is

OQ the gmiDd at aay aMnsnt, so that the intalligsnce ofHcer. by
studying snecssaiv pbotographs and thus wal«Ung Ihe enemy's
wgaaisalfoas, their natoro, change, snd develepoMot, is enabled
to dstsct aad farseast bis ailHary plan. Viewed from this sUnd-
petet, the " iatsi

p

totaltoo " of air photographs beoanes of prime
iaqiartaaeo, sad kas bacooe in itwlf a special stndy ol great
interest. Fran the topographical aspect, however, the function of

the sir photograph is not to shnw primarily irhal an object is, but
to show IfAcre it is, aad soable us to place it ia its correct position

on the map. It is with thu latter aspect that I have been pnnci-
paOy ooneemed and proposo to speak ; the two snbjects, however,
caaac4 bo satirely ssparated, and the map-makar must, of coarse,

always dorolo fwisiilwalile attention, at any rate in war, to the
'"TTcct intarprstatian of the pbatoir<M>hs he uses. In point of

iial iact, I think I am ecrrsct in saying that the interpretation
'• photographs as a spoeial stody followed somo time sfter thrir

sppHetion to mapping, and folkiwed upon tha slabwall organisa-

tioa of " csw>aaflag> " by both sides. At tr*, that is in 1915
and 1916, liMlo laaaalssil sfloet was devoted to ronceslment fr<im
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myself to describing the methods of plotting used by ourselves and

th» French, and such German methods as have come to our know-

ledge from captured documents.

On any air photograph of a country, like France or England the

most conspicuous features are the roads, railways, and rivers ; con-

sequently, to plot a photograph by comparison with a framework,

it is best that the framework should be formed of these features.

In France this framework was provided either from the " Cadastre "

•r by a plane-table survey (when possible) of all the principal cross-

roads, sometimes by a combination of the two. This framework

was drawn out on a sheet of paper known as the " compilation

diagram," and the first method of plotting used by ns to fill in

the detail depended on the fixation of a number of additional points

by a system of prolongations and alignments depending on the

principle of perspective that straight lines on the ground remain

straight lines on the photograph, and on the use of proportional

dividers for filling in the intervening detail. Corresponding points

on the diagram and the photograph having been selected, the

dividers were set by trial and error so that one end gave the distance

between two points on the photograph, and the other end gave the

distance between the same two on the diagram. The detail round
them was theji plotted point by point by measurement from these

two fixed points, checked, if possible, from a third.

This method was naturally very lalborious and slow, and was only

accurate when the photograph was taken truly vertical, and the
scale therefore uniform all over. This was rarely the case, and it

was often necessary to plot as many points as possible from several

photograplie to find "mean" positions, and regard these as
" ruling " points before proceeding with the plotting of the others.

The results, when time permitted, were more satisfactory than one
might have expected, but the process was slow, and it was not long
before efforts were made to devise something better.

The next development was the use of the "camera lucida " to

project the image of the photograph down on to an adjustable
board carrying a tracing of the map framework, which could then
be swung about until the "fixed" points on the photograph coin-

cided with those on the map framework, when the draughtsman could
draw in anything on the photograph by running over the lines with
a pencil. This method was, and is still, I believe, largely used by
the French, who used an apparatus known as the " chambre claire,

'

consisting of a prism mounted over a board carried on a universal
joint, the whole 'being carried on a horizontal slide at the other
end of which is a vertical board to which the photograph
16 pinned. The photograph board can be moved backwards and
forwards ateng the slide "by a sci-ew worked from the draughtsman's
end.

This arrangement was tried by us, but was not found very satis-
factory. The strain on the eye is very great, there is considerable
parallax, and the adjustment is not very easy, particularly if the
draftsman does not thoroughly understand the principles of focus
and perspective on which the correct adjustment is based. The
photographs, moreover, require treatment before they can be used,
or the image on the paper is not sufficiently clear. The French
commonly scraped out the roads on the photographs to make them
appear bright white, and inked up the trenches in red and blue.
I do not like the instrument, at any rate our instrument, for map-
ping work, as the strain on the eye is so great that the draftsman
IS eften tempted to trace in only a few features and sketch in the
rest by eye.

The next apparatus evolved was a cumbrous affair called a " pro-
jectograph," constructed by the British. In this the image of the
photograph was projected by means of a lens and prism down on
to a board similarly mounted horizontally on a universal joint, the
arrangement being generally similar to the "chambre claire" of
the I'rench, except that the small prism of the "camera lucida" txj

which the eye is placed was replaced by a lens and a prism which
could be focussed to give an image on the board. The apparatus
was extraordinarily cumbrous, and suffered from the defect that the
vertical photograph board could not be adju.sted by the draftsman
without moving away from the end where he could see the image.
ihe whole also had to be enclosed in a black shroud to keep out the
Jight Each field survey battalion was supplied with one of these
outhts. I eventually made good use of mine, but only after dis-
integrating It into its component parts.
In both this and the " chambre claire " I always found great

difficulty in adjusting the photograph and the " maiji " so that tire

image of the two coincided all over the phoitogi-aph. The reason

may Jiave been tnat we had not a lens of the pi-oper focal length,

a point to which I will refer again later. In any case, it was

this difficulty which was the deciding factor in leading us on to

the apparatus we eventually consti-ucted, which involved the use

of an enlarging camera, and for whidi many parts of the dis-

membered " projectograjjh " came in very useful. Having first

prepared tlie " compilation diagram," the photogra.ph was com-

pared with it and ithe points common to both, usually cross-roads,

but sometimes churches or buildings, were onarked on the photo-

gtapn. The negative was then boi'i-owed from the R.A.F., these

|)oints marked on the back of it, and joined up wiith fine black

lines. From the compilation diagram a trace was made of the

corresponding figure. The negative \vas then put into the camera,

and the image thrown on to a copying board mounted vertically on

a universal joint. By moving the board backwards and forwards

and twisting it about, the image was adjusted to fit the diagram

as closely as possible. Provided the photograph was somewhere near

the vertical, as most of those whicn we used for mapping were, the

adjustment was not very difficult. A piece of sensitised paper

was then pinned on the board and a print taken. From this print

the map detail was traced on to the fair drawing.

To adjust the image correctly, at least four fixed points are

necessary on each photograph, and tliese should he of course in

the same plane or as nearly so as possible. No adjustment in a

camera will correct distortion due to difference of level on the

earth's surface. No amount of jup-gling with the negative or tne

board, for example, will make a vertical wall, photographed from
an angle and appearing as a naiTow oblong on the negative, appear

as a Euclidean line on the final print.

The adjustment of the image also depends on *he focal length

of the lens used in the enlarging lantern.

For correct adjustment the focal length {g) required is given by
the equation

tf

g = (assuming that the lens is correctlv centred)

p + i

where f= U\e focal length of the aeroplane camera,

p is the scale of the negative,

t is the scale of ithe map.

It will be seen that when p and t are equal, the focal length

of the lens used in the enlarging lantern should be half that of

the aeroplane camera lens.

In practice it is not possible to use a different lens for every

variation of p and f, and it can be shown that correct adjustment

can be obtained with a lens of any focal length by using a "rising

front" in tne enlarging lan/teJ'ii and displacing the lens a certain

distance from the perpendicular to the centre of negative.'

The proof of this is rather too long to give here, as are the

calculaltions giving the amount of this displacement and the in-

clination which must be given to the copying board.

The latter is given by the equation

g(v + t)

sill <p «= sin -

ft

where « is the inclination of the copying boai-d to the vertical, tne

projection of the horizontal line through the centre of the aeroplane

photograph being taken as axis, and 6 is the inclination of the

negative to the horizontal (i.e., the tilt).

The displacement, whicn must be in a direction at right angles

ilo this same axis, is given by the equation

jp-f < \ <t> +
d - ' ..---,) tan—

When 6 is small (less than 4°), and p and t are nearly equal, then,

if we use in the enlarging lantern a lens of the same focal length,

as that of the aeroplane camera, we have

<j> = 2 and d = f tan —
2

1 Commandant Roussilhe, of the French Army, has constructed an enlarging
camera which is said to give a correct projection and exact focus, bnt the
preliminary calculations and adjustments are said to take fonr hours for each
photograph. When adjusted, however, it can be used for photograiJlA taken
at any angle.
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Or, to Uke a concrete example, if 0=4"

r and d
10

nearlv.

The final print u rarely clear enough to trace directly on to the

fair drawing, and it is generally neceaaary to ink up such features

as have to appear on the map in vermilion, or other suitable colour.

This, however, does not take long, and can be done by comparatively

anskOled men.

This method proved far the quicke* of any we used, uid also

;:ie moat accurate. It has the further very great advantage that

vvery feature, however small, visible on the photograph can be

drawn in without difficulty on tt>e map oorreotly to scale in its

correct position. It it, for example, perfectly easy to draw ineverj-

individual tree in an orchard or along a road aaactly in its correct

position. Toe print is also a permaneiA record which can be filed

with the other mapping material for future reference, if required.

Used in this way the air photograph can hardly be improved on as

a means of making large-acale maps. In 1918, after we got this

aftparatoB into satisfaotory working order, my BaUsklion mapped
more than twmty 1/10,000 sheet*, tacb 8,750 foy 5,500 yards, in

three months, employing about six topographers and twenty drafts-

men on the work ; or about five square miles per man per month.

This included the plotting of the grid and trig, points, preparation

of the compilation diagram, plotting of tha photographs, and the

fair drawing of detail, water, and contonn on separate plates : the

whole process of sanrey, escept the triangulation, typing of names,

and tha reprodaction.

This map was never svsteraatically checked, l:ut the tests spplied

(o our mapa to the field were pretty exacting, and no serious errors

were detected. I am confident that in flat coaotry, particularly in

«lose, well-wooded country such sa in the ragioa round Haacbroock

to which the above figures refer, mapping fnan air photographa in

this way is incomparably quicker and joat as accurate aa any other

method of survey at present known to us.

.M. N. MacLeod, D.S.O , Lieut-Col., B.E.

(7e is eonttnutd.)

DEATH OF MR. HK.NRY A. STRONG.

Thc death is announced of Mr. Henry A. Strong, vice president

of the Kastman Kodak Company, on July 26 last, at the age of

«ighty-0De.

Mr. Strong was the oldest buiineaa aasociste of Mr. Georxe

Eastman in the davalopmeot of the enterprise which has grown to

its present world wide dimensions. In 1881 Mr. Eastman had

newly left the service of the Rochester Savings Bank, and was

beginning the manufsctore of Jry-plates in quite a small way.

He needed more capital, which Mr. Strong, the senior member
in a Rochester whip bnsincas of Strong and lUnbury, supplied on

the terms of a half-share in the diy-plaU business, which waa

organised aa the Eastman Dry Plate Company, Strong and East-

nan, proprietors. This early association has been maintained

throughout the evolution of the Eastman undertakings, and at

the time of bis death Mr. Strong, so it is stated, was the second

largest stockholder in the Eastman Kodak Company.

FORTUCOMLS'U tJCHIBITIONS.

iier 13 to October 11.- Loodno Salon of Photography.

Kiitnea close SaptMAar 2. Hon. tc, 6a. F^ Mail East, Lon-

dbn, W.C.L

Octobar 13 to *NoTember 29.—Royal Photographic Society.—

Eotriea doaa September 19 (carrier), September 20 (band).

Saoctary, J. Mcintosh, 36. Russell Square, W.C.I.

Rajo Patkb.—Messrs. Rajor. Ltd., intinat* that they have

marls improvenanta in the emulsion of their " Rajo " devdoping

whereby an increased latitude and lengthened scale of gradation

<«aabl« Iham to dispeme with the thrae gmiea, vigototu, soft, and

normal, and to ianM the paper in on* grade only, suitable for all

«Usaea of negatives.

Hssistants' Rotes.—•

—

Notes by assistatUs mitablt for thU column will be coiisidered

OHd paid for an the first of the month foUoiving publication.

Fitting.up the Retouching DesK.
.\i-rfMS will soon be here, and when the clocks go back next
month we shall realise it all at once, for it will be dark quite

early, and retourhers will have to overhaul their arrangements for

working by artificial light.

The makers of retouching desks seem to have paid little or no

attention to this matter, with the re,sult that retouchers themselves

have to attend to it, as the desks are only arranged for daylight.

It is really an important matter, as it affects the eyesight ol

the retoucher consideraUy, a bad or badly arranged light soon

compelling the use of glasses to ease the eyestrain, particularly

where electric light is used.

A good oil lamp is usually coiuidered the best artificial light to

work by, but it is not always obtainable, and is also messy to

clean and look after—both are items which waste the retoucher's

valuable time. Moreover, retouchers usually seem to be expected

to take the light provided and make the best of it, though this

action on the part of the employer is not wise, for an arrange-

ment quite comfortable for one retoucher is quite the reverse for

another. For this reason I am going to suggest an arrangement

which I myself use and find quite comfortable.

It is, of course, necessary to be as economical with light as

pcasible even this winter, as we are still rationed, both for gas

and electric light, and therefore where possible a lower powered

bulb or mantle may be used nearer to the working aperture by the

means I slisll describe. This consists of three or four slots, with

glasses, etc., running in them and working right on the desk itself.

The slots can be made from strips of three-ply wood, Academy

board, or \Vin»» and Newton's Birchmore board. The strips are

cut about two inches wide, and say nine inches long—depending,

.if course, on the sixe of the desk-opening. First a wide strip is

fitted, then two narrower ones, half an inch above the edge of the

wide one, then another wide strip, and then two more naiTow

•Mies.

All Uicse strips are laid upon each other in a pile, till the

required number of «loU are formed for the glasses to run ui.

These ere then .artfully nailed all together, the nails being ham-

mered over at the points so that the whole is held quite firmly

together.

Next take first a piece of opal, half or whole plate sire, accord-

ing to the sixe of the opening in the desk— I have found half

plate to be quite large enough myself—next a piece of ground

glass, or, fsiliag it, a clean half plate glans matt varnished over

and covered with a clean cover glass, "passe parlouted '" to it

lanlem-slide fsshion, to protect the varnished side.

Now fix and wash a couple of unexposed negatives of the re-

quired sixe, and before drying immerse for a minute or two in

water coloured to a faint bluey-green with a few drops of the blue

sUin of the Vanguard Co. Very little colour is needed, but just

make a pale glass, and then double the strength of the solution

and make a more deeply sUined one. These should then be dried,

covered, and bound a» was the matt-varnished glass.

The strips forming the slots should now be nailed or screwed

on to the back of the retouching desk, at such a distance apart

that the various glasses csn be pushed easily to and fro with a

t>urh of the finger or by the use of cords.

Where an electric bulb is used it can be hung on a flex, from a

hook in the top lack edge of the desk, a strip of wood with a

V shaped notch in the end screwed on the edge next the hook

serving to hold the bulb out clear of the glasses, and yet near

enough to save any waste of light. An inverted incandescent gas

mantle can be used in ths same way, but an upright one must

be fixed to a sUnd or a high block of wood, to bring the light

to the right height for comfort and convenience. For electric

light I use the opal and one of the blue glasses together, the blue

killing the yellowness of the light and making it approximately

the same to work by as daylight—a soft, steady light For incan-

descent gas I find the ground glass and pale blue glass will answer
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well, being, of course, drawn over the opening in the desk against

which the head to be retouched comes.

Even for daylight work I often find the ground glass a great

convenience, where a very thin negative has to be retouched,

making it easier to see the subtleties of half-tone and shadow,

•nd all or any of the glasses can be instantly adjusted with one

hand, without moving from one's seat and losing the focus of

the eyes on the negative.

A little swing shelf, fastened to the side of the table and sup-

ported by a steel rod is also most useful to hold bottles, medium,
etc., as it can easily be pushed out of the way,, and the drawers

fitted to most retouching desks are quite inadequate to hold

bottles, and medium upset over the clothes has a tendency to ruin

the clothes and cause much profanity. I also save the powdered

lead from the retouching pencil, and find it makes an excellent

stumping chalk, quite free from grit and of a good black.

—

G. E.H. G.

Paten r neu)$*
Preoess patentt—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications for patemts, August 11 to 16.

Camera Attachment.—Xo. 20,159. Camera at.taclimonit. M. W.
Beyer.

Printing —No. 20,071. Photot;ra.phic printing apparatus. J. E.

Bramwell.

FocirssiNG.—No. 19,847. Focussing devices for photograpliio

cameras. W. Graham Brown.

CiNEMATOGttAPHy.—No. 20,122. Cinematograph niacliines. A. La

Rocoa.

Lantern-Slides.—No. 20,221. Phott>graphi|o lantern-slides. W.
J. Rider.

^liMS.—^No. 20,084. Process for preparation of [Viotographs or

cinema films. G. Scelsi.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are oltainahle, price 6d. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Btiildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country ; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Aebial Cameras.—No. 128,609. (January 3, 1917.) A oamei-a

for taking a series of {Ahotographs from aircraft has an inter-

mittently-operating motor for operatijig the film-feeding m6chfl.nism

and the shutter, and timing-mechanism for stai"tin.g the motor

at regular intervals. The timing-mechanism is regulated by

means operable from Itihe pUot's seat. The motor for opei-ating

the film feed and shuttere oom.prises four spring drums
J' . . J*, fig. 6, the drirai J' caiTying a sipur-wheel y* for drivinjj

Ohe film mechaniain and a second spur-wheel J'^ engaging the

ftSfiSSSLSSS^^ ;;<.. ^^^^v.^<^.^^^.^».^^^,^.^^^^v^g^j^^>.^^^^^.^..^^tv^

11 1ni ^!A^H ^ ^
te^g , 1

t^iAS
'

tM '1^ Bft- _ __Li^^ y

Fig. 2.

spur-wheel j' , fig. 2, at tJhe timing-mechanism, by whidi the
tension of the spring p' is maintained. The film-winding me-
chanism comprises spur-wiheels M, F, fig. 5, which drive the
winding-roll F ithrough a friotiom clutch F% F', fig, 6. Engaging
with tJhe pinion F' is a apur-wlheeJ L' engaging gearing M% E'
w^hioh dn"e8 a measuring drum E for measuring the required

amount of film for each exposure, and also drives the roller blind

mecliarnism. The spur-wheel L' carries on its axle raitchet-

wheels L which are released in Itum by pawls h', tilie timing of

which is controlled by the timing-gear. The timing-gear com-
prises a spring drum ;" wound by means of a handle /' and
driving an escapement-wheel j' engaged by an anchor escape-

ment j'" attached to an adjustable pendulum ^", j'^. The axle

of the Bpring drum j" carrier ijams y" which engage the leivors

K by which tne pawls K^ are moved. In itIhe form shown iii

figs. 2 and 5, the adjustable pendulum comprises a lever j^^

Fig. 5.

.-arrying a pin _;'" engagi'ng a slot in the heavy disc j'" momited
on the pivoted arm ,7'°. The timing is regulated by altering

the distance of the disc j" from the lever y" by means of a
/ t I

Pig. 6.

cam y-' operated by a woi-m and worm-wheel. The worm maj-

be rotated through a flexible shaft by means of a handle- om
the aeroplane. In fjhe form shown in fig. 10, the adjustable

pendulum comprises a lever ?"" a slot in w-hich engages a pini
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curied by the lever j"* carrying weigbU j'", the position

o< which U varied by meant of a light and left handed screw

/"*. Tbe fhattar atraagemeot oompriMa a rollerblind (hnU«r

G ntoving in the focal plane and a Mfely •batter R opened im-

metUately before and closed immecfiately aR«r an expoeure \a

niada. Tbe roller-blind shutter is wound op by meant of gear-

ing M', E', M* . . M* from tne spur-wlieel L, and is held

against return by means of a rattfiet-wheel and pawl I*. Whan
«afScienl film is wound and the shutter set, Uie cam j" on the

Pig. 10.

timing-gear engafcs the lerer N, which trips tbe pawl I* and
reieaaw the Aotter. Iinroediat«>ly before the lyjease of the

•htUtar O, the safety shatter R is opened by meaoe of a cam
L' engaging a lever R bearing againrt liie mmmA lever B'. For
ose oa siren*, the apparatus is s>iepeB<fad in grnkmU provided
with iMb-pots a* daMnbed in Palcat No. UB.fiOS. In order

io pravcat the winiting of tlie fikn (ram the sapply to the take-

op qiool fia« dMwbii^ «l>e eenti« ol gravity of the appsntos,
4he Kinntwwsigia 8*. ftg. 9 (See Patent Na 128,503). is moonted
oa a lever fl* eowisBted thraoKh Unk-woric to a roller 8' kept in

contact with lb* ilm on the roU C b^ a spring S*.—Arthur
Brook. Juar., 131. SanQh Fourth Street. Philadelphia, U.aA.

Atmtu. CjMtMAM.—So. U8,fi03. (Janoaiy 3, 1917i. A camera for

PS«. 1.

in the same direction in all positions of the aeroplane, and
oonnterbalancingmeans are provided to maintain the position of

centre of gravity when the film is wound from one spool to the
other. The camera A, fig. 1, is suspended by means of gimbals
Y, diwh-pots Z, Z' being provided between the camera and gimbal
fmne Y and between the gimbal frame Y and tne framework
X ^f Itli^ aerarpUite reapeotively. The dash-pots comprise a
cylinder Z. fig. 4, containing a piston Z' and provided with an
adjustable by-pass Z". TV>e £lm is positioned and exposures
made by means of a spring motor, and the timing det«rmine<l
by adjusUble clock-work as described in Specification 128,609.
To prevent tbe winding of the fihn from the supply roll C, fig. 9,
to the roll F from disturbing the position of the centi-e of gravity
of the api>aratus, a countei-weight S' is mounted on a lever S»
connected through link-work to a roller S' kept in contact with
the fihn on tne roll C by means of a spring S*. The photographs
obtained by this apparatus are utilised for plotUiig maps and
determining the jheigh* and distances between different points,
and also the height of the aircraft at which tlie photogr^hs were
taken.—Arthur Brock, Junr., 131, South Fourth Street
PhilMielphia, U.S.A.

'

ReiD BookSe

fif. 4. Fig. 9.

taking a esriea of overlapping photograplw fraa aircraft is so*-

by yielding dampingmeans so that iU axis is maintained

Home aVd Gaboks PoBTBArrcHB.—The latest assue of the " Photo-
Miniature " to reach our table has for it« subject the making of at-
home and garden poctraiu, and is illustrated by a numher of
examplce o< the fine woric of iMr. Charles H. Davis in this field.
Those who have read Mr. Davis's two oiticlee in recent issues of the
'• British Journal " will be ^ad to avail Ihemeelves of this oppor-
tunity of comparing hie practice with his preoepU, and will, we are
sore, think all the more at both. The text of the " Photo-
.Mintature " deals comprebenrnvdy with the practical work of por-
traiture in ordinary nxms and amid the other surroundings of a
home, and is full of advice on the choice of the camera and lens and
on the all-important maUer of lighting. Our liule contemporary is
now cMoinable again from Messrs. Houghtone, Ltd., 88-88, High
HoBram, Ixmdon, W.C.2, price Is. 6d. ; in America, from Messrs.
TennasA and Ward, 103, Park Avenue, New York, price 35 cenU.
Tb« Euxnm or PHorooBArBT.-iMr. Frank R. Fraprie, editor of

" Anerican Pfaotognfihy," may be oonj^wtulatod on having made a
really welomne and oteful addition to the oumerous elementary text-
boofca on photognphy. The k'tUe book, iaued »» " Tie Elementa of
Ptxitogrsphy," is not an instrootion manual of the ordinary kind,
bat a eoneeae and rapid review, written in a way which the photo-
graphioally inexperienced can nnderatond, of the tilings which are
current knowledge among photogrsfihera. It is a book which :an be
put into the hands of anyone anx&xia to take up photography and
uncertain of the beet way to go about it. Those w4io take it as their
guide will have a very good general acquaintance with the processes

which photograpben oee, and will save themselves from having to
admit, after perhaps a year or two's experience, that they had never
beard of such a process as factorial development or of the use of the
rising front. Yet all of us who have had ocooaion to render assistance
to uie photographio t>TO know that his extiaordinarily small and
promiscoons reading leaves him in ignorance of many of the things

whicfa he ought to knoiw. " Tlie Blemente of Photography " provides

as well as can be done a preliminary end Buffi3iently detailed pre-

sentation of photognphic practice. It is issued from the office of
' .American Photography." 221. CoUunbus Avenue, Boitoa, U.S.A.,
price 35 cents in paper, 75 cente cloth bound.

Blackpool Bkach Photoorapht.—A raid upon photograph-
sellers on Blackpool sands had a sequel at the police-court on
.August 22, when nine young men were fincJ for infringing tbe

bye-laws by selling photographs within a forbidden distance of

the Promenade. The acting chief constable said it was not fair

such men should come into the town and do what they were doing

in summer time. He asked for salutary penalties. Fines of 40s.

each were imposed on Israil Kwasneck, A. Cohen, Leonard Smith,

Alex. Fnrley, Arthur Attenbnry, Robt. Dwyer, Dorothy Dwyer,
and Harry Mackson. Cohen was fined 40s. in each of two cases.

The magistrates also prohibit tbe taking of photographs on the

sands or of bathing parties.
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new Apparatus, $c.——•

—

The Entiin-Duples Safelitfht Lamp. Sold by Houghton's, Ltd.,

88-89. Hitfh Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

A VERY workmanlike lamp for tlie dark-room and one embodying

a new feature of design has just been introduced by Messrs. Hough-

ton, primarily for the use of proTessional photographers. Novelty

and practical usefulness are qualities which do not always go hand

in hand. We should be reluctant to accord praise to an article of

use merely on the ground of some novel element of design, for we

have seen too many examples, among photographic requisites, of

the desire for "something new" leading unmistakably to the

sacrifice of utility in practice. But in the " Ensign-Duplex " lamp

the novel element is a distinctly useful feature which adds to the

comfort and efficiency of the lamp in ordinary dark-room work.

It consists in providing a safe light in the flat top of the lamp as

well as in the sloping front. The illumination cast upwards from

the top of the lamp thus renders visible the contents of shelving,

against and below which a lamp stands as a rule, and thus rescues

the bottles of stock solution, graduates, and the like from the pro-

found gloom in which usually they are plunged. Moreover, by

reflection of the light from the walls and ceiling, the dark-room

obtains a low general illumination which, in the case of a small

room, may extend to every comer, and in any case greatly contri-

butes to comfort of working.

In addition to this feature special to it, the new lamp is of ex-

cellent design. It is of ample size, measuring inside about 10 x 10

X 12 ins., and the upper part of its sloping front accommodates the

electric lamp in a position where no direct rays are emitted through

the front or top safelight, but instead a very even flood of illu-

mination by reflection from the matt white walls of the lamp. The
safelighte are transparent, as they quite well may be in so well a

designed lamp. They are obtainable in five varieties : yellow, for

gaslight papers; light and deep orange, for bromide papers and
slow plates; red, for rapid plates; and green, for pajichromatics.

Two eafelights are included with the lamp, at the price of

£1 ISs. 6d., together with 9 ft. of electric cable. Extra safe-

lights are supplied at 5s. 6d. each.

A Boot Accessory.—Taking their cue, no doubt, from the nur-

sery rhyme of the " Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe," the

Pytram Manufacturing Company, Dunbar Koad, New Maiden,

Surrey, have introduced, as a studio accessory for photographers,

a papier mach6 boot of length about 32 ins., and thus big enough

to allow of a fair-size child sitting in it. No joubt there are

numbers of mothers whose artistic taste is such that they would

be attracted by a portrait of a baby in these novel surroundings.

We can well believe that it is so, for do we not remember a post-

card, which had a large sale and led to litigation, in which a

popular actress was shown emerging from an egg. The unusual
will always secure popularity simply on the score of its novelty,

and we can certainly say that the Pytram Company has imparted

a high degree of realism to this boot accessorv of theirs. It is an

old boot, with the uppers very much creased and the toe dented

in, all of which heightens the effect when a pretty child of two

or three years is seated in it to have his or her photograph taken.

The accessory is supplied at the price of 30s.

meetinas or societies*

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
TUKSDAV, Beptbhbeb 2.

Hackney Photograpbic Society. Lecture. H. W. Bennett,

Wednesday, September 3.

North Middlesex Photographic Society. "Combination Printing." H. W,
Fincham.

Tkdbsdat, Septkuber 4.

Rodiey and District Photographic Booiety. Monthly Competition: "Holiday
Pictures."

Hammersmith Hampehire House Photographic Society. Monthly Competition,
Qenre Subject.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Lait week Mr. A. E. Isaac, an original member of trie olub, who

never looks any older, gave a very practical evening on " Gas

Fitting," one unsuited for detailed notice in the absence of

diagrams. The majority will wisely leave iViis business to the

accredited professional, as the laying and joining of iron gas-pipes

calls for tools in these days costing much good money. On the

other hand, compo' pipes are far easier to tackle, do not require

expensive tools, and when hidden by plaster readily absorb any

nails driven into tlie walls.

The catalogue sizes of gas pipes are rather astonishing to the

uninitiated. To take one instance from many examples :—A " i-in."

brass tube is equi\Tulent to a '' J-in." iron pipe, and botn will

screw into the same socket. Outside diameters in the one case,

and inside in tf.ie other, explains tJxis, but does not account for

the fact that stated and actual sizes are often not in accordance.

Among other feats only possible tfl an expert, Mr. Isaac soldered

two compo' pipes together in little less than no time. This led

Mr. Harpur to try his hand, and for ha'.f-an-hour or so he

wrestled with the problem, lai-gely employing the blowpipe as a

self-ejecting spittoon. Finally, an irregular mass of solder collected

round tne alleged join, upon which he triumphantly seized a piece

of cotton-waste and dextco-ously wiped \'ie pipes apart again. A
most hearty vote of thanks was accorded to him and to the de-

monstrator.

The versatile nature of the iuf<:)i™al session was asjain illusti-ated

the previous week, when Mr. Sidney Tatchell, R.I.B.A., gave a
highly interesting lecture on map-making, recalling infant days

when the drawing of maps was welcomed as an escape from de-

pressing instruction, pai"ticularlv when the sporting element entered

witli configurations from memory. In point of originality these

put to sliame tfne finest ordnance productions.

From the lecturer's remarks it became apparent to all that not

only is map-making a truly scientific pursuit, but accurate and

rapid map reading is by no means so easy as some might sup-

pose. To all intents and purposes it may be said tliat an expert

ordnance map reader can clearly visuaiise the region the ma(p-

represents, even to determining from any standpoint whether the

visibility of distant hills is eclipsed by nearer elevations.

It is not possible to deal with the many useful points discussed,

the most important tip, possibly, being that the letters "P. H.

"

in oi-dnance maps indicate a source of great comfort to weary

pilgrims, provided "P. H." is not closed, or run out of beer.

Various maps from half an inch to 25 in<fnes to the mile were

shown, also a wonderful ibuilt-up model of a landscape; the full

scale map which accompanied it showed clearly the principles in-

volved in map making. The one inch to the mile ordnance maps,

he said, will be found the most generally useful. It is to be noted

that unices shocwn to the contrary aJi maps are drawn nortli and'

soutn, and in ijhe sms-ller ones footpaAhs indicated are not neces-

sarily rights of way.

In the discussion, Mr. Witteriok firat gave tongue, for in some.
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nysterioiu nuancr a map on ibe wall had been quietly but per-

lUlently insulting his intelligence, judging from his injured air

and expoctuiations ai the end of the lecture. Mr. Sellers had not

quite grasped "contour lines," and asked many questions with

apolugiea (or his stopidit}-. " No apologi«a are necessary if one

is bum that way." politely remarked the "office boy," ever

anAions to stand well with the powers that be. " Fancy a pusli-

bike secretary not undentanding contours! " supplemented Mr.

Harper in pained astonishment. He then authoritatively learned,

with DO apparent satisfaction, that the graceful contours and
majeatie undulations abounding in his person could be expressed in

map fonn, this information being elucidated by another queetioii

of the secretary-. Mr. Clemea sail that once in France, when steer-

ing by niap and compass, owing to no allowance having been mado
(or the difference between the magnetic and true north, a party,

o( which he was a member, misaed the rendeivons by miles. The
particular canteen aimed at was not mentioned. A moat hearty

TOte of thanks was accorded to the lecturer (or an evening at un-

interest.

Commerclal^Ceoal Intelllaencee

EiiiutN K<i(i>K C'<»irA.<iT.—The uiual quarterly dividends of 1^

(K-r out li iii^' ;i'. the rate o( 6 per cent, per annum] upon the

outxaixliu;^ preferred stock, and of 2^ per cent, (being at the rate

«( 10 |>-'i- cent, per anmim) opoii (he ontatanding oammon stock,

will be paid on OetoiMr 1 to atockholden of noord at the doae of

buaineaa on Augnst 30.

LtcAL NoncK.—A supplemental dividend of 6s. &}d. in the £
haa baan declared in the bankrupt estate of AKred Ernest Priest,

|>hut4miihar, 21a. Prince o( Wales Road, Norwich, and residing

ai 61. Sprowstou Road, Norwich. Thia dividend ia obtnioable at

Ika Oficial Reoetver's Ofic*, 8, Upper King Stiwi, Norwich.

NEW C0MPANIB8.

EoUTOJCS. LiMiTU).—RegistcreJ on August 16, with a capital

of £20,000 in £1 aharas. Objects : To carry on the business o(

pliotogra|ihars, dealer* in photographic and otiiar fUma, pboto-

grapbie priaten and pablisltcn, dealers in einanutograph machines

and Sims, etc. The subscribers (each with one share) are:—B. A.

Oale, Gleatwood, Hale, photographer, and A. D. Moaloud, 83.

.Varitet Street, Mandtaalar. B. A. Gala sign* as "director and

manager." RagiaUNd gaoa:-^(M9, O^aH Road, Manchester

Prirala CBWpnny.

Gcoo or IixcmATona, Lihitid.—Regtatared on August 16

with a capital o( £500 in £1 shares. Objects : To produce, re-

prodore, pnbliah and deal in drawings, deaigns, prints, maps,

photos, cinemalograph Unu. lantern slides, microscopic sections,

tlidr«, and illuntrations, to act as agents for artists and others, etc.

Th« •iitMnlM'rs (eacli with one share) are :—P. J. Ashton, 157,

King Heory'a Road, Hampstcad. N.W. ; R. Dnrham, 61, The
Avenue. Wcat Ealing. W.IS; J. O. Parker, 10, Blenheim Park

ll.Mid s Croydon; H. H. Poole, 66, Burnley BoaJ, N.W.IO;
\\. Wetib, The Hermitage, W.7. First directors to be appointed

by the snbecribers. Micitor : P. J. Ashton, 83, Aveno* Cham-
bers. Veraon Place, London. Private company.

Reios ana Rotes.

Tns Loxoox Saiax.— Intending exhibitors may be reminded that

Tii«day next. Septsnber 2, is the last day (or the receipt o(

eatriea (or the fortheaaing exhibition of the London Salon o(

Photography at 6a, Pall Mall F,ast, LooJon, 8.W. ExhibiU

tcqnif* to ba delivered on this day by band.

Mr. O. R Bauamcs, famous (or his landscape photographs of

Bwitaatland and Italy, intimates that ha ia closing the business

which he has temporarily carried on at 34, Birchwood Avenue,.
Muswell Hill. London. N.IO. A permanent studio and works wilJ
bo opened early in October at Mentone, A.M., France.

The Sr.vic Record, Messrs. Wateons organ of X-ray tech-
nics, publishes in its July issiie some interesting notes on the
industrial uses of X-rays, gleaned from the recent conference on>
the subject. It predicts a much wider seqpe for X-ray operators,
particularly those of real photographic experience, by employment
in this fiald. The " Sunic Record " may be obtained on applica-

tion to Messrs. Watson and Sons (Electro-Medical), Limited^
.Sunic House, Parker Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

R.u-iD Hali To.NE Block-Making.—The "Times" reports thab
M. Georges Koister, the art editor of the Paris newspaper " L»
Matin," wlio is on a visit to London, expressed a deaire to know
exactly how quKkly the "Daily Mail" could take a photograph
and make a block of it for reproduction. The length of time men-
tioned by the art editor seemed almost incredible to M. Koister,

and there w»s a sporting interest in the performance which fol>

ktw^ed. M. Koiater and a friend were photographed on tihe Elmbank-
ment at 2.40 yesterday afternoon. At 2.54 a proof of the photo-

graph was handed to them, and at 3.14 the biock from which tbe-

newspaper reproductions are made was finished. "Hie complete pro-

cess thus took 34 minutes, and M. Koister described the pevCormr

ance as a reAird.

H..\.F. Photo Section.—^In comment upon our notes o( last week;,

the " Westminster Outetlte " writes :—The Bainsii Jocrn.u, ov
PHoTObRAPHT makes a very proper proteet against the suggestion

that the photographic section of the Royal Air Force shall be re-

tained in existence to carrv- out a photographic survey of these

iaiaiida. What possible value can there be in such a survey of a

country every landmark of which is carefully mopped? To suggest

that such a survey might be useful in a war in which tliis country

were in\'aded is silly. It would all have to be done again (or war
purposes, and done from day to day. Our oontemporary puts tli»

matter quite rightly when it says that all that the Air Force can

require is a small staff of technical experts "<to study the mechani-

cal, optical, and photogr^ihic requirements of aerial photography

fur the naval and military services." That can be adequately done-

by a score of men, and the remainder of the photographic seotion,

ought to be promptly disbanded.

Corresponaencea—•

—

*.* CorrMpoNd«»U should «Mti«r loriU an both lidtt of the paper. !(»

Moliee ii tak^n of communicatioru unless th» names and address**-

of the tvriter* are given.

*.* We do not undertake responsibility for the optntotM expressed by

omr eorreepjndent*.

A photogkaphers" club for UVEBPOOL.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Judging by recent letters in your columns, there is-

•i>me chance o( the long-belated photographers' union becoming a

reality.

Although I am not an assistant, and tncfa a onion would be o( no-

beiieAl to me, I muat say that the sooner it comqs the better, and

I siucerelv hope Ui*t want ot enthusiasm and energy on the workers'

port will not apoil the efforts ol those wlio are trying to get theni"

out o( the rut.

For the last six months I have been hoping to inaugurate a

iihutographera' club for Liverpool, but have made no headway

owing to the dearth of premsaes. Tliere is still a possibility of

bringing it into being (or the winter. U any interested photo-

ara^tar cares to addrsas a port card to me at Hall nod Ashton' s.

Oflk>e, African Chambers, Liverpool, I shall be pleased. Such a
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club might provide ways and meana for mutual assidtance which

Nvoold h« of value to Liverpool workers.—Yours sincerely,

J. RoNsoN Hall.

PREVENTING DOUBLE EXPOSURES: PRESERVING OX-

GALL: SOFT FOCUS LENSES: CHARGES FOR
BACKING.

To the Editors.

Gentleman,—I have recently triei the following method of pre-

venting double exposures, which, though it may not be original,

1 do not remember to have seen described : Insert a small piece of

tough paper between the screw head and the notch in the spring

of dark-slide shutter. It will fall out on the shutter being drawn,

thus automatically indicating that the plate has been exposed.

Last week a correspondent inquired how to keep ox-gall. Ascer-

tain your butcher's killing day, get a fresh gall bladder, and add,

say, J oz. undiluted formaline to the contents (about a pint). The
instructions for its use are most ably given in No. 3083 of the

"B.J."
There have been some lecent queries re soft-focus lenses. Users

of the //5.5 Cooke lenses will find that diffusion can be obtained

by unscrewing the front glass a little. It may not be generally

known that by taking out the back glass of this lens and unscrew-

ing the front glass to the maximum extent a useful long-focus lens

is obtained. It must be stopped down to secure definition.

A fortnight ago a correspondent complained of profiteering in

packing boards. Nobody seems to draw attention to the exorbit-

ant charges made for backing plates. When it is taken into

account that plates (unbacked) are sold at a handsome profit, is

it not preposterous that Is. 3d. should be charged for daubing less

than a pennyworth of backing on a dozen half-plates?—Yours

faithfully, Old Hand.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SECTION OF THE ROYAL AIR
FORCE.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—On reading the article under the heading of " The
Photographic Section of the Royal Air Force," in your issue of

tlie 22nd inst., I must express a feeling of surprise, for I did

not expect to find in your pages an article which is written in

sudh a reaationary spirit aJid based upon an obvious ignorance

of the present position of aerial photography. It is true that the
" Times " report is perhaps slightly distorted owing to its brevity,

but the ideas underlying your article are too fundamental to

be based on a newspaper report. I should therefore like to deal

"\vith some of the points mentioned, and to endeavour to correct

the impression which they undoubtedly convey.

It is stated at the outset that " it would appear tlaat there is

a desire on tflie ipa.pt of tihoso associated with the Pliotogra.phic

Section of the Royal Air Force to maintain that branch upon a

considerable footing." This is, I know, not the case, and further,

from an intimate knowledge of the officer who is now in charge

•of the aerial photography in the R.A.F., I feel that he is a man
Avho has the courage to say when any movement is considered to

be a waste on the part of a Government department. The state-

ment that every town, river, etc., should be photographed was
distinctly made as a suggestion for those ex-photographic officers

who had the courage to embark upon this class of work as a com-
mercial venture, and it was never suggested that the R.A.F. should

undertake this work. To dwell upon this point, I would com-

mend the writer to go to some popular seaside resort and to

enquire if there is an inch of ground which has not been photo-

graphed from every angle and the results sold as picture postcards.

To quote the remark of a pulblisher of such postcards from a place

not 1,000 miles from Blackpool :
" We have photographed the old

plaee inside an! out, and the only position now left is from an
aeroplane." A project of this nature has recently been mentioned
in the daily Pi-ess, and, as its promoter -was present at the gather-

ing of photographic officers, it is obvious that the speaker was
trying to encourage similar undertakings, knowing that the men
so employed would form an invaluable reserve should we again

find ourselves at war.

At present the main object of the Photographic Section of the

R.A.F. is undoubtedly the development of new methods and

inventions and the maintenance of a nucleus around which an

efficient force, similar to that recently demobilised, might be

again built up if necessary. The present pihotograiphic staff of the

R.A.F. undoubtedly know how this can be done, for they had
a large share in building up the enormous establishment during

the war which " accomplished a great work with triumphant

success," not always owing to the organisation of the flying ser-

vices, but often in spite of it. They are sufficiently conscious of

the importance and possibilities of their work to resent being

thought of merely as the producers of pretty pictures, applauded

by the Press and the public, whose work is now finished and who
may be appropriately frozen out in the restriction of expenditure.

One of the greatest troubles during the war was that the work
was done entirely on an emergency basis, and that emergencies

foreseen by the photographic ofiicers were unheeded by other

branches of the staff till it was almost too late to act. The policy

of wait-and-see advocated in your article of the 22nd is exactly

what we had to fight against throughout, and which did so much
to retard the progress of the work.

I can by no means agree with the statement that the function

of the Photographic Section has been to state its problems and
to leave their specific solution to manufacturers. Although I

have no wish to slight their truly splendid efforts to maintain our

supplies, yet I think that, were they consulted, they would agree

that in a great many cases not only the problem, but valuable

suggestions for its solution, came from the Air Force itself. It is

certain that if this attitude had been adopted by the sections

working in the East it would have resulted in disaster, for prob-

lems reported in the summer of 1917 had received little or no
solution at home up to the time of the Armistice.

To turn now to that very popular but not unimportant subject,

wasteful expenditure, I ajn sure that the tiny iband of photo-

graiphic officers now left in the R.A.F. would welcome a question

in the House of Commons on the numbers of the personnel now
employed compared with those at tihe date of tflie Armistice, on the
present expenditure, aud as to the views he'd by the Maps Depart-
ment of the War Office and by official surveyors in India and the

Near East on the utility of further aeroplane photography.

Everyone admits that an Air Force of a limited size has got

to be maintained, and when aerial photographic survey is one of

the few things of i-eal and peiinanenit value whioh can be under-
taken by aeroplanes, a derogatory article purporting to have the
authority of the British Journal of Photography is specially to be
deplored. For, while the question of the proved applicability of

aerial photography to the correction of maps is still under con-

sideration in so far as it affects England, it has been aibundantly

demonstrated to be of the greatest value abroad. The photographic
mapping of great Eastern cities like Baghdad, Lahore, and
Peshawar has saved Government survey departments thousands
of pounds and years of labour. The rapidity of work, the
excellence of detail, and the degree of accuracy obtainable in the
maps produced on scales of 1/40,000 and 1 in. to the mile, in Pales-

tine and Mesopotamia, show beyond all question the value of

employing all available aeroplanes in co-operation with ground
surveyors. When one considers that Afghanistan and much of

the Indian fron.tier reimains to be mapped, ajid that frequent

requests for photographic personnel are coming from those work-
ing in the East, it is scarcely correct to speak of the amount of

photography still required in the field as insignificant.

The experimental stages in this work were passed through in

1917, since when several thousands of square miles of country

have been photographically surveyed, and there is no need for

any useless work to be carried out, if the lines already laid down
are followed. At the same time, there is ample need for the

improvement of both apparatus and methods, and for bringing

aerial work into connection with the voluminous science of photo-

grammetry, about which so little is known in England. Little,

if any, of this work in British possessions or spheres of influence

can be or ought to be left to civilian firms, though I understand

that a firm has been approached with a view to carrying out

survey photography in China.
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The AiDfriou) Government, with its chArscteriatic aptitude for

taking ap valuable new discoveriea, is, it is understood, in-

augurating an Aeroplane Photographic Survey in conjunction with

tiie U.S. Geological Survey, while Canadian GoTemment sorveyors,

who have been using ground photography sp nccetsfully in the

past, are aiuaMii to ace ttie otiliaation of aerial photography in

tba Dnminioo. "Dm i)fao4ographic staff of the Air Force quite realises

the poasibOities and limitations of this branch of work, but shoal i

be enooaraged rather than discouraged to make the best of it.

Finally, as the writer of your article was prompted to lay such

emphasis on the point that no lists of surplus war material offered

for sale by the Government include aerial photographic equipment.
I attach a cutting from a recent issue of the " Times " which
may be of interest. [See footnote.—Eda. "B.J."] I might
further mention that one of two aerial photographic companies
have been for some time using surplus stores supplied by the

Disposal Board for aerial photi>gr8phy. If the writer is in need
of aerial cameras, etc., he should write for the complete li»t from
"The Sarplua Government Property Disposals Board, Canton
Hoaae," Tothill Strcet, Weatminter, 8.W.
As one of the demobilised officers who listened to the speech

which has given rise to these articles. I believe that I shall have
the entire support of many of my friend*, both among those re-

msiniri;; in the Force and from the majority, who have returned

to civilian employment, in the above remarks. We should welcome
any question in the House nl Commons with regard to our occupa-

tion during the war, or as to the work which we commenced.
Should there be among your readers anyone who shares my beliefs

in the graal fntore of this work, I hear that the lAir Force is

still anxiooa to obtain a few more recruits for its Photographic
Section.

H. Hamsraw Thomas.
IKiwa'ng Collecr, Canfaridge.

[We are caoaadingljr glad to have the aaaimoce of .Mr. Hamshaw
Thomas thai tlie programme of an aerial survey of this country

is not rontempUlsd by the Phot<^>i{raphic Section of the R.A.F..

bat was a suggaation lo civilian photographic bodica. The ques-

tion of the »dwaab»lily of aooh a firogiMMD* om very well be left

to these latter. We arc in agreement also with what seems to

be the view at Mr. Haoiahaw llvnias. namely, that the v^ork

of the Photographic Section in the immediate future lies in the

sphere of the torvejr of territory, although we cannot agree with

him that the methods and principles of aerial photographic survey

have been so eomplcteljr worked nut that there is not the oppor-
tunity for ai\y oaelaM work to l>e done along the lines so far

developed. As rtcent discvaaion among ordnance snrveyon has
shown, thm is still by no means approsimalely eompleta agree-

ment as lo the economic efficiency of the aero-photographle method.
nor aa to the extent to whi< h it can uaefully replace or supplement
the asiatiag methods of the >ur\eynr. On this account it requires
to be admitted that the drrifiun a« to the employment of aero-

photographie msHaiili ahoald be Isft \my largely with the branches
of the tfarrisa eatraatsd with surveying laork. We gather, from
what Mr. H—

i

haw Thomas tells us of the itepa which are being
taken by iIm OovwMncnt authorities in the United Slataa and in

(Unada, that it is intendad lo have such un iihutugiayhy carried

oat under the smwrv isum of surveying dsparlaMBia—pteinly, the

deaind>l» cowml Tbs paragraph from the "Tfanea" wbijh is re-

ferred tn by our UBisapondMit reaohed ns joat after our issue of the

29ta4 bad gone lo press. It appears below.—b*. " B.J."]

rk>vH)<Mrx't r*MEmAS roa Sale.—Pholographa taken by airmen
played an important part in military opcMtsons. The Disposal

Bawd of the Mioiatrr of Munitions now amytnncea that, from tune
to time, appnraloa ataUe for aerial pholo^aphy will be available

lor aale. AMenlioa ia alao drawn to a qnantitx of oameraa, plate*.

tripods, and oihar aecssaories suitable for grooad work, and cinema
cameras, logsthsr with a amall quantity of flkns. Ths stock is in

mmI fcilofstion can be obtained U Oaxtoo House,

Hnsiom to CorresDond^ntSe
»

SPECIAL NOTICE.

fti asHss^tisngs a/ fetteral reduced supplies of pa^fitr, at tht ruuU

if prehibitien ef the jmportation of much wood pulp and grass,

m tmalUr spaas loill be aoailabU until furtlur noiiet for rsptisi

*» esrrsstxmdsnto.

Mtrmntr, toe will anstoer by post if stamped and addressed envt-

hft is enclosed imr reply: S-cent. Inttmational Coupon, from

r*ad»rs abroad.

n» full fuestionsjmd answers sasfl 6s pi-imted ukh in lh» eoM of

inquiriM of general inttresl.

Qnsriss <s 6s aimasrsd in th* Friday's " Journal " must reach m
mot later than Tuitday (poslod jfowday). and should 6s

addrssMd Is Os Bditers.

B. G.—Formula {or ordiiuu-y film cement consists of acetone and

amy] acetate mixed in equal parts, and then as much clean cellu-

loid chips *or shavings dissolved in it to make it sufficiently thick

for convenience in use.

D. E. N.—In some cases the police authorities require a photo-

grapher canvassing for photographs to be taken to have a

hawker's lirence. You should apply for information at the

nearest police office in the district where you propose to work.

R. L.—^There is no book on the mechanism of (ocal-plaiie shutters

;

in fact, no literature on the subject apart from tihe papers on t^e

theory of the shutter and the patent specifications of particular

types ol abutter. We ima^^ that the latter may be of some

slight ose to you.

C. E.—The business of outdoor photography and commercial photo-

graphy now comes within the Retail Businesses Licensing Order,

and you require to obtain a licence if you are newly starting

such business. You should apply for the necessary form to the

Secretary (New Business Licences), Iddesleigh Mansions, West-

min>tar. London, S.W.I.

C. P.—For photographic reprq^iuctions of works of art apply to

the Autotype Fine Art Company, 74, New Oxford Street,

London. \V.l. or to .Messrs. W. A. Mansell and Co., 405, Oxford

Street, I^ondon. W. We do not quita know what you mean by

Continental studies, but you might try the International Art

Company. Korence House, Nassau Roaj. Barnes.

C. L.—There « no method of retouching (orrotjTie for copying.

The best thing you can do is to copy-enlarge upofi a decent scale

and then work up either the enlarged cupy negative or a print

from it, afterwards making a fresh negative from one or other

of these. This is the method commonly adopted in working from

UiMe defective originals, end a very greet deal can be done either

at the negative or poaitive stage.

\V. P.—1. .Six lamps, ench of 1,000 c.p., should be ample. 2. Ten

ieet (root the flour i* as high as you need have the lamps; eight

feat would do at a pinch. 3. Certainly, a great advantage to be

able to bring lihe lamps lower for seated figures, and partacularly

for children. 4. Ves, each should be on a aeparale switch for

economy ot current, and for better control of the light. We can

oaeCaliy refer to the "B.J." of October 26, 1917, containing a
" Praclsons " article on fitting half-watt Ujn|>s. Our publishers

can still supply at 4id., poet free.

X, E. The " Osram " haU-walts are the origiiml lamps of this

type, and possibly are the best, though we doubt if there is any

ascertainable difference in quality between them and the

" Mazda," made by the Thomson-Houston Company. We be-

lieve there are other makes of half-waM than the aibove ; in fact,

we bou^it two only a day or two ago for home use, and

they seem all right, but it is impossible to say whether they are

bettar or worse as regards actinic value. For your studio we
think four or six SOO-watt lamps would be ample.
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M. N.—If the yellow stain is not very severe, you can probably

easily remove it by making up a solution of bleaching powder
mixed with about an equal weight of carbonate of soda (wash-

ing soda), say, 1 oz. of each in half a pint of water. Shake
up this mixture and let the deposit settle, and use the clear or

semi-clear liquid. If the stain is really heavy it will probably

not yield to this method, in which case a very sati.sfactory pro-

cess is that worked out a year or two ago by the Ilford Com-
pany, working instructions in which you will find in the 1917

Almanac, p. 353.

K. L.—^1. The beat way for anyone not versed in the reclaiming of

silver from emulsions is to dissolve the emulsion in hypo anrf

throw down the silver with liver of sulphur. Certainly, there i«

a great deal more silver in unused plates than in negatives.

Comparatively little of the silver in a plate is retained in the
developed negative. 2. The bluish stain is probably the kind of

bloom which forms with age, due to gas and other atmospheric
fames. Depending on its age, it can sometimes be removed by
rubbing with hard rubber, or by slighlt treatment with an
abrasive preparation such as "Frictol," of the Vanguard Manu-
facturing Co., Maidenhead.

W. T.—Exposures are always pretty long with a gas lamp installa-

tion, averagiing from 5 to 8 seconds with an /'/4 lens and an ultra-

rapid plate. Possibly your lens and plarte are both slower, which
may account for the longer exposures. The harsh lighting sug-
gests that you have got the sitter too near to the light. If you
treat the area of the illuminant as a window admitting daylight
you get a fairly good guide as to how you are to place the sitter.

The alternative, and more actinic light, is obtainable by mag-
nesium flash. A very good model of lamp is sold by the Tress
Company, 4, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, London, W.l. The
cost is, or was, about three or four pounds.

R. K. K.—If the subject is large in the 5x4 print, the latter

is quite big enough for sending to the Press, but if a figure is

only small on the 5 x 4 negative, it is well to enlarge part of
the negative to 5 x 4 or to haJf-plate. Except for subjects
which it is thought a journal may devote a very large space to,
there is no object in making larger prints than half-plate.
There is no objection to sending the same photographs to dif-
ferent papers; it is the usual custom to do so, or you could
very likely make good use of a Press agency, which would show
your work to all the Lonion pSpers. Two" such firms are Bar-
rett's Photo Press Agency, 89, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4, and
the Press Photographic Agency, 170, Fleet Street, London.
E.C.4.

^- P-—You do not tell us the diameter of the condenser, which
latter affects the question. But if your condenser, as we imagine,
is about four inches diameter, then you ought to have no difii-
culty in getting a clear, shadowless illumination with an //6 lens
of 5i focus. The best place for a diffusing screen is as near to the
light-source as you can put it, but usually it answers every pur-
po.se to put it on the side of the condenser nearest the lightWe should imagine that your trouble comes from the extended
area and particular form of the filament lamp. A better light-
source would be a filament of the focus type, although it is not
very suitable for the vertical type of enlarger. If we were
you, we should use a gas illuminant in the shape of the
" Howelhte " inverted incandescent burner, supplied by Griffins'
which IS a first-rate light for enlarging, and particularly suitable
for a vertical enlarger.

E. N. D.—Why not try the Vandyke method to obtain the ink line
on glass, using the original sketch as a positive? Thoroughly
dean the glass and then soak in a 10 per cent, solution of am-
monia for two or three minutes, again rinse, and coat with the
following solution:

—

Water 10 ozs.
Process glue li ^^^
10 per cent, ammonium bichromate sod 1^ ozs.
Ammonia (.880) , 3 drops.

Whirl dry. Use the oi-iginal sketch to print through on to the
sensitised glass. After exposure develop in water and then dye
up, dry film, and roll up with a good black ink, and lay aside

\

for two to three hours. Place in a 5 per cent. Bolutiion of hydro- ^
chloric acid to remove resist. You will expexiience a difficulty in

obtaining a dense black image unless the glass is first coated with
rubber or celluloid varnish.

J. T. B.—1. Yellowness of pyro-developed negatives developed in

a 'tank can generally be overcome by adding additional quantity
of sulphite to the working developer. There is no need for you
to alter your formula for the stock solutions, which is a fairly

good one, although we do not agree with the practice of putting

the carbonate and sulphite in the same solution. We would
sooner have the 8 ozs. of sulphite along with the pyro. However,
apart from that, it you dilute the developer with 10 per cent, of

sulphite solution in part substitution of the water, you should
avoid yellowness in the negatives. 2. Negatives on isochromatio

plates should have all the qualities of those on ordinary. If you
send us a negative or two we could advise you better, but, gener
ally speaking, if you use the makers' formulse for the developer,

you ought not to have the fog and appearance of over-exposure

of whioh you complain. As a rule, an iso plate develops best

with _ a rather weaker developer (more water) than one of the

ordinary kind.

•I. H.—1. The Mackenzie-Wlshart slide consists of an enveloipe within
another, the pair holding one plate. These envelopes require to

be used with wha* is called an adaptor, which is a shallow

box with a hinged back and draw-out shuit'ter, which takes the

place of the dark-slide in the camera, and is used for manipulating
the two halves of the plate envelope. 2. Absolutely nothing

better than a big changing bag with a couple of sleeves. We
have used other contrivances in the shape of boxes and bags with
windows, but our experience is that the ordinary bag is the
best, and it is very easy to change plates by touch. 3. The
most convenient pattern of trimmer is the trimming desk of

the MerreM. pattern, sold by the Adhesive Dry Mounting Com-
pany. The print is laid in jxwition on a hinged desk under-
neath a guide, and the protecting portion trimmed by pressing

down the desk. For very accurate trimming you cannot do
better than supplement the use of such a desk by an ordinary
draughitsman's dinawJIng-bolaird, T-sqiiarg laaid lset^square, using
these to .mark the print with pencil lines which can then be
moat accurately cut through in the trimming desk.

i^te I8rttialj lonntal at f botngrapb^.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly pr»-

paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind t)M

scale of charges. They vnll thus save themselves delay in the pub-

lication of tlieir announcements. A Schedule by which an advertise-

ment can be correctly priced will be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or less 1/-

Extra words Id. per word.

(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Box Number Advertisements.

" Box No. " and office address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by tha

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot bs

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., PubUshers,
24, WeUington StrMt. Strand, LONDON, W.C. 2.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Extra Charges. Some photographers make a practice of

quoting an apparently low price for

their work, and then endeavour to make it remunerative
by making a considerable extra charge for modifications

which the customer did not expect to pay for when enter-

ing the premises. For example, we find a man filling a
window with postcards, say, al 3s. 6d. per dozen, and
charging another eighteenpence for sepia toning, while

an additional charge is made for a second figure or a

slightly larger head. This is objectionable both from the

point of view of the sitter and the photographer, and in

the end does not tend to improve business. If difierent

c1mm« of work are done, it is much better to show plainly

priced specimens of each, so that sitters can choose

at the outaet and not have a feeling that they have been

rushed. Even better -class studios are not above this sort

of thing, quite a disproportionate increase being made
upon prices shown in the window for any modification in

style. We have it upon the authority of one who has

tried both ways that the abolition of extras, as extras,

has resulted in a marked improvement in his takings.

If the photographer looka at his own practices as he looks

at those of the bootmaker who charges him 8ixi>ence extra

for a pair of laces for boot* already twice pre-war price,

he will realise the feelings of his sitters.

• *

Whit* It is often neoeaaary to produce prints

Margins. having a white margin which may be as

narrow as one-eighth of an inch or several incheii in width

as the class of work may demand. Unless there ia .«ome

.system of preparation a good deal of time is lost in im-

provising and fixing masks, and unless these are properly

secured there is always a risk of spoiling good paper. A
plan which we have found to work well is to keep a special

printing frame for the purpose with a good sheet of clear

glass in it. This frame must, of course, be as large as

the largest paper to be used ; if the subject is not well

centred upon the plate it must be larger. The next step

is to provide several cards not thicker than the negative-

glsM. and to cut out openings into which the plate will

exactly fit. Round the margins of these openings are

fastened strips of passe-partout binding overlapping the

pdges so as to give the desired width of margin. All that

ha.1 now to be done is to drop the negative into the frame,

and when the print i."* not larger than the plate to lay

the paper so as to correspond with the etlges of the plate.

For larger siies register mark.<« made of the same binding

strips should be stuck on the card, so that the margins

may all be uniform in width and square with the sub-

ject. If the «ubje<-t has to be in an oval or circle, this

must be cut out of black or red paper and pasted in the

card frame instead of the strips. If a dozen or so of
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these frames are made for each sized negative with dif-

ferent openings any negative may be fitted in a few

moments.
« » *

e r t Caps. Nowadays, exposures made with the lens

cap are by no means as common as they

were years ago, and frequently we find expensive lenses

devoid of these fittings. But, quite apart from their use

as a means of exposing plates, a well-made cap should be
regarded as inseparable from a good lens when the instru-

ment is not in use, even if attached to the camera; while
if it is usually taken off and stored separately, a cap
shculd be fitted over each end as a protective measure. lu
this respect the modern shallow hood of the anastigmat
lens seems to demand the protection afforded by the cap
far more than did its predecessors of thirty years ago,
when the hood of the instrument allowed the glasses to be
set far back. Speaking of lens caps reminds us that many
of the present-day photographers cannot make an exposure
with the cap without running a serious risk of blurring the
negative through shaking the camera. Some time ago we
saw a photographer, whose roller-blind shutter had failed
him, take off his lens cap to make an exposure with a
sudden wrenching motion. The correct way is to remove
the cap with a gentle circular screwing-off action, lifting it

in an upward direction, and thus to some extent equalising
the ex]x)sure of sky and foreground if the subject is a
landscape.

TRACING DETECTS IN NEGATIVES.
The perfect result in photography is dependent so essenti-

ally on the absence of the many conditions which
can introduce defects that it is difficult for any-
one but the individual worker to say with any
certainty what is the cause of spots or fog or

any of the miscellaneous ills which beset gelatine

negatives. Yet, despite this fact, it is part of our daily

work to do what we can to locate the cause of one defect cr

another in negatives which arc sent to us by our readers,

Without wishing to discourage any of these latter from
their habit of seeking such help as we can give them, it

must be admitted that in many cases all that we can do is

to make a guess at the cause and to leave the correctness
of our guess to the further judgment of the inquirer. lu
some instances, perhaps, our suggestion may indicate a
cause which had not been thought of ; in others, no doubt,
such cause had been definitely eliminated by the inquirer's
knowledge of his working conditions. At any rate, it

seems useful to offer a few notes on the general plan which
may be followed in endeavouring to come to a decision as
to the cause which makes a negative defective in one way
or another.

Probably the defect which is most frequently brought
to our notice is a general fog or veil over the negative.
In this connection it seems not to be realised by many
querists that very different causes may lead to an almost
identical effect, and that the solution of the problem lies
more in an examination of the working conditions than
of the negative. Prom the latter it is impossible to say
whether the fog is light fog or chemical fog, that is to say.
if it is produced by extraneous action of lisjht in conjunction
with a properly compounded developing bath or has its
origin in the faulty development of a plate which has
been exptjscd only to light reaching it in the correct
manner through the lens. Certai'nly the negative does
give some slight guide in th-se cireun. stances—namely, by
the anpearance of the narrow margin- of the ]ila'te which
usually is shielded from light during exposure in the
camera by the rebate of the dark-slide. If this narrow
edge 18 raesonaWy clear .-ind free from fo? in the negative,

it follows that the cause of the fog must lie in the kind of

image which is formed on the plate, and cannot very well

be the result of a faulty developer or an unsafe dark-room
light, either of which would affect the plate up to its

extreme edges. Thus the condition of these rebate edges
in the negative is a first hint of the direction in which to

look further for the cause of the defect. If the edges are
clear, the fogging of the plate is most probalbly due to a
dirty condition of the lens or to the illumination of the
inside of the camera to an extent which can cause a general
veiling of the plate during the period of exposure. The
two things often go hand in hand, but even when the lens

is free from a coating of duet which causes it to distribute
light on to the plate somewhat like a window of frosted

glass, the conditions may be such that the fog comes from
light reflected from the interior of the camera on to the
plate. The wide-angle over which the modern anastig-

mat covers is responsible for fog from this cause : the in-

terior folds of the ^bellows come within the cone of illumina-
tion from the lens end cause veil by reflection on to the
plate. It is hert» that a lens-hood or a diaphragm placed
within the camera proves to be of decided benefit. Thff

reputation of the older types of R.R. and single lenses for

bright images probalbly arises as much from their deficiency

in angle of illumination as from their optical qualities

per se. Moreover, the use of the wider angle anastigmat
has extended along with a reduction in the dimensions of

cameras and with the growth in popularity of the taper
bellows, which explains why a given lens will yield bril-

liant negatives free from any suspicion of veil on an old-

fashion^ camera of the square-bellows type, whilst am
exactly similar lens in a taper bellows camera will give)

trouble from veil.

When we come to the causes of general fog over the
whole area of the negative one of the things wliich will, of

course, occur at once is want of safety in the dark-room
illumination. This may arise either from leakage of whit*
light into the dark-room or from passage of actinic rays
through the safelight of the dark-room lamp. A little

hint as regfirds the form?^ }s worth mentioning;, since w«
know that it has proved the means of tracing leakage of

light which remained undetected until it was used. It is

simply to lay a piece of mirror in the empty developing;

dish, and with all lights extinguished to examine tho

mirror for any reflection of light. It may happen from the

special way in which a dark-room has been fitted up, often

t)y partitioning off part of a larger room, that outside light

finds it way to the developing dish fiom a source which
cannot be seen unless one can take a look round exactly

from the position which the plate occupies. The mirror
enables one to do this. As regards the dark-room light

itself, the production of fog from this source is readily

detected .by the usual plan of laying a plate in the develop-
ing dish in total darkness, at the same time laying one or:

two coins on it. If then the dark-room light be turned on
and the developer applied for, say, ten minutes, the
presence of any insecurity from this cause should be re-

vealed iby the production of the outlines of the coins on
the plate. In making such a test as this it is too often for-

gotten that the safety of a dark-room light increases con-

siderably with .the distance from it ; it will not do to make
]

the test with the developing dish 3 ft. away and then ex-

pect an equal safety of illiunination if plates are handled
or developed close to the lamp.

If tests for the unsafeness of the dark-room light yield

only negative results, the trail for fog must be followed in

the ooitiposition of the developer or in its contamination
during use. We have known of casas where fog vhich for

i

a time balBed detection was traced in tlie end to using the

anhydrous instead of the crystallised form of sodium car-

bonate. By practically doubling the proportion of car-
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boBato in the d«veloper it is obvious that, \k'ith many
formula, fog is bound to be produced. Bu: perhape the

most common cause is contamination of the developer with

hypo, brought about very often through belief that the

dark-room towel, which is regularly in use for wiping

fingers which have dabbled in the fixing-bath, actually

cleans them thoroughly from hypo solution. As we em-
phasised in a note not long ago the dark-room towel too
often serves as a distributor of hypo, and a rule should be
made of keeping it to its pro{>er purpose, which is for

drying the hands after they have been rinsed from any
chemicals under the tap.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[Previoos article* of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portrmitore, have appewed weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of that by tha Mkme writer which ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, baa a particular subject which might be dealt with, hii

or her inggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the preriona articles of the series have been as follows :—

14).

A Talk About LighUng (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10)

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Baekcroondt (Jan. 24).

Stadio Ezpoanrea (Jan. 31).

Artificial Li«^ting (Feb. 7).

Ptintinc Proesiaes for Poriraitnre (Fa

Studio Aee—ioriea and Fomitore (Feb. 21)

The Somaiidings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Stodio Heatinf and Ventilation (March 7)<

The Poeteard Stadio (March 14).

Tha Printing-Boom (March 21).

About the Baeaption Room (March 28).

Home Portraitare (Apnl 4;.

Poctabia Stodioa (April 11).

Copying (April 18).
TT»A^lj«g tae Stadio Camera (April 3S).

Mora Aboat Lenses (May 2).

LBAKY
Thebk *ra few who have worked in tha ordinary type of studio

who have not, at one time or another, experienced tha misery

>4 working nnder a roof which was not water-tight I have

known well-boilt places, where no rxpanae waa spartd in ereo-

>ion. which poMiiisid roofs which it teemed inpoMibla to keep

•. and by any ordinary ntetboda. Time after tinta the glaziers

were called in, bat their labour only reanlted in a temporary

alleviation of tha tioabie, a few months, or even weeks, pn>-

dndng another crop of leaks.

TlMre ai« two principal causae of tha tnmhle in question, one

iMtng the failnse of tha pntty, or other fixing material, and the

other siphoning of water between the overlapping edgea of the

^laaa. The former ia the OMat usual and the moat troublesonte,

«s tha latter may be catiiely avoided by having a narrow over-

lap, only, say, a quarter of an inch. This alao aw>ids the

diafigaring bands a< dirt which oallect batwtaa ovarlapa of half

aa inch or mora. MoKower, the maigiaa of the gUat should not

be in actual contact Tha former is dna tn the patty having

laat iia Unacity and allowing water to panetrate between the

iiaah ban and tka edge of the glaa. To avoid this, it is a good

plan to diapanaa with putty altogether when bailding a new

Ktudio, or entirely replacing the roof, as there are several good

•rstems of what are called "metallic" glaxing which 1 shall

iT-frr to later. Whan deaig&ing a stadio it should be borne in

mind that tha ataapar tlia pitch of the roof the leas is the like-

lihood of leaking t M that we can secure entire immunity by

adopting Robinaon's snggastion of a high aida light only, aa

than thaie is no not to leak. Next to tfiia oonea tha single

•lent with ita angle of 68 degrees. With this slant the water

<kain« away ao quickly that little, if any, will pa«a through

««aa it tha glaciag be faulty.

Tha grtat majority of studio rooia have wooden saah-bais,

I nd thsaa scan to be more affected fay climatic shanges than iron
' nee. One would natarally suppose that iron would expand
.nd contract to a greater extt^t with given f^itngtr of tempera-
'tire than wood, and poasibly it does, but iron is waterproof

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).

Business .Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).

Something alx>ut Lenses (June 20).

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).

PlaiQS and Their Work (July 11).

Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop .Tobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Reduction of Negatives and Prints (.Aug. 29.)

ROOFS.
and doea not absorb water, so that this may account for the

apparent anomaly, for we have all noticed that it is after a
long spell of dry, rather than hot, weather that the leaks put in

an appearance. A roof with metal aashbars, and wfiat is called

lead glazing, is more costly than a wooden one in the first

instance, but in the long run will be found cheaper, ae, except
in case of breakage, no labour will have to be expended upon it,

and all damage to blinds, furniture, and apparatus will be

avoided. There are various systems of which particulars may
be found in the building trade papers, but in principle they are
the aame: a metal bar, aoroewhat similar to the wooden ones,

but with a small channel down each side, coming under the

edgea of the glass. When the glasa has been placed in position

a broad strip of soft lead is screwed on to the middle rib and
pressed down ao as to cover Che edges of the glass to about the

same extent as the putty usually does. This construction ha.s

the additional advantage of permitting a broken pane to be

quickly replaced, no matter what the state of the weather may be.

With wooden bars the trouble is caused by the putty perishing

and coming away from the wood, so that water can penetrate

between the edge of the glass and that of the wood, and the

problem is how to prevent this when building the studio and
how to curs it if it happens. When saahes are made in the

ordinary way they receive before glazing a coat of paint, usually

pink in colour, which is called "priming." This paint is

usually very poor stuff, some of it being innocent of white lead.

For our purpose, before glazing, the rebates which are to hold
the putty should be carefully coated with the best quality of
paint—Le, pure white lead, linseed oil, and turpentine. These
materials are unfortunately very expensive just now, and thor<>

are many substitutes in use, so that care should be taken to get

the real thing. When thie coat of paint is dry, but not hanl,
the glass should be bt-dded into a thin layer of putty, then a
thin coat of paint run along the edge where the putty will come,
and finally the putty put on and smoothed in the u-sual way.
No more puUy than is needed should be used, aa a thick fillet
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of putty is more likely to shrink away from the glass than a

thin one.

Now, a word as to putty. This should be made of whiting

and pure linseed oil, and there should be plenty of oil. Some

of the war-time putty is vei-y i)oor stuff, so that it is better

to pay a little more to have it right. As a matter of fact, it

is easy to make one's own putty and to work into it any rem-

nants of paint whicli by virtue of the white lead will add to

its durability. As it has been shown that the weakness of

putty lies in its liability to harden and crack away from its

surroundings, it is to be presumed that a putty which would

never become really hard would Ik- a desideratum. Mr. F. A.

Bridge claimed that a mixture of two parts of putty and one

part of Stockholm tar pos.scssed such a quality, and that he

had prevented leaks in his studio for many years by its use.

I have never used this mixture myself, but I knew Mr. Bridge's

studio well, and it always appeared watertight. A very durable

glazing may be made by omitting the top fillet of putty and

putting instead upon the painted margins of the glass and

wood a strip of strong tajx' soaked in paint, working this into

contact with the surfaces by means of a medium-sized sash tool.

When this is dry it should receive another coat of paint, which

can he renewed from time to time as it becomes affected by

the weather.

When leaks occur in an old roof it is next to useless to try to

cure them by filling in the gaps left by the old putty. This

may act as a temporary stop, but as soon as there is a spell of

fine weather the entire row of glass should be removed and re-

placed according to one of the methods just described. I may
just hint that it is advisable to keep two or three sheets of glass

of suitable size in stock so that no time need be lost in the

case of a smash occurring in wet weather. If a pane happens
to get cracked so badly as to allow water to enter it may be

temporarily repaired by painting a band over the crack and
applying a strip of tape or calico, as recommended for glazing.

This is rather unsightly, but is efficacious.

There is a way of dealing with a leaky roof which has the

advantage that it can be done from within, and that no skilled

labour is required. It consists in the application of a light

zinc channel underneath the sash-bar, so that any water which

finds its way through is caught and led away to where it can

bo conveniently collected. For each sash-bar to be treated we

shall need a strip of zinc the length of the bar and about an
inch wider than the inside surface of the wood. This is turned

up on both edges so as to make a channel about a quarter of an

inch wide and the same depth, being attached to the centre of

the wood by screws about a, foot apart. If possible this should

be carried out into the open air, but if this is not possible a

dish or jar must be placed to receive the drainings. This is

perhai)s rather a clumsy device, but has proved useful in many
cases, especially in bad weather when nothing else can be done.

It is, at all events, better than having to stand dishes about

the studio, where they may be much in the way when working.

Sash-bars with such side grooves are an article of commerce
both in wood and metal, and if these are fitted when building

the roof the drip will, of course, be conducted outside the studio.

In view of having to effect repairs, it is a good plan to pro-

vide one or more light planks, which can be rested upon the

sash-bars so that any part of the roof can be reached in safety.

If the bars are of wood, strong screws projecting a couple of

inches should be fixed in them so that tlie plank can rest ujwn
them. Naturally these must be placed a little farther a])art

than the width of the plank. In the case of iron sash-bars the

plank must he supported by ropes—strong sash line will do

—

thrown over the ridge and secured on the other side of the roof.

There ds one little moral to be drawn from all this, and that

is to have no more glass in the roof than is actually necessary.

I have worked in a studio which was entirely covered with
glass, tlie greater part of which was obscured with brown paint.

This answered its purpose, but did not prevent leaks, which
occurred to three times the extent which they would have done
in a more rationally constructed place. Peacticus.

NIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY.
[Perhaps no branch of outdoor photography offers so great a degree of attractiveness as that of outdoor scenes under artificial

illumination, particularly to those in large cities where an abundance of subjects of this kind is available. Since the immediately
forthcoming season is the best time of year for nighb photography we take the opportunity of publishing a comprehensive practical

article on the subject by an expert in it of long experience, Mr. Robert Dykes, F.R.P.S., formerly senior scientific assistant to the
late Sir John Murray, K.C.B., F.E.S., and of the North Sea Fishery Investigations. Part of these notes appeared in a manual on
night photography by Mr. Dykes, issued some years ago by Messrs. Dawbarn and AVard, but long out of print. In this
final instalment Mr. Dykes describes a method of introducing night and interior subjects into cinematograph films.—Ed. " B.J."]

{Continued from page 503.)

AVhen to stop development is a most seirious questaon, a ques-

tion often asked, but not easily answered, at least in daylight

work. However, one may safely say that a plate is fully

developed when the clear margin around the edge due to the
rebate of the carrier begins to get discoloured or smoky. The
blackness of the high-lights should also be taken into considera-
tion ; they must be pretty strong, yet not too strong, or they
will print out chalky. Having given half an hour or more for

the development of a plate that has been pretty correctly exposed,
give it a rinse in a little stronger developer for a moment, wash
in water for a minute, and place in the fixing bath. This should
be pretty strong, a little stronger perhaps than that used for

daylight negatives, as there is considerably more silver to

remove. I have no special strength, speaking in a Pickwickian
sense, and pop them into a bath made up in a very rough and
ready and not too economical way. Thorough fixation is essential,

and the plate should not be examined by ordinary light until fix-

ing is complete. I never allow less than fifteen to twenty minutes
for this operation ; and if the plates are double-coated, not less

than thirty to forty minutes.

When a photographic plate is removed from the developer the

emulsion is saturated with oxidised and unoxidised developer,

caught up or occluded in the emulsion with the reduced silver.

Now, if we can imagine a greatly magnified section of the nega-

tive in which we can see the actual atoms of silver we would
also see this occluded developer as a filament around each silver

atom, this envelope of developer holding on by capillarity,

much as a film of moisture holds on to one's finger if dipped

into water. The brief rinse that one gives to a plate on removal

from the developer to the hypo is insufficient to knock this

occluded developer out of the emulsion, and negatives of night

scones are so full of unreduced silver that until the hypo has

well penetrated the emulsion it is not advisable to turn up the

white light. I can hear some photographers pooh-poohing

this statement as being rather far-fetched. For ordinary nega-

tives the little harm that might be done would be negligible,

but I have obtained a veil before now over an otherwise perfect

negative in which the shadows were full of detail, but almost

clear glass.

Having fixed our negative, washing is the next and not least
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imporUnt proceeding ; this should be done in perfectly clean

running water, »o that on removal from the washing tank there

are no specks of grit or other particles adhering to the emulsion.

Precautions must be taken in the drying to ensure a perfectly

clean negative. Finger marks, dust, scratches, etc., all show

up only too|>l*inly when the plate is dry if care has not been

taken. There is so much clear gelatine present th*t dust and

marks of any description are far more serious on a " night-

scape " than they would be on a daylight production, particu-

larly if they are required for lantern plate purposes. Stains

due to the wwter trickKng down the plate when set np to dry

may be prerented by mopping up all the superfluooB moisture

with » very soft piece of rag, free from fluff, such a* an old

hsndkerdiief.

Intensification is of no use for this class of work, except

perhaps locally to emphasise traces of clouds in a sky. I would

strongly adrise that a negative be thrown out, and the view

i«-taken if poanble rather than attempt to doctor it up. No

amount of intavifioation will put into a neigaAive whai is not

there already, And aa this treatment affects die whole plate the

remit is flatness and want of oonirast, and witbont relief an.l

contrast, upon which ni^t views so much depend, our nega-

tive is Absolutely worthless.

Bedoction may be attempted with a certain amount of

•access, but mre ha* to be taken that it is not carried too far.

A leduosr should be used that attacks the high-lighU fiiwt, such

as ammonia peiwnlphate. If a ferricyanide rtdnoer such as

Farmer's » used Um deteU in the Aadows will be rapidly

ewten out Local redaetioa w nwawry emetiaw when an arc

lamp abows op too ilviMigly in a view. The mech«nical

• Globe " metal poliA reduoer is very handy in such oaaes if

used with « soft artists' stump or a small piece of diaroois

leather. A greaA deal may be done with pencil, stump and

bniah to bngbten np the high-lights or soften the shadows.

As to the «>ranrva(tion of the mgUire, it shoold be carefully

vamfahed, the pteto being wdl flooded with clear fiDtered

Tsmish «i»d then thorougKly drained before setting up to dry,

fur little riUs of varnish will print np distinctly. Thin nega-

ti^es of tiM jMOiip<iiwi ought to be varnished if they are

valoed at all, Althongh I may say I do not varnish my own,

and as» oonsequence have lost a goodly number of them through

printing staine, etc.

There are many different styles of printing, bat t'>e best

efleets Are andooUedly obtained by printing in pure black and

white, for brcsms, reds, and various other tones hardly lend

thenaehres to "Aadsa of darkncM."

First and fcnemoet stiuids the platinum print, with its beau-

tiful oold hladc or warmer sepia tonas. It is an ideal printing

proceas; at least, thin negatives sncli as " nightscapes " ar«

ideal printers for this method. Than eomes carbon, either ly

the single traorfer process, suitsble for eome views, sucit as

coantry suinw. where reversal of tif. image is of no mom<>t.t

;

or by the doaUe transfer pnxess, where i; is neceaiarr to have

oor print tfaa ri^t way about. I prefer black carbon for all

itsssiw of night work, but hiive ussd Mae and even green for

moonlight and snow sohms. I wonld like to w i -
1 carbon

printers who do not tise a >afe edg^ in pnnting tfanr daylight

negatives to do so always in night views, as, owing to their

thinness and the rapidity of carbon Uasne. they are very quick

printers. The gelatine pigment in the shadows as a result

frequently becomes so insol-uble and tough thai it works ofl the

sopport in development. Msny a fine print have I se«.> get

np and walk in this way. Again, I would not reoommend

tolMng over-ezpoeed printa ; endeavoor to hit the rif^i expo-

Mita, and develop up carefully in warm water. Oontraeta are so

fNBt in aigbk views that printing them in carbon reqnirw oon-Usrabls aUU. The tissue or gelstine pigments perhaps on
ilsisiopiint won't bodge in the fbsi'ow* except it be in the

lump, and the high-lights, on the contrary, may run so fast

owing to under-exposure that they are goon out of sight. Yet
the correct exposure once hit—and there is a good amount of

latitude, generally speaking, two or three minutes—and jou
cannot wish for a better or more artistic process.

Coming now to the more workable, less troublesome, and
therefore easier methods of printing night views, we have a
paper that cannot be equalled for giving platinum-like results

—

viz., the slow contact paper that permits of getting out all tho
fine qualities of the negative, and gives rich blacks, soft greys,

and pure whites. I prefer it to ordinary bromide paper
for night work, as it gives more contrast.

Finally, we have bromide paper of many different makes and
of very fine quality either for contact or enlarging purposes. I

rarely uee it myself for contact work, but use a great deal of

it for enlarging. For sharp close grain and pure black and
white effects there is nothing like " Wellington " smooth
platino-matt ; but for artistic effects of breadth and tone East-

man tinted " Royal " is superb.

As to the development of any of these gaslight papers I use

amidol, and although I have tried other developers, have not
yet come across one to equal it in giving rich velvety black
tones. I make it up according to the following formula:—

* 1 ounce sodium sulphite,

6 grains potassium bromide,

40 grains amidol,

20 ounces water.

As smidol in solution does not keep more than a day or so, it

is better to make the developer just before use. The developer
must not be diluted, and if, owing to si7>e of paper used, or to
using heavy rough papers, it is necessary to soak them in water
before development, only use nineteen ounces of water in the
above formula. If dilution is resorted to, the blacks obtained
will not be black at all, but grey ; this may sound a somewhat
Irish way of putting it. For this reason also do not leave

prints lying too long in the fixing bath ; at the same time
ensure thorough fixation. Unlike the negative, there is less

silver to remove owing to the shadows predominating and the
gr» ster amount of reduced silver in the print.

Toning bromides is of no use for night studies, but a yellow
colour may be imparted to the high-lights by immersing the
worked print in s solution of potassium permanganate about
2 per cent, in strength. This gives an antique and charming
effect to the paper, providing it is carefully and properly done,
for if too much permanganate be used the print will, after a
few days, turn purple and go off colour. Years ago I had the
misforiune to exhibit a print treated in this manner, and it

had not been on exhibition three days before it went purple in
the face—presumably with shame Needless to say it did not
get an award ; in fact, many must faav« wondered what on
earth it isas.

Choice of mounts and style of frame must be left to everyone's
own particular taste, but I have found by experience that
dea<l black borders and black frames set night pictures off to the
best advantage.

There are many printing methods that ate suitable for night
photography, such as "gtun-bichromate," the Ozobrome,
and the Bromoil pigment processes. Using lamp-black pig-
ments on simple broad nightscapes, one can get some most
charming results, in fact, real impressionistic effects, giving
that scope for artistic expression that pure photography kills

with detaiL Whistler's fine appreciation of atmosphere and
luminosities enabled him to portray some of the most beautiful

after-dark pictures, in which the unnecessary in the way of

detail is entirely suppressed. These Whistlerian nocturnes

sre quite possible to attempt in photography by means of the

pigment process of printing to those who have any artistic

feeling.
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In the preparation of lantern slides of night scenes the slowest

plates obtainable should be used, and the reduction carried to

the extreme to keep the high-lights from being too obtrusive

when thrown on the screen. Some very fine effects may be

obtained by toning, the number of different tones available in

lantern slide work being considerable, and ranging from warm
to cold blacks, blue-blacks, blues, and greens. The carbon pro-

cess yields j^articularly fine slides for cautious workers, but

demands a certain amount of skill and delicacy of handling.

In lantern slide making care must be taken to have perfectly

clean negatives, owing to their preponderance of shadow or

almost clear glass.

Robert Dykes, F.R.P.S.
{To bt continued.)

MAPPING FROM AIR PHOTOGRAPHS.

[Prom the purely photographic standpoint the war-ereated art or craft of aerial photography can too easily be regarded as having

been brought to a high pitch of perfection. It is quite true that by the combined efforts of opticians, camera constructors, and emulsion

makers the obstacles which sheer height, the movement of the aeroplane or atmospheric conditions put in the way of obtaining well-

defined negatives from the air have been almost completely overcome. Yet that, after all, is only half the battle. An aerial photograph

is nothing except in so far as it fulfils a useful purpose. In the important work of map-making the following paper by Lieutenant-

Colonel M. N. MacLeod before the Eoyal Geographical Society is a timely reminder, by an authority, of the distance the aero-photo-

graphic method has still to traverse before it can dispense with the surveyor to supplement or check its results. To anticipate

Colonel MacLeod, a general conclusion to which he comes is that " for accurate work we cannot of course dispense with the surieyor

altogether, and in hilly country, until we can devise some satisfactory foi-m of stereo-plotter, the air photograph will not help us very

much." Other geographers who discussed the paper shared this view, that aero-photo survey is a branch demanding further research,

and that, more at the hands of surveyors and topographers than at those experienced in the purely photographic problems. Such an

expression of opinion is not without its significance in reference to the ideas of photographic survey apparently held by the Eoyal Air

Force, to which we recently devoted some attention.—EDS. "B.J."]

(Continued from page 505.)

Before the drawing is reproduced it is always advisable to have

a final check made on the ground, to ensure that the interpretation

of the photographs has been correctly done. Our metliod was to

take a print from the fair drawing by " Ferrogallic " or
" Ordoverax " process, cut this up into pieces of convenient size,

and mount on card. The surveyor then took this to the gixi'Und

and noted on it any errors in " interpretation " or omissions. These
latter were not surveyed, but simply marked in roughly in their

correct place, being plotted sufbsequently from the photograph print.

Experience showed that this final check, which did not take long,

waa a very necessary part of the wholu process, even when the
plotting had been done by very experienced men. When, owing to

the maps being of parts of enemy country, this check was impos-
sible, its place could be taken to some extent by comparing the

map with "oblique" photographs also taken from aeroplanes.

These "obliques" were taken from a low altitude, and give a sort

of panoramic view, on which vertical objects such as trees, build-

ings, and churches, etc., show up very much more clearly than
on the ordinary vertical photographs. Unfortunately, they were
rather difficult and dangerous to take, and we could not count on
obtaining them, at any rate from the most favourable positions

The time taken in adjusting the enlarging camera and apparatus
varied with the amount of distortion of the photograph, but
averaged about five minutes. If the photograph is very much dis-

torted it is difficult to get the image in focus all over the board,
and this method of plotting is therefore not very suitable for very
tilted photographs.' We rarely used tilted photographs for plotting
work, but it would appear that Ihe Germans, owing to their in-

feriority in the air, were compelled to place considerable reliance
on them, and they appear to have used a different method of plot-
tmg, which I will describe later on. Before doing this I will say
a little more about our own methods.
Having completed the map as described above, we Tiad to keep

it up to date by plotting on it all new trenches, battery positions, and
the hke which appeared on subsequent photographs. It was rarely
necessary to uso the enlarging lantern for this purpose, as, havin^;
once completed the map, one could always obtain a large number
of suitable fixed points on any photograph and plot with sufficient
accuracy and speed with the proportional compass. Occasionally,
however, it is desirable to plot a point with greater precision ; such
pomts may be points required to enable another photograph to be
plotted or points required by the artillery for use as a "datum " or

point for registering or observing their fire. For such
zero

' See prerioas footnote.

points the method known as the " four-point method " is often

most suitable. It is as follows (see Figg la and 16) :

[Strip'

Fig. la.

.\ssuming four fixed points can be identified on the photograph,
then using one point as apex, join it to the other three both on

A'

Fig, lb.

the photograph and on the map. On the photograph draw a lim
from this apex to the point to be plotted, then, taking a slip cf
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paper with » atnighi edge, lay it acroM theM four lines, rpughl;

at rii(hi angles to the centre one. an i " tick " off on the edge of the

slip the points where each of the lines rut it. Transfer tJie slip

then to the map and lay it across the ctrrecponding lines on the

nap, moving it about until the three " ticks " due to the " fixed
"

rays on the photogr^h come over the three rays ruled on the map.

Sow mark the map at the tick corresponding to the ray to the

[MHnt to be plotted. A line joining this mark to the apex passes

thpiugh the true position of the point on the map. Repeat the

process, using another apex to obtain a second ray, whose intersec-

tion with the first give* the poaition of the point. Using a third

apex, one gets a third confirming ray, which should also pass through

the point and give* a check on the accaracy of the plotting.

ThcM methods are thporetically •ecurate, whatever the

inclination of the photograph, provided tke point* lie in the same

plane, and in practice, when this is the case, the three rays obtained

in ihia way gi%-e a perfect triaiction. The proo^ depend* on the fact

iht* the aniianiionic. ratio* of four point* on « alraigte line are nut

dicrod by a pcnpeolive.

Wh<« inatead of one ponit only a numbv of point* have to li?

iiktttcd by thia method, it i* best to »iirk the photograph down on a

i>ieM of paper and rule in the rays ir Jtn the apex, produce theoi

rieyond the edge of th« photograph aitd rule in the transverse line.

' °at or fold the paper atoag this line, and, having ruled in the

' oncaponding rays fram Utm apea on tii* map, place the photo^aph

over it, face upward*, and torn it i/amd till the tranaverse line

<tiaM* in it* correct poaitioa, when it is ruled in on till the tran*-

.«ne Koe comos in Ma eorraet position, when it i* ruled in un the

rnap alao.

The tranavcn* line* ar« then scaled, and plotting ran proceed

villioat ruling foitlMr ray* on the photograph by simply 'laying a

4iKigl>t-«dge fran tha apex to the [hiJiiI to be plotted, and noting

the scale, reading where it ruU the irah.Mrrse line. The corresponding

-*y is pVHIed frosn tnis scale reading ^n the map.

I < " ri.,w go on to de*(ril« fomr of til* welhoJ* which appear

t'l ii.'. ,' < een naed by the f:.Tm.ii;j. The HMMt osefnl of Ihrae is

B

c i

Fig. 2.

baaed on the principle* of p«r*pec'ti\<.< in freehand drawing, and
may b* deaeriitHd a* " p«np*ctive il-Uing" (••• Fig. 2).

Ooppo** ABCD to be a aqnare on the grcnad. In a photograph
takaa truly vertical thia will ap]irtr «• a aqaHW, but on a tilt«>d

pbcAograph it will bo aaen ia perspective aod appear as a quadri-
lalaral, lAcd, of which Um aid** (a and dc ouuwig* to a " vani^ing "

point on the Mt, and ea and </6 to another "rMMafaing" point on
the right.

Tbo pioUod podtion of O will he Rivrn by joining the diagonals of
thia figor* and the pcaition* of P, Q, R, S, by drawing linn from
tie two " vaniabing " poiola thraoi^ O. By joining PQ, PS, QR.
^R, w* can atiU fcrtber aabdividothe true eqoai* and iu perspective
viow and obtain further o«n«*ponding poioU «o nap and pnoto-
-rafih, and thia pNicea* «Ba bo continued^ indaftniUlT. The principle
f perapeotive her* involvad i* appticablo of eoaiae to any figure

;

He square ia i*lect*d far aa oxample, a* ii i* Iha eaaieat in which
'< follow th* eooMctioB between the original ^d th* perqioctive

To plot from a photograph by this method it is necessary to
select a quadrilateral figure formed by four fixed points on the
map and the corresponding figure on the photograph (Fig. 3).

AUXILIARY N£r-","POINT »i--l--

AuX 1 1. 1 sav'Uji^^'-v

J

POINT ••J;,-—-'

AlW PHOTOCRAPM

Fig. 3.

Join up the aides and diagonals and produce the converging sides
to meet, both on the map and on the photograph. Then from
each of the "ctinverging " points draw a line through the inter-
section of the diagonals to cut the two opposite sides of the quai-
rilateral. This sub-divides each quadrilateral into four corre-
s|Hjnding smaller quadrilaterals of which the diagonals are
again ruled in, and the process carried on till finally both
map and photograph are covered with a grid of lines
joining points which correctly correspond to each other.
When this grid i« sufficiently small it is easy to sketch in by eye
all the intervening detail on the photograph by ite relation to the
grid-line*. This methu<l is useful for dealing with considerably tilted
and distorted ptnAographs, but is naturally not so satisfactory as
our method of rectifying the print in a camera when the latter is

poaaibie. We neier had oocaaion to use it, as, for mapping work
at leaat, we were almoflt alway* able to obtain photographs wliich
were very nearly vertical.

TUted phoAofcraph* are ahray* objeotionaJile for plotting by Uu* or
any other method, for the r<Nisan that difference* of kvij on the
grr>und introduce large errors; they can only bo used with safety
in flat country.

If five fixed points are available, plotting may bo done in a
similar way without the idc of the auxiliary points obtained by
producing tne side* of the figure, by simply joining up each point
to th* three |)oints opposite to it, and then from each point drawing
a Un* through the intersection of the diagonals drawn lieween the
otb«r four points and ohtaining two corresponding grids in this way.

It will have been observed in all th* foregoing method* of plotting
that at leaat four fixed points are required.
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At first sight it might be seen that throe pointe snould be

sufficient, and it m*y therefore be as well to consider at this stage

the geometry of the plotting to see why four and not three points

*re neoeasary.

In Fig. 4a, suppose AB be two fixed points on the ground and

fr'-lB.

Fig. 4b.

C a point intermediate between them, a, b, c being the coiTespoiiding

points as they appear on the photograpliic plate. Now, if on

the plate c is exactly balf-way between a and 6, tne line CL will

bisect the angles aU and ALB. The point C on the ground will

not, however, be exactly half way between A and B unless the

photograph is truly vertical, *hat is unless AL= BL.

Suppose, then, we have our air photograph neb and wish to plot

the point C in its true position between a and 6 ; we wish to plot

it in the position C wnere A'B', ithe correct map length of AB,

is parallel to AB.

What we actually do with the photograph by means of the camera

lucida or the enlairging lantern is shown in Fig. 46.

We throw an image on Ito a iboard A,C,B, whose dimensions

we can regulate by moving the board and the focus until A ,6, = A'B'.

We can, however, also alter the length of any line in the image

by tilting the board. When we do not know tne angle at which

the photograph was taken, how are we to know which means to

adopt ?

Obviously we do not know which to adopt lunless we have other data.

If we know the raAio AC to CB we evidently can get the adjust-

ment along the line AB correct by moving and tilting the board

till A,B, is its correct length and A,Ci and B,C, are also correct,

that is into the position A.C^Bj, wnich is ithe only position which

will have all the elements correct. To adjust in any direction in this

way we therefore require three points. To adjust the whole photo-

graph, which is in two dimensions, we must, however, adjust in two

dii-ections at right angles to each other, and we therefore require

three points in eacn of two directions. One of these points can be

a common point used for each direction, making five fixed points.

If, however, we start with a quadrilateral of four points, the

intersection of its diagonals gives us a fifth on both map and

photograph, and we see therefore that four independently fixed

points is the minimum number which give sufficient data in them-

selves for accurate plotting.

It may happen, however, that four independently fixed points

cannot be obtained. Should this be the case, it is necessary to

supplement the intrinsic data on the photograph from other

sources. If the focal length of the lens used is known, a photo-

graph can be accurately plotted from three points only, by a

method evolved by the Germans and known by them as Hugerstofl's

Pyramid Method.
This method requires a complicated geometric construction for

plotting of each point, and I am thankful to say I have never had
occasion to use it. It is as follows :

—

It we draw in the rays from three points on the ground through
the lens of the camera to their images on the photographic plate,

we obtain two pynannids of equal apex (as in Fig. 5).

If we can determine this apex, v^e can reconstruct the two
pyramids, because we know the lengths of the sides forming the
bases of each, namely, ABC, formed by the three fixed points

on the ground, and a, b, and c, the corresponding points on the

photograph.

If we know the focal length of the lens used and the centre of

projection, we have all the elements necessary to reconstruct the

pyramid within the camera, and from it determine the apex, after

which we can proceed to reconstruct the other or "map" pyramid.

Plate

Ground

Pig. 5.

a section of which A'B'C parallel to the ground such that

A'B' is the map length of AB gives us the representation of the

ground on the map.

The focal length of the lens being known, the centre of projec-

tion is obtained nearly enough by the intersection M of the lines

joining the corners of the negative, and the lengths aL, 6L, and cL

are obtained from the right-angled triangles aLM, iLM, and cLM.

This is done graphically as follows (see Fig. 5) :

—

MAP TRIANGLE

Pig. 6.

Join ABC on the photograph and the corners of the print to find

M. Draw a line 0,M, equal to the focal length of the lens, and

a 'line at right angles to it, along 'which step off MC,, MA,, MB,

equal U> MA, MB, IMC. 0,A,, 0,B,, and 0,C, are therefore the

sides LA, LB, and LC of the camera pyramid.

We can now proceed to reconstruct this pyramid on paper. To

do this we must imagine the pyramid out down the side LC, the

adjacent sides opened out flat and the Ijase folded down till all

faces lie in the same plane.
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The pyramid is ncoitttnicted on this plane surface

(*ee Kig. 7r :—
follows

Fig. 7.

l>i»w a linr O A, e.|iul I., 0,A,. Then wiUi O, as cwitre and
' >,B, as radius, draw sn arc of a circle, and from A, as ceolr« and

'> as ndios draw •oolhM' arc ouUin^ Ihe first in B,. 0,A,B, is

• Me fsce o» Iba rjnuid lab. Xert draw in the ba«r A.B,C,. which
triMigls ok OB like |*o(oftafih. Hmo wMi O, as c«ntre and
O.C, dMcrtb* two am, one oo each skie o( the kce O.A.B,

;

V tth A, as ceotfw and A.C, (or a<-| as radiiia liianitis an arc cut-
t.ne one nf thm» in C„ and mth B. as cwitr* and B,C, ss mdius

•'tng Ills oilMr in C,. Join O.C. snd O.C,;' then
,B, an the other twu faoea o( the pyramid, which

• nuw ciMDpisuiy rseowtriKted.

We can now pmcead to rsconstrutt tlie map pyiMnid LA'B'C.
've almdjr got the apax drawn, since it is the mom as the
f the oamera pTraraid. and *c nquirs to draw the base

'
i ( The beat way k> do Uiis it to draw A B on tracing-paper.

' -i «Mi this traos-draw an aiv with i-eotjw A' and radios A'C, and
•'iioU»« arc wMi caolrs B' and radius B'C. Ihe int«rs«!tk>n of
'i>«BS wiB obviooaly pv* the position of C with ropea to A'B'
«• 1^ base of Uis rN|air«l pyramid, and we rvqaire to place ihu
-as. cocnoUy oo th« lac* 0,A,B,. This U done by Uying Uie
trace o*«r the dnsvim and torniiH; it about Ull A' and B' lie ou

' «s O.A, and 0,B, r«Bpecti»cly. and the two arcs cut thr sides
»nd O.C, w wiaal dtAsona «r.„n O,. In this position the

< are priokad throvgh on to the drawing and give the poutioni
' on tha Map pynxnid, the {loMtioas ol C on the two sidta

^uig Ictterrd C, and C',.

Iiwii»idoai poiaU, whether lying within or wUmM tha triangle
CM now ha fkMtd as follows :—

l-i P ba Mch a point oo the photograph. Join A^ and B,Pmd prodnce these lines to meet tite opposite aidea, prodooed 'if^—ary, at « and < raspecttvaly. TTien with B, aa eaotre snd
Im draw an arc catting the side o( l«» annat* pyiamid

•it »,, and w«(h A, aa oantre and at ss radios draw an arc
,• tha aide A,C. at «,. Join Oj, and 0.«„ cotting A'C. and

•- V
,

at «, and », rsapectsvaly. Then with o«iti« A, and radius
W, and osatro B' and radios B'u, draw ana cutting AC and
B'C at C and a' laiqMetively. Join A'u' and B'f. ,ind the inter-
section of thasa two liasa givse p. the plotted pwtioo of P on the
Uss ci Um nap pyramid, that is, on the map.
This aathod of plotting U so slow and laborious that, having

<.lot*ad • foaHli point in this way, it U probably b^t«- and quicker
> plot tha riai of tiaa photograph by one of tha lour-point methods
r«ady ttaairribad.

Ttie Oeraaaa appaMatiy made u«. of sevsnl other methods

which are extensions of oi' modifications of these two, and probably
also photographic methods very similar to our own. Captured
documents also mention a "stereo-plotter," but I do not think
we have any information as to exactly -what thie apparatus is or

how mudi it vras used.

To turn now to the uso of air photographs for showing up the

sbape of the ground and determining vertical relief. Though
"stereoscopic " examination of air photographs has been employed
ifor some lime, certainly more tiun two years, I know of no instru-

ment or af^ratiu, such as the stereo-coinparator used in panoramic
photograph surveying, which has yeft been <}evised for accurately

plotting vertical heights. I mysoU devoted a good deal of attention

to the study oi aeroplane photographs in relation to contouring,

and found that though it was often possible to obtain great help

from them, such help, however, could nolt be reduced to terms of

exact messurement of height or anything in the nature of plotting.

When the slopes are steep, as, for example, in the dunes along

the coast or along the Mont des Cats-Kemmel Ridge, the stereo-

scopic use of air photographs often shows the shape of the ground
very wc'.l, but to transfer the view thus obtained to the map in

the form of oontours, witJiout the help of some a{>paratius, is more
in tlie nature of art than exact science.

\Vith good atereosoo(>ic photognifphs in sooh country, it is not

difficult to pick out the tops of the ridges, bottoms of the vaUeys,

and the "peaks," which can be marked on the photographs and
plotted in the usual way. This will give a very good general

idea of the shspe of the ground, but one cannot get the absolute

height in this wsy nr say which of two "peaks" or ridges some
distance apart is the higher, and it is necessary, therefore, for

drawing contours, as opposed to form-lines only, to observe as

many heights as possible with a theodolite or clinometer.

On the Mont des Csts we were able to observe a number of

such heights, aitd the resulting contours, though by no means

perfect, were a great improvement on anything which had existed

before; subsequent examination showel tiiat they gave a very

fair idea of the shape of the ground, and were rarely seriously

inaccurate in absolute height. Apart from stereoscopic photo-

graphs, however, air photographs often give useful information

as to the hydro^'^tfiy. In the chalk region of the Sonune V'aUey

"hanging woods" growing on the steep sides of a valley, of

which "Caterpillar Wood" is a, -well-known and oharaoteristic

example, give a good ides of the trend of the valley bottom. In

the Vpres area the valley bottoms are often revealed by the " lush
"

meidows, which can uaualty be picked out on the photographs.

Tillage lines and boundaries of fields generally bear some relation

to slo|>« and drainage, which can sometimes be deduced from

them.

.\ll these points, however, are no more than indications ; and

though care, judgment, and experience in observing and applying

them often results in a surprisingly good approximation, it cannot

be said that it is yet possible to rely on an air photograph alone

for anything tike accurate contouring.

The contouring of maps in France interested me very much,

and I pnt in a lot of time trying to elaborate our scanty data by

examinafto'n of sir photographs and other material. My printing

officer used to tell me that whenever he had to print a new edition

of a map I produced a new "design" for the contours. I am

nfraid that my "<)esigns," in spite of the time spent on thera,

often came in for severe criticism. Nevertheless I must own that

where the ground was suitable, and it had been possible to give

the matter sufficient consideration, I thought the results distinctly

good. Unfortunately the work took so long, and required so

much care and caution in drawing conclusions, that time did not

permit of detailed examination of more than very limited areas.

It should be remembered that in France we were working under

wsr conditions and at hiph pressure, and had to do the best we

could with svsilable Hat i and apparatus in the available time.

Many of our maps could have been improved as regards the con-

touring if we had had more time to give to them. In using air

photographs for mapping work in peace time conditions will be

very much easier, snd I don't doubt that our systems and methods

can be greatly developed and improved, both aa to the nature of

the photographs and the methods of using them. The Germans,
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us I have said, almost certainly employed a mechanical device

for determining the amount of tilt of the camera, and it certainly

Joes not seem to be beyond the bounds of possibility to devise

means of determining the scale of a photograph with fair accuracy

without the necessity of providing an elaborate framework of

points fixed on the ground.

In peace time a machine need not ciirry an observer, machine

^rnis, or ammunition, and more space and weight will be available

to devote to improving the size and type of camera used. Very

little further development, in fact, is required to give us the power,

not only of preparing complete and accurate large-scale maps of

civilised and highly developed regions, but also of obtaining reason-

ably accurate maps of unexplored regions, at present untouched

and inaccessible to anyone but the explorer.

In civili.«ed countries it is obvious that detailed survey by air

photograph is a method which will give the minimum of incon-

venience to the occupiers of the ground—we shall not need to

invade their premises at all, while its accuracy will probably be

greater than that now attained by any but the most expensive

methods.

For accurate work we cannot, of course, dispense with the sur-

veyor altogether, and in hilly country, until we can devise some

satisfactory form of stereo-plotter, the air photograph will not

lielp us very much. There does not, however, seem to be anything

to prevent us making such an instrument, and when this is done

it should be possible to map steep hilly regions, at present difficult

to survey on account of the difficulty of getting about in them,

very cheaply indeed. When it is not possible to send a surveyor

over the ground to check the interpretation of the photographs,

his place can be filled to some extent by the examination of

"oblique" photographs taken from aeroplanes at suitable altitudes.

One may safely sum up the situation by saying that the aero-

plane is already a valuable instrument for both exploration and

accurate survey in flat country, and that it should not be long

before its application will be almost universal, and one may venture

to predict that in survey, as in many other matters, the Great

War will mark the beginning of a new era.

M. N. MacLeod, D.S.O., Lieut.-Col., R.E.

meetlnss of societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Saturday, September 6.

North Middlesex Photographic Society.- Outing to the Charterhouse.
Hackney Photographic Society—Outing to Coulsden.

Tuesday, September 9.

Hackney Photographic Society.—" Carbon Demonstration." W. Rawlings.

Thursday, September 11.

Hackney PhotORraphic Society.—Outing to Strand-on-the-Green.
Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. " The Minor Sculptures

of Oar Churches." A. Gardner. •

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

At the conclusion of a re;ent demonstration by Mr. Cecil Smyth on

the making of light-filters, a meimlber, acting of genial malice aiore-

thought, sugg«8ted a second evening on their application to practical

orthoohromatism. Had Mr. Smyth realised the deadly civil war
waged in the past between the mem,bers he might well have hesi-

tated, a WOT recalling many bright engagements, when quarter was
neither aisked nor given. It eventually died down owing to sheer

inanition, since when the subject haa been tacitly taboo, each side

reBpe;tively realising, if not openly admitting, that panchomatic and
ordinary plates oaoh have thedr uses and relative advantages.

Of course, there is still in the world the well-meaning enthusiast,

who, possibly with limited experience, is partial to lecturing the

man who does the work, familiar with all the tools available, and
who knows quite well the ones he prefers for the jolb. Hence
ordinary platee still flourish, and are still uaed for portraiture.

From an fx cathedra point of view this is sad, but the sinners mourn

not, and on occasion have even been known to snigger and make

disrespectful allusions to the education of grandmothers in connec-

tion with the consumption of eggs.

Mr. Smyth's lecture resolved itself into a clear "blackboard"

description of the action of light-filters, selective and compensating,

three-coloui work also being touched upon. He then resumed his

seat without even a button off a glove having been thrown down as

a challenge, which was distinctly dihappointing. However, by

specious compliments lie was prevailed Uipon to continue, and
" practical panchromatism " entered the ring. " How is it possible

to render adequately a Devonshire scene with red cliffs, vivid green

foliage, blue skies and cows, etc., other than by a screened pan-

chroniatio plate? " he asked, a question admirably adapted for

starting a Canadian frolic ; but. alas ! none arose on this particular

point Miserable to relatCi habitual users of "ordinary" brands

weakly admitted that the panchromatic often scored heavily in

pictorial photography, and so crumbled to dust a once nutritive bono

of contention. The club is not what it was, Sellors nO'twith-

stauding

NevcrtheleSiS, an animated discussion followed, marked by an ex-

cellent contribution by Mr. Cavendish Morton, who preaches as well

as lie piictises, which is saying a good deal. By easy stages he

slid off the sulbject into that morass known as " diffusion of focus,"

introducing Duivr and Holbein as axiostles of the apposite, and then

de.'ilt with various problems relating to jortraiture. Panchromatic

plates and filters made no appeal to him in this branch, nuances and

other factors being far more important. Mr. E. A. Salt denied that

any normal filter existed with "nuance" absorption, and said he

always appreciated the inherent humour of diagrams of spectral

cuts. He well remembered a late member and rabid panchromatist

who e.xperimemted largely with a sge;troscopically adjusted red

filter in landscape work. The greens were very nicely rendered in-

deed, even if they were not truthful transcriptions. Mr. Hunter

observed he had known similar oases. Mr. Cavendish Morton agreed.

Some might remember a three-colour portrait shown by him yeara

ago at a R.P.S. exhibition. The three negatives were extra-

ordinarily alike, and each would have rendered a good monochrome

print. On the psychological side the president, Mr. J. Keane, was

understood to say he preferred seeing red ; certainly the reds were

more important than other colours in the sense of arresting atten-

tion. This was illustrated by red roses, pillar-boxes, etc. Mr. H.

King had used panchromatic plates in his studio on difficult subjects

with satisfaction, but he had found freckles appeared more strongly

on them than on fast "ordinary" brajids. Next, please!

The evening terminated with a hearty vote of thanks to the

lecturer, and a bitter complaint by a member that sin:e the war

selective absorption had been almost an unknown factor in the

club. Only one brand of a certain transparent medium was obtain-

able, and that of miserable quality. Throughout the proceedings a

distinguished visitor, Mr. J. S. Hudson (the hon. sec. of the Bourne-

mouth Club), sat an interested and somewhat amazed spectator,

especially when Mr. Cavendish Morton attempted to spank the
" office boy," who had made rude remarks about " Art."

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

September 13 to October 11.—^London Salon of Photography.

Hon. sec., 5a, PaU Mall East, Loaidon, W.C.I.

October 13 to November 29.—Royal Photographic Society.

—

Entries close September 19 (carrier), September 20 (hand).

Secretary, J. Mcintosh, 35, Russell Square, W.C.I.

Import.^tion of Paper.—In accordance witih the recent decision

of the Government, a general authority has been issued to the Customs
authorities under which all articles covered by the regulation as to

the importation of paper will be admitted into this coimtry without
licence as from August 29. The Paper Import Restrictions Depart-
ment ai 23, Buckinfrham Gafte, S.W.I, will close on September 5,

and further communications on the subject should be addressed to

the Department of Import Restrictions, 22, Carlisle Place, S.W.I.
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Cominercidl$£e(ial lnuillaencc.

liCCAi Nonces.—A first and final dividend of 4e. in the £ luu been

declared in the ertate of Hairy SaviLe Tiiome, cheinist and photo-

grapher, 5, Finlde Street, Selby, late 98, Sack%-iUe Street, Bamsley
afterwarda, 5, FinUeStreet, and 26, FinkleStceet, Seiby, all in Yoric-

»ti:r«. Thii dirideiid is obtain«b'.e at the office of Geo. Hy. L.

VoUoa, 2, Albion Place, Leedi.

NEW COMP.VNIE8.

Stu) CHKXiau. Co., Ltd.—Regialered with a oapiul ot £55,000

in £1 iharei. Objeots : To oarry oq the buaineas of chemical manu-
lacturen, koftaten, tapoiUn, buyen, and seUers of heavy and
fine ohemioala, photogwyhic and other {irefiaMtaons. Ihe sub-

icriben (aach witfa one share) are: C. G. Mayfield, Temple Build

inp, Bonrlalley Lane, HuU, aoUcitor, and O. H. Senrards, 131,

Victoria Avenae Bull, solicitor's managing oUrk. Toble " A "

mainly sppbea. Qoalificatioo £100. Registered office: Holme
Works, Holme Lane, Salbjr, E. Yorks. Private company.

N. L. SooTT Axs Co., Ltd.—Regtst«red Ai^nt 22. Capital,

£10,000 in £1 Aaras. To take over th« bnsitMas of maoulactarer*
of cinsoatograph film stock and photographic papers cairied on at

3, Pandas Lane, E.C., as " N. L. Scott and Co." The mbacribcrs

(each with one share) are:—H. G. Yorke, 31, C«vciabam Avenue,
Palmer's Gieeo, company secretary, and T. W. Skinner, 8. Water
Lane, Lodgate Hall, E.C.4, clerk to Greeohill and Sons, Ltd. The
directors are to be appointed by the subscribers. Ragistsred office :

8, Water Lsnr. Lodgate Hill, E.C.4. Private coiDpany.

R. Whitz's PBOTOCkjLTBic Co., Ltd.—Registered with a capital

of £500 in £1 shares. Objeots: To take oT«r the business carried
•

-. (>y R. White at HiU Lane. Maodeafidd, Cheshire, and to carry

":. the buwnssi of photographsrs, solaigers, picture frmcn, dealers

:. i-hotograpbic plates, papers, and all gmeral pbotogrsphic re-

', ii>:t<s, etc. The subaeribers (each with on* share) are:—B.
Ojodman, S5a. Great Dusie Street, MsQchaai«r, photographer, and
R. White. 6, Park Street, Macclesfield, photopapher. The per-

maneot directors are B. Goodman (chairman) Mid R. White (manag
ing diraelar). QnaUScation : £50. Registered oOee : 40, Hill Lane,
Mscdwfield. Private oompany.

Reu)$ and notes.

NtTioxAL PaTsiCAt LaamuTOST.—The Lord Hrcaident of the

( .iKil has appointed Professor Joseph Emeat Petavel, D.8c.,

f .R..>^., HJ.afech.E., etc., to be Director of the Natunal Physical

Laboratory in soooasaion to Sir Richard GlasAtook, C.B.. F.R.S.,

who retsiee on reaching Ihe s^ limit on September 18 next.

Puaa PBOToeaamic AontOT.—In rsovtly mssiiioniog tha
Fraas agency we gave iU address as 170, Float StMet, frooi which

a, bowcrver the Prais Photographio Agaooy moved some two
i ago to larger qoarten at 3, Johnson's Court, Fleet Street,

PatstxTATio!! TO Mm. A. R. OsaoBxi.—A npraasntative gather

iog of the Dublin pbotagrafibie trade was held at Messrs. Robin-

aoo'e, WaalaHniaad Street, lor the purpose ot presenting an ad-

dress and Islunonial to Mr. A. R. Osborne, lata Iriah manager of

Meaar«. Kodak, Ltd. Mr. Hempeaatall prasidad, and in a witty

and aloqucnt efxach propoeed Ihe health of Mr. QAnrae. ^Ir. J. E.

Beehao, who was sssisted by Mr. McCrae, who had acted as serre-

tary, read the aJdiess, and Ihe chairman presented Mr. Osborne
wiUi a CMS of IVeaaory notaa. Tributes to the good qualities of

Mr. UAome were paid by Mr. GUnn. Mr. W. MflCeae, and others.

Mr. OAonio nwde a snttaUe reply.

Sirkn.cs AskiAL PwmxMunuc Strprtna.—The Board of Disposal

of sorptns OoTsramaM property have now available lor di«tribution

itemised tiata of photographic material, tha hoik of which neces-

sarily has caasaircaD t)« Flioiograpnic Section of tha Royal .\ir Furre.

The lists tpeeify a considerable number of aerial eaasfas, about 460,

ol which 132 are of the C type. 5x4 size witihout lenses, and 189>

the L type, also 5x4 size, with lenses. The most important item,

however, in the ajiparatus section is the anastigmat and other
" aerial and ground " lenses to the number of 340, and of assorted

focal lengths, 5, 6, 8 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 25 and 30 inches. Theee
340 lenses are ligte<l as one item, which fact, it may be hoped, is not
intended to signify that they are to be disposed of in a single lot.

Lenses are the articles of greatest utility at the present time apart
from aerial photography, and their disposal in a single block neces-

sarily eliminates the direct purchaser and passes the distribution of

the instruments through a further channel, where necessarily a
profit has to be taken. Other apparatus includes cameras for aerial

gunnery, enlargens, optical lanterns, and a very great number of

miscellaneous accessories such as dishes, printing frames, light-filters,

developing tanks, dark-room kunps, and optical lanterns. A large

part of the list is taken up by itemised lists of dry-plates and bromide
papers for disposal. The bromide papers (which include also gad-

light) show an astonishing vuiety ef brand and grade They iuclude^

the following, each item representing a certain number of gross

packets ranging in size from 5 x 4 to 25 z 25 inches :

—

Criterion contrasty Kodak special matt velvet

— gaalight Kogmos
— Non-stress silky Wellington carbon
— Normal — Enanimo contrasty white
— Speeial — platino-matt smooth
Griffins' anow-white glossy — rough

lllingworth contrasty R.A.F. — S.C.P.

— glossy mauve — S.C.P. euanuno mauve
— glossy special — slow contrasty glossy

— Ivory matt — slow cortrasty matt
Kodak Nikko mauve V«k>x speMil
— pUtinr>-matt — Vigorous carbon> '

— rough while — Vigorous glossy

Psrticulsrs and forms of tender for theso photographic goods ard

obtainable from the Surplus Government Property Disposal Board;
Miscellaneous Stores Section, Cazton House, Tothill Street, West-
minster, S.W.I.

SciKXTino sxt> Ikdubtual RniAKCB.—^The report of the Coor-

mittee of the Privy Council which has made itself re^wnsible for

the organisation of research in a number of industries, has just been
issued, and is obtainable from H.M. St«tionery Office, Kiogsway,
W.C.2, or from the customary ageola for Parliamentary papers in

Mao;:heeter, Cardiff Ediaburg)b, and Dabtio, prxe 6d. The report

consists of an extended survey of industrial research in this country

and in other parts of the Empire. It outlines certain propoeed pre
gramme such as the " Records Bureau," to wlticli we made reference

last week. It contains a list of established research associations,

of which the British Photographic Research Aasocia>tiou was the-

first, and of the vanious aob-oommittees engaged in the examination

of industrial questions. In that part of the report dealing with ther

fonnatiaa and devekipment of research associations special refer-

ence is made to the body representing the photographi: trade,

namely in the foUowing passage :—" The British Photographic

RaacMx^ Association has oomplated its preliminary survey of the

fiaU of r«earch, and has drafted a valuable and compreliensive

sobeme of work, which we thank other research associations might

usefully consult ss an example of tha way in wliich tlieir plans of

campaign may >be attractively presented to their members. He
Research Aasooiation has deckled to attack the problems which

xinfroot it not only by the empiricai methods which have brought

the photographic industry the suooeas it has alreody achieved, but

also bv investigating fundamental principles. This is a long-aighted.

view which we welcomei A uimiber of investigations of direct in-

dustrial application have already been oompleted. For instance,

useful experiments have t)een conducted on gelatine and on photo-

graphic onulsions, and a suooewful process which it is intended

to patent, has been discovered by which it is possible to stain

wood bhkik or grey right through. This process Is expected to be

quite economical and suita2>le for use on a large scale ; and it is in-

teresting to note that the research was guided by a knowledge of

tha methods used in dyeing cotton. The association also makes o.

point of pubtiahing all results of research which are likely to be of

general interest and not of inunediata use for applKStion to specific

problems of the industry."
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Correspondence.
•

—

*,• CorrtspondetUs should never tvrite on both sides of the paper. No

iwtice is taken of communications unless t)ie names and addresses

of tlie writers are given.

*,* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by

our correspmdents.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SECTION OF THE R.A.F.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—1 have read youi- remarks of August 22 concerning

the peace-time li'hotographdc Section of the R.A.F. with great in-

ttrest and 8ym.pathy. With much that you say I am in total agree-

ment, but I feel that certain other of your suggestions are hardly

justified.

On good authority I learn that demobilisation of the photo-

graphers of the R.A.F. has progressed so far and so rapidly that

lack of men is greatly retarding much necessary work.

Again, advertiseiraents of the sale of photographic surplus equip-

ment have already appeared in the Press, and a great amount of

material has already been sold.

Further, for military training, aeronjlanes must ily and pilois

must be taught to take aerial photographs. Why should not both

be employed in taking pliotographs that wUl be of benefit to the

country? ITie solution of town-planning and other reconstruction

^jroiblems would be helped by good up-to-date photographic records,

which would be produced more cheaply under the above scheme

-than by private enterprise^

In connection with aerial photographic survey, exiperimental work
must necessarily be done under peace conditions to determine,

among other things, the questions of its cost in comijiarison with the

present survey methods.

The Ordrbanoe Survey maps of this country, excellent as they are,

aie in. very many instances quite twenty years out of date. R.A.F.

aerial photographs could speedily ibe used to correct them, and few

people ever suggest that the Oixinance Survey maps should be made
by private enterprise.

The zeal of the photognajphio officers of the R.A.F. to do their

•work thorougbly does not, I think, indicate that they have the

least desire either to burden the taxpayer unnecessarily or to

trespass upon the legitimate ground of civilian effort.

Yours faithfully, F. Sexton Scott.

The Camera Club, London.

Jinalecta*

Extracts from our weekly and monthly corUemporariei.

Arranging the Picture Directly.

It is when we come to portraiture that the greatest advantage of

the direct view of the suibject is most appreciated (says E. R.
Htollins in "Amateur Photogi-apher " for September 3). Before
even the sitter is asked to take his place, or while in the act of

doing so, the photographer should visualise the general arrangement
of rwhat he means to secure. He should so accustom himself to this
preliminary conception that when the time comes to do the work he
can ask his subject iiight away to adopt the position he requires.
The mere fact that he can do so with quiet confidence will help to
put his sitter at bis ease, a result which will be intensified when
the sitter finds that he is not asked to adopt first this position and
then that while the photographier gropes for what he wants. Then
when looking directly a.t his subject he sees it as it should be, he
may introduce the camera, qui;kly make surfe that his mental pic-
ture is included on the ground glass, focus, and expose before the
model has had time to acquire any stiffness or feeling of ennui.

jinsipers to CorresDondents*—

•

SPECIAL NOTICE.

In comeguenee of general reduced supplies of paper, as the result

tj prohibition ef the importation of much wood pulp and grass,

a smnller space will be available until further notice for replit*

to correspondents.

Moreover, we will answer by pott if stamped and addressed enve-

lope is enclosed i»r reply: S-cent. IntemeUional Coupon, from

readers abroad.

The full questions and answers will be printed only in the cast of

inquiries ef general interest.

Queries te be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors,

R. M. There ai'o two Retadl Businesses Licensing Orders, one of

February, 1918, and the other of May 30, 1919. We believe there

is some confusion about ithem, but at any rate it is clear that

if your business was established on June 15 of this year you

requii'e a licence for it.

,J. M. K.—The best method for toning to "sanguine" is to tone

prints by the ordinary so-called sulphide process, that is bleach

in a bath of fen-icyanide and bromide and darken in a sulphide

bath. The sepia or sulphide-toned prints are then further toned

in an ordinary gold and sulphocyanide bath, as used for tlie

toning of print-out gelatine paper. One of the best methods we

know for removing yellow stain from bromide prints is to employ

the iodine-cyanide reducer made very weak and used cautiously.

J. H.—(1) Try warming outside of bottle neck all round over a

gas flame, and then tapping the stopper, preferably with a bit of

.stout glass tube; at any rate, with an article of glass. (2) Not
as good. Nigrosino from Harrington Bros., Oliver's Yard, City

Road, E.C.I. (3) No material harm for black prints, although it

is best to keep to the maker's formula; :for sepias by sulphide

toning, too strong developer is a cause of poor tones, by causing a

less thorough development of the black print.

®lj^ l^ritisb lonntal of fMograpbg.
The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. EsTABUSHED 1854. PRICE TWOPENCE

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION, POST FREE.

United Kingdom.—One Year, lOs. lOd. ; Six Months, 5s. 5d.

Three Months, 28. 9d.

Canada ,

australia
New Ze.aland
south africa
UNITED States op America
south america
India and Far east
Continent op Europe

One Tear.

Thirteen shillings (13s.), or

3 dollars 17 cents, or 22 francs,
or 9 rupees 12 annas, or 6 yens
30 sens.

FEDERATED MALAY ST,\TES, BORNEO AND SARAWAK ] ^

'5 dollars

[57 cents.

Henry Greenwood & Co., Ltd., Proprietors and Publishers,
24, Wellington Street, London, W.C.2.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO HEADERS.— Until further notice
agents will supply the " B. J." to order only, as the high price
prevailing for everything in connection icith newspaper xiroduciion
prohibit the distribution of surplus copies for cliance sales. It

is therefore necessary in order to ensure the regular deli/very of
the " B. J." each week to place an order definitely with a dealer,

newsagent or bookstall clerk, or to send a subscription te the

J
publishers.
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EX-CATHEDRA.
Paid Seope The announcement which appears on

JH^pIp''^ another page under '' Situations Vacant
"

*. ' signifies a policy on the part of the
I rofessional Photographers' Association which perhaps many
members of the P.P.A. have anticipated. It is now proposed
to appoint a paid secretar\- of the Association to undertake
routine business, to produce the P.P.A. Circular, and to carry
oat the organisation of the annual congress. Mr. S. H. Fry,
who undertook the duties of honorary secretary some few
months ago, did so, it will be remembered, on the under-
8tan<ling that he should occupy that office only for a twelve-
month

; so that it may be assumed that the step now being
taken is for the purpose of stabilising the secretarial manage-
ment of the P.P.A. and of preparing the Association for such
developments as the future may have in store for it. It
is obvious from the wording of the Association's advertise-
ment that a professional photographer who is, or has been, in
business for himself is required, and it can be understood that
the result of the apjwintment will be watched with no little

interest by those who take a long view of the influence of the
Association in the photographic world. For while the jxjlicy
of the P.P.A. will continue to be that of the council, a large
responsibility for its effective administration, and even for
the lines along which it shall work, will rest with the
8«:rctor>-.

Natural Our paragraph oi August 22 on Mr.
Baokcpound*. Elwin Nearae's invention has brought
us one or two inquiries aa to the methods employed by
previous inventors of systems for producing the same
deacription of effect. Without wishing to suggest that thore
is anything in common between theise and that of Mr.
Ncame's, we may say brisfly what they are, or rather w«r«,
for, so far aa we know, they have never come into regular
use. The method of Tilley consisted in mounting a positive

transparency of the background subject in a hinged frame
placed within the camera so that, by an out«ide lever, it

oou!d be preesed against the plate. Tlie sitter was first

photographed against a dead black background under the
ordinary lighting, the positive transparency in the camera
being turned down out of the way. Then, without any
movement of the sitter, the black background was drawn
up and a white translucent one let down. At the same
time the lighting previously used was cut off and the white

background illuminated from behind. The background
transparency in the camera was also raised to bring it close

in front of the plate. On a second exposure being made
under these conditions the background was impressed upon

the plate by contact printing except where the projected

dark silhouette, so to speak, of the sitter formed an un-

illuminated area in the focal plane. The outline of the

sitter, in other words, was caused to form a kind of optical

mask for cutting out just that portion of the background
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which otherwise would have overrun the image of the
sitter made at the first exposure. Dischner's method was
almost identical with this except that it was better adapted
to artificial illumination, and he, of course, used dry-

platee, whereas Tilley's process was carried out under the
handicap of the wet-colloidion plate. The method of Sontag,
to which we also referred, was much simpler, and consisted

merely in placing the sitter against a translucent screen

on to which the background was projected by means of an
optical lantern placed behind it. The feature specially

claimed for Sontag's invention consisted in making the

translucent screen of non-actinic colour.
* * *

Fop Artifloial The holiday season is nearing its end

;

Litfht. in a few weeks " summer time " will be
no more, and we shall find that although on one after-

noon we may be able to work up to four o'clock, on the
next we shall be no better off at three, and all by Act of

Parliament. Trade is still dislocated, manufacturing is

sluggish, and the question of imports seems as far from
settlement as ever. To come from the general to the par-
ticular, this means that photographers will shortly need
their electric-light installations, and that the supplies of

lamps and material are still far from normal. It is, there-

fore, desirable that installations should be overhauled so

that any fittings or material needed should be ordered at

onoe: that the almost inevitable delay causes the least

possible inconvenience. Among the jobs which may be
advantageously put in hand are the cleaning and adjust-

ment of arc lamps and the ordering of any necessary spares

in the shape of glasses and carbons, the re-whitening of

reflectors, the cleaning or renewal of diffusers, and the
examination and cleaning of switches, contacts, and the
like. Even half-watt installations will not run for ever with-

out a little attention. Tho bulbs lose much of their actinic

power before the filaments actually break, and it is false

economyto delay renewal tiU this happens. It must not be
forgotten that not only the inside but the outside of electric

bulbs becomes coated with dirt which becomes baked on
and defies ordinary wiping. This may be removed by rub-
bing with methylated spirit to which a little ammonia has
been added.

* * »

Reducing Perhaps we may permit ourselves to
P.O.P. Prints, supplement a remark of our contributor,
V Practicus," recently to the effect that he was unable to
recommend any preparation or formula for reducing the
depth of gold-toned P.O.P. prints which had been printed
too dark. In our experience the persulphate reducer is

one which works excellently for this purpose. If our
contributor's view is that no reducer can be used on an
over-printed toned P.O.P. print without affecting its
colour, then we are bound to agree with him, but at the
same time the persulphate reducer, while readily effect-
ing the required reduction in depth, alters the colour of
the print rather favourably than otherwise. It is some
years now since we used it, but we still clearly recollect
the excellent tone, something in the direction of a cold
black, which is produced by it. Another reducer which
has a very similar action, and in our experience is quite
satisfactory in use, is that worked out by Mr. HadHon, and
consisting of about 10 grs. of potassium ferricyanide and
20 grs. of ammonium sulphocyanide dissolved in 4 or
5 ozs. of water. It cannot be denied that these reducers
are inadequate when the object is to reduce, say, one of a
dozen prints in order that the whole lot may be identical,
but they have their use in cases where a single print is
being made and where a mistake in printing, unless it
can be rectified, may lead to some considerable loss of
time in taking a second impression from the negative.

Fallacies. The lack of knowledge of its first

principles is, as many of us have reason

to know, a distinguishing feature of many people who
have to do vrith photography. For. our sins we were con-

demned the other day to the long and ungrateful task

of trying to prove to the enthusiastic inventor of a camera
accessory that the mere device of attaching a finder to the

lens did nothing towards showing the alteration of the

picture on the plate when the lens was raised or lowered

in relation to the latter. Failing the opportunity of

ocular demonstration, the attempt was fruitless, but per-

haps specific mention of the fact "in print ' somewhere

may bring conviction of the error to our enthusiastic

visitor. Within a few hours of this incident we heard of

a photographer of some experience gravely recommending

the stopping-down of the lens employed in enlarging for

the purpose of securing sharp enlargements of negatives

which are out of focus. Cases such as this force one to the

uncomfortable conclusion that many people get a know-

ledge of photography in a parrot kind of way by assimi-

lating isolated items of informafon without acquiring

any real understanding knowledge of the elementary

principles which are concerned in the formation of an

image by a lens. In the absence of Che desire or aptitude

to come to such an understanding, apparently the most

excellent of text-books are useless to them.

NOTES ON ORDERING HALF-TONE AND LINE
BLOCKS.

Photographers who have occasion to purchase photo-en-

graved blocks for their own use or often for that of their

customers are perhaps, many of them, none too fully in-

formed as to many of the points concerned in the supply

of these articles as a condition of securing the best tech-

nical results, and of avoiding unnecessary charges. Like

a host of other commodities the price of hali-tone and

line blocks has very greatly advanced during the laat

five years. Whereas half-tone work could be bought

before the war at the price of 5d. per inch, and from

some engravers for considerably less, the minimum charge

for copper half-tones adopted by the Federation of Master

Process Engravers is now 10|d. p^r inch, to which must be

added correspondingly increased charges for such extras as

are commonly required in buying blocks. While photo-

engraving in pre-war days was the subject of a good deal

of "cutting," it may be thought that process houses by
com'bining together have very fully covered themselves

in respect to the increases in materials and labour, tho

latter the chief cost in the making of blocks. Therefore,

some notes on the ordering and purchasing of engraving

work may perhaps be of value to many readers in the way
of saving expense on some items, and in avoiding disputes

arising from the necessity of re-making plates which are

judged unsatisfactory.

The question which immediately arises is the kind of|

print which will yield the best half-tone block. OpinioD
is still somewhat divided, but it may be said that for fine

half-tone work which is to be printed on an art-sxirfac

paper a well-toned P.O.P. print is probably the best fonnj
of original. Nevertheless, a bromide or gaslight print
semi-glossy surface, a surface such as that of the Welling-i^

ton "Carbon" bromide, runs it very close. Even so,|

there is no need to dismiss a print of fine matt surface
unsuitable for a half-tone original; we have had some
the finest blocks which have passed through our hands
from dead matt platinotypes and platino-matt bromides.'
Despite the fact that the glazed bromide is largely inl
favour for half-tones to be used in newspaper printing,!
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«e are of the opinion that any of the foregoing descrip-

tions of print are bett«r than stripped bromides for the
finer grade of half-tone required for printing on art paper.

Where the subject lends itaelf to it, for example, in the
ease of photographs of buildings, it should not be for-

gotten that a greatly improved half-tone results from a
Uttle judicious strengthening of the contrast of the print

by working up in crayon powder or by other means. The
half-tone prooeea has a somewhat flattening effect upon
contrast, due to the fact that the highest light in a half-

tone impression must be a tint due to the most open dot
pattern formed on the plate. This effect can be compen-
sated for fairly well by a corresponding strengthening of

the darker tones in the original. It does not require
much experience to be able to judge of the degree of

flattening which the reproduction in half-tone causes, and
to allow for it in advance. It is much better to do this

than to give a somewhat vague instruction to the engraver
to " bright«a up the original a little."

The print should be aomewhat larger than the half-tone
block is to be. While it is quite practicable to make a
half-tone the s*me site as the original or even to enlarge
to some ext«nt in making it, photo-«ngrmven are accus-

tomed to work upon a moderate scale of reduction in

making their half-tone negatives. This degree of reduc-
tion may be put a« about two-thirda scale, that is to say
the original for a block which is to measure 4 inches should
be about 6 inches. To avoid confusion, the back of the
print should be plainly marked with the dimension which
the half-tone is to have. Mistakes are 'often caused by
instructions to make a block "half-size" or to reduce
" two-thirds," because there is the opportunity to mix up
«ite and scale. For example^ a 4 by 3 block from an 8 by
6 original is quarter-size but only half-acale. By giving
always actual dimensions this source of error u elimi-
nated. Also, where several quite small- blocks are required,
economy may be effected by ordering them to be reduced
together in making the half-tone neeative and the en-
graved plate from it, the plate being wa cut up and the
portions separately mounted. At tbe present time photo-
engravers charge 12s. 3d. for what they call the " mini-
mum " size of block, namely, one of 14 square inches.

Any single block smaller than this is charged the full

12s. 3d., so that if several little blocks measuring, say,

2 by 3 inches have to be made, it is economy to prepare
them of such size that they can be reduced together to give
blocks of the required dimensions. There is a limit to this

economy, since engravers now agree to ofaarge sixpence
for the cutting out and separate mounting of each plate
which they prepare in the first instance from several
originals in this way. Moreover, the bsst results cannot
%e expected unless the originals are of simflar tone or
colour; it is useless to order the reduction of a black and
a sepia print together, one or the other is bound to suffer.

In ordering blorks to be reduced together in this way the
proper plan in to mark a dimension on one only, which
may be called A. and to pencil on the others " reduce
with A and cut." or " with A, a? it comes." The aocom-
panring order should be written in a corresponding
manner, for example:—

1 half-tone marked A\
1 F> I. B

1 ,. „ D

•^ 3 ins. ^
Reduce together and cut.

In exceptional cases it may be necessary to order a block
of aiae just to fit in a fpren space. Here it must not be
Torgotten that the berelled mount of the block, or the
beard," as printers caJl it, airerages abcnit one-eighth of

an inch all round, so that the whole block as a rule is a
little more than one-quarter inch larger each way than the
picture on it.

A further point in ordering blocks is the ruling of the
screen used in making them. For general work on art
paper or for good qujlitiee of esparto and other calendered
papers the best screen ruling ranges from 133 lo 150 linos
per inch. Almost vithout exception it will be found that
133 lines per inch is quite sufficiently fine. Blocks made
with finer screens are more uifficult'to print, and ther.>
lore in tha end n.ay give a worse result than those iroiii

screens of coarser ruling. For the poorer classes of paper,
such as used for newspapers, screens of greater coarseness
from, say, 100 to 85 lines per inch are used, but thetse will
be nrely wanted by the photographer except for the pur-
poses of advertising in local newspapers, in regard to which
it requires to be said that the reproduction in the best
circumstances is never likely to do anything like justice
to the original photograph.

Half-tone blocks are finished off by photo-engravers :n
various ways. It is the common practice to put a rule or
line round the picture. Most engravers do this without
it heinw' ordered, but we think any half-tone engraving
whi.-h IS supposed to have any claim to pictorial merit
looks much Better without it. If it is not required, the
fact should be separately indicated on the order by the
words " no rule." Another variety of finish is that, of
cutting away the background of a subject on the block so
that the subject appears, when printed, against the white
paper instead of against the half-tone tint or any design of

background which might have been in the original. This
" routing," as it is tesmed, is charged at a somewhat higher
rate per inch, as is also the vignetting of a subject on the
block. A further form of extra work which the engraver
does (and charges for) is " piercing," that is perforating
both the wood and the metal of a multiple block for the
purpose of providing space for the insertion of type.

Before we leave the considerations of half-tones there is

one point which requires to be explained to those who set

any store by the correct tonal reproduction of their

originals. It applies particularly to work in a high key
and to any prints the tones and gradations in which are
delicate. This is the question of "fine etching,' which is

the retouching work which the artists' department of a
photo-engraving shop carries out by covering parte of the
engraved plate with an etch-proof varnish and then giving
the portions which are left uncovered a further etching.

In our opinion, formed from a twenty years' experience in

orderin? half-tone engravings, this fine etching is the bane
01 the half-tone process when a facsimile reproduction o^

tones is concerned. We know too well what tlio fine etcher

can do toward? "improving" the block. His improve-
ments are very often done to remedy defects in the photo-

graphic part of the proceee, that is to say, in the making
of the screen negative from which the engraved plate is

printed, and we nave seen for ourselves the extent to which
the frne etcher will falsify the tones in a reproduction and
even outlines themselves, as, for example, cloud forms in

a sky. But the practice is so firmly established in the

photo-engraviiig trade that there is no prospect of getting

rid of 't, although it has been shown that the half-tone

block IS able to give an almost facsimile reproduction with-

out any fine etching whatever. We make these remarks
for the benefit of photographers having the occasion to

order half-tones which shall reproduce as correctly as

possible the tonal values of the original. In these circum-

stances it is advisable to instruct the engraver to omit fine

etrhin;; altojether. When, as is almost certain to be the

case, he says that he cannot, the reply should be that fine

etching is to b? done to the very minimum extent. Photo-

engraving establishments vary in their ability to give
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facsimile results, ibut a little experience of block-makers
will enable the purchaser to place has custom with one
which depends more largely on the photographic work than
upon the touching-up of the fine etcher. As regards half-

tones, a final word requires to be said, by way of caution,
that the effect shown by the proof supplied by the engi aver
connot be expected to be repeated in as high a quality
wheTi the job is piinted. Allowance must bo made for the
superiority of the etcher's proof over the impression which
the printer of a booklet or circular is liiely to give.

Line blocks are less frequently needed by photographers,
and may be briofly dismissed by saying that proper quality
of the original—that is, solid black lines on white board

—

}
is more important than is that of the original for lialf-
tones. On the other liand, makers of good line -blocks ar»
more difficult to find than those of half-tones. As regards
the economy in making several small line blocks together
the observations already made under half-ton© apply
equally. Apart from such line blocks as a photographer
may use for newspaper advertising, his chief demand for
them is likely to be in the way of composite blocks con-
taining both line and half-tone, for e.vample, the half-tone
reproductions of some photographs interspersed or sur-
rounded with decorative work in line. This is a regular
product of the photo-engraver, and some most effective
work of this kind can be obtained.

NIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY.

[Perhaps no branch of outdoor photography offers so great a degree of attractiveness as that of outdoor scenes under artificial

illumination, particularly to those in large cities where an abundance of subjects of this kind is available. Since the immediatelv
forthcoming season is the best time of year for night photography we take the opportunity of publishing a comprehensi\e practical
article on the subject by an expert in it of long experience, Mr. Robert Dykes, P.E.P.S., formerly senior scientific assistant to the
late Sir John Murray, K.C.B.. F.R.S., and of the North Sea Fishery Investigations. Part of these notes appeared in a manual on
night photography by Mr. Dykes, issued some years ago by Messrs. Dawbarn and Ward, but long out of print. In this
final instalment Mr. Dykes describes a method of introducing night and interior subjects into cinematograph films. Ed. " B.J."]

{Contimied from page riln.)

Methods of Obtaioing Cinematograph Night Effects.

For the benefit of those readers wlio have ndt used, or do not

understand the mechanics of, cinematography a brief outline

of the movements may be an advantage. The cinematograph
is simply a glorified form of snap-shot camera, which takes

single pictures on a continuous ribbon of film, each little

picture being perfect in itself and measuring about one inch

wide by three-quarters of an inch high, so that at all times and
for all subjecfts the height must be accommodated within the

three-quarters of an inch, there being no vertical or horizontal

positions for picture-taJcing as in the ordinary camera. Neither
is there a swing-back, hence the frequent distortions in cine-

matograph pictures through too much use of the tilting-table

and bad camera getting.

Continuous movement of the film past the lens, without a

pause would give a blurred image, similar to the effect obtained
when, in taking ordinary photographs, the camera is moved
during exposure. To overcome this difficulty in the cinemato-
graph camera the film or negative stock is fed intermittently

behind the lens, through a pressure gate, by special gear, which
feeds with a quick, jerky motion. The recognised rate of speed
to obtain almost natural movements of the objects photographed
when projected upon the screen has been found to be on« foot

of film to the second, there being sixteen pictures in each foot

of film. The camera handle is given two complete turns per
second, so that it will be understood that each single picture is

taken at an exposure of about l-4Sth of a second, there being
a corresponding period of time for the shutter to cut off the
light, whilst the intermittent gear brings a fresh portion of

cinematograph filnt into position ready for exposure. The
sector of the shutter may be opened or closed, to increase or
decrease the exposure, but the general exposure is l-46t8i of a
second.

The intermittent motion of the film is obtained by means of
a claw escapement worked by an eccentric movement, the two
claws engaging in the sprocket-holes or perforations on each
side of the film stock, and as the closed portion of the circular
shutter working between the lens and the film cuts off the light
these claws draw the film downwards three-qua inters of an inch,
disengage, and as the open sector of the shutter travels across

the film giving the exposure, the two claws tiavel upward*
three-quarters of an inch, then forwards, and, as the open
sector of the shutter passes out, they engage the sprocket-holes
of the film and bring down another three-quarters of an inch
of unexposed film. By this means a steady, intermittent
movement is kept up, the film running from a magazine holding
rolls of from 50 feet to 400 feet, according to type of camera.
As the film leaves 'the magazine it passes under a jockey roller,
then between rollers and a sprocket-wheel into the gate over
skates or runners, kept gently but firmly in position by springs.
On leaving the gate, the film again passes under a sprocket-
wheel over rollers, under a jockey roller, and irito the take-up
box, which is exactly similar to the magazine and interchange-
able. The gate carries the "mask," a small, highly burnished
plate of gun-metal or steel having a square cut opening about
one inch wide by three-quarters of an inch high. These masks
vary slightly in different cameras, and it is essential that films
made up for projection should always have the same masking.
With these few particulars about cinematograph camera

movements my readers will readily undeistand that certain
subjects are nexit to impossible in cinematography. Some cine-
cameras are specially geared for trick work, etc. A separate
low gear enables the operator to take single pictures per one
tuni of the handle at any desired exposure.

It may be mentioned briefly that variations in speed of
taking are introduced at times for certain purposes. The
regular speed of handle turning to give fairly correct animation
has been found to be about two turns of the handle per second,
which gives the sixteen pictures to the foot. If the handle is

slowed up, moving objects photographed, such as a man walking
at a moderate pace, will appear to move much faster and wiU
do so in more or less spasmodic jumps, the number of single
pictures taken not having been sufficient to deceive the eye and
give the apparent natural gait. If, on the other hand, the
handle is run too quickly too many pictures may be taken to

show the natural gait, and the result is a heaviness of move-
ment or exaggerated slowness very frequently seen in topical
pictures of soldiers on the march, the operator having raced or

kept time to the band. Motw-cars scooting up roads and
hopping round corners is done by slow handle-turning, and ^
high jumps and other rapid movements showing slowness are
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done br high-speed handle-turning on specially geared machines

taking forty pictures and over to the second, and projection on

the screen at the ordinary speed.

When a cinematograph film is projected upon the screen there

•IV as many gaps or periods of blank as there are pictures, but

nnleos we introduce a special means of detecting them the eye

is deoeiTed by what has been termed the persistence of vision, an

optical illusion easily illustrated by watching someone rapidly

whirl a red-hot poker or a lighted torch round his head, when
an apparently continuous circle of light is obaerred. though it

is obrioas that the poker or torch can only be in one spot at a

time. Persistence of vision, or optical continuity, fills up the

g«P-
It is this deception the optic nerve plays upon the brain that

giTca as the impression of continuous movement in the figures or

objects projected npon the cinematograph screen. The effect is

killed by broadening the gap between each picture by means of

a white line space between each separate picture. The film on

projection then becomes a series of " stills," or ordinary lantem-

fllide ^rpe of picture that fail to coalesce, no matter at what
•peed they may be projected, and are therefore without anima-
tion. The brain is more susceptible to white than black, and the

white space between the pictures completely destroys the illu-

sion. It is possible therefore to realiae the fact that there is a

gap between each single cinem«tograph picture of afcoat the

Mae length of time as that occupied by the picture on the

Ktcen. Therefore, when we go to see the pictnies at a cine.

iM>v we see nothing half the time, bui we do not know it—shure.

but 'tis a dirthy thrick that onr liwm play ns.

For picture purpose* the ihorteet length of film that one can
Bse without it simply being a flash, is eight or ten feet, equiva-

lent to 10 X 16, or 160 single pictures. With a shorter length

of film than this the picture would be on and off the screen

without allowing snfBcient time for viewing. This makes it a

matter of iniposaibility to include such acenes as cathedral in-

'•rion and night cffecta .without takii^ then by studio metho<ls

f lighting, i.e., the introduction of are lamps or mercury-

ipour tubes By the ordinary lighting in a cathedral or a

'^reet scene by night, even were we to use the trick handle of

the cinematograph camera and expose one picture per turn at

the required exposure, it would take, a* a general rule, a con-

iderabte kagth of time, with cun.«<<iaent fluctuations of light

and other dilBealtica. Oonaider cin<>matographing Edward the

Confessor's Tomb in Westminster Abbey without panoraming.

It would be a direct still life length of .Aim of twelve feet (12 x

16) or 192 single pictures at an expoenrs of forty minutes per

picture on the film stock (200 H. and D. : lens aperture / 3.6),

er one Kuitdrtd and twtntf-tight kourt' KandU (urntn^. Scenic,

or travel pictarsa, therefore, have been limited to pore outdoor

nbjects. and in making a travel film of a cathedral town an

Operator had to confine bis attention* atrnply to exterior views

of the cathedral or otiier interesting buildinga.

It it impoasible in a picture theatre for the operator to stop

running his film for the purpose of projecting ordinary lantern

tides on tho screen showing interiors. 'Therefore, to make scenic

and travel film* more interesting and complete, the following

method wa* tried by the writer with great racoess, and will

enable an operator to introduce lengths of cinematograph film

atgative of both night effects and cathedral interiors into his

ordinary film negative taken direct with the cinematograph
camera. In the first place, this method is mmply a copying
prows*, and ordinary plate negatives must be taken first. Films

are of no use, a* th«7 will not enlarge satisfactorily without
showing the grain of the celluloid base. The type of negative

selected for conversion into movie* must not contain moving
'•jests, such ae life, smoke, or clouds, unless the subject is of

cie greatest importance and unobtainable by direct cinemato-
' raphic means. The only animation we can introduce into theee

Lr^vrl stills i* a panoramic movement, moving generally from

left to right or up and down as in some cathedral views. If any
form of life were in the negative to be copied it would require
to be on the extreme edge, where one would immediately
panoram off it, otherwise the figure or figures would look like
models in a waxwork show. The beet size of plate to use is from
half-plate upwards or, if using quarter-plates, to enlarge up to
half-plate or larger. A transparency is made either by contact
or enlarging, and this is copied by the cinematograph camera o\
to cinematograph film-negative stock. A half-plate transparency
if panorammed across from left to right of the length of the
plate will yield according to distance of transparency from
cinematograph lens a length of film negative of from eight to
fifteen feet.

The transparency is mounted in a carrier, which may be
geared to move absolutely steadily across the front of the
cinematograph lens from right to left by means of a ratchet
turned by a handle and so threaded that the plate may be moved
sufficiently slowly to allow of the required lengthi of film
negative being taken. This carrier may be very simple in
construction or elaborated into a series of horizontal and vertical
movements controlled by tRe cinematograph camera itself by
suitable gearing. One thing ahtolutely asenfial is perfect
tteadineu of movement. To simplify matters the cinematograph
camera may be panorammed across the transparency by means
of the ordinary panoram gear attached to all cinematograph
tripods.

The cin^ pictures of Stockholm, Sweden, from the Katarina
Hissin, and others, reproduced August 22, were copied in this

way, and are perfectly steady when projected on the screen.

They were copied by means of the slow handle at about four
pictures to the second with a three-inch lens five inches from
plate and stopped down to //ll. The lens tube of a cind camera
is as a general rule of sufficient length to allow of focussing up

closely, but if not it is a simple matter to increase the length by
introducing a short piece of tube. In panoramming with the
cin4 camera the lens movee through a small angle, but as the
lens is of such short focus this angle is inappreciable.

The transparency for copying is lighted by any suitable means
such as daylight, incandescent gas, acetylene, or a small arc

through a condenser sufficiently large to cover the size of trans-

parency to be copied and a ground-glass screen to equalise the

light (see diagram). By this method, providing the handle-
turning is steady, the exposure right, and the light good, a
length of film negative of superior quality may be obtained
that, when joined up in the real cind film, will give just that

suggestion of movement that is required for cinematograph
pictures.

It makes a travel film much more interesting and complete if
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wo can introduce interesting subject matter that may bo of his-

torical value, such as the spot where Thomas k Becket was

assassinated in Canterbury Cathedral, one spot that has made

the old cathedral famous and brought many thousands of

pilgrims from all parts of the world to see.

A year or two before the war the writer introduced some of

his experiments into a film of Winchester, showing the nave,

choir stalls, screen, etc.—three short lengths of novelty—and

increased the interest in the film very considerably. They were

judiciously sandwiched in and did not total more than forty

feet

If we desire to introduce more animation and suggestion of

life into cinematograph pictures by night as in the case of

picture-play work, where it may be desirous to introduce a street

ecene by night it will be necessary to adopt American methods

as carried out at Universal City (a cinematograph town), Los

Angeles, where real street setitings are arranged and lighted by

quartz mercury-vapour lamps. There is another method, but

a very tedious and difficult one that, as far as the writer is

aware, has not been used, though some people claim to have

carried it out, in all probability assisted by mercury vapour

lighting and " spot lights." The idea is to expose

doubly, first, on your characters in the scene against

a dead black background so arranged that when tihe

film is exposed or runs through on the street scene by

night, th« characters in the setting occupy a dark part of

the picture, where no lightt can sliine through them. The
writer carried out a series of experiments some few years ago

with the cin6 camera at night in the West End of London, and

the results were both interesting and very funny. The exposures

made were with the usual film stock (200 H. and D.), and a

lens working at full aperture (//3.5) on the high gear or

ordinary handle turning l-30th to l-40th of a second, and on

the low gear or trick handle at from four pictures a second or

J second exposures to five seconds a picture. The beet result*

were obtained by the longest exposures, but in such scenes as

Piccadilly Circus the results were too funny to be used seriously

owing to the movement. The traffic trafficked and the policeman

on point duty did a week's work in a couple of minutes. 'Buses

were pushing each other up Shaftesbury Avenue, and .flings

were " verra thick." The eSect was much as a Wesl^Ender may
have seen it in pre-war days after having dined too well but

not too wisely. As before explained, this effect was due to not

obtaining the required number of pictures per second to give

the apparent natural movement.

I wiU close these notes on the cinematograph in the hope that

it may be found of use to amateur cinematographers, and that

it may lead to bettering the output of educational and travel

films—a somewhat neglected branch of the industry, but of

great promise in the near future.

RoBEKT Dykes, F.R.P.S.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
» »

I

[PrevlouB articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, hia

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Bitter (Jan. 17).

Backgrounda^(Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture fFeb. 14).

Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21).

About the Reception Room (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).

Business Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).

Plates and Their Work (July 11).

Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head'(JuIy 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)

Leaky Roofs (Sept. 5).

I

BLINDS AND CURTAINS.
Although in previous articles I have touched upon the use of

blinds and curtains for studio portraiture, I have not discussed

the pros and cone of the various methods of light-control in

general use.

Putting aside for the moment portable shading appliances, we
may consider that there are two systems to be considered—roller

blinds of the usual type and festoon curtains. Each of these

eystems has its supporters, and practically the same effects of

lighting can be obtained with either. The main points of

difierenoe are found in the cost of installation and repairs, the

ease of working, and, in a lesser degree, the appearance when
fixed.

Most writers upon studio construction and fitting seem to

favour roller blinds, perhaps because they have been more
familiar with them than with curtains. I confess I do not share
this view, but I am quite willing to state the case for blinds as

fairly as possible. It is usual to have two complete sets of

blinds : one set of dark green or very dark blue and the other
of pure white. The material in each case is good quality " blind

holland." There may be a temptation to use tracing cloth for

the white set, but this should be sternly repelled, as tracing

cloth becomes very brittle with exposure to the light, and tears

and splits in all directions. Good holland does not behave in

this way, and, moreover, can be washed and re-stiffened when
soiled. The edges mu.st be hemmed to give additional strength,

as the pull of the springs is necessarily strong. Below each
roof blind two strong guide wires must be fixed to prevent
sagging. Overlap of five or six inches must be allowed, so that
oblique streaks of light may not fall upon the sitter.

We have now to consider the width of each blind. For a
studio 28 feet in length, and entirely covered with glass, H. P.
Robinson recommends six blinds, each 4 feet 8 indiee wide ; but
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tliu aeeiDfi to me to be too wide, as the raising or lowering of

even one blind of tliis width mar alter the lighting to a greater

extent than is deaired. On the other hand, narrower blinds

mean a greater number of rollers and a complexity of wires and
strings for managing them. Jlodem studios, however, have
usnallv less glass to cover, and I should prefer blinds 42 inches

wide, five of which would be sufficient for a run of about 16 feet,

allowing for overlap. The rollers must be of stout tin with
good springs and ratchets, as the cheap wooden rollers are not
strong enough for this work, and the ratchets are not reliable.

The eords mnst run over brass pullejs fixed at the eaves and be
secured by cleats at a convenient height from the ground.
Naturally the dark blinds will bo fitted with dark cords and the
white blinds with light ones, or endless confusion will result.

The side blinds mnst correspond in width and number with those
of the roof, and their rollers muct be fixed at the bottom of the
windows, the cords passing over pulleys at the eaves and secured
to another set of cleats. This gives twenty strings to look after

in a range of five blind widths.

As long as the blinds continue in good working order there
is no fault to be found with this arrangement ; but as soon as
the springs begin to weaken or the blinds aoquiie a habit of

numing unevenly the trouble begins, and there ie considerable

difficulty in putting matters right. This is nsuslly due to the

common practice of leaving the blinds down when not in use.

If all the strings are released and the blinds allowed to roll up
during the night, the spriogs will retain their resiliency and the

blinds will run more truly, besid«« which the rotting effect of the

tight upon the material will be reduced to the minimum.
The festoon curtain system is equally efficacious in use and

much simpler and cheaper in construction. It calls only for

four wires stretched tightly from end to end of the studio, upon
which the cnrtains run, both dark and light blinds running
upon the same wires. The top wire should be fixed aa near the

ridge as possible and a little beymd the centre beam^ so that no
light can creep over the top of the blind*. If this be not possible

about six ineiies of the glass should be obscured with dark paint

which will serve the same purpow. The length of the curtains

will depend upon the length of the glass to be covered. In most
studio* two rows of cnrtains will be sofficient, so that each will

be half the length of the glan. allowing also for an overlap of

six inches. The third win-, which supports the top of the second

tow of curtains, should not be in the same plane with the other

three, but about five inches lower, so as to allow of the two rows
being moved to and fro without fouling each other. The wirvs

should be of galvamaed iron, which will not corrode like plain

iron or steel, nor perish like bram. Copper is too soft, and will

give under the strsin. The curtain rings should be alout three-

quartcn of an inch in diameter, so that they will alip over the

straining bolts without having to untwist the wire. They should
be sewn about 5 inches apart on to a strong linen tape which is

firmly stitched to the hem of the curtain. Enough black or dark

curtains should be provided to cover the glass entirely, and in

the centre there should be enough white curtains to cover half

the length of the glass.

The side blinds hardly need description, as they are fitted in

two rows exactly as for an ordinary window. The arrangement

and proportion of black and white is the same as for the roof.

Sketches showing the general arrangement will be found in the
" Portrait Studio." The best tool for manipulating the blinds

is a bamboo cane fitted with a large cork ball at the top, This

will give a good hold on the material without risk of tearing.

The size of the studio has an important bearing upon the efiect

of the blinds, a little modification of the latter altering the

lighting to a much greater extent in a small studio than in a

large one. In fact, in a very large and lofty studio it is often

necessary to provide a portable arrangement of curtains which

tan be brought cloee up to the sitter when any decided effect of

lighting is desired. I recall one studio of such immense propor-

tions that the only possible means of controlling the light was to

block out everything but one side window, w^iich was used as a

high side light in the manner of Robinson's "studio of the

future." The studio in question is now one of the past as far

as photography is concerned. The idea of using a portable

curtain ca/rier originated, I believe, with the late Robert

Slingsby, who had to contend with a high-roofed studio. A
convenient arrangement is a frame about six feet wide and seven

feet high fixed upon feet similar to those of a background. On
the top of this frame is fixed another about three feet wide at an

angle of about 35 degrees from the horizontal. On the upright

frame are two rows of curtains of nainsook or nun's veiling

running on wires, while the top frame has one row, similarly

fixed. If desired, the top frame may be hinged and fitted with

a clamping arrangement so that the angle can be varied. With

this simple appliance some charming and distinctive effects of

lighting can be obtained with very much less trouble than with

the ordinary fixed blinds ; in fact, I have worked the day

through without having to touch the large studio blinds at all.

In the case of electric-light work where the ordinary blinds

cannot be used, this screen is invaluable and allows of much

better control than is possible with any other system I have tried.

If it be found necessary, it is, of course, possible to add dark

blinds by hooking them on to the wires.

In very small studios where there would be no room for this

screen, the sitter is nearer the light, and control is easily

obtained by the blinds. I recommend in addition an ordinary

circular head screen, which should be covered with thin muslin.

The lawn usually fitted is rather too thin, while calico or tracing

cloth is too thick. If a second head screen can be provided it

should be covered with a thin black gauze, whicli reduces the

light without diffusing it. This wiU be found very useful for

reducing the light on white drapery or for casting a slight

ihadow on the lower part of a figure.

Pbacticds.

A PLEA FOR THE OZOBROME PROCESS.

[Tbebwm ol carbon prinUng repretenied by the Osobromc procen U unfortunately one of those methods which, though simple and

espeditioos in ptaetke, atmrnes a forbidding complexity when described in print. A contributor, Mr. W. H. Moffitt, to the " Australasian

Photo Review." hss made a courageous attempt, not perhaps entiralr suocessfuUy, to present the working insltuctions of the process in a

form corrwponding with the facility with which they can be carried out. Inasmuch is Ozobrome is pro-eminontly a variety of carbon

printing which scores perticolarlv over iU prototype during the winter months, Mr. Moffitt's notes msy perhaps te read with interest by

those to whom the proceis has hitherto been an unexplored field.—EDS. " B. J."]

U is fsmarkable that a process so fssdnating and foil of artistic

possibilities as the Osobromc Process should need any advocate;

yet, so far as I am swsre. there are very few people hers (Aoitralia)

workiag at it. I hope thi* article «iU induce more to adopt the

procsss.

Now I quits sdmit that Osobrome can scarcely be called a be-

ginner's medium : (1) In the first place, it calls for a good bromide

(or gaslight} print, and it is astonishing what a number of photo-

graphers there are who find difficulty in producing a redly good

bromide print, and the still greater number who slur over the

finishing sUges, viz., fixing and washing. By a good bromide

print I mean one of a good pictorial subject, and properly
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exposed, developed, fixed, hardened,* and washed. (2) In the

next place, it call* for exactness, care, and thoroughness in mani-

ynlation, qualities not conspicuous in most beginners' work. (3)

Lastly, it is hardly worth the time involved to make an Ozobrome of

a print containing as little evidence of artistic perception and

selection as the printe of the average beginner.

But Ozobrome is not di/jicult (I emphasise this), and anyone

who wants to make a picture in a medium offering all the advan-

tages of carbon—permanence, variety of colour and surface,

superior gradation, richness of shadow, and control (the last-

mentioned to a greater degree than carbon)—^anj the following

important additional advantages :

—

(a) Independence of light, and the consequent abolition of

daylight printing, actinometer, and printing frame.

(b) Suitability of any negative that will give a good print on

bromide or gaslight paper, i.e., practically any printable negative.

(c) Enlarged pigment prints without enlarged negatives

;

Anyone who can make a good bromide or gaslight print as above

defined will find in Ozobrome not only a process

that yields most beautiful results, considerably superior

in many instances to the bromide prints from which
they are made, but also one that from beginning to end is most
fascinating in all its details. (I have often spent from 7 p.m.
till midnight making Ozobromes, and scarcely noticed the flight

of time.) Only simple apparatus is required ; Ozobrome is not
expensive.

The following are formulsB found satisfactory for the pigmenting
(bleaching) and acid baths :

—

A. Pigmenting and Bleaching Solution :

Potassium ferricyanide 30 grs.

Sodium (or potassium) bichromate 10 grs.

Potassium bromide 10 grs.

Water 5 ozs.

B. Acid Bath :

Citric acid 15 grs.

Oxalic acid 22 grs.

Chrome alum 20 grs.

Water 30 ozs.

Both formulje can be made up to three or four times the working
strength, and in larger quantities for stock solutions. Even at
working strength they keep indefinitely, and the used solutions for
at least a week.

The followong description of the modus operandi will, it is

hoped, give a. clear idea of the process, but the reader will bear
in mind that description is necessarily more cumbersome t-lian

demonstrat<ix>n, and will not take fright at what, admittedly seevis
somewhat complex.

There are two methods of procedure, the transfer and non-
transfer; I will describe the non-transfer first.

Arrange four dishes in a row on a table

—

Water. Water. Acid Batb. Pigmanting and
Bleaching Solution

FiH (1) and (2) with waAer, (3) with sufficient acid bath, (4) with
BuflScient pigmenting and bleaching soliition. Dish (2) should be
much larger than the print to be made.

_

Have a watch recording seconds handy. Put the dry bromide
in disn (1), the carbon tissue (which for the non-transfer method
should be a little smaller than the bromide print to prevent frill-
ing) in dish (4). Leave the tissue till it is quite limp, then lift

rt by the comer and drain for about 15 to 20 seconds, according
to the result desired. (See below.) Drain for 10 to 15 seconds, and

tr.n.^.'/mrthf.i'' Tk"!*^ '"'' '.'"^ non-trans(er method, and adi;mble for th"e

^rnXT. fr m'. f
''* bes' acid fixing and hardening bath I have used for all

Si il M foUowsT-1^
formula I found m the original Ozobrome book of instructions.

A-Hjpo lib. w,t3, ^g,jP-Potasamm metabisulphito .. 1 02. Wat.r 20 ozs.0-Chrom« alum 1 oz. Water 20 ozs.
For UB«, 2 parts A, 1 part B, 1 part C.

pass into dish (2), face downwamk; draw the tissue gently across

the surface for about double ilt« own length, still face downwards;

lift it out and slide it again under the water face upwards.

(Be very careful if you want uniform results to do this drawing

and sliding process in the same way every time, as this regulates

tlie quantity of solution and acid bath left in the tissue to work

on the bromide print and set up tne chemical action which renders

thfl tissue more or less insoluble in proportion to the gradation of

tWe bromide print. If too much is washed off, the bromide will

no/t bleach thoroughly and detail will be lost, whilst the resulting

pigment print will be hareh and greatly intensified, but with loes

of detail in the shadows. If a surplus is loft in the tissue the

resulting prinit will be lacking in deptn and the high lights will be

veiled. Any intentional modification of contrast should be done

by a longer or ehortor immersion in the acid bath—20 seconds for

normal, 10 for contrast, 30 for flatness. Very broad effects can

be obtained by pvinting the bromide rajther lightly and giving the

jJaster 5 to 10 seconds' immersion.)

At once lift the bromide print from dish (1) and slide it face

downwards under the water in dish (2), bring into contact with

the tissue, which is face up, under the water. Lift tnem out cling-

ing togetiier, lay on a sheet of glass, and squeegee ligntly but

firmly into contact. Leave for 20 minutes to an hour. (During

this interval several other bromides can become acquainted with

treated tissues in a similar manner.)

Now get a 'oasiji of holt water, as hot as cam comfortably be

borne. Have a kettle boiling to keep lip the temperature for the

ouoceeding prints. Put the plaster and adhering promide print into

the hot water, wait a few seconds until tne soluble tissue begins

to ooze out at the edges, then Strip off with a gentle unbroken pull

the tissue backing and throw it away. Gently dash the hot water

over the bromide print, which now supports the insoluble pigmented

image (the bromide image being bIe<T«hed out as in the ordinary

operation preliminary to sulphide toning). The soluble pigmented

gelatine soon washes away leaving the insoluble gelatine image

super-imposed upon a bleached silver print. Rinse in cold water

for a second or two, and Hang up to dry. When dry, fix out the

bleached silver image with ordinairy strength hypo, wash and

dry.

If desired tlie bleached image may be redeveloped wJhoUy or

in part with any ordinary developer, or may be sulphide toned,

considerable coretrol being possible in this way. Control is also

possible while if.ie hot water development is in progress, as in the

case of ordinary carbon work, by applying hotter water locally,

or by rubbing parts with the bail of the forefinger. Tce gelatine

image is very ttough as a rule, unless a longer than normal im-

mersion in the acid bath has been given, or a surplus of acid bath

remains owini' to insufficient rinsing before bringing the tissue

into contact with the bromide print, in either of which cases it

is more readUy injured. Nonnally it is much tougf.ier than in

the case of tlie ordinary carbon method, and in the shadows will

stand quite a violent rubbing without injury ; a little experience

will soon show how much. The half-tones and high lights are more
delicate owing to tie thinness of the gelaitine.)

The Transfer Method.

This is greatly to be preferred (unless it is desired to avail one's

self of the method of control referred to above by redevelopment

of the bleached image), and for these reasons :

—

The resulting picture is composed of pigmental gelatine only

;

Any surface may be used to sujpport it;

The original bromide is available for further use;

It is no more troublesome, as although anotlier squeegeeing is in-

volved, there is no fixing and washing required. (Either method
gives a non-reversed picture.)

The procedure is precisely tlie same as in the non-transfer method
down to squeegeeing the bromide and treated tissue, but at the end
of the specified time (20 minutes or upwards), put the adhering

bromide and tissue into cold water, and separate them. This is

perfectly simple, and you then hold in one hand the bleached bro-

mide and in the other the plaster, which looks just the same as

before contact with the bromide, but is in reality insoluble wherever
the chemical action has taken place. Drop the bromide into

another di«h of water, and forget aibout it pro tern.
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Take the plaater ; mm the whole <ub«lntaai of gelatine U unacted

qpoo tad tlMrefore folable, it ia clear tliai if the plaa(«r were placed

ia bo( water the aolMtiatiiin woald diaaolTe and tlie inaoloble image

cmofiU up and float away. (It would ia any oaae be reversed.)

We mnat therefoce get the soluble subctimtian oppennodt before

danreloping, and to do this we use a transfer paptr.

Thia ia aiMply good qnality paper coated with insoluble gelatine.

Antotype aingle tianafer papers uo ideal, and are made in all ose-

M Muiaoea, but are unobtainable locally at present, largely, I am
afraid, owing t« the shocking negleot of carbon printing by Austra-

lian amateurs. Until ;t becomea available a perfeot substitute can

be made by fixing oat and hardening, and warfiing ordinary bro-

mide paper, using th« fixing and hardening bath recommended
abova. Auatfai Pearl bromsde papeta are made in many fine sur-

fboso, all qust* suitable. Treat a few pieces in this way after mak-
ing yoor nexi batch of bromide prints, and put them aside for

—haanQMit use aa tnmsfer papers, flha traaafer paper should be

ai%bUy larger than Um tisaoe to preveot friliing.) Take the plaster

than and bring idio roitUct under the eoid water with a piece of

tranafar paper, aa soon aa the tranalM' paper haa beoooie limp.

Left oat and aqueegee firmly into contact, aaing moderate preasure.

(I much prefer a roller aqoaagee for thia boainsaa, bat am quite

aware that in this prafsraooa I am nnorthodos. Quite a anall squee-

gee will do lor the largMt work, sboot 5 ins.) Place the adhering

papen betwoao blotting abaeta under a moderate weight for 10

manolaa to an hoar. (During this interral y«>a oaa aeparate several

athar faroaidaa and plaaieta, and squeegaa tlia plaotara to the trans-

it papeia, pladiv than ondar the aama wai^t oaa on top of the

athor, sspwaiad only by bk>ttii« shaeto.)

Now piaca plaster (or tiasna—I have nsed the words synon>-moasIy

throogitoat) ia hot watar, and proceed aa in the non-transfer

method, vis., atrip the plaatcr backing and darelop, rinse and harig

op to dry. Wkem dry Ik* priiU it finithtd.

Yra may now torn to tlta bleached broaudoa : rtnae and redevelop

thma ia amidol (prefeiahly) or any otiiar noa-atainiag developer,

wadb ior a few minotea, dry, and they will ba ready for producing
a furtltcr batch of OtBirMBaa,

If thia ilaaBiiplsou of tha ptoeedure ba thoroaghly graapod it will

ba rsal iaiJ that there is nothing from bogioniag to and calling for

special skilL To assist tha reader to obtain a dear mental view of

the pioccm, the ktomiag outline of tha diltarmt alagaa may be of

Outline of the Non>lranafer Method.
1. MatrriaU.—Umatd* pniU, piece of tiaaua (slightly smaller),

foor diahea (oee very laija), aqoaagee, pioow of blotting paper, two
piaoaa of plata-glaas (o«m for aqua^jeaing npoo, tha other to act as a
weight), pigmaottag aolntion and acid bath, and hot water. (The
water can ba healed while the print ind plaatar are in contact.)

2. Poor cold water into two dishes (iaeladiag tha large one), acid

bath ia anotitar, and pigmenting aolntsM ia Iha loorth.

3. Immiraa farooiide ia watar; pkatar ia pipBsnting bath till

limp; drain 15 sacoada, iouaana in acid bath 10 to 30 aaeonds,

drain 15 seconds; bring into contact wiih bromide under water
<iakiag oara to loUow apccifiad procadaia), aqaaagee into contact

(all this oaa be doaa ia loor or five mioatoa aaaily) ; leave for 20
miantsa to aa boor, aad treat aome mora printa and plasters in the

iBUrval.

4. Separata in hot water, develop, rinse, and dry.

5. Fix and waA (a week after if you like).

Outline of Tranafer Method.

1. Materiab aa under (1) above (but tiaaoa alightly larger than

print), and tnoafer paper (slightly larger than the tissue), and de-

veloper for Wsached bromides (which need not be made up till all

other operatioos are complrted).

2. As aadar (2) abava.

3. Aa oadar (3) above.

4. Separata in eUd water, aqoeegee tissaa on to tranafer paper

;

tears 10 minutos to one boor; separata aad aqaaagae some more
papers in tha oitarral.

5. Develop ia hot water, rinse, and dry.

6. Daraler bnoiide prinU.

Some Concluding Notes.

&x to more Ozobromes by the transfer method, nine to a doEen

by the non-tranafer method, represent a fair evening's work—aay

three hours. And they will seem little longer than three minutes,

so engrossing and fascinating is the process.

Fnlling is almost aiways due to using plaster or transfer paper

respectively smaller than jN'tot and plaster in the transfer method;

and to using a plaster larger than the bromide in the non-tranefer.

Blisters are rare—they may be caused by ^liashing very hot water

from a height during development, or by leaving the pladt«r for an

eiccessive time in the acid bath.

A correspondent of the " Amart«ar Fhotogr^iher and Photo-

graphy " aays :
" .\fter amuoing myself with phortografkby for the

laot sixty years, I have taken up carbon work, with which I have

been very successful. / wish I had tried it before." Reader, don't

you wait sixty years—take it up now in the form of Ozobrome, and

oee if you don't thank me for the advice when you have acquired

facility in the working of the process : three or four evenings shoold

ensure this.

W. H. MoFriTT.

PH0T0GR.\PH1C MEASUREMENT OF THE INTENSITY OF
SPECTRUM LINES.

Ix the coarse of a lecture at the Royal Institniioa on " Energy

Distribatioa* in Spectra," Profeosor J. W. Nicholson, F.R.a,

deacribad a mothod worked out by Dr. Merton and himself for tha

mnaawrwntnt of the int«nsity of q>ecirum lines on a comparative

photographic basis by which inequalities of plate-sensitiveness in

different parte of the spectrum are eliminated. While it is not

pcMsible to follow Professor Nicholaoa preciaeiy in his reference

to tha want of relatiotMhip between Uie density of a photographic

image and the time and intensity of ligfat producing it, his descrip-

tion of the method deserves to be quoted from "Nature" of

August 21 last, where the lecture is printed st length, and to which

the reader must be referred for an aooounl of the inveotigationa

and ctndiuiona followed from data obtained in this way.

Profwaor Nicholson writes:—The intensities of spectrnm lines

have usually been recorded on an arbitrary scale, ranging between

10 sad x««t>, the nuntbers aaaigned being at the discretion of tha

obaerver, and varjing so greatly among different observers aa fre-

queoUy to be of little value lor exact knowledge. They depend

also very much on the nature of the obaervation, whether viaoal or

photographic, aad in the IsUer case on the region of the spectrum

U> whi<A the line bdongs. ihe sensitivity of a photographic plate

varisa with the wave-length of the liglbt in a cunoos manner, and

apparenUy an irregular one not following any simple law. Tha

siSMitiTJtT of the eye is also different for different colours. When

tha lioe m outside the visible ^Mctnun, io the infra-red or dark

beat region, measarementa of intenaity can be made with aome

aoeaiacy by a thermopile or a bokimeter. But they are needed

mat« urgently in the visible region at present, n;t only for the

inform^ioa they will afford regarding the nature of the atom, but

also (or application to other prcMama. Ihe subject is very im-

portant, for instance, in the inteiprHaiion of celeatial spectra, and

more particularly those spectra of great complexity and variability

which are amooiated with the birth of new stars, from which most

of our knowledge regarding aodi ataia must be oooatrocted.

PrevioM knowledge of changee in spectral inteoaity under vary-

ing wwnar-" vras of neceaaity limited to the great changes.

Tbooe changes, which are of especial value in connections such aa I

Iwve aMntiooed, are liable to be of a less conspicuous type, not

readily capable of detection by the ordinary photographic or the

visual method, aad, if detected, not capable of accurate meaeore-

ment.

In adopting any photographic method for quantitative work wa

must remember that not only doea tha aenaitivity of the plate vary

with the wave-length, but also that thens is no very definite rela-

trioa between the density of a photographic image and either the

inteiMity of the lif^iA or tha time of exposure. If we halve the

former and doable the latter, we do not get the oame density of the

image, but another which depends on the particular plate used.

The grain of a plate also scatters light, and the actual size of the
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image thus depends on the exposure and tilie intensity of the light.

We were early compelled to conclude that accurate measurements

of intensity by a photographic method involve the necessity of an

equal exposure on the same plate for all the sources of light to be

compared, and the method to be described satisfies thb necessity.

The spectrograph for producing and photographing the lines of

a spectrum ie set up in the usual way, which requires no descrip-

tion. A wedge of neutral-tinted glass, cemented to another of

clear glass so as to form a plane parallel plaite, is mounted in front

of the slit. The image of the slit formed by light of any wave-

length is thus attenuated towards the part of the slit opposite the

thick end of the wedge, where the absorption of light is greatest,

and the image ceases to be strong enough to affect the plate beyond

a certain specific height, which depends on the original intensity,

i:i the beam from the source, of this particular wa.ve-length.

The photograph thus consists not oif the usual spectrum with all

lines or slit-images of the same lengtli, but of a spectrum in which
all the lines are out down to specific heights depending on the

original intensities, and thus it gives a simultaneous record of all

the intensities in the spectrum at any one instant. AH spectrum
linos have a breadth, due to the Doppler effect of the aitomic

motions in the kinetic theory, and to other agencies. The shape
of one of the truncated lines depends on the original law of in-

tensity across the line, and they may be wedge-sliaped, or bounded
by a more or less rounded curve, from the nature of which, if the
boundary can be shaj^jly defined, we can deduce mathematically
the law of intensity across the original line. Sharp changes of

intensity, such aa occur when the line has several close components
overlapping one another, are detected as peaks or kinks in this

bounding curve. The original photognaph can be enlarged with
considerable magnifying power, and if the bounding curve on this

enlargement is sharply defined, we can obtain its mathematical
shape very accurately, and deduce an estimate of the intensity in

any part of ,the line with a great degree of precision. We have
been able to show tliat in most of our c^tperiments such accuracy
as 1 part in 100 has. been reached, and it could readily be increased,
if desired, by the use of gi-eater magnification of the original

photograph.

The determination of tiie exact boundary of a patch of dark
on a white ground is a matter in which "personal equation" is

important. We overcame this difficulty by enlarging positives,

prepared from the negatives, on to bromide paper through a ruled
"process" screen. The resulting photogra/ph consists in this way
of an assemblage of very minute dots, fading away towards the
boundary into invisibility. It is a simple matter to prick out the
last dots visible all round the contour, and in this way personal
equation can apparently be entirely eliminated. We adopted usually
about 100 dots to the inch on. the final photograph. If comparisons
of different lines with ome another are required, only the central

he.ghts of the figui-es are necessary, aiid the topmost dot can be
seen at once.

PARA-AMINO-CARVACROL—A NEW DEVELOPER.
[.\ oommumiioation Irom the Colour Laboratory of the United States

Bureau of Chemistry describes the preparation of a new photo-
graphic developer having a constitution indicated by the above
name. The new developer is a derivative of cymene, and its

preparation has been worked out in view of the possibility of

abundant sources of carvacrol prepared from cymene. We are

indebted to the United States Bureau of Chemistry for this com-
munication, which had previously been published in the " Journal
of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry," May, 1919.

—

Eds.
"B.J."]
For some time this laboratory has been engaged in a study of

cymene and its derivatives', with the idea not only of preparing new
deiivatives of cymene, but also impravfmg the methods of pre-

paration of those already knowq and the development of their

possible commercial application.

Two of the more extensively used photographic developers are

y-amiivophenol and quinol (hydroquinone). Similar substances can

be prepared from cymene, and are described in the literature, but

(h '* Para Cymene. I—Nitration, Mononitrooymene,'*
and Eoginearing Chemistry," 10 (1918), 453.

their commercial applications in photograiphy have apparently

not been investigated. Both p-amino-carvacrol and thymoquinol

can be obtained from car\-acrol. The preparation of p-amino-

carvacrol is relatively simple, and a fairly good yield is seamed.

The patent recently granted to McKee' on the preparation of

carvacrol from cymene seems to make possible the development of

an abundant source of supply of this phenol, which hitherto was

prepared only in small amounts.

The process of McKee' involves the snlphonation of cymene i

a subsequent alkaline fusion of the sulphonic acid. The prepara-

tion of a phenol on a small laboratory scale by such a method is

usually not very satisfactory because of the poor yield from th-e

alkaline fusion. The writer has found that a yield of 85 to 90

per cent, of carvacrol can be obtained by diazotising aminocymene,

dropping the cold diazo solution into dilute sulphuric acid and!

simultaneously steam-distilling. This is a very satisfactory labora-

tory method for the preparation of carvacrol. The 2-aminocymen»

can be obtained in good yields by a method described in the first

paper on p-cymene.

J)-AMINOCARVACK(H..

Tests of this compound showed it to Ibe a very promising photo-

graphic developer.* Comparisons of raonomethyl p-aminophenol

(commercially known as metol), p-aminophenol, and p-aminocresol

with p-aminocarvacrol were so favourable to the last-named as to

warrant a detailed investigation of its properties. The preliminary

results indicate that 2'-aminooarva<crol is more satisfactory than

p-arainophenol, but not quite so good as p-aminocresol or " metol,"

so far as lasting quality of the Ihath is ooncerned, but equally good

with respect to q-uiality of tones seouired in the fiiiiahed prints.

METHOD OF PEEPAHATION—p-AMINOCAnVACROL,

CH3
I

-OH,

I

CsHj

was prepared by reducing p-nitrosocarvacrol by means of ammo>
nium sulphide. For the laboratory prepartion of p-nitrosocarvacrol'

the method of Klages' is quite satisfactory. The following descrip-

tion is essentially the procedure of Klages, with slight modifica-

tions.

Ten grams of carvacrol are dissolved in 40 g. of alcohol, satu-

rated with hydrochloric acid gas at 0°. To the cooled solution add-

an aqueous solution of 5 g. of sodium nitrite in 10 cc. of water.

Before addition, the nitrite solution is diluted with an equal-

volume of alcohol. In a few minutes the solution becomes a pasty

mass. This is diluted with water, filtered and washed. The crude

nitrosocarvacrol thus obtained is not further purified but used in

this form.

Reduction.—The crude initToso:airvacrol is dissolved in about' 10

times its weight of 10 per cent, ammonia and filtered from the

tar. A rapid stream of hydrogen suliphide is passed into the

ammoniacal solution and the aminocarvacrol is precipitated as

practically colourless leaves. The solution is then cooled and

filtered, the precipitate dried vvith suction, washed with cold

water, and dried in a vacuum desiccator over sulphuric acid. In

case it is necessary, the aminocarvacrol can be recrystallised by

boiling with hot water to which animal charcoal has been added,

filtering and cooling the solution.

To prepare the hydrochloride, which is much more soluble in

water than the free base, the aminocarvacrol is suspended in a

small amount of water and about the theoretical amount of hydro-

chloric acid added. The solution is heated and filtered while hot.

1

' Journal of Indastrial

m U.S. Patent 1,265,800, May 14, 1918.

(») "Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry," 10 (1918). 982.

(«) Tests wore made by H. A. Piper, of the Science and Research Department
Bureau of Aircraft Production, since the photographic research ot Ibat orgamsa.

|
tion was handled in this laboratory.

(5) " Biechter," 32 (1889), 1518.
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To the hot solution concentrated hydrochloric acid ii added unii

a precipiUte begin* to form. When the crystalliaation is com-
pleted by cooling the solution, the hydrochloride is removed by
filtration and dried in vacuo at 75°.

From 10 g. of oorvacrol about 5 g. of ajiiiiioear\'scrol in quite a
pore condition were osnally obtained.

UK,

Thymoqainol,

H0-'

k—OH, was p'epttred by

I

C,H,

anlpiMiaaiuig carvacrol and oxidising the aolphonic acid by means
of poUaaium bichromate. The quinone thus produced was reduced
by mean* of sulphur dioxide. The yields wara very poor, and
inca this compound, from preliminary determination, shows no
advantage over ordinary quinol, work along this line was not
farther proeeeuted .

^Aminothymol was also prepared, bat tllis base did not seem
to be so satisfactory a developer as the eomapondiog carvacrol
derivative One disadvntage is the relatively low solubility of the
free base in water.

SCMMABT.

;>-AjninocarvMat>l ia • very aat ietactory ylioteyaphie developer,
and iU prvpai^tion and use for sach a pnrpoae would furnish a
means of using a portion of the large amount of /icymene which
ia not being utilised at prcaent.

HiaaKBT A. Lpm.

€xMbltlon$.

PHOTOORAFSS BY MR. WARD MLIR.

Tn eshibitson of "aUmigU" photogmplM by Mr. Ward Mnir
wfaieh is being held at the Loodoa Camera Club during the prwent
noolh ia. so to say, a kind of miasioo, though Mr. Ward Muir
««* i»ther than daAaea hia point of viow. Hia text, aocoHing
to the catalacna, ie " Photography deals with IgcU. Point your

•t • beantilal Jact and you get a beautiful photogiaph."
to thSa dietvm it is stated that the y\«Aoij*ph» are

an dirset prinU or enlnrgemenU fma uBietomhsd na«Biiv(e. The
eevsnty exhihjto ahoir * variety of Ireataeot ud diect which wiU
castaialy ba welcwed bjr those, like oaiaalvas, who have loog coti-

taoded that photography loaaa much o4 ita intriiaic quality as an
artialic aediam whea M mlHea ilaelf with ne»photagraphic methods
Ns>v<hsleM. we wnnt help feeling thai wfthont goii^ to the
srtr—se which hav* baaa adopted by aany pictonal worliara, a
cepable critie and aalf-critie m Mr. Ward Mmr m would have pro-
dded from thsaa mma neiatives an exhibstion which ariiaticallv

woold have heaa mora Mtirfyiag had he not elected to follow rigidly

the path of "atraacfat photography." In eaehowing "control" of
any kind whatever we tUak Mr. Ward Mair tea oaly shown that
he hae leat aomatUng by doing so. While naing each roeam as
may lamiinatly be mid to be photogmphically legitimate, he would
have i iprmiiil hie test in hie photographa no lem loiciUy, for as
we ialaipr** the diatom which we have qaetad he ia seeking to
grt phctogmphen to ssaliae that if they can eee a bcaot-ful faot,

mora than half the hattle in the making of a photogmph with
aome daim to aitiatic quality has been won. Not all of it, how-
•eer, aa we thiiik; and the exhsbition ia alao incidentally a de-
monatratioo of that. But whatever one may think of theae con-
aidentiooa the coflectioo ie one which ia boand to be of the very
y*i* inteiert to the asnatsiii photographer who nraat soraly envy
Mr. Want Muir both hia gift of peroriving linm and pattern in
hndacape, and even in the surroundings of manofaetariee, and his
acocsapHahed technique in reoderin*; delieat* aBeets ol tone and
lighting. The eahihitioo ia open daily aaoei« fijtandaya from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m. at the Caaaem Odb, 17, Mm Street, Addphi, Lon
400. W.C.

*^

Patent mm.
^^

Prottu paUmtt—applications and $peeifications—are trtated in
Photo-Mechanical Nolea."

Applications, .\ugust 17 to 30.

SK.F PoRTaArmM.-Xo. 20,340. Self-photographic attachment for
hand cameras. E. J. Davis and S. Dronsfield.

Film Spools.-No. 20,519. Photographic roll-film spooU. M. NielL
C'iNKii»T0ORAPHT.-No. 20,640. Cinematograph apparatus. H. H.
and S. H. Moon.

-tBC Lamps.-No. 21,037. Are lamps for photography. B. J. Hall.

CiNKMATOaBAPHT.-Noe. 20,997 and 21,396. Cinematograph appara-
tus. Ban- and Stroud and J. W. French.

Cimui.»TooiiAPHT.-No. 20,99a Operating film in cinematograph
apparatus. Ban- and Stroud and J. W. French.

CiNKMATooRAPHr.-No. 20.899. Apparatus for photographing or
projecting movmg pictuies. C. end H. C. Beck.

OiltMiATOORAPHT.—No. 21,133. Cinematographs. H. Grimahaw.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Th4M tptcifieations art oblainabU, price 6d. each, post free, from

Iks PaUnt Offiet, SS, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
LomtUm, W.C.

Tht dot* •» 6rec;M<j t« that of applicatUm tn Oiii country ; or
mbroad, in the ease of vatenU granUd tinder the International
ComenMon.

AiauL STEMBoacopic Photocbapht.—No. 128,022 (June 26, 1918).
According to the invention, the camera is provided with a blind
ci>rresponding to thst of the ordinary focal plane shutter, but
having in place of tl>e usual elit or a(>erture wjixh extends
pigta acrow tiie plate two dita, one exten^g from near the
edge of the plate to a point approximately at the centre thereof,
and the other of a similar length but extending from the centre
to neap the cUier edge of the plate. These two slits are
separated fn)ra each other by a lengtli of the blind suflidant,
according to the speed of the spring roller which causes the
travel of the blind, to provide the necessary time interval
between the one exposure and the other.

If necessary, any .suitable stop mechanism may be provided
to cause the Kind U> pauee io ita travel relatively to the plate
betwean the expoaure caused by oob alit and that brought about
by the other.

Any well-known mechanism may be used for determining and
regulating the time interval between the exposures, and such
mechanism may be made dependent upon the speed of the aero-
plane if desired.

In some caaea it may be poaa6(de U> make the interval between
the two exposures depend simply upon the length of the blind
separating the two slits, but usually it is more convenient to
employ some form of panse or stop mechanism in connection
with the b'jnd roller.^Douglas Arthur EngliA, Captain, Royal
Air Kos>ce, Instructional Oflicer, School of Photography, Sooth
Farnboroo^h, Hamjashire.

Cambbas wrrH Mechanical Piate-Chanoino.—No. 128,662
(August 29, 1917).—The invention relates to magazine plate-hold-

ing and plate-changing apparatus having magazines for the un-

expoeed platen and for the exposed plates, and a sliding frame
by which the plates are transferred from one magazine to the
other, as described in Patent 11,651, 1915. A clock-work, spring,

or other motor is provided so that, on release of the shutter, or
on starting the motor, exposure ia effected, the plate ia tmns-
ferred, and the shutter is re-aet.

As shown in fig. 1, a spring motor, B, is connected through a

train of wheels with a wheel, 6, which is linked to and rock« a

quadrant, D, engaging a compound pinion, a', a*, in gear with a
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Correspondence*—«

—

•,• Corr*spo»dents should never virite on both tides of the paper. Nc

notiee is taken of communications unless the names and addresses

of the writers are given.

••.• We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by

our correspondents.

LIGHT FOB RETOUCHING.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The arrangement for modifying the light for retouch-

ting, explained in the " B.J." of August 29, seems very elaborate,

-and rather unnecessary. In the daya when I did a good deal of

•retotiching I found it best to avoid any arrangement which allowed

-any light, however diffused, to fall directly on the negative, as it

was always very trying to the eyes, and I maintain that retouching

ought not to produce eye-strain if the negative is properly illu-

ininated. I have often retouched till long past midnight without

^getting my eyes tired. The arrangement I have always used,

whether the source of ligljt was paraffin lamp, incandescent gas,

electric or daylight, allowed no ligiht to fall directly on the nega-

tive, but was all sent upward through the negative by reflection

from a sheet of white paper, or if the negative was extremely dense

<i piece of matt sheet alumininm was used instead.

Eye-strain in retouching is caused by trying to see every stroke

•made hy the pencil. I believe it may be almost entirely avoided

Tjy working at such a di-.tance that each touch is not seen but

-only the general effect, working just as an artist does when he

" stipples " in water-oolour or miniature painting.

Many retouching desks are not sufficiently upright; the slope

of the desk should not be less than 60 degs. This will be found

•more restful and healthy, and will not cause the worker to stoop.

This was the angle of the desks used by the mediaeval writers, who

>Bpent their lives writing at a time when writing was a fine art. I

often wonder that men who spend their days "pen pushing" do

not use a desk with a steep slope ; they would get far less indiges-

tion and have straighter backs.—Yours faithfully,

Retotjcher.

EYE-GLASS FOCUSSING MAGNIFIERS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Some time ago in "Ex Cathedra" some hints were

•given about a magnifying glass for focussing, and it was suggested

that it should be attached to the camera. It reminds me of a

-friend of mine, a process-worker, who always had his magnifier

tied to his working coat with a piece of string ; but that arrange-

-ment would scarcely suit the portrait operator, whose appearance

-should be fairly respectable. A far better arrangement than the

•usual eye-piece, which can be used with only one eye, and also

needs a hand to hold it, is a pair of eye-glasses fitted with magnify-

ing lenses to fit the wearer's sight ; they will be fo-and extremely

useful for many purposes. But only the lower half should magnify
;

the tipper half of the rims should be filled with lenses to suit the

wearer's ordinaiy sight, so that he may see the sitter or object to

"be photographed through the upper half of the frame, and look

through the lower half at the image on the focussing screen.

The arrangement is known as a Franklin lens, and can be supplied

by most opticians, and the people who need a magnifier for focus-

sing usually need spectacles or eye-glasses for reading, and will

find no difficulty in using a pair of extra strong ones for focussing,

and they will be found far better for the work than a single

glass, which has to be held in the hand and moved here and there

over the focussing screen. Of course, such glasses should be worn

only when focussing or examining any object where a magnifier is

necessary. They should, of course, be carried in the pocket when
not in use, and not left lying about.

It is best to get the optician who supjilies these very strong
glasses to test each eye separately, as probably no living person
possesses a pair of eyes of equal focus, like a stereoscope.

The optician must be shown how much magnification is necessary,
as, of course, the amount varies with every individual, and it will

be found that every year or two more powerful lenses become
necessary. But some people are so vain of their youthful looks
that they will go on straining their eyes for years rather than
admit that they need " glassts." Notning could be greater folly

for a photographer, whose living depends largely on his eye-sight.

These Franklin lenses are very useful for ordinary purposes, and
will save carrying two pairs of spectacles and having to change
from one to the other when a different focus is wanted.—Yours
faithfully,

Bl-FOCAL.

THE EYE-LEVEL REFLEX.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Poor much-criticised reflex, most beloved of my
possessions, why must you always be condemned for waist-level use ?

Never since purchasing have I used you at waist level. At scale
focussing I am lost, being poor at judging distance, but that is one
of the things which never trouble me now I can always use my reflex
at any time. The enclosed photograph shows the machine open
ready for use. I always focus up to the moment of exposure; then,
looking down into the mirror with an half-glance along the top of
the camera at my subject, I firmly press the hood against my fore-
head, pressing my elbows firmly into my sides, making my exposure.
No use for Yankee periscope here : thio can always be used at eye
level. I am much surprised some enterprising firm does not make
a reflex on these lines. I do not say mine is an original idea, but I
have never seen another one in use. I purchased an ordinary Planes

reflex, took off the look-down hood, which was utterly useless for
my work, and fixed the adapter containing a mirror at an angle
to the focussing screen, and it has added pounds in value to my
machine. Furthermore, the reflex can be used much steadier in
the position I have adopted than at waist level. 1 have exposed at
1/4 sec. and enlarged from the same without showing the least move-
ment. Of course, the object is reversed in the mirror (that is, upside
dowiL), but to a camera man that does not make the slightest
difference. Don't wait for the Yankee dodges, which only add
weight to what is already condemned for bulk. The adapter here
shown, when not in use, folds perfectly flat, and lies flat on the
top of the machine, W -^ no more room than the ordinary folding
hood.

The above article may prove of interest to many of your readers
{along with the photograph). It is the machine I have in use, has
been given a severe test under all conditions, and has never failed me
yet. The idea is quite practical and well worth adopting. I do
not like the reflex-condemning when I know the waist-level idea i«

all a fallacy.—Yours sincerely, A. Palfbeyman.
3, Chapel Lane, Attercliffe, Sheffield, Sept. 1, 1919.
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THE BEUT8KI REDUCER FOR NEGATIVES AND
BROMIDBS.

To the Editom.

Gentlemen,

—

TIm uticlet by " PreotioM " h« always good and
tMipfal, and a* a rule I agree with what be t^y*, bat {or once I find

my experience ie qoite cootrary to hia. In rf""""'*"^'"g Fkrmer's
reducer be telU as il we wmot to dear vf the shadows of a Degative
to Dse the redooer so strong that it acta very qosiUy and redooea
Ibe shadows before it tooohea the denser parte ; and by osiog it very
dihita ft win reduce the highoighta before the shadows are tcMKhed
by it.

My ejfxrieooe is exactly contrary, and whan I wished to redooe
• hard negative I naed it so siroog that it acted very rapidly, so

rafiidly in fact that the diah bad to be TiotoDtly rooked to ensure
«Ten action over the winle ol tbe plate, and I always kept one
finger ondsr a comer of the negMUve so that I could snatch it out
ol the rtdocer and boM il under a strong flow o< water from the

*af>, whieh was kept ninaiiig during the whole time, so that not a
•xnd should be lost in «™T^g on the water. Tbe whole time al

redociion would not exceed ten twwide on many occasions. But if

I wished to reduce the siadows withoot »%«^^ tha h^-Ughta I

need it so dilate that tha operation woold tokatao minotea pr longer.
I have qniu given op naing diie reducer, MDoapt whm I wish to make
a nagatira mora briBianl to pot a little sparlcU into a taotem alida
wfatch is muddy.

For the last year or two I have need aaothar rmlocer for soften-
ing eontras*; it ia known aa BeUtaki's. U works v»y ovanly,
•Atacking Mm das»e part* 6rat, or it appears to do ao, and only
raducing the shadows when n great amoont of radnotion is attM^tad.
It ia the beat reducer of httMntda prinU I hava aver naed. It will
keep in (ood rwidttien for montha in «ha dark room, and m always
ready for uw. and may bo oaod repeatedly tUl exbsuated.

It ia made by diaaolving potassium ferric oaalaU 22 gn., and
aodiimaolphitclBgn., in wmter loi. Whan diMolvad a Wood r«l
aolotios ii famed. To this are added a low etyataU of ozaUe acid.
-^ M" M 4iM red aolgtion toms grtcn it ia pouted oft the crystals,
which aay «ta thrown away. FinaUy, hyfio, 120 gn. in ^ oa. of
***«r. " added, and tbe reducer is ready for use. Negativsa may
be pot into it as soon as they are fixed, imlw they hava bean da-
^alopad with pyro, and the Azing-hath tficdbQind with pym. In
su:h oases it is advneabia to wash tha nigaliia halora reducHig,
to avoid an ink^olonrad sl*in tanned by pyit> Mill rnnaiaing in the
Urn and the iron aak in tha raduoer. Aa • matter of fact, ink is

really mad* by mixing fkUio and iron ""•yt-n^ Aa tha aolntk>n
keepa indsAnitaly in the dark-room, it ia convenient to nmka op
fifty or moi* ennoaa at a time, and it is than alwnys ready to radime
«alh«r nagntivaa or pnnta. I have not tried it for printout ailver
papara, bat I should think it would work equally weU with than.
It ia eonrsniant to make up this reducer with a smaller proportion
o< water when making a stock eolution, aa it works rather slowly
lor negaUvaa if used at tha ativngth given above, bat it AooU be
dihilad oonaideraUy for hramida prinU. It will not redoca tonad
faiomidaa. The only aoiatioo that will do this that I know of is

Hm iodina<yBnida given by " Pnctiona," wfciah, bowavar, I make
op in a simpiar way by adding a few dropa of strcng tinohva of
iodiiM (which can be obtained at any chemist's) to a solution of
potaasinm 'lynnidsL

Amaoninm paraolpiuta baa naver been a bvoorite of mine, as it

haa always been so erratic in my handa, and baa more than once
ruined a nagative, and the Belit^ radaosr haa proved a good
anbatitute. Ihk latter is most uaefnl whan msJung a seriea of
agMivaa on panchromatic plates, for natanea,wben it seems almost
ini>>naaibls to aeeore even denaity, in spile of all precantiona in

<i<:r>i; •spoaore maters, standard developers, and taning dsvalopmeot

;

the density of the aefativea will persist in onning of diflsrent denai-

tiaak It is than thsM this reducer le so iiasfill, *t~~fff tne denser
can he brought down gradually to tha pnpar density without

:
tha proper gradation. I think that profeaaiooal photo-
would find it a moat useful addtaion lo the dark-room
-Yours faithfully, Hasolb Bakb.

B, Heptember 3.

)lnsioers lo CorrespondeniSe

SPECIAL NOTICE.

M eswseytencs ef feneral reduetd supplits of paper, at th* rtuU

tf prokibitioit »f Ou trnportatioit of rmich wood pulp and grot*,

m tmalUr tpae* will be availabU until furthtr noHc4 for replitM

ta tufTWtpattaente,

Mmnomr, las totll awsiesr by pott if ttamped and addretted envt-

tops it eneloud ler reply: S-eeiU. International Coupon, from

readert abroad.

The full fuettient and anaueri will be printed awly in tta can ef

ietquiriee ef general interett.

Qmtriei te^ bejuitwertd in the Friday't "Journal" mutt reach v»

nel lo««r than Jiie^day {goittd Monday), and theuld be

to Oa XdUort.

F. R. I.—You can get a new blind fitted to tbe Goerz Anschuts

cwnera by Mr. R. E. Peeling, 4/6, Holbom Circus, London,

E.C.4.

R. M.—Formaline is a 40 per cent, solution of formaldehyde in water.

Aa regards formulc for hardening-fixing bathe cont&ining forma-

line, the beat reply we oaa make to you is to refer you to a paper

on this subject in the "B.J." of November 2, 1917, which prob-

•bly our pubnehen can still supply, prioe 4^.

N. E. .\I.—.\ little book whioh our puhliabers ismie, " Conunercdal

Photography," price Is. 2d. nost free, is actually tbe only manual

which dcala with such work as an engineering photographer is

called upon to do. No doubt the hints in it would be of 8er\-i£e

to you.

3. A.—We do not think the two poatcarda are photogivphs, in all

probability they are hthographa, for when examined under a

.~.g»a;«> 4he image diovra a oharaoteristic Uthographic gnon.

Pbotogrmphicnily it woold ba dilBoalt to mntoh them except vwy

crodaiy, but you can eaaily sea bow near you can get t« them by

iMmg the Bertha stains of tha Vanguard Maiuifaeturing Company,

^^jAfTtK.^ whidh are prepared and sold for obtadning this kind

ol aflaot.

A. F. C—So far as we understand your letter, any agreement wliioh

you have made with your landlord is not upeet in any way by

your poaition under the RetsOl Busineases (Licensing) Order. U
you have "•«^« an agreemaot for the lease of premiaea end you

aufaaequeoUy find that you cannot gat a licence to carry on the

biainesB we think there m no dodbl whatever that the agreement

with your laadk>rd atill Mds good. We imagine this is what you

US.

A. SJ.—For copyii^ outdoors the beat arrangement you can hava

is a kind of funnel shaped teirt made of muslin and open at eacn

end One end is pushed up right against the easel, whilst the

camera is point«d iuto the other end. By this arrangement yom

get a very eflScient diffused light whicn will show the minimum

of grain in an original. You can easBy adjuat it to changaa

such aa tha sun coming out by having one or two thickneasea of

muslin laid on the lent. "Commercial Photography," issued by

our publishers, describes this arrangement further.

4 E. In enlarging from 12 x 10 negatives you require a lens which

will covw a 12 X 10 plate, which means a 14 in. lens of, say, f 6.8

aperture, or, say, a 10 in. lens if of tbe wide-angle type and of

f/16 aperture, l^e latter may make enlarging unduly slow if

yuo are working by artificial light, and also even by daylight in

tha case of dense negatives or poor daylight. Un the other hand,

the 14 in. lens necessarily calls for more space between the lena

and the enlarging easel if you are making enlargements on any

considerable tcale. Of the two, however, we should say tnat a

14 in. lens of about f/6.8 is by far the better choice.
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E. V.—We suippose it ia a condenser enlarger, in wliich case t-he best

electric l^ht is a small arc lamp such as is suipplied by the VVest-

miastor Engineering Co., Victoria Road, Willesden, N.W. Tlie

alternative is a half-watt lantp of the focus type, that is with the

filament brought to a small cluster. We are by no means sui'e

that theee are now obtainable again. You should apply to the

General Electric Co., Ltd., 67, Queen Victoria Street, London,

E.C. If you have dense negatives to deal with at times, especiaJly

on a great scale of eolorgement, you had far better choose tlie arc.

With a focus lamp you are pretty certain to require to diffuse the

light with a ground-glass screen placed as near to the lamp as caji

be done. Even though this may be necessary with an arc lamp,

the much greater ai^inic intensity of the latter allows of exposures

still (being conveniently short under unfavouraible conditions.

6. T.—If your sulphide ibath was in good condition there is nothing

in the formula to account for the bad tones. It would be worth

while to make up fresh sulphide stock if further prints are

defective in this respect. Apart fron; this, one of the meet common
causes of weak prints and 'bad colour is too rapid (thalt is, too

superficial) development of the black prinlt. It is a necessary rule

for the test sopia results, as regards colour and depth, to expose

the bromide paper only for such time that it can be developed for

three or, better, four minutes vfithout becoming too dark. In this

way you get a more solid deposit in the black prints with

corresponding benefit to the sepia tone.

F. M.—1. Under the Retail Businesses (Licensing) Order yo'U re-

quite to obtain a licence to open a new studio. The office to

which you should apply is 5a, Union Street, Bristol. If } ou do

not trade in your own name, you also require to register under

the Business Names Act. For this you should apply for a form

to the Registrar of Business Names, 39, Russell Square, London,

W.C. 2. Prints mounted with the gelatine mountant, formula

for which is given in the "Almanac," should not suffer from im-

permanence in any way. We used these mountants years ago,

and have never noticed any results of fading, and are quite sure

that, at any rate, development prints would sliow none from

this cause. For prints of more delicate image, su;h as P.O.P.

there is no mountant, so far as permanence is concerned, to equal

that made with starch.

H. C.—With an /'/4.5 or even fJ6 lens and a focal-plane shuitber

which will give such slower speeds as l/25th or l/50th of a second

under-exposure ought not to be an Lnseparable feature. However,

if pL-ites are regularly under-exposed, we are afraid thea-e is no

really satisfactory remedy for it by development. Personally we
should use pyro-metcl for such oases, although, unless yoii are ready

to use it fairly weak and are careful not to over-develop, you can

easily get negatives which are hopelessly hard. Certainly you can

use the developer warmer, up to 70 or perhaps 80 degs., if the

plats v/Ul stand it. On these liaes you might find tlie hardening

solution sold as the " Tropiral " by Meesrs. Johnson and Sons, 23,

Cross Street, Finsbury, London, E.G., of service to you, but you

are always on the limit of fogging the plate in warming the

developer up. Without knowing what subjects you have in mind,

we think that you must be giving unnecessarily short exposures.

D. K.—Twelve feet square is a very small room even lor ordinary

.portraiture, that is of single figures, and almost impossible for

groups even of two or tliree people. You ai'e already finding

that out in using your present lens, -which, prabaWy, if sold with

e, half-plate camera, is albout 8 or 9 ins. focal length. In order to

get in a full-length figure on the half-plate you would want a lens

of only aTaout 6-in. focus, which, to cover a half-plate, would have

to be one of the slow wide-angle type. Therefore you are between

the de\-il and the deep sea. You must either get more space or

be content with either part of the figure on the plate or the use

of a wide-angle lens. Without knowing more of your circum-

stances, we should say your best course would be to confine your-

self to three-quarter length figures or head-and-shoulder portraits,

in making which you will probably find that the focal length of

your lens is about right for tlie dimensions of the room, although

very likely it is not of the large aperture, which is almost a

necessity in indoor portraiture.

D. M. C.—Generally speaking for a very long stay in a tropical

climate an all-metal camera is preferable or else a tropical wooden
model of teak specially made -wiithcrut any glueing. A Thornton

Pickard shutter is a good choice since you could easily reipair it.

You should take a duplicalte. A portrait lens would be a very

unsuitable one for the work you liave in mind, we should advie©

an ordinary R.R. of about 8 to 9 indhes focal length for a half-

plate camera or a 5 or 6 inches R.R. if you choose quarter^late.

Bromide paper also is the best material as regards keeping quality.

You should have it packed in metal boxes. Unless you are going

somewhere aJtogeither away from civilisaltion, we should tliink you

would do better to buy pai>er and plates from the supply houses-

in India. For film hardening take a supply of Hford '/Tropical"

hardener obtainable from Messrs. Johnson and Sons, 23, Ctosb^

Street, Finsbury, London, E.C.3. Solid hypo will keep and so will

a plain hypo solution, or, preferalbly, hypo with a little meta-

Trisulphite in it, for a reasonable time.

A. M.—1. It should not be necessary to stop a lens further than //16

o(, at the moat, /'/22 for copying work. A decent R.R. ought to-

work satisfactorily at fli.6, SFupposing thiat the focal length is-

albout Ij times the length of the long side of tihe plate. You must

remember also that when the distance between lens and plate is.

increased appreciably beyond the focal length of the lens, the stop

number Ibecomes greajter and e.xiposure requires to be corre-

spondingly increased. There is a table in the
'

' Almanac
'

' which

provides a guide to this increase of exposure, but you must not

reckon your stop as fll6 or /'/22, or whatever you choose to set

it to, at all extensions of camera. 2. To make the best of the job

rub the stick of Indian ink with a little water in a circular palette

or saucer. This is a slow job, but it makes the best mixture of the

ink. When you have a creamy paste through rubbing the ink and

water you require to add a little syrupy gum and enough methy-

lated spirit to make the backing' mixtiire dry more quickly. Your

metliod is, however, a very slow way of making the backing, you

had far better buy the caramel prepared specially for making back-

ing by Messi-s. Lichienstein, of Silvertown, London, E., and pur-

chasaible through any of the large dealers in photogracphi'i

chemicals.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisements caimot be inierted until fully and correctly prt-

paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mvnd th§

scale of charges. They wiU thus save themselves delay in ths pub-

lication of tlieir announcements. A Scheduls by which an advertiM-

ment can be correctly priced will be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or less ^''

Extra words Id. per word.

(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Box Number Advertisements.

" Box No." and office address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by th«

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the currant week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot b«

Ruaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., Publishei-s,

P*. WellinSton Street. Strand. LONDON, W.C 2.
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SUaiMARY.

The whihitwiii o( Um London 8»lon of ntAef^iftiiy^jiiiidx opaoed
at the Oallama of th» Rojal Society of Paintom in W*t«-Oaloaia,
5a, Pall Mall Eaal, oa Satotdajr Uat, 30DiaiM a floodly praportioo of

portrmter* aad brara-atady work boUi by profaaaional ana amataur
vhfoLo^t^h^u. "nua work ia rari«w«d lo an artiiJa oo page S44.

i\«xt weak we ikaB iwhliah aome pcraooal imwaawuin c4 tbe exhibi-

tion by Mr. F. C. Tihi^, wlw will deal alao with Iba laodaoape work
at tbe azhtfaMoB.

lo hia artioU thia wiaeic " Ftadioua " daaU with the making and
•apply of minataraB. inckiding in thia natapory aol only the band-

' miaktorH en ivocy. Ml alao tha tEmftr iwriaBaa o( eallu-

faMtarapoftimit, aa weR aa Iha iiMiwIu lainali. (P. 5S0.)

A v^«r bv Mr. fbank B. HBnre before tha Criiforaian Camera
hA BM daak w«th aoaa of tha laaiirknown teanohaa of aniargiiig,

will no donbi prorida maoh ainuia<i<ai aad tnatnictioti iii thu
, the afUJtopiiata aaaaon lor wtiM ia now opaoing. (P. 546.

)

Is a laafling article we aadcaToar to aet bafona intending patentee!
a ata t amwit of the raal valoe ol the righu wthich ih^ acquire when
•anted Royal Lattera Patent. We abo refar to one or Vwo of the
lonnaliUaa lo be obearved in taking out a pataot, o( whiii tho-e ia

'

' "ly much auaooDcapiion. (P. 542.)

8aah iMnp, aaoialy, one pro-
DO ol a matal, are con-

SS3.)

M. L. P. CWc, la a not* on the Daaafana method of aepia toning
with polyanlpfaide, reoorda hia eapariene* that 4ba prooaaa ia applic-

able to comntareial paiieni in tomawhat the laaie etrati: manner •<

U«ar o< aalpfanr. (^TUL)
A paragraph in " Photo-Meohanical Notaa " itwtm'tM a anggaalioii

aa to the anMdanoa U momi pattern in half-ionaL (P. 668.)

A loraala lor poUiag Ubela on botUca pafianantly and the aog-
Mtian d a walanitool paint mitaM* for daahea and tanka are men-
Uooed n " llMiatanti' Notaa." (P. 662.)

Raprodaetion foee, photo-lithography, the Retail Bnaineaaca
T irinwBg Order, raAxang ol printa, and the making of a leoi-hood
•r* tha aobjeot of brief repliea to correapoadaota. (P. 566.)

6aai* of the Ihii^ wtiioh may and may not ba done in the uae of

•« the aobject of a paragrafth on page 542.

Partionlan of a naar daaciiiilinn of 8aah Ian
daciag tiba Saab by tha alartwc ralatiliaaiioo

tainad ia arieaat palaaiapodAoation. (P. 5S

i

Um praaatrativa action of aolphite in a working denrekiper ia con-

•idaraUy radoced, with tti* h|iae of tone, hj uxing tbe aolphite

with the alkali, anoh aa aodioni oaifMoate in In* laparate aokition of

the latter. (P. 641.)

Vary weak aohiUon of potaaHom ptrmanganata aerre* aa a readily

apfhed teat for the pra—iti] of hypo in prinia or negativea. (P.641.)

EX CATHEDRA.
Sulphite and A point which recently caone under our
Alkali. notice may be of interest to some of the
many photograpbere who use pyro-soda developers. Our
friend was complaining of the yellow tinge which pervaded
all his negatives, and asked us to test a sample of the
sulphite w^ch he was using as a preservative. This
appeared to be quite satisfactory, and the quantity which
he was using should have been ample to prevent any dis-

colouration of the solution. On investigating his methods
we found that he was making rather concentrated etock

solutions in considerable quantities, enough, say, to last

a month or two at a time. When freshly mixed the
derveloper was quite satisfactory, but it quickly deterio-

rat«d, in spite of the fact that he was also using acid

bisulphite in the pyro solution. We found, however, that
he was mixing at least half the prescribed quantity of

sulphite with the carbonate of soda, being under the im-
preeaion that the salt would crystallise out if it were all

us«d for the pyro solution. Upon making a test with dry
pyro and the carbonate and sulphite solution alone it

appeared as if no sulphite were present, although three

times the weight of the pyro was actually present. It

would appear, therefore, that the alkali had practically

destroyed the action of the sulphite, which had been kept
•in solution with it. On making fresh stock with all the
sulphite in the pjrro solution the trouble disappeared,

and the developer worked cleanly to the end.
» • *

Print and If it be necessary to wash either nega-
Plate Washing, tives or prints for the minimum of time

or the smallest quantity of water consistent with safety

some means of testing the efficacy of the washing must
be employed. For this purpose nothing is better or

simpler than the well-known permanganate test, which
indicates by colour the presence of a very small quantity

of hypo. This may be conveniently done by making a

stock solution containing one grain of permanganate of

potash and ten grains of carbonate of potash to a pint

of water. This will be of a rose colour, and will remain

so for a long enough time if kept well stoppered. To use

it, about an ounce of drippings from plates or prints, as

taken from the washer, is collected in a clean measure, and

a few drops of the permanganate solution added. If anv

appreciable quantity of hypo is present the pinkness will

disappear almost instantaneously; if only a trace remains,

it may take two or three minutes to discolour. It is a

good plan, until accustomed to the test, to have a check

in the form of a glass of clean water to which the same

amount of permanganate is added as to the washing

water. If this also decolorizes or turns brown it is a

sign that the water supply is contaminated with organic

matter. In that case a further test should be made with

distilled water.
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Buried In the course of a year many items of
Knowledge. interest to the individual photographer
appear in the weekly issues of the photographic press, but
in the rush of work they are lost sight of, and when occa-

sion arises to refer to them they are not forthcoming. "We
do not think that many people preserve—much less bind

—

photographic periodicals, and the result is that when a
diflSculty arises there is no course open but to address a
query to the editor. This, of course, elicits a replv •., i:

is necessarily brief, and although the inquirer may be
referred to a full discussion of his problem, the issue con-
taining the article may have run out of print. To obviate
this it is an excellent plan to adopt a simple method of
filing such articles as the reader may feel interested in.

A cheap and easy system is to procure a packet of strong
manUla envelopes about 7 by 5 inches. On the outside
of each is written a different subject, such as Bromide
Printing, Intensifiers, Lens Matters, and so on, the whole
being enclosed in any convenient box. It is now easy lo

cut out any article or paragraph, and to file it away for
future reference. Small paragraphs should be pasted upon
6, larger piece of paper to avoid loss. Naturally, the file

need not be exclusively photographic, but may contain
many useful wrinkles and recipes for matters of household
interest appearing in the daily and weekly newspapers.
The file is better than a scrapbook as no pasting is re-

quired, and any required degree of classification can ba
arranged.

» » »

P"*'"* Many photographers place much of their
Supfaoes. be«t work at a decided disadvantage
through neglecting to pay more attention to the
surface of the printing medium. Years ago there
Was little or no choice allowed among the printing
papers that were commercially available, but at the present
time the reverse is the case. We find one of the best-
known bromide paper manufacturers listing over thirty
different grades and surfaces of paper, and such a eelection
of surface is of immense value to the discriminating artistic

photographer in presenting his work to its best advan-
tage. In ordinary portraiture the selection of the surface
of the printing paper becomes of the first importance.
For a dainty sketch portrait of a feminine sitter or a
child there lis nothing to equal a print on a smooth
matt or cream b&se paper, while in the case of large head
studies of elderly people a rough surface is decidedly
pleasing, for it has the effect of breaking up rough patches
of skin, of covering up much of the work of the retoucher,
and of adding a texture to the print that is thoroughly in
keeping with it. Moreover, as prints are nearly always
of fair size, and are viewed from a distance, for such, a
rough paper is in every way suited. Other examples could
be cited, but enough has been said to show the photo-
grapher the real importance of discrimination in choosing
the surface of his printing medium.

» » *

Bought Speoi- The ethics of exhibiting specimens
mens. which have not been taken by the
photographer who shows them were discussed a week or
two ago, but it is difficult to say what can be done in a
general way. On the other hand, the facts of a given
case scarcely ever admit of doubt as to whether the dis-
play is reprehensible or not. The question is an old one,
for a generation ago it was the custom for such specimens
to be openly advertised for sale, some firms of good repu-
tation being willing to supply showcases ready filled. As
far as we can see, all that can be done is for the various
associations of professional photographers to make it a
condition of membership that the practice shall not be
indulged in, and even then it is difficult to draw a line.

Many enlarging firms will supply specimen pictures, often

at a reduced rate from their own stock negatives. In our
opinion little harm is done by the use of purchased speci-

mens, as the public quickly finds out that the work
executed is not up to the samples shown, and the fate of
the photographer is sealed. Again, what shall we say if,

when a new style comes out, as in the case of sketch
portraiture, anyone shows specimens made by a first-rate

trade house, and afterwards supplies an inferior home-
produced line t This is not uncommon, and we have often
amused ourselves by picking out the trade specimens in a
window show. A practice which cannot be too strongly
reprehended is that of appropriating specimeois sent by
oi>erators in answer to advertisements ; this is neither more
nor less than sheer robbery, which renders the offenders
liable to prosecution.

SOME NOTES FOR INTENDING PATENTEES.
A TECHNICAL newspaper such as the British Journal, like

many others dealing with a subject which does not require
a high degree of scientific study or technical training for
its practice, is often called upon to give advice to its

readers on protecting inventions, which they claim to have
made, by taking out patents for them. As it is impossible
to explain to individual inquirers at the requisite length
some of the elementary matters connected with the taking
out of a patent, we may turn aside for once from photo-
graphic topics and devote a lew lines to putting forward a
few essential facts which perhaps are npt so widely realised
as they should be. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
refer such inquirers to text-books on the subject, for these
latter are either comprehensive treatises on patent law,
which it would take a lifetime to assimilate, or they are
more or less informative manuals, issued, however, by
patent agents, whose object is to encourage the inventor to
get a patent granted for the invention.
Perhaps the first misconception, and the one most widely

held, of the nature of a patent is that it is some kind of
certificate or testimonial, of the value of an invention.
There are scores of people going about inwardly patting
themselves on the back because they are the possessors of

Royal Letters Patent, an impressive phrase which, how-
ever, means very little indeed. The real fact is that the
Patent Office is a branch of the Board of Trade which,
under the Patents Act, has very limited powers. It may,
perhaps, be best described as a kind of glorified registry of

the inventions which people claim to have made. It is a
little more than this because it carries out a complex system
of search among inventions which have previously been
registered in its files in order to ascertain whether a given
invention which it may be asked to register and to accept

for protection by Royal Letters Patent has been so

accepted and protected, in whole or in part, previously by
somebody else. If it is found that there has been a prior

invention, then the Office has the power to ask the later

applicant to disclaim the previous invention and to show
that his is something different from it. Moreover, if thai

applicant cannot or will not do this, the Office has the!

power to insert what is called a " reference "— that is, al

mention of previously patented inventions which, in its!

opinion, are very closely allied to the later one. This]
" reference" is made in colourless official language with-l

out a trace of unpleasant suggestion in it, but in many cases!

such a reference is a condemnation of the novelty of thol

invention which might very well be put in forcible terms-

say, those of Lord Fisher.

Apart from seeking to have an invention clearly de

scribed, this search among its records of previous inven-*

tions is practically all that the Patent Office troubles about.

The invention may have been published >over ar.d overl

again in books or periodicals; on the face of it, it may be
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•n utterly ridiculous and impossible invention; or the
means suggested for carrj'ing it out may be manifestly
absurd. So long as the patentee makes it clear what he
really does mean, his "invention" cannot be objected
to, and in the fullness of time it is accorded the dignit}'

of Royal Letters Patent. These matters, eflficiency, and
real novelty are left to be thrashed out in the Law Courts.
No doubt the reader has noticed in the prospectuses of
industrial company flotations the importance which is laid

upon the fact that a judicial deci.«ion has been given, in the
course of litigation, on some patent which is an asset of
the company. Failing that, the opinion of technical
eixperts and counsel is sought by way of testimony to the
value of the patent from the industrial and the legal
standpoint. Many people, we are afraid, neglect th&se
aspects of a pat«nt and imagine, when the specification has
be«n accepted and the patent has been sealed, that their
difficulties are at an end. Very often they are only begin-
ning.

There is really no reason why intending patentees should
be ignorant of the limited value which a patent has until
something has happened to establish its value. If they
would study the " Instructions to Applicanta for

Patents," which is obtainable free from the Patent Office,

36, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C, they would
detect for themaelTea the very email grounds on which
the application for a patent can be refused. These grounds
are of two kinds: (1) Certain things are ezoludMi from
protection by patent; and (2) refusal to comply with the
formalities of the Patent Office. Under (1) are excluded
inventions which do not " realise or affect " M>me material
product of a substantial character. In other words, an

(

invention must deal with some thing or substance, and
not merely an idea or i.lieme. There are, however, a whole
host of inventions which may be said to repreaent schemes
or ideas, but which nevertheless secure protection by patent
by being associated with some tangible means for carrying
them out. Again, patent protection is not granted to the
very limited class of inventions in which it is proposed " to

use, modify, or imitate natural conditions existing on the
earth's surface, there being no invention as te the means or
apparatus applied to these purposes." Also protection by
patent can be refused in the case of inventions the use
of which is contrary to law or morality. It will be seen that
when one has allowed a very wide field for the exercise f

refusal on these lines, the possibility of obtaining a patent
for almost anything one can think of is very slightly

affected. If one want* to obtain a patent for making de-

veloping dishes of dtopped straw and glue, there is nothing
to prevent one from getting it. Even in the event of some
otber genius within Uie laai fifty years having Uken out a
patent for developing dishes of chopped straw and glue,

we can still have ours either by claiming, for example,
chopped oat straw instead of the other man's wheat straw
or RuMian ^Ine instead of Scotch glue; or, without making
these disclaimers, allowing reference te the previous speci-

fications fof wheat straw and Scotch glue) being made by
the Comptroller of Patenta. Such a caae as this, which does
not exaggerate the circumstances of patents which are

frequently granted at the present time, however silly it

may sound, will perhaps serve to make clear the extremely
problematical value of a patent even when all the formali-

ties have been complied with.

A careful reading of the official " instructions," to which
reference has already been made, will enable the intending

P3t4?ntee to follow the correct course in making or pursuing
application for a patent, but one or two other points

iV be mentioned. Application for a patent may be made
two forms, either by depositing a " provisional " speci-

ition, which is a general and brief description of the

ention, or a "complete" specification, which is sup-

posed to be a description of the invention in its finished
form. A "provisional " specification is provisional—that
18, It requires to be replaced by the complete specification
withm SIX or, at the latest, seven months. During this
period it protects the inventor in the sense that it estab-
lishes an earlier date for the invention than would very
often have been possible if the inventor had to wait to
work out his process or machine fully before making his
apphcation. At the same time it must be borne in mind
that the acceptance of a provisional specification is of still
smaller value than that of a "complete," for the reason
that search for anticipation is not made in the case of
provisional applications, but only when the complete
description of the invention has been deposited at the
Patent Office. It is, therefore, incorrect to suggest, as Is
sometimes done, that a provisional specification can be
sealed. It is never sealed, but is either completed by the
filing of the complete specification or is abandoned through
the inventor thinking better of it in the six months' in-
terval. Another point which leads many inexperienced
patentees astray is the request on the official form of appli-
cation for a patent to the effect that:—

•'HavinB now particularly described and ascerUined tlie nature
of my said invention, and in what manner the same is to be per-
tonned, I declare that what I claim is :— "

This means that the applicant must state briefly and
clearly what is the essence of the invention, which he has
already described at some length. For example, in making
a toning bath, it may be the use of a particular chemical
or a special manner of mixing known chemicals. Many
people, however, will think they require to say what
advantages they claim for the invention, and we have
heard of inexperienced patentees drawing up claims such
as " that it is unique," that " there is nothing like it on
the market," or even that " £10,000 is its value." A
study of the published specifications of similar inventions,
which have been brought into correspondence with the
official form in their passage through the Patent Office, will
give a good idea of the way in which the claims should be
drafted.

Generally speaking, in reference to inventions of photo-
graphic apparatus and accessories such as may owe their
origination to the ingenuity of individual professional or
amateur photographers, we regard the taking out of a
patent as a means of warning that the origniator is alive to
his rights in it. The Uking out of a provisional patent at
the cost of £1 is sufficient for this purpose. Although it

does not permit of legal action being taken until the patent
has been granted, nevertheless the inventor is in the posi-

tion to protect himself from any unscrupulous pilfering
of his idea by anyone to whom he may show it in confidence.
On this account many of the manufacturing houses adopt
the practice of declining the disclosure to them of an
invention until the applicant has applied for patent pro-
tection. By so doing iney acquit themselves of any
suspicion of being anxious to benefit by the inventor's un-
protected stete. Unless an invention contains some really

substential commercial prospect it will usually not be to

the inventor's interest to pursue his protection very far.

After the completed specification has been accepted and
the patent sealed, the patent rights may be disposed of to

the firm which has offered to buy them, and the question
of the further payment of taxes for the purpose of main-
taining the patent in being may be left to the purchasing
firm. Presuming that an inventor is content with a modest
recompense for his ingenuity in the form of cash for his

righta, there is no doubt that there is a constant demand
for inventions of the hundred and one accessories for use

in photography, the sale of which flourished in this country
before the war, and will doubtless flourish again.
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THE LONDON SALON OF PHOTOGRAPHY. I

PORTRAITS AND FIGURE WORK.

We cannot direct our readers to more than two or three things

of (remarkable power or novelty amongst the portraits shown at

the annual exhibition in Pall Mall ; but we promise that a visit

to the show will be repaid by the interest nearly every print

displays. The average of merit is a high one ; a state of things

which has now happily become usual in these shows. Perhaps

this is because photographers are at last a little shy of surprises,

ae surprises, and are turning their attention to resiilts that are

artistic in the true sense of the term.

The outstanding exhibit, to our minds, is the collection of

work shown by a professional photographer of Bath, Herbert

Lambert, who sends half a dozen portraits that are really

arresting on account of their technical merit, and the simple

and straightforward methods they reveal. It might perhaps be

admitted that they are conventional ; but from a professional

point of view that is no disadvantage if the work has " pull."

A mild sensation may exist in the fact that the Queen of

Boiimania's signature distinguishes her portrait shown by

Bertram Park. Beyond this there is nothing needing exclama-

tion marks in the work contributed by British professionals,

which include Marcus Adams, Angus and Maud Basil, Charles

Borup, Hugh Cecil, William Crooke, Mrs. Corke, A. Keith

Dannatt, Miss Vandamm, C. Vandyke, H. Van Wadenoyen,

and C. Zilva.

Taking a systematic tour of the galleries and breaking off

here and there to follow up an exhibitor's work, we find first a

spirited portrait of " The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon "
(1),

by F. Seyton Scott. As a virile character-study this is very

successful. It has the distinction of amateur work. We do not

mean that it is amateurish, far from it ; but it has the sly snap-

shot look which is totally at variance with the reposeful present-

ment that lies in the principle of professional work. We are

disposed to believe that the momentary expression, sometimes

animated to the degree of spoiling the normal likeness, which

the amateur style chiefly involves, is less desirable than the

monumental principle employed by traditional workers like

Crooke. " Study of a Head " (14), by Marcus Adams, exhibits

a tendency for over-modulated backgrounds in this gentleman's

work. " Daddy's Sweetheart " (129) is a particularly sweet

child, and the print seems to have been treated with a consistent

sweetness that recalls a little the surface of a wax or china doll.

Perhaps the nicest of these child studies is " Peter " (171), a

profile, because it is the strongest, although " Betty " (174) is

prettier. But for character Mr. Adams has done nothing better

than " Mischief " (181), a girl in a print dress. " Simplicity "

(182) completes the list of a series that must inevitably redound
to the credit and profit of their author.

The evergreen dodge of placing a sitter in the dark against a

veiled window has given Hugo Van Wadenoyen his " Sil-

houette " (17), which certainly offers a fine pattern. For-
tunately he has provided sufficient reflected light to give interest

to planes and details within the silhouette. In " Betty " (132)

he avails himself of another stock-in-trade—namely, the shadow
on the wall. He rises to his highest level of style, however, in

"Lady with Striped Scarf " (148), the broad and simple treat-

ment of which is imposing.

When N. E. Luboshez sent two epoch-making portraits last

year to the R.P.S. show, we thought that portraiture by photo-
graphy had found a, leader to "go over the top " and take all

the squad with him. • But he has come back into the trench
again, and we are all where we were. His work is marvellously
strong, of course, but he has not been so happy in the selection

made by the Salon as he was in the R.P.S.'s choice last year.
" A Study in Lighting " (37) is the best of his prints. It is the

j

I

portrait of a gentleman the brim of whose hat shades his face

below his eyes. The modelling is very strong and artistic, and
the whole thing is Rembrandtesque in feeling and aim. If he
had sent nothing else at all he would have done wisely. The
other prints fall away from this and from his previously ex-

hibited work. "Portrait" (165) is comparatively flat in
materialisation, and the lighting is not consistent, nothing but
the face receiving any illumination at all. " N. Tchaikowsky "

(274) likewise wants roundness, and although really fine in a
general way, is rather dull. " Study " (314) is a bearded head
only of the sardine skipper variety. It has virility and power
of handling.

Handwork is the chief feature of Jane Reece's profile of a
boy in a large hat, entitled " In Spanish Vein " (38). We must
confess that to us neither the youth nor his portrait apjiear
more in the vein of Spain than of Holland or Mexico, or any
other place. We may be wrong, but the only effect the swirly
scratches on the background around the brtm of the hat appear
to have is to make the background envelop the head instead of
remaining behind it. We much prefer Miss lleecc's saner por-
trait " My Mother " (52), which, though rather too fuzzy for its

small scale, has much quality and charm.
Angus Basil was out for contrast when he produced " Yvette "

(45), the study of a pretty young girl with " bobbed " hair and
bare legs, dressed with some brevity in a white garment, and
standing against a black curtain. But the effect is striking and
in perfect taste. There is admirable character in his ' Liev
Leonofi " (267). Maud Basil's " Sisters " (56) is a print which
has attracted considerable attention on account of the strong
effect afforded by the large field of beautiful middle tone, the
dark note of the hair, and the brilliant halo effect where the
back lighting shines through. We also confess to being charmed,
but are disposed to think the scheme a specious one. The hair
suggests the badger. But as to the quality in the half-tones
there is no doubt whatever ; neither is there any as to the happy
posing of the two girLs, one looking at the other, and the other M
looking at the spectator.

Walter Tree's " Yank " (50), a full face in the goggles which
have already invaded these islands, is masterly in its way, but
inexplicably low in tone. Two nice little boys form the subject
of "The Brothers " (81), by George Spiers. This print has an
effective treatment, embodying the ropy texture of background
now popular.

Hugh Cecil's two Jwrtraits are similar in character, a
" pair," in fact. They are " Margaret Morris "

(79) and
" Portrait " (89). Although posed with the skiU for which this
worker is famous, they appear to us to suffer from the treat-
ment he has adopted in rendering their tones in flat areas
bounded by rather hard edges. Even tlie bare shoulders of
"Portrait" are not permitted that roundness and modelling
which are, after all, the charm of shoulders.

" Miss Marjorie Hume " (91) is a portrait by the amateur,
J. C. Warburg, but quite in the professional manner. It is

extremely nice in its varied tones. Another amateur, the
Rajah of Sarawak, sends a well-rendered vignetted head of a
native girl, something less than an absolute profile, in which
the fine texture of the head-dress is really the most remarkable
part of the achievement. It is called "Malay Girl, Sarawak"
(106).

One of the most engaging portraits here is "Madeleine"
(111), by Herbert Lambert. It is only surpassed by " Portrait "

(204), a head and bust of great beauty. Madeleine is a print
of a young girl, of charming simplicity. In style it is broad
and masterly. The more mature lady of the " Portrait " is]i

I
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rendered with lev anconTentionality ; bat its charm is no lees

irrMistible. Mr. Lambert is content with what hit negative

gires him, and one could not, in his case, wish for any modi-

fioatioaft. " Molly " (201) is a child whose hair has a stripey

appearance which we are not quite sure that we admire. But a

vignetted head, called " Profile" (207), shows a style of clean

deUcat« tones, and a moat artistic management of contours.

" Her Royal Highness Princess Ileana of Roumania " (127)

IK one of Bertram Park's distinguished sitters. He has given

her much charm, in spite of a scbeine of lighting which pro-

claims itaelf as undoubtedly artificial. As a matter of fact, the

tone Tkloefl are not at all what natural lighting would give,

but it is plain that such matters are not considered in Dover

Street. " Nevinson " (133) is a very clever study in a style

of retouching by which Mr. Park has recalled the " cubist ic
"

touch of the painter. Its merit lies in the fact that, although it

is rery demoostratiTe, it does not much damage the modelling.

Next we have the other royalty, " Her Majesty the Queen of

Roumania " (180), a first-rate work, harii^ the distinction of

style that is ita due.

Waldemar Eid« works in Norway. His " Stefan Partos
"

( 134) i* a beautiful little costume portrait of a young gantleman

of saddened and serioas mien. To us the portrait appears to be

eminently fitted for a conception of what the Chevalier Orienx

might have been. " Madame Vera Fokina " (266) maintains a

dignified pose suitable for a Roman matron. In fact, this

clever photographer ia eminently strong in the picturesque

characterisation of his sitters.

Wm. Crooke send* three examples, the beat of which, by a

long way, is " Sir Hanry Wood " (188), for it is « strong con-

ception of a vinle nbjscl The lighting is forceful, and the

expression is of that settled and serene kind which, though it

demaada Mpose of tKs facial muscles, do« not relinquiah the

look of mental alertaeas. Mr. Crooke has taraed the fur collar

of the mnaician to good accoant More conventional in style

and pose is the upstanding figure of " The Right Hon. James
Avon Clyde, K.C., M.P., Lonl Advocate" (e40)-<all that, as

the gentleman's bearing suggests. Perhaps, if the work is a

ptsMBtatiaa portrait, it is right that it should. The " Portrait

of an OH Lady " (306) mi«aa the fnO BtMnr* of quality that

is usually found in Mr. Croofce's woHm
A very dull, bat uncoir.monly good character study of a stal-

wart gentleman, " Peter Comelins" (200), asated and tranquil,

oomca from C. Zilva. The Esrl of Carnarvon shows a good

motive in design with the bending linaa and inclined head of

" Madame Karsavina " (214), a sad-looking young lady.

Florence Vandamm oontribatcs a »maU print, " Mica Micum "

(230), * lady evidently of character. Here she rather appears

tt> ba aapprsaaing (mom vioWnt emotion. Oamprsasad lips

and disteodsd noatrils may be charactaristici, cad may make

(or likeness, but «• doubt the advantage of carrying these

conaidei ations beyond those of the more alluring charms of a

sitter. Miss Vandamm'a "U. K. Thomas" (348) is all that

ran be wished for in this respect, with ita sober style and gentle

lighting. The cigarette is a happy totich.

Wo hare always looked to Louis Fleckcnstoin for work instinct

with high artistic aim and feeling, and his present exhibits do

not disappoint us. In " BeUllo Rubino " (268) ws see again

that large and simple style to which we have already referred

in Mr I.«mb*rt's "Madeleine." It gives to Mr. Fleckenstein's

portrait the look of • drawing by an old master. In fact, the

thought it brought to mind was that of one of Raphael's

Madonnas ; for the work has th« same quiet snd noble deniure-

ncas. Similarly, w« ar« remindcl of Rembrandt in the tone

and the style of " Mia* Lucille S." (315). With pose dignified,

aad limiting simpla and eflective, this portrait seta a fine

example for nobility of tiwatment.

There is something dslightfully quaint in Ford Stirling's

" Misa ChidHator " (247) whoae bent elbow seems to have been

the cause of the slim figure's one-sided position on the print.
The clear.-gentle tones and manner of lighting show a refined
taste. We cannot say quite so much for Margrethe Mather's
joke of getting spots of high light on the goggles of "Edward
Weston" (259). " Magda A." (264) is another welcome
example of the simple and broad style by Aage Remfeldt, who
also has achieved a capital pose and a sweet expression in

"Miss A. \. R." (304), which, however, is needlessly dark.
A portrait of much quality, though a little wooden in the

i.eck and body, is Arthur F. Kales's " Miss Julanne Johnston "

(260), a profile figure with full face, nicely lit. Otto C. Schulte,

in his " Portrait of Mi.«fi B." (270), makes what is, in our mind,
the mistake of putting the sitter eo near the background as to

muddle its contours against the cast shadow. In " Portrait of

a Lady" (286). C. Vandyk shows us one of the excellent pro-

ductions of his studio, but it calls for no special remark.

Yvonne Park employs the resource of the bright edging of

light through the texture of fur in her pretty "Girl's Head"
(296).

Originality is the keynote of Dora Head's "Pals" (298).

This is the bead and shoulders of two laughing youths, one of

whom has s pipe in his mouth. It is a capital piece of life

and animation. Equally good in its way is Chas. F. Emery's
" Disdain " (299), a splendidly strong presentment of a girl's

head thrown back in what to us seems more like impertinent

airs than disdain; but the expression is well given, however it

be named. Another original and lively work comes from Chas.

H. Davis. " Mr. OtU Skinner (in character) " (320). The

figure stands with folded arms and a perky smile, and is, pre-

sumably, Micawber, to judge by his costume. Similar excell-

encies are in J. A. Gardner's " Old Yankee Farmer" (420), but

here tlie character is genuine, not assumed. The wit and good

nature in this face under its battered hat makes it a triumph.
•• Eileen " (322), by Estelle, is a young girl seated, in profile,

but looking round demurely at full iaoe. The expression is

delightfully childlike. Another nice demure pose is given by

Charles Borup in " Phyllis and Crinoline " (338), quite a pretty

picture. Character, happy expression, and pose, and an excel-

lent, quiet style distinguish " E. Haynes, Esq." (339), by

Nicholas E. Smirnoff. Henry B. 'Goodwin also shows a fine

head stylishly treated in " His ExceUency M. Thi^baut " (401)

—a splendid portrait for ambassadorial purposes.

Our remarks so far have been all in praise ; but we must

reoortl our disagreement with the aim of Grace S. Parrish,

whose " Decorative Portrait " (432) teems to us nothing but a

legrattable abeurdity. lU " decoration " consists in its being

all eliminated in a washed-out way, except for a few hard lines ;

whilst tho background is scrawled with some very ill-drawn

figures in outline.

Fortunately the Salon has not admitted much with which a

sane miml can quarrel. Among the figure subjects that are not

portraits pure and simple, some specially fine pictorial work

is to bo eevn. We must refer to a few of the most striking.

The visitor will admire the Earl of Carnarvon's study (9)

repi«enting a lady in a shimmering robe. The face is delight-

ful, and the peso most cleverly given a sort of list by the exten-

sion of the sitU-r's right arm under the drapery. A rather

fl(«hly nude, posed with an abandon worthy of Titian, comes

from Henry B. Goodwin. It is called " The Tired Model " (18).

Our only criticism is that the modelling is faulty, a kind of

mottling in tho tone having upset all the delicacies of shading

and prevented any idea of roundness. F. J. Mortimer's

•' Naiad " (30) is similarly unrealised, but it is a remarkably

clever piece of picture-making. He has been faced with the

problem of tone accents ; the body of the girl, who stands back

towanis us at the sea's edge, contesting the highlight* of the

breakers beyond. We think that sharper and darker touches of

shadow in the figure would have effectively given her promin-

ence; and it would have done so without robbing either her or
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the waves of the high-lighte. Waldemar Eide's " Idol " (64) is

well posed, and the " make-up " of the eyes is wonderful. The

" Swastikas" on the background should commend this design

«8 a poster to the National War Savings Committee.

Never since an enterprising American years ago produced

prints in tho scrap-album manner have we seen so much " too

solid flesh " in a single picture as in Francis Jay's " En Arcadie

—Dessin pour Eventail " (84). It is really a cleverly composed

scene of nearly a score of nude damsels disporting at a woodland

stream ; but as a design for a fan we fear it would be disastrous.

The fan would be about fifteen inches long with about two inches

of handle. Its lines are not arcs either. Mr. Jay should have

called it a design for a "lunette." All such designs are for

lunettes: no other decorated architectural space is ever pro-

vided for. It would be interesting to see (from a distance) the

lady with moral courage enough to display this fan at a respect-

able social function.

A pretty picture is sent by T. O. SheckeU of a young girl

daintily holding her skirts by her fingers, with sunlight behind

her. He calls it " At Sweet Sixteen " (120). Another lighting

study, and one of particular merit, ia Ed. Weston's " Paul

Jordan Smith" (152). This represents a young man leaning

against a wall upon which a strong light falls from behind. In

the midst of the cast shadow the photographer has introduced

the further complexity of a mirror which reflects the head,

whilst, of course, cutting out all the shadow by the light it also

reflects.

We admire Angus BasU's " Mdlle. Dyta Morena " (173). It

is a kneeling figure with arms outstretched. A shadow from

the hands falls upon the face. Girls, with a certain liveliness,

sitting on stools, form the subject both of F. J. Mortimer's

"Chippy" (70), nicely designed but dark; and "On Dit

"

(197), by Andrew Barclay. F. Flodin attempts a portrait of

"Sir Walter Raleigh" (206), which is by no means a bad

fancy. We were disappointed to find that what we first took

for a com-oob pipe in his mouth was really only a rectangular

shadow in his rufi. The idea of imaginary portraits is one

that should supply resourceful amateurs with interesting

objectives.

A curious flat print, full oT anomalies in tone, has been sent

under the name of " Sepulveda " (218), by Jose Ortiz Echague.

It comprises two Spanish peasants who efiectively resemble cut-

out fire screens, since they have but two dimensions.

The thing is inexplicable and not beautiful. "^ Another
queer picture is " Need " (223)—three ladies holding

each other up in what appears to be an attack

of mal de mer. Photographically, however, it is first

rate. J. Falkengren is responsible for its merits and defects.

" When I sit alone and think " (233) is Mrs. Barton's title to

another two-dimensional effort depicting a girl in a wood. It is

flatter than the flattest primitive art, and looks like a piece of

tapestry. We do not need to sit alone to think that Mrs.

Barton would do wiser to recognise the existence of space and

air. What a lifting of spirit one finds in turning to such a

livino', human piece of work as " Idle Moments " (238), by C. J.

Marvin, who gives us a darky boy sitting by a wall! The

lighting and beauty of the tones in this picture are a joy.

Light again is the burden of Louis Fleckenstein's song in a

rocky view where a girl is gracefully posed. He calls it, in fact.

"Play of Light" (263). In such directions as this there is

illimitable promise of progress. To ape the incompetence of the

past cannot be profitable in any respect. Mr. Fleckenstein is

happy again in his " Elizabeth Kislingbury " (385), where the

subject is the illumination of the figure by reflected light.

Two splendid studies of Japanese actoi-s, in all their won-

drous " get-up " of mask and wig, are sent by C. P. Crowther.

The characters are, we understand, participators in some

national ritual dance, and the prints are called " A ' No ' Per-

former " (268 and 283). Among R. Polak's several interesting

costume pictures after the style of Dutch art is a weird thing : a

head of a bearded man lying upon what might be a " charger."

But the head can never be that of the Baptist ; we presume it is

meant for that of Holofemes. Mr. Polak simply calls it

" Study of a Head " (349), which is rather a " let down."

Perhaps the best of the many dancing subjects here, to turn

from grave to gay, is W. Eide's "Dancing Study" (428), a

jprint of rare quality. The pose is positively new, exhibiting

all the vigour of a figure balanced on one foot, but devoid of

the ill grace sometimes characteristic of this kind of posing.

The shimmer of a silvery garment around the figure is a

splendid detail in the scheme.

There are a quantity of most engaging baby-studies here also,

all good, but scarcely requiring separate mention.

We have, indeed, not dealt with everything that deserves

praise. Several nude studies, for example, the excellent con-

tributions of Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Park, will be spoken of at

some length in Mr. Tilney's article to appear a week henoe.

As a show of professional and amateur portraiture we are

sure that the Salon will repay a visit from all whose desire it

is to see how the world wags and glean valuable suggestions.

METHODS AND NOVELTIES IN ENLARGING.

fA recent talk by Mr. Frank B. Howe, before the Californian Camera Club, the text of which is published in " Camera Craft,"

concerned itself chiefly with some of the by-paths of enlarging, and thus dealt with a number of methods which are compara-
tively little known by users of the enlarging process. We reprint portions of Mr. Howe's talk. The parts omitted are those
which cover more or less familiar ground.

—

Eds. " B.J."]

Those of you who, like myself, enjoy having a little place fixed

up in the cellar or the garage, a place where you can splash

around, spill hypo to your heart's content, and otherwise enjoy

yourself without incurring the horrified and sarcastic dis-

pleasure of your immediate family, will be glad, I think, to

know that it b possible to have an enlarging apparatus which
does not require an arc liglxt, a Cooper-Hewitt tube, or day-

light. Neither is it necessary to cut a hole in the wall or block

out a window in order that it may be installed. Briefly, the

apparatus may be called a Mazda lamp enlarging illuminator.

A box about eighteen inches square and eight or ten inches

deep is built, leaving one of its large sides open, as, in use,

it stands on one of its narrow sides. Mirror glass is attached
to the inner surface of the back and four sides of this box, com-
pletely lining it with reflecting surfaces. In the centre of the
back a hole is cut to accommodate an ordinary electric light
socket, and four other sockets are also fitted, two on each side,

so that the four lamps, when screwed in, will have tflieir ends
about an inch from the central one. By using two pieces of

mirror to line the back of the box the glass dealer has only
to pinch out two semicircles, on© in each half where the two
come together down the centre, and so doing will be much
less expensive than cutting a round hole in the centre of a
piece large enough to cover the entire back. The same applies
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to ttk« sid«*. These large blue lampt, serenty-five wstU I

think they call them, are the best, and comparatively in-

expensire. On the front of this box is built a framework,

with cleats inside holding a sheet of ground-glass. If, later,

one sheet is found to b« not enough, more can be added. To
the front of this last is added still another frame, one some-

what like a picture frame, with its inside opening just large

enough to take the back of your camera snugly. That is all

there is to the apparatus. You then simply put your camera
in the opening, after having first removed the ground-glass

focussing screen, slip the negative into a plateholder from

which the septum or centre has been removed, and you art-

ready for business. In catting away this septum, leave about

one-eighth inch of the material for support around the edges.

A film negative can, of course, be placed between two pieces of

clear glass fitting the holder, while a smaller negative can be
placed in a carrier or attached to a clear glass. If you aiv

using a Kodak or other camera that is without a plate attach-

ment, you can make tk* section carrying the ground-glass a

little wider and cut a slit in one side so that the plateholder

carrying the negative can be inserted there.

For enlarging, the speed of the lens is not as important as

is flatness of field, and any lens which gives the latter will do.

The ideal lens for enlarging has a focal length equal to the

diagonal of the plate leas, so makers agree in telling us. You
will anderstand that I am touching on fliis subject of lenses

only briefly, bccaose it is one that is corered in innumerable

books and articles very ninoh more interestingly and at greater

length than I can hop* to achieve. If your only available lens

is a rapid rectilinear—and haven't we all, put away some-
where, s^Mther we admit it or not, such a lens for which we
have a saemt fondness that we never will have for the finest

anastigmat made T—if , as I say. yon have only such a lens, do
not think yoa cannot make good enlargements with it, for you
can. Bat a good anastigmat is the better optical eqaipment

;

if yoa bave one, it is the lens to use.

So much for the eqaipment. l/et as get down to the actual

making of the print Ton doubtless have no trouble with

stEaight siilarging, so we will proceed directly to the mstter
of exposing, with special consideration to so-called fancy

printing. The soft-foeas or menotint effect, which in the

rtsalt of a diffused picture from a sharp negative, is easily

achieved in enlaifiBg. We first focus shJsrply, then rack out

the lens until the image is slightly out of focus, place the

paper in position, open the shatter, and give about one-fourth

the asposare.after which the lens is drawn back into the sharp-

focna position and the balance of the exposare given. Of
coarse, the proportioning of the two expoeares will vary with

individual pictarsa; bat one-fourth soft focns and three-

foorths sharp sssws best to fit the average case.

And, by the way, let mo urge yoa to make, if you already

haven't one, a transparent yellow cap for your lens. With it

in positton yoa can place the paper on the easel and focus

right through the yellow screen withoat danger of fogging the

paper, thereby seeing just how you are placing it on the paper.

There are not a few advantages in using this screen. Tou can

make one in a few minutes by taking a lens cap, cutting out

the top and gluing a piece of orange Kodaloid over it. If you
haven't any Kodaloid at hand, run a piece of undeveloped film

tiiroagh the hypo, wash it and soak it in red ink until it

acqoiw the proper depth of colour.

Tkosa wide-border, ooantersunk enUtfements which hsve

baoOMa popular of late under the names of Velvetone, Brun«r-

typa, and the like, are easily made, and beautiful in effect.

They are prodaoed commercially on platino-matt paper,

throagh • Verito lens ; bat, if yoa haven't a soft-foous lens.

you can get a like effect by making the exposure with a
stretcher covered with silk bolting cloth moved around about
half an inch in front of the paper while the exposure is being
made. Leave four or five inches of white border around the
picture and develop for a cold grey tone, using not too mudi
bromide, nor, indeed, too little. Brown and green tones do
not look well for this type of print. Let the image develop

slowly, with good brilliancy, and, above all, be sure to so

expose that it takes full development. Take the dry print, lay

it over a sheet of glass with a light undemeatb, place a sheet

of heavy celluloid, cut the right size for the desired "plate-

H-d'S-- -r"^"—

EteblDS KflTecU Oum-printiEtrecl.

sunk " effect between, and rub down the outside margin, thus
countersinking the picture. The celluloid, being transparent,

facilitates the centring of the picture ; and, for rubbing down,
one of the ball bearing embossing tools is fine ; but, if not

available, you can get the same result by using an old tooth-

brush handle. Then trim the print to get neat, clean edges,

and you have a beautiful picture.

To make prints resembling an etching, make a positive from

your negative, using a process plate. Reduce it, getting it

pretty thin, and flow the back with ground-glass substitute.

rro-n Or<«ln*l NcgstlTe. Bu nli«( Efl*et.

Then lay this over the negative, with a light below, and on

the ground-glass surface sketch in the picture with pencil.

Then make a negative from this and from this last you can

make a straight enlargement which will have the etching effect

It sounds complicated, but try it, and you will find it is really

very easy to do ; and it gives a novel effect, one that is very

pleasing.

A bas-relief effect can be very easily obtained in enlarging.

Make a positive on a plate or film—commercial film is fine—get-

ting it as near as you can to the same density and contrast as
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the negative. Put th« two togetlher, face to face, keeping them

slightly out ol register; make a negative, slip it into your

enlarging camera, and proceed as for an ordinary eixlargement.

If you like gum prints, but do not like the work connected

therewith, or if you lack tlie time necessary, you can get the

same effect quite easily by straight enlarging. Make an en-

largement, getting it about three shades darker than you wish

the picture to be. From this, by contact, make a paper nega-

tive. Soak this in a solution composed of eight parts of castor

oil and two parts of ether. Incidentally, do not inhale too
much of the ether, or the world may be deprived of the
beautiful picture you are about to produce. And do not forget
to keep, the bottle tightly corked or the ether may go away and
leave you. After soaking the paper negative in this, blot it,

place between dry blotters, and use a hot iron until it is dry.
Then make a contact print from your paper negative in the
ordinary way, and you have what is, to all appearances, a gum
print. I might add that this is the basis for the so-c^Ied
" Qualitone " prints that I am making commercially from
amateur negatives. To make them oonunercially practical, we
have completely to reverse Ihe process, so that, as now used,
the method would hardly suggest the parent idea. But just
as the above process is impractical for commercial use, so is
our method impractical w*en only a few prints are to be'made,
and therefore the outlined process is the one you will want to
use.

To come back to bolting cloth for a moment. There are all
sorte of possibilities in that material. You can put it on a
stretcher and, by holding it in contact with the paper while
exposing, secure a delightful canvas or linen effect. By keeping
the stretcher from a quarter of an inch to an inch away from
the paper, you can get softness without losing detail or pro-
ducing diffusion or fuzziness. Using the bolting doth will
necessitate about a third more than normal exposure. And be
sure not to get cloth tihat has been folded or tliere will be a
corresponding line in the picture. You can buy the cloth in
rolls, glue It on the stretcher, and thus eliminate this
difficulty.

Softness can also be secured by exposing through a lens cap
n^ade like the yellow one described, but covered with sUk
chifion instead. While the chiffon is a department store com-
modity. It 18 well worth braving the peril attending its pur-
chase, for it is very satisfactory as a softener. StiU another
method of softening the picture is to wave a piece of ground-
glass or ground celluloid as close to the lens as you can during
exposure, the ground side being towards tihe lens. If too much
diffusion IS thus secured, do it for only a part of the exposure.
To produce white borders on enlargements is a problem that

has two solutions. You can either use a mask having an open-
ing the size of the enlargement, using it against the paper, or
mask the negative. The former produces a sharp edge which
looks all right wlhen the picture is sharp, but one that to me
seems out of place and inartistic for a soft picture. It is some-
what more trouble to mask the negative exactly than it is to
mask the enlargement; but I think that, in most cases, it is
worth the trouble, for the softness so gained is in proportion
and harmonious with the softness of the picture. Sometimes,
though, when an excessively long exposure has to be given, you
will get halation unless you use the larger mask in contact
with the paper. To eliminate the sharp birder objection noted
above, you can use botlh, fitting the mask against the paper
very accurately so that it will come about one-sixteenth of an
inch outside the projected image all around. Frequently, of
course, you will not care about the border, and then, natur-
ally, it is a waste of time to mask the negative, it being only
necessary to slip a mask over the paper. The other plan is

suggested as being more artistic and satisfactory in most cases.

Now, before we go on, just a lew words about vignetting.

If you do not like the vignetting affair that is on sale, one that

looks like an instrument formerly used lor scaling fish, try

some other method. The best known is to use a piece of card-

board somewhat larger than the enlargement being made, in

which has been cut a hole of tihe general shape and about half

the size of the desired vignette. By making the exposure

through this, holding it about half-way between lens and paper,

and moving it about to avoid a sharp edge, you can pro<luce

nice results. Or you can cut a hole in the cardboard about

the size you want the vignette, pin it over your bolting cloth

frame, and use it close to the paper—about half an inch away.

As to developers, you are pretty sate in sticking to what the

manufacturer recommends. Any developer that gives good

brilliancy and works with average speed will do. Bromide

enlarging requires slow and full development for best results.

Tlie proper use of potassium bromide is very important in en-

larging—more so, I think, than in printing, where it does

not matter so much what tone results. Under-exposure and

forced development are less disastrous than the reverse. If a

print refuses to come up with proper brilliancy, you can some-

times "snap it up" a little by adding lo every five ounces

of the normal elon-hydroquinone developer, the following

solution

:

Bromide of potassium, saturated solution ... 6 drops

Nitric acid, C.P 2 drops

Prussiate of potash, red 3 grains

There is another way to^ " snap up " a developer, but I hesi-

tate somewhat in teUiiig it, for I know you will say,

" Heavens ! Did they bring that man five hundred miles to

teU us to put Siypo in the developer?" But I will bravely

suggest that, when a print positive refuses to come up with

the desired snap and brilliancy, you add, as a last resource

before giving it up, one drop of a 25 per cent, solution of hypo

to each ten ounces of developer. A friend of mine to whom I

made this suggestion understood me to say one ounce. He

hardly got the results he expected.

Local development, or the hastening of development in some

one part of the picture, can be used, in connection with shading

and dodging in exposure, to correct uneven densities in the

negative. TSie best way I have ever employed, and one I have

;iever seen described in print, is : Talve a bottle and fill it with

undiluted stock developing solution, and, instead of a cork, use

a wad of cotton in the neck. Then, during development,

simply hold the bottle upside down and rub that portion of

the image it is desired to strengthen, while the rest goes on

normally. This has the advantage over local rubbing, heating,

and the like methods, in that there is no danger of staining,

since the print is kept fully immersed in the developer during

the entire process. Still another plan is to blow upon the

desired part through a tube, and tlhereby keep a current of air

upon the portion it is desired to speed up. This last is par-

ticularly useful in building up small places, while the bottle

with the cotton stopper is more useful for large areas.

A good little "stunt" that is most effective, particularly

when making small enlargements, where it is difiicult to shade

evenly, is this : Put tihe paper in an ordinary printing frame

behind a sheet of ground-glass facing out—that is, with the

ground surface away from the paper. You can use celluloid

with a ground suri^ce by placing a sheet of clear glass between

it and the paper. Put the frame in position on the enlarging

easel, and focus. With the focussed image projected through

the yellow cap, dab a little vaseline on the ground-glass at

places where more exposure is wanted. Rub it in well to get it

even, and expose. The vaseline makes the ground-glass trans-

oarent while the ungreased parts hold back the liglht..

Similarly, you can hold back certain parts still more, if neces-
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anTj, by rubbing finely powdered green chalk on the ground-

glass surface directly over them.

I hare a suggestion or two to make regarding re-develop-

ent that may be worth the tim« required to mention them.

In the first place, by leaaening the amount of bromide in the

original developer you can to a great extent eliminate the dis-

agreeable tone of yellow in the sepias. Or if yon are making

black and whites at the time, and cannot therefore cut down

the bromide below normal, try soaking the print in the

•niphide solution of the re-developer before bleaching. In

{act, I believe that the latter plai^ is, after all, better than

varying the bromide in the developer. I can positively guar-

antse, if you will soak the print three minutes in tho re-

dev«lop<r (sulphide bath) before bleaching it, that not only

will you get a beautiful chocolate brown, with no trace of

yellow, but that the density of the sepia print will be exactly

the sanoe «a was the black and wliite. These two advantages

• r.. rather big ones, and well worth «4iile.

I)o yoa occasionally get blue spots iii ike paper after

euiphidtngT Try adding a little oxalic acid and oxalate of

potash to the salpliide solution. It doesn't always work, but

oftentimes will save a picture. K fresh sulphide solution

occasionally eliminates the trouble. And here is another

unt" that may be worth while. To produce pirtuns that

..-tt part sepia and part black and white, get a ten or fifteen

cent tube of what is called " JiSy Solution," used for mend-

ing bicycle tyres, and pour some of this over the parts you

want to remain black and whitt- during re-development. It

driss quickly and is easily peeled off after the print has been

redeveloped in the usuaI way. With a little judgment yoa can

oae this solution to prodaes aoine delightful effects—warm tooed

laces and arms with oool toned drapery ; warm sunlight

•plashes with ooidloolnnf shadows, and so on- A plain collo-

^on, such as the druggists sell, might answer as well or better ;

I have not tried it.

Now, a few miscellansoas hints that may be of use to yon,

and I am through. To moiovs a scratch on the glass side of a

negative, make a ftn« thtck paste of emery powder and water,

•ppiy with a piecse of Bannel and rub until the edges of the

•cratch are literally eat off. The scratch will not show in the

print, and this is qnicker than »|>otting, particularly if a lot

of prints are to be made from one negativa.

To hold back faoss and other small arsas thst print too

dark, two methods are applicable. Use a piece of cardboard on

the end ''f a wire—a hat-pin is grxxi—taking care to move the

wire sutlincntly to avoid its making a light streak on the

print. II the exposure is not long enongh to permit enough of

this dodging without it showing on the print, stop down. And
peaking of stopping down, quite often yon can increase con-

trast by stof^ing down jndicioasly. Aa mle, Jtowrver, in

enlarging, a stop about fjlb is id-eal ; and I think »e are sale

in saying that an exposure of not less than fifteen seconds is

desirable. The longer the exposure required, the better for the

picture, if you have the patience.

The other method consists of using a narrow strip oi glass

with a spot of opaque on one end. This is somewhat better

than the cardboard and wire method, for it cannot produce a

white line if you neglect the moving, as the exposure goes on

right through the glass.

Double printing should not be overlooked, as enlarging offers

the widest possible field for its application. And here is where

the yellow cap is again indispensable. Put the negative in

place, with yellow cap on lens and pajjer in position. Then

fit up a strip of cardboard to shade the sky portion, fastening

it a little away from the paper so that there will be a soft,

vignetted edge to the landscape, not a sharp outline. Mark

where the sky line comes at the two sides of the picture, make

the exposure and remove the negative. With the yellow cap

again in position, the exposure having been made by removing

it, locate the clouds just right on the paper, using the pencil

marks at the sides as a guide. Move the masking cardboard

to the other side to shade the part already exposed, and print

in the cloud sT

To get a negative which, when exposed in contact with the

picture negative, will give a canvas effect : Get a piece of hair-

cloth from the Uilor, set it up so that the light strikes across

it from one side, and photograph it, developing for contrast.

A quick-acting reducer will sometimes improve such a negative

and prevent it« making the exposure too long when in use.

OccasionaUy you wiU want to make a particularly mce-

looking job of enlarging one figure from a group, and here is a

good method of procedure. Make a regular enlargement from the

group negative, place it in an ordinary printing frame with a

aheet of clear glaw in front and the picture side of the print

towards the gUss. Mix opaque and whiting until you have a

very light gray substance. Paint this aU over the glass around

the figure you want to separate from the group, just ae you

would were you blocking out a negative. Next put a deposit of

soot all over the glass, opaque and all, by holding it over a kero-

sene Ump. CarefuMy wipe away the soot from the clear glass

over the figure, and then work in some shading or design around

this dew V»«e by wiping off the soot so as to leave the gray

opaque showing through in places. After you have a nice back-

Kround d«ign worked in, copy the whole thing through a sheet

of cUm Have a piece of black cloth, with a hole cut m it for

the lens suspended in front of the camera in order to prevent

reflections from the glass. The result will be a nice negative of

the d€«ired figure, with a tapestry effect background ;
that is, if

Toor work with the gray opaque and the soot was well done.
' Frank B. Howe.

FORTHCOMLNG E.XHIBmONa

6s|ptsaibn' 13 to Octobsr 11.—London Salon of Photography.

Hon. MC.. 6», PaU MoU East, London, W.C.I.

October 13 ia Novsmbar 29.— Royal Phoingraphic Society.—

btriss does September 19 (carrier), September 20 (band).

BtenUrj, J. UelDtosb, 36. Rouell Sqnara. W.C.I.

Tkb BaMI Colirsiliion, promoted by EllinU and Sana, Ixd.,

maaalactursn of BamH pUtcs and papers, ckiacd on August 30,

and has proved a very ioterssting competition. It has revealed a

woaderfal aaortmeni of bMns op and down the country, many

naaiat buildings, some ptoturesqne and •flording delight^ studies,

th«r bwlw i si and notaUeL l^ie Urge entry rfiawed that the idea

-oM Htwo^ly ^ninAttd The sUnHtud of work -was very good.

The saeesstfal competitors were Wolttr North, 159, Portland Road,

HaekaaB, Int prias, £6 ; R. W. T. Collins, Woodlyn, 8bakeq[>eare

Rood, Worthing, second prize, £3; J. Stewart, 60, Cromer Street

Clifton. York, third prize, £1.

PoLTiECHSic Photographic School.—We have just received a

pi«pectu« of evening classes which wiU be held at the Regent

Street Polytechnic, London, W., during the coming seaaon, com-

msoctng on September 29. There sre classes on General Photo

gnphy, Studio Portraiture, Black and White and Colour Ftmshing,

AdvertLiement Figure Portraiture aitd Finiibing, Retouohtng, En

Urging, Science for Photographers, Cinematography, Commercial

Photography, and CataJogue Work, Tone and Three-colour Pro

ce« Work. The classes in each subject are held from 7 to 9 p.m.

Full particulars will be forwarded upon application to the Photo-

graphic School, and the teachers will be present on the evenings

of the week September 22—26, from 6.30 to 9 p.m., to enrol and

advise mteoding studcnU. We may add that each subject is dealt

with by a specialist with commercial experience in hia particular

branch.

Il
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PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
» »

«

[Previons articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the aeries to the

length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, hia

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Boom (March 21).

About the Reception Boom (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).

Business Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).

Plates and Their "Work (July 11).

Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)

Leaky Roofs (Sept. 5).

Blinds and Curtains (Sept. 12).

MINIATURES.
We generally find upon a photographer's card or letter paper

the word " Miniatures," but in most cases these little pictures

play a very small part as moneymakers in the business. This is,

I think, largely due to insufficient thought being given to their

nroduction, and also to a lack of salesmanship on the part of

the receptionist. Where a photographer "lays himself out" to

produce miniatures of a high grade he usually finds it highly

remunerative, and retains in his own hands business which is so

often allowed to drift away to outsiders, by which I mean
jewellers and fancy dealers who sell lockets, frames, and cases,

and exhibit miniatures as a side line. As in many other

branches of photography, it is a mistake to show very cheap
work unless it is asked for, and in a studio of any pretensions

the stock frame of gilt or rolled gold riras»and pendants filled

with roughly tinted P.O. P. or bromide print* should never
appear, although they are, of course, quite in place in a work-
ing class district, or in places where the business consists mainly
of postcards.

The miniature, properly so called, is a small water-colour
painting direct upon ivory, and as such work calls for a high
degree of artistic skiU it is necessarily rather costly. There
is, nevertheless, quite a good market for these, and I have taken
many orders at prices ranging from five to twenty-five guineas
for each picture, including a best-quality rim, or, if preferred,
a leather case. If one is provided with a few good specimens
it is easy to point out the superior transparency and purity of

colour of a free-hand miniature, as compared with one on a
photographic basis, and also to emphasise the ease with whicli
alterations in dress, or even the features, can be made, while
the undoubted permanency of the work is another good selling

point. One common error must be avoided, and that is to
endeavour to cheapen the production for the sake of extra
profit. I have known unscrupulous photographers to offer the
artist as little as two guineas for a painting for which the cus-

tomer has paid ten. This is sheer profiteering, and in the
end is bad business. I consider that the artist should receive at

least half the selling price, leaving the balance to cover cost

of mounting and profit.

To oome to the photographic part of the business, the best

class of miniatures are painted upon a faint carbon image sup-
ported upon ivory. These require less skilled artistic work, and
any fairly good colourist can finish them, although a trained

miniature painter will usually produce a more satisfactory

result. The photographer, if a skilful carbon printer, can
easily produce the plain print on ivory, but as a general rule

it will be better and cheaper to give the job to a good firm of

carbon printers. It is desirable to consult the artist as to the

colour of the tissue to be used, as some prefer to work upon a

warm toned basis, while others prefer a cold toned one. Sepia,

standard brown, and warm black are the most useful colours.

A little consideration should be given to the natural colouring

of the subject in settling which should be used, as it is much
easier to p,.int fair hair over a warm basis and dark hair over

a colder one. As a fair price can be obtained, the greatest care

in the selection of the colours used should be exercised, only

those of undoubted permanency being employed. Books on
miniature painting which deal fully with this question may be

obtained for a shilling or so from most artists' colourmen.

A still cheaper class of work is produced in exactly the same

way upon celluloid instead of ivory, but I do not recommend
the use of this material, as the saving in cost is slight, perhaps

half a crown on a two-inch picture, which is hardly worth con-

sidering unles.s the selling price is less than a couple of guineas.

Naturally a cheaper quality of colouring is put upon this

material.

For s>mall framed pictures opal glass is often used as a basis

for the photograph, but does not give the same efiect as ivory

or celluloid, and is ttetter suited for C.D.V.e and larger sizes.

It is very suitable for small highly finished monochromes on

red chalk or sejjia, and a few specimens in this style may bring

oiflers from those who do not care for coloured pictures.

Before dealing with paper pictures, I must mention the

Transferotype paper of Kodak, Ltd., which allows a bromide

print to be transferred from its original support to ivory, cellu-

loid or porcelain. As it in no way difiers from an ordinary

bromide image it is not comparable either in the matter of

transparency of image or of permanence with carbon, but is

nevertheless useful when these qualities are not in the highest

degree essential. The process is very simple, being exactly similar

to ordinary bromide printing up to the point of transferring,

which is very simply done by soaking the finished print in

water until it is limp, when it is squeegeed down upon the final

support and placed under light pressure for about an hour.

It is then immersed in water as warm as can comfortably be
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borne by the hand, when the paper can be lifted off, leaving the

film upon the support. A good rinsing in the warm water is

given to remove tbeanrplus gelatine substratum, and the process

is complete. The image can be sepia-toned in the ordinary way
before or after transferring. It must be remembered that tha

image is reversed in the transferring, so that if this be objection-

•Ue the print must be made by means of the camera or

•nlarging apparatus. I hare found this very convenient when
•mall printa are required from larger negatives, as the reduction

and reveraal can he made simultaneously by placing the glass

•ids of the negative next to the lens. The paper is obtainable
in the usual sizes at the same price as ordinary bromide paper,
and full working instructions are given.

Very effective quasi-miniatures may b« made by colouring
platinotype prints with water colours. The effect is excellent,

and they are, of coarse, quite permanent. I have one example
which wa* produced over twenty years ago, which so far as I

«an see has not changed in the slightest degree, in spite of

storage for some years in a very damp place, where ordinary
P.O.F. and brmnide prints had almost entirely faded away.
Carbon prints can, of course, be treated in the aame way, and
are equally effective.

I would strongly advise that in all cases genuine artists'

• olours should be used in preference to dyM, even for the

'leaper class of woric Some dyes are permanent, but there is

no means of ascertaining which are, so that, except for the

** eighteenpenny touch," they are best avoided. One has only

to lock at the specimena in the jew<-llers' windows to see how
fugitive must of the colours are, esfx-iially the- reds and pinks,

«nd th«a«, nsturally, are the most important. Dyes which

are fairly permanent when used alone often form fugitive

mixtures. I well remember finishing a landscape with a

mixture of dyes which ga«* exactly the brown colours I wanted.

In three weeks it came back, a clump of brown trees having
- imed to a bright ^rteu

'

Uur miniatures should be fitted up in rims or frames in ac-

rdanos with their value. In some few instances solid gold

.ms ai« ordered, but the majority of best quality rima are made

by hand of fine copper, which is heavily gilded after being

made; if carefully uasd these will retain their brilliancy for

many years. They ahoald be enclosed in a morocco snap case,

lined with silk, and ean ahonld be Uken that the colour of the

lining does not detrsct from the picture. For this reason I

always specify white or cream for light pictures, and very dark

colours for dark one* Dark green, blue, or brown may be used,

whichever will bsat hamonise with the prevailing colour of

the painting The ^asMS must be alsolntely colourless, as the

slight^t tings of green is fsUl to delicate colouring.

The fitting of an ivory picture into its rim is rsther s

delicate operation if it has to be cut into an oval or circle, as

it is very ea«y to split the ivory by cutting against the grain.

Supposing thst we have an oblong ivory to eat into an oval

rim, we must take a small shsrp pair of scisaon and commence

by cutting from the middle of the right hand side round thc>

edge of the oval to the top ; the margin will probably split off

in pieces. We then turn the ivory over so that we are looking

at the back. This brings the other top oomer into position

for cutting, which we do in the same way, the two cuU meeting

at the lop. The two bottom oomen are cut by turning the

picture upside down and proceeding in the aame way. It is

worth practicing this on a piece of plain irory before risking a

valuable painting.

Enamel miniatures, those which are burnt in upon copper or

porcelain, are, of course, beyond the powers of moat photo-

graphers, and must be placed in the hands of a firm which

specialises in this cisss of work. Unless the enameller also

euppliM the rim, it is advisable that this should not be ordered

until the picture is delivered so as to ensure a proper fit, as

such pictaiss can only be cut with great risk of damage.

Miniatures are sometimes required on watch dials or inside

the cases or domes. They may be either ordinary coloured

carbon prints or enamels, but in either case the portion which
is to receive the print should be detached by a watchmaker to

avoid damaging the works. Carbon prints transferred to matt-

surface silver look very well, but gold should either be silver-

plated or given a coat of white enamel similar to that on the

dial. The carbon image can then be put on by the ordinary

double transfer process, a preliminary substratum of insoluble

gelatine being necessary. A coating of celluloid varnish or

amber dissolved in chloroform is advisable to protect the gela-

tine as no glass covering is possible. Enamels require no
protection. Pbacticds.

SULPHIDE TONING WITH POLYSULPHIDE.
Iti the carrent issue of the " Bulletin of the French Photographic

Society " M. L. P. Clerc has a note on the prooeas of sepia toning

with polysulphide, originated some years ago fay M. Deeolme. a.

tnuisUtiou of whose communication appeared at the time in th^-

- British Journal" ot February 28, 1913, p. 157. M. DosaJme's

method ooiuisted in making a solution of polysuiphide by boilinr;

sulphur with strong solution of ordinary sodium sulphide, or by

mixing a strong solution of sodium sulphide with hydrogen peroxide.

The yellow sulytion produced in each case is largely diluted witli

wiOer to form the toning lath, in which prints gradually tone from

a black to a warm sepia ground in about thirty minutes.

M. Clerc has found that the process does not work with the same

readiueas in the case of all papers, and that certain brands refuse

to tone at all. The simplicity and cbeapntse of the process and the

excellent results obtained under suitable conditions have therefore

prompted him to make tests of a number of prints which showed n>

toning action after an hour's immersion in the bath with the object

of discovering the cause of their failure to tone.

In order to test the condition of the image of a print which had

thus renained nnton^d in the polyiulpbide bith, a print was wel<

washed and treated with Farmer's reducer. The image was slightly

reduced at the same time, becoming, almost instantaneously, of

sepia tone. U thus seemed that the particles of reduced silver wero

attacked superficially in the hypo-ferricyanide bath, a layer of black

metallic nlver being removed from the nucleus of brown silver

sulphide, and disclosing the toning already partly completed. In

these ronditioas it appeared probable that toning would take placd

by prolonging the time of immersion of the prints in the polysul-

phide bath fur a sufficient time.

The strength of the solution appeared to have no influence either

on the time ai toning or the colour of the prints. The otCy prac-

tical means for increasing the speed of toning thus appeared to be

the Qse of a higher temperature. Prints which had been toned

(or one hour without having exhibited any change were hardened,

with other untoned prints, in weak solution of formaline, and then

immersed in solutions of polysulphide at various temperatures.

Toning was found to take place more rapidly according to the tem-

perature of the bath, .^t a temperature of about 120 deg. F. ton-

ing was complete in ten minutes, but the tone was no longer sepia

brown, as when toning in the cold, but purplish brown, resembling

the tone obtained by hot hypo alum

Other prints which refused to tone in the cold within a reason-

able time were kept in the polysulphide solution (or a longer period

than two hours. With two hours' immersion at a temperature of

about 60 deg F. the prints became warm black ; after three hours

some of them toned to a very pleasant purplish brown, whilst others

took six hours to tone to sepia brown.

The same process of toning is applicable to glass transparencies,

the toned images being much more traiuparent than before toning.

In testing the action of tha bath on transparencies made on different

brands ol l>late, the same differences sre met with as among papers.

Some traiuparenciee tone rapi<&y whilat others are difficult to tone,

and show an alteration of colour only after several bouia' treatment.

Still others obstinately refuse to tone even after very prolonged

immersion in a heated bath.

The differencea here noted by M. Clerc conlorm fairly closely to

these which are found in the cass of the toning of bromide papers

with liver of sulphur. It is no doubt common knowledge that some
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bromide papers lone very readily by this meUiod and yield excel-

lent resiUts. whilst prints on other papers seem aJmost untonable

in a "liver" bath, although both descriptions of paper will tone

with equal readiness both by the bleach and sulphide method and

by hypo-alum.

j|$$l$tdnt$' Rotes.

Notes by assistants suilabU for this column will be amsidered

and paid for on tlie first of the month follmving publication.

Labelling Bottles.

The usual paper label, as all are aware, is rather a delusion and a

snare, owing to a tendency to drop off, and perhaps is swept up

unnoticed, often leaving one in a state of doubt as to the contents

of its divorced companion.

A plan which has been found good consists in u=ing very thick

gum to which a few drops of a saturated solution ol potassiimi

bichromate have been added, just sufficient to turn the gum orange.

The mixture will not keep. On exposure to light the gum is ren-

dered insoluble, or partially so. When dry, the label, which should

be of good quality paper, is coated with celluloid varnish, working

it a little above the label. Labels so nffixed have remained in situ

for years, though continually exposed to damp. They have also

withstood occasional rinses under the tap to remove attached crystals

due to solutions trickling down the bottles after pouring.

A label which never drops off is made by applying lettering in

anti-sulphuric paint direct to the glass. It will withstand nearly

all chemicals, is unaffected by water, and adheres with tenacity,

being vastly superior in these respects to ordinary paint, Ber'.in

black, shellac varnish compounds, etc. Capital also for making

plainly visible the numbers and graduations of clear-glass measures,

frequently difficult to read in the dark-room. The anti-sulphuric

paint or varnish is supplied in black and red by electrical houses,

and although expensive, a little goes a long way. It has many
useful photographic applications—touching up old papier mache

dishes, rendering wood waterproof, painting metal plate-washers,

and the like. It dries rather slowly, and should not be applied in

thick coats, and care mu»t be taken that no tears form, as these take

a long time to set.

—

Chloride.

Pboto^mecbanicai notes.

Avoiding Moire Pattern.

Nothing is so annoying to the half-tone engraver as the un-

pleasant iiuttern that is bound to occur when the lines of a copy

meet the lines of the screen at too narrow an angle. The first thing

the operator does is to twist the original, or revolve his screen

until he gets the least obvious pattern, and sometimes this is all

that is necessary to do to cause it to entirely disappear. But

some subjects are not amenable to this treatment; for example,

in a subject having circular lines the pattern is bound to occur no

matter how you turn original or screen. An irregular grain screen

is a good solution of the problem, but sometimes the customer

objects to an irregular grain, and frequently the engraver has not

a suitable irregular grain screen. In the case of the circular lines,

after the half-tone is mad© it can be tooled by the engraver to

make the pattern almost disappear. Another instance of the pattern

being dodged very neatly is that of the engraver who had to re-

produce .some eteel engravings. He twisted them until the pattern

was at its minimum, and was at only one spot. This position was

carefully marked, the originaJ was then lightly air-brushed so

that the lines were just obliterated, of course keejjing the tone of

the subject the same. Then the engraving was made, and the hand
engraver imitated the lines of the original on the patch which had

been air-(brushed and reproduced aa an even tone, thus very suocess-

fiilly avoiding the uncorafortalble moirft pattern.

Patent neiDS.

Process patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, Sept. 1 to 5.

Cinematography.—No. 21,987. Cinematograph apparatus. A. 8.

Newman.
CiNKMATOoiiAPny.—No. 21,780. Spools for cinematograph films. B.

Rigby.

Projkction Lantern.—No. 21,507. Projection lantern for ad-

vertising. C. E. Dyte.

Projkction S''rekN5.—No. 21,462. Daylifht cincraatograph

screens. W. .T. Marks.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from
the Patent Office, S5, Southavipton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Roll-Film Cameras.-4No. 128,637 (August 20, 1917). The inven-

tion relates to an iiutoiratic roll-film camera for taking pictures

of successive poitions of an object or landscape from a moving

vehicle, such .is an aeroplane. The drawing shows a transverse

vertical section. The shutter 32 consists of an endless curtain

having two apertures .md moved intermittently transversely of

die film, which passes between the uppe.' and lower portions of

the shutter.

Till) take-up spool 11 is of such a size tliat each lap of film

around its core will constitute an integral number of picture!

or a single picture, and is provided with one cr more notche*

to indicate where the film should be cut to sever the separate

pictures.

The shutter and film are alt-ernately moved by continuous rota-

tion of a shaft 21 from a spring 22. This shaft carries a mutilated

32

C=]

gear-wheel 24 engaging with a mutilated pinion 27 on the spindle

of the take-up spool ; it also op jratee bevel-gear 40 . . 43 and

spur gear 46, 49, 47, the wheel 47 being loosely mounted on a

shaft 48 which is intermittently rotated by a spring wound up
by the wheel 47 which movement is transmitted to the shutter

by gear 51, 52. The movement is regulated by a das.h-pot com-
prising a piston 53 operated by screw-and-nut gear and working
in a cylinder 58. The operation of the camera may be stopped

by screwing down a needle valve 68. H. G. C. Fairweather, 65,

Chancery Lane, for G.E.M. Engineering Co., 1,215, Walnut
Street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

Focal-Plane Shutters.—No. 129,037 (October 2, 1917). The in-

vention relates to rdf-al plane shutters such ri.s those desciibed in

Patent No 6,25b, 1912 (B.J., April 25, 1913). Means are pro-

vided for holdino; the winding-bandle C in gear during ths setting
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of th« shatter, and for holding it oat of gear at oiher times.

When the hand!* C is rotated, a beveUed surface e* on a shoulder

c* oomm icto contact with one end of a slot formed in flanges

f, g, and the handle is thus forced inwards against the action o{

• q>ring E until a clutch member on the and of a sleeve D en-

gages a pin &' oo the diait & of the settinc-mcchanism, and the

shoulder continoas to travel under the Bar.ge onlil it engages »

top p. The llaagB g is rotaUble relatively to the flange f tj

vary the siae ol the ikik. Thomtan-Pickard ManalaciuHng Co.

,

A. G. Pickard and F. Stinger, all of Altrinoham. C'hcehire.

FuuH LAMrs.-No. 122.719 (February 12. 191S). The invention

coDsista in a device lur prutliK i:;- flashes by the electric volatilir -

Uon of fusible wires, for iiiii u <if .iluminiuni. runiHT. or m«i;-

Dcainm. It comprises an imul.. r attach-

mttA of the wires, another auii) ... j ... ingagiiiK

the ayaleta, and a current distributor allowing a variable number

of wirea to be volatiliaed at each operation. In one arrangement.

the wirce C, Tig. 4, eoanect a circular row of eyelets B in a card-

board disc A to a central eyelet. Plugs K, which may be spring-

urged, are mounted on an insulating base D and enter the outer

eyelets B, while a pin O inserted through a central eyelet into a

Fig. 4.

socket H in the base presses tlio Hitc A towards the base. The
siM-ket H is directly attached (> "iie conductor, and the plugs E

r.' •imnected to a row of cnnt >' u M, Fig. 5, on a plate I. A
i»:U-h arm J carrying a bnish N i* held by a catch P, which can

be disengaged by a Boiwdeo wire U. A spring L then rotates the

switrh arm, whidi swsepa over the contacts M nntil a stud T
on tlio switch arm meets a stop srm Q, retained in the desired poei-

(.!•<» by a pia R inserted in one of a mimbar td boles S. lo another

rrangement, the wires are in series boliween STaleta h. Fig. 9. in a

flexible band o, which in being wound oS a drnm W on to a drum

W* pamee over a wheel i carrying stoda s. TliMe studs engage the

eyelets and are attached to contacU m soceessively engaging a pair

of bmsbca n, a*. A pinion X on the wheel • gean with a toothed

wheel Y which is driven by s spring I wound by a chain o and

connected to the wheel Y by a ratchet-wheel and pawl r'. A
catch r" acting on tba ratchet-wheel can be withdrawn electro-

agneticatly.

The amoont of rotation and consequently the number of wires

volatilised !a iletei

m

ined by one or other of two wheel* Z, Z"
geared to tba ralohat irhiil the wheel Z rotating more slowly and

the wheel Z" rotntiag more quickly than the ratchet-wheel. A
pin t or I' on either wheel is arrested aftar the required movement

by an arm 9 or 9' secnred by s pin r or r" entering holes in an

arc V or V. The arm q ot q' not in sm k folded op out of the

way about a hinge i or i'. A fixed stop arrests the pin t in zero
position when the spring is wound up.

To use more wires than allowed by the wheel Z, both arms are-

thrown out of action; still more wires can be burnt by turning
the drum W by hand. In another arrangement, the contact wheel

Pig 9. Fig. 5.

is driven by a belt from a crank-actuated shaft on which is a cam
periodically closing a switch connected to the brushes. In another

arrangement, the wires are transversely or diagonally arranged on
the band, and the pairs of eyelets are engaged by studs on a drum
having on its ends contacts connected to the studs. A further

modification oonaists in winding the wire continuously around

an asbestoe or like band and attaching it at intervals to eyelets.

—J. and P. Courtier, 20, Rue Ernest Cresson, Paris.

neu) BockSe
KnXT's DiatcTORY or the CmEmrAL Industries, 1919.—The ex-

pansion of chemical iitdustry in this country is marked by the larger

aise uf the latest edition of the directory of the trades just issued

by Measrs. Kelly's Uireotories. lAd., 1^, High Holborn, London,

W.C.I, whioii runs to nearly 880 pat;es, a« xmpared with 809 pages

of the previous edition, issued m 1916. Part of the increase is,

however, due to rrarravgemeoi of sections. The compiU,tion is cliiefly

of interest to thoe? in the photographic trade, or to anyone having

dealings with photographers and photographic dealers, from the

informstion it gives on the dialribution of these two classes of

trwiera. In the classification of timdea and professions, di\-ided into

two sections, nameJy, London and Provinces, photographers and

photographic material dealen are among the largest lists. The

earlier portion of the book consists of an alphabetical arrangemenc

of places under the counties of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and

thus Aowa the name of a photographer or photographic dealer in

a given town. As we h&ve pointed out in tiie ca«e of previous edi-

tions, the particulan given of manufacturers of dry-plates, printing

papers, photographic apparatus, and photographic chemicals are

wanting in accuracy, chiefly aa the result of insufiicient discrimina-

tion between actual manufacturers and men:hant8; and in one or

two case* we notice makers of sensitive materials figuring rather

strangely as manufacturers of apparatus, lliese, however, are

minor defects, which are almoat immaterial in their effect upon

the great usefulness of a very valuable compilation.

• Snacoscopic Photoorapkt.—For some years past there has not

been a text-book of stereoaoc^ic photography in print. The want

has been remedied by the pi^xlication of No. 175 of the " Photo
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-Miiualure," just issued in this country by Messrs. Hougiitons, Ltd.,

88-89. High Holborn, Lo.idou, W.C.I, and in America by the pub-

lishers, Measrs. Tennant and Ward, 103, Paj-k Avenue, New York.

It is a comprehensive and brightly-written little manunl, which

touches sufficiently upon the historical details of binocular vision

aad stereoscopic photography, and deals at length with the prac-

ticoil methods of the laitter of the ordiinry kind, and also of Bu<h

special applications as the making of X-ray stereograms and of

^stereoscopic colour transparencies on the Autochrome and Paget

plates. The manual may be commended to the amateur photo-

graphic worker as an excellent guide in these branches of work.

Chemical Reagents.—A re-edition of the work by Dr. C. Krauch,

chemist, to the firm of E. Merck, has been issued by Messrs. Scott.

Greenwood and Son, 8, Broadway, Ludgate Hill, E.C4, in the form

of a revised and enlarged translation by H. B. Stocks, F.I.C. This

is a translation from the third German edition, and very largely

«.xtends and supplements the first Englisih edition published seven-

teen years ago. The arrangement throughout is alphabetical, but

the text is rendered still further accessible by the inclusion of an
•excellent index. In the case of each chemical reagent indications

are given of the commonly occuring impurities, together with

specific tests for their detection. In each case also the paragraph

mentions the uses of the reagents, and in doing so cites abundant

references to original papers in chemical literature. The translator

has rendered a very great service to the English readey by making
these references., whenever possible, to E.n.^lish diemical journals

in which the same matter has appeared. The book, which has long

been a standard treatise on its subject, is one which is invaluable

to the experimental chemist. Its price is 17s. 6d.

neu) materials, $c—

—

Melol-Griffias and Amidol-Grlffias. Sold by John J. Griffin

and Sons, L'd., Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Metol and amidol of British manufacture are two new introduc-

tions of Messrs. Griffins whioli will 'be found to deserve the good
opinion attaching to these popular developers. Made up according

to the customary formula of sulphite and a little bromide the ami
dol yields prints of the brilliance and fine black colour characteristic

of this developer. The metol, employed in an ordinary developing

formula in conjunction with hydroquinone shows itself as possessing

the qualities which have brought this combination into universal use

for both plates and prints. Although the developers are not as free

from colour as other products, yet the difference appears to have no
effect upon their developing properties. They are sold at the follow-

ing prices:—^Metol 72s. per l;b., 4s. 6d. per oz ; amidol 32s. per lb.,

2a. per oz. ^

meetinfls of societies^
MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR ^XT WEEK.

Tuesday, September 23.

Hackney Photograpbio Sooiely. Print Competition : Picture!, including a
portion ol 8t. Paol'i.

THnuaoAY, Sxptembbr 25.

HammerBmitta (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. "Egypt." A. Keighley.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Mr. J. W. PuRKis gave another contribution to tJie informaJ session

with an elaborate exposition on copying appliances of the "Hecto-
graph " order, a most useful contribution for secretaries and all

who have to do manifolding. He gave various formulas and tips,

oif which only those found best need be recorded.
The best formula for the jelly, which ixKsesses advantages over the

commercial article, he had found to be as follows :

—

Leaf gelatine 1 part by weight.
Water 5 parts by measure.
Golden .lyrup 8 parts by
Carbolic acid, lO'per cent, solaition . . 1-16 part by

Break the leaf gelatine into small pieces, and soak in the water
for about 30 minutes. He-at in a water bath till dissolved ; add the

golden syrup and preservative; filter through fabric into a shallow

dish, and skim off scum with the edge of a piece of clean paper.

For a 10 x 8 dish about 2i ozs. of tlie gelatine, and other ingredients

in proportion, will be about right. If to be consumed as a jujube,

omit the carbolic. In either case, use when set.

The ordinary commercial graph inks answer well. Fi>r home-made
ones he haxi no formula, adding to a saturated solution of methyl

violet sufficient sugar to make the ink flow easily. Fountain and
stylo pens may be employed with fair success, but l>eing designed

for thin inks do not respond kindly to thick. Specially designed

pens for thick inks might be made. With a stylo, enlarging the

hole and reduoing the diaimeter of the pin woii'd do all that was
necessaj^.

Copying-pencils are effective, but only applicable to " Hecto

graph " flexible gelatined copying sheets. He had tried many
pencils with varying success, and could recommend the " Eagle

Manifold " which renders 50 legible copies. A rough paper for the

original is necesstiry. Better, a non-absorbent material such as acid

etohed ground-glass. "How would a carpenter's rasp do?" en
quired Mr. Sellers. "Too severe," said the demonstrator. Care
must be taken to secure good contact alil over the surface of the

jelly. Ho left the ground-glass in contact for 15 minutes and up-

wards. Possibly a shorter time would answer, but as the secretary

had advanced his demonstration a fortnight he had not had time

to try.

He then gave a practical demonstration of the making of the

jelly, using an ingenious water bath consisting of a saucepan con-

taining a jam pot supported on fireclay tops of worn-out inverted

incandescent gas burners, capital appliances for the purpose. It

W!vs noticed that as he poured the Lyles syrup it seemed strangely

thin, and this was pointed out "Quite itrue," he said, "but for

the purpose of this demonstration I had to add water to eke out the

stuff, for I dared not sneak anotlier tin." " Main-ied, of course,
"

remarked the "offic» boy" in pitying accents A most hearty vote
of thanks was accorded Mr. Purkis for a very complete demonstra
tion.

During the evening the secretary, Mr. Sellors, announced tlial

he was going to indulge in a month's holiday. The assistant secre-

tary (otherwise the "office boy") would act in his absence. Any
iiicivilitv or inattention should be immediately reported.

Cominercial^Ceaal Intelligence.

Photographic Entebprises.— At the London Bankruptcy Court
hist week, before Mr. Registrar Francke, the public examination was
held of Frank Soward, 32, Con'ston Roiid, Muswell Hill.

According to the dabtor's amended statement of affairs the gross
liabilities were estimated at £819 13.s. Id., of whicli £660 ISs. Id.

was expected to rank again.st the est<i,te for dividend, and assets nil.

thus showing a defioiemcy of £660 13s. Id.

In reply to questions put by the Officoal Receiver, detotor state<l

that he was introduced to a ceatain person, who told hdm
there was a. good thing going in " Colourgraphs, Ltd." Debtor and
several friends, in about December, 1917, purohased 600 or 700 shares

at j>ar, of which debtor had fifty. Their informant was introduced
to debtor as ma.nager of Colourga-aphs, Ltd., ajid he suggested pro-

moting a new compaaiy to be styled Photocol, Ltd., for the punpose
of taking over tJie assets and undeitakiiig of -the old contpany, obtain-

ing liaipiitaJ for the workiaig of the secret process it held reLatdng to

the en'.vargement and colouring of photogi-a-phs, a.nd tlie securing of

premises at Thornton HeatJi. Debtor was asked if he could find

some capital for tliese objects. He approadied tliree of his friends,

and they foujid £400, whiih delbtor paid to liis informant with
moneys of his own. Altogether defbtor had paid in this way about
£1,100. Debtor was to receive 1,000 fully paid shares of £1 each in

Photocol, Ltd. No pajt of the advances made by debtor to the
payee had been repaid, neither has he received any shares in Photo-
col, Ltd., which wmpany is still in existence and did not recognise
the payee. Delbtor estimates his loss in connection wiih this venture
at £1,100, less the value of 1.500 Shares in Colourgraphs, Ltd.. valued
at £150.
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Debtor now ^ibmitied a proposal for the ftymeol of a composition
of 5b. in tbe £ to bis creditor*.

The examinat ion waa con^hided.

CorrcspondcncCe—•

—

*.' Corrtspondtnts should n»v«r»riu on both ti(U$ of tht paper. No

notiet M tak0H of comvntnieatUms unUu the names and addreuet

tf the wnUrt are gmmn.

*.* We do not undertake reeponsibilUy for the opinient w|ii'«mJ bg

our cofT9tpot^df%is*

EYBGI.AJSB FOCUSSING MAGNIFIBBa
Tk> t^e Editor*.

G iwtlMWi,—WiM "Bi^oc^- pleM0 «i|iijuil how be gelt

binocular rimoa wiUi a pa-r of eyeglaana flttad with magnifying
lenae* to 6i tiie wearer's ai^. Any mi^niflcr with a longer foouc

th«n3 ins. is hardly worth while. If euoh ei]r«^aiB«s working at Uiii

distsiMis eaaM f» mad* io give binooular Tiatoa it woold be a blessing

ia many wmya. Probabij tiieir least use wooid bo in Iwinssing, for

btoocwiar nsion is noi neesMsry for this pnqiaM. U Imth hand*
most be free, w4wt is U>« awttsr with a walnhwslrwr's *jr<glsss? It

is cheap, and whan • groand-glaa* «« is vasd nothing mors is

3Iay I riBiaaiuaUMt the inventor of bi-ioeal died 130 year* ago?
-Yoni* truly, Tiuitbw J. Buaxt.

Bercriegr. £p*aai. 8«|it. 14, 1919

UcntiasMB,—I read " Bi-local " to^y witfi iatsrsit. Fo.osajig
is my trauble. I osa Ch* osnal form wfticfa tooahss Ifas gnmnd glass,

aod have lltted a spaoiacle glass uo top and laka ofl my two-lens

sfMctaJsB. With the lower |^aa* I oan easily read and wiite, but
not focDs with them on a groond gbas. Uanaa th* aagnifisr, ntuab
is only of loeal nss, and I oAeo find a Jailing «ff is other fMito.

I «ui sea it is foemU a that the same powar of this ibooasfaig lens

eaa be fitt«l into tfaa lower baU of a speotada fawme. If so, '^y
IwiTe I and handrada of others getting into old ^a been working
with this ooe-eye diOcnlty. when iwo could ba ImmI, and Ifea mean*
prondod of a if iiijli• aad geoeral all-ovar aorray whtjh you feel

the want of whan foriiwiiig m portniUin. Do yon ooosider this so

onled Franklin Isasm puariMs, aod iiii llnj iimiinlili in priM, and
wherarftoaUonagD?—YooM. etc, T. C.

In aoswv to the dxiTa " Bi-looal " writes:—I find tba bottom
leaasa of my ht-lood syag'ssssi at« somalhiag oodsr 3^in. foeos, but
Ibey MS getting a UttU too long, and I anst iisva * new pair Attad

of rfaoatar foeos. H any not bs qosta eorroei to eall thMi magni-

, bafc Ibsy iiavs provod rsry osaial for t«a yaars or more, if

swoalty ohangad for a atrongar pair, aod snabia me to focna in

ODotort, aod if I rsqniiw mors nn^nifying power I cau use the

ordinary igi»f>iaca magnifier. Will Mr. Ti»Tara J. Brisnt kindly

Mfilain bow I am to fix a wax ^maker's egr«gia« on my eye when I

already wear eyeglaasas for aat«gmat4ara?

It is those who, like myueiH, are gottiag into the " sere and
ysBow " that will, I think, find my suggsstion of wafaia. Tboae who
ar« iortBoate enough sttU to possras the yoollifal power of " sooooi-

odalion " can afford to dtsiMis it. Tba data of Iba death of the

iavaator of bi-focala dooa not interest roe, althoogh I am gftiebii to

Um for his invsotioa.
" T. C." will find the bifocal lenses of shorter focus quite resaon-

•Ua ia pcioe, iofea ofatainad of any good a^tioiaa, and he need only

Um fiaifom far wbioh they are roqnirad.

An AtMOfLun Woax* Camkka I'lii.—A photographic society, to

be known ss the Britiah wkI CV>I<>nisI Camera Club, has b««n
-^.kK-K^ by the staff of the British and Cofenial Aeroplane Com-
paoy, Ltd., Filtoa, Bristol, aod baa its own little organ in the

agsMiis. "Tba Bristol ' BolUt '-in," isauul by s«d for the em
pfeyas* of tha firm. The priaideot of tha cinb is Mr. T. Tem(>le

Bofains aod the secretary Sir. F. Bmod, wlioaa addraas m c.o. The

Britidi and Colooial Aeropiaaa Oompaay.

Mnsioers fo CorrespofidctitSs

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Hi cenitjuenee of ftneral reduced tuppUes of paper, as the re»UU

of prokifctfiew of 0\» importofion of wuck tcood pulp and grate,

% emaller ipaee toiU be available until further notice for repUee

It eerieeyondent*.

Mereo9er, u>e v>ill aneuier by poet if stamped and addressed enve-

lefe ie eneloeed ter reply: S-eent. International Coupon, from

readers akroad.

The fuU quettiene and OHsaers viU be printed tfHly in the ease ef

in<fuiriee of general interest.

Queries te be antv>er«d in the Friday's "Journal" miist reach ui

not latrr than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be

•ddreeeed Io the Kdiiort.

E. B.—Generally ^leaking, 'we are of opinion Uiut ju-iiits toned with

liver of sulphur are not aHogeUter as permanent as tivoee treated

by Uie customary bleach and sulplnle baths. With liver, aooord-

iog to any formula, you tone only part of the aUver image, whereas

by tbe double both process you convert Uio lot into silver sulphide,

whiah is a highly pemukiieat oompouod.

C. N.—Autoofarome plates oan be got by putting your name on a

waiting liaL We believe tiie Paget plates oan be supplied.

Solpharic acid is by no means as good a preservative of p>T0 as

roetabisulphtte, but there ia no otber disadvantage in using it,

eicefit that if it is used in any considerable proportion allowance

must be mode for its neutralising the alkaline solution of the

devclojMr.

C. &—Individuals suffer as the result of being unduly seiksitive, and

devdoper which will b« quite initoouous to one person is virulent

in its eff«:]ts upon another. The only developer for bromide papers

which ii quite free from these danger* is ferron* oxalate, the old

iron developer. Used with due c/bscrvaoce of the wasliing in weak

acad betnreeo denrekipment aod fixing, it is abaoliitely oa fuic a de-

veloper as there is for bromide paper.

A. AMD A.
—

^Tbe oody book on tbe iron printing photo-ocpying pro-

cesses, which is now in print, is " Pliotographio Reproduction

Proceaaas," by P. Dodioohois, published by Messrs. Hoimpton and

Co., Coraitor Street, London, E.C., piioe 2s. 6d. Another manual,
" Ferric and Heliagraphio Processes," has been out of print for

nme year*, but perhaps might be bought from dealers in second-

hand books, such OS Messrs. W. and G. Foyle, 121 123, Charing

Crom Road, London, W.C.2.

W. M. H.—We are sorry we caamoi identify the extra-rapid recti-

linear from the lists we bav« of Meaar*. Taylor, Tayior, and Hob-

aoii. At a gueas we ahould say the preaent aeoond-hand value is

about £2, but we should <tbiak it would be worth while to send

partioolars to Messrs. Taylor, Taylor, and Hdbaon and ask Uiem

for tha original list price. If the lens is still in flrsl-rate condition

and oonren the plate for which it is listed, you oouXd perhaps get

half (be original list price for it from a direct purcfoaser.

p. ;^. You ahould bcikI a formal invoice for llio reproduction

ri^bU in tbe two pbotografths at the end of the monUi. The usual

charge h 10a. 6d. per subject, oitlioogh ISs. ia now being very

commonly paid aa the minimiwn nproduction fee. If iihey don't

itay you within a reasonaUe time we should write tliem a pleasant

letter pointing out tbot tbere baa been no offer to them of the

photographs gratuitously, and tbat aa «he oop>'right ia yours, any

refusal to pay for Uie reproduotaoas most be regarded os an act of

wilful infringement.

D. D.—The coatomary operations of making lyhoto-Utlio iraiiBfers ore

by no means beyond the skill of a photographer. You can get a

raaaoimbly good inaigbt into them from the book " Photo-

McAanical Proooaea," by W. T. Wilkinson, price 4e., from

Meaara. Han^itona, Cursitor Stroet, London, E.G., which deals
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aiao Tvith photogravure. If you are thinking of working either of

the processes lit would b© to your advantage to have a oourse of

teahnioaJ inetruotion, hest at the L.C.C. School of Bhoto-Engrav-
ing, Bolt Court, Fleet Street, London,, E.G.

C. H. M.—Bitiher of the shades sent will Ibe quite suitaible for the
dark blinds, !but we should prefer the colder tint. As you are
having glass on both sides of the roof, one side will be exposed to

the direct sun during the greater part of the day, and we axe afraid

that you will get a hot^oloured gilare througih the light brown.
With regard to the lens, iwe think you will do well to get the ff6
portrait or ajiastigmat lens. We have hod comaidei-able experience
with both types, and there is Jiot muoh to choose between them,
except that the former is a good deal cheaper and some makes have
the diifufiion arrangement.

T. C. T.—1. From sixteen to twenty incandescent burners are used
onder the 'best conditions to allow of exposures of aWit four to five

seconds with aa fji lens and ultra rapid plate. 2. Usually a single

thickness of muslin is the most that i^an be used. You cannot
afford to cut down the light much. Owing to the area of the
system of 'biumers dt is often quite possible to dispense with the
diffusing screen. 3. Within limits docent work can be done, but
unless the place is of fair size and well ventilated, a gas lamp
makes it insufferably hot. Tliere ore two gas instaJlations on the
market, the " Powerfuil " of the Kodak Company, Kingsway,
W.C, and the " HowelJite " of Messrs. GriflSn ajid Son, Ltd.,
Kingsway, W.C.

H. M. B.—Reversed film n^atives are by no m'eans umoommon,
although we have nevei seen such a good specimen of a positive
" negative " as the one you send. One cause which we think is

perhaps the most oommooi is development of the roll-film in a
dark-room illumination which can affect the emulsion. It can
happen that a negative image is developed on the surface of the
film, and if this latter is held close to the dark-room light to look
at it a positive may be printed -upon the lower part of the emuision
Buffioiently vigorous to mask the overlying negative. Apparently
there are other causes than this, but these are obscure. Person-
ally we do not think that the specimen you send is caused by the
process we have described.

A. iM.—1. You require to apply to the Regional Branch of tJlie Retail
Businesses licensing Order. There are eleven of tliese in different
parts of the country. As you do not tell us where you intend to
start the business, the best we can advise you is to be guided by
the list recently published. 2. It should not take more than four
or five weeks, but, of course, we have heard of oases in which there
has been great delay. 3. If you do not trade in your own name you
must register. For the necessary forms apply to the Registrar of
Business Names, 39, RusseU Square, London, W.C.I. 4. Under
the Business Names Act you must put your own name on your
trade stationery as well as your trade name, but there is no need
to have it on sliowcases or the facia of premises.

G. C. B.—1. A film filter is quite satisfactory for panchromatic and
orthoohromatic work. It is usually placed next to the lens dia-
phragm. So long as you lay it there flat and keep it from getting
crinkled by damp it will last a very long time. 2. No, the more
bromide you use in a gaslight or bromide developer the more the
colour varies from a good black. You want to use only just enough
bromide to preserve the p.urity of the whites, that is prevent veil.

3. If the plates are really thoroughly fixed, no harm will result by
washing for only five minutes, diying, and then washing again
a week later, 4. We do not know the cause, altliough the defect
JS by no means uncommon. Usually prints can be made to bleach
uniformly aU over by adding a little ammonia to the bleaching
bath.

J. U.—1. You could not depend on re-fixing and washing being of
any good for preventing the yellowing and fading. The most
common cause is insufficient fixing in the first instance, and if

prints have been once washed and dried whilst imperfectly fixed
it is no gcod trying to remedy them by re-fixing. In one case
out of perhaps two or three hundred it might work, but in the
majority it would not. 2. You can deposit a thin film of magnesia
by burning a little magnesium ribbon, but a better plan is to fill

the cup with ice-cold water and to photograph it when just a
light deposit of dew on the outside has dulled the polish. The

best plaj of all is to shield the cup from things which can be
reflected in it by making a kind of small, open-ended, tent of

musiin, in which the cup is placed. You will find a good many
hints on photographing articles of this kind in "Commercial
Photography," which our publishers issue, price 1». 2d., post free.

J. S.—Perhaps you could learn the carbon process by yourself from
the text-book of the Autotype Company, but if you can manage
it it would be very much better to go through the course of in-

struction in the process which tlie Autotype Company offer free

at their works. In either case you had better write to them at

74, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.I. If you want to make
.small negatives from your halt-plate and postcard negative you
must rig up the latter against an even light and photograph them
down as positives, next printme negatives tlierefrom ; or you
can make good prints on semi-glossy paper from the negatives
and photograph these together, so that you get a number of the
small negatives on one plate. This latter is the more usual plan.

There is no book on making these colouj-ed miniatures. Usually
they are circle bromide prints, which are celluloid-faced- by being
diipped in spirit and then hot rolled with thin celluloid. You
can got, or could get, the hot roller from Messrs. Fallowfield,

]46, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2; the celluloid from
Messrs. Rheinlander and Son, Rodney Road, New Maiden, Surrey,
who also supply a cement which dispenses with the hot rolling.

-^' C—1. Yes, and will retain its activity if kept in the dark.
2. For the best results you should dissolve the sulphite the same
day as you use the developer, although certainly amidol can be
added to sulphite solution which has been kept four or five days.
3. A blackened tube will make a very gcod lens hood. You can
find out how long it should be only by trial. Make a tube first

of stiff paper, and then, by removing the focussing screen, look
through the back of the camera from positions corresponding with
each corner of the plate. If you can see part of the lens at full

aperture being "cut off" by the projecting tube it is a sign
that you must reduce the length of the tube until there is no
cut-off. 4. We think the confusion as to bromide is not of the
principle of its action, but simply as to the manner of use. If
a plaite has been over-exposed and is put in a developer without
an extra dose of bromide it soon darkens over, and the worker,
thinking it is fogging hopelessly, takes it out and gets a thin
negative simply because development has been for too short a
time. If, however, bromide is added the bromide reduces the
fogging power of the developer and enables the plate to be kept
in the developer for a sufficient time for ample density to be
obtained without undue fog.
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aMiationUjr eoliMNd rfid«L (P. 567.)

EX CATHEDRA.
Mixed
Lmntem
Sh«>«if«.

The interesting entertainment " With
Allenby in Palestine" carries out suc-

cessfully an idea which we have several

times referred to—the liberal introduction of ordinary
lantern slides into an exhibition which is mainly cinemato-
graphic. We trust that tliis is only the forerunner of many
similar shows, and that a revival in the art of making
high-class coloured slides will result. Considering the cost

of producing a film, that of even the highest-priced slide

M small, ao that there should be no temptation to show
slides which are not perfect in photography and colour-

ing. A point which the promoters of this class of exhi-

bition should not neglect is the securing of something like

evenness of quality in both films and slides. If the former

are inclined to be flat or soft, it is a mistake to blend with

them brilliant, highly-coloured slides. In the show re-

ferred to there were one or two dissolving effects, but these

were not as good as many which we have seen in the old

da}re. In certain circumstances slides toned by chemical

means, as is commonly done with cinematograph films,

would probably form a more harmonious combination than
hand-coloured pictures.

• • •

An Knlartfing Users of enlarging lanterii.i with large
Poi"*' condensers often fail to see the dis-

advantage under which they labour when using small

plates. If we compare two lanterns, with equally strong

illuminanU, one having a condenser capable of covering

a whole-plate and the other covering only of a quarter-

plate, the focal lengths of the condensers being in the

same proportion to their diameter, we find that in the

smaller apparatus only a quarter of the exposure necessary

with the larger one need be given to secure the same re-

sult. It is, therefore, an excellent plan to have a smaller

condenser fitted so as to be interchangeable with the

large one when small negatives of considerable density

have to be dealt with. Moreover, more range can be

obUined for centreing the light in the case of extreme

enlargement or reduction. Another plan is so to arrange

the negative carrier that it can be brought forward

into the convergent cone of rays so that a greater portion

of this is utilised. This, unfortunately, necessitates a

modification of construction which would be difficult with

most existing lanterns, but which could easily be made

by anyone building his own enlarger. Another desidera-

tum is a fine adjustment for focussing, which can be

operated when the lantern is several feet from the Msel.

In some of the early cantilevers there was a screw adjust-

ment in the middle of the front board, which could easily

have been fitted with a long detachable key ;
an idea.has

been revived in a diffM*Bt iatm by Messrs. Houghtons.
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Preasing the At first sight nothing would app«ar to
Button. be easier than to actuate the release of

ft hand camera, yet for all except the most rapid expo-
sures a certain amount of skill is required, and the value
of the film and plates wasted every year through unskilful

button-pressing represents an income most of us would
like to enjoy. The operation is in some respects similar
to target shooting, inasmuch as in either case it is fatal
to good results to give a jerk at the critical moment. The
skilled rifle-shot has a steady pull on his trigger while
aiming, so that only a little additional pressure is neces-
sary when he decides to let fly; and it should be the same
with the hand-camera user. A thing to be guarded
against is holding the camera loosely and " jabbing "

at the release with the thumb or finger. Beleases vary in
pattern, but it is nearly always possible so to hold the
cajnera that the thumb and fingers can be placed in oppo-
sition to each other, so that the necessary force is applied
in the form of a squeeze. In the folding Kodaks this is

usually to be done by placing two fingers under the base-
board while the thumb is on the relesise. As a rule,
steadier exposures can be made with a hand trigger than
with a ball and tube or Antinous when the camera is held,
as one hand has to be entirely devoted to the release,
while, of course, the contrary is the case if the camera is

mounted on a stand, especially if "bulb" or "time"
exposures are to be given.

Apparatus
Repairs.

When something goes wrong with photo-
graphic apparatus there is often the

inclination on the part of the photographer to have the
necessary repairs done by some local man, but if the
damaged apparatus is of value this is certainly not a wise
proceeding. In the first place it is extremely unlikely that
any ordinary cabinet-maker has suitable material for the
job even if he possesses the requisite knowledge of what has
to be done. In addition to this a knowledge is also required
of the strain put upon the particular part in order that
the job may be satisfactory : this, unless he be also a photo-
grapher, an ordinary cabinet-maker cannot be expected to
possess. A case in illustration of this came under our own
notice recently. A photographer had the misfortune to
fracture one of the upper sections of his field-camera tripod,
and thinking that it was only a very simple job entrusted
the fitting of a new section to a local carpenter. The tripod
was made of ash, and as the man had no ash in stock he
substituted oak, also making a clumsy job of letting in the
brass fittings that grip the turntable. Only a fortnight
later when setting up the camera, owing to the fact that
the oak had very little " bend," and drew the correspond-
ing ash section much out of its original " bend," the latter
snapped, making the tripod practically useless at the time.
In the end the job cost about three times as much as it

would have done if the services of a competent repairer had
been obtained in the first instance.

* * «

" Spotting" We are afraid that many of the modern
or Finishing. race of portraitists who have entered
the profession without previous experience as assistants in
an old-established studio fail to appreciate the value of
judicious hand work upon their prints. They are content
with the removal of actual defects, and neglect opportuni-
ties of improving the general appearance of the picture by
a little "working up." When glossy papers were exclu-
sively used it required a considerable amount of skill to
work upon them so as to preserve an even surface, but
with the almost universal use of matt surfaces anyone
who has a little artistic instinct can do much to redeem
a print from mediocrity. There is just now rather a
tendency to discard brush work in favour of chalk or black-

lead, stumped or rubbed on. While this serves wall for

toning down flat surfaces it is not suited for filling in

details in drapery, and still less for work upon the f«oe,

as there is a lack of that crispness which is so characteristic

of good brush work. It is not to be expected that a first

trial will give entirely satisfactory results, and a good deal

of practice upon waste prints may be necessary, but onoe

the requisite knack is obtained the work is very easy. A
very necessary factor to success is the possession of really

good sable brushes. These should be procured from a

good artist's oolourman, and each one tested before pur-

chasing; about one in twenty of the "spotting" brushes

sold as such are fit for nothing but the roughest work.

SOME CRITICS ON "LIKENESS" IN
PORTRAITS.

It is sometimes said that the essential of a photograph is

that it shall be a good " likeness," and that whether it is

a " picture " or not is only of secondary importance. But
do sitters want a good '

' likeness
'

' and nothing more 1

Much dei>6nds upon the meaning given to the term
" likeness." Ruskin says that " We constantly recognise

things by their least important attributes, and by help of

very few of those : and if these attributes exist not in the

imitation, though there may be thousands of others far

higher and more valuable ... we deny the likeness

;

while if these be given, though all the great and valuable

and important attributes may be wanting, we affirm the

likeness. . . . One portrait of a man may possess

exact accuracy of feature, and no atom of expression; it

may be, to use the ordinary terms of admiration, bestowed

on such portraits by those whom they please, ' as like as

it can stare.' Everybody, down to his cat, would ka««»

this. Another portrait may have neglected or misrepre-

sented the features, but may have given the flash of the

eye, and the peculiar radiance of the lip, seen on him only

in his hours of highest mental excitement. None but his

friends would know this."

This was, of course, written of paintings, but the same
points arise in the criticism of photographic portraits.

Lewis Carroll clearly recognised that something more than
" exact accuracy of feature " is desirable. He deals with

the subject in that amusing parody on " Hiawatha "

wherein the hero photographed a family group, and—
" Did at last obtain a picture

Where the faces all succeeded

—

i

Each came out a perfect likeness.

Then they joined and all abused it.

Unrestrainedly abused it.

As the worst and ugliest picture

They could possibly have dreamed of;
' Giving one such strange expressions^-

SuUen, stupid, pert expressions.

Really any one would take us

(Any one that didn't know us)

For the most unpleasant people.'

Hiawatha seemed to think so,

Seemed to think it not unlikely."

There are few people who ask, as Oliver Cromwell didj
to be painted " wart and all." A cynic might say that!
the most successful portrait is that which flatters enongkl
to satisfy the sitter without going so far as to provoke the!
derision of the sitter's friends. How often does the recep-j

tionist hear, " This one pleases me most, but my friends

do not think it is like me."
Hazlitt, who confessed that he found more pleasure ia]

painting than in writing, mentions " likeness" in one or

his essays. " There is always something to be done or

I
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be altered . . . something is wanted to the nose or to

the eyebrows, it may perhaps be as well to leave out this

mark or that blemish ... a squint or a pimple on
the face handsomely avoided may be a link of attachment
ever after. He is no mean friend who conceals from our-

^vee, or only gently indicate?, our obvious defects to the

v*orld. I do not conceive there is a stronger call upon
the secret gratitude than the having made a favourable

likeness of anyone; uor a surer ground of jealousy and
dislike than the having failed in the attempt."
The wise photographer will try to earn this " secret

gratitude." He will so pose and light as to emphasise the
sitter's most pleasing features and expression, and, even
then, there will be something left for the skilful re-

toucher's knife or pencil
—"to leave out this mark or that

blemish."

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
IPreviooi article* of thii seriei, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

iMgih of that by the same u-ritcr which ran through the " British Jonmal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
gaoacation of photographers, and pvrticalarly those engaged at assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk Aboat Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and tha Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Bitter (Jan. 17).

Badtmoads (Jan. 24).

Staoo Enwanrea (Jan. 31).

ArtUleial Ligiitiag (Feb. 7).

Printing Propasses for Portraiture (Fab. 14).

Stodio Aooaaaoriaa and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Snmmndiags of the Studio (Feb. 28|.

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Poateard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21).

About ttie Reception Room (March 28).

HoDM Portraitora (Apnl 4f.

Porta&la Stodioa (Apnl 11).

Copying (Aptil 18).

Handling Ibe Btodio Camera (April 25).

Mof« Abont Lenses (May 2).

Ealargemenla (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).
Mounts and Mounting iMay 23).
Business Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).
Something about Lenses (June 20).
Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).
The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).
Plates and Their Work (July 11).

.\pparstns Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (.\ugU8t 8l.

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)

Leaky Roofs (Sept. 5).

Blinds and Curtains (Sept. 12).

Miniatum (Sept. 19).

PRINTING PORTRAIT NEGATIVES.

I

tS its we niwv obtaitirtl •• goo<l a n.-gative at «< ran. »e ha«e

k-
: aboat half way towarda our g<>«1. which is a gorxl print, and,

let OS hope, also a good picture. Beautiful as weip the reanlta

obtained by printing vpon albumenised paper, this proccaa

giaatly retarded the progiea* of photography as an art, for

not only did it demand «b« particular class of negative to give

the beat leanlt, bat there wa« only one aorface. There waa

little poasihility of varying the degree of contrast, althoni^

ihose who aensitised their own paiwr could eSect litis t<) a alight

••it<>nt by varying the strragth of the silver bath, and the range

of i.Y>l<nir wa* limited, a warm limwn to a parple-biown being

4ll that was obtainable. .\ny attempt at Ua^ or cold ton«a

Q»aally proved nnatKOcasfnl, except in a few eaaea, generally

with architectaral subjects. Thi<i io all changed now, and the

• hfficulty is not to do the beat with one median, bat to aelcct

from aboat a handiad varieties of speed, contrast, colour, and

textare of snrlaoe those which will yield the class of print we
reqaire.

The average photographer it, I am afraid, rather too conaer-

vativa in this direction, and his reputation as an artiat ia often

reduced, unwittingly, in consequence. It is not unusual for one

fcrade of paper to be nseil, citl>er toned or untoned, for all claast-s

'•f work. Unless the business is »iniply that of a " portrait

mill " thia camot he oonaideied aa satisfactory.

Potting aside for a moment the qu(>8tion of the character of

the emulsion uaed, the turface and colour of the paper have a

gi—t eject upon the appearance of the finished picture. Many
vaara ago— I believe before the introduction of bromide paper—

a

well-kaown worker aaid as a gibe: " When you have a negative

-which is good neither as a photograph nor a picture, print it on
rough paper and call it ' A Study.' " Thia was a rather un-

worthy knnck at those who wf«« trying to break away from the

•iliat'ftle* ul albumen and adopting "salted " Whatman paper in

the struggle to produce artistic work. Fortunately we have pro-

gwaaiJ since that date, and rough-surfaced papers have taken

their rightful position when broad effects are desired. Artists

—

1 mean those who use the brush inatead of the camera— have
always realised the value of eurface texture as a means of

giving effect to their work, and for water-colour have for genera-

tions tiaed at k-ast three grades, hot pressed, "not," and rough

surfaces, the first being quite smooth, the second slightly rough,

and the third with a decidedly granular texture ; while a still

rougher paper known as " Creswick " was frequently used for

bold sketchy effects. Counterparts of all these papers are now
to be hail coated with bromide emulsion. The smooth and rough

grade* in various degree* are made by most makers, while a

passable imitation of "Creswick" is sold under the name of
• Tiger Tongue."

The tint or colour of the paper base is another important

factor in the making of a picture, and the general intr<xluction

of cream or • toned " papeia has made it easy to get pleasing

rcanlta from m-gatives which were apt to give harsh result.s

upon a glaring white. These papers give particularly good

results in conjunction with sulphide toning, the brown image

and cream base forming a very pleasing combination.

The speed of the emulsion often has a very important effect

upon the quality of the print, and I always prefer a slow paper

to a rapid one, except for etdarging from dense negatives. I

do not wish to <ay that good results cannot be obtained from

rapid papers, but that ae a rule a longer scale of gradation can

be obtained upon slower ones. This is now being realised by

some of the manufacturers, and we have very slow papers which

ivquire a battery of incandescent lamps or a mercury-vapour

tube, to work with a reasonable length of exposure, which will

B
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give prints with perfect gradation from either thin or dense

negatives. I earnestly commend these papers to thoee who are

not satisfied with the " quality " of their prints. Moreover,

8uch papers do not call for the extreme accuracy in exposure

that is necessary when using the rapid sort. In fairness to

oneself as well as to the makers, the latter's instructions as to

developers and methods of working should be scrupulously

observed. I have known papers which needed a special metol-

hydixxjuinone formula to be condemned because such papers did

not give good results with the amidol developer which was

successfully used witli another brand.

Gaslight papers vary greatly in quality of image, and I have

not found them to be so satisfactory for portrait work as

bromide. The shadows as a rule are too heavy and the colour

too cold, while some do not take kindly to sulphide toning. It

must be borne in mind that it is not speed in working no.-

even a greater degree of contrast that ma;:es the difference

between gaslight and bromide. I have used brcaiide papers

which required a yellow light for developmei.t, but which

needed more exposure than gaslight papers, while the amount

of contrast obtainable was about equal with both. I should

like to be able to give ih.e names of the various papers I have

in my mind, but unless I had tried every brand upon the

market it would be unfair to some of the makers to do so.

So far I have dealt with developing papers, because nineteen-

twentieths of the portrait work in this country are done upon

them, but there are other processes slower in production with

which the other twentieth is made, which for quality of image

cannot be surpassed, while they have the added advantage of

absolute permanency as far as this can be obtained upon a

paper basis. The simplest of these is platinum printing, which

is regarded by many as being too expensive for ordinary work.

This I consider as a mistaken notion, even at the present high

price of the paper, as the price of bromide paper has also risen,

and the difference in cost between the two is only about half-a-

crown a dozen for cabinet prints. This should not be allowed

to stand in the way of those who are obtaining first-class prices,

while those whose charges are more moderate can easily obtain

twice this amount in addition to bromide prices if the perman-

ence of the prints and their artistic quality are pointed out.

Black or sepia tones are equally easily obtained, and there is a

choice of surface and tint. Negatives of rather better quality

are required than for bromide work, as a rule, but I have seen

some which gave better results with platinum than with bromide
when it would not have been expected, the surface of the plati-

num paper doing away with the impression of empty shadows,

which arose when emulsion papers were used.

Tiiere are, I am sorry to say, comparatively few portrait

photographers who use the carbon process for any large pro-

portion of their work, and this is to be regretted, for it covers a
wider range in colour and surface than any other process. The
reason for this neglect is, I believe, to be found in the very

different class of manipulation required, which does not fit in

with other work. Anyone who would use carbon exclusively,

except for proofs, would, I believe, find the process as easy and
cheap as bromide. The only essentials are a roomy sink and a

constant supply of hot water. Exposure is easily provided for

by installing one or more mercury-vapour tubes. I found that

one of the long tubes fitted with a proper frame would serve

fcr twenty-four half-plate frames at once, the time required

being from ten to fifteen minutes. With a little experience it is

fossible so to arrange the distances of the frames that the whole

batch may be taken off at once, no skilled labour being necessary.

If no other process were used all the negatives could be reversed

and double transfer avoided. Then carbon printing is easier

than P.O. P. if the necessary washings, toning, and fixing is

taken into consideration.

I believe many photographers who are not satisfied with their

toned bromides would find a great advantage in adopting one
or other of the self-toning collodion papers now on the market,

as these give very fine results from average negatives. There

is, however, a danger of bronzing in the shadows if very strong

negatives or those having clear glass in the shadows are used.

There is a considerable range of colour and surface of the

paper base available, and a good range of tones from sepia to

grey by very simple modifications in the treatment. An experi-

ment worth trying is to print a negative in toned bromide and
ii<alf-toning paper, and to compare the results. In the majority

of cases the vei-dict will be given to the latter.

In this chat I have given no working details, my object being

to raise the question in the minds of my readers as to whether

they are getting the best possible results from their negatives.

There are many who do not care for quality as long as the

sitters will accept the prints without demur ; but it is not this

spirit that has brought photography to the present stage of

development. Practictjs.

SOME PERSONAL IMPRESSIONS OF THE LONDON
SALON.

The promoters of this exhibition admit that the great difficulty

in its organisation is the question not of what to get in the

way of pictures, but of what to throw out. From the far ends

of the earth come scores and hundreds of prints with fresh

motives, new ideas, unsuspected technical worth, and undis-

puted artistic feeling. The old brigade of stalwarts at home are

very hard put to it to keep their end up. Yet what can be done ?

It would be palpably foolish to sacrifice new throbbing blood to

the claims of the organisms of past decades. The art of photo-

graphy demands that whatever is worthily done, let it be done

where it will, should be recognised in London, shown, appraised,

and ranked.

To do this with absolute fairness to the merit of every print

submitted would require showrooms at least as big as the

National Gallery. Regarding the question from other stand-

points, everybody is agreed that the Pall Mall Gallery is plenty

large enough. The smaller the show the choicer.

This theory, unhappily, works out to the exclusion of the

representation of many old friends whose work has in no way
fallen from its finest standards. The practice of the theory has

likewise its regrettable side, for it means that the world's output

must rely for its recognition upon the judgment of a handful

of Englishmen.

These points are as old as photographic exhibitions. They

will never be settled to the blissful satisfaction of all concerned.

The only way to keep pace with the lifting level of artistic

expression in photography is to haVe more frequent exhibitions.

Failing this, the selection must be still more rigorous than it is.

Perhaps it would be fair to show no more than one example of

any man's work.

To stroll round the Pall Mall Gallery is to be persuaded that

the principles applying to artistic photography are now
thoroughly undei-stood by great multitudes of workers. The

best things are perhaps not very much better than the best of

past years, but there are many more that come nearer to their

standard. It is impossible to find here a print that has not
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much to reoonunend it ; and it appears that the gallery could

have bt«n filled over and over again with work equal to the

lowest level of things shown.

All this in««ng anqu«etionablr that pictorial photography has

established itself as a satisfying me^ns by which those who
have emotions to express can do so in an artistic way.

It is no leas certain that the practice is highly educative ; for

one sees the resolts of original and individual observation on all

•ides. The fascinating mysteries of light are obviously drawing
rxuntless votaries in all the Dominions. Appreciation of

natural effects has entirely taken the place of mere cheap-jack
• stunts " which used to .1o<>d the Salon years ago. The
stuntt-i*. I hope, have found that the great B. P. (and incident-

ally lh«» B.J.) cannot be foole<l. Since Nature and Art hav.-

kn«cke<l up a closer aoqnaintancef^hip in pictorial photography
they hive rendered it a more popular, more earnest, more satis-

fying and more educative cult. .\nd of another thing we may
he certain : the dealers most find this change to a "sweet reason-

sblenena " more profitable.

Perhaps one of the moat striking examples of the apptecia
tion of what may be called the inner call of Nature is F. Q
l.^bby* ' The Land of Deaire " (21). This, at a dose view, one
wouM dismisA as an empty blue-tinted prin., positively un-

|.:. ! .i.iphic in method, and exhibiting in subject none of the

ihuraLt^ristics which the camera is chiefly fitted to portray.

But let the sfectator get far enough back from this print to

»«•• it as it should be seen, and he will find it take on a new
s'ljnificance. He will then appreciate what the photographer
wiist^l ifi O'lit.-inplating the actual *cene: the vastaesa, the

|..ti^lni— 'i. tb.' iinrompromuing lark of the pretty littleoeMes of

Ut.Ix i|ie. tilt' inrxoraUaness of Nature.

Wh-ii a photographer baa arrived at this point in his observa-

tiun and aoaceptibility before Nature, be baa beoome something

of the {loet, at all events, and it should not be « far step to

become an artist of the true sort. That completion depend*

ufKMi technical skill to secure pictorial wants. And in phnto-

graphy such skill is fortunately not hard to come at.

It appears to me, though I hate to aay it, that thin un-

<ipbisii<-ated, saaMptibU outlook on Nature prevsili mote in

'' • '•'• ; I
•' • - •

• •' • Dominions than it does in the Old
« ii * I. ..-..[.),,.-. 1

;. in, broil on a medley of traditionn.

keep* our men always fitful; trying a "new line" here and
" another style " there. Much clevemeaa is expended in these

attempts at picture-making, and the roKilts are usually charm-

ing enough ; but it is the charm of the echo of paat thought

and past ideals. No doubt the Colonials, too, would gladly

arrive at this if they ooald; but th-y can't. Their environment

pull* them out of the temple into the o|ien. Tradition, to them,

i« a thing to take in doace, for a change. It is in our bIuo<l.

That is why we have our Misonnes, and Keighleys. ami th«j«p

(thrr% wh'> boihl up genre work with cokwsal patience, all for

the sake of an idea.

In L. Miaonne, whom I am truly glad to welcome back, there

is an obvious reaching after the traditions of later (not the

latest) French landscape painting. It is an ideal of much
twe«*tn(M; but. of course, it is not in the spirit of the un-

initiated youth with a camera. Misonne's " lie Passage d'Eau "

(IM) i< as near a reproduction of a Corot aa a photograph

cjuM w»ll make. But beiause. in " Dinant " (206), he we<l»

th<<
'

' charm of his style with a touch of the direct

Lre.i i'ure, one is the more stirred with this bewitching

town and nver scene.

P. Douglas .\nderson hails from San Francisco. In hia print

csUod "A Comer. Palace of Fine Art" (228) there U the

cleateat appreciation of the quality of luminosity that ha* ever

been prstenled to my eyes by photography. On the columns and

walla of the building th« lunbesms tell with force that is rela-

tively true to Nature; but something yet is saved for the sky

itself, which *• more than merely high in tone. It is luminous.

It has a distinctly different quality from that of the parts that
only reflect light, and that difference is conveyed to the mind
as the difference in quality between direct and reflected light.

A few other prints come near to this example in the same
respect ; but. generally speaking, photographers have not yet
initiated themselves into the esoteric mystery of luminosity.
Can't they see it ; or don't they care ? Perhaps they are still so*

dead-set upon that sort of " quality " which comes of low rich
tones that they will not be drawn aside from their art to our
nature I

There are two other prints that are veritable Nature songs ;

two landscapes by John Paul Edwards, of California, " Hills of
California " (116) and ' The Valley of Peace " (117). The firet

not only presents a scene made up of the romance that lies in a
scenic composition of hills and trees, but shows how the beauties
of form and composition are enhanced a hundred-fold by the
light-entangled vapour that fills all the spaces before the
different planes of tree-banks and hillsides. "The Valley of
Peace " is an open expanse beyond which hills seem to occur for
ever as one looks through the light veil that shrouds them. This
naturalism has a universal appeal. Everyone with whom I
compared notes extolled these two things. Nevertheless, their
attractions are not usually characteristic of the best camera-
work in this country.

However? Lionel Wood, an Englishman, has triumphed on
similar lines in his astoundingly convincing " Aeroplane in
Flight " (163); where the machine detaches itself in a wonderful
way. It is in the air. You can feel space all round it. Below.
the earth is dimly seen, with its fields and hedges, across which
a mere white scratch of a road stretches from side to side. Up
in front and yet somewhat beJow the machine is the tip of an
enormous cloud shining in the light. Perhaps it is because
aero-photography has started from a new [loint of departure
that it has been able, in this instance, to present its own case,

free from the sophistications of the camera-studio.
" The Sunlit Sands" (147) is from New South Wales. lU

author, M. Mackinnon, has successfully given the horizontal

feeling of the stretch of level ground that carries the eye back
without any need for the reasoning and adjustment necessary in
fully half the pictures of similar subject-matter. J. C. Carlton
(1/ns .Vngelee) gels the same flatness of retiring ground in his

shore scene, "The Closing Day " (224), overspread by a superb
sky.

John Keane is a man on our side again. His " Waterloo
Bridge " (340) has air, breadth, and light. It gives the

grandeur of the Thames ; but there is nevertheless a touch of
something lacking to give that compelling confirmation that

roMea even the jadetl mind to enthusiasm. That touch re-

appears in " To the Open" (402), a yacht speeding through a

glistening sea. But here again one learns that its author,

Arthur Ford, is an Australian.

If these generalisations are anywhere near the truth, it would
follow that the literary note, poetry and romance derived from
tradition rather than from Nature direct, would be stronger in

Britain. .\nd this conclusion is, indeed, borne out by facts.

Alex. Keighley catches this spirit here as ever. " The Rising

Moon " (83) is inspired by an inner consciousness of what such

subjects should be, as well as by the actual view. Nobody
who knows believes that this print is the result of an exposuro

upon such a scene as is here depicted. And on examination we
find that the texture of the trees is sophisticated. It is not

unlike wire netting. The trees of the wood have none of that

impenetrable solidity which, even in winter, they present under

a night sky with the moon behind them. But the ruling mood
i« there right enough. Again we have all the romance and mood
of an Alpine valley in "A Swiss Landscape" (82); but Mr.

Keighley has not thought it necessary to give us a luminous sky.

His best success is, in reality, the effort in less traditional pic-

ture-making called " Early Morning " (87). This " goes back "
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in proper stages to the uttermost distance; it gleams with light

which catches the wind-ragged smoke from the chimneys of an

old town through which the ample surface of a river reflects the

light from the sky. It is less " romantic " in the literary sense

of the word, but far more naturalistic.

S. Bridgen starte from the same point of artistic vision as

F. O. Libby, whose " Land of Desire " I have referred to. Mr.

Bridgen feels the majesty and tranquility of late evening in his

dark scene of large trees and wide sky. " A vast and tender

peace, etc." (168). This also must be seen from a proper stand-

point, when its full poetic purport finds expression. There is a

different mood in W. Burgess's " Komantique " (414). It is a

Watteau setting without the picnic and the music-party. Even-

ing has come and gaiety has given place to brooding, but the

charm of Watteao's artificiality remains. The visitor wiU find

many examples from over the seas, in which the romantic note

and the note of sentiment are wrongly struck.

When the Colonial mind attempts the romantic with the

help of the figure, it usually "o'erleaps itself and falls upon

the other side." It is a kind of thing that does not come

naturally to a mind that has not been steeped in the romance

of classical art ; but by the efiort of a severe pose the sons of the

Dominions have often made outstanding successes in pictorial

romance. To the Britisher it is as easy as shelling peas. He
can do it without the adventitious aid of darkness and mystery,

such as Fred Archer relies upon in "The Supplicant " (253),

where a tiny figure in the nude bows itself before a black idol

in a vasty and dismal hall. Louis A. Goetz gains nothing by

his little figure contorting itself in a manner quite beyond

the occasion of a " Greeting to the Mountain " (260). Nor

are the maniacal acrobatics of "A Goddess of Nature" (42)

anything but a blot upon a superb mountain and shore view,

sent by Louis Fleckenstein ; and the same criticism is justified

in his "Play of the Winds" (108), where similar conditions

and qualities exist. Fortunately, Mr. Fleckenstein' s portrait

and landscape reputation is proof against these little figure

shortcomings.

The introduction of the nude into a landscape setting has

become a distinct style of work, and has been carried to a high

level here at home. I think I am right in saying that Miss

Kate Smith started the ball rolling. To this show she sends

" The Little Nymph and the Little Chickens" (431), in which

the nymph wears draperies.

Perhaps Francis Jay has scored highest this year in the

classical style of work by his rather dark, but well-realised

fancy, "La Source" (75), where a nude damsel crouches, not

quite at the source of a stream. Here there is a distinct idea :

a personification of a natural phenomenon in the classic

manner. A. F. Kales's " Spirit of the Winds " (104), though

a fine print, has less inspiration. His figure is tortuously

posing and waving a sheet, or a blanket. There is nothing of

that silent inner spirit that has significance in classic allusion.

His "Nude Study" (105) frankly disclaims such allusion,

although it is placed in a dim place, and is obviously struggling

with some mental or physical difficulty. As a nude study it is

certainly beautiful. Its flesh, most of which is in a half-light

of even quality, receives the touch of a gleam on the face, neck,

and flank ; and as a specimen of womanly loveliness it is surely

all one could desire. I speak for myself.

The nude studies of Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Park, are how-
ever, all things considered, the best in the show. Yvonne
Park's exquisitely rendered tones and textures in "The
Casket " (145) are an aesthetic joy. Here is perfect consistency

in the tonal scheme
;
gentle, but most telling relief, fascinating

lighting, subtle modelling ; unstrained, yet unhackneyed posing,

and delightful quality, especially in the head and neck. The
way the contours are managed evinces great feeling and skill.

Bertram Park's " Study " (2) is perhaps more entirely Greek
in its lines, and is a stronger presentment altogether, but it

lacks the irresistible fascination of "The Casket." Its middle

tones are prevalent, as in Mr. Kales's " Nude Study" ; but it

has, as well as high-lights, slight passages of deeper shade

which give it the look of stone, and possibly have much to do

with the flying back of one's thoughts to the sculpture galleries

of the British Museum as one contemplates the print. I should

also mention "Study" (157), an upright figure, beautifully lit

and modelled. " Pandora " (22) is another nude by Mrs. Park,

but little less fine than "The Casket."

One of the works which will impress the visitor most wiU be

F. J. Mortimer's further version of his last year's success with

troops at a railway station. This is " The End of the Trail

"

(85). Perhaps the grouping of the men is in this print even

more successful, although the composition misses the fine arch

that was of such striking importance in " The Gate of Good-

bye." But here the figures have more individual interest. The

lighting is exceptionally fine, and the relief of light and shade

effective to a high degree. A similar subject, but one which

is less deliberately pictorial, is Hector Murchison's landscape

called " The Fortune of War " (43), which depicts a large squad

of German prisoners laden with timber marching down from

the hills. It is a striking work, full of bustle and light, and

is just the kind of valuable document we did not get from

the post-impressionistic and futuristic draughtsmen whom
a sapient Government commissioned to make exactly such

records.

Humour is not abundant; but John H. Anderson's "Gentle

Saurians " (4) are distinctly comic, with their brotherly

affection and smiling expression. They make a capital composi-

tion, and have that ever-present quality which distinguishes all

Mr. Anderson's work. There are several examples of it here.

To European eyes there is comicality likewise in the excellent

pair of Japanese actors contributed by C. P. Crowther, which

are entitied "No" "Performers" (268 and 283). They are

striking subjects rendered by beautiful prints.

A large and powerful example of the gum process apparently

is sent by J. MacSymon, " A Roaring Torrent " (112). It is a

most effective piece of work, masculine and broad. Another

print, remarkable for the process by which it is executed, comes

from W. R. Bland, called " Ujider the Scaur " (368). This

choice piece of woodland scenery has a texture very like that of

the gum process, well suited to the bark of the foreground tree.

The variety of effect offered by different printing methods is a

matter of importance to resourceful and discriminative workers.

The last-mentioned pair of prints show a style of treatment well

suited to their subjects. The delicate nuances of an effect of

mist, however, are not served by a granular process ; and Walter
Selfe's beautiful "Autumn Morning" (131) gains all it needs

in the smooth method he adopts. It shows the remarkable effect

of transparent haze through which the details of malt-houses or

oast-houses in the middle-distance can be discerned if one looks

for them. A similar clean and smooth method renders the

whole tale of architectural details in .1. R. H. Weaver's Oxford
interiors, "Entrance to a College Chapel" (72) and "The
Divinity School" (80). In the same category would come
Ch. H. L Emanuel's choice view of " The Courtyard " (243).

Portraits and figure studies are, perhaps, less remarkable
on the -whole than landscapes. Certainly the British photo-

graphers are holding their own in this section. The most
outstanding examples are from Herbert Lambert, who sends

several things of real beauty. He works in a perfectly unaffected

manner, but in various styles. There are large vignetted heads
in grey, and half-length figures which are broad and full in

tone, but what fascinates one most in them all is their human
charm. Such things as "Madeleine" (HI) and "Portrait"
(204) are covetable, even though the sitters be quite unknown.
W Crooke is seen to best advantage in " Sir Henry Wood "

(188). Louis Fleckenstein repeats his former triumph of the
" War Widow" in "Miss Lucille S." (315), a gloriously-toned
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and Animated portrait, of fine pose and splendid lighting. Le«s

choice in treatment, but of great power and charm, is the
• HappT-go-lucky Mexican Boy" (195), in which the lighting

and management of the edges show much artistic feeling.

Marcus Adams heads the ranks of quite a number of photo-

graphers ointribating baby portraits of all descriptions.

R. I'olak continues his most ingenious reconstructions of

Dutch seventeenth century genre. H« is beginning to feel the

need for gradation and massing of tone, and the avoidance of

hard edges, and his grouping is less scattered. These ckrer
works are, of coarse, no longer novelties, but they maintain

their charm, and I believe that tlieir author will do even better

yet with them.

One of the angle walls is filled with prints of a decorative

character in the JapAiieae manner. They show fine taste and
feeling.

Wurkt in colour, too, may please some visitors. I confess to

l.*tn/ !ff! oilj \>r these never-enilini! attempts to push photo-

graphy where it evidently refuses to go, although it must be con-
fessed that the examples by Fred Judge come very near to the
colour of nature. His procMs is the most hopeful of them all.

But with pigments that are not sufficiently transparent it is

impossible to avoid a sad degradation of colour in the darker
parts, where three heavily charged transfers of pigment liavo
to be superimposed.

There are many choice works on the three screens, but they
will get less attention than they deserve, both from visitor and
critic. It is impossible to see them without uncomfortable
eye-strain and undignified posturing, owing to insufficient

illumination, iefle<-tion in the glasses, and low position. If

these screens were placed transversely, instead of longitudinally

to the greatest measurement of the room, some of these dis-

advantages would be avoided.

It will be agreed that the show altogether, and considered

from every standpoint, is the best we have yet seen.

F. C. TlLKEY.

THE PRODUCTION OF PERFECT SEPIAS.

I ram that the najurity of phut^jifrsphera will agree, when I

say that more poor a^ia print* arr toroed oat than bladi and

white*. Alio that the pr<>dm-ti'>ii of Mpias it often aaeoiialed with

mooh trooble, waete, and oitiroate diaappointoaent. The reaaon

U simple, for in all fopoUr sepia piiiww a Mack and white

print i« required first of all. Therefore, aepia means eitn work,

and secondly there is no taw that a paasahle black and while must

BseaMsrily result in a pasHMe sepia it tonsd. Therefore, sepia

weane more itsk.

The extra work cannot be avoided, but the risk can be mini

iieil to the pomt nf gnaranteeinK twelve perfect sepias frcsn a

'! iten perfect Mack aad whites. It i« only nseeatary to study the

•«aliahtic« of the ptocses, and to take tiUBdsiit ears in carrying

' out.

The aoai commow faolla of bad septa prints are :—Muddincss
>rid poor qoality of ookrar; doable tones; spot*; blietert, washi-

: «••, snd '* weight." This latter being that heaviness gained seme'

times in drying.

Let us take then aingly, and consider their most etmmen causes

and the siiupleel sens of prevention.

MuddlBcsa.
Sepias thai are muddy or thoae whoee cotoar it not pleasant

msy be prodaced in diflereot ways. A thin or flat ncfjative will

>t readily give a print which will tons well. An over exposed

)>riat may appear fairiy good in the blade and white stage,

bat tone maddy in spite of careful tuning, Stale dereloper or an

eieats nt biwide will also influence the quality of prints which
are snbssfMnlly toned. A weak tul|ihide eolation, or an oat-of

•odition bypoal^ tath will cause eepiss to be poor in colour

, lality.

To obtain a plaaaiag colour, good negatives with plenty of body
.1 them ahoold be made in the first place. Freeh developer should

be used for the prints and the brnmide used carefully. Expu-

totas may be on the short side but never over, unlese printing

on a vigoraos paper (raoi a bold negative, in which case over-

exposore and qoidt devalapmeot may prove decidedly useful. If

the toning is done by bleaching snd sulphiding, the sulphide must
be (rati sad not loo weak. I find a 1 per cent, solution right

for most papers, bat opinions differ on the point, some using

sttooger snd some weaker baths than this. With weak eolutinn*

'Sere is a risk of over-working the Knlpbide, however, snd, if a

.oaatity of prints are being put throii;;ii, it is wise to keep renew-

'ig the bath. Alto to soak each print separately for sk lesst a

iiiinate before patting soother on U^ of it.

With hypo-alom, to get the best colour the bath should be just

rinr ti.t tno frcsb and not too old. A fresh bath has a tendeniy
' yellowish tooce, and an old one dark, cold tones.

i.'^. .-. ...eaohing a print, if it is on the weak side, a preliminary

in thr !iul{>hide solution will have the effect of making it

deeper and colder.

A flat print can be inoproved by adding to the bleatlier an

amount of potass bicliroroate equal in weight to t^e ferricyanide.

Improved colours can similarly be obtained by soaking the prints

in bichromate solution—of a fairly deep salmon tint—previous to

bleaohing in the usual bath.

Very cold tones may be prodaced by giving the bleached prints

a run through amidol developer before tulphiding. The tone will

depend on the time they are in the amidol ; the longer it is the

colder the tone.

Double Tone*.
Who has not at some time or other seen a toned enlargement

marred by ugly blue-black patches! I mention enlargements rfither

than small prints, because the former are more liable to the par-

ticular markings, and also more likely to esci^e immediate destruc-

tion when stained or doublo-toned. Admittedly, a good worker

should not pass an enlargement where he would destroy a small

print, but nevertheleei there seems to be a much bigger pro]x>rtion

of double tones among large staff than small.

By far the commonest cause of double tones is imperfect fixation.

This is why the large stuff is more likely to suffer. A dab and a

push may suffice for a postcard, but is ute'.na for a 20 by 16. A
print intended for toning—or, in fact, any bromide or gaslight print

- when developed should be immersed thoroughly in active fixing

solution ; in other words, it should be attacked all over by good,

clean hypo at once. If any delay is necessary between development

and fixing the print must be kept immersed in pure water or in a

recognised stop bath. A bromide or gaslight that is being " fixed,"

in places by hypo solution and in oth«- places by air bells or rem-

nants of developer, will record the position of such air bells and

developer on being toned.

The record will be in blue-black spots and patches, so the way t4

prevent such double-tones is obvious.

Similar markings have been said to occur owing to excess ol

heat when using hypo-alum, also to air bells in the toner. In both

cases prevention is easy.

" Faking " in development and local reduction of a print in the

black and white stage will cause double toning, but in these cases

the secondary tone will be paler or yellower than the normal.

Gaslight prints from very thin negatives are liable to tone in

alternate warm and cold streaks. Contaminated developer will 'cause

aimi!ar markings to appear on toning.

There is one kind of duuble-toning which is not so obvious or so

offensive. It is a peculiarity of certain papers, and consists of cold

highlights and warm shadows.

Some prefer this effect to the normal, but if not liked it is

essily avoided by changing the grade—not the brand necessarily

—
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of paper. In one well-known make are two kinds of platino-matt

bromide : one tones to deep brown and pure white, the other to deep

brown and pale blue. In black and white they are almost indis-

tinguishable. Another equally popular brand gives pure black and

pure white, which, oji toning, becomes brawny-chocolate and cream.

Thi« sort of double-toning is worth cultivating.

Spots.

All things photographic suffer at times from spots. Sepias are

no exception. White, red, puce, blue, and black are the varieties

I have met and combated. Maybe there are ae many other kinds

as well.

White spots are caused by hypo dust knocking about the work-

rooms. A speck of this, too small to be seen, may lodge on the

print and form Farmer's reducer when the print is bleached. Hence

the white spot. Another white spot is due to over-fresh paper.

This spot appears on development, and is not unlike that produced

by an air-bell.

Red spots may be brought about by impurities in the water supply.

A linen bag tied over the tap will keep grains of dirt and metallic

matter back and helps to prevent spots. Dark spots—seen by trans-

mitted light—in the paper itself (not the emulsion) often give rise to

red spots on the surface when toning. Such paper should be re-

jected, or the spots kept to dark parts of black and white pictures

where they will not be noticeable.

Puoe or purple spots that appear during drying are due to dust.

At the first sign of them the drying-room, or oupboard, or rack

should be thoroughly cleaned and overhauled.

Blue spots may bo caused by traces of alum in the print, when it

is bleached. Any other matt/er caipable of forming PruBsian blue

with ferricyanide will give rise to these spots if such matter is in

the print, or the water, or adhering to the dishes. Care and cleanli-

ness are the best preventives of blue spots. They can be removed
sometimes by application of a strong alkali, or by hydrochloric acid,

but their removal is not a snre proceeding at any time.

When using the oopper-ferricyanide method I have often met with

black spots, but have never been able to trace the cause or devise

a cure. Re-development will, by turning the rest of the colour

black, cause them to disa,ppear, leaving tlie print as it was prior to

toning.

Blisters.

Blisters usually occur witih delicate and poor papers, and are

caused by air getting under the film of gelatine. Just how the air

gets there it is not always easy to see, though, some papers are so

porous that a bubble imprisoned ibeneath a "face-up" print will

percolate through the paper until it is enclosed between the paper
and the gelatine.

Warm or strong sulphide solution will tend to cause blisters, as

will also a falling stream of water or an over-long washing. Prints

from the hyipo-alura bath may be blistered by a sudden chill. To pre-

vent these unsightly marks—which may dry down but don't often dis-

appear totally—care should be taken with the dilution and tem-

perature of sulphide and an anti-splash device used on the washing

(tap. Washing should not be protracted—ten minutes should suffice.

With hypo-alum, prints should be allowed to cool down before being

put into cold water. A hardening fi.xing bath is useful when delicate

papers are being handled.

Washiness or Want of Depth.

The washed-out yellowish sepia print is not a tihing of beauty or

one to be repeated.

It is usually brought about by insufficient care in making the

black and white print, but may be due to other causes. A good

print which has been correctly exposed and developed will not tone

washy unless something is wrong.

Hypo in the print or bleacher will do the mischief. To guard

against this, prints may have a preliminary soak in pink perman-

ganate solution. If the pink colour is not turned yellow or entirely

bleached in two minutes the prints are safe for bleaching. If the

bleacher is not known to be unoontaminated, new should be made

up.

Fresh hypo-alum has a reducing effect. This can be corrected

by ripening the bath with a few waste prints or pieces of bromide

paper.

Heaviness Gained in Drying.

To guarantee that a print will not gain depth when toned and

dried requires the consideration of at least three factors. First,

the make of paper. Some mates—and also some varieties of the

same make—dry up differently to others. Second, the development

of the print; and, third, the method of toning. The make and

variety of paper must be studied' to find out its tendency in this

direction. If it tends to dry up dark, then the development must

not be overdone. Sufficient e.xposure should be given to ensure

barely full development in one and a-half minutes at 65 deg. F.,

using a normal developer. With extra bromide new calculations

are necessary which may need exiperiment to verify.

Prints from flat negatives should be slightly uadeT-exx>osed, so

that when fuDy developed they will look a good shade too light.

Wlhen toned and dried, the print should be correct in depth and of

a fairly good colour. Slightly intensified results can be obtained

by using the biclxromate bleach on the fully developed but Hght

print, as mentioned in the paragraph on " muddiness."
Thermit.

A DEVICE TO FACILITATE THE CUTTING OF PLATES
FOR SMALL CAMERAS.

Many users of the vest-pocket type of camera, taking a plate

4i X 6 cm., probably, like the \vriter, use also plates of 5 x 4 or
postcard size, and may welcome a ready means of cutting up the
larger plates for use in the smaller camera. This practice has the
advantage of making it unnecessary to stock an extra size of plate
and also of ensuring that the small plates are accurately cut. Many
of those obtained in the ordinary way are so much below nominal
size as to leave practically no hold in the metal form of dark slides.

At the same time, the ordinary thin glass used for 5 x 4 plates

will never jam in a slide, as sometimes happens witn the extra
thin glass of which the small plates are made.
The apparatus consists of a cutting gauge of grid form, shown

in fig. 1, and a base board with recess tor plate shown in fig. 2.

The base is provided with two strips of wood to act as stops
for the gauge, which is used in the following manner:

—

The edge of the gauge marked L is placed against the stop L
on the base, and three cuts are made on. the plate lengthwise,
using the edges "Y" on the gauge as guides for the diamond
or glass-cutter.

The gauge is then reversed so that edge S is brought against

stop S on the base, and three cuts ore made across the plate, using

the guide edges " X " in this case. The plate will then have the

appearance shown in fig. 3.

The outer edges are broken off by insei'tion in the groove pro-

vided at the edge of the base for this puipose, and the plate is

then broken at the cross cuts. It will, of course, be understood

that the plate is cut on the glass side, and that to break off after

cutting it must be bent away from the cut to part the glass, and

then back again to sever the emulsion. If, however, tne cut plates I

are to be packed away before use, it is better not to sever the

emulsion in each pair, as they can then be folded face to face on !

fhe gelatine hinge thus formed, effectually preventing rubbing oi

tlie sensitive surface.

During the handling and cutting of plates it is advisable to
]

protect the film side by means of a piece of clean white paper the
]

size of the plate. This enables the plate to be gripped between

the fingers when breaking off and keeps the surface quite free
j

from glass particles.

If the plates being cut up are poet-card size it will, of course, i

involve only one cut lengthwise, but in this case it is important
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to tee that the edge L on tbe ^auge or stop is adjusted to bring

the cot exactly cootral with the particular glass-cutter in use,

wiiereas with a 5 x 4 plate a slight variation only affects the width
of the strips which are out off and thrown away.
Tha coDMmctian of this piece of apparatus is fully shown by

the sketches which are dsneneioned in inches, allowing for the plates
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baiiif cut ^ mm. anaUar than the uocninal sixM. Tt may be
maotioiMd. howvMr, tor Um benefit of less eipeneoocd worfcers
in wood, that Um g«nga (which is the only part rvquiring acoaracy)
can be cut out willi a fretsaw and the «dges trued up wi'.n a
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of glaas paper wrapped over an old nagativa glaaa of about
5x4 MM, thoa fnnning.«4)at is virtually a very wide file.

!>> those who do oat possssi a glazier's diamcHMi, the following
hints upon \km use of wheel glaas-cotters may be of service :

—

(I) Oive a fairly quick and light stroke such as would be used
la niliBg a line on paper with a pea and ink, and holding the
caMar th* pan would be held. Heavy premnra is not necessary

and only results in a jagged cut. (2) Incline the handle of the

cutter slightly away from the ruler edge; this will keep the wheel
always against one side of its bearing and ensure a straight cut.

The writer has cut up gome dozens of 5 .x 4 plates by this method,
and has found it very successful ; a noteworthy advantage being

Fig. 3.—Cut Plate.

that if the case of plates suspected of stalenees, the cutting off of

the outer edges removes any risk of marginal fog in the smaller

plates, where the encroachmemt on the area of the picture becomes
a matter of consequence.

Vivian Joblino.

DEATH OF M.B. G. A. PICKARD.

Wi mu(^ regret to announce the death, very suddenly, on Mooday
last, September 22, of Mr. G. A. Pidcard, bend of the Arm of the

Thornton-Piikard Slaoufacturing Co., Ltd., Altrdncham, at the age

of (ixty -eight.

Mr. Pkikard had been ch:uiinan and director of the Altrin^ham

firm of photogrsfhic apparatus manufacturers for many years, suo-

iiiediiig ID tint capacity his brother, Ed^ar Pickard, whose death

in the eariy diy< of the firm's hisCory deprived him of an active and

skilled ooliaborrjtor. His own deHoate health for many years post

prevented him from taking an active part in the trade conferences

and other fuiKtions coanecied with the indostry, and indeed for the

poai ferw years the aaims of his own busineas were fw much as bis

maasnre of phyafcail vitality could discharge. Nevertheless he re-

tained an active interest in it until the time of his death. Those

who had oooasion to visit him in Altrin-ham or to meet him on the

rare occasions when he afipeared at a trade gathering will remember

with pleasure the invariahle oid^kne courtesy which was charac-

teristic of his maoner and wa« part of his nature.

The funeral is anooonced as having taken place yesterday (Thurs-

day) at the Friends' Burial Oraond, Ashtoiwin-Mersey, Sole.

PDoto-mechanlcal RotcSs

Testing Lensoa for Process and Copying WorR.

The variety of letiaes in regular use for copying and ])rocesg woik

at the present time is so large that ono is inclined to believe tha.t

almost any iens of suitable fboal length can be satisfactorily em-

ployed in practice, pro\-ided due regard is paid to its limrtations.

But for successful work it is desirable that these limitations be

gist discovered, snd it is more satisfactory to examine a lens in

a methodical way, so that one may know exactly how far one may

go, than to risk a job turning up one day wliich the lens is un-

able to cope with. A 15 x 12 R.R. lens of anoient though reputable

manufacture may be found to be quite efficieitt for the average

run of half-tone work up to say 10 x 8, but may fail absolutely

on a 15 X 12 line job ; while its employment on three-colour work

would most probably be fatal to good results. Yet tliere are

Ifi X 12 R.R. lenses being used daily for three-colour half-tone, and

producing excellent results.

It is not a difficult matter to test a lens thorou^y on a camera,

and a few suggestions for those who }nve the time and inclination

to undertake the work are contained in these notes.

A oamsra one or two sizes lai^ger than the plate the lens is sup-
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I'jsed to cover should bo used, in order that the definition given

bv the lens at the edges of its circle of illumination may be clearly

sren, and if the camera is mounted on a photo-engraver's stand

of suitable length, and a considerable range of reductions is obUiin-

able, it will be an advantage. An ordinary studio stiind can be
u«ed, however, provided CJare is taken that the back of the camera
is absolutdy square with the easel carrying the test object.

As a test abject one of the special oharte obtainable from most
lena manufacturens is best, because the coHeotion of weird designs

usually found along the edges and in the corners of these charts
readily indicate, % becoming more fantastic than ever, any
irregularity in the correction of the lens. The chart is pinned
uji on the easel or wall and illuminated as eivenly as possible by
daylight or arc lamps. The parallelism and rigidity of the camera
sliciuld also be carefuJly checked, and care .should be taken to see
that the plate in the dark slide occupies precisely the same position
as the focussing screen, as otherwise faults of the camera may be
iiiijustly attributed to the lens. The lens dhould be exactly in
tlie centre of the focussing screen or vlate.

\ rough inspection of the image of tilie chart on the focussi.-.^
screen may then be made, and the centre of the chart focussed as
slmrply as ^possible with the camera arra-nged for abojt i diameter
reduction, or the greatert reduotion which will allow the whole
of the screen to be covered by the image.- For Instance, if the
chart employed is 3ft. x 2ft. and the camera a 15 x 12, the image
would fiU the screen at just under A diameter reduction, and the
preluninary examination should be made at Ais reduction. In the
case of lenses of long fooaJ lengith, two or fboir of the standard
charts may be used ; in fact, the larger the dliart the better. Tlie
greater the reduction, the more searching the test becomes, as the
lens IS being used over a wider angle, and it is mostly when oopy-mg large onginals at a considerable reduction that lens troubles
occur m reproduction work.

Having examined the image visually on the screen at various
sh>ps, a plate should be exposed at full aperture. We will assume
that a 12 X 10 lens is being tested. The first exposure should bemade on a 15 x 12 pfete, so that the faJling off of illumination
and defimtion at the edges may be recorded. Then stop down to
f 16 and niake another exposure. These two negatives will suffice
to show the practical covering power of the lens, and it will
probably be found, in the case of a modern lens, that the f/16
one shows the 15 x 12 pUte well covered, although the lens is
nominally only supposed to cover 12 x 10.

-Xow we turn to e.xamine the behaviour of the lens in detail on a
p.ate of Its own size. Alter the .position of toe camera so as to
get the image of the chart to occupy exaotlv the 12 x 10 plate.
Then focus at full aperture, and get the image as sharp as possible

1",
'""^

rrr,^
''^ ^^' «'='-'^<'"- Three test plates are sufficient, one

! f?^f ^} .iperture, (usuaJly f/8 or f/11), one at f/22, and one

lt\ f
"'" •'""^'^ ^^^ experinientei- to judge the largest

.stop thM can be safely used for various classes and sizes of work.
Ihe full-aperture ' pUs will show any defects of the lens by
defomation of the designs on .the chart. Lack of correction for
blue-violet rays will be indicated by a general lack of definition
a^l over on the negative, although the visual image was sharp
Pronounced spherical aberration will produce a similar effect, but
in this case the visual im.age will also be unaharp. Astigmatism
Will be indicated by the appearance of the vertical and horizontal
lines on the chart, particularly those at the edge : if both are
efiUAlly sharp, there is none present. Distortion can be readily
observed oy placing a steel rule along the negative, against one
ot .the hues wlhdch is straight on the chart, whereby one is able
to see If the line has become curved or distorted bv the lens. The
other two negatives will serve to show how much any apparent
errors are reduced or eliminated by the use of a smaller stop. A
comparison of the three negatives will also show wihether the focal
plane ot the lens shifts with different stops, a peculiaritv occasionally
possessed by even high grade anastigmats, and one "which causes
considerable annoyance in practice.

If the lens is to be used for three-colour work, a rough test as
tn its suitability and colour correction is obtained by making three
negatives of the chart through tri-colour gelatine filtei-s on
panchromatic pi-ocess plates, with a fairly large stop. In this test

the focussing should be done through one of the filters, and the

filters used must be perfectly clean and free from finger-miarks, etc.

Cemented filters should not be used unless they are known to be of

the very finest quality and to have no appreciable optical defects

of their own. When these three negatives are obtained, any dif-

ference of focal length under the different filters will be notice-

able, and variation of the size o^ image, commonly called the
" ^e^gister," is discernible by superimposing the negatives, or by
carefully measuring the length of one or more of the chart lines.

The tests above outlined do not, of course, give results to a very
high degree of accuracy, neither do they indicate all that the
optician wants to know about a lens, but they are sufficient to

enaible the user to define the praxjtical limitations of his lenses, and
when he has done that, he will know wliat jobs he can tackle suc-

cessfully with each lens at his disposal. Further, the test negatives
will prove extremely useful if at any time he should have occasion
to complain to the manufacturers regarding the perfoi-mance of any
particul.ir lens. E. Kenxkth Huntes.

Patent news.
Process paienU—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications for patents, September 8 to 13 :

—

Camer.is.—No. 22,294. Photograd^hic cameras. B. Hinkler.
Flash Lamp.—No. 22,493. Magnesium lamps for photography and

fuel cartridge therefor. A. de Montazet.
Printing Frames.—No. 22,181. Photogra(phic printing frames.

J. L. Troubridtge.

Screens.—^No. 22,119. Oinematograiph, et:., screens. H. Dewey.
Cinematography.—^No. 32,410. Moving picture projecting

machines. W. iE. Johnson, S. Stratford.

Cinematography.—No. 22,230. Production of films for cinemato-
graphs. L. Sawyer.

Cinematography.—No. 22,043. Oinemxatograph films and .manufiic-

ture thereof. J. E. Thornton.

Cinematography.—No. 22,044. Machines for printing cinemato-

graph films, etc., photo-mechanioally. J. E'. Thoomton.
Colour Cinematography.—No. 22,045. Cinematograph colour

films.—J. E. Thornton.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Latie,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country ; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Developing T.\nks.—No. 119,246 (Sept. 3, 1917).—The invention

relates to developing tanks for photographic films or plates carried

in envelopes, of the type in which one or more resilient strips

or guides forming light-tight slots are provided in the lid through
which the envelopes can be withdrawn for exposing the films to

the developer.

There is provided above the guides a sliding lid having incisions

which engage with the shutters of the envelopes and cause them
to be bent so that light-tightness between the guides is further

secured, or alternatively the guides may be curved longitudinally

so as to intei-fit loosely.

In the drawings 1 is a tank which preferably may be wedge-
shaped by either or both of the sides slanting at the base, and with

a hole in the side close to the bottom, from which a small tube 2

is connected with a funnel 3 fastened to the side of the vessel.

The bottom may slope downwards towards the hole in order to
drain the tank thoroughly.

The top of the tank has a cover 4, which consists of a frame
with guides in the form of cylindrical india-rubber cushions 5,

firmly mounted in bearings in the frame. The cushions pre-

ferably are of very soft rubber on nard cores 6, for example, of

wood, and which are so mounted as to be fixed or movable in the
frame of the cover.

J
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By maon that the coro 6 U rectangular, while the rubber

cuahioa U of circular cmja-iection, two air-co^hions 11 (Fig. 7)

are formed, and tbia tends to secure a (ofUy yielding and opaque

Above the cover is an open frame Kd 7, the aides of the open

part of which are provided with incisions 8, so that there are

• pair of incisions above the middle of each rubber cushion,

whereby a better light-tightness between the cushions is attained.

Kf. L Pig. 2.

The apparaioa ia oaed in the following maniwr, it being under-

stood that film enyeloiica are oaed of the kind described in Patent

No. 120.67^

Tile cover 4 with tbe 'i<d 7 is removed and tamed over, and

the film envelopes are now introduced downwardly between the

euahions 5, the toii|iM of the shutter of the «nv«lopM being first

bant op or strmigliteDed and then insetted. The longne of the

film envelope shatter is pathed so far throagh the apace between

ng. 3

two caakioas. that Uie back and holding strip of the envelope are

stepped by lh« cushions, which pinch the aoTalopes.

Wbea the eorer and lid are tarned back into their normal

pW'itioa the toagiMi will all project upwardly through the kd

7 and the cover 4. Thereafter the developer is filled into the tank,

lb* ftfan eafehipei are introdooed into the devekipar, and the

cover 4, toglbsr with the lid, are placed on the lank, after which

of th« enrslopee are drawn op, whereby the shutten

Fig. 5.

mrc
liiii

Fig, 6. Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

<rf the eovelopea which are guided in the incaainne in the sliding

l«l 7, are bent on over the cushions, thos sacariag lighWtightoeas

akmg the edsas of th« film envelopes by shading tha ^acaa ba-

••aaa Iba enahioos aod tha adgts of the film.

Aa ft ModiflGalMa. it nay be mentioned that tha cushions 5

ay be replaced by the guides which are curved logitudinally

•o M to looeely intcriit in the manner shown at 12 in fig. 8.

Thanby tha ahding cover 7 may be omitted, if preferred.

Wkaa tha davaiopiiig has been finished, the tube is removed

from the funnel 3j and is bent downwards to didcharge the liquid.

Then the tube is again applied on the funnel in order that the
filing bath liquid may be filled in through this.

When the exposed and developed films or plates have been
fixed, they must be washed, and this is done in the same tank.
For thi? purpose the cover 4 and the lid 7 are removed, and the
films which are taken out from the envelopes are suspended in a
clip 9, which is provided with yielding cheeks 10, which clip iii

placed on the upper edge of the tank, as shown on Figs. 5 and 6,

after which water is led through the apparatus, by which the
tube acts as an overflow, as the upper edge of the funnel is lower
than that of the apparatus.

Owing to the wedge-form of the apparatus its volume is much
siiialler than that of those in general use, so that lese quantities

of chemicals are employed, and by using film envelopes of the
kind referred to, perfect light-tightness during developing may
be secured.

It should be mentioned that for the washing of plates there
may, in known manner, be used an inner frame or stand instead
of the clip 9.

The funnel 3 and the tube 2 need not be outside, but may,
both for filling and for washing purposes, be replaced by an
inner cross wall with holes near the bottom, or which does not
reach entirely down to the bottom, in which case the top edge
of the outer wall of the apparatus, which corresponds to the
cross wall, i^made lower than the other outer walls.—Jens Peter
Hensen, 10, Jacob's AU4, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Cradt Rawa and marks.
APPLIOATIOXS FOR REGISTRATION.

Pbbmalthx.—No. 392,736. Photographic and dmndng office prints
on lioeo. Lawes Bros., I/d., 7-9, Bumip Place, Doris Street,

Keonington, London, S.E.ll, photogrophic printers ajvd drawing
office itaiiooen. June 26, 1919.

meetingft or SocietkSe

ICEETINOS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.

Ootinf to Edfwara

BATCBiur, SirrkasBB 27.

Pbolapapbie BoeUtj. Ootiot : A Rircr W«lk.
Bt. CIsmMi* Pnna Pbetosraphic and BsmbliDg Soclslr.

sad Hlfli Bkrncl.
IUekn«7 Pbolocnphle aoatetj. Onliog to Sewsrdttone.

MoxDAr, SsrtSMaas 29.

iioatb Loadoo Pbotafrsphle Bocletj. • Bkeleb Portrsilors." H. C. lukecp.

TOBSSAI, asrvBKua 30.

Phoiognpbie Aiaoclttlon. Anaoal Boilneii Heeting.
AaalsarPboMcnpbic Socialy. Dcmonatrsliun.

WSDSSaOAT. OCTOBSS 1.

North MIddlMfX Pbotofrsphio Socisijr. "Comblnatloa Printing."
nachim. Bpeetal Print Oompatltion : A Street Figure Studjr.

TainusAT, Ooroaaa 2.

HodUjr uid Dittrid Pbotoirr>phio Bocidy. Ifontblj Competition : "rowli."
Hsnunariinitb (lUmpthlrs lloutel Photogrspbio BaefetT. "Viinicttea o(

J. M. W. Turner, K.A.' C. W. PbJIpot.
Ltvarpool Amstonr Pbotogrtpbie Aiioaistlon. " Tbroogb loaland on PonTbsck.'

RcT. J. A. McUTorida.

I.«llb

H. W.

FORTHtX)MINO EXHIBITIONS.

September 13 to October 11.—london Salon of Photography.
Hon. sac, 6a, PaU Mall East, London, W.C.I.

October 13 to November 29.—Royal Photographic Society.

—

Entries close September 19 (carrier), September 20 (hand).

Secretary, J. Mcintosh, 36, Russell Square, W.C.I.

A rnaONAL lixk with the pJiet of the British lens-making in-

dustry is broken by the death, announced on Wednesday last, of

EtiMAiath Mary, widow of John Henry DaUmeyer, who died on
~ '^ at Haoqistead, aged aeveoty-one.
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CoiiMnerclal$£e4al intelllfience.—^

—

At Chorley Codnty Court, on September 18, David Glazier,

photographic artist, trading a« D. Henries, of Cheetham Hill, Man-

chester, sued J. Walton, of Leyland, for £4 10s., the price of an

enlargement. Delivery was admitted, but defendant contended that

the reproduction was nothing like him. A verdict was given for

£3 10s.

Lkoal Notices.—Notice of intended dividend has been given in

the estate of Arthur Aquila Noakes, jphotogiPa^pher, residing and

carrj'ing on ibusiness at 17, St. Peter's Street, Canterbury, and lately

Ciirrying on business also at 29a, S*. Margaret's Street, Cajiiterbary.

Proofs must ibe lodged on or before October 1 with Mr. J. Osborne

Morris, Official Receiver's Office, 68a, Caatle Street, Oanteifbury.

NEW COMPANIES.

Bournemouth Photo Engraving Co., Ltd.—This private com-

pany was registered on September 15 with a capital of £2,000 in £1

shares. Objects : To take over the business of photographic engravers

carried on at Albert Road, Bournemouth, as the Boumermouth Photo

Engraving Co., and to enter inte an agreement with E. S. Holditch.

The subscribers (each with one shared are ; A. W Evans. 1. Esmond

Road, Bedford Park, W.3, journalist; S. L. Barber, 42, Garden

Roadi Peckham Rye, S.E.15, newspaper manager. The first

directors are: Major W. J. B. Evans, Bod Ivan, Llandinam
;
A. W.

Evans, S. L. Barber and R. S. Holditch (293, Wimbome Road, Win-

ton. Bournemouth). Qualification : £1. Secretary : F. H. Har-

mau. Registered office : Observer Chambers, Albert Road, Bourne-

mouth. »

mm ana notes*—

—

Thk King and Queen honoured Mr. Vandyk with a special sit-

ting for their photographs at Balmoral.

Beach Photography.—When caught on Blackpool sands with

photographs, Ai-thur Atterbuiy (photographer) told the constable he

was just " trying to earn his fine for to-morrow." He was summoned

for the offence at the Police Court, when it was said he had been

fined three times for similar offences. He had to pay AGs.-Harry

Marks, a travelling photographer, was on September 19 fined 40s.

for selling photographs on the foreshore. The Chief Constable said

defendant was one of the usual crowd. They knew what they were

doing.

Lancashire Society of Master Photographers.—A general

meeting of the Society will be held on Tuesday, September 30, at

the Queen's Hotel, Promenade, Southport, at 3.30 p.m. The com-

mittee will meet on the sajne day at 2.30 p.m. A social evening

will follow the general meeting, and it is hoped that every mem-

ber of the Society will attend on this day. Ladies ai-e specially

invited. Those memibers who wish to make a full day's outing,

and who desire a morning's golf, should communioate immediatoly

with the hon. treasurer, Mr. F. Read, 14, Balfour Road, Southport,

who is in charge of the local arrangements.

Mr. Harold E. M.vrshall, enlargement specialist, of Mansfield

Road, Nottingham, has formed a partnership with Mr. Cecil Higson,

furmerly of the London Photo-Centre, Royal Air Force. Messrs.

Marshall and Higson will trade together as Marsliall and Company.
The firm's price-list of enlarging and otQier trade work which has

jiist been issued specifies the ciliarges for straightforward enlaiige-

ments and for wajter-colours and sketoh portraits. A specialty is

also made of retouching at photograiphers' prices. Mr. Marshall

has long enjoyed a large measure of appreciation for the excellence

and reliability of his trade service, and we have no doubt that

the latter will be fully maintained under the extended management.

A City Sale Nutshell Competition.—The City Sale and Ex-
change announce a competition in which prizes to the total value of

£20 will be awarded for the best phrases of four words the initials

of which are those, C S A E, of the name of the firm. The "nut
shell " phrases ai'e required to express some aspect or opinion of the

City Sale's business. There are no entry fee.s or conditions of any

kind except that a competitor may send one entry only and must

send it on a form (to be pasted on a posteard), which is obtainable

at any of the establishments of the City Sale and Exchange, or is

sent post free on request. Sufficient time is aUowed for entries from

overseas, the last date for Colonial and foreign entries being Novem
ber 21. The prizes offered are five guineas, three guineais, and two

guineas, for the first, second, and third best phrases, together with

consolation prizes ranging from 2s. 6d. to 15s.

End of Summer-Time.—The Home Secretary gives notice that

summer-time will cease and normal time will be restored at 3 a.m.

(summer-time) in the morning of Monday next, September 29, when

the clock will be put back to 2 a.m. All railway clocks and clockj

in post offices and Government establishments wUl be put back one

hour, and the Government requests the public to put back the timj

of all clocks and watehes by one hour during the night of Sunday-

Monday, September 28-29. Employers are particularly recom-

mended to warn all their workers in advanc2 of the change of time.

The public are cautioned that the hands of ordinary striking

clocks should not be moved backwards ; the change of time should

be made by putting forward the hands eleven hours, and allowing

the clock to strike fuUy at each hour, half-hour, and quarter-hour.

The hands should not be moved while the clock is striking.

An alternative method, in the case of pendulum clocks, is to stop

the penduluim for an nour.

Process Instruction in Manchester.— The printing department

of the Manchester Mimioipal College of Technology is now under

the direction of Mr. R. B. Fishendeii. In addition to courses of

instruction in typograplhy, machining, lithographic printing and

book-binding, photo-mechanical processes occupy an important posi-

tion. The department includes provision for theoretical and practical

instruction in the various branches of photo-engraving, including

the making of hue and halif-tone blocks, three-cclcJUr work, photo-

lithography, and photogravure and rotary photogravure. Mr.

Fishenden is the lecturer on these iphoto-medhanical processes and

the superintendent of thj courses of practical instruction. The

work of the department begins on October 5 next, but students

are invited to make their arrangements for classes not later than

Friday, October 3. A reunion and concert has been arranged to

meet old students, members, and other craftsmen returned from war
service and will be held at the College on Saturday evening, Septem-

ber 27. Those desirous of taking pait in tliis function should com-
municate with Mr. Fishenden without delay.

Photographic Classes at Manchester.—We have received the

prospectus of the part-time classes in the department of photographic

technology of the Manchester Municipal College of Technology. The
classes in this department, of which Mr. Charles W. Gamble, O.B.E..

late R.A.F., is the head, are arranged to provide a systematic

course of in.'^truction in the principles and practice of photography

extending over three years; but special classes may be attended by

arrangement with the head of the department. Two fully equipped

photographic studios are available for instruction and practice in

portraiture by daylight and amtificial light, and the department aho
includes a cinematograph studio for experimental work, a photo

printing room, and a well-equipped laboratory for research work.

Fees for individual classes are 12s. 6d., one night a week, but j

great reduction in fees is made when a student takes three or more

classes in the course of each week. The session opens on October 6.

but intending students should enrol themselves during the weelc

beginning Monday next, September 29. There must be many of

our readers v ithin easy access of the Manchester College to whout

these courses of instruction provide a most valuable means for sys-

tematic and intelligent study of photographic theory and practice.

Inter-club Competition.—Keen interest has been aroused by the

Photographic inter-club competition for the " Toulmin " Silver Shield,

take.! part in this year by fifteen societies, chiefly in Lancashire.

The president of the Alliance is Mr. J. Hey, of Colne, and the sec-

retary Mr. A. Clayton, of Blackburn. Darwen Society have again

carried off the shield in the print section, this being the third suc-

cessive year. Preston Pictorial and Chorley Photographic have also

been winners on three occasions, but not successively. Mr. Alex.'

Keighley, F.R.P.S., of Steeton. wa* the judge. Darwen this year

have gained 72 marks, Blackburn coining second with 67, and Nelson
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knd PnstoD C.C. following with 63 marks ewh. The following are

the award* :

—

Club. Print. Mount. Marks.

DarwenP. S 45 ... 27 ... 72

Blackburn C.C 40 ... 27 ... 67

Nelson C.C 37 ... 26 ... 63

Pt«lonC. C 38 ... 25 ... 63

Nelson P. 8. 37 ... 25 ... 62

Colnc C. C 33 ... 27 ... 60

Horwioh A. P. S 34 ... 21 ... 55

Toamotden P. 8 23 ... 26 ... 52

Preston BeteoUfic Society... 16 ... 25 — 41

Special prise, best print, Mr. R. Berry, Horwich.

In the slide competition, for which the trophy is the

Clayton Ro*; Bo »1, Colne C.C. beat Darwen by 55 poinU to 53. The

tide* were judged by Mr. Jas. Shaw, F.R.P.&, of Maodiester,

whose awards were :

—

Marks.

Colne C.C 66

Darwen P.A 63

Mechanics' CO., Bomley 68

Prestoo ScieotiSc Society *6

Preston C.C <6

Nelson C.C <*

Todmordao P.S. 37

BUckbum C.C 29

The eleventh aanoal ezhibilioa ot the AUianee n being he:d at

Colne Fr«e Library on October 4.

The special prise (or lb* beat slide was won by Mr. T. Plews, of

Nelson C.C.

Bartm Lbm Maxos.—a very sweeping toUoeot dispaiwging

British Isnim ia r—T"^*~' with those of Oennany and Aortria

baviog rMSoUy been Bwde in TU Timu by Sir Rob«rt Had6eld,

MsMTS. Bom. T imHird. in a letter wliich appeared in TV Timu

on 8eptesb« 18 last h*va very property cliaU«i|«l the views of

<4ir Robert HadiBald, and l»ve asked for ialontation' as to the

vpert opinion which pionptad his statement. We reprint portions

M^rs. Ross's letter:—
" In Tkt Tim*4 of September U, under tha rspwt of the ' Britirii

\>aociation' and tha heading of ' Qhss Makers' Ordeal,' yon

ive publicity to some reoiarks by Sir Robert Hadfletd, which in

le interest of the British optical industry, moM not pas* un-

tallensed. Sir Robert said :—
"

' He regretted that we were still dependent on Oemany and

Austria for lensea of the best qnaUty. Hi* apart friends told him

that we still had to go abroad for the bert lenses, and the best

lensM iu his own wmk» w*i« of foreign aaaka. He had given the

Eogliah otaktfi every ekaaoa to snfaout Unam of equivalent qoalily,

hot witbont a rmikj snt irfirtnry remiK'

"If thai* reoMrka ww* strioUy true, mm OMild ooly aecose Sir

Robert of laek ol wisdom in providing our OeNfWi eoaipetitoni with

an nnioKniterf Isafiwnnial There is, however, evidence ready to

baad whicb pivve* eoDokMiveiy that the iaeU are not • atatad,

and therefore on* moat aisimtt that Sir Robert has been somewhat

nnfortanate in his cboie* of aspert friends, or that he has not

con—Red ewMgh of Ihem.
" Captain C. O. Hatberiagton, R.A.F., FhiKofraphie Section, in a

letter to the PhotofrajAie Dtaltr, sa>« :—
"

' With regard to lb* qoeation of superiority of British lenses, I

feal a stsl—lBt opoo tbia point will be of interast to the photo-

giapbio trade ganMally. Practically all tha Isosss used in the

B.A.F. lor aana) pbotogmpby have been dengaad in England daring

the war lor Ibis spaetal purpose.
"

' Ff«B lair oomparative teeta which have baan mada these have
been fooad to be aoperior io any enemy lanam, including thoee

of Zeiss and Ooert, which hsve been used in the Oennan Air

Service. That is a fact. I am not talking sentiment.'

"Surely these opinioas are sufRdent eridaae* ot tba tread of

geoeral opinion. Poesibly Sir Robert refers to a particular type
of lea* wed lor aom* special purpoae, and it is conceivable that

soeh a Una might not yet have been manalaetnred in this country
with the sama aaeeas* a* in GenDeny, but tbi* does not by any

means justify so sweeping a statement as Sir Robert makes. Speak-

ing ol the lens industry as a whole, we have undoubtedly not only

caught up the German manufacturer, but have in many cases

surpassed him.
" It would, at any rate, be interesting to know the source of the

expert advice which h'-.a led Sir Robert Hadfield to make this state-

ment, which can be nothing else but injurious to the British optical

industry."

CorrespondencCe—

—

OorrtspoHdenli should never mriU on both sides of the paper. No
notice U taken of eommimieatiom untets the names and addreue»

of the writerM are given.

We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed ly

our oorre^ondents.

NATURAL COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the EJitoK.

Gentleman,—My attention has been called to an article in your
colurana on the above subject. I would like to mention that I am
also interested in a process of colour photography, apparently in

every way similar to that deecribed in your article. I notice,

however, the date of the patent application for the process described

in your columns u given sa January, 1919, whereas my process is

patented aa and from March, 1918, nearly twelve months pre-

viously. This specificstion also describes the taking of pictures

without the uae of colour-screens. I may add that the proems has

been proved a aucceas, and in a short time. I hope, will be on the

market entirely with U)e aid of British capital.—Yours faithfully,

LonioD, W.C.L J. Sai.txb.

EYEGLASS FOCUSSING RLA.GNIFIERS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—My point is that " Bifocal " is not getting what he
thinks be is—i.e., an image of the same subject on the fovea of

each eye at the same momont—for it is incredible to mo that anyone

not suffering from bilateral convergent strabismus of a most pro-

nounced type could 'io this at a distance of 3 in. It must be very

painful, even if possible, to anyone else!

It may be worth while having spectacles made as he euggeste—

I do not know, and should hardly think so; but they will not give-

binocular viaioo.- -Yours truly,

TRAYXBB J. B&IAKS.

Beverley, Epaom, September 20, 1919.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I think " Bifocal ' muat be in error with regard'

to his bifocals. Either they are not ao powerful as he thinks, or

else he docs not get binocular vision. It is easy to see that to-

maintain single binooulsr vision with lenses having a focal length

of "under three inches" it is necessary to oonveige each eye

about 25 degrees.

If they are really of that power, it is more likely that he is using

one eye only, and mentally s(^>pres«iog the image given by the

other—a habit quite easy to acquire.

The best advice I can suggest to anyone who wishes to follow
" Difocal's " sdvice is to explain the requirements to an optician

and be fitted with the moat powerful lower segments possible, con-

sistent with maintaining singlo binocular vision.

If " Bifocal " cares to send me his lenses through the Editors I

would tell him their power and return thorn immediately.—Yourit.

faithfully,

A. O. Williamson, F.S.M.C.
37, Hijistock Road, Plumatead, S.E.

September 22.
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A CO.MaiON CAUSE OF LOSS OF BUSINESS.

To the Editors. •

Oeutlenien,—In my obeeivation, one of the commonest causes of

loss of custom by photographers is unreasonable delay in the execu-

tion of orders. At an establishment employing about a dozen hands

that I visited some two or three years ago the proprietor showed

nie letters of bitter complaint and angry reproach from customers

whose orders had been in arrear for some time, and he told me
that he was receiving euch letters nearly every day, and did not

know how to remedy it. I then explained the plan which I had

foUowel in my own business, and be at once adopted it, together

with a reorganisation of the printing arrangements.

Down the centre of the page in the day-booli a line is ruled in red

ink across each order as it is despatched to the customer. When
all orders on the page are completed, the line is continuous from top

to bottom. Turning back a few pagce, any break in the line shows

that immediate attention is required.

The printer's order book ia treated similarly, except that a

pencil line is here considered sufficient.

W. E. Debenh.im.

AMATEURS' FILM SPOOLS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have been particularly impressed this summer by

the number of amateur customers who have come into my business

with spools of film which have not been the right size for their

cameras. It seems such a pity if a photographer or chemist lays

himself out to cater for amateurs at r.ll that he does not take

particular care to teaoh his assisltants the different s.izes, and

make them note the name and size of cameras brought in. Only

to-day I had a young man bring in his camera who said he had been

uinding off' the film frpm the spool he had purchased on to another

spool to fit his camera. I told him he must have been supplied

wrongly, and he said he got the spool at a local chemist and was
served by a "bit of a young girl." I found his camera was a

Xo. 2 Ensignette, and he had been supplied with a V.P.K. spool.

I may say that my assistants have been so drilled on sizes that

they rarely give a wrong spool, and if in doubt always go to me
or a senior assistant. Even my "bit of a girl," though only 15,

has been thoroughly taught. It is really quite easy to master the
sizes if one will only exercise one's memory. Tlie mention of a
size immediately suggests the number on the spool, viz., 3i x 2^
suggests No. 120 or 105. There is only to find out if the camera
is a Xo. 2 Brownie or a No. 1 F.P.K., and then the proper fihn

is easy enough to find. I don't think photographers realise that
amateurs are at all profitable if properly catered for. I find that
amateurs very often know quite as much as professionals, and also

a great many films and plates are spoilt in developing carelessly
done. To my mind, if this branch is worth doing at all it should
be done properly, and not pushed off with "Oh, it's only an
amateur, they won't tnow." Some amateurs are very stupid, of
course, but most o^ them are only so because the people *hey buy
cameras from won't trouble to show them how to use it, or take
any interest in them.—Yours faithfully,

Alice 0. Yardley.
197-198, High Street, Gorleston-on-Sea.

THE "OROYDON" HECTOCfRAPH.

To the Editore.

Clentlemen,—Although the hectograph, strictly speaking, is not
a true photographic article, particulars of it may legitimately find
a place in your columns because of its urefulness to secretaries of
photographic societies, and your Croydon reporter is to be con-
gratulated upon his helpful report and, further, upon spelling the
name of the article as he has done, for the word " hektograph,"
commonly used, is a very ugly one. Some may argue that the
latter is the more correct, but in my humble opinion both are very
unfortunate names for an article that fails to give one luindre:!
copies, as either name leads one to believe it to do.

Hectographs, or " jelly-copiere," of the ordinary type are com-
posed of gelatine and glycerine, with a preservative—usually oil

of cloves ; but the golden syrup Mr. Purkis gives in place of

glycerine is a decided improvement. One has an idea, somehow,
that golden syrup was used in place of glycerine because of the

scarceness and high price of the litter during the war. Be that as

it may, I feel sure that makers of a hectograph will find syrup
to be very much better than glycerine.

One hears complaints sometimes about the discoloration of the

jelly owing to the absorption of the dye-ink, which can never l)e

cleared off properly. The way to get rid of the discoloration and
to clear the jelly is to remelt over a slow fire or in a warm oven,

and then stir in a little dried whiting; the latter appears to take

up the dye and settle at the bottom, leaving the jelly-bed fairly

clear.

I wish your Croydon reporter had not dealt with inks so briefly,

as inks are most important. The best black ink I have used is to

mix 1 oz. methylated spirit, 1 oz. water, 2 oz. glycerine, 60 gr.

aniline black (soluble in water), ani warm and stir till the

colour is quite dissolved ; for other colours use a suitable aniline dye

in place of the black. I am, however, grateful to your correspondent

tor the methyl violet ink formula, which I hope to use, having

f.iiiled, so far, to get a gool home-made violet preparation, in spite

of the many formulae that have been published.—Yours faithfully,

L. X. Woods.

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND THE SALE OF POSTCARDS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,- -Ghr.stmas is drawing near and photographers

throughout tlie country, having finished their sununer trade, are

looking for something to liven them up during the winter months.

The real-photo postcard trade is with many photographers a

"side line," because they look upon the 2d. or 3d. postcard as

infra dig. in comparison with their high-class studio work, and they

leave it to the local stationer. This may be quite good in a way,

but most photographers have among their negatives—'hidden away

—numbers of interesting subjects—local views, churches, country

houses, portraits of local celebrities, clergy, warrioi's, public men,

pretty children—in fact, there is no end to the variety of subjects

which a country photographer has on his shelves, which durini;

the busy season he has not had time to even look at. These sub-

jects are not generally known to the stationer who buys from the

postcard publisher's stocks, and as these stocks are produced in

large quantities the number per negative is more than the pub-

lisher can afford to purchase, owing to the limited sale of such

pictures.

If the photographer would look out these negatives, and if he

lias no time or convenience to print them in his awn studios, send

them to a trade printer, order, say, 1 gross of each subject, .^1K^

exhibit in his window a sample of each subject nicely mounted

on a show-card with suitable artistic wording, I venture to say

that he would create a profitable trade and bring customers into

his studio for other work. If he orders from a trade printer tlie

cost of one gross per subject is 15s., and he sells at 2d. or 3d.

each. This makes a profit of 50 per cent, to 125 per cent, on

outlay without risk of heavy stock. This cannot be done by tlie

stationer, who has not the negatives.

I should like you to find space for this letter in order to briiii*

home to the photographer the possibilities of increasing his prospects

without any trouble to himself or employees, as apart from profit

on sales, he would advertise his business

I can hear the following drawing-room conversation :

—

" Mr. Enterprise has some beautiful postcards of in

his window, let us buy them for Christmas cards. I will call hihI

ask what he would charge to take our house and do a hundred > r

two postcards. They are awfully good."

Then the lihotographer gets an additional order.—Yours
faithfully,

Philip G. Hunt.
332, Balham High Road, London, S.W.17.

September 23.

\
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SELECTIVE REDUCnO.N WITH BICHROMJVTE.

TV> Uie Editors.

GeiitleaMO,—Some yean ago I matie a series of experimettts wilh
htohromato hydrocMorie, both as a redaoCT and an intensificr. Un-
fortunately my notes om this subject ace all abroad at present, but
your article oo reducing (p. 539 of Scpteadxr 12) nminds me of the
subject.

Sj far as iny aMotory serves me, I used a solution composed as

foUows:—

Potsssiiim birtiroma>« 10 gms.
Water , 1,000 cos.

Hydroehlod: acid 2 or 3 drops

I wabed to get more oootraat in an over-deose negative and to

rediiea tile shadows. If a negatire is immened in Hm above solution
it wiN be noticed that the bleachii^ takes plaae erwily downwards,
the thmnsr part, i.e., shadows, being the fint to be entirely pene

Jkjoluiit

Fig. 1.

traurd and finally the hi^-l^ts, the reason being that the thiok-
oeM of ths stiver deposit is graater in the higb-Ugbta than in the
•hadows. TIm diaf^ain (fig. 1) will assist in makio( my
wss ning more clear. It is an enlarged saetioB of which the simded
portion Npnsaato the siWer dsfwsit of the negative. The bleaching
wiU have passed snc«»ssai»^j llvoagh the Uyers 1, 2. 3, 4, 6, 6. If,

ho«tev«', the Msadting is stopoed when it psnetratss (o Uyer 3, U
follows thai down to l«ysr 3 the aalvcr wiU hare been tmaformed
'-.to a ohloride which is sohibte in hypo, and tha MnaMuag layen, 4,

5, and 6, will be iasoloble silver and not air«:t«d by thebvpo (Sg. 2).

UJ„hlt

Fig. 2

1.' at this Mags the partly bleached negativ* is washed well and
then pat into hypo all the silver in layers 1 to 3 wi: I be dissolved
oat and the ranaindar, 4, 5, 6, be nnohanged, i.e.. the high-ligbta
slightly redooad in density will remain, also pari of the shadows,

•
and the rssok will be a mora brilliant negative as in fig. 2. If, on
the contrary, I wish to decwast the contrast in a neyative, I bleach
thr negative sntireiy throogh, then wash it wall and i^^valofi it

<•<'>> a weak matoi-hyidroqainone devdopsr. Now the ra-d*««lap-
' It Uhaa piaea eaactly in ths same way as ths litearhlng. i.e., peoe-
t' lUng avanly downwards by Uyers, so that if I r>-daTe)op down to
No 4 layer fig. 3 wtll be the rrauit. If now I pot this into ths hypo,

JtiutU

U\ «r> 1 to 4 wiU nsnsin insohtble, and layers 6 and 6, being solobls
chloride, will ba dissolved oat. The negative will therefore have
lass contrast. Hie operation should be carried out in the dark-njom,
as the bleached negative m sensitive to lighk K is as well to eaperi-

meat on aocsa old nsgativss, ae it is somowlu* «»**—M to jod^ ths
exact amooBi of hlearidiy.

Tmating this will ba of om to some of yaw raaden, yoon, taith-

(liliy, E. O. SninoM.

7. Cholon Hill, Donnam, near Lingfield, Sorrsy, Sept. 13.

>insu)er$ to correspotiAtniSe
e

8PECIAL NOTICE.

la eswesjugnss ef feiural reduesd sujtpUts of paper, a* th* r$$uH

tf prohibition ef the importalian of much wood pulp and grot*,

a imalltr space tcill b« avaUabl* until fwrthmr ruiiiee for rsptiss

Is ssrrsspowdstUi.

Mwtommr, ue wiU luuwer by pott if ttamped and addr»t*ed sfw-

IgM is sfisloesd fmr reply: S-t«tU. IfiUmational Coifpew, from

readert akroad.

Tk* full fuettieii* and emmeers u>iU be printed otily in th* eau tf

iw^iwrisi «f general interett.

Queriee is be emtvered in the Friday'* "Journal" mutt reach u»

met later than Tuetday (petted Monday), OMd thould he

to the Editort.

E. H.—We think you come onder the BeUil Businesses Licenmng

Order, anJ require to apply to the regional headquarters at

IddMloigh Mansions, Westnunater, London, S.W.I.

T. AND Co.—The query is too general to be answered briefly.

Vou will probaUy find all the information you require on fitting

hall-watts in an article vrhicih af>peared in the " U.J." of Octo-

ber 26, 1917, which our publiahers can supply price 4id. post

free.

H. W. No licence for ilio business you mention is required in

either esse, presuming that the fatisiness is carried on in such a

wav that the general piihlic in the neighbourhood will not be

able to discover it in the way that tliey con disoover goods for

sale in ar. ordinary shop. II the business otTera work to the

public as a shop offeia goods, then we think we think it oomee

within the Retail Businesses Order, and in that case you require

to have a licence.

W. T.—Gaaligbt prints are quite ss permanent as bromide prints.

In ths case of either paper the w<ami lints obtained by develop-

ment are not aa permanent, in oar opinion, as the ordiiiar; black

U>ne. \ silver imsge obtained in Ui« more finely divided state

which represeots a wsnn ookxir is, as n rule, more susceptible

to the action of dsmp, gas fames, etc., than is the coarser black

mage. On the other hand, a print whioli is toned by bleaching

and passing tJirough a suli>hide betii is more permanent than a

black print.

A. E.

—

TIm bnoket in yoor studio has probably been placed there

to Mipport an enclosed are Ismp, and would be of little use for

half-watt tamps w4iich require to be diatribated to give the best

effect. It is much better to have them to raise and lower. Each

lamp will require a reflector and diffuser, or yoo might arrange

a thin calico curtain in front of them all with an opaque re-

flector, dark on the cairera side and white towtuxls the lamps.

These could be hung on rods not too near the globes, or the

material will be scorched.

^. W.—It is possible that under the Retail Businesses Licensing

Order yon require a licence for starting a business which has

been Miapaided, bat bear in mind that the Order is made for the

parpcae of protecting men like yoorseH who have been in the

Service*, and whose businessea have been temporsrily closed on

tnat account. You should have no difficulty in obtaining a licence

to re-start in the presen* premises, and equally if you move

the businees to another address. Ton should apply to the regional

licensing headquarters at &a. Union Street, Bristol.

M. N. We think you refer to the paragraph on p. 262 of the " B.J."

of May 18, 1917, contained in an article on washing, by A. W.
Warwick, where it is stated Hmt an oemotb pressure of 210 lb.

per square inch is produced when a bypo-saturated fihn is placed

in water. We are soiry we are not able to say whether satii

a figure u approximately correct. Without professing to know

very macti of the physios of surface tension or oeraosis phenomena.
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we dioold donbt whether your theory of pinhole* being caused by

disruption of the film through air-bubbles on it during washing

acoounta for the effects.

V. C.—Most Press photographers use a plate not of the vo-y

maximum speed, but one such as Imperial Special Rapid, although

Mil ultra-rapid plate, eudh as Uford Monarch or Marion Record,

will be used as occasion i-equires. For such quick movement as

is met with in ordinary street scenes and functions apart from

S|X>rting subject^, l-50th second is as rapid a shutter exposure

as is ever necesjarv, usually a very much slower speed is all

that is required. Tha best place at whioh to have your shutter

tested is ttie National Physical Lalxuralory, Teddiiigton. A gixxl

developer for stix)ng negatives is the Imperial pyro-metol.

A. S.—There are several teirtrbooks oi oollotyipe, but we think the

only one in print is "Plhoito-iMechan,ioal Processes," ;by W. T.

Wilkin«>n, price 48., from Messrs. Hamptons, Oursitor Street,

LondoD, E.0.4, which deals also with other photo-mechanical

methods. Apparatus sudh as drying ovems and presses ajo supplied

by Messrs. A. W. Penirose anJ Co., Ltd., 109, Farringdon Road,

London, E.C.I. No book instiruotioii would enalble anyone quite

imexiperienced to learn the process ; he would require a course of

praotdoal instruction, tlie beat place for whidj is the L.C.C. School

of Photo-Engraving, Bolt Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

J. !B.—^As you have sketched your diffusing screen at right angles to

the l)ackground and 6 ft. away, at wouid seem tliat you would

waste a good deal of light a.nd, wlluit is worse, have a glare Ibetween

lens and sitter. To get the greatest advantage with these lamps it

is desirable to arrange them slantingly across the studio, one being

nearly in the middle about 8 ft. high and 8 ft. from background

and the others in a curve to one side, the tfwo ends being rather

lower, say 6 ft. from floor. If you decide (to keep to your sketch

we should place the four lamps in pairs, two 8 it. high and 4 ft.

a[>art. and two 6 ft. high ainid 3 ft. apart, these two teing rather

nearer the sitter's end of the screen.

O. P. C.—Water-soluble Nigrosine can be obtained from any of the

niei>ohant8 in fine chemicals, such as Messrs. HaiTington Bros.,

4, Oliver's Yard, City Road, London, E.G., price about Is. 6d.

per ounce. About the best preparation for backing is a mixture

of caramel browji or black pigment, sucn as burnt sienna or

vegetable black, giun synip, and methylated spirits. The caramel

should be tlie special kind made by Liclitenstein, for backing, and

can be obtained from dealers in photographic chemicals, such

as Messrs. Jotason and Sons, 23, Cross Street, Fin.sbury, London.

E.C. For ordinary plates the reddish pigment, such as burnt

sienna, can be used, but for colour-sensitive plates it is better

to use a black pigment. Simply dissolve the cai-amel in the mini-

mum quantity of water thickened with the stax)ng gum solution, and

add enough spirit to make the mixture quick drying.

T. G.—To secure short exposm'es and soft even lighting you will

require about three 1,000 c.p. half-watt lamps. These may be con

veniently fitted in a curve, the first being opposite the centre of

the background about 8 ft. from the ground, the others generally

approaching .the .side of the studio, tliat neaiest the background

being rather lower, say, 6 It. from the ground. If possible make
them all to raise and lower, as this will enable you to make
shorter exposures with sitting %ures and children. Each lamp
should have its own reflector and diffiiser and work from a

separate switdli, thus obtaining full control of the Hglhting and
economy of current. A round head screen and a reflector of

the usual type are all the appliances required. You should make
sure that your current is actually of the voltage it is supposed to

be, as running Uie lamps even slightly under their full voltage

will cause a considerable loss of actinic power.
F. D.—With regaixl to cost of half-watt installations, we regret we
cannot give you any precise estimate, as the prices fluctuate \ ery
much just now. There has been an increase of 50 per cent, plus

25 per cent, during the current year on some lines, but we do
not think that the lamps themselves have risen to this extent.
If you write to the General Electric Company, Ltd., 67, Queen
Victoria Street, London, B.C., stating your exact requirements
they will send you an estimaite which would probably hold good
for a few days. We cannot advise you with regard to the wii-ing,

as we do not know the capacity of your leads nor the voltage
of your supply. Your local electrician will be best able to judge.

If your place is only wired for a few lamps, heavier leads will

probably be necessary, but this should not be expensive to instal.

At present portable studios are fetching about three times pre-

war prices, ao that w-e should advise yoii to use the room which

would also be more comiortable in winter.

Rex.—For enlarging a 6 x 5 negative three diameters, that is

to 18 X 15, with a 7in. len:^, the space required between the

negative and the paper is just under 3 feet, so that you have
plenty of room within your 6ft. space for the lantern body. For
enlarging smaller negatives up to 15 x 12 you would require more
space, but allo\ving 18 inches for the lantern body and the .sup-

liort of the easel, you could still enlarge 6 diameters with the

7in. lens, that is to say you could enlarge to 15 x 12 from
negatives as small as about 2^ x 2 inches. One of the best
models of enlarging lantern is the chain and sprocket model of

Butcher's. As regards lig'ht, apart from ordinary central draught
oil lamps (whioh would be very diflScult to fit to the ordinary
lantern body) the only lamp is the "Luna " incandescent mantle
lamp of W. C. Hughes and Co., 82, Mortimer Road, King.slaiul,

N.I., burning methylated spirit. In hot weatlier it will make
such a very small dark-room uncomfortably wai-m, we think, 4)ut
otherwise is an excellent lamp.

Sensitizino Canvas.—I should be obliged if you could tell me
where, or how, I could get enlargements from my own negatives
lightly printed on my own canvases. Any rough indication.^ of

the subjects would suffice as long as they saved (sometimes diffi-

cult) drawing, placing, etc., of such details as jewellery on tihe

work. I imagine that such a thing as a bromide solution might
1)6 lightly brushed on the required spot, and be developed and
fixed with a large, soft, brush, sufficiently plain to work on. .Some
particulars of this might be of interest to many " B.J." readers.—AlPD. J. N. GOODSON.
A process of sensitising canvas for enlai-ging is what you wnut,

and was much used years ago before bromide paper became so
largely used in the cheap enlai-gement trade. We gave a large
number of these sensitising formulae in the "B.J." of August 25,

1916 (price A^d. post free fixMn our publisl»ei-s). No doubt you
can work the process yourself if you have facilities for enlarging
with arc light, or even a light of lower power if you are content
with mere outline sketches.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisements cannot b* inserted until fully and correctly pre-

paid, tenders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind ttit

scale of charges. They will thus save themselves delay in the pub-
lication of their announcements. A Schedule by which an advertise-

ment can be correctly priced will be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or lass 1/-

Extra words Id. per word.

(No raduotion for a laries.)

Special Note. Box Number Advertisements.

" Box No." and office address charged as 6 wordi.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d, par insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by tht

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or bf telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., PubKshers,
74.. Wellington Street. Strand. LOSOON, W.C 2.

J
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EX CATHEDRA.

Ljlihtind
^°* ^^'^^ '^ ^y "''^ becomiug appre-Bnxmg.
<ya^,ly gjiort^r^ ^j^^^ photographers who

have suiUbly arranged artificial lights will find a con-
siderable advantage in using them to supplement poor day-
light. In many cases thie is not possible, as the lamps
are fixed on the solid side of the studio to avoid interfer-
ence with the working of th© blinds, but if there happens
to be a lamp fitted to a movable stand or pedestal it can
eaaily be moved into a position where it will give the neces-
•ary " snap " to the lighting. Used in this way, it allows
of the figure being lighted rather flatly by opening the
blinds to almost their full extent, the electric lamp being
used for the production of high lights. A few experiments
will probably be necessary to hit the correct exposure,
since there is hardly any form of artificial light which is
exactly th« same colour as daylight, the enclosed arc
appearing bluer and the nitrogen-filled lamps more yellow.
In any caae the difference in lighting will not be great,
oven if the colour be not allowed for. This expedient has
in some hands proved very useful for child portraiture in
the winter, even when the daylight was fairly good, as it

allowed of much shorter exposures being made than was
poMJble with either light u.sed alone.

EnlargAd We recently saw a number of diagr^'MS
Oiatfpama. which a teacher had enlarged upon
bromide paper to a uniform siae of 20 x 16. He said that
their preparation had saved an enormous amount of black-

board work, and, being sharper and more accurate, were
much better for the purpose of instruction. This would
Mwn a class of work that photographers who make their

own Milargements might profitably take up. The nega-

tives should be made upon process plates, and if carefully

exposed and fully developed will need no intensifica-

tion. A slow bromide paper and well-restrained de-

veloper should be used to ensure ^ood clean lines. Any
slight deposit on the whites can easily be cleared oS with
Farmer's reducer or iodine and cyanide solution. The
photographer's work might end here, leaving the mount-
ing on calico or board to the teacher. In order to keep
the surfaces clean—no easy task in a school—the prints

should receive a coating of clear " paper varnish," such
as is used for wall decoration, this also serving to pre-

vent snlphurisation. If any colouring is needed it can
easily be done before varnishing, and as there is already
a coating of gelatine no sizing is needed. This method
might also be extended to the reproduction of tables of

fil^res, where hand copying would necessitate great care

and require checking by an expert.
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Stal* Many otherwise inexplicable variations
Solutions.

ijj^ t^e quality oi negatives and prints

may be traced to the use of stale chemical solutions. We
recently came across a bottle of concentrated pyro solu-

tion made about three months previously. The usual

preservatives, sulphite of soda and metabisulphite of

potass, had been used, but the developer worked very

slowly, and after double the usual time of immersion the

image was still too thin to yield a good print. As an

experiment double the quantity of pyro solution was put

in to the same quantity of water as in the first trial. This

developer yielded quite a satisfactory negative in the usual

time. Shortly after this a friend showed us a bottle of

a well-known single-solution developer which had been

left uncorked for over two months. It had turned very

dark and somewhat turbid. Upon trial it worked much
more slowly than it usually did when diluted to the nor-

mal extent, but upon adding about 50 per cent, more of

the concentrated solution it behaved in its usual manner.

It is perhaps not often that it is necessary to use stale

developer, but if one is in that position it is useful to

remember that the difficulty may usually be surmounted
by using rather more of the stock solutions. Of course,

if a developer made up to working strength has deterio-

rated there is no other course than to use a liberal quantity

and give a prolonged development. If this lails, nothing
else can be done but to make up fresh solutions.

» * »

Coatings fon The liigh prices now charged for large
Dishes. dishes in vulcanite, enamelled iron, or

porcelain have caused attention to be directed to substitutes

made of wood. These, of course, require some coating to

render them non-absorbent of the solutions used, and many
recipes have been given for this. It is obvious that the

purpose for which the dish is to be used must be taken into

consideration, as coatings which are quite suitable for one

class of solution may be soluble in another. Shellac varnish

is often recommended, and is quite useful for washing-trays

or with solutions having an acid reaction. It could, for

example, be used for developing enlargements with amidol

to which a little metabisulphite has been added, but not

with a metol-hydroquinone developer, which contains

enough alkali to soften and ultimately to dissolve the coat-

ing. One of the best methods of lining a dish is to use brown
linen holland, which should be carefully glued in. When
quite dry, paraffin wax is applied by means of a hot flat-

iron, taking care to saturate the fabric and to fill any
creases in the corners. This will resist any solution likely

to be used in photography, and as soon as any sign of wear
appears a cake of wax and a hot iron will give the dish a

new lease of life.

* * *

Transfepplng Few people who have not been trained
Titles. as lithographers have the knack of

lettering in a reversed position, and we frequently see

postcards and other prints which are spoiled by having

a clumsy, ill-written title printed upon them. Those who
wish to make neat titles may borrow a useful hint from

Mr. Purkis's recent lecture at the Croydon Camera Club.

The negative film when wet is very receptive of aniline

dyes, or even of ordinary copying ink. All that is neoes-

eary is to draw the lettering carefully upon very hard
paper with a pen and ordinary violet or red ink. As no
copies are required the thick hektograph ink is not neces-

sary; indeed, it is best not to use it, as it may spread in

the film. While the ink is drying the negative is well

damped until the film is swelled in the desired spot, after

which the written title is laid upon it face down, and
gently rubbed into contact. It should be left for about
half a minute and then stripped off, when the title wiU be

found to be clearly impressed upon the gelatine. It will

be too faint to print as white, but it can, when dry, be
traced over with opaque. It will often be found that

after this has been done a few times the appearance of

reversed letters will be sufficiently familiar to allow the

work to be done directly, that is, without the aid of the

transfer.

DAMPNESS AND FADED PRINTS.

That there are so many different views held as to the

relative permanency of photographic prints is probably

due not only to variation in the methods by which the
prints have been made, but to the conditions under which
they have been kept. When both sets of conditions are

favourable a fairly high degree of permanence may be
obtained even with silver images, while on the other hand
a few weeks or months at most may witness the almost i

complete destruction of the image.

Leaving out of the question chemical vapours such aa

might be found in a laboratory, iodine, chlorine, or

sulphurous acid, it would seem that there are two maiol
features in the destruction of an ordinary photographJ
the sulphurous vapours usually present in town atmc
spheres and dampness.

We have lately had an interesting demonstration of the

action of damp by the discovery of a large number
of photographs, embracing examples of nearly all the pro

cesses in common use, which had been stored in a cup-l

board presumed to be dry, but which by the unsuspected!
leakage of a pipe embedded in the wall was extremelyl
damp at one side. The photographs were of all agesjj

some albumen prints made over thirty years ago ; bromide
of all ages from thirty years to three months; some P.O. P.
and collodion prints of all dates, as well as a few carbon
platinum prints and some three-colour process proof*
—all were in this collection. It may be as well to saj

that, in spite of their age, all the prints were in fairlj

good condition when stowed away a little more than si
year ago. The deterioration, which has in most cases been'
utterly destructive, is clearly due to the damp atmosphere.
The albumenised prints have faded from a good purple to
a yellowish brown, the paper also yellowing. The]
bromides, originally brilliant specimens, have in the casej

of untoned prints faded almost away, while sulphide-tonedj
ones have lost much of their strength. Prints on collodion!

papers have faded badly, showing a spottiness not present!
in the bromides. Only platinum prints were absolutely!
unchanged. In some cases mildew has formed upon th«
surface, but when this was removed the image, as wasl
to be expected, was perfectly good. Carbon prints have!
stood well, except that where mildew has appeared th«l
surface of the gelatine has been spoiled. A curious effect!

was observable in the prints from three-colour blocks; in J
some cases the red printing colour had, through the aetioni
of the damp, diffused itself all over the surface of thai
picture, and in some cases through to the back of th«J
paper.

As a contrast to this we have prints made under similar!
conditions which have been kept in dry cupboards in a|
gas-lighted stove-heated room which have endured wonder-
fully well.

It is thus seen, then, that damp is a most potent factor!
in the fading of prints, and every precaution should bo!
taken to secure silver images from it. In the case of!
framed pictures it is of little use to paste up the backs of

J
the frames as long as the cardboard and wooden back!
remain porous and permeable to the atmosphere. It would!
seem that the safest treatment, as far as permanency ill

concerned, is to dry-mount the prints with a good shellac
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tissue, and to coat the faces either with a varnish or to

rub them with a good encaustic paste.

It must not be overlooked that although toned bromide
print« have suffered from their severe ordeal they have not

done so to the same extent a.s the black and white ones.

In the case of the albumen prints, thoae toned to a purple
have been found to fade less than those of a brown colour.

No oil-prints or Bromoils were submitted to this in-

voluntary test, but it is to be presumed that they would

i

have stood it as well as a few collotypes which had re-
tained their original freshness. The moral which the pro-
fessional photographer may draw from this experience is

I

that it is very desirable to keep all showcases and window
enclosures well ventilated in damp weather, and that in the
case of pictures hanging upon outside walls a couple of
corks or studs should be placed at the lower corners of the
frame, so as to allow of a current of air passing between
the wall and the picture.

EFFICIENCY IN THE WORKROOM.
There are too many photographens to-dar who pay insufficient

attention to workroom efficienc} . Some kind of system has to
be observed in the office and reception room, but so long as the
photographs eooM through eventually, little thought is given

to the methods employed in the workroom.

Hie processes necessary to the correct evolution of a picture

from dark-room to eiient are su many, and our opportanitic^s

for inercaaiBg the efficiency of working conditions are corre-

spondingly numeroos.

In prujiiring photographs—whether in large or small

quantities—in "popular price" work, or work of the highest

artistic value, system, applieii to the methods employed, will

l>c found a wonderfol asset to every photographer who strives

after sooesss.

No business can derive a maximnm benefit without it, and

the mors this efficiency is incorporated in our workrodins to-

•lay, the grsater srill become the capacity of those studios, their

natput will be larger and better, and an all-round improvement

will be the result.

I am not propounding something new. Everyone of ns

roalises the obvious truth of these tacts, yet how many of us

apply then to the everyday routine of a modem studio?

I am talking to you to-day against my own inclinations. I

realise that I ooald learn from s<> mnny of you here much moi»

than I am able to teach. But those in authority at this con-

vention have been good enough to consider that oor workrooms

ate conducted on a system whirh i» helpful, and also that we

liave in those wurhrooms a few original ideas which ought

to be spread broadcast among photographers, hence my appear-

anee here.

I have no doubt that before this eonvention is over I shall

find that my original Ham art also subjected to that old

nci^-i •t ol prloUas and aalartlng ruom

saying, "There's nothing new under the siin." But my efforts

ai» simply directed towards showing what big time-savers and

sfleieney^msksrs I have found these ideas to be, and it's im-

Aterial who discovered them.

My first illustration shows the relative position ol the im-

portant apparatus in the printing room (Fig. 1). Before I pio-

essd Ittither, let me suggsst that il we spent more con-

scientious thought on the arrangement and conveniences of the
printing room, 50 per cent, of the photographer's troubles
would be automatically removed. I have heard it repeatedly
asserted by men who ought to know, that a good printer is as
imporUnt an asset as any man in the studio ; il this be so, then
the room he works in should be treated with equal importance.
The old fallacy that a printing rbom must necessarily be a

dark-room l\^ long since been exploded. Plenty of light is

permissible, provided it is safe light, and with light, cleanli-

ness will become an easier accomplishment.

To return to my illustration of the printing room. Emphasis
ought to be laid on the fact that there is little or no lost

motion, that each consecutive process follows the other in direc-
tion as well as order. The shelves for storing paper and the
cutting bench comes first, then the printing machine with nega.

I
tives in order above it—negatives for enlarging, negatives for

contact printing, and all negatives finished and awaiting filing.

On the right of the printing machine is tho up-to-date en-
larging machine, whilst the lenses used in enlarging are kept
in one section of a sectional bookcase, free from dust and
danger of breakage. The developing tray follows the printing
—stop bath, fixing, and the large washing tanks complete this

"circle of motion."

The subject of printing conld well occupy a talk all its own
and still remain inexhausted, but I am just going to touch one
phaae of the question which ought not to be lost sight of, I

refer to the "doctoring of negatives," What volumes of pro-

fanity must have been used to express the thoughts of printers

towards the poor operator. Tet it is not always the operator's

fault, I make hundreds of the negatives I print, and if those

negatives came direct from the dark-room to me, and I was in

the habit of using a profane vocabulary, I am atraid I'd often

be indulging in the pleasant occupation of cursing myself.

Negatives s« soon as they are ordered should be returned to

the dark-room for careful examination, and a few minutes'

work with reducing agent or intensifier, local or general

application, will save the printer hours of dodging, and attain

a result which no amount of printing can reach. Careful

dodging will also give the printing papers a fairer chance.

Too many photographers expect the various developing papers

to give wonderful results irrespective of the quality of the nega-

tive, entirely forgetting the fact that papers can only register

what is in the negative.

While on the subject of the printing rom I want to offer a

few hints upon little necessary items which are incidental to

printing. Let me here explain that these little ideas are not

all original, some of them have been handed to me in the hope

that they would be helpful, and I pass them along to you in

the same spirit with tho assurance that I have found all of

them very useful.

For cleaning the back of a negative before printing, the sani-

tary and best way is to put a little pulverised pumice in a
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piece of coaree-weave flannel cloth. A slight rubbing, without

moisture, is sufficient to clean the negative, and, if the negative

is very dirly, breathing upon it and then rubbing with the

pumice pad will be found sufficient.

A good system of lighting a printing machine is to use twelve

60-watt lights for 11 x 14 size opening, instead of fouv higher

power ones. Fig. 2 will show why. I have numbered ea«fti light

to illustrate what I mean. Supposing your negative is not

PiJ. 2.—Battery of twelve bulbs for »n electric printing box,

evenly balanced, and the thin section of it lies over light No. 9,

break the contact on that light by unscrewing the bulb, and you

"even up" your print; or, vice versa, if you have a dense

section just insert immediately under it a higher watt—say 75

nitrogen—and in most cases it brings the desired result. I have

found this system very efficient in saving time with tissuing,

Pig, 3.—Ifaltiple-Tlgnette print made at one printing from cut-up film negatives

etc. The reason for so many lights is to enable the printer to

localise the corrections better.

Many studios make a speciality of combination prints, four

or five on one sheet of paper. I have found by using Portrait

Films for the negatives that they can be cut down, fastened to

one piece of glass, vignetted, and printed under one exposure

instead of having to vignette and print each negative separate,

which is a tedious process at the best. Fig. 3 will explain this.

This print was made under one exposure.

In making enlargements one sometimes runs across a negative

that (especially when using the Cooper-Hewitt light) is too

dense to focus correctly. A simple method to overcome this

difficulty (which probably most of you adopt) is to get the

approximate focus, then insert a thinner negative, get the final

focus, and replace the negative you wish to enlarge, and then

expose.

Many a time a printer will puU the black envelope out of

the outer covering of a dozen sheets of paper. There may be

other black envelopes lying around, and confusion as to what

grade of paper they contain will be the result. To avoid this

purchase a white pencil and mark the grade on the black

envelope as you open it : the pencil mark can easily be detected

in the dimmest light.

Before proofing your negatives, number the glass side of

them with a negative grease pencil. Then, if two negatives are

very similar in position you will have no difficulty in telling

which one the customer has chosen when the proofs are returned.

If one has to print an artist proof sheet from a subject that is

not in the centre of the negative, one can get a little more lati-

tude in width by moistening the finger vrith a little opaque and

running it along the edge of the negative. This will enable one

to print to the edge of the negative without getting a black line.

There are various methods of making a difiused print from

a sharply focussed negative. I much prefer the result obtained

by the following method. Roll your developing paper with the

emulsion side in until it stays with a reasonable curve
;
place

in position upon the negative, and hold firmly in contact with

the tips of the fingers of one hand, as shown in Fig. 4. Now
start the exposure, and with the other hand gently press paper

in contact with the negative, allow it to recoil as soon as it

Fig. 4.—Mailing diffused print by giving some of the exposore with part of the
paper out of contact witb the negative.

touches, and repeat the operation for about one-half of the ex-

posure ; complete the rest of the exposure with the paper in

absolute contact with negative. It sounds a bit complicated,

but in practice is very simple, and gives a result that is very

pleasing.

Absolutely the best method I have found for deaning dis-

carded negatives is to leave them overnight in used pyro-soda

developer. In the morning you will find that a rinse in cold

water is all that is necessary to give you the clearest and cleanest

glass obtainable.

Herbert G. Stokes.
(To he Continued.)

Sheffield and Disthict Peofessional Photogbaphees' Associa-

tion.—The annual meeting of tihe assoaation was held on Tuesday,

September 23, in Stephenson's C5aie. A fair attendance of members
has to be recorded, and an interesting evening -warn spent. Tlie

balance-sheet showed a credit baiLanoe of o^er £7 and tihe prospects

of the association are very emcouraging. An election of officers took

place, with the result that all were re-elected as before. It was
decided to invite mamufaoturers to give demonstration of tlieir pro-

ducts during the coming session, and efforts are to be made to secure

new members.

Haumebsmith, Haupshibk House Exhibition.—The first of the

short interval exhibitaons is now open at Hampshire House, Ham-
mersmith. It consists of the originals of " Plhotograms of the

Year," which indudes the cream (ff last yeaa-'s Salon pdctures.

Though not attaining the standard of this yeaj-'s Salon pictures—an
exoeptionjaJIy interesting and high one—^they ore well worthy of

examination and detailed study. Their oajreful seleotion and cosmo-

politan character are great advantages for purposes of comparison,

for being all in the first flight one's judgment is not prejudiced nor

attemrtion diverted by the presence of any of a mediocre diaracter.
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PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
mm*

IPnrioaa articles of ihis B«rie8, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

pocteBitore, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

UDgth of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal '

' some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
geoeration of photographers, and particalarly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, hia

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lena (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Studio Expoaurea (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Proeeaaes for Portraiture (Fab. 14).

Studio Aoceaaoriea and Furniture (Feb. 21).

TIm Surrounding! of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Portoard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21).

About the B«oeption Boom (March 28).

Home Portraitor* (April 4).

Portable Stodioa (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Stndio Camera (April 25).

More Alwnt Lenaaa (May 2).

EnlargenMnU (May 9).

AdTertiaing the Studio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).
Business Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).
Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).
Plates and Their Work (July U).
Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)
Leaky Roofs (Sept. 5).

Blinds and Curtains (Sept. 12).

Miniatures (Sept. 19).

Printing Portrait Negatives (Sept. 26).

WEDDING GROUPS.

Ai a rule wedding grovpa do not form a partioularly remunera-

tive claaa of work, and are moreover rather trying job*, bat at a

rule they are approached with a certain amount of enthusiaam,

not unmixed, oo the pari of the younger meober* of the pro-

faaaion, with a liiU* anxiety. One thing that is to the good i%

tbat each job i«rvea aa an advertisement, aa many of tb* oopiea

oooM into the hands ot ihot who are likely to want similar

yVDIM in a Um months or perhaps a year or tw<i>. Wedding

otdara generally want a little looking for, and it ia deairable to

have a working agreemrat with those tradaapaopto who will

hava aarly nenaa of tlie " happy event." Among tkaaa are

floriata, millinm, jobmaateia, caterers, and the tike. It is a

canoiM thing that the group is often oT«rk>ok«d in the hurry

d praparation, so that if the photognapher doe* not approach

the bride's frienda in good time the oppoHoniiy may be loat.

It ia a good plan to anhnit three or loar apadman groapa in a

portfolio with « polita note qnoting prices.

Tha next thing to ha dcaa ia to aacertain where the group can

b« moat conveniently taken. If it can poaaMy be managed, this

ahoold be at tha studio, aa not only can tha diffionlt oontraata

of lighting be more satutactorily handled, but the members

are mac* easily handled than at home. Aa a rule the work is

done at the bride's home or at the hall iriwre the reception is

held, and in this caae «i ia daairaUa to get the time fixod aa

early aa poaaible, aa alter ralraahmenta have been freely par-

takan of it ia aonatimea diffienlt to avoid " moves," while the

difieolties of poaiag and arrangement will ba increaaed. Great

olten called for whan it is neoeaaary to subdue the

I of the huny man wttfaoat giving oflanoe.

Ona anai atart with mmf general idea of arrangement of the

fii^area, the great thing being to balance tha lighA and dark

lothing ao that a apotty effect is avoided. By thia I moan that

It t* not daatmbla to plaea a Udy and gratleman alternately,

bat rathar to fiDnp ih» light and dark olotliing in maaaea. A
very etmnaoa ailiMiia viudi ia usually salaafaetory ia to have the

bride aad bridagrooai aaatad in the centra; on either side of

thaaa are the parenta or other cloae frienda ; behind thia line

are grouped the brideamaida, and other figurea are grouped at the

atdaa of thaae two lines and on a third line behind, if naoeaaary,

eaf* being taken that important personages are not relegated

to the baekgronnd. If young children are to be included, they

may bo placed in front, bat not to as to hide any portion of the

bride's dreaa. These little onea may stand in the front row
between the elder folk, if preferred.

The choice of a background for an outdoor group is often a
diffioult one. If it be poseible to include the house it wiU
uaually improve the li|^ting and give interest to the picture.

Foliage back;graands are not eo good, and should be avoided if

poesible. Above all, no heads ahould be allowed to Btan<l out
against the sky above foliage or lence. A very nice grouping of
a more informal character can easily be arranged where steps
coming down from a doorway or French window are available.

In this case all the figures may be standing, but due care must
be taken that the principal figures are in the most commanding
position. OveBtrrowding on the one hand and stragglinees on
the other must be steered clear of.

It may be suggested, in extremely unfavourable weather, that
flash-light may be used, the group being arranged indoors.

Hence it is advisable always to be prepared with a flash-lamp
and supply of powder. A friend of mine recently saved tlie

situation in this way when a storm prevented outdoor work
from being attempted.

As a general rale 12 x 10 is the size adopted for auoh groups
;

it ahould be pointed out that in smaller sizes the individual

portraits are not large enough to be of any value. People
expect to pay very much less for whole-plate than for 12 x 10,

yel, except for cost of materials, the trouble and expense are the
same in either case. If the group is to be an outdoor oii«,

extremely rapid plates should not be used, for with a slower
plate and fuller exposure more harmonious results can be ob-

tained : 200 to 220 II. and D. is quite rapid enough. It is abso-
lutely essential to the best results to use backed plates, and to

ensure this on short notice it is wise to keep a tube or pot of

backing always ready for use. There is no need to wait for it to

dry if a piece of thin brown paper be placed at the back of the

plate to keep the spring of the partition from touching the

colour. A little methylated apirit may be used to thin the

colour and will facilitate drying.

More wedding groupa are spoiled by over-development than
by any other cauae, and it is as well to commence development
irith a solution half normal strength. This should with time
give sufficient density in the black coats before the white
dresses are overdone. In rase there is too much contrast it

should be re<luced with pwrsnlphate in preference to ferri-
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cyanide. Persulphate is not difficult to use if all traces of hypo
are kept trom the plates and a rsufficdently strong solution, say

10 per cent., of sulphite of soda used to stop the action.

Printing and mounting are matters for individual tastes.

Many photographers still print outdoor groups in P.O.P. and
mount them upon plate-sunk mounts. I eihould prefer a fine

platino-matt surface bromide mounted upon a stout cream
"art surface" card with bevelled edge leaving a mai-gin of

about one inch. That is more convenient for posting than the

old mount with a three or four inch margin.

Portraits of the bride and bridegroom only are usually more
fenwinerative than the ordinary groups, and if possible shoul'l

be taken in the studio. Often the arrangements, for the journey

prevent this, so that the pictures have to be made " at home,"
and it is hardly necessary to say that in most cases an indoor

portrait will be preferred to an outdoor one. Most decent-class

liouses have a room with sufficiently large windows for this to

be done.

The opportunity of suggesting miniatures in bridal diess

should not be lost, as it is usually much easier to obtain orders

at a time when the customi..rs are pleased with themselves and
everybody else than it will be later on when the bills becjin

to come in. Pbactictjs.

Patent Rcids*
Process patents—a^iications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, September 15 to 20 ;

—

Roll-Film Developing.—No. 22,912. Devices for developing roll

films. G. L. Bamibrick.

PaiNTi.NO Frames.—No. 23,006. Photographic printing frames.

J. P. Hansen.

Stkeeoscopio Colour Photography.—No. 23,075. Stereoscopic

colour photography. R. Highet.

Printing Machines.—^No. 22,765. Photographic pririting maoliines.

Kerotype, Ltd., and A. E. Thumwood.
Projection.—^No. 23,081. Optical lanterns, cinematographs, etc.

W. Pembertoii.

Colour Photography.—^No. 22,884. Pi-oduction of photographic
fdms in natural coloure. T. M. Sandere and E. Wellesley. .

Self-Portraitcre.—No. 22,858. Selt-takdng apparatus for oameras.

A. Watt.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from

the Patent Ofice, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
Londim, W.C.

The date vn brackets is that of application in this country ; or
abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International
Coniention.

CoLOTTR Photography.—No. 119,854 (Oct. 9, 1917). The invention
consists in a particular adaptation of copper toning a silver image
for the purpose of making a two-colour or three-colour print or

film. Details of the process appear on another page in the
"Colour Photography " supplement. The following are the claims
made in respect to the invention :—

1. A colour photograph or film, comprising colloid material con-
taining different portions of the colloid, respectively a red copper-
toned silver image and blue-to-green image blended with the red
copper-toned silver image.

2. A colour photograph or film, comprising a colloid layer sup-
ported on a transparent carrier, and containing a red copper-toned
silver image at either the interior or exterior surface of the said
layer, ajid a blue-to-green image at correspondingly eitner the
exterior or interior surface.

3. Method of producing a colour photograph or film from suit-

able colour selection negatives consisting in first printing a sUver
image by exposure from one side, and subsequently colour-

toning sudh image, re-sensitising, and printing by exposure from
the opposite side to produce a blended image of a different colour.

4. MeiUiod of producing a colour photograph or film from
suitable colour selection negatives consisting in first printing a

silver image thiough the transparent base of a sensitisfed colloid

layer, and subsequently colour-toning it, and printing by fac»

exposure a second image of different colour in the same layer.

5. Method of producing a colour photograph or film from suit-

able colour selection negatives consisting in first printing a

convertible silver image at one surface of a colloid layer by ex-

posure through its carrier, and subsequently copper-toning this

to a red colour, and after such silver-printing, iron sensitising

the same colloid layer and pnnting a cyanotype image on the

opposite face.

D. Metliod of producing a colour photograph or film from

suitable colour selection negatives consisting in first printing a

convertible silver image at the interioir surface of a colloid layer

by exposure through its carrier, then sensitising the exterior

surface of the same coP-oid layer and printing thereat a colour

image such as blue-to-green in register with the silver imago,

and thereafter colour-toning the silver image to a different colour.

Hess-Ives Corporation, 1,201, Race Street, Philadelphia, assignees

of Frederic Eugene Ives.

meetings or societies*—•

—

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Saturday, October 4.

North Middlesex Photographic Society. Outing to Soutli Mimms.

Tuesday, Octobeh 7.

Manchester Amateur Photographic Society. Beginners' Night. "Bromide
Printing and Enlarging." P. G. Curson.

Wednksdat, October 8.

Croydon Camera Club. '' Workshop Aide." H. Qny Johnson.

Thuusday, October 9.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. "In the Track
of Allenby's Army." Miss S. Nicholls.

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association. "Photography a3 Applied to

Presswork." F. Cursou.

CROYDON CAiMERA CLUB.

Mr. H. F. Farmer gave a practical demonstration on " Carbro

Printing," a process bearing a strong family resemblance to

Ozobrome, but having many features apart. Among other things,

it is claimed for the newcomer that the umcertainty of Ozobrome has

been entirely eliminated, and in addition, that the scale of the

Cirbro print may be altered with equal precision, in the du'ection

of increased or decreased contrasts. Such clainf.s appear to be fully

justified by the highly interesting demonstration given. A rafcmber

of the club, Mr. Jobling, carried through on his own one Oarbro print

to a perfectly satisfactory conclusion.

A full description of the process is deferred, but it is only fair to

p.ay a tribute to an enthusiastic amiateur for the vast amount of

patient experimental work which must have been imdertaken before

Carbro was placed on a practical basis, and all done for the pure

love of the thing, and the advancement of photography. The

unanimous opinion of tlie club was that it is a process likely to appeal

very strongly to amateurs in general, and also, it may be added,

likely to bo of utility to professionals, but thait the future alone can

decide.

lii should be undersitood that Mr. Farmer in no way belittled the

Ozobrome process, indeed, quite the reverse, and the enumeratioai of

the points of difference were only given as indicating the advance

made. Mr. Stutchbury, Mr. Inskeep, and others who had worked the

Ozobrome process narrated their experiences, and welcomed the new
process with grea/t cordiality. Mr. Harpur simply radiated

enthusiasm and words which are never frozen or stereotyped. He
pointed out that all the beauties of the carbon process were avail-

able provided one was provided with a good quality bromide print.

Hera he somewhat overstepped the mark, for Carbro obviously is

limited in gradation to that lafforded by bromide papers, which cumot
pretend to possess the long scale oharaoteristic of the Autotype or

carbon process.

It transpired incidentally that Mr. Parmer, who has knocked about

all over the world, invaxialbJy follows the doinigs of the meiry

Croydonians with interest, and when he came to England consulted

some editorial beatitude as to appearing before them. Being

informed that a revolver, metal helmet, and gas mask were usual
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preoaatioia, ha adopted another precaotaon by dropping in one
evening, witiioat revealing his identity, to diaaaver the lay of the

land, and found the proepect oongenial.

A moat hearty vote of thanks was accorded to him with great

reaooaaea for an ereuhig afanoat uni ,ue, containing as it did the

alemeala of novelty, a ram oris in ti.eae days.

Commerclal^Ceoal Itiklllgenc^.

—

An ExuuiGKiaMT 6windue.—At the Peoge PoUce Court last

week, Charlea Harwkma, of Brixton, waa aantencad to nine months
for obtaining by falae pretencea 7e. from Kmeat BnUer, of Upper
Norwood; Se. fron Mn. Maitha WiUiMDoa, ot 1, Bichardaoa'c

Place, Greeowieh; and £1 from Mrs. Winafrad Howard, 42.

Lanthorp Boad, East Greaowiofa. Aoooaed w«a idenltfied aa the

man who called on witneaaea for ordera to enlarge photographs.

Moat ol the people froaa whom he obtained monagr were poor, and
ha had mad* » apecial feature of aoUoiting ordan to make eolarge-

meoto of aatdiaia' pbotognaphs. Prisoner pl*«ded guilty, and
Oetectiva-Sattaaat OUway aaid h« had ofatmnad orden under
Taiioaa nnm*. He had appareatly caavaased all orar Loodon, and
occnpiad ooe room with hia wife at Brixton, bnt thare was no
photographie ippasiatua thare whatever.

Lmml NonOM.—Notioa of intended dividend ia givao in the estatv

of Cbarlea Frederick Siadle (trading andar the atyle of 8i«Ua Bros. ),

pbotognfdMr. 60. WWtar Road and 13, HaathfUM Street, Swansea.
Proofa Duat ba fedgad on or before Ootohar 8 with Hanjy Reee.

OAkaal ReoavMr, GovemoMnt Buildings, BU. Mary's Street, Swansea.
A fint and 6nal dnidaad of U. 5d. in tfia £ liaa haan deslared io

the eatata of Joseph Edmnad BramweU, |ihalogr»ph«r, 38, Beech
TiDa Avanna, and lately oairying oo boaiaaa at IM, Weathoroogh,
BeaHMmwgfa. T%ia dividend is payaUa at tha Ofieial R«caiver'>

Ofices, 48, Westboroagfa, SeM4>oroiigfa.

NEW COifPANIBS.
SA.fDnaox, 8«rnn, a>d Co.. I/ro.—Thia privata ooai|iaay was

lagistersd oo Saptamber 23 with a capital of £6,000 in £1 shares.

Objects : It carry on the busineas of manafaotaren, importers, and
ezportaia of and lisa

'
i rs in narutioal and aoieotiAc tnatrancota and

phologMphie apparatus, glaaa goodt, etc Tlie aahaeriban (each

witfa ona share) are :—R. F. aandenon, 3, P«t«r 8l«<sat, Manobeatcr,

shipowner; A. E. Wartiurtaa, 8. Peter Stiaai, MaBshaatar, tuber
importer; W. O. Ineaon, 8, Pet«T Street, Mawnhaater, tinbar im-

porter. The ilrat directon are:—R. F. Sandveoo (managing
diredor). A. £. Waibniton, and W. O. Ia«««. QDaliflcadoo £50.

Bagiitefad oiBoas : 8, Pater Street, ManolMatar.

Waltbi CotLST, Ltd.—Ibis private oompany waa iiigialaiMl on
8apt«nber 10 with a etfiul at £2,(KX> in £1 shaiw. Objaeta : To carry

on at Birmini^iaai or alaualm s the boaineas of photqgvaphic dealers,

ate llie fint diroeton are :—A. J. CoOey, 81, Tkykrs Road, King's

Wmth, Binningham, drag merchant; W. Holt, 73, Handsworth
Road, SmaU Heath, Birmingham, chamiat; Mn. A. Colley, 81.

Taykn RomI, Kmg'a Baatb, BirminghMn; Bfta. 8. M. HoH, 73

Wordaworth Road, ftnaU Heath. Binningham. R^isUred otBoca:

151-3. Sher:oo Street, Birmingham.

ScB-MAam pMOTOOBAniT.—Delsil* have been published of the

method by which a remarkable photograph of the wrecked " Laoren-

tic " was taken at Iba bottom of the .Atlantic on the Donegal coast.

The camera was aneloaed in a water-tight iron tank, tested to stand

preman 20 fathoms deep ia water, and fitted with a vessel's port-

hole glaaa. A diver than took it down, and electric bolbs were
lowered from the Admiralty salvage steamahip to provide light for

the picture. After aspoaara of an hoar and a-half, it was foand
that an admirable photograph of the wreck had been obtained.

Wsa OmATB pHoroonanis.—The Directonte of Oravee Regiitrs-

tioa and Eaqotrias is anabia to receive further applications for

photographs of graves in the variooa theatres of war, bnt it is

hoped that the reqocete already received will be completed before
the eloee of the year. Than is now no prohibition on the ase of

private emnaraa. Since the work was mdertakan, 120,000 photo-

graphs taken in FVanca and Belgiom and 2,400 photographs taken
in other tbaatraa of war have bean sopplied to raUtives. The re-

loeste that havs stUI to be dealt with nan*«r 36,796.

CorrcspondencCe—•

—

*,* Corrtspondmti should never terit* on both aidei of the paper. No
notice is taken of comvmnications unless the names and addresses
of the icriiers are given.

',' We do not undertake responttbilUy for the opinions expressed bf
our eorrespcndents.

HYPO-ALUM V. SULPHIDE TOXIXG.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen.—"Thermit's" article on sepki looing (" B.J.," Sep-
tember 26, 1919) interesU me muchly, as on all hands I have heard
of troubles in toning. Knowing that prioU can be toned Buocess-
fully, I have always been surprised that & beMer understanding of
tooing proceases has not bexme general For many years in Aus-
tralia I have made ae(>ia prints with regularity as to colour and
freedom from many ills that so many run a^aiiBt—^blisters, woahi-
neas, weight, and doable toning. Also we have always been able to
Ret at will any colour from the light -yellowish tone, so much dis-
liked, to a deep chooolat&

We devek>ped with ferrous oxalate, which was allowed to become
old by use on bromides earlier in the day. The toning bath was
hypo-alum. The bath in use .was eoveral years old and waa added
to as became neoesaary, no bath being added under -the age of tbree
days. The prints lose praciiaaBy nothing in depth : the colour is
regulated enttrely by exposure.

Prints were given a vwy short washing after fixation and trans-
ferred direct to the toning bath. Late in the afternoon the bath
was wanned for a few minutes and the printa left overnight to tone.
In summer our dishes were etood on the aopfaajt roof j-ord, and with
alight attention—the occasionsl taming of tbe prints—three batohei
daily were toned. After toning all printe were washed lor two
hours in running water, aa were all prioU in this eatabliahment.
Bliiten I have only seen on one p«de of paper by one maker, and

in <»ase()aence this was never uaed for sepias. The other grades of
paper by iim finu were quite Bat'sfa:tot^-.

TTie sulphide procem, owing to the numerous blisters, I have not
used maoh. Many firms use it, and experience the usual irregu-
Witiea of the proceas. In England my biggest trouble has been
OBuaed by the light affecting the prinU after bleaching. Of late, in
conaeqaenoa, I have toned en the dark-room with the aid of oleotrio
light. I do not know cf any paper normally free from blisters when
toned by the sulphide process, our summer having to take soma
biama for <bia, tboogfa winter does not see us free from them.

Seeing that ooiphide toning ia kx>ked on so unfavourably it ia

» great wonder that more men do nel use h}-po-alum. It requim a
certain amount of work to get used to the method, but the regulonty
of result in every way should snroly make this worth while. I hav*
always found sepia ^ork both ploaoant and profitable, and this with-
out any attendant anxiety.—I am, yours faithfully.

P. A. PCAOHIT.
30, flhenley Road. London. 6.E.5.

BRITISH LENS -MAK£RS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—It is very satisfactory to read, in Meosra. Roga'ai
letter to " The Times," an extract from which you moke on p. 569 of
" The Britiah Journal of Photognphy" for September 26, tint " .

we have ondoiriAodly not only caught up 4be German manufootorer,
bat have in many coses surpassed him."

This being ths case, I trust this ataadard will be kq>t up, so.

that the British made lena will occupy the pontion in the world it

did in ths old R.R. days. There is no (jusstion t^e British made-
pre-war lenses were, as a whole, inferior to the German, since th»
introdootion of ths anastigmat. Ploaae noto, I say, aa a wbole;
selectively it was possible to find occasionally, a Britieh the equal
of any Oennan lens ; for instonce in 1808 I bought an anastigmat by
a well-known English maker, which was aa good in every way as.

any German lens I tried against it, bat though I have examined
many of the same aeries since, I have not yet found its equal amongst-,

them. Now take a lens made by a German fiim of the same standing,

one could pordhase a German lans of a given scries at one time and-

place, and then another of the some series somewhere else at another

time, and on examination would find the performancee of the two
lenses identical. I regret I have not found 1^ oome appliea to ttie.

Britiah lens. To give another example, quite recently I bavo.
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examined two leiues by laii English maker of similar series and

-equivalent focus, one proved to be a very line lens, the other I would

not use, even if paid for doing so.

My grounds for making such a eweaping oondemnation is that

"photography haa been my hobby for over 30 yeore. I am interested

in the optics of it, and have owned probably as numy lenses (British

French, German, land American) as any amateur; all these lenses

^lava (been critically examined 'by me according to the accepted

methods of Traill Taylor, Beck, and others, and also by use in ihe

:field. Pleaao note I have no kindly feeling to the Germane, nor over

have bad since my soliool days, but in eoJentific matters one must be

honest; further, my remarks do not apply to Biriti.sb lenses before

1896, nor to post-war lenses, nor to porti-aJt lenses, here, as far

imy tests go, the British made have always .been ahead.

Thia letter is already longer thaji I intended, but I would suggest

^to British lens manufacturers, wben issuing reproductions of prunts

iproduced by their lenses, as advertisements, tihat some particulars,

suoh as .iperture, and equivalent focus of lens, size of plate, and

date be appended. The reproductions I liave seen in the photographic

press ibear no evidence that tliey were difficult subjects for

anastigmal lenses, in fact I could produce as equally good results of

miost with an R.B. lens I have had for 30 years.—Yom-s faithfully,

A. R. F. EVEKSHEI).

.Highgate, N.6., September 30, 1919.

TInsioers to Correspondenu.——^

—

SPECIAL NOTICE.

lit eafutquenee of general reduced supplies of paper, a* tkt resuli

tf frolMntxen of the importatvm of much wood pulp and grass,

a tmaller space will be available until further notice for repUes

ia ttrrttpondents.

tloreover, we will answer by post if stamped and addressed enve-

lope is enclosed 'er rgpty; 5-eent. Tnttmational Coupon, from

readers ahraad.

The full questions and answers will be printed only in the cos* ^
i/nqwries of general interest.

'Queries t» be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be

addressed to the Editors,

S. G. ^Yes, a licence is required to open a branch establishment.

If your branch studio is to be opened in a town in Lancashire, the

licence office to which application should be made is at the New
Arts Buildings, Liverpool.

C. T.—Yes, a licence is necessary. The address of the office to

whicli to apply is Fine Aits Building, Livea-pool. You can get a

copy of the Licensing Order by sending a penny stamp and a

stamped address envelope to H.M. Sta.tionery Office, Kingsway,

London, W.C.2.

R. B.—.\s a rule, with most papers, sodium sulphide yields a better

colour than ammonium sulphide, but any paper which will tone at

all by the sulphide process will yield a quite agreeable colour

with both. As regards permanency, there is no difference

lietwecn tho two.

N. D.—.For a studio of your size the focal lengths of the two lenses

are the best you can have for the purpose, einoe they are the

longest foci which can bo ased in the space. With four 1,000-c.p.

half-watt lamps you ought to be able to get short exposures at the

full aperture of the lenses and even when stopped down to fl6.

p. W.—We are very sorry that we do not know of any formula

having been published for the making of gelatine ferrotype dry-

plates or postcards This is a branch of manufacture which at^

tracted scarcely any of the experimentalists in the early days
of the dry-plate process, so that, so Ifar as we know, there is no
literatare on the subject.

M. N.—The only book in pirint giving instruction in collotype i«

Wilkinson's " Photo-Medhanical Processes," published by Messrs.

Hamptons, Cursitor Street, E.G., price 48. A text-book alotie is

not sufficient for learning collotype ; it ahould be supplemented by

practical instruction, the nearest place (to you) for which is the

.Manchester College of Technology.

P. H.—1. As you find exposures still so long it would be worth

your wliile seeing if you can get one of the high-power focus type

half-watt lamps from the General Electric Company, Ltd., 67,

Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G. If you can, and use it with

a condeinseir im your ©"larger, it would certainly solve the problem

of your long exposures. This type of lamp has been unobtainable

foi- a good mo/uy months, tut probably can now be had again.. 2.

Thu vaniadium formula gives a colour very similar to your specimen,

but it is a very troublesome formula to make up, and we think

you could get a good enough match with the green toning pre-

parations obtainable from the Leto Photo Materials Company,
Roman Wall House, 1, Crutohed Friars, E.C.

B. A.—^We have no information as to the workability of the true-

to-scal© formula recently contained in a patent specification. A
formula for the true-to-scale composition, which was given some
years ago by Mr. R. B. Fiehenden, of the Manchester Process

Sch<X)l, is as follows:

—

Glue 8 oz.

Water to make 16 oz.

Add—
Gelatine (dissolved in water to make 2 oz.)... 1 oz.

Ferrous sulphate ^ oz.

Glycerine ^ oz.

A second formula is :

—

Gelatine (Coignet's) 1 lb.

Water 4^ pints

Size ijowder 1 lb.

Iron alum (ferric ammonium sulphate) 1^ oz.

Water 1 pint

Dissolve the gelatine in the water, then add tlie size powder. Dis-

solve the alum in the water, then add to the glue fo'ution

gradually stirring all the time.

Swadlincote Phoioghaphic Society.—Efforts are now being made
to re-form the Swadlincote Photographic Society, which has been
dormant during the war. At a meeting held at the Swadlincote

Town Hall, when Mr. A. Gretton presided, Mr. Donald Lee was
elected secretary pro tem.
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The 1920
Almanao.

The fifty-ninth annual issue of Ui«
" British Journal Almanac" is now in

active preparation. On the assumption that industrial

conditions continue fairly normal, it will be published

during the^first week of February next. Assuming, also,

that no untoward events interfere with our plans, features

of the book which during the last two or three years had

to be withdrawn in consequence of paper rationing will

be replaced, and the edition of the volume will be restored

to its pre-war figure of 25,000 copies. On behalf of our

publishers it must be said that the compulsory cutting

down of supplies of the book to dealers and exporters in

this country as well as to agents overseas was a policy

which they were compelled to adopt with very great regret.

It is hoped, however, that the demands for this issue,

which may be said to be the first to appear after the con-

clusion of the war—the 1919 volume was produced for the

most part during the period of hostilities—^will be reason-

ably met. In consequence of the railway strike the time

for the preparation of the forthcoming issue has been cur-

tailed by a week, so that intending advertisers will very

greatly facilitate the work of our publishers by giving the

earlieat poasible intimation of their requirements. The
necessity for this request could hardly have been foreseen

when preparing the circular announcing the Almanac,

which now should be in the hands of every firm in the

trade, but we hope that advertisers will make a note of

this intimation and, wherever possible, act upon it.

• • *

Oift Photographers have not failed as Christ-

Portraits, mas approaches to point out the de-

sirability of making the seasonable gift take the form of b

portrait, but not all of them have realised the necessity

for clothing the print in an attractive manner. Many do

not make any attempt to present any other styles than

those they use all the year round, and these are often b

little too plain for the particular purpose. When we note

the taste and care with which jewellery, draper's goods,

and even chocolates are packed, a photograph stuck upon

a piece of brown paper has anything but a festive appear-

ance, and we think that in many cases increased businea*

would result from the introduction of more elaborate

styles of entourage. We believe the public would welcome

a smaller picture in a very good quality of folder in place

of a large print plainly mounted at the same price. Large

prints call for very careful and substantial packing, and

even then are liable to damage in transit. Another direc-

tion in which business might be extended is that of coloured

work. There are now many well-trained colourists avail-

able, so that it should not be difficult with a good-claat

clientele to sell coloured prints by the dozen instead of by

the unit as we do now.
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Seasonable The approach of winter gives the oppor-

Specimena. tunity for t^^ display of a few sf>©ci-

mens of a style which is not often in evidence nowadays.

We refer to the firelight effects which some photographers

have produced very successfully, although others have

been deterred by the fear that elaborate arrangements

were necessary for lighting. This may be true if daylight

only is available, but with artificial light there is no diffi-

culty, as the light can easily be transferred to any desired

position 80 as to give the effect of the glow from an ordi-

nary fireplace. To our mind this style is most effective on

whole-plate or larger sizes, and as cold tones are desirable

enlargements may be made upon a "carbon" or velvet

surfaced bromide paper, which, when dyed, gives an excel-

lent result. One thing to be avoided is a pinkish tint in

the dye used, as this quite spoils the firelight effect. A
deep orange is perhaps the best colour, and sometimes this

is improved by a dip in a weak solution of ordinary red

ink. Such pictures are best framed close up in dark oak,

but in any case a light mount should be avoided.

Laboup The recent prominence into which the
Celebpitles. " Eleven" and afterwards the "Four-
teen " of the trades union world have come as a result

of the negotiations over the railway strike prompts the
observation that for men of their position in the indus-
trial life of the country there is a conspicuous absence
of their portraits in the bookstall and shop displays of
postcards throughout the country. Apparently, even
within the circle of their own unions, portraits of labour
leaders are not good sellers. The recent newspaper pub-
licity accorded to them, and particularly in the illus-

trated Press, may perhaps bring about a change in this
direction, so that we may have Mr. Gosling and Mr.
Robert Smillie rubbing shoulders with Gerald Du Maurier
and the universal Gladys Cooper in the postcard shops.
On the other hand, it may reasonably be thought that at
the present time the attractiveness of the trade union
organisers, even to those who benefit by their labours, is

expressed in terms of satisfaction with increase in wages
rather than in any idolisation of the individuals. We
shall see what we shall see, but for the present it seems
pretty safe to say that a postcard publisher making a spe-
cialty of a series of portraits of trades union leaders will,
to put it mildly, be regarded as highly optimistic by his
competitors.

* * *

wli'pho/**"" ^^® question of a Press photographer

gt^pher...
poaching upon the preserves which the
purely portrait photographer has come

to regard as his own was discussed a little while ago, and
was freshly brought to our notice during the past week at
a wedding function. On the arrival of the bride at her
mother's house after the ceremony a portrait photographer
who had been asked to come and take some groups of the
wedding party attended for that purpose. He was three-
quarters of an hour late in keeping the appointment, but
nevertheless spent something like an hour in making about
half a dozen exposures on groups of the bride and bride-
groom and of these latter with others of the party. He
had scarcely packed up his apparatus and taken his depar-
ture when a motor-cyclist arrived with excellent finished
bromide prints of the bride and bridegroom and the
bridesmaids, taken as they were leaving the church. A
Press agency's photographer had asked these members of
the party to halt for an instant on t^ieir way to their
carnages and had made several photographs, which were
very good of their kind, and, at any rate, were thought to
be excellent by members of the party, who evidently,

though perhaps unconsciously, found some added merit in

them in the fact of their very rapid production. In large

towns competition of this kind is bound to go on, and it

is for the portrait photographer to consider how he shall

deal with it. Plainly it is within his powers to offer the
same kind of service as the Press agency, which, as a rule,

will score over the carefully posed group in the more
pleasing expression of the subjects, even though the photo-
graphs may be inferior technically. On the other hand,
suoh photographs as can be made whilst the wedding party
is dispersing from the church are usually not all which
are required. Convention in most cases demands a group
in which the parents and other friends of bride and bride-

groom are included with them and are arranged with
regard to the family connections. This is one way by
which the business may be prevented from passing into

the hands of the Press photographer, but obviously if the
latter's competition is to be met it must be met on his own
ground.

SOME FURTHER NOTES ON TRACING DEFECTS
IN NEGATIVES.

A FEW weeks ago, in our issue of September 5, we had
something to say on the lines of inquiry along which a

photographer, who cannot call to his personal aid some
expert advice, must work and think in solving his owu
difficulties. In those notes we selected, by way of

example, the various causes, before and after exposure,

which may lead to fogged negatives. Negatives which
are defective in this respect are among those which are

most commonly sent to us for our advice in helping the
querist to identify the cause of his trouble, but as every-

body knows they by no means exhaust the possibilities

of going wrong which apparently, to many of the iiiex

perienoed, present themselves under a formidable aspect.

In the case of other defects, it is often possible by more
direct means to come to a conclusion as to what is ih;;

cause and what means require to be taken for prevention.

For example, the occurrence of clear spots on negatives

is a thing which a little commonsense inquiry will speedily

trace to its source, yet it is a common experience of ours

that many a tyro in the handling of plates will send such

spotted negatives to the editor of a paper or some other

adviser rather than take the trouble to think for himself

and use his own judgment. It does not seem to occur to

many that one of the first things which should be done in

the case of such spotted negatives is to examine the spots

under a fairly strong magnifying glass. For this purpose

the ordinary focussing magnifier, particularly if of fairly

decent power, is quite suitable. Another very convenient

pocket instrument is the so-called folding linen-tester, much
in favour among makers of half-tone negatives for examin-
ing the dot formation. One advantage of it is that its

skeleton construction allows of it being used just as well

for paper prints or for any opaque surface as for things

like negatives which, with the ordinary focussing mag-
nifier, can be examined bv transmitted light. Another
little piece of apparatus, also suitable both for negatives

and prints, but less handy for the pocket than the linen

tester, is the solid glass magnifier sold by dealers in

postage stamps for examination of the details of stamps.

Incidentally, a magnifier of this kind is a very useful

thing to have as a means of quickly distinguishing between
different kinds of photo-mechanical prints. With a little

practice it is easy to recognise in a moment the characteris-

tic grain of lithographic and collotype prints, whilst, of

course, the dot structure of fine half-tones is instantly dis-

closed. We mention this, as an aside, because we are not

infrequently asked to say what photographic process has
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I •'••II used for the luakiag of prinU, samples of which are
• ':t. More often than not it turns out that such prints
uv not photographs at all, but are usually either collotype
ur photo-lithographs.

Now under a magnifier white spots which to the eye
may appear just like any others will be seen to exhibit
characteristic differences according to the circumstancee
which have caused them. If they are seen to have
graduated or vignetted edges it can be pretty well taken
for granted that the spots are due to air-bells adhering
to the plate during development. A spot due to this
cause is usually also quite circular in shape and of some
aiie, say. from one sixteenth to one-eighth of an inch in
diameter. Both the roundness and the vignetting of
the edges mark the cause we have mentioned. The soften-
ing of the outline is no doubt due to the gradual dis-

persing of th« minute bubble of air as development pro-
ceeds, this proosM, in turn, no doubt, being due to the
air gradually diaaolving in the developer. Thus developer
gains aooeaa to tit» outside portions of the spot, although,
as a ru]«, not to such an extent as to give any deposit
of density upon the central portion. Inasmuch as these
air-bells adhere with some tenacity to the gelatine film

it will not do to suppose that simple rocking of the deve-
loping dish will detach them. Where conditions are
favourable to their formation on the film, as, for example,
by using aerated wat«r from the tap for mixing the
working developer, it is necessary that the whole surface
of the plate should be swabbed over firmly with a tuft
of cotton-wool as soon as the developer has been applied.
On the other hand, there are mucn smaller spots, also
clear,*which, under a magnifier, are seen to be all kinds
of shapes and also to be quite sharp in outline. These,
in nine cases out of ten. are due to dust on the plat« at
the time of exposure. The preventive in this case is.

perhaps, not that which will naturally occur to every
oeginner. It has so often been repeated in text-books
that plates should be carefully dusted before being placed
in the holders that the isolated worker, whose only guide
U often the text-book, concludes that he has only got to
• lust plates with a camel-hair bni<>h in order to be free
I'rom these defects in his negatives. Experience, in time,
will teach him that the advice provas fallacioas in prac-
tice. At the present time plates as taken from the
makers' wrappings are free from dost to a remarkably
high degree—the dust which accumnUtca on them before
exposura comas almost invariably from Hm plate-holders
UMUMhw or from the dusty condition of tbe inside of
the camera. Thoee who have cause to complain of nega-
tives which are faulty in this way should try the effect

imply of giving the plates a smart tap on the dark-
r(K>m bench as each is put into the holder, and for the
rest, take care that the plate-holdera and the inside of

the camera are regularly wiped out with a slightly damp
cloth. If thjs IS done, it will be found that there is
nothing to complain of as regards these defects ou the
negatives.

There are also to be met with, though very infre-
quently, clear spots of circular shape and sharp outline
which often are considerably larger than those commonly
due to air-bells. They may, however, be of almost any
sire, and if probed with a fine needle will at once disclose
their cause by the absence of any emulsion coating. Spots
of this kind, as we have just said, are most infrequent
in plates by any maker of recognised reputation.
Except for a very few rare examples, we can only recall
having met them on plates which have been put upon
the market by beginners in the emulsion-coating of glass,
or, perhaps, have been bought at a job rate from another
maker and offered at a price which necessarily implied that
something was the matter with them. We can recollect
having examined box after box of plates which were issued
at a very "cut" price: without exception every plate
was defaced, often to an extent which rendered it quite
unusable, by spots of this kind. On the other hand, the
maker of reputation cannot escape tMe charge of faulty
manufacture if spots of this kind are brought to his
notice, and, so far as our experience has gone, is never
averse from accepting such responsibility readily, inas-
much as the bringing of it to his notice demonstrates the
necessity of improving the work of the employees who
examine plates before packing.

Sometimes the unsuspected clue to the cause of markings
on a negative will lie very near to hand. We recollect
an instance in which a well-known firm of commercial
photographers was plagued by mysterious dark, circular
spots about one quarter of an inch in diameter, which in
a most erratic manner made their appearance on nega-
tives, yet always at such definite distances apart that the
cause was sought, fruitlessly as it turned out, in some
defect of the lens. Trials with all kinds of lenses failing
to eliminate the defect, it was suddenly realised that the
positions of the spots corresponded roughly with thoee of
the finger tips of the outstretched hand. That gave the
clue: it was speedily discovered that in handling a
number of plates before development, they were stacked
on their edges in the dark-room, the glass surface of one
in contact with the emulsion film of the next. The spots
arose from the transference to the back of a plate of the
impression of the finger tips (applied in pushing the plate
into place) to the emulsion film of the plate next laid in
position. A simple enough explanation, once the photo-
grapher had made the observation that the positions of
the spots corresponded with those of the extended finger

tips.

THE CARBRO PRINTING PROCESS.
|Tb« following article embodies the work of several years' experiment, which its author, Mr. H. F. Farmer, has carried out solely

In the aim of bringing to a state of working perfection th*- process of makinf; osrbon prints by contact, in presence of a " sensj-
tisintr " sotation from brootides. Mr. Fanner ioforms us thnt the nnme "Carbro " has been selected as distinctive in itself and m
indicatint; the nature o( ths process, viz., oarbon prints from bromides.—Eos. " B.J."]

Thx process of making carbon prints from bromides is not

new. as it was invented fonrteen years ago by Mr. Thomas
Manly, and has been familiar as the Oaobrome procMw. The
Carbro process, which is now described, as will be observed.

fallows on th« general linss of Oiobrome, but differs from it

in the fact of the tiisae being prepared by trenfmfnt in one

tingle bath ; also ordinary carbon ti.<sne is employed in the

Carbro prr>re«p. in which it h.i« )ie<<n possible to standardise

Ills ttmts of treatment for tissues of different rolour. Since

the publicatiun vt an earlier article outlining the Carbro
procees. the writer has received so much encouragement from
those who have given Carbro a trial that it was decided to con-

tinue experimenting in the hope of making the working so

mechanical as to bring it within the reach of the most in-

experienced worker. ITiiB has now been accomplished, and
altogether se\-enteen colours of Autotype carbon tissue have
been sucocsefully adapted to the process.

Early experimentc soon showed quite a variation in the time
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of immersion required for different colours, with dark blue at

the short end (only 3i minutes), ranging to engraving black,

with a lengthy immersion of ten minutes before detail was

obtained in the high lights. It was found possible to work the

whole of the thirty colours manufactured by the Autotype Co.

in a single working bath, but the time of immersion of some

of the colours was so unduly prolonged (as in the case of

engraving black) that a second working bath was intix)duced

for the purpose of reducing the time to something more con-

venient. With these two working baths the whole of the colours

appeared to drop into two series, and the table given is

probably the most convenient method that it will be possible

to introduce.

A comparison between the two working baths will show that

while the proportion of " B " and " C" differ, the quantities

of "A" solution and water remain constant. This last point

is most important, and the worker is advised to adhere to the

figures as closely as possible, obtaining control for pictorial

i-esults by varying the proportions of "B" and " C" solu-

tions only.

Temperature, too, has a considerable influence on the chemi-

cals used, and the ideal temperature for the working baths is

between 55° and 65°. It may be pointed out here that 55° to

65° F. is the normal temperature of a living-room in England

both winter and summer, and as the process I'equires no dark

room the whole of the work may be carried out in cold weather

beside the kitchen fire.

The keeping qualities of the stock solutions are excellent,

and the working bath, until used, and thereby contaminated

with organic matter from the carbon tissue, keei>8 for months.

This is a useful point, as it permits the mixing of the work-

ing bath a day or two l[>efoi-e i^equii^ed, and, by keeping it in

a living-room, the mixed solution will take the temperature of

that room and be ready for use at any time.

For the information of those who are unacquainted with the

Carbro process, the first part of this article gives full working

instructions, while the latter part will contain information

which may pro\e useful should any difficulties arise.

Briefly, a piece of commercial carbon tissue is "sensitised,"

and while wet brought into contact with a bromide print—this

bromide acting as a " negative." These are allowed to remain

in contact for about fifteen minutes, then separated, and the

carbon tissue squeegeed to a piece of transfer paper. On this

transfer paper the picture is developed, and the final result is

a carbon print from tlie bromide. The picture is not, as in

the single transfer of the carbon process, reversed from right

to left.

The following are the stock articles required:—
A good bromide print.

Carbon tissue.

Single transfer paper.

Squeegee.

Squeegee board.

Dishes.

A flat squeegee is best, and a useful length for all prints

up to 12 by 15 ins. is 8 ins. The dishes should be porcelain

or enamel ;
papier-mache is too difficult to clean, and tliorough

cleanliness is essential. The drawing shov/s an easily made

squeegee board which entirely prevents slipping.

It will be seen from the above that there is no great outlay

for the initial work, and neither will the future require any

additional expense.

The sensitising baths are made up from the following stock

solutions :

—

A. Bichromate of potash 45 gms. 400 grs.

Bromide of potash 20 gms. 175 grs.

Perricyanide of potash 20 gms. 175 grs.

Water 1,000 c.c.s. 20 ozs.

B. Chrome alum 35 gms. 300 grs.

Bisulphate of potash 5 gms. 45 grs.

Water 1,000 c.c.s. 20 ozs.

C. Bisulphate of potash 5 gms. 45 grs.

Water 1,000 c.c.s. 20 ozs.

All the above appear to keep well if stored in a cool, dark place

From the stock solutions make up the following sensitising

bath :

—

Sol. A 50 c.c.s. If ozs.

Sol. B 9 c.c.s. 2J drama
Sol. C 6 c.c.s. 100 minims
Water 200 c.c.s. 7 ozs.

For convenience, this may be called a a bath.

This is a most useful quantity for half-plate ; for whole-plate

use 50 per cent, more, keeping the same proportion.s all through,

and for 10 by 12 double tlie quantities.

First ])lace the bromide print in cold water and allow it to

become thoixpughly soaked ; now take a piece of carbon tissue,

cut aboiit half an inch larger than the bromide from which the

Carbro is to !« made, and immerse face downwards for a

definite time, according to time and colour table aa given at the

end of this article. About a minute before the end of the time

of immei-sion of the tissue remove the bromide print iix>m the

water and lay it face upwards on the squeegee board. At tlie

expiration of the exact time, withdraw the carbon tissue from

the sensitising bath, and, afttr allowing it to drain for a

moment, lay it face downwai-ds on the bi-omide and squeegee

into contact. Now mop off any supei-fluous moisture from the

back of the tissue and cover with a piece of paper, or preferably

waterpi-oof cloth. Place a book over this to prevent the tissue

from curling, and thereby losing contact, and leave them in this

lK>sition for from twelve to twenty minutes—the exact time is

not a material point if kept within those limits.

A detail which requires emphasis is that from tlie moment of

contact of tissue and bromide the sensitising action begins ; it

therefore follows that once the two have touched there must be

no attempt to adjust the carbon tissue if it has been laid down

at the wrong angle, as such a course would inevitably result in a

blurred or double image. Should any slipping occur, it is far

better to squeegee and make the most of the resulting picture,

as under no circumstance may the tissue be moved.

Towards the end of the time of contact of bromide and tissue

(twelve to twenty minutes) take a piece of transfer paper cut

slightly larger than the carbon tissue, and soak this in cold

water for about half a minute if of the thin variety, and about

a minute for the thicker papers. Complete wetting is neces-

sary, but over-soaking has a tendency to lead to frilling and

other troubles during development.

After wetting the piece of transfer paper, hold it up to drain

for a moment, then lay it face upwaixls on the squeegee board.

Now take the carbon tissue and bromide, still in contact, and

by raising one corner of the tissue steadily pull the two apart

;

leave the bromide for the present, place the carbon tissue face

downwards on the transfer paper, and squeegee the two into

contact. Remove them from the board, place them between

blotting jiaper with a book over them to prevent curling, and

allow to remain there from twenty minutes to one hour (a

couple of hours will do no harm). Go back to the bromide

print, now bleached to a pale yellow, and place this in a dish

of cold water for washing and redevelopment.

It is advisable to change the wash water during the first few

minutes of washing, as the gi^eater part of the sensitising bath,,

transferred from the carbon tissue to the bromide, washes out

very quickly. Obviously, this water soon becomes a solution

sufficiently strong to have some material effect on the bromide
print. After changing ithe water the print may be ignoi-ed

until the process is finished.

The development of a Carbro print is a far simpler matter]
than the development of bromides, no chemicals being requii'ed.J
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Aft«r suiEcient time has been allowed for the pigment of the

tiMa» to adhere to the transfer paper, tiasue and transfer paper

are placed in a diah of warm water. Start with a temperature
of about 95° F., the hand being sufficient guide. Keep the two
papers, still adhering, well covered by the warm water, and
wait until th* pigment commences to oo«e round the edges of

the carbon tissue. This nsnall.v takes a minute or two. and if

at the end of that time the o>>zing is not very apparent, a

little more hot water may be added, great care being taken

that the temperature is evenly distributed. As soon as the

oimng shows all around the edges, carefully lift one comer
of the carbon tissue, and, keeping the transfer paper aa much
aa possible under water, 'steadily strip the two apart. The
tiansfer paper will now be seen to be covered with a thick

eoat of pigment, a smaller quantity remaining on the carbon
badiing. This piece of backing has now completed its work
and may be thrown away.

Turn the transfer face downwartls in the water and proceed

with the development by holding one edge and gently moving
the print over the surface of the water, great care being taken
not to touch the bottom of the dish. A better plan, if the

dish U large enough, is to gently s{)lash the face of the pig-

mented transfer paper, and as the picture liegins to re%eal

itaelf the splashing may be local for reducing any particularly

dense part at the d««ire of the worker.

Development is complete when it becomes obvious that no
more pigment will wash away, and the picture is laid face

tluwnwards in cold water to clear it from any loose pigment on
its surface.

It will now he noticed that where the carbon tiasue has l)een

in contact with the transfer paper the latter is marked with
a bichromate ktain, to remove which the print is placed in

bath consisting of a 3 per cent, solution of alom, and allowed
to remain until the stain has disappeared. This may be done
immediately following development, or the print may l>e drie<l

and alunin<-<l the following day. The alum bath may be used
rrpeateatU until its failure to remove the stain shows that it •>

• xhsii-'-l '»ti..'ild the solution become very dirty it merely
r.-.|uii... «i I aiiuii;,' through a piece of old cotton or muslin.
This r<implet«» the process, and the bromi<le. after well wash-

ing (twenty minutes in several changes is all that is needed),

may imw be redeveloped, well washed, and is ready for further

Caii>ru prints, no fixing being required.

It is roost important that the redevelopment of the bromide
print be very thorough, and the printa are best left face

downwards in the developer for at least fifteen minutes. If

tki« redevelopment is not complete it will be found that all

•neeeeding t'arbros will lack detail in the high lights, and
oitce the high lights have sufleml from this insufficient re-

development there appear* to be no means of retaining them
in Carbro, escrpt by slightly increasing the proportion of

B solution in the sensitising bath.

Both fur the original development of the bromide and also

lor redevelopment, M.Q., Azol, and amidol all give excellent

rcsalts, the writer's preference being for the last mentioned.

For redevelopment (which, by the way, requires no dark room
and no fixing) it t* better to omit bromide of potash from the

dewloper.

Sem« Uaeful N«t««.
In making first attempts with the Carbro prooeM the worker

is advised to try a preliminary teat, using 3 cc.s (100 minima)
less ol C solution than the given formula, and, with two similar

small bromide prints, give one piece of tissue an immersion of

fifteen seconds l<«8, and one an immersion of fifteen seoondu

more than the time given for the colour which is being worked.

The transfer paper may be marke<l on the back for /iitnre refcr-

rnce, with the formula nsed and the time of immersion
(example: A. 50, B.9. C.3—4] min.). This would form k |>er-

manent guide for future reference, and give the worker a clear
idea of the effect of varying the time.

It is interesting to note here that the time of immersion may
be well compared with the time of exposure of a bromide print—under-immersion (exposure) gives increased contrast, over-
immersion (exposure) gives general flatness with high lights
veiled. Over-inimereion may be remedied by using hotter water
for development

; under-imniersion has no remedy. If in doubt
give the tissue fifteen seconds more immei-sion than the standard
time.

Excess of B solution produces a general clogging, with a
heavy deposit of pigment ; excess of C solution slows the action
of the bath, and longer immersion is needed to obtain definition
in the high lights. At the same time it holds back the shadows
and general flatness results. This last detail is vei^ useful for
a harsh bromide, as by the addition of about 3 cc.s (100
minims) of C, any degree of softness may be obtained, but don't
forget to prolong the immersion from half to one minute.
The treatment of the original bromide print is an important

fa<-tor in the final i-esults obtained, and correct exposure aii'l

development are very essential. Over-ex ijosure and -under-
development of the original bromide print produce great flat-

ness, and the richness of the shadows is entirely lost in the
final i'arbrx) print. A weak bromide gives a weak Carbro, and
lor a weak negative the enlargement is best made on gaslight
paper.

There are occasions when slight over-exposure of the bromide
may be turned to useful account, as in the case of bald-heade<J

skies. Slight over-exposure in bromide gives the •appearance of

fogging, but the deposit of pigment in the sky of a Carbro print
gives a suggestion of colour. Wherever there is reduced silver

in the bromide there should be a deposit of pigment in the
Carbro print.

The figures of the time and colour table have been worked
out for all the principal British makes of bromide papers,

platino matt being the most useful. Some makes which
ap|ieared to contain very little silver i-equired quite a lengthy

immersion, one |>a|)er taking eight and a-half minutes for

sepia. There is no doubt that any paper will give a good
Carbn», but such n prolonged immersion as 8^ minutes might be

very bafning for a lieginner.

Some bromide prints (make forgotten, but either Paget or

Wellington and Ward) made over eight years ago gave excellent

resolta.

<:a.«light papers, on the other hand, need only tJiree-quarters

of the time given for bromides (same proportion for all colours),

and the exact proportion of Wellington and Ward gaslight to

their bromide platino matt is 11 /16th. Gaslight paper gives

Carbro prints fully equal to those obtained by bromide, and is

therefore a valuable asset when dealing with a flat negative.

Although the tables are given as working at a temperature

between 55° and 65° F., it is advisable to keep as near to

60° F. as ixjssible. Successful work has been done at 78° V.,

but above 70° F. trouble develops on account of the softening

of the tissue necessitating great care to prevent slipping when
squeegeeing to the bromide. Also there is danger of crushing

the high-lights when squeegeeing to the transfer paper. Below
56° F. the activity of the chemicals varies in different propor-

tions, upsetting the balance of the working bath. Obviously,

too low a temperature is best avoided ; it is an easy matter to

raise the temperature by putting the bottle of working l)ath in

warm water before pouring into the dish.

A cimvenient method of working a number of Carbro printc

is to take them in lots of four. Put in the first tissue, then

immerse the other three at regular intervals of two and a-half

minutes, and by the time the last one is out the first will be

ready for the transfer paper. Quarter-plate prints may be

worked, if all of the same colour, with four prints on one piece

of tissue. Lay them in a square on the squeegee board, with a
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space of about i of an inch between them, and cut the carbon

ti!>sue about 7i by 9i ; this gives a comfortable mai^in for

squeegeeing. For all work it is best to cut the tissue about

3 of an inch lai^r than the bromide to allow for error When

placing the two in contact.

For economy and convenience in working an excellent plan is

to classify the bromide prints according to the desired colour,

then, having mixed one working bath, continue with the

colours belonging to tliat bath until the mixed solution is ex-

hausted. It is worth noting that filtering after use will in-

ci«a8e the keeping qualities of the working bath, but the bath

is very cheap and there is no need to use stale solutions.

Carbro has many advantages over bromide printing :—It is

permanent pigment ; and you know before you commence work-

ing what the final colour will be. This cannot be said of bro-

mide toning. It is simpler than bromide making, and you

liave a choice of seventeen colours, with about ten different sur-

faces of paper support. In cost, Carbro has a fractional

advantage.

Beware of air bubbles on the tissue during immereion. This

is best avoided by lightly pressing tlie pap«r to the bottom of

the dish and stroking the back of tlie tissue during the first

minute of immersion.

Accurate measurement of all solutions is imperative. One

C.C. (15 minims) more or less of B or C solution might make

a difference of half a minute in the sensitising bath.

Store all solutions in the dark—light has a very powerful

action on bichromate, and also on ferricyanide. In the dark

iheee two are fairly stable.

Should the working bath suddenly give a very harsh print it

is an indication that it is exhausted.

Oxalic acid may be substituted for bisulphate of potash, but

its keeping qualities are not good, especially in the mixed bath,

and its use is not recommended. Bisulphate of potash can be

obtained from Messrs. Johnson and Sons, Cross Street, Fins-

bury, London, and must not be confused with the bisulphite salt.

The process is suitable for transparencies, and prints on wood

and silk, the method of preparing tlie support being the same

as that given for tho carbon process in the Autotype Co. 's book-

let. For transparencies, give a rather longer immersion than

for paper support, half a minute 'being sufficient for most of

the colours.

And ju.st one "don't"—don't attempt modification of the

working bath until you have become acquainted with^ the

process. If you have any difficulty write to the Editor of the
" B. J." and ask him to pass the letter on.

Squeegee Board.

The accompanying sketch shows a very useful type of squeegee

board, designed to prevent slipping. It is inexpensive and
easily made. The strips along the bottom should be about half

or three-quarters of an inch in thickness, so that the fingeri

may be inserted under the board, while the thumb presses the

hinged piece on the top. A pencil line should be marked tlie

full length of the board, as a guide for laying down the bromide
print ; and three-eighths of an inch further back, another line as

a guide for the tissue. The rubber strip runs the whole length
of the hinged piece, and the best tiling for the purpose is a
piece of studded rubber, rather thin, such as is used for office

stair matting. Failing that, a piece of square elastic about an

eighth of an inch thick. The rubber can be fastened on with

very small headed nails or tacks placed fairly close together.

The upper illastratton shows the hinging of tlie clamping strip at the requi-
site tieight above tiie base. In the lower drawing is indicated the edging of
studded rubber.

Time and Colour Tables.

The table lor use, at a temperature of 55° to 65° F., and for

working bath (ao), is :—A, 50; B, 9 ; C, 6. Water, 200 c.c.s.,

i.e., A, 1| oz?. ; B, 2| drachms ; C, 100 minims. Water, 7 ozs.

Time of Immereion in

Colour of Carbon Tissue. Sensitising Bath.

Dark Blue 3^ minutes.

Terra Cotta 3^

Standard Brown 4^ ,,

Sepia 5^ „
Sea Green 3^ ,,

Vandyck Brown 5^ ,,

Bottle Green 4
,,

Italian Green 4^ ,,

For contrast, omit " C " and shorten time by p minute.

For working bath (bb):—A, 50; B, 16; C, 16. Water, 200

C.C.S., i.e., A, 1| ozs. ; B, 5 drachms; C, 5 drachms. Water,
7 ozs.

Warm Sepia 4^ minutes.

Red Chalk 5i
Brown Black 5-^ ,,

Rembrandt Sepia 4^
,,

Cool Brown Mezzotint 4| ,,

Warm Black 4^ „
Ivory Black 5

,,

Engraving Black 6
,,

Grey Green 4^ ,,

For contrast, 6 c.c.s. (100 minims) less of "C" and shorten

time by j minute.

All the above figures are suitable for Platino Matt bromide
jjapers, Wellington and Ward, Imperial, Paget, and Illing-

worth giving very similar results.

Wellington and Ward S.C.P. Matt (a gaslight paper) re-

quires exactly 11/16 of the above times.

H. F. Faemek.

ToBONTO Camera Citib.—Judging from the catalogue whioh has
been kindly sent to us, the recent exhibition arranged by the Toronto
Camera Clu,b in coomeotion -with the Canadian National Exhibition
waa a success, both (pictoriaJly and in the interest which it attracted
among photograiphers IboUi in, Canada and the United States. British
pictorial workers were irapresented only by a few of the stalwarts of
the JJtvenpool Amateur Photographic Association.

YoHESHrKB PHOTOGEAPnic UNION.—The Yorkshire Union has just

issued its handibook for 1919-20, the oliief Item of contents being the

lengthy list of lecturers and demonstrators and of the subjects with

wtoioh they are prepared to deal in addressing photographic societies.

The list represent'; a very great variety of travel and teclmical

fixtures„«,nd iiiiridemtally is a demonstration of tlie oontiaued energy
and jiBiterest whioh our Yarkshire friends display in photography.
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PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
[PraTiooa articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer ia to commanicate items of a long experience in studio

portraitnre, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of that by the same writer which ran throagh the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
generation of photographers, and particalarly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, hia

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The inbiects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).
Baok^roondi (Jan. 24).

Stadio Ezpoaorea (Jan. 31).
Artificial T.igt»ting (Feb. 7).

Printing Prooeeaea for Portraitnre (Feb. 14).
Studio Aecesaories and Furniture (Feb. 21).
The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21).

About the Reception Room (March 28).
Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studio* (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Leoses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertiaing the Studio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).

Business Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).

Plates and Their Work (July 11).

Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)

Leaky Roofs (Sept. 5).

Blinds and Curtains (Sept. 12).

Miniatures (Sept. 19).

Printing Portrait Negatives (Sept. 26).

Wedding Groups (Oct. 3).

COMBINATION PRINTING.

t

It is Mirotftiine* ncoivaary to combine portions of two or m«re
photographs to form one print. Although rather troubleaome
work, it is usually fairly remuntrative, and if pn>perly done
adds to the priBtige «f the photographer in the eyes of his
patrons Perhaps the roost usual job is inserting an extra
tigupe in a groap, and next to that the addition or substitution
• f a background to a figure, buii^ling, or other object. With
the gem-ral adoption of bromide printing the older style of

printing by means of a careful Avstem of masking the negativen
has almnst fallen into demietudr, but at one time verj- fine

examples were shown by the late H. P. R<ibinsi>n, Robtrt
Slingsby, and many others, the earliest practitioner, probably,

•-m^ O. G. Rejlamler, whoae ceW»r8te<l allegory '• The Two Ways
•f Life ' waa printed on one aheet of paper from no fewer than
forty different negatives. I (MwaeMed a copy of this picture,
now, unfortonately, faded to invisibility, and ran certify to the
romplete sooccas of the nHthn,!. It is hnnlly neceasary to say
tha*. thin prtweaa can only be rsrried out upon a printing out
paper on which the image is fully vi«ible, oo that the masks can
be properly adjusted. A hint by Mr. R.^insfiii worth rejieBt-

ing is that, if possible, join* should not be msde on the outlines
of figures ; this, however, can rarely be acted upon unless the
original negatives mn specially made with this end in view.
An eaaier method, and one whi<-h I have employed with con-

Mderabic aitooFSB. was introduced by Mr. T. Edge. It is eape-
cially useful for small work, an<l only requires a steady hand
and a little skill in using a sable brash. The pivcedure is as
follows:—Supposing it is wish<>d to place a landscape back-
,;n>nnd t}ehind a figure taken against a brick wall, the back-
.;rourKl jn the figure negative is very carefully blocked out with
opaque, so that it srill print with a perfectly white background
A print is made upon a printing-out paper, either gelatine or
collodion. (I have used most brands of P.O. P. as well ss
Selt«>na and Paget Self-toning.) The figure if small is care-

fully painted over with gamboge water-colour, so that all light-

action ia ofasimcted, care being taken to keep very exactly to the

outline of tlM subject. When dry. the figure is adjusted in the

desired ponition upon the landsrspe negative which is in form
the boekgronnd, and this is printed to its proper depth, taking
care Ihst it is rather on the light side. All that has now to

be done is to wash off the ganibr>ge with plenty of clean water

and to tone and fix in the usual way. No other colour than

genuine gamboge is suitable, oe not only does it leave no stain

upon the paper, but it has no effect uinm the unfixed imagt.

It is, of Course, neces.«ary to paint the image over by artificial

light or to use a yellow blind with daylight. If large images

have to be dealt with only about a quarter of an inch margin

need be " gamboged," the remainder being covered with an

opaque pa]M-r mask, which may be attached to the negative

with a touch of rubber solution. It is manifestly impossible to

employ this method with bromide paper for contact printing.

but a modili<-d form may be used for enlargements.

The figure negative, having been blocked out so as to print

with a white background, is placed in the enlarger and

focussed to the d't(ire<l size upon a piece of card, upon which

the outline is carefully traced in pencil. This is accurately

cut out and fixed upon a sheet of glats at least as large as the

finiRhe<l enlargement is to be. The bromide paper is next

pinne«l up and an exposure made for the figure. This is

developed with a rather weak developer, until the outline is

clearly visible, and well rinsed. Meanwhile, the landscape

negative is put into the enlarger with the yellow cap on ;
the

faint image is now pinned up so that it conies into its correct

position on the background, and the mask (supported on the

glai») fi.xed up so as to protect it. There should be a slight

distance between the glass and the paiier so as to avoid a

sharp join. The exfiosure having been given for the landscape,

development proceeds as usual. Some practice is necessary to

ensure good results and great cleanliness is needed to avoid

stains. Test exposures must be made fur both figure and back-

ground negatives, so that the depth of colour is evenly balanced

in the combined print.

The insertion of skies and foregrounds is a more simple

matter, a» these may be vignetted in by means of masks cut

approximately to the desired outlines. If pencil marks are

made on the margins of the bromide paper to show how far

the foreground and sky negatives are to be allowed to cover, it

will not tie found necessary to develop the print partially as n

guide. If preferred, push pins may be use<l to mark the limits

of the various exposures, but I favour the pencil marks, as it

is sometimes necessary to shift the paper on the easel in ordt-r

to bring the required portion of the sky into position.
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The most .generally practised method of combination printing

is what may be called the i)atolnvork way. Tliis is both easy

and efficacious, as there is no question of registration. Let us

suppose that an additional figure is to be introduced into a

group. The first step is to make a print of this figure ejtactly

the correct size to range with the other memliei-s of the group

This is then cut out with scissors and pasted into position on

the group print. If the cut edges show as white lines they

must be darkened with a little spotting colour. The next step

is to copy the whole thing, and to make the final prints, either

by contact or in the enlarger from this negative. I have made
a little modification in tliis process which I think has some

advantages. After cutting out the figure which is to be added

I soak it and the group in water until quite limp, place them

together in position, and then squeegee down upon a clear

piece of glass. By doing this any unevenness of surface is

avoided and the join is much less in evidence ; there is also a

great saving in time, and no cardboard is needed for mounting.

It may jjerhaps be useful to give details of an actual job. I

received a postcard film negative of a lady reclining in a bathing

dress, and an engraving showing a somewhat simUar female on
the edge of the surf with hvige waves bi-eaking a little further

back. My task was to produce a similar efiect in whole-plate size

from the film negative. Fortunately a number of negatives

of wflVes were available, and I easily found a suitable one.

From this I made i\ 12 x 10 bromide enlargement on smooth

paper. Xext I made an enlargement from the film on the

same brand of paper. When these were dry I did what was

necessary in the way of finishing with lead pencil. I then cut

out the figure, soaked it and the wave picture and floated them
into position under water. Tliey were then squeegeed down faca

to a clear glass, and copied through the glass, the negative being

the desiretl whole-plate. The whole operation, excluding

di-ying, took about two hours.

Some very exjjert photographers manage to combine negatives

by scratching a clear space upon one and transferring into tliis

space a portion of film from another negative, the stripping

being effecte<l by means of hydrofluoric acid. While good results

can be obtained in this way, it is not one for the every-day

worker who wants to use materials and methods in ordinary

use. Nor can I endorse the advice sometimes given to join up
film negatives by cutting to shape and cementing upon glass.

This method has given in my hands a more noticeable join than

almost any other.

For the beginner I recommend the "patchwork way "
; it is

most generally employed for press work, and requires little

practice to get good results.

There are various oi)tical methods of combining figui-es and
backgrounds which have recently been described in the " B. J.,"

but these necessitate special apparatus which the ordinary

photographer will not find it economical to acquire.

Pbacticus.

EFFICIENCY IN THE WORKROOM.
(Continued frmn page 576.)

When enlarging prints which require a tinted border most
workers, I believe, register the print in a printing frame,

arranging this in front of the easel of the enlarging apparatus.

Fig. 5—Masked enlargement-prints made by clipping mask and paper together
before placing in easel.

A much simpler and quite as efficient a way is to register

mask and pa^er in the hand, then clip both together at one end
with a strong steel paper clip, placing this in jwsition on the

easel as one piece, as shown in Fig. 5. You will find that this

occupies about one-fourth of the time, and I have never known
it to give a false registration.

Fig. 6 shows a piece of apparatus which is a real time saver.

one of my few original pieces of apparatus. It is a circular

revolving trimming desk, and should be in every stTudio where
large prints have to be trimmed uniform by the aid of a glass-

cutting shape. The construction is as follows :—A crosspieco

Fig. 6.—Revolving desk for saving time in print-trimming.

of wood with an iron pivot in the centre, and four small rollers

at each extremity, to insure smoother rotation, forms the base.

The desk itself is circular, about one inch in thickness, mado
of white pine with the grain crossed, and covered with thin

I*'ig. 7.—Construction of parts of the desk shown in Fig. 6.

sheet zinc, this metal being about the best medium for a trim-

ming surface. Underneath the circular top piece, in the centre,

is the iron counterpart of the base pivot on which it revolves.

(Fig, 7.) The size of the desk I use is 24 inches in diameter, but,
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of ccwne, it could be made anv «ize, according to the various

needs of those who use it. Its chief advantage lies in the fact

that you remain in one position whilst trimmrng, instead of

having to lift your desk around or walk around the print. It

requires practically no effort to revolve the print or to stop it

jitst where required. I have been using this desk for over three

years with great resulu, and, by actual count, it saves just one-

half of the time on the old method.

A piece of apparatus which I designed for hypo-alum toning
is not particularly wonderful, nor perhaps original, but is cer-

tainly very efficient. I have a double boiler arrangement in

toinmon with most studios. The stand is made entirely of iron

and sheet tin, eliminating all danger of fire. There are four
iron legs, three ventilated side*, and an iron door in front.

About six inches under the tank which contains the jacket of

water are four fairly large gas burners, capable of raising the
bath to the required temperature in about ten minutes. This
piece of apparatus, whilst simple, has many advantages. It

tan be placed in some corner of the building where the odour
t-annot permeate the rest of the studio. Ita construction is too
•imple to get out of order, yet it i« the most «ffici«nt thing for

aepia toning that I have come across.

Not every studio gives the thought and tine to the retouching
erjuipment that this very important branch of the business de-
iM^eo. But all studio* are very cart-ful to expect and demand
the best of their retouchers, no matter the conditions under
which they work. In many cases the retouching has to be done
is some little hols of •' sardine-like '• space. I know of one in-

staiKW where the rstovcher has to work so close to the roof of the
iailding that if he ahoaid forget himself and stand np, the
<v>ntact of roof and bead would severely remind him of his mis-
take. Also, how many de«ka are put togsther so temporlrily
•hat a go.id sneece would blow them overt The conditions are
• ^nmaterial, we say, so long as the work comes through.
But with a retouching deik that it> clean and substantially

t'uilt, and with working conditions as comfortable as circum-
-'anoes will permit, the negatives arranged in oonrenient shelves

' l<»e at hand, you sluninate the former handicap, and your
retoucher cAnnot bat give you th» best that is in him. Th««e
few potnU are very cwential. as faulty retouching is n«ponsible
for many unsatisfactory pictures, and no workman can give vou
his best unless he has full help from his apparatus.
The desk which Fig. 8 deMrribos costs only a few shillings,

/nd a few houn lo build. It is substantial, clean, and allows

»>(. S.-Bnch ol mntihlss 4aska. with •briTU kbort (ot iwasUtw, etc.

plenty of wortdng room. It consists of two lengths of ten-inch
board fattened together, with convenient openings for negatives.
Tint is placed at the required angle on a ba««board about
18 iitrhes from the wall and 2^ feet from floor.

^ nt space is provided for elbow rest, and a leather strap
.. ;^»;.-ii.-.J vertically on both sides of the negative opening, and
stretched as tightly as possible. If a pieee of lattice wood is

-.^ under these two straps the negativ* to be retouche^l
•• placed in any position r»q'iir<v| These straps can also

r holding pencils, p!- '., when not in use.

- an arrangement m • ilh this desk which
' be of intersst to some of you, ailhough I qu<>«tion whether

11 a hnndred would find a ne>'d f<'r it Ti«> arTani;<>ment

I refer to is a quick method for changing a daylight desk into

one for artificial light. For the benefit of those who may have
a need for it I will give a brief description.

Behind the sloping desk, and fixed on the base of the retouch-
ing stand, is a double track (Fig. 9) on which runs a board
with electric brass socket attached. This socket is fitted with an
automatic switch. When the daylight becomes too poor for

Pit. 9.—EIcclTie-lisht fltUng (or reloacbing dnk.

retouching the retoucher pulls a oord to his right undemeatli
the desk. T^is runs the electric bulb in the base socket along

the track until the point of contact is reached. The light ifi

then automatically switched on behind the centre of the negative

to be retouched. A cord on left reverses the action, breaks con-

tact, and prepares desk for daylight work.

I may add that I have found opal glass an excellent meiliuni

for retouching by artificial light, and, fitted to the platform,

with baae socket, on the same angle as the desk, is an 8 x 10

piece of opal (Fig. 10) which, of course, moves with the bulb,

and is in position behind negative when light is on.

fig. IC—Op*l-(l>H diSuting tereco tbowD lor the HltioK o( flg. 9.

Mounts, and their keeping, is a vexed question with some

photographers. Many a mount salesman owes a big sales report

to the fiict that photographers have over-ordered, because,

owing to systematic arrangement of the mounts, they were not

aware of being over-stocked in some lines. System in keeping

mounts is very important. We keep each line of mounts

t<:)gether—in their boxes—and in cupboards with doors that aru

always closed. Cleanliness with mounts ^is also an important

point.

In connection with this subject of mounts, I am illustrating a

mount chart (Fig. 11) which is simplicity itself, and which will

be found an infallible guide to the number of mounts in stock.

The first column of this chart contains a description of the

mounts in use, their size, colour, etc. Each size, each colour,

occupies one line.

The next column is devoted to the number of mounts in stock

fiy, since January 1. when inventory is taken. Now if the

finisher will carry out faithfully the rule to subtract from the
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former total on chart the number of each box of mounts as they

are opened, the last total of each mount will be the present

total in stock. Thus, .when the salesmen make their call, it is

not necessary to take an inventory of mounts. I have only to

take a glance at my chart, and I can tell in a few moments
what to order, and—what is just as important—what not to

order.

This chart will remove the aii.\iety of running short, and
also save the frequent overhauling to see if one is suflSciently

.•i.: /*<-, ,i^O tit 4ta t'. .*, i\< XM /!> /i'O JS '•

..IC 'ii 330 fi 4SP *,^
'

.'7 a/,- A,« .l*f i-ts ISO /ft "fl / »r
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Pig. H.—Chart for records of monnts In stock.

stocked in all lines. If kept with dates, such a chart will prove
a splendid criterion of the relative popularity of the various
mounts, and if one or two styles of mounts are not being used
as fast as they ought, the receptionist might be asked to make a
special inducement to speed up the sale of these. A separate
cupboard should be used to keep mounts that are in daily use,
and as each box is opened its entire contents should be checked
oft the chart and placed in this cupboard, and tlie box thrown
away. This will remove the confusion of having full and half
empty mount boxes stored together.

An idea which I have recently invented, with some success
greatly simplifies the process of embossing. Prints that have
been printed with a tinted boixler are usually selected for em-
bossing. These prints have, of course, to be registered exactly
during printing, and it is upon this principle that my emboss-
mg idea IS based. Hebi.em G. Stokes.

(Tij lit i-(ii,iinued.)

STORING SENSITIVE PAPERS.
(From " Rajar Trade Notes.")

With the advent of dull, damp weather we would impress upon our
buBiiness friends the importance of providing for the proper stora.re
of sensitive papers. Bromide and gaslight papers posse.«s astonish-
ing keeping properties if certain precautions are obser\ed.
The careful stock-keeper who uses shelves and cupboards for the

storage of sensitive papers should arrange for the papers to be
placed on the lower shelves as near the floor as jiossible. It is
iiskmg for trouble to place them on a top shelf in a room lit by gas
or wanned by a coke stove. The golden rule to observe is to keep
all sensitive papers well away from the products of combustion, andm a cool, dry place.

Dampness will also cause sensitive papers to deteriorate rapidly,
and m the case of bromide and gaslight papers the emulsion may
become locally de-sensitised. In some workrooms a practice is made
of e.xiposmg bromide prints and delaying development for a day or
two, but this is a method which we do not recommend. We made
some experiments in this direction, and found that hromide prints
exposed one day and developed a few days later did not give any-
thing like such good results as usual, especially those that had
previously been stored in a damp place. The laitent image appears
to lose a large amount of tue depth impressed upon it by light-
action. With e.xposed plates and films this is not so apparent,
excepting in the case of damp storage.

"Stale paper" is often the verdict given on paper that shows

the characteristic discolouration of the edges, whereas the real

re-isou 18 invariably " bad storage."

Sensitised plates and papers should never be stored in a room

where sulphide or hypo-alum toning is done, or, in fact, anywhere

near where sulphide fumes are likely to be present.

Hsslstants' Rous.—

—

Notes by assistants suitable for this column icill be considered

and paid for on the first of the month following publication.

Self-Training in Drawing.

I SW'POSE every photographic assisitant rea.lises how useful a little

skill in drawimg is to him or her. In ma.ny ways, if only a little;

much more, df you attain some profioiency. Yet many say, " I

can't draw at all. I'm afraid I can't learn, and there is no art

school I can go to." Never mind, a beginning, if you work on tJie

right lines, is better than doing nothing, and therefore I will try

to explain how to make a start in teaching yourself.

You need not ihave any very expensive outfit. A fair-sized draw-

ing board, a few pencils, drawing pins, and a few sheets of draw-

ing paper and a piece of rubber are all you need to start with. An
H.HB, B and 2 B pencil will be ample. Concluding that you

know nothing of drawing, a few very simple household articles will

serve excellently to begin on. Begin on a book, broadside on,

standing, lying flat, turned comerwise and edgewise. Then you

can go on to a tumbler, a teacup, cup and saucer, a kettle, sauce-

pan, watering pot, teapot, jug; and then begin to arrange these in

groups of twos, threes, and so on. I may say in passing that this

is actually the practice in aiH art schools, who long ago found that

these homely models are tJie best. None of these need you buy, of

course, and all houses contain such things as candlesticks, vases,

and %o forth, which aga;;n answer beautifully for both black and

white work and all early stages of colour work.

In practice, stretch a sheet of i>aper, arrange your model, say a

kettle, on a sheet of brown paper a i«v: feet from you (if possible

nearly on a level with your eyes), and istart work. You can sit in

one chair and rest your drawing fooai"d on the back of another, or

on a chair turned upside down'—^this also is done in the sclTooIs.

Take youi- H.B or B pencil and roughly tick off the size of tlie

space you wish your drawing to fill, taking care to keep your

drawing to a good large size. Now in starting to draw or paint,

try hai-d to keep in mind one great rule; i.e., that you are out

to set down on paper just what you sec, quite in-espective of what
you know to be there. This is just exactly what the camera does

;

therefore, if you are going to use your drawing knowledge, say. to

help you work up a good big enlargement, putting in a fresh back-

ground, you have only to ,go to work in just the same way, and
you will find that yoxi will get along swimmingly, and not turn out

those ridiculous effects one often' sees in woefully cheap and jX)or

enlargements, and wliich really do give one quite a bad pain even

to look at.

To get your proportions, hold your pencil out at aj'in's length,

against the model, close one eye, and mark off with the thumb
the apparent measurement on the pencil. Compare the various

parts One with another—you will perha.ps thus find the height to be
just 2^ or 3 widths^—and thus you cau' get your proportions true.

The angles made by retreating lines can be gauged by holding one
pencil upright a-iid one right across it at right angles, for retreat-

ing lines are most deceptive things.

Sometimes it is good to ^trace with the pencil, keeping one eye
closed, Uie outline of the model you are drawing, for thus you will

discover to your sui'prise how greatly the apparent shape of the
model differs from the actual sliape. The top of a cup and sa.ucer

you know to be round, but on tracing it you find tiha.t it has
•become gi-eatly flattened, narrowed, and elongated. Well, don't
worry, jiust set down as accurately as you can just what you find

you are seeing, and you will be surprised how soon you will find

yourself making quite decent recognisable drajvings.

Learn above all things to see. Study your model oairefiiHy before
putting pencil to paper. Ymi will find that the shape, the light,
and the way the light strikes all make up together the mass you
see. Again, one edge is light, one edge is dark; one edge seems to

A
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tiMlt kway, the other aUnda out riiarp and clear. WeH, this you

muet learn to inntcte, too. You must leara to "aooent," as it is

termed. To do this use a soft pencil, with very Ught pressure at

the light edges, and gradually increase the pceaore where the edge

is aharpeat and darkest. Uaaatiy, acceoting ia tbooght to be moat

needed on the right4taod aide, and nearesi to the eye of the

artist. This is, of course, w4Ma the ordinary lighting fa^ on tile

model—fran atmre, and to the left : if the lighting is different,

aocentiog will be needed in different parts. At any rate, a very

little practiee and a' few trials will sooa ahow yon the difference

" awm^'wg " makea to your outline drawing. Instead of even

sweeping lioaa of mrrarying thifJrnfse yoa at once begin to put

Kfe and nharantw m4o yoor drawing, and to Nde«sn it from flat-

Doaa. Study any pofiiait or laodaoape print and yoa will see tiat

no matter whether studio or out-of-door locating each photograph

ooittaina juat lliis diflereooe in the quality of the edgea, aitd if you

striTe to match thia in yoor working up, eiHier on piiint or nega-

tive, you are boond to do good wotlc, and yoor drawing be of

muoh bea«£t to yoo.

In practice, try and make long, smooth, awioging linea on your

paper; don't bore the point of yoor pencil into it, or yoa wiH never

aueceed in raiibing oat any iDootrect linear Fin* plot in lightly the

propoitiona and oottine of yoor drawing, then after a few minutes'

rest -"--^-^ eritioally, and if it aatisfiea you, g» carefully over it,

"^vwW'g off, accenting, and doing all yoa know to make it as

accurate m pcaaible. Now leaire tha drawiog a couple of days,

and then take it op ^ain. Hold it in front of a mirror, and look

carefully to aaa where yoor drawing is fmaltf. If poaaible, put it

aide by side wMi tb* model, stand bock soma few feH, and oom-

pa*« coe with the other. Of course, if yoa oaa get some experi-

enced psrsoo to criticiee it for you, it will be area better. But do

imprsaa tbia on yoor mind Irom the beginning, that lb* only way
in w4iich anycoe ever laama to draw is by maUng dmwingi, many
and varied, taking aB Uie care posaible, and yet making mistakes.

Itiin't despair; these very iriataVw are the things yon learn most

by, for one ftnds that the moat importaoi things to know are what

thii^ not to do, and incidantaUy how not and wAot not to draw,

-g away a few boors a week ; for three moatka will do w.ooderj

r a novice who ia really in samiret .

.V very iHefut few minutes may be spent in thia way. Take an

npty C. de V. plate box, or anything nearly aqnars, hold it down
•Cow yoor waiat, and note the true square shape of the top. Now
radoally raise to shore the eye level, and watch how Una shape

ftftars to alter. Now try a teacup in the same way. From being

*>{uare, one becomes diamond shaped, and lh«i only an outline,

while the other changes from a true circle in the same manner.

' >f coane, their real shape is unaU«red, but we Ihoe see what we

oidd put on paper when drawing them. This ia what we term

foraikorteaing," ininiiiiin the apparent aHemtion of sbsfM as

« by the eye, and m also recorded both by «h« dmwghtami and

Wban yoo can draw readily and eaoily any ahape you see, try

shading than. Watch tftroogh tMaf^losed eysUde for the broad

maMsa of Kght, shade, and 4lmdow. Later, yoa wiU learn to call

tham higb-UglMa, half-toae, and shadow. The aaaieat way to learn

IS to work Witt fairly aoft dtarcoaf, on oharooal paper with big

broad tooohaa ovso and atcody, following with your atiokta the

direction in which the light ialls. lliea again work with a soft

paoeil, and than try stomping yoa- chalk and allimpa, working for

amootb maasaa, Wanrtiin oaa into the crflher aa acftly aa poaaible,

and watching aioat carsfolly for the high-lq^hla and half-tones.

As an ijdilinwal help, theae may be picked oat with aoft potty

rabbar, knmded to a point, or with a Httle «Eap of stale bread.

In thia aort of work yoo cannot help noticing how Itka it is to

rstoaflhing and the working op of enlarganienle, and this to a

photogiaphar ia ita gnat oae.

Obareoai ia anpphad in staoka, sharpened to a point, and used in

a UMle metal holder, for oonvsosenoe and dsanlineas. Stumping
•thalk la anylied in diHwant ooU>an in little glass tdbes tightly

eotked. Btanipa of aasuttui siae, both leather and paper, are the

OMat oaefnL None of these tools cost more than a few pence.

Both geometfy and perspeeUve form part of the dntwing coarse,

and tboogb at tiat si|jbt they simply brsotle with appalling names,

fay aeotion, in araail doees, these rasoWs them-

selves into very useful niJes, and lose all their terrors. A very
useful little mareual used by art schools is OarrofU's "Coonplete
GoMnetry for Art Students," and for perspective Deiiniss's "Com-
plete Perspective Course." There are two little books some students
mig;ht like in CasseU'e seriee, " How to Draw from Models" Mid
" How to Shade from Models," by Sparkes. Then there is bhe
drawing manuaa issued from the B.J. Office, whidi is also excel-
lent. There are also other books on the same subjects, but these

.
I am not well acquaiinted with. Those I have mentioned are aB on
the Sooth Kensington list.

If any atudeots wish to obtain models or plaster casts (and these
are moat useful to study drawing of faces, eyes, ears, nose, mouth,
etc.) these can be obtained from half a crown and apwards from
Messrs. D. Broocianfl and Co., 254-8, Goswedl Road, London, E.G.,
who issue an exceU«nt ilhistrated catalogue whiioli will be a most
uaefnl guide as to what to order. I have, of coui-se, been able in
this brief ariiole only to skim over the surface of the subject, but
most of all I would like to imipresa tihait the ojily way to learn
drawing is to keep on drawing. It may somehow sound formidable
as I have described it, but if one or two studen^ts can work together
muoh fun and real enjoyment may be got even out of mistakes and
failures. But the firs* basis of black and whdito drawing mus.t be
well and truly laio. I h*ve watclied Royai Academy exhibitors at
work oftenfeinies, and many peopie would be surprised, I have no
doubt, if they, could only see the care and thought expended oax

the first drawing, before any touch of colour is put on. Here I
would like to point out that to the photographer bis knowledge of
drawing has to eupplemoit the wott of the camera and enkrger,
and often to fill up lamentable gapa, so that to hiim a practical
working knowledge of drawing is every wlvit as necessary as to
•^ artist. Moreover, it stamps hie work witli an indefinable some-
thing which marks out the high-olaaa from the middJe-class
a«m^«it, and in practical reauke it makes quite a big difference
in the number of currency notes the aaeaatant can expect to receive
yearly for his work. q e_ jj (j

Patent mm.
Proetu pattittt—applieatioiu and ipeei/Uations—ar* treated in

" Pholo-tloelianieal Notn."
RoTLU CAMxaAS.—No. 23,756. Reflex photographic cameras. P.

O. Mason and Newman and Guardia.
Protoorapht.—No. 23,570. Photograph and process for producing
the same. T. & Mercer.

STEoaoacopic Viiwi.no Apparatus.—No. 23,237. Apparatus for

viewing stereoscopic cinematograph, etc., pictures. A. K. Max
well.

L«N»i8.—No. 23.285 23,286. Lenses. H. W. Lee and Taylor, Taylor
and Hobson.

LsxsBS.—No. 23,726. Preparing lenses for grinding and poluhii' j.

W. Taylor.

LsNsia.—No. 23,287. Lenses. A. Warmisham.
CAmoAS.—No. 23,731. Belk>ws cameras and fitments T. W. V.
Webb.

SocTKXiBS.—No. 23,366. Photographic souvenirs. W. Bucks.'ona

PHOTOoaAPBic Appaeatbs.—No. 23,555. Apparatus (or photographic

enlarging, printing, and copying. J. E. Bramwell.
PatNTiMo.—No. 23,718. Printing apparatus for production of dia-

poeitives. 8. de Prokudine Crorsky.

Cou)CB Photogbapht.—No. 23,256. Manufacture of coloured photo-

graphic pictures. J. H. Christensen.

CoLoi-R Photoorapht.—No. 23,531. Natural colour photography.

B. Wellesley.

Cinbhatocbapht.—No. 23,418. Cinematograph cameras and ma-
chines. V, Keating.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Th*i» Mpedftoations art oblainabU, price 6d. each, post free, from

the Patent Offloe, US, Soutliampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

TKi dot* in bracket* is that of application in this country; or

abroad, in the ease of patents graTited under the International
Contention.

Telbphoto Lknsm.—No. 132,067 {Septen*ber 28, 1918). The inven-

tion relates to telopbotographic objectives—i.e., those in which
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the focal length is ^oll^ick•'ill>ly yremter than tlie (ii.stiiiice from

the back glass to the focal plane, or the so-called back focal

length. The lalio of the former to the latter will be sjioken of

as the magnification.

The invention consisit.s in inmrovenients, the aim being to

obtain a large, useful field and aperture, togetlier witli greater

magnification than liaa hitlierto been obtiiinod with good correc-

tion. The maimer in which this improvement can be obtained

will now be stiown.

To obtain a fiat field of any e.\tcut it is essential that the system

should fulfil the so-called Petzval condition; that is to say, if F
is the power of a Una or single surface and n is the refractive

inde.v of the glass of which the iens is made, then .tihe sum of the

quotients^ for all the surfaces of the system must be zero or
n

small. In ordinary ])hotographic lenses this sum sliould be a

small positive quantity. In telepliolographic systems it sliould

generally be a small neg.itive quantity. It is by making .this

value of suitable size that flatness of field in any optical system

is arrived at. In the present case it is obtained by .the choice of

suita.ble gla.<see. whereby at the same time a large magnification

is |)ossible.

Other means have been used to obtain correction of astigmatism

with more or less flattening of the field, such as, for example,

those described in patent No. 3,096 of 1914 (" B.J.," December

4, 1914, p. 890), where the correction of astigmatism is anived at

by using an air space between the lenses of the front combina-

tion, which space can be varied till the required coiTection is

obtained ; and those claimed in patent No. 1,185 of 1914 (" B.J.,"

April 23, 1915, p. 273), where a less perfect correction is obtained

by the use of a different set of glasses from those now proposed

to be employed. In both cases the magnification does not exceed

two. In the arrangement described in patent No. 19,580 of 1909

(" B.J.," January 14, 1910, p. 30), a larger magnification is at-

tained, but with no attempt at fulfilling the Petzval condition,

so that the field is small and very much curved in the sense asso

ciated with a dispersive lens ; again, different glasses are employed.

Calculation shows that the ends above enumerated, viz., free-

dom from astigmatism, flatness of field, and large magnification,

together with the usual corrections of spherical and chromatic

aberration on and off the axis, and coma, can l)e attained by,

and the present invention consists in, making the front com-

ponent of a telephotographic objective of a double convex crown

of medium refraction and dispersion (specified herein in the usual

manner of the glass makers by No = 1.573V = 57.5) with a double

conoave fVint lens of considerably higher a-efractive index

as well as dispersion (Nn = 1.621 V = 36.1, or, better still,

Nd = 1.652V = 33.5), the difference of refractive index being

at least .04, and preferably greater. The back com-

ponent would he triple and would consist of a double convex lens

of as low a refractive index as is consistent with high dispersion

(Nd = 1.55V = 45.8) between two dispersive lenses of high refrac-

tive index and low dispersion (N,, = 1.61 V = 59), of which the

inner (i.e., that towaixls the front) is double conoave and the

outer is meniscus. It is essential that the lenses should have

these shapes and that the difference of refractive index should be

at least .06 (or more, if any improvement in glass maimfacture

should make that possible). With this choice of glasses, by strict

computation, it is possible to restrict the shapes so that all the

glasses in each component (two in front, three in the back) shall

be cemented together.

The invention will be further elucidated with the aid of tlie

.•iiibjoincd apecifieatiun and with reference to the drawing, which
is a diagiimmatic illustration of a telephotographic objective

constructed and airanged according to the invention, and showing
the relative ))ositions, curvatures, aivd thicknesses of the front

and h.u-k components of the lenses composing the objective.

The 8]>ecification alluded to is for a 12-in. lens of magnification

2.5 and aperture f/7 :

—

Front component.

Thicknesses or

Radii. Separation.

n 1.9 (h .36
r., 3 197
fa 8.632 d-i .07

BACK Component.

r, 1.23 s 2.47
/•.-. 2.9 rfs .06

re .972 dt .24

/; 2.47 d^ ,06

Refractive Index Nd.
Li 1.573 V 57.5

hi 1.652 33.4

L., 1.611 59
L, 1.55 45.7

Ls 1.611 55.0

The claim made for the invention is :—A high magnification

tel©photogr;:phic lens of wide aperture and large, useful field,

free from astigmatism and curvature of the field as well as

spherical and chromatic aberrations, by the use of cemented
components of which the fro.iit is achromatised and consists of a

double convex lens of medium barium crown, the index of refrac-

tion of which is 1.573 ± 0.005, and a double concave lens of dense
flint, the index of refraction of which is at least .04 greater than

that of the double convex lens, and of which the back, also

achromatised, consists of a double convex lens of refractive index

1,55 ± 0.005 between two dispersive lenses of refractive in'ex

at least .05 higher than that of the convex lens, the outer disper-

sive iens being meniscus in shape. Horace Lee, B.A., and Taylor,

Taylor and Hcbson, Ltd., both of Stoughton Street Works.
Leicester.

trade Raines and marks.
MASKS PLACED ON THE BE0I8TBB.

The following marl{$ have beeii placed on the regisUr

:

—
Ahisto.—No. 391.378. Photographic .papers. Kodak, Limited.

Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Chuistjias iPostcakds.—Messrs. Criterion, Ltd., Stechford, Bii-

mingham, remind us that they are issuing Christmaa greeting sensi

five postcards in the various grades of their emulsions. The designs

occupying the left-hand space of the faoe of the cards are printed

without extra charge.

Eastuax Reskarch Labohatouy.—The temporary suspension of

]>uiblicatiou of communi.-ations representing the results of (photo-

graphic reseaicih by the staff of the Eastman Research Laboratory

has no doubt had its origan in the concentration of Dr. Mees and
his colhiiborators upon iprolblems connected with the war. That such

is the case is indicated .by the appearance of a lengthy paper on

protective colouration as a means of defence aga.in«t attack l)y sub-

marines by Loyd A. Joaies, of fclie lahoratoi-y's staff, which occupies

twenity-five (xiges of the cuiTent issue of the Journal of the .Franklin

Institute.

A Oalikornias Salon.—The third Intemaitionai Photographic

Salon under the auspices of the Camera Pictorialisits of Los Ange.les

will be held in the Gallery of Fine and Applied Arts, Museum of

History, Science and Art. Expositioai Park, Los Angeles, CalifcrnJa,

from January 3 to 31, 1920. The aim of the Sialon is to exhibit only

that class of work in pictorial photography in which there is distinct

evidence of personal artistic feelinig and execntioai.. All woi-k sub-

mitted to the jury of selection will .be carefully and imi>artially .'on-

sidered, but no .picture will be eligible which has been previously

exhibited in Los Angeles. All pictoria lists are cordially invited to

contribute. Adda-ess all corresi])ondence and entrance fee to Ernest

Williams, Secretary, Room 31, Wa'ker .\oditorium, Los Angeles,

Califoi'niia.
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FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

nq»l«inh»r 13 to October 11.—London Sakm of Photography.

Hon. MC.. Sa, P«U Mall Ewt, London, W.C.I.

October 13 to NoTeraber 29.—Royal Photographic Society.

—

EntriM doM September 19 (carrier), September 20 (hand).

Secretary, J. Mclntoeh, 35, Roaaell Sqaare, W.C.I.

neu) BookSe

"The MarrcU of PbotoCrapbr." By Charles R. Gibtoa.

I^ondoa i Scclcy Service and Co. S* net.

UsDOCBTSOLT Umtc ia a Utge public among tboae who pra:<iise

ftntogrmphy, and aqnally among thuae who do no*, «4iioh ia in-

tereatad in pbotogtapfay itaeU—that ia to aay, ia ila evolntion and in

the v«rioaa afplicatinna iiiadi it ha* receiwd. Obriooaly a book

whicli ia to make a aooceaaful appeal to a wide circle of readen re-

tjnirea to ba njiMaB in a Uglit and popular ityle, and from thia

ataodpoini one woaU hare to go a lung way to find an author better

for hii taak than Mi. Gibaoo, who ia known alao by a large

of othtr hooka in which aume branch o( aoieooe or indoatry

ia popolariy treated. In dealing with photography Mr. Oibaon haa

oomBModably kept eloae to iu biatorical d«T«la|iinaak He telle na

in a ««7 ooaatHMltaaal way of the early tAorta ol Niipoe and

ftagwarri, and |au(»adi liicn to tra.^e the pniy«ai of photogiraphy

alone tha Unaa of tha diaeoveriea U Fox Talboi and ScoU Archer.

In dealing with eoioar pholosraphy be purauaa a Tary aunilar plan,

and ia at pains to make olaar Um baaia laid by Mr. Ivaa lor |iroc«aiia

of da tie I'ijiior photopapliy. If we have any oritieian to nwke of

thca part of Ua w«tk, it ia that we mka tiien— of Clark Maxwell

and Dncoa Da llaaww ; boi it mual be runaiiiUiad thai iha aothar'a

ate is aridanliy to fMonwta a liroad iiiinn»iJiwMfi of pimlogMfihic

lanuiaata and tbs IiMs of tliaii darakifMnani bgr laiugiug vividly

bafora the iinilw iw<ain qiaeiAc adiaanreBteala raMeb «• typical of a

given preoasa or ayalsaa. Tbna Ibare ia tha iM^llallon—or periiapa

wa altooid mj, tbs MssMty—to staw l inidly alang this eonias and
to vsfraia Craai oviondinf the vaMai with osfya wlwli Iha mora
aa|iwBiial raadar iniinl ba aipartad to ewamiwa One of the moat

oomyriiieMive aactions of tha book ia that rlsding with tha photo-

aohaniaal proeaaaea—that ia, with the making of line and half-looo

ty^opnphte Woeiaa and with eoUolypo and photofmvnre priaiiog

ftoemmt. K«an to aaagr of Ifcoae who are faiailiar with ordioar}-

photoynphie ptaeaaM* Itesa are onfamaliar nalaa. an the ezploni

taon of which Mr. QilMDn abowa hinuelf an apaaabla and wetlin-

fonnad ounipanfat. A chapter ia devoted to Iha aae of photographv

in tha datealiow of crinw and idrntifkaliun of eriminala, whilat the

laat part of Iha hook daab with Xrayi, the action of rmdio-activr

nAsbaneaa on pbotogfnphie plataa, and with tha nanrala of photo-

uuugiaphy. It ia withia our experieoce thai Iha need of loch a

faook aa tUa b tA by many photographera on the oocaaiona when
ibey are aaked to giv* aonie abort and popular disfoi»ie on the

ongin and d«Telo|anant ol the art. In oaaea lika Uds tha man who
Mty know all Iha* nasda to be known about anlphada toning or tank

davalopoaot ia haid pot to it to malie auoh knowledge of intereal to

a gmani aadianee. Be haa to go bark to tha early dayi of photo-

gpaftiji. and, aaoTMiiver, haa to oatjh the aptrit of romance which i*

to be faand in avwy iadnetry or acienoe by tfaoae who will look for

ik Mr. CHbaoa traiiraai the historical field, and in thia apirit, lo

that hie book, tha nontanli of which are taken, ao we Icam, from

hie larfar and more aspeoatve volume ei>tiUed " The Romance of

Modans Photography," is joat what can ba ncammeaded lo thoie

whoaa tawwladga of photografihy ie limited to the working details

of praaeut day

Tbs M.tavus or PaarocBArBT.—Our publishers iufonn ns that

they are apeaial sailing agcnU of the voloaa "The Marvcfs of

rVrf/teraphy," by Ofaarias R. Oifaaoo, /uat isspsd. The book is sent

inland or aibroad, for Ss. 6d. on antUcation to Henry
' -1 and Co., Ud., 24, Wellmgton .Street, W.C.2.

meetinas or societkSe
»

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monxuv, OcToBCB 15.

Soaih London PbotogrsphK- Society. " Pictorial Ideals." M. O. Dell.

TrEBDiY, OcroBEB M.
Hackney Pboto(rapbic Society. Ckineert, under the direction o( Major E. Warden

Dennus.

WCDNSSOAT, OCTOBSB 15.

Croydon Camera Clob. ' Perional Practice in Lantern Slide Making." J. D.
Jobntton.

North Middlesex Pbotographie Society. " Night Photography." F. W. Horn.
Dating Print Competition—Westminster.

Thchsoat, Octobsb 16.

Lirerpool Amateur Photograpbie Association. " Some Views on Pictorial Photo-
graphy." T. H. B. Scott.

Hammenmilb (Hampshire House) Pbotographic Society. "Ronen Cathe-
dral." E. W. Hartey Piper.

The Camera Clnb. " The Importance o( Pbotograuby in the War." A. Dordan-
Pyke.

RldUDoad Caassra Glob. "Subjects and Their Treatment." W. Thomas."""^
Pbetonmptalc and Naturalist Society. W hist Drire.
tagnpUe Society. "DcTeloping." F. W. Cartes.

Fbiday, Octobbb 17.

Sooth Loadou Pbotojraphic Society. Ked Book Night R.P.8.

CODMnerdai^Ceiiai Intelllaencee
^

—

Legal NoTirE.—Ni.tii'e is given that the purtiierBhij) between
Peny Joaeph Colen and William Arthur Crane, carrying on buaines.'i

aa coonaercial and anhitectm-al photographers at 46, Imperial Build-

ings, Dale End, Birmingham, under the style of Coles and Crane,
haa been diasolved by mutual consent as and from Septemiber 1 laet.

The businenK will in future be carried on by Percy Joseph Coles, at
the same address.

NoTlcs of intended dividend is given in the estate of Henry
.\rthur Yvery Heathoote (deecribed in the Receiving Order as Arthur
Heatltcote), photographer, 22, St. Jamea' Street, Piccadilly, W., and
lately carrying on business there. Proofs must be lodged on or
before October 11. with Henry Fra-ier, chartered accountant, 1, Guild-

hall Chamben, Basinghall Street, E.G.

NEW COMPANIES.
MiAPowa Otncu. Co., Ltd.—This private company was regis-

tered on September 25 with a capital of £5,000, in 4,000 8 per cent,

cumulative preference i>hnri>s of 5a. each and 4,000 ordinary shares

of £1 each. To carry uii the busineaa of manufacturers of and dealers

in all kinds of scientific instruroenta, optical materiala, photographic

requisitea, and engineering iiwtrunwnts, etc. The subscribers (eacli

with one ordin.iry share) arc :—H. Wt iMeaduws, 62, Pcmbcrton Gar-

dens, Upper HoUoway, N.19, optician ; H. H. Meadows, 79, Ealing

Road, W., optician. The first directors are : H. W. Meadows and
H. H. Meadows (managing director). Qualifiaition, 1 share Regis-

tered ofFue : 188. Junotioii Road, Upper Holloway, N.19.

ReiDs and Rotes*

Okkam Haut-watt Laui's. —The General Electric Co., 67, Queen
Victoria Street, London, E.C., sends ua a schedule showing the re-

duotion just made in the pticet of half-watt lamps. The 1,000 cp.
laklf-wott haa nam been reduced in price from £2 to £1 lOs. A
folder iosued by the Genenii Electric Co. abows the powers and
voMMna of the full series of half-watls which are Obiainaible.

A KAH.\rr Otmoox.—.\ four-page oiitoular just issued by Me
Elliott and Sons, Ltd., and addressed to profeaaiooal photographen,

cootaina a reminder that the firm's manufaoturiog sUdI have now
retomed to their old posts from service an the army, and that Uie

compangr haa been strengthened by the appointment to th^ com-

mercial side by Mr. F. W. Greenwood, who will osaist his father,

Mr. F. E. Greenwood, in a vigorous campaign of improvement and

cAtension of trade.
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Thi Citt Saib and Excha.nok has just issued from ka lat^-st

branch- namely, that of 105, Camion Street, E.C.-a forty-four page

list of geoondhaiid ftpparatiis of all descriptions, including a great

NTu-iety of vcstpo^et and reflex cameras, focainplane cameras, roll-

film and other Itand cameras, in addition to tlje Isu^er items of

equipment in the way of field and studio oameras and enlargers

prindpallv required by jMxrfeesional photographem ITvis list may

!» obtained from the branch, opposite Cannon Street Station, or

by postal application.

Photographic Detection- of Camouflage.—A paper by Mr. H.

M. StilUnan, l)efore the American Physical Society, describes a

method worked out for detection of camouflage. The method con-

sists oif making two negatives of appro.\imately equal density of the

group of objects, one before the change, the other after the change,

printing a positive from one of the negatives, an<l then siipcrim-

(wsing this positive uiwn the other negative. When these photo-

grajrfis are properly made, those parts of the picture which have not

changed in the interval between exposures will show up as a field

of practically uniform density, while the changes are clearly shown

up by a considerable departure from this uniform density. When

it is "impracticable to make the scale of the original negatives the

same, as in aircraft work, results can still be obtained by enlarging

or reducing, by matching the negative with the projection of the

positive, or vice versa. This method has long been in use in astro-

nomy for the detection of variable stars. It was inde^Jendently

devised by a member of the Bureau of Standards staff and developed

for camouflige detection, engineering, and other purposes in co-

operation with Captain H. E. Ives, of the I'nited States Air Service.

Correspondence*

',• Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

',' We do not undertake responsibility for the opinioTU expreieed

by our correspondents.

A DRYING CABINET FOR NEGATIVES.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—i?f your article in the B.J. Almanac, 1918, p. 256,

I have had serious mottling tlirough in-cgular drying, but since

reading your article have made a cabinet with great success. On

txjp of cabinet 1 used an old incubator kerosene lamp. I covered

it with a kerosene tin and piece of Sin. downpipe soldered on.

Altliough I put in plates at bottom to warm the air, I have

found it unnecessary to use them, as without touchnig negatives

with a cloth or chamois, merely shaking vigorously, they dry

perfectly and evenly in from 1^ to 2 houirs, and this with cabinet

on a verandah with outside temperature registering 10° of frost.

This method never entered my head until I read your article.

It is a wonder that no fii-m has put this simple method on the

market in a practical manner.

Wishing youir Almanac every success.—Your faithful!}',

Jas. S. Thonemax.

Kuyura, Daiby, Queensland.

August 14.

SENSITISING CANVAS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The best method of making photognaplhic prints on
canvas (and it is reaWy the only one known that fiuilfils the artist's

requirements) lis one practised as a secret process for many years

by Mr. A. Brothers, of Manchester, and puiblished by him in his

" Manual of Photography " in 1889. Tihe meithod is as follows :

—

The canvas is vriped free from dust with a soft cloth or a damp
waslh-lea/t*her ; it is tlhen coated with

—

Oalcium chiloride 60 grs.

Methylated spirits of wine 5 ozs.

This ds rubbed well into the canvas, using a pad of swansdown.

continuing the rubbing until all tendency on the part of the surface

to reject the solution is quite overcome and the sau-face is moistened

quite evenly aiU over. Finisih the drying in front of a fire or,

indeed, close to any he^t-source.

Wihen dry rulb over witlh anofcher pad of swaaisdown dipped in

—

Silver nitrate 320 grs.

Water 3 ozs.

When evenly coated, dry, then print under the negatives, using day-

light arc light, mercury-vapour or half-watt. The exposure is

fairly rapid, say, for a thin 'M.Q. developed negative in good day-

light 10 to 15 minutes, direct srunlight 5 minutes, 3 feet away

fi-om an open arc 5 minutes, 1,000 c.p. half-watt 3 feet away 15

minutes. One deep tint on a Johnson's actinomcter may also be

taken as a guide foi- a thin negative.

When exposure is complete wash for a minute or two in. running

water, drain, and flood with

—

Ammonia 1 ^^

Water 5 ozs.

Applv for three or four minutes, then wash again and hang up

to dry.

Perhaps to many the great drawback to such a process is the fact

tiiat an enlarged negative is necessary, but if the Kodak Transfero-

type paper be used an enlarged negative can be made quickly and

cheaply.

My plan was this :—For a oanrvas 24 x 20 I had a board

18 x 15 and J in. thick. On this was fixed with thick glue a

sheet of thick felt, edges cut flush with edges of board. This

board was laid under the canvas and fitted well inside the stretcher

(corner wedges being removed).

Fixjim the lamall negative make a transparency by contact if ha.f-

plate or less; if larger, in the camera. This transparency is placed

in the enlarger and an enlargement maxle upon Kodak Transfsro-

type paper the size required. This is developed, fixed, and wp'ied.

as directed in the sheet of instructions given with each packtt of

paper.

After the enlargement is washed it is transfeiTed to a shttt cf

plate glass (in my case 21 x 17), and when dry this is used as the

negative for printing tihe image on the canvas prepared as above

stated.

This method of printing an image upon canvaa is tihe only perfect

method known. The coating on the canvas is itself sensitised, and

that without disturbance or alteration, also without any film bemg

superposed to interfere with the artist's brushes or paints.

The method of making a sufficiently good negative on Traasfero-

type paper is simple, certain, and easy so long as the transfer to

the glass is done without a preliminary drying of the enlargement.

Drving always introducing an element of imcertainty as to whetiier

the backing paper will stick tight or bring with it some of the

image, but when this drying is omitted then there is never any

trouble.

Once the piint on the canvas has been made the negative may be

scrubbed oft and the plate-gtass used for another

"Old Photo."

A COMMON CAUSE OF LO.SS OF BUSINESS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—That haphazard methods of conducting their busi-

nesses were fairly common among photographers of the old school

must he admitted, and jiot infrequent failures, the inevitable con-

sequence; but that such methods should exist to-day points very

clearly to the difficulty of the " photOf^raphic temperaiment " assimi-

lating the stei-n business qualities so essential to present-day success.

Consequently, the letter by Mr. W. E. Debenham .pointing out

cases of photographers failing to execute their orders according to

promise through lack of a simple office system, creates no sui-prise.

Yet why such should exist is almost beyond comprehension, as

a casual glance at any photographic dealer's catalogue will reveal

that all are ready to supply on demand a multiple of book-keeping

and card index systems, any one of which, prox>erly instituted,

would prevent such flagrant busniess blunders refened to in Mr.

Debenham's letter

I have had mucli experience of photographers' day books and
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Mgtn, OMDy of «4uch ace complicated worriee, others a jumbled

record of word* Mid figarw, and somo showing the proprietors u
having a real grip of the erieentiala of office routine, but never once

have I ««en a system of books which in liiemaelvea enables one at

a glance to state definitely any given order to be in a particular

stata of progress at any given moment.
To photograpbera liaring troablee in keeping touch with orders

from date of receipt to completsaa I strongly recommend the intro-

doottoa of the card index system, which may be aoppiementary to

existing bookkeeping methods until such tima that the simplicity

of the new system becomes familiaj-, mhea at least the cumbersome,
useless ledger may be dispeosod with.

Some years ago I experienced tk^ worriw of ant keeping faith

with CQstomeia by completing .orders according to promise (a none
too easy matter at any time where the class of work is carbon and

flatiawi printiag)' *!••> I happened to read in tiia "B.J." ao
artick atiwgiy advocating a oard index cyttem, which I injaadiatdy

ad'iptad with the gratifyinx result that I was not aaly abb to maat
caatomar with the pleaang replv, " Madam, your order is

i|>4stcd," bat also Lb'e to iM in a few minutes my absolute

pu«it«oa to the mioutatt detail.

In advocating this system , it is noi necessarily implied that, as

bereaftar daacribed, it is direetijr applicable in arciT detail to all

KK'I sundry, aa in each bnainsss it will bo toojid advisable to ad-

aod title each Ala to meet the rcquiremanta of the class of
I teas dooai NsvsHhaless, the system rrataias iaiact.

The mattar of teat wfll be uppermost in adopting any system of

book-kcq>iiig, bat aa tba card index lystem needs but the uutla.r of

a few ahillings tba cost is bat a nominal one. and the elurage files

can be mada from waata aMttnts and discarded plate boxes.

With a (mt waMa moonta a box for holding daily files can be
m.ide. A oooTOiiaat sixe woold be to nuke a tiox with a sloping

r bottom sufficieotty deep and wide to take cards balf-pUtc
' as ia Sgur*).

Cot a nombar ol piaeas of cud half^ilatc sise, title them to tAit

yoor reqairsaBeuls, and your file is ready for ose.

A stock of •bin eanb of lAree or more diHinrt nluurt should
ow ba pneorad, cot an eighth of an inch smaller than the file

cards, and your oard system is complete.

On the making of an appointment, whether vart»l or letter, tbe
name, address, and pawticolars, it any. is written on top of card,
and card then inserted in Ale marked " Appointments."

Assaoting a whita card ia cboseo, white cards are adhered to for

»ae ia tba Ala cabiMt "only."

At the time of sitting the details 'i size, printing, process.

mounts, and all other particulars are written on card, which be-

comes a permanent record of customer's order. Daie of proofs

prconised should be inserted near bottom of card, negative numbers

may be written on card or at the time of numbering negatives, re-

cording to custom, the better practice being to allot negative nuni-

bere U time of sitting. Rule a line an inch from bottom of card,

and in the tiottom space insert the amount of order, if known, on

one side and the cash payment (if any) on the other side, whicli

oon^titutes a check on your cash book, and obviates the necessity

of entering in detail each customer's account in cash book ; the

day's cash takings may thus be entered in cseh book as one sum.

It should be noted that casual sitters and everyhliing requiring

proofs should be treated exactly aa "appointments," as the system

will explain. The oard is now placed in the file marked " Proofs."

On receipt of order further particulars are written on caj-d

and date of completion promised plainly marked, also any cash

payments made, the card then being filed under " Orders."

Order Card.—A. second card, say yellow, bearing fullest jiar-

ticulars of printing and finishing is sent to the printer. The date

of completion should not be stated, but a date at least one day

before date promised should be very plainly marked.

Thus, the printer soils his orders in accordance with dates, passes

card, bearing date and his initials, with prints to mounting or finish-

ing rooms, wfierl, again, the order is noted on a list of daily orders

to be completed, and according to time tible the completed order

is sent lor dispatch.

S/xeial Ordfrt.—There is nothing like colour to airest the eye.

therefore the yellow card should not be used for urgent proofs or

ordem, but a distincl colour, pink or blue, shruld be used ; and

when the printer gets into the way of llie system he will auto-

matically obsen'e the special colour, which gives him no excuse of

overlooking a »pecial, and the ssme applies to other departments.

At first sight this second card may appear to be extra office work,

but it is exactly the asms as entering nn a printer's daily order

book.

On dispatch of order, if paid for, the white card may be finally

filed, for which purpose old half-plate boxes nipy be used, marked

alphabetically. The yellow card may b^ destroyed, or sent to

printer to be stored with negative, which latter is a good plan for

future reference.

Hrlurnr Book.—Should the proprietor keep a record of wedcly

Inisineas dooe, the white oard is not immediately alphabetioally

filed, but placed in "Completed Paid File," and once a week an

entry is made in tfie " Returns Book " either showing gross takings,

from totals on cards, or set out in separate oolumns, headed sittings,

oolourings, enlargenieots, etc., each cohwm being cast separate and

a cross cost being carried to a totAls column with a separate

column for the oorreapooding week the previous year. The cards

may then be finally filed.

'rhis is a splendid plan, which enables a photographer easily to

see what brandk of bis business shows (aaying returns, and inci-

dentally where be may make improvsmenU.

Completed Unpaid.—When an order is completed and the account

not paid the white card is filed as "completed unpaid."

The <«rds, being always before the eyes of the pn^rietor, are

a constant reminder tiiat the accounts are to be collected. How
dilTermt from a ahut-up ledger

!

The fi'c "Sundries" expkiina itaeH, and the waiting order file

is only a suggestion that any number of files may be made.

Enlargement, etc., should always be treated as "Orders," and

filed accordingly.

Having outlined the card index system, attention is directed to

the importance of its daily working.

Whoever i!> responsible for the office routine will at the beginning

of each day examine each file, sending to the |>rinter a list of

speciais, proofs, orders, etc., required for the day, which regulates

the yellow card system. The printer having com{>leted these as

per prior yellow or special card, he will initial and date, and pass

to finishing department, who wil< deb'ver the goods. This is the

working of a simple system : all running about avoided, all bother

saved, and, above all, faith kept with customers.

October 1. A. Gandx.
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jmswen to Corre$poitdeiit$.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

In aceordance wilh our present practice a smaller space will be

allotted to replies to correspondents.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: 5-cent International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editors.

P. K—H you make your offer generally to the public you cer-

tainly require a lioence, ajid if the business is in London you
should apply to the Secretary (New Bueiness Licences), Iddealeigh
Mansions, London, S.W.I

R. and Co.—The latest list of names and addresses of photographers
in Great Britain is in Kelly's Directory of the Chemical Indus-
tries, published by Kelly's Directories, Limited, 182-184, High
Holborn, London, W.C.2, price 25s.

J. S.—If you deal only with photographers in the way of do:mg
printing or outdoor jobs for them and are not acoeesible to the
public you do not require a licence, but if you put out a sign
of any kind or display specimens in such a way as to invite the
public, then you require a licence, which you should apply for
to Iddesleigh Mansions, Westminster, S.W.I.

J- H.—1. A saturated solution of sodium carbonate is one containing
as much eodium canbonaie as can be dissolved in water at a given
temporaitiure. To ma.ko a satuiralted solution dissolve, say, six ounces
of sodia carbonate in 20 ounces of hot water, and let the mixture get
cold. A considera/ble quantity of the soda carbonate will crystallise
out in the solid state: the liquid part of the mixture is the
saturated solution. 2. Usually we should think no extra bromide
is necessary as pyro-metol works very c'.eanly with most plates, and
tends to give very strong negatives. There may be some plates
perhaps with which it is necessary. 3. You will want a wide-angle
lens of about //16 aperture. For a whoJe-plate the lens would be
of from 6 to 7 inches focal length.

C. B.-JCertainly
; these illuminating chambers act in the same way

as a reflector in daylight enlarging, and tend to give softer results,
although they are of benefit where a negative ie heavily retouched!
They are much slower than an enlarging condensing lantern, but
we should doubt if they are slower than good daylight. At any
rate, they handicap you considerably in dealing with dense nega-
tives. The only enlarger on this system which we think is really
thoroughly practical for professional purposes is the high-power
reflector-enlarging chamber sold by Messrs. Marion's and fitted
either with high-power half-watt lamps or arc lamps. The small
illuminators with incandescent ga« burners or comparatively low-
power electric lamps are unsuited to profeseional work. We
would sooner use a condenser lantern fitted with a " Howellite "

incandescent gas bumeir or else with a "Luna" lamp of Messrs.
W. C. Hughes burning methylated spirit. Even if you use a
condenser, you can diffuse the light with ground glass whem
working from negatives with a lot of retouching on them.

A. G.—1. If you cannot use either gas or electric light, the illu-
minating attachments sold for use in using an ordinary camera
as an enlarger will not be very much good to you, because you
will not be able to get oil lamps of sufiicient power to use in it.

Even if you can get incaniescent gas burners or faii-ly high-power
electric lamps, these illuminators are less eflficient, particularly
with negatives of rather great density, than the ordinary enlarger
fitted with a condenser. 2. There is no fixed relation between
the Watkins' speed figures and the H. and D. numbers, as marked
by makers on plate boxes. You had far better stick to Watkins'
numbers, which are reasonably correct. 3. Mer'^ry vapour is a
form of arc light, and requires electric current. 4. Distilled water
is water made by condensing steam. By so doing all the solid
impurities are left behind in the boiler. For photographic pur-

poses ordinary good tap water, if biriskly boiled for a quarter of

an hour and then allowed to cool without shaking about, is prac-

tically as good a« distilled water.

N. E.—Considering that you have a pension of £3 weekly, which

would go a good way towards covering household expenses, you

should be able to start in a modest way with £100. Unifortu

nately, we believe it is the practice of the Government to pay
only for actual purchases, and these mufit be estimated for in

advance. In some cases we have known they have actually paid

the bills direct, so that this precludes you from picking up the

various items by advertising, by which you would probaJbly

save money. As regards outfit, we think you would do well to

secure a whole-plate parallel bellows camera with a good fjt

ieas. This would answer well for cabinet portraits indoors and

also for outdoor work. You would require a studio stand and

also a tripod for outdoor work. An enlarging lantern would also

be desirable, since you would save much in comparison with

putting this work out. The half-watt system is most economical

for lighting. You would want at least three 1,000 c.p. lamps.

These are better than one 3,000 c.p., as you will get diffused

light without wasting light by ttiick diffusers which would be

necessary with one lamp. Much depends upon whether you are

handy with tools and can fit up your own backgrounds, re-

flectors, diffusers, and moioh of tie dark-room fittings. From
enquiries we have made we find that &ex>ndnhand apparatus
of good quality costs about full pre-war list prices. In the

case of good lenses probably a little more. For example, a

camera and lens of the quality you require would cost about

£25, and another £5 would be necessary for the studio stand.

The enlarger for half-plate negatives would cost at least £12.

The half-watt lamps and switches, etc., about £10. Say £5
for backgrounds, anot-her £5 for dishes, dark-room lamp, mea-
sures, stooieware sdnk, etc.. and about £5 for a small supply
of plates, paper, dhomicals, mounts, etc. It is impossible for

us to say what it would cost for blinds, decorations, and show-
case, if needed, as prices vary and much depends upon the
promises. Comparatively few things listed in pre-war catalogues
are obtainable, and the prices prevailing are usually 75 per
cent, to 100 per cent, up, so that it would be close work to

cover these items with the balance of the £100.

%\it IBntisIi lotmial id |)Ijot03ra|i[jj.

Line Adyertisements.

Gharges for Insertion.

Since advertiaemtnts eatmot b* itutrted untU fully and eorreetly prt-

paid, senders of lins eoMou/nettnttU* are atked to bear in mind the

scale of charges. Tk*y will thus save thsmselves delay in the pub-
lication of their anneunctnenlt. A Schedule by which an advertise-

ment can be correctly priced wiU be tent on request.

Net Prepaid Lin* AdTcrtiMinents.

12 words or l«u 1/-

Extra words Id, par word.
(No rednotion for a seriaa.)

Special Note. Box Number Advertisements.

" Box No." and office addraM charged as 6 wordi.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. par insertion for each adT't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted nntU folly and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement most be accompanied by the

advertisement as previonsly printed.

Advertisements are not accepted over the telephone or bjr telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'olook

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an AdTertiaement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD A CO.. Ltd.. Publishera,
34. WalUnston Stract. Strand. LOKOON. W.ca.
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EX CATHEDRA.
The Trade One feature in the " British Journal
Oiraotory. Almanac," as most photographers know,
is a directory of the firms in the photographic and allied

tradee. Year by year this List of firms is brought up to date

by revising tne particulars of the postal and telegraphic

addreesee, and telephone numbers of each. Applications

for these particulars have just been issued, and will, we
hope, for the sake of avoiding unnecessary nostal communi-
cations, be returned as speedily as possible. We are some-

timee asked why we do not classify these firms under head-

ings which will show the goods which they manufacture or

supply. Such a scheme, however, deprives the directory

of its simple alphabetical character, and in any case would
lead to a good deal of duplication, even if a scheme of

classification could be devised which would cover the entire

production of the trade. Moreover, such an indication is

given in the " Classified Index to Goods Advertised,"

which for some years past has also formed an important

feature of the Almanac. In accordance with the scheme
of its compilation, any firm inserting an advertisement (of

however small a size) in the Almanac automatically

figures in this Index under the heading or headings corre-

sponding with the goods which are advertised. As may
perhaps be emphasised with advantage, this is a feature

of the Almanac which appeals particularly to the smaller

advertiser, whose announcement obtains the same promin-

ence in the Index as those of firms occupying much larger

space. The fact deserves to be given prominence in the

case of a volume in which advertisements largo and small

run altogether to many hundreds of pages.

• « •

Sohool Cinema We have had to wait for a long time
Filme. for the cinematograph to take the im-

porUnt place which it deserves as a medium of education,

but it would seem that it is now shortly to arrive, and will

do so along a most unexpected channel. According to a

notice which appeared in the " Times " of Tuesday in last

week, October 7, a union of three film-producine com-

panies is to embark on the production and distribution of

filma for use in schools through the financial assistance of

the Hudson's Bay Company. Those who have followed

the history of this chartered " Company of Adventurers"

from its establishment in the year 1670, and are aware of

its great land-owning and trading interests in the

Dominion of Canada would perhaps be the last to expect

such a corporation to embark upon such a highly modern

and specialised enterprise as cinematography. Yet Sir

Robert Kindersley, Governor of the Company, and

perhaps better known as the head of the War Savings

organisation, is an astute financier who cannot have taken

up this programme without reasonable assurance of its

success. We learn that there are already in the United
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States one thousand schools equipped with their own cine-

matograph apparatus, and that most of the schools now
being built embody a film-projecting installation. The
new company, which is to have a capital of £500,000,
includes within itself experience in the making and dis-

tribution of short films in nearly a score of different

countries. It is intended that at least four educational
films will be produced every week for distribution
throughout the world. Evidently, although it has been
long in coming, teaching by cinematograph is to be
organised on the most comprehensive scale.

* * *

Diffusing We do not believe that tlie majority of
Screens. portraitists properly appreciate the
value of small translucent screens as a means of controlling
the light falling upon the face. The lighting may be just

what is required in all respects but one—that there is too
much light upon the face. Any attempt to modify this
with the blinds disturbs the scheme more or less, but if a
small screen covered with thin muslin be interposed there
will just be that toning down of the high-lights which gives
the difference between flesh and chalk. A prevalent mis-
conception is that the exposure is considerably increased by
the use of such a screen, but upon making a trial it will be
found that little, if any, additional exposure is needed to
get the same degree of shadow detail, and this is quite what
might be expected if we remember that the shadows are
illuminated by reflected light, which is not reduced by
the screen. If the light is softened at or near the glass,
not only is the whole fissure flattened, but the diffused light
in the studio which illuminates the shadows is weakened
as well. It may be well to give a word of caution against
using too thick a material for the screen, and to see that
it is kept reasonably clean.

» « »

Sohuize and We see that Dr. J. M. Eder, of Vienna,Wedgwood. hj^g J3gg,jj occupying some of his leisure
during the war most unprofitably in compiling a biography
of the 18th century scholar, Hermann Schulze, of Halle,
whom, for many years past, he has claimed to be the dis-

coverer of photography. It remains to be seen whether
the full text of this biographical memoir adds anything
to the writings of Schulze which can be quoted in support
of such a claim. Apparently, from a notice of the book
which has been published in the Austrian journal
" Photographische Korrespondenz," it does not bring any
new facts to light. Therefore it may be worth while to
recall once again what Schulze did. He was experiment-
ing on the action of heat and light on various substances,
and for this purpose had made a fluid mixture in a bottle
chiefly of carbonate of lime, but containing also some
silver compouai. He found that the white mixture dis-
coloured, and by fixing cut-out paper patterns to the out-
side of the bottle he was able to convince himself quite
rightly that the discolouration was due to light. In hail-
ing this observation of the 18th century—the date of it
was 1727—as the discovery of photography Dr. Eder has
persistently looked at it through the spectacles of the
19th century. Schulze's memoir, an excellent translation
of which was published by the late Mr. Litchfield in his
book, "Tom Wedgwood: The First Photographer," com-
ments upon the curious effect of the paper patterns being
transiently copied upon his fluid mixture, but there is
nothing in it to suggest that he perceived in the experi-
ment the germ of a method of copying stencil patterns or
anything else. It is plain that he was concerned with find-
ing out by this means that t);e light affected his mixture.
This observation having been made, he giveis the bottle a
shake and the patterns vanish. In interpreting Schulze's
observation as the discovery of photography—a German

discovery—Dr. Eder has allowed himself to be drawn
from his customary habit of impartial historical judgment.
If any one man can be credited with the idea of employ-
ing the action of light for representing the forms of

objects and at the same time with the description of some
process for canying it out, that man is Tom Wedgwood,
the third son of the famous potter. We see that Dr. Eder
in his biography of Sohuize is dealing with what literature

has gathered around his subject. It may be hoped that he
will be able to discuss the criticism of Schulze's claims

contained in Litchfield's biography of Wedgwood.

METHODS FOR THE DYE-TONING OF LANTERN
SLIDES.

Fortunately within the last ten years or so there has

been the most marked improvement in the quality of

slides used by lantern lecturers, who are themselves photo-

graphers. The old standards have passed away, and the

lantern lecturer of to-day is expected to compete in a,

measure with the makers of prints for the exhibitions.

Perhaps this higher standard of quality has come about
from the exceedingly fine work of a very small circle f

lantern-slide makers, among whom may be mentioned
particularly Mr. Fredk. H. Evans, Mr. James Shaw,
and Mr. J. Dudley Johnston. The last-named, it will

be remembered, discoursed a year or so ago on the pains

which he is accustomed to take to secure a certain char-

acter throughout a whole lecture set of slides, and to

depart from it in the deliberate intention of producing
a carefully considered degree of variety. Mr. Johnston
obtains his effect by direct development, and probably
if other slide-makers of equal eminence were canvassed it

would be found that they also prefer this method to the
many processes of after-toning, which at one time or

another have come into use. Certainly the methods if

producing warm tones by toning with uranium or copper
have declined enormously in popularity owing to the lack

of transparency which the results exhibit. Other methods,
which are less open to this objection, have never come
into anything like general employment, although there
is much to be said for the effects obtained by the simple
process of converting the black-and-white slide into an
image of silver chloride, bromide, or iodide, which was
worked out by the late Welborne Piper.

There is, however, another class of toning process which
is coming largely into use for cinematograph film, and 'i

equally applicable to the transparencies of the lantern

-

slide maker. This is the process of dye-toning, which
consists ill bleaching the black silver image, thereby
converting it into a compound, which can mordant or
"take" dye from a bath in which the bleached slides

are allowed to soak. The original process of this kind was
devised some eight or nine years ago by Dr. Traube, and
known as " Diachrome." The ordinary Iantern-slide is

bleached by means of a solution of iodine to yield an
image consisting of silver iodide. The silver iodide acts

as a mordant towards a large number of dyes, the dye
becoming more or less firmly fixed upon the silver iodide.
Slides treated simply according to the process in this

form show extremely pleasant tones on the projection
screen. In carrying out the process no notice must be
taken of the appearance of the slide, for one which is a
bright red when viewed by reflected light will show on
the screen as a cool brown, and the difference is just as
great in the use of other dye baths. While a slide re-

quires to be projected in order to find out what is the
effect of the process, the method is extremely regular in
working, and once a given bath of dye has been selected
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' the effect on the screen will be the same with any number
of slides which are passed through it.

The presence of the iodide of silver in the image gives a

softening effect, while it also adds to the opacity of the

emulsion. Such slides are not very suitable for exhibition

by means of a light of moderate power, but show excel-

lently with the arc or oxy-hydrogen light. The silver

iodide can, however, be removed by means of a strong

solution of hypo, and if the slide has previously been

passed through a hardening bath of tannin or formaline

the image will be left consisting almost completely of the

dye, which was attached in the first instance to the silver

iodide. These dye-transparencies yield effects on the

aereen very different from those from transparencies con-

taining the silver iodide. The colours are of exceptional

brilliancy and purity—in fact, much too vivid and
brilliant for the purposes of a lantern lecture. If used

in any variety an audience is soon wearied by them, whilst

the repetition of one colour becomes conspicuously mono-
tonous. Our own feeling is that for the lantern lecturer

iie simpler process, in which the silver haloid is retained

in the image, is much the more valuable, and is indeed

one which deserves to be much more widely used than it

has been. We venture to think that makers of lantern

slides will find in this process, or rather in the further

developments of it which we shall now pass to mention,

an interesting and profitable field for experiment during

the winter season which is now opening.

One of the first modifications in the Traube process was

tliat which was the subject of a patent by the Brewster

Film Corporation, whose specification was published in

the " B. J." of June 8. 1917, p. 303. According to

this specification the silver imat;e may be treated in the

first instance in an iodine bath, which gives a silver-

iodide iDMCO of much greater tran<iparency. The forniul;*

recommeiMWd was:—Potassium iodide, 50 gms. ; iodine,

1.5 gms.; 3 per c«nt. solution of glacial acetic acid, V)

e.c.s. ; water to make 1,000 c.e.s. Apparently, th^ chief

difference between this bath and that of Traube ties in

ibo much larger proportion of iodide. The same principle

is adopted in compounding the bath simply from iodide,

acetic acid, and bichromate, according to the formula:—
Potassium iodide, 50 gms. ; 3 per cent, solution of glacial

acetic acid, 50 to 260 c.c.s. ; 1 per cent, solution of

potassium bichromate, 50 to 250 c.c.s. ; water to make
1,000 c.c.s.

The process has latterly been given a different form by
the two American workers, Mr. F. E. Ives and Mr. J.
I. Crabtree, of the Eastman Research Laboratory, the
latter of whom was the first to publish working details.

It was found that the iodine can be replaced by the much
cheaper bleach of copper ferricyanide (similar to the
ordinary copper-toning formula of Ferguson), which
gives an image of copper ferrocyanide, capable of fixing

the dye in the same way that silver iodide does. The
practical instructions in this process were published in

the " B.J." of August 9, 1918, p. 357. Mr. Ivee has
subsequently worked out still another bleach yielding an
image which mordants a dye. This is a solution of equal
parts of potassium ferricyanide and chromic acid, the
action of which can be to produce a bleached image of a
high degree of transparency. A suitable bleaching bath
consists of 1 oz. each of potassium ferricyanide and
chromic acid dis.solved in 120 ozs. of water. After bleach-

ing, the yellow stain of the chromic acid is removed in a
bath containing a little soda bicarbonate, and the re-

mainder of the process then consists simply in soaking
the slides in a bath of dye acidulated with acetic acid
and in washing out excess of dye in water, likewise ren-

dered very slightly acid with acetic acid. Considering
that a considerable variety of dyes are available for these

processes and the very occasional exposure to light which
the toned slides receive, there is no reason for disparage-
ment of the process on the ground of fugitiveness of the
rwulta. From the references which we have given those
interested in it should find ample guidance for their

experiments, and may be encouraged to extend the field

of work in the direction of discoi^ering still other bleach-

ing solutions vhich may be employed to produce fixatives

of dyes.

THE EXHIBITION OF THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY.

Portraits and Figure Studies.

Ths scnsatioos in this exhibition do not lis among the por-

traits. There are bat a hundred and twenty-foar prints in the

Meeting Room at 35 Russell Square, and that room constitutes

the chief and largest gallery, filled with some excellent land-

scape work and a rsmarkably small proportion of portraits

proper.

In our review o( the Ixmdon Salon we remarked upon the

fact that Um best of the portraiture there cams from overseas.

In Ruiael] Square the examples are all of native origin. We
are therefore able to get a truer idea of the British harvest

than we conid at Pall Mall, and on the whole iie are disposed

to think that the home production remains, by oMnparison,

feeble, ersn when taking into account the fact that many of

our b««t professional workers do not show hers. The amateur

doss his best to support the nation's reputation.

The first print is " A Stud; in Exprsssion" (1), by H.

(.oxn plough jun. As we happen to know, Mr. Lamploagh is

quito young, and if the visitor coald discount the " make-up "

and the expmsion of the Italian-looking head before him,

which is thrown back in laughter, some idea of the photo-

Krapher's own physiognomy might be gleaned; for effective

and convincing as is this study, it is, we understand, a self-

|>ortrait. The attempt shows enterprise and resource, and
in that respect is welcome at a time when almost every aspect

of a portrait but the expression seems to occupy the attention

of the photographic community.
Miss Marjorie Cooke's "Portrait" (2) has claims to

character rather than expression. It is simple and good in

style, entirely free from any show-case attractiveness, but

satisfying to the last degree. "85° F. in the Shade "
(3), by

Andrew Barclay, is a distinct bid, however, for the kind of

approval that our " knuts" bestow on the pictures of hand-

painted stockinged damsels in Burlington Arcade. It would

be ritqui but it isn't. We assume that those grave and rever-

end signiors who selected this innocuous naughtiness for exhi-

bition imagined they were putting a plum into the pie of the

R.P.S. We much prefer Mr. Barclay's "Plumes" (6),

theatrical in subject and treatment though it be. " The

Black Bonnet " (120) reminds us of the photographs of

actresses which used to adorn the illustrated weeklies of a

quarter of a century ago. It is very harsh in its light and

shade. " Alluring " (122), on the contrary, is as flat as it

could be. It represents a lady at full face with an expression
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of masterfulness which only the inexperienced bachelor could

deem alluring. All these works are good in their way; but

it is a photographic and worldly way. The artistic charms

of happy design, of effective lighting, and of quality have not

proved so alluring as mere personality. Carelessness in com-

position may be overcome, but banality in effect and lack of

quality are almost inevitable with the artificial lighting that

Mr. Barclay pins his faith to. As a contrast we may turn to

Mrs. Ambrose Ralli's splendidly strong example of character

work called " A Sussex Type " (10). Here the light and shade

is crisp and searching, and produces an effect wonderfully

similar to that which distinguished the work of D. O. Hill.

The face of this old man is a triumph of delineation. We
could have wished, however, that Mrs. Ralli had trimmed off

as much as possible of the near coat sleeve, which is exa^-

gerated in size to the detriment of a fine picture. The com-

parison of these two methods of work certainly raises the ques-

tion as to how far the conveniences of artificial lighting are a

compensation for the loss of the natural and virile lighting of

earlier methods. It is pretty certain that the masculine and

forceful delineation which bright daylight, or even direct sun-

light on occasion, can bring about, will exert a fascination

for the public as soon as they are tired of the generalised and

sweetened effects which artificial lighting seems to make for,

and that period cannot be long in coming. Attempts are made,

of course, to simulate the natural strength of presentment,

but laudable though they be, they are still obviously not the

real thing. It would seem to be artistic wisdom, at any rate,

to preserve in the studio a few facilities for natural lighting,

as a safeguard against an inevitable mannerism which the ex-

clusive instalment of lighting plant must involve.

It is surprising, indeed, that the intrinsic beauties of light

and shade are so rarely studied, even by the amateur who
makes the quest of art his claim for using the camera. For

example, Robert Chalmers's " Esmeralda " (4) is a head and

shoulders with a fine sense of style, but is typical of that photo-

graphic custom of bathing a. whole subject in a sort of brown

sauce which robs it of all freshness and sparkle. No one

denies the rather luxurious quality of this sauce at times,

and particularly in this example, but it is not always enjoyable

in this way. Often it is mere flatness and darkness. " The
Model" (9), by Charles Borup, is what one might call

" sodden " with this degradation of tone so discounting to th«!

merits of the work. The Earl of Carnarvon shows two prints

of much charm as far as their subject-matter is conceme<l.

"Fur Cap" (7) is one of the darkest prints in portraiture

that we have ever seen. It cannot be denied that modelling is

here in abundance ; but all the same a spectator would hardly

take the trouble to follow it out did not the beauty of the face

tempt and reward him in the process. We do not in actual

life see things in this way as a general rula It would be in

extremely privileged and intimate circumstances that we should

be permitted to examine a young lady's modelling as we may
with impunity examine the modelling of "Fur Cap." "The
Bird " (11) is another example almost as unreasonable. The
bird is a trifling detail of taxidermy just discernible upon the

lady's finger, who, herself, is really the proper claimant to the

title. But the point is that her face is lit from below—^ msc
that can scarcely boast the exhilaration of novelty. The light-

ing, however, is whispered, if one might borrow a tei-m from
another of the five senses. It is so faint that it leaves no
doubt of its distant and feeble source. A lighted match would
make a far more jxjwerful display. The logical mind can only
assume that this lady elected to stand almost in the pitch dark
and play with a stuffed bird upon her finger. Does such an
inevitable assumption increase the attractiveness of the print ?

Pa en that artistic Cardiff photographer, Hugo van Wadenoyen,
jun., does not avoid the incubus of gloom in his " Portrait of
a Man " (115).

This kind of work always has, and apparently always will

be the dead weight on real artistic progress. There is no

reason why it should exist at all. It is just as easy to make
bright and lively printa as it is to produce this sodden kind of

quality. A few professionals have shaken themselves free of

it, but many still remain under the domination of the

amateur in this respect. The amateur's part is to be artistic,

of course, but too many of them postulate that the artistic is

necessarily not the commonplace, and that they therefore avoid

at all costs. But the sun is the greatest commonplace in the

universe and the shadows he causes are a counterpart of hi*
|

glorious revelation of form which does not take place without J

them. It is an ingenuous recognition of this fact that photo-

graphy Ls in need of to reanimate it. There is in light and
shade jirovision for all tlie iK-auties of representation short of

colour ; and light and shade must be accepted as they appear

to the eye and the mind. They must not be subdued and
"treated" until they pass beyond that point of commonplace I

which our experience recognises.

"Miss Queenie Thomas," in her leopard skin, by Angu» <

BasU, shows dramatic force of design. His two nudes point to

the emancipation of the public in general, and of photographer*
j

in particular. One, " Reflections " (34), however, does not seemj
tj serve any important artistic purpose ; but " Bullrushes " (37

is a well-schemed picture of a lady—or a nymph—by a stream"'

whid) reflects the trees above in a happily pictorial manner.
The " Portrait Study of the Prime Minister" (12), by Miss I

Olive Edis, is scarcely the pUce de risistanee of the show that it

might liave been. The vertical division of the face between
light and shade is not quite happy. However, the portrait

gives ill a very life-like way the twinkle in the eyes which ie

the Premier's never-failing popular grace. We welcome
Mrs. Barton's "Fair Ilosamuud " (28) a return from her fla

method to a naturalistic roundness, and think that in thii

respect the R.P.S. has secured her best effort. Nevertheless^

we do not care for the sloping lines of the composition. No
can we congratulate the R.P.S. upon two specimens of work sent

by Chas. H. Davis from New Jersey. Both his head " Studies "|

(27 and 29) are commonplaces of art—not of nature. But Mr.
Davis retrieves his reputation in " Mirror Portrait "

(38), in

which a pretty sitter looks into a cheval glass in turning her

back upon us, whilst we see her full face in perfect delineatioik

reflected. It is a nice idea, not new by any means, but managetl

with more success than is usual. As a photograph, Robert
Chalmers's costume study, " The Snuff Box "

(31), leaves little

to be desired ; but he should have prevented his sitter from
assuming the facial expression of a music-hall singer.

One of the most important portraits in the show, at any ratel

as regards size, is " W. B. Ferguson, K.C., etc." (92). This iff!

by that skilful worker, N. E. Luboshez, who carried off the

palm here last year. His pi-esent contribution is not so|

striking a work as tOiose of 1918, chiefly because his sdxeme of

lighting is ineffective. But the genial Vice-President, in wig

and gown, is presented with character, and the treatment is

manly and straightforward, devoid of all attempts at adven-^

titious artistry. "Beatrice Essenhigh Corke " (94) is a very'

charming work by Charles Borup, posed with much grace.

There is grace, too, in the two heads, presumably a mother and ,

son, of "The Kiss " (93). This is by Martin R. Tozer, who
somehow has failed to endue the print with the strength it

J

required.

We confess to liking the treatment of the head of " Hugo VanI
Wadenoyen, Junr., F.R.P.S. " (117), about as well as anything'!

here. It is extremely strong in presentment, yet full of

nuance : its lighting highly effective and its cliaracterisationj

interesting. It is a conquest for its auth(jr, M. R. Leeming.

The management of the backgivunds in F. Spalding, Junr.'n

" Portrait, Miss S." (119), and in " The Smitii " (116), by Geo.

Spiers, is in neither case satisfactory. It is surely not advis-
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•ble to put demonstrative features where they may interfere

with the accents of tone in the subject A modified background

is desirable, of course, but it should not be modified into

ggreauTeiMaa. Stephen W. Shore does not do himself justice

in *' Little Mary " (118). It is rather tame and characterless

for him, who osually produces portraits of strength and mean-

ing. C. P. Crowther had better opportunities in the smart

and dashing soldier, " Un Diable Noir " (121). Here is char-

acterisation in abundance : a fine swinging pose, well fitted to

the picturesque uniform, and a handsome sitter, to whose

gentlemanly bearing has been added ilie merest touch of the

swashbuckler. Mr. Crowther also sends two of his excellent

Japanese play rhAracteri, " Akogi " (the Ghost of a Fisherman)

(36> and " Shakkyo " (the Spirit of a Lion) (40). Beaide« being

remarkably fine prints, these things are intensely interesting

m themselves. Tlie masks the figures wear are wonderfully

designed. In the first there is the general haggard or shrunken

lrx>k of a corpse that is on the way to being a skeleton. In

the other the jaws suggest the narrow but deep cavity of the

lien's gaping month ; but it is less realism than fine decorative

design. "C. P. Crowther, Esq. " (123), himself is the subject

of an excellent print by Messrs. Millar and Scott, who also

wjnd " The Rt Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon " (124) in a par-

ticularly free-and-easy attitude, with soft hat, very much
'Mjaaahed," and a cigarette. The last print in the room is

Hugo van Wadenoyen, Junr.'s "Mr. Henry Ainley " (124a).

Til '4 aeema to as too large in scale and too hard in treatment

t i • pleasing. Hie light on the forehead is more like sunshine

on a granita rock than a gleam upon flesh.

Figure atadica that are not portraiture do not amount to

much. The most pictorial are Miss Kate Smith's two out-

door figure pictures, " The Ball " (35), a diaphanously-robed

nude skipping along as she tosaea up a ball—technically a

fine achievement; and "Arcadian Angler "' (41), a pretty

figore beading over the edge of a stream, and charmingly lit

by gentle li^t from overhead. ' Light and Lemming" (16)

is the only real sunlight portrait-study here. It represente a
youngster sitting in the hall of a house with a book. The
open doorway sheds a flood of sunshine upon him, and the arch
of the portal forms a kind of canopy of shade on the wall
btliind him, and so makes some sort of a design giving
the work a distinctive character. " Romany Chals " (18)
will appeal to lovers of Borrow. It is a group of seated
gipsies—surely a new variety of sitter. Its author, Richard
H<'pkins, should follow the best-looking one up for a fancy
portrait of Isopel. W» cannot exactly find the plurality of
figures in " The Fishermen " (23), by Mr. and Mrs. F.
Weston, but there is a single figure, a back view of a rnide
standing in the marge of the sea, and this is an excellent
study, anatomically and photographically. Another nude, a
young boy this time, is sent by Mrs. Maud Basil, called " Is

My Parting Straight 1 " (37). He stands in his bedroom before
his dressing-table and exhibits this concern about his hair
before he has a stitch of clothing on. The print has nice
quality.

Visitors will further be interested in a remarkable series of
photographs taken in the South Pacific Islands by Thomas
J. McMahon, F.R.Ci.S. They deal with the life and customs
of the inhabitants that Stevenson knew. Some of the types
are remarkably fine specimens of humanity, the ladies being by
no means unpleasant to look upon. The ceremonial adornment
of the naked males is amazing, especially when compared with
a native king in full panoply of top-hat, frock-coat, and
everything else of modem costume in the style of Balham at
its best.

Colour transparencies are no worse than they have ever been,

but there is one that deserves special mention because it u
perhaps the best that ever has been in portraiture by this pro-
cess. It is the production of Lucien Talamon, "Portrait de
Mdlle. N." (169), and it is medalled. Finer grace and better

modelling one could not hope for, and the colour of the head-.

dress is a triumph.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
[
Prevtoos srtieiss of this ssries, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

porlraitare, have appeaisd weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of that by the some writer which ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
gsoaralioa of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

or her suggestion will bs weloomed. The lubjeets of the previous articles of the aeries have been as follows :—
A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3). _ Business Methods (May 30).

The Caiaera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jon. 17).

Bookgronndi (Jon. 2A).

0>aiMu Ezposnres (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Procsssss for Portraiture fFsb. 14).

Stadio Aeesasoriss and Furniture (Feb. 21).

Tbs Sorroondinga of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Stadio Heating and Ventilation (March T).

The PoeteoH Stadio (March 14).

The Priatinc-Boom (Ifarch 21).

Abool the Sseeption Room (March 28).

Home Portnitors (April 4).

Pbrlable Studios (April 11).

Copying (April IB).

Haodling the Blndio Camera (AprM 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

EnlarRcmants (May 9).

Advertising the Stndio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).

• FLASHLIGHT

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).
Something about Lenses (June 20).
Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).
The Dark-ltoom and Its Fittings (July 4).
Plates and Their Work (July 11).
Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).
Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Footor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).
Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)
Leaky Roofs (Sept. 5).

Blinds and Curtains (Sept. 12).

Miniatures (Sept. 19).

Printing Portnut Negatives (Sept. 26).
Wedding Groups (Oct. 3).

Combination Printing (Oct. 10).

WORK.
Makt people attempt flash-light photography, yet very few

teem to get even passable results, and, after looking at the

earliest pablished book on the subject, that written by Robert

Slingiby. oboat a qnsrter of a century ago, I feel that although

considerable improvementa in materials and apparatus have
been made, we can show little, if any, progress in the actual
photographic work. This is probably due to the fact that those

photographers whose knowledge of the principles of lighting
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wtMild enable them to use the flash intelligently, do not recognise

it8 powers, while many others who work, as one may say, blind-

fold, turn out the astonishingly poor work which brings dis-

credit on the system.

The first thing which haa to be realised is that flash-light

ifi no different from any source of illumination emanating from

a small arwa, and that practically the same effects can be pro-

duced with it as can be obtained with an enclosed arc, hall-watt

lamp, or even a small .window, placed in the same relative posi-

tion with regard to the sitter. Similarly, if we consider an un-

screened flash as direct sunlight, we have advanced another

step towards obtaining satisfactory portraits. Another im-

portant point is that the flash resembles the electric light, in-

asmuch as the source of illumination is comparatively near the

sitter, and not at a distance of many millions of miles, as is

the sun. If these elementary principles are borne in mind, the

flash-light problem is much simplified. Let us now endeavour

to apply them in the production of an ordinary " thi-ee-quarter

light" portrait of a single figure.

Taking the first point, we find that we have to place the light

high enough to give proper relief to the features, and to avoid

suffusing the eyes with light. As a general rule, the light should

be the same distance above the head of the sitter as it is away

from him in the horizontal line—that is to say, if the stand

supporting the lamp is three feet away from the sitter's head, it

should be three feet above it, and so on with all other distances.

This gives the orthodox light angle of 45 deg., which is what we

require for this class of lighting. Excess of both front and side

lighting must be avoided by placing the flash-lamp towards one

side of the head, and not directly over the lens.

Next, we find that the unscreened flash gives what the day-

light photographer calls " overlighting. " Therefore we must

interpose a diffusing screen, and, lastly, we must remember that,

roughly speaking, the intensity of the light varies in inverse

ratio to the square of the distance between it and the sitter, so

that to avoid an excessive consumption of powder we must not

make this distance too great. As in a properly arranged flash,

the light produced is in direct proportion to the weight of

powder burned, we see that if 50 grains of powder are sufficient

to give the desired exposure at three feet distance, we must use

200 grains to get the same effect at six feet. This can easily be

seen in any flash-light dinner picture wherein the distant faces

are nearly black from under-exposure, while the nearest ones

are more or less over-exposed.

There have been many methods of producing the flash, the

oldest and safest being by igniting pure powdered magnesium
by blowing it through a spirit or gas flame, and the more modern
and most generally used being the firing of an explosive com-

pound which contains magnesium by means of touch paper, some
form of detonator, or an electric spark. Another way of firing

is by means of a spring-driven wheel and flint similar to those

fitted in the ordinary petrol lighters used by smokers.

The use of pure magnesium has almost died out, and nearly

all photographers use one or other of the explosivte mixtu'?s

now upon the market. Many formulae for making these have

appeared from time to time, but as I strongly deprecate their

manufacture at home, I shall not give any, as I consider it as

safer and more satisfactory to use one of the ready-made

powders. Mixed flash powders must be treated with the greatest

care, as the majority of them are more violently explosive than

gunpowder, and not only severe burning of the person, but

destruction of the premises, may result from incautious use.

Oil no account may these powders be used in any form of lamp
.with a closed chamber, but they must always be fired in an open

tray.

I have tried many forms of flash-lamps, and some of them are

very good, when they work, but, unfortunately, I have never

found a thoroughly reliable one yet, and there is nothing so

annoying as to attempt to make an exposure on a group, and

fail. I have therefore practically abandoned all mechanical or

electrical contrivances, and adopted the primitive method of

using touch paper, and as I always light two slips at once, I am
never in doubt about the flash. My lamp is made of a sheet of

tin about 15 inches square ; this is bent so as to form a shallow

tray about four inches wide and fifteen long, with a half-inch

rim turned up all round. The remainder of the tin serves as

a reflector, and has a tin loop riveted to the back, to take the

end of a stout bamboo or wooden rod. This rod should be

jointed, as for large groups it is often necessary to fire the

flash nine to ten feet from the floor.

The method of working is, perhaps, best described by giving

particulars of an actual exposure. The subject was a machint-

at which some engineers were working in a dark basement. The
lens, a //4.5 homocentric, about 7 in. focal length, working at

f/lt for 6^ by 4| ; flash powder, Johnson's
;
plate, well, there

are plenty of good plates to choose from. I used one marked
275 H. and D., and it was backed. After focussing and placing

the slide in the.camera, I took a good teaspoonful of the powder

and spread it in a long ridge along the tray. Into this ridge in

two places I tucked strips of well-dried touch-paper, bent into a

gutter shape, each with one end standing about an inch clear

from the powder. The next thing was to draw the slide, uncap
the lens, and apply a match to the touch paper. As soon as

this was well alight the lamp was raised to a height of about

seven feet, and in a few seconds the flash occurred. The lens

was covered at once, and all was ready for the next subject.

The negative was developed in a solution of half normal
strength, to secure softness, as there is always a tendency to

undue contrasts when the flash is used without a screen, which

is practically always the case except in portraiture. Ample
ventilation should be provided, so that the smoke from the

flash will clear away quickly. The stock tin of flash powder
must be covered before firing the flash, or a spark may explode

the lot. More than one fatal accident has occurred in America

through neglect of this precaution. There is much more to be

said about flash-light, but I have reached my allotted space for

this week. Studio work will be dealt with in another article.

Peacjticus.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

October 13 to November 29.—Boyal Photographic Society.

—

Secretary, J. Mcintosh, 35, Ruuell Square, W.C.I.

Nfovember 12 to 15.—Eotherham Photographic Society. Entries

close Novenibeir 3. Hon. Sec., C. Robinson, 26, Broom Grove,
Robherham

November 20 to 22.—Nottingham and Notts. Photograpiliic Society.
Entries close November 8. Hon. Sec., A. Bee.ston, 103, Not-
tini^ham Road, Nottingham.

December 20, 1919, to January 24, 1920.—Soottiah Photographic
Federation. Entries close December 1. Sec. : John Maodonald,
27, Aberfeldy Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow.

Eastman Kodak Compaxt of New Jeesey.—The directors of the

Eastman Kodak Company of New Jersey have declared an extra

dividend of 2^ per cent, upon the common stock, payable pn

December 1 to stockholders on record at the close of business on

October 31.

Fine Chemicals.—Those who have occasion to require pure

dhemioal substance; for experimental purposes, and may previously

have regarded the German firms supplying these products as excep-

tional solutes, shou'.d make a note of the price list now issued at

frequent intervals by the British Drug Houses, Limited, 22-30,

Graham Street, (vity Eoad, London, N.l. It is a most comprehensive
list of organic and inorganic chemicals, of microscopic stains, aniline

dyes, as well as of the (photographic ohemioals in common use.
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EFFICIENCY IN THE WORKROOM.
(Continued from page 590.)

Fio. 12 shows embossing board with registration guide at left

hand comer. Near the centre is a bevelled opening. The cards

uaed (or embossing are glaed to a wooden block which is also

bevelled so that it will more easily fit into the opening of the

baseboard. The advantage of the opening and blocks is to over-

oooM the need of separate and entire apparatus for each

I
the process to a purely mechanical basis. Great care is neces-

sary in the initial work of cutting and preparing the embossing

boards, and gluing them to the bevelled blocks. One-sixteenth

ri«. U.-I beard fllt^d with n cnida.

diflerant border to be wnbosw d. The registration gnide is glued

permanently to the board, and all that is ncoeasary to meet the

— virementa of various embosoing messnrements is just the

.'ID of (Jocks and the different size emboesing boards.

I'nnis that have no tinted border could also be embossed by this

device, provided the simple regixtration adieiiM b followed in

'*ie printing. Since preparing this emboMer I have enlarged

.iid perfected the idea 1^ adding a rotary base board with

mboaMT eonplete.

TIm Mnboasing of prints is a prooeaa that many studios omit,

'^ting lo uncertain resolta and the longth of time necessary to

lain fine accuracy. This embocter fills « need, long felt by

iiiosi atndioa (or an emboesing device that will cut down time

-id give «n accurate result. It redoeea the process to a

I tfrhanical b—ii, saves two-thirds of tlw time on the old

method, and makca it poasible f<.>r every studio to deliver its

nrtiat proof and other style prints with « neat, accurate em-

'wd line, which always add to the attractiveness of a picturp.

I

I

is so simple in its operation tliat any menber of the studio

help can handle it without fear of spoilt prints and imperfect

rmiilta, and the rotary base board enablce one to remain in one

it<«:tion daring the embossing of the four sides of th« print.

Fig. U shows the method of changing »«tV«T»'rg boards which
aoeonmodataa the various sixe embossing OMMwrnoents. I have

rt«- lMa>d,ibo«iac •atbatalnf bloek b^lnf ehaafil.

given this apparatus exhaustive tests, and have proved beyond
a doabt that for speed, accuracy, and general efficiency it is

thorooghly practicaL

Fig. 14 shows the operation of embossing, and Fig. IS the

atetbod of rotating base board. It really makes embossing so

simple that a child oould almost handle it, because it reduces

Pl(. 14.—Emboning the print.

of an inch makes all the difference between perfect and imperfect

embossing. But onoe this board is fastened to the bevelled block

the rest is easy. I have found that to have this emboaaing

rig. 1$.—Taining the

apparatus made by a cabinet maker was too expensive for most

photographers, and those who are sufficiently interested are

probably aware that this apparatus is now on the market

and can be obtained through any photographic dealer.

rig. 16.—Pren (or flalMnIng prinM.

The press illustrated in Fig. 16 is for flattening prints of all

sizes. No doubt many studios possess a similar one, and prob-

ably there are better methods of performing this necessary

process i
but I have found this a useful piece of workroom
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acoeesory. It is built entii^ely of wood, with a h;m! iiiside

meaaurements 20 x 24, four uprights of substantial thickness,

and two cross-piecee at the top. In the centre is a large wooden

screw which is securely fastened to a piece of wood the same

measurement and thickness as inside of base. Sixteen-ply card

and blotters are interposed between the prints, and a press this

size has a capacity of about 200 11 x 14, 500 8 x 10, or 1,000

5 X T prints. Pressure for about two hours is sufficient to insure

perfectly flat prints. This press would be of no use to studios

where the method of drying and flattening is performed under

one process. But for those who prefer backing the prints with

a weak solution of gelatine, or for studios where flattening of

prints is a separate process, it will be found very handy, and it

has the advantage of occupying very little space.

My final point for illustration is one that will probably
interest the majority of photographers. It is a plan for saving
imperfect group pictures when a re-sittin,g is either impossible
or difficult to get. Many a pretty group has been rejected

because one figure in it has either moved or wears an expression

that resembles a Bolshevist outburst. Many a good order has
been lost through the same cause. Briefly, my scheme is the

combination of two imperfect negatives to make one perfect

picture. Many articles have been published showing how this

can be done through the medium of printing-out papers.

To those of you who have passed through the old daylight

printing days this plan will perhaps be a familiar one. Mine
is just a revival of the principle of combining two prints in one
by daylight printing, using transmitted light for registration,

and applying this principle to present day developing printing

methods. So please bear in mind it is not the discovery of this

principle, but only its application, of which I am going to speak.

Figs. 17 and 18 show the two negatives from which it is pro-

posed to make the final print. The rendering of the two boys is

I'''8- 17. Pig. 18.
The figures of the two boys in Fig. 17 are to be combined with that of the

girl in Pig. 18,

acceptable, but the little girl in the window seat, having
moved, the effect as a whole is spoiled. In the other negative
we have a good picture of the girl, whilst the other subjects are
not 80 pleasing. Now, by taking the little girl from negative
No. 18 and inserting her in No. 17, we get a picture which will
entirely satisfy our client.

To d» this, first examine negative to see the section best
suited for cutting out part to be transferred, so that if a slightly
imperfect registration takes place it can easily be disguised by
spotting. The folds of a curtain or dress, the edge of a picture
frame are outlines to be chosen when cutting. All these points
will become apparent after a very little practice.
In the instance illustrated I cut through the folds of the

drapery, along the outline of the little girl's leg and foot, and
through the comer of room to floor. Having cut around section
to be transferred I glue this section on the glass side of the
negative, blocking out everything except the part to be printed.

On the gla.ss side of other negative is glued the other section.

Figs. 19 and 20 will show more clearly what I mean.

Let me explain here why it is necessary for these operations

to be performed on the back of negative. The thickness of the

glass allows iust the corrprt amount of softness along the edges

Pig. 19. Fig. 20.

Part ot the Bubjeot is blocked out from fig. 17. Result is Hg. 19. That
from fig. 18 is flg. 20.

of transfer, which, if worked from front of negative, would

give us a sharp, decided outline, and also make the registration

a much more exacting process.

Having arrived at this stage, we make a print first from

the negative showing most of picture. The reason for this will

be obvious after a little practice. Before making the exposure

hold the paper in contact with the negative, and by the aid of

the transmitted light of the printing machine draw a pencil

Fig. 21.—Result of combination printing from negatives of figs. 19 and 20.

line around the outline of the section to be transferred. Make
the exposure of this section, then place the other negative in

position, and by transmitted light register the pencilled out-

line with the outline of this section. Expose this, and regu-

late the exposure according to the relative densities of the two

negatives.

The print is now ready for developing, and if ordinary care
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k'ta beea taken the result should be a perfect picture from two
n Hwrfect negativea. All these elaborate and detailed explana-
uons make this process appear one of extraordinary difficulty,

but it is aurprisingly simple and easy after a few attempte.
Kig. 21 ia the resnit of these operationa, and although this

picture was cut and joined from top to bottom, not a particle of
spotting has been employed to hide the join

;
proving that it is

not necessary to keep an airbrush or expert artist to camoaflage
imperfect printing.

Herbert G. 8v«sb6.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS AND PROCESSES.

:1m Jwraary last we reprinted the b&cond annual report on progress of photographic manufacture compiled by Mr. B. V. Storr. M.So., (d

the nford Company, for the Society of Chemical Industry-. This report concerned itself with items of progress which had obtained
poblication during the year 1917. The fict of its delayed appearance was not to be laid to the charge of Mr. Storr, since the report
appeared with a score of others on different blanches of technology in a single volume, and the publication of the whole was, therefore,

dependent upon the receipt of " copy " from the latest of the reporters. In now publishing the report for the year 1918 we must correct

the impfcaaion that there has been farther coesiderable delay on the part of the Society of Chemical Industry. As a matter of Saci, the
rolnma ot theae tepotta for 1918 was publiabfld aa long ago as March last, but escaped our attention owing to its having appeared so sooa
after that ol the preceding year. As we woold not forgo the opportunity of recording in our pages the excellent digest of many items of

phntogfaphic technology which are compressed within Mr. Storr's report it is right that we should make this acknowledgment as to date
both to him and to the Society of Chemical Industry. The Utter, we now learn, have made arrangements whereby these annual reports

will be iasued immed iately after the end of the year with which they deal.—EDS., " B. J."]

shortage owing to priority of war »ntraote, has been a oonaiderabla

increaae of price and uncerrtainty of aupiply, but with ]iMie if any
reduction in quality.

The supply of suba'.diary ohemicals auoh aa deivelopiing amenta,

sulphite, alkalis, and thioeulphate, haa alao been maiDtainBd,
aUhnogh in some cases at very enhanced prices. All the mora im-

porlant oonunoiily need developers are now made in this country,

and can be dbteined in a satsafautory condition as regards purity.

The ooiidit'ons in .\merioa have been as stringent aa here, and to

judge from tiie results c^tained by H. T. Cbwnke,' adulteration has
been fairly common ; he gives examples of anlysee showing misnam-
ing and cnnaiderable adultersition and a list of twenty-five

adulternntfl found in various developers actually on sale.

Hie production of phaiqgraphic dyes, more particularly of colour

tensit'aers, in this country is now well established. Hie valoa of

this to the Roysl Air Force, who need largo ntmilbers of panchro-

matic pbUea and of colour fi'ters in their observational work, can
hardly he uvfi«at:matod. the range of dyes for purposea auch as

anti-halation plates, tinting, the making of colour filters and aafa-

lights, etc., is, however, still very limited, and it is to be hoped
that this will soon be put on to a footing romipaFBibJe wiitii the lists

issued by one or two Gennan firms.

The general question of economy in photographic proceasea is one

which probably needs greater atnuidenstion ih&ii it haa IbiUierto

ulH-aimxl. "nte cluef sources of waate are ^laas, paper, silver

bromide, and nitrates. Iho gresiter ipart of the waole glass is

washed, broken up, and <retttmed to the glass manufacturers. A fair

proportion of Mie waste silver is «oHeoted end sent to the refiners for

recovery, bat there is probably * serious source of weate in vary

di'ute emulsions oxurring in certain processes, in which the propor-

tion of ailver is So small that it osonot economioally be reooivered by
the usual means. The value of the process of Ilford, Limited (Annual

Reports, 2, 606) for the treatment of each emulsions has now been

tlioroughly tested and proved. A process has abo been introduced

in Germany' for treatment iby meta.1 precipitation, the metoJ being

in the form of balls or rollen maintained in continual motion aa the

liquid psnsrs throogh. The ordinary recovery processes a!so take

account only of Uie silver and not of the bromine generally combined

with it ; at the preeefit prices of bromine this should certainly be

worth recovery. The gross value of the waste nitrates, tiie bulk of

it either the potassium or ammonium salt, is also very aipipreciaible,

but its recovery is a more diffi-mlt problem heoanse of the great dilu-

tion of the solotiona ; soma biological method for utilisation cf the

nitrogen mi^it be poesible, eJthoogh even that might be interfered

with by the small quantity of bromide which is pree(«nt with the

nitrates.

The greatest source of waste, however, and that for which, as far

as the writer is aware, no recovery process is in use, is probably the

photographio paper—trimmings, etc ; the greater part is oon-

lia most serioos of the diflcnltles with wJMoh photugra|iluc mauu-

(aututeia in this ooaotry have had to coatand donag the paat year

has been the shortage of glass, which became so acnte aa to necesai-

Ute not only the still grsattr use uf aid negative glass, but the

n^ing of an arrangamsot by which the aoBSfllanna of an order is

aoadiiiottU on a •vn'7 'V **** eoetemer of a proportional amount of

glass. Ika vain* oif Mch ^Ma is muoh less than that of new glass,

partly <n acoonnt of mechanical deferta, soch as scratebcs, bat more

haosoas of the difleoky of ««moviog all sUina, opalesisnce, etc., pm-
dnosd by the prsvioos tmtment. The solution of this probism has

not besa pobtishsd, bat an idea of the difficohies is given bjr Wag-
goner,' who (oand it impnmihle In make aooh gAsa fit for silvering

«)ther hj the ose of alroag chemicals or even by heating to softei^ng

point. His ej^ianatiaa of a mechanical etching of the sorfaoe, less

where the silvtcr imagu rsdnoes the intimacy of contact, will hardly

cover all osaes in which tlie vurface ot gtaas ia affected aa regards

natmg wirlh a sensitive isnnlsinn, and it is more probable that the

porosty of the glasa, aa soggcsted by RhciiAsrg, is the cause of the

tronblSL

The wKpfHj of good photographic raw paper, ia oommon with all

papws, haa bsan restricted, althoagh ae«««l Briti«h firms an
askii^ analUat baask Baryta coating is being auooessfally done by

sawaral Briliili irms who apeoialiae in this, and also by several

photoyaphic paper wswnlsntnww. amongst wbaa the piactics of

doing their own ba«7te^Mating is becoming mors WMimmii

Aaitabie packing f^tm, both for plates ami fiw imis'tised paper,

faM« basa iocfsasti^ly diHUult to get. Straw-paper especially,

wh>:fa haa been actaniiraly naed for the packing of print ^Mit^paperi,

Ima bean almaet off the market, and there doss not appear ss yel to

be an affraeiahla qoaatity made in thia montry.

The supply of good qnality photographio gShAine, both British

od FV«noh, haa also besn Aorl., the dilBeabisa hsre being due to

poor raw materMl, combined, in the case of lluaa firms who have

only latriy taken np the manufaolure, with a lack of experience, a

ia which the photographic manofacturar oaa give only very

m'ltmrm (see later). It would appear, however, that with

red iw* material British firms shooid be able to cope with

British leyiifemsiita both in quaUty and ia qoaniity.

6o lar aa «'»f»t~'- are coooemed there haa been kttle ia the way

at a^taal rfwrtrgt, althoogb pKoa have besn maintained at a high

W««L SOvar, tor instance, has risen from about 3s. 9d. per oi. at

iba bagiawng of the jwar to about 4s. 4d. The price of bromides

haa tactnatsd eoMsdcrahly, and the shawice ot shipping facilitiea

ptodoeod lor a thaa a diatinct shortage. A maall amount of Britiab-

omda bromida, prsavmahly from .Amrrioan or French bromine, has

boaa OB the mariteC, bat the balk of it has cams from America. On
iha whoia the qnality bee been well maintained, altbon^ somewhat

great

a

r ears has been aeoeasary in t«sting, and the proportion of

Aleride prsesnt haa sbo>wn considerable variation.

The total effect of soch oondttons to the oastomer, apsrt from

I ftfSk JS*.. UU, (lU. ISI: ttl. Jh:, Ull. (U).l

iCimmanioit on from Gtuoian Kodak Seiesrcfa Lsbontory
1918. (6!», 499; J.. 1911, W'.

a Osr. Pat. 302379; J., 191t, I79i.

Brii. t. PM.,
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taminated with silver and is Inirn't in ihe process of extracting the

silver. Ae iphotograiphic pokier i^ made from the best quailaty rag

pulp, a prooess which recovered t^at as well a« the silver ahould be

very valuable.

One of the most promising events of the year is the formation of

the British Photographic Research Association, whish has received

the sapport of the great majority of firms engaged on photograiphic

materials or aooessoriee to their manufacture. Captain B. E. Slade,

D.Sc., has been appointed director of research, with assistants, and

IS already at work. The council has adopted a broad outlook on the

scope of (he work to Ibe onderiakea, and valuable results should

follow.

Negative Processes.

TTie chief lines on which attention is being directed are X-ray and

oolour-senaitiaed materials. In the former very little advance is

evident during the past y«ar. Messrs. Illingworth have introduced

"Radioprint,"' a paper for X-ray negative woric. Although this

oajuiot be regarded as a general substitute for X-ray pJates on
axount of the much shorter range and leseer detail which an image

on a reflecting base must show in comparison with one on a trans-

parent base, it offers distinct advantages for some work by reason of

its giieater lightness, portability, and freedom from breaJtage.

In the latter direction Ilford, limited, have made a distinct ad-

vance with their now Special Raipid Panchromatic plate.' In apite

of its high speed this p^ate has a ibetter general coJooir-sensitiveness

iiiain has been previously obtained, and other qualities such as grada-

tion, good keeping, ajid freedom from veil have not been sacrificed.

Some new principle haa been adopted for its manuiacture, but natur-

ally the details of the process have not (been published. The
mechanism of the sensitising process is a matter of considerable

intere^ for which as yet no satisfactory explanation is forthcoming.

Seyewetz' r^a/rds it as an accepted- fact that in all oases there is the
formation of a silver haloid-dye oomipound similar to a lake ; in tlie

case of plates treated with erythrosiii, the formatiom of some such

compound appears probable as the dye can be easily washed out
from a fixed plate but not iroan an unfixed plate. To what extent

Seyewetz has tested his statement with respect to dyes of the otlier

classes which he mentions—triplienylmeithane, acrddine, quinoline,

eta—he does not state. It has also been generally assumed that a

dye sensitises in the region of its own aibsoription, hut tliis does not

appear to have ibeen carefully tested for at any rate the majority of

sensitising dyes. The albsorption is not easy to determine, since the

colour of a dye solution often varies considerably with the solvent,

it is not always the same in gelatine film as in water, and the colour

of the dyed gelatine film itself is sometimes affected by drying con-

ditions. The absorption wou'd therefore need to be determined as

it occurs on the sensitised plate, and this is made still more difficult

in some cases—sensitol green and sensitol red, for instance—where,
as mentioned by Renwiok,' the light-sensitiveness of the dye is very
much greater when in gelatine film containing silver bromide than
when, in gelatine film aione. There is also the further question as

to whether the colour sensitising process adds to the total sensitive-

ness of the emulsion or transfers a part of the existing sens.itiveness

to other parts of the spectrum. Consideralbly more evidence is re-

quired on all these points before deftn.ite conclusions can be drawn
as to the nature of the process, and the complete explanation is prob-

ably hound up with that of the latent image, on which subject there

is still mudi diversity of opinion.

For special sensitising to the infra red—as low as 9600///^—to allow

of the photographic investigation of spectrum Irines of metals, the
U.S. Bureau of Standards' found dicyanine to be the best sensitiser

in spite of the chemical fog which it gives, but which for those

special reeeardies was not found inconvenient.

Processes for the after-treatment of negatives have been further

rtudied in the Eastman Laboratory. Sheppard' has shown the vary-

4 Brit. J. Phot., 1918, (65), J84.

J Iha, 1918, (65), Colour Supplement, 28 ; Phot. J., 1918, (58), 229.

e B'it. J. Phot., 1918, (65), 514; Ibid., Colour Supplement, 46—47.

I Diaoassion after paper by Pope and Mills on "Photographic Sensitiser^,"
Royal Phot. Soe

.
Deo. 10, 1918 (not yet published).

t VM. Bureau of Slamlardt, Bull. 14, 371 [Set. Pap. No. 312] ; SH. Aba., 1918 (21),

3 Communtoiition 60 from Eastman Kodak Res. Lab.; Brif. J. Pkot., 1918 (65),
314; y., 1918,607*.

ing activities of different samples of ammonium persulphate as a
reducer to be due to the varying iron content, iron acting as a
catalyst in the oxidation of siilver (by persulphate, as Fenton showed
it to act in the oxidation of organic acids by hydrogen peroxide.

Nietz and Huse'° have applied the work of Jones and Wilsey" on
the spectral selectivity of silver detposite to the question of intensifi-

cation. Where an intensifying process produces a colour change in

the image, the full effect of this change will vary with the odour
sensitiveness of the material by which it is to be tested or with the

colour of the light by which it is examined. It is therefore only in

the oases in which the colour of the image is unchanged that ihe

visual intensification and the effective intensification are the same.

A large number of the commoner intensifying jxrooessea were ex-

amined from this standpoint and their effectiveness determined ; the

results are unftH-tuniately not capable of quite general application

since the effect of an intensifier is partly dependent on the plate with

whi<ih it is used, a fact which also slightly limited the scope of the

investigation.

Colour Processes and Cinematography.
There is no serious advance to report in these sections. A large

number of vaoiations in detail are being constantly described and
processes patented, chiefly by Americans. It is very difiicuJt to

estimate, for any one of these, what its value may be until a process

actually in use embodies the detail.

Dufay"" has brought out an improved method of obtaining a

(regular colour screen with very fine rulings, in which celluloid film

is impressed by a lined iwll at a temperature just high enough to

soften the celluloid surface. Rulings as fine as thirty to the mOli-

metre are obtained. Colouring is done by filling in the hollows with

a greasy ink and staining the upper surfaice with an alcoholi'; dye

solution. As the method is mechanical both for the depth of the

furrows and for the staining, and as treatment of both sides of the

celluloid film is possible, thus admitting of a foujr-colour scheme, it

should be possilble to get very satisfactory regular screens by this

process. In other processes described there does not appear to be
any actually new principle 'involved ; they are chiefly variations in

the method of combination of two or three images or of the produc-

tion of a (particular colour. The essential peculiarities of some of the

processes ore not easily seen, and in one case at least practically the

same process was described by one American firm vvhUe it was being

patented in this country by another American firm.

Theoretical and Experimental.
Tlie standardisation of the measurement of the speed and other

qualities of plates and papers, the desirability for which has been

staxragly urged in some quarters, and wliich at first sight would cer-

tainly appear to be a necessity, is by no means a simple poxdblem,

and it is not yet certain that it is even desirable. A paper by

Huse" on resolving power illustrates one of the difficulties of

standardisation ; he shows it to be dependent not only on the plate

but on the exposure, the amount of development, and the developer.

He used the fan-shaped converging grating and a definite scale of

reduction, and obtained results to which a numenical value could be

assigned. A range of 47 to 77 is olbtained by variation of the de-

veloper only. Resolving power is also dependent on the colour of

the light used, a maximum occuiTing in the blue, a minimum in the

green, and a secondary maximum in the red. TOiis variation is in

the opposite direction to that which occurs with " gamma " (steep

ness of gradation), in which case, according to some recent experi-

ments in the Ilford Laboratories, the results of which have not yet

been published, a maximum occurs in the green, with minimum in

the red and violet. It would seem .pirobable that the variation in

resolving power is connected with the opacity of the sensitive film,

wMch, of course, varies with the colour of the light.

Jones and Wilsey," in the paper already mentioned on the spectral

selectivity of silver deposits, draw attention to the importance and

wider bearing of the fact which had been well known for a long time,

that the printing value of a negative varies with its colour, a yellow

negative giving a more " oootrasty " priint than one with a similar

10 Phot. J., 1918 i58), 81 ; J., 1918, 224a.
11 i>»ot. ,;., 19I8(58),70; J., 918, 3a.

12 La Nature, Nov. 10, 1917; Scl. Abt., 1918 (21), 58.

13 J. Franklin Imt.. 1918 (1851, 277 (Communicalion 61 from Eastman Kodak
Res. Lab.); Sci. Abe., 1918 |58), 152.
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.'Bual e^wJatfon but wbidi m n«atna in tone. TbiB, of course, U
•iaib to the laot Ihal the Mosit>v«ne<a of pbotop«(>hio printing

nuteriab ifca chiefly in the blue and violet region of the spectrum,

and tta diatrBxition of tiua aenaitiv«neaa not heing tbe ume in all

p^wn, it foUowi that the lenatometric oonetenti of a plate depend

not taij on the pUte itaelf and iti development, but oa tiie printing

mateni with vhioh it is to be uaed. The importance of thie aape:^

IS more erideni in problems such aa the ootDparaon of difiereot de-

velopers, or prooeta of after-treatment aooh a« iDtenaification {v.i.),

-vbere the ooloor of the resulting image may vary oonaiderably.

The sensitometry of X-ray materials is still in a omawhat nn-

•atiafactory position, very little work having been published since

the preliminary note by Hodg.<ion mentioned in the last report.

4)ne Mpect of the subject has been studied by Miss Allen and Laby
* in Aostnlia, but full details of their woric do not yet appear

to hav* reached this country. In the short outline of tba scope

f their paper given in Xaturt it is suggested that the effect of

>xpocare is dependent on X-ray energy rather than on wave-length.

This rtaoli is difficult to reconcile with the well-known character-

-.jttic radiatiooa, which would have led one to expect very charac-

teristic spectral sensitivity curves from X-rsy exposures, and

-specially with results such as those obtained by de Broglie,"

>ho, examining by phutoKraphic means the absorption spectra of

A nomber of elements, had first of all to detennine the absorption

jpadr* of silver and bromine as shown in the plate itself in order

u> allow for that effect in the other apectrm. With so little of

.Vllea and Laby's paper before us it is, however, impossible U>

disctMB it thontofUy.

The relatioMhip of the absorption of diffusing media with thick-

ness has baM sladied from • malheroalieal standpoint b; Chaonon,

Reowick an I Storr," and the reantts, coaSraed experioMataUy,

-untradict the conclusion of Nutting (" Ann. Reports." 1, 313)

that absorption in fully diffused light is proportional to thickneM.

Renwick has foUowed up the work by applying the reeulU to a

•tody of the behaviour of diffusing media (pigBMnts) on a reflecting

base." Tba general expr—ion deduced is sonewhat oomplicated;

reflection density is given in terms of sorfaoe rsflaction, reflecting

power of the base, maximum rejectanoe of the aiedium, the thick-

iMsa or eoncsntration of the medium, and the rate at which the

niaximnm rejecUaoe ia reached. A much simpler approximation

.a obtained in the ease of photographic prints, with almoat bUck

<ilvar graim with which the maximum lejectanoe is very smsll.

This sipiassinn waa checked by experimental obaervation, and the

-agMHMMt boad waa well within the range of experimental error.

The nirsasiiin pravioosly suggested by Jones, Nutting, and Meea

"Ana. Reports," 1, 312), in which the reflecting power of the

JIver graina is neglected, is shown to be quiU inadequaU. The

ipplicatiuo to the pascal formola to black-image photographic

lirinU is merely the atrnplest of the possible applications, and iU

M»pe nay be extended to socb cases as asMttive emulsions and

coloured pigaasnU, and even to painU, to |0 oalaide the photo

^raphio bonadarisa.

The danaty OMisr designed by Fergosoo, Renwick, and Ben-

son,'* which has aereral advanugea over previously described

meter*, haa aroused eonaiderabl* interest. It U based on the law

4 inverse sqoaiea, haa a boriaontal viewing tube, a single light

-

•onroe. a horiaonlal Uble large enough te admit of the reading of

*ny part of a half-plate, is calibrated in denaitiea, and will admit

.if rsMlings np U> a dauity of 2.8 or probably up to 4 with the

intradoction of a moM powofnl Ump such as the PointoUte. There

is also a reflector far illumination at an angle of 46 degrees on the

uble of the iailraaient, a convenient device for the msasarement

el reflsction deosiUas. As the accuracy of the instrument ia quite

eqwd to that of other photnaieters it should find considerable use

if it eaa bo prodoeed at a sniteble price.

Helmkk" haa obtained some further interesting resulte on the

lelatioariup between expoeure and density, testing a snggastion

by both Abney and Kron, but withoot direct

M SMws. 1«U. (Osa M>, MO.
u / fcftsis ax., 1111. 0«'. '»• „
It M^y l«U (Sft.lK): J., »'I.»J». r8«» slwBrloi, •• TlaUog Str«D(Ui ol

»» msi. /» wit, (SI). is6 i i., wi». aJ*.

IS i>%fc«w..uji.ai).jn! «H.-«w,im.(U).3U.

experimental evidence. In ordinary plate-speed and characteristic

curve determinations, logarithms of exposures are plotted against

densities, the exposures being varied either by a time scale or an
intensity scale. Helmick has plotted densities against times in a
series of exposures in which time and intensity were both
varied but in opposite directions, so as to maintain a constant

•^^'gy. I'=oonstant. He finds in all cases a maximum, i.e., for

any given value of the product \l there is a value of I and a cor-

responding value of t, which gives a maximum effect on the plate.

The position of this maximum varies with the speed of tlie plate

—

the slower the plate the higher must be the intensity for maximum
effect.

A considerable amount of attention is being directed, in America
more particularly, to the properties of gelatine from two aspects.

The first is the attempt to get really satisfactory and standardised

methods of determining the physical properties of gelatines. The
methods '* are based on and are largely the outcome of those

which have been found most suitable for the examination of glues.

Apart, however, from the fact that certain minima of strength

—

setting-power, viscosity, etc.—are necessary and that a stronger

gelatine is easier and more economical to work, it is the writer's

experience that the physical properties are a very insufficient guide

to the suitability of gelatine for making photographic emulsions.

There are certain chemical differences between different types of

gelstine and even between different batches of the same type, which
are more effective than are the physical properties in determining

•peed, freedom from fug, and such qualities in different types of

emulsion. As to the exact nature of these chemical differenoet.

there are very few available data, but it is very possibles

if not probable, that they are due to the presence or absence of

very small quantities of specific substances, rather than to varia-

tions in the proportions of the main constituents of the gelatine.

A process such as washing the gelatine, for instance, will

improve it for some purposes and spoil it for others.

The final teat of the photographic manufacturer is there-

fore in the particular emulsion for which the gelatine is required,

and the safeguards of the gelatine manufacturer are care in selection

of raw material and in its treatment.

The second aspect of the properties of gelatine is being con-

sidered largely from a biological standpoint, with the aim of assist-

ing in the elucidation of life-proceases. Some of the resulte have,

however, considerable interest to the photographic industry. An
instance of this may be cited in the resulte of Loeb," with which

should also be considered the work of Fenn'^ on the precipitability

of gelatine by alcohol and the effect on that of acids, alkalis, and

salU, that of Fischer, Hooker, and Coffman" on the swelling of

gelatine in polybasic acids and salte, and that of Sheppard and

Elliott" on the swelling of gelatine in acids and alkalis, and the

occurrence of reticuUtion in gelatine films. Loeb demonstratee the

existence of gelatine compounds of the type gelatine-Na (sodium

gelatinate) and gelatine-Cl (gelatine chloride) which are produced

by the action of salU, acids, and alkalis, the properties of the

compounds being strongly affected, however, by excess of reagent.

For instence, if powdered gelatine ia treated (a) with water 6 times,

(6) with salt (NaCl) solution of Jf/4 or V/8 concentration 6 times,

and (r) with the same salt solution twice and water 4 times,

the amount of water absorbed is somewhat lower in 6 than in a

but very much higher in c than in either of the others ; the effect

is permanent, the water absorptions being in the same ratio if the

gelatines a »xA e are melted, dried, and again treated with water.

The evidence pointe to dissociation of the gelatine-metal compound

in water, which is inhibited by salte of univalent cations and

much more strongly by salte of divalent cations, in proportion to

the concentration of tie cation. Similar resulte are obteined in

the determination of viicosity and alcohol precipitetion numbers

(95 per cent, alcohol does not precipitete gelatine which haa been

treated with sodium chloride, and washed with water as in e

» SsmmsU, J. tml. Snf. Ckm., 1911. (10). SSS ; J., 1911, UIa; Clark and Do Boll.

/. In*. Kmi. CW«., 1918. (10), 707 ; J.. 1918, SSSa.

« /. BW.CIU-..191S, (JI), 531: (J4). 77, 195,489; /.. 1918, J74*, 383i, 3»4a,5»U.

« J. Biol. Chtm., 1918. (53), 279. 459 ! (54). 41S; J., 1918. 216a, 274i. 584a.

m J. Amrr. C»f. So*.. 1918, (40), 272, 505 : J.. 1918, 151a.

w ComnuolcsUon (rom Eutmtn Kodak Bea. Lab. ; BHI. J. Pkol.,19U, (S6),480

/., 1918, 672a.
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above). In the case of compounds of the type gelatine-CI, the

inhibition of dissociation by salts is determined by the nature of

the anion and not by that of the cation. There U, of course,

a very close analogy between the treatment of the gclatme m
c and the washing of an emulsion or of a film to remove excess

of salts one of the commonest of photographic processes.
'

B. V. Stobr.-

Sott—Aa no attempt has been made in this report to refer

specifically to every paper which has come to the writer's notice

n the period covered, the following references to papers not ab-

stracted in the Journal may be of interest :—Hame«, "Cathode-

ray Colours," Brit. J. Phot., 1918 (58), Col. Supp., 29; Crabtree,

"Dve-ton^ Images," Brit. J. Phot., 1918 (58), 357 ;
Ives, " Rc8olu

tio^'of Mixed Cfloirs," Phil Mag., 1917, 18; Brit. J. Phot., l^m

(S81 Col Supip. 33; Lux, " ArtificiaJ Light in Photogra.phy, hUkt.

ZM.. 1917 (38), 506; Scl. Abs., 1918 (21), 364.

Kcu) materials, §c—-—
Christmas Greeting Postcard Mounts. Sold by Houghtons,

Ltd., 88-89, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

Mbssbs Houghtons send us specimens wf the Christmas card

mmuits wMch they are issuing for the forthiowning season, and in

Which they aim to cater es^jeoially for studios supplying portraits at

popular prices. In this aim, as we are glad to see, they are not

afraid from striking a note «f cheerful colour m the design of the

mouDta. All of these latter are of the slip-in pattern and consist

oJ folders the covers of which, in most cases, bear a colour design

which in its vigour challenges the quiet and neutral styles of

mrnamentafcion of which no doubt tflie public has had enough. Of

mounts of this qudte artistioally festive <aiaract6r we may instance

Nos 903, 904, 905, 906, amd 907, each quite distinctive and each

supplied at the price of 24«. per gross, or 1543. per thousand. Messrs.

Houghtons' selection includes others of more reserved character, suoh

as the series of folders designated No. X901 aiid No. X902 in which

Oho postcard is inserted with a touch of adhesive along one edge and

which ftTS BuppUod at 12s. per gross or 77s. 6d. per thousand.

new Apparatus, $c.—•

—

A New Strip-Printing Frame. Made by George S. Moore,

73, Denmark Hill, London, S.E.5.

Mb. Mooia, who for some years past has been a pioneer in the

design and monufacture of apparatus for strip-printing, has recently

»hown to us a printing frame, just introduced, which embodies his

latest design, and has been worked out in order to provide the

most rapid manipulation without any sacrifice of accuracy in print-

ing the photographer's name or monogram in the case of portraits,

or the title of the subject in the case of view postcards. The frame

consists of a most solidly made mahogany channel midway along

which are provided spaces for the subject and title negatives. The

subject negative is placed in a rotating holder, so as to allow it to

be adjusted perfectly straight on the postcard. It is also fitted

with postcard masks. Both these adjustments—of .netting square

and of masking—are most rapidly made, and the uegaitive is held

in tihe required position simply by turning a couple of buttons.

For the exposuix) of the six-on strip the frame is fitted with a

series of stops which are found to serve with quite satisfactory

accuracy in bringing the strip into position on the negative. Work-
ing from left to right, a series of eight exposures produces the six

liostoards on the strip, the simple release of the pressure of the

liands on the spring back sufficing to allow of the bromide paper
being freed for drawing forward into the next position. The work
of the printer, as we have seen from a numbe- of specimens, is most
accurate, and the apparatus can be used in conjunction with the
foot-pedal printing box of Mr. Moore, or, indeed, with any printing
box fitted with separate device for the switching on and off of the
light. Most solidly and substantially m de in maliogany, the price
of the apparatus is £5, cairiage free.

meetings of Societies.—

•

MEE-HNGS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
Monday, October 20.

South London Photographic Society. "Bromoil," O.B.Clifton,
Willesden Photogrttnhio Society. "The Importance o( Photography in Ihe

War." A. I). Pvke.
Bradford Photo raphic Society. "Artists I Huve Met." B.Wood.
Denniitoun Amateur Photographic Association. Exhibition of Carbon Prints.

Autotype Co.
Dewsbury Photographic Society. "Belgium (Pre-War)." J. 0. Korth.

ToESDAT, October 21.

Bayal Photographic Society. Traill Taylor Memorial Lecture. Rev. A. L.
Cortie, 8.J., F.R.A.8.

Hackney Photographic Society. Slide Competition: "Peace Celebrations and
War Trophies."

Donca'iter Camera Club. Lantern Lecture : " The Cornish Riviera." F. A.

Jordan. „ . .. -

Chelsea Photographic Society. " The House Fly : Its Structure, Habits, and
Menace to Health." Dr. G H. Rodman.

Manchester Amateur Photographic Society. "Art and Arilulness in Lantern
Slide Making." J. Shaw.

WEDmBsDAT, October 22.

Croydon Camera Club. " The Art of Deve'oping." A. Dordan-Pyke.
Kdmburgh Photogrnphio Society. "The Optical Lantern." A. H. Baird.

Royal Photographic Society. "Through the Wonderland of Papua." T. J.

McMahon, F.R.Q.S.
Thursdat, October 23.

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association. "Through Scotland with Sir

Walter Scott." Major R. S. Archer.
Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. "Richard Jeflnes

—

ProsePoetaad Naturalist." G. Avenell.

The Camera Club. •' How the Rifle Grew." Dr. S. Nathan.
Rirhmond Camera Club. "The Art of Developing." A. Dordan-Pyke.

Brighouse Photographic and Naturalist Society. " A Journey to Mexico and the

Far West." L. Whitehead.
Aston Photographic Society. " Printing." R. J. Cooper.

Friday, October 24.

North Middlesex Photographic Society. Annual Exhibition.

Royal Photographic Society. "The Tower of London." E. W. Harrey Piper.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. H. Guy Johnson last week gave a capital demonstration on

" Workshop Aids," the main ipart of whidh bore no relation to

photography. Nor did he claim anything to be new, stjiting that

most of the "aids " were as old as the hills; but as they were

fresh to many of lesser age, the demonstration lost none of its value

in consequence. All learnt something.

Who has not experienced a lens cell obstinately sticking at some

time or another. Here is the remedy for the evil : Take a piece

of thin wood, cut out a circle a shade lai-ger than the outside

diameter of the lens cell, and tlien make two saw cuts about half-

an inch apart, as shown in the diagram. By inserting the lens cell

in the circular aperture, and gripping the wood at the other end,

the cell is firmly held, and rotating the strip of wood anti-clock-

ways, unscrews it.

A very neat way of cutting a circular aperture in a lens panel

consists in drilling a small hole right tlaough at the centre, and

then employing an " adjustable washer cutter " in on ordinarj-

brace. At half-time reverse the wood and repeat on the other side.

These cutters axe handy tools for the camera craftsman, and, he

said, by no means expensive. All who employ a fretsaw for the

same purpose may iiot be aware that much stouter saws than the

normal—called "power blades"—are obtainable.

Amoug other tips a "one drop" oil can was shown, improvised

oat of a tabloid bottle, with a piece of wirs soldered inside to the

screw-on cap. This wire is flattened at its extremity, and dips into

the oil contained in the bottle, and permits of one drop of oil being
placed exactly where wanted. Regarding the well-known plan of

waxing ^;ood benches to make them waterproof, the demonstrator
pointed out the necessity of incorporating with the paraffin wax a
.small qumtity of beeswax ; otherwis it ultimateily breaks up into

small fissures, and jiemeftration of solutkui occurs.
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On tb« qncBtion of the much-debated Kxdcring of nlaminiain, be

Mud that he had found "Kayolin " quite aaluholory. The secret

u to keev the wire hnuh (supplied with the aolder) moving back-

waHs aod forwards all the time the solder is being heated until

the Utter Sows. It w«» also applicable to " Duralium," a wonder-
ful ftUoy, poaaeaaing valuable features in mrny directions. Praise

was also given to " Emoid," a subetilute for etKmite, but far easier

lo worit and capable of (coeiving a fine rarface by polishing by band.
The formal <](>ening of the session took place the previous week,

tha prasidant, Mr. John Keaae, being billed to deliver an addrem.
Neither he nor the secretary nor the vioe^^jiainnaa turned np, and
the "oOca boy," baakad with the moral support afforded b>- the
rafaeshment. departraoii, stepped into the breach with a critical

ravisrw of the charactwiatios of the abaent eneotive oficen and old
mambesm ostensibly forthe UoeBt of new namlNn, who are many
indeed. Looking at hi» oontributton in as favooiable light aa pos
sA'.e, it may be ooofideoUy stated that, U reoorded verbatim, it

woaid expose this joamal to a dozen or so actiona for slander.

I

EDINBURGH SOCIETy OK VROFtaSaOSAL PHOTO
GILiPHERS.

Tib ftn* meiiiDg of the aeaaion 1919 20 was bald on Monday, Octoher
6. Mr. K D. Young in the chair. The Samtaiy read a report on
the work of the society daring the past jmt and a-half; and .Mr.
8hie!s, in moving the ado|itioQ of the report, made nference to the
good work of thaaocMtyatnce iU inception in May, 19ia The state
meat o( aoeoanta was abb read and adoptad.

lite Chairman then expiained a prapoaal oa batMOf of the com-
mittea. U waa IsH by tham Hiai the dntiaa of the SMcataiyship now
being mnsManshW it woaU he advasahle to sacofw a pennaoent
seoretary, wte wooid mdarteke the work in consideration o* a
fee or hooBwirima

, Tba aociaty's solicator hmi baao sffMoaebcd on
this mailer, aad ha had iinnusiiiJ ii ilimiimi to undertake the
duliea ii the iKl in ware igr isslik . Thii MTaogement, Mr.
YoiiBf soipiaiDcd, woold invatre the rsisag of the anmial solacrip-
tioa to ooa gniaaa, and U was proposed that the sun ol a guiuea
and ahatf shoaU eont the subauiption of a firm when thm« was
mors thaa ooa mmIiii. This pttifwaal was carried iuian«noaa:y.
A point was tfaa« raised as lo the voting powen of mcotbcrs. Le..
whether each thamid have one vote, or wbathsr the anaagtmeol
should be ooe voU per Ana. This Utter ingrtiau was agreed npon
by a majority ol twelve lo trm.

Mr. Swaa Walaoa, in a tenr word* of appraeiatiofi of Mr. Youths
•«><« aa rhainn sn, movwd his re eleotsoa. Mr. CanvbeU Harper

Hmt* ware no farther iinmiimliuw. Hie foHonuig
of nnmwillm were then alacttd : Mmsw. CampbeU
tamWok, MoOsA, snd Miss Omy. Mr. Yoimg thanked

tha msiiing lor aUctitig him (wceident for tha anaamg year. He
bad the aooialy »«ry modi at h»art. and ha hoped to see a very
sucesasW ssaaoo.

A f«r masor aUaralioM lo the ru:<w and matikatioo of the socisty
wwe thaa imyuaaJ and a^rssd opon.

itr- Yoaag Ibaa Mportod «si the ret.wching class Thu hsd lun-
OMDesd moat swoamfaNy os October 1, and the msn>benia|i nuw
rtood al aiiiy^wo. Mr. Yoaag explained that ha had fsit somawbat
o*«rwhaimed at thia nnexpaoted number of appUoanU ; but he hoped
soon to ba M» to ea|is with the sise al tha ehm. It wae powible
Ihat ha aughi laqaiiw to aacore the sarvicm of an aasislaat. Thin
amtter wo«U ba placed shortly before tha Board of the CoUage of
AH. Be amUTied Ihat he would seek to instract the pi^ls in the
sound basio priaoi|kaa of rstouching, and it woold niiiinmsiilj re-

aaia lor «aA iadividoal photographer to faida has aaaiatont in the
partieokr atyla of work which he was ia Iha hMbit of doing. It

was profMMed thai a eommittee of master photographen should be
appointed io kmk after the interesU of this daas. and at se a
dtpiilatkm to tha Board whan oooaaioo aroat.

^r Swan Wa«aaM than n|>of«od apoa tha deai«oos of hie Appren
Ihay had ayeed at prmsnt opon threr main

I. That aa apprsolioa sboold be iodeotarad for a period of four

•w five yean, aeoordiag to hia afe at tha caamMoaHnaDt of hie term
of appnntiaaahip. Thna a boy of fifteeo or iirt—i woold serve for

Av« yaam; bat ooa of aavaotaea or eighteao wooU probably be able
to CDVfT the ipvoad fa^airadl in faar years.

2. That there should be in all indentures an option on eitiber side-
to break the agreement after a period of six months.

3. That the master should stopuUte in each case as to the branohex.
to be ajquired during the term, stating a mioimum period of iji

struot-ion in operating.

Further then this the conunittee were uiiable to go in the mean
tone until they had a::quiTed a more intimate knowledge of the new
Scottish Education Act. On a motion of Mr. Shiels, seconded by
•Mr. Macalpiiie, the matter was reaniM«d to the committee for
further ooosideration and information. It wae pointed out that
when the new Act aune into force all aeedstajnts and apprenticet^
under eighteen would attend day claases, and, if suita/Ke claesw
were not by that time organised by photographers, assietonte wouid
be compelled to attend tJie classes of \»*at the authorities might
consider the nearest allied trade. Such classes might not be of th.-
value lo assistants that actual i^iotographic claases m'gbt bo. Mi .

Young hoped OtM unnn a technical ckiss on photo^^y might b
arranged.

The qoertion of special power rales for eleotTic current consume, r

by photograi>her8 was raised, and a »py of a letter was read whidi
showed Buch an arrangement had been in force in Glasgow for foui
teen years. Mr. Shiels proposed that a deputation be sent to th'-
t«>wn cooncil on this matter, and he himself hoped to be able to re
port in more detail at the jiext meeting. Meanwhile, it was sac
gested that the secretary nt'ght oomnMuncute with the town clerk
on the su>>jecA. .\ discussion also took pkice on the question ot
watw sup(>ly, u>d it was pointed out that the Tniet were (Minr^
meter* to the supply where .possible.

A IfOer was read from Mr. Scott, of Kodak, Ltd., intimating thai
the photographer* of GJaagow wished to arrange a golf match wilJ.

the EdiidMU^ professionals. Members were in\tii«d to go thnnigJ
to Olaagow f<w the afternoon, play a round of golf, and participal*-

in a dinner in the evening. The photograjxhers of Glasgow had ba^C

some idea of forming a society similar to that existing in Edinborgli

.

and it was aoggested that this would be a suitaKe occasion on which
to discuss the maMer. Over a dozen members expressed their
willingneas to meet their western confreres. ITie qu««fcjon of th.

Edirfmrgh IVofessional Exh>b:.tion, billed for the evening, had to hi-

held over through lack of time. The meeting then concluded.
Note.—My attentwn has been drawn to a recent P.P. A. handbook

in which bad been disoov«red 'one of those flashes of Sonthvii
homoor which delight ua so mooh by their originality—namely, :

Iiointed sally against the "native canninees " of the Soot 1

Bathfred from the allusion that the trait, in this instance, was «a
empUfied by an anxiety on the part of Edinburgh photogra{>hers ti>

smd apprentices to a technical olam in order to escape the burden
of penonsJ tajtiao. There are three knorwn jokes south of thi-

Twe«d ; and this, believed to be the most popolar, has been found
to possess a recurrence which may be anti:apated with almost mathe
matical accuracy.

PuuAU 8. MoF?AT, Hon. Sec., E.aP.P-

CooHnerclai^Ceoai Intelilaeiicee

LaciAL NoncB.—^Notice m given that the partoerrfup befaween

Mark Owen Athey and Charles Schofield Sykee, carrying on bosinee.-

as photographers at 7, Nevill Street. Soothport, under the style of

.\they and Sykes, has been dissolved by moto^ consent. All debtf
doe to and owing by the late firm will be received ami paid bv
Charles Schofield Sykes.

LANCASMran Socirrr op Mavivr Protogbapuers.—In coneequeoci-

of the railway strike the general meeting of the society prenrionsly

arranged for September 30 had to be postponed, and will now taki

place on October 28, at 3.30 p.m., at Queen's Hotel, PmoienadF.
Soothport. The arraogementa made for the nrevious date aippl\

also to the postponed meeting. A social evening to whioii kidiea arr

•peoially invited will follow the general meeting, whilst fchosi-

n-.embers who can put in a day ai Sontbport and would like a

morning's golf should oommunicato ait once with the hoDOrar\
treasurer, .Mr. F. Read, 14, Balfour Road, SouthijxJrt, who lb in

chargs of «m local arrangemants.
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ReiDs and Rotes.—•

—

Thaill Taylor hzcrvnt.—The twenty-second annual lecWre
under the Traill Taylor Memoo-ial Trust will bo delivered at the

house of the Royal Photographic Society, 35, Russell Square, Lon-

don, W.C.I, on Tuesday, October 21 next, at 7 p.m., by the Rev.

A. L. Gertie, S.J., F.R.A.S. Father Cortie, who is director of the

Stonyhurst College Observatory, will take as his subject " Photo-

graphic Evidence for the Formation of the Stare fromi Nebula?."

Nottingham and Notts. Photographic Societt will hold thedr

sixteenth anmi.il exhibition of pfhotograpOis and lantern slides on
November 20 to 22 next in the rooms of the Nottingham Society of

Artists, 11, Park Row, Nottingham. There will be an open section

in addition to that for members only, and the secretary is very

Anxious to have a good selection of exhibits The closing dat« for

entries is Saturday, November 8; exhibits to be delivered on Wed-
day, November 12. Entry forms and further particulars can be
obtained from the honopiry exhibition secretary, Mr. A. Beeston,

103, Nottingham Road, Nottingham.

Death of Mr. Philip E. B. Jourdain.—We regret to see the
announcement of the dea/th, on October 1, at the early age of

thirty-nine, of the talented Cambridge scholar, Mr. Philip E. B.
Jourdain, who contributed extensively to mathematical research
despite the paraljtic disease which had affiicted him almost from
childhood. Mr. Jourdain was also a linguist of some note, and the
writer of many papers on the history of science. He showed a con-
siderable interest in the literature of photography by his papers and
translations, many of which appeared in the " British Journal " up
to witlhin some ten yeaxs ago. Thus, his notes on processes of
direct photochromy, -which appeared in our columns in the year 1900,
form a valuable partial bibliography of this subject. He also con-
tributed a good deal to the literature of the intei-ference process of
colour photography, and further showed his interest in the more
eveiydajp problems of photography by a seriee of notes on the
efficiency of photographic shutters.

Lectures on the South Pacific Islands.—All those wJio have
felt the fascination of the South Sea Islands from the novels of
Jack London or the more serious pictures of island life in works
such as those of R. L. Stevenson or Mrs. Grimshaw, will note with
interest the series of three lantern lectures to be delivered at the
Royal Photographic Society, the first on October 15 at 8 p.m., and
the two succeeding on October 22 and October 29 at 7 p.m!, by
Mr. Thomas McMahon. Mr. McMahon is a great traveller in' the
islands, where he has had the opportunity of studying the native
.peoples most intimately. At the fame time he takes a strong in-

:terest in the industrial possibilities of the South Pacific, and will
.have much to say on the importance of the islands to those of the
Fjiglish ra«e, and will be able to show the far-reaching steps taken
by the Germans before the war to secure economic supremacy in
these parts of the world. The exhibition of the Royal Photo-
graphic Society, which opened on Monday last, contains a special
-.section consisting of a large series of photographs by Mr. McMahon
showing tho customs, indiistries, and natural resources of the
islands.

The Scottish Salon.—The prospectus of the twelfth Scottish
J^ational Salon has now been issued. The exhibition will be held
in the People's Palace Galleries, Glasgow, from December 20 to
January 24. Our Scottish friends have considered it best to suspend
the exhibitions during the war, but are now leaving no stone
unturned to make the forthoomji.g exhibition a record one in the
.successful series whioh the past has witnessed. The entry form
may bo obtained from the secretary, Mr. John Macdonald, 27,
Aberfeldy Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow, and must be returned to
him not later than Monday, December 1. The exhibits themselves
require to be addressed to the Photographic Salon, The People's
Palace, Glasgow Green, Glasgow, and to arrive not later thaj.
Tuesday, December 9. An entry fee of two shillings is charged,
and suffices for any number of exhibits up to a totaj of eight. Any
furUier exhibits require to be entered on additional entry forms, and
to Ije accompanied by a further remittance of 2s. for each eight
«rtubita or lea. It should be mentioned that the Salon is limited
to th« work of photographers of Scottish nationality: exhibition of

pictures by non-Scottish workers is a matter of special invitation.

The board of selection this year will consist of Messrs. Arch. Coch-
rane, Alex. Keighley, and J. M Whitehead.

Portraits in Wateh-Colours.—We recently had an opportunity
of seeing a large selection of the work of Messrs. Robinson and
Co., 17, 19, and 23, High Street, Harlesden, London, N.W.IO, in

the making of jxuitrait enlargements finished in water-colours.

Messrs. Robinson make a specialty of water-colour finishing, and
in these days when so much wretched work in the way of enlarge-

ments is made, it is a pleasure to examine portraits which repre-

sent at once such a high degree of artistic taste and technical skill.

The specimens which we have seen included both portraits with
tlie customary solid background and those in the sketch style,

v.hich latter displayed to particular advantage the artistry of

Messrs. Robinson's work in drawing, as well as in colouring. While
their styles are most of them upon the lines familiar to photo-

graphers, we should not omit to mention a specialty of their own
which they call "grey panel" effects, in which the background i»

a light tone of grey or buff, which, in their hands, goes exceed-

ii'gly well with their colour work. These portraits impressed us

as something most artistic and at the same time quite distinctive.

It should be added that Messrs Robinson make no claim to be
"rush" makers of enlargements, their work is turned out as

speedily as its aitistic character permits, and usually can be
delivered within about three weeks of the receipt of the order.

It is just as well that the fact should be mentioned, because we
ars satisfied in our minds that photographers wishing to offer

their customers really fine water-coloured enlargements will have
no cause to regret placing their commissions witn Messrs. Robin-

son, whose price list, just issued, fully specifies their cliarges for

these portraits, as well as for those in black and white and for

straight enlargements.

Correspondence*—•

—

*,• Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No
notice is taken of communications unless the names and address*!

of the writers are given.
',' We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by

our correspondents.

PRESS AND PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHERS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Your leading article on the professional operator and

his activities, which you so maively and alliteratively refer to as

the Press photographer poaching on the preserves of the purely

portrait photographer, is interesting. Since you so courageously

look to the interests of the P.s, perhaps you will be good enough
to let me defend the Q.s.

It is perhaps unfortunate for the portrait photographer who,
having struggled with his lumbersome apparatus, discovers a photo-
graphic Puck at the reception with proofs of his diligence and
enterprise. But if the aforementioned Puck is poaching on other

preserves, he is but returning the compliment. A visit to the art

room of the newspaper any morning will assure you of the fact

that sometimes the portrait man is the poacher. In any case, it

seems to me that a piofessional photographer is o-ntiUed to widen
tjie scope of his profession as and how he can ; and there is not a
lot of difference between a portrait firm running a Press depart-
ment and a Press firm running a private order department.
The Fleet Street professional specialises in Press photography, but

he is not obliged to concentrate on that or any other branch. As
a result of his enterprise and initiative he is able to "deliver the
goods" at an opportune time, and he is entitled to any requital
which comes his way. As you say, the mcdus operandi of the Fleet
Street man is rot denied the portrait photographer, although it is

to be admitted that a man who rals up at an appointment three-
quarters of an hour late would probably view the necessity of
adopting such hustling methods with no little trepidation. With
the customary enterprise of the portrait photographer, the gentle-
man with the stand camera and elastic conceptions of appointments
will probably hope for the elimination of the hustler along the lines
of convention, as outlined in your article.—Yours faithfully,

1-z ^.-^ J r „ Laurence H. Cadb.
13, Cliffords Inn, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4
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REVERSAL OF FILM NEGATIVES.
To the Editora.

ti«oU«D«a,~In ihe kvt nmnber o( the " B.J." of August iS, jiut

to baad, there is ma Miscle with tlie above heading, which I have

read with much intereel, having had a amilar wcperience to the

writer of that article. While on a trip aome years ago around

the Dead Sea by motor-boat a small Kodak was taken along for the

pmpoee of aakiiig snapshots of the party. Larger plate cameras

were used (or taking the views. All plates turned oat very sac-

cessfu], bat among the fUms there was an ezpoeare oo one of

the rolls wUeh lias to this day puzzled us. On the east aide of

the Dead Sea there is a small plain called Gbor et Megraa. Here
there is a tberaal si)lpbur spring, with a pool in which the natives

bathe, and in order to protect themselves from the direct rays of

a tropical sun, an arbour has been built. While some members
of the party were indulging in a bath here an ezpoeare was made,
doe allowancs being made for the denae ihada. On the roll five

aspoeDres '.arned oat good negalivi» and the sixth one a splendid

poaitive!

The haat of the Joidui Valley, I think, will become proverbial

aftar (lia pcolonged eUy there recently of British and AustralUn
troops, and if it is the radiation of beat in and arojnd th« camera
which pan^rates to the aeoative film and produces over-expomre,
then anyone who Ina visited the rallegr in aonuier time would
dadara that the heat there is certainly great eooogb to turn all

fibaa—and why not wren all pUt«s ?—exposed there into positivw'
VvHttt notas. iwwaver, on this subjea, I Hiink. will be risd by

Bwy otbar pKotogmphaie beside the undersigaad.

H. L. Labmok.
American Colony, Jeruaalrm. Palniine, Sept 13, 1919.

THE SALE OF VIEW POfiPICARDS.
To the Edkors.

'A ttm weeks a«o yoa had as aitida oo the sale of
pMitaM iMilaapda and advoeatiag poahiiw «h« pbotoiNMteaH. ao that
the paUie woold Imy piwto-oards rather than eotktype or other

iadading the " eoloor^raaitas " (tJkia ia not a Oeddes new
i). TIm reason the pditOe (my these >«nk is on aoooont of

obeafmeas. edooatad in aneh by the past inaaaa ant prices of pre-war
producers of the pictorial ftoatoard. The bnoAla peony ia tlie

pdUic's estimate of the valoa of these things, and I have seao in a
weU-kaown aiatiooar'e not far frooi Lad^ata BHl iwelva postcards
of Loodea, aapia tunsd , for siapsnoe, aod tUi noia time in 1918.
Rank proBtesring ! Where is the pboto-eontrellsr aod tribomU !

Nowadays the ftdblie won't pay 2d. and 3d. -wU^ Ur. Philip O.
Hunt anggeata pbtMmmfvtmm tfaonld charge (3d. to gat 60 per ceot.
pmAt) ; but wbao ha •oggesta 3d. aod 12S per ewt. {iroftt—Oh ! I
sea his dodge; he wants to git ns all ioek«d up (or profitearing. Rank
traitor to the cause '.

Again, if thepvblic want pbot«vf>oatoarda theygotolhestatoonar's
as a rule, loUut to • fhotognptxr'e afaofn M least, that was my
a^ariapoa anna yasn ago wbeo things ware nhsay. I took a good
•ansa of photographs at the kMabty 1 w«a in. riows and evanU, yet
I had eaaipai»t«vely few salsa, altfauugh I liad • showcase oo the
wall ootside. I so'.d more in kits to local ilialinni. so I discoo-
tiaoad it and eowuiaged the stationsrs, etc, to take more. It paid
battar io the katg ««b at that tiaia wbao a penny was a penny and
not a third cl a Iwthiaf

.

I think mymM the balk ol tba picture postcards are bought by the

piAUc, not by the " oppsr teo " grade of society, and Ihe printed and
oeloared oarda are sifectod baoaose they serve Iha poipoae and are

chasf), aod also baeaosa the prtaeot rate ol postage makea it ao ex-

pensive item to ssod off, say, six cards at 2i. aod postage Id. ea'Ji.

This la U 6d., aod if Iha oarda are 3d. each tte coet wiM be 2s.

Hoiiday-maiMn ars Iha most peoUAc usoa of postcards, and now
they have to ecooomiee, aspaaally at the isaaidi. Visitors to a

loealily kmy moat of tha ganenl views, aod ao dooht these have

thahiggsot saU
I sndose a pfaat»faitcard w<ith quotation on liadc. 37s. psr 1,000

ismi-fflaU, black, io 1912. Ws now psy 100s. par 1,000 for fioMhed

cards, a big diBsrsoca in coat, aod so we can't risk bavii^ iheae loft

00 oar haoda as too saqMoaive to ssll. Shops won't buy them on

epee. They say (Jtsgr have oo great demasid lor photo-cards, bat

mon kr chesfier ooas. Photo- .-ard printara bay cards in larger

qusotitiee than we can, and get a batioi* discoomt for caali, yet -we

can often do cards cheaper by the gross. A better profit is made
out of the photographer very often than the photographer can make
out of the shops, and therefore the photogrsipher hasn't sufficient

ioducement to risk unsaleable stock.

Mr. Hvimt recommends on one page and adverlises on the next, a
ooinoidence no doubt. Still, a photographer knows his locaUty as

a mle, and if be could retail cards would do so. And again, to show
photo-view-cards in your window at 2d. and 3d. each beside portrait

postsards at, say, 7s. a dozen, would make the public ask why.
"Hioy don't analyse bow it is done, think the photograplier is putting

on the price, aod paas on their way. So it is best to keep the view

cords at 2d. and 3d. each out. Explanations are not then needed
to show to a customer why you can't do portrait cards cheaper.

Yoor business is then purely a portrait business, so tar as the public

is concerned, and it is aoce^nted as such. That is iny experience of

the combination of postcards in 1912 and now.—Yours faithfu'Jy,

F. S. Whjsbidon.

239, ShenisU Streti, Waltbanutow, E.17.

Hnswers to Correspotidetits.
a

SPECIAL NOTICE.

In aceordanct toith our preunt practice a amalUr $pace will be

nllntUd Io renlifi Io eorrfspond*nU.

We tcill niutrer by post if flumped and addressed enveloiw is enclosed

for reply: S-cent Intemational Coufxm. (mm readers abroad.

Qutrist to be antwfred in the Friday's "Journal" miisl reach us

not laUr than Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editors.

W. T. W.—We suppose your poster and showoard work would not

be offerad publicly to anyone, but would be done for individual

traders. Io that case there ie no necessity for you to obtain a

boenoe, which, we suppose, ia what you mean. Regpstratioo is

akogetber differtnt, and is necessitated onl}- if you do not trade

ooder yoor own name.

A. B.—About four 1,000 c.p. Iialf-watt lamps. Theee siiould bo

o^Mkble of being ra'sed or lowered between, say, 7 ft. 6 ins. from

floor to 5 ft., the latter height being necessary to allow of very

short ex^xMores for siUing figures and children. You will find it

ecooomieal to get a quicker lens, say //4, for vwy short expoeuree

than to instal more lamps.

H H. P.—Your room ia rather too short for full-length portraits,

but will do very well lor heads and ha'.f-lengths. Half-watt lamps

can be obtained from the General Electric Company, 67, Queen

Victoria Street, London, E.G. For a great deal of your work the

daylight from the window will be sufficient. For full lengths the

half-watts might be used as a top light in conjunction with the

daylight.

E B.—We fear you would be able to do nothing with flashlight,

as the flash is not quick enough for rapidly moving objects, and

even if you succeeded in synchronising a focal-plane shutter witli

the Hash, the plate would probably be under-exposed. The only

thing to do would be to employ a large number of arc-lamps,

and perhaps, in addition, some mercury-vapour bulbs, as is done

in cinema stadioa.

K. B.—The yellow spots have the appearance of being due to

dcaensitisir.g impuritiee in tlie raw base. The methods for

avoiding the defects are rather outside our province, but we

imagine they will consist in better baryta-coating or in the

addition of anti-deeensitisers to the emulsion, as dealt with re-

cently in the " B.J." by Mr. W. C. Mann. From the look of the

prints under a magnifier the paper seeone to have very little

baryta-coating.

J. O.—^There is no hook on studio reoonstruotioo and decoration

except the little manual " The Portrait Studio." issued by our

pablishera, price lOd. post free. As regards electric lighting with

half-'watt lamps, we had a nthar oootprebensive article in the
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" B.J." ot October 26, 1917, whioh you oan still obtain, pric* 4i<i.,

and the General Electric Company, 67, Queen Victoria Street,

Loodon, E.G., have also a gratis booklets dealing with the typee of

installation which are recommended.

A. N.—For subjecte of the kind you describe, by far the beet do-

velopea- ia pyro-ammonia, owing to the slightly warm black of the

tone and transparency of the shadows. Amidol, owing to its cold

black tone, is about the least suitable. Moreover, you will find

that there is no developer which will give satisfactory lantern

slides unless it is used at a normal temperature. The best ad-

vice we can give you is to use the pyro-ammonia formula ad-

vised by the maker of the lantern plates. These latter, for the

best results, should be of the slow variety.

J. H.—We efaould say that unless you wanlt to give very short

exposures, three 1,000 c.p. lamps wLl b« sufficient for your studio.

We should place one about 8 ft. high about 8 ft. from the back-

ground, nearly opposite the centre of the latter. Another lamp
should be opposite the edge of the background, about 5 ft. away,

and the third lamp midway between. Tiiese two lamps may be a

foot or eighteen inches lower than the front one. If possible,

have all lamps made to raise and lower, as this will give more
control over the lighting, and allow you to get shorter exposures

with sitting figures and children.

0. A.—Any method of puttmg titles on negatives with opaque
calls for neat draughtsmanship and some experience in putting

on the lettering reversed, so that it wUl appear correctly in the

prints. The metliod moot usually employed by .makers of view
postcards is to have the lettering drawn very big or set up in

type and photographed down to the requisite size on a press

plate. A lot of titles are photographed on one plate, and the

film on the negative is then cut through to the glass in strips

with a sharp knife and the strips then detached from the glass I

wit^ hydrofluoric acid and laid on the view negative. '

F. T.—The dimensions of studio which you give should be quite

large enough for single pieces of furniture, but would not do for

suites, for which you would require much greater distance in

order to preserve the proper proportions. We assume that you
intend to use the studio for portraiture as well as for f\u:mture.

We should advise about 15 ft. of glass in top and side light, the
latter coming down to 3 ft. from tlie floor. For the furiutme we
think a run of glass on the solid side of roof, say 5 or 6 ft., would
be very useful bo as to equalise the light over a large pie-ie. If

the studio were for furniture alone the old "tunnel" form could
not be unproved u(pon.

J- R-—(1) In the circumstances you name we do not think a licence
is necessary, if it is understood that your advertising and can-
vassing is in the general Press, and extends generally throughout
the country, but is not of a local character. (2) If you open an
office so that anyone in your district can walk in and give you
orders for work, then we think that you require a licence. Cer-
tainly you would if you made a display of your work. The
Licensing Order is not very explicit on the particular questions
you have raised. It is plainly defined as not applying to busi-
nesses carried on with a particular class of traders, and that is

what your business particulaily corresponds with.

C- R-—You can get a much better result by dulling the metal sur-
face with putty, but it is not the best method. The best method
IS to arrange a small tent of muslin round the shield, so tliat
objects are prevented from being reflected in it. Then you
can strengthen the lighting from one side or another to give any
necessary relief to the lettering by bringing any strong artificial
light, such as a half-watt or arc-lamp, near to the outside of the
tent. You will find this method described in some detail in the
little book, " Commercial Photography," which our publishers
issue, price Is. 2d., post free, and which is a handy volume for
hints on photographing these miscellaneous subjects.

-H:-Sr='3lP p? mantle must not be fixed at a given distance from
•tbe condenser, be°*"*^ "" °'^'^ ^ S®*" .* °'®^'' illumination its

distance from 'the t"*°<^s<T will vary sLightly according to the

degree of enlargemei?'*'' ^**" "^'^ reduce to some extent the neiJes-

»ity for this movemd'^*' ^^. '"^*"^"g ^ ground-glass screen as near
te can be done ivithoi"*

"^^ °'^ fracture to the gas mantle. An

\

opal screen would be better gtQl, but outs down ih« light tre-

mendously. The negative, as a rnle, should be as olose in front

of the condenser as you can put it. It is only if the negative is

very much smaller than the condesneer that there is an advantage

in putting it further forward so that you get a more concentrated

beam of light on it and thus shorten exposui'e. Retouching marks
on the negative are minimised by diffusion of the light in the way
already described, that is, with the ground^glass or opal screen

close to the illuminant.

T. L.
—

^The inverted half-watt fitting is a very wasteful one as far

as current is concerned, although it gives very soft effects. About
four 1,000-c.p. lamps should give you all the light you need if run
at fuul voltage. It seems foolish to handicap yourselves with such
a slow lens. We should recommend at least an //4.5 lens, as this

with the same light and plate will only require one-third the ex-

posure of one with an aperture of fl8. Use thin calico as a

diffuser, and have the lamps to raise and lower; the low position

•wiill greatly shorten the exposure for children. We should keep
the walls light ; it is easy to put dark curtains or screens, f needed,

to cut off surplus reflection. A useful arrangement of lamps is

one opposite centre of background a/bout 8 ft. high, 7 ft. from
b-a^kground, and the other three in a curve from this to the side

of the studio, the last one being about 5 ft. from the end wall.

These side lamps may be a foot or so lower.

W. G. A.— (1) If the ircn is dissolved in the water we do not
think it will cause any difficulty, but if it is in the shape of iron

or rus.ty particles you must have the tap fitted with a filter, for
wihich there is nothing better than a bag of flannel tied over it.

(2) The persulphate reducer is liable to be erratic if kept long
after having once been used. We prefer to make it up fresh

for each time of use. (3) With either pyro-ammonia or pyro-
soda the best thing for under-exposure is to use the normal
formula, but diluted with three or four times its bulk of water.
This will avoid your getting such very dense and contrasty nega-
tives, especially with pyro-metol. You will get just as good
shadow detail with pyro-soda as with pyro-metol. From what
we have seen of your negatives we should advise you to leave
pyto-metol alone and stick to pj-ro-soda, which does not so
readily yield the great density and yellowish colour which are
characteristic of pyro-metol.

%\n Urttisb Innntal d f botngraiibg.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisements cannot b* inserted until fully and eorreetly pre-

paid, senders of Une announcements are asked to bear in mind the
teale of charges. They will thus save themselves delay in the puh-
Ucation of their anneuncemmts. A Schedule by which an advertii*-

ment can be correctly priced wtU be itnt on request.

Net Prepaid line Advertisements.

12 words or leas !/•

Extra words Id. per word.
(No reduotion for a lerias.)

Special Note. Box Number Advertisements.

Box No. " and office address ... ... ... charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted nntil fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by th«

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are :iot accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for (he ourrent week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reaoh the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., PubUshers,
94. WaUiiuton Street. Strand, LONDON, W.C. 2,

J
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EX CATHEDRA.
The Weekly
Almanac.

Perhaps even those firms accustomed to
getting a goodly proportion of their

business through advertisements in the " B.J. Almanac"
have not realised the fact that among many photographers
in distant ^arts of the Empire the " Almanac " is always
referred to as the " Journal." Why, we do not know;
perhaps the second word of the title is seized upon as suffi-

cient. But the fact is significant; it signifies—^what every
regular advertiser in the "Almanac" knows—that the
book is in use throughout the year; that, so far as a busi-

ness firm in England is concerned, it performs the duty
of a weekly circular or journal reaching the hands of a
photographer in Tasmania or Trinidad fifty-two times or

more during the year. Possibly the persistence of the

advertising effect of an announcement in the " Almanac "

is not 8o fully appreciated as it should be by those who
have not advertised in it. Yet it is the common experi-

ence of firms whose announcements appear in the book

and who, moreover, will often get orders for goods which

were advertised only in an issue of the " Almanac "

three, four, or t«n years back. Those who seek for some

explanation of this unique and long-continued advertising

power need not go far to find it. It consists in the fact that

a book of the size and everyday usefulness of the
" Almanac" is kept at hand year by year and regularly

consulted as a universal " inquire-within-upon-every-

thing " in matters photographic. It is kept not only for

tho sake of its practical information but for its services as

a guide to what is obtainable from British photographic

firms. When it is considered that this all-the-year-round

service can be bought for as small a sum as a shilling a

week, it is not surprising that advertisements in the

" Almanac " should run to their great number and

should include those of the smallest as well as the largest

establishmenta in the trade.

• » «

Warming the The time of year is fast approaching
Dark Room. when most photographers will desire to

warm their dark-room in some way. The installation of a

gas stove will be found to be a fairly expensive item, and

the same may be said of its maintenance. For some years

we employed, in a country district where no gas was

available, an improvised form of heater that was most

economical in use. It consisted simply of a small oil lamp

having a wick of about an inch in width, and three flower

pots, ranging in size from about ten, twelve, and fourteen

inches across the rims. To use the heater proceed as

follows:—Light the lamp, trimming the wick carefully, in

order to permit of an even smokeless flame. Three blocks

of wood are placed in the form of a triangle, the lamp

being in the centre. The largest pot is inverted over the
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lamp, so that the flame of the lamp is in a direct vertical

line with the drainage hole in the pot; the other pots are

then put on over the first, according to size, having the

smallest at the top. In practice the pots get very hot,

and provide a large heating surface. The cold air enters

the heater from the bottom, passes over the lamp flame,

and out at the top of the upper pot. The heater is prac-

tically light proof, leakage of light at the bottom being
too small in area to do any harm, while that at the top
may be completely stopped when required by putting any
form of cap over the hole. Cleanliness in filling and trim-
ming the lamp will entirely avoid smoke and smell, while
even when the heater is kept on continuously a gallon of
oil a week will be ample.

Negatives for A great deal of work in the finishing of
Enlargement, enlargements would be saved if a little

more care were exercised in the production of the negative.
A good average negative direct from nature, if enlarged
upon suitable paper, will give a result which requires little

more than spotting, but unfortunately most enlargements
have to be made from copy negatives, and these often leave
much to be desired. As a rule such negatives are thin
and lacking in contrast, and this we believe to be due to
two principal causes : the use of a rapid -olate and insuffi-

cient development. Under-exposure is another common
error in copying, and this is often due to not making allow-
ance for the yellow tint which forms the basis of nearly
all old photographs. A clean-looking negative, even if

rather thin, will usually give a good enlargement, as any
small portions of clear glass in the shadows seem to have
more effect on the contrast than they do in contact print-
ing. It is a good plan to use a non-staining developer for
negatives for enlargement, as the colour of —"ro negatives
varies, and it is very difficult to allow for this by artificial

light. In some cases two negatives will appear identical
when viewed by the light of a filament lamp, but when
compared in daylight it will be seen that one is much
yellower than the other, and needs perhaps three times the
exposure.

Protective A note by F. Kollmorgan in a recent

WUpi^p^*
***'' ^^^"^ ^^ *^® " Jo'^^Jial " of the Optical

Society of America reviews our know-
ledge of the means which can be taken to prevent the tar-
nishing of surface silvered mirrors without appreciable
interference with their optical quality. In the use of a
reflex camera the preservation of the silvered surface in
an untarnis.hed state is of course a chief factor in main-
taining a brilliant image on the focussing screen. It is
mentioned that a thin coating of biohromated gelatine is

capable of protecting a silvered surface for twenty-four
hours from the action of sulphuretted hydrogen . A more
usual coating is one of celluloid dissolved in amyl acetate,
but, apparently, a preparation which is better in some
respects is a commercial lacquer sold in the United States
as Lastina. A parabolic reflector at the Harvard Ob-
servatory after three months' use under this coating was
found to retain 70 per cent, of its original reflecting
power. The lacquer is used thinned down with from two
to six times its volume of commercial thinner. Appa-
rently, while offering a substantial protection to the silver
from atmospheric influences, the lacquer coating itself is

very soft and most readily scratched, so that any dust
settling on the mirror requires to be most carefully re-
moved by means of a fine camel-hair brush. It would
seem that while the lacquer may be a better preparation
for astronomical instruments, a very thin coating of cellu-

loid varnish is superior for silvered surfaces, such a.s

the mirrors in reflex cameras, which are more exposed to

chance access of dust.

Marking
Time-

It is a sad fact that most photographers,

at a comparatively early stage in their

career, seem to arrive at a dead level in their work, and

never produce anything of outstanding merit afterwards.

This is to be regretted, for it is not to be imagined that

even the cleverest artists could exhaust the possibilities of

photography in a few years. Very often we fear that it

is due simply to commercialism—that is to say, that the

photographer has his eye on the order and not on the

picture. We believe that it would be of great benefit to

portrait photography as a whole if its professors went in

moro stronglv for exhibiting their work at the annual

shows. Nothing is more likely to make a man realise

the insipid nature of his ordinary work than to look round

for a picture which he can show in competition with others,

and if he has the ability nothing will stimulate him more

to further effort. To rest upon the fact that customers

accept the work offered without complaint or even with

approval is not enough, it is only marking time and not

progressing from good to better. We hope, therefore that

the next show at the P.P.A. Congress will be a good one,

and that it will be well patronised, not only by amateur

photographers, but by potential sitters.

CREATION AND OWNERSHIP OF COPYRIGHT IN

PHOTOGRAPHS.

It is a somewhat well-worn theme, but as we are still con-

stantly asked by readers of these pages to " make the en-

closed photographs copyright," it seems still necessary to

set forth plainly the difference between the present Copy-

right Act and that of 1862, which was repealed, with the

exception of one or two sections, on the coming into force

of the present Act. Under the old Act copyrights were

registered at Stationers' Hall, and most of our corre-

spondents evidently think that the abandonment of tlus

formality renders their ownership of copyright less secure

or less definite in some way or other. Such, however, is not

the case, although at first sight it may seem so There is

an important difference between the two Acts in this respect,

but the difference is not one of greater or less security of title

in the copyright in the photograph. Let us explain as

plainly as we can in what the difference consists .
U nder tHe

1862 Act registration of the copyright at Stationers Hall

was a necessary formality before any action could be taken

or any penalty recovered in respect to infrmgement of tlie

copyritrht. Under the present Act action for infringemeut

may be taken at any time after the creation of the copy-

right. This is practically the only difference which the

abolition of registration makes to the photographer, and it

will be clear at a glance that it is a difference entirely to

his advantage. Under the 1862 Act few photographers

thought it worth while to register every photograph, copy-

right in wliich was their property. Yet omission to do so

often precluded them from taking action for infringement.

It is this disability which was removed by the present Act.

But we can hear our correspondents replying: "Very

well, if that is so, what is there to show that the photo-

graph is copyright or that the copyright belongs to us?
"

The answer is to read the Act. Section I. of the Act sets

forth the general provision that under certain conditions

copyright subsists in every original literary, dramatic, musi-

cal, and artistic work, photographs being si>ecifically in-

cluded in artistic works. The conditions are that, in the

case of a published work, the work is first published within
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the parte of His Majesty's Dominions to which the Act
applies. Or, if the work is not published, that the author,

when he made the work, was either a British subject or

resident within those parts of His Majesty's Dominions to

which the Act applies.

There is really no material difference between this pro-

vision and that embodied in the 1862 Act, nor did the ques-

tion of registration make any material difference except ^n

the greater facility already mentioned. Under the present

Act, in any action which is taken for infringement, it Is

presumed that the work is one In which there is copyright,

and it is further presumed by the Ck>urt that the plaintiff is

the owner of the copyright ; it is left to the defendant to

show that he isn't. The position is therefore scarcely to be
distinguished from that under the 1862 Act, because,

although photographs could be regist«red, no inquiry was
made by the registration oflSce to ascertain whether the

persons registering oopyrighte there had in fact a legal title

to such copyrights. The legality or otherwise of their titles

was a question reserved for the Courts. Therefore the differ-

ence between the 1862 Act and the present one in this

respect consists simply in the presumption that in the

general way a person would not register a photograph at

Stationer*' Hall unless he possessed, or honestly thought he

poaMsaed, the copyright in it. Under both the 1862 and the

rient Act his title to the copyright was and is a matter to

settled by tb« evidence brought by parties in a legal

action.

Now, that ought to be quite clear—viz., that copyright in

a work made under one or other of the above-mentioned

-nonditionaiaan asset or property which can be transferred

from one person to another. Section i.. however, does not

•ay anything as to the ownership of copjrright thus created.

This IS done in Section 5, which sets it forth that the

author of a work is the first owner of copyright therein.

With certain vital reservations, however. Inasmuch as

tbeae latter were derived in a large measure from the 1862

Ad they are fairly familiar to photographers. It is, we sup-

pose, fairly well realised that copyrignt in a photograph

made by a photographer to the order of somelwdy else or

by a photographer in the regular paid service of somebody
else belongs to that sooMbody else. There ia no need there-

fore to streaa the importsnoe which tbeae qualifications have

in determining the ownership of copyright; they are, we
believe, now univvrsally familiar to photographers. Yet

there are, unfortunately, cases which present difficulty in

the way of saying whether the photographer actually does

or docs not come within the scope of one or other of these

relations to a " somebody else." That is to say, it is often

rloubtful if he is carrying out the order of aomebody else and

being paid for it, and equally whether he ia m the paid em-

ployment of a somebody else in reapeot to the making of

•ome particular photoeraphs. It may therefore be of service

if we endeavour to throw some light on oases of this char-

acter which may crop up.

A case which very commonly leads to dispute is that in

which a photographer obtains permission to make a photo-

graph of a group of members of some club or society, very

often under some loose verbal arrangement that the club

may purchase copies, but without it being specifically de-

fined that the club is ordering the photographer to do the

work and is liable for the payment for it. Another kind

of case is that of a photographer forming one of an explo-
ration party, but not specifically paid for his photographic
services. A dispute may arise as to whether the party as

a whole is the owner of the copyrights in photographs
taken, or whether these are the sole property of the photo-
grapher. Still another instance of this kind is that in
which a photographer obtains some kind of privilege for
the making of certain photographs which he wants to take—a privilege, for example, such as advance admission to
an exhibition. In a case such as this, as also in that of
an exploration party, there may be even an arrange-
ment according to which the person granting the privi-
lege or the members of the party as a single body agree to
t«ke a proportion of the profits which the photographer
makes from his work.
Now, in cases such as these the 1911 Act is fortunately

much more definite than that of 1862 in specifying the con-
ditions which require to be fulfilled in determining the
ownership of the copyright by the photographer or by a
"somebody else." Section 5 of the Act says that the
photograph is the photographer's cop3rright unless it

'
' was

ordered by some other person and was made for valuable
consideration in pursuance of that order," and, moreover,
was made in the absence of any agreement to the con-
trary. In cases of the kind we have instanced there is

usually no order, no person or body who can be sued in
a county court in respect to payment for the photographs,
which the photographer has made; and this latter is a test
which can usefully be made in seeking to determine, in
the photographer's own mind, whether an order was or wsis

not given. In a case such as that of the member of an
exploration party, the terms of his engagement require
to show that he is in regular paid service for his photo-
graphic work if it is desired to sustain the ownership by
the party as a whole of the copyright in photographs
which he takes. In the case of a photographer who grants
a proportion of his profits in return for some privilege,

it is, we think, perfectly clear that the consideration is

from the photographer to the person granting the privi-

lege, and not the other way about, for which reason it

follows, of course, that the copyrights in any photographs
which the photographer makes belong to him. Those who
take the contrary view, namely, that the photographer
received a certain valuable consideration in the shape of

the privilege granted to him, and that, therefore, the
copyright belongs to the person who granted the privilege

—those who take this view can base it only on the judg-
ment in the case of Stackemann v. Paton given under the
1862 Act. But, as we have pointed out several times,

the incidence of this judgment to cases such as these dis-

appears under the present Act in view of the specific

terms of Section 5 to the effect that the work must be both
ordered by some other person and made for valuable con-

sideration in pursuance of that order. In Stackemann v.

Paton the photographer's work was certainly nc
" ordered," and moreover Mr. Justice Farwell in hfs

judgment meticulously distinguished between a " good"
consideration, which ho regarded the photographer as

having received, and a " valuable " consideration, which,

under the present Act, is the only kind of consideration

which the maker of a work must receive in crder to deprive

him of copyright in it.

rORTBCOMINO EXHIBrnON&

Uetobsr U to No*<mlMr 20.—Royal Photognphw SoeMij.—

gwifsUry. J. MelDloah. 35, RosmU Bqaars, W.C.I.

NoT«nb«r U to 15.—RatharhAin Photographic Society. Entries

«kss NovMibar 3. Hon. Sec, C. BobiiMOD, 26, Broom Orore,

November 20 to 22.—Kottiitxhun sikI Notts. Photographic Society.

Entrice clo«e November 8. Hon. Sec., A. Beeston, 103, Nk-
tiiiKhun Rood, Noitinghaoi.

December 20, 1919, to Jamury 24, 1920 SooUish Photographic

Federation. Entriee close December L Sec. : John Maodonald,

27, Aherfeldy Street, Dennistoon, Glasgow.
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THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION
A PERSONAL IMPRESSION BY F. C. TILNEY.

There cannot be said to be many ways in which the annual

display at Russell Square has an advantage over that of the

Iiondon Salon at Pall Mall. But in one respect the older insti-

tution has a boast to itself ; for it can point to a sign of develop-

ment on its own walls which docs, in truth, mark a new phase.

There are a few oil and Bronioil transfers which, if I may be

allowed to say so, reach to a height of style that surpasses

what has been done hitherto in any medium of which photo-

graphy is the basis. They are by Fred Judge.

The Kodak Compamy liavin^ offered to give a demojietratiojv of

advancement of photography on artistic lines that these times

are blessed with. He has carried printing in colour further

than most towards a possible goal. His commercial work, with

all its mannerisms and drawbacks, has set a fashion in topo-

graphical postcards. But his little set of prints over the mantel-

piece of the Meeting Room in Russell Square surpasses all

previous efforts, and prove him to be possessed of that rare sense

of style which is about the last thing to come to pictorial

photographers. These little pictures have a quality that is

found in delicate drawings, in mezzo-tints, in steel-engravings,

and in lithographs
;
yet they resemble none of these things.

• They are, in fact, the achievement of what we have all been

hoping and looking for for years. They are photographic and
yet they are without the hopelessness which is the skeleton in

the cupboard of pictorial photography. It is easy to imagine

that prints made in this manner may become individually

precious things coveted by the collector.

Much of this value is, of course, the outcome of the taste and
skill of their author ; and in that respect they have had, and
have to-day, their equal in the works of scores of other workers.

But it is in the fact of their rendering the customary excel-

lencies of good pictorialism in such an alluring, personal, and
amenable medium as Mr. Judge has perfected that their great

claim rests. If the Society of Painter-Etchers were to hang
"Approaching Storm" (73) or "Kent Oast Houses" (75) in

one of its exhibitions, it is certain that either would win high

praise in that august assembly of work in the finest traditions

of graphic art.

Is this not what our photographic amateurs have been

striving for all these years ? Demachy, it is true, made a

reputation for photography on these lines years ago ; but his

works have remained all but unique. His mantle fell upon a

very few. Mr. Judge wore it first at the Camera Club. It is to

be hoped he will wear it at all times and uphold the fashion for

it amongst our camera artists.

Mr. Judge's transfers are bright, delicate and rich. They
Ihave that fine granulation which the mechanical smoothness

of photographic tone makes us regaixl as a long-awaited

liberation. Being clear of photographic material, their high

lights are clean—pure paper, in fact, where necessary ; v^hilst

their tones, being pigment and not a chemical darkening,

are capable of the deepest and richest shade of black where

necessary. Add to this that their permanence is that of the

indestructibility of the pigment and the paper, then there

remains but one possibUity for dissatisfaction in tihem, and
that does but lie in the artistic shortcomings possible to all

kinds of art expression.

But such shortcomings are few. Perhaps "Sussex" (71) is

a little loo full of material. It wants quietening, at any
rate. The oast-houses in the mid-distance are really subject

enough in themselves, and the buildings and incidents on the

left of the print might either have been suppressed or elimi-

nated with advantage. The other prints call for no such

criticism. " Approaching Storm " (73) is a little mastei-piece

with the characteristics of a mezzotint. "Kent Oast Houses"
(75) reveals wJiat eSective extremes of light and shade the

process is capable of, without loss of homogeneity. The
buildings sihining in the sunlight of the middle distance are-

seen beyond a sort of open shelter in the shadow of the fore-

gi'ound. This arrangement supplies an admirable design

exactly in the style of the drawings and etchings of old.

"Pastures by the Sea" (77) is much simpler in composition,

but its feeling and quality lack nothing. In " Gourock

"

(79) the smoke from a manufacturing town in the far distance

has given a choice theme, of which Mr. Judge has taken skil-

ful advantage. It is obvious from the repeated merits of these

prints that they owe nothing to happy chance, but are the

actual results of artistic thought and feeling.

Another excellent feature of the exhibition is the work of

Bertram Cox, and chiefly his imposing picture of a ruined

mill, to which he gives the title, "Four Square to All tlhe

Winds that Blow " (105). This is a Bromoil print, worked
with due regard to fine pictorial traditions. Its design is

admirable, and the treatment of light and shade shows how
intensely its author has felt the sentiment of his subject.

Mr. Cox's other works are rather discounted by the success

of his mill
; yet if tJiat were not there, they would be

appraised as among the best in the collection. " The Bail,

Lincoln, by Night " (59) has a fine and convincingly true

effect. The old houses lose their outlines in the night sky,

but gleam gently in the faint light of the street. The win-

dows that are lit from within are managed with reticence and
loyalty to accurate observation. It is easy to vulgarise such

a theme as this, but here all is in perfect keeping. " Gaws-
worth Common" (84) is an open landscape of excellent com-
position. Perhaps the sky lacks a full measure of luminosity,

but t!he whole thing is beautifully felt. A somewhat heavy
sky is likewisie a misfortune in the otherwise satisfactory
" Runton Gap " (104), a clifi scene, and the only one of Mr.
Cox's set which, by its necessarily high horizon due to an
elevated standpoint, bears the characteristics of photographic

selection.

It has been my ill-fortune to rail against camera-picture skies

for many years; and although progress is slow, yet there does
seem to be evidence that photographers are at last waking up
to the fact that to put some sort of cloud forms into pictures is-

not necessarily to achieve a sky. Recent discussion on the matter
has elicited a few signs that photographers are beginning to-

understand that, cloud forms or none, the sky must be lumin-
ous. It is better still to meet prints which support the conten-

tion. Thos. Bell's "Sussex" (53) is one of these, and it has-

the further merits of possessing atmosphei-e. Its effect is very
tenderly given upon a composition of simple lines. Good in
another direction is the highly dramatic mountain and lake

scene by Mr. L. J. Steele, " The Squall " (67). Here the sky is-

not luminous because it is heavily overcast, but it is well con-

ceived and skilfully presented. J. W. Haynes, however, in-

"The White Cottage" (101) has a sky of remarkable
luminosity, only he has achieved it at the expense of the tones-

of the other parts which have been a little falsified. The effect

of late evening is well and truly given in "Nocturne" (106),

by Herbert Felton. He has not done better in his other works.

A charming quality distinguishes the "Landscape" (98) of

Richard Hopkins, who has managed, in his clean and even

tones, to get a painter-like look into the simple and expressive

lines of his composition. It is a picture with a perfect mood
of a quiet, cloudy day in a stretch of open country. The sky-
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i* beautifnllj rendered, and its oloiuls are photographed, not

'brought up by hand." This is one of the gems of the sliow

roy view, and prove* what is possible in a subject the chief

iMtnre of which is ita great simplicity of material. There is

«Be more good and exprfssive sky in "The Storm" (113), by

Mr. And Mrs. C. S. Ferguson, with a foaming sea beyond

a dark headland.

A remarkably fine design and effect is given by Thos. Bell in

kis " On the Thames ''
(64). It is a masterly treatment of an

•ft-attempted theme of the river and St. Paul's in the distance

-a charming mist picture. There are two other worka so

imilar in subject a* to form «n instructive oompariaon. One is

" Isleworth " (14). by M. O. DeU. and the other, " Dawn—Sun
Rising through Mist" (17). by Lionel Wood. The first is a

very pictorial efiort, ita reeda in the foreground and ita general

compoaition, together with its mif^ty effect, constituting a most

»c««ptable effort in picture-making. But the sun and its broken

reflections in the river do not carry conviction. If they are

" faked," the bnaincM baa been very well done, though not quite

well enough. In the caae of " Dawn," the composition is scat-

tered, and the pictorial eOect apotty ; but the sun and its reflec-

tions strike one a* true. Here, then, is a contrast in methods

and results. If one could take Mr. Wood's sun and ita reflected

image and subatitute it for Mr. Dell's hard disc and stripy

reflections in " Isleworth " we should have a picture of complete

satisfaction. Mr. Dell's " Ranmore Common " (50) alao has

much in common with C. P. (.'mwther's " flarly Morning,

LincolD's Inn Fielda" (52). Both dopict the rays of the sun

•hooting thrtmgk tbe leave* of trees; but in this oaae there it

•ot much to chooae between the prints for merit, for each one

gives with splendid eflect a very fascinating phenomentm.

H. van Wadenoyen, jun., has made a signal sncceas of his

"Moonlight" (60), where some old boiues are finely and

broadly ti^eated in light and shade. The moonlight is quit*

convincing, and this is in no way due to the green tint of the

print. Green for moonlight is a convention of the stage and
the cinema. Moonlight has a warm tint in reality, but, of

course, a warm-tinted print would lack the suggestive "label,"

and would look like the ordinary daylight of the average print.

The Broraoils of G. Bellamy Clifton get better and better.

His views of Oxfoi-d are as good as anything he has yet given

us. Perhap.s the best is "A By-way in Oxford " (89). Archi-

tecture is not plentiful here, but what there is of it is remark-
ably good. H. E. Wood's "Hallowed Walls" (45) shows a

clever treatment of the lines of the steps of a porch of St.

Paul's to make an eflective design. A street scene of great

beauty and interest has been sent by Mr. and Mrs. F. Weston.
Its title is "Chinatown" (24). How a picture of such well-

rendered planes, so fine a light effect, and such happy design

could have been hung on the worst wall of tiie room is a thing

beyond ronipi-ehension. '' In the Court of Columns " (58) is a

purely architectural subject by W. G. Shields. Its light and
shade is very pronounced and it looks rich and strong, but it

is really too full of matter, and wants the repose of an open
space. Herbert Young's " Kuines de St. Claire le Vieux

"

(74) is also a fine work.

A few other architectural themes by W. Wilson Smith will

commend themselves to tiie visitor, notably " Backwater at

Bruges " (44), where the efre<-t of contra-st is excellent.

There are some woodland subjects of good feeling by H. Y.

Simmonds, Wm. Kawlings, T. H. B. Scott (and his are strong

in mood), Floyd Vail, and others.

It is, of course, ungracious to complain of the poor lighting

of theeo rooms, but it does seem a pity that so much good work
should b>^ dt»'"<nintA<l liy l»Mnu' shown at a disadvantage.

F. C. TiLNEY.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

I

IPrariooa articles of this series, in which the aim ol the writer ia to communicate items of a long experience in studio

porlnitsra. have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

laogth of that by th« aaoM writer which ran tbroogh the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

gnaniiaBot pbotographan, and particnUrly tbbee engaged at aaaiatanta, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

cr bar ai^gaatioa will ba waleamed. The tabjeeta of tba prerious artioles of the series have been as follows :

—

Business Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).

Plates and Their Work (July 11).

Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 181.

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)

l>>aky Roofs (Sept. 5).

Blinds and Curtains (Sept. 12).

kliniiitures (Sept 19).

Printing Portruit Negatives (Sept. 26).

Wedding Groups (Oct. 3).

('ombination Printing (Oct. 10).

I'lsBhli^ht Work (Oct. 17).

A Talk About Lightine (Jan. 3).

Tbe Camera and tbo Lens (Jan. 10).

MMia|[tng tbe Sitter (Jan. 17).

naafcyonnds (Jan. 34).

Enoanraa (Jan. 31).

lal Lij^ting (Feb. 7).

I for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

I and Furniture (Feb. 21).

Hm Sorroandingi of the Studio (Feb. 28).

aiadlD Healing and Ventilation (March 7).

•m» FMoard Btadio (March 14).

Iha FtteMag-Boom (March 21).

AboBl tb^Beoeption Boom (Mareb 28).

Btm» Portraitare (April 4).

Ftartabia Studio* (April 11).

OofjtDf (April 18).
n»»^M»g tbe Btodio Camera (April 25).

Man About Leoae* (May 2).

&ila(aemanU (May 9).

AJfWtiaing tbe Studio (May 16).

Moonta aiM Mounting (May 23).

HavDM dealt with tbe character of tb* flaah and tile influence

ct dietaaea and poaitiun upon thp lighting of the aitt4<r, I

will tbia -wmV gv mot^ fully int.> the details of portraiture

by thi« llgM. If anything at all approaching ordinary atadio

FLASHLIGHT PORTRAITURE.
lighting is aimed at, ^e unscreened flaah must never be

employed ; that is to say, a diffusing screen, which may be
of paper, calico, tracing cloth, or ground glass, must be inteor-

poaed between the light and the sitter. Behind the flash
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there should be a whit© reflector, and this may, with advan-

tage, be larger than the diffuser, the light from the uncovered

margins helping materially to shorten the exposure.

The position for the lamp muist be carefully chosen, and

this is not a difficult task for .anyone who really understands

daylight work. Less experienced operators will do well to

experiment with a good oil lamp which can lie moved about

by an assistant while the operator studies the eKect on the

face, from a position behind the camera. When the lighting

is deemed to be satisfactory, the support for tlie flash lamp

should be placed so that the flash, wlhen fired, should occupy

the same positSon as the lamp, not forgetting that the flash is

of much larger area than the lamp flame, and that the centre of

the blaze should occupy the same position as the centre of the

flame. The room or studio should be lighted as biglhtly as

possible, l>efore and during the time that the flash is being

fired, as tliis not only makes the flash less disturbing to the

sitter, but keeps the iris of the eye at its usual diameter.

When a person has been sitting in a dimly lighted place, the

pupil of the eye increases in size, and this is shown in a

flashlight portrait, since the period of exposure is too brief

for it to contract to its normal diameter.

For two reasons it is desirable to have the sitter as near

to tJie lamp as may be comfortable to him. One is that, less

powder being needed, expense is saved ; the other is that the

smaller the quantity of powder used, the shorter is tlie dura-

tion of the flash, so that there is less chance of movement

either of the eyelids or the head. Another advantage is that

there is less smoke. Flash powders vary in their smoke-

generating powers, but I have never found one which by any

stretdh of imagination could be described as " smokeless,"

which is claimed to be a characteristic of some of the com-

mercial powders. We have, therefore, always the smoke to

dispose of. Where only an occasional exposure is made, it

may be allowed to disperse naturally by opening windows or

doors, as may be necessary. When a number of exposures

have to be made in quick succession, the smoke must never be

allowed to enter the room, as a very- small quantity will

destroy the brilliancy of all negatives exposed after the first

one. To avoid this, the flash sihould be fired in a closed

chamber with a wide chimney or other outlet communicating
with the outer air. A good many years ago I used a very

effective lantern, made of sheet iron. TIhe fiont was composed
of a sheet of ground glass, three feet square ; the dejith from
front to back was about eighteen inches, and four simple blow-
through lamps were fitted inside. This was hinged to the
studio wall, so that it could be swung out at an angle to give
a little more fromtlight. A small door in the side allowed
the lamps to be re-charged with very little trouble. The
chimney, which was about sLx inches in diameter, passed
through tilie studio wall and was covered with a cowl to pre-
vent the access of rain and to obviate a down draught. This
arrangement was quite satisfactory, and the portraits could
not be distinguished from those taken by electric or even day-
light. When using such a fixed lantern it is a good plan to
fix three or four incandescent gas lights at the edges of the
ground glass. These serve to focus by, and give a very fair
idea of t!he lighting which will result from any alteration of
the position of the sitter. A cheaper form of lantern may
be made of thin wood thickly coated inside and out with
whitewash, the front being made of nainsook, fireproofed with
the usual solution of tungstate of soda.
With such lanterns either the explosive flash powdei-s or

pure magnesium powder may be used. The former give a
quicker and more actinic flash, but they require care in using
and should not be trusted in the hands of young or inexperi"
enced assistants, the principal danger being that of premature
explosion when u-sed in lamps which require mechanically struck
matches, detonators, or the " flint " and wheel. If the trigger

is accidentally released while the powder is being placed in the

tray, loss of eyesight or, at all events, severe bums may easily

result. Having pointed out the risk, it is only fair to say that

I have used such powders ever since their introduction without
having met with any mishap. A very safe and convenient

method of ignition is to place a very small tuft of gun cotton

partly under the powder, and to apply a lighted taper to thi<;

The procedure it will be seen is exactly the same as with ..ouch

paper, with the difference that the explosion occur-s immediately
and not after an interval of several seconds, as with the touch-

paper. Electrical ignition has often been recommended, but

it is too troublesome for most people, and is not always certiin

in action. One appliance sold by Boots answers very well. In

this a current of 4 volts from a fresh pocket-lamp battery is

used to ignite a small fuse somewhat like an ordinary m.it.-!i

The fuses must be fairly fresh and the battery in good orJer

to ensure certainty of firing.

Flash powders are usually sold unmixed—that is to say, the

magnesium in one tin or bottle, and the chlorate, nitrate, or

whatever the remaining compound may be, in another. Only
sufficient for a few days' use should be mixed, as, although the

mixture will explode after having been made for several months,

its actinic value is greatly decreased when compared with a

freshly mixed sample.

Pui'e magnesium powder is perfectly efficient in action, but

makes more smoke and requires a spirit or gas flame to ensure

combustion. If burnt in a properly constructed lamp it is quite

safe, the only danger being that of sucking back the flame into

any closed receptacle holding the powder. Several good lamps
are to be had from the dealers, and .some of them can be used on

groups, one large pneumatic bulb serving to project the powder
from several nozzles. I have done very satisfactory work with

the pure magnesium, and can strongly recommend it for studio

work where a fixed installation is possible. One of the best-

known flashlight workei-s, Mr. Fradelle, would never use

explosive mixtures, and his work certainly did not suffer in

consequence. Magnesium is very subject to oxidation of the

surface, and should always be kept in tightly-corked boxes or

tins, as it is difficult to secure perfect combustion unless the

powder has a silvery brightness.

The metal may also be burned in the form of ribbon, and

this is sometimes useful on outdoor jobs where a flash is objected

to. No apparatus is neoessai'y except a box of wax matches and

a pair of pincers or even a paper-clip to hold the strands while

burning. About a yard of ribbon is necessary to illuminate

an office or small workroom, and I have found it coiivenient to
j

plait four strands together to make a torch nine inches long. I

The ribbon must be quite bright, or it is liable to go out before

the length is consumed, a rub between a folded slip of sand-

paper will soon remove any oxide and leave the ribbon in good

burning condition. As the burning ash is liable to drop, an old

tray or piece of old carpet should be placed to receive it and

prevent injury to the floor or carpet. I always make a point

of carrying a coil of magnesium ribbon in the camera, case when

on outdoor work, as it will often enable an otherwise impossible
j

interior to be taken successfully. 1

Some years ago the Platinotype Company introduced an

apparatus for burning the ribbon in a globe filled with oxygen.

This system gives a very actinic light, but unfortunately it was
rather a clumsy affair, and since the general adoption of electrie

lighting we have heard little of it. Some of the best portrait

work by magnesium which I have ever seen was made by this

method.

Although I have spoken only of magnesium, I must not omit

to mention that aluminium answers the same purpose, and is,

or has been, used in some of the commercial flash powders.

Aluminium foil burned in oxygen gives an even more actinic

flame than magnesium, but in the pure powder form is rather

more difficult of combustion. Practiccs.
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THE ART OF NEGATIVE MAKING,

6oMi tern ««ek> *go *a mdytrtMtmxtOk appeued in tbeM {Mges for a
negktiT* maker." Without aaMriing that aooh an advertMecMnt

never atuwred before or einoe, m a oover-V>-ooTer reader U photo-

graphic litermtore I bftw only aeea the one, aaid in • kog tad
ebeqoered eai«er have only met three craftameo whoae work con-

aieted purely aad aimp^ of negative making. And yet iii the

ya l i ty of the nagaliTe iea the eeoret of good pha4ognf>hy and oo the

'ng ol it haagi thaamootb rDooing of much ct the ^te-woHc
A faUonr "pro." once remarked to me that the coetomer did not

sea the negatires, and so if the prinia were all rigbt noUiing further

mattered. I pointed out that costomera doo't «iMUy aee beycod the

receptioa-rDaai and etodio, hot that waa no argOBMBt Jar a cramped
or leaky dark-room.

Bad negat iTea are d iaawaging in their very appearance^ They
tDcroMe tha Mioar of retouching, they tiae op the pnoten' ticae

and teofMr, and they waate paper and developer. And there are

more had aegativea made than good ones. I might go farther and
that a really good negativ*—a negative that itrikea tetpttt and

tyro aa deeidadly good at a glance—i* exceptioBaL

Now the Hiaking of a good, an ondeoiably good, aagatiTa ia by no

a dilBcuU |wnw It Mqnjrea neither geoim nor look, for

before the dayi of tank derakprncat. arii&aal K^ and platea of

(he higb-Tetooity type, good aqfatiTta ware coamoa. Aayooa who
and handled pmfMwnnal negativea of thiK^ years back will

endona this.

It would eeem, therefore, that riow platea, dabioiia daylight,

and cumhenooie methods of dareloptnent are neceaMry lor good

raniH^ while tanks, half-watt lampe. and fast platea are re-

•ponaibie lor the aarsKahle negaliTes that most printers know only

tciu waD. Slow platss eertainly have advaotagas that are not

aaivaraaHy raeognisad, and the desire for "spasd " is respooaible

idr much poor work, bat i;ood negatives can be made on any
pUlles more easily by modem mdthods than by the laborioos

ea» that tne old schooi waa dependent oo. It is coly necessary

to ^ive the modem natboda a fair chance and not to expect im-

pomibilitiea to sea how much superior they are in erery way.

The baaotifal negatives of thiKy yean ago were—many of them
•Je in spits of the prevailing ooaditions: they aimply had to

od, for any imperfeetiona would be faithfully reproduced in

[>rinla. Just as there wen no fsst platas or sisotric light to

-xxne dark days, so alas thara were no exlnma grades of papen
-over np " (aoky negativea. The advaotagas posssssed by tne

m photographer should mean improved Bagativai, but they

a clue aa to why tha improvement ia axoeptional richer than

> role. Under the old cooditioos it was fanpsrativa to take

mvatiTe-making seriously. A badly exposed or larongty de-

T^lxped plats was sqsivalcnt to a re-sitting. Nsgatives that wnre
' -ASible in appesraaos ware nsnally oonsidered impossibia for print-

henes lb«7 wsrs disoonraged. With presentAlay methods the

Moie anxiety ia not nscsssary, but no roethoda are antirely auto-

matic and a modjcnm of care ia (esentisl witu any methods to m-
sorc eorreet resoltsk

A psrlect negative might be described ss one ol a well lit sub-

ohich had been oonacdy a*posed sod devsloped. Lighting is,

'ume, ao artistic function, and ss every artkt has individual

idsaa (without which there would be no art) I will peas ovtr

Ighting with a solitary hint. When the required effect is diffi-

snlt to gat, owing apparently to sheer oussedness on the part of

the daytignt, it is soostimea useful to photograph a white back-

ground—maUng sore it is white, oo mixed tints or uneven patehee
-with a «my abort expoaora, the ligfatiog beiog ananged ae eiveiWy

*a ptjasikU. Any unsuspected naavcnoeas in the light will show up
sorprisingly on the negative, and by its aid can be traced and

PHOTOOKama of Obobob Euot CorKTRr.—At * qMdal meeting
last week at tha pramiaea of the Coventry Photographic Club the
aollactioB of photographa illustrating er^nes in tha life and writings
i.f fl,-,rT» Eliot ware formally handed over to Mr. E. A. Savage,

of the Coventry City Library, llie photographs number

...J to seventy, aad had b««n prepared as a eootribution in

Daylight expoeurea are generally reokoned by the process of
mentally " reading " the light, a practice which requires much
experience to beoQm« e-xpert at. Approximately correct exposures
for any time, any weather, oan be calculated with the assistance

of one of the many exposure reckoners on the market. True, these
reckoners do not include a section for studio work, but the ex-
posures adviaed for "indoor portraiture" divided by some par-

ticular fact«c will be found suitable. The factor can be found by
experiment. For instance, suppose 6 seconds is advised at fIS
with sucli and soch a plate under such and such conditions, and
2 seconds is found to be correct by experiment in the studio under
identical conditions, then all calculations from the reckoner should
be divided by 3.

Artificial-light exposures are lees variable and can be kept well
in band by the ocoaaional nse of an experimental plate. It should
be remembered, however, that an expostve that is correct for a
full length " sketch " of a lady in white is not sufficient for a
black coated bust against a dark ground.
Tkok davahipmeni is a process that makes us wonder what we did

without it. The development of a couple of hundred plates is now
a vastly different thing from what it was, and the ease with whi<^
pfaitcs can be put Ifiraogh is no smaJI consideration, particularly when
oo rak of bad resolta is entailed. If the important details of tank
work are neglected, however, there is a big risk.

The details I refer to are accurate coa^KNinding of the developer,
thorough mixing and careful dilution, time, and, last but certainly

not leaA, tstnperatnre. To take them in the reverse order, tempera-
ture ia more Bktij to trip up a careleee worker than anything else. I

reniMnbvr once aakiog an operator why he did not use a thermometer.

He repjed that the hot water he used to dissolve his sulphite " just

brought the tank up to the mark." This ooeorred on a frosty night.

The foUowing Auguet he was still proceeding oo the same Unee,

oblivions to Ilia fact that " the mark " bad riaen some thirty odd
degrees.

A alight mistake in time is not so serioos, but it is very little

troiriiia to keep both time and temparatara exact.

Dareloping fortnnhD and dikitioo are mattam of individual cboix

;

any developer at any strength in rssaun will produce fine negatives

if used dalibatBtely and with intelligeaoa.

Negative making is coosiderod by some as ended with the fixing.

Othara indnde redoctioo and intensifioatiai, while others bring in

retonebiag and oibsr astistic or medMwiicat ifeatment. To go into

than all wooM be too lengthy, hot a paaaing word on each will not

l>e oot of place.

Reduction of handt negatives is often carried out with Farmer's

formula when the correct thing would be persulphate. The reason

for this is probably that' persulphate needs a little coaxing; soin»-

times it seems to hang back, aometimes it needs aoidulaiing. Intensi-

fication still goes on wit^ mercury-ammonia in spite of all that has

been «id ai>d written on the ardvantagea of Wchromate. For thoee

who haven't biah(<oaiato hai>dy, meronric iodide is far su{>erior to

the chk>ride and mooh simpler and safer. It oonaiata of one solution

oidy, it doM not demand careful washing out of hypo, it seldom

staiiw, and, beaidas being a useful intensifier, it will <Uso detect im-

proper fixation by whiteung any invisible atlver thicaulphote which

can then be fixed oot by re-immersico in hypo.

Leaving retooching alone as far as these nmarka are concerned, I

would still liko to point out that where an aerograph is handy it can

be turned to distinct advantage on oertaia negativea. Copy nega-

tive so be vignetted and sketchy backgraonda strengthened with an

aerograph in as many soxmds as it wooUl Uke minutes by any other

means. For this work red dye is preferable to paint, though It has

the disadvantage that it will not rub off if required.

TaxBuiT.

connection with the recent celebrations of the centenary of George

ElioL Mr. Savage, in acknowledging the donation from the Coven-

try Camera Club, said that it should be a matter for congralulation

that Coventry now possesses the finest and most complete photo-

graphic record of George Eliot in this country. The photographs are

to be diqilayed »a a public exhibition during November.
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SOME SUGGESTIONS ON PHOTOGRAPHS OF TILE WORK.

[We are glad of the opportunity of reprinting through our contcmparary, " Ameriam 1 holography," the following notes which forma

booklet issued by the Associated Tile Manufacturers of the United States Bpecially in reference to the conditions which require to be

observed in making commercially valuable photographs of rooms and places for the floors and walls of which tiles are used. It would seem

that the notes have t)een drawn up for the information of individual tile manufacturers. At any rate, they exhibit such an informed sense

of what is required in photographs, not only of these subjects, but of commercial subjects in general, that they deserve the widest

publicity which can be given to them among photographers.—EDS., " B. J."]

I.

The value of a photograph as an iiiatrument of tile jwainoilion work

rests with three aalient necessaries. First, and above all, the photo-

graph should show a good tile job, someithing readi'.y recoignised.

Secondly, it stiould liave artistic, that is to say, pictorial qualitiee.

Thirdly, it should ipossess tha.t degree oi technical exoe'lence, finish,

tone, etc., wluch diflbinguishee the aerious woa'k of expert ])hoto-

graphers and specialists from the nondescript perpetrations of the

dilettante.

Tlie first reqaiiremeut has proved a, reef on which many a boat has

been wrecked, for the most thoroughly train^ed and high-priced

photograipher caimot efface the setter's and designer's sins. Few
eerioois attempts have been observed tJiat wholly satisfy the second

requia-emeat, and only in rare cases have dde^rdminaiioai and care

been exercised to make certain of the third.

We shall therefore pass in review those essential factoi-s which

tend to 'bring about or enter into the production of good photographs
without, howerver, venturing into a boundless jungle of unnecessary

detail.

Always we must hold in mimd thait to iis any photogi-aph is a
means to an end; its sole olbjeot is to set fon-th effo:tively and con-

vinoiiigly the praictical worth and artistic merit of tile. Every
effort should he put forth, every device employed, and every principle

of igood taste applied to depict tile and tite work to the mort telling

advantage.

Considering the undenralble value of pictures as sales mediums
and the lasting impression thev leave on the mind, the production
of photographB of tile work should not be left to luck or chance. A
range of important i-equisites must be fulfiEed, else the result will

defeat all efforts to interest, enthuse, and convince a, prospective
user of tile.

A mere picture cannot fill the bill. A poor nhotogi-aph is worse
than none. Only by careful selection of su'bje.it, good photography,
and premeditation of effects can a picture of lasiting value as a
sales medium be evolved.

All of our photograplis must cater to the inherent love of mankind
for the ibeautifuil, no matter how practical a subject Uiey depict.
Along tlie lines of this fundament,;il Iwranan trait our appeal can be
made with least resistance. The charm of a beautifuJ picture arouses
the esthetic sense and excites an impulsive desire for possession.
In this way the picture of an exquisite kitchen or bathroom causes
admiration—ia sort of pleasure^Uiat tends to create a want, an
ostemsilble need, for a similarly attractive kitchen or bathroom. The
tale contractor eventually participates iai that pleasure.
The initial stop is the selection of the proper kind of a job. Jobs

of appeal and in fermony with the sentiments of every,body con-
stitute the most desiraible sulbjeots. Consider the sentiments of
people in general and avoid as much as possible tile work installed in
close proximity to waterclosefts, urinals, and similar places. To
picture suoh spots with deMoacy requires unusual skill, and had
(better not be attempted.

Naturally, the next step to consider is the workmanship of the
job to be iphotogi'aphed. Workmanship is a conuple.x topic when it

comes to tile work, and to define its oonsimimate meaning shall not
be attempted here. Tlie tile contractor himself, ibetter than anyone
else, knows the axioms of good workmanship. While there are any
number of inteimediale degrees of excellence, it should not be diffi-

cult to distinguish between an actuajlly good jolb and a poor one.
However, pay especial attention to careful lay-out and fitting oi tiies

into given spaces, to uniformity, neatness, and geometrical accuracy.
Avoid jobs sprinkled with "dat*raen." Incorrect nse of trim
shapes is also a defect.

The design is one of the first things we notice in a photograph.
Leit this first impression be pleasing.

By design is meant that part of the tile work which deals with

deliberate planning and arrangeme.it. It has to do with the execu-

tion of an idea, an inepiTation, that arises out of the coiiditions'

peculiar to «'ach job.

Appropriateness, utility, and delight are the ultimate objects of

design. Good design is therefore a relative term, but no tiie job

can ibe called "good " unless the design also deserves the attribute
" good."

A design can be original, elaiborate, deoorat've, stunning, striking

or symbolic without being artistic— without being tastefuj, beauti-

ful, pieasing, and fitting. In spate of the former characteristics, it

may be crude, commonplace, irritating, or luisuited. Tliere :ian be

too miu:h or too little too large or too small, too light or too heavy

design.

There is no basis for the current presumption tliat a design must
of necessity be in colours. Any white wall, for instance, may be the

object of good design, and pleasing effects pi'oduced in monochrome
by variety and rhythm in size, shiipe, and direction of units in com-

bination witJi the joints make excellent photograplis.

In all cases it becomes a matter of good taste and judgment to

decide between desirable and unsuitable jobs for our purpose.

After a number of jobs have been selected arises the prolblem

of finding a capable iphotographer. A man who has had experiein«

in architectural or commercial work should be secured, an exipert

with wider knowledge than that of mere mcclianism and dieniical

details ; he should be aible to submit satisfactory sajnpies. There

is more in real photography than just pressing the bulb. As there

exists a vast difference between tile contractors and tile contractors,

so is there an equally deep gap between photograpiliea-s. The meae
fact that a photographer charges a high price for his work is no

indication of great ability nor value in his work.

A few " Doii'ts " may not be out of place in this connection:

—

1. liton't try to take pictures of tile work yourself.

2. Don't think any portrait photographer can. do it.

3. Don't give the rwork to the lowest-priced man on account of '

cheapness ; it is poor economy.
j

4. Don't leave everything to the judgment of the photographer. 1

No matter how " good " a photographer is engaged, dt is advisable

to go over the gi-ound with him, give liim insti-uctions in regai-d to

the part to be photographed, point ooit any imiportant or peouUar
features, things that should be brought out or those to be omitted or

subdued. It will help him considerably to know what the essentials

and peculiarities of tile work are. Also, a few pencil strokes will

often indicate to him what is wanted much better and qiiioker than
the most careful verbal instructions. A good photographer and a
good tile man make an excellent team.

Much depends on the seleation of an advantageoois view-point, or,

in other words, where to set up the camera. The more care the
photographer exercises in determining this point, the more surely

can a satisfactory result be expected.

Assuming for the time that tiie entire room is tiled uniformly, the

location of this point is influenced by viivrious factors : location of

the windows or other sources of illuraiaiation and the resulting dis-

tribution of light and shade; extent of the sulbjeot to be photo-
graphed as to width and height ; the lens of tlie oamea-a ; by tlie fore-

ground and middle distance; the equipment or furnishings, the'
nature of the design, and similar conditions.

Photography is imipossible without light. Yet, in the photogi-aph,

shade is as necessaiy as lighit. But shade should never be so im-

penetrable nor light so bright that details are lost enitirely. Tlie-

illumination must be of such character " that the parts represented

in shadow shall still have the clearness and warmth of those in light,

and those in light the depth and softness of those in shadow."
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Thi* CAD be ooi>t>roUed to a greater extent than seems posKh!e at

fint thorught. In' moat caaee the desired illuminetW may ie dh-

taiiMd by watching utd waiting t:U the bert natnnU l::ghting condi-

tions occur. Watoh for that time of day when the particular portion

of (he tile work to be photographed is ilkuninatcd to the be«t ad-

vantage, wh:ch may be in the early morning, at noon, or late in the

aftenioon.

On the other hand, some subjects never receive adequate or suit-

able illuininai'on natumUy. and in such :aaea aitificial light must be
retorted to.

SuoliifA—of an aouicea of ligbt-H; the atrongoat, not only in

regard to hrightoeaa, but also in reap«nt to obonioal action on the

aanaitiaad {thotographic plate; aiu], by the way, it is the cheapeat.

Kmp in mind that detail is lost in extreniely br°«ht light and very
dark shade; that the brighter the soun^e of light, the stronger the
oontcaat heiween light and dark portions of the piotorea and the

sharper (he adgea of ahadows Excecsirt intensity can be reduced
by putting vAHe or Isgbt blue tissue paper ov«r all or some of the
windows, orer the entire opening or portions of it, just as may be
required to produce a specific liiiliUng rffect.

Much impraretnanC atn olten be made hy eqaalisatioo, especially

in tha upper and genarally darker portiona of walls, by shotting
out aotna ct the Ught «D(«ring through the fewer pann. TIih will

also serve to niaJce tha lighting of floon more un'ionn. Ordinary
window falioils are nanally too opaque and abut tint loo much light,

and when drawn dorwn over the a|i|>«r panes are ^ to throw the
cwling and higlMr pntioaa ol walls into impenetrabla darkneaa.

Mluta tila work knka pleasing and natoiml only when the photo-
gnfJi show* it whit«, not grey. Its lightest portion should be
tUeUi as Bi4>jeot for the pxitore, not the darkest. Owing to
graatar coalnut. white tilea in a strong, bright Ught give snappie.-

ptetarca than in diffused light, provided oare is taken that reflections
do not norair in the principal sections of the work.
With tile work in coknira the opposite is true, and thw class of

work demands a soft diffused light, or tha fine gradaiiom of tone
•re destroyed. But even in such oases a ooifonnly lighted surface,
without any ahade whatcrar, ia not iamntU. It always looks flat

and rooDOtonoiis be^aoae, aa haa ah^ady been said, shade is as im-
fwrtairt as light ia producing a pleasing picture ; deep shade, how-
aver, should not oeenr in the main imrtions of the tile work or when*
it will detract. At laaat j>art of the tile work should receive full light,

for paru in faH light are usually the onta to atlrart the eye.
Very li^ht sift)caU can be photographed a!ao by double expooore

—that ia, hy flrat a^poaing for one seoood or less in bright sunlight
and uaing diffoaed li^ dur-ng the nuMinder of the nenMary
tiaa of eaposore.

OaBefully speaking, light should not coma from iwp opposite
directions, since this does away with all shade and givM a " flat

"

picture. In rooms having windows on apposite sides the Ight from
one sat of windows may be shut iilT aofllciently to allow the other
•si to aat some shadow. I)» mH shut off alt the light, but use
tiaaue pafisr or aimilar material as described above.
A curtain amount of reflection is desirabie, aspaciaUy in white

glased woric, hut tpoUy effejU should b* avoidod.
Flaehlight nrely produces satiafactorf pfaotognftla of Ids w<Hi.

lu manipoisAion ia so difBook and the result so uncertMn that
(aU with any degree of oartaioty how the picture is

to Viak. baoaoaa the ianage on tha gRNmd giaaa or fooiwaing
wasa M obaamwl ooder entirely diifarani Ugfalsng conditions than
thoas oeeoniag duingths flash, onlesawMlafoooaaing atrong electric

li#iU (withool afaads or rsfleotor) aro plaesd in exactly the same
poaition whsr* tha flash or flaabts will be flrad.

The broad lighu and ahadows of flaaUight illumination are
chars teristic of an utjatnral abssnoe of del«i, and are always
devoid <A aajoyab!e gradationa. At tiaat, flariilight produces ghastly
ellaets, glary whitea, impenetrable shadows, and extaaaiva reflec-

tions. Tha practical de>lurlion is this—flashlight rfiould be iMed
Oily when no other mora satisfactory maaaa of lightii^ can bs em-
pfeyed. Yet a flashlight is beUer than no tight at all.

Nsrvsr fire the flash directly lieh nd the earners when the wall is

(nlW (o the psotore planer It will sorely rssnit in extanaive and
(hn«g ndleElion and increase the poaaihility of " fogging " tha
pli*a. To avoid danger of Are and to retain the amoka, Sarfdight
ah«sddba bad in flrqiroof bags mannfactofud for thia purpoae.

|Cawmardal photographers ha^v parfaoted various methods of

artificial lighting. In one of them an electric seir7liUght with re-

flector of the order of avitomoi'ile headlights is ennployed. The
rays of light are directed over either the entire smbject or dark por-

tions during e.xposure. \Vho> rooms oaii thus be photograiphed

with exce'leot reeuHs without the aid of any other source of light.

In fact, some of the best pioUires of iuteriora have been produced
in this way, and show astonishitg definition of detail. Store

windows and arcades can be photc^raphed at night in this manner.
But it is also used and recommended in combination with daylight

for lightening up dairk ,po>rtion« and deep shadows. The time of ex
posure must then be lengthened by " stopping down " the dia.phraf;ni

open'ng. Such apparatus must, naturally, be manipulated by c

man who is familiar with its effect. Good results can be e.vpected

only where the light is moved over the suibje't with uniformity and
in various directions—up and down, sideways and diagonally

—

otherwise the finished picture will sliow stieaks and spot*.

When the subject is snMkl—as a fireplace, for instance—dark sec-

tions or corners may aieo be lightened up by banging or holding

sheets of paiper or cloth facing such portions.

Any good photogra{>her knows all these tricks, and they are

mentioned here solely to show that a number of mean^ ajid ways are

available to overcome obstacles, and that lack of adequate or suit-

afcle light is no reason for giving up as hopeless the photographing

of an otherwise deeirahle Hie subject.

Anything as shining and gliateoong as glazed tile should convey to

the mind thiia ilisiinli'ii mirror -ililce smoothness, polish, and bril-

liancy in iU pbotogtBiphic reproductions. It cannot appear so, how-

ever, without reflections. Concrete and stone walls have no hi^^h-

ligbts and reflect ions, and the mind thereby reoogniaee their texture

and ideotifiea them. In photograiphs of tile work we must have

high-lights and reflections or lose the key to theor identification.

These practical considerations are ex'prcssod for the benefit of those

who anxiously strive to eliminate every trace of solar tinsel and find

no rest till the last spedt of wannth and joy and play of light is

eradicated, with the result that tile finally looks as dead and barren

as a cellar floor.

True, reflections can destroy or mar pleasing effects and can be

Q\-e(done like any good thing, but as a rule such conditions can be

remedied by correotiiig the disturbing ligjA-effect or fitulty Viglhting.

By faulty lighting we have reference to inetanoea where the rays

of light do not strJca the tile at a proper angle. This defect oam be

remedied by one or a conAiutODD of " bricks of the trade." (See

section on light.) Without question, some way can always be found

that rataiiM a vital amount of light for ex{x>atu>e and the high-U^its

on the tile, but at the same time eliminates extensive and distui^:n<;

refleclioDS.

Halat'on is a common fault of pictures that include windows,

Imrning lighU, etc., and can seriously maj a picture. An excess of

light streaming into a room through windows or radiated by powerful

electric lights on the tile—eBpe.-ially white tile—often results in a

g'ara and myriad of tiny reflections in different directions, and either

much of the detail Is obliterated or adjacent areas are reproduced

much lighter than the rest. This defect con be avoided by the use

of non-halation jilate*. Insist upon your photographer uaing them

for all your work. Films are free from this shortcoming.

(To be conclwltd.)

The Catvoru, Forest Him., and (syuenham Photooraphic

8o<'iETY haa commenced its winter session, meeting at the Dart-

mouth Hall, Forest Hill, everj- first and third Monday. A good list

of lectures and other fixtures has been arranged. Anyone in the

diftriot interested in photography is invited to write to the Hon.

Secretary, M. (Hovenden, 18, Princethorpe Road, Sydanham, for

syllabus and conditions of membership.

HoRsEHACK Portraits in Hvue Park.-According to the " Daily

Mail," the Office of Works is inviting photographers to tender for

the excliuive right of taking portrait photographs of persons on

horseback in Hyde Park. It is stated that the period of the licence

is for one vear from November 1, 1919, and that the position of the

operator is confined to the wevt end of Rotten Row on the south side,

and subject to the approval of the police. Particulars and forms of

tender are obtainable from the bailiff of Uie parks, Maior W. E. C.

Hussey. R.E., Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.I
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AN AID TO MOUNTING AND MOUNT CUTTING.
Whkn mounting prints, particularly thoee of laorge eize where an
ample margin of mount is required, it is very desirable that the

aitle margins should be of exactly equal width. However, when a
number of prints are being dealt with, the additional trouble of

measuring first one side and then the other, then adjusting and
measuring again, often leads to the mere guessing of the central

position, with a resulting inaccuracy which may offend a moi-e

trained eye than that at the worker.

The nee of a simple bisecting rule of the type illustrated and
described below quite overcomes the measuring difficulty, and will

be found of great assistance in rapidly centring a print on its mount.
It will be found of even greater assistance when it is desired

to trim the mount of an already monnted print to fit a stock size

frame, (»' for marking off the openings when making cut-out mounts.
The rule may be of the ordinary two-foot type, such as probably

already used by the reader, but with the figuring altered go that the

centre is zero and each half-inch on either side is marked as an
inch in ascending order to twenty-four. The smaller divisions of

quarters, eighths, and sixteenths are, of course, read as halves,

quarters, and eighths with the new marking.

It will be readily understood that such a rule can be quickly

placed upon a mount so that the reading is the same at both edges,

after which the print can be centred on the mount in a similar

manner with equal facility. From the position of the rule, as shown
in fig. 1, it will be seen thait the figures at the margins gi\"ing

\\\\\>\^-":^\^^
"'

['''''''''liil<til;VVri'-[-''ffi Q

the actual widths of print and mount respectively, any desired
width of mount can be marked off when the rule is centred on the
print, or any desired width of opening or space for print or tint,
when the rule is centred on the mount.
There are also many other purposes in ordinary workshop or

workroom practice to which this ready means of bisecting may be
applied, such as marking off wood, cutting np mounting boards,
spacing screw holes or halving rolls of paper.

In the re-marking of the rule the gumming of a strip of paper
ovej the exisiting figures and the writing of new ones thereon is

all that is really necessary, althongTi the method adopted by the
writer will be found more effective and lasting.. In this case the
mpper half of the rule was painted out with black varnish and,
when this was quite dry, the new figures were printed in with
alnmjn inm paint, using an ordinary pen. The use of aluminium

paint in this way will be found much simpler than might be e»-
pected, and will also be found very useful for printing numbers ob
the backs of dark slides or titles on the covers of books. Tb*
smaller sketch (fig. 3) shows a portion of the rule when fijiishod u*

above described. Vivian Jobunc;.

PDoto-mccDanlcal nous.—

•

?'""-'CBtr=:.a Detail in Coarse-screen Work.
The coarser the screen the greater the loss of detail ia any repro-

duction, and yet very oftem the illustration is almost useless unless
the detail is preserved. While the engraver cannot do the im-
possible and give detail with a coarse screen, yet it is possible with
particular originals by means of a "stumt" to give the customer
just what he wants. Such am original is one in which the detail is a
small part of it and surrounded by work in which the deteU render-

ing is not BO important. In thir oase two negatives are made, ont>

of the whole origiiial on the 'Xvarse screen and the other of the amaJl
port showing the detail on a much finer screen. Then this part is

stripped away from the ooarse-screen negative, and the fine-screen

negative of just that part stripped in. The engraving will prinl

well because the fine part is supported by the surrounding coars*^

screen work, but obviously the method is only suitaUo for specoal

subjects.

Vignetted Half-Tones.
Thei-e is no doufbt that the letterpress printer has most diffiouJt.T

in printing satisfactorily half-tones with vignetted edges, and Ukm
very often the responsibility for a poor result rests up<Mi the e»i-

graver, because he makes a vignette with edges that are too shallow.

This comes about from ihe practice of re-eitohing by scrubbing tiie

edges with a stiff brush and percnioride, which, of course, rapi<Uy

reduces the size of the dot without giving the plate corresponding
depth. The best way is to paint out the plate and paint an outlin*!

Ibeyond the vignette, and then return it to the etching bath and allow

it to etch untU the dot is fine as possible, which will give also tihe

maximum depth. Or if this is considered too much trouble, and the
re-etching is done oai the bench, then apiply the iron etch and allow

it to rest on the plate without brushing, oocasioaially mopping it op
and applying fresh etch. If a vignette that is too shallow is sent to

the printer, he cannot be blamed for butchering it with a lining tool

or smashinig down the edges with a hammer, both of whidi pr5^cti<^w,

are anathema to the lover of fine priuting and engraving.

Patent ReiDS.

Process patents—appticaiions and speci/Uations—are treated m
" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, Soptomlbcr 29 to Octobeir 11 :

—

Pkinti.nc—No. 23,910. Photographic jM-inting. F. W. Doni«thoirpt>.

PnojECTioN iScBEENS.^>Io. 24,226. MajiuXactwe of screens for cnne-

matographs, etc. W. Bemrose and J. W. Verity.

CiNEMATOGHArHT.—No. 23,861. Combined ireel for winding and ub-
winding cinematogiraiph films on same spindle. S. £n^eiid and W.
Thomas.

CiNEMATOGHAPHY.—No. 23,857. Motiom picture maohines. F.

MoMiiUan.

CiNEMATOGKAPHY,—No. 24,068. Automatic fire-extinguisher fnod

stop motion for cinematographs. W. Taylor.

Colour PHOTOGE.\rHy.—No. 24,336. Photogiaphic camera for

taking part-negatives for pictures in natural colours. 6. de Prokn-
dine-Goraky.

Printing Machine.—No. 24,780. Electric photographic priming
or copying machines. J. B. and J. Halden and Co.

Stereoscope.—No. 24,660. Folding stereoscope. J. M. HattenJey.

Mounts.—No. 24,756. Photo mount. G. H. Landergaa.

Frames.—No. 24,444. Photographic frames. A. E. Phillips.

Frames.—No. 24,445. Photographic frames. N. Phillips.

Printing Appar-itts.—Xo. 24,598. Apparatus for pli^tograjibi*

and mechanical, etc., printing. E. W. Spears.
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COMPLETB SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED

^^aJ^T^TSiJ'l-'^L''''^^- ^^ "• "^^'jpo't free, frcm
«-^^|«^Oin«.. to. Southampton Buildings. 6h^ncery Lane,

^^^itJ"i^'!.'*"* ".'*"* °f "PP'i^i^ •» '*" country: or

C^ti^
ea» of patents granUd under the International

Eir«u)r«a »o« Fana and Plat«8._No. 120,572 (Augu^ 29, 1917)Tie mv^lcoo wl.t« to eav«fape, for photogwphic film, and

the^u„ «»f«» ./ur the «nrdope i. pUoed in a cJenT In

2bl!r,!!!!!!Tr* i^.^^
or pU* « ia«rted into a bag-liket^ wbd, „ U.«^ mto a frame o( Moot paper or .arfboard

onrhii^ »!r.
".** "'' ^^'°'" «*««• »«»^ «"«•- the bottomon. b«ag lb«» over the «de edge, and «l.pt«d to engage . prxy

i«oting tongu. in the boUom of ti,. cmiaen to ntoin ti» Inm, in
fKMition.

Th» main object ol the invmtion i. to canlane the nactal ad
ranla«. oC the wetlknown roUfilm cartridg»-,ii, th/iWlii, of--ri^g Ih. film by daylight in U.e d^J^ iPJZlt,
Ch. advanug. which Ih. aJ«> .eHknown te»il"JSkinr" mm

ft (

!

m

^

Jf:

^

^^.jjf

Pig. 2.

pwMnU over the roU film-vii., to allow the qm o(
- -I*^ '» *• <">«•. -od in addition to combine thwe with
t»« adVHitagM wfaidi .very tingiU enveloping of film, known up
to mm pmaot over th. two aforcMid-vis., that ordinaiy or ortho-
«toWBa««s Mm. may be nMd at pre<u>ure, t4iat the p'.ate. or film, in

L^f.t^rT^ "*^ •* *''' ''"«'y "** •" •-« l~n.portable.
•wl Uwt d»relopa«.t may b. undatekwi at Miy time without itMmg airMiry to await the expoeing of other film, or to make

. •ipo.ora. on thcM only in ordw to be able to com
• th. d.v»op«g, and, fln.Ily, that the film, may at plewure
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fitn^t IvH. ^^}l
'"" *'"' «1"-P^'». ^^ i" -contrast to toII-hlm.. PurUier, the invention aims at a^x>ading the ,ise of a.na^pter (a ^..I holder or ,maa case f™- the Zel^)^ZXa. a rule uaed wrtJ, fibn.paoks and n,ost of the fihr;nvZ^

ItlTh^ -^ -P-«lly intended to ho placed i. c.-uu^s

gui fram^
"^ ^'^ * spring-mounted g«>und-

fn™
" ^'^^P«,'=T?'** "'^ * •»»<^. 1. of oP»qu« thick paper, U.eS ah u"

"'."'"'^. ""' "^ "^ ^"'« ^^P«"^ "" *he sizHf films,

^1 2 rn^'T T.l' u' r*^
"^ =°^'" °'- ^''"^^^ 9; ^•'^ two long

rit'hen^ /
"' '"'='' "' ^"'' '"'''' '^'^ the one short edge

nortionrm^vl'r^ "^" '^^ ^"' "'^**' ^ -"^ 3 (these bent-o^portion, may be fastened to each other), so that a son,ewh.,t project-

Fig. 3.

hJk ^*K L * 'T'*'^' ^' ""' ^^ remaining sho^ edge of theback. whAh edge i. bent under ritrip 6

nim, lU ooe short edge having a bondinE. 10 whidi wl,«n .v.^

bend, 8 on the ba<A, aaid prevent the shutter fr,>m being^m-

KiX^'^ofr ^ "'""^ "" --^^ ^-^-^ ^- ^^-

««.gue, 11. whuA, when the iJmtter is puiAed down and h^«

covered tiie film may be bent down over tJw rear of tbe back <n

t'l uV .M^Ughtne«, ^ be «a«l. ,b«ide« J~^ ^. fingcrtoU during the withdrawing of the .hitter
^

.kI^'"fi."'J!S!!!?
.»?*»>>• "»<»•. »d the lens i, adjuMed, theck««i filmHWvetope - "..erted into the camera. tL ^^1

the P^-i!^ ni*y be ywMingly mounted therein, so thaA the

vJnl !i^;
U^oam«a may be oo.Mtruc«ed so that the en-v«.ope may be ineerted m front of the gixvund-gla^s, while thi. is

'±

If

Pig. 5.

\^T^^^ *^^'*'.
'"T^!^"

"' "" '"^«'°P« the «bJ i« b«>kenU« back fn>m. ,. clowd if it i. hinged, and the shu««r 9 iidnrwn up and unoovoni the film, whioh may now be expc^.
'

la
both CM. the e«Jge. 5, w,ll co-operate in the cloeed back frame
of the camera wrth a corresponding edge, whicl, thereby keeps theenvWope iMt during the drawing up of the «>ver pkte, w that
the usual manipuktion. for thia poiipow are avo dedW hen Lho expomre ha. been finiahed the ehiUier i. pushed book
being of rtiff paper » that the expowd fihn is covered liglrt-tiKht'
«»d th. envelope >. then t-oken out of the oamera, by causing
the b=ok frame to be opened, to that the edge, 5 is free ^
the correqwodrng edge in the camera. The onvebpemay then be MoIed again, but in a manner which differs from theomw «^mg, «ich a. by a fresh Mai or by Ml unoMed portion of
the gummed tongue, 11.

The bending., 2 and 3, form a guide for the shutter during it.
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«liiqpIacenieB(, and owing to tli« bt-nding, 4, being plowed above the

headinf^s, 2 aitd 3, the bending, 4, springs itself—togcUiei- with the

edge, 5—•omewhat away from the back p'-ate, 1, by which (when

the oameira is coiistriict«<l in such a manner ibat the bending, 4,

faM fluiBoienl room in it) it reaul>t8 tJuut the bending, 10, slides

easily in under the bending, 4, without meeting resistance, when

the shutter is pushed back after the exposure is finished. The slid-

ing of the shutter is assisted by the increased stiffness thereof ob-

tained by the bending, 10, which serves also thetask of reonoving,

before Uie etxposure, fluff and dust from the surface of the film,

as it s'idee on ovear this wiheii tlie cover or shutter is drawn up.

-Hie haap or toiigue, 11, sei'ves, besides for the purposes men-
tioned, by its Umgued form, also to intnodiioe the envelope into a

devek^king ajpparatus such as desd-ibed in Pateoit No. 119,246

("B.J.," September 26, 1919, p. 566), and the strip, 6, serves

l>artly as a guide for the eiiubter, 9, during iits displacement for

covering and un^^vering the film, 7, partly it contributes to secure

thai the shutter—when the envelope is miuiipulated outside the

camera with broken seal—shall remain in its place, protecting the

film from Uie light, and finally it ensures by means of its thicknes.s

aiid by the thiokeiiiugs produced on the beiidmgs, 2 and 3, by the

pjisting

—

titei the envelope remains in its place dn such a develop-

ing apparatus when the shutter is drawn out in oaxler to uncover
the film for the developer.

The envelope here desomibed may also be used for glass plates,

13, in which case two small strips, 12 (figs. 4 ajid 5), aa'e theai laid

iivto the enve'-ope aloaig two opj)Osite sides of it in order to keep
tlie gloss pla>te ini its place reCativeily ito the light-opening, as Uie

slass plate, 13, must always be somewhat smaller than the size of

the film, iaiiteiided for the same picture sisse.

It is o/bvioais that it is not necessary to insei't and withdraw
tl>e shutter longitudinally of the euveLope, but the construction

may be sudi Ultat tlie long dimensioai of the envelope forms the

sides, lokewise tlie filjii, of course, need not fill out the whole

space in the euve'.ope, bub may be smaller and surrounded by a

frame whi-.h fits witJijiii the said bemdings, and moreover, tJie iji-

\'«ntrJon may Ibe varied in different ways without the principle of

the invention l)einig departed fi^oni.—Jens Peter Hansen, 10,

Jaooby's AUe, ("<ii]><inhagen.

trade names and marks.
APPLICATIONS FOIi REGISTRATION.

Ceistalite.—No. 391,610. Chemical photograplii: developers. Karl

M^miborg, 110, Ouuioii Street, London, E.C.4, mereliant. May
22, 1919.

L.vciouj.—^No. 394,292. A material manufactured from animal sub-

.stancee, sold in sheets, rods, aud tubes, and goods manufactured
thereSrom. British Xylonite Company, Limited, Hale End, C'liins-

ford, London, E.4, manufacturers. August 15, 1919.

CATALOGUES AND TRADE NOTICES.
ThoentonJ?ickabd Enl.vhgeiis.—The Thornton-Pickard Com-

p.my, Altrincham, have just issued a booklet describing the various

models oif theii- enlargers now obtainable. Tlie.se range from the

"Artist' enlarger, of com|>aratively simple pattern, to the " Pio

fessional " model, made only in whole-plate size, and embodying the

best features of the other designs. Among the.-'e latter is the
" M.C.C. " No. 6, the enlarger ado]>ted as a standard instrument by
the Royal Air Force. The booklet, which contains particulars also

of semi-automatic arc lumps for use in enlarging, is obtainable free

on application.

.\lbum8 ANn Mounts.—Messrs. W. Butcher and Son.";. Camera
House, Faniiigdon Avenue, E.C.4, send us a 32-page illustrated list

of the many patterns of album for printa made and sold by them-

selves. A large proportion of these are of the slip-jn pattern, but

the list specifies also a nmnber of designs of album in which prints

aie mounted in the ordmary way. The popular " Sunny Memories "

series is obtainable in a considerable variety of styles and sizes, and
the list also gives details of the very convenient ready-made passe-

partout frames for prints of comparatively small size, which are

specialties of ICessrs. Butcher. Itte illustrations "'- the list fail to

ds juBtiicw <• tfce vn'y artistic appearance of thes* passe-partouts.

X-Ray Equipment.—Radiography is now of the highest impt.rt-

ance, not merely in the diagnosis of disease for the purposes of the-

phy.sician or surgeon, but in the investigation of industrial materials

and products for flaws and defects which could be discovered «>

easily in no other way. A price-list commensurate with its subject

has just been complied and issued by Messrs. Watson and Soius

(Electro-Medical), Limited, Sunic House, I'arker Street, Kings-way,

Ivondon, \V'.C.2. It is a book of 370 pages, and specifies most fnlly

the items of ecpiipment and the numerous accessories and materials

employed in X-ray work. A large proportion of these are manufac-
tured by Messrs. Watson in tlieir own workshops, but their list

includes the many pieces of apparatus which owe their existence and
development to experimenters in this field, the boundaries of which
have been extended in many directions as the result of the great

demand for X-ray investigation during the war. There can be ao
question that the catalogue is the most complete and up-to-date of

any which those employing X-rays or interested in radio-therapeutic

methods can possess. It is a large and costly l)ook, and is enppli<-d

at the price of Ts. 6d.
m

meetings or societies.—•

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
Monday, Octobeb 27.

South London Photograiihic Society. " Sylvan Es.sex," .1. Mclntoeh,
DewBbury Photographic Society. *' Broiioil Printing." W. E. Gundill.
Willesden Photographic Society. Affiliation, "One Man" Portfolio." L J

Steele.
Bradford Photographic Society. "Lantern Slide Makini,'.' C. B. Lawson.

TuEBDAY, Octobeb 28.

Hojal Photographic Society. "The King's Highway." A. H. Blake, M.A.
Hackney Photographic Society. " Transferotype and its Uses." P. W. Slaur.
Chelsea Photographic Society. AfDIiation Portfolio, with criticism,
Manchester Amateur Photographic Society. "Gems of English Architecture "

T. Burton.
Birmingham Photographic Society. " PhotCKraphic Technioue Simplified; A

Few Photogiiphic Problems Developed and Fjxed." K. A. Biermann.

Wedn«sb.it, October 29.

Croydon Camera Club. "Colour." F. C. Reynolds.
North Middlesex Photographic Society. Night OutinK.
Denniitoun Amateur Photographic Association. "Facts Aix>M DeveloiHneui '

W. W. Mollison.
*^

Partick Camera Clnb. "Apparatus and Exposure." A. T. Edgeley.
booth Suburban Photographic Society. " Picture Making in Northern ItaW '

G. H. Dannatt.
lioyal Photographic Society. ' The Late Oormau South S«a Possessions." 'J'. J.

McMahon.

THUK«i)AY, October 30.

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association. " .Aerial Photography." Lieut
Fyfte.

Rodley and District Photographic Society. Monthly Competiou. " Hai vesting. '

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. "Down the Thameft
on a Barge." W. N. Beal.

The Camera Club. " ICgyptian Jewellery. ' Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie.
Richmond Camera Club. "The Engraved Works of .1. M. W.Turner, B. A Dr

C. W. Philpot.
Brighouse Photographic aud Naturalist Society. "The Importance of Photo-

graphy in the War." A. Dordan-Pyke.
Aston Photographic Society. "Enlarging." Mr. Lelth.
Wimbledon Camera CInb. ' Personal Practice in Pictorial Printing." V. C.

Perry.

THE PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.
A MEETING of the Council was held at 35, Ru.ssell Square, on Friday.
OctoTier 10, 1919. Presen.t : .4iigus Basil, Gordon Chase, A. Corlbeitt,

C. F. Dickinson, Alfred Ellis, S. H. Fry, W. E. Gray, Reg.
Haines, Geo. Hana, Lang-Sims, R. N. Speaight, H. St. Geoi-ge. and
F. G. Wakefield (London members), and Maix;us Adams (Reading),
F. Brown (Leicester), W. B. Chaijilin (Windsor), A. H. L. Chj^-
man (Swansea), Tom Chidley (Chester), and W. Illingworth
(Northampton).

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Letters of regret for non-attendance were read from F. Read (Ssutli-

port), and Montague Cooper (Taunton).

The Chairman offered the congratulations of his fellow members
to Mr. Geo. Hana upon his recovery from a very serious illness,

and expressed their pleasure at his presence once more at their
deliberations. Mr. Hana thanked the members for their expres-

sion of goodwill and good wishes.

The Hon. Sec. reported that in accord with the Council's in-

structions he had inserted an advertisement in Uie "British Journal
of Photography " stating that the .'\asociation required tlie serviiien

of a gentleman as paid secretary. He (the hon. sec.) had receivwl
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twenty-three applications for the post. Ag notified on the notice

of agenda, theae letters had been laid upon the table for an hour

before the present meeting, so that every member had had the

opportunity to make himself fully acquainted with the details of

the applications. The Council would have now to decide what

aalary they were in a position to offer as remuneration, and he
propoied that a small committee—a finance committee—ehould be

appointed to vatkt a recommendation on this point to the Council.

The propoaed oonunittee might, at the same time, select the most
•nitabla candidates, and the Conncil could then make a final choice.

A short discussion ensued, and Mr. R. N. Speaight moved, and
it was carried unanimously, that Messrs. Corbett, Haines, Lang-

Sims, St. George, Ellis, and the bun. treasurer be appointed to

form the finance committee and to report tn the next meeting.

The Hon. Treasurer reported that subscriptions were coming in

satisfactorily, and that Uie nnmber of members who had made any
protest against the increase in the amount from 5s. to 10>. was
negligible. As a matter of figures, less than ten members had
resigned their membership out of over seven hundred payments
receired in the first nine months of this year. A great many more
meoiber* had written congratulating the Council opon the increase

of the amount, and some wishing {he subscription were greater.

His present fwsition was, that he was sure of being able to present

tbs Bsmbefs with a good statement of income ami expenditure for

th« fMr SDding 1919.

The Hon. Treasurer placed the bank pass-book on the table for

inspection by the chairman, and asked the Conncil to authorise

the drawing of ohsqoes fiw aocoants due to llie amount of thirty-

one poaoda odd ; agreed.

The Kodak Company baring offered to giv* a demonstration of

their Portrait films to the Council, it was soggaated that the demon,

atration might be givwi as one of the featoras of the Congress as

well as to the London membem before Christmas. Some discussion

aross as to tW {actions of the Association, and possible complaints

tram etmnitj >i iimb nis that Londoaera looked after thsmseUes first.

The bon. sac. said that he thought that the days of jealousy

between l.<oadon and coontry members had passed. Speaking for

himself, ha beliered the Association meant to do, and was doing,

all that it eoald do for each and all of its membera, town and
country alike. Nine-tentba of hi* work as bon. sec. was with

coontry monbar*, and he thought there was nothing in the point.

It was resolved that the Council accept the kind offer of the

Kodak Company.
The Rports from mamban of the Council instructed tu ascertain

the effect »f incnt|MM«lMm upon tlie future official relations of the

.\ssociatiuo with GvTammaat Departments were presented, and

amounted, briefly, to a statement that the relations depended not

upon the matter of imorporation, but upon the importance of the

trade interests from the national |Miirit of view, and upon the status,

and eommsrcial, of the partite interested. The introduction

-rvMrtioa of a " persona grata " was practically the only and
the beat matbod of getting into touch with ofBcialism when such

a cooms tbaoama adviaable. The Council were {oetanately in

tha position of having such introdurtiona. It was pointed out that

otbar reasons would probably iiprrate to lead the Council to decide

lo beroma aa sacerporatad body, notably the intended appointment

of a paid sactatwy aad the desire tu limit the personal fituncial

laspuosibility of the mambaia, as well as that of the Council and

Mr. St. Osorge (President) said that the Council were indebt4>d

to Mr. Illingworth for having taken a great deal of trouble in this

matter. At tbs pismnt omit tbay had a good many " irons in

the fife." Ha would like to sea the matter of Uie secretarysliip

oat of tba way first. The Council agreed, nem. con. : That the

fwrtbcr consideration of this matter be deferred until after the

queation of the employment of a paid secretary by tba Conncil

baa been settled.

A complaint was made by a meniln'r that ha was unable to buy

roll films from the Kodak Company at trade prices. He claimed

that hie trade in developing and printing the film, which was

strictly photographic work, was prejudiced, as rttst<uners required

their cameras to be reloaded with film, which he was unable to

apply, thereby losing th* ).ii- <><•" i>f •Ifvi^lnpiog and printing,

whicit was diverted to a ^ t. Members of the

Council related instamaa ot i... , . .:.-.,iig to their prejudice,

and stating that such trade regulations gave au unfair advantage
to chemists and others. Mr. Chidley discussed the matter from his

own experience in the matter of cameras, and stated that he should

have lost the sale of a high-priced camera (Kodak) had he not been
able to purchase a similar piece of apparatus for his customer

from another maker. The further consideration of the complaint
was adjourned.—Mr. Hana asked the hon. sec. what was the

result of a somewhat similar complaint, viz., withholding goods in

restraint of trade, which had come before the Council at its last

sitting before the adjournment. The Hon. Sec. stated that the

principle of the complaint was unsettled, but the particular com-

plaint had been met by the wholesale house supplying the goods

ag required by the member.
The Hon. Sec. reported that a variety of letters and complaints

had been received by him during the recess. These had all been

dealt with in consultation with such members of the Council as were

available at the time. The cases included claims against a railway

company (put into the eolicitor'a hands), several cases of refusal to

pay copyright fees (now collected), rights in negatives and copy-

rights in negatives made from aeroplanes, claims against manuiac-

turers for overcharges, claim against vendor of a business for

breach of agreement, several complaints against trade printers for

non-delivery of prints and retention of the negatives, and complaints

againat manufactorers of dry-mouiiUng tiseue. The H<on. Sec.

farther nport^ that Mr. Arthur Brooks had informed him that

there was practically no doubt that the Photographic Fair would

be held at the Royal Horticultural Hall some time in April, 1920.

The Congreaa of the Professional Photographers' Association might

be therefore regarded as a certainty.

An extra meeting of the Council has been called for Thursday.

October 23. to receive the report of the finance committee in the

matter of the appointment of a paid secretary.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Mektikc iheld Tuesday, October 21, Mr. F. F. Renwick in the chair.

The twenty-second TroiJe Taylor Memorial lecture wae delivered

hy Rev. A. L. Coitie, S.J., F.R.A.8., director of the Stonyhursfc

College Observatory, who took as his subject " PJiotographic

Evideiice for the Formation of Stan from Xebulie."

Father Cortis did iM>t attempt to deliver a liighly technical dis-

course upon this branch of aatro-i^ysica to which, among other

fields ol astronomical research, be has dennoted lumaelf. Yet within

the limits which he set himself of popular exposition he was

enunently successful in bringing moat vividly before his audiehce

tha lines of thought and investigation which had been followed by

astronomers in dealing witli the final and most eJetnental riddle of

the usiiverae, the formation of stars and suns from ga«eoaa nebular

material. With the aid of a magnsficent series of photographs of

stara and neboUe the lecturer traced the two deaartpUoins of evidence,

which gave a reasonable ground for belief ii\al the coalescence of

nebular maMcr into definite stellar bodies is a process which may be

seen in operation. Such evideoce c(»u>isted in the photograph of

nebula-, and partinkrly those of apiital neibulie, in which the

fihysical fomuUion or structore of the mlxilouB matter shows a. direct

pliyaical coimeutinn widi tite disposition in the heavens of luminous

stara. Al^ig the other line of inveatigation, tlliat of tHie spoctjtieoopic

analysis of tJie material of nebuls and etsra, the evidence in favour

of tlio formation of tile latt*ir from the fonr.er was still more pceitive.

Fatlier Curtie, in dealing with thia branch of his subject, showed

many of the iq)ectrum photographs of stars and nebulae made at

Ston'yhunrt College Observatory, and p<Mated out how the astro-

physioMt was ahead ol the terrestrial chemiat in the discovery of

new chemical elements. Tlie speotroscopy of the stars had shown

the existence of beliutn long before the gas was isolated in the

laboratory, and there were now aeveral elements the properties of

which had been fairly well defined by spectroscopic methods, which

were known to ex:^ in sUirs of nebula, but have not yet Ibeen isolated

by chemists from' terrnrtrial material. Without resorting to the

e.ipedients of picturesque iU-.-stration whii^ are familiar to those

wlio have heard the lectures of the late Sir Robert Ba.ll, Father

Cortia nevertheless succeeded in keeping his audience impressed,

indeed overwhelmed, with tl»e vaalness of his subject, and when at

Ust he turned for a moment to draw the inference of a beginning of
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tihe aniveree, designed and regiilaied by son-.eUung of a higher order

tihau DuUer, some grea<t BpiriluaJ power, it wa8 felt that he had

brought his discourse to a fitting concluaion.

Od the proposition of iMr. D. E. Benson., seconded by Mr. E. W.
IMel'or, the hearty thanks of the Society were accorded to Father

Cortie, and the medal struck iby the Traill Taylor Memorial Com-

nuttee was handed to him by the ohairman for his acceptance.

The lootuirer, in briefly replying, quoted, in tilie vernacular, some

opinions of Lancashire artizans of the work of hia olboervatary. It

waa evident t^t tlie .astronomer-priest was a very human person.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mr. J. Dudley Johnston gave a lecture oa " Personal Practice in

Lantern Slide Making," being a repetition of an exposition at the

R.P.S., fully reported at the time.

The rooms were crowded, and the opinion of everybody, including

the veterans, was that no finer collection of slides had ever been

seen in the club. Add to this the fact that Mr. Johnston proved to

be a most lucid lecturer, dealing very clearly with every step neces-

sary to success in the most beautiful of all photographic processes,

and it wiU be realised that lucky is the society which can prevail

upon him to appear before it.

An unusual feature of the evening consisted of a strong counter-

attraction in the shape of an exceedingly fair young lady visitor,

who quickly absorbed the Croydon atmosphere and dry ginger-ale,

and chatted in friendly fashion with one or two members in the
immediate vicinity, much to the envy of those unfortunately situated

in remoter spots. If ladies were permitted as members and the

club included within its ranks femininity of the same order, doubt-
less its membership would be quadrupled in a very short time, and
of an equal certainty attention directed to the lecturer would be
reduced to the vanishing point.

In the discussion, Mr. H. P. C. Harpur (an expei't lantern-slide

maker) spoke at lengtli and most appreciatively, but ran into more
dead-ends than customary, from which he retreated with difiiculty.

Necessary explanations to the puzzled fair visitor that this erratic

procedure merely indicated genius of a rare nature caused the gist

of Mr. Harpur's remarks to escape attention and remain unrecorded.
Mr. W. F. Slater struck a new note by saying that when intensify-

ing with silver he had on ocoasaon obtained a "Liberty " art green
deposit, and a very nice colour too. A most hearty vote of thanks
to the leotarer concluded a most interesting and instructive evening.

RetDs and Rotes*

HiSTOBio Photographs by Lord Kitchener.—During the past
week or two there has been offered to habitues of a London
thoroughfare famous for its stocks of second-hand books a volume,
or album, of photographs of Palestine taken by the late Lord
Kitchener in the days when he was a lieutenant in the Royal Engi-
neers, at which time (the middle 'seventies of last century) he was
an enthusiastic worker in the Holy Land. Many photographers,
bibliophiles, and others who have examined the volume probably
learned for the first time that Kitchener was an author and a photo-
grapher. The apparent uniqueness of the book, combined with the
present-day interest in Palestine, has led the vendor to over-value
his possession considerably, and to offer it at an inflated price, for

the book, little known and aged as it may be, is not yet out of

print; it may still be obtained from the publishers at the original

price of one guinea. A correspondent who has photographed in

Palestine, in sending us this item of news, further states that he
has gleaned from the reports of the Palestine Exploration Society
that this volume of " Photographs of Biblical Sites " was published
by the Society in 1876. It contains twelve pictures taken by
Kitchener during the time he was at work on the survey of Western
Palestine, together with a short description of each written by him-
self. Some of the views taken are no longer obtainable, as new
buildings of one kind or another have sprung up everywhere, alter-

ing or marring the old and historic sites. The descriptions, though
very sliort, are chainvingly written, and show what a strong feeling

Lord Kitchener had for this particular part of the Near East. It

appears (aays our correspondent) to have been his only photographic

effort, and he took the keenest interest and pleasure in the prepara-

tion of this his only book, as his letters show, though the actual

publication of it was left in Sir Walter Besant's hands, as the

author returned to Palestine before it was in proof. If the nega-

tives still exist—as in all probability they do in the wonderful
archives of the Society—they should be of great value to-day, when
the Holy Land and its sacred sites are attracting the attention o(

the whole of Christendom in a way they have never done before.

Presentations to a Postal Club Secretary.—Twenty-one years

ago was established the Somerset Postal Photographic Society, and
during the whole of that period the duties of Honorary Secretary
have been faithfully and courteously discharged by Mr. Bernard J.

Mitchell, of Frome. The members very naturally desired to show
their appreciation of his excellent services, and tlie suggestion of

Mr. A. W. Walburn, of Exeter, was adopted that a presentation

album should be prepared containing from each member a print,

portrait, and autograph, in addition to a silver tea service, and a
gold wristlet watch for Mrs. Mitchell. It was arranged that the
presentations should take place at the Salon, but owing to the rail-

way strike postponement was necessary, and the very happy event
took place at Bristol on October 15. I'his was the first meeting that
had ever taken place in connection with tlie Society, the majority at
the members beuig quite unknown to each other except through the
circulating portfolios, and the gathering was, therefore, of quite a
striking character. Another unique feature of the iprooeedings wag
the fact tiiat Mr. Walburn was elected a life member of the Society
—quite a new thing in postal photographic societies—and the meet-
ing was in every way a happy and successful one.—Jn acknow-
ledging the gifts, Mr. Mitchell said it was extremely difficult fo_

him to find words carrying sufficient weight to express his feelings
of thanks and appreciation of the kindly thought prompting the
organisers of the presentations. The Society owed much in itii

early days to the kind assistance of the late Mr. Hawes, Mr. Hugh
Price, of the British P.C., Mr. F. M. Sutcliffe, Mr. Barran Keene,
Mr. J. T. Ashby, and several others. The membership had uora-
prised many well-known workers—Mrs. Mary Cottam, Miss Con-
stance Ellis, Dr. Rosenheim, Rev. Mudie Draper, Mr. S. G. Kimberj
and others—who had figured at the Salon and Royal. Working th^
Society had been to him a labour of love, and the gifts would ba
treasured as long as life lasted as a reminder of the pleasure hi»
work in the Somerset Society had afforded others during his tenur
of office.—Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell afterwards entertained the membeiL
to tea. Amongst those present were members from Weston-super-
Mare, Clevedon, Bristol, Newport, Risca, Hereford, Bridgewater,
and Castleford, Yorks.

Comspondctice*—•*—
•.* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No

notice *s taken ot commumcattons unless the names cmd addressm
of the writers are given.

*.* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed bf\
our correspimdents.

REVERSAL OF IMAGE IN DISH DEVELOPMENT.
To the Editors.

Sir,—Referring to this question, I also have had a curious
experience. One night I was developing a roll of films (Kodak)
with Certinal developer, and white light struck one end of the
film. After the film was fixed I noticed that the two end exposures
were positives. I wondered why. I developed another Kodak film
in the same developer and towards the end of development allowed
light to play on film for about a minute, still passing through
the developer. Result, all positives. The exposures were all

outdoor ones.

I have had reversa'. of the image on one or two occasions vhcre
no light has penetrated, but only within the last six months. It

may be the emulsion used is different from that of hist year,
perhaps some improved method of Kodak's or possibly may be
due to developer.

I have no facilities for going further into the matter, but these
pointers may be useful to experimenters. I simply give my
experience.
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I noticed in » reoeot number a " new " method ot toning with

aeatata of lead. I toned with acetate of lead (and it ia en
record in an amateur joamal) twenty -five yean aga I also got

good reanlta with barium salts Your* {aiUifolly,

Tba Bote, Victoria FoBa, Pxbct M. Culbx.
Rhodeoia.

flTRIPPINO-PLATES FOR TITLES ON >fEGAHVES.
To the EdHon.

Oentlemen,—With reference to your reply to "O. A. " in the
"Britiah Journal" of October 17, it may be of intereat to your
eetreapondent to know that Gem etripptng-ptatea (in lantern and
"proeea" rapiditiea) are manufactured specially to provide a bandy
and aire method of putting titles on negatives.
A lot of titles, as yoo remark, may be photompbed on one plate,

which is devotoped, fixed, and dried in the iwiial way. A sharp pen-
knife is then passed round the plate about a quarter ot an inch in
from the edge, and the film is detached without farther treatment —
Yam (aitUnlly,

Tm Gbm Det Flats Co., Ltd.
OricUewood, London, N.W.2, October 20.

BUYLVO SECOND-HAND LENSES: A CAUTION.
To the Editon.

Oentlanen.—Nowadays, wliea new lema ot oU kinds are very
««p«naiTe and somewhat rmr», woaU-be purehaseis o< objectives ore
taming their attention to stocks held by dealaia in second-hand
goods, particuUrly p^wnbroken. For many yean pawnbroken' shops
have been good plae«i to patronise for lenses, and sooie very good
borgoma have hesn secured by myself and othen. Most of the
pawnbrakem are fully alive U> the value of photographic lenses,
b«t they, as a whole, deal fairly, and I have met with no attempts
to proAtMr.

'^

Lart week a amoU R.B. leas was purchased for 17s. 6d. (new
2&B.) ai * Sooth London shop; when -.««»ifttd in the hand—
and T«fy closely, too—it oppsorsd to be qoite aU right, and the
asB* of s woU-known London maker engrmved upon the mount
gwra one ewifidenw. When fitted to a camera, however, the lens
failed to give any kind of image, a further examination proving
that the lens bad no useful focus, although the inscription cut
opon the brass noont gave it ss being 6^ inrbeo.

The maken ot the lens were communicated with, and from
thsm I leomsd that it was the fifth " dud " of the species they
had heard about during the loot week or two. all of which had
boao pnrnhsasd from pawnbroken. The affair at the moment is

snwolhing ct a mystery, and more may be heard ot it later on
a* thsr* are bsUsrved to be many more such lenses in the hands
ct London pawnbroken.

Jodgaoff from the facts at present available, it appean that
blazing tha roah of war work—when the making of ordinary
Isoass was saapendsd and hosts of strange hands were engaged
on monitiaa work in lens factories—some diabonest workman
"lifted" a few mounts bearing the noma of the firm, and,
knowing of the scarcity of photographic objseiivss, fitted into them
•By Isnsss he ooaid find to fit, and " planted " them with pawn-
hroken who, of ooome, had no time to tiy thsm in a camera.
PiililiasBis of lensss from " Uncle " would tharslore do well, for

the tin* being at any rmte, to pay a depooit and have the lenses

«n oppfovmL—Yoan faithfully, ' *"
'"

L. T. W.

CommerclaifiCeaal Inuillfl^ncee

NEW COMPANIES.

1 PaoTO Parok Cb., latmco.—This private company was

i oo October 14 with a capital of £17.500 in 15,000 shares of

£1 soch, and 60,000 shares of Is. sach. Objects : To carry on the

tuskisss of manafactnrers ot and dealers in photorraphic p^Mr, etc.

Hm anbecribers (esch with one share) are :—H. A. Nntlaiid, 113,

Bedforth A venae. New Maiden, Surrey, company registrar; J. A.

B«tf»y. 2. Cammaes Cottages, Hemel Hemp^esd, solicitor's clerk.

Th* first directon ore to be appointed by tha aobecribera.

NnsiDcrs to CorrespondetitSe—
SPECLO, NOTICE.

In accordance mth ovr preseitt practice a smaller space will be

allotted to reolifs to correspondents.

We will ansicer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: 5-cent International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be anstoered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editors.

J. D.—Some samples of persulphate do not work until a little

acid is added, say, two or three drops of 10 per cent, sulphuric

acid to each ounce or so of ammonium persulphate solution.

S. ,\.—Water-colours are largely used without any medium for

colouring bromides, the prinU being simply prepared by rubbing

lightly with purified ox-gall. Perhaps you have in mind the

wax medium for water-colours which is now used and is obtain-

able from Mr. V. Godbold, 98, St. Asaph Road, Brockley, S.E.

W. N.—We think the best book for your purpose is " Photography

of To-Day," by Chapman Jones, which you can buy through our

publishers, price 8s. You will find something there on the earliest

genesis of the camera, which, of course, is several hundreds of

yeora older than photography, and also enough on lenses for

your purpose.

C C. 8.—1. We do not know any make of reflex camera in which

pUtes are carried in a magazine. So far as we know, no camera

of this kind has ever been put upon the market, and we hope

it never wiU, for it would be abominably heavy in anything but

the very smallest sizes. 2. We are sorry we cannot identify the

•• Fleiit " camera, either as a roflex or other type.

H W —There is now no formality necessary or possible in order

to esUblish copyright on a legal basis. li you have taken the

photograph "'on your own" you automatically become the owner

of the copyright. If, on the other hand, you are paid for taking

it the cooyright becomes the property of the person who paid

you, or even the person who ordered you to take the photographs.

W M K —You should certainly have received a fee for reproduc-

tion of each of the photographs, the minimum fee being 10a 6d.

It is not the custom of newspapen to return onnts which have

been reoroduced. If we were you we should simply write a note

poinUng out that prints, the copyright of which " y"""-
•"'fP^'^y'

hove been reproduced in such-and-suoh an issue, but that appa-

rently the payment to yourself of the fee for reproduction haa

been overlooked. . .

J G -Formula for glazing solution U somewhat a matter of mixing

and trying how it works. The basis of glazing solutions is ox-

Ball which you can buy in a purified state from Mce.srs. Rhem-

lond'er and Sons, Rodney Road, New Maiden, Surrey, or prepare

for younelf according to the instructions given in the B.J.

of June 6. 1919, page 316, obtainable from our publishers price

4id post free FormaUne is often mixed with Uie ox-gaU, and

so alsTis a certjun proportion of alum, but in our expenence

ox-gall alone U as good a glazing solution as any.

W S —You do not tell us the height or other dimensions of the

room so we cannot advise you very well as to tlic artificial light,

but it looks as though for your stickyback work a single 2,000

candle-power half-watt lamp or one of the Topl.ght arc lamps

of the Westminster Engineering Company would be the beat for

your purpose You had better write to the Westminster Engineer-

ing Company, Victoria Road, Willesden Junction, London, N.'VS..

and to the General Electric Co., Limited, 67, Queen Victoria

Street, London, E.C., as regards their half-watt lamps.

W. B. C—You will not get half-second exposures with two blow-

through lime jeU, nor, we should say, with half a dozen. The

candle-power ol the average oxy-hydrogen lime is approximately

600, and you want about 3,000 candle-power at least for really

qu:ck exposures under the conditions you mention. The light is
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about the least suitable for illumination of a figure for portraiture

owing to its extremely concentrated form. So far ae we know,

there are no measurements, even rough, of the candle-power of

magnesium ribbon, but it gives, we should say, about 800.

S. H.—Oil lamps are a very long way behind a decent incandescent

gas burner for enlarging. You are certain to find that exposures

are inconveniently pro'.onged, and you will have some difficulty

in getting uniform illumination with the threewick lamps sup-

plied to ordinary magic lanterns. Our opinion is that if you

figure it out you will find that the price of gas has very little

effect on the actual cost to you of the enlargements, but if you

must have another light, about the best is the " Luna " lamp

made by Messrs. W. C. Hughes. 82, Mortimer Road, Kingsland,

London, N.l. This buriifl methylated spirit and probably costs

as much to run as incandescent gas.

N. H.—Without having tried it, we should think that a celluloid coat-

ing would not work for transfer paper, as it would not give suffici-

ent adherence between the two films. Probably the cause of yoiir

veiling of the high-lights is due to colour in tne gelatine. Do you

use the finest emulsiion gelatine? As regards the true-to-scale

process, the blue-print is applied dry and removed dry from the

gelatine mixture, which is then inked up and impressions taken by

contact. There is no wetting at any stage of the process. But

it is not a process for reproducing drawings in colour unless you

are ready to go to the troubte of inking up different parts in

different coloui-s. You could do that, but it would be a laborious

business.

P. E. W.—We think the action at Blackpool was taiken entirely

under a municipal by-law. In some districts the police certainly

do .i"eqaire photographic touts who go from house to house to have
a hawker's licence, but the police practice in this respect varies

considerably in every district. We expect you will find that your
local authority considers that it has rights in regajd to permitting

photograiphy upon the beach, and is ready to dispose of them to

individual photograpliei-s for an agreed sum. As regardis tlie

piermts, it is pure rubbish to say you are infringing any riqhts in

making such a photograph as you have or in making any use of it.

Having taken your photograph, you are the sole owner of the
copyright in it, and, short of it being libellous, there is no restric-

tion which can be put upon its use by anybody.

E. W.—There is no better colour than white for the dark-room
walls so long as your illumination is safe, and if the illumination
is not safe then no colour of the walls will mike it safe, although
it may, perhaps, help matters a bit. You cannot do better than
have the walls painted or papered white, but be particular in
having a proper safelight for the dark-room lamp and not ordi-
nary ruby glass. If we were you, we should avoid daylight
illumination altogether, but that is, perhaps, a matter of opinion.
In any case, see that you have a yellow fabric as well as a
ruby window for daylight use, and that you fix the fabric so
that you can renew it from time to time, as it is liable to fade
in the light. A ruby glass window for use in daylight, unless
specially tested for safety, is liable to give fog.

H. F. C.—For critical definition at a large aperture to the corners
of a half-plate, we are afraid there is nothing for it Ibut one of
the //4.5 anastigmats of at least 8 inches focal length, preferably
9 or 10 inches f<xus. If bulk of copying apparatus is not an
objection you could no doubt get a second-hand portrait lens of
about 12 or 14 inches focus which vfould answer the purpose as
well, and probably be distinctly more rapid. At the same time,
you may be able to buy second-hand at a price a good deal below
an anastigmat. If we were you, we should see what a firm of
second-hand dealers could do for you in the way of the portrait
lenses 'before deciding on the anastigmat. We have no doubt
that if you put your requirements to them they would allow you
the opportunity of trying three or four lenses for your purpose.

L. W.—If you are taking portraits and are being paid for doing
.so, there is no reason why you should not be given the customary
professional discounts by suppliers of photographic goods. The
best thing would be for you to have a temporary trade letter
heading printed, and take up the question with one or other of
the leading houses, such as Messrs. Houghtons, Griffins, or Kodak.
If you trade under your own name it is not necessary for vou

to register your business, but under the present Retail Busine-sses

Licensing Order you require to obtain a licence whether you are

carrying on the business at.a studio or simply doing it at people's

houses or wherever it is convenient. It does not matter that

the place where you are now working is private ; the essential

thing is that you are carrying on photography locally, and that

is permitted only by licence, the office for which is 80, Weat-
Dourne Terrace, Paddington.

A. F.—We assume from your letter that electric light 'is not avail-

able, so that you can only adopt some system of gaslighting. I'his

will be rather difficult in a width of 7 ft. ; and, if possible, we
should advise you to place the dark-room elsewhere. There are

two systems in common use : one is the Howellite and the other the

Kodak. We should think it might be better in your case to dis-

pense with a stand and fix a series of Howellite burners on the

wall. If you send to Messrs. Griffin, Kemble Street, Kingsway,

they will send you particulars and prices of their lamp (the

Howellite). You should also ask for prices of burners separately.

In any case there will be a considerable amount of heat, but this

will hardly be an objection for the next few months. Camera*
such as you require can be obtained from Messrs. Billcliff, Rich-

mond Street, Boundary Lane, Manchester ; or Messrs. J. Fallow-

field, 146, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

A. J.—1. You will require to obtain a licence, the office for which is

Harewood Barracks, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds ; but you must bear

in mind that this Order was made for the benefit of men likjs

yourself, -who have been in one or other of the Services, and,

therefore, you should experience no difficulty in getting a licence.

2. There is no disadvantage except the extra cost in having five

lamps instead of three, and you will naturally be able to give

shorter exposure.s. If you do not require all the lights at once yoa
will be able to vary the effect by switching off one or two, as

may be necessary. The arrangement you mention will answer
very well. The front lights should be about 8 ft. from the floor

so as to give enough top light ; the side ones may come lower-
say, 6 ft. The front light sliould be about 8 ft. from the back-
ground and the nearest side light, say, 4 ft. 5 in. or 5 it. If yop
can make them all to raise and lower it will be better. Do not
have bright reflectors ; the enamelled iron ones sold by the General
Electric Company are the best for the purpose. Failing thes^
have white distemper, or even card reflectors. We should nq(

advise white walls ; it is better to have white reflectors where yo«
need them for the shadow side. White or very light walls may
gfive a flat effect.

fbfi IBriltab Jimntal 0! fbotograiiljg.
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EX CATHEDRA.
The " B.J. Almanac " hns long been a
great traveller. The present generation

of Its publishers has unfortunately no means of ascertain-
ing with «ny pretence to accuracy the stage in its career
as an annual publication at which it began to find its way
overseas in large numbers. But as years have gone by it

has continued to penetrate more and more widely into all

parts, even the most remote, of the civilised world, with
the result that at the present day those of its 25,000
readers who are outside the United Kingdom outnumber
those within it. Regular advertisers in the " Almanac "

have come to appreciate the value of the volume in main-
taining contact with these overseas customers as well as in

establishing relations with many photograpliers whose first

acquaintance with the resources of British photographic
(imis is made through the bulky yellow or green volume.
It is this pioneer circulation which no doubt has been a
large factor in maintaining and exalting the su|)reniacy

of the " Almanac " as an advertising medium for photo-

graphic goods through .59 years. Moreover, the links thus
e.itablifhed between England and the many distant parts

of the world by the distribution of the " Almanac " are

something more than those created by the i.ssue of an
o«-casional circular or catalos;ue : universal experience is

that each copy of the " Almanac " is kept and used for at

lea-it a vctr (often much longer), so that the link becomes

really a channel of communication along which much busi-

ness flows. It requires to be said in conclusion that the

1920 " Almanac " is now in an advanced state of prepara-

tion, and that instructions for the insertion of advertise-

ireits require to be received bv our publishers without loss

of time.
• • •

Mei(ntlv3 As soon as damp cold weather sets in

Oryinig. some workers find a difficulty in diying

their negatives quickly and evenly, and sonieitimes un-

sightly marks are caused by attempting to dry off plates

which are wanted in a hurry. If possible the rack should

be carried into a warm room as soon as the surplus water

has drained off, and allowed to remain there till the morn-

ing. A common mistake where many plates have to be

handled is to place them too close tcjcthcr in the racks,

so that the moisture cannot get away. If space is limited,

it is a good plan to wipe the backs and to place the

negatives in pairs with the films outside. By doing this.

double the distance between the films can be obtained ;n

the same length of rack. Another good plan is to pa.ss

the negatives through a weak formaline bath. This

hardens the surface so that the film may be wiped with

a soft cloth, after which the plates may be placed quite

near to a fire or radiator Mrithout risk of melting. Where
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a small electric fan is available it greatly facilitates dry-
ing even in a cold atmosphere. For "rush" or press
work there is nothing to equal the old plan of using
methylated spirit, but at pre-sent this is too expensive for
ordinary use. A great economy of spirit is effected by
dabbing off all the surface moisture before putting the
plates in the spirit.

* • •

The Dressing- In a large number, perhaps in theRoom. majority, of studios the dressing-room is
not of the standard of the rest of the establishment, being a
kind of "no man's land " which does not come irnder the
care of anyone except the charwoman. Even if originally
well appointed, the fittings, if not cared for as they would
be in a private house, rapidly become dingy and produce a
bad impreseion on clients who are used to living amid decent
if not luxurious surroundings. The fittings and decorations
of a dressing-room should be designed to show up dirt and
not to conceal it, and to this end it is desirable that the walls
and such part of the floor as ie not covered with rugs or
carpet should be finished in white enamel paint, which can
always be restored to its pristine purity with a little soap
and water. D'oyleys or any similar furnishings should
be kept scrupulously clean, and a sufficient supply of combs
and brushes provided to allow of clean ones bein^^ placed for
the use of each sitter who needs them, although most
nice ' people prefer to bring these articles with them

Photographers of all classes will do well to give an eye to
this department more frequently than most do at present

AoL^l^tus ^^ '"^ *^^*'^1« dark-room be available appararus. ^^^.y efficient and economical enlargin<^
apparatus can be made by fitting a condenser into one of the

r^s nr .1^
fonvenient height and placing an incandescent

ga^ or electric light upon a shelf or bench outside Anordinary camera fitted with a negative carrier instead of theusual reversing,back is fastened close to the condenser, andexcept for the easel, the arrangement is complete It i^unnecessary to point out the advantage of having the illu-
.

minant outside the room, from a sanitary point of view if

f^!^.Z
^' '^^^'^S^hile in any case thereVno risk of Hghleakage as from a lantern body. If an electric aix, .be avail-

taken t r^^^"'"" T^ '^ dispensed with and its place

aplrt XlZ ^TL°! ^T"^-^'^^ Pl^«^ ^bout a footapart. These ^.all be found sufficient to diffuse the light ifnegatives of half-plate size or smaller are used . For farL

w^ 7swf lamps placed one on each side of the open f^with a sheet of white card to serve as a reflector, will ^needed. We have used this method for sizes up to iTx 10

ZlrlTn:^ '°'^ for bromide paper andC makingenlarged negatives and transparencies, as well as forordinary lantern-slide work. It is eas'y to .Irsufficient

?he"nf° '° ' ^*" ^''''-''^'^^ ^y wo^rking right across

• • »

Brlmo^Hs".
Apparently the restrictions on photo-

*l,o ,. I, t.
^''^P'^y '" t^« enemy countries duringthe war have been responsible for turning the energie!

of some photographers into fresh directions One of thesewhich should provide ample occupation for the

if°^l,7!5^^
^'''""?,

''J^^
suggestion of a method

of hand-engraving the finished Bromoil print. Theprocess is described at great length by a contributor toan Austnan journal. The Bromoil print having been
finished and dned in the usual way is then worked up^nwith a sharp blade, something in ihe manner in which

itT ^l"^^'.
^•'"^ ^°^^^ ^y ^^^ photo-engraver-that

L^k 7; .^
'"^ ""'?' ^' °"^ *^^y ^'^ fi"« li»««' «« *s to

iZtt^^ " 'T^^ i°
^"^^ P'^^ ^i«i ^ «'Mt« cross-

siHpiT"'
'° *"•!'' *'y, ^*"°"^ engraving touches con-sidered appropriate to the lines in the subject. A speci-

men of the result of this process, reproduced in photo-

gravure, shows it to be a dreadful hybrid of full-tone

photography and copper-plate etching. No doubt it will

find a few exponents here among the peoj^le wno cannot
be satisfied with the photographic qualities of an oil or
Bromoil print, but must make them into something els»

by various adventitious means. Perhaps the best feature

of the process is that the cutting blade which is suitaDio

for the engraving of the ink image is a most difficult

thing to get. The Austrian writer describes his many
unsuccessful attempts, and explains that in the end he
had to have knives specially made for him by makers of
surgical instruments.

FIXING AND WASHING NEGATIVES.

A CORRESPONDENT of the "Pharmaceutical Journal"
recently asked for a hypo-eliminator for treatment of

negatives after fixing. In reply, the following method
was given : After washing the fixed negative under the
tap for a minute, transfer it to a dish containing water
with sufficient potassium permanganate to colour it pink.

As soon as the colour disappears, repeat the process with
fresh solution until the solution retains its colour. It
was stated that with this treatment the negative would
be ready for drying in three minutes. This is evidently

an under-estimate of the time required in the case of a
negative to be preserved, and, at any rate, if the hyno
were decomposed the decomposition compound would
remain in the film, and that might have some deleterious

effect, physical or otherwise.

It is doubtful whether any method of eliminating hypo
is as quick and efficient as the scientific application of
plain water. Moreover, it is pretty certain that the
presence of pure hypo in the film, in quantity insufficient

to affect the gelatine physically by crystallisation, will be
harmless. When a negative goes wrong, after having
passed through the processes of fixing and washing, in

consequence of something from the fixing bath remaining
in the film, it is not often that hypo is the active mate-
rial. It is usually the decomposition product of silver

and hypo. The first essential towards securing perma-
nency is to take steps to leave as little as possible of
this silver compound in the film on leaving the fixing

bath. To this end the fixing bath should be fairly

strong and used in reasonable quantity. Also, it should
not have been previously too much used. Having been
properly fixed, the ideal way of washing is to arrange
the plate, film downwards, just below the surface of the
water contained in a vessel of some depth, say, 6 or 7
inches. The water must be quite still, and must not
be agitated while the plate is in position. The hypo will

dialyse out and will sink to the bottom under these con-
ditions. At least 90 per cent., probably more, of the
hypo will be removed in five minutes, and another five

minutes will remove as much as can be removed if before
drying the surface moisture be absorbed with a piece of
fluffless blotting paper or of well worn linen or calico.

It is obvious that if the finished negative is to be used
at once, and if also (its immediate purpose being fulfilled)

its permanency is unimportant, there is no necessity for
the same precautions that would have to be taken in the
case of a negative of future value. The " while-you-
wait " postcard photographer must necessarily work
with extreme rapidity. His method is to employ a small
plate which, after being developed, is fixed probably not
further than to remove the visible silver bromide," etc.,
and after a perfunctory rinse is placed in the carrier of
an enlarging lantern while still wet, and postcards made
thus. Negatives made and used in this way are not
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likely to stand. If th«y are required for future use they

should be returned to the fixing bath as soon as possible,

and left there rather longer than the usual time for fixa-

tion and then washed and dried. Nevertheless, it must
not be thought that this deferred fixation is as good as

full fixation in the first instance.

Although effective washing is important, complete fixa-

tion is of far greater importance. A small amount of

pure hypo remaining in the film will not have any action,

provided the negatives are stored where they will remain
perfectly dry. Pure hypo, even in solution, does not
act on the silver image except in the presence of oxygen
or air. A plate fixed in a dipping bath may be left there

many days without any apparent action, but a plate left

in a flat dish covered with hypo solution to an eighth of

an inch in depth will show signs of action after some
da3r». The difference in the two cases arises from the
more perfect aeration of the solution in the latter case.

Hypo is a less dangerous enemy than it is generally sup-

posed to be when it has no allies acting with it. but with
siWer it forms compounds of deadly activity. Such com-
pounfi.t are formed in the fixing bath. Fortunatelv.
their power for evil may be restrained. The chemical
action of the fixing bath— really a series of actions—is

very complex. An endeavour will be made to describe
such action without technical terms in order that all may
understand. Assuming that the film of a plate consists

of silver bromide and gelatine, it must be fir.-t understood
that hypo solution doe^t not dissolve silver bromide in

the ordinary sense; that is, as water disKolves suear or
«alt. The action is a chemii-al one, followed eventually
by a solution in the ordinary sense. Probably the first

action results in the formation of a silver compound in

which the sodium of the hypo is replaced by silver. This
silver compound is so unstable that, but for further
action between it and a further supply of hypo from the
bath, it would immediately decompose with the forma-
tion of silver sulphide. This decomposition resulting in

silver 8ulphid« is illustrated by what occurs when a piece
of bromide paper is handled with finders damp with hypo
solution—a brown stain of silver sulphide. However, in
the presence of more hypo this does not occur, but a com-
bination tak«< place between this unstable silver com-
pound and a further supply of hypo, resultine in a new
compound containinif both silver and sodium with
sulphur and oxygen derived from the original hypo. This
compound is nearly insoluble in water, but is soluble in

hypo solution. It is colourless like hypo itself in that its

presence is not visible, and it is to allow of the diffusion

of this compound in the bulk of the fixing bath that it

is necessary to leave the negative in the fixing bath for

some time after the silver bromide has disappeared. The
time allowed for fixation should be at least as long again
as that required for the white silver bromide to dis-

appear. If sufficient time is not allowed, that is to say
if the plate is removed from the bath too soon, the result

will be that even after copious washing some of this un-
itable compound will remain to manifest itself in time as

a brown stain.

It will be clear from the foregoing that the fixing bath,

after the fixation of every plate, becomes weaker in hypo
while the silver compound accumulates. Fixation, there-

fore, takes place more and more slowly, and eventually
the bath will cease to fix at all; but long before this stage

is reached it should be discarded. A rough-and-ready
test of the state of the solution is furnished by the fact

that silver hyposulphite is an extremely sweet substance,

many times sweeter than sugar, whilst hypo has a salt

taste. If a finger be dipped in the bath and applied to

the tongue, and there is the slightest perceptible sweet-

ness, it is time to discard the bath.

To return to washing. A solution of hypo is heavier
than water; if, say, 2 oz. of a fairly strong solution of

hypo be introduced at the bottom of a vessel of water,
say, a tumbler or 10-oz. measure glass, by means of a
long-necked funnel and the vessel be placed where there
i.s no vibration, diffusion will not take place for many
days. It V difficult to see the state of the solution, being
colourless, but if the experiment be made with a strong

solution of table salt coloured with a few grains of dye
it will be visible. This experiment will show that the

least effective way of washing a n^ative is to leave it

face upwards in a dish of water without motion. Run-
ning water is very much more effectire, but a still better

way is to rock the dish continually, md to change the
water every two or three minutes, the washing extending

over twelve to fifteen minutes. The ordinary rack

washers, where the water is flowed in at the top and re-

moved from the bottom, are quite effective if sufficient

time be allowed. Prolonged washing does not improve
negatives in any circumstances, and in hot weather it is

particularly undesirable. With any reasonable system,

half an hour is quite sufficient to remove everything that

is removable.

THE EXHIBITION OF THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY.

SCIENTIFIC. TECHNICAl. AND COLOUR SECTIONS.
Ai.mon.ii tlir t«-Jiiii<il Motions at this year* exhibition are

n<'t liiri;*'. tht-y ri.niain mnch interesting work. The great

•najontv "f t)il». however, oonaists of examples ol the applira-

tion of photography to natare study, radiography, meteorol-

ogy, astronomy, etc It may be said that the days are gone
wlMn an annual exhibition soch a* that of the K.P.S. can

hops to contain many exhibits of fresh intsrsst in the domain
of par» photogTsphy. Of late yars new photographic

fcoeaassa or dsaigns of apparatus havs been few and far

bstwcen, and their rarity has its counterpart in the technical

exhibits of this kind which are offered to thn Society

NsvsrtMsas, the present exhibition cmitains several. Without
<|osatioa tJw most noiable of these is that of Jaliut and Ernest

Rkainbarg (No. 315), entered as " Gra'nlesa Photofcraphy and

Filmlsss PlmtogTaphy." Apparently, the title of the exhibit

refers to two distinct processes, but as no details of the

methods are divulged the supposition is no more than specu-

lation. But, taken alfogetJier, the exhibit, which fully

deserves the medal awarded to it, relates to the invention

of a process of making exceedingly fine indelible scales upon

glass. Such scales, under the name of graticules, were

productfe (highly necnssary for many optical instruments)

which before the war were obtainable only from ex-enemy

sources, and apparently were made by secret methods.

Messrs. Rheinberg, at an early stage in the war, took up the

investigation of methods of making these scales, and within

a relatively short time brought their manufacture to a very

high state of perfection. They show examples of many forms

of scales, the lines in which, under high magnification, show

no trace ol granularity of structure, nor is such to be detectej

B
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in the vehicle, if any there be, which holds the design of the

scale upon the glass. It is, in fact, stated in the catalogue

that the finiahed product is innocent of any colloid film

whatever, the lines being indelibly incorporated in the surlace

layer of the glass. There are no doubt good reasons foi

preserving secret the details of such an invention, but the

fact of secrecy should not lead one to leave unexpressed the

most sincere congratulations to the two investigators on their

success in applying photogmphy to a prooese possessing the

highest value in the arts of both peace and war.

Perhaps the next most notable exhibit in the sphere of

pure photography is the prints by the modification of the

gum-bichromate process demonstrated some months ago to

the Society by Mr. Herbert S. Starnes. These are Nos.

345 and 346, and show the results obtained by a sensitive

coating consisting oi gum Senegal and pigment together with

bichromate, alum, and hydrochloric acid. Mr. Starnes shows

some coloured prints, which we assume to be simply examples

of hand colouring, although perhaps the description of the

process might leave it to be supposed thait the colours are

fixed in some way by a photographic process. Two prints by

H. F. Farmer (Nos. 366 and 367) are by the modification of

the Ozobrome process, which Mr. Farmer caJls "Carbro."

They serve to show in a modest w^ay the excellent tonal

quality obtainable by the. process. Two exhibits which

probably will interest teachers of photography more than

anybody else are Nos. 288 and 289. The former shows side

by side the effects of irradiation and of genuine halation in an

emulsion film ; the other is an actual photogi-aph of the path

of rays undergoing double total reflection in their passage

through a glass bar.
. . , , .i.

An exhibit of much interest to spectroscopists is that of the

spectra of the copper arc (Nos. 361 and 362) photographed on

the new type of colour-sensitive Schumann plate worked out

and manufactured by the exhibitors, Messrs. Adam Hilger,

Ltd. Messrs. Hilger also show photographs (Nos. 363-365)

illustrating the use of the Hilger interferometer for the testing

of photographic lenses. The instrument, the use of which was

set forth in last year's Traill Taylor lecture, is based on the

principle of showing the errors in the wave surfaces delivered

by a lens, a system which is of extreme delicacy in disclosing

characteristic aberration.

Nature Study and Photo- Micrography.

These two classes of exhibit need to be grouped together, since

the photo-micrographic work consists almost entirely of

examples of animal or vegetable structure. Among the photo-

graphs of animal subjects taken on a small scale of magni-

fication, the most notable are those (No. 200) of mosquitoes, by

Hugh Main. They show the mosquitoes of malaria and yellow

fever. A medal is awarded to the photograph of British mosses

(No. 204), by A. W. Dennis. Other photographs of lichen and

mosses are shown by the same worker. A considerable number

of photo-micrographs are shown by J. H. Pledge, F.R.M.S.,

who receives a medal for his series (Nos. 242-244) of the

gonidia of a lichen. These range in magnification from 40 to

3,500 diameters. Dr. G. H. Rodman is a large exhibitor of

photo-micrographs showing sound organs of the Mygale spider

and stages in the life-history of the cuckoo-spit insect. Another

series of somewhat the same kind is that (Nos. 258-269) showing

the anatomy of the frog, by J. G. Bradbury. Photo-micro-

graphs by G. Ardaseer (Nos. 235-237) are of the seeds of plants,

it being pointed out that the magnified photographs are of

great service in determining if a sample of seed corresponds

with the name under which it is sold and are a means of detect-

ing its adulteration with other commoner and therefore

cheaper seed.

X-Ray Photographs.
Radiography is represented by a large selection of exceed-

ingly fine work by Dr. Robert Knox (Nos. 209-217), all of the

human subject, and including a radicgraph of the hand of an
Egyptian mummy of 1500 B.C. But perhaps the X-ray photo-

graphs of chief inteirest are those by Dr. Knox in coUaboraition

with Major G. W. C. Kaye, representing the examination of

aircraft materials for flaws and defects by X-rays. The series

(No. 232) marks the disclosure of knots, worm-holes, false

packing, defective workmanship, and wrong construction in

manufactui-ed parts of aircraft such as spars and struts.

Similar in kind are the two X-ray photographs (Nos. 230 and
231) by Hector Pilon and Geoffrey Pearce, showing in one case

casting defects in the carburetter of an internal-combustioa
engine, and in the other the four sections of the cylinder of an
engine.

Although not coming within the province of X-ray work, we
may most appropriately refer here to the photo-micrographs of
electric welds (No. 270) shown by Dr. B. Parker Haigh. Thes*
show sections of electrically-welded metal employed in struc-

tural work in sliips, and were taken in order to emphasise
certain faults, particularly brittleness in parts. In the case
of the low-power photographs the surface of the metal was
etched with nitric acid, whilst for the metal photographed at J

a high-power etching with picric acid was employed.

Meteorolf^gy and Astronomy.
Phases of cirrus clouds moving at two different levels are the?

subject of two photographs shown by G. Auboume Clarke (Nos,
272-275). Mt. Clarke, whose long-continued work in the sden-

]

tific photography of clouds has figured in previous exhibitions, '

also shows a striking rendering of cumulo-nimbus or thunder-
storm clouds, and a very striking one, though in monochrome,
of a rainbow accompanying a passing shower. A set of photo- 1

graphs showing the sequence of lightning flashes during a I

severe thunderstorm (No. 278), is the only other print of
j

meteorological interest. It is by H. Hargrave Cowan.
Astronomical photography is but slightly represented. Thoj

Rev. A. L. Cortie shows a series of photographs of the spectrum
of Nova Aquilae in 1918 (No. 276). The total solar eclipse of
June 8, 1918, is the subject of three photographs (Nos. 279-281)

'

by Professor CampbeU, of the Royal Astronomical Society;
whilst the amateur in this field of work is represented by F.
Sellers, who contributes a series of lunar photographs (No. 277) I

taken with a reflecting telescope, of equivalent focal length I

about 20 feet, from the top room of an ordinary dwelling-hous»
j

at Muswell Hill.

Colour Prints and Transparencies.
Three-colour prints make a small showing in the exhibiti^j

and are cliiefly by the Raydex process. Of the prints by this]
process, the best are by John Bean (Nos. 341-344 and No. 356).
The last named is a charming piece of work in the colour!
photography of flowers. There are two examples (Nos. 347 and

|

348) of the process of maiing three-colour prints from nega-l
tives of the Joly type, produced by a single exposure under]
a colour screen of linear mosaic pattern, details of which]
the exhibitor, Mr. S. H. Williams, recently published in a
communication to the Society. The two prints are presum- '

ably euperimpoeed gum or oil impressions, but no .i>articulars

are given of their origin. From the pictorial standpoint, by
far the most effective colour piints are those (Nos. 357-360)
by the Rawlings oil process, shown by A. Motteau. These
evidently are not intended to be accepted as examples of I

three-colour photography, but are franlcly the result of local
|

application of coloured pigment iniks to the faint photo-
graphic image.

In the collection of colour transparencies, the honours may]
be said to be shared by Mrs. G. A. Barton, Louis J. Steele, I

Lucien Talamon, and W. E. Gray. The latter shows but one!
example of the Autochrome process, but it is a particularly

j

fine one of the brilhant colouring of " The King's Indian]

Orderly Officers " (No. 156). Mrs. Barton has indulged herj

fondness for pre-RaphoeUte effects in her Autochrome work,!
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which technically is of a verj- high ord«r. "The Blackbwrjr

(Hrl" (No. 170) and ' "oid-Fashioned Flowers" (So.

171) are examples, althouK'n we like best 'he study from

Christina Rosiwtti's " Goblin -Market " (No 178). In ' Olivia
'

(No. 184) she has a very successful rendtinnj; of the very

light tones of a white drcbs. One medal is awarded to Lucien

Talamon for a large and exceedingly fine Autocbrome portrait

(No. 166) and another to Louis J. Steele for " Autumn Study
'

(No. 192)

Pbotogr^pha of South Pacific lalands.

The library on tiie ground floor is occupied by a series of

nearly ISO photographs by Thomas J. McMahon of scene* in

the isUnd grvnp* of the South Pacific. Mr. McMahon is an

Australian who has tra\<elle<l extensively in the islands, and

ha* witnessed the growth of many of tliem in industrial im-

portance. His photographs, for example, of Nauru and Ocean

islands, famous for their rich deposits of natural phosphate,

bring vividly before one's eyes the immense natural rcfiource* of

these tar-away groups which, far from answering to the popular

conception of jungle-covered islands inhabited br cannibals,

are Di>w almost as civilised as Cheltenham or Golder's Green,

with their steam and electric railways and bungalows for the

native labonrers, fitted with bathrooms and electric light. The
visitor to the Pacific who expects to see places such as he hai>

read about in Herman Melville is likely to l« just as much

disillusioned a*, fur example, was the late Marcel Schwob, the
friend and interpreter of R. L. Stevenson, on the visit which
he paid to Samoa after Stevenson's deatli, attracted to the
island by the latter's romantic pictures of it. But if romance
h.os taken second place, industry continues to progress in these
South Sea Islands, and Mr. McMahon's photographs usefully
supplement the message of his series of lectures to the effect

that we of the British race require to bestir ourselves in order
to secure and maintain British industrial interests in the
South Pacific.

Trade Exhibits.

In the hall of the SocietyV house are shown wall displays by
a few photographic firms. Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., exhibit a

number of enlargements on Kodi^k bromide paper from nega-
tiv<-8 on Ksstman Portrait iiliii taken by Mr. Will Cadby.
Portraiture by several well-known professional and amateur
ph.itographers forms the exhibit of Messrs. Thomas Illingworth

ami Co., Ltd. The prints sliown are on the Illingworth

"Bromide de Luxe." The Autotype Company have a varied

selection of carbon work, and Messrs. John J. Griffin and Sons,

Ltd., show an attrvtive set of prints on their Noctona and
bromide papers.

The exhibition continues open daily (Sundays excepted) from

11 a.m. to 9 p m. uivtil Saturday, November 29.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
IPMTiona articles ol this series. In which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

porlraitOM, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of ihat by Iba same writer which ran tbrongh the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
genaraiioo of pbotagrapbers, and partiealariy those enpiged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

or her wmasUnn will be weleomed. The subjects of the prerions articles of the series have been as follows :

—

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).

Hand Cameras for lYofessionals (June 27).

The Dark-ltoom and Its Fittings (July 4)

Plates and Their Work (July 11).

Apparatus Hcpaini and Renovations (July 18l.

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Uoduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)

L'-aky Roofs (Sept. 5).

lilinds anJ Curtains (Sept. 12).

Miniatures (Sept. 19).

Printing Portrait Negatives (Sept. 26).

Wedding Groups (Oct. 3).

Combination Printing (Oct. 10).

Flashlight Work (Oct 17).

Flashlight Portraiture (Oct. 24).

A Talk About LighUng (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the lyens (Jan. 10).

MaiM«ln( the Bitter (Jan. 17).

BaakcrooBdi (Jan. 34).

8ta4io Exposures (Jan. 31).

ArtUdal Licfatin« (Feb. 7).

Priatbig Piooeases for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

Studio AaosMOtiea and Furniture (Feb. 21 1.

I

Tha Sarroaodings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heatinc and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printinc-Boom (March 21).

About the B(Meption Room (March 28).

Homa PUrtraitora (Apnl 4;.

Portable Btadioe (April 11).

Goftjtef (Apcil IB).

HaodHng tbe Studio Camera (April 25).

U >re About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising tbe Studio (May 16).

Moonta and Moonting (May 23).

Bminess Methods (May 30).

THE QUESTION OF OUTFIT

I Htvr often h»^a aakrd tu giv« a delaiie<l li>{ or specification

of ariaclea neoeesary for commencing busine»» a* a photo-

jpwpber, and sometirtcs I have undertaken the tusk of select

ing thetn. which i» not quite such a ainp'e matter as it

might appear unless the question of cost ran be entirely

daregarded. In previous article* the subject has been touched

upon principally in oonnectmn with oamerss and lenses, but

many other artioies are rrquin-d. so that tbe matter is worth

rxtuming to. It is nnlortunattly imposaible to give even an

approximate idea of price*, as in thi» direction everything

i!» in the melting-pot, ami we shall have to wait many months

before we know what manularturers intend li- put upon the

l*" and what price* are likely to be. There is still a

great shortage of inatei-ials sudi as wood, glass, brass, and
other metabt, and the wages question i« still far from being

settled.

Fir*t and foremost, we liave to decide what articles come

into our scheme, and I think it advisable to deal only with

such as are needed in the actual production of the work,

and to leave out such items as reception-room furniture,

carpets, and shop fittings. I have before me an old "list

ul a photographic outiit," wbioh commences with a glass-

houfw or room in the garret, furnished with a skylight and

c»nclud«<l with hammer and noils, pins, needles and thread,

ami fire-iTi>ns, such weird tilings as stuffed birds and beast»

and skelftons also finding a place. For the benefit of tbe
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curious, it may be stated tliat this list appears m the " Silver

Sunbeain," published in New York in 1879.

Manifestly, no single specification will suit every class

of business, and even in the same class due regard must be

paid to the amount of cash avaiLable, many articles which

are very desirable but not absolutely indispensable having

to be omitted when the funds are limited. I will take as

my model what may be termed a good medium-class suburban

or country business, where all varieties of work, indoor oi

ontdoo: liave to be done.

In the majority of oases it will be found advisable to adopt

12 X 10 as the maximum size to be dealt with by direct

negatives. Cameras of this size are not much more expensive

than those for 10 x 8 or even whole-plate, and at any time a

single job may be offered which would cover the additional

cost. Therefore, as the first item in the outfit, I place a

12 X 12 studio camera. This should have long bellows ex-

tension, and in addition to two 12 x 10 slides be fitted with

s repeating back attachment for cabinets, with two or more

slides, each carrying two half-plates side by side ; suitable

inner carrieass will allow of these slides being used for post-

card or qiuwter-plate negatives. A shutter, worked by

pneumatic ball and tube or Antinous cable, should be fixed

inside the camera ; either the velvet flap or Packard Ideal

patterns are good and not liable to damage. The circular

bellows shutter answens well as long as it is in good order,

but it will not stand rough handling. The studio camera stand

should possess considerable range from high to low positions.

I prefer the Hana and Semi-Ontennial stands on this account,

as it is e£isy with this type to bring the camera low enough

to photograph children playing on the floor. A good large

focussing cloth, or, better, a canopy arranged to serve both as

lens shade and focussing cloth, is a necessary accessory. Unless

very short-sighted, a focussing magnifier should also be

provided, as it saves unnecessary eye strain and ensures

quick and accurate focussing.

Lenses are accountable for a lai^ge portion of the cost of a
studio outfit, and great discretion is needed in choosing them,

as the length of the glass-room has to be taken into considera-

tion. Of the older type of portrait lenses focal lengths of about

eleven and nineteen inches will be found most generally useful.

Boss's No. 3 cabinet lens and the same maker' s 13 x 11 Universal

Symmetrical (//5.6) or Dallmeyer's 3 B and 5 D Patent Portrait

lenses are popular favourites. Just now these may often be

obtained secondhand at about pre-war list prices. A lens of

shorter focus for small work should be added if possible. Boss's

No. 1 Cabinet or Dallmeyer's 2 B Patent, both about 8^ inches

focal length, with an aperture of //3, would be a good choice.

If the additional expense is not objected to anastigmats of

approximately similar focal length and aperture to the portrait

lenses already mentioned may be selected. There is now a con-
siderable variety of these upon the market, and they require an
expert to detect any difierence in quality, so that I need not
particularise them by name. No attention should be paid to

the covering power claimed by the makers, as this would prob-
ably lead to lenses of too short a focal length being chosen.
A greater focal length than 19 inches is desirable if many

large heads have to be taken, or if a larger plate than 12 x 10
be used, and for this purpose a portrait lens of 24 to 30 inches
focus should suffice, as anastigmats of this size are not only very
costly, but unnecessarily good in quality, fine marginal defini-
tion not being required.

One or more reflectors will be needed, as well as a couple of
circular head screens, one of the latter being covered with thin
white material, and the other with black gauze. Kodak, Ltd.,
and Marion and Co. list good patterns of these articles.

Backgrounds do not call for the outlay which was needed when
elaborate scenery was used and a dozen or so at £3 to £4 each
could be found in many studios. One each, white, black, and

grey, will answer most purposes, and it is desirable to have
these with a continuous foreground. A couple of smaller

grounds gi-aduated or with a suggestion of foliage will be found

useful for heads and three-quarter lengtlis. The studio walls

should always be decorated so that they can be used as back-

grounds for groups or interior effects.

I strongly advise the provision of a head-rest. This may
seem old-fashioned, but some of our younger workers are begin-

ning to discover its value for standing figures.

Furniture may be acquired as needed, or rathe? as oppor-

tunities arise, as many suitable chairs, settees, and the like may
b3 picked up at furniture shops. A beginner will do well to

pay a visit to the showrooms of Kodak or Marion, where excel-

lent reproductions of furniture suitable for portrait work may
be seen. A good baby-holder, either in the form of a chair or

to be placed upon a table, will save many anxious moments in

the course of a year.

The dark-room fittings should be as complete as funds will

allow, as makeshifts cost time, and time is valuable, even in a
one-man business. Enamelled iron dishes are most economical

aiid easily handled, and these can now be obtained in all sizes.

Fixing should be done as far as possible in tanks, and goo<l

washing tanks for negatives and prints are a necessity. An
enlarging lantern may well be fitted in the dark-room, although

this may not be needed at first. If there is no great volume «i

work it probably pays better to give enlaigemente to a trade

house.

A good set of measures, from 1 drachm to 20 ounces, and
two sets of scales and weights, a small one with glass pans
and a larger one for hypo, sulphite, and other heavy
chemicals. The workroom must have a very firm table for

trimming upon, and if diy^mounting is done a Merrett's
trimmer is almost indispensable. The dry-mounting press
should be as solid as possible, as less labour is required than
with a small machine, which calls for dead pressure with little

leverage to help.

It is needless to particularise such small items as plate
racks, dips, blotting books, bottles, and retouching and
spotting materials, although they have all to be bought and
paid for, but I must say a word about the retouching desk.
Do not economise upon this as far as size is concerned,
remembering always that the desk is for the convenience
of the worker and not merely a holder for the negative ; the
roughest deal frame two feet square is better than the

elaborate mahogany toy, which measures 12 ins. or less over

aU.

Now for a few words an outdoor outfits. Here, again, I

vote for 12 X 10 as the standard size, and, although smaller
cameras are sometimes convenient, it is as well to be ready
for large work from the beginning. Most group work, athletic,

wedding, or otherwise, is done on 12 x 10 plates, and it is

throwing away money to offer smaller work. I prefer the
parallel-bellows pattern, but it is rather heavy for a single-

handed worker, therefore a good, strong conical bellows
camera will be most generally acceptable. Three slides should
be provided, and I have found that an attachment for carry-
ing half-plate slides in addition has been profitable.

At least two lenses are needed, and if possible these should
be anastigmats, one of, say, 16 inches focal length and the
other for wide-angle work about 7 inches. It is advisable to
use lenses of which the separate components can be used
at fuU aperture, after the style of the Holostigmats or Ross
Combinable

;
lenses of tJxis type may have extra components

added to the set from time to time. If anastigmats are found
to be too costly, the large lens at all events may be a rapi4
rectilinear by a good maker; such a lens should give satis-

factory dafinition over the plate at an aperture of f/15, and
this aperture is generally as large as the depth of an ordinary
group will allow. The tripod should not be too light, and
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should have a large heed. Many cameras have had the
iMMeboard split throagh being insufficiently supported by a

tmall round tripod top. The outdoor focussing cloth should

always be of rubber doth, as this not only excludes light

perfectly, but is a good protection in case of a sudden shower.

PaAcncrs.

NEW BUSINESS USES FOR COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHS.

[A* u peilupi geucmlly reooftnised. the unconvuatioiul in thought and action makes headway more rapidly in the United States than in
the older Earopcao c untrio. Id photography the phenomenon has undoubtedly been a, predominant factor in the development of
pictorial work during the pant twenty yean ; it can be traced also, although in smaller meisurc, in studio portraiture, ard it seems now
to be obeerrable in the newer field of commeroial photography. Support of this view is provided by two recent articles, which we print ai^

one, by Mr. O. V. Grain, jnnr., in ' Americmn Photography," dealing with the industrial and commercial use which is being made of
photogiaphs. While it'muitt be wlmitted that the demand for photographs to be used for such purposes as these must come from the
t-uakimer, the opportunities for suggesting such uses are often open to the photographer, and it is therefore well that those of our readers
who have an interest in the making of commeroial photographs should keep themselves informed of the lines along which photography is
beiMi; applied in other countries in industry and commerce —EDS. " B. J. "J

The well-known fact that demonstration beata argument in a doieo
ways is rM|MioMbie for the fact that photogrsfdis are used in bnoneas
wh««vcr a really oonor«te and definite image is deaired. It is

vary well lo oae wonb to npplnnent the idea; bat the picture,
which, as hat been well said, speaks a univcnal language, is a
correct foaodalioa to bai:d on.

Maaafaetnran are atudying accident preveotion more carefully
at praaeoi than they have ever done before. There are leverai
reaKjn* for this. The denre that every hnmane employtr has to
keep his workaa safe frooi injunce h»«' been rr^mnMble for much
careful and pMMtaking rcaearch along this line ; while the adoption
of Korkmeo'a coaipenaation :awi in twrntyfour Staio, and th*
cerUirAy thai MMqr OMre wUl put such statotea into effect in the
nr*T future, has had not a hule to do with the effort to remove
tht accideol haaard a* far as piw'hlc
The ralM for liability insoranoe nsrsMiirily p> up as soon aa

rompeosMion Uws are mad* diective. the NMoa being that while
damages are fraqasaliy saeapMl by the maoatacturer in .««tates where
the mmmnn law dsfaacss of fellow si-rvicr, voluntary assumption of
riJt. and oontribulory nsKiigsnot H.ay be pleaded, it u knowx in
advance that payment moat be made fw aocideato if a compenaaUon
statutr hM been put no th« books. The knowledge of the deftiMte.
iiMT^itabie east of anadsMta has put the prevention of then on
«kat micht bs called a eoauBereial baus. and has msde it a natter
•I •nancial impnrtaaoe to every mannfacturer lo keep down the
mimber of injuries inflicted by his machinery to the irredudble
minimum.
The question which is Kost often prcaimtrd in this connection i.

hnw beat lo Aow the oparativr of a mach'ne its dangers and how
|>«l to imiHSBi upon him the need fi.t care. A graphic saiKestioii
it r*<|uirad and a cuasUnt remind'-r in also neeassary. What fits

the nsaik of the silaaUon better than photographs? In fact no
Mhsr atetltod ean to snggtatcd that ^-Ul "fill the bill" so ixm
p'"*«ly. so effectively, and so einnomic;tily.

The wrH» rscanily visited a large cotton miH in a soothrm city,
and was inieraatMi to note that on the walla of the plant, in all

dcpartmento, are framed placards carrying pbotografdis of the right
"^ '"'«>« "ay to pMMm certain operations. Under each picture
was an npkHiation of the merits or defei t!> of the method illustrated,
the result being that the most ignorant or earelow employ^ could
ntH fail to apprrciate the paints ma<lr by meaiM of the pictures.
A gf niral haaard which was cpo-cl was lliit involvrd in handlin.z

Wu. The shifting of belts and the handling of transmission equip
mt-nt generally form one of the Rr<-ate<a departments of accident
pmdoction : and as U>is is a genert! hazard which exists in every
m.<nafacturuig plant, it may to worth while to note the explana-
tion which went with the pictures.

" Kasfi on the right side of put ry wlx-n p-iUing on toktt," said

ito placard. " In putting on a b«^ pioperly, tto operator standi
nn tto ' down ' side of pulley, thus running, whose rim is moving
toward him fitm tto lop. ITie chnnce nf accident is practically

fmoved by tto exercise of ordinary care wtoo putting on a tolt

from thia mdt.
" In putting CO a tolt in tto wrong way, tits operator is standmg

on the ' dp ' side of pulley, and should he slip and his sleeve or
some other part of his clothing be caught by a set screw, key, or

Bosne other projecting part of the pulley, or under tto hett, he
ntight get cyried over shaft, or possibly wound around it.

' Always keep sleeves rolled up, ae diown in both pictnree."

TTie ooUoo manufacturer also had pictures dealing with q>ecial

toiaida whi^ sj« confined to plants of that klivd, suoh as the

proper and improper way of operating a ipioker, the correct and

incorrect way of shifting a oard belt, the right and wrong way
to start a lap machine, etc. With each pair of pioturee went the

accompanying casplanatioiis, whioli indicated in impressive style

jiwt wherein tto dangen of the wrong aide of operation lay.

.An incidental feature of the phoU)gra.|ihe, which was of gi'eat

important, towever, wet the mode of dress and the maoner of

arranging the hair. Tto latter is a particularly important feaUiri?

ii plants where women are empCoyed. The photograpto taugiht

the operativee that liieir aleeves should to kerpt rolled up, and that

their hair ahould to arranged neatly on the top of the head, and

not aDowed to hang in a braid. Tto regulations regarding dress

were, ol course, rigidly enforced, and thia feature of the haz»u-a

caa to more eaaily eliminated through ordinary supervision than

the deogers connected witli machine operation, where a momentary

slip by the operative may cause serious injury.

Tto ineuraoce Tomprnty which tondiled tto risk of the cotton mill

referred to campUnxated it high:y on the use of photographs for

tto purpoee of preventii^ aocsdenta, and has recommended the

same plan to other tnanofaoturors. T*« oflloars of the company

are likewiae con\-inoed that the plan, which has been in use for

atoat two years, is an excellent one, the following comment toing

made on the system :

—

•• While we put up theee photographs without knowing just what

the results would to, we have found that they have reduced acei-

denU meaauraUy. We tove tod no axidente whatever on tlie

cards or pickers, which fonn6r:y were responeible for frequent and

rattor serious mjuritt 'being inflicted. We feel that the graqihic

w«y in which the dangers haw been called lo the attention of our

employes, so ttot the most unintelligent can see the proper way

to operate the machinee, sliould to given credit for a large i>art

of tto improvement in conditions. We find that our people as

a whole are inter«ted in tto photographs, and while it is true

ttot familiarity breeds contempt, and that the old band may dis-

regaid tto injunctions given through tto awiounceraents, tJie

geaeral resulU are sufficiently good to warrant keeping tlieni in

riace."

TTie adoption of comp«watioii laws, referred to aho\'e, is ulti-

mately going to reault ir. each manufacturing plant being rated

for liahility inaurance exactly as it is rated for fire insurance-on

the basis of the hazards which exist there, wid not in tlie class

aa a whole. In other words, eacli riak is going to to analysed.

and tto plant which has adopted tto most and best methods of

reducing the haaard and preventing accidents will get tto lowest

rate.

Tto use of photogrsfdis in this connection, in view of Uie actual

results which have been experienced, and in consideration oS tto

strong oommendaticn expressed by tto liability insurance company
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which handles the riek of the manufacturer whose plan has teen

<k»eribed, would undoubtedly have to be considered a« a factor

in eliminating the hazard, and consequently a credit would have

to be given in the rale.

Tlie importance of this factor lies in the use which could be

made of it a« a selling argument. A commercial photogr!i.ph«>r

in a manufacturing tcwn, after familiarising himself with the situa-

tion in his community, could go out among the manufacturers and

suggest that photographs be taken for the purpose of accident pre-

vention, explaining that the plan hiis beeai tried by others, and has

proved successful, and mentioning also the credit in tlie insurance

rate which may be expected by resorting to tihis device. While

the analytical rating system may not be in effect generally at

present, it is being worJied out, and ultimately will be almost

univergally used.

Mociiinery manufacturing conoems are among those who would

find the photographic system a valuable one, aa injuries inflicted

through the improper operation of machine tools are usually rather

serious. Woodworking plants also contain a number of hazards,

eiid wliile many of them can be eliminated by the installation of

guards, the method of operating the equipment is nevertheless a
raost important factor, and the use of photographs would have a
vital bearing on the situation.

The Live coraimerciaJ photographer in a city of any consider-

able size could get enoi^gh businees in this way to keep him going
for months; and, in view of the importance of the use to whicli

the pictures would be put, as well as the need of more than ordinary
skill in making the exiposures, a much higher rate than charged
for ordinary work would be in order.

II.

The u.se of photographs in lieu of samples, or for the purpose of

supplementing samples, is now bemg so rapidly extended that there
is really no telling where it will stop. New lines are continually
being added to those whose sale.smen are equipped more fully with
a judicious selection of photographs than their predecessors ever
were with a battery of heavy trunks loaded with samples; and
where is the photographer who is not prepared, once alive to the
situation, rather to help the movement along by his own active work
than to retard its development by lack of interest and initiative?
At first glance the textile industries, including all of the wide

variety of manufactures which involve the use of woven fabrics,
from suspenders to sweaters and trom neckties to underwear, would
seem to be a rather unpromising field tor the work of the photo-
grapher who knows how to make samples show up in pictures at
least as well as the real thing, if not a little better. It would seem
to the man who has not tried it that if any goods can be handled
easily and well by sample, woven fabrics of various sorts and the
garments made from them would be the goods. But the entering
wedge has been driven, and the idea has taken hold on the textile
trade, all because the thing has been tried and has been found
immensely practical from every possible standpoint. It is true
that so far as fabrics themselves are concerned it is easy enough
to carry samples, because samples can be made as small as desired

;

but the difficulty and the woes of the travelling salesman lie in the
fact that the enterprising manufacturer gets out a wide variety of
models ; and that is the answer.

Naturally, it is necessary, in order to show the Jine of goods to
prospective customers, to have at least one of each model made;
and as the number of different models multiplies, -ic. mnlciplips the
weight of the salesman's trunks, and the labour of going througii
tJiem, and the ti-ne taken from tlie merchant in looking over the
line. It seemed unavoidable, however, until some manufacturer-
one in a western city-<liscovered the use of photography, or a
photographer discovered him, it doesn't particularly matter which.
At any rate, this was about the process of reasoning, and it might
have been used by either the manufacturer or the photographer:
" All that the merchant wishes to know about the fabrics which we
use in making up our goods is their quality—whether they are f>f

wool or cotton, how finished, and so forth. When he has satisfied
himself on that point he is through as far as fabrics are concerned.
Of course, he wishes to see how our various models look, which is

the reason why we have been hampering our salesmen with ten or a
dozen trunks; but is there any reason on earth why the models
<!annot be shown as welJ, if not better, by photograplis ? None,
appaa-ently

; it is certainly worth trying, alt any rate."

And it was tried, and, as a matter of actual tact, it developed

that as far as showing the models was concerned the photographs

had a distinct advantage over the old-fashioned method of carry-

ing the mass, or mess, of samples in this, that in nearly all cases

photographs could be taken not only of the garment itself but of a

living model wearing the garment; whereas there is hardly any-

thing less attractive than a limp amd crushed garment dragged from

a sample case and spread over a counter or a chair. And while

a model on the spot would doubtless be better, there are insuper-

able practical difficulties in the way of carrying or procuring afresh in

each town a complete staff of suitable models for a good-sized line.

A happy combination of the old and the new system was, there-

fore, decided upon by the aforementioned manufacturer, who

handled a wide variety of lines. By the liberal use of the services

of the fortunate commercial photographer who handled has busi-

ness he '3oveped his entire line, as far as models went, completely,

with a separate photograph of each standing alone and upon a

model. Where colours v?ere important he had the photographs

delicately hand-coloured, making them as UfeLike as the thing

itself.

Looking over this set of photographs, which were bound into neat

books, each line having its own volume, he was enthusiastically

satisfied that as far as models were concerned he kid the situa-

tion covered. Turning his attention then to the necessity of show-

ing fabrics aaid finishes, he met this need by the use of swatches

of the fabrics used in each line—books of samples, as they might be

called—supplemented by a few samples, a mere fraction of the

number once carried. And the whole outfit, which was really

infinitely more satisfactory from every business consideration than

the old one, was much smaller and very much easier to handle.

This manufacturer, as stated, handled a number of different

lines, any one of which might be turned out exclusively by a single

factory. The method of handling them in connection witJi the

photographs referred to might, therefore, be interesting. It was

as follows :

—

Suspenders.—About 150 samples, weighing 60 lbs. or more, were

formerly carried by each man. Now a ibook of leaves on which

a slion section of the web and the ends and mountings are shown

enables the display of the line to much better advantage, both as

to effect ano to time

Blouses.—These formerly required a separate trunk ; to-day, by

the use of photographs and a half dozen actual garments, a 24-lb.

package takes care of the line much more satisfactorily.

Underwear.—This line also required an entire trunk to itself.

Photographs of living models, with a few samples, now give

a mudb better idea of the line than formerly.

Sweaters, neckwear, dress shirts, wash goods, house dresses,

children's dresses, and boys' wash suits are among the other lines

covered in this way ; and while some of them do not lend themselves

as fully to the use of photographs as others, all have been handled

with vastly less labour, both by salesmen and by retailers looking

over them, thaiu under the old way. And the efficiencj of the

photograph-plus-sample method of showing this particular class of

goods is indicated by the fact that the manufactuirer in question

has noted a marked increase in his business since installing the

new system for his travelling force, and naturally he is delighted.

The saving in wear and tear on the samples themselves is a very

considerable item to the jobber who handles a niuniber of different

lines. The photographs are relatively inexpensive, whereas the

samples in many cases cost a good deal, and as they have to be sold

after use on Uie road at reduced rates the actual economy in money
saved is easy to understand.

Another item worth considering, too, is that by cutting down
the number of trunks and the weight of those carried the rather

heavy expense of excess baggage is considerably reduced. The con-

cern which adopted the use of photographs managed to reduce the

number of trunks handled by its force by not less than 300, making

a total of 7,200 lbs. of excess baggage entirely eliminated.

"The conservation of the salesmen's time is one of the greatest

benefits," declared the jobber. "It is no small task to pack and
unpack a dozen or more trunks once or twice a day. Frequently

our salesmen each carried 1,700 lbs. of samples in the general line,

and to handle these required much time and no little strength.

To inspect them, moreover, a merchant had to visit the sample

room in ihe evening, after a hard day in the store, and the result
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«a« thAt be bought, hurriedly. He wanted to get the disagreeable

jdb finiih^d « soon m poMoble, and did to. The salesman was
tmd, too; and it is only natural to lose enthosiaon as one loees

«B«rgT.
" With our new systein the men are carrying only about half

4b« number of trunks formerly taJten oat, and selling more goods

from ih» photographs than they ever did from samples. They
are covering more territory, and average at least one town more
a week; and, best of all, they are not tired out with handling a

too or so of samples daily, and are thus aUe to do Uieir work
raoh better."

In fact, the ose of photographs in showing afanost all lines of

labrica oa tha road has folly jostified itself. The answer is obvious

to the photographer with the denre and the ability to hoodie this

kind of bosineas. To paraphrase the famous advertising akigan

OMd by a iHnoaa mairafactarsr of photographic equipment, not

to mentJoa that of an almoat aqaally wall-known soap-maker, ". Is

tliare a dry goods jobber in yonr town? " If there is he ought to

be yoor " meat." O. D. Ckaix, Jun.

THE COMPARISON OF THE DENSITY OF NiX>ATIVES.

Tm foUoiwiiig tnttitoA of oompanng the density of negatives is de-

vised to obviate lh« nuc—ky of trial expoaores in enlarging or

sentart printing by artificial li^it, and also to i«mo^a the element

of ooajsotara as to the Dombar of " tiau " rei|Birad in oarboa work.

lydng a nwgaiiv of madium density aa a ataadard, the relative

iinsity of any other negative 2an be ofatainad in • fsnv aeoooda and
reoordad (or ttlmvaem.
Th« principb nUlisad ia that of the Bnnssn greaae spot photo-

aUr, familiar to phyaieista, and the apparatua is conaeqaently

mu^ and inazpaosive. It oonsials, io taot, of two oai¥Uea sup-

portsd oo square piaoas of wood, a paper scraeo, and a graduatac'

atnight-adfa, aa illnatrated in the diiignun. The aaraso ia ooa-

Iraotad by eattsng io a piece of stout canl an opening ali^btty

nalUr than tlsa negativea to b« compared. A piece of paper, pra-

ionaly dampeoad, is moanted across the opaning by means of a

maigia of ghia appliod to the card. When this is left to dry the

paper will ba foood to be dram-taut. A rebated ledge, composed of

two si^Mrimpaaed stripe of :ard, is next afBaad to the <ard on the

paper sida, so tltat tbe negative may be aofinrtad with lite 61m
aidi* Bush against tba paper screan. With (ha faaaa o< the plait* so

baud, any hrm of dip will sufiica to hold the lop in position.

Tba feUowiog mod* of prooediir* was adopted to oompare a

—mhsr of nsgalsvsa (l-piata). Hie screen (C) was set up vertically,

with tha caixUas (A and B) on aiUier side, so that the poinU of light

tmd tim eanlra of Um na^tiv* wore in a strai^it liaa. Tbe candle

'B), oo tha psgativa aid* of Ih* sctmd, waa mainUinwl at a oooalant

Jistanca of 10 ina. ifMn lb* scrsan, while th* oandle (\) waa free

(o mov* along th* padualad alraigbt'edga.

th* nrgatira sa^actad to act aa the sUadard waa then inaerted

wtth ita film mi* aaainat th* paper, and other lighting in th* room

waa astiagiiiahad. daerring th* paper aida of the screen, and

i:

^
<Im «yea from th* glare of the oaodC* (A) by means of a

i, 4hi* oMtdla waa moved from a diatanea towards (C). Tbe

dmiam of th* negative cast by tbe candle (B) on the screen became

taiotar and faint«r notil it Anally disappeared. At this point the

iistanrr between <A) and (C) ws* meaaorad along the graduated

Negative* to ba comparad were then (eat«d similarly, and a value

lor AC aaoribed to aach.

Tb* staadvd nagativa was then printed on bromide paper to give

print, th* printing being oaniad oot at a distance of

X D'

2 ft. from a batswing burner. Tbe necessary exposure for the othie'r

negatives was then obtained by employing the following ca.!cula-

tion :

—

I«t "S" equal dista;nce AC for standard negative,
" D " equal distance AC for compaxed negative,

"t" equal exposure for etaJidard negative, ajid
" x" equal exposure it is required to find.

Then = —j-

t S*

t
..... X = -^

Now the value of — , having once been found, is a constant for all

cases, and becomes a factor by which we multiply the vaJue of AC
for any given negative in order to arrive ai, the comparative eji-

poeure for that negative.

The standard negative taken required 15 sees. The value of AC
for the standard negative was 8.4 ins. The factor is therefore as

follows :

—

t ^ 15

S* 70-56

Some widely varying examples wore taken, and the results

tatmUt^wl thus:—

= -21

«

Negative. AC k(? AC X 21

Standard 84 70-56 150 sees.

1 74 54-76 11-5 sees.

2 22-4 50176 105 4 sees.

3 70 4900 10 3 sees.

4 60 36-00 76 sees.

5 185 34225 720 sees.

In the oasa of excessively oontrasty negatives it is best to caotent

on«elf with the disappearance of the portions of the n^atJve m
wlKch it is deaired to obtain moat detail ; and it is rea.!ised that this

method takes little account of sUunod gelatine. At the same time

it is claimed that it possesses advantages over pure guesswork, is

simple in operation, ud quicker tlian the method of trial ex<poeure

and devakipmcnt.
Hknbt W. O. Bidcoo»

THE CITY AND GUILDS EXA.MINATIONS IN
PHOTOGRAPHY.

Ths programme of the examinations to be bold next year by the

City and Guilds of London Institute deals with photography

amongst otlier technolO|;ical subjects. As in recent years, the acting

examiners for 1919 20 are Mr. U. Chapman Jones and Mr. Charles

W. Gamble. An important change, however, has been made in the

exsminaUons held in England and Wales : presumably it does not

apply to Scotland and Ireland. This change, so far as it relates to

England and Wa!e«i, appears to have been made somewhat hurriedly.

since the announcement of it appears in the " Programme " as a

special inset, printed in red ink, whilst reference to it is not dis-

coverable elsewhere in the manual. The change consists in the

abandonment of Grade I. of the examination, both in pure photo-

graphy and photomechanical processes. It appears that this

decifion has been come to in agreement with the Board of Education,

and is the r«ult of the opinion of the latter Board that examinations

held by outside bodies or institutions have the tendency to interfere

with the satisfactory working of the system of instruction in grouped

conrses of allied subjects. The City and Guilds of London Insti-

tute, which for many years past has done most valuable work i«

encouraging the systematic study of technological subjects by its

series of examinations, has therefore agreed to discontinue, in Eng-

land and Wales, examinations in Grade I. of the various subjects.

and in Grades I. and II. in the case of subjects where the exami-

nation is held in three grades.

While we have never been pledged to the view that the examina-

tion aa a test of efficiency or an encouragement of study is the best

for the purpose, yet during the many decades in this country whea

technological training was shamefully neglected by the Government,

the examinations held by the City and Guilds of London Institute
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provided an incentive to study, and benefited the progress of

namerous arts and crafts to a degree which must always be borne
in remembrance to the credit of the Institute. At present we do
not know what form of examination or test is to be substituted for

(jrade I. City and Guilds e.xaminations which are now being with-

drawn, but it still seems of service to draw to the notice of the many
more serious student^s who are to be found in the ranks both of

]>hotographic assistants and amateur photographers, the programme
of study which is, or rather has been, prescribed by the City and
Guilds of London Institute for more elementary students. It i*

even necessary to do this, for the reason that in the advanced or
Grade II. examination the student is expected to have a wider and
more understanding knowledge of the matters in the syllabus of
Grade I. We may, therefore, quote from the "Programme" of
the Institute the particulars of both grades—of Section A, pure
photography; and Section B, photomechanical processes.

Pure Photogiuphv.—Grade I., Section A.
The examination wiU include questions on such subjects as the

following :

—

1. The elements of photographic optics. Ihe photographic camera
and its adjuncts, lenses, diaphragims, shutters, shades, etc.

2. The practice and theory of the gelatine" dry-plate process, in-
cluding the use of colour sensitised plates, lantern-slide making,
copying and eijarging, but exclusive of emulsion making; the com
position of and defect* in gelatine dry plates ; the defects of gelatine
negatives and tranepairencie«, their causes and remedies.

3. Various methods of developTilg, fixing, intensifying, and re-
ducing negatives, with a general knowledge of the chemicals
employed.

4. Silver printing by print-out processes, including vignetting and
printing in cloud;!, toning, and fixing; printing on gelatino-bromide
and "gas-light" paper; platdnotype printing.

5. Spotting and mounting prints

6. The studio, dark-room, and printing departaient, and thei:
requireineiils. Lighting of the object to be photographed.

PhotoMech.knical Processes.—Gh.\de I., Section 15.

The exaimiaation will include questions founded on the foUowiu"
Bubjeotfi :

—

"

The apparatus vsed for negative making both in the studio and
in the dark-room. The elementally principles of negative making—
the formation of images by means of lenses, the action of light upon
sensitive surfaces, development, and fixation. Practical details of
importance in the manipulation of the wet collodion, collodion
emulsion, and gelatino bromide processes.

A simple knowledge of the properties of proteid substances as
used in photomechanical photography—albumen, gelatine,
gelatose (fish glue and the like), and their behaviour towai-ds
reagent*. The chromatej and bichi-omates, and the preparation of
sensitive media.

The principles -nd practice (in so far as relates to esseaitials) of
the following :

—

The production of a relief block in line and half-tone, and the
direct and transfer processes of photo-lithography.

Pure Photography.—Gr.\de II., Section A
iVntlen i'xaminn/io/i.—Candidates will be expected to answer

more difficult questions in tihe subjects of Grade I., and, in addition,
a knowledge will be required of :

—

1. The history of photography, with a general knowledge of obso-
lete processes (including the collodion procejses).

2. The theories of the photographic image, of development, fixing,
intensi.'ioation, and reduction.

3. The theory of light as applied to photograpliy, including a
general knowledge of spectrum and orthochromatic photography.

4. The princijj&s of photographic optics.
5. The theorv- and practical use of sensitometers for testing the

speed and gradation of plates; and also their uses in printing
processes.

6. Tl»e principles and practice of tlie preparation and use of gela-
tine emulsions.

7. The use of artificial light. Telephotography. Photomicro-
graphy.

8. Carbon printing; methods of printing witli bidiromates and
with iron salte; entunels.

9. The theory and practice of colour-photography.

10. The application of photography to scientific and technical

purposes.

Practical Examination.—Candidates will be required to show pro-

ficiency in conducting any of the following practiciU operations ;

—

1. Finding the focal length and aperture of a lens. Examining
a lens as to its aberrations by simple methods, and its suitability
for various photographic purposes.

2. Testing the sensitiveness and gradation of photographic,

materials.

3. Copying a drawing, engraving, transparency, etc.

4. Making enlargements horn a quarter plate negative.

5. Reducing and intensifying photographic images.

6. Printing, toning, developing, fixing, and mounting prints by
any of the current processes (including silver, platinum, and carbon).

7. Making a lantern-slide by contact or in the camera.

8. Orthochromatic photography.

9. Colour photography by screen plate processes.

10. Testing coioured materials aa to their fitness in counection

with the illimiination of the dark-room. Testing colour scroens for

otilier purposes.

The care, cleanliness, and ueatiicis witli which candidates execute

their work will be taken into account m the award of marks.

Specimen Work.—{Jajididatcs will also be required to forward, so

as to peach the offices of the Departmeint not lat«' than April 26, 1920,

not fewer than thiee or more than six negatives, not less than

qiiai-ter-plate size nor more tliaji whole-plate, together w-ith

mounted prints made from each of them by any ordinary photo-

graphic printing process or processes that the candidate may select.

The neg.itives and prints must be accompanied by a siaAutory decla-

ration made by the canididate to the effect that tilie seleotioii of

the subjects and tlie whole of tlie work (except the manufacture if

the plates, sensitive paper, and mounts) involved in the pro-fiuction

of the negatives and prints has been done by the candidate without

assistance from any other person and within the twelve monthi
preceding the date of the examination. Forms for the dedaratioD

may be had on application.

Photo-Mechanical Processes.^jrade II., Section B.

Il'n^cn i^xami««;ion.— Candidates wiM be expected to answer

questions of a more advanced nai.ure in the subjects of Grade I., in

addition to the following:—
The principles underlyin? the photographic rendering of colour.

The correct translation of colour into monochrome. The different

methods which ara employed in photo mechanical processes for the

rendering of gradations of light and shade. The principles and prac-

tice (in so far as relates to essentials) of the following processes :—

1. The production of three-colour blocks by the type-high pro

cess. 2. Photogra\ ure. 3. Collotype.

Candidates are reminded tliat in tlie written papers niort value

will be attaclied to answers which show a knowledge of the essential

principles involved than to lengthy details of a merely manipula-

tive nature. They are urged, therefore, to pay special attention to

the theoretical parts of the subject. They must also understand

tliat the practical test is a very impoitaiit part of the examination.

Practical Ejcamination.—The candidate will be required to show

proficiency in practical operations in one of the above processes,

numbered (1), (2), (3), including the preparation of negatives suitable

for the class of work chosen; or, in heu tlieieof, he may select (4)

negative making alone, in which case he must be prepared to take

tests in any two of the following groups ;—(o) continuous tone nega-

tives from pictures in colour, (b) continuous tone negatives from

drawings in monoshrome and photographs, (c) continuous tone nega-

tives from objects in relief, {d) broken tone (screen) negatives from

monoclirome originals such as wash drawings or photographs, {e) line

negatives from originals in line, such as pen and ink drawings,

wood engravings, plans or tracings. Notice must be given to the

local secretary as to the test wluch the candidate will take at the

time of his application for examination.

*
Speaking Films.—According to a Renter report from Stockholm, a

Swedish engineer named Berglund claims to have solved the problem

of the so-called "speaking film," having obtained by a method Of

photography the absolute synchronisation of movement and sound.

The invention has already been demonstrated to a number of Preso

representatives, who were most enthusiastic in their comments.
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Patent mm.
Pramm pattHl»—application* and $pecl/leatiims—ar* treattd m

" Pholo-ilteltameai Softs."

Applkatioaa October 13 to 18 :—
Oaiukas.—No. 24,973. Film photographic otmtnt. A. W. Dodds.
Fuji AoAfm.—No. 25,384. Adapter for adapting roU-filnw for

cMMra*. J. P. I>akinfi«ld.

OobODK Pbotoobapbt.—No. 2S,a08. Colour pbotognphy. Natural
Ookmr Pictorc* Co.

PBOiaciHW Scmnxa.—No. 25,490. Manufacture of cinematogTsph,
etc.. aemtm. W. L. Bemroae and J. W. Verity.

GtamtATOORAPHT.—No. 25,571. Film trap or gate of cinemato-
gr»phM. J. Ballantine.

OmMATOORiim.—No. 2S,1J0. RenoTating dnematograph filmc.

W. F. M. Edwaida.

OkmnATOORAntr.—No. 25,016. Apparatua (or producing halo,

taintniating, and piianiatic cok>ar ellecta in dnematogTaphy. T. F.
Oayoor.

OaaotAtoaMArax.—So. 26,060. Method <^ attaching apiockata,

i;aan and wbeala of dnematograph projecton. H. E. Hartley.
Cjijovm CnmtATOoaArKT.—No. 24,962. Apparatua for production

<A ook>ared dneowlogisph film*. 6. de Prokodine-Goraky.

COMPLKTB 8PBCJFJCATI0S3 ACCEPTtD.
n«w ^teifieatiemi arc oMaiiMM*, priet 6d. mcA, vo$t frtt, from

lk» PatmU OfUt, Si, flwiiAawptow BuHiirngt, OhMetry Latu,
Lmdtm, W.C.

n» iati m braekttt it Ihat of application in 0ii* eottniry ; er
atrit i, M tkt tatt of vatmtt granttd umdtr iMt JnltmatiaiuU

TmjMtruuan fimmri Kuvtaiom.—Ko. 132,846 (Sept. 18, 1918).

The invention relatea chiefly to an improved mannfactnre of

photographic aiaterial whirh i* tranaparent aa well m aendtive.

Thia ia attained by augmenting the quantity of gelatine to an
eaceedingly high degree and diminijhing the quantity of ailver

hatide («och •• aS*«r bromide) in an oidinary photographic
plate in whidi the coaapoond ui the only light-aendtive anhetanoe.

Aa an azperiiMBt in a laboratory the following method can
ba need. A ailver bromide pUt« of 9 by 12 em. ia placed in

water ao that the gelatine ia aoaked, and the emoUion ia scraped

«0 and diaeolTed in a water bath. To thii amall quantity of

inlairai ia added 40 oc. of a 6 per oeot. aolution of gelatine at,

for inataoee. 40—60° C, and the miiture ia well shaken. 20
to 30 plalea of 9 by 12 cm. can be thinly coatad by the emolaion
pradaead from thia one plate, which platea are aenaitive and
parfectly twapawnt even if leTcral luoh platea are tuperpoaed.
Whea aaeh a plate ia ezpoaed in a camera, a negative which

i« exoaarfingl7 thin and quite unfit for ordinary printing ia obtained
•ft* derak^mwt Mid Astag; but from aneh a negative a

pictore can ba prodaead by copying. For inrtance, iheee platea

am be inteawilUd by known methoda thereby obtaining a denier
ooveriag; bat the beat reaalt ia obtained by tranafonning the
Mlvar into a eoloaring matter abaorbing ffpmmd and aobae-
qoantly aoaking the plate in a aolution of aa appropriate dyeing
»ahi^ anc a. Bach a dye-abeorbing aubitance ia—aa ia well known
—dlvw iodide; but it haa been proved thai ailver aolpliocyanide
aad coloorlam coprvoa lalta (cuprooa iodide and cnprooa aulpho-

Ifaotde) are aoitable for thia porpuae.

Some aolntiona for producing intenaely coloured pictnrca from
"aak ailver ptctorae are given below by way of eaamplo.

10 per cent, aolution of potaaaium dtrate... 40 c.c.s.

K par canli. eolation of cupric sulphate 16 cc.s.

10 per ««Bl aolntioa of potaaaium thioeaiw

baaiida 16 cc.a
Acetic acid 2 e.ct.

After bUaehing la this solution the plate ia waahed and is

Umb dyed ia baoie dyaa or certain acid-dyaa (Saurerbodamin,
(Mgrtta, Mc.), whereafter the plate is again waahed until the
ao»-fta«d dye haa been waahed out.

The plate may alao be bleached in the known manner by cupric
aalphate and potaaeinm bromide, whereby the ailver ia i«placed

^ ailver brooaida and cuprous bromide. Theea oomponnds do

not strongly absorb colour substance, but if the plate is after-
wards treated with a solution composed of

Wat" 30 cc.s.
10 per cent, solution of potassium citrate ... 20 c.c.s.

20 per cent, solution of potassium iodide ... 20 c.c.s.
in which is dissolved a little dyeing substance, for instance
rhodamine, the plate is cleared and at the same time the dyeing
substance is bound in the places previously occupied by silver
bromide and cuprous sulphocyanide.
In the above example the potassium citrate may be replaced

by other substances which have a hardening influence on the
gelatine.

The above-described plate with silver bromide and cuprous
bromide, or a plate with silver bromide only, may also be
treated with a solution the essential compound of which is

thiocarbamide, whereby dye-absorbing substances are produced.
For instance, cuprous iodide may be dissolved in thiocarbamide
and the plate be treated with this solution; or the following
eoluUon can be used which is especially adapted for the treat-
ment when the fihn contains silver bromide or some other silver

htJide :—
W»*«' 76 CCS.
5 per cant, solution of potassium metabisul-

?•»*•• 25 CCS.
4 per cent, solution of thiocarbamide 25 c.c.s.

20 per cent, solution of potassium iodide ... 10 c.c.s.

10 per cent, potassium sulphocyanide 25 c.c.s.

After treatment with one of the thiocarbamide-containing solu-
tions the picture is dyed and washed out.

In any of these ways an intensely coloured picture is obtained
which in the ordinary manner can be used for copying or which
can form one of the three pictures in three-colour photography.
The photographic fibna being more transparent, such films may
be superpoaed during the photographing, and in this way all the
negatives can be illuminated together without perceptiBle loes
of sharpness.

In producing two-colour pictures according to this method the
two differently sensitised photogTi^>hic films may be arranged
one on each side of the same film.

In producing three-colour pictures one film may be on cellu-
loid, glass or the like and used in connection with the above-
named double film.

Between and in front of the various filma suitable screens can
be arranged if necessary.

It has been proposed to add frcm 5 to 10 per cent, of silver
bromide emulsion to the bichromated mncilagea used for sur-
facing photographic plates and the like, to colour the almoit
invisible undeveloped image on such plates by means of dyes,
the silver bromide being removed by a suitable solvent, aod
to use coloured positives produced in this manner for the three-
colour process of producing colonred photographs.

It haa also been proposed in anlphide-toning photographic
silver prints to convert the silver salt into a halide by meam
of an alkaline solution containing potassium ferricyanide, potifs-
slum bromide, and thio-urea or a homologue thereof.—J«bb
Herman Christensen, Gollerod, Holte, Denmark.

trade Ranu aiKl IRarks.
APPLICATIONS FOR BBGISTSATIOy.

NlLTOK*.—No. 384,284. Photographic sensitised paper. Pag«t
Priio Plate Co., Limited, 132, St. Albans Road, Watford; photo-
graphic plate and paper manufacturers. July 12, 1918.

LuxFRtA.—No. 384,285.—Photographic sensitised paper. Paget
Prixe Plate Co., Limited, 132, St. Albans Road, Watford; phoW-
graphic plate and paper manufacturers. July 12, 1918.

Kntrppa to uakb Cameras.—According to the "Daily Mail's''

Berlin correapoodent, the " Deutedie AUgemeine Zeitung " i«|X>rts

from Essen that the firm of Krupp will convert part of thejp greet
munition factory to tJie production of photographic aftporatus,

having reoohed an agreement with the Dresden f!na of E^memann.
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ilnaiecta«

Ixtrattt from our votMy and moiUUy corUtmporaritt

The Lens and Straight Pictorial Photography.

Why I advocate (writes " Flambeau " in the " Photographic

Journal of America') only straight methods ia that 1 am anxious

to see pliotogrnphy attain nn unquestioned place among the arts.

This lias been denied to her in most quaiters, and only grudgingly

accorded her in others. It look-s to me that unless photography^

which is painting by light- :s done entireOy with a lens, and if

brush-work is resorted to instead, or in part, the sponsors for that

deviation are fumiahirg their opponents wit-h al! the reason thev

raquire to win their case. For where lens-work ends photography

ei>d8 as 6n art (except for the chemical treatment necessary to

develop the image and print, both impressed by light), and where

other media are i.sed to help out there is a confession of artistic

failure in photography With a soft-focus lens, m hands educated

to its use, tlie entire work cun be done by pure, straight, unaided

photography, and so easily and we'l as to convince almost every

unprejudiced person that she has attained to artistic rank of no

mean order and cannot be displaced.

neu) Books.
R.\RE Books.—The catalogues of rare books on the various

branches of science and technology wliich are issued by Messrs.

Henry Sotheran and Co., 140, Strand, London, \V.C.2, are rightly

appreciated by bookmen and bibliophiles for their detailed specifica-

tion of volumes which are long out of print as well as for the very

admirable claseificalion and alphabetical arrangement of their con-

tents. 'ITie list. No. 773, just issued, price &. 6d., is a volume of

over 250 pages, which will repay the study of anyone interested in

past technical and scientific literature. Photography, which is in-

oluded \\ dien.ical technology, figures in the list only to a small

extent, but Messrs. Sotheran "have two copies of the work by Charles

Louifl Chevalier on cjimeras issued in 1829, and of great photographic

interest through the association of Chevalier and Daguerre. They

have also a copy of the "Guide du Photographe " by the same

author, issued in 1854, and containing much infoi-mation on the work

of Nifepce and Daguerre, and on the photographic processes whidi

had come into use among French experimenters up to that date.

The compilei's of tlie cataJogue do not spare criticism of photo-

mechanical methods of reproduction in their comment upon Uie early

work of Sampson on the making of engraved blocks. They say

:

" From it sprang in time the whole fell tribe ol proce^ blocks, which

liave starved out a beautiful art, set New Grubb Street writing up

to blocks, and made eacJi new and pushful publisher a terroi- to the

tasteful."

1'ke CoNUENSKi) Chemi(;.\l DicTiON.vRY.—A reference work on the

chemical substances, natural and manufactured, which are commer-

cially sold is newly issued by tlie Chemical Catalogue Company, 1,

Madison Avenue, New York, price five dollars. It is a dictionary of

chemiicals, each entry in which states in a very readable form the

chief properties and other particulars of commercial or teclmical

interest. The compilation has been made with the aim of providing

merchants, shippers, and dealers, ratlier than technical or scientific

oliemists, with information wliiidi is constantly being wanted in refer-

ence to chemical products. Thus eiich entry first states the colour

and other physical appearance of the substance. Then follow data

of such constants as specific gravity, melting point, and boiling

point. A qualitative indication is given of solubility in water,

alcohol, and ether. Brief particulars are stated as to Uie method of

mainufacture and the conimei'cial grades in which the product is

supplied. Tjie entry further specifies the description of containei- in

which the product can be packed, the chief uses to which it is put,

and, lastly, gives similarly brief notes on the classification of the

substance by fire-insurance compiainies, and on tlie shipping regula-

tions applied to it by railway companies in the United States. A
specimen entry will show the mode of treatment thus applied to each

chemical :

—

Sodium Sulphite: (a) Na.SO,
; (ib) Na,S0,7H,0.

Colour and properties: White ciystals or [xiwder ; saline, sul-

phurous taste.

Constajits: Specific gravity, 2.6334; (bl 1.5939; melting point,

(a) 150 degs. C. ; (b) loses 711,0 at 150 degs. C. ; boiling

point, (a) decomposes ; (b) decomposes.

Soluble in water ; insoluble in alcohol.

Derivation : Large sodium carbonate crystals are placed in a lead-

lined vat on a perforated false bottom, a current of sulphur

dioxide is passed up through the cry.stals ; a solution of so-

called sodium di-sulphite collects in the bottom of the vat.

This is saturated with sodium carbonate, concentrated, and
allowed to crystallise.

Method of purification : RecrystaUisation.

Impurities : Heavy metals ; arsenic.

Grades : Pure, crystal, or dried ; reagent, crystal or dried; com-
mercial and B.l'.

Containers : Wooden kegs.

Uses: Photography; preservative; antiseptic; reducing agent;
medicine.

Fire hazard : None.

Railixiad shipping regulations : None.
From this example it will be seen that the information in the
volume is of a kind which is not readily ascertainable from the usual

chemical dictionaries or text-books, or, at any rate, is discoverable
in these latter only with a good deal more trouble than in a compi-
lation such as the present one. The volume is certainly a most valu-

able addition to technical and commercial chemical literature.

new Jlpparatus, $c.—

—

The Sales Studio Camera. Sold by the City Sale and Exchange,
81, Aldersgate Street, London, E.C.I.

One of these studio camera.-i. which are obtainable through any
of the branches of the City Sale and Exdiange, has been sent to u.i

for our examination and review. Although moderately priced, the

apparatus embodies the full range of movements which are of ser-

vice in studio portraiture. In the half-plate model, which is the

size we have inspected, the extension available from focussing

screen to lens panel is 28 inches. There is double-swing movement
of the back, each movement being separately controlled by milled

set screws, and the front is provided with ample rise and fall, and
with a lens panel 5x6 inches, sufficing to accommodate a portrait

objective of ample focal length. The camera back is fitted with

hinged focussing screen, and with detachable masks for postcard

and panel (2^ x 3|^) portraits. There are two single plate-holders.

one taking two postcard plates side by side and two panel portraits

on a postcard, and the other fitted with carriers of postcard, 5 x 4,

and quarter-plate sizes, and for the making of three panel portraits

on a postcard plate. Both camera and plate-holders are very solidly

and substantially made in dull satin-finish polished mahogany, pre-

senting a very handsome appearance. In the half-plate size the

price of the outfit, including two plate holders, is £12 The post-

card outfit is supplied at the same price, whilst in whole-plate size

the outfit costs £15. Single plate-holders, in any of these three sizes,

£1 17s. 6d. each. The outfit is certainly one which can be recom-

mended to the beginner in studio portraiture who must limit his

expenditure yet does not wish to buy a camera which is deficient in

essential working features.
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CATALOGUES AND TRADE NOTICES.
The Laktlbk Season.—Messrs. W. Butcher and Som, Camera

Huuae, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C.4, have just issued a 96-

page price-list descriptive of their many specialitiea for lh« winter
ttaaoa. These are dutBy optical lanterns and aooesaories for these
Utter in the shape of arc lamps, projectioo soreens, and kotern
iidca, bat the list includes also the Bntdier series of enlarging
apparOok. and further, devotes a number of pages to the sets of

OMMlel aDgjneering parts, now so popular as an educational toy for

boT*. and sopplied by Measn. Botcher in great variety.

CiTT SxLM Lajtiebn Sudes.—The City Sale and Exchange, 81,

.VIdersgate Street, Loodan, E.C., sends us a 68-page catalogue of lan-

iem slides, which are available for hire at odd times or regularly,

according to a snbaoription system. In ooanection with this latter

the firm makes a special offer to lend customers subscribing for the

hire of 1,000 or more slides a lantern whioh is letomable at the
end el the season. Deposit is paid oq the iMiteni, and the amount
is letuniaUe, less a moderate dsdnction, wlien the lantern is retomed
immediately after Easter next. Particulars of this offer are obtain-

able in a drcnlar jost iasoad by the City Sale and Exdiange.

meetings of socletlese
•

—

MEETINOS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
IfosiuT, NoTtHaKS i.

Haalli Leadsa PbeMcn|Me SoeiatT. " AptMralwaadilsUM.'' W. J Bhi«U>.
OtwibaiTniBlmri>tilsln plily. "Priniinit Praocwes." A. OordaB Pjka.
Willi! tie PtMM(pasMs Bsalsly. " b* DmawMe th; Uls Blaton, Btroetara,

aa4m Miasii M Rsaltb." Dr. O. H. Bodmaa
Misnhsusr tSMIsnr Pkolapsphle Soeivt;. Pitol aid *lid« •alriM lor the

AaaMl sfelbWaa.
A Joomey to MeslSD sad Um Fsr West." L.

II<>T*I Pboleciaskla
Hackasy PkstaaasMs

tHiilips|*lll

TvcasAX. MoTsitBaa 4.

VaoaMiBlioa of Ra^x." P. B. N««*i».
\j. PrlBIs sod BIMm froa 1919 Oalino.

- - o. B CUnon.

it. KerstisaB 5.

odatT. -"riM MantaallliUad*." T. J. MalUbaB.
a. Tm Aanoal Clob Dioaer.

Pbosacnpaia BMdcij. " l olooi Plaiss." F. P. Bayas. Oatia«
OoMBSlMea* aoalh Miami,

ediabafb PlMMtnaMa aoaiatT. OanarKl MMiiaa. ** X-Ran aad X.Rav
l-boMVrasbT * Dr^ Baps FawlOT. P.R.C.P.K.

Aaa^ar

KsnkMI

"koUcra^K Aaoel*iloa. ** Trsilsrotypa Dtmoailra-
. Wsir.

PnvA Osaars Otab. Whls< Drire.
Mpatll Hetartas WisIsbisbIiIi BoaMy. •• Lwil«ni4Ude MaUi«." H. D. rralirall.

Ur<•rposl Ai

WnWM
; NOTsaasB C

TbntatrastiiK AatnalaUoa. "Lioeal Ptabblorle aod Old
" J. <^Ons«*il.

" WIM Ul* Is tb* Tm Top<." Capt. C. W. R. Knisht.
Clab. "A Partbcr Chat oa Plotorial Photastaphy." B.

aad RatanliM RocioU. T^aeiaretlasb)
•ToBlitf A. E. WHbna.

•"Tfa* NrcaliT*." W. P. Blatw.
•• A Holiday In Boll aad Oxford." J. V.aUPlMScnft
PaiiuT. Narania T.

Royal Pbo<a«raphi« flatdily. " Soma Tbisc* Bcaa ia Bollaod." W. RanUacB.
OaaslaWBa Aaataar Pbe40Braphlc Aaaoclalioa. "Plalaa aad Expoaare." D.

THE PROFESSIONAL PHOTOT.R.AJ'HERS' ASSOOATION.
.V utMmia of the Conncil was held at 35, BosseO Square, on Thurs-

day. October 23. 1919. Present: Anjos Bssil, Oordoa Cbsse, Alex

Corbett. Altrwl Ellis, S. H. Fry, W. E. Gray, Reginald Haines,

Geo. Hana. Lang SioM. H. St. George, R. N. Speaigbt (London

Maben), and Xarciu Adams (Reading). Letters of regret for

wm-attandaae* wars read Iran W. niingworth (Northampton) and

Too Chidlay (Chaster).

The lepofi of the Finance Committee was received, and its reoom-

wndstion to eaatinne the present Honorary Secretary ss paid

eaeretary for tha year ending December 31, 1920, was adopted

The Bon. Secretary was instrocted to write to the

who hsd answered the Council's advertisement.

After disensaioa the Ron. Secretary was instructed to call a

MeeiiDf of the Finance Committee to precede each Council meeting

by half aa hoar.

The Boo. Beereiary informed the Council that he had received

otice frcaa a aeDbar, Mr. Robert H. Rice, of Walthamstow, that

ke had lodged a eooiplaint of the price of bromide postcards with

the HolbarB Local fmteering Committee. Ea had also lodged a

similar complaint with the Cheshunt Urban Council aa he was not
sure whether he should proceed in his own district or in that of the
business firm against whom the complaint was made. The com-
plaint was worded as follows:

—

To the Holbom Conncil Profiteering Tribunal.
Dear Sire,—I am enclosing a quotation from Messrs. Houghtons

Ltd., of 88-89, High Holborn, W.C, photographic apparatus manu-
facturers and Bundriesmen, for 20,000 bromide postcards at 65e. per
1,000, the ruling price in 1914 being 16s. per 1,000; this, in my
opinion, being a flagrant breach of the Act, in so far as the price
of bromide papers (which is substantively the same) has only been
increased 75 per cent., viz., a gross of bromide paper 4i in. x 6 in
costing in 1914 10s., as against 17s. 3d. for the same now.

Yours faithfully,

.
(Signed) Robebt H. Rice.

P.S.—Not being sure of the proper procedure, I have also lodged
a similar complaint with the Cheshunt Urban District CouncU Pro-
fiteering Tribunal.

After discussion the Council resolved ananimously to give Mr.
Rice the full support of the Association, and instructed the Hon-
Secretary to write him to that effect.

Mr. Corbett stated that he believed the Belgian and French
manufacturers were acting in strict accord with English manufac-
turers in this "price" matter.

Mr. Arthur Brooks having reported that the preliminary arrange-
menU for th« holding of a photographic fair at the Horticultural
Hall in April, 1920, were now completed, it was unanimously re-
solved that the Council hold a Congress in 1920.
A member having complained of the bad quality of dry-mounting

tissue supplied by s London firm, and several members of the
Council stating that they had also been supplied with unsatisfactory
material from the same source, and the firm in question having re-
fused either to exchange the defective material, or to return the
price paid, the Council approved the Hon. Secretary's action in
placing the matter in the hands of the Association's solicitor for
legal process.

The next meeting of the Council will be held on Friday, Novem-
ber 14, at 6 p.m. (Finance Committee at 5.30).

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Mbktino held Tuesday, October 28, Mr. T. H. B. Scott in the
chair.

Mr. A. H. Blake delivered a lecture, with lantern illustrations,

on "The King's Highway," a discourse on the evolution of roads in

Engloud from the earliest times. Mr. Blake pointed to the traces

still remaining of the roods used by the early Britons, whioli were
geoerally to be found along tilie aides of the hi'Js and of which a eood
example could be traced between Lewes and Brighton. He passed

to consider the roads made by the Romans, illuebrating hia remarks
by photographs of the Watling Street and other examples of the

highways constructed by the Ramans. Coming to a later period,

he dealt with the life of the road in the pedestrian time of the

Canterbury Pilgrimagea, illustrating the scenes of that age by
reprodnotions of old drawings. The growth of wheeled vehicles on
the roadways and the development of this form of locomotion to its

culmiimting point in the stage coach services were followed in a
series of interesting pictures. The desertion oS the road caused by

the development of railway lines represented a gap in Mr. Blake's

subject, but in his discourse he came at last to the re-discovery of

travel by road through the inbroduction of the motor-car. The
lecture, in its blend of old and new, greatly interested a large

audience, by whom a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the-

lecturer.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Mr. A. DoRDAN Ptks, representing Messrs. Johnson and Sons, gave

a lecture on " The Art of Developing," essentially a lecture of real

value to beginners, and avowedly intended for their benefit. It

should also be added that the " trade " aspect was reduced to the

minimum, too much so, perhaps, as all amateur photographers worthy

of the name must naturally be keenly interested in the products of

such a well-known firm as he represents. Mr. Pyke has a happy

colloquial style, does not worry his audienoe with undue profundity,

and last week, backed with a 20-oz. measure filled with pure cold

water for sustenance, with the happiest smile in the world msheA
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into th« jaws of death by duiposing of highly contentious points

with a pUcid ascurance on« way or another, though) warned in

advance by ihe President (Mt. John Keane) that hoary-headed

sinners were present on the look out for a cannibal repast.

The lecturer started by saying he had fairly got the wind up, for

Croydon was one of the two last of a number of demonstrations re-

cently given by him, and time after time he had been asked :
" Have

you appeared at Croydon? " and on the journey down disturbing

recollections of these questions would persist in arising. It is quite

impcM^sible to follow him through his contribution, which naturally

covered much old ground. Therefore only a few points can be

alluded to. He started with the not unreasonable assumption that

a camera and lens are necessary for the production of a negative

of any sort, adding that perfect negatives were by no means easy

to secure. Meters were very \iseiul for determining the right ex-

posure, but should never be allowed to become the master instead

of the slave. There was no salvation in any particular plate or

developer, and as regards the former, notwithstanding Mr. Sin-

clair's dictum to the contrary, he strongly advised the use of one

of medium rapidity for all work, including snapshots, by the

beginner. He advocated the system of development by time and

temperature (Messrs. Johnson issue a very convenient chart giving

the varying periods of development set against different tempera-

tures), and exhibited a most workmanlike tank. On one occasion

he had set out on a photographic trip armed with seven different

makes of plates of medium speed, and all came up right in the

tank. No white light should be allowed to reach tne plate before

it wa« fixed, though some had contended the contrary. For all-

round use he strongly recommended the per.sulphate reducer. (Sen-

sation.)

In the discussion Mr. A. F. Catherine was appalled, horror struck,

and amazed at the recommendation of the persulphate reducer for

beginners, which he had found most unreliable. In any case, it

was the wrong reducer to employ with over-exposed negatives.

"It was exclusively used in the R.A.F. Photo Section," said the

lecturer. "And yet we won the war! " xeplied Mr. Catherine, look-

ing more astounded than ever. Mr. J. M. SeHors shared the la.«t

speaker's opinion regarding the persulphate beast, and recommended

the permanganate reducer. Mr. Vivian Jobling settled the point

regarding white light being allowed to fall on the plate before fixa-

tion by saying he agreed with the lecturer. In such a case trouble

might be met with in any attempt to intensify it. Mr. E. A. Salt

followed at some length, regretting an hour was not at disposal to

deal adequately with the contentious matter raised. The only really

safe way to use the persulphate reducer was to make up a weak
solution with hard water, and on the first signs of milkiness to with-

draw the plate and wash for at least one minute. Any subsequent

immersions in the reducer should be very short, and followed in

each case by washing, with a final bath of sulphite of soda. Work-
ing in this way was slow but sure. In reference to some remarks

made about the ferricyanide reducer and others having similar

qualities, some correspondence had recently appeared in the " B.J."

One important factor had, however, been overlooked, viz., the type

of negative being dealt with. In the case of a fully exposed and
developed negative, shadow detail might be composed of, and sur-

rounded by, a very appreciable deposit of silver, permitting of a

liberal application of a strong ferricyanide reducer. On the other

hand, in the case of a negative with shadow detail set in clear gela-

tine, a similar application might mean its instant obliteration.

A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Pyke for a capi-

tal lecture-demonstration. I'he very large audience showed the

interest taken in the subject.

Ross Lenses.—Messrs. Koas, Ltd., inform us that it is witn

greait reluctance that they Iiave to announce an increase in the price

of all their photograpliic lenses of 25 per cent., daiting from November
1. Tliis increase thus corresponds with one of 66.6 per cent, on
pre-war prices. Messrs. Ross add that when the previous increase

of 33.3 per cent, was made it was hoped that by means of mass
production and an early reduction in the prices of material to avoid

a further increase of price and ultimately to manufacture at a reason-

able profit. These hopes, unfortunately, have not been realised,

and the further increase has been dictated as a measure of absolute

oecessity.

Cominercial^Cegal Intelligence.

Legal Notices.—Notice is given tliat tlie partnersliip between

William Davis and Joseph Willing, carrying on business as photo-

graphic agents at 173, Fleet Street, London, under the style of the

General Art and Photographic Agency, has been dissolved by

mutual con.sent. All debts due to and owing by the late firm will

be received and paid by William Davis, who will continue to carry

on the business in his own name or otherwise.

A receiving order has been made on a creditor's petition in the

case of Richard Cardwell Barron, photographer, 7, Queen Street,

Bloomsbury, W.C.I, and lately carrying on business at 19, Cheap-

side, E.C.2, and lately residing at Shedfield, Ashley Road, Thames

Ditton, Surrey.

A supplemental dividend of la. l^d. in the £ has been made

in the case of Arthur Aquila Noakes, photographer, residing and

carrying on business at 17, St. Peter's Street, Canterbury, and

lately carrying on business at 29a, St. Margaret's Street, Canter-

bury. The dividend is payable at the Official Receiver's Office, 58a,

Castle Street, Canterbury.

NEW COMPANIES.

Clan', Ltd.—This private company was registered on October 20

with a capital of £500 in £1 shares. Objects : To carry on the busi-

ness of manufacturers of, dealers in and agents for optical and

photographic goodo, etc. The subscribers (each with 250 shares)

are : A. McConachie, 40, Milward Crescent, Hastings, pharmacist

and chemist ; Mrs. C. M. McConachie, 40, Milward Crescent, Hast-

ings. The first directors are: A. McConachie (managing director

and secretary) and Mrs. C. M. McConachie (both permanent). Regis

teied office : 43, Plyidimmon Road, Hastings.

Correspondence.

• , • Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No
notice is taken of commuJiications unless the names and addresses

of the writers are given.

',' We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by

our correspyndents.

FR.ADEIXE AND YOUNG'S FLA.SIUJGHT PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Allow me to correct a st.atement in the article by
" Pi-acticus " in your issue of Octobei- 24, 1919. He says,

" One of tlie best known HasihlLglit workei-s. Mi-. Frade'.le, would

neveir use e.\p'.osivo nii.xtures, ete." As a matter of fact, Mr.

Frade'.le was not a flashlight wx>rker at ail. I doubt if ever he

made a dozen flashlight negatives in his whole career. It was his

partner, Mr. Albeiit Young, who was the flaslilight worker, and

probably has taken more flaslilight photogiiaijilis than any man that

has ever lived. I am in a position to know these facts as I was

principal flaslilight operator to the firm of Fradelle and Young for

soma considerable time, and Mr. Young and myseif did a^l the

opei^ating.—Yours faithfully,

61, Biggin Street, Dovei-. Bertram T. Hewson.

A PHOTOGRAPHERS' CLUB FOR LIVERPOOL.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Some time ago you were good enough to publish for

nie a letter on the above subject. While the responses were not

numerous, it was gratifying to find that at least a few photographers

take a live interest in their work and welfare. The club is still only

a theory, but we are confident of ultimately achieving something.

In the meantime we are enjoying the social benefits of a local club

^the Everton C.C.—which has offered membership to professionals.

Any professional in or near Liverpool who can enjoy a good demon-
stration or a social evening should drop me a line, or communicate
with the secretary, Mr. George Taylor, 11, Chapel Road, Anfield.

Letters from professionals outside Liverpool who are interested in

the movement will also be welcomed by me. The Everton C.C.

meets every Wednesday, at 8 p.m., at 14, Village Street.—Yours
sincerely, J. Ronson Hall.

55, African Chambers, Oldhall Street, Liverpool, Oct. 27, 1919.
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8BXSITISIXG CANVAS.
To the Editors.

G««tWni»-ii.—A reader having written to me through yourselves

askins for a procew similar to that described in my letter in the

"BJ." of October 10, but giving a silvery grey tone, I may add a

few Dotea.

The method given by me wae worked out for canvas, and, as

the lepia coknr haa always been deemed right for such work, no

attempt has ever been made to alter it.

With reitard to producing a silvery grey tone on canvas, the-

addition uf a small quantity of a solution of gold chloride to the

•altiui; mlution (calcium chloride in alcohol) will correct the eepia

colour, and by following up the addition doobtlesa the desired grey

may eventuate.

For prodming grey tooca on paper, first of all salt the paper in

the following aolation :

—

Ordiiury Ubie mH 120 grs.

Gelatine 30 grs.

Water 20 o«s.

ik the paper io this until Iboroughly impregnated, then hang up

sensitise by brushing over with a 20-grain solution of

acidified with nitric acid. Dry in the dark, or in a
i -try artificial lisht. Print eumewhat deeply

fix and tune in a diluted combined toning

u: ug with immersion in a weak bath ol plain

h;-

> 'Ml hmmide paptr from an

I '.viial i ft. away from an

liiurv iiu JuJrA.riit light. " OlO PhoTO."

THE ETERXAI- QIESTION.
To the Editor*.

'•enlirnM-ii— Will yon (avonr m« with a space in your valuable

iimn< to rxjiTM to my brother workers my experience since my
' im to (i^ .ft«T four and a half years' absence?

It is sever .-iiioa I wrote through your oolumna on the

•i4teDt quest ion, bat lliis lioie it will apply to the profswion

:i«nUy. On bring demobiUaed I was eager to eoauaeaoo work,

t my pre ' rr (like many others) had Ailed the vacancy

'lOgb my ' iig in 1914. Looking through the " Vacant
' sialioos " the oatiook was very diupfx'iiiting, because it appeared

t the girl asaisiant had been bmuglil cm a level with the male

:staot. The employers were inviting eomipomlence from

-ilber <ex. " This broaght to mind the pre-war methods of cheap

xjor. and il evidently still exist*. I do not say women are nut

•able of doiii.- ilir t^mt as men, but there are certain department*

!l>e profe-' ' h they ^rontd kxik considerably out of place.

-liti>a twill ... .^.it.

*itt the girls have had a splendid opportunity U-

round ezperienre (at our expense), and it appears that

^«- they will be keen r.mpetttors in the labour market.

rr the coontry ynu will see an increasing number of women
' huiinwiii on their own. I am not against them showing

.. ..KieperH""— - >-'i( it will mean a great deal to their sisters in

• re«pe< t will be over-crowded, and the man who, on
'-'

—

....uj a boainrss of hio own and combining mar-

tind he will have to give up the idea of the latter

- ,.., I am not aaggeatiog that the man will be afr.iid

iti II in work ; far fron it, from what I have seen of the

•xiMoitiMoi- ii< auoe of their work; but there will not be the scope

tor so aany photographer*.

No one can diapnte that girU can live more cheauly than men
Therefor* they wilt be able to produce their work at lower price.<i.

and also "offer" thentselvea at lower wages, thus throwing the

men who left their situations to "defend their conntry and women-

folk " on the unemployment lists.

lUgarding the "cut-throat" scheme that goes on in respect to

the applieatioos for a situation, take the advertisements in the

tacaadas, and you will acarcely find one empk>yef who states what
' try he w prepared Io give. What is the residt? Only this—that

hard-poshed felfews. just come back, are compelled to offer

iriinmlTia cheap so aa to secure a silmttinn.

Whal is ihera against an employer »i.iting the class of man he

reqaiuM mmi Of aahwy h« is prepared to give? B« can then choose

a soitoUe aiaa ttom his applicanU by his spcoBCua of work, etc.

Another point which will probably make some ashamed to be in'

such an underpaid profession. Take the average assistant or brancli

manager, who has put heart and soul into his work and studied

it. AVhat are his wages compared with a trajii conductor who-

punches tickets? Fifty to sixty shillings is considered good for an

assistant, and a slight commission for management, while the tram-

way men strike for sixty-five and get it. Don't forget, the tramway
men are supplied wftli uniforms against the smart appearance the

assistant is expected to keep up out of his " dibbs." Just look at

the comparison between the two. One liolds the great responsi-

bility of dealing with penny tickets and has qualified himself so

by " studying arithmetic," with some nice joy-rides into the bar-

gain, while the other has studied items too numerous to mention,.

and is subject to mental exertion whatever he does, and in addition

the P.P. A. want him to pass examinations in the case of manage-

ment. He has pounds to deal with and a small staff to supervise,

with other responsibilities, yet. according to the profession, he is-

iiot worth any more than the ticket puncher. I will repeat what I

said in my letter seven years ago—that so long as assistants aro

underpaid they will be tempted to make up for it through dis-

honesty.

One more important fact which ought to be remedied, the ques-

tion of Sunday work. Very often you don't know you have this to-

do until you a^ engaged and arrive at your place. Such is my
present case ; so. brothers, beware ! and make this inquiry before final

settlement. Now, why, like everybody else, are we not jiaid double

time for Sunday duty? One full day a week does not compensate

fi>r the one and a-half days you get in a Sunday-closing business, let

akine the shamefulness of working on the Sabbath.

Excuw me for occupying to much space, but I hope this letter will

not prove fruillefis, and that some good improvement may be mad©.

in tlie profe»»:uu.—Yours faithfully,

"Still Horixo."

MnsiDers to Correspotidents.—
SPECIAL NOTICE.

In nccordanc* wUh our preamt yractiet a smaller tpace will 6»

allolUd Io reoliet to eorrftpondenU.

W* mil tutMwer fry poif if slamped and atidrrued enwlopt is encloudi

for replt : S-etnt InUmational Coupon, from readers abroad.

Qutriei to be awnMred in the FridaiTs'-'

J

ournal" must reach u»

wot later ttian Tuesday (posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editors.

J. A.—The greatest variety of filter dyes is now obtainable fromr

the Pford Co.

M. H.—If your husiiiefs is done locally you require a licence, the

office for which is Iddesleigh Mansions, Westminster. S.W.I.

J, B.-You require a licence, and should apply to the Secretary,.

.\c» Businesaes Lic'nsinvr Order, Iddesleigh Mansions, London,

S.W.I.

V, B.—Hiere is no information whicli can be given to you other

than that you writ* Io the jecrelariea, whose name* are publishod,

for pn.»p«ctuse» and entry forms for the exhibitions.

^ J' _Y«, can get the so ca'Jed gold-duet (imitation gold) from.

any of the deaiers in artiats materiais, auch aa Mosars. Reovea-

and Sons, 18. Ashwin Street, Daleton, or Roberaon and Co., 99,

Long Acre, VV.C.2.

H. C—The 21 cm. (8i ins) lens had a pre-war price of £10, andl

should, we think, cxmunand that iprice, or even » pound or two

more, at the iireeenl time to a direct purchaser. The lens was

listed to c-over a 7J x 5 plate.

W. X. -We should prefer at leaat a 7-in. lens, particularly if an'

R.B. ; but if your exposures are being made almost wholly at aa

small a stop as ^/22, probably a 5-in. R.R., such as a Beck rapid

svnimetrical, would be rjuite i-atisfactory. At that aperture there

would be very little to choose between the definition and that

from an anastigmat.
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J T. The reaooiis you give for the unsuitability of your present

lens, namely, the long time requn-ed in focussing and fhe necessity

to use a swing-back, are not c'.ear to us. but for a studio of your

length th« maximum focus for a full-length cabinet is 10 inches.

F. F.—There is no method of making enlargements transparent, but

the paper can be rendered somewhat translucent by the usual

methods of ironing in paraffin wa.\ or impregnating by swabbing

the enlargements with a mixture of castor oil and volatile solvent

—for example, ether.

J. X.—We Bre sorry w« cannot give you any iidviice of practical

vaJue without seeing (the tablet. In the oidinary way we should

use an oWique lighting, rather diffused, tout much depends on

the ajnount of ireCief in the letters and that of ajiy ornament on

the margins or elsewhere.

IE. H.—The ibook "Tom Wedgwood, the First Photogi-wpher,"' by

Litchfield, was publislied in 1903 by Duckworth and Co., 3,

Heanietta iStreet, Covent Garden, W.C. " The Romance of

.Modem Photography," iby Gibson, is suppfed by our own pub-

Jishers, pric« 5s. 6d. post free.

A. J. R.—The office to which to apply as regards the licence

is itJie Retail Buisiness (Licensing) Section, Ministry of Labour,

St. Ermin's Hotel, S.W.l. If you do not trade under your own
name, you will require to register. The office for this is 39.

Russell Square. W.C.I. There are no other I'estrictions on start-

ing a business of this kind.

S. C.—1 and 5. Yes, in both cases. The office is Retail Businesises

'Licensing) Order, New Arts Building, Liverpool. There is no

charge. 2 and 3. It is purely a question of what you consider

to be honest. There is nothing to prevent you. 4. We suppose

that if you put a picture in a frame which you buy you may call

yourself a picture framer. Surely this is a question an answer to

which is useless.

V. P.—A condenser lanteiMi, .however much tlhe light is diffused,

always shows retoudiing in the eai'argemen-t mo're tha.n does

a lanteani in whnch the .negative is illuminated by reflectjd light

or fi'om a very diffused Jiglit-source, such as daylight or mercury
va.pour. Oi»l glass is a much grea.ter diffuser than gi'ound giaos,

au'd will diminish the prominence of aictouching to some e.xt.snt.

Exposure will be very much longer ; it can easily be five or

ten times lon.ger.

-X. T.—It is rather difficult to suggest a cause from a iprint whiich

is so very litt'.e spotted. We douibt very ni/uch if the brown.
s.pots are idue to ii'on in the washing wa.tcr ; they have mora
the aippe.i.ra.n.c.e of metalli- im.purities in the paper b.x:.e, a,nd

it is quiite iposs.ilb!e tha-t ii we saiw other sipecimens of the sipot

there may be reason for thinking that air-bells diiring aixing

had something to do with them. Aipparently the best thing yo.i

can do is to fiiter your t.a.p-water through a flannel bag. If t'le

sipots then disaippear, we'll .a.nd good; .but if they do njt, ycu
will have to look in other directions.

•J- B-—1- A wholesale business does not come within the scope o;

the Retail Businesses Licensing Order. Photography of any kind,
however, does come within the scope of the Order, and if this

business is being newly established a licence will be required.

The office for your district is Queen's College, Paradise Street,
Birmingham. 2. Copper certainly is liable to form an explosive
compound with acetylene, and usually connecting pipes are of

solid tinned copper or of iron. 3. If you have some experience
and aptitude, postal lessons will benfit you very greatly. A good
teacher is Mr T. S. Bruce, 4. \illas-on Heath. Vale. Hampstead,
London, X.W.

•J- ('—^Yes, the projection lens on the enlarger .should be one which
covers a ha.Lf-plate to the corners in the ordinary way. 'V'ou do
not say what the light-source is in the enlarger, but, ijre.niming
it is one of relatively small size, such a* an incandescent gas-
mantle or an electric arc, probably the Dallmeyer will be the better
lens of the twj because of its larger aperture. The larger aper-
ture of len.s with ordinary light -sources obviates in a measure the
difficulties in getting even illumination on the ground. In the
•case of an extended light-source, such as an illuminating chamber
or a mercury tube, there is very little to choose between the two
lenses on the ground of aperture, except that, of course, exposures
-ivould be somewhat shorter with the Stigmatic.

I). H.— If made up in two solutions develojier should keep fairly

well for months at a time ; but we have no special formulae which
we can recommend to you other than those of the White Band
Manufacturing Company, Progress Works, Selsdon Road, South
Croydon. If you have not their latent ccmiplete circular of in-

structions we suggest that it would be worth your while to send

for it and at the same time to ask for infomiation as to the

formulse which tl»ey find to keep the best.

W. L.—You do not teil us enough about the si[K)ts to enaWe us

to do more thaji guess at the .ause. If t.he light markings come
up in development it is difficult to say what is the cause of

them, but if they appear aif*ter prints have been fixed it seems i

possible that they may be due to droj>s of hypo solution Jying
'

a.T the ipi-ints. One or two of them have tJiis aippearance. The
Kack spots may ibe due to dry developer dust or even dry par-

ticles o. hyipo settling CMV prints or paper 'before development.

Uti.fortunateiy, you teM us so little aibout tlve stains that it is

inpjssible to say more.

.1. L.- -There are two studio gas Miotallation.'i on the market, one or

other oi which will be much belter for your purpose than any
home designed or made apparatus They are the " Howellite," of

.Vlerrrs. John J. (jiiffin and Sons, Kemble Street. Kingsway.

London, W.C, and the "Powerful,'' of Messrs. Kodak, Ltd.,

Kingsway, W.C. 2. Exposures with an extra rapid plate and

fi'i lens usually run into four or five seconds for half-lengths or

bust po''traits. A gas installation is hardly the best thing for

groups, but quite successful work can be done if you can supple-

ment gas with a little flash light.

-Aeroplane Photography.—A handbook on this subject is among
the autumn announcements of the J. B. Lippincott Company. The
author is Major H. E. Ives, the physicist ecu of Mr. F. E. Ives, wh.i

was actively connected with the United States -Air Force Depart

ment.

Thk Scottish S.ilox.—Writing in reference to the notice of th.'

forthcomting Scottish Salon, which appeared in fost week's "B..J..'

tile Salon secretary, Mr. John Macdonald, makes a correction. Tli

entry fee is two shillings per entrant, not for each entry form • f

eight pictures.

'^h IBrtttab lonmal rrf Jljotogrqjijg.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisements cannot be imerted until fully and correctly fft-

paid, senders of line announcements are asked to bear in mind the

scale of charges. They will thus save themselves delay in the pub-

lication of their announcements. A Schedule by which an advertite-

ment can be correctly priced vill be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Line Advertisements.

12 words or less 1/-

Extra words Id. per word.

(No reduction for a series.)

Special Note. Box Number Advertisements.

" Box No. " and office address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for Ihis latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by thej

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are .lot accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time !or receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'clooll

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue,

displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

^'uaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltii., Publisher*.
li><, Wellinston StrMt. Strand, LOKOON. W.C. 2.
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SDIOCARY.
In • week'a tim*—namely, on Friday naxt, Noramber 14—the

Almanac " moat be cloaed aapa^aa ol the (orthoominff " BJ
TafBrda Uie receipt of adTertiaemenla.

In • coBtribated Mttde " E. A. 8. " imeabm in deUil a method

ol T%nettii^ negitiTW which •Uowa of mXttmahf perfect adjoat-

maii of the Tignetting maak to the aubject, and ia vary eaaily and

qoiokly earriedoat. Ordinary dnr-moonting tiaane ia need a* the

material of the ngnette^ (P. 648.)

Mr. T. H. OreMall aeada a warning aa to the nae of bariam

of aodiom ralphide for aepta toning, and meotiona bow the

drawback of bariam aolphide may be avoided. (P. 655.)

A fi^fri^Hln and technical Oroop haa baai fonnall^ aatabliahed

within Um Royal Photographic Society. Some particalara of ita

aima and programme will be foond on page 66L

In a lading article we rafar to a somewhat remarkable caae 'n

which piwfa were kept for a* long aa thirteen year* before beiag

Mtamed to a atndio. We endeavour to cooae to a conrlaaion aa to

the legal poaition of a photographer in soch or aimilar circiunatanoea

M regarda hi* liability for cnatody of the nagatiTaa and for delivery

of the portraiU (P. 646.)

In hia article thia week, "Practicua" deala with the ntility of

|«M«e of the telephoto type in photography aoch aa very frequently

ia reoBirod from profeanooala. The special featora of the telephoto

lens ta ita proviatoo of long eqnivalrnt focal langth in conjunction

with relatively ahott camera extenaion. (P. 647.)

Some of the thing* which may advisedly be done beforehand for

the pnrpoae of aiMathiog the mah of Chriatmaa work are the subject

of a caoteflMioB lo - AamatMiU' Notea." (P. 661.)

For imr^frirrm' porpoea* advanlageoua use can be made of localised

aepia toning of bromide prints. (P. 646.)

"CoLOva Photoobapkt" SvrFLBMENT.

In a caatribatad artida Mr. R. M. Fanatone has some advice to

give OB the choice of apparatos for the Aotoohrome and Paget

ooloar prpcsMMi. hia hinU extending to the aaleetion of camera,

Ind pUOe-holders. (P. 41.)

I Itarther hint* on the working of the Paget colour proceaa are

ia paragrapha on page 44.

farther very gaoeral particnlam have bean publiahed of the

of eokmr pbotogisphy of S. M. Prokodin-Oonky, the first

Bt of which waa made some wedu ago. (P. 44.)

A raeant T«t*at apedlkation oontaina partieolan of an invention

the aim of which appear* to be to provide a sensitive mat«ri»I

T«ady for use in the making of two-colour or three-colour sets of

negativas. fP. 43.)

EX CATHEDRA.
To Society Yest-erday the secretary of every photo-
Secretaries, graphic society, the name of whi^h ib om
our books, should have received the form of applicat'o'i for
particulars of his association to be published in the Direc-
tory of Bhotographic Societies in the forthcoming 1920
" Almanac." In some cases, owing to the unavoidable aban-
donment of their oflBces by secretaries during the war, this

form has been addressed to the meeting place of the society

in default of particulars of the name and address of the
secretary. We would ask the secretary of every society to

take the necessary steps to send in the particulars which are
asked for with as little delay as possible. Also, we would
intimate to any secretary who, at the time of reading this

notice, haa not received our application to address a post-

card to us, asking for an entry form to be sent to him.
We are anxious to make the first post-war list of photo-
graphic societies as complete as possible, and in view of

the changes which the war imposed upon many societies,

can only do this through the friendly and prompt assistance

of those who are now responsible for the secretarial manage-
ment of societies.

• « •

To-day Week. On behalf of our publishers we desire to

notify all intending advertisers in the

forthcoming " Almanac " that Friday in next week, Novem-

ber 14, is the latest day for the receipt of advertisements.

The firms who have not yet signified their wishes in respect

to advertisements in the forthcoming volume will receive

during the next few days a notice of this final date. We
hope, however, that the present intimation will serve the

purpose of making this final reminder unnecessary, and in

that aim we emphasise the present announcement to all

thoae under whose notice it comes. Unfortunately, the

contract arrangements for the printing and binding of

the " Almanac" make any extension of the scheduled date

for closing its pages quite impossible.

• » •

Local Toning Most people are aware that self-toning

of collodion papers can be locally toned to
Bromide*. ^ cool greyish tint by painting the parts

which are intended to be of this colour with a strong solu-

tion of common salt before immersing the print in the

usual fixing solution, but it has perhaps not suggested

itself to many that it is easy to do the same thing with

bromide prints, the only difference being that the brush-

work is done upon the parts which are to be of a sepia

tone, the image as developed furnishing the greys. All

that has to be done is to apply the ordinary bleaching

solution of ferricyanide and bromide to such parta as are

to be toned, taking care to keep accurately to the outlines,

and after washing, which should be done with a copious
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supply from a rose, to immerse in the sulphide solution

as usual. If by an accident the bleacher has gone beyond
the proper limits the black colour can be restored by care-

ful application of an amidol developer with a clean brush,

and rinsing well before sulphiding. The process may not

have any great value from an artistic point of view, but

there are occasions on which it may be useful to be able

to differentiate between different parts of a print by means
of colour.

Copying
Tables.

Although a copying stand of some kind
is usually found in studios doing a

general class of business it is often too small in its dimen-

sions to be useful for large pictures. Much loss of time

is caused when one of these has to be copied, as it is often

found in using a detached camera and easel that after

size and squaring up are satisfactory the whole arrange-

ment has to be altered to avoid reflections, whereas if the

whole were fixed upon a movable base it could be swung
round until satisfactory lighting is secured. A very large

copy board is not needed, els its only purpose with large-

framed pictures is to keep them at right angles to the lens.

The camera may be fixed upon a platform supported by
uprights, similar to those of the Hana or Semicentennial

studio stands. But though no elaborate mechanism is

needed for raising and lowering it, it may be placed at

approximately the right height before putting the camera
upon it. We have lately seen such a stand made for a

picture dealer for the use of any photographer he might
employ, and it struck us that the idea was one worthy of

general adoption.

Finishing
Commepcial
Work.

The photographer who only occasionally

undertakes commercial work is some-
times at a loss as to the best method

of finishing unmounted prints, and in consequence his re-

sults are often disappointing when compared with the work
of specialists. As a rule a glossy surface is preferred, and
in this case a high degree of polish is necessary, nothing
being less attractive than a print dried as it comes from
the washing water. A good surface can be obtained by
squeegeeing down upon ferrotype plates, and these require
no treatment except an occasional rub with a soft rag
moistened with a few drops of kerosene, afterwards polish-

ing until all trace of bloom is removed from the surface.

There is much less risk of " sticking" with ferrotype than
there is with glass, but more care is needed to keep the sur-

faces free from scratches. These may be avoided by keep-
ing the plates between blotting paper when not actually
in use. Prints may easily be mounted mpcm linen or
tracing cloth by means of the ordinary shellac tissue, this

style being very suitable when the prints are required for

travellers or showroom use. When card mounts are used,

glossy prints should always be dry-mounted, as the gloss

is perfectly retained. It is a little more costly than wet
mounting, but the improved appearance will justify

charging a little better price.
• * •

Large Prints We are generally told that large heads
and Exposure require more exposure than half or full-

lengths taken with the same lens used with the same stop.
This is usually understood to be in consequence of the
working aperture being reduced by the addition to the back
conjugate focal length in consequence of the near approach
to the sitter, but there is an additional reason, which
is that the area of any ungraduated patch of either light
or shadow is greater in the large image than in the smaller
one, and, therefore, if viewed from the same distance the
former will appear harder and less exposed. This condi-
tion, of course, obtains in enlargements from small

negatives, but as these are usually viewed at a greater
distance it is not so apparent. It is, however, recognised,

for it is agreed that the ideal negative for enlargement is

one more fully exposed and not developed to the same
degree of density as one which is intended for contact
printing. For the same reason large negatives are often
printed upon distinctly rough paper, the grain of which
helps to break up such ungraduated patches. One has
only to compare prints (from a rather hard 15 '^ 12
negative) upon glossy P.O.P. with those on rough bromide
or platinum paper to see how far this is the case.

UNRETUENED PROOFS AND THE PHOTO-
GRAPHER'S LIABILITY AS TO THE NEGATIVES.
The business of photographic portraiture has its own
special small problems, of which, in the course of a some-
what lengthy experience, we imagined that we had con-
sidered at one time or another all the possible variations.

Nevertheless, a particular case recently brought to our
notice by a correspondent raises a point which we cannot
remember having previously arisen, either in a court of
law or otherwise. It may be useful to refer to it since,

apart from its particular circumstances, it raises a question
which is not by any means as well defined as it might be.

Briefly, the facts stated by our correspondent are as
follows: Four yeai-s ago he took over a photographic
studio from the previous proprietor, the studio having been
established a number of years prior to this transfer. Within
the last few days he received from a lady a batch of untoned
proofs of portraits taken thirteen years ago, and for whicli
payment had been made at the time of the sitting, the
proofs being accompanied by a request for delivery of the
photographs. It appears that in the meantime the sitter,

the son of the present applicant, had died, and the mother
had therefore a special reason for wishing for the photo-
graphs. Our correspondent, however, has no knowledge
of the existence of the negatives, has never seen them, and
can find no record of them in his files. The question thus
arises : What is liis liability in respect to the order given,
to a predecessor of his, nine years before he took over the
business, and dormant for the long period of thirteen
years 1

In seeking to give an answer to the question we can only
be guided by what would probably be the view of a court,
for, so far as we know, no case in which the circumstances
correspond with those we have mentioned has been the sub-
ject of legal action. One thing, at any rate, is clear at the
outset, and that is that if anybody is liable for custody
of the negative and delivery of the portraits, it is the present
proprietor of the business. In acquiring the latter from the
previous owner he took over both its assets and liabilities,

even though the number and magnitude of both of these
were not disclosed to him. But the chief question is whether
anyone is now liable in respect to the custody of the
negatives ? On this general question there are, un-
fortunately, very few judgments from which to derive
guidance. From sudi cases which have come into the
courts, most of them in the comparatively early days of

photography, it was clearly established that the right to the
custody of the negative is the photographer's, but we cannot
call to our recollection any equally definite ruling as to the
sitter's right that a photographer should take due and
sufficient care of a negative for the purpose of using it on
further occasions as the sitter might direct. In view of the
ease with which a fresh negative can be made from an exist-

ing photograph, it is not surprising that there should have
been no cases on this point in the court, yet we doubt very
much if, a photographer's customer could demand as a legal
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right the preservaiioii of the negative throughout an indefi-

nite period, for the problematical contingency of re-orders

from it by the customer. If that is the case, and in our

lay opinion it is, then we think it follows that in the cir-

comstancea set forth by our correspondent there is even
less ground for supposing that the negatives should have

been kept, and that the photographer is breaking a contract

with his customer by having allowed the negaAives to be

lost. It seems to us that in such circumstances as these the

photographer may be presumed to have done all that he

could to have executed the order. The negatives were

taken, proofs sent, and the portraits unquestionably would
have been delivered if anything more had been heard of

the proofs. We do not profess to have a professional know-
ledge of the various Statutes of Limitation, yet we think

that an effluxion of time of thirteen yeare between the send-

ing and the return of proofs deprives the customer of the

right to take legal action in respect to the delivery of the
photographs or the return of the money paid for them. It

would be the same if the circumstances were in a measure
reversed, and the photographer, after a similar lapse of

tune, were endeavouring to recover from the customer
money which he would charge for a sitting, even though,
from one cause or another, the actual portraits were not
delivered. lu other words, the problem which our cor-

respondent has presented to us is not, we think, affected by
the question of whether payment was or was not made at
the time of the sitting. In these notes we have, of course,

regarded the present applicant to our correspondent as

possessing any rights w'hich the original customer possessed,
or imagined he possessed, at the time of his death. That
raises considerations of an altogether different kind, which
are, however, without relevance to the particular problem
we have been considering.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

l^PreTioos articles o( this series, in which the aim of the writer is to cgnmiunicate items of a long experience in studio

yortraitnre, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

laagth of that by tbs aame writer whieh ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

gsiiMstiiMi ot photographers, and partioalarly tboM engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

•r bar snggastton will bs welcomed. The rabjeelB of Uu previoos articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About LighUne (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

llanaglng the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Baekgraondt (Jan. 34).

ONiUu Exposnrea (Jan. 31).

AitUteial Li^ttng (Feb. 7).

Printing Proasssis for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

Studio Aeeessoriss and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Sarronndiiigs of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heatiiig and Ventilation (March 7).

The PoateHd Studio (March 14).

The FriBting-Boom (March 21).

boot tite Reeeption Boom (March 28).

HooM Portraitors (April 4).

Portabk Studios (Ai»il 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Stodio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

Bnlargemsnts (May 9).

Adv^iaing the Studio (May 16).

Mooato MM Mounting iMsy 23).

1 Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

The Dark-Uoom and Its Fittings (July 4).

Plates and Their Work (July 11).

Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (.August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keei>ing of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Beduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)

Leaky Roofs ^Sept. 5).

Blinds and Curtains (Sept. 12).

Miniatures (Sept. 19).

Printing Portrait Negatives ^Sept. 26).

Wedding Groups (Oct. 3).

Combination Printing (Oct. 10).

Flashlight Work (Oct. 17).

FlaahUght Portraiture (Oct. 24).

The (juustion of Outfit (Oct. 31 .

TELEPHOTO LENSES FOR PROFESSIONAL WORK.

As a body profcasional photographers do not seem to have

taken very kindly to telephoto lenses, evidsntly considering

tksBi only fit for amateur " stunts," such as making large pic-

tvraa of dock dials and weathercocks at ^ distance of half a

aile or so. This feeling has, I believe, been created to a great

«xtciit bf tba apadmen pictarcs published by tba lens makers,

who an naturally anxious to demonstrate to the utmost the

capabilitica of their instruments. It will perhaps help the

professional to a better understanding of the telephoto lens if

w consider it as an ordinary lena of greater focal length than

osaal, but needii^ only ordinary camera extensions—a lens,

too, of which tba fooal length is adjustable, so that images on

diHerent acnlaa may be obtained from the same standpoint.

It will then be rcoognised that such a lens is a valuable tool

in the hands of a practical man.

As many photographers have never troubled their heads

about this kind of lens, it may be necessary to explain that

in Ita simplest form it closely resembles ona tube of an ordi-

nary (^wra-glasB—that is to say, it has a poaitive lens in front

aad a nsgativa lena behind, with some arrangement for vary-

ing the distance betwt-en them. A» a matter of fact, although

not properly coirected for photography, it is possible to make
very pa^isble telephoto^raphs with an opera-glass fixed on an
ordinary camera. There is rather a large variety of sizes and
models issued by different optical firmsf but they may roughly

be divided into three classes: First, non-adjustable—i.e., fixed

focal length telephoto lenses, such as the Telecentric and Bis-

telar; second, telephoto lenses with an adjustment for varying

the focal length, such as the Zeiss Magnar, Dallmeyer Adon,

and others; and, third, portrait, rapid rectilinear, and anas-

tigmat lenses, fitted with a telephoto attachment, which can

be screwed on in a moment, when needed, without at other

times interfering with the usual work of the lens.

The first class is usually of low magnifying power, and

differs little from an ordinary lens in its manipulation. It

is extensively used on reflex and other cameras for rapid ex-

posures, and in some cases the large aperture (//5.6) permits

of portraiture in the studio. It should be noted that, in com-

mon with all telephoto lenses, the plate covered is small in

relation to the focal length used.
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The second class is useful for a wider range of subjects

when rapidity of action is not essential. The little Adon is

a well-known example of this type, and although simple in

construction, is capable of much useful work. I therefore take

it as a type to illustrate the working of telephoto lenses in

general. The front or positive lens ha« a focal length of 4^ ins.,

and th* back lens « negative or minus focus of 2^ ins.

fiy varying the distance ibetweeii these by means of

the rack adjustment we have a wide range of focal lengths.

Thus with a camera extension of 5 ins. we have an equiva-

lent focal length of 14i ins. and a maximum aperture of

//13, the plate covered being 4^ x SJj. At 11 ins. camera

ej tension the focal length is 26^ ins., tlie aperture //26, and

the plate covered about 8x6. At 20 ins. extension the focal

length is 44^ ins., the aperture //44, and the plate covered

15 X 12 These figures give a general idea of what a moderate-

power telephoto lens will do.

The third class is usually of somewhat similar power to the

Adon, as it commonly consists of a combination of a positive

lens of any convenient focal length, with a negative lens of

half its focal length, although for special work negative lenses

having a focal length one-fourth that of the positive may be

used. Such a combination is termed a high-power lens, as it

_

gives a proportionately larger image with the same camera
extension. I am purposely avoiding the term "magnifica-

tions," as this I consider has led to misunderstanding in the

past. The equivalent focal length at the time of exposure is

the point of interest to the photographer who does not care

whether it results from three magnifications as compared with
one lens or six with another.

The manipulation of a telephoto lens is quite simple, and
the only difference from the ordinary procedure is that focus-

sing is best efiected by using the rack and pinion of the lens

attachment instead of that of the camera. With a moderate-
power attachment—that is to say, one-half the focal length of
the positive—the equivalent focal length is twice the camera
extension (measui-ed from the back surface of the negative
lens), plus the focal length of the positive lens. Thus, when
using an 8-in. rectilinear fitted with a 4-in. negative lens,

we have at an extension of 16 ins. an equivalent focal length
of 40 ins., and so on for all other sizes. The focal length
in this case being increased five-fold, the //No. on the iris

roust be multiplied five times, so that //8 temporarily becomes
//40. Having decided upon the camera extension, all that is

needed is to rack the sliding tube of the attachment in or out
until a sharp image is obtained. This must be done very
slowly, much in the same way as when using the coarse adjust-
ment of a microscope, or there is danger of passing and repass-
ing the point of sharp definition without knowing it. It might
bi imagined that with apertures of //40 or less long exposures
would .be required, but these are greatly reduced by another
factor, the distance between lens and subject so tihat in many

cases half or even a quarter the exposure indicated by a meter

for an object, say, at 36 ft., would be sufficient.

A colour-screen usually adds considerably to the brilliancy

of the result when distant views have to be dealt with, but it is

not necessary for near subjects in which there is no perceptible

haze over the deepest shadows.

Plates which give density readily are the best for this class

of work, and I have found the " ordinary " and slow ortho

rapidities preferable to extra rapid brands. The Imperial

Special Rapid is about the fastest plate I should recommend.

Development usually takes longer than lor close-up views.

A full-strength developer should be used and development

carried on until all action ceases. I have turned a plat« lace

down supported by four bits of glass in the comers in a normal

pyro-soda solution, containing a little bromide solution to pre-

vent chemical fog, and left it for forty-five minutes, the re-

sulting negative being an excellent one.

The applications of the l.'.^nhoto lens are many 'and varied,

and cover a much wid'^ .1 than is generally imagined. In

ordinary view work • \-
. '.ue is obvious as its elasticity of

focal length enables a subject to bo taken from the most

advantageous standpoint upon any desired scale, so that the

proper amount can be included upon any size of plate. For

architectural details it is unrivalled, whether the result is

a fine piece of carving for study or illustration, or a piece oi

faulty work, cracked or subsided for use in a legal action.

When the London tubes were projected the houses under which

the tunnels would p'ass were carefully surveyed and telephoto-

graphs taken of aU existing cracks or distortions before com-

mencing work. In quite another field of study photographs > i

statues scores of feet above the ground were taken for th«

purpose of identifying them as the work of the samo artist^

little mannerisms being clearly shown in the prints.

For catalogue work, especially of small articles which have

to be depicted in their full size, or nearly so, the telephoto

lens is again a winner. Let anyone compare a print of a snuff-

box taken full size with, say, a 12-in. Ions and a tele-

photo at 20 ins. camera extension. For flower photo-

graphy the teJephotQ is excellent, much greater depth oi

definition being obtainable, while some lenses add a slight

softness to the outlines which gives a better idea of the textui»

than the dead sharp images usually obtained.

For portraiture its use is somewhat limited on account of

the small working aperture of most models, but the Telocentric

makes an excellent portrait lens. Lenses upon the same prin-

ciple are, I believe, to be placed upon the market by two other

firms.

The foregoing is not in any way intended to give full working:

instructions, but rather to outline the properties and uses 9f

the telephoto lens to those who have hitherto neglected it.

Several excellent books have been issued on the subject, and.

these can be referred to for fuller information.
Peacticpb,.

A METHOD OF VIGNETTING FOR DAYLIGHT-
PRINTING PAPERS.

The following notes are primarily intended for the atttntion of
any who experience trouble in vignetting. These, judging from
results not infrequently seen, even in show-cases, where, pre-
sumably, the best work as displayed, are not in an altogether
negligible minority. This proviso in advance is necessai'y, for
the writer, more than once, has found that photographers who
will gladly consider any general ideas new .to them, aro imme-
diately up in arms when a suggestion is made with regard to
vignetting, for the very sufficient reason that their particular
method is invariably the (best. Quite recently a professional

» » »

potentate from overseas, the president of important federations

and so forth, and an extremely clever and artistic worker,

absorbed with avidity some assorted tips, but froze several

degrees below zero on the subject of vignettes. " Let me show
you my way," he remarked, and in doing so recovered a genial

temperature. His plan was tjie well-known expedient of

covering the back of the negative with tissue-paper or papier
minerale, and working thereon with blacklead and stump, the
vignette being either a plain or seiTated opening in brown-
paper or thin card. With presentable negatives ajid printing
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to daylight, and also with bromide papers and printing boxes,
possibljr the method is as good as can be wished for, and that
being so, there was no reason why he should have considered
an altarnatiTe.

Mercury Lamps and Vignettes.
Bat this worker, unlike the writer, was not working with

mercury printing lamps, an ideal substitute for daylight, apart
from ri^tting, nor had he to cope with and make the beet
of a rariety of negatives, including the apparently hopeless.
With double-tnbe lamps, though they cannot compare with good
daylight as regards diffusion, vignetting is still fairly easy,
but with eingle-tube lamps, presenting as they do one bar of

li^t, conditions are not so favourable, and it was to meet
these that the method to be discussed was devised. It is one
not new in its main principle, but in details—making all the
difierence as a practical proposition—^it is believed novel.

Excellent diBusion with a single-tube lamp can, of course,

be obtained by placing white tissue-paper over the opening in

the vignette, bat as this slows printing 50 per cent, and up-
wards, it is ruled out of court with dense negatives ; also electric

current coats money, economical as the lamps are in consump-
tion of corrnit.

It almost goes without saying that any method of vignetting

that will work well with these lamps will answer even better

with daylight.

The Pear-Shaped Vicnelle.

TIm various ways of vignetting recommended from time to

time are ontaide the scope of these notes. Except the obviously
unsuitable, most have been tried with the lamps, and none
appear to possess sufficient flexibility or adaptability for nega-

tives at widely different charact<>r and printing value.

The reign of the pear-shape vignette is almost over, and
deservedly so, even if one has a sneaking and d«A>aMd affection

for it as a relic of the past. Assuredly, it its exponents had
existed in the time of Noah, and an order had been placed for
" head and ahoaldera " vignettes of the animals in the Ark,
a portrait of the giraHe would have been printed under the
orthodox vignette.

Bat the fandamental objection to this vignette is often

foand present in modified form in present-day vignette sketch

portraita. Take tJie case of two heads lairly close together on
one plate—how frequently does one see an nngraduated tint of

medium depth between them marring the sketch effect. Or
in the ease of, say, a little boy «ith legs sturdily spart, a
meaningless variation ol depth in the background, sharply

boanded on each aide by his lower extremities.

Althongh some operators do wonders in improvising serrated

vignettes oat of those in stock, yet in the majority of cases

the making of a vignette to suit each negative guarantees the

best results and has invariably been adopted by the writ«r

axeept with identical poses. Daring the war, when all had to

torn their hands to the pnmps, he made many hundreds, if

not thousands, by the method now to be diacnssed.

Outline of Procedure.
An " improved " retouching desk is improvised out of a

large picture frame set at a convenient angle by rigid struts,

and is famished with a reflector of white blotting paper. A
regolar retouching desk will not be found so handy. The
negative is adjusted to the desk, glass aide towards the operator,

a piece of white tisaae papar is placed over it, and a line is

drawn right round the figure (assuming a "full-length" is

bMng dealt with), about half-an-inch beyond it. This margin
will naturally vary according to circnmstances. A touch of

gum is centrally applied to the other side of the tisaae paper,
which is stook down on brown paper or thin card, and the
Tignette opsiung is cut out. A piece of adhesive dry-mounting

Ja placed over the opening, and caused to adhere by

touches of the hot iron. The embryo vignette is adjusted to
the negative and centred, the outline of the figure is traced
round with a sable brash, using dye in methylated spirits and
spirit varnish as pigment. The negative is then slid on one
side, and strokes, ibroademing as they progress, are made round
the outline. Using a pen trimmer on zinc, the outline is cut
out, and the vignette shown diagranunatically in fig. 1 results.
The example represents one for a little boy.

-*.

-5*.

V

fi

Pig. 1.

This, of ooarse, is a variant of the oft^suggested method of
employing ordinary tissue paper and water-colour pigment to
the same end, one open to several objections. With tissue
paper, if the central part, representing the outline of the
figure, is cut out, the edge usually is far too harsh ; if left

intact, printing is slowed unduly, and the vignette cannot be
a<iju»le<l by inspectiion from the front. With the newer
way, thin waxed paper has been found sufficient for diffusion.

On the other hand, with very thin and quiclc-printing negatives,

tissae paper or ground-glass should be employed.

Psychology.
" If the guv'nor caught me using adhesive tissue for vig-

nettes, I should promptly get the sack," pleasantly observed

an assistant, by way of testimonial, on being shown this method.

Aforesaid " guv'nor " was employing platinotype papers

printed to mercury light, and throw-outs due to faulty vig-

netting were by no means unknown.

Experience has shown that diverting the tissae to a use it

was never designed for has materially cut down waste. Dealing

with all sorts of negatives, good, bad, and indifferent, rarely is

a first proof thrown out merely for faulty vignetting. The le«s

expensive waxed paper may be substituted for the tissue if

preferred, and for Large vignettes will appeal. It is stuck

down by small pieces of tissue interposed between it and the

brown paper or card, the tissue being one of the few things that

will stick waxed paper. In practice, pieces of the tissue cut

from the smaller vignettes are saved, and employed for sticking

the waxed paper utilised for the larger, and it may be men-

tioned that the thin and translucent tissue sold by the Ad-

hesive Dry Mounting Co. alone has been used, though doubtless

many other brands would be equally suitable.
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Although hardly to the point, it may be adde<l that storeil

packets of silver papers can be kept largely free from in-

jurious atmospheric influences by wrapping them in one or two

folders of waxetl pai)er and then running round the edges a

line of thick orange shellac varnish, which, when tacky, is

sealed with the hot iron ; or long strips of adhesive tissue can

be employed instead. Tlie folders should be larger than the

packets of paper, so that the heat of the iron is not trans-

mitted to their _contents.

Some Suggestions.

Frequently a figur<.^ taken with a table or chair adjacent will

be the better if these accessories are subordinated. In suc^i

cases the opening in the opaque paper or card is cut suffi-

ciently large to include them, but the adhesive tissue is out-

lined strictly round the figure and cut out. Long and gently

tapering strokes of the brush, placed close together, or other-

wise, as occasion demands, will give softness, and additional

pieces of the tissue, eacli piece in advance of the next, can

sometimes be added with advantage.

Backgrounds which print unequally can be levelled-up by

placing strokes close togetlier over the parts of lesser density,

and spacing more widely over the more opaque parts. Simi-

larly, too heavy printing, say, on one side of a face or bust, can

be lightened by advancing a piece of tissue, serrated, if neces-

sary, over such parts. The frequent case of the legs of a

child printing too heavily can be corrected by spanning the

vignette with a bridge of tissue. If insufficient in holding-

back powei-, dots of paint can be added. Even central portions

printing too dark can be held back by dotting the diffuser of

the vignette with paint, a method which gives wide control

but necessitates a proof as a guide.

Following the figure round wUl sometimes produce penin-

sulas (as in fig. 1), which insist on dmcping towards the glass

of the negative. Take a piece of sewing cotton, pass under,

and ifasten at each end with an applied bit of the adhesive tissue.

Or the drooping piece can be attached to the diffuser of the

adjusted vignette, freeing one end and slipping a hand under,

followed by a light touch of the iron.

Bust Vignettes.

A very efficient device for the lower part of bust vignettes

consists in cutting out of thin card half-circular or V-shaped

openings of various sizes and contours, which are faced with

three layers of adhesive tissue, each layer projecting about

i in., more or less, from its neighbour, according to the size

of the vignette and its distance from the negative. Fine

strokes, close together, are added. Fig. 2 will make the devica

a. 6 C

Fig. 2.

plain, a, b, and c being resijectively one thickness, and two
and three thicknesses of the adhesive tissue. AVith a fair

assortment, nearly every "head and shoulders" vignette can
be fitted, and the beaVtiful way in which they will vignette off a

dark coat must be ^en to be believed.' The lower part of

the vignette proper, vi\, for the head and shoulders, naturally
receives no treatment.

The Dye Mixture.

The mixture recommended dries rapidly, and adheres well to

waxed paper and especially so to adhesive tissue. Finely

ground lamp-black as a pigment was first tried and found

unsatisfactory, clogging and going ropy in use. Having some

methyl violet dye at hand, this was substituted and has worked

extremely well.

A little m€thylate<l spirit and ordinary spirit varnish are

mixed approximately in the projiortion of two parts of the

spirit to one part of the varnish, and a few grains of the

dye on the point of a knife are added and well stirred in. If

on application to the tissne the mixture spreads, more varnish

is required ; if the colour be too pale, a few more grains of

the dye are added. A very little experience will enable one

to keep the compound in good condition, but occasionally it

will be found advisable to allow the spirit to evaporat-e, wlien,

with fresh additions of the three constituents, it will be in

working order again. An ounce of the dye is sufficient for

thousands of vignettes. If, perchance, any of the dye mixture

gets on the clothes, place blotting paper on the other side,

apply methylated spirit freely, and hope for the best. A
No. 7 round I'ed sable brush, as used for oil painting, is a

convenient size, and with ordinary care will last for years.

Convenience in Working.
To avoid fouling the feiTule or handle of the brush, it is

essential to keep the dye mixture in a jar with a wide mouth.

Vaseline is sometimes supplied in small glass jars leHhuuf

contracted neck, fitted with aluminium screw-on .coveis, and

these answer admirably. Some old rags and a second corked

jar containing methylated spirit for cleaning the brush must

also be at hand.

Fig. 3 shows in place a convenient arrangement, representing

a cover of a half-plate plate-box acting as a tray, the jar, and

Fig. 3.

half of a half-plate negative (cut longways) to act as a palette.

The brush is held in V-cuts. When charged with pigment, th>?

hairs of the brush are allowed to rest on the bottom of the

tray, to avoid any chance of fouling the V-cuts and indirectly

transferring the dye to the fingers.

When a batch of negatives is being dealt with, it is a mistake
to finish one vignette before the next is jjut in hand, as this

will mean many unnecessary fox-trots between retouching desk

and Working bench, possibly of benefit to the corpulent, but
involving waste of time. In practice the negatives are laid in a

jjile, are outlined as alwady described on cut sheets of tissue

paper, which receive the numbers of tlie negatives. As dealt

with, they are placed in another pile, which will correspond
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«!th the order of the tissue papers. This is i)reserved during
the subeqaent operations, and a return to the rttouching desk
i« onljr made when all the openings have been cut out and the
a.Ui<>siv>> tissue is attac}H-<i.

Things to Avoid.
A consideration of the choice and lighting of background?

would demand an article in itself, but a few words on " un-
desirables " ma.r be added.
For sketch portraits, naturally, the lighter and flatter the

background the easier the vignetting and the better the effect.

A crease in the background much in evU^ce in negative after
negative may engender in the printerlanguage which ne*-.!

m-ver have been induced. " Cloudy " backgrounds are verit-

able brutes for vignetting, except when the corners only are
covered and the lower-middle class nature of the thing is pre-
served. The plain background which normally prints the same
d«cided tint as a Hatly lit face often acquire*, is a feature lluit

never would be missed, for liowever soft the vignette may be.

the general effect is a wash-out. A Ught background dropping
on to • much darker floor covering is another combination not
welcomed by the printer. Of a different nature, but extremely
awkward from a vignetting aspect, are the included hands and
arms of * proud mother in dark clothes supporting an astoundLxl
baby, set against a white background. Here a pair c* white
cotton glovM and overalls for the parent would often save
the situation, or, at least, mitigate its se%-erity.

E. A. S.

THE .SCIKMIKIC A.M) TE( HMC'AL GROrP OK THK
ROVAL PHOTij<;R.\PHIC SCXIKl'V.

Thk iiegottaliofi» wild tlie Council uf the Royal Phot<>gru|>hiL ijodcly
rrgar^hng the nubiuiliment within the tjociety of a »ub-body or

gnmp jpedaUy chargad with the duly of encooragiiig and advancing
tb« sciealilic and more technical brsncfac* of piiotograpby Itave at

ImCth bawi bruofht to a conduaion, and the "8cienti6c and
Technical Groap," aa it i* to be called, will very (hortly be begin-

ning its work as a kind of curjiurate body. The movement is one
which meet snphatically i« deaervini; uf all the support which ihoao
HMnhm of Um Society intereeted in it* apecial ainui can K>ve it,

(or, apart ffon ila gaoeral aim of advancing in particular the roor-

«cieiitific and tachnical branches of iihutognphy, its constitution has
been (ormed along line* which Kive t<i the Oroup a measure of *el(-

maoagMMnt and permit of its menilers having a stake in itt

ofganisatioa and prosperity. A scheme of this kind is no doubt the
best for the parpose, and, it is to be hope<J, will schie\e the results

which the pioneers in the eslabliahmcnt of the Oroup have fel before

IherosslTss.

I'oc activities of ths Uroop as st present defined may be broadly

stated to ba ths provision of »cientifi>- or technical lectiim or papers
t> be delivered at iha msctings of the Society held on the second
Tuanday in saoh Boath. Sadi meetings will, of course, ba opea to

all mambers of the Society, whether merabcfs of the (iroap or not.

TIm Ormp may also offer abstrscU <>f papers, original communica-
Ikms, He, tor pablication in the tWiety's "Joamal," and may
farther prepare and print for circulation among its own members
•bslraets, traaslalioos, or communications wbioti may l>e judged to

i>« of too tsrhBJcal or special a character for the wider publication

ill the " Joamal " of the Society. Such work as this Utter, and
also the administrative work of the (Sroup itself, is to be paid for

from IIm faads of the Oronp.

The sahsenptioD for msmberBbip of the Oroop has been fixed at

7s. 6d. per annom, which in the future will be doe on January I of

aaeh ysar. Psymcnt of this subscription now confers, however,
msabership of the rironp nntil the end of 1920, and if made on or

baloiw to-dsy week (November 14| gives the entrant the right t'j

notinaU aix members for tjection to the administrative committee
ol tha Oroop. Up to tiM prtsent 137 members of the .Society have
nhown their intsrsst in the movenirnt by sanding in Iheir namrf.
Mih exprssaious ol their desire to participate in the work of the
''I' »l>. Apparsatly it is the intention of the Oroup to issue a tint

.1 ii« mem>>ers, and to indicate by a Mstem of alphabetical mark.* I

the subjects m which each member i« particularly interested ITie
subjects thus singled out as repr&enting the feM of work of the
Group are ae follows :—Colour photographv ; ciiiematographv

; nianu-
lacture of photographic materials

; photographic appliances (cameras,
lenses, etc.); photo-mechanical processes; photo-micTography • pic-
torial and record photography; radiography; scientific applications
of photography (astronomy, spectroscopy, etc.); .ensitonietrv, and
theory of photography.

It may be hoped that all those members of the R.P S who have
the wish to further the advancement of these branches of photo-
graphy will signify it by enroUing themselves as members of the

w "£' Z^""^
^''^y '^"" '^° ''•' -'f'"*"'? "'< subscription for 1920 to

-Mr. I. F. Renwick. 35, Ru.^sell Square. London. W.C 1

Assistants' Rotes.—•

—

Notts by assUtants suitable for this column will be considered
and paid for on the first of Die month follouing publication.

Getting Ready for Christmas.
I Sl-.-ro.sK that almost every studio photographer in the Kingdom is
iww looking forward to Christmas with somewhat mixed feelings
the extra cash coming in being somewhat discounted by the long
h.wri of work. .Vow much tin;e is wasted in many studios by nsinif
apparatus tbut is not in perfect order. Dark slides that "require
careful handling to prevent them falling open, cameras with loose
badw, and many other Uttle defects of a like nature, waste absolutely
hours in some businesses. It may therefore be useful to look over
soma likely causes of trouble, and indicate how they may be met.
Tins is a good time to sH one's house in oi'der, because although a.

defective piece of apparatus may work tolerably well when time is
taken to homoor its little whims, when it is used at a real rush
job, such as most jobs will be in the coming season, it is apt to fail
lamentably.

Let us take the camera first. Aliiuwt the most conimun faiUt is
a loose back, caused by tlie locking nut fiuling to grip. This, of
course, leads to out-of focus negatives. Sometimes all that is required
is a waslier between the nut and the oameni. fmine, but it is often
nocewarj- to renew either the nut or tihe pin on to wliidi it screws.
Any of the big makers will supply smaM fittings such as Uiis. Any
holes in the camera belkiws should recei\-e attention. If large.
they may be covered with black corn*-plaster, but if only small
pinlK>l«s they may be filled with o paste comixwed of powdeied
graphite in .Seccotine. This is also handy for filling in any holes
ill llio w«¥xlwork. Cracked lens panels are not uncommon, but they
houkl be replaced at once, or trouble is sure to eiieue. If it is

inconvenient to replace them, strips of wood should be stuck on ihe
fnmt of Uie panel across the crack, and the back sliould be covered
with black velvet. This laot is a good tip for iiJl lens-boards, as it not
<Mily prevents any possible ligfat-ieakage, but also makes sticking of
the lens-panel almost in.posdble. However, all cameras will not
permit of the sli(^it extra thickness.

Any missing screws should be replaced ; sometimes they seem of
very small importance, but their aJwence throws a uroat strain on
Ihoss that remain. If the screw-hole has become enlarged it must
be pegged with wood ; match sticks are often useful : they should
be smeared with .Seccotine, forced well into the hole, and then cut
off flush witii the woodwork.

It is a risky tiling to use an unsafe djark-sli<le at any time, but
when dohig rusli work it is simply asking for trouble. A most
annoying defect is the coming unhinged of the centre partition.

This usually becomes slightly displaced, with the result that tJie

slide either refuses to shut at all, or shuts incompletely : ui the
latter case fog is almost sure to result. Cloth hinges may be re-

placed by anyone of average dexterity, but metal (hinges, unless

it is just a case of lost screws, sliould be handed over to an expert.

Ths catohes holding the slides shut often become loose, with

diaustrous results. In the case of the L-sHiaped catoh now generally

fitted a tap with a hammer, to bend in the outer end of the L, will

often do much good. .Safety catches, to prevent slides being drawn
e.xcept when required, often get out of order, but a screw-driver, a
l^ir of pliers, and a little common-sense will usually bring them
ri?hl again. Trijiods are usually kept in pretty good repair, because
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it is next to impossible to work at all with a faulty tripod ; but

oometimes the ferrule becomeB loose, which results in slipping, and

much annoyance.

I have left the ebutter to iihe last of the camei^ psuis. Sometdmes

a rolller-ibliiid, or studio shutter may be improved in its working

by a clean of its working pairts: a few slight adjustments are

within the scope of the average " Pro," but serious damage is almost

sure to result if anyone but an expert tacMes the repair of a

diaphram shuiter.

The lenses are unlikoly to benefit by any attention, other than

a good dean, which they should certainly have

To depart froim the actual operating gear. The enlarging lantern

should ibe overhauled, and lamp-house and illuminant thoroughly

well cleaned, but the most usual trouble with lanterns is a jerky,

focussing movement. This is often caiused by looseness of the

clamping screws. A great improvement may often be effected by

rubbing graphite fiom a " lead " pencil in all the places where wood
slides over wood.

Any stray light from the lamp house or from the body of the

enlarger should be out out; it is a most frequent cause of fogged

paper. The easel will probalbly repay a little attention ; the clips,

bars, or whatever it is that holds the paper, should be adjusted,

and if the easel is one of the type that foiMs back for placing the

paper it should be seen to that it comes up truly verticai, or else

it will be inipossiihle to get sihai-p focus all over the enlargement.

Printing boxes are usually kept in good order, because any defect

is at once noticed, but it is as well to see that the arrangement for

providing pressure on the paper is in order ; also the felt pad should

be renewed when becoming worn, or else unsharp prints, and even

broken negatives may result.

In the dark-room the safe-light should be cleaned ; broken dishes,

or even cracked ones, shoiJld be replaced. And any taps that

require washers must be attended to.

The dry-mounting press may be heating unevenly, which may
result in the print sticking and the fissure failing to do so. This

miay be improved by a thorough clean out of the heating system,

.and, in the case of gas, by having the pipes blown through.

'This note is not intended to be a complete list of all the ills that

apparatus is heir to, but it may serve to point out a few of the

mos* usual point* to look to.

In conclusion, it is always as wel'l to get in a small stock of

" breakables," such as fcoussing screens, dishes, and bottles, before

a rush. Then 'any accident is not so serious.

—

Arthur G. Willis.

Patent Rcids.
Procest patents—aj>plications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications October 20 to 25 :

—

Water Filter.—No. 25,857. Photogra.pherB' water filter. J. E.

Duggins.

Roll-Film Ad.\pter.—No. 25,965. Roll-film spool adapter. J. F.

Dukinfield.

Projection AprAR.\Ttrs.—No. 26,123. Optical projection apparatus.

J. M. McAlery.

CoPTrNG-ENLARGiNG APPARATUS.—No. 25,964. Apparatus for

making photographic enlargements, reductions, and reproductions,

E. Pascault.

CiKEMATOGRAPHT.—No. 25,887. Shutters for cinematograph

machines. W. Branson.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
These specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from

the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country ; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International
Convention.

Sensitive Units job Colottr Photographt.—No. 128,781 (August

1, 19181. The invention consists in producing a coloured picture,

in which are employed (1) a support consisting of a film coated

on both sides with a light-eensitive film, and (2) a paper or other

support coated with a sensitive film on one side. These filmf,

after treatment, are caused to form coloured component picturea,

and are stuck together to form the composite three-colour photo-

graphs. The chief feature of the invention is that one of the
lupports before exposure is mounted in a frame, and remain!

therein until the various treatments and the assemblage of the two
films have been effected. Further details of the process are given

on another page in the "Colour Photography" Supplement.

Jens Herman Christenscn, Villa Sterrehus, Sovejen, SollerSd,

Holte, Denmark.

Rotating Print Washers.—No. 132,978 (February 28, 1919). The
invention is of apparatus for washing photographic prints, films

and the like of the type having a perforated drum adapted to

revolve in a tank holding water filled to a predetermined level in

such a manner that the drum wherein the prints or films are

placed is partially submerged or revolving in water when the

apparatus is in use, means being provided for rotating the drum.
According to the invention a pipe disposed externally of the

drum is perforated in such a manner that jets of water from the

tube are directed at right angles through the surface of the drum
to prevent the films from adhering to the inside of the drum,
and also to assist in the complete agitation of the water.

Conveniently the drum may be driven by the usual water wheel,

and the pipe, which may be submerged beneath the water, may
be branched from the main supply pipe which feeds the water
wheel in such a manner that water under the usual pressure from
the main supply passes along the pipe and into the drum.
The drum is formed of perforated sheet metal, one section of

the circumference being adapted to form a lid a' for the inser-

tion and removal of the prints ; the drum is mounted to rotate on
pivots a^ in a water tank 6, and is provided at the one end with

a water wheel c, and to which a supply of water is directed for

the purpose of rotating the drum.

In a position outside the drum and parallel to the axis of the

drum a water supply pipe d is fixed, preferably in a position just

below the level of the water e in the tank b, which water level

is preferably above the pivot a^ upon which the drum revolves,

but below the upper part of the circumference of the drum. This
supply pipe d is provided along its length with a series of per-

forations d', which are adapted to form outlets from which jets

of water d' emerge, the jets of water being adapted to take such

a direction as to pass through the perforations in the drum into

the interior, and thereby displace any of the prints which may
have adhered to the interior surface of the perforated drum, and
which jets of water d' are adapted to agitate the water in the
drum in such a manner as to separate the prints in the drum.
The perforated supply pipe d is preferably arranged on that side

of the drum in which its circumference leaves the water e in the
course of its rotation. J. and R. Oldfield, Limited, and Bernard
Leslie Oldfield, both of Refulgent Works, Warwick Street,

Bordesloy, Birmingham-

MABK8 PLACED ON THE REOISTSB.
The following marks have been placed on the register

:

—
E. P. G. Design.—No. 391,449. Photographic paper. Eric Purse-

love Glover, 5, Park Lane, Leeds, Yorkshire; manufacturer and
publisher of photographic specialties.

OsDA.—Nos. 392,325. All goods included in Class 39. The Houghton-
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Batcher Mumiacturing Co., Limited, Clifford Road, Waltham-
*tow, London, E.17; manuiacturers.

0<OA.—Na 392,336 All gooda included in Clasa B. The Houghton-
Batchar Manufacturing Co., Limited, Clifford Road, Walthamstow,
Loftdon, E.17; manufacturers.

Rev Jlpparatus, ^c.

A Vertical Pbo(o-.Vlicro<raphic Camera. Made by C. Baker.
214. Hick Holboro. London. W.C.

A rutfx of ajjpsratui for the micrusoopiat wiio requires to carr>

out photo micrograph ic work with the minimum degree of di«'

turbaoce of hia ordinary oae of the micrOBOOpe haa been deaigneil

bjr Mw i. Baker in a moat exceUeiit maimer. The photo.inicro-

graphic camera ia held vertically, »u that it is only necessary U>
bring the microscope nndamsath it, and to make a temporary light-

tight joDction of the two. For soch a purpose as this rigidity ie,

of coarse, everything, and, therefore, it ia well that we ahould
a«y that it is impoasible to speak too highly of the solid con-
vtroction of the stand which supports the vertical camera. The

taui upn^ht is of solid steel, as is also the aaziliary swinging
tUar to whidi the eamen ia attachsd. A pair of equally solid

"earioga allow of the camera being raised aa a whole, and of it«

•«ing drawn oat tu any required eitrnsion. Both itum» adjuntr
«nu ai« instantly made rigid by the strong damps which are
•nirided. The oamera ham a maximam esteoaioa of 18 ins., and
oaas to within 4 ins. It is pn>vidad with a ground -glaaa

leaanaf scrsen. with dear glass centre for critical focussing, one
'Imtbls dark-slide and self t'<>ntaine<l shutta-. In the quarter-
- lato ataa, the onlv one in which the outfit is at prcaent obtain-
able, lb* price is £8 15s.

The Saloa Cnlar<ia( LaDtcm. Sold by the C j Sale and
Baakaage. 81, Aldcrsgacc Street, London. E CI.

iiu enlarging lantern aatbodies most completdy the varioas
ijatarsa wUck of kte yenn have come to be regarded as deaimble,

Imoat osMlitial, (or convenience in the making of enlarge-

Tbeae oooeam chiefly the negative stage which in the
" Sales " is a detachnbU frame 6tted with rotating turntable by
which the negative image can be angled in any deaired manner on
tho —al Tliis is done by lack and pinion adjiutment, and the

convenient adjosting means are provided for up and down
. of the negative aa well as for tilting the entire negative

at aa angla to tho axis of the lens. The bellows connection

tha cwndensaw and the lamp house ia instantly removable,
giraig enajr aocMa to tho condensers. The lamp-boose itself is pro-

vided with mck and pinion adjustment, whilst the extension of the

tmlmfm fioal ia meet ample, inAcient for the making of laatetn

•Uas h<Dm negatives by projecting them upon a reduced instead

of npoo aa enlarged scale. The front itself is fitted with rising and
JallJMg panel, a feature which theoretically may be entirely wrong,

yel in pfactice is found (rc(|ucntly to be of real service, llie whole

apparatus impresses us as being very well designed and made. It

is supplied in six sizes, for negatives 3i x 2^, quajter-plate, 5x4,

postcard, half-plate, and whole-plate. In quarter-plate size, with

5^-in. condenser, the price without lens is £11 10s., iu half plate

size, £17 2s., and in whole plate, £30.

nieetinas or societiese—•

—

ICEETTNGS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
BaiI UIAV, NOVKMBSR 8.

Manchester Ansteur Pbotocraphic Society. AuQiwl Exhibition. "Days OS
with a Bellsz." J.Sbsw.

Si'SOAV, Kovsassa 9.

UDltsd Slstsosoopie Soelety. "Msrioe Pholocraphy." F. J. Mortimer.

MOHOAI, NOVEMBSB 10.

UoDlh IxMidoa PbotOfraphie Bocietjr. " Pictorisl Photograpliy in Practice," Q,
C. Wcttun. rf"- I

Devibary PhotOfrapbic Societr. " Y.T.O. PrInllDE." I.. A. Dawson.
WUlaadsa Pholoffraphie Bocleljr. " Bromide PrintinK." M. O. Dell.
BcaMotd Photoeraphlo Society. " Manipulation of the Negative tor Pictorial

Parpoesa." H. O. Grainger. "ir o
Manehcalrr Amalenr Photographic Society. "The Fa!>cinalion of Ireland." Miss

Rdna Walter, BMc.
Ti'BssiT, NorziiusB 11.

Royal Pbotocrapbic Society. Preaidential Address.
Hackney Phata(raphic Society. Point* iu Compoailloo. Illustrated by Lantern

Slides.
Oooesster Camera Club. lantern Lecture, "Scenes from the 'Raider's'

Country." K. 8. Maples.
Chelsea Pholo('ai>liio Sooietv. " Hand Work on Negatives." B. C. Wiokison.
Btnnlsi^aa Photogrspbic Socioiy. "The Carbon Printing Process." O,

MsaebasUr Amateur Photographic Society. "Birds in the Garden." Rev. B.
Bailer, SJ., MA.

WiDxssniT, NoviMBEa 12.

Croydon Camera Club. " Uromoit Demonstration." G.B.Clifton.
Kennlitoiin Amatror Photographic Aisociation. "Photographic Experi-

meat*." K. Allan.
Pariick Camera Club. " Elerirical Apparatus for Photography." H. Lalng.

Mouth Suburban Pbotocrapbic Society. " Bee-Kccping in Many Lisnds." H. E. C.

BrIUob and Colonial Camera Club. " Gloucester and Its Associations." W, F.

Knner. _ _
Photo- Mierocraphio Society. " Spiders ; their Structure and Habits." Dr. O. H.

Rodman.
ManobMUr Amateur Photogrspbic Hooisty. " 3y Lake and River." J. D,

Berwick.
TamuDAT, NovzHSSH IJ.

Liverpool Amateur Pbotogranhio Assooislion. " Bromoil. ' J. B. Potts.

Hammenmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. ' Portraiture." B,

Neaiiic.

The Camera Club. " An Evening in Lakeland." A.Kaicbley.
Richmond Camera Club. " The Amateur Photographer " and " Photography

Lantern Slides. , .,

Brighonse PbotOKrapbic and Naturalist Society. "Belgium (pre-war), India,

Norway, Hpalii, Morocco, Madeira and Canary Islands." J. C. North.

Aston Photographic Society. "Mounting and Framing." Mr. MorroU.
Wimbledon Oamera Club. " Nooks and Comers of Old London." C.W.Forbes.
Hall Photographic Society. " (ilimpies of Japan." A. K. C. Hin<lson.

Manchester Amateur I'holograpblc Society. "The Home of the Rajput." E. W.
Mellor, P.R.OA

FalUAV, NoVBHUEK 14.

Royal Photographic Beciety. "Hootbem Italy." W.Sanderson.
Manrheaier AmaUnr Photographic Society.

r. Taylor.

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

MEirrLSG held Tuesday, November 4, Mr. A. H. Liaett in tiie chair.

A demonstratioo of the Raydex process of three-colour printing

was given by Mr. F. R. Newene, who very successfully carried

through the making of a three-colour print from the set of bromidw

taken from the customary colour-eensation negatives. The procem

is one abounding in details of manipuUtion, a feature of it which

makca it difficult to devise anything spectacular in the way of a

dcsnonstration. Mr. Newens waa therefore compelled to follow a

somewhat humdrum course, and to explain to his audience tbo

A Naturalist in the Isle of Man.'
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operations involved in the proceas and the little niceties of manipula-

tion which contribute to successful practice. If he said muoh

by way of precaution, it was no doubt for the rea-son that_he

•uomed entire unfamiliarity with the process on the part of his

audience, by no means a bad rule to foUow, but one, perhaps,

which can be adopted by a demonstrator sometimes to an excessive

degree. It must, however, be said that Mr. Newens provided the

opportunity of members seeing for themselves the very simple and

comparatively rapid operations which produce a three-colour print

by the Raydex process. The lecturer uttered a plea for a greater

degree of interest in the process by pictorial workers. He pointed

out tha* the majority of the people who had taken up the process

had done so chiefly out of a technical interest in its capabilities.

Very few of them were artists, and, therefore, when he (the

lecturer) looked at the monochrome work (on the walls of the

lecture room) which formed the pictorial section of the Society's

exhibition he felt convinced that there was a very great possibility

in the process, if those whose aim and training was strictly artistic

would test its capabilities.

On the conclusion of the demonstration questions were asked and

answered, and on the proposition of the chairman the very hearty

of the meeting was accorded to Mr. Newens.

CROYDON CAiMERA CLUB.

Mr. F. C. Beynolds, forsaking for once bis specialty " polarised

light," gave an admirable exposition on " Colour," illustrated with

many beautiful and ingenious experiments. With photography pure

and simple the lecture had but little to do, though naturally con-

nected with the art of the camera throughout. Some of the links

might have been forged stronger, and doubtless in any repetition of

a lecture worth many repetitions this will be cfiected. (Should this

guileless observation put Richmond or Hammersmith on the track

of Mr. Reynolds, he will kindly blame the triple-entente and not

the reporter.)

When lecturing he has the happy knack of conveying the impres-

sion of being, so to speak, part and parcel of his audience—" just one

of you chaps who has studied light and colour, you know," and

happy to have an opportunity to chat about it. Yet, parado.xically,

never does he assume his hearers know anything about the subject,

and consequently he makes himself understood by ail, including

those whose intelligences have expanded in other, and often un-

known, directions. Nevertheless, just one little trap he fell into

when considering the "additive" and " subtractive " systems of

colour reproduction, by attempting to explain the difference between

them in more than few words and less than many words. The
main idea embodied in each is clearly grasped, and was clearly

described by him, but further elaboration leads to subtleties, not so

easy to understand, and requiring full examination.

It would be highly inconvenienl to attempt to allude to the many
instructive experiments shown; even a deaf member would have

been interested, and in addition would have understood a good deal.

A very convincing experiment consisted in projecting on the lantern

screen a brilliant continuous spectrum, and then passing along it

discs painted with pure colours, which acquired different colours

and depths down to blackness, as they progressed. UsuaDy demon-
strations on colour fixes the beginner with an idea that any subject

including yellow, green, and red is outside the pale of an " ordinary
"

brand of plate. Mr. Reynolds supplied an efficient antidote for the

misconception. "Suppose," said he, "we take a piece of glass

coloured red throughout, which only permits the red of the spectrum

to be transmitted, an ordinary plate will be practically blind to

ench rays. But if we take the glass, powder it to a pigment degree

of fineness, and spread it on any surface, it can be photographed
by the white light now reflected from its surface, along with the

rod, to which the plate is insensitive." And so with every red

pigment known.

Mr. Reynolds' opinion of artists considered as experts in the

theory of colour may be described as not being highly appreciative.

Still, it may be hinted that many do know how to lay the stuff on

and that a realisation of the theory of colour is no more necessary

to them than is a knowledge of the ionisation of gases to bring a

iMttle to the boU on a gas-ring. Mr. Purkis, in the discussion,

agreed that artists, as a rule, did not understand colour primaries.

Much of the muddle was due to terminology. What an artist might

term " red " might be a " magenta." Similarly, if one asks a dye-

man for " red," a " magenta" is usually supplied. If you want a

"red," ask for "scarlet."

A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Reynolds for an

evening of exceptional interest, one which must have involved a

large amount of preparation.

EDINBURGH SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS.
Visit to Glasgow.

At the invitation of the Glasgow Professional Photographers' Golf

Club, the members of the Edinburgh Society spent a most enjoy-

able day at Glasgow on Friday, October 31. Some ten members

left Edinburgh by the 10 a.m. train, and arriving at their destination

an hour later, were met by the Glasgow men. The party then

started by motor for Hillfoot Golf Course, situated some miles

distant, and lying in a most beautiful part of the country. Even

for the one or two who did not play, the walk round the course

and the sight of the autumn landscape which was thereby afforded

them were sufficient enxoyment in themselves. On arriving at the

course the party were entertained to lunch in the club-house, and

a photograph having been taken—upon what was a unique occasion

in the annals of professional photography of the two cities—the

players were arranged, and drove off. The weather was of the

best, and the game was greatly enjoyed by all—in spite of the

sad fact that Edinburgh was beaten by five games to three.

Afternoon tea having been served, the party now returned by

train to the city. On arriving at the low-level station at Queen

Street, and ascending the steep stair to the realms of light and

air, the twenty stalwart golfers, labouring under the weight of

clubs and the day's achievement, were obliged to pass between

two swarthy ticket-collectors. It was considerably to the mortifica-

tion of the party, therefore, when one keeper of the gate was heard

to observe to his fellow, over the heads of his victims, "There'll

be nae gress left on HUlfoot Golf Course the day, Charlie
!

"

The Edinburgh men were now entertained to dinner, where they

were joined by otliers of both cities who had not participated in

the game. A letter of apology for absence had been received from

Councillor Drummond Shiels, of Edinburgh.

Mr- Drummond Young, president of the Edinburgh Society,

was formally introduced by the captain of the Glasgow Golf Club,

Mr. Weir. It had been at the back of their minds, said Mr. Weir,

that the formation of the golf club among Glasgow photographers

has been merely a preliminary step toward the forming of a pro-

fessional society in that city, and that in this connection Mr. Young

would speak upon the experiences of the Edinburgh Society. Mr.

Young then gave a brief account of the work done by the society

since its inception, explaining its aims and objects, and advocating

strongly the inauguration of a society upon similar lines in Glasgow.

The value of an association to any kind of business man was pointed

out, and it was suggested that the societies of both cities could

afterwards amalgamate to form the nucleus of a Scottish Society

of Professional Photographers. Several questions were then asked

and suggestions made, and it was generally felt that such an associa-

tion should immediately be formed in Glasgow.

Mr. Young then proposed the health of the Glasgow men, and

thanked them heartily on behalf of himself and his fellow-members

for the delightful day and the lavish hospitality which had been

given them, and he extended to his hosts an invitation to come

through to Edinburgh in the sprmg when, it was hoped, the men

of Edinburgh would be able to revei-se both the kindness and the

BCore. The toast of the guests then followed, and Mr. Young, in

replying, proposed the health of Mr. Robt. Scott, of Kodak, Ltd.,

who had been chiefly instrumental in organising the Glasgow Golf

Club, and to whose credit, along with that of Mr. Robertson, tie

success of the day had been due. Mr. Scott thanked the meet-

ing in an eloquent and thoughtful sjeech.

The Edinburgh party returned by the 9 pm. train.

Mb- Robert H. Rice, whose complaint of alleged profiteering

figured in the report of the Professional Photographers' Associar

tion published last week, asks us to correct the name of the district

given as thai of his place of business; this should have been

Waltham Cross, not Walthamatow.

i
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COMiercial$£eaal imelllsencee

At TBI LojfDOx BiXKxrPTCT CouBT on Friday lut the first meet-
ing of creditont was appointed to be held under the failure re

Richard Cardwe'.l Barron, of 7, Queen Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.,
pfaotogrspher, lately carrying on bnsinesa at 19, Cheapeide, E.C.,
and lately reaidinf; at Shedfield, Ashley Road, Thames Ditton.

The Receivinf; Order wa» made on the petition of a creditor,

the act of bankruptcy being the debtor's failure to comply with
the reqairemenU of a bankraptcy notice. The debtor had not
anrrendend under the proceedings, therefore no information was
available aa to his liabilitiea and assets. An officer of the Court
had attended at the debtor's various ndilrimci. and foand that he
had not bean seen at any of them for soBe time. The debtor's
wife had been found, but she stated that she had been separated
from the debtor for 8 or 9 years, and during that period he had
not contribnted towards her support. There was no property at

her address belonging to the debtor, and she knew nothing about
his aifain. The Official Receiver went to Shedfield, Ashley Road.
Thames Ditton, and was told that the debtor left there about three

raoaihs ago. It was stated that at Thames Ditton he went in the

nam* of Barron, Sandey, and Smith. The debtor formerly rented

the house at £45 per annum in the name of Sandey, but he left

in June la»t owinK a quarter's rent, and the landlord was making
a claim againat him for dilapidations. As there was not a quorum
of creditors present no resolutions could be passed, and the estate

was formally left in the hands of the Official Receiver.

LlOAt Noncxs.—A first dividend of 5s. in the £ has been declared
in the sstate of Henry Arthur Yvery Heathoote, photographer, of,

*ad lately carrying on business at, 22, St. Jamea' Street, Piccadilly.

London. The dividend was payable on November 6, 1919, at the

offices of the Tmstee, 1, Guildhall Chambers, Baainghall Street, E.G.

\ fin* and final dividend at lU. T^d. in the £ has b«a declared in

the ca«i^of Chariea Frederick Siedle (trading under the style of Siedic

Brr«.), 60, Walter Road, .Swansea, and 13, Hrathfie'.d Street. Swan-
tea, photographer. The dividend was payable on November 6 at the

Oovemmeot BoiMiags, St. Mary's Street, Swansea.

oHMnM D

Reios ana Rotes.

Imm ntAM OnmntXT Cmtptvr, of C'.:. ..-ndon Street, Oxford, hi>s

a six pafre circular of tcstininniaU from those who have

by the oae of the Cjah prrparationa in the treatment of

developer akin pniaowing. A copy of the leaflet ia obtainable frcf

•>o •ppiicattoo.

EsnotnMR'OLUMOW Gotr Match.—Aa reported on another

fiage, profosional photograph>r« of Edinburgh and Olasguw, on
the owsinw of • joint meetiiii; lirld at Glasgow on Friday last,

Ortnbsr 31, t«ok pari in a very mjovable golf match on the Hill-

Larr m Riom: 9tuatmm.—>!•«. J. W. Romaey, lu ••! riu.m.nn iKdim
MoltoM iB4ta.>, Wkyw iOI«*.l. Mik-h^il if}l««.i, l>- i.lin i

esiS <Mla t, Palseni (Helantbar^hi. M>««lpin> ;U< i'

aaw ^U^^a.}, Rasfebrook IMia.), Htiintio (Bdln.i. , i'liillin
.aula). Dnxr (Ula«.|.

flrmw.-MMas. W«tr (OIm.), T*rbar7(Olu.i, Whjts (OIm.), Robertson <OI>f.i,
•aaCeO 40las.). Roaaer lOtaa.),

foot CQorse, the use of which wa< kindly granted by the Douglae
Park Club. We arc indebted to the Tirm of Mr. George Romney,
of Saochiehall Street, for the photograph of the party on the golf

'ourse.

Packard Shutters.—Messrs. J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., of Church
End Works, Willesden, N.W.IO, advise us that they have been
appointed sole agents for the United Kingdom for the celebrated
"Packard-Ideal Silent Studio Shutters," and that a very larpe
consignment has just arrived, enabling them to supply any of the
various sizes listed from stock.

.\ERiAL Photography.—In the House of Commons during the
week-end Lieut.-Colonel Moore-Brabazon asked the Under-Secre-
tary of State to the Air Ministry what steps, if any, have been
taken to use the experience obtained during the war in aerial phot-o-

graphy for mapping purposes towards revising and helping in
ordnance survey work in England, in view of the fact that so many
mape are now out of date?

Major-General Seely : As my hon. and gallant friend is aware.
the Board of Agriculture is responsible for Ordnance Survey Maps.
A Committee, with representatives of the War Office, Admiralty.
and .\ir Ministry, have been considering the general question of
maps, including those specially required for air purposes, for which,
undoubtedly, aerial photography will be of the greatest value.

Comspondencee
'.• CorrtspondenU should never write on both sides of the paper. No

notice is taken of communications unless tlie names and addresses

of the vriters are given.

',' We do not tmdertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by
owr eorre^ondtnts.

THE ETERNAL QUESTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Regarding the letter from "Still Hoping" in the
is»ue of 31st ult., may I suggest that a great improvement in con-
ditions would undoubtedly be effected if assistants would join the

National Union of Shop Assistants?

Efforts to form a " Photographic Assistants' Union " are ap-

[larently hopeless ; the proposal to form a Union under the auspices

of the P. P. A. will appeal to very few assistants.

Possibly the Union of Shop Assistants would lend their orgauisa-

tion for the formation of a photographic section.—Yours faithfully,

A. W. WOODMANSEE.
185. Crown Street, Peterborough, November 3.

BARIUM SULPmUE -VND SULPHIDE TONING.—

A

WARNING.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Owing to its beiter keeping qualities and grea/ter

convenience in handling, the sutwtance being a dry powder which

itppears to be non-hygroscopic, the iu» of barium sulphide in

sulphide toning is increasing amongst amateurs. I should, however,

like to poin* out that, unless the prints are very well washed

tmfore putting in tlie barium solution, and also between the barium

solution, and any clearing bath which may be used, there will ue

formed in the emulsion iiwolublo saH« of barium, which in tha

rase of glossy papers may utterly min the surface of the print.

.Xmongat these insoluble compounds I may mention the sulphate.

phosphate, chromate (yeUow), and ferricyanide. Needless to say

the corresponding sodium salts are solnble, so that no trouble of

this kind arises when sodium sulphide is used.

Should, however, it be desired to continue the use of the barium

compound, the remedy is quite simple. Kefore using the barium

sohition add to it a little solution of Glauber's salt. This, if suf-

ficient be added, precipitates the whole of the barium as sulphate,

in which form it is quite innocuous, whilst the sulphide remains in

solution in combination with the sodium of the Glauber's salt. It

is not neccssJiry to filter, as the barium sulphate quickly settle^.

The cost of tlie Glauber's salt is a few pence per pound. Of course,

this is exactly equivalent to using sodium sulphide in the fintL

instance.—Yours faithfully,

T. H. Grebnaix.

Chorloy, November 4, 1919.
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JInsiDers to Correspotidenis*—
SPECIAL NOTICE.

In accordanc* with our present practice a smaller space will be

allotted to reolifs to correspondents.

We will answer hy post if stamped atid addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: 5-cent International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be anstoered in the Friday's
'

' Journal '

' must reach us

not later than Tuesday (posted Monday)
, and should be addressed

to the Editors.

W. P. S.—According to tJie latest edition of Kelly's Directory

there are 12 there.

J. E.—We do not think that you will gain anything by the arrange-

ment you sketch. You would do better, we think, to add two
more lamps to your existing installation.

W. N.—Sketch portraits are not made by bleaching, but by vignet-

ting and blocking out. You will find full working instructions

on their making in the little manual, " Sketch Portraiture," which

our publishers issue, price lOd. post free.

R. K.—Most of the exhibitors at the exhibition of the Royal Photo-

graphic Society are open to supply duplicates of their exhibits.

The prices in many cases are stated in the catalogue. In others,

no doubt they are obtainable direct from the exhibitors, addresses

of whom you will find in the catalogue.

D. K.—We think under the New Retail Businesses (Licensing) Order

the addition of dealing in apparatus and materials to your present

business would be regarded as the establishment of a new retail

business, and in that case you require to obtain a licence for

the addition. The office for your district is 15, Athol Crescent,

Edinburgh.

J. W.—1. Canvassing for enlargements is certainly a business within

the Retail Businesses (Licensing) Order. Any licence would apply

only to one particular town. 2. You would have to obtain a

licence to take ferrotype portraits, and in this case also a

different licence would have to be obtained according to where

the work is done.

H. G.—If the half-tone block is at all a decent one you ought

to get a very much better print from it than the specimen

sent, which is a very poor thing. We think your best plan

would be to send the block to a photo-engraver, and get him to

make the best etcher's proof from it. It is quite impossible to

make a copy from the block itself.

J. B.—1. You certainly require a licence, the office for which is 99,

Queen's Gate, South Kensington, S.W.7. 2. Generally speaking,

such functions require to be taken in at least 12 x 10 size, and

the best camera, for the sake of lightness of weight, is one of

the somewhat tapering-bellows type such as the Watson " Acme."
The lens should be one of about 16-in. focal length.

S. AND H.

—

\s, apparently, you are aware, no licence is required

for a>na'eur developing and printing business which is obtained

through the post or through the medium of advertisements in

newspapers which circulate throughout the country. But if a

regular photographic business of any kind is otarted a licence is

required. The office for your district is 80, Westbourne Terrace,

Paddington.

C. L.—The Retail Businesses (Licensing) Order applies to any kind
of photographic business carried on regularly—that is, with people

in the neighbourhood. It would certainly apply to you, and
the office to which you should apply is Harehill Barracks, Leeds.

In some towns the authorities also insist that a house-to-house

canvasser for portraits should have a hawker's licence. You can
only ascertain this by making application to your local head police

office.

C. A. C.—The fixing bath formula in the "B.J." which is made
up with raetabisulphite is just as good for gaslight papers as the
acid hardening fixing bath containing also alum. Both of these
baths may be used for both plates and papers without any harm.

[November 7, 1919.

so long as they remain free from sUin, but it is a mistake to
use baths for prints which have been much used for plates since
it is difficult to tell from the appearance of the print whether
it has been fixed thoroughly or not. 'I'here is no special necessity
to varnish negatives which have been intensified by the chromium
method. Such negatives are quite as permanent as those unin-
tensified.

G- K.—The only two systems of gas lighting for studio work are
the "Howellite," of Messrs. J. J. Griffin and Sons, Ltd., Kemble
Street, Kingsway, W.C, and the " Powerful," of Messrs. Kodak,
Ltd., Kingsway, W.C. Both of these installations wUl certainly
give decent results, but exposures are relatively long, five or
six seconds under good conditions of lens and plate, and the
heat of the burners (there are about 20 of them) makes the in-
stallation unsuitable for use in summer in a studio of small
size or in any room which is not very well ventilated. The coBt
of the installation is, or was, about £5.

A. N.—The number of lamps or total candle-power depends upon
the shortness of the exposure required; for very rapid work
6,000 c.p. is needed, but in the ordinary way 3,000 c.p. (say six
500 c.p. lamps) will be sufficient. If these are placed in a curve
so that the first is opposite the middle of the background about
8 ft. away and 8 ft. from the floor with the others rather lower
until the end one is near one side of the studio and about 6 ft.
high, you will have a good general aiTangement. The box arrange-
ment would be rather too concentrated. The best way of fixing
is to have the counterbalanced reflectors as sold by the General
Electric Company, 67, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G.

-'^- F-—1- The office for your district is 99, Queen's Gate, South
Kensington, S.W.7. 2. It is doubtful whether the taking
of photographs fbr the newspaperg is » retail busi-
ness according to the Order, but certainly a licence
for ordinary portraiture would also cover the making
of photographs for the newspapers. 3. You do not tell
us the working space so we cannot tell whether wo are recom-
mending a lens of too long focus, but your requirements wiTl
be best met by a carte-de-visite portrait lens of 6 or 7 in. focal
length. This will give you very fine definition on a quarter of a
i-plate, as good as any you can get with a much more expensive
anastigmat, and the lens will be more rapid than any of these
latter. If you want a shorter focus than 6 ins., the best choice
you can make is one of the high-class /'/4.5 anastigmats, such
as the Cooke or Ross '" ."Cpres."

The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World.
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mMie tfirA «( tiia hnain— which may aocnie to the photocraphcra
tekiag op tha• cf Iba eiDaaaatoKrafib camos. (P. 661.)

lahjaartaola thia waak "PnetioDa" daala with aoma ol the quta-
liona wUeb ariaa ia mihint a tihanga from ooa atudio to anothor.
TlMaa eaae«« not only th« uffatioK oooditmia, hot alK> baajnaaa and
xaal m ittw which hava thatr ialMcaeeapaii tka maintananoa of Ui«
pranona patruaaft ol tha aladio which ia takan o*«. (P. 660.)

A writar ia " Aiaaxan Photography " on
mpha (or eooiaiafcial porpoaca ccnphaciaaa a eantion aa io the mia-

hy " on the makii^ of photo-
riaaa a oaotion aa to the mia-
that they will appeal aimplyiaka of qnotiai' lo>w prioaa'in thr

an aoooant of ibair townaaa. (P. 662.

Tba daalb bM «icui>naJ of oae of the old profeariooal photographart,
Mr. J. T. Cbaflh^ of YaoriL |P. 663 )

A }aaa at aoaia iii<ii«al in conoecttoo witb the prieea of mounta
waa baard oa Tnaadav laat is Sboreditoh Coonty Court, whan jod^;-

ent wma (ivaa oo turn ptioa qocatioo and alao on the point aa to

whatbar loadb rauinad (or a eonaidenbU period by a ooataoMr bad
«r bad aoi baan ordarad. (P. 660.)

Tba diaaar of Uia Oroydoo Camera Oob laat week waa a happy
of a fonotioA which in pro-war daya waa among tne

Bjoyabta of tba photographie yt»T. (P. 66a)

In oatdoor photographic wnrb in winter aooie vary ordinary yet im-

portant pratMtiona naad to be taken aa regarda the oare of outfit.

«boi«a of plaUa, and aroidaaca of moiatar«L (P. 668.)

PartiBalarly for work in winter there ia an adTaotace in makioc up
daiahipiiig, aolntaina ot (jnadra^)!? t-he nornial atrFnguFi lO aa to allow

af tba worfcia^ darabpar being rompounded, when naoeaaary, with a

largar praportiaa of pyro. (P. 657 )

A firtber meana of obtaining prioU of daeent oootraat from neea-

tirea taken oader dull liflfatinK mditiona ia mantioned on page 666.

One or twa mioor it«na wbioh eootribote io the aatiafactory oae of

laatoaa Wrada in Iba akodio are tba aobiert of a paracraph on page

667.

EX CATHEDRA.
To-morpowr Although w© announced last week that
Onljf, to-day, Friday, is the latest time at

which advertisement* may be accepted for the forthcoming
" British Journal Almanac," we learn from our pub-

lishers thtkt it will probably be possible for them to include

in the volume announcements the order for which ia

definitely given before noon to-morrow, Saturday, Novem-

ber 15. In the case of these eleventh-hour orders, it is

understood that the " copy " for the advertisement followa

immediately. Time presses; a large part of the
" Almanac " is now in the printers' hands, and the prompt

setting and proofing of the advertisement section are

necessities for the carrying out of the scheduled programme

of printing and binding, details of which, in the case of

a large book like the " Almanac," have to be settled long

in advance.
• • *

Strong Although most plate-makers publish

Developers^ formulte for making pyro-soda developers

in quantities of 80 ounces of each solution, this is not

always the beet way of mixing the developer. It permits

of dilution, but doee not provide for increasing the strength

should occasion arise, nor does it allow the proportions of

soda and pyro to be varied in a convenient manner. For

example, it is impossible even to double the amount of pyro

in the mixed developer, as there is only the required

quantity in the pyro solution before any soda is added. In

the winter it is often desirable to us© a more concentrated

developer to obtain density from rather flat subjects,

especially copies. This is quite easy if the solutions are

made up to 20 ounces only in bulk, the same quantity

of chemicals being used as for the 80 ounces of the

original formula. There need be no confusion in diluting

to normal strength, as it is only necessary to take as many

drachms of each solution as ounces of developer are

required, and to make up to the full bulk with water. If

double the pyro only or double the soda be required, tha

extra quantity of concentrated solution is added, and then

diluted to make the same bulk. In cases where the solu-

tion.1 are not used in a day or two the stronger solution will

be found to have much better keeping qualities.

• • •

Festoon There are one or two little details in

Blinds. connection with the fitting of festoon

blinds which it i.i as well to bear in mind. One is that the

wires used should be as smooth aa nossible ; a good tinned

or galvanised single iron wire is better than a twisted ot

plaited cable. Another is that the wire should not be tort

thick, as a thick wire needs a very strong pull to keep it

taut. Tlie rings on the curtains should be large enough to

pass over the straining bolt, so that it is not necessary to
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take the latter off the wire every time the curtains have to

be washed or cleaned. During the winter the white cur-

tains should be frequently washed, and this is easily done if

they can readily be dismounted. It is an excellent plan to

have two sets, so that a clean set can replace the soiled

ones at once. There is then no occasion to hasten the

kiundry folk, and if the washing be done at home there is

no need to remove the rings if these are solid brass. If

electro brass or tinned iron rings are used there is a great

risk of iron-mould stains, which cannot occur with brass

rings. For the dark blinds, black or other dark-coloured

Bolton sheeting, as was used for Zeppelin blinds, will be
found a very satisfactory material : not only is the fabric

thicker, but there seems to be much less tendency for the
colours to fade.

* * H

Greater Con- Owing to the softer lighting prevalent
trast from during the winter it is often difficult to

jj''"*®r »btain a sufficiently brilliant result in
* the finished print. Many photographers'

showcases can give abundant evidence of this in the case of

football oi other groups, taken perhaps late in the day.

The negatives give prints lacking in contrast and in the

brilliance beloved of the non-photographic public. Under
these conditions it is a good plan to increase the contrast of

the picture by the following simple means. The negative

K slightly under-developed, yielding an image on the weak
side. The printe are made upon one of the vigorous grades

of gaslight paper, the idea of slightly under-developing the

negative being to produce a negative more suited to the

paper and preventing the harshness that would result if

the negative were of full density. It is surprising what a

great deal of increased contrast may be obtained in this

way, and the plan is commended to all photographers en-

gaged in out-of-door work during the winter season.

« • •

Time Saving. In many businesses a great saving of

time, not to say an avoidance of error,

might be made by giving distinctive letters and numbers
to the various articles and styles dealt with instead of

giving a more or less detailed description in words. Dur-
ing the war we have got accustomed to this method in con-

nection with Government forms, and we realise how much
time is saved by asking for Army Form 6142 instead of

giving details of the application or report which it is de-

sired to make. This principle is particularly suitable for

the photographic industry, where a multiplicity of sizes,

colours, surfaces, and mounts have to be dealt with. One
large trade firm has already done this, and has issued

samples bearing distinguishing letters anii numbers, so that
if a customer requires a glossy print sepia-toned with white
margin he has only to give the size and a certain number,
say A. 2, to ensure accuracy in the execution of his order.

Some of the enlarging firms have tried to do something in

this way by giving fancy names to the styles, but this is

clumsy, and more likely to lead to mistakes, besides not
allowing for slight variations in style to be readily classi-

fied. In large portrait businesses each current style might
be numbered on the same system, saving space in booking
and preventing misunderstanding in the work rooms.

The Choice
of a
Camera.

We are sometimes asked by beginners
in portraiture to advise them in the

selection of their studio outfit, without
any indication as to the class of work they propose to do,

as if there was a standard camera which would be suit-

able for any studio in any locality. This is, of course,

very far from being the case, as the apparatus which is

suitable for a high-class business is not likely to be the

best, irrespective of cost, for a cheap one. The orthodox

12 X 10. studio or salon camera with a repeating-back

attachment for cabinets is undoubtedly the best one to

choose for the first, while the second must be fitted with

such an apparatus as will allow a large quantity of work

to be done with the smallest expenditure of material and

labour. If small " panels," passport portraits and post-

cards form the bulk of the work, one of the special camerat

made to give a number of exposures upon one plate will

be found most useful, this being supplemented by a

camera, say of whole-plate size, which could be used for

cabinet portraits and groups as well as general outdoor

work. In order that portrait lenses could be used this

camera should be of the parallel bellows form, and should

be provided with a studio stand as well as the usual

tripod.
»

OUTDOOR WORK IN WINTER.
While the amateur worker can pick and choose the oppor-

tunities for satisfactory work during the winter months,

his professional brother has to take things as they come,

and to obtain the best results which are possible in the caas

of groups, estate subjects, or other outdoor commercial

work with which he may be commissioned. Therefore, he
is under the necessity of adjusting his practice to the very

different conditions of the season, on which subject some
few notes may be not without interest. If some of the

points upon which emphasis is laid seem to be obvious, it

may be urged in extenuation of their mention that cases

frequently come to our notice where their neglect is the
,

cause of work of indifferent quality.
|

In the first place, something requires to be said on the

greater degree of protection which apparatus requires

during the damp winter months than is often given to it.

A stout case, waterproof and damp-proof, may be set

down as an absolute necessity. For such a case there is no
more suitable material than leather, but if the present con-

siderable cost of a leather case is an objection, a very effi-

cient substitute may be found in a box made of the light

three-ply 'wood and covered with waterproof canvas or

twill. A case of this description will give not the slightest

ground for complaint as regards its satisfactory protection

of the apparatus, if the precaution be taken to keep the

camera and slides well wrapped within it in a waterproof

focussing cloth. This latter may be regarded as an essen-

tial in outdoor winter photography in any circumstances

where the care of an expensive camera is a consideration.

Apropos of this matter, it is worth while to remind the

photographer that an outfit which has been used through-

out a day of damp weather should be given rather more
than ordinary care on the return to the studio. It is worth

while to take the trouble to open out the camera and wipe

it thoroughly with a dry cloth, for there is certain to be

a film of moisture over the instrument, no matter how
waterproof the case may be. It is just as well to leave the

camera fully extended in a warm, dry room for a few hours,

and attention to these points will be found to be the secret

of keeping the apparatus in first-class condition and of

avoiding the warping of its more delicate woodwork.

In the matter of plates a common mistake is that of using

the fastest plates which can be got. For all stand-camera

work the photographer is immensely better equipped with

a fairly slow plate with which contrast can readily be

obtained, and which, moreover, is one that may be forced

in a slightly warm developer in order to bring out shadow

detail. Unless a special subject calls for a plate of the

orthochromatic or panchromatic variety, the outdoor

worker is best equipped for the difficulties peculiar to the

winter season when his dark-slides are loaded with plates

of "ordinaiy" rapidity, that is to say, of a marked speed of

about 100 il and D. In conjunction with a fairly oon>
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oentrated developer it is remarkable what superior results

may be obtained under dull weather conditions in com-

parison with those made on plates of the ultra-rapid kind.

For hand-camera work a faster plate is, of course, a neoes-

Atty, but here a^in there is a positive advantage in using

one which is several degrees short of the most rapid obtain-

able, and thu» facilitates the making of negatives of decent

contract under unfavourable conditions. The softer lighting

of winter, while it imposes the necessity of lengthening

hand-camera exposures where po.~sible, ia undoubtedly best

oompensated for by the use of a plate which is generally

rlafltifid nmply ab " extra-rapid.''

A further matter for caution, in avoiding flat results, is

the freedom of the surfaces of tlie lens from condensed

moisture. Photographers are generally familiar with the

deposition of moisture when a lens ia taken from a cold

atmosphere into one which is both warm and charged with
moisture. But in continuous outdoor work in winter dim-
ming of the lena surfaces readily occurs in a variety of

circumstances, and is one of those things which is apt to

eacape observation. A final polish of the glass elements
i« one of those things which ought not to be neglected, on
which account the type of lens consisting only of two
oement*<-l combinations is on this s.-ore preferable to that

in which a number of single elenurit:! make up the objec-

tive. Tt is a matter of a few seconds to poli.sh the surfaces

of the former, whereas in the case of the latter the removal
of the eta.«ei by chilled fingers is a thing to be avoided. A
preparation, "Clarocit," is now obtainable from Fallow-
Beld's and other large dealers, the application of a thin

film of which to the Iwis surfaces will go a long way towards

obviating a deposit of moisture which can have any
injurious effect.

A further point to which reference may well be made is

that of developing plates as soon as possible after exposure,
or at any rate keeping them in a dry condition until

development. Gelatine is a material which absorbs mois-
ture readily, and though exposed plates in a dry condition
retain the latent image in an unimpaired condition for a

very long time, it is, we think, not safe to assume that the

same holds good when the plate is damp. Although we
cannot recall any scientific measurements in support of the
belief, we think the keeping of plates in a damp state for

some days between exposure and development is a cause of

flatness and weakness in the negative.

The photographer himself must not be neglected in these
winter provisions. The outdoor worker who may have
to spend a day on damp ground should look to his own com-
fort in the way of footwear. Stout boots should be worn,
and may well be further brought into waterproof condition

by plentiful application of a preparation such as dubbin.
Many, too, will find a pair of leggings or puttees a positive

comfort in keeping the whole body comfortably warm. No
photographej* can expect to do work to his full satisfaction

when hands and feet are cold. Although gloves are felt to

be awkward by many in handling focussing gear or other
part« of the apparatus, yet if it is possible a pair of stout

woollen gloves ^better than leather on account of their

flexibility) should be worn as much as possible, or if they
are objected to a pair of knitted mittens, which leave the

fingers free and unrestricted, are not to be despised in very
cold weather.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

I

[Previoos ilidsi tt this series, in which th« aim of the writer is to oommnnicate items of a long experience In studio

portraitara, h*Ts sppusrsil wvekly sinoe ths beginning of the present year. It ia not thought possible to continue the series to the

'Isagth et that by the same writer whioh ran tbraogb the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

f—siaMuo of pbotograpbers, and partioalarly those engaged as assistant!, has a particular subjeot which might be dealt with, his

or bsr snggMtion will b« weloouied. The sabieeU of tha preTioos articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk Aboot UgMnc (Jan. 5).

Tbs Camera and the L«n« (Jan. 10).

Ifanagliig ibe Hitter (Jan. 17).

Background! (Jan. 24).

Btodio F.x(io*ares (Jan. 31).

Artificial lighting (Feb. 7).

Priming Praoaaaes for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

Stadio Aees—ortes and Furniture (Feb. 21).

Tba BnnwindingB of the Htudio (Feb. 28).

Stndio Beatinc and Vrntilalion (March 7).

The Postcard Studio I March 14).

The PnotingRoom (March 21).

Aboat the Raeaption Room (March 28).

Home Portraitara (April 4).

FbrUble Studios (Apnl 11).

Cnpying (April 18).

Haodline the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

EnlariTPmanta (May 9).

Advertisinir th« Sltnlio (Mav 16).

MounUaml^' i Mav 23).

numnoss M< '

y 30|.

riiotographing v iiiiuren (June 6).

Portraits of £lderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

The Dark-Iloom and Its Fittings (July 4).

Plates and Their Work (July 11).

Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head (Jul; 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workiihop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)

l.i«>aky Roofs ^Se)>t. 5).

Illinds and Curtains (Sept. 12).

Miniatures (Sept. 19).

Printing Portrait Negatives (Sept. 26).

Wedding Groups (Oct. 3).

Combinntinn Printing (Oct. 10).

FlashliRht Work .Oct. 17).

Fla«hliiiht Portraiture (Oct. 24).

The Question of Outfit (Oct. 31 .

Telephoto lenses for Professional Work (Nov. 7).

Thxu are taw photographers who work thronghoat their career

in the same stu.lio. It may be that a change is necessitated

by manicipal iiDprorements, the expiration of a lease, or by

the opportanity ansing of securing more desirable premises.

CHANGING QUARTERS.
In moat oases it will be found that the new quarteirs require

a little "getting used to," and the ease with which this is

done largely depends upon the knowledge of essentials poe-

spsscd by the photographer. Many of us recollect a cauie

U
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cd^e of a ivn years ago, when a Society airtist -who moved

into a new studio in the same street as the old one, bat with

A different aspect, brought an action for damages against the

firm wlho had designed it on the grounds thait it was impossible

to produce a certain distinctive class of work there. Miany

expert witnesses were called on either -side, but the weight

of evidence was overwhelming'y in favour of the new premises,

so that in addition to the temporary loss of prestige, the

photographer had to face a heavy bill of costs. Here the

whole thing in a nutshell was that the particular style of

lighting was one which came easily in the old premises, but

the photographer imagined it to be due alone to his own skill

and taete, and, failing to repi-oduce it, blamed tihe new studio.

Such exti-eme cases rarely occur, buit in a lesser degree the

trouble is fairly common, especially with those who have not

had the advantage of working as assistants in various studios

before starting on their own account. Nowadays studios are

not planned with the uniformity that formerly prevailed,

when only a few daring spirits -would venture upon any place

which had not a full northerti aspect, so that we must be

prepared to make the best of any point of tlie compass, and

with a liittlc intelligent consider.ifon this is not so difficult

a« it might appear.

If possible, it d« a good plan for the newcomer to study the

work of his predecessoi-, so as to ascertain what class of

lighting had actually been produced. This will often give

enoauragement, and in all cases will be instructive. As an

instance I m,ay mention a studio wiith a top light only in

which most excellent work had been done, but which the

newcomer quite failed to equal. I was invited to visit it, and

found that an alteration had .been made which had destroyed

all chance of good lighting. The studio was originally very

wide, so that by placing the sitter well to one side tflie light

fell obliquely upon the figure and obviated the toj) light effect.

My friend had decided that the studio was unnecessarily

wide, and had cuit off nearly one-half to form dressing-rooms

and a negative store, with the result that he was left with a

comparatively narrow top light wliich practically defied con-

trol. In another case the new tenant did not care for his

predecessor's work, and sought to improve upon it. This

was easily done by removing some boarding which had been

placed over the most useful part of the roof.

The man who moves into a north-light studio will usually

find all plain sailing, but if he moves from sucli a studio tJ

one where the sun is upon tlie gla.ss for the greater part of

the day, considerable modifications of his procedure will be

necessary. Here clean thin white blinds or curtains must be

used to cover what would bo dear glass in Jiis old studio, and

it will probably also be advantageous to be able to change

working ends at different times of the day.

Difference in height of the studio will sometimes cause a

little difficulty in obtaining certain effects of lighting. In a

low-roofed studio a slight change of the blinds causes a much
more decided effect than it would in a high-roofed one ; in

the latter case portable head or side screens may be needed

to produce the desired result. The nature of the glazing is

also an important factor. Oi"ound glass gives a uniformly

soft effect, and is more in place in a southein or western aspect

than in a northern one, where it will tend to produce flatness.

It is often very beneficial to replace three or four breadths ol

ground glass by clear, which will give more sparkle in dull

weather. Rolled or ribbed glass is much better than (ground,

as it diffuses the light without intercepting any, and does not
give so much glare if the sun strikes upon it. Little differ-

ence in working will be noticed as compared with clear glass,

while of course it prevents overlooking as effectively as ground
gla«!t.

The photographer who take« over a studio should not accept

matteiTs as they stand, but endeavour to make the working
conditions as nearly like those to which he has been accus-

tomed as {xrasible. As a rule, a good olean-up of glass and
blinds is necessary, and the sooner this is done the better.

A general renovation of studio, reception and dressing rooms
is calculated to make a good impression upon both odd and
new customers, who are not slow to notice these things, though
they may say nothing at the time.

When taking over a going concern, the nature of the former
proprietor's clientele must be carefully studied and the

greatest care taken to avoid offending them. In West-end
studios the type does not vary much, but in provincial towns
and in many snburbs the connection may be mainly among
membere of a certain denomination, and a change of proprie-

torship such as I have known, from an Anglican sidesman
to a sporting freethinker, is Hkely to cause a large number
of secessions, whose places have to be filled by a new class

who consider only the pictui-es and not the producer. For
the same reason it is not wise to sweep away all the old
styles until it is certain that customers prefer the new ones,
although it is veiy desirable to educate sitters into an appre-
ciation of better-class work. We are all naturally moi'e or
less critical, except concerning our own business and our ovm
productions. In taking over a studio we should be critical of

the work and the style of business as it stands. In some
respects we may find that the old proprietor knew more than
we do, and in such cases his example should be followed, and
any improvements which suggest themselves added. For
example, if he was dilatory in sending out proofs and finished

work, a special effort should be made to expedite delirary. If

he was inclined to be disagreeable over re-sittings, we must be
more obliging. These, of course, are the conunonplacee «f

retail business methods, but photographers are not always
alive to them. As far as the staff is concerned, I am rather
inclined to advise following the example of the clergy and
the licensed victuallers. In both these "industries" it is

usual for the incomer to bring a new staff with him—curates
or baimaids, as the case may be. There is nothing which
hampers a business man so badly as to have a staff which
thinks it knows how to run his business better than he does,
and it is best to get the matter over before taking possession.
In the case of taking over a business as it stands, a careful

inventory of the articles included in the sale should be
demanded before any money is paid. I mention this Ibeoause

of a case which once came under my notice where many
articles of furniture and some apparatus was removed by the
original proprietor on the plea iSiat tliey were not his own
property, but lent by a relative. In such circumstances the
purchaser has either to grin and bear the loss or to resort to
legal proceedings, while if the ownership had been dearly
defined before any payment was made, a deduction could
have 'been daimed if deemed equitable.

A word of advice to assistants. I have pointed out tlie

advantage the assistant who becomes a proprietor possesses
over the ex-amateur who buys a business without studio
experience, but it rests with the assistant to make use of his
opportunities. He should not be content with merely making
such sittings as may come his way, by using Ms employer's
"stock lighting," but should endeavour to find out the cai)a-
bilities of the studio for himself. Years ago there was often
great jealousy between employers and their helpers, but 1

am glad to say that this is in a fair way to disappear, and
most photographers are now willing to help their assistants
to improve their work. In more than one case this attitude
proved to be the salvation of the business when the employer
was called up for active sea-vice.

Pkaoticus.
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MAKING MONEY WITH A MOTION-PICTURE
CAMERA.

I

The ambitioiu joang man or woman determined to break into

Ae atadioe as a motion-picture phutographer will find his or

h«r progreaa barred bj the fact that the number of staff camera
operator* ia neoeaaaril; limited. The ranks are already over-

•rowded, and onlets jou hare a whole string of successes to

jour credit, your only chance of attaining your ambition lies

in working your way through the film factory.

But there ia nothing like the school of experience as a means
at ultimately becoming skilled in this particular kind of work

—work that is as exacting as it is fascinating. You don't

need to poaseas unlimited capital ti> enter the field as a free-

lance, though, of course, the mure money you have at yi>ur

•ummand the more yon can accomplish.

The free-lance cinematographer, no matter whether he rcsidii

in a amall town or a large city, need not complain of the lack

ef opportunities which lie at his wry door. I will dwell briefly

pun the principal ways of turnini; the motion-picture camera
to profitable account.

The latest derelopment is film-motion portraiture. Were
Tou to be " registered " before the exacting l«>>s of the motion-

picture camera for eight minutes, no lem than 7,680 separate

portraits would be taken at the rate of sixteen a second. Each
portrait would be a momentary record of the aitter's face, and
not dBb facial expression would be lost. On the screen you

would be under the eye of the spectator for eight minutes. Ejich

•>f the 7,680 photographs would not be a good likeneas, but it

would be the whole number projected in rapid sncoeasion that

would gi«« the faithful picture.

Yoa can retonch and fake a photograph to suit, but you can-

not tamper with a film. In fact, the only way is to do the

faking beforehand hj making up. and this doaa not always

Who would not like to have a permanent record of all the

<|uaint expwiioM that make a baby ao adorable f They are

o<t to as as W grow* older, but if be wen to pose on every

:nhday we woald be able to follow every stage of his child-

f-.l. and prsamt tbo precious strip of celluloid as an appro-

priate eoniing-of-age gift. S. II. Lifahey, « Brooklyn, New
York, pbotographar, makes a speciality of filming children in

action, and brings out their pleasing characteristics. He also

thum% tbem at play with their pets and their favourite paa-

timea. Children are bom photo-play actors, consequently they

require coaparatively little coaching.

Ji wedding occurs once, and it was left to a Frendiman to

•dswrtiae aoaething better than a group photograph. " NnpUal
Cinema.

—
^To Engaged Persons," runs the advertisement. " Do

you wish to preserve a vivid, living recollection of the happiest

day of your lifef Have a film photographed of the ceremony

(civic or rdigious) of your wedding, and in after years you will

be Abla to see yourselves on the screen—yoong, loving, fall of

Ikope for tbo future."

One oonple I know who married in 190S permit their wedding

movie to repose in the bank, only taking it out on each anni-

versary for their benefit and that of loving friend;.

Other oceasiona on which motion-picture films might be taken

are birthdays, vacations, and other family gatherings. By
making a practice of recording such events, we should find

many fanlta in ourselves which we did not believe before existed.

We would also be able to correct these manners in deportment,

speech and dreea, and improve ourselves socially aa well as in

a boaineas way.

Go to the local manufacturing factory and ofler, for a fair

•oosideration, to record on celluloid the manufacturing side of

the products, the size of the plant, how admirably situated it is,
and how the welfare of the employees is studied. You can,
fjerhaps, weave a little story around the whole. Suppose tho
article is machinery of some kind. The manufacturer's sales
men caJinot take samples to the prospect's office or factory, and
it is difficult to have his product shown at conventions, tradt-
shows, or similar gatherings of men whom he desires to interest
in his product. Until recently salesmen depended upon their
selling ability, aided by photograj)hs, drawings, and data in
regard to their goods. Where the prospective customer
wished to see a machine in operation it was customary for the-
manufacturer to pay his travelling expenses to vif it the plant,
but this practice proved exceedingly expensive, and often took
much, if not all, of the profit from the deal. The modem
method is to have the salesman provided with a reel for demon-
strative purposes. The salesman is equipped with a small
I>ortable paojecting machine with which to show the reel, and
in this way he is able to show his client all he wants to see,
with the satisfaction to all concerned.

The estate agent can find no more effective way of selling
property and loU tlian by the film. He saves the prospect
much time and money, and gains his goodwill by not sending
him on a fruitless journey.

City boosters need not compel people to imagine what they
liave to offer ; the undeveloped territory or pleasure reeort shown
on the screen speaks for itself.

Societies in need for funds and other assistance can secuie a
better response to their appeals by acquainting the photo-play-
going public with the good work th^ are doing.

Shopkeepers in a fairly large way of business will find a
short, local comedy or dramatic photo-play a big businoEb
bringer. The above methods have been tried and proved, eo
you should find it much easier to obtain assignments.

How about forming an amateur photo-play society ? When
you come to think of the millions who attend the movies, it i£

surprising how few enthusiasts have combined to produce a
simple local comedy or drama. All I can aseume is that they

have considered the amateur photo-play society far beyond the

bounds of practical possibility. They have made a grave mis-

take in adopting this attitude, for, in proportion to the r«sulte

attained, it is little or no more expensive than is dabbling at

ordinary photography on a moderate scale.

Those with acting ability can figure in the cast, while the

member poaseating the most dramatic aptitude should be made
tho director. The talented weaver of stories would be the right

man for scenario editor, provided he studied a book on photo-

play writing and mastered the technique of photo-play con-

struction. Last, but by no means least, you should do justice

to the position o' the camera-man.

If you can get the local photo-play shows to run your local

productions, it will be a feather in your cap, but you may prefer

to set up business on your own account. After having com-

pleted your first production, write all your friends and acquaint-

ances, soliciting their support. Your own film-library will fit

in like a glove, and you will not feel guilty of competing with

the regular shows in your vicinity, and in this way you will be

able to retain the friendship of the exhibitors and continue U>

supply their special needs.

You have, of course, the option of fixing your own territory,

but I would recommend your not going beyond a radius of

several miles. This will eecure for your pictures a much more
enthusiastic reception, because the spectators are especially
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interested in local films, produced by local talent, amid scenes

and things familiar to them.

Should you desire further clients, an advertisement in the

local newspaper, setting forth the charms of a private motion-

picture entertainment for social gatherings, clubs, societies, and

lodges, will, no doubt, achieve the results for which you strive.

Usually two pounds is charged for an hour's entertainment,

comprising about four reels, and one pound for each additional

honr. It is advisable to vary the films as much as possible,

for it is variety on which the photo-play industry has been

raised to its present prominent position.

Another field full of possibilities is in recording village

pageants, local athletics, and the like. However good the

printed page or photograph album may be in recalling the past,

ihere is nothing to equal or excel, the motion-picture. The

.only way by which we learn history is through the historian's

iacile pen. Word-painting has its limitations, but the camera

tiannot lie. Who would not he-artily enjoy our ancestors come

to life again ? Their quaint style of dress, the houses they

lived in, and the customs that prevailed at the time would

form a marked contrast to the way we live to-day. We should

not think of the present, for when we have served our allotted

span our successors will be as curious about us as we are about

our ancestors.

Even to-day, when a well-known man or woman dies, his or

her features have usually been caught by the motion-picture

camera. The animated newspapers revive the scenes, proving

how useful the motion-picture can be as a recorder of history.

Just because you live in a small town is no excuse for your

not taking up topical work, for you are probably tlie only

camera man in your own home town, and you are not up

against the competition that prevails in the big cities.

The animated newspapers have correspondents stationed in

most of the large cities, and in order to make a profitable con-

nection you will probably have to give an exclusive option on

your services, so far as the national field is concerned.

The news weeklies, circulating as they do from Land's End
to John o' Groat's, want only negatives of national importance.

A local fair, while of great importance to Sleepy Hollow folk,

would not appeal at all to Londoners. So, before covering a

subject, ask yourself whether it will appeal to people irrespec-

tive of their location.

Don't, whatever you do, develop the negative before shipping

it, for the film editor likes to be assured he is getting exclusive

stuff ; besides, he has better developing facilities, taking this

highly skilled work oft your hands.

Local topical work—and by this I mean events covered for

local exhibitors— is in some respects different. The progressiva

exhibitor realises that nothing attracts a full house and pro-

duces so much permanent advertising as a good topical reel.

I do not advocate taking local topicals on the off-chance. Put

the proposition up to some exhibitor beforehand, and obtain a

definite assignment The greater the number of prints in cir-

culation the cheaper you can rent them out. Many an exhibi-

tor, while favourably disposed toward having the exclusive

rights for their town, cannot pay the exclusive price. Their

maximum is around fivepence a foot, which should yield

you a fair profit if hired out to a string of theatres in your

vicinity.

The educational is but a short step. At present it is in great

demand as "filler" material, although if the interest of the

subject warrants it it is put out as a separate reel.

In operating in a fairly large city, expose film on the prin-

cipal thoroughfare, the largest public building, church, park,

theatre, and places of historic interest, and any interesting

industries.

Even if you do not intend giving home entertainments with

your film library, you will need a projection machine in order

to run each reel prior to public exhibition, for editing purposes.

The miniature projector has a shorter throw, but it is easier

to manipulate, and does not consume so much current, besides

effecting a three-figure saving.

By taking up motion-picture photography first as a hobby,

with the ultimate object of making it your vocation, there is no

reason why you should not eventually become known as the
" motion-picture man " of your town.

EsNEST A. Dbnch.

PRICE POLICY IN COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
(The following notes by Mr. O. D. Grain, Jun., in " American Photograi by " cannot be said to apply in equal measure in

this country, where undoubtedly more commercial photography is done for smaller business proiiositions than in the United

States. Nevertheless, the argument underlying them, viz., tha' a low price does not necessarily attract a certain class of cus-

tomer, is one deserving of consideration, since, broadly, the conditions uncler which photographs are taken for oommercial pur-

poses are the same in the two countries. The article wjU, at any rate, serve to f;ive a hint to the men newly starting to offer

first-rate commercial work not to err in the dire>:ti<in of cutting prices. The initial advantage is problematical, and such prices

may afterwards be a serious handicap.

—

Eds. " B.J."
|

A GOOD many commercial photographers to whom the writer

has talked in the last few months have the idea that while

they are entitled to a good deal more money in the way of

net profits than they are actually able to get, conditions in

their field are so peculiar that it is out of the question to

attempt to collect it. "The labourer and his hire," in tiheir

opinion, is a prelty theory which is entirely smashed in conflict

with the practical conditions under which the photographer

who is speciaJising in the business field is compelled to work.

Consequently the average member of the trade is eking out

an existence, paying most of his bills, and hustling Like the

mischief to ccllrct outstanding accounts, while his line of

credit at the supply house is generally strained to the breaking

point. In other words, he is a good fellow and an excellent

artisan when it comes to making pictures, but as a business

man he is a colos>3al joke. That is, he would be a joke if he

did not present such a p>athetic figure in the business world.

The purpose of this article is not simply to criticdse com-

mercial photographers for not getting as much money as they

are entitled to for their work. Most of them agree with the

idea, but simply fail in carrying it out. The object is to

suggest that they are starting wi'h the wrong premise, and
are assuming something that isn't so—name'y, that customers

are not willing to pay for good work.

Not long ago the writer wias in the office of a big furniture

manufacturer. This man does a business of hundreds of

thousands of dollars a year. He brings out ntw designs twice

a year, and these have to be photographed and included in his

catalogue, for the use of salesmen and merchants who handle
his line. He displayed some of the new photographs which
had just been made.

" Who took these? " he was asked.

The furniture man named a photographer in a city several

hundred mi'.es from his own, which, by the way, contains at

leasrt three photograplhera who could have handled that work
very nicely.
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"It co«t • good deal to bring an outsider here and have
him do the work," it wa» suggested. " Why didn't yon have
Blank, here in town, do the work?"
"Oh," »aid the raanufacturt-r, carelessly, "these local

photographers are too cheap. They are hardly ap to tnis

Mwt of thiog. The other fellow certainly knows how to charge
f.jr his work—I just paid the bill !—bat he deliTers the goods
MI photographs."

Withoot stopping to debate the question of the value of

•pedalisstion, and hence the development of a reputation for

being ab]<^ to do a certain thing superlatively well, it is clear

•hat in this case the local men had "queered" their own
;ame by making a charge v*ich was too far below that of

iheir hish-grade comp«titors in other cities to suggest that
«he quality ol tb«r work could possibly approximate what
was wanted.

As th« buyer of supplies in a certain big factory said not
Idig ago, " In purchasing goods I seldom consider tho low
man, if he is very far out of line. I know that either, he is

ot going to deliver the goods, and we will have trouble
ibrough the necessity of having to reject it, delaying us and
•MKuing tiim loss, or he will come out in the hole and be
UaaatisSed with the business. We want everybody who deals
*ith OS to make a legtimate profit, so that he can sUy in
imsiacM, give us just what we order, and find it worth while
M go out of his way to give us service."

Thftt is the modem way of doing things : not buying the
rerj <^eapast to be had, but seeking to combine service and
quality in the right piuportions hy being willing to pay the
|in.-e which these things comman.l in the open market.
Photographs, especially tho«e that an intended to serve a

specific commercial purpose, lend themselT^ especially to the
development of quality business, for the reason that the pro-
fessional element enters into the proposition, and the customer
can appreciate the fact that exceptional Ulent must be paid
lor accordingly. The photographer who would get a reputa-
tion for turning ont good work, conversely, most leahi how
lo obnrge a good price. The two go together, in moat oases,

the average buyer has learned that he usually gets just
•boat what he pays lor.

The commercial artiH who is doing a job at a price which
'•arely allow* a profit, but one which can be seen only with
the aid o( a high-power microscope, is going to try to cut the
ooniers at every stage of the game. He has no choice in the
inatter. If be lost money on every order he would soon kick
himself out of his job, and consequently the low-price work
»»u*t be done at correspondingly low east. Instead of taking
» time expoMire, even where it is desirable, he will make a
iUshligbt oat of it and beat it to the next job. Hurry-up
mstbods in development and printing will be enrployed, in
which quality may gat some consideration, but probably not
much. He will get oat a photograph that will show the things
Uwt were to have been sboam, in most cases, but which could
have been improved upon vastly if more time had been taken.
That is "commercial " work in its worst sense. It is work

* hich is obviously done just to get the money, and which, for
that very reason, doesn't get the money in the amount which
;. gladly paid for photographic producto which show thought
Md care and time-consuming painstaking—in other words,
the professional, artistic aspect of the proposition.

The Elbert Hubbard—alias Emerson—sentence about the

world beating a path to the hut of the man in the woods, if

h« makes a particularly good line of mousetraps, is mostly

bunkum, but it contains a truth at that. Grood work mates
friends for itself and builds customers for the worker, but the

live advertiser, who doesn't stop with publicity, but goes

further and turns out quality products, is the man who will

get the business and earn the profits while the dhaip in the

backwoods will have been compelled to adopt a policy of

watchful waiting for the customers who don't show up. •

Yet, on the other hand, there is a certain commercial photo-

grapher who is of the type suggested by Fra Elbertus. He
doesn't live in the woods, but in a large city. However, h«

has adopted the backwoods idea in his business methods, hav-

ing a poorly located shop, no telephones, and being generally

difficult ot access. Yet he gets some business, has a lot of

customers who would rather have him do their work than'

anybody else, and in a small way has established a fine repu-

tation. The other commercial photographers in liis community

lauj;h at him because of his lack of aggressiveness, and yet

they admire him because of his wiJlingness to spend unlimited

time in getting the correct results. On the one hand, he

limits his capacity for getting business by his passive methods,

and on the other he binds his customers with hoops of steel

by turning out the sort of photographs that will help to sell

goods.

The slap-bang system of doing work, coupled witli keen

businese-getting ability and aggressive methods, will probably

produce a reasonable degree of success, and a modest place

can be won by the photographer who is bo absorbed in his

work that he forgets that he is in business to make money.

But the palm must go to the man who combines business-

getting, hustling abiUty with real quality methods, because

that is the sort of photographer who will be able to get the

prices that carry real profits.

Gouvemeur Morris recently had a story in one of the

popular magazines about several very alluring young women

who, when fortune turned against them, converted their

c»nintry place into a summer boarding esitablishment. In

advertising it thev decided to make it a bit exclusive, and to

appeal to those who could afford to pay enough to make the

game worth tlie candle. Consequently, one of the features of

the announcement was. "Prices Rather High." The stoiy

told of the success of the plan, and of the very attractive and

altogether eligible men who turned up in response to it, as

««U as the appeal of the photographs of the charming y«ing

women The obrions moral for business men, including

photographers who have become inoculated with the idea that

they can't get the right amount for their work, is that there

is a market w*iich is appealed to by the announcement of

prices higher than ordinary, because such an anjiouncement

connotes service out of the ordinary.

A great many people who have resources enough to be able

to pay for anything they happen to want skip the bargains

and are not classed among the bargain-hunters ;
and the man

who wants to get their trade must get it by demonstrating

that he has the goods, and that he is in a position to perform

a professional service which is beyond the capacity of the rank

and file. , .^

The successful business establishment which is using photo-

eraphs in iU work wants good photographs. In spite of the

beliefs of many photographers, it is wUling to pay what they

are worth. But it must first be convinced, by any individual

solicitor, that he can really make the sort of pictures that are

needed After that kind of demonstration the prices will take

care of' themselves. G- »• Cbain, Junb.

DuTH or Ha. J. T. CH\mii.—The death occurred at hu home,
ft Hrndford, Ysovil, on November 2, of ao old and respected

towassaan is the person ot Mr. John Tarver Chaffin, who for a
UMig period of years bad conducted a photographic studio. Mr.
<Wlslln. «ks disd fi«m heart failure, was aixty-tlvree years of age.

His father, the late Mr. John Chaffin, studied photography i«

Paris, and on his return in 1862 opened a photographic studio at

6, Hendford. The son, after the death of his father in 1885,

successfully carried on the business, took a great delight in his

work, and won many honours both at home and abroad.
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TRADE MARKS IN CHINA.
I »

>

Thk growth of trade iu photograpbic goods which the last few

years have witnessed in the Far Ea-st, and especially in China,

have brought to the notice of European manufacturers and mer-

chants the difficultiee which are eucomitered through the infringe-

ment of European trade marks in Eastern countries. In view of

the complex legal conditions which prevail, we are quite sure that

we ai-e doing some service to the many firms in the photographic

and allied trades by reprinting a most lucid and comprehensive

exposition of the question, which takes the form of a paper read

before the Shanghai Advertising Club of China by Mr. W. B.

Kennett, of the British and American Tobacco Company (China),

Liiniiiled, «aid a membei- of tlie Trade-Marks Sub-Committee of the

Shar^hai Chamber of Commerce, and published in the Chamber's
' Journal." At the same time that this paper reached us there

was also published in tlie "Board of Trade Journal" an abetract

of a pamphlet of American origin dealing with almost the same

questions as have engaged tlie attention of the Shanghai Club. We
m.iy therefore preface Mr. Kennett 's jiaper by these notes.

.A.n instructive pamphlet has recently been issued by a New York
attorney, who has made a study of the trade-marks situation. He
states that Ameiican manufacturers and traders must, for safety,

seek carefully to observe certain rules if they wish to succeed in the

export business. These rules are outlined as follows (and the

advice given might be aocejited by British firms) :

—

(1) Tliey must register each and every trade-mark used by them
upon their goods, in their own name, and in every countrj' in w'hich

(he goods are sold.

(2) Register the trade-marks before the goods are shipped abroad,

and, if possible, before the marks arc advertised in trade journals

whidi will reach foreign countries.

(3) Where the same mark is used, or likely to be need, upon

different articles of the same general class make certain that the

registration covers all such articles.

(4) Where the same mark is used upon articles which are found

in different cla.sses, effect a separate registration for each distinct

class.

The dangers of pijacy, he st.iUes. may be ulassified chiefly as

follows :

—

1. Actual Piracy.—The registration by a foreigner of an un-

protected, well-known, and valuable trade-mark, to the prejudice

of the real owner who has neglected to protect his property. There

are a great number of instances of this nature, and in most cases

the real owner has been obliged to cease using his own mark in

such country, or acquire the right to the use thereof from the

registrant.

2. Imitation and Counterfniting.—A trade mark owner who

neglects to register his marks abroad frequently finds his market

flooded with inferior goods bearing imitations or counterfeits of

his name or marks.

3. Registration in Name of Local .-l^eTrf*.—This is a frequent

cause of trouble and expense in cases where disagreements have

arisen, or new agents have been selected, as tlie mark is the

property of the agent in whose name it was registered.

4. lieijistration of Marks.—Owners who allow the term for which

a registration has been effected to expire witliout procuring a re

gistration sometimes find that an unecrupulous trader has stepped

in and secured the registration of the mark in his own name. This

occasions serious loss in cases where mayka have become well

known and valuable through long use.

MR. KENNETT S PAPER.
The sabjeot of trade-marks is anywhere a very difficult and

technical subject, and it must be particularly so in relation to

China, where foreign nations have the privileges of extra-

territoriality, and where so many different nationalities and systems

of law are represented. The most I can hope to do is to give some
general outline of the subject, and indicate some of the difficulties

which have to be overcome in obtaining proper protection for trade

marks in China.

Trade-Marks in General.

I will deal first with trademarks, and will endeavour to give a

definition of What a trade-mark is. Here I am, for the present,

dealing with the broad principles of law which are in England
called the " Common Law," that is to say, the law as apart from
the specific law embodied in statutes.

An eminent English judge, Vice-Chancellor Bacon, described the
general principles on which protection should be given to trade-
marks as follows :

—

" A manufacturer who produces an article of merchandise which
he announces as one of public utility, and Who places upon it a
mark by which it is distinguished from all other articles of a
similar kind, with the intention that it may be known to be of
his manufacture, becomes the exclusive owner of that which is

henceforth called his trade-mark. By the law of this country

—

and the like law prevails in most other civilised countries—he
obtains a property in the mark which he so affixes to bis goods.
The property thus acquired by the manufacturer, like all other
property, is under the protection of the law, and for the invasion
of the right of the owner of such property the law affords a
remedy similar in all respects to that by which the possession and
enjoyment of all property is secured to the owners."
Anotlier English judge used these words :

—

*' A man is not to sell his own goods under the pretence that
*hey are the goods of another man ; he cannot be permitted to

practise such a deception, nor to use the means which cnntribut.e

to that end. He cannot, therefore, be allowed to use names.
m.Tfka, letters, or other indicia by which he may induce pur-

chasers to believe that the goods which he ie selling are the

manufacture of another person."

It will be seen, therefore, that a trade-mark ha» Xwn principal

functions :

—

1.—To secure to the manufacturer the benefit ol the goodwill

which he creates in respect of an article, or brand of goods, whicli

pleases the consumer and thus secures a larg« sale, and
2.—To secure to the consumer the right to obtain the goods

he wants. It is on the faith of the trade-mark that the purchaser

makes his purchase. The trade-mark means ' You may take

this mark as a warranty that this article is the same as that you

have heretofore purcliased, which has given you satisfaction."

It follows that apart from any question of registration of a

mark, the law should, from the point of v^ew of both the manu-
facturer and the consumer, prevent unscrupulous traders fnom

copying or imitating trade-marks, for such conduct amounts to a

fraud injuring both the manufacturer and the public ; for it may
be assumed that the public will in such cases be injured, as it is

liardly likely that a manufacturer who \s honest enough and capable

enough to make goods of good quality would wish, or would con-

sider it necessary, to put another trader's mark upon his goods in

order to secure a sale for them.

I may mention here that a trade-mark does not necessarily mean
that the goods on which it is used are goods manufactured by the

proprietor of that mark. The person who selects or certifies goods

may apply a trade-mark to them as a means of showing that he

has selected or certified them, and he is entitled to have his mark

protected just as a manufacturer is entitled to have his mark pro

tected. The English Trade Marks Act of 1905 defines a trade-

mark as follows :

—

" A trade-mark shall mean a mark used upon or in connection

with goods for the purposes of indicating that they are the goods

of the proprietor of such trade-mark by virtue of manufacture,

selection, certification, dealing with, or offering for sale."

I have pointed out that a trade-mark is for the protection of the

public as much as the owner of the trade-mark, and from this fol

lows the consequence that, according to English law, a trade-mark
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may not be iMigned except with the goodwill of the bosiness con-
nected titerewith ; that ia to aay, a manufacturer who haa used a
particular trade-mark for, »ay, ••» brand of meat extract, cannot
a«ign tbat trade-maric apart from the goodwill of the buainees in

"•^ •^ extract; if he did so the public might be misled into
baying ao entirely different product on the faith of the trade mark.
So far aa registered trademarks in England are 4^oncemed, a
transfer of a mark witjiout the goodwill of the business connected
tberewith cannot be made on the register of trademarks, and if

the mark were an unregistered mark, I take it that the effect of
attempting to assign the mark without the goodwill of the business
aonn«ct«d therewith would be to make the mark a "Common
mar'« " in respect ut which no ppit>-ction voald be claimed.

Passing-off Cases
There is soa claaa of cases which re<juirea mention in connection

with th» fenenal principles «n whi<h trade-marks a(« protected

—

that ia to aay, what are usually known as "paaaing off" case*.
In these case* an actual trade maik in the sense of a particular
design or device, such as would l>e lapable of registration as a
trsd»^utarfc, is not neccaaarily imitated, but by general get up of
the package in respect of similarity .if size, colour, position i.f

pnnted matter, elyle of type, and mj forth, the package ia made
to k)ok so nnch like the package in which another manufacturer's
goods are sold, that an unwary or iUiterate purchaser
miglit be deceived. In short, the goods are so got up as to
enable them to be " passed off " as another msnufacturer's good*.
Soch eaass are goremed by substantially the same principles as
those relating to trade mark* prr>p«r—that is to say. the law will
restrain such abosas both in the iirtrresU of the original manufac-
turer SUd af the public

Trade-Marhs in China
I v>ill DOW pss* on to consider trade-marks in China, and

i>.ft..jUrly trade-marks used by foreigners in China. We will
assume that a British merchant carrying on bosinesa in China
uwna a Taluahls trade mark which he haa oasd in Chins for many
vear«, and w« will coosidrr the risks of infringemailta which he
runs, and the nmsdy which he has in each case.

Thers sis three main dissrs of traders who may infringe the
British sniiihaiit'a trade mark r

lat, sthar Britishers.

2lMi, fofsignsis other than Brilislwr*.

3rd, ChiMss.
With regard to the fint dsn, infriugement by traders of the

sms Bstioaslity as the owner ..f the trade-mark, there is no
.'Teat diflcnlty, for, if a Rritiaber in Chin* Infnnges another
firiiishsr's asrk, or pssats off bis own good* as other people's, the

.Hired merchant can take action againat ths offender in the
Itntish Coort, and will have prscti<ally ths asBM remedies aa he
. '.uld in England. I assume Uie position woold be the same in the

• ase of aa Amsriraii citisen bringing an action against another
.\Biericaa cHisaa ia ths United Slates Court, or a Frenchman
l>ringing an action aipiinst aiMitbrr Krntrhman in the French Court.

Reciprocal Agreemeata Bstween the Great
Powers

Uith regard to the sei-ond cl ass namely, infringement by a
(ureignef sf saothsr nstionality, certain of the Crest Powers have
entered iNle ipseisl arrangements between themselves, whereby
rarh nstioa sgrssa to give protection against infringement, by its

own nstiooab, of the trademarks »( the nationals of the other
I'stion Bsed in China. Great Britain has entered into reciprncAl

itrrangaments of this nature with Belgium, Denmark, France, Oer-
raany, Italy, ths Netherlands, Portugal, Russia and the L'nitcd

iMatss rmpsctively. These sgrccmenta were carried out by the

•(change of Notes between the respective nations mentioned, made
i» ths years 19QB to 1906.

The eonditioa on which protection in given is, the mark for which
pruteeliM is sought nuat be regintcred in the country from the

i-ouria of which in China protection is sought. Thus, if a British

snbjset scska protection in the .American Courts here against in-

fringemsnta of his trade-mark by an American citizen in China.
be moat show that be has rrgiitterrd his trade-mark in the Unite J

Ststat, while sa American citizen seeking protection in the

British Court againat infringement of his mark by a Britisher in

China must show that he has registered the mark in the United
Kingdom. This arrangement is somewhat unsatisfactory, because

it practically compels a foreign trader in China to register his mark
in all the countries named, in order to obtain the most complete

protection he can in China.

InfriBgement by Japanese.
You may have observed that Japan was not among the conntriej

named as having entered into reciprocal agreements with Great

Britain for the protection of trade-marks in China. There ie no

such agreement between Great Britain and Japan. It is generally

understood that Japan was approached with a view to entering

into a similar agreement, but that she declined to do so. A very

interesting question arises in this connection—although Japan did

not make a reciprocal agreement with Great Britain, she did make

such an agreement with the United States by the Treaty of 1908.

The particular provisions of this Treaty are as follows :

—

Article 1.—Inventions, designs and trade-marks, duly patented

or registered by subjects or citizens of one High Contracting

Party in the ai)propriate office of the other Conti-acting Party

shall have in all parts of China the same protection against in-

fringement by subjects or citizens of such other Contracting

Party as in the dominions of such other contracting party.

Article i.—In case of infringement in China by a subject or

citizen of one of the two High Contracting Parties of any inve.n-

tion, design, trademark or copyright entitled to protection in

virtue of this convention, the aggrieved party shall have in the

competent territorial or consular courts of such Contracting Party

the same rights and remedies as subjects or citizens of such Con-

tractuig Party.

Now, in the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation between Great

Britain and Japan entered into in 1894, there is the following

clause :

—

The High Contracting Parties agree that, in all that concerns

commerce and navigation, any privilege, favour or immunity

which either contracting party has actually granted, or may

hereafter grant., to the dovernment, ships, subjects or citizen*

of any other SUte, shall be extended immediately and nncondi

tionally to the Government, ships, subjects or citizens of the

other Contracting Party; it being their intention that the trade

and navigation of each country shall be placed in all respects by

the other on the fooling of the most favoured nation.

The question is, whether the effect of this clause is to give

to British merchanU in China the same protection and rights

agaiiut infringement of their marks by Japanese as American mer

chaiiU would have in similar circumstances. It will be observed

that the article of the Treaty says, " in all that concerns commerce"

any privilege granted to the citizens of any State shall be immedi-

ately and unconditionally extended to subjects of Great Britain.

The protection of trade-marks is surely a matter of commerce, and

it may, therefore, well be argued that, notwithstanding the fact th-i*

there is no express reciprocal agreement between Great Britain

and Japan as to the protection of trademarks in China, British

merchanU, by virtue of the " most favoured nation " clause above

quoted, nevertheless have exactly the same rights in this respect

ns American merchants have under the above quoted Treaty. It

is a very interesting point, and it might possibly be worth while

attempting to get protection upon this basis in the case of per-

sistent infringement of a British merchant's mark by Japanese.

There is another method by which foreigners in China may get

partial protection against Japanese infringements : ibai, ia, by

registering their marks in Japan. Such registration would entitle

them to stop the manufacture of goods bearing an infringing mark

in Japan for export to China, although it might not stop the pro-

duction of goods bearing an infringing mark by Japanese in China.

There is yet another method by which trademark owners in

China may sometimes get protection in respect of any extensive

sale in China of goods got up in imitation of their goods and

nanufactured by Jaipanese—that is to aay, by taking proceedings

against any Chinese dealer who sells such goods. Naturally,

wherever it is possible, one likes to attack an evil at its source,

and no one would willingly take proceedings against a shopkeeper

for selling offending goods if he could find and take proceedings
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agaiiut ihe manafacturer ; but where the manufacturer cannot be
found, or where by reason of his nationality proceedings cannot be
taken against him, it is sometimes necessary to take proceedings

against Uie man who actually sells the goods, and an injunction can
be obtained against him, which will serve as a warning to him and
to all other retailers to avoid dealing in imitation goods.

Infringements by Chinese.
I will BOW deal with the third class of infringement—namely,

infringement by Chinese :

—

By the Treaty made between Great Britain and China in 1902,
the Chinese Government undertook to afford protection to British
trade-marks against infringement or imitation by Chinese subjects.
The Chinese Government further undertook that offices should bo
established nndcr the control of the Maritime Customs, where
foreign trade-marks might be registered on payment of a reason-
able £.e. By the Treaty with Japin of 1903 China is bound "to
make and faithfully enforce such regulations as are necessary for
preventing Chinese subjects from infringing registered trade-
marks held by Japanese subjects." Of course, all foreign nations
aojoying extra-territoriality and the benefit of " the most favoured
ation " clause as to agreements with China are entitled to the
.lame privileges and protection.

Some yeare ago there was established at the Customs Office in
Jjbanghai a Bureau for 1-rovisional Registration of Trade Marks,
but it cannot be said that anything in the nature of a registration
of trade-marks has been established, for the Bureau simply accepts
for filing any tr. de-mark, or alleged trade-mark, which is presented,
and there is no investigation, advertisement or other procedure
which notifies the public that an application has been made to
register the proposed mark, or gives interested traders the right
to object, such as is in force wherever there is a proper system of
registering trade-marks. In fact, the Bureau simply files trade-
marks which are presented to it, and such filing cannot, obviously,
^'ive the merchant who files the mark the title to it, as there may
he many conflicting marks already in existence and even on the
file, which would prevent registration if the usual procedure of
examination and advertisement took place.

Nevertheless, although there is no proper registration of trade-
marks in China, foreign traders are not entirely without remedy
111 case of infringement of their marks lor imitation of their
packages by Chinese. I have already endeavoured to explain that
the "passing off" of goods as those of another manufacturer is a
.•species of fraud, which, apart from any statutory enactment, is
so contrary to public welfare that in any country having a system
of law It will be restrained on general principles. I presume these
prmciples would apply in any court in China, and they certainly
are applied m the Mixed Courts in the Foreign Settlements where
laturally, most of such cases are likely to be dealt with.

Mixed Court Cases.
There have been two recent trade-mark cases in the Mixed Court

III Shanghai. One very interesting case was that brought by
Messrs. Burroughs Wellcome and Company against the Nanyang
Medical Company in respect of the sale of goods got up in close
imitation of the plaintiff's well-known toilet article called " Haze-
line Snow." That was a case where the shape and design of the
package, the colouring of the design, the position of the printed
matter, and the method of packing made it clear that the article
produced by the defendants was got up in the way it was for the
puipose of enabling it to be "passed off" on an unwary purchaser
.-•.i the plaintiff s well-known article. There were, of course, minor
differences in the packages, as there usually are in such cases, but
1. would be impossible for anyone comparing the two packages
to have any doubt in his mind that the defendant's packa^^e was
produced by someone having before him the plaintiff's package
and intending to produce a package so like the plaintiff's package
as to enable the imitation goods to be passed off on an unwary
purchaser as the original production. In this case the court granted
an mjunction against the defendants, and ordered delivery to the
plaintiffs of all the imitation gooda in the defendant's possession,
and an account of all the profits the defendants had made by
selling the imitation goods. You will see, therefore, that the
penalty for conduct of this sort is a substantial one, and it U to be
hoped that this case will have a deterrent effect upon other pro-
ducers of iBiitation goods.

Another case recently before the Mixed Court in Shanghai was
that of Messrs. A. R. Burkill and Sons against Shun Tab, in

respect of the sale of soap got up in such a manner as to enable

it to be passed off for a soap manufactured by W. Gossage and

Sons, Ltd., for which the plaintiffs are agents in China. This was

one of the cases in which the proceedings were taken against the-

retailer, as it was apparently impossible to ascertain who was the

manufacturer, or to bring him before the court. The court wa.»

satisfied that the soap was so got up as to enable it to be passed

off as the soap sold by the plaintiffs, and an injunction was granted

prohibiting defendants selling the soap for the future.

Botii these cases were civil cases. It is also possible to take

criminal proceedings in the case of deliberate manufacture and sale

of counterfeit goods. Within the last three years convictions have

been obtained in several cases where cigarette wrappings, including

the manufacturer's name, were counterfeited in the most deliberate-

and complete manner.

It will be seen from the cases that I have quoted that foreigners

are not entirely without remedy in the case of imitation of their

marks or packings by Chinese, and that the undertaking given by

the Chinese Government to Foreign Powers as to protection of

trade-marks belonging to their subjects in China is, to some

extent, carried out. The undertaking, however, cannot be pro-

perly and completely carried out, nor can full protection be given

to trade-marks in China, until a trade-mark law has been promul-

gated by the Chinese Government with the consent of the Foreign

Treaty Powers, which law should provide a proper register for

trade-marks, in which both Chinese and foreigners can register

their marks. It is obvious that, as extra-territoriality exists iu

China such a law can only be promulgated and made binding upon,

foreigners as well as Chinese, if the various foreign governments^

concerned agree upon the draft law.

During the past twelve or fourteen years this question has been

brought up for consideration from time to time, but no scheme

acceptable to all the Foreign Powers has yet been produced. The

blame, therefore, for the lack of a proper trade-mark law cannot

be put upon the Chinese. There are many difficult questions which

will have to be settled in connection with the proposed law, of

which the principal one is the question as to the right of registra

tion whei-e there are rival claimants for registration of the same

mark or of conflicting marks. It is obvious that the filing of a

mark at the Bureau for the Provisional Registration of Trade

Marks which I have mentioned, cannot be regarded as g'^'^g
J*^

person who filed it the right to the mark, because, pos.s.bly he had

no right at all to file it, and he may have deliberately filed it, know-

incr that it belonged to another. In fact, it is believed that, at the

time the Bureau was opened, large numbers of well-known mark^

were filed by persons having no right whatever to them. It is-

obvious that such persons cannot be given rights by reason of <.uch>

unjustifiable action.
., ^ ^i. i • „j

I think that probably most of us will agree that the fair and

proper test should be priority of hond-Ude user of the mark m.

China; but the user must be bond-fide user, and in cases where

trader has taken some well-known mark, used extensively, lor

example, in the United States, and has put out goods under sucf.

mark without having any right whatever to do so, he ought not f.

be entitled to obtain rights to such mark in China so ae to prevent

the original owner of the mark abroad from sending goods here,

unless he—that is the trader who has used the mark in China-

can show that he has used it for a long period, without protest

or objection; if he can show this, and can show that he has used

the mark in a substantial and open way, then he may be entitled

to have the mark registered, as it may be assumed that the original

owner of the mark abroad has no wish or intention to use the-

mark here in China. In fact, to put the whole thing into a few^

words, it is bona -fide user which should he the test, not improper

user.

Although, therefore, there are difficulties in formulating a law

which will be acceptable to China and to all the nations concerned,.

these difficulties, I think, are not insuperable if they are ap-

proached in a reasonable way, with a view to meeting an urgent

necessity, and not with a view to giving any one nation an unfair

advantage over another.

It should be in the interests of every nation represented kere-
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in China to have pni into force > proper system of registration

of trademarki and enforcement of protection to trade-mark owners,

Mich a* is usually given in civilised countries. We know that the

condition of things existing at present gives the nationala of one

nation onusoal opportunities to imitate trade-marks with compara-

tive impunity, but I cannot think that such an advantage can do any

real good to that nation in the long run. After all, the imitation

of a trade-mark, or the packing of the good* of another trader,

is a mean business : it carries with it the confession of inferiority,

because there is no need for a competent and honest manufacturer

to andeavoor to sell bis goods as those of another manufacturer.

Aoy nation whose subjects make a habit of this class of malpractice

most earn a reputation which, in the long run, cannot fail to out-

weigh any temporary advantage which some of its subjects may at

present obtain by unjcnipolous methods. •

In the near future, the question of a trade-mark law for China

most again come up tor consideration. I think that this time it

mwt be definitely dealt with, for trade is extending in China and

more trade-marks are getting into use almost daily. It is already

high time that means to record rigbu to trade-marks was provided,

for the longer the present state of things continues the more

difficult will be the problems which will have to be dealt with

when registration begins. We must hope that all nations concerned

will take a large view of the position, and that noue will let any

private advantagas or inleresta, not based oo the broad and world-

wide principles of commercial morality, stand in the way of reform

and progTWS W. B. KXNNBR.

- ncvp Apparatus, ^c.
>

Tbc Brilith AasctBts Focal - Plane Camera. Made by

Me*«<s. R- E. PecliaC and S. Van Neck. 4-S. Uolfaora

Citmu, Loadoa, W.C
As arary Praaa photographer will confirm, a camera of ex-enemy

wnnfatlTT'T which (or many jraara before the war was the most

Booalar iiiiliiimwit among prrnsmeo »a« that known as the

Aaaehnts, or, mora eommonly, as the Goera-Anschutx, in reference

•lao to tlw nama of its maker. The camera was the pioneer

10^ Ikose of the (ocal-plane type, and undoubtedly retains its

^wido popularity amoof Pr«s phutognphen owing to iu general

•smUwo* of ooMtmction, and particularly the reliability of its

ihittir Masara. Pealing and Van Neck have, therefore, done a

good thing in taking op the manufictara of this instrument, and

in this connection deserve a word or two by way of introduction

to the general photographic public, to whom perhaps they are not

so well known as in tr»de photographic circles. Both are

siiiMJrisni of long and special training in photographic appara-

too, OM of them in pro-war days with the Ooers firm, and the

olhar aa an expert repairer of all dascriptioos of camera. Their

aiooeiatioo in offering photographers the Anschuts camera is,

therefore, particularly fortonaU, »inoe together they embody an

a>parianee not msfeiy of this inatrament bit of those weak poinU

in focal-plane cameras which it is desirable to avoid. Thus the

Anscbota camera has been iaeued with some modificationa which

remove one or two defecU of the German made inatrument For

0gMmp'.», the back frame of the n^'W cimera ia made of alaminiuni

insUad of the thin and es»ily breakable wood empln}ed in th«

German model, and the front main panel is made without any

division above and below, so that it affords the roost srcure hold-

ing of the extending stmts Moreover, the best mahogany h-ifi

baaa asod for the wood parts in place of the more brittle ebonised

wood, and the pneumatic release of the shutter has been replaced

by an Antinoas fitting.

In the important matter of the shutter the British makers have

quite rightly, as «e think, adopted the ordinary instead of the self-

capping type. Their experience, which no doubt most press photo-

graphers will corroborate, M that the non-«elf-capping shutter,

.jwing to its leas oomplicatad cnnttrurtion, is Irs* liable to get

out of ordrr. and ovary naar of the camera would certainly prefer

extra reliability to the very pr/ulematical and infrrqueiit advan

tags of nelfeapping. The shutter-blind is nf the donble-slit

pattsm. one *lit being of fixed width, namely, the full wiHth nf

the plate, and the other adjustable by a vary simple movement

applied to the blind iteelf. The wide slit is used for slower
instantaneous speeds and for bulb and time exposures, the other
serving for the most rapid exposures. The two slits are kept
quite separate in use by a special catch, but one or the other is

brought into operation by pressure on this catch from a stud
placed on the left-hand side of the camera. With the adjustable
slit set at a medium width, variation in the spring tension of the
'shutter thus allows of the operator giving exposures from 1/lOth
to 1/ 120th of a secoud without any alteration of the slit-width,

the slower speeds being obtained with the fixed slit, and the more
rapid ones with the narrower adjustable slit. Since such a range
corresponds with the requirements of a large proportion of sub-
jects, it may be said that alteration of the slit-width is necessary
only for subjects of very rapid movement, such as sports, etc.

OuUide adjustment of the shutter to instantaneous (1) or bulb (B)
is provided, and with the shutter at the "bulb" setting the
exposure can, if desired, be begun by a sharp rapid touch on the
release trigger, the blind then remaining open until the trigger
is again pressed. In other words, the " buJb " seitting provides
for both " bulb" and " time " exposures. A further good feature
of the shutter is the close mounting of the blind to the trus
focal-plane or surface of the plate. Particularly with rapid ex-
posures (narrow slit), excessive separation of blind and plate

greatly reduces eJSciency of exposure. In the British Anschutz
the blind appears to us to be aa close as it ia possible to put it

in a plate camera.

In other respects the camera does not call for special comment,
since its chief other features are thoee which have long been
familiar to the users of the ex-enemy model. The English makers,
however, are supplying it with plate-holders of the solid Shew
pattern, in which two plates, back to back, with a separating card
between them, are inserted at the base of the holder, the aperture
in which is then closed by a rebated end-piece fitted with a spring.

The device is one which facilitates rapid loading, and, moreover,
holds the plates beyond any possibility of their slipping out uf
position.

The new camera is supplied with three of these slidee and stout
brown leather case at the price of £30 in 5 x 4 size, with 6-iji.

//4 5 anastigmat. The makers have chosen the new model T.T.
and H. " Aeroplan " anastigmat as the standard optical equipment,
although there may he some delay in supplying this lens. Earlier
deliveries of the Anschutz may, therefore, possibly be fitted with
other lenses. The outfit is certainly one which, after the closest

inspection of it, we can recommend to those requiring an instru-

ment for Press or similar work

meetings of SocletleSo
ICBETIMOS OF B0CIETIE8 FOB NEXT WEEK.

RlTDIIDAT, NOTIItBIK 15.

Mueh«st»r Amstsar Pbotofrspbic Society. " Happy Japan, Oardeo of Olilter."
H. O. Allen.

MnxDAT, NovKHBia 17.

Sonth IjO-'doa P1intocr>phlc Hocielv. '• Tlie Domeatio Flj, iti Habits, Strnotare
and Mvnao* 1 1 Hralih." Dr. U. H. Itndiiian .

Dew^bnry PboiiMraphic tft-K-i^iT. " M"re Abntit Lantern BIfdes." H. Pot'er.
W|.|e»lrn PhoKifrai hlo Hoc ely. " H mr-MacIa Appnia UK. '

Bradlord Fbolo rapbio Society. Members' Prim Nigbl. Hale of Apparalim,

TCHKiT, NOTHBta 18.

Royal Pbolociapbio Society. " Tbe btor; of tbe Cnckoo Spit." Dr. G, B.
](o iman.

Harkncy Pbolosrapbio Society. Tfaamas Plotarea, from NsKativea taken darina
19i9.

Chelwa Piioioffrwpbic »-ooir(y. " Some of My Pictures." T. H. B. 8''"tt.
Hon h itl»"itow ram'ra < lub. Lanicm diiiie Cdnpentinn m d I^cihieiiea.
Rt.lvbridK' Phota.;rapbio audSclenliHo Society. "DdDiouitratiouauUnlaraine '

P. WuiUker. • *
WllDCrnDlT. NOTIMBRB 19.

Crnvdon Camera Cinb. '*A'e*-ria." Dr. C. A, Bwan,
Nnrlh Midiiie-ai Ml otf>B'«pbl.- Soclpiy. "Rnviex." J. F. Nl«' i-tt.

E-linbiirirh Hh u»(fi-iipiilc Bocicty. '* Onm l-iobioinitie Proca-H. * R. 1 homson.
Deniiiaioun AiiiMtetir Fii it • -r^phic AffaO'-ifttlon, P<irtr liciire t :nnip«titii>n.

Panick C»in-'ia ' lab. '• Develop i.eiit o' Plntps and l^'llm-." P. V. T^tl t.
Ho'i'b rtntiMrban O otogmpliicS cietv. ''NncionH (Uslight Pap>-r." (\ W. O^-een.
Hali(i.x Ucienliflc Society. " ROa Ked N->aiives" [nini P.O.c . Prints. B. Wade,

TanuDAT, NovBaaaa U,
Llvarpool Amalen- Ph'^toKi". !" ts-n.uia.iuu. 'Urnlsetotbe Ws>tern Flonla

nl Sorwm." Ke». R. H. de Wolf.
HaniMier-nii>h |Hami«bire lluuBei I'botographio Society. A. P. Slides— AlBlia-

tl"nHlide<.
The ('amora Club. "Ihe Spider— its Formation and Habits." Dr. 0. H.

HiKliM-n.

Biebniotd Oaswra CIdK "Carbon Printlaf.'* A. C. Biabair,
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Ghel»v* Photographic B^cletr. "The Thames," with colour slides. J. Mcintosh.

Brighome Pootographio and Naturalist Society. Y. P. U. Slides and Prints.

Aston PhotOKr«phio Society. " Lantern Slide Making." W. F. Carter.

Wimliledon Camera Club. Demonstration, "Batista." T. W. Dorriuglon.

Hall Photographic 8 icietT. " Round Vorkshire." Kev. W. Hay Fea.

BirminKham Photographic Society. Annual General Meeting.

l:odley and District Photographic Society. "Building the Picture." Mewrs.
Willey and diater.

FRinAV, NOVBMBKR 21.

lioyal Photographic Saoiety. "Scorpions, Spiders, and their Kin." F. Martiij-

l>etmistoun Amateur Photographic Association. " Development." R. Wallace.

THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Mektino held Tuesday, Novetnljer 11, the President, Dr. C. Atkiu

.Swaii, in the chair.

Th« President delivered liis annual address to a veiy small

tudienoe. Armistice anniversary celebrations may iperhaps have been

the oause of the insignificant attendance of memlbers, but it could not

I'o unremarked that not one of the members of the council of the

.Society was present. Dr. Swan disclaimed any intention of making

hifi address a learned disquisition upon some technical subject, but

preferred to deal by way of retrospect and looking forward with a

irtunber of topics of general and siJecific interest to members of tlie

So:'.iety. He briefly referred to the defeat of the enemy in the

.several branches of photographic manufacture, and turned to cou-

i^idtir the programme which the Society had carried out during the

session which comes to an end early next year. H* said that the forma-

lion of the Scientific and Technioal Grouip within Uie Society was a

step which it was most- necessary to make in order to deal with the

.-tudy and advancement of the many special branches of photography

which had come into existence during the past twenty years.

.Uiflwering objections to the formation of such a Group which he liad

heard, he pointed out that the special work of the Group would be

carried on iby means of the extra subsoiiption paid by Group mem-

bers, and he was quite sure that there was no ground for dissension

in the Society on any soore. The formaUon of tlie Group had had

liis hearty support, and he hoped that dit would also receive that of

Uie general body of members.

On the proposition of Mr. Jolun H. Gear, secoiided by Mr. .J. W.

Lumb, the thanks of the meeting were heartily accorded to the

President.

EDINBURGH SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

A MEETINO was held at 116, Hanover Street, Edinburgh, on -Alon-

day, November 3, 1919, at 8 p.m. Present : Misses Grey, Ead-

ingtion, D'Arcy, Messrs. E. Drummond Young, Johnston, Swan

Watson, Laing, Norman Thomson, John Thomson, Campbell

Harper, Fergusson, Philip, Moffat, Lauder, Bambrick, George

Bahnain, and Macalpine. Mr. E. Drummond Young in the

(jiair.

Apologies for absence were intimated from Messrs. Ayton,

Drummond Shiels, and Barrie.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved of.

The proposal to hold a professional photographers' exhibition

in Edinburgh next year was discussed. The Chairman intimated

that unless twelve members supported the proposal it could not

be proceeded with, and in the meantime only nine liad indicated

tlieir willingness to do so. The feeling of the meeting was that

once the scheme was gone on with other members would co-operate,

and it was accordingly resolved to continue the inattex until the

next meeting in December. In the meantime it was arranged to

approach some of the other members and endeavour to secure

their support.

Mr. Swan Watson reported that he had had an interview with

Principal Laurie, of the Heriot-Watt College, iu regard to the

position of apprentices under the Scottish Education Act. The

Principal had stated that the College had at present no equip-

ment or apparatus for the technical teaching and training of

photographers' apprentices, and that, in any event, the Act would

>ot be in force until two years subsequent to a date to be fixed

by Government. The meeting accordingly resolved to disregard

the Act until it was made compulsory. 'Tlie matter was recom-

mitted to the committee to consider the terms of the proposed

apprentice agreement, and to submit the same to the meeting of

the society on January 5 next for approval and adoption.

The question of the charge for electricity power was next

considered. It was pointed out that photographers in other towns,

such as Glasgow and Carlisle, were charged a power rate for

portraiture and printing, and it was considered that a similar'

concession should be obtained by photographers using electricity

in Edinburgh. A letter addressed to Mr. Drummond Shiels by

Mr. Hannah, of the town clerk's department, was read to thi;

meeting, in which it was stated that a special rate of 3.15d. for

the first 5,000 units per annum and thereafter 23d. per unit, witu

a minimum charge of £2, had already been conceded to pbotiv

graphers for printing process only. The feeling of the meetiiij;

was that the members using electricity had a grievance, and that

some steps should be taken to remedy matters in view of the con-

siderable amount of electricity consumed and the privileges hel.i

by photographers in other towns. The present time was, how-
ever, considered unsuitable to approach the Town Council in

the matter, seeing that electricity is at present rationed and tin-

possibility of changes in the personnel of the Electricity Commit-
tee. It was resolved to delay further consideration of the matter

until the January meeting.

It was agreed to hold the annual dinner on the first week of

December, and the following members were appointed a com-
mittee to carry out the arrangements :—Messrs. Young, Moffat,

Macalpine, and Balmain.

This concluded the business of the meeting.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
O.v Wednesday in last week, Novemlber 5, the "annual " dinner wa.-s

held, the fia'st since 1913. The president, Mr. John Keane, farmed
the 'Centre of a large company (numbering between sixty and seventy i

of membera and guests, the latter including Dr. Atkin Swan, Messrs.

F. C. Tihiey, James A. Sinclair, T. H. B. Scott, W. L, F. Wastell,

and G. E. Brown. Letters of regret at inaibility to be present wej»
received from Messrs. R. Child Bayley, F. J. Mortimer, W. H
iSmith, and S. H. Wratten. It was quite a gathering in the spirit of

the old pre-wa-r days, and Mr. Keane appropriately echoed the feel-

ing of tliose present when he claimed that apart from the work which
members of the club had cari'ied out by way of coiitribution to tlie

w^iraiimg of the war, the Club as a whole had manifested the nationai

spirit of dogged persistence by keeping its meetings going withont

interruption. It was that spii-it, he said, which in a hundred

different walks of life had preserved tlie coxuiti'y throughout the

cii'cumstances of the past five years. In felicitous terms he pro-

posed the toast of "The Guests," contributing a complimentary

thumibnail sketch, so to speak, of ea;h in turn. Oroydocn can do ii

thing like this in the happiest manner, and it appears to be a tradi-

tion of its presidents to be aible to express the most honeyed opinions

of those to whom it offers its geneix>us hospitality. An attempt per-

haps to dissipate the idea that in the ordinary way plain speaking;

(between its own members is ever taken to tlie point of simulated

rudeness. Dr. Atkin Swan and Mr. T. H. B. Scott replied to the

toasts, eadi in bis accustomed and delightful style of humour. Other

toasts interspersed a most enjoyable evening, the pleasure of whicli

owed^a good deal to the musical and narrative performances of Mr.

Tilney, Mr. H. P. C. Harpoir, Mr. Aokroyd, Dr. Swan, and the Rev.

Le Warne.

LANCASHIRE SOCIETY OF .MASTER
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

The members of the i.?ooiety had a very good time at Southport

on October 28, when the whole of the day was devoted to busi

ness and pleasure. Mr. F. Read, the popular and enthusiastic

treasurer of the society, had control of the arrangements, and.

needless to say, under his able guidance they were perfect. Those

who, like himself, were devotees of golf met at the railway

station early in the day, and spent the whole of the morning

until lunch time on the links, whilst those kindred souls who
preferred the homeliness of the smoke-room to the excitememt

of the golf links entertained each other in the delightful lounge

of the Queen's Hotel, which, through the kindness of the manage-
ment, had been placed at the exclusive use of the members of the

society. J

The business side of the day commenced at 2.30 with a con- \

mittee meeting, a large number of committeemen from the
various parts of Lancashire being present.
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In Um afaMDce of the Pr«id«nt of the society, Mr. F. Ken-

worthy, the committee utunimoiuly voted Mr. F. Read into the

ch«ir, and a very ab!e chainnaa he made.

A gt«at amount of important busineaa waa dealt with in the

hour devoted to thia meeting, and all the important points raised

«rere fnUy diarniied at the sabsequeut general meeting.

Tha general bosineaa meeting, to which all the members had been

ttmaautd, conunenced at 3.30, Mr. F. Bead again presiding.

The Secretary haTiag read the minut«s of the committee meetings

held since the hMt general meeting, a number of questions arising

out of these minoto were disciissed, amongst the most important

being AssMtante* Specimcoa, as already reported in the

"Joomal" aome time ago, which suggested that the assistanta be

allowed a aat of peciinaae before leaving the employment of any

member, thaee apecimene to be secured from time to time by the

MSMtaats aad sabmitted to the employer, and if the employer w<is

utiefied that they were the work of the essistant. he (the employer)

aboold sigB the ^««~n«««« accordingly and forward them on to the

secretary of the society to be eodorsed by the seal of the eociety.

On the assistant leaving the employer a covering latter aiioaad be

givHi to each assistant intimating that the specimens anbmittel

were the work of that assistant. The letter should also bear thi>

creet of the society, and it was therefore decided to recommend

;4o the whole of the lemban the adoption of this system at as

ly a date as possible.

A very lengthy discnssioo took place on the important question

if the price of bromide paper, and in the conne of the discussion

it was pointed out that, although the paper restriction Order No.

,918 had been withdrawn on April 30 this year, making it possible

for au paper bases to be imported, as in pre-war days, yet no

attempt had bean made on behalf of the manufactorers to make
any satisfactoty redoetian in the price of bromide paper.

Another important question discussed by the oommittee wa>

that of apprentices, and it was the general feeling of those present

I

that at tiie MXt general meeting of the society the members

rfMwld eome prepared to thoroughly thrash oat this question.

Mr. W. II. Iluish, the secretary, had oodertaken to give a

paper at the next general meeting on the qvsetion of " Industriil

CewMils," and it was thought that, in coajunction with thi>.

paper, the ^iprentioe queetioa eoold be very folly gone into.

It was arraoged to boM the next general meeting at the George

Uotel, I-resion, on Tneaday, Novomber 18, at 5.30, and the aecre

lary wae iaetrarted that, when sending oat the notices regarding

this meeting, be ahoold invite the membem to oonw prepared to

disraee this important qawtion .

A aaggaMad design for the diploma of merit in eoaaaetton witn

the reeeat exhibition held at BIack[HX>I was submitted to the com-

mittee, bat not approved, and it was decided to offer a prixe of

£1 la. to the msmber who could seii'l in the beet design, the same

t
to be in the secretary's hands before the next general meeting.

At 5.30 the members sat down to tea, after which a social

gathering was held. In the aheence of a nomber of well known
artists, who had unfortunately been prevented from attending.

Miss Marie Philpott and Mr. O. Mills kept the company enter

tained and amused until 9.30, when most of the member* were

obliged to leave in order to get their trains home.

Commerclal^Cegal Inteillaencee

Paicas Of Mocirrs.—In the Sboreditch Comity Coort on I'ueaday,

November 11, bafors Judge Ctner, the beering was resumed and

(oncloded of the aotson in which MesanL O. Sidiel and Samnelsoo,

ol a, Botthill Bow, E.C., owdboard merehanta and photographic

material niwi"fw4——, anad Mr. N. Mrtebes, of Kingston Studio,

27a, Marftet Plaea, Eiivatoo-on-Thames, to recover £5 16a. lOd. for

1,000 cardboard pbotograpbic moonts. At the first hearing of Um>

action the pkintdb' travallv aaid he took the order for 600 of each

siaa of two moonla. No firiee wae fixed, aa it was espresaly i«at«d

by him that oardboaid manvfaolarer* woold not give any fixed

pr»3M at tfaia tima, Aoguat, 1918. The defendaat denied giving the

ofder, aad alao frUtaUi that anyway the price was very unresson-

Ab. Tbe bsarbtg was adjoomed for the fiklBtiflt to prove by tin-

maaufacturers' piricee that their price was rea«onable. When the
hearing was resumed Mr. McDonald appeared aa couneel for the
plaintiffs, and he explained' liha/t, as be was not present on the first

oocasiooi he propoeed to go over the caae again. Judge Cfluer posi-

tively refused to aikm the case to be reopened and thus delay the
other work of the Court.—Mr. McDonald : Your honour will remem-
ber it was adjourned for proof that tl>e price cliarged was fair.

—

Judge Cluer : What am 1 here for but to remember these things?

—

Mr. Fordham, of the firm of Messrs. Fordiham aud Co., said they
printed th» cardboard photographic folders. Theire were 500 each
of two sizes, 6 ins. x 4 ins. and 8 in*, x 6 iiia., and the charge wae
£1 78. 3d. in all.—Mr. McDonald : And would a chaj'ge of £5 16e. lOd.
be an unreasonaible one under the circunis.t»ncee ?—Witness : Do you
Want roe to Bay from the point of view of what a manufacturer usually
gets as a profit or as a profit iby the plaJtutiff ?—Judge Cluer : I think
the point is fine. It appears to have been au addition of a little more
than 25 per cent.—^not aji outra(geou8 profit in these days.—This
rioaed the plaintiffs' case, and the defeaidairt then said he diaputed
the giving of tbe order a2tog«ither. What happened, he declared,

was that Mr. Coomb, the traveUer, called upon him and showed him
a number of mounts. Defendant was pleased with some of them,
and aaked for the prices, but the traveller said he had forgot/ten them.
Defendant aaked him to Jet him know, as, if the price was right, he
would order 1,000 each of them. The ne.xt that happened was a

month a.fter, when he received the 500 each of twx> sizes. Aa he knew
nothing of the price, and had not ordered them, he rang up Mr.
Sichel, and asked him what he should do about them. Mr. Sichel

told him to keep them till the traveller called, and he did so. When
Mr. Coomb arrived he pretended that he thought he had taken m\
order, and aaked him if he would make an offer for them. Defendant
naid he hardly ceuld aa they were astoig twice as much as other

maitufaoturen. Mr. Coomb finished by leaving them there.—Judge
Cluer : Why didn't you send them ba^k ?—^Defendant : I did send

them bark.—Jodge Cluer : Not nntil nine nion-the aftesr. It may be

that there are travellers who carry on sharp practices, and deolaae

they have taken orders which they have not, in the hope of being

able to indo» the peraoo to accept them ; but I have no reason to

suppose so in this case. He says you gave him tbe order, and I see

no reason to doubt it; you kept the goods for nine months after.—

Miss Bailey, an asaistant in the shop, v^as then called, and said sht>

was present when Coomb, the tranreller, wae showing off the card-

board mounts. She was quite positive that when he was asked the

pricv he said he did not know, and promised to send it on, 00 that

an order might be arranged.—Judge Cluer : Did he say why he did

not know the price?—Witness: No.—Jodge Cluer : Well, he has told

us why—that the msftalaoturen -were not giving fixed prices at tiie

time ; a perfectly reasonsble reason. I have come to the conclusion

that au order waa given, and my verdi.-t will be for the plaintiffs.

~ Judgnxot was entered aoconlingly, witli caet«. On the first hearing;

the plaintiffs had to pay to the defendant 12b. 6d. ooste, and this

amount will be sat off.

Thx ArrAiKS of Frank Howard, 32, Coniston Road, Muswell

Hill, N., who had been interested in two companies, called Colour-

graphs, Ltd., and Photocol, Ltd., have previously been reported

in these columns, and on November 4 they came before Mr. Roger

Mellor at the London Bankruptcy Court upon the hearing <f

debtor's application to approve a proposal providing, inter alia, for

the payment of a composition of 5e. in the £ to his unseoureil

creditors. He failed on July 3 last, and, in the opinion of the

Official Receiver, the proofs of debt and probable claims aggregate

£867, whilst the assets were estimated by the debtor to realise £6.

He acted as a director of Photocol, Ltd., until June last, and ho

attributes his insolvency to his association with another person,

estimatuig his loss in that connection at £950, of which £450

represents the amount of cash that he provided for financing the

two companies mentioned.

When the case was called on for hearing the OJBcial Receiver

reported that the debtor was not in attendance, neither had *he

mm necessary to pay the composition been lodged with him.

In the circumstances his Honour refused to approve the proposal.

LrcAL Notices.—Notice is given of the dissolution of the part

nersiiip between John William Heawood and Joseph Watson, lately

carrying on business as photographers at Station Road, Hinckley,

Leicester, under the style of Heawood aud Watson. John William
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lleawood retiree, and th«; business i^ being carried on by Joseph

\\at«on, wlio will receive and pay all debts.

NEW COMPANIES.
.SvNBEAM Photo, Limited.—This private company was registered

oil October 31, with a capital of £1,000, in £1 shares, to take

over the business of a photographer carried on on the foreshore

At Margate under an agreement between F. L. Peltman and
Martha E. Whitrose of the one part and the corporation of Mar-
gate of the other part. First directors : F. L. Peltman, 2, Cliff-

side, Fifth Avenue, Margate, contractor; T. Head, 13, Godwin
Road, Margate, photographer. Registered office : 12, Dalby Road.
Margate.

Scientific a.sd Projectio.ns. Limited.—This private company
was registered on November 3. Capital, £10,000, in £1 .shares.

Ohjeots: To oarry on the business of majiufacturei-s of and dealers

in ciaipematograph, photoip-aphic, scientific, philosophical, elec-

trical, and optical instruments, etc.. and to enter into an agree-

ment with F. W. Larkins and S. R. Bailey. The first directors

aie : C. Fairwoather, 37, Hindes Road, Harrow (chairman); A. S.

March, 59, Eagle Road, Wembley; and F. W. Larkins, 21, Shrews-
bury Road, New Southgate, N. Registered office : 5, Crawford
Passage, Farringdon Road, E.C.

GosNAY Advertising Company (1919), Limited.—This private

company was registered on November 5, with a capital of £10,000,
in £1 shares. Objects : To take over the business of advertisin;;

and photographic contractors, printer.s, zinco and wood engravers,

«tc., lately carried on by the Gosnay Advertising Company,
Limited, at 6 and 7, Little White Lion Street, Long Acre, W.C,
«nd to enter into an agreement between said old company of the

first part, W. J. .Mawrey, F. A. Wood, and H. J. Jewell of the

second part, Odhams, Limited, of tlie third part, and W. J. B.

Odhani of the fourth part. The subscribers (each with one share)

are: W. J. B. Odham, 93-4, Long Acre, W.C, director and pub-
lisher; J. S. Elias, 93-4, Ix)ng Acre, W.C, printer and publisher.

The first directors are : J. S. Elias, W. J. B. Odham, and F.

Mills. Registered oflice : 93-4, Long Acre, W.C. 2.

[November 14, 1919.

ReiDS aiid_ Rotes*
The Stebeoscopic SociETy.—After twenty-six years of successful

working, this society has now inaugurated a branch in the United
States, and includes in its fortnightly portfolios interesting slides

submitted by its members acroes the Atlantic. The consequent
interchange of specimens of members' work, as well as methods
and ideas connected with stereo.scopic photography, should be of
the greatest value to the members The hon. secretary, Mr. W.
Tillott Barlow, The Peaks, Bognor, Sussex, will be pleased to

famish all particulars and receive applications for membership on
the Home Circuit : on the American side information can be
obtained from the branch hon. secretary, Mr. W. S. Cotton.
5,021, 33rd Avenue 6.E., Portland, Ore., U.S.A.

Magazine Reflex Cameras.—In aeference to our reply to a
querist in our issue oi October 24 last, a correspondent, Mr. E. S.

Maples, Edgerton, Huddersfield, writes:—"You appear to have
overlooked the ' Holborn Reflex,' made some years ago by Hough-
tons, one of which I possessed ten years ago. It carried twelve
quarter-plates in sheaths, had automatic changing, RR or Goerz
lens, focussing, but not reversing back. Ilex shutter behind lens
(not focal-plane), speeded 1—1/100 sec. (if I recollect), and was
only the weight of a modern focal-plane reflex, certainly not in

uiy way heavy. The ' Ftexet ' was made by Talbot and Eamer,
Liverpool. It was of small size and fitted with either bag-changing
magazine, roll holder, or double slides, mirror, behind-Jens blind
ihutter (not focal-plane), 1/10—1/100 sec, rising front, non-
Toversing back, lens mounted m focussing jacket. Both these werr
excellent for amateur use where high-speed is not required, the latter
particularly being light, small, well-made, reliable, and low ij.

price (£3 10s. plus cost of lens). These cameras are, I believe, no
longer made, but could probably be obtained secondhand."
JuBiLEB Issue of " Nature."—Oui- scieaitiilc contemporary in its

iftone of Noiromber 6 Last celebrates the completion of fifty years of
pufolioation. Sir Norman Lockyer, its foimder and for many years
it« adator, contributes a few - Valedictory (Memories," describing

the tHtablishment of the paper in 1369, and is liimself the subject of
ail elofjuent appreciation by M. H. Deslandres, Director of the Astri)-

physicjil ()bser\-at<)ry of Meodon. A .photogra\"uro portrait of Sir
Xonnan Lookyer is presented as a supplement, uniform with Uie
)x>itrait8 of other "' scientific worthies " which " Nature " has issued
from time to time. The opportunity is taken to publish a sM-ies of

brief i-eviews of the progress of various braiK-hes of science einoe the
establishment of "Nature," and the issue will l>o read with vea^
great interest for this series of contributions by eminent scientific

men of the day. Tlie branches of chemistry provide tlio chief sub-
jects for these essays, and h*¥e prompted the contributions of Sir
Edwai-d Thorpe, Professor Armstrong, Professor H. B. Dixon, Pro-
fessor J. C. Philip, ijir J. J. Thomson, Sir Ernest Rutherford, Pro-
lessor Soddy, tuui Professor J. S. Tuwnsend. Mr. Cliapman Jones
owitributes a ibrief sketch of progress in ^iliotogi^iphy, and Mj.
Emery Walker attempts the same task in the field of photo-
inechajiijal reproduction. These brief papers are appropriately
rounded off by one on the promotion of researdi :by Sir Rlohard
Gregory, for many years acting editor of "Nature" arvd now its

editor-mchief.

Correspondence.—

—

'.• Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.
No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given.

',' We do »io< undertake responsibility for the opinions expreaeed
by our corresnond^nts.

THE ETERN^U. QUESTION AND THE P.P.A.
To the Editors.

Gentlemon.-Jn your last issue Mr. A. W. Woodmanseo writes

:

" The proposal to form a union under the auspices of the P.P.A. will
appeal to very few assistants." May I say that these words must
have been penned luider a misaipprehension ? The P.P.A. has no ia-

temtion of "fathering" a union of assistants. The policy of tlie

Association is cleaily expressed in the resolution passed by its Coun-
cil on June 13 last, viz. :—" That this Council of the Professional
Photographers' Association, believing it would be to tlie generaJ ad-
vantage of .pax>fessionial photography that assistants sliould have an
association of their own, urge them to form one, and a/ce willing to
provide the sum of £10 to a responsible committee towards the initial

oxpen.se."

It is Obvious that the recommendation is that pliotographic
assistants shou,ld have an association of their oi»;i.—Yours faithfully,

S. H. Fry, Hon. Secretary.

A SIMPLE VARNISH FOR NEGATIVES AND PRINTS.
'To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—It has always been advised that all good negatives
should be preserved by varnishing them. A cheap and excellent
varnish which can be obtained by your readers living in th.j

tropics almost for nothing is to take a bit of gum dammar, say
20 grs. (obtainable from all the Indian shops at a penny an ounce,
and known to them as " Arpus " or "Dammar Punai "), and
dissolve it in 2 ozs. of motor spirit. Apply the varnish
with cotton. If the varnish is not required, it can be removei
with the spirit in a few seconds. For bromide prints it might be
well to add a little bit of wax and tui-pentine to the dammar solu-
tion. The spirit and the tuqjentiiie will evaporate, leaving an
invisible varnish on the prints, which will repel water or moisture.
—Yours faithfully. Tan Book Ahn.
Treasury, Pcjiang, S.S.,

October 6, 1919.

THE ETERNAL QUESTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—With reference to Mr. Wfwdmansee's letter in the
issue of the 7th inst., his suggestion that the photographic
assistants join the National Union of Sliop Assistants is certainly
K'ood. but I feel sure it will never come to pass, because there }s
no unity of fellowship in the photographic profession. Take, for
instance, one example

: I sometmies see ajinouncements which state
"No objection to hours." Is that comradeship? If we were in a
union they would not dare say that. If they sucaeod in
securing a situation through their "glorious sacrifice," I wmcerely
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hope they will aeoare their " tioket* " for tbe next vorld a4. Ute same
limai If onr profeasion were indispeoaable tbioga would be difiermt,

bat I doobt if the National Unioo of Shop AacistMita would eotertain

iM in Ibeir onion.—Yoorp faithfully, " Shu. Howno."

To the Editors.

OeaUemen.-^But for the fact that " StiU Hoping " haa been only
reeanUy dcnobiliaed his Mter aboold uot haveibeen written. Eighteen
montliB ago the ooliunna of the "Journal " oontaioed taudi oorre-

ytwfance from i—iat ants, and be should know tlwt ii ia emtirely the

lank of aaairta

n

ta if thegr do not form an asaooiaftioo of their own and
discoaa their grieraDoea tegether. I think it highly creditable to the
P.P.A. that they sbooid have been the first employers' aaaooialioo

to Tsoogniaa the trend of modem industriea, and have aaked the
•Miataata to form a tauoo which they can treat with. There is no
propoaal now to form that under the control or influence of the

P.P.A., and the fact of the P.P.A. suggeating the formation of this

body should make it easy lor aaaistaats to meet together without fear

of advenw conaeqnesiees.

Tht Shop As«ia>anta' Union baa for yean aocepted photographic

MOfiloyaaa aa members, but the conditiona of pbotographk: etnploy-

mant at* ao diffsrant Irom those of the ordinary shop assistant that

K would be onch better if the photographic ooes could form an

isaofiiation cd (heir own. Three-foortha ol them are probably
" factory handa " in a technical aetise and some are at times em-

ployees of other trade workers on their owa account. Besides

that, both oo the male and lemale side, a certain nmmher are coo-

tiaoally joining the ranks ol those who cater for the public directly.

Womeq> competjtiort asiala in other oocopatioos, and though I am
certainly not deairoos of sasing davar women atarting studios in my
diatrijt, we must all admit that for half the studio work done, gi«'en

e^oal «^*^""^ ability, it would be quite as atyropriate for it to be

d'jttm by woaan as by men. If the womeo crowd us out we must try

or handa ak samethiog else, bat I don't think there is much fear

<>; ityai.

file chief diffioaily in the way at present ia that in the smaller

towns (hare are ao lew MsislMits aad in the kcger they are not

oqnainted with each o4hsr, also the shoe doaa ao* pinch all alihe.

' StiU Hoping " aays be did not know till he waa eogaged that there

' M Sunday doty. That's his own fauH.

1 would aoggaat that Loodoo should take the lead, and if a few

neistants bokweoo aow i^ the middle of Deesmfaer would canvass

the aaaployees ol varieos stodioa (hey might than be ah^ to arrange

nai advertise a aocial gatharmg shortly after Christmas, a por-

' <ja of the tiaM being occupied with business maM ws and the re-

i.uaiodar devotad *• a danee. If this were rspsatsd cooe a niMiUi

•luring the winter it weald aaoa be (uuod whether or not a per-

manent aasociatioo ouold be farmed. 1/ it did gat formed, then no

UmU, the £10 ^tMifm oflsrsd by the P.P.A. ifoald be farthooming

'•warda pratiHuaary aifiswas, bat there would have «• be a Utile

kpade work dooe flrat. —Yours truly,

LooE FoaWABD.

PHOTOGRAl'HIC QOOlXi AND THE I'ROFITEERINCS icCt.

To (he Editors.

ttsnUanwn,—I was plaaaad to aee in your iasue of October 31

that Mr. Robert R. Rtee haa laid a complaint before a Piofitearine

Tribunal about the price of bromide poatiarda, aad that the Council

of our Asaocistion (the P.P.A.) are backing hia up.

On Ssptambsr 8 Isat ! wroU to the Presidsot of the Board of

Trade aakiuK bim to " apply the Profiteering Act to photographic
glaaa platea, poatcards, paper, and chemicals." At the same time

I rtated thai there waa a " combine " or an agreement for th«-

ftsifBg of pricaa aoioog the " leadmg mannfacturan of photographic

plat ia aad papan^"
Under date 8apt«Dbar 13 I received an adcaoaladgment of my

laUar. By latter dated Oelober 14 I w.u informed that the "Com-
plaiata Committee " bad decided that the "

' article ' complained
of ia not at present indodsd in the Schedule to the Profiteering

Act, 1919." The letter further stated "that inmediate atepa are

baing taken to include this in the Schedule, wbicfa will be eztef>ded

ia the immediate tntare."

U would be a good thing if repreaeotaitivas of the t'.P.A. anJ
of the Mannfaotarers' AssociatKn oould get together, and, if

(/oasible, imae to pnrfaaiional photographers snd to maiiufacturari

an agreed statement as to the prioee lihat etight to be eborged to

the professional for plates, postcards, and paper; for ehemicaU,

alao, if possible, but the latter would be more difficsH. Manu.

facturers have had to contend with very serious diffieultiee. They

have survived, have come out on top, and have done very weftl.

The best minds of the times are out for conciliation and for good

will. Cannot we have that between the mauufacturerB and the

professionals ?

Failing agreement as to what are fair prices, we professionals

must fight the manufacturers. So here is an olive branch in one

hand, and a sword in the other

!

Any action taken by professionals under the Profiteering Act

will, I think, be much more effective by all participants (or

belligerents!) working together through the P.P.A. Some weeks

ago a travellar in our trade said to me: "To hell with the

'combine.' " To that I prayerfully assented.
A. Simpson.

3a, New Briggate, Leeds, November 4, 1919.

[In order to render definite the third paragraph in eur correspon-

dent'a letter, we applied to the Board of Trade, and have been in-

formed that sensitive emulsion-coated plates or papers have not

(up to November 8 last) been placed on the sdhedule of the Profiteer

ing Act, and that therefore it is not competent for a local committee

to deal with oomplainU in respect of the sum charged for these good*.

We see, howoter, in last week's "Board of Trade Journal" that

photographic materials are among the goods complaints in regard to-

which were lodged with the CentraJ Committee appointed under the

Act—Ed. "B.J."]

UNRETDRNED PROOFS AND THE PHOTOGRAPHER'S
LIABILITY AS TO THE NEGATIVES.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,-Tho esse relating to unreturiied proofs referred to

in the " British Journal " of last week raises a point of practical

interest to photographers, but the legal principles on which Ml

answer to the question depends are surely so clear that there can

be no doubt of the decision which would be arrived at by a Court

of Justice.
.

The question depends on the provisions of the SUtute of Limita-

tions, 1623 (21 Jac. I., cap. 16), which enacU that an action on a

simple conUact (i.e., a contract not made by deed) must be brought

within six years. Further, any action on tlie case generally must-

be brought within six years from the time that the right of action

accrued.

In order to make the matter quite clear, let us suppose a case

more in favour of the sitter than the present case. Suppose that

the customer had returned the proofs and that the photographer

had made default in supplying the prints ordered. In this case,

the customer could sue for breach of contract or could rescind the

contract and sue for the return of his money. But after six years

from the daU of the contract all rights of action would be barred

under the Statute of LimiUtiom, and the customer could neither

sue on the contract nor for the return of hie money. The facts of

the presoDt case are the same, except that the customer, by failing

to return the proofs, put it out of the power of the photographer

to perform lus contract. It is, therefore, quite clear that any right

of action of the customer wa* barred at the expiration of six years

from the date of the conUact, and that the present owner of the

business is under no liability.

Another question incidentally raised is is to the liability of a

photographer for the safe custody of negatives. In the absence

of a special contract it seems that a photographer is under no

obligation to keep negatives. The usual contract between photo-

grapher and customer is that tlie photographer shall supply a cer-

tain number of prints in consideration of receiving a certain sum

of money from the customer. As soon as the photographer has

supplied the prints his liability under the contract is determined

by performance. If the customer aiterwards orders further prints

be makes an offer of a new contract, which does not become bind-

ing on the photographer unless he accepts it. If, therefore, the

negative have been lost or destroyed, the photographer can be

under no liability unless he accepts the customer's offer, and, of

course, he is under no obligation to do so.

The negative, which is the property of the photographer, is

simply an object made by him for the purpose of carrying out his
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contract to supply prints, just ae a manufacturer might make a

mould in onler to supply a number of casts ordered from him, or

• shoemaker might majie a last in order to supply a pair of booU.

The customer has no righits whatever in the negative other than

the right (arising from his copyright in the photograph) of re-

straining the photographflr from pulbliahing prints made from it.

—

Tours, etc., Sydney C. Spink, LL.B.

Lochiel, Dyke Road, Hove,

Norember 7, 1919.

m

Jlnstoers to CorrespondentSe
•—

SPECIAL NOTICE.

In accordance wilh our present practice a smaller space will be

allotted to replies to correspondents.

We ioill ansv'er by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: 5-cent International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday) , and should be addressed

to the Editors.

H. B.—^We know of no agents in this country for the Condensed

Chemioal Dictionary; our publishers are not suppOying it.

G. H.—You can obtain spare parts and accessories for Goerz

cameras from Mr. R. E. Peeling, 4-6, Holborn Circus, London,

E.G.

D. D.—A» we und'eisitaiad the Licensing Order it certainly applies

to itinerant photographers, since it applies to any retail business

wliich it carried on locally.

D. W.—We do not know of any firm publishing workiiig drawings.

Messrs. Caasell have a book on making photographic apparatus

the drawings in which are, we think, about the nearest thing to

what jam. want.

T. D.—If the registration is being made because the business is not

being carried on in the names of the partners, then the office to

which you should apply is 39, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.
The cost of registration is 6s.

W. M.—If you have been carrying on a local busdnesB in photo-

graphy for four years past you certainly do not come under the

Retail Businesses (Licensing) Order, whHidh applies only to businesetes

established since February, 1918.

F. F.—Every photograph taken by a photographer "on his own '

becomes automaticaUy copyright, and it has not to be marked
"copyright." We suggest that you should read the article on this

very subject in the " B.J." of Oct. 31.

H. B.—If the busriniess is being newly eetalbMied, and caxries on a

reitail trade locally, you require to obtain a licence under the

Retail Businesses (Licensing) Order, the office for which is 15, Athol
Crescent, Edinburgh. There is no other formality.

E. M.—We think from your decnption that the process is a modih
cation of the true-to-scaJe method worked out and patented a yeai

or so ago by the firm of B. J. Hall, Great Peter Street, London,
S.W. We think if you wrote to them you would find out what
you wanted.

E. P.—Presuming that your friend is a British subject, the photo-
graphs which he has taken automatically become copyright in

this country without his doing anything at all. You should see

the article on this very subject which appeared in the " B.J."
of October 51.

J- D.—Your best plan will be to have two thin curtain poles or
even wires, one at the top of the window and one 4 ft. from
the grouaid. Rum the curtains on these with rings, in two rows.
Have dark sateen or casement cloth curtains at each end and
white nainaooik ones in the centre.

N. E.—We have not published insti-uctions for making a print
washer and do not know of any book containing them. Most
makers of enlargements do not use mechanical washers at ajl,

but simply transfer enlargonieats from dish to dish of plain

water. Worked properly, this is by far the most efficdenit system
•f waaiuag.

F. B.—Presuming that the F. and the A.E. are the initials (and

the full initials) respectively of your wife and yourself, you do

not come under the Business Names Registration Act, but it is

necessary that a licence should be obtained for starting a new

business, the office for which is 99, Queen's Gate, South Ken-

sington, S.W.7.

A. B.—A common cause is a developer which does not act quickly

enough. Most gaslight cards should come up to full depth the

moment they are placed in the developer. If they don't the

high-lights are very often stained. Your two latter queries

would be better answered by the makers of the card, since you

do not tell us what brand you are using.

C. E.—We think 1 part of glacial acid to 10 of water will be

strong enough to move the distemper. About 2 oza. of the gela-

tine powder dissolved in a pint of warm water would be enough

to hold the 2 lbs. of whiting. Wet the canvas first, and put on

the distemper thinly. An ounce of white sugar will be ample,

but it really should not be necessary if you only apply a thin

coat.

J. F.—We are afraid there is no remedy for stains on clothes

caused by M.Q. developer. The best thing you can ti'y is a

little bleaching powder (chloride of lime) made into a thin

paste with water and a drop or two of hydrochloric acid added

to give the mi.xture a strong chlorous smell. This may take out

the stain, but in nine cases out of ten will take out the coloui- of

the fabric also.

W. A.—1. There is no other system which has any .kdranftage as

regards cost of convenience over the condenser lantern. The
Parallax is sold in America, but so far as we know has not been

very widely used. We should think it is rather costly. 2. An
excellent type of printing box was fully described, with drawings,

in an article by Mr. W. Marshall in the "B.J." of March 30,

1917. 3. They are probably due either to dirt in the washing

water, or in the drying room, or to floating developer dust sett-

ling on the plates before development. We can only suggest

filtering the tap water, drying negatives in a muslin chamber,

and proper deamlLness in making up dovelopei'. 4. For fine

work, waterproof ink is abonit the best thing. You can get it

from any dealer in process requisites, such as Messrs. John J.

Griffin and Sons, Kemble Street, Kingsway, W.C.2.

a;b^ IBrttigb lottrtrgl gf f lj0to0rgpiig>

Lone Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisemenU cannot be inurted uniU fully and eorreeOy pre-

paid, tenders of line announcemente are euked to beair in mind tM
eeale of charges. Tkey will thus utve thenuelvet delay in the pifh-

lication of their atmounotmenU. A Schedule by which an advertil^

ment can be correctly priced tfiU be lent on request.

Net Prepaid Lina AdTsrtitements.

12 words or le«g 1/-

Bxtra words Id, per word.

(No radaotioii foi a Mries.)

Special Note. Box Number Advertisements.

"BoxNo." and office address charged as 6 worda.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for eaoh ady't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and oorreotly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must ba accompanied by tha

advertisement aa previously printed.

Advertisements are uot accepted over the telephone or by telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line adTartisamanti is 13 o'olook

(noon) on Wednesdays for tha currant week's Issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Moaday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite ioaae camnot b*

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO.. Ltd., PubUsher*.
34, WelUncton StrMt. Strand. LONDON, W.&3.
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BMUMraal j»hi»>upa|A* ant loaa noUuog o( Utcir value from the
'f-^ that iMgr are wrfttea fcoin the rtaf^point of ifae uan- o< the

'U fii artteh Uua week " Practicna " dcaia with the carbun print-M pmu—, vniliBttag in a geoaral wajr the mankwiatioo nenniMiryK workii^ Mm doidde Umaiar form a( it. (P. 676.)
' In naply to a qu—lion ia tlM Houae of Commew it we* elated that
anial methods at aonreyiaig ior ma|ipiag purpoaea are at oreaenl
- re «xpaoaiTe and mm aooorate than thoM Mtpkyed by the

naooe SiarMr. (P. 666.)
' «arlT UB.OOO |diatogra|ihB of aoldian' grave* have been aoppiied
ii« WW Ofloe orpoiaatioB waywibie ior thia work. (P. 686.)
!•* National Union of Shop AanMaota aaoda oa a letter poaoliog
the [ineilaiai it haa takan np in refereooe to the adnuaaion ol

togra^iio aaauteota. (P. 686.)

Alter teWof hatd the oflk* (or tweaty-nioe yaara, Mr. H. C.

Hunwinyway la ratiring iron the aecretaryahiii of the Botberham
Phatc«raplM Soowty. (P. 6ea)

Dataila of oonatnotioo of aoastigmat leniea and ct a aelf-poftrait

ahattar-relaaae flgnra under patent oenra. <P.
680.J

A nattem of (older which ptwidee good proteotton ior the photu-

grapna and at (he aame time ii of diataootive appearance iormi the

aabjeet of a paragraph as page 673.

Inadeooate oonteflt L atiial negative and priafling paper ii the

nanee o(^ dfleolaTe nnality in many print* vfaioh are made at the
priaapt taa*. (P. 673.)

We npeai an olt4]aot*d maxim tfaai photographara ihooM aacer-

taeo tha ocet. not of materia]* only, but of their own labour, rent,

r»l«e, «(c., aftplying to any parti^oiar jo)>. (P. 674.)

'-^•inad pnnta, Malnea* a^eemeota, bceoce* for new bnaineaae*.

1 dnmtiott of oa|^rri#* are among the eobjecta hriafiy dealt with

Aaawera to CocreapoodeoU." (P. 687.)

EX CATHEDKA.
A Mounting We recently handled a number of
**'"*• etchings, which were protected by being
placed in folders composed of large sheets uf thick cart-
ridge drawing-paper. The prints were attached to the
third page by the corners, while an opening cut in the
front leaf alloyed the whole subject, including the artist's
signature, to be seen without risk of damage from
handling. In one or two examples, where the edges of
the plate paper were already frayed, additional security
was given by fastening the front leaf to the back one by
means of a thin line of glue down the fore edge. Al-
though primarily designed as a protection, the effect as
an artistic entourage was distinctly good, and might well

be adopted for any large-sized photographs in monochrome
to which it was desired to give an appearance of distinc-

tion. One advantage of fastening the edges together is

that when displaying the prints from a portfolio there is

no risk of damaging them if one be pushed down between
the others. Very little skill is necessary to cut the
openings, this being easily done by means of a mount-
cutter's knife, a steel straight-edge and a sheet of glass.

A piece of card can be cut into a templet and a line

ruled with a hard pencil or, better, a stylus, to serve as

a guide for the knife.

Unnharp
Print*.

Contact printing from small negatives,

especially films, is now carried on under
oouditions which would have horrified many of the old

school of printers, who were used to handling negatives

made on patent plate-glass, and using " box-form" print-

ing frames with powerful springs. To them the idea of laying

a wrinkled film upon a glass bed, putting a piece of stiff

bromide paper in cont-act with it, and lightly pressing a

pad ujxin it to secure contact between them, would have
appeared the acme of slovenly work, yet this is what is

being done every day by many firms who undertake ama-
teur work. We were struck by the difference in two sets of

prints, one being made by the amateur who had produced

the negative, and the other by a local chemist, who prob-

ably farmed the work out. The former set were quite

sharp, but the latter, while good in other respects, were

far inferior in this one particular. This is a foolish policy,

as it does not encourage the customer to order additional

prints, and puts the question of enlargements out of the

field. For ordinary portrait work the frames used are often

very defective: the little resiliency the springs originally

possessed have often long departed, and the backs have

warped. With the stout papers now commonly used there is

need for far more pressure than when albumenised paper

was the only printing medium.
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Costing In many busin€sses a careful record is

Systems. kept of the cost of each job so as to

form a basis for quoting for future orders. In the print-

ing trade, in which much machinery and many processes

are used, it is quite a difficult matter to do this, and the

ingenuity of the whole trade has had to be employed to

evolve a reliable system. The photograj)her may well

take a hint to do something in the same direction so

that he may avoid taking on jobs which we nave described

as "paying a shilling for thirteen pence cost." On
several occasions we have pointed out that the cost of a

finished photograph includes much more than cost of

materials, labour, and renewals of apparatus. Time is

the commodity which the photographer gives awav most

freely. On a small outdoor job he will frequently spend

as much time in travelling and waiting about as, at brick-

layers' or carpenters' wages, would amount to half the

sum he receives. Many small photographers work out-

rageously long hours for a very scanty return. Surely,

if they work eighty hours per week, they should be

charging out those hours at Is. 6d. each at least. Then

comes rent of business premises, materials, help and

profit. Why should a man pay himself less per hour than

he would have to pay anyone else to do the same work ?

COPYRIGHT IN OLD PHOTOGRAPHS. THE
EFFECT OF THE 1911 ACT ON COPYRIGHTS
CREATED UNDER THE 1862 ACT.

"Whenever a piece of legislation is repealed by another,

there is bound to be a certain degree of difficulty in decid-

ing what is the position, in the period of the repealing

measure, in regard to events which took place under the

legislation which has been repealed. The law relating to

copyright is an instance of this, and evidently, as some

recent questions show, is one which photographers are not

always able to settle off-hand to their own satisfaction.

Although the 1911 Copyright Act has very greatly

simplified and, from the photographer's point of view,

improved copyright law, there is still the occasion for

doubt as to what is the position of photographs taken

before the present Act came into force.

In order to put this matter clearly to others than our

correspondents, it should first be pointed out that it is

now immaterial, so far as the subsistence of copyright

is concerned, or, rather, so far as concerns the photo-

grapher's right to take action for infringement, whether

the photograph was or was not registered at Stationers'

Hall in accordance with the provisions of the previous

(1862) Act. Under this former Act copyright was

created, just as it is under the present one, bv the creation

of the work, but it was made a special condition that no

action could be taken in respect to infringement which

was prior to the registration of the photograph at Sta-

tioners' Hall. This disability is removed in the 1911

Act, and, at the same time, the benefit thereby conferred

upon photographers extends retrosDectively to photo-

graphs taken under the 1862 Act.

On the other hand, it requires to be made clear that it

does not necessarily follow that a photograph taken under

the 1862 Act, whether registered or not, is now the

subject of copyright. Copyright may or may not subsist

in it. And it is not by any means an easy matter to

determine whether it does or not. This difficulty arises

from the alteration in the term of copyright which is

made by the 1911 Act. In this Act photographs are treated

differently from other literary and artistic works, and are

granted a fixed term of copyright of fifty years from the

time of making the negative. Moreover, the Act is re-

trospective as regards this question of duration, for

Sect. 24 provides that under the new Act ccnyright ii

photographs taken under the old Act shall last for th<

terra for which it would have lasted if the 1911 Act hac

been in force at the date that the photograph was made
if—and it is a big if—any copyright at all subsists in th(

photograph at the time the present Act came into force.

In order to understand the effect of this position it i

necessary to bear in mind the provision of the old Ac
as regards duration of copyright. This, instead of beiuj

a fixed term, was for the life of the author and .«even yean
after his death. Thus, it must be remembered that th(

1911 Act does not do anything to restore copyright whicl

has ceased to exist through a period of seven years havin;

elapsed between the death of the author and the cominj

of the 1911 Act into force. As the 1911 Act came int<

force on July 1, 1912, it follows that in order for copy
right to have been in existence (under the 1862 Act) oi

that date it is necessary that the author of the photo
graph should have been alive on July 1, 1905. Evei
then it does not necessarily follow that copyright exist;

any longer in the photograph, for in the case of photo

graphs taken in the first few years after 1862 the ful

term of fifty years, provided by the 1911 Act, may havi

run its course. In most cases, however, the copyrigh

which, under the 1862 Act, was still in existence on July 1

1912, is prolonged for a few years bv the 1911 Act, an(

therefore at first sight it seems an easy matter for <

photographer to decide what his position is in respect t(

any studio or other negatives in his position.

Unfortunately, it is not so easy as it seems on accoun

of the fact that the meaning attached to the won
"author" of a photograph is very different in the tw(

Acts. In the 1911 Act the " author " of a photograpl

is arbitrarily defined as " the owner of the negative whei

the negative is made," and may be an individual or i

corporate body. But in judgments of the courts undei

the Act of 1862 it was held that the " author " of i

photograph was the person who actually superintendet

the arrangement by Tsutting the sitter or members of <

group into a position, or selected the view and arrangec

it in the camera. In other words, the "author" ver^

often was not the master photographer to whom the copy

right belonged but his studio or landscape operator

Yet, according to this legal judgment, it was the life o

this assistant which determined the duration of copyright

It will thus be seen that in probably 50 per cent, o:

existing studio or landscajje negatives made under ih<

1862 Act it is impossible for a photographer to dis

cover whether the real " authdr," according to thii

judicial ruling, was or was not alive on July 1, 1905

How .many phoitographfers through whose emploiymenil

dozens, if not scores, of assistants have passed can sa^

what has subsequently happened to them ! Apparently
this is one of the things which was entirely overlooked ii

drafting the 1911 Act. The difference in the definitior

of the "author" evidently escaped the notice of th(

draftsmen of the Act. Yet the Act is plainly made re

trospective only as regards this one '^"estioii of duratior

of copyright. We cannot recollect that the point ha!

ever been raised in any action for infringement of copV'

right, probably for the reason that in such a case a photO'

grapher conveniently forgets the existence of a sub?e'

quently undiscoverable assistant, and no one could reasor

ably blame him for doing so.

m

The AviAR Anastiomat.—By a mistake last week in .the revde

of the British Anchutz camera the word Aeroplan was mention*

a.« tlie name of the lens by Messr.i. Taylor. Taylor and Hobsol

with which the camera will be fitted. This should have be(

" Aviar," the new model of which is in preparation for tin

market by Mesera. Taylor, Taylor and Hobson.
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PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

[Previoaa article* of this series, in which the aim of the writer ia to commanicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of that by Um same writer which ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The Bubjeots of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jaa. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Backgrouads (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing PfoeeMei for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

Studio Aeeeaaoriaa and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Sorroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Stodio Heating and Ventilation (March 7)-

The Poetcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Boom (March 21).

Aboat the B«eeption Boom (March 28).

Hofiie Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Stadiot (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenies (May 2).

EnlargemenU (May 9).

Advertiaing the Studio (May 16).

Moanta aiM Mounting (Mav 25).

BnsiiMU Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

CARBON
I hatk had oecarion U> mention the carbon proccaa of print-

ing several time* in thia aeries, and it Mam* fitting that one
nrticle at least should be devoted to practical working iilttruc-

' ana. Ilia apparatM and matt-rials required, ontaide that

xually ionnd in a photographer's workroom, are aimple and
>n«xpensive. Ataoming that there i* a sufficiency of printing

framea with good atrong springs, aeveral porcelain dishes in

•hole-plat* six« or larger, and some clean dnst«rs, the fol-

'(^ing artielaa muat ha pn^ured :—Carbon tissue >n the

•lours it is intended to use (for * start, aapia and warm black
ire a food selection), ti-mptjrarr or flexible aopport, final

support aho called double transfer paper—waxing aolution,

a flat aquaegee and rabbar clotii, an actiaonetar, some alum
for fixing, and, if th* tiiaae has tu be senaitised at home, a
little bichromate of potash anri an onnc« or so of ammonia.
All these can be procured for a few ahillings ; the riae in

price since 1914 has only been about IS per cent. It ia usual

to start instruction in carbon printing by describing the

aingle transfer proceas, bnt aa this nacflMitatea the ns« of

reversed negatives I will proceed at onea to double-transfer,

whkh is precisely similar in all reapeeta ooept the final

tiansfer, which is not required in the ciagle-transier proceas.

There are innumerable dodges and modifioations practised by
«rbun printen, bnt in this lesson I will assuufe that there u
ualy ona way of working, and that the student will not try

esparioMnta until he can produce a decent print.

CariMn " tJaaiie," aa the pigmented papar is ealled, may b«
purchased either in a sensitive or insenaitive state. As the

price is the same lor either variety, and aa iLOst early troubles

arise in the proceas of sensitising aad drying the tissue, 1

advise that it be bought in the sensitive state, in which it

will keep good, if stored in a flat calcium tin, for several

weeks. It, however, it be decided to aeaaitise at home, it is

a simple matter if carried out in the foUowing way :—A solu-

tion is made containing 1 os. of bichromate of potaah in 20 oggs.

or 30 oas. of water. The leaser quantity may be used

in summer and the greater in winter, or the strong aolution

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).

Plates and Their "Work (July 11).

Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)

Leaky Roofs (Sept. 5).

Blinds and Curtains (Sept. 12).

Miniatures (Sept. 19).

Printing Portrait Negatives (Sept. 26).

Wedding Groups (Oct. 3).

Combination Printing (Oct. 10).

Flashlight Work (Oct. 17).

Flashlight Portraiture (Oct. 24).

The Question of Outfit (Oct. 31 .

Telepboto Lense.s for Professional Work (Nov. 7|.

Changing Quarters (Nov. 14).

PRINTING.
may be used if the negatives are inclined to be vigorous,

and the weak one if they are at all upon the flat side. A few

drops of ammonia should be added to the solution, to neu-

tralise any acidity, which would cause the tissue to become

rapidly insoluble. The tissue should be immersed in the:

i bichromate, one sheet at the time, and the surface carefully

I

swabbed with oottou-wool to break any bubbles on tho surface

I

and to ensure even action. H any portions receive a longer

coating by allowing streaks to remain, it is quite possible

that these will show in the finished print. The tissue should

remain in the solution for three minutes in winter and about

one and a-half or two minutes in summer. When ready, the

tissue ahould be lifted out of the bath without draining aoid

aqueegeed down upon ferrotype plate. As the tissue is practi-

cally insensitive while wet, the sensitising may be carried

out in daylight and the ferrotype plates carried into a weakly

lighted room, where they will dry. 'Hiis room should be warm

and wall ventilated, so that dr>'ing takes about four hours.

Slow drying is liable to produce partial or complete insolu-

bilitv. Sensitive carbon tissue should be treated with more

caution as regards exposure to light than platinum or P.O.P.,

as once light-action is started it continues, eo that a piece oi

tisane expoaed to light for half a minute, which might not

show any fog if printed and developed at once, would be quite

useless in a week.

Very dense or \-igorous negatives are not required for

carbon printing, although such negatives yield better prints

by this process than by any other; but any fairly bright

negative wiU give good results. Very thin flat "gaslight

paper " negatives are useless. Before printing it is necessary

to
" safe-edge " the negatives. This is done by painting witn

opaque or black varnish a narrow margin round the edge of

the plate on the glass side. The tissue must be the full size

of the negative, so that the edges are protected by the safe

edge or there will be danger of the deep shadows of the

pictiire sUrting to frill up from the edges and ruining the

print.

Having filled the frame, we turn our attention to the acti-
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noineter. Hvis in its simplest form is a small tin box with a

glass lid. Inside the lid is a brownish tint with a small clear

hole about i in. in diameter, and below this is a disc of

P.O.P. We turn the lid until a fresh surface of P.O.P. ifi

under the hole, and simultaneously expose tfhis and the

printing frame to the light. If the negative be rather a thin

one and free from stain, we expose until the P.O.P. matches

the brown tint round it. This we call one tint—it should

be sufficient for tlhin good negatives; for thicker or stained

negatives, two, three, four, or even up to eight tints may be

needed—that is to say, the P.O.P. is changed and printed to

the tint that number of times. With experience it is quite easy

to estimate the number of tints needed, and there is suffi-

cient latitude in the development to compensate for a mode-

rate degree of error.

When printed, the tissue may either be developed at once

or may be stored in a calcium box until convenient. If prints

are left exposed to the air they will continue prLnting, and
under-printed copies may be saved in this way.

Meanwhile the temporary supports should have been waxed
and polished. This is done by pouring two or three drops of

waxing solution upon the coated side of the support aJid

F^^eading evenly over with a small pad of new flannelette,

taking care to avoid stareakiness. When about a dozen have
been coated, the first will be ready for polishing with a soft,

clean duster, after Which the surface should appear smooth
and satin-like. The supports should be waxed at least an
hour before they are to be used, and will keep in condition,
for a month. Opals or ground glass supports are waxed in
the same way.

A dish is filled with cold water, say at 60°, and a piece of

temporary support laid in it face upwards. Above this is

floated a piece of exposed tissue face down. The tissue will
at first curl with the gelatine surface inwards, but will gi-adu-
ally flatten out, and if left alone would begin to curl the
revei-se way. But before this begins—that is to say, as soon
as the tissue is flat—it must be adjusted upon the support,
withdrawn from the dish, and squeegeed down between the
rubber cloth and a smooth board or glass plate. If there are

any ridges on the board they will show on the print, aa will

also uneven or excessive pressure when squeegeeing.

The tissue is now known as "mounted," and must be

placed in a blotting book under light pressure for a few

minutes, when it wiU be ready for development. This is

effected by immersion in hot water. About 90° Fahr. is a good

average temperature. In a minute or two—perhaps longer in

the case of tissue which has been kept some days after sensi-

tising—the pigment will begin to ooze out between the two

papers. A comer may now be lifted, and if the backing paper

comes away freely it is stripped off and thrown away. We
have now a smudge of gelatine left on the temporary support,

which we place upon a glass or zinc plate and move up and

down in the water. If the exposure has been on the short

side, the image will develop fully in this way, but most

prints require to have the warm water splashed upon them

with the right hand while the print on its supporting glass

is held in the left. As soon as the highest lights are suffi-

ciently clear, the print is rinsed in cold water and hung up

to dry. Hotter water may be used for over-exposure, and in

extreme cases a little washing soda may be added. In both

cases, however, there is danger of a reticulation of the gela-

tine in the shadows, and this usually spoils the print.

When quite dry, the print is ready for the final transfer.

We do this by soaking a piece of double transfer paper in tepid

water until the gelatine surface feels slippery between the

thumb and finger. The print is then slipped into the water

for a, few moments and the gelatine side of the transfer paper

brought into contact with the image and squeegeed in the

same way as when mounting the exposed tissue, taking care

as then to squeegee lightly. The whole is then hung up by

one comer till dry, when the print should separate of its own

accord from the support, which can be re-waxed and used again

and again, so long as the surface is not damaged. The print

should he immersed in a 5 per cent, solution of common ajlum

for five minutes, well rinsed, and hung up to dry. This is a

bare outline of the operations ; next week I will give details

which I have omitted to avoid confusion.

Pkacticus.

SOME SUGGESTIONS ON PHOTOGRAPHS OF TILE WORK.

[We are glad of the opportunity of reprinting through our contemporary, " American Fhotography," the following notes which forma
booklet issued by the Associated Tile Manufacturers of the United States specially in reference to the conditions which require to be

observed in making commercially valuable photographs of rooms and places for the floors and walls of which tiles are used. It would seem
that the notes have been drawn up for the information of individual tile manufacturers. At any rate, they exhibit such an informed sense

of what is required in photographs, not only of these subjects, but of commercial subjects in general, that they deserve the widest
publicity which can be given to them among photographers.—EDS., " B. J."]

II.

The eye is accustomed to perceive three dimensions and their

regular diminution as they recede more and more from the eye.

This peculiarity of vision must be apparent and seem natural in our
photographs. All photographs are rendered in perspective, but,

a* we shall see, some emphasdse or distort perspective. The severe
geometrical character of tile work requires especially good perspec-
tive.

The perspective of a pihotograph depends on the focal length and
view-angle of the lens, the station point and the level set-up of the
camera. Focal length, view-angle, and station point are reciprocal
and will be treated together.

Every subject has what might be called its natural viewing dis-

tance and viewing height, and a photograph showing the subject
ae it appears to the naked eye from that point is more pleasing
and natural than another of the same subject viewed from a lesser

or greater distance or elevation.

To make this clearer, let us assume that 'a fireplace were to be
photographed (fig. 1). In order to tajte in tbo entire view of a

5-ft. fireplaoe comfortably with the naked eye, we would station

ourselves about 10 ft. or 12 ft. away {A) and look at it from a height

of 5 ft. or & ft. We do this unconsciously, for the horizontal ajigla

formed by the visional rays between the eye and the extreme left

and right ends of the fireplace will then coiTCspond to the natural

visional angle of the human eye, somewhere around 25 degrees.

This, then, gives us a clue where and how high to set up tht

camera, provided we have a lens with a similar view-angle (a long-

focus lens).

But we may also assume the same fireplace viewed from an easy-

chair in front of it into which we have settled dowm determined

to dig through these pages, in this position [li) we would not ba

able to take in the entire face of the mantel without moving the

eyes. Jloreover, instead of looking down on it from an elevation

of 5 ft. or 6 ft., wo should see it from a height of, say, 3 ft. Now,

we might call this a natural v-iewing distance also, and feel justified

in doing so. But we sliaU directly see wherein we are mistaken.

If we set up our camera equipped with the 25-degree lens at this
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point we find tliat only one-thml o{ tihe fireplace ^peais on the

focnaiog tuwrn . Should we be forced to pbotogr^h the entire

finpUoe from this point, we would hare to employ a lens with a

Tww-angle of ai least 60 degrees. Bat the minute we do Uua we

Imb Uie vary quality of notaralneos in the perspective that ha.<

been cmpfaaaiaed • highly desirable.

Whan a Mnall anbjeot is photographed, as a mantel, this short-

eomioe lioes noi affect oar picture seriously. But supposing -wr

Willi to frfiotograph part of an sTerage room 16 K. z 24 ft. io liae.

Fiforai 2 and 3 plainly Aow what portion of the room we coold

•zpaot to repcodaoa with lentes of different view-angle from a

fizad aMUoa point. AA is the portion iocladed by the nator.i*

vi«w-«Bgl* of 25 degrees; BS that of tho ordinary anastigma'^.

With CC we ent<r into the wide angle Isnaes, and DD indicates

FiK. 2

tha eztanave eovering power of the extnine wide-angia. Were

Ihk MMW nxm only 14 ft. kmg inalead of 24 ft., as

^own by the dashed line, wa can see that no other than a wide-

aonle lens eoold be need to photograph an entire wall.

Thb brin^ oa to Um oooclosion that in large-sised rooms we

«an azpeet to got very near tn natural pampective, and should

d«mand it in oar photographs. But we also know that this quality

maat be sacrificed ia photographing small rooms. And ao we have

drifUd from panpactiva into a consideration of lenses.

Not by any maDDar of means is it poaaible to My jost what lens

U> ve lor the daaa of work in which we are intengsted, no matte.-

bow much wa iboald like to do >6. Bat it can't be done! Re-

wibw, the lens must be ehosen with regard to the station point.

llta teat all-roand lane is an .tnsitigawt ol the symnwtrioal

type having a focal length of not leas thaji the dimension of the

lonfT side of the plate, which in oxir case -would be 10 ins. As
soon as the focal length falls below this dimension, the perspective
wiil become violent. Aruastigmata have many advantages : they
have great depth, cover a good-sized fieJd, reproduce aJl objects
in the saTie plane without distortion, give uniform sharpness, and
can be used under a great variety of circumstances.

Wide-angle lenses find extensive use in architecitural work and
render valuable service in crowded quartei-s. But photographers
are apt to use them for all in'terior work indiscriminately, irrespec-

tive of the available .space ; and this should be prevented. For,

ai> we liave seen, these lenses accentuate the perspective, make a
room appear much bigger tlian it actually is, and pioture objects

near the camera not only too large, but also disagreeably fore-

tUiortened. And in all this work we must be determined to obtain

as mudi naturalness and truth as possible. Any subject should be
approached with this clearly in mind. We would rather have a

smaller portion of tile work shown in naitural perspective any day
in preference to a larger section obtained at the expense of

naturalness.

Some photographers avoid the use of wide-ongJes by placing plate-

glass or poILshed metal mirrors—as dlear and correct as possible

—

in place of the camera, and then photograph the picture mirrored
ill it. Unfortunately, tliis is practical only where tho subjects are

ui muderate size.

For completeness' sake mention should be made of teleplioto

lenses. Tboy offer advantages in very large buildings, in churches,

etc., when'it is impossible to set up the camera close to the object

on accomit of intervening fixtures or pews.

Now, the tile man will have lititle to do with the selection of t(he

proper lens, and probably cares less. But we have treated this

problem in detail, so that he will know, in selecting his tuhjects,

what may be expected and what t»t. He will then try to avoid

jobs that place anneceasary limitations upon the photographer,

and this is the real reason why he sihould familiarise himself with

the peculiarities of leases.

By arrangement, we have here reference to " artistic arrange-

ment by an artistic mind." To b^in with, only that portion of

the tile work should be selected which gives promise of producing

the beat piotore. Only in rare cases does the view of an entiro

job make a pleasing picture. Consequently the artistic and appeal-

ing mde should never be aacnfioed for the sake of showing a vast

amoant of tile.

More or leas latitude is left to the photographer in the choice

of a atation point and the selection of the most suitable part of the

tile work under the best possible lighting conditions. If he takes

pride in his work he will place his camera in different positions,

move it back and forth, np and down, till the image on the focus-

sing screen appeals to his sense of proportion, presents a satisfactory

amngement, shows a relation of i»rts bod forms a tasteiul, com-

plete whole. Consciously or unconsciously he applies certain

" principles of composition." He moves a chair here, a table there,

a vase over there, and so on, and this occasional rearrangement,

addition or removal of a chair, a table, a vase, a rug, a flower-

stand, a picture, a curtain, and wti>bt not, has much to do with the

production of a harmonious, enjoyable photograph.

ilut wait ! The heart of the matter lies not in producing an

"original " or unusual arrangement. Faa- from it. Artiiicial ar-

rangement may rob a picture ot much of its convincing powers,

.^nd what is balm in one case may be poifon in another.

Well, how- then shall we arrange? Let Ruskin answer this

question :
" It is impossible to give you rules that will enable

you to compose. If it wore pomible to compose pictures by rule,

Titian and Veronese would be ordinary men." But Ruskin never

loaves you thus in the air, for at another point he says: "The
principles of composition are mere prinoiplea of common sense."

Now, oomroon sense tells us to apply the following principles :

—

Every picture must have a principal object, the object for which

it is taken, and this object must be empihasiseid in a natural manner.

(That's so obvious!) All objects of secondary importance should

bo arranged or appear in such a way that the eye is led to the

principal object. And the principal object should bo just a trifle

more insistent in crowding itself into the attention of the on-

looker tihan the remainder of incidental objeota. This is the prin-

ciple of Principality.
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The next ia the principle of Completenees—more common sense.

A picture should form a complete whole. The subject of the photo-

graph should be complote in itself. (This does not imply tlliat the

whole job must be shown.) Just as -the chapters of a book can

be oompleta in themselves, so may a certain portion of tile work

be complete in itself. There should be nothing in the picture that

leads tbe eye beyond tlie odse of tlie phc»U>grai>h , or sets the mind

to ivondering what may be beyond, for this would exclude con-

centration. So, the picture should be self-contained.

The principle of Ropotition can gen<«-.T.lly be applied in pictures

of tile work only where rows of windows, columns, chairs, etc.,

are included and may helj) in leading the eye to the principal

object, or where they themselves -are this chief point of interest.

Such objects should be photographed in a way Jfliat excludes any

possibility of monotony. A row of windows exactly opposite the

observer and parallel to the picture plane without: tlie help-

ing influehce of perspective looks monotonous. This would

be reitepaition, not reipetation as the artist understands the

term.

There is also the principle of Radiation, or the convergence of

lines of an interior iovraxd the centre of inteirest, applied in

accentuating importance. But all of them are common sense laws,

and further ejiumeraiion would only entangle and hinder us in

freely exercising our individual taate, sense of proportion, and

harmony, and similar principles. All are extremely flexible, and

some uncomsciously applied. Moreover, the constructive principles

of each picture are inherent in the picture itself, and the laws a»id

regulations that govern the arrangejnent of one picture casnnot be

utilised in the arrangement of another.

The following general ihin'ts have lesn derived from experience.

The two halves or sides of a picture should not be congruent.

The principal object should appear slightly toward the left or right

and below or above the centre of the picture. Dome-shaped

ceilings should not be shown without support. The shaft of a

column or pillar should not oome witliin the picture unless the

capital or base can also be seen. When near the camera, pi'asters

at the edges of pictures do xiot dose up a picture well.

The principal object of the picture should be in the sharpest

focus, la't all events, slncfc this will met to emphasise it. But

photographers go so far as to subordinate unimpoaitant parts by

intentionally holding them out of focus, and here we must object

and draw the line between commercial photography—for business'

sake—and artistic photographs for art's sake. We are not taking

pictures to satisfy our artisitic inclinations. Whiile the unimportant

portions should be subservient to the principal object, we cannot

permit mere suggestive treatment m photographs of tUe woi-k. We
would very much rather have our prints stamped " inartistic " than

show them devoid of definition in " lunimportanit " sections

of tile work to prospective users of tile. For if tile is merely

suggested it might appear a.s if we had to hide some defects ; and,

besides, to us, tile work is important in ewery pa*. Sijice

it is, moreover, ihipractical to treat the tile work separately

and differemit from adjacent materials, we must leave the matter as

stated.

Grood anastigmatjc lenses can 'be stopped down to a point of

complete focus in every part, and this should be required in all

photographs of interiors. Exceptions from this requirement are

permissible only in garden scenes, fountains, and other exterior

work where the distance may be left in
'

' soft
'

' focus and more itihe

way the eye perceives it.

Without reproduction of joints, tile work cannot be identified

as such. Joints constitute what might be termed a necessary

nuisance, the reproduction of which is of the utmost importance.

A tile wall should plainly show the joints, else it may be mis-

taken for plaster, marble, or any otlier smooth material. A
photograph of tile work showing deficiency in this respect is

therefore worse than useless, and a waste of money.
Faience work presents little difficulty, since the joints arc

usually wide and consequently not subject to solarisation, to

which the disappearance of joints can be laid in general. In
walls of white and very dark tile, also in hexagonal vitreous floors

of very light and very deep colour, joints have a treacherous
habit of disappearing. This phenomenon needs no explanation
here, since with exclusive use of non halo plates for all tile work

no serious difficulty need be feared. No photograph should, how-

ever, be accepted unless it plainly shows joints at least in the

foreground and middle distance.

The comparative merit of a technical or commercial photograph

lies not only with showing line and form in pleasing manner, but

to on equal degree with a traitihful resnde<riiiig of colour valuits.

This has nothing to do with photography in natural colours ; we
still have in mind tlie ordinary photograph rendered in mono-

dirome. No one wants a blue tile to look white or a yellow one

black. But this is exactly what will happen unless we instruct

our photographer to take special measures. Truthful colour values

can be secured only with special plates and a colour filter fitted to

the lens.

The panchromatic plate with correctly fitted filter comes nearest

to rendering colour values as the human eye sees them. Ortho-

chromatic plates lack in not rendering the reds. But by far the

greater number of tile subjects in colours can be photographed
-with sufficient accuracy with orthochromatic plates and a ten-

times screen. Only whore reds and yellows predominate, or are

of importance, are the panchromatic plate and its regulation colour

screen necessary.

An orthochromatic plate without filter, or an ordinary plate

with filter, do not produce the desired effect ; the use of the filter

would merely lengthen the time ot exposure.

In everyday photography finish and texture of a print are

matters of individual taste. Some prefer highly polished prints,

others think they cannot enjoy a photograph unless it has an
absolutely dead surface. With us, this is a matter that has
nothing to do with preference. Our choice is bound and tied by
practical necessity. We jmist have a glossy surface to show up
all possible detail and permit its reproduction by photomechanical
printing processes. Even in colour or tone we have a limited

choice : a pure black print or a very deep purplish Vandyke
brown. Matt surfaced prints on rough textured paper—no matter
how artistic that may be—are absolutely unsuitable for repro-

duction.

We know that this is at variance with the ciuTent conception
of artistic photography, but we are bound by conditions and
cannot show weakness to the pleadings of any photographer. The
print must have c'ear wliites and rich shadows, it must have bril-

liancy, snap. It must be free from the familiar signs of amateur
fingers, pinholes, air bubbles, white or black spots, streaks, chemi-
cal fogs, cracks and scratches.

Great care must be taken that the corners of the crisp prints
are not bent or broken, and never should photographs be rolled or
mailed in tubes. Mail them flat, protected on each side with
corrugated cardboard.

The best sized photograph for all poi-poses is 8 ins. by 10 ins.

It fits any letter file, it can be mailed in standard sized envelopes,
and has pleasing proportions.

Printe shou'd be kept unmounted, since they take less space in
files and are easier to handle all around. If Hable to be used a
great deal, they may be mounted on linen or, better yet, in the
following manner : The print is made on single weight paper. A
piece of Eastman backing paper is " squeegeed " on a ferrotj-pe
plate, and the print mounted on this as on cardboard. When
mounted in this way the prints have suflicient stiffness to stand
\ip without special supports, yet take up little room in files, and
the glossy back remains cleaner than linen or cardboard.'

If a picture shows all perpendiculars slanting towards the same
side, it is a sure sign that the camera was not set up level, but
tilted toward the left or right.

If these lines are converging—but are straight^the camera wai
tilted either up or down, something that sihould never be done in
architectural work. The .focussing screen sliould always be per-
fectly perpendicular or parallel to the picture plane.

When any set of straight lines of the job appear in the picture
as curves, so that the entire view seems to be projected on a
barrel—a fault that is usually accompanied by blurred edges—an
unsuitable and veiy ordinary lens was aised for the work. The
technical term for this fault is "distortion," and it is character-
istic of cheap lenses.

Now and theji one will run across a picture that is sharp iu the
centre, but shows blurred edges, and the comers seem entirelv out
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«f focoi. This may be dae to varioo* causes, thoagh usually the

plate sise waa too large for the covering capacity of the lens.

Another frequent oocorrence is the distortion of the minute

quaree, hexagons, or rounds of ceramic mosaic into short dashes

—the more elongated, the nearer they are to the edges of the

print and uaoally croasing each other, giving a peculiar, un-

natural texture to the floor. So it happena that sometimes a tile

floor apparently ooncista of square ceramic, straight joints in front,

and herringtmoe in the background. This phenomenon is known
aa and reaolta from astigmatism, traceable to the lens. Modem
iaosea are corrected for this defect and marketed under the name
of " anastigmat*."

If the entire picture is Indistinct or not aharp, either the

camera vibrated during exposure or there waa some carelessness

on tba part of the photograpJier in focuaaing. Sometimes the

iuiegfound ia sharp and the background blurred, or rtce ttriq;

in such instances the diaphragm was not stopped down su£Bciently.

The tile dealer cannot, of oooiae, be expected to look after all

these detail* while the exposures are made—they are all part

of the photographer's work. They are anomerated here, how-
ever, for the purpose of jodging the final reaolt and enabling the

dealer to point out any ahortooming.

jlssistants' Rotes.

fty nnitltmt* tuiUMs for thit eobmm wM b* considered

mid paid for on th* ftrii of Ih* month (oHowimg publication.

The Tlnae-Savins TanH.
Mow that tho busy season is at hand it is well to examine any
iaboiir.saving dovicca with a view to adapting them. To my mind
on* of tho beat waya of saving time is by naing tanka in place of

dishsa for devalopnent, not necessarily using the Time system, but

using tanka &>r tbair graaier holding capacity.

Lat oa take a case. T1>a owner of a on»-man business ia busy

oparsting all day ; at perhaps about p.m. ho finds himself faced

with the tMk of drrek^ing, lai ua say, UO half-plates. If lio used

dishes b* wonld hardly be able to devek>p mora than aij^ at ooa
liMa; ia nUeh casa, allowing 10 minutea' dovelopment for each

plato, ho woold take H houra to finish tha job. But now suppose

he is oainf tanks—two of them, each taking twenty-fiva negatives

:

ha can give the aamo p—mal attention to each negative, putting

those for special treatment into a dish when found neceasary, and
yet, allowing tho same time {or derelopmeot, he will only take half

an boar over tha job, a saving that is surely worth while.

I may bo told that dish development is already obsolete, but I

4o not think this is so. Especially in middle-claM studios it is a

<^f"« (hmg (or an sasistant to have sach a job aa I have given

above, and nothing to do it with except a ooople of whole-plata

dishes. Sorely it is time that this sort of thing was past, for in no

indnatry bat oars woold socfa a waste of time and labour be per-

mitted for a momeot. An improvement in renlts may ako be ex-

peetod. It is too much to expect of frail human nature that an

MBistant will giv* much "personal attention" to diah developing

•I Bidaight, bat ho will gladly do his best wbM he knowa his hours

an aot being lengthened by the use of oat-of-dat« apparatus.

—

A. O. Wnxis

The Buainaaa Receptioniat.

i Tn fonapisnwiat in any studio is usoaily a busy persoo ; there are

always mnltitodes of small things to be attended to—thinga it does

aot do to forget, bat wfaiofa roo away with valnablo time to an alarm-

tag M*«it. Moreover, do matter how harasMd or pressed for time

sha ia, no client can be hurried, nor must any trace of hasto appear

ia h« msiinsr—that woold bo bad busineas. Yet the receptionist »
aiwwyo oxpeotad to do har otmoat to ioxeaaa tha tomover of the

bosinesa fa^ what are sooMtimes rather kwaely termed " sidelines,"

such, (or ioateaea, aa tha sale of eoIargaaMOta, miniatures, and
coloorad work gaDaraUy ; aad, iadoed, it is to har advantage to do so,

m ia OMMt stodios the recap! lonist receives a commisaiosi, addiUooail

to bar salary, on such sales.

Photography, aa wo all kncrw, ia aappoaed to be an artistic buai-

aaa, and perhaps it ia for thia reason tiiat in so many atodioa

ordinary buBiraeas methods, as uaed in offices, etc., are mai-kodJy
absent. Yet tho skilful use of some of them—or, at any rate, the
adapting of them to studio Donditioms—might do a good doal towards
lightening the receptionist's burdena, and giving her more time to

devote to the inoreaaing of the photographer's receipts.

Some of these things, by being systematic and methodical, she can
do for herself ; ia others the owner of the studio xaasi help her out,
with the neceassiry apparatus, etc.

In many studios the re^optionist does some at least of the coloured
work in such spare time as she may have, or else suggests wihich

specimens, if coloured, might be likely sellers.

Now, I suggest that both time and alterations might be saved La

this matter Iby the use of a colouring book, kept iby tho receptionist

forberownandtheoolourist'suse. Whene\ier a sitter oame, oi whom
in the reoeptixjnist's judgment a coloured miniature, etc., might bo
made, she should note in a few swift glances the general colour of

eyee, hair, com,plexion, clotihing, etc., and, directly tlie client is gone,
note these down, with any special details, such as textures of mate-
rials, ornaments, etc., in an alphabet book kept by the receptionist

for that purpose. This is invaluable, for it is no more difficult in

colouring a photograph to make the colouring accurate than
to do it by judgment or guesswork, and where the
coloured specimen or miniature is bought it will save many
alterations, which are bothersome, difficult, and often not
quite satisfactory. Many colours of dress materials, etc.,

photograph , of pretty much the same tone, and if the
colourist puts in a drees of purple velvet, when it was a green or
brown, it involves a considerable waste of time and temper to alter

it. Sometimes, too, such a book of colourings will furnish a most use-

ful guide several years later, if, fe»r instance, miniatures or coloured
enlatyneota «• desired of some sitter since deceased, where other-

wise the oolooriot must go by guesswork. In noting colouringa she
will almoet unoonacioualy form a standard of judgment which will

assist her much and enable her to be surprisingly accurate in her
colouring.

Now, when eolaigements and miniaiures are submitted to customers
in the hope of their purchasing them, a letter must, of jourse, go
with tliein, which usually the receptionist writes on behalf of tie
owner of the studio. The busier the season of the year, the more
tetters of this kmd there always are to write, as, for instance, at

Cbriatmas. lit means orders and money, of course, but it also adds
to the work and atrsiin of the rec^tionist at a time when she can ill

qwre the time.

Most atudioa are now equipped with a typewriter, aiMi the fortunate

receptioniat can jot down notes in sliorthand, too, saving much labour.

But uanally phoitographers atop at the typewriter, why I don't know.
In ooojoDCtion with it some foim of duplicating apparatus ought to

be used. Ilieo, in some alack hour, the receptionist could, at her

leisure, dratt oat a good and telling letter, forcefully put, to go with

these approval apecimenB. This would than be typed and a care-

fully cut sten:;il made on the typewriter. Then one of the most care-

ful of the junior aasistanta oouLd be aet to run off fifty or a hundred

or moreoopiesof thia letter on tiie duplicating machine, and tlius the

receptionist would be set up with well-written letters, ready to

send, needing only the addition of date, name and address.

Some photographera always uiroujj^'ise their customers at certain

times of the year, as 'before ChristmJa, E^ter, etc., to remind tliem

of the ^jn""!'"*"" of photographs as ^ts, etc., the pleasure given by

family groups at the season when families are most often reunited,

and so on. Printed matter is often used, but frequently a better

effect might be produced by typewritten matter, duplicated, and

with each name and address iikserted. It takes a little longer, but it

has the more personal note, and that tells in so personal a business

as pbaiography. Moreover, if it is planned by the receptionist, it

should bear no evidence of this, but seem to come quite straight from

the photographer himaelf. Then, again, once a photograph is sub-

mitted on approval some method is needed of keeping '^beok of the

time it haa been out, and, if neoessory, the posting of a second form

letter to remind the customer of tjie specimen. In no case should

more than ten days or a fortnight pass before the sending of a second

letter, which also con be a duplicate form letter, skilfully writtan.

All thia saves the receptionist much worry and writing, and if a com-

mercial " tickler " system is used, and when entering date of sending

out on Um card the date (or the second letter is also noted on its own
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card, in advance, at the appointed time this automatic reminder

pops up and does its work, and few or no items will ever be over-

looked, while much needless strain on the memory is saved and

better results attained.

I might hor« mention another thing. It is often iprofitable to malce

a note of 'Saannl rema.rks by oostomeirs. If, for instance, a lady

remarks how ahe admires those sapia, ©nJargemeoits, why, note it

dowm, and, wben haiving one made, looik it vup and suianit h'er one in

sepia. It is much more lik«ly to sell. Another will say that he or

she does not like onlargomein/ts—clearly a oa«e for a miniature ; -while

yet agsiin amother will say that he does not like coloured photographs

—a clear case for a monochrome enlargement.

It is juflt such little remarks as these and such notes of them that

w ill prevent unsold sipeoLmens Jying on hand, when the photograipher

woitld much rather iKive the cheque for them to pay into the bank.

In these matters the operator ca-n often greatly help the receptionist

by passing on to her any such 'Comments to be noted down, or, better

Btill, doing it for her befoa'e it can be forgotten. Usually the reoeip-

tioniet sees all sitters ; if not, the operator could easily note for her

the details of colouring, etc.

The net result will be an increase to the coffers of the photo-

grapher and more commission for the receptionist, with less worry

and bother, and, incidentally, well-satisfied customers.—G. E. H. G.

CxMbltlons.

ROTHERHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The thirtieth anraual exhibition of the Rotheinham Photographic

Society was held on the four days, November 12-15, in the Temper-

amce Hall, and drew generous ipatronage. The war period compeUed

the piTomoters to curtail their amlhitions by 'tutting out the open

section, and another fa.ctor -which operated was. inabiliity to secure the

Drill Hall, a veiy suitable (build;ing, owing to military ocoupancy.

The smaller aocommodation this year was the best available, but

there -was got together in it a really attractive display of pictorial

work. A modest attem,pt to get back to old conditions by inviting

outside aid led to a capital eaitry, and it was encouraging to mote

the Bucoess of members in. such good company. The niamibeirs classed

were also encouraging. There was an official opening presided over

by Mi. C. H. Moss, J. P., the president, who incidentally mentioned

the retirement from the bon. secretaryship of Mr. H. C. Henuning-

way '(who liad iheld the position for twenty.Tiine years), and added a

tew appreciative words. Afternoon tea was served by the ladies'

oomanijttee. Eaoli evening lantern lectures of a popular type were

given, preceded by a short concert. The attendance iwas exceedingly

gratifying, and impressed the council with the urgency of seoaring

a larger room for the next venture. Mr. Bertiajn Cox, F.R.P.S.,

Lincoln, judged the principal sections, and Mr. F. A. Tinker,

Sheffield, made the awards for memibers' iboards. The awards were
as follows :

—

Opkn Section.

Class A.—Prints (any subject).—Bronze medals: Lionel Wood,
Woodbridge, Suffolk, "The Wrestler"; L. J. Steele, Portsmouth,
" After the Bathe "

; M. 0. DaU, Walham Green, S.W., " AiTens "
;

Ralph Chislett, Rotherham, "Stone Curlew" (series); and Herbert
Felton, Hanwell, W., "Reflections." Certificates: L. J. Steele,

Portsmouth, "The Cairn"; T. C. Evans, Claphajn, S.W., "A
iLondon Lane "

; H. C. Hemmimgway, Rotherhajn, "A Famous Stair-

way "
; W. C. BriggB, Rotherham, "Dolly's Ordeal"; Harold

Firth, Donraster, "Reverie"; E. Tinker, Sheifield, "Autumn
Woodlamds"; and W. H. Reece, Wolthamstow, E., "A Winter
Evening."

Class B.—Lantern SLides fMonochrome).—Bronze medals : R.
Chislett, Rotherham ; Herbert Felton, HanweE, W. ; Harry Smith,
Birmingham ; ami Rev. J. V. Haswell, Scissett, Huddersfield. Certifi-

cates : Herbert Felton, Hanwell, W. ; W. G. HiU, Stookton-on-Tees

;

Ernest Tinker, Sheffield ; T. M. Fowler, Barnsley ; and A. S. Pye,
Rotherham.

Class C.—Lantern Slides (Colour).—^Bronze.medails : S. J. Ford,
Birmimgham, and W. Firth, Rotherham. Certificates : T. Smedley,
Sheffield, amid Wm. Firth, Rotherham.

Membebs' Section.

Class Z).—Prints (any sulbjec*).—Bronze medals : Cecil Robinson,
" Portrait "

; Hubert Vardey, " Kingfisher "
; and E. L. Hardwick,

" Kingswood, Roche Abbey." Certificates: Walter C. Briggs,
" Larva of Waiter Beetle "

; Thomas Salvin, " Breezy Waves " and
" Where the Sluggish Brook."

Class i/.—Members' Boards.—Bronze medals : A. D. Robinson

and A. S. Pye. Certificates : Miss E. Esltholme, T. Salvin, C. R.

Adams, and A. E. Rawson^

Special Medal for Beginners.—R. Bealee; certificate, C. R.

Adams.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

October 13 to November 29.—Royal Photographic Society,

—

Secretary, J. Mcintosh, 35, Russell Square, W.C.I.

November 20 to 22.—Nottingham and Notts. Photographic Society.

Hon. Sec., A. Beeston, 103, Nottingham Road, Notting'hajn.

December 20, 1919, to January 24, 1920.—Scottish Photographic

Federation. Entries close December 1. Sec. : John Maodonald,

27, Aberfeldy Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow.

Patent nm%.
Proeesi patents—a^lications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applicjitions, October 27 to November 8.

Cinematography.—No. 26,892. Cmematograph shutters. J. Crooks.

Aeeial PHOTOGHAPHr.—No. 26,836. Apparatus for photo-restitu-

tion of aerial photographs. H. Roussilhe.

Stereoscopic Camera.—No. 27,094. Camera for obtaining stereo-

scopic photographs. R. C. Barron and I. Castle.

Copying Apparatus.—No. 27,185. Photographic copying appara-

tus. A. Buchi.

Colour Photography.—^No. 27,574. Multi-colour screen for

natural-colour cinematography and photography and manufacture

tlliereof. J. CamiHer and A. Hay.

I'hotographic Apparatus.—No. 27,5'13. Photographic accessoa-y

and apparatus combined. C. Cox and W. C. Yalland.

Daylight Development.—No. 27,612. Daylight roll-film develop-

ing box. H. E. J. Culverweil.

Photographic Surveying.—^No. 27,233. Apparatus for photo

graphic surveying. S. M. Dixon.

Aerial Photogrvfhy.—Nos. 27,413, 27,444, 27,447, 27,448. Method
of production, of photographic pictures from aircraft. Najam-

looze Vennootschap Techn. Maatsohappij Aerofoto.

Aerial Photography.—No. 27,403. Aiming practice apparatus for

determining machine-gun fire by photographic exposures. Naam-
looze Vemiootschap Tedhn. Maatschappij Aerofoto.

Colour Cinematography.—No. 27,108. Apparatus for cinemaAo-

graph projection in natural colours. A. Plahn.

Strip-Printing Machines.—No. 27,559. Photographic strip-print-

ing machines. A. P. Taylor.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from
the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country ; or

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

Anastiqmat Lenses.—No. 133,459 (October 12, 1918). The inven-

tion relates to lenses used for photographic purposes, and parti-

cularly to those of the type composed of elements separated by air

spaces.

An objective of the improved construction consists of two posi-

tive ajid two negative lenses arranged in pairs on either side of the

diaphragm. Each pair is composed of a positive lens of relatively
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high refraction, and a negative I«ns having a refractive index

eqnal to, or lower than, that oi the poaitive.

In one pair, the negative kns has a refractive index not greater

than that of ite adjacent poaitive, and in the other pair the nega
tive is ot lower refraction than the positive lene.

The power of one pair of eleirenta is practically neutral, bat

may be very riightly poaitive or negative; and consequently the

fooal length of the other pair approximates to that o^ the com-
plete objective.

Generally all the lenses used would be simple, bat in particuUr

-eaasa one or more could be composed of two glasses cemented
logetbar.

In one form of objective the front pair of dements OMiaistci

of a plano-coavex moanted near to a bioonoave leiM, and tht>

pair forming the nmr portion is oompond of a biconvex positive

Isns momled very near to a plano-concave negative lens. Btt'i

poaMve lenses ai« of high refraction, 'ilie anterior negjiii.e

Una is of aMdinm rsiraotion, and the posterior negative lens is of

low refraction.

Date for the oonatmolion of such an objective are here given.

The fooal length aqosAi <S0 mm. and the working aucrturr

is about onessghlh of the focal length. The description of g\a*a i«

indicated in the manner adopted by manufactarers of optical g!i>S5.

The signs "
-I-

" and " - " indicate direotion of curvatur'- •

" -f
" being used in the case of a surface having its centre of cur-

vature atloated towards front of complete objective ; and "

in the case of a surface whose centre of carvatar* is situated to

rarda Um rear of objective.

Vrant poaitive.

Front nagativs.

Bear oegative.

Bear positiTe.

Thicknaas. Radii.

12-/.. - 76-/.
Piano.

7.5-/.. + 250-/.
— 74-/,.

3-/-. Piano.
— 172-/..

11-/.. - 172-/..

+ 126.5-/.

Ots««.

N/D 1611.
V - 58 6

N/D 1.582

V - 41.7

N/I> = 1,518

V - 54.

N/D - 1 611
V - 58 6

Air space between 1st and 2nd lenM» ^ T.CTIm-
Air space betwsen 3rd and 4th lenses — 3.S-/..
Air sfaes between 2od and 3rd lennes = 10.5^/..

The claim made in wspsct to the invention is: An objective,

eempoasrf of tw« negativs and two positive hmsei separated by

air spacn, anrf aiTMigad in pairs in front of and in rear of thie

diaphragm ; the aagativa lena of one pair bstng of a rafraotivs

index not giinlsr than the adjaeent positive lens, and the nega

tive Isna of the other pair bsing of sobatantiaBy lower refractive

iniaa than tiMt ot the adjacent poaitive Isaa, and also lower

than that of the other negat ive ; such objective having one of the

mentioned oooatitoeot pairs with negative, or not appreciable

positive, power, and at least one of its air spaces bounded on ont

aide by • plane sarfaee.—Albert Arthur Smith, 1, AAgrove Road,

Bromley, Kant.

&ai.r PoKTBArr Smrrna-nsucAtta.—No. 153JZ38 (May 22. 1910)

Tlw invention relates to shatter release mechanism for photo-

graphic camerM of the kind in which a clockwork mechanism in

a nail casing attadisd to a camera aatooMtteally actuates the

wmJ ihirtlsr rslsass device after a given interval of time, indi-

enlad by a hand nonng over a dial, snlBcisnt to enable the

opsratur to Isave the emeis and, for instanoe. take up a position

IB the group or view being piiotograpbed.

Ika invention eonaists in a modification of an ordinary watch

MyvMMnt to provide a device of the above described type, th>)

prind^ leatnraa of which eooaiat of a hiding rod to operate the

shiiMei rolcssB, wlaeh rod is protruded by a pin on a rotating

wheel, and a pivoted detent device for holding and releasing such

woeai.

In the drawings <i m the lens cssing of a caaMra and 6 is the

flngsr-relaaae of the shatter tiierer>f.

On the front of the osaosra in such proximity to the finger rs

lease 6 a* to diqii)Tt tba same on complete protniBua of a rod A

w mounted the eootriranoa e which forms the sobject of the inven-

The oontrivanoe is eonatmoted by modifying an ordinary small

keylsas watch, aa foUows :—

The saeapanMat ia removed, le»ving, how«ver, eba escapement

train, which wUl exert a sufficient delaying action on the unwind
ing of the n-ain spring.

The motion work, consisting of the cannon pinion, minut-i
wheel, minute wheel pinion, and hour wheel, and the hour an]
minute hands are also removed.
Also for the usual dial, a dial bearing the numerals one to twentv

is substituted (see fig. 1).

Fig. 1.

The barrel wheel, as usual, is rotated by the winding stem d.
winding the main spring, which rotates the barrel.

A spur wheel « is secured on the barrel on the dial side of the
watch case. This wheel e gears with a spur wheel f mounted
free on the centre arbour of the watch. The whoeJ f has an out
standing pin or stud g (see figs. 2 and 4), at such radial distanc
from the centre of the wheel /^ as to encounter the inner end of
and thrurt outwards a sliding rod A, on rotation of the wheel f.
This rod A is the device which on being thus completedy thrust
outwards angularly displaces the finger-re'.ease 5 and releases bho
shutter of the camera.

On further rotation of the wheel f, the pin g thereon escapes
past the inner end of the outwiardly thrust rod A, which latter is

thereupon thrust inwards by the finger-release 6 on resuming its

^'(t

h

/

1

I

A.-HI

c-

^
Fig. 4. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

initial angular position under the influence of its spring.

.\ftor escaping past the end of the rod A, the pm g on the
wheel f encounters the inner end of a lever i, pivoted at t', the

outer end of which protrudes from the watch case, and the wheel

f is arrested.

Slots for the protrusion of the sliding rod A and the lever t aro
provided by notches formed in the inner face of the bezel ^of ths

coirvertcd watch c.

.As mny be rcen from figs. 2 and 3, the slot for the protrusion

of the lover i is lined on the side and end adjacent to the watcli

cose and to the winding stem d respectively, with a strip of

resilient material t such as rubber, which acte as a spring tendin-j

constantly to force itie outer end of the lever i in dircctums away
from the case and away from the stem d respectively. The result

of this pressure by the resilient pad k is that the inner end of ih'-

lever i tends always to preee towards the plane of the wheel f
and also move angularly towards the centre thereof.
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Th« inner end of the lever i ia provided with a finger i', which,

when the lever t is displaced angularly in a direction away from

the centre of the whe^ f, snaps into the intervals between the

teeth thereof, by virtue of the inward tendency engendered in

the inner end of the lever i by the outward preasure of the

resilient pad k.

When the wheel f is in the position at which it is arrested by

contact of its pin </ with the end of the lever i, a hand X connected

to the whoeJ f is situated over the numeral 20 on a dial m. This

ia in the initial poeitioo.

Un pressing the lever i so that itfi injier end frees the stud g to

pass beneath the sajne, the wheel f amd the hand I '»iamence rotat-

ing, the hind moving over the dial m in the inverse direction to

the scquon3e of the numerals. When the hand ha« arrived at

the numeral corresponding to the duration of the desired interval

to elapse between release of the mechanism and the release of the

shutter, the lever i is moved angularly so that ite finger i' enters

in the teeth of the wheel f and arrests the latter.

When all is ready, the outer end of the lever i is pressed towards

the watch case, lifting the finger i' out of engagement with the

teeth of the wheel f, and the yielding pad h forces the inner end

of the lever t angularly towards tlie centre of the wheel f where

it is in the path of the pin g. The mechanism starts, and during

the interval before the pin g, after encountering the end of the

sliding rod /i, thrusts such rod h completely outwards, the operator

can leave the camera and assume his desired position in the

group being photographed or elsewhere.

The contrivance may be used for actuating the finger-release

to close the shutter previously opened by a bulb or the like releaso

to effect a time exposure. Thus fTie operator need not remain in

pro-vimity to the camera when taking photographs by time expo-

sures, and, what is of greater importance, is relieved of the neces-

sity of timing tha exposure, such being done automatically by the

duly set contrivance.—George Edwards, 120, Victoria Road,

Queen's Tark, London, N.W.6.

CoLOUEiN-G Photographs.-^No. 130,896 (January 29, 1919). I'he in-

vention has for its object to produce, by the use of oil-paints, a

coloured picture which has the finished artistic appearance of a

water-colour drawing, and which can be produced in a very short

space of time.

The print to be treated is first coated with a suitable trans-

parent preparation to form a ground for the oil-paints, preferably

a mixture of one part xylonite in solution, two parts mastic var-

nish, and two parts pale drying oil, the parts being by volume.

A very small quantity of this mixture is used. For example,

with a full-sized photographic plate six drops of the mixture would

be sufficient, applied with a clean linen rag to the plate and spread

evenly over the surface, leaving a thin film for working on.

If the print is an engraving or tlie like it is given a preliminary

coating of xylonite in solution, which is allowed to dry before the

application of the mixture above stated.

While the mixture is still wet the colours are applied to the

print by means of oil-paints used very sparingly as stains, and not

thinned in any manner, as the grounding affords sufficient thin-

ning.

The picture is then allowed to dry in a room, or other place free

from dust, at a temperature of approximately 70 deg. F., and is

kept at this temperature for at least forty-eight hours, so that it

is no longer sticky to the outer side of the finger.

A dressing is then applied to the .'!urface consisting of powdered
silica, which is dusted over it and rubbed on lightly until all trace

of the gloss produced by the oil-paints is removed, leaving a dull

matt surface, with the picture unaffected by the rubbing, and
having the appearance of a water-colour drawing.
The quantity of powdered silica required for a full-sized photo-

graphic plate would be approximately 16 grs.

The silica dressing may be applied with the fingers in a circular

motion completely over the whole surface, and continued until all

appearance of oiliness has disappeared, after which the surplus
silica powder may be removed with a broad camel-hair brush, and
the picture wiped with a clean soft cloth.

When completed, it will be found tliat the finished print has the
soft artistic effect of water-colour work, but.it has the advantages
of oil-oolour painting—i.e., it is fast in colour, durable, and is

proof against air, water and oil.—John MaoDooigaU, 16, Claremoint

Square, London, N.l, and Samuel Thurley Thomas James, 8,

Warwick Court, Gray's Inn, London, W.C.2.

Crade names and marks.
UABKS PLACET) ON TBS BEOIJ^'SB.

The following marks have been placed on tlie register

:

—
DuoOEJf.—No. 392,179. Chemical substitutes used in manufac-

tures, photography, etc. The British Drug Houses, Ltd., 22-36,

Graham Street, London, N.l, wholesale druggists.

Hnalecta.

Extradt from our wuhly and monthly corUtmporaritt.

Determining the Focal Length of Hand>Camera
Lenses.

Hardly a month passes (writes Ralph E. Bail in " Photo Era ") but

some new method of determining the focal lengths of lenses ap-

pears in one or another of the photographic magazines. But so

rriany of them require the use of double-extension bellows or focus-

sing backs that the undermentioned method may be of interest,

especially to users of hand cameras

Place a mark on the side of the camera in such a position that

it lies in the same plane as the plate or film. Then, after racking

out the bellows nearly as far as it will go, focus sharply on some

flat object of such a size that its image on the focussing-screen will

be 1 in. or so in length. In case a roll-film camera is used, the

focussing may be done by stretching a piece of white paper across

the rolls in the back to serve as a screen. Now measure the length

of the object, the length of the dmage, and the distance between

the object and image (this last measurement being made from tlie

object to the mark on the side of the camera). The focal length of

the lens used is then calculated from the equation

_ ^ D X O X I

(O + If

in which F represents the focal length of the lens, O the length of

the abject, I that of the image, and D tihe disitanoe between

object and image.

For a sunple illustration : suppose the lens to be fooussed upon a

12-in. rule, and, on measuring, the image is found to be 1 in. in

length and the distance from the rule to the image 84.5 ins. Then

,, , 84.5 X 12 X 1 „ 1014 ^ .

tlie focal length of the len.s would be —j\o~X y\^ 169 °^ ° '"'

ReiD Books.

Design in ticruRK-MAKiNO by Photography.—A little mono-

graph by John Wallace Gillies on " The Significance of Design

in Picture-making by Photography" has just been issued as

No. 176 of " The Photo-Miniature " (New York : Tennant and

Ward, 103, Park Avenue, 35 cents. London : Houghtons,

Limited, 88-89, High Holborn, W.C, Is. 6d.). The little book

wiU doubtless draw the attention of photographers who have no

sense of picture-planning to some of the principles which ensure

pictorial attractiveness. But whether its author will carry that

enlighteaed conviction which begets the happy assurance of an

artist who knows his work is rather to be doubted. Mr. Gillies

scarcely has enough to say about the principles he touches upon.

He skims the surface and flies on merrily without so much as

wetting his wings.

To explain the elusive things that go to make up art-feeling

is intensely difficult. Still, it can be done, and perhaps the

author of this brochure has achieved it as nearly as most, and

better than many, who have set themselves to turn photographers

into artists. But the little book attempts far more than its limits

can compass. From this point of view, it is an advantage that the

author restricts his theme almost entirely to design, which he calls

pattern. Feeling he dismisses as something which " is there, or
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i* not, M the man hu it, or has not; and it ia for each one

within himself to aeek out and put that quality into hia work."

And that is all the reader gets about feeling, as far as its acquire-

ment i« concerned.

One of the beat pasaages in the msay is that in which the

photographer is assured that the sense of design will come into

play intuitively if it is trained and cultivated ;
" then the placing

and spacing of the picture on the ground glass is a matter of

unconscious effort."

There are eight pages of illustratiuns, comprising photographic

views, and versions by their side in penciL These drawings are

too far a repetition of the photographs to make much impression

oo the reader, and their completeness simply amounte to an

alternative rendering of the same scenes. They would have had

more instructive value in the form of diagrams. Print No. 3, a

view of on« of the great bridges over the East River at New York

City, is an excetl' t-. but, to our minds, its impressive-

Dcas is due to son ite apart from its design. The over-

whalming height and length of the atrurtore, and the sense of the

diitancB covered in the span, are obviously the leading points of

the picture. Bnt they are due to linear and aerial perspective

alone. The accnmpanyiag drawing misses all this, but gives the

lines, which demonstrate that feeling or sentiment rather than
" pattern " makes a fine picture of the photograph. Mr. Gillies

aays : " I think a more careful drawing of the subject would be

preferable to the photograph in the matter of pictorial inter-

pretatioo " : an opinion to which we cannot safaeeribe.

The author has found, with many another photographer, that

pattern ascms to be more easily found in pointing the camera
downward, "or using the skyline high in the picture space, as may
be uhsBived io the works of those pictorialists whose pictures show
a kaea appieciatioo of the interest of design." This is a practice

more boooared in the breach than in the obserraoce. It points to

(He lark of true pictorial insight, which leads people to look about

Uas and cranes and other ponderous structures, whose
'.ing lines they make into gawky oompoaitioDs instead of

dinGcming the less obvioos mass us of a complete scene, near and
far alike, and welding theoi unaggrcanrely in one harmonioiu
scheme.

We can, however, rseommcod the littSa book as something to

the beginner thinking. F. C. T.

new Apparatus, ^c.

Aaeeesorics for the Vest Pocket Kodak. Made hj M P.

TiruMy, 103t Kac LafisyeMe. Paris.

Tmx grsat conTsnienca and efBciency of the vest-pocket Kodak
have not onnalorBlly been the motives which have prompted
M. Tiranty to extend its usefulness still further by placing upon

the market a little aeoasaoiy, which allows of plates being exposed
in the camera without interfering with the independent use of

This little apparatus, to which the name " Adapteplaque
;« given, consists of an additional back frame, which is

applied to the rear portion of the vest-podcet Kodak, and is held

t

in place by a stoat wire loop, Hlii<.h is passed over the extended

front of the camera. It is understood that before placing the

adapter frame in posittoa the ordinary film-enclosing back of the

vest-pocket Kodak is removed, and that the Kodak is, of course,

employed aacharged with film. The plate adapter carries a single

metal plate-holder for plates of 45 by 60 mm. size. The whole
attachment is most simply used, and will no doubt contribute to-

the further popularity of the Kodak V.P. in the way of allowing

of it being employed for ultra-rapid plates and for Autochrome
plates. For the latter, M. Tiranty supplies a special pattern of

dark-slide at prices from 3 to 5 frs. The price of the adapter for
use with ordinary- plates, and including three single metal plate-

holdera, is 25 frs.

A further very novel accessory for the vest-pocket Kodak
is a case of light leather-covered met^ provided with a

hinged leather flap and leather carrymg strap. The little

Kodak is carried in this case, and when required for use the front;

portion of the case is turned downwards into the horizontal.

position after the manner of the baseboard of a folding camerir.

The Kodak is thus held in position for exposures in the hand, or
may be readily attached to a tripod by means of the stout metal
bush, which is provided in the hinged front of the case. The
little accessory is most ingeniously contrived, and is opened for

use within a few seconds. It is supplied at the price of 25 frs.

CATALOGUES AND TRADE NOTICES.
Messrs. Gftirri.v send us a four-page circular of their current

introductions, including metol and amidol developers, their in-

verted gas lamp for enlargers, and Christmas greeting mounts for
the forthcoming season.

The At>iacRCMT Tissue Company, 117, Fore Street, Upper
Edmonton, London, N.18, have just issued a price-list of their
dr>--mounting tissue, presses, and accessories for the dry-mounting
process. The list contains a table of temperatures recommended
for the mounting of various descriptions of print with " Adherent "

tissue.

CABBt.sE AND Maxim Camebas.—Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons,
Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C.4, have just
issued a circular of revised prices of the Carbine and Maxim
roll-film cameras. The former are issued in several models both
in quarter-plate and postcard size, and Messrs. Butcher list a
large variety of anastigmat lenses which can bo fitted.

Bbodbick Spkcialtiks.—.Messrs. F. Brodriok, Limited, 50, Higli

Street, Charing Cross Boad, London, W.C.2, send us a sixteen-page
pri::o-list of their apeoiaUies in apparatus for professional phot'^

graphers. Among these are the drying cabinet and developing

tanks which we noticed in these columns some months ago. Other
apparatus which is here newly announced is a cascade washing-
table for prints in quantity, made according to an admirable
design, and a combined hand printing and developing machine
for four persons and a total output of 4,000 prints per day.

All those engaged in the pro<luction of prints on a large scale

will find this a list which describes thoroughly workmanlike appli-
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iRettinas of Societies.—

•

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, Novembku 24.

South London Photographic Society. " Versatility." R. II. Lawlon.

Oewsbury Photographic Society. Diicuaifion Evening.

Willesden Photographic Society. "' Picture Malting at Home and Out of Doors."

Bradford Photo.iraphic Society. " By Wood and Moorland np the Habden
Valley." fl. Greenwood,

Bowes Park and District PhotORraphic Bociety. " Personal Recollections ; Photo-

graphic and Otherwise." -.James.
, . „

Kidderminster and District Photographic Society. "The Giant's Causeway.'

O. Enibrey.
TlESSAY, NOVSUHEB 25.

Royal Photographic Society. "'No,' and Other Things Japanese." C. E.

Crowthcr.
Haekaey Photographic Society. " Northern Europe." Dr. C. Atkin Swan.

Donoaster Camera Club Demonstration. " A Chat on Pictorial Landscape Work."
H. O. Grainger,

ehtlsca PliotoKTaphic Society. Selection of Prints for AfSliation Competition.

Binninghnra Photographic Bociety. "Fonts and Their History." R Hancock.

Manchester Amateur Photographic Society. Miscellaneous night.

Roulh Glasgow Camera Club. Print Criticism.
. „ „ j ..

Stalybridge Photographic and Scientific Society. " with a Camera m Holland.

P. Rigbv.
WkDS«8D.4T, Novembkr 26.

Croydon Camera Club. " How to Make Bromide Enlargements with the CUib

Lantern." The President.

F.dinbnrgh Photographic Society. Whist Drive.

Dennistonn Amateur Photographic Association. "Titling the Pnnl. ' K. W.
Brooks.

Partick Camera Club. Lantern Slide Competition.

South Suburban Photographic Society. " Home Portraiture." P. R. Salmon.

British and Colonial Camera Club. •• Colour Photography." E. T. Robins.

Photo-Micrographie Society. Members' evening.

Bristol Photographic Club. " Colour Photography." W.J. Pollard.

THUHsniY, November 27.

Rodley and District Photographic Society. Monthly Competition. "Church

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. N. E. [mboshez.

The Camera Club. "Choice of Subject and Comiwsition." T. Williams, R.I.

Richmond Camera Club. " The Pictorial Advantages of Using Panchromatic

Plates."
Brighouse Photographic and Naturalist Society. " A Week in a Varsity Town."

E, S Map'cs.
Aston Photographic Society. " Aerial Photography."—Tate.
Wimbledon Camera Club. " BromidePrinting." The President. "Enlarging."

Hull Pffoiographic Society. "Chats on Paget Colour Photography." The
President and A. N. Somersoales.

South Glasgow Camtra Club. Enlarging and W orking up Enlargements.

Friday, Ncivbmbeb 2S.

Royal Photographic Society. "How I Make my Bromoil Prims. " G. B. ('litton.

CROYDOX CAMERA CLUB.

If an expression of innocence be deemed to be an index to a

charaotet witlnout guile, Mr. G. Bellamy Clifton, F.R.P.S., provides

the proverbial excepltiion so far as relates to his photographic esnter-

priees. Admitted that he occasionally accomplishes most excellent

"straight" photograpHiy, possibly owing to some crooked influence

seizing the opportunity when the palbron saint of all arch-fakers has

adjourned round fJie oomcr to freshen inspiraition, yet Mr. Clifton

evidently feels happiest when advancing piotorialiism by the intro-

duction into Bromoils of deliberately drawn-in figures, or other

accessories, aa an important part, of tbe composition. Realising

that "be wilio excuses himself accuses liimself," be offers no

semblance of an apology for these buccaneering expeditions over

the peaceful native soil of the camera, ibnt, om the contrary, stoutly

maintains that everything and anytihing is jusitifiable which tends

to advance the expansive policy he has at heart.

Mr. Clifton's visit to Croydon last week wiih " Bromoil Printing "

as bis subject was fortunate in being early in the session, as a

large number of new members have recently joined, many with

but the vaguest notions regarding the process and its potentialities

in the hands oif a daring draughtsman.

Without going into dertiails of a familiar process, several points

raised by Mr. Clifton aje of interest, particularly an allusion to

an attempt now .being made on scientific lines to standardise it.

Bromoil, of all processes, he said, was t.he most temperamemital

;

it could not be taught in the ordinary sense of the word, and

every worker would have to find liis own salvation. For instance,

pigments and bromide p.ip6rs working well in some hands might

absolutely refuse to accede to tlie wishes of others. Contrary to

usual ideas, he (preferred to stamt witli a fiat and weak bromide

jwint, and ait a recent damonstration before a London society he

was told tliat his procedure was wrong from start to finish, which

miooureged liim naAheir than othenvise.

He recommended a weak amidol developer, development being

continaed until all action ceases. He never heated any soluitaon,

bnt used all baths at the normal temperature of the room. " Wil-

liams' " bleacher and " Rawlings' " pigment (as supplied by

Grififin's), with " Roborson's " medium, worked well in his

hands, as did Ilford " Bromoiio " and " ordinary rough." When
ordering, it should be distinctly stated that these bromide papers

are required for Bromoil. All " non-st.res8 " bromide pajpers were

to be avoided.

Mr. Clifton then proceeded to give a practical demonstration,

terminaiting it by pigmenting a bleached and fixed bromide prini.

Now the Croydon atmosphere is not flat or weak, the bromide

print was, and apparently out of tune with its surroundings, foe
'

the picture began to appear as a negative. Grimly the lecturer's

expression set, and a contest ibegan, eventuallly resulting in a com-

plete defeat of the entrenched picture, only a few shell-holes being

finally left as evidence of the conflict. He stated in pre-war daye

bromide papers never behaved in this way.

In the discussion Mr. R. Dodd said the chemistry of Bromoiil

'

was very difficult. Personally, he believed that until a syn-

thetic medium replaced gelatine regularity of results could never

be hoped for, though a fair percentage of successes was always pos-

sible. Mr. R. E. Crowther, who had been investigating on scienitific

lines the most suitable type of negative, liad stated that a very

t/hin one was ithe best. "I get the very worst resiuMs from that

type," here observed Mr. Clifton, smilingly. Mr. A. F. Catherine

being possessed of a shaving brush too small for his massive

countenance, had given Bromoil a fair trial, but was sadly dis-

appointed with the process. Others spoke, all agreeing to disagree.

A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Clifton for a

demonstration followed with keen interest.

During the interval a short discussion arose on the affiliation

scheme for sending a loan collection of slides to Holland. The idea

was not enthusiastically received. Noticing this. Mr. J. M. Sellors

said he mentioned the matter, being bound so to do, but during

the wjir, when he was at Falmouth, Dutch vessels used to put
in, and their crews scoured the town for bacon. Consequently the

inhabitants often went short. This recital nut the lid on the

scheme so far as Croydon was concerned, all agreeing that the

appropriation of bacon ito Dutch use, which might otherwise have
found haven in the distinguished tummy of the honorary secretary,

was nothing 1ms than an outrage.

Commercial $£e0al Ititelllsence.

Eastman Kodak Compaky.—In addition to the usual quarterly

dividends of I5 per cent, (being at the rate of 6 per cent, per

annum) upon the outstanding preferred stock, and of 2^ per cent,

(being at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum) upon the outstanding
common stock, the directors have declared an extra dividend of

74 per cent, upon the common stock—all payable on January 2,

1920, to stockholders of record on November 29, 1919.

Legal Notice.—^Noti?e is given of the dissolution of the partner-

sliip between Louis Myers and Marley Denwood, oa.rrying on business

as photographers at Stanley Street, Bury, Lancashire, under the
style of " Romney's Studios." -All debts due to and owing by tha i

late firm will be received and paid by Louis Myers. J
NEW COMPANIES.

British Metal Printing Co., Ltd.—This private company was
registered on November 10 with a capital of £10,000 in £1 share*

(6,000 Tj per cent, cumulative preference). Objects : To carry on

the business of metal printers, printers, lithographers, photographic

printers, engravers, die sinkers, etc. The subscribers (each with

one ordinary share) are : W. Rigby, 8, Newhall Road, Jericho,

Bui-y, sheet metal worker ; T. Rigby, 279, Rochdale Road, Bury,

sheet metal worker; A. Rigby, 3, Bradford Terrace, Bury, sheet

metal worker; W. Brown, 8, New Fields, Birtle, metal printer.

The first directors are : W. Rigby, T. Rigby, A. Rigby, and W.
Brown. Qualification, £150. Registered office : Britannia Works,.

Ormond Street, Bury.
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Reios ana Rotes.

SncuaruL SrcDurrs.—At the last examination in photography
beU fcy tiie City and Guilds of I»ndon Institute two of the prizes

and raedak ottered by the Saltcn' Compaoy were awarded to Mr.
R. P. Stewart and Mr. O. Beaie, both of wJiom were otudeota of

Mr. Edgar Senior at the Chebea Polytechnic.

PHOiocmAnn or Solbocrs' Gratxs.—Mr. Churrli9I recently

tatcd in a reply to a question in the House of Commons that the

total nnmber of photographa of soldiers' graves supplied up to

date for all theatres of war is 137,877, of w4iioh 62,875 have been
supplied since tiie Annistaee. litere are 31,632 reqoeata still

ontataoding.

ASBIAL PHOTOCBAmio ScBTXTiKO.—In the Boose of Commons on
Norasaber 10, Lieut.-Colonel Moore-Brabason asked the Parlia-

nMDtary fieontery to tta BiMrd of A^vnltnre what steps, if any,
have been taken to uteise the aaperiense obtMned during the war in

ooaneetsoo with •crial fAoUtgrapfay for mapping parposes towards
sssi rt iwg 4<is Ordnance Surrey woric in this oooolry, having regard
to the iaol that many m^a are now out of dale?

Sir A. Boaoaweo : The value of aerial photognsfihy for the purpose
of map-makiog in the tbeaire of war is fidly sfipreciated by the

Ordnasioe fkirvey, and its application to peace sarveya is being care-

fully atodied, bat at present the process is gensrally more expensive
than aonnal methods and leas aoonrate. TIm Ordnance fiorvey has
fntl iaforaation on the •i4>jeat, and is in touch with those who
aanud ooi air aorvsys on (he Western Froot and ebewihem. Sosne

of thsM oflfesra are now on the Ordoaaoe Sivrey sUS.

RoTAL Socnrx or Akts.—Among the Cantor lectures to be
delivered at the Boyal Society of ArU after Christmas is a series

of three on "Aircraft Photography in War and Psace," by Capt.

H. Haniahaw Thomas. M.B.E., M.A., of Downing Colle(;e, Cam-
bridge, and formerly of the Royal Air Fome. Photographers will

also note with interest a paper to be read, also after Christmas,

by Sir Cecil Hertalet, formerly H.M. Conaul-General for Be'gium
and past-President of the Photographic Convention, on " The
Ruin sod Restoration of Belgium."

Rkowuxo StLTKB nu>M Kixnc Baths.—Aeoording to " Abel's

Weekly," Mr. Ackerman, chief of the photographic stall of the

Caxton Company, of Cleveland, has invented a device for obtain-

ing the silver from hypo baths. It consists of a combination of

netals, which, when dipped into the hypo bath, set up a chemical

action which precipitates the silver, which collects itself on the

wsdun frame holding the metal. The device is placed in the

bath and left there indefinitely, working while plates are fixed.

When enough silver has been precipitated it is scraped off. Mr.
Ackerman has had great success with the process himsvlf, and
•xpccta to market the device. Very little silver is left in the

•olntion when it is ready to throw away. Another advantage is

that the hypo bath with the device set in will last at least a third

Jooger than without ths silver remover.

Natt SaviCB PwmMaAPHBKt.—With a view to placing the

,
yholagfapfaio work of the Navy on a permanent footing, it has

•an dsdded to institute the non-substantive ratings of photo-

Igrmphan, ini and second dsss. Both the seaman branch and
' VMrines wOt be eligible. Candidates most have bad previons ex-

'perisacs in photography, and most hold no other higher non-sub-

atantivs rating than gunlaycr, second class. They must be reoom-

tmnded by their commanding officers sa competent photographers,

•nd particnlars most be given of their previous photographic

«zperiaoce. aapectally in Fleet work, such as triangnlation of fall

of shot. The noo-sabetantive pay attached to the new branch

will be :—First class Is., seoood class 6d. per day. Ratings pre

viooaly srop'toyed on Fleet photographic work, and recommended

for the new branch, who are not seamen or marines, may, if

selected, be aUowed to transfer to the rank of private, R. M.L.I.

8ii photographeis will be selected immediately, and will be

drafted to H.M.S. " Snapdragon " for service with the Atlantic

Jlect. The reqniremanU of photographic pers^npf] in fvUin, >t

home and abroad, are, however, under consideration, and further

orders will be issued when these are decided, together with
rei^lations governing the qualifications for first and second class

rates. Ratings eligible for, and desirous of joining, the photo-

graphic branch should apply to their commanding officers. Recom-
mendations should reach the Admiralty at the earliest possible

date, and for the present are limited to ratings serving in home
waters and the Mediterranean.

Pebmanence of Kaixittpe Pbints.—Mr. David Bachrach writes to
" -\ibel's Weekly" on this suibject:—During my oiver fifty years'

CTperience as a photographer I have handled and studied almost

every kind of photographic print exccppt gum prints, ajid have made
the subject of permanence a study. The we«)J<est of all pliotograpEic

prints are the P.O.P. gelatine printa, and next to thesm are the old

sftlted and silvered pa;per printe not toned with gold. They are more
permanent when thoroughly toned with gold, fixed in fresh hypo, and
well wariied.

The Kallitype print is of about the same permanence as the old

plain paper prints nol toned A developed print, made on modem
developing papers, is the most permanent of any silver image, as the

meCal is present in large quantity and more like the pure metallic

silver of the old collodion pmoeas in making negatives. Bat they

must be carefully manipulated to be permanent.

TlKMe prints con be made almost as luvahangeable as platinum

prints, if thoroughly fixed, by toning them in the sulphide method,

either in connection with a solution of hyposulphite of sodium or by

the more direct method. Sulphide of silver is the most unchangeable

of all silver products, and is not affected by the atmosphere. I have

given these things most careful tests, years ago.

Now if the Kallitype prints can be made by some modifioatioji that

will allow them to be to<ied by the sulphide procefis, they can be made
about as permanent as the developed prints. I have no time or dis-

position to try the exiperiment, and I will leave that to the yownger

men to do.

Correspondences—*

—

',* Corr$ipondentM thtmld never write on both side* of the pofer.

Na notice it taken of eommunieatiemt unleu the name* and

addreue* of the tcriters are given.

•,* We do not undertake responsibility for the opiniont expressed

by ovfr eorretpondentt.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE NUDE AT THE ROYAL
PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Your readers may be interested in an anonymous

letter which 1 l»ve received. Probably the writer has been broaight

up in a family where it was the custom to drape the pianoforte

and Uble legs. His extreme sensibilities, however, did not prevent

him from defrauding the Inland Revenue of a penny. This he

accomplished by enclosing his written communication in a page of

printed matter and that again in an open envelope bearing a

halfpenny stamp.—Yours faithfully,

J. McIntosh, Secretary.

The letter is as follows :—

"Dear Sir,—I much enjoyed the Exhibition which you were kinl

enough to allow the public to see—with the exception of 1 or 2

pictures containing ni«i« females from life. Those I think were

too imraodat and indecent for words, and moet ladies hurried

from them and most men who had brought ladies with them were

sorry they had done so.

"If there be such a thing as modesty in the world, such pictures

as those ounuoi it—Yours faithfully,
" An Enoubhmaii,''

" The Secretary,
" Photo Exhibition,

"Ruwll Iquart."
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THE ASSISTANT QUESTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—There ia something pathetically humorous about the

letters on the "Eternal Question." Do the writers expect that a

union for photographic assistants can be cetablished by someone
without the help of those interested ? Now, if there is

any desire to establish such a union, why do not some
assistants call meetings in the large cities and towns^ such

as London, Glasgow, Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, etc.,

etc. ? Earnest men could easily hire small rooms and call

meetings; or suoh meetings could be called to tea rooms or
restaurants. Then, if it is possible to cut the cackle about grjev-

arices and get to business, a union could be started, and, once started,

would grow, like the P. P. A. and other photographic societies. The
P. P. A. has voted money towards the formation of a union, but no
doubt looks to assistants setting the ball rolling. A union of photo-
graphic assistants could interest itself with the purely trade side,

and also imitate the scores of technical societies in giving mutual
help to amateur photographers, a point upon which many assistants

Would benefit greatly.—Yours faithfully,

Glasgow, November 16. Practical.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have followed with close attention the correspond-
ence which has recently appeared in the columns of your journal,
and would like to draw the attention of " Still Hoping," " Look-
ing Forward," and also of jNIr. Woodmansee, to the existence of a
special photographic trade section which was farmed under tlie

auspices of the N.A.U.S.A.W. and C in February of this year.
It has absorbed the eneiigies of several who have been acquainted
with various unsuccessful attempts made in the past to e.«tablisii

an association of photographic assistants. Furthoi-more, it has se-
cured recognition from a large number of employers, and has been
invited by the iMinistry of Labour to co-operate in the establishment
of an Interim Reconstruction Council for the trade.

Its machinery has been adapted to cater for the professional, dis-
tributive, and clerical branches of the trade. The member.=hip
aheady runs into four figure.s, and it has secured an agreement of
minimum wage rates and working conditions with at least nine
of the most important firms. This agreement covers, amongst
others, the assistants and clerical staff of Messrs. Kodak, Ltd.,'^of
Kingsway and depots.

Studio workers of the Army and Navy and other retail stores,
works chemists, enlaa-gers and other technical and professional
operatives and assistants have taken up membership.
May I appeal to your correspcmdents and all others interested to

communicate with me at the address stated ? The non-indispensable
character of bhe profession, referred to by " Still Hoping," need
no longer be a barrier to the establishment of improved conditions.
The Shop Assistants' Union has been in existence for over thirty
years, and possesses a worthy record of constitutional but energetic
activities. More than any other society it has been instrumental
in obligmg the Government to introduce a forty-eight hour working
week Bill. Its most recent triumph in this connection was the
securing of an extension of the Bill's propo.sals so as to include
managers and assistants in responsible posts generally. Tliis was
the result of a consultation between Sir Robert Home and Mr.
John Turner, the Union's general secretary, with other T.U.
officials.

Let all assistants in the photographic profession sink prejudice
and link themselves up with a responsible and experienced trade
union through the medium of a trade section established for and
controlled by trade workers only.—Yours faithfully,

Harry G. Ward, Section Secretary.
Dilke House, Malet Street, London, W.C.2.

MOUNTING BLOCKS TO POINT EMS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Your remarks re mounting of letterpress blo.:?k8 to
inch measuremente induoes m« to say a few words on the siibjeot, as
1 am iwre it is higih time that labour-saviing ihvprovements should be
attempted there.

Every ,proces8 engreinrer and electoxbyper would frown wdth indig-

nation if they were charged with Ibeing imcapabde of mouuliing blocks

type-high.

Now ithat the American point system has become indiiapensable to

the jobbing printer he is more anxious than ever that the time-kiUing

method of blook-mounting as practised to-day shall be improved and

the point system applied to economise time in. justifying them to

measure. Immediately the printer suggests this he is told " it cannot

be done; wood is not reliable owing to shrinking" {he forgets it

shrinks one way only), "that it is the custom to mount to inch

measurements," etc., etc. These excuses are not trotted out

when objection is made to a block not being type-high. This fault

is tackled at once, and remedied.

From an exijerience of tliirty years I :si,n safely say it is aa simple

to mount a block to ems and ens as it is to make it type-high, or as

simple as mounCng to inch measurements. The average compositor

will .make any block given, hdm to even ems or ens witli the aid of a

hack saw, file, and sandpaper. Since your remarks on this subject

in the "B.J." only one block has appeared which presents any

difficulty in carrying this system out, and that is in lUingworth's

advt. (as page iv., September 19, 1919), where the brass rule joins

up to the edge of the biook. Evien this can be overcome iby using an

electro and .gi-ooving the edfge of the plate to allow the nails to be

driven into the wood.

This would allow brass rule to join up flush on any of the four

sides (.see be'.ow for em measures in designing).

I first saw this metliod in an electro made in Germany, whei^e

there were no open spaces in the design to drive a rivet. This block

was for use in fan^y jobbing wdUi rules and panels, and was quite

accua-ate cnouaJi, and has been in iiso for jiears.

After spending several yeiars at a school of technology and dis-

cussing the subject with students engaged in the poxjcess and electro-

typing businesses, I am convinced that tlie reason why blocks are

aiot made to ems insteid of eightlis of inches is lack of knowledge of

the point system and block-mounting being relegated to unskilled and

semi-skilled labour. How often is tie printer annoyed to find the

illustration, when iplaced in a pa^e of type, all "awry," out of per-

spective, simply because vertical lines in the picture have not been

kept parallel wdtli the sides of the .block ; instead of tliis, one edge of

the ;plait6 has been kept .parallel.

This subject can be cryistalEsed by an argument used iby a pixxiess

engraver, who said, " How caji a block-maker make his mounts to

picas when one printer's .picas are diffea-ent in size to another printer's

picas? " This is equalled by anotJier firm who wanted to know what

I meant when I asked that a .block should be mount-ed 18 ems by

12 ems American point body.

All that is requisite to iremedy this chaos is for the block-maker to

gain an elementary knowledge of the compositor's requirements and a

general knowledge of the point system. Also to substitute one of

Messrs. Stapheiison , Blake and Go's type scales (which is a foot

rule with inches marked on it and also ems and ens in 5 point, 8

point, 10 point, and 12 ]x>int). The block mounter would, of coiiree,

only XibeA to use the 12 point em measures. The blocks could be

mounted in indies as before, but the fractions would be sixths in-

stead of eighths.

The block-maker who would first install this system would not only

confer a boon upon tli© compositor in the saving of justifying, but
also reap more business for himself. Any extra cost entailed would
be worth ipaying by the -printer.

Machinerj' would gradually be introduced to economise the block-

mounter's time. The saw 'bench, or shooting block could be ruled
in even ems, as a gauge for cutting, or the block could be clamped
to the shooting block, whioih '3ould be made to travel, like a lathe
bed, past a revolving plane (vertical for finishing the edges of the
block) or a revolving rasp. A Miller saw-ti'immer is the nearest
approach to this suggestion.

A good designer can fiU any given space with appropriate design in
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Any giv«n period or atyk of ornament. It Um is true, why should

not Bristol bo*rd, etc, be ruled out in even ems and a design made
to fill « given namAwr of tiicin ?

Similarly, the gioond-glaM of the pvooew oamera coold alao be
ra«d in even enu, joit Ugbt enoogfa to IhU Umqt wooid not inter-

fere with the tharpoam of the image. B tfaeae loggeations were
oarried oui the point syatcni would work sotomatioklly as easily as

the praeent lystctn. Small blocks should be mounted on metal.

WbitB. the American fXHot system w«s first introdnoed here it met
with ninwitioi and ridioale. One ring founder issued a ootalogae

pointiBg oat Che method in general use then as being much superior

to the innoTutioo. That particular firm to-day oast their t\-pee on
American point bodies.

It is lime the blook-maker got a move on. As your journal is the
acknowledged leader in the photographic wotU, I venture to think
yoQ wiU be interested in these remarks.

Apologising for taking op your MUuUe sfiace, I remain, yours
sincerely, Jowr Hvasr,

Broose Sbdallist, Photo-Mechanical Pbotog., Sosion 1910-11,

School of Technology, ManchetUr.
171, Lowfield Road, StodqMii.

P.S-—We once bad oooasioo to have a eorreoUon made in a line

zinoo block (siae of bJock shout 10 ins. x 8 ina.). He xrreotion was
set op ID type, and an ordinary eiectro-plata made. The zinco-plate

was ool away and the electro inserted and moanted in position with
rivito or oails. Messrs. Taylor. GameM, Etsos and Co., Redditcu,

near atonkpnrt, oairied this out. and the etoulirjtyper there (^Ir.

Etsob) rootsd the biock sufficiently low to aUow both siaoo (ace and
riectro face to stand type-high. If this fine outiing of wood can be
done with the ordinary rooter in use. it is not an inaiiparable problem
to imptove the present system. The root of the proUem is " the

bioii-makar fsmwus to know that six pioM make one inch," and
vorittoit.

Insioers to CorresDondcnts.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

/ geeorrfawe* with emr prtmnt pradiet a unalUr tpaet viil bt

nOeOid to r«mUfi lo eorrttptmJfnlt.

Wf itiO aiM—r hft pott >f $iamptd and aidr'urd tnvtlopf ft *melottd

far Ttplit: i-eimt IitUimatitmat Coupem , from rmultr$ ahroad.

(JHthM to hi enuwrtd m tKt Fridat't "Jonntal" mml rtach ut

not Inltr tkoH Tundny (potttd Ucminffi, mtd tknuld t» nddrrtted

«s tht Sdifort.

J. B. L.—.Mioot 8 ft. hi|;h and stoat 6 ft. irom tiM sitter. Exposures
with sa //6 lens will he soorawhen in the aeigMnarhood of eight

to t«B ssrcwds, bat, of course, it is do4 |inMitiWi to given even an
appraimala idea of the aapoaure' naesaaary.

Vt. P. C.—The only iggiist.ion that we can make is that you use

glaa piat si, which are much less easily damaged, and, when you
have got them aatiafaotorily into use, alkrw of prints stripping as

readily as <i«Ma fsRotypts. We should say glass is used lo' % P*r
oeat of the ftnos making glossy prinle in qoantity.

E. B.—The lensie are no good for r egular photography, since they

are not eowaeUd adawnatislly. The egnapisoe might be used as

a kwg-foeaa Isna wUh a ntall atop. Wa snggast tba you should

try aoaotiag each lens separately in a tohe made fd successive

folds el farawa paper, and see what kind ot image yon can get

with yoor camera.

M T. K.—The ofRoe of the Retail BosineMes (Licensing) Order for

Hsmpsbire u 5s, Union .Street, Bristol. Yon are wrong in sup-

posing that a licence andrr the order allows you to move about
from place to place. It is issued only for a business in a par-

ticalar piaca. Yon would want to apply for a new one every
tima yoa aore.

M R.—However much yoa may wish it, we tre afraid you cMuiot
make a liistinotion of name between men working the photo-copy

and ordinary pho(ogn{>hers. To engineers, for whom

the former ;hiefly work, they are as valuable, in a different way,
a£ the users of a camera. If we were you we sliouJid not worry
over what seems to us a vea^ trifling matter.

A. M.—The portrait lens is the worst kind of lens for outaoor
work, such as groups, etc., as it has poor covering power, and
stopping down does not improve it much in this respect. Your
best choice is the Ross or the Busch lens. The latter, though
called a portrait aplanat, is not a portrait lens of tihe ordinary
kind. We think the prices are not far from the mark at the
present time.

H J. C—The Raydex of Bayde.x, Ltd., 71, Lavender Hill, S.W.ll.
Their booklet of inatruotions is quite full, and will give you a good
idea of the process. The otJy other t/wo processes of any kind are

the Paget and the Autochronie for tlie making of co'.our trans-

parenciae. Literaiture reliating to these is obtainable from the

Paget Prize PJIate Co., Watford, Herts, and from Mr. Thos. K.
Grant, 89, Great Ruaeell Sli-eet, W.C.I.

G. S.—It seems to us that the real quesition at issue is wliat is a

satiafaotory profit to you on the eoI&Tgement. Your customer can

naturally see for himself in, for example, Raines's oatalogue the

price which he would faa>-e paid ihem for admittedly first-olass

woric. If that price is consideirably lower than youi"s, the only

point which it raises is the proportion of profit which seems neces-

sary to you. Thai, obviously, is <a question whidi it is impossible

for us to deal woth.

S. S.—Nothing that you tell us in your letter indicates that you
have done anything to part with your copyright in the photo-

graphs, and therefore any sale or distribution by way of sale

will be an infringement of your copyright and will be actionable.

Any dispute which you may have as to your liability to pay for

the cards at an enhanced price is an altogether separate matter

;

the people cannot legally retaliate by making any use what.

ever of the cards which have been printed.

T. R. O.—The staining is no Joubt due to insufficient fixing.

With many papers at the present time it is absolutely necessary

to put prints through two fixing baths in succession. Very
likely also the defect has been aggravated by low temperature of

the fixer. If ^ou make it a rule to use two baths, giving the

prints ten minutes in each, and at the same time see that the

solutions are not colder than 60° to 65° F., we think you will

find that prints will no longer be defective.

C E. F.—Your whitewash was far too thick, and you laid it on too

heavily. The chrome alum has made it waterproof, but you can

get it off by soaking with vinegar and rubbing with the distemper

brush. The vinegar stains a littile, but if you got some commer-

cial acetic acid and diluted it you could probably get off a good

deal of the white without staining
; you would not have to re-coat

then. A little sugar in the distemper would prevent cracking.

G. W. C.—The only half-watt lamps which we have used for

photography are the Atmos type, made by the General Electric

Company. The company has a special department for photo-

graphic lamps, and inquiries should be addressed to it at 67,

Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G. Other makes of lamp may
be equally good, but we cannot speak of them from experience.

We cannot give exact current price for the lamps and fittings,

but we hear that they have recently been reduced.

L. J.—^If on the previous occasion you simply granted rights of re-

productbn in a single issue of the paper, then certainly the news-

paper is liable to pay you a further fee in reference to the recent

publication. This assumes that your invoice on the previous occa-

sion was drawn up strictly, and could not now be interpreted as

a general assignment of copyright. This is a matter dealt with

at greater length than we can do in a letter in the little manual
" Photographic Copyright," issued from this office.

R. h. H.—1. It is only common prudence to employ a lawyer !o

draw up an agreement of partnership. It is less necessary in

the case of the purchase of a business, although ia some circum-

stances legal advice is certainly advisable. 2. The 10-in. Planar
was listed to cover a TJ by 5 at full aperture, not 13 by 10.

The lens has never been a popular one, and even now, with the

present enhanced prices of second-hand lensee, is not worth

more than half its original list price, which was £21 lOs.
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\, S.—If the nei;atives intensified with mercuric iodide are re-

developed they are of a high degree of permanence, but if not

redeveloped are liable to go yellow in the course of months

or years, although they remain quite good printers. The iodide

formula in the " Almanac " does not give such great intensification

as ihat with mercury ammonia, but there are other mercuric

iodide formula! which we have published in the "Journal" and
" Almanac " from time to time which give a much greater amount

of intensification.

J. H.—1. Impossible to say without reference to a particular sub-

ject. With some colour subjects the panchromatic result might

be superior to that with N.F. plates, with others, vice versa.

2. Best after prints have been washed for at least half an hour

after fixing. If this cannot be done on account of blistering or

frilling, the best plan is to use a hardening-fixing bath. 3. We
are sorry we have no data of the factor for the "B.J." pyro-

soda deve'.oper. 4. No harm results through the broken glass

remaining in the bottle.

E. M.—We think you will be running oonsiderable risk in adopting

the name "K Studio." Ihe present proprietor, although he may
not trade as the "K Studio," undoubtedly acquired (when he

bought the business) aaiy goodwill or connection which accrued

to him and still benefits him from the previous use of the words
" K Studio." If now you use this title we think he will havo

good ground for taking action against you. ObviousJy, it is open

to you to do what you can to benefit by your previous connection

with the "K Studio" withcoit actually taking the name of the

latter.

jV. K.—1. Licences for businesses in Chestesr a^e dealt with at New
Arts Buildings, Liverpool. 2. It should be simply a matter of

form in the case of an ex-service man. The object of the Order

is to safeguard such men as yourself from interlopers starting

businesses in their absence. Each case ' is investigated on its

merits. The office has not published any conditions of the

granting of licences. 3. Allowing 5 ft. for the sitter and for

'.the photographer behind the camera, the minimum studio length

for full-length cabinets with an 8^-in. lens is 16 ft. With a

10- in. lens it is 20 ft., and with a 12-in. 24 ft.

B. E.—^The dark marks in the prints are plainly due to local im-

perfect fixation. You can see that such is the case in one specimen

from the fact that the patch has a straight line where one print

has lain upon another in the fixing bath. We advise you to

use a stronger fixing bath than you are doing, namely, 6ozs.

ihypo to 20ozs. water, and to use two baths of this strength in

succession. Bath No. 2 should be fairly fresh. As soon as it

has been in use for some time it may replace bath No. 1, and a

fresh solution taken for No. 2. We think if you do this you
will have no further trouble from this cause.

tC. F.—1. As the studio is rather low, the best instaJlation for your

purpose is either one of half-watt lamps or the inverted top-light

arc of the Westminster Engineea-ing Company, Victoria Road,

Wil'.esdon Junction, London, N.W. For fuU-length cabinets in

a studio of only 17 ft. in length, the longest focus of lens which
you can use is 3j inches, thart. is allowing 5 ft. altogether for

space behind the sitter and behind the camera. If you can con-

trive to dispense with, say, 2 ft. of this space, you could use a

10-in. lens, which would be a good deal better. 2. You require

a licence, the office for which is 15, Athol Orescent, Edinburgh.

K. D.—We think it is very doubtful if the staining effect of the

metal coating will disappear by use of the tank. It is impossible

to say what will remove the stain, for we imagine that the stain-

removers which might serve for stain from developer will be

quite useless in this case. Apparently the only remedy for what
has been done is to have the trough given a thorough coating ot

some varnish such a."? asphalt, which will protect the meital from
the fixing bath. Even this is not likely to be thoroughly per-

manent, particularly if acid fixing baths are used in the trough.

It soems to us that it is a case where the repairer should be re

quired to make good the daanage he has done.

JF. G. F.—So far as we know there is no exact rule or ratio as

regards the relative preservative power of sulphite and metabi-
sulphite. Roughly, metabisulphite used instead of sulphite in a
developer will give as good preserving effect if its quantity is

one-qaarter that of the sulphite

—

t-g., you can certainly replace

8ozs. of sulphite by 2ozs. of metabisulphite, probably by con-

siderably less metabisulphite, though the effect varies, we think,

with different developers. But as metabisulphite is very much
less soluble than sulphite, it does not help matters much as

regards making a more concentrated developer. As a matter of

fact M.Q. is not well adapted for preparation in very concen-
trated solution, and we do not think you will find it practicable

to make up stronger solutions than those in, for example, the
Imperial M.Q. formula.

V. A.—Evidently the copyright was created under the old Act
according to which copyright lasted for the life of the author
(your father) and for seven years aiter his death. Therefore, if

your father died seven years before the present Copyright Act
came into force—namely, in June, 1912—copyright in all the works
which he made has expired, and there is no means of re-creating

it. But if your father died less than seven years before June,
1912, copyright may perhaps be prolonged and still be in exist-

ence, for the reason that the term of copyright which existed at
the time the present Act came mto force is determined (according
to the new Act) as though this new Act were in force at the time
the photographs were taken. According to the new Act, copy-
right lasts for the definite period of fifty years. From these par-

ticulairs you should be able to find out for yourself whether copy-
right still subsists in the photographs taken by your father. You
will find further particulars, as regards transfer of ownership,
etc., in the manual "Photographic Copyright," issued by our
publishers.

P. T.—It is not praoticabLe to give a definite formula for the iodine-

cyanide reducer owing to the great variation in the commercial
strength of cyanide, but we can prescribe a working formula
which you can apply to such materials as you can purchase.
Make a 10 per cent, solution of potassium cyanide, and buy, if

you can, the ordinary tincture of iodine from the druggists. If

you cainnot buy this, dissolve flake iodine in rectified spirit or

methylated spirit to a 5 per cent, solution. To make a working
reducer, take now, say, 4 oz. of water, add about ^ drachm of the
cyanide solution and then the iodine solution a tew drops at a
time as long as the iodine is decolourised by the cyanide. As
soon as a faint yellowisih colour persists add a drop or two more
of cyanide to remove it. The mixture will be an iodine
cyanide reducer, which very likely may act somewhat too quickly,

in which case add water as required to slow its action. If, on
the other hand, the ax>tion flags, add more cyanide cautiously,
and, if that is not sufficient to energise the reducer, add still <i

little more iodine.
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and mrtmm cl nhofat-mwrlmiieal rtptoitutkm now bouig mule by
Smm To>k pabUihan in Ua nan^noy ONated by the indnitnal
di^wte m the printing Inde. (P. 600.)

Mr. Vivian Jobling dMcritwe and JliMtlBtia a ueat filUos for
naniOTs or lantern a^ide boxea in tiie Aafw of a fluali handle. (P. 607.)
A |>rBcti«l |>a|Mr <>ii tiie ftAUt>a of prinU ia quoted fmn our

Bortoi oOBtMtporary " Antenoan Fhotograpl^." (P. 604.)
Hinta oo ilia thotee of a hand^wnor* for prolfiuiiif mb are con

trtatad to "AaaiManU' .N'ot«e." (P. 608.)

Somkt of the maana whirh ^>nalii be takao to redooe the otuuitttv
of w>rMo(i9 on printo are dealt with in Mk artidle oo p^je 681.

Tba death ia —ounoed f4 Mr. S. D. Cfaalmen, hewl of the Ue
Tnrtmeni of Teoinieal Optica at the Nortliampton Poiytecboic In-
•titiiie, Ckrkenwell. |P. 702.)

yir. B. W. Parftil wngiala photasraphiug the mio'i diac aa nn in-

t«raitcng method of niwiring tha focal leagtfia ot teneea. (P. 702.)

6aael^ eaoratarita whn hvr* not yet acnt in parti:nlar( of their

aeenriafione tor the dirartary of aocietiea in the forthcoming " B.J.
Almanac " are aaked t<i do to without dekf. (P. 660.)

The Phi>taKrai(>lii<- Fair uTKaUMed by Mr. Arthur C. Brootua will

\m held fn«i AfirU 16 (b 24 next. (P. 660.)

tioma of Um aoaa* of white <*">'• "» pnnU from Bir4>e!J« are the

•objeei of a para^yagih on ]iaige oOO.

All iniuaMHaM* inXrnxnmt ii> t)" iiriiim in a jtacldWot

'liionita or Wd w«od by whioh «afh »'. fully vnimeritml im

<>r«t lieinK pat into the fixiag4>ath. it". osAj.j

Pi»/lt.^frwfkma wall tabloU, prista tor r«|iroductiua, expoaurae in

Pnai photogra^y, refwira of appantna, and the proviwnia of th4

RaMI Ihiiiniww (Lintninf;) OrrW are the objeote of brief rcpliea

to uwiwawodepi* fP703.)

EX CATHEDRA.
Fair and Con- It is now auuounced that the Photo-
^'^••®*' graphic Fair organised by Mr. Arthur
C. Brookes, of our contemporary, the " Photographic
Dealer," will' be held at the Horticultural Hall, Westmin-
ster, from April 16 to 24 next. Mr. Brookes states that
many applications for space by photographic firms have
already been received, and that those wishing to be repre-

sented at the Fair should communicate with him at as

early a dat« as possible at Sicilian House, Southampton
Row, London, W.C.I. During the period of the Fair
two congresses will be held and will have their head-

(|uarters at the Horticultural Hall. One is that of the

Professional Photographers' Association, suggestions for

which are invited from ite members by the secretary (Mr.

S. H. Fry, Frisian House, 5, Highbury Grove, London,

N.). An exhibition of professional photography will also

be held in conjunction with the P. P.A. Congress. The
other conference is that to be arranged by the Photographic

Dealers' Association. Its secretary (Mr. A. Oglesby, 37,

Bedford Street, W.C.2) will likewise welcome any sug-

gestions of subjects for discussion or features of the

ccngress of particular interest to those engaged in the

sale of photographic requisites. With all these attrac-

tions timed to be forthcoming within a single week there

should be no uncertainty that the Fair itself and the

meetings of professional photographers and photographic

dealers will secure a full measure of success. Incidentally

it should be mentioned that the Chemists' Exhibition will

1)6 open on one of the days during which the Photo-

graphic Fair is being held at Westminster.

« * »

Directory ot The directory of photographic societies

Societies. which we compile each year for the

"British Journal Almanac" is now very nearly com-

pleted for the 1920 edition. We have, however, still to

receive particulars from a few societies. Apparently, in

tbe case of some secretaries it is necessary to make appli-

cation a second and a third time in order to arouaa

realisation of the fact that a big book like the " Almanac"

must close its pages by a definite date in order to ensure

punctual publication. Perhaps unwisely, we give -society

secretaries a longer period of giace than any other class

of persons represented in the " Almanac." When every

allowance has been made for the transfers of secretary-

ships as a consequence of the engagement of men during

thb war, we cannot but think that there is a certadai

laxity in supplying particulars the publication of which

is bound to be of, at any rate, some advantage to a society^

In some cases secretaries are good enough to credit us with

iwwers of divination. They return our form simply with

the intimation " Pai-ticulars as last year," but omit to
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tell us the name of the society to which their message
relates. In instances such as this, as well as in those where
no answer whatever is forthcoming, we are bound to follow
our usual custom and to insert the name of the society,
followed by the advice that particulars of ate present
officers, time and place of meeting, etc., have not been
ascertainable.

« » «

Import Legis- So far as can be gathered from a first
lation. reading of its complex text, the Bill now
before Parliament which is popularly referred to as the
Anti-Dumping Bill proposes to stabilise the emergency
regulations as regards the importation of certain foreign
goods to which reference was made in this column in our
issue of August 29 last. Under the Bill the importation of
certain goods may be prohibited. These goods are itemised
in a schedule to the Bill, and are seen to include synthetic
photographic chemicals (pyrogalHc acid is specially men-
tioned, among other organic chemicals) and optical glass,

including lenses, prisms, and like optical devices. While it

is out of the province of a technical journal to discuss the
political aspect of such measures as these, it may certainly
})e said that the BOl promises to arouse a great deal of
opposition, and already its provisions are being made one of
the chief features of a by-election. Many who have been
convinced Free Traders have, as a result of the war, brought
themselves to favour some policy of exclusion directed
against enemy goods, but such, of course, is not the pur-
pose of the Bill, the provisions of which, so far as they
concern prohibition of importation, are directed against
goods of any alien origin. Further comment than this
must be postponed until the provisions of the measure
are more adequately explored in the course of debate in
the House of Commons.

* » *

Bubbles. Muoli unnecessary work is caused in the
finishing of bromide and gaslight prints

by allowing minute air-bells to form upon the surface
during development. Very often the cause of the tiny
white spots is not recognised, as they are attributed to
dust upon the negative or even to imaginary defects in the
coating of the paper. The most prolific cause is care-
less wetting of the paper before development. It is a
common practice when developing enlargements to place
the exposed paper in a dish, and to turn the tap upon it
to make it lie flat and to cause the developer to flow evenly
In these circumstances the water becomes charged with
tiny bubbles which adhere to the paper and cause the
defect complained of. The remedy is to swab the sur-
face with a pad of cotton-wool either while in the water

2 'u1^ y,.
^^"^ immersion in the developer, when

the bubbles will be broken and the solution allowed to act
properly. Even if the paper be not wetted before de-veopment (bubbles may be produced by diluting the de-veloper with water drawn from the tap and not allowing
time for the bubbles to rise and break. This may occurwhen a single solution such as Azol is used, or with con-

irmatl'^fl ?'"'iT\°'
""^'^°' - metol-iiydroquinone.

Lr \ ""^1^*°
'f'^

^''^^ ^''^^^^' ^^^ less likely to ap-

when there is only ju^st enough to cover the surface.

Print Paddle., a great help to' clean working in

Drint n«^Hl» Ti,—"''^^ ^,""*^ ^' ^'^""^ '° tl»e use of a

at one^tS + '
I'

* '°^ ""'^^ ^ fl^^te^ed ^^'^ «f ring

the s,^rfri' 'V T ^'"^ ^ P"«^ *^« P"°<^ ^«" '^nder

eU^htlv ^fl, f^^vf
'^^'"^ ''*'"^^°"' ^^'i t« ™o^« them

Slo^wi^!! .
^^""^^ to contaminate the fingers with

bi^tw!
instrumente have been made in Celluloid,but these were rather light and small for professional use

and most printers have improvised something on their
own account, very often a piece of absorbent wood which
has rapidly become saturated with hypo and useless for
its purpose. A shade better than this is a large wooden
spoon about 18 ins. over all, which has been well baked
while new, and then saturated with parafllin wax. This
is less absorbent, and the rounded bowl is excellent for
dabbing on the prints. Effective paddles have been made
by taking a stout brass wire, covering it with a pure
rubber tube and bending it into the desired shape, the
ends when joined being covered with the rubber tube
made hypo-proof with patehing rubber and solution.
Gutta-percha is rarely met with now, but an ideal paddle
could be made of gutta-percha tube, which is stiff enough
to need no metal support, and even less acted upon by
chemicals than rubber.

CALLITYPE: PHOTO-MECHANICAL REPRODUC-
TION OF LETTERPRESS.

One of the results of the deadlock in the New York print-
ing trade has been the resuscitation of a method of " set-
ting " letterpress according to which use is made of photo-
mechanical jjrocesses for producing the printing surface.
The method has been the subject of articles in some of the
New York newspapers, by whom it has been described as
a sudden dis^covery, made for the purpose of providing
emergency means for the production of newspapers with-
out the aid of hand or machine type-setting. As a matter
of fact, both the idea and the first practical application
of it are nearly twenty years old. It was in 1901 that a
printer, Jacob Backes, devised the system of " setting "

letterpress on a typewriter and of making from the type-
written original a printing surface by a ph6to-mechanical
process. Mr. Backes, who is still living, gave to this pro-
cess the name " Callitype," not a very descriptive title,
since it means simply " beautiful type." It is, of course,
simply another form of the same name (Kallitype) applied
to a process of photographic printing with sensitive iron
salts, which is still fairly familiar to photographers. It
is difficult now to conceive the motive which could have
prompted Mr. Backes to have devised an alternative
system to ordinary type-setting. At any rate, he pro-
duced a periodical called the " American Callityper,"
several issues of which made their appearance. Speaking
from memory we think it was one of these which formed
the subject of an appreciation in the "Photogram,"
whose editor, the late Snowden Ward, with characteristic
optimism and enthusiasm, hailed the new departure as a
revolution in the production of letterpress periodicals, and
as providing an immense new field for the commercial
application of photo-mechanical processes. So far as we
know, however, notliing more was heard of Callitype until
the recent printing dispute in New York provided the
occasion for the employment of a process by which pub-
lishers could produce printed matter of a kind in circum-
stances which deprived them of the use of hand-set or
machine-set type.

Apparently very few of the New York publishers affected
by the strike have turned to utilise^ this emergency pro-
cess. We have received only two periodicals for which it
has been used, namely, the "Literary Digest " and th?
" Scientific American." The former, which was the first
to employ the method, has its letterpress "written " on a
typewriter and photo-engraved line blocks made from such
originals upon a somewhat reduced scale. In the case of
the "Scientific American" the type-written letterpress
is reproduced, apparently on the same scale as the original,
by means of photo-litho transfers on to the lithosraphic
stone, the edition of our contemporary being thus run off
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on lithugrapLic presses, whereas, presumably, a typo-
graphic press is used for the ' Literary Digest."

I« view of the fact that these means must have been
devised at extremely short notice the printed result may,
perliapa, be considered fairly satisfactory. At any rate it

is clear and readable, and in the case of the reduc^ repro-
ductions used by the " Literary Digest " does not impress
the reader as som^hing altogether different in kind from
ordinary t3rpe-8etting. But in both cues the matter suffers

from a defect which arises from the process, and evidently
is one which is inevitable in any system of preparing letter-

presB an the first instance on a typewriter. However care-

fully the original manuscript may be copied by the typist,

it is impojisible that the line should end with the same
mathematical alignment that is secured in hand or machine
setting. The compositor who sets type by hand obtains

this exactly equal width of each line by the insertion of
" leads " of suitable width between the various words.

In setting matter on the Linotype machine, the same result

is secured by an extremely beautiful and automatic
mechanical de'vice which can best be described as consist-

ing of a series of tapering pieces which are thrust upwards
between the separate words in a line, pushing them out
to correspond with the limits of the type-space on each
side. The LinotyiJO oi>erator has thus only to judge,
slightly in advance, the point at which he shall break his
line; the machine then comes into action when the line is
completed, giving it the exact width which has been chosen
for the setting. It is inconceivable that even a typist
possessed of the most exceptional powers of judging how
to space and divide each line could ever equal the Exacti-
tude of the alignment on the right-hand of a printed
column which is obtained without any difficulty whatever
by the ordinary methods of type-setting. On this ground
alone it may be thought that while Callitype may serve
the purposes of an emergency it is never likely to prove a
serious competitor of the compositor. Standards of form
and ])recision in printing have become so high that the
necessarily ragged right-hand edge of a column of letter-
press reproduced from a Callitype original is certainly
anathema to the printer, and would surely meet with the
disapprobation of a large section of the public.

DODGING THE WORKING=UP.

The prwluctiun «f a gowl 'iit usually incurs an

amount of hand work, sonivtn . \ nsive, on either the nega-

tive, tlM> dry enlargpinent, or on both. The greater part of this

work might with advantage be replaced by rhemiral work and

lij oontrol of the mlargemrat during expotture.

la the CM* of hard or flat negatives it i* obriouxly easier to

rtihMS or intensify than to obtain the necessary softness or

«oatrast by nic«ns of brush ami pt'nril. When nt-ithi-r reduc-

tio* nor intrnsificatmn ttt» the case, and jet the negative is

wanting, perhaps a new onf fr>m a glass positive will prove

worth while. It sonietinie<i happens that part of a negative

only is at fault, the barkKrr>uncl of a portrait ntud.v is too

strong, or certain figures iu s gruup are harsher than others, or

mors prominent. In nirh cases, effective rraults can be

obt«innl by blacking out the graxl portions (on the glass side)

and making a very thin transparency of the negative. When
this is dry it is bound in rvgi»ter to the negative (the latter

having brvn cleaned of the blcx-king-out paint) and an enlarge-

»nt made of tlie eonbination.

Any degree of correetion, even to a level grey, can be obtained

(his way ; the depth of the trsn<psrenry deddw the dagrce.

For mechanical treatment during espasnie some pisoes of

thin art monnting, some transpsrent white paper—similar to

tluit asa< for negative bags—• piece of fine black netting,

•notber of white mosquito netting, some tine iron wire, a sheet

of plitit glass free from flsws and srrstches, and a white glaaa-

liwided hat-pin will all be foand u!<efal.

AmoatMrriceabls aid when "dodging" is a vignette holder

in the form of a wooden frame mounted on a stand. Made of

2'in. wood, the fraiM should be of a diansAer equal to tlie

!• ngth of the largest siae commonly made. The base measure-

nienta are such as to allow stability with sufficient height to

i>-ing the centre of the frame level with the normal position of

the lens when the aoocasory is stsnding between the lens and the

easel. With such a support, far more can be accomplished in

the way of vignetting, combining, shading, diffusing, and

dodgiag than can be done with the hand alone, and the opera-

tioas ean be performed with a precision that is impcasible

wkn working without a support. It sometimes happens that

|i*rt of an enlargement requires dodging thraaghoat the expo-

sore, while another part needs treating for a fraction of the

only. In such casea the frame will take one half the

dodging off one's hands, leaving them free to attend to the more
delicate bits.

All this soumU more suitable to trade and commercial work
than any other kind, and certainly they offer more scope for
" dodgments " than studio portraiture does. With the latter,
negatives can be standardise*! moie easily, and tlie need for
correction obviated. As a niatU'r of fact, however, skilful
control of enlargements is a valuable work anywhere, and of
particular value when dealing with copies.
To return to the stock-in-trade, tho art mounting has an

ailvanUge over oitlinary cardbiard, inasmuch as it is easily cut
U) exact shapes for delicate jobs, and at the same time it can
be torn for broad viijncttcs, the fluffy edge being an advamtage.

The trans|)arent pnj)er is useful for eliminating part of a
picture with the minimiuu of trouble. For instance, to remove
a figure from a grou]), instead of knifing away the negative or
painting out and snl)»eqnently aerographing, a \ignette is

cut so that when laid on tlie easel it wiU closely fit the figure

which is to be removed. A piece of the transparent paper is

out to the same size and Bha,pe as the vignette and fixed with
a small trace of gam to the sheet of glass, which ha« been
previously reared against the wooden frame, midway ihetween

leoa and easel. The paper is placed so that it just diffuses

the image of the unrequired figure. To do this it may be

necessary to mo\'e the frame and glass close up to the easel,

and any stopping down should be done iirst, as the lens aper-

ture controls the effect to some extent. The vignette i» held

over the figure while an extra exposure is given. This is neces-

sary to compensate for the opacity of the diffusing paper.

The result on developing should be a soft grey patch which

the b. and w. artist can easily work into the background (on-

leave alone altogether). The black netting, stretched on the

frame with four push pins and placed half-way between easel

and lens, will save half the spotting of a large picture or

smoothing of a face. To get the maximum effect without

appreciably softening contrasts or focus, the eize and kind

of mesh illustrated should be used. The white mosquito

netting will decidedly soften the picture besides smoothing out

spots.

The wire is useful to hold cut pieces of card or paper to

shade parts of a picture during exposure. The cards can be

hung from the frame with drawing pins, and so easily ad-
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{usted to B nicety. Similar effects can be obtained by using

neutral tint water-colour on the glass sheet.

A glass-headed hat pin occasionally comes in handy to print

in a dark spot such as the pupil of an eye, but it must be

Actual size illustration to shew suitable mesh of black dilTusing material.

used with extreme care, or it will defeat its own object.

Invalua/ble in odd cases, careful tests have to be made before

using this dodge on one's last sheet of 30 x 40.

Combination pictures can easily be made by the aid of a

piece of art mounting cut in two. Each half should be capable

of covering that half (of one of the negatives) that ds not

required. One cut only must be made; whether straight or

otherwise, no trimming is permissible. Having focussed up

the required part of one negative on that part of the easel

where the image is desired, the unwanted portion is vignetted

off with the cut edge of the correct card, which is securely

pinned to the frame. After making the exposure and covering

the paper—without disturbing its position on the easel—with

a thin sheet of black paper, the negative is removed and the

other one put in its place. Then the otheir half of the out

card is pinned on the frame with its cut edge exactly coin-

ciding with that of the other. When the join is made as

perfect as possible, the first card is carefully lemoved. The
frame must not be disturbed all this tune. The second nega-

tive can now be focussed up, using a piece of white paper held

against the black to focus on. If these operations are carried

out with care and the exposures correctly calculated, there

will be no trace of the join in the developed enlargement.

In the same way narrow pictures—pajticularly if they con-

tain water or grass—can be made square, and vice versa. Skies

and foregrounds can be extended vertically and mountain
ranges horizontally. Of course, this means repeating some
part of the picture or bringing in some other negative, but
both dodges are useful when it is required to fill a given size

without cutting anything off, and tlie dodges, if caresfully

engineered, are seldom suspected.

The above-mentioned dodges are mostly applicable, under

slightly different conditions, to copying, it being quite as

practicable to shade or vignette a negative during exposure

as it is to treat an enlargement. In some ways it is easier, as

the effect can be fairly well judged on the ground glass ; and
albo, as plates, on account of their greater latitude, seem to

lend themselves more to this kind of work than papers do.

Thekmit.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
[Previous articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

—

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture (Feb. 14),

Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Koom (March 21).

About the Reception Boom (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11),

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).

Business Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

The Dark-Eoom and Its Fittings (July 4).

Plates and Their Work (July 11).

Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)

Leaky Roofs (Sept. 5).

Blinds and Curtains (Sept. 12).

Miniatures (Sept. 19).

Printing Portrait Negatives (Sept. 26).

Wedding Groups (Oct. 3).

Combination Printing (Oct. 10).

Flashlight Work (Oct. 17).

Fla«hlight Portraiture (Oct. 24).

The Question of Outfit (Oct. 31 .

Telephoto Lenses for Professional Work (Nov. 7).

Changing Quarters (Nov. 14).

Carbon Printing (Nov. 21).

CARBON PRINTING.
II.

To work in comfort, it is very necessary to be provided with

an efficient squeegeeing outfit, consisting of a flat squeegee, a

stout glass, ox zinc, plate, and a piece of thin rubber sheeting.

The squeegee may be from 10 to 15 ins. . in length, according

to the size of the work, as it is necessary for the squeegee to

be at least as wide as the print. The rubber strip should be

soft and velvety so that contact can be secured without undue
pressure. Roller squeegees are not suitable for carbon print-

ing. The " mounting board," on which the tissue is attached

to the temporary suppocrt and the develoi>ed print to the

transfer paper, may be a slab of plate-glass, marble or elate,

or a stout plate of zinc supported upon wood. It should be
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absolat«Iy flat and non-absorbent of chemicals. The rubber
cloth should be about the size of the glass plate and should
b« soft and free from creases. Some printers use a piece
of stout, single transfer paper instead of a cloth. This answers
perfectly, but is wasteful, as one piece does not ser%e for many
prints. Eighteen inches square is a useful size for the mount-
ing board and cloth. The squeege«"ing apparatus should all
be well rinsed in clean water after use. This avoids crystals
fonning upon the surfaces, which miglit cause troubile. The
blotting-paper should be thick and tough so that it can be
ii»e<l repeatedly. Ordinarj blutting is not sufficiently ab-
Mirbent, and it is too soft when wet to be pleasant to use.

If poMible, a square galvanise<l tank about 4 ins. deep
khoald be need for development. Failing this, an ordinary
..val galvanised bath may be use4. Shallow dishes allow
the water to cool too quickly. .\ small gas-ring underneath the
tank will keep the water to any desired temperature and save
much time, as it is not necessary to renew the water often.
Even when quite dark it does not affect the prinU. and different
eoktors of tissue may be developed togedier without altering
lite tinU. If the wster froths too much aftor developing a

nmnlMr of print* • bit ol yellow soap moved about in it

tar a few aeocnda will elear it. A few amall leaden weights arc
usefol to keep the expoaed tiasae below the surface before
stripping, but they may only lje placed upon the margins of
the Mipport and not upon the tissue.

BaaidM the ieuble supixirt, opal i^taM or grained zinc

plate* may be iise<l to develop the tissue npon. These must
be waxed in the usual war. With new opal there is a ten-

dency to stick, unless the first waxing is very thorough. It is

a good plan to wax them and allow them to stand for a week
or so before use, then to re-wax them in the ordinary way.

Spoiled prints jnay be scrubbed off opal with a nailbrush if the

sorlaoe appease ole*n ; they may be waxed and used without

other cleeiiHig, bat if there is a pemistent tint or trace ol

the iMSge, they most be well rubbed with ^fonkey brand

snep, Paindiine, or sioiiJar cleanser, till the snriaco is qnite

rkan a«{sin. Klsasble soppftrt must not be nibbed. Spoiled

prints mitst be i—o»eJ by transferring in the usual war. Any
r'snaerd or itsm-gtd transfer p.ipor should be saved fur this

purpoee. On the whole, finely ground opal glass is the best

lempoTMy sopport, as it can be used until it is broken, and it

improiras with use. The developed prints can be set up in

rack* to dry. and the prints i-"me off flatter than from the

flexible support*.

When the print has to be tmnaferred to a rigid pennanent

snppoit, sodk as ivory, wood, poiveWin, or glass, flexible

SMpport nuat he «aed, as it would be obviously impoaaiMe to

squssgss t>«o rigid surfsees together with any hope of

se|»ai<Ming thcsn again. With sudi materials a transferring

Miitttiaa, HMde aa follow*, must bo used ; One ounce of

Neiaga's No. 1 gelatine is soakeil for four hours in a pint of

wntar and than diaaolved by standing the jar in hot water.

To this is addsd in snail quantities at a time twenty grains

nf nhrome alum diamlved in tw<> ounoas of hot iMiter, stirring

well the wiiile The surface of the sogiiwrt is coated with

this, «nd wtien set, hut not Jnj, the pant on it« flexible

aopport is squeegeed into contact and allowed to dry. A varia-

tion of this is to flood tlie surface with the gelatine solution

and sqoeegse down at once. Of oouise, in either owe the

print moat be soaked in tepid wnter until quite limp. The
same aolntion amy be used to coat plain glass npon which

lor the lantern or for emlaiging are to be

bat in this cm* the aobatratam must be allowed

to dry upon the glaas beiore using. The chrome gelatine

solution will not beep, aa it becomes inaoluble on setting, so

that no more ahooM be prepared tfian can be used at once.

Single transfer printing differs only from double, inasmuch
as tb* print is transferred directly to the permanent support,
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vhich IS usually paper coated with insoluble gelatine Tlie
manipulation is exactly the same as for flexible support, with
the exception that the print is alumed immediately after de-
velopment. The only drawback to this method is that
reversed negatives must be used for all subjects which wouldbetray a lateral inversion of the image. In the case ofenlargements and copies of picture taken with a view tocarbon prmting, this is easily done. For large work whei^
rcugh-surfaoed papers are reqiiifred, the single transfer i.
invariably used, as the original surface texture of the paper
« preserved and not flattened out, by contact with a waxecfsupport. Single transfers are usually employed for opal
pictures and in this case no substratum or prepaiation of

-LT"'*
'' "«^^. the g«>und surface giving suflicient

Daylight is usually employed for the production of carbon

^u.'""!^
't '>* generally agreed that the best results ar.so obtained; the electric arc is sometimes used, but unless ti.e

twsue IS specially sensitised to obtain ihe maximum of con-
trast, the prints are apt to be rather flat. I have found themost satisfactory suUUtute foo- daylight in the mercurv

li^S?'""-^!!
^^^.K'^'*^ "^"l*^ indi^inguishable ivom day-

Si ""^ /^. °^ ^' "«*»* '^ * e^''* advantage, aspnnt« may be made by timing instead of using an iTctino-meter ,^ry even depth being obteinable throughout an order
provided tliat the sensitiveness of the tLseue does not varv'Of the arc lamps, the Northlight printing laonp is, to mymind, superior to tJie enclosed arc.

Although I have otily described one method of drying tissue
afteo- sensitising, there are othero which are better suited forworking on a larger scale. If a large, well-ventilated dark-room be a*-ailable, the tissue, after having the surplus
bichromate soluUon lightly squeegeed off, may be hung up
in the open and allowed to dry spontaneously. CUmatic
condiUons greatly affect the rate of drying, and, as a rule if
the tissue bo not thoroughly dry in eight hours, it will become
insoluble and useless. Four hours is a good ave •*«« time
for drying, and the tempenaturo should be regulated so that
this time is not greatly exceeded. Oas or coke fumes are
also likely to cause a pairtial insolubility known as "tint."
Thu appears in the form of a general fog all over the exposed
tissue, including the "safe-edge." In my opinion, the safe.«t
and best way to dry tissue is to use a tightly closed metal-
lined box or cupboard fitted with racks to carry a number
of latlts upon which the wet tissue is pinned

; below these are
one or more large dishes filled with commercial chloride of
calcium, say 7 to 14 lb. in each dish. This absorbs the
water rapidly, and the tissue dries quickly and evenly and
tree from all outside influences. If not required at once, the
tissue may be safely left in the chamber. My practice was
to take it down off tihe laths, roil it up, and put it into a
large caldum tube similar to those used for strong platinum
paper. Before use, the tissue should be exposed to an ordinai-y

atmosphere until limp enough to cut without cracking, aa

cracked tissue is useless. I prefer to cut all tissue into sizes

with a card-cutter, as, if torn, as is commonly the practice,

thoro is great danger of little chips of the pigmented gelatine

getting between the tissue and the support when mounting,

causing spots which are difficult to remove from the finished

print. A very quick and easy way of sensdtisimg tissue is to

use a spirit sensitiser. This is brushed on to the insensitive

tissue with « flannelette " Blajicihard brush." The tissue dries

in a few minutes, and may be used at once. The solution, with

brush and full instructions, may be obtained from the Auto-

type Company. I have not obtained results by this method

quite equal to those got by the ordinary way of sensitising,

but it is convenient when a small quantity of tissue is wanted

in a hurry. Practicus.
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SPOTTING PRINTS.

[Although the spotting out of pinhole markings from prints is perhaps the form of " retouching " which is most commonly
needed among both amateur and professional photographers, it is perhaps that which those of both classes find a difficulty

in doing, or getting done, satisfactorily. Hence the series of very practical hints contained in the following article from our

contemporary " American Photography " will find an interested circle of readers among amateur workers as well as in the

ranks of photographic assistants.

—

Eds., "B.J."]

At mj work as a commercial artist I handle many photo-

graphs. In a year's time > fix up, paste up, and patch up

aeveral hundred, if not several thousand. They come in all sizes

and colours, from both professional and amateur photographers

;

they ooma from the police department, the farmer, and the

businees man Some of them are in one piece and some look

like a crazy quilt, while many are excellent prints from a

technic-il standpoint These prints, or those that need to be,

are " doctored " so they are suitable for the half-tone process

;

they are worked up according to their needs or according to

the ciutomer's wishes, all the way from taking out a few spots

to covering the whole photograph. Out of all these prints

there are very few but need some spotting at least. The
reason why there are so few prints that do not need spotting

or retouching is hard to figure out. I have come to the con-

clusion that photographers are either careless or lack the

I'ecessary knowledge to do the sjyotting ; therefore this article

on such an apparently simple subject.

I am going tx> give the artist's meth(xl of retouching ajid

spotting, which differs somewhat from the photographer's in

Iteing a little more elaborate as to colours, but at the same
time more practical. I am not going into detail on retouching,

using the air brush, masks, etc., but am going to explain the

artist's method of everyday spotting, using only the small
brush and colours.

Any print may be spotted ; the matt-finished paper probably
tiikes the colour a little better than the glossy, but the fi^nish

is of no material dilferenoe, and one should hardly use a grade
of paper simply because it is easy to spot, for in the first place
there should be no spots. There is la method, however, of pre-
paring a photograph so it will take the colour better, by rub-
bing the surface with a suitable solution—ox gall, saliva, and
gelatine being ewne of them. I prefer the gelatine. It is

bought in thin sheets and melted in a double boiler with as
little water as possible. It is then poured into a mould ; the
lid of a small box will do ; when cold it is removed, and it will
dry into a hard square piece. When used, a piece of cotton
is moistened with water, rubbed on the surface of the gela-
tine, and then on the surface of the photograph. It serves the
purposs of cleaning the print and at the same time leaves a
little gelatine, but not enough to make it sticky. Any photo-
graph can be treated in tjiis way, but if it happens to be a
platinum print, too much rubbing will mar it. Ordinary gas-
light paper can be rubbed very hard without injury.
The tools used are few in nunuber, being one or two good red

sable brushes and the colour. The red sable brush is the only

Pio. 1.—Showing red sable brnsh. Actual size of point with holder partly
out of.

one suitable for this work ; it points up well, and the hair is
stiH enough to spring back into shape when released from the
IJTessur© on the paper. (See fig. 1.)
The colour plays the most important part in successful spot-

ting The formula given here is for quite a batch; it can be
. asily cut down to any desired quantity. These are regular
water-colours and can be secured at any art store. They come

in the regular size tubes, and are not what are called " retouch
colours," which will be mentioned in a later paragraph.
The following colours are needed to make up the stock

colour:

—

Sepia 4 tubes.
Vandyke brown 3 tubes.
Sap green 2 tubes.
Lamp-iblack 2 tubes.

The colours are all squeezed out upon a piece of glass or a
mixing slab, then thoroughly ground together with a palette
knife; a case-knife will do. After being thoroughly mixed, it

may be placed in a jar or t '

.-r receptacle until we are ready
to mix the graduated colour!-. Before mixing our colours it

will be well to consider the two kinds of colours with regard
to their covering quality or density. They have been named
opaque and transparent colours. \Vhile any colour is opaque
if put on thick enough, it is not necessarily an opaque colour.
With the addition <.f white to the colour it becomes opaque.
"The advantage of working with opaque colours is that they
can be worked one over the cither, the light over the dark colour
or the dark over the lighter shades. A white spot on a print
can be very easily built up with a transparent colour, but if

the spot happens to be black it will need a light opaque colour
to cover it. With the transparent colours, the white paper
showing through the colour mokes the lighter shades in pro-
portion to the thickness of the colour on the paper. With
opaque colours the shade depends on the proportion of white
mixed with the colour.

The method of mixing colours is as follows :—Pig. 2 repre-
sents the colour slab that is used most; although it is not
absolutely necessary to have one, they are much handier than

Flo. 2.—Showing the Hve-section tlab in wliich the various tints n«eded
for spotting are mixed.

saucers or a sheet of glass. The graduated colours range from
the stock colour No. 1 to the lightest colour No. 5, which is
nearly white. The white is obtained in tuibes or small jar^.
There will be more white used than any other colour, so it

is best to buy it in small jars. Any good grade water-colour
white will do. A jar of the white is put on the mixing slab
and just a touch of stock colour is mixed in with it, which will
give a very light grey. About one-fifth of this is put on the
slab for the No. 5 colour. You are now ready to mix the No. 4
colour. A little more of the stock colour is mixed with the re-
maining colour on the slab and we have colour No. 4, and so
on, each time adding a little stock colour, until we get to colour
No. 1, which is nearly all stock colour. The idea is to get the
colours evenly graduated from the lightest down to the darkest.
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Another way which might be easier to graduate them evenly:

Mix No. 1 and No. 5 Crst, then No. 3 half-way between these

two, and then the two remaining odours. Besides the five

graduated colonrs on the alafa, we sometimes need pure black

and pure w4iite, which are generally kept separate in small

jars. The best pure black is wh.-it is known as "retouch
brown." It is brown only when thinned out with water, and
it will coiver the blackest kind of glossy print. It is used only

to toach out white spots on the daricest shadows on glossy

print*; on any other prints the darkest colour on the slab

win be dark enough. Retouch brown dries with a gloss ; the

other colours dry with a dead finish.

The manner of applying the colour to the print is something
that oomes through practice, and is rather hard to explain.

The brush is dipped in the colour the full length of the hair

and then wiped partly dr> and rubbed on the colour. The
whole brash should be thoioughly moist with colour or it will

not point up properly. A blotter or rag should be handy to

wipe oB part of the colour if the Liush will not come to a fine

|ioint. After a little practice it is easy to judge how much
Colour and how much water to combine to get the proper point.

Probably the part that requires th« ino*t AM is matching
the diBerant tones on the photograph witfi the retouch colour.

Here is where the graduated colonrs «re a great help. With
white and Mack and Uie five colours on the slab, it will be
ranch easier to find the right shade than when using only one
•r two ooloun. Theae rolonrs are mixed for the average warm
black-and-white gaslight print. If the print is of sepia tone

a little inor« Vandyke brown addt-d to the colour while mixing
witb thtt brush will help to get the proper shade. The way to

apply {he colour to the spots without its being noticeable de-

pends on the siie of the spot. A small spot will need only one
touch ol the brush to eliminate it, but the larger ones are not

quit* to easy to get rid of . To cover the larger ones and place

the «oloar tmooUily is best aoooaiplished by (tiftpling. This

simply means to fill in the space by the use of small dots until

it is a solid mass to the naked eye, but if put under a magni-
f.^ing glass it would appear something as shown in fig. 3.

This represents the filling in of a light spot with a darker
colour. Fig. 4 represents the filling in of a dark spot

with a lighter colour. If the colour does not match on the

Fio. 3.—Magniflcd Imige of light spot filled

with dark ooloar.

Fio. 4.—Macnifled imnge of dark spot Blled

with light colont.

first application, It can bo removed with a little moist cotton

on the *nd of a brush handle. If only a small part of the

colour is oH, it is not necessary to remove the whole of it,

but it may be touched up with a lighter or darker colour,

whichever it needs. This is anoUier advanti^e of working with

opaque colours ; the dark colour c^n always be covered with

the lighf, or vice versa. Too much colour should not be ap-

plied ; Uie thinner the coat the smoother the surface. If it

cannot bo matched with one or twx) applications it is best to

clean it off and go over it again. A spot much larger than

one-sixteenth of an inch can hardly be handleil successfully

with a hand brush; an air brush is needed.

After all is written about spots and spotting, it is muoh

easier and simpler to say : to avoid spots, clean the negative

thoroughly and keep it free from dust and luit, and you have

the best preventive for spots, one which is better and quicker

than all the water-colour remedies ever patented.

S. H. AVEEY.

AN ELEMENTARY SURVEY OF THE PRESENT POSITION
OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY.

1. Dtfuilion.

Aerial pboto^wmmetry miqr be defined •• Um mi^ne* of afiplying

Mvial ffcotagrsfihy to (he making of maps.

2. Smpl«fwttml cf PKetegrammetiy (hittidt A\;iat'wii.

Typical stamplas of tfce empktynent of photogrammetry outside

•viatioo are :

—

(a) Photographie mrrwj lai^y used in Oaoada and sissn*4MrB.

(*) Um Bcttillaa BMibod of photographicaliy recording scenes of

3. KmplofmeM of Pholoframmrlrji in Com/unrtion with Arialiim.

Thar* M little doubt that ultimately photograrometty will be

larfriy need aa a disap. rapi-1 and aocorsta iaatnunent for making

naps, Aowng disUnw, contours, and miDOfle topographical detail.

Aerial photogrMBOietry haa grown op afanoat entirely dforing tbs

w«r and ito'probiaaM bare been poriially aolTed as they arose. like

every mstbod of surrey it has iU Umitatioos, sod althoagh it woaU
t><> alhaivd lo jmiyW it entirely sopplanliDg more oaoal methods,

there is no doi^ that it can ajnoat aiwagrs be of tremendous

For every iodividoal tract of oounlry to be surreyed, before de-

riding to us* aerial idtotogrsmmetry, it wiB i» necessary to d^er-

miiM amonf other ttaoci :

—

(a) Hvw oneh of Uia work m already done, and whether the daU
is siiW iisnt for tbe aerial pbotogNBunatriat to complete the

work.

(() VTheUMT the country is better suited {Ayaioally to ground

awiij than to aerial aunrey.

(c) Um rtlUitm cost of the two

4. Somt. Ftalurtt of Iht Ideal Camera for Aerial Pliologrammetry.

In the ideal apparaiUia provision should be made lor recording

accurately and autoraafcically upon every iphotograiph

—

la) The contpaas beairing.

<&) The altitude of the instrument above a known dotiun plane. ,

(r) The hour.

(</) The direction and degree of tilt of the optical axis as regards

the vertical.

(e) The optical centre of the photograph (i.e., the intersection of

the principal optical axis and the sensitive surface).

U is essential that the principal focal len^h be accurailely known,

and that the seiwitive surface be strictly flat and perpendi<mlar to

the principal optical bxis.

It is further very desirable that some simple staibilisiiig device

{gyroscopic perhaps) be inconDorated, so that, with a view to mini-

maing oorreotiooai work, the optical axis will remain as fa.r as

posdUe in (he direoUon desired.

The Uns dioold preferably be a hagbly corrected type of wide

aperture. The selection of ita focal length will depend upon the

nortioular type of work in band.

The sensitive aurface ahould preferably be paiichromaUo and of

high speed, coupled with very finre grain. The base of the sensitive

aurfaoe may be either rigid or flexible. The relative advantages

and disadvantages of cellukiid film are summarieod below.

Advantaom.

Adaptability to automatic drive.

Lightness.

Small bulk.

DiSADVAKTAOES.

Difficulty of seouring flatness.

Awkwardness in subsequent

handling.
Difficulty in keeipiiig good pan-

ohromatism and high speed.
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It U very desimble that the changing of plates or films should alt^r

the iposition oi the centre of gravity of the camera as little as

poosible. Many senni-automatic plate-changing cameras do not

possess this feature.

The focal-plane shutter is ueually regarded as superior to other

types for aerial work. Among its many advantages may be men-

tioned the fact that a " kick " of quick period vibration occurring

dorii^ e.Tpoeure will result only in a band of " movement " appear-

ing on the photograipli, whereas other types would show movement
all ov«r the phoiogra^.
The changing of the sensitive miiterial should preferably be

aivtomatic, either wind-driven or motor-driven.

The exipoaure is perfiaps prefefraUy made by the operator, but the

autoimatic suocessioin of exposures is often advocated

.

The moving parts and plates should be so Jioused that swing aiid

tilt of the camera will not cause displacement. Gravity-fed cameras

almost invariably eriffer occasional jambs through violemt turning
movements of the aircraft.

The aeleotion oif size and shape of the pleite or film employed wl'.I

depend ufpor. the type of work in hand, the fooaJ lenigth used, and
the altitude from which it is .piroposed to work. Weight and bulk
also will, of course, need consideration.

5. Photographic Technique.

Commercial lemees, plates, paper and chemicals, and light fiLfcers

offer so wide a range of usefulness that in aerial photography no very
marked dwjartuie from everyday practice is neoeesary.

6. Compass, Altimeter, and Clock.

Any forms of these instruments that are compact and accurate are
auitable, and they should preferably be mounted in im acoesaible
position so that they can readily be adjusted. There is no great
difficulty in mounting them so that their readings are automatically
recorded upon the photograph.
The compass amd altimeter should no* possess any undoie lag in

recording changes.

7. Inclinometers.

In the absence of iproved apparatus for mainbaining the principal
optical axis truly verUoal some form of inclinometer is desira/ble.
Centrifruigial force may at any time cause this insitrument's readings
to be inaccurate, but its errors will not nec<>ssarily .be persis.tent.
Whiae aircraft is actually emgaged upon photography flying must be
as straight and free from " stunts " as possible, and in such cir-
cumstances inclinometer readings may probably be very nearly
accurate. There exist many neat types of instruments (gravity
worked) which can be mounted inside the camera, and which will
give readings of the degree and direction of inclination.

8. Tht Carrying Aircraft.

(o) High-powered small aeroplanes present great handicaps by
reason of vibration and necessary limiting of weight, dimen-
sions and working apace of the apparatus. Further, their
rapid turns, climb and descent are liable to cause displacement
of the photographic apparatus.

(6) Medium and large size aeroplanes remove the handicaps of
weight and ^pace limitaUon, and in them a bay largely free
Irom engane vibration is usuaUy avaiJable for the apparatus.
In flying they aire steady and probahiy are the beat type for
war-tmiie photogrammetry.

(c\ Absence of vibration and small centrifugal stresses from pitch,
roll and yaw are qualities which might render the small
hghter-thanair craft suitable for peace-time, and particularly
oblique, work

9. The Camera Mo'inting.

Attention must be paid to :

—

(a) Security.

(fc) Absence of vibration and wind pressure
(c) Cleanliness.

(d) Aocessibility.

Until the diffioulties besetting gyroscopic and other stabilisers are
completely overcame it is probably good policy to moiuit the camera
so that it OS either rigid with the aircraft or linSted to a sinaU range
of movement in relation to the aircraft. For the cure of vibration
troubjes both methods have their advocates, and toth have been

successfully employed. Mountings on some form of cushion principle

(either spring, rubber or pneumatic) are probably the most generally

satisfaotory.

10. Stabilisers.

In warfare the loop, vertical bank, vertical dive, spin, roll, etc.,

are common evolutions. Any stabilising device designed to main-

tain the optical axis vertical during such evolutions must necessarily

be on the " gimbal " or some similar principle (it is obvious, for ex-

ample, that a ball and socket support or suspension will not suffice).

and the gimbal would need to be of such a size that the camera had

space fo" a complete " somersault " in every direction. It would be

necessary also that the camera control* (drive, release, etc.) had

provision for complete revolution in every direction.

Even with a gimbal fitting possessing these features it is very

certain that gravity alone would not exert sufficient for:6 to over-

come the centrifugal force of, say, a loop. In addition to the centri-

fugal stresses set up in aeroplanes by pitch, roll or yaw (which

stresses are, of course, much more violent in aircraft than in water-

craft) it is necessary to overcome a swinging pendulum motion that

may (be at times set up by variable pull or thrust of the air screw,

and it is iprohable that "Ibumps" also would exert some peculiar

streffi. The solution that immediately suggests itself is the gyro-

scope. But it is very doubtful whether any gyroscopic device yet

designed would overaome all the complicated stresses that may be

involved. And it should be remembered that a shock of stress to a

gyroscopic staibiliser wiiill under certain conditions result in a per-

sistant aJiteration of the datum plane in which it is desired to main-

tain the optical axis.

Any stabiliser that does not completely overcome any and all of

the stresses to which the camera may in practice be subject would

be a source of danger if relied upon in photogrammetric work. Even

in peace flying some incident in taking off or c'imibing might upset

the datum plane of the instrumemt, ajid out of a false sense of

socuriity largo errors in mapping might ansiues

The best working method at present is one in whiah the camera's

optical axis is normally perpendicular to the flying-level line of the

aeroplane, and in which provision is made for the damping of vibra-

tion and for the free swinging of the camera through about 10 deg.

in every direction from the vertical. Under such a system of mount-

ing the careful oo-openation of the pilot in keeping the aeroplane on

a level keel will usually limit the unwanted angle of tilt to, say,

4 deg. froDi the truly vertical. The use of mean pho1<igiramm«tric-

ally determined jjositions for terrestrial points will prevent the

occurrence of any undue cumulative errors.

11. The Position of the Principal Optical Axis.

The principal optical axis in the ground photo, survey in

Canada, and in the Bertillon method mentioned above, is maintained

in a horizontal or nearly horizontal plane. In aerial photogram-

metry such a posibion is unsuitable because of the n«;essity for

using an extremely wide-angle lens, and be.^^use even the foreground

of the photograph would be very distant. In aerial photogram

metry, hoi\7evor, when the axis is truly vertical, map-making is ex-

tremely simple so long as the photographed territtjry coeitains two

knowm points and a sufficient number of other points suitabile for

addition to the map. Difficulty is experienced under this last head in

desert regions. Where the optical .axis is not vertical th«re is, of

course, no reason why any side of the rectangular plate should be

parallel with the girouiid ; but where the amount and direction of

tilt of the optical ajds is known the correotioai of the photograph for

mapping presents no great difficulty, and several workers have

evolved systems and apparatus for the purpose. Where tlie amount
and direction of tilt of the optical axis is not accurately known, so

long as the photograph contains a. sufficient number, say four, of

known .poiaiits, the amount and direction of tilt can ,be determined,

and the distortion can be corrected.

In order to save a large amount of work, however, it is highly im-

portant that the following factors should .be known with the greatest

possible accuracy :

—

(a) Ajtitnide of the camera above some known point included in

the photograph (i.e., above some known datura plane).

(fc) The fooal length of the lens.

(c) The direction and amount of tilt of the optical axis.
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12. Mulliple Lenta.

Vkrioua forms at aircraft camera have been designed carrying more

than oo« objective, the object in some ha> been to include in phoUv

gniplu taken cimultaneoualy the horizon in two different compa«»

direction! (oppoc«d at, say, 90 deg.), so that from the position of

the horizon upon the photograplis the tilt at the c^tijal axis would

be immediately determined. The difTiculty here is thoit when work-

ing from any great iteigfat, and oo days at all misiy, the horizon line

cannot be fixed opoo aerial photographs with any approach to

aoraracy. The object in other cases wns to photogrsfih as much
territory a* poaaibte simaManeoualy (partly (Adiqaely and partly

vertioally). so thai irom the position ol the imagea gl many known
pointo eoald be dedaced the position <A the other points. One such

cameta is the Haoorama-Afiparat of S(J>eimpQug, which, however.

is «iii<w«oiae, and ita utility has not been fully estahliahed.

As an altematira it has fceen saggeated that a ground camera and
an aerial camera shoold |ibotegraph each oMmt's poaitiooa simul-

tancooaty, so that froa the positiun of the image of the su-.tbA upon
a Tcttjoal plate exposed on the ground, and the fnastioo of the

image ol the groood camera vpoa the dblufna pkrf<e exposed in the

s-ir, triaoglA would he availaMe (nan whsdi al the data sa regards

lilt, eta, onold be deduced. There are many objections to this

sdMoie, the chief of whiob is perfiafis that the groood oamera would

osed to be so (ar forward, and would need to make so many ohaoges

of station, that in place of the aircraft a ground photo-theodolite or

the pfauM-table migbt be used with more ease and almost equal effect.

13. Ground Conbmr.

OhMqat aerial pbotogiaphs studied comparatively yield useful data

as lo oootoor. Assume that two photogrsftha are taken obliquely

from different viaw-pointe, but ea<ii including oommoo territory.

When a luficitmi number ol image-poinia from en:ti have bean made
to coincide whoa pjitled upno tha naf>, aaaonte titat there is some
point included is each photograph the imacea ol which will not

KiincaJe wImb plcMed a|Kai Ilka maip. It ia obviooa that the alti

tnda of that point is different from the altitude of the other points,

and it is clear that if we plot both images upon the map and join each

poaition lo the point immediately beneath the camera at the moment
al emuanre, the interaection ol the two lines will be the true poai-

lioo ol the point upon lite map. It is also oIht thait the altitude of

the |iaint ean be cnlonWtud from the amouot of disjilaoeniwit that

occurred.

Some yeara ago the Zeiss Stereo-Micromatsr and the Zeisa-Pul-

Irieh Sterao-KoDparator were introduced for tha study of oontoor.

TImm ineliiwi Sills can be oaad ior the iiiinsiiiisnwtl of diflerences in

level oiada visible whan paired aerial photo^kpha are viewed in the

stsrsnsnops. Ait« soAdant tests, much is heaped from the praolical

amployment ia aerial photoymmetric work of a simplified form of

the latter ioalramsnt.

14. CoNWasiMt.

Msnj lihismhtlsw people have the imfiresBion that for map-making
a law hnnrtwid aarial photographs are nil thsA is required.

Many sur reyors, 0.1 the other hand, wilit weil-prored faith in

their eaostlent instruments, rather disdain the aerial photograph.

Maanwhila invenloia are busy improving aircraft sad photogram-

oetrie appantoa, and oathematicians are fauay working out and

•mfliljmg tff^wmt ol eorreoton.

Ilia whole arihjsBl ecrrtainn a faacination, and as aoon as the aheap-

ntaa and ac^mmojr of ita amployntent have been demonstraied it ia

safe to prophesy a spsedy rseognition and appradatioo of its value.

P. R. BvacBAU, Squadron Leader, R.A.F.

FORTHCOMINO EXHIBITIONa

Uelober 13 to November 29.—Royal Photographic Society.—

asNUry. J. Mcintosh. 36, Russell Square, W.C.I.

aO, 1919, lo January 24, 1920.—Scottish Photogrsphir

FcderBtion. Entries close December 1. See. : John Msodonald.

Zt, AUrfeMy Street, Dennistoon, Glasgow.

Th Zkim Fibm, or Jkha, according to a nawapaper report, has

been fsroad la eioea <k>pwn ila works ten^ponvily through lack of oonl.

A FLUSH HANDLE FOR CAMER.A.S, INSTRUMENT CASES
AND LANTERN SLIDE BOXES.

M.4XY are the instances in which the projection of handle or handle-

fittings proves an inconvemence on a aimera, and a distinct diead-

vantage on an instrument case or lantern slide bo.x, when it may be

desired to store one on top of another. The handle shown in the

sketches entirely overcc»nes such difficulties, and, being of simple

form, can be fitted by anyone of comparatively small mechanical

skill. Tlie only operation requiring sucih skill is the making of the

>*?.

5^
recess to receive the handle ; this, however, can he readily done by

the aid of a small chisel, if the out'.ine is first cut to the required

depth with a sharp-pointed knife. The actual handle can be cut

from a scrap of saddlers' leather or a portion of an old strap, a

leather punoli or small cork borer being useful, but not essential,

for making the hole and the ends of tSie slots. The bridges are

mada from strip brass } in. by 1-16 in., being secured by No. 6

wood thread screws of about i in. length if the thickness of wood

will allow. If, however, the wood is thin, it is better to secure

Finner cuttingB tor litling handle.

L

Crui saolion howing reocM In wood.

the bridge* by metal thread screws and nuts, as shown in the

altom^ve sketch. Suitable | in. screws i in. lon«, with square

nuts, known ss preMed nuts, cost only a few pence per dozen, and

are useful in many otljor ways for lepairing apparatus, etc.

If the camera, case, or box is thin (aay, not exceediaig 3 16 in.

thick), the recess can bo cut through and backed up inside by a

piecs of thin wood, sheet metal, or even cardboard, the ibackang

being held in poaition by the ecrews and nuite which secure the

bridges.

The dimensions given in the sketch are those which will be found

suitdble for a mnaU and compact handle, yet large enough to tiike

the hand of an average man (say, the wearer of a size eight glove).

Should a larger handle be required, it is only necas.sary to increase

Uie distance botween the bridges by i in. to i in. without altering

th* s'.iding movement. The handle shown in the sketch is as

AlleraattTe Motion for tbin cas-i.

arranged for fitting lengthwise to a box-fonr. oamera. If, however,

it is required for use on a symmetrical case, the sliding movement

may be arranged half at e;icli eJid without altering the proportions.

Where syram^try ia not required for the saike of appearances it is

well worth the slight addit:onal trouble to fit a handle so that an
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equal babuioe k obtained , as the added romfort in carrying a maf^azine
hand-camera 80 arranged ij quite appreciable. It is only necessary

<a suspend ihe oameira or case horizontally in a string sling and
then miark the point of susiiension as the centre of the handle.

VlVHN JOBM-S-C.

Jl$$i$tdnt$' Rotes.—«

—

Notes by assistants suilablt for this column tvill be considered
and paid for on tlie first of the month folUnving publication.

Hand'Cameras for the Professional.

A VAEIED e.xperience in professional photography has led me to tlie

conclusion that the hand-camera is a much under-valued and under-
used inati'ument, and it is the purpose of this article to point out a
few of the many ways in which it may be useful, to give some hints
as to the ee'ettion of an outfit, and, lastly, to give a few practical
tips as to its use. I know it is the habit of many "pros.," espe-
cially middle and upper class men, to look dawai on. Uie hajid-cameiia
as something below their notice. This is a pity, because there are
many casas in which it is tlie best possible instrument, and some
cases when lesults can only be got by its use.

The ways in wliich a hand-camera may be useful to the average
"pro. " may bo classed under three main heads :—(l) The takin;;
of topical events

; (2) photographing from positions in which a stand
camera is impossible; and (3) in the photographing of restlei^s
childi-en and animals.

Many studios look with small favour on topical events—proces-
sions, opening ceremonies, football matches, etc.—and yet they are
great busine.ss-makers. They are really a wonderful chance of an
advertisement which will not only not cost you anytliing, but will
bring you a handsome profit it worked on the right lines. Every
studio needs tbi.s. something to remind the public of their business.
Get a good negative, print it well, and do -not forget to i>ut your
name plainly upon it. Let people see where it comes from, and
then if they like the print they will want to know more about you.
To take our second point. In the course of a photogi-aphic life-

time one comes across quite a number of jobs which one would like
to refuse, and often enough the trouble is to get the camera where
it, is wanted. Let us suppose that a photograph is wanted of a
house from a river. Tlie opposite bank is impossible, and dt is

essential to get the near bank in. Wiat is to be done? If you get
a Dreadnought moored in the river for you, you might get a decent
stand-camera negative, or if you don'^ mind standiing in four feet of
water you might do it ; but if you want the best result with the
least trouble you get a hand-camera and use it from a punt or other
small boat.

Now, to refu.se such a job a.s this is confession of incompetence.
" Why," your customer will most likely tell you, "I've takem it

myself with a Brownie, only I want a big one now." No, it won't
do to refuse tlie job; but to try it with a stand outfit will be worse
still, because a bad result is worse advertisement than no result
at all.

Now for our last class—or, rather, two classes—children and
animals. Ne\er try to take a restless child in the studio if an out-
door appouitnient can be made. The strangeness of the studio and
the restraint i>{ having to sit still destroy all chance of a natural
result, unless one can spend hours over the job. By making use of
a hand-camera out of doors perfectly natural studies can be obtained.
l"he background may be blocked out on the negative or a well-
chosen natural background may be left—(it is quite as satisfactory as
many studio productions. The lighting may be controlled to a
great e.xtent by taking advantage of building, trees, etc., and the
occasional use of temporary screens and reflectors.

The use of a hand-camera in the taking of dogs, horses, cattle,

etc., outdoor-s saves much time. Trying to pJiotograph a restless
horse with a stand outfit is one of the most trying jobs you can
get ; but use a hand-camera and it is easy, and again the results gain
much in " naturalness."

There are three types of camera .^iiitab^e for a professional-
reflex, collapsible focal-plane, and hand-stiind. The one to get
depends on the class of work it will be chiefly used for. The reflex
It. by far the best for taking children and animals where close-up
studies are needed. The ease with which the normal lens is cbanged

for one of longer focus is an advantage not to be overlooked. The-
disadvantages of a reflex are three : bulk, the fact that it has to he-

used at waist level, and that, except in the finest instruments, the^
jar of the miiTOr going up prevents very .slow si)eeds being used.
witTiout camera shake being obvious on the negatives.
The collapsible focal-plane is a most useful camera for street

work and for any objects at a moderate distance. It has the advan-
tages of being light and easily got ready for work. Its disadvan-
tages are two : it usually has very limited extensiion, and it is not
easy to substitute a lens of different focal length. When one lens
only is needed, and that for fairly distant objects, this type will be
found perfectly satisfactory. The hand-stand type of camera is

useful chiefly when it is desired to take only one camera, and yet
be prepared for ordinary stand work and "snapshots." It is a
remarkably efficiejit instrument, and when fitted with a focal-plane
shutter is really ideal for most work. The only point against it is

the fact that the use of more than one lens means the use of more
than one focussing scale, a state of things which often leads to-

mistakes.

A question that ds sure to arise at this point is, "What size?"
Half-plate is generally the smallest .size plate u.sed by professionals,

so that many will choose this, lliat has the additional advantage oV
making your new lens an addition of some value to your stand
camera set, or it may mean you do not have to purchase a new
lens at all. In spite of this, I think half-plate rather too big. Not
only is the camera itself bulky to hold, but the plates are expensive,,
and there is bound to be a larger proportion of "wasters" with
a hand outfit than witb a stand one. I think 5 x 4, or even quarter-
plate, will be found quite big enough for the average job, the results;

being enlarged whenever it is thought necessarj'.

Now as to hints on -working. To begin with, get rid of any ideai

you may have about hand-camera negatives being inferior to stand'
ones. They can be first-class if only you take the same trouble over-
them as you do over your ordinary work. Your negatives mvst be-
sharp, because in most cases they will have to stand enlargement.
This means a good lens, accurate focussing, and, above all, a steady
camera. Find out what is the largest exposure you can give with-
out shake, and stick to that, except when movement of yoiu' subject,

necessitates speeding up. You are not likely to over-expose
"snaps," but you will under-expose unless you are careful.

You can, of course, use your ordinary developer, or you can make
up a special one. I have found nothing better for under-exposed'
negativas than the pyro-metol formula given in the " British Journal
Almanac.'' Tliis certainly brings more detail out in a negative-
than the average pyro-soda.

When you have got your negatives, don't say, " Anything will>

do for those snapshots." Take the same care over the retouching,

printing, and enlarging as you do in the case of studio negatives,

and you will shortly find that hand-camera negatives may not only be
as good, but also as profitable, as any others.

—

Arthur G. Wilus.

Patent Rews*
Preoess patents—applications and specifications—are treated tn

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, November 10 to 15.

Pocket C.\meii.\s.—No. 27,928. Pocket cameras. B. Wolf.

Cameb.\s.—No. 28,032. Magazine cameras. D. Laing and F. Wliite.

Films.—No. 28,042. Treaitmeiit of photograiihic films. H, W
Lawley and A. J, Williamson.

Film H.\hdeniN(;.—No. 28,287. Method of hardening photographic

films. J. H. Oliristenseai.

MoTTXTS.—No. 28,120. Combined mounts and stands for photo-

grwijdis. British Leather Goods Co., G. F. Hinks and T. Mason.
Colour Photo(;r.\piiy.—No. 28,247. Means of taking and repro-

ducing )>hotogranlis and cinematoigra.|>h films in natural colours.

W. Finiiigan and E. .\. Rodgers.

C.AMEB.vs.—No. 27,848, Cameras or camera stands, H, Ranson.

Projection Ar'P.\RATus,—No, 28,117. Animated picture laatertt:

apparatus, H, Sagar,

Automatic PHOTOORAPiiic Machink.—^No, 27,832. Electrical auto-

matic photographic machine. H. H. Wolfe.

SuiiMARiNK Photoop. kphv.—^No. 28,134. Submersible vessels for-
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tokiog ubmartDfl cinem»togr.ioh aim photogrspha. J. O. White
uid WhiU'a Film Oo.

fiut PaiJiTiMo.—No. 28,042. Traatmaot of photographic filma.

AutoouUc Film Printen, Ltd.

COMPLETB SPBCiriCATIONS ACCEPTED.
IVm ^pteifieatiotu art obtamabU, prict 6d. tach, post fret, from

fk4 Patmt Offlet. S5, SouthampUm Buildmgi, Chmeery Lcm*.
Ltmdom, W.C.

Tk» dmU m kracMt u that of application m this country ; or

akroad. «n Ou earn of pai*nU granUd under the International

Oomtentien.
Cou>rB.SncaiTiTB EmrLnoHi.—No. 133,760 (October 15, 1918).—

Aooordiog to tite inventioa U>e — hirr imaitinnl material oom-
priaea a Ught-aenaittTe amn laion containing a dye of the auimmiae
or iminodiphaoyl miiWiaiia nlaaa (i.«., subatitntion derivativea of

benaophanoMiiiiiae).

The chamieal lonnala for the principal monber of the cUm ia

(NtCH,),C.B,),-C»NH, and a i« to be onderatood that one or

both of the two diraeU^lainado groupa may be repUoed by hydro-
gen or orgaaie radielea, and that any one or more of the remaining
nine hydrogeo atoma in thia typical oompoand may be replaced
by another atom or group aocb aa dilprine. the amido group, tiia

ethyl grojp, and otiiara, to form other dy« of tUa daaa.

It baa bafcra bean propoaed to oie auraaiiM in the emulaion
of ao oi lhwiiwaatic piata in aufiScient quaotity aolely for

the porpoaa of redaoing Um actjoo of bhie light on the plat«
in the aama way aa tartnaioa and other yellow dyea are uaed in
making aelf-frreeoad or non-81ter orthoefarooMtio piatea, but
auramine haa no apparent colour lenaituing rtlect when uaed
with dyaa of tha eoaine groap, or with any ofliar ooloar-aMiaiiMiiig

dye known at the time when it waa thoa propoaed to «npioy
aoraminab

Baratofore it haa not been known that dyea of thia daaa, of

whtoh aniamina ia the chief repreaentative, had any co'oor aeo-

ailiaing effect. Thia ii perttapa dnr to the aenaitiaing action of

thia dye (Muwnine) occorring m the b'oe region of the q>ectnim.
The inTantora have found tbat if aaramina ia applied to a

rliloride emulaian A Tnak«a it itrangly aanaitive to the blue

region of the apectrnm, and that it alio has a jnat perceptible

aLfuitiaing effect on the ordinary faat bromida awmltiont

The dye may be need in about the TmHnifj- proportieoa for

wilOHl Miiwliiiiig, which ia only from one-lanth to one-fortieth

el Um qiiantitiea need for acreeoing purpoaw. For example, li

* plaU ia to b* twmlaJ b Oia bathing prooeaa, it ia immcned
fcr Ihtaa or loar miwitaa in a aokilxn ol 1 gm. of auramine,
or aoolhar dya of the aama otaaa, to SO.OOO a«.a. of water.

If daairad, pari tt tha water may be raplaoed by aloobcd ui'.

a few dMpa of anmonia may be added per 1,000 e.o.a. of the baUi,
theae Tariationa being already known in ooojiaetion with the im-
mersion of photogmphie materula for rnliiiir aaiiailialin.

If the dye ia added to the melted emulaion, it may be added
in tha proportion of .006—.086 g^aa. per litre of t^nlaion.—Frank
Forater Reowick, Sannymda, Weald Koad, Brentwood, Eaaex,
and Olaf Bkich, 44, Finabory 8quare, London, E.C.2.

< ou^cB-SaxarnTi Entrtaioira.—No. 133,770 (Ootober 15, 1918).—
Thi* inveotton baa Cor tta object to provide material which ahall

have either a diffcrHit or greater cokmraaaaitivanaaa than haa

haratofof* bean oblainahtok

In patent Na U3,7M meani are deaeribad for obtaining

a plate having either a different or a greater colonr-aenaitiveneer

than Ihoae at praeant exiating by meane of osing a dye of th..-

aaramina cJaaa, which ia daftnad ea the aaramina ol iminodiphenyl
methane olaaa, >.«., aabatitation derivativea of banaophcoonei-

midc.

According to tha praaent mvention, the eoloor eenaitiaed mate
rial eompiiaai a light-aenaitive emulaion onntaining a dye of the

aonmina claaa, togctlier with one or more dyw of the iaocyanine

elaaa, «Kh for esanple aa pinacyanol, now known aa " leoiitol

fad."

The ehoica of the iaocyanine dye or dyea added to that of the

aaramina dam dependa upon the effect required. For example,

with pinacyanot, improved red and green aenaitivencM ia obtained I

and also now saneitaveness to deep red is produced which is not
found with pinacyanol alone.

Tlie proportion of the dyee used are similar to those already
employed for colour-sansitising materials. For example, if a dry
plate is to be sensitised by the bathing proceas, it may be im
raersed for three or four minutes in a bath composed of 100,000
cce. of wator, 2 gnus, oif the dye of tlie auramine clafis, and 2
gms. of the iaocyaoine dye.

If the dyes are to be mi.\ed with the melted emulsion, then
from .005 to .025 gm«. of each dye is used per litre of envulsdon.

In some cases it may be desared to use the dye of the auramine
or iminodiplhenyl methane class in sufficiently large proportions,
for example, 20 gma. to the 100,000 cc.s. bath instead of 2 gms.,
or .25 gma. per litre of emulsion instead of .005 to .025 gms.
to operate as a screen as well as a sensitiser.

It will be understood that m the bathing process the usual
variations conaist in the substitution cf some aleohoJ for some of
the water, and the addition of some ammonia may be made.

-According to the invention, with combinations of auramine and
pinacyanol and other combinations of the same two classes, the
character of the sensitiveness is changed and improved, and is

not such aa would be expected, but usually different from and
much greater than the sum of the effects of the separate dyea
Moreover, other valuable photographic qualities are introduce-1
or improved^ for example, good-keeping propertiee and cleanlineu
Further, it is found that when the dye of the auramine class is

employed in conjunction with the iaocyanine dyes and in anffi
cient quantity to act as a screen as well as a sensitiser, it still

markedly improves the co'.our-sensitiveness conferred as well as
exerting iU screening effect—Frank Forster Renwick, Sunny
side. Weald Road, Brentwood, Easex, and Olaf Bloch, 44,
Finsbury Square, London 'E.C.'i.

ArroMATic Shctteb Releases.—iNo. 133,015 (September 21,
1908). TTie shutter release comprises a casing 1 adapted to be
attached directly to the ahutter-oBaing, and containing driving
marfianiam , the driving mechanism being connected to a member 8
paaaing through the aperture by wiiich the canng 1 is secured to
the ah utter-caaing, and directly operating the sliutter mechanism.
Aa ahown, tha casing 1 ia connected to the shutter-casing by a
tt^ 9 rotatahly mounted in a socket on the caaing 1, and the
nMorber 8 oonsiata of a wire. The tube 9 may be rigid or flexibuo,

Pig. 2.

Fig, 1. Pig. 5.

and may be immovably attached to the casing 1. The driving

nicchaniam, after being wound up, may rotate a pinion 3 to actuate

a rack bar 4 bearing a aingle disc 7, as shown in Fig. 1, or may
rotate a disc 12, to wJiich is pivoted at x a holder 13 secured

to the wire 8, as shown in Fig. 2. If the tube 9 is flexible, a

support, oompriaing a bar having clips at each end, or compris-
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iiig two relatively adjustable membeis 16. 17, Fig. 5, liaviiig

clips 15, may be provided to hold it in iwsitioii.—David Fiiedn.aiui,

16, St. Annagame, Zurich, Switzerilaiid.

Sub-marine Photographic Effect-s.—No. 134,046 (October 29,

1918). Tlw invention consists in pi-oviding a tank for tJie produc-

tion ofpihotogropliic under-sea. effects, thotank having a solid back

waJl, side walls provided with windows, and -a front wall pro-

vided with a single window disposed between tJie top, bottom, and

side edges Uiereof.—Frank Douglas Williams, 715, West 169t'li

Sti-eet, New York.

Roll-film.—Xo. 134,013 (October 21, 1918). Tlie sensitive film is

transversely cc-mented to tlie band at intervials, tlie film having

at each side of and close to the line of cement an indication of

wihere the film may be cut, as witJi scissore. The indications

may consist of lines lightly printed upon the film. TJie lei^i of

each portion of Iwnd from one cemented point to tlie next exceeds

the length of film between itllie same two points, so tliat when

any section of the film is in position for exposure the portion of

iband tliat is bAirad the section will be slack, the pull of the band

being transmitted to the film throngdi the cemented points, so as

to hold the section taut and fiait.

The film and its oi>aque oai'rying-band are wound as usual on tlie

carrying roll for marketing, and the end of the band has a ter-

minal for connection with tJlie ueuaj winding-up roll of the camera.

The end of tilie film nearest the temiinail of the band may be

secured to ttie band in the usual mammer, as 'by a cemented trans-

versa strip.

All of the sections can be successively exposed and then developed

in the customary manner wiUiout separation of any sections, as

the film is continiuous. If, however, it is desired to devieJop ihe

first one or more of the sections without waiting until all sections

have been exposed, the user can, in the dai'k-rooan, detach the one

or more sections that liiave been exposed by cutting on the lines.

As the carrying band remains intaot, and as the unexposed sections

•re attached thereto, the whole can be returned to the camcia

with the band tei-minal ire-connected tiothie winding-Ujpi'o'J.—^Irvin

Maurice Kelley, 48, Baldwin. Street, Ija<x>ma', New Hampshire,

Unitfcd States.

Cradc names and marks.
REGISTRATIONS RENEWED.

Caole (Design).—^Xo. 278,595. (By C. Zimmermann, trading as

Charles Zimmermann anid C'u.. in 1906. (Class 1.)

AoTOKOv.—No. 278.102. By Joihn J. GrifHiv and iSoais, Ltd. , in 1905.

(Class 8.)

OoiDOXA.—No. 278,134. By Jolim .J. Oriffin wnd Sons, Ltd., in

1905. (Class 39.)

ScippLETTE.—No. 276,116. By T. S. Bruoe in 1905. (Class 39.)

luFEBiAL (Lion Label Device).—^No. 158,934. By tilie Imipeiiial Dry
Plate Co. in 1891. (Class 1.)

TRADE MARKS REMOVED FROM REGISTER.
In the official language of the" Trade Marks Journal " tlie following

trade marks have been "removed from the register through non-pay-
ment of renewal fees." Such non-payment is of course the method
adopted by a firm Jiaving 710 further occasion for the use of a mark.

Celvehei.—.No. 275,854. Registered iby E. and J. Beck, Ltd., in

1905. (Class 8.)

Professional Photographers' Association.—^Members of the

P.P. A. may be reminded that between now and the second Friday

ia January next, namely, January 9, they may exercise iheir rights

m the way of nominating members for the position of President and
members of Council. A mnember may nominate caie person as

President and not more than tw-enty-four persons as members of

Council. Under the rules of the Professional Photographers' Asso-

ciation any member noniinated to an office is notified of the fact

fcy the secretary, and if no ii'e|)Iy is received within four days the
member is assumed to have iiignified his consent. Election is by
ballot, Uie baiHot papers being colleoted at the annutal general
meeting. Nominations should be sent to the honorary secretary,
U». t. H. Fry, 5, Highbury Grove, London, N.5.

mettinas or societies*
»

—

MEETINGS OP 80CIETIEB FOR NEXT WEEK.
Monday, December 1.

South London Photographic Society. " PhotoKraphy and the Pantry ; or, How a
Photographer Got Kven with His Wife." H.Creigbton Beckett.

Dewsbury Photographic Society. "Self-Toning Papers." N. Rnddlesden.
Willesden Photographic Society. •' Table-Top Photography." E.W.Brookes.
Bradford Photographic Society. Members' Lantern Slide Night.
Kidderminster and District Photographic Society. "Trimming." H. W. W«8t.

TlESDAV, Deciubek 2.

Royal Photographic Society. " Demonstration of Lantern Slide-making." A.
U. Lisett.

Haekney Photographic Society. " Work on Negatives and Prints." W.Selfe.
Doncaster Camera Club. Lantern Lecture :

" In Cromwell's Land—Hun bingdon-
shire." F. Thorne.

Chelsea Photographic S >ciety. " Foothills of the Eastern Alps." D. Johnson.
Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association. Whist Drive.
Sheffield Photographic Society. "An Evening Walk.'' A. Keighley,
Manchester Amateur Photographic Society. "Demonstration on Caslight

Papers." J. E. Hadfleld.
South Glasgow Camera Club. Lantern Lecture.

Wednesdat, Decehbeb. 3.

Camera Records from the Zoological Gardens." D*.

"Enlarging." H. Stanton. Night

W. E. Red-

Croydon Camera Club.
Seih-Smith,F.Z.8.

North Middlesex Photographic Society,
Outing Print Competition.

Edinburgh Photographic Society. " Some Antochrome Pictures.'
ding.

Dennistoun Amateur Photographio Association. "Pleasant Hours with a
V.P.K," O. Clare. Print Criticism.

Partick Camera Club. "Camping and Tramping in the Highlands," T. Loch-
head. G. and D.P.U. Visit.

South Suburban Photographic Society, " Make Your Own Printing Paper." I.

Nixon.
Halifax Scientific Society. " Th« Amateur Photographer " and " Photography "

Prize Slides.

Thuhsdav, December 4.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Sooiaty. "Experiences of a
War Photographer." H. C. Beckett.

The Camera Club. " 1,500 Miles through Great Russia, Little Russia, and the
Caucasus." W, Barnes Stevani, M.J.I,

Richmond Camera Club, "A Demonstration of the Ozobrome Process."
T, Manly.

Brighou-e Photographic and Naturalist Society. "The Yorkshira Const from
Flamborough to Bunswick Bay." H. P. Kendall.

Aston Photogiaphic Society. '* Pictorial Composition." F. W. Pilditoh.

Wimbledon Camera Club. Lecture with slides; IlFord Panchromatic Plates.
Hull Photographic Society, " Lantern Slide Making." J.W.Atkinson.
Dundee and East of Scotland Photographic Association, "The FascinatioB of

Florence." Rev, J R, Forgan.
Rodley and District Photographic Society. "Bromide Enlarging." Messrs^

E. and J. O. Farrar.

Friday, December 5.

Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association. " Intensification and Reduction.
"^

A. Robertson,

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

A meetino of thie Council was he'.d at 35, Russell Square, oaiFi'iday,

Novemlser 14, 1919, Presenit: A. Basel, Gordon Cthase, A. Corbett,

C. F. Dickinson, Alfred Ellis, S. H. Fry, W. E. Gray, Reginald
Haines, R. N. Speaight, Lang Sims, F, G, Wakefield (London mem-
bers), ilarcus Adams (Reading), Frank Brown (Leicester), W. B.

Chaplin (Windsm), T, Chidley (Chester), W. lUingworth (Northamp-
ton), F. Read (Southport). Letters of regret for non-attendance

were read from Montague Cooper (Taunton) and H. C. Spink
(Brighton).

The minutes of tlie meetings held on October 10 and 23 were read

and confirmed.

The Finance Committee recommended the payment of accounts

amounting to £16 odd, and these payments were authorised by the

Council.

At the instance of Mr. lUingworth the advantages of incorpora-

tion were again discus.«ed. Mr. Illingworth read and complained
of a paragraph in the circular {page 300) on the subject; he sug- .

gested that the paragraph had been written by some of the mem-
bers of the Council in collusion to oppose his action, Mr. Fry
stated that he had written the paragrapli without assistance, and
that read in the ordinary and natural mcivning of the words it

represented the present position of the matter, and was favourable

to Mr, lUiingworth's suggestion of incorpoantiou. ait some future

time. He himself was in favour of some form of incorporation, but
thought the time not quite ripe for action.

Mr, Illingworth pressed for a decision in the matter. Mr. Frank
Brown discussed the matter, and quoted a legal c^inion he had
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obtained. Aiter raferriiig to associations ol Bome important pro-
feaaional bodie», which were acting under Parliamentary powers or
Ro>-»l Charter*, be said that the Professional Photographers' Asso-
ciation existed for the benefit of ma«t«r photographers, and one
ooaW hardly make oomparijons between it and the associations to
which he had referred. The great point was to maintain the use-
fulness of the Association for the benefit o( men who were making
their Kvings at the biMinci
Mr. St. George doubted if the matter of incorporation were

really argent, but Mr. Illingworth was sure it was argent.
Mr. Hainea believed that most of the members of the Council

were in favour ot incorporation, and sUted that he wa» pretty sure
they ahonld find that they wouUl have to incorporate, but sUted
that he was dead against incorporation at the moment. In this re
mark he was sopportad by Mr. Raad.

Thereupon Mr. Illingworth accepted the auggeation that the
matter be deferred, bat not dropped.
The proof copies of the new edition of the handbook, with addi-

tional matter—the whole written and revised by Mr. Mackie—were
then diKooed in detail, and subsequently passed for printing. A
letter of appredation to Mr. Mackie for hi* wok was ordered to be
sent to him by the Hon. Secretary.

Mr. IlUoKworth moved, and Mr. Chaplin aeconded, a motion
that a spaoial gtotrml meeting of the Associataon be held on Det em
ber 12 at 6 p.m., at 35, RoaaeU Square, for tbe pnrpoee of so aitex
ing the rules as to empower the Council to engage • paid aecretary

;

and the Hon. S&xaUry was inMructed to aendoat the proper forraaj
oticaa to tiia maodMn.
CaagraM.—A Committee, aonsisting of Maaar*. Speaigbt, Baail,

MaitooB Adama, I^ng Sims, and the oiBoers of Uw Aoociatiou, was
appointed to make the neceaaary arrangeinenti.
ObjeetionaUa photographa.—Tie Counotl had before Uieni a

letter (ram a member thanking a member of the Council for draw-
ing his attention to photographs of balhen at a South Coast water-
ing pl«c«. •od stating that the local municipal authoiiUea were
dealing with the matter to prevent a repetition of the vulgarity.
The nan masting of the CooncU will be held on Friday, Decem-

ber 12, immed iately after the conclusion of the apecial general

ROYAL PH0T(K;R.\PHIC flOCIETy
Uuxnto held IVuaday, No»«i»ber 25, Mr. C. H. Oakdeo in the dw.r.

In tha cootae of a !aot«re on " No" awl otfiar things Jaftaneae,
Mr C. P. Crowthar gave a moat intereating description of the
flfcaM^ar and origio of the performances known aa " No," and con-
airttng partly of a play and partly of a higUy perfected form of
very tiow danjing, whioh ars attended with tha vay givateat in
t«<s* by the more enttored of Ja|isnsae. Am a ferformance the
" No " daiaa frooi aoma bondieda of years bade, aad its traditions
have basa prwamd with very great accuracy through the art of its
acting and danrsng hanriog been banded down from father to son in
many families of profeaional performers. Tlve original oostomes
and masks naed by their ancestors as remote as twenty generaUoiis
w«e employed oo the " No " stage at the pnaent time. From whit
Mr. Crowthar said " No " it evidently Vhe ohoioe of the elect. lu
performance, bagioning at nine o'clock in tha morning and tasting
throqgtioat tha day, wiU be watched with tha sune degree of in
lereal as that with which a highly muaioal audience will (o'Jow
jrand opera. Y* some idea of the deUanabo of the dancing is

conveyed by the (act that in a danoe laatang Ikirty minut« a " No "

poiormar may no* make more than sixty gtepa. Mr. Crowther
illustrated tha ooatamaa of the " No " performan by photographa of
his own and by Japanasa drawings

Paaaing to other things Japaneae, he gave • dtort account of other
folk plays less solemn ia ohaiaotcr than the "No," and frequently
acted at intervaJa daring a " No " pcrformanca to lighteo the pro
ceedinga ; also of the marionette plays which were very ancient per-

toruuaam io Japan and were shown without any conceaknent of the
IgOM and handa of tha man controlling tha movemeote of the
pappata. Mr. Crowthar came in the end to a brief but very in-

terarting liCh <m a few of tha manners and ""tffuns of Japan and
0^ PM* •>><1 pt<iaant oonditioas of living, taken Irom his experien-«
of twanty-fiva years in tha country.
A most OBTdial rota of Ihanka was accorded to him.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
Db. C. Atkin Swan reentered a ."tingMiial, alibeit not an ecclesiasti-
cal, atmoepihore last week wiUi a repetition of a lantern-leoture em-
bracing sunny and Binelly scenes in Algeria. Mrs. Atkin Swaji
Ihavmg expressed a strong wash to visit Croydoei and inspect the

we:rd co:ieotion of oddi'.ies " (vide the " Walrus '), the rules,
and regulations relating to the maintenance of peace and harmony
by the exclusion of the femiiuno sex wene relaxed, and she ajid
another lair visitor were cordially welcomed bv a crowded audience
It cannot be said the doctor appeared cowed, but he certainly was-
on best behaviour, and despite thia handica;p scored heavily aa
usual.

He begaji in customary fashion by going for the "office boy,
'

with a mggestion that this inoffensive personage should hazard a
guess on every slide shown as to its panchromatic origin, or the
oppoete, and pay a dolhr forfeit to the club funds with ever^
"bloomer" made. The making of bloomers at a minus rate of
pay was promptly declined, though on " Heads I win, taii you
.ose priiiciples the club would have stood nicely.
The only real dash of arms arose on the qucsUon of mirages the

doctor menticning he h^d attempted to photograph them and failed.
The sort of mirages you observed possibly never could be photo-

graphed," enigmatically oi)e«r%-e<l a member; ,but it transpired that
many hava attempted to record these curious optical phenomena
wnthout success. One operator in Turkey, it was stated, time aft«r
time had vSinly endeavoured to photograph them. To add to the
puzzle, in some cases at least, the mirage can be seen on the focuss-
ing screen.

The doctor's theory on the subject could only be grasped by
specialists in his own line of thinking, but it was dimly gathered
that mirages were possibly oompoeed of chunks out of the ultra-
violet and yellow of the spectrum reacting on each other. Its
basu on an analogy of fluorescence, due to impact of X-rays on
certain suhsUnoes. lad Mr. Jobling to endorse this view. Tlie
optical Mr. Reynolds was then asked to speak. He rose, feebly
murmured something about the WgWy original nature of the
opinions expressed, and succumbed. Mr. Ackroyd thought that the
faUure of the plate to record a m,irage arose from the fact thai
the «rong white %ht ahining through it obiiterated the aerial
minge, and this commonplace explanation was considered to be
probably correct. If there are any readers abroad who have
specialised in the mirage business it would be interesting to have
their experiences. Even as a side-line, it does not appear to be a
paying proposition. A most hearty vote of thanks was accorded
the lecturer with much acclamation.

Comfflercial^CcQal imelll8(nc<e
m

LlOAL Notices.—^Notice of intenided dividend is given in the
estate of John Page Croft, photographic paper and apparatus
maker, etc., Packwood, Grove Avenue, Moeeley, Worcester, and
carrying on business «t Cooksey Road, Small Heath, Birmingham,
sJso at 24, Quadrant Chambers, Now Street, Birmingham, and Alfred
Roffey, photographic paper and apparatus maker, etc., residing and
carrying on businaes at 586, Coventry Road, Small Heath, Birming-
ham, aleo carrying on business at 394, Cooksey Road, Small Heath,
Birmingham. Proofs must be lodged on or before November 29
with A. S. Cully, Official Receiver, Biuskin CaiamheiB, 191, Corpora-
tion Street, Birmingham.

A first and final dividend of Is. 2W. in the £ has been declared in

the estate of the Louvre Studios, Limited, 127, Earl's Court Road
Eeri's Court, London. Hie dividend is payable at the office of the
Official Receiver and Liquidator, 33, Carey Street, Lincoln's Inn,

W.C.2.

NEW COMPANIES.
KoroH Co., Limited.—TTiis private company was registered on

November 17, with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares. Objects:

To carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in photo-

graphic jr«terials and optologiool goods, etc. The first directors

are D. Norman, 269, Cro«fcy Road, Seaforth ; G. W. Black, 38,.
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Mom Grove, Liveniool; J. Oatef, 269, Crosby Roiad, Seafortii.

:SoHoit<)rs: McAiislaaid ami Aiiey, 8, Viatoria Street, liverpool.

DTK Imi-bession Photos, Limited.—Tliis jnnvmte company was

registered on Novenvber 12, with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares

^2,500 i»ref.). Objects: To acquire letters patent and provisional

pi-otection patent riglits and inventions rotating to dye impression

photography, cuiematogrfqAy, or photography ol any kind, etc.

The subscribei-s (eaoli with one shaje) are F. W. DonisUiorpe, 87,

Lauderdale Mansions, Maida Vale, W., i^iotogiapUc expert; W. H.

Edridge, 24, St. Story Abbott's Tewace, Kensington, W., consulting

engineer. The firsrt dinectors are F. W. Donjsthorpe aaid W. H'.

Edridge. Regiateired office : 24, St. >rary Abbott's Terrace, Kensing-

ton, W.

mm and Rotes.

.Maidstone Photographic Society.—^A new photographic associa-

tion, affiliated to the Maidstone Churoli Institute, has been estab-

lished under this name. The President iis Mr. H. W. Witcombe

iiud the secretary, Mr. H. E. Libby, The GaiUes, Loose, near Maid

-stone. Meetings are held every Tuesday at the Church Institute,

Maidstone.

Photographs of Spitzbehoen.—Messrs. Speaiglit, Ltd., have in-

formed us tliat an exhibition of photographs of Spitzbergen, taksn

by Mr. Richard N. iSpeaigilit, was to be opened a't Messrs. Speaig;hifs

premises, 157, New Bond Street, London, W.I., by Sir Martin

"Conway, M.P., on Wednesday, November 26. The photographs ai>e

-shown by permission of the Nortihern Exploration Company, Ltd.,

the undertaking interested in tihe winning of coal and other minerals

from the deposits in Spitzbergen.

Eastman Kodak War Memorials.—On November 12 and 13 last,

j>o we read in the "Rochester Deriiocrat,' memorials were unveiled

in the works of the Eastman. Kodak ConijKMiy totlhose employees who

had undertaken milibairy sei-vioe, and more jMi.i-t.icuUirly to those who
had fallen. The memorials took the form of nickel silver tablets

engraved with tlie names of the employees in silver against a black

background. Mr. George Eastmaoi presided over the ceremonies,

wHliich took place in various sections of tlie works. Altogether, from

the diffea-ent branches of the factory and in the executive offices,

there were 980 employees engaged on military service, of whom
twenty-two were killed.

Death or Mr. S. D. Chalmers.—We regret to see the announce-

ment of the death, on November 7 last, of Mr. S. D. Chailmers, heid

(if the Department of Teohmical Optics at the Northaimiptoii Poly-

technic Institute, Clerkenwell, and a past Paesident of the Optical

Society. An Australian by birth, Mr. Chalmers graduated at the

Univergaty of Sydney, and subsequently alt Cambridge, where he

was thirteenth Wrangler. During the war he had been very actively

•engaged, not only in important scientific work for the Ministry of

.Munitions, but also in the organisation of worksiliops for the training

of girls as grinders ajid polishers of lenses. The s.train of this work,

in addition to his regular duties, was no doubt a chief cause of his

<leath at the early age of fOrty-two.

The 1920 Abdulla Almanac.—^For the wall almanac issued by
them for the forthcoming year, Messrs. Abdulla and Co., the well-

known firm of cigarette-makers, have enlisted the help of a number
•of artists of distinction, whose work, reproduced in colour, forms
H very attractive series of alieets. Among these artists are Reginald

E. HigginB, R.B.A., Noel Pooock, Innis Meo (Italy), K. Miyake
^Japan), and F. Saudia (Spain). It deserves to be prominently men-

tioned that 20,000 copies of this almanac are offered for saile for

the benefit of the British Red Cross Society, which, it is hoped, will

benefit to the amount of £1,000. The almanac may be obtained

through any tobacconist or post ifree from Messrs. Abdulla, 173, New
Bond Street, London, W.l, price Is. 4d.

X-BAT Work.—An. exhibition of prints Ulustiiative of the employ-

ment olf the X-ray is ibeang organised by the R&nt,gien Society, who
h'awie accepted aai inWtation of the Royial Pduoitograpiliic Sociiety to

provide a coUeotion of suich prints to form an eodhfflbition at the

Royal Hiotoigra(phiio Society's Houtse, 35, Russell Square, W.C,
from JamitJary 6 to February 7, 1930.

Trie exhibition will he open daily (admission free) froin 11 a.m. to

5 p.m., and on the evemings of Januaiy 6 and Jamiary 13 till 9 p.m.

On the fomiier date an elementary leotune on "Tlie X-Rays Ap-

proached from tibe Popular Standpoiavt " will be given by Dr. Geoi-ge

H. Rodman, and on January 13 a discussion will be opened by Ma.joir

G. W. C. Kaye, O.B.E., M.A., D.Sc, on "Some Aspects of

Radiology."

Artificial Daylight.—At a meeting of the Illuminating Engine*-!-

ing Society hieJd on. Tuesday evening last a demonstration was giiveo

by Mr. L. C. Maaitin., leoturer inj the Technioal Opt5cs Department

of the Imperial Cdlege of Soienoe, of ami inventiion for i^noviding

illumiiffiation identical with that oif iionnaJ! daylighit. The correc-

tion of tlie illumination frtHn an artifioijal light-eonrce for this pur-

jxise is oaaried out by reflectibiii of the rays of light from a screen

consisting of small patches of varioais colours. Sucili an iiwention

hias many useful appli ations in the visiiial maltchdiig of oolouis. It

is doubtful whetlhar a simiiSair souaioe of IjgJit of power sufficient for

studio portrajtuire would realty be very ^jreatly to the pll]«ttoigita.phei''.«

advaaitagie. A* present equally good }X>rtraituire is done by Uglui-

of such different spectral oomposation as open and enclosed arcs and

meroui'y vapouj', Ijut there aire no doiubt aiesthietic reasons foi' the

adaption ol a liglit identixal with dayliglit in. its vaaual effects.

Comsponaetice.— —

.

',' Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

',* W» do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

QUANTITY ONE-MAN TANK DEVELOPERS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I do not often take exception to anything in the

" B.J.," ibut, having a one-man business myself, I think there must

be something wrong in "Assistants' Notes," page 679, of November
2. Tliere Mr. A. G. Willis says:—"

'TOie owner of a one-man

business is busy operating all day ; at perhaps about 9 p.m. he finds

himself faced with the task of developini;. let us say, 160 half-plHtes."

First, supposing he works ten hours in the studio ; 160 half-plates

means sixteen plates an hour, and, sup|)osing he takes two of each

sitter, means about 7^- sitters, taking eight minutes for each sitter

(in tlie hour). To fill up the sUdes and do this in eiglit minutes

for each person wants some doing. It must be cheap work, or

clients would not put up with it. I have seen some of tllie quick-

taldng places, and they take about five minutes average for each.

Then, if he is a one-man business, when is he going to do his print-

ing or anything else, unless he puts it out?

Second, there is a little misuiidei'standing about the time develop-

ing. If he has two tanks, twenty-five plates each, he could not

do them in half an hour with ordinary tank develojiment, as they

should stop ill there for that time at the least, aaid longer (weaker

development) is ibetter—at least, I have always understood so.

My opinion about it is this : If tlie man has that amount of

plates to take every diay he could, and .should, do with at least

three or four assistants, and he could well affoid them, unless he was

taking them at cost price.—Youre truly,

(Baimert, Heals. A. Engl.^nd.

(MEASURING FOCAL LENGTH.
To ithe Editors.

Gentlemen,—As the various methods of obtaiii'ing the focal 'lengths

of objectives seem to (be of general interest and value, may I be

allowed to state one system that I do not jiemembar to have seen

mentioned hitherto? It is tiliis :—Take a negative of the euai, and,

wihen developed, meaeuire as aioourately as possible the diameter of

the solar image (preferalbly Iby means of the microsoope). Now this

quantity, -whatevier it may he, divided by .0093 will give the equiva-

lent focal length of the lens employied. The system derpends on the
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faet thmt the imgnUr iimaaiMu of the son's di«ne(cr al nMao diabuice
ii 32 mimitM of arc, and Uie cooaUnt .0093 is Ui« sine ot Ifliis angle.

.Vpril and Ootolxr are the best times for making the testa, as the aun
ia then at about its maan ^ttmoce, tiat if made at other timea of the
jrear the error ia praolicaUy ao amall as to be B«gKgibla. A dorw
" prooeaa " or knten plate, backed, AouU be need and a qui:k
AtMUr exporare giren, and it ia best to foow the oamera on a
distant terrestrial object, as it ia somewbal diffiaiiit to focus on the
son itaelf oo acoount of the gterei For eTery inch of focns the
diameter of the aim's image = .0093 in.

Aa eoample irill show the method. Supposing the image jMt>duced

measans 'l in. -- 1/10 in. diameter, then Jl_ = 10 752 in. = f.xal

-0093
length.

<X omrae, one can equaily well u.se the metric measures. For
ioAance. supposing the equiv»leot focal I«n<rth of a tdifihoto Woe
ia required, sad, aft<r proceeding as above, tite ioMige measures
18 mm.,

Then .^ =. 1935 m.m.

Tbe first example Aow* that a rmry laafnl rule to r«nemb«r is

that U^ in. of focoa is required for every 1-10 m. of image of the
sun's disa

Ihjn't use a fojal-plaoe shatter in the summer for this, as a hole

may be horat in the material.

Trusting that tin method wHI Im> •>i int^reet and someirhat novel.

Voon aooarely, Fj>wabd W. Pabfitt.

Tufoall Parii, LoodoQ, X.

THK ASaiSTAAT QUESTION.
To the Editon.

'«atlemen,—WtUi reference to tbe aaaistant queatioo, I abould like

offer (he foUowing anggwilinns as a pMotioal attempt to gei

.ethins done instead, aa aaema to be the ganetml altitode, of

'•dtting far aoneooe elae to do it. U aotneoae in London will

lake the matter up there, there is no reason wkty we should not

' ceed, and, ooca started, it should not be dilBoolt to develop,

-'tggest that HI urganisatloii on the following linas would probatily

t meet oar special eooditioos:

—

1) Every town what* the number of assistants wan«afcs it, such

livwpool, Siandiaater, Leeds, etc., forms a local bmoch, which
. 'uld dsal with minor looal affairs direct, and in other matters act

iH an advisory capacity and aa local intelligeoea department of a

roooty cnmmittse.

(2) Bvary oouaty fonns an aaaociaiiaa, composad of repraseotativea

tleoted by the whole of the luauiwia in tha ooanly, with an execu-

- eonunittee whioh coald deal wiah mattera affecting the county

orally. In towna where Ihera is no local hmnoh the tcembers

• lid deal direct with the eounty committee.

3) A nali~r-il executive, with haadquaKcrs in London, which

lid deal with quest inns affecting asMtaota as a whole, and give

support, where nac isaary, to the county Ofynisation in purely

' .tity affain.

Ily an unanialinn on these linea (3) would give ns a notional

.t^kiiding. e««Mif>g as to deal direoUy with Govenaaant Departments,

•U. : (2) would five as a strong body on the spot «ble to deal wiUi

antbortty and promplitada on county affoiia, and aopplied with

np-|»-date and reliable infomation by (1), whidi would anaore local

fi^YiH^i^i— bstog fully undentood and iwiawtwl in the proper

<|aafterB.

So tar as Uverpnol is eoocemed, there is no need to go to any

sxpewe in hiring a meeting-room for a preUminaiy discussion. Any

SMiBtant soAoieatly interested in his own wellara need only attend

at the prVBiMM of the Evertnn Can^ers Olob, 3, Village Street, at

3 o'ciodc oa Thttiwday neoct, wlirre he will find othera sngariy await-

ing hia Miivoa^.

B«i, for goodneas' aalie. do a«ne«hing i/ourtelf, and do nc4 expect

Ood to ptoivida. He providea for the rich and powerful, no doubt,

bol the poor anBt prorida lor thems^ves.

Afnl^ng fcr tha length of this letter,

" Aiiorais Horam.."

I

Jinsioers to Corresp^dentSe

SPECIAL NOTICE.

In aceordance toith our present practice a snutUer space will be

allotted to renlus to correspondmts.

We will anstrer by post if stamped and addr^'ssed envelope in enclosed

for reply: 5-eent Inlemattonal Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editors.

M. M.— It is rather a doabtfal point if you require a licence,

but if you do the office to which you should apply is 99, Queen's

Gate, South Kensington, S.W.7. They will advise you if it is

required.

C. A.—We think the Retail Businesses (Licensing) Office for your

district (Essex) is 80, Westbonrne Terrace, Paddington. If this

is not correct the Paddington office will forward it to the proper

quarters.

R. S. R.—With artificial light tlie exposure varies in direct pro-

portion to the power of the light, so that 3,000 c.p. would

require double the exposure of 6,000 c.p., the same lens and

plate being uxed. We .should advise the diffusing arrangement

to be about 4 ft. long, 2^ ft. deep, and 2 ft. front to back.

R. E. G.—So far as we understand the Trade Marks Act, you

cannot register a word in reference to a business, but only in

reference U> some product which you make or sell. If you write

to tbe Controller of Patents, 25, Southampton BuUdings, Chan-

cery Lane, W.C, you can get a circular of instructions for

applying for a trade mark to be placed upon the register.

T. and Co.—Fbolngraphs are most usua.lly printed on >wiaboli diaJs

by the caHion process. If you write to the Autotype Co., 74,

New Oxiord Street, London, W.C.I, theiy will give you any in-

formation on specific points. The book on making ceramic minia-

tures is " Phoiogra(>hic Enamels," l>y R. D'HeUeconxt, prubLiahad

by Messrs. lUffe and Sons, Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.,

price 2b. 6d.

8. B.—If you want fairly stiff celluloid, and wish to buy in

fairly large quantities, the best firms are Messrs. Guiterman

and Co., 35-36, Aldermanbury, London, E.C.2, and the Centuple

Manufacturing Co., 55, Wilson Street, London, E.C. Celluloid

of very much thinner substance is sold by Messrs. Rheinlandor

and Son, New Maiden, Surrey, who perhaps could also suf^ly

the stiff in ama'd quantities.

J, o.—^The plan you suggest would not mend maitters. Wlta^t you

want to do is to fix up some kind of open-ended musldji tent or

tunnel afcarost the tablet, ipointiitg the camera into the tunnel, ao

to speak, in making the photograph. If you can rig up this

arrangement, then you can use flashhght with advantage on one

or both sides of the tunnel ns necessary to reduce the lengtli of

expoMire cr give relief to the lettering.

^f,\ H.—In order to make photogmupbs, either by artificial light or

davlight, witli the effect of fireside lighting, you want an artificiflil

firepWe throt^ which the day or artificial light can be admitted,

and w4uch is used in conjunction with general illumination in the

room. The Ibeet advice we oan give you is to write to the Van-

guard Co., Maidenhead, for reprint of on article from <ihe " B.J."

on tl»s very subject. It is obtainaV.* free.

ip O'B. With so small a working space as 15 ft. you must not

have a longer focus lens than 8 ins. This is allowing 5 ft. for

the sitter and for space behind the camera. If you can make

do with a foot or two less for these purposes you could have a

9-in. lens, which would be better. As 8 ins. is a short focus for

covering a half-plate, the lens would have to be of the anastig-

mat type, t.g., one of the //4.5 anastigmate.

W. M. M.—The best answer we can make to your question is to

refer yoii to the SecreUry of the Edinburgh Professional Photo-

graphers' Association, Mr. lelham Moffatt, 125, Princes Street,

Edinburgh. This aisociation has recently been taking up the
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question of appreiiliceidiip and of instruction to photographic

asflietants, and from among its members, or from among other

photographers, cou'.d perhaps give you the help you want.

D. «nd H.—1. We tlvink you can g«t *he kind of hajU-wati, hinips

you require from tJio Thornton-Pi'ckard ManufiU^iuring Co., who

Bupply ono far modonUe d«giWB of euWgeanent. 2. We horve sent

you the taiblo you refer to, takon, from an old " Abnana<-,"' but we

have dificojitfjiued iiiscirtjn.g it for the reason that the indications

are aA)solut«ly without oaiy valine owing to the different' ways in

which H. a/iid D. auimbei's are supplied by different plate-makers.

J. E. L.—For the highest class of half-tone blocks most photo-

engravers prefer a toned P.O.P. print of glossy surface,

although glossy untoned bromide prints are very largely used

chiefly for blocks of somewhat coarser ruling used for news-

paper illustration. In the case of reproduction in collotype and

photogravure, it is usual for the negatives to be placed with

the reproduction firm for them to make prints or transparencies

for their purpose.

R. L.—You can probably get a new spindle from either Mr. R.

E. Peeling, 4-5, Holborn Circus, London, E.C., or from Mr.

H. T. Ball, 54, Berwick Street, Oxford Street, London, W.l.

There are scores of patents for focal-plane shutters. Your only

course would be to search through the specificatioiis at the

Stirling Library in Glasg(»w with the help of the sectional clas-

sified indexes, which are issued by the Patent Office to institn-

tione where the specifications are on view.

F. J. We are afraid there is no ready means of treating print«>

so that they will curl in the opposite direction. Usually prints

aj© put t» dl-y on a net, st.rettohied on a frame, with t'lie fihn

surface in contact with the net, and when fairly dry, but still

limp, are put under pressure between glase plates for a few

hours. If treated in this way they will remain fairly flat. Mr.

Stokes, in the article which we printed in our issue of October

17, described a press for applying the pressure.

.\. D. 1. We a.re not sure, ,l>ut we tMnk itbe paper is made by

Cassio, Ltd., Waitlford, Herts. The fiirm previously had Uie name

of Baryta, Ltd. 2. About the beet plan, although it ds tedious, is

to squeegee gelatiaie prints over the whole surface of tli^ glasses,

aJid them, get tyham off again eitJiei- by stripping (if they toUI sta-jp)

or by soaking in hot water, 'f they won't. TJns seems to get

glasses into proper coiidition ibebter than any other metJiod, but

it might be vixMh while first to try sci-uibbing the glasses wiiith a

little Strong ni'tiio acid, wihioh you oan best aipfply with some glass

wool, purchasable from a chemist's.

A. H. S.—1. You will find ordinary glazier's putty the easiest to

use for repairing the balustrade ; after you have mended all the

holes, give the whole thing a coat of lead colour paint, well

thinned with turpentine; this will prevent gloss. If you buy the

paint in a tin, do not shake it, but pour off the oil and thin the

thick paint with turpentine only. 2. The false lights in the

eyes show that you are not carefid in placing your reflector.

You can see the lights on the ground glass before you expose,

so that yon must move the reflector or the sitter until they dis-

appear. If the reflector is not at fault, it may be some other

white object in the studio.

W. S.—1. Few quiarter-plate reflex cameraa bawe a big enough, front

to take an 8-in. //'4.5 lens. Our experience is that there is not

a very great practical advantage in having an 8-in. lens of euoh

large aperture. For the sake of depth, it so often happens that

you have to stop down, so tliat you might just as well content

yourself with, say, an //6 lens, at which aperture you could get

the focal length that you are seeking. 2. We do not think very

much of either of your pyro-soda foi-mulaj, as we do not agree

with the practice of mixing the sulphite and carbonate together '.

in the B solution. If this is done, the sulphite deteriorates

very much more rapidly, and does not then preserve the mixed
,

or working developer so well.
,

R. R.—We do not know of any single lanrp which will jive a. pro- .

perly diffused light for portrait* which will permit of ith geoomd
;

with a lens working at /'/7.7. As some Lndioation of the power of
;

the lMilf--wa*t lamps wo would say Uiat with six 1,000 c.p. lamps

and a leoB working at f/S.S we have obteined good negatives in

i second. The enclosed aa-c gives a more actinic light thaji the

half-watt, and a single large Westminster lamp wou'.d come nea^ee^

to your requirements. If this is placed in t^he position shown k.

your sketch it should give faiio-ly good I'ght. Have the lamps 'o

luise and lower, as by lowering you will l)e able to give shorter

cxjpoaurce for sitting figures and children than if at full height,

which should be a.bout 7 ft. 6 ins. to the aax. Our advice is to get a

ijuicker lens if you must give such brief exposures. The decoration

of the studio will tend to make the most of the light.

\V. G. A.—^1. Without knowing anytliijig of the situation and sin-

roundings of tlie studio, we advise you to use plain glass with

casement curta.ina over it. The alternative is to liave ground-glass

or ribbed glass, but both of these obstnict light and may cut down

your light at times of the j-ear "fihen it will be a great disadvantag*.

It is im)ix)asib'.e to say more without knowing the "lompass bear-

ings of the studio, and whether it is shut in from any quarter by

other buildings. 2. A panchromatic plate and screen is of no

advantage. The ibest plate for the purpose is one of the slow laaid-

soape variety of about 50 to 100 H. iund D. A process plate w
ratier too slow. 3. Thcoretiically the bacik should be swung ?"

that the plate is vertical, 'but vei-y often it is an advantage for tli-

sake of depth of focus at a krge aperture to disregard this and t

do so usually has no ill effect upon the " drawing " of the portrai'

(!. S. L.—So far as we know, the pressmen have no secret methodf.

Probably in circumstances such as you mention a lenfi-aperture

of //4.5 would be used, and for the sake of depth a muc.

smaller camera tlhan, half-ii>liate, say 5 Iby 4, ^-plate, or even oji-

of the Verascope cameras such as are commonly used for po:

traiture in the bad light of the Law Court«, in each case resoi:

being had to enlargement up to half-plate or whole-plate size.

We doubt if it is customary to use a much more rapid plate

than yours, although for exceptionally bad conditions a very

fast plate is undoubtedly of value. Nevertheless the value f

'

ultra speed can be over-rated, since you cannot do so much i

the way of "forcing" the exposure in development. Probab;

the pressmen use most of their skill in developing, pyro-met'

used about half-strength and distinctly warm, about 70 degs. F..

being employed, together with some patience, in getting the

utmost out of the exposure. So far as we know, there ie

nothing for it but combining methods on these lines.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advtrtisemenU cannot 6# imtrttd until fully and <»^*<^i' J*"*"

vaid, tenders of line announcemenU or* atked to bear in mind tM

teale of charge*. They xoiU thui $ove themseU>e$ delay tn ths pub-

lication of their announcemenU. A Schedule by which an advertue-

ment can be correctly priced iMl be lent on rtguett.

Net Prepaid tin* AdvKtisementa,

12 words or leii '•'

Bxtra words Id. per word.

(No ladnotion tor • Mries.)

Special NoU. Box Number Adveriisementt.

"BoxNo." and office address charged aa 6 words.

For forwarding repUes add ... 6d. per insertion for eaoh adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are lot accepted over the telephone or bf telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements U 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's Issue.
j

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.
]

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., PubU«her»,

aA. Wellincton Str—t, Strand. LOPfDON, W.C. 2.
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EX CATHEDRA.
Rapid Fixing. On auotlier page will be found a short

report of a meeting of the Royal College
of Science Chemical Society, at which Mr. K. Hickman
demonstrated the use of a fixing hath of his invention
which was shown to fix effectively in 30 seconds. Without
knowing more than is contained in the report, it may be
surmised tbat this result is obtained not by the discovery
of a more energetic fixing agent than hyposulphite of soda,

but by stddition of other sul^tanoes to a hypo fixing bath of

maximum fixing power. The late Mr. Welbome Piper
carried out and published in these pages a large number of

ex|>eriments on this question. Having found that the
strength of hypo solution which fixes most quickly is one
of 40 per cent., lie proceeded to test the effect, as regards

speed of fixing, of various additions, and found that

ammonium chloride and ammonium sulphocyaiiide are two
salts which increase the speed of fixing to a substantial

degree. Of the two, ammonium chloride is the most satis-

factory ; the softening action of ammonium sulphocyanide

on gelatine is a serious objection to ite use, although, apart

from this, it permits of very rapid fixation. With
ammonium chloride, on the other hand, a hypo bath of 20

per cent, stremgth containing from 2 J to 5 per cent.

ammonium chloride was found to fix in two minutes, which

is getting fairly close to the result obtained by Mr. Hickman.

Thin
Gla

We do not yet appear to be receiving

anything like pre-war supplies of glass,

judging from the thickness, or rather thinness, of some of

the larger sizes of plates. We recently opened a box of

10 X 8 plates which were about the thickness which would

formerly have been classed as "extra thin for use in

sheaths" for hand-camera work. Considerable care is

neoeesary to carry through the ordinary operations of

development, fixing and washing, but it is only in the

printing-room that actual danger appears. The slightest

inequality in the printing frame or a very slight jar is

often suflBcient to cause a fracture, with all the attendant

trouble of binding up, dodging in printing, and spotting

the copies. It is a wise precaution to have all frames

fitted with a piece of patent plate or at all events a good

stout cleaned-off negative glass. This is a great protection

and will often save the negative in the event of the frame

being dropped. In order that the glasses may be alway.'^

kept in position it is a good plan to wedge them in with

strips of wood dipped in seccotine or other glue. Such

gla.s8 also serves to keep the pads and backs of the frames

clean and flat, while they are also useful for supporting

small negatives which are to be vignetted upon large

paper For this purpose a thin card frame to keep the

ne^tive from slipping about will be found very con-

venient.
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Cold Solution* It is not fully realised by many photo-

and Shadows graphers that with the approach of the
Detail* colder weather they should give special

attention to the temperature of their solutions. In the

case of plates, not only does development with a cold solu-

tion take a very long time, hut when this condition exists

certain ingredients of the developer such as hydroquinone

almost cease action altogether. If the solutions are kept in

an unheated dark-room care should be taken to see that

they are not used at a temperature lower than 50°. We
have seen negatives developed with a cold solution which

though possessing full density, were lacking in the shadow

details and gave the impression that they were considerably

under-exposed when the reverse was actually the case. It

is a good plan to add a very small quantity of hot water to

each lot of developer amd fixing solution or to stand the

bottles in a warm room for some time before use. Of

course, if the dark-room is properly heated the solutions

will never fall below an effective working temperature, and

this latter is the proper course to be followed for the sake

of the plates, no less that for the mere comfort of those who

handle them.
•

LICENCES FOR NEW RETAIL BUSINESSES.

The ministerial order which goes by the name of the

Retail Businesses (Licensing) Order is one of those

pieces of emergency war legislation which has not

been repealed, and appears now, if our corre-

spondence is any evidence, to give rise to more

inquiries and doubts than in the early stage of its

existence. Although it was recently mentioned by the

Minister of Labour in the House of Commons that the

question of • dispensing with the necessity of obtaining

licences before retail businesses could be opened was
" under consideration," that explanation, like many other

official replies in the same form of words, may be taken for

what it is worth. We were informed not very long ago by

an officer employed in the administration of the Order that

it would certainly remain in operation until March next.

Inasmuch, therefore, as questions continue to reach us

every day raising some point or other connected with the

Order which is of real importance to those setting up in

business for themselves, it will be of service if we review

the question again and particularly refer to some of the

more debatable cases which have been brought to our

notice. Before doing so we may briefly refer to the relation

of the Order to photographic businesses.

So far as its connection with photography is concerned

the history of the Order is one of muddle. The Order,

originally made by the Ministry of National Service in

February, 1918, was obviously designed for the protection

of men absent on military service. It was intended to

protect them from other persons stepping into their places

by opening up businesses to replace those which had been
compulsorily closed through their owners' absence on
service. This was an altogether admirable project, but the
surprising thing about it was that for some obscure reason
photographic studios were held to ibe exempt from the ap-

plication of the Order unless frames and other photographic
goods were sold. On the broad question tbere was no
earthly reason why a photographic studio should not
have been classed with other retail businesses. It is so

classed by the Inland Revenue authorities and under the
Shops Act, and a more or less definite inference that it would
come under the Order was provided by the mention of the
fact that a hairdresser's business is a retail business within
the meaning of the Order. Under the.Shops Act the busi-

ness of a hairdresser and a photographer are specifically

associated as coming within the Act, and therefore there
was a resteon for assuming that the same would be the case

under the Retail Businesses (Licensing) Order. Apparently,
however, some legal stupidity caused the exemption of

photographic studios from the Order, and it was not until

August last, as the result of a question in the House of

Commons, that photographic studios were brought within
its scope. In many towns it was thus a case of shutting the
stable door when the horse was gone. Men, at length
demobilised from the Army and returning to re-open their

businesses, found tliat others had been allowed to st^ep into

their shoes in their absence. Although this decision of the
Ministry of Labour, to which the administration of the
Order was transferred in May last, provides protection to

ex-Service men against businesses started, or proposed to
be started, since August last, it is evident that nothing
could be done in respect to those businesses wliich had been
opened between February, 1918, and August, 1919, that
is, during the unfortunate period of exclusion of studios
from the operation of the Order.
As things stand now, anybody, whether British or alien,

demobilised or otherwise, who wishes to start a new busi-

ness requires to obtain a licence for doing so. Apparently
the definition of what is a " new " business is by no means
clear. The original Order of the Ministry of National
Service defined it as one started after February, 1918. The
Order, on its re-issue by the Ministry of Labour, defined a
new business as one started after May 30, 1919. Nobody
seems to know which of these definitions is the correct one.
The natural assumption is that the first is correct, since
the Order of the Minister of Labour simply amounted to no
more than a transfer of executive power from one Ministry
to another, but with a culpable lack of common sense in
failing to perceive that the definition of a " new " business
was entirely altered by the wording of the second Order.
Anyone now requiring to start a new retail business needs
to apply to one or other of the administrative branches
established for carrying out the Order in different parte of
the kingdom. We give the list of these branches at the
foot of this article, and explain here that in making ap-
plication for a licence the office selected should be that
which deals with the place or district where the business is

to ibe established ; the place of residence of the applicant, at
the time of making application, is immaterial.
The term "retail business" defines sufficiently well the

various kinds of photographic business which come within
the scope of the Order. These are, for example, not only
regular photographic studios and businesses dealing in
photographic requisites, but any kind of photographic busi-
ness which is carried on with the people resident in a given
district. It thus applies to a photographer who makes
photographs of people at thedr houses or secures orders
within the district of his place of residence, for the making
of enlargements from photographs or for photographing
houses, factories or manufactured articles ; in other words
it applies to all those photographic businesses where the
people of the district can buy from or employ a photo-
grapher with practically the same readiness as they can buy
something at a shop. On the other hand the Order does
not apply to businesses which are carried on solely with
other trades. For example, a retoucher working for photo-
graphers either in the same town where he lives or in other
towns does not require a licence, nor does a photographer
whose business consists in the developing and printing of

plates or films when euch business is obtained from other
taders in his neighbourhood or even, we think, when it

is obtained, e.g., by advertisement, from amateuTC
scattered throughout the country. This latter c£ise em-
bodies a certain element of doubt. If people living in the
neighbourhood of the business could take their plates or

films to be finished in the same way that they could buy
goods from a local shop, we should say that the administra-

tors of the Order would consider the business one requiring
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a licence. Another difficult caM is that of a photographer
who travels frwn place to place, taking photographs or
groups or canvasaing for orders for enlargement*. We
nave no knowledge of how the administrator* of the Order
are dealing with such cases, but we imagine that under the
Order they havo power to require a licence from a photo-
grapher who plants himself down, say, with a caravan, in a
pl»ce, carries on a business there in the way of taking and
delivering photographs, and then moves on to somewhere
•be. A licence is supposed to be granted for a bosineas to be
carried on at a given place, and therefore it is to be assumed
tbMt in theory the travelling photographer would require to
h*v» one applying to everv place where he makes a halt.
On the other hand, there is apparently no power under the
Order for restraining a photographer who obtains a Uoence
for carrying on a btianiesa at some address from extending
hag operations within any selected area by canvassing or
otlMr means.
The following are the London and provincial head-

quarters of the administrative staff of the Order, together

[

with the divisions of England, Scotland and Wales to whicli

I

they apply :

—

99, Queen's Gate, South Kensington, S.W.7.—London and South-
Badtern (City and Me^atjpoEt^an Police District, Kent, Surrey,
Sussex)

!
5a, Union Street, Bristol.—South-Western (Gloucester, Wilts, Dor-

set, Somerset, Devon, Oam\vall, Haiats, Isle of Wight).

I

Harewood Bairacks, Woolhouse Lane, Leeds.—^Yorks and Eiast

Midlands (Notts, Yorks (excluding Cleveland), Derby (exclud-
ing Qdoeaop and New Milils), Lincoln:).

Queens College, Paradise Street, Bdrminghajn.—West Midlamds
I

(Staffs, Shropshire, Hereford, Worcestei-, Warwick).
I 80, Westfcoume Terrace, Paddington.—South Midlands and East&rn

j

(NorfoMc, Suffolk, Oambirid^, Oxfocrd, Huntingdon,, Bodford,
! Berks, Bucks, Northauts, LeicestenOtire, Rutland, Herts, Eseex).

I

New Arts Bna^ktings, Liverpool.^North-Westem (Lancasihire,
Chediire, Derbj-rfire (Gloesop and Ne^v Mills District), Isle of

' Man).

I
47, Pilgrim dtreet, Newcastle-on-Tyne.—^Northern (Narthiimiberland,

Durham, Cumberland, Westmorland, Yorkshire (Cleveland Dis-
trict)).

27, Bute Street, Cardiff.—Wales (aJl Wales and Monmouthshire).
15, Athol Creecei^, Euinhurgh.—Scotland (all Scotland).

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.

14).

, 21».

IPravioos articles ol this series, in which the aim of the writer is

potlraitare, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year,

IsBfth of that by the same writer which ran through the " British Joam&l
gMMistlmi of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants,

M Imt raggMtiao will be welcomed. The sabjeets of the previous articles

A Talk Aboat Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lsns (Jan. 10).

Managing the Bitter (Jan. 17).

Baekgroundi (Jan. 24).

Madio Ezposoras (Jan. 51).

Aittflflfal U^tOng (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture (Fab.
Studio Aeoessoriss and Furniture (Feb
The SarroandiBgs of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Slatfo HMlfaif and Ventilation (March 7).

th« FkMteaid Studio (March 14).

TIm Printing-Boom (March 21).

About the Iteeeption Boom (March 38).

HooM Portraiture (April 4).

FortabU Stodioe (Apnl 11).

Conrtac (April 18).

Handling the Stodio Camera (ApcU 25).

Mora AMQt Leases (May 2).

BnlatganMnta (May 9).

A^TSffMng the Studio (May 16).

Mooals ai^ Mounting (Mnv 23).

BoafaMM Methods (iUy 30j.

notompUng Children (June 6).

FOctrdts of Elderly People (June 13).

to communicate items of a long experience in studio

, It is not thought possible to continue the series to the
'

' some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

of the series have been as follows :

—

Something about Lenses (June 20).

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).

Plates and Their Work (July 11).

Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18|.

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)

Leakv Roofs ^Sept. 5).

Blinds and CurUins (Sept. 12).

Miniatures (Sept. 19).

Printing Portrait Negatives (Sept. 26).

Wedding Groups (Oct. 3).

Combination Printing (Oct. 10).

Flashlight Work (Oct. 17).

riashlight Portraiture (Oct. 24).

The Question of Outfit (Oct. 31).

Telcphoto Lenses for Professional Work (Nov. T).

('hanging Quarters (Nov. 14).

CarbonPrinting— I. (Nov. 21).

Carbon Printing-II. (Nov. 28).

BROMIDE WRINKLES.

TazoRETtrAiXT, there i* no simpler process lor producing

photographs than bromide printing, but one does not go far in

pmcltce before finding oat that it is not quite so easy to prodnoe

food prints as it looks, quite a number ol ways of spoiling

pq>«r being open to anyone of average ingenuity. I. therefore,

aasume that my readers are conversant with the ordinary

n>utin<< ol exposure, developnient and printing and take up the

•lory where troable begins.

Dirty margins frequently appear with some workers and
rarely with others, showing that the manipulation rather than

Ihe material is Unity. Sometimes in the case of a vignette

«ne finds a brownish and grey fog extending half-an-inch or

from the edge and som«timts tl>e entire margin up to the

ge is more or leas degraded. With son* papers the stain

is of quite a bright orange y<;llow. and may even extend over

what ahoold be white portions of the image itself. This defect

is usually caused bv forcing the development ol an under-

exposed print, and is more likely to occur if the paper is rather

stale than when it is quite fresh. It may, as a rule, be avoided

by giving a fuller exposure and increasing the amount of

bromide in the develoi)er. (Jreat care should be taken to avoiil

contaminating the developer with hypo : a very small trace of

this will cause stains, as witness the yellow corners which

frequently appear upon the corners of enlargements which have

been pinned up by hypo-contaminated fingers. Those who print

in P.Q.P. realise what a small trace of hypo will spoil a print,

but it is not so generally recognised that the same thing occurs

in a l«*Her degree with bromide paper. It is a curious thing

that a large number of people do not see that if the dark-

room towel is used to dry fingers dripping with fixing bath th«

hypo so carried into the fabric wUl later on contaminate lingers

which have been carefully washed. I have repeatedly seen
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printers turn over a batch of prints in the fixing bath and dry

tiieir fingers on the towel -without rinsing them firsts then

after removing the prints to the wasliing bath carefully wash
their hands, dry them upon the hypo-soaked towel, and start

on making more exposures. Fortunately, most stains so caused

wDl yield to the iodine-cyanide reducer, to which I shall pre-

sently refer.

A general muddiness or dinginess of the whole print is

often oaused by using a developer which has become oxidised

either by too prolonged use or by allowing development to go

on while holding the print in the hand. This is frequently

seen when an attempt is made to develop a sky or other

liglit i)ortion of a print locally, the remainder having been

slightly rinsed or even left with the exhausted developer upon

the surface. Some paper makers recommend transferring the

print directly from the developer to the fixer without rinsing.

This carries a large quantity of developer into the hypo and

dirty-looking prints will result if the hypo bath be not fre-

quently renewed. As a rule, when acid fixing baths are used

they are overworked, and many failures in sepia-toning may

be traced to this cause, tlie print when toned appearing to be

upon cream paper instead of upon white.

Much may be done to save stained prints by using a clearing

solution. I have found none so satisfactoiy as iodine and

cyanide. To make this I keep two stock bottles: one a 5 per

cent, solution of ioddne in iodide of potassium, and the other a

5 per cent, solution of cyanide of potassium. For use, about

ten minims of each are added to an ounce of water, the strength

being r^ulated to suit the work in hand ; more of each solution

is necessary for deep stains, and less for removing a slight

general fog. With practice it is quite easy to effect local reduc-

tion by using a pad of cotton-wool dipped in a faiily strong

solution. I have often turned a solid print into a vignette in

this way, put lights in on cloud* in a sky, and even removed

portions of the image from the centre of the subject where a clean

surface was required for working np. This reducer is tlie only

one, as far as I know, which will act upon a sepia-toned image,

but I would recommend that any cleaning-up or reduction

should be done before toning, as the untoned image is more
readily dissolved.

A print which is flat and heavy-looking all over may be

greatly improved by having the lights brightened up with a

solution of iodine followed by a plain hypo baUi. To do this

we take enough water to cover the print, and add to it enough of

the 5 per cent, iodine solution to give a sherry colour ; on im-
mersing the print the back of the paper will at once turn to a
deep blue colour, but the gelatine side will not change colour for

a minute or two. When the high-lighta turn to the blue colour

the print Ls rinsed and transferred to a 15 per cent, solution of

plain hypo ; tlie blue will immediately disappear, and the image
will appear brighter. If the reduction be not sufficient after five

minutes in the hypo the print may be well washed till free of
hypo, and the process repeated. If the iodine solution be too
strong there is a tendency for the half-tones to be eaten away
and the piint made harsh-looking. This method of reduction
has been recommended for obtaining bright prints from tliin

flat negatives, the print being rather over-exposed, fully de-
veloped and cleared with the iodine and hypo.
The ordinary ferricyanide and hypo reducer may be used in

th« same way as the mixed iodine and cyanide, but there is a
possibility of the reduced portions becoming a difierent ooloar
from tlie rest of tlie image, this being specially likely to occur
when a weak hypo eolution is uBed. I have found a clean 15 p«r
cent, solution of hypo tinged a full lemon yellow with a 10 per

cent, solution of ferricyanide of potassium to give the most
satisiactory results.

To obtain good sepia tones, bromide prints must be fully

developed, at least a minute's development being necessary,

while two or even three minutes ai'e needed for really rich

tones. Fixing in clean h3rpo must be thorough, and all trace

of hypo removed by washing. Even a slight trace of hypo
will unite with the fea-ricyanide and reduce a good print to

such an extent that it will not darken pix>perly in the sulphide.

Weak sulphide solution is a common cause of bad tones. If

the paper will stand it without blistering, I prefer a working

strength of one part of sulphide in fifty of water, instead oi

one in a hundred as genei'ally recommended. Prolonged immer-

sioai in weak sulphide will not give the same result as a shorter

time in a stronger solution. Liver of sulphur, or " potassa

sulphurata," as it is called by the chemists, is an excellent

one-solution toner with some brands of paper, but it is not

suitable for othere. In some cases I have been able to get

any ooknir from a wann black thi'ough various shades of brown

to a warm sepia, but in others I have not been able to get

beyond a purple black similar to a deei^ly-toned P.O. P. The

process is very simple, and resembles hypo-alum toning, as the

solution is used warm and only a single solution is needed.

The formula is : liver of sulphui-, 60 grains ; water, 15 ozs. ;

ammonia 10 minims. This is used at a temperature of about

100 degi-ees Fahr. Some papea-s wOl tone without preliminary

hardening, but most brands should be treated with a 5 per

cent. formaJiine solution for five minutes, or the film will

dissolve. The toning is continuous, and the print may be

removed at any stage. It should be noted that the toning

oonAinues in the washing, so that the print should be taken

out before the desired colour is reeiched. I have found that

much weaker prints may be successfully toned in this solution

than by the ordinaiy sulphide process, but the paper must be

suitable.

Rusty coloured prints, which aie sometimes iue\-itable when

printing from very hard negatives wbicih must be over-exposed

and und€Q--developed. may be greatly impi-oved by toning in

an ordinary gold and sulphocyanide bath, as used for P.O.P.

The print on being immei-sed in this iivill slowly turn to a pure

black or grey, and if left in too long to a bluish slate colour.

It is desirable to fix in a weak hypo solution after toning to

prevent any possible change of colooi-, but I have found prints

not so treated to stand \^erj' weQl.

Another method which I can strongly recommend is to tise the

ordinaa-y chi-omium intensifier, which wU usually transform a

poor, washed-out piint into quite a brilliant one. The bleach-

ing bath consists of potassium bichi-omate, 10 grs. ; hydrochloric

acid 5 minims ; water, 1 oz. ; after bleaching, the print is

washed until the whites are pure and then re-develoi)ed in an

I

ordinai-y amidol or metol-hydroquinone developer. It is neces-

sary to expose the bleached print to daylight during or after

bleaching or the image may infuse to blacken.
Pbacticcs.

The Lats Silvamus Thompson.—The many admirers in phoio-
gra^ihic circles of Professor Silvauus "Kiompeon will be tntereelted

in noiting the announcement that his " Life and Letters," by Jane S.

Ttompsoo and Helen G. 'nionipson, are shortly to be published
iby Mr. Fisheo- Unwiii. The volume will contain appreciations of

his work a« physicist, teacher, writer, artist, ajid " proplheit." Pro-
ieaeor Thompson was given ito expreawng his thoughts %'igorouBly,

and a repa-esenrtotive collection of his lefttere should make e.xcep-

tiona'.ly interesting readiiling.

Royal Photographic Society.—-The annual suibecription to tfae

Society may rfwrtly be doublied. At a recent council meeitiBig, oo

the BUggeetion of tiie revenue committee, it was agreed to ask the

members at the annual geuei'al meeting to alter the articles of

association to tihe effect that members residing within thirty miles

of Charing Cross and elected aifter Deceniber 31, 1920, shall pay an

annual subscription of £2 2s. Members reeidiing beyond that

nadius, or elected beioi^ thai date, to pay £1 Is., as at present,

the Fellowship sabsorix>tion to remain ait £2 2s.
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A MODIFIED BLEACHER IN CHROMIUM
INTENSIFICATION.

I

The reriTal o! interest in the "chromium " intensification pro-

oeM erineed by the lecent publication in this journal (') of the

preliminary resalfai of a research by MM. Lumi^re and Seye-

wetx will be welcomed by those who employ this excellent

prooew. To those who value the quality of permanence, which

characterises the chromium intensified image, it is not a little

snrprising that this process baa not completely replaced the

many which make use of mercury compounds. The further

advantage of being able by a slight modification to use the

process for the reduction of excessive contrast in a n^ative (')

does not seem to have much weight with the average photo-

gnpher—a truly conservative individual—to whom the only

cbange which is worth serioos consideration is one which " makes

things easier." It may be safely predicted, therefore, that the

chnMiinm intensification process will become the popular pro-

ONR when it is less trooble to work than any other.

BsfoT« ideal simplification can be attained, however, much

apsde work in the form of research has to be carried on, work

which adds to the sum of knowledge in other braacbes of science
,

M ««11 •• that with which it is more directly ooooemed. For

•zanple, MM. I.,ami^re and Seyewete hav« advanced a tenta-

tive theory to account for the operation of th« substances used

in the pioeSM andcr awsideration ; should they be able to bring

forward suSeiSBt eridenc* to substantiate their assumptions,

freah light will be thrown on the constitution of chromites

and a valuable addition to our knowledge of the chemistry of

chromium will have been made.

One of the considerations on which their theory has been

enunciated i* the fact that chlorochromates are efficient

bleachOTs in this process, whereas no bleaching takes place if

the reddish-brown crystals obtained by actii^ on a bichromau

with K^rtAromie acid are used. Theoretical considmtiona

would lead one to anticipate such results, for no btomiiie ohb-

pooa^ analogoos to the chknochromsAss haw been prepared.

Kevertheless, kydiobiomic acid will effieiaiitly i«place hydro-

chloric acid in the bleaching bath. A negative treated with the

following solution :
—

Potassium bichromata 6 grs.

Hydiobfomic acid (26 per c«it.) 6 minims.

Water 1 oa. fl.

is eflcctively blsaehad, ud if after remord of the bichromaite

Uin bv washing, the bleached image is dM«loped in the

ordinary way a black, strongly intensified iaMfS results.

Tbs following pointa in this modified proosH are perhaps

w«rtby of BMBtion :

—

(a) The UeMking m quite m rapid as that of • bath contain-

ing an squivalsBt amount of hydrochloric acid-^n fact, it

appears to be somwrhat more rapid, but the diOerenoe in speed

clmtrrtd may be ascribed to difference in the phyncal condition

of any two negaUves rather than to any specific difference in

the bleMhiag batk

(b) Tho bn« colour of the bleached image is more pronounced

when hydrobromic acid is used than when an equivalent of

hydrochloric acid is employed.

(c) The amount of intensification appears to be greater in

the case of the hydrobromic acid bleaching bath, but the differ-

«K« in this rtapect between the two acids U not perhaps suffi-

cient to justify the use of the more expensive hydrobromic

Now, whilst this modification of the chromium intensification

pioosss is perhaps of little practical importance, it is worthy

of some attenllon from the point of view of theory, for it

indicates that although a solution of a chlorochromate may be
used for intensification purposes, it is not necessary to assume
that the chlorochromate per se is the active agent, as was sug-
gested by Piper and Carnegie ('). The following alternative
theory of the bleaching action is supported bv results obtained
by the writer, a note of which has been published elsewhere (').

It is generally assumed that when hydrochloric acid is added
in relatively small amounts to aqueous solutions of bichromates
an equilibrium is set up by virtue of which chlorine in the
nascent condition is obtained. This chlorine may be brought
into the ordinary or gaseous condition by the simple expedient
of boiling the mixed solutions, when something like the following

reaction occurs:—
K, Cr, O, + 14 HCl = Cr, CI. 4- 2 KQ -I- 7 H,0 -f- 3 CI,.

If, however, instead of removing the chlorine by heat, metallic

silver be placed in contact with the solutions, the chlorine is

removed thereby, and at the same time a chromic salt is pro-

duced. When the solution is of the strength which is used in

intensification the amount of hydrochloric acid is insufficient for

tike formation of a normal chromic salt, consequently a hydrated
or basic insoluble salt is formed in the film contiguous to or

surrounding the silver chloride (').

An objection to this conception might be urged that, whereas
the bleached image is of a brownish hue, the fullness of colour

being roughly inversely proportional to the concentration of

hydroohlonc acid present in the bleaching bath, buff coloured

hydrated chromic salts are unknown.
There is no doubt whatever that the buS colour of the bleached

image is not contributed by the chromic salt. The writer's ex-

periments already referred to, which were conducted on silver

miRon, and in which analyses of the bath and the " bleached "

film were made, clearly demonstrated that chromic acid, CrOj,

rtisspfwrwi from the bath and wue present as siich in the

"bleached" film. For reasons which, altliough affording

definite evidence on the point, need not be gone into in the pre-

sent communication, it may be assumed as highly probable that

the basic chromic salt adsorbs chromic acid, and that the buff

colour of the bleached image is due to this adsorbed component.

Bothamley (*), whilst apparently unawaj:« of the writer's experi-

ments, has offered a similar explanation, but his conclusions are

somewhat discounted by the fact that the buff colour is attri-

buted to the presence of chromic chromate—a compound the

existence and constitution of which arc still subjects of contro-

versy.

Confirmatory evidence of this adaoirption phenomenon has

since been obtained by the author in a large scale operation in

which an oxidation with a bichromate is conducted in a

gradually increasing concentration of sulphuric acid. In this

case, until the concentration of the sul|>huric acid reached a

definite minimum, the oxidised insoluble product was con-

taminated with adsorbed chromic acid, which latter was present

in decreasing amounts as the mineral acid content of the oxidis-

ing solution increased in concentration above the minimum.

These considerations apart, the theory advanced by MM.
Lumi^re and Seyewetz is somewliat discredited by the constitu-

tional formulte which are given in support oi it. The com-

pound referred to as a double chromite, and which is assumed

t*) "Anwtear Pkoto(r>pher," 1904, xl., p. J99.

<<) •• Joamal Boc. Chem. Ind.," 1916, xxxt., p. 817.

(*) Ptp«rand Carnegie bare obeerred th&t Bilver is contact with a solution of

etarooic etaloride la attacked and conTerted into the oliloride witb simaltaneoni

lormation of a baaic chromic salt.

(«) • Photofrarhie Journal," 1918, No. 2, p. S3.
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to exist as such in contact with a bichromp+e, has the formula

p,^ /Cm

ascribed to it.

Two objections to this formula may be cited :
—

(a) Chromites are generally assumed to be constituted accord-

ing to the general formula CrO.OM, and no amount of re-

arrangement will enable MM. Lumiere and Sej'ewetz's formula

to be so written.

(b) The electro-positive element silver (Ag-f-) has deported

itself as an electro -negative etoment having replaced lihe electro-

negative element chlorine (C1-) of the chlorochromate

p^ /Cm
^'"^ \Gt

Whilst such dual deportment is well known as a characteristic

of many of the eJements, there is nio known instance of silver so

behaving. These are the days, however, of the rough handling

of generally accepted theories, and until further work has been

done on the question it would be unwise to affirm that the con-

stitution ascrilbed by MM. Lumifere and Seyewetz to the

chromium element of the bleached image is an impossible one.

Nevertheless, tlie efficacy of hydrobromic acid in ccnjunction

with a bichromate may legitimately be regarded, in the writer's

opinion, as confirmatory evidence of the views herein reiterated

;

for just as the usual bleaching bath may be regarded as a solu-

tion containing na.scent chlorine, so may a bath made up with

hydrobromic acid be regarded as a solution of nascent bromine.

This nascent bromine by attacking the silver of the image or

mirror, as the case may be, and converting it into silver bromide,

is removed from the sphere of action and the rttluction of the

bichromate to a basic chromic salt becomes a static condition,

with ensuing adsorption of chromic acid. The subsequent action

of the developer simultaneously reduces the silver bromide to

silver and the chromic acid to hydrated chiromic oxide, or more

probably to chromic hydroxide.

Further experiment should readily decide between the two

theories, for the amount oJ developer amsumwl in the final

development will be appreciably greater for a given amount of

original silver in the case of the bleached image being an

absorption complex than if the chromium be present in the

image in such combination as suggested by MM. Lumi^re and

Seyewetz.

The writer hopes at an early date to be able to continue his

experiments the i-esults cf which, when taken in conjunction

with those of other workers on the subject, may possibly afford

positive evidence on the constitution of the compound known as

chromic diromate, and should certainly allow of a clearer undea-

standing of the reactions which occur in the chromium intensi-

fication process. R.4ymond E. Cbowther.

BRIBING THE CHILDREN.

Children are more susceptible to ibribory tlian anyfbody else, crooks

esaapted. We oanjiot, of course, put children in the same category

as crooks, for the good and simple reason that youngsters are totally

innocent of a.ny wrongdoing. If it is ^bribery, it is a commeindalble

and totally inoffensive form of bribery, for it makes the children

ha-ppy, eases things for their (pa.rents and attracts trade.

A merchant in Tupper Lake, N.Y., offered an e.vcelueint assort-

ment of cunning, haippy dolls with cheerful faces.

ITie customer ordering £1 worth of photographs during the three

weeks set aside for the campajgn received one neatly dressed doll

11 to 14 ins. high. If the purchase amounted to £2 the Kttle girl

who accompanied her mother was given a medium-size, neatly

dressed doll 17 ins. high. If the lirt,tle giri succeeded in inducing her

mother to spend £5 she was rewarded with one large size, finely

dressed doll 20 ijis. high.

Oharles Mayer and Co., Indianapolis, Ind., made a certaam Friday

a red letter day for little girls. On this partioular Friday morning

every girl in Indianapolis who possessed a doll was invited to bring

her doll to the studio There was no distinotion between rich girl

or poor girl—all had an equal chance—for it was pointed out that it

did not matter whether the doll's clothes were torn or faded, or

whether the face was chipped or dirty, or the doU big or little, pretty

or homely, light or dark, so long as it resembled a doll.

The only .rule every little Koosier girl had to observe was to be sure

to pin a piece of paper to the doll with her name and address. On
Saturday the dolls weie placed in the studio window, and the over-

flow placed on exhibition in a prominent place inside the studio.

Every girl wias ii>vited to see the exhibit. On th« fo'iowing Monday
a group picture was taken of the dolls. On Tuesday afternoon each
girl calling at the studio for the return of her doll was presented with
a copy of the doll window picture.

As oan be imagined, the stunt got the photograiplhor talked a/bout in

thousands of Indianapolis homes solely by the mouth-to-mouth pub-

licity of tlie children. It got every girl's goodwill, and, aside from

getting tlie parents interested in the studio, it must be remembered
that the stunt wiU do the studio good in yeaxs to zcane, when the

little girls are grown up and have Uttle girls of their own.

Evans, Indianapolis, Ind., recently ran a series of flags of our

Allies in the local newspa^peirs. Half of each advertisement was de-

voted to a reproduction of a flag and a brief description of it, and the

other half was devoted to the photographer.

In the (public schoo's at the present time most of the history and
geogi-aphy lessons are being devoted to the Allies in the Great War.
Tills has resulted in every school teacher availing herself of all the

means in her power to inform her pupils more about our Allies.

She pounces upon every opportunity to get home the facts as a cat

pounces on a mouse, so the photographer who helps her out in this

connection is sure to receive her hearty co-operation. Children hate

to have knorwiledge crammed into their systems, but it is surprising

how muoh knowledge they will pi^k up if there is an inducement con-

nected with it. This EvaJis realised in inviting the school children

to cut out the advertisements, which appealed every Tuesday aaid

Satui'day. Tlie children were then told to colour the flags with

crayon or paint and they would soon have a full collection of tlie

flags of the Allies. This stunt might be improved ujpon by offerins;

prizes for the ibest coloured flags.

A photographer in Chattanooga, Tenn., knowinig how children

worship their war idols, offered a photograph, size 15 by 18 ins. of

President Wilson or Geineral Pershing with every 10s. order.

It will always pay the photographer to take the child into con-

sideration, for the child will Ibe grown up someday. If a favourable

opinion is farmed of a photographer while the duild is In the impres-

sive age, it will remain long after she is old enough to utilise her

own judgment of things. Ernest A. Dench.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
December 20, 1919, to January 24, 1920.—Scottish Photographic

Fedieratioe. Sec : John, Macdonald, 27, Abeirfeldy Street, Den-
nistoiun, GCasgow.

The .SoiENTiric .4Nd TECH»ficAL Group oif the Royal Photographic
Society will hold its first annual generaJ meeting at 55, Russell

Square, on Wednesday, December 17, at 7 p.m. The meeting will

'be (preceded at 5.30 p.m. by an informal gathering of members of the

Group in the library, and it is hoped that as many as ipossriW© will

be present on this occasion. Since tlie circular setting forth thej

astdrvities emd memibea-shiip oif tihe Goxnip was published some tAveinity-J

five [further membeira of the society have applied for admission, and!

it is -thareifore espeoted tihat the memibership of the GroRip will reach I

a total of about 200 early in the new year.
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jlssistants' notes.

Ifoim hf tmmtaitU tuUabU for thU column tcill be considered
and paid ter »n the first of the month follotcing publication.

Reducing-out BacRgrounda.
Is many cop:es and nuine commercial subjects it ia preferable to

remove the <let«il in the backgronnd «o ae to permit the latter to

print black rather than to block oat the negative with opaque
paint in the oaual way. Some years ago I worked oat a method of

doing thii by coating th« film tide of the negative with collodion and
aung a very itroog iodine solution, applied by means of a brush,

as the reducing agent. This waa published in the " B.J.," and
although it was preferable to scraping the film, especially in the case

of negative* for enlarging, it was not an ideal method, and the

folknring proeedu* will be found to be an improvement upon it.

The negative is first to be thoroughly dried by heat or otherwise,

aiid aa aoon a* it is cool it is coated with oollodioa joat as in the

previous method. The coating, however, need not be all over the

film so k>ng as the whole of the sabject itself is covered. If collo-

dion is not at hand probably almost any other kind of waterproof

varnish eoold be osed, bat I have not tried any other. When the

eollodioo is dry a Utt!e lUi-gloe (SeoootSBs) ia thinned oat with a

drop of water, to which a trace of dye or r'g"**^ > added. With
a sable the edge* of the sabject are painted over with the maxture
ia a retoaching desk, the cokNuing matter making it an easy matter

lo see whether any part has been omitted. Then the plate is laid

flat, and the subject filled in with a larger bmsh to that the whole

nf the figure to be retained is covered with fish-glue. As soon aj

this is dry, which may be hastened by warmth, the plate ia mopped
over with a mixture o( eqoal parts of ether and alcohol to diasolv?

away the collodion from the background. U another kind of var-

nish has been employed natorally its appropriate solvent shoald be

appUsd si this stage. The coating of fish-glae over the sabject will

act as a wist against the tolvent, and so will prevent the varnish

uoderosath it from being dissolved. The latter in its turn acts %»

a resist against the reducing solution, which is preferably applied

with a Bop of cotton-wool, as total immersion may find weak spots

m the vamiah. A* soon as the background is reduced oat, the plate

i* rinsed and mopped sorfaoe-dry, and the rest of the varnish dis-

solved. Then a good wash completes the process. In portraits it

will ba foand an improvement to reduce tl>e edges of the subject

slightly after removal of the varnish, so aa to avocd a cut-out api^ear-

aaoe. This may be still further modified by pencil work, as the

fUm is not injured in any way. and may be retouched as nsual.

—D. CHAkU*.

Finiabiax BlocKed>out Nrsa.iTca.

IfAJrr aimisftnnt have been passed round for covering the portions

of IIm teefcgnmnd loft uacovtred sfter the ootUne of a subject has

been dooa with opaque. To cover tha whola with opaqoe is waate-

fal and not always effective, the paint iMinK liable to abrasion in

laffa arMS. A paper mask is tha moat practical, bat a P.O.P.

proof nowadays is ouatly, and a black paper mask not easy to get

•vtn sn approximately correct shape upoo. The following Ins

baea fooad a lanarkaUy qaidc and easy plan. Wben the outline

faaad of paint is dry, tha negative is Isid Bat on a table in a good

light, aad a brash wsU oharfsd with tha paint is drawn round
jart ovariapping the Kna airsady made, making it about halfan-

inrb wide and rounding out any awkward comers. As soon as this

in dry again tha negative is laid film dowmvrds, this time on a

priaUag box, aad a few spots of seccotina pot on the glass side

ia Ika wrnieta aad other oonvemeot positions, but not over the

aohjatt itaalf. Thasa spota ar* rubbed oat Miin and smooth with

a tagw-aad till thay bacoma tacky, when a thast of tmnslnoeot

red paper ia laid down upon the gisat. It is then a matter of an

iaslaal to ma tha pais* of a Aarp knife arooad the sabject, cattinj;

throogh tha paper. He subject can he seen, aad the band of opaque
give* ptmAy of Ittttnda, so that there is no particular lina h> cut

to- Time a correct rask is made in a (aw sooiids, tod is already

fixed to tha asgaliva. A initable paper it obtainable from Messrs.

..—K.

A Printine-Boz Dodge.
-About an i»:h IbeJow the plate-glass top of my prij)*ang-ibox is a
aheM consisting of a sheet of ground-glass supported on a elat at
each Bide. A slit in the Ibox itself oUowb " vignettes " or " tissues

"

to be slid on this shelf at a suitable distance beneajth the negative.
Finding it rather difficult to adjust the positioois of pieces of

tissue paper, (for keeping back thin parts of negatives, withou/l
frequent lifting of the top of the printing-box, I have hit on the
following dodge, which answers splendidly, aa well as giving a
practical method of damping down the light for weaJt negatives.
Some tracing-cloth wae obtained, and pieces were cut the width of
the glass shelf and a little more than twice as long. Each piece
was folded once, and the two edges opposite the fold pasted to-

gether to form a folder closed -back and froiirt and open at the sides.

A metal ring wae attached to each at the siune time at one corner
by narnxw strips of the tracing cloth. One strip passed through
the ring, and the ends with plenty of adhesive put between the
two pasted edges of the sheet. Then another small pasted strip
was passed through the ring, and stuck outside the folder, maJiing,
when dry, a quite uniteoraible means of hanging tlie foMers up
when not in uee.

I find three of these fill all possihle requirements for regulating

the strength of the light. When a negative needs dodging, it is

laid on the bo.\ and one of the folders pUu'ed on top of it. Then
the bits vf tissue paper are slipped inside the folder, and when
adjusted to the negaltive the whole is slid ns one piece on the glass

slielf belo*, wilthout further trouble—K.

i\ Lens-cleaoir g Hint.

The advice to keep a special pieoe oi" chamois leather or o'd linen

for cleaning lenses is excellent, but often is carried out in practice

in a manner worse than useless, by the haA>it ocf keeping the clean-

ing material loose in the camera case, or lying about in a drawer

or on a shelf where it picks up all sorts of grit. Frequent polishing

then results in a beautiful croes-haitching of fine lines over the

surface of the soft gbus of which a Jens may consist.

Hie method I have adopted is to have a ahojnois leather bag, and

to use the intidt of this only for wiping lenses. Thus the surface

that does the work is always free from d>ust and dirt. For the

benefit of those who work in the West-End of London, I may
mention that a woman stands around Covent Garden mnrket selling

such bags, presumably as purses, for a few pence each, and these

are strung with tape which forms a loop by which the bag hangs

on a noil always bendy when needed. I have been fortunate in

buying a specially anooth white one 'frxxn her of a softness not met.

with before.

When a chamots needs washing, it is easy to retain the softu'ces.

.K thick lather of K>ap tod wtann -water is used, "Lax " being

quick and amtahle for the purpoee. The leather is rubbed out in

the lather, squeezed, and hung up to dry without rinsing.—K.

Fixiso IN Thibtt SacoNOS.—.\t a meeting of tlie Royal College

of ijoience Chemicai Socaety on, Friday last, November 28, at South

Kensington, Mr. K. Hiokmai gave a lecture on " Photographic

Pastimes from the Chemist's Viewipoint."

The lecturer [m reported in tJie "Times") opened with a dunon-

stration in flaihlight photography. A "sr.ap" of the audience was.

taken, and also a photograph of the chairman. The plates were then

given a rapid development wiith a lightning wash ; fixation in a fixing

sotutson, effective in thirty seconds, recently disooveied by the

lecturer ; a further washing for two minutes, in which time the hypo

was ivmoved by dilute permanganaK* ; a bath for two minutes in

fonnaline solution, after which the plate was rinsed, dried in a

st<«soi of hot air from a machine of the lecturer's design ; and finally

printed on a lantern plate. Thtia, within haJf an hour of the

exposure a lantern slide photograph of the chaiirnuui was projected

on to the screen.

Later, Mr. Hickman deoit with the screeii-p!»te method of colour

photogi«phy, which, he eaid, by its simplicity and the beauty of its

productions had ousted all other methods for amateur work. The

lecturer screened many examples of slides taken by the Paget process,.

including flower and scenic studies and portraits.
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exblbitlons.

MR. SPBAIGHT'S PHOTOGRAPHS OF SPITSBERGEN.

It would Ibe a, vary partial appreciatian of tihe ipihotographfl cow

being shown at iho Speaight GaJlerieB, 157, New Bond Street, to

say that they are a very (pleasant colleotion of exaimples of Mr.

Riohard N. Speaight's art in the field of landscape phoitogiraphy.

They are certainly that, and so eeirve usefuilly to deononstraite thait

a photograpiher .who has sipcat itihe greater jpant of his life im the study

of tome vahies as they occur in portraiture is alMe to make exoeUeixt

uae of hie setf-braining when, he goes out of doors for his sujbjeots.

But the collection, or, ,perfiia(p8, rather (the exhibition of it, possesses

more than oidioary interest from tlho fawt of its marking a new

kind of enitarpd»e on t'l»e ipart of tine West-end photographer. Spits-

bergen, for ail we know, may be a mice enaugih place for a Iho'iday

trip, but it is as a commercial enirepreneur rather than a holiday-

maker thalt Mr. Speajght ofters his photographs for the inspection

of the public The coanmercial interests which are thus forwarded

are those of the Nortihern E.Mploratioii Co., Ltd., the joint-stock

undertaking which holds large rights for the getting of coal, asbestos,

iron ore, maI^bl© land other minerals from the rich deposits on the

island of Spitfibei^en. The little e-xhibition serves to bring before a

wealthy public the prospects which are offered to the company hold-

ing th«se rights, and does so in the umostentaltious semi-detached

style of adv«irtiflement of wliioh the firm of Messrs. Speaight, Ltd.,

are (past masters. For the rest it oain scarcely be said that the

photographs raadise the glowia? epithets applied to the Spitsbergen

landscape in a preface to the exhibition catalogue by Dr. R. Cathcart

Bruce. For adequate rendering of the " brilliaint naitural colouring
"

Mr. S(pe»ight's exhibition should sfurely have been one of Auto-

chromes or at least (photognaipihs from pamchroma.tilc negatives. Ajp-

^jarenitly a Spitsbergen moss-landsoaipe loses a good deal of its

natural beauty when rendered in unassisted monochrome.

patent mm.
Proeest patent*—applieatiofis and ipeeiflcations—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications November 17 to 22.

Printing Paper.—No. 28,714. Photographic printing paper. Kero-

type, Ltd., and T. P. Middleton.

Printing and Transfer Paper.—No. 28,980. Hiotographic print-

ing paper and transfer processes. Kerotype, Ltd., T. P. Middle-

ton, and T. A. Mills.

X-Ray Photographit.—No. 28,566. Manufacture of photographic

plates, films, papers, etc., for X-ray photography, etc. J. C.

Mottram.

Photographic Appahaicts.—No. 28,498. Photographic apparatus.

J. P. Hansen.

Cinematography.—No. 29,109. Oinematograph projection appara-

tus. N. E. Barber.

Cinematography.—No. 29,131. Cinematograph film guiding

devices. P. H. Bastie.

Cinematography.—No. 28,440. Oinematograph apparatus. H.

Maler.

Cinematography.—No. 29,051.—Cinematograph film joints and pro-

cess and apparatus for manufacture thereof. J. E. Thornton.

Cinematography.—No. 29,146. Safety shutters for cinematograph

projection. W. Willniann>

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

These specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from
the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chaneery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackets is that of application in this country; er

abroad, in the case of patents granted under the International

Convention.

gcHEEN Plates for Coloub PHOTooBAPHr.—No. 129,717 (December

7, 1917). The invention consists in a method of making mosaic

ooloir screen plates of a degree of fineness suitable for cinemato-

giraph films. Particulars of the process ara given on another

page of this issue in the " Colour Photography " Sotppletnent.

There are sixteen separate claims made in respect Jo the in-

vention, all dependent on the first, which is as follows :

—

Forming a dSsoriminative composite colour-screen suited to de-

termine the production of and control the viewing of a photo-

graphic monochrome in the well-known manner on a base which

is non-absorbent for aqueous preparations, but is generally

absorbent for alcoholic and aromatic preparations, as, for example,

a base of simple or compound cellulose ester, by laying on this

base colloid lines or ai'eas with a fluid aqueous coloured colloid

preparation as described, then, after drying, staining the base

by a solution of a dye in a fluid whidh the base absorbs ; the

colour of the stain being broadly or generally "antichromatic
"

to the colour in the aqueous colloid.—Joseph Thomas iSnuth,

St. Pet«rs-upon-Cornhill, London, E.C.

meetinas or societies*

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
SuNDAT, December 7.

United Stereoscopic Society. " Passe Partout " Demonstration. W. L,
Vftigbt.

MoNDAT, DECEMBBB 8.

South London Photographic Society. " Personal Practice in Lantern Slide
Making." J. D. Johnston.

Dewsbury Photographic Society. Members' Lantern Evening.
WiJIesden Photographic Society. Affiliation Lantern Slides.

Bradford Photographic Society. "The Art of Developing." A. Dordan
Pyke.

Bowes Park and District Photogriphio Society. " Night Photography." A. H.
Blake, M.A.

Kidderminster and District Photographic Society, "Soma Cotswold Homes and
Villages" (Autochromts). W. Partridge.

City of London and Cripplegate Photographic Society. Affiliation Lecture.

Tuesday, Decbubbb 9.

Royal Photographic Society, " Demonstration of the ' Carbro' Process." H. F.
Farmer.

Hackney Photographic Society, " Printing Processes." A. Dordan Pyke.
Chelsea Photographic Society. Discussion ef (be A.P. and P. Prize Lantern

Slides for 1918.

South Glasgow Camera Club. Whist Drive.

Leeds Photographic Society. " Bromoil tor Beginners," W, E. Qundill.

WEomsDAT, Deceubeb 10.

Croydon Camera Club. "Some Hints on Making, Staining and Finishing

Picture Frames." V. Jobling.

Dennistoun Amateur Photographic Association. " The Manufacture of Anastigmat
Lenses." A.C. W. Aldis.

South Suburban Photographic Society. " Bruges." G. H. Dannatt.
Photo-Micrographic Society. "The Use of Light-Filters in Microscopy." J. H.

Pledge, F.R.M.S.
Bristol Photographic Club. " The Art of Developing." A. Dordan Pyke.

British and Colonial Camtra Club. " Bromide Printing." F. Broad.

Partick Camera Club. W. Fraser Smith and T. MaoNtill.

Thursday, Decehbbb 11.

The Camera Club. " The Home of the Rajput." E. W. Mellor.

Hammersmith (Hampshire House) Photographic Society. "A Few Facts

about Fleas." Dr. a. H. Rodman. „ „ ,
Richmond Camera Club. "Improving the Negative." R.H. Lawton.

Brighouse Photographic and Naturalist Society. Demonstrations: "Develop-

ing a Negative." H. Robinson; "Developing Gaslight Paper," J. W.
Salmons; " Self-Toning Paper," J. R. Broadbent,

Aston Photographic Society. " Flashlight Photography." A. Dicks.

Wimbledon Camera Club. "Control in Bromoil." G.B.Clifton.

Hull Photographic Society. "Finishing Brcmide Prints." L. Kirk.

Rodley and District Photographic Society. Yorkshire Photographic Union

Lecture. J. B. Seaman.
South Glasgow Camera Club. Ozobrome.

|

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Meeting held Tuesday, December 2, Mr. W. B. Ferguson, K.C.,

in the chair.

Mr. A. H. Lisett gave a demonstration of Jantern-slide making,

in the course of which he very fully desorjbed his own practice.

The treasurer of the Society is a man of system, whose sense of

order is offended by anything which savours of the haphazard.

Thus much of the advice whidh he inculcated was concerned with

rules and expedients by which failure due to errors of judgment

might be eliminated. He showed how allowance could be made

for the various factors affecting exposure in lantern-slide makmg,

such as density and colour of the negatives, and working aperture

of lens when making slides by reduction. An important part of
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tu* proeeAire conaiated in notes made of sMdce produced uudw
prvriaaa known oonditinni. While it may be doabied whether the
*•*({• "•fc* o* I«nt«ni-«lide« can be perenaded to work in an
iqaaO]r qraUniatic w«y, it must be admitted that from the many
raniU wUdi he liiowad upon the screen Alx. Liaett could point
with ample jnrtification to the excrt-diiitjly fine quality of his work.

llie Ohaimun
, in rtiwontint^ from the recommewfaytiau of time

deveiofment in ^ntem-sUde making, poiotod out that while the
•yatam waa aU ri^ fuc nqgiAivai. whera it did not maUer if denaitv
varied, a tlie oaae of iaotern-sUdea it was bad fm^acs. He kne^
^ ™> '"V o* working except bv examiiiing the traoapareocj-.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.
A WBLCOMB ereniag for the begiiuun- waa aflorded laat week by the
popular preaideat, Mr. John Keaoe, giving a plain deootiatiMtion,
" How to Make Brotnide Eolaiiganenta with the Clidb Lantern."
At Srat ai^ this may Mem a simple propamtMo, but the utilim-
tioii of the oiob tantem, which, like a fried mutton chop, ia

geaetally regarded by epienreana aa the ImI refnge of the dcsUtute.
lodicitaa the praaident baa nerve unimpaired after nearly two years'
reign over a totteleDt tcibe.

VaturaUy hia beat frienda foodly hoped he would come aome aort
at a erapfwr, aoeb aa e^Maing on the wtoog aide of the paper, or
Mleaking byiw aoliMion for developer, etc., but the only dceinible
•tap in Ihia direction eonaiated in hia forgetting to add the amidol
to the aolphite aolotioa. which delayed appraciaUy the afifwanuice
of tile imagi

U ia BOi naoeaaary to foUow Mr. Kaaoa thrangh an a<knirably
delivared eienanteiy axpaaitioc^ from which good advice flowed in
a oofilinnal alraam. Tbia, of courae, kept Iha itummtnrtnr in the
bat of apirila, and aa it waa never aeriooaly ai Tarianee with pre-
omeaivMl aotioaa iu renipiento were equally happy. He invariably
M^logra the " Wetborne Piper" formula for an amidol devaioper.
Thia WM aUted to be an foUowa :—Soda anlpiMU crystala, 2 oaa.

;

metahiaoipbito d potaah, i oa. ; water, 10 oaa. For oaa, (aJce

1 oa. of the atock aolution, 2 on. water, and 6 gra. of
aondoL " Develop to the bitter cod," he aaid, a teoommaodation
which mnagr oooaidered appropriate to the mlMtmHail anbaoqaonHy
(•rudnoad. technioally firat-rate and in mildly deoorati\-e vein.

A* a matter of fact, and it waa ao poiiOed out in the diacuMiun,
Mr. Piper later modified the original formula by haJving the meU-
buulphite, aa being the boat propoctiooa for neotoaliaiiig average
tampiea of mtipU»», cocMqoenUy Mr. Keane waa prohdbly employ-
ing a diatineUy aeid aololaoo, which may have accounted for the
aboonnaay hMg time the print took to develop. He aaid he had
u«««r bean lat down with hia formula, bat olfaera nanmted con-
traiy exparianoaa. and pointed out that aa Iha addatioo of the arid
Mlt waa primarily intended aa a prevanlMre «< oxidataoo, the
Mkfast ooaiaa waa lo make up freah aolphiU aotaHioa each time aa

^•aaiaUy ffowwwiwl bf the makera oi broaaide papen.
Mr. Vivian Johling pot in a good word tor the hydroqninone-

ii.etol devafepar, wfaieh in hia handa had kept rtmarkably well. Mr.
E. A. Salt doobted whether any of the modera devekpan ga\e
bettor biacka than the old iron developer. Mr. H. P. C. Harpur
•4Mad: the inn developer waa more troufaieaome, and riak uf

faihua waa nmrMMad, but the inlenae bladu it rendered had, to

aay tha laaat, navar bean beaten.

Tvwarda the end ot the demunatratiuu Mr. Keane, who had been
liumg a lot ol pbin talking, expanded amnawhat. " Well, gentle-

man," ha declaimed, "after having expoaed onr bromide paper,

deratopad, Bxed, waahed and dried the print, what then are we
t>i doT " " Put it in the dnathin," promptly replied a member with
Ji^dened artiatic soul. The answer auffioed.

It » with great regret that we have to anooanoe the death, at the

at(e ol seiveaty-nine, ol .Mr. John Noaka, an old and highly esteemed
iTiiihai of the dob. Right royally be worked for it in days gone
!<y, and be will be sadly miaaed by many frienda. Exhibition work
had Uttle attraction for him, but he «as ever a aouod photogiaplier,

«i(h a good aye tor the beaulrful. In later years be took op the
Aitfoofamaa pro caaa with enthu«a*ni, and achieved remarkable

Commercial ^Ceaal Ititelllfleitcte

Thk Ilfokd Dividend.—For blie year ending Oobober 31 kat, tha
directors of Iliord, Ltd., have recommended a dividend of 8 per
cent, on the ordinary aharee, against 6 per cent, a yeax ago.

At the Londo.v Bankruptcy Couet on Wednesday in last week,
before Mr. Registrar Hope, the public examination was appointed
to be held of Richard Cardwell Barron, photographer, 7, Queen's
Street, Bloomabury, W.C, lately trading at 19, Cheapside, E.G.,
and lately residing at Shedfield, Ashley Road, Thames Ditton,
against whom a receiving order waa made on October 14 laet, on
the petition of a creditor, the act of bankruptcy being the
failure of the debtor to comply with the requirements of a bank-
ruptcy notice.

Upon the case being called on ioi' heai'ing, tlie OflScial Receiver
stated that debtor had only filed his statement of affairs on the
previous day, and the usual summary had not been sent out to
all creditors, therefore he asked that the examination might be
adjourned in order that he might have time to go into the matter.
The learned Registrar accordingly adjourned the examinatioji

until January 21.

Subsequently an official of the Comt stated that debtor was in

attendance^ and was willing to be examined, but the Registrar said
that as he had only juat filed his statement of affaire it was impos-
sible to go on with the examination that day, because the Official

Receiver must have time to investigate the matter.

Lkgai. XoTiCES.—At an extraordinary general meeting of tlie

Sketch Photo Company, Limited, held at 10, Leigham Terrace,

Plymouth, the following r&'wlutiou wae passed, and at a subsequent
meeting waa dtJy confirmed :

" That the company be wound up
\-ioluntarily, and that Mr. E. R. Bowdon, certified accoiinitant, 11,

Athenoum Terrace, Plymouth, be apixiiiuted liquidator." Creditors

of the company are required to send on or before December 21

particulars of their claims to Mr. E. R. Bowden, above addreea.

Notice is given of the diasolution of the partnership between

Percie C. Cooper, Algernon M. Cooper, and H. de Home Cooper,

carrying on business as photographei«, photo-mecbaoioal printers,

etc., Cnnfield Works, Crainfield Road, Brockley, under the style

of the Craiifield Press, so far as ouncerns Algernon Morris Cooper,

vho retires. All debts due to and owing by the late firm will be

received and paid respectively by Harry de Home Cooper and

Percie Cyril Cooper, who will continue to carry on the business

under the style of Alfred H. Cooper and Song.

NEW COMPANIES.

Rajau, LiMiTKU (private company), was registered on Novem-

ber 24, with a oapitsl of £300,000 in £1 aliares. The objects are

t<> take over the business uf Rajar, Limited (incorporated in 1907),

and to carry on the busineeB of manufaidturers of and dealers in

phulognapliic materials and apparatus, advertising specialties and

nuvdtiea, sliowcarda and almanacs, dbemioails, etc. The first direc-

tors are;

—

A. E. Parker, Wadhurst, Suesex, paper maker (director

of Wiggins, Teape and Coniiwny, 1919, Limited, and Rotary Photo-

umpliio Cojni^ny, 1917, Limited); T. L. Parker, Withnell Fold,

Cliorley, I.anca., paper-maker (director of Wiggin.s, Teape and Cora-

pony, 1919, Limited); C. F. S. Rothwell, Tliomedge, Spring Road,

Hale, Cl>es., chemist (managing director of Ro*ary PhotograpliAo

Company, 1917, Limited, and director of Lilywihite, Limited).

Regiatered office : Rajar Works, Town Lane, Mobbealey, Ches.

PRBsa Sebvices, Limitkd.—Tliis private company was registered

on November 25 with a capital of £500 in £1 shares. Objects:

To take over tlie business of a Press and commercial photographic

service now or recently carried on by H. F. Baldwin at 47, Fleet

Street E.C., as the "Baldwin I'hotograpliic Prese Service." The

sbbscribers are :—W. G. Gilbert, 12; Harders Ro-id, Peckham,

S.E.15, ei^ineer, 300 shares; R. E. Norman, 21, Marmion Road,

North Side, CIat]ham C'omnuxi, S.W., press photographer, 100

shares; H. F. Roberts, 54, Ivy Road, Cricklewuod, N.W.2, en-

gineer. 100 shares. Permanent directors : W. G. Gilbert, H. F.

Roberts, and R. E. Norman (miuiager and secretary). Qualification,

£1U. Secretary : R. E. Nonnan. Registered office : 47, Fleet

Street, K.C.
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ReiDs ana Rotes*

Messrs. Wallace Hkaton, Limited, 17-19, Cliiiiiye Alloy, Shef-

field, send us a 40-page illustrateil jM-iot-liw, of scvond-haiKt apparatus

just usaed by them In addition to desci-ibing many )>opiilar

patterns of cjroera and oWier photographic apparatus, it contains

sections specifying bargains in niici°oscope6 and fiold glasses.

A VV-iB Memorial Booklet sliowing the paH taken l>y the

town of Leiston, Suffoll^, in the war has been ])i'oduced and issued

*y Mr. J. S. Waddell, The Hayling Studio, Leiston. It briefly

details the acliievemer.ts of Suffolk regiments in France, the ioca.i

oontributions to munition making, and the work carried on in the

•way of food prod^iotion and coastal defence in a distr;ct wliich

was constantly e.xpoeed to the thi-eats of enemy bombardment or

invasion. Several large mosaic photographs have as their subjects

the many men in Leiston and the sua-rouiiding districts who have
fallen in the woi-. The price of the booklet is two shillings.

Expression of the Eyes.—Writing to " Camera Orait." a con-
tributor oommeiiits upooi the strained e.xpressioaii obtained in the eyes
by asking a si.tt«r to look, or fix the eyes, cm. a certain spot. A
Tery much more pleasing expression is obtained by gettinjj; the sitter
to look at a ginoup of lectures on the wall. Perhaps the eye will roll

just a little, but the motixwi will ibe so slight as to be uanotiiceable.
It would a,ppear thiat the taiavel of the eyes whidh is enjoui-aged by
the group of pictures results in a slighitly widei-open effect, certainly
a less stoaiined one, which is mosit desirable. In addition), the larger

aurabor of pictures is more interestiliig tllian the single oiie, and this
also conidaoee to a lees constrained look. Tlie writ^-r .suggests that
those who will take tlie troulble to make a few comparative exposures
by this method alongside that of sliding a picture up ami down on
a rod will speedily convince themselves of the benefit n hioli it briaigs

as regajrda a pleasing and nat-iiral e.Xipres.<a<Mi in the eyes.

Correspondence.

*,* Correspotidents should never write on both sides of tin paper.
No notice is taken of communicatiojis unless the names and
addresses of tlie writers are given.

',' W« do nol undertake responsibility for the ojnnions expressed

b]/ our correspondents.

THE ASSISTANT QUESTION.
To tlie Editors.

Gentlemen,—Of tlie recent corre-sipondence on the subject of the
farmation of a imion of assiiatantte, the nearest solution seems to
be ithat of the Photographic section of the N.A.U.S.A.W. anl C,
as put forward by Mr. HattTy G. Ward in your issue of the 21at ult.

It seems to me that it fulfils all the suggestions iby your corre-
spondent "Another Hopeful," as .this society has already head-
quarters in London and brancliee in all the principal provincial
towns, so that it would be quite easy for assistants out of London
to meet togethei-.

We should have the advantage of having a powerful organisation
behind us to commence with, and also the help and experience of
officials who are men already tniined and accustomed to deal in

ma/bters affecting questions of labour.

The previous .ttterapte to form a union of asoistamte have failed
dhiefly, I honestly believe, owing to the desire of so many to wait
and see 'the other chap make a start, but assistants nui.'-it sliake off

this spirit, and each one must get a move on.

I hiave joined the N.A.U.S.A.W. and C. inyse'.f, als<j induced a
coUeagae to do the same, and hope to peivuade several others ; and
if every assistant would only do likewise, then at last we should be
on the road to success.

The future of the assistant depends uipon organisation. If the
employer can obtain labour for lese than a li\-iiig wage, who can
blame the employer?(^yours ^aitlhiftillv, " Fokwaed. '

\

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Some of your correspondents compare the positicn

of the worker in jilKxtography with that of those in othei' trades;

but iihotography is widely different even from oUier luxury trades

Before we can hope to improve our position wo must at k-nsi

understand it.

Modern wage increases have little to do with comparative skill.

They depend upon the power of closely compacted labour—in mines

and factories, for instance—^to resist its own dilution, and, furthi-r.

the power to brinj; economic pressure on the employer or on tli.>

public generally, as in tlie recent railway strikes.

Presuming that every adult as-'iatant was unionised, could •<<•

control the dilution of our own labour? With thousands of scat

lered businesses up and down the country, each the oIkui

iiel in one way or another of an over-generous flow of boy and giil

labour into the trade, the answer is most emphatically No!

As regards economic pressure? It is possible for most of the

good old British public to go from the cradle to the grave without

worrying a little bit about photography. They have to be coaxed.

Any necessitous work could generally be carried through in some

fasliioii by the average employer l)ecause he is usually his own

principal assistant. Of most of tliem you can say that they haven't

time enough to be managers or money enough to be capitalists.

Any necessitous work that the employers couldn't do would be

attempted at a cheaper price by hosts of back-garden amateurs.

Such, gentlemen, is our ignoble profession. Can and will nothing

ever be done? Nothing, until photography is frankly recognised

as a sweated, uneoonomic trade, and a trade Ijoard apixiinted, as

in other similar trades, to improve wages, liours, and conditions,

and to settle admission, training, and generally level things up a

bit.

The tailoring sweat-shop is a thing of the past; but the tyi>e

of humanity that used to run them is fast coming into photo-

graphy, alive to the po.'i-ibilities of multiple shops, worked at liigh

pressui-e wijjh a factoi'y behind them. He always opens Sundays.

He would open night and day if he thoui;ht that there was money

in it. TJie pride and .self-resi^ect of the craftsman is nothing to

him. It is for rejuitable photographers, employees and employers

alike, to decide whether they will hang together or hang singly.

In "process" work the employers' federation fixes minimum
prices. The employees' union has secured a minimum standard

w-age of £4 7s. 5d. for vpork that is certainly not more exacting

than that of the average photographic assistant. But " process
"

has the advantage of being associated with the always highly

organised printing crafts. It is a compacted trade. Straight

photography is not. Much time and effort has Ijeen wasted in the

past on ambitious photographic union schemes. I1ie one essen-

tial thing for the moment is just a trade board. Would assistants

be prepared simply to sign a jietition for one if forms were circu-

lated?

What is the feeling of assistants of both sexes with regard to

action on these lines?

If tlie "B.J." would oblige by giving this idea publicity, and

opinion seems generally favoui'able. it will be a simple matter for

some of us to get together and make a start.—Yours truly,

Digger.

NEGATIVE BBOMOILS.

To the Editors.

Getvt'.emen,—A t^tat-ement by Mr. Clifton in liie report of tlie

demonstration he gave at the Croydon Camera Club, as raporte<l in

the " Journal " of Nov'emlber 21, to the effect that he iiad never met
with uegalti\'« Bromoils in pre-w;u- days is quite contrary to my
exjperieuce.

Up to 1914 1 siip|K)^e I made some hundred or more Bromioils

cadh year, and cei'tainly foiuiid 10 per cent. i>igniented up as nega-

tives. The late Mr. Welborne Piper wixite t^i ine on the process

when he first discovered it. and this phenomenon had alrea<Jy

appeared. He was uniaible to explain it ; we made eoine tentative

ex^ierunenlts, but the pressure of my professional work prevented

me following them up, and I think other more rm[X)rtant matters

alisoa'bel his attention
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Be geoermUy ueed ordinary picture poetcardi lor his ex])eriineniUvl

woric. and I, prioto nuufe on all the well-known bromide papers, in-

^^^l
^^^lg tboae mentiooed by Mr. Clifton. Tbe negative afipearanoe

WM met with on tU, bat we nerer knew when to expect it. By
the way, ii was not nenr to me, a« it had occnrred also when I

OTorked tbe BawKna oil proceae {see " Oil and Bromoil ").

The beat remedy is to soak the print in witter, dean all the pig-

ment off with petn4 or caifaooa, &ry the print, tlien start de novo

another day. By continoed {rigmenting tfte negative may be con-

vetted into a ipaaitiTe, hot the resoH is not so aatiafaotory as when

the lormar plan m adofited.—Yoars faitiMiiUy,

Parhrtone. Dorset. A. R. F. £vnsBBD.

QUANTITY TANK DEVELOPMBXT.
To the Editors.

Oentlemea,—May I Ireapaaa on your space to nf\y to Mr.

Kni^and'a critici«n of my notes on Tank Development? I was

•t thinking of the cheapest class of work, but of those middle-

lass ttwdint where four or even six negatives are made of each

Iter and proofs sent of three or four. Working on these lines,

Mr. England will find it qnite possible to expose 160 plates in a

ny, although it is admittedly rush work. Witii rej^ard to re-

' uching and printing, any trade worker will tell you that in the

)'iiay ssMoa many Iwisimissfs do put out all this work.

To taka Mr. BngUnd's second point, I hoped and thought I had

I'uide it clear that I was advocating tanks simply for their greater

liulding capacity, not with a view to time development. Woricing

.1 thesa linsa, the developer may be absolutely the same as for dish

!• velopment. For time development, of course, a weaker aolution

t» mudi better.

Mr. England snggasU that asaistanU should be employed. The

trouble is that tha rush will not last for more than a few weeks,

afUr which ths nmnber of sitters will drop to perhaps three a day.

I supposa thai the assistanU will then have to find other jobs <

There aia already far too many of these temporary jobs about.

If Mr. Bogland will glance at the last paragraph of my notes

ha will see that I was not thinking only of one-man buainesses. As

a mattar of fact, it was as an assistant that I ex|>erieooed this

.ort of work, and it was ray desire to show how the working condi-

tions of such assistanU might be improved. Perhapa the choice

ol a «na-BMn biMinsw to illustrate my point was an unfortunate one.

Yours faithfully,

Ahoa. Hania A«™» O. Wuxis.

W.\R WORK OF THE F.A.STMAN REfeEABCH LABORATORY.

To the Editors.

D —Your aonnia* in the isaoe of October 10 Uiat the

acauar aMd>ar of eoMumieations pobliahad recesitly fn«n our

reaaareh laboratory haa been due to the divermoa of our activiUes

to war problama m corraot in the main. It may interest you to

know what the chief war activitisa of Iha khocmiory were.

The phvaica dapartoant under the charge of Mr. L. A. Jones,

who was "given a commiaiioo as Ueoteoant in the Unit«l 9tat«a

Navy, was devoted to the investigation ol marina oamooflage, the

Uboratory reasaroh on thU subject being oondncted at Boebeater.

I>r 9. E. Sheppard, in tha physical chcokal laboratory, took op the

Mady of colloidal fuel, and socceeded in preparing a sobatitote for

foal M wmtai-n-g 30 per cent of pnWeriaed coal, this fuel showing

a. very oweidetabU economy as compared with the use of standard

fuel oil. The piw<o(iapbio divUion of the laboratory with the

Mctioa of pbotogiaphie phvaios was devoted to aerial photography,

tha two main bnadtM of work in this field being the organiaatioo

and aopply of inatnictora for the school of aerial photography at

Kodak Park, whera tha groond photographers for the Umted BUt<a

Army waw trained, and tha laboratory investigBtioo of the theory

of aerial photography. This latter investigation is now being pre-

pared for pdblicatian in the form of a mooograph.

In tha Jaitar part of 1918 almost all the work of the laboratory

was dtraotly iir~f*^ with military work, and none of iU regular

w«rk ooaid ba carried on. This ia not the aola cause for the leeseo-

iiw of pAlkafinn at the present time, however. Wh«i we resumed

oar wtwk after the ArmiaUce was signed, we found that a great

deal of Ifca fondameaUl rwearch work which bad been done bad

|,0.„p,j the posaibility of publication in the form of

papers. Many of the researches would have required space for

poWication which no journal could be expected to supply, and it

was consequently determined to adopt another form of pniblication

and to prepare a series of monographs dealing with the theory of

photography. During t-he present year these monographs have been

started, and three are now well advanced in their preparation, while

ethers have been commenced. While continuing the publication of

our work in the form of communications, we hope, therefore, in

future to collect work in each special field of photographic theory

in this seriee of monographs, tlio first members of whidi will pro-

bably be published in the early part of 1920.—Very truly yours,

C." E. K. Mees.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.,

November li, 1919.

MOUNTING BLOCKS TO POINT MEASURES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—May I have a few lines in which to reply to " Broii/e

Medallist," of the Manoliester School of Teohnologj', for the content^

of the letter leads one to the supposition that he is very superficially

acquainted with the subject, othenvise he would not write so loosely

as he does?

Were he a process 6ngr.iver he sliould he much more cognisant of

the facta and difficuUiee of tlie subject than his letter would lend

one to baliev^him to be. Perhaps it is that as our " Bronze Medal "

dates back nine years he has not kept himself fully informed on
proaess mattors ainoe that date.

He lays it down that tlie " jobbing printer is more anxious than

ever that the . point system be applied " by the engravers,

and states it not merely as an opinion, but as though it were a fact,

but he gives no evidence in proof of his assertion.

Aj a praotioaj process block-maker, I assert tfliat if the fault lies

anywhere it lies at the door of the printer himself, because he will

not order his blocks by point measurement, especially if such extreme

accuracy costs him a veritable fraction mox^ than the lowest price

at which he can purdfaase his blocks without such accuracy.

Tie exonsea your oorreapoodent puts into the mouth of the process

entpuver are mere nonsense, ooid his assertion that it is as simple

to mount a block to ppint measurement as to mount it type high is

only efpiaUed by his other assertion tl:at this portion of the work
is "relegated to ar.skilled and semi-skilled labour." If he knows
anything about the trade at oU, after his thirty years' experience,

he shooid know that such a fltaitoment will not hear investigatoon.

I quite agree that the system "would confer a boon," and that

the " extra cost would be worth paying for by the piiniler "
; hut

wiU he pay it? .4nd will it "bring the block-maker more business

fur himself "?

Here are a few facts. I am a st,xunch believer in the point

Kystetn, and a more staunch ibeliever in sending out blocks perfectly

true in e\'ery way, sp at great expense to my firm I launched a

campaign on the printing trade. T sent several commuiijcataons to

practically every printer of any repute in this country offering thelii

their platea mounted on a patent mount, guaranleed true to point

iiieaswement and type high, dead true in every way, and all this

ffuaranletd. But, alas, to receive this cost the printers one half-

penny per square inch more than the usual cost of his blocks. What
waa the result—ahsolule failure, for out of the less than 100 replies

we received (from printers only, remember) aibout 80 or 90 per cent.

petaisted in ordering hy inch meBauremants, and some 60 or 70 per

cent, thought the ^. per square inch too greait a price to pay for

the aoQoracy. So after many months' atmgg'le to introduce point

measorement and dead aocnmte work we gave it up as a bod busi-

ness, and to-day our experience is that not one-tenth of 1 per cent.

ol the orders that come to us froni printers are ordered by podrats

instead of inches.

If your oonceponderat oonsidera it " time the block-makers got a

move on," and that it seems a simple maitter to devise meams

whereby Uooks can be turned out dead true to point measures

"automatically as easily as the present system," let him by all

meaM get to work and show ue boiw. I for one will give his system

a hearty W'doome, e\-en thou^ it might turn out that theory and

practsje did not a^we.—Yours truly,

Th. Eahm,
Managing Director of the Marrfiall Engraving Co.
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JinstDers to Correspondents*

SPECIAL NOTICE.

In aceordMut wUh our present practice a smaller ipau will be

allotted to revlies to correspondents.

We will answer bu post if stamped aitd addressed envelope is enclosed

for r^y: S-eent International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be ansroered in the Friday'
s^' Journal " must reach m

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and slwuld be addressed

to the Editors.

tp
YV_ Yom require a lioenoe, the ofEce for which is at Queem's

CoU«ge Paradise Street, Birmmgdiam. "Thiere is no csharge for the

licence, and it holds goods as long as tjhe Licensing Order remains

in force.

O. T. Apart from ihe copper toning process, -which is not now in

much favour, the only formula we know is that of sulphide-toning

in Uie usual way, amd then toning th« sulphide-toned prinitfi in ft

gold sulphooyaivide ibath a« used for P.O.P.

N. AND Co.—The two firms for enameds are Mr. J. W. Beaufort,

The Studio, Easy Row, Birmingham, and Farquhar Vitrified

Enamels Co., Derby Lodge, East Sheen. There is no other form

of photograph -which could be used with the certainty of it wibh-

atanding prolonged expoeure to -weather.

C, R.—The office of the Retaiil Businesses (Licensing) Ordtji- to which

you should apply is at Queeoi's College, Paradiee Street, Birming-

ham. We do not thiuk you can be restrained from canvassing out-

side your o-wn town so long as (the business proper is earned on

at the address in reapeot- of which the licence is issued.

W. N.—Dissolving views are alonost completely out of favour with

the general (public. You hiad very miuoh better speoid the money

on the best equipment in the way of light fur a single lamp. We
assume, of oonreo, that you are intending to show ordinary photo-

graphio slides, not dissolving-view effeote such as had some popu-

larity twenty or tliirty years ago, but now, except for children's

entertainments, are utterly out of date.

Q. H.—The chief consideration is not the size but Vhe design of the

burner—that is, the proper adjustment of the gas passages and

air inlet. By far the beet burner tliat we know of is the inverted
" Howellite," which Messrs. Griffins supply. Your lens is all

right, supposing that it has a focal length of at least 8 ins. ; all the

better if 9 ins. With this lens and a good incandescent light you

ought to be aJble to enlarge 5 to 6 diaimeterB without exposures

becoming inconveniently long.

C. E. G.—We are quite at a lose to a.ccoun,t for the stains on the

enlargement from the ipartioulars you give. If we had nothing

whatever to go upon, we should have said that the enlargement

l»ad been wilfuUy dabbed over witlx some bleaching solution, sucli

as ferricyanide and bromide, as used for sepia toning. The paper

appears to .be one by a leading maker, and therefore we think it

is a matter which might reasonably be referred to the makers, so

we return the enlargement.

E. K.—^There is no means tha.t we know of taking out the stains.

If it is a very li^t-coloured faibric, some benefit no doubt could

be made by rubbing the staiins with a little paste made of Iblea-sh-

ing powder (chloride of lime) to which a very little hydrochloric

acid has been added—enough to give the mi.xture a chlorous smell.

This will attack developer stain, but, unfortunately, also the dye

used for most dark fabrics. If it is a dark suit, albout the b^t
tlung you can do is to make the stains lees ooaif^icuous with

ordinary ink.

M. B.—1. You tell us so little about the stains that we can only
guess at the cause. If they occur -wiiith large numbers of prints,

Hnd all in places near to the edges of the cards, it is just possible

that they may be due to a defect of manufacture, although we
have never seen anything of this kind. Still, failing this explana-

tion, we cam only suggest that they are due to some chemijad con-

tamination suoh aa hypo or sulphide before or during develop-

ment. 2. You can get a cement for sticking celluloid to negatives

from Messrs. BIheinlander, New Maiden, Suwey.

W. E.—Very likely painting with quinine has been mentioned by

various people from time to time, bat it is a relic of the wet-collo-

dion days. No doubt the pirooess you suggest would work if wet-

oollodion plates were the only sensitive material available.

Bat it does not do with drj--plates, which in the ordinary way
ahlow no sign of the inviailble quinine markings. We know of no
secret -writing whi;h can be done so as to defeat the copyist. We
are afraid the only course of this kind which you can take in self-

protection is to deface the prints with ink, say from a rubber

stamp, or hy perforating them with your trade name, as is com-
monly done by pJiotographers when, sending out proofs.

C. L.—1. Prices range from £3 to £10, according to lens. 2. We
have not a price list of the plates and brooches. You should
apply to Fallowfields. 146, Charing Gross Road, W.C.2, or to

Messrs. Moore and Co., 103, Dale Street, Liverpool, who are
makers of the can ei-as. 3. Yes ; developed and fixed at one opera-
tion. 4. Rinsing in water for three or four minutes. 5. As a rule,

not more than about f /Q. 5. Yes, mostt of the cameras are of fixed-

focus type. 7. If you have been in the photograpliic business

at your present address prior to February, 1918, it would not be
necessary io obtain a licence. If your 'business has been established

since that date, you presumably have obtained a licence, the office

for whioli is Harewood Barracks, Leeds. The only other permit
that may he necessary is one from the police. Police authorities

in different districts differ considerably in aAing for this.

H. B.—Unless you are working from negatives whroh have a lot of
ratou-chiing on them, by far Uie best electric enlarging light is a
small arc lam,p such as that of the Westminster Engineering Co.,
Victoria Road, Willesden Junction, N.W. However, the arrange-
ment of diffused light which you suggest is quite practicable, and
is in fact used to a fair extent by professional photographers, as
it is better for retouched negatives and also for those which may be
of Tather weak density. You should use opal as the diffoser;

ground gla«s is not sufficient. As regards the lamps, you want
high power, say, 500 to 600 c.p. at leaf*, and at the same time
you want the filaments of the lamps parallel with your diffusing

screen. Unfortunately, most of tlie half-watt lamps are made
•with the filament horizontal when the lamp is in the right posi-
tion for burning, an, arrangement which suits a vertical enlargier

all right, hut is a waste of ligihit when tlie diffusing screen is

vertical. Therefore, unless you can get half-watts with the fila-

ments in the vert -leal position, your best plan is to choose from the
ordinary metal-filament lamps of higli power. There is nothing
much in a. parabolic reflector. You will do just as well with a
curved or even a flat reflector of white Bristol board.
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of etmUnU ichich usually ocemrim IM* lower half ot

wia bt fimmt at lA* foot of th* faf$ ootrUaf and icill

b$ plaeti M«r» whtnntr U* rtmUar pomtion «* rtquired for notice*
rtlttlimf to thtJdrVteoming " B.J. Almnnae."

Th« 1920 Almanae.
The fifty-ninth annual iaeue of the " British Journal
Almanac " i* now printing, and, barring unforeaeen cir-

cunstMicaB, will b« on sale during the first day or two of
Fabruary next. The time may aeem long, but the

I' Almanac " is a big book, and, moreover, it still seems
impooiible to obtain productive work such as printing, and
particularly binding, within a apace of time as short as
that in pse-war days.

The " Almanac" will be issued in its pre-war edition of

25,000 copies—apparently none too many for the great
demand for it in all parts of the world. It will be ii»ued

at Is. 6d. net, in paper covers; 2s. 6d. net, cloth bound
This early opportunity is taken of suggesting to those who
deaire to make certain of obtaining a copy that an order
should be placed forthwith with a photographic dealer,

bookseller, or railway bookstall.

One feature of the forthcoming book i* a lengthy
editorial article on " Beginners' Failures in Photo-
graphy." The many practical hints contained in these
pages are arranged upon a utility plan which makes it

the eaaift matter for the photographic tyro to discover

the orase of a defect in negative-making and printing,
and to learn the remedy or preventive. Although written
primarily for the less-experienced photographic worker, it

will probably be found that these notes are not without
interest to those who can claim a considerable knowledge
of photographic processes.

Practical progreea in photography obtains its customary
survey in the " Epitome of Progress," which will once
again be an important section of the " Almanac." Other
sections, such as those of Formula; and Tables for

everyday use, have been revised, and, wherever judged
advisable, restored to the full length and scope to which
osen «t the "Almanac" were accustomed in pre-war

EX CATHEDRA.
Foggy
Day*.

The weather during the past few weeks
has been quite seasonable, or, in Air

Force parlance, " visibility is low. ' To photographers
this means that the light is poor and that flat negativee ajre

the order of the day. However, there are few studioe now
that are nOt provided with electric light, so that exposures
are always possible, but there is so far no means of clearing
the atmosphere, despite the promisee of experts to precij)i-

tate the suspended carbon by electric discharges. There
are fortunately some ways of mitigating the trouble caused
by fog in the studio, which photographers should not over-

look. One is the employment of as short-focus a lens as

can be used without causing notioeably bad drawing, so
that as little atmosphere as possible intervenes btttween

lens and sitter. Another is to screen off all light which is

not actually falling upon the sitter. If two exposures be
made, the same sized image being obtained in each case,

one with a 16-rn. lens and the other with a 10-in., it will

be found that the latter is appreciably more brilliant, and
a further improvement can be made by building a sort of

tunnel with backgrounds or screens so that the camera end
of the studio is in shadow. Full development should be

given so as to secure as much contrast as possible, and
although the negativee may look rather muddy, they will

yield fairly bright prints.

Quarts
Lenses.

Any practical suggestion from so ex-

perienced and judicious a photographer

as Dr. D'Arcy Power, of San Francisco, 'X)mmand8 re-

spectful attention. Therefore, when Dr. Power reports,

in the current issue of " Camera Craft," on inexpensive

//4 lenses, we do not dismiss his remarks as prompted by
insufficient information or undue enthusiasm. Dr. Power
had made for him, at the cost of 5 dollars, by the Hanovia

Chemical and Manufacturing Co., of Newark, New Jersey,

a 4A-in. //4 lens of quartz or rock crystal, the perform-

ance of which in landscape or portraiture he shows in some

very fine reproductions. The lens, which is of the single

meniscus type, does not give critically sharp definition at

full aperture, or, indeed, when moderately stopped down.

It yields, on the contrary, an image of very moderate and

pleasing " soft-focus," the diffusion being just about of

the degree which is now widely popular in professional

portraiture. But, unlike partly corrected spectacle leneee,

such as have been used by M. Puyo and others, it worts

almost to focus, whilst, in comparison, with objectives of

more complex construction, its rapidity is, no doubt,

greater than is commonly indicated by the / number.

There seems no good reason why a lens of this kind should

not serve admirably for portraiture as well as for pictorial

landscsf>e. If a single 4J-in. instrurvftnt '^Ha be specially
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made i)r about £1, ike cost in th« regular way of manu-
facture fihould be of the order of one-quarter that of the

P«tKvaI 9T an anastigmat type.

Real Window A Manchester photographer, eo we
Oraasing, read, in a newspaper report reprinted

on another page, has surely achieveid a record in providing
an attractive display in his window. He there showed
a live pony and donkey, which are used as accessories in

the studio by sitters desirous of being photographed as

highwaymen or Wild West cowboys. It is not intimated
to us in which of these characters the sitter is mounted on
the donkey; but, however that may be, the success of the
idea can have no better testimony than the fact that the
crowd around the photographer's window obstructed the
ordinary traffic of the street, so that the police ordered
tihe proprietor to withdraw the animals from public view.
Apart from the novelty of the style of portraits, the
photographer seems to have realised the truth of a
favourite dictum of the late Augustus Harris's when
manager of Drury Lane Theatre, to the effect that the
public will always come in its crowds to see inside a
building what they can see for nothing outside. The inci-
dent arouses another thought. If it is true that what
Manchester thinks to-day, England thinks to-morrow, we
must apparently prepare ourselves for surprising displays
ia photographers' shop-windows.

« • •

LioM?*^ Those photographers who are unable toLighting. obtain electric current have practically
no choioe except between incandescent gas and the mag-
nesiain flash. Both these have their own particular dis-
advantages, the former that of excessive heat, and the
latter the difficulty of keeping the studio clear of smoke.
Ia many cases, either of these defects can be removed by
the simple expedient of placing the light outside the studio
windows and working &a. if using daylight. The only

.
modification necessary, except a box or cover to protect
from the weather, would be a hinged or sliding panel to
allow the light to be adjusted. The use of magnesium
rflbbon ia, in our opinion, not sufficiently appreciated by
photographers, as its steady light can be tolerated by
many sitters who are disturbed by the sudden flash. More-
«»ver, there is no danger of explosion, and the ribbon can
be kept indefinitely without deterioration. If necessary,
the ribbon can be burned in a comparatively small box
ivfth a glass or fabric front inside the studio, and the
smcjke allowed to condense between the exposures.

Vignettes. In one form or another the Tignette
picture is always in fashion, but unfor-

tunately the vignetting is not always done in a skilful way.
which is perhaps not to be wondered at when it is recol-

lected that nearly all work is now done on development
papers, and that there is no opfwrtunity of correcting errors
as the printing proceeds. One great help to successful

results is to be found in the camera-vignetters, which allow
of a vignetted image on a background of any tint, light or

dark being obtained by straightforward " solid " printing.

A hint which may be useful to those who find a diffi tilty in

getting the lower part of the margin uniform in depth
with the upper is to look at the image on the screen at as

great a distance as the focussing cloth or canopy will allow.

When vignetting with ordinary negatives in a printing box
it is sometimes difficult to decide how far any given open-
ing will spread over the image. This can easily be seen
by placing a thin piece of ordinary white paper, not oiled

or waxed, on the negative as if a print were being made.
The illuminated portion and the decree of softening
at the edges are then plainly visible and the vig-

netting card can be moved until the desired effect i«

obtained.

Names on In the by-gone days, when gold bevel-
IViountB. edged mounts were universally used, it

was the usual thing for the photographer to utilise them
for advertising purposes to the limit of their capacity.

Not only was the name and address printed or embossed
upon the front, but the back was usually filled with -such

information, including reproductions of medals. Royal
coats-of-arms, etc., as the photographer thought would be

interesting to his patrons, or, perhaps more likely, bene-

ficial to his business. Now the pendulum has swung the

other way, and we have a plain piece of paper bearing on

the front a pencilled signature, or even a monogram or '

cartouche, with some more or less cryptic sign. Except in

the case of very eminent artists, there are certain dis

advantages attached to this practice, as a recent experi-

ence showed. A visitor called upon us with a photo-

graph of a deceased relative mounted in the modem way
with a more or less illegible monogram beneath it. For-
tunately, we were able to identify it, with the result that

the photographer received an order, otherwise the portrait

would have been sent to another photographer to be copie 1

.

Some years ago Mr. Essenhigh Corke suggested attach-

ing a very small label with the artist's name and address

to the back of the mount, and this, we think, is a sensibls

practice.

eUMMAKY.

AaAuBtraiia.li, cooiiributoir, Mr. Ajikeftell EendCTson, seiuk us a
(lasCB^oin of cortam very interestlnig improvemente La optical and
«inaa^mg. lanterns. These consist ohieflfy in iprovisLon for the use

J ;!?^*" ^ differeiit focal Imgtli and in meam for autoraatioaJly
adjurtinc «he posiuon of the liffbt-soairce approipriately to the fooal
kengtb of lema wihioh is being used. (P. 720.)
"nie sepaoMtiooi. of ibhe lenses in 8teireo»coipic photography of small

utojec*8 on the same or an enlarged scale is the subject of a short
(Otrlmbntxin by Mr. Charles E. Benham, in which a woirkin« rule
(MM foamala ame offered for discufision. (P. 725.)

.
Im a feaduig article we aipipeal to (photographers to take a firm

'^"j '*"'** *^* makijig and Issuing of photographs which are
offwBBlvie to good traste. We urge ai!so tJhat ftnms of all descriptions
in tihe photographic trade should discoantenance the practice, which
•Woyra to be widespreMl amon/g those ordering portraits, of getting
domnidhied proofs copied at a cheap rate as a substitute for purchas-
ing Uie finished prints. (P. 719.)

We regret, to have to announoe the sodden death of Mr. H. V.
ttofmooa, a, Kbi-arian in the Patemit Office and well known also for
bos work on the hiaboiry of oinematograiphy. (P. 726.)

A new field in the ioitensifioation and reduction of negatives is

opened up by the experiments set forth in a communicfttion from the
Basterai Research Laboratory, according to whioh the pyro developer
may be used as either an intensifier or a reducer. (P. 721.)

In hfis article this week " PracUous " deals with the maJting of

naturaJ poses of the figure in studio partraitiire, and has a numiber
of hints to give on such matters as the ajrangoment of the hands enri

the use of the camera. (P. 724.)

At the Royal Photognapihic Society on Tuesday evening last Mr.
H. F. Farmer gave a meet successful demonstration of the improved
version of Mr. Manly 's Ozobrome pnooess which he has eiititled

"Cairbro." (P. 729.)

Mr. Clement Shorter has written to the " Times " pointing out
that be was the first to produce aiU illust.rnted newapaiper consiBting

entirely of half-tone reproduction. (P. 72?.)

A co'our-senjsitising formula for use in a system of two-colour
photography Ls the suhiect of a recent patent. (P. 728.)

An inexpensive single lens of /'/4 aperture is favourably spoken ot

hy Dr. D'Arjy Power. (P. 717.)

A Manchester photosrapher has secured prominent advertisememi
!by displaying a live donkey and pony in his shop window. Th»
anJmials are used for portraits of sitters in the role of " higbwaymea
amid wad-West cowboys." (P. 718.)
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Foolish
_ The high price of photographic materials

Competition, jjg, ^g^ o^e salutary effect on the pricee

ol portraiture, inasmuch as it has justified making more
remunerative charges than were in vogue in the cheaper

claaaee of buainesB when competition between manufac-

torera enabled photographers to cut pricee to a dangerously

low level. Before the price of materials falls to any con-

siderable extent it would be well if photographers, outside

the Cheap Jack class, could oome to some agreement as to

a minimum price for the cheaper grades of work, such as

postcards and the so-called cabinet panels. Not very long

ago mamy buaineeaes were only made to pay by employing

-sweated juvenile labour and using the cheapest materials.

In one ca«e which came under our notice the highest oaid

'employee in a business offered for sale was the receptionist

at lOs. per week : the bulk of the work was done by ap-

prentices (!) and ex-apprentices at salaries varying from

2s. 6d. to Ss. weekly. Such methods are scandalous,

and we trust that photographers will be able to get together

and make them impoesible in the future.

SOME MATTERS OF ETIQUETTE.
TuEBZ are one or two matters which have come greatly to

our notice of late, and call for the serious consideration of

photograpbera in a professional rather than in a com-

mercial spirit. Maxims of etiquette are, we fear, not so

widely observed as they should be, however much may be

said by photographers in the way of claiming professional

status. Yet, inasmuch as the war, by bringing heads of

frankly commercial undertakings more closely together,

has done much to establish a more definite code of ethics

in many trades, we may reasonably look for signs of a

wider appreciation of the same idea among photographers.

It is in this spirit that our notes call for consideration.

The first matter is the making of photographs which, by
reason of their objectionable character, are offensive to

mod taste. It is difficult always to draw a sharp line

Mtween what is indecent and what is not, but it can, at

any rate, be said that photographs to which some photo-

graphers do not hesitate to put their names come very near

to this line. We have had several examples of them shown

to us within the last few weeks, and have been astounded

that any man who sought to maintain the impression that

he carried on a reputable or even a respectable business

shoald allow his name to aopear on them. The theatrical

profession , which of late has permitted itself, and is "er-

mitted, a larger measure of lioence than formerly, has,

perhapa, something to do with this tendency. Itut a

photographer must be very short-sighted indeed if he

thinks that a presentation which may be permitted in a

stage scene, where perhaps it lasts for only a few minutee,

is without offeoee when it is embodied in the form of a

photograph taken under altogether different conditions.

Photoeraphen as a whole should not be deterred by any

fear of being dubbed Puritanical in doing everything they

can to discourage the making and issuing of photographs

of this character. The practice did great harm to photo-

graphy as a whole a generation ago, and it will do the

s«in« again unless photographers, who may be quite certain

they have public opinion with them, will leave no stone

unturned by way of dissociating themselves from it.

Usually, the means of doing so is readily found: where

photographs or postcards of an objectionable character are

offered for sale, the local authorities will almost always

take action in respect to them on their notice being

drawn to the matter Photographers owe it to them-

selves that they should be the people to be the first to do

this. We had an instance only ouite recentlv of a very

objectionable photograph being circulaied under his own

staiiM by a photographer in a seaside reeort. On a photo-

grapher, into whose hands one of the photographs came,
bringing it to the notice of the Corporation, he received
official .thanks for his action in the matter. Probably
cases of this kind are most frequently to be found in the
more popular coastal pleasure resorts, the local authorities
of which certainly have an interest in correcting the im-
pression which such photographs give.

The other matter to which we wish to refer is the copy-
ing of unfinished proofs which are sent to a sitter. We
have good reason for saying that this practice is now of
much larger dimensions than perhaps any individual
photographer imagines. A sitter is sent, perhaps, hialf-a-

dozen proofs in the form of untoned P.O.P. prints or
rough proofs on a development paper. Although the
photographer may specifically ask for the return of all the
proofs with the order, or may even make their return a
condition ol the transaction, there is still the opportunity
between getting and returning the proofs for the sitter to
have them copied. The legal right of the sitter to do so

is soniewhat obscure. So far as copyright is concerned, it

was definitely held by a court years ago that copyright in
all the photographs taken at a sitting became the property
of the sitter, even though he or she ordered photographs
from only one or two of the negatives. As regards the
position in common law, we cannot recollect that a judg-
ment deciding an issue of this kind one way or the other
has ever been given, but it is }>erfectly obvious that a
sitter who sends such proofs to be copied thereby supplies
the photographer with the best possible evidence (if it

could be ascertained) that the work is considered satis-

factory, and that therefore the sitter is liable for such
charges as a photographer makes for sittings only—that
is to say, in respect to the making of the negatives from
which no photographs are ordered. Unfortunately, it is

probable that in most cases a photographer is not able to

find out that his proofs have been copied. In some cases

such work is offered to other photographers, the majority
of whom, we are glad to think, unhesitatingly refuse it,

and refer the customer to the studio at which the negatives

were made. On the other hand, there are the cheap
copying firms, many of whom, apparently, have no such

scruples, whilst in theee days many people can find some
amateur photographer among their friends, and can get

the copies made by him, without perhaps allowing him to

realise the very shabby treatment of the photographer who
took the negatives which his assistance makes possible.

We draw attention to this matter because, no doubt, there

are still some photographers who do not sufficiently regard

this copying of proofs as a flagrant breach of etiquette.

We think, also, that work of this kind should be declined

without exception by firms undertaking the ordinary work
of printing and enlarging. We know that it is the custom

of the largest photographic firm in the country to return

all such orders to the customer, whether the latter be the

individual owner of the proofs or a dealer into whose hands

they may have been placed. Such action is dictated by

a correct idea of what is common fairness, and we hope

that individuals and firms undertaking trade work will

set their faces against these paltry attempts to deprive the

photographer of business which is legitimately his. We
are here referring only to proofs which are submitted for

approval. The same arguments do not apply to finished

portraits, which obviously are the customer's own to do

what he likes vrith. Whatever may be thought of the

wisdom of having cheap copies made of them, there is no

ground for calling it by an ugly name. What we have

said is also a reminder to photographers that they them-

selves should not omit measures, such as defacing proofs

with a perforating stamp, which will do a good deal,

though not all that is necessary, to prohibit this illegiti-

mate copjring.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN OPTICAL AND ENLARGING
LANTERNS.

Fou over forty years the writer has used, when lecturing, a

piojection lantern with two lenses, one about 7-in. and the

other li-in. focus, and by having a slotted frame for the slide

carrier near the lenses and reversing a nose-pieoe carrying the

lenses, he has been enabled with the li-in. lens to project por-

tions of the slide at increased niagnitication, often, in the case

of buildings, nearly up to full size. By using the lantern slide

in a special carrier and covering with velvet the inside faces

of the slotted frame, the carrier and slide would remain

stationary, and any portion of the slide could be examined in

detail, focussing being effected by an arrangement like a focus-

sing jacket. The writer will never forget the cries of delight

from the audience when he first used this arrangement, show-

ing the porch details of Amiens Cathedral about one-third full

si?e on a big screen.

For many years the li^-in. lens was used with this lantern for

enlarging special portions of negatives, both portraits and

buildings.

Fif. 1 is a sketch of 'this projection lantern, which is an

invaluable instrument to anyone lecturing on technical sub-

jects. As the position of the light had to be a little nearer to

X

ra
=1

Fig. 1.

the back for the illummation of the l^-in. lens, a stop for each

position of the light was provided in the lantern base, and the

change could instantly be effected by a pull or a push. So far

as the writer knows, no similar instrument has ever been

described.

About eight years ago this principle was applied to an en-

larging lantern, the bellows being removed and a series of

slotted frames substituted to hold the negative-carrier at dif-

ferent distances from the condenser, and so allow shorter

focus lenses to be used : with the l^-in. lens before mentioned,

nearly full-size heads could be obtained from large group nega-

tives. Further, vest-pocket negatives could be placed in the

slot at a bright portion of the cone of light away from the

condensers, and with a 3-in. lens enlargements made in half

the time.

A further improvement w^as made this year. The bellows

^f the enlarger was not removed but cut in two halves, and
dn extra and movable slotted frame for the negative-holder

was provided. This was carried by two brass tubes fitted with

racks and passing through the usual fixed slotted frame, and
actuated to slide to any position by a pinion at the back of

this frame This extra frame was made of sheet brass with
square holes, and stiffened by angle-edges, into which the bel-

lows folded when contracted. In a new enlarger the extra
slotted frame could be carried by an upper slide in the en-
larger base, the lens board being carried by a lower slide, this

being cheaper than b,rass rod and double racks, etc.

This improvement i^ the enlarger has given the writer so

much pleasure that ht^ hopes others and manufacturers will

adopt it. Bits out of old negatives often give charming pic-

tures, and faces out of groups, especially children, have given
a new interest to photogrWphy.

; Fig. 2 is a sketch of the new enlarging lantern, which is

shown with parallel bello-ws. It works with tapered bellows

if the taper is not too great. The thinner the material for the

I bellows, the greater the range of effects.

As to lenses, the writer generally uses three—li ins., 3 ins.,

I and 6 ins. Each lens is fitted with a lens board, and it takes

j
about half a minute to change from the 6-in. lens, giving nearly

A/AAA

if-;i

Fig. 2.

five diameters, to the l^-in., giving about sixteen diameters.
The l^-in. was a " Pistolgraph " lens made by Dallmeyer,
aperture f/2, for which the writer gave its weight in gold
about forty-three years ago. Dallmeyer's Cameo lens, about
2 ins., has been used by one of his friends. (Jood cinema
lenses of 2-in. focus can often be picked up. For vest-pocket
negatives the writer uses an Aldis 3-in., with excellent results.
A slight alteration of the lens board would allow the V.P.
camera itself to be used for projection if the lens were a
doublet.

When diffusion is required in the enlargement, many use
a cap on the lens, perforated and covered with chiffon, but
this gives no latitude. By inserting a frame covered with
chiffon in the central slotted frame and racking backwards and
forwards, diffusion can be varied lat will from a bare diffusion
to a great one. By using a frame of white chiffon a wonderful
softening of a hard negative can be produced.
The writer experimented with an enlarger with two moving

intermediate slotted frames, so as to be able to use chiffon
when enlarging with shorter-focus lenses, but found the two
awkward to handle in a darkroom, and does not recommend
more than one.

Another convenience of the new arrangement is the use of a
vignetter in the intermediate slotted frame, as, by racking
backwards and forwards, the vignette is enlarged or contracted
at will.

The writer's vignetter consists of a wooden frame to fit the
slot and open at the top. The vignetter hangs by hooks from
the top bar of a wire frame sliding in grooves in the wooden
frame, and the wire frame may have a rack actuated by a
pinion to raise and lower it. The vignetter consists of a
metal plate with a large opening in the centre. The edges
of the plate are folded over to form a frame to carry the
vignetting card suitably perforated to the shape required. The
bottom of the plate is weighted with lead or other metal, and
as it swings backwards and forwards on the top wire of the
inner frame it gives the necessary softening of the vignette
on the easel.

Fig. 3 gives an isometric sketch of the vignetter.

To use the vignetter, or diffuser, when the intermediate
slotted frame is in use the writer uses a cantilever frame to

carry the vignetter or diffuser. This consists of two brass

tubes united by a bar of wood in front, the back of the tubes
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paMing throngh eyes screwed into the base of the enlarger.
Tki« csntil«Ter k shown dotted in fig. 2, the top of the front
War being level wilh the bottoms of the fixed and moving
slotted frame*.

One of the adjustments liable to be forgotten when enlarging
i« th» fOfMing of the light after the negative is focussed. It

Fi«. 3.

involTM th« taking out of the negative holder and replacing
it, and sometimes rccentring of the negative.

The writer first experimented with levers of varions shapes
t« focns the light autt.maticaily, and aboat ten years ago
adopted a simple straight lever—even for the smallest size of

incandeacent burner he finds the straight lever efficient for

(ocnssing the light. A strip of brass, a few screws, and some
«toat brass wire are all that is required in most cases, ana
the following simple operations all that are necessary.

First focus the negative and then the light for an enlarge
Mot of 1^ in. diameter, say from a quarter to half-plate, and
lark the position of the light-tray and the lens carrier

respectively. Second , focus the negative and then the light

for an enlargement of, say, four diameters, and mark the new
positions of hght-tray and lens-carrier. Both will be found to
have moved an inch or more, and both in the same direction.
With a 6-in. lens the movement will be about 2^ ins., and with
the usual condenser the movement of the light-tray will be
something less. Let us assume 1^ in. To ensure proper focns-
Bing of the light we must connect lens to light by a lever to
move in these proportions. The author has found that a
lever about three times the length of the largest of these dimen-
sions to be a good proportion. Multiplying 2^ and li by 3
gives 7i and 44. Take a strip of brass about 84 in. x § in. x
iV in., and drill two holes, A and B (fig. 4) 74 ins. apart, and
with a screw through end A pivot the lever to the base of the
lantern (under the condenser is preferable) and connect the
other end B by a stout wire to the lens board. At 44 ins.

Fig. 4.
#

from the pivot end drill a smaller hole C and connect by wire
to the light-tray. The light-tray should be made to slide

easily. The wire connection may be made under the lamp
box or inside the lamp box, as most convenient, and it is

advisable to use in the measurings the longest focus lens yon

use, about 6 ins. for a ^-plate.

When this is completed we shall have an optical system in

which the light is always in proper focus for the projecting

lens in any position it may be required, and any shorter focus

lens may be substituted for the usual projecting lens, if pro-

vision be made for the negative carrier at a suitable distance

for the lens, as can be done with the improved enlarging lantern

just described.
Anketeli, Hendebsok.

INTENSIFICATION AND REDUCTION WITH PYRO
DEVELOPERS.

A Communication from tlie Research Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company.

Im the roarae ol a study of the colour of photographic negatives

developed ia pyrogallol developers, it was suggested by Mr.
Ij. A. Jonee, of this laboratory, that the alteration of this

floloor might be utilised as a method of photographic reduc

lioB or intenaification. It is a matter of common experience

among photographers that a pyro-developed negative has a

greater printing density and contrast than a neutral negative

et equal visual density and contrast The strength of the pyro

eolour caa be varied over a wide range by suitably altering

the coBcentrations of constituents of the developers, especially

that of the sulphite. A pyro developer without sulphite gives

an extremely yellow negative, while sufficient sulphite can be

added to the developer to produce a negative with no visible

yellow colour.

Several metboda of photographic intensification involve

bleaching the negative and subsequent re-development in a

eolation which gives it a greater photographic contrast. By
M^ieveloping in a pyro formula the amount of intensification

«r reduction can, within certain limits, be controlled at will

bj Tarying the sulphite concentration of the developer. Where
ikc greeteni seduction is desired, re-development in some such

developer as Elon gives lower photographic contrast than any

pyro formula.

For bleaching the negative, there are two possibilities : a

ferricyanide bleach leaves pyro stain in the negative, wliile a

permanganate bleach removes the stain. Thus, the pyro colour

may be left in the negative, and more colour added by re-

developing in pyro ; or the colour can be removed and a

different amount of colour substituted by re-developing in the

proper formula.

The present experiments were made to determine the

possibilities of this method, and to measure the amounts of

intensification or reduction obtained under various conditions.

Any intensification or reduction by this method consists in

altering the colour of the photographic deposit ; little change
is pro<luced in the visual density values of the negative

;

therefore, the amount of intensification or reduction must be

determined by printing upon some positive material. The
printing medium used in those experiments was positive

motion-picture film. The negatives to be intensified or reduced

were all made on Seed 30 plates.

The procedure was as follows : A 10 x 8 plate was exposed
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in the »en8itonieter to 22 steps, in which the exposures increased

by successive powers of \'2. The areas liaving equal density were

about I in. wide and extended across the short dimension of

the plate. This plate was developed, fixed in plain hypo,

washed, and dried. It was then cut into eight strips, each

1 X 10 ins. ; each of these strips contained the same series of

densities. Three of these strips received no further treatment.

The other live strips wei-e bleached in the same way, and each

re-developed in a different formula. When dry, all eight of

the strips were mounted together upon a 10 x 8 sheet of clear

glass. All the strips wore then, printed sit one time upon

a 10 X 8 sheet of positive film, care being taken to print from

the "straight line" portion of the strips upon the "straight

line " portion of the film.

The " straight line" portion refers to those densities which
give the straight line portion of the H. and D. curve of the

material. The printing light came from the flashed opal glass

window of a white-lined box, illuminated by a gas-filled tung-

sten lamp. The print was developed in Elon-hydroquinone
developer to a gamma of about unity. The resulting densities

were read, and the density values were plotted against the

logarithm of the exposures given the original negative.

These curves were the reproduction curves, and show in

each case how the final positive rendered the original exposures.

Th3 greater portion of each of these curves was a stradght

line. The ratio of the slope of this line for an intensified or

reduced negative to the slope for an untreated negative expresses

the degree of intensification or reduction ; it is the ratio of the

effective photographic contrast of the treated negative to that

of the untreated negative. This ratio will be designated as

^^
, following the terminology of Nietz and Huse'. The

) op

"effective photographic contrast" means the photographic

contrast obtained under the practical conditions of these ex-

periments, and does not mean necessarily true photographic

contrast ; methods for the determination of true photographic
deaisity and cont7-ast are given in

'

' Tlie Specti'al Selectivity

of Photographic Deposits," by Mr. L. A. Jones and the present

wiriter".

Where the value -^—- is greater than unity, the efiect has

been an increase of photographic contrast or intensification
;

y ip
and where —*— is less than unity, it represents a decrease

of photographic contrast, or reduction of the negative.

By the above procedure each strip of a plate was carried

thji"ough identically the s^me process, except for the bleaching

out and re-development in various developer formulse. Any
changes in printing contrast observed wei-e due to the bleach-

ing and re-development process. All the negative strips

of a set weire made upon one plate, whdch was developed as

a unit ; the final strips of each plate were printed upon one

sheet of film, wliioh was developed as a unit. By this method,
any earoo-s due to variations in development or in photographic

materials were minimised.

The original negatives were developed in one or the other

of these two formulae :

—

Pyro (5-10-10).

Pyro 5 gms.
Sodium carbonate (dry) 10 gms.
Sodium sulphite (dry) 10 gms.
Water to 1,000 c.c.s.

1 "Th« Sensitometry of Photographic Intensiflcation," A. H. Nietz and
K. Huse, Jour. Frank. Inst., March, 1918, pp. 389-408.

2 " Jour. Pranli. Inst.," February, 1918, pp. 231-257.

Elon-Hydroquinone (EH,„).

Elan 4 gms.
Hydroquinone 1 gm.
Sodium carbonate (day) 25 gms.
Sodium sulphite (diy) 75 gms.
Potassium bromide 1.5 gms.
Water to 1,000 c.c.s.

The negatives were developed to visual gammas between
0.5 and 1.0. There was no indication that the value of the

gamma of the original negative had any effect upon the value of

7 ip

7op
The bleaching solutions were made up as follows :

—

Ferricyamid© Bleach.
Potassium bromide 10 gms.
Potassium ierricyanide 30 gms.
Water to 1,000 c.c.s.

PermamganQte Bleach.

A.—Potassium pe(rmanganate 4.5 gms.
Water to 1,000 c.c.s.

B.—Sodium chlotride 160 gms.
Sulphuric acdd 40 c.c.s.

Water to 1,000 c.c.s.

For use, take A, 1 pai-t, B, 1 part, water 6 parts.

After bleaching in permanganate, the negative is cleared

in 5 per cent, solution ot sodium bisulphite.

After bleaching the five strips of each set in ferrieyanide

or permanganate, they were exposed to a strong light and re-

developed, one strip in eadh oi these developers :—EH,.,

pyro (5-10-0), pyro (5-10-5), pyro (5-10-10), and pyro (5-10-25)

;

the figures in parenthesis repi-esent successively the concentra-

tions of pyro, sodium carbonate, and sodium sulphite in

grams per litre of developer'. The re-development was
carried to completion, about five minutes' usually being

sufficient for this.

'P

7 op
obtained with the variousTable I. gives the values of

solutions used ; each value is the final average obtained from

three ot four negatives ; from one to three prints had been

made from each negative.

Table I.

Re-development

Pyro 5-10-0

Pyro 5-10-5

Pyro 5-10-10

Pyro 5-10-25

EHgo

These data are shown graphically in the cur\'es of Figs. 1

and 2, where - '^ is plotted against the sulphite concentra-
7 op

tion of the pyro re-developer.

Table II. shows the effect of repeating the process, bleaching
each time in ferrieyanide and re-developing in pyro (5-10-0),

to increase the amount of colour in the negative.

Original
development

KHso
ermanganate

bleach.

Original
development

EHto
Ferrieyanide

bleach.

Original
development
Pyro 5-10-10

Permanganate
bleach.

Original
development
Pyro 5 10-10

Ferrieyanide
bleach.

7 IP 7 IP 7 IP 7 IP

7 op
200

7 op
1-70

7 op
1-15

7 op
1-80

1-50 1-35 •95 1-40
1-15 1-15 •80 1^15
•95 1-00 •65 •95

•80 •95 •55 •85

Successive
Bleaching
and

Re-development
Pyro 5-10-0

Once
Twice
Three times
Four times
Five times

Table II.

Original development
BHflo

Ferrieyanide bleach.

Tip
7 op
1-70

210
2^40

2-65

2-80

Original development
Pyro 5-10-10

Ferrieyanide bleach.

tJp
7 op
1-80
2^20

2-45

2-70

285

s C. E. K. Meea, A New Method of Writing Developer Formalte,
Vol. 64, 1917, p. 535.

' B.J.,"
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ThiM the |>Toc««B ia cap&ble of t-uoceesful rq>etition, in case
the pierkMM treatment has been found insufficient When
tbe proe«M u r^>eated several tunes, care must be taken to

avoid injoring the softened gelatine surface.

The daU of Table I. show that the procete is suitable for

ih» intensification of either pjro or Elon-hydroquinone n^a-
*ive«, and for the reduction of pjro-developed negatives. A
flight reduction in an Elon-hydroquinone negative is nro-

723

I'tc I. Or,.n..i !> >' immt, Pjrro S-iaiO. Can* 1, rerrtoyanid* BtcMb.
CuiTo .', l\tin .:itu>sli BItaeh. ite-4«Talapm<nl Pjro S-lO-i.

faead by bleaching in permanganate bleach and re-develop-

ing ia Elon-hjrdroquinone. By re-developing in pyro, any
mtansificatiun up U> duuble the oiriginaJ photograpKic oon-

tra«t can be aecured. Nearly as much intensification oan be
•btained upon pyro (5-10-10) negatives by bleaching in feni-
syanide and re-developing in pyro. A pyro (5-10-10) negi-
tire can be reduced to almoat half its ori{;inal phutographic
•ontrast by bleaching in permanganate solution and re-

4eveloping in Eion'hydroqui none. Of ooutm, the amount of
raducAion possible in this way <iepend8 apon the amount rf

soloar in tha original negative. Pyro (5-10-10) gives about
the same coloar as many recommended pyro formula.
This method, of coarse, may be applieid with other (develop-

ing fonnul* than Idioae given here. Theae experiment* serve

to show the practicability of using tflie ipyro colour as a
means of photographic intensifioation, or the removal of it

as a means of reduction.

The advantages of this method are that witlun ceirtain limits
any degree of intensification or reduction can be produced by
suitable variations in the sulphite oonoentration of the pyro
re-developer; furthermore, the amount of intensification or
reduction is predetermined ; it does not depend upon the time

Y„

Ml

1.9\
(

\\
V*^

IA^v \

•

^k =— (1 —

-

•o 5 10 1

tULMarc OOMCCNTIUTfOlt

r 20
rmi-ia-it

-.U-i
Fig. 2.—Otlciiul DeTslopment EHso. Curve 1, PermangaDste Bleach, Ourre 2.

Perrjc^nide Bleacb, Ra-development Pyro 5-10-x.

for which tihe negative is bleached or re-developed, since these

processes are canied to completion. The degree of intensifica-

tion or reduction that can be obtained by this method com-

pares favourably with that of other methods. Nietz and Huse

7 'P
determined

y "P
for ten iutensifiers; only four of these gave

a value exceeding 2, and five of tthem gave less than 1.5. The

fact that the reproduction curves obtained in these experi-

ments have long straight line portions shows that, over the

range of densities used, the reduction or intensification is

proportional—that is, the contrast is changed by the same

ratio for all parts of the negative.

R. B. WlLSBT.

FOBTUGOMLNO EXHfBITIUNa
Dsasaibsr 90. 1019. to January 24, 1920 Seottisfa Photographic

Fsrisral ina 6wl : John Mscdonsld, 27, Absrieldy Ste«at, Den
O'sagow.

Kaaorrn DaMonrmaTioifs.—By arraogcoMBt with Mwi Marin
aad Co. Ihs Kaniiype ptoMm is being deaooatntwl tbia w«ek in

Maasn. ilarioo's showrooms, 3, Soho Sqnara, W.l, fnan 12 noon
to 6 p.m., and at the asme time a vary iatsMaUi^ collection of

rasulu by tha prooaai being shown. The gimt facility of Keru
type paper, as many of oar mders doubtless know, oonaistc, first,

m ita davslopmant. fixing sod toning like any other development
paper, and, aroondly, Iba tranafer of tbe picture to any flat or

shaped sarfaoe. TIm process tbos lends itaalf to the produoUnn of

an iomianaa variety of diatinolive effeola, soma ol tbe moat charming
of which ara thoae in which tha image is tomnafarred to a fabric and
Iha UUar dfy-moonted id the ordinary way. Professionals will be
partioularly inlarcatad io these latter reaoUa, bat it is intended to

smMige shortly a fartbsr aidubition in which the use ol the yimwss
tor profesaiooal porpoaea win be tha chief ooaaidarstion. In the

maantinie any amateur worker will gather many interesting tuggea-

tsooB trom tha spadmsna whioh are ahowik Foil tadmical par-

tioaUrs aa to tha working of the process may be obtained on appUca-

«i<» (o Ksrotypa, Ud., 106a. Uover Tootiog Boad. London, S.W.7.

Thb BiBMiKOUAii Pbotoobaphic Sooibtt, aiter lie many moves

during the past five yeai-8, has se:;urcd new txxniis at the BLrming-

bam Medical Institute Buildii>gs, E^dmund Street (next to the School

of Art), Odd a house wanning takes place on December 16 in the

form of an autumn and excursion exhibition, which on this occasion

is " for members only." As soon as the Society is ome again in its

stride w« hope to see a revival of the annual exhibition, for which it

justly had an intenuitional reputation. Up-to-date enlarging and

darkrooms are being installed at the mew headquarters, and these,

in addition to the attractive lecture programme, should draw many

new members.

A Man Sensation was created recently in a Manohester street,

says the " Manchester Evening News," by the appearance in a photo-

grapher's shop window of a real live pony and donkey. So large

a crowd was attracted by the unwonted spectacle that the trafiic

was in danger of becoming impeded, with the result that the

police intervened and requested the entei-prising propnetor to with-

draw the animals from public view. A printed notice is now

prominently exhibited in the window to the effect that owing to

police reRulations the pony and donkey have been relegated to the

rear of the shop, where cuatomars desirous of being photographed

as highwaymen or Wild-Weet cowboys can be camouflaged as such

astride one of these animals.
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PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
[Previous articles of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portraiture, have appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the
length of that by the same writar which ran through the " British Journal " some yeafs ago, but if any reader among the younger
generation of photographers, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

or her suggestion will be welcomed. The subjects of the previous articles of the series have been as follows :

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Backgrounds (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Processes for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

Studio Accessories and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Surroundings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Studio Heating and Ventilation (March 7).

The Postcard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Room (March 21).

About the Reception Room (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Handling the Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

Advertising the Studio (May 16).

Mounts and Mounting (May 23).
Business Methods (May 30).

Photographing Children (June 6).

Portraits of Elderly People (June 13).
Something about Lenses (June 20).

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).
The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).
Plates and Their Work (July 11).
Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).
Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)
Leaky Roofs (Sept. 5).

Blinds and Curtains (Sept. 12).
Miniatures (Sept. 19).

Printing Portrait Negatives (Sept. 26).
Wedding Groups (Oct. 3).

Combination Printing (Oct. 10).

Flashhght Work (Oct. 17).

Flashlight Portraiture (Oct. 24).

The Question of Outfit (Oct. 31).

Telephoto Lenses for Professional Work (Nov. 7).
Changing Quarters (Nov. 14).

CarbonPrinting—I. (Nov. 21).

Carbon Printing—II. (Nov. 28).

Bromide Wrinkles (Dec. 5).

NATURAL POSES OF THE FIGURE.
Posing the human figure so as to give results which are satis-

factory to the cultivated eye is not an easy matter—in fact, some
photographers who lack the necessary quickness of perception
never acquire the art at all, but content themselves with half-
a-dozen stock positions and rest content with them. Others,
however, fed the necessity for natural and pleasing arrange-
ments, and often feel discourcoged through their inability to
induce graceful poses with unpromising subjects. To sudi I
would ti-y to give comfort, by pointing out the laborious work
often lasting far years which the painter has to endure before
he acquires proficiency in figure drawing. The photographer
is distinctly better off, for he has not to go through the pains of
learning to draw, but can concentrate his attention on learning
what constitutes a graceful pos3, and, what is equally im-
portant, recognising one when he sees it.

There is no better way of acquiring a knowledge of posing
than by studying paintings and drawings by good artists, not
with the idea of copying the pictures closely, but raither of
absorbing their spirit and acquiring what many people imagine
to bo "the artistic instinct," but which is really tihe result of
cultivating such natural taste as the student originally had in
his nature.

It must be conceded that the style and individuality of the
model are important factors in the production of a picture.
For example, it is useless to try to reaJise a conception which
depends on a tall and graceful figure if the model is *ort and
plump

;
here another pose which will not emphasise the un-

desirable characteristics must be chosen.
Notlung is so dangerous as to give positive rules for obtaininc.

ai-tistic poses, but generally it is desirable to avoid either full
front or profile views of the figure as these lack animation and
proviuce the undesired impression that the sitter is standing
for the express pui-pose of being photographed. Another thing
to be avoided is any attempt to manipulate the sitter into a
graceful pose. This is rarely successful, the sitter either ap-
pearing stiff and constrained in the attempt to keep a position
wsuch IS not natural to her, or assuming an expression of

boredom and fatigue which will nullify the effect of the most
perfect pose. I well remember one very skilful photographer
who treated his sitters a,s if they were clay models. The hands
and arms were carefully placed, and every fold in the drapery
carefully disposed, but by the time the exposure was made the

sitter was on the verge of collaps.^, and looked it. Far better than
this is to observe closely every movement of the sitter while in

the studio before any attempt at posing is made, and to chonse
any position which she may take which gives promise of a

picture. It is often necessary to ask the sitter to walk round
the studio if the position first taken up appears at all awkward,
oa- even to try a totally different pose, reverting to the first one
afterwards. I have found it useful to tell the sitter what to

do in the same way as stage directions are given. Thus I would
say, " I want you to wailk up to the table, pick up the photo-
graph and turn round and tell me what you think of it.

'

Nine times out of ten the sitter catches the idea, and the re-

sult is natural and usually more or less graceful. As I have
already hinted there are certain types of figure with which a
standing pose is impossible, and for these a suitable sitting

position must .be found which should not be a difficult matter.

With sitting figures the hands play an important part in

the composition, and we are here face to face with one of our
greatest difficulties. If we compare the hands of the average
person with the hands as rendered by portrait painters we are

driven to the conclusion that either the painters are vei7
fortunate in finding models with small and graceful hands or
that they deliberately represent them on a smaller scale than
the rest of the figure. The latter course is impossible to the
photographer, and he must therefore endeavour to place the
hands in such a position that they appear easy and graceful
and must avoid exaggerating their size by faulty management
of his apparatus. Here again I urge the operator not to at-

tempt to twist the hand or to alter the position of individual
fingers, but to suggest to the sitter wliat is required until a
satisfactory result is obtained. As a rule the hands should
not be shown in their full breadth, but more or less edgewise,
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«nd care shoold be taken that grmc of the fingers are not closed

upon the palm as this frequtntly gives the effect that they

have been amputated. L'nUsis the hands are actually engaged

IB cne action, such as holding a book, arranging flowers, or

playing with a necklace, the muscles should be relaxed. The
arm of a chair should not be gripped or the hand clenched

;

.above all the fingers should never he interlocked as this gives

an ejtcewively clumsy appearance. Many effective pos€s may
be obtained by resting the fcice upon the hands, the simplest

being when the half-chjced hand supports one side <>f the head.

In this case one must be careful that the hand only touches

tbe eiieek lightly and does not push the flesh up into a lump
«l>ove it. Other somewhat similar poaes are obtained by plac-

ing the two open han<b together and resting the side-face upon
the back of one or by interlacing the finger-tips and ivsting

the chin upon them, tht elbows Ixing of oourse supported upon
a table.

It is when the hands rest in the lap or upon the knees that

•key are usually most obtrusive, and this appearance should

not be aggravated by allowing a strong light to fall upon them.

A small screen, placed so as to reduce the light on the lower

part of the figure, will help considerably in reducing the pro-

niinenoe of the hands. The camera vignetter may even be em-
ployed so as to throw the lower part of the figure into semi-

•badow. This dodge is extensively used by some succesaful

wovlcsts.

The swing-back of the camera is a trap for the unwary when
<: -iling with the hands erf a sitting figure. It will, it is true,

bring them into foous without reducing the aperture of the

lens, bat ait the expense of increasing their apparent e'ue. Witih

the rapid plates now available it is possible to 8to|> down to a

ressonable extent and yet not to cause an unduly long exposure.

I have found that excellent results can be obtained by having

the camsrs rather higher than usual and pointing the lens

downwards, thus bringing the fsce and hands nearly upon the

same plane. When doing this it is necessary to ace that the

head is not deprsased too much or the picture will not be

•atisfaotory. Fortunately full length portraits are in little de-

mand ait the present time exie^a for people in uniform or

fancy dress, for in the majority of cases a Uirt-e-qiiarter len;^
makes a much better picture. It also places a v.iliiable power

in the hands of the photographer as it allows him to reduce the

dampy appearance of a short figure. We msy take a three-

qaatter length of a figure which only just misses the edge of

the skirt and give the Appearance of a person of average height.

With men, a little not* ca«e is necessary as the distance be-

tween the bottom of the ooat or jacket and the edge of the pic-

tare most be nicely balanced or the desired effect will not be

prodnced.

I miMt not forget to remind my readers that the power of

maling possB to the sitter is of great Talue and should be

««ltiTated, when the physical attributes of the operator permit

—that is to say, thai if a movement of the limbs or a pose of

the hands is suggested, it is apparently unconsciously

enaelcd by himself. If the head is to be raised or turned, or

the hawfa mored the request may be accompanied by the appro-

pnato gesture, generally with satisfactory ranilts. Even

farther than this it is B>metimps useful to show the actual

pcse in the position the sitter is to occupy, and to invite him

or her to copy it. Xatarally this requires a little study on

the part of the operator who must have a proper idea of what

he kioka like when he assumes certain poaes. otherwise he

may only saocecd in making himself appear ridiculous.

I'BACriCUS.

Licnrts roa Rstail Brsi.tEssts.—It has teen rtatcd in the

HoM* ot CommoM by Scr Robtrt Home. Minister of Loi'xtur, that

the optcatiosi of the OrUi* r»»iuirin« a licence le'ore a ninv retail

\M$iaem ran be started »U1 i;c Wuigl t to an end on December

31 nest.

LENS-SEP.\Jl.\TION IN STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY OF
SM.\LL OBJECTS ON THE SAME OR AN ENLARGED

SCALE.
A CORBESPOXDEXT specially engaiged in stereoscopic photoga-aipihy of

iiatunal-history specimens oft«!ii on an en'arged scale recemitly wrot«
to us as fallows :

—

I was much interested in the series of articles you puiblislied

recently on Stereoscopic Photograipihy.

There was one ipoint w*hich was not touched upon, and on wlhiah 1

have not been abie to disooveir any definite infonnaticm in any of

the lit«raiture to which I have been able to refer.

When a near object is to be photographed the separaition of tihe

lensee has to be less thaji the usual 3 ins. employed for diis'tajit

otojects.

Further, when a small abjeot is to !be photograiphed, say, natural

size, it- is impossible as a rule to get the lenses sufficiently close

together, and suocessivo e.xposures aire made by moving a single leais

a certain distance on each side of the ceaitral line. If the resulting

separatiom is too greait, excessive relief is obtained. If too little,

there is insufficient relief in the tiniahed stereograph.

Tlie question is what is the rule aonneoting focal length of lens,

magnifioation. ajid separation to secure true stereoscopic relief?

.Accordingly we referred the ouestion to the writer oi the a/rticles,

Mr. Charles E. Benhani, by wihom the following igraphical solution

of the probkoi is offered in the hope that others interested in tlie

optiios of /tereosoofpic photography may be disposed to discuss it.

Mr. Benham writes :

—

In ihe atereoscopy of small ofbjeots at a oloeer view point tham Uie

distance of distinct vision (which \ve wiM plaoe ait 12 ins.), the

separstian poonl of Uie lenses must bear the same relation to the

distotwe from the cfojeat to the plane of the lens focai oemtres that

2J bears to 12. The following diagram will make this dear, and

may be used as a scale to show separaition point for the lenses at any

given proximity to the object :

—

OSjeet/Zinchesfrom eues

Plane i/CameraLensef{separanmabout2. )
•' affhcspoinf-

Hane of eyes (sepanaimRf )

The formula corresponding with this graphic oonstruotion is there-

fore simplv 12 : 2J : : distance of camera. : separation distance. In

other words,

... distance of lenses X 2J
ceparatioD distsoca =

12

= Ji. distance of lenses,

48

or (approximately)
distance of lenses

PracUoaJly, therefore, a ciuinrter of the distance of lens from

object wUl give the sepirttlion distance for objects ai close range.

The principle aipplies equally to magniifled objects, the separation

distance .being arrived at in just the same way when the position of

the camera U determined on. The mflgimfication does not vitiat*
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the principle, beoaose only a smaJler ipariicnv of ihia object oamee
into the field.

Aoting on this formula for distonoes beyond the 12 ins. for dostijnot

TJsion point, the formula would soon lead ua astray, and In fact it

did lead aetray some who in the early daya of gtereosxapic practice

laid it down as a principle of universal application. For objects at

a, distance of some yards we should introduce a separation dbtance

far Uie leases whioh would be preposteroois. The reason for this

sppoireiit anomaly is that whi'.« 12 ins. may be regoirded as the
" near point," it is not at the same time the " far point " ocf vision,

that is to say, it is not the hmit of distinct visdon in both directions

ef nearness and ite opposite. The range of stereo vision witih tiie

eye is a wide one, and the seiparatiooi of 2J ins. holds good for a

wide r:inge. It is only when we want to give an effect of relief of

very distant oibjects in tihe form of models seen at closer range that

we oaa l^itimalely increase the separation of the lenses. On the

•ther hand, in the pliotograiphy of objects within the limit of distinct

vision the proportioiniate approximation of the lenses holds good.

Charles E. Benham.

BRITISH PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIA-
TION, LTD.

Annual Genebai, Meeting.

Oh Thursday, November 20, the annual general meeting of the

British Photographic Manufacturers' Association was held at the

Connaught Rooms, London, Mr. E. W. Houghton presiding. The
meeting was preceded by a luncheon, at which about forty seats

were occupied.

The President (Mr. E. W. Houghton), in moving the adoption of

the annual report and accounts, called attention to the fact that the

.Association was formed during the early part of the war, and that

90 far its work had been mainly connected with the war. The
printed report dealt with the principal business that had been

carried out during the past year, and, without going into detail,

he might mention that it had been of considerable assistance to the

industry over a difficult period to have one organisation through

which to negotiate with the various Government Departments. This

was a real advantage, which had been utilised and appreciated by

both sides.

Now that the war was over, he (the President) felt that the work
which should be accomplished by the Association was just as

important in every direction as it had been in the past. He hoped

and believed that the photographic industry would never go back

to the conditions which prevailed in pre-war times. Then it was

customary to regard that which was everybody's business as

x)body's business ; manufacturers were inclined to look upon com-

peting firms as rivals and enemies. As British manufacturers they

were now banded together for the furtherance of the photographic

industry throughout the world.

The question of standardisation of sizes of small-plate cameras bad

becB decided and duly announced throughout the photographic

Press of the world. The alarm expressed by some had subsided now
that the objects of the Association in this matter were clearly under-

.stood.

A chart setting out the standard sizes and the numbers by which

they would be known would shortly be issued by the Association to

*11 the principal dealers and manufacturers. It would then rest

with the camera-makers to adopt the new sizes for their new models.

There would be no difficulty with regard to plates and papers ; the

manufacturers would supply to meet the demand as they always

had done.

Mr. Houghton said that the second edition of " The Photographic

Industry of Great Britain " was now in tilie press, and would
shortly be distributed entirely overseas. This was in accordance

with the original plan of the book. Other co-operative plans were

in hand which would apply more particularly to the home country.

Tlie President concluded his remarks by congratulating members
upon the satisfactory financial position of the Association as revealed

fcy the audited accounte and balance-sheet, and urged the advis-

ability of a change of officers and members of Council.

A useful discussion ensued, in which a number of members partici-

pated. Keen interest in the work of the Association was displayed,

a«d a general desire expressed t^hat the oo-oipeipative efforts in the

intereste of British photograpihio manufapbupens Should be extended
on the lines suggested by the Council.

The following officers and members of Council were declared
elected as a result of the ballot :

—

President.—E. W. Houghton.

Vice-Presidents.—J. Hill, G. M. Bishop.

Hon. Treasurer.—E. B. Cook.

Hon. Secretary.—F. E. Greenwood.
Members of Council.—Austin Edwards, W. F. Butcher, O. 8.

Downing, J. R. Griffin, W. S. Hobson, T. Hlingworth, F. J. Jenkt,
Gray Pickard, C. F. S. Rothwell, S. Whitfield.

Secretary.—Arthur C. Brookes, Sicilian House, Southamptoa
Row, W.C.I.

DEATH OF MiR. H. V. HOPWOOD.
It is wiUi very great regret that we see the announcement of the
deatli on Friday last, December 5, at the age of fifty-three, of Mr.
Hemry Vaux Hopwood, assistant librarian in the Patent Offioe

Library, where be haxl followed his profession of teahnical librarian

shiip for over thirty years. Personally, if not a'.ways by name, M»
Hopwood was well known to visitors to tihe library at Southamptcte
Buildings, and many have had occasion to aippreciate his wide
knowledge and invariable kindness and courtesy in assisting the
legitimate user of the unique collection of technical books in hi>

cliarge. Mr. Hopwood was the author of tOie handbook " Liviog
Pictures," a semi-histoirioal manual on the technics of cinemato-
graphy, first pulbliehed in 1899, and now re-issued as " Hopwood's
Living Pictures," after havinig been largely re-written amd revised

by Mr. R. B. Foster. For some months before bis death Mr. Hop-
wood, who took a keen interest in photographic literature, as wall

as in the practical processes of photography, had been compiling a
biMiogmaphy of literature relating to the work of Hurter and Drif-

field for inclusion in th© memorial volume to be published in due
course .by the Royal Photographiic Society. He had in fact beet

engaged on this work vrathin a few days of his death, which took
place .suddenly n.« the resuJt of influenza, followed by pneumonia.

Assistants' notes.—-

—

Notes by assistants suitable for this column will be cottaidtretl

and paid for en iJie first of the month following publication.

A Glance at Developers.

A STUDY of the Answers to Correspondents page of this journal,

or a conversation with a group of photographers, will lead
one to the con'-lusion that although the average photographer
knows that he may expect different results from different developeis
he has not usually a very clear idea as to what results he will get

with any particular reagent. The following tables wi!!, I hope, mahe
clear the chief points of interest to the practical worker.

Two tables are necessary because the most important features lor

])late development may be quite a secondary consideration for prints.

To give an instance, pyro metol is frequently used for plates becans*'

it makes the best of under-exposures. This is a valu<i.ble property,

but when it comes to the making of prints it is no advantage what
ever.

To take the plate table first. It must be quite clearly understood
that the properties of any developer only hold good while it is used
in a normal manner. Metol, for instance, is noted for its soft work
ing, and yet by a plentiful use of arestrainer and long immersion in

the developer it is possible to get a hard negative with it. The
same applies to colour of image ; the amount of sulpliitc, the use ol

potass, brom., and other things affect this greatly, so that the indioa

tions given in the tables .ire for normal formulse used in a normal way.
In the case of fog I have acted on different lines, as no normal de
veloper will fog a plate of ordinary speed, unless development i»

carried on for a long time. I have thei'efore tried to give an indicB-

tion of the tendency of the developer to fog the plate when develop

ment is forced.

Tlie speed is the speed with whioli normal density is reached—

a

very different thing, it should be remarked, from the time it takes

the image to come up on the surface of the plate. The keeping quali-

ties referred to are tliose of the developer as usually made up for
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ii«e ;
pyro-eods, (or example, being in its two aolations, wUile M.Q.

wrould be in one coooeotraUd solution.

Now for tile paper-developer table. I have left ont neeiping quali-

•'f», a* developer for prints is always beet mixed just before use. In

' .M» ot thk I have put in the x>lour to be obtained by toning the

).i.ge, the bleaching and sulphide prooea* being used. The fog

.. :uan is also left out, as no standard developer gives it. In con-

i-iuaion, I sbooU like to say that the rasoUa given here are those

obtained in practical work. I do not know if they will be found to

be the seme with all brands of plates and papers, bat I believe they

will be, except in moat e.\oeptiooal circomstaooes.

—
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PDoto-mgcDanical RcteSe
Half>tones in Ne^vspaper Illustrations.

Mr. Clement Sliopter writes to the "Times" of Saturday last,

December 6, as foUowa :

—

" In your note on blie pujiahase of the ' lUustnated London News '

and the ' Sketch ' by Sir Joihn Ellenmaii j-ou are guilty of an
error in art history which is, periiaps, worth correating, and which,
not without some measure of egotism, I correct in my own interest.

\\1»n I enitered the office orf the ' Dlustrated Loiidomi News ' as

editor e.iacUy tlurty years ago tihis month nearly all tJhe bCiocks

used in the production of that joumal were woodcuts. Half-tone

process wa« used very rarely, it being more in evidence in tSie

Lady's Pictorial ' than in any other jourmal of that date. I

found that the use of half-tone process for drawings in particular

was very little in favour, Mr. Bernard Partridge of all living artists

being Uie keenest at thait time for its use for his pictures. On
January 3, 1891, tlieire were 36 wood engravin«;s in the ' Illusti'aited

Ixmdon News ' to four half-'tooie or process blocks ; on Janunfy 2,

1892, there were 21 wood engravings to 12 half-tones. By December
31 of that year diere were 32 wood engravings and 28 half-tones.

In fbuodng ond beoomi.nig the first editor of the ' Sk6t.oh ' in

1893 I waa the 6nt to produce an illustrated newspaper consisting

entirely ot baH-tone reproduction. Tlie matter is, perhaps, a small

one, but it is the privilege of advancing yeaiB to be guilty of

reniiniscenqp."

Commercial Aerial Photography.
The "Scotsman," in its issue of December 2 last, gives some

particulars of Uie firm of Aerial Photoe, Ltd., 81, George Street,

Edinburgh. It states that, as the name suggests, the main business

of the company is pliotography, in whicli they have been specialising

and meeting with every success. Aerial Photos., Ltd., have been

receoUy doing a (^eat deal of this work for several of the larg<-

commercial undertakings in Scotland, and at present are engaged

in filming the workshops of Messrs. Snigers, Clydebank, while in

the near future a tUat, will be made with Weir's yards. Though
this work ii covered by most of the flying members of the company,

many of the special commissions are undertaken by Captain A. i^.

Cooper, whoae wonderful gifts in that dilreotion singled him out

for the poat of oHicial artist to the R.A.F. during the war. All

Captain Cooper's work is done in the air, and be does not depend

on the camera, but aotually sketches and colours his objective while

flying. At present some of his work is on exhibition in the Science

and Industries Exhibition in Glasgow at the stall of Messrs. William

Beardmore and Co., Ltd., the builders of the famous airsihip K.34.

An exhibition of aerial photography is being arranged for the

beginning ol the year by the Glasgow Corporation, and at it the

oompany expect to show many of the results of their ever-increasing

activitiea.

Patent RcwSe
JVoou* fotetiU—applications and tpeciJUaticms—art treated iw

" Photo-iltehanical Nolei."

A{>plioations, November 24 to 29.

LtKsn.—No. 29,442 and 29^443. Objeotives for pihotograpihic, etc.,

purpoees. L. B. Booth.

CAUiaas.—^No. 29,726 Pbotographio cameras. R. C. Barron and

L Oasble.

CAMiaAS.—No. 29,189. Photographic cemeras. H. Jowett.

Ae«ul PHOTOOBAraT.—No. 29,232. Oameras nad negatives for

aerial photogreiphy. T. E. Moorhouee.

Camiba Scppobts.—No. 29,717. Supports for photognqihic oameras.

J. M. Shaw and R. E. Strange.

CAimus. No. 9,509. Photographic oameras. G. J. Terwiel.

CiNKHATOOBAPHT.—No. 29,559. Cijwinatogitaiphs. R. Andertcn.

CiNEMATocRAPHT.—No. 29,703. Cinematognuph shutter. E. J. Day

and C. R. Dcering. „ „ , ,

ClxMATOOBAPHl.-JJo. 29,724. Cinematography. S. M. Prokudme

CisKiiATOOBAPBT.—No. 29,320. Cinemaitograph films. F. L. Han-

cock.
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OOUPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Th«M tpeoifioatioHS art obtainabU, price 6d. each, post free, from

the Patent Ofiee, 25, Southampton Buildmgs, Ohaneery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in brackete it that of application in this country; er

abroad, in the ease of patents granted under the International

Coitt/ention.

••LOUB SBN8ITISER8 FOB TWO-COLOUB PHOTOGRAPHY.—No. 134,253

M September 25, 1918). The invention is for improvementfi in

or relatiiiK U) colour pliotography of Uie claae wherein two sen-

atised surfaces superimposed are simultaneously exposed, and has

lor lis object to render such colour photography more simple in

•peration. According to Uie invention, a sensitiser for the class

«f colour photography referred to above comprises pinacyanol,

litnavei'dol, pinachrome, fiavasine, and ammonia, mixed witn

water.

Preferably the proportions employed are as fodJows:—

Pinacyanol ''^ g™-

Pinaverdol 6 „
Pinaohrome 2 ,,

Fiavasine 4 „

Ammonia .880 4 ozs.

Distilled water 1.300 ozs.

Im making up the sensritiser, the first four ingredients in the quan-

tities stated are preferably dissolved in 10 ozs. of boiling alcohol

And stirred for ten minutes until thoroughly dissolved, after which

1,300 ozs. of distUled water may be added at a temperature of

about 70 deg. F., and then the 4 ozs. of ammonia. The film or

plate to be sensitised is immersed m this mixture for about five

minutes, and kept constantly in movement. The drying should

be effected quickly at a temperature of about 75 deg. F.

A plate or film sensitised by this formula is panchromatic. In

eperation, one such panchromatic plate may be superimposed with

A non-panchromatic plate, such as are already on the market, or

two panchromatic plates, whereof one or both may be sensitised

according to this formula are employed. The two plates are pre-

ferably put with the sensitised surfaces face to face, and may be

axpoeed in any ordinary camera. If a non-panchromatic plate is

used, fcluB is preferably placed on the lens side of the panchromatic

plate.

The two plates thus superimposed are exposed simuiitaneously,

and the first plate cuts ouit a certain amount of colour from the

second plate, so that the resulting two negatives represent different

oolonr-values, and this difference is made greater by use of the

dpeoia! sensitiser described than is possible with two panchromatic

plates, such as are at present obtainable, or one of such known

pancliromatic plates and a non-panchromatic plate.

The negatives are developed, and from each a positive print

is made, one of which may be on opaque paper, and the other on

traneiparent material, such as celluloid Tliese prints are then

toned up to different colours, one, say, to an orange-pink tint and

Ui« other to a blue; the orange-pink would be employed for the

positive, whioli is produced from the negative that was nearest

tha lene.

The marked difference of colour-values obtained, owing to the

«se of the special sensitiser descril>ed, leaves room for consider-

able manipulation of the prints, so that the depth of colour of either

may be deepened as required to obtain a proper balance according

to the subject in hand. This balance can only, of course, be

judged by the operator for each subject, and will depend largely

upon individual taste, but the fact that a large difference of

aolour-value is obtained by means of this invention in the two posi-

tives leaves scope for the desired manipulation.

For quick work the two panchromatic plates prepared with the

special sensitiser given above is preferred.

If one print is on paper and the other on a transparent material

the transparent print will be afterwards superimposed on the

©paque print, and the two may then be mounted in any desired

tanner. With practice, a coloured photograph having consider-

able resemblance to Nature can thus be ofotained.

Although plates have been referred to, obviously fihns may be

• employed, and also ihe finished product may be made as a ira>8-

p.areucy by utilising transparent material for both print*.

The invention may be applied to cinema films, the celluloid por-

tion of which may be of ordinary manufacture, but the sensitising

material for one or both of the films must be made according to

this invention. The two films can then be run simultaneonsljr

through the camera, and the subsequent treatment will be the

same as has been already described with reference to plates, except

that the final product will be a transparency

Instead of toning the final product to different colours, the film

may be stained the desired colours on opposite sides, though tor

the production of ordinary coloured photographs the process »t

first described must be used. For cinematograph work the stain-

ing is possible because of the persistence of vision and the strong

light behind the film.

Where two panchromatic plates, sensitised according to this in-

vention, are employed, the colour-values are still more widely

different, owing to the amount of colour which is stopped by the

plate nearest the lens, and this is sometimes an advantage, as H
enhances the ease with which the strength of the different tints

can be adjusted one to the other.—William friese-Greene, 1U6,

New Bond Street, London, W.l, and Frank Garrett, 15, Doreet

Street, -Salisbury Square, London, E.C.4.

Cradt Rama and marks.
APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION.

ViGUBA.—No. 393,582. Photographic paper. Paget Prize Plate Op..

Ltd., 132, St% Albans Road, Watford, photograjihio plate and ^etpft

.manufaot-urers. July 24, 1919.

Reu) materlalSt ^c—•

—

Tonitol Re-toning Solution. Made br the Hounslow Research

Laboratory, S, Bell Road, Hounslow, Midd esex.

This ipreiparation is one for the further toning of prints toned to a

sepia by the bleach-and-sulphide or hypo-alum method. It is a

clear and coCoaurless liquid of faint odour, amd tor use is siimply

mixed with five times its bulk of water. This diluted working bath

has a slight though quite positive effect on sepia-toned prints. Its

effect may, perhaps, be best described by saying that the reddishness

of a sepia print is removed and the colour converted into one some-

what less pronounced, and to many tastes very much more pleasant.

We have tried the effect of the solution upon a number of prints,

and are certainly of opinion that Tonitol can render a real service

to users of the sepia-toning process. The sepia prints require an

immersion of only a minute or two in the working bath, and appa-

rently the diluted Tonitol may be used on a very large number of

prints without losing its re-toning powers. Most people, we think,

will iprefer the tone wfhlch it yields to tllie average original result by

bleaching and sulphiding, so that photographers generally who may

wish for some novelty in the colour of their prints, or experienoe

difficulty in getting regular results by sulphide toning, will be well

advi.sed to give Tonitol a trial. The preparation is supplied in 6-oz.

bottles, price 3s. 9d. each.

Hard-grade Press Bromide Paper. Made by Criterion. Ltd.

Stecbford, Birraingham.

A NEW introduction of tilie Criterion Compnmy, specially for Press

photographers, will be accorded a particularly warm welcome at

the present time of year, when many negatives are deficient tn

quality through the hopeless conditions of lighting under which

they are taken. The new grade of paper is one yielding a consideor-

able extra degree of contrast ; its properties in this respect approach

the vigour and brilliancy of gaslight paper, whilst retaining the

speed of bromide and the facility of standing forced development

without tlie sligihtest lialbiuity to stain. The«e aire features whioh

for a great deal of current work in Press photography are of much

practical value. In other respects, such as its non-stress quality and

freedom from mechanical defects and chemical spots, the paper

maintains the high reputation of its makers. It is obtainable as-
j

white and as mauve, both of glossy surface.
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meetlnas oT Societies*
>

KEETINQS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
MoKiUT, Obcehbxb is.

Sooth Loadon PbotacnpUoBoeiaty. The DeaemberConipatitiooa : I.—Ijectarette
Coaptlition. U.—kxeonion Blidea. III.—- London " Campetition.

DnnbacT Photofnpbic 8ooi«ty. "Odds ud Endi lor BcKionen." Councillor
W. Kawtam'.

WillMdaa Ptaaiacr*pbio Boeiety. "Biraiiht PhotOKnphj." T. H. B. Scott.

Bmdfotd PkotOfimpkie BoeletT. " A Tr»mp in Tee«d&l«." J. Kaye.
Klrlil«i«lail»i aai DiMriel Pbotocraphlc 8oci«tT. " MoanUng." W. H. W«t.

Ttbidat, DxcaanKa 16.

Ra7«l Phota«T»pbie SoelMr. Technical Macting. "Fancr Ughtinc in
PocUmitan!." N. E. LDboabci.

Raekaar Pbotofraphie Soeiaty. Print Compatiiion : farmyard Scenet.
Ztoneaaur Caaiera CInb. Lanlam Leelore :

" Bcrwickon-Twecd and the Adjacent
• Heot'Coan-rr." O. L. aaleliae.

Cbe'M* Photocraphie a.ciMy. * Wcatminster Abbey." F. H. ETaai.
Sbeffield Pholocraphle BooiMj. "Peepa at Natara wllh a Camera." R«r. B.

Batlar. ai.
8e«>bOliy OaaMn Clab. Lantern Slide CompatMBa and Diaplay ot Colour

Leadi Pkotocnphle Soelety. • The Made Carpel." B.P. Dibden.
Mai '••am and Diatrict Pbolncnphie Society. " Tha Lstra and iti Uaaa." T.

W. IMdd.

WsDausAf , Dicaiusn IT.

Craytea Oawwa Ctab. " Tba Work and Becord* of tha Ptaotocraphio Surrey
aad Haoitd ai Bomy." J. Kaowick.

Nonh MIddleaex PbotocrapU* Bodeiy. Examplea of Arehliaetaral Photo
(lapby by llaaibara.

Ulabafgk Pliiinfwpfck SoeiMy. " Oailifhi PrinUng r iiMia " J. Oliver.

Photocraphle Ataocialion. CbiiMaMi Calaadar Compe.

Partiek Caa* • Chib. WbialDrlTC. Compelilion PriaM on View.
thKiih Sobathaa PbdocnpUe Society. "Bally Baaf, Oraace, aad Tommy

AiklMlalfaaadoaia?- A. L. Pairbaok.
'

Hali(axSri*a«U«aaei*ly. Wbtat Drive,

catlord. riwaat BIB aa4 Bydaaham Pbotographle Sooiaty. Print and Laalcrn
aihbOaapattiiaa.

TatiaajuT, Dccsama 18.

Portraiture."

'An Electric

Rodlay aa4 INatfM Pfcotatmb le Soeiaty. Monthly CompaUtion
niiiiMWll* lllfiathi Baaaa) Fbotocnphle Sooiaty.

'•'•'t DMManwaUaa." *. Ba*il.

:-iaOabL " Laetnre on a Matical Subject." C. FMrtea.
I Oimen Ctab. " A IHmoatiraiiou o( PlaliBMypa aad Batitia Papatt.'

^. M.A
'i«iapble aad Maunallat Society, : Their Homaa and BowAala
Ihaa." W. Clide

Aetca Phgtogiapkla Soeiaty. Membnt' I^AnUro Nlghl.

WlMkliSna Caaara Ctab. Monthly Print CompeilUoa.
Hall Phimnmhta Society. " A iootney lo Mexlaa aad Iha Far Waal " L.

Whliakaa4.
FaiUT, DacaaaaB 19.

rWwimratlile Aaaonta tlOB. "ContaatPrlnUnc " W. Fouldi.
Tka taponaaea o( Photofraphy In the War." H.

ROYAL PHOTOOR.\PHIC SOCIETY.
Mrrn5<i hfiid DntnUr 9, Mr. \V. F. Oatcr in the chair.

FanMT fM« * danDoatralion of tba modifioilioii of the

'

; >aM*totii)uehlMliaagitnaa tba nansof "Carbro." lu
ch •! <lifl««iie« of jawwfcii* (iDn Um OaofanMBS pvoceaa conaiata in

Um faei tlukt tba fiyaanling and aowi tatfaa •*• combined into one,

«fa»ii Mr. Facmer oaBa tba " •enailinng " biJtik. Tha acid in thia

UUer ia aiyl iad by tbs naa ol the acid aalt, aodioin biautphate. By
»4ln|»ting oartein defiolta prapmtr/Ma for Uw eonaUtoenU of Uiia

aaifliMiig batb Mid by taJung auitabSe m uaauf tor Aa taniperatnre

Aad lima of lac, Mr. Fanner has aaoceeded ia wdnning tba prooev
to a ayatam maaard'mtf lo wbich a c«<bon tiaMio of any gtren ooUmr
can ba iamaned to tita a«inailia-«ig bath for • givm time, and can

tbeo ba lieyniiad qpon to yield a good carfxiti fn-inU Working
ioOMfai Mid BStraelioaa havii^ bmi aet fortii at fuU \at^ by Mr.

FartMT ia «a artiola wbidi e^fieared in the "B.J." oa recently oa

Octobv 10 last, it ia fwini—117 to repeat nneb of hia i«chn«»I

diacoorM, but a tew it«na may be taefoUy mentioned.

Id working the pwc aai a naefnl guide i> to regard the time of im-

Oicraioo of tba (iaane in the aeoMtiaing aolotion aa the equivalenl of

the degraa of •spoaora in making bnanide priota. Too ahort immer-

aoo oaoaaa loaa of detail in Ifce hif^-bghta of tba carbon print, whiUt

too kM^ a tina <d iimimaiop ii the canae of tlegraded bit^hlights.

lite eniMtiiir ahouU on no acooant be oaad belorw &5 degt. F.

Mr. Fannar bad foand that be!o« thia temparatuie tha biai^4iai«

became large'.y inert, -wih'iilst t.lie dbirome alum rema-ined unaffected.
The Ibalance of tho sensitising (bath was thus upset by having it un-
duly cold. If, on the oitiher hand, tlie temperature was much above
65 degs. the timo of immersion mequirod to !be mucli shorter. So
long as the solution comld be used at any temporatare between 60
and 65 degs. minor differences wit3mn these limite would be foomd to
have no effect on the result.

.\sked wlhat kind of Ihromide paper he preferred, Mr. Farmer said.
tliat his favourite paper was tihe Wellington and Ward "Cream.
Crayon," which h© found to be of remairkably tough substance, so
that it was possible to make twenty or more " Oarbro " prints from,
it. In reply to another question, he said that he found the surface-
of the bromide pa(per, whether matt, semi-matt or glossy, had no.
effect on the renderiing of detail i-n the carbon print.
In the article in tihe "British Journal" to which i-eference has

been made, Mr. Farmer included two tables of times of immersion
required by varioois colours of cairbon tissue with certain bromide
papers. He e.^plaiied that some papers required other times tlian
theae, but if the correct time of immersion was found with a giveji
pO|per for a given colour of canbon, tissue, the time for any otlier
oxour of tissue (with Ihe same hromido paper) was then a question of
simple proportion

Aaked how contrast could be modified in the carbon prints Mr.
Farmer i<^Hed that for soft reautts from bromide prints of some-
what great contrast more bisulSphate silioudd be added to the sensitis-
ing bodi afid the tissue immersed for a longer time. For conti-ast.
the biaalphate should be omitted aittogotilier. In order to reduce the
time of immersian of the carbon tisaue in the sensitising bath, the
bath required to be modified by addition of more cilirome a'jum and
alio more bisolphate.

In the diacuaaion which followed, or ratiber was initerspersed with,
the demonstration, Mr. Thomas Manly, who took a seat close to the
demooatiatifio table, and ebom-ed a truly paternal interest in, the
prooeaa, pointed out that the ooonbination of acid with the pigment-
ing chemicals in the Ozobrome procees was puibMied by himself in

a manuaJ issued before the war. Some diacussioji took place between
him and tlie <lemonetrator as to the features in tlie " Carbro " pro-

ceaa whaoh were olaimed to be neiw. In tlie conrse of this disoussrion

Mr. Former n,id that while his process wa^ based on Ozobrome, and
while be bad derived the use of Ibisulpihate from Mr. Manly, he had
never known the formula for the Ozobrome solution, by which no

doubt be meant to say tluU. the proipoTtians in which bichromato

bromide aod ferricyoiKde are mLxed in tbe Ozobrome solution had
never come within hia knowledge.

An interested audieace followed tbe denuxnetrator in the very

sncoeesful making of two prints from their 'respective ibromides, and

on tbe profXMiilian of the chairman a very hearty vote of thanks was

accorded to Mr. Farmer.

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB.

Mb. D. Seth-Smith, F.Z.S., a oorator of tJie Zoological Gardens,

gave a, 'eoti-ire, entitled "Camera Records from the Zoo," which

waa iUujtrated by many slides, all interesting, and the majoi-ity of

firet-rata qoality.

Aa regards tbe lighting of the varied subjects, frequently were

obtained striking; studies bearing a strong resemblance to the com-

pjez schemes often adopted by portraitiste of the modem school.

In other cases one was forcibly reminded of the tricky and beautifuf

" back-Ughrting " effects frequently seen in cinematograph pictures.

It is not soggostei that Mr. Seth-Smith deliberately set out to

secure these special effects, which probably were due to the con-

ditions, nor that, say, the monkey^house is necessarily a suitable

place for artists anxious to study unusual methods of ilhimina-

tion ; but it is a fact that not a few of the slides were liaised from

nere technical CTcellpnce to things of real beauty by the wonder-

ful play of light and shade revealed. The narrative, too, was

excellent, and it was unfortunate that the wretched weather, coupled

with dtills ard colds on the warpath, did not secure the discomfort

of an overcrowded room. A most hearty vote of thanks was

accorded him.

In a report of l recent lecture given by Dr. C. Atkin Swaji at

the Club it was stated that more than a doubt was expressed by

him as to the possibility of photographing mirages. Primd-facie,

what can be see>i ought to be capable of being photographed, and
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Mr. G. F. Quilter, a professional photogiupher, of Ingateatone,

bears this cUt by kdndly sending a print which he says includes

a mirjg*. He, however, omite to- point out what parte of the

print repreeenit the actual scene before the camera and which part

ehowg the refracted image. The print wae examined by many
with jfreajt interest, but none would be sure on the point, whach

is evidence that the mirage must be very distinct indeed. It is

a pity a second exposure was not made when the mirage had
vanished, as this would have afforded a ready means of comparison.

EDINBURGH SOCHETY OF PBOFESSIONAI, PHOTO-
GRAPHERS.

The second annual dinner of the Society was iield in Fea-goisoai and
Forrester s Restaurant, Princes Street, Ediniburgh, on tJie 1st inst.

Jlr. Edward Drununoind Young, president of the Sooiety, presided
over a company of forty ladies and geintleimen, members and giuests,

which included Mr. Morley Flet/aher, Director of the Edinburgh
College of Art, and Mrs. Morley Fleitcher, Mr. Wm. W. Weir, a
repr€eenitiative from thie Glasgow pTofessdonal pQiotographers, and
•otheirs.—Mr. Robert ScoW>, in, proposing the toast of "The
Society," ootigratiilaAed its memfbers om the attainment of their

scheme for the farmat/ion of a retouching class at the Art College,

and the most satisfactory response which had been made by pupils

to join the class. He was sure that under the able tuition and
direction) of Mr. Young and Miss Grey the pupils would derivs the

:greate6t benefit from the class whiah would be of immeosura/ble

assistance to them in their future careers. Mr. Scott also spoke of

the 'Sooieity's proposai for the training of apprentice photograiphers

in all bramohes of the art, which would materially assist to mainAain
•the high standard and quality of the work foi- which Edinburgh
jphotographers were famous. He also commemded the Society to

proceed with their proposal to hoUd a professional photographic

.exhibition in the near future.

Mr. Pelhom S. Moffat proposed: the toast of "The Guests."

—

Mr. Morley Fletcher, in reply, said that the number of pupils en-

rolled at the College for the retouohing class had 'been a revelation

-to the Board. They had prepared for thirty pupils, but altogether

sixty-nine had been enrolled, which showed there was a olamant

•need for such a class. He assured the Sooiety that the Directors

•would do everything in their power to assist the Society in pro-

moting the teaching and training of students in further branches of

photography in which artistic knowledge formed the foundation.

He was very much initer«eted in the proposal to have a professional

exhibition. He thought it tvould have a most stimulating and
•helpful effect.

Counoillor Drummond ShieU proposed " The Ladies," and Miss

"Grey suitably replied. A most successful and enjoyable evening,

interspersed with music, wias spent.

Woolwich Photographic Societt.—The annual general meet-

ing took place on December 4 at the Presbyterian Church

Hall, New Rood, Woalrwich, the new headquarters of the

Society. The chair was takeni by Mr. H. Furlong, and

the offices were filled as follows :—President, Mr. H. Furlomg

;

Vice-Presidents, Messrs. F. W. Machen, G. F. Meinertzhagen, C. P.

Spiller, and F. Miles; Committee, the Misses Middlebrooke and D.

Radcliffe, Messrs. J. R. Baker, G. R. A. Hodsoll, J. Pinches, F. J.

Poulton ; Treasurer, Mr. D. Collins ; Financial Secretary and Consul,

Mr. J. McCarthy ; Librarian, Mr. C. P. Spiller ; Publicity Secre-

•taries, Miss Middlebrooke and Mr. C. P. SpOler ; Lantemist, Messrs.

F. G. B. Foster and G. R. A. Hodsoll; Auditors, Messrs. T.

Hughesdon and Major R. J. O'Connoll; Hon. Secretory, Mr. H. H.

•Clare, Electricity Works, Plumstead.

The Society is to be affiliated to the Royal Photogi-aphic Society

.and to the South-Eastem Union of Scienltific Societies.

South SuBtmsAN Photoghaphio Societt.—The members of

the South Subunban Photographic Soaiety had one of the

greatest surprises of their lives on the 3rd inst., for, on

the President oaling upon Mr. Ivor Nixon to deliver his lecture

«n "Make Your Own Printing Papers," there appeared at the

demonstrating table a youngster who was fourteen years of age

last August. With the greatest confidence and gravity this "little

^visiter" lectured to the greyboairds and others on tlie making of

feipoHpi'ussiate, plain salted, Kallitype, and phosphate papers, papers
he has been experimenting with for about a year. The unconscious
humour of some of the remarks contained in his somewhat lentrthy
" paper " was most original and refreshing, but any adverse criticism
was quickly disarmed by the really excellent prints made and shown
to illustrate the various coatings, tonings, etc. Master Nixon, after
much experimenting, has come to the conclusion tliat "there is no
saAisfactory method of intensifying blue prints," that " the best
toner for blue prints is the oaitechu," but " with gireat care pleasing
tones may be obtained by bleaching in weak ammonia and darken-
ing in gallic acid." Toning blue prints, however, was a task not
recommended. Although the blue prints were so good, tlie young
lecturer was a* his best when dealing with plain sailed papers,
a branch of work he appears -to have thoroughly mastered. The
quality of the prints was exceptionally hi^ and the tones exquisite,
particularly those obtained by moans of the gold and soda phos-
phate bath. The somewhat complicated Kallitype process frightened
not this youthful experimentalist, who tackled it and investigated
all the little by-ways with the greatest enthusiasm, and the prints

he showed were the most perfect examples ever seen at the club,

the range of colours being particularly wide. Standard formula!,

aa may be found in text books, were used, though Uie lad confessed
to making a few minor alteraAions in some; not, however, of suffi-

cient importance to be chronicled. All the chemicals necessary for

tlie making of the four papers named could, he said, be obtained
from Towson and Mercer, 34, Camomile Street, London, E.C.
Master Nixon was not quite so successful with his phosphate paper,

but he is certain to master the process in time, as he haa done
the other paipers Maraed. At the momerut, liowever, he is busy
simplifying the art of making dry-plates, and the membei's
are looking forward to another instructive lecture by the
youth on plate making. For one so young, the lecturer appeaiB

to have a particularly good knowledge of photographic chemistry,

and his debut as a lecturer, as well as an amateur maker of sensitive

papers, can be written down as a big success.

news and Rotes,
J. F. Shew and Co.—^We learn that Mr. Albert J. Garrad, ka-

merly manager of Messrs. J. F. Shew and Co., is shortly restarting

business under tlie tit'je of J. F. Shew and Co., at 21, Bartlett's

Buildings, HolbOTn Circus, London, E.C.I. It is hoped to have the

business in working order early in 1920, with a full range of cameras
which -will be improvememts upon the regular well-known Shem
patterns, and in- which the Shew Press cameras will be a notaible

feature. For tlie present inquiries should be senlt to the temporary
address, 9 and 10, Thavies Inn, Holbom Circus, Londoin, E.C.I.

Fifty Thousand PHOTOGEAPHa Per Second !—^A Renter report

fa'om Paris to the effect that two French experimentera, MM.
Abrahams and Bloch, had devised an apparatus for taking photo-

graphs at the rate of 60,000 per second (according to oth«i

reports, 500) has aroused some interesting versions in the

lay .press, from which it appears that the system consists

in the use of a continuously moving sensitive fibn and a

rapidly intermittent service of light such as an electric epark. The
technical aspect of the i'nvenition was well discussed with the Londoa
correspondemt of the "Manchester Guardian" by Mr. S. J. Oox,

who is the joint inventor •with Mr. H. Workman of the Cinephrome

(Ltd.) Camera. Mr. Cox pointed out that the achievement was

really a development of an apparatus invented 'by M. Lucieui Bull,

of Paris, in 1904. He did not douibt the statement that 500 photo-

graphs could be taken in a second, but for practical purposes the in

vention had very important Umitations. There were t'wo methods

of taking high-speed photographs. Under the spark system tlie film

was moving continuously and the illuminiating point was inter-

mittent, -while the reverse was the case in connection witli th*

method under whidi they had been working in London, for the

film moved intermittently and the liglilt was continuous, enabling

about 250 photographs to be taken in a second. A disadvantage of

the spark method was that the photographs were limited to a very

small surface, such as a fly crossing a 4 or 6 in. circle, because the

only source of ffluniinataon was from an electric spark thrown
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ttifoa^ • floodanaa-, tftie objeot photographod being between the
«r inrlimig and Ui« ounara.
Aaotiiw in^nrtant diMdrtaUga wm that the object to be photo

' «oua havetoiie talGcoto Km laboratory. Where the film
. vUirmitteotly tfw oMncn out be taken out into the open, ajid

*>e objwA to Iw iihotognfihed U in the whole field of vi«ion in
enctly (te mum aanoar m an ordinafy oiaeni*. By thia method
•le««n piiteM faMi bean obtained <d the Brng of * howitiar between
Ch«Mploat«o«thefaeeand«fce«heUI«»vii^themiia;e. In addi
•«» <*V k^ ••*« IM to 200 picturaa of « aingle complete at«v of a
nan walHng at >h< rate of lour nul<a ao hour.
Ve»7 aarfd plaQUigrapha bave alao been taken of aofgical opera,

kooa. e^Moany in caaea where the soi^gaoa haa been compelled to
•wi»e ao qakddy that the aotoal optmtioi waa baioiy viaible to tiie

MudeoU gathering round.

(>a tha other band, a usafolnea* for the "ipark " method could be
iuund in taking amaU objaoU, auoh aa boIleU or inaecU, when the
•xpoanra woold bare to be aeinetfaing like a faondred-tbooaandth
part ofaMonwL Tlia bullet couU Miea be ahowo in iu flight.

From tba medieal point of Tiew, ha added, tha iparic method
canoot m«M a nrotuttoo in experimantal aoianoe^ baoaoae, ao far

•• ^ ••> aware, tb« raaouiw of tha oamanM abaady miating bad
tA bean laaed. Cn^aa tiiere waa aometbing net diaeloaed at the
ieata ba did not think that the new ayatem wooM n«aa aoytbing
bka a wwdutiuu ia fldHnenUoa with aucb

Conmerclal^Cegal hitelilaenct

NKW OOMPANIXii •

Ivro.—Th:a private company waa regMlerad on

S with a capital of £10,000 in £1 Aaraa, UbjeoU : lo

aarry ao tba buiinati of manajactwi of and daalan in pboto-

ipaphie d/y-plataa, pap«ta, aad Ifaaa lor pbotographic and olber

par|inaai> ate. Tha anbaeriben (aadi with one abare) are:—U. J.

WakafUd. 17. Burghl^ Road, LaytonaUma, N.E.. o:«rk; K. T.

Onacb, aa^ Soloa N«w Road ClafihMB, 8.W.4, dark. Ilia aid>

acnbva f lo appoint tha firM diractora.

Hamoo, L«D.^Thia pr.rata cnmpaoy waa lagiataiad on November

as wilb a ea|>«tal of £S.000 in £1 (baraa fiJXO praf.). UbjecU:

To lake a«ar tba boaiDeaa of a pbotogimpbic daaiar carried on t>y

P. O. Uaat at 86, tbHtm Boad. Haowell. aa " J. E. Hart and Co.

(Loadon)." Tba aabtaibats (taoh with one ahare) are: P. O.

Hoot, 86, UZtom Road, Baowaa, pbotogrnphie daalar, J E. Hunt,

4, Wi:ieatt Road, Aotoo Hill, W.3. pbotofrapher. The bnt

diiaeton ara: P. O. Hnat and J. E. Hont (both permanent),

86. MiMoo Road, HanweU, Middleau.

Correspondence.

vriia •« both mdtt of ths p<tp»r.

Mo aeliaa ii lataw of tommmn iemtioiu imlim tk» namM and

aifrirtnii af lk« wrtjarf or* giwtn.

',* Wo do met mmdortako roifoiuibiUtt for lb« opimoHi oxfrotttd

% mm oorroipamdtmU.

TEE DEVEIjOPMENT OF LANTERN 8UUEB.
To tha Editori

OaaiSawan*—WiD you pvmii me to oorrect an inaccuracy in the

report ol Mr. LiaaU'a leotara at the R.P.& T

I dU Mt a^ I " knew of no way of working, except by eiamm-

mg Ifca tnaapMaoey." On tba oontnry, I advocated, firat, the

advaaUIity el ananrinn oorraa axpoanra by paying attention to

fba daMity a( tha nafativc, tba atrtngth of tba illominalion, and

a( tba Uatam plate; and, aeoondly, t}ia oontrolhng of

ol davalopnaat by the naa of tba Walkina factorial

faittrfidly,

W. B. KsmovsoN.

48, OMparaa Oardaoa. N.W.6.

/in$«)er$ lo Cerrespondents.—

—

SPECIAL NOTICE.
In accortianct lejth our present practio a tmalkfr apaet will be

allntted to renlvs to correapondfnls.

We uriU ansirer by post if atnmped and addr-ssed envelope h owtosed

for reply: Scent InUmational Coupon, from readers abroad.

Querits to be anaioered in the Friday's '•Journal" must reach u*

not later than Tuesday (posted Monday), and shotild be addreased

tc the F.<i''nrs.

C. C—The makers of the Jay Nay specialities are Meesra. J. and
A. Wilkinson, 60, St. Oswald Street, MancheEter.

W. H.—By faj the most usual method in the trade i» Iby strip-

ping from glaaa, the glaaa being cleaned either with French chalk
or with one of the glazing preparations, such as oz-gall.

I'. A. O.—Printer'* engineers, such as Hughes and Kimber, 9,

Googh Square, or Fumival and Co., 102, Clerkenwell Road
would supply embossing or blocking presses such as yon require.

E. B.—Apart frofn the little Panoa>ani Kodaik, the only two pano-

ram cameraa are the Cirkut of Kodak and the Al Vistit of Hough-
ton's. Both of these are of American make, and it ia therefore

doubtful if yon can get them now.

F. D.

—

A taiil c.p. of 6,000 is enough for all ordinary purposes.

We aboold, hcwever, prefer six 1,000 c.p. to three 2,000 c.p.,

aa the light could be belter distributed. We do not, however,

know what form of reflector you are fitting, so cannot advise on
fixing diftoaera.

T. J. O.—You will find the haU-watt lani<ps quite salisfaotory. If

you write to Uie General Electric Co., Ltd., 67, Queen Victoria

Street, Londoo, E.G., they wi^ send you a booklet giving full par

tioulars of the varioua fiUings fixun which you can aeleot those

'beat suited to ^-our atuddq.

W. J.—Tour prints are evidently uiufer-expoeed. You must bring

your lampa nearer to t^e aiUer; 2,000 c.p. is hardly enoogih for

abort expoaurea. Your plates, too, are rather slow ; try a 400 H.

and D. plate, suoh as the Rford Zenith. You do not give aper

ture of leas ; for such work it ahould not be less tllian fib.

n. and S.—If the business was established before February, 1918,

it ia not a new basiness within the meaning of the Order, and

therefore no licence is necessary. There is nothing in the order

which cauaea an old business to become a new one, simply from

the fact that the original proprietor has joined himself in part-

nership with someone else.

H. 0,—For the starting of any new business, either by a British

subject or by an alien, a licence is required. Y^ou had better

apply for information to the Secretary, New Retail Businesses

(Licensing) Order, 99, Queen's Gate, South Kensington, W. .A

photographic sllidio, at regards the parts of the premises wh«^
the public are received, comes under the Shops Act.

K. A.—The lens you describe is an ordinary or Petzval portrait

lens, probably of French make, issued by the Photographic

Artists' Co-operative Supply Association, which carried on busi-

ness in the late '70's. Two lenses marked No. 3 were issued :

raie 3i ins. in diameter wae priced at £5 ISs. 6d. and the oither

4J ins. in diameter was £19 15e. Both were listed for cabinet

size. We can give no idea of their present value

jV. V. C.—(1) The licensing office for the Cambridge area is at 80,

Westbonrne Terrace, Paddington. (?) We advise you to use the

pyro-ioda formula recommended by the makers of the plates you

are uaii^ for dish development, hut making it up with, say,

lbf«e timea the quantity of water and using twice the quantity of

sulphite or metabiaulphite. This will probably give you a tank

developer yielding satisfactory average density in about twenty

minutes, but vou can best discover for yourself whether yon re-

quire to take more or Ies.<i water than indicated above by trying

the devolcf>er on a few platee.
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J C.—We think that in the event of it coming to a County Court

summons yooi would suooeed in reaoveriiig such a charge as lOs. 6d.

far your attend'aiice in th« effort to carry out the order. The
doubtful thing is that apparently the order was a verbal one. If

yon had an order in writing we should feel more confidence in

advising you as to the view which a County Court judge would

take. But where the evidence on both sides is wholly verbal,

common justice is apt to go astray.

W. H.—A bumiahier is oaily sruiitable for prints on glossy jxipeir which

bave ibeein wet mounted The gas must be lighted inaide tlhe

hollow roller and the tempeiratuire allowed to reaah that of an
ordinary laundry iron. If itoo hot the ipriaiita will buim or Mister

;

if too cold there will be no gloss. The piriiits should not be bone
dry, aind should .be iplaoed face down on the hot roKer, then fed

through two or three times, curving the ends upwards as they

pass tihroU|g(h. When oool they will be flat. The roller must be

kept Ibinigihitly polished a<nd Iree from soratdlies.

T. L.—There is urnfomtunately no book wihioli we can recommend to

a photographer of your exipeinenoe. There was a very exoeillent

'book issued by Mr. Baitsford some years ago called " Art Principles

in PJhotogipaiphy. " We acted as agents for Batsfords and sold a
fair mumlber of them, buit- the hook is now ouit of print. You
couud perhaps get a oopy by inserting a small advertisemeaiit for it.

A book which perhaps you miglht study "triih advantage from the

art point of view is one called "The Appeal of the Piotuiie," by
F. C. Tilney, published by Messrs. Dent. It deals alboiit as much
with lamdscape as with portraiture, but is a very excellent book
from the poit standpoint.

E. S.—^The qiueetion you ask has not, so far as we know, been
generally decided under the Retail Businesses (Lioeaisiiig) Order.
Generally speaking, the object of the Order is to protect de-

mobilised men like yourself, but it is conceivable that your
caravan business would operate harmfully in certain places upon
ex-Serviae men who had returned and started in business in a
small town or villag'e. Therefore we imagine that your case
would be decided on its merits, and with reference to the scope of
your journeys. If these am m Leicestershii* you had better
write ior particulars to the office which deals with tliis district-
namely that at 80, Westbonrne Terrace, Paddington.

P- H.—1. The addition of a photographic portrait business to a
mantle business is the Starting of a new business according to the
Retail Businesses (Licensing) Order, administered by the Ministry
of Labour. 2. The application for a licence could be refused, but
wa do not know the precise reasons by which the administrators of
the Order are guided. The main one presumably is that tlie new
business is being stai-ted upon a new beat, where a man who has
served in the Army, or is still serving there, previously carried on
his trade. 3. We think you are entitled to a week's notice or a
week's salary in lieu of notice. The fact that a licence has or has
not been obtained has noUiing to do with you. The employer must
take the liaJbility for thait.

E. G. B.—The print nnust be made on vei-y thin paper, and for this
reason albumenised paper viae formerly used. If P.O. P. is used, it
should be hardened in fonnaline to prevent the film from melting.
A solution of gelatine, say 1 oz. in 50 of water, is made, and
while quite warm is poured into a dish of sufficient depth to cover
both glass and print, which should be immersed for two or three
minutes till quite warm. The print is pressed into contact with
the glass with the fingers, and the surplus gelajtine wiped off after
the glass is nearly cold. In place of warm gelatine a cold solu-
tion, made of gum tragocanth, 3 parts; gum arable, 10 parts;
water, 50 parts, may ibe used in the same way. The print must
be soaked until very 'limp.

R. D.—The only possible light is flashJight, a serviceable outfit for
which is obtainable from Messrs. JohnsKHi amd Sons, Ltd., 23,
Cross Street, Fiusbury, London, E.G. A machine for gen,6rating
electric current would weigih something in tlie neighbourtiood
of half a ton. For printing and emiargAng machines apply to Mr.
G. S. Moore, 69-73, Denmark Hill, CamlberwelH, London, S.E.5,
or Messrs. Brodnick, Ltd., 50, High Street, Charing Cross Road,
W.C.2. Combined developing and fixing is mo good for this work.
Use a quick-acting devetoper and a strong acid fixing bath. There

is no book on the subject, although articles on pubtiiiig work
through with speed have been publfehed in the " B.J." from time
to time, for example, on May 21, 1915, and December 3, 1915.

Both these will be useful to you. Price 4^. each poet free from
our publishers.

G. S.—(1) The lamps aire anaxie by Blaniohard Lamps, Limited, 151,
Faipringdon Road, London, E.C. For short exposures you would
want at least two of the high-power lamps, which the firm rates,

I think, at about 1,000 c.p., and supplies, so far as we recollect,

at about £20. This was the price two or three years ago. We
think the lamps would last for a good many years. The chief

drawback to them is the amount of heat they give out, also the
rather great over-all length. Both of these features make it

rather difficult to use the lamps in a small and particularly a low
studio (2) The Licensing Order is still in force in regard to
businesses started since February, 1918. There is no office at

Derby. Applications relating to Derbyshire should be addressed
to New Arts Buildings, Livei-:pool ; those in respect to places in

Nottinghamshiie, tc Harewood Barracks, Woodhonse Lane,
Leeds.

COPYKIGHT.—I have a photograiph of Belvoir Castile, given me some
years ago. It has no name on it, and I do not know by whom
it was taken, although I unagnie it is the work of a professional,

photographer. I would like to have a negative made from it,

so that I could make a few bromide enlargements. Do you con-

sidei- me free to do this without infringing copyright? In order

to maintain copyright, is it not necessary to intimate cm ihe print

that the same has been protested ?

—

Belvoih.

It is ^most certain that copyright exislts in the work, in

which case you will be committing a legal infringement by copy-

ing it in any shape or form. It is not necessary that the word
" Copyright" should appear upon photographs which enjoy copy-

right protection. At the same time, tlie reproduction which you
appear to contemplate is on a small scale, and if it came to the

knowledge of the photographea' would scarcely be
oonsidei-ed worth while troubling about—at any rate,

if the prints are made simply for your personal use

and not in any way for trade purposes or for reproduction in any
periodical

Line Advertisements.

Oharges for Insertion.

Since advtrtisementi cannot b« initrUd untU fully and corrscUy pre-

paid, tenders of line announcement* art atked to bear in mini thi

teale of charget. They will thut tame OwmseUiet delay in the fnA-
lication of their announcemenlt. A Sehedule by which an advtrtiM-

ment can be correctly priced wiU be tent en requett.

Net Prepaid Lin* Advtitiiements,

12 words or leu 1/-

Extra words Id, pel word.
(No reduotion for a leriea.)

Special Note. Box Number Advertisementt.

" Box No. " and office address charged as 6 words.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per insertion for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted ontil folly and oorreotly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an advertisement must be accompanied by the

advertisement as previously printed.

Advertisements are :iot accepted over the telephone or b/ telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line advertisements is 12 o'olook

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publishers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot b*

guaranteed.
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A Book Within • Book.
The fortlioomiiig " Brituh Journal Alnuuiac " is more
th«a » aoU«otion of \ikb hints, expedients, aad formula: of

th« jrear, Talu*bie as this retumi of the year's progress is

to ev«ryoiM doing practical pbotographio work.
The 1930 " Almanac " will contain also within its

'-nvers a little book which is written ^teoially for the

' jinner in pbotogFafAy, yet will be found deserving of

tne att«ii(ion ctmi of those of wider experience.

This ia tha section of the " Almanac " entitled
" BeginiMn' Failure* in PhotoEraphy." la it the

defeele wlucb can arise in the making of negatives and
-f> considered acootxling to a vystematic plan. The
the arrangement is that the cfefeet is dsecribed as

ifically as can ba done in words, and tlie causes and
. . :.edica (or prevaotrvea) dealt with in a full yet simple

waT.
In this article of over fifty pages, chief oonaideration is

given to defects in negatives from thinoeM, flatness, hard-

ness, excessiv* density, stain, fo;; and like defects.

Tliere is a good AmX to be said for arranging instruction

OD these linea, (or, apparently, many a bMinner will

gailier experience in the premier oarryiog oat of intensifica-

tion or reduction whan the process is prescribed as the

cure for a defective negative who will not take the trouble

to read a text-book which has intensification or reduction

(or its sobjeot.

The article deals also with the causes of various kinds of

spots, bands, lines, patches, and other markings on nega-

Uvee, and serves to show the reader by what exceedingly

simple oaoses soma of the most mystifying defects are

1 rodooad.

The oondading chapters of this " little book " deal

with btomide and gaslight printing, making self-toning

P'ints, mounting. Mid dry-mounting—all "according to

the plan."

EX CATHEDRA.
Threepence Beginning with the issue of January 2
on Jan. 2. next the price of " The British Journal
of Photography ' will be threepence. Tlie increase of
price has, unfortunately, beoonje necessary through suc-
oes«ye increases in the cost of printing, coupled with the
stabilising of a high price for paper. Printing charges,
successive increases in which came into force during the
war, have during the last few months advanced by a
further very substantial amount. As regards paper,
while it was possible during the latter part of the war to
compensate for the greatly increased cost of paper by a
somewhat lesser number of pages in each issue of the
" Journal," such a course is no longer possible without a
departure from our policy of making the " B.J." repre-
sentative of all that makes for progress and advancement
in every department of photograpjiy. Our publishers
therefore haVe no alternative but that of increasing the
price charged for the paper to threepence, an advance of

50 per cent., which may be thought to be a very moderate
oDo indeed when set against the threefold price now
charged for both paper and printing.

• • «

Shading. It is a matter of some difficulty when
shading a portion of a negative when

printing to prevent a more or less hard outline where the

!ihaded part merges with the rest of the picture. When
printing-out paper is employed the usual and the more
satisfactory method of shading during the exposure is by

the use of a piece of card moved backwards and forwards

over the part of the negative that it is desired to retard

;

yet this plan tends to give hard edges. A good way to

avoid this defect is to cut a series of fairly deep saw-like

segments into the card at it« edge, bending these in an

upward and downward direction alternately. This idea

is baaed upon the old-fashioned paper mask or vignette

used years ago, the edges of which were cut in the san^^

fashion as the teeth of a saw. It will be found that if

the plan mentioned above is carried out and the printing

frame kept in fairly weak light during the exposure a

very much softer result will be secured and probably one

that will give no indication that shading has been done.

With development pap>er8 it will also serve, providing the

printing light is well diffused and the card kept in motion.

Of course, the idea cannot be carried out with the print-

ing machines and boxes so much used to-day. If a nega-

tive needs local shading the printing frame should be

employed, when the above method will be found to repay

a trial.
• • *

The Index With next week's issue of the "British

Habit. Journal " will be presented, unless nothing

unforeseen intervenes, the index to the present 1919 volume.

We take some considerable interest in the compilation of

the index to the "B.J." and think we may claim for it
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that it provides a very clear and comiuonsense guide to the

varied contents of the volume. In our own oflice work,

chierty of replying to correspondents, we constantly have
to refer to the indexes of past volumes and arc often

prompted to wish that a greater number of our querists

would preserve the indexes. Many people, we can under-

stand, cannot afford the shelf-room for the storage of bound
volumes of the " Journal," but if they are under any
frequent necessity of addressing queries to us they would
save both themselves and us a good deal of trouble by
making use of the indexes. A fair proportion of the questions

which reach us consist of requests for some formula or

prescription which "was given in an article some months
ago." Such queries afiford a wide field for search, whereas
if the questioner would take a glance over the indexes he
could probably spot with fair certainty at any rate the two
or three articles in one or other of which is to be found
what he is seeking. As will be seen from the index to the

present volume, now almost ready for publication, no
attempt is made to classify the contents, but the simplest
ABC arrangement is adopted.

* * *

Light- A great many photographers rely
Control. alnio&t entirely upon the studio blinds
or curtains for controlling the lighting, and seem to be
oblivious to the utility of portable screens for locally

shading such portions of the subject as nxay need it.

Frequently the drapery and the face require different

degrees of illumination, and very often one or the other
is sacrifioed. The ordinary wihite head screen is now
pretty widely used, but it is not the beat thing when it

is desired to tone down a glaring white dress so that it

will take its proper place in the scale of tones. For this

a similar screen covered with black gauze will be found
much better, as it subdues without scattering the light.

"On the other side," a rather large circular screein

covered with very thin tracing cloth, with a circular
opening a foot or fifteen inohesi across, is frequently used
to secure a strong illumination of the head and a sub-
dued one of the drapery. Unfortunately, it is almost
impossible to buy the ordinary pattern of head screen
at present, but anyone with a little mechanical skill can
make a fair substitute with a disused head rest and a few
feet of stout wire.

* * *

Time is It is usual dn trades where labour
iVIoney. forms the largest item in pi'oducing an
article to keep a careful record of the timie taken on each
of the stages of production, so that when the job has to
be charged up there is no uncertainty as to the cost
under this heading. This practice does not, we believe.

obtain to any great extent in photographic establish-

ments, although we know of one or two where it is

carried out with very satisfactory results. Now that
wages have increased all round, it is very necessary for

photographers to be certain that their work is not costing

more than they obtain for it, or, at all events, more
than it should do. This applies more to wholesale trade

and commercial firms than to portraitists, as the latter

charge on a totally different basis, and it is only a
question of a smaller profit instead of actual loss. It is

a curious fact that the worst offender is usually the single-

handed worker, who very often does not get for a com-
pleted job as much a.s he would have to pay a competent
assistant in wages alone for doing the whole work. We
recently went into this matter over an order for groups
taken at a distance from the studio, and found that the

time occupied, at eigliteenpence per hour, amounted to

about 20 |>er cent, more than the total amount charged.
He charged more for the next similar job.

« • •

Paper When enlarged negatives have to be
Negatives. made from faded and granular
originals, there is often an advantage in using either the
special negative paper or even ordinary smooth bromide
paper, instead of the usual glass plate, for not only is

the cost much less, but the necessary working up is much
more easily effected. As everybody who has worked u])

an enlargement knows, no medium or other preparation
of the surface is necessary, and blacklead, chalk, or

water-colour may be used with equal facility on either

side. It is usually recommended to oil or wax the paper
to reduce the time needed for printing, but, in our
experience, this causes the grain of the paper to become
more noticeable, and we have found it better to leave the
paper in its ordinary state. If ordinary paper is chosen,

it should not have a baryta substratum, but should leave

the emulsion coated direct upon the base. We have
found the Ilford smooth, rapfd grade excellent for thif

purpose. About double the exposure necessary for an
ordinary enlargement should be given when enlarging
from a small transparency, while the exposure when
making the negative direct from a small print should
be ascertained by means of a small trial strip.

- « •

"Rembrandt " One of the difficulties encountered in
Lighting. making portraits in the " Rembrandt,"
or, as the Americans more correctly call it, "edge-light-

ing," style is the exclusion of unwanted light from the

lens. It is a common experience to find a general fog all

over the negative, and many operators have come to con-

sider this as inevitable, while others, by means of lens

SUMMARY.
Thie Christmaa Holidaye. WiM oooresipoinidents and advertiBeas

kindly note thaitnexit week's "B.J." will Ibe oloaed for press at hiOioti

on Monday next, Deoeimbeir 22.

Beginning with the issue of Jaaiuary 2 next the price of the
"British Journal" wiil be threopence weekly. (P. 7^.)

Tlhe Index to tihe 1919 -voiluine of tflie " Briitish Journal " will be
IM-eeemted as a Suimjlememt to next week's issue.
In a oantoibuted artioLe Mr. D. Clharlesi describes a simjple device

for obtaining aciuaiate repnodmotions oi scale in the oopying of
origin'ails in the camera for reip(roduKJt|icm by one or other of tihe

tirue-to-scale prooosses. (P. 736.)
In aji article contrilbuited to our comitemporary "Oaraera Craift

"

Mr. G. W. txneene desorilbes ait lengith the outfit founid most efficient

for the develapmeiit and printing of amateurs' film negati'ves.
(P. 740.)

.
.

lo. his article this week " PiPaaticuB " deals with the ma.king of
reproduced negativies, and hia* a numlb(e(P of Wnts to give on the
method whidh usually it is most advisalble to adoipt. (P. 739.)
Some notes on, the relative merits and daraw'backs of tlie different

pDoooaees for the toning of bromides will perQiaps add to the in-

fonnaiticxn of tlhiose who have uised omly the b'.«acih-a.n'd-ftulii>hide

method. (P. 743.)

In a leading article we give working instruotiioiis in' the neat
iiibroductian! of titles and other lettering in view negatives. (P. 735.

)

DoubiJe-pose portraits, enlarging wiUi metal-filament lamps, siij)-

plementary lenses, spots cm Wotting boards, and elemefttai-y pro-

ipertjes of lenses ai'e the subjecta of brief replies to corresipondwilts.

(P. 747.)

A finii uTidertaiking aerial pihotognaiphy lias announced that over
a quiairter of a millioii pictui'es have taeen made and soud in a few
months. (P. 747.)

Asn Australian correapondeiit wamo against the after-effects of

I formaline whem iieed in the tro(picS' as a means of hardening the
I gelatine films of negaitivKS. (P. 747.)

Details of a rotary print- tiryirag machine aire given in a neoent
! spejificatflom. {P. 744.)

A shading screen of black gauze is a very useful accessory in the
studio, partiouJarly when it. is wished to reduce the tome of a wihite

dress. (P. 734.)

. The phobograpiber's own labour is very often grossly uoder-
dlmilgied in fiximg tihe price of work dbaie away from the studio.

(P. 734.)

Sirwotih bromide paper is an excellent sensitive material for the
oopyuig of many oiiigimals. There is no need to oil or wax it for

printing. (P. 734.)
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hooda and other more clumsy devices, have managed to

reduce it to a considerable extent. We have lately seen
a very simple device, which almost entirely does away with
the trouble, and ha:> the advantage of remaining in posi-

tion, no matter how the camera is moved. It consists

of a dark card about a foot square, having a cabinet-sized

opening cut in the centre. This is fixed in the ordinary
camera vignetter in place of the serrated card usually

employed. The card is adjusted so as to darken all the

focussing screen, except the portion actually occupied by
the image, this being easily done by temporarily removing
the ordinary carte or cabinet mask {rom the camera back
and manipulating the vignette till only the size of the
plate to be used is uncovered. It is obvious that as the
lens cannot see the window or othor source of light the

fogging effect is practically eliminated.

TITLES IN VIEW NEGATIVES.
TuE lettering of the negatives which a photographer uses

for his production of view postcards appears to be one of

those oporations which is very largely done in an
amateunah way. Were it not that we are constantly in

receipt of querie:< as to the beet way of doing it, we
should have thought that the profeeaional metiiod of

tetting about it wa« familiar to all our readers. On the

contrary, it appears, from many view postcards which
come into our hands as examples of defects of printing or

toning, that many small pubiiahers of view cards do not

seem to realise the unsighAliness of the lettering which
often is a disfigurement of really good photography. It

oaooot be expected that the locally produced postcard can
oompete with that of the large postcard publisher if

attention is not given to every item of detail, including

this of the lettenng. It may therefore be a service to

many others of our readers than those who have speci-

fioalfy put the question to us if we refer once again to the
metiioa of providing titles on view negatives by which the

lettering can be done in a workmanlike manner.
Briefly, the method consists in photographing the

words of the title (in the form of a proof from type-

setting or of an original hand-drawn on a considerably

larger loale) down to the required size, and transferring.

by stripping, to the view negative. Naturally, a mucli

neater reauTt is obtained by setting up tiie titles in type

and taking a good proof from the type matter. If the

cost of sufficient type for {his purpose cannot be incurred,

or if a local printer cannot be commissioned 'to do this

part of the work, a very fair substitute for it is available

in the method of drawing the printed characters for the
title upon a considerably enlarged scale—say, five or ten

times the siae which the letters are required to be in the

negative. Any roughness of outline due to the hand
method of producing the original thus largely disappears

in the small scale reproduction : good shape of the letters

themselves s' 1 conformity to a given style of ty{>e may
readily be secured by making up a set of sufficiently

large letters from a printer's or type-founder's catalogue

and tracing the«e, when evolving the title, upon
engineers' tracing cloth, which is then backed up with

white paper for photographing.

In making the negative it is customary to photograph

a fair num^r of titles together. The best plate for the

purpose is one of the " process " or " photo-

mecAanioal " kind, with which clear lines (the letters),

in conjunction with opacity of the ground, are readily

obtained with an ordinary pyro-.soda or hydroquinone
developer. The negative having been developed, fixed,

washed, and dried, the film is cut through to the glass

frith the aid of a straight-edge and a sharp penknife, so

as to divide the different ttlles into separate sections of

emulsion film. It is thea a very simple matter to treat
the whole negative by a stripping process sijch as that
the formula for which is given in the " Almanac." After
treatment with the hydrofluoric mixture, each narrow
band of film containing a single title can be readily
raised, detached, and transferred to the view negative.
Before applying the title strip to the latter it is usual
to cut out a strip of the emulsion film with a sharp pen-
knife so as to provide a clear space for the reception of
the strip bearing the title. This bared glass is painted
over with a little weak gum solution, to secure the
adhesion of the title film. This having been applied and
left to dry, the negative is then ready for masking, the
customary method for which is first to mark off the
subjects in Indian ink with a drawing pen and
straight-edge. The fiirther blocking-out is then done
with any good mixture, such as Vanguard " Photo-
pake," in applying which the opaque is taken up as close
as convenient to the transferred letters. This method of
masking the negative and of inserting the title just out-
side the outline of the mask gives a much better effect
than any attempt to introduce the title upon a portion
of the negative representing part of the subject itself. It
presupposes, of course, that a negative of half-plate size
IS availabLe, although at a pinch it is applicable also to
those of postcards (5J x 3J size).

If, on the other hand, the photographer wishes to
avoid the trouble of this masking, which certainly im-
poses a considerable degree of accuracy in printing the
cards in order to obtain a uniformly wide white margin
round the picture, the strip method may equally be em-
ployed, although it is then usually preferable to use not
the original title negative, but a positive printed from
it on to another process plate. This gives, of course,
black letters on a clear ground, and usually in most land-
scape subjects a place can be found for it where it will
print satisfactorily, or if the negative is one which is un-
suitable in this respect the use of a little strong Farmer's
reducer or iodine-cyanide mixture on a fine camel-hair
brush will provide the requisite clear space in the land-
scape negative.

The above, or, rather, the form first described, is the
method generally adopted by publishers of view post-
cards on the large commercial scsle, although variations
of it, in some cases altogether non-photographic, have
been employed. For example, Mr. G. T. Harris, of Sid-
mouth, himself a publisher of view postcards on a con-
siderable scale, described at length, some years ago, in

these p«^ (" B.J.," April 19, 1912) a variation of the
process in which the titles are set up in type, impres-
sions taken directly from them in a small printing press,

and fine electrotyper's plumbago immediately dusted
over in order to give greater opacity to the ink impres-
sion. This is a method, of course, for insertion of the
title upon the subject portion of the view negative, the
letters printing in white against the dark or medium tone
of the photograph.

PosTCABDS or THE CABPEiTriEB-BECKETT FioHT.—MesgTs. Lily-

white, Ltd., Dunkirk Mills, West End, Halifax, send us a cojnipJete

smp'ii set of their poet^iard reipiroductaons (from " Daily Mirror "

pfaotognphe) of the receot faanoue boxing event. Ibe seriea

includes twemty-four cards, wliicih, taken altogetiber, form a very

effeobrve record of tJh« short and rapid phases of the fight. Messrs.

Uiyvtite seem to have received a measure of inapiraitioa from Car-

pentier's rapid eiotioa, for they point cxut that they have beaten all

tbeir own records in rapid production by producing 24,000 of tJi«

cards between tJie receipt of the neg«tiTee on December 11 and the

monung of Sunda/y, Deoom/ber 14. By the eaud of the present week

tiboy will have aibout a quarter of a miQlioai of tlie cards ready for

I despatch.
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ENLARGING AND REDUCING IN TRUE-TO«SCALE
PROCESSES.

AiTiiorcu the term " true.-to-scale '

' usually is employed to

denote oiio particular method of reproducing line drawings,

tracings, plans, etc., that known as the Ordoverax process, there

are other printing methods in quite general use to which the

definition of- true to scale can be applied with at least equal

veracity. In the case of engineers' or architects' tracings, as

well as in the reproduction of maps, it is perfectly obvious that

the accuracy of the scale in any copy is absolutely essential, so

that meaeuremeuts may be read ofi in any desired detail just as

correctly as in the original drawing.

The Ordoverax process referred to comprises first the making
of a ferro-prussiate print from the tracing, laying this blue-

print (without any washing) down on to a prepared gelatine

surface and pulling it off again, whereupon the jelly is rolled up
with greasy ink. The latter adheres to the lines, and pulk are

made on plain paper. The latter is necessarily of fairly stout

substance, and tlie moisture absorbed from the gelatine is seldom

sufficient to cause it to expand to any appreciable extent, so that

the pulls are reasonably identical with the original. It is

pretty obvious, however, that it is not a process which lends

itself to the production of copies on any other scale than that

of the original ; but it is not a very difficult matter, as I pro-

pose to show, to make an accurately enlarged or reduced copy of

the original tracing, from which the process can be carried on

almost in the usual way.

In addition to this process there are two other printing pro-

cesses, worked by lithographers, which are just as much entitled

to be described as true to scale, and have this advantage : that,

whereas the jelly process will give only small editions up to

fifty from one blue-print, the litho. plate made on zinc will

yield thousands, and is, in fact, much used in the printing of

maps, in which work accurate scale is absolutely a sine qua tioh.

The first of these two processes is that known as "Vandyke," in

which the sensitised zinc is printed in contact with the original

tracing or drawing in a box pressure-frame, and is subsequently

washed and inked up, when it is ready for the litho. printer.

This process can be w^orked from drawings on quite thick paper
provided that the lines are opaque and that a long exposure

to daylight can be given. The making of a plate to a different

scale from that of the original may frequently be desirable,

and I shall show how this may be done without loss of accuracy

in the same manner as for the fei-ro-prussiate process.

The other method referred to is that in which the zinc plate is

printed in contact with a reversed line negative, just as in

block-niaking, but etched and inked up to suit the litho. printer.

Obviously the negative can be made to any desired scale. To
obtain a standard of great precision in copying in the camera
appears to have been left entirely to methods of trial-and-error

and rule-of-thumb, even in establishments .where one would
expect nothing short of the very finest possible work. After
some experiment I have succeeded in evolving a method of

measuring the image on the ground-glass with ease. The plan
involves a little trouble to start with, but once fixed up tJiere

is nothing at all to go wrong, and the correct adjustment of the
camera becomes almost child's play. What calculation there is

is very elementary arithmetic indeed, and has nothing to do
with sttoh factors as the focal length of the lens or ratio of

enlargement or reduction. I have found these factors more
often than not to contain a fraction which only confuses and
complicates matters. The average operator appears to hate
anything in the nature of calculations, and although it has not
Tjeen possible to eliminate this feature altogether, it has been
reduced to absurdly smaU dimensions. I have ruled out
methods involving the calibration of the base-board calculated

I

on the focus of the lens, partly for tlie reason suggested above,
and partly because it is impracticable to work on that idea
unless one knows the focal length of the lens to a very minut»-
degree of accuracy, besides which a fresh table has to be worked
out for each instrument. The method described below will work
with any camera or lens af any time, and cannot be affected in

its accuracy by such a cause as shrinkage or expansion of the
original under climatic conditions, or by the use of colour filters,

features that render tabu^ted methods useless.

Bromide or Gaslight Print as Original.

To take the foi-mer processes first, tliat is those printed
fiom the positive tracing, it is not generally known that a
br-oimide print i-eproduced in any size can be printed from
with almost the same ease as the original drawing. There
are, however, certain difficulties involved in the production
of a suitable print. The bromide paper is fairly opaque, ot
course, and requires long exposui-e, but this can be much'

D=

L/.
» »

! '^^

Fig. 1.

shortened by rubbing castor or linseed oil or even turps-

into the jjaper. The image being purely line work, the grain

of the paper is of no account ; semi-matt paper usually is

more translucent than other surfaces. Another supposed
objection is the whetting and drying that a bromide print

necessarily receives in its production, and is thought un-

avoidably to introduce alteration in size. I have found,

however, that if sensitive paper is well dried by leaving in

a warm place for a time before exposure, and subsequently

thoroughly desiccated in the same manner when the print has

been made, there will be no difference that can matter in

any but the very finest work, and it is scarcely probable that

this method would ever be used for work of such a criticaUy

fine character. The bromide print is made from a negative-
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which IB aopied in the camera, of oourae, eitiher by enlarging

or «6iita0i, aooording to circumstances. In enlarging, how-

•rer, a line aabject will thicken ap almost always considerably

on bramide paper when the lines are developed sufficiently

dense for the porpoee. So much so, in fact, tliat fine detail

may be—me obeoared. Even the " Press " variety of bromide

paper m liable to this faalt, and it is mnch better to make
the negiative quite thin, making sure that the lines are quite

[lerfeotly clear, and enlarge on to gaslight paper. This not

• •nly has the property of retaining the lines absolutely sharp

.•ven wh«n eonaiderably over-exposed, but actually gives a

much denaor dqiosit of black image than bromide paper will.

iM emnaa, both in copying and in enlarging, care must be

taken ttwt the appanAos is properly set up, or if all the

parta are not absolutely parallel or perpendicular to one

another, as the ease m*y be, some portions of the subject may

be found very much out of scale in the final result, although

the de(Mtl focvaaed on will be correct

Perfaapa an example will make clear the procedure.

Supposing the tracings or working drswiags of a machine are

required to be reprt>duced on a smaller scale than that of the

t>rigina]ii, say one-half or less in order that prints of a less

unwieldy sise may be issued for general use. Obviously, it

It a far quicker thing ior a photographer to make a negative

and a print or enlargcoMiit from it than for a draughtsman to

net out the detail all over again to accurate measurements.

Etmi il the draughtsman is called on to do the work, he can

maeh imi* SMtly and qtiiddy draw on a sheet of tradng-cloth

laid OT«r a photographic print, lliis latfeter meihod was very

largely used during the war tor rapid Mfirodaction of m^s
in v»ri««8 siass. The negative can be made to any convenient

siss, and •ccur»te measaranents taken oa the enkuging easel.

Vny neasuriAg in this method should be made over as long

a line as possible rather than by any partkolar detail. That

It to say, that even when the scale is maoked, as it usually

is, on the original, it is preferable to take the distance

))«tween two prominent points diagonally across the subject

as a basis for measorenients in order to minimise inaccuracies

The resulting enlsfgement can be nii«i either as a guide for

the draaghtaman or, after a little touching up here and there,

as the msdiam for producing a blue-print for the Ordoverax

pioosM, or for making a sine litho. plate by the Vandyke

procMB.

MaHias Reveraed Nesatl^aa : Three Methoda.

1 1 is, however, the method of making a negative from which

to print a litho. plate that is depended on for the finest and

iiMst aoearate work. Either a reversed or non-reversed negative

r*n be Bsed. In the latter case the image on the xinc has to

»» traasfensd and reversed, and this is seldom done without

wme km of deUil, which has to be made good by the litho.

•Iraughtsman, and I believe transferring tends to thicken the

linss sti^tly, ao that it it highly desirable to employ a

letewsd negative. There are three methods of making these.

Ths ftrst is to reverse the process plate in the dark-slide and

the gKNiBd-gUas in ito frsme (or make ths necessary adjustment

after focussing for the thickness of the plate). I do not recom-

mend this method at all, though it has been used fairly success-

fully at a pinch. Unless the original to be reproduced is of the

<-asiesl possible nature, such — bold black lines on the whitest of

Bristol boaid, it is best left alone. The objection to it is that

cripim from tracings and similar poor originals usually need

' leariag and intensifying (I am referring to dry-plate work),

AnJ by the very nature of the method any veil that may be on

I he lines will be next the glass, where the reducer will hardly

fe*rh it, and on intensifying the lines are forund to clog up

l.adly. Another factor to which I attribute the failure of this

ire«ise«tly lacommended but very unsatisfactory plan is the

i<'6««»ion and re-reflection of light between the film and the

front surface of the glasB. This form of halation is usually

sufficient to veil the lines long before the ground has attained

sufficient density, and matters are still further complicated by
the unevenness of the emulsion on the plate preventing even

action of the various solutions. This might be thought a

negligible factor in line work, but it happens that its results, in

the form of lines showing up thicker or thinner in various

portions than they should be, are more noticeable than in almost

any other branch of photography. I may seem to have dwelt on
this matter rather more than ite importance deserves, but I

think it a good opportunity to try and kill the idea that to

reverse the plate in the slide is a simple, quick, and easy mode
of producing a reversed negative. It sounds like it, and
that's all.

The second method is to copy through a prism. Obviously

this ic the best plan, but is possible only where a proper process

camera is installed, and reversed negatives are produced as

easily and as quickly as direct ones.

The third plan has been found in practice to work splendidly.

It consists in making an Ordoverax print from the original

tracing, but with this deviation : that, whereas ordinarily th»
necessary blue-print is made through the back of the tracing,

this time the ferro-prussiate paper is printed in contact with

the actual pen work. The result is a print in sharp black lines

on white "paper, but reversed as compared with the original

tracing. This forms a very easy subject for copying direct in

the camera on either process or wet-plate with a reversed nega-

tive as the result.

Alternative to MaRing a Reversed Negative.

Where neither of the two latter methods is practicable, by

reason of the photographer not having access to either a process

camera or an Ordoverax installation, I do not recommend the

trial of the fij^t method, i.e., reversal of the plate in the dark-

slide, for reasons already sufficiently fully enlarged upon, but in

place of that to make a direct (i.e., unreversed) negative, from
which A glass or paper positive is printed by contact, and the

latter printed on to the zinc by the Vandyke process.

A paper positive can be made, as previously described, by

thoroughly drying a sheet of gaslight paper before printing it,

and subsequently drying it in as nearly as possible similar

conditions before printing on to the zinc. Naturally a glass

positive is preferable for the very finest detail and extreme

accuracy, and should be used in all oases .where size does not

make the cost prohibitive. The glass positive is made on a

process or a special lantern plate behind the negative in a screw

pressure frame, and exposed to a very small source of light held

quite still at a fair distance away. The light of a match is

usually enough. The emulsion side of plates is usually slightly

saucer-shaped, and good contact consequently hard to secure, ee

that a diffused or moving source of light may weaken the finer

lines.

I should like to emphasise at this point the necesedty ui

this branch of highly-skilled photography for absolute atecu-

racy in the construction and adjustment of the various parts

of the copying installation. If the apparatus is not substan-

tially and correctly put together the cleverest operator cannot

always produce flawless results. It is neither a long nor a diffi-

cult job to tent any installation as regards the rectangularity

and parallelism of its parts, but it is often a matter calling

for much care and patience to correct any faults that may be

found.

Having now dealt fairly exhaustively with the varioois

methods of reproducing line subjects in general use, as well

as one or two variations which I believe to be very little

known, I propose to describe my method of obtaining absolutely

accurate scale in copies made in the camera with the greatest

possible ease.
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Measuring the Imaxe on the Ground-glaaa.

Anyone who has ever tried measuring the image on the

focuseing-soreen with a foot-rule knows the slow job it is, and

the surprisingly great errors in results made possible by the

thickness oi glass between rule and image, as well as by the

difficulty ol keeping the end of the rule on any given point.

The movement of the image during focusaing adds materially

to this inconvenience. The plan to be described is adaptable

to any form of camera for dry or wet-plate, and involves no

expense beyond a little time and careful work. All the

oonstructional work required is some means of sliding the

ground-glass laterally for a small distance, say a quarter to

half an inch, or else to make a device by which a piece of

glass or sheet celluloid will slide laterally in contact with the

gronnd surface, to be workable from outside the camera.

Fig. 2.

Neither of these is needed in the case of a process camera

possessing a rising or cross-front actuated from behind so

that the moving image is observable on the ground-glass.

There is nothing difficult about making the ground-glass to

slide. The lateral movement may be introduced simply by

cutting a narrow strip off one end of the glass, and, if

necessary, fixing small pieces of wood or metal to support

the open edges and prevent breakages (iig. la). Alternatively

th« rebate in which the ground-glass lies may be cut wider to

allow of the sliding movement or the whole focussing-frame

n

L

'

Pig. 3.

may be arranged to move in some cases. Where this is not

convenient, a fitting on the lines shown in ifigs. lb and 2 can
be very easily fitted. Fig. 2 shows a narrow metal frame to

take a pi«<» of glass which is fixed in position with its surface

slightly raised above the edge by the simple expedient of

bevelling the corneis and making nicks in the metal, as
shown in the diagram. Bevelling the glass is done by means
oi a file under water, and takes a few seconds only.

A pair of very fine lines is draiwn on the ground-glass

in the one case or on the sliding piece in the other, exactly

vertical and 2 ins. apart The left-hand line is to be as

near as may be to the centre of tflie ground-glass and the

other 2 ins. to the right oi it. Reifer again to fig. 1. The
essential points of this detail are the absolute parallelism
of these two lines to the edge of the ground-glass, their

fineness and exact distance apart, and the ability to move
this two-inch column from side to side very slightly. The only

variation is in the case of a camesra having a rising-front

(but not a cross-front) operated from behind. In this case

the lines should be horizontal instead of vertical, but the

ground-glass may be fixed, as adjustment is effected bv

working the rising front. Before proceeding with the subject

it is necessajy to show how these jwrallel lines can be fixed

to a very minute degree of accuracy, this not being so simple

in smiall sizes as in lai^e ones. In fig. 3 a small focussing

screen is shown temporarily stuck to the centre of a lai-ger

sheet of i>aper or card, on which a line is drawn producing

one edge of the glass and others at right-angles and parallel

to it, marking the two-inch column. By working over a

greater area, the degree of inaccuracy at the edges is reduced
to an infinitely minute amoumfc toiwards the centre. The
lines themselves may be drawn or may consist of fine silk

or wire stretched across, and fixed here and there with a spot

of fish-glue or shellac solution.

The only other detail required is a rule accurately graduated

to be affixed to the easel. A paper one can be permaneutly sUist^

on or a wooden or ivory one may be let in flush with the front

surface of the copy-board. A rule of exceptionally fine gradua-

tions is not at all essential to the method. A vertical line is

drawn on the easel as near the centre as possible so that its

image will fairly coincide with the centre line on the focussing

screen. There should be no difficulty about this, and the easiest

way is to stretch a piece of white cotton on the board and to

focus it up. It is quite essential that the image of the cotton

should coincide with the ruled line through aU its length. The

rule is to b« fixed somewhere about the middle of the board, at

right-angles to the line of the white thread, with zero right on
the line and the graduations lying to the left, obviously upside

down (fig. 4).

Fig. 4.

A little special care should be taken to follow out the^e
details, for, once fixed, they need never be repeated, and it is

a thing that if not done properly had far better not be done at
all. If the procedure described has been followed the image
of the rale will always be seen on the right-hand side of the
ground-glass. It is the matter of an instant to slide the latter,
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or the luOTable device, as the case may be, ao that the left-hand

line falls on zero of the rule image, and to observe the figure

that th« right-hand line cuts. Thus it becomes poesible in-

stantlj t« measure the image of the rule by the two-inch column
o.'i the ground-glass, and in focussing to get any desired length

of role image in that space. It is only required to remember
how to find the amount of the image of the rule on the easel to

be incladed in the two-inch space on the ground-glass. Even
this need not be memorised, but can be typed out and fixed on
the wall for instant reference. The formula is:—

Where D
K

D

-= Dimension of Original.

„ „ Result required.

2 — = Ijength of rule to be copied to 2'

zaBple : A plan drawn 1 in. to the foot is required 1 in.

to the yard. Three inches on the original is required to be

1 in. on the copy so 2 x — 6. Six inches on the rule is to

go into the two-inch space on the ground-glass. This is an
absurdly simple example, but so is the whole method once in-

stalled. It the original happens to be incorrect by reason of
expansion due to damp or for any other reason this can be
corrected in copying by adhering strictly to the above formula.
When the camera has been adjusted and focussed in the manner
described the original can be pinned up with the certainty that

it will be sharp and to correct scale, without any further

alteration to the camera. Some operators will be tempted to

make a " final focussing " on the actual subject to be copied,

but this will do nothing more than upset the accuracy of the

scale, and is therefore to be deprecated as worse than useless.

D. Chables.

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
IPreriooa artiolea of this series, in which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

portrmitnre, h»ve appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

length ot that by the same writer which ran through the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger
gene—

t

too of pbotographera, and particularly those engaged as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

or her wiggeeMon will be welcomed. The snbjeote of the preyions artioles of the series have been as follows :

—

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).

Plates and Their Work (July 11).

Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18).

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)

Leaky Roufs (Sept. 5).

Blinds and Curtains (Sept. 12).

Miniatures (Sept. 19).

Printing Portrait Negatives (Sept. 26).

Wedding Groups (Oct. 3).

Combination Printing (Oct. 10).

Flashlight Work (Oct. 17).

Flashlight Portraiture (Oct. 24).

The Question of Outfit (Oct. 31).

Telephoto Lenses for Professional Work (Nov. 7).

Changing Quarters (Nov. 14).

CarbonPrinting—I. (Nov. 21).

Carbon Printing—II. (Nov. 28).

Bromide Wrinkles (Dec. 5).

Natural Poses of the Figtire (Dec. 12).

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Backgroandt (Jan. 24).

Studio Exposures (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lighting (Feb. 7).

Printing Proeessee for Portraiture (Feb. 14).

Studio Aooesaoiiee and Furniture (Feb. 21).

The Sorroandings of the Studio (Feb. 28).

Btadio Beating and Ventilation (March T).

The Poeteard Studio (March 14).

The Printing-Boom (March 21).

Aboat the Reeeption Room (March 28).

Home Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Studios (April 11).

Oopjring (April 18).

Handling (he Studio Camera (April 25).

More About Lenses (May 2).

Enlargements (May 9).

AiTertislng the Studio (May 16).

MooDte and Mounting ^Mav 23).

BodiMM Methods (May 30).

Fbolographing Children (June 6).

Portniita of Elderly People (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 20).

Fob a variety oi roawju* the UM-esaity occasionally arises to

reprodaee aegatiTes either in their original size or upon an

nnlarged or reduced eeale. It may be that a negative of a

nelebrity er of a unique ceremony may jie deemed of such value

that it is desired to keep it as a ' master " record and to print

from tile reprodactiona only, or a negative may be too thin or

too dease to yield good prints, and it may be deemed too risky

to t-alMBil it to the ordinary prooeesee of intensification or reduc-

tion ; or, again, it may be ao stained or damaged that perfect

nopiee eaanot be printed in the ordinary way. Besides this, a

iwparale BegatiTe of a portion only of the subject is needed, or

'niarged ar reduced siaee wanted for carbon or platinum print-

ing. As we can control the contrast and density at two stages,

the tranaparency and the negative from it, it i* often possible

to obtaia teaaits vastly soperior to the original.

Theve are many ways of effecting our paipose, but I propose

'•nly to deal fully with that which meet photographers will find

most convenient, which is the making of as perfect as possible

a traaapavraey, and from that the negative. The character of

THE REPRODUCTION OF NEGATIVES.
the original will largely aflect the selection of the platee used

for the purpose, as it may be necessary to modify the result con-

siderably, and I therefore detaU the kind of plates necessary to

do this effectively, at the same time remarking that with

average negatives any good brand of ordinary speed or slow

plate may be used throughout.

For very thin negatives " process" plates will give the best

results, as it is easy with these to obtain in the transparency

considerably more contrast than there is in the original. More-

over, they are more amenable to intensification than ordinary

plates, and there is very little risk of fogging.

Dense thick negatives, on the other hand, call for a more

delicate film ; special transparency plates coated with the emul-

sion used for lantern plates will be found to give Uie necessary

delicacy of image. Failing these, an "ordinary" or "fine

grain " plate will answer very well. Those who work carbon

will find the special transparency tissue very suitable, as very

thin delicate prints may be made upon a glass support, and if

necessary these may be strengthened by staining or dyeing, or
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even by intensification with pyro and silver solution. If the

negative is to be made of a larger size than the transparency,

the absence of grain in the carbon image rendei-s it particularly

suitable.

As a general rule I prefer to use a non-staining developer

such as metol-hydroquinone, amidol, or Azol for the trans-

parency. The same developers or pyro-soda may be used for the

negative at the operator's discretion.

The esposure for the transparency may either be by contact

or in the camera. For dense negatives the first is, as a rule,

most satisfactory, while for thin ones the camera method is pre-

ferable. When making contact transparencies we must be care-

ful to avoid parallax, which will destroy the sharpness in such

areas as are not in actual contact. Modern negative glass is

rarely quite flat, and as it is usually coated on the concave side

it is possible to have the negative and sensitive plate touching

at the corners only. Therefore it is necessary to have enough
pressure to secure moderately good contact all over, and for this

a frame with a plate-glass front and strong springs is necessary.

With very Bne diagram subjects I have even had to use a

process frame with |-in. plate-glass and screw pressure to avoid

a spreading of the lines. In any case the printing frame should

be kept quite still during the exiposure, which should be made as

far as convenient from an iUuminant which is small in area.

To give an example, I would give a distance of 5 ft. or 6 ft.

from an unscreened inverted gas-burner, while with very thin

negatives even a greater distance is recommended. The expo-
sure should be long enough to yield an image wliich shows little

if any clear glass. Lantern-slide quality is too hard, and will

give harsh results. When using the camera the negative should
be illuminated by a white cardboard reflector, and care must
be taken to avoid shadows upon this, or the transparencies wUl
be uneven in density. I frequently make both transparency
and negative with an ordinary enlarging lantern, fixing up the
plates on the easel, under the heads of small drawing-pins. As
a rule, one or two thicknesses of ground glass should be inter-

posed between the light and the condenser, except with very
thin negatives, when a strong light and the full aperture of the
lens win tend to give softness.

At this stage we may do much to even up our image either by
locally shading the negative during contact printing or in the
camera, or by shading the image in the way usual with bromide
enlargements when the lantern is used. If a cracked or broken
negative has to be dealt with, it should he printed by contact
and kept in motion in a circular direction meanwhile. In this
case we must risk parallax to avoid a greater evil. If such
cracked negatives are very thin, they may be exposed through
one or two thicknesses of white blotting-paper placed outside
the frame, as this greatly reduces the effect of the edges of the
crack.

Having obtained our tran.'iparency, we may proceed to inten-

sify or reduce it, either all over or locally, and when dry to

retouch or work it up till it is as perfect as possible. On a

transparency we have the power of strengthening shadows as we
do lights in a negative, so that "knifing" is not absolutely

necessary.

The exjposure of the negative plate may usually be by contact

unless the size has to be varied, when the camera or lantern may
be used in the way already described.

If the transparency is still lacking in strengtli a process plate

may be used and intensified in turn ; by this treatment quite a

vigorous negative may be obtained from a mere ghost of an

original. In no case do I recommend the use of very rapid

plates for reproduction work, as not only is the grain coarser,

but there is not the latitude in exposure and amenability to

variations in development found in a slower plate.

If reversed negatives are required, either the transparency or

the negative must be made in the camera, the film side of the

original being turned away from the lens. A simpler way by

contact is to use a Portrait Film for one or the other exposure,

putting the back of the film in contact with the fibn or the

plate ; as a matter of fact, with ordinary subjects either side of

a filTn negative may be printed from without perceptible loss of

sharpness.

The simplest way to reproduce a negative is to copy a print,

and this is extensively done in many establishments. There is,

however, usually a noticeable loss of quality when bromide or

platinum prints are used, and I much prefer to work from a

rather lightly printed P.O.P. copy, which is put under pres-

sure in a plate-glass printing frame and copied without toning

or fixing. With care the exposure may be made by daylight if

all preparations are made before uncovering the print, but a

better plan is to expose by ordinary- metallic-filament lamps or

even incandescent gas light, which have practically no effect on

the sensitive paper.

Several processes have been published by which a negative can

1)0 produced direct from another negative, but they can hardly

be said to be adapted for everyday use. If a plate be greatly

over-exposed, a reversed ima^e is produced, but usually of a

foggy character. Sensitising an ordinary dry plate in bichro-

mate, and printing until the image is visible at the back and

then developing and fixing, will produce a negative from a

negative, the exposed parts having become insoluble and imi)er-

meable to the developer which aoto upon the remainder of the

film.

The "dusting on" or powder process will give excellent

results by a single operation, but the manipxilations required

are too delicate for the average photographer. All the fore-

going "direct" processes yield reversed negatives, which are

only needed for single transfer carbon and certain photo-

mechanical processes.

Pbactictjs.

A SMALL FINISHING PLANT.
[The following article is quoted from our San Franciscan contemporary, " Camera Craft," for its very full description of the outtit

used for "photo-finishing," as the development and printing of amateurs' film exposures is called in the United States.—Eds. " B. J. "J

WoEKiHG in a few finishing shops, visiting a number of large
plants in the East and Middle West, including the Eastman
model plant and running a small shop of my own, may, I trust,
justify my presumption in offering a few suggestions on the
developing and printing of amateurs' film negatives. The
methods advocated may, in some cases, vary from the makers'
instructions, but such departures have been found either to

save money in original cost or economise time getting out the
work.

When the work comes in, the first thing to do is to get it

booked. The simplest and most adffurate, method ol handling up
to tliree hundred rolls a day is to enter the orders in a cheap

day book. A serial number is given each order, and the enti-y

is made like this :
—

71S

Mrs. John Jones. Joncsciilc, Wis.
1—116—6
1 ta. (meaning one print of each good).

In the case of an agency or other large customer tne name
only can be stamped in with a rubber stamp. The next line of
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tIm entry •rkowa the number of rolls and siz«, while the last

iiow* jost what work is to be done. Start the numbering with

1 •Mh week, in order to keep it low. At the same time tliat

th* Older is booked the number is placed on the roll or rolls.

When a tank full of filmg have accumulated, develop them.

Placing the films on a small shelf, with a ruby light in front

of you. the nomben can be seen on the roll. Repeat them on the

film, using a blue " glaas-marking " pencil. Ordinary lead will

•tick, bat this kind of pencil is better, and rarely rubs off.

The pencil has the advantage over scratching or punching
OMthods in that the number ran be easily erased when it

aeeideutlv overlaps on the picture, as it sometimes does.

After Um films are marked and stripped, they are doubled
back, face oat, and the ends fastened with a Kodak, Jr., clip.

In the case of small films. No. 2 Brownies, etc., two films can
be placed back to back, with a clip on each end. The film-holder

is hnn^ up by the hooked handle before work is begun, and as

«ach film is stripped it is hung upon one of the rods in the
hanger. Se*«ral can be placed on each rod. Film packs can
be handled beat by the nae of Pn-mo back-hangers ; but though
theae can be developed along with the roll films, it is beet to

handle them «ep«ratriy, as they require about 50 per cent.

loBfer development. Plates can be handled eaaily by using a
plate lank-rack on. the end of a strong ooid that permits it

baiag lowMvd to the bottom of the tank oat of the way of the
raU fifans.

The beat dercloping equipment that I have ever seen, using
tanks smaller than the 48-gallon stone onea reoonunended by
th* Eaatman Company, is one employing sewer-pipe tanks. The
vitrified clay sewer-pipe* are abw>Iately acid, alkali, and wat.r-

froot. And they are riu-ap, ompaml with woml or cipjHT.

Obtain (o«r asctiona of this pipe, each 4 ft. long and of a
diameter snitad to your needs. I used 10-in. pipe fur a
while, handling aboat thirty rolls at a time. Build a platform
«>f 2-=n. plank, about 6 ins. from the floor, and mak<- it

wide aooogh to hold the pip<-, and plaiv tRe sections, flangp-cml
up, on thia platform.

If drainpipes art* wanted, the next thing to do is to arrange
them in place Tbcae. with the n«rr«>ary elbow*, valvps. and
other fitting, shiiuld be so |ilar«>l that the ends of the pi|i««

extend throogh tha board into the br>itom of each lili' wction

with the valva^andlta helween the platform and floor, where
thajr ran be (taehed eaaily. AU<.>w llu- upper and of the«> drain-

pipes to project aboat 2 ins. bIidvp the plank, inside the

tilaa. When they are arranged lu your satisfaction, pour about

2 ins. of eoncrele, half sand and half oement. into the

boMosn of each tile an<l allow io harden. Home rags stuffed into

iha ends of the drain-pipes will protect them from concrete that

mi^l Soar in. When the ooncivie has set, pour t-nuugh real

hot paraffin into the bottom uf each tank to coat aixi pn>t<'ct

tha concrata thoroagUy. If you do it qnickly you can drain

the sorplus out through thc< drain-pipe, and thus give a costing

to the interior—i.e.. that part sUrve tbi. v«Iv.' tlmt will be

exposed to tha chemicak.

If year climate dai^ands it. a water-jarkct lor cuuling the

«outenta can be built aroand the lieveloping tank. .\ cylinder

made of galvanised iron- -one slightly larger than the sewrr-pipe

-ran be set aroand tha tank. This >hould first be coated with

Ptobus paint, except for an inch or wj at the Uittom, inside;

then placed in position, and 2 int. or 3 ins. of concrete

poaied in. The water-jacket is then on the lievrloping tank

for life.

Hava tha tinner make two or three film hangers, shown

>snaaUi printar in the drawing, the sim being determined by

tha iaakfe diawiater of ynur tank< Make them from 10-gauge

ina wire, and bavr at least an inch hetween the «poke-ro<ls

«t the eilge of the 4-in. metal <-entre. Have the eixls of each

rod turned up about oni-hslf inch, in order to prevent the

slipping off. The upright hook in the centra, for hang-

ing up while filling, should be at least 6 ins. long. When
the holder is completed, give it one or two coats of Probus, and
keep the metal coated at all times in order to prevent staining

of the films. A circular tin cover .with a tight-fitting flange

will protect the developer from the air, and greatly rednce

oxidation. This should also be coated with Probus paint.

I have had very satisfactory results, using a small tank,

with a twenty-minute develojjer, made as follows:—
Water 128 ozs.

Kathol i oz.

Hydroquinone I .,

Scxlium carbonate 3 ozs.

Sodium sulphite 5 „
Potassium metabisulphito 80 grs.

Potassium bromide 25 „
Sodium hydrate 65 ,,

.\dd water to make 640 ozs. This developer gives fine con-

trast suitable for amateur work ; is non-staining, oxidises very

slowly, and will develop more films than any I have used.

While the films are being developed the envelopes can be

made out, using tho order book and making a check mark
opposite each entry to show that this has been done. The
envelopes should l>ear the film order number and customer's

name.

The setond tank is used for rinsing tank ; and, while the

washing tank ran be used for this purpose, it will double the

capacity of your tank system to use a fourth tank also for

rinsing. The hypo is mixed according to tho standard acid-

hypo formula, though, in the cooler seasons, very little

hardener is necessary. Theoretically, the amount of silver

which could be recovered from a tank full of exhausted hypo

would be worth sfime trouble : the fact that the tanks must
be used every day. and the silver has to be precipitated as a

sulphide, makes me doubt the advisability of bothering with it.

Strong spring clothespins, stretched on a wire or light rope

make a convenient arrangement for drying. The wet and
5dip|K-r}- end of the film may slide out, and it i& therefore

advisable to drive a couple of small tacks through the end of

i-ach clothespin, thus forming a puncturing point that will

hold the heaviest film. The average finisher thinks that a

drying cabinet is almost a ni-cessity. It isn't. If one will

fix his drying line, either at or near the ceiling or so

arranged that it can be raisnl there, the warm air at the top

of an ordinary store or room will usually dry ^Ims in an

hour or two.

.\fter the films are dry, check them against the original

entry. On the end of the film, near the number, write tlio

instructions with a pencil ; 1 ea., 2 ea. D. O. (develop only),

or whatever they may be. Xt the same time sort the films

according to size, thus saving a good deal of time in printing.

The films are taken to the printing room without rutting up.

Two printers rank first for amateur finishing work, in my
estimation. One of these is the I'a-Ko jirinter, which though

not inexpensive comes closer to bein^ an ideal printer than

anything else on the market. Plenty of lubricating oil, and
some rubber attache<l to such points of shock as tho lever

operating the pressure Ixiard. will help a lot. The other is a

home-made printer that ran be constructed for less than five

dollars. The drawings herewith show the details. Xo
measurements are given, as tlie individual worker will varj'

the size to suit him.self. The top. which should slope slightly

t'>wards the operator, has a 7 x 5 glass fitted into the top, so

as to leave a smooth surface. .\ nitrogen bulb in a circular

r««flector furnishes the printing light ; while a small ruby

bulb gives the iliimination necessary for adjusting the mask

and negative, as well as for judging the density and contrast.

K »trip of wfKid. ^ in. thick and 2 ins. wide, Hiinged to the

right hand front leg near the bottom, controls the lights

by a sideward movement of the knee. In place of the usual

hinged pressure board, use a block of inch wood, about 6x4,
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with a sheet of felt over the under side. In tlie centre of this

out a hole to awomiiiodate an ordinary self-inking rubber

stamp. The metal legs should be cut ofl so that they cannot

<x)me in contact with the paper and negative. This stamp is

iitt«d into the centre opening and screwed to the block so that

the numbers will just come in contact with the paper. The

felt ooTering on the bottom of the block is, of couise, cut away

where the stamp operates.

The uiisks may be home-made, but I have found the Eastman

transparent masks, with trimming guides, easier to adjust, and

the guide* made it possible for a girl to trim prints faster and

more accurately. In any case, a mask for each size used is

fastened to a separate piece of 7 x 5 glass, a wide ruibber

band around the mask and glass holding the uncut film in

place.

Thus equipped, the paper can be adjusted very quickly and

the numbering pressure block held down upon it, a movement of

the knee switches on the printing light at the same time. The

big adrantage of this type of printer lies in there being, prac-

tically, no weight to move. The numbering stamp, being built

into the pressure pad, numbers the print while the exposui-e

is being made. A quick-drying rubber-stamp ink should be

used, and used sparingly, to avoid any blurring of the number
or soiling of the next print. There is little to get out of order

with this printer. The operator is not tired with a heavy

pressure board that must be raised and lowered, and the number
cannot be left off a print through accident.

A small strip of yellow celluloid will enable you to mask off

the fogged or short end of a negative. The same number that

is on the film can be used on the print, but it is much easier

to begin erery morning with a new print number, the first order

printed each day bearing the number 1, the second 2, and so on,

this saving time in setting the stamp. The number should, in

all cases, be stamped on the end of the film. If there is no

paper remaining there, a small sticker can be attached to take

this stamped order number. An initial or key number will

show, where there is more than one printer, which one made
the print, and such a number will also simplify the sorting.

In my own work I use both Azo and Cyko paper. The former

has the advantage in price, and is used by many finishers.

Of the latter, I use Studio Surface, in the three regular grades,

and some "Professional" for very blocky negatives. Two sizes

are enough, and their use simplifies matters. Use 6x4,
full size, for postcard stuff, and cut it in two for 3^ x 2^. Use
7x5, cut in two, for 4^ x 3^ and 4^ x 2^. Cut in quarters,

it makes s good size for " vest pockets " and smaller. In using

Cyko it really saves time and trouble to buy the 500-sheet boxes

of amateur finishing size paper. By the use of paper guides

on the printing masks the prints can be made with even margins
on two sides and thus decrease the trimming, but personally I

prefer to turn out prints trimmed on all four sides. The edges

of any print pick up dirt, show abrasion, and the comers
show some damage in the washer.

Iron baking-trays, painted with Probus, make good trays for

the acetic acid short stop and acid fixing-bath. Be sure and
keep both of these fresh and strong. Nothing is more depressing

than having a lot of stained prints to make over, particularly

during the rush season. A big wooden spoon makes a good
paddle for the short stop and hypo. An electric light, white,

fitted in the bottom of a 1-lb. soda can and hung a foot or so

above the hypo tray, will enab'e you to see the real tone, depth,

and quality of the prints. The makers' foi'mulce should be used

for all paper development.

For washing small-sized prints there is nothing that will

beat a rotary washer, and a good one can be made as follows :

Take a piece of 1-in. hardwood and cut two circles, 10 ins.

in diameter, to be used for ends. With these make a

cylinder of ^-in. ir.esh galvanised screening, 20 ins. long,

witih a liinged door, made out of the same material, in

the side. Place a bolt in the centre of each end-piece for a»

axle, and supply one of these end-pieces with small galvanised

iron paddles, arranged as on a water-wheel or water-motor.

This circular cage is then mounted in a tank so that its top will

just come above the water level. The water inlet, directed

against the paddle-wheel end, causes the cage to revolve and

keep the prints separated and in motion. The overflow outlet

is at the top, and the drain-pipe in the bottom can be used to

prevent hypo-laden water from settling there, as well as for

drawing off the water for easy removal of the prints. The

diagram should make all clear. Notice that the head of the

bolts used as axles are sunk into the wooden ends »o that they

will not catch and tear the prints. The two bearings on which

these axles revolve are shown in the drawing, the form of the

hole in the one at the left permitting of the revolving part

being removed for cleaning if necessary. One of the galvanised

paddles or vanes is also shown below. Fifteen to thirty

minutes in such a washer as this eliminates all hypo, from

the prints, or you might buy one of the excellent Rex washers,

made by the Northern Photo. Supply Company, of Minneapolis.

Formerly I dried my prints on a stretcher; but, finding that

Printing-box, washer, eto. used in the making of prints ttoM amatenrs'
film negatives.

they curled too much and dried too slowly, I bought a blotting-

paper and corrugated board drying roll, such as the Eastmam

Company supply for their Majestic drier, costing about three

dollars. Rolled up in one of these, the prints dry about as

fast without heat as they do on a stretcher. Set over a hot-air

register or near a radiator they dry as quickly as in a regular

drier.

If you lack these sources of hot air, have a tapered, gal-

vanised-iron cylinder made, with one end large enough to

receive the end of the blotting-paper roll, the other end small

enough to just take a 6-in. fan blade. Fasten the galvanised-

iron cylinder in an upright position with a cheap electric fan

at the small or lower end, with a gas-burner or small oil-stove

near and slightly below. Roll up the prints in the roll, stuff

the inside of the roll with an old piece of cloth, and drop in the

funnel With such a drier, about fifteen or twenty minutes

will dry your prints ; and no matter whether heat is used or

not, they will come out flat and with a slight backward curl.

The sorting of the prints is done by first laying out the films

on top of their respective envelopes, the original glass-pencil

number on each film corresponding with its envelope number.

The number stamped on the end of the film, in the printing

room, corresponds with the number on the prints. If sorted

first and trimmed later, the order can be checked and inspected

for imperfect prints at the same time that it is trimmed.

A 10-in. trimming board, with a slot in the bench just

beneath the edge for carrying off the paper trimmings, is used.

If the trimmer is set on a special built-up table and a small

15-watt lamp arranged under the cutting edge in such a way
that the light shines past the edge and through the print, it

will be found that tlie correct marg'in can be judged more quickly
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and tb« prinU trimmed faster. Tbe light, howevtr, must not
-shiiM into oiw'a eyea^

Aa th» eoTelopea are checked, and the amounts due marked
on tliea, the oider book ia again brought into play, and each
order checked against il once more. A large checkmark is ma<le
thiongh the order, and the amount due is marked at one side.

A few miscellaneous suggestions a'nd I will close. For general
lighting of the printing room, use either an Ingento indirect
lighting fixture or elae make one like it by taking a tin wasli-
baain, wire an orange bulb into it, hang it a few inch«« from
the ceiling, and paint a white enamelled circle right above.
Yo« will be pleased witJi the result. In fitting up a priming
room or a tank room, do not paint it black luleee you want to
•ee how mnch dirt you can collect in it. Paint the' walls white
or aoae *ery light coloor. Be sure that the room is light-
tight and that year mby and orange lights are safe. The light-

<i>ioared walla will reflect mnch of the light, and the comers and
floor will be well enoagh lighted to enable yon to see things
that you may drop; in addition t^) lieing safe from fog the
light-ooloared paint will practically force yon to keep the place
<lea». A clean work-room, seen by a customer, at once stamps
jon aa an unusual finiaher.

Baild yoar dereloping tanks large enough. If you rhocee
jtmr davelofMr with a »iew to iu keeping qualitiea you will

he able to me it until exhausted ; and, when yon do this, tluiv is

notluBg to be gained by having a smaller tank. In addiUon,
the larger Unka will enable yoa to get your films de\eloped.
nluring a mah aaaaon, without working all night.

Have at least one matm printing machine than jou think you
need. A itniahing tiwrinwe can increase auddenly at time*, and
the printing raoai ia generally the weakest link in such a Miop.

Keep the work moving through at all iimea. Too niu<h Imok-

keepii^ can do more harm than good. If yoa have all Uie filuis

that earn* in the moraii^ or the night b«<oi« developed,

printed, and in the anwlopea by five o'clock, there is no danger
^>( getting tWa mixed np with the next day's work.

A aaall fhriihtwg boeineai. bvilt upon a foundation of good
^inality, pmmpt serrice. and ranaooable pciee, has nothing to

fear from the mail-order finisher or the larger finishing plants.

A good black tone—one that it not muddy, olive, or blue^-
aocoraie white margina, twenty-four hoar sprrice (or lew), ami
•attofaotion to your cnatomen—thoee are all that any finishing

•hop needi for aucw— . C W. OnKcxi:.
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ilssistants' Rotes.

to ha

•>a *•

If aMiilM fi MNtaMa for Otis eeliMM wUl b» eoniid^Ml
pmtd hr tm Ih4 fint cf th* month foOoieini pubUeaUott.

Bromide Toning Proceaaea.

t flMlamfiHtn aaa bvooride peper theM day*, and quite o

I *e priata w ill on Una nuAwial are toneJ by
or another. Sam aometmcs the toning (>weas nsrd

the heat t—shle (or tbe oonditioaa ander «4itch it is

OMd and the reeahe Jeeired, hot quite often Uaa w not k>.

•re very apt to get into a grave and stick there, aiid

'«r toning p>ur— wa* a*«d Arat ia unoally carried on with,

Jieiiletalioo as to whether it as the ituit for the

It ia the pwyvt of Htm ertiole to give brief note*

prineipai fruttmm. and indicate for what das* U work eerh

We will Ant take toning pi ucuses for the pndurtioo of atfria

tonasw Tb** are three oain dsiMe: (A) Hyponhmi, (B) bleach

.andanlphide tooen in eevensl forms, and (C) Jivar of aulphur, a

IsMMoHeni, bnt moat eScient, toner.

Hyv*>-*'""> •^ b«* toner of all lor qoantitgr fvoioction. It i«.

<« the wiMie, haOiv enited for large bertohaa of cheap or medium
-rk Aan far really h«|^laaa printo, althoagh with doe care

may be obtasned. Taking it oa tlie whole (he

t^a given by this metliod .oi-e rather inclined to pmpW It ie
Bbnoe* always necessarj- to .use a hardening bath for the prints to
be treated. The toner must be ii*ed hot if i* is to work in a reason-
aiWo tmie. It appears to reduce priiita sldgihtly, especially when
newly mi.\ed. It is apt to deposit a aami on the jMinte, which rfiould
be ewaWied with cotton-wool, and any fauit in the paper base is
likely to cauae .blistens on the prints. These are aU its faults, and
niany of these will not be found of any great disadvajitage in prac-
tical work. Tie v-irtues of .hj-po-akun aie inajiy and great, ohJef
arootig them being r^ularity of tone, ease and speed witli which
large batches may be liandled, and economy of cost. It is the
cheapest of the sepia toners, and is the one moat frequeirtly used
by trade printing houses. It should be mentioned that this is the
one photographic solution whiuh improves wiitih use.
Our next group—bleiich-and-sulphide—is rathex oomplicated by

the Xact that many different formulsB have bean pubMied for
obtaining the aame restUt There is not a lot to choose between
them oa a rule. They fall midei- two main heads, ibleach of potass
ferrioyanide and ]K4acis bromide, and bleach of parmaiigaiiate, as
btooi^ forward by fllr. Oi-eeiiall. I diink the former is the beUer
lor general use, as it ie more simple to use, but I believe tliat Mr.
Oreenall's method scores on the ground of cheapness. The usual for-
mula gives potassium l>n>mide in the bleacher, but it is on advan-
tage both in cost and in the colour of the resuJltant ipaints to uee
ammonium ll)rom:de in its place. Taking hleath-and-suliphide methods
on the Whole, the ad\-antages aj-e : Very fine tones, ease in working
mall or medium size botches, cleanness of resulte, and the surety
that (be dhemioal action is complete, of which latter more later. The
diaadvantagea are the liability of any impurity in ihe water to cause
^wta and marioings, and the fact tliait small differences in the time
of develoipnient of the prints make a big difference to the reeultant
oolour.

T'ese are, to my mind, the beet processes to use wheo. a fair num-
ber of first quality prints are wanted. It should bo noted Uiat
wheo these processes are ooutemplated amidol is the idea! developer,
lax only for the fine colour it gives, but because it does not softtn

die euMiWon of the prints its a developer containing an alkali must
do, which is a gteat aooro in a process so liaible to give blisters as

sulphide toning.

There are many variatiosis of these methods. One of the beet is

to place tbe print in the sulphide for a few moments before bleach-

ing. They must be washed thoroughly before being proceeded witli

in tlie usual way ; tliis uivea very rich tones, but it is not easy to

:(ct big bstobea all tlie wrnie culuur by this meitliod. Or another

useful dodge is to blench in the usual way, and then darken in

pyro developer. The colour no nbtiiined is rather a pleasnng olive

black. The Ueaclwd print may lie (NUtially darkened in any non-

«t«ining developsr, and finished with sulphide. Quite a good range

i>f warm Uacka may be got. in this way, but il is difficult to re-

peat them. Solilippe's salts may be used in place of sulphide for

darkening, but it requires a really firat/^laas original print. Tlien

the tonee sre good and varied, but unfortunately viixiable.

Ilia method suggested by Mr. H. W. (Bennett, iji wihich biciiLoride

of mercury is used as Uie hlecich. the darkening being done in

ulf>lude, is a most interesting and useful one, but it can hardly

lie recommended as a commercial process because of the very deadly

nature of (tie bichloride. It is a pity, because for warm blacks

and deep browns tlie method is unbeatable.

.Any sulphide-toned print may be further toned wiith gold—the

usual P.O. P. formula; the results range from warm brown to red

chalk. They are most effective, and may be considered permanent.

Our last sepia process is, to my mind, the most beautiful of ail,

and it is certainly the least known. It is the liver-of-sulphur

method. Its advantages are in the beautiful tones it gives, in the

fact that it is a onesohition process, so <ihat> the diange of ooloair

may be watched and stopped ei> the right time. It gives very fine

tones on gaslight papers, whidh with onlinary metthods tend to

give yellow results. The disadvantage of liver of sulphur is the

fact that it is not suited for large quantities. But I think it the

ideal iiiottsm for just a Miiall number of really first-class results.

Now a word as to a most vmportaiiit matter—penniinen^e. Leav-

ing out of oonsideratiun the decomposition of the galatine in wibich

the imags is formed, the only change likely to take place in the

ii«»4^»¥"* ptint, providing it was wdl fixed and thoroughly washed,
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Ls the convoraion of the silver image into one of silver sulphide,

by exposore to an impure atmosphere. Now Uiis is absolutely the

same thing as sulphide toning, only the prooees may take years

to rfiow and never ibe comipl^«d. It is, therefore, obvioois that a

milphido^Joned print stands a better chance of reima.ining unchanged

than an nntoned one, and, fiirther, that the more complete the

ciiange the better ihe chance of absoJute permaineince. It is here

thait the bleach processes score, because it is essential that both

the bleaching and the darkening shall be thorough if a passable

result M to be obtained. In the case of a single solution toner the

action may be incomplete, and it may, thoretore, oonitinue under

bad oonditionB. It will not cause fading, or even any very marked

ohange in colour, but it may be qnite enough to make well matched

spa«.ting show up very badly.

On the whole, however, one may say that, so far as the image

itfcelf is concerned, a sulphide-toned print is unbeatable for per-

manence among silver images.

These are the processes most likely to find favour, but there

are several other methods of toning which may be useful. Fore-

most among those is copper toning. This is a cheap and convenient

toner for colours, from warm black to red chalk. It is used in one

solution, so that the extent of toning may be observed and stopped

at the right moment. The results of copper toning were at one

time thought to bo impermanent, but this must have been to a

large extent due to caJ-eless methods of work. The prints should be

at least as permanent as untoned prints.

The ordinary gold-toning bath, as used for P.O.P., may be used

on untoned bromide prints, and will give a striking and not un-

pleasant blue-black effect, which may be found useful for speciaJ

effects, especially strong lightings. The results are considered

fairly permanent.

Urajijum taning was at one time a very popular process, and jt

is still largely used in cheap studios for red chalk tones. It is,

unifortunately, a most impermanenit mfiothod, and it« use is not to

bo recommended except for the cheapest work.

Green tones are best obtained by the use of Mr. H. E. Smiti's

formulje, ae gdven in the " B.J. Almanac." This is not quite so

simple to maie up or to use as some foaimuuae, but tihe results are

fairly pepmament, whioh ds more ttham can be claimed for most green

tones. In addition to this, the colours are quite pleasing.

The bine-toner given -in the " Almamac " is also aibornt the (best foi-

general use, the colours being really good. But, to my mind,

when only an occasional print is to be treated, it is far better to

buy the blue and green toners in tablet form. In this way the

purchase of a number of uncommon and, for other purposes, use-

less chemicals is avoided, and tho solutions may be prepared fresh

with the least possible trouble. Of course, if a regular line is to

bo made of it, it is cheaper to mix your own.

In conclusion, may I suggest that to any phott^rapher of an

exiperimeintal tumn oi mind toners offer a wide and interesting field '!

They may be very profitable, too, for a unique tone is a wonderful

" draw " for a. studio. Experimienits might be made not only in

tlie way of 'oombining known toner*, tmt in the use of new re-

agents.

—

Arthtr G. Willis.

Patent Reios.

Prooeai patents—applications and specifications—are treated in

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, December 1 to 6.

Films.—^No. 29,861. Photograipliic films. W. H. Edridge.

FiLK Cambba and Spool.—No. 30,454. Focussing film cameaia asnd

.spool of film. F. G. Cook.

Printing Machines.—No. 30,331. Photographic printing machines.

B. J. Hall.

Film Washing and Drying.-—No. 30,363. Washing and drying

iphotographio films, etc. S. R. Pearse.

CiNKMATOOBAPHY.—^No. 30,470. Cinematograpli projectors. Sir 0.

Stoll

CiNEMATOOBAPHY.—No. 30,471. Cinematogiwph cameras. Sir 0.

Stoil.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Thes* specifications are obtainable, price 6d. each, post free, from
the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.

The date in bracket* is that of application in this country ; »r

abroad, in the case of patents granted under th« Intemationat

Convention.

Pbint-Dbting Machines.—No. 134.771 (May 9, 1919i The inven-

tioa relates to means for drying photographic prints and to that

class ol maeimve; for example, descriibed in Patent No. 121,936.

In this class of machine a drying dnmn is heated by means of hot

gases, and is rototed by nitiajis o^ a worm wheel actuated by a

Fig. 1.

worm wludi is driven by a suita/ble motor, am endless band or

apron being provided in oomjimction. with the drum or cylinder

ajDd mounted on nolers, tihe temsioning roller being adjustable so

that the tension of the apron ^an be regulated and a squeegee-

Fig. 2.

being provided to i-onMy\'e the surplus water from the drum or

cylindra-.

The object of the present iiivemtioe is to provide a cojnpact

machine of that cllass whijh can be easily assembled and dismounted.

The drying drum is carried at each end by means of a spider

frame placed within the supporting fiame and bolted to the end

face of the drum and rotata/bly moamted upon a sleeve secured to^

I a vertical uprigjit forming a port-ion of the supporting frame.

"
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l he warn wheel is aeoored to thr jtjuder at one eod of the drum

)>y meana of bulla oear tlie teeth of the worm wheel, and the worm

gemtio^ m carried by a apindle mounted in bearings within tlve

irama.

In aoajtmction with the drum or cyliiider there is provided tli<>

tisoal endleaa bond or agpron mounted upom roUers armnged in the

tiMwl way M> that tl>e poatU are poaaed araoDd ilie dram between

lU aurfioe aod that of the band, the baad bemg brougfai to the

requMtte leoaion by means ai ooooter-nrei^ited levers, wfaidi

<vkR7 by nxans at Kola the tensiomng T<A\tr whiA fDO>\-es in sUdes

T gaidtm in the maofaiDe frame. At its upper put the drum is

:itmMhed « ith a squeegee roHer, ifae ftmntinr of wfaich is to romove

iram the prints to be dried the sorphia water, wUch flows over the

Mirteoe of the drum oo to a shelf sofifKated ia tlie frame and fur

iiirfied -with a groove for ^t» emoft of the waAcr.

The guide-n^lers for the MRBeaa band or apfcn an aofpported in

beaingB or itpoo piTvt fkiixi in tlie aide; of tbe macfanie frame,

iheae pivtit pins exteDding into ajdai holes in tfaa ende of Ui<-

mlleta aod beii^ aorew-tl»e«ied ao aa to eag^ee aorew-«hreaded

lio'jca io the frame in wUeb they ai« aeoorad or looked in poaitioa

by mean of nnta. Hie worm shalt • oarried in a pair of bearings

trtaoh an easily de(ac4i»b'.e from the Emme, each being adviui-

lagtoa^y aeonred to the frame by means of a Mbrioating cup

wUdi » famsriMd with a mnr-tfarcade^ aooket. engaging a screw

liaitlail atcm or rfMok nu the bearing, which 8t«ai extendx

tteon^ a hole in the machine itmae, and a lubricating paasaf^

?st«ndiqg through tha bearing atem and connectiDg the bearin'^

Willi Mm fabriOBfltng cup.

Hm divBi and band or apmi are preferably drrven from an

ofaolric motor whidi is coBTsnisntly fitted a|>oa the top of the

Kig. 3 Kig. 4.

I bane and orit^v wu- worm shaft throa|^ the medium (if

Jiej aailabla apaed-redajng foear.

Ia the drawii^ a indicate* tiw base of the a^parting frame of

the aaaehine and b tbe I an inwi^< stdea. e initinatea the drum
Ahich ia heated, and ia cmrried by tbe and ^lidan d, each of

> hiah ia rataUUy monntad upon a fUoged bearing aleeve c secured

' • the aidaa b of Itm frame by maats of the holla f.

c' are vantiktang hoiaa providad in the ends of the drum, and y

m a papa which aarvaa for the introduotico of gaa or aloAric

-arrant Mto the intenor of the droan. In tba interior of the

'-tbe tdbe g k fiiaabed with a sappart carrying at iU

1 a gM bnmer or alaolrio heating eioBMa*.
' A indifsitM tlw mdlaaa aproai or band wbieh is paaaed eronod

tba goida RiBeis t ralatebly mounted in beaiiaigi carried by the

•idea 6 of tba frwne, Mid in such a maimer (bat tbe apron en-

• pai^hery of the dram c forUM p«a*er part of iU

IS riaown in fig. 1. TRie roller j.

Tea M one of tbe goide^oUen, ia used for the pur

poa* of nparting tba rsqniaite teoaan to tba aprcai, tbe roUer.

tor Um ponoae. baqg earned by laobs 1 so tfaat H can move in

Maarf akta i* in iba siiba b of tbe frame, tba links th«aiseive«

being psvotad to tba riwrt ann of oouater-weigfalad le> en /, which

•rapifwUdat/'tothemaobanelrameb. , . „
A antaKre foam of bearing far the guide aaid tension rottera u.

.bama in detotl m figs. 3 and 4. and oompriaaa tbe aorewthreaded

nirot phi «. whs* ia screwed iato tbe marine *«Be band aecm*d

« looM by meanaof thanaat ..' -^ -*«V"!^"^w "I
ai' provided i^wo llw roBtr. "nns method of

mounting is not «xiily simple in ooiistj-uctioii, hm, aJao permits of
the rollers .being aesenibled and dismounted quickly and wifch

faoility. The drum c is diiven, iby the foiUoi,vrng mecihajnism, that
is to aay, tlie worm w'h«eT n, which is secured to tibe spider d at
oae end of the cylinder by means of ibolts near the teeth of the
worm wJieel, and is in meeh with the worm o keyed upon tlie

spindle -p, wlhiah is mounted in bearings -
' secured to the maohine

sides 6, and is driven by meams of the telt and pulley gear q,

q from the counter-shait r itaeii driven from aju eleotiio-mahor

indicated diagrammaticaJly at s in fig. 2, and mounted upon tlie-

upper part of tihe machine frame.—Sydney Harold Morse, Fins-
bury Pav«nent House, London. E.C.

meetinas or societiesa

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
Sati'RDay. Dkceuhek 20.

t>enoisU>aii Anuieur Photographic Association, nui Scottii^b National Saloa.
Peo|>le's Palace.

Pnrtirk OuDera CIuIj. IZtb Srtxtish National Salon oiions in People's Palace.

MONDAT, DlCEHBES 22.

Bmdfoid Pbotgnraphic Society. "Tips aod Uodges." B. Rilejr. "Copying."
W. H. Hamnond.

City ol I»iidon and Cripplegata Photographic Sacietv. Members' Print Com-
petition.

Tl'BBDAY, DECBMBBa 23.

Ilackae; Photocraphic Society. Chat Kound the Fire.
Bonniemouth Camera Cluh. " One Man Show." F. J. Mortimer's PrinU.

Wbdhssdat, Dkchueh 24.

Croydon Camera Club. Conversational MeefcinK.
Danoistouo Amateor Phulograpbio Association. "Portraiture Before the Days

ol the Camera." J. Hock.

PROFESSION Al, PHOltXiRAPKiER-S' ASSOMATION.

A sractAL general meeting of tJve Profeaaionttl Pliotographers' Asso-

ciattoo was held at 35, Rusaell Sq-uare, Lomdon (the house of tlhe

Royal Photogn^ihic Socioty), on Friday, December 12, 1919, for the

IHirpoae of aKering the niles.

In the uawoiditbue aheeooe of the Preeident of the Association,.

Mr. R. X. ijpeaigbt took tha chair. Tlte Honorary Seoretao-y having

read tihe notice convening the meeting, the Chairman e.vplained^

tiuU. tJie objeut of the proposed alteration/ of t hx?' rule was to guve the

OMinotl power to earqJoy either a padd'or an lionorary secretary or

both, as tliey may think tit. Aooording to the e.xistimg rules they

wvre boimd to appoint an honorary secretary. Tbe Ooaiooil required

greater freeifom of action in view of the increasing memberahiip,

activity, and in^iortaDoe of the Aaaojiation. He therefore moved,

»ii IK-Iiaif of the Council, that Rule 10 sboukl be amended and abouJd

read as foilows:

—

• 10. Offioera.—The honorary officers of the Aasooiaibioii., oonstitut-

tng Uie Council, s1ib.11 be a president, tlie ,]>ast-presiden)t, a troasureir,

and twenty-four ordinary nuimbers of L'muicil, of whom twelve dhaJi

be London and twelve wiinta->- memibers. Tliey shall liavo power U>

appoint a aaoretory ai»d or an aeaiBtanit secretary, who may be paid.

At meotii^s of the CouncU five shaJl fonm a qttoi-uan."

A brief discuamcm followed, and sul/sequently tlie resolution was

carried niauianously.

A vote of tbonks to the chairman doeed tlie proceedings.

ROYAL PHOTOORAPHIC SOCIETY.

,Mnrri.so held Tuesday, lleceraber 16, I>r. G. H. R.>dman in the

*Afr' \ E. LuboAez was to h«ve given a demonsKration «f*""=y

,JSn?'inp«Wu.*. a,«l had tempomrily in«taUed » -f- °^

S^CJ^faX punK>se. 0«-it^, it must be ="PP-ed^^ some

^ZJi^nt ile etootrio system, some fuses gave out, and i* wa^
overloaAng of Wto rtecw^

to roplaca tJiem in time for the demon-
unforttmatety not poeeAte *°^^c^

L^boehez wEl .«*

r'^rJ:^a^^Z dS-SThetltv^ele- able to deliv^ a

E't :;:^ in^^ isoo-e o.. «.e sdbiect w».ich it had been ht.
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intention to demnnstrate. Tlio demonstmtiion itoelf wiU be given at

one of the me«tia»gs in February next.

On tlie prapoaitUMi of the ohaimum, the t»iaai.k« of the audiencf

MPdiaUy expressed to Mir. LuhoBhez.

Conmerclal^Cesal inteiilflenct.

NEW COMPANIES.

SorTHOATB Bros., Ltd.—Tiliis priiviate cam.pan.y was registered on

December 4 with a oapital of £5,000 m £1 shares. Objecte : To

carry on the busines-s of photographers, etc. Agreeanent with W. E.

aiid L. Southgate. First directors oa* \V. E. Soaithgaite, 33, Queeii

Street, Maidenhead, and L. Souitiigiate, 33, Queen Stireet, Maideai-

head, iboth pJiotographers. RegiHteied office: 33, Queeov Stj-eet,

Maidenhead.

Gaknktt Pickles Preparations Co., Ltd.—This private com-

pany was registered on December 9, Tvith a capital of £3,000 iin £1

shapes (1,500 8 per cent, cuimulaitive preference). Objeota :
Manu-

factuiws of and dealers in photograiphdc ajxpairatuB and materials,

etc. The subscribers (each witih ome share) are :—T. H. Bailey, 25,

Windermere Avenue, N.3, chemist, and R. Ga(m«.tt Pickies, 7,

King's Paraide, N.3, ohemiat. The first direotors ape R. Gannett

Pickles (managiiTig director), T. H. Bailey (dhairman), H. A. F.

King, and L. A. Moores. Registered office : OomiweJl House, High

Holborn, W.C.I.

Walton Adams and Son, Ltd.—This private company wias

registered on December 6 witli a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares

(1,000 6i per cent, preference). Objects : To take ovei- the business

oaairied on a,t 29, Blagrave Street, Reading, by A. W. Adams as

" Walton Adams amd Son," and to oairry on the business of photo-

graphers, photographic artiste, '^icture dealers, etc. The subscribers

(each with onie share) are P. P. Cnowe, 149, Ongur Road, Brentwood,

phoitograplher, and T. W. Alderman, 19, WaJ'w^ck Road, Upper

Claipton, E.5. The firat dii-ectors are P. P. Crowe and T. W. Alder-

man (both permanent). Seoretajy, Winiiifred Crowe. Registered

office, 29, .Blag3<ave Street, Reading.

ntm ana notes*

M. Misonne's Photooeaphs.—An exhibition of the oliarming

landscape work of M. Mjisoame, \^ho may appropriately be called the

Corot of photography, will open at the Hamiprfiire K«-use Photo-

graphic Society, Hog Lane, Hammersmith, on Jamiuary 1 next.

Lectures on Applied Optics.—Among the lectures to be de-

livered at tilie Royal Institution, Albemarle Sttreet, London, W..

after Christmas aire two on " Recent Progress in Apiplded Opti.^,"

by Dr. A. E. Conrady, Professor of Optical Design, Imjperial College

of Science, London. The lectures will be delivered on Felbruary 5

and 12 at three o'clocik

Kerottpe M.\terials.—In our brief noti.;e last week of the serJes

of demonstrations of the Kerotype ,pax>oe83 at Messrs. Marion's, it

should haive been stated that Messrs. Marions are sole wholesa'.e

distributors of the Kei'otype i>a(pers, and tha.t all communications

relating to the buying and use of Uie papers should be addressed to

them at 3, Soho Square, London, W.l.

Two "B.J." Specials.—Two of the lit'Ue handbooks issued from

the " B.J." office have just been published, each in a fourth edition.

These are tlie " Portnait Studio," by "Practicus," price Is. net

(postage 2d.) and " Sketch Portraiture," by J. Spencer Adamsoii,

price 9d. net (postage Id.). Both these litMe manuaJs treat of their

subject in, an emiiuantly practical way, and the contkiuous demand

for them is no doubt the ibest tribute to their usefulness to the photo

graipher which could be made.

J. F. Shew and Co.—In reference to, omr note of laist week, Mr.

W. J. Ramsey writes to us from 62, We'vlesley Road, Harrow, asking

us to point oat that Mr. Gairod was mever meinager of Messrs.

Sh«iw'8 bnsmess. of which Mr. Ramsey was aole propirietor, nor had

he any connection with the busirvess whilst under the title of J. F.

Shew and Co. Mr. Ramsey eventually sold the business to Messrs.

Garrad amd Dale, who were carrying on the business of Staley and

Co., and it,was on the completion of the sale tliat the businesses

were oom/bined under the title of StaJey, Shew and Co.

Lecturing with the Lantern.—A somjowliat revised text of an

address on lanteni iootuxing delivered by Mr. Grenville A. J. Cole,

F.R.S., to teachers and lecturers at the Royal College of Scdenoe for

Ireland has Ibeen issued in pamphlet form by Mr. T. H. Mason,

optician and liintem-slide maker, 5 and 6, Dame Street, Dublin.

Mr. Cole deals witli a subject of great interest to photogpaphers and

to photographic societies in so human and humorous a way that with

hisi pel-mission we hope to print his paper in a fortihcoming issue

of the " B.J. ' In the meantime there must be many who wonld

like to possess the pamphlet in sepairatie form, as they may do by

application to Mr. Mason.

A New S.ands-Hunter List.—-A suipplementary list of second-

hand apparatus has just been issued by Messrs. Sands, Hunter and

Co., Ltd., 37, Be<!fond Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. It is a well-

printed catalogue of eighty pages, every item of apparatus in which

is identified by the firm's series niunbcT, so that the intending

purchaser is able to indicate tlie goods which he wants with the least

[Kissible ouitLajy of tixxulble. Moreover, the clear classdficatioji of the

goods, both camenas and lenses, under (their various headings, niakes

it the easiest matter for the intending buyer to satisfy himself as

to whether he oani get what lie is seeking. In the case of lenses a

iparticularly clear tialbular arrangement lias been newly adopted, the

tyipe-setting of which affords a rajpid glance over the particulars of

eadh lens offered—^viz., focal length, aiperture, plate cowered, amd

price. Inasmuch as the trade in photographic apparatus hae of late

gravitated largely towards the suipp'.y of second-hand goods, Messrs.

Sands, Hunter's catalogue is a piece of trade literature of sipecial

importance, in fact one which no pbotogiajpher, professional oi-

amateur, can afford to overlook whenever he has a purchase to make.

Corresponaence*—•

—

',• Correspondents should never write on both sides of the pofer.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

',' We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions txprened

by our correspondents.

LEINS-SEPARATION IN STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY OF
SMALL OBJBOrS ON THE SAME OR AN ENLARGED

SCAXE.

To tlie Editors.

Gentlemeiii,—Mr. Chas. E. Benham's formula for finding the

separation of the lenses seem extremely good, but appears to call

for a few oommenits.

If the requiirement is to render the object as it appears to the

inalved eyes at their near point {12 ins.), then it wil not do to taike

the lenses closea- than 12 ins. to the object, because impoasible vbual

perspective will be initiroduoed.

If natural perspective is required tlieii 1 would suggest that 6-iii.

lenses (be used «t 12 ins. distance, thus getting natural size. Then

if that be not large enough when viewed in a magnifying stereoscope,

enlargements from the negatives should be made amd mounted up ae

steaieographs.

I am glad to see Mr. Benham. gives the optical axes oonverging, be-

cause most writers—and camera nuukers too—seem to presume that

they must always be paraHel.

And this is why the formula "leads us astray" at greater

distances, becamse as the object recedes so the convergence of the

opticad axes should decrease until at a few yards they become

praoticaMy (parallel.

To make the formula a little more exoot I would suggest tJjat the
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/

^—•
*» ivtluoed ioZi im. I iave taeamsni «be intetpopiUary

^n^mem ot hoodrnk of patiaoU, and I fitxl tihX, tbe average wben
the «jr«s M« fixing mfinitv ia 2j in*., and white fixiig a point at
13 in*. th»*wrBg» comm oat at 2^ ins. Tbia seema to show that
imM M<at«MX|M: photographa are taken with the kauei set a UtUe
™* *"***" •!* *"» tfce average human e>es. The difference
tfuogh, of course, ia trifling.—Yours faithfully,

ABTHt;B G. WlLUAHDO.S'.

.\ WARNLN'G AS TO THE USE OF FOR.MALLNE LN T-BOPia\I.
DEVELOPilENT.

To the Editors.

GaoUanaa,—I h»v* ao«ioMi daring thepaat y«a*^ or two a lendemy
to adriM Um use of fannaliae in ftnag batfa (or oae in the tropia.
My eifwiwn* ia trcfkmi pboDogrm^j oovon over thirty-five

y*"". •^ <*Minf llie msgor f»rtioo of that time I bad been tntvel-
Uqg in Itw laylt towna, whn« there U no ioe aMiUble, and where
tbe ooijr mntii ct nhteining oool water is by maaiB of the wdl-

Alwot twenty yaam afo ktmeone ifaa btiag Ikted aa a regular
thing in our pboto-ohenioel Urta, and I kiiad it for the piupoae of
faentaoiog the film so that I oonld devefap wsthwit. so many of the
wael eooUag pneaolioM. It aotMl aB right both as a pretimiuary
bath aod as aa ateutam in the ftzii« b«th. bat I gave up the use
»ery aooo oa ermnnt ot the iojwy to my ejMs.

llbink. ao hr, «y aaqMriaaoe was about «ha Hne aa that oi the
lirsssnl-day m^mmmut it u in the use a< ionaaliiie, but note the
ssqaaL Foor «r Ave ymim later, w«mi bnkk« op oU M^aUvta for
r»«(<d«rs, I otioad nr raainw it ones which ware ondced all over
uke a fine meaiie, and on lUbbtng them with tJM finger the sacked
fib* ciMld be redsjad to a drr powder. I evMtoaUy foond (nat
thaaa wve the fcwnaiina tr^ted ne^tsvee; the tou^, hiihtry
ortaH* ti the jJsrine had been daatnyed by ttm atrang t«aniiY
alhotof the ionaalme.

1 would be ptMMl
the "Joamei," aaA
eflaola of aech al«taag

to Ihepoblic.

I Btay hare aMatson that the effect of atrotg ahm baUu or haixleo-

ng'fixiag balhs

of

M you wtMiM Moad
* for farther

bafoie

note ot warning in

as to the sAer-

on these farmulc

•torn and acid has never boai like that

SicnUI a intoi«at any ol yoor raedars, I woold be pleased to give
tb«i my mstbod of deTakfring plates in the tmpiaa wlian ioe u not
avihib<e.-Yoaws laithfaly.

Cttna. N. QB i iaa lain il . A. Csaboou.

[We shall be glad if Mr. Chsiyas will oarry ont the offer which
be kindly makes in his hMt paragmph. Aa lagarda alum, we do
oeeaaiaoaUy eone acniae cases of bed fibn diaiiil^inliiai, due to iu
vm, bat ibey are ganankUy of negelivis wfaiuh have been kept for

twaidgr yaaw or bmm.—Eib. " B.J."1

FORTBCXJMLNG EXHIBITIONS.

aO, 1019, to Jwmary 24, ISaO.—flBOttmh Phutographic

Sec : John Mecdonald. 27, Aharfaldy Street, Deo-

ObH«ow.

AxsiAi. PaoTOoaAnrr.—The most prominent aonaunoemeat of the

eaauaaroiai nae of aerial photography is a whole^iage advcrtiaement

wfaiA ^fiaw in Ibe " Inparial and Foosiga Track aopplamant

"

of Satoadey, December 13, iMoed bom the '"Oaitm" office. The
edvartasaaaeot sanooncia the >aa1i>sse (or photografihic work from

the air of the AiicrsH Manafaoturiii« Co., IM., Hendon. N'.AV.S.

U m ataUd that ahhntigh the aerial photognphio dtpartmeot at the

fina haa hasn in aaMenoe for only a lew noatte, over a quarter <A

a miEiao pijtaieB have already bean sold. The firm ia equipped for

the photography of factories, caletes, towns, etci, from the air, and

; a sense of view jsatcaids of all the beauty spots in Eng-

> fmn an Airro maohine.

UnstDtrs 10 CorresDonaentSe—•

—

SPECIAL NOTICE.

In accordanKe with our present practice a smaller space will be

aUolted to replies to correspondtnts.

We will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: 5-cent International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Querits to be answered in the Friday's "Journal" m jist reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday), and should be addressed

to the Editors.

F. V.—Aa you do not meiktion the oaiidle power of yoaiT llanips it is

impoaaible to say whait ejoposurea will be iveceesary. With about
4,000 c.p. you could do vrhat you require providin'g that your lamps
are not mai« thau, say, 6 it. from the sitt«ir.

A. C.—The regulalbioa reqairiiif; lioeooee for new businesses is to be
diaouutiimed at the end of ilhe present moittiti, so there will be. lui

occaaion for you to trouble about it. Yes, ilf blie business is not

carried on in tiw correot names of tbe pantiters it will be neceesai-y

to register. The fee is 5e.

G. B. K.-c-The result is not tad, but you ought to be allxie bo get

nd of the band of reflection running down the middle of the jug.

We rfuuld guess that this is due to refteotion of some part of tlie

camera in the metal surfeoe. Ami if tfaie is so, ooverimg of the

whole camera, faorring the lens, is indioated as the means to avoid

tbe defect again.

S. J.—Hie UBuai method is to hot roll tbe jninte, after diippiing iu

methylated spirit, m contaot wilA> thin celluloid. A suitaible

roller is, or waa, supplied by Mjeasrs. Fallowfiedd, 146, CShajriiig

CrosB Road, London, W.C.2. Yon can got suitable celluloid, also

a canent which can be used instead of hot rolling from Messrs.

Rheinlander sod Ban, New Madden, Surrey

A. D.—It is necessary to vignette negatives uBually by means of

» serrated card held in front ol the lens at a few inches distance

from it. Most of the supply houses, such as Griffin's, of Kemble

Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, or Marion's, 3, Soho Squai-e.

London, W.l, supply fittings for holding the card in position

and moving it about as required for the effect and by the subject.

J. H. (Omal», Nebraska).—Thene is no sotisiaoUn? meana of taking

out deveiopcr atun from alothsng. If the fahric is light in colour

yon can try the effect of mixing a libtle bleaching powder (chloride

of lime) with water to make a stiff ipaste and add a little hydro-

chloric said—-just eooo^ to give it a chlorous smell. But this

will lauaJly also tskke out the ooloar oi the fabric, so that the best

thing is to try to matdi up the stadn with ink.

J. H. N.—You fiiwt require to be a member of the Royal Photo-

grwphi^ Society, whkh is a foatnal matter. You should write to

the Sccratary, 36, RoaseU Sqiuure, London, W.C.I, for a form of

application. Admiasion fee is £1 and the annual 8ub8cri{>tkni

at preaent one guinea, althoogh it ia propoeed to inoneaee it to

two guBMaa atter <he end of the preeent yeea-. As iiege.rdB the

Fellowsbip, conditions are publiAed by the society.

P. R.—We suppose your lens is the 12-ln. No. 6 Celor, listed to

cover a 9 X 7 plate at full atpertiire, buit tibia apoi'-

tAire waa f/S.S, not ^/4.8. The pre-war list price was

£17 10s. If the lena were in perfect oondition it ought

to fotoh pretty nearly its pre-war last price, but a, conspiouous

acmtch, even if the perfonnaaoe of the lens is aU right, caJi easiily

reduce its value to a direct punhaser to sonuitihing like £10.

Q .\, o.—We are sorry we cannot turn up any instructions for the

useof the " Ptahnos " camera^ and if we oouJd they would probably

not be reliable for yoiu- purpose, since the talble of speeds, aooord-

ing to slit-width and spring tenmon, probaibly varies oonsideralbly

with sa<Ji siae of ;»mera. We suggest that you either vmte to

Moaam. Rcas, Ltd., 89, Great Cootie Street, London, W.l, vrho

have taJcen over Messrs. Zeias's stock, or else send the sihiutter lor

the ^>ee(k to be tested to the Nationail Physical Laborattoa-y, Ted-

dii^too, Sumy.
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G. IM.—We rememlbeir the Heyide actiinomater 'wb'iQh -wias an the

market a year or two before the Wiur. It never had muah saJe, and

now we are una/ble to turn uip the precise metliod of using it. The
general principle is tb look at the deeipest shadows of the subjeot

thnmgih tiie hole in the inertrument and to move a iwedge^fiha/ped

BoreeQ uOtiil you cam just not see the shadow detail. This position

of the soaile is supposed to tell you what e.xipoeuire to give with a

given stop and speed of plate. We do not think that thiifi system

is anything like as reliable as aan ordimary e.xposure meter.

A. C.—You can certainly manage with the premises you sketch

but we do not think you have planned out the space to the' beet

advantage. We should suggest making quite a small dressing-

room and using the rest of the space next the passage as a dark-

room. Then you could put your background close to the window
enclosure, and get the full 24 tt. for the studio. We do not like

the idea of folding doors. At night or in bad weather it will ba

unpleasant for tlie operator as well as for the sitter, and in day-

time they will admit too much light and interfere with your

artificial ligbt.

L. R.—^The double exposure has nothing to do with Ube covering of

the lens, "bait anises simply from the fact that in posiing the sitter

twice oone imagie has encroached on tlhie other. You shooild diuw
a fine pencil line straight down the groimd-glass scneen, and then
ta'ke cane that eaah pose comes just suffloienitly to right and left

of it. If you use a very dark ibackgromid you don't need to use
a sliielding Gutter on the lens at all, but if the ibackgromid has
amy pattern you, of course., meed to do so. if you fix the sbutter

about 1 in. or 2 iins. from the lens you will have mo diffi-

culty in vngmetting one exposure nicely into tbe otJier.

0. O.—There is always a lot of difficulty in getting rid of {Mtibern

when lUsing these filament lamps, especially 'with large coaidensers.

Tbie only suggestion we can make to improve the conditions whiidi

you describe is to use am objective of kmiger focus, though still, if

you oan, of lange aipertui-e. A longer tfoous lens in cojijujnatioai

with a ground-glass soreeai as close against "tlhe lamp as you oan

put it may get rid of the trouble, althougih it is doubtful if it wiill.

The fact is you are trying to work a very difficult system, and
would do muoh better with a small aaxi lamp su'di as one of those

of the Westminster S/ngiaeeriaiig Co., Victoria Road, WiKesden
Junction, London, N.W.

A. J.—^A Bupplamentary tens increases the relative focal apertuiie by
decreasing the focal length and therefore upsets the focussing

soaile. In the case of such a very short focus as 3 ins., made still

shorter by the use of the su)pplementairy lens, no doubt this would
not raaitter very miich for subjects for wihich the camera is

used at the infinity extension, but the scale markings for the nearer

dJBtances would be useless. From a pi-aotical point of view we
think a much 'better plan, if it is a vest-pocket Kodak, would be
to have an adapter for it to take plates. This, if you use the ultra

rapid plate, would reduce e.\posiures two or three times. The plate

adapter is a little aooeasory supplied hiy the Paris firm of Tiraaity,

and recently noticed in tlie "B.J."

E. B.—We think that you will find a total of 2,500 c.p. hardly

sufficient for rapid exposures. We should recommend four 1,000

c.p. lamps. It would be better, we think, to rely upon reflectora

for lighting the shadow side, starting with the first lamp opposite

the centre of the background and the othea-s in a curve, the last

one being nearly opposite the edge of the background. You wii!

find some useful information in the article published in the " B.J.
'

of February 7 last. The subject has not been dealt wi'Eh in any
recent "Almanac," and there is no book specially devoted to tho
sulbjecU If you can manage at, arrange for the lamps to be
raised and lowered, as you will find that for sitting figures and
children you will shorten exposures by bringing the light nearer
the sitter.

F. S.—We are very sorry we cannot throw any light on thie spots in

the blotting boards, for this is the first instance that we have had,
and we are at a loss to account for the spots. We do mot think
it oonceivalble that properly made suillphide-toned pi'ints could be
spotted through being laid on blotter wihiah is defective in the

way yours appears to be, and vice versa it is most unllikely that

the blotter would became spotted by the aJtion of the wet prints

only. We think that the most likely explanation ds that the

blotter has got certain defects in it in the shape of spots, and that

these are made visihile Iby the continued presence of moiature, but
we do not think there is any real ooniiiection between the spots

on the blotter and those on the print. We think your beet course
would be to return the blotters to the makers, preferably after

making a further test in tihe shape of skuply letting the blotter

(without prints) remain slightly wet for a few days and seeing it

any spots develop.

F. L. S.—1. The " Bram " of Wahlbuch Smith and Co. 2. Nothin«
better than the use of a serrated vignetting mask h«fld "between the

lens and the pamper. 3. Certainly beat in front of the lens, where
it can ibe readily adjusted as regards distance from the lens, ete.

4. Very little to choose between the vaiixDius leading makes on the

market. 6. Distance of tlie bolting silk from the paper makes a

great difference to the iresults. If you put it quite dose you

simply impress the pattern of tlie silk on the enlargement ; it

requires to be an inch or two froan tihe pa,per by having it mounted
upon an open frame of suitable depth. 6. A matter of expediency

or ecooiomy. Both methods are very commonly used. The
cheaper class of studios regularly go in for enlarging. 7. Probalbly

you have not followed fflie dii'ections exactly in making tlie

imixture of sulphite and metabisulphite. For the best results this

solution should be boiled before dissolving the pyro. 8. On the

wihiole there is no better developer for -portraib neigatives than

pyro-soda. If used -weaker (more water) it will give aay degree

of softness, and vice versa of vigour if used stronger.

R. T.—(1) A long-focus len.s—that is, a lens of long fociil length-

is one which requires a relatively great distance between thti

lens and the plate when photographing in the ordinary way.

For example, 16 in. fo2Us lor a half-plate camera would be

reckoned a long focus. A short-focus lens is one requiring a

relatively Short distance—for example, 5 or 6 in. in the case of

a half plate. The effect of long focus is to give a large size

reproduction of whatever you are photographing and at the same

time to include relatively less of the subject; with a short-focus

lens you include a very great deal more on the plate, but it is

all on the smaller scale. (2) A lens is either fast or slow, accord-

ing as tJie largest stop is large or small compared with the focal

length. That is, if the diameter of the stop is as much as one-

quarter of the focal length, it is a \'ery rapid lens, and is called

f/4, whereas if tho diametieir of the stop is as litiUe as ^th of l-16th

tihe focal length, that is a relatively slow lens of fjS or ^/16. (3)

Unfortunately, all the elementary text-books on lenses are now out

of print, but you could get second-hand from a firm like Messrs.

Foyle, 121, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2, either "The
Lens," by Brown and Bolas, or "Photographic Lenses," by Beck

and Andrews, the price (pre-wai-) being 2s. 6d. and Is. respectively.

W\it ISrttiab Jmmial of f boto0ra|ilj5.

The Oldest Photo^rapliio Journal in the World.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. Kstablmhed 1854. PRICE TWOPENCE

One Tear.

I Thirteen shillings (13s.), or
' 3 dollars 17 cents, or 22 franee,

or 9 rupees 12 annas, or 6 yens
30 sens.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION, POST FREE.

United Kingdom.—One Year, lOs. lOd. ; Six Months, 58. 5d.

Three Months, 2s. 9d.

CANADA
australia
New Zealand
south africa
UNITED States of America
south america
India and par East
continent of europe

federated malay states, borneo and sarawak
| ^j ^^^^

Henry Greenwood & Co., Ltd., Proprietors and Publishers,

24, Wellington Street, London, W.C.2.
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO READERS.— Until further notiu

agents will supply the " B. J." to order only, as the high price

prevailing for everything in connection with rtewspaper production

prohibit the distribution of surplus copies for chance tales. It

is tlierefore necessary in order to ensure the regular delivery of

the " B. J." each week to place an order definitely ttith a dealer,

newsagent or bookstall clerk, or to send a subscription to the

pubUihert,
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Since advertisA-

ments oaiinot be in-

Berted until fully and

correotly prepaid>

Benders of line an-

noanoements are

asked to bear in mind

the scale of charges.

They will thus save

themselTes delay in

pablication of their

announcemeats.

Net Prepaid line AdTertiRements.

Charge! for Inaertioa.

IS w«r4« or leM — •^ ••• 1/-

Eztra words ^. ... ... ... Id. per word.
(N* redaotioB tar » lariea.)

Special Note. Adoft. under a Bo* Kumb&r.
"Bax N«." and office addreu .. .. charged as 6 words.

Far forwarding replies add .. 6d. per insertion far eaeh adVt.

If replies are called for this latter charge is not made.

Orders to repeat an advertisement mast be aooompanied by a

entting or copy of the annooncemen t as previonsly printed.

AdTertisements are not aooepted over the telephone or

by telegram.

Xha latest time torreceiring small line adTertisements is 13o 'clook

(noon) on Wednesdays for the corrent week's issna, bat
the insertion of an advertisement in any definite issue

is not guaranteed.
" " & Cg.* and mad« payablAto HBKSY Grekmwood A Co., LTD.Cb»qam and Fostml Orden should be crossed ^

DBPOBIT 8T8TBH.—When lelllne goods to stnn^en,

m porchAslns. sll risk Is avoided by employing oik deposit

11 H— I Coat Is tnfltnf . The purCTUse-money must be de*

Mlted with the publisKere, HH.WRY GRHF.MWOOn & Co..

Ga, Si Wellington Sti«et. London. W.C.. a. and all

Saqtiea. Money Ordere. fi:c., made payable to them.

A^ntmledgment Is sent to tioth panics and iiei>osil is held

untH fecelpt of advice that goods have been received and
found satu&ctory, in which case the amount deposited is

(orwaided to the seller, less a conunissioa of a)i per cent.

fmlnlmnni, one shining ; maxitnuiii, twoshlBlngsajulrizpcnce^
If goods are not approved the publisbers wait original owtiers
adcnowledgroent ef their safe return before refundirtg the
deposit. In this case the minimum commission oi^y (oiM
shilttng} is deducted. All disputes or questions arising from
such causes as damage of goods in transit, &c must ba
settled between the contracting parties The deposit is

held by Messrs. Greenwood pacing settlement. Messrs.
Greenwoed do not aindertalte to express Ai^r opinion on the
condition or valoe ofgoods,Jwr must the goods bcseot to tbem.

• • fo prwrertt delay commutUcatiorts relating to Advertisements and general business aflaliv should be addressed to the

putUahen. All advertisements are received subject to their approval or revision, and the right Is reserved to refuse any

attvenisement without giving a reason for so doing. Tha publishers are not t«sp<msible fis clerical oc print«c^ errors, bat

vresy care Is taken to prevent mistakes.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO> LTD., PubUahers. 24. WelUogtots Street. LONDON. W.C 2.

Ifr ^w

Situations Wanted.
A REALLY good Printer, age 32, desires berth

witi s«od firm, 17 years' experience; not
afraid of work.—Box O. 8, 24, Wellington St., W.C 2.

COLOCJIIST and Finisher (lady), aerograph; 7
years* experience in fir8t.cla£s studio ; able to

operate ; state salary ; Manchester preferred.—Box
O. 1, 24, Wellington St., W.C.2.

DEMOBBED soldier, unable to follow former em-
ploymtnt, desires situation in good London

studio : some experience in the trade ; highest re-

ferences.—" K.," llie Priory, Hatfield.

GENTLEMAH, 25 years' good experience, desires
berth as Operator-Manager.—23, 6wallowfleld

Rd., Charlton, 8.E.Z.

OPERATOR (27), assist genrnai./, retouch, enlarg-
ing, framing, sepia work. -" Z.," 19, Cecil Ed.,

Ilford, London.

OPERATOR or Operator-Manager, good middle-
class; talte entire charge; many years own

busiDess ; also outdoor work ; start at once ; any
part of country; salary £3 lOs.—Wilson, 58, Grosve-
nor Rd., Xewcastle-on-Tyne.

OiPERATOR-RETOUCHER, all-round experience,
disengaged shortly ; good refs. ; London or

near.—Box O. 7, 24, Wellington St., W.C.2.

,T> ECEPTIONI8T, educated woman, considerable
XV experience photographic business, good corre-
spondent, accountant, desires engagement as recep-
tionist-secretary to lady photographer.—Box O 6,

W, Wellington St., W.C.2.

REPRESEIJTATIVE, professional photographer,
covering Lancashire, Yorkshire, Potteries, and

Lincolnshire, la open to accept agency on commis-
sion only for photographic apparatus, plates, paper,
or chemicals.-Box M. 8, 24, Wellington St., W.C.8

Situations Vacant.
COMPETENT Lady Betouoher-Flnisher required,

skilful with aerograph, aad with original Ideas
for sketch backgrounds; good colourist and ca|>able
of operating In principal's absence; only those re-
quiring permanency please apply.—Allwork, Ton-
bridge.

LBSSONe.—Negative Retouching, B. & W.,
Colours, Miniatures, Operating, Posing, Light-

ing; slow retouchers, artists quickened, improved;
leesona, day, night post (all countries); B. & W.
pupils taught " .\erograph," retouching pupils
" Negafake " erasing (knife substitute). This paper's
Editor stated re a pupil's work :

" We congratulate
both tutor and pupil."—T. 8. Bruce (Rewriter Stan-
dard work. " Johnson's Retouching "), 4, Villas-on-
heath, Vale, Hampstead, London, N.W. See pp.
27-30, "B.J." Almanac, 1914.

OPERATOR wanted for branch stodio; must hare
flrat-class experienoe.—Apply, with specimens,

sad state term, and ezpwlence, to Lafayette, ISO,

K«w Band St., W.l.

RECEPTION IST-FINISHEE, for highest<las8
Surrey business; well experienced; preferably

over thirty.—Box M. 15, 24, Wellington St.. W.C.2.

REQTJIREDi for high-class photographic studio in

the East, an Operator-Retoucher; single man
only, with highest references.—^Apply, " Studio,"
Henry S. King and Co., «5, Comhill, London, ECS.

SCIENCE for Photographers.-A series of twelve
lectures on Elementary Chemistry and Optics,

on Friday evenings, at 7; fee, 12a. 6d.—The Poly-
technic iSchool of Photography, 809, Regent St., W.
First lecture January 9.

Businesses, Premises,
and Partnerships.

ABBOTT, BOOTY AND 00., Busineas Ageots.
Ooosultlng Fbotograpihers and Valuers, 40

yean' expeiieoce at your nrriee.-11, Glau'eooe Rd..
Croydoai.

ABBOTT, BOOTY AND CO. offer Businetses in

London, Norfolk, Herts, Yorks, Northants, Sus-
sex, 8. Wales, Midlands, an<I Kaic.

ABBOTT, BOOTY AND CO. offer a very profit-

able bigh-cla^s Bu.sine9S; £10,000 required; suit
capitalist or small syndicate.

A HIGHLY successful middle and good class busi-

ness, country town, 20 miles London ; turn-
over £1,000; tastefully decorated studio, seven-room
house, garden; proprietor wishes exchange with
similar or approaching concern ; must be on or
within 30 miles coast; or would buy; strictest in-

vestigation given and required.-Box 0. 5, 24, Wel-
lington St., W.C.2.

GOOD-CLASS Photographic fitudio required at
Brighton, with Living accommodation pre-

ferred ; about £300.—Write to Mr. Brabazon, Studio,
34, Grafton St., Dublin.

PHOTO., 19 years' exp., age 36, ex-service man,
wants management, branch or otherwise, view

to piiroha.se or partnership.-Box O. 4, 24, Welling-
ton St., W.C.2.

SPLENDID opportunity to make money, in most
prominent position in Oxford Street, shop and

basement, 60 ft. long by 12 and 28 ft. wide, for sale,
established 18 years; unique apparatus; low rent, 4*
years' lease to run; Studebaker touring car; price
£3,500.—Apply, 37, Oxford St., W.

WAT^TED, Portable Daylight Studio, in sections,
size about 20 x 12 ft., must be in good condi-

tion.—PartiOTilars to Bevan, Star Inn, Wick, near
Oowbridge, Glam.

Apparatus
For Sale and Wanted.

AEROGRAPH Outfit for sale, also }-pl. Enlarger,
for «aB.—42, Willow Way, Didsbury.

ALDLS fpl. Lens, F. 6, 8-in. focus, in Bausch-
Lomb's compound shutter, £8. Houghton's

Special Portrait Lens, F. 4, 9-ln. focus, Waterhouse
stops, £3. Watson Studio Stand, F. 2, £3 10s. Two-
Backgrounds, 6x8 and 8 X 8, 128. and 15s.—Fitch,
Marks Tey, near Colchester.

CONDENSER, 12-in. diameter, new condition; best
offer accepted.—Box O. 3, 24, Wellington St.,

W.C.2. [_j
SOiFT-FOCUa Lens, not used. No. 1 Dallmeyer-

Bergbeim, £7 lOs.; seen at " Slnclajir," 54, Hay-
market, London, 8.W.I.—Box O. 2, 24, Wellington'
St., W.C.2.

SOHO Reflex, brass-bound, teak, Ttopical model,
6/4, with reversible back and Goerji Dagor

lens, McEenzie Wishart adaptor, scarcely used, £2B.—" UpaTon," Princes Park Avenuei, Golder's Green..
N.W_^

VOIGTLANDER Euryscope Series^ III. No. 4A,
11-in. focus, good cabinet or whole-plate group,

lens; flange stops and hood complete, £6. Gelerry
Studio Shutter, for use with same, 26s. Seen by
appointment.-Parker, 52, Yerbury Rd., N.19.

WANTED. Cooke Portrait L««s, fisriM II.A, U-ht.
focus.—Berry, HudtoB St., Roefcdale.

WANTEJ>, Cinema Camera, any make, in repair-
able condition.—State price and particulars*

to Rutherford, 85, Alderney St., London, 8.W.

WANTED, Oooke Portrait DitfuaiOB Lens, S.B,
Series II.A, lOi-in., with flange, i-plate and'

13 X 18 cm. Negative Storage Boxes, also 12 plate-
Developing Tanks for same sizes.—Browne, 99;
Honor Oak Park, S.E.23.

Apparatus—Trade.
BACKVKOXIMI8, Baekennintte, BadtptMinda.

Batlafaction guaranteed or money returned. Bae
aq Urts. t *aMpa—Pemfcerton 6. Rjshtoa, BlaoktHira.

BACKGROUNDS, splendid rahie. Woodlands.
Gardens, Conservatories, Interiors, Sketck.

Grounds. 8 x (S, 21s.; 8x8 828.; other uzea. B x «
white groonds, ISe.; designs, 4d.—Hooking, Artiat,
Church, Lanca.

COMPLETE Set of odginal fitickjback Apparatus.,
Camera, one slide to take CO on, printer seat

^<^cks numbering to 50O, two dishes, lead-lined tank,
pedestal, lens, £26 Uie lot; Dallmeyer Studio Por-
trait Leas No. SB, in splendid condition, £15; Dall-
meyer No. lA Portrait Lens, F. 4, with Waterhouse
stops, £10 10s. ; Roas Goerz Patent 14in. anastigmat,.
F. 7.7, with Iris stops, in new condition, £10; Ross
No. 6 Symmetrical (8.in.), with Iris stops, £2 15s.;
Ross No. 7, Symmetrical (9-in.), with Waterhouse
stops, £2 10«. ; Busch Lens, Anastigmat Ser. III.,
No. 2i, F. 7.7., foe. 6 in., in new condition, £3.—iApply, E. Mather and Co., Ltd., 7, Victoria Bridge,
Manchester.

PHOTO Mioroscop. by Zeis, or Voljtlander with.
large 50 nun. tube and accenories wanted.

Stat, price and details.—" H.," ii, OamiiridE. At.,
N.W.8.

P0STC.4RD Pianros Focal-plane, Ross F. 6.3,
Homo., 3 DjD. slides and case, £14; J-pl.

Elmemann Focal-plane, F. 6.6 Anastigmat Lens,.
2 D.D. slides and case, £13 13s. 6x4 Goerz An-
Bchutz, latest pattern, Dagor, F. 6.8, 3 D.D. slides,
extension back, roll holder and case, £15 15s.;
10 X 8 Field Camera, all movements, 3 D.D. slides,
£6 15s; J-pI. Triple Victo-Beck Sym. Lens, T.-P.
shutter, tripod, 3 D.D. slides. £7: 8} x 6J Triple
Imperial Dallmeyer Lens, 3 D.D. slides, tripod and'
case, £10; i-pl. Enlarger, 6-in. condenser, carrier,
incandescent outfit, £7; J-pl. Enlarger, 8J-in. con-
denser, carrier, and incandescent outfit, £9; 7i-in.
Busch Omnar Anastigmat. F. 6.5. £6; 8}-in. Aldis-
F. 4.5, sunk mount, £9; 6-in. Ross Homocentric,.
F. 6,3. focussing mount, £7; 17-in. Ross Telecentric,.
F. 6.4, iris mount. £22; llnin. Piano convex con^-
denser in mount. £7 10s.—C. Baker, 241, High Hol-
hom, London, W.C.

REPAIRS.—Alterraiiions or Speoial Appanatu. to
Specifloation.—H. T. BaH and Co. (17 years

with J. F. Shew and Co.), 51, Berwick St.. London.
W. Only thoroughly eapert wortanen tmployed.

'TTHB Best Market to Buy, Sell, or Kichange
X Photographic Apparatus; large selection of
reliable appiantns always in stock ; supphed on -

Ubera] approTal term..—Write, stating require-
ment., to the Westminster Photofrrsphic Bxchan^,
Ltd., 11 9. Victoria St., and 111. Oxfy>rd St.. London.

VICTOR Bevellers, simplest, quickest, cheapest;
Best, 15 25s., 21 308. net.—Postal address..

Victor Co., Enflald Highway, N.

Continued on Supplement 2.
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q^HE RAINES SERVICE have pleasure

in wishing you all a really Happy

Peace ' Time CKristmas, and anticipate

for you, with the help of the RAINES

SERVICE, a really Prosperous New Year.

RAINES® CO.,
The Studios,

Eafing, W.5.

® i That freckledface I ®
p'VERY retoocber knows the labour

'^involved in coanection with freckled

and bad skina, the gr^a may be good,

the modelling tkilfal, jrct tb« reaalting

print will alwava betray these facial im-

perfections, aad coaaidersbly radnce the

satislactian of the siner in the portrait.

CooKB Portrait Lenses

provide a remarkable remedy if the

^i#.i«iMl foctu device (at the front) is

osed, the degree of diffusion being

entirely under the control of the operator.

This does not mean loss of defini-

tion, bat a soft ronndness is imparted

to the image which is quite distinct,

and materially differs from that

obtained from the usual portrait lenses.

Have YOU got the

Cooke Portrait effect

in your photographs ?

m
'PanjC5RjTXyLoi^^Pop50ff,b?
•rauBKroH ervxT WQiiKa,LEiCESTtR.

• 42. OXFORD STREET. LONDON. W.l ®

B. MATTHEWS,
Tpade Photograph io Works.

Proprlatop. A. M. MATTHBWS.

POSTCARD PRINTING
and ENLARGING, &c.

FOR STUDIOS.

Same Day Service
for BLACK GLOSSY

BROMIDE POSTCARDS,
In Dozens or Thousands.

At list prices.

REAL
PHOTO VIEW CARDS

Fop Publishers,

Pmr ^ ^Hm Orosa.

134-140, IDLE RD., BRADFORD.
Tal*riP«mei " PastoArds Bpa<lfop<i."
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TRADE MARK.

Sole Manufacturers:

THOMAS ILLINGWORTH & CO.,

LTD..
WILLESDEN JUNCTION, LONDON. N.W.IO
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Confidence in the materials

used is the backbone of success.

ii

B h aBer!
Give perfect prints with ease and certainty.

Are remarkable for their latitude in exposure

and may be forced in development.

They are clean in working, free from fog,

and do not stain.

Iinilllllll:
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Partly by Way of ApeleKy<
Tbz forthcoming " Almanac " is being iMued in an edition

of 25,000 copi«8. Owing to the disturbance of photo-

graphic conditions during the period of the war, and also

to the enforced restrictions in the supply of paper, it was
neoMsary daring the last few years to issue only 15,000

copies, a number which we know was a great deal short

of the demand.
In restoring the edition to its pre-war figure of 25,000

copies, it would seem that our publishers have taken a

somewhat conservative view of the demand for the first

post-war " Almanac." Although more than a month ha.s

still to elapse before the day of publication, practically

the whole of the edition has already been ordered by
firms in the distributing trade.

It is therefore necessary that we should make the most
definite announcement to those who wish to make sure

of obtaining a copy. It requires to be understood that

the "Almanac," unlike many other books, is ordered by
dealers for chance sale only to a very limited extent. In

by far the majority of cases the order to our publishers

is based on the individual applications made to dealers

for the supply of a copy immediately on publication.

Thus, unless this course is followed by the individual pur-

chaser, it will probably be found, on the day of publica-

tion, that the copies st a given dealer's are bespoken, and
the would-be purchaser ia pretty certain to be dis-

appointed.
We would, therefore, ask all those who wish to obtain

a copy of the book to place their order now with the photo-

graphic dealer, bookseller, or railway bookstall in their

neighbourhood. It is particularly requested that the«e

single orders should not be sent to our publishers for

execution by post, since the few copies of the edition still

remaining undisposed of will probably have been allotted

to distributing firms by the time this notice comes before

the reader.

EX CATHEDEA.
Import
Restrictions
Illegal.

Photography obtains a fortuitous pro-
minence in the important judgment
delivered last week by Mr. Justice

Sankey, who has decided that the prohibition of imports
into this country by proclamation iu virtue of the Customs
(Consolidation) Act of 1876 is unauthorised. For the lest

case in respect to which the judgment was given was one
brought? by the Crowu against a firm of chemical mer-
chants who had imported packages of- pyrogallic acid. In
seeking to justify the application of the 1876 Act, the
Attorney-General, among other arguments, contended
that, as pyrogallic acid is used in photography, and as

photography is used in war, therefore pyrogallic acid is

in the same class of goods as arms, ammunition, and gun-
powder, which come within the scope of the Act. We are

not interested in stressing the thinness of this argument
or in considering the judgment in its relation to a par-

ticular photographic requisite. From the point of view
of the photographic trade as a whole, it is the large ques-

tion decided by the judgment which is of importance.

Mr. Justice Sankey, in his searching analysis of the

history of the Acts concerned, has decided that the pro-

hibition of imports enforced by the Board of Trade is

without authority and remains so unless and until the

present judgment is reversed by a higher legal Court, or

legislation for the same purpose be passed by Parliament.

Although the President of the Board of Trade in the

House of Commons on Thursday in last week sought to

warn importers of the possible effect of coming legislation,

the reception of the Anti-Dumping Bill suggests that inter-

ference with the channels of trade by the present Parlia-

ment is not likely to take any definite form.

Tfie Colour
of the
Mount.

When only a narrow margin of card-

board was shown round a mounted
photograph the colour and depth of

tone did not greatly affect the appearance of the print,

provided, of course, that vivid colours were not used. In

these days, when the mount is usually much greater in

area than the print, the colour and depth need more care-

ful consideration, as the common practice of using one

tint of brown or grey for all prints often results in spoiling

the effect of the work. There are few bromide printers

who can guarantee good sepia tones from every class of

negative, and much may be done to make a print look

its best by using a suitable mounting paper. Even with

black and white prints the depth of tone of the mount
must be studied, as a delicate pencil-like image may be

made to appear washed out by placing upon a dark grey

or brown, which would suit a rich print with strong con-

trasts. A few pieces of various coloured mounting papers

and a piece of colourless glass to keep the print flat will

enable the most suitable tint to be chosen with the mini-
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mum of trouble. A narrow tint mounted under the print

Bometimes helps to detach the print from the mount, but,

as a general rule, such tinte are not to be recommended,

and tiey are in consequence falling into disuse.

Overhauling. Now that the Christmas trade is done
with, there is time to take a look round

and find what repairs and alterations in studio apparatus

are needed so as to be in readiness for the coming season.

It is too often the rule to let apparatus go until a break-

down occurs, and if this happens to be at a busy time, much
inconvenience and even loss may result. Among the points

to which attention may be directed are the re-velveting

of camera-backs and dark-slides, the blackening of the

inside of the bellows, and the renewal of the pneumatic

fittings of shutters. Those who have much trouble with

the latter will find the substitution of the " Antinous "

wire-cable release for the customary ball and tube to be

advantageous. Lens tubes, cells and diaphragms are also

all the better for occasional blackening, while the camera

stand often needs some little adjustment to insure smooth

working. All these things can be conveniently done in the

quiet season, when, if necessary, the principal camera can

go to the repair shop for a few days without being missed.

Lighting in
Winter.

Although most photographers are op-
posed to " dividing " the light in

portraiture, it is sometimes helpful to do so in winter when
the light is weak, and reflectors cannot be used effectively.

If a rather strong effect of light on the face is required,

there will often be a tendency to hardness, and this may, to

a great extent, be overcome by opening the blinds at the

end of the studio furthest from the sitter. This will give a

weak general illumination, which will show detail in the

shadows without having the effect of cross-lighting. When
lighting approaching the Rembrandt style is used this

device will be found very useful. With artificial light a

white ceiling or screen fixed over the lamp serves very

much the same purpose, an excellent example being found
in the " Indirect" model of the reflectors used with the

half-watt lamps. Some workers prefer to use a weaker
lamp to illuminate the shadow side, but with this there

is always a danger of double catch-lights in the eyes and
an appearance of cross-lighting gener<xlly, which is absent
if the indirect light is used. If the studio roof is not white
a paper screen or white blind must be placed in a suitable

position.

Flashlight
Exposures*

It should not be forgotten when taking
flashlight negatives that the distance

between the flash and the subject regulates the amount

of power that is necessary to be consumed to give sufficient

exposure—that is to say, when using a powder of which
30 grains will give a satisfactory negative of a head at
5 ft. from the lamp, over an ounce would be required if the
flash were removed to six times the distance, or 30 ft.

away. This can be seen by examining most flashlight pic-

tures of dinners and meetings, in which the near figures

will be seen to be over-exposed, while the more distant ones
are almost in darkness. This indicates the desirability of

firing the flash as- near to the subject as is consistent with
even illumination of both sides and keeping the flash out
of the field of the lens. Some of the most successful results

we have seen have been obtained by firing the flash behind
a high screen halfway between the lens and the front of

the group. Many photographers, when working single-

handed, are in the habit of firing the flash on a level with
the camera, of course, at a good elevation, and in this case

the shorter the focal length of the lens the more effective

will be any given quantity of powder.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY: AN UNSUC-
CESSFUL APPEAL AGAINST EXCESS PROFITS

TAX.
Those of us who are of the view that there is no reason
why a maker of portraits by photography should not rank
as a professional man will derive little satisfaction from
the judgment of Mr. Justice Rowlatt in the High Court
last week. The judgment was given, as will be seen from
the report which we quote from the " Times " on another
page, in an appeal by Mr. Hugh Cecil against assessment
of his profits during the years ended October 31, 1916 and
1917, for excess profits duty. In several respects no better

appellant could have been selected from the thousands of

photographers in this country. Mr. Cecil is a young Uni-
versity man, who took up photography as a means of liveli-

hood, and established himself in a studio in Victoria
Street in November, 1912. Within a very short time he
made a name for himself as a leading exponent of what is

commonly termed individual portraiture. His work was,

and is, recognised as marked by his own personality, and
the relatively few sitters whom he photographed and to

whom he supplied portraits at a price which, apparently, is

higher than that charged by any other photographer un-
doubtedly sought his services on account of his artistic

gifts. In this respect, therefore, it was possible to draw
an exact parallel between his work and that of a painter,

and evidence to this effect was, indeed, submitted in the

course of the hearing by a Royal Academician. On the

ground, therefore, of professional status and occupation,

opposition to the incidence of excess profits tax could not

SUMMARY.
The Index to the 1919 volume of the " British Journal of Photo-

graphy " and of the " Colouir Photography" Supplement is pre-
sented with this issue. Space has not permitted tlie inclusion of a
title-page to the " Co.lour Photography Supplement, but the pub-
lishers will be glad to send a copy to any applicant.
Beginning with the first issue, January 2 of next year, the price

of the " British Journal " will be threepence weekly.
By the judgment of Mr. Justice Sankey last week, given in a,

case relating to the importation of a photographic chemical, rec^t
restriction of importation of goods into the United Kingdom faJls

to the ground. (P. 749.)

In the last of the eeriee of articles which have been appearing
during the present year, " Practicus " deals with the elements of
retoucnini;, advising as to outfit and giving such first hints as are
possible for the removal of various descriptions of defect from
portrait negatives. (P. 751.)

On the ground of coming within the exemption from excess profits

granted to certain " professions," Mr. Hugh. Cecil appealed last

week to the High Court from the decision of the Income-tax Com-
missioners—and appealed unsuccessfully. On page 754 we ouote from
the "Times" the proceedings in the Court, and in a lea(3ing article

on page 750 are bound to express our disappointment ait what seems
to us the very inadequate arguments advanced in support of the
decision.

The first annual general meeting of the Scientific and Technical
Group of the Royal Photographic Society was ^held on Wednesday
in last weeii, when an administrative committee was elected.

{P. 755.)

The favour in which British dry-plates are held in Switzerland
is the subject of a note by a Greneva correspondent, M. E. J.

Glumart. (P. 756.)

In a recent article in the " Photo-Era," Mr. E. L. Harrison shows
how the formula for the size of a pin-hole to be used as a lens is

deduced, and gives tables for use in practice. (P. 753.)

A note on the mistake of maintaining too little variety in the
colours of mounts will be found on page 749.

A method of mounting prints Of extra large size by means of an
edging of seccotine is described by a contributor to " Assistants'

Notes." (P. 757.)

The distance of the flash-powder ifrom the subject necessarily

makes a very great difference m the amount of powder required. A
hint as to where the powder may advisedly be placed is contained
in a paragraph on page 750.
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Bromide Papers

Made in an extensive range of grades for

every photographic printing and enlarging

purpose for which Bromide Papers can be

used.

WELLINGTON Bromide Papers became

feunous for their quality in the early days of

the manufacture of bromide papers, and the

continuity of that quality is the secret of their

popularity tO'day.

Complete Catalogue on application.

WELLINGTON ^ WARD,

ELSTREE, HERTS.

London. P«ri». Bombay. C»lcutt». Etc.

i
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PROFESSIONAL rLAdil 1 U YV 1/Ilil\

'
11

m

A thoroughly rehable and efficient powder giving a flash of very

great brilliancy and actinic power. It is specially suitable for

Banquets, Balls and similar gatherings, owing to the minimum

amount of dust and smoke. Johnson's Professional Flash Powder

is now supplied in 1 oz. and 2 oz. bottles. When ordering, be

sure to mention "Professional" quality.

JOHNSON & SONS,
Manufacturing Chemists, Ltd.

Cross St., Finsbury,t

LONDON, E.C. a.

s s

PHOTOGRAPHIC RESIDUES

Our long experience in the treatment of every form of

Residues is at the Service of all Professional Photographers,

Save your old Fixing Baths and Waste Cuttings, and we will

recover the valuable contents and give you the full market value.

Expert advice gratis on application:-

JOHNSON & SONS,
Smelting Works, Limited.

St. Paul's Work*,
Paul St., Finsbury,
LOiNDON, E.C. 4>
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conceivably have been offered more effectively than in the
panon of 3Ir. Cecil. On other general grounds, which to
118 seem to be those simply of common justice, there was
much to be said in favour of his case. It was shown that
during the first two years of his establishment as a portrait
photographer—namely, in 1913 and 1914—his work was
done at a pecuniary loea; for the year ending October,
1915, his receipts and outgoings balanced each other.

During the two following years, and particularly in the
second of them, he achieved a substantial financial success,

and it was in regard to these two years that the assessment
for excess profits duty was made in respect to him, and,
presumably, at the rate of 60 to 80 per cent, applying to

these periods. From this brief statement it will be seen
with what great hardship the excess profits taxation affects

those who happen to turn the corner and secure profits

from an occupation which for several years previously has
been followed without profit or at a loss; at the higher
jcale of 80 per cent, it means that out of profits of £1,000
the SUt« takes £640, and leaves £360 to the maker of

them.
Nevertheless, Mr. Justice Rowlatt was unable to dis-

tinguish, from the legal standpoint, between the status of

• pnoioerapher such as Mr. Cecil and that of an " ordinary

trade pnotographer." He admitted be could not define

exactly the word " profession " in the section (39) of the

Finance Act (No. 2) of 1915, according to which exemption
from weess profits duty could be granted in the case of any
profeanon the profits of which were dependent mainly on
the personal qualifications of the person who followed it.

For the purpose of the case he adopted the definition that

" a man did not exercise a profession unless he exercised
an art the profits of which were dependent mainly on his
personal qualifications." To our poor uninformed lay
mind it seems that he could not have framed a formula
more closely descriptive of the occupation which the appel-
lant followed as a means of livelihood; but, after granting
that Mr. Cecil

'

' did things in a more elaborate way than
an ordinary photographer," he came to the decision that
the Commissioners of Income Tax were right in point of
law.

We must confess that the arguments contained in this

judgment leave us cold. Unfortunately, only the scantiest

reports appear in the Press of the defence offered on behalf
of the Commissioners of Income Tax in the way of explain-

ing or defining their interpretation of "a profession."

Reference seems to have been made to the Law, the

Church, and the Medical Faculty, as the three professions

in the historical sense, but we imagine it could hardly
be seriously contended that these exhaust the list of occupa-

tions wEch in law and in fact are professions. The pro^

fessions of architect and consulting chemist are two which
occur to us as we write, and must, so it would seem, be
ranked equally with those of men who deliver their opinions

on legal or medical problems. Considering the importance

of"the c^e to professional people generally, it is disappoint-

ing that no clarifying definition of a " profession " should

have emerged from it. From the more restricted stand-

point of photographers we can only express our sympathy
with Mr. Cecil at the result of his valiant but unsuccessful

attempt to introduce a sense of proportion into the men-

tality of the authorities entrusted with powers of taxation.

I

1

PRACTICUS IN THE STUDIO.
* ^-^^^^

[VmimoB articles of this isries. In which the aim of the writer is to communicate items of a long experience in studio

ftiaitnre, hare appeared weekly since the beginning of the present year. It is not thought possible to continue the series to the

laagth of that by the sama writer which ran thioogh the " British Journal " some years ago, but if any reader among the younger

gSDSHiMoa ol photographers, and particalarly tlioss angagsd as assistants, has a particular subject which might be dealt with, his

•r hm snggssMon wfll b« welcomed. The subjeota oi iha pnflmu arttcles sf the series have been as follows :

—

The Dark-Room and Its Fittings (July 4).

Plates and Their Work (July 11).

Apparatus Repairs and Renovations (July 18i.

Posing the Head (July 25).

Intensifying Portrait Negatives (Aug. 1).

'Workshop Jobs (August 8).

The Personal Factor (Aug. 15).

The Keeping of Negatives (Aug. 22).

Reduction of Negatives and Prints (Aug. 29.)

Leaky Roufs (Sept. 5).

Blinds and Curtains (Sept. 12).

Miniatures (Sept. 19).

Printing Portrait Negatives (Sept. 26).

Wedding Groups (Oct. 3).

Combination Printing (Oct. 10).

Flashlight Work (Oct. 17).

Flashlight Portraiture (Oct. 24).

The Question of Outfit (Oct. 31).

Telephoto Lenses for Professional Work (Nov. 7).

Changing Quarters (Nov. 14).

CarbonPrinting—I. (Nov. 21).

Carbon Printing—II. (Nov. 28).

Bromide Wrinkles (Dec. 5).

Natural Poses of the Figure (Deo. 12).

The Reproduction of Negatives (Dec. 19).

RETOUCHING.
effect. I would, however, caution the beginner agaJTist

attaching too much importance to the "before" and "after''

retouching examples which are reproduced in most books on

retouching, as not only does the half-tone process destroy

the ohajracter of the original work, but, as a rule, in order

to demonstrate his powers, the artist usually puts on a great

A Talk About Lighting (Jan. 3).

The Camera and the Lens (Jan. 10).

Managing the Sitter (Jan. 17).

Baek^onndi (Jan. 24).

Btndlo Exposnres (Jan. 31).

Artificial Lightiag (Feb. 7).

Piiatiiic rroessses for Portraitore (Feb. 14).

BIsdi* AeoMSorias and Fumiturs (Feb. 21).

The Sniroaadinp ol the Btadio (Fsk. 28).

Studio HaaWnf and YsnWktion (March 7).

Tha Peoteard Stadio (March 14).

The Printing-BooiB (March 21).

About the Beeeption Room (Mareh 28).

Boom Portraiture (April 4).

Portable Btndioa (April 11).

Copying (April 18).

Haadling the Stadio Camera (April 25).

Mon Aboot Lmms (May 2).

EnlaigsMinto (May 9).

Aivsrtiaiiig the Btadio (May 16).

MooBte and MoanUng (May 23).

rnslnm Methods (May 30).

Diotogiaphiog Children (June 6).

PsrtoJu of Elderly Psople (June 13).

Something about Lenses (June 30).

Hand Cameras for Professionals (June 27).

ELEMENTARY
Alsbovsh it is diffknlt to give say useful instruction in

retooohii^ withoat personal drmonstrstion, I hope to be able

to ooUiae what ntay be termed tht- mechanical side, leaving

the stodent to seqi&re, by the study of good examples of portrait

work, pamted as ««ll as photograpiied, liiat artistic knowledge

whjeh will aaabls him to apply his tediaioal skill to the best
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deal more work than is desirable in ordinary practice.

Negatives are sometiiiin«te So perfect that no retouching ie

necessary, and the nearer a retouched negative can approach

ihie ideal the better.

The appMancee necessary tor retouching are simple and in-

expensive : a retouching desk, a bottle of medium, two or three

peoiicdls, a glass paper-block, some spotting oolomr and one or

two fine fiiaible brushes, and a retouching knife.

Next to the pencils, the desk is the most important item in

tie outfit, and if the beginner cannot afford to buy a fairly

large and srub^tantial desk, he will do well to make a rough

one by tfiking a shallow box about 18 ins. square, such as is

often used for packing large negatives in, cutting a hole 3 ins.

square in the lid and hingeing it to the body. Struts must
be fitted so that the negative stands at an angle of about 60'^,

and a bJiack cloth hood, supported by a wire or cane frame

a>ttached so as to exclude all light except that passing through the

negative. I specially caution the novice against using the small

desks a foot or less in width, which are listed by most dealers.

A reflector of white card or opal should be so i>laced that

when looking through the opening in the desk it is evenly

and well illuminated. When dealing with very dense negatives,

a piece of looking-glass may be used as a reflector, but care

must be taken to place it at such an angle that only cleai

sky is seen through the negative. If window sashes or other

obstructions intervene, they are likely to cause uneven work,

When working at night or in foggy weather, a lamp must be

used, but a piece of ground-glass must be placed be-

twieen the frame and the negative, so that the flame

cannot be seen. When electric light is available, it will, of

course, be used, but in this, as well as with an oil lamp, a

piece of thin bluish paper sihould be placed under the negative

to "cool" the light. An engraver's globe filled with water,

tinted blue with nitrate of copper, give® an ideal iUuminjation.
Inoandeseent gas requires no blue screen.

The pencdis should be fitted in ever-pointed holders, and
three grades are usually employed. Before the war the best
leads came from Vienna, and the numbers most in use were
2 (rather soft), 3 (medium), and 4 (hard). The English leads
which have taken their place are sometimes marked with the
ordinary grades, B., H.B., and H., which correspond approxi-
mately with 2, 3, and 4 ; but sometimes they are not marked
at all, so that a trial is neoessiary to ascertain what you have
got hold of. The pencils should be brought to a very fine

tapering point, using first the glass-paper block and finishing
on a piece of hard drawing paper or even brown paper. While
working, a touch on this paper to free the point from medium
may be occasionally required. The No. 3 or H.B. grade is the
best for a beginner, although an expert retoucher can work
more quickly \vith a softer pencil. Retouching medium is a
^amdshJike compound, and is needed to give a " grip" to the
surface of the gelatine, which is usually too smooth to take
pencil. There are several good vaiieties, the best known being
Autotype, EUis's, and Winsor and Newton's, all of which I
can recommend from experience.

When removing negatives from the w^hing water, they
should always be wiped or swabbed with a pad of eotton-wool
or a wash-leather, so as to remove any lime or other sediment
adhering to the surface. If this be not done, the medium will

make the negative more transparent where it is applied, and
this will show in printinig. Intensified negatives shoHld be
covered all ov«a- with medium for the same reason ; in fact, it

is a good practice to coat the entire surface, as it is a ve'ry

fair protection from the atmosphere. It often tiappens, wihdn
a recorder is wanted from a ratJier old negative, that it will

be found to have faded everywhere except where the medium
has been applied.

The medium may be applied by moJstefning the cork of the
bottle by iuverting it and then touching the cork with the tip

of the finger, which is gently rubbed on the parts to be re-

touched, but a better plan is to use an old silk or linen

handkerchief, a small piece of which is damped with the

medium and rubbed on the film, the edges being softened o9
to avoid a maa'k in printing. Very little medium is necessary,

but it must not be poUahed oft too well. In case it is necessary

to remove the medium, and, of coui-se, any retouching upon it,

this may be done with a soft rag and spirit of turpentine.

Half an hour or more after. applyiTig the medium the

negative will be ready for working upon, and the first step

is to stop out with the sable brush and a little Indian ink

and carmine any clear pinholes or circular marks caused by

bubbles in the development. Small holes may be filled with

a single touch, but larger ones must be finely stippled. It is

sometimes recommended to use
'

' opaque
'

' for this work, but

I have found it too opaque for use on half-tones. The colour

must be applied as nearly dry as it will leave the brush, or it

will run on the siurface. A very little gum may be added

to give a better consistence to the colour if any difiiculty is

found in this way.

Freckles and all sunilair defects must be treated with the

pencil only, and here we begin to understand that what re-

touchers call a " touch " is necessary. For freckles, small

curved marks sometimes compared to a comma without the dot

are often used, but a sort of tangled line made by keeping the

penoU on the surface and moving it in small circular touches

is sometimes better. Do not attempt to stipple in dots witih

a pencil, as this takes an eniormous time and is not as effective

as lines. Do not overdo the touching of freckles : it is better

to leave a ghost of them than to substitute a white freckle

for the dark one.

Wrinkles are, as a rule, best treated by short, soft inter-

lacing lines following the direction of the wrinkle itself. Nevei

work across a wrinkle or other line in the face. Where shadows

have to be lightened, the circular or comma touch may be

used ; but it must not be allowed to degenerate into the kind of

fish-scale texture frequently seen in beginners' work. An expert

retoudher will often appear to be scribbUng aimlessly on the

negative, but in reality he is varying his touch to suit the

texture of different parts of his subject, and this object must

always be kept in view by the beginner.

Due consideration must be given to the age of the sitter.

Children's faces may be smoothed to any extent
;

young

people's almost the same; but as age approaches we must en-

deavour to preserve the character and to soften the lines and

skin texture without destroying them. With elderly ladies

we may perhaps rejuvenate them a little, but not at the expense

of likeness.

A common failing with beginners is "spotty" working;

that is to say, the face shows a number of worked-np areas

vfith spaces between. To avoid this, the retoucher must not

dodge about the negative, doing first one feature and then

another, but work right down the face from top to bottom, not

necessarily pencilling it all over, but doing what is needed

as one goes on.

In present-day retouching the knife or scraper plays au

important part, es by its use not only lights but shadows can

be put into a negative. Awkward outlines of face, neck, and

arms may be corrected, large ears reduced, noses straightened,

and many other modifications effected which could formerly

be done only upon the print. Space does not allow me tc

deal with this phase of retouching, and for its study I would

refer the reader to the new edition of Johnson's '

' Art of Re-

touching," which is the m'ost complete work on the techniss

of the art w"hioh has been published.

With tlie present issue, " ' Pra^ticus ' in the Studio " comes to

a finish. " Piractious " will hibernate for a time, but hopes

later on to reijew his discourses when opportunity arises.

Peactscus.
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Editorial.

'• lira, know thyaeU! " The Greeks

Boooanted thia Mying of Solon, " Know
tbyMlf," aa worthy to be inacribed upon the

ancient temple d Delphi.

Beally we know Terjr little about oonelTea.

A gentleman o( the name of Snook astonished

his friends hj proving that be, at least, under-

stood what his moots meant. Snook, it ai^nars

—a tme British name, albeit not per^tlj
eaphonious or pictnnaqoe—has as ite den-

Tatioo the quite pleasing name " Seven Oaks."

The original Snook, you aeo, had dwelling nigh

unto the Seven Oaks, in some delightful old-

world Tillaga or other. After him, it appears,

came " Seunoks," and thus later " Snook."

Do you know what ytmr name means?

"His Normans appear to have given us all oar

bart names. It is not until after the Battle ol

Hinftingr that we bear of our ordinary and
waU names. After the coming of the Nor-

mana wa learn of the Bobertt, Richards,

Bolands, and Mil«as (a soldier) with various

ffMiJli^uj farms. Thus from Robert came
Bobattaoo, Bobbins, Dobbins, I>>bbs, Dobbin-

son, and Dobaon. Riohard passed on to os

the Bieteidaoos (the sons of good Richard),

BieliaidB, Bieks. Dick, Dixon, Dickens,

DiolMison, Hick*. Higgins, and even Hitoh-

oock ("cock" meaning a pert or impndank

joaag fallow).

Another name mofa prominent about this

time appears to hav« been John. Johnson.

and the deriTative Jones (the host of aoos

of staidy John). This fine name in its

vartoos other farms of Jenks, Jenkins, Jen-

ainipi. Jack, Jaekaon, Jaeu, the Welsh name
Evan or Kvans, and the Flemish Hanson,

Hankins, Hancock, and Little-John, gives

Iba Smiths a ically hard race to keep fbst

Ottlside ol "son," one of the most fertile

s of oar family nsmns most have

I the nickname given in reoognition d
t good quality, or lor a worthy or noble

disposition. What finer names can there be

than tboM which pass down for ever the

inharant ooa'''^qaabtiea of those who boia
- tflfstr

TUw bat a faw ezamplea: think of the

djapoaitiaiis of the first good fellows who
named Nohfa, Swift, Goodman, Wise,

Jost. Visaalise far a moment the tint

. I beamts of the names Armstrong,

Strang. Dooghty. Though the bad that men
do lives after them, the descendants of men
cnllad by their fellows Noble and Good

need not leal that thty possess undesirable

And now far m mootsnt think of the name
of a woifiwJ yes, ol a famous and nniveiaally

bo«^t and atnised photogmphic pUte —
IMPCUAI^ This name has ite m --—

Look it np, pray, in your dictionary.

TBE lifPERIAL DRY PLATE CO., LTD.,

CRICKLEWOOD, LONDON, N.W.g.

IMPERIAL FLASHLIGHTS
THE FASTEST 'PLATES IN THE WO^LD

FOR dull weather photography "Flashlights"

are invaluable, as by their aid it is possible to

make satisfactory pictures under the worst con-

ditions. They are not only high in speed, but they

possess also those unique properties which have

for nearly a quarter of a century been associated

with Imperial plates, and which are known as

IMPERIAL QUALITY

SPEED

!

Speed is the vogue of the hour. We
whiz by train at sixty miles per hour, and

by aeroplane we would fain fly at ninety.

And for winter photography—why, Speed

is still what we need and want. And why

not, if you can have quality too ?

For every want there is an Imperial

Plate—and always, plus, the unequalled

Imp*rial Qualify.

For fine last workers who want fine fast

plates we supply the now famous Imperial

Flashlight. Speed 400, plus unique Quality

Imperial Flashlight Plates are sold in their

bnndreds weekly to London's leading Press

Photographers and Flashlight Experts.

Never have we known the sales of Imperial

Flashlight Plates to be so heavy as at the

present time. Fine proof for you, if proof

were wanted, that "Imperial Qualily

CounU 1
"

As the name Flashlight implies, the

plates are of exceedingly high speed, fast

enough for fine photography, and nearly

fast enough for freak-fast piiotography.

Workers of experience who use these

plates say that for speed, consistent with

really high-grade quality, no plates in the

world can equal Imperial Flashlight.

Remember, please, the speed

is 400 H. and D. with Imperial

QUALITY PLUS.

fT

WHAT DOES

YOUR NAME

MEAN ? ? ? ?

See Editorial on this page

and please do not omit the

dictionary experiment.

^ =^
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A "PAWL" Printer
PRODUCES PERFECT PRINTS, QUICKLY.

Price List
" Pawl " Bromide Strip-

Printing Machine, complete

for electric light £10 lOs.

Do. do. for gas £11 15s.

The table shown in the picture

above costs 428. extra for either

machine.

THERE is nothing you need for your workrooms so much as a "Pawl" Printer. The
money you save in time and materials—both very expensive items in these days—soon
pays for the cost of a " Pawl." Your assistants will be delighted with it because the

" Pawl " Printing methods enable them to get through their work so rapidly and with so
little bother.

To the Professional Photographer who cannot get all the assistants he could do with, the " Pawl"
Printer is a veritable blessing. It enables the short staffed studio to work happily and sweetly
even during a busy rush.

Will you come and let us show you what " Pawl " can do ?

If your business is a big one you can use half-a-dozen " Pawls" profitably.

If your business is a small one then " Pawl " will help you to make it bigger.

If your business is a " one-man " concern you can double your output and save yourself no end
of time. One man and a " Pawl " can get through no end of work. Why not get one now ?

HOUGHTONS LTD.,
Professional Department.

88/89, High Holborn, W.C, I.

70/88, York Street, Glasgow,

WE CAN SUPPLT
THE ELECTRIC MODEL

FROM STOCK.
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PINHOLE PHOTOGRAPHY.

[TboM who take an interest in lens optics, and also in the making of photographs, will appreciate the motive which has prompted the

oontribntion of the following article to the Boston journal, " Photo Era." Mr. Hamson usefully traces the derivation of Rayleigh's for-

mulB for the lixe of the pinhole, and shows by the photographs which our contemporary reproduces that pinholes made in approximate

ocordanoe with it are vary satisfactory in practice.—EDS. " B.J."]

FnrB tJioiuand years ago the Egyptian astrologer, standing at the

bottom of his stone observatory shaft, situated with mysterious

prectaioo in the side of a mighty pyramid, studied the celestial

image thrown upon his tablet by the converging rays from an

oiilice in the stonework. That he made use of the data afforded

b/ this primitive camera is certain. And there is reason to believe

also that some sort of photographic impression was retained for

reference.

"nie Babylonian, with his special genius for astronomical obeer-

Tation, %bo made use of the " pinhole camera," and we find a

record of an elaborate contrivance of the kind built for celestial

obserratioo at Nimmd.
The Pbcsnioian carried the inve.ition to Carthage; Rome seized

opon it, and the necromancer of the Middle Ages revelled in its pos-

sibilities, albeit be looked upon it essentially as a means to cajole

tlie ignorant.

Tat the chief astnoiioiiHrs of England and Fraoce did not so con-

rider it, and vohmiM have been written by learned scientists upon
its principles and their application.

Lord Rayleigh was fascinat«<l by the subject and devoted much
time to study of the pinhole and its properties. Indeed, roost of

Um fonnoljB and tables given herein are worked out from his

calcnktiom.

Many interesting articles have been pubtiAed in the photographic

joomals regarding pinhole photography, yet the matter does not

appear to have been regarded in any light other than as an in-

tMVstiog experiment, and iia real possibilitica and the scientific

principles which underlie ila operation have not been featured. As
a matter of fact, the pinhole, properly made, is an exceedingly

useful addition to any artsst's photogr^hic equipment.

An effort may iharsfora well be nMd* to supply complete dat«

eooesming the nsthodb and ayparatas laad in making them.

Tha chief characteristic, and, likewise, the principal advantage

of the pinhole, is its universal focus and its extraordinary angle of

view. Its chief drawback is that time axpoaures are required.

Undoubtedly, the first ooosideration in the manufacture of such a
" lens " is to obtain the maxinium definition. When msde properly,

this instrument will prodooe work not dissimilar to a first-class

sami-acbromatic objective, raodaring daAaition sufficient for general

parpoaca.

For the siia of the aperture we shall have reference to Lord

Bayleigh's formula, and shall endeavonr to indicate the calcula-

tions and give data for the moat useful focal lengths. After having

givsa the theory of the case, we shall show that the apertures

gWan by the scientists may be reduced aboot 20 per cent., with

niimt|iianl iaoraaaa in sharpness of image, and indicate the reason

«hcf«(or.

Tba wave-length of blue-violet light, which is the chief Ught to

be photografhi^lly conaidarad, is approximately .0004 millimetre.

Dlscrsm A.

Now, in order that the lightwave may pass through the lens-orific«.

without rebound or diffraction, I.«rd BayMgh dadoced a formula,

which is appended, tagatbar with a tafala of openings worked out

fraa this formula (sa» diagram A).

being

000016 inch, or .0004 mil.

The limit of retardation of light being taken at —-, w

wave-length of photographic light,

r = radius of pinhole,
d = focal length.

r

the

V dtc

and d =-

Therefore, the distance from the pinhole to the plate-squara of the

radius divided by the wave length, say .0004 mil.

- d-l-ap

Angle a d'p

•J

right angle.

3

S

Therefore r«=(d + -^)'

i* = die.

(Euclid 1, 47).

cP.

(P + d»i-h
4̂

is very small and may be omitted,

therefore r = i/ dw.

and d =
w

Therefore, distance from pinhole to plate = sq. of radius -I- length

of wave.

This will give a table for the various focal lengths a» follows :

—

Diameter in

inches

Vti

/«

/»

\lm

v..

Table b.

in Diaphragm

Focal Length. f. system.

32 in. 700

28 in. 640

23 in. 600

20 in. 560

18 in. 460

13 in. 440

10 in. 390

Sin. 350

6 in. 290

5 in. 270

4 in. 250

N.odle Number,

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Dr Miethe's formuU gives similar results. Yet a practical test

will soon demonstrate the possibility of reducing the apertures some

20 per cent., with increase in quality of definition. The most pro-

bable explanation of this seems to lie in the supposition that the

•• pinhole lenses " used by the scientiste were drdled straight

tlm.ueh a thin sheet of metal, whereas those used by the author

were drilled straight through and afterwards roamed to a kuife-

therefore avoiding rebound and consequent diffraction. At

the best resulte were obtained with the sizes given medge,

any rate

table C.

Fooal Length.

3 in.

3i in.

4 in.

5 in.

6 in.

7 in.

8 in.

TABLE 0.

Pinhole-Aperture for

Maximum Definition.

Vioo in.

'/» in-

'/«in.

Vw in.

'/win.

wable Limits

'/70 to /llO

'/« to '/llO

Vao to V.oo

'/« to '/»

'/m to '/«.

'/« to '/«

'/« to '/«.

of

Vao in.

T^e piiAole objeoUve, once ooropUrtod, wi'i permit the use

any form of camera. The reflecting camera may be utilised by

making a twin lens, with one opening of the regulation pinhole-
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lize, and the other about l-16th of an inch in diameter for focussing.

There is no doubt that really excellent and, in Siome cases, un-

usual results can be obtained with the pinhole in the hands of a
competent photographer Recently the second prize in a southern

competition was won with such means, the judges thinking they
were awarding the prize to the possessor of a high-grade semi-

Aciiromatic lens.

Landscapes with a lacy foreground and excellent perspective may
ha obtained if the day is not windy. For architectural work the

absolute rectilinearity, the uniform definition and extensive angle
of this natural " lens " are very desirable.

Another advantage grows out of the twenty or thirty seconds
exposure that are reqaired. A picture in congested regions may
be made with calm disregard of the passing public, as they vrill

not be recorded on th« plate.

As the size of the image varies directly ae the focal I«ngth, we
find:

Size of object -^ by
dist. obj. to pinhole

size of image.
dist. plate to pinhole

Example : Focus 6", object 30' distance, 10 feet high.

120" H- 550 = 2" = Height of image.

Regarding wide-angle work, a 3^-in. focus lens on a 10 x 8
plate yields an angle of 142 degrees, which compares favourably
with the beat wide-angle lenses. However, the lens must be per-
fect, and mounted specially to get this extreme angle.

Exposures are not difficult to figure out, but can scarcely be
guessed. Instituting a comparison between an //4.5 lens and a
pinhole 1/50 in. in diameter, we have :

(Nfs^)'
10,000

o- the number of times we must multiply the exposure required
of an //4.5 lens. We will assume that the time is 1/300 second
for the latter in good light. This would give a value of 33 seconds,
which IS a little excessive in good light—due possibly to the fact
that no glass ]ense3 are employed and the light travels absolutely
unobstructed to the plate. Reduce this exposure about one-third,
giving 22 secondSj and it will be found about Tight for the same
conditions as justify an exposure of 1/300 seconds at //4 with a
fast anastigmat lens.

Regarding the effect of diffraction mentioned above, the author
hat been unable to discover any trace of this phenomenon in pin-
holes as small as 1/75 of ari inch, the image continuing to grow
sharper to this limit, and remaining virtually unchanged to 1/100
in., beyond which noticeable loss was shown.
When iising anastigmat lenses, the matter is different. Not so

Tery long ago we tested the matt<!i'. Knowing that with smaller
.*ovj( "harper definition and greater depth of focus were obtained.
We decided that if a little was good, more would be much better,

and made a number of architectural photographs with a stop of
about //560, with results which closely resembled an earthquake
in a fog. Upon consulting the authorities mentioned above, we
found they had collected all this long before we began, and the
allowable limit is set at //72, or thereabouts. At this juncture in

our proceedings we returned the volume to the public library, with
our benediction. Sometimes science is very annoying. It has no
sense of humour at all.

Edward Lis HAaaisoK.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.

Deoember 20, 1919, to Jainuaiy 24, 1920.—Soottisih Kiotographic
F«deratioai. Sec. : Jolhn Macdoiuald, 27, Abeirfeldy Street, Dem-
nistoom, Glasgow.

Mb. Elwin Neamb'8 NATtrsAt, Background.—A batch of speci-
mens of the portraits by Mr. Elwin Neame in wiich the back-
ground is introduced artificially at the time of making the ex]>osure
on the sitter are reproduced in th« December number of " Pearson's
Magazine." In the course of a short article, entitled " The Tank
That Takes Photographs," a popular and non-technical description
is given of the outwardly visible Tnodus operandi by which the
combined portrait and landscape are produced.

MR. HUGH CECIL'S UNSUCCESSFUL APPEAL AGAINST
EXCESS PROFITS TAXATION.

[In the King's Bench Division of the High Court on Wednesday

last, December 17, before Mr. Justice Rowlatt, the appeal of Mr.

Hugh Cecil against assessment for excess profits duty by the Com-

missioners for Income Tax was heard. The following report of the-

case and of Mr. Justice Rowlatt's judgment are quoted from tJio-

"Times" of December 18.—Eds. "B.J."]

The appellant appealed, by case stated by Commissioners for the-

Special Purposes of the Income Tax Acts, against assessments to-

excess profits duty made on him by the Inland Revenue Commis-

sioners under the provisions of the Finance (No. 2) Act, 1915, Part

HI., and subsequent enactments. The assessments were £280 4a.

^

less £112 18s. deficiency in the prior accounting periods—namely,

£167 6s. net duty charged for the accounting period from Novem-

ber 1, 1915, to October 31, 1916 ; and £1,230 lOs. for the accounting;

period from November 1, 1916, to October 31, 1917.

The sole ground of the appeal was that the appellant claimed that

he came within the exemption from excess profits duty accorded by

Section 39 (e) of the Finance (No. 2) Act, 1915, in the case of any-

profession the profits of which were dependent mainly on the per-

sonal qualifications of the person by whom the profession was carried"

on, and in which no capital expenditure was required, or only capital

expenditure of a small amount.

The appellant's name was Hugh Cecil Saunders, and he carried"

on business as a photographer in Victoria Street, S.W., in the namef

of Hugh Cecil. He began business without any capital, and had

never had any, as Uttle or none was required by him. He did not-

advertise. Photography had always been his hobby. As an under-

graduate at Cambridge he was iLnterestod in it from an artis.tic

point of view, and he exhibited there with success. Later, he was-

elected a Fellow of the Royal Photographic Society, and a member

of the London Salon of Photography, which held exhibitions at the-

rooma of the Society of Painters in Water-Colours. The studies

exhibited were not of a commercial nature, but were sent by persons-

who treated photography as an art. The photography trade did not

submit work to the Salon.

After leaving Cambridge the appellant had no occupation, and

his friends suggested that he should take up photography as a mean»

of livelihood. In November, 1912, he took a studio in Victoria

Street. He worked at a loss during the first two years of his ven-

ture. In October, 1915, his receipts and expenditure were about

even. Then—as his work became known—his clientih increased.

He did not take a great number of photographs, as he devoted more

time than was usual to his work. His charges were high—from'

8j guineas to 10 guineas for a single copy. That was because he>

studied the sitter and composed the picture in his mind. Then ho

settled the pose, arrangement, and light and shade, exactly as an

artist would do. Some of his best portraits were made with a 5s.

camera and a 5s. lens. He always took the photograph. The work

was very tiring, and he could only do four or five in a day.

He employed a retoucher, but for the most part he himself did

the printing on bromide paper. If a copy were required he would

not necessarily do it himself. Usually his work was finished when ho
had prepared and retouched the negative. He had eight employees

—five technical and Uiree clerical. Two of them did the mounting.

His total salary bill was from £800 to £1,000 a year. In his absencsr

tlie work came to a standstill. He had two pdivate residential flats,

which constituted the studios.

In 1915 he got a window on the ground floor, which served as a

large show-case to display his work. His name was inscribed over

the window.

The Royal Photographic Society elected Fellows for technical

knowledge or for artistic accomplishment. The appellant had none'

of the former, but his specimens proved that he had the latter. The

Salon included only individuals who produced work of art. The
appellant had done one small portrait for four guineas, but he
declined to do the ordinary trade photograph.

Evideiice on behalf of the appellant was adduced to the Special

Commissioners. The Hon. John Collier said that the appellant's

work showed great artistic feeling, merit, and individuality ; th»*

there was a great distinction to be drawn between the appellant's

pictures and ordinary photographs. The appellant in taking one of

his photographs followed exactly the same lines that he (Mr.

Collier) would foUow in painting a portriib.
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You must use Portrait Film to know

its superior qualities. Try it on a

difficult subject — shoot across the

light, or even into the light — and

you will get good results with

Eastman

Portrait Film

Prices

—

H X H 4/- per doz. &J X 6i 9/6 per doz.

6J X 4| 5/- per doz, JO .X 8 1-6/- per doz.

12 X 10 23/6 per doz.

Kockk Ltd., Kingsway, London, W.C. 2.
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THE END OF THE WORLD
contrary to tKe belief held in various quarters Kas NOT arrived.

Therefore your need for materials is the same as usual.': Perhaps even

—

as some people consider they have a new lease? of life—it may be greater.

To avoid trouble therefore in your mounting department and consequent
loss of valuable time and money, to say nothing of spoilt prints, see that
your dry mounting, tissue is of the finest quality.

In other words see that you have a stock of AKRON, which can be relied
upon until the w^orld really does end.

AKRON products may be obtained from all Wholesale Houses.

O ® (9 (9 Q Q

AKRON MANUFACTURING CO., 569, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N.17.

Wfl!iUfi!{»>i»e{;i»;!fi»»»>i;!f»ffi»i!Rfi:ii!fi!ii!fi!f;di<fi

"The service that SATISFIES"
OUR PRICES may be slightly higbei^but—you are

CERTAIN of good, CLEAN, ARTISTIC work of a dis-

tinctive quality and an absolutely reliable DELIVERY 1

s BROMIDE ENLARGEMENTS.
1 Size.

Unmounted. Dry Mounted on P.8.M.
and well Spotted.

Dry Mounted on P.S.M.
and Aerograph finish.

^ Black. Sepia. Black. Sepia. Black. Sepia.

^ 114x64 li- »/4 2/- 2/6 2/9 3/3^ 10 X 8 ve 1-9 3/3 3/9 41- 4/9= 12x10
15 X 12

1/9 2/3 4/- 4/6 5/- 6/-

= 2/6 3/- 5/9 6/3 6/9 7/6

I HIGH-CLASS SKETCHES, Enlarged or Contact

Size.

6x4
8x6
10x8

Black and White.
1 6 12

1'2 5/6 10/6
1/6 8/6 16/6
2/6 13/- 751-

Sepia,
6

1/4 6/6 12/6

1/9 9/6 18/6
3/- 16/6 32/6

Size. Black & V. hite. Sepia.

lOx e 3/9 4/6
12 X 7i 5/- 6/-

Ibx 10 11- 7/6

PANEL ENLARGEMENTS.

1

m POSTCARD PRINTING, 1/10 B.&W.; 2/4 Dozen, Sepia. =
S RETOUCH ING CABINETS, lull, 4d.; small head, 6<1.; large head, 9d. S~ Your copy of Price List i$ waiting. Send a Post Card to-day, =

IMARSHALL a? CO. I
1 MANSFIELD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

ii;?

£<iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiiiiimiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNuiiminiiiiiiiiimnii(mMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitwiiiiiiimmi>Hiiiii£

TO THE TRADE
AND

Publishers of Local Views.

P. A. BUCHANAN & CO.
are now in a position to supply

BEST QUALITY

CREAM SEPIA, COLLOTYPE & GRAVURE

POST CARDS
and VIEWS.

Single 1.000's ....

Series of Six or more

. 30s. to 52s.

29s. to 30s.

DELIVERY IN 4 WEEKS GUARANTEED.

Estimates given for all

kinds of View Books, &c.

I
P. A. BUCHANAN & CO. |

Photographers and Publishers, I

I
HEATH LODGE, THORNTON HEATH, CROYDON, |

I Telephone : 976 Croydon. SURREY. =

?HiMiiiniMirntriitniMiriinHiriniiiMi)<iiiiiuiiiMiiiiiiiiMimiiinMiMiiiinniiiiiiiiniiiiiuiiiiiMnitmiiMimmiiniiiiiMiiMiiHiiiniini^^
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1

CREAM CARD 7B.

This is a really delightful cream-tinted

card, a colour which makes you realise

peace has broken out such a contrast

to the violent creams we had to put up

with during war time.

The warm black colour of a " straight

"

ViH^ print on 7B Cream is most

attractive. Make a window show of it.

Samples gladly to Professionals.

Kfl^MflQ PHOTOGRAPHICS
*»^-'t«^i"*vriJ LTD., Letchwortb, HERTS

/////^^//////MB^(e^^jr^r^/r^/^i^i/r//da^

11^ r

I II '""f II

fMtV!U///4^//fi^4>!ar//.'.

B
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APPAKATU8—ffRADB (continued).

—ilBVlOK OOMPA.VY (LO.NDON), LLVllTU), Jor

Now and Second-band ITolBssional and Press

Camera* of tvery deacription ; complete gtudio Jur-

nidiera; itiMUo outfits bought (or cash or taJicn m
part exchange tor other goods-

S'BIVICE.—Wanted at once, 12 x 10 Studio Outfit,

complete; must be in good condition, with

Bnt4:laM Portrait Lens and stand; any reasonable

offer entertained.

KHVIOK.—M-pl. Bare studio outfit, double ex-

teoiion, 1-1-pl. repeatins back, with 4 slides;

li)l. ditto, with 2 slides; these backs are inter-

changeable; first-class Portrait Lens, silent move-

ment, single pillar studio stand by Watsons, inside

bellows, strutter, ball and tube release. The whole

ogeired in exoeUent order for £13 10s.

CJ ERVICE.—IS X 12 stand outfit by Brown, double

l3 extension, reversing back, offered with 3 double

book-form slides and first-class K.R. Lens (or 12

guineas.
^

EEVICE.—Bromide and GasUght cards, best

quaUty; all surfaces in stock, as used by most
professionals; sample hundred. 8s. 6d.

SERVICE.—No. 1 Empire Cinematograph by

Butcher, maltese cross in oil bath, silent

running: complete outfit with Westminster arc 100-

volt motor and adjustable iron stand, the whole

offered for 24 guineas. Exceptional bargain.—289-

293, High Holborn, London. W.C.I. 'Phone, Hol-

born 6430. 'Gram " .Admittedly," London

WAJITBO. }-pl. «nd i-pl. BnUrgem; also Teat

pockei camera* and triple extension cameras;
be<t pnce« itlren for all apparatus, and prompt pay-

nwDtS.—Wafaon's. 84, High St., Sbeffletd.

Materials.
Katm. Pi Pnmtmardm, Mountm, efc

A QUANTITY of Bromide Paper, all surfaces, to

clear; good brilliant paper; .genuine bargain

prices 12 x 10 27s. 6d., 10 x 8 20s., 8i x 6i ISs. 6d.,

61 X 4"^ 7s. »d.. 6 X 4i es. 6d.. 5i X 4 6s. per gross;

c.w.o. only.—Charles Hunt, 15, Hillcrest Rd'., Acton
Hill, W.3.

ARRIVED, Bromide Postcards, all surfaces,

Glossv Gaslight Postcards, 1,000 S5s,, 600 Ifs.,

100 4s. 6d. Half-platee, speed SCO, 44b. gross, 4s. 6d.

dozen. Whole-plates, Ultra Rapid, 7s. dozen.

Glossy Gaslight Paper, cabinet 6s., i-pl. 58. Cd.,

1/1-pl. 7s. 6d. i gross. Satin Bromide Paper, i-pl.

5s., 1/1-pl. 7s. 6d. J gross. All post free.-Wilson's,
Chemists, Wigan.

ATTBJICTIVIB Bumoees, Stationery.—Write for

Bamplea end prices, 'Roman, WUton St.,

Bradford.

ALL iMaterials offered by u« In these columns are

guaranteed fresh; you run dq riaka in sending

your orders to ue; Tememher, we are an old-estab-

lished ftrm with a piroud reputation to uphold ; all

orders dispatched same day ; satiefaction guaran-

teed.-^Burt & Co.

BAN HAM'S Brilliant Bromide Paper.—Glossy Znds,

cabinet aize, 3». 6d. groes, or special quarter

gross sample packet, U.; cash with order; carriage

paid.—Banham. Chemist, H itcliin. _^
KOMIOE Postcards, glossy singles only, »5«. per

thouaand. Matt and Semi-matt in strips, 40s.

per thouaand, or 10,000 lots 85s. per thousand. Cash

with order. Carriage paid per gooda train.—Ban-

ham, Chemiet, Hitcbiil.

BROMIDE Papers, clearing to prepaire for New
Year's stock ; highly recommended ;

genuine

bargains; no rubbish offered; you may have a

sample if you wish ;
prices above.—Charles Hunt, 15,

Hiillcrest Rd., Acton Hill, W.8.

BR«aiIl>E Postcards, Glossy or Sattn, lee 4a. 6d.,

600 208., l,Oao 88s. 6d.; strip*, 6 on, 1,00« 40*.

post free.—Leanotype Photo Co., Bearwood Rd.,

Smetbwicli. .

BROMIDE Paper, in rolls, 10 ft. x 40 in. 9s.; 25 ft.

X 40 in. 20s. ; lAmidoi, 2s. 3d. oz. ; Metol, Ss. 9d.

;

Monomet, 33. 6d. ; ipost free per return.—iBttrt & Co.

BROiMIlDE Paper, matt, satin, aiidi glossy, splendid

quality, giving pure blacks, clean whites, and
beautiful tones, 3i x 2i 3s. gross, J-pl. 48., 5i x 3i

6s., 64 X 4 as. 8d., 65 X 4 58. 9d. ; 6 X 4i 6s. 6d.,

3s. 9d. J gross; J-pl. 78. 9d. gross. 4s. 6d. J groes;

8x6 12s. gross, 6s. 9d. J gross; 1/1-pl. 14s. gross,

7s. 9d. i gross; 10 x 8 18s. gross, 9.5. 9d. i gross;

12 < 10 36 <*eets 6s., 2Ss. gross; 15 x 12 24 sheets 8s.,

418. gross; 20 x 16 12 sheets 7s. 9d., 71s. gross; 20 x

16, rough, 12 sheets 6.s. 9d. Post free per return

from the firm with a reputation for quaility.^Burt

& Co.. 45, Monument Rd., Birmingham.

BIG Adverts, cost big money. Our method of

advertising is to satisfy our customers. We have
been doing this for the p.ist 10 years, and we find

this method gives the best results.—Burt & Co.,

46, Monument Ril., Birmingham.

DTJpOCATBi Books for all purposes.—Write for

parti cu lars, Roman, Wilton St., Bradford.

ECONOMY Campaign.—Buy Banham's Brilliant

Bromide Bundles, 65. each, carr. paid. Bimdle
1 : Seconds, Bromide Paper and Card, in assorted

surfaces and sizes up to halt-plate. Bundle 2

:

Similar, but sizes larger than halt-plate. Bundle 3

:

Seconds, Vigorous Gaslight Paper and Card in

aborted surfaces and sizes up to half-plate. Bundle
4: Similar to 3, but larger ttian halt-plate. Excel-

lent value. Money refunded if dissatisfied.—Bau-
ham. Chemist, Hitchin. _^
FRAMES.—20 X 18 Solid Spoon Oak, «-ib., witli

i-inch best slip, 528. doz. You can buy cheaper,
tjiut not better. Other sizes proportionately.

—

Straw, Short Wyre St., Colchester.

FKAMliS.—20 X 16, 2-in. Spoon Satin, 24». per
doz. ; sample mouldings 6d. ; refunded with first

order; keenest water-colours in the trade.—Cooper
& Barnett, 0, Erskine St. , Vauxhall, Birmingham.

GAjSLIOHT or Bromide Cards, splendid quality.

All surfaces. 48. Sd. 100.—Crossley, 3, Queen St.,

DukittfieM.

GASLIGHT Paper (superior quality).—3i x 2J
3s. 6d. gross. 3i X 3} 4s. 6d., 4i x 23 4s. 6d.,

J-pI. 5s., 5J X 34 6s., 6 X 41 7s. 6d., i-pl. 83. 6d. gross,

4«. 9d. i-gro«s; 8x6 12s. 6d. gross, 7s. i-gross; 1/1-pl.

148. gross, 78. 9d. i-gross; post free per return.

—

Burt & Cq., 45, Monument Rd., Birmingham.

GOOD Seconds, Bromide and Gaslight Postcards
(all surfaces), 250 8s. 6d. ; 500 168., 1,000 278. 6d.

;

first quality, ditto satin, 100 58., 500 22s. 6d., 1,000

42s. 6d. Post free.—Burt & Co., 45, Mooumeat Rd.,
Birmingham.

H'
OO'D Blocks aie uood Blocks!

MOUNTS.-Splendid quality l«-sheet stout white
' Challenge." 9 x 6i, cabinet, 15s. 6d. ; 10 x 8.

i-pl., 21s.; 12 X 10, 1/1-pI., 308.; 18 x 14i, 12 x 10, 66s.;

20 X 154, 12 X 10, 72s. ; 24 X .19, 15 X 12, l«5s. ; 100 car-

riage paid.-^rown Manufactory, Rothenham.

OUNTS.—-Improved quality " Glcnburn," white,

stout boards. 9 x 64, cabinet, and postcard,

108. 6d.; ID X 8. 4-pl., 14s.; 12 x 16, 1/1-pl., 20b.;

15 X 12, 10 X 8, 37s. 6d.; 18 x 144, 12 x 10, 608.; 10<l

post free; all from stock; immediate despatch.—
Oown Manufactory, Rotherham.

NEG Paint, used for blocking out negatives, lan-

tern slides, etc., etc., price Is., postage 3d.;

twice the quantity usually sold for Is. 6d. ; inquiries

from dealers invited.—Manufacturer, W. Wild, 16,

Smallbrook, Birmingham.

PLATES.—R.A.F. surplus at about half list prices.

Condition gaaranteed.—Pompey, S, Arundel
St., Portsmeuth.

PLATES (reliable), fast and medium speeds, l-pl.,

2s. 6d. doz., 7s. S doz., 348. gross; 4-pl., 4s. »d.

doz., 138. 3 doz., 44s. gross. Carefully packed and
carriage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed, or money
refunded.—Burt & Co., 46, Monument Rd., Bir-

mingham.

THE
Aerial Photo

Co.

SPECIALISTS IN

POSTCARD PRINTING
STUDIO WORK & SAME DAY SERVICE.

VITEGAS or BROMIDE, All Surfaces.

BLACK I/O °**^' SEPIA 2/" °**'-

VIEW WORK
FROM

16/- PER Gross
QUALITY & PROMPTITUDE GUARANTEED.

ENLARGINC, CONTACT PRINTING, RETOUCHING, &c.

PRICE LIST AND SAMPLES FREE.

24. NARROW ST., PETERBOROUGH.

Postcard Printing
Enamelled, Matt or Carbon.

BLACK SEPIA

1/10 2/4
per doz. per doz.

Special rates for Publishers and large quantities*

Express Service for

Topical Work when required.

^\ f" I AT ~TT^T y'^ C^ ^^y "'y "^P*"* careful personal

^^ I I
I I I I I I ^^ attention to their orders and first-

\^ J, \^ M ^ %^ V^^ VZx class work. We can work to your
own times.

ENLARGING, COPYING, CONTACT PRINTING.

First qualify Work at moderate prices.

PRICE LIST and SAMPLES post free.

(nuniiiiniiMiiiiiiinniiMiitmiMiHiiMHtim<i)iiniiriiiii)iiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiimrmiriitiiiriiHiiiiiiiitiii>iit

A. F. LAY, 25, DOWNS RD., CLAPTON,

LONDON, E.S
Telephone : DALSTON 698.

Illllllllllll
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O.P. pMtcard*. matt aod Mtin, Irnb and (nil
•lie, tta. M. 100: uaple UO. it. «d.—Burt ud
43. Moaomeiit Rd., BinnlngfaMi.

PHOTOGRAPHY.

PO.P.
. oolT. 73 piecM ii. «d..

OhMiJ OD^ •ptesdid cooditiaD, i-pUte
«d.. 144 piece* 41. «d. Wtijr

M» moic?—Cbule* Bant, U, Hillcreet Rd., Actoo
W.S.

MoaiHBWit Bd.. WrmlinhMn
-noSTCABJM^riaert aUBdard qnalltr^ _ „ Gaallfht

aad Braoidc, i8a. 1.000, poat free; umplet
S*it-Toiila(, Gloatj, 71*.—Crown Maoufactoi7,

. bnUiant production, by ruUj qSuiaSi
Iartuta, 12s, _

Stmlio*. 44, Bemers St.,
. 17». 8d.—Aoademy

Oxford St., Londoa, W.

A "ii^iS^.* PA-NIJU; a »er, attriStn-^THe

pj'll t.*^ ?*w' £^=»»" 10 X 8 oo 18 X 12

Llifij^' P.-..fJ'- .,*^'»**?^- «•.: »»te.r-oolour».

W., ^ -,, Studio*, 44, Barbers Bt., Oxford StLondon^ *. Phooe : Museuin 1966.
'

A-0oilBl.NAT10.N tXLAKGEMBNTS~:a5drKS
. producluw* troiD oonipoeite negatives etc

S •?*=tl;'"'^;
l>o;»<»m printing in aU surfaces';

B. ^ W.. I*. «d.; aepu, 2». per do«.—Academy
Stwho*. 44. BemCTa St., Oxford St., London W

j

"pOST^ARDS.—BrooiJda aad ga*ii«bt. all gndc*.X 1^ M. UMO: on* price, one qualitT. W*
ban • tpkadld Una in Hrip* at 37*. «d. I.00O,
claaT and matt ooly.-ChMta Hnnt, 15, HiUorMt
Id.. Actoo HIU. WJ.
T>09rCAU>8. Broauda and GaaUflit (taperlorX qoalltyi. t><i«7. matt, and nttn, lOO 4*., 900
It*.. 1,000 Ms peat free. Tbeae canh are an-
doobtedlr tb* iacat low-prloed card on tba market

k). Haadiied* ct t«*thDoolal*.—
moKuataH Bd., Blr«»«"i*'«'"BurtaadCo.. 45,

MTAL Ca*** tor Boaata, pfooO, and puitcard*.
H- poat: BTalopaa. Utterprca* Printers;

amp'** *ad pria**.—look**. IM, Broadway, Londoa,
M.WJ.
PEEfitt CHomr Bram. Paper. 8 x «, iu. mm:

. i ''' !!•• = •"'* "Jo'l'tT : po*t free.—Bart
MdOi>.,Ji,^MUBent^d., Binnlncbaai.
QTUM, »«a. Btosaid* Poatcardt, all (arfaon^

y Jf^.^jn^ *'* ** l'«»: "^ quality,
tit.M ;.»art ftaa par MtuB.-ant * Co., 46. Momi-

Lr-TOmSO taft (I

•raa: H * *.U^A. - . -H* 4. ft. M.; • I 4i. ta. grata, 4*. «d.
JjKKiJfpl.. (*. ffO**. i*. i no**; Pa*«cardt, »*. M.>* W 'y t:*r t^mn^-imn * Co.. 46. Hon-*» Bd.. Biradajgkaai.

Uac*.—Seat retara
'

, or prnfioilnMla
Breoida Fapaf;

baMttoat batta, rteh caoWoa. aoe-afanaioa. (eptaa^— It l, laaoaataad parfact, ekariaa tc** tban

• IT*.. ]«» Aaato poalaaa U; H i 7 10*.. H x •»
«*.. • I • at.. iM .ba*u poauf* pd.; (-pi. m. «<;,

VT* riMT qaaUtj Job Uai
•O* pa*( lor re^aOmd eaah.

can. Lana alocfc XMo BatMl 1

—TICAUK Pttatmg and lijUargiaji ; expert work
. maatlup: prompt alteotson; moderate chargee

• " ^ nudki*, U. Beroer* 8t., Oxford St.,
WJ. PrteeUtt oo application.

KTOGKAPH CX)., Speciairtta in Wgh-clasa Con
tact Printing an4 Enlarging, Finishing in

Sketch or Colour, best work only ; prices on applica
tioo.—1«, Grape St., and 212a, BhafUabury Avenue,
W.C.I. 'Pboae. Oerrard n»l.

BERNARD L. ASB *peclall*e* in blgb-clasa Post-
card Enlargement* from small negatives (glass

or mm) at Is. M. i doien, St. doaen, per subject.
Poat Ir*«. IlUngwortii'* glo**7, matt, " Zelvo," or
cream tmootb card*. Prompt detpatcb. Kot tbe
cbeaiMtt, but tbe beat.—48, Stadland St., Hammer-
tinlto, LoodpB, W.t.

CBAKLeS HEWITT, Knlar«eiueiit Painter, 16,
NtlnSeM Uount, Leeda; MJUtary speciality:

liken*** perfecV

f vi.SG.—Bert rteoiU coanyateed. I, ad.; P.C.,
1. : i, 1* »d.; I/l, Ja. «d. Po*tage extra.—C"\

Blaekpool.UargreavM, ». Abingdon 8t

OLUKR'S Glotty Brxunide Pottoani rrmmw,
lat. crott, from enttomera' DegatWe*; latis-

f»cttoa tnataateed.
^

1 Brocnid* Bnlarfaoant*. oo best
pa|>*r, »t X t, id. : 18 1 10. 1*. ; U x «. la. ad.

COLLIER'S Septa BalarceflMat*. oo beat paper,
W I H. U. : H » 10. U. ed.

;

U t 1«, «a.

_^^ I. «. ; «* 1 $t. WT dMata. MarM.,

2W<J«_'»l!«. *hH» Boypl, PenaaatMatttTaad
^2^

•t. «.; it X H. » X 4.>. «d. VrtTet aad
M. ; pxauawi tatia.

- - - ., .„ . - - «. >» M. VrtTet aad
~i'"'Oiii» >aUa, «i I »{. Tt. : {.pi. la. ; MO abcata

»tt. » t 71. Panaaaaat laf«ir tina. flartlrttCuUm Papar. Petieard*. Vakn OaiHghtrSS-Ooai^Md Soae BrtMbaiac. Matt. rOR OiiJaa."^ fSl^ ^yl* «•. !•»• *••. po*t*f» Id. Bro.
;
Olaa^ tatOatam. *t em. M«a appHcatloa.

U. Sd

„. ,- --T-.--- "Of Kodak* or L....^

ml BmJSH'^
»oa» toaa. It. td.-Watklatr Malar

W^" r«i~»»at Blockt hTedowrUaeTor t^ne

-'I »!*.*^** "« Hoodt. wbo ar* expert Illss.

rapar. lood oaaHty. 41*.

•Bart20 iV,-
* Co.. 45,

LargfT qaantHlM ch«ap<r.-
' Rd., BlrailBcham.

^HF- *• "• «SL?*» «<» rotttae^t. both Breoiid*
Ol/ aad OlitldlH f*««Tloaa prtea «•.). Wa

Pbotocraphar, Readme, 'or
work, lood senriee. and lowest price*

good

tlXLAkOBMKNTS.— » lo. i U in., nicrly Onisbeo
i fmm aoy pbntocrspb. flre shIlUogt pott free.—

Haatfleid, N'ew Brightoo, Chetblre.

E.VLARUEUEKTS.-20 i 1« Trade; prinU and
Oaiahea; best work; cheapest pricea.—Enlarge-

awBt Wadloa. MO. Caledoalan Bd.. W.

l^lilLAKUifMtUiiTb or nneai quality en WeiiiuKiuu
Xi bromide, aU tnrfaca*. Si x «i, lOd ; 10 x 8.

It. ; U X 10, It. 8d. : 15 X 11, la. 8d. : 20 X 1«. it. Sd.

:

plaa 10 (MT rent, advasoe: prie* Utt free.— Porcy J
tlater. ST,<rtry Petarborongb.

EN LABUIUIEXTB.—OUa.
etc.

Mlalatoret, Pramea,
All Uada and tiae*. Be*t work and

material at lov*il poitlbl* price*. Stamp for list.

la. (or traaM aamplc*. Trade toppUed.—Elite Co.
fUapt. 1 B). m. Burlington St , ManchMWr^
C^VLARUVMK.Hts.— I nuHiunteO. 8 it Is., up to
CJ 10 X 18 at It. ; uoely mounted and finished.
I X 8 I*., 20 X 18 7a Id.; prlnUng, p.c, B. and W.,
tepla, la. ed. dot., any tariaee*, retouching lucluiltsd.

I*. M. : printing on Kodur* A Illincwortb't De Luxe.
alao eotorartag o( hUhest quality—Alec Brook, Studio
SoatbbortMigb, Tunl>rldge Wellt.

EBLARaiUE.VTS of Brat' quality made by ex-
aarta; IS x 8 It. ed., 11 x 10 Is. lOd., IS x 12

ea. ed., M X 18 3*. 8d.; drymonnUd on P.8.M..
10 X I la. M., II X 10 St. 8d., 15 x 11 4a. 8d. ; copy-
log. It.; potteard prtatkag black Is. lOd., tebla
1*. Id. par do*.; beat work only: fall price fiat

It free.-A. P. Lay, 15, Down* Bd., Clapton. E.I
K2

(It* <rtlTtry of ear aaftaea, la tmr

U, Moaumwt Rd.. ttimta^btm.
|A/\~UTmi Baadtwa. Carder iBTOIeea" liT

Rd.. BaHaal
pald.-Bdgar. Prtnter. 18. SbaalMn

Service.
Ftimtima. Mmfmm/>ims. KMmmaima. etc.

A BT pfeaio oaH(d:=r'prc. u. id., h tt. id. •

a. i*»lB aad Boalaga extra^lmpariaJ Madlo. IK.
VoOoway Bd.. Loedoa. !» 7.

"TltTUrri vitk Acfwranb. aadartakta Coloarrng,
a. Walah lag amall iketeb Wort. BaUrgenwoU;

ralrbaira.prospt attaattoa^Mta*
loud, iowtttoW.
AKTOneilXf (Moerad UlnUtve*. M each'!
.a. aay pkaOa. acvM; peataardt^ • la. 8d.. 11H 8d. ; l a Hiarii tolaaiad. M. aaeb. Seed trial
ordtg.—

V

tatorta KrX. 8. IVady «t.. Balham. 8.W
A U, kSaCof Priattog, DoTeioplng. Copying. Ad-
1%. •Ihli aaa alto eoterUIn staadlng ordtra.
Bart aMrtariaU oaly: no tteoads; i«od (or pr«CM»—
Wtaa«M B. Wakar, tM, WoodMa Rd., Stdcop,

-

I^LASBUGBT Pbotograptat ol duoert. balli, ~and
oltiar fuaetioa*; alao eoounarcitl photography

o( mntj dteotptloa (or Hie trad*. Skilled operator*
i*at aajrabtta; moderate trade charge*.—Telia
CaoMra Co.. 1. Sootfaamptoo Row, W.CJ. Tela-
pbaa» Maaaam VOB.

JVOBT Ulalature Painter, apeclallat Is bigbly
L lalahad ailBlaturea on Irory, (reetaaad, or with
carboa baalt: blgb<laa* Colooritt.—Arthnr B. Bunt.
•' P»ad*aBl*." Deaeofan* Rd.. Dulwleh, a.E.11.

i/DflATOkltS tepla coloured, celluloided: aims
IVl. doTeioped aad printed; also eolargemcots
(nai oaatoaMn' platea or ociflnalB; lUt on appll

aaMoa Stodlaa, Powi
or origin
'eraorott Rd., Clapton. K 5.

T>OtT0ABD PriotJag (rom cnatomert' oegallvet or
Ml print*; (Iceay bromide, 12a. gro**.-Bloaet,
!«, Lordsfclp Lao*. Tottenham.

T>nTCABD PrlDtlng.—B. A W., U. M.; aeplaa.

X k. M. per doieo; bert reaoM* gaaraateed.—
Percy Waier. gawtry, Peterboroogfa

TXWrOABi) Pciatlag.—Not the obeapeet, bat
X betl potalbl* bramlde; glotty or velvet finish:

three dajt' deapatcb; la. lOd. dox.—Telia Camera
Co.. 1, lloothamptoci Bow, Londoo, W.C.

PRCmNO, any slae.—Pottcarda, Is. 9d.; Mlint'

worth's. Paget'*: e~"l work.—Brandon, Photo
(rrapher. 102. Lanadown Rd.. Leicester.

RETOnCHI^O. Blocking Out: best-clas* work:
tperimrns tent: photographers' own price;

prompt return guarante^-d.— R. W. Bancock, Photo-,
graphic Artiat, Core. HanU. I

CoiKtioacd on Supplanoaot 4.

ALL
FREE
1

2

3

At all times we are willing to send
a complete reply, with information
and e.\pert advice, relative to any
camera or lens purchase, exchange,
sale or other transaction required.

Write Now !

By return of post, at any time, we
will send you full lists of any make
of camera, also our own large list
of high-class second-hand cameras
and lenses, accessories, and all
materials, FREE.

Write NOW !

For many years we have been large
buyers, for cash, of good second-
hand cameras and lenses. We are
at all times willing to quote a
CASH OFFER for any GOOD
apparatus you can send us. If our
offer is not accepted, we return
your apparatus, carriage paid. We
have HUNDREDS of grateful let-
ters from customers who praise us
lor the HIGH PRICES WE PAY.

Write NOW I
We allow free examination and
trial of any cameras in our stock.
Simply deposit with us the list

• price, and you are allowed three da\ s'

• free use and examination. If the
apparatus does not meet your
requirements, return it, and we
refund in full. We also negotiate
any kind of exchange as part pay-
ment, and our exchanges are said
to be the fairest in the trade. Is
there any camera you desire to
test and examine just now ?

Write NOW !

Send a Postcard to-day for a copy of
our Great Bargain List just pub-

a lished. This is what the "B.J."
says about our latest Catalogue :

—
"Sands, Hunter's catalogue Is a
piece of trade literature of special
Importance ; In fad, one which
no photographer, professional or
amateur, can afford to overlook
whenever be has a purchase to
make. "

SEND FOR A COPY TO-DAY.

Write Now!
SANDS, HUNTER & CO., LTD.,

37, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.2.

4

5
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TAKE NOTE TEL. 286S

The Royal Enlarging Co. i

BRADFORD. FOR QUALITY!i TEL. 2865 68, GODWIN ST
i, imiimmwii inn winiiiii iiiiiiimiliic ii ihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiirii

HIGHLY GIOSSED PHOTOGRAPHIC
POST-CARDS

PROM CUSTOMIOR'S OWN NEGATIVES,
'Per inms tSl-'(tUiorteJ)

ENLARGING. COPYING. RKTOUCHING. CONTACT
PRINTING AND STUDIO WORK. ETC.

First Grade Cards and Papers used only.

Sample together with quotation on application.

J & L. KAYE. Photografhic Printers.

99. Grove Park Roud. CHISVVICK. W.4

SERVICE (continued).

J. BERNARD
for

LOCAL VIEW POSTCARD PRINTING

14 - gr. ZTy' 90/- 1000 aJXZ,..
Titling and Post Free.

3, The Broadway. Friern Barnet Rd.,
New Southgate, London, N. 11.

A NEW FIRM? NO!
ONE OF THE DCCT
OLDEST AND DC.O I

Under Royal Patronage.

TRADE ENLARGERS
AND ARTISTS.

Highest Award Grand Prix Paris, 1903.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

THE PICTORIAL PRINTING GO-
16, Rockingham Street, LEEDS.

Photographic and Frame Works,

MARKET STREET, HEANOR, NOTTS.

ENLARGEMENTS sTo^t^I^^.I.

8i X 6J . . 21- I 15 X 12 . . 5/-

10 X 8 .. 2/4 20 X 16 . . 5/- on card

12 X 10 . . 3/6 I
Copying Free.

CDAMCC "^ 2-in. spoon oak,
rifftlllCO STAINED & POLISHED.

J-in. SLIP and GL.\SS.

Rabate Size. Guaranteed Perfect Joints.

12X10 .. 4/6 20X16 .. II-

15X12 .. 5/6 24X19 .. 8/10

18X14 .. 6/-

Send 6d. for Lists and Samples of Mouldings.

Carriage & Packing Extra. Crate Returnable.

RETOUCHJKO and B. and W. and Colour Leuone
given b^ 25 years' experienced London expert,

.^nd sole orij^mator of Postal Leesons, all Countriea
Chosen re-writor of World's Standard Work,
'' Johnson's Art of Retouching." Inventor of the
Dnest materials. Non-ihifting Retouching Medium,
U. 9d.; " NegafaJ%e " Erasing Pencils (knife sub-
ititute), 5s. lOd. ; Matt-surface AJbradittg Powder for
negatives, prints, and ivories. Is. 2d. Slow and
defective professionals improved and quickened by
entirely original " touch.' Novices rapidly taught
professional finish. " Negafake," " fitipplette,"

Caking—wonderful aids imparted.—T. S. Bruce, the
only long-experienced original postal teacher, Lon-
don Expert Tuition Specialist (est. over 25 years),

t, Villas-on-Heath. Vale , Hampatead, Kondon, N.W. 3.

RETOUCHIXG.—Only best work; price list on
application.—G. H. LlewelUn, 146, Lower Chcl-

tentiam Place , Bristol.

RETOUCHLNG.-Best work ; photographers'
prices; prompt returns.—OoodliSe, 1, Aleian-

Iria Drive. St. Annes-on-Sea

RETOUCHLNG.—Finest grain, no coarse stipple;

clients' own prices; prompt returns.—Carter.

Cottage Studio, Romford, iLssex.

illiiiiiiniDiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiitiiiilliiliiiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiuiiliiimiiiuuwmiiuMiililliMiluiliir

WHY Pay More? Contact Printing, Poiteards,
B. and W., Is. M. ; Sepia, Sa. Copying, De-

veloping, Enlarging. Best work only.—Siterens, ii.
Comber Grove. London, 6.E.5.

II.
Ad. doseo. Postcard Printing (niingworth'i
glossy cards).—Sutcliffs, 467, Hawtboma Kd.,

Bootle.

Is.
6d. dozen. Postcard Printing (Illlngworth)

;

prompt delivery.-Humphrey, 26. Marwell St.,
Bwindon.

IS. 8d. per dozen. Postcard Printing. Guaranteed
best results. No cheap cards used.—Slater,

Sawtry, Peterborough.

RETOUCHING and (flouring by experienced

Artist at photographers' own prices.—Brewer,
' Garden St., Westminster, London,

RETOUCHING.—Many years' first-class expe-

rience: fine, careful work; neg. retouched

free.—.Speight, Dunchurch, near Rugby.

ETOUCUINQ.—Best-class work; photographers'

own prices; prompt retumi guaranteed.—

Taylor and Francis, Great George St., GodalmLng,

Surrey.

RETOUCHING by experienced artists at photo-

graphers' own prices; likeness preserved;

prompt retnm.— A. and S. Williams, 30, Pyrmont

Rd , nford.

RETOUCHING.—Astounding and unique offer;

perfect fine modelling; prompt 24 hours' dis-

patch; P.C., 2s. doz.; mixed, J-pl., 3s, Od. ; l>e con-

vinced; specimen neg. retouched gratis.-Mantell,

46, Rutland Rd., Hove, Sussex,

Miscellaneous.
Gltum Wanted, Waste Materials, Cinejn^, etc.

CASH by return—Wanted, cameras, plates, post-
cards; anything photograpaic. — Wilsons,

Chemists, Wigan.

CINEMATOGRAPH Mechanism.-Turn your lan-
tern into cinematograph. New £7 15s. Standard

size. For home or hall. Sample film and list, Is. 6d.
—"Films," 61, Inchmery Rd., Catford.

GRAMOPHONE Record Exchange wiU Exchange
Records ; 6d. each ; not less than six ; return

postage free.—6, Rood Lane, B.C.

NEGATIVES wanted, 12 x 10 and 1/1-pl.; film
destroyed ; good price paid.—^ompey Works,

S, Arundel St., Portsmouth.

K^~ETOUCHING Lessons, postal or personal.—Every

pupil given a flrst-class, sound, thorough, and

practiciii professional retouching education; no half-

methods allowed, and knowledge only of the highest

commercial value is imparted; no printed lessons,

each is written specially by me according to pupil s

progress and abilities; all negatives supplied free

;

all materials in stock; jirofessionals improve<I and

nuickenid in their touch; novices fraught in the

shortest possible time. Are You satisiied with your

results? Is there nothing more to be desired? Now
the Christmas Tush is over you have more time for

improvements; let me help you, I can and will;

personal attention; vcr moderate terms: trade

retouching: cabinet heads from lOd., | length 6d.

—.\pply. White, Teacher of Retouching, Selwood

Studio, Frome, Estd. 1907.

STRIP~PSoting, Developing, Priotinjg, Enlarging;

flrst-class work only; price list on aptiUoatio*.

-Yonng. M2. Argyle St.. Glasgow.

TAYLOR AND FRANCIS for satisfactory Print-

ing. Postcards B. & W., Is. 8d. dozen; de-

jpatch 48 hours.-Trade Photo Works, Godalmiog,

Surrey.

A Special Line of Unmounted

BROMIDE ENLARGEMENTS
MOUNTING

OR
TONING
EXTRA. 1/6 PER SQUARE FOOT.

Any size.

SPECIAL
TERMS
FOR

QUANTITIES.

77i/> Cnmorno-rnnh '^^a 49, Parker Street, Kingsway.W.C. 2.irui f^urneragrapn ltd.. Telephone :Gerrard 4101.

PATENTS, Designs, Trade Marks.-J. Harold
Beaumont, Registered Patent A^ent, 29,

Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2. 'Phone,
Holborn 641.

PHOTOGRAPHS Wanted.—The Publicity Depart-
ment of Leyland Motors, Ltd., Leyland, Lanes.,

IS glad to consider and pay for, if accepted, photo-
graphs showing all kinds of Leyland commercial
vehicles in actual service.

SOLDIEBS" Graves.—.4ny Grave photographed in

France. State exactly plot, row, number, and
cemetery. Six photographs, mounted, 9 x 7, £3

;

three, unmounted, 7x5, 305. Good agents wanted
in England.—Parry (late S..A.T.). 27. Eue Faidherbe,
Lille. France.

WANTED, Cameras, Plates, Papers, Postcards,
anything photographic : cash by return.

—

Photo Co., 47. cniurchgate, Bolton.

Aeoetved Too Late lof CLassifioation.

DAY and Electric Lock-up Situdio, going cheap;
S.E. London, select neighbourhood; no oppo-

sition; suit outdoor photographer; price £15.—Box
0. 0, 24, Wellington iSt., W.C.2.

ENI-ARGEiMENTS.—Trade, 20 x 16, special; the
right shop for a good print and finish. B. &

W. cardboards 3s., sepia 3s. 9d., tinted 4s. 3d.;

stretchers, Sd. extra. Water-colour on stretcher,

6s. 6d. Special prices for xegTilar quantities. Terms
C.W.O., posta-ge and packing extra.—Harris, Artist,
- Chapel St., Eagware Rd., N.W.

YOUTH requires position Printer-Enlarger ; 4

years' experience; quick and willing; Mid-
lands "preferred.-Davis, 42, King's Rd., Evesham.

Waste Negatives Bought

Now is the time to sell y«ar

Stocks of Old Negative glass.

Terms Prompt Cask. We tend

Boxes and pay Carriage.

Films guaranteed Removed.

WetakeVarnished Negatives alao.

HUNT & CO., ^r^iir::

4, Eliaabtth Plac^ RtTinitoB Street. Shoreditek,

LONDON, E.C.a.
Pkone ! 1039 LondoH Wstt.

\
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IF
WE CAN SATISFY HUNDREDS OF CUSTOMERS.

WE CAN SATISFY YOU.
We are out for your custom, and will

GIVE YOU PROMPTNESS & QUALITY.

Special Quotations for Weekly Batches.

»!fiW!li!fi!liKii£i}i!fi!fiyi>iiyi!fiihfiiliS«ifi>fi!fiSXXi^

TRY US AT ONCE.

BROMIDE CO.'S ENLARGEMENTS
«v_o IPimOUHTED.

FlUIMUCS BT VnsT-OUM AUTIITI.

aAW. EPIA. B. A W. OtPIA. WATKU
COLOURS

«*"6i 8d. 1/0 1/6 1/10 2/6

10 z 8 lOd. 1/2 a/2 a/6 3/0

12x10 1/0 1/4 a/9 3/9 4/3

15x12 1/3 1/9 3/9 S/0 6/3

30x16 1/6 2A) 4/0 5/0 6/0

We Specialise in 20 x 16 Size. E.ihwS»r««efc«rorCBJbo«ii.

FRAMES fi? MOULDINGS IN GREAT VARIETY.
SEND FOR LISTS.

Bromide Enlarging Co.
44 A 46. Wuidaworth
Bd, IjONOON. SbW. S.

Reflex Work with the

Ross Telecentric Lens

AllhouLih the Kos.s Telecentric Lens is useful in almost
every branch of photography, it is probably in Reflex
Work that its advantages are most appareni.

The Telecentric Lens gives an image twice as large as
that given by an ordinary lens from the same view-

point. It needs no extra camera extension, and it

works at an aperture of F5*4 or F6'8.

The Reflex Worker can realizeatonce what this means.
He can get an image twice the normal size without
approaching any closer to his subject, an advantage
which can scarcely be overestimated in dealing with
Natural History- Work, Child Portraiture, Sports,

Fress Work, etc.

This enlargement does not entail any extra fittings to

his camera or any reduction in the aperture of the

lens. In short, the Ross Telecentric Lens gives you
telephoto results with focal-plane exposures.

Send for full pariictilars.

Ross Ltd.,
CLAPHAM COMMON
LONDON, S.W.

Hi
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Artistic Enlargements
(To the Trade only.)

BLACK & WHITE—SEPIA—or COLOURED

Maximum Quality at Minimum Cost.

Send for Price List to

Express Developing Co., .wo.o.
(Established 1904.)

23, OSBORN STREET, LONDON, E.I.Tato»lMM : LONDON W«U 47U.

Ttl^rmms: ".EXPREDEVE, EDO, LOHBON."
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LANTERN SLIDES
by our brilliant process
front negs. (aH sizes) or prints

WE CATER FOR THE TRADE.
DesiKners of Ativcrtiscment and Cinema Slides.

24-HOUR SERVICE WHEN NECESSARY.

QEORGE PALMER (Universal Cinemn Supplies) Ltd.,

47. GERRARD STREET. LONDON. W.l.
WuU' U'l ]>U:--- —'-—

-

K.--CIH ij75-

ENLARGEMENTS
J. RUDOCHOFF,

(Ltkf Preprietor of the Rembrftndl BnUrfing C;,
•t 227, Hampstead Road), bsKB to inform his

avmeroos elients that he hai opened again hii

Enlarging and Printing Btuiness at

17, BRISTOL ROAD,
WESTON-SUPER MARE,

&sd (narantees best work_ln the following :—
Delivered in 24 hrs.

8Jx 6i
U"'°°'""«'i.

B.4W. Sepia. B.&W.
10 X 8

I 1/3 1/5 2/9
12 X 10 1/9 2/0 4/0
15 xl2 2/0 2/6 5/3
20 xl6 2/10 3/2 5/9
20 xl2 ,2/6 3/0 S/9
Copying /-. Packinj^ & carriage extra. Cash with order.

SPECIALITY.

Delivered in 7 days.
Mounted and Finished,

w.c. A
Sepia
3'3
5/0
6/0
6/6
6/6

Pastels

S/8
7/0
9/0
lO/O
9/6

Bolid CU Work.
12 X 10
15 x 12
ao X It
24 X 20

12/6
IS/O
17/6
25/0

Best finish, Ukeneu
guaranteed. Prices for

larger sizes, also with*

out photo basis, on
application.

llUary Subject! a Speolallty.

POSTCARD PRINTING
FROM CUSTOMER'S OWN ORIGINALS.
Collotype (Sepia, Black or Coloured) Photogravure.

Ret] Pboto Edition! of Local Views a Speciality.

PROMPT DELIVERY.
Quotations and Samples on application to

HARVEY BARTON & SON, Ltd.,
St. Michael's. BRISTOL.

TO THE TRADE.

Have you tried the

Great Northern Art Go.
10, BENT STREET, CHEETHAM, MANCHESTER,

for your 20 X 1 6

ENLARGEMENTS
ALSO

POSTCARD PRINTING
// not, send for Price List,

Oil Paintings, Sepias, Black & Whites.

Quality & Promptness Guaranteed.

PO. P„ ME
P.OlP,

i-PUte,S/-gTOM|
W'.S/-

GASUGHT or BROMIDK
"PAPER, ^Plate, 8/- eras. ; WtaolePUte, ttl-

GasU^t. Bromide, or P.O. P. Cards, 8/- ita.

•VULUAM BURTUl.Cb«utt,SeatkaMptiih

MARTIN

GEORGE L. PRICE & COMPANY,
Bagota, Colombia, South America.

Wholesale & Retail
Photo Supplies

Cameras, Lenses, Plates, Films, Papers,
Chemicals, Motion-Picture Apparatus,

Card-Stock, etc.

BRITISHMANUFACTURERS otpholosrraphic
apparatus who arc desirous of extending their
export trade are Invited to send catalogues.
and price-lists, stating terms and discounts
to the export trade. Our sales organisation

covers the Republic.

Address : GEOBGE L. PRICE & COMPANY,
P.O. Box 1085. Baioli. or
P.O. Box 88. Barrarquilla,

COLOMBIA. SOUTH AMERICA.

m\m\\mm\\mmm\m\mmmmmmB

ESTATE SALES

GABiLATl ^ALKTNSON

LONDOKW5 '

POSTCARDS
STRIPS or
SINGLES
Any surface. Per l.OOO.

The
World's

Best.
- Lots of under
5.00056/- per 1,000

Carriage paid.

PHOTO Match-cases.

PATENT SUP-IN PATTERN

Sendfor Free Samples
GLOSSOID CO.,

8, Masoo's Av., Load, E.C.2>

ART MOUNTING
PAPERS *

TEN DISTINCTIVE SHADES.
Sheets 25" x 20"

PER 9 /^ POST
DOZ. w/»y FREE.
Samples Free on Request.

SKETCH BOARDS
ALL WHITE FOR BEVELLING.

6x4 5/6 per 100 ; 8x6 1 0/- per 100
;

10 X 8 1 6/- per 100 ; 25 x 201 2/-perdoz.;
32x22 17/6 per doz.

Samples Free. Carriage Extra.

MARSHALL & CO., SfariVi'^GSX^

I AN AUCTION SALE OF
i

CAMERAS AND LENSES
iB held at STEVENS' AUCTION ROOMS every
Friday throughout the year. Catalogues and par-

I ticulars on application. Goods received are included
I

in early sales. Estd. 1760.

I

38. KING STREET. COVENT GARDEN. LONDON. W.C. 2.

fW Now is the time of year when the Photographer sets
i\ about the mnking of Lantern Slides from the negati-

ves taken during the bummer. It is a pleasing occupation
for the enthusiast during the long Winter evenings, but
what is more pleasing still is when the opportunity
presents itself to project the slides on to the screen for
the instruction and amusement of one's friends. For
lantern work the book entitled *' The Optical Lantern "

is what you want. The price is, in paper boards, 1/6 (post
1/10^), or paper covers 1/- (post 1/4^). It is published bv
tneCursitorPublishingCo.,12,Cnr8itorSt.,Lond.,E.C.4.

CELLULOID SURFACED

MINIATURES

r
from Copies.
Wt Aon >ni^ee<l theMlint 1891.

The most Popular

PEACE
LINE.

Send for Price List.

POSTCAIU) PRINTING
per 1/10 doz.

DORREn & MARTIN,
16, B«lla Vua Rd., L.ondon, S.W.I 7

Tele. No. 1233 Battsraea.

MINIATURES.
MINIATURES.

MINIATURES.
Neatly Coloured and Celluloid Faced

^^cl. e£i.cliL.
cw.o.

Quick Dl-^natch.

Postage extra.

tisfactlon Guaranteed.

Reduction for Quantltieg

HILL & KELLOCK, Ltd.,
29, Oxford Street, GLASGOW.

Best Work
Guaranteed,

ALFRED PERCIVAL
& CO.,

154, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.G.

ENLARGEMENTS.
20 X16 DO YOU REQUIRE 20x16

BEAUTIFUL PRINTS, QUICK DFSPATCH, LOW PRICES ?

1
^ t> f\ WRITE AT ONCE t'OR PRICE LIST,OU AND VOU WILL SAVE POUNDS.

The BRITISH TRADE ENLARGING Co.

5. Nunn Slreet. NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

FRAMES
per

dox.

2iii. Solid Spoon Oak, Stained, ao i

with 1 in. Flat or i gilt slip - ^°/

2 in. Rosewood, Walnut, or »/. / p„
Green Polished with gilt edge ^"/ ~ doz.

20x16

20x16

20x16. 15 ozs. GLASS. 1/6 per Sheet

MtfllTMCD ^"5, Hackney Road,
• IVU I nLn, Shoreditch, LONDON, E.2.
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BEDUCTION IN PRICES
by the

CITY PICTORIAL WORKS,
3 & 5, The Hayes. Cardiff,

Dm to redoccd prim it pUtei, ckcoicaU, etc
Higk tttmJiii of work fnllj mainUineJ.

NOTE OUR ENLARGEMENTS.
8x0 10 I 8 12 X 10 15 z 12

1/3 1/9
24 z 20 30 X 30

5/6 8/6

lOd. 1/.
18 X 14 20 X 16

2/6 3/3
25%

Tha abora prices are for onmoanted work
fcoai etutoman' own negative*. Price List for

Oopjing, Finishing, etc., on application.

ALL WORK DESPATCHED IN 3 DAYS.
Tke Cty Pktorial Week* aatisiy the claima of a
Dumber of important Stndioa in Boath Wales,

1 will be foond equally worthy of a trial by
phen elsewhere.

POSTCARD PRINTING

, JtOMtmWmk. 'I ^ SndB »ofk uiWaUr (

W il I II II WOrnr mtd MATtMALa ONLY.

WTT n CDHC •)• HAITTIFXD lOAB.
fflLL/ DIVUiJ. WIMBLEnON. 5.W. l».

[Supplement.]

SNAPS that will interest other photo-
graphers are being bought by us if taken
with a camera of our own make or on

"Ensign" Roll Films. Send some prints
along. We may buy the negatives.

HOUGHTONS LTD.,
Advert isemen t DcfHirlnient

88/89. Hi<h Holborn.W.C.l.

(j^ee^ej-er.
Al^o fvr INDOOR, STUDIO. Ac,

DEVELOPMENT TANKS FOR PLATES.
Sand tor N«w •• Hatsrm and Hathodi."

'Pnct*. incUdtnt St>ttJ-<arxU and RefiUu
ADVANCED HOVCMBBR lal.

Watkln's Meter Co., Mererortt,

f^fmiPfvavK'fmifmmmRr,^

BEST WORK
GOOD FINISH
MODEST PRICES

W. KING &CO.,
MCing»ron Enlarigtrtg Worka,

Southsea Road,
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.

DO YOU WANT
To TEAR, to PINCH, to SCRATCH 7

Do your Hands BURN. SMART, and IRRI-
TATEat night; CRACK. DRY UP, PIMPLES
appear ; do they nearly SEND YOU MAD ?

Thiii. METOL POISONING '>» bad form.

Why let them get lo bad*?

UJAH
Will soon remedy all this and
make them smooth and soft again.

is too BAD, oever mind of bow long lUndinf;.
far aampU. price jd. The proof is in the results.

2 9 and 4/9 per jar. Postage 3d.UJAH oii«T<nsE:i«rr co..
Clarendon Street. OXFORD.

No

IbooM ba
In Evtry Workrooa.

n Is lailliiniieilili lor Bpotiiaf and Blsii^lin og>

M^allmsiiJfMiiKii-nllllflai Alt Ptela^aplMa
aad Pro«aaiWorkarm ondaralaDditaTaina.

WkareTcr Uere Is a Pkolograjpber, then
7«a will Had "Pfaolopake,''

n*

STRAINERS
Wm ia«u
tmrcnas co'

CAITAI T«m ML PtI

OUPTTm' nSAJ ««IIU.tAJI
errtl(rwtHill,BattKGwSaa.E.C
YaU^heaa lia. UH6 0««r»L

Oh ! That Reminds Me
ID Enquire the I'rice (rem

M. I. GOFFMAN
for his

20 X FRAMES x 16
Phot* A Frame Worka, Swansea.

Postcard Printing
GLOSSY
MATT -1/6 PER BEBT

P^_ UAIXIUALa
LNJ^. UBBO

Ratouchinc Copying,
Puos aa AsiliiliiHia.

W. J. WILLHETr. MBtraaSaWa
AVTIMOa.

ACADEMY
ENLARGEMENTS.

B.W. sariA

li X iZ
1«.

X U t/.
X U ' M

1/1

MM

MouMad lad w«U linuhed
AW. SartA COLOUR BO

t/l

ti-

ll-M

Ml
w-
tl-M

1hM
1M

ACADEMY PANELS 18 x 12 P. S. M.

a ft W. 3s. SEPIA 4s. COLOURS 6a.
WATER COLOURS 20 x 16 Slreldier 1 2s. 6d.
OIL COLOURS Do. Da 17s. 6d.

POSTCARDS
B. & W. Is. 9d. SEPIA 2s. per doi

Cash with oaoan. Full List ok application.

Carriatm tmd Pockins Conditiont.

For orders vaJua over £2 net no charte.

uii to <2 „ sand Id. in the shillinf.

.. .. £i .. .. M

ACADEMY STUDIOS
44. BERNERS ST., LONDON, W.

ENLARGEMENTS.
size.

lOx 8
12x10
15x12

Unmounted
B. W. Sepia

1/6

1/10

2/6

1/10

2/3
3/-

Mntd.& well finished
B.W. Sepia Colour'd

4/-

5/-

6/6

4/6

5/6
71-

8/-

12/6
15/-

Fading and Postage extra.

POSTCARD PRflMTINGa

BLACK. SEPIA.

1/10 2/4 PER

DOZEN.

E. L. SCRIVENS,
QUEEN'S ROAD, DONCASTER.

Ry.«j.if.Lni/iiWfiyijfeafeiS^'r?s

ENLARGEMENTS
\\ e ,;uafaiuee Beit Work in Ihe following :-

Mid. on P.S.. & well Spotted.
8Jx 6i .. 2/.
10 X 8 .. 2/6
12 X 10 .

.

3/3
15 X 12 .

.

4/e
20 X 16 str, £,/g

aji 64 .. 1/.
10 X 8 .. 1/3
12 xlO .. 1/e
15 xl2 .. 2/-
20 xl6 ..3/.

Sepia 6d. extra. Copying 9d.
Cash ami postage with order.

Also POSTCARD PRINTING, RETOUCHING, eto.

THE EXCELSIOR STUDIOS,
330, High Street. Stratford. London. E.I.S.

POSTCARD PRINTING

1/10
Best quality

only.

per
doz.. c.w.o.

List and Samp'es Free. Outdoor Photorraphers Catered firCAMP WORK, SAME DAY SERVICeI
Pl.AlES IlKVKLitl'KIi, NfMBEKED, EtC.

AI FRFD PFTTFTT th* ^^ ^^'" studio.,AL-rncu rci 111 1, KESWICK. Cumberland.FRAMES
2 Inches ROSE & GILT

20*1
42/- Per Doz. "[x 1 0t

OAK MOULDINGS, 2 to 6 It. lonmhs pressefl & plain,
apeeially aiRMINGHAM MOULDING WAREHOUSE,
loif pricet. 48, Gt Hampton Street, Birmingham

ENLARGEMENTS.
Finegt rewuttM guaranteed.

PLATE SUNK MOUNTED AND SPOTTED.
8x62/- 10x82/6 12x10 3/615x12 3/-
SEPIA 6d. extra. Copying Photographs 1 s.

RETOUCHING, PRINTING, ETC,
FAULKNER & BEEBY,

26, Archway Road, LONDON, N. 19.

(TompUments of tbe Season

To the Numerous Customers of

THE SWIFTPRINT Co.,

144, Northcote Rd., Battersea, S.W.ll.

POSTCARD PRINTING
BLACK & WHITE. SEPIA.

1/7 lioz. 2/- doz.

SESO FOR LIST AND SAMPLES.
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SI

The

British Journal of Photography.

Increase in Price to 3cl.

TN consequence of successive ad-

vances in printing charges and of

the continued high cost of paper, in

each case amounting to 200 per cent,

the price of The British Journal of

Photography will be increased to

threepence.

The advanced price will come

into force with the issue of next

week, January 2.

Henry Greenwood & Co., Ltd.
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=^

-.-^^.'-.^

A British Production

replacing German Metol.

SERCHOL is more
active, easier to

control, keeps bettei;

is stainless, gives

richer blacks in

prints.

Descriptive Booklet
post free.

loz3^9 'Alb.lS/- llb60^-'

Spec/a/Quofat/onsArOyerscasAfar/feis.

\ W.BIITCHER& SONS. LTD. i

I CAMERA HOUSE. FARRINGDON AVENUE.!
LONDON, ENGLAND. C

'
i

Raflimad E. Cjirter -j^l. -3iW Manaiini Dirtetor-
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A BECK LENS
FOR EVERY PURPOSE
FOR GENERAL LANDSCAPE WORK.

ISOSTIGMAR SERIES II f/SS.

Focus
Complete.

Plates suit- Price in
No. able for at Mt. with Iris

full Aperture. Diaphragm.

in. in. in.

1 2i 2JxlJ £4 15
3 4i 4Jx3J 4 15
4 6 5 x4 5 5

•4a 6? 5ix3J 5 15
5 7i 6ix4i 6 10
6 8i 7 x5 9 10

ISOSTIGMAR SERIES IV f/6-3 ANGLE 90°

No. Foous.

Suitable (or

plate when
used as

wide angle.

Suitable for

plate when
used as

ordin. lens.

Price in
mount

with Iris

Diaphragm.

2

3

4
5

m.

3i

4f
6

7J

m. m.

(4ix3i
(5 x4
6Jx4|
8Jx6J

10 X 8

in. in.

3Jx2i

4JX3J
5x4
6Jx4i

£6 5

6 io
7

8 10

^This size has an aperture of only f/6'3.

NEOSTIGMAR.
SERIES Iln f/6. SERIES Illn f/y?.

Plate Plate Plate Plate

No. Focus. covered
at full

aperture

covered at
moderate

stop.

Price. No. Focus. covered
at full

aperture.

covered at
moderate

stop^

Price.

ID. in. in. 111. 111. in. in. in. Ml. in.

3 4J 4ix3i 5x4 £3 10 3 4} 4ix3i 5 x4 £3

4 6 5 x4 7x5 4 4 6 5 x4 6*x4i 3 10

4a 6J 5Jx3J 8x5 4 15
4a
6 8^

5ix3J
6ix4i

7 x5
9 x7

3 15
4 10

6 H 7 x5 10x8 5 15 8 lOi 8Jx6J 10 X 8 6 5

FOR PORTRAITURE & TECHNICAL

WORK, PHOTOGRAPHING MACHINERY,

BUILDINGS. ALSO COPYING.

ISOSTIGMAR SERIES la f/6 S.

Plate suitable for Groupa Price in

No.
and Landscapes. Mount
Full 1 Moderate

Aperture. 1 Stops.

with Iris

Diaphragm.

in. in. iH. in in.

7 9* Six 6i 10 X 8 £10 10
9 12 10 X 8 12 X 10 19
11 17 12 xlO 15 X 12 30
12 19 15 xl2 18 X 16 47

FOR PORTRAITURE WITH SOFT
FOCUS EFFECTS.

ISOSTIGMAR SERIES VI f/Se.

No. Focus. Size of Portrait.
Size of Group
or Landscape. Price.

7

9

11

in.

9i
12
17

C. de V. & Cabinet
C. de V. & Cabinet
Panel

in. in.

8J X 6J
10 X 8
12 X 10

£14 14
28
44

*For oopyiag, a larger plate can be covered.

FOR FAST SNAPSHOTS WITH REFLEX OR FOCAL PLANE CAMERAS.

NEOSTIGMAR SERIES I f/4-5.

No. Focus Plate covered all

full Aperture.
la Irfg or smik

Mount.
In Focussing

Mount.

3
4

5

6

in

5
in. In.

3i X 2A

4i X 3|
5* X 3J
6i X 44

£6 10
6 15
9 10

12

£9
9 5

13
15 10

R.6- J

R. & J. BECK, LTD., 1^^^^^ 68, CornhiU, London. E.C.3
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Mr. P. J. Mortintar, art editor of the " Amatoor Photographer,"

and of " Photopama of the Year," said that he waa Hon. Secretan-

of the London Salon and a Fellow of the Royal Photographic Society.

He explained the diflertnca between ordinary trade photographs and

pbotographa nicb as would be produced by the i^pellaot, which

would be accepted by the Salon and the Royal Photographic Society.

The appallant'a work showed distinct individuality.

li waa cooteoded on behalf of the appellant that the business

carried on was a profession—namely, that of an artist in photo-

fraphic work, and not that of an ordinary photographer, and that

the capital employed by the appellant waa nominal, and that the

profits of his boainesa were dependent on his personal qaalificationa

On behalf of the Commiasiooers, it was contended that the appel-

lant was carrying on a trade or hosiness, and that the exception (<)

to Section 39 of the Finance (No. 2) Act, 1915, did not apply.

The Special Commiasiooeia considered the whole of the facta and

milaiitiiiiis, and they were of opinion that the appellant came within

the charge to eicaae profits daty and confirmed the assessments.

Mr. Hobnan Gregory, K.C., Mr. Bremner, and Mr. G. Pilcher

appeared for the appellant; and the Solicitor-General (Sir Ernest

ftUoek, K.C.). Mr. T. H. Parr, and Mr. R. P. Hills for Om respon-

Mr. Jnstwe Rowlatt, in giving judgment, said that the case raised

the qoastioa whether a man who carried on business aa a pboto-

gllillM of a apeeial kind carried on a profeanon within Snb-section

(e) at flection V of the Act of 1915. It was a eommooplace by this

time that the wand " profasaion " in that sobaection could not be

eihsnetWely defined, but, for the purpoee of the praaeot case, a man

did not eMTcia* a profession unless he exercised an art, the profits

of which w«« dependent mainly on his personal qnalifScations. It wsa

•CWMC7 to inqiuire whether the decision of the Commissioners was

limsiini in point of law. Il was true that the appellant's work

aiS««d tram that of an ordinary photographs. He had gone very

lull hejroad the work of the ordinary trade photographer, but he

did not, as it appeared to hia (his Lordchip), do anything in law

heyosd what an ordinary pbotognpher did. He had great ability in

posing his subjecU and in seeing where an attractive picture could

be made. Be did things in a mora aiaborate way than an ordinary

phatoc«ph«^, but it was all a qoeatioo of dagreei It was impossible

to dectd* that the Commissiooen had gone wrong. Where il was a

mm» qamltnn «l digrse, as in that case, the deeisiaa of the Commis-

opan eoald not be set aside unlese they had applied wrong phn-

^pias or a wrong test. Aa it cou'.d not be said that they had i;une

WTOi^ in law the appeal mast be dismissed

AXDTHE MICBOeOOPE: ITS DESiaX. OONBTBDCTION,
APPLICATION.

Tki Faraday Sooiety, the Roysl Miofoeoopiaal SoeiHy, the Optical

Socaaty, and th* Photo-micrographie Society, in eo«peratioo with

Iho Optical Obaamitlee of the British Seiaoce Guild, meeting in joint

ssssinn. wtU bold a

a

ympwfcim and gmmtl diarw ion oo "The Micro-

aoops : lu Deugn. CoMlraeliaa, aod AppUcatioM," on Wedneaday,

January M, 1900.

Xhe 1—rlTg viQ be held in the rooma of the Royal Society, Bur-

lington Howe, PiecMliUy, W.l (by kisd purmimion of the Preaidcnt

and Caueil), and it will extend over two emaiona: from 4.30 to

f^^ Msd faom 8 to 10 p.m. During the attaraoon praosding the

IBaaliac from 8.30 to 4.30, an exhibition will be held in the Library of

IIm Boyal Society, which wiU UlustraU reesnt developmenU in the

mItii of migcaaopy and the lateat applicaticna of the microscope

in aa braMhea of iafioalfy.

The piifpaaai of tho fiiaeawiaB are >-

(1) To slimiilali the atody of and reaearch in mieroaoopical science

iH the United Kingdom by :

—

(a) tnJtcilh^ linaa of program in the meabnnical and optical

4aaigB of the inatrament

;

(b) flbowii^, by miins of axhibila, recant impfovamcoU in the

mioroeeope and iu technique ; and

(e) Tho variad mea to which the mieroaoop* can be applied aa an

hMtrmneot of raaearch in the adaaoea, arte, and industriaa.

(Z) lb aiiuuwaga the mar-'—— in thia eoontiy of the highest

of hmlaament and of the optical glam required for that

The meeting will be presided over by Sir Robei-t Hadfield, Bart.,

D.Sc., D.Met., F.R.S., President of the Faraday Society, who will

deliver an opening; address, and Mr. J. E. Barnard, President of the

Royal Microscopical Society, will then give a general survey of the

subject, and he will be followed by Sir Herbert Jackson, K.B.E.,
F.R.S. Prof. F. J. Cheehire, C.B.E., -will then speak on the

Mechanical Design of Microscopes, and a paper by Prof. A. E.

Conrady on Microscopical Optics will be presented.

Among those who have, up to the present, also indicated their

intention of contributing papers and to the discussion axe :—Dr. L.

Aitchison and Mr. F. Atkinson, Mr. W. B., Appleton, Prof. Dr.

Carl Benedicks and Mr. E. Waldon, Prof. H. Le Ohatelier, Prof.

C. H. Desch, Dr. J. W. Evans, F.R.S., Dr. F. Giolitti, Dr. W. H.
Hatfield, Prof. H. M. Howe, Prof. Zay Jeffries, Mr. W. H.
Lamplough, Mr. E. F. Law, Dr. A. McCance, Mr. J. H. G. Mony-
pennv, Prof. Alfred W. Porter, F.R.S., Dr. W. Rosenheim, F.R.S.,

Dr. G. E. Stead, F.R.S., Mr. H. G. Byland, Mr. H. M. Sayars,

M. E. Schneider, Dr. R. E. Slade and Mr. G. I. Higson, Dr. F. C.

Thompson, Prof. W. M. Thornton, Dr. M. W. Travera, F.R.S., Dr.

A. E. Tutton, F.R.S., Mr. F. Twyman, Dr. R. M. WalmsleVj Dr.

W. R. Whitney, and Dr. R. S. Willows.

Exhibits will be shown by Mr. Charles Baker, Mr. Arthur Ban-

field, Prof. W. M. BayUsg, F.R.S., Messrs. R. and J. Beck, Ltd.,

Messrs. British Dyestuffs Corporation (Huddersfield), Ltd., the

Cambridge Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd., Mr. A. Chasten Chap-

man, Meser^ Courtaulds, Ltd., Messrs. Dallmeyer, Mr. F. David-

son, Mr. R. Finlayson, Geological Survey and Museum, Col. J. W.
Gifford, Mr. R. E. Hanson, Dr. W. H. Hatfield, Mr. Albert Henning,

Miss Nina Hosali, Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary Woollen System Co., Ltd.,

Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., Mr. H. C. Lancaster, Dr. Gooffrey Martin, Dr.

J. W. Mellor and Dr. A. Scott, Dr. F. G. Ogilvie, Mr. F. Ian G.

Rawlins, Mr. W. C. Reynolds, Mr. J. Rheinberg, Mr. J. Strachan.

Dr Marie Slopes, Mosrs. James Swift and Son, Ltd., and Messrs.

Taylor, Taylor, and Hobson, Ltd.

Further particulars relating to the discussion may be obtained

from F. S. Spiers, Secretary, The Faraday Society, 10, Essex

Street, London, W.C.2 ; or C. J. Lock, Secretary, the Royal Micro-

scopical Society, 20, Hanover Square, London, W.l.

THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL GROUP OF THE ROYAL
PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The first annual general meeting of the newly-formed Scientific and

Tachnicid Group waa held at 35, RusseM Square, on Wednesday,

Daoembsr 17, when about fifty of the members of tlie Group mustered

in the Library, where they discussed tea and cake, and then adjourned

to the meeUng-room. Mr. W. B. Ferguson, K.C., M.A.(Oxon.),

F.I.C., was elected to the chair, and was supported by Messrs. F.

F. Reowick, O. Bk^h, and Dr. R. E. Slade, who had been actin?

daring the last few months as a provisional and organising committee.

illtumt. Fraser BUck and Wtiitfield Taylor were elected scrutiDe—*

oi the ballot, and retired with the ballot papers.

Mr. F. F. Renwick, for the provisional committee, said that after

the initial meeting «Ups had been taken to get into touch with aJl

members of the Society, and particularly those who had evinced

^t^eat in the proposed work of the Group, about 140 adh«-«n.(«

had been secured, and it was hoped that by the New Year the

number would roach 200. The subjects in which the members w»ro

inttfeated had been tabulated, and a democratic programme drawu

up. The council had passed standing orders which gave the Group

a constitution, and the provisional committee had drafted by-laws

to be discuased and amended, if necessary, that evening, and to be

submitted to the councd for approval. l*ho initial expenses had been

somewhat heavy, but were justified, he thought, by the success

achieved.

On the motion of Mr. Slater, seconded by Mr. SeEors, the report

was adopted. j x j
The proposed by-laws were discussed sertahm, and were adopted

with slight alterations. One of these was to the effect that the

annual general meeting of the Group should ordinarily be held on

the second Wednesday in May instead of on the second Friday in that

month. By-law 12 was divided into twa -Mirts, and a proviso added

to the first that no member might make more than six nominationa

to the administrative committee. In lie second part of the by-law
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(now 13) it was provided that nomination papers should be open
t« inspection by its members. From byJaw 20 (formerly 19) the

provision for publiehing abstracts, etc., in the "Photographic
Journal " was deleted. The Chairman volunteered to redraft tlie

by-laws and incorporate the amendments.
The scrutineers, on their return, reported that seventy-four ballot

papers had been received (one invalid), and that the following were
elected as Administrative Committee :—0. Bloch, F.I.C. ; Sir William
J. Pope, K.B.E., F.R.S., Hon. F.R.P.S., etc.; F. F. Renwick,
F.I.C, F.C.S., A.C.G.I, F.R.P.S. ; E. Sanger Shepherd, F.R.P.S.

;

R. E. Slade, M.C., D.Sc, F.I.C. ; G. Whitfield.

The proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to the chairman.

THE SUCCESS OF BRITISH PLATES IN SWITZERLAND.
With the 'oessaition of hostilitdes and the subsequemt waiving of
restrictions in regaj^ io expaptati<His carae the opportunity of
British photographic firms to maike good in the ovei-seas maj-kerta.

At 'a first glanoe thds did not seem a very easy maittei-. In
certain countries, such as Switzerland, Germany was in the field,

aad had ibeen so during the wihole iperiod of the war; moreover,
freigljtage was cheaper aaid the imark was low. But with
characteristic British perseverance—a perseverance to which,
perhaps, credit is not often givenr-BritisJi firms, quite aware of
the magnitude of the task, entered the lists in a whole-
hearted manner, and in the first onslaught beat the Teuton.
The weapon used was quality. One instance, typical of
many, will illustrate tliis fact. A rotary photogravure firm
in Geneva, which had for many years employed German
p.ates, was induced to purchase some newly-arrived British
plates-^ indoioement, % the way, which diid not call for an
exceptional amount of persuasive powers on .the part of the agent
With the first exposui^ a decided improvement was remarked
the negative possessing a tone and vigour not obUinable in theGerman plate. FuKtlher e.xparimente oonfirmed the excellent result
of the first, and as this particular firm have a reputation for goodwork, a number of negaitivea amd ^poaiti^es previously made with
txei-man plates were immediately scrapged and the originals re-
photographed with Briti^ plates. The remark of ihe happy
director was brief

:
" Theyre dearer, but they're worth if WhTtmore need be said?

A pleasing feature of the presence of the British plate in the

to the notice of the various firms the excellent quality of the

dZlV^Z 'f;
^'^^ '^^-"g ^he ,d«sired result^ and "^wiU Z-aoubtealy lead to mcreased sales.

In Switzerlaiid the amouait of three-colour work ta™d out is

TllZf^"7}'"\Tu^
'^''' """ ^'S"« that thi« is .increasing. Thi«fact should attract he attention of dealers in panchromatic plat^,

tll« /
^^

""""f
^' ^"" "'^^'^^ '^ '-' «"t °- ^ conquest ohose fii-ms using collodion emiikion, for. though emulsion iL beeoi

;e«"ff ^J°^ ™a.ny years and in most cases has successfullv
resisted the advent of the dry pl^e, /th«re i« iio rea«,n wTy thenow perfected panchromatic dry plate .hould not oome into Zown even as the ordinary plate has won laurels in photogravure.The photo-mechan«=al pla^t* for haM^ne a^d line work is upagainst a greater proposition, for here, aa is probably the case Z
fof^^'- J^r- "'^"^ '"""'^'''" '^' '"^^ '''-- -f work, b,^tfor certain subjects it may find a ready ,sale.

l-here as still <ui open road to success for the various mak^ ofbromide paper, and though French and Belgian products are indemand, weU advertised British bremide or other papers would
certainly be given a trial, aaid a trial is all that is needed.

E. J. Glttmaet.
m

Co-PAHTNEHSHn. IN THE OpTicAL LvDusTEY.-An interesting
pamphlet has heen printed (by Messrs. Taylor, Taylor and Hobson,
Limited, in the shape of a reprint of an address by Mr. William
Taylor setting forth the scheme of co-partjienship between the firm
and Its employees. The scheme replaces one of ordinary profit-
sharing, and we are quite sure that firms contemplating plans of this
kind will be anxious to study the system which has been evolved,
after much study, by Mr. William Taylor.

il$$i$tant$' Rotes.

Notes by assistants suUablt for this column will be considered

and paid for on the first of the month following publication.

Dry-mounting Prints of Extra Large Size.

When one is used to a dry-mounting piiess, it ia not pleaaant U> bo

suddenly faoed with a job for which the process is apparently

useless and a reversion to the odd wet method seems necessary. This

is wihat haippene whien the size of a mount ds such, tfliait it will not go

(between the arms of the press.

Provided that the unmouinted print or emilargwnent is not too wide,

paste and starcfh can still Ibe avoid^ed by dry-mounting the print to a

piece of thin pliable art moumting—such as " Nestor," " Baltic," or

" Ensign, " art boards—doing any neoeasary triimming afterwan-ds.

A print so backed can be mountied securely and flat with an edging

of iSeoootine. To do this well the print should Ibe laad face down on

a clean sheet of paper, and .the nozzle end of Ithe tube passed lightly

around, a/bout l-lftth to ith from the extreme edges. To prevent

any possibiility of the primt budigdng in, the centre, a couple of lunes

can ibe mioi across in, each dijection (dividing the back of the prmt

into mine sections). The backed .aind " secootined " print is laid

on the mount in. the required positkHi amd put under pressure for an

tiour or two, w(hm it wiU be fixed perfeotly flat and with no tendency

to future oocikling.

A -good barder cam be made by cutting the pliable mountmg a

ahade larger than, the en.lairgeimenit, taking care when pressing not

to damage the edges on the amm* of the dry-mcnrnteir.—Thebmit.

A Useful Knife.

An exJceJlent scraping knife can be faAioned out of a wooden^

handled pushpin and a small piece of hard wood about the size amd

shape of an ave(r.age cigar. For very small and fine work this knife

wiU be found exceptionally useful.

The pushpin is chosen for its blued steett point, which should be as

long and thick as procurable. This point is extracted with pliers

and with the same tool forced point first about half its length into

one end of the cigar-shaped piece of wood. The ferrule is next

removed from the original handle, taking 'Oare not .to split it in the

process, and the point of the new handle having been shaved down

sufliciently, the ferrule is pressed into place over the steel pin.

We now have a blunt pin on a convenient handle. The next step is

to grind the pin dowmtoanabUqueedge, whioh can' be done with a

file, or much more quickly on an emery or carbm-undum wheel, finish-

ing off on a whabstone.

Such a knife wiU scrape lUhe most delicate spots from tlbe toughest

film without lifting pieces out.—Thekmit.

Patent mm.
Proeest patents—applieations and specifications—are treated tH

" Photo-Mechanical Notes."

Applications, December 8 to 13.

Studio Accessories.—No. 30,655. Artificial lighting accessories

for photographic studios. J. W. Freckleton.

Cameras.—No. 30,718. Photographic cameras. B. B. A. Johnson.

Colour Photography.—^No. 31,091. Apparatus for producing

photographs and projecting the same in natural colours. E. C. S.

Parker.

Photo-Micrography.—No. 31,025. Photo-micrographic apparatus.

S W. Ross.

CiNEMATOGH.iPHY.—No. 30,969. Cinematograph apparatus. T.

Baron, A. E. Bettles, R. J. Neil, and F. R. Parnell.

Cinematography.—No. 30,806. Cinematograph apparatus. W. E.

L. Day.

Projection Screen.—No. 31,184. Projection screen. Deutsciie

Lichtbild Ges. and A. Schulze.
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Somel'hing

Here's a wonderful photographic dis-

covery. It is a printing medium

registering the Vigour of Gaslight yet

possessing the Speed of Bromide.

A NEW POWER
It gires a new power to the photographer. Its

latitude is enormous, and, with it, enlargements

can be made successfully and quickly from the

poorest negatives. For topical work it means

shorter exposure, for negative difficulties will be

overcome by its vigour and its speed

Usnal prices. Send immediately for sample to

—

Cl^ITERION?r?^«lLTD.
10, STECHFORD. BIRMINGHAM.

^1

The VIGOUR df CasligW Paper

wihh l-he SPEEI) of Bromide
,. .'i —^^^

CrifefionExhraHard

Bromide Paper
ns&<
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CnnoCATOGKAPHT.—No. 30,856. Cineoiatogr^h cameras and pro-

jecton. C. KeutoQ and G. B. Ri]«y.

CnoatATOGRAPBT.—No. 31,159. Cinematograph acreena. W. J.

Marka.

€ra4c Ra«a and marks.
APPLICATIONS FOB SEGISTBATION.

Owoa.—No. 386,323. Cinematographic apparatoa. Omnia Kroe
Apparatoa Company, Ltd., 27, High Street, Bloocnabary, Lon-

don, W.C.2, manufacturers. October 21, 1919.

meetings of socieites.

KXSTINeS 07 BOCIETIEB FOB NEXT WEEK.

•PkoMfiapbT"

MoasAT, DacBxaia S.
SoeiMj. JoablaSala.

I g«olH7. •Ezposaraand
'M PtaoMgiaphie Soeiaij. PbotOfnpher " and

TsaaSAT, Dacaaaaa JO.

w. a*u*.

Cnrdoa r«wa

Phetopaphta Bealetr. " Oerdopmaol.'
oath OUMn dab. WhUl IMt*.

WCDSuiuT, DacBMBaa S.
Qab. Tb* AOlisUon 191} CcwpatlUaa Laalna BlidM.

TauaaoAT, JiauAar 1.

Ilk (Haap*hira Boom) Pbotofftapbia Soatoly. X Oo* Man Btiow."

BMunoad CaiB*n CInb. ** 0««ll«bl and PrlDtJD(.oal Papers." Tba Pac** Priaa
PlaMCo.

Hall rbotpaiaallla loilHy. Owintnai »a»a««alnBnal. 7. W. Deoabtr.
odlay mi nmui PkoMfiafkla a<a>y. "Oolon Photoiiapbr." a B.

HowtflJ.
^^

PBOnSSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION.

A mxrwo o( the Cooncil waa held at 36, Roiaall Square (the

booM o( Um Royal Pbotognphic Society), oo Friday, Deoember 12,

1919.

PraMni: A. Baail, Gordoa Cbaaa, A. Corbett. C. F. Dickinaon,

Allrad EUia, a R. Fry, Reg. Hainaa, Geo. Hana, R. N. Speaij^ht,

Lang Siaa (Loadoa mambam), Mareaa Adama (Reading), Frank
Brown (LaioMter). W. B. ChapUn (Windaor). T. Chid^y (Cheater),

A H. Cba{Biaa (Swanaaa). and F. Read (Soothport). A letter of

regret for ioalMiity to atteod waa lead (mn W. SUaKworUi
(MoKhMnptoa).
The mimWea o( the laat maeling were read, armeoded. and oob-

flfined. A report liwn the Cnogrew Committee «aa preMOted. oob-

lainiag • aiieletoii yragramme baaed oo 1914 esperieooeb The com-

mittee prtmoeed to bold an exh ibittoo of profiirwial portrait work,

(be objeel o( which woold be to illustrate the firesent pceition of

profssriotnl portraiture in the United Kingdom. The amount of

at the committee's dispoaal would not be large, and it waa

to obtasA the akhibita by inritation. "nse invitationa

would not ha limited to members of the Aseociation. Tiie commit-

tae had a oanaidwed schame, and reqnired the epproval and aolho-

ritj st Aa CooDcil to proceed with it. It waa moved by Mr. Read,

and eeoooded by Mr. Chase and carried nnanimooaly, that the

eport be aooeptsd and foil power be given to the committee to

oontimie thasr arrwgeoBente and to report to the Council from time

Tbe Finat I Oommittee recommended for payment acoonnta

to £87, and father recommended that, being satisfied

position of the Aesorialson'a financea justified it,

o( Mr. Fry as seersUry for the year 1920, which

t^potetmaat wsa approved in principle at the Oooncil meeting held

la Oolaber 23, 1919, be proceqJed with, and it waa moved by Mr.

^og ttiM aad secooded by Mr. Chapman that the report be

Adopted; eerrisd anammoosly.

Mr. Lang Sims thea moved :
" Tlat a aobaeription list be opened

for the porpoee of praaenting a saitahie memento to Mr. Alexander

y^«Aft ia reaogaitioa of has vahutble aerrioes to the Auociation

lewiHng ovsr a kwg period." He said that he waa aune that

wsry m«kbar «( the Coancil had ao tboo«fato other than kiiM and

friendly ones towards Mr. Mackie, whose connection with the
Assooiabion over a long oeriod of yef-rs had been one of whole-
hearted enthusiasm for its welfare. His work, both in its earlier

and later years, had been characterised by thoroughness and con-

spicuous ability. The new edition of the P.P. A. Handbook, copies

of which had bat recently been distributed to the members, was
only one item of evidence of his T5ainstaking care. Mr. Mackie had
been and was very weE known to all, and his work had been of

great value to the profession as a whole. He {Mr. Sims) moved
this resolution with a great deal of pleasure, as he believed it would
meet with the approbation of every member of the Association.

Mr. Tom Ghidley seconded the resolution. He said he Tvas sure

the proposal would meet with everyone's approval and support.

Mr. Mackie had given useful and valuable advice to many members
of the Assooiation from time to time.

After further kindly references to their farmer honorary secre-

tary, the resolution was put and carried unanimously. The details

of the proposal were left for settlement to the next Council meeting.

The hon. secretary reported that the new edition of the Handbook
had been posted to members, and he hoped that it would meet with

general approval. There was more useful matter in it tJian before.

Hi* next effort to overcome the arrears left by the war should be

to publish a similar broohnre containing the names and acTdresses

d the members. This involved a large amount of personal work,

and had been and even aovr was delayed by the continuous re-

turning of ^-.embers whose subscriptions had been suspended during

their war service. A list of memibers was of little value unless

sufficiently accurate, and however carefully done soon became out

of date, owing to the natural loss of members which occurred in a

large aaaociation, and the constant removals and changes of address.

A considerable number—^nearly forty—of new members had come

in as a result of the publication of an interview with one of the

Amociation'a officials in the Kodak house jouraal, " The Profess.ional

Photogmpher," and with new members from other sources there

waa now a list of fifty names which had not yet been read to the

Council. He was afraid that the total for the current yeaa- would

not approach last year's total, however. He had to report that the

profiteering case brought bv a member had broken down owing to

the fact that as jAotograiphio postcards were not "scheduled"

under the Act, the complaint could not be proceeded with as against

the manufacturers.

The November number of the Circular had been published strictly

to time, and he had received many letters of approval from members.

There had been a conaideralble correspomdenoe during the month

with members, and many complaints and enquiries had been dealt

with. Fire inauraiice enquiries and propoeads Ked increased owing

to publicity in the Circular, and he hoped at ao early moment to

be in a position to offer the Association's special premium coa-

oemiooa to cover motor-cycles and motor-oars. Amongst the month's

corrovondsboe were such varied aubjecU as copyrights and in-

creased fees; the high prices of photographic materials; the bad

rail services, especially delays in the matter of empty returns; the

non-suDoiy of roll films to profeesional photographers; an assis-

taoU' o«»on; and pricte for afficuH. orthoKjhromatic reproduction

TWs being the last Council meeting ih the financial year, the hon.

treaover reported that he expected to be able to present a favoiur-

able statement of accounts for the year 1919. The expenses of th«

^ssocUtion in conducting ito business had been j^eater in the cur-

rent year, but the income had also expanded in a manner which he

believed the CouncU and the members of the Association would

consider satisfactory.

CROyDON CAMERA CLUB.

Despftb the genial propJiecy that December 17 waa to wind op the

club, and incidentally the world in general, Mr. W. Kenriek, takm«

all risks, gave a capital lantern-letltufe, entitled " The Work and

Records of the PhotograpWc Survey and Record of Surrey." At

fitet sight this subject may seem a dry one except to those mterested

in the work, but he contrived to make it most interestmg to aU.

He Showed convincingly how infinitely superior tbe eye of «ie

oamera is to the perception of the artist when it comes to faithful

records—not that fhe former need be necessarily unpictonal—and

it m wortJiy of note that the finest sUfle, both in techjiical quality
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and artistic repreeentation, was frcm iv film made yrith a ten-shilling

" Brownie." Mr. Kenrick's own contoibutiom to poeterity consists

of 2,000 print* and 900 lantern slides, touly a record to be proud Of.

Here indeed is photography with a purpose.

During Itihe e\'oning Dr. C. Atkin Swan, F.R.P.S., wa« elected a

member oi the club with much acclamation. The "office boy"
(proposer) said lie recently had had the pleasure of witnessing a

private rehe-irsail of a lantern ehow with the doctor operating the

alternating arc, and a most wonderful imitaJtion of a cinematograph

seriously out of order was afforded. If only they could persuade

the doctor on some future oocasion to operate tibe club lantern for

a peppwry lecturer, everybody should experience the time of their

lives.

The previous week, Mr Vivian Jobling, wjth hair cut regardless

of expense and looking very trim and spruce, gave an excellent and

very practical demonatration on " Staining amd Finisihing Picture

Frames." As a jobling workman he is hard to beat. He advo-

cated marrow oak frames stained to harmonise with the picture or

photograph, as the case mighlt he, or else plain walnut, wax-iinished.

An extra-special and really ingenious miti^e-blbck was brought for-

ward. In Wis hands it worked like a charm, and enables the two

mouldings forming one mitre to be cut, with one sawing, which

dispenses with planing true and permits of a better grip for (the

glue. The mitre-'block received (unanimous commendation, which

is unusual in the club, and even tJhe secretary, Mr. Sailors, failed

to suggest any improvement, which ia more than unusual. The
demonstrator strongly recommended all joins should be screwed as

well as glued, for tthen the fraanes never shofwed signs of coming

apart, even if continuously exposed to damp.

Many recapes for staining followed. For oak frames he recom-

mended, when a good ibrown colouiT is desired'—black japan, one

part; tui^pentine, two parts. Paint on, Jeave for about ten minutes,

and wipe off all unabsorbed stain. For a very dark brown—burnt

umber, oil-colour, ds ru^bbed into the wood; cheap " sltudents'

"

tubes answer well. For a green—jxrussian-blue and burmt-siemia

water-colours are mixed and well rubbed in. For a " brindle-

brown "—soot and water are incorporated and applied with an old

brush, surplus being removed with a wet rag.

For finishing, in preference to plain beeswax and turpentine, he

advised—^beeswax, 3 ozs. ; spermaceti, 2 ozs. ; /turpentine, 10 ozs.

Mr. Rose here differed, Stating "oiling up" gave a more chaste

effect, but Mr. Jobling stuck firmly to the wax.

Correspondence*

•,* Correspondents should never vrrite on both sides of th* paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

',' We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expreseei

{)y o%ur correspondents.

OBJECTIONABLE PHOTOGRAPHS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—^AU photographers who wish to maintain a clean

reputation for their profession should thank you for the strictures

contained in " Some Matters of Etiquette" which appeared in your
issue of 12th inst.

A certain section of the illustrated Press has for some years pan-
dered to the pornographic portion of the public by publishing prints

of the "legs and lingerie" order, with the result that questionable
pictures are now accepted quite as a matter of course. People being
presumably saltiated with the contemplation of calves—shapely and
otherwise—the ladies have been induced to undress their upper
portions, so that it is possible to acquire an almost comolete know-
ledge of female anatomy by the judicious combination oi inese two
periods of art.

The fact that such things are thrust upon us is, however, no
reason why photographers should 'break away from their legitimate
work, and endeavour to secure a doubtful type of clientele by the
exhibition of such meretricious productions.

I know of a photographer's window wherein repose a row of " Art
studies" (vide label) which fairly shriek "chorus girl with her

clothes off "
; and, indeed, judicious inquiry discovered this to be the

case. The damsels in question are neither pretty nor graceful, and
not even the "glad eye" with which they coyly contemplate the

observer can compensate for the vulgarity of their ill-formed naked
backs and angular arms.

These photographs are exhibited in a busy thoroughfare, yet few
women stop to look at them. The moral is obvious, though the
photographer is doubtless doing a good, if ephemeral, business in his

special line.—^Yours faithfully,

Old Hand.

LENS-SEPARATION IN STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY OF
SMALL OBJECTS ON THE SAJSIE OR AN ENLARGED

SCALE.

To the Editors.

Gentlemesni,—May I offer a few remarks on. this interesting sub-

ject? I have made a few experiments on paper which seem to offer

a basis to work on, for neair subjects.

On separation of lenses in stereo camera :

—

1. When photographing full size tihe distance between focussing

screen and tlie object is equal to four times tlhte fooal length of I'ena.

2. The lens wiill be about rriidrway at twice its focal lerngth.

3. The separation (laying midway) will be about li ins. (say

IJ ins.) whatever the focal length may be.

4. Whem photogra^yhing a laindsoa,pe the lens would be brought
back a distance equal to its focal length (viz., infinity), the
separation being anything from 2{ ins. to 3 ins.

5. If we so adjust this difference of focus between a landscape

's,f=n««^<fl.mn 3* 2> 2« 2* '» g* ^ '*, .'''
^^^

and an, exact size object so that the separation fits it coorectly ataQ
places we shall have a ready means of comparing angles and
focusses.

6. A 3-in. lens would bring an object full size at 12 ins. from
focussing screen (forming an angle at 12 ins. therefrom).

7. A 6-in. lens would extend the object to a distance of 24 ins.,

forming an angle proportionately.

8. It would appear tdiat for near work the short-faaua lenses give

the greatJest angular nelief , amd the longer focus less aingular relief.

On reuief in stereo oamerai :

—

1. It would appear that for objects hawing few planes, such ae ft

coini relief, the shorter focus might give a better rendering.

2. An olbject with many planes, such as a pin ooshion with pine

at many distamcies, would te rendered better by longer focussed

I am enclosing a drawing to make it as dear as I can, with' a
suggestion of making a scale on a lath for each focus of lens id

use. This would provide a fairly reiidy means of finding ouit off

comparing the angle, extension, etc., according tO' scaje of otbjeot

and getting a (particular angle of relief by choosing a certain focus

lene.

I am, however, enlajgdmig on, this subject in a further letter. Hue
covers the subject in the stereo camera, but thoughts go beyond it.

—YouiTs sincerely, John Wield.
Woodhall Spa.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. Benham's diagram clearly shows the principle

involved in taking stereos, at close quarters, if the normal stereo-
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VIGOROUS
BROMIDE
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Glossy, Matt and Semi,

and in Postcards, singes,

and strips " 6-on."

The Ideal of the
Press Photographer

or for ixse when add'

itional brilliance or

contrast is required.

A paper with very great

latitude in exposure.

Full stocks on hand.

Liberal samples of Gevaert
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N. KENSINGTON, W.IO
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TheBritishJournal
Almanac, 1 920.

Edited by GEORGE E. BROWN. F.I.C

Now in the binders hands for pubhcation

at the end of January or early in February.

The editorial article is titled
" Beginners

Failures in Photography, and covers the

whole field of photography. It is written

in a way to bring it within the under-

standing of the least experienced.

The fifty-ninth issue of the Almanac, which

is restored to its pre-war edition of 25,000

copies, will be found as valuable as ever

in the work-room of the amateur and the

office of the professional.

The prices remain at Is. 6d. in paper

covers : 2s. 6d. cloth bound. To make

certain of a copy, an order should be

olaced at once with a photographic dealer,

bookseller, book-stall, or newsagent.

••; In
ftS *
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ooopic effect U umed at ; but there axe two other considerations

:

firstly, that if iimajt«oeoiu exposure U neceauiy, then the reduced

lena leparatioa as shown by this diagram may yet be too great to

bring both images on to the one plate; and, secondly, that for

adeotific purposes it is aometimea useful to get an exaggeraited

stsfWMoopic ^ect by increasing the lens separation. 1i simul-

taneous exposure is not essential, is tliere any objection to swinging

the camara direct on to the object for succesaiTe exposures of right

and left halves?

It will be noted that Mr. Benham takes 2} in. as his basis, whilst

your original correspondent takes 3 in. as tiie normal lens separa.

tion. I am of opinion that such wide separation is a mistake, and is

tba iMult partly of the desire for exaggerated relief, partly of the

adoption of unsuitable plate sixes and the fixing of lens separation

aooording to thesa plate sixes rather than on any logical basis.

My earliest stereo, work was done on a 7 by 5 with lenses of

6-in. focus at 3|-in. separation, but now, for a long time, I have

worked with S^-in. s^taration (the separation of my own eyes) and

lansca of 3^in. {ocns, latterly on the S^-in. by S^in. plate. I have

BSTsr bad to reduce this separation for portraits even at 2 ft. away,

bat for small objects si very close quarters, say 10^ in. from lens,

tha azaggaration of relief is discernible in the slide. On &lr. Ben-

liam's basis of 2] in. the separation at 1(H in. should be 2 13-32 in.,

and oo my 2|-in. baaia sboald be reduced to 2 3-16 in.

Tha axaggeratad relief reanlting from too great a leos separation

IS always aoeompaniad by a corresponding diminution of the apparent

aiza of the object. This I think is entirely a mental effect. I have

an old slide somewhere of the Matterhorn from Zermatt, some seven

milaa distant, in which the camera has evidently been shifted bodily,

I sbonid guess some two or three hundred yanls, for the exposures

«1 the two halves. (The nearest foreground object, by the way,

is about 300 yd*, away.) I'he effect in the stereoscope is that of

looking at a small model on the table ondsr one's nose.

I do not know what limits thare are to a teaiaad sight'., sterao-

aoopio vMioa, but I should think it would reqniia a trained vision

to daoida which was tha farther away of two vertical rods, one say

1 yd. high at 100 yda. and one 1 1-100 yd. hi«h at 101 yds., viewed

irom tha baaa level.

It is a long stretch back to my Jules Vema days, but I remembe;
that Capt. Nemo, of the " Nautilus," was daseribad aa baring eyes

vary widely set, and, in consequence, powan of stereoscopic vision

approacbsd by no other member of the crew of that early submarine.

Tba few friends I have measured vary no more than 1-16 in. one

way «r tha other from the 24- in. eye separation. It woold be ja^arest-

ing to know what the average adult separatiao is, also tha axtrame
vahaticas mat with.—Youn truly,

B. W. Blaulbt.
4, Saadlay Park Road, near Manchester.

MOCNTINO BLOCKS TO POINT SfEASUB£8.
To tha Editors.

O suthiasii ,—It ia nnnafwasiry to ootioa tha fiiat five paragnpha
of Th. Eamcr's umuMuU e4 Deoaorfiar 6. If ha has tried to un-

prove oDoditioaa sn block fuoantiag ha deasrves thanks, but to

claim for the trade gaoarally that cooditioas as at proseat are all

that can be daaved is riaiming too modi. It is good news to learn

that there is no obstat^a in tha way to simr—fol mounting to points.

But '* iisuneissil sawdust" and similar aoliterfugaB which chip

away readily are wotaa than anything.

As there is no method of k>cking op a forme at type to beat side-

atioka and qaoias made of wood—Hecopel quoina being the nearest

in iffHt-TT *" BO anhatitala, so far, eqoala wood for mounting

|ila^iis_ axoapt whan nwoBttad on metal. Where firms cast their

own types, aterso and electro platca are oftsn mounted on quota-

tion or quads after tha type ia imposed in the ohase. Parker's

[laiMil ifMHMrtt and palw* togister-finding an too costly for the

snaDer aiagU Uooka.

This week (aot tea yam ago) I waa given a block to include with

socae telUniiMS ia a job. The block was naiw, and when placed

ia a paat<l ahowed ttet it waa monrted crooked, and the mount

wM wider «a 00a part than another. To r«aady this the oomp.

liftad tha piata, raaaing the risk of breakaga and battering tha

daiga iilim oatUag donro ag^n. Aa a price was given for the job

th» aartim tioM waa all loa. Thia careleoa moaating is typical of

the average 'block-maker to-day, including houses who cater for

stock electro'd designs.

Every employair in the printing trade is not a practical man, and
first coat in buying plant weighs with him—he cannot, and will not,

see the comp.'a view, especially where quads and furniture are

wanted: even practical men look askance. One such employer in-

ferred that the point system was a " red heixing drawn across the

path" of the printer to create more trade for the typefounder.
" Luckily " for him his office aiterwairds was iburnt out—^to-day his

office is strictly on point body.

The printer in search for ddeal conditions finds many pitfaJls.

About 1884, when t.he point system began to be talked about, a

ring foundry offered to cast types on point bodies—but left it to

the confiding printer to find out that the system was based upon
their own pica, which was larger than the American. In 1900

another ring founder issued a booklet praiising the advantages of

the old body types over the new innovation. To-day they cast their

types on American point body.

After standing out as long as possible, all riing foundei's no\v not

only ca^ on point body but on point line and point set. All types,

unless otherwise ordered, are supplied on point body, and 10 p«r

cent, extra is charged when o'.d bodies are ordered. In face of

theae terms, however, some time ago a ring firm supplied a fount

of minion Roman types instead of 7-point body, and the error was

only discovered by the printer after ordering "sorts" later on.

Thia same 'firm also supplied a fount of brass type stated to be

IS^point, which was not only untrue to eaoh other in ibody, but

varied in height to paper.

By the aid of cast-iron furnitore, ibrass spacing material, and

Hempel qnoiiM an attempt has been made to introduce point sys-

tem in gold-blocking for Ithe binder. Many jobs can now be done

from type which other binders find necessary to cast a stereo or

electro—binder's height—to execute.

Such are a few of the pitfalls the poor printer finds himself sub-

ject to. No wonder he looks shy at innovations.—^Yours truly,

J. Hurst.

Shaw Heath, Stockport, December 18, 1919.

iHanMnu Fleet Street Pay for Photographers.—After much

oorrapondence, several meetings, and the most delicate negotia-

tions, an agreement between the N.P.A. (Newspaper Proprietors'

Association) and the N.D.J. (National Union of Journalist*) has

been arrived at. Although at the moment of writing the agreement

has not been signed by both parties, it is expected that the docu-

ment will have been signed and sealed by the time these lines appear.

It relates to all London morning, evening, and Sunday newspapers

published by firms who are members of the N.P.A. The agree-

ment is printed in full in the current issue of the Union's organ,

"ITie Journalist," but it is only the clause (No. 12) which deals

with photographers that will interest oar readers. The minimum

weekly ratea of payment to be observed by all newspaper proprietors

in respect to photographer pressmen and printers from the age of

twenty-one, according to the years of service (not necessarily in the

same office) are as follow :—Photographer pressmen :

—

First and second year (improvers) £4 4

Third and fourth year 5 5

Fifth year 6 6

Sixth and seventh year 7 7

After seventh year 8 8

Cases of men who are unfit either through age or incapacity are

to be dealt with by a small joint committee. The minimum weekly

rattf for printers are given as follow :

—

First two yeara as printers £3 3

Third and fourth years 4 4

After fourth year 5 5

Head printers (of photographs) are to he paid by mutual arrange-

ment from the time of appointment to that position, but in no case

less than £5 5«. Another clause (No. 9) deals with hours of work

and holidays, which need not be detailed here. Suffice it to say

the clause is a particularly good one, and newspaper workers will

have no cause to grumble about long working hours and short

holidays.
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Mnsioers lo Corresponaenis*

SPECIAL NOTICE.

In accordance with our present practice a smaller space will be

allotted to replies to correspondents.

W* will answer by post if stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed

for reply: 5-cent International Coupon, from readers abroad.

Queries to be answered in the Friday's "Journal" must reach us

not later than Tuesday {posted Monday) , and should be addressed

to the Editors.

W. C.—Aipparatiis for making th« liviing .portrait cards is supplied

toy iMove-O-Giraphs, Iitd., 60, Doughty Street, London, W.l.

E. K. P. (Vernon, B.C.).—The makere of the Sanderson camera axe

Messrs. Houghtons, Ltd., 88-89, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

H. C. E.—If you have natural aptitude, yes. A good iteacher of

mamy years experience is Mr. T. S. Bruce, 4, Villas-on-Heath,

Vale, Hampstead, N.W.

C. C. W.—The fodlowkg are the journals dealing with cinemato-

grajfliy :
—" Kinematograph and Lantern Weekly," 85-93, Long

Acre, London, W.C.2; "Bioscope Operator," 85, Shaiftesbury

Avenue, W.C.2; "Cinema News," 30, Gerrard Street, W.

K. W.—We do not know of aiioh a lens. The effect you desicriibe

is usually obtained by tUiting the copy coaisiderably and using

an ordinai-y lens greatly stopped down for the sake of depth.

In this way you oan distoit a fiat original in one or otllier of its

two dimensions.

M. B.—There are no special materials for \vhile-you-wait photo-

graphy, the method of which consists in developing and fixing

quickly and printing or enlarging from the wet negative. About

^e best firms for apparatus tor this branch of work are Messa-s.

FaMowfield, 146, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2, or Messrs.

Billcliff's Cajmera Works, Richmond Street, Boundary Lane,

Manchester.

L. B.—Regisitration of trade names is now dono at the Patent

Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C, where

you could obtain a circular of instructions for the registration of

a Itrade name. If you mean printers' type, you can buy from

such printing supply houses as Messrs. Winston, Shoe Lane,

London, E.C. If you mean rubber type, it is supplied by Messrs.

E. Eichford, 8-9, Snow Hill, London, E.C.I.

T. and C.—We do not think that too strong a contrast of light and

shade >will be found if a diffuser be fixed in the front of each

lamp, and proper reflectors he used to illuminalte the shadow side.

When working close to the light a thin gauze head-screen is very

useful to further soften the light. Ten 500 c.p. lamps would give

the same illumination as five 1,000 c.p. ones, but would cost more
for fitting, without, so far as we know, giving any advantage.

E. G. P.—7i ins. is much too short a focal length for use with a

half-plate condenser. 9 ins. -is the shontest focus which should be

used, and] it is all the better if the focal length is 10 ins. or

12 ins. As regards aperture, this should not be less than f/8, and,

better, of f/b or ^/4. With an arc source of Ught you can get

on all right, with the smaller apertures, but using a larger light-

source and small aperture is liable to give rise to uneven markings
on the enlarging easel.

P. F.—Generally speaking, the focal length for pleasant " drawing "

of half-pilate portraits should be about 10 ins., but this makes a

very big lens for an outdoor half-plate camera, and our advice to

you is thalt you should content yourself with a smaller aperture

rather than with a shorter focal length. We think f/6 ought
to be quite fast enough for out-of-door work in the way of por-

traits, even in dull weather : it is ceilainly as rapid as is useful

in a lens of this focal iength for ordinary subjects.

A. M.—We are afraid it is difficult to say anything more definite

as to the means of avoiding these markings' than was said by Mr.
Barnes in the article of June 6. Apparently some papers are more
liable to eive tliem than olthers ; and a further point as that they

are sometimes avoided 'by bringing the prints into firm contact

•with the glass plate whilst iboth are under water or immersed in

the gJazing solution. Perhaps one or both of these suggestions

may help you to prevent the defect. We wish we oonld say more,
but unfortunately the exact cause of the markings is very im-
perfectly understood.

J. W.—A negative image on a dry-plate can be converted into a
positive by chemical baths, but with almost every plate it is a
very uncertain business owing to the thickness of the emulsion
film. We gave a resume of the working methods in an article in

the " B.J." of April 18 of this year, to which we must refer yon.
If you can do with very slow plates, about lantern-plate speed,
you can easily effect rever-sal by almost any of the processes men-
tioned in the article by using a special slow process plate of tihe

Wratten Division of the Kodak Company, which has a very thin

film something like that of the Autochrome plate.

J. H.—1. Unless both negative amd print are thoroughly dry there

is a danger of the paper sticking to the negative, and also caus-

ing brownish patches of stain on the negative. 2. We have never

tried it, but we do not think it would work. We suggest the

only tiling to do would be to intensify with chromium and them

see what you can do in the way of removing all the intensifica-

tion with Farmer's reducer, or, better, iodine cyanide. 3. No;
the best thing is to ke«p to a developer of fixed composition and
let under and over-exposures take their chance. 4. Many of the
usual supply houses; for example, Griffin's, KembJe Street, Kings-

way, London, W.C.2. It is a fairly cheap material.

W. T. S.—Your difficulties are characteristic of the medium.
Colours on tlie best of water-colour paper always dry lighter

;

the same happens with matt photographic paper. Therefor© the
artist must build up or allow for the change in siingle washes.

With velvet (gelatine) surface it .is usual Ito rub over with artists'

prepared ox-gall to assist the easy flow of water-colours. If a
gelatine-collodion velvet paper, it is best to abrade the surface

with pumice powder to obtain a "tooth." Any patehiness of

working can be hidden by a rub over with wax in tunpenbine, or

two coats evenly applied of methylated finish. The article,

"Preparation of Prints for Colouring," which appeared in the

"B.J." of August 9 last, will, we thinE, answer your purpose.

Line Advertisements.

Charges for Insertion.

Since advertisemtnts can/Met ht itutrttd mUil fully and eorrtetiy prw-

paid, tenders of Ivne annou»ietmentt are atked to bear in mind th»

scale of charges. They wiU <VtM mm themselves delay in the pub-

licaiion of their announcements. A Sdheduie by wMeh an adveirti*^

ment can be correctly priced wiU be sent on request.

Net Prepaid Iiina Adrartiiements.

12 words or le«i I/-

Extra words Id. per word.

(No reduotion for a Mries.)

Special Note. Bow Number Advertisements.

"BoxNo." and office addresi charged as 6 word*.

For forwarding replies add ... 6d. per iiuerttou for each adv't.

If replies are called for this latter charge ii not made.

Advertisements cannot be inserted until fully and correctly prepaid.

Orders to repeat an adyertiaement must be accompanied by th*

advertisement ai previously printed.

Advertisements are Ziot accepted over the telephone or b/ telegram.

The latest time for receiving small line adyertisementa U 12 o'clock

(noon) on Wednesdays for the current week's issue.

Displayed Adv'ts should reach the Publiihers on Monday morning.

The insertion of an Advertisement in any definite issue cannot be-

guaranteed.

HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., Ltd., PubUshers*
»4. WsUington Stra«t. Strand, L.ONQON. W.C.2.

.
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Professional Plates.

Two Unrivalled Bratids for Studio Work.

PROFESSIONAL EXTRA RAPID (4oo-45oh.sd)

Exceptional speed, beautiful gradations, extreme
freedom from fog, great uniformity.

PROFESSIONAL MEDIUM (200.250H&D)

The same qualities as the extra rapid brand,

but about half the speed.

No Studio is complete without one of these Brands.

A trial will be found well worth while.

For those who prefer BACKED plates the Paget
" INVISIBLE " backing should be used. This backing

is an efficient preventive of halation, and is completely

bleached in the developer. Absolutely no trouble or mess.

Manufactured by

The Paget Prize Plate Co., Ltd.,

WATFORD.
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The Salex Studio Camera.
A triumph of modern design and workmanship.

The Salez Studio Camera ^ ^ —. IBfeHIA^ IH^^. ^'"^ Pinions are fitted at

meets all the requirements ^^ga^BJhcHlBBi^^^K^^^^fcMMil^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ back of the camera
of the modern professional J^^^^^^^^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^b both sides—Ample

It embodies MBE^^^^^^^^^I^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H Ri^'ig Front and Vertical

the movements and ^^KtB^^^^^^K^S^^^^^^KnwKKtf^^^^M ^°^ Horizontal Swing with

adjustments necessary to ^^^B^^^^^^^^^HSn^^H^^^KlfnllH^^^H clamping ar-

successful professional B^B^^^^^^^^^K*^^^^BPi»iRillllf^^^^^l rangemcnts also pro-

portraiture and yet has BBB^^^^^^^^^pi' ;'

•^'BBrF^.lMliitiiHI^^^B vided. Each camera
no unnecessary complica- B^tt^^^^^^^^Bii*<i ,iJH -f->JHt.'»3lliliifM^^B supplied with two single

tions. It is made through- I^B^^^^^^^^^Bl^^^'^'^^'i^H *U/'«villlHM^^^H repeating slides and a

out in London and .iiMli^K^^^^Hi^^9t''^'^HB^'^'»tllnlliH^^H complement of masks and
constructed of selected ^Hi^^^l^^^^^^lfiSi'''lltBl'^*A^''lflllllHi^HH carriers. The Salex Studio

mahogany attractively ^^Vi^^^^^^^^^^^||8i^^HB'%^jwllliilHlH^H Camera is the acme of

finished in the new dull ^II^^^^^^^^^^^^H^B^^HiJr^nnlulill^ffl^^l convenience and efficiency

polish. Every ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H^K>vS«i[HwfflUfl{HB^H and un ornament to

adjustment is made quickly ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^^BJKjJHwiffiJffMJys4llBHH|| any studio,

and conveniently—Focus- ^^—
^ITr^i^^^^^M

^ „ -, „ .. 3 -xi. ^H^S^HB^^^^^^^^^kI^^^^J^^mS^S^^^^^^^%^«BI Post Card Camera is made for
Post Card Camera,supplied with ^^^^^^^^^^M^B^»a*T|^^^^^^^M>Ma >t —

—

tw, each taking three ^t^^^^^^^^gg/^^^^^^^^^^"'-'^^ use with J-pl. slides as Jpl.

P.C. size plates side by side. ^ camera, also

J-pl. Camera, supplied with two ,„ , ^ ,. , ...

llideB,one taking two P.C. plates ^ .
Price with E^tra 1/1-pl. Camera, supplied with

side by side and for two panels Size, Extension. 2 Slides. Slides. two slides, one for two ^-plates

on a post card, the other is
-n j. ^ 3 ,n • £ s. d. £ s. d. aide by side, and carriers for

fiited with carriers P.C. 5 x 4 Post Card 30 in.
. . 12 . . 1 17 6 ^u ^^^^^ ,^^^3 are included.

and i-pl. and for three panels i P» 30 in. .. 12 .. 1 11 6

onapostcard, ^/i P^ 36 in. .. IS .. 1 17 6

T\% ^Q 1Av -^ convenient and complete enlarging apparatus of the same fine workmanship as the Salex Camera.
1116 uaiCX Rack and Pinion Focussing Rising and Falling. Revolving and Swing adjustments, with con-

V 1 fftfCni*
denser and high quality objective Opiate, £20 2 6. 1/1-pl. , £35. The best value on the market.

Eiulargcr* (^qIi and see the Salex Camera and Enlarger. We will take your own apparatus in part exchange if desired.

THE CITY SALE AND EXCHANGE,
'^^I'-l^a^- 90-94, FLEET STREET, E.C.4. '"'"'^^iZ^-^

MiiiiHiiNMiiiniMiiiiMitiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiHiiHiiiiiiiiMtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiMiiiiiiiiMiiiiniijiiiniiiMiniiiiiiiiiiiri;iiti^

I HIGH GRADE ENLARGEMENTS I

I ARTISTIC FINISHING "" %t?r'"' I

18x14
Bromide Enlargement

Artistically finished in

Water Colours.

7/6
20x16 BraEnl. do. 9/6
24x20 do. do. 14/-

Specify your wants.

SEPIA.
12x10

P.S.M. & finished

by Competent Artist.

5/6
15x12 P.S.M. do. 71-

18x14 PlainMountdo. 7/6
20x16 do. d>. 9/-

24x20 do. do. 12/-

12x10
Bromide Enlargement

Mounted P.S.M. and
Skilfully finished in

Black & White.

4/6
15x12 Bro.Enl. do. 6/6
18x14 Plain Mount 6/6
20x16 do. 7/6
24x20 do. 10/'

MINIATURES

POST CARDS
ENLARGEMENTS

FINISHING in

MONOCHROME
WATER COLOUR

OIL COLOUR.

i Quick Despatch. Satisfaction Guaranteed. §

1 HILL & KELLOCK, LTD.,

I
29, Oxford Street, GLASGOW.

?riiimiiiiiHwtiiimuiiuiiiiiiiijiiiiiiJiiiiii>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{iiiiJiiuuuuiiiiiijiiiiiijiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii«Mui$

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

UNIQUE OFFER.
Surplus Stock of

Bromide Postcards
(IMMEDIATE DELIVERY)

GLOSSY and MATT,
in Strips cf Six—2U x5i, and Singles.

THESE CARDS MADE BY A BRITISH
FIRM AND REPRESENT UTMOST VALUE.

Minimum Quantity Supplied per Grade

167 Strips (1.000 Cards))

or 1,000 Singles
at 32/-

Carriage Paid—Cash with Order.

No reduction in price possible for any quantity.

OFFER CANNOT BE REPEATED^

Send your order, with remittance, to

iool:
Ua Chemists^

Wholesale Photographic Dept.,

57, FARRINGDON ROAD,
LONDON, E.C.I.

N.B.—These cards cannot be obtained
through any of our Retail Branches.
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Is Your Studio Complete?
We specialise in bargains
for professional photographers.

Your studio is never complete. There is alvrays some little, or perhaps some big thing lacking
something that will help you to do better work and thus increase your business. It maybe a new
lens, a new camera, or some dark-room accessory like an enlarger. You can probably think of
something now that you would like to have in your studio. Why not have it? Is it a question
of cost? In all probability we have that very article in stock at a price to suit your pocket, and
remember everything we sell is guaranteed to be in sound working order. Let us send you our
second-hand list ; it contains hundreds of bargains for the progressive professional photographer.

FOCAL-PLANE CAMERAS.
i-pl. NMUl DtekroUo Foe^-pUna, Si-ln. Z«te

T«Mar r. 43 MMIIfiit Uns. Mll-«>pplD( lowl-
pteM iboMw, iyiJrt ban l/lOlta to VtOOOUi pvt
of Me. tat una, looaatac aOwlaMnt. 4 doabi*
tmxk ilU—.mM Itmthmc—. —tolfaa ; lilUi.

I-pl. ProfaMiawl Modal Ocm Anwhala. Qo«m
Dmot Bnlo* lU. 7.M doablo inntlt—t Imm.
f'-'o^inc moont, toe>l-pUa« ibatior, apoodad (raa

: : OOOih aae., diraot tWob Undar, i doobla
t . lesaadlaaiher eaaa: <19 Ua.
Cotcaid Laaeaatar Foaai-ptaiia, Ooan Galor

r.M >—aHimat lana. (oeal-pUiia •bauar, ipaadad
tna 1/lOlh to l/l,aXM> part of tao. aod lima, doobla
a»i»a«<aa. nek aad platoa loaaaaUK, ttaiac troBt,
' ' " k loaiMlac anas, i daik alUaa. mU4

• ; JMM.
Ttwdoal Medal Ooan Auebou, Oocn
a* lb. P. •> deabia anaatigiDai laoa.

loaaailaa eaat, fciail pleai AaUar. apaadad Item
UMblDl/l OOOtt pan of aae. aad Mae,dine«>
Mw. heeded baekloe«MtM aana^ i
<Hli,"ialM laatberaMo. aaDavi'iS 10*.

k-BL Oaara AaHbMa, htleM aodal. Oo
I UL T.M doable imtlfni leaa, laeoaal

aoBBl, mU nappfaji liiwlplaei abDM^r, apaadad
traa UlOlb laXUmih pa'l at aae. aed Itaa, oM^
ride aiiealMMi. aliaet vWea ladar. beaded beak,
fiieeilai aeraaa, I doable dark alldea, aoUd laalhar
ana, abaolataly aa aa« ; tU lOi.

P>nmrd Teak Tropieal Modal Enenana Foaal-
aUaa, Zelea TaaMr r. (J aaaeMg»il Uae. ta
Inaalas esal. looal-plaaa abatler, ipiiiil (ran
1/lMble l/UOOlb pan of aae. and Maw.Baeaiaa
leeiber balhma, dlrao* Tteloa fladar. i doable
Hiipfeel dark aUdea. aiaapaek adapter, aoUd lealbar

oaal, loaal plaaa
1/Mlk lo 1/lMCttpart of aae.

PaliMa, Eefaa Taaaar T. *S
Iota; "

- - . ipart
'. SdoeWeduk

M.
atUtaeed Kodak. Ooere Oalor P. 4J aitaatfc-

atlaM, lueal pleae akaMer, apaadad Iraa 1/lOlh

la IflJBtOih pan o< a lae. aad Itaa. loa« asiaaaiea,
laafe aad piaioa toeaaalac. dirael rtalon Sader,
davUfbl bMdIv, lor aia *i*M. oomptow ia aolU
leailiarcaae: <l«.
S s 4 Oaara Aaaabau. Ooan D««or P. 6J ante.

Il»iaai laaa, foiaaala<| BMaai, Ibaal plaaa aboMer,
apeeded tma 1/Wk lo l/LOWh pan of aee, diraM
aWaTiMer. S «Mble daife iMaa, laalhar eaaa

:

ta Se
^pt. Ooara Trapl«>l AaacbuU. Ooan t)afor laaa,

P. t.t. toroaataa aMaat, localptana •boMar, apaada
froaSaaea.lelJUOOtfipanalaaa.aad lteM,dliae«
aieteadader.dlrapleaidaable «ufc atldea, laatbar
eaee. IB Bmo* arteri A* Mk

trevar Praaa, lor partofaMac nroot priau " Roaah
Procf," aeeaplete, te parleat erter ; XI ISa.

Bsua alfoae Laaar Praaa, for tapraealac daalna
aa aoaalat artU take die ap lo J-la., aad fire tai-

la ap le t-ta. Irooa ad«e of owaat. perteet
fl ITa. 64.

FIELD AND STUDIO CAMERAS.
10 z I Saoara-bellowa by Hera, flnaat Spanish

mabocanj. doable extentloo, risins and oroas front,
•wias and raTarelni back. Rota 10 x 8 rapid »ym-
BMinealiena, F.t,3doabla bookform alidea, leather
eaaa: All.
10 s I Tripla.axtenaioo Roral Baby, oompoond

reek foeaaainc. ext«nalve riaing front, awing and
tararaiac back, T.-l>. ataottar, Dailmeyer U^x 8 R.R.
lana, tsratable, 1 double dark alidea, aad caae;
Mii ITa. 6d.
Us 10 Sqaara-beliowa Profeaalonal by Skinner,

flaael Bpaiuab niah«n»ny, doobla axlenaion, riaing
aad anaa froot, awiac aad rerening back, 12 x 10
Roaa lapid Bnaiaatrkal leaa, S double bookform
rtldaail24.

15 X U Bqaara-bellom Roaa, Spaoiab mahogany,
doable exIanaloB, ilaiac and oraaa front, awing and
lateiilad beek, l£-la. Cooke Seriae V. anaatitmat
laaa, ilonble dark aUdea, leather ceee; S33.
1/t-pLMakal BtadioCamara.axira loBgexlonaioD,

eeapooad reek fooaaaiag, awing back and aide
what, Boea Portrait laaa, 4 rapeating baoka,cem-
aiele oa doable-pillar abonixad atand, arehlmedeaa
nekriaeaadUlt; tU.

IS X 11 Harbat Stodio Camera, extra long exten-
aloB, raok aad piaioa focnaaing, awing back, Roia
Portnit lana, rack moaot, oaa 15 x 12 roller.«nrtaln
bde. 1/1'Pl. rfpaallag back, two 1/1-pl. alidea,

deabla-pfllar aiodio ataad, arohimadaan aorew riae

aad tut: OS.
l/l-pi. Balax Stadia Camera, rary long extanalon,

laek aad plalOB loeaaalng, tWng front, awing back
aad aide awia«, DallsMyar 3B. patent Portrait lena,

P. J, aoA looaa adJaatiaeBf, 2 1/1-pl. repeating
backs, aad oarrian ; JtO.

I/l-pL MmUo Camera bj Brooka, double eiten-
atoa, aiahlBMdeaa acre* tnnnaaing, riaing froot,

aarlagbaek, VUlowttald PotHait Ian raok mount,
1 doable rapaalleg dark alidea, one aingle ; £10 fa.

lA-pl- Spaalab Mahogany Stodio Camera, 14fin.

Ceobe Barlea II. P. 4J Ponrait lana, trie mount,
•elt foeaa adjeaunaat, extra long extenaion, rack
aad ptaloa foeaaaiac. liaiag front awing back and
Bide awiae, 1 1/1-pL lapeellBg backa, and oarrlare

;

IS X 12 Mlddlamlae Field Camera, doable exten-
atoB, rack aad piaioa foeoMing, riaing front, awing
beak, R R. torn. r. «. 2 dooble dark alide, ; £12 10a.

1/1 pi. Baoderaon Firld Camera, extra long exten-
loa. Unireraal rliing, falling and awing front,

earlac aad rararalng back, lO-lu. VoigtUnder Colli-

aear P. T.T aoaatlgmal lana, Iria mount, 2 double
bookforsi dark alidea, in linaal order : £24 10a.

l-pL Spaaiah Mahogany Studio Camera, extra

laaa exteaaioa, rack aad pinion foouaaing, riaing

aad falUnc front, awing back and aide awing,

WalMai qaiek^eting Portrait lea*, P. 4, complete
with 1 rapeating baoka, one lo lake 2 poatoarda

atdebralde: 116 lOt.

^pl. Profeaalonal Mahogany Enlarger, latest

pattern, (4 In. plano-oonrex oondenaer. all-way

carrier, with raok rerolriag, riaing and iwlng
'amaot, extra long extenaion, compound rack

I. riaing front, ipeeial enlarging objeclire.

Iron light chamber, with raok adjaatment
lor ecnlriag light : £17 2a. 6d.

REFLEX CAMERAS.
}-pl. Ensign Model A Keflex, Goera Dagor Scries

III. F. 6.8 anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter,
speeded from 1/lOtb to I/l,00Oth part ot a sec. and
time, long extension, rack and piuioo focussing,
reversing back, 3 dark slides; £12 10s.

5x4 Ooerz Folding Reilex, Goerz Dagor Series
III. F. 6.8 doable anastigmat lens, focussing mount,
latest model self - capping focal - plane shutter,
speeded from 1/lOth to l/l,000th part of sec. and
time, also pneumatic adjustment to five seconds,
deep focussing hood, reversing back, 3 double dark
alidea, leather case; £26.

P.C. Britisher Reflex, Cooke Series II. F. 4.5
anaatigmat lens, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeded from 1/lOth to 1/l.OOOth part of sec. and
time, long extension, revolving back, 3 double dark
alidea, film i>ack adapter, leather case; accept
£24 10a.

i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, Velos F. 4.5 ana-
atlgniat lens, focal-plane shutter, speeded from
lA5th to l/l.OOOth part of sec. and time, long exten.
sion, rising front, rerereing back, deep focussing
hood, 6 dark slides and case ; £15.

3i X 2i Voigtiander Reflex, Bosch Omnar F. 4.5

anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter, speeds from
1/lOtb to l/l,000th part of sec. and time, long exten-
sion, revolving back, 3 double dark slides, film pack
adapter, leather case ; £17 IDs.

i-pl. Blaley Britisher Reflex, Ross Homocentrio
lena, F.6.8, self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds
from 1/lOtb to l/l,000tb part of sec. and time,
revolviog back, spring -raised mirror, 3 double
dark alidea, film pack adapter, leather case;
£17 10a.

3i X 2^ All-British Planer Reflex, Ross Homocen-
trio lens, F. 5.6, fooal-plane shutter, speeded from
1/lOth to l/l,000th part of a sec. and timo, rack and
pinion focussing, long extension, rising and falling

front, revolving back, 6 doable dark slides, and
case ; £16 lOs.

i-pl. Marion Soho Reflex, Ross Xpres F. 4.5 ana-
stigmat lena, focal-ptane shutter, speeded from
l/16th to l/800th part of sec. and time, rack and
BInion focussing, long extension, revolving back,
lackenxie-Wihart slide, 12 envelopes, film pack

adapter, solid leather case, in finest order; £32.

i-pl. Ensign de Luxe Reflex, Berthiot F. 5.7

anaatigmat lens, self-capping focal-plane shutter,

speeded from 1/lOth to Id.OOOth part of a second
and time, outside adjustment, extra long extension,
rack and pinion focussing, revolving back, 3 double
dark slides, condition as new ; £36.

i-pL Marion 8oho Reflex, 8J-in. F. 4.5 Ross Xpres
lens, focal-plane shatter, speeded irom l/16th to

l/8fX)tb part of a second and time, long extension,
revolving back, 3 double dark slides, film pack
adapter, leather case; £52 lOs.

PostcaM Butcber'a Coronet Enlarger, polished
oak, chain and sprocket focussing adjustment,
7 in. plano-convex condenser, negative carrier
with rack adjustment, Petzval enlarging objective,

rack mount, Russian iron light chamber. Quest
order; £12.

The City Sale and Exchange,
'Plaaa;

6991 CITY. 90-94, Fleet Street, London, EeC.4. Tel: " Films,
^

Fleet. London."
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Ordinary Plate.
(Photos, bt

Wratten
Panchromatic Plates
These two photographs of an antique, lacquer cabinet

are examples of simple photography. They are repro-

duced to show the remarkable value of Wratten
Panchromatic Plates compared with ordinary plates.

Even in the coarse half-tone reproductions, you can see
that the Panchromatic Plate shows all the beautiful

colour work which the ordinary plate cannot render at

all. It is as easy to use the Wratten Panchromatic Plate

as it is to use the ordinary plate—then why not use the
Wratten for all your work and secure the better negatives ?

IVrile for free booklet, "Real Orlhochromatism."

atio Plate.

Kodak Limited (Wratten Division), Kingsway, London, W.C. 2.

ENLARGEMENTS
e

Bestreiiilt<gtiaraBte*dand<ls«s«qTi»lttyiap«roalT«sad;llxSi, If-;
10X&, 1/3; 12x10, 1/0; lSxl2, 2/3; np to W iBohw. BpwiUl
qDOt&tionA for qnuikifci«t. GArafnUy moontad oa ralMbltt b«t* qoaUty
ilaM inuk moonta ud ipotwd, 84 xCi, 3/8; lOxt, 4/2; UxlO,S/3l
5 X 12, 6/9. Makinf i-plat« NecatJTs from oopj 1/- wcnx.

FiaisUat ia Black aad Thit^ S*»i«. Watir Calaan * 6iU.

POSTCARD PRINTING
Gasllcht, Bromide, in all tones. Enamelled
on plate Slass matt and velvet surfaces.

AUTOMATIC
BROMIDE

Quick
DeMpatch.

B. ft W. B. * «r.

TOMED 2/4 27/-
PER £>0Z. FEB aROSS,

Per tu^Mt,

HAVE YOUR
nagatiTea pro-
parlj titled with
printed lattara,

07 axolaaiTe
prooaaa; also
oelluloid border
titlea

REAU PHOTO VIEW CARDS « fS /_ nam dpoM
FOR PUBUSHER8 .... i «/" HBr glUSS.

RETOUCHING-*Kt Phototfpapheps'
own Prioas.

DRY MOUNTING. BEVELLING.
SKETCH FINISHED PRINTS

All kind* of TraJt Printing, Develaping, c/c at price* eantittent

with good qaaliiy. Temu : Cash with trdtr,

Britith Owned and British Labour only employed,
a. DBOSeX, trmdtat tu

DROEGE & CO.,
PHOTOGRAPmC TRADE PRINTERS. PUBUSHERS & DEALERS.

Omcss AMD WoKKKOovs :

43, Comeragh Rd^ West Kensington, LONOeN, W. 14.

Telephone No.: Hammersmith 1383.

Tttephone : 530 BJUKTmrmAM,

CME ART
ASSOCIATION

t KEI>rnSH TOWKI
LONDON - N -W.

3

FIN1SHIN61M'
MlNlTsTUREa

MINl>vTUR&&.

Please Note New Address:—
Burleigh House,
342, Camden Rd.. N.7.

ILNAi ILNAI
^ Every day increasing numbers of photographers in all parts of the country are realising the
advantages of the L.N. A. Enlargements Service.

^ They are finding that Enlargements made by the L.N.A. are excellent business bringers. Their fine
pictorial qualities are most pleasing to customers. And the customers tell their friends.

^ Thus the photographer finds that he gets more orders from his existing clients and, by
recommendation, gains many new ones who otherwise might have gone elsewhere.

Write for Price List to PROFESSIONAL DBPT.,

The Lonaon News Agency Photos, Ltd.,
46, Fleet Street, London, B.C. 4.

ENLARGEMENTS
Hekby Geeknwood & Co., Ltd., Publishers, 24, Wellington Street, W.C.2, in the County of London.—December 26th, 1919.

Printed by St. Clements Press, Limited, Newspaper Buildings, Portugal Street, Kiugaway, London, W.C.J—N5743.
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CO NT E NTS.

A New VmnumttrmK llo>»ui« Drs Paoosa*. Bj W. . Itm
rtatt

... 1 DmnnnnA PmACnoA

—

Coloub Phcvtoorapbv : Lipmann or Interference Process

ol Diiaet Oelonr Ptaotography—Pseodo-Colour Processea '. 3

A NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC MORDANT DYE PROCESS
[A omnmunuMtioa trova the Heas-Ives Laboratories.]

Tkb first pliotogimpitic mordant dje pTooM* to mttnct atten-

tion waa the >ilTer-iodid« prooeaa of Dr. IVaabe (U.S. Pat.

1.068,503, 1914). Ifet^lic ailvvr photogisphie image* oon-

v«t«d to (ilrer iodide and immemed in aolationa of basic dyes

baoome atraogly coloared. U the dye is then fixed by tannin,

the *ilver-iodide can be dissoWed oat, learinf; a transparent

dye image. Traabe's method ««« improved apun by Tauleigne
and iUao (U.S. Pat. 1,060,917. 1913) who ahowed how to

prodaoe a silver-iodide image having a stronger affinity for the
basic dyea, and, incidentally, that by fint hardening tbv gelatine

with alam and then treating the ailver-iodide image with a
strong Bolntion of potaaaiom iodide, it was made so transparent
that for moat parposea it was nnneceesaty to dissolve oat the

•ilTer-iodide image. The step of hardemng the gelatine in

alam to prevent it from softening and dissolving in the atrong
potaaaiom iodide solution was omitted in the U.S. Patent
Bpecifioation, bat was poblished in the "British Journal
Photographic Almanac. 1912," page 663. Hoyt Miller (U.S.
Pat. 1,214,040, 1917), aa a leanlt of axperimenta with the pro-

oeaa withoat alam hardening, declared the pnnoH unworkable.
and broadly claimed tihe prodnetion and dydog of a tnnaparent
silver-iodide image, he hardening the gelatine with formalin.

I have myself operated the T»aieign»-MaM pvoceas with per-

feot socoeaa.

Incidentally, it had been diacovered that silv«r ferrocymoide,

ailvsv ohromat* and son* otber silver salU oould be simiUrly
dyed, bat not with Mtufaotary reealta. Fox (U.S. Pat.

1,166,123, 1916) discloaed the fact tliat a vanadium-toned silver

image mordaatad baaic dyeo, and Crabtrse and Ives (priority to

Oabtree) indapidently discovered that • eopper-toned image

had the same property to a very notable and useful degree.

Tbe eopper-toned image, like the transparent kind of silver-

iodide image, is sufficiently transparent for moat puipoees

withoat " fixing out," but can be mad* pearfeotly transparent

by fixing in " hypo " without firet fixing the dye ima^e with

taaaia. It haa the disadvantage for some purposes that the

<x>pp«r-ferrocyanide image is itself coloured (red-brown), and

will not aarT* as the base for pure blue and green images. It

has proved psrisetly aatisfactory for Ijie production of orange-

I red images in combination with a cyanotype print in the aame
colloid laver in my coloured moving picture process (U.S. Bat.

1,278,668. 1918).

Recently I have discovered a new method of producing

mordant-dye photographic images, which I think is superior

to any heretofore known. The mordant is a chromiam ooiu-

pound, the exact nature of which I have not yet determined,

but it is not silver chromate, which is of a deep red coloui-,

while the image which I produce previous to dyeing is oi a

very pure, though pale, yellow colour. It is produced very

simply, quickly and cheaply by bleaching the silver image in

a solution of equal parts of potassium ferricyanide and chromi«

acid, the action of which is analogous to that of potassium

iodide in that if the solution is weak the image is not trans-

parent, but if the solution is strong, the im/age is perfectly

transparent and of a pale, tihough pure, yellow colour. It is

necessary to wash out the free chromic acid after bleaching.

The pale yellow image thus produced has a much stronger

affinity for some of the basic dyes than either silver iodide

or copper ferrocyanide. In fact, the silver imago, for the beet

results, must be thin and superficial.

My bleaching solution is made with one ounce each of potas-

sium ferricyanide and chromic acid in one gallon of water,

at which strength it acts very quickly and produces a trans-

parent yellow image. Transfer to running water should be

mado immediately when the image is completely bleached, to

avoid over-hardening of the gelatine by the chromic acid.

Long washing is necessary to clear out the free chromic acid,

but it discharges rapidly in water containing a little soda

bicarbonate, and the image also dyes up quicker and clears

more rapidly after dyeing if the soda bicarbonate is used. I

always use it, but too long immersion whitens the image,

reduces its transparency, and produces a weaker, though still

strong and brilliant dye image.

A typical dye bath is made by dissolving 10 grains of aaf-

franine in 4 ounces of alcohol and adding it to one quart of

water mado slightly acid with acetic acid. For complete

dyeing,an immersion of half an hour or more may be necessary.

This will stain the entire film deeply, aifter which it may be
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cleared by wasbing in water containing a very little acetic acid.

Other very active dyes are malachite green and auramin^
The images which have been whitened by long soaking in

6oda bicarbonate solution have the same appearance and

transparency as silver ferrocyanide images, but have many
times more mordanting power—more, even, than silver iodide.

F. E. IvKs.

November 11, 1918.

THE PATEMTED PROCESS.
In supplement, to the above note by Mr. Ives we publish the

details of the dye-toning process a« set forth in the speoificatioii

of the patent No. 113,617 granted jointly to him and the Hees-
Ives Corporation, in which the proce.is is described as follows :

The invt-ntion may refer to any photographic image, whether
negative, positive, or diapositive, and the method of producing
the same, whether for the purposes of colour photography, mono-
chrome photography, or motion picture photography.
As an instance of the principles of the invention, the produc-

tion of a red positive image will be de»crib^id, and in that connec-
tion it may be presupposed that a suitable negative such as the
ordinary black or silver haloid negative has been obtained, which,
in the case of colour photography, may be one of a set of colour-
selection negatives representing, for- example, the green elements
of the subject.

The method may commence by printing an ordinary black
diapositive. Next, this black positive is to be converted into a
coloured positive. This is effected by a copper-toning process by
which the silver image is converted into a copper-red image, th»
toned image being further treated to afford a satisfactory and
permanent coloured photographic image of the proper depth
and hue.

The silver or black positive is first soaked one or more hours in
a copper-toning solution made up of the following aolution.s :

—

Solution A.
Potassfum ferricyanide 50 grs.
Potassium citrate 240 grs
Water

[ 20 ozs!

Solution B.
Copper sulphate 60 grs.
Potassium citrate 240 grs.
Water 20 ozs.

A mixture of equal parts of Solutions A and B gives the
desired toning solution, and when the diapositive has been soaked
tor the requisite time, it will be found to have been converted
into a copper-red coloured image. This Image i.i somewhat de-
graded by the presence of silver ferricyanide, and it is, there-
fore, usually preferred to dissolve out this silver salt by the use
of sodium thiosulphate ("hypo").
The copper-toned image thus produced is usually insufficiently

deep or bright, or not of the desired hue, for colour photography
or other photographic purposes. The inventors have discovered
that the copper-toned image is capable of acting as an extremely
efficient mordant for basic dyes, and the principle of the inven-
tion is the production of the coloured image by a combined copper-
toning and mordant-dye process, it being believed to be new to
produce a copper-toned image and then utilize the same for the
mordanting of suitable dyes so as to strengthen or modify the
photographic image to the desired depth and hue. The final image
consists of the copper-red image combined with the mordant-dyed
image.

In its broader aspect the invention may bo carried out by sub-
jecting the copper-toned image having a feddish colour to a bath
of any soluble dye capable of being selectively mordanted by the
copper image. Not only red but blue or yellow or other dyes
might he so employed. Specifically, the ease of increasing the depth
or brightness of the <opper-red image by means of a red dye will
now be described, and it is to he understood that the mordant

dyeing step can be carried out at any stage of the complete i.r.

cess, although it is preferred to effect the dyeing after the
dissolving out of the silver salt so as to permit the exercise of the
judgment by inspection and the stopping of the dyeing process
at the most satisfactory point.

Having the copper-red positive free of the silver salt, this may
be soaked in the selected dye-bath, for example, an aqueous solu-

tion of fuchsine dye containing a small quantity of acetic acid.

Owing to the fact that copper is an effective mordant for certain
alkali or basic dyes, including the one mentioned, the positive is

caused to take up selectively a substantial amount of the fuchsin*
dye. After this treatment the positive should be washed ou*
in water containing weak acetic acid so as to remove the unmor-
danted part of the dye from the colloid or gelatine containing tha
image. When dry, the positive is completed.
The copper-toned and mordant-dyed image of this invention is

easy to produce, and is easily controllable during the process, and
the image is particularly advantageous for use in connection with
multi-colour photography, as no interference is caused with the
successful blending of the image with images of other colours,

for example, with a cyanatype blue image produced either before
or after the mordant dyeing of the present invention.

The present process is very elastic, since the finished print may
be tried out in the projection lantern or rtherwise, and if it u
found that the colour is not exactly as desired, it may be further
modified either by adding or subtracting colour almost as readily
as in initially carrying out the process. The colour may be
enhanced by further mordant dyeing or may be reduced by soak-

ing in acidified water.

In one respect it will be seen that this iuvention consista

first forming an insoluble or pigment image of material having
strong capacity for mordanting and then reinforcing tha imagw
by dye-bath treatment, the dye being mordanted selectively so

as to strengthen or modify the original image.

The fuchsine dye mentioned will give a purplish red result,

whereas an orange red may be obtained by the use of auramino
dye, and a mixture of the two or of other dyes may be employed
so as to secure the results which are dictated by experience and
the character of the subjects. .Vn example of a satisfactory mixed
bath is as follows :

—

Fuchsine 0.13 gms.
.\uramine 0.26 gms.
Water 5,000 c.c.s.

Acetic acid 8 c.c.s.

The dyes may b« first dissolved in a little alcohol and then

added to the water, and the dyeing process may be continued

sufficiently to reach the limit of mordanting action, which may be

one or more hours. The unmordanted dye in the gelatine may be

eubsequently dissolved out by soaking in water preferably made
slightly acid.

The mordaiir. dvfting of tlie copper-red imago may be performed

either before or after the dissolving out of the silver salt, and
sometimes when the silver image is thin, the fixing thereof may
be entirely omitted.

Since many matters of order and procedure, particular iii-

i^'redients and colours, and other features may be variously modi-

fied without departing from the underlying principle

DOUGLASS TWO-COLOUR CINEMATOGRAPHY.
Particulars of the process of colour cinematography devised by

Mr. L. F. Douglass are given in the extract, printed below, from
hia patent specification, No. 117,864. As "was said in some notes
on Mr. Douglass's work some months ago, he is one of the newer
experimenters in this field, and we believe that he is now engaged
on a process of a different kind.

The invention relates to natural colour cinematograph films

formed from a negative series-, the images in which have been

taken through rotating colour filters, usually red and green alter-
''

natively. The process includes the masking of one set of alter-

nate pasitive images with varnish during the subjecting of the

iither set to the colouring solution, so that there is no possibility
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of the ootonr crcifMng ur paasing to the wrong wt of imsees, and
the oiloor i* canard to be finally inherent in tbe emalaion coat-

inf of each lei of poaitive images, so that it will ii<i| run or
creep dortof waahing of the film

A poatiT* film ia first prodoced wherein eN-arj uUiar iina^e fon-

MOM* * red or veltowiati-red cokmr value and the remaining ailter-

nate nagw a graeo or greeo-bhie eoloor %-»lue, tliia film being in

bkofc and white. By toiling, tinting or dyeing, the red colour

vakia imagea are Aeo eoloorad red, and the green oolour valne

itnagei green, the oolooiiog being produced by tooing or tiotujg

an tfkat the fin'Aed cobared film ia a onitary film irfaerain the
•xkooring ia inherent in tiie film itielf, and each aet of imagw
«i;reaa or nd] is maaked and pro(«cted whiliA (be other set is

Kvng eoloorad. llie hnages on the poaitive fila are coioured, n
M ;U be oodentood, to «orrea|>ond with the co'joar acreens era|iuoyed

in taking ike igat JTe.

Tooing eoMiaU in etllier «4>oHy or paitiaUy replacing a>e aiKer
image of tLt poa3tiTa Aim by aome eoioond eonpound, tlie dear
pneticae or hi^-^i^ita of the image, oonaisting of pMi gelatine,

raoaiaing unalfarted and eoiooriaas. Tint ag on the other band.
aoamala ia inMBMUg the film in a aolotioa of dye which ooloan
Hm galilin s itaeU, eaoaing the whole piatoiM oa the acreen to have
a rail of eokor orar it.

Ilie blaek and lAita poative flfaa ia flolMired or dyed in the
(uOwiog w»y:

—

\!1 the pietaras of red *ahM in the fUai are ftnt maakad so m tu

protect the red ooloar nine iiiaif affMA the action of (he green

or greea-hiae oolooring aolotion, white thata gieeo or greea-bloe

•ra being toaed or tinlid. Aa a aiask one may empky «
good qaahiy dye-proof vamiah ahieh can be waahiDd off

wilboat aSaetiag the fibn A aoitabia maik woa:d be afforded by
photagnfi^ varaiah, dgre^nwf aad aohASe ia aloahol.

tlie noat antahCa dys stags for tinting ara Mm ao-oaUed " acid
"

dyaa irtaoh are alkalins i—lly sodiaai aa>la of organic aoda.

Ilia 47* *"P^07«ddM«U be inert end Botetiidc Mle gei-itaec^ snip,

port It Aoald not " blenJ " to any eoaaidtMble Mteot «h«B the

ttiB ia waahed. U ahooM also be slaKa to light, and not be

4iehioie. aad ao« elMBga eoioar oa dSolfaM.

Ia the prsotiue of the inTcottoa, certain desired ooloum may be

ohiaised )>y adnutore to raprodoce aay given tint. The dyes em-
ployad ai» stamlwd dyaa, far cxaotpie, aa faC««a ;—

Bad ia fecaala. Cowatertial Nam*
red..... dtfOMMopFB.

,. osaage... IHmtigt OKX.
„ yellow QtMnoJtaa yellos*.

.. hlne^rani HrUlaan* paleat bioe

. hiae... NaphAamiaa hhie 121!

The ahorve dyea era ih» eoaaaaaraial gaadaa aa aa|>plied by U.<

varioas dye saalcarB, aad coalaia «a aa avange ahoat 20% of x>ad-

tng material ia the fonn «f aodiam ddesUa or aodima soipbate,

wbiah ia ia ao aay tnjafioas to Aa ttmu A jrssa dye that ia suit

aUe for (his wash ia sAat m eosameicially known <m acid green

made by Welk aad B>cha«dMe Co., Barik«(os, Vt The p««por

lioaB of these dyaa afa as feUows :—
t ea. 5 dfima of Mm gfiin dye to 1 M. of (he ysOow and 10

mJktm of watar.

For the vad dye I aw 3 us. uf dye k> 5 galtmM of watar.

L8applemunt.]

For tlie apeciaJ .blue-greeii dye. furnished iby Wells, Siohardeon
Oo. I use 6 oz. of dy© to 5 gallons of water.

In aU dye baths ^ oz. acetic acid is ;idded to 1 gaJIou of water.
Tlie tame required for dyeing is from 1^ to 5 minutes. When the

•Ni. wiiU no plonger bring the fl'^m to the proper colour in five
iiiiautee it i» cuoeideTed ejahauiitecl and thrown jiway. The dye
lath in ipraotice is maiivtained .it itboiiit 65° F. Since the red
vahje pictiiree are vami^od over or otherwiee suatably masked,
'..he green or greenb^iue dyeing iu no way affects them.
The partially dvod film is then rinsed in vfater to rcanove any

sorplas of dye and whore vamiah is em^doyed as a mask, the tilin

ia then immersed iu ethyl alcohol of aippro-xima* y 190° proof to
remove the vamiah.

After drying are masked all the pictures that bave been dyed
«reen, and all the unmaf^ed ,picture8, taken for red value dyed,
ivilh the red dye set out above. The dyed film is again rinsed in
water to remove any surplus red dye, tihe fion dried and Uhe masks
re-noved.

If variii!-!! ha.s been used as a mask in the rod dyeing operatiuii,
the itame process is used for removing the varnish from the green
coloured pictures as was employed above when removing the
vamiah from the red colour value pictures. The finished film has
alternate pictures of red and green, or red and green-blue, and
the filn^ after being dried ia ready for exhibition in a moving
picture machine as in standard practice.

Although the tinting or dyeing by the method and means above
described affects the colouration of the entire body of the gelatine,

bigb-lighta aa well as the tones and half tones of the images, so
that all the green pictures have a veil of green colour over their
entirety, and correspondingly all the red pictures have a veil of

red colour over their entirety, nevertheless when these pictures

are projected on the screen in rapid succession, the green and the
red in the h:gh-lights neutralise each other, so that white light is

seen on the screen. So far as the results are concerned to the
observer, the whites of the projected pictures are apparently
formed by directly transmitted white light.

The toning procaas does not affect the whites in the pictures of

this improved cioemaitognphic film ; tlherefore, du^ring projection

there are passed only juat such colours as are necessary to repro-

duce the picture in nolonal ooloum. Since t^e whites or higih-

lights in the images on the blade and white positive are not

ooloored, or ;it least are less deepCy coloured than otiher portions,

the abates of the projeoted jiicturea are formed by directly trane-

nutted white light.

Aa there is no change wliatever in the projecting madiine, strips

of tfiis film can be put in on the ssjne reel with the black and wlhite

so part of the reel oould he run in bbck and white, and part of it

in piiIoiiT, if deMrwI.

By ouiouring the pictures, eitlier by tinting or dyeing, or by ton-

mg, so (hat the colouring is inherent in the emulsion-coating of the

film, not only a greater brUiancy, but a hotter definition and greater

abarpnesB of outline is obtained; and very muc^ less light is re-

quired than where I'jiy mechanical screens or fi'.ters or ot^er mecha-

nical colouring means outside the emulaion itself, are employed.

In tltia specification and iu the claims the word " coloured " is

oompraheosive of tinting or toning, the result of which is to render

the colouring matter inherent in the colour 'vailuod emolaion-coat-

ing of the film

mm I

asOTwv

DECENNIA PRACTICA—COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
' this beading we apply to the varioot hrannhw of colour photography the prccusses of collection and arrangement accorded to some
dsfartaMota of ordioary fV^iigiajihy in the " B. J." during 1916. These exlnfts are from issues of the "British Journal

'*cf (he yean 1906 to I91S, ana (he pn^atsariea of epitomes thus resuscitates and brings together in compact, form much useful

tefaatatloa, othonnee seaKarad Ihroogh nearly a dosen volumes.—EDA. " Colour Photography " Supplement.

LIPTMANN OR INTERrERENCE PROCESS OF DIRECT COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
In summer the quantity of gelatine may be with advantage increased

by 0.5 or 0.7 gnis. (7.7 or 10.4 grs.).

"nie above should be placed m a glass beaker and heated in a
water bath, with constant stirring, until the mixture attains a

temperature of between 95 and 105 deg. Fahr. Then the sensitisers

should be added :

—

4 gau. Cyaiiinc, 1:500 'Ic. sol 84 minims 5 o.o.s.

lOOc.c.i. Erytbrosine, 1.500 sol 34 minims 2 c.o.s.

0.55 gmx. Olycin rod, sat. sol. in abs. ale 135 minima 8 o.o.s.

ulo.- he has

sample of

cause impora whiles or

Tha getatiae sold by lantenschlsger, of Berlin,

Ota hrfOiai i—ilti than Drasehar'a. The formula is as

•"••a ^ormnltr—PtotnaoT Cafl gives the fonnu
hMt in aractiaiM the Lippmaao proresa. A bad
e or iatoiar Miver aitrate will cause impora

63 gn.
Horn.
1.5 gr«
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The glycin red solntion must be prepared onl}' about an hour before

me, aa it rapidly precipitates.

Immediately after the addition of the above the silver nitrats

should be added all at once ;

—

SiKcrnitrate freshly pow.ieriKl 11.5 grs. 0.75 gms.

The temperature of the emulsion may now vary between 77 iir.d 105

deg. Fahr., but it ia better to adhere to between 85 and 95 deg.

Fahr.

If a very fine grain is desired, the emulsion should be gently

stirred whilst the silver bromide is being formed ; if, on the other

hand, a more rapid emulsion is required, it is advisable to mix the

emalsicxn in a bottle and shake it well. Tile author's experiences

have proved that sensitiveness is to a great extent dependent on the

physical phenomenon of agitation. The speed of emulsions can thus

be made to vary between 1 and 3. It i.s ulao ])os.sible to increase the

speed by digesting the emulsion for half an hour at 105 deg.—
"B.J.," Sept. 13, 1907, p. 691.

Viewing lApptnann Helioc/iromex.—The Carl Zeiss Works have
devised an instrument for viewing Lippmann interference photo-

graphs in which the viewing system is simultaneously used for

illuminating the plate. The axis of the viewing system is arranged
to one side of the photograph, but perpendicular to it. The lens

system in this case is used eccentrically. It mav consist of a single

-^^3©C

piano convex lens cemented to the photograph as a, cover glass. The
diiawing is a diagrammatic plan view of an ajjparatus for produc-

ing a virtual image by a Lippman photograph to be viewed with one

eye. The image fc' of the entrance pupil 6 projected by the mirror a

is situated at the focal distance of the lens c, and is reproduced from
this and from the photograph d, in as far as the picture-film reflects

like a plane mirror, at the position of the eye e. The reproducing

pencils produce simultaneously a virtual image rf' of the photo-

graph d li»hind the hinder surface of the photograph. There are no
means provided in this simple example to abolish the catadioptric

images of the entrance pupil, the axia of the lens c passing right

across the photograph d. The latter is provided only with a piano

parallel cover glass d'.—Eng. Pat. No. 32, 1907; "B..J.," May 31,

1907, p. 414.

Thi Lij/pmann, Process.—Experiments by Herbert E. Ives, re-

corded in a paper before the American Physical Society, have shown
that th« non-formation of lamin£e at a distance from the surface of

the film is due to the kind of developer ordinarily used—pyrogallic

acid. This is brought out by sections made of the films, which,

wetted so as to swell, are examined with the microscope. It is

found that the photographic action extends through the thickest

films practicable to flow. By using other developers, such as hydro-
quinone, even action throughout the film results If the developed
image is then bleached with mercuric chloride a transptarent deposit

is obtained, and the reflected light consists of a spectrum band of

only a few A.U. in width, the purity increasing with the thickness of

film.

A substitute for the mercury mirror has been found. Celluloid

varnish is Howei on silvered glass; on drying, the celluloid and
silver strip off together. ITiis flexible mirror is then laid on a wet
Lippmann film and set to dry. Exposure is made as with dry-plates,

the celluloid stripped off, and film developed.—"B.J." Colour Sup-

plement, August 7, 1908, p. 60.

Jves Flexible Mirror.—H. E. Ives has jnade a series of experi-

ments in order to discover the most favourable conditions (of thick-

ness and grain emuLsion, developer, etc.) for the reproduction of (1)

pure monochromatic colours, (2) mixed colours, (3) white, and (4)

natural scenes. In the course of his experiments he found that what
is best for one of these is not best for others, anl he further worked
nut a portable substitute for the mercury mirror, of particular value

when using the Lippmann process in the field.

The following are his directions for making the latter : A glass

plate is heavily silvered, and then flowed with a thick solution of

celluloid in amy! acetate. When this varnish is dry, the plate is

placed under water; this slowly works under the coating of celluloid,

lifting it from the glass, and hringxiuj with it the silver. This

flexible silver mirror is immediately laid, silver surface down, on a

wet Lippmann plate, and allowed to dry there, a necessarily some-

what slow process. WTien dry, the gelatine film has the silver sur-

face in optical contact with it. The plat* may then be exposed at

any time in an ordinary plate-holder. After exposure, the celluloid

film is stripped from the gelatine, taking with it most of the silver,

the plate developed, and, after thorough washing, the remains of the

silver removed with a tuft of wet cotton.

This substitute works perfectly for all types of colours, and , except

in the laboratory, where a convenient dark-room makes the use of

the mercury mirror simple, facilitates the practical working of the

process.

A difficulty which has proved rather troublesome is that some of

the best sensitisers are apt to lose their effect during the slow drying.

Erythrosin acts perfectly
;
pinacyanol and pinaverdol are apt to fail.

This can probably be overcome, either by different choice of sensi-

tisers, by so treating these that slow drying does no harm, or per-

haps by finding some more porous substance than celluloid, which

acting the same in other respects, will permit of quick drying.

Collodion has been tried, but has not been found to strip off the

gelatine well.
—"B.J." (from "Astro-Physical Journal"), Dec. 11,

p. 942; Dec. 18, p. 965; Dec. 25, p. 979, 1908.

The Lippmann Process in Practice.—In a brochure issued by
Messrs. Carl Zeiss, Jena, full details are given for the working of

the Lippmann process by the methods and with the apparatu.<5

worked out by Dr. H. Lehmann, of the Carl Zeiss works. The
apparatus includes a special form of mercury dark-slide and viewing

and projecting instruments.—"B.J." Colour Supplement, Nov. 4,

p. 83, and Dec. 2, p. 92, 1910.

PSEUDO.COLOUR PROCESSES.
" Hart-Star " Procesii.—Captain I.ascelles-Davidson and Friese

Greene kave devised this so-called process in which a bromide
print is lleachod, and, after rinsing, treated all over with a series

of coloui washes, which act selectively upon the print. The in-

ventors state that the densities (representing colour in mono-
chrome) should be as nearly as possible as follows :

—

Whito in the original scene should be opaque in the negative.

Blue should be semi-opaque.

Green should be of middle density.

Yellow should be of middle density.

Red should be of faint density.

Black should be of clear glass.

If the red developing compound i.s applied first only the red
•nd yellow deposits in the print will be affected, and will develop
up to a »ed. The blues and greens will not develop up until a de-

veloping compound for i-uch colour is applied to the print, when
the colour will be gradually redeveloped and built up in the

deposit of the print. The highest lights (whites) do not take

any c-olours, and wash quite clean, oinless the redevelopment has

been carried on too far. It is only during the period of rede-

velopment that a bromide print shows power to select or repel

a colour or colours, after which it becomes stained and untrue

;

but the latitude allowable in procedure before this stage is arrived

at is very great.—" Penrose's Pictorial .Vnmial," 1905-6, p. 85;
" B.J.," Dec. 29, 1906, p. 1030

" Solgram " Colour Prints.—This alleged novel process of

colour-photography, due to a Mr. W. C. South, of Downington,
Pa., U.S.A., is severely criticised in " B.J.," February 2, 1906,

p. 88. It appears to be nothing more than the superposition of

gum-prints on a ferro-prussiate image.
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A COMPOSITE COLOUR PROCESS.
[The following ii the deacription, from the pubUahcd specific atioo. of a process for which patent protection in this country Is granted to

>Ir. P. E. Ires and th« HMi-lTeaCorporstioa. It will he seen that thcba.sig of it is the combination of a two-colour mosaic screen-plate and
a aiogU-pUte aenaitive (o the other of the three primary ooloar-Mnsitivos. Thus the screen-plate will record the green and blue-violet

and the other plate the rod. Thate two materiaU arc arranged with their sensitive surfaces substantially in contact and exposure in the

eaman madetbrongh the mosaic plate. On derelopmcnt two negatives are obtained of the subject, one recording in the two sets of units

of its mosaic the green and bine coloar-aensations, and the other, over its whole area, representing the red colour-sensation. From
thill latte; negative a Uae-green poiitire is printed. From the two-colour composite negatives pink and yellow positives are printed,

the (draier by gttta light and the latter by blue light. They may be made successively on a single sensitive surface or separately on two
surfaces. The two or three positives—they are preferably dyed gelatine reliefs—are united to form the throe-colour print. The
*pecifie*lion No. 112.769 ent<<rs upon a pereentaga comparison of the results with those by other processes, but is not clear enough
in italangnag* for OB to followit.

—

Edh., " Coloar Photography " Supplement.]

1°ais inrvntion invclvea a system uf coloar pboiography which

» novel botli in its ontitety and ir. ita parta. The primariea

may be oonrMMeoftljr deaignate<l.a«. first, blue; secoml, green :

and thiid, T«d. The inTv-ntiim i« rharactorised in that all

thre» primariea ar,> repreaenteil on two separate negatives pro-

dosed by ezpoaare and fk<vp!opmeiit of tw> aenaitive films

novel principle resultsi by r««son of one of the negatives

' ^ <xmip(»it«>, tha'. is, pr>liiced by vxpoenre through a colour

>44(ot«ve screen of mosaic or other pattern, and repmnpnting

i«ro of th^ primary oolonrs. while the third primary colour is

r< presented on the other negative, which is in KHDe way ren-

•toied inasriiMtive to or is prote<rte<l from the first two pri-

This invnilii'n is cntrary sinl iiu|ieri'ir to tlie well-known

lhr»*-ool>>ur nitjcuuc system, i«u<-h os th*t of liumierc. wherein

all three primariea aharc th«> area of a singlo net^ative, aii<l

ill < iinaeqaenca thereof br<> all insuffiriently represented, e«|>e-

rerl, tho waakaat colour. In the preferred embrailmont

iiic present in««ntion both of the stronger colours, blue am)

;,'i«an, ahar« the comptwite negative, and the weakert image

4 rapnaefited by an entire negative or 100 per cent, of the area.

MoMonr, where the posi(ivt<« are produced by a birhromated

pJatiaa system , the thrpe-mlour mosnii- system cannot l>o em-

ploj«d on aoooant of the ini|>r>sAihility of printing the tv<\-

i»Hii»aaiiliiHj, positive, since the bichromatcd gelatine is insenst-

tive to r«d.

This intention is cc-ntrary and superior to the well-known

system wherein three separate ne;.ratives, representing re9j)e<:-

livaiy the thnw primaries, are miid»> hy exposure of three

srparato aansitive mcmhera. Tb.-<l system, unless the exposures

an- aad* MMecMlTalT, or n siH><'inl camera is used, requires

the thr<>8 sensitive members to bt> so assembled that the middle
' one separatee the others. This destroys proper focus and sharp-

. ness of image, and makes the assemblage rather thick for use

in an ordinary camera, and, moreover, the handling of three

nt^atives is inconvenient.

Ihe present sj-stem includes a novel sensitive assemblage.

A two-colour selective screen or layer is preferably embodied

with one of the sensitive members, so as to become a part of

the resulting negative. This .sensitive member is placed face

to face with the second sensitive member witJi , an extremely

thin colour screen located betweipn them or on the surface of

I one of the said memliers, jmd exposure is made with the com-

IXKite colour screen at the front ; the thin colour screen may
be formed by flooding over one of the meTn])ers a dye solution

which would be alloweil to dry thei-eon, and afterwards be

washed out during th*- fuljsequent developing processes, the

said screen being too thin to affect any material separation

of the members. The resulting «jmposit»3 negative is reversed,

which is an advantage in assembling the final print.

The present system includes also the novel mode of exposure

wherein the light-rays pass first through the composite screen,

s ) as to affect one sensitive layer in pattern and the other

-layer without pattern. The screen may have niagenta-colotired

areas for the blue-selection and yellow-coloured areas for th(-

green-selection, the first sensitive layer being insensitive to red.

These areas admit the red rays, which pass to the secoml

sensitive member. •

The present system includes also the novel procedure from

I
the negatives by printing twice from tlio composite negative,

pieferably by light of two difierent colours (although a similar

result is obtainable by having the sensitive print members of
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two diflerent sensitivities), so as to secure two positives to be

Mended with a third positive from the second ntgative. The

novel picture' or product is also superior, stronger in colour

than the three-colour mosaic pictures of Lramifere, and sharper

than the pictures made from three separate negatives, and,

when produced by the preferred embodiment of the invention,

it consists of two patterned monochrome images blended with

one unpatterned monochrome image, «11 of secondary oolour.

The invention may be carried out in many ways, of which

the one shown in the drawings is the preferred embodiment,

and is given for illustration merely as a convenient example.

The drawings are aU greatly exaggerated.

In these drawings Fig 1 shows two sensitive members, either

Pig. 1.

Fig. 4. Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

/'

Pig. 7. Pig. 8.

rigid plates or flexible films, opened out flatwise. Fig. 2

shows them folded together into face contact. Fig. 3 dia-

giammatically shows the preferred arrangement and the pas-

sage of the lighi-rays. Figs. 4 to 8 show in side view one mode
of making a colour photograph from the negatives produced by
exposing the members of Fig. 1 to 3. Fig. 4 indicates printing
from the plain negative a positive of secondary colour. Fig. 5
indicates printing from the composite negative by selected light,

and Fig. 6 printing from the same negative by different light.

Fig. 7 shows one convenient mode of blending the three posi-

tives—namely, by superposition, and Fig. 8 indicates these per-

manently united.

The pair or set of sensitive plates constitute a pack 10, com-
prising the rear member 11 and the front member 12. They
may be secoired by strip 13 at the edge, 'and are thus easily

haoidled and permit exposure in an ordinary piateholder.
The sensitive member 11, which is to provide a negative repre-

senting the primary colour red, is preferaibly the rear member.
It consists of a transparent carrier 14, preferably glass coated
with a layer 15 sensitive to red. The layer 15 may be
thoroughly insensitive to blue light and to green light, in which
case practically all the light passing through the front member

12 may pass to it. It is safer, however, to exclude blue light,

and even green, and, unless the layer 15 is insensitive to these

colours, it should be protected by a screen or coating, or

should be stained red. For illustration, a, thin red screen 15»

is indicated in Fig. 3.

It is preferred that the front sensitive member 12 be the one

to afford the composite or mosaic negative. This faces rear-

wardly, and comprises, first, the layer 17 sensitive to both blue

and green. In front of this is the composite screen 18, sup-

ported on a transpai'ent carrier 19, preferably glass. A thin

varnish coating 18* protects the colour pattern when applying

the sensitive emission 17 over the screen.

By constructing the layer 18 of a microscopic pattern of

magenta and yellow, it will pass blue light and green light

respectively, according to the pattern, for affecting the front

sensitive layer 17. The red ra3r8, to which the front member
is insensitive, pass through both the magenta and the yellow

areas, and' therefore affect the rear member 11 over its whole

surface.

The member 12 may be made by coating the glass 19 with

fine-grained gelatine, and then printing the desired pattern

by a greasy ink. This may be of carmine or magenta colour.

By then immersing in a yellow dye, ths nnprinted portions

absorb the yellow co'our, giving the desired composite screes.

The yellow portions 20 are alternated with the magenta por-

tions 21. This should be coated with amyl-acetate aollodion

varnish 18"- before applying the blue-green-sensitive emul-

sion 17.

Fig. 3 shows the red rays passing through the magenta and
the yellow units and through the red layer 15* to the rear

member 11. The red screen is shown as cutting off the green

and blue rays. The topmost green ray is shown passing through

a yellow unit, so as to affect the sensitive layer 17. Yellow

is secondary and admits both red and green, but excludes blue.

The next green ray meeting the magenta unit is shut off. The
first blue ray meeting the yellow unit is shut off. The second

blue ray passes through the magenta unit and affects the sensi-

tive layer 17. Magenta is a secondary colour and admits both

red and blue, but excludes green. It may be tinged with

yellow, so as to soften the effect of the blue light, which is far

stronger than the green. This equalisation might be other-

wise obtained, namely, by a yellow screen at the lens.

On development of the members 11 and 12, two negatives

are obtained. The member 11 gives a plain or unpatterned

negative 22, shown in Fig. 4, which represents the red element

of the picture. The member 12 develops into a composite nega-

tive 23, shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The composite screen 18, being

a permanent part, is contained in this negative. The image of

the exposed and developed parts of the negative is black and
represents the green and blue elements of the picture respec-

tively. Beneath are the magenta and yellow units.

In Fig. 4 a positive 24 is printed from negative 22. This,

according to the theory of subtractive colour photography has

a blue-green image, and may be, for example, a ferrocyanide

print. This colour is the complementary of red. From the

composite negatives magenta and yellow positives are obtained.

Fig. 5 shows printing the magenta positive from

the negative 23 by green light. A green glass 25 is placed

above. The image of the print 26 is to be made magenta in a

suitable way. Similarly in Fig. 6 a blue glass 27 serves to

give the positive 28, the image of which should be the comple-

mentary colour yellow.

These successive monochromes could be made successively on

the same base, or made separately, as indicated, and afterwards

combined. Thus, the positives 24, 26, 28, are shown superposed

in Fig. 7, giving an assemblage 29, in which the original picture

is reproduced. These may be permanently and intimately

united, as in Fig. 8, to form the final pixKiuct 30. The sensi-

tive member 12 facing rearwardly gives a reversed negative 23,
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ao that the positives 26 and 28 are rcTersed. This is an advan-
tage, as it enables on« to face them downwardly, as in Fig. 7,

apon the apwardly facing blue-green positive 24, which is

anrerened.

The three positives 24, 26, 28, may be gelatine reliefs pro-

duced by the bichromate pnjcess ; white light being used to

print from the negative 22. The colour may consist of dye
absorbed by the reliefs, and the three images could be trans-

ferred by imbibition to a single gelatine layer to give the final

picture. The pattern or mosaic may be readily made to disap-

pear by minute diffusion of the light or of the dye.

Am before 6tat<>d the foregoing description is that of the pre-

ferred embodiment of the invention ; the manner of carrying

the invention into practice is, however, capable of being con-

siderably modified, and although some of these modifications,

aa hereinafter explained, may be responsible for different or

kes satisfactory reisults, nevertheless, they are all held to fall

within the scope of the invention.

It has already been herein demonstrated that with a oompo-
•ita screen comprising only magenta and yellow areas the red

or weakest image is represented by an entire negative or 100

per cent, of the area, and from that it will be appreciated that,

when the total magenta area bears a certain definite proportion

to th^ total yellow area, the resultant negative will be repre-

sentative of SO per cent, blue and SO per cent, green, so that in

«11 • total of say 200 per cent, will be obtained.

Any variation of the relative totals uf the magenta and yellow

areas of the composite screen will disturb only the balance of

the blue and green in the resultant negative without in any
way varying the 100 per cent, red n^ative and from this it

will be seen that by giving effect to any such variation the

green can be made to preponderate over the blue or vice versa

in the finished product, thus affording considerable latitude

in the artistic treatment of different subjecta.

The foregoing description has been confined to examples in

which the two areas of the composite or mosaic screen are both

of secondary colour which is the only way of obtaining 100 per

cent, representation of the red or weakest image, it is, however.

possible, in accordance with the present invention for one of

these areas to be of primary colour. Such an arrangement
would secure results which, although less satisfactory than that

just stated, would nevertheless be superior to those attained

by hitherto known processes, inasmuch as equality for the three

primary colours, say 50 per cent, of each, would be obtained,

but in this case the red itself would be of mosaic pattern, that

is to say in distinct areas alternating with black or clear areas.

To state a concrete example of the last-mentioned modifica-

tion, it is assumed that the composite screen comprises alter-

nating areas of magent.a (secondary), and green (primary).

With such a screen the magenta areas pass blue rays which

affect the rear member 11 over only such areas as correspond

with the said magenta areas, while the green areas pass only

the green rays which affect the front sensitive layer 17, but have

no effect on the rear member 11. The consequential result is

that after development, the red representing negative 11, will

have a mosaic pattern of red representing areas alternating

with blank or clear areas, the total result being to secure 50 per

cent, blue, SO per cent, green, and 50 per cent. red.

The original yellow areas 20 might be retained, and the

magenta areas replaced by blue, in which case the result would

be substantially the same as in that of the last cited example.

It would 4hen, however, be possible to vary the size of the

respective colour areas, for example, they might be in the pro-

portion yellow areas 60 per cent., blue areas 40 per cent., which

would give final totals of colour representation as follows : blue

40 per cent., green 60 per cent., red 60 per cent.

With the before-mentioned three-colour mosaic system of

Lumiere the best results that can be obtained are 100 per cent.,

and, assuming the starch grains to be equally distributed, there

is 33i per cent, blue, 33^ per cent, green, SSJ per cent, red,

and any increase of one must be at tKe sacrifice of the others.

It is well known that red and green are both far less actinic

than blue, so that even with the blue 40 per cent.
,
green 60 per,

cent., and red 60 per cent, previously mentioned, this is far

better than has been hitherto possible from the best previously

known process.

DECENNIA PRACTICA—COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
COLOUR SEPARATION BY DISPERSION AND DIFFRACTION.

dolour Photography without FUtrrt.—The Drac method briefly

dsacribsd in " B.J. A.," 1906. p. 863, was danaasttsted privately

in London doririK February and March, 1906. The appsratui (Eng.

Pal. No. 1,006, 1904) provides for the dissection of the ipeclrum,

pamitting of 'the adjustment of the composition and itrength of

aaab aactioa to the Mnsittveneis of the plate so as to obtain the

aame tims of ezpoaore for all three negatives. The apparatus is

tmfloyd both for the makinx of the colour-aenution negatives and

for the viewing or projection of colour recorSa by additive lynthesit.

For the latter purpose the positive transparency from the triple

lligaliili ia placed in the position occupied by the plate, and thus

m syatem of direct colour photography is available in which no

colonrednMaMof any kind are used.—- B.J.," Fab. 2, 1906. p. 87.

A later patent of Drac's (Eng. Pat. No. 9,449, 1906) deKribee

odiflcations in the cyslam of priinis whereby fewer glaasea are

assdsd. Drawing*, stc., sre given in " B.J.," Feb. 9. 1906, p. 111.

Herbert E. Ives (con of F. E. Ives), in examination of the Wood
diSfMiioo pncesa (' B.J.A.," 1900, p. 830; and 1901, p. 829), finds

that it is erratic, in consequence of the fact that the three gratings,

when soperimpoeed, do not set as ssparate gratingi. A new com-

pound gratinK ii formed by two of the repUcss getting in and out of

step with each other, and this new grating form* a spectrum of its

own. In order to avoid the disturbing effects of saperimposition,

Ives srrmnges tbs grstings in strips, applying the principle of Joly's

process to the diffrsrtion method. The improved plan is as

foUowi:

In Fig. 1, -^ is the bichramated getatise plate rigidly fixed iii posi-

tion ; B is a glass diffraction grating ; C in a line «creeii, ruled with

two hundred lines to the inch, with the opaque lines twice

the width of the transparent; and D a lens, and E a positive colour-

record to be copied. The latter i« an ordinary set of three positives

containing no lines or structure, and the grating is an ordinary con-

linuously-niled one. With, say, the red record at E, and the corre-

sponding grating at B, an exposure is made, resulting in a series of

narrow strips. A second positive is then placed at E, the corre-

sponding grating at B, and the ruling C moved the width of a

traneparent portion. A second exposure is then made, the opaque

lines shielding the previously exposed surface, and a similar treat-

ment given to the third positive. There results finally a picture

made up of alternating strips of three different gratings.

To eliminate the grating effects of the narrow strips of gratings

considered as lines, the device is used of making the strips (Joly

lines) run at right angles to the diffraction grating lines, so that the

spectra produced by them are thrown off in another direction and

do not enter the eye.

Fig. 2 gives an idea of the appearance of tjie finished picture under

the microscope. The short, fine lines are the diffraction grating

lines furnishing the three prin<ary colours ; 2,400 to the inch for the

red, 3,000 for the green, and 3,600 for the blue.

When viewed with a lens and bright source of light the pictures

n-ade in this way are entirely free from the formerly-obtained

dfcfect-t. The colours are pure and brilliant, and, unlike ordinary

Joly pictures, the colour-lines are too fine to be visible. The results,

indeed, approach those obtained with the Kromskop.

As a further modification of the original method the writer has

found it possible to dispense with three gratings and obtain the

colours with a single grating spacing properly used. To do this the

source of light must be a rather long slit. Viewed through a
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^'rating the slit, of course, gives long spectra parallel to its length.

If now the grating be rotated about the perpendicular dropped from

it to the slit, the spectra move in toward the slit. [The accompany-

ing shift parallel to the length of the slit is compensated for by the

«lit being long.} So, by enitable rotation, any desired gpectrum

colour may be obtained at a chosen point. Starting with a grating

of 3,600 lines to the indi to give the blue when parallel to the slit,

a rotation of about 21^ degrees will give the green, of 42 degrees the

red. In the absence of suitable dividing engines to rule three

properly-proportioned gratings this affords an exact and easy method
,of securing the three colours. It has the fourth advantage, that in

printing copies euch difficulties as securing perfect printing contact
will affect all three colours alike, which is not the case with gratings

of different degrees of fineness.

Fig. 3 shows a portion of a picture made in this way with ons

grating spacing.

Mr. F. E..Ives has deviacd the following instrument for viewing

the pictures :^
Fig. 4 gives the instrument in section. A, B, C, D are the four

slits ; M a mirror ; L, and L^ lenses ; P the diffraction picture ; and

S the slit through which the picture is observed. Tlie lenses, of

course, form an image of each slit at A', B', C, D' : from each of

these images, however, a certain amount of light is diffracted by the

picture P ; from B and C first order spectra fall on S, from A and D,

second order. The use of second as well as first order spectra is a

distinct advantage iu that, as gratings never give a perfectly uni-

form distribution of light and colour, certain desirable qualities of

the picture are found in one order and not in the other, while if

both orders are used tlic resultant evening up of qualities produces

particularly satisfactory results.

By disposing the grating lines in a horizontal direction and using

horizontal slits as sources, the pictures may be viewed by both eyes,

a desirable condition for convenience and comfort. To use, it is

merely placed before a '.window or Welsbach light and the pictures

dropped to place.
—"B.J." (from "Journal of Franklin Insti-

tute "), Aug. 3 1906, p. 609.

AN lilBIBITLON SCEEEN-PLATE COLOUR PROCESS.

A KECENT patent specification. No. 121 ,776, of Hans Pedersen, de-

scribes a method of making colour prints by a process which com-
bines within itself certain details familiar in other processes.

In reciting the known state of the art in the field of his inven-

tion the patentee points out that it has been proposed to produce
from a colour diapositive—i.e., a three-colour original positive, for

example, an Autochrome plate, another similarly coloured positive

view or picture on paper, by using the same method that has proved
so successful with plates—that is to say, to expose a sensitized

bromide film beneath a positive, comprising a screen of primary
colours, to develop and then reverse and fix it. However, to enable
the light to reach the eye from such a picture so as to reveal the

colours, the light would have to pass twice through the screen or
filter, and would thereby be weakened so far as to render the picture

seen by the eye, to be lacking in contrast, thus making this method
impracticable.

He also points out that, by another known method, a positive

reproduction can be had direct from a multi-colour dia-positive by
first producing a print therefrom on pigment paper coated with a
white pigment and transferring the pigment image on to a black
paper backing, then placing a coloured layer in correct register on
the pigment coating and allowing the picture to imbibe colours, so

that there is obtained a positive picture with correct distribution
of light and shade.

According to the improved method the required colours are
imbibed from a multi-coloured substratum layer or screen, and for
this purpose a transparent base is covered with a screen of not too
smalt meshes and of waterproof colours, which are only soluble iu

alcohol, for example. Directly on this filter is placed a suflSciently

thick gelatine silver colour-sensitive film, having white pigment
incorporated in it. The sub.sequently mentioned separate treatments

are based on wtll-kn<jwn general treatments or methods, to which

reference only is needed here.

An exposure is made beneath a multi-coloured dia-positive or in a

camera, as in taking ordinary exposures fi'om the rear through the

screen. The image is then developed in non-tanning developer and

fixed. The silver deposit is bleached in one of the known bleaching

agents which differentially tan the developed parts in accordance

with the silver deposit, and is then fixed so as to remove the newly-

formed bromide or chromate of silver. The gelatine which has

remained soluble is now dissolved in a warm-water bath similarly

as is done in the well-known " carbon " process. The remaining

white pigment is thus distributed correspondingly to the distribution

required in the colour 'Screen picture. On a red spot, for example,

only the red parts of the screen are covered with pigment, tlie others

lie free. At a black part the whole screen is free, while at the vdiite

pai*ts all the screen is covered. The thickness of the pigment layer

corresponds eveiywhere with the amount of light received by the

sensitized film.

After this the pigment layer is pressed on to an alcohol-soaked

colourless gelatine layer. The alcohol penetrates through the pig-

ment and causes the colours of the screen to dissolve and penetrate

into tlie white pigment. The colours not covered by pigment pass

into and are wholly absorbed by the firmly-pressed-on gelatine layer.

When the colours Wave been sufficiently absorbed by tilie pigmeait

the two layers or films are separated from each other. For inter-

rupting the colouring action the solvent in the pigment is made to

quickly evaporate by means of a warm air current. The white pig-

ment has now been changed to a coloured picture with the correct

scale of density according to the different thickness of the layer.

By double transfer the withdrawal of the pigment from the screen

and its application to a black paper backing is effected. This

method is equally suitable for copying, enlarging, and for directly

taking photographic views.
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COLOUR TRANSPARENCIES FROM COLOUR-
SENSATION NEGATIVES.

A method of printing from colour-sonaatioD negutives which appears designed for the production of complete colour-

cioeuiatograpb film pictures is de«arib«d in a raoent patent specification assigned by F. £. Ives to the Hess-Ives
OorpontioD, PhiUdelpbia. It coosista eitan tialljr m producing a multi-coloured picture by forming a composite of (1) a
poaitiTa from • ooloor-aenaation negattra and (2) a poaitive printed from a positive or negative from a second colour-

enaatioo negatiTe and impteaaad on (1). Inaamuch as detaili of such processes are appropriately recorded in these pages we
bava tnuiaferrad Ibem from their customary place in the " Talent News."—Ebs. ' Colour Photography " Supplement.]

Tku invantioa rwlatwa to tlie art of colour photography, and

ha* more particularly to do with the proca— invohred in the

Baking of a malti-ooloor photograph cocopoonded of b1ende<i

lonocolonr imagea d yAuth one or more are printed directly

apon a pre-fonned ootoor image. In it* oaai|>leto aapect the

prootaa maj be aaid to oonunaBce witii • Mt of etdoar-aeJeclaon

aegaMTaa, AuMiai ol the tw»«oloaT or three-ooloar aystem.or

other ajstan, ^ich negativee are producible by well-known

atboda ; and the iavaatioii providea a noral and advmntageKUi

»od« of pTwewiiTig from such negativea to aacnre the multi-

coloor poaitivea or picturee. In one aepeot the inTention may
be aaid to be dineted more paoticalarly to the eubjeot of moiion
ptctnrea in ooloair, in vdneh, on account of the minuto aixe of

the imagea, it hae baan found difficalt to aacnre or enaore exact

t>>);iatratioB of the eonponent imagea. TIm invention, by orer-

oumiag audi difioolliaa, prarcnta the incMamtal formation of

tringaa of eokwr in 4lia making and exbiliitiBg of colour moUun
ptotoraa.

For tonreuianca the invention is deacribed aa applied to the

iwixoloar eyatan, wherein red and green raapactively may be

conaidered aa the aaleoted primary colour*, «nd blue-green and
red raapectiTely the eorreaponding aeoondary or complementary
aoloar*. While the invaotion ia applJaable to many »y«teDis

wkarain the monochrmna «(MB|>oaenta oi the poaitive image are

pxodnoad anocwavely, tke lator one being produced directly

qxM mad in registry, so aa to blend, witti the earlier one, it is,

li» oonvaaience, deacnbed aa an improTamant of the kno>«n
praeaaa in which, after obtaining the nagativea representing th'^

aelectad praaariea, wliiah may be reapeetively referred to as the

r*d-ni|iiaaaiirnig aagative and the green-repreaenting
negative, a aonodmwne poaitive ia made from one
«t the negatiiraa. Specifioally • blae-green |Kwitive

>• pmducMl divsetly dom the red-representing nega-

tive, this ooloured positive being carried in a gela-

tine film on a audtable support. The gi-eem-representing nega-

tive, or a diapoeitdve there(£rom, ds then used to print a red

image directly upon the blue-green monochrome print, in

registry with the blue-green image. This ia proferably done

by bichromate sensitising of the gelatine film containing the

blue-green image, and then exposing beneath a diapositive from

the green-repreeenting negative and thereiaiter dyeing the ex.-

poaed ooUoid by suitable red dye wiiidi is selectively im^bibed,

fomung an image blending with the blue-green imiage and yield-

ing the desired multi-oolour print. It will be understood that

the negatives and the green-representing diapositive referred to

are the usual black, or nather black and clear, negatives or

diapoeitives. To avoid confusion the word colour or coloured

tiiron^out this speoLfica'tion is used in a sense distinguished

from black or clear.

In practising the before-mentioned known process much diffi-

culty has been experienced in securing accurate registration ol

the black green-representing diapositive over 'the previously

formed blue-green monochrome positive. Practically speaking,

viauAl regiarto^tion is necessary, at least in the £rst Instance,

and it is found that the moat minute visual examination, how-

ever carefully made, has not availed to ensure exact registra-

tion. The difficulty is enhanced in the case of cinematographic

films where the details of the pictures are substantially micro-

aoopic, and where, moreover, the slightest inaccuracy in

registration is immiensely magnified in projecting the picture

upon the screen. Inaccuracy in registry means that one or

other of the colour images, the blue-green or the red, will over-

lap at various points, thus producing bright colour fringes in

the projected picture, which is extremely objectionable.

The objects of the present invention are generally to overcome

the various defects above mentioned, and particularly to over-
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come the difficulty in obtaining exact registwition in the prinrt-

ing of a second monocJiixxme image over a pre-lonned posJfcive

print of another colour. Other objects and advantages are ex-

plained in the following description or will be aipparerit to

those skilled in tihe art.

In one aspect the present invention particuliarly consdate in

fthe process of nuaking la .blended picture lafter having secured a

pre-formed colour print or positive, by phkatographioally print-

ing a differently coloured image in registry 'U/i>on, so as to blend

with, the pre-formed colour print by effecting a photographic

exposure through a diaiposiliive, or in some oases a negative,

whioh, contrary to the usual black and clear diapositive or

negative, is of a colour which effectively coritnasts with that of

the pre-lonned print, so that the eye is easily enabled to effect

exact registration ibeifoi-e exposing to ligh't to print the second

image. By these means the hitherto expea-ienced difficulty

arising out oif the faict th'ait the black and iclear diapo^itiive

affords insufficient contrast with the pre-formed monochrome
image during the istep of registry, is thus overcome. More
epecificailly, after securing tlie first colour image, it is preferred

to use far printing of the succeeding one a. driaposJtdve of tihe

complementary colour, so that during registry the observer

practically has before liim the ifinal multi-colour or blended

image. . Specifically, after securing the blue-green .positive in

gelatine and re^sensitising, a red diapositive secured irom tihe

green-representing negative is employed, and with this red

diapositive registration above the 'blue-green image is easily

and satisfactorily niaide prior to the actual exposure and subse-

quent selective dyeing of the gelatine.

In order to afford a full and conrplete disclosure of the

present invention and the mode of practising it, one piHactioable

mode of procedure and details will now be desicribed step by
step.

In the accompanying drawings illustrative of one application

of the 2>resent invention fig. 1 in side elevation indicates a red-

3 /ff

Vig- 1.

selection negative, fig. 2 a green-«election negative, and fig. 3

a diapositive from the green-selection negative. Fig. 4 indicates

the step of printing a blue-green positive from the red-selection

negative, fig. 5 the step of printing a red image from the fig. 3

//

Pig. 2.

diapositive in registry upon the blue-green image, and fig. 6 on
an enlarged scale shows the nature of the resultioig print. Fig. 7

shows a modifioation.

Commencing the description of the invention at that point

where the colour selection negatives have been obtained, and
assuming that one of these (fig. 1) represents red and the other

(fig. 2) green, these being the selected primaries, the isubsequent

px-ooedure may be described as follows :

—

Before producing a blue-green positive from the red selection

negative, 10, it will be convenient to first secure the red dia-

positive from the green-representing nega;tive, 11, for the pur-

pose of using sucih diapositive in exposing and printing the

second of the two monochrome images to be blended.

From the 'black negative, 11, which represents gi-een, a black

diaposi'tive, 12, is printed, which may be done in a well-kno\vn

manner, for exaimple, by merely exposing a silver hialaid sensi-

tive iplate or film beneath the negative, and developing in the

usual way. The black diapositive is next converted into a red

diapositive, and the pix)cedure for this may be as follows :

—

The diapositive is first soaked over night in a copper toning

solution ttnade up of the fallowing solutions, whicli can be kept

in stock :

—

A—Potassium ferricyanide 50 grains.

Potasaium citra.te 240 grains.

Water 20 ounces.

B—Copper sulphate 60 grains.

Potassium citrate 240 grains.

Water 20 ounces.

A mixture of equal parts of solutione A and B gives the de-

sired toning solution, and, when the diapositive has been

soaked for the requisite time it will be found to have been

converted into a copper red coloured im'age. This image is

somewhat degraded by the presence of silver ferrocyanide, and

it is therefore preferred to dissolve out this silver salt by the

use of sodium thSosulphate (" hypo ").

It is preferred that the diapositive, 12, should be of a deeper

and brighter red than the copper red so prodiiced, in order to

Fig. 3.

give a more emphatic contrast when registering with the blue-

green image, aiul this result may be accomplished as follows ;

—

The copper 'red diapositive may be soaked in an aqueous solu-

tion of fuchsine dye containing a small quantity of acetic acid.

Owing to the fact that copper is a mordant for certain alkali

dyes, including the one mentioned, the diiaprositive is caused to

Fig. 4.

take up selectively a substantial amount of the dye. After this

treatment the diajKJsdtive should be washed out in water con-

taining weak acetic acid, so as to remove the unimordanted .pai*

of the dye. The red diapositive, 12, when dry is ready for

Fig. 5.

printing purposes, and it will be understood that it is a green-

representing diaipositive, coloured red to contrast vividly with

the blue-green monochrome.

The subsequent procedure has already been referred to. The

red-representing negative, 10, will first be utilised to secure a

blue-green positive imjage, wihich may be done by a known silver

conversion system, or by any other convenient system. This

step is indicated in fig. 4, in whioh, beneath the negative, 10, is

seen the print memlber, 13, comprising the sensitive layer, 14,

over the carrier or glass, 15.

llaving the blue-green positive imiage, the second imi^e may

be produced in different ways. One well-known procedure

would be to fii-st coat the blue-green image with a protective

coating of varnish, 16, as indicated in fig. 7, and apply over

that a sensitive layer, 17, before proceeding to expose and print

for the red image. Or, as is already known, the blue-green

image may be contained in a gelatine layer, 14 (see fig. 5),

whioh may now be sensitised with potassium bichromate. This

re-sensiti'Sed (monochrome may now be exposed beneath the

green-representing red-coloured diapositive, 12. This, as pre-

viously ei^plained, is easily ajid accurately performed by reason

of the colour contrasit between the red diapositive and the blue-

green positive image. Following this it is merely necessaj^ *"

wash out the unaffected bichromate, land immerse for one or

two minutes in an acid solU'tion of sodium siilt of di-sulpho-

naphthaleneazo-B-naphthol disulphonic aoid, known as fast j^ed

or similar dye. By this procedure the red image will be created
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by Mlwtive abaorption, »nd will b« found to be accurately

vegiateMd vHh the iillM-green image, and therefore properly

blended, so that, when magniKed by projection on a motion

piotnre screen, the objectionable colour fringes wiH be sub-

•tant'aily non-exiatent.

In enlarged cnws-eectiun the final pictiHt- inay be somewhat
-as indicated in fig. 6, wherein above the transparent carrier, 15,

F.fi. 6.

the layer, 14, of ooJloid is shown as Ikaving embodied in it the
blue-green image, 18, and the sabaequently farmed red image,

19, the lower part of the colloid laver being clear, as shown
at 20.

In cases wliere it is desired to use a coloured negative as the
printing mnnber for th« second image, inatesd of the coloured

>7

/S-

Ki«. 7.

<li^wsititre, the original black, negative may be &uitubly oon-
Terted to a red colour, for example, in the manner above de-
•cribed, and in this case a different mode of selectively produc-
ing the second image will liave to be adopted, for example, the
oae of « dye like eoeine, which is mordanted by the chromium
compound produced in the film by exposure to light, biit can be
washed out of the unhardened portions, thus pioilucing a red
positive image by printing under a negative iiii,t3<>.

The particular colours mentioned are on! -s, and
they may be reversed or suitably altered . .: to the
system of primaries and secondaries that may be selected. In
th« particular two-oolour eystem referred tn, the red image
mar be of v«rio«M riiadas of red as carcnmatmoes may dicUte,
and the blue-green image may vary from bhie to green, and
may, therefore, be referred to as a bluc-to-green image.
Other mcAhods than the one given may be employed for con-

verting a black silver image to la colouied image, as required

for this process, for example, tliat alieady known wherein the

silver image is convei'ted to silver iodide aind siibsequeivtly djed
with an alkali dye which is mordanted by silver iodide ; and a
silver image conveiite<l to (silver feiTocyanide will dye selectively

with alkali dyes in the saane manner. The copj^er red image is

preferable for the •object of the present invention because of its

inltrinisic colour and superior opacity to .actinic ligkt, and the

greater permanency to light of alkali dyes in combination wiith

the copper moird>ant.

The claims which are made in respect to the invention

are :—

•

1. In the production of a aiiulticolour jjhotograph, i])rinting a

monochrome positive of <a, seoondiary icolour corresponding to the

first piimary, producing a coloured printing member, negative

or diapositive, <tontrastdng in colour with such positive, and
then printing from said coloured printing member in registry

upon said positive an image of, or one which is subsequently

dyed or coloured to, a red or other secondary colour correspond-

ing to the second primary.

2. In the art of colour photography the process oif inaking a

multicolour photograph from a set of coloured selection nega-

tives w^icli represen^t the respective Bed and gieen or other

selected primary colours, said process consisting in printing

from one «egative, say the red-representing one, a monochrome
positive of a blue-to-green or other secondary colour cone-

sponding to the first -primai-y, producing from anothei- negative,

say the gi-eennrepresenifcing one, a coloured printing member,

negative or diapoeitive, contrasting in colour with suoli positive,

and then printing from said coloured printing member, in

registry upon said positive an image of, or one which is subse-

quently dyed or coloured to, <a red or other secondary colour

conresponding to the second primjarj'.

3. In the art of colour pjiotography the process aocording to

Claim 2 characterised by the resensitusing of the monochrome

'positive of secondary colour corre8ix>nding to the first primary

before printing thereon lOr therein the image of secondary

colour corresponding to the second primary.

4. In the production of la raulhicolour photograph aocording

to OLaam 1 wherein tbe coloured prdntting memibeor is a red dia-

positive, pioducing said diapositive by copper-toning a black

dsapoarirtive to a red colour.

5. A multicolour photograph produced by the process claimed

in the preceding Claim 1, Ola.im 2, or Claim 13.

DECENNIA PRACTICA COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
Under ibis beading we apply to the various braiu;he» of colour photography the proces-scs of collection and arrangement accorded to some

fifty depsrtmanu of ordinary pbotograpbv in Iho " B. i." during 1916. These extracts are from issues of the 'British Journal

Almaoao " of the years 1906 to 1915. and the present series of epitomes thus resuscitates and brings together m compact form much u.seful

information, otherwiM soattored tbrough nearly a dozen volumes. KDfi. " Colour Photography " Supplement.

Captain W. La$reHrt-PaciJton has patented a process for pro-

dociag natural-colour prints from negatives taken in the ordinary

way throagh a scrscn. In this negstire—
White slxKild be opaqnsi

Bluv (boald be sami-opsqns.

Green should be middle density.

Tsllow should be middle density.

Red should be fsint density.

Black should be dear glass.

A red positive is first mnde by any known colour process printed

from the negative, taking care that only the clear portions of the

negative (rsprssenting black) and the most faint density (repro-

stcting tits rsda) only are printed. This red positive (from the

second operation) is registered in close contact with the same

nesative, and a trash positive is printed sgain in yellow or green

<b>' any known colour process) on another surface until the middle

density only is printed. A red poAitivs is made first, and then

PSEUDO.COLOUR PROCESSES.
superimposed on the same negative before printing tl.e next colour

(yellow or green), because the red positive is required to act as a

light sliield, so that it will block out the red density in the nega-

tive and prevent it from printing again on the next colour, unless

the colours happen to blend, when, of course, the gradation and

density of the negative will step in and give the required impure

or mixed colour or colours. We now have a red and yellow {or

green) positive, each picking out its own colour and mixture of

colours. We have 4Jmply to superimpose the rud :uid yellow (or

green) positives on each other and place them in register with the

same negative, and print the next density (blue) by any known

colour process in blue, the red and yellow (or green positive) serv-

ing as light shields to prevent other densities from printing in the

wrong colour. We shall have now three positives in red, blue,

and yellow (or green) respectively, each i'o.sitive picking out its

own colour according to the density of the negative, and to make

a picture from the negative as true as possible in colour to the
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original scene. We print (without any positive ehield or ahieldg)

a light monochrome positive in black from the same negative (to

give black in clear portion of negative), and when we superimpose

and register the red, yellow (or green), and blue positives (or in

any suitable order or degree of colour) on tJhe monochrome positive

the picture will be a complete triad of colour, the monochrome print

giving the black, and the red, blue, and yellow (or green) positive

giring all the other soloars and mixture of colours when regis-

tered and superimposed on each other. Alternative methods of

carrying out the same idea of the light-shield by photographic and

photo-mechanical processes are described.—Eng. Pat., No. 16,104,

1905; "B.J.," Sept 7, 1906, p. 711.

Carton Tissue for MuUi-Colour Prints.—^E. N. White has
patented pigment tissue coated with a series of layers of gelatine

mixtures containing pigmente for the production of colour effects

by printing from ordinary negatives. The paper is first coated
with a mixture containing a white pigment, then with blue or
violet, then yellow, and then green or red.—Eng. pat. No. 10,892,

1910; " B.J.," June 30, 1911, p. SOO.

Multiple carbon tissue for producing multi-colour effects from
ordinary negatives has been the subject of several patents in the
past, notably that of Slavik, -whose product was issued as " Mul-
tico " by the firm of Dr. Hezekiel, Berlin.—(See "B.J.," 1906, p.

66. Ed., "B.J.A."}

PHOTOGRAPHY IN COLOURS BY PRISMATIC DISPERSION.
This process, which entirely does away with the necessity of

colour filters, is based upon tie dispersion of the light rays from

the image into spectra, whicli are produced juxtaposed upon the

plate. The originai idea was first patented by F. W. Lanohester in

1895 (see Patents Chronology, " B.J." Colour Supplement, April 5,

1907, p. 32). He describee a camera for making coloured photo-

graphs, in which the image is first thrown by a lens on to a oon-

denser amd igratuig ruled with opaque bars. The rays tha/t pass

through the slits of the grating enter another lens containing a

prism, the axis of which is parallel to the bars of the grating. Each
stiip of light is split up into a spectrum by the prism, and tike

image thrown on the plate is made up of these parallel spectra. A
similar appaiatus reversed can be used as a magic lantern to project

a coloured image on a screen from a transipaJency. In the " B.J.,"

January 4, 1904, p. 7, Julius Rheinberg, in ignorance of the above,

also described a process for attaining the same end. Professor Lipp-

mann in 1906 ooanmundcated to the Academd© des Sciences (" B.J.,"

August 17, 1906, p. 644) a similar idea, which since ithen has been
ektboiated or utilised by several workers.

Gabriel Lippmami, in a paper before the Pane Academy of

Sciences (" Comptes Rendus," July 30, 1906, p. 270), describee

the application of the principle of the epeotrosoope to direct

colour^hotography. Instead of the single slit of a spectro6CO'i>e,

a series of slits all very dose together i.s used. They are fine

transparent lines of a ruled screen of five lines per mm., such as

is employed in process work. This screen is fixed to the front of a
photographic enlarger, i.e., to a box provided at its extremity with a

sensitive plate, and caj>rying, a converging lens at about the plane

midway between its two ends. In front oi the lens is fixed a prism

of small angle, with its edge parallel to the transparent lines of the

screen.

The image to be reproduced is projected oa the screen, the sensi-

tive plate is developed and pint back in place. On illuminating tihe

apparatus vpith white Hghit an image is seen in colours. Each line of

the screen acts as the slit of a spectroscope, and, as the lines are not

visible at .the distance of distinct vision, the image appears oon-

Unnioojs.

{To be continued)

A PiONEEB IN COLOnB PHOTOGRAPHY !—A writer in "Photo Era,"
in the course of a review of colour processes mentions that in 1851 a
clergyman named Hill, who dived in New York, startled the world
by announcing that he had discovered a method of photographing
in natural colours. Almost every newspaper and magazine in the

country gave Hill column after columm of free jniblicity because of

his statement that, despite his heing a poor man with a large family,

he had refused offers of all kinds for his invention because he was
determined that it should not be used as a monopoly by any one. A
clipping taken from a paper published late in 1851, says :

" Mr. Hill

is pursuing a course which must sooner or later gain him the confi-

dence of his fellow artists. It is Mr. Hill's intention to take out a
patent covering his invention, yet he will act liberaUy towards his

fellow-artists."

" Hill finally announced that, after much persuasion, he had been
fully convinced that his duty to humanity demanded his publishing
a book in which would be described his process. In accordance
with this resolve. Hill printed a small leaflet in which was given the
contente of the forthcoming volume. The price of the book was to

be five dollars—first come, firat served— -with no favour shown to

those of low or high degree. After collecting $15,000 in cold cash,

Hill finally issued a dheaply-printed book on the daguerreotype

-

process. Thus he proved that, although he might have been a poor
man, he was by no means a stupid one; and that, although he
might not have discovered a way to make photography in colour,

no one could deny that he had found an effective method to make
fifteen thousand dollars."

Dust and the Paget Coloub Peocess.—When doing some
experimental work with the Paget colour process, which necessitated

a journey over rather dusty roads foi- a couple of miles I had during
the past summer a rather annoying experience. The taking screen
and the panchromatic negative plate were very carefully knocked
free from dust in the daj-k-room before being loaded into the slide a
double hook form pattern to which I fitted an extra supplementary
spring in order to secure perfect contact between plate and screen.
I was surprised to find, however, upon developing my plates, that in

two of the negatives the black " dots " instead of being very sharply
defined as is essential for a good colour renderiijg were very diffused

and in certain areas were absent altogether. The taking screen was
not a new one, having been previously used with perfectly good
results, but I was led to examine it with a view to tracing the cause

of the trouble, especially as the making of a transparency and sub-

sequent registration with a viewing screen confirmed my first

suspicions that the taking screen and negative plate could

not have been in perfect contact. Careful inspection of the taking

screen proved that the trouble was caused by a nuniber of minuta
particles of dust, which had worked in somehow, between the two
surfaces and prevented proper contact and a proper representation

of the " dots" in the negative. I afterwards ovetrcame this trouble

by making it a practice to bind the two glasses together lightly with

strips of lantern slide linen, which ensured a more even contact

and also absoltutely prevented the entrance of dust The binding

is easily removed by paring it round the euges with a sharp knife

When it is desired to separate the plates. I have found that, how-

ever good may be the camera case, dark slides, etc., upon a dusty

journey foreigp bodies will find admittance somehow. In ordinary

work such may do little harm beyond a few pinlioles, but in colour

work for the reason detailed above and also from the fact that owing

to the impossibility of spotting them satisfactorily pin holes are to

be avoided, some amount of preventive care against dust ]« an

absolute necessity Expert

Wood Ditfbaction Process.—By an error last month the line

diagram. Fig. 1, of the paragraph dealing with Mr. H. E. Itw's

improvements in the Wood diffna^tion process was incorrectly give*.

The drawing herewith reproduced is tliat which should have beem

Fig. 1.
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TWO-COLOUR CINEMATOGRAPHY.
«^»*-

Thk making of « ciiuaaatograph film in colonis all ready for

prpjwlion ia an ideal which haa be«n panned by leveral ex-

lietiaMntert, and ia, we thiok, greatly advanced towards the

coDUDercial atage by a prooeaa juat patented by Mr. Aron Ham-
burger, fron mrhoee specification. No. 123,786 of 1915, the

following particulars arc taken. Broadly, the process conaists

in simultaneous dye-tonii^ of the two compleinentary colonr-

ftfmtHon noDochrome image* on the two aides of a band of

film and in apparatus for carrying uut this pioeeM.

lite machine shown by way of example in figs. 1 and 2 ia

provided with means for carrying a double-printed bleached

him a and passing it between a pair of snitahly operated press-

ing rollers 6 6' by which the continuous bands ce' of porous

afaaortient material charged with the dyeing fluid and thv film

are fed.

The machine ia also provided with guide or tenaion rollers

lid', and at a point hejwxA the prcaaing rollers 66' there are

OMaveniently a pair of dye-fixing perforated rollers e t' emitting

•Iry iteam on the dye bands to fix the dye on such portion of

the same as ia required to be dyed, around which sets of rollers

the continuous bandiT are in engagement. At pointa inter-

ntadiate of the teoaion rollers and the pressing rollers suitable

mssns are provided for keeping the afasothent bands c c' suit-

ably saturUed with the dyeing fluid.

The film and the dysing banda are caused to paas slowly

through the rolls, the rate being such as will permit of the

dyeing being properly efleeted. The film ia then washed off and

fixed in the usual way.

In carrying the invention into effect in another form, instead

of amploying absorbent banda to carry the dyea, a aeries of

frames is mounted in chain form round suitable apring-preastd

polygonal rollers. These frsmes act in a similar manner to

those described in the specification of Mr. Hamburger's appli-

cation No 17882 of 1917, and are preferably closed shallow

tanks, the dosai* of which is effected on the outside by glass

plates, and on the inaide by jointiqg material which seals them
against tho film, which one element of each pair of chains

clamps beiwe(>n then.

I* fl^ 3to7, oBstbraa framea scarry braas frames A, secur-

ing rubber sealing strips an3 glass plates j perforated to con-

nect with inlet and outlet passages k for the dyeing fluids. The
two halves of the cells are carried respectively around polygonal

drums 2, adjacent cells being connected by a plain link joint m,
shown especially in fig. 5. The two halves forming a complete

cell, one half being carried on one series of drums and the other

on a second series, are registered by means of spigots or guiding

pins n taking into holes, and the frames as a whole are posi-

tioned with respect to the drums by projections p on the latter

Fig. 1.

i-ntt-ring holes o on the former. The two halves of the frames

are normally caused to approach by means of a spring indicated

by q, and a simple linkage r can be provided for moving them

to and fro. The dye may conveniently be fed from tanks r' dis-

posed centrally between the chains of frames around the rollers,

and means may conveniently be provided for raising or lower-

ing these tanks ; for instance, they can be mounted on standards

I and held in the top position by swinging link t, which can be

moved by hand so that the tanks can be lowered into the bottom

^Kjsition. They are raised to cause the flow of the fluid into

the tank chambers, and lowered to withdraw the fluid there-

from ; or, again, in another arrangement the fluids may be

caused to circulate through jerts, which play upon the film

while it is clamped between the frames. When dyeing has been
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effected, the chains are moved on one link, and tho operations

repeated on the next section of film. The film is also arranged

to be fed on through washing, fixing, and drying appliances as

usual.

In another method of carrying the invention into effect, the

bleaching and pigmenting or dyeing are effected in one opera-

tion, by providing a bleaching bath, the composition of which

ia given below, in which strips of carbon paper or dye gelatine

paper are caused to be soaked for a suitable time, say five

Fig. 2.

z-n—^=L-^-a

gelatine which is aibeorbed l/y the silver image during the coin-

cident bleaching and pigmenting process becomes insoluble in

water. Then, in the case of carbon paper, this is developed in

hot water as usual, the paper floating away or being gently

removed, and the resulting mass being treated with the warm
water as in the usual carbon process, removing the soluble pi(g-

mented gelatine, and leaving the image in colour. In the case

of dye gelatine papers cold water treatment is employed instead

of treatment by warm water.

Fi . 3.

-trf-

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

minutee, on their passage to the two pairs of pressing rolls

above described. The two papers and the film are allowed to

remain in contact simultaneously with the film to be dyed a

sufficient time, and are then fed forward into a position where
the carbon paper is brought into contact with hot water for

development, or, in the case of the dye paper, with cold water

Fig. 4.

for washing. Simultaneous bleaching and pigmenting is thus
effected.

Mr. Hamburger finds that carbon and dye gelatine papers
containing the desired colours when applied to a sUver photo-
graph image have, in addition to the property of bleaching the
silver image, the property of impregnating the bleached image
with the colour or pigment contained in them, that is to say, as
the silver image is bleached by the solution it is at the same
time absorbing pigment or pigmented gelatine from the band
or plaster of carbon paper or dye gelatine paper, and by some
action, perhaps catalytic, the amount of pigmented or coloured

The required combined bleaching and pigmenting solution lor

use either with dye bands or carbon pigment paper is prepared

from the following ingredients:

—

Copper sulphate 4 ozs.

Potassium bromide 1400 grs.

Potassium bichromate 180 grs.

Hydrochloric acid 80 minims.

The copper sulphate is dissolved with the potassium bromide

iu 20 ozs. of water, and the potassium bichromate in another

equal quantity of water, with the indicated hydrochloric acid

added. The two solutions are then mixed slowly, while stirring

well, and the resulting solution is ready for use. The dyes re-

quired are for greenish blue, basic methylene blue, ,which should

be as nearly as possible minus red, and for magenta red, basic

fuchsia i-ed, which should be as nearly as possible minus green.

(To he continued.)

m
'

P.tcET Colour Pkocess.—It may be said that too little atten-

ticai is paid by the majority of woriiers to keeping iiie

taking screens and lens filters in a satisfaotory condition.

The taking eoreens shouW, of coai-se, 'oe protected ae mnch

as possible from the action of strong light, which may have a

detrimental effect upon their adjustment. I have more than once

known of trouble arising from neglect of this precaution. The screens

should not be handled more than is really necessary, as their sur-

face is very easily damaged. When not in use they may be kept

wrapped up in tissue paper in their original boxes. If, however, in

course of time the screen gets dirty or soiled it may be cleaned with

a tuft of flufiBesfi cotton wool moistened with methylated spirit.

With regard to the lens filter, if this is not sealed between glass

great care must be taken not to touch the surface of the gelatine

with the fingers, or it will be ruined. I have not found any trouble

arising from undue action of strong light, but it is, no doubt, a

wise precaution to keep the gelatine filter carefully away from

influences that may have a detrimental effect upon it. It should, of

course, be protected from dust or damp, as the latter in my ex-

perience, tends to alter its colour.
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THREE-COLOUR BROMOIL ENLARGEMENTS
NEGATIVES OF THE JOLY TYPE.

FROM

[U ia diffieolt to find descriptive titles for the particular combinations of processes which are employed by experimenters in

colour photography. Mr. S. U. Williams, whose paper before the Royal Photographic Society we reprint below from the

Society's Journal, makes a negative through a banded three-colour filter such as that first employed by Professor Joly. He
place* the negative in an enlarging lantern, and by means of a ruled screen consisting of bands twice the width of the alter-

iwtiDg spaces, and the latter the same width as the bands in his negative, he projects upon successive pieces of bromide paper

the sets of bands representing the red, green, and blue-violet colonr-seneations. Processes of this kind have been employed by
BnMsear and Powrie. The element of novelty in Mr. AVilliams's processes is the means adopted for identifying the bands cor-

responding with a given colour-sensation when making the enlargement. Hut quite apart from this contribution to the technics

ol colour photography, his paper is a very remarkable demonstration of what can be done by an ingenious practical worker,

onprovided with instruments of precLsion, in the way of uriginating a colour-screen plate and the screen or key-plate necessary

for carrying out the process outlined above. Although the fact is not emphasised by Mr. ^Yilliams, it is clear that the relative

exeellence of the results which he exhibited, as regards brilliancy and freedom from the linear structure of the original negative,

•rises from the spread of the image which is produced when enlarging each separate set of bands upon the brouiide paper. Pro-

b»bly the spread in due partlv to optical causes and partly to development phenomenon, but if it did not take place to a con-

derable extent it would be impossible, as is pointed out by Mr. J. C. Warburg in the discussion of the paper, to obtain the

solidity of the blacks which was characteristic of the colour enlargements shown. The same phenomenon comes into play in

the maJctog of contact copies from an .\utochrome on to an Autochrotue plate and is the factor which renders practicable what

oa theoretical grounds would be a prooess resulting, in the case of printing a positive from a positive, in a very great

degr dation of the colours by admixture with black.— Kits. "H.J." •

The ordinary way of attempting th(«»-eolo«r work consists in

making three separate exposaree on three MpaMte plates with

three separate colonr filter*—red, green, and Una. The main

^bjeetion to this is the necessity for the three aeparate exposures,

since, except under the very best lifting oonditions, it prao-

tic«Uy limits th« worker to still life, for portraits are almost

out oif the question when three plates hate to be expoaed in

iiiiiwsiiiii. and the same is true of Isndsoapcs which include

dooda. To anrercane this objection a great many people have

•pent time upon ingenious devices, the tooat eiementary of which

was the oae of a camera with three lensss side by side, thus

giTing the thiee pietarca at one esipoaare. Unfortunately, the

viewpoint of the three lenses diBered, and so did the pictures.

A modification of that method was to u«e three parts of the

same lens by means of mirrors. Bat even tboogh one got three

pictures from a single lens, this did not eliminate what is

known as the sterraaoopic effect. Other devices have been sug-

gested froM time to time, involving again the interposition of

minora, but none of tbsm sre free from objection.

It ouMiiiaJ to ma that a much simpler method of working,

•ad oaa thntssoald get the thrve-culour imprsasion at a single

•apoaorr on a singU plate, would be to oaa a three-colour filter.

Two eonditiona in the use of sneh a senen are extremely im-

purtaat, ftiat, that the threv-ooloar screen moat be of such a

character aa tosMafale ua readily to make a separate print frcoi

tha parU filtered fay each of the three colour* ; and. secondly,

that the ootoor ebsnents shall be so finely divided as to give

tha sAect of a oontinnoos picture.

So far aa I kaoa, there ia no three eotonr screen on the market

which fulfils Ihasa eoaditicns, and thanlore the first thing I

had to do to teat my ideaa was to make my own colour filters,

aad theicby hanp a story, which I may tell at a later stage.

A scnan was eveataally evolved. The three colours of which it

ia c—possd are red, graen, and blue, and they are arranged

right acroM the plate in straight linea. the colours alternating.

It is cisar, I think, that if we were to expose a suitable plate

haUad each a aeisen, one-third of the plate—that is to say, the

finsly-dividsd parts which omne behind the red lines—will be

filtered by ths red. anothsr third by the green, and the final

third by the blue. If we can readily make a print from the

parte which coma bdiind each set of lines, and the lines are

nAriaatly fina ta give the e0ect of a o>ntinuo>us picture, then

«• thall be able to fit the equivalent of the three-colour iffi-

prsBBioas either in Uacfc and white or in colours complementary

to the colours on the screen, that a worker of the ordinary

method gets from his three separate negatives.

In order to carry this out it is necessary to have another
screen, which consists simply of black lines and clear space*-

The black lines are the same numiber to the inch as the lines

of each colour in the colour screen, namely, 180 to the inch,

or, in the case of the colour screen, 540 lines of the three colours.

But the black lines in this other screen are just twice the width
of the spaces in between, or equal to the width of two contiguous
lines of different colours in the colour screen. I have here

models of both the colour screen and of the key-plate, as the

other is called, and it will be observed that if I put the key-

plate in contact with the colour screen a number of coloured

bands appear, due to the colour lines of the screen being crossed

by the lines of the key-plate, and the bands can be made wider

or narrower as the screen is turned. Ultimately, in a certaiE

position, (when the lines of the key-plate are parallel to the lines

of the screen, the colour bands disaippear altogether. By now

sliding the key-plate a little, I can cover up any two colours

and exposoi the other, so that I can get in turn a red, green,

or blue impreseion.

Xow, in the case of the negative which has been exposed

behind the colour screen, the key-plate makes it possible V'

cover up, not two colours, but those parts of the plate which

have been filtered by those two colours, and to make a print

from the exposed portion. I can slide the key-plate along the

negative, first exposing from the parts filtered by the green,

then, after a slight motion, from the parts filtered by the red,

and, finally, from the parts filtered by the blue. That is an

operation which can be done by band, but I have designed and

constructed a mechanical way of doing it which reduces the

operation to as automatic a movement as most of the operations

in photography. I have here a carrier for my enlarging camera

with two platforms, on one of which I place the negative, which

is held in position by a number of little springs bearing on Die

edges of the plate, and on the other platform I put the key-

plate. On closing up the carrier the two are brought into con-

Uct, and I have introduced, by very simple link motions

actuated by screws, means of turning and of sliding the one

plate in relation to the other.

In operation, therefore, wo have first of all the three<oloTir

filter behind wh ich w© expose a plate. The negative is mounted

on one of these platforms, the key-plate on the other, tha

apparatus closed up, and the negative and key-plate are brought
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into contact. The earricr is put in the enlai\ger. On locking

at the enlargioig easel we see a projection of the negative crossed

by a number of bands. These are the equivalent of the colour

bands seen earlier, and are formed by the lines on the key-plate

crossing tlie lines on the negative. It remains to turn the

screw until the hands widen out and ultimately disappear, when
one knows that one set of lines is parallel with tlie other, and
then by turning the other screw the key-plate can be moved until

it covers up the parts of the negative filtered by two colours,

and now I can make an exposure from the parts filtered by the

ihird colour. By moving the key-plate along I get in turn
prints from the parts filtered from each of the other colours.

It may be asked how I know which parts I am covering up.

We have an easy way of arriving at that information. On the
colour screen I have certain marl^s which I call identification

marks. A single mark consists of a break in the blue lines, a
double mark of a break in the green lines, and a treble mark
of a break in the red. When I am covering up on the colour
screen the parts coloured green and red, and only the blue lines

are to be seen, I see that single mark because it consists only
of breaks in the blue lines. On sliding the key-plate along I
become aware of the double lines which consist of the breaks in
the green, and on displacing further these disappear, and I
see the three marks. These same identification marks are on
the negative, only instead of being white marks they are darker.
Therefore, on sliding the key-plate across the negative, I know
when I see the single mark that I have the parts of the nega-
tive which have been filtered by blue ; similarly when the double
mark is visible we have parts of the negative filtered by green,
and similarly again the treble mark indicates tlie parts filtered

fay red.

Thus I have from the one singly-exposed negative three
separate prints, one of which has been filtered by red, one by
gi'een, and the other by blue. From this stage it is possible to
work in any one of a dozen difierent ways. The ozobrome
inethod can be used, as is done iii the Eaydex printing process,

or, instead of using the colour sheets of the Raydex method we
can get, still by the ozobrome process, three pictures in plain
gelatine, whicli can be dyed up, and we have what is known
as the Sanger-Shepherd process. Or these three prints can be
ti-eated as the printing positives of the piiiatype method; or
again—particularly ii we use a paper like the Kodak transfero-
lype--the prints can be bleached to a silver salt which has an
ufiinity for certain dyes, such as silver iodide has, and the
prints can be dyed up in three colours complementary to those
of the screen, tlie silver being removed ultimately and the three
prints put in register so as to give the colour result.

The method which appeals to me most, however, is tlie Bromoil
method, and the few pictures I have to show are obtained by
that method. The yellow, red, and blue prints, complementary
to the blue, green, and red of the screen, are bleached for
Bromoil, and after they have gone through the usual bleaching
processes, they are inked up in printer's ink applied with a
brush. My own method of working is something like this:
Having bleached these three prints, whidi are soaking in water,
I take out the yellow one, make it surface-dry iby mopping, and
then by means of a brush ink it up in yellow ; when completed
I put it on a piece of plain drawing paper, smooth it out, and
subject it to pressure (in my own case it is put through the
domestic mangle). I have thus transferred the yellow pig-
ment from my bi-omide on to the drawing paper. The paper
k-aring the yellow print is now hung up to dry ; it is not very
wet, but it has absorbed a little of the water from the wet print.

1 tlien proceed to pigment up the second print ; it is surface-
ilried, inked-up blue, and then put on the top of the yellow
print in roister and passed through the, mjingle—which means
that I have transferred the blue on to the top of the yellow.
To complete it, I go through the same process with the third

print, inked up red, put it on the top of the print (which already
bears two impressions, and again put it through tlie mangle.
It is not a long process, occupying, with prints the size I show
(about half-plate size), perhaps half an hour.

Mr. Williams then showed a number of results, which were
passed round. They included the representation of a colour

chart, landscapes, fruit studies, a sunset, landscapes with

figures, and a portrait. In some cases on looking closely it was
possible to see the lines, but tlie lecturer said that he could have

eliminated tliem if he had cared to do so. He had one land-

scape enlarged about three and three-quarter times, and by

putting it a little out of focus he eliminated the lines com-

pletely. But even though one focussed sharply, the lines were

not visible on ordinary viewing, as, for example, at a distance

of three or four feet from an exhibition wall.

A large number of questions were then put to Mr. Williams.

Asked what increase ol exposure was neeessaiy, using th»

screen, he said that the combination was slightly handicapped

in Uie blue—the panchromatic plate, whole much more sensi-

tive to the red than the ordinary plate, was still more sensitive

to blue than to red, and therefore blue was handicapped with

a slightly orange filter—^but he worked the combination, using

the three-colour screen in position at fll6 (using the languag*

of Wynne's exposure meter), or about one-eighth of tlie actino-

meter time as given by Wynne's meter on an ordinary subject

at fll. Asked further how many times the usual exposure-

that would be, he said) that as neaily as he could judge on a
rough calculation, he should say about twenty-four times. In

reply to further questions, he said that the negative plate he

used was a Paget colour plate. He used the Paget colour

plate and worked it at fllb Wynne.
Ohviously the three piints had to be made through the lan-

tern, because he had got to cover two-thirds of the negaitiv*

each time. One member suggested that the carbon process

was necessarily excluded, but Mr. Williams claimed tiha.t hi»

methods of working did not exclude any process. When the

three prints had been made on paper they could be reversed.

Having printed the positive, one could remove it with potas-

sium permanganate and suiphuiic acid ajid develop the re-

maining parts of the silver. Thus one could have negatives-

in place of positives, and by working from these, use the car-

bon process or any similar process that was desired.

Asked wliat particular method; he adopted for registration

when superimposing colours, Mr. AVilliams said that in the

registration of the prints he had tried half-a-dozen ways, all

ui which could be worked, but the eajsiest was to mark on the-

back of the negative, somewhere near the margins of the part

of the negative he was going to use, a cross at each margin.

These would show in the prints as white ciosses, and being on

the same negative, would be in the same position in each of the

three prints. Tlien he could cut away ^tlhe prints up to the-

line and use tliese as a means of register when transfei'iing his

prints. He did not claim that this or any such method would

give microscopic register, but it was near enough for practical

purjjoses. His earlier prints were made on ordinai-y dried

drawing-paper. He had never damped it. But on looking at

some of the earlier prints it would be apparent that there w»»

a feature about them not altogether pleasing ; they appeared

rather dead. There was an opacity in the shadows he did not

like. Tliis led him to attempt to treat his paper, but he had

not yet reached the final stage in his experiments along this

line. At present he was treating it with a mixture of cellu-

loid solution and oil containing a white pigment. He put it

on with the brusli, andi he found it overcome that objectionable

deadness ; also the paper absorbed moisture nothing like so-

readily from the pruit. He promised to send the society par-

ticulars of his experiments when completed.

(Tn be continued.)
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TWO-COLOUR CINEMATOGRAPHY.
[lo the patent specifieaUon from which we quote in the following article details are given supplementary to those published a

month •go of the proeesMs lately invented by Mr. Aron Hamburger for the production of readv-to-show colour cinematograph
film. It wiU be seen that Mr. Hamburger's invention consists in a prooess and apparatus for simultaneously printing a colour
bnpraMioa on both sides of a cinematograph film. Although described in the specification as for two-colour it can be understood
that the proeew te eqiully applicable to the making of a three-colour film.—Kds. " B.J. Colour Photography " Supplement.]

FrvrazB details ol the manner of canrying out a two-odour

p rows of the kind already desuiUd are given in a farther

tpecification, N'o. 123,787, also of 1917, in which details are

given not in specific reference to colour cinematography, though

evidsnUy they are applicable thereto.

According to this specification, compk-mentary colour nega-

tives (s.g., a red or orang»4vd value negative and a blue or

blue gissn value negative), one of which is reversed, are accu-

rately super-imposed on opposite sides of a doable sensitised

film and photo-chemically printed, and the combined positive

produced is coloured on each side practically simultaneously

(after bleaching or in a manner combining bleaching and
rolouring), and preferably combined with a yellow-value posi-

tive, prepared preferably by the process of Patent No. 20680
of 191L The invention also consists in « special dyeing frame

for use in connection with such process.

In carrying this invention into efleat in one form a red-value

negative aad Uae-valne negative are made of the coloured object

lo be reproduced by photographing throi^ colour screens by

means of a camera in the nsaal way. If these nsgatives are

prepared with An ordinary camera, one of the negatives is re-

vened. Mr. Bambmger prefers, however, to employ a camera

embodying the invention describsd in Patent No. 28,722 of 1012,

in which case he obtains both negatives at the same time, one

of them being reversed. Hmso negatives represent the red value

of Um objeet and the fatne valoe of the object respectively, and

sboald be practically oomplsnentary. They are accurately

—psfimpoesd in relation to one «noti)er upon opposite sides of

s doubly ssBsitissd film, i.e., a film having emulsion on both

•ides. Kaeh of thsss negatives is then printed by suitable

nimultaneoos illomination from opposite sides and developed

and fixed as nsnal. When the negatives are truly complemen-

tary and of praotioally the same density, it is found that no

protective screening ie rsqoired if equal illuminations be used,

and that the colour vahMS print without interference with one

soother. The doable |Mei«ive is then bleached, say by the well-

known Traube method. The object of this process is to convert
the silver image into a silver salt, which has a high affinity for

ooal-tar colours. In oider to obtain an image more stable and
resistant to washing, etc, Mr. Hamburger prefers to employ
a bleaching solution made up .as follows:—2 fluid ozs. of a
solution of 1 oz. of potassium iodide in 9 ozs. of water are
added sloiwly, and with stirring, to 4 fluid ozs. of a solution of

1 oz. of potassium bichromate and 9 ozs. of water. To the
resultiiig solution is added very slowly, and with stixring, 16
fluid ozs. of water containing 80 minims hydrochloric acid. The
developed and fixed film which is to be coloured is soaked in

cold water and allowed to drain. It is then introduced into

the bleaching bath, until the silver in the ima^e is completely

bleached. It is then thoroughly washed in cold water, and then

in warm water up to 140 degs. F., until all reddish and
yellowish stains disappear, and the non-silver spaces are

thoroughly colourless and clear. Tlie positive is then ready for

dyeing. The positive thus produced is then placed in a dyeing

frame, as shown in the drawings.

Two rectangular frames a a' of a suitable size for the positive

film to be treated are constructed similar to printing frames,

but the one is adapted to fit into the rebate of the other, just

as if it were the glass of an ordinary printing frame. The re-

bate of the one frame is provided with rubber h or like jointing

material, so tiiat the film c whem pressed against it round the

edges will be sealed with a water-tight joint. The second half of

the frame is also provided with a ring of jointing material 6',

and is placed on the top of the film, clamping the latter against

the other half-frame all round its edges in a water-tight manner.

The outer side of each of the halves of the frame is provided

with a sheet of glass d d' sealing against the edges of the frames,

and thus forming a tank chamber on each side of the film. The

two halves of the frame may be arranged for raipid opening and

closing by means of hinges e along the bottom edge and

wing nuts and ecreiws / on the top edge. The tank chambers on

each side of the film are provided with outlet passages g at
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their lower ends, and these are controlled by suitable cocks or

valves h. Inlets it' are provided at the top edges of the tank

chambers, for the admission of the dyeing fluids. Means are

also provided for the outlet of air by the valves k k' as the fluid

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

is introduced. The air exit valves k k' may be adapted to be

closed at will. To allow for the sagging of the film, in case

one fluid should be introduced slightly before the other (the

dyeing still being substantially simultaneous), the inlet pas-

sages may each .be provided with a small reservoir not shown,

which will hold fluid displaced from the tank chambers.

The film introduced into the dyeing tank just described, and

clamiped therein, is dye<l by the introduction of the appropriate

dyeing fluids on each side. Tlie film may thus be simul-

taneously dyed on both sides. The dyeing fluids are then run

off, and the positive thoroughly washed, until all the non-silver

parts are cleared of dye. Fixing is then effected in hyposulphite

of soda, containing 5 per cent, of tannic acid, and the film is

then washed and dried in the ordinary way.

The positive film thus obtained is then combined by super-

position svith a yellow-tone positive representing the yellow-

colour value of the object photographed. Where a two-colour

result only is desired, a positive similarly made from orange-

red and blue-green value negatives and dyed relatively blue-

green and orange-red, may be mounted on paper or used as a

transparency. The yellow positive is preferably obtained by

the process described in the Patent No. 20880 of 1911, and the

combination gives a practically perfect colour reproduction of

the original object in natural colours.

In carrying this invention into effect in another form, instead

of separately bleaching and dyeing the positive images printed

on the film from complementary colour negatives, both bleaching

and pigmenting or dyeing may be done simultaneously by tak-

ing carbon ^papers or dye gelatine papers containing the desired

colours and soaking them for five minutes in a bleaching solu-

tion according to the method already described in Patent Xo.

123-786. (" Ooloom- Photography " Supplement, April 4, 1919.)

THREE-COLOUR BROMOIL ENLARGEMENTS
NEGATIVES OF THE JOLY TYPE.

FROM

[The concluding portion of the paper read before the Royal Photographic Society by Mr. S. H. Williams contains the latter's

replies to questions which were asked, but for the most part deals with the extremely ingenious methods devised and employed

by Mr. Williams for the making of the original three-colour banded filter with which his negatives were made. Everybody who knows

anything of colour photography understands the nature of the Joly colour-filter, but few perhaps have taken the trouble to make

one for themselves by methods which, as will be seen, are within the competency of a worker possessed of plenty of patience and

something more thwi the average ingenuity in the use of tools.—Eds. " B. J. Colour Photography " Supplement.]

Anothee question was asked as to whether it mattered in

what order the pigments were put on. Mr. Williams said tihat

it was usual to put the yellow on first because, of the tlu-ee

colours, the yellow was the most opaque. But so far as his

experience went it did not matter very much in the ordinary

way which colour was put on first. The order generally fol-

lowed was yellow, blue, andJ red. As to whether there was

any difficulty in getting the right shades of colour, he said

that here arose one of the advantages of tihe Bromoil method.

But as it only took about half an hour's work at the sizes

shown (about half-plate size) to make a complete print, and if

that print was not what the worker wanted, he could make a

second one, and profit from the lessons of the first. If the first

print was deficient or excessive in any particulaj colour, he

had only to modify his method accordingly the next time.

There was probably more difficulty in getting uniform results

by the Bromoil metlhod than by any other.

On a member raising a question as to additive processes,

Mr. Williams said that additive methods did not come into

consideration at all. Two methods were in vogue for combin-

ing colours, one the additive method in which the primairy

colours were red, green, and blue, and yellow was a secondaj-y,

obtained by mixing green and red, but his method, like most

methods on paper, was a soibtractive method, and the three

primary colours weire the painter's primaries, namely, red,

yellow, and blue. Additive considJerations^ therefore, did not

interest him at all in this method. So long as his three-

colour elements in the colour filter were efficient, he need not

bother about the production ol a correct additive result.

He was not concerned with transparencies, although he had
made them, and had intended) to bring some results to that

meeting. When he talked about registration, he simply meant
registration for the subject and not for the lines. That the

method was on a right basis he could only argue from the

general success of the examples shown. In some oases, on

looking closely, the lines of the negative might be seen, but in

others they would be entirely absent, because he had taken

special precautions to blur them. The reason for the differ-

ence in colour of the two prints from the same negativ«, to

which a member drew attention, was that, as usual, he had
been experimenting. In one case he might have given the

three prints absolutely the same exposure, while in the second

set he gave the redl a little longer, which meant that he had
a red note predominant all through the picture. He had
worked with screens varying from 150 to 250 lines of eacli

colour to the inch, but there was a special reason why he had
ultimately fixed on 180 lines, which he would explain pre-

sently, if he had opportunity to describe the making of the

screen. The prints he had brought forward were absolutely

straight prints.

A member raised the question as to whether it was possible

to produce blacks, or, indeed, to reproduce a given chart cor-

rectly ; and another member (Mr. Warburg) said that if the

image -were not blurred a black could not possibly be obtained.

In order to get a black, each of the lines, said Mr. Warburg,

must be blurred to three times its original space ; the blux

seemed to be essential to this method of work. Mr. Williams

said, in reply, that he didl not claim for a moment that the
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Bromoil method, at any rate, would give every colour witth

abcolnte correctness. The inking-up was ao largely a personal

matter that he would not guarantee it in any instance. Even
the painter had to compromise. It was not possible to put on
paper in black and white alone, to say nothing of colour, the

range of tones between the darkest shadow and the highest

li^t. They had to compromise. Bnt as to the prodtaction of

black, he thought that black coold be reproduced nearly

«^nuugh for pictorial purposes, because in outside work blade

never entered. A sufficient deptli of colour could be got, by
either the Ozobrome or Bromoil method that approximated
to black for all pictorial purposes. As to the point raised

about the three lines not giving a black by reason of their not
covering up the space, if the member tried liiis method he
'«oiiId find when he examined his prints that in the darks the
li);ht-action had spread over beyond the lines; in fact, in the
very darkest parts of the picture the lines would be absolutely
lost. That was what happened in the very dark portions of

the picture—the line* widiening out nntil in most oases they
joined up together and gave in the very dark an almost uni-
form black, and hence • cootinnons picture in the darks.

Mr. Williams then described his experiments in making the
three-colour line acreene. He said th«t for the maJcing of the
colour screens another key-plate was neeenary, only, instead
of being a key-plate like the one he bad ilMrirn, with black
line* twice the width of the space, it was the rereree, i.e., the
Uadc lines were half the width of the clear space. He was told

that screens coold be purchased, but on ai^Iying to a firm who
hati nude Kieens for prooe« blocks, he was informed that while
Mi<'h a scrsen ooold be made for him. it would be necessary to
-•till oiver to America, and they could not be promised for at
least nine weeks. Thereupon he decided to make his own screen.

To rule it with a diamond point was out of the question, and
he proceeded to try another method of ruling. The first thii^
he did was to take two pieces of printer's brass, mounted on
two »trip* of pUte glass to keep them flat, and he spent some
houn> grinding the edges. This gave him the means of getting

a «lit of light, hj mounting the brasses on the parallel ruler

prin< iple. He then described his arrangement for exposing
thr''Ui;h the slit and moving the plate along as required. He
hail two laths sbont six feet long, to the bottom of which was
attachetl the board carrying the photographic plate. He
attached a screw to this board, and at the other end of it he

bad a weight passing over a small pulley. By means of the

vresr be was aUe to shift the plate by almost infinitely amall

distances. The number of threads per inch in the screw was
fifty. A complete tarn of the nut of the screw would therefore

mof« the plate by one-fiftieth of an indi. The nut had four

notches in the fashion of a ratchet-wheel, and therefore to move
it one-quarter of a turn as guided by one of these ratchets would
^hift the plate one-two-handredth of an indi. This arrange-

ment he yoked np with his enlarging appaimtus. On giving

an expcsare through the slit, a line was traced on the photo-

.^raphic plate, and on moving the screw a quarter of a turn,

and giving a second exposare, a second line was traced one-two-

hundredth of an inch distant, another movement and a third

line was in position, and so on right across the plate. He could

g» all the way across a quarter-plate in twenty-five minutes at

200 lines to the inch.

His first screen thus constructed was rather like a Scotch

plaid. It was marked fay bands both vertically and horizontally.

The one asi of bands he conld understand, for they were due to

the lines not being exactly straight, and by dint of hard work
he got rid of these ultimately. But the bands in the other

dirfction were a more difficult problem. He coold not think

what caused them, nntil at last he came to the conclusion that

they must be due to the fault of the shutter not always working

at th* same apeed, and therefore the exposures were not quite

uniform Mron the plate. He thereupon set to work to invent I

another shutter, and he made a focal-plane shutter on a pen-
dulum with a piece of card'board at the bottom sufficiently big
to cover the slit when hanging at rest, but sufficiently far out
of the centre to ensure that when the pendulum was swung, it
swung past the slit. This device enabled him to give absolutely
the same exposure every time. Shutters not only varied from
the speeds given by their makers, but they did not always work
at the same speed. The shutter he improvised, however, did so.
But it did not get rid of the bands ! It made a big improve-
ment, but the bands remained.
By careful watching he then discovered that the gas supply

he was using was inconstant in its pressure. Having as neish-
bours both a gas manager and an electrical engineer, he called
them into consultation. The gas manager provided him with
half-a-dozen kinds of gas govemoi-s, but however well they sei-ved
their proper purpose, they did not answer in this emengency.
The electrical engineer brought him an assortment of batteries
and so forth, by which he claimed that a constant light could
be secured. He put the plate on, ruled hali-way across it, then
interrupted the work, switching off the light, and completing
it again after an interval. In the result there were no bands

—

except one
! What had hapipened was that during the process

the battery had weakened, so that the lines on the plate had
grown slowly and imperceptibly fainter, but when he stopped
and gave the battery a rest, it recovered, and the lines began
again at the original strength or thereabouts, so that the break
was noticeable. Therefore this was another uncertain light

source. He could, of coua-se, have eliminated the band if

he had gone right across the plaite at one sitting, but th© lines

in that event would have been thicber on one side than on
the other.

Ultimately he got over the difficulty. He got out a cocoa tin,

through the bottom of it- put two tubes, one of which he con-

nected up by an indiarubber tube to his enlarger, and the other

he connected up with the gas supply. In this was placed a

smaller cylinder, inverted, and having weighted it .with a strip

of lead at the bottom, he put some water in the larger vessel,

and so adjusted matters that the weight of the smaller tin

determined the pressure of gas that he was using. If he got

his gas at too high a pressure the gas would bubble out at the

lx>ttom. To the tap controlling the supply of gas he arranged

a quadrant, and then by means of a very flexible cord and a

little pulley he connected it with the floating cylinder. As this

cylinder tended to rise, the weight of the sector brought it down

and automat)cally closed the tap, that is to say, the width of

the tap was regulated by the height of the cylinder, and the

weight of the cylinder determined the pressure of gas supplied.

The constancy of gas supply with this arrangement was such

that he could make a test for a trial strip on one day and

expose it on the next, because he knew that when he turned on.

the tap he got a constant light.

In this way he hai ruled screens up to 250 lines to the inch,

but the number of lines was limited to a large extent by a thing

he could not control, namely, the waviness of the glass. He
had come to the conclusion that 180 lines to the inch of each

colour would be sufficient. He found out later that there was

a firm in England who made theee screens. F. E. Brown and

Co., of Leicester, undertook to make him one specially for 25s.,

and when it was remembered that these screens had to be ruled

with a diamond point and etcEed so as to be deeper still and

then filled in with pigment, the charge could not be called ex-

cessive. In the first that arrived, the relative wiaths of lines

and spaces were not absolutely correct, and the firm made him

another, which was smashed in the post, and then they made

him a third, which gave a good result. Nevertheless, he did

not regret his experiments along the same line.

From this ipoint the making of a colour filter was compara-

tively easy. The first thing to do was to coat a piece of glass

with celluloid, and then to coat it thinly with bichromated glue.
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In order to get a tliin enough coating lie used a whirler. The

bichromated glue was poured on tlien with a glass rod, leaning

just on the edge, the glue was spread all over the plate, it was

whirled round so as to leave nothing but an excessively thin

film, the remainder being thrown off into the sink below. It

was whirled until it was dry, and the next thing was to expose

it to light under the printed key-plate. On this gummy coat-

ing, the parts which came behind the clear spaces, Wng subject

to light action, became insoluble, and the parts behind the black

lines still remained soluble. Then it was put into water and

these insoluble lines washed off. All that remained to be done

then was to put it into a spiiit solution of dye, and in ihe parts

where it was not .protected by the gum it took the dye, and wheire

the gum co\-ered it, it did not take the dye. In this way a set of
lines was obtained in one colour, covering one-third of the plate.

The insoluble glue was sponged oS. After coating again with,

glue a print was taken a second time, only not quite in the sara*

position—it was moved the (width of a line, which was l/540th.

of an inch. This second printing, therefore, was made l/540th.

of an inch from the first, developed in the same way, and put
into the second solution of dye, which gives a second set of lines,

in a second colour, side by side with tlie first set. We have now
two-thirds of the plate dyed in two colours and one-third etill

to be dyed. Again sponging off the insoluble glue lines, again

coating all over with glue and a third printing, etc;, gives the-

complete filter.

DECENNIA PRACTICA—COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
Under this heading we apply to the various branches of colour photography the processes of collection and arrangement accorded to some

fifty departments of ordinary photography in the " B. J." during 1916. These extracts are from issues of the "British Journal

Almanac " of the years 1906 to 1915, and the present series of epitomes thus resuscitates and brings together in compact form much useful

information, otherwise scattered through nearly a dozen volumes.—EDS. " Colour Photography " Supplement.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN COLOURS BY PRISMATIC
{Contimted from jMge 12.)

It is necessarj- that the prism fixed in the apparatus shall have an

angle so small that each spectrum has a length less than the inter-

linear space, otherwise the spectra encroach on each other. It is

also essential that the photographic plate occupies exactly the

same position as during ex,posure, a condition which is easOy fulfilled

in the caae of solidly constructed apparatus. If the positive as moved

in its frame, the colours rapidly change ; if it is turned, fiiere ds a

coloured moiree effect. On bringing the plate back to its original

pasition these effeoto disappea<r.

Rapid commercial orthochromatic iplates may be used, and tihe

ejqposuxe 08 much shorter than in tihe interference process.

It will perhaips be possible to improve this process so as to avoid

the use of an apparatus to observe the colours, and to make the

plate sufficient in itself.

Suppose that a sensitive plate be placed in an ordinary camera,

without a prism, 'but with the interposiUon of a ruiled screen, and

suppose tihiaJt on the screen (which, we will say, has 5 lines per mm.)

we siuperpose a grating of 500 lines per mm. ; each luminous point

thus projected on to the screen then Sipreads as a spectrum, and is

photographed. On applying the screen, with its grating, to the

developed .positive, we should see the colours of the originai--that is

to say, if the eye can occupy the pUw;e of the lens.—" B.J.," Aug.

17, 1906, p. 644.
.

M. Andre Cheron desoribee his arrangement as follows :—U6ang

a screen with am opaque line of 1/5 mm. broad, two cameras, as

DISPERSION.
a photographic plate in a series of spectra side by side. The lines-

of the screen are very dose together ; the: angle of the prism is

much reduced (2 degrees 30 minaites). Focus.sing is effected by
mea^ns of a micrometer screw, which shifts the screen minute dis-

tances to tlie right or left. Two magnifying glasses are employed
and are aibsolutely necessary, the one behind the screen to make
the ra-v's converge towards the second lens, the other behind tlie^

second lens to converge the rays striking the positive to the
observer's eye.

—"Phot. Couleurs," Nov., 1906, p. 89; "B.J.,"
Nov. 16, 1906, p. 904.

Andre Cheron has further improved the apparatus for the pris-

matic dispersion process (see "B.J.A.," 1908, p. 714). The un-

equal sharpness of the spectra over the whole surface of the image
in consequence of the different angle of the rays falling on the prisnt

is remedied by increasing the focal length of the second lens so as

to reduce tlie angle at the edge of the plate. The apjparatus, how-
ever, measures 43 ins. in length, although less than 4^ ins. each
way. For convenience of carrying it is made in three sections, each
about 14 dns. in length, and hinged so that one section folds over
another to the total dimensions of about 14 ins. long, 13 ins. high,

and 6 ins. tliick.

Connected to the first section by a bellows is the board for the

first lens, at the focus of which are placed tlie first single lens and
the screen. Tlie whole is mounted on a board which can be moved
backwards or forwards from the outride of the apparatus by a rack

T, screen; V, micrometer icrew; P, prism ; S, cliche ; L, magnifjing glass.

shown in the diagram, are combined—^the fiiet intended to form

om the screen, by means of the first lens, the image of the object

;

tlie second intemded to re-take tliis image in lines by a second

lena (in fiout or behind which is the {)irism), and to project it on

-* "-——

1

^
0,0', lenses; M, single lenses; T, screen; C, C, C", rack and pinions; R, R'r

hinges; P, prism; PI, plate ; L, L', micrometric screws ; V, eye-bole.

and pillion. The middle section contains the second lens (long

focus), also mounted on a movable panel.
—" Phot. Couleurs," Nov.,

1907, p. 161; "B.J." Colour Supplement, Jan. 3, 1908, p. 3.

A furtlier patent for the prismatic process is that of F. Ua<ban

(Eng. Pat. No. 8,723, 1907.—"B.J.," Nov. IS, 1907, p. 869).

(To be continued.)

Pbizha Coloxjr Cinematographt.—The proprietore of

prooesB, Meeere. Prizma, Inc., 11, East Foiwteenth Street,

this

New
York, write as fdilows:—^Iii tlie issue of the " British Journal " of

Felbruary 1, 1918, our late friend, Alfred S. Cory, unintentionally

gave you some notes re the Pri2inia motion picture films which are

not correctly stated. Prizma has since December 28, 1918, been

releasing films of the kind described in the last paragraiph of the

artijle to which we refer albove. We liave not given out any de-

tailed description as to our method of working, nor are we ready at

this writing to do so, not because of patent reasons, but because

certain changes will be iuooiiparaited in the films shortly. Our plant

has only a limited capacity ; we oamiot suipply the demands of the

American market this year, so that it is not likely that films will go
abroad for some time. So far as our technical methods are con-

cerned, we prefer only to say :—(1) Negatives made in two coniple-

mentai-y pairs as per our English patent. We have never taken any
two-colour negatives. (2) Positives have two superimposed records

on each area, one set that of the orange and red records coloured

rwith a single uniform colour, and the same appUes to the green-

Iblues The films project at the customary speed on any standard
pixijeotor. No attachments of any kind. These positives have been
showing for twelve weeks at the RivoJi Theatre in New York City
land in nearly 100 cities of the United States since December 28.

Ten subjects have been released to date.
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WHERE WE STAND IN COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
r„T --"••'imsUncieB ol tfa« poat (our and * hall y«an hav«

been very anfavourat>l« to progreu in arts such

i« ui.ir i.i colour photograi^y, and therefore there may be

roa&y readers of thes« lines in distant part* of tli« world lor

^ent tima, the so-called "colour plates."

ans|MU0ncie«, atand for what they nnder-

hotography." But theae screen-plates, the

.'le Paget, admirable aa th«y are, represent

form of a colour photogH^rftic process, though
'.lie parpoaea of the ordinary photographer they

!•> chief materials for the making of photograph in natural

. .'*. lieoce aome review of what has bean dona and of what
^>e done silonf; other lines may be of iatarest to many

•*'.. >•< aoqoaintance with colour procesaea ia of comparatively
I- •lit date.

Ihe-ne is no aeed on liiia oecaaion to go back as far in the
fi^'<TT fA mkmr pboiogvaphy aa the prooeaaea chiefly due to

iod meohanical genios of Mr. F. E. Ives, now
•%e»pt to say that the optical colour eBeota which

icnl by his Kromskc^ and lantern Kromakop were

1
aa perfect renderings of ooktar aa have ever been

I'
p -I need. Yet beaatiial as they were, puhbc tasto naturally

i^k* for aotnathiDg more tangible than atn image apon a lantern-

~ r.- ti or the optical aascmblaga ol thr«e separate images in a
iig apparai ^ i>nblic wanta, or thinks it wants, prints

Mir, and ^«« a qualified diasattafaotion that the
esuits by the Auloohrmne and I'aget prooeaaea are oblainab'e
nly as sU^ traaapareoaes. Here, perhapa, a word may be

-^•- I -Jy human alaaMat in the case. W« need to dis-

•n'lna an •«tttnat« of the value of any process of

to yield paper printii, between
"uiT-ii«i i>t ui» (Fuivly amateur photographer and ol

'

'

who would us<> such a method tor oommercial pur-

(•OM* sucji as portimitare, etc The amateur nndoobtedly would
walcosBe wath dalighi a ooloar process, even one with imper-

leotion* if it involved no mora delicate manipulation than that

neresaary in urdinafy black and white photography. In the

case of tha prolaaatoaal maker of portraits, it is to be oonsidero<l

that at prsaeiit be has at his ecounand prooeaaea of oolonriog
whi< h in nmny cases are not ex{)ensive and which, moreover,
pr,««.>v^ tho T«ty greatest Utitud«, enabling him to produce

..cmd tha powers of a hard and last colour process
'^° nim<>rcial purposaa more useful. In judging the results

by any new colour process the judgment must be entirely on
tlmir merits, and after elimination of any kudos attaching to

them Irom the fact tihat they are made by purely photographic

methods instead of by the skill of a colourist. One could

perhaps sell colour photographs for a little whUo as ouriositiea,

but the experiment has been tried, with the result that the

public was found to judge always by results and was not parti-

cularly concerned as to how they are got.

When we review the methods which have been used for

making actual colour photographs on paper by the so-called

snbtractive processes, we see that a method capable of being

reduced much more fully to a working system is necessary

before any such procees is likely to come into general use

either by the profeesional or the amateur. No doubt many
readers of this article have heard of colour prints by the Sanger.

Shepherd process, though lew no doubt, unless they have

worked the process lor themselves, have seen any. A process

capable of very fine results, but calling for a degree of care and

obtiervanoe of detail beyond the inclination ol the ajnateur

in these hurried days ajid commercially too elaborate for

the professional. Very much the same may be said of the

making ol three-colour prints by the carbon process which also,

in expert hands, has yielded altogether beautiful results. In

the form of the Raydex process, in which pigmentation is done

oooording to the Ozobrome method, three-colour carbon print-

ing has obtained a measure of simplification, one element in

which is that the printing is done in the first instance on bromide

paper and does not require daylight at any stage. When we

have mentioned these three processes, we have perhaps

singled out those which yield beautiful three-colour prints

from the sets of colour-sensation negatives, but which

nevertheless are processes for the few. We should hardly be

inclined to include Pinatype among them for the reason that

the best three-colour prints by this process which we ever saw

had a "dy«-y " look. The process for the purposes of three-

colour printing may, at any rate, be said to be dead, if it

was ever really alive.

On the other hand, within the past few years progress has been

made in giving a greater facility to these methods in which three-

colour images are assembled in register to form the print in

na>tural colours. Mr. Ives has done muoh in removing diffi-

culties of manipulation by his invention of the Hichrome pro-

cess, the development of which has no doubt been hindered by

1
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loak the transparency fti ,p<XBati<m. TIw groove of the camrieir aibo

avoids idaauage to tbe binding of tihe t)ra;iisjxi.rentey and keeips the sur-

fe<ce of ain- iinpawteated negative oir posiitive dear of any other part

of the apo>airatu8 mhioh ocnilld diamnage it.

In Fig. 3 K elioiwn the poeibion of the a/pparafcus when' uaed bs an

ilViimiDating devioe foor maki'n^ 'Jlalnltern^slide(9 by reducUion an'd

similair work. The eeveraJ pairi/a ot tttie appat^us fold oompaictily

together, and are contained in a cabinet, which is also fitted with a

dra-wer jnade to hold rigtiidly any nmriber of trainsparenoiles up to 112.

Spaice is jnxyviided for carriers, and itiie whole ou-tfit, afMiougih no

mwre buUty than .the average jnicroBootpe case, furnislies the oolooiT

phatograipher witih the meaais of looking at hifi results umder the

(most favxwralble conditions and oif takliiig them oonvenientty to the

house of a friend. We u.ndej1s.taJn)d thait Mr. Morton is having the

ajpparatuB made an flie ibest styflie amd jiiaoed U(pon the market, but
amy atoqui'ries a(s to wihen o<r where dit will be abtaiinable should be
addressed to him at 97, Ohesterfialld (gardens, Hamugay, Iiondon, N.

NOTES ON THE PAGET PROCESS.
.That photographers fail to obtain correct colour rendering when
working the Paget colour process is, in my opinion, due to the fact

that they overlook foo- tlie most part the importance of making a
satisfactory transparency. If this is made too weak the result is,

upon the final registration, weak in colour and lacking in brEliance

;

while if the transparency is made too dense or vigorous a
totally false sense of colour is introduced ; in the latter case, say, a
pale yellow primrose is rendered as a flower of a deep orange hue.

This is, in my opinion, the most important point in the whole
process, and it is worth any photographer's while who intends to

work this process to make a set of transparencies from the same
negative, which should, of course, be of good quality, but
of different depth and vigour. Registration will show
almost at a glance which is the correct density. In passing, I

may add that it is a wise rule always to expose the negative plates

by meter and develop by time and temperature, thus ensuring nega-
tives of a uniform quality. This part of the process becomes, as

it were, standardised, and the worker need have no fear of his

results, but may produce a perfect colour picture from each
exposure. With regard to making the transparency, it is well to

note that if this is to be projected through the lantern it should be
less vigorous than when the picture is to be viewed in the hand.
The matt ground plates also require to be slightly more dense than
those with the clear emulsion.

Though this is, in my opinion, the most prevalent cause of weak
or false colours, it is not the only point that needs to be taken into

account. The other day I was consulted by a photographer with
reference to some colour pictures of a group of anemones. These
brilliantly colouired flowers were rendered very weikly in the trans-
parency, and for some time I was at a loss to suggest the reason.

The negative was of good quality, and the transparency showed
nothing to complain of, being on the vigorous side. Subsequent
investigation showed, however, that the exposure was made in a
rather poorly-lighted room, which did not render the flowers at

their best, with their full brilliance and tonal value. It is neces-

sary to see that the lighting is such as emphasises tIhe colours of

the subject at their best and brightest, or the exposure should be,.

if possible, deferred until another time. Another point to be noted"

is that, while every attention may be given to the technique of the
photograph, the lighting must be observed, or the plate may give

a truer rendering of the image than did the pliotographer's own
vision of exposure. In this the Paget process is the same as the
other screen plate processes.—^R. M. F.

BOOKS ON COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
Perhaps the enquiry most fre<iuenUy received by the editors ol

this publication is for a recommendation of the beet textbook of
colour photography, which very often is not an easy question to

answer unless the requiremenita of the questioner are particularly

known. This arises from the fact that the literature of colour photo-

graphy is scanty. Moreover, it has received very few additions during

the past ten years. Of the Autochrome process, a booklet is issued

in .English by the British agent for the plates, Mr. T. K. Grant,

89, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, London, W.O.I. There is

no doubt a corresponding edition in French puiblished from the

headquarters of the firm of Lumiere-Jougla Monplaisir, Lyons,

France. The makers of the Paget plate, who issue literature on
its use, are the Paget Prize Plate Company, Ltd., Watford, Herts.,

England. Apart from these makers' pieces of literature, the only

book at present in print which deals both with the principles and

practice of the colour screen-plates is " Photograiphy in Colours,"

by Dr. G. Lindsay Jolmson, tihe third edition of which was issued

in 1916. The iiook includes descriptions of other screen-plates, not

now on the market, and is also a treatise, written in a style charac-

teristic of the author, on processes of colour photography in

general. If not entirely free from literal errors and errors of

opinion, it contains, nevertheless, the besit general survey of

methods of jihotography in natural colours whicli is at present

obtainaMe.

Of textbooks on the general principles of colour photography and

of methods of carrying them out according to the so-called addi-

tive and subtractive systems, there are two, neither of which are

still in print, although, no doubt, obtainable through second-hand

booksellers. The first of these two books is "A Handbook of

Photography in Colours," by Thomas Bolas, Alexander A. K.
Tallent, and Edgar Senior, published by Messrs. Marion and Co.,

in 1900. Mr. Bolas's portion is a very able review of the develop-

ment of colour processes ; Mr. Tallent's is a textbook in itself on

the principles and practice of three-colour photography; but Mr.

Senior's still contains the most practical working instructions for

the Lippmann method of colour photograi>hy by the interference

process. This book also is out of print, but not badly out ot print

;

some dozens of copias were " remaindered " a year or two ago by

Messrs. Foyle, of Cliaring Cross Road, London, W.C.2, so that it

is a book which should be obtainable without much difficulty. The
second of these is " Natural Colour Photography," by Dr. E.

Koenig, translated from the German by E. J. Wall, and published

in 1906 by Dawbarn and Ward, Limited. This book, written while

the Autochrome process was still in an experimenta.l stage, and no

more was known of it than had been published in the makers*

specification, naturally has very little to say on the one-exposure

colour plates, although it briefly touches upon the work of Joly,

and even on the Powrie plate, which for a while obtained some
prominence. It is, however, a fairly comprehensive manuaJ on the

methods of producing colour prints by the assemblage of three

colour monochromes.

A work somewhat similar to Koenig's is "Three-Colour Photo-

graphy," by the Austrian officer, Baron Von Hiibl, translated by

H. 0. Klein, tilie fourth edition of which is published by Messrs.

Percy Lund, Humphries, Amen Corner, London, E.G.

About the only other manuals which may be mentioned are the

issues No. 128 and No. 147 of the "Photo-Miniature," published

by Tennant and Ward, 103, Park Avenue, New York. The first

of these, issued in 1913, is an explanation of the modern methods

of obtaining photographs in colours ; the second, issued in 1916, is

a practical manual on the working of the Autochrome and Paget

processes, with some brief notes on the Ives " Hicro " and the

Kodak " Kodachrome " methods. Both these manuals also ara

out of print.
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AUTOCHROME PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHT.

BY ARTIFICIAL

Note* on the making of Autochromea by various *rli6cial lights, contribute! to the " Camera " bv an American colour worker.

Ths •creen-plate method of natural colour pbotographj,

whether it be the Antochioiiie, PagM, or any other practical

proc«M, has long ainoe ceased to need introduction or explana-
' :'>n either to the professional or the amateur photographer

;

it like a great many other branches of photography, there

•rtain phases of natural colour work that have received

:... .ittention of only a few experimenters. This is perhaps

only to be expected, for the ramifications of the proems that

produces all the coloars are bound to be gre«t«T than those

of a prooaM whime results are in monocfarome, and the probkms
of the former will, of eonrse, require more detailed study.

The AulochnMlie process which was placed on the market
- 'me twelve yean ago has enjoyed a widespread and deserved

>-;palarity chiefly among non-professional photographers,

although • eonaiderabl* nnmber of studios have, from time to

time, tahaa up AntochrooM work in portraiture as a side issue.

The bulk of Autochrome photograpbera work the prooeM purely

i-jr the pleasuns to be derived from it This condition ha<!

>K«n brought about chiefly by the fact that the colour plate

' "' more diflicuH in manipulation than its black and
Iter, both in the taking and the developing, and the

haa been gained that its application ia too limited

-lonal workers. This ia perhaps true, to a certain

it is true in monochrome wotk that Uie best

lined only under right conditions of atmosphere

and lighting ; but it has been the writer's experience that the

Au>"<-hrome has far grskter possibilities than is ordinarily

*ui>l>used. During the past few years the scope of commercial

photography has expanded steadily in all directions^ but

workets in this field have been slow to recognise the oppor-

tunities oOared by photography in natural colours. The sup-

p osi AJy rsateieted field of colour photography is largely re-

spooaible for this condition, and a process thtft is not of uni-

versal application doss not readily find favour with the coin-

niercial photognaphcr.

Volumes have been written on the exposure and development

of the Aotorhrome plate under normal conditions of lighting,

with tha result that thia phMe of the subject is pretty well

nndentood. After a little exp< ience, the percentage of

failures with landscapes or other out-of-door work need be but
small, notwithstanding that these plates require a very exactt

exposure for good results. Even more certain I'esults may now
be obtained in portraiture by the use of certain brands of

flashlight powders manufactured especially for use with Auto-

chrome plates. By using a given weight of powder, under fixed

conditions, the unoerLainty of exposure is eliminated and any

variation in qn«lity or intensity of light is dispensed with.

Exceedingly beautiful results may ibe secured by this means,

and detailed instructions for manipulating the plates under

these conditions are readily obtainable. When, however, there

arises the problem of making an Autochrome by other light

than daylight or flashlight, the average photographer will

probably throw up his hands without giving it a thought.

Thus, a very interesting and what could be to the commercial

photographer a very profitable field is allowed to remain abnioet

untouched. Production of the unusual in photography, as in

any other art, is always well repaid, and places the work of

the originator on a plane above the majority.

It is not the purpose here to discuss the theories of light

and colour as applied to the Autochrome platte, but to suggest

merely what may be accomplished practically and simply under

conditions of artificial illumination. It need hardly be stated

that the colour -rendering of an Autochrome is entirely de-

pendent on the 8p€<itrosoopic qualities of the light that reaches

the plate. Only too often liave most of us been reminded of

this fact by the weirdly blue results obtained when the com-

pensating light-filter has been forgotten. This filter is employed

for the purpose of correcting the predominating blue-sensitive-

ness of the plate, and the colour of the screen used for daylight

exposures is such as to cause the colour-rendering of the plate

when viewed by daylight to be a very close reproduction of fihe

original subject. It is not difficult, therefore, to imagine that

any change in the quality of the light vrouW require a change

of screen. This is brought out strongly in the rendering of

deep shadows. To th§ artist all shadows are blue, for in nature

black does not exist, and this fact ia always exaggerated by

the Autochrome. The principal reason for this is that the

shaded portions of a picture are illuminated by light reflected
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from objectfi which alter its composition ; therefore, the balance

of the light-filter is destroyed, and strange and unexpedted re-

sults are often obtained in reproductions of objects illuminated

by light reflected from a coloured eurface.

A large number of formulw have been suggested for Auto-
chrome light-filters for use with various illuminan'ts, but the
making of a light-filter is an exceedingly delicate and exact
operation. It has been the writer's experience that by the
judicious use of two or three standard filters excellent results

may he obtained under nearly all conditions. In the first

place, there is the daylight screen ; secondly, there is the so-

caUed "Perchlora" screen adjusted for use with tlie

"Perohlora " flash powder; and thirdly, the magnesium screen
for giving correct colour values in exposures with magnesium
powder. All of these screens are readily obtainable and are
standard products of the manufacturers of the Autochrome
plate. After a few trials along the lines to be suggested, it

will be found that beautiful effects may be obtained by artificial

lighting.

One of the first problems that baffles the Autochrome worker
is the photographing of interiors. The difiiculty here arises
from the altered colour rendering of objects illuminated by light
reflected from some coloured surface and also from the inability
to get daylight into some remote corner. Artificial lighting of
the dark corners may suggest I'tself, but tne false reproduction
of colours will be obvious. A very simple solution is found
by making one exposure by daylight with the regular screen,
then drawing the blinds and lighting the dark portions
artificially, using the " Perchlora " screen in place of the day-
light filter. A very haphazard sounding procedure to be sure,
but in the writer's experience |)roductive of excellent results.
In a number of cases fireplaces ihave been photographed in this
manner, with glowing embei-s reproduced very faithfully.
Brightly burning logs may be photographed successfully on an
Autochrome plate by exposing for fifteen minutes at f/8
tihrough a "Perchlora" screen.

Making Au'tochromes of electric fixtures is an interesting
undertaking and not as difiicult as it might at first seem ; in
fact, the first plate the writer exposed on a subject of this
character proved to be a perfect reprodudtion. An exposure
was first made on the fixture lighted from the inside by its
own incandescent bulbs. With the lens working at /'/S, a

fifteen-minute exposure was given, half of it with no filter at
all and half with the "Perohlora" screen on the lens. Two
charges of "Perchlora" flash powder were then set off on
either side of the camera ; the colour rendering in the result
was almost faultless.

During the Panama-Pacific Exposition I had occasion to

makes considerable number of Autochromes of the night illumi-

nation, this feature of the Exposition being of a most spec-

tacular, yet artistic nature. The buildings, in which were in-

corporated wonderful harmonies of colour, were illuminated
at night by an indirect lighting, which produced an incon-
ceivably beautiful effect. Autochrome exposures, through the
regular daylight screen, were, of course, out of the question,

and as an experiment an exposure was made with the '

' Per-
ohlora " screen. The result was most satisfactory. With the
lens opened to f/B, well-nigh perfect results were obtained by
exposing on the buildings between tliree and four hours, de-

pending on the brilliancy of the light. In a few cases, short

exposures wei-e made before dark with the regular daylight
screen, and completed with the "Perchlora" filter after the
lights were turned on. This method proved even more satis-

factory than the first, and the added trouble was fully repaid.

In making Autochromes of subjects lighted partly by electri-

city and partly by daylight, it has been found that the " Per-

chlora " screen gives very nearly perfect colour rendering. In
cases where daylight predominates, the magnesium filter pro-

duces the best results. Where most of the illumination comes
from incandescent lights, exposures may be made par'tially

through the " Perchlora " screen and partially with no screen

at all.

The mode of procedure which bas been suggested will un-
doubtedly seem to be more or less of a " hit or miss " and a

somewhat expensive pi"ooess, but having been worked out on a

practical basis, it has pi-oven most successful and has produced

results which the average Autochrome worker would scarcely

believe possible. Its success is, of course, largely a matter of

judgment and a little experience; but the rapidity with which
accuracy of judgment is acquired will be surprising. The
very exact exposure required under ordinary conditions seems

to disappear and a oonsideraible latitude will be found within

which excellent plates may be secured.

Charles J. Belden.

SIX=COLOUR CINEMATOGRAPHY.

[An additive process of colour cinematography, similar in its general principles to Kineraacolour but differing from the

latter in the sequence and selections of the colour sensations, has been patented by Mr. Joseph Shaw, 8, South Second
Avenue, Mount Vernon, New York, whose specification, No. 126,220, contains the following detailed description of the process.—
Eds. " Colour Photography " Supplement.]

In the production of moving pictures in coloui-s as hitherto
suggested, a rotary band screen was provided having arranged
thereon three or more filters in which every alternate colour
was a shade of red, the otlier two colours being green and
blue.

For projecting pictures it was also suggested to dye the films
corresponding to the coloure of the screens through which the
corresponding negatives were taken or to employ similar screens.

The invention has for its general object to provide means
whereby the natural shades and tones of the subject photo-
graphed can be more nearly reproduced on projection ; and the
more specific object is to reduce to a minimum the " flicker

"

effect in colour moving picture projection.

With this end in view the invention consists in the produc-
tion of a moving-picture film bearing continuing aspects of a
subject in successive groups of six picture image-sections, each

section snowing a colour selection and thiee of which being of

red colour are alternately disposed in their relation to the other

three picture image-sections of the group, of which only one

is of green colour selection and the remaining two are of primary

colour selection other tlian red.

The invention further consists in making a positive film from

the negative, and projecting it with the aid of recurring red

and green filters, the picture image-sections of red colour selec-

tion being coloured by the red colour filter and the otlier picture

image-sections each being coloured by a green colour filter.

The invention also consists in a method for projecting moving

pictures in colours in a moving picture projector without the

aid of colour filters in which the picture image areas of red

colour selection of the film bear a red colour tint and the other

picture image areas each a green colour tint.

Analysing the problem of "flicker" common to moving
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pictures in coloais comparison has been made with the regular

"Mack and white" moving pictures and seemed that the

trouble could be remedied if the positive film ready for pro-

jection in colours could be made of such quality that the dif-

ferently coloured separated picture-eections comprising fhe

image should not only show a difference in the opacities of the

colour separated picture-sections, thus controlling and selecting

the coloured light which it permits to pass, but these opacities

should be arranged and regulated to such a degree that if pro-

jected without colour filters they should show, with the excep-

tion of the red colour separated picture-sections, images closely

resembling the "black and white" moving picture where the

amount of '' flicker " is usually at a minimum.
This thenrr, later found to be a fact, is based on the view

that the disturt>ance or " flicker " which is perceived by the

retina of the eye ia due to violent light changes caused by
quickly and suoceasively moving these pictnie section opacities

alternating in contrast of strong light and shadows; what in

one of the positive picture image-sections is expressed as a

transparent light-passing spot is an opaque light-preventing

•pot in the next following fnoture image-section.

For illnstration, if we think of the spectrum as one chain

of gradnate<l colours and hues extending from one end of the

spectrum to the other, as soon as we take any link out we break

the continued line of the chain and certain hues or stiades of

colours will be missing ; the gradual colour scale will he dis-

turbed, the absorption bands will be sharply defined and a
''gap" between the primary colours of the spectrum will be

formed which would cause upon the retina of the eye a sensa-

tion similar to looking upon a board marked with black

and white checkers, a sensation causing an immediate di«-

turbanee to the eye, and if such a sensation is continued for

a Icsigth of time the tje fatigue and "flicker" inc(«ases in

proportion.

.\ similar sensation of "gaps" is caused upon the retina

wh«-n diffj-n-nt sharp rut primary PiJonr filters are use<l in form-

ing the different colour separated opacities on the film. Besides
causing "flicker" these "gaps" prevent the eye from per-
ceiving the colours in their natural shades and hues, as each
missing link represents a colour shade or hue which is neces-

sarily a part of the spectrum.

Further analysing the "gaps" it was observed that in the
projection of the diffea-ent primary colours, the "flicker" was
mostly trying upon the eye when green or blue-green coloured

light was being passed by sharply cut colour separated opacities

;

the red coloured light being passed by 'fclie red colour separated

picture opacities did not cause much " flicker " or pulsating

effect upon the eye.

From that time on efforts were directed to picture-section

opacities representing separations of wave-lengths different from
red, by regulating the opacities translating the photographic

details from orange, green, yellow to blue shades of the sub-

jects to such an extent that when a positive was made from a

thus regulated negative film and was projected, for instance, in

monochrome, say green light, a graduated scale of different

hues of green colour was perceived ranging from deep green to

a very light blue green shade, according to the natural colours

of the subject : the green light sifting through the translucent

or semi-translucent varying opacities of the picture image-sec-

tions and forming these diffcirent hues of green colour without

any "gaps".
Then when the so regulated picture-image opacities were suc-

cessively projected in green coloured light in combination witli

alternating picture-section opacities coloured in red light, not

only was "flicker" materially reduced but remarkable true

shades of different colour combinations veiy closely approaching

natural colours formed by the mixture of red light alternating

with different hues and delicate shades of green light filtering

through the differently shaded and graduated opacities repre-

senting photographic details from orange, green, yellow to blue

shades of colours of the subject or scene.

ITo be contitiued.)

DECENNIA PRACTICA-COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.

andar this beading we apply to the various branohes of colour photography the processes of collection and arrangement accorded to some

fifty departmenu of ordinary pbotognipby in the " B. J." during 1916. These extracts are from issues of the " British Journal

Almanac " of the years 1906 to 1915. and the present series of epitomes thus resuscitates and brings together in compact form much useful

information, othsrwise icattered through nearly a dozen volumes.—EdR. " Colour Photography " Supplement.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN COLOURS BY PRISMATIC DISPERSION.

{ComtiHU4d from page 20.)

M. Raynood gives a moch simpler method of working. To any

ot^nary eaners is fitted a diaphrtgm D (Fig. 1) behind the len« O,

iiMdi. though here diown as simple, can be the ordinary camera

okjeotive. T is a cro«-lined screen, behind which is placed a

prim, P, in front of the plate. It is obrioos that we have here

nolhiiig more than the arratigeaient ordinarily adopted for half-

tone work, with the addition of the dispenive prism. The otom-

liasd screen aoU precisely as a aeries of pinholes, which form images

of lbs diafihragm on the plate varying in size with the distances

T P and TO. If the diapiuagm is drcaUr the images are circular

(Pig. 2); if it is an ekmgated dupuagm the image on the plate

is a \aat. It ia obvioo*, then, that by varying the distance of the

•cTssa with a ciicolar diafihragin one will obtain a stipple in which

*e iificiss towh one another (Fig. 5) ; or if the diaphragm ia

larger, tftea thsy are parteally ooi.fluent (Fig. 6). If imitcad of a

otrcutar diaphragm an elongated rectangle or slit is used (Fig. 7),

we khall obtain a series of lines, as shown in Figs. 9-14, which will

vary in their nature as the diatan.ws between screen and diaphragm

sod screen and plate vary. In precisely the same way with a

tiiangolar, square, or polygonal diaphragm the images will be of

the «Mne shape and separated, juxtaposed or partially superposed.

Fig. 1.

From an examination and comparison of this methoH with that given

in the previous paper, it will be seen that all the essential elements
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to give linear imag«e exist separated by black spaces whereom are

farmed the spectra. For with a sqtiai-e diaphragm the screen plays

the triple role of screen, ground glass, and multiple objective, re-

placing the se<!ond lens of the fcrmer aiTangement, and all that

one needs is then the prism, which forms the spectrum of each

elementary line forming the image on the plate. When tliis nega-

tive is devedoped, a positive made therefrom placed in the same ap-

paratus will immediately give a faithful representation in colours.

A three-ooloiir linear screen, the number of lines per inch being the

same, appJied behind this positive, will give an effect very near the

trutih.

The advantages of tlie apparatus are :—1. The use of ordinary

T nP

Fig 3

Fig. 9

Fig it

Sig 13

• • •

Fig 4

Fig iO

Fig IS

Fig 14 .

Fig. 3.

aipparaius without imodifioaition, and by ^ the simple addition

of a oommerciaJ cross-lined screen and the prism. 2. The em-
ployment of a oommerciall screen. In practice it would appear more
advantageous to use Ithose in which tie opaque lines are wider than
the trajisparemt intersipaces ; Schulze's 60 deg. screens perfectly

fulfil this requirement. 3. The use of a prism -wdth a narrow angle,

» ^
Fig 5. Fig. 6.

so that there is no deformation of the image. 4. Reduotion of the

total oast. 5. Rapidity of exposure, this being much greater than

with the original apparaAus. 6. Regulation at will of the dimen-

sions of the lines. 7. Regulation at \toU of the relative sizes of the

spectra. 8. Utilisation, if required, of several prisms plaoed ome

on top of the other, as dn Fig. 8. 9. Utilisation of the whole of

the field of the lens. 10. The optical system ia reduced to its

amplest expression. 11. Simplification of foouaeing. 12. Facility

with wliiah this process may be adopted by all amaiteurs, thanka to

the simplicity of the process. 13. Easy application to stereoecopy.
—"Phot. Rev.," Feb. 17, 1907, p. SI; "B.J." Colour Supplement,.
March 1, 1907, p. 19.

M. Poiree suggests the following method for obtaining photo-
graphs in colours by prismatic disperedon. It is based on the non-
achromatism of the len.ses used, and does away entirely with the-
use of the prism. The system is based on the fact that if the lenB-

is fitted witlh a diaphragm with anr.ular or polygonal alit, and the
image to be reproduced is divided into points hy a screen, ©acb
point of the screen gives at the proper focus a spectral dot, which
is round or o«il, ocoording to tlie position of the point of the screen
with regard to the principal axis of the optical system. The dis-
tance of the poi'uts of the screen being adjusted to the optical
sysitem, the elementary spectral d«jts given by tlie collection of
points of the screen are contig.uous, and constitute the image to be.

reproduced, but the colours of which are separated. This image is

received on an orthochromatic plate, developed, and converted
into a positive and replaced. If the screen is illuminated by white
light the photographic positive is illuminated in the natural oolouxs,
or if the positive is illuminated by white light it is the screen
that reproduces the coloured image.—"Bull. Soc. Fr. Franc," Jan.
15, 1907, p. 61; "B.J." Colour Supplement, March 1, 1907, p. 21.

J. and E. Rheinberg have dealt exihaustivelv with the theory and
practice of the method of producing, on one plate and at on©
exposure {iby means of prismatic dispersion without the use of colour
filters) colour photographs which may be viewed either by pro-
jection or in a viewing instrument. They demonstrated the process,
as enibodied in the apparatus perfected by themselves, before
the Royai Photoigiraphic Society. The full text of their paper
appears in the April issue of the " Photographic Journal," and i»

reprinted in "B.J." Colour Supplement, May 3, p. 19; June 7,

p. 28; July 5, p. 33; and August 2, p. 38; 1912.

I

Comsponacncc.—•

—

•,* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No
notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses
of the writers are given.

'.* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by
our correspondents.

THE BLEACH-OUT PROCESS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—^In your issue of June 6, 1919, p. 22 of Colour Sup-
plement, you give such an adverse verdict on the bleach-out
process that it may deter experimenters from proceeding further
witli the idea. While of necessity having to agree with you con-

cerning many of the results which were obtained, still, it is a fact

that with cei-tain of the samples distributed with such generosity

by Dr. Smith, colour records were made which, so far as I am
aware, are unobtainable by any other process than that of Lipp-
mann. Looking back now some twelve years, it would seem that

the chief cause of the itailure of the process was its being put
forward as a commercial proposition before the known difficulties

attending its working had heen mastered. Some of your readers

may remember my exhibiting a record of the solar spectrum, made
by a camera e.tiposure, at the R.P.S. exhibition in 1908. This was
made on the only satisfactory paper out of several suihmitted, the

unbleached paper being almost black, and possibly a chance ap-

proach to perfection. I have purposely not interfered with this

colour record in any way, and, so far as I can judge, it is as good

now as when made eleven years ago. At that time I had persuaded

one or two chemical friends to investigate the problem of the rela-

tion of fugitiveness of aniline dyes to molecular constitution, but

recent events put an end to most of that. Considering the wondei--

ful success of Sir William Pope in furnishing us with the new dyes

for plate sensitising, I trust our chemists wUl be able to solve the

problem of matching three dyes to give a black mixture of sufficient

sensitiveness, which will at the same time give a stable reduction

product and thus enable this most attractive process to have a

satisfactory ti'ial.

Cambridge. C. P. BuTi-Ett.
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SIX-COLOUR CINEMATOGRAPHY.

[An addiUve proeem of colour cineuMtogruphy. similar in its general principles to Kineiuacolour but differing from tlie
l*Her in the aM]uano« »nd selections of the colour senutions, has been patented by Mr. Joseph Shaw, 8, South Second
ATenue, Uount Vernon. New York, whose specification. No. 126,220, contains tbe fMIowing detaUed description of the process.—
Eot*. •• Colour Pbotograpby " Supplement.]

(CoMtwiMMi from page g?.)

In urder to register on the moTing panchromstio negatire film
th*" colour wlccted pictore-image section-opacities for the pur-
pose abore dcKribed there was OMd in the Uking camera in
front of tbe negative film a movable colour screen geared to
travel in ijrnchronism with the film, the screen having six open-
ings, Mch filled with one colour-filter, theM six colour-filter*
compriaing three colour-filters of short wav*-length and con-
si«ting of greea, yeUow, and bliM colour reapectively, and three
roloor-filt^rs of a long wave-length and each consisting of a red
oiloar only, so arranged that each of the three nd colour filters

alternated to fi.rm a pair with one of the thi«e different colour-
filten of the nhort wave-length. When thus arranged and used
in oosnbination with a panchromatic negative film theae six
<-oloar-rilters register lengthwise of the film picture-image sec-
tion-opacitiea in the following order: red, green; red, yellow;
red, blue; thus forming an unbroken chain of colour separa-
tions having DO "gape ".

A pr<«itive is made from this negative film and although red,

green, yellow, and bine colour fihtei* were used in the taking,
It IS |>o»sibl« to project tlie positive with two primary colour-
filtMs only, namely, red and green. The pictore image-section
of red eoloar •electiona paaaing red coloured light and the
I'lrture iroage-*ections ol green, yellow, and blue colour selec-

tion each paaaing green oolonred light.

The patentee believes himaelf to be the first to use in taking
oviag pictores in ooloare a movable colour screen filled with
six ookjur-filters so arranged and selected to register on the

panchromatic negative film groups of six colour seated picture

image-sections, thiye of which represent red colour value and
tbe balance of three colour selected picture imago-sections repre-

senting green, yellow, and blue value* and so arranged that the

picture image-sections of red colour selection are registered

every other one and tbe picture image-sections of green, yellow,

and blue colour selection are each registered once in every

group of six picture image sections, when a positive is made
theralrt>m to project the picture image-sections of red colour

election in a light of red colour and the picture image-sections
of green, yellow, and blue colour selection each in a light of
green colour.

Thus, in each group of six picture image-sections, the red
images, alternating in projection with the green images, and
each green image showing a difieirent density or shade of green
colour influenced by the difference in the opacities of the green,

yellow and blue colour selections, form in the projection of

Fig. 1.

each group of six picture image-sections three different pairs

of colour mixtures, and when overlapped in the eye of the ob-

server by persistency of vision produce moving pictures in

colours, very nearly approaching colours of nature with a
minimum amount of flicker; or the positive film bearing the

successive groups of six picture image-sections of colour selec-

tion can be directly tinted, dyed or toned photographically, in

which case the picture image-sections of red colour selection will

bear a red colour tint and the picture image-sections of green,

yellow, and blue colour selection will each bear a green colour
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tint, and the projection of the positive film will take place

without any recurring colour filters.

It will be clear from the above that although the positive

film is projected with the aid of Two primary colour filters

only, the projection effects a wider range of colour tints than

has been possible with any other method, but by the method

of taking the pictures it is claimed that it is possible to

enhance still more the variety of tints in the colour combina-

tions by utilising in projection a recurring colour screen having

four openings, two of which are filled with red colour filters,

each being of a difierent shade, for instance, pure red and

orange-red ; the other two openings of the screen filled with

green colour filters, likewise differing in shade, a blue-green

and yellow-green, and so arranged to move in relation to the

film that as one picture image-section appears at the gate of

the projector, one colour-filter passes in the path of the light.

Thus, in one complete revolution of the colour screen four

picture image-sections will have passed the gate, thus providing

means whereby the

picture image - sec-

tions of red colour

selection can be

alternately coloured

by pure red and
orange-red filters and
the images of green,

yellow and blue

, colour selection can

be coloured by

alternating blue-

green and yellow-

green filters.

In the drawings,

fig. 1 is a diagram-

matic view showing

a section of film and
the relation of me
picture image - sec-

tions to the picture-

taking screen when
the film is regarded

as a negative and to

1 the projection screen

when the film is re-

garded as a positive

;

fig. 2 is a view show-

ing a positive film

with its picture

image-sections opera-

tively related to the

colour screen used

in projection
; fig. 3

is a view showing a

,
section of a negative

film and the relation of tihe picture image-sections to the
picture-taking screen and the relation of the image-sections of

the negative film to the tinted corresponding image-sections

of the positive film and to the positive film projection screen
when the film is regarded as a positive ; and fig. 4 is a similar
view ehowing a positive film in four tints.

Referring to fig. 1, A designates sufficient of a film to include
a group of picture image-sections of which alternate sections

1 are red colour sections, as designated by the letter R, and
the sections 2, 3 and 4 intermediate adjacent sections 1 are
green, yellow, and blue colour sections, as designated by the
letters G, Y, and B. Adjacent to the film, which is to be re-

garded as a negative, is a colour screen S which moves in
synchronism with the film by any approved manner and is

employed in taking of the moving pictures. This screen has
three red colour filters 1«, which are substantially of a colour

Fip

selection of the same wave-length, through which the picture

sections 1 of the film group are exposed. The screen also has
green, yellow and blue filters 2^, 3^, and 4* respectively,

arranged in alternate relation to the red filters. The relation of

the colour filters to the picture image-sections can be traced by
the connecting arrow lines S.

In fig. 1 is shown the screen S', which is used in projecting

Fig. 3.

the moving picture image-sections. This screen has two filters

6 and 7 which are red and green, as designated by the letters

11 and G. This screen is moved in such relation to the film A,

which is assumed to be a positive in this explanation of the

screen S', that the red filter 6 will register with the suecessiv©

red image-sections 1 of the ftbn antj 'the green filter 7 will

5til

^^^

—

1H
r

I

c

w«%)mn •

^^^

III

M
11^ <

Fig. 4.

Tegister alternately with the green, yellow aaid blue picture

sections 2, 3, and 4, this relation being indicated' by the arrow

lines 8 and 9, respectively.

Fig. 2 shows a portion of a negative A' with} two groups of

moving picture sections, and the projecting screen S^ has two

groups of red and green filters designated R'—G' and R'—G",

respectively. The relation in which these varions filters register

with the image-sections of the film can be traced' by the arrow

lines designated respectively ;;'—j', g'—r^.
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1% will be clear by reference to fig. 2 that the picture image-

aec tiong of green, yellow, and blue colour selection in one group
ol six picture Image-sections are differently affected by the G'
And G' filters than they are in the next following group. In
a given group, for instance, the picture image-Bections of green

and blue colour selection are affected by the G' filter and the

picture image-section of yellow colour selection is affected by
the G' filter, but in the next following group the order reverses

—the picture image-sections of green and blue colour selection

will be affected by the G' filter and the picture image-section

of yellow colour selection by tibe G' filter. Also, in every group,

that every other picture image-section of red colour selection

is affected by the R' filter and the intermediate picture image-

MCtiona of red colour selection by the R* filter.

In further reference to the drawings, fig. 2, illostrating the

projecting method with four filters, the R' is a pure red and
the R* is an orange-red filter ; iho G* is a yeUow-green filter and
the G' a hlo«-green filter. Assuming that the screen revolves

to the left, the R' filter will follow the G' and the R' filter will

follow the G', and when in combination with the differently

oolonr-«elected picture image-sections, projected at a speed of

about thirty pictures per second, each two successive picture

uaage-aectiona are alternately coloured by the red and green

filters and are oTerI*pped by persistency of vision, thus form-

ing pairs, the colour combination of which are being succes-

•iTely varied, due to the changing relation of the different

<-olour filters in conAination with the vaned colour selections

of the picture image-sections, for example, aa shown in the

dnrwing, the film passing downward in a given group of six

picture image-sections, beginning with a picture image-section

oi red colour selection and the R' filter, the R' and G' filters

affect the picture image-sections of red and green selection,

whereas in the foUowiog group of six picture image-sections the

pietore lini^n ewctions of red and green colour selections will be

alfeetad by iSie R' and G' filters ; likewise, in the first group the

picture image-seetiona ol red and yellow colour selection will

be affected by the R' and G' filters, whereas in the following

group the picture image-sections of red and yellow colour selec-

tion will be affected by the R' and G' filter* ; so, also, in the

first group, the picture image-sections of red and blue colour

•eleotion wiU be affected by the R' and G' filters, and in the

ioUowing gioop the picture image-sections of red and blue will

be affected by the R' and G' filters.

Beterring to fig. 3, K designates a negative film and S a colour

screen snbatantially the same as described in connection with

fig. 1.

P designates the positive film, ot which IP are the picture

image-sections corresponding to the red section 1 ol the nega-

tive film N, the gelatine of which is tinted red. The picture
image-sections 2p, 3p and 4p correspond respectively to the
sections 2, 3 and 4 of the negative film, the gelatine of which is

tinted green
; Tsith a positive thus tinted projection is made

without the use of recurring colour filters.

In fig. 4 the screen S and negative film N are the same as in
fig. 3, but a greater length of the negative film is shown to

bring out the relation of several groups of picture image-sections
iu the ipositivo film P'.

To effect a wider range of cobur tints it is possible to enhance
still more the varietv of mixtures of different wave-lengths by
tinting my film into two different tints of red colour and two
different tints of green colour, for instance, pure red and orange
red, blue-green and yellow-green, designated as E'—G' and
R'—G'.

It will be clear by reference to fig. 4 that in the positive film

P' the picture image-sections of green, yellow, and blue colour

selection in the group a of six picture image-sections are dif-

ferently .iffected by the G' and G' tints than they are in the
next following grouip b. In a given gioup, for instance, the
picture image-sections of green and blue colour selection are

affected by the G^ tint and the picture image-section ot yellow

colour relection is affected by the G' tint, but in tho next
following ^roup the order reverses—the picture image-section of

green and blue colour selection will be affected by the G' tint

and the picture ima^e-section of the yellow colour-selection by
the G' tint. Also, in every group, every other picture image-

sectioa of red •x>lour selection is affected by the R' tint and the

intermediate picture ima:;e-sections of red colour selection by

the R' tint.

Fig. 4 illustrates the film ready for projection in four tints.

The R' is a pure red tint and the R' is an orange-red tint : tlie

G' is « yellow-green tint and the G' is a blue-green tint, and

when proje-ited at a speed of about thirty pictures per second,

the picture imag<>-sections beiring their respective tints are

overlapped by persistency of vision, thus forming pairs, the

colour combinations of which are being successively varied, due

to tho changing relation of the different colour tints in com-

bination with the varied colour selections of the picture image-

sections. For example, as shown in the drawing, assuming the

tinted 51m travels downwardly, begirning with the picture

image-section of red colour selection bearing the R' tint, it will

be plain that in a given group of six picture image-sections the

R' and G' tints affect the piotire image-sections of red and

green selection, whereas in the following group ot six picture

image-sections the picture image-sections of red and green

colour selection will be affected by the R' and G' tints, as

shown in the drawing.

A REVIEW OF COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.

WrrB peace almost assured in most parts of the civilised

world, the enthnsiaat (or colour photography may rightfully

look forMud to rsnewing his interest in this beautiful art, and

he muy be excused if he hopes that more manufacturers

wfll derote attention to supplying his needs. Ixxiking back

through my "Colour Photography" supplements, it is

perfectly plain that there has been a great falling-ofl of

interest m tiiis branch ol photography during the last few

je*n, if one may except a "certain liveBness " among the

-colour oinentatograph patentees, but these hardly interest the

amateur. Peraonally, much as we admire colour trana-

parencies, most o( us would prefer pictures to frame or paste

ta albums. I therefore pro|>ose to give a brief review of the

-vMioua p*per processes offered to the public at different times,

-Mid truat that those who have Uicd them will give their experi-

ences and criticise what I have written. Practically ail paper

processes require three superimposed prints from negatives

taken through appropriate colour filters, and it is not super-

fluous to add that every process in colour photography requires

unvarying exactness and uniformity, faOing which the picture

is spoilt by predominance or deficiency in one colour. Errors

of exposure or printing which would be unnoticed in mono-

chrome work may give green faces or brown grass in colour

photography. I give below a list of methods for producing

tihese record negatives, some of which I have tried.

(1) An ordinary camera, with a filter holder cm the lens. In

this case ordinary dark slides are used.

(2) Repeating Back.—This is an apparatus that fits on the

back of a camera, and consists of a frame holding a long, dark

slide, in front of which is a sliding filter-holder, which moves
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with th« dark-slide. The three exposures are made i>n the

same plate, alongside one another.

(3) Sanger-Shepherd one-exposure camera.

(4) Hiblocks.

(6) Butler's one-exposure camera.

(6) Hamburger's one-exposure camera.

(7) Screen plate negatives.

No. 1 is quite good enough for preliminary experiments, and
IB not costly. Still life and copying can be done satisfactorily,

but No. 2 is much more convenient to use. A repeating-back

outfit is quite rapid enou^ for taking portraits, and, on

reasonably calm days, landscaj)e8. Curiously enough, I have
never had much trouble with coJour frills due to movement
between exposures. First-class seta of negatives can be
•btained if the following three precautions are taken : (a) Use
colour filters and plates made by the same firm, (b) In select-

ing plates, use only those for which the makers give the

factors for tricolour filters. It this is not done, a good deal of

material and time has to be wasted in photo^'aphirig a
neutral-tinted object, adjusting the exposures till tihree

identical negatives are obtained. This procedure ds more pro-

fitable for the pJate-maker than the amateur. There is at

least one maker who gives these factors, and one may suppose
that they are a good deal more accurate than the operator
would find for himflelf. (c) Use an exposure meter.

No. 3.—This is a development of the three-lens camera. The
three-lens camera has the obvious disadvantage that the three

images can never register unless the object is a very distant

one. In the Sanger-Shepherd camera one lens is used, and twti

big ifliomboidal prisms transfer two images, one to each end of

a single long plate. The centre image (red filter) passes
between tihe edges of the prisms, which thus foi-m a sort of
square diaphragm of constant opening. A small strip only
of the front face of the prisms intercepts the rays from the lens,

and this strip is provided with a shutter to regulate the light
passing through to each plate. This shutter is thus really an
adjustable diaphragm, to be adjusted by trial and error, to
allow for variation in exposure required by each filter, the red
filter being the standard by which these two are set. The lens
is provided with a yellow filter, in order that the diaphragm
openings for all three pictures may be approximately equal in
area. In actual practice I have found that when photograplh-
ing near objects a uniform background must be used, as the
"stereoscopic error" is quite pronounced. Sometimes I have
found a difficulty in registering, even where distant objects ave
conoemed. This I have not had satisfactorily explained. At
the time the firm was busier witli war work than colour photo-
gnapliy, but on my uetum to England I propose to subject it

to more severe tests, and wi-ite a furtSier account of my experi-
ences. It is fitted with a comparatively long focus lens, which
makes it somewhat awkward to use at times. In rapidity it

com'pares with an Autochrome plate. Another disadvantage is

its cost—£40 for the lantern plate size (pre-war). In the abo^-e-

mentioned processes tlie same make of plate can be used
throughout, developed, and fixed for the same time, thus
ensuring uniformity in the quality of the negatives.

No. 4.—I obtained some Hiblocks from America with great

difiiculty during the war, but I never used them in the absence
of any proper holder, labour difficulties preventing me getting

one made in England. A Hiblock can be used in any camera
fitted with the holder, and the Hesse-Ives Co list holders for

all makes of American cameras. My memory is a little

treacherous as to their build up, and I am open to connection,

but, as far as I remember, a Hiblock consists of the following :

(a) A slow speed plate with transparent emulsion, glass to the

lens. This gives tlhe blue filter negative, (h) A celluloid film,

with emuteion, strongly stained red. This gives the green

filter negative, (c) A panchromatic plate, emulsion side to

lens. This provides the red filter negative.

In the absence of a practical test of the Hiblock, I can

hardly criticise it beyond saying that the firm issue the most

complete instructions for it, and also run a department for

developing and printing amateurs' exposures. I was most

pleasantly impi-essed by the careful way all goods I receivetl

from the Hesse-Ives Corporation were packed.

Xo. 5.—This camera got to the practical stage by being

put on the market some yeai-s ago by A. W. Penrose and Co.

The camera was of the three-'plate type, and provided with

two transparent coloured glass reflectors. The first reflector,

at 45° to the axis of the lens, reflected a proportion of the-

light to the blue filter plate, placed horizontally on top of

the camera. This reflector was of yellowish glass, so that

reflections from the back surface were cut out by the blue

filter. The remaining light was partly intercepted by a trans-

parent reflector, which served the green filter plate, placed

horizontally, but on a lower level than the blue filter plate

;

and the red filter plate was vertical and directly in line with

the lens, the light being filtered by the two reflectors which

were appropriately coloured. I speak from memory when I

saj that the ratio of exposures was adjusted by interposin-

neutral tinted glasses between the plates and their source of

illumination. I understand that registration was a sore point

with this camera, but as I never nsed it, I would prefer that

others gave their experience, kt any rate it was far more

rapid than any of the preceding apparatus.

No. 6.—This camera has the credit of being the only three-

colour camera that has been successfully used in a professional

studio It has one transparent red platinised reflector that

sen,-es the blue and green record plates, placed horizontaUy

face to face on top of the camera, and this reflector also acts

as a filter for the red filter plate, placed as in the last camera

vertioallv, facing the lens. Its special feature was a device

for bending the reflector, this distortion 'being purposely intro-

duced to coTi-ect any deficiency in registration. It was capable

of snapshots under favourable conditions, but unfortunately

was never offeretl for sale to the public.

No 7.—I believe the future of colour photography lies in this

direction, although Nos. 1 and 2 will always be used. I read with

gi^at interest the account of Mr. Williams' work, as I had

in my mind a somewhat similar process. The Autochrome,

Pa^et and others have proved that it is possible to obtain

thr^ 'i-ecords on one plate. I think it should be possible to.

devise a special border pattern for the Paget screen for register-

ing For instance, suppose we wish to obtain a red record

iie«ative from au ordinary Paget. For this we must have a

mo^nochrome screen with opaque areas over the blue and green

dots and clear glass for red dots. By photographic means it

would not be hard to juake such a screen, but it must have

along the edges a sjjecial border of red dots so that when the

screen and negative are registeml a red border would appear

round th« negative. It is alwut tir.ie that some one devised a

rtgistering frame with fine screw adjustment for Paget trans-

parejicies. With such an apparatus and a magnifying glass

registration should be obtained fairly easily, the two bound

together with lantern-slide binding, and printed through an

enlarging lantern. In a similar way blue and green negatives

could^be projected, blue and green bordere being arranged in

order that there might be no mistake. Probably a little

diffusion would get rid of the grain without producing too

soft a result. H. E. RKNnALL.

{To be continued.)

Society of Colour PHoroGEArHEBS.—A meeting of the commit-

tee of the society was recently held in order to consider the desira

bilily of resuming the meetings and e.xoursione. After some discus-

sion it was decided to postpone calling a general meeting of ths

members until conditions for the practice of the more widely used

I colour processes have become more favourable.
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Paper Printinc Processea.

In dealing with methods of producing prints on paper, there
is obvioosly no useful purpose served in referring to such
obaolete proeeaaes as I'inatjrpe, gum-bichromate, stripping

films, etc.. and I will limit myself to such processes as were
in common uae before the outbreak of war. These include the
following :

—
1. Carbon procaaa.

Z lUjrdex.

3. SaAger-Shepherd imbibition prooe*.
4. Hicro.

5. Poljchromide.

6. Bromail transfer.

7. Bleach-out prooeaa.

Wasted time and moatj have taught me two leaaons which
I intend to follow for the rest of mj photo^aiphic life

:

(<i) Nsifcr attempt to print from any but • perfect set of

nctgativea. In such a set neutral grey is represented by equal
drnsitj in ««ch negative. By taking trouble theae are not ao
hifrd to prodooa as it is oommonir suppoaed. (b) Always print
a teat seal* together with the negatives.

Perhapa my intention in (h) is not quite clear. It is not
»<iffici«nt to produce three nice-looking prints in yellow, pink,

and btoe, anpwimpoae them, and expect to get a perfect result.

It is an abaoliito aine qui non to know whether they are

balanced. I oaa see only one way of guaranteeing this, and
that is by coastmctii^ a Idnd of fraction tint actinometer to

lie akwgHde the negative while printing. For the sake of

atgnoMat we may arrange for six numbered tints, and assume
that No. 4, jnat riaible, will give neutral greys and a print of

suitable denaity. If No. 3 is only visible in the bine and No. S in

the red, tse aball know that although the three ipictures in-

dependently look all right, they will not combine, and we should

be able to know from previous experiments how much more we
have to expoae the bine and diminish the printing time for the

red picture Whether we use 3, 4, or 5 as the average tint,

of eoarae, depends on the density of the negatives. Some such
system IS applicable to all three-colour printing processes, and
as far as I can remaoiber is included in the Hicro process.

However. I will now pass on to a short criticism of the pro-

esaaea enumerated above.

L The double transfer process is, of course, used, and the

beat temporary aupport is celluloid. No one of average ability

ever has any difficulty in stripping and registering the three
prints. I prefer white opal for developing the yellow picture
on. The chief difficulty in the process is that each tissue

requires a different time of exposure, and in a varying
light this is difficult to guage. Some workers even go so far
as to recommend different strength sensitizing baths for each
colour. I suggest printing not less than a dozen sets at a
time, and choosing by trial the best three for any particular
print. The process could be simplified by using a steady arti-

ficial light.

2. This is a form of Ozobrome worked out with great attention
to detail by the Raydex Company, who supply all materials.

Before going any further I think it will not be out of place
to mention that they have managed to keeo their flag flying

during the war, and have never been too busy to give enquirers
every help in working their process. The colour picture is

obtained from carbon tissue, but instead of exposing this to

light, it is "sensitized " by two solutions and squeegeed to

a bromide print. Tha carbon print is the result of chemical
action between the print and the tissue. With three good
bromides to start with, this is a more accurate means of obtain-

ing a print than exposing tissue in the ordinary way. The
company have also obtained prints from P.O. P. which will

still more simplify the process. I am sure readers of the

"B.J." will await with inteiest further developments of this

pixxess, which should be easy and certain ; but I must confess

that I have found it a bit capricious. Possibly this may be

due to the fact that I have only worked it in the narrow space

of a ship's cabin, and with insufficient facilities for a proper

washing in between the various operations. In "both this

and the carbon process, a colour that is deficient may be in-

tensified by bathing in an appropriate aniline dye.

3. I have never seen more beautiful or perfect results than

those obtained by this method, and every time I see them I

always feal that any expenditure of timo and money is

justifiable to cbtain the skill requisite to produce similar re-

sults. Print plates are first made from celluloid films sensitized

in bichromate. These are print,ed in daylight, celluloid side to

the negative, and then developed in warm water, which gives

a positive image in silver bromide. This is dissolved out by

hypo, followed by a thorough washing. It is then best to allow

the films to dry. When dry they are placed in pink, yellow,

and blue baths, from time to time they are rinsed, and roughly

i«gistered until a correct balance of colour is obtained. The

first print plate, preferably pink or blue, is squeegeed to a piece
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of gelatine-coated paper, vs'ell soaked, which absorbs all the

d.ve, and this is then followed by the remaining two plates.

4. This iprooess is very similar to the above, except that the

films are supplied ready sensitized and varnished to protect

them. In this way they will keep good for three months or

BO. Before deveilopment this varnish is removed by petrol

or benzine. There is no difficulty in this, as any varnish not

removed shows up as soon as the film is put in the water, and

call at once be wiped off with cotton-wool and peitrol. It is

cleared with hypo, washed and dyed as in the Sanger-Shepherd

process. The films, however, are not used as print plates,

but are registered and sealed together over a piece of gelatine-

coated paper by amylacetate.

5. This process has never been on the market. It was used

by the Dover Street Studios, in conjunction with their special

camera, for professional work. The base is a Bromide print

toned to beautiful chrome yellow. To this a blue-toned bromide
print is transferred, and the final red print is made from a

specially transparent carbon tissue.

6. I confess to never having seen a three-colour Bromoil

transfer, but it is fair criticism to say that it does not lend itself

to such accurate work as the foregoing processes, but where the

operator is an artist, no doubt, satisfactory pictures are ob-

tained, or, at any rate, pictures satisfactory to those who ad-

mire this process. A recent issue of the "B.J." gave a de-

scription of a similar process, "Wartype," which approximates
to collotype. Owing to opacity of the inks used " overlapping

error" is sure to be prominent. Overlapping error is the error

caused by the lower layers of colour being unable to exert

their full influence due to the opacity of the upper layer, which
gives a predominating tint. I think it will soon be hard to

know where Bromoil trarisfea- ends and collotype begins.

7. This is a process which was beginning to go ahead when
war broke out. Its principal exponent was Dr. Smitli, the

inventor of " Uto " paper. Unfortunateily, he has died during

the war. Uto paper was coated with a film containing dyes

of the three primary colours, mixed together until a black

or dark olive-green film was obtained. The paper was placed

under a colour transparency, and under the action of light

began to bleach in the light parts. By the well-known law of

light, that a coloured substance is only affected by those rays

which it absoi^bs, the blue and yellow dyes (forming green)

began to fade away under a red area, leaving the red dye
untouched ; and in a similar way under all coloured areas, the

dyes of a complementary colour faded, leaving a positive image
of correct colouring, or at any rate this was the theory. How-
ever, I fear the number of spoilt Autochromes exceeded the

number of good prints produced. The fugitiveness of the dyes

was increased by " sensitizers " such as anethol or thiosinamine.

The prints were fixed by dissolving out the sensitizers, and I

presume there was something else in the bath to increase the

stability of the dyes. If a print had a tendency to go pink
during printing, green glasses were supplied to place over the

whole until things went right. As the process has been slowly

developing for at least fourteen years, perhaps it may ultimately

be satisfactory. Another variation of this process has not yet

had much of a trial, and that is to bleach out each colour

independently. Thus we might have blue, pink and yellow

tissues on thin waxed celluloid bases. Bleach each out under
a monochrome positive, using an actinometer scale with each

print, and then transfer them in succession to a paper base.

"Of the making of many books there is no end," says the

Prophet, and the saane might be written about processes in

colour photography ; and if an excuse is required for describing

a process which I have never actually put into practice, it is

because I have evolved it after many years' experience. I do
not claim anything new or revolutionary for it, but I think

that amateurs should be most successful with it. I expect it

has been used many times, in fact, I know it has, but I in-

tend to use it in the future. Briefly, the outline of it is as

follows : The red-filter negative is hardened and given two
or three coats of celluloid varnish. The base of the colour

print is a bromide print toned blue. This has to be well soaked

in water before using, otherwise it will be impossible to register

the other two components. .\t the bottom of the print, s]iacc

is found for the actinometer scale, which should include at

least three tones. The yellow and pink prints are formed

from carbon tissue, which is made up with a small proportion

of silver bromide instead of pigment. This is treated in the

s;ime way as an ordinary double-transfer carbon print, using

celluloid &s the temporary support. These two prints are

washed, cleared and dyed as for the Sanger-Shepherd process,

but the pink print carries its scale at the bottom of the picture,

and the yellow at the top. When judged correct the pink
print can have its scale registered with the blue, and the yellow

on top. The two scales being at opposite ends, the yellow

picture is clear of the back of the pink, so that there is no
danger of it being scratched. I have found that there is no

danger of the pink dye transferring to the bromide print in

the short time necessary for testing. With the number of

different brands of bromide paper on the market I do not think

it would be hard to find one with the same scale of gradations

as the gelatine-dye picture. Of course, the olue picture could

hi made in the same way as the pink and yellow, but in this

case a special baryta-coated transfer paper would have to be

used, otherwise the dye would diffuse into the pores of the

paper and give a blurred print.

H. E. Kendall.

THE LABORATORY PREPARATION OF THE COLOUR-
SENS1TISINC4 DYES, PINAVERDOL AND PINACYANOL.

A cONTEiBtiTiON from the Colour Laboratory of the United States

Bureau of Chemistry, which is reprinted below, describes in detail

the chemical preparation of the two dyes, pinaverdol and pina-

cyauol, which are chiefly used in the preparation of orthochromatic

and panchromatic plates. The methods worked out for the prepara-

tion of the intermediates used in the making of these dyes—namely,

the quinoline bases and the quaternary halides—have been the sub-

jects of separate communications, copies of which are available from

the Colour Laboratory, Bureau of Chemistry, United States Depart-

ment of Agricultiire, Washington, D.C.

—

Eds. "B.J."
The photo-sensitising dyes that have gained the ascendancy in

pi.nchroniatic plate manufacture ai-e two derivatives of quinoline,

termed " pinaverdol " and " pinacyanol " by the German dye manu-

facturers. Since 1916 these dyes have also been produced by British

manufacturing chemists under the names " sensitol green" and
" sensitol red " respectively. We have made more than fifteen dyes

of this general type'. A study of their absorption spectra, together

with the results of photo-sensitising experiments carried out under

the direction of Drs. Merrill and Burns, of the Bureau of Standards,

and by Mr. H. A. Piper, of the Chemical Section of the Science and

Research Department of Aircraft Production, has shown the identity

with the above-named German and British products of two of our

dyes, which we have termed respectively " Pv. I. " and " Pc. IX."
Pinaverdol is prepared from a mixture of the methiodides" of

toluquiualdinc and quinoline by the action of alkali and air. The

probable constitution^ is best represented by the formula :

H
I—C = \n.ch«

1 The work on photography formerly carried on in eonnection with the Chemi-

cal Section of the Science and Research Department of the Bureau of Aircraft

Production is now being completed by the Colour Laboratory, Bureau ei

Chemistry, Washington, D.C.
2 Wise and Adams, Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 10 (1918),

801.
3 The mechanism of the formation of these dyes has been discassed m an earner

communication from this Laboratory (Wise and Adams, Loc. cit,).
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Fii;acyuM>l U prepared from a mixture of the ethiodides' of quinal-

dine tad quinoline, by the action of formaldehyde and alkali. The
conatitution of tbia dye is still in doubt, but from present indica-

tions it ia problematiral whether the qainoline ethiodide actually

eufers into the reaction If it does not, the formula' of the dye
become* :

When pinacyanol i* treated with an excess of silver chloride under
j-mper conditiooa, it ia quantitatively converted into the corre-

«p<iiidiiig chloride (Pc. XII.). The greater lolubility of the chloride

renders it more suitable than pinacyanol (iodide) for use in bathing

pUtea.

In llie tyntheaia of theae dyes we have been guided largely by the

liemwB palMita', which giro gcnd deacriptions of the methods of

pieparatioB, bat which fail to emphaaiae a few neoeaaary precautions.

The detaila ol onr own procedure for the preparation of Pv. I. and
PC. IX. and Hlf. are given in the following experaneotsl part :

—

Pv. I. (PurarxKoot os SixstroL Gbibc).—^Fourteen grains of

^tolnqfiiinaldiiie methiodide and 25 8 gms. of anhydrous quinoline

mctliiodide are diasoWcd in 400 cc<. 96 per cent, alcohol. The solu-

tioa is heated to boiling and 77 ccs. of 0.7 A' alcoholic potaMium
hydroxide ( = 3.0 g. of potaaaium hydroxide) are gradually added
from a borette The mixture is maintained at its boilin); point for

5 minatea after the addition of the alkali U complete. Fifty ccs. of

alcoitd ara iJien added, and the crimaon-coloured solution ia |>er-

mitlcd to cool slowly. A blue-black, granular, crystalline masa is

deposited. Ths crysUla are filUred and dried. The weight at the

end* dye is aboot 6.5 gms. (about 25 per cent, of the theoretical).

Ths product is pulveriied, the powder introduced into an extraction

tbiwMs and extracted with ether in a Soxhiet apparatus, until the

exiraci ia no longer coloarcd. Ether reroovea an unidentified yellow

•obsUuie*. The extraction is then repeated, using absolute methyl

alcohol, until ths extract shows but a slight pink colouration. Ordi

narily a hrick-rad powder remains in the extraction thimble.

rhe combined methyl alcohol extracts are then concentrated

gradually, and the warm saturated solution ia seeded with * few

cty>tals of pore pinaverdol. On very slow oooling, Pv. I. crystallize i

in bcaotiful, metallic needlsa resembling brasa splinters. If the

solutioo contains imporitiss, is concentrated too far, or is cooled too

rapidly, the dye showa a tendency to crystallixe out suddenly in

fine, bloa-black needles. In this form the dye is less pure than

that obtWDsd Oil s!ow crystillixation.

Tba yisid* of pore dya are invariably low, tbe highest jrield being

•boot 3 gaa. tl3 to 14 per cent, of the theoretical amount).

(alcoUlsd lor r„H,.N,I ; I - 28.9 per cent. Found : I = 2896

psr ccDk, 38.96 per cent., 29.04 per cent.

Tbe foregoing proccdnra prevent* only a slight modification of

that oatli.ied in the Oeraan patent*.

Tb* (eUoiwtng oietbod for the preparation of Pv. I. I* still more

•ooveniaat, in that it yields a pure product withotit the tedious

extraction with ether and methyl alcohol :

—

Fourtsso grams of the toloquinaldine methiodide and 25.8 gms. of

qainolins methiodide (anhydrous) are dissolved in 400 ccs. hot abso-

lute methyl alcohol. The solution is heatad to boiling in a beaker

and 90 ccs. ol O.&i \ solutioo of sodium metbylate in methyl alcohol

ara very gradually added to the mixture, which is then t>lowIy

•rapor^cd to about 4/5 of Am initial volnme. The hot solution is

then transferred to an Erlenmeyer flask and aeeded with a few

erystaia of purs Pv. I. The flaak is then looaaly stoppered and the

solntioD pemlltcd to cool very gradually. Within 24 hours the

botloai of the flask becomes costed with the characteristic brassy

crystals of Pv. I., from which the mother liquor may be decanted.

The crystals can be freed from the adhering solution by waahing

first with mathyl alcoboi-elher miitures, and finally with ether

• tiBaisi iul. D. B. P. Ko. UT.lSt. Bxaaipl* I (19031 : Piaaersnol, D. R- P. No,
111,IM,Baaaip4«l(n06t.

alone. Further concentration of the mother liquors may yield addi-
tional small amounts of Pv. I. The total yield is about 12 per cent,

of the calculated amount. Spectrometer readings show that the
product obtained by this method is identical with the German
pinaverdol, and a coiorimetric comparison of the alcoholic solution

of both the German pinaverdol and our product indicates that the
dyes are of the same order of purity.

The following data are taken from the detailed account of the

crystallographic and optical properties of Pv. I., published by Dr.

Edgar T. Wherry' :—

Crystal system : monoclinic, a : b : c = 1.1014 :—1 : 1.6053, ,8 =
88° 20'. Habit : (see Fig. 1) usually prismatic unit prism and small

clinopinacoid;, terminated by large faces of the two orthodomes;

Fig. L Crystal form of Pv. I; m = nnit prism (110); i> = clinopinacoid (010);

i< = + ortbodoms (101) ; D - - orthodome (101) ; c — baBe (COD ; V = - nnit

pjrrsmid (111).

frequently showing small faces of the base, negative unit pyramid

and unit clinodome; and occasionally other forms.

.Metallic reflection : from faces in the prism zone, brass-yellow ;

from unit domes and pyramids, beetle-green ; from base and faces

adjacent to it, bronze-violet.

Optical properties : transparent for white light only in veiy thin

crystals, but red light is transmitted 'by thicker ones. (For study

by the immersion method aqueous liquids must be used.) Refractive

indices only roughly determinable; for ,\ = 0.625, a = 1.6, and

Y = 1.8. Extinction, in the acute angle fi, 5°. Pleochroism strong,

violet-brown to deep greenitdi brown.

Pc. IX. (Pinacyanol or Sensitol Red).—A solution of 90 gms.

of quinaidine ethiodide and 85.5 gms. of quinoline ethiodide in

3,0(X) ccs. of 95 per cent, alcohol is heated to boiling under a reflux

condenser in a large, round-bottom flask. When the air in the flask

has been completely displaced by alcohol vapour, a freshly prepared

mixture of 90 cca. of 16 per cent, (aqueous) sodium hydroxide solu-

tion and 60 ccs. of formaline solution (40 per cent, formaldehyde) is

IKiured through the condenser into the flask, care being taken not

to chill the reaction mixture far below its bQiling point. After the

addition, the colour of the alcoholic solution changes rapidly from

ytllow to purplish blue. Six hundred ccs. of hot water are then

added to the mixture, which is rapidly heated to boiling, and main-

tained at its boiling point for about 15 minutes. On slow cooling,

a mass of lustrous blue-green needles is deiposited from the solution.

The product is filtered on a Buchner funnel and washed with small

successive portions of ice-cold alcohol, and finiiUy with ether. Since

further concentration of the mother iiquor is unprofitable, the dark

red filtrate is diicarded. The yields of dye obtained by the above

method vary from 23 to 27 gms.

Calculated for C„Hj,N,I : I = 26.35 per cent.

Calculated for C„H„NJ : I = 27,14 per cent.

Found : I = 26.27 per cent., 26.56 per cent.

Found in a sample of British sensitol red : I = 26.7 per cent.

The product is fairly soluble in hot alcohol, yielding a pui-plish

blue solution. It is vei-y nearly insoluble in water.

From absorption data and the results of photo-sensitization experi-

nients, further purification of the dye appears to be unnecessary.

Absorption curves indicate that our dye is identical with samples

of the German (Hoechst) and the British (Ilford) product.

The above procedure for the syntheses of Pc. IX. is very satis-

factory. The only precaution that need be emphasised is that dv

> ,;. Wuk. Acad. Set.
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should be excluded (as far as possible) from the alcoholic solution of

the ethiodides prior to the addition of the alkaline formaldehyde

solution. Air, in the presence of alkali, causes the formation of red

isocyaniue dyes, which undoubtedly appear in the mother liquors

from Pc. IX.

Although quinoline ethiodide is one of the reagents used in the

above procedure, we have no direct evidence that it is involved in

the reaction forming the dye. When this quaternary halide is

omitted from the reaction mixture, and a corresponding weight of

potassium iodide added, a dye which we have termed Pc. X is

formed. This dye resembles Pc. IX. very closely, and may be

identical with it. In this case, however, the crude product requires

further purification, and the yield is disappointing.

Pc. X. is prepared as follows : A solution of 90 gms. quinaldme

ethiodide in 3,000 ccs. of alcohol is heated to boiling under a reflu.x

condenser. Precautions are taken to exclude air. A mixture of

52 ccs. of 15 per cent, sodium hydroxide solution (= — =45 ccs. of

16 per cent, sodium hydroxide solution) and 60 ccs. of 40 per cent.

formaldehyde solution is then run into the boiling mixture, to which
is subsequently added 600 ccs. of an aqueous 10 per cent, potassium
iodide solution. The mixture is then boiled for about 20 minutes.
On cooling, 21 gms. of a greenish black crjstalline product is

obtained, which, after two recrystallizations from 70 per cent.

alcohol (containing small amounts of potastiium iodide), is obtained
in the form of shimmering, green needles. The yield is about 8 gms.

Calculated for C,,H^,N,I : I = 26.35 per cent. Found : I =
26.84 per cent.

Whether or not Pc. X. is identical with Pc. IX. is still undeter-
mined. Its absorption spectrum is certainly very nearly identical
with that of Pc. IX., and its sensitising power is practically the
same as that of Pc. IX.

Pc. XII. (Chloride Corresponding id Pinacyanol).—Pc. IX.
may be quantitatively converted into the corresponding chloride
(Pc. XII.) by the following treatment :—2.41 gms. (1/200 mole) of
Pc. IX. are dissolved in 25 ccs. of cold concentrated hydrochloric
acid, and the solution is slowly poured into an Erlenmeyer flask

containing 2.2 gms. of freshly-prepared silver chloride suspended in

25 ccs. of concentrated hydrochloric acid. The mixture is shaken
thoroughly for several minutes, after which four to five volumes of
water are added. The solution turns blue, and a finely divided pre-
cipitate of silver chloride is formed. The latter is filtered off, and
the filtrate rendered very faintly alkaline with aqueous potassium
hydroxide. The treatment precipitates the dye (Pc. XII.) in the
form of dark blue sludge The product i.s washed with water on
the centrifuge until the washings are neutral to litmus, and is then
filtered. Without separating it from the filter paper, the crude dye
i.- transferred to a 300 ccs. flask and extracted (under a reflux con-
denser) with 150 ccs. of 80 per cent, ethyl alcohol. The hot alcoholic
.solution is filtered, and on cooling very slowly the dye crystallizes in

the form of flat, blue-green needles, which show a tendency to mat
together. Careful concentration of the mother liquor yields two
additional crops of the chloride. The total yield of the dye is about
1.8 gm.

Calculated for CV,H,,NX1 : CI = 9.07 per cent. Found : CI =
8.33 per cent.

Both analysis and absorption data indicate that the compound
contains water of hydration or alcohol of crystallization, but this

point has not been settled.

Reports from the Bureau of Standards and from the Ansco Re-
search Laboratories indicate that the chloride (Pc. XII.), because

of its solubility, possesses marked practical advantages as a photo-

sensitizer over the corresponding iodide (Pc. IX.).

.Absorption Si'ectra.—The spectro-photometric measurements were
made with a Konig, Martens, and Griinbaum spectrophotometer.
The dyes were studied in 95 per cent, alcohol solution in a cell 1 cm.

thick agahwt a similar cell containing solvent alone. The concen-

trations of solution used were 0.01 gm. per litre, or 0.005 gm. per

litre, according to the maximum absorbing power of the substance.

Louis E. Wise.

Elliot Q. Adams.

J.' K. Stewart.

Cael H. Lund.

Correspondence-—•

—

THE BUIT/ER THREE-COLOUR CAMERA.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I note in reading Lieut. H. E. Rendall's " Review
of Colour Photography" in the "B.J." of August 1, in making
reference to No. 5 camera of the series—viz., Butler's one-exposure'

tricolour camera—that he was given to understand registration was
a sort point with this camera.

May I assure him tliat i,t was, but it was my difficulty, not th«

users' of the avmeras. It was a difficulty which I successfully over-

came years ago in the work of its adjustment.

Numerous prints have been made showing no laok of register even,

when enlarged three or four diameters from the negatives taken by
my camera, which I should be pleased to show to Lieut. Rendall if

expedient.

Herewith I enclose two samples of three-colour block enlargement*

from my camera negatives. With regard to the sipeed, I took several

set* of landscape negatives recently, using Ilford's Special Rapid
Planohromatic plates, and secured fully e.xiposed good results by

i sec. exposures. For copies of oil paintings, etc., by interior light,

the exposures extended to 2 mins.

The belief that Lieut. Randall would wehome the con'ectioa of a

mistaken impression, is my apology for troubling you with thi»

letter.—I am, dear Sirs, yours faithfully,

Edwin T. Buileh.

26, Craven Park, Willesden, N.W.IO, Augus 29.

[The proofs sent by Mr. Butler, one of which is a leafless tree-

subject, show excellent registration. We understand they represent

three or four times enlargement of the original negatives.—^Eds.

" Colour Photography " Supplement.]

IS THREE-COLOUK A BLIND ALLEY?
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I am sui-e we are all indebted to Mr. Rendall for

bis review of colour-photography, and share his regret that we-

oannot yet show good prints on paper.

But I should like to warn beginners against taking up the work.

just where it was left when the war broke out ; if we are beginning

afresh, let it .be really a fresh start.

It is quite a false assumption to think that, having got three-

perfect colour-selection negatives, it is only necessary to choose a
good colour-printing process, superimpose the three images, an<i

the thing is done, and that all further trouble is the fault of the

printing process.

It is not so. Rather it is we who ai'e imposed upon; for in.

Niature the colour, however tertiary, is reflected, atom by atom,

direct to ithe eye.

No matter how pure the colour or dye employed, there is always,

a certain amount of opacity in the three superimposed images, and
if they are placed in order—yellow, red, blue—^then the rays or

pencils of light have to pierce the blue and red to reach the yellow,

and, reflecting back from the paper, struggle once more through,

the intervening images to bring the yellow colour to the eye.

When—throwing theory overboard—we reduce the red and blue

images, a lot of fine detail is lost; we may have got some sort of

balance, ibut the result is like nothing in Nature. The natural

colour photograph must be composed as one homogeneous whole-

if it is to be really natural.

Therefore, I propose that we cut the losses of the years spent

in trying the.se " indirect" methods, and return to the "direct."

About 1870, Poitevin ajid several German experimental workers

had got results of some sort by direct means, and prabaWy dropped

'further work in that direction when the three selective colour, or

" indirect," method came in and promised to ibe such a success.

A short resume of where we stand in " direct " methods shouJdi

be very helpful just now, when it seems easier to keep on in the-

old way, which I feel convinced is a "blind alley. "—Yours-

faithfully.
S. G. Yerbury.

Dunstable, August 11.
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A SIMPLIFIED METHOD OF DEVELOPING
AUTOCHROME PLATES.

SoMB yean ago we published a method of developing Aut«-
chrotM plate*, according to which the obaerration of the time
required for the appeu-ance of the first anilines of the image in

• aaitably diluted developer served as an indication of the
c<.rrectne«» of the eiiKJsure of the plate, or whether it had been
overexposed or under-exposed, and also enabli>d the user to
Uftermine the time during which the plate shonid be de-
veloped in a solution to which an addition of concentrated
developer had been made in order to obtain a good result.

Thia variable time of development, which is determined by
tb« time of appearance of the first outlines of the image, is

Kiven in a table which we worked out b>- a series of practical
testa made on plat«« wijich had received various degrees of

••spoaure—under, over, and correct.

The method yields very g<iod results, and allows of a very
saticfactOTy transparency being obtained with a plate which
haa been expoeed as much as four times the normal time. In
use. however, it has the disadvantage of requiring the tablp

of figures, prepared as a transparency, to be read by the dull

light of the dark-room, a condition which is liable to give rise

to mistakes.

An amateur worker, M. Meugniot, has communicated to us

a method of working which is simpler than that we had indi-

cated. It consists in bringing up the first outlines of the

image always in a dilute developer, but this dilution is so

adjust«d that, in subsequently continuing development in a

more concentrated developer, the times of immersion in these

two successive developers shall be equal. We have adjusted

the degree of dilution of the developers to be employed accord-

ing to this new system, so that exactly the same quantity of

developer is used as in the former method.

The aystem of working which gives the best results is as

follows :—
Developing solutions. He stock solution is that which has

hitherto been used—viz. :

—

Metoquinone
iyjda sulphite, anhydrous
Potassium bromide
Aounonia, 22 deg. B (sp. gr. .923) 32 ocs.

W«tOT 1,000 CCS

15 gms.

100 gms.
6 gms.

For a 9 X 12 cm. plate in a 9 x 12 dish two solutions are
made up from this stock solution :—

Solution A.

Stock solution 10 ocb.

^'ater 15 ocs.

Solution B.

Solution A 2 CCS.

Water 30 ccs.

The plate is immersed in the B solution, observing all tlie

necessary precautions for the development of the Autochrome
plate.

The time of appearance, from the moment of iiiiinersing the

plate in the developer, of the first outlines of tihe image, not

reckoning the sky, is noted either with a stop-watch or a sand-

glass.

As soon as the first outlines of the image appear, solution B
is poured off and replaced by the portion left of solution A

—

namely, 23ccs. Deve!o"pment is then done for exactly the same

length of time as was required for the image to appear in the

first developing solution.

When using a sand-glass, it is sufficient, as soon as the first

outlines of the image have appeared, to stop the passage of

the sand by laying the glass in a horizontal position and then

placing it vertical again, but the other way up, in front of tIhe

dark-room lamp. In this way the sand-glass indicates a second

period of time exactly equal to the first.

The remaining operations, reversal and re-developiiient, are

done in the usual way.

We have developed by this method a number of Autochrome

plates which have received exposures ranging from one to four

times that of correct exposure, and have obtained in all cases

as good results as by our former method.

This new system of development appears worthy of being

brought to the notice of Autochrome workers on account of its

great simplicity and the excellent results which it yields.

A. AND L. LUMIEEE.

A. Seyewetz.
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TWO-COLOUR PRINTS OR FILMS BY COPPER AND
IRON TONING.

[Details are given in a recent patent specification, No. 119,854, of a method of producing two-colour prints or films worked

out by Mr. F. E. Ives, in which the essential feature is the combination of a red copper-toned silver image with a blue-green

image, the latter preferably formed by toning with iron salts. The specific claims made in respect to the process and product

are given in " Patent News " on another page.

—

Eds. " Colour Photography" Supplement.]

The object of the invention is to afford a simple, effective, and i

convenient mode of producing a multicolour picture or print,

and one which, compared with hitherto known processes, will

be lees complicated and quicker to carry out, and will yield a

better product, having superior and more permanent colouring.

It relates particularly to the known type of process in which

at least two differently coloured images are successively pro-

duced in or on the same carrier, whereby the necessity of attach-

ing independently produced supports is obviated. The in-

vention could, for instance, be applied to the production of the

images at the opposite exterior faces of the support, which

may be of gelatine or other coUoid, with preferably a celluloid

core or base between the exterior faces ; but it has the advan-

tage of being equally applicable to the production of the images
within, and at different surfaces, of a single colloid layer at one
side of a transparent or celluloid carrier. As the product has

•one face free from any image-carrying layer, the method of

production last referred to is peculiarly adaptable for use in

the production of a colour motion picture film free from
liability to injurious defacement of the pictures.

For the purpose of describing one embodiment of the in-

vention it is assumed that two or more simultaneously exposed
views or series of views have already been taken from sub-

stantially a single view-point for securing colour-selection nega-

tives from which afterwards the positives or diapositives are
to be made. The two-colour system is supposed to be employed,
for, although the three-colour system might be used, the two-
<.olour is eminently more simple and is sufficiently satisfactory

for general practical purposes.

In exposing for taking the view or series of views, a red
screen may be interposed in the path of the light-rays, or in
some other way a selection of the red rays may be made, and in
•connection therewith a film sensitised specially for red rays may
be employed. Thus red-selection negatives are obtained.
Similarly a green screen and green-sensitive film may be em-
ployed for securing green-selection negatives.

It has been proposed to produce in a single gelatine layer an
insoluble colour image such as a silver image toned by well-
iknown methods, or an iron-blue image, and subsequently to
add a second image of a different colour, either consisting of a
soluble dye introduced into the gelatine layer by absorption, or
produced by sensitisation of the image-containing layer with
iron salts, printing, and developing. The present invention
<x)nstitutes an improvement on this method and eliminates dis-
.advantages in production, and defects in the product, by apply-
ing a particular treatment, not heretofore adopted in this con-
nection, for the toned silver print and by employing this parti-
cular treatment in connection with the location of the two
amages in or on different surfaces of the same carrier. Such
location per se is, however, already known, it having been pro-
iliosed to produce a toned sUver image by exposing a sensitive
Jayer from one side and to produce in the same layer a dye image
from a silver image made by exposing the layer from the oppo-
site side without resensitising.

The invention, in its application to the two-colour system,
mav conveniently be carried out in the following manner.
Assuming that the negative 10 represents the green components
of the picture, and the negative 11 the red components, eventu-
ally the final picture will include a blue or green positive image

from the red-repxesenting negative, and a red jKieitive image
from the green-representing negative.

One of the two negatives 10 or 11 is preferably a reversed

negative ; for example, the green-representing negative 10,

which may be used for rear exposure through the carrier of the

print, as is hereinafter described.

The print or film 12, in which the positive images are to be

formed and blended, comprises a colloid portion or layer 13,

supported on a transparent or celluloid carrier 14. The carrier

3 ro 3//

Fig. 1.

J4-

Pig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

14 may have a colloid layer 13 on each side, but it suffices to

employ a single colloid layer on one side thereof, since in the

preferred embodiment both of the positive images are formed

in the single layer.

The first step in the process is to expose by means of one of

the negatives, and form an image at one surface of the colloid

portion of the print or film 12. It is to be assumed that the

colloid layer 13 is sensitised with silver haloid. The first

printing is preferably by the green-representing negative 10,

, and, as shown in Pig. 4, this negative is used to effect the

exposure at the rear or through the carrier 14, so that the

resulting image will be confined largely to that side of the
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gelatine layer wluch ia next to its carrier, and may be referred

to a« the bottom or interior surface. The negative 10 will pre-

fcrably be a reversed negative, as before stated.

The procedure of making the first or sUver image might in

•ome cases be reversed by making it at the exterior or top

surface of the gelatine, and subsequently making the comple-

mentary image at the interior surface ; but the first-mentioned

procednra is better, simpler, and is the preferred embodiment.
Having been exposed, the silver image may be developed, and

will be found confined to the interior surface of the gelatine in

manner that will be roughly understood from the enlarged croe»-

section Fig. 5, in which the colloid layer 13 is shown as having

th« silver image 15 at its bottom side with a mass of clear

gelatine 16 extending between the image and the top surface.

This silver or bottom image, it will be understood, is a black

•nd clear image, but according to the invention it is subse-

quently colour-toned, preferably to a red colour. This colour-

toning may be performed subsequently to the exposure and

printing for the second or blue-to-green image, although, as

described, the exposure for the red or bottom image is performed

prior to the exposure for the blue-to-green or top image.

After the silver image IS is developed, the gelatine layer

may be easily re-sensitised for exposure at its exterior surface.

A ooBV«nieBt mode for producing the blue-to-green image is the

iron prooess. The oolloid layer may be subjected to a 2 per cent.

Wth of green citrate of iron and ammonds with an immersion

of about five minutes, followed by blotting o& and drying.

The top or exterior surface of the gelatine may now be printed

bf means of the red-representing negative 11, which, of course,

is to be accurately registered with the silver image already

formed. This printing step is indicated in Fig. 6. After

expcsure the iron-salt print is converted into a cyanotype blue-

print by development with a 1 per cent, solution of potassium

fsnicyanida applied for about ten seconds, and then imme-

diatsly washed oot again.

Tbsi« k now an insoluble silver image at one side and an

insoluble blue-to-green image at the opposite side of the colloid

layer 13. The latter may be described as a pigment image to

distingnish it from a water soluble dye, the former being in-

solnUs and not liable to wash oat in subsequent steps.

Tbe silver image is next converted into an insoluble or pig-

ment image of red colour by the following means. The image is

fint converted into copper ferrocyanide by soaking in a copper

tnoing bath for a period of from fifteen to sixty minutes, this

bath being prepared as needed, by mixing equal parts of the

two following stock solutions A and B :
—

A Copper sulphate 7 gms.

Potassium citrato 28 gms.

Water 1,000 c.c.s.

B Potassium ferricysnide 6 gms.

Potasssnm citrats 28 gms.

Watsr 1.000 c.c.s.

This converted image may be fixed in a bath of hypo, which

leavw a transparent copper red image, which, with the there-

with blended cyanotype blue-print, givss approximately what is

required under the two-colour process ; but the fixing out in

hypo may sometimes be advantageously omitted.

The blue-to-green or exterior image is indicated at 17 in

Fig. 7, it being for the most part completely separated from the

interior image 16 by the clear gelatine 16, but possibly, owing

to extreme depth of both images at one point, the two may over-

lap, as indicaUxl at 18, without, however, any material efTect

upon the process or product.

An impoHant advanUge of the invention is iU flexibility.

permitting a considerable latitude of modification of colour

oomponsnts. A satisfactory print is obtainable when the silver

fanags is copper-toned prior to the irotj •m.-iliiation for the

cyanotype print. With this process the blue print can be miKli-

Asd to a gr««ier hue by treatment with extremely dilute

potassium bichromate solution rendered slightly acid with sul-

phuric acid ; while, if considered necessary, the copper red print

also can then be intensified or modified in hue by mordant
dyeing. While a third colour could be added as heretofore pro-

posed, the complications attendant on this render the two-colour

system commercially important, notwithstanding that the

exhibited colours will be only approximately accurate repre-

sentations of the original. It is this approximation of colour,

and additionally the desire of the motion picture artist to secure

certain colour tones or effects, which render the flexibility of

the process and adaptability to colour modification important

for the purposes of the invention.

WhUe it is preferred not to place the two images at opposite

sides of the celluloid carrier, this if don© would be performed,

as previously described, by first producing the red print in the

colloid at one side through exposure for the silver image and

subsequent copper toning, and at the opposite side sensitising

the other colloid coating and exposing for the blue-to-green

image after the exposure of the silver salt.

The product of this invention in its preferred form is a

colour photograph or film comprising colloid material contain-

ing a red copper toned silver image blended with a blue-to-green

image ; the two images being in different portions of the colloid,

preferably at opposite sides of a single layer.

In the Fig. 8 modification where the colloid consists of two

layers 13a and 13b on either side of the core or carrier 14, the

first exposed and developed image 15 will b© understood to be

the silver image which is to be converted to a red colour, located

in the oolloid layer say 13b, while the subsequently exposed

image 17, which may be a cyanotype print, is in the opposite

colloid layer say 13a.

Corresponaences—•

—

*«* Correspondent should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and
addresses of the writers are given.

',' We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

THREE-COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. 6. G. Yerbury's able letter and query, "Is

Three-Colour a Blind Alley? " in the " B.J." of September 5, con-

cerning Lieut. H. E. Rendall's "Review of Colour Photography
"

in the " B.J." of August 1 and September 5, claims the attention

of many earnest workers interested in the evolution of colour photo-

graphy, particularly now that the war is at an end, with oj^ot-

tunitiea of progress again possible.

.Many expert* will quite agree with Mr. Yerbuxy that now is the

time to make "a really fresh sUrt" in colour photography. Surely

all experienced workers in tri-colour must now conclude somethiiig

is radically wrong with the whole subject, as promoted commer-

cially by various scientists during the past few years. Negatives

have to be faked, fine-etching employed upon half-tone blocks,

and, generally, printing in colour photography eeems almost a

farce, by reason of so much hand work an! artifice being necessary

before even fairly good colour prints by photographic means can

be produced. These scientists generally trace the cause of failure

in photographic colour printing to imperfections in the printing

inks employed ; but thi« assertion almost appears a libel upon the

ink manufacturers if we consider the beautiful colour printe pro-

duced in the past by chromo lithography, twelve to twenty various

coloured ink impressions being superimposed in printing with

marked success.

Yes, a really fresh start is now necessary. But this new depar-

ture must be made by amending pact proved errors, and supple-

menting tricolour photography, not by "scrapping" the whole

subject as "a blind alley," according to the conviction of Mr.

Yerbury. •
i

In the first place, a return must be made to the first prmciplee
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of colour, particularly in the making of colour filters, as realised

by artuU since the Renaissance, and ae so accurately described by

I>ticos du Hauron (the inventor of tri-colour photography) in his

master patent specification No. 2973. of 1876. There he states

:

"I obtain separately in the camera three impressions, three nega-

tives of the same subject, furnished by three different lights—green

light, orange light, and violet light. I make the red monochirome

undor the negative which is given by the green liglit, the mono-

clirome blue under the Jiegative given by the orange light, the

monochrome yellow under the negative from tlie violet light. Tlie

superposition of the three monochromes, adapted mechanically the

one to the other and placed on a white ground, prixluce the com-
position, the polychromatic image, desired."

X.B.—^In this specification the lights, or filters, are the secondaiy

colours—green, orange, and violet—of the artist, and are com-
plementary to the three primary colour6--ved, blue, and yellow

—

which all erperts now know in hue as necessary for piroducing all

other colours in printing, witli one exception. This exception is a
vivid green, such as emerald green or viridian, which no com-
bination of blue and yellow printing ink, dye, or other pigment
ca;i pi-operly reproduce. For the pi-esent, explanation and considera-

tion of this vivid green as a primary colour in painting or printing

must be deferred. Obviously, the phenomena connected with re-

flected light, as visually perceptible by daylight, of colours upon
white paper, chiefly claim present attention, to the exclusion of

considering phenomena concerning coloured projected light, or trans-

mitted light as seen through coloured transparencies.

In the B.J. "Colour Supplement" of 1912, pages 43 and 55, 1
insisted upon the necessity of a fourth grey key printer, in con-
junction with correct tri-colour impressions, for the production of
good colour photographic prints. With seven years' increased
experience, I am absolutely convinced of the truth of my con-
tention. When contemplated under any aspect, nature conveys
to the trained artist's visual sense a wonderful range of tones in
grey, from pure white down to dense black, in combination with
colour. It is this subtle union of greys with colour which form the
substantial beauty of all real art work. No three colours alone,
w^hatever the printing inks or colours may 'be, can adequately repro-
duce the true delicacy or powerful luminosities in subtle grey tones
from light to dark, observable in nature, unless assisted by th:.s

fourth grey key printer.

Paa-don reiteration. Probably all terrestrial material nature is

wholly black-like in the absence of solar light, with the exception
of phenomena connected with phosphorescence. This general black-
like aspect of material things, when illuminated by daylight, will
absorb in part, and repel in part, various colour portions of the
light in accordance with tlie innate characteristics of tlie various
things contemplated. The repelled colour parts of light aire trans-
mitted to our sight to constitute an actual colour impression of the
thing seen; but invariably, in conjunction with colour, residues
of tlie original black-like aspect of the material objects obsea-ved,
changei by light into greys of various luminosities or tones, are also
transmitted and received as visual impressions, assisting the effect
of the light and shade in nature. The anatomical parte of the eye
harmonist with my contention. Why are the nerve terminals of
the retina, which receive all our visual perceptions of nature, made
up as a fine delicate mosaic of two totally different nerve struc-
tures, known as rods snd cones, unless for seeing nature in a com-
bined dual manner? Mocreover, in that excellent comprehensive
text-book by G. L. Johnson, "Photography in Coloure," 1914
edition, plate IV., page 61, a case is described and illustrated in
colour of a paralytic patient, colour-blind in the left eye and of

normal colour vision in the right eye, who made two colour draw-
ings of the spectrum, viewed through a spectroscope, accoirding to

his visual perceptions by each eye. If we may judge correctly by
the two facsimile coloured illustrations thus depicted, this patient
reproduced the spectrum, by various shades of grey from white to

black, quite devoid of any colour, as seen by the colour-blind left

eye. This fact establishes a proof that the human eye is capable of

perceiving a perfect monoch.rome grey visual impression of various

lightluminositiee, completely sepaiate from any colour impression,

where the anatomical structure of the eye for colour has been

destroyed by paralysis. His reproduction of the spectrum, as seen

by the nortnnil ooknir-vision right eye, was quite correct in colour

according to human eyesight, establishing another proof that true
mental impressions of vision depend upon perfect anatomical parte.

If the case for amending an! supplementing tricolour photo-

graphy has been correctly stated, then the need is obvious for

changing and adapting parts of apparatus in present use, according

to suggestions made, particularly in reference to colour filters. A
ono-exposure camera, for the various negatives necessary in colour

photography by the subtractive method of printing, is an essential

recjuisite for proper production. If Mr. Butler can include a grey

key negative printer, and also a special green printer with the

ordinai"y tricolour negative, made by his one-exposure camera, he
wouH probably greatly assist proiposed developments, as the n^a-
tives made by this camera are generally in true roister.

E. G. H.*NDEI,-Lt7f.l8.

CoLOun Screkn-Plate Hints.—^Many liiotographers who have

had but little experience with the soreen-plate processes of colour

pibotography complain of the lack of hrilliancy of the colours in the

deepea- and more poorly lighted jx>rtions of the subject in th*

i-esu',t:ng transparency. The explanation of this is simple. Th»

colours are not there in sufficient ibrilliance in order for them to

be properly rendered in the picture. In proof of this let u-s take

a simple example. A laurel buah is viewed somewhat against th«

light. The best lighted portions of the bush will be found to be

brilliant and strong in colour, buA those receiving no direct sun-

light will be found to lack colour. The colours exist we know, but

they require a full and brilliant lighting in order to bring them

into full prominence. As a general rule, against-the-light piotureB-

ai'6 unsuccessful',, as colour subjects, as ailso are poorly lighted

woodland subjects, and the photographer must realise that in order

to get a good res.ult an equal and uniform lig'hting is to be desired.

Too little attention is often paid by colour photographers wwk-

img the screen-plate processes towiajnls giving a correct exposure.

In my own experience most of the failures with both the Auto-

ohrome and Paget processes may be traced to this cause. Exacti-

tude, both in calculLaiting with the aid of the metetr and in timing,

the indicated exposure, is more essential in colour won-k than^ in any

othei- branch of photography, since any error, even if only of a

minor degree, is almost certain to falsify iboth the colour render-

ing and the contrasts of the finail' result. When calculating the-

exposure a meter sliould always be used that makes an actual teat-

of the actinic value of the light, insitead of a calculator, or table-

working upon certain faictors, assessed for the most part by guess-

work. Great care must also be taken to ensure that the meter is-

held in the proper way, on order to give an indication of the

Btrength of the light that illuminates the deepest shadow parts of

Uie subject. In colour work any trace of under-exposure, whicih

would prove of little account in ordinary monotone work, and more

especially in the case of rather dimly lit shadow detail, is to make

the production of a perfect result impossible.

In the case of the Autochrome process, correct exposure is more=

essential than thait of the Paget, since with the latter slight inac-

cui-acies of the negative may be compensated for to a certain extent,

when, making the transiparency, though this plan is at the best a

makeshift, and not to be recommended. With the former process

under-exiposiire gives a very thin negative. Upon revereal the-

image is, a® a rule, over dense, and it may be ithat the colours are-

falsified. On the contrary, over-exposure giving a dense negative,

the positive may be too thin. Thus it will be seen tliat the secret

of success -is a carefuUy calculated exposure. Of course, there are

modifications tliat may be employed in order to correct the results

of imder- or over-exposure, but their use does not produce the fine

results that accrue from the course recommended above.

In the case of tlie Paget process, the plate upon which the nega-

tive is taken being a panchromatic the best results wiUl only be-

obtaiived if the exposure is decidedly on tlie full side. We have

found that any great under-exposure produce® false colours; in

fact, it is far better to over- than -unider-expose. When the subject

contains extremes of contrast, as in the case of a woodland scene

in sunlight, the only safe way is to expose fully for the shadows

and to rely upoai a careful development with a fairly dilute solution.

A long experience of this process oonfirms my apindom that most of

the failures met with by photographers may be traced to careless-

ness in giving the exposure.—R. M. FanstOne.
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ESSENTIAL FEATURES IN APPARATUS FOR
COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.

Maxv b«ginnera in colour photogmphy are inclined to pay far

too little attention to features desirable in their apparatus,

and though the manufacturers of the materials used for various

methods Ireqaently sUte that any ordinary camera may be

used, the process itself will be facilitated, and success assured

if the photographer carefully examines his apparatus, with a

view to its modification, if this is needed, according to the

pecaliarities of the particular process that he intends to work.

I hope, by stating what is desirable in the way of apparatus,

to forewarn the beginner against possible pitfalls, and also to

assist the advanced worker who is not getting results as good

as he desires.

With regard fo the camera itself, I have found nothing so

suitable as the ordinary field outfit, and its most desirable

feature is rigidity. Exposures for colour photography, even

under the most favourable conditions, are long, and if the

outfit is not perfectly firm when set up, trouble on this score is

a likely experience. I have found that a camera that has

never given any trouble when employed for ordinary out-of-

door work, gave badly blurred negatives when used for colour

work in the deep shadow of the woodland, when the exposures

were very long. Though most generally found upon the

modem field camera, the swing-back and front is a great help

in colour work by reason of the fact that they facilitate focuss-

ii^ without stopping down. The value of this will be seen later.

The hand camera, even when supported on a tripod, leaves

much to be desired in the matter of rigidity, and considering

that with all the modem colour processes the best result

ia only obtained with a full exposure, this is hardly in its

favour. Of course, I do not mean to infer that good results

cannot be obtained with any but a field camera, but merely as

experience has shown me to indicate what is best. Snapshot

exposures, with the camera held in the hand are impossible

except under the most favourable conditions.

A shutter is not to be regarded as essential, and may even

give trouble from vibration, if the exposures are very long.

I always use the lens cap when the exposure, as it often doss,

runs into twelve seconds, or more, and find that this is supe-

rior for long periods to the beet of shutters. In the case of

roller-blind shutters, operated by a pneumatic release, reliance

cannot be placed on the instrument remaining open for a long

period at "bulb," while if used at " time,' trouble is apt to
arise from vibration when pulling down the blind, to start the
exposure

; hence my preference for the cap.
While on the subject, it is perhaps as well to point out that

the rigidity of the tripod should not be overlooked.
One of the most important points that should engage the

attention of the colour photographer is, that his dark-slides
should be suitable for the requirements of the particular pro-
cess that he is working ; but I have known many who have
overlooked this altogether. Both the Autochrome and Paget
processes differ very considerably in their requirements in
the matter of dark-slides. With the former process, owing to
the extreme delicacy of the surface of the plate (which is

exposed glass-side towards the lens), no pressure of springs, or
the separating plate of the double slide, may be permitted, or
an abrasion of the film is certain to result. On the other
hand, when working the Paget process, it is not only most
important tfeat there should be springs on the slide, but also
that they do their work effectually, in bringing the negative
plate into perfect and entirely uniform contact with the
taking screen, in order that a perfect dot formation may be
secured. Neglect of this, which allows of uneven contact
between plate and screen, produces a transparency that is

colour correct Ln portions only, and those working the process
should pay every attention to this matter which is one upon
which the success of the whole process mainly depends. 1

prefer, for both Autochrome and Paget colour work, double
book-form dark-slides or the American block-form slide, in
preference to the single metal pattern, by reason of the fact

the double slide allows ample room for the plate. I have used
the single metal slides for the Autochrome process, taking
great care to prevent abrasions of the plate from the back
of the slide. This must be quite free from dents, etc. The
single metal slide is not, however, so well adapted for the

Paget process, as it is a difficult business to get the two plates

into the space only intended for one, unless the screen and
plate are upon the specially thin glass issued by the makers
for these slides, but even then there is some doubt about

securing perfect contact. When carrying Autochromes in

double dark-slides, I take out the metal separators and springs

and load each slide with two plates, iising the special cards
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issued by the makers for this purpose, as separators. For

the Paget process I use one plate in each slide, owing to the

fact that if two exposures were loaded into each slide, the

four plates would make a very tight fit wb^n the springs are

in position, and these would either tend to crack the plates,

or to force the slide apart at the middle. I insert the

screen and plate in the slide, taking note which shutter must
be dra-wn for the exposure ; upon the back of the plal;* is

laid a piece of dead black card, and on this the springs ; the

slide is then gently closed, the springs forcing the plates into

even contact. Speaking of springs reminds me to mention

Hhat the single central spring fitted to the centre of the metal

:«lide divisions, is totally inadequate ; my own arc made from

old pieces of clock-spring, covered with black velvet, in order

4,0 prevent their scratching. They are about two inches less

in length than the width of the plate for a half-plate, are

ibent into a slightly concave shape, and placed in position in

the slide with the ends resting upon the card separator. They

should be about two inches from the top and bottom of the

plate. These springs should not oe too strong. On one occa-

sion, I unthinkingly used a couple of springs from tlie back

of an old quarter-plate prinb'ng frame; they forced the

slide apart at the middle, and apart from fogging the particu-

lar plate, warped the slide very badly.

It is, perhaps, almost superfluous to add that everything

inside the camera and slide should be perfectly dead black.

This is far more important in colour work than in the ordi-

nary branches of photography, since reflected light or halation

may cause degradation of colour in the finished result.

That the lens is fully colour-corrected is of primary im-

portance for all colour photography, and fur this reason expe-

rience teaches me to favour one of the modern anastigmats in

preference to one of the older R.R. pattern, since these may
not be 60 carefully corrected of chromatic aberr.ation. Another

great advantage offered by the anastigmat is, that it will

cover the plate sharply to the margins without stopping down,

which may be necessary with an R.R. or other lens not having

a flat field. Stopping down is to be avoided as much as pos-

sible, as this in practice tends to produce results that are

devoid of the more subtle gradations. I am inclined for this

reason to recommend a lens of fairly short focus for the plate

in use, owing to the ease with which a subject in different

planes may be locussed sharply at a large aperture. If, how-

ever, the photographer does not possess an anastigmat, an
R.R. or good large-aperture portrait lens will sene. An
imjiortant point is that the glasses of the lens itself must be

free from any trace of discolouration. It sometimes happens

that through the decay of the cementing compound, by reason

of damp, improper storage, or other cause, the glasses of some
lenses have a decidedly yellow or brown tint, which may upset

the carefully adjusted lens-filter. I was once asked why a

certain amateur photographer's colour transparencies lacked

the brilliant colours that the process was capable of produc-

ing, and had instead a brownish tint. After some investiga-

tion, the cause was traced to the fact that the lens was a very

old and discoloured instrument ; indeed, sufficiently so to

form quite a serviceable yellow filter, for orthochromatic plates.

What has been said in this connection may be taken as

applicable to all colour processes, esjjecially to the Auto-

chix>me, and I'aget, and perhaps in a slightly lesser degree

to the makinj; of colour-serijsation negatives, lor three-

colour work. Lenses shotild never be sto]>ped dofwn belo^v

/•/16.

We have heard little of colour photography with a telephoto

lens, and I must confess to having little expei\e.i;e witn it,

but in the classes of work for which it is designed I can

imagine no more valuable tool tlian one of the large-aperture

telephoto lenses with a relatively short back focus such as the
" Telecentric " or " Adon." The older telephoto lenses are

not so well suited for colour work, by reason of the fact that

they work at a small aperture ; while their definition, upon

which much of the success of the i)icture depends, is very

poor.

The soft-focus lens, owing to the reason that its particular

feature is obtained by partial colour correction, is hardly a

suitable tool for colour photography, but it is to be hoped

that with the advance of the latter a lens of this type may
be devised to give us some of the pictorial advantages that it

now offers for monotone work.

Of course, only filters suited to the process, as issued by its

manufacturer, should be employed. I have found that some-

times these vary in colour, but this will not affect their work,

as they are carefully tested before sending out. Preferably,

they should be mounted in optically flat glass, and every care

taken of them. Experience teaches me that the best place for

the filter is between the components of the lens, or if fitted

in a cell, slipped over the back combination. There is a reason

for this latter course. If the lens has not been perfectly

colciur-corrected. the filter may prevent any ill-effects from

th's, but if it were fitted to the front of the lens, such would

not be possible. It is most important that no light is allowed

to reach the plate, except through the filter, such as would

happen if the latter fitted loosely, and this is one objection

to the plan of using a thin circle of gelatine between the

components of the lens, as it is almost impossible to obtain

a perfect fit, and white, or other light reaching the plate other

than through the filter causes the colour photograph to be of

a blue, or violet tint. When using unmounted gelatine filt«rs,

I make a practice of cementing each between two circular

pieces of thin black cardboaixl, witli the centres removed,

leaving about an eighth of an inch all round to act as a cell,

the outer circumference of the cell fitting quite tightly into

the lens mount. Th s also saves spoiling the filter through

handling the gelatine surface with hot or damp fingers, which

is frequently done. For the Autochrome process a special

screen-holder is supplied to fit on the inside of the camera,

which should always be used when the camera will pennit.

With the field camera there is always room on the inside of

the front for this, but the compact folding pocket-camera does

not always permit of this procedure. The solution of the

dliflculty lies in having the filter mount-ed in a well-fitting

cell, to slip over the back combination of the lens.

An exposure meter is of great importance if waste is to be

avoided and the production of perfect results is to be the

rule, and not the exception. I recommend a meter that makes

an actual light-test, in preference to one of the published

tables, or calculating devices working upon a system of scales

to be mentally adjusted by the photographer. Special colour-

plate meters may be obtained, but there is really no need

for these, though the Watkins Company supply an inter-

changeable colour dial for their "Bee" meter. This is a

great help, and simplifies matters considerably.

Of our old friend, much abused anl ill-esteemed, that most

of us still cling to—the dark-room lamp, though it may be

fitted with a " safe light," I would point out that no light

is " safe" for colour plates, and the lamp should be simply

used as a means of seeing what is wanted in the room, and in

aiding the photographer's sense of touch, and not for the

purpose of peering at the devcloping-plate in its early stages.

I use several thicknesses of the safe-light paper issued by the

makers of the particular plates that I happen to be working,

cemented between two pieces of plain glass with a solution

of Canada balsam, and bound up with lantern-slide binding-

strips. This fits into the dark-room lamp in place of th« usual

screen. It is to be noted that lor powerful illurainants a

greater number of sheets must be used than may with safety

be employed with a candle.

Robert M. Fanstone.
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THREE COLOUR SENSITIVE UNITS FOR COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY

;The tdc* of producigg u sensitive material all ready for use in the making of colour photographs is one which evidently still occupies the

minda of inventors, although it may be thought unlikely that anything more practical for the purpose tha i Sir. Ives's Hiblock system is

likely to be devi*ed. A Danish experimenter, Jens Herman Christensen, whose name is associated w th other inventions in colour

photography, has recertly been granted a patent for a system of this kind. For the sake of completeness in our records of thee
introducliona we give below extracts from the patent specification, No. 128,781, although it is by no means sufficiently clear to us as to

precisely how a three-colour composite photograph is produced according to the directions given.~Eds. ' Colour Photography '

' Supplement.]

Tbb invention provide* a proceae of producing a coloured picture

by iticking together two supports carrying three coloured films

which have been produced by exposure of selective colour sensitive

film* followed by development, and the imagee coloured, one of the

supports carrj-ing two of three film* constituting the parts of the

.re, and the other carrying the third film ; and the method

:~l« in mounting before exposure at least one of the two sup-

< in a frame, where it remains during chemical treatment and

ng, and from which it i» removed only after having been stuck

!'• (be other aupport. In some caaea the frame can be retained after

the aapports are stuck together so as to form a frame for the pic-

ture. In such a ra«e the coated support and the frame are supplied

•I* a aait by the manufacturer.

The object of using such frames is to prevent the supports and

TiMi* from contracting or from being diep'.aced during the various

- uf the prticeM, and to secure an automatic and complete regis-

i^....g of the images.

Two frame* can be used, for example, in the following manner :

—

A support consisting of a thin collodion film i* coaled on one side

with a film of collodio-bromide and collodio-chloride emulsion with

good contrast* and containing a yellow screen dye (for instance, so-

calM filter-yellow), and on the other side with a green.«ensitive

Msalaion which may contain a red screen-dye. A second support

cMMMliag ol • piece of paper is provided on one side with a red-

•ensitiv* •mo'.aion.

In tha drawing* the double frame shown in Figs. I and 2 com-

prise* frame-piece* a and r connected by hinge* 6, and secured when

a

€

a

7-, ^
Fig. 1.

i

f-K

Fig. 2.

ckiacd kv a clip f . ur some other suitable mean*. The frame-piece

f ba* a protruding part or edge e a* shown, and both of the frame-

p ecf* have hole* d for registering pin*.

The double frame »hown in Fij;*. 3 and 4 comprise* two flat frome-

pieCM g and A, connected by hinges X- and Mcured in the closed

- lion by a clip •>. The edge < protrudes from the frame c at least

- fir aa the thickne** of the frame-piece* a and g. The frame-

piece 9 ha* ho'i«a m, and the frame^piece h registering pin* n, as

shown. Th* side* of the frame-piece A are preferably somewhat

bf««dar tlwB ihuae of the frame^ri«ce g.

Wh«a the procea* is to be tarried oat, the paper jt, Fig. 5, \a

fixed betwam th* pMt* of the frame shown in Fig*. 1 and 2 so that

it is lintcbad over the edge < and with the coated side upwards,

and the edgw of the paper are squeeMd between the frame-pieces.

The collodion fibn q. Fig. 5, coated on both sides, is held flat be-
tween the frame-pieces g and h, the yellow film being turned
towards the frame-piece h. These operations must be done under
a ruby light, and in some cases in darkness. The two double
frames are now laid together, the pins ji being registered in the
holes d so that the t.vo films are in close contact, as illustrated iii

Fig. 5. The e.Npoeure c;in now be effected either in a camera or

by contact printing with a coloured picture, which is laid on the

film q in the frame-piece /i. After the exjwsure the two frames arc

separated and the films are developed and treated further while sup-

ported in their frames. The pictures may, for example, be converted
into silver-iodide prints and coloured with suitable dyes. The
frame-pieces g and h in comiection with tlie film form flat trays inta

which the solution of the dye can be poured, one side being

coloured "it a time, each with its own dye. The frame with the

film may a'.eo be arranged as a partition in a suitable container, and
both sides may be coloured at the same time. After colouring, and
in some cases fi.i:ation and washing out of the films, they are di-ied.

always remaining in their frames, and after drying the paper is

provided on its image-bearing side with adhesive and the film is ap-

plied thereto, the frames being put together again as shown in

Fig. 5, and the film and paper pressed together. As an adhesive,

glycerine or other substance which will not soften the films may
be used.

If the paper used has a considerable thickness it may be necessary

in order to facilitate the mounting in the frajne to cut off the

corners, and by folding the edges to impart to it folds or bervds

corresponding to the size of the frame.

tit.

rtn 9

:^

n.

h

o
Fig. 3.

" i

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

If it is desired to produce a transparent coloured picture the

paper must be replaced by a glass or celluloid i)late, which in most

case* need not be mounted in a frame. In such a case a single

double frame only is used, in which the film coated on both sides is

mounted. The glass or celluloid plate must then have holes corre-

sponding to the registering pins on the frame.

In the case of an opaque white iglass or celluloid-plate being

used, a picture is obtained which may be viewed in reflected light

in the same manner as a picture on paper.

(.'OLOCE WORK is among the branches of photography to which

special attention is to be paid by the recently formed "Scientific

and Technical Group " of the Royal Photographic Society.
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Correspondence.—•

—

*,* Correspondenti should never write on both sides of the paper.

No notice is taken of communications unless the names and

addresses of the writers are given.

',' We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed

by our correspondents.

THREE-COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. Handel Lucas's letter in the " B.J." of October

3, in reply to Mr. YerbuTy'a query, " Is Throe-Oolour a Blind

Alley? " seems to tend only to thicken the haze which envelope this

subject in the minds of even many experienced workers. I gather

that Mr. Lucas is a process engraver, and as a member of the same

interesting craft, I should like to state that while I have found all

iha faulte in tri-colour worfc that he indicates, I have not found that

thev are in any way inconsistent with, or unexplained by, the

scientific theory. Indeed, I find that it is only by referring to, and

being guided by, that theory that th*«e faults ca.n be kept within

limits.

The first point Mr. Lucas disputes is that the inks are the chief

cause of faulty results, and refeirs to chromo-litliography to support

his contention. I would like Mr. Lucas to take his most successful

pre-war set of colour blocks, and re-prove them in the very best

match he can get in inks now, or, if he repeats his statement to

any good colour printer who is engaged in reprinting a sheet of

pre-war colour plates, he will receive as direct and forcible a reply

as he could desire. The reference to the resu'.ts obtained by chiomo-

lithography has no point in this connection, for the " twelve to

twenty various coloured ink impressions" he mentions are almost

all light tints, and are very far removed from the very intense

yet transparent inks required for printing three-colour. If Mr.

Lucas wishes to see how the use of tints can improve tri-colour

results (still quite along the theoretical lines) let him study some

examples of American offset work, such as the cover of the " Metro-

politan Magazine."

Passing over Mr. Lucas's extraordinary statement, that emerald

green is the one colour which cannot be produced in printing by

some combination of red, blue and yellow, I come to his main

point, which is a recommendation of a fourth plate printed in grey.

Of the i-ractical value of the grey printing I am very well aware,

but I find it is required to make practical results attainable com-

mercially, not because of any failure of the theory.

It would occupy too much space to go into the true use and

advantages of the grey plate and the use of lighter colours, but

this might be done at some future date, if the editor permits.

Nor do I propose to follow Mr. Lucas in his adventures amongst

anatomical and psychological detail, beyond remarking that he is

leaving what has yet to be proved other than solid ground for a

region but vaguely mapped. It is very clear and comforting to

study illustrations in text books, and talk about the " fine, deUcate

mosaic" of "rods and cones," but get the very best and clearest

prepared section of the retina and compare it under the microscope

with the convincing text-book figure and you wiU feel much less

certain.

In conclusion, I would like to tliank Mr. Yerbm-y and Mr. Lucas

for opening the subject, and wou'.d point oxit bliat Mr. Lucas's

demand on Mr. Butler means not only a grey plate (which has been

made—without handwork—by Dr. Albert, and also by Mr. Gamble,

of N.Z., though in both cases hardly practicable conumei-ciaJly), but

also a means of preventing the grey parts from ibeing recorded m
the colour plates.

9, Albany Street, Edinbui^gh. William B. Hislop.

Reips alia Rotes.

The Gorskt Colour Process.—Some further particulars are

given in the "Daily News" of November 4 last regarding the

process of colour photography said to have been invented by Dr.

S. M. Prokudin-Crorsky.

It is claimed that all the difficulties of colour photography have

been overcome. One of tlie chief problems was to make the process

capable of snap-shot as well as "time" work. This problem has

been solved, and the exposure can be as rapid as with the ordinary

emulsion—thus fitting the invention for cinema work.

It is claimed also that tlie amateur photographer will merely

have to provide himself with a special camera designed for colour

work and plates or films covered with a secret emulsion. After

exposing in the ordinary way he will then have to reconcile him-

self to developing wifji three separate solutions, and printing will

be rather more complicated than with the usual paper, but he is

promised a result which will reproduce natural colours without

any of the crudity of some colour processes.

The invention is in the hands of the Cinema Artists' Association,

of Holland Park, who intend to develop it on an estate which
they have bought at Byfleet and fitted with laboratories and studios.

The cost of a colour film is expected to be only 15 to 20 per cent,

higher than that of the ordinary black and white type- The
special camera and plates will be put on the market.

Registering Paget Transparencies.—Many novices, in en-

deavouring to register transparency and screen the first time

or two scratch both before registration is obtained, and as this

defect is one that it is quite impossible to cure, prevention is

necessary. The surfaces of the transparency plate and of the

Bcreem aire delicate, and tJiere must be no dust between the two, and
any roughness or dried-on particles of the films at the edges of th*

transiparency should be carefully shaved off witli a sliarp knife or

old safety razor blade. If they become detached during registra-

tion and get in between the two plaites they may prevent perfect

contact or cause scratches or abrasions. Mention should be made
of the fact that it is the viewing screen that should be adjusted on
the film of the transparency plate, and if care is not taken both

films will be rubbing against eadi other, with the same result. One
other point sliould be emjihiasised. When registering the viewing

screen and plate should be held in exact line with tlie operator's

eyas, for if held at an angle the picture may appear coiToct, but in

reality, if viewed squajely, or in the case of a slide projected on

the screen, false colours will be in evidence. After registration we
abtaoh three letter dips to the slide or transparency, and cement
the two plates along all four edges with fish glue or other adhesive
before ;ommencing to bind them up, putting the plates aside with the
o'.ips still on, for the glue to get thoroughly dry before binding up.

In this way there is no feaj of losing the register during this opera-

tion, as often happens if this precaution is not taken.—R. ^L F.

Paget Colour Photography.—^It is questionable whether those

who practise this method of colour photography always obtain the

beautiful results that this process is capable of giving. I therefore

give a few hints from my own practise which may be useful. It is

impossible to mask these transparencies in the ordinary, but the

following is even better. Fixedout lantern plates are taken and
borders of different dimensions are drawn round with blocking-out

compound. These are used to make negatives, consisting of an

absolutely opaque centre. After a lantern plate has been exposed

under the picture negative, one of these transparent border nega-

tives is registered and a second exposure made. The transparency

on development therefore has a black edging. I have also found

difficulty occasionally in registering the transparency, although the

negative on test is correct. Tliis is due <U> bending of the negative

when printed in an ordinary pattern frame. The cure for this is

the type of pressure frame used by process workers. This is pre-

ferable in every way, as it is a guarantee that the little pattern on

the negative is sharply reproduced. In fact, it is used for an almost

similar reason by process engravers. I have also optically sealed

a transparency and its screen together with Canada balsam, but the

result was rather disappointing. Certainly parallax was reduced,

but the result was no more brilliant than an unsealed picture. To
those who.wish to obtain the most perfect result regardless of time

and money, I can recommend replacing a single exposure through

tihe orange compensating filter by a triple exposure through the

usual trichromatic set of filtere. As soon as I have an opportunity

I am trying a landscape by the above method, but replacing the red

fi'.ter by a Wratten F (deep red) to produce a really artistic sky.

I think the Paget Co. deserve an enormous amount of credit for

keeping their process on the market during tbe war. I trust they

will reap the reward now. I also hope they will persuade the camera

makers to give us better dark slides. The ordinary book-form is

not so bad, but still a lot of improvement is possible.—H. E. R.
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LANTERN - SLIDES BY THE SCREEN-PLATE
PROCESSES.

1% w>won with other branches of pbotogntphy, there u no
better meani of exhibiting the fine qnalitiei of good work than
by projeetion of the image in natural coloan apon the luntcm
•CMOL The Qirdinarj tranaparancy ia, of ooane, not qaite

•atiaf*eUM7 when riewed in the hand, and erery colour photo-

grapher ia not in « position to inatal an elaborate appliance

for riewing. We are all of ns familiar with the peraon who
will pewial' in holding our farourite transparency in a poait^on

fma which it is impossible to riew it to the falleet advant-.t;-^.

and also, I think, hare grown rather tired of anawering the oft-

lepeatsd qasstion, " When are yon going to print it on pap«T 7
"

The UatarB-slide ia, then, the solution of many problem*.

AioMig iU advantagM I may, perhaps, mention the following.

It ia Twnowtcal, for, apart from the initial ooUay, any numtter

of duplicate lantem-alidea by the Paget process may be pro-

daonl for about one ahilling each. The image ia seen upon the

screen without any difficulty, and gain* to a marked degree by
projection. A larger picture is shown than can be got in a

traasparsocy, and all rta more subtle graduations of colour.

which woold be loat in an ordinary tranaparsncy, can be folly

app>radftt«L It asstn* a pity, to my mind, that the lantern-

slide ia it« bsst form, such as produced by the Antochrome and
Pagsi pioeaasea, is to a great eittmt neglected. Such results aa

thsaa cAar are far in advance of the crudely coloured hand-

paialad lantam-alides in vogue years ago, and ttill widdy em-
ployed. I waa prsaent some time ago at a lecture intended to

est forth the delights and attractions of a certain colony. Some
of the alidas were moBOchroroe, and the others obviously hand-
eolonrad. All were mora or I«h diaappointing when compared
with what colour pholography would have done at its best.

TWiw is, I think and hope, a great future for the commercial

hurtant-alide, snd perhspa some notes on lantern-slides by the

sewsa-plate prooeaacs may prove helpful at the preaent time,

mad wukj also serve to induce those who may be taming their

attsatioB to eoionr photography to present their work in this

way.

The preliminariea for colour photography, whether the results

an to be eihibited aa tramparvnciea or alidea, are much the

saoM, except that with the latter a greater degree of technical

periaetM» ia dsaiaadeil I have seen slides that looked quite

satiafartory whan vlawed in the hand as transparencies appear

vary laiilanal when projected on a lantern acreen, simply by

>«Haa of tba fact that thqr p owtaitJ certain technical im-

perfections previously not observed. A sharp focus over
practically the whole picture is usually required when slides
are to be made, and for this reason a lens of fairly large
aperture and short focal length is ideal, since stopping down is
to be avoided as much as possible. Most of my own work is
done by the Page* process with a 3i by 2i camera,
using a lens of about 3i ins. focal length, working at //7.7.
This gives a general sU-over sharpness at its full aperture, and
rarely has to be stopped down fnjther than //ll. It is most
important that every shade and graduation of colour is properly
rendered, or the best results will not be obtained. Care must
also be taken with the Paget process to avoid slight degrada-
tions of colour in certain areas of the picture. These may
easily pass unnoticed in a transparency held in the hand, but
are apt to assert themselves to a greater degree on a large
projected image. A weU-backed negative plato will do much
to avoid this, according to my own experience, and backing
should always be done when making negatives for slide work.
A great deal of the success or failure of a colour slide will

depend upon its density. It will be found with the Paget
process • perfect negative is the finest possible foundation for

a •uoceasfnl result It is often assumed that if the negative is

not quite as good as it should be, a good result may be obtained
by a modification of the exposure and development when making
the transparency. This, however, tends to upset the contrast

and intensity of colour of a slide. Generally speaking, a
lantern-slide in colours should be just a trifle more dense than
a good monochrome slide, but it must be remembered that if

the density ia overdone, too great intensities of colour will be

in evidence. If, however, the negative in the first instance

has been correctly exposed—by this I mean it is better to err

upon the full side, followed by correct development—there is

little fear of falsification of colours. Too great a density may
also bring into evidence slight effects of degradation of cdlnurs

in the form of a faint halo where a strongly-lighted colour

comes against the sky or another area of colour less well

lighted. This effect may not be noticeable where there is less

density in the plate. Autochromes intended for slides call for

little special mention in this respect, as the procedure for a

perfect Autochrome transparency is also identical for the pro-

duction of perfect slides. The secret of success lies in giving

a correct exposure to the plate in the first instance.

When transparencies by the Paget process are registered
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with the object of their being viewed in the hand, it sometimes

happene that by reason of the fact that the photographer held

the triujsparency slightly at an angle, it is necessary to hold

the plate slightly out of parallel with the eyes when viewing,

to eee the conect colours. This, in -the case at an ordinary

transparency, if only in evidence to a slight degree, is not a

matter of ajiy great moment, since adjustment is semi-auto-

matic, but with lantern-slides there must be an entire absence

of parallax if the projected image on the screen is to be cor-

rect. The photographer when registering must keep the two

plates absolutely parallel in every direction with his eyes.

If any difficulty is experienced in this direction it is an easy

matter to construct a simple device that will ensure correct

registration. A box should be constructed of about 2 ft.

in lengbh and of dimensions to take the slide at one end, with

a 'raekins of holding the same. The other end of the box may
bo closed, save at the centi-e, where a hole is made, circular

in shape, of about g of an inch in diameter. The slide, after

being registered with its viewing screen, is tightly held to-

gether with three or more " bull-dog " letter clips, and placed

securely at its end of the hox. Then if the photcyrapher looks

through the viewing hole, and keeps his eye close thereto, a

glance will itell if a perfectly parallel registration has been

made, the object of the box being to prevent any possibility of

viewing the slide from an a.ngle. The principle is something

the same as that of a direct vision view-finder. Many photo-

graphers should be able to dispense with such a device, and it

must not be thought that getting a perfectly parallel registra-

tion is a matter of great difficulty, since this is by no means

the case. This point is an important one, and may seem
obvious enough, but it is one that I know has often been over-

looked until the slides were fully bound up and projected.

Fortunately, if a slightly incorrect r^istration has been made,

it is an easy matter to do the work again more carefully and
correct the defect.

It is not possible to interpose a mask between the two plates

in the case of the Paget process, as is generally done with

monochrome slides, for this prevents perfect contact, making
satisfactory registration impossible. This leaves but one posi-

tion for the mask

—

i.e., on the outside of the cover-glass, which

is really the viewing-screen. I have seen slides masked by

painting round the desired portions of the picture with a fixed

Indian-ink, but this is not a very satisfactory method, and

demands a certain skill in brushwork, to enable the job to be

done properly. My own plan is to attach a built-up mask com-

posed of strips of lantern-slide binder to the outside of the glass,

and then to bind the slide again, in order to assist holding the

masking strips ; also this method lengthens the life of the

binding. There is, of course, no objection to inserting a mask
between an Autochrome slide and its cover-glass, and this, with-

out doubt, is the best possible place for it. When the picture

fills the slide there is no need to mask the plate if properly

bound. Speaking of binding reminds me that the linen binding

strips give far more satisfactory wear than do the ordinary-

paper ones, and are well worth the extra cost. They should

always be employed with slides Intended for constant use, com-

mercial work, lectures, etc.

R. M, Fanstose.

CELLULOSE ESTER CUM COLLOID TWO-COLOUR SCREEN FILMS.

[Technical details are given in a recent patent specification, No. 129,717, of Mr. J. T. Smith, of a process of preparing mosaic two

colour filt r films of a degree of fineness which, it is claimed, is sufiieient for the production of colour films for cinematograph projection.

The following are the chief working details disclosed in the specification. In using the word " antichromatic " the patentee explains that

he employs it in the sense in which it is used by Chevreul in the latter's " Laws ot Contrast of Colour"—that is to say. in the meaning of

" approximately complementary."—EDS. " B.J."]

The means (by wihich a cdlouir-soreeai 'base cain be produced is, in

general terms, as follows :

—

(o) A surface of cellulose ester, or salt, as nitrate or acetate

of oenulose is coated with smaU disifcriibuiled areas of a fluid aqueous

colloid preparation containing a transparent colour.

(6) The colloid areas if not already insoluble in cold water are,

when necessary, or when an aqueous fluid is to be brought into

c )ntact thereivi'th, irusolubilised to water and the whole is thoroughly

dried.

(c) The surface is treated for a short time with a solution of a

colour apiJToximately complemenitairy or anti-cliroonatic to the tint

or colour of lihe colloid preparaition, the solvent being one whicli

softens tihe cellulose ester but not tlie water-soluble colloid, which
now forms a re&is.t.

(rf) Excess colour is blotted off or otherwise removed. Operations
r and d may be repented to obtain a right intensity of coloiw.

(«) The surface is treated with an appropriate fluid to remove
traces of the second colour which adhere mechaiiically to the sur-

face of the ooHoid areas; soured or acidulated water being generally

appropriate when the solvent of the second colour is a fluid ibase,

as aniline, for example.

(/) If at this stage either colour requires intensification to realise

tIhe requisite total general, or average, approximation to neutral
tint, an aqueous solution of dye may be applied to colour the
colloiid furtlher, or, alterna,tively, a sibain appropriate to affect the
cedluloee ester may be aipplied. In the latter case, operation (e)

may require to be repeated.

(17) The colour base, as produced at stage (/), will serve, when
but two colours are required, the two colours being green and
red or near variants. A third colour, blue, may now be added

by cross ruling, random spraying, printing, or otherwise; this

third colour being an-anged to take or bite on one or both of the
colours previooisly produced.

{//) The composite colour screen base may now be covered with a

protective waterproof stratum, if required, and is ready for coiit-

ing wilth sensitive emulsion. To isolate the colouring more com-
pletely from the emulsion the film of cellulose ester which carries

the composite colour screen system may ibe stripped from its sup-

port and cemented colour-face downwards on any convenient sup-

port, or a thickness of cellulose resist may be built up on tlie

screen as here described.

(a) Aiitihjough ordinary celluloid or acet;i,te cellulyid may be used
the presence of additions, as, for example, camphor in indeter-

minate quantilty and quality (degree of purification from the accom-
panying oi!) may disturb ojierations, so, when praotioalble, the
applicant prefers in the caee oif the finest tjcreens to use a cejiuloie

eslter or a mixture of eaters witliout the addiition of Camphor or
other solid solvent. A somewhat stiff amyl-acetate collodion poured
on a levelled gla^ slab forms a desiraible base for operation, and a
convenient method of retaining the film of ester on the glass is to lav
an edging of indianilbber on the mairgin of the face of the pla*e
which is to be coated, as by painting am eiging on the face of the
glass with the official "liquor oaoultohouc " or indiarubber solution

of the 1898 edition of British Pharmacoiicela. Otherwise the whoie
•surface of the gilnss pkte may ibe ru;bhe«>d, and in tliis case the
purest benzene witlioxit lany suJiphur compound may be dcsdralble.

The striatum of cellulose ester (being Ibhus obtained and convenienth'

supported on a level amd rigid suippont of glass, the surface is then
plotted out or pairtly covered as a iined or stippled system, with a

colloid maJterial charged with a suitalbJe solulble colour, the ccdour

\
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boi^ red or leddiati when the second ooknr for staining the esber

ia flr«Mi or gicccMh . On the other hand, 49ie colour in (he colloid

miiCtare amy be green or greenish, in whicb case the second colour

for ctwninK the bare parts of the e><ter dtould be red or reddiah.

Die qo^aty at the pyroxy'ine tned for this purpose is a mai.teir

of Mine iuportance. The officinal " pyroxyline," prepared accord-

ing to the oflknal inalracttoM on page 323 o( tdie 1914 ed:tion of

the Britah FfaanmoofMMa, is qoile aaltasfactory, bat most samples

of 4cagh or " low tensperatiiTe " nitro-cottons of commerce, or

"sorgicai" pyroxylinas may serve. Perfert aolTibility an<l tough-

oem are the leading criteria.

Pyrozyline as apeocfied 100 gr«.

Aaiyl aceUte 4 B. ozs.

About 100 gnaiM ol this ooUodton or sokftioa may be need aa the

(iuae fcr ootfting a quaiter-plste (ii by 4^ ioa.), Iibis giving a

d<^«ble ttanneas of Sfan when the finest Koes or grains are to

t:e iormel, whereby (An-iouiily lateral penetration or diffusion of

the at^n ooder 4ba colloid lines is so minimised aa not to injure

ijt dariun the ooloor cwrihinatioc by overlap ol colour.

CWxon> MixTtnu ob Ink roB Likes ob Gbaxulation.

Rxs.

Para-roaaniline colour4jase 12 gr«.

Water 240 gw.

Glacial aoeltc acid 10 grs.

N^lian all ia dianolved add :—

Fkh glue 140 gns.

fffriaa of acetic acid rfwuld be a%'oided, aa alao tlie oae of fish

glna, wWeh w acid, m acidity of the mixtors ni*y canse the aniline

«i>U<ion (or like solntion) of fgreen dye to adhere to the lines.

P«»-raMnalioe ooloar-baae (aa distioguidied (rom para-naaniline

leaM>4iMe| ia regardel by ohciniaU as tn-amino-pbea}'l-caibinol,

and ^iplicaot be^ievos that tUa is the ookrar baae at the dye known

in oooimeroe aa " diamond mageote." To be apecially appropriate

fur we in rebOion to <the invention the para-roaaniline colour hose

•hoold be free from phenyl or allcyl sidatitution products which

ipva a Koirfi oa«t to tbe colour. An ordiaary roaanilbie base or

similar base may be tised, but in prepanng the colour the crimson

•aat ahoold be preferred. Crimaon ooloan at the nature of magentv

are well known to experts in aitiUne colour*.

"Hie Ml glue used is the semifluid kind sold commercially as

" La Psgs'a qiecial |iboti>-angni\-ing ghie for praceas work." Th's

m imdsrtlood to be goarmnteed as free from aoid.

Grbbm Colloid Solvtiox.

" Aod green ooUnu- " of commerce 10 grs.

Water SS gm.

Aid the following mixture:—

Fiah glue fa* ii«'..-"l .»1«ve) 40 gl».

Water 60 grs.

Aay mdoe acidity should i>e a\'oided, aa in tbe oaae of the red

eolicid miatare and aJ! such mixtures. Tbe ooBoid inks for the

fmpem id the inventon may be ooVrared to suit wKntevrr colour

eombiiBlion is seated for the onmpoaite cokmr screen, the selec

tioa baii^ •oeording to well-known prinoiplea. The coknir must,

howsnrar, be aolnble in «-aitA'.

AMwiialiitoly, tbe colloid mixture may be unoo!our»d, and after

the HnSB or anaa are insoluhiliaed tlicy may be coloured by the use

•A an aqueous solutxin of dye, aa explained be!ow.

(t) To insolubiiise the Ui gilue ruling, the rulei plate is by

{Warsnoe exposed to Iha rapour of formaldehyde, conveniently

tnm iH aqnaaaa aolution of (onnaldehyde ; «Da«her method is to

•dd a aohabia clMomate to the ruling ink or mixt.ire, and to al'.ow

fi.^ or ligbt, or both, to bring afboot inM>'.ilbi)ity of the dry liii««.

Insolnbilisation of Bab gloe areas in a vapour bath of formalde-

tiyde has been tooohed upon, but, H deeired, the f.jrmakleliydc

i^Miv bath may be used lor a supfdemeotary hardening :
nltema-

livaly * forroaldebyle Kquid bath may be used (or any colloid

arsM or Unsa tihich are i»>t immediately soUble in cold water.

For the fiiat Mtage in iiMolukilising the areas of tmchroma/ted fish

g/a», tbe formsldrfiyde vapour is of great value, as it in no senee

or degree irapaita the sharpnsaa or perfection of the marginal parts

dftba

After insohihilisation, and (before the nexrt. stage (c), the gelatinous

areas Should ibe thoroughly desiccated, tihis being conveniently d<aie

by slight warmth or by leaving the surface for a time in a cold,

drying box oontaining chloride of calcium.

(() The solvemt of the staJning fluid sihould be of sucli a iiiktui-e

a-' to penetrate, eoften, or incipiently dissolve the bare surface of

the cellulose ester, but not so active as to attack or soften the col-

loid areas in any way, in the sense of making the base so pasty

or soft as to bring about removal of the lines or areas of resist

material.

Ordinarj- alcohol, metliyl alcohol, and acetone as such, and, while
aihydrous, fulfil the above conditions, but as in drying or eva-

porating these solvents absorb moisture, their use often or gene-

rally involves a slight subversive staining of the colloid areas, the
aqueous residue drifting over to the colloid resist and staining it.

A solution of aniline colour in aniline itself is well known as au
ink for writing on celluloid, and is especially suitable, as the sur-

face of the colloid area.^ is not stained or attacked, provided that

the herein stated precautions are observed.

Solutions suitable for the purpose of the invention are as
fellows :

—

1. Aniline of the grade sold commercially as

"analytical reagent" or A.U 100 grs.

"*Acid green" aniline colour 12 grs.

2. Aniline, as above 100 grs.
" Methyl red " aniline colour 4 grs.

The plate bearing the stratum of cellulose ester, on which are
greenish or reddish lines of colloid, as described, having been well

desiccated, is quickly and uniformly brushed, or mopped, or soft-

roUered over with the green or the red dye dissolved in aniline,

the green tolution being used if the colloid lines are red, and the
red solution being used if the colloid lines are green.

(rf) After a short interval, 3 to 30 seconds, for example, the

excess ia bk^ted off with a short pad, and, if necessary, other
similar applications and blottings off follow. By sevea-al short

treatments, as contrasted with one prolonged action, tlie tendency
of the dye to penetrate laterally or obliquely under the colloid

lines is diminished. The adjustment of the activeness of the sol-

vent in relation to the quality of the base of ester or celluloid

is an important aspect of the invention. As above stated, the

purer aniline sold as " analytical reagent " is the preferred sol-

such a case one procedure is first slightly to soitten itlie siirfiivce (A

film consisting of the pure cellulose ester (cellulose nitrate) as de-

posited from the solution in amyl acetate. This purer aniline is

also suitable for many, or perhaps most qualities of commercial

celluloid film, but the applicant has met with qualities so resistant

to the action of pure aniline as a solvent that endeavours to stain

Uie material with the aniline solutions given above were futile. In

such a case one procedure is first s'-igliitlly to softeav the surface of

til.' celluloid with methyl alcohol, amyl acetate, or acetone, and

then to apply the solution of dye in aniline. Alternatively, the

above-mentioned solvents may be mixed with the aniline solution of

the dye.

In the case of a quality of celluloid which is extremely resistant

to solvents, nitrobenzene may be used in a similar way to increase

the solvency of the aniline. In an extreme case the staining dye

may be dissolved in the pure nitrobenzene, but in all ordinary

cases the solvent or softening powers of such a solution would be

excessive.

In the nse of nitrobenzene, especially by itself, there may be

seme care required in selecting a suitable colour, but the inventor

ftund malachite green to dissolve readily in a sample of nitro-

benzene which he had purified to the utmost. This solution kept

well for a few weeks, and instantly stained the hardest celluloid

ol the applicant's selection.

(«) It is now generally expedient to remove the excess of aniline

by soaking the plate in weak sulphuric acid for about four

minutes; one weight unit of sulphuric acid to from 20 to 100

weight units of water being convenient. The plate is now washed

and dried. This treatment in the acid bath also tends to remove

anv trace of the aniline mixture which may adhere to the surface

of 'the colloid resist. Other rinsings appropriate to the stain and

iti menstrum may bo used.
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(/) To intensify tho colloid areae, an aqueous golution of an

aniline dye should be used, and the plate should be thoroughly

dry in order that the film of ester may become hard and compact,

so OS not to take colour readily from an aqueous solution. That
the pyroxyline cur ester should be of the tough kind rather than
pulverulent or soft kind is sufficiently indicated above. In intensify-

ing the stain on the cellulose ester surface, care should also be

taken that the plate is completely dry. The process of intensifica-

tion is merely another operation as detailed under the heading.

By using a suitable dye, tint (as also intensity) may be modified

by the intensification.

{g) The initructions so far serve to produce a composite colour

screen in two colours, tihe third colour, if required, being added
afterwards, either as an independent blue ruling, lining, or spray-

ing, which impartially takes upon both elements of the two-colour

screen, or, alternatively, the blue colour may be made discrimina-

tive in the following manner :

—

Let it be supposed that the green areas are produced in the film

of cellulose ester and that the red colour is embodied in the colloid

aieas. If now a solution of aniline blue in aniline, or its tech-

nical equivalent, as herein indicated, is ruled or sprayed, and, after

blotting off, the plate is treated in the above-mentioned souring

bath, the blue colour -will take only on the green where it will be
especially required, and will not take on the colloid surface charged
with red. Alternatively, if the colloid lines are green, an aqueous

solution of blue dye, with or without the additioxi of a water-

aolub'e colloid, may be sprayed or ruled as a soaitterimg over the

whole surface, and on rinsing off with water the blue will leave its

impress most notably or entirely on the green colloid iines. The
lints or oolouirs involved in this kind of discrimin/ative treait>

ment may be varied aooordamg to the irequireimenite cd the colour

scheme.

When the blue is to cross the green, or partly cover the green,

an original green of a yellower tint is indicated than when the green

is to form part of a two-colour system; on the other hand, when
the greenish colour of the two-colour system is a greenish blue

(alternatively a bluish green), the third colour applied in any of

the above modes (discriminative or general) may be yellow, instead

of blue, as specified. In this case the yellow over the greenish-

blue gives green by abstraction or obstruction, leaving the un-

covered portions of the greenish blue to form another element of

the combination.

(A) An especially expedient course when flexible surfaces or

"films" are required for exposure in the camera is to strip the

composite colour screen as prepared on a glass support and to

mount the stripped composite colour screen ester side upwards, on

ordinary cellutoid, this giving an inert m non-active side for coat-

ing with the sensitive emulsion. For this purpose the receiving

surface of celluloid should be made slightly adhesive as by a thin

coating of amy] acetate collodion, and the stripped composite colour

screen is pressed, colour side downwards, into close contact and
adhesion. In this operation the least practicable quantity of adhesive

should be used, so as to minimise any initerdiffusion or overlap of

colour. Heat may be employed with the pressure, or alternatively

heat and pressure may be employed without s-ny adhesive. Instead

of applying adhesive as such, the celluloid or ester surface may be
moistened or fumed with a solvent, as, for example, amyl acetate.

Successive thin coatings of celluloid varnish or cellulose ester

varnish, prepared, for exan-jple, with amyl acetate as a solvent as

'hereinafboive speoified, may mow be applied, itlhoirough drying ibeing

effected between the applications. Thus is built up any required

thickness of inert protective material between the composite colour

screen and the emulsion, or the comfposite colour screen and any
chemical used in after-trealtment. The reason for using successive

thin coatings is to prevent such softening of the whole mass as may
lead to subversive inter-diffusion of the colours, and, if desirable,

a thin stratum of indiamibber or resinous material may be used

between any two coatings. The operation of transfer maizes it prac-

ticable to thicken the Ixick or the front of the original film of

cellulose ester, but where no transfer is made the indiarubber sub-

stratum ma,y oomveniemitly cover the whoie eurface of the glass plate

instead of being confined to the edges.

Although aniline is menitioned as a desira(ble solvent for such

colour as is used to stain iShe cellulose ester, other solvents inay be

used, the wliole range of what naay be vaguely termed alcoholic,
etherial or aromatic solvents being more or less available, and the
solvent must be selected in reference to the colouring body used.
Preference is, however, given to basic sol-vents which are physically
and ohejiiically comparable to aniline, removal in an acid bath being
easy ; and in this conneotiion may ibe menitioned the liquid toluidines
(ortho-toluidine and meta-toluidine), whether alone or with aniline.

It should be understood that the composite colour-screen produced
as herein described, by interdependent colouring and staining in
stages, may be formed on ordinary thin celluloid or on similar
sheets of cellulose ester without camplwr, either after manufacture
or while the celluloid is with or on the moulding plate or moulding
wheel, and emulsion may be laid on either side of the stripped sheet
as may bo expedient.

In all heliochromic processes it may be expedient to introduce a
neutral key element to conduce to critical sharpness and also inten-

sity. One way in which a neutral key can be associated with
results by the present process is to superimpose a weak monochrome
taken aictua;lly from the same standipoinit, any suitable or known
optical device being used for this purpose. Another mode suited for

cinematograph projection is to produce alterna/tely helioohromes, by
the herein described process, and monochromes on the same film,

a lens of higher or deeper defining power being preferably used for

the monochrome alternations. In the final or exhibition film the
heliochrarr.es and weak monochromes would be cast on the sci'een

in alternation.

A Dye-Image Colour Process.—^Pairticulars are given in the
" Patent Journal " of the pa-ocess of J. H. Ohrietejisen (patent No.

133,034), now open for inspection under the In)temational Conven-
tion. For producing dyed images, aivantage is taksn of the cata-

lyitic effect of (the finely-divided silver of aji image on the action of

reducing agents on certain dyes. A bromide plate is dyed with

oxamineiroea, exposed, developed, fixed, and then treated with a

powerful reducing agent, such as sodium hydrosulphite or stannous

chloride, which has the effect of bleaching the dye where the salver

is deposited. The silver is Bulbseqaiently removed by Chromic acid

or Farmer's reducer, leaving a clear colour picture. Alternatively,

the deveJoipment and bleachling can be effected simxiltajieously by
treating an exposed plate in a bath containing sodium hydrosulphite

and (potassium bromide, the sdlver and any silver bromide being eiulb-

sequently (removed by Farmer's reducer. Alternative dyes of the

diianile class are given, some of which—^for exam^ple, Chicago blue

—

require to be su'hsequently mordaiiteJ. Toned silver images can

be treated similarly.

The Pbokcdin-Gobskt Coloub Pbocess.—^Techndcal iparticulairs of

this process, which has been the subject of news pairagraphs in

the daily Press, are now ascertainable in this country from the

scries of patent specifications which have been filed at the Patent

Office under International Convention, and, under that Convention,

are open to public inspection before acceptance. These specifica-

tions are as follo\vs :

—

18,585.—Production of coioured diapoeitives. November 9, 1918.

135,161.

23,437.—Apparatus for the treaitment of articles such as photo-

graphic negatives with liquid. November, 9, 1918.

135,165.

23,718.—^Printing apparatus for the production of diapositives.

November 9, 1918. 135,166.

23,933.—Apparatus for closing of a circuilt for a certain period.

November 9, 1918. 135,167.

24,336.—Photograph.ic camera for taking part negatives for

pictures in natural colours. November 9, 1918.

135,169.

24,982,—Apparatus for the production of coloured cinematograph

films, November 9, 1918 135,171.

In each case the number first given is that for the year 1919

allotted to the specification during its passage through the Patent

Office. The number following the title of the patent is the serial

number according to the system introduced a few years ago. The

date in each case is that claimed under the International Con-

vention, being the dale of the first foreign application.
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